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War Office , 151

Warsaw , 262

Waterloo, 553, 700

Watford, 184, 584, 731

West Derby, 409

Ham , 221 , 448, 584, 811

Hartlepool, 184

Wimbledon, 49 , 222, 262, 848

Yarmouth , 50, 890

York, 811 , 848

31

21

Electrical Works, 416

Metropolitan Electric Supply Company,

155, 196, 415, 416, 451 , 815

Mix andGenest, 704

Mutual Telephone Company, 451

National Electric Sapply Company, 233

Telephone Company, 156, 195,

232, 266

Newcastle and District Electric Lighting

Company, 233

Newcastle-upon -Tyne Electric Supply

Company, 194

New General Traction Company, 668, 703

Motive Power Company, 704

Northampton Electric Light and Power

Company, 233

Norwich Electricity Company, 416

Notting Hill Electric Lighting Company,

268, 306, 374

Official announcements re companies, 155,

893

ham , Ashton, and Hyde Electric Tram

way Company, 52, 88, 518

Oriental Telephoneand Electric Company,

518, 588

Oxford Electric Company, 376

Portrush and Giant's Causeway Tramway

Company, 196

Rand Central Electric Works, 486, 556

Richmond ( Surrey ) Electric Light and

Power Company,303

River Plate Electric Light and Traction

Company, 52

Royal ElectricCompany of Montreal, 816

Scarborough Electric Supply Co., 234,268

Shannon Electric Power Syndicate, 776,

894

Sheffield Electric Light and Power Co.,

378, 415

Shoreditch Electric Lighting Accounts,

737

South London Electric Supply Corporation ,

377 , 414

Staffordshire Tramways Co. , 776

Spiral Globe, Limited , 586,628, 665, 776

St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light

Co.,88, 88, 154, 193, 374, 375, 518

Stock Excbange Notices and Settlements,

88 , 124, 156, 196 , 234, 268, 306, 344,

378, 416, 486 , 556, 588 , 668, 816

Sabmarine Cables Trust, 518, 556, 588

Sassmann's Electric Miners'Lamp Co., 52

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance

Company, 196 , 268, 304

Tramways Union Company, 234

United Ordnance and Engineering Co.,

195

Veneznela Telephone and Electrical Ap

pliances Company, 124

Waterloo and City Railway Company,

156 , 196, 230

West African Telegraph Company, 738

Coast of America Telegraph Co. ,

628, 668

India and Papama Telegraph Co.,

588, 667, 704

Western Brazilian Telegraph Co., 668,

815, 851

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation ,

52, 88 ,196 , 232, 341

Willans and Rɔbinson, 415, 452

Windsor Electrical Installation Co. , 377

Worcester Corporation Electricity AC

counts, 737

Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity Co.,

87, 156

11

93

01

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED

Aberdeen, 221 , 553, 700, 731 , 811 , 848

Accrington , 447, 512

Ashton -under-Lyne, 49, 84, 408

Ayr, 890

Balmoral Castle, 811

Barking, 119

Barnet,810

Barrow , 85

Bedford, 18, 18, 84 , 150

Belfast, 221, 221 , 262, 299, 337, 480 , 512,

663, 731 , 774 , 811 , 847

Belgium , 84,150, 183, 261, 332, 371 , 512,

624, 731, 848

Bengal, 332

Berlin,84, 183, 299, 332

Bethnal Green, 700, 810

Bilbao, 18, 84, 183 , 221

Blackburn , 18, 50, 184, 624, 663

Blackpool, 262, 299, 624

Bolton , 299

Bo'ness, 18

Bootle, 18, 221 , 512, 553, 700, 882

Bournemouth, 371, 447, 584, 731

Bradford, 18, 84 , 184, 221, 262

Brighton, 84, 118, 184 , 337, 512

Bristol, 183, 890

Bulgaria, 810

Burnley, 222

Bury St. Edmunds, 663

Canterbury, 119, 183

Cardiff, 848

Carlisle, 221 , 262

Chester,731

Colwyn Bay, 700

Copenhagen, 150

Coventry, 221, 299, 624, 663

Darwen, 332

Denmark, 150, 183, 221 , 299, 404

Derby, 85, 299, 371, 447, 512, 624

Devizes, 299

Dewebury, 50

Dublin, 624

9

Conversazione, Royal Society, 679

Copper, 179, 735

and bra99, Aluminium as a rival of,

for electrical conductors, by A. E.

Hunt, 320, 462

pipes, Failure of, 743

samples, Preparation of, for con

ductivity tests, by Dr. S. Sheldon,

525

The War Office and English , 450

Copying, Japanese, 351

Corea, 702

Corliss engine, Economy of the, 514

Corporations, Trading, 465

1 )

9

Clauses (Standard ) for specifications, 324

Cleaning the globes of enclosed arc lamps,

734

1

CORRESPONDENCE—

Accumulator testing by " Appak ,” 362

Alternating arc lamp, by W. Addley, 7:23
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CORRESPONDENCE — continued .

Tests of faults in submarine cables, by

Herbert E. Cann , 41

Visual telegraphy, by C. O. Bastian and

A. J. Parsons, 613

or, secing by wire, by

Geo. Smith, 873

Weatherproof wire, by Alex . Dow , 806

Welsbach incandescent electric lamp, by

H. E. Moul, 541

Wireless telegraphy - a forecast, by J. Rees,

175

Yarrow Home, by T. F. Myers, 255

90

11

15 91

11

31

CORRESPONDENCE - continued .

Is an electric traction engine subjected to

shocks, or is it not ?

Raworth v . Emery, by

J. S. Raworth, 146

traction engine subjected to

shocks, or is it not ?

Raworth v. Emery, by

J. F. Rossiter, 177

Is the nervous system a coherer ? by W. 8.

Hedley, M.D., 326

Jerry wiriog, by J. A. Jeckell, 541

by “ Wireman," 578

Knots, by “ Another Cable Engineer,” 363

by C. Bright, 474

by G. H. Little, 325, 395

by T. O'Conor Sloane, 686

by “ X. Y., ” 395

Lampholders, by W. Blenkarn , 76

Legal point, A, by “ Legal,” 290

Limerick electric tramway scheme, by

Ed . Zeitz, 722

Localising faults in submarine cables, by

John McGill , 9

Lamford Mills , Bakewell, by Drake &

Gorham , 765

Nash's patent, re, by W. Canning & Co. ,

765

New thermalamperemeter,by P. Cardew , 9

, type of locomotive, 105

Note on condenser shunts, by E. Raymond

Barker, 541

Parabolic reflectors, byElihu Thomson, 362

Parliamentary committee on electricity

supply, by Sydney Morge, 801

Plea for " six wheelers, ” A, 475

Practical points in the design of a shunt

dynamo, by W. J.

Axworthy, 75

in the design of a shunt

dynamo, by “ Amicus,"

104

in the design of a phunt

dynamo, by V. Zing

ler, 104

Problem , a, by A. H. Finlay, 106

Protest, a, by “ Disgusted,” 255

„ by W. Fennell, 255

Purification of sewage effluent by electro

zone, by M. C. Beebe, 839

Ranken's, Mr., resignation, by A. W.

Ranken,396

Recent smashes at Brighton , by A. Wright,

505

Refuse destructors, by Chas. Jones, 144

Rewinding field coils of dynamos, by

" Subscriber," 578

Ring -slotted armatures, by "Subscriber,"
841

armatures, by R. Kennedy,
841

Rubber cables, by Wm. Gray, 363, 541

Salaries of assistant electrical engineers,

by “ Fiat Justitia,"

291

electrical engineers,

1 01

Corrosion, Electrolytic, of gas and water

mains at Glasgow , 866

Cost, Comparative, of steam and electric

power, 137 , 172, 236 , 526

of current for traction , 36

of electricenergy production, 239
of generation and distribution of elec

trical energy, 431, 470, 499

of steam in 1870 and 1897 , 228

Coventry Technical Institute, 191

Cowper- Coles, S., on An electrolytic process
for the manufacture of

parabolic reflectors, 240

on theElectrolytic refining

of lead, 547

on Some electrolytic pro

cesses for the manufac.

ture of white lead, 203

on Some potes on an elec

trolytic method for the

recovery of gold from

cyanide solutions, 779

on Removal of mill scale

by electrolysis, 63

Cranes, Electric, 226

Creditors ' meeting, 580

Crehore, A. C., and Squier, G. O., on Tests of

the synchronographon the telegraph

lines of the British Government,

242 , 272

Cremieu, V., on a new interrupter for induc

tion coils, 598

Crompton's, Mr., smashes, 480

Crookes tubes, Overcrowding high resistance

in , 790

Crowdus storage battery , 381

Crowell, N. H., on Repairing a burnt -out

commutator, 93

Crystal Palace Company's School of Practical

Engineering, 483

Current for traction , Cost of, 36

Customer, engineer and manufacturer, The

relations between , 169, 407

Cyanide solutions, Some notes on an electro

lytic method for the recovery of gold

from , by S. Cowper -Coles, 779

97

91

99

CORRESPONDENCE - continued .

Association of electricity with atmospheric

phenomena, by “ Magnet,” 435

Back , E.M.F. , by " E. D.,” 578

Blasting, by J Š. Barnes, 474

by Frank Brain , 540

by J. Mackenzie, 540

Burning question, The, by J. Hetherington,

290, 395

by A.J. Liversedge,

363

by C. Jones, 434

Carbon brush - holders, by G. C. Lundberg,

612

Carus-Wilson's ( Prof.) paper, by A. M.

Taylor, 800, 840

Cause of death by electric shock, by

H. Lewis Jones, M.D., 76

Chelmsford fatality, by A. L. Fyfe, 801

Corporation wiring and fittings depart

ments v . private wiring and fitting

firms, by E. L. Liley, 475

Cost of long running plant,by “Atlas,” 291

by E. K. Scott,

326

Crowdus storage battery, by J. T. Bowden,
362

Currents necessary to fuse wires, by

W. H. F. Murdoch, 291

Defence of Germany, A, by Von Fischer

Trenenfeld , 7

by W. H. Booth ,

41

by “ Audi Alteram

partem ,” 41

Dublin cables, by M. Raddle,292

by Wm. Gray, 326

Dast Destructors (see also under “ Shore

ditch and its dust des

tructor" ), by Chas.

Jones, 144

by " Enquirer,” 42

by F. W. Brookman , 43

by J. Whitcher, 8

by “ Practical Experi

ence ,” 42

byRobt. Hammond, 255

by “ X. Y. Z." 43

Dynamo-electric machinery, by W.Casson ,

76, 105

sparking, by “ W. H. B., " 43

by C. W. Nicholl, 76

Electric arc, by W. Þ. Jamieson, 175

power supply fromcentral stations,

by G. L. Addenbrooke, 434

railwaye, by G. W. Chance, 475

Electrical advertising, by A. E. Rouch, 106

driving of cotton mills, by J. 8.

Raworth, 326

engineering in the colonies, by

E. Smith, 106

engineers volunteers, by “ Raw

Recruit," 801

hypothesis for the solar and

planetary systems, &c. , by A.

G. Hansard, 106

Electricity direct from water-power, by

James Whitcher, 800

Electrolytic refining of lead, by D. Tom

masi, 686

Electro -motors and fire office rules, by

Fredk . Walker, 147

Estimating, by “ A Subscriber,” 292
Ether and “ surface " of matter, by “ J. C.

R. ," 650

Free wiring, by G. J. Somerville, 612

Gas driven plant, by “ Gas Eagine,” 396

by H. J. Rogers,475

Generation of electricity at gas works, by

S. T. White , 613

Hammond, Mr. Robt., and Shoreditch

destructor, by H. E. Ker

Bhaw, 177

Mr. Robt , and Shoreditch

destructor, by C. N. Russell,

(see also under dust des

tractors), 177

Hoisting gear for street lamps, by E. K.

Scott, 540

“ Honour to whom honour is due,” by Rollo

Appleyard, 723,

839

is due, by Up

penborn , 801

Information wanted, by " Subscriber," 291

by T.J. Hughes, 396
Institution discussion, The, by R.E.Cromp

ton , 475

Ipswich , Queensland, by Babcock and

Wilcox, 106

11
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1 ALBY, W. E., on A new transmission

DALBI meter,A
11
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electrical engineers,

by “ Ton ," 325

Shielded conductors, by Alfred Still, 104,

176

by W. A. Price, 146

Shoreditch and its dust destructor, by

H. E. Kershaw , 11

dust destructor, by

Robt. Hammond,

255 (See also under

" Dust Destructor " )

dust destructor, by

“ Power , ” 579

Sparking coils, by G. Bowron , 362

Steam boilers, by A. B. Mountain , 41

relief valves, 578

Supply current forelectro -plating, by R. T.

Dick, 396

electro -plating, by C. B.

Nixon, 474

electro-plating, by J. 8.

Barnes, 474

electro -plating, by N. C.

Woodfin , 474

Testing the efficiency of direct current

machines, by H.B. Poynder, 613

of magnet steel in bulk , by E. K.

Scott, 723

secondary batteries, by Albert

Campbell, 364, 450

batteries, by “ The

Writer of the Ar.

ticle " 396

Damage due to the strike, 85

Damages awarded , 411

Danger in using gas voltameters, 893

“ Dark cross,” On the production of a, in the

field of electro-magnetic radiation,

by J. C. Bose, 781

Dead -beatsensitive indicating galvanometer,

718

Death by electricity, 735
by W. 8. Hedley, M.D.,

207

Degreesin engineering, 497

"Delta" on An electrical hypothesis for the

solar and planetary systems, and

some of their associated phenomena,

72 , 138 , 283, 460, 491

Dennis, J. , on Small electric motors, 467

Department of electricity for Chicago, 209

Deprez, Marcel, on the Direct transformation

of heat into mechanical work by the

employment of alloys of ferro

nickel, 239 (see also p .463)

Design, Dynamo, in the U.S., 789

of a shunt dynamo, some practical

points on the, by V. Zingler, 6 , 58

of electric railway motors for rapid

acceleration , by C. A. Carus

Wilson, 784, 826, 857

Determining transformer efficiency, A short

method of, by F. Bedell, 868

Development, Electrical, 601

Diagrams of electrical apparatus, Proposed

standard, by Prof. A. Jamieson, 871

9 ) 11
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Diamagnetism , Researches in magnetism and,

339, 410, 449, 480

Diaphragm exist preventing diffusion, but

not the passage of an electric cur

rent, Does a , 513

Diesel oil engine, 273, 302, 780

rational beat motor, 302

Different men , different minds, 263

Difficulty in electric traction, A, 170

Diffusion, Does a diaphragm exist prevent

ing, but not the passage ofan elec

tric current, 513

Dinner, Annual, of the London Electric

Saprly Corporation, 338
Direct transformation of heat into mecha

nical work by the employment of

alloys of ferro -nickel, by Marcel

Deprez, 239

Directors' fees, 341

Discharge rates, Storage battery testing at

bigb, by R. Kennedy,386

Dissolutions of partnerships, 13 ,79, 215, 257,

399, 436, 476 , 507, 617, 724 , 803

Distributionof electrical energy, Cost of the

generation and, 431, 470, 499

Dolbear's submarine telegraph tests, 774

Draught, Mechanical, 763

Dredgers, Electrically operated , 734

Driving, Belt, 783

Electrical, 422

Dry cap lamp, 580

Dublincables, 256

Dapay, P., on Measurement of the efficiency

of continuous current electric ma

chines of all powers, 548

Dust destructor, Leyton, 165

Works,The St. Pancras, 643

destructors, Sludge and, 123, 133

and electric lighting, 162

and electric lighting at

Gloucester, 164

in India, 666

Dynamo design in the UnitedStates, 789

Some practical points on the design

of a shunt, byV. Zingler, 6 , 58

Dynamometer, Anew transmission, by W.E.

Dalby, 27

Dynamos, American , 263

Large continuous corrent, 449

Operation of T.H. arc, 516

ELECTRICAL - continued .

Power for mines drainage,818

from the Shannon, 191

in shipyards, 724

supply from central stations, 389

Press, 666

Progress in Milan , 875

Pumping, Minesdrainage by, 83

plant, 768

in collieries, 338

Radiation, 228

Railroading, 33
Resistanceof thin films, 513

Shop transmission, 764

South African notes, 79, 179, 328, 477, 652,
803

Towboat in a sewer, 428

Traction, 869

by R. O. Quin , 896

by J.E. Stewart, 898

Treatment, Formsof, 498

Undertakings, Management of, 796

The management of, by

Councillor Hesford, 824

Units, 86

Water vans, 298

Welding, 339, 482

Wiring at Baenos Ayres, 585

91

Electrically operated dredgers, 733

30 99
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Alloys, by Rollo Appleyard , 536, 607

Anomaly and chemical constitution, 98

pparatus, American, for England, 120

Arc as a telephone, 393

The transformation of energy in the, 71

Automobile, The first, 732

Automobiles in France, 152

Beacon, Testing an enormous, 630

Books- practical and elementary, 5

Cab mishap, 122, 373

Cabs, 48

Horse -drawn v. electrical, 215

in Paris, 888

Car accident, 775

Carriages in Berlin, 298

Clock -switch, 215

Colliery plant, 293

Conduction, Mechanism of, 568

Conductivity, Some researches on electrical,
513

Conductore, Aluminium as a rival of cop

per and brass for, by A. E. Hunt,

320, 462

Cookingand heating, A survey of the pos

sibilities of, by W. P. Adams, 162,

200

Cranes, 226, 768

in railroad shops, 120

Current, Action of, upon some alkaloids,

483

Development, 601

Drill in shipyards, 615

Driving, 423

Elevator installation , 765

Elevators with special reference to their

starting and stopping, by W. C. C.

Hawtayne, 744

Energy, Cost of generation and distribu

tion of, 431 , 470, 499

(generating stations and supply)

Parliamentary committee on ,

373, 411 , 450 ,516 , 576, 636 , 641,

648, 664, 701 , 813. Report, 836 ,
892

production, The cost of electric,

239

Engineer volunteer 8, 51 , 177, 302, 339, 747

Eogineering at home and abroad, 43

Engineers' salaries — England v. America,

301

wanted by the War Office, 849

Floor scrubbing machine, 339

Furnace, Improved, welding or brazing

machine, 579

Gear for motor cars , 866

Haulage on railwaysand tramways, by

W. H. Booth , 471

Heat, Extraction of metals and metallic

alloys by means of, 121

Heatingandcooking, A survey of the pos

sibilities of, by W. P. Adams, 162,
200

Hoist, C. and O., 725

Horse, The coming of the, by S. P. Thomp

Hypothesis, An electrical, for the solar and

planetary systems,and someof their

associated phenomenon, by “ Delta,"

72, 138 , 283, 460, 491

Illuminations, 18

Installation at the Thames Ironworks, 437

rules, 119

Launch for the Czar of Russia , 20

Launches, 87, 818

Laundry machinery, 82

Lifts, 643

Locomotives at terminal stations, 482

Mail carts, 123

Matters at Croydon, 664

Migration of colloids, 257

Motor printiog presses, 586

Motorson hire, 134

on the New York Elevated Rail

ELECTRICITY

Applications of, ona modern warship, 791

Brickyard, In a, 339

Carbonisation of lamp filamente, by L. S.

Powell, 646

Cheap, 71

Death by electricity, 735

by W. S. Hedley,

M.D., 207

Department of, for Chicago, 209

Direct fromwater-power, 731

Fires, and, 51

In chemical works, 560

municipal engineering, 264

Machine shop, in the, 200

Production of, by chemicalmeans, 517

Riveting by electricity, 449

Supply considerations, 205

of London , by A. H. Preece, 521

Prevention of interruptions to, by

L. Andrews, 706, 741

Treatment of consumption by, 229

Warfare, Electricity in , 595 ,664, 827

Warships, Electricity on, 263

13

10

Bon , 315

EAGLE, The American, 338

Early electric tramway practice in the States,
230

electricalappliances, 587

Earth returns for electric tramways, by A.

F. Parsball, 633, 671

Eborall, A. C., Some notes on single-phase

motors, 31 , 67, 136, 172 , 276, 355,

432, 600

Economical effect of live steam feed heating,

677

use of exhaust steam , 781

use of steam in non -condensing

engines, 758

Economisers, The proper construction and

uses of, 63

Economy and efficiency of the large gas

engine, 384

Margins tor, 590

of hot feed , 602

of steam plantin electrical stations,

Relative, 517

of the Corliss engine, 514

test of a central station, 715

Edison and his interviewers, 340

magnetic concentrating works, 188

Effect of lightning upon overhead power

circuits and the cheapest method of

distributing power, by A. H. Gibson,
762

Effects of alternating currents on the human

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND LIGHTING

Aberdeen, 14, 80, 110, 217, 258, 295 , 367,

400, 439, 544, 580, 618, 769, 804

Aberystwyth, 179

Accrington , 876

Acton, 45, 80 , 328

Adenshaw , 217

Alderley Edge, 689

Alfreton, 80

Alloa, 652, 876

Amblecote, 689

Ambleside, 804

Arbroath , 400

Ashton, 217, 580

Asylum , 45, 80, 769

Australia, Plant required for, 483

Ayr, 80, 508, 544

Balerno, 80

Ballymena, 217

Balmoral, 508

Bangor, 45, 295, 580, 689, 769

Barking, 367, 439, 580, 804

Barmouth, 439, 726, 841

Barnes, 804

Barnet, 295

Barnsley, 258, 508, 689, 841

Barrow , 618, 841

Barton -on -Humber, 367

Basingstoke, 258 , 618

Bath , 110 , 148, 295, 328, 409, 439, 477, 652 ,

769

Beckenbam , 179

Bedford, 148, 179, 258 , 295, 328, 439, 619,

804, 876

Bellast, 14 , 180 , 295 , 323, 367, 508, 580,

652, 689, 726, 804, 841

Belgium , 804

Bermondsey, 217, 619, 804

electric lighting and refuse

destruction report, 874

Bethnal Green , 45, 80 , 769, 804, 841

F

way, 129

17

11

Small electric, by J. Dennis, 467

The use of, in paper making, 494

News from Australia, 250

Omnibus tests, Ward's, 410

Organg, 258

Oscillating field ,Cathode rays in an, by K.

Gulstad, 752

Oscillations, The chemical action of, 513

Telegraphy by, 715

Power at Dover Harbour works, 82

Comparative cost of steam and elec

.

body, by Dr. W. 8. Hedley, 607

of tension and quality of the metal

upon the changesinlength produced

in iron wires by magnetisation, 429

Efficiency of continuous current electric

machinesof all powers,Measure

ment of the, by P. Dupuy, 548

and economy of the large gas

engine, 384

Steam engine mechanical, 248

of transformers, 733

transformer, A short method for

determining, by F. Bedell, 868

trical, 137, 172, 236, 526

distribution schemes, 16, 78 , 82 , 117,

149, 150, 182, 183 , 298, 369, 442 ,

552, 698, 875
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Bexhill, 14, 80, 804

Bilston , 45

Birkenhead, 148, 400

Birmingham , 148, 440, 689, 769, 804, 841

Blackburn, 45

Blackpool, 148, 508, 726, 770 , 842, 876

Blockley, 15 , 217, 367

Bloemfontein, 652

i Bognor, 804

Bolton , 770

Boston, 80

Bournemouth, 508, 652, 689, 877

Bradford, 148, 295, 367, 508, 580, 689

Bray, 770, 842

Brewery, 295, 367, 477

Bridgend, 440

Bridgwater, 842

Bridlington, 295, 652, 689

Brighouse, 440, 770

Brighton, 45, 268, 367, 477, 508, 805

Brisbane, 295

Bristol, 110, 148, 367, 477

Bromley (Kent), 80, 110, 180, 328, 544, 619,
689

Broughty Ferry ,258

Buenos Ayres, 367, 685, 596

Buckingham Palace, 374

Buckley, 805

Bulawayo,608, 770

Burnley, 45, 148, 180

Burslem , 842

Burton -on -Trent, 80, 367, 842

Bury, 328 , 805

Buxton, 258, 295, 367, 842

Calcutta, 80, 258, 328

Camberley, 842

Camberwell, 295, 328, 608, 544, 689

Canterbury, 46, 328, 619, 770, 842

Cardiff, 46, 110, 148, 180 , 258, 328, 400 ,

603, 652, 689, 726 , 770, 805

Carlisle, 295, 368

Chatham , 46

Chelmsford, 15, 726

Chelsen, 80, 295, 328, 842

Cheltenham , 46 , 217,368, 644, 662, 842, 877

Chester,110, 258, 400, 440, 726 , 877

China, 770

Chislehurst, 580

Chiswick , 652, 726

Chorley (Lancashire ), 619

Church, 679

City, The service, 133

Olacton -on -Sea, 842

Clay Cross, 653

Clerkenwell, 440

Clonakilty, 699

Colchester, 46, 619, 805

Colombo, 148,619

Colwyn Bay, 80 , 544, 805

Conisborough , 652

Oonway , 726, 770

Oork , 689

Cordoba, 217

Country houses, 217, 363, 652

Coventry, 217, 295, 653, 726 , 842

Orowe, 805

Orickhowell, 368

Crieff, 80, 148, 217, 258, 368

Cromer, 80, 680

Crobagates,877

Croydon, 15, 46, 80, 328, 400 , 580, 664, 770

Darfield , 148, 368, 726

Darlaston, 842

Darlington, 15, 328

Dartford, 328, 581

Darwen, 770

Derby, 689, 770

Devonport, 180, 653, 805

Dewsbary,609,644,619, 726

Dingwall, 110 , 400, 440

Distillery, 877

Doncaster, 15, 726

Dorking, 180,329, 440

Douglas, 110 ,509,689, 842

Dover, 180, 806, 842

Dublin , 16 , 110, 180, 292, 295, 477, 509,

544, 619, 877

Dadley, 180

Damtries, 544

Dandee,46, 148, 180, 329, 509, 619, 653,

770, 877

Dunoon, 726

Durban, 440

Durham , 180, 477, 509, 619, 689

Dust destructors and electric lighting, 152

Ealing, 46, 180, 544,842, 877

Eastbourne, 619, 842

East Grinstead, 329, 509, 805

London (8.A.), 329

ELECTRIO LIGHT AND LIGHTING - continued ,

East Stonehouse, 726

Eccles, 16, 477, 509

Edenbridge,258

Edgbaston, 258

Edinburgh, 110, 148, 180, 258, 296, 329, 477,

509, 544, 580, 619

Edmonton, 148, 296, 329, 843

Elland , 46, 111

Embankment, The, 258

Enfield, 80

Epsom , 877

Erith, 843

Eton, 653

Exeter, 148, 296 , 440

Fareham , 368

Faversham , 259

Fermoy, 581

Festiniog, 477

Finchley, 148

Fire station lighting, 180

Flitwick, 843

Folkestone, 111, 440, 477, 509, 689, 843

Fort William , 46, 111

Frimley, 843

Fulham , 581, 653

Falwood, 46

Garston, 46, 400, 843

Gas engines for, 225

Germany, 15, 653, 689, 843

Glasgow , 46, 111, 180 , 258, 329, 368, 581,

619, 653, 689, 690, 702, 805, 843, 877

Glossop, 80, 368, 619, 653, 877

Gloucester,15, 164, 929, 440, 770

Godalming, 653, 843, 877

Gourock, 80, 400

Govan , 653

Greenock, 80, 180, 217, 296, 329, 368, 440,

581, 726

Grimsby, 180, 258

Guildford, 46, 805

Hackney, 258, 368, 400, 440, 544, 581, 805,

843

Halifax, 609

Hammersmith, 16, 46 , 259, 690

Hampstead, 46 ,111, 180,259, 296, 329, 368,

400, 477, 681, 663,770, 843

Hanley, 111, 690, 843

Harbour Lights, 259

Harrow , 296

Hartlepool, 217, 296 , 329

Hastings, 609,653, 805, 877

Heaton Norris, 619

Heavitree, 111

Hereford, 80, 509, 619

Hertford, 726

High Wycombe, 400, 581, 619, 727

Hoarcross, 296

Holborn , 544

Hornsey, 111 , 440, 619

Horsbam , 46, 111 , 400, 549

Hotel lighting, 770

Hove, 690

Huddersfield, 111, 405, 581, 727, 843

Hull, 80, 148, 296, 619, 653, 690, 770

Huyton -with -Roby, 46

Hyde, 217, 690

Ilford, 148, 619

Iltracombe, 509, 653, 727

Ilkestone, 843

India, 653

Insurance, Electric lighting and , 545

Inverness, 509

Ipawich, 16, 80, 217, 296, 653, 690 , 843

(Queensland ), 80

Isleof Wight, 653

Islington , 46 , 111 , 180, 329, 400, 620, 659,

805, 843

Italy, 440

Japan, 368

Jersey, 80

Jobannesburg, 440

Keighley, 620

Keith , 878

Kendal, 15 , 148

Kensal Town,269

Kensington, 878

Keswick, 690

Kettering, 217

Killarney, 878

Kilmallock, Co. Limerick , 478, 770

Bimberley, 581

King's Lynn, 549

Norton, 690, 843

Kingston, 15 , 111, 217

Kingswintord, 259, 727

Kingswood, 329

Kinning Park, 549

Kintore, 15

Lambeth, 180, 690

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND LIGHTING - continued .

Lancaster, 16, 180, 296 , 509, 620, 770, 805

Leamington , 148, 259,400

Leeds, 15 , 46, 180 , 217, 296, 329, 368, 401,

478 , 727, 805, 878

Leicester, 111, 401

Leigh, 440, 771, 843

Leith , 180 , 440 , 509, 653, 843, 878

Leominster, 80

Lewes, 510 , 805

Lewisham , 15, 260, 296, 843

Leyton, 181, 329, 549, 581, 653, 843

Lincoln, 47 , 329, 478,653

Liverpool, 15, 47, 81, 111, 181, 217, 260,

318, 329, 510, 620, 771, 878

Llandrindod Wells, 878

Llanidloes, 15

Llanrwst , 47

Local authorities and, 516, 890

Bills in Parliament, 878

Lombardy, 805

London , 15, 47, 81 , 134, 148, 181, 217, 296 ,

368, 401, 649, 653, 771, 843, 878

County Council, and, 112, 296,

401, 440, 510

Londonderry,805

Long Eaton, 663, 878

Longton, 581

Loughborough, 181 , 296, 581

Lowestoft, 217,368, 349, 581, 664, 878

Ludlow , 649, 654, 806

Ludworth, 620

Luton, 260, 654, 843

Lymington, 727

Lyndhurst, 610, 681

Lynn, 47, 217, 368, 401 , 727

Macroom , 843

Madrid , 80 , 122

Maidenhead , 368

Maidstone, 368, 581, 727

Mail coaches, 560

Mains, 229

Maltaextensions, 659

Malvern , 654

Manchester, 15, 47, 260, 296 , 329, 440, 555,

581, 654, 843

Mansion , 878

Mardy, 330

Margam , 727

Margate, 81

Marylebone, 368, 401, 690

Matlock Bath, 690

Mauritius, 771

Melbourne, 727

Merthyr, 47, 149, 181

Metropolitan Asylums Board , 581 , 727

Mexborough, 620, 878

Mexico, 260, 440 , 549

Middlesbro ', 15

Mitchelstown, 620

Monmouth, 440, 654, 843

Montrose, 654

Morecambe, 111, 260, 296, 368, 654, 690,771,

878

Morley, 260, 620

Moss Side, 478

Motherwell,81 , 260

Mumbles, 47

Municipal, 541

authorities and electric lighting,

516, 585

New Brompton, 878

Newcastle-on -Tyne, 15, 181, 330 , 368, 649,

654, 843, 878

Newington, 181, 260, 400, 878

Baths, 554

Newmarket, 217, 581

Newport, 81, 690, 727, 843, 878
Norden , 47

North Berwick, 368 , 727

Northampton, 400, 806

Northwich , 878

Norwich , 47, 582

Nottingham , 330, 727, 843

Oldbury, 47, 510

Oldham , 81, 123 , 806

County Court, 450

Ossett, 510, 654, 727

Otley, 47

Paddington, 510, 691

Paris, 549

and Berlin , 727

Partick, 400

Pemberton, 691

Pembroke, 217, 771 , 806

Penarth , 47, 111 , 806

Penzance, 149

Perth, 368, 549, 654

Peterborough, 15 , 47, 149, 217, 478, 582,

654, 691, 727, 806
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Engineers' strike, 1, 11, 19 , 29 ,39,77, 107,

241, 338, 373, 515

Damage due to the, 85

Engines, Thebalancing of, 607

Englewood and Chicago electric storage

battery road, 247, 311, 347, 382

Equilibrium electrolysis, Thermic, by M. D.

Tommasi, 61

Erection of overhead trolley lines, by G. C.

Sillar, 463

Errata, 19, 811

Ewing, J. A., on A magnetic balance for

workshop tests of permeability, 708

Exhaust steam , Economical use of, 781

Experiment, Aninteresting, 830

Experiments on inductionat long distances

with high frequency currents, 171

Explosion at an Oldham electrical supply

station , 123

at Manchester, 373

Explosions, A year's boiler,272

External field of belically magnetised

rings, by W. M. Mordey, 27

Extraction of metals and metallic alloys by

means of electrical heat, 121

Extraordinary, Testing, 121

11

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND LIGHTING - continued .

Wednesbury , 16, 369, 510, 806

Wells, 330, 620, 845

West Bromwicb, 48

Derby, 16

Ham , 48, 218, 369, 440, 550, 582, 621,
691

Hartlepool, 16, 149, 218 , 621,655

Westgate-on - Sea, 149, 655, 691, 771, 845

Westminster, 16

Weston-super -Mare, 112, 218,369, 478, 550,

691 ,845

Whickham , 82

Whitechapel, 48, 691, 771, 806

Wick , 655

Wigan, 149, 218, 655 , 806

Willenball, 478

Willesden, 149, 369, 691

Wimbledon, 655, 679, 771

Winchester, 48, 181, 259, 369, 550, 728, 806 ,

880

Windsor, 48, 691

Wires as telephonic circuits , 736

Withington, 82, 218, 369, 401, 478

Woking, 218, 369, 510, 845

Wood Green , 218

Woodstock, 691

Wolverhampton,82, 582, 656, 845

Worcester, 218, 330, 665 , 845

Wormit, 16, 621

Worthing, 845

Wrexham , 112

Wycombe, 550

Yarmouth, 82, 269, 369 , 510, 650 , 691

York , 181, 806

11

13

1
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ELECTRIO LIGHT AND LIGHTING — continued .

Petersfield , 727, 878

Pietermaritzburg, 691

Plumstead, 878

Plymouth , 81 , 217, 330, 582, 654, 727

Poplar, 217, 260, 330, 654, 691, 771, 843,

879

Port Adelaide(Australia ), 549

Portamouth , 81, 218, 296,401, 549, 582, 620 ,

691, 727, 771, 879

Preston , 620

Prestwicb, 368

Provisional orders, 620, 691, 771 , 843

( Board of Trade rules ),

674

-Session 1898 , 25

Radcliffe, 691

Railway train, 691

Rathmines, 510, 654

Reading, 81, 330, 510, 806

Reigate,691

Rbodesia , 806

Rhyl, 259, 879

Ripley, 8i, 582

Rotherbithe, 843

Rassia, 181, 879

Ryde( I.O.W.), 478, 620 , 691

St. Albans, 149

St. Helens, 621

St. Marylebone, 181

St. Pancras, 48, 111, 549, 582, 621, 655 ,

727 ; ( accounts), 746, 844, 879
Sale, 843

Salford, 47, 181, 510, 691, 727, 843

Salisbury, 440

Saltburn , 330, 401, 771, 879

Shanghai, 111

Shanklin , 582

Sheerness, 843

Sheffield, 47, 81, 181, 218, 296, 330 , 368,

478 , 549, 582, 620 , 664, 727, 843

Shipley, 478

Ships,876

Shoreditch , 16, 111, 149, 181, 259, 330,

401, 510, 549, 620, 655, 691, 771, 806 ,

879

Shoreham , 181, 330, 620

Shrewsbury, 218, 843, 879

Singapore ,620

Sittingbourne, 111

Smethwick ,81

Somerset, 81

South Africa, 879

Southall, 510

Southampton, 81, 218, 296 , 330, 440, 549 ,

582, 620 , 626, 691, 727

South Australia, 218

Southborough, 297

Southend-on - Sea , 111 ,478 '

Southport ,401, 510, 649, 620 , 843

Southsea , B49

South Shields, 259

Spain, 368 , 478

Stafford , 620 , 691

Stanford -le-Bope, 843

Stirling, 48 , 297, 330, 401, 510

Stockport, 330, 549, 727, 879

Stockton, 181, 843

Stonehouse, 727

Submarine miners and the, 725

Sunderland, 48 , 297, 369, 401, 549

Swansea, 181, 269, 297, 401, 478, 510, 582

Swinton , 16, 297, 655 , 880

Taunton, 81 , 218, 369, 560 , 582, 691, 880

Teddington , 880

Teignmouth , 655

Tipton, 682, 621, 806

Torquay, 16, 112, 218, 330 , 369; (description

of works ), 443

Tottenham , 401

Towynand Aberdover, 880

Train lighting, 48, 665, 691, 692

Treeton , 112

Trinidad, 297

Tunbridge Wells, 16, 771, 845

Turkey, 112

Twickenbam and Teddington , 771, 845

Tynemouth, 728

Ulyerston, 691

Ventnor, 16, 149

Wakefield, 81, 218, 297, 691

Wallasey, 48, 181, 330, 560

Wallingford , 112, 369

Walsall, 16, 81 , 149, 369, 401, 880
Walthamstow , 806

Wandsworth, 81 , 771

Warships, 502

Washington, 208

Water -power, 81

Watford, 149, 401, 806
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FACTOR, Load, 749

Facts about wireless telegraphy, Some, 537

Failure ofcopper pipes, 743

Farmer, Moses G., 854

Fatal É.M.F., What is the, by Dr. W. 8.

Hedley ,126

shock accident at Chelmsford, 736, 766

Fatality ,123
Shock , 813

Fault resistances, The measurement of, with

& voltmeter, by S. A. Russell, 251

Feed heating, The economical effect of live

steam , 677

Ferraris, The memorial to, 122, 227

Galileo, The successor of Prof., 411

Fessenden, R. A., on high resistance insala

tion, 595, 638

Field, External, of belically magnetised

rings, by W. M. Mordey, 27

Filaments, Carbonisation of, by electricity ,

by L.8. Powel , 647

glow -lamp, gas mantles and, 318

Finder, Range, for determining thedistance

of ahostile ship or fort, 645

Fined , 768, 803

Fire cable, The Montauk multiphase, 60

Fires, 19, 79, 437, 876

electricityand, 61

First, The ! the best i the last ! 733

meetings ofcreditors and contribu

tors, 79, 507

Floor scrubbing machine, Electrical, 339

Fogs, London,and artificial light, 19

Foreign trade, 617

Forms of electrical treatment, 498

Fowler-Waring CablesCompany, The pur

chase of the, 122

Foyers, Aluminium and other electro-chemi

cal industries at, 719

“ Free ” and “ easy ” payment systems of

house wiring, by V. Zingler, 532,

567

French import duties on lead and accumula

tors, 450

Friction clutch, New patent,439

Fry, L. H., on Practical work with the bal-,

listic galvanometer, 285

Fuel, Petroleum , 228

Fulmen accumulator, The, 786

Furnace, Improved electric, welding, or

brazing machine, 579

Fuses, Air -tight, 256

11

03

Electro -chemical products, The manufacture

of, 333

treatment of auriferous ores,

Notes on the, 161

deposition of metals, On some recent

investigations in connection with

the, by J. O. Grabam , 278, 319,

357, 458

Electrolysis by traction currents, 119

of magnetic salts, 322

Removal of mill scale by, by

8. Cowper-Coles, 63

Thermic equilibrium , by M. D.

Tommasi, 61

Electrolytic corrision of gas and water mains

at Glasgow , 866

meter, Bastian's, 659, 733

method for the recovery of

gold from cyanide solutions,

by 8. Cowper-Coles, 779

process for the manufacture of

white lead, by 8. Cowper

Coles, 203

process for the manufacture of

parabolic reflectors, by 8.

Cowper-Coles, 241

refining of lead, by 8. Cowper

Coles, 347

treatment of slimes, 661

Electro-magnetic radiation , On theproduction

of a “ Dark cross ” in the field of,

by J. C. Bose, 781

•magnet,A powerful, 835

Electrometer, The Kelvin quadrant , as a

wattmeter and voltmeter, by Ernest

Wilson , 308

E.M.F., Wbat is the fatal, by Dr. W. 8.

Hedley, 126

Electromotive force , High, by Prof. J.

Trowbridge ,135

Electrotherm , The, 79

Electrozone, Purification of sewage effluent

by , 571

Element, Another new , 812

Elevator installation, Electric, 765

Elevators, Electrical, with special reference

to their starting and stopping, by

W. C. O. Hawtayne, 744

Embezzlement, 651

Empire and the telegraph cables, 288, 360

Enclosed arc lamps,85 , 213

Cleaning the globes of,

734

Energy, Transformation of, in the electric

>

GA
ALE and the wires, The, 426

arc, 71

Galyanic cells, Internal resistance of, 565

Some new , 554

Galvanometer, Deadbeatsensitive indicating ,
718

Practical work with the bal

listic, by L. H. Fry ,285

Trial of the Sullivan Univer

Bal, on a torpedo boat, 592

Garland, O. H., on The telegraph troubles, 94 ,

166, 275, 384, 493

Gas, Blast furnace, for motive power pur

, engine, 100 H.P., 446

Engine (Steam )Mechanical efficiency, 248

The Ball and Wood, 212

testing, Standard methods of, 872

Engineer, manufacturer and customer, The

relations between , 169, 407

Engineering, Degrees in , 497

Engineers, Consulting, 794

1

ровев, 710
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Gas engine and its mission , 419

in American practice, 675

The economy and efficiency of

the large, 384

The White & Middleton, 358

engines for electric lighting, 225

Starters for, 803

by W. H. Booth, 468

mantles ană glowlamp filaments,318

producer feeding, 586

» producers, 56

voltameters, A danger in using, 893

Gases, Blast furnace, Utilisation of, for elec

trical powertransmission ,by W. H.

Booth ,531, 605

Gear, Electrical, for motor cars, 866

General Electric Company, annual dinner,

191

Power Distributing Company's Bill,

875

Generating stations and supply, Electrical

energy Parliamentary Com

mittee, 373, 411 , 450, 516, 576,

635 , 641, 648, 664, 701, 813 ;

report, 836, 892

stations, Single v. multiple, 798

stations, Single v . multiple, by

J. F. C. Saell, 824

Generation and distribution of electrical

energy , Cost of, 431, 470 , 499

Generator commutators, Method of sand

papering, 483

Generators, Batteries v. , 757

in the Union Loop station ,3

motors and transformsrs, Stan

dardising, 713

Geneva Electrical Trust, 517

German enterprise in South America, 79

Gibson , A. H., on the effect of lightningupon

overhead power circuits and the

cheapest method of distributing

A , M., on The Welsbach incandes

cent electric lamp, 504

Glasgow Technical College Electrical En

gineering Laboratory, 191,664
telephonereport, 397 ,409

Glow -lamp filaments, Gasmantles and, 318

Glow lamps, Street lighting by, 301

Gold quartz, Testing by the Röntgen rays,

664

Some notes on electrolytic method for

the recoveryof, from cyanide solu

tions, by 8.Cowper-Coles, 779

Graham , J. O., on Some recent investigations

in connection with the electro

deposition of metals, 278, 319, 367,

458

Gramme, In honour of M., 448

Great scheme of electric tramways, 569

Grooved carbon, The " open arc,” 368

Gulstad, K., on Vibrating cable relay, 751,

792

Gutta -percba cemento, Caoutchouc and, 614

scheme, A one million dollar,

314
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High discharge rates, Testing storage Institution of Electrical Engineers' presi

batteries at,by R. Kennedy, 386 dential address, 131 , 158

electromotive force, by Prof. John of Junior Engineers, 151

Trowbridge, 135 Engineers Conversa

frequency currents, Experiments on zione, 373

induction at long distances with, of Mechanical Engineers, Electric

171 traction at the, 245

resistance in Crookes tubes, Over- Insulation, Brook's semi-solid system of, 436

coming, 790 High resistance, by R. A.

insulation, by R. A. Fessenden ,596,638

Fessenden, 596, 638 resistance, Measurement of, by

speeds on electric tramways, 282 alternating currente, 213

tension currents, Lightning arresters test set and generator, N.C.S. ,

for, 678 294

service, Testing of insulators Insulators, Testing of, for high tension

for, 323 services, 323

voltage (200 - volt) lamps and other Insurance, Electric lighting and, 545

fittings. The manufacture Integrating machine,A new , 686

of, byG. Binswanger Byng, Intensity of magnetic fields, New method of

270, 310, 346 measuring the, by E. Bouty, 526

main switch , 294 Interesting experiment, An, 830

Hint to English Consuls , 776 Interior wiring, 79

Hoist, C. &C. electric, 725 Internal resistance of galvanic cells, 555

Hoisting gear for street lamps, 469, 587 International obm , The, 372

Holopbane globes, 626 Interrupter, New , for induction coils, by V.

Home-madetesting rigging, 100 Cremieu, 598

Honour of M. Gramme , In , 448 Interruptions to electricity supply, The

to whom honour is due,” 106 , 685 prevention of, by L. Andrews, 706,

Hoppe's steam separators,803 741

Horizontal candle-power, Mean, 372 Investigations in connection with the electro

Horse -drawn v. electrical, 215 deposition of metals, On

Horse-keep and motor-keep, Comparison recent, by J. C. Graham , 278, 319,

between, 229 357, 458

Hot feed , Economy of, 602 Iron losses in a transformer, Separation of

House wiring , Technical litigation and the the , by Prof. H. S. Carhart, 391

question of good work in, by V. Magnetic properties of almost pure ,

Zingler, 102, 201 by Ernest Wilson, 313

Hull Electrical Exhibition , 1898, 449 manufacture, American , 466

Human body, Effects of alternating currents Removing rust from , electrically, 339

on the, by Dr. W. S. Hedley, 607 trade prospects, American, 602

Hunt, A. E., on Aluminium as a rival of Isolated plant v.central stations, 100

copper and brass for electrical con

ductors, 320, 462

Hypothesis, An electrical, for the solar and

planetary systems, and some of theirassociated phenomena, by " Delte," JACQUES carbon cell, The, 127

72, 138, 283, 460 , 491 Jamieson, Prof. A., on Proposed standard

diagrams of electrical apparatus, 871

Jandus lamp, 625

Japanese copying, 351

Joint test : An accumulation null method , by

IDEAL
DEAL circuit breaker, 167 E.Raymond-Barker, 610

Jubilee of the American Association for the

Import duties ( French ) on lead and accumu . Advancement of Science , 625

lators , 450

Importance of central station losses, The

relative, 422

Improvements in accumulators and their EELY motor, Secret of the, 755

applications to traction

roads, Kelvin quadrantelectrometeras a wattmeter

Some recent, by J. T. and voltmeter, by Ernest Wilson ,

Niblett, 490, 521, 558 308

in power plants, Suggestions Kelvin's patents, Lord, 302

for, 593 Kennedy,Rankin,on Accumulator traction, 7

in storage batteries, 256 R., on Storage battery testing at

Incandescence lamp, The temperature of, 643 high discharge rates, 386

Incandescent electric lamp,The Welsbach, Kidderminster and Stourport electric tram

by A , M. Gibson, 504

lamp, A renewable, 122 Kinetic motor, The, 481

The new Lynn, 280 Kingsland's surface contact system of elec .

lamps, A new departure in , 448 tric traction, 359

Measuring the resis- Kruger, the father of arts and inventions,

tance of, 702 229

Regulating the height

of, 14

Inconvenience of acetylene, 750

India - rubber cables, 301 ALANDE oxide of copper battery, New

LIndicator, Little's continuous integrating models of the, 33

steam , 693 Lamp, Dry cap, 580

rigs, Permanent, 566 The Hafner, 769

Inductance in telephony, by W. Moon , 502, Lampholder, The Aston, 14

539
Lamps, Wattage of, 30

Induction coil, A new , 165, 782 Langdon -Davies motor, The, 849

coils, 483 Lantern projection, L.C.C. and, 123

New interrupter for, by Large gas engine, The economyand efficiency

V.Cremieu , 598 of the, 384

Experiments on , at long distances Launches, Electric, 87

with high frequency currents, 171 Lead, Electrolytic refining of, by W. S.

Industrial supremacy, Shifting site of Cowper-Coles, 547

national, 565
Lectures, 51, 121, 122, 153, 192, 227, 264 , 303,

Informations ! 228
340, 374, 410, 450, 482 , 513, 554, 586,

Institutions (see also under Societies) 666, 775
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ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

CURIOUSLY enough the Engineer of last week propounded

the idea that the strike was past help or advice, and the

daily press of even date contained a notification from

Captuar and Ebor, wbich are understood to stand for the

Archbishops of Canterbury and York, commerding the

whole business to prayer. It is recorded among the profane

that when two men were cast away in an open boat and felt

themselves to be very much in extremis, they deemed it

necessary to pray. They were unequal to this, so a hymn

was suggested. This also proved to be outside the sphere of

their practical politics, and, as a last resource, in order that

something religious should be done, they bad a collection ,

that perennial joy to the churchgoer wbich possibly so well

answers the oft-repeated cry, "Why do not the poor go to

church ? ” Our good archbishops have seen probably that it

is to long -continued collections that the strike owes its con

tipuance, and so they have turned to prayer. Well, this is

better than the ill - informed interference of the Bishop of

Hereford . On the bishop's interference we cannot do better

than quote the Engineer as follows: - “ If, for example, the

bishop could be led to understand the position in which

he would be if his coachman refused to permit his lord

ship to use his carriage as he pleased, limited the

hours during which it was to be ont of the coach

bouse, refused to permit anyone else to drive it but

himself, eettled the rate at which it was to be driven , and

the number of individuals it was to carry , and lastly, if

dismissed for incompetence, or refusal to obey orders, took

all the rest of the bishop's household with him, and then

prevented him getting others in their places, we fancy the

bishop would regard the position of the employers in the

present struggle with a little more favour.”

We hope someone has sent this copy of the Engineer to

the good bishop, because it puts the whole case in a nut

shell. The carriage is a machine in which a rich bishop

is carried from place to place, where a poor clerk would have

to walk . It is a luxury under the full control of the bishop.

A machine tool is a machine costing, as a rule, more than a

carriage. It is not a luxury, but is used as a means of

obtaining bread and clothing for an employer and bis family,

and that of the man who is paid to work the machine. Yet

this necessity - for a machine tool is a necessity — is to be

provided by the employer, housed by him , and he is not to

have a word to say as to how it shall be worked, but is to

pay a fixed sum to have a man attend to it, and receive

himself no return . It is as though the bishop were compelled

by his household servants to keep a carriage, but only

allowed to use it himself when no one else wanted it.

If the bishop did not approve he could, of course, cease ,

as the law now stands, to use it, he could cut off his carriage

and the annoyance at once. He could walk, and no one

would be the worse, except the coachman ; indeed , the bishop

would probably benefit by the exercise. But England would

not suffer by the suppression of 50 bishops' luxuries.
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Englanddoes suffer if a single machine tool is stopped or

bindered , and the very men suffer the most who are doing

the evil deed . Last week we proposed a new form of trades

union which we hoped might at least provide food for

thoughts that would lead to something being done. Farther

thought on the subject has not moved us from our feeling

that the scheme, we ventured to propound, has in it the

elements of success . We know the difficulties in the way.

Men have been too prone to throw aside the decision of

arbitration when it suited them to do so . The employers

repudiate outside interference, for they have already had so

much of it with such ruinous results, that they are strong in

their refusal to budge an inch . We do not wish to appear

unduly unfavourable to the men , but we are, and have been ,

convinced that their executive are elected or appointed in a

wrong manner. We think that if our suggestion of a per

manent joint committee could be brought about, the men's

representatives should be drawn from the various districts in

the country according to number of members in the different

districts. No man should serve longer than, say, three years ,

and every year one-third would retire and go back to the

bench . The pay of a member should be little more than his

wages. Votes should accrue to the men for purposes of

election in the ratio of their years of membership. This

would steady the ship greatly.

As the war is now going on again in full blast, we would

appeal to the men, especially to the older and steadier

among them , to carefully consider their present status, and

the true facts of the present dispute. We would ask them ,

Does it appeal to your common sense that machinery should

be run slowly to reduce its output ? Does this cause com

mend itself to you as a means for you to earn higher wages ?

Does it not occur to you that the mechanics of America,

whose skill as a mass is not greater than that of the labourers

who work machines in English shope, are earning bigger

wages very largely because American shop management is

conducted upon the lines you are fighting against ? Can

you not see that your persistence in your present course can

have only one of two endings ? Either you must be

hopelessly beaten, or trade will go to foreign countries,

and very few of you will get back again to work. Can

you not already see that you are fighting against senge

and reason, as did the mistaken Luddites and machine

wreckers generally ? We tell you plainly you cannot win

this battle, into which we know from conversation with

many of you , you have been driven by a fatuous and wicked

policy. For six months you have been fighting, and for

what end ? If you are wise, you will reconsider your posi

tion and place trades unionism on a sound basis . You will

put a stop to the use of benefit funds for fighting purposes.

You will have a secretary whom you can dismiss at a day's

notice if he misbehaves himself, or mistakes himself for the

Almighty.

Above all , beware of talkerg. When a man like John Burns

goes on a platform and says he will have the strike all over

in a fortnight, as he did say half a year ago, you believe

him ; you always do believe these stump orators ; they turn a

working man inside out, because working men , as a rule,

are not prone to making speeches, and are apt to take the

ability to talk as evidence of wisdom . Are not the sufferings

of the past half year a severe enough lesson for believing

Mr. Burns, that you must still go on believing men wło are

leading you deeper and deeper into the depths of misery and

poverty ? Do you not know that every week sees the work

shops getting into fuller work without your aid, and that

unskilled labourers and apprentices are proving the possi

bility of easily doing more and better work than your execu

tive has been allowing you to do, on the pretence that, to

obtain a full day's pay for half a day's work , is to your

benefit ? Can it be possible that you believe these ab

surdities ? Are you willing to allow Mr. Barnes to continue

to trade on your simple trust ? There are about half a million

men in the engineering trade, and only about 80,000 of them

are members of the A.S.E .; of these 80,000 there are

55,000 at work under the very conditions which you are

striving against, and they do not complain, but are earning

good wages , working overtime, and paying levies to keep you

idlers half fed . There are 25,000 of you , or, perhaps, now

nearly 30,000, undergoing semi-starvation for a false idea .

One man of you is out of work for every 19 men, unionist

and non -unionist at work . Are you willing to go on with a

hopeless fight while the other 19 are in full swing ? Go back

to work . See to it that English workshops turn out as much

per man as the workshops of America, by putting a stop to

this folly of restriction . Let the employers have a free hand

to manage their business and a heart to seek orders and take

contracts with no misgiving, and then ask them to raise

your pay.

If you act as above, the profits of the employers will be so

ample that not one of them will care to risk their stoppage

by refusing your proper demand. In the present dispute

you have made an unreasonable demand upon your em

ployers, and you have been in the position of a footpad, who,

in asking a man for his parse, has given him the alternative

of death by shooting if he acceded or by drowning if he

refused . Even a coward will fight if he must otherwise die.

You have compelled your employers to fight for their lives,

and you have been beaten; and if you had won, there are

two men behind the hedge would take the spoil, and leave

you as dead as your employer. These two men behind the

hedge are encouraging you, and helping you to fight your

employer until you are both exhausted. Their contributions

will cease as soon as they see both you and your employer

have bled each other to death.

Men of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers ! have you

positively ascertained that among the agitators who are

goading you on to your doom there is not one who is in the

pay of Germany or America ?

able one .

Note on Helium and Argon . - An attempt has been

made to cause helium or argon to pass through red -hot

metals, such as iron, palladium , and platinum , and theresults

form the subject of a paper by Prof. William Ramsay and

Morris W. Travers, whichwas communicated to the Royal

Society on May 14th. To chronicle experiments which pro

duce no result is a necessity, though not entirely an agree

Whatever the reason of the passage of hydrogen

through red -hot iron, and through moderately heated pal

ladium and platinum — whether it be due to the solubility of

the gas in the metal, or to the formation of an easily decom

posable compound-neither argon or helium is able to pass

through any one of these metals, even at a fairly high tem

perature. This would imply their inability to formany com

pound, however unstable, with these metals, or to dissolve in

them at a red heat. Such inactivity is in accordance with

their general behaviour, and is still another proof of their

inertness.
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HENRION'S ALTERNATING ARC LAMP.

By M, ALIAMET.

-

ALTERNATING current arc lamps are beginning to be some

what extensively used, and, with the exception of a few rare

type , their regulating mechanism does not act very satisfac

torily with the alternating current, at any rate with fre

quencies included between 39 and 45, these being the

prevailing limits in France at least.

The firm of Fabius Henrion, which at one time brought

about a revolution in the market of continuous current arc

lamps by bringing out the Pilsen lamp, has jast produced a

regulator for alternating current lamps, with an asynchronous

reversible motor to effect the regulation.

Principle. The two carbon -holders, p p ' (see figure ), are

balanced and kept in position by a band to whichthey are

.

model. There is the same case, the same guiding apparatas

for the carbon -holders, T T', which pass through the lower

base of the case, being guided by three rollers placed in three

planes 120° apart. This arrangement ensures the perfect

centreingof the carbong.

Working. - When the current is 8t nt through , the carbons

being separated, for instance, the magnet, B B' B ", acts alone,

and makes the disc, D, revolve so as to bring the carbons

together. When they are in contact, the current passes into

the electro -magnet, A A A", and makes the disc revolve, thus

separating the carbons, for, at the moment of contact, the

electro -magnet, B B ' B", ceases to act. The arc being thos

lighted , regulates itself according to the predominance of
effect of the A A A " or B B' B " .

The lamp is therefore differential, and a recoil can always

be produced and the arc relighted when, through any cause,

thecarbons come in contact . The production of this recoil

is a necessary consequence of the independence of action of

the magnetsin series and in derivation .

The lamp is regulated to work at 33 volts, so that three

can be connected in series at 110 volts .

Two types are in course of construction which only differ

in the length of the working range of the carbon -holders.

The smaller model enables 400 mm. of carbons to be used,

and allows of from 6 to 10 hours of lighting.

The larger model has a lengthof 560mm., and , according

to the diameter of the carbons, has & duration of 8 to 16

The steadiness of the light is guaranteed, and alsothe fact

that the lamp requires no attention or cleaning. It seems

that the motor answers to a variation in E.M.F. of 1 of a

volt, which seems somewhat exaggerated. What surprises us

somewhat in this lamp is theabsence of any slackening

apparatus for the purpose of avoiding pamping.

D

BB "AA !

AA -BB

T T'

hours.

р

p'

GENERATORS IN THE UNION LOOP

STATION .

The illustration represents the armature and commutator of

one of the Siemens & Halske 1,500 -kw. generators now being

installed in the Union Loop power house in Chicago. The

arrangement of the armature winding and the connections

to the commutator are clearly shown. This construction

has all the advantages of internal fields ; great radiating

>
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suspended . This band passes into the groove of a pulley, P,

on the axle of which is mounted a disc, D, ofred copper.

It is this disc that, by turning in one direction or the

other, separates the carbons or brings them together. The
rotary movement is obtained by thefollowing arrangement :

An electro -magnet, A A , with a core of insulated sheet

iron , has its pole-pieces shaped in the form of jaws, A' A" ,

between which comes the edge of the disc, D. The bobbins

of this electro are connected in series with the arc , and the

play between the disc, D, and the pole- pieces, A' A ", is reduced

to a minimum .

When the current passes through the bobbins it generates

an alternating flow in the electro-magnet; this flow is

closed in the air on passing through the disc , D. The flow

produced by the bobbins agrees within very little, with the

difference of potential at the terminals of the lamp, whereas

the magnetic field developed by the carrents induced in the

disc, D, lags by about a quarter of a period behind this
difference of potential.

Repulsion is then produced between the periphery of the

disc and the pole-pieces, the effecì being of the kind of the

electro -dynamic repulsions discovered by Elihu Thomson in

1884. Every point of the disc tends to be repelled in an

upward direction, away from the field of the electro-magaet

A A A". The disc then turns in the direction of the bands

of a watch ; moreover, the couple is greater in proportion as

the intensity of current is stroager. At B B, B'B' is another

electro-magnet, the bobbinsof which are connected in deriva

tion on the terminals of the lamp. This magnet tends to

make the disc revolve in the opposite directionto the hands

of a watch by the very fact ofits symmetrical position with

regard to the magnetA A' A ". The couple produced in this

last case is in proportion to the ampere-turns acting on the

magnet B B' B", i.e., to the difference of potential at the

terminals or to the length of the arc .

Lastly, the disc, D , acts as the armatare of an asynchronous

motor with two in lependent inductive fields actingin opposite

directions on this common armature. The restof the con

struction of this lamp reminds as very much of the Pilsen

surface and maximum magnetic effect are to be found. The

commutator is on the armature spider, and its constraction

and insulation are for large current capacity and long life.

The armature winding is such as to give good ventilation.

The poles will be 16 in number.

The armature was entirely assembled at the company's

works and had to be transported on a special car , on account

of its great size and weight. For such service the company

bas designed and built two or three flat cars , with two out

• L’Electricien , Street Railway Review .
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& matter of fact it has been over and over again again proved

that a nominal 2,000 candle - power lamp does not give more

than 800 C.P. in the most intense direction with ordinary

carbons, &c. If the electrical operating industry would take

a hold of its interests a little better and would dictate its

requirements it would be better for both operators and
manufacturers.

board bearings, on either side of the car near the middle.

The armature shaft rests on these bearings and part of the

armature projects beneath the car floor, but far enough above

the roadbed to prevent any damage from obstructions there.

By this means armatures of very large diameter can be

transported and come beneath the limitof height prescribed

by the railroad companies. This armature bad to be moved

for some distance throughthe streets, from the tracks of the

Chicago & Northern Pacific to the station. The trucks were

removed from under the car body and it was let down on

skids and pulled along on rollers by means of a capstan.

The rest of the machine is so divided as to be easily
handled .

This is the first of three machines to be installed in a

short time, and the work on the station is being pushed as

rapidly as possible.

ONE OF THE USEFUL APPLICATIONS OF

THE STORAGE BATTERY.

BY WILLIAM BAXTER, JUN.

CANDLE -POWER OF ARC LAMPS.

WE (Canadian Electrical News) have already had occasion

to refer to the candle -power of arc lampe, and the very

indefinite way of specifying it. It seems to have become

fixed in the minds of a large number of persons that a

96 ampere arc lamp will give 2,000 candle-power, and

that a 6.8 ampere will give 1,200 O.P. When , therefore,

such lamps are put into circuit, and seem to give a light

deemed not up to their standards, disappointment and dis

satisfaction result. The manufacturing companies are

blamed for trying to sell under worthless guarantees, and

the customer considers bimself badly treated . Now , it is not

the business of this journal to take the part of manufac

turers against the public, but we deem it in the true interests

of the electrical industry to point out to our operating

readers that the above dissatisfaction is most emphatically

largely their own fault. A man who does not take the

trouble to study the details of a business out of which he

makes his living almost deserves to be deceived, more

especially when the whole literature of the subject is at

his disposal, is extremely interesting, and written in a state

tosuitnot only the technical, but also the popular reader.

When purchasing an arc dynamo the purchaser usually asks

for a 2,000 or a 1,200 C.P. outfit, and without giving the

matter a moment's thought, concludes thata " pominal ”

2,000 C.P. lamp will give actually 2,000 C.P. If he were

to devote to the subject as much thought as he gives to the

purchase of a hand lamp for his kitchen - to use oil - it

would probably occur tohim that justas the amount of
light given to his coal oil lamp depends on the quality of

the oil, the size of the wick, and whether the wick is

turned up or down, so the light given by an arc lamp depends

notmerely on the current, but also on the quality of carbons,

their size, and the distance between their points.

matter of fact,anyone can prove for himself that one can

get more light from a 5 -ampere lamp than from a 10 -ampere

one, by simply varying the size, quality and distance of the
carbons. An arc lamp is nothing more or less than a

mechanism for keeping two carbon rods always a little

distance apart, and the lamp itself has no more to do with

the light than has the bulb of the hand lamp that holds the

oil, or the screw that raises the wick . So that if a pur

chaser desires to buy aro lamps properly, he should notask

for one of a particular candle-power, but for one adapted

for the use of a certain current to maintain the carbon rods

a certain distance apart, ard with a certain drop of potential

across its terminals. The candle-power is then entirely bis

own affair, and if he wishes to be very severe in his require

ments he will then need to specify thatwith such a lamp as

above, and using carbong of such and such a particular

make, the candle -power observed at such and such a distance

from the crater, and at a specified angle from the horizontal

plane passingthrough the crater, must be what he considers

he wants. With a specification such as this he is equipped

and is in a position to talk to manufacturers, but to con

sider himself badly treated and deceived because a lamp

bought as a supposed 2,000-C.P. does not give it with any

kind and size of carbon , and at any distance from the

ground , is just about as business-like as to buy a heating

stove without saying whether it is to burn wood or coal . As

When the storage battery first came prominently before the

world , it was thought that its great field of usefulness would

be that of the transportation of energy from coal fields and

large water power sites to centres of industry. It was also

believed that it would enable the electric motor to become a

formidable rival of the steam locomotive, not only because it

would reduce the cost of hauling a train, but because, in

addition , it would remove many of the objectionable features

of stem transit, such as smoke, cinders, & c. When put to

the test it was found that the batteries, at least as then con

structed , could not withstand the hard usage to which they

were subjected in railway work ; and as to their value as

transferrers of energy from the source of supply to the

points of demand, itwas foundupon investigation that they

could not compete with existing methods , even if made

Bufficiently substantial to erdure constant usage with slight

deterioration, and so perfect electrically as to have the

greatest storage capacity, per unit of weight, consistent with

theoretical possibilities . In this latter field they would

necessarily fail, because, if made as light as possible, they

would weigh at least 12 lbs. for each horse- power hour

capacity, and as good steam engines can develop the same

amount of energy from 3 or 4 lbs. of coal, the weight of

batteries to be transported back and forth would be three to

four times that of the coal necessary to do the same work.

The batteries then made weighed from 150 to 200 lbs. per

horse-power hour capacity, instead of 12 ; hence, the

difference in weight to be transported under the actual con

ditions was so great as to render it impossible to accomplisb

anything practical in that field , even if the energy could be

obtained free of cost.

When it was seen that the storage battery could not

accomplish anything of a revolutionary character, those

interested in its development began to study its adaptability

to less pretentious work, and soon realised that it would be

decidedly valuable as an adjunct to electric lighting stations,

as it would be to these what the gasometer is to a gas

distributing system- reservoir from which the demand

of customers could be supplied, should it become necessary

at any time to stop the machinery for a few hours. Without

the aid of storage batteries, if from any cause the operation

of the generators is suspended, the lights will instantly go

out and remain out until the generators are set in motion

again. After years of persistent and very commendable

experimental work, the inventors of storage batteries suc

ceeded in making these devices sufficiently. durable to

withstand the wear and tear they are subjected to in

station work, without unreasonable deterioration. Since

that time they have been used to a considerable extent in

that field, and within the last two years their use has been

increasing at a very rapid rate ; in fact, a first- class station

of to -day would not be considered complete without a storage

battery plant.

The first battery plants installed in lighting stations

were intended simply as a safeguard, to render it possible to

keep up a supply of current in case of accident to the

machinery ; but it was not long before it was realised that

by enlarging the capacity of the batteries, the output of

the station could be greatly increased without materially

increasing the expense of operation . How this result can be

accomplished will be readily understood when it is considered

that the demand for light is not uniform throughout the

whole 24 hours, but varies from little or nothing, during the

day and the early hours after midnight, up to to the maximum

8

* Scientific American ,
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amount between 9 and 10 in the evening. The station

capacity, however, must be sufficient to meet the greatest

demand ; therefore, during the greater partof the time the

machinery is only worked to a fraction of its full capacity.

By using storagebatteries, the generators can be worked to

their full capacity all the time, and when the demand of

consumers is small the surplus energy is stored, to be given
ont when the demand is in excess ofthe amount developed

by the machinery.

From the very fact that the demand for current is variable,

it becomes possible for batteries to be used not only to

reduce the cost of production and increase the capacity of

the station , but also to reduce the cost of line wires. This

last result can be accomplished in any case where the station

is located at some distance from the district in which the

current is distributed. To illustrate this point, suppose the

station is located , say , one mile from the centre of the city

or town in which the lights are used. If the current runs

direct from the generators to the customers' lamps, the line

wires must be of sufficient size to carry the maximum supply

with a loss of pressure low enough to not interfere with the

brilliancy of the light. If the maximum demand lasted for

a considerable portion of the day, the full capacity of the

line wire would be used to a reasonable extent, but the

daration of this maximum demand is seldom over one-half,

or, at the most, one hour; therefore, during the rest of

the time a large portion of the line capacity may be

regarded as wasted. The difference betweenthe average and

the greatest demand varies within wide limits, in different

stations, but in the majority the ratio is not much below one

to two. Whatever it may be, however, if the current could

be supplied at the average rate, and the excess over the

demand when the consumption is small were stored, the

amount so stored could be used to supply the deficiency when

the demand is large. This is accomplished in many cases at

the present time by placing a storage battery plant at the

centre of the district in which the customers are located .

The wires coming from the generating station are so con

nected with the battery andthe distributing mains that,

whenever the drain is less than the current coming from the

station, the batteries are charged, and when the demand is

in excess of the current from the station, the battery feeds

into the distribating mains. The carrent passing from the

generating station to the battery station is about 10 per

cent. more than the average demand, so as to cover the loss

in the charging and discharging of the batteries.

The saving in wire by this arrangement will run from

about 25 to 75 per cent., depending upon the relation

between the average and the maximum current, and also

upon the amount of energy that is lost in transmitting

the current from the generators to the battery. When the

generating station feeds directly into the distributing mains,

the loss of energy in transmission is governed by the condi

tion that the pressure of thecurrentmustnot drop so much

as to interfere with the brilliancy of the lights, and there

fore, the line loss is generally low ; but when batteries are

used, located at the centre of distribution, they regulate the

pressure of the current sapplied to the lamps ; and, therefore,

the loss between generator and battery may be made any

thing desired, without affecting the brilliancy of the lights.

If the power is obtained froma waterfall or from coal near

& railroad, when it can be obtained at a very low price, it

may be more economical to increase the loss of energy

between generator and battery, and thus reduce the cost of

line wire , but such conditionscannot be taken advantage of

if the battery is not used .

resulting conflict might arise some truths that would impress

themselves upon those who seek to impart their knowledge

of electrical engineering to their less learned brethren. That

the writers responsible for many existing treatises have not

been assailed more often is possibly due to the imposing

effect of the professional character and reputation that sur

round them , or it may be that they are fortunate enough to
exist without enemies.

Nevertheless, it is a fact that a current of opinion is com

mencing to flow, which will, sooner or later — and the sooner

the better - sweep away not a few prevailing opinions as to

the proper manner of compiling the works required by the
electrical engineer for the fartherance of his knowledge.

Almost the first impression that one receives after studying

a few ofthese books, both those recognised as standards,and
others of less note, is that each individual author seems to

arrogate to himself the honour of being the reader's sole

teacher of all the elementary facts regarding electricity. In

the case of a work that is not only professedly but actually

introductory to the study of a subject, no objection of this

nature can reasonably be made. The majority, however,
while claiming on their title pages, or in the prefaces, to be

elementary, bave, as a matter of fact, ceased to be so, long

before the concluding chapter is reached . In a very limited

sensethey may indeed be termed " elementary,”but for all

practical purposes this description is misleading, and affords no

complete and real intimation of the nature of the contents.

A work that, for instance, discusses, amongst other things,

the desiga of 500 kw.dynamos, the effects of self -induction
in alternators or combinations of resistance, self - indaction

and capacity of transformer circuits, cannot fairly be regarded

as elementary, even though it alsc deals in its early part with

the units of measurement or the method of calculating

horse- power. While it is true that instruction in first prin

ciples is necessary in order that a grasp of any branch of

electrical science may be obtained , it does not follow that

the beginner should be dragged through the whole range of

electrical engineering in one volume ; and , conversely, the

man who has passed the initial stages should not be expected

to go over again and again work with which he already is

conversant. Some day it will dawn upon a writer that the

average engineer who seeks to enlarga his knowledge has

gone through the electrical alphabet, and no more requires

to repeat his letters than he does to learn his own name.

Then all those points of information which at pre

Eent seem to be included in the majority of works — the

statements regarding the supposed natures of electricity, the
description of simple experiments from the rubbing of amber

or sealing was, to that hoary -headed and inevitable old

friend, the demonstration of the lines of magnetic force by

means ofiron filiogs on a card, these and the multitude of

others will become incorporated into trae elementary works

alone. Everything has its place, and there is just cause for

complaint at the inclusion of these facts in works that sub

sequently attain to heights quite above the reach , for some

time to come, of the learner who is a learner from the

beginning.

The practice is to be regretted for more reasons than one.

Even in thecase of those who have justly earned the right to

be regarded as the authors of standard works, it would

undeniably be of benefit to their writings if a division into

different volumes of elementary, middle, and advanced stages

were made. Thus each course would receive moreample and

explicit treatment than is now practicable, owingto the

necessity of paying due regard to considerations ofspace.

To the electrical engineer a technical library of his own

is an absolute necessity; more often than not it is formed

slowly, for generally the princely remunerations that are the

rule in this, therichest countryin the world, becomein most

cases attenuated almost to the vanishing point when the

ordinary cost of living has been met, and consequently books

can only be indulgedinat infrequent intervals. When the

majority of works that in their main part are really helpful

to the practical man ,each contain from one to five, ormore,

chapters devoted to the simple elementary principles of elec

tricity before proceeding toinstruct in modern methods and

applications (thematter that sells the book ), an injustice is

done to the purchaser, who has to take what he does not

want, in order to obtain that which he does. It may perhaps

be contended that one or two standard works on any theme

contain practically all that the average man requires to know,

>

ELECTRICAL BOOKS - PRACTICAL AND

ELEMENTARY.

" Oh, that mine enemy would write a book ! " is a wish that
might not inaptly proceed from the thoughts of many a

practical electrical engineer to -day, for undoubtedly were the

said enemy to do so, it maybetaken forgranted that the

work would be constructed upon the same lines that have

now apparently become stereotyped, and thus would arise

the opportunity for attack . Perchance from out ofthe
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therefore no real ground for objection to the inclusion of

the introdactory course exists, seeing that these are sufficient

in themselves for instruction in the subject they deal with .

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that it is not necessary

to possess more than this number, there still remains the fact

that knowledge should be imparted in accordance with the

needs of the learner. To assume a man's complete igporance

of everything connected with electricity because he asks for

information on dynamo design or polyphase power transmis
sion practice is nothing less than to offer him an insult. A

writer on the derivation of language does not commence a

treatise by instructing his readers how to spell, neither does

the political economist consider it necessary to first explain

to his disciples the meaning of such words es “ land,”

“ king," or " people.” And yet this is precisely the kind of

error that so many writers of electrical books commit

to -day ! With the class of works compiled expressly for the

use of the students of A Technical College, or B Engineering

Iastitution these reinarks are not now dealing. Such form

a class to themselves, and exist for a specified purpose that is

disticct from the one under discussion . But in the case of

those put forward for the use of the practical electrical

engineer — the man who is engaged in handling, operating,

or manufacturing apparatus and plant - it is time that atten

tion should be paid to actual requirements.

The present mode of treatment would appear to be a sur
vival of that past day when the various branches of electrical

science were more or less in an embryo state — when , in fact,

electricity was " in its infancy ” —and could be adequately
dealt with between the covers of one volume. The advance

of knowledge has already brought us specialised works ;

it yet remains to separate in these the elementary por

tions from the more advanced. With the accomplishment

of this consummation devoutly to be wished ” will come

a satisfaction to the young beginner, to the practical man,

and last, but not least, to the author.
9

"

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS ON THE

DESIGN OF A SHUNT DYNAMO,

accordance with his particular shop practice, although many

other forms of winding have to be employed to give the various

electricalduties required from more complex types of machines.

The words " shop practice " are perhaps the only ones which

raise any difficulty in the subject before us and which obliges

us to assume something ; for every shop has its own particular

data as to insulation of the various parts of the machines,

thickness of insulation for different voltages, method of form

ing armature bars, of winding same on the core and so on

which ultimately determine the whole method of building up

the machine, although its efficiency and weight for output

may be the same in any numberof shops. The designer has
therefore to fix on certaia insulating materials, to gange them

accurately and to always keep these figures beforehim as

constants. He has also to decide on a definite wayof build

ing his machine and then to use these constants in his calca
lations for winding.

We will , therefore, decide on building our machine in a

definite way, and perhaps the simplest case is to assume that

the armature should be built up of round core discs and the

bars or wires laid on the periphery and kegel by wooden

p ? gs, thus forming part of the air-gap. We will also azsume

that the bars are built up of copper strips of a minimum

gauge of .036 inch, placed edgewaysonthecore ; thecomponent

strips of one bar being separated by this paper to stopeddy

corrents. The bars will be wound round with shellaced

cotton or other taps to a thickness of .02 inch ; the armature

core will be insulated from the bars by means of presssphan

or other insulating material to the thickness of .05 inch ; and

the finished armature will be bound with pianowire over mica

insertion to thickness of, say, .065 inch. These figures are sach

as are used in actual practice, and may, for convenience of

reference, be tabulated thus:

Insulation on bars .02 inch .

wire (d.c.c.) 008

core 05

Wire binds and mica ... 065

Paper 003

Minimum copper strip *036

In any case, the designer will gauge the particular materials

he proposes to use and endeavour to see that these do not

vary in thickness.

In order to more easily demonstrate the process of winding,

we may assume that a machine of a certain output is

required, and that there are no other data to handbywhich

this machine can be approximated from others. For when

a dynamo has once been built and another is required which

varies only slightly in amperes, speed, or volts, or any
combination of these, it is seldom necessary to do more than

to alter either the winding of the armature, the section of

the iron , or the winding of the fields. Dynamos of any one

typu are rated by the number of watts per revolution , and it

is found in practice that, after taking a certain diameter of

armature, a machine can be built round this up
to a limited

number of watts per revolation only — that is, after the

armature has become twice the length of its diameter, in

order to allow for an increased section of iron ; or after the

current has become so big that the siz : of bars required to

carry it have reduced the number of bars to less than 40 ;

or if the field winding takes up so much room that it cannot

be put on the magnets without causing serious overheating

due to want of radiating space ; these, and several other

factors, determine a figure for tbe watts per revolution

(= w.p.r.) , after which it becomes necessary to take a larger

diameter for the armature.

Having then established a certain number of sizes of

machines as fixed by their armature diameters or w.p.r., we

can, within limits, tell at a glance on seeing the output
required for a dynamo, what siz : of machine to take. This,

of course, would not apply to plating dynamoz or high volt
age machines.

We will now take a machinewith the following output:

400 amperes, 80 volts, 320 revolutions per minute (an

Admiralty size) . This gives 100 w.p.r.

We have now to decide on the size of armature, and it

may be convenient to standardise our armatures by the

diameter of the bore of the magnets - hat is, the diameter

of the armature if the air-gap were infinitely small. This

allows us to vary the depth of winding or the diameter of

the core plates without referenc : tothe diameter of the

By V. ZINGLER , A.I E E.

So much bas been written, and is still being written, on the

design of dynamos as they now are, that it is, perhaps,

difficult to attack the subject from any pointof view with

out having been anticipated, or in default of tbis, without

being expected to say something quite new or to announce

some startling discovery. It has, however, occurred to the

writer that very little is found either in text - books or

in papers, other than the theoretical discussion of the

question , and if examples of building up and winding are

given , they are usually obtained by working backwards from

a dynamo which the author has before him, or of which he
has all the finished data ; or else the usual well-known

formulæ are given and the winding is then laid on - piled

on — as it were, without any reference to small details of

insulation , & c., which are so absolutely necessary in making

out specifications for the shops— quite apart from considera
tions of a phyical kind.

The object of these notes is, therefore, not to discuss

formulæ or the methods by wbich they are arrived at (it

will be assumed that the reader is acquainted with the

dynamo design as set forth in text- books,and the elementary

theory of magnetism ), but an attempt will be made to show

how a dynamo may be calculated from first principles so that

it may be put into the shops, and so that thewinding as specified

by the calculations will actually go on . In order to simplify

matters we will take an ordinary two -pole inverted shunt

dynamo with drum armature, a typ: such as is perhaps more

frequently employed than any other. The methods we

employ for winding this machine will of course bold good

as far as mechanical considerations go - for any other type of

machine; the electrical considerations will , of course, vary

according to the type of machine, but with these it is not

proposedto deal, except so far as they concern the particular

machine under discussion ; the designer will use the same

methods for winding different types of machines, and in
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Also

Copper, depth

Insulation

:
:

•500 inch .

.040 inch ,

.

Depth of bar

.
.
. •54 inch .

N =

n

Air -Gap.

Depth of two bars

Insulation on core = .05 X 2

Wire bands and mica = .065 x 2

Clearance inch all round

1.08 inch ,

•10 inch .

•13 inch .

.25 inch ....

Total air -gor 1:56 inch.

1

( To be continued .)

ACCUMULATOR TRACTION.

1

N =
By R. KENNEDY .

armature. The question therefore arises : given our output,

wbat sized armature shall be taken . This we can arrive

at approximately in the following manner . Our fundamental

equation is :

E x 60 x 108

n XC

where N = total number of magnetic lines.

revolutions per second.

c = number of convolutions or bars.

It is clear then that o is the only quantity wanting to

determine n. Now, in fixing C, we are met by two con

siderations : (1 ) that o should not be much greater than 160

owing to expense, or below 40 owing to sparking ; also (2)

that it should be an even integer andpreferably divisible by 8 .

Let us take c = 120, which will give us approximately the

value we require for N, and will allow of altering the actual

number of bars afterwards either way.

We therefore get

80 x 60 x 108

320 x 120

= 12.5 X 106 nearly.

To n we should add 10 per cent. for armature and demag

netisation losses = 13.75 X 106. Assuming our induction

in the core to be 10,000 lines per square centimetre, this
gives a total area of 1,375 square centimetres. To this

we must again add about 20 per cent. to allow for the shaft,

whose permeability will be much lower than that of the

soft iron core, and also for the ventilation shafts through the

core - always assuming that the armature is very little longer

than its diameter.

This gives us 1,650 sq. cms., or about 250 sq. ins. to deal

with . Now we have 120 conductors, and assuming a depth

of bar of 5 in. , and a current density of 1,500 per sq . in . ,

the area of bars will be

200

• 1333 sq . in . ,
1,500

and the breadth of bar = .266 in . , or with paper insulation,

& c., about •325 in .

The total periphery required will thus be

•*325 x 120 + say 2 inches for pegs = 41 in shes say 42 inches,

and the diameter of core

42

13 ! inches.

2

1

1

1

I

PROF. AYRTON, in his remarks on this subject in criticising

Mr. Epstein's paper, gives a table on p. 860, No. 1,047 ,

December 17th, 1897, of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, which

would have been of great value had another column, giving

the rate of discharge per pound of platee, or, better still, per

pound of positive plater,at whichthe watt-hours capacity
per pound gross was obtained for the last column.

For the purpose of the worthy Professor the table is all

that is required, and his allowance of nine watt -hours per

pound of battery is a very generous one considering all

things. But that table, like many others given regarding

storage batteries, is apt to be used by other people for other

purposes,which the addition of a column of rate of discharge

parpound of plates would have effectually defeated . Further,

it ought to be pointed out that the results of tests on a

7 -plate cell cannot be compared with the results of tests on

a 17 - plate cell ; the table shows this clearly.

It is high time for electrical engineers to agree upon some

orderly method of tabulating battery performances ; at

present complete chaos existe, so that fair comparisons are

impossible. In any case the watt-hours discharge per

poand must always be taken, with the rate of discharge per

pound, and the cells compared must be of nearly the same

rate of amperes discharge. If these two simple precautions

are omitted the figures are valaeless for comparative

purposes.

The mean P.D. is not a matter of much importance, as in

most cells it makes little difference in the total watt-hours

whether it is 1.9 or 1.8, or even 107 volts ; but it makes a

vast difference if one cell" is discharged at 0.75 amperes and

another at 1 :0 per pound of plates.

1

T

T

.

8

CORRESPONDENCE .

F

1

The length of core will be

250

18.5 inches .
13.5

The core for 120 bars is thus 13.1 inches x 18.5 inches. :

But as our desire is to make the core nearly square, even

if a few more bars are put on, it can be made

15 ! X 16 = 250 sq . ins. nearly.

Now, assuming 1 -inch air -gap all round (our bars are

1 inch deep ), this gives us 15 inches + 1 } inch, or, say,

17 inches for bore of pole-pieces, or armature rating.

Having now fixed the size of the armature (and as ex

plained before, this can be done forthwith after a little

experience), we can proceed with the proper winding. We
have :

Current density, 1,500

200

Area of bars,
•1333 xq in .

1,500

Depth of bar • 5 inch.

•1333

Width of bar .2666 inch .
• 5

Minimum of gange of strips 036 inch .

Say seven -strips, each •038 ... .266 inch.

Bars.-- The bar will now be built up as follows :

Copper, width .266 inch .

Paper 6 x .003 018 inch.

Insulation : 02 x 2 .040 inch .

A Defence of Germany.

I regret to notice in No. 1,048 of the ELECTRICAL,

REVIEW , under “Notes, " a rambling rbapsodical recitation :

" A Daniel come to Judgment, ” launched againstthe head of

a neighbouring and friendly nation, against a Sovereign jast

as highly esteemed in Germany as Her Gracious Majesty Queen
Victoria is in Great Britain and Ireland . If such contri

butions were the reciprocal effusion of bad temper, they

might perhaps be explainable; but Germans have never gone

so far, and a feeling of international decency will always

prevent them from personal insults of other nation's

monarchical personages .

It would be the proper thing to ignore similar productions,

if they were not the outcome of a widespread contagious

disease, which threatens in England to assume an alar

minglydangerous character. What must be the standard of

mind of authors who produce such discord -sowing rhapso

dies ! Do they really dream for a moment that their as aults

would change the conduct of the performers of their imagi

nary or wilfully distorted complaints. Certainly such assump

Width of bar

.
.
. - •324 inch .
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tion would be ridiculous, especially in a country whose

educational standard is continuously and emphatically recom

mended for emulation, by the highest statesmen in England,

such as by Lord Rosebery at Colchester, by the Marquis of

Salisbury's nephew , Mr. Balfour, at Sheffield ; by Mr. W.

Woodall, M.P., and Imperial counsellor of technical educa

tion ; by Mr. A. J. Mundella, M.P., at Birmingham ; Sir A.

Arnold, President of the London County Council; Mr. Jobn

Morley, M.P.; Sir Henry Roscoe, and the Duke of Devon

shire ; Lord Playfair, writer, politician, and M.P.; Mr.

Doxford, M.P., one of the most celebrated ship -builders ;

also recommended at the opening of the Davy-Faraday

Research Laboratory by the Prince of Wales ( the laboratory

a present of the value of £ 100,000 gratuitously given to

the English nation by the German chemist, Dr. Ludwig

Mond ) ; as also recommended by many others, including even

Mr. H. M. Stanley, M.P., of “ dark country ” fame; the

press, as for instance, the Daily Telegraph, of November 20th

of last year, and “ last, but not least,” by the Board of Trade

Journal in the December number of the same year.

What then could each discord -hanting epistles aim at ? Do

they intend to hit German self -esteem and national envious

ness, or do they perhaps wish to contribute to a desired change

in the new course of national economy and commercial policy

in Germany in favour of Eoglish interests ? I can assure

you most emphatically that neither one nor the other could

be attained by any such chauvinistic writing. The German

people, who read Eoglish papers very much indeed, are by

this time fully accustomed to see through the coarse mesbes

of clumsily distorted misrepresentations. They recognise at

the bottom , under the sieve, the real motive of the outburst,

which is always the result of some political or commercial

disappointment, which could not be helped, and they look at

it, to say the least, with equanimity and smilingly.

With regard to the new course of German commercial

policy, no light-barded talking could bave the slightest effect

upon it, as it not even depends upon the wishnor the will of

the nation, but is forced upon the country and laid down by

the inflexible laws of nature. On this point, and with the

hearty desire to arrive to a mutual understanding, I beg you

to grant a German with 25 years' residence in England

a few more words.

The greatest modern politician of Great Britain, Joseph

Chamberlain, expressed at the Birmingham Chamber of

Commerce, if notin exactly the same words ,but as near as I

can repeat them , the following doctrine : “The culminating

point of governmental triumph consists in the extension and

Eecurity of commerce. One must, however, never forget that

other nations have the same desire as wein England, and

that the demand of Germany, France, and Russia for colonial

extension must be principally attributed to the longing for

buying, selling and profiting !” In these few sentences the

experienced politician and shrewd business man laid down

the principle of policy of civilised nations, the fulcrum upon
which all business and political transactions now -a -daysare

supported. Another great Englishman of the present day,

the Viecount Wolseley, has said : “ Cosmopolitanism is the"

excrescence of an unhealthycivilisation, and the product of

a senseless and unpatrio:ic philosophy.”

These dogmas, although recently uttered , are not at all

new ; in fact, one might say they were recognised and reli

giously followed in England since 300 years. They were

the prime motor during the long and destructive wars against

the Spaniarde, Datch and French ; they achievedthe exclu

sion of the German Hansa, destroyed armadas and empires,

which even in those days were more extended than the British

Empire of to-day. The same political dogma, with the

help of German troops and the timely arrival of Blucher,

crushed at Waterloo the ambition of Napoleon, who craved

to dispute the supremacy of English commerce at sea. If

this supremacy, since the accession of Queen Elizabeth, was

not always the primary cause of English wars, it certainly

was always the leading principle in concluding peace.

England, by these principles, andthe political testament of
Elizabeth " to befriends with all, and allied with nobody,"

became a self-relying, commercial and naval nation of the

very first rank. It is, therefore, perhaps natural, that this

supremacy at sea , and of commerce, supported by an enor .

mous accumulation of wealth, should have createda national

feeling, that a monopoly of commerce and a claim on any

part of the globe, not yet included in the sphere of civilised

nations, should fall to Great Britain as an inheritance of

priority, there we arrive at the foundation of all the evil !

“ Tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in illis. ” Daring

the centuries when England was fighting for the supremacy

of commerce, Germany was involved in mighty continental

disturbances, of whichthe 30 years' war , which reduced the

population from 25 millions to 12 millions, threw the country

into exhaustion and internal disorder, and it took all the

time till the reign of the Emperor William I. to strengthen

the shattered race and reunite the Empire. With a popula

tion of 30 millions, as Germany had in the year 1830, it was

quite rational, to be principally an agrarian country,the com

petition in North American and British -Colonial agricultural

products not yet existing. Bat the German population

having now risen to 54 millions, with a yearly increase of
670,000 inbabitants, and after American and British

Colonial products have rained German agriculture,
the law of self- preservation has forced Germany,

nolens volens, to cease being an agricultural country, but to

enter the rank and file ofindustrial competitors, wbich, in
due course, and in strict accordance with the Chamberlain

dogma, led Germany to colonial and sea power. Thus,

German increase of population, North American and British

agricultural competition forced Germany to become a com

petitor of industrial, commercial, and colonial England . No

light-handed grumbling abɔut imagined interferences with

righte, whichhave no legal standing, nor any amount of

national outburst of bad temper could change the logical

sequences of Nature's laws. There are only two alternatives

for Eogland to meet the altered state of things, viz. , either

to destroy by force of arms half of the German population ,

its industry and commerce, and thus to reduce the empire to

its former state of under- population and disorder ; or, to

accept the altered state of international position, and to

undertake, shoulder to shoulder with Germany and with all

other competing nations, the peaceful development of civili

sation and culture of industry and commerce. Fortunately

there is still plenty of room for all of us in many foreign
lands ! Althougă Germany is fully prepared for any

attempt in the direction of the first alternative, everybody in

the country is most heartily wishing for the latter, and

the sooner such also becomes recognised in England the

better for general peace, and for the welfare of theworld .

Only a few words more about the fallacy of chauvinistic

literature. Your correspondent suggested to the head of the

German Empire, “ to purchase forafew marks somepatent

or other from one of his starving subjects,” evidently

endeavouring, and perhaps succeeding, to makebis country

menbelieve that German industry andtrade are in a starving

condition .

Now, then, sir, as starvation and emigration always go

side by side, let us look at the figures of emigration in

Germany and in England. As long as Germany was prin

cipally an agrarian state, the annual emigration reached &

few hundred thousand ; thus the year 1882 still showed

220,902 German emigrants, From that year, and hand in hand

with the development of German industry and commerce, the

emigration gradually dwindled down,till it reached, in the year

1896, the insignificant figure of 33,824 ; and this in spite of an

increaseof population of 6,944,000 during that period of 14

years. The statistics of English emigration, on the other

hand, show quite a different picture. England, including

Scotland and Ireland, with a much smaller population than

Germany, always showed a larger emigration , which

amounted to a yearly average of 256,726 persons during the

eightieth years, and rather increased during the later

period, showing 271,772 emigrants during the year 1895 .

I leave itto the judgment of theimpartial reader on which

side starvation is most likely to be ; anyhow , it does not seem

to be on the German side.

Hoping that these lines might contribute somehow to a

better mutual understanding with regard to the inflexible

laws of international and political economy and to smoothing

existing friction.

R. von Fischer-Treuenfeld.

Dresden , December 28th , 1897 .

1

-

Dust Destructors.

Mr. Raworth's letter on the subject of the Shoreditch

Dust Destructors is opportune, as hitherto there has not been
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Many years ago, in 1881 and 1882, I experimented with

several forms of instrument on much the same principle as

that described in your pote. In some, the bulb of an ordi

nary thermometer was closely surrounded by a conductor

heated by the current to be measured, in others the bulbwas

forked, and the current, or a derivation from it, passed up

one leg and down the other.

The object was to provide a means of measurement for

alternating currents. A sliding scale, calibrated by means of

continuous currents, was used , the zero of the scale being

made to correspond with the height of the thermometer before

the currentwas applied. Several of these instruments were

useful at the time, but I did not consider them as practical

'for ordinary use, partly as being very delicate and of limited

range, but chiefly because their indications depended, to some

extent, on the conditions as regards the radiation and con

vection of heat from them .

I therefore much preferred the principle of the voltmeter,

which has since become well known, in which the wire

heated by the current is entirely enclosed within a thin tube

of an equal coefficient of expansion to which the wire is fixed ,

so that the expansion measured is not absolute, but relative

to the enclosing tube, to which all the heat generated in the
wire must pass.

Thus the instrument reads the difference of temperature

between the wire and the tube. I consider this principle

very important for accuracy in any instrument depending

upon the expansion of a conductor heated by anelectric

current.

P. Cardew.

January 3rd, 1898.

&

:

much point in the arguments advanced . But he fails

entirely to appreciate the question, which, to those of us who

are looking on, is at issue in this connection. We are not

wanting simply to be told that, providing the extra capital
expenditure does not exceed a limit, a combined dust destruc

tion and electric lighting station is an economical under

taking. This we can pre-determine with fair accuracy for
ourselves.

Whatwe dowant to know is the actual practical valae of

the method of thermal storage in use ? This, for us, is

what is under trial at the Shoreditch station. Mr. Raworth's

diagrams and arguments ignore this question of storage

altogether ; and, therefore, although by contrast so clearly

and vigorously expressed, they are really beside the question.

Is the thermal storage effective for the parpose for which

it was designed ? The fact that some coal is already neces

sary , although the station is bat lightly loaded electrically,

while supplied with its full qaota of refuse, in the absence

of other information, affords reasonable excuse for doubt

that it is . Either the storage capacity is too small, or the

practical thermal efficiency of the plant is extremely low.

Imagine balancesheets of two instances, the one as at Shore

ditch, the other similar in every respect, except that the

thermal storage paraphernalia is absent. On the debit sides

are the total calorificvalues of all the available refuse of the

parisb, and that of certain quantities of coal ; on the credit

sides are the electrical outputs. Question : would the Shore

ditch balance -sheet show any substantial advantage over the

other ? and if so, is it sufficient to justify the extra capital

charges incurred on the storage plant ?

Now , it is scarcely reasonable to expect Mr. Kershaw to

decide technical points of this nature ; rather it is for the

designers and contractors to take up the challenge that has

been thrown down, and to give figures to show that the

innovations they have introduced have proved a success. If

they can it is in their interest to do so ; but are they not

very agreeably surprised by the somewhat mistaken view of

the Shoreditch scheme that bas been taken by the public in

general, and Lord Kelvin in particular ?

It must not be forgotten that Shoreditch is not the first

district in which the heat of dust destruction has been

atilised for the purposes of electrical supply. It is simply

the first of suchundertakings in which thermal storage bas

been attempted.

It is very clear, nowadays, that unless some really effective

system of storage can be devised, the advantages derivable

from the combination of these essentially antagonistic

processes of dust destruction and electricity generation ,

cannot be of attractive dimensions, and they have an

unpleasant habit of vanisbing altogether when put to the

practical test. There are several methods of storage, the
three most direct and obvious are:

1. Storage of refuse, and the provision of means by which

it can be burntat any desired rate.

2. Storage of heat.

3. Storage of electricity.

Two years ago the Battersea Vestry invited schemes for

the utilisation of the waste heat of their dast destructors in

connection with electric lighting. As one of the competitors,

I proposed a rather fanciful system of storing the heat, by

means of regenerative stoves of brickwork . As an alterna

tive, I outlined a scheme of refuge storage, in which I have

still much faith. The time allowed for this competition was

much too short, otherwise it might bave been productive of

some useful and interesting proposals.

The third method, storage of electricity, is rather under a

cloud, because of the poorresults at St.Pancras. But has

it had a fair trial ? Its great advantage is the way it econo

mises boilers and generating plant, and in this way it

partially balances the extra capital expended on the batteries.

I am much inclined to prophesy that eventually the Shore

ditch plant will be worked wholly on this method.

James Whitcher, A.Inst.E.E.

January 18t.

Localising Faults in Submarine Cables.

The following, read in conjunction withMr. H. C. Caon's

communication , published in your issue of December 18ch,

1896 , may prove of use to some of your readers.

Modification of the Kennelly break test :

The battery to be grouped in certain determined ratios,

such as 1-2-4, or 1–4–16 ; if the former, we shall have

from the rule of inverse equare roots the resistance of the

exposed end, as 1 , 0 : 696 , 0.485 .

Measarements to cable current zero, and zinc to line.

When measuring with the intermediate and lowest power ,

insert in the battery circuit a resistance equivalentto the

difference between the internal resistance of the cells in use,

and that of the total, or greatest number ; then it will be
found that x = A 4:75 (B — c ).

The measurements, A, B, C, as usual, A being that obtained

with the lowest power. For breaks close to the observer, the

above will be found to give excellent results .

A few examples.

Break at 10 ohms distant.

Grouping of cells, 16–8—4. I.R. of battery 48 ohms.

100/100 zinc to line, measurements to cable current

zero :

25 ohms.

B = 33 ohms (24 added to battery cct.)

48 ohms (36 cet,
. : . X = 1—4•75 (B-C) == 48–38 = 10 ohms.

Ditto at 20 ohms.

35

- 43 (add as above ).

) X = 57—38 = 19 ohmg.

Ditto at 30 ohms.

0 = 44

B 52 ( add as above)

A = 69 ( x = 69-38 = 31 ohois.

Ditto at 40 ohms.

55

- 63 (add as above )

- 78 X = 78-38 = 40 obme,

Ditto at 50 ohms.

O = 67

B = 75 (add as aboy )

= 90 ( x = 91-38 = 52 ohms.

Break at 80 ohms.

96

B = 105 (24 added to battery cct.)

123 (

X = 123—42.75 = 80-25ohms.

D

A =

B

A = 57 (

above)

o

B

above)31

above)A =
93

New Thermal Ampere -meter.

Referring to a note in your last issue on a new thermal

ampere-meter, the following remarks may be of some
interest :

" ) 33
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A

0 =

B =

X

C

0

B

A D

0

B

A 35

Ditto at 100 ohms.

117

B = 125 (added as above ).
138 )

X = 138-38 - 100 obmg.

Ditto at 150 obms.

170

180 (added as above ).

197 ( )

197-475 149 5 ohms.

Ditto at 500 ohms.

522

B = 235 (added as above).
562 (

562-61 75 = 50025 ohms.

Ditto at 1,000 obms.

1,060

1,070 X 1,100—93 = 1,006 obme.

1,10

Break at 20 ohme.

Another set, bridge 100/10. I.R. 44 ohms.

273

302 (add to battery cct. 22 ohma)
330 ( ” )

350 — 137.75 212 25 - 21 22 obmg.

Bnak ut 4 ) o's. 100 100.at

5 i

62 (add as above)

7 : "

72 - 28.5 · 43 5 ohms.

Ditto . ditto . 100/10 .

534

568 (add as above)

638

X == 638 - 161 5 476.5 47.65 ohms.

Break at 20 obmj.

I.R. 16 minotto3 = 162 ohms. Bridge 100/10.

365

450 (added to battery cct. 81 ohms)

590

x 595 4 75 (450 – 365) 18.6 ohms.

Break at 500 obms.

0 = 5,250

5,380 (added as above)

A = 5,580 (

x = 5,580-4.75 (6,380 -5,250 ) = 496•2 ohms.

John McGill.

Alexandria, Egypt, December 22nd, 1897.

B

A2:

)
X

0

B

(
91 95

A

B

A » 120
»

- -

fraud so constantly reiterated by you and your anonymous

friendsmust of necessity have some justifications in fact.

My Vestry have entered upon an experiment which they

were led to believe wou ! d save them in the expense both of

the disposing of their ash -bin refuse and in the production

of electricity for the supply oftheir parish, and if these two

hopes are realised, as they bid fair to, then they will have

achieved all they hoped to do.

A8 you are well aware, quite recently attempts have been

madein two London districts to effect the same object, with

signal failure in both cases. By this I mean that in neither

case has the refuse destructor been of any practical use in

the generation of electricity in the electric light stations

erected in proximity to these two dast destructors.

As I have constantly reiterated, so far the electricity

supply inShoreditch has been maintained bythe combustion

of the refuse, only excepting on those occasions when there

has been no refuse to burn ; and every fair-minded man

holding unprejudioed views cannot but admit that the

effortsof my Vestry have already resulted in turning into a

not inconsiderable success that which has been attempted

previously by others without success, and therefore some

credit is dueto us and our engineers for a pioneer effort in

the direction of the utilisation of a waste product, even

though it may be possible that in the future plant may
be

desigaed which may give batter results than the first 800

cessful combination ofthe kind.

To read your own remarks and those of your anonymous

correspondents, one would almost imagine that your journal

had changed hands and is now being controlled by some

journal baving antagonistic interests to the advancement of

electrical industries. I should myself have thought that your

journal would have been the first to bave congratulated us on

the undoubted success we have met with, instead of doing all

in your power and in that of your anonymous correspondents

to make it appear that not only is the undertakiog not a

success, but that fraudulent means have been adopted to
make it appear so .

I note, indeed, that you say " And if the first twelve

months' work show that their combined scheme of dust

destruction and electricity is successful we shall be the first

to acknowledge it.”. Would it not have been fairer and in

every respectmore desirable — assuming you reallyhad any

desire to see the success of an electrical scheme, such as this,

involving substantial progress - if you had left your remarks

unsaid until such time as the works publish their first

accounts, and then, and then only, used the influence and

power of your journal to criticise it unfavourably, if it so

deserved, than to endeavour to bound it down at this moment

80 as to discredit it in the eyes of others, who must un

doubtedly be inflaenced by the erroneous view you take of

the matter, and who, unfortunately, are hardly likely to

notice those few words in which you may in the future:

acknowledge that you were mistaken in your previous

impressionsBo continuously and emphatically reiterated in

your paper from week to week by the shamefaced utterances

of anonymous correspondents ?

As an example of the way in which you and your corres

pondents endeavour to turn an easily explainable fact into o

proof of the justness of your and their remarks, one cannot

do better than read that portion of “ Power's " letter in your

issue of last week, in which he refers to the letter of the

Engineer in charge of the Dust Destructor, Shoreditch,"

to the City Press of August 11th, stating that “ It is the

fact that coal was used on the opening day, but that because

we had no refuse, and therefore had to burn coal to generate

the steam required ," and in reference to which " Power "

goes on to state that Lord Kelvin said dust only was used,

while the engineer says that they had no refuse, but burnt

coal to generate the steam , and that therefore Lord Kelvin

was not in the coal secret, and ending op by inferring that &

lie was told the assembled companyin stating that the cur

rent wasgenerated from dust, anddust only .

Now , Mr. Editor, what were the facts. The current during

the morning and the afternoon was generated entirely by

ash -bin refuse as stated , and would have continued to have

been generatedbyash -bin refuse throughout the night, had it

not been that the Vestry had a parade of their dust carts in

connection with the opening ceremony, as you yourself

must have seen wben you were there, and which naturally

resulted in the dustmen not collecting any further refuse

B =

as above)

66

Shoreditch and its Dpst Destructor .

My attention having been called to the letter in your last

week's issue signed “ Power," and having also read the two

letters in this week's issue signed by Mr. Raworth and Mr.

F.W. Brookman - although, as I have already stated, it was

not my intention to continue a newspaper correspondence

with anonymons letter writers— I feel that, as the two letters

in this week's issue are sigaed by gentlemen who show their

bona fides by writing orer their own names, I must, in

courtesy, reply, as faras I am able to the position of the

Shoreditch destructor as they put it.

I must thank Mr. Raworth, whose acquaintance I have

not had the pleasure of making, for his very lucid letter,

which shows that, in contradistinction to your anonymous

correspondente, he has at least grasped the reasons that have

induced the Shoreditch Vestry to embark on this under

taking, and realises the certainty of theirmaking some profit

out of the combination which must, at least, be worth the

having, whilst it may result in savings of a most con

siderable nature.

Referring to the remarks that appear over the nom de

plume of "Power" once again, and to the general tone of

the correspondence of this gentleman, “ X. Y. Z.," and " Anti

Humbug," and likewise to the position you yourselves have

thought fit to assume in this matter, I wish to protest in the

most emphatic manner against the false impressions that are

being disseminated amongst those who may be interested in

adopting such combination as we have, and who are more

than likely to assume by you ard your unknown corres

Fondents' attitude that the allegations of deception and

.
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with contradictions, and are strangely out of agreement with each

other. Having shunted the dispute once to the popular issue of

hoan , he does not find this to work, 80 he has tried to shunt on to

an attack opon unionism . But his own friends have found him oat,

and we scarcely think that the A.S.E. is going to get its further

funds for fighting, unless it be from Germany or America.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

...

...

....

...

...

... ...

Brussels ... ...

»

... ...

...

Electrical Wares Exported.

WEEK EDDING JAN. 418 , 1897. WEEK ENDING JAN . 4TH , 18 ! 8 .

£ . £ 8.

Bombay ... 32 0 Alexandria . To lepb. mat. 109 0

Buenos Ayres 30 0 Teleg. mat. 34 0

Calcutta 473 0 | Albany 38 0

Cape Town 149 0 Amsterdam 8 i 0

Darban ... 272 0 Antwerp 65 0

East London .. 2,130 0 Electric fuxe 410 0

Flusbiog 80 0 Auckland 20 0

Melbourne 1890 Bangkok 35 0

Teleph. mat. 45 0 Barcelona 95 0

Sydney .. 213 0 Bermuda. Teleg. cable 95,000 0

Bombay ... 47 0

Bordeaux 20 0

Borneo 1,206 0

396 0

Calcutta ... 313 0

Cape Town .. 1,095 0

Colombo 36 0

Copenhagen 96 0

Teleg. mat. 54 0

Delagoa Bay 36 0

Demerara 136 0

Durban 506 0

East London 822 0

Gibraltar 24 0

Gothenburg 24 0

Halifax . Teleg. mat . 1: 8 0

Hamburg 33 0

Jamaica . Teleg. mat.... 174 0

Kurrachee 150 0

Lyttleton 408 0

Melbourne 82 0

Montreal 30 0

New York 10 0

North Atlantic. 3,000 lbs .

Teleg. cable

Ostend 85 0

Port Said 101 0

Rio Janeiro 10 0

Rotterdam 33 0

Stockholm . Teleg. mat. 24 0

Sydney 1,186 0

Teleg. mat. 133 0

Turk's Island. Teleg. mat. 15 0

Vera Cruz 69 0

Wellington 83 0

Yokohama 576 0

...

...

...

...

...

The Brockie-Pell Arc LampCompany send out a handy pocket-card,

with revolving arrangement, by means of which dates for any day

upto 1903 may be ascertained .

Messrs. Jackson & Coleby, electrical engineers, of Thayer Street,

W., have issued an 1898 calendar with a sheet foreach month .

Messrs. Hodges & Todd, of Hampstead Road, N.W., have brought

out avery neatand well printed calendar. There is a sheet for each

month , and each sheet has a complete calendar for the year. This

firm reports with regard to the business of last year that, notwith

standing the serious labour troubles, they have bad a very successful

year. Their tradein large switchboardand central station require

ments has been quite unprecedented, whilst the demand for amme

ters and voltmeters, together with their specialities in high tension

apparatus, bas been far abead of previous years. During the yeur

they have extended operations by opening premises in George Street,

and cabinet works in Seaton Street ,to cope with the large increas

of trade.

Catalogue. - Musgre. W. M. Still & Co., of Charles Street,

Hatton Garden, have compiled a new catalogue. Among a host of

generalbrass and copper fittings for a variety of purposes,weobserve

stamped ornamental switch bases, or feet, for floor lamps, brass and

copper art fittings, electric globe carriers, counterweights and pulleys,

reflectors, switch covers, bell pushes, andnumerous electricalacces.

sories. There are further various artistic designs of coronets for aro

lamps, the Still incandescent lamp,& c . The catalogue, which con .

tains over 150 pages, and is well studded with illustrations, is bound

in stiff green covers .

Changes of Address . - Mr. A. A. Crawford ( The Bombay

Electric Company), of Bombay, announces that owing to increased

bueinees, he has taken more extensive business premises atNo. 9,

Meadow Street, Bombay, where letters should now be addressed.

The workshops are also being extended .

Owing to 19, Great GeorgeStreet being requiredfor the site of the

New Government Offices, Edmundson's Electricity Corporation,

Limited, have removed their offices to Broad Sanctuary Chambers,

Westminster.

Messrs. Handcock & Dykes are (removing from 5, Victoria Street,

S.W., on January 29th, to Westminster Chambere, 1, Victoria Street,

S.W.

Dissolution of Partnerships. — Messrs. Henry Lea and

W. H. Thornbery, carrying on businessas consulting engineers at

Bennett's Hul, Birmiogbam , as Henry Lea & Thornbery, bave dis

solved partnership. The business will be continued by Mr. Henry

Lea and hisson , Mr. F. M. Lea, under the style of Henry Lea & Son.

See our “ Official Notices"forfurther particulars.

Messrs. C.F. Slater, 8. R. Slater, and F. Crossley, manufacturers of

surgical appliances and electrical apparatus, and manufacturing

electricians,of 20, Baker Street, Portman Square,trading as Slater,

Bros. & Crossley , have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended

to by C. F. & S. R. Slater.

Liquidation Notices. - A general meeting of the Acme

andImmisch ElectricWorks, Limited, will be heldon February 4th,

at 3 o'clock , for receiving an account of the winding up from the

liquidators, Messrs. E. Wilding and J. Gray.

Partnership_Notice.- We are informed that Messrs.

S. V. Clirebugh & F. A. Cortez Leigh bave entered into partnership

with Mr. E. M. Lacey, A.M.Inst.O.E., and Mr. A. M.Sillar,M.Inst.E.E.

The title of the firm will now be Lacey, Clirehugb & Sillar, and the

cffices will henceforth be situated at 78,King Street, Manchester,

and at 10, Delabay Street,Westminster. Each partnerwill, as hers

tofore, give personal attention to the work on which he is at present

engaged. The notica we have received does not make it quite clear
whether Mr. Cortez Leigh is included in the arrangement. His name

is printed at the top of the printed circular, so we assume he is a
partner,

Change of Name.- Weare asked to state that the name

of the firm of Venner & Sillar, of Dalabay Street, bas beou changed

to Venner & Co.

Electrical and General Engineering Company . - This

company informs us that the electric lighting of WellingtonHotel,

Tunbridge Wells, to which we referred recently, is being carried out

by them ; and they havealso carriedout other private installations

in that town, including “ Firmount.” The same company has recently

completed the wiring of Collins's Music Hall, having installed the

equivalent of 3,000 8 - C.P. lamps in a month . Among other contracts

now in hand are mentioned installations for the Canterbury Arms,

Brixton ( including engine and dynamo), various City hotels, the

Synagogue, St. John's Wood, thenew Synagogue, Great St. Helen's,

st. Swithin's Church, Wesleyan Chapel,East Road, & o.

Electrical Engineering in Italy.- A company has just

been formed at Florence, with a capital of £ 80,000 , to be known as

La Società Toscana per Impresi Elettriche, to establish an electricity

generating and distributing station in that city. It is said that

Messrs. Schuckert & Co., of Nuremberg, Germany, are interested in

the new undertaking.

Electrical Engineering in Germany. - Large new

works for the manufacture of electric cables are about to be estab

lished at Spandau by Messrs. Siemens & Halske, of Berlin .

Gas. - A gas explosion, which occurred at Leicester on

Saturday night last, did a great deal of damage to property.

nurse was thrown violently against the wall and killed on the spot.

... ...

... ...

..

...

Total £3,613 0 Total £ 103,956 0

-

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

Christiana ol84 0

Additional Premises. - Owing to the increased business,

Mr. F. C. Allsop hashad to take large new additional premises at

126, Queen Victoria Street.

Business Announcement. - Messrs. Handley & Shanks

have opened new offices and showrooms at 12, DawsonStreet, Dablin .

Mr. Arthur Handley, A.I.E.E., will act as manager for Dablin and
neighbourhood. The firm undertake all classes of electrical work ,

including town and private lighting, and transmission of power.

They arecarrying out important contracts for the principal railway
companiesin Ireland.

Calendars, & c . - Messrs. W. H. Willcox & Co., send us

an1898 Date Remembrancer, baving a detachable sheet for each
month .

We have also received, as usual, one of the E.P.8. Company's very

usefal blottingpads,with almanack for 1898, memoranda book, & c.,

attacbed, and some general information regarding the company's

batteries. We believe there are manyelectrical men who, like our

selves, find thesepada very serviceable.

Messrs. Hazel, Watson &Vineyare sendingont the seventeenth

edition of the HardwareTradeDiaryand Cash Book to the subscri

bers to the Hardware Trade Journal, in accordance with usualcustom .

This volume, wehavenodoubt,is welcomed bythatclass ofbusiness

menfor which it isintended,and particularly to thosehaving to makea

good number of cash entries everyday. Thebookisruled cash
throughout,with theexception ofa tew memoranda pages,and there

is half a page set apart for each day. All the pages are interleaved

-

with blotting paper.
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" lamp” end. Some of the strong points claimed by Messrs . Verity

are that ( 1) Absolutely no metal of eitherconductor is exposed at the

base end of the insulator. The fear of short-circuiting through one

conductor being pinched down on to a terminal or plate of opposite

polarity is thus altogether avoided . (2) The end of the insulator

exposed to the lamp is of solid china, the two plungers alone pro

truding. Here, again, & short-circuit cannot occur under ordinary

circumstances. (3) The chief danger in block terminal insulators is

that a strand of flexible or other wire, by protruding too far through

i

Harrison & O'Brien . - Tbis firm , owing to increased

basiness, have removed their offices and testing department from

Albany Buildings, 46, Victoria Street, Westminster, to 19 and 21 ,

Queen Victoria Street, E.C. At their new address they are increas

ing the size of their laboratory and testing department, and will now

be able to undertake all classes of work in that line, in addition to

oat-door testing and inspecting.

New Firm.- Weare informed that Mr. J. Foxcroft and

Mr. W. J. V. Dancan, late of the firm of Paterson & Cooper , Dalston,

have started in business as electrical and mechanical engineers, at

24 , Queen's Road , Dalston, where they propose manufacturing arc

lamps, switchboards, indicators, &c. We understand that Mr. Fox

croft bas bad large experience in the manufacture of such goods,

having been foremanand manufacturing contractor with the firm
mentioned for 20 years .

New Journal. - We have received a copy of No. 1 ,

December, 1897, of a new paper known as theJournal of Acetylene

Gas Lighting. The journal will be published monthly from 13,

Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C. The first number contains, among

other items, an introductory article by Prof. Vivian B. Lewes, and

" Some Notes on Acetylene " by Hiram S. Maxim.

New Premises .-Mr. Albert C. Hands announces that

he has taken showrooms recently occupied by Messrs. Winfield,

Limited, at 39,Snow Hill, E.C. Mr. S. Croneen, late of Winfield's,

Limited, and Mr. G. Boorman, will represent the firm jointly in

London and suburbs, and the country ground will be covered as usual

by Messrs. A. C. & G. Hands. Mr. Hands has arranged a partnersbip

with Mr. Harold Davis, of Star Works, Stafford Street, Birmingham.

Refuse Destructors. - Messrs. E. Green & Son, Limited ,

have received instructions to supply one of their economisers to the

Shoreditch Vestry electric light and destructor works. We under

stand their apparatus is already used with highly satisfactory results

at several other destructor plants, including odham and Winchester.

Regulating the Height of locandescent Lamps.

Messrs. Cbas. Joyner& Co., Limited, of Icknield Square, Birmingham ,

are just putting on the marketa little contrivance to provide a simple

and inexpensive means for alter

ing the height of incandescent

lamps without the need of counter

weights. The firm is hoping that

the device will supersede the un .

sightly method of looping and

knotting flexible cords now ased

to shorten incandescent leads,

which we illustrate herewith . A

fluted ball divided into two halves

forms the cover to a small reel

upon which the flexible cord is

wound by turning tbe fixed out on

the one side. This nut is serrated,

so that when the lock -nut on the

other side of the ball is screwed

up tight the projections on the

lock -nut engage in the grooves of

the fluted cover and thus prevent

the reel turning further. There

are two types of this fitting made,

one to be fitted up wbilst the

installation is being erected, and

the other a pattern which can be

applied to existing lamps by slip

ping sideways on the flexible cord .

The advantages claimed for this

device are : it is cheaper and

more sightly than counterweights ;

the best height for the lamps can

be found experimentally without

knotting cords or breaking con

nections; the lamps can bewound

up to the ceiling it not required in the summer; the flated ball

forms an ornament to plain pendant cords. The device is

provisionally protected .

Reported Amalgamation. It is stated from London,

says the Newcastle Daily Leader, that the well-known firm of Easton,

Anderson & Goolden, Limited, engineers and millwrights, of the

Thames Ironworks, Erith, Kent, and Palace Chambers, Westminster,

London, S W., have amalgamated with Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whit

worth , & Co. Messrs. Easton, Anderson & Goolden are at present

engaged in substituting electric for hydraulic lifts on the Electric

Railway, Stockwell and London Bridge, in addition to important

contracts for Woolwich Arsenal.

Ryman v . Salmony & Co .-- In our recent report of

this case heard at the Westminster County Court, we stated tbat

judgment was given for the plaiotiffs for the balance of £8 103.

This, we are informed, should be 8s. 10d . , which was for postage

account. Toe only business done and paid for was £ 190 10 3. 9d .

The Aston Lamp-Holder - We illustrate below this

new lamp-bolder , which is being put before the electrical trade by

Messrs. Veritys, Limited. It is claimed that the holder will meet

with commendation from the fact that it possesses in a marked manner

the two essential features of an ideal lamp-holder - small size and high

insulating properties. With respect to the former characteristic , the

" case " is g-inch shorter than that of the ordinary lamp-holder,while

a neat and symmetrical outline has been preserved ; as to insulation,

the holder is provided with a new interior (M. B. Cotterell's Patent ),

which we illustrate. Fig. 1 shows the " base " end, and Fig . 2 , the

Fig . 1 . Fig . 2 .

the terminal, is liable to short-circuit on to the other pole. IQ

Cotterell's patent interior this is impossible, as the wire can only be

passed a slight distance through the terminal. (4) The manner in

wbich the metal parts carrying current of opposite polarity are

separated leaves nothing to be desiredas to izsulating properties. The

construction of the interior renders tbis bolder admittedly suitable

for use on 220 volt circuits, or even at higher E.M.F. Further, it is

extremely easy to wire ; its construction is simple ; and, although its

insulation is so high , the size of the holder is small, being that known

as the dwarf type. Wehave before usa sample of this lamp-holder,

and it is excellently made and finished off - in fact, it is one of the

best we have seen.

1897, -Messrs. Geipel & Lange, in sending notes of last

year's operations, report that the business in Geipel's steam trap or

automatic drain cock has increased rapidly during the year, particu.

larly with respect to the electricity supply stations. At present

upwards of 40 stations, have adopted these traps, which have

already been described in our columns. This trap is also being

largely adopted in the States, in Europe, and in the Colonies, for

pressures up to 300 lbs. per square inch , while it was awarded the

gold medal at the Brussels Exhibition . The manufacture of

these traps continues in the bands of the Shillingford Works

Company; but on and after January 18t , the sales will be

conducted entirely through Messrs. Geipel & Lange, of68, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W. During the past year the Westminster

business of Messrs. Paterson & Cooper has been sold to Messrs.

Geipel and Lange, and notwithstanding the transfer, their staff are

statedto have been fully employed . Amongst work which they have

carried outduring the year, is the complete equipment of the Kenning.

ton Road Baths, the new Royal baths at Harrogate, the Church Mis

sionary Society's premises in Salisbury Square , Lambert & Butler's

new factory and offices in Drury Lane, Emanuel & Co.'s new premiees,

Fore Street, Pablic Market Hall, Harrogate, Dr. Palmer's new house

in Queen Anne Street, & c . Messrs. Geipel and Lange have been

appointed agents for Messrs. T. Richardson & Sons, of Hartlepool,

for the Brown-Boveri power transmission plant, and by Messrs. Ganz

and Co. for the Blatby alternate current meters, &c.

ELEOTRIO LIGHTING NOTES.

Aberdeen . - Mr. Smith, gas manager, and Mr. Blackman,

electrical engineer, have reported to the Gasand Electric Lighting

Committee that additional motive power will be required at the

electric station in view of the extension of the system . The lighting

of the quays from the corporation mains will considerably increase

the pressure on the plant, which even now is occasionallyvery heavy.

The engines at present in the station have an aggregate of fully 1,000

H.P., and the committee is to invite tenders for an additionalengine

of from 600 to 700 HP.

There is a proposal to light the streets with electricity where

electric mains are available, and to light all other streets with incan

descent gas lampe.

Belfast,-The Electric Committee report that the new

station buildings are now progressing satisfactorily. The con

tractors expect to have completed the first section of the work by

the middle of February, andsoon after that the committee hope to

be in a position to supply current . The Council has approved of the

adoption of Wright'ssystem of charging for electric current from

July 1st next. The committee also desire authority to supply and

let on hire motors, for which they propose to charge a rental of

15 per cent. on cost to cover interest, bioking fund, and depreciation.

The Council had a brief discussion regarding several increases

which it is proposed to make in certain officials salaries. Mr. V.

M'Cowen , the Corporation electrical engineer, was spoken of in very

high terms by several members, one speaker sayiog that he had saved

the city atleast £3,000 in the drawing up of plans and other matters

in connection with the electric light station ,

Bexhill.--There will be a Local Government Board

inquiry on 12th inst. in reference to the Council's proposed £ 20,000

loan for electric lighting.
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THE ENGINEERS' STRIKE.that day after the early morning, and as we have not yet

solved the problem of raising steam without either refuse or

coal, we were under the necessity of continuing with coal,

when the refuse was completely burnt out, for the rest of
that evening.

Referringnow to Mr. Brookman's letter, I would again point

out to you the damage that is occasioned by you and your

anonymous correspondents' erroneous expressions, as iş exem

plified therein , for Mr. Brookman, who writes most fairly on

the subject, states in his letter“ As to anyone being ashamed

of Shoreditch, I give the chairman credit for having done

his best, and no one can domore, and that being so there is

no need for shame, even if the scheme was an absolute

failare, wbich cannot be said of Shoreditch I think.” From

which it is evident that he too has been misled by you into

believing that there is certainly a taint of failure about the

Shoreditch scheme, for he evidently is not quite eure but that
it may possibly be a complete failure.

The destructor works being still under the guarantee of

the contractors for this portion of the work , it is impossible

for me, without violating my position as chairman of the

Electric Light Committee, to give Mr. Brookman such

answers to his questions as mightplace the Vestry in a false

position with their contractors, especially seeing that Mr.

Brookman, at the time when the contractfor the said works

was being settled , approached the Vestry as representing or

agsisting one of the competing contractors who did not

obtain the work, and I would , therefore, ask him to wait for

an answer to most of his questions until we are able to

answer them authoritatively without prejudice to the con

tract, and would further point out to him that the total

pamber of units sold as against the actual refuse burnt,

could convey no conclusions to his mind, since the number of

anits that was sold from the combustion of that amount

of refuse, although very considerable, does not repre

sent the number of units that could be sold from the

combustion of this amount of refuse, if the output

demanded a further supply. I can , however, answer his

question as to the size of the accumulator battery we

have installed . It is only proportioned to give an output

of 25 kw. during the hours of maximum load, and is

therefore not a material belp at that time, but is rather

intended to provide an unfailing source of current whence

to magnetise the fields of the various generators.

I therefore ask Mr. Brookman, and all the many readers of

your Journal who may have been misled by the misstatements

you and your anonymous correspondents have consistently

made, and which I am powerless to contradict while the

matter remains still sub judice, to wait until that time when

our first year's running accounts are published , as they will

doubtless all perceive that the proof of the pudding is in the

eating, and not in the interested remarks of anonymous

correspondents (competing dust destructor manufacturers,

coal merchants, dust removal contractors, &c. ) , or the

opinions of editors of journals, who have no practical

experience of the subjects about which they write.

1

1

When the late Conferencewas proposed, the men's executive pro

fessed themselves most apxious to hold it, and the Employers' Fede

ration came in for a good deal of abuse for not running bastily to it.

It was generally understood that the two sides at the Conference

would come to certain agreements wbich would be endorsed by their

respective supporters. Oa the side of the men, however, while agree

ingto things at the Conference, their representatives have practically

told the men pot to endorse their action . Below we print & stat:

ment of Col. Dyer's, made on behalt of the Employers' Federation :

" The conditions of freedom to the employers in the management

of their works, wbich was one of the subjects before the recent

Conference, are cot merely proposals of the employers, but were

agreed toby the representatives of the allied unions,who introduced

some modifications of the original terms to safeguard the position of

the unions. It is also highly significant that the leadersof the allied

trades offered that their men would return to work on the following

Monday under these conditions of management, provided the em

ployers would agree to a 51 hours' week.

" This offer conclusively proves that these conditions are not in

any way incompatible with the proper functions of trade uniong.

The federated employers have resolvedto adhere to them in future.

The federated employers have repeatedly declared that they cannot

agree to any reduction of hours, and nothing has cccurred to alter

their decision. No prolongation of the dispute can, therefore, affect

their position with regard to the conditionsof freedom in themanage

ment of their works and the hours of labour.

"Under these circumstances, the federated employers invite the

serious attention of the workmen concerned to the fact that there

conditions of management will afford on opportunity to the indi

vidual workmen to earn much bigher wages, that any man desiring

toimprovehis position will have opportunities of acquiring greater

skill , and that every manwill bave the right to bring any grievances

to thedirect notice of his employer , either individually or through

his union. It does not appear that these advantages were brought

before the notice of the workmen, nor that it was pointed out to them

that there is no intention of imposing novel conditions, or of re

ducing the rates of wages paid to ekilled men ; but that the freedom

which the workmen enjoy in many of the federated workshops is to

be extended to all of them.

"The Federation hope that the time is not far distant when the

workmen will appreciate the goodwill of theiremployers, and will
frankly accept the situation by withdrawing their demands for a

diminntion of the working hours, and by accepting the conditions of
management agreed upon at the Westminster Conference, which

closed on December 17th .

" ( Bigned) HENRY C. S. DYER, President.”

Wewould draw special attention to the factthat the conditions as

to non - interference were agreed to, and that this is not considered

incompatiblewith trade union interests. The hours question is thus

alone nominally starding in the way .

At the time of writing, December 31st, there is in the immediate

future the alternate prospect of a spread of the lockout, which ,

indeed, bas, we believe, already taken place by the posting of the

bitherto Conference delayed notices, or of the opening oftheir works

to such of the men as choose to return to work on thebasis of the

agreement come to at theConference. We hope this latter course

will be the one adopted . It would show the employers determina

tion to adhere to the terms they had agreed to, and it would enable

many men to return to work who are anxious to do so . The strike

will go on , we suppose , all the same. It will become a sort of

academic institution. Like some of the City Guilds which have long

since lost all touch with the originating cause, the strike may con

tinue drawing funds from America and Germany for an indefinite

period. Butthat, as a practical fact, the strike will go on, wehardly

believe. It was bound to fail, being started on a false basis. By

Mr. Barnes's own confession, the quarrel was shunted from inter

ference with shop management and the machine question , to the

“ popular one of the eight hours ' day ," and the trick failed to gull

the public at large.

That curious body, the Fabian Society, compounded of snuff

clothed dramatic critics and ästhetic dames with its pseudo socialism

and general dilettantism , bas at this late hour given mouth on the

question in the shape of a manifesto in favour of the strikers,

gratuitously and ignorantly assuming that the desire of employers to

use machinery is merely an attempt to reduce a prosperous trade to

the level of a sweated one, where collective bargaining has not yet

been introduced. Absolute ignorance is all we can say to such drivel.

There is no desire to interfere with the proper duties of trades

unionism , nor would there have been any move in the direction of

complaint about the minimum wage had the A.S.E. done its duty,

and seen to it that its members for whom it asked a minimum

wage were all competent men. But everyone knows that large

numbers of the A.S.E. are not good men. It is a blunder on

the part of the A.S.E , for which history will record its sen

tence, to have allowed itself to be dragged out of its proper

path . But the powerful desire to get up a fight has been the

dominating factor; funds must be rakedio, and men who have

had no claims to be called engineers, have been admitted to member

ship for the sake of funds. It is not trades unionism that is at stake

in any sense. It is simply the policy of Barnes or of those who have

pushedBarnes into thevan, that is nowbeing tried and found want

ing. This is the vampire that has sucked the vitals of unionism , and

through unionism of English trade. All suffer by it, from Col. Dyer

to the last new apprentice.

We confess to sharing the doubts recently expressed in an able

article in Engineering that much of the freedom allowed for in the

C

H. E. Kershaw.

129, Cartain Road,

Shoreditch, January 3rd, 1898.

[We must protest strongly against Mr. Kershaw's allega

tions that we have suggested, oreven hinted at , there being

deception and fraud going on at Shoreditch, and we much

prefer that in future heshould deal with cur comments

separately and not recklessly mix them with what our

correspondents, who are well able to take care of themselves,

have said. Our own remarks were based solely upon Mr.

Kershaw's official statement as chairman of the Electricity

Committee, and it seems to us that this worthy gentleman

himself would bave been better advised had he refrained

from giving figures until the works' accounts were out,

unless he were content that they should be criticised. It is

important to observe that though Mr. Kershaw has given

certain " official figures ” regarding the dust destructors, he

objects to give more on account of the destructor works

being still under the guarantee of the contractors .” As to

the few words at the end of our amiable correspondent's

letter, we are content to rest in the knowledge thathe is not

in a position to judge. — Eps. Elec . Rev.]
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Bounding clauses agreed to at the Conference amounts to really

nothing. Freedomto employ any man is one of these ; freedom to be

atradesunionist is anothor. Accordingas a shopfalls under the
head ofunion or non -anion, so far will certain anwritten laws tendto

prevail. The whole thing is a matter of common sense and the

application of knowledge of facts. It men would do a fair day's

work, their nursing by the trades union would do no harm . Probably

the average workmanneeds some such backset. But he is unfortu .

nately ordered by bis executive to do certain things in the way of

loading which he is told are for his good. He has done as he was

told, and has simply succeeded in proving to the world that appren.

ticesandlabourers can turn out more work than he has been doing.

Bat this is not trade unionism . It is want of knowledge. It the secre.

tary of the A.S.E.had been a man of better education and otobservant

travelled experience andwith a knowledge of commercial facts, be

would have carried on the business of the A 8.E. in a very different

manner, and would bave succeeded in getting lor his members better

pay. Wefancy we see Col. Dyer receiving a notice some morning

that " he is paying his men too little, and compelling them to the

monotony of attending to two machineswhile capable and desirous

of having three." This is the sort of thing a really live and up-to

date secretary of the A.8 E. would see to . Bat we cannot learn that

there has ever been anything but restriction ; we cannot hear that

there has been for many years the slightest attempt to secure that its

members were ordinary decent tradesmen and reputable citizens.

We do not leam that they have ever taken cognisance of any com.

plaint made against their members for notorious laziness. We bear

of no single case of any willingness to render possible the taking of

Bome big contract by agreeing to the status quo of wages pending its

completion, or of any case of a willingness to work with an employer

for the common good . One thing is very certain. Machinery in the end

is bound to win . This does not imply that the human workers will

loge, or how isit thatin the chain trade, to which machinery is so

little applicable, the buman element is so badly paid ? Machinery

will winand the skilled tradesman - the fitter - will be so scarce in

time that when needed he will command good pay. Skill will con

sist in anability to compel so many machines to do somuch work ,

andthe old seven years or five years apprenticeships will dieout. A

macbine can be learned quickly. Boyswill earn more than they did ,

and the family man will be sooner relieved of his expenses . The fact

bas got to be taced. The whole system bas got to be changed , and it

is scarcely likelythat the country will go out of trade to sait minds

ofthe quality Mr. Barnes seems to consideras above theaverage, to

wit, his own (vide speech at Enfield ). Failing to secure the modern

methods forced on her by foreign competition ,England will have to

go out of trade, but England has no intention of going out of business,

and the soonerthis fact is realised the better it will be for all who are

pursuing an ignis fatuus. Workmen have so often claimed that all

wealth is the outcome of labour that one marvels to see them demanding

conditions that could only be granted them it wealth were other than

the product of labour. But the mere manual labourer, working by

the strength of his muscles, or with the experienced collaboration of

band and eye, would never produce a fraction of the wealth he is able

to produce in conjonction with the brain worker, and the brain

worker is entitled to some of the wealth he helps to produce. The

present demands of the manual worker amount to a claim by him

that he is competent to performboth the manualand the brainwork,

for it the performance of a machine is to be restrained at the desire

of the labourer, why not the whole system of book-keeping, supply,

purchase, sales, and finance. Il we go to the full end of this line of

argument we should find ourselves compelled to place the general.

managership of all England in the hands of the coal hewers, who
aloneare at the root of all power. The A.S.E , are very keen to

grasp the duties of those above them , but they are jealous to a fault

when those below them , or even ona par with them , interfere with

their privileges or encroach upon fields they consider to be their own.

Labour can only be turned to wealth by thetouch of management, and
to interfere with management will be tatal to success . Management

may not always be successful. When otherwise it brings its own

punishment very quickly. To force trades union ideas of restriction

apon management wouldruin everything. If it be good to work any

machine below its capacity, then must it be good to work it not at all,

or at least to build cheaper machines good enough only for the

reduced capacity. Backwardation of this stamp would quickly bring

us back to the time of no machinery. Trades unionists would not

acknowledge that this is what they are aiming at,but if they do not
it isbecause they have not sufficient perspicacity to see to the end of

the lanethey are following. Neither dothey seem to perceive that

in stopping productionthey are reducing the power of the nation to

pay them wages. England without workwould be a sorry place to

live in until the production of its own soil was equal to the demands

of its population. It is fortunate that the number of men now idle
bears so small a ratio to those at work , and we might remind trades

unionists that the other business of the country , when it wants the

production of engineers, will not come to a stop because such

productions arenot to be had of English make. They will simply
purchase them from abroad.

In view of what he considers the failure of Unionism , Mr. Tom

Mann now proposes that Unionism should be national, and provide

its members with simply idle pay, strike pay and funeral expenses,

but the old , infirm , or sick will have no claim . Practically, Mr.

Mann's proposals amouot to therecruiting of a mere fighting army

which will bury its dead We do not think that he will find many

decent workmen to join his new army. That there is something

wrong with Unicnism we admit with Mr. Mann himself, but we can .

not but smile when Mann saya 80. It is calm in the very eye of a

cyclone, the apparent fons et origo malis. Looked on as a cyclonic

movement, trades unionism is equally calm in its centre of disturb .

ance , but Mr. Mann is not on strike pay. He can be calm , but

he is now feeling anxious for the men to get back to work, for it

they are idle much longer, where are the funds to come trom

wherewith poor Tom struggles so bravely along ?
On Friday last the Fairfield Company of Govan posted lock -out

notices, which will affect about a thousand members of the A.S.E.

The Fairfield Company seems only to have come into line because

they are persuaded of the necessity of doing so, for they have stood

outof the Federation a long time.

It is reported from Yarrow's Yard that cylinders are now being

bored out in three days less timethan before the strike. The secre

tary of the Free Labour Association states that the Association bas

provided 22,000 men during the strike, of whom no fewer than 8,500

are at work in London alone . We are sorry to learn that the Free

Labour Association refuse to entertain men who have been members

of the A.S.E. who wish to leave the A.S.E. and get back to work .

There must be many who wish to do this, and itis pitiableto think

of the straits to which these men and their families are reduced by

the long idleness.

The engineering employers of Leeds are responsible for the follow .

ing statements as to the conditions prevailing in Belgiam , where the

hours of labour range from60 to 66 per week .

In Liege, the wages for 60 hours per week for fitters are 188. 4d , to

228. 6d.; turners, 188. 4d . to 283. 91 .; machinemen , 135. 9d . to 189. 4d .

At Antwerp, the wages are :-Fitters, 218. 3d. to 263. 3d . ; turners,

218. 3d . to 269. 3d.; machioomen, 188, 4d .to 189. 91. Overtime counts

after 12 hours. The Clyde wages for 54 hours are for fitters, tarners,

and machinemen , from 259. to 359.

English workmen shouldendeavour to bring op the European Con.

tinent to English levels . Comparing foreign with English wages, it

is not possible to arge that the foreigner pats up with less money

because his living expenses are less, for it costs more to live there

than in England, the parchasing power of money being much more

in England thanit is abroad .

It is undesirable that English wages should be reduced . Reduced

wagesonly mean a smallervolame of home trade. The endeavour

should beto increase the output of the country. It is õply by output

that England can live, but one has only to refer to the case ofThomas

Parker, Limited, reported on page 933 of our last issue, to see how

outputis deliberately cortailed by unprincipled unionista.

TheTrades Union Congressof Saturday last does not help to clear

the atmosphere. Confusion of issues is more confounded than ever.

Mr. Barnes, who has agreed to certain things at the Conference, and

offered to send themen backto workif the 61 bours 'week wasaccepted

by the employers, loudlystates that the men willfight on until 48 hours

is won. But men outside the A S.E., who spoke at the Congress of

Saturday, stigmatise the terms of the employers as ridiculops, and as

an attempt to destroy trades unionism altogether. Yet Messrs.

Sellicks and Barnes agreed to these very terms. Indeed, here is an

abstract of their circular to the men :

" These proposals differ somewbat from those submitted before, and

they secure the status of the unions on some of the points covered.

The right of the unions to collective bargaining on behall

of their membersis maintained . On the whole the pro

posals, as set out,do, to some extent, risk your interests, but your

delegates ventured to offer on your behalf a return to work on the

basis of a 51 hours' week, wbicb , however, the employers declined ."

Clearly if the employers bad only accededto a 51 hours' week, the

riok binted at would have been taken. Clearly a matter of three

hours a week cannot make all the difference between smashing and di

preserving the principles of unionism . On the other hand, it may be

argued that the employers,on their side, are not merely concerned

with the demand for eight hours. It it had not been for the trades

unions themselves, andtheir restrictions on output, we should have

had the eight hours longago. The employers undoubtedly are fight

ing for the right to run their machinery under its best and moet

economical conditions. They object to the eight hoursbecause they

want to be first very sure they have gotthe upperhand inthe output

question before theyrisk curtailment of hours . Neither the men nor

the masters are really so interested in the hours question as they

themselves believe. As regards the men, such of these in Londonas

are in eight- hour shops still come up from their subårban homes by

the same trains as formerly. It offered to start work at 8 a.m. only,

and with one break per day, they will grumble because they must

still come early to save the workman's trains. The employersdo not

really care so much about the eight hours, and are really fighting for

infinitely more than the few hours. From 9 to 8 hours is only about

12 per cent ; but between the A.S.E. loafing rates and cuts and

decent work there is anything from 25 to 400 per cent. Of what

concern is a paltry six hours in comparison with this ? Mr. Barnes

at the congress made the usual charges against the employers as the

cause ofalthe suffering,and as disturbers of the peace. Knowing

that the lockout would follow on the strike for eight hours,one can only,

in a sense ,admire the brass of the manwhocansodeliberately travesty

tacts. There wasa good deal of discord at the congress, and it

is curious to notethatthe money tobecollected by thesuggested

weekly levy on all unionists is to be distributed by the Parliamentary

Committee , not by the A.S.E. It seems clear that the A.S.E. is out

of lavour, the general body of trades unionists resenting the auto

cratic behaviour of that section. The above 3d. levywas estimated to

produce £12,CO) aweek, whichis more than Mr. Barnes asked for.

Bat there seems a doubtas its forthcoming. He referred to the

men baviog been existing for six months on 78. to 163. a week . “God

only knew how they did it.” Mr. Barnes, if he bas the strength of

mind to cut down his own diet below the scale of the Westminster

Palace Hotel, might try it on for himself for a month . He

would learn , then, how they did it, and in the future he would,

perhaps, be a little more careful how he led his fellow men into such

positions.

Mr. Barnes talks too much by far. His policy is not trusted by

other unionists, and is, there seems but little doubt, responsible

for the bad condition of the engineers to -day. His speeches teem

. .
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and also for the purpose of extending the area within which the

currentcan be supplied, have resolved upon the Stuart Street site.

It is intended to convey the current from this generating station to

convenient sub -stations situated in various parts ofthe city, . A

deputation will interview the several local authorities through which

the existing tramcar service runs in reference to the Manchester Cor

poration supplying electric traction beyond the limits of the city.

TheTownClerk is to reportas to the steps to be taken for acquiring

the lines belonging to the Manchester Carriage and Tramways Com .

pany within the city.

Notor Vang. - The borough engineer of Wolverhampton,

Mr. Bradley, has issued the particulars of the motor vans required by

the WolverhamptonCorporation.

Nottingham . - It is understood that & sub-committee of

the Tramway Committee is considering what is the best system of

traction to be adopted for the tramways instead of horses.

Proposed Electric Railway.-- A Bill “ for incorporating

the City and Brixton Railway Company, and for empowering them

to construct an underground railway from the City and South Lon.

don Railway to BrixtonHill," has been deposited for next Session .

The proposed railway, which will be nearly 38 miles in length, will

commence by a junction with the City and South London line under

the High Street, Borough, and will terminate under Brixton Hill.

In connection with the railway it is proposed to widen the City and

South London line Dear London Bridge Railway Station , andalso to

construct a railway connecting with the Kennington Oval Station

of that line. The capital required by the proposed company is

£ 1,200,000, with power to raise a further sum of £ 400,000 by the

creation of debenture stock. The Bill also seeks power to enable

the company to acquire bypurchase or lease so much of the existing

City and South London Railway as lies between their proposed

point of junction in the Borough and King William Street in the

City.

Proposed Electric Railway from Charing Cross to

Paddington . - A Bill to incorporate a company for the purpose of

constructing an underground electric railway from Charing Cross to

Paddington has been deposited at the Private Bill Office. Thepro

posed railway will commence, says the Times, to the north ofthe

Avenue Theatre, at the southern end of Northumberland Avenue, and

will terminate on the south side of James Street, near Paddington

Station. Inconnection with this railway it is proposed to construct

a subway to the GreatWestern Railway Company's Paddington Station

and another subway to Albert Terrace, Knightsbridge. The capital

required for this scheme is £ 1,500,000, which is to be dividedinto

150,000 shares of £ 10 each, with the power to divide them subge

quently into " preferred ball-shares” and “ deferred ball -shares."

Upon this capital it is proposed to raise a further som of £ 500,000

by the creation of debenture stock . The time stated for the com

pletion of the line is five years , during which period it is proposed to

pay interest out of capital to an amount not exceeding £ 70,000. The

Bill proposes to authorise the company to enter into agreementswith

the Great Western and South Eastern Railways. The promoters of

the scheme are Sir George Russell, Mr. Henry Cosmo Orme Bonsor,

and the Hon . Allred E. Gathorne -Hardy, who, with “four other duly

qualified persons to be nominated by them ," are to be the first directors

of the company.

St. Helens. - Dr. Hopkinson has submitted his report to

the Gas and Lighting Committee with respect to the introduction of

electrical traction upon the tramways. He advises that no further

extension of the electricity works be made pending the completion

of the works for supplying the energy for traction,the committee in

the meantime patting up with the risks ofanyinconveniencethat

might arise . The committee has resolved that the question of the

extension of the present plant be postponed, and that only such

additions to the undertakingas maybe absolutely necessary be made

for the present. It was further resolved that the present machinery

for the electric supply of the Town Hall be left in such a condition,

that if the necessity should arise, the Town Hall and the Gamble

Institute may be connected therewith.
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land- line lasted about four dayı; and although the interruption to

the same line last month continued for about four or five days, still

we are supposed to derive complete consolation and conviction from

an official assurance that such things rarely or never oocur, and are

not to be anticipated in the future ; so thus in dealing with any

proposal to furnish a trustworthy means of telegraphic communica

tion with Australia, weare to consider that cause ofcomplaintas

regards the existing lines is, officially, a myth ! We use the word

officially, of set purpose, as in spite of the fact that the various

Australianprovinces have, officially, bound themselves (witb, perhaps,

the exception of Queensland ), to report any such interruption to the

International Telegraph Burean at Berne, yet they fail to keep their

bargain ; and even when specifically challenged by the London

Chamber of Commerce, one of the more prominent of thega Poste

masters satisfies himself by writing an explanation, which cannot

possibly satisfy anybody else who knows the truth of the case .

Haddersfield Telephones. The Huddersfield Chamber

of Commerce had a discassion on 31st alt. re municipalisation of

telephones.

Middlesbrough Telephones. — The Streets Committee

bas considered the unsatisfactory state of the telephone service in

the town, and bas resolved to ask the Mutual Telephone Company, of

Manchester, who are desirous of extending their services to Middles

brough, their terms for connecting all the municipal offioes in the
town ,

Pacific Cable. - Sir Sandford Fleming, in a communica

tion made tothe Press, urges the Government of Canada once more

to takeup the project for a Pacifio cable. He argues thatthe pro

posal of the Eastern Extension Company, which resulted in the

suspension of the Pacific cable project at thelast conterence, would

not adequately falfil the purpose, what is required being an auxiliary

system free from liability to interruption . He declares that the

Pacific cable scheme was pronounced impracticable, expensive, and

in the interests of the Eastern Exteasion Company only. The

Australasian Colonies being politically disunited, Sir Sandford

Fleming holds that it beboves Canada to make definite proposals, for

wbich the mothercountry is waiting : "If we are to be brought

within speaking distance of kindredcommunities in the Southern

Seas," he concludes, " the first impulse must come from ourselves.”

Telegraph Delay8 . - A deputation from the Liverpool

Chamber of Commerce waited upon the Postmaster-General on

29th ult. for the purpose of complaining of the delays in the trane.

mission of telegrams between Liverpool and the Continent. Mr.

P. E. Hemelzyk asked the Postmaster.General to urge the French ard

German Governments to expedite matters on theirside. The Duke

of Norfolk promised to give the various points raised his most careful

consideration, and undertook that a newduplex wire should be made

available between Liverpool and Hamburg. Healso held out ahope

that telephonic communication would, if it were found practicable, be

established between Liverpool and Havre.

Telegraph Rates for the West Indies. The West

India and Panama Telegraph Company and asscciated companies

bave determined to apply from 1st inst. a large reduction in rates

between Europe and Jamaica . The reduction amounts to 28. 10d.

per word between Europe and Jamaica, or from 53. 100.to 39. per
word. The same reduction will be extended to the West India and

Panama Company's stations east of Jamaica, and will also include

Demerara. The tariff with the French Islands of Guadeloupe and

Martinique will, however, it is anderstood, for the present remain
without alteration,

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLIS. Dowo, Popaired,

Brest-St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 8th, 1899
West Indies

Bt. Orois -Trinidad Nov. Soth, 1896

Grenada -Trinidad Dec. 29th , 1897 Jan, 4th, 1898

Cape Haytien -Puerto

Plata } Deo. 31st, 1897
Puerto - Plato Martinique Dec. 31st, 1897

Amazon Company's cable

Parintins Itachtiara May 6th, 1896

Obidon- Parintins Doc. 7th , 1896

O'ranto - Vallona Oct, 11th, 1897 Dec. 31st, 1897

San - Thomé-Loanda Deo. 13th, 1897

Saigon - Thienan Dec. 20th , 1897 Dec. 31st, 1897

Ceara -Maranham Dec. 23rd, 1897

Teneriffe-St. Louis (Senegal) Dec. 24th, 1897

Para -Maranham Jan. 3rd, 1898

LANDLITBU .

Trans -Oontinental line ben

yond Masol
March 12th , 1896 ...

Carthagens · Barranquilla

( Columbia )
July 4th , 1896

Communication with Yucatan Dec. 25th , 1897 Dec. 30th , 1897

Dominica landlines Dec. 31st, 1897 Jan. 3rd, 1898

Fao landlines ... ... Jan. 3rd , 1898

Telegraphists' Grievances . — The executive committee

of the London branch of the Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association

bave prepared a list of the grievances of which they complain, and

will publish them in the form of a manifesto.

The American Pacific Cable Company.-- The Pacific

Cable Company, of New York , met some weeks ago and elected the

following directorate :-J. Pierpont Morgan , Edmund L. Bayliss, J.

Kennedy Tod, Rear Admiral Jobri Irwin , U.S. Navy, and James A.

...

.00

TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.
... ...

...

...

Delays in Australian Telegrams. - Daring the pro

krese of the cricket match played at Melbourne this week, weind

among the items of cricketnews in the evening papers the following

paragraph : - " There has been considerable delay in the trangmission

of our special cables to -day, andDalziel's agency is informed by the
EasternTelegraph Company that thisisdue to irregularity in the

working of the land -lines in Australia . " As we have previor bly

pointed out, the relation between cricket and telegraphy is not at

once apparent; but thanks to the keen general interest felt in the

former , the publicis enabled to get some insight into the deficiencies
of the latter. A business manmust needs tolerate in disgust and

silence, an inconvenience which those interested in sport would not

think of suffering for a moment. In spite of the airy protrg‘ations

of the Postmaster Generalof South Australia, who assures the L indun

Chamber of Commerce in reply to a protest made by them — that the

Australian land -lines arerarely interrupted - we findon looking ioto the

matter that during the past year, at the very lowest computation, there

have been seven occasionson which the failure of theselineshave been

sufficiently marked to call for notice in the Australian press.

Although in January last the interruption on the South Aus'ralian
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Scrymser. Mr. Scrymser was elected president, and Mr. Edmund

L. Bayliss vice-president and acting treasurer. The company

announces that the surveys for the cable between the coast of

California and the Hawaiian Islands are highly satisfactory, and that

arrangements are being made for the establishment of that section

within 18 months. It will require_over 9,000 miles of cable to

connect the United States with the Hawiian Islands, Japan, China,

and Australasia. The proposed Pacific cable between America and

Hawaii will be up before Congress this session . A Bill was intro

ducedin the 54th Congress anthorising the Pacific Cable Company, of

New York, to lay this cable. After being reported favourably by the

Committee on Commerce in the House, it was sent to the Postmaster

General for a report. This report hasnot as yet been given out,but,

according to the New York Electrical Engineer, it is said will be

presented to Congress soon after it assembles. Mr. Edmund L.

Bayliss, vice-president of the company, atates that the Government

had completeda survey of the route as far as the Hawaiian Islands,

and if the Bill passed at the coming session tbe cable would be in

running order in 1898.

Roumania.-- March 15th. Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and

steel wire.

Shoreditch . - January 11th . The Vestry want tenders

for wiring materials for one year. Particulars can be seen at the

Lighting Engineer's Office, Town Hall.

Spain. - January 9th . The municipal authorities of

Torrente (Valencia province) are inviting tenders for the concession
for the electric lighting of the town during a period of 17 years.

Tenders to be sent to El Secretario del Ayuntamiento de Torrente
( Valencia ).

Tunis .-- Tenders are at present being invited (no date

being mentioned ) by the Société Immobilière d'Hamman -lif, near

Tunis, for the construction of an electric tramway, about 10 miles

long, between Tanis, Maxula -Rades and Hamman -lif.
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OLOSED .

Bo'ness. The contract for the whole of the electrical

equipment of the Bo'ness Docks has been given to the Brush Elec

trical Engineering Company.CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898,

Saturday, January 8th , at 3 o'clock . - Royal Institution of Great

Britain . Sixth (concluding) juvenile lecture on “ The

Principles of the Electric Telegrapb,"by Prof. Oliver

Lodge. Subject : - “ Space Telegraphy."

Monday, January 10th . - Northern Society of Electrical Engineers,

Palatine Hotel, Manchester, at 8 o'clock . Presidential

Address by Mr. Raworth .

Tuesday, January 11th, at 8 p.m. — The Institution of Civil Engineers.

Paper to be read with a view to discussion : - " The

Machinery used in the Manufacture of Cordite." By

E. W. Anderson, Assoc.M.Iast.C.E. Monthly ballot.

Röntgen Society. General meeting at 11, Chandos Street,

Cavendish Square , W. Paper at 8.30 p.m. by W.

Webster, F.C.S., “ Practical Work with the X -rays."

Wednesday, January 12th, at 7 p.m. - Society of Arts. Second

juvenile lecture, by W. Ramsay, Ph.D., F.R.S. , on

Thursday, January 13th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical

Eogineers. Presentation of premiums. Inaugural

address of the President, Joseph W. Swan, Esq. , F.R.S.

Friday, January 14th, at 8 p.m. - Institution of Civil Engineers.

Students' meeting. Paper to be read : - " Mechanical

Draught." By R. Gordon Mackay, Stud.Inst.C.E. Sir

Albert J. Durston , K.C.B., M.Inst.C ..., will preside.

i Fire . "

NOTES.

OPEN.

Bilbao . - February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection

with the electric tramway which it is proposedto lay from Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February 28th , for the construction and equipment

of tbe line. Further particulars of the conditions of the tenders for

the above-named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

miles, maybe inspected at the Commercial Department of the
Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and6.

Bedford . — January 10th, 1898 . The Electric Light

Committee want tenders for the supply and erection of a 420 B.H.P.

double-acting compound enclosed engine, and a 250 -unit alternator

with stationary armatare. See our " Official Notices " December 10th

for particulars.

Bootle. — January 10th, 1898. The Corporation wants

tenders for the supply and erection of boilers, engines,dynamos,

switchboard, pumps, transformers, wiring, alteration of Town Hall

wiring, batteries, mains, street boxes, andthe running of theelec

tricity works for threeyears. Consulting engineer, Mr. T. L. Miller,

7, Tower Buildings, Water Street, Liverpool. See our " Official

Notices ” December 10th for further particulars.

Bradford . — January 13th . The Corporation are asking

for tenders for two steamengines for their electricityworksat Valley

Road . Further details will be obtained from our " Official Notices. ”

Bedford . — January 24th . The Corporation want tenders

for the supply and delivery of yulcanised rubber cables. See our

" Official Notices " this week .

Blackburn .- January 22nd . The Corporation want

tenders for & 500 -kw . continuous current steam dynamo, and a

120 -kw . steam alternator. Consulting engineer, Mr. E. M. Lacey.

See our " Official Notices " this week .

France. - January 22nd. The Municipal Authorities of

Neuilly -sur- Seine are inviting tenders for the concession for the

establishment and working of a central electric station in the
town. Particulars from, and tenders to, La Mairie de Neuilly -sur

Seine.

Gloucester. - January 18th . The Electricity Committee

want tenders for boilers, dynamos, overhead crane, switchboard,

accumulators, mains, arc lamps, meters, & c., for electric lighting.

Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond. See our " Official

Notices " December 10th.

Guernsey . - Tenders are wanted for the States of Guern

sey for the supply of severalhundred creosoted telegraph poles,

ranging from 22 to60feet. Particulars from Mr. A.R. Bennett,

44, Manor Park Road , Harlesden, London .

Guipuzcoa . - February 28th . The Secretary of State for

Foreign Afairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul

atBilbao, reporting that the provisional baard appointed in connection

with the electric tramway, which it is proposed to lay from Zumarraga

to Zamaya, in theprovince of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tender, to

be received by February 28th, for the construction and equipment of

the lioe. Further particulars of the conditions of the tenders for

the above -named tramline and branch, which together measure

30 miles,may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office between 11 and 6.

Leicester . - January 31st . The Leicester Corporation

invites designs and tender for motor vehicles for the collection of

house refuse. Specifications and particulars, with drawings, to be

sentto the Chairmanof the Sanitary Committee , to the officeof Mr.

E. Geo . Mawbey, C.E., borough engineer, Town Hall, Leicester.

Newport. - January 24th. The Electricity Com

mittee want tenders for the supply and erection of mains,

transformers, switch gear, cast-iron posts and for arc lamps. Con

sulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond. See our “ Official Notices."

Cable Factory Changes Hands. - We learn that the

well-known cable factory of the Fowler-Waring Cables Com

pany at North Woolwich has been acquired by the Western

Electric Company, of 79, Coleman Street, London, E.C.,

Chicago, and Antwerp.

Personal. On the recommendation of the Minister of

Trade and of Posts and Telegraphs of France, the President

of the Republic has promoted M. Léonard Raymond to the

grade of Commander of the Légion d'Honneur. The Pre

sidential decree describes M. Raymond as Administrator of

Postes and Telegraphs, with 44 yearsof administrative ser

vice, and as Officer of the Légion d'Honneur since April

14th, 1876. M. Raymond represented the French Govern

ment at the International Telegraph Conference of Buda

Pesth in 1896, as chief of the delegation of that country,

and won the sympathies of those who had not enjoyed the

pleasure of his acquaintance previous to that meeting, and

we are eure his numerous friends will rejoice at the distinc

tion conferred on him by his country's Chief of the State.

Electrical Illuminations. - On New Year's Eve many

public and private buildings in New York were decorated

with strings of electric lights in honour of the extension of

the City boundaries. At the stroke of midnight search

lights were turned on the flagstaff at the City Hall. An

electric current sent a furled flag to the top of the mast

and unfurled it.
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Blockley . - By means of public subscriptions this village

is to be lighted with 28 electric lights, and Mr. H.N.Warburton,

electrical engineer, has been instructed to proceed with the work.

Chelmsford. Last week , Mr. A. H. Pott, representing

the Chelmsford Electric Lightiog Company, attended the district

council meeting with reference to the company's application for a

provisional order to extend their system to several villages in the

neighbourhood of Chelmsford . The Council afterwards almost unani

mously expressed the wish that the wires should be laid underground.

Croydon . — The Electric Lighting Committee, after con

terringwith Prof. Kennedy, recently advised the County Council to

authorisethe further extension of the plant by the provision of an

additional unit consisting of an engine, alternator, and boiler (the

same size as that at present on order ), at a cost of £ 5,000. This was

proposed in view of the increasing demand for current, and the

length of time required to obtain new machinery. Theextension

was stated to be absolutely necessary, especially in view of the con

templated extensions to Norwood and Thornton Heath .

Darlington . - The Town Council is asking the Board of

Trade to amend its 189) electric lighting provisional order,so as to

include the whole borough with the exception of Osen -le - Fields.

Doncaster. - An application was recently made by Messrs.

Fisher & Allison , electrical engineers, asking that the Corporation

will givetheir consent to their supplying electric light to certain per

sons in the neighbourhood of their sbop to the extent of not more

than 4 horse-power. A committee recommended tbat consent be

given only until the Corporation are able to supply electricity in the

boroogh and subject to an agreement.

Dublin . - The Daily Nation has been endeavouring to

interview several members and officials of the Corporatioa for the

purpose of getting to know something regarding the future of the

electric lighting undertaking, but noneof these gentlemen are to be
drawn ,

The Dublin and Manchester Steamship Company have askedthe

Port and Docks Board for permission to erect poles in connection

with a proposed installation of electric light at the place on Bir

John's Quaywhere their steamers are to be berthed .

Eccles. — The Electric Lighting Committee have decided ,

subject to the approvalof the Council, to let tenders for the electric

lighting of the borough amounting to £ 9,392. This sumis £ 2,000

less than the amount sanctioned by the Local Government Board .

Germany. - The Municipal Authorities of Elberfeld have

decided on the construction of a second central station in the west

end of the town at an estimated cost of £ 125,000 .

Gloucester . — The City Council has resolved to ask Mr.

Hammond to meet the Electricity Committee to go into the question

of eite and give some information re the scheme.

Hammersmith . - On Wednesday the Vestry had before

it the report of the Electric Lighting Committee with regard to

tenders received.

Ipswich.-The Ipswich Board of Guardians have decided

by 13 votes to 12 to adopt a system of electric lighting for the Union
Workhouse.

The East Anglian DailyTimes, in a leaderette regarding the matter,

concludes as follows: - " Having worked with both gas and electric

light we can have no hesitation as to their relative merits, and it

would be difficult to find those who have worked by the new light

wishing to return to the old . ”

Kendal. A sub -committee recommends the appointment

of Messrs. Handcock & Dykes, of London, as electricalengineers to

report on electric lighting.

Kingston. - In & review of the year the Surrey Times

says that the electric lighting business ofthe Corporation has duriog

the year literally progressed by leaps and bounds, no less than 2,375

lamps baving been installed , bringing up the total to 9,200 , and a

substantial profit on the year's working will certainly accrue.

Kintore. - Somedays ago the electric light wasintroduced

into the business premises and dwelling house of Mr. W. Hutchson,

baker. The dynamo is driven by a powerful oil engine used in bis
bakehouse.

Lancaster . - Applications have been received for a supply
of electricity to several premises in Moor Lane. The engineer is to

canvass the neighbourhood in order to ascertain it others are likely

to require a supply.

Leeds . - At a special meeting of the City Council, an

nounced for Wedoesday ( 5th inst.), & report was presented by the

Parliamentary Committee respecting the proposed purchase of the

undertaking of the Yorkshire House-to -House Electric Light Com

pany. Il the report was adopted it was proposed to apply forthwith

to the Local Government Board for a provisional order to empower

the Corporation to issue irredeemable and redeemable stock for the

purpose of purcbasing the undertaking.

It is stated that a sub-committee is to arrange a friendly confer

ence with the Yorkshire House-to-House Electricity Company,

Limited, in the course of the next few days, re the proposed pur

cbase .

Lewisham.—The Lewisham District Board of Works

have refused to give their consent to the applications of the Great

Western Electric Light Company and the County of London and

Brush Provincial Electric Light Company for provisional orders to

supply electricity in the district.

Liverpool. – A deputation from the Tramways Committee

recently waited upon the LightingCommittee with reference to the

lighting by electricity of theexperimental line of electric tramway,

Centralpoles are to be placed in Prince's Avenue.

London . - At the Commission of Sewers' meeting on

Tuesday, theSolicitor (Mr. Baylis) reported the result of thecase in

which the Commission was sued by the City of London Electric

Lighting Company for the non -paymentof asum of £ 1,442 on an

account for lighting the City. It was stated that it was remarked by

the Judge that the Corporation should nothave stopped the amount,

bat paidit ,and then sued the company for it. Mr. Turner moved
that the Solicitor should be instructed to recover the amount. This

baving been seconded , Mr. C. J.Harris moved, as an amendment,

that the question should be referred to the Streets Committee with

power to take the necessary steps. Mr. Tranter seconded the amend
ment, which was carried.

Llanidloes. - The electric light has been installed at the

Railway Foundry by the enterprisingproprietor, Mr. John Mills.

Manchester . — There is a feeling among some of the

members of the Corporation that a grave errorwas committed when

appointing the new Electricity Committee last November in a

number of old members of that committee not being re -elected by

the Corporation. It is held that the attendance of some or all of

these gentlemen on the Electricity Committee is very necessary just

now in view of the large extensions of the works and plant whichare

under consideration. A proposal dealing with the matter was to

come beforethe Corporation on Wednesday, a resolution being placed

on the agenda by Councillor Lambert adding the names of the six

members who were omitted in November to the Electricity Com .

mittee as it now stands.

The ElectricityCommittee recommends the Council to purcbase

land in Stuart Street, Bradford, for the establishment of a new

generating station. Tois step is deemed necessaryin order to carry
out the electrical working of tramways within the city, and to extend

the area of electric lighting.

Middlesboro'.- At the last meeting of the Streets Com

mittee, says a local paper, it was decided on the recommendation of

the Electric Lighting Committee " that wherever the Streets Com

mittee were laying down new streets they would puta 2 -inch pipe,at

the cost of the Electric Lighting Committee, through which to

thread the electric wires."

Newcastle-on -Tyne.- The plans of Messrs. Lummis

Peterson & Co., for the electric lighting of Heaton Road Wesleyan

Church has been accepted. Tenders were sent in by nine firms.

Peterborough . - An important point respecting the elec
tric lighting question came up at the meeting of the Town Council

on Tuesdaylast week. The Electric Extension Company, Limited,

haviog made proposals for the transfer of the provisional order by

the Corporation to such company ,the Town Clerk was instructed to

reply that whilst the reply of the Local Government Board was

pending, the Council could not consider such proposal. At a sub
sequentmeeting it was resolved that a letter be sent to the Board of

Trade giving notice of opposition to the application for powers by

the Peterborough Electric Light Company . The Town Clerk was

instructed to again communicate with the Local Government Board

arging that an inquiry into the matter of the application of the

Council with respect to electric lighting might be held at an early

date. With reference to previous correspondence on the subjectof

the system proposed to be adopted for the supply of energy under

the Electric Lighting Order, 1894, the Secretary to the Board of

Trade transmitted, for any observations the Corporation might wish

to offer, a copy of a memorandum in the matter by MajorCardew ,

R.E., the electrical adviser to this department. The memorandum

stated thatwith the proposed electrical pressure between theouter

conductors it would be necessary that the intermediate conductor be

maintained throughout at very nearly the potential of the earth.

The simplest means of arranging for this was to connect this con

ductor with earth at the generating station, but at no other point;

andthe Board of Trade bad in several cases provisionally approved

of such connection under certain conditions. As the negative con

ductor of the proposed - bare copper mains would necessarily be main

tained at a potential of 220 volts negative to earth, there would be a

strong tendency to the occurrence of leakage at the ingolators,

involving possible dangers from electrolytic action, and should this

system of mains be used,it would be necessary to provide for rigid

inspection of allthe insulators. The engineer,having had a consul

tation with Dr. Fleming, recommended that the following observa

tions be forwarded : (1 ) If the electrical pressure of 440 volts between

the outer conductors is adopted, the middle wire will be connected

to earth at the generating station, but at no other point, and the

undertakers will comply with any provisions or conditions the Board

of Trade may desire. But in making application for permission to
use 440 volts between the outer conductors, the undertakers wish to

retain the power to use the lower pressure of 220 volts if it should

be thoughtdesirable ; (2) the system of distribution proposed to be

used is continuously.insulated maine, and the bare copper was only

mentioned ia case it might be considered desirable to use it at any

special point. If any bara copper is used , such insulators and means

of inspection will be provided as meet with the approval of the

Board of Trade. The Town Clerk was instructed toforward these

-

&

.
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observations to the Board of Trade. — The Town Clerk read the

following letter: " Local Government Board , Whiteball, S.W.,

December 23rd . Sir,I am directed by the Local Government

Board to advert to your letter of the 11th inst. relating to the appli.

cation by the Town Council of Peterborough for sanction to borrow

£ 15,000for works of electric lighting, and I am to state that accord

ing to the latest information in the possession of the Board the

Council's margin of borrowing powers is not sufficient to enable them

to borrow the sum of £ 15,000 in addition to the sum of £ 4,500 for

which they desire sanction to borrow for hospital purposes — I am ,

yours faithfully, A. D. ADBIAN, Assistant Secretary." The matter

came before a special Council meeting on Wednesday.

Power Distribution Scheme. — The Bill promoted by

the General Power Distributing Company, for providing electric

power ina 26 miles area was considered by the Council the other

day, and it was resolved that the Bill beopposed, inconjunction with

the other local authorities. The Nottingham City Council has

appointed a strong committee to oppose the scheme.

Shoreditch . — The Lighting Committee has advised that

the application cf the County of London and Brush Electric Light

Company for a way leave for cables in adirect line through, without

supplying current in , the district of the Vestry, at a rent of £50 per

annum , be not granted .

Swinton.-A Committee of the District Council is con

sidering the question of electric lighting by a private company .

Torquay.- Under the direction of Mr. Storey, engineer

in -charge, the electric lighting worksare being pushed forward. Two

oats of machinery have been received, and all three boilers have been

submitted to full steam pressure, the trials having proved in every

way satisfactory. There are now 44 consumers on the mains, and

3,000 8.C.P. lamps have been placed in the residences and shops of

the town . The streets will be lit by 57 arc lamps.

Tunbridge Wells.It is proposed to accept the lowest

tender rent in for building extensions to the electricity works, i e. ,

that of Mr. W. J. Logao at £ 1,059 .

Ventnor. - Mr. Pressland recently wrote on behalf of the

Ventnor Electric Light and Power Company asking for the approval

of the Council to the site for the station. The application was granted.

Walsall.-- TheGrand Theatre, Walsall, was lighted elec
trically on 22nd ult. for the first time. The stage is now illuminated

by 170 electric lamps of various colours, which can be manipulated
from a switchboard so arranged that the illumination can be red,

green, or white ata moment'snotice. The theatre itself is also now

completely lighted with electricity.

Wednesbury . - The Council will oppose the application

of the Midland Electric Corporation for a provisional order, it being

considered that the work ought to be in its own hands.

West Hartlepool.- A LocalGovernment Board inquiry

was held last Tuesday re the Corporation's proposed £ 30,000 loan for
electric lighting.

West Derby . - The Board of Guardians of the West

Derby Union bave instructed Mr. Thos. L. Miller, M.Inst E.E., of

Liverpool, to prepare full plans and specifications, and to invite

tenders,for the lighting of their Mill Road Infirmary by electricity,

The inctallation, we understand, is estimated to cost upwards of

£ 5,000.

Westminster . - The Board of the Westminster Electric

Supply Corporatic a , Limited, has decided to reduce the rate of charge

for electric energyas follows: - From January 1st, 1898, the price

charged for current used for lightingpurposes will be at the standard

rate of 6d. perBoard of Tradeunitfor the first 4,000 units used in

each year. All units used in each year in excess of 4,000 will be

charged at the net rate of 4d. per unit. The price charged for cur

rentused solely for purposes otherthan lighting,and supplied through

a separate meter, will be at the rate of 3d. perBoard of Trade unit.

Wormit. - Inquiries are being made among the residents
as to whether they are in favour of electricity, gas, or oil as an

illuminant for the village. If two- thirds are in favour of electric

lighting a detailed scheme will then be submitted to a public

meeting.

Collision .-On 26th alt. an electric tram collided violently

with a motor car at Haddington Road , Dublin . The ends of both

cars were considerably damaged. The cause of the accident is
believed to be the failure of the motor brake to act.

Croydon . - A correspondent of the Bullionist, referring
to the proposed purchase of the Croydon Tramways Company's

undertaking by the British Electric Traction Company,says that the

terms of the sale are “ manifestly unfair to the ordinary share

holders.” The meeting, he says, was held with doors closed to the

press, and he is taking steps to see whether it is too late to prevent

The sale on the termsproposed.

A Norwood paper says that the tramways system has been taken

over by the British Electric Traction Company, who will introduce

electrically -driven cars, and Mr. H. A. Durke's services are retained for

the management of the new company.

Derby. The proposed purchase of the tramways by the

Council has been making progress in the hands of a committee, and

the company has iotimatedthat it is prepared to negotiate for the

bale of the undertaking . With a view to making an offer to the

company, the committee propose that an engineer be employed to

advise them on the matter . The question of electricity is being

taken into account.

Dublin.-The extension of the United Tramway system

which will connect Rathmines by direct route with the electric tram

near Ballsbridge is being pushed forward energetically. Already &

large portion of the line is laid down. The length of the new tram

line will be close on 21 miles. The effect of the new line will be to

connect the extremities of the southern townships from the eastern

side of Ratbmines Township at Haroldscross to the Pembroke Town

ship at Ballsbridge, and thence near Haddington Road with Sandy.

mount. The entire work is being carried out by the United Tram

way Company's own men, who have laid the rails.

Light Railways. The proposal of the British Electric

Traction Company to construct light railways in the Fenton District

is not to be opposed by the Fenton Council.

The proposals to cunstruct light railways between Higbgate and

Finchley, and Finchley and Hendon,were before the Finchley Dis

trict Council last week. Mr. Vesey Knox, M.P., barrister, appeared

on behalf of the electric scheme, and submitted that the system pro

posed - overhead electric trolley - was the only one possible for such

å rural district, and if there was a fatal objection to the system , that

would be fatal to the scheme. They proposed to lighttheroad along

the line of route at a price to be agreed upon with the Council; &

quick service to Hampstead, and, consequently, a service to the West

end of London and an additional local service to the Great Northern

Railway. Owing to the provisions of the Tramways Acts, they pro

posed a street traction far superior to any existing in this country at
present; fares of id. per mile (but anticipated four miles for 3d .);

the average speed (time table ), eight miles throughout, was pro

posed ; repair of 18 inches on each side of the lines, which meant

where double lines existed 16' feet ; the posts would be of an orna

mental character, on one side of the road only ; purchasebythe local

authority at the end of 35 years. The only object they had in going

under the Light Railways Act was to save the expense of a Parlia

mentary Bill. They intended putting on a special service for the

working classes. Toey had power to carry goods, but the passenger
traffic was looked to ; they did not intend to combine goods and

passenger cars.

Lucan Tramways.- The Lucan Steam Tram Company

are, says Freeman's Journal, at present in communication with the

Board of Trade withreference to the inspection of the line from the

Conyngham Road to Leixlip. It is expected that the inspection will

shortly be made, and that the line will soon afterwards be open for

traffic. The line has been completely relaid, new rails put down, and

the gange has been widened from the former one of 3 feet to 3 feet

6 inches. The cost of re-sinking the line is nearly £ 16,000. The

remaking was undertaken with a special view to the line being worked

by electricity, and provision has been made forthe ultimate carrying

out of that intention. The introduction of electricity for traction

purposes will involve an additional outlay of about £ 15,000. Until

thatwork may be undertaken, the line will be worked by steam . It

is estimated that the conversion of the line, as it is now constructed,

into an electrically equipped line, will be carried out in four months,

and that change will involve a stoppage of the traffic for that length

of time. The board of directors arein negotiation with a London

firm of contractors for this work, and if there is a prospect of the

work being completed by the summer, it will be commenced as soon

as the contract is signed. Otherwise the summer traffic will be

carried on by the steam haulage, and the electrical equipment will

be postponed until the close of the summer season . The trams with

the steam baulage will run every hour, and with electric traction they

will be run every half hour. The system of electric traction to be

adopted is the trolley overhead wire. The power house will be

erected about midway on the line, near St. Lawrence's Road. The

dynamoswill be driven entirely by steam , as the board has been

advised that the water power would not be sufficient. When the

contract is completed, the building of the power house will be first

commenced .

Manchester. - The Special Committee of Tramways
appointed by the Corporation recently resolved : “That the electrical

equipment and the supply of the electric current necessary for the

workingof the tramways of the Corporationwithin the city be placed

in thehandsof the Electricity Committee, and thatthey be requested to
take the necessary steps for the carrying out of the work ; the terms

of payment for the current to be supplied to be hereafter arranged .”

The Electricity Committee, with a view to carrying out this resolution,

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Blackpool. - The Tramway Committee, a short time ago,

applied to the Local GovernmentBoard for permission to substitute

the overhead trolley system for the conduitsystem of electric trac

tion on thepromenade. Not only has the board refused this per
mission, but it has condemned the existing conduit system as well.

This has come as a surprise upon the committee, who are going to

interview the officials in London on the matter. Meanwhile they

have decided to lay a tramline through Claremont Park, instead of

along the low promenade.

Bristol. - Last Saturday the Tramway Committee ap

pointed to negotiate with the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Com

pany for the purchase of the system , reported to the CityCouncil

that the company absolutely refused to negotiate, and were now

promoting two Bills for extending the system .
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The Northern Society of Electrical Engineers.

Notice is given that a special general meeting of the

members of this society will be held at the Palatine Hotel,

Manchester, on Monday, January 10th, 1898, at 7.30 p.m.,

when the following Amendments to Rules XXII. and

XXXVI., agreed to at the special general meeting of the

members held on the 22nd inst., will be submitted for

adoption on the proposal of the Council :

That Rale XXII. be altered to read as follows :

The Council shall, previous to the annual general meeting in each

year, prepare a list of members whom they propose as suitable for

the offices of President, Hon . Treasurer, and Hon. Secretary for the

ensning year, and also a list of members who shall have been

nominated for the four vacancies on the Council. Such nominations

shall be effected by any retiring member ofCouncil,or other qualified

person, being proposed and seconded in writing by twomembers and

supported by four other members. These nominations, together with

the written consent of such nominees to accept office iſ elected, shall

be forwarded to thesecretary 21 days previons to the annual general

meeting. II, after this date, there shall be no morenominations than

vacancies theperson so nominated become elected , but it there shall

be more nominations than vacancies each member shall be at liberty

tomake a selection from such list, provided the numberof names 80

selected shall not exceed in any case the number requisite to fill the

vacancies. Ballot papers shall be so marked and recorded as may be

from time to time determined by the Council.

That Ru'e XXXVI, he altered by the inclusion of the
Fords shown in italics:

Every Member or Associate shallhave the privilege of introducing

two visitors tothe ordinary general meetings of the society , but no

visitor who is eligible as a Member or Associate shall be permitted to

attend more than twice in any one session except by permission of

the Council.

Obituary . - We regret to announce the deatb, at Cadiz, on

themorning of January 4th, of Mr. W.F.O'Brien. For some

years past Mr. O'Brien had not enjoyed the best of health, but

he had made, during his short stay at Cadiz, such marked

improvement, that the news of the relapsewhich proved fatal,

was received in London as an unexpected shock . A larga

number of our readers have met Mr. O'Brien either in business

connected with telegraphic matters, or socially, and in his

capacities, both as a telegraph man and as a friend , his

loss will be deeply deplored by the large circle whichappre

ciated his many sterling qualities. His knowledge of

telegraph affairs, his graspofevery detail connected with his

business , and his devotedness to the work , rendered him

invaluable in the position be occupied ; while his straight
forward character and his constant readiness to attend to the

interests of others secured for him many and sincere friend

ships. Mr. O'Brien, after serving in the Postal Telegraphs

for some years, entered the employment of the Japanese
Government at the moment when the development of the

telegraph was first seriously commenced in Japan. On the

termination of his agreement with the Japanese Government

he joined, in 1875, the West Coast of America Telegraph

Company. On the expiration of his term of service he

returned to England, and was attached to the staff of the

Silvertown Company,and lent valuable services on many

cable expeditions. In 1884 he was appointed traffic

accountant to the West African Telegraph Company, and at

the time of bis death held that position in the South

American Cable Company and the Spanish National Sub

marine Telegraph Company. He served the latter company

for fourteen years, and during the last year also acted as

secretary. Mr. O'Brien attended, on behalf of the companies

be served, the International Telegraph Conventions of Paris

aad Bada- Pesth. We beg to be permitted to offer his family

otr most sincere sympathies for the great loss they have.
sustained .

The Chatsworth Festivities . - Messrs. Drake & Gorham

received instructions to carry out a number of illaminations

in connection with the visit this week of the Prince and

Princess of Wales to Chatsworth . The whole of the

building was lit up by a special system of reflected

light that was much admired . Jandus arc lamps were

employed. A search light was fixed on a platform above

the roof,and threw a beam on to each of two fountains.

These fountains were each illaminated by means of four pro

jectors worked from water-tight boxes placed in the centre

of the fountain itself. An illuminating device, known as

the electroflame, patented by the firm in connection with the

Jubilee illaminations,was shown to greatadvantagein the
centre of the building.

The Engineers'Strike. - Mr. Alexander Siemens, speak.

ing at the dinner of the Article Clubon Wednesday night,

said the most important question for the commerce of

England was at present the great struggle in the engineering

trade. The struggle had been going on for six months, but

the masters, whose interests were not much in common, bad

held together, and he could assure them that they would hold

together still . There was not the slightest intention what

ever on the part of the masters of going back from the terms

they agreed upon at Westminster with regard to the manage

ment of worksinthe future, and they wouldnot yield tothe

demand for diminished working hours. The masters had

been defending the right of liberty. The trades unions

would not allow their men to work as they could , and if any

man was working particolarly well, earning extra wages, and

doing more than other men, he was hauled before the Dis

trict Committee, and told he must restrict his production,

or he would be fined , or expelled from the gaion. The

masters wanted to do away with that kind of thing. At the

same time they had madeit compulsory that collective bar

gaining should be resorted to. With regard to these rules

of management, he would call their attention to a very

curious point. At the last sitting of the Conference the

delegates of the men agreed to these rules, and said if

they were given 54 hours' pay for 51 hours' work, they

would accept the rules of management, and tell their

men to go back to work on the following Monday. When,

however, they found the masters would not give in on the

question of hours, the delegates turned round and said the

rules of management struck at the root of trades unionism ,

and they must refer the matter to the vote of the men. If

the rales of management were right one moment, why

were they wrong simplybecause the employers would not give

way on the question of hours ? Mr. Knight, the Secretary of

the Boilermakers' Society, had also pointed out that his

society had been working under these ral s for years, and

was flourishing ander them , and they did not find them

hostile to trades unionism . These rules, too, were not a new

invention. They were only sach as had been in use at some

of the works of the Federated Enployers where trade

anionists were employed before the commencement of the

dispate. Why, therefore, did the delegates say all of a sudden

that they strack at the root of trades unionism ? He would

take that opportanity of saying that the Federated Enployers

had been resisting the demands of the trades unions quite as

much in the interest of the individual workma as in their

owa interest. The masters were absolutely united, as much

now as they were on the first day daring these six months,

and, far from anybodyhavingbroken awayfromthe Federa

tion, oher firms had joined and posted notices . That

showed that they had a good cause, and they meant to fight

for it to the end.

Congratulations. In the list of New Year honours

appears the name of Mr. Spencer Walpole, the secretary to the

Post Office, who is made a K.C.B., also of Mr. Janes Dredge,

whom the Queen, on the recommendation of the Sacretary

of State for Foreign Affairs, has appointed a C.M.G. in the

Order of St. Michael and St. George. This honour is

bastowad in recognition of services rendered in connection

with the Brussels Exhibition. We have pleasure in con

gratulating Mr. Dredge.

Erratum , - In the article in last week's iggae on “ Local

isation of Breaks and Partial Earth Faults in Submarine

Cables," onp. 919 (December 31st, 1897) Formula B should

read as follows: - = By – (Rz – Ri) ohms, instead of Rs

( R, - B.) ohms.

Fire . - Daring a cinematograph exhibition at Bolton last

Saturday, a fire occurred in connection with the electrical

apparatas. There was a panic among the audience, and the

operator and others were slightly burned ,

London Fogs and Artificial Light. - London foz

absorbs 11.1 par cent. of the laminous rays from an

ordinary gas flame, while 20.8 për cent. of the light from

an incandescent mantle are lost in it. This is of course dua

to the fact that the first mentioned light contains far more

red rays than the other, and that foz permits the p39gage of

red raya to theexclasion of the blue is evident from the deep red

colour which the sun asjame when seen through mist.--Cosmos.

-

-
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observations to the Board of Trade. - The Town Clerk read the

following letter: " Local Government Board , Whiteball, S.W.,

December 23rd. Sir,-I am directed by the Local Government

Board to advert to your letter of the 11th inst. relating to the appli.

cation by the TownCouncil of Peterborough for sanction to borrow
£ 15,000for works of electric lighting, and I am to state that accord

ing to the latest information in the possession of the Board the

Council's margin of borrowing powers is not sufficient to enablethem

to borrow the sum of £ 15,000 in addition to the sum of £ 4,500 for

which they desire sanction to borrow for hospital purposes —I am ,

yours faithfully, A. D. ADBIAN, Assistant Secretary.” — The matter

came before a special Council meeting on Wednesday.

Power Distribution Scheme.-- The Bill promoted by

the General Power Distributing Company, for providing electric

power in a 26 miles area was considered by the Council the other

day, and it was resolved that the Bill beopposed, inconjunction with
the other local authorities. The Nottingham City Council bas

appointed a strong committee to oppose the scheme.

Shoreditch . - The Lighting Committee has advised that

the application cf the County of London and Brush Electric Light

Company for a way leave forcables in a direct line through , without

supplying current in, the district of the Vestry, at a rent of £50 per

annum , be not granted .

Swinton.-A Committee of the District Council is con

sidering the question of electric lighting by a private company .

Torquay. - Under the direction of Mr. Storey, engineer

in -charge, the electric lighting worksare being pushed forward. Two

sats of machinery have been received, and all three boilers have been

submitted to full steam pressure, the trials baving proved in every

way satisfactory . There are now 44 consumers on the mains, and

3,000 8.C.P. lamps have been placed in the residences and shops of

the town. The streets will be lit by 57 arc lamps.

Tunbridge Wells. - It is proposed to accept the lowest

tender rent in for buildiog extensions to the electricity works, i e. ,

that of Mr. W. J. Logan at £ 1,059.

Ventnor. - Mr. Pressland recently wrote on behalf of the

Ventnor Electric Light and Power Company aeking for the approval

of the Council to the site for the station . The application was granted .

Walsall. - The GrandTheatre, Walsall , was lighted elec

trically on 22nd ult. for the first time. The stage is nowilluminated

by 170 electric lamps of various colours, which can be manipulated
from a switchboard so arranged that the illumination can be red,

green , or white at a moment's notice. The theatre itself is also now

completely lighted with electricity .

Wednesbury . - The Council will oppose the application

of the Midland Electric Corporation for a provisional order, it being

considered that the work ought to be in its own hands.

West Hartlepool.-A Local Government Board inquiry

was held last Tuesday re the Corporation's proposed £ 30,000 loan for

electric lighting.

West Derby .-The Board of Guardians of the West

Derby Union bave instructed Mr. Thos. L. Miller, M.Inst E.E., of

Liverpool, to prepare full plans and specifications, and to invite

tenders, for the lighting of their Mill Road Infirmary by electricity,

The in :tallation , we understand , is estimated to cost upwards of

£ 5,000.

Westminster . - The Board of the Westminster Electric

Supply Corporation, Limited , has decided to reduce the rate of charge

for electric energy as follows: - From January1st, 1898, the price

charged for current used for lighting purposes will be at the standard

rate of 6d. perBoard of Trade unit for the first 4,000 units used in

each year. All units used in each year in excess of 4,000 will be

charged at the net rate of Ad . per unit. The price charged for cur

rentused solely for purposesotherthan lighting,and supplied through

a separate meter, will be at the rate of 3d . perBoard of Trade unit.

Wormit. - Inquiries are being made among the residents
as to whether they are in favour of electricity, gas, or oil as an

illuminant for the village. If two -thirds are in favour of electric

lightiog a detailed scheme will then be submitted to a public

meeting.

-

Collision .-On 26th alt. an electric tram collided violently

with a motor car at Haddington Road, Dublin . The ends of both

cars were considerably damaged. The cause of the accident is

believed to be the failure of the motor brake to act.

Croydon .-A correspondent of the Bullionist, referring

to the proposed purchase of the Croydon Tramways Company's

undertaking by the British Electric Traction Company,says that the

terms of the sale are “ manifestly unfair to the ordinary share

holders.” The meeting, he says, was held with doors closed to the

press, and he is taking steps to see whether it is too late to prevent

the sale on the terms proposed.

A Norwood paper saysthat the tramways system hasbeen taken

over by the British Electric Traction Company, who will introduce

electrically -driven cars, and Mr. H. A. Darke's services are retained for

the management of the new company.

Derby.-- The proposed purchase of the tramways by the
Council has been making progress in the hands of a committee, and

the company has intimated that it is prepared to negotiate for the

sale of the undertaking. With a view to making an offer to the

company, the committee propose that an engineer be employed to

advise them on the matter . The question of electricity is being

taken into account.

Dublin.-The extension of the United Tramway system

which will connect Rathmines by direct route with the electric tram

near Ballsbridge is being pushed forward energetically. Already a

large portion of the line is laid down. The length of the new tram

line will be close on 21 miles. The effect of the new line will be to

connect the extremities of the southern townships from the eastern

side of Rathmines Township at Haroldscross to the Pembroke Town

ship at Ballsbridge, and thence near Haddington Road with Sandy.

mount. The entire work is being carried out by the United Tram

way Company's own men, who have laid the rails.

Light Railways. The proposal of the British Electric

Traction Company to construct light railways in the Fenton District

is not to be opposed by the Fenton Council.

The proposals to construct light railways between Higbgate and

Finchley, and Finchley and Hendon, were before the Fiocbley Dis

trict Council last week. Mr. Vesey Knox, M.P., barrister, appeared

on behalf of the electric scheme, and submitted that the system pro

posed - overhead electric trolley - was the only one possible for such

å rural district, and if there was a fatal objection to the system , that

would be fatal to the scheme. They proposed to light theroad along

the line of route at a price to be agreed upon with the Council; a

quick service to Hampstead,and, consequently,a service to the West
end of London and an additional local service to the Great Northern

Railway. Owing to the provisions of the Tramways Acts, they pro

posed a street traction far superior to any existing in this country at

present; fares of 1d. per mile (but anticipated four miles for 3d .);

the average speed (time table ), eight miles throughout, was pro

posed ; repair of 18 inches on each side of the lines, which meant

where double lines existed 16 'feet ; the posts would be of an orna

mental character, on one side of the road only; purchasebythe local

authority at the end of 35 years. The only object they had ingoing

under the Light Railways Act was to save the expense of a Parlia

mentary Bill. They intended putting on a special service for the

working classes. Toey had power to carry goods, but the passenger

traffic was looked to ; they did not intend to combige goods and

passenger cars.

Lucan Tramways. — The Lucan Steam Tram Company

are, says Freeman's Journal, at present in communication with the

Board of Trade with reference to the inspection of the line from the

Conyngham Road to Leixlip. It is expected that the inspection will

shortly be made, and that the line will soon afterwards be open for

traffic. The line has been completely relaid, new railsput down,and

the gauge has been widened from the former one of 3 feet to 3 feet

6 inches. The cost of re-sinking the line is nearly £ 16,000. The

remaking was undertaken with a special view to the line being worked

by electricity, and provision has been made for the ultimate carrying

out of that intention. The introduction of electricity for traction

purposes will involve an additional outlay of about £ 15,000. Until

that work may be undertaken, the line will be worked by steam . It

is estimated that the conversion of the line, as it is now constructed ,

into an electricallyequipped line, will be carried out in four months,

and that change will involve a stoppage of the traffic for that length
of time. Theboard of directors arein negotiation with London

firm of contractors for this work, and if there is a prospect of the

work being completed by the summer, it will be commenced as soon

as the contract is signed . Otherwise the summer traffic will be

carried on by the steam haulage, and the electrical equipment will

be postponed until the close of the summer season . The trams with

the steam baulage will run every hour,and with electric traction they

will be run every half hour. The system of electric traction to be

adopted is the trolley overhead wire. The power house will be

erected about midwayon the line, near St. Lawrence's Road. The

dydamos will be driven entirely by steam , as the board has been

advised that the water power would not be sufficient. Whenthe

contract iscompleted, the building of the power house will be first

commenced .

Manchester - The Special Committee of Tramways
appointed by the Corporation recently resolved : “ That the electrical

equipment and the supply of the electric current necessary for the

working of the tramwaysof the Corporation within the city be placed

in the hands of the Electricity Committee, and thatthey be requested to

take the necessary steps for the carrying out of the work ; the terms

of payment for the current to be supplied to be hereafter arranged ."

The Électricity Committee, with a view to carrying out this resolution,

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Blackpool.-- The Tramway Committee, a short time ago,

applied to the Local GovernmentBoard for permission to substitute

the overhead trolley system for the conduitsystem of electric trac

tion on the promenade. Not only has the board refused this per

mission, but it has condemned the existing conduit system as well.

This has come as a surprise upon the committee, who are going to

interview the officials in London on the matter. Meanwhile they

have decided to lay a tramline through Claremont Park, instead of

along the low promenade.

Bristol. - Last Saturday the Tramway Committee ap

pointed to negotiate with the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Com

pany for the purchase of the system , reported to the CityCouncil

that the company absolutely refused to negotiate, and were now

promoting two Bills for extending the system .
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The Northern Society of Electrical Engineers.

Notice is given that a special general meeting of the

members of this society will be held at the Palatine Hotel,

Manchester, on Monday, January 10th, 1898, at 7.30 p.m.,

when the following Amendments to Rules XXII. and

XXXVI., agreed to at the special general meeting of the

members held on the 22nd inst., will be submitted for

adoption on the proposal of the Council :

That Rule XXII, be altered to read as follows :

The Council shall, previous to the annual general meeting in each

year, prepare a list of members whom they propose as suitable for

the offices of President, Hon . Treasurer, and Hon. Secretary for the

ensning year, and also a list of members who shall have been

nominated for the four vacancies on the Council. Sach nominations

shall be effected by any retiring member of Council,or other qualified

person, being proposed and secondedin writing by twomembers and

sapported by four other members. These nominations, together with

thewritten consent of such nominees to accept office iſ elected, shall

be forwarded to thesecretary 21 days previous to the annual general

meeting. If, after this date, there shall be no morenominations than

vacancies theperson so nominated become elected, but it there shall

be more nominations than vacancies each member shall be at liberty

tomake a selection from such list, provided the numberof names so

selected shall not exceed in any case the number requisite to fill the

Vacancies. Ballot papers sball be so marked and recorded as may be

from time to time determined by the Council.

That Ru'e XXXVI. hy altered by the inclusion of the

words shown in italics:

Every Member or Associate shall have the privilege of introducing

two visitors to the ordinary general meetings of the society , but no

visitor who is oligible as a Member or Associate shall be permitted to

attend more than twice in any one session except by permission of

the Council.

Obituary. Weregret to announce the deatb, at Cadiz, on

the morning of January 4th , of Mr. W. F. O'Brien. For some

years past Mr. O'Brien had not enjoyed the best of health, but

he had made, during his short stay at Cadiz, such marked

improvement, that the news of the relapsewhich proved fatal,

was received in London as an unexpected shock. A large

number of our readers have met Mr. O'Brien either in business

connected with telegraphic matters, or socially, and in his

capacities, both as a telegraph man and as a friend, his

loss will be deeply deplored by the large circle which appre

ciated his many sterling qualities. His knowledge of

telegraph affairs,his graspofevery detail connected with his

business, and his devotedness to the work, rendered him

invaluable in the position he occupied ; while his straight

forward character and his constant readiness to attend to the

interestsof others secured for him many and sincere friend

ships. Mr. O'Brien, after serving in the Postal Telegraphs

for some years, entered the employment of the Japanese

Government at the moment when the development of the

telegraph was first seriously commenced in Japan. On the

termination of his agreement with the Japanese Government

he joined, in 1875 , the West Coast ofAmerica Telegraph

Company. On the expiration of his term of service he.

returned to England, and was attached to the staff of the

Silvertown Company,and lent valuable services on many
cable expeditions. In 1884 he was appointed traffic

accountant to the West African Telegraph Company, and at

the time of his death held that position in the South

American Cable Company and the Spanish National Sub

marine Telegraph Company. He served the latter company

for fourteen years, and during the last year also acted as

secretary. Mr. O'Brien attended, onbehalf of the companies

be served, the International Telegraph Conventions of Paris

and Bada -Pesth. We beg to be permitted to offer his family

our most sincere sympathies for the great loss they have
sustained

The Chatsworth Festivities. - Messrs. Drake & Gorham

received instructions to carry out a number of illuminations

in connection with the visit this week of the Prince and

Princess of Wales to Chatsworth. The whole of the

building was lit up by a special system of reflected

light that was much admired . Jandus arc lamps were

employed. A search light was fixed on a platform above

theroof, and threw a beam on to each of two fountains.

These fountains were each illuminated by means of four pro

jectors worked from water -tight boxes placed in the centre

of the fountain itself. An illuminating device, known as

the electroflame, patented by the firm in connection with the

Jabilee illaminations, was shown to great advantage in the

centre of the building.

The Engineers'Strike. — Mr. Alexander Siemens, speak
ing at the dinner of the Article Club on Wednesday night,

said the most important question for the commerce of

England was at present the great struggle in the engineering

trade. The struggle had been going on for six months, bat

themasters, whose interests were not much in common ,bad

held together, and he could assure them that they would hold

together still. There was not the slightest intention what

ever on the part of the masters of going back from the terms

they agreed upon at Westminster with regard to the manage

ment of works inthe future, and they wouldnot yield tothe

demand for diminished working hours. The masters had

been defending the right of liberty. The trades unions

would not allow their men to work as they could, and if any

man was working particularly well, earning extra wages, and

doing more than other men , he was hauled before the Dis

trict Committee, and told he must restrict his production,

or he would be fined, or expelled from the gaion . The

masters wanted to do away with that kind of thing. At the

same time they had madeit compulsory that collective bar

gaining should be resorted to. With regard to these rules

of management, he would call their attention to a pery

curious point. At the last sitting of the Conference the

delegates of the men agreed to these rules, and said if

they were given 54 hours ' pay for 51 hours' work, they

would accept the rules of management, and tell their

men to go back to work on the following Monday. When,

however, they found the masters would not give in on the

question of hours, the delegates turned round and said the

rales of management struck at the root of trades unionism ,

and they must refer the matter to the vote of the men. If

the rales of management were right one moment, why

were they wrong simply because the employers would not give

way on the question ofhours? Mr. Knight, the Secretary of

the Boilermakers' Society, had also pointed out that his

society had bəen working under these ral+ s for years, and

was flourishing under them , and they did not find them

hostile to trades unionism . These rules, too, were not a new

invention. They were only sach as had been in use at some

of the works of the Federated Enployers where trade

unionists were employed before the commencement of the

dispate. Why, therefore, did the delegates say all of a sudden

that they struck at the root of trades unionism ? He would

takethat opportunity of saying that the Federated Employers

had been resisting the demands of the trade unions quite as

much in the interest of the individual workman as in their

owo interest. The masters were absolutely united, as much

now as they were on the first day during these six months,

and, far from anybody having broken away from the Federa

tion, other firms had joined and posted notices. That

showed that they had a good cause, and they meant to fight

for it to the end.

Congratulations.In the list of New Year honours

appears the name of Mr. SpencerWalpole, the secretary tothe

Post Office, who is made aK.C.B.,also of Mr.JanesDredge,

whom the Queen, on the recommendation of the Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs, has appointed aO.M.G. in the

Order of St. Michael and St. George. This honour is

bastowad in recognition of services rendered in connection

with the Brussels Exhibition. We have pleasure in con

gratulating Mr. Dredge.

Erratum . In the article in last week's issue on " Local.

isation of Breaks and Partial Earth Faults in Submarine

Cables," on p. 919 (December 31st, 1897) Formala B should

read as follows :-- = Rj - ( Ruz Ri) ohms, instead of Ry

( R, - B.) ohms.

Fire. - Daring a cinematograph exhibition at Bolton last

Saturday, a fire occurred in connection with the electrical

apparatus. There was a panic among the audience, and the

operator and others were slightly burned ,

London Fogs and Artificial Light. - London foz

absorbs 11.1 par cent. of the luminous rays from an

ordinary gas flame, while 20.8 për cent of the light from
an incandescent mantle are lost in it. This is of course dua

to the fact that the first-mentioned light contains far more

red rays than the other, and that foz permits the passage of

red raya to theexclusion of the blue is evident from the deep red

colour which thesanassame when seen through mist .-- Cosmos,

-
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Courtney , C.E. , 39, Alleyn Park, Dulwich ; J. T. Toomer, C.E., Queen

Anne's Mansions, Westminster ; T. P. Wilson , C.E , Holmhurst,

Belvedere, Kent ; 4. P. Friend, Ouseley House, Erith , Kent,

engineer ; R. J. Price, M.P , 104, Sloane Street, S.W .; O. F.Sillem ,

Broad Sanctuary Chambers, Westminster, engineer. The number of

directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five. The first

Are J. Price, H. K. Baynes, and J. F. Toomer. Registered by

Goldring & Hargrove, 99, Cannon Street, E.C.

CITY NOTES .

Electric Launch for the Czar of Russia .-- At the time

of the great Naval Parade in New York Harbour, in 1892,

the Grand Duke Alexander, in command of the Russian

waiships, wasso pleased with the electric launch of the
U.S. cruiser New York, that he purchased it from the Navy

Department for his own use. The performance ofthis boat,

built by the Electric Launch Company, of New York , came

under the notice of the Czar of Russia, and the result has

been, says the New York Electrical Engineer, that the latter,

a short time ago, ordered one for his own use, which isnow

ander construction at the works of the Electric Launch Com

pany, at Morris Dock, N.Y., under the personal supervision
of Mr. J. O. Chamberlain, president of the company, in con

nection with Capt. D. T. Mertvago , naval attaché of the

Russian Legation at Washington. The dimensions of the

gig will be as follows :-Length over all, 37 feet ; length on

load water lipe, 35 feet ; beam , extreme outside of

planking, 7 feet 39 inches ; draught of hull, 2 feet 3

inches ; length of cockpit, or seating space, 14 feet 9

inches ; greatest width of same, 6 feet 5 inches ; displace

ment, without passengers, not to exceed 5.2 tons. The

storage batteries ,furnished by the Electric Storage Battery

Company, will be of the most improved and modern type,
all contained in bard rubber cells,with tight-fitting covers,

and placed under the flooring and seats. The number and

grouping will be suchas to adapt them to be charged from

à 110 -volt circuit. The motor built to conform to the hull

will be of special marine type with self- contained ball

bearing thrust fitted under thefloor in its compartment, and

directly connected with the propeller shaft . The controller
for regulating the speed of the motor will be placed under

the forward deck, and operated by a shaft extending through

the steering wheel bearing. This controller will be capable

of effecting five variable speed rates, from slow starting to

spurtiog speed, and also adapted for reversing the motor with
three variable speeds. The gig is to have a speed of eight

miles an hour for three hours, or seven miles an hour for six

hours, but the controller is arranged to admit of a spurting

speed up to 11 miles per hour if desired. The gig is to be
delivered and placed in commission by the builders' repre

sentative, who is also to instruct the crew in its care and

operation.

Motor Cars.- A letter, evidently “ writ sarcastic," appears

in the Engineer from one “ J. G. s .,” who wants a motor

carriage of some kind. He can find no advertisers of these

vehicles, and asks are makers full of ordere, and overflowing ?

We think not . There are, we believe, come genuine makers

of motor carriages, but we fancy that many of the much

puffed companies which were started to make motor cars

were left by their philanthropic promoters with insufficient

capital to properly carry on the manufacture and the ex

ploitation of the new industry. Bat all were not imaginary,

and from time to time vehicles appear in the streets of

London which seem to evidence the fact that there is a

motor car industry.

Kelvinside Electricity Company.

THE annual meeting of this company was held at 28, Renfield Street,

Glasgow , on the 29th inst., Mr. J. B. Flemiog presiding,

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report, said they

bad not to report a very flourishing concern. They had no dividend

to give, but it was perfectly obviousthey had turned the corner, and

were not far away from success. Several elements had led to that.

Mr. Sbarpe had induced a good many people to become users of the

light, and he believed that his work would become more apparent in

the future. The number of consumers was gradually and steadily

increasing, but these were not coming in so rapidly as he could wish .

Mr. RECKETT seconded the motion .

In answer to questions, the CHAIRMAN said they could supply three

times the amount of light they were doing at present. The people of

Partick were anxious to get the light, and , in addition to householders

on the top of the bill, many shopkeepers were desirous of having it.

If they had the light in Partick, he was convinced that the company

would be a paying concern . He thought they were likely to get the

provisional order for Partick, as he did not think the opposition of

Glasgow would count for much. He further stated that the revenue

this year had been £1,573 118. 6d., an increase of £ 151 178. 8d. over

the previous year. The number of units used was 63,562, as com .

pared with 63,467 last year. Although that was only an increase of

95, there was this fact that it included a larger number of private

houses, for the cyanide works, which had used a considerable quantity

of light in 1895, and rather lees last year, would be off this year.

The number of units of light sold to private houses was 52,586,

against 35,545 in the previous year, showing an increase in that

department of nearly 50per cent

The report was adopted.

Messrs . J. B. Fleming and Reckett were re -elected directors.

Babcock & Wilcox, Limited .

Ar an extraordinary general meeting of this company, held on 29th

ult. , at the CannonStreet Hotel, Sir W. Arrol, M.P., presiding, the

resolutions passed on the 14th inst , for increasing the capital of the

company to £ 320,000 by creating 8,000 pew ordinary shares of £10

each, to rank pari passu with the existing ordinary shares, and to

rank' for dividend as from the 1st inst., were confirmed as special

resolutions, on the motion of the chairman, seconded by Mr. M.

Rumley. The chairman, ia answer to a question, stated that notices

to the shareholders would go out in a day or two, and every pre

ference and ordinary shareholder would be entitled to his fair pro

portion of the new shares.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .

London Electric Supply Corporation.- According to

the Daily Mail, when the accounts of this company are made up for

1897 it is proposed to take the concern out of the receiver's hands, to

reconstruct the company, and to reduce thecapital by writing off £2

or £3 from the ordinary shares. This would place the corporationon

a sound basis . The company is doinga big business, and rapid strides

are beingmade. The dividend on the preferences was earned last

year, wbile there was also a small amount left for the ordinary, 80

that in future preference holders may expect to receive their 6 per

cent. in full.

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited . - Warrants for interest due on 31st ult. on the £ 200,000

5 per cent. debenture stock have been duly posted .

Electric Construction Company. The transfer bɔoks

for the first mortgage debentures will be closed from 8th to 14th inst

inclusive.

Wm. Coates & Son, Limited (2,172).- Registered in

Dublin December 22nd, with capital £ 25,000 in £ 10 shares, to carry

on a or any of the following businesses, either wholesale or retail,

and either jointly or solely with others, electrical engineering in all

its branches, plumbers, gas or steam fitters, & c. The subscribers

( with one share each ) are ::-W . T. Coates, 1-11, Fountain Street,

Belfast, mercbant; W. C. Macann, 1–11 , Fountain Street, Belfast,

merchant; E. S. Dashwood, 1-11, Fountain Street, Bellast, electrical

engineer; G. D. Coates, 5 , Chilworth, Belfast, bank manager; R.

Hamilton, 37, University Road, Belfast, secretary ; T. G. Megaw ,

1-11, Fountain Street, Belfast, cashier; T.J. Moore, 1-11, Fountain

Street, Belfast, salesman . The number of directors is not to be less

than three por more than five. The first are W. T. Coates, W. C.

Macann, and E. S. Dashwood ; qualification,200 shares; remuneration

as fixed by the company. Registered by Crawford & Lockha, 8,
Anglesea Street,

City of Mexico Electric Power Syndicate, Limited

(55,438 ).- Registered December 30th , with capital £5,000 in £ 50

shares (40 preference ), to acquire any rights andgrants forproducing

electricity for lighting, motive, andother purposes in Mexico or else

where, and to carry on the business of electrical engineers and

contractors. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-H . K.

Baynes, 15, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, S.W., solicitor ; F. 8,

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS.

The City and SouthLondon RallwayCompany. The receipts for theweek ending

January 2nd.1898 ,were£ 1,050 ; week ending January 3rd , 1867. £ 1,077;

decrease, 27 ; total receipts for hall-year, 1888, 41,050; corresponding

period , 1667, £ 1,077 ; deorease, £ 27.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . The receipts for the week ending

January 2nd, 1888, amounted to £ 1,357; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,374 ; decrease, £17.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for
the week endingDecember31st , 1897, after deduoding 17per cent ofthe

gross receipts paysble to the London Platno.Brazilian Telegraph Core

panv, Limited, were £ 2,384,
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANIES.

TELEGRAPI AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES .
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1CO - 104 xd
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61 63 691 601

11 - 111 111 118

131- 14 1318

16 361 164 163

112 - 116 xd

3 31

182 -187 xd

104 -106 xd 107 1051
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81 9 9

184 195

5

1 11 104 104

1 2 -105% xd

101- 101 107 101

17 171

18 19 184

2 1 5

130 133 133

184 - 181 180 185

99 103 xd

100 103 xd | 1001

132 - 135 132

93 - 113 xd 100

100 –104 xd | 102

103 - 106

( 8 - 111 %

111- 12 11% 113

171 - 18 173 17,3

25 - 261

162 -105

62 55 553

107 - 10

2 23

61 68 68 63

15 17

14 16

6 69

51- 61

102 - 107 xd 1051 106

f ਲ " 18

106 -118 xd

7 . 81

136 --141 1392

34- 44

100 - 105 xd
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103 - 106

98 101 94

73 73 78

23 3}

104 -107 xd 1064 105

每

8 718
5 7

105 - 108 xd

105 -110

100 -105

1894 . 1896 . 1896 .

137,4002 African Direct Teleg ., Ltd., 4 % Deb .
100 4 % 4 % 101 -15

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares ... 10 51 64

923,9 €0 Anglo-American Teleg ., Ltd. Stock £ 2 28.£ 2 98.£ 2 138. 60 62

3,038,0202 Do. do , 6 % Pret. Stock £ 4 46. £ 4 186. £ 5 68.1081 - 109)

3,038,0204 Do. do. Deld . Stock 13- 14

130,000 | Brasilian Babmarino Talog ., Ltd. 107 % 7 % 16 16

75,0001 Do. 6 % , Debs., and series, 1986
1005 % 5 114 - 118

44,000 Owili Telap ., Ltd., Nou . I to 44,000
5 21 % 4 4 % 3 81

10,000,0008 Oommercial Onblo Oo.... $ 1007 % 7 % 183 – 188

663,5867 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4% Deb. Stock Rod. Stock 105 -107

234,850 Consolidated Telep. Oonst. and Main ., Lid. 10 /- 19% | 11% 2 % ha

16,000 Ouba Teleg ., Ltd. 10 8 % 8 % 8 % 81 9

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 183 - 19h

12,931 | Direct Spanish Teleg ., Ltd. 54% 4 % 4 %

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Pref. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 - 11

30,0002 Do. do . 44 % Debu. Nos. 1 to 6,000 50 41 % 41 % 41% 103 - 106%

60,710 Direot Onited States Oable , Ltd. 20 % % | 21 % 21 % 101- Il

400,000 Eastern Tolog ., Ltd., Nou.1 to 400,000 10 61 % 63% 61 % 17 171

70,000 Do, % Orm . Pret. 10 6 % 6 18 19

89,900 Do.
6 % Dobb., ropay , August, 1899

100 6 % 5 % 5 % 101 184

1,302,615 ! Do. 4 % Mort. Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 % 4 % 4 % : 0 -133

250,000 Bastern Extension, Australasia and OninsTeleg ., Ltd. 107 % 17 % 7 | 184 184

Do.
5 % 111 - ! 5

reg . 1 to 1,049 , 8,976 to 4,826

100,5001 Do. do . Boarer, 1,060—8,975 and 4,827–6,400 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102-15

320,0002 Do , 4 % Deb. Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 4% 132 -1: 5

51,100 : { Eastern and Routh African Teleg ., Ltd.,5 % Mort.Deb 5 % 5% 101 - 105

69,2001 Do. do . to bearer , 2,844 to 8,500 100 5 % 6 % 5 % 102 -115
Do.

310,0001 {
4 % Mort. Debe. Nou, 1 to 8,000, red . } 18 * % 4 % 4% 103 -106

1909

200,0002 Do. 4 % Rog.Mt.Deba. (Marritius Bub.) 1 to 8,000 25 4 % 4 % 4 % 108-111 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust, Ltd. 10 41 % 43 % 444 113 - 12

100,042 Do. do . 6 % Pref. 106 % 6 % 6 % 17% - 18

150,000 Great Northern Teleg. Oompany of Copenhagen 10 88 % 10 % 10 % | 25 - 26

160,000 Dr, do . do . 5 % Deby. | 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 10 % -lu5

17,000 Indo-European Teleg ., Ltd.
25 10 % 10 % 10 % 52 65

100,0001 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 1006 % 6 % 6% 107 -110

28,000 | Montevideo Telephone 6% Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,000 ... 5 % 2 21

484,597 National Teleph., Ltd., 1 to 484,597 8 5 % 54 % 61 64

15,000 Do. 8 % Oum . 1st Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum . 2nd Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 14 16

119,234 Do. 8 % Non -cim . 3rd Prad.,1 to 119,284 5 5 % 5 % 5 % 6 61

Do. do . . 119,235
41- 51

1,329,471
Do. 3 % Dob. Stock Red . stock 84 % 81% 31 % 104 -: 19

171,504 Oriental Teloph. & Elec., Ltd., Nov. 1 to 171,604, fülly paid 1 41 % 5 % 5 % f ਲ it

100,0001
Pacilo and Buropeus Tel., Ltd., 4 % Quar. Debs, 180 4 % 4 % 4 % 107 110

1 to 1,600

11,839 Routar , Lid . 8 5 % 5 % 71 - 84

3,381 Submarine Oxblon Trust Oart . 196 - 141

58,000 Onited Riva Plato Toloph., Ltd, 58 % 31 - 42

146,7332 Do. do. 6 % Debu. Stock 6 % 102-107

15,609 West Abim Telog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 20,109 10 nil 51
213,4001 Do. do . do . 6 % Debi. 100 6 % 6 % 103 - 106

64,256 Wortar md Brailin Talog. Litd . 16 | 3 % % 2 % 94 101

33,129 Do. do. do, 6 % Prof. Ord . 731 6 % 74- 73

33,129 Do. do. do . Dol. Ord .... 711 24 31

982,230 Do. do, do , 4 % Deb. StockRed. ... Stock 106-169

88,321 Wort Ladia wd Panama Talog ., Ltd. 10 % %

34,563 Do. do . 6 % Oum . 1st Prat. 106 % 6 % 72 87

4,669 Do. de. 6 % Oum . 2nd Prof. 106 % 6 % 6 % 5 - 7

80,0002 Do. do , 6 % Debu. No. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 107 -110

1,163,000$ Worten Union of U. 8. Toleg ,, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 7% 105 -110

160,1001 Do. do . 6 % Star, Bondı. 100 6 % 6 % 6 % 100 -105
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Obaring Oross and Strana Blocty.Supply 6 % 6 % 121 - 131 12.– 131 13

20,000 Do. do . do. do. 41 % Cum . Pref. 5 6 61 6 - 69

26,000 " Ohelsen Electricity Supply, Ltd.,'Ord ., Nos. 1 to 10,277 . 5 5 % 5 % 103- 11 101 - 11 1016 10

60,000 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 41 % 41 % 113 - 116 112 -114 xd

40,000 Oity of London Blec.Lightg .Oo., Ltd., Ord .40,001–80,000 10 6 % 7 % 26 27 26 27 267 263

Do. do. Prov. Certe. 5 251 26) 251- 261
40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 40,000 10.6 % 8 % 6 % 17 18 17 18

400,000
Do. 6 %Deb. Stock, Borip. ( isp. at 6116 ) all paid 6 % 5 % 5 % 131 -136 129

- 134 xd

30,000 Dounty of Lond .& Brush Prov. E.Ltg . Ltd., Ord. 1- 30,000 10 nil nil 131 14 131-14 137 135

20,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Prof., 40,001 - 60,000 10 6 % 6 % 151– 16 151-16 153

10,000 House-to - House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101to 10,100 9 10 9 10 92

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum. Pref. 11 11 11 111

49,900 "Metropolitan Electric Supply , Ltd., 101to 60,000 5 % 181 191 181- 19 1815 181

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001–62,500, i88. at £2 prem . 10 18 19 18 19 18+

220,000 Do. 41 % Erst mortgage debenture stock 41% 49% 41% 119 123 117 -121 xd 1178

6,452 Notting HillElectric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. % 2.% 4 184 171- 181

18 17 18

20,000
Do. do . 7 % Prel ., 20,081 to 40,080 57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11 108

50,000 Do. do 4 % Deb, stock Red . Stock 103 - 106 101 -104 xd

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2 paid ... 5 25- 23 25- 23 218 21

79,900 Wortminster Blectric dupply Vorp .,Ora ., 101 to 80,000 ... 5'6 % 17 % 9 % 16 17 16 - 17 165

* Subject to Founder's Sharos, + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exobange,

1 Dalou otherwise stated all sbares are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deterred share warrants , profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked I are for a your consisting of the latter part of one your and the first part of the next
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SHARI LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL COMPANIES - Oontinued .

ELECTRICAL LAILWAY, MANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL , COMPANIES .
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Jan, 5th , 1898 .
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...

Brook
Closing

Present
or Dividends for

NAME . Quotation,
Issue . the last three years.Sbare. Dec. 29th ,

1

1894. 1896 . 896 .

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 161 171

90,000 Brush Eleol. Enging . Oo.,Ord., 1 to 90,000 ... 8 | 21 % 13 2)

90,000 do . Non -cum . 6 % Prel., 1 to 90,000 % 8 % 23 23

125,0002 do. 41 % Perp. Deb, Stock . ... Stock| 44 %
109 -113

50,000
Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb . Stock Red . Stock 103 - 105

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares
10 94 102

143,106 Do. do . do . £ 6 paid 10 51 6

58,830 Do. do . Pref. half-shares £1 pd. 1)

61,777 Do. do . Def. do . £ 5 pd.
42- 44

630,0002 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock 13% 136% 18 % 66 68

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Shares, 1 to 28,180 6 nil nil 2 21

99,261
Edison & Swan United Elec. Ligt., Ltd., " A " shrs, £ 3 pd. 51 % 21 - 3

17,199 Do. do . do . " A " Shares 01-017,189 55 % 5 % 61 % 41 51

110,000 Electrio Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000
2 nil 28 23

16,343
Do. do. 7 % Orm . Pret.,1 to 16,343 37 % 17 % 7 %

93

91,195 Elmore's Patent Oop . Depong., Ltd., 1 to 70,000
2 nil

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mtg., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm . 2 nil

9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 9,000 10 nil 101% 9 11

12,500 | Henley's (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord.
10 8 % 8 % 10 % | 20 21

8,000 Du. do, 7 % Pref. 107 % 17 % 7 % | 181 193

50,000 Do. do . do . 4. Mort. Deb . Btca : Stock 44 % 41% (110 - 115

50,000 India -Rubber, Gutta Porcka and Teleg. Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 23 24

300,000 Do. do . do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 103 -107

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 | 11% 27% 27% 111 115

10,000 || do . Prof., £ 10 paid 10 6 % 5 % 16 161

87,850 Telegraph Constn . and Maintce ., Ltd.
12 20 % 15 % 15 % 36 - 39

150,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Bonds, rod . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105

64,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Nos. 1 to 64,000 10 12 - 13
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1 to 99, } 516 % 16 %
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Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . Last dividend paid was 50 % lor 1890.

Dividends marked are for a year consisting of the lanter part of one year and the Orst part of the next

ORompton & 00 ,-The dividends paid on the ordinary sbares (which have not a Stock Exchange quotation), are as follows : 1899–0 / 9 ; 1891–7°% 1890–80/

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

* Birmingbam Electric Supply Company, Ordinary of £B (£4 paid ), 75, London Blectric Supply Corporation , £b Ordinary, 2; -27.

£5 (fully paid ) 11 .

Electric Construction Corporation, 6 % Debentures, 104-106.
.T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (fully paid ), 127 .

House -co - Horse Uompany, 44 % Debentures of £ 100, 109–111.
Yorkshire House-to - Blouse Blectricity Company, 66 Ordinary Bhara

Kensington andKnightsbridge Electric Lighting Oompaay, Limited

Ordinary Bhares £ 6 (fully paid ) 15–15 } ; 1st Preference Oımı.
fully paid , 8–81. Dividend for 1896–6 %.

lative 6 % ,£5 (fully paid ), 81-8 Dividend, 1896, on Ordinar

Shares 7 %

* From Birmingham Share List, Bank rato of discount 3 per cont. (October 14th , 1897).

THE APPLICATION OF VECTOR ALGEBRA

TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

of o P equals that of of pl . The vector PO, we may note , is mints
the vector o P.

2. Composition of Vectors.-- The sum of two vectors, o P and PQ

By W. G. RHODES, M.Sc., Royal Technical Institute, Salford .

INTRODUCTION.

1. Any physical quantity which requires for its complete specification

data regarding (1) its magnitude, (2) its direction ,and (3) its sense

along that direction , is called a vector quantity. Quantities which

are completely specified when their magnitudes only are given are
called scalar quantities.

Mass and power are examples of scalar quantites: velocity, acclera

tion, force, electric carrents, and electromotive forces are examples

of vector quantities.

A vector quantity may be completely represented bya straight line

drawn in a particular direction, the sense along the direction being

shown by means of an arrow head, and the line containing as many

units of length as the quantity to be represented contains units of

quantity.

We shall call a line drawn in this way a vector, c.g. , the vector, O P

( fig. 1) , may represent an electric current if its direction is represented

FIG . 2.

0

o'

Fig . 1 .

( fig. 2), is defined to be the vector o Q. The meaning of the word

sum is here extended , and if we write

OP + P Q = 0 Q,

we should read o p together with P Q are equivalent to o 9. The
additionof vectors is thusthe same astheaddition of forces, forif
op and P Q represent two forces, theno q represents their resultant.

The difference of two vectors, o P and P Q , isdefined to be the sum

of the two vectors,o PandQP, and is, therefore, the vector o Q!

( fig. 2) , where P Q1 =

3. Algebraic Representation of a Vector Quantity .-Lot o p ( fig. 3)

represent any vector quantity .

Through o draw any two mutually perpendicular lines, « o *
y O ył. Draw PN perpendicular toxox ?: the two vectors,on and

N P,are then togetherequal to thevector, o P. Any vector canthug

beresolved into two component vectors parallelrespectively to z od

P Q

1

by the line o P, its sense from o to p along this direction , and if op

contains as many uoits of length as the number of amperes in the
electric current.

Two vectors are equal if they contain the same number of units of

length, are parallel to the same direction, and have the same sense :

thus in fig. 1 the vector o P, is equal to the vector of pl , if the length
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a

and yo ył . Now let us agree to represent unit vector along o x by
+ 1 ; unit vector along o x will then be represented by 1 , since

the sense is exactly opposite. Let us further represent unit vector

along o y by k ; then upit vector along o yl will be represented by -k.

It, then , on contains a units of length, and N P contains b units, the

vector, o P, is represented by a + kb and its magnitude is Val + 62 :

b

also its inclination to o x is given by tan 0 = In the same way

- @ + k b represents a vector lying in the quadrant, yox?;

- kb, one lying in the quadrant, x o ył ; and a – kb, one lying in

the quadrant, ylo x.

IfP Q (6g. 3 ) is another vector whose components parallel to o x

therefore,

cos 0 = cos ( . - 02) = cos 0, cos 02 + sin 0, sin 02.

a ' b b

+

Va? + 62 a'2 + 6'2 Na? + 62 Va'? + 6'4

that is

Val + 62 V a'2 + b2cos 0 = a a ' + bb'.

Thus the scalar product of the two vectors a + k b and a' + k 6 '
is a a + b b' .

6. On k as an Operator. — A vector whose length is a along or

parallel to o x is represented by a, whereas a vector of the same

length whose direction is parallel to o y is represented by k a . We

a

-

a

Y y

Р

Q

N MA

ac '
22

d
i
a

1

y'

FIG . 3 .
FIG . 5.

= =

=

=

- a.

and o y are respectively P K = Nm = a' and K Q = b'k, then the

vector, P Q, is represented by al + k 61, and the vector, o Q, which is

the sum of the vectors, o P and P Q, is given by

OQ = 0M + MQ

(ON + N M) + (MK + K Q)

( a + a') + (k b + k b')

. = (a + a ') + k (6 + 6')

This gives the law of vector addition, and inherently contains that of
subtraction also , the difference of the vectors, o P and P Q being

represented by

(a - a') + k (b – b') .

4. Product of two rectors. Consider any two rectors, o P and on

( 6g. 4) , and let o P = ON + N P, where N P is at right angles to o Q.

k a = - a

or =

-

-

-

-

Р

.

N

Fig . 4 .

may thus regard k as an operator which has the effect of turning a

vector along o x , through a right-angle in the positive (counter

clockwise ) direction of rotation without altering its length. The

effect of similarly operating on k a must, therefore, to beconsistent,

bo to turn the vector, k ā, through a right-angle in the positive
direction of rotation without altering its length ; that is, it becomes

& vector of length, a, along o 24 , that is, it becomes We thus

have

kik a =

1 ,

that is, when using the symbol k in algebraical processes, we must

regard it as having the properties of the imaginary V - 1. It we

similarly operate on the vector – a, we get – k a,a vector of length

along o y, and operating again we get ka a or + a, a vector of

length a along o x .

7. Again operatiog on any vector a + k b, we get k (a + k b) ož

ka – B,which is the vector a + k b turned through a right angle in

the positive direction. That is, if o p is any vector, then k . op 18

the vector resulting from a rotation of the vector O Pthrough a right

angle in the positive direction of rotation . By similar reasoningwe

can show that – k . O P represents the vector resulting from a rota

tion of the vector o p through a right angle in the negative (clock .

wise ) direction of rotation .

8. Definition - A vector o P is said to lead before, or lag behind, a

vector 0 Q , according as the least amount of rotation necessary to

bring o p into the same direction as o q is in the negative or positive

direction .

It is easily seen, then , that the vector, k . O P, leads before the

vector, o P , by a right angle, while the vector - k . P lags behind

the vector 0 P by a right angle.

APPLICATION TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

9. Before proceeding to apply theforegoing principles to alter

nating current calculations, we must first establish three important

propositions.

Proposition 1. — The maximum value of the induced electromotive

force, due to sell -induction in a circuit, is p Li, wbere i is the maxi

mum value of the current in the circuit, L is the sell -induction of the

circuit, and p = 2 1 n, where n is the frequency of the carrent. Also

the E.M.F. of self-induction lays a right angle behind the current.

Let the current be i sin p t, then the E.M.F. of self -induction is

given by
d

. i sin pt
dt

· Plicos pt

= plisin ( pe - 3 )2

which proves the pr. position .
Proposition 2. - If two circuits, A and B, have a mutual induction

m, the maxima values of the consequent E.M.Fs. in the circuits A and

B are respectively pm in and pmi,where i is the maximum value of

the current in the circuit a,and i, tbat in the circuit B, and these

induced E.M.Fs. lag a right angle behind the currents i, and is

respectively.

There are two products to take into consideration , viz , the product

OQ.on and the product o Q.NP.

To interpret these, suppose that the vector o P represents a disP

placement, and the vector on a force. The producto Q.on then

representsthe work done by the force in movingits point of applica

tion from o to n. This product is essentially scalar.

The product, o Q.NP,represents the moment of the force about
the point,P, and is a rector at right angles to the plane , oPn. We

shall not,however, consider this vector product further in the present

paper; it is the scalar product, o 2.0 n, with which we are at

present concerned . By reference to fig. 4 , we see that

OQ.ON = 0 Q.OP cos 0 ,

&o that the scalar product of two vectors is the product of their

lengths multiplied by the cosine of the angle between their direc
tions.

5. Let the rector o p be represented algebraically by a + k b , and

the vector O Q by a' + k b' : ' then ( see fig. 5 and Section 3 ) the mag

nitude of o p is ~ a” + b?, that of ois ✓a"? + B '?, and the

angls, , between their directions is

0 0 0.2

6

- L

T

-

b'

tan , and tai 02

where
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Let the current in the circuit, B , be iz sin p t, then the E.M.F. in

the circuit due to mutual induction is given by

d

12 sin pt
dt

M

pm iz cos pt

It then a potential difference, e, of frequency, n , is applied between

the terminals of an inductive circuit of resistance, r, and sell-induction,

L , then the vector equation (1) holds good, p being equal to 2 7 n.

Let o p ( fig. 6) represent the vector r i , then the vector o pl

k pl i represents the E M.F. of self - induction, and the vector P Q =

+ k p i is the vector representing the E.M.F , necessary to over

come sell -induction : therefore, the vector O Q = OP + P Q is the

vector representing the applied potential difference e. Further, the

vector o P, which is in phase with the current, lags behind the vector

representing e by an angle 0, where

tan 0

7

; ) .

PL

.

1

= p mi; sin ( pt
2

Similarly for the E.M.F. of mutual induction in the circuit, a. Thus

theproposition is established .

Proposition 3. - If a condenser of capacity o is placed in an alter

nating current circuit, there is a consequent E.MF. whose maximum

i

value is where i is the maximum value of the current flowing
pc

through the circuit, and this capacity E.M.F. leads before the current

by a right angle.

Let q be the charge on the condenser at any instant when the

current is i sin p t , then the potential difference at its terminals atP

that instant is 9 , butwe have

Algo ( see Section 3) the magnitude of e is given by

e = V 72 72 + p[+ in

= i V p2 + p L ?

e

с

sin p
cis pt.

i

9 -
i t dt =

P

Therefore, the capacity E.M.F. is given by

9

that is

i =

V po? + p L
( 2)

Equation (2) , it must be noticed, is not the same as equation (1 ) ;

it is one of several deductions from equation ( 1 ) . Whereas ( 1 ) is a

vector equation, involving directions as well as magnitudes ; (2)

involves magnitudes only.

Thequantity ✓ pi + pa Lº is called the impedance of t'.e circuit.

12. Referring again to equation ( 1) , it may be written

i (r + k p L )

€

pe + k pL

er – k pL)

( r + kpl) (r - kpl )

e ( r - kpl)

go? + 2 ? La

-

C
= e

ori

cos pt

po

i

sin t +

PC

e ,
72 € por czeko ,

8

T

C

PL
(3)

? + p? L? + p'L

which is a current vector equation, and states that the current, i , can

be resolved into a component pa + p ? ( 2 • parallelto the direction of

e, and a lagging component
PL

( - k e) at right-angles to the
7.? + p L ?

direction of e . This is shown graphically in fig. 7, where o p is the

which shows that e leads a right angle before i, and that its maxi

i

mum value is
The foregoing three propositions will be in con

po

stant demand in the sequel so that they should be thoroughly

understood .

10. The method ofrepresent alternating currents and E.M.Fs. by

by means of so -called clock diagrams has been so fully dealt with by

Dr. Fleming, Mr. Kapp,and other writers on the subject ,as to render

further explanation of the method here unnecessary ; suffice it to say,

that if the vector, o p (see fig. 3) , is drawn of such a length as to

represent in magnitude the maximum value of an alternating current

orelectromotive force, and if it is caused to rotate about o with a

uniform angular velocity, p, inthe positive direction of rotation , then

the vectors, o n and n P , will represent the instantaneous values

according as the current or E.M.F. is zero, and increasing positively

when o p coincides in direction with o y or o x.

CIRCUITS CONTAINING RESISTANCE AND SELF -INDUCTION ONLY.

11. Now let O P = i be a vector representing the maximum current

in any circuit containing self-induction, then by Proposition ( 1 ) and

Section8,the vector representing themaximum value of the E.M.F.

of self- indoction in the circuit in which the current, ,, is flowingis

- k pLi,where L is the self-induction and p 2 1 n, n being the

frequency of the current. If the carrent is caused by a potential

difference whose maximum value is represented by a vector, e,then

the vector, e, has to supply a component, r i, in the direction of the

y

Q

r
e

T
2 +

p
Ⓡ
L
2

-
k
p
l
e

r
2
+ P 2 L2

i

x
L

y

kpLi

P

r
i

FIG. 7.

x
T

Mo
l

FIG . 6.

current vector, and o Q and Q p its components respectively along

and at right angles to the direction of e . It should be noticed that

the product (r + k p L) (r –k p L), which equals po? + po L ’, since

12 1, is not a vector product: the quantities, r, P, and L, are all

scalar and have no right whatever to be treated as vectors after the

manner ofsome writers on the subject.

We shall frequently make use of the vector equations (1 ) and (3)

so they should be thoroughly understood. In fact, to proceed further

without first mastering them would be useless.

13. Suppose now that any number, n, of inductive circuits are

connected in series and it is required to find their equivalent

resistance, self- induction , and impedance,

Let ri, r2, 3 .... to be the ohmic resistances of the several circuits.

» L1, L2, L3....In their self -inductions.

ei , C2, es ... the vectors representing the potential differ

ences between their respective terminals.

i thevector representing the current flowing through the series
circuit.

2 1 n, where n is the frequency of the current.

Then, the vector representing the potential difference between the

extreme terminals of the series circuit is given by the vector equation

en

9)

vector, i, to drive the current against the ohmic resistance r of the

circuit, and also a component+ k p L i to balance the E.M.F.

k pl i of self - induction. We thus have the vector equation

go į + k pri = e, (1)

which is essentially a vector equation of E.M.Fs.

If we reduce the lengths of each of these vectors in the ratio,

1 : ~ 2 ,wemay regard the vectors as representing root mean square

values, but thisalteration would not produce any change in equation

(1) , which only depends upon ratios of magnitudes of vectors.

» P

e C1 + 2 + eg + + en
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But by equation ( 1)
Title of order

and description of area ,
Name of promotors.ri i + k p u i

ra i + k p Lg iP

3 T8 itk P Lg ů

Agents.

es

. .

e

en = Ini + k p Ini.

Now all the r i's are in the same direction, viz., along the current

vector, as also are all the k p L i's, viz., leadinga right angle in frontk

of thecurrent vector ; theycan, therefore, be added together numeri.

cally, and we get

en + Bg + ég t ... , + en

(r1 + ry + ro + .... + rn ) i +

k p ( L + La + IB + ... + 1) (4)

Bat it B and I are the equivalent resistances and self- inductions of

the complete circuit, we have by equation (1)

e = Bi + k pri (6 )

Comparing equations (4) and (5) we see that

= pi + ro + rs +

and Il + L2 + Lg +

and the impedance, I, is given by

VB + po2 L.

( To be continued .)

R = + Tone

+ Ln

I =

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PROVISIONAL

ORDERS. -SESSION 1898.

List of applications for provisional ordersdeposited with the Board

of Trade, onor before December 21st, 1897, under the provisions of

the Electric Lighting Acte, 1882 to 1890.

Title of order

and description of area .
Name of promoters. Agents.

Obichester Corporation The Corporation . Messrs. Baker & Co.,

Electric LightingOrder. 22, Great George

The City of Chichester. Street, Westmin .

ster, S.W.

ChislehurstElectric Light. Obislehurst Elec- Messrs. Baker,
ing Order Portion of tric Supply Com . Blaker & Hawes,

the Parish of Chisleburst. pany, Limited. 117, Cannon Street,

E.O.

Chorley Corporation Elec- The Corporation. Messrs. Lewin , Gre

trio Lighting Order. gory& Anderson,

The Borough of Chorley. 13, King Btreet,

Whiteball, 8.W.

Colne Corporation Elec- The Corporation . Messrs. Baker & Co.,

tric Lighting Order . The 23, Great George

Municipal Borough of Street, Westmin

Colne. ster, 8.W.

Crewe Electric Lighting The Corporation . Messrs. Sharpe & Co. ,

Order. The Borough of 9 , Bridge Street,

Crewe. Westminster, S.W.

Darlington Electric Light. The Corporation. Messrs. Durnford

ing Oider. The whole and Co., 38 , Parlia

of the Borough of Dar. ment Street, West.

lington, except the de miaster, S.W.

tached portion of the

TownshiporCivil Parish

of Darlington known as

Oxen - le - Field .

Dartford Electric Light. The Urban District Messrs. Baker & Co.,

ing Order. The Urban Council. 22, Great George

District of Dartford , Street, Westmin .

ster, S.W.

Doncaster Corporation The Corporation. Messrs. Sherwood

Electric Lighting Order. and Co., 7, Great

The B rough of Duni
George Street,

caster. Westminster, S.W.

East Ham Electric Light. The Urban District Messrs. Bakır & Co.,

ing Order. The Urban Council. 22 , Great George

District of East Ham . Street, Westmin .

ster, S.W.

East Stonehouse Electric The Urban District Do.

Lighting Order. Toe Council.

Urban District of East

Stonehouse.

Gravesend Electric Light. The Corporation. Messrs . Deacon and

ing Order. The Mani. Co., 9 , Great St.

cipal Borough ot Graves Helen's, E.C.

end .

Greenock , Port - Glasgow , North British Elec- Messrs . Sherwood

and Gourock Electric tricity Supply and Co., 7, Great

Lighting Order. The Company, Ltd. George Street,

Burgbs of Greenock , Westminster, S.W.

Port - Glasgow , & od

Gourock.

Hamilton Electric Light- The Corporation . Messrs. Grahames,

ing Order. The Burgh Currey & Spens, 30,

of Hamilton . Great George

Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

Hastings Corporation The Corporation . Messrs. Bircham and

Electric Lighting Order. Co., 46, Parliament

The Boroughof Hastings Street, Westmin .

ster, 8.W.

Hereford Electric Light. The Corporation . Messrs. Andrews and

ing Order. The City of Bawcus, 18, Essex

Hereford . Street, Strand, W.C.

Hornsey Electric Light- The Urban Dis- Leonard J. Tatham ,

ing Order. The Urban trict Council Esq ., 17, Bedford

District of Hornsey . Row , W.C.

Hove (Aldrington ) Elec- The Hove Urban Messrs. Bircham and

tric Lighting Order. District Council. Co. , 46 , Parliament

The Parish of Aldriog Street, Westmin .

ton in the town of ster, 8.W.

Hove .

Ilford Electric Lighting The Urban Dis. John W. Benton,

Order. The Urban Dis . trict Council. Esq ., Clerk to the

triot of Ilford . | Council, 3, Cran

brook Road, Iltord.

Illracombe Electrio Light. The Urban Dis. Messrs. Baker & Co.,

iog Order. The Urban trict Council. 22, Great George

District of Iltracombe. Street, Westmin .

ster, S.W.

King's Norton Electric The Rural Dis- Messrs. Bircham

Lighting Order. The trict Council. and Co., 46, Parlia

Parishes of King's Nor. ment Street, West

ton and Northfield in minster, S.W.

the Rural District of

King's Norton .

Kiogswinford Electric Tae Rural Dis- Messrs. Biker & Co.,

Lighting Order. The tric Council. 22, Great George

Rural District of Kings Street West

winlord . miaster, S.W.

Leatherhead Electric The Urban Dis- Messrs. Sherwood

Lighting Order. The trict Council. and Co., 7, Great

Urban District of George Street,

Leatherhead . Westminster, S.W.

Airdrie Bargh Electric The Corporation , Messrs. Martin and

Lighting Order. The Leslie, 27, Abingo

Burgh of Airdrie. don Street, West

minster, S.W.

Aldershot Electric Light. The Urban District Messrs. Blyth, Dat

ing Order. The Urban Council. ton , Hartley and

District of Aldershot. Blyth, 112, Greg .

ban House, Old

Broad Street, E.O.

Aston Manor Electric The Urban District Messrs. Sharpe & Co.,

Lighting Order. The Council. 9 , Bridge 8 reet,

Urban District of Aston Westminster, S.W.

Manor.

Barnes Electric Lighting The Urban District T. Blanco White,

Order . The Urban Dis- Council. Esq , 59 and 6),

trict of Barnes. Chancery Lane,

W.O.

Batley Electric Lighting The Corporation . Messrs. Dgson & Co.,

Order. The Borough of 9, Great George

Batley. street, West

minster, 8.W.

Birkdale Electric Light. The Urban District Messrs. Sbarpe & Co.,

ing Order. The Urban Council. 9, Bridge Street,

District of Birkdale . Westminster, 8.W.

Bolton Electric Lighting The Corporation of Messrs. Dyson & Co.,
Order. TheCounty and Bolton . 9, Great George

Municipal Borough of Street, West

Bolton ,the Urban Dis minster, S.W.

trict and Township of

Astley Bridge, and the

Townships of Heaton ,

Smithills, Darcy Lever,

Breightmet, Lostock,

Deane Hulton ,

Middle Halton, Tonge,

and Great L -ver, within

the Bolton Raral Dis.

trict.

Brechin Electric Lighting The Corporation . Messrs. Clarkson and

Order . The Royal Toovey, 98, Great

Bargh of Brechin . Tower Street,E.O.
Bridgwater Corporation The Corporation. Messrs.Torr & Co., 19,

Electric LightingOrder. Abingdon Street,

The Borough ofBridg. Westminster, S.W.

Burslem Electric Lighting The Corporation. Messrs. Sharpe& Co.,

Order. The Borough of 9 , Bridge Street,
Burslem . Westminster, 8.W.

Chelmsford Rural District Chelmsford Elec Messrs. Deacon and

Electric LightingOrder. tric Lighting : Co., 9, Great St.

The Parisbes of Writtle, Company, Ltd. Helen's, E.C.

Great Baddow , Broom

field, Springfield and

Widlord, within the

Chelmford Raral Dis .

1

over •

ad

water.
1

1

trict.
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Title of order

and description of area .
Name of promoters. Agents.

Title of order

and description of area .
Name of promoters. Agents.

Leigh - on . Sea Electric The Urban Dis- Me88r8 . R. W.

Lighting Order. The tric Cjuncil. Cooper & Sons, 5,

Urban District of Leigh . Victoria Street,

on -Sea. SW.

Lewes Corporation Elec- The Corporation . Messrs. Renshaw ,

tric LightingOrder. The Kekewich , &

Borough of Lewes. Smith, 2, Suffolk

Lane, Cannon

Street, EC.

Lowestoft Electric Light. The Corporation. Messrs. Sharpe &

ing Order. The Borough Co., 9, Bridge

of Lowestoft . Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

THE COUNTY OF

LONDON :

Bermondsey Electric The Vestry. Frederick Ryall,

Lighting Order. The Esq., Town Hall,

Parish of Bermondsey. Spa Road, Ber:

mondsey, SE.

Bermondsey, Rotherbithe, County of London Sydney Morse, Esq. ,

Greenwich, and Lewis- and Brush Pro- 4, Fenchurch

bam Electric Lighting vincial Electric Avenue , E.C.

Order. The Parishes of Lighting Com .

Bermondsey, and pany, Limited .

Rotherhithe and the

Districts of Greenwich

and Lewisham .

Bethnal Green, Poplar, County of London Sydney Moise, Esq.,
and Whitechapel Elec- and Brush Pro- 4, Fenchurch

tric Lighting Order. vincial Electric Avenue, E.C.

The Parish of Bethnal Lighting Com .

Green and the Districts pany, Limited .

of Poplar and White .

chapel.

Holborn District Electric Charing Cross and Messrs. Wyatt acd

Lighting Order. Por- Strand Electri. Co., 28, Parliament

tion of the Holborn city Supply Cor- Street, West

District. poration , Ltd. minster, 8.W.

Holborn and St. Giles County of London Sydney_Morse,

Electric Lighting Order. and Brush Pro- Esq ., 4, Fenchurch

Portion ofthe Holborn vincial Electric Avenue, EC.

District, the District of Lighting Com

St. Giles, Lincoln's Inn, pany, Limited.

Gray's Inn, Staple Inn,

and Furnival's İng.

Lewisbam District Elec- The District Board Templer L. Down,

tric Lighting Order. of Works. Esq., 3, Pope's

The District of Lewis HeadAlley, Corn

ham . Hill , E.C.

Lewisham Electric Light Great Western Messrs.WalterWebb

ing Order. Portion of Electric Light and Co., 23 , Queen

the Parish of Lewisham . and Power Com. Victoria Street,

pany, Limited . E.C.

St. Giles District Electric Chariog Cross and Messrs. Wyatt and

Lighting Order. The Strand Elec- Co., 28 , Parliament

District of St. Giles. tricity Supply Street, West

Corporation, Ltd. minster, S.W.

St. Marylebone Electric The Vestry . Messrs. Sherwood

Lighting Order. The
and Co., 7, Great

Parish of St. Maryle George Street,

bope. Westminster, SW.

St. Marylebone Electric County of London M«ssrs. Milner &
Lighting Order, The and Brush Prc- Bickford, 1 , Great

Parish of St. Maryle- vincial Electric Tower Street, E.C.

bone. Lighting Com .

pany, Limited .

St. Marylebone Electric Marylebone Elec- Sydney Morse,Esq ,

Lighting Order. The tric Supply Com- 4 , Fenchurch

Parish of St. Maryle pany, Limited . Avenue, EC.

bone.

Midland Electric Power Midland Electric Messrs. Sherwood

Distribution and Light- Corporation for and Co. , 7 , Great

ing Order.The Boroughs Power Distribu . George Street,

of Walsall ,Wednesbury, tion , Limited. Westminster, S.W.

West Bromwich, and

Wolverhampton, the

Urban Districts of Bil

stoo, Coseley, Darlaston,

Hoath Town, Rowley,

Regis, Sedgley, Short

Heath, Smethwick, Tip

ton , Wednesfield, and

Willenball, ard the

Raral District of Wal

Ball, in the County of

Stafford ; and the

Borough of Dudley, and

the Urban District of

Oldbury , in the County

of Worcester.

Michelstown Electric The Michelstown Messrs. W. and W.

Lighting Order. Tne Guardians. M. Bell, 27, Great

Town of Michelstown. George Street,

Westminster, S.W,

Montrose Electric Light. The Corporation. Messrs. Clarkson and

ing Order. The Royal Toovey, 98, Great

Burgh of Montrose. Tower Street, E.C.

Norwich (Extension) Elec- Norwich Elec- Messrs. Waterbouse

tric Lighting Order. tricity Company, and Co., 1 , New

The Parishes of Thorpe Limited . Court, Lincoln's

St. Andrew , Postwick, Ion, WC.

Sprowston , Old Catton ,

Hellesdon , Costessey,

Bowthorpe, Colney,

Cringleford, Intwood,

Keswick , Markshall,

Arminghall , Trowse

Newton, andBixley, and

and the Shirebali and

Castle Ditches, Nor

wich .

Nuneaton Electric Light- Nuneaton Electric Cecil F. Twist, Esq ,

ing Order. Portions of Company, Ltd. 5, Bedford Row ,

the Parishes of Nun W.C.

eaton and Chivers

Coton.

Oldbury Electric Lighting The Urban Dis- Mesers. R. W.Cooper

Order. The UrbanDis- trict Council. and Sons, 5, Vic

trict of Oldbury. toria Street, S.W.

Ossett Electric Lightiog | The Corporation . Messrs. Baker & Co.,

Order. The Municipal 22, Great George

Borough of Ossett. Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

Partick Electric Lighting Kelvinside Elec- Messrs. Burchell and

Order. The Burgh of tricity Company, Co., 5, The Sanc.

Partick . Limited . tuary,
Westmin

ster, S.W.

Penarth Electric Lightiog Penarth Electric J. C. Ball, Esq . , 3,
Order. The Urban Dig- Lighting Com- Victoria Street,

trict of Penarth . paay, Limited, Westminster ,

S.W.

Perth Electric Lighting The Commissioners Messrs .Wm.Rybert

Order. The Parliament- of the Burgh . son & Co. , 45 , Par.

ary Burgh of Perth. liament Street ,

Westminster, 8.W.

Peterborough Electric Peterborough Elec- Meiers. Clarkson and

Lighting Order. The tric Light and
Toovey, 98 , Great

Municipal Borough of Power Company, Tower Street, EC.

Peterborough. Limited .

Prescot District Electric British Insulated Sidney Morse, Esq.,
Lighting Order. The Wire Company, 4 , Fenchurch

Urban District of Huy- Limited . Avenue, E.C.

ton -with -Roby.

Preston (Extensions) Elec- National Electric Francis H. White,

tric Lighting Order. The Supply Company,
Esq. , 7, Bedford

Urban District of Ful- Limited. Row, W.C.

wood , and the Town

ships of Broughton,

Lea Ashton Ingol and

Cotam , Woodplampton,

Barton, and Pen.

worthan, in the Rural

District of Preston .

Rimsgate Electric Light- Electric Supply Messrs. Deacon and

ing Order . The Borough Corporation, Ltd.

ofRamsgate. Helen's, E.C.

Rawmarsh Electric Light- The Urban District Messrs. Baker & Co.,

ing Order. The Urban Council.
22, Gieat George

District of Rawmarsh .

.

Maidenhead Electric The Corporation. Messrs . Sbarpe &

Lighting Order. The Co. , 9, Bridge

Borough of Maidenhead. Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

Margam Electric Lighting The Urban District Messrs. Baker & Co.,
Order. The Urban Dig- Council.

22 , Great George

trict of Margam . Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

Melton Mowbray Electric Melton Mowbray Messrs. Rees &

Lighting Order. The Electric Light Frere, 5, Victoria

Urban District of Mel- Co. , Limited . Street, Westmin

ton Mowbray and the ster, S.W.

Parishes of Sysonby,

Welby, Eye Kettleby,

Burton Lazars, and

Thorpe Arnold, in the

Rural District of Melton

Mowbray.

Middlesbrough Corpora- The Corporation . Messrs . Durpford &

sion Electric Lighting Co., 38 , Parlia

Order. The Municipal ment Street, West

Borongh of Middles minster,S.W.

brough.

Co., 9, Great St.

Rochdale Electric Light. The Corporation .

ing Order. The County

Borough of Rochdale.

Street, Westmin.

ster, 8.W.

Messrs. Dyson & Co.,

9, Great George

Street, Westmia.

ster, 8.w.
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Title of order

and description of area .
Name of promoters. Agents.

Leamington Spa The Corporation .

du Bois says, rather astonishing at first sight, but the explanation

seems to be quite simple. The external field is caused by the ,

advancing or longitudinal constituent of the helix. Magnetically a

helix traversed by current acts as a series of rings, but, in addition, it

has a minor magnetising effect, at right angles to that of the rings,

due to the advance of the conductor from end to end of the helix .

Thus, a helix bent into a ring or wound about an annular core, torms

an endless or ring.magnet when traversed by current. But in addition

to this main effect, the faces of the ring, regarded axially, present

N. and S. polarity respectively, the whole closed helix acting exter

nally (80 far as this subsidiary effect is concerned ), and as regards

external fields, as a simple loop or ring of conductor carrying current.

This may be illustrated by a lines -of- force figure, taken from a ring

helically wound with a single layer of winding. In such a figure , the

lines of force radiate from the centre or axis of the ring at right

angles to the axis of the spiral - they represent portions of closed

lines of force which enclose the axis of the spiral. In a helix wound

with two layers, one forward , the other back, the externalmagnetising

effect due to this cause is nil. In a single layer (or simple) helix, this

external effect may be neutralised by returning the wire along the

axis of the helix.

A simple straight helix acts externally as a straight conductor.

A flat spiral acts like a disc or wheel, or as a number of radial

conductorsin one plane traversed by current passing from or to the

centre.

UNIONISM IN 1851.

Rotherbam Corporation The Corporation. Messrs. Baker & Co. ,

Electric Lighting Order. 22, Great George

The Municipal Borough
Street, Westmin

of Rotherham . ster, S.W.

Rothesay Electric Light- The Corporation . Messrs. Lcch & Co.,

ing Order. The Bargb 36, Great George

of Rothesay. Street, S.W.

Royal Mesers. Sharpe & Co.,

Electric Lighting Order. 9 , Bridge Street,

The Borough of Royal Westminster, S.W.

Leanington Spa.

Royal Leamington Spa Midland Electric Messrs. Smith, Pin

Electric Light and Light and Power sent & Co., 6 , Ben

Power Order. The Company, Ltd. nett's Hill, Bir

Borough of Royal miogham.

Leamington Spa.

Ryde Electric Lighting Ryde Electric Messrs. Clarkson and

Order. The Byrough of Light and Power Toovey, 98, Great

Ryde. Company, Ltd. Tower Street, E.C.

St. Albang Corporation The Corporation, Messrs. Rees and

Electric Lighting Order . Frere, 5, Victoria

The City of St. Albans. Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

St. Anne's - on - the - Sea The Urban Dis- Messrs. Baker & Co.,

ElectricLighting Order. trict Council. 22, Great George

The Urban District of Street, Westmin

St. Anne's-on - the - Sea . ster, S.W.

Shrewsbury Electric The Corporation . Messrs. Sharpe & Co.,

Lighting Order. The 9, Bridge Street,

Borough of Shrewsbury . Westminster, S.W.

Smethwick Electric Light. The Urban Dis- Messrs. R. W.Cooper

ing Order. The Urban trict Council. and Sons, 5, Vic.

District of Smethwick. toria Street, West

miaster, S.W.

Stoke-upon -Trent Elec . The Corporation. Messre. Sharpe & Co.,

tric Lighting Order. 9 , Bridge Street,

The Borough of Stoke Westminster, S.W.

upon - Trent.

Warrington Electric The Corporation. Meesrs . Baker & Co.,

Lighting Order . The 22, Great George

Manicipal Borough of Street, Westmin

Warriogton. ster, S.W.

West Bromwich Corpora- The Corporation . Messrs. R.W. Cooper,

tion Electric Lighting and sone, 5 , Vic

Order. The County toria Street, West

Borough of West Brom minster, S.W.

wich .

Westgate - on - Sea Parish The Isle of Tbanet R. E. H.Fisher ,Esq. ,

Electric Lighting Order. Raral District 9, New Ind, Strand,

The Parishof Westgate- Council. W.C.

on -Sea.

Weston -super -Mare Elec- Weston-super-Mare Messrs. Robbins,

tric Lighting Order. Electric Lightand Billiog & Co., Surrey

The Urban District of | Puwer Syndicate. | House,Victoria Em

Weston -super-Mare. bankment, W.C.

Weymouth and Melcombe The Corporation. Messrs. Dyson & Co.,

Regis Electric Lighting 9 , Great George

Order. The Borough Street, Westmin.

cf Weymouth and ster, S.W.

Melcombe Regis .

Whiston Rural District The Rural District Sydney Morse , Esq.,

Electric Lighting Order. Council. 4, Fenchurch

The Raral District of Avenue, E.O.

Whiston .

Willesden Electric Light. TheUrban Dig‘rict | Messrs. Holmes,

ing Order. The Parish Council. Greig & Greig, 18,

ofWillesden . Abingdon Street,

Westminster, S.W.

Engineering has been raking up records of the old unionism which it

has lately been the habit to extol as something very superior to the
new unionism . Our contemporary shows clearly that in the year

1851 matters were much as they are to -day . A manifesto of December

24th, 1851 , is quoted. It might have been penned by Mr. Barnes."

Interference with, or dictation to employers, is specially disclaimed,

but overtime and piecework is demanded to be abolished, and there

are the stock arguments as to the injury to health and the inter

ference with the intellectual and moral growth of the men .

There was a lockout in 1852. This was the immediate outcome of

A Masters' Federation, resulting from an attempt to compel an

Oldham firm to abolish piecework, and to stop the working by one

manof more than one machine, and also to stop unskilled labour.

The lockout was announced for January 10th, 1852, the strike having

taken place on January 1st.

In every detail the dispute proceeded on all fours with the present

one, save that the Employers' Federation only re-engaged man who

would forswear the union ,and the union was fairly well smashed, the

lockout lasting until April. All its funds had gone, but it lost few

members, only some 200 between January and June of 1852, though

by the end ofthe year its members had fallen off by about 2,000 , or,

say , 20 per cent. The same demands by the men , and the eame

examples of interference, scemed to characterise this earlier strike,

and the special vigour ofthe attack upon employers caused them to

combine. But what was the final result ? Io 1855 the A.S.E. Was

again as strong as ever, but the Employero' Federation had peristed

of atrophy, its units reverting to their state of selfish isolation.

Thus it was that in 1872 the plan of crushing employers in detail was

enabled to secure victory.

Oar contemporary quotes “ The strong man armed keepeth his goods

in peace," and the unionists koow this, and have kept the fact in

view for50 years, keeping tbeir eye for ever on the goal, undiverted

by victory or defeat. In 1851 theysnatched for a priz ; and missed

it. In 1872 they gottheir prize. They have probably missed their

game this time, but if the employers disband , they will surely try

again . Bat things to day have one great difference. Foreign com

petition is now with us. Previously it has been an entirely negligible

quantity. It is so no longer, and it is to foreign competition acting

on the employers that federation has been brought about. The

objections in the pastto the men's interference have been based on

the difficulty of securing correspondingly increased prices for manu

factures. But the increased prica had to be paid , and was paid .

To -day the increased price cannot be asked, but the foreigner will get

the work. Hence the Federation, and the certainty that no longer

can the policy of dawdling over work be carried on. Theoperation

and details of the present strike may resemble those of 1851-2, but

the environment is now changed , and though eight hours will come

about in its proper time, it will not be before workmen understand

the necessity of maintaining outpat-not of keeping it down.

ON THE EXTERNAL FIELD OF HELICALLY

MAGNETISED RINGS."

By W. M. MORDEY .

A NEW TRANSMISSION DYNAMOMETER.

By W. E. DALBY, M.A., B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E .

On the subject of someexperiments by the present writer relating to

dng on armature conductors, enclosed or nearly enclosed in iron,

Prof. H. du Bois contributed an article in the Electrotechnische

Zeitschrift of August 19thlast,in the course of which attention was

particularly directed to a phenomenon of ring magnets. Prof. du

Bois writes :-"Aring-magnetexperiences a side thrust when in an

citernal field whose lines of force are in the same plane as the ring ; and

tuncersely it exerts a thrust in the opposite direction upon the supporter of

the external field . ” “This deduction ,” he adds, " 80 astonisbiog at

first sight, I haveprovedto be verified by experiment.” As itsauthor

gives the emphasis of italics to this passage, it may bewell to submit

what appears to betheexplanation,as the present writer chanced to
come across the effect in question a good many years ago . It is , as Prof.

• From the Philosophical Magazine for December, 1897.

In transmission dynamometers in which the deformation of a spring

was used to measure the work beiog transmitted , the mechanism

might be divided into two parts : ( 1 ) The measuring-springs, and the

apparatus fixing them to the several parts of the dynamometer; and

( 2 ) the apparatus used to measure the deformation of the spring.

The paper treated of a new device for measuring the deformation of

the spring.

Institution of Civil Engineers, December 21st, 1897.
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The deformation of the spring was in general communicated to two

pieces of the dynamometer, causing relative angular displacement

between them . Thus, it one end ofthe spring was fix to a pulley

and the other end to the shaft on which the pulley was mounted, the

relative angular displacement would be between the pulley and the

shaft. To measure this whilst the pulley and shaftwere rotating, a

sprocket-wheelwas fixed to the pulleyand another of equal diameter

to the shaft. Over these an endless band was placed , arranged to

form two loops, the parts of tbe bend forming one loop leading the

one to the sprocket-wheel and the other to the opposite side of the

other sprocket-wheel. In these loops were placed guide-pulleys,

mounted in trames, constrained by a blide to move in the direction of

the band . A relative angular displacement of the sprocket-wheels

was necessarily accompanied by a relative linear displacement of the

guide-pulleys in the loops proportional to the torque acting between

the sbatt and pulley,and by suitably calibratiog a scale to measure

theirdistance apart this torque, or change in torque, might be read

off directly.

To obtain a good it, and yet at the same time avoid any sticking

of the slide, the frame carrying the guide-polleys bad odly six

properlyarranged points of contact with a group of three bars form

ing theslide, and to control themotion of the pulleys in any position

and constrain them to follow the motion of the loops, a spring was

arranged to act ona cord connecting the two frames in such a way

that the guide-pulleys were always compelled to sit in their respec

tive loops, the tension on the spring causing them to do so, being

constant.

Too dynamometers had been made on these principles for the

engineering laboratory at Cambridge. One was arranged on a main

driving shaft, the dynamometer being formed by connecting a pulley

driving & dynamo to the shaft by means of aspring, a sprocket-wheel

was fixed to the shaft, and another of equal diameter was fixed to the

palley - boss. An endless steelband passed over the sprocket-wheels so

as toform the loops described wasused to operate two guide-pulleys

mounted in frames, free to slide in the direction of motion of the

band. Tbis, the apparatus for measuring the torque, was placed

Beveral feet below the shaft in a convenient place for observation. A

second dynamometer was made on the same principle, but arranged

to be self -contained. Any machine could be driven through it, and

the power given to the macbine directly observed . The dynamo

meter was usedto measure the power given to a dynamo. Measure

ments weremade of the work required to overcomethe belt friction,

journal friction, of the work lost in hysteresis and eddy currents, and

of the efficiency of the dynamo at different outputs.

30,277. “ A porcelain insulatordisc forcapped incandescent lamp

holder." W. D. HASSALL . Dated December 22nd.

30,295. " The automatic locking lever and lifting lever combina

tion forelectrical lifts, cranes , or other machinery. " C. E. B. HOLT.

Dated December 22nd.

30,299. Improved means for making electrical connections upon

railway trains." * J. E. DUCKWORTH . Dated December 22nd.

30,341. “ Improvements in and relating to electric smelting

furnace." W. ANTROBUS. Dated December 22nd .

30,347. “ Improvemente in electrical arc lamps." E. P. L. MORS

and L. C. A. POTTIBR. (Date applied for under Patents, & c , Acts,

1883, Sec. 103, November 3rd, 1897, being date of application in

France.) Dated December 22nd.

30,364. “ Improvements in phase transformers for electric currents

and the application of the same to monophase electric motors .”

E. B. WEDMORE. Dated December 22ad .

30,393. “An electro-mecbanical dancing marionette figure in com :

bination with rubber rotating sphere foradvertising purposes and

such like.” J. G. KNIGHT. Dated December 23rd .

30,441. " Improvements in primary and secondary galvanic
batteries." C. L. R. E. MENGES. Dated December 23rd .

30,445 . " Apparatus for simultaneously connecting a number of
pairs of electric conductors.” SIEMENS Bros. & Co., LIMITED, and

E. HOLMES. Dated December 23rd . ( Complete.)

30,447. “ Improvements in supplying electrical energy to railways
worked by alternating currents.” SIEMENS BROS. & Co., LIMITED .

(Siemens & Halske, Actien -Gesellschaft, Germany.) Dated December

23rd .

30,470 . “ An improved electricity meter shell-fixing, or box and

main connection board or box combined." F. W. E. JONES. Dated

December 24th.

30,476. “ Improvements in and connected with electric traction ."

H. W. HANDCOCK and A. H. DYKES. Dated December 24th.

30,494. " Improvements in the armatures of induction motors . "

W. L. WISE. ( The Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon, Switzerland .) Dated
December 24th .

30,544. " Improvements relating to the electric welding of tubes

and to apparatus therefor." O. PARPART. Dated December 24th.

&

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEW PATENTS.- 1897 .

( Compiled bocpressly for this journal by W. P. TROMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884, EXPIRING IN

JANUARY, 1898 .

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., that about

90 applications for electrical patents were åled in the month of

January, 1884. Only two of the patents granted for these applica

tions have been maintained to run their full length of term , viz ,

14 years, and being of some interest we give short abstracts below .

551. “ A new or improved processand apparatus for the extraction

of metals from their chlorides or fluorides.” L. A. GRATH . (R.

Cratzee, Hanover, Germany .) Dated January 3rd , 1884.The object

is to obtain metals from their chlorides or fluorides. The metallic

melting pot used contains an insulating case with which it communi.

cates by means of holes ; this case contains the positive electrode

while the melting forms the negative. Rods ofthe metal, to be

reduced with carbon, are placed beside the positive electrode in the

insulating case,an inert or reducing gas is brought to the pot, which

is provided with an outlet. The chlorine or fluorine passes out of

the insulating case through a pipe near the top. 2 claims.

2,285. " Improvements in holders for incandescentelectric lamps."

O. DABNFELD. Dated January 28th, 1884. Consists ofthe construc

tion of holders for incandescent electric lamps, the object being to

enable the lampholders to be conveniently screwed onto gasoliers,

chandeliers, &c. , to fit the conducting wires in the lampholder in a

commodious way, to protect the same from contact or any external

disturbance, as well as to fix the lamp itself into the holder in the

simplest way ensuring contact with the conductor. 3 claims. This

patent was amended on February 6th, 1890.

IBSTRAOTS OF PUBLISHED SPECIFIQATIONS,

30,065. " Improvements in key switch holders for incandescent

electric lamps." * J. M. HUISMAN and H. C. GOVER. Dated December
20th .

30,085. " Improvements in electrical contact devices. ” B. Doyle

and H. V. TAIRKELL. Dated December 20th .

30,089. “An improved process for preparation of an electric

paste accumulator." E. KOSEL. Dated December 20th.

30,135 . “An improvement in vehicles driven by oil engines in

connection with electric motors actuated by accumulators ." A. L.

FYFE . Dated December 20th.

30,157. “ Improvements in and connected with the manufacture
of electrical cable or conductor conduits." A. MUSKER and F.J. P.

CHEESBBOUGH . Dated December 21st.

30,205. “ Improvements in coin -controlled mechanism for elec

tric and othermeters." W. F. BROWNE. Dated December 21st.

( Complete.)

30,211. " Improvements in and relating to insulating blocks for
electric conductors.” W. P. THOMPSON. ( J. Jungblutb, Germany.)
Dated December 21st. ( Complete.)

30,221. “ An improved electric fuse and machine for the manu.

facture thereof." N. SCHMITT. Dated December 21st. ( Complete .)

30,246. “ Improvements in arc lamps for projection ." L. STUART
and J. H. BABTON. Dated December 21st.

30,247. “ An improved centreing motion for arc lamps and lime

light jets.” J. STUART and J. H. BARTON. Dated December 21st.

30,253. " An improved electro -chemical explosive device.” H. H.

LAKE. ( G. Cornara, Italy .) Dated December 21st.

30,256. " Improvements in electrical resistances.” A. J. Mar

QUAND and F. G. TREHARNE. Dated December 21st.

30,259. " A method or methods for controlling & mechanism or

mechanisms by means of electric or electro -magnetic waves of high

frequency. ” E. WILSON and C. J. Evans. " Dated December 21st.

30,264. " Improvements in and relating to windings for polyphase

machines.” THE BRITISH TAOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED,

and H. M. HOBART. Dated December 22nd. (Complete.)

30,275. ' Improvements in dynamo-electric machines.” T. E.
WEAVER . Dated December 22nd.

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Messrs. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 322, High Bolborn , W.O., price, post froe, 9d.

( in stampo).]

1896 .

16,270. " Improvements in secondary electric batteries.” M. O. A.
GARREAU. Dated July 22nd, 1896. The plates or electrodes

consist of a grid or framework, each rectangular space in which is

filled with strips of lead alternately of a flat and corrugated shape.

These strips are united across their centre by autogenous soldering.

The plates are wrapped in parchment paper and mounted on

insulating legs.

17,906. "Improvements in crossings of electric conductors for
electric railways and tramways." A. T. SNELL, C. E. GROV ) and

A. F. HILLs. Dated August 12th , 1896. Relates to the arrangement

of conductors at cross-over roads on lines using a three -wire system .

An iosulated conductor at the crossing is placed above or below the

working conductors, and electrically connected permanently, or

through switches, with one side of the system , and the current is

takento the locomotive or motor vehicle through additional brushes

and switches thereon.
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ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS AND

One is apt to lose sight of the heart of a matter which is

daily encumbered with so many side issues. The recent

Conference proved å deplorable failure, but it has been of

service. It has shown the general public who are at all

-interested in the question that the engineering employers

have all along meant what they said when they declared they

would not badge on the question of hours and of manage

ment. The public have also buen made aware that the

men's representatives accepted everything except the 54

hours, and would have ordered the men back to work if the

hours bad been made 51. The publio are thus face to face

with the plain fact that the only point at issue in the

opinion of the men's executive is a matter of three hours &

week. From what we can gather the public knows that

foreigners work more than nine hours a day ; they know that

in America the Saturday half-holiday does not exist, and

they are not credulous of the working man when he calls his

employer a tyrant. For many years the British work

man has been the butt of the comic papers, and has been

chiefly in touch with the public in the form and guise of the

common plumber. All householders know the plumber and his

devious ways. Now , would it surprise the general public to

know that the plumber is no worse than any other class; that

he is the exact counter part of the great democracy of which ,

say, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb write in such glowing terms.

The plumber is simply a workman who spends as much time

as he can upon his work, and thus he forms a very valuable

comparison to lay before the outside public as a sample of

the type of man which obeys the orders of trades union

bosses and restricts production.

We commend, therefore, the plumber in all his parts

to the sympathisers of the down -trodden and tyrannised

men as a sample of the quality of working against

which the employers have had at last to strike. The posi

tion is now plain. Trades unionism is trying to strengthen

itself by drawing on its members all over the country, as

well as accepting the help of foreign workmen who hope to

get all the work . Employers have not in the past beenprone

to federate. In doing so they have been compelled by the

men, and the result has been disastrous to the men, who

should pause before they give any pretext to the employers

to similarly extend the area of their federation over other

than the trades at present involved . We are not of those

who wish to see too much federation of capital, but we are

equally averse to see a federation of ignorance, and that is

what the present practice of trades unionism has come to

imply.

It is said that outsiders see most of a game, and when

viewed from a distance, no doubt the present struggle is

seen in clearer perspective than it appears to those of us in

the midst of it. In the Engineering and Mining Journal,

& writer, whom we believe to be a man of considerable

attainments in all commercial and economic matters, looks

on the employers' demands under the head of freedom of
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employment, as the recitation of the alphabet of liberty, and

when he reads that this is " diametrically opposed to the

first principles of trade unionism ," he throws in his vote

with the London Times in denouncing these principles as

opposed to common sense. Similarly, also, he perceives the

folly of trades union objections to the payment of men

according to their ability. Yet he is told that this also is

opposed to the sacred principles of unionism

He sees in this attitude of unionism the compulsory dis

charge of the aged, the infirm , and the cripples, just as we

have often pointed out-- the abolition , in fact, of the natural

kindly sentiment we all recognise in the presence of the one

armed gatekeeper. We well recollect in our own apprentice

ship days the face and figure of the old fellow whose name

we have forgotten, who sat all day on a block of wood fishing

with a magnet in a tray of gunmetal turnings extracting the

iron . What it cost to clean this gunmetal was never

counted, but it would have paid the firm to throw it away

and discharge the man .

The American writer sees that trades unionism is to -day

foreign in its aims and purpose from its original inception.

He sees how unionism has encroached upon the rights of

free contract, and has violated the economic law. He sees

that its demands have only stopped short of direct stoppage

of business, and that employers have been assumed to te

capable of affording all they have conceded to extortion.

He states plainly that trades unionism is undermining the

prosperity of Great Britain by its short -sighted selfishness.

Commenting upon the truculent statement of the men

that if they do drive away English trade they will follow it

abroad, he saye if they follow it to America they will have

to be very different in their behaviour to secure steady

employment. They will be glad to work 56 or 60 hours a

week , and will speedily be walked out ( they say fired out in

America) of the shop if they stick at attending several tools

at once, while if they loaf about filing or ecraping they will

not be asked too often if they intend to work all week on a

two hours' job. He concludes that the strikers have run

against three great first principles which can be warranted

to stand the shock, namely :

(1) Whoever demands more than justice will ultimately

fail, and may even as & penalty of failure get less than

justice. (2 ) Destroying the trade of a country is not the

way to improve the condition of its operatives. (3) There

are two sides to the labour question ; and it is high time to

consider not merely what the employer pays, but also what

he gets for his money.

Mr.Benjamin Taylor, who writes on "The Blight of Trades

Unionism , " thoroughly denounces its aims and practices.

In an article in Cassier's, in which he reviews British labour

conditions, he give a concise résumé of the history of trade

dispates during the past few years. “ Whom the gods wish

to destroy they first make mad ” was never so applicable as

to the practices of trades unionism . Most of the disputes

of late years have been cases of civil wars between different

unions on questions of demarcation of work. Furies them

selves could scarcely compare with the fury of an engineer

who finds a sinful boilermaker with a file in his hand. The

different trades unions have fought among themselves over

these paltry matters without any thought to the poor

employer at all, and one is forced to the conclusion that all

the trouble arises from the officials, whoare jealous of each

other, and endeavour to keep all the work possible for their

own members in order to prevent other unions becoming

more rich at their expense .

There is an important fact, but one sadly overlooked, that

of the workmen as a whole only about one-sixth belong to

the unions. We do not learn that the five -sixths are in

receipt of less wages than the one -sixth . Yet on the basis of

" he who is not for us is against us," we may conclude that

the majority do not love the unions, and get along all right

with their employers. How, then, can the employers be the

tyrants they are represented to be. The real tyrant is the

trades union spirit as now understood by the leaders and

blindly accepted by the men .

Apart from any smashing of unionism , it is doubtfal if

the time bas not now arrived to utterly annihilate the bogas

affair which passes for anionism , and make a clean sweep
of

the whole crew who mismanage the union business, waste their

funds, and bring their members to starvation . If the em

ployers as a result of this present struggle only learn not

to hold a candle to the devil by giving way upon any points

which are opposed to sound business principles, we think

good will arise. Employers in the past are largely to blame

for the present condition of affairs. They have given way

on an infinity of small points, perhaps none of them in

itself of any serious weight, bat aggregating to an immense

total, and becoming, like Sindbad's old man of the sea , too

burdensome to carry further.

Trade union tyranny has become a grinding tyranny ; its

members have, as a mass, lost all sense of honour and manli

ness. For exclusiveness, they have excelled the old guilds,

whose tactics ruined the great cities of the middle ages. In a

free country there is, and ought to be perfect freedom to com

bine for lawful objects; but it is contrary to the principles

of freedom for a combination to limit the freedom of the

ontside individual, and to set up lines of demarcation, or use

immoral methods of suasion . There must be something

rotten in present day unionism , when the ordinary police are

unable to preserve every man in safety who is endeavour

ing peaceably to earn his living. If trades unionism

cannot exist without such immoral means, the sooner it is

destroyed the better will it be for all. The sober and

industrious will profit in larger wages. The drones of the

hive will perhaps be driven to mend their ways, and so far

will also profit. The only losers will be the fanatics who

lead the men in the ways of destruction, and run them

against the rocks of the unshakeable principles of truth .

a

Wattage of Lamps. The Canadian Electrical News

draws attention to the wattage of lamps as a matter in which

& saving might be effected by central stations. Lamps can

be obtained of 60, 54, or 50 watts each. In an average

1,000light plant probably an average of 6,000 lamp hours

per night are supplied . The difference between using 50

watt lamps and 54watt lamps is 24,000 watt-hours nightly,

which is almost 50 horse-power-hours. Putting this at its

coal equivalent shows that 50 watt lamps will save about

23 tons yearlyover 54 watt lamps, and at $3 this means $69

yearly. In order to use 50 watt lamps it is absolutely neces

sary to have a very close voltage regulation, and this can be

effected by a liberal use of copper and careful attention.

Five per cent. interest on $ 1,400 is $70, and this liberal use

of copper will not cost $ 1,400, so that a net saving will

result, not to speak of the increased lamp capacity of the

machine.
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SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL.

ture at starting, thus causing the motor to runup to speed

as an ordinary series or shunt-wound motor . Synchronism

having been attained, the line current would be switched

on the armature, and the fields excited by means of a

direct current derived from a small commutator placed

on the end of the shaft, and which is in electrical connection

with the supply leads.

Probably the first commercial motor of this type was one

made by Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co. , four or five years

ago, and the principle of which is indicated in fig. 1. The
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The position of the single- phase motor has very greatly

improved within the last twoyears. Three years ago there

were very few motors available, and these had many defecte,

both in starting and running. This is no longer the case,

several typer, whose performance leaves little to be desired,

being on the marketat the present time. That being so, it

has occurred to the present writer that the publication of

some recent notes of his, bearing on this subject, might

possibly be of interest .

The single-phase motors now on the English and Conti

nental markets may be conveniently dividedinto the follow

ing broad divisions :

1. - Constant magneticfield motors.

II. - Alternating magnetic field motors, and

III. - Induction motors.

1. - CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD MOTORS,

The ordinary reversed alternator, which is a typical

example of this class , is, fromthe nature of its design and

operation, of but very limited application . The complica
tion of the exciter, and the necessity of bringing the motor

up to speed , and synchronising it with the line current

before switching-in, precludes its use in most situations where

electric power is required . Of course , once having got it

running on the load, such a reversed alternator makes a
splendid motor for large powers, superior probably to any

other,as it possesses the best of regulation , high efficiency,

and high power factor, combined with an ability to stand any

asual overload. Such a synchronous motor also possesses the

very valuable property of acting as a " phase-rectifier," the
power factor of the line being improved by simply regalating

the motor fields - giving it more excitation than itactually

needs for the load ,and which is equivalent to the effect of a

condenser of large capacity in the circuit. Of course, the

over -exciting of such a motor must naturally not be pushed

too far, elseit may have the effect of causing the motor to

run out of step, even when underloaded .

In accordance with what has been said above, synchronous

motors of this character have been little ured , owing to their

difficult operation. In America, one or two installations

havebeenlaid down, principally formill driving, and there

are also several on the Continent. The methodsof starting

usually employed are:-(1) Running up the generator and

motor together, giving the latter & start by hand, and

exciting the fields from a few accumulators, or (2) run

ning the direct coupled exciter as a motor from a storage

battery of small dimensions, and which may also tempo

rarily excite the fields, thus bringing the mainunit up to the

necessary speed ; or, lastly (3), running up motor and exciter

by means of one of the self-starting single -phase motors

presently to be described. In each case the main unit must

start on a loose palley - and in each case complication and

expense.

It may be remarked in passing, that all the later installa

tions of this class have been laid down with polyphase

machines, as their performance is in every way as good as

that of the single- phasers, while at the same time less copper

is required in the line, they are easier to start, and con

siderably cheaper. Their phase-rectifying propertiesare also

good - in thisconnection two important Swiss power installa

tions may be instanced in whichthese properties are satisfac

torily atilised - one, on the Hochfelden -Oerlikon transmis

sion , the other the Bremgarten -Zürich line, in each case

three -phase synchronous motors running light and much

over-excited, helping to annul the inductive drop produced

by asynchronous motors running on the same circuit. In

the last example the motor is of 250 H.P. — but its use is only

rendered necessary by reason of the poor regulation of the

generators.

Seeing that single -phase reversed alternators make such

good motors when once running, it is not surprising to find

that many attempts have been made to make them self

starting without the aid of external devices. These attempts

have invariably taken the form of laminating the fields, and

passing the supply current both through them and the arma

stationary armature is hole wound with rectangular coils

connected in series, producing N. and S. poles round its

inner periphery. The rotating field magnetis built up of

star -shaped stampinge, the windings being on the arms of

the star. Thesewindings may be either connected in series

or in two parallele, the two free ends being brought through

the shaft to an overhung commutator on one end of it. This

commutator has four segments, but opposite segments are

connected together (they are one casting, in fact), so that it

is virtually a two- part one. Two brushes on a rocker at 90°

apart lead the current to it.

The mode of starting up is as follows:-A resistance being

in circuit with the fields, the latter are pat in parallel with

the armature, and the combination switched on the mains.

The motor brushes are then shifted right forward through

90 ° —this being done in order to have the field current in

the correct phase with regard to the armatnre current. The

motor will now start to run up, operating as an ordinary

shunt motor, and emitting a peculiar note,which changes in

tone as the speed approaches synchronism . When very near

& synchronous speed, the tone will change to unmistakeable

beats. Onthese being heard, the field resistance is cut out,

and the fields put in parallel with one armature coil, when

the motor will run right into step and cannow be loaded up.
The fields are now , of course, receiving a direct current from

the commutator. As to the position of the brushes — they

are right back at this synchronous speed — they having been

gradually shifted back as the motor ran up.

The operation of starting as described above isnot nearly

80 complicated as it sounds , one switch shifting all the con

nections. In order to avoid an excessive current consump

tion at starting, sach motors were usually started with an

auto -transformer, or equivalent device.

It may be of interest to enumerate the many defects of

this type of motor, and their causes.

Let the case be considered of the motor starting - an alter

nating current is running through both fields and armature.

Now the self -induction of these is widely different, and hence

the lag in the armature circuit is quite different to that in

the field circuit. It follows from this that the . torque

exerted between the two is necessarily insignificant, because

the armature current may have its maximum strength at a

time when the magnet's field is quite weak. Hence the

motor muststart ona loose pulley.
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If the brushes on the commutator are not in the right

dosition, the motor will not start at all, for the reason given

before. They must be right forward, and as the motor

comes up to speed, gradually shifted back . This is done to

the accompaniment of a great deal of sparking, which, how

ever, practically ceases when the motor is running synchron
ously on the load.

Again, owing to the considerable air -gap required by such

a field magnet, and also to the form of the latter, there is

considerable magnetic leakage at all loads, but especially at

Company of America, have also worked at the problem of

makinga synchronous motor self-starting, and have met with

& considerable amount of success. The motor of the latter

company well merits description, as, taking it all round, it

is certainly one of the best single-phase high frequency

motors on the English market at the present time. Fig. 2

is & scheme of the windings and connections, and fig. 3

shows the pattern of core disc used for the armature.

( To be continued .)

ELECTRIC RAILROADING .
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FIG . 2.

starting and heavy loads. As a result the power factor of

such a motor isnever high, and sometimes a very small
quantity indeed .

Overloading & motor of this type to any extent is an

impossibility,as it falls out of step, principally owing to
leakage.

Tosum up the disadvantages of this type of motor :

1. It must start on a loose pulley .

2. It has dead points at starting:

3. The brushes must be manipulated during starting.

4. There is considerable sparking at all stages of the

starting operations.

5. It isvery liable to burn ont.

6. Its power factor is low.

7. It cannot be overloaded to any extent.

8. It could not be commercially operated at any frequency

greater than 60 ~ .

A GOOD deal of nonsense has been uttered from time to time

in connection with the development of electric traction for

heavy railroad work, and (even ignoring the preposterous

dreams of ordinary newspaper men whogaily throw steam

locomotives on the scrap heap, and clamourfor 150 milesan

hour on our present railway tracks) those who presumably

ought to know better, have too often been guilty of claims

for which no sound basis can be shown - notablyby empha

sising the so -called fuel economy of stationary compound
condensing engines as compared with results obtained from

the average steam locomotive. They forget that the coal

bill isn't the only or the chief part of a railroad's expense
account.

There is, however, on the other hand, no reason why elec

trical engineers should go out of their way to findfault with

electric traction because it apparently cannot, all at once ,

replace the use of steam locomotives ; plenty of people

outsiders — will be ready to discount the advantages of elec

tricity without any help or encouragement from those pre

sumably engaged in advocating its use. We do not, therefore,

quite see the object of Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson in his recent

remarks before the New York Railroad Club upon the

engineering side of the application of electricity to standard

railroading; at any rate, his remarks would certainly not

apply in this country with the force that they may have in

the States .

He thinks that the application of electricity totrunk -line

service is no nearer than it was at the time of Edison's first

locomotive ! By this, of course, he does not imply that

electrical appliances have not improved, but that the condi

tions of railroading have continuously become more onerous ;

freight trains are heavier, express trains are faster and more

frequent, &c.

As stated, this may hold for lines and railway systems

like those in the States,where single track is common, and

trains are all sandwiched in together on the one track. With

as it is becoming a matter of necessity to have a four -track

line, with separate tracks for goods or slow passenger, and

express services. The more frequently, therefore, that

expresses run under such conditions, the more economical

would be the use of electric traction for such a service.

Moreover, except for the first cost of motor plant, there

seems no reason why still greater economy should not follow

from the employment of electricity for heavy goods service

also. It is because the average goods enginehas a consider

able amount of shanting and odd jobs of a similar kind to

perform , that it manages to burn somuch coal in comparison

with its straightaway train mileage.

Therefore, if the goods service were also operatedby elec

tricity, thegreater part of the generating plant would betaken

up in providing current for work of this kind, going on for

considerable periods. The demands of express traffic would

only come on at infrequent intervals, but, as a whole, the

power plant should have a very good load factor.

It really seems that electricrailroading is very, like electric

lighting in regard to its application ; that is, the greatest

economy ensues in the latter when the whole of a district or

area is supplied with current, and every householder uses it for

all his lights. The slow development of such a satisfactorystate

of things has not deterred the electric light engineer from doing

good pioneering work, por should it in the case of electric

traction for railroads. No oneexpects the North Western,

the Great Western, or the Midland, to discard offband all

their fine steam locomotives, and increase the capital accounts

by many millions to provide for power houses, third rails,
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The efficiency of these motors can be made high, and this

is about the only virtue they have. Owing to their many

defecte, Messrs. Brown have long since given up their manu

facture, but motors identical in design are used for driving

the Ferranti rectifiers, and possess all the faults mentioned

above to a larger or smallerextent.

Mesers. Ganz & Co. , of Buda -Pesth, and the Fort Wayne
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motor cars, and electric locomotives ; nor yet has anyone ever

proposed to light the whole of one big city simultaneously

by means of a single enterprise. The analogy is confessedly
not exact, but there is much truth in it, and a step -by -step

progress to maximum results may jast as conceivably follow

from care in choosing the best railway lines for immediate

equipment, as in choosing the best areas for lighting.

NEW MODELS OF THE LALANDE OXIDE

OF COPPER BATTERY.

potash is put in upside down, being held to the top by a rod

of any kind, a pencil, for instance , which is passed through

the ring that is soldered on to the bottom of the tin , and

rests on the sides of the glass vessel. The water enters the

box through theperforated lid, driving out the air through

the holes in the bottom , and soon dissolves the potash which

sinks to the bottom of the vessel. When the dissolution is

finished , the tin is taken out and thrownaway ( first shaking

it to make sure that it is empty ); the liquid is then very

carefully stirred by means ofa rod. Then, when the elec.

trodes are put in position,the battery is ready to work.

In order to provide against accidents that mightbe caused

in rooms, for instance, by the breaking of the glass vessel

containing an element, a protective case of tin may be used,

into which the glass vessel can be slipped. Then,in case of

breakage, the potash is retained without the function of the

element beinginterrupted .

The large type element ( fig. 1 ) (total height, 37 m.;

diameter, 18 ; capacity, 600 ampere-hoars ; internal resist

ance, .03 ohm ; continuous normal output, 5 to 6 amperes ;

forced outpat, 15 to 20 amperes), comprises a glass vessel, A ,

a cylioder of amalgamated zinc, z , which is suspended to

the sides of the vessel from a hook, B, fixed to the conducting

plate, c, and a depolarising cylinder of oxide of copper, D.

The latter has a conducting plate, E, which is bent double,

and on which is fixed a round plate of metal, R , supporting

four porcelain insulators, I , I , I , I.

THE Lalande battery is well known to our readers, and its

inventor is continually making fresh improvements uponit.

The new models, which are simplified and reduced in

price, constitute a very important improvement on the old

typeswhich were much appreciated ; they enable us to avail

onrselves in all security and without risk of accidents of the

remarkable advantages of this battery, which only consumes

its products in proportion to the work furnished ; viz . ,

enormous electrical capacity, great output and long duration,

perfect constancy.

The oxide of copper is contained in cylindrical jars of per

forated sheet iron enclosed in a poroas substance without

any appreciable resistance; the result is that the metallic

deposits on the zinc are almost entirely suppressed, short

circuits being thus absolutely avoided .

The zince ,which are simplified in form , are cylindrical in

shape, and are hung from the sides of the glass jars. The
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FIG . 2. - IMPROVED ELEMENT. 1897, MEDIUM TYPx .

FIG . 1.- IMPROVED ELEMENT, 1897, LARGE TYPE.

glans jars of the large and medium types are moulded by the

Appert process, and are very strong.

The charges of potash for the different types are contained

in ting with hermetically -realed lids, which ensures their pre

servation for an indefinite period . Moreover, the dissolu

tion of the potash is effected veryeasily and quickly, without

any manipulation and without risk . To obtain it , we pierce

with some sharp instrument, one or two little holes in the

bottom of the tio opposite the lid ; we remove this lid by

prising op the projecting rim with a screwdriver , or some

other instrument, and replace it by a perforated lid (accom

panying each tin ), which is fixed in place by a few blowe

with ahammer. The vessel containing the battery having

been filled with the proper quantity of water, the tin of

The cylinder, with its insulators,is supported by a metal

cross-piece, F F, provided with a point, G , which passes into

a hole in the conducting plate ; the insulators keep the elec

trodes equally distant from one another. The current is

taken from the terminals, I and x. The medium model

( fig. 2) (total height 325 m., diameter •15 m., capacity 300

ampere -hours, internal resistance .05 obm , continuous normal

output 3 to 4 amperes, forced output 8 to 10 amperes), has a

zinc electrode, z, similar to that of the large model, and like

it suspended to the sides of the glass vessel, . The depo

larising cylinder, D , is also placed in the centre of the zinc, z,

from which it is separated by three insulators, I, I , I ; this

cylinder rests on the bottom of the vessel.

The small type model ( fig . 3) (total height •2 m. , diameter

115 m ., capacity 75 ampere -hours, internal resistance .25

obm , continuous pormal output 1 ampere, forced output 2 to

3 amperes), has a zinc electrode, 2, consisting of a portion

of a cylinder, and also the oxide of copper cylinder, D ,

opposite to it, suspended to the sides of the glass vessel.

The zinc is provided with a conducting wire, #, and the

cylinder of oxide with a terminal, K.

For the elements to be properly mounted it is necessary

that the solution of potash should be mixed with great care,

and that it should cover the electrodes of the battery to the

depth of 2 or 3 centimetres.

D

See L'Electricien , 2nd series, Vol. i. , 1891, p. 409.
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SUB -STATION TRANSFORMER SWITCH .It is advisable, especially for elements intended to last

a long time, to cover the liquid with a layer of thick

oil to the depth of half a centimetre. The battery

requires no other attention; its consumption is only in pro

portion to its work. The long duration of the elements,

which are capable of producing about ten times as much

work as other batteries, renders its use really economical.

H

To reduce as much as possible the serious item of sub -station

expenditure, and risk of the attendant not being on the spot

when required , the automatic transformer switch, which is

illustrated, has been designed byMr. A. H. Walton, acting

engineer of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company,

Limited. From the illustrations it will be seen that this

apparatus has in all six switches - one double- pole switch for

the primary, mounted on an independent marble base ; two

single-pole switches for short- circuiting the solenoids after

the switch is brought into action, and three for connecting

the transformer on the low tension side of a three - wire

system . Its action will be obvious.

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the automatic switch , showing

the full details of theapparatus as arranged fortransformers

working on a three -wiresystem , the coils, a a', being in the

main circuit, one oneach of the outer wires. Fig . 2 shows

a side elevation of the same.

Fig. 3 shows point at which the weight operates. Fig. 4

is a section on line A A, fig. 3.

a and a' are electro -magnets, magnetised by the aforesaid

electrical energy requiring adjustment, having laminated

cores, b and b', with projecting pole- pieces, candc', suitably

shaped for attractingthe armatures, d and d ', which arma

tures are pivoted to the pieces, e and s', of the bases,

f andf ', of the electro -magnets.

The armatures are counterweighted and adjusted by the

regulating screws, g and g', which regulate the position of

the balance weights, h andh ', these weights being locked in

anydesired position on the screws by the nuts,g", as shown.

The armatures, d and d', are tongued, as at d ", in order to

FIG . 3.

The electromotive force of the various elements is from

.8 to.9 of a volt. Two elements have to be used in place ofa

a bichromate or a Bunsen element.

When the battery is exhausted, its various parts, the zinc,

the cylinder of oxide of copper, and the potash being calcu
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FIG . 1. SUB-STATION TRANSFORMER SWITCH FIG . 2.

lated so as to become exhausted simultaneously, must be

replaced. The other parts only can be used again after

cleaning.

The oxide of copper battery is especially suited to all

applications that require a large output and long duration.

Amongst the most important may be mentioned theuse of

the battery for working the induction coils of gasand

petroleum engines. Four elements can work the coil of

an engine running 10 hours a day, for about a year for the

large type and six months for the medium type. Some

coils only require three or even two elements. — UN

PRATICIEN ( L'Electricien ).

engage (when being drawn up to the pole-pieces) with the

collar piece, j, attached to a spindle, I, whose freedom of

motion through the pillar, l, is limited by the collar and

nuts, g", as shown; at the same time the armatures, d and d',

are inoperative until they reach the collar, j, thus preventing

the uncertain working of the apparatue, and also relieving

the armatures, d and d ',from any friction, and making the

pull of the magnets perfectly constant.

m is an adjustable weight sliding on the tongued bar, n ,

and locked by the set screw, g '', as shown.

This weight is thrown slightly forward , beyond its centre

of gravity,bythe India -rubberstop, p , fig. 2 .
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The object of the

tongue, o, on bar,

n, is such that while

engaging with the

tongue, j, it pre

vents the weight

falling further for

ward by gravity,

whilst the current

is gradually ener

gising theelectrc

magnets up to the

pre -arranged maxi

mum at which the

switch or switches

is , or are, set to

act .

The bar, n, works

on a spindle, 9,

running through

bearings,rrrr, to

which spindle the

arms, SSSSS 8, are

connected by pins,

w , keys, or other
suitable means.

The arm , n, is

free to move on the

spindle, q , for a

certain distance, 60

that it may gain

sufficient momen

tum before the

moment of actua

ting the body of

the arms, 8 s, on

either side of it.

The method of

actuating these arms

is shown in fig . 3

and fig. 4, in which

part of each side, n,

is cut away, thus

showing engaging

parts of the arms

with 8s, which are

similarly treated.

To one of the arms,

s, is attached a link,

v , having a slot, t,

shown dotted in

fig . 2 ; the object of

this slot is to enable

the link, v , to close,

the small switch

shown at sin figg. 1

and 2, for closing

the primary of the

transformer after

the larger switches,

yyyy y', have
been closed .

Thethreeswitches,

yyy, when closed

introduce the

secondary of the

next transformer or

group of trans

formers as previous

ly arranged .

The two switches,

y' y, are for the

purpose of short

circuiting the coils,

a and a ', after they

have completed

their work, thus

Eaving any loss of

energy in same.

It may thus be

Been that on any

predetermined

amount of curreot

passing through the

coils of the electro

magnets, a and a ',

their armatures, d

and d', are drawn.

up immediately,

thas releasing the

weighted arm , n,

which turns freely

for a limited dis

tance on the spindle,

9.

On the prongs of

the clutch ,see fig. 3

and fig. 4 , engaging

the spindle, 9, at

once turns, and

being attached by

ping, w, to the

arms, SS SS SS,

closes first the five

larger switches, and

then by the means

of the pin and slot,

t , the small switch,

X , attached to the

link, v.

In opening the

switches the action

is the same, and the

larger switches open

first and the smaller

switch opens last.

The chief object

and advantage of

this arrangement is

that owing to the

secondary of the
transformer being

closed first, the rush

of current which

would occur if the

primary were

switched in first, is

prevented by the

iron being mag

netised by the

secondary coil, and
also sparking is

greatly reduced

when transformers

are taken out of

circuit.

The linke, w,

figs. 1 and 2, are

insulating pieces.

The link, v , being

metal, is insulated

from the small

switch at the point,

I , fig . 1 , by means

of an insulating

bar.

We have had

an opportunity,

through thecourtesy

of Mr. Walton, in

witnessing the

operation of this

switch , and it ap

pears to possess

many distinct ad .

vantages; among

them may be mel

tioned the follow

ing :

1. The action is

simple and definite.

Once the switch

begins to act, it

does so thoroughls,

WALTONS PARENT

A REYROLLE &CO

ELECTRICAL ENCIMEEKS

LONDON

1
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and there is no hunting, as is often the case with auto

matic apparatus.

2. The short-circuiting of thetwo solenoids ensures that

no energy is absorbed when once the switch is put on.

3. In switching in a transformer, the switch first closes

the secondary coil, thus magnetising the iron synchronously

with the incoming primary current. The primary is then

closed , and by this means there is no rush of current and rise

in pressure, which so often takes place if the iron happens to

be magnetised the wrong way , and which is often the cause

of the breakdown of large sub-station transformers, especi.

ally where the working pressure is high.

4. The switch being essentially a gravity switch, good

contact is ensured for the secondary switches by adjustment

of weight as required.

5. Owing to the particular arrangements already described,

the working of the magnets is certain, and the moving

armatures, d d' , are relieved from friction .

By its use one man can look after many sub-stations ; all

that he requires to dobeing to switch the transformers “ off ”

after the load has fallen . In the case of a fog suddenly

arising, the central station engineer may rest assured that as

many transformers are switched in as are necessary, and all

he has to do is to send round and switch them off at his

leisure. Nor can the attendant err by leaving in too few

transformers for the load , for then each transformer in turn

will be automatically switched in by its predecessor until the

required load is reached .

It will be noticed that this switch does not automatically

cut-out, and no doubt all practical men will agree that, to

ensure the sub -station being inspected, it is absolutely

essential that there should be something to do when the

inspector visits the sub -station .

Several of these switches have been erected , and have

been in daily use, in the sub -stations of the Metropolitan

Company for many months, and we are informed that their

working up to thepresent has been eminently satisfactory.

The switch shown is designed for use with a 30-kilowatt

transformer. The manufacturing of these switches is in the

hands of Messrs. Reyrolle & Co. We congratulate Mr.

Walton on devising so ingenious and practical a piece of

apparatus, and trust it may obtain the success which it

merits .

opinion upon, but in the correspondence which took place in

our columns on the subject we think it became quite evident

that the public press had been quite misled as to the real

facts of the case, and that no attempt whatever was made by

the agitators, who must have seen that the public were being

led astray, to put matters right, as they doubtless would have

done had the misstatements been to their disadvantage, and

not to their advantage. The concession of the double incre

ment," ..e . , the grant of an additional increment to those

telegraphists who should pass technical examinations

equivalent to the Ordinary Grade of the City and
Guilds of London Institute, and the Pass Grade

of the Science and Art Department, has doubtless been
taken full advantage of, and, considering the by no

means difficult character of the examinations, a very large

number of the telegraphists must have received the increase

to their pay. As usual, however, discontented grumbles are

heard in various directions, if we are to believe the state

ments made in the official organ of the telegraph staff.

Many of the complaints are obviously absolutely without

foundation. The authorities, who very properly insist that

the condition under which the additional increments are to

be given shall be a real possession of technical knowledge,

require the applicants to produce elementary certificates from

the City and Guilds and Science and Art Departments (the

certificates not dating back more than five years), or, in the

absence of these to pass an equivalent Departmentalexami

nation. Such conditions can certainly not be considered to err

on the side of severity, especially in view of the fact that

the reward is an addition to the yearly salary, and not simply
a £3 or £ 5 prize, which is the coveted desire of those who

enter for the City and Guilds examinations. All sorts of

threats are made that the matter will be brought before

Parliament, which will doubtless be asked to sanction the

double increment being granted without any examination at

all . Bat, seriously speaking, the general action of the tele

graphists, although it may be justified to some extent, is,

if the true facts were knowo, much more likely to excite

public indignation than sympathy.

In connection with the engineering work of the Depart

ment, the construction of theunderground line with paper

insulation between London and Birmingham will be watched

withinterest. The experiment (if it may be called such) is

a bold one, but may have important results.

An interesting experiment in connection with the con

veyance of mails is the employment of steam , oil, and

electrical vans for the purpose ; the experiments so far appear

to have been quite satisfactory.

THE POST OFFICE .

COST OF CURRENT FOR TRACTION.

The progress which this important branch of the State

makes from year to year is very gratifying, and although
there may doubtless be very much to be done in order to

satisfy the ever exacting public, yet it cannot be denied that

such progress as has been made is real and substantial. The

reduction in the ordinary postage rate, in the express parcel

rate, in the charge for the delivery of telegrams in country

districts, & c ., have been wholesale reforms which should be

much appreciated. The abolition of certain vexatious

restrictions have also given much satisfaction , though in this

respect there is still room for improvement. Inregard to

telegraphic and telephonic progress, the completion of the

transfer of the telephone trunk lines, hithertoowned by the

National Telephone Company, took place early in the year

(1897), so that at the present time the whole of the very

large network of trunk wires is now exclusively controlled

by the Department, and the disadvantage of a divided

maintenance is avoided. The extension of the telephone

system generally hasbeen continuous, and is still progressing,

and this, in conjunction with the work in connection with

the telegraph system , must have severely taxed the energies

of the very capable staff forming the engineering branch

of the Department.

On April 1st the recommendation of the Tweedmouth

Commission on Post Office Establishments came into effect,

but the diseatisfaction which was expressed by a large

body of the staff resulted in a special committee being

appointed , which committee recommended certain modi

fications in the original report, and these have been

carried into effect. The modifications, however, did

not include any change in the scales of pay_which

the Tweedmouth Committee had recommended . Whether

these scales are really adequate or not we do not express an

Our contemporary, the Railway World, is to be compli

mented on its last issue, not only for its excellent appear

ance, but also on account of the contents, which includea

well'illustrated and very full description of the Clontarf
Electric Tramway,anda valuable and well-timed articles

upon “ Tramway Power from Lighting Stations: What is at

Fair Price to Charge ?

Some criticism of the latter will be opportune at the prema
sent time, and we hopemay be appreciatedbyour readers,

seeing that the subject is one of increasinginterest all over

the country,

After stating the general position - the whole matter being,

of course, simply one of bargaining,of buying and selling

the local authorities or lighting companies naturally desiring

to obtain the highest possible price par unit, whilst the tram

way companies are correspondingly anxious to pay no more

than current would cost if they generated it themselves
our contemporary proceeds to state the case foreach side,

afterwards summingup witha strongtendencyon the whole

to a verdict for the tramway companies.

The objectionmayberaised that this is no more than
might be expected from a traction journal, but it falls within

our province topose as a disinterested judge in the matter ;

and we certainly think that no judicial summary

ment upon evidence could be clearer or more fair.
As a mere matter of chronicling figures, our contemporary

and com
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annum

that generated appears to average about 75 to 80, so that a

considerable allowance ought to be made in this respect, if

the tramway company is to bear distribution losses.

Windingup the discussion, our contemporary expresses a

belief that we have not yet seen the end of possible econo

mies in the production of electricity on a large scale, spread

over the greater part of the day; and it instar ce some

examples from America where the cost of power varies from

a little over d.to 1d. per car mile, including fuel and sap

plies, labourand repairs.

We are thoroughly in accord with our contemporary in

considering such tariffs as 3d. and 4d. per car mile or per

unit for tramway current to be simply prohibitive under

average conditions; the maximum rate fairly chargeable

ought not, so far as we can at present say, to exceed 2d. in

view of thelong hours of demand coupled with steady use of

current. The momentary variations from zero to maximum
which are sometimes characteristic of a line with sparse

traffic doubtless affect the instantaneous governing powers of

the engines , but can hardly be said to make much difference

to the steady jog -trot of the recording watt-meter thathelps

to draw up the bill for current delivered. Nor should they

necessarily imply the provision of expensive duplicate plant

with greater capital outlay and copsquent higher cost, in so

far as that is concerned, of current delivered .

No. (pence ).

& anum

...

annum

THE NORTHERN SOCIETY OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

( Annual Gencral Meeting, January 10th, 1898.)

ABSTRACT OF PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

By Mr. JOHN S. RAWORTH, M.Inst.C.E. , Member of the Iostitution

of Electrical Engineers.

first of all gives costs of producing current per unit sold in

different places, which may be tabulated somewhat as fol
lows :

1.- Local Authorities

Average cost

(pence ).

( a ) Selliog over 1,000,000 units per

4 163

6) Selling from 500,000 to 1,000,000

units per annum ... 4 1.95

(c) Selling less than 200,000 units per

20 3:51

II. — Companies—

Average cost

( a ) Selling over 1,000,000 units per

1 2:44

(6) Selling between ™ 500,000 and

1,000,000 units per annum 3 2.28

(c) Selling less than 200,000 units per

12 4.26

Following on this we have a long statement from the

manager of a large electric lighting compoy, whom we have

not much difficulty in identifying, and who, even apart from

that, might readily be put down as being engaged in negotia
tions for the sale of current to one or more tramways, and,

therefore, particularly anxious to keep up the price. His

reasoning is clever, but we think also very superficial and

hardly fair, as he appears to choose out for emphasis the

conditions or factors that favoar his own side, without
allowance for those that tell against him. Perhaps one can

hardly expect impartial judgment from those vitally con

cerned in maintaining high prices, yet we cannot too strongly

urge upon the electric lighting interests that they should
give all possible assistance to electric traction, inasmuch as

they sbould have everything togain and nothing to lose by
its introduction . To choke off by prohibitive tariffs any

efforts to instal electric tramways, wili, to our mind, resemble

the killing of the goose that lays the golden egg .

The electric lighting manager alluded to is made to say

that with a tramway plant the load factor in proportion to

thetotal capacity is, asa rule, not more than 50 per cent.,

whilst in a lighting station, taking load to plant capacity

running it is not impossible nor even uncommon to get 80

per cent. utilised . Allowing a reperve of half the plant for

å tramway station (though we don't see why any greater

reserve is
necessary there than in a lighting station ) he con

siders that the load factor on the whole machinery in

working order may for tramway work be as low as 25 per

cent.

Even assuming that these figures are correct, it is

decidedly one-sided to bring themforward in this way with

out, at least, some mention of the time element. We have

always understood that the term “load factor ” implied the

ratio ofaverago output to maximum output spread over the

whole day of 24 hours ; but, apparently, the expression has

also & more limited meaning than this. The comparisona

would surely be in any case more fairly stated by saying that,

with a lighting station, an average load factor of 80 per cent.

may be realised for a few hours only per day, whilst in a

tramway power house the load factor ,even presuming that

it is no more than 50 per cent., at any rate impliesa steady

consumption of current for 12 or 16 hours a day. It is, we

need hardly point out, more economical, as a rule, to run 16

hours a day, even at half load , than for three or four hours

only at three-quarter load, so far as wear and tear of plant

is concerned, as well as general working expenses.

The net advantage is really, in this respect,mostemphati

cally on the side of traction plants, as the Railway World

article points out in stating the case for the tramway com

panies through the mouthof a prominent traction company,

that may also be recognised without much trouble. " The

Wright system of charging at Brighton for electric supply

is very suitably brought forwardtoprove the statement that

electric tramways are exceptionally good customers for cur

rent, requiring from half to two-thirds full load for perhaps

16 hoursa day. Thus the cost per unit, at 7d. for the first

hour, and 14d. for subsequent hours, works out to not more

than 1.8d. per anit for the whole 16 hours.

Moreover, the further point is made that for traction work

the supply of current paid for is measured at the station, and

thereforeshould not be subject to any allowance in cost for

losses in distribution. The percentage of current sold to

66
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GENTLEMEN,-My first impulse is to acknowledge with my best

thanks the spontaneous andalmost embarrassinglysudden invitation

to accept the presidency of this Society, which your good nature has

forcedupon me.

As at the time of its receipt I was not even a member of

Couocil, I had no expectation of receiving such an honour ; nor am
I yet satisfied, knowing as I do from my experience on the Council

of the Institution of Electrical Eagineers, how onerous are the

duties of a president, that I shall be able to fulfil them to your
satisfaction .

The war of the future will be an industrial war, in which the re

source and dogged perseverance of theEnglish race will be as much

in request as they were at Waterloo. We are up to our ankles in it

already, and yet our engineers, the advanced guard of our industrial

forces, having heard so much about the might, majesty,and magni.

ficence of the British Empire, have thought it a small matter to

desert the trenches for six months, vainly to discuss the breadth of

the proposition contained in the declaration of the Centurion of old :

" I say to this man ' go,' and he goeth, and to another come, ' and be

cometh, and to my servant ' do this,' and he doeth it."

But, geutlemen, we know that the muscle and siaew of the engi.

neering trade is true at heart ; we know that we have the right stuff

at our backs, and that when the specious agitator shall have

descended to his proper place, and when danger shall have become

apparenteven to those who do not sit in the conning tower, then

there will be no desertion, then every man will do his duty, and

none will dare to speak to the man at the wheel.

The history of electrical engineering, apart from telegraphy, is so

short thatwe have probably no member who does not carry the whole

of it in his memory ; it is, therefore, quite unnecessary for me to
break out into reminiscences. I cannot, however, refrain from

reminding you that when I started electrical engineering in Man

chester20 years ago, there existed in Mill Street, Ancoats, a factory

devoted entirely to the production of dynamos, arc lamps, and pro

jectors ; we have every reason to be proud of our townsman, Mr.

Henry Wilde, whose fame, though world -wide, is surpassed by his

modesty ; and it must be a source of satisfaction to every member of

this society to know that Mr. Wilde's genius and foresight brought
him a substantial fortune.

After the era of Mr. Wilde's activity , Manchester in matters elec

tric moved but slowly ; now , however, under the inspiring influence

of Mr. Alderman Higginbottom's faith and fervour, it is rising to an

appreciation of its possibilities, and in allprobability will very soon

again set the pace for the rest of the world .

The one thing we want is faith — it is quite as important in

mechanics as in religion : for as by faith the walls of Jericho fell

down, so will the walls of prejudice and incredulity, which at present

bar your path to the promised land of lame and fortune, collapse at

the first brush with the dynamics of faith.

Thetimeforhesitation and ball-heartedness is past, money is

plentiful, and the investor has full confidence in " Electrics.” I pro

pose, therefore, to look ahead a little, in the hope that I may at least
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8uccessors.

succeed in stimulating you to apply your minds most seriously to the

problem that lies before us .

Toe problem is : How can we possibly supply the demand that is
about to break upon us ?

When we entered upon this business we had practically only one

commercial outlet - viz., lighting - and we were unable by any

amount of sophistry to make the public believe that electric light

was cheaper than gas; now the conditions are changed, and Mr.

Arthur Wright informsme that in Brighton the working man and the

fried -fish shop are bis best customers. He is actually realising Mr.

Preece's oft-derided statement, that the electric light is the poor

man's light.

I begyou to think wbat the result will be so soon as the great

British public shall awaken to the fact that electricity, with its

enormousadvantages, can be bought for actually less money than its

equivalent in gas; and it may awake any moment; probably your

next president may be in the happy positi on of having to con :

gratulate you thereon .

I said , a moment ago, that when we entered upon this business we

had practically only one commercial outlet ; even to -day that same

outlet is our mainstay,but other developments are growingso rapidly

that one fiods it impossible to keep pace with them ; take, for in

stance, electro- chemistry ; old in conception, new in economic appli

cation.

This great work has begun : who can tell when it will end , or what

demandit will make on our national capacity of production ?

Again the meltiog and welding processes are being gradually intro

duced into engineering workshops; intrinsically expensive, they

justify theirexistence by electrilying into life most costly corpges

an almost infinitesimal deficiency is made good , a blow.hole is filled,

a crack is weldedup, hundreds of poundsaresaved bythe expendi

ture of a few shillings. At present none but the enlightened use

this process, but it is only a matter of two or threeyears before

every engineering establishment in Great Britain shall be so pro
vided .

I have now to call yourattention to the subject of locomotion, and

in so doing I do not intend to discuss the question of electrical trans

mission of power for main lines of railways. I leave that to my

I would rather direct your thoughts to the more press

ing question of tramways and light railways. Hitherto, we have

donenext to nothiog, and the small experimentswhich have been

undertaken have been carried out almost entirely with American

machinery. Even under these conditions the results have been satis

factory . We must not, however, lose sight of the fact that we

possess several home-made electric tramways, including Mr. Holroyd

Smith's Blackpoolline, which, although constructed 12 years agoin

the face of difficulties not encountered in the case of any other

electrical tramway in England, has nevertheless given satisfaction

and paid its shareholders. We have also the Liverpool Overhead

Railway, the Isle of Man tramways, and the South Staffordshire

lines, as standing proofs of our native ability to deal with problems

of the most varied and exacting character.

The total mileage of electrically -worked tramways in Great Britain

is now 93. The projected lines, however, amount to no less than 340

miles in length , and the capital required for their equipment will

certainly not be less than £ 3,000,000.

But even this large amount of prospective business represents only

the begianing of the demand. Very soon horse traction will be

superseded by electricity on the whole 1,000miles of tramway now

existing ; and in addition to this, London will be honeycombed with

subterranean electric railways, and provincial towns will adopt

systems of surface tramways far more elaborate and extensive than

those which now exist, even if they have to widen their streets to

accommodate them .

There is already sufficient indicatioz of what is comiag in the

attitude of Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield , and Glasgow . The fact is,

tbat electric trams pay both the owner and the user ; wherever they

run no one can affordto walk, except for exercise, for the saving of

timeis enormous. Even in England, where the eight miles an hour

rule is in force , there does not appear to be anydifficulty in getting

over the ground. I cannot explain this in detail ; you must see it

for yourselves.

What we want is to get rid of the horse in cities. He is all right

in the country, but in town he is a nuisance. Consider, for one

moment, what we could do it he were kept outside. Firstly, we

should makeour streets of hard asphalte, as smooth as a billiard

table ; secondly, we should keep them quite clean ; thirdly, our elec

tric motor carriages would runwith so little friction, that even our

present batteries would fulfil all the conditions.

The only difficulty ariees out of the time necessary for making the

change; if it couldbe made in a night, then Manchestermight start

on the new system to -morrow , and even Alderman Higginbottom

would not recognise his native city, so delightful would it appear.

But although it cannot be done in a night it willbe doneby a long

and painful process, in which the electrical engineer will have to

overcome the obstruction of bad roadsand supplant the horse on his

owo ground ; then, ultimately, the civil authorities will alter their

roads to suit the new conditions.

What a pity it is that we electrical people cannot start afresh, and

build a new city, embɔdying all the latest improvements.

I fear our electric city is a long way off, so inthe meantime we

must make the best of those we have, and no one will deny that there

is room for improvement.

In the first place, we must abolish smoke.

Which idea brings me at one step right into the middle of a sub

ject-the most pressing and important subject with which it is

possible to engage the attention of a Lancashire audience. I refer to

the driving of machinery for manufacturing purposes by electrical

distribution of power, including the total abolition of line shafts,

counter shafts , wheels, ropes, pulleys, and bolts.

The day for tinkering with this problemis over ; every man in this

room knows that it can be carried through with absolute certainty,

with satisfaction to the manufacturer, and with an enormous saving

both to himself and the community. But the manufacturer does not

yet know that the shaft of his machine can be fitted with a three

phase motor without commutator or brushes, and less complicated

than his present double palley and strap fork . When you bave suc

ceeded in impressinghim with this fact, the remainder of your task

will be an easy matter, but it must be undertaken methodically.

The first step is to appoint a commission to settle uniform periodicity

and voltage ; the second is to equip an electrical manufactory capable

of turning out 500 cheap motors per week ; the third is for machine

makers to attach the motor in place of their present pulleys, so that

when a manufacturer buys a machine, he buysit all ready for attach

ment to his power circuit.

Having reached this point, it is obvious that the manufacturer will

no longer desire to buy coal; he will be quite satisfied with watts,

which may be produced at the pit's mouth, and sold retail for less

than they can now be supplied mechanically to the machine axis.

The whole question of external supply of power turns on this

question of economics, and your manufacturer's eyes will gleam with

raptore if you can prove that you can save bim athousand a year.

Happilyyour task is an easy one so far as argument is concerned,

and it illustration be required, I am not sure that we members of

this Society could spend our savings to better advantage than by

taking a representative deputation of Lancashire and Yorkshire

manufacturers through Switzerland and Germany, to show them how

the old order is giving place to the new ; how the millwright is dis

appearing in favour of the electrician ; how 25,000 mechanics are

struggling to keep pace with the demand for electrical machinery,

of which about three -fourths is required for power purposes.

Some of it, of course, is for thetransmission of water-power ; but

even in Switzerland water-power is seldom 80 well placed that it can

produce electrical horse -power cheaper than we can produce it by

steam at the pit's mouth ; that is to say, at about £ 4 per annum

constant service, or£38for factory hours.

When we consider that the present cost of steam power for &

cotton mill is about £ 3 per annum per indicated horse-power,and

that the electrical horse-power required in its stead would not be

more than65 per cent., you caneasily see what a large margin there

is for profit to the producer and for saving to the consumer; for it

must be remembered that the load curve would be practically a

parallelogram , or rather two parallelograms, one for the day and a

smaller one for the night.

Bat, gentlemen, great as would be the saving to the spinner, and

the large manufacturer whose steam power costs him £5 per horse

power, it would be vastly greater to those thousands who employ

small steam engines which run up the cost of power to £ 10 or £ 12
per annum . The aggregate annual saving to Manchester and Salford

alone would be immense, quite beyond my power of calculation ; but

you must not supposethat because our imagination fails to grasp the

figures involved , that the change which is coming will be longdelayed

on that account. Some friends of mine who have lately visited the

Continent of Europe report as follows : - " Evidence was afforded us

that not only are new factories all over the Continent laying down

electricpowerthroughout,butthatworksalready equipped with
steam power are pulling it out and substituting electric. "

In America the same process is going on , so it follows as a matter

of course that we must either quicken our pace or drop out of the

runningaltogether.

Happily the coal pits around Manchester are so close to the city

that there will be no new difficulties in transmission , and a very

moderate voltage will suffice.

It isobviously outside our province to discuss the various possible

methods for raising the capital. My own impression is, that when

the profitable nature of the investment comes to be understood , there

will be no difficulty in raising a million to put down a pioneer plant

of 50,000 horse- power, with an earning capacity of closeon £ 200,000
per annum .

Gentlemen ,when I look round this room and appreciate the fact

that you arethe men who must carry out all these great works, then

I understand the honour that is placed upon me in baing called to

be your president; then I feel thankful thatyou are all young and

eager forwork — there is plenty of it waiting for you ,butI am not

80pleased that we are few in number, for itis notpossible to manu

facture an electrical engineer either in five minutes or five years, 80

in the very nature of things our ranks will swell but slowly.

Many of you doubtless wonder, and wonder in sorrow, why our

progress in this country has been so slow compared with the rapid
strides which have been made on the Continent. I have seen and

heard many explanations, all partially true, but the real and pre

dominating reason is the lowprice of gas in this country, whereas

onthe Continentgas is usually so high in pricethat the investor did

not feel any hesitation in backing electric light to beat it. Conse

quently, supply works and manufacturing works were developed at

a great rate,and are still increasing in size and output at a speed

which would frighten us in this country ; and yetI have no hesita

tion in saying that if all our makers of dynamo-electric machinery

were forthwith to proceed to double their capacity , they would

not be in time to cope with the demand which will come upon

them.

I have indicated to you severalsources,of which threeare principal

opes, from any one of which sufficient demand may arise to swamp

all our works; I say may arise, but the whole three may with almost

equal probability be tapped at thesame time, andthen where shall

We be ? Already large quantities of machinery are being imported

from the Continent and from America, simply because we arenot

prepared to make them here, and yet the blind leaders of the blind

think this a fit time to restrictthe output of ourmachinery. Itis
like shutting up the gun factoris in the middle ofa war. Our only
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hope is that the six months' discipline may atone for the six months'
loss.

This brings me to the consideration of a subject ch, though not

strictly electrical, is nevertheless very intimately bound up with our

lives and fortunes : I refer to the steam engine.

Oar electrical brethren in Switzerland and in some parts of America

canget along well enough without the steam engine,bat it is not so

with us. It is fortunate, therefore, that we have plentyof coal with

which to feed him . But this abundance of coal has tended to mak ;

as less careful of it than our less fortunate neighbours. The result is,

that althoughwe make good steam engines, in spite of American

comments to the contrary, we have not made economy ourfirst con

sideration ; we have, moreover, been confirmed in this practice by the

belief that economy of coal could only be obtainedby increased

capital expenditure and troublesome complications. Bat that view

is totally and fundamentally erroneous. I have already proved in

my paper on the generation of electrical energy for tramways, read

before the Institation of Electrical Engineers in 1897, that a high

mean pressure is not uneconomical per electrical horse -power; and

consequently that the gain by using large engines with very early

cut-off is only apparentwhen th : indicated horse-power is taken as

the basis of comparison ;further, I can give you thissolid fact : that

the large engines at the Wandsworth electricity station are produc

ing an electrical horse -power at practically the same steam consump

tion at tall load as at half load, thus showing that, taking all the

losses into account, the saving effected by extreme expansion is can

celled out.

Therefore we arriveat this fact, that existing engines might easily

drive more spindles without increasing the cost perspindle , although

there would be an increased cost per indicated horse-power. This

seeming paradox will not causeyouany trouble,though it may puzzle

the cotton -spinner. But, gentlemen, our friends on the Continent

have gone a step further : they have improved their engine and

improved their steam by superheating to such an extent, that I have

actually seen a 500 -horse-power engine, driving an average of 303

horse-power, ted by a single -flued boiler5 ft. 9 in. diameter by 26 ft.

long. This impressed me more than the professorial tests, which

gave 8.8 lbs. of steam per indicated horse-power. To the saving

in coal we must add the saving in boilers and other subsidiary

apparatus.

Myfirm belief is that the economy now being realised in Germany

by Wilhelm Schmidt and Company is obtained at a lower capital

cost, and with less complication, than we find with our Lancashire

engines.

Gentlemen, you are fully aware by bitter experience that the

demand for steam engines in this country altogether exceeds the

supply, and that in consequence of this state of affairs engines are

being introduced from America, which , although well built,will act

comply with English specifications as to economy; and consequently

we are in the position that, however we may exert ourselves tofill the

coming demand for electrical plant, we shall be either without the

means of driving it, or dependent on American engineers for our

steam engines.

This is not a delightfal prospect, butwe must face it, even if itbe

to the tune of two or threemillions of additional capital in engineering

works.

Gentlemen ,-The keynote of the few words which I have had the

honour of addressing to you this evening is faith - faith in yourselves,

faith in electricity, faithin the new dispensation which is dawning
on the world .

Your faith will be faith founded on knowledge , and exactly in

proportion as you turn it to account by makingpreparation to gather

in the harvest ripeningunder your eyes, so will be your share of the

fruit. You must copy the example of the capitalist and financier,

and obtain some monetary interest in every good scheme you may be

connected with .

There remains for menothing but to congratulate you on the fact

that, after years of hard work , quite inadequately remunerated, the

goal of your ambition is glittering before you. Ina few months you

will be in the position of our forefathers,the mechanical engineers,

who reaped their reward almost before they had earnedit. It

behoves you, then, to be ready, be constantly on the watch for the

little cloud no bigger thana man's hand,and wait not for the prophet

to say to you : " Prepare thy chariotandget thee down, that therain

stop theenot. "

and, in doing it, have landed the men in their present dilemma.

Asregards the modern form of trades unionism , we honestly
believe it better that there should be no trades unionism at all

than the modern form of it should any longer continue to work

its wicked ways. To judge by the letters which pour into the daily

press, the public are beginning to see the trath of the matter. A

correspondent of the Standard points out that this six month'sstrike

has put a stop on the cry of a " living wage" so much heard lately,

for men have clearly demonstrated thata mere fraction of their
regular wages has proved quite enough to live upon . The game

correspondent points out that even when the strike is over there

will be, for a long time, & heavy drain on the union funds as

80 many men will be unable to find work at first. He has also

discovered the fact that for every hundredpounds of profit lost by

the masters the men are losing five hundred pounds. Mr. T. A.

Brassey writes to the Times suggesting that a shorter day and two

shifts would probably be as productive of work as a nice hours' day

on the present three shifts perday. Wefind thatmen are very averse

to a two shift day. They talk about their working men's railway

ticket and do so much grumbling that where the idea has been
suggested it has not been carried out. But one of the best letters of

the week is that of Mr. W. McDermott to last Friday's Times. Like

ourselves, he thinks there is too muzh tenderness with the trades

anion idea. The trades union are trying their best to smash the

Employers' Federation . Why has not the Federation an equal right

to smash the union ? The Federation does not wish to do so, bat Mr.

McDermott is perfectly correct when he states that the benefits which

have arisen from trades unionism have been much overrated . The

workingmen have not, he considers, benefitted by them . Wages have

gone upbecause,formerly, British trade wasahead in every manner of

mechanical appliances, and trades unionists benefitted with every

one else. But now that other nations are usingall the machinery

possible, and English trades unionism is doing all it can to oppose

machinery, itis certainthat highwages can no longerbepossible. It
is, says Mr. McDermott, merely a coincidence that the results of

machine using have been contemporary with the action of trades

unionism ,and the benefits credited to the latter are really due to the

former. In restricting,output, the men's leaders are, at any rate,
striking at the rootof all past success, however derived . If the men's

leaders be truthful when they deny that their policy has been to

restrict output, then must it be that the workmen have themselves

deteriorated. They can no longer be considered fit competitors of

Americans, Frenchmen , or Germans, and the sooner capital avoids

the engineering trades the better will it be for capital. Bat Mr.

McDermott onlyadvances this contention to support thefact that it

is the men's leaders who are responsible for all the mischief. He

states that an English company owning works in Chica'o and

in England have of course to pay American workmen aboui third

more than they pay in England to cover the difference of living.

Yet the labour cost on the production of the English shop is higher

than it is in America. This is not a question of race for the American

workmen are largely Englishmen , who work as hard over there as

Americans. They are simply treed from the paralysing influences

of trades union leaders, few of whom ever did a decentday's work

in their lives. The result as far as McDermott's Company is con.

cerned is, just that the work is being done in Chicago, carried 900

miles to New York, and then to London, whence it is often sent

abroad. This is simply taking work out of the country. Now, if the

men who have been idle for six months, and have had the useof all

the papers in the public free libraries and could have read up all that

has been written in the time, and do not yet see the facts ofthe case ,

they must be blind and unthinkingbeings, incapable of taking their

proper place in the world ,and fitting dupes of their leaders . Like

ourselves, Mr. McDermott does not think so much of the hours

question. It is the personal matter which frets his soul, the idling,

the dishonest acceptance of wages for work slovenly or hall done,

the mean and spitetultreatmentof their non -union fellows, and their

general ignorance of the plainest facts. There were reports spread a

lew days ago as to secessions from the Federation , but they were

denied by Col. Dyer, and the only foundation from which they could

have arisen seems to have been the action of one or two firms in

offering to re -open on the terms agreed to at the Conference, but

without success . A Carlisle firm tried it, and obtained one or two

men, who left through picketing. The Daily Chronicle which has

throughout the strikemanifested a singalar ignorance of facts, has

made all possible out of the above, and also out of the case of

Messrs. Fowler, of Leeds, who are said to have tried to come to

terms with the allied trades, though members of the Federation, In

the meantime another large firm in Leeds joined the Federation, and

more lock -out notices have been posted in Nottingham and Preston .

Sir Benjamin Dobson, at Bolton, reported the Federation solid as

ever, ormore so . The Bishop of Norwich rather shines out above

the rack when he states that the employers ought to be considered

in their contention that trade cannot be continued it the men's

demands are conceded. He falls back on prayer, but we sadly

fear he knows not the British workmen . They believe not Moses

nor the Prophets, though the country is overran with foreiga

machinery

The Telegraph is responsible for the statement that some of the

strike leaders have become alive to the fact that the public are not

with them . It has taken them a long time to find this out, and it

will, perhaps, take them as long to realise that the public have also

begun to learn that the income of the engineers on strike was much

above that of the public, which is expected to subscribe. The people

called on to subscribe are those who work up to 16 hours a day, are

often poor clerks who have no voice in the conduct of business which

they are really in a better position to understand than is a working

man to meddle in shop management, and the thousand and one men

in the street who don't get paid for overtime. The men's leaders are

slow of thought and yet they are reported as doubting whether the

ENGINEERS' STRIKE .

To present appearanceof this quarrel now is that the employers

are extending the area of lock -out and throwiog more men upon the

tands of the unions, and pressure is being brought to bear upon

foremen to abandon their connection with the unions as being

altogether opposedto honest service of their employers . We have
all along set ourselves against any attempt at smashing of the

unions,”batwe arebound to say that oursympathieswith trades

unionism are very quickly evaporating in face of the exceedingly

foolish action of themenin prolonging the dispute at the biddingof

their executiveinfaceofeveryjustand reasonable consideration.

Wehave upheld trades unionism, not because we have thought the

men required it from want of intelligence, but because we have

looked on the workingman as a person asbeingoften unable to look

after his financial interests as he should do. We are more than ever

convinced that he is incapable of doing so, but we are equally

convinced that his employers wouldfar betterbe trusted to do
this for him than those who have taken the work in hand ,
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It is reported thatthe number of men applying for reinstatement

at Messrs. Deony & Co. , of Dumbarton , is becoming greater.

Several employers have given written engagements to their men

who have stood by them duriog thestrike, so that their services must

be retained after the strike.The Federation bave issued a poster

containing their conditions. We can only say that, terms or no terms,

collective bargainingor not, there has got to be a change in England,

and we believe itwill come in the way of more honest work , and

that England will not go out of business, as she certainly must do,

it trades unionism be allowed any longer to work ruin , and en

courage rank robbery and idleness.

CORRESPONDENCE .

-

3d. levy proposed at the Memorial Hall conference will be raisod .

They are now hoping to drag on the strike until Parliament opens, as

though Parliament - that refuge of those destitute of 8-1l belp - could

make a losing trade pay a fixed wage . The men have the whole
business in their own hands it they would use their plain senses to

see it. They have onlyto do a fair day's work to make engineer

ing so busy in England that the wages of the good men wouldgo up
considerably, and employers would be well able to afford it.

It our good bishops and dons really feel an interest in the subject

of the strike, why do they not join hands and employ a reputable

firm of chartered accountants to examine the books of & few firms

andsee for themselves the proofs that apprentices andlabourers are

easily outworking the supposed skilled unionists ? They could do

thie. We feel sure the books of several firms could be opened to

themunder the published headings of a letter, as a, b, c, & c. There

would be some sense in this . If, baviog found out the truth for

themselves, they then elected to pray for the conversion to a right

frame of miod of the men or the masters, whichever they found to

be wrong, their prayers might avail much, but, to leave it all to

Heaven, savours too much of faith without works, which we all

know to be very dead. Six months bas shownthe employers that

they can do without the A.S.E., and in support of this it is pointed

out that iron keeps its price and must be going into consumption.

The Free Labour Association has alone supplied 24,000 men to different

employers. No employerseems to be reducing wages, but all are going

onin a way that ought to be very satisfactory to any real honest trades

union. The fact seems every day more apparent that the men on

strike are pursuing a chimera. They are standing idle on the shore

and watching thetide of industry sweep past them ,and on the shore

they will have to remain . We cannot but help being glad that in

every dation there are certain disadvantages which help to counter

weigh the advantages. Were Eogland alone in this we should

speedily be ousted from the World's markets. The Engineer has

pointed out how in America, where they are steeped to the lips in

ibat most ignorant of superstitions — a protective policy, they have

tree trade in labour, and labour does very well unless upset by tariff

mongering. In England we have free trade and do very well, but to

tbe Arerican we appear to be an ignorant and stupid set ofworn out

fossilised conservatives because we have not got free trade in labour.

If we bad free trade in both items we need not fear America.

Eoglishmen are as inventive and as capable as any American, but of

wbat ose is it inventing a 50 per cent. better machine to be butchered

bya stupid trades unionist.

Speaking at Edmonton on Sunday, Mr. Barnes bad something to

say about ihe aim of tcilers to secure a more equitable distribution

of the world's good than hitherto. He seems to go a curious way to

attain this - putting his members on starvation diet for six months

and compelling them to accept nothing of the world's good except as

paapers." Thea he talkedabout American workmen being paid more

hour for hour than English workmen. This is not true in spirit.

Englishworkmen are paid hour for hour more than Americans if the

purchasing value of money be taken into account. But, apart from

tbis consideration, and in mere coinbyweight , Americans arenot

paid one-ball - often not one -tenth - of what Englishmen are paid for

the same amount of work done. Further, it Eaglish workmen would

do as Americans do, and would help machinery and not hinder it,

their financial position would be better in every way than that of the

American. Again, one stands aghast at the impudence of a man who

can bring forward American workmen as a comparison when the

relative attitudes to machinery are considered. However, enough of

Mr. Barnes's tergiversations. A crushing reply to anything that can

be truthfully advanced by the trades union is to hard in extracts

from the shortband reports of the Conference, fromwbich it is plainly

to be seen that everything was agreed to at the Conference except

the change of hours. It is a good thing these notes bave been

published, as they will assist to prevent the publio from being led

away by misstatements. The reported delection of Messrs. Fuwler,

of Leeds, from the Federation has been shown to be false. The men

themselves asked the firm to meet them for a friendly conference.

Perbaps the men are a bit tired of Barnes . Mr. Fowler has

statedthat there is no thought of making any compromise.

There are now nearly 700 firms in the Federation, and some 60 or

70 fresh lock -out notices bave been posted sioce the Conference con •

cluded . We observe that Mr. Barnes has a complaint about the age

of workmen beiog on an average under 40. We do not believe Mr.

Barnes, so far, at last, as the engineering trades are concerned . He

calls it murder, and so on . We suppose he is referring to long hours .

He refers then to those "splendid fellows in Germany " who have

been sending more money . Those splendid fellows bave to work a

good deal longer hours than Barnes' dying lanıbs, who do notdie of

too much work , nor do they die from too little to drink. Verbum

вар .

Mr. Yarrow is returning from America. He has been studying

American methods, and he says of the workmen, “ They take a greater

interest in tbeir output.

" Each man tries to do all he can, in marked contrast to the Eng.
lish system .

“ I am surprised at the management of automatic machinery in

American engineering works.

“ One man here bas charge of several machines ; in England this is

against the union rules, consequently a mechanic is idle a consider

able part of bis time.

" The lower prices of raw material in the United States," continued

Mr. Yarrow , " bave put American engineers indirect competition

with English , and I believe that competition will continue to grow

keeper,

“ Materials for the great CentralRailway of London are being sup

plied by Americans, who are sbipping steel billets to England, boiler

plates to Holland, and deck beams to Belgium , which English firms

formerly supplied."

Tests for Faults in Submarine Cables.

I have read with much interest a letter from Mr. W. J.

Murphy, of the c.s. Amber, which appeared in the columns

of a contemporary of the 318t ult. , wherein he comments on

several points in Mr. Schaefer's test - entitled " A New

Method of Localising Totul Breaks in Sabmarine Cables"

which appeared in the same journal under date October 15tb,

1897. Apy new method or improvement on those already

known for iocalising faults is naturally of so great interest to
all, and more especially sea - goin : electricians, that I have

ventured to make a few remarks on the subjects mentioned

in Mr. Murphy's letter .

I cannot wholly endorse Mr. Murphy's statement that

“ it would be rather misleading, in my opinion, to give quan

titative comparison of the results by different methods of

tests taken for the localisation of the same fault or break ."

For example, in the case of fractured conductors, there are

a number of similar tests which one can apply with perfect

confidence in the results, and I know of no better criterion

of the merite, or otherwise, of a new test, which claims to

have advantages over another — both being designed for the

same character of faults — than to compare results obtained

on the same fault taken under the conditions stipulated by

the authors. It is simply a question of proving the test

before adopting it. Under these circumstances, I consider

it would be quite correct to draw comparisons between the

following tests, say — Kennelly's two methods ; Schaefer's,

Rymer-Jones's and Cano's modification of Kennelly's, and

any such tests which are practically based on Kennelly's.

These being taken from one end only, i.e., in the case men

tioned of a fractured conductor, the personal equationof an

assistant does not enter. We can , therefore, classify the

above-mentioned methods under one heading, as being

applicable to the same character of faults.

On the other hand, when dealing with partial earth faults

of high resistance - the conductor being continuous — which

necesitate tests being taken from both ends, I am quite in

accord with Mr. Murphy when he remarks " that special

considerations such as the faults distunce, strength and

variability of the electric carrent, condition of cabie, appa

ratus available, the personal equation of the man at the oher

end, & c., renders one test in particular preferable." That

one test cannot of course be particularised , because this

again becomes a matter of individual opinion. In partial

earth faults, and more especially when the fault resistance is

high and variable, the per onal equation of the assistant at

the distant station becomes a factor of the highest import

ance, and when bis electrical knowledge is slight, or, to say

the least, very elementary, the results obtainedfrom his end

will noi as a rule be very reliable, and , therefore, the lot of

the electrician responsible for the localisation is not a happy

In such a caze where no skilled assistant is available,

it would be far better to use the most simple tests applicable

-having regard to the character of the fault - und wbich

would give a near approximation of the distance, than to

employanother method necessitating more knowledge of

electrical connections, &c., and greater exactitude in key

manipulation and reading — which, with skilled assistance ,

might rightly be considered to give more accurate results

but with only unskilled co -operation might only lead to

hopeless confusion, loss of time, and, at the best, unreliable

figures.

Again, in cases where the testing current is limited by the

company's rule to a certain maximum voltage - owing to the

a

one.

9
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ours alone, and let German residents in England have the

decency to be loyal to the land which gives them food and

shelter. So far, theyhavenot been so . Germans are naturally

a quarrelsome people ; hence the 30 years' war of which

Herr Treuenfeld speaks, caused, I believe, by too much fussing

about this king and the other. And now that the present

German Emperor makesit the first object of his life to

injure England, we have Herr Treuenfeld worrying his little

self because he is treated to a little ridicule by the people

whose throats he is so anxious to cat.

W. H. Booth .

London, January 8th , 1898 .

general weakness of an old cable - this is greatly against

sometests, and very often practically excludes theiruse.

With regard to the relative merits of false and scale zero
teste, my experience generally bas been when localising

faults by the Kennelly methods that there existed but little

difference in the results — if any - when employing the two

tests as acheck against each other on the same fault. It is

in balancing to false zero that the personal equation enters

more largely than in scale zaro testing, especially when the

fault resistance is high and changing rapidly under the

action of the testing battery. Each method has its own

particular merits, under certain conditions, but the scale

zero method is undoubtedly the test, par excellence, for repair

ing ships, if only for one reason — thougb, of course, pos

sessing other advantages — that the practical execution of the

test occupies about one-third , or even less time, than when

balancing to false zero , very often a matter of vital moment

when the ship is hanging on to the cable, and every minute

is ofgrave importance.

With reference to another point, " the application by Mr.

Schaefer of the scale zero method to break testing is a special

case, because by its use the difficulties introduced by polari

zation and capacity are overcome, & c." These difficulties

have already been overcome by Kennelly's tests. Again, I

fail to see the soundness of Mr. Schaefer's “ earth current "

correction ; it appears to be unreliable in principle, and pot

to be depended upon for many earth faults, especially those

baving, comparatively speaking, bigh and variable resistance,

and with polarisation changes occurring rapidly. With a

large surface exposure fault, the cable current being also

steady, the results obtained may work out approximately

correct. More information on the subject of this test would
be useful.

As I have already trespassed too much on your valuable

space, I feel I must not enlarge on any more points, but will

simply remark , in conclusion, that I trust Mr. Murphy will

ere long give the professionan account of the new method

of locating high resistance faults which he speaks of in con

clading bis letter. With his varied experience of fault

testing, the subject matter cannot fail to be both instructive

and interesting.

Herbert E. Cann.

January 7th, 1898.

Mr. R. von Fischer - Treuenfeld protests too much ; he may

be more briefly answered . He has two grievances (1) our

criticisms of the German Emperor ; (2) the causes wbich

leadto these “ rhapsodical recitations.'

With regard to the first of these, it may at once be said

that if Our Gracious Queen were to make herself as absurb

as her grandson sometimes does, the refined German press

would be the first to point it out. Presumably Mr. R. von
Fischer - Trtuenfeld hesitates to show his own sense of the

Imperial humour from a wholesome fear of pros -cution for

lèse-majesté - or dare we suggest that he is a convert to the

New Evangelism ( for ever and ever )?

As regards the second , the English do not expect a mono

poly of the world's trade, nor do we begrudge Germany a

commercial success . But we do object to English marks

being put on German goods, and as all our ports and colonies

have always been thrown open to German subjects and com

merce on equal terms with our own, after we have prepared

the way with our blood and our money, we most strongly

resent the ingratitude and impudence with wbich the Germans

continually treat us.

Mr. R. von Fischer - Trenenfeld cites emigration figares ;

does he take into account the great and frequent additions

which bave been made to the German army of late years ?

He talks of colonies ; does he seriously suppose that German

emigrants would not rather stop in the Fatherland than go

to German colonies ? Will be teīl us that there is more money

per head of population in Germany than in Eogland ? Does
he not know that those who emigrate from Eugland are

largely composed of the dregs of other countries ? Finally,
when there are floods in Germany, who is it who gets up

Mansion House funds to assist the eufferers ? Do we ever go

beggingto Germany in our misfortunes ? Would money be

offered gratuitously ?

Althis Mr. R. von Fischer- Treuenfeld, as a German with

25 years' residence in England, knows or should know, un

less his association with a German firm here has blinded

his sense of thinking for bimself. As he is so anxious to

contribute to a mutual understanding, let him begin at home,

and teach his countrymen how much they owe to Eogland.

Audi alteram partem .

[We do not think that any interests are served by a con

tinuation of this discussion.— EDS. ELEC. REV ]

-

.

A Defence of Germany.

When next Herr R. Von Fischer- Treuenfeld takes upon

himself to write in the strain of his effusion of December

28th olt., which appears in your issue of the 7th inst. ,

perbaps he will endeavour to make himself acquainted with

facts. It is all very well to speak of the German Emperor

as the head of a friendly nation, but it is well known that

his animosity against this country is intense, and that at the

time of the Transvaal trouble he did his best - or worst

to injure England, and for years the whole press of Germany

--ander the surveillance of the State - for press freedom is

hardly existent in Germany, has teemed with abuse of our

selves, and wild statements as to destroying England's power

and commerce. Englishmen have no jealousy of fairly con

ducted trade rivalry ; but attempted highway robbery is not

commerce. Further, at the time of the Emperor-Kruger

flirtation, Germans resident in Great Britain, making

their living here out of our British tolerance and

justice to all foreigners, made no secret of their desire

to help_ Germany against the land which sheltered

them . " Your correspondent tries to make a point of Dr.

Ludwig Mond's present of £ 100,000 to the Davy

Faraday Laboratory. Well, what of that ? Did notDr.
Mond make this money, and a good many other hundred

thousands,nottosaymillions, at Northwich in Cheshire ?

Herr Treuenfeld talks of war between England and

Germany asthough England had fomented it, when he must

know the presentbad feeling has arisen entirely since his
Emperor's telegram .

If Germany's Colonial expansion is to consist in grabbing

England's colonies and inciting rebellion in States ander

England's suzerainty,thesooner wegettowarthe better.

Bat we hope all Germans arenot of your correspondent's

persuasion, and still have some ideas of common honesty

remaining. Let Germany mind her own business and leave

Steam Boilers .

My attention has been drawn to a leader in your paper

criticising a paper I had the honour of reading before the

NorthernSociety of Electrical Engineers. As you thought

fit to criticise, perhaps you will kindlyallow me theprivilege

of a reply. You commence your criticism by stating “bat

our readers will be disposed to attach very little weight to

the arguments it is meant to convey, if they judge every

thing by one very glaring claim ." Perhaps your readers

might have understood your sarcasm if youhad stated what

claim you referred to. Then you state : “ He also claims

that the water-tube toiler has the same temperature all over.”

If you will be good enough to read my paper again, you will

find I do not say this, bat “ One strong point in favour of

the water-tabe boiler is its very perfect circulation, which

means that practically all thewater in the boiler is at very

nearly the same temperature.”

I should, of course, have been quite wrong if I had stated

that the boiler had the same temperature all over because the

water forced into the boileris comparatively cold. In the

Case I have been experimenting with it was about 100° F.;

therefore it will be quite clear that the water in the back
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of water is an endothermic action, and if this were not

carried out the producer gases would simply go away to the

condenser pipesmuch hotter than they do when the heat has

been partially utilised to split up water. Here water becomes

& means to economy because it absorbs heat otherwise warted .

In a boiler furnace it cannot have such an effect, because the

gases as produced on the grate are burned at once. Nogood can

arise from steam , except so far as it helps the draught, or is

necessary to the proper combustion of hydro -carbons to

which its presence seems to be needful.

As regards the arguments as to steam valve, we really

cappot see how, in a boiler properly fitted with anti-priming

pipe, the degree of opening of the steam valve can bave the

slightest effect. The valve must of necessity be opened

enough to let out all the steam made. If the valve is partly

closed the rapidity of flow must be checked ; and this is all1 ;

it can do where there is an anti-primer. Without this

pipe there might be some reason in advocating a large valve

opening, but with it, the smallest valve that will pass all the

steam is the best . - EDs. Eleo. Rev.]
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tubes was at a considerably lower temperature than 359° F.,

and the fact that the back of the boiler contains the coldest

water is undoubtedly the reason the exit gases are so reduced
in temperature.

Then you make the statement : - " The author makes a

deplorable error in bis reference to the steam jet adding to

the heat by its conversion into water gas as it passes through

the fire." One would have expected you to be certain of

your facts before criticising in so determined 8 manner, and

I think, apon further consideration, you will admit you are

wrong . '

You will, I have po doubt, agree that steam blown under

the fire contains a considerable amcunt of heat, and in pasg

ing through the fire takes the beat from the bottom of the

fire during its conversion to carbon monoxide and hydrogen

wbich readily burn upon the top of the fire, and ihe beat

thus given off helps very considerably in the combustion of

the gases which are leaving the furpace, and in that way

adds considerably to the heat of the furnace. I did not for

a moment think or wish to convey the idea thatby blowing

steam under the fire, water gas was prodnced without con

siderable heat at the bottom of the fire being absorbed ; but1

from actual tests with water-tube boilers, I have been con

vinced that the transference of the heat from the bottom to

the top of the fire helps the combustion very considerably.

Yoa then make the statement : " Stram is burnt hydrogen,

and cannot be burnt again oplers first dissociated by the

employment of exactly as much beat as it gives back again

on recombination.” Had I made this statement, I should

bare considered you would have been justified in using a

much stronger expression than “ deplorable error," and I

cannot understand your making such a statement.

Do you suggest that if high pressure steam is allowed to

condense in an air-tigbt vessel,the result would be anything

but water H, 0, or do you suggest that the ordinary method

of manufacturing water gaf, as adop'ed by many gasworks,

is impossible, because this is clearly what you imply ? Steam

is not burnt hydrogen , but is vaporised water H , 0, and only

requires more heatand the presence of carbon to be con

verted to H ,CO (water gas).

In your criticism of my remarks upon steam fittings, you

have, I think , overlooked a very elementary point in con

nection with steam practice, and my reason for advocating

a large steam valve, so that the steam may leave the boiler

elowly, is based upon the fact that if a stop valve opon a

boiler be partially closed, allowing the steam to leave the
boiler at a great velocity, water is always carried with the

steam ; whereas, if the steam leaves the boiler slowly, the

provision of an anti- primiog pipe, which is, of course, fixed
in most modern boilers, prevents priming.

Evidently my remarks upon the drainage of stram pipes

were more clearly understood by referring members of ibe

Society to the diagrams, but I sbould bave thought any

engineer interested in the subject would bave been couvergant

with the American method of draining pipes I described in

my paper, and certainly the editor of such an important

paper as the ELECTRICAL REVIEW.

A. B. Mountain .

[ If the circulation in & steam boiler be so good , it is

bardly likely that the temperature of the back tubes would

be so very low for the circulation in them must be rapid.

In any case there is little chance of a single row of tubes

reducing the gases to the point claimed. It is lower than

obtains after the gases from a Lancasbire boiler have passed

by 100 4 -inch economiser tubes. This repeated claim for

Water-tube boilers is miscbievous and cannot be upheld by

anyreason , for if the furnace temperature be 2,500° and the

final be only 350 °, how is it we don't get evaporations of

13 to 14 lbs. per pound of coal ? Where does all the heat

go ? There is so little to account for in the waste gases.

As regards the steam jut the words seemed to convey the

impression that the steam was useful other than as now

explained. We do not understand Mr. Mountain's question

as to steam being other than 1,0. We did not slute that

water gas as made in producers was impossible, but

arguments as to water gas bave po bearing on boiler furnace

combustion. Scam introduced in a producer is dissociated

and goes to form CO and H, and posibly hydro -carbons. It

simply utilises part of the exothermic production of CO to

split up water to its combustible constituents. Dissociation

In your issue of the 24th ult. you say the author of the

above paper “makes a deplorable error in his reference to

the steam jet adding to the heat by its conversion into water

gas as it passes through the fire," but you follow this by an

assertion of your own that moisture in a furbace may assist

combustion , for it seems to be proved that its presence is
necessary to combustion, its function beirg that ofacarrier."

May it not be taken that the steam mentioned by Mr.

Mountain and the moisture mentioned by yourself, Mr.

Mountain having in mind the injection of such necessary

amount of steam as may be required, should come under one

head, as they are both chemicallyone and the same thing,

viz . , water vapour 1,0 ; and although there may not be
actually a larger amountof heat generated by the conversion

of tbis vapour into water gas the burning of this water gas

into H,0 and CO, at the top of the fire, yet the fact that this

heat is on the top of the fire makes it equivalent to a larger

quantity ; + guin, it helps combustion of the other gases, and

ihus Mr. Mountain may be rightly entitled to assume that

the total useful and available heatis increased.

John Ed. Gresty.

Dust Destructors.

As my letter was the first to appear in the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW obj -cting to the extraordinary claims of some one

trying to boom the Shoreditch type of dust destructor, is my

reason for again writing to you .

It Mr. Kershaw would simply, instead of writing long

letters of nfatution, quietly ask bimrelf what led to the

letter signed " Practical Experience," and those wbich

followedin the ELECTRICAL REVIEW signed by different

writers, he will find it was in consequeuce of a piragraph

having gone the round of the prese, that the oiscrict of

Shoreditch was producing electric light for its requirements
exclusively from the burning of the household and trade

refuse collected in the parish .

When I read the paragraph in a newspaper I naturally
thought such an absurd statement would soon be contradicted,

but finding there was no contradiction and that the state

ment was referred to in publications of every possible

kind , religious and otherwise, and keeping in view the

mi-chief done inthe past to a great industry, caused by

claims of recent years under the beadings “ Toe Cneapest

System " ; " Electricity for Nothing by sale of byt-prouche ,

& c., &c. , was the only reason for my writing and sending

& mild protest to your influential journal.

losttad of repudiatiog the claims to which, a8 results

show , there are no tangible facts to support, Mr. Kershaw ,

wisely or otherwise, brings out the lame excuse that they are

obliged to Use coul on Saturday afternoons and Sundays, in

consequence of the dust carts knocking off work early on

Saturdays.

Adjoining parishes would, no doubt, be pleased to send &

supply free to last them over Saturday afternoons and

Sunjays.
It is quite clear an enormous weight and bulk of house and

1

!

1

1
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trade refuse is required to produce steam compared with a

rery small weight and bulk of coul, and when you put to

one side speeches of professors and others delivered at the

banquet to commemorate the opening of an important

central station such as Shoreditcb, and arrive at solid facts,

the desirability of having a destructor in close proximity to

valuable electric light machinery and private residences,

simply for the benefit of the heat derived from its consump

tion, is a very doubtful advantage, especially if you take

into account the disadvantages connected with thedirt and

dust produced by its destruction where cleanliness and

freedom from dust is of so much importance in the gene

rating of electric light and power , to say nothing of the

absolute necessity of having areliable and uniform heat to

produce the necessary pressure of steam for the engines.

These requirements cannot possibly be supplied from the

varied qualities and conditions of refuse collected in any

parish or district.

Of course , all credit is due to Shoreditch for its enterprise

in attempting to solve the question of the use of a dust

destructor combined with the production of electric light,

but there is no justification for any one connected with the

experiment claiming merits in connection with the enter

prise which are not supported by actual facts.

Practical Experience,

January 8th , 1898 .

able. All that is wanted is reliable information, and that

there appears to be some hesitation in supplying. I am

quite in accord with you , Mr. Editor, and shall be only too

happy to acknowledge the saccess of Shoreditch, should the

installation prove & success even ap to 75 per cent. of all

thatwas promised. There is one matter to which reference

has been made again and again , viz., the absolute silence of

engineers who have a practical experience in the working of
destructors year after

year,
I mean other than manufacturers

and contractors; for instance. Laws, of Newcastle, Yabba

comb, of Bristol,and Jones, of Ealing. I think that the opinion

of men such as these would be of value at the present time,

and certainly would be appreciated by many.

X. Y, Z.

I am much obliged to Mr. Kershaw for his answers (as

far as they go to my questions. Had Mr. Kershaw stated

two monthsago that, owing to the destructor being worked

ander a guarantee for twelve months, it would be unwise to

make any statement reflecting on the plant or appearing to

reflect in anywayon the performance, no doubt he would

have saved himself and a number of your writers some

trouble. Had I known it my questions would have not been

asked , at any rate for some time to come.

I am delighted to find that the moonlighters have not

seriously damaged Mr. Kershaw , and that he comes up as

smiling as ever, determined to settle us all, anonymous or

otherwise, with the twelve months' muzzle. However, I

shall bope he will give us value for our questions when the
time is up.

F. W. Brookman .

Rochdale, January 11th, 1898 .

The letter signed John Raworth is a somewhat curious

contribution to the correspondence on the above subject.

Its inincerity is palpable. The attempt at humour is

pitiably groteque. The condescension of its tone simply
provokes & smile.

The writer confesses himself to be a student, but he has

only learnt the rudiments of the subject.

Instead of sketching ridiculous and useless diagrams, he

had better get his slate and pencil and help Mr. Kershaw to

work out the following simple rums, taking care that he sees

that the integrants are quite correct before adding them

together. The sums are quite simple, and the stadentshould

have no difficulty in working them out :

1. What is the cost of the power producing plant of the
Shoreditch plant per kw. of mean output ?

2. Whatis the cost of coal per actual output per kw.

developed up to date ?

If Scudent Raworth is prepared to accept a little wisdom ,

as he has certainly no relation to the Ex -Wisehead (“ X. Y.Z.")

of mathematics,and although he may be a nephew of " Aunty

Hambug," he will in fature know that the rationale and

importance of an interrogation is independent of the mere

name of the interrogator. When Mr. Suadent Rtworth has

learnt a little more of the science of dust destruction, in its

relation to steam generation, he will recognise that the ques

tions asked Mr. Kershaw inthe various published letters are

proper ones, and are interesting to the electrical community

more than to individuals, and that their merit is independent

of the names of the writers. Some of the questions have

been repeated again by Mr. Brookman, and they demand an

answer; the propositions as set forth by Mr. Raworth are

school -boy like in their simplicity.

" The destruction of dust produces some heat.” How true!

" Some heat will generate electricity.” How wonderful !!

Ergo, there is some saving." How absurd !!!

Thisis a perfect reductio ad absurdum in logical deduction.

One might as well argue that because there is power in the

rise and fall of tides, that this power ischeap ; but the fact

is, theimpounding cost is so high, as to destroy any economic

The actual working results, compared with thoseof other

plants and systems, are the only allowable figures for com

parison. If the cost of plant attains a certain figure, the

increased interest and depreciation may wipe out any advan

tage that cheap and nasty material may claim to possess.

Enquirer.

Dynamo Sparking.

I have long been a reader of your paper, which I have

found of great use on several occasions, but I am now

desirous of asking your assistance on the following subject.

I have in my case two dynamos, used chiefly for motor

driving, each giving 750 amperes at 105 volts, and as the

load varies considerably I have a deal of sparking at the

brushes, though I have an attendant and engine man who

alters the brushes when occasion arises, still they cannot

attend to it as often as I would like.

I have thought, therefore, of applying some simple form

of automatic brush rocker, and I propose to do it in the fol
lowing way .

At the top of the magnet yoke fix a solenoid directly over

the end of the brush -holder, and connect an iron core to this

end, so that as the current increases through the solenoid it

will attract the core and so lift the brushes forward, a suit

able weight being placed on the brush - bolder to reverse the

motion when the load decreases.

The weight to be lifted would be 20 lbs. or go through a

distance of3 or 4 inches.

The difficulty I am in is to find the size of iron core and

size and ampere -turns of solenoid that will lift this weight.

I may say that it will not be necessary for the core to move
antil the load is about 100 amperes.

I would be greatly obliged ifyou could assist me in this

matter. I bave Thompson's “ Electric Machinery, ” but this

does not help me.

W. H. B.

[ There are probably many of our readers who have

experienced the same difficulty, and doubtless some of these

will give our correspondent the benefit of their advice. - Eds.

ELEC. Rev.]
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advantage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT HOME

AND ABROAD .

Some of your correspondents, Shoreditch and otherwise,
appearto be much exercised in their minds with respect to

thecriticismpasgeduponthese works, or the results, by

your several correspondents. Surely this is very unreason

MR, R. PEROY SELLON writes as follows to the Times :

" Within the past few weeks I have had occasion to visit the leading

Continental workshops representative of an industry which bas

already attained considerable proportions both in the Old World and

the New, and is likely in the coming century to rank as one of

premier importance as a field for the investment of capital and

employment of labour. I refer to that of electrical engineering.
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ment of their attitude, the first and most important step will have

been made towards a settlement alike honourable and advantageous

to unionism by resulting in its willing recognition by employers, and

acceptable to industrial capital by placing it in a position to compete

favourably in the world's markets.

" I am , Sir, yours, & c.,

" R. PERCY SELLON .

" London, January 10th . "

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

8.
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Electrical Wares Exported.

WEEK ENDONG JAN. 11TH, 1857. WEEK ENDING JAN . 11TH , 1898 .

£ £

Albany ... 490 Amsterdam 125 0

Amsterdam 113 0 Barcelona 25 0

Auckland 53 0 Beira 50 0

Bilboa 200 Bombay 422 0

Bombay . 86 0 Cape Town
166 0

Brisbane 261 0 Durban ... 112 0

Calcutta. Teleg mat.... 250 0 Fremantle . 1,640 0

Cape Town 607 0 Hamburg 60 0

Colombo 124 0 Lisbon 30 0

Teleg. mat. 265 0 Malaga 50 0

Darban 397 0 Malia 68 0

East London 530 0 Marseilles 85 0

Flushing 339 0 Melbourne 323 0

Fremantle 274 0 Monte Video 36 0

Teleg. mat. 2,547 0 New York 25 0

Gibraltar 422 0 Ostend 35 0

Gothenburg 47 0 Paris 162 0

Hamburg Teleg. mat ... 723 0 Perth 49 0

Hiogo, Teleg. mat. 27 0 Port Elizabeth ... 450 0

Hong Kong 400 Ringoon 650 0

Madras 31 0 Rouen 82 0

Teleg. mat. 500 0 Santander 29 0

134 0 Sbangbai 13 0

Melbourne 715 0 Stockholm 470 0

Teleg. mat ... 111 0 Sydney ... 336 0

Ostend 58 0 Teneriffe. Teleg . cable 3,625 0

Otago 300 0 Trinidad 22 0

Passages ... 183 0 Yokohama 737 0

Port Elizabeth .. 680 0

Teleg. mat. 1,680 0

Reval 50 0

Rockhampton 70 0

Rosario 151 0

Rotterdam 95 0

Shanghai 105 0

Singapore 36 0

Stockholm . Teleg. mat. 327 0

Sydney
409 0

Teleg. cable 805 0

Wellington 75 0

Yokohama 1,1990

... ...
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Malaga ...
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“My tour embraced the leading industrial centres of Germany,

Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, Switzerland, and France, where elec

trical manufacture is being conducted on a large scale. Careful

inquiry and observation apon the spot hare elicited the following

facts, which may be of some interest at this stage of a struggle

between capital and labour, which, in the respectsof organisation

on both sides, of orderly conduct, and of the social, if not Socialistic,

issues involved, marks a new era inthe history of such disputes.

“ Twenty years ago the electrical engineering, as distinctfrom its

younger sister, the telegraph , iodu stry was non -existent. All manu

lacturing nations therefore had an opportunity of ' starting level'

towards the goal of industrial endeavour - viz., to supply theirhome

and the world's markets with electrical products, for which the

demand has grown and is increasing by leaps and bounds. If there

were anyodds at all, the advantage might have beenheld to lie with

the country on whom rested the blessings of free trade, industrial

experience, world -wide commercial relations, and unparalleled

Imperial and Colonial possessions.

"What is the result ? Briefly, as everyone interested in the

Bubject is fully aware, that both American and Continental electrical

manufacturers are undercelling British -made goods in the neutral

markets of the world, such as Central and South America, Russia,

China, and Japan ; have supplied a substantial proportion of the

demand in ourown colonies, where, alas ! patriotiem ,when weighed

in the balance against prices, is found wanting; and are to -day

threatening, particularly in the respects of electric traction and power

plant, to introduce ruinous competition in our home market itself.

" The capital invested in the electricalplant manufacturingindustry

in Great Britain has been estimated at not exceeding £4,000,000 to

£5,000,000, in Germany at £10,000,000 to £ 12,000,000, and in the

United States at £ 25,000,000to £ 30,000,000. The output of manu

factured electrical goods must be substantially in proportion.

" Various special causes such as restrictive legislation, vested

interests, and the proverbial caution which constitutes the com

mercial ' genius of the British people - doubtless account in part for

the relatively slow development of public electrical works, especially

as regards electric traction and power, in Great Britain. But they

do not account for the fact that Germany and America can undersell

the English manufacturer in the common markets of the world which

are equally open to all comers.

" The root cause of the latter phenomenon must be traced to the

relative cost and methods of production in the different countries.

“ Capital can be borrowed cheaper in England than in Germany or

America. Materials, teken all round, cost about the same io the

former, and decidedly higher in America. Hence the difficulty does

not arise on these grounds. Theexplanation undoubtedly lies in the
conditions on which labour is obtainable.

" I found that in the Continental workshops not only is a 60 hour

week the invariable rule,but that the leading trades involved in elec

trical manufacture - macbinists, fitters, and electrical artificers — are

receiving on an average 25 per cent. less wage per week ; or, taken

with the fact thatthey work 10 per cent. longer hours than are usual

in Eogland, nearly 30 per cent. less per man per hour. This, of

itself, is a serious handicap for the English manufacturer ; but worse

remains behind .

“ English employers widely accuse the trade unions of attempting

to dictate as to both the quality and quantity of labour to beem

ployed in their workshops ; of endeavouriog to impose artificial

restraints on the free and healthy productivity of both men and

machinery by discountenancing piecework ; by forcing higbly -paid

men to be employed on machinery, where a cheaper form of labour

would suffice,and by limiting their members' daily output of work

to a predetermined average, based on a low rather than a high
standard.

" I wasunableto meet with a single Continental employer who

brought similar charges against the workmen's organisations in his

country; and it need not be pointed out that, it correct, these charges

kaock the bottom out of theargument opposed by the mens' leaders

here, that shorter hours in Great Britainwill not prejudice industry,

because the British artisan is a ' superior' or ' intenser' workman.

" The fact that American electrical engineering manufacturers can

undersell British in the world's markets, in spite of their wage rates

averaging some 30 per cent. higber, is pointed to by employers here
in corroboration ofthese charges.

" I do not wish to suggest that the American or .Continental work

man is more disposed to abstain from agitation than the English

workman becausehe is better satisfied with his lot. On the contrary,

all students of the subject know that their dissatisf: ction is chronic

and profound; and probably most will agree in thinking that English

militant trade unionism is a healthier manifestation of dissatisfaction

than the explosive, tbough temporarily suppressed, socialism of the

Continent, or th : American workman's periodical struggles with

despotic capitalism supported by special police and shot-gung. Many

will go further, and hold that rational trade unionism is in the

interests not onlyof the working classes but of society at large, as all

ordered effort is better than chaos, and that it should not be dis

couraged .

“But into the socio-moral aspects of the question it is not possible

here to enter. My object is to call attention to the influence which

unsound economic doctrines on the part of British trade unions are

haviog upon an industry which, although at present insignificant

when compared with the staple industries of theworld, is growing in

importance every day, and is destined to become the most important
section of the engineering trades in the near future.

“ Taere are indications that the trade union leaders are williog to

disavow, if they ever seriously held , these self- destructive doctrines

affecting workshop management, regarded by employers generally as

of far more vi al consequence than the question of hours. If the

uuions through their leaders would clear up the present atmosphore

uf doubt and uncertainty by giving a clear and unequivocal state

...
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Total £ 14,888 0 Total 29,867 0

| Bombay ...

Foreign Goods Transhipped .

£ 8 .

40 0

Agency.—The International TradingCompany have been
appointed sole representatives in the United Kingdom of the

Mascbinenfabrik für Kabelfabrikation (Conrad Felsing, jan.), Berlin,

0. , and will make a special line of cable-making or wire-covering

machinery.

Ajax Enclosed Are Lamp. - We are informed that

Messrs. Hill, Gilkins & Co. , of 68 , Victoria Street, S.W., have joined

interests with Messrs. Beanland, Perkia & Co. as sole selling agents

of this lamp. It has lately been considerably improved , and as now

constructed for single parallel, multiple series, aod constant current

workiog, is considered to beby far the most practical of the enclosed

types which have yet been introduced. It is now made in all siz ?8

from 2 amperes. For street-lightirg purposes the new holophane

inner globe, with clear outer globe,willbe found specially suitable,

asthere is, by thisarrangement, practically no loss in light, wbile it

affords perfect diffusion . The alternating currenttype will be ready

for delivery very shortly. The fullest possible guaranteesare given

with the Ajax lamp,both as regards satisfactory working and freedom

from infringement of any patents.

Bankruptcy Proceedings . - A sitting of the London

Bankruptcy Court was held before Mr. Registrar Lioklater for the

public examigation of Charles Nigel Stewart, 39 , Victoria Street,

Westminster, whose accounts show liabilities £ 13,566 and a deficiency

of £ 11,532. Under examination by the official receiver, the

debtor stated that in 1893 he became chairman of the Universal

Electric Carriage Syndicate, Limited, whose patents and stock were

sold in the following year to the BritishMotor Syndicate, Limited .

The last-named companyformed a branch coupiny in May, 1896,

.
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readers have not forgotten how ably he handled all the cases in which

the ELECTRICAL REVIEW Was opposed to Mr. C. B. Harness over the

electropathic belt litigation, and we feel quite convinced that Mr.

Lickfold will carry through equally well any legal business with

wbich they may entrust him . We extend to him our best wishes for
his succese .

Mr. W.Arnot, M.I.C.E , MI.M.E , MI.E.E., late electrical engi.

neer to the Glasgow Corporation ,who is now carrying on business

as consulting engineer, announces that his address is 79, West Regent

Street, Glasgow .

Price List .–The Newton Electrical Worke, Limited ,

have issued an 1898 price list, describing and illustrating the

" Taunton ” dynamos and motore. Photographic views are shown of

electric baulage plant, launch and commercial motors, combined

Taunton -Willans plant, combined gas engine and dynamo, trang.

formers, switches, & c. Some instruiions are given for fixing and

working motors.

Staff Smoker . - A staff smoking concert of the City of

London, Metropolitan and London Electric Lighting Companies was

held at the Falstaff, Eastcheap, E.C., on Tuesday evening last,

January 11th .

The Rumoured Amalgamation. — The Westminster

Gazette says that what has been termed the Armstrong-Whitworth

Easton-Anderson combine does not exist, and isnot likely to . Asa
matter fact, the first-mentioned firm has nothing whatever to do

with the important new undertaking, which will be styled “The

Thames Ordnance and Engineering Company, Limited (with which

is incorporated the business of Messrs. Easton, Anderson& Gocllen,

Limited ).” The company, our contemporary understands, will be

licensed by the great French firm of Schneider & Co., of Creusot and

Havre, to manufacture the Schneider-Canet artillery ; and by the

German firm of Schuckert & Co., of Nuremberg, for the manufacture

of electrical machinery under that firm's patents, everywhere save

in Germany.
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entitled the Great Honseless Carriage Company, Limited ,and witness

acted as manager, at a salary of £ 300 a year, until last June, when he

resigned, owing to disagreement with one of the directors. He then

joined the Directorate of the British and Continental Syndicate,

Limited, which was formed to run a line of steamers between

Southead and Ostend. He was liable for a considerable sum in

connection with that syndicate, but hadbeen advised that he had

never been legally elected as a director.Thenin Jaly last he became

a managing director of the Lombard Fioaocial Syndicate, Limited ,

which was formed to work patents for photographs in colours ,a tele

phonograph, unbreakable glass,and certainpetroleum schemes. Witness

attributed his insolvency to embarking on enterprises of which he

had no previous koowledge, to Stock Exchange speculations, and to

his liabilities in connection with the British and Continental

Syndicate, Limited, and the Lombard Financial Syndicate, Limited .
The examination was concluded .

Liquidation Notice .—The London Gazette contains

notice to creditors of the CoventryElectric Tramways Company (in

liquidation ) to send particulars ofdebts or claims, and the usual par

ticulars, to Mr. E T. Pierson , 17, Hereford Street, Coventry ,the

liquidator, on or before February 21st.

Calendars. - Messrs. Veritys, Limited , have issued a

calendar of the present year with a slip for each day. Some of the

firm's specialities are nicelyarranged incolours on the card.

A small handy wall calendar has also been sent to us by Messrs.

Croggon & Co., Limited.

Changes of Address. — The National Electric Free Wiring

Company, Limited, bave been compelled to remove to largerpremises.

The registered offices will be at 8 and 10, Chariog Cross Road ,opposite

their former premises.

Mr. Wm. Patterson, late of the City Wire Worke, Newcastle -on

Tyne, informs as that he has removed to new works at Walker Gate,

where he bas increased facility for manufacture, and new plant.

New & Mayne, Limited . - 02 Wednesday, before Mr.

Justice Wright, sitting as an additional judge of the Chancery

Division, in the matter of New & Mayne, Limited (which was the

petition of the company and the liquidator), counsel asked the

Court to sanction à écheme of arrangement proposed to be

made between the creditors of the company and the company.

The nature of the arrangement was that the liabilities 'and assets

of the old company should be transferred to the new company, and

the one debenture holder, who held debentures securing £ 52,000

agreed toaccept in satisfaction of those debentures £ 25,000in deben .

tares of thenew company , and £ 27,000 in deferred stock of the new

company. The unsecured creditors of the old company agreed to

accept, in satisfaction of their debts, an equivalent amount of deferred

debenture stock of the new company. Arrangements had been made

for securing the working capital by giving power to the new company

to raise £ 10,000 on security of the “ A ” debentures, which would

take priority over the “ B ” debentures and deferred debentures stock.

There were creditors to the amount of £5,020 who voted for the

scheme, one creditor for £ 900 (whose debt was not allowed by the

liquidator) voted against the scheme, and creditors for £117 did not

vote . There was practically, therefore, no opposition to the scheme.

HisLordebip granted the application, subject to the filiog of proper

evidence that the meeting approving of the scheme was duly

contened .

New Branch . - Messrs. Ames, Garrard & Co. , have

opened a branch establishment at 36, High Street, Northwich,

Cheshire, where they are showing a variedselection of electric light

fittings, accessories ,& c. They have recently carried out a numberof

installations in the town, among them being both arc and incan

descent lighting for business and residential premises. Other instal

lation jobs are now in hand. The firm also lighted temporarily the

table for the inauguration dinner of the directors of the Northwich

Electric Sapply Company on the 10th inst., the table being lighted

by means of small lamps partially hidden by real flowers.

Partnership Notices . - Messrs. Clark, Forde & Taylor

(Mr. LatimerClark andMr. Herbert A.Taylor) inform us that theyhave

admitted into partnership Mr. R. E. Peake and Mr. Arthur L. Dear

love, who have for the past 20 yearsassisted them in their business

of consulting, civil, electrical and cableengineers. Although we have

only had thepleasure of meeting Mr. Peake on one or two occasions,

Mr. Dearlove has been well known tous during the above -mentioned

period , and he has occasionally contributedto our columns. We

think the original members of the firm and their new partners are

alike to be congratulated on the eminently wise step adopted. The

style and address of the firm will be as heretofore - Clarke ,Forde and

Taylor, 4, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

With reference to our last week's notice under this heading, we are

informed that Mr. Cortez Leigh is a partner in the firm of Lacey,
Clirebugh & Sillar.

Mr. T. Scott Anderson informs as that he has taken into partner

shipMr. Henry Harold Beit, A.I.E.E., and that in fature the firm

will be known as Scott Anderson & Beit, electrical and mechanical

engineers, Royal Insurance Buildings, Sheffield. Daring the past
year Scott Anderson has erected , besides other plants , nine elec

tric welding plants for a great variety of work , and has also installed

a complete lighting plant in a county asylam , and another in a large
metropolitanhospital.

Personal. - We have pleasure in announcing that Mr.

J. E. Lickfold, solicitor,bas just taken offices at 4, Copthall Chambers,

Throgmorton Street, E.C.,where he is now practising on his own

account. Mr. Lickfoldwas associatedwith thefirmofMessrs. Lewis

and Lewis, ofElyPlace,Holborn, for over 30 years. Probably our

Acton . - The Urban District Council of Acton having

appointedMessrs. Kincaid, Waller&Manville to advise them on the

Bubject of electric lighting, and at the time of so appointing them

not having mentioned the fact that the Council had resolved to have

two reports, Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville, on hearing of this

fact, felt it necessary to resign the appointment.

Asylum Lighting . It is recommended that the works

for the centralisation of the heating station and an installationfor

the supply of electric light be carried out at an estimated cost of

£ 16,600. The cost per annum of gas,at 28. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet, is

£ 1,100 ; cost of electric lighting, £ 978 178. 41.

Bangor . — The proposal to purchase a site in Garth Road

for electricity works hasbeen referred to a committee .

Bethnal Green.-A special committee recently recom

mended that the Vestry apply for a provisional order ; that they

arrange for an electrical engineer to report as to providing electricity

in the parish . An amendment was moved that the recommendation

be referred back . Both the motion and the amendment were

defeated .

Bilston .The scheme of the Midland Electric Corpora

tion has been approved by the District Council on certain conditions,

The Council reserves right to itself to apply for a provisional order

for the district without interference on the part of the company.

Blackburn . - The Council has instructed the electrical

engineer to obtain tenders for the additional electric lighting plant
required during 1898, such extension not to exceed £8,000 under

existing borrowing powers.

Brighton . — The Technical Instruction Committee has

decided to purchase £ 360 worth of electrical plant to serve the

double purposes of education and of lighting a portion of the build .

ing. The Committee basalso resolved to appoint Mr. Armstrong as

head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, at a salary of £ 200

per year, rising by annual increments of£25 to £ 250.

The Lighting Committee has appointed a sub-committee to go

into the question of extensions to the public street electric lighting.

Baroley . - The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee are

about to pat downnew plant at the electric lighting station , and are
advertising for tenders fora high-speed engine and dynamo. Theworks

are also being extended , building contracts for which have already

been let. At the last meeting of the Town Council Mr. Councillor

Parsons said that the Committee had entered into the question of a

departure from the present system of engine with great hesitation

and anxiety, but they had satisfied themselves that such a change

was distinctly to the advantage of the works. Alderman Keighley

expressed the opinion that the Committee were justified in adopting
the proposed new plant.

The new type of engine is a higb- speed compound condensing

three -crank engine of 450 B.H.P.

Canterbury . - To -day (Friday) the City Council will have

before them the report of the Electric Lighting Committee embody

ing the report of the consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond,

upon the tenders recently submitted for the supply and erection of

.

.
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plant and mains on thelow tension system , for the municipal elec .

tricity supply undertaking. The Committee's recommendation is as

follow :

The Committee( acting uponthe advice of the electrical engineer)

recommend that the following tenders be accepted :

Amount of

tender.Beotion . Plant.
Name of firm .

A

B.

C.

£ B, d,

Boller house plant. - Lancashire R. Taylor & Sons. 1,512 0 0

boilers and Accessories ; me.

chanical stokers , leed pump,

injector, economiser ; electric

motor.

Engine house plant. – Steam India.Rubber, Gutta. 8,773 180

donamos and accessories ; con . Percha Telegraph

densers, oil Alter ; steam , ex. Works Company,

haust teed, blow -off and sun. Limited .

dry pipes, valves, feed water

and storage tanks, &c.

Overhead travelling crane .. James Spencer and
295 00

Co.

Switchboard and instruments .. Crompton & Co. ,
99900

Limited.

Accumulators
Chloride Electrical 1,165 00

Storage Syndicate.

Mains, insulated cables and Fowler.W & ring 5,836 0 0

trenching.
Cables Company,

Limited .

Poblic lamps, arc and incan. Crompton Co. , 1,400 0 0

dercent street lamps, lamp.
Limited.

rosts, and brackets,

Meters 8. Z. de Ferranti, 262 10 0

Limited ,

£ 14,689 30

D.

E. .. .

F.

G
.

-

H.

In addition to the plant included in the above sections, the esti

mate laid before the Local Government Board inspector included:

Connecting consumers to mains, £ 1,000 ; reinstatement of roads and

footways, £ 600. The estimated expenditure in respect of the above

items was £ 15,850 , as against the totals of the recommended tenders,

& c., of £16,183 38. , the difference of £333 38. being more than

covered by the amount included in the estimate for contingencies.

Cardiff. - Mr. W. Applebee has submitted to the Electric

Lighting Committee a report upon the question of condensing water

atthe electricity works,and the savingeffected thereby. The report

setsforth the different methods of condensing, one of which has been

tried at the electrical works for the past pinemonths, and has worked

satisfactorily . The engineer recommends an extension of the system

now in age, which is the cooling action derived by forcing the warm

water at a slight pressure through a reries of specially-abaped nozzles,

which throw it into the airin jets of spray, which effectually cool it

to the required degree. Mr.Applebee urged that over £ 100 per

annum would be saved by adopting this system .

Chatham , - We understand that Meggrg. Geipel & Lange

bave been appointed consulting
engineers to the Chatham , Rochester

and District Electric LightingCompany.

Cheltenham .-- The net revenue of the electricity under

taking for the last quarter of 1897 was about £ 1,400 as compared

with about £830 in the corresponding period of 1896.

Colchester . - The temporary lighting of the Military

Hospital has been taken over by Messrs. Siemens Bros., Limited, and

is working satisfactorily.

Croydon . - On Friday a Local Government Board inquiry

was held into an application for permission to borrow several bums

for municipal purposes, including£ 5,000 for electric lighting exten

sions to which we referred last week . The Town Olerk (Mr. E.

Mawderley) Asidtheyrequired the loan for the installation of the

light inthe South End, Croydon . There had been numerousrequests

for the light, and it wasproposed tohave asub -station and additional

plant atthe central station . Prof. Kennedy said be bad carried out

all the electric lighting works for the Corporation, and the estimate

was based on prices actuallypaid by the Corporation for work done.

Alderman Millergave bis opinion as to the necessity of the work, and

mentioned that there were 15.000 private lamps connected and 2,600

more had been applied for. There was no opposition.

Dundee. - The electricity rental collected for the seven

months ended November 30th amounted to £ 1,629 78. 11d. , in

December £ 366 84. 90., bringing out a total of £ 1,985 16s. 8d., or

£ 277 48. 4a. in advanceof last year.

There is a proposal on foot to light High Street,Lochee, with the

surplos electric energy from the Baths, and the electrical engineer

(Mr. Tittensor) and the superintendent of the Baths are to report on

the proposal, and give an estimate of the cost of erecting two or

three arc lamps.

Eighteen electric arc lamps are to be placed in the centre of the

city.

Ealing . – At last week's Council meeting, it was reported

that there were now 13,412 8 -candle- power lamps connected.

Elland - The District Council has under consideration

the advisability of providing the town with electric light. The com

mittee, who visited Nelson and other towns recently, were struck

with the limited space ocrupied by the Nelson installation. G24 at

Elland is 28. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet, and is supplied by a private

company .

Fort William.—The proprietor of the gasworks has

intimated that the gasworks will be discontinued at the end of this

month. Fort William will now depend entirely on electric light for

illumination purposes.

Falwond . - The District Council hag consented to the

applicationfora provisional order by the National Electric Supply

Company, Limited .

Garaton .-- The proposal to erect a dust destructor plant

in connection with the electric lighting installation is being

strenuously opposed by ratepayers in Aighurth and Grassendale.

The destructor site suggested is in the latter district, and it seems to

be more the situation of the destructor than the idea of the destructor

Itselt that dors not meat the ratepayers' wishes. They will oppose

the scheme when the Local Government Board inquiry is held, it

neoessary .

Glasgow . - A discussion aroge at last week's meeting of

the Corporation regarding the inefficiency of the arc lighting at 8t.

Andrew's Hall. It was stated by Mr. Pettigrew , the Convener of the

Lighting Committee, that it it were found that the system was

defective the Committee was under an obligation to introduce a new

system at the end of the present season . A report will be brought

before the Corporation at that time.

Guildford.The sixth annual report of the Guildford

Electricity Supply Company shows that the subscribed capital is now

£7,220, but it is anticipatedthat owing to the increased demand for

the light further capital will shortly be required for the purpose of

extending the works.

Hammersmith . - Remarkable enccege, sava London , has

attended the introduction of electric lighting in Hammersmith by

the municipal authority. Al bough the works have only been in fall

operation for three months,the demand for current by private con

Bumers is no oreat that the Vestry are about to expend a further som

of nearly £ 30,000 in extending the plant, so that the whole of the

compulsory area mentioned in the provisional order will be covered.

Only the main thoroughfares will at present be supplied witharc

lampe, but as the station becomes more equipped attention will be

paid tin the principal side Atreets. There arenow 104 arc lamps of

2,000 - C P. in the parish, and the extension will provide for 48 more.

The number of consumers has grown to 108, and every wpek fresh

applications are received from tradermen and others. The scale of

charges compares lavourably with that of any other body in London.

The Vestry is doing a good business in the appply of electricity for

motive power at 24d. per urit. A number of factories bave taken

advantage of the supply, as well as several large bakeries, including

that belonging to Lyons, the great refreshment caterers. There are

two scales for ordinary lighting purposes. Under the first s charge

of 6d . per unit is made, but if the maximum demand as recorded on

the indicator has been more than two hours per day, the charge is 4d.

per unit for all current consumed in excess. The other alternative is

a cbarge of 21d. per unit, with a fixed charge of 18. 30. per quarter

for the equivalent of every 8 C.P. lamp used at one time. The com .

mittee haveample scope for extending their plant, & c . The parish

has acquired an open space of about five acres,and only about three

quarters of an acre is at present covered. The station is just on the

borders of Fulham , and it is witbin the bounds of possibility that the

Hammersmith Vestry may become the electric lighting authority for

Fulham , now that they have thrown out their own scheme for

establishing a system .

Hampstead . -The Vestry has appointed Mr. W. 8. Ross,

of Sunderland, and Mr. A. H. Seabrook, of Great Yarmontb, as

Assistant electrical engineers, to fill the vacancies caused by the

resignation of M - 98rs. Hesketh & Morton .

Horsham . - A Committee has been appointed by the

District Council to go into the subject of electric lighting , and a

provisional order is to be applied for.

Huyton -with -Raby . - The District Council will support

theBritish Insulated Wire Company's application for a provisional

order.

Islington. At the last Vestry meeting, in answer to Mr.

Mills, theTreasurer raid there bad beennonet profit on theworking

of the electric lighting installation . Mr. Towers further stated, in

answer to Mr. Mille, that a bum of £1,554 23. 21. would be required

per annum if the shorter period of repayment of loans prescribed by

the Local Government Board were adopted.

Leeds. - At the last meeting of the City Council Mr.

Wilson presented a report from the ParliamentaryCommittee as to

the expediency of the purchase bythe Council of the undertaking of

the Yorksbire House-to- H use Electricity Company, Limited ,and

moved ite adoption. The Committee, he said ,were of opinion that

it the undertakingwas to be purchased atall,it ought to beacquired

as quickly as possible. The peculiar conditions under which the Cor

poration bad power to acquire the undertaking made it abundantly

clear that the longer the delay the greater the sum the Cornoration

would be called upon to pay. Up to Deremher 31st, 1896, the

Honee-to -House Electricity Company bad expended upon worko

£105,377 64. 1d. , which hadheen discounted by thetransfertodepre.

ciation account of £4 300 , thus leaving a sum of £ 101,077 38 1d.,

certified bythe official auditor of the company as thevalue of the

undertaking at the date named. Hementioned these figures witbont,

of course, necessarily accepting them as accurate. The Parlis

mentary Committee had come tothe conclusion that it was the best

thing the Corporation could do to lose no timeinpossessing them.

selves of the undertaking, andthus repair a mistake they made

earlier. It might be there was some reason for not moving in this

direction before . People bad been atraid to touch electricity, but

that fear hadnow to a great extent disappeared . The experimental

stage in electric lightinghad passed, and the Council would do wiely

in adopting what was the unanimous recommendation of the Parlia

-
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mentary Committee. The resolution was carried. Mr. Wilson

mored a resolution that application be made by the Corporatinn to

the Local Government Board for a provisional order to issue irre

deemable or redeemable stock , or for powers otherwise to enable them

to arquire the House-to -Honne Company's undertaking. He con .

templated considerable difficulty in getting the necessary powers to

purchase. The resolution was carried, and a third resolution was

adopted empowering the Coudril without prejudice to their Parlia

wentary powers, to open negotiations with the Electricity Company

for the purchase of their undertaking.

Lincoln ,-The Local Government Board has sanctioned

the borrowing of £ 1,800 for land and £19,180 for electrio lighting

purposes. Lincoln £3 per cent. stock is to be created to raise the

som .

Liverpool.- At a meeting of the Lighting Committee

last week , it was resolved that two sets of electrical plant be ordered ,

from Messrs. Willans & Robinson at a cost of £ 1,727, and that the

work be proceeded with as earlysº possible for the Oldham Street

and Paradise Street Stations. Efforts are being made to obtain in

Lodge Lane and Smithdown Road the necessary ground for sub

stations. It was alto resolved that the electrin main be extended

along Scotland Road, at an estimated cost of £741, thus completing

the system in that neighbourhood.

Llanrwst, -- Mr. G. R Peers, electrical engineer, Colwyn

Bay, bas written to the District Council , setting forth the conditions

odon which he would be preparedto light the town with electricity.

The Council is lavourahly disposed toward the scheme, but will first

orbmit the matter to the ratepayers.

London . - The St. Luke's Vestry has referred it to a

committre to in qoire into and rerort opon & erheme for the better

lighting of the parish with electricity or other light.

Lynn . - The Electric Lighting Committee is anthorised

to engage the services of an expert to advise and report upon electrio

lighting

Manchester - The City Council has agreed to the

proporal mentioned last week , to purchaee the plot of land in Stuart

Btreet, Bradford, containing an approximate area of 83 statute acres,

including one -balt of Stuart Street, and up to the north side of the

Manchester and Ashton -ander.Lyne Canal , for the establishment of a

Dew generating station, at 27d . per square yard per annum and 21

years' purchase -- equal to 48. 4 d . per square yard freehold . The

Corporation will be able to put on the land plant to supply the

whole city of Manchester with electricity for lighting and traction

purposes.

Merthyr . - At last week's District Council meeting the

Clerk explained that up to the present time no steps hadbeen taken

to comply withthe provisional order, and Merare. Howell & Co.now

soughtto have the order transferred to Messrs. Crompton & Co., with

whom theyhad made arrangements for carrying out the undertaking.

The Council has passed a résolution objectiog to the soggested transfer

and declaring in favour of the order being revokedunless Messrs.

Howell & Co. commenced the work at an early date.

Nambles . - Mr. W. Weaver has made an offer to the

Local Board to light a large area of the district by electricity at an

adqual cost not exceeding that at present paid, the Council to either

obtain powers itself and transfer to him at bio cost, or to con•ent to

him applying for the pow r . The clerk is to report on the scheme.

Norden ,-The District Cogncil has had the main road

ligbted electrically, the contract bring carried out by Mr. G. L.

Adamson, electrical engineer, Smallbridge . The power bonsa con

tains a 2 brake H.P. gas engine, made by the National Gas Engine

Company. This engine drives a dynamo. The poles on which the

line is carried are 50 yards apart, and on each alternate nole is fixed

a strong lamo bracket. Toe lampe, which are of Edison -Swan manu .

factare, are 25 C.P. The formal inauguration ceremony took place

in the power house at Wolstenholme some days ago.

Norwich . — The Blofield District Council has consented

to the proposed arplication of the Norwich Electricity Company,

Limited, for electric lightiog powers for its district. The St. Faith's

Council bas also approved .

Oldbury.-- Application was made by the Midland Electric
Corporation and Power Distribution Company for the consent of the

Council to their dratt provisional order giving them power to supply

the district with electric light, but the Council refused.

Oiley .-- A proposal was recently made at the District
Council that, tenders be invited from electrical engineers for lighting

the streets of Orley with the el ctric light ; but after discussion, the

matter was referred to a committee for inquiries.

Penarth . - The District Council will consent to the pro

posed provisional order promoted by a company, on condition that

certain clauses are inserted.

Peterborough.— The Apecial Council meeting, to which

we referred last week, was held at the Guildhall on 5th inst., to con

sider the refusal of the Local Government Board to allow the Cor.

poration to borrow £ 15,000 for electric lighting on the groued that

the borrowing powers of the Corporation were not sufficient. The

discassion chiei considered what reply should be sent to the board.

The reply approved by the Council,aftera great deal of talk , in
which muchthat was unnecessary was said, gave a statement of the

Corporation's borrowing powers, and referred to the fact that a com .

pany is applying for electric lighting powers. The Oouneil se

aoxious that the undertaking should be a municipal ono, and urges

the board to either bold an inquiry torthwith , or receive a deputato
tion on the matter.

Salford.— The Council is applying to the Local Govern .
ment Board for a £ 60,000 loan to cover the cost of the land, building

and machinery, to extend the electric light andertaking in accord ,

ance with the estimate submitted by theengineer. When the pro .

poral came before the Council, Councillor Haworth stated that it was

some nine months since the Electric Lighting Committee was

appointed to take oharge of this question. One of the firstthings
they took in band was to consider how the loss arome , andhow to

remedy it. When they took charge they had 11,400 8.0.P. lamps

connected with the mains; at the present time they bad 28,000, sod

in a werk or two he anticipated they would have several thousand

more. Io money spent upon wages, coke and stores during the nine

months. they had effecteda saving of £124, although they had turned

out so much more current during that time. Their revende bad

increased from £ 1,005 to £ 1,469, and this in spite of the fact that

they were selling the current at a reduction of 333 per cent. As com .

pared with 12 months ago. That was a very satisfactory state of

things for so short a time. One of the greatest obstaclesthey bad

had to contend with was that a number of customers connected

with the mains oply took the Corporation light when they had a

breakdown in their own machinery. They had since altered the

system of cbargirg, so that anyone iaking the current, for however

short a time, would bave to pay a charge per lamp, andthey found

tbat that had worked out in a satisłactory manner. In the June

quarter, 1896 , the pomber of units 'sold was 5 026, whereas in the

same quarter tbis year it, bad increased to 11,613. In the September

quarter, 1896, tbey sold 6,843, and the number bad increased to

16,234 in the corresponding quarter of 1897. Next quarter there

would be a further increase, ai d buy estimated they would, at the

end of the year, or duce the loss by folly £ 1,000. He desired to im.

press upon them that they bad progressed as far with the scheme as

it was porsible at present. Toey bad, as a matter of fact, more cus

tomers than the mains would supply. They bad 22.000 lamps con .

nected at the present time, although their power was only calculated

to sustain 12,000 lights at one time. The committee bad gone into

the matter carefully, and proposed to build a new station in a spot

wbich would be convenieni for future developments. · They bad such

a plot of land in view.

Sheffield .The minutes and correspondence of the

Parliameutary Committee re the pr«.posed purchase of the electricity
works and the removal of the difficulties at present in the way

thereof, came before the Corporation on Wednesday. The recent
decision by Mr. Justice North is referred to, and it is recommended

that the Council apply to the Local Government Board for a provi.

sional order amendiag so much of the Local Government Board's

Provisional Order's Confirmation (No. 9) Act, 1892, as will enable the

Corporation to issue irredeemable stock to an amount suficient to

raise the purchase money required for the purchase of the under

taking of the Sheffi -ld Electric Light and Power Company, Limited,

under the powers conferred by Article 60 (1 , of the Boeffield,1892,
provisional order. A letter bas b -en received from the Looal

Government Board sta ing that the Curporati a's application for an

order empowering the issue of irredeemable stock is under coosidera .

tion. Th . Buard point out " that for many years past they have

entertained obj. ction to the issue of irredeea able s- curities by local

authorities, and they buve ber accustomed to represent their views

in this marter to Parliament la cou nection withproposals affecting

stock contained in bills promoted by local authorities. It has not

been the practice of Parliament during recent years to authorise the

issue of irredeemable stock , but on the contrary the Local Acts of

recent Sessions relating to the issue of stuck bave made provision

for the itdemption of the stock at par withio a specified period.

The Board al-o consider that it may be doubted whether a provision

such as is contemplated would not be in contravention of the

Standiog Orders, which ( see Standing Order 173 ( A ), House of

Commons) provide that à committee to whom a bill is referred

eball not in any case allow a longer term than 60 years for the

redemption of any charge or debt under the bill. Having regard

to all the circumstances, it appears to the Board to be desirable

that any legislation such as is suggested inthe matter of the purchase

of the undertaking by the City Council, should be by private bill."

The Parliamentary Committee advises that notwithstaoding this

advice , further representations be made to the Buard in conjunction

with the Leeds Corpuration who are set king a provisional order

similar to that wbich the Sac field Corporation are applying for ;

that the chairman and the deputy-chairman , together with the

town clerk, be appointed to join a deputation from Leeds to

wait on the Right Hon. Henry Cbaplin , M.P., the President of the

Local Government B ard, with a view to induce himtogrant the

provisional orders applied for, and that the members of Parliament

for the city be requested to attendthe proposed interview with the

president of the buard . The Sb. field Electric Light and Piwer

Company has writrea to the Corporation, under data D -cember 16th ,

saying that although Mr. Justico Norib's decisiun established that the

Corporation were not in a position to require the company to Bell,

they were prepared-if the Corporation desired to purchase - to

consider an offer, but on the basis that the sale took effect as from

December 31st, 1897, or some subsequent date to be agreed upon .

Certain matters connected with the company which would shortly

bave to be dealt with, rendered it necessary that any offer by the

Corporation should be made without delay. The chairman of the

Parliamentary Committee reported that the terms on which the

committee had negotiated with the Sheffield ElectricLight and

PowerCompany, prior to July 5tb , 1897, were that the Corporation

for each £100 of the sum properly expended by the company upon

-
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their undertaking, and cbargeable to capital account, should , on

completion of thepurchase, issue or transfer to the company, or as

they might direct , £ 220 of new 21 per cent. redeemable Sheffield

Corporation stock, such stock not to be redeemable before the year

1925, and to be issued free from stamp duty ; that the balance of the

purchase money in respect of the amount payable to make up the

dividends to 5 per cent. per annumshould be paid by the Corporation

to the company in cash on completion of the purchase, and that the

date of the purchase should be May 31st, 1897. Thechairman albo

reported that certain beads of agreement had been drawn by the late

town clerk on behalf of the Corporation, and Mr. Moore onbehalf of

the company, wbich provided for certain other matters consequent

on the purchase and transfer of the undertaking of the company.

The Committee resolved thatthe chairman and deputy -chairman be

quthorised to negotiate with the representatives of the Sheffield

Electric Light and Power Company on the terms mentioned above,

namely, £ 220 of Sheffield Corporation 21 percent. Redeemable Stock

for every £100 of the sum properly expended by the compady upon

their undertaking and cbargeableto Capital Account, provided that

the basis be that the sale take effect as from September 29th last, and

not from December 31st, and that the amount of such capital

expenditure shall not in any event exceed £ 112,000, any further

expenditure properly made being repaid to the company with 5 per

cent. interestfrom the date of payment.

The Committee recommends that the scheme of the General Power

Distributing Company, so far as it concerns Sheffield , be opposed by

the Corporation.

Stirling.-Professor Kennedy, the electrical engineer

employed by the Corporation , visited the reservoirs at Touch on

Saturday with a view to ascertaining whether water -power could not

be utilised to drive the dynamos. He was accompanied by the

Lighting Committee.

St. Pancras. - It is understood that the Vestry is to

extendthe electric lighting mains to the whole of the Highgate part

of its district. The oatlay is estimated to be about £ 7,585.

Sunderland .The Lighting Committee have agreed on

an application by the Sunderland Guardians to supply theUnion

Workbouse with electric light, to carry the mains to the Workhouse

gates at a cost of £ 1,200.

Train Lighting :-The express trains of the Caledonian

Railway running between Edinburgh and Glasgow have now been

fitted up with the electric light.

Wallasey . - It has been decided to reduce the charge for

electric lightby one penny per unit, from 7d. to 6d ., with proportion

ate reductions for large users.

West Bromwich . — The Town Council will oppose the

application of the Midland Electric Power Distribution Company
for a provisional order .

West Ham . - On Thursday, last week, a Local Govern

mentinquiry was held at the Town Hall into the application of the

District Council for sanction to borrow £ 11,573 for electric lighting

and other purposes.

Whitechapel. — The Electric Lighting Committee has

been paying avisit to the Brighton Corporation electricity works in

connectionwith itsproposed installation ,for which a site was recently

purchased by the District Board.

Winchester.The Winchester Electric Light and Power

Company recently deposited with the City Council its plans, together

with a description of the system proposed. It was proposed to get

the assistance of some competent person, having technical knowledge,

to advise.

Windsor. - The Windsor Electrical Installation Company

havejust completed a contract for the supply of steam from thecen

tral lighting station to one of the Windsor hotels for heating, cooking,

and laundry purposes. The experiment has been going on for some

time, and has proved so successful that a contract for five years' supply

has been entered into .

defeated by 13 votes to 11. A further amendment was proposed, to

the effect that the lines for the new tramway in the Park be laid

down, but that no steps be taken to fix the system of electric traction

for several months. During the discussion , it was poicted out that

the Board of Trade had refused to allow the Corporation to adopt

the overhead system on the Promenade. Now the Council wanted to

utilise the powersthey already possessed to work a proposed tram

way through the Park on the overhead system . It was contended

that it the Council went on with this,they would be administeringa

slap in the face to the Board of Trade, and accordingly the amend
ment was strongly objected to. On the other Land, hope was ex

pressed that, despite the recent pronouncement, the Board of Trade
would sanction the trolley system in the Park. At any rate, a depu

tation would wait upon theBoard , and ask why so many other towns

should be given permission to adopt the overbead system , while it

was refusedto Blackpool. The expensive working of the accumulator

system would also be pointed out, and if necessary, demonstration
could be made of the complete safety of the overhead system . In

the end the amendment was defeated, and the original scheme will

proceed .

Derby.The Council has resolved , in connection with the

proposedpurchase of the tramways,to seek expert advice as to the

value of the undertaking, and the offer to be made.

Dover . - The Town Council last week decided to order

three more motorcars for the electric tramways. A quicker service

is to be given , and these cars are required for the purpose .

Thereturnsof the tramwaysforthe weekending January 1st

were :-Passengers carried, 36,236 ; fares taken, £ 150193. 8d.; average

per day, £ 25 33. 3d. The total receipts from the commencement of

operation (about four months) come to £ 1,931 odd. The expendi

ture is estimated at £ 100 a week .

Electric Cabs.- Ata meeting of a number of gentlemen

interestedinthe motorcar industry,at the Queen's Hotel, Leeds, on

Thursday last, one of the electriccabs, similar to those running in

London ,wason view . The meeting was held under the auspices of

the ElectricalVehicle Company. The vehicle was in charge ofMr.

Bersey . At the conclusionof the trials the companywas entertained

to luncheon, the chair beiog occupied by Mr. Holmes, of Messrs.

Holmes & Co., of Newcastle .

Glasgow . - In connection with the recent controversy

regarding the new form of electric car to be used on the Springburn

section, a member of the Town Council has given notice of the fol

lowing motion :- " That, in view of the dangers likely to arise to

passengers entering or leaving the cars by a door in the centre of the

side of the cars which at present are being built, the Tramways Com

mittee be instructed to have a tramwaycar constructed as speedily

as possible with entrances and exits at either end ."

Halifax. — The Town Council has resolved to apply to

Parliament for a bill empowering it to do certain works, among
them being power to lay down and work electric tramways through

twelve districts, and to widen several streets.

Isle of Man . - The Isle of Man Electric Tramway

Companyhave, accordingto the Daily Tenders,entered upon possession

of all the land acquiredfor the extension of their line from Laxey to

-

.
-

Ramsey.

-

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

London . — Daily Tenders says that applications are being

invited fortaking up the leave to provide andrun an electric tram

way on well patronised grounds, near London , now being opened to

the public. Applications, by appointment, forfurther particulars to

Messrs. Taylor & Field, 14, Victoria Street, Westminster, London,

S.W.

Newcastle . - The Corporation last week bad a lengthy

discussion on the proposed takingover and working of the tramways

as a municipal concern attheexpiry of the present tramway lease.

The debatewas adjourned until January 26th .

Norwich .-- The Blofield District Council will not consent

to the proposed application of the Norwich ElectricTramways Com
pany for tramway powerswhich would affect their district.

Sheffield .The work for the extension of the tramway

system has been started in earnest, and themen are busily engaged
onthe Nether Edge section. These new rails are to be laid as soon

as possible on concretefoundations, and it is expected that the elec
tric cars will be in working order in this part of the city by June.

The Jungfrau Railway . - The latest report on the
progress of the Jungfrau Railway shows, says the Times, that the work

of construction is being pusbed forward, notwithstanding the severe

weather prevailing this winter in Switzerland . Water powerto the

extentof2,400 horse-power is nowavailable at Lauterbrunnen, halfof

this force being utilised forthe dynamos employed in the boringof the

Eiger glacier tunnel. The mountain stream has been diverted from

its course for adistance of six miles, extending from the waterwheel

house to Scheidegg Station and the Eiger glacier, while the open line

between the Scheideggandthe glacier, with itstunnelof 88 yards, is

finished in its main details , so thatthe electric railway over this
portion will probably be opened in the first half of next June, and in

time for the touristseason. The principal tunnel has been carried

to a distance of 164 yards by hand boring - chiedy done by Italian

workmen - and the preliminaries for tracingout the great tunnel have

been accomplished after some two years of labour. The rock is found

to be excellently , adapted for tunnelling, and experiments on the

Jungfraujoch bave proved that it is reached at a depth varying from

80 feet to 100 feet under the snow , instead of at 230 feet, as wasat first

Blackpool. - At last week's Town Council meeting the
question of the proposed construction ofa tramway on Qaeen's

Drive, in Claremont, was discussed . Mr. Brodie, chairman of the

Tramways Committee, moved that the recommendation of the com

mitteein favour of the proposalbe adopted, and also that the over

head electric system of traction beused. Mr. J. Bickerstaffe opposed

therecommendation ,arguingthat the time was not opportune,espe

cially asthe Board of Tradehad not sanctioned the overhead system .

It was also pointed out that the poll of the town on the matter of a

new tramway on the middle walk in Claremont Park had not yet

been taken . Mr. Grime said the present line at that end of the town

was worked at a loss . If the new tramway were laid , some £ 2,000 or

£ 3,000 would be earned . It would be a convenience to visitors and to

residents alike, besides being remunerative. Mr. Ward spoke strongly

in favour of the scheme. He said the time was opportune, because

the North Shore works were about to be completed . All the road

would have to be pulled up, and it would costa good deal more if

the work were not done now . Mr. Bickerstaffe's amendment was
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.espected . Io connection with Swiss mountain railways, it may be

mentioned that the opening trial of the Gornergrat Electric Railway

has proved satisfactory. The line was completed a short time ago,

andit is to be openedfor passenger traffic early in the spring.

West Australia . - At a recent meeting of the West

Australian Mining Company, in London , the chairman said that the

company had secured avaluable concession for the construction of

electric tramways in thecity of Perth. The concession was granted by

the municipality in April last.

8

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

-

OPEN

Ashton -under-Lyne. - February 2nd. The Baths Com

mittee waot tenders for the installation of the necessarywires and

fittiogs for the electric lighting of the Corporation Baths. Consulting

engineers , Messrs. Lacey, Clirebugh & Sillar. See our " Official

Notices ” for particulars.

Bilbao . - February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection

with the electric tramway which it is proposedtolay from Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February28th, fortheconstruction and eqaipment
of the line. Further particulars of the conditions of the tenders for

the above - named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

miles, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and6.

Bedford . — January 24th . The Corporation wapt tenders

for the supply and delivery of vulcanised rubber cables. See our

" Official Notices" January 7th .

Blackburn .- January 22nd . The Corporation want

tenders for & 500 -kw . continuous current steam dynamo, and a

120 -kw . steam alternator. Consulting engineer, Mr. E. M. Lacey.
See our “ Official Notices " January 7th .

Frapce.-- January 22nd. The Municipal Authorities of
Neuilly -sur-Seine are inviting tenders for the concession for the

establishment and working of a central electric station in the

town. Particulars from , and tenders to, La Mairie de Neuilly -gur
Seine.

Germany . - January 29th. The Hanover Direction of

the Prussian State Railways is inviting tenders until the 29th inst.

for the supply of 39,000 porcelaio insulators, 1,000 screw supports,

300 tons of galvanised wire and about 24 tons of insulated wire.

Particulars from , and tenders to, Die Königliche Eisenbahn Direction ,

Hanover.

Gloucester . - January 18th . The Electricity Committee

want tenders for boilers, dynamos, overhead crane, switchboard ,

accumulators, mains, arc lamps, meters, & c ., for electric lighting.

Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond. See our “ Official

Notices " December 10th.

Leicester. — January 31st. The Leicester Corporation

invites designs and tender for motor vehicles for the collection of

house refuse. Specifications and particulars, with drawings, to be

sentto the Chairman of the Sanitary Committee, to the officeof Mr.

E.Geo. Mawbey, C.E., borough engineer, Town Hall, Leicester.

Newport. - January 24th. The Electricity Com

mittee want tenders for the supply and erection of mains,

transformers, switch gear, cast-iron posts and for arc lamps. Con

sulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond, See our “ Official Notices "
January 7th.

Newport. - January 25th. The Corporation want tenders

for temporary electric lighting plant for the Wentwood Waterworks,

for arc and incandescent lighting. See our " Official Notices. "

Rochdale.- February 19th . The Corporation want

tenders for steam dynamos, balancer, and boosters , & c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirehogh & Sillar. See our " Official Notices.”

Roumania . - March 15th. Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire.

Spain . - February 1st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Tarita (Cadiz province ) for the 20 years'

concession for the lighting of the public streets of the town by

electricity, acetylene or gas . Tenders to El Secretario del Ayanta

miento de Tarifa (Cadiz )trom whom particulars may be obtained .

St. Marylebone. - January 17th . The Guardians want

tenders for electric light wiring and fittings at their new adminis

trative buildings of their workhouse in Northumberland Street, W.

Particulars from the Guardians' Architect, Mr. A. Saxon Snell,

F.R.I.B.A., of 22, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Stockport. - January 27th. The Corporation is wanting

tenders for various plant and machinery for electricity supply works

at Millgate, Stockport, including Lancashireboilers, steam dynamos,

feed water heater, storage battery, electrical instruments, electrical

connections, wiring, & c., at the generatingstations, underground

cables. Electrical engineer, Mr. James N.Shoolbred, 47, Victoria

Street, S.W. See our Official Notices” this week .

Wallasey . - January 20th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply and erection of a 5 -ton hand -power overhead

travelling crane for the electricity worke. Engineer, Mr. J. H.

Crowther. See our “ Official Notices " this week .

} Dec. 31st,1897 ...

Pacific Cable. — Speaking recently at East London, Sir

John Gordon Sprigg, the Premierof Cape Colony, referred to the

proposal made by the Afrikander Bondfor the laying of a deepsea

cable to the mother country, and said thatwhile in England he had

negotiated upon the matter,the proposition being that the cable

should go from England to Gibraltar, and thence via Sierra Leone,

Ascension, and St. Helena, to Capetown, whence it would pass over

land to Durban , and from Durban be carried to Mauritius and to

Perth, West Australia. The Premier added that should this scheme

be carried out he would submit to Parliament that the Cape as its

share should bear the cost of construction to Capetown and

Darban. This idea , however, was apart from the Daval contribution

scheme.

Reductions in Rates to the West Indies.-- The

traffic managerof the Direct United States Cable Companyannounces

the following important reductions in the rates over the wires of this

company to the following places in the West Indies, and which come

into force immediately : -Antigua reduced from 78. 5d. per word to

45. 7d.; Barbadoes reduced from 78. 10d. per word to 58.; Dominica

redaced from 78. 3d. per word to 4s. 51.; Grenada reduced from

78. 9d. per word to 48. 11d. ; Jamaica reduced from bs. 10d. per word

to 3s. ; Porto Rico reduced from 8s. 81. per word to 53. 10d.; St.

Croix reduced from 83. 3d. per wordto 53. 5d.; St. Kitt's reduced

from 7s. 9d . per word to 48. 11d.; St. Lucia reduced from 78.7d. per

word to 49. 9d. ; St. Thomas reduced from 81. per word to 58. 2d . ;

St. Vincent reduced from 78. 7d. per word to 49. 91.; Trinidad

reduced from 83. id . per word to 53. 3d. ; British Guiana reduced

from 103. per word to 78. 2d .

Rugby Telephones.- The National Telephone Company

opened an exchange at Rugby on Thursday last week.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLE . Down. Repaired.

Brest -Bt. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th, 1893

West Indies

St. Croix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cape Haytien -Puerto

Plata

Puerto Plato Martinique Dec. 318t, 1897 Jan. 6th , 1898 .

Curaçao -La Guayra Jan. 5th , 1898

Amazon Uompany's cable

Parinting - Itacatiara May 5th, 1896

Obidos - Parinting Dec. 7th, 1896

San - Thomé-Loanda . Dec. 13th, 1897 Jan. 10th, 1898.
Ceara -Maranham Dec. 23rd, 1897

Teneriffe - St. Louis (Senegal) Dec. 24th, 1897
Para -Maranbam Jan. 3rd, 1898

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

Bandaberg -New Caledonia ... Nov. 4th, 1897
Emden Vigo Dec. 24th, 1897 Jan. 5th, 1898.

LANDLINBI .

Trans-Continental line bo- } Marab 12th, 1896 ...

Carthagena - Barranquilla

(Columbia ) } July 4th, 1896
Fao landlines...

Jan. 3rd, 1898 Jan. 4th, 1898.

Saigon - Bangkok Jan. 7th, 1898 Jan. 10th , 1898

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade . — The last month

of 1897 proved tobe the busiest one of the whole 12 months, in so

far as the exports of telegraph wire and apparatus connected there

with are concerned, the total value being given as £ 172,140, asagainst

only £ 34,341 in the preceding month , and only £ 118,720 inDecember,

1896. This large increase had the result of making the 12 months

total the best recorded for several years past, as will be seen from

the following figures :—1897, £ 1,001,102; 1896, £857,174 ; and 1895,

£782,375. Thetrade is one that is subject to great fluctuations, as

while the lowest monthly total was £ 34,341 (io November) , the

highest was that recorded in the last month of the year- £ 172,140.

The Telephone Service. The Commission of Sewers

passed the following resolution last week : - " That application be

made to the Treasary, asking for an inquiry into the cost and effici

eacy of the telephone service in London, and all other matters re

lating thereto. "

Truok Telephones . The new trunk telephone line
from Aberdeen to Inverness, við Peterhead, Banff, and Elgin , was

opened to the public on 6th inst., and these towns are now placed in

direct telephonic communication with the restof thecountry.

...

... ...

...

... ...

...

... ...
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NOTES.-

Wimbledon . - February 2nd. The District Council

wants tenders for the supply, delivery and erection of water tube

boilers, condensing plant, overhead crane,bigh speed steam engine and

alternator, switchboard, underground maine,condnits ,&c. Consulting
engineer, Mr. A, H. Preece. See our " Official Notices" for

particulars.

OLOSED .

Blackburn . — The following are the tenders to Mr. E. M.

Laoey's specification for eight 60 -passenger cars for the Blackburn

Oorporation :
£ s , d ,

Crompton & Co. 6,620 00

Electric Construction Company 6,087 0 0

British Thomson-Houston 5,579 15 3

Laing, Wharton & Down 5,557 11 0

R. W. Blackwell 5,450 00

Siemens Bros. & Co. :: 5,414 0 0

Westinghouse Electric Company . 5,296 0 0

The accepted tender is that of Messrs. Siemers Bros. & Co. who are

already supplying the generating plant and are erecting the overhead

line.

Dewsbury. — The Council has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Orawsbaw and Warburton for coal for the electricity works.

Hammersmith . - The V.stry has accepted the tender of

the Electrical Construction Company, for the supply of two alter

nators, exciters, &c., at £ 3,600.

Leeds -Messrs. S. Dixon & Son have secured the contract

for electric fittings, &c. , for the City Square lighting.

Liverponl.- The Lighting Committee has given out a
contract to Messrs. Willansand Robinson for two sets of electrical

plant at £1,727.

Yarmouth . Three tenders were received by the School

Board for installing the electric light at Nelson School, as follows:

Crompton & Co., £88 103.; Gray & Palmer, £86 53.; and Mr. Pank,
£75. The Board's architect's estimate was £65. Mr. Pank's tender

was accepted.

Photography and Light . — The New York correspondent

of the Standard says that Mr. Teela announces that his

vacuum tubes are now so perfect, as to take pho: ographs

sarpassing flash pictures. Two seconds' exposure was used

at a distance of 4 feet from a tube, with a radiating surface

of 200 square inches, giving 1,000 candlelight from current

oscillations of 2,000,000 per second. Mr. Tesla says that

his system will give an equivalent light, without heat, from

tubes the size of ordinary incandescent bulbs. Tbis may be

more scientific, says the Standard writer, but it is less

amazing than the declaration by an inventor, named Nickum ,

heretofore obscure, that he has obtained a brilliant perma

nent light from chemicals within a sealed globe. There are

reputable witnesses of Nickom's light, which gives a cool,

steady, mellow glow theoretically for ever, being inextin

guishable, and without waste. When it is not wanted, it is

laid away in a cupboard,or otherwise obscured. The only

flaw in the story is that Nickum declares that the discovery,

which hie light attests, also disproves the theory of gravita

tion, and shows that a vacuum is impossible. The perpetual

vibration of atoms is the base of bis principle, which us yet

is equally difficult of proof or disproof, those admitted to

his confidence having no scientific authority.

Coherers. - An American contemporary says that Prof.

Temistocle Calzecchi, of the Liceo of Fermo, claims priority

over Branly himself in the discovery and employment of

coherers. As long ago as July, 1884, he says be made

known the characteristic properties of metallic filiogs in the

pages of the Nuovo Cimento. Subsequently, in conjunction,

with Prof. Auerbach, of Breslau, he employed his coherer

for various practical purposes, but not, apparently, for

wireless telegraphy. One of his papers was entitled , “ On a

new form which may be given to the Microseismic Indicator. "

He says in it : “ A slight tremor communicated to the table

holding the tube, a small tuning fork standing on it and

vibrating, and sometimes a note sung are sufficient to deprive

the filings of their conductivity. ”
FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 .

Friday, January 14th, at 8 p.m. - Institution of Civil Engineers.

Students ' meeting. Paper to be read : -- " Mechanical

Draught." By R. Gordon Mackay, Stud.Inst.C.E. Sir

Albert J. Durston, K.C.B., M.Inst.C.F .., will preside.

Saturday, January 15th , at 3 p.m .-- North-EastCoast Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders — Visit to inspect the elec

tricpower transmission plant installed atthe works of

Messrs. Thos. Richardson & Sons, West Hartlepool.

Wednesday, January 19th . - Institution of Electrical Eogineers

Students' meetiog. Discussion on “ Accumulator Trac
tion .”

Thursday, January 20th. - Royal Institution. First ofa course of
three lectures by Prof. Dewar on " The Halogen Group

of Elements."

At 2.30 p.m .-- Institution of Civil Engineers — Students'

visitto the Central London Ruilway Works.

At 8_p.m . - Chemical S.ciety. Ballot for the election of

Foreign Members. Papers as follows : - " The Action

of Caustic Alkalies onAmides,” by Julius B. Cohen,

Ph.D., and Edward Brittain , B.Sc.; " The Formation of

Monomethylanilinefrom Dimethylaniline," by Julius B.

Cohen , Pb.D., and H. T. Calvert, B.Sc. ; " Note on the

Aluminium -Mercury Couple,” by Julius B. Cohen. Pb.D.,

aod H. T Calvert, B.Sc.; "Action of Chloroform and

Alkaline Hydroxides on the Nitro -Benzoic Acids, " by

W.J. Elliott,M.A .; " Researches on the Terpenes. — II.

On the Oxidation of Fenchene," by J. Addyman

Gardner, M.A., and G. B. Cockburn, B.A .; " The Pre

paration of Pare Iodine,” by Bevan Lean, D.Sc., B.A.,
and W. H. Wbatmough .

Friday, January 21st, at 5 p.o.- Physical Society, at the rooms of

the Chemical Society, Barliogton House. Agenda :-(1)

“ On Electric Signaliing withoutConductingWires,” by

Prof. O. Lodge, F.R.S .; ( 2) A Tesla O.cillator will be

exhibited by Prof.8. P. Trompson, F.R.S.

At 8 p.m.-Institation of Junior Engineers, at the West
minster Palace Hotel. Lecture on " Laboratory Test

ing Machines, and the Latest Example,” by Prof. A. C.

Elliott, M.Inst.C.E., Hon.M.Inst.J.E., of Cardiff.

Saturday, January 22nd, at 3p.m. - Institution of Junior Engineers

Visit to the Eogineering Laboratory of the Central

Technical College, South Kensington. Demonstrations

by Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.R.S , Past Pres. Inst.J.E.

" Nothing New Under the Sun . ” — The New York

World of December 26th, says the Electrical Engineer of

New York , prints a story with an “illustration of Mr.

Nikola Tesla's latest work , consisting of an apparatus for

generating steam by means of the heat of the sun's rays

when available. According to the World, Mr. Tesla is

planning to build an immense plant on Long Island as soon

as his model is perfected. In the centre of a large room

with a glass roof will be placed a huge cylinder of thick

glass. This will repose ona bed of asbestos. A systemof

mirrors will reflect the rays of the sun into the glasscylinder

full of chemically-treated water, and thus generate steam

which will be led to a steam engine. Mr. Tesla proposes to

give his invention free to the world when it is worked out.

Whether the world, assuming it is not the New York World,

will derive much benefit from Mr. Tesla's munificent gift

remains to be seen . Probably, however, the whole affair is

a huge joke, that has hadits inception in the teeming brain

of a World reporter. Still the idea credited to Mr. Tesla is

not strikingly new . Twenty-five years ago, and the very

recollection is convincing that age groweth upon us , we

assisted in experiments at the works of the British Tele

graph Manufactory, which showed the heating effect obtain

able from the reflected rays of an arc lamp. By means of

parabolic reflectors we were able to anticipate electric cooking,

for not only was water boiled but we succeeded in cooking

chops, theapparatus being almost identical with that attri

buted to Tesla : A copper boiler in the shape ofa tube, a

glass casing , covering but separated from the boiler by an

air space, and the parabolic reflector for concentrating and

focussing the rays of the sun or an electric arc. In Algeria

experiments on a bigger scale were attempted, and steam

was actually raised in a boiler which was subject to the

reflected rays of the sun. Moreover, Sir Henry Bessemer

has for years, by means of a specially -constructed glass house

and reflectors, demonstrated the extraordinary heating effect

of the sun's rays.

.
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Röntgen Raya . — Before the Röntgen Society, on Tues

dayevening, at 11, Chandos Street, under the presidency of

Prof. Silvanus Thompson, & paper was read by Mr.W.

Webater, F.C.S., on “ Practical Work with the X Rays.'

He firstdealt, says the Chronicle,with the question of the

best apparatus to use, and pointed out the value of primary
batteries, The best coils were of English manufacture, and

be used a 20 -inch coil, which gave a 20 -inch spark , and

which , with & pneumatic attachment, worked admirably.

Mr. Webster then pointed out howmuch had been done by

Sir William Crookes and Mr. Jackson, and remarked that

Dr. Röntgen had merely put the finishing touch to their

discoveries. He showed the tube which had been made by

Mr. Jackson in 1894, with wbich be had demonstrated that

wood and other materials were pervious to certain rays. He

had found an improvement to prevent the spark from passing

round the bowl of the tube, and thus leggening the danger of

perforation. By heating the tube and starting with asmall

spark he was able graduallyto produce the effect he wished ,

andhad thereby saved the lives of many tubes. The balb

of the tube should not be very large, as the larger it was the

more difficult thetubewas to condition,and the greater were

the pomber of accidents. An aluminium cover for the

cathode tabe was an advantage, and a protector ofsheet-iron

was useful for saving the hands from the effect of the rays.

The effect of the rays varied very much with diff'rent sub

jects. In the case of one patient, whose head was photo

grapbed, & patch of his hair first turned grey and then came

ont, and he was not grateful to the rays ; however, the hair

had grown again afterwards of the original colour. In other

cases, however, the pain in the injured or diseased part hud

entirely ceared after five or six minutes' exposure to the

rays. Anæmic subjects were the best to photograph, wbile

gonty spbjects were particularly difficult. To prodace good

negatives, considerable experience in photographic develop

ment was necessary , especially in the production of cloud

negatives.

Marriage of Mr. Philip Dawson . - The little parish

cburch of Fittleworth was overcrowded on Wednesday last

on the marriage of Mr. Pbilip Dawson, M.I ast E E., and

Assoc.M.Iost.C.E ., with Miss Luny Hume Simpson, dsughter

of the Vicar, Prebendary A. B. Simpson. Todo honour to

the ceremony, the village turned out to a man, and the

church and railway station were handsomely decorated with

flowers. Mr. Dawson had taken complete possession of the

picturesque old Swan Ion, and there entertained a large

party of his friends on Taes lay evening. Among his guests

were Messrs. F. H. Webb, Conrad Cooke, R.W. Blackwell,

H. F. Parshall, 0. H. Baldwin, A. K. Baylor, and I. E.

Winslow , representing the electrical fraternity. The presents

were many and handsome, the most noticeable beiog a mag

nificent silver punch bowl and goblets presented by Mr.

R. W. Blackwell's staff. Immediately after the ceremony,

Mr. and Mrs. Dawson left for the Continent, where they

will spend their honeymoon.

Obituary. We regret torecord the death of Sir Charles

Hatton Gregory, who passed awayon Monday last at his

residence , Duchess Street, Portland Place. He was a son of

Mr. Olinthus G. Gregory, a profesor of mathematics at the
Military Academy at Woolwicb, and was born in 17. He

was President of the Institution of Civil Eogineers in 1868,

and occupied the post for two years. Sir Charles served in
many pub'ic capacities, connected with his profession. He

was employed abroad as consulting engineer for railways to

the colonies of Ceylon, Cape of Good Hope, Trinid - d , and

some of the Malay territories. He was created K.C.M.G. in
1883.

We also regret to observe that Mr. John Farquharson ,

late electrician to the Admiralty, di-d at Woodland Cottage,

Acton, some days ago. He wasin his 76th year.

-

Lectures . - Mr. James Swinburne commenced a course of

lectures upon “ Dynamo and Transformer Construction," at

the Electrical Standardising, Testing, and Training Institu

tion yesterday ( Thursday).

Appointment Vacant. - The West Ham Council want a

chief assistant engineer in the borough electrical engineer's

department at £130 per annum. See our “ Official Notices

for particulars.

Electricity and Fires. - A Pall Mall Gazette representa

tive has been interviewing Dr. John Hopkinson to ascertain

his opinions as to whether greater immdoity from fire might

be expected from a wider use of electricity as an illumi

dapt. Wbile admitting at the outset that many fires had

been due in the past to electrical causes - commonly through

the wires overheating and igpiting woodwork - Dr. Hopkin

son said that in properly wired premises there was absolutely

no danger. The fuse bad always been used , but not always

with sufficient care . The fuse was an expedient for safety

a piece of lead interposed in a circuit, that melted before the

wires became red hot, and thus broke the circuit . No one,

be conting d, knew how to get security in the use of gas.

A careless persod, leavirg the gas on, filled the room , and an

explosion followed, with consequences generally more disas
trous than in fires electricaly caused, which, of course, were

cases of simple ignition. Then, too, gas supplied com

bustible material to fires when once they had started .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

The Electrical Engineer Volanteers. - A circular is

stortly to be issued, says the Daily Mail, respecting this

volunteer corps, to electrical engineers in the country. The

corps is, for the present, limited to 240. Its duci: & are

principally to carry out operations with the search light.

The members will be exempt, in a large measure, from

ordioary drill , but will have to go for eight days' continuous

training during the year at the various naval bases. The

uniform is that of the submarine minera. Lord Kelvin is

the honorary colonel and Dr. Hopkinson is major and com

manding officer. Applications are arriving daily, and it is

said that in some electrical works near London 100 men have

volunteered for service . For the moment, and until some

details as to headquarters, and the like have been settled , the

commanding officer is not inviting recruits.

laternational Lighting Association , Limited (8,720 ).

-Registered at Edinburgh, January 6th , with capital £ 100,000 in Él

shares, to acquire as a goiog concern the businessnow or lately carried

on by the Colonial Lighting Syndicate, Limited , and to carry on in

any part of the worldthe business ofan electric light company in all
its branches. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-J.

Hepworth, 4, Priestfield Road, Ediobargh, civil engineer; W.

Haldane, 59, Queen Street, Edinburgh, W.S.; T. Laird . 46,

Custle Street, Edinburgh, chartered accountant ; F. Haldane,

The Lodge, Ratho, Edinburgb, W.$. ; T. Law , Woodlands, Dudding

ton, gentleman ; W.Mackenzie, 12 , Alva Street, Edinburgh, advocate;

J. Pattollo, 28, Frederick Street, Edinburgh, S.8.Ç. The first directors

are : J. H «pworth, W. Haldane, J. Dempster, Newton Heath, Man .

chester ;W. Cowan, London. Qualification, £ 500 . Registered by

J. Pattallo, 28, Frederick Street, Edinborgh. Registered office , 28 ,

Frederick Street,

Synchronome Syndicate, Limited (55,474) -Regis

tered December 31st, with capital £ 15,000 in £ 1_shares, to acquire

the business carried on at Westminster as “ The Synchronome

Syndicate ,” to acquire certain patents relating to electric clocks, to

adoptan agreement with F. 8. Jones and G. B. Bowell, and to manu .

facture, sell, and deal in electric clocks, electric synchronisers, dials,

and otherelectric plant. The subscribers (with one share each ) are:

-A. M. Fletcher , 85, Gracechurch Street, E.O., gentleman ; M.

Ryberteon, 85, Gracecburch Street,E.C., secretary ; W. B. Butler, 2,

Portsea Place, Hyde Park, W., gentleman; J. M.Macnerran, 2, East

India Avenue, E.C., gentleman ; W.Marray ,Elo Lodge, Ditton Hill,

geotleman ; F. B. Grey, Monk's Gate, Horsham , gentleman ; C. S.
Hobson , 55, Cornhill, E.O., stockbroker. The number of directors is

not to be less than three por more tban sis . The first are F. E. D.

Acland, W. Murray, and J. M. Macaerran ; qualification , £100; re

muneration, £ 50 each per annum and a share in the profits. Regis

tered by Ashurst & Co., 17, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.

Heswall Electric Light Company, Limited (55,482) .

-RegisteredJanuary 1st with capital £ 1,500, in £1 shares, to carry
on at Heswall, Cheshire, or elsewhere, the business of electricians,

mechanical engineers, suppliers of electricity, and electric apparatus

New Metal.- According to a daily paper, Mr. Thomas

4. Edison announces a discovery of a new metal, which,

admixed with iron , renders cast- iron as tough and strong as

Wrought-iron . Mr. Edison declines to gointo the details

now . It is stated that he is about to begin a series of

exhaustive experiments to determine the conditions most

lavourable to obtaining the best results.
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manufacturers. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-C.

MacIver, Beechfield , Heswall, Cheshire, gentleman ; L. J. Dobie,

Moorland House, Heswall, Cheshire, schoolmaster ; T. Brocklebank,

The Rescote, Heswall, Cheshire, gentleman ; C. B. Reyds, 35, Churchi

Street, Birkenhead, cotton broker; R. E. R. Brocklebank, Poulton

Reyde, Bebington , coal merchant; R Brancker, Sunnyside, Heswall,

Cheshire, coal mercbant; Mrs. E. M.Brancker, Sunnyside, Heswall,

Cheshire. The number of directors is not to be more than four ; the

first are T. Brocklebank, L. Dobie, C. MacIver and R. Brancker .

Registered by Norris & Co., 20, Bedford Row, W.C.

Northern Counties Electric and Motor Company,

Limited (55,551).— Registered January 7th with capital £ 10,000, ia

£1 sbares , to purchase, manufacture, sell, hire, let on hire, or other

wise deal in, electric and other motors, cycles, carts, cabs, waggons,

vehicles , ships, boats, launches and carriages. The subscribers (with

one sbare each ) are : -S . Jackson , Tanfield Chambers, Bradford,

architect; W. Beverley , 16, Piccadilly, Bradford, barrister ; G Scar
borougb, Halifax, manufacturer; G. Buckley, Towar Chambers,

Halifax, architect ; J. Pollard, Halifax, chemist ; W. Hanson , Halifax,

cotton spinner ; W. Asquith, Birks Hall, Halifax, engineer. The
number of directors is not to be less than two, or more than seven ;

the subscribers are toappoint the first. Qualification,£ 100 ; remune

ration as fixed by the company. Registered by C. Doubble, 14,
Surgeant's Inn , E.C.

sion requires . The company will construct and work an electric

tramway, eight miles in length, from the boundary of Oldham
through Ashton -under-Lyne, Audenshaw and Denton to Hyde, as
authorieed_by a provisional order granted the British Electric

Traction (Pioneer) Company in 1896. The prospectus gives a few

remarks on the advantages of electric traction, and particulars and

map of the districts to be served by the tramways. The electrical

energy will be supplied by the Corporation of Ashton under an

agreement made by the British Electric Traction (Pioneer) Company,
It is estimated that when the tramways are in full operation the net

profit will be about£ 10,000per annum .' The dividend on the pre

ference shares for the first three years hasbeen secured by the deposit

of cash or securities with the Electric and General Investment Com.

pany. It is estimated that the line will be in full workingorder

within that period. The permanent way is being laid by Messrs.

Dick, Kerr & Co., and the whole of the electrical equipmentand

rolling stock will be provided by the British Thomson-Houston Com

pany. The total payable under the various contracts is £ 105,362.

The list of applications opened on Monday last and closed on

Wednesday. The directors are Mr. Emile Garcke (chairman ), and

Messrs. Atherley Jones, Q.C. , M.P.; Alderman Thomas Higginbottom ,

J.P.; A. R. Monks, Alderman Rɔbert Whittaker, J.P. Messrs. H. F.

Parshall and Stephen Sallon are the engineers. The registered

offices are Donington House, Norfold Street, Strand, and Mr. H. S.

Hodgson is secretary.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

COMPANIES.

The Sussmann Electric Miners' Lamp Company,

Limited.

An extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of this company

was held yesterday at the Cannon Street Hotel, Mr. A. Castle

presiding.

The CHAIRMAN explained that the sole object of the meeting was

to propose resolutions for alteriog articles in certain particulars. The

board promised at the annual meeting that they would consider

the advisability of reducing their number and the fees paid

to them. Having given the question careful attention, they had
decided to ask the shareholders to alter the articles, so that instead

of theboard consistiog of five as heretofore, and the remuneration £200

each, its future strength would be three at a remuneration of £100

each . He then moved the necessary resclutions, which were seconded

by Mr. J. D. WRIGHT, and carried.

Electro- Chemical Company, Limited (40,496 ). This

company's return, made up to December 3rd, shows that the capital

of £ 200,000 in £ 5 shares (26,000 preferency) bas been fully sub

scribed. 14,000 ordinary and 5,000 preference are considered as paid .

£5 per share bas been called on 12,710, and £4 per share on the

others, and £99,834 has been paid.

Newton Electrical Works, Limited (48,936 ).- This

company's annual return was filed on September 7th. Tae capital

is £ 30,000 in £10 shares. 2,100 have been taken up, 1,400 are con

sidered as paid, and £ 7,000 has been received .

Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company, Limited

(53,403).— This company's statutory return ,made upto December

2nd, was filed on December 10th . The capital is £ 100,000 in £1

sbares, of which 95,015 have been taken up. 60,000 are considered

as paid , and £35,015 has been received .

Venezuela Telephone and Electrical Appliances

Company, Limited (31,305 ).— This company's return was filed on

December 4th . The capital is £ 85,000 in 70,000 shares of £1 each,

and 1,500 shares of £10each. All the £1 and 360 £10 shares bave

been taken up, and 56,506 £1 shares are considered as paid. The

full amount has been called on the others, and £ 17,091 has been

received .

Electric Welding Company, Limited ( 31,364 ).— This
company's return, made up to December 14th , was filed on December

24th last. The capital is £ 460,000 in £ 10 shares ( 1,000 founders');

24,780 ordinary and 953 founders' shares have been taken up, and

8,333 ordinary are considered as paid. The full amount has been

called on thefounders' and £6 pershare on the remaining ordinary,

and £119,092 has been received, leaving £54,908 to be brought in.

New Phonophore Telephone Company, Limited

( 44,654 ).— This company's return was filed on November 9th, when

5,111 ordinary and 1,000 founders' shares were taken up out of a

capital of £10,000 in £1 shares. The founders’ shares are considered

as paid , and 10s. per share has been called and paid on the others.

National Electric Free Wiring Company, Limited

(53,364 ).-- This company's statutory return , made up to November

17th, has just been filed ; 100,000 shares are to be takenup out of a

capital of £ 250,000, in £l shares, and 58. per share ( £ 25,000) has
been paid .

Electrical Undertakings, Limited (52,917 ).- This

company's statutory return was filed December 16th , when a capital

of £ 10,000 in £ 1 shares was fully taken up. 7,493 shares are con

sidered as paid , and £2,507 has been paid on the others .

Electrical Pioneer Syndicate, Limited (52,917 ).

This company's statutory return was filed O :tober 15th, when 42

shares weretaken up outof a capital of £ 10,000in £50 shares, £25

has been called, and £ 1,000 received, leaving £75 unpaid ; £25 has

been received in advance.

The Direct United States Cable Company, Limited.

- The board have resolved upon the paymsnt of an interim dividend

of 3s. per share, free of income tax, being at the rate of 3 per cent.

per annum , for the quarter ending December 31st, 1897, such dividend

to be payable on and after 29th inst., setting aside £ 12,000 to reserve

fund account, and carrying forward a balance of £ 4,090 28. 2d. And

notice is also given that the transfer books of this company will be

closed from January 11th to the 25th (both days inclusive ).

The Westminster Electric Supply Corporation,

Limited . – To provide for the redemption ofthe present 5 per cent.

and 45 per cent. first mortgage debenture of the corporation, and to

meet the necessary capital expenditure, owing to the continued in

crease of the company's business, this company has resolved to issue

an amount of £ 200,000 first mortgage debentures, carrying interest
at the rate of 37 per cent. per annum .

The House-to-House Electric Light Supply Company,

Limited. An extraordinary general meeting of this company was

held at Winchester Houre on Wednesday, whenthe resolution which

was passed at the extraordinary generalmeetiog of the company,
held on December 28th, 1897, andreported in ourissue of December

31st, was submitted and confirmed as a special resolution .

Direct West India Cable Company. - The 41 per cent.

debentures can now be obtained in exchangefor script. "Cheques for
interest on instalments to December 31st will be issued with the

debentures. The laying of the company's cable was began last

Friday from Bermuda. Jamaica is expected to be reached about
20th .

River Plate Electric Light and Traction Company.

-A meeting of the above company was held on Wednesday at the

offices, 78 , Coleman Street, but a representative of the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW was informed that the meeting was private.

.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS:

CITY NOTES.

Oldham, Ashton and Hyde Electric Traniway

Company, Limited .

THERE has been before the public this week a prospectus of the

above company, which has a nominal share capital of £ 80,000,

offering the whole of that sum for subscription in the form of 4,000

5 per cent. £ 10 cumulative preference and 4,000 ordinary shares of

£ 10 each. There will also be an issue of £40,000 debentures ab CCC &

The City and South London Railway Company. Thereceipts for the week onding

January 9th , 1898, were £ 1,124 ; week ending January 10th, 1897, £ 1,111 ;

increaso, £ 13 ; total receipts for half-year , 1898 , £3,174 ; corresponding
period , 1897, £ 2,188 ; deorease , £14.

The Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company. The receipts for the month of

September were £ 2,681, as compared with £ 3,966 in the corresponding

month of last year,

The Great Northern Telegraph Company. The receipts in December, 1897,

were £ 25,000 ; January 1st to December 31st, 1897, £ 277,800 ; corresponding

months, 1896 , £ 285,800 ; corresponding months , 1895, £ 312,400.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. The receipts for the week ending

January 9th , 1898, amounted to £ 1,438 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,265 ; increase, £ 173,

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for

the week ending January 7th . 188, after do Insting 19 per cent of the

groso receipts piyable so the London Platino- Brazilian Telegraph Coa .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,405.
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137,4001 African Direct Teleg., Ltd., 4 % Deb. 100 4 % 4 % 100 104 xd 100 -114

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, sharou ...
10 51- 61 6 7

923,960 ! Anglo-American Teleg .,Ltd. Stock 62 21. £ 96. £ 2 138. 61 63 61 63

3,038,0204 Do. do. 6 % Prat. Stock 84 48.£4 185. £ 5 6s. 110 -111 111 - 112

3,038,0204 Do. do. Datd . Stock 13 14 13 - 14

130,000 Brasilian Babmarino Telog ., Ltd. 107 % 7 % 16 161 164 - 161

75,0001 Do. 8 %, Deb ., and varios, 1906
100 5 % 112-116 xd 112 - 116

44,000 Obili Talop., Ltd., Nou.I to 14,000 5 24 % 4 % 4 % 3 31 3 91

10,000,000 $ Oommercial Oable Co. ... $100 7 % 7 % 182 – 187 xd 182 – 187
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12,931 Direct Spanish Telog.,Ltd. 64% | 4 % 4 % 5 5
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60,710 Direct United States Onble, Ltd. 20 % % | 21% 29 % 101- 108 103 J1

400,000 Master Telog ., Ltd., Nou.1 to 400,000 1064 % 61% 61 % 17 171 - 178

70,000 Do, 6 % Oum . Prat. 106 % 6 19 18 19
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180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pret. 106% 6 % 6 % 171 - 18 174 - 181

160,000 Great Northon Teleg. Oompany ofCopenhagen 10 88 % 10 % 10 % 25 - 261 251 - 265

160,0001 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobs. 1006 % 5 % 5% 102 -105 101 -104

17,000 Indo-Huropean Teleg ., Ltd.
25 10 % 10 % 10 % 52 55 52 - 55

100,0001 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 100 6 % 6 % 6 % 107 -110 107 -110

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 8% Prel.,Nog. 1 to 28,000 ... 5 2 2 23

484,597 National Taloph.,Ltd.,1 to 484,597 . 61 % 51 % 61 62 61 62

• 15,000 Do, 6 % Oum . 1st Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . End Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 14 16 14 16

119,234 Do. 8 %Non -olm . 8rd Prel., 1 to 119,284 6 5 % 6 61 6 65

Do. do . Nos. 119,235
5 54- 67 53- 64

to 250,000 , £5 paid

1,329,4714
Do. 83 % Deb. Stock Rod . stock 91 % 81 % 39 % 102 -107 xd 102 17

171,504 Oriental Teloph. & Eloc., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 171,594, fully paid 1 | 47 %41 % 6 %5 5 % % - 13 16 it

100,0002
Pacito nad European Tol., Ltd., 4 % Guar. Debu,

188 4 % 4 % 4 % 105 -108 sd 105
1 to 1,000

108

11,839 Bortar'ı Lid . 8 ma 5 % 6 % 74 - 87 81

3,381 Bubmarino Oablon Trust Oart. 196 -141 136 141

58,000 Daited Riya Plato Taloph ., Ltd. 68% 4 % 84- 47 *

146,7332 Do. do. 6 % Dobi. Stock 6 % 5 % 100 -115 ad 101 · 06

15,609 Wout Abiana Talog., Ltd., 7,501 to 23,109 4 % nil 4- 55 4 6

213,400 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobe. 100 6 % 103 - 106 03 -106

64,266 Werten und Brasilina Tolog ., Ltd. ... 16 3 % % 2 % 91 - 107 94 103

93,129 Do. do . do. 6 % Prot. Ord . 71 6 % 6 % 73 7 77

$ 3,129 Do. do. do. Dol. Ord . 24 37

382,230 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb . Stock Rod. Stock 104 107 xd 104-107

88,321 Wort India and Panama Teloc ., Ltd. 10 1 %

34,583 Do. do. do . 6 % Oum . In Pret. 106 % 6 % 6 % 74 8 73

4,669 Do. de . do. 6 % Oum . And Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 6. % ! 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do. 6 % Dobu. No. 1 to 1,800 100 6. % 16 % 5 % 106 - 108 xd 105 -118

1,163,000 $ Westen Union of 0. 8. Talog ., 7 % 1st Mort. Bondo $ 1000 7 % 7 % 7 % 105 -110 106 -110

160,1001 Do. do . 6 % Bter. Bonde. 100 6 % 6 % 6 % 100 -105 1100 -105

118

O
N1216

18 ]

...

174

A
b
c

265.00

- 52

- 21

62... 61
.

.
.
.

.

-

6

130,766 { 1 }
-

1057 113... ...

-

} 100
... ... 100

100 ... ...

.00

10
...

W
O
O
D

100

..0 ... 103

71%

97

71...

... 31... 23

... ...

A

.

:
:
:
:

.00

...

do .

. 173178
-

-

... 14

16 ...

...

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Oharing Cross and Strand Bleoty. Supply 5 | 44 % 5 % 6 % 121 - 135 12. - 135 13 1310

20,00 Do. do . do. 41 % Cum . Pref. 5 6 61 61 - 64

26,000 Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ltd.,Ord.,Nos. 1to10,277 .. 5 5 % 5 % 5 % / 101- 11 101 - 11

60,000 Do. do . do. 41% Deb. Btock Red . Stock 41 % 41% 112 -114 xd 112 -114

40,000 Oity of London Elec.Lightg. Oo ., Ltd.,Ord .40,001—80,000 10 5 % % 7 % 26 27 26 27 265 261

10,000 Do, do. Prov. Certs . 5 254 261 251 , 261
40,000 Do do . 6 % Oum . Pret., 1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 17 18 17 18

400.000 Do. 6 %Dob. Stock, Sorip. (iss. at € 115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 % 129 - 134 xd 129 -134

30,000 Jounty of Lond .& Brush Prov. 2.Ltg .Ltd., Ord . 1-30,000 10 nil nit 131 138 – 141 1418 137
20.000 Do. do. do. 6 % Prel., 40,001-60,000 10 6 % 6 % 151 151 16 153

10,000 House- to - House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5 9 10 9 10

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum. Pret. 5 11 11) 11 111 111

49,900 " Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 60,000 10 | 8 % 14 % 5 % 184 191 181 195 18%

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001–62,500, iss. at £2 prom . 10 18 19 18 19 18+

220,000 Do. 4 % Irst mortgage debentura rook 41 % 44 % 41% 117 -121 xd 117 121

6,452 Notting BillElectric Lightg . Do., Ltd. 10 1 % 19 :% 4 % 171- 184 17) – 181

19,980 St. Jamor's & Pall Mall Elec. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord.,101-20,080 5 63% 71 % | 101 % !? 18 1? 18 173 174
20,000 Do. do. 7 %Prel., 20,081 to 40,080 5 16 7 % 7 % 90 11 10 . il 107

50,000 Do. do, 4 % Deb , stock Red . Stock lul '-104 Ad Idí -10 € .

43.341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord., £ 2 paid ... 5 27- 27 25- 27 28 23

79,900 wostminster blocurio Ouppa vurp.,Ora ., 101 to 80,000 . 5 5 % 7 % 9 % 16 - 27 lò · 17 158

* Subject to Founder's Sharos .

...
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+ Quotations on Liverpool Stook zopange.

1 Unlen otherwise stated all shares are fully paid ,
| Dividends paid in deterred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked | aro for a your oongisting of the latter part of one your and the first part of the next,

16!

)
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANDE8 - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.

.
.
.

Businou dono

daring wock

ended

Jan , 12th , 1898

Highost . Lowest.

183 16%

2 111

2

1105

102

915

23

25

C
O
N
N

256

.00

Do. 17

-

7

- 7071 681... 16

- -

...

Stook

Prosent
OlosingClosing

Dividends forOr
HAMON ,GIA Quotation ,

sharo. The last threo yours.
Quoteboa

Jan , 5th , Jan, 12th ,

1

1894. 1896 . 896.

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 164 17 171-18

90,000 Brush Elecl. Enging. Oo.,Ord., 1 to 90,000 ... 8 | 21 % 13 2 13

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Prel., 1 to 10,000 93 % 23 23- 23
125,0002 Do. do . 41 % Perp . Deb. Stock. ... stock 44 % 109 -113 109 -113

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb . Stock Red . Stock 100 - 103xd (100 - 103

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10 91- 10xd 93— 103

143,106 Do. do . do . £ 6 paid 10 51- 6xd 51- 6

58,830 do. Pref, half -shares £1 pd . 1 {xd 11- 14
61,777 Do. do . Det. do . £ 5 pd. 4 4jxd 4 49

690,0002 Oity and South London Railway Stock 13% 13 % 12 % 67 69 69

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Shares, 1 to 28,180 6 nil nil 2 23 2 23

1 to 93,261
65 % 5 % 51 % 21- 3 21- 3

17,189 Do. do. " A" Shares 01–017,199 55 % 5 % 51 % 41 51 51

110,000 Electrio Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000 nil 5 % 6. % 23 25 2 25

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 97 % 7 % 7 % 33 99 33 9

91,195 Almore '. Patent Oop.Dopoug.,Ltd., 1 to 70,000 2 nil

67,275 | Elmore's Wire Mig ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issued at 1 pm . 2 nil *

9,6002 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 9,600 10 nil 101% 9 11 9 11

12,500 | Henley'ı (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord. 10 6 % 8 % 10 % | 20 21 201 - 219

8,000 Do. do, 7 % Pret. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 181– 191 181- 193
30,000 Do. do . do . 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 44 % 41 % 110 - 115 110 -115

50,000 Indis -Rubber, Gutta Perobs and Tolog. Works,Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 233 - 241 23 - 241

300,000 Do. do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 103 -107 103 -107

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 | 11% 21 % 27% 111- 1116 1126- 1116
10,000 t Do. do. Prel., 10 paid 10 5 % 5 % | 16 165 16 161

87,860 | Telegraph Oonstn. and Maintce., Ltd. 12 20 % 15 % 15 % 36 39 36 39

150,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Bondo, red . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 101 -104xd 101 –104

64,000Z Waterloo and Oity Railway, Nos. 1 to 64,000 121- 13xd | 121- 13

99,261 { Ediñon & Bwan United Kloo.Legt.,Ltd.,“ A shrane pole }
213

0
0

do . ...

C
O
N
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5
0
0
0
0
0
-
6

A
S
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I
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2
3

a
o
s 216 27

A
l
b
o
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o
o
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c
o

b
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b
e

AC
O
O
R
D
I
N

... ..

-

-

211

do.

...

... ...2:35

107

5 % - -

...

393 39.00 ...

10 123 916

Quotations on Liverpool Stook Izohange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . Last dividend paid was 50 % for 1890,

Dividends marked i are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.

Ononton & 00 - The dividendo paid on theordinarysbares (which havenot a Brook Exchange quotation),are as follows :1899—07.4; 1891—7 % 1890–80%

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.
• Birmingbam Blectric Bupply Company, Ordinary of $ B ( £ 4 paid ), 73, London Electric Supply Corporation, £ 5 Ordinary, 24–25.

£ 5 ( fully paid) 11.

Electric Construction Oorporation,6 % Debentures, 104-106. • T . Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 118-127.

House -to - House Oompany, 44%Debentures of £ 100, 109-111.

Rongington andKnightsbridge Electrio Lighting Oompany, Limited Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity Company,66 Ordinary Sha.co

Ordinary Shares 65 (fully paid ) 15–151; 1st Preference Oumu. fully paid, 8–81. Dividend for 1896–6 % .

lativo 8 % ,65 (fully paid),82-84. Dividend, 1896, on Ordinary

Shares 7 % .

* From Birmingham Share List.
Bank rate of discount 3 per cent. (October 14th , 1897).

1THE APPLICATION OF VECTOR ALGEBRA

TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS.
or r

.e +
ра

)

B: W. G. RHODES, M.Sc., Royal Technical Institute, Salford.

.ke. (7)
1 1

72 + g3 +

p 02 p? c ?

This is the current vector equation, and is represented in fig. 9,

which shows the components of the current along and at right angles

tothe potential difference, e .

Either the equations (6 ) and (7) , or figs. 7 and 8 show that the cur

rent leads before the potential difference by an angle 0 where

1

tano (8)

e

=

pór

( Continued from page 25.)

CIRCUITS CONTAINING RESISTANCE AND CAPACITY ONLY.

14. Suppose that a potential difference e is applied between the

terminals of a circuit baving a resistance r and a capacity o in series.

If i is the current flowing through the circuit, and p has the usual

meaning, the potential difference must have acomponentr i in the

direction of the current to drive the current against the ohmic

ki
resistance of the circuit, and a component lagging a right

ро

k i

angle behind the current, to balance the capacity E.M.F. + ( see

pc

proposition 3, Section 9 ). We therefore have the vector equation

k i
gi (6 )

ро

This equation is represented graphically in Fig.8, in which o P is the

vector r i, o g1 the vector representing the E.M.F. due to capacity,

P Q the vector representing the E.M.F. necessary to balance that due

to capacity, and or that representing the applied potential
difference.

The magnitude of e is by Section 3 given by

1

2 тп.

= e.

1

+ k i

PO

CIRCUITS CONTAINING RESISTANCE, SELF- INDUCTION , AND

CAPACITY .

15. Consider a circuit consisting of a coil of wire, having a

resistance r, and sell -induction L , placed in series with a condenser

of capacity c. Let an alternatingpotential difference e , of frequency

n, beimpressed between the extreme terminals of the circuit, causing

an alternating current i to flow through it, and let y

The potential difference must have a component, r. i, in the direc

tion of the current, to drive the current agaiost the ohmic resistance

r, a component k p Li, to balance the E.M.F. , – k pli, of self

induction, and a component
k i

to balance the E.M.F.

PO

due to capacity. We therefore have the vector equation of E.M.Ed.,

ni + k p Li

ро

ri + k
1

i = e. ( 9 )

PO

This equation is graphically represented in fig . 10, where o p is the

ki

vector ri, o L the vector k p L i, o o the vector th :

vector (0 L + oo) , and o Q the vector e.

If o L is greater than oc, ihecurrent lags behind the potential

differenca by an angle 0, where

1

-

Nr + * (p! -
or L -

p2 02

..

Equation ( 6 ) may be changed into a current vector equation , thus

P

ро

(p -o).pa
-

1

på 02

tan 0 =
r
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- PL

1

Let the resistance of the circuits be respectively rı, 72, 73, ...

and their respective reactances 81 , 82, 83 , • :: Sm ; and let the potential

differences between the termioals of the respective circuito be

C1 , lz. 63, . . . . lm , and i the current common to all the circuits.

We then have, by applying equation (10) to each circuit in

Buccession ,

21 itk

rg i + k sa Ź eg

rg i + k 83 ¿ =

Si

Il o c is greater than o L , the current leads before e by an aogle

given by

1

po
tan 0 =

II o L equals o o, that is, it

1

PO

the current and potential difference are in ph83.
1

16. We shall denote the quantity PL by the letter s, and
ро

call it the rerctance of the circuit. Equation (9) then becomes

po į + ks i = e. ( 10 )

€1

PL =
9

C3

. .

. .

slm .

tem.

( )

Р

I'm ¿ + k 8m i

Therefore e = 61 + 62 +63 +

(ritrat r3 + + rm ) i +

k (81 + 8.2 + 83 + .... sm ) i. (13)

Bat, applying equation (10) to the combination, we have

Bi + ksi (14)

Thus, by comparison of (13) and (14) , we see that

B = Ti + 12 + 13+ .

( 15)
and 8 = $1 + 82 + 8z + + Sm

that is, the resistance and reactance of the series combination are,

respectively , the sums (algebraic) of the resistances and reactances
of the constituent

circuits .

18. (6 ) Parallel Circuits. - Sappose that m reactive circuits are

connected in parallel, and that is required to determine theequivalent
resistance and reactance of the combination . It is better to sub

divide this problem into two distinct cases, according as mutual

induction is not, or is, taken into consideration.

+ rm

}

r
i

I

ki

pe

។

Q

1x i(PL-peli

T

2

r
i

FIG . 8.
T ' 0

H
o
y T

From this we get

-
k
p
l

e

i
go + ks

e ( or k s)

g² + 82

1 8

e ke .. Cthat is i ( 11)
q? + sa 72 +

Equations (10) ani ( 11) are equations (1) and (3) extended to the
case in which the circuit contains both self- induction and capacity,

the former being an equation of E.M.Fs. and the latter an equation

of curreats.

It should be noticed that the magnitude of e is given by equation

( 10) to be

e = V m2 52 , i,

ly'

FIG . 10.

.

19. Case I. — Mutual Induction Neglected . - Let the resistances and

reactances of the individual circuits be ri, ra.... I'm respectively ,and

81, 82 ... 8m respectively ; and let the potential difference common

to each circuit be e - avector, the currents in the respective circuits

being in, ig .... im all vectors.

Then applying equation (11) to each circuit ia succession we have

the vector current equations

e

whence i

V72 + 32

the quantity Vg2 + gz being the impedance of the circuit.

(12)
ار

in

T1

ri? + si?

e
$1

rid + 81

.ke

y

ia
e

82

r22 + 82?

.ke

r2? + 3.2

( 16)

pc_ke Sm

r²+ p²c²
ke

2

я

Q

r
0

X

.... t im

1

(

.

e

2

y'

Fig . 9.

1m

im
Im ? + Sm? Im ? + Sm?

But the current i in the main circait is the vector sum of the currents

in the several branches of the parallel circuit, therefore we have the

vector equation

į = 11 + 12 +

71

+ +

+ $ 1" 7.2 + 3.22 Tyna + Sm

81 Sm

+
+ + ke

Pir ? + Sm

Or, writing a for

T'i 1m

+
+ 7m2 + Sm

and B for ( 17)

Si 82
Sm

+ +

+ Tot + sza 7m2 + son

-(4و

)

2)2

COMBINATION OF CIRCUITS.

17. (a) Series Circuits.-- Suppose that m reactive circuits are con

Dected in series, and that a potential difference e is applied between

the extreme terminals of the combination . We propose to deter

mine the equivalent resistance, R, and the equivalent reactance, s, of
the combination .

maneno ******
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we get

i = AE - k Be

(A – k B) e

(^2 + B²) e

A + kB

e

A B

+ k (18)

A + BP A? + B2

and by comparison of this with the equation for the combination,

e

( 19 )
B + ks

We see that the equivalent resistance and equivalent are repectively

given by = M

A

B

2

937
S

1

A + B2

(20)and B

12 + B.

Also, the equivalent impedance, 1, of the multiple circuit is given

by

À R2 + 82

1

(21)

VA? + B

where A and B are defined by (17).

20. An interesting pariicular case of the above is that in which the

parallel arrangement consists of two circuite, one of which contains a

resistance, r, and a sell - induction , , only, while the other contains

& capacity, o, only.

1
lu tbis caseri = r ; 81 PL ; ro o ; 82

In this way we shall arrive, in any particular case, at an equation

of the form

i = pe + kq e ,

where P and Q are independent of k. Havingobtained this equation
the equivalent resistances and reactances can be found in the usual

manner .

As the solution of the general case is too complicated for the present

paper,we will illustrate the process by the simple example of two
mutually inductive circuits.

22. In this case the vector equations to be solved are

(ru + k sı ) in + k p M12 22

k p M.2 i + (r2 + k 82) iz (23)

and il + i

whence, on putting M12 M21

{ (ring – $182) + k (r1 8.2 + 7 , 8 ), i = r . + k (8. - p M) )r1 r2 s )is ( r (s 1 } e

and

( r1 r2 - 8182) + k (r1 $ . + 728 ) iz = { rı + 1 (s1 - p M ){ 8.2 } r1 : ;

which by multiplyiog both sides of the equations by (r1 r ., — 84 s.) -

k (ru S., + T. 81) , and simplifying, may be written

(11 ?* + $ 1 ) (r + 8.7") i , - [ri ( 12? + 8 ?) - p m (r1 82 + rasi)82 – ” M ( ?

- k 81 (r, + s.,?) + p m ( r, r , - 81 8.) le

and (24)

( 0 ? + $1") ( r.2 + 8 %) 12 = [ ry (11 + $1 ") - pm (rı 8. + r ., 8)i. :2 riº

- k 8. (17 + 8 ) + P M ( 17 – $ . )} ] e{ ri' $ ) +1 , 8 , s)

These are the vectorcurrent equations giving the components of i

and i, along and at right angles to e. By addition we have

(ri? + 81 ) (r.2 + 3,2) i = [rı (r22 + 522) + ra (riº +81 ) – 2 p M (r1 82 + r281)

- k si (r.2 + 8,2) + 82 (r ^ 2 + 82%) + 2 p m (rır, – 81 82 )} ] e, (25)

wbich gives the components of the main current along and at right

angles to e ; thus the componentin phase with c is

1 r2 2 p m (11 8.2 + r ., $u ) 2
+

+ ry2 + 8,2 (ri' +814) (r + 8,-) } ,

and the component at right angles to e, or the wattless component, as

it is called , is

2 p M (rir 81 82)

+ $i? r.2" + say? ( ri* + $ ") ( " + 8.)

Moltiplying and dividing the right-hand side of equation (25) by D

where

D = r. (r.2 + 8,9) + r . (ri" + 8 °) -2 PM (r1 s . + r281) + k 81 (r + $:;?)

+ 8 , ( + 8 ) + 2 p M ( rı ro - 8.9. ) ,;? , }

we get, after some reductions,

{ (ry + ro' ? + ($ 1 + $. )2– 4 | M ($ 1 + $ 2) + 4 pºmº} e
i

9

; so that

7

R
PL

p" + 1 "

Algɔ if i and in are the currents ia tie two branches

m? + p1218
-PC.

€
с

{ rits }
2

ię

Vps + pod
1.2. = e ,

therefore

ig

PC Vyo + p?L ?,
21

which shows that for high frequencies the greater part of the current

passes through the condenser circuit.

Also if i isthe main current

S1 89

{ , *,{ ri + **** }c.T

c

į

1R " + 8?

e
P

V { cut
PL

p ?

p 13
+

( +* + *2*,* + (x + * -ro)"}po p La

M

D

1

R

-

1

8 =

which shows that the equivalent resistance, R , and reactance, s , of

the parallel circuit are given by

Ti (r2? + sz") + ra ( r ;? + $12) 2 P M (1 8.2 + r , s , ) )

(r1 + r. )? + (81 + $2 ) " – 4 p M ( $1 + 8,1 + 4 p ' m2 !
(26)

81 (rza + 8 ) + 82 (r1? + $12) + 2 p m (r1 r2 81 8.2)

(ri + r ) + ( $1 + $9) 4 p m ($1 + 82) + 4 pé mº

and the equivalent impedance, I, is given by

V R* + g

v (ris + si " ) ( r.2.2 + .,*)

✓
(

(rit raja + ( Si + 32) * / M ($1 + $.2) + 4 p ' mº

( To be continued .)

? P

e ( 9-2 + p'L )

v {g2 + 12 (1 C m2 + p2 L2) }

21. Case II --Mutual Induction taken into consideration . This

case is somewhat complicated since, if we consider any particular

branch of the parallel circuit , theE.M.F.which drives the current

against its ohmic resistance is the resultant of m + 1 distinct

EM.Fs.; viz . , the applied potential difference, the E.M.F. due to

the reactance of the circuit and the E M.Fs. due to the mutual

inductions between it and the remaining m 1 branch circuits.

Let the mutual inductions of theseveral pairs of circuits be M12 ,

M18, ....Mpq.... , where the suffixes denote the two circuits to

which the m refers. Since the mutual induction between two cir .

cuits is a reciprocal relation, Mpq = Mqp where p and q are any

different integers from o to m . Let the rest of the notation be as in

Case I. Then considering the circuit 1 , the applied potential differ

ence must furnish m + 1 components, one equal to riin, to drive the

current against the ohmic resistance ofthe circuit ; a second given

by k p si ii, to balance the reactive E.M.F. of the circuit ; a third

given by k p M12 in to balance the E.M.F. due to the mutual induction

of the circuits 1 and 2 (see Proposition2 ) ; a fourth given by k p 113 iz

to balance the E.M.F. due to the mutual induction of the circuits

1 and 3, and so on.

Thus the vector equation of E.M.Fa. in circuit 1 is

rii + k siis t'h P M12 ia + k p M18 is +P + k p Mlm in e )

Similarly for circuit 2 :

k p M21 11 + 12 12 + k 82 iz + k pM23 13 + .... + lipM2m im

Similarly for circuit 3 :

k p M31 11 + hp M32 iz + ri iz + k 83 is + + k

1 =

(2
7
)

GAS PRODUCERS.

=

e

(22)
P

M3111

Similarly for circuit m :

k p Mml ii + k p Ma iz + k pMn3i3 + .... + rm im + kem in

These are m simultaneous simple equations from which to deter

mine the currents in, iz, ig .... im whence, by substitution, the

current, i, in the main circuit can be obtained from the vector

equation

i is + iz + i ; + + im .

A SUGGESTIVE letter appears in Engineering from Mr. Alleyne

Reynoldsdealing with the working of gas producers. Adverting to

the usually accepted action in a gas producer, namely , that the

entering air is first reduced to CO, and that this is afterwardsreduced

to co in its passage upwards through the fuel, the writer argues

that this assumption is incorrect. Hisreasonsagainstthis theory are

(1 ) that the scaffolding of slag in producers points to the hottest zone

being near thetop ; (2) that a strong lambent flame (the flame of

carbon monoxide) will issue from a leak only a few inches above the

air inlet of a blown producer ; (3) that in producers, more especially

those workedby a forced draught,a moderately shallow fire produces

the most combustible gas. Divested of a good deal of unnecessary

frilling andverbiage, the contention ofMr.Reynolds appears to be
that the temperature of the first combustion of carbonto CO is

sufficient toprevent furtheroxidation to CO ,even in thepresence of
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tree oxygen ; that, in fact, the dissociation temperature bas been

reached, and further oxidation can only occur as the temperature is

reduced . In the upper zones of a producer the slag is fused

and the dissociation temperature exists, and if there be any oxygen

present when thegaseousproducts finally emerge on the top of the

fuel, the gases will pass forward to the fues on their way to the

holder, and will burn as their temperature is reduced by radiation,

and the whole of the excess of oxygen will be converted to CO ,.

Obviously, therefore, the amount of oxygen supplied to a producer

ought to be just so much as will disappear entirely to the formation

ofco, a little below the upper surface of the fuel.

It a producerbe so over-blown that oxygen comes out uncombined

above the fuel the gas produced will be low in COg, because of the

temperature being high anddissociation prevailing,rich in CO andin

O ,and this O , which should notbe present, willburn some of the

Co to CO2 as the temperature talls, and the final result will be a gas

rich in Coz Il, however, a producer be worked slowly, under-blown,

COg may be formed at once because the walls of the producer will

radiate heat and keep the temperature below that of dissociation.

There is thusa happy medium of working and of fuel depth which

will secure best results, and if the views advanced be correct it

ongbt to be arranged that the gas passages can be inspected for

flame. Any flame would indicate over-blowing or too small a depth
of fael.

The theory applies of course equally to the blast furnace . Il y

represent the calories necessary to reduce 1 unit of the oxygen from

the ore , and be the calories absorbed by1 unit of the oxygen for

other endothermic chemical and mechanical actions, then the number

of carbon units will be 12 (y + 2) and from this the consumption
32

of fuel per ton of iron made can be found.

Mr. Reynolds' arguments appear reasonable and it investigation

and observation proved them to be correct a step forward would be

possible in the workiog of gas producers.

Blast furnace action certainly does not contradict the new theory.

In the blast furnace the ore as it travels down the furnace is reduced

by the CO formed from the fuel and CO2 results. If the temperature

be above the dissociationpoint poinsurmountable difficulty is intro

duced, because it is possible, and, indeed, likely, that the CO , would

be promptly reduced to CO by the surroundingmass of incandescent

carbon. " The very freeing of the oxygen from its combination with a

solid would require heat,andwould,therefore ,reduce the temperature

andrender possible the formation of CO2, which would exist as such

until it got away from the zone of ore reduction. It seems impossible

toproduce gas entirely free from CO2. This may be due to the mass

action , as are many other chemical reactions which defy all effcrts to

carry them toa desired completion in the sense of an entire elimina.

tion of an undesired constituent.

not master. May we not assume an equal feeling in humbler circles.

Where, however , men make a mistake is in their objections to the
non -union men . Because a man is a non -unionist it does not by any

means follow he is not an equally good man with the unionist.

Indeed, the latest tactics in filling up the ranks of the unions has very

considerably lowered the expectation of securing good men from their

ranks. Collective bargainiog so far has been all on one side, and

when an agreement has notbeen come to the works of an employer

have been struck against and picketted, and men seeking work have

been roughly bandled. The tendency of all monopolies is evil.

Clients whohave paid barristers large fees have often felt hart when

their counsel leaves the case to a junior 10 whom he has " every con

fidence ," and some of us may have had the painful experience of suffer

ing under the malpractice of some careless medical man againstwhom it

is practically impossibleto secure a remedy: The question is one of

great difficulty, but let it not be overlooked when we oondema the

action of the men ia joiaiog these unions, that to them their work

and livingmay be as imporcant as the work of the doctor appearsto

himself. There is a good deal to be said for trades unions, and for

even collective bargaining, and the only way out ofthe difficalty that

we see at present is, that the union executive should be composed of

mea of considerable intelligenceand honest intention . Ia comparing

the monopolies of workmen with those of professional men we omit

one huge difference. The lawyer or the doctor is never found making

his brother professional's life a burden to him because he does more

work than other men do. But in the workshop that man who works

quickly and turns out a fair day's work is made miserable by his

tellows. A day's work has been reduced and reduced so steadily and

for so long, that a good workman finds his hardest work io spinning

out bis job :.

These details, says our contemporary, of shop work are unknown to

bishops and dons and mere closet students — the dilettante. To

ordinary men a mioimun irreducible wage implies obvious reduction

of output and equally obviously in abandoning & right to reduce

wages, the employer loses his principal, it not only, check upon what

is euphemistically described as undue leisurelyness.

THE MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S ELEC .

TRIC LIGHT PLANT AT LEICESTER .

3

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ,

ū

Engineering makes a note that the present trade dispute has brought

forward anew term, “ collective bargaining,” which it describes as

something that workmen are believed by some people to be in vain

asking from the tyrant Capital, whilst others believe it to be a

dangerous Socialistic doctrine. It really amounts to the desire which

existsamong a large number of workmen that their wages shall be

fixed by bargaining between their employer and their trade union

executive, so that the man when he seeks employment, and gets it,

need not himself bargain for a given wage , but will receive it exactly

As a shopkeeper naturally expects and receives one pennyfor a penny

ban. A good deal may be said on the workman's side of the matter

in favour of the idea of collectivism . Workmen are often little able

to look after their own interests, and if faced up withan employer of

considerable strength of mind, the more simple of the workmen

would often be found to be receiving less than they were really

entitled to receiveperhaps as first-class workmen. We believeit is

largely to this feeling that they cannot face upfor themselves that

men have joined trades unions, and though wedo not see they have

any right to object to the equally collective action of employers,

many of these being often quite as unable to stand their corner as the

most modest of the men, we do not feel disposed to uoduly blame

the men for their collectivism it not carried too far as it has been .

Also in respect of the policy of the trades unions in claiming a sort

of vested interest in woik they have been accustomed to do, we are

di pused to think that such claims are but natural. The barrister

who diaws his fees for three different cases coming off in three

separate courts at one time has a protection against the possibly

better outsider who has not a license . So the lawyer and the doctor

who are all savagely protected against outsiders, and even among

engineers do we not find that the growth of the professorial interest

is tendiug to confine the very title of civil engineer to ex-mination

tested men! The workman does but copy the example of bis so -called

betters, and wben we see boiler makers and engine fitters fighting

over who eball do this or that bit of work, it might be well to cin

sider what sort of a row there would be it the solicitor to a railway

company were to proceed to barangue the Parliamentary Cummittee

upon the clauses of a Bill, of wbich every detail was at his fiager's

ends, and of wbich he knew of necessity 50 times as much as tbe

Q.C., whosestudyof his brief had onlybegun five minutes before he

entered the room , yet whoseright to speak the solicitor cannot gain

say: Whoof us has not seen the manwho did know, biting his lips

with vexation as the counsel drivelled away a case which he could

The lighting plant at Leicester station is gas driven, the engloes

being of Crossley's bigh speed electric type, the larger ones

equal to 50 B.H.P. on Dowson gas, and running at 200 revolu
tions. The cylinders are 16 inches x 21 inches. To render

capable of continuous running, they have been fitted with efficient

oiling arrangement, and to catch waste oil the foundations are

sbeeted in lead and piped to suitable receptacles. They have also

been improved by the addition ofcounterweightsuponthe cranke, an

addition which, we think , ought to form a portion of the original

design of all gas enginee,but which is omitted , we believe, because

of the cheapness of the bent crank in some cases. These weights

cannot but reduce the crank stresses set up by weights in the double

fiy.wheels which are otherwise required, but not always put in.

In case of failure of the gas apparatus, the engines are arranged

for changing quickly to the use of Corporation gas, anexpensive

luxury, which demandeda minimum consumption of 1,80 ) thousand

feet annually before the Corporation would connect their mains.

The gas generators are two in pov ber, each set comprising gene

rator and boiler of a capacity of 100 H.P. at the engines, and there

are similarly duplicate coolers, hydraulic box, coke scrubber and

Bawdust Alter. One boiler, however , will provide steam for two
generators. These have a diameter of 3 feet inside the lining, but

the grates are only 30 inches diameter (a contemporary's figures

are a little dubious at this point, it not beiog clear whether areas or

diameters is intended, but we assume diameters as the more pro

bahle).

Tue generators have fire-bars, as usual, we believe, in Dowson

plaut, and they consume anthracite coal, and obtain the best gas

when using ball coal, the quality of the gas being 25 per cent.

better in power production per generator as well as more even, włile

the small fuel is cheaper, and the generator requires less time to start,

gocd gas coming over in 10 minutes. With large coal some of the

air blüwn in comes over unaltered. This proves that the fuel depth

ia a generator, as in a boiler furnace, must vary with the size of the

fael .

Io the first half year's work to December, 1895, the cost per unit
WAS 3 303., and 4 :6 lbs. of coal were consumed for each B.T uait

developed . During the next half-year the cost was 3.091 . , and the

consumption 3 66 ) bs . For the tirst ball of last year the figures were

ruspectively 2.8d . and 3:03 lbs . The improvement due to experience

and cheap coal bas thus been 34 per cent. The mall fuel costs 53. to

93. at the pit. It is machine -washed anthracite Pr & coal , and it

works best with an 18-inch fire as compared with a 4 -foot fire used

with the ordinary authracite of more mised sizes.

Toe above figures of cost are total, the fuel cost being •323. for the

first half of 1896 and 18d . for the corresponding periodof 1897. For

this lacter period a unit cust 1:42d . when town gus was used . This,

we take it, is the fuel cost only. The steam plant at Derby shows a

total cost of 2:7d. peruoit, and a coalcost of 38d., while at Sheffield

the costs are 2 64d, total, and •54d, for fuel.

If no town gas were used at Leicester, the cost would only come

to 2:67d. , but we presume the minimum quantity charged for will

always be used. The dynamos are belt driven. It wouldappear that

å

3
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the distance between limbs hall the magnet bore, that is in

this case 8 5 ins,

a saving is thus made in using producer gas in place of steam for

motive power. The costs, however, do not seem to include the coal

used inthe boiler furnace, as special note is made as to fuel cost at

generator. The use of a boiler always seems somewhat superfluous

in a gas producer plant. If more steam is needed than canbe taken

off in vapour from the gas engine, cooling tanks, or a water hearth ,

could it not be obtained froma boiler heated by the gages from the

generators, whichnowpart with their heat of manufacture in con

denser pipes. In the illustration of the plant, the boiler has its sepa

rate chimney,and we conclude aseparate but probably unnecessary

fire also, which must add to production costs, and might be saved.

.
.
.
.

872 * 8/2"

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS ON THE

DESIGN OF A SHUNT DYNAMO.

017

By V. ZINGLER , A.I.E.E.

Fig . 1.

=

( Concluded from page 7.)

Core. This is at once obtained from the difference of

magnet bore and air-gap = 17 inches 1:56 inch

= 15.44 inches or, say , 153 inches to allow for irregularities.

Hence the actual air- gap is

18 inch = 1625 in .

Now we can determine the actual number of bars to go on

the core as follows :

8.5
Then cos 0 •5 which is the cosine of 60°. The

17

radian measure of 60º = 1.047 ; therefore the total ler gth

of polar arc

= 1.047 x 8.5 x 2 = 17.79 ips.

= 45:14 cms.

Assuming now that B = 5,000 for the air -gap, the polar
area will be

12.13 X 106

5,000
2,426 eq. cms.

Making the usual correction for fringing,

Air-gap 1.56 in. = 3.96 cms.

This multiplied by •8 3:168 cms.

Length of arc 45:14 cms.

...Diameter of core

Insulation of core = .05 x 2

= 15.375 inches

• 100 inch

Diameter of finished core = 15.475 inches.

•••

Then

15°475 X = 48.62 inches.

This is the net winding circumference . Dividing this by

the width of bar we get

48.62

= 150 nearly.
• 324

This number of bars would , however, be too great, as

there is no room for pegs. These are, say, f - inch wide, and

are fixed every eight bars ; our number of bars should also
be divisible by eight.

Let us try 144 bars .

144 x 324 = 46.5 inches

18 pege, -inch wide 2.25

Space required = 48.75 inches.

Corrected arc 48.308 cmos .

The equivalent length of polar surface will be therefore

2,426

= 50 cms.
48.308

and the actual length will be

50 – 3:168 = 46.832 cms. or 18. ing.
-

-18/2"8
/
2

......

This is obviously too close, and we must take 136 bare.

136 x 324 44 inches

17 pega, -inch wide 2.125
FIG . 2.

46.125 inches.

This leaves about 2! ing. all round for slack, but when it

is compared with the net winding circumference it will be

seen that it is only 5 per cent.

The size of the limbs can now be fixed, and for con

venience centimetre measure will be used .

11:03 x 106

80 x 60 x 108
N =

136 x 320

Add for armature losses 2 per cent.

, demagnetisation 8 per cent.

• 22

.88

Width of Magnet Limbs. - Assuming an induction

B = 16,000

and the coefficient of leakage as 1.3 we get

12:13 x 106 x 1.3

= 985 eq. cms.
16,000

The width of iron therefore is

985

21 cms. = 8] ing ., say 8} ins.
46 : 832

The dimensions of magnet limbs are, therefore, 8.1 x 18 }

x 17 bore.

It only remains to fix the length, which depends almost

entirely on the bobbins, the ampere-turns required for the
iron circuit being small compared to those necessary for the

air-gap. As a rule, if the dynamo is well proportioned, the

length of limb from yoke to armature should not be longer

than the diameter of the armature, and this space should

include the bobbin cheeks, wbich are, say, 1 inch in tbick

»

Total flux ...

12:13 X 106

Dimensions of Polar Arc. — This will of coarse depend on

the bore of magnets and on the distance between the limbs.

The angle 0 (see figare) is frequently fixed so that it is unit

angle, i.e., 570-29 — that is when the arc subtending it is

equal to the radius. It is, however, near enough to make
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ness . Let us then take 14-inch bobbing. If a line is

drawn round the frame in the centre of the limbs, this will

be the approximate mean path of the magnetic lines, and

can be summed up as follows :

Bobbins and cheeks, 16 x 2 32 inches.

Yoke ... 8.5 inches.

8.5 #

Top circles x 2 13:35 inches.
4

4.25
Bottom circles x 2 ... 6.67 inches.

4

...

.
.
.

80

= '003077 ohm .

26,000

Let os try winding to a depth of 2 inches.

Referring to fig. 2, the length of a mean turn will be :

2 (18 : 5 + 8 5) + 12 + 2 = 61.48 ins.

Assuming that the designer has a tably of resistances and

wires before him, we proceed

5008077 x 1,000 x 12
Resistance of 1,000 feet =6005 ohm .

61 48

On referring to a wire table, we see that copper wire, : 1299

inch diameter, has a resistance of .60647 obm per 1,000 feet.

This is near enough.

Number of Turns in one Layer

Diameter of copper wire •1299 inch.

d.c.c. insulation *016

Balance (8:5( 4:25)
X. 2 12.75 inches.

...

Allow for slack , 5 per cent

• 1459

.0073

Total length of magnetic path 73.27 inches

= 186 cm .

Ampere - Turns. The method often employed is to work

out the magnetic reluctances of the different parts, and the

products of these and the total flux n give the respective

ampere -tarns required . This can, however, be done in one

operation.

The fundamental C.G.S. formula is

M =

where x = magnetomotive force and R = magnetic reluc

tance. Or, if we require ampere-tarns, we must multiply by

10

= •7958.

91

N R,

Gross diameter of wire 1532

Oar bobbin is 14 inches high, therefore the number of

14
tarns = 91 turns.

• 1532

Number of Layers -

Diameter of copper wire •1299 inch .

d.c.c , insulation ·016

4 #

Allow for black, 20 per cent.

• 1459

·0292
>

N

a

1

Ris, however, equal to

μα'

or the length of material divided by the area and the

coefficient of permeability, just as in electricity where u isM

replaced by the specific conductivity.

We therefore have

NI

Ampere-turns = x .7958

ра

and, as = B or the induction per square centimetre, we

simply have

в х2

Ampere-turns = X •7958.

р

Taking the air-gap first, it is still necessary to get B for

the effective polar area .

This is

45.14 X 46.832 2,100 sq. cms.

12:13 x 106 .
B therefore 5,750.

2,100

Hence

10

3 96 x 5,750 X

Ampere -turns for air-gap = = 18,000
1

10

186 x 16,000 x

Ampere-turns for iron = = 8,000

=

4 т
=

4

Gross diameter of wire ... • 1751

Thewinding is 2 inches deep, therefore the number of

layers is

2

= 11 layers.
•1751

Total number of turns = 11 X 91 X 2 = 2,002, say,

2,000 turns.

Now the resistance of a mean turn will be

.60647

= .00303 ohm ,
2,000

and the total resistance of the shunt winding 6.06 ohms.

The watts lost in the shunt will bə

E X E 80 x 80
E C = 1,056 watts.

R 6:06

The radiating surface is arrived at thus : Length of

outside turn = 2 (18.5 + 8.5) + 1.2 + 4x = 67-76
inches.

Subtracting one side, 67.76 – 18.5 = 49-26, we get for
=

total radiatingsurface 49.26 x 14 x 2 = 1,375 sq . ins.

The square inches per watt will therefore be :

turns x radiating surface 1,375 x 2,000

= 1:32 sq. inches,
volts x ampere -turns 80 x 26,000

which is a figure that will give good results.

We can inquire further into the electrical efficiency ; the

80

shunt current will be = 13.2 amperes, or about per

6:06

cent. of the armature current; the watts lost in the shunt

x 13.2 = 1,056, and therefore the electrical

efficiency

32,000

= 97 per cent. nearly.
89,056

This neglects the armature losses which may be a further 2

per cent., andwhich are easiest to measure after the machine

is finished . The total actual ampere-turns will now be 13.2

2,000 = 26,400 which is only about 1} per cent. higher

than what we require by calculation.

To recapitulate and conclu le ; these rotes only refer to the

materials and the siz ; and type of machine herein set forth ,

and are intended more as a demonstration of the method of

winding a machine in practice, than of the calculations of

the size and magaetic properties of the dynamo, albeit

these have also been touched on so as to make the whole

complete. In actual practice however, and after a certain

Bay 300

Total ampere-torns = 26,000.

are 80

The ampere -turns for the armaturemay in this case be

neglected ,as with a small induction, and a high permeability

as isusuallythe case now ,they onlyrun intohundreds.

WindingField Magnet Bobbins. — This is perhaps the most
troublesome operation in designing a dynamo, and unless the

designer has some experience, the calculations have often to

be repeated two or three timen. Our object is not only to

geton the necessary ampere-turns, but also to see that the

watts are in such proportion to the radiating surface that they

do not cause overheating. In order to attain this end,the

watts per square inch of radiating surface should not be

higher than 1.5, and in calculatingthe radiating surfacethe

two sides of the bobbins inside the magnet limbs should be

neglected. The whole point is to be able to gange the right

depth to which we shall wind.

Let the bobbins in this case consist of iron sleeves slipped

over the limbs, of a total thickness, including the insulation,

of 3 inch, or 1.2 inch all round ( four sides).

As we have to pat on 26,000 ampere-turns, the resistance

of a meanturn will obviously be
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numberof dynamos have been built, it isthe winding only which When a fire breaks out in the neighbourhood of the wire,

requires re -calculation (within limits) the other properties the bent fuses and expands the inner fusible coating and

being proportioned from existing types. forces it out through the insulation into contact with the

overlying return wire, thus forming a metallic contact

betweenthe inner and outer wire, closing the circuit and

turning in an alarm . Fig. 6 shows the cable laid in a room

and connecting with an audible fire alarm in the house .

THE MONTAUK MULTIPHASE FIRE
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the cable connected to an

automatic circuit-controller in the house or on the street,

CABLE. through which the alarm is automatically forwarded to the

central fire station .

When the circuit is automatically closed by an outbreak of

The United States have won a well deserved reputation for fire, the current energises the magnets in the controller ( fig. 7 ),

the high state of tfficiency to which they have brought their which then act upon a system of small levers and releuse 8

appliances for fire extinguishment. It is generally admitted clock mechanism . The latter serves to rotate the two

that the best fire departments of other countries are greatly controlling discs, which, by means of make and break con

inferior to the splendid institutions which are maintained in tacts, ringup the call corresponding to the location of the

our leading cities. Not only is our equipment for “fighting fire and show the corresponding number in the annunciator,

fire ” practically perfect, but there has been a wonderful The discs are so arranged thatthey repeat the alarm at the

amount of ingenuity displayed in the invention of devices central station .

for automatically locating and announcing an outbreak of A valuable feature of this cable is that it forms an effective

fire. These inventions have taken the form of thermostats, barglar alarm ; for if a barglar sboald attempt to destroy

which automatically close an electric circuit when the local the ordinary window alarm by breaking the window glass and

temperature passes a certain point. The thermostats are cutting the wires, the pliers will form a metallic connection

scattered throughout a building in various places, which in between the inner and outer wires of the cable and close the

the judgment of the owner are most likely to be visited by a circuit. To avoid error in connecting up the return wires

fire. If the out they are made in
break should occur different colours.

immediately below Thus the fire alarm

& thermostat, the
5 wires are of copper,

circuit will be closed
another set are

and the alarm rung copper wires tinned,

in immediately. If, and & third will

however, the fire consist of alternate

should start at tinned and copper

point intermediate wires ( see fig . 1 ).

between two ther To keep down the
mostats, there bulk of the return

would be more or wires each set con

legs delay until the sists of several fine

temperature reached wires whose aggre

the proper degree
gate cross section is

to operate the sufficient to make

alarm .
up the necessary

The ingenious conducting area,

and well-thought and they are

out system of fire wrapped in ribbon

alarm which we fashion around the

illustrate in the
insulation . Con

accompanying en sidering the com
gravinge, is the plicated nature of

logicaldevelopment the cable and the

of the usage of the duty that it per

thermostat above forms, its bulk is

referred to. In remarkably small.

place of & set of The advantages

wires connecting &
FIG. 4.

of the cable are

number of isolated obvious. Not only

thermostats, the does it provide a

whole wire itself is so sensitive that the mere heat of a building with continuous lines of protection , but the

lighted match ( see fig. 3) applied at any point of the wire sensitive wires themselves are so small as to attract no

will cause the metal to fuse and ring in an alarm . As the more attention than ordinary house wiring. It may be laid

value of a fire alarm consists chiefly in the rapidity with along the moulding, across a window or door, within the

which it will act, upon the outbreak of a fire, it is evident cornice, above the shelves in a store, without attracting the

that the efficiency of the “ fire cable ” is enormously in- eye, or in any way interfering with the decorative features of

crea -ed over that of ordinary systems. the building. For detecting & fire, due to spontaneous

The construction of the cable and the details of the wiring combustion inthe coal bankers or hold of a ship, the wires

are shown in the accompanying figures. The cable, fig. 1, would be laid in pipes, fig. 4, which would protectthem from

is made up of an inner copper wire, which is coated with a rough usage but leave them exposed to the action of heat. The

metal that fuses at the low temperature of 37 €°. The various patents which cover this device are owned by the

fusible metal alone would serve to carry the current, but the Montauk Multipbase Cable Company, 100, Broadway,New

copper is introduced to increase the conductivity. Around York, to whom we are indebted for the particulars given

the fusible metal is wrapped a suitable insulation, and over above.

this again is wrapped a series of smaller wires with insula

tions b.tween them , as shown in the sketch , the whole being

covered with an outer protective wrapping. One of the

outer wires sei ves the fire alarm , another the burglar alarm , Banquet.- From the Western Mail of Cardiff we learn

another may be used for the servants' call, and others may that a banquet was given on Friday night last at the

be added to serve a multiplicity of electric connections. Whitehall Club to Mr. Samuel Insull, of the Chicago

Edison Company, by Messrs. Arthur Wrightand W. L.

Scientific American . Madgen .
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THERMIC EQUILIBRIUM IN ELECTROLYSIS.

BY M. D. TOMMASI.

it

C

C

reduction of the ferric sulphate and the partial oxidisation

of the ferrous sulphate.

In the case of the chlorateof potassium , for instance, the

heat or energy reqaired to effect the union of the hydrogen

with the oxygen of the chlorate must be greater than that

required for producing the combination of the oxygen with

the chlorate, and this is no doubt the reason why the

chlorate was transformed into perchlorate rather than

chloride, although the oxidisation of the chlorate gives off

less heat than its reduction. For the same reason, if the

ferric sulphate * is reduced by (H' + 0), it is due to the

fact that the heat or the energy required to effect the union

of the hydrogen with the oxygenof the ferric sulphate is

greater than that given off by the combination of the

electrolytic oxygen with the ferrous salphate,t and if the

reduction is not total, but partial (60 per cent.) , this is due

to the fact that having arrived at this point a sort of equili

brium is established between the reduction of the ferric sul

phate on the one hand and the quantity of ferrous sulphate

formed on the other hand, an equilibrium similar to that

wbich is observed when we electrolyse a mixture of varying

proportions of nitrate of copper and nitrate of silver. We

may mention, in conclusion, the following fact, which will

show indisputably that the principle of the maximum work

andits reciprocal Sprague's laws are onlytrue on the express

condition that the reaction between the bodies brought together

can be begun .

If we acidulate & solution of bioxide of hydrogen

(H? 0 ) with sulphuric acid , we get at the negative pole an

abundant escape of hydrogen, due to the decomposition of

the water without this hydrogen reducing the bioxide of

hydrogen. Now, how can we explain the fact that this

nascent hydrogen || which, although it reduces a number of

substances the decomposition of which absorbs heat, has no

effect on the bioxide of hydrogen , the decomposition of

which takes place with a liberation of heat ?

In other words, why does the electric current decompose

the water, the heat of decomposition of which is - 69 cal.,.

rather than act on the bioxide of hydrogen, the heat of

decomposition of which is + 21.6 cal. We observed a

similar fact with the following couple :

Zinc, acidulated water ; porous jar, bioxide of hydrogen,

with the addition of a drop of solution of sulphate of

copper. Platinum .

In this couple, in fact, the deposit of copper on the

platinum is produced as soon as the circuit is closed and long

before the bioxide of hydrogen has been decomposed .

We observe, then, inthiscouple the singularfact that the

hydrogen given off by the decomposition of the water

reduces the rulphate of copper (an exothermic compound ),

thedecomposition of which absorbs heat rather thanthe bi:

oxide of hydrogen (an eudothermic compound ), the decom

position of which, on the contrary, is attended by giving off

of heat.

The problem that we propose to solve is as follows :

Given a chemicalcompound capable of being oxidised or reduced,

find out how it behaves when it is brought at the same time

into the presence of a reducing and an oxidising substance,

which are considered to be equal and contrary forces.

Theoretically, only two cases are possible .

1. The two forces neutralise one another, and the compound

evidently remains in equilibrium .

2. One of the forces overpowerstheother.

According to thermic data this is what should bappen :

Let the compound, for instance, be termed AB; we

subject it to a chemical action (H² + 0) ; three cases may

presentthemselves for consideration : *

( a). The compound A B will not be subjected to any
action if

C A H² + c B 0 = c A 0 + c B H®,f

i.e., if the compound AB gives off the same quantity of heat

when becoming oxidisedas when being reduced.

(B). The substance A B will be reduced if c A HP > c B 0.

( y ). The substance A B will be oxidised if c A HP < c B 0.

For the sake of clearness, let us take an example : we will

subject nitric acid to the action of (H² + O). In this case

the reduction of the nitric acid can only take place if the

hydrogenisation of this acid gives off more heat than the

oxidisation of ammonia. Now , according to thermic data

the formation of ammonia by the reduction of nitric

acid gives off more heat than theoxidisation of ammonia .

In fact

N 03 H + 4 HP NH3 + 3 H² () ; 179.2 cal.

NH3 + 40 N 03 H + H²0 ; 96.8

Therefore, the nitric acid will be totally reduced by (H²+ 0)

unless an opposite reaction can take place ; which conclusion

is fully borne out by experiment. The mixture ( H + 0)

is obtained by the electrolysis of water, with the aid of three

bichromate of potash Bunsen elements.I

The gases are thus liberated inthe ratioof their molecular

weight,and under the same chemical and physical conditions.

The electrodes are of platinum and very close together.

The liquid which is being experimented upon is frequently
stirred and the current isreversed alternately,

We can sum up in the following table theresults at which

we arrived by subjecting various chemical compounds

capable of being reduced or oxidised by the simultaneous

action of electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen .

Action of ( H + o) on different chemical compounds :

Original compound. Final compound.

Nitric acid Ammonia and nitrite .

Nitrate of potassium .

sodium

Nitrite of potassium Ammonia .

Chlorateof potassium Perchlorate.

Arsenical acid No change.

Arseniate of potassium

Arsenious acid Arsenical acid .

Arsenite of potassium Arseniate .

Ferrous sulphate Partial oxidisation ,

Ferric sulphate Partial reduction.

From the results of these researches we can deduce the
following law :

1. When a body is subjected to two equal and contrary

chemical actions, the reaction which gives of the greatest

quantity of heat will be most likely to be produced, pro
vided that it can be begun .

Examples: The oxidisation of the arsenious acid and of

the alkaline arsenites. The reduction of the nitric acid and

of the vegetable nitrites.

2. With two chemical reactions, the one that requires the

least heat to begin will always be produced in preference,

even if it gives of less heat than the other reaction .

Examples: The oxidisation of the chlorate. The partial

.

SHIELDED CONDUCTORS.

...

By W. A. PRICE .

...

8

MR. MORDEY's paper on “ Dynamos," read on May 20th,

before the Institution of Electrical Engineers, has produced

a long series of articles and letters in different periodicals,

proposing and solving a number of paradoxes and puzzles of

more than usual interest. Some of these are curious and

(8 04) Fe ?.

† Š O' Fe.

See " Traité théoriqueet pratique d'électro- chimie,” by D. Tom

masi, p. 25 (published by Bernard, Paris).

$ The substances liberated at the electrodes are those which, in

escaping, absorb the least specific energy .
|| Theresearches that we made in 1877 showed that if hydrogen

in a nascent state is a powerful reducer, it is due solely to the fact

that this body, at the moment it leaves, a combination is accompanied

by all the heat produced at its escape. Consequently nascent

hydrogen is synonymous with H + cal. (hydrogen + calories) and

the differences observed between hydrogen given off by different

chemical reactions, are due to the fact that these reactions do not

develop the same quantity of heat.

See “ Traite théorique et pratique d'électro -chimie , ” by D.

Tommasi, p. 526.

• It is supposed,in all three cases, that the same quantity of heat

or energy is required to commence the chemical reactions.

te = heat of formation .

# For fullerdetails see " Treatise on Electric Batteries, ” by D.

Tommasi, p. 200 (published by G. Carré, Paris ).

9
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excellent examples of magnetic problems that can be dealt

with sufficiently by the application of first principles, though

complete solutions wouldbe difficult mathematical exercises.

The first pozzle proposed was not new , having been described

years ago by Mr. James Swinburne; but its interest was

revivedby an experiment described by Mr. Mordey. The
difficulty is to explain how a conductor buried in the iron

of a slot -wound armature experiences very little mechanical

force, though it is equally as efficient in developing electro

motive force in a dynamo, as if it were exposed on the surface

of an ordinary drum armature, and has just the same effect

in producing torque in a motor.

The electromotive force developed in a conductor is simply

proportional tothe number of lines of force crossing it in a

given time. The mechanical force on a conductor is pro

portional to the product of the current, and the density of

the magnetic field in its own substance ; and the difficulty

lies in seeing how the magnetic field in the body of the slot

wound conductor can be so small that no appreciable force

is exercised on the conductor, while, at the same time, it is

cutting a field of sufficient intensity to generate a large

electromotive force. The answer is, of course,that in a slot

wound armature the conductors are so shielded by the iron

body in which the slots are cut that only a very small part

of the total magnetic flux passes through them at any given

instant, and the force acting on the conductor is correspond

ingly small; while at the same time the total flux cut by any

conductor in the course of the revolution of the armature is

not affected .

Figs. 1 and 2 are diagrams of the usual character, showing

the distribution of the lines of magnetic flux near the air

gap in a slot -wound armature. The upper part in each

fig. 1 a system of magnetic forces, circular about the con

ductors, producing distortion of the field . The distortion

does not affect thereasoning already given about the forces

acting on the conductors, and the electromotive forces de

veloped ; but the figure shows how it is that the weakness of

the field in the body of the conductor does not affect the

torque on the armature. The points of application of the

forces which produce the torque lie on the surface of the

armature,where the lines offorce enter it from the ether, viz ,

along the surface, A A A. In fig . 1 these lines enter the sur

face normally, and produce no torque ; but when a current

is started in the conductors, the lines of force in the air- gap

become slightly oblique, as shown in fig. 2, in consequence

of the circular systems of magnetic forces about the con

ductors, and a torque is developed. The whole of the useful

effect is obtained from the slight displacement in the air-gap.

The large displacement of the lines in the body of the arma

ture serves no useful purpose. The magnetic force in the air

B

OO FIG . 3.

FIG . 1 .

figure represents parts of a magnet pole, while the con

ductors are shown in round slots cut in the body of the

armature. The air-gap is shown straight instead of an arc

of a circle for convenience in drawing. Fig. 1 gives the

arrangement of the lines of magnetic flux when there is no

current in the conductor. The field in the body of the con

ductor is extremely weak, but as the armature is rotated the

lines of flux are carried across the conductor, moving slowly

in the mass of the iron , but flashing across the slot at great

gap, due to the current in the conductor of circular section,

is at all points inversely proportional to the distance from

the axis of the conductor, and is in no way shielded by the

iron body of the armature.

Another advantage possessed by slot-wound conductors,

that they are less heated by eddy currents than sarface con

ductors,can only be due to a very steady movement of the

lines of flux across the slots, so that all parts of any con

ductor are cutting lines at the same rate. It isno explana

tion to say that, since the field in wbich the conductor lies is

weak, even large percentage variations in its density are

immaterial; for the absolute density has no relation to the

generated electromotive force. The exact explanation of

what is undoubtedly the fact, viz ., the freedom of slot -wound

conductors from eddy current heating, is not very clear.

A remarkable statement has beenmade by Prof. du Bois,

from whose article in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift we

extract the following passage :

“ A ring magnet experiences & side thrust when in an

external field, whose lines of force are in the same planeas

the ring; and conversely it exerts a thrust in the opposite

direction upon the supporter of the external field . This

deduction, so astonishing at first sight, I have proved to be

verified by experiment."

Though not expressly stated, it seems to be implied that

the fieldis uniform , except so far as the ring distorts it, the

ring homogeneous and uniformly magnetised, and the thrust

experienced a continuous one, and not merely impulsive or

ballistic on completing the connections. We take " side

thrust ” to mean a thrust in the plane of the ring, at right

angles with the field, but it may mean a thrust: in the direc

tion of the axis of the ring. Each construction presents

the same difficulties. Such afield and ring may be realised

by permanent magnets, and by arranging the ring to turn

about an axis “ perpetual motion ” is obtained.

Mr. James Russell disputes the truth ofthis " deduction

А

FIG . 2.

>

speed. But no figure explains the movement as well as Mr.

Swinburne's comparison of the action to the appearance of a

row of railings passing behind a knot in the window of a

railway carriage, producing an appearance similar to fig. 1 .

Fig . 2 gives the arrangement of the lines when a current

is passing in the conductor. It is obtained by imposing on

"
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on experimental evidence, while it is totally opposed to con

clusions drawn from the ordinary premises, which would lead

as to reason somewhat thus . Ifan iron or steel anchor ring,

nomagnetised, be introduced into an uniform magnetic field ,

the field is distorted from its previous form in some way

depending on the permeability of the ring and its position

inthe field. If the ring is placed with its plane parallel to

the field , it will experience no force tending to move it in

space . There will be forces tending to elongate it into an

oval, but these would not prodace any such effect as that

discovered by Prof. du Bois. Now, without moving it,
suppose the ring to become circularly magnetised . This

magnetisation, though it produces a new distortion of the

field in the body of the ring, produces none in the field out

side the ring, which retains the same form and distribution

as before, so that the ring experiences no force.

Figs. 3and 4 show the character of the field near the ring

before and after its magnetisation,

In these diagrams we bave taken no account of the effect

on the permeability of the different flax densities on the two

work being suspended on the bars placed across the vat. To

quicken the process and reduce the electrical resistance of

the solution , it is found advantageous to heat the pickling

solution or electrolyte, which is done by means of a lead pipe,

G , through which exhaust steam is passed. In the illustra
tion a tray or false bottom , 03, is shown, capable of vertical

movement between guides provided on the inside of the vat;

the object of the tray being to catch the heavy mill scale

which falls from the plates. The tray at the end of the

day's work is allowed to float by releasing the paal from the

winch to the top of the solution so that the mill scale col

lected on it can be removed. To sink the tray when neces

sary, extensions, B, are provided at each corner, and these

extensions are connected to flexible connections which pass

round guide sheaves, and are connected to a drum or winch

which is rotated when it is desired to sink the tray.

B )

821)

G

B3

-B

B

C3

CBOSS SECTION .

FIG . 4 ,

>

sides of the ring. This would change the field distribution

to a form that would be produced by an unmagnetised ring

which is non -homogeneous, but symmetrical about the axie

A B of fig. 3, being less permeableon the side B than on the

side a . This change of field taking place when the ring is

magnetised, would produce a sudden and transient force

acting on the ring in the direction B - A , and it is possible

that this is the effect Prof. du Bois has observed . His

words do not exclude such a construction . The action would

not occur with a circular or ring solenoid .

( To be concluded .)

Another device for catching the scale soon after it is

removed from the plates, so as to prevent the further up

necessary consumation of acid by dissolving the mill scale
after removal has been tried with most satisfactory results.

The solution is circulated by means of a small pumpthrough

a lead -lined box or chamber, behind which are placed electro

magnets, the result being that as the solutionflows past the

poles of the magnets the magnetic iron in suspension is
retained and can be removed from time to time.

In America an electrical pickling process has been tried.

The solution used being sulphate of soda or sulphuric acid.

The plates to be cleansed form the negative electrode and an

iron plate the positive electrode. The hydrogen set freo

from the surface of the plate reduces the oxides on the sur

face, and decomposes any grease that may be present.

Attempts have been made to remove the mill scale by

drawing it away from the plates with powerful electro

magnete, the scale having been previously loosened by a short

immersion in an acid bath, or by heating.
REMOVAL OF MILL SCALE BY ELEC .

TROLYSIS ,

BY SHERARD COWPER -COLES, M.I.E.E., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E .

THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION AND USES

OF ECONOMISERS.

8

1

The removal of mill scale from forgings and plates has

always been a matter of considerable difficulty, the scale in

many cases being 3'z -inch in thickness, and very adherent.

The usualpractice is to place the ironin a solutioncontain

ing 1 part of hydrochloric or sulphuric acids to 10 parts of

water, for a period varying from 2 to 24 hours. Many

attempts have been made to quicken the process and to

reduce the cost. One of the first experiments was to make

the iron to be pickled, the anode in an acid bath ; but this

was found to pit the plates, as the iron which was not pro

tected by themillscalewasmorereadily dissolved than that

covered by the magnetic oxide. To overcome this difficulty

the current was reversed , the iron being alternately made

anode and cathode. Theillustration shows a transverse

section of apickling vatconstructed for such a process, the

The word economiser has a general meaning, but in steam

using parlance an economiser has come to mean a special

piece of apparatus, to wit, a flae feed heater, made of tabes,

and every engineer who speaks of an economiser almost

invariably means one with vertical pipes of the Green type.

These are so common in England that they may be said to
be universal in the textile districte, and, as stated by Mr.

Brinckerhoff in a paper read before the New England Cotton

Manufacturers' Association, they are in use all over Europe,

and in the mills of India or the mines of South Africa, and

have already been widely adopted even in the United States

It appears that economisers have rather been failures in
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the United States in many instances, this being due to the

use of material other than cast-iroo, which alone seems to

have the power to resist the corrosive action of sulphurous

gases. In this respect an economiser differssomewhat from a

boiler. The latter is hot and does not condense on its surface

steam from the gases passing over it.

The economiser is fed with cool or cold water, and the

tendency to condensation of acid vapours on its surface is

much greater, and even cast-ironpipes suffer much at their

lower ends, as we have pointed out years ago. Indeed,

Messrs. Green now provide against this by using a part of

the economiser as a first section to warm the water before

passing it on to the remaining lower boxes. In this way

they 'savethe lower ends of, say , five-sixths of the pipes by

allowing the whole of one-sixth of the pipes to be attacked.

Another cause of failure has been the lack of capacity.

An economiser requires to be of such size that the water

passing through it should take from 30 to 50 minutes. This

gives time for heatabsorption. Many economisers have not

been fitted with automatic cleaning gear, and soot being so

poor a beat conductor, a few hoursare sufficient to render an

economiser nearly useless if not automatically cleaned .

Attention to the three essentials - cast-iron, capacity, and

cleaning — has made the success of Green's economiser. The

furtherimportant items are, an absence of made or packed

joints, the pipes being forced, metal to metal, in the sockets

of the top and bottom boxes by hydraulic pressure, and

finally tested to 350 lbe. A well-made economiser has a life

of 20 years, and can be so repaired in sections as to become

practically a new apparatus, while preserving its old identity

ſike & repaired umbrella which containsnothing of its

original parts.

Bat economisers require care ; . they should be blown out

when the boilers are blow off ; theyshould be periodically

cleared of soot below, and yearly, at least, the top caps need

removal for purposes of inside inspection. Also, we would

add, they must be bored out when scaled . Boring out is

quite a branch of the economiser business, and pipes can be

bored clean of scale very easily by means of the special boring

bars sent out for the purpose by the makers. It is the

practical necessity of boring out an economiser which has

prevented the success of many economisers constructed on

different lines. We haveseen economisersmade in the form

of a helix, most ingeniously cast, but quite incapable of being
bored out. Again we have seen them with the water passages

of the pipes made of segmental cross-section — also not to be

bored out. Of course, water ought not to contain lime salts. But

unfortunately it does, and no economiser maker can afford

for long to ignore the fact. Apart from the bonafide saving

effected by an economiser, the increase of the capacity of a

plant afforded by it and the saving in repairs to boilers by

reason of the abolition of cold feed, and the saving in

cleaning because of the deposition of much scale forming
matter in the economiser inthe form of mud, the apparatus

is specially useful when work fluctuates. A sudden demand

for steam , of which a heavier feed is the obvious con

comitant, is not followed by the drop io pressure which

accompanies a large influx of cold feed. An economiser is,

in fact, a species of thermal storage with a good system of

circulation . It adds to the water space of a boiler and must

be an immense benefit to water-tube boilers, whose chief

fault is perhaps a deficiency of water capacity.

30,622. " A combined manual and automatic switch for electric

circuits." R. L. HAILEY. Dated December 28th .

30,626. Improvements in the method of and means for regala

ting the phase relation between current and electromotive force in

alternating current systems of electricity distribution .” THE

BRITISH THOMSON - HOUSTON COMPANY, LTD . (C. P. Steinmetz and

E. W. Rice, jun ., United States.) Dated December 28th . (Complete.)

39,627. “ Improvements in and relating to electric railways."

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY, LTD. (W. B. Potter,

United States.) Dated December 28th. ( Complete.)

30,628 . ' Improvements in induction watt meters." THE BRITISH

THOMSON -HOUSTON COMPANY, LTD . (E. Thomson and W. H. Pratt,

United States.) Dated December 28th. ( Complete.)

30,678. " A new or improved method of retransmitting telegraphic

messages and apparatus for use in connection with the said method

and for other purpose ..” J. RYMER - JONES. Dated December 28th .

30,815. " Improvements relating to animated photographs."
W. J. H. JONES . Dated December 30th .

30,832 ... " Improved arc lamp carrier . " J. BROCKIE . Dated

December 30th .

30,838 . " Improvements in apparatus for use in the manufacture

of accumulator plates.” O. MABSCHNER. Dated December 30th .

(Complete.)

30,841.. " Improvements in electrolytic apparatus." G. C. MARKS

(H. de Solages, France.) Dated December30th .

30,846. “ A method or methods for controlling a mechanism or

mechanisms by means of electric or electro -magnetic waves of high

frequency .” E. WILSON and C. J. EVANS. Dated December 30th .

30,848. " Operating railway points by electro -motors.” I. A.

TIMMIS. Dated December 31st.

30,881. “ A new or improved method of electrical signalling."

S. J. MOTTON . Dated December 31st .

30,912. " Improvements in electrical resistance apparatus." H. A.

MAVOR and MAVOB & Coulson, LIMITEV. Dated December 31st.

30,997. " Improvements in electrically operated clocks. " R.

BUBX. Dated December 31st. (Complete .)

30,923. " Improvements in electric elevators ." H. H. LEIGA.

(F. J. Sprague, United States.) Dated December 31st.

ABSTRAOTS OP PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS,

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Mesers, W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Eolborn , W.O., price, post free, 9d.

( in stampe).)

1896 .

17,161. “The manufactureof an active material for the plates or
electrodes of electric accumulators . ” S. HAMMAC HER . Dated August

4th, 1896. Relates to the active material of secondary batteries,

which consists of a lead oxide mixed with substances of the pyridine

group in the presence of water.

17,187. “An improved electric cable or conductor for electric fire

or other alarm systems." C. D. TISDALE and J. D. GOULD . Dated

August 4th, 1896. Conductors are formed with a core of lead or

lead on copper, surrounded by an inflammable insulating material

such as India-rubber, or fibre and resin . One or more wires are then

laid in long spirals over the insulation and further insulated it

desired. The wires are fixed round a room and are connected to a

bell magnet and battery. The action of the magnet is to form s

short circuit across the leads when once the alarm is given . The

contact between the wires may also be formed by pinching or cutting

as in burglar, & c., alarms.

17,659. “ Receptacle for electric and other wire . " E. F. JONES.

Dated August 10th, 1896. Conduits in the form of kerbs constructed

as open -ended boxes, fitting together by rabbet joints. The outer

side is strengthened , andremovable lids are provided for inspection

ofthe wiresortubes. The conduits may be of iron , wood, & c., and

the joints are packed with pitch and the like.

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS .

NEW PATENTS .- 1897 .

1897.

13,107. “ Improvements in electric arc lampg.” 8. BERGMANN

Dated September 4th , 1897. Relates to arc lamps, especially

where the arc is maintained in a small inner globe. The frame of

the lamp is so constructed that the inner and outer globes can

descend so far belowthe base of thelamp asto easily permit the
introduction of new carbons without risk of breakaga. A removable

and adjustable electric contact making holder is provided for the

apper carbon ,bywhich the vertical length ofthelamp is very much
reduced,and a fusible conductor for leading the currentto the upper

carbon is avoided. The chamber enclosing the arc has a valve

shaped top seated in the portion of the lamp which supports the
carbon feeding andregulating mechanism . This tophasanopening

for the passage of the upper carbon. There is a carbon -holder in the

shape of acylindrical tube provided with meansfor securing the

carbon, and with adjustable springs forensuring electrical contact
between the directing tubeandcarbon -holder .Withthe supporting

frame are apair of tubes, with linkspivotedon theirends." A pair

oftubeswithin the former carry a yoke provided with off sets,with
which the links engage, and a pair of wires within them carrying &

support for the outer globe, with a releasing device. 7.claims.

[ Compiled bcpressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

30,572. “ Improvements in joints for electricity conductors.”

· G. O. FOWLEB and THE MUTUAL ELECTRIC TRUST, LTD . Dated

December 28th.

30,619. " Improvements in primary galvanic batteries or cells. "
J. W. BULLOOK . Dated December 28th .
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(J. A. BERLY'S ).

ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

If we assume that the engineers’ strike is now practically

over, the best thing to be done is to push forward their rapid

and well-paid re-employment as quickly as possible. Six

months of idlenees is in itself demoralising, and the men

have gone through quite sufficient hardships, on the whole,

fairly peacefully, to forbid any desire to extend further the

sharp lesson of defeat. Now is the time, when they are

thoroughly beaten, for the employers to step forward and

drive home the arguments of the past half -year by deeds,

They have the power in their hands to insist on better and

more honest service. It is their duty to do it, and to do it

80 thoroughly that the men will assist to get back some of

our lost trade. If this be done, there is good reason to sup

pose the country will be almost over -crowded with work .

This will mean good wages, and, if this time of better wages

arrives quickly, the men will learn, before they have become

powerful enough to again indulge in skulkiog, that the system

of work pays them better than the system of idling. As

soon as they learn this lesson , the occupation of the agitator,

who has lived on the doctrine of restriction and harassment,

will have gone. Coming out as victors from the struggle,

the employers have the right to insist on work being done

for money paid , but they are equally bound to see

to their own duties. Improved machinery and shop methods

and an abandonment of all laissez faire notions must be

faced . It is important that no loophole be left for the

arrows of trades union criticism . Trades unionism is

chameleon - like in its colours, and changes rapidly in its

methods of attack. Unable to compel employers to its

final outrageous demands for the maximum of wages for

a minimum of work, it is by no meani anlikely that

futare attempts at interference will be in the rery direction

the employers have practically been inviting it. Realising

that the game of restriction is ap, and perhaps having

absorb :d some of the scathing criticisms which have been

levelled against unionism , as it has become, the leaders of

reconstituted unionism may profess a willingness to increase

output. They may make demands for men to attend

several machines, and may lodge complaints as to the pon

efficiency of old plant, and in various ways assume a

virtue they do not feel, or have only lately acquired .

Should events prove that the employers really have obtained

the mastery, a very serious responsibility will be with them .

In their hands lies the fatare of English trade. Their own

weak concessions to the galling tyranny of trades unionism

have done already much irreparable damage. True, the first

offender has been unionism , and the employers perhape did

not foresee the result of their concessions; but facile descensus

averni, and in this case the bottom has fortunately been

reached the more quickly at the hands of Mr. Barnes than in

milder hands. Great ends are sometimes accomplished by un

worthy and unintentional means, and, it may be, Mr. Barnes

has wrought better than he knew, for it is through him the

end has come. Assuming, then, that further opposition to

O
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destroyer of the union tyranny, and from him will probably

date the new and improved condition of the engineering

trades of Great Britain. It is possible — we think probable

that the strike has been a blessing in disguise. It need

not have happened but for the complete tangle into which

trades unionism has landed everyone. Out of the clearance

it has made it is everybody's duty to see that the new

buildings shall be on the new plan, As with the great

City fire, we ought not to rebuild only, but to remodel,

Photo - Electric

Phenomena.

a

improved tools will now OEASE, English engineering firms are

likely to require many new tools. For a time the Americang

and their German copyists will profit, but English tool.

makers, also released from bondage, should be prepared to

meet the demand. Manufacturing engineering cannot be

carried on with a general engineer's tools . It demands

special tools and sub - division of operations.

It seems to be an axiom of repetition work that the

greater the number of bands through which a piece is passed,

the cheaper will be its production cost, for each hand per

forms a distinct operation, and does it quickly as the result

of practice. What is known as the American method is

but this. We question if, when Mr. Burns called

for American methode, he really knew just what it

wag he was demanding. The BO -called American

methods are simply the methods of many of our

free English shops. We know several such, and we have

recently compared the prices and discounts of one such shop

with the best German shop doing similar work . The

German prices are 50 per cent. higher. This shows what

can be done in England, where men and masters work

together. Could he but see it, the present is Mr. Barnes's

great opportunity. He is an adept at shunting issues . He

may now turn about face, and claim to have started the

present quarrel as a last resource to compel employers to

advance, all other methods failing. His friend Burns bas

given him the cae. It will be easy to follow it, especially

as it would afford an opportunity of worrying employers to

buy new tools, and the employers will have to do so, and

many of them are only waiting to do so until they can be

assured of the power to work them up to their limits. Nor

could employers complain at such new attitude on the part

of unionism . We believe it is found in America, as well as

in free English shops, that men push for the latest new

appliances, Pashing tools up to their maximum production

wears them out more quickly, but labour is a far bigger item

tban toole, and the time spent in taking care of a tool by

easy work would pay for a new and improved tool very

quickly.

It would just suit the executive of the A.S.E. to pose as

the upholders of improved methods, and to claim for their

past conduct a hidden spring of action in a desperate resolve

to compel employers to bring themselves into line with new

methods. This wonld be a repetition of the dishing of the

Whigs which stirred political circles some years back . There

is no such militant saint as a converted sinner, and trades

unionism in a new guise of pushfulness would, indeed , be a

refreshing and wholesome sight, and might, indeed , con

stitute a form of interference that would be not unwelcome.

Certain American experience with English workmen, who

were free to do as they wished in the way of pushing work ,

showed us some time ago that a certain manufactory, with

English skilled men , could beat out of the field the other

works in the same trade. There is value in skill and long

practice, and in manufacturing engineering there is work

which the labourer and the apprentice can do well enough on

automatic machinery, but there is a field beyond their scope

which will always require skill and superior intelligence.

There are so many articles now imported from abroad simply

because of the balf -hearted manner of working in England,

that to supply these goods alone will absorb all our surplus

labour before very long. In the interim we fear that the

men, who must remain for some time out of work before

they con be reinstated, will be exposed to great bardship.

The employers have been training others to fill their places,

and have now got the very class, at the possession of which

Barnes ko girds. But it is to him that this new batch of

men is due. He has been the kind giver. He aleo, and

in referring to him we mean, of course, the policy of which

he is the willing or unwilling mouthpiece, has been the

ABOUT three years ago we described a

form of electrode considerably more sensi

tive to light than any employed by previous

investigators up to that time, and gave a few details of its

construction. This electrode was described by H. Laggin,

who contributed a paper on it to the Zeitschriftfür Physika

lische Chemie, Vol 14 , pages 385-393. The electrode con .

sisted of a platinum plate covered with bromide of silver,

and , when used, is paired with a similarly coated silver elec

trode in a decinormal solution of potassium bromide. The

rise of potential is determined by a quadrant electrometer,
and, in some experiments, exposure to diffqsed daylight

caused an increase of potential of 0.42 volt. The experi

mentsshow that when illuminated by a weak light, the rate

of rise of potential is uniform and represented by a straight
line until a maximum value is reached, after whiệh it remains

constant, or may fall slightly. With a stronger light the

rate of increase is more rapid, but the final value is not

greater; the rate, however, is not directly proportional to

theintensity of the light, but is proportionately less than for

weak lights, whilst it is also lowered by previous exposure to

powerful light. Continuous and intermittent lights of the

same mean intensity appear to have the same effect. The

sensitiveness of the plate, however, does not remain constant,

but, even after long reste, very different potential increases

are obtained with the same light. Since the end of 1894,

when Laggin first began to make experiments with this

form of electrode, he has been carrying on the investigation
with & sensitive electrode similar to that which we have

described, but which could be raised to any definite potential

above that of the liquid , and he describes his new results in

the Zeitschrift für Physikalische Chemie, 1897 , Vol. 23,

pages 577-635. The current produced , or the photo

current, was measured , and it was found that an intimate

connection exists between the strength of the photo -current

and the depth of the darkening of the sensitive electrode.

As the potential of the electrode is increased, however, the

photo- current decreases ; and ultimately a potential is reached

where the current becomes zero, and, by increased exposure,

may pass over to a current of opposite sign. Where the

actionof the current is to removethe halogen ,and hence

cause darkening of the electrode, the current is called normal

or positive, corrents which act in the reverse sense being

known as solarisation current, and experiments show that

both kinds of current maybe produced with the same elec
trode, according to its potential and the light intensity.

The solarisation current, in the case of silver chloride

electrodes, more readily occurs with yellow light, whilst,

on the other hand, blue light favours the production

of the normal current, which, in contradistinction to

the solarisation current, is coterminous with the exposure.

The potential at wbich no normal current is produced is

known as the equilibrium potential, anda linear equation is

found to hold for the relation of the photo-current to the

defect from the equilibrium po :ential,and in the equation

the constant is probably dependent on the dissociation of

the silver salt. Luggin endeavours to connect these results

withthe purely photographic phenomena, and considers that

solarisation appearances are intimately and casually con

nected with the solarisation current, and,at any rate, with

printing out papers the connection between the photo-electric

and photographic phenomena is in the author's opinion

established . The applicability of the halogen salts appears

also to be connected with the value of the equilibrium poten

tial, and theauthor finally discussesatsome length the pro

duction of images by development,

8
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SOME NOTES ON SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS.

By A. O. EBORALL,

The supe

11

( Continued from page 32.)

The stationary field magnet is of the ordinary multipolar

form with inwardly radiating poles, the number of these

bring determined by the desired motor speed and frequecoy

of supply. It is built up of sheet iron stampings bolted

together and to a cast - iron frame work and bed - plate. The

magnet poles have two windings; one, a thick winding of

few turns, and used only at starting, the other & winding of

smaller section wireand many turns,which is used wben the

motor is moppiog synchronously. The armature is built up

of core discsof the shape shown in fig. 3, and also has two

windings . One, used at starting only, is an ordinary dis.

tribated drum winding wound inthe elots, and connected to

& commutator in the usual way; the other is a concentrated

winding with flat rectangular coils wound in the holes, thecoils

being connected up in serier, with the free ends connected to a

pair of slip rings on the end of the shaft remote from the

commutator. The namber of these flat coils is equal to the

number of magnet poles, and the number of slots for the

starting winding is determined solely from considerations of

sparking, &s. The third slip ring seen in the diagramhas

nothing to do with the action of the motor ; inside it is a

centrifugal device, which makes contact with the ring at a

synchronous speed, causing a pilot lamp mounted near the

motor to lightup.

The starting of this motor is as follows :-A choking coil

or resistance is inserted in the starting circuit, as shown, and

the switch thrown over to the " start " position. The motor

immediately begins to run ap as an ordinary series motor, and

at a synchronous speed the lamp lights up. Directly this

happens the switch is put over , which puts the slip rings

intodirect connection with the supply mains,and the brushes

on the commutator into connection with the fine wire wind

ing of the fields, so that now the motor is running as a self

exciting reversed alternator. The number of windings on

the choking coil, or the magnitude of the starting resistance,

is determined by the torquerequired, the motor starting with
any torque if enough current is given to it.

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Bergtheil & Young

(London ), who are the English agents for this motor, the

present writer has been enabled to make some tests of its

performance. These, though only of a workshop nature,

came ont very well indeed.

The 2} H.P. motor provided was built for 100 volts,

183 ~ , and ran at 1,500 revolations per minute on the

100 ~ testing circuit. It started immediately without any

trouble whatever at any load, and with a reasonable current

consumption, this being about twice the full load current

when exerting the full load torque. The efficiency above

half load was high, averaging 70 per cent.

factor of these motors for any particolar load depends, toa

large extent, on the field excitation, that is, on themagnitude

of the resistance in series with the fields. With the resist

ance adjusted to give the best effect for three-quarter load ,

the power factor at this load came out at approximately 73

per cent.,diminishing slightlyas the loading was increased.

There was absolutelynosparking at the commutator either

at starting or running, the carbon brushes remaining

throughout in a fixed position. As a matter of fact, they

are not mounted on a rocker, the bolders being fixed.

This motor has, then, the following good points :

1. It starts well on any load without any external compli

cations, and withoutan excessive current consumption.

2. It stands considerable overload .

3. The power factor and efficiency are high.

4. Its speed is absolutely constant, with constant fre

quency.

Itsdefects are

1. It is somewhat expensive.

2. It is noisy when running light or anderloaded.

3. Its design is necessarily rather straggling.

4. The centrifugal service might fail to act, in which case

the armatare stands a chance of flying to pieces in the bands
of & careless workman .

3. The " po load ” carrent is rather high.

Owing to the absence of sparking and to the fixed brushes,

the presence of the commutator is hardly felt . In the

writer's opinion, the motor could be improved by diminish .

ing the air -gap, this being somewhat excessive ia the

examples that have come under his notice.

riority of these motors over others of similar desiga seems to

lie in the fact that the armature and field windings are 80

adjusted that the maximum magnetic effects of each oocar at

the right times .

It is evident that such a motor would make agood rotary

converter, continuous current being tapped off the com

mutator when the motor was running on alternate current

mains, or vice versa.

II. - ALTERNATING MAGNETIC FIELD MOTORS.

Owing to the fact that the direction of rotation of any

ordinary direct oprrent motor is the same irre.pective of the

direction of the current sapplied to it, early attempts were

made to adapt it for use with an alternating currentby lami

nating the fields. But this simple modification is not

enough in itself, the crude form having many serious faults,

the chief of them being

1. Low efficiency, chiefly due to the hysteresis and oddy
current losses.

2. Large “ no load "..current, and very low power factor,

due to the nature of the windings, large air-gap necessary

on account of armature reaction, and to the very considerable

magnetic leakage.

8. The heavy sparking, espezially at starting and over

loads, and which is due to the fact that as each armature

coil is in turn short-circuited by a brush, it becomes the seat
of very heavy induced currents, these reacting on the mag;

nets, and causing great heating and sparking .

4. Low weight efficiency, which is caused by the impedance

of the motor circuits not allowing sufficient corrent to get
through, and principally due to the self -induction of the

magnets; and in the case of shunt motors, it is found that

besides this last difficulty, there are great differences of phase

between field and armature currents, causing the maximum

magnetic effects of each to occur at different intervals of

time, this want of coincidence greatly diminishing the

torque.

These inherent defects have not yet been overcome, and

motors of this class are quite unsuitable for anythingbut the

smallest work. Many attempts have been made to improve

them , none of whichhave been successful up to the present.

Thus to help bring the armature and field currents more into

phase, condensers have been put in these circuits (Stanley

and Kelly ), or short -circuited demagnetising coils have been

sunk in the pole- pieces (Stanley and Kelly ). To minimise

the sparking, double wound armatures have been used , 60

arranged that a coil is never actually short-circuited by a

brush , this latter merely changing the resistance of the

armature during rotation, according as one winding, or the

two in parallel, came under it (Hutin and Leblanc ).

The crux of the whole question is really the frequency;

if this be lowered sufficiently (say to 15—20 .~ ), all the

above defects are greatly minimised, and there is no reason

why such motors should not be commercially successful.

III . - INDUCTION MOTORS.

Single-phase motors of the induction type probably con

stitute 75per cent. of all the single-phase motors running on

the Continent at the present time, and are made by allthe

important firms, such as Brown, Boveri & Co., theOerlikon

Company, Kolben & Co., the A.E.G. (Berlin ), and Siemens

and Halske. They operate as follows:

Let fig . 4 represent theelements of a single-phase indoc

tion motor. It consists of a stationary inducing system or

stator, being built up of stampings with holes or slots

stamped round the inner periphery, and a similarly con

structed rotor, in the windings of which currents are induced .

The stator winding consists of flat coils, wound in the holes

in a manner to be more particularly described later, the

number of coils depending on thenumber of poles required ,

these being given by the speed. The rotor winding is simply

a number ofcopperbars, short-circuited at each end by means

of copper rings . Now suppose the stator windings to be

connected to the supplymains. An alternatingmultipolar
magnetic field is produced round the stator, oscillatingwith

the frequency of the supply current, and whose tendency is

to produce an equal torque on the rotor in opposite directions,

The power

1
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and hence no rotation occurs. But if the rotor is given a

g'art in either direction, and its speed gradually increased by

some external means, a point is soon reached when the rotor

will go on revolving by itself with increasing speed, until

nearly synchronous rotation is attained . Load can now be

puton the motor, when the speed will drop slightly, just as

in the case of a polyphase motor, but to a somewhat larger
extent. This “ slip " of the rotor increases from a minimum

at no load up to a certain point, generally about twice full

Now this mode of treatment readily lends itself to the

solution of the usual problems connected with induction
motors. Some years agoit was shown by Mr. M. B. Field that

it could be extended to the ordinary Kapp diagram for mul
tiphase motors, * and that by constructing such a diagram

with the forward and backward fields, the performance of
the single -phase induction motor in regard to efficiency,

power-factor, torqae, &c., can be predicted if certain con

stants are known. The present writer hopes shortly to be

able to go fully into this method of Mr. Field's in another

place, as it should prove of considerable value to all those

having an interest in this class of alternate current plant.
( To be continued .)
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FIG. 4.-SIMPLE INDUCTION MOTOR .
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load, when the motor runs out of step, and must be re

started . The slip is the frequency of the rotor currents, and

hence the effect of loading the motor is to cause such a slip

as will increase the rotor currents by such an amount as will

correspond to the necessary increase of torque.

The theory of the single-phase induction motor is neces

parily somewhat complicated .complicated. The best treatment of the

subject is that of the late Prof. Ferraris, it consisting in

considering magnetic fields as vector quantities, capable of

being combined as ordinary vectors. According to this, an

oscillating magnetic field may be considered as being the

resultant of two rotating fields of constant and equal

strength, and rota:ing in opposite directions with the same

frequency as that of the oscillating field. If the oscillating

field follows a sine law, then such a field of maximum

strength N, and with p poler, oscillating with frequency n,

may be represented by two sinusoidal rotary fields of p poles

and maximum strength the one rotating forward , and

FIG . 2.

rection made. The top right-hand switch blade marked *

was omitted from last week's block.-- Eps. ELEC. REV.

N

n

SHIELDED CONDUCTORS.

By W. A. PRICE.

the other backwards, with a speed of
revolutions per

2 p

second .

It is not difficult to show that any distribution of field of

p poles may be decomposedinto a number of multipolar sinn
soidal fields. There would be ( 1) a fundamental sinusoidal

field of maximum strength n, of p polee, (2) a first harmonic

sinusoidal field of maximum strength n, with 2 p poles, (3)P

a second barmonic sinusoidal field of maximum strength N3

with 3 p poles, and so on . Hence it follows that any oscil

lating field , such as might be produced in any form of

single-phase induction motor whatever, may be decomposed

into a number of multipolar sinusoidal fields of different

maximum values with different numbers of poles, and ro

tating, some forward , somebackward, with velocities inversely

proportional to the numberof poles.

It is to the forward rotating field or fields that the rotation

of the motor of a single-pbase motor is due ; this forward

rotating field acting on the rotor in every respect just as the

rotating field produced by a two or three-phase current acts

in multiphase motors. That is to say, the torque on te

rotor is due to the fact that the rotor field proluced by the

induced rotor currents follows up the forward rotating field ,

never quite catching it up , but having a certain slip with

regard to it, this slip, as previously pointed out, increasing

with the loa ), and is, of course, equal to the difference

between the frequencies of the forward rotating field

( frequency of the supply current), and the rotating

number of mo'o : poles
fill of the motor

2

sero'utiona per minnte of rotor

6u

( Concluded from page 63.)

MR. MORDEY's suggested explanation of Prof. du Bois'

observation published in the Phil. Mag. for Decembert is

difficult to understard . He attributes it to the fact that a

ring solenoid is equivalent magnetically, so far as the

external field is concerned, to a single torn laid along the

circle that forms the axis of the helix, but how such aring

can experience a side thrust in & magnetic field is not easy

to see. Onewould expect only a tendency to turn into a

plane per pendicular to the field .

Mr. James Russell describes also a number of interesting

experiments on the forces exerted on & conductor carrying

current in a magnetic field , when shielded by an iron

cylinder. In one of these an iron tube is placed in an

uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the tube, and a con

ductor is placed in the axis of the tube. On starting, a

current in the conductor, the iron shield tends to move side

ways, i.e. , at right angles to the field and to its own length,

while the conductor experiences little or noforce. Considered

in connectionwiththeaction on the magnetisedring (fig. 4)

the result seems paradoxical, i.e., if this action be what we

suppose, and Prof. du Bois is mistaken ; for the effect of the

current on the iron tube is to magnetise it circularly, and to

produce motion sideways, while no such motion occurs with

a permanent ring magret of the same form.

• See Kapp's “Power Transmission," page 346.

† See ELECTRICAL REVIEW , January 7th , 1898.

.

Х

(which is

rotor).
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normally to the paper. The space between A A, B B, is an

uniform magnetic field in the direction of the arrow . Now,

if the whole be placed in an uniform .field perpendicular to

the sheets, the lices of flow will take the direction shown in

>

The explanation lies in the action of the current on the

field outside of the iron tube, wbich is distorted by the

current exactly as if the iron shield were absent, and is not

affected by the circular distribution in the ring itself. In

fact, thoughthe iron tube shields the conductor inside it

from the action of the outside field , and prevents any force

from acting on it, it does not shield the outside field from

the action of the current in the conductor. It seems possible

that Prof. du Bois, in his experiment on the magnetised ring,

may have led his carrent in such a way as to distort the field ,

and so produce the action on the ring, an action which would

be more intense if the ring were not permanently magnetised ,

and more permeable.

Fig. 5 shows the character of the distribution of the field

cut

11
FIG . 7.

the figare, each of them bending sharply where they cross

the current sheets, though the whole space is equally

permeable.

So where lines of flow enter hard magnetised steel the law

does not apply, and since all iron is coercive, and other

materials have practically the same permeability, the law is

little more thana guide in drawing freeband certain classes

of diagrams.

It is not suggested that the writers who have referred to

this law are not familiar with its limitatio , s, but when laws

are formally stated one is apt to think the statement is also

complete.

I am tempted to suggest another paradox. A space is

enclosed by a shield formed of bar magnets placed side by

side with all their north poles outside, and all their south

poles inside. There can be no flux, and they consequently

cease to be magnets.

For a simple case, consider the space enclosed between

two infinite plane magnetic shells ( fig. 8). Along n N, N N,
FIG . 5.

N N N.when no current is passingin the conductor. It is, of course,

similar to fig . 3. Fig. 6 shows the field when a current is

pissing, and the field is disturbed outside theshield , tending

to move it in the direction of the arrow . Comparisons of

figs. 4 and 6 shows the difference between the conditions of

S S STM

THE

S S S

MIN
N NN

FIG . 8 .

are north poles, and along ss, ss, south poles,the shells

being madeof small bar magnets placed side by side. There

is no magnetic field anywhere. Have the bars ceased to be

magnets ?

WINDINGS OF POLYPHASE ARMATURES. *

By J. P. STONE,

With the introduction of polyphase apparatus,a number of

different windings have necessarily been developed , although

all of them have the same general features. Since they are

slightly different, it may be thonght that they are of essen

tially different character. It is the object of this paper to
FIG . 6.

HO010
FIG . 1. - SINGLE -PHASE WINDING .

Mr.Russell's experiment and the one we understand Prof.
da Bois to describe.

Another point requires notice. A law of refrangibility

has been repeatedly referred to,viz ., that the ratioof the

tangents of the angles made by a line of magnetic flux

with the normals on two sides of a surface separating two

different media is equal to the ratio of their permeabilities.

This only applies when neither medium is coercive, and

the field of magnetic force is continuous at the surface in

question; e ..., suppose in diagramfig. 7, A A, BB, areinfinite

nlane current sheete, A A coming up, B B flowing down

illustrate how these windings are made, and to show that it

is rather unessential what type of connections are used as

far as behaviour and output of machines is concerned .

• American Electrician .
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The single -phase winding in its simplest form consists of

a number of coils connected up so as to give alternate

polarity all round the surface of the armature. Assume

that an alternator has 10 poles, we could thus have a winding

consisting of 10 coils, as illustrated in fig. 1 , each coil con

nected in reverse direction in regard to the preceding; or we

could have awinding as illustrated in fig. 2, consisting of

five coils, which coils are connected so as to give the same

polarity, but separated from each other by the pitch of the

poles — that is, by the distance between two adjacent poles.

Necessarily, if all coils are connected so as to give the

8

phase windings, such as are described in fig . 1 or 2 , each

starting 120° in phase from the preceding ; that is, since the

distance between two pairs of poles is 360°, if the first

winding starts midwayunder one pole, the second winding,
wound identical with the first should start at one -third of

the distance between two poles and the third at two -tbirds

the distance between the poles. Thus we see how a three
phase generator can be woond. If these circuits are not

joined,six collector rings are necessary, two for each phase.

Since, however, each winding has a point of equal potential

with either of the other two,that point can beconnected on
all three.

That is one end of each of their windings is brought to a

А

FIG . 2. - SINGLE -PH 48E WINDING .
-

ATT
A

mm
Bsame polarity, the space between the coils will bave the oppo

site polarity to that given by current passing through the
coil.

A two -phase generator could be made from a single-phase

generator by adding a set of new coils placed midway

between the first coils and wound in identically the same

way as the first winding. Since the distance in pbase
с

F168. 7 AND 8. - THREE -PBASE Y.WINDING .

FIG . 3. - Two -PHASE WINDING .

а

>between two adjacent poles is 180°, it is evidentthat the

beginnings of the two independent windings will be 90°

apart ; thus, if the two windings have the same number of

tards, the generator will havetwo independent sources of

power of same magnitude, one displaced 90° from the other ,

that is, we have a two-phase generator with independent

FIG . 4. - THREE -PHASE WINDING .

windings. Such a machine would then, of course, have four

collector rings, two for each of the windings. By connect

ing two adjacentcollector rings together, a two-phase relation

still remains, and we have a two- phake machine with inter
linked windings.

The same results can also be obtained from a distributed

single -phase winding by proper connections, provided that

the number of coils between each pair of poles is divisible by

two. Snch a winding is illustrated ia fig. 8, and is, as can be

common junction, from which they branch out starwise, and

the remaining ends are connected to the three line wires.

The three lines thus serve in turn as outgoing and return

circuits, the maximum current shifting from one to the

other in succession . We thus obtain a Y - connected machine

which necessitates three collector rings only.

Similar to what was stated regarding the two-phase

winding, the three-phase winding can be obtained from the

distributed single-phase windingby tapping the windingat

suitable points ; that is, points differing in phase by 120°.

Sucha winding is illustrated in fig. 6, and is called the delta

winding. This is also shown diagrammatically in fig . 5.

Here the coils form a closed mesh, the six terminals being

united two and two, the lines being connected to the windings

at the three points of junction, forming a triangle. In

order to make such connections, however, it is, of course,

necessary that the single-phasewinding should have at least

three slotsper pole and phase ( for a full pitch winding) or å

multiple of 3. Such a winding is illustrated in fig. 4.

The three-phase windings can also be shown as simple

Gramme windings, havingonly one coil per phase, asin
figs. 6 and 8 , which are shown delta and Y -connected,

respectively. Thus it will be seen that a direct-current

winding may be connected into a three-phasedelta-connected

winding by tapping, it at equidistantpoints, the number of

leads being governed by thenumber ofpoles .

Denoting the E.M.F.induced in each winding by E, it
is evident that the E.M.F. between the lines in a delta

connected armature must be E, since the lines are connected

directly to the ends of the winding. In a Y -connected

armature, however, one end of each of the three windings

are connected together, and the other three ends are con

nected to the lines, as in fig. 7 ; but since the E.M.Fs.

induced in each winding are not in pbase with each other,

the E.M.F. at the terminals is not the sum of the E.M.Fs.

induced in each winding ; that is, it is not 2 E, but is the

geometrical sum of the E.M.Fs. in the two phases - that-is

E V 3.

The output of a polyphase generator is that of the sum of

each individual phase ; that is, denoting thecarrent in each;

wire in a Y -connected motor by c, andthe E.M.F. induced

in each phase as before, by E, the power of the three-phase
generator is 3 X CE. Since, however, the E.M.F. between

the lines is V 3 times the E.M.F. perphase - that is E x V 3

we findthat thepower of a three-phase generator expressed

by the line E.M.F. and line current must be v 3 x 01 E19

where E,and C and theE.M.Fs.and thecurrents,respectively,
between the lines and in the lines. In a delta -wound motor,

in the same manner, we findthe power delivered to be

expressed by the same equation.

( To be continued.)
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FIG8. 5 AND 6. - THREE -PHASE DELTA WINDING .

&

seen , essentially a direct-current winding in which four taps

are taken out to four collector rings(bipolar machine).

Thus no new features in winding are introduced in making&

two-phase generator.

Athree-phase generator is made on essentially the same

plan. It consists primarily of three independent single.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY IN

THE ELECTRIC ARC.

a

The mechanism of the conversion of electric energy into

heat in the electric arc still evades the inquiries of experi

mentere, but papers are from time to time published dealing

with the subject, and new suggestions made, and new con

clusions reached, without any conspicuousapproach to an

explanation of what occurs . Mrs. Ayrton's laborions and

systematic observations are in recent yearsthe mostimportant

of these contributions. Of course, " explanation " in such

& case as this means no more than thatthe phenomena are

shown to be subject to laws and conditions which are ascer

tained and well recognised in other cases , even though the

mode of action in the latter may be quite obscure. The

reference of the planetary motions, and the weight of ter

restrial bodies, to one lawof the attraction of gravitation, is

called an explanation of these phenomens, though the mode

of attraction is not less obscure than the phenomena it

explains, and the very idea of action at a distance may be

abandoned as a misleading fiction. Following a course of

this kind, one experimenter after another bas attempted to

find laws for the behaviour of the electric current in the

arc ,similar to those which it obey: ina metallic conductor.

Electricity flowing through a metallic conductor generates

heat ata rate proportional to the square of the current, and
the independence of that coefficient, which is called the

resistance, of the amount of current passing, is so conspicuous

a property ofmetals and their alloys that itseems to indicate

some marked characteristic in the mechanism of their con

duction. So when a current of electricity flows through a

jaaction of two different metals heat is developed , or

absorbed, at a rate directly proportional to the current ; and;

bere again the coefficient involved, viz ., the electromotive

force of contact, is a physical constant not lees significant

than the resistance. The molecular structure of metals is

analtered by the passage of the current, and no transfer of

matter takes place.

This last propertyclearly differentiates the mode of conduc

tion by metallicconductors from that by the arc, where disrup

tion and transfer of matter occar. The prima facie improb

ability is very great that conduction by the arc is regulated

by laws sitcilarto the peculiarly exact and simple ones which

apply to metallic conductors. All attempts to represent the

heat developed in the arc , as due to a resistance and a back

E.M.F. - or, in other words, to express it as thesum of two

terms containing the first and second powers of the current

respectively - have been futile, and it appears unwise to

persistin attacking the question on these or similar lines.

If the arc consists of molecules, torn from the positive

carbon, employed in the incessant to and fro bombardment

of the poles, carrying positive charges to the negative, and

negative charges to the positive carbon, the mode of trang

ference of the charges is by convection and not by conduc

and an attempt to represent the action in terms of the

ideas used for metallic conduction, is analogous to an attempt

to enter the statistics of a town supply by water carts on

printed forms arranged for the data ofapipe supply.

An observation that under certain circumstances an

increase ofcurrent in the arc is accompanied by a diminished

potential difference between the carbons led the observer,

drawing too closely the analogies with metallic conduction,

to theabsurd conclusion that the arc possesses negative

resistance. No portion of the heat generated inthe arc has

been traced to å distinct cause involving transformation of

energy proportional to the square of the current ; and we

haveno ground for assigning resistance to the arc .

Prof. Fleming, in a letter to the Electrician of January

7th, considers the probability of the existence of a “ counter
electromotive force in the arc ," and makes an interesting

suggestion as to its possible source. It is not quite clear

what idea is expressed by the words " counter electromotive

force." They must mean something more than a means

whereby electrical energy is converted into heat in direct

proportion to the carrent, and seem to imply that the action

is reversible, and to some extent elastic, so as to produce an

E.M.F. in thereversesense,if only for a very short time, on

the sadden cessation of the main current. Such an action

has been looked for repeatedly in the arc, but never, we

believe, detected. It occurs in every other case we can call

to mind, to wbich the term “ counter electromotive force ”

is applied. It is not obvious why it should be looked for in

the arc at all. An elastic action implies a return from a

more to a less strained condition, and if the energy in the
arc is employed in the disruption and mutual bombardment

of the carbons, no reversible effect is to be expected .

Prof. Fleming suggests that the current may generate heat

in direct proportionto its amount when passing from a hot

point to a cooler one in carbon vapour , by analogy with the

Thomson effect in copper, or solid carbon ; the existence of

a difference of temperature in the carbon vapour being

inferred from the difference of temperature in the carbon

rods at the arc. The explanation requires carbon vapour

and solid carbon to be in contact at two very different tem

peratures at the same pressure, and to huve very different

thermo-electric gradients ; since if the gradients were the

same, the total development of heat, by a Thomson effect,

between the distant ends of the carbons, which are at the

same temperature, would be zero . The latter condition may

be satisfied : we have no knowledge of the matter ; but it is

hard to see how two very different temperatures can be found

in a small body of vapour, presumably saturated. The

existence inhotgases of an effect similar to the Thomson

effect in solid conductors is only guessed at, but it offers an

interesting subject for experiment. If this effect is found

in carbon vapour, electromotive forces between the solid and

gaseous carbon might exist at the contact surfaces, similar

to the Peltier effect in metals, and the energy converted at

those points might be expected, by analogy, to be consider

ably greater than that due to a difference in the thermo

electric gradients in the solid carbon , and in its vapour.

It may be observed here that the reduction in the potential

difference of the carbors for a given current, by beating the

negative carbon, is explained by the bombardment hypothesis,

as well as by Prof. Fleming's.

Observations on the distribution of potential in the arc are

difficult to interpret, but it appears that the difference of

potential between the central part of the arc and the negative

carbon is small or zero , and that the whole fall of potential

in the arc takes place at or near the positive crater. At this

point disruption of matter is taking place, and the

generation of heat under these conditions and the generation

of heat by a Peltier or Thomson effect, where no change

occurs in the condition of the matter concerned , seem

phenomena, primâ facie, to be placed in very different

categories. It would seem that little assistance in this

question is to be expected from analogies drawn with the

phenomena of electric conduction in solids. The phenomena

seem rather allied to those of discharges in rarified gases , and

movements in electrolytic solutions.

tion ; CHEAP ELECTRICITY .

The presidential address of Mr. Raworth to the Northern

Society of Electrical Engineers comes in for a good deal of

satire from the Engineer,which is rather solemn in its treat

ment of most questions, and is very severe upon Mr.

Raworth. Perhaps it is that the writer has a speaking envy
for the optimistic breeziness of Mr. Raworth. Our con

temporary, however, cannot at all put up with such breeziness,

which is even in parts of doubtful seemliness in its humour.

The comparative absence of figares does not meet with

approval. _In a presidential address figures are not much

wanted . Too many such addresses are bat at best gracefully

connected recapitulations of well-known facte.

It is with such few figures as were given that the Engineer

falls foul. Mr. Raworth suggests& 50,000 -H.P. power

plant to earn£ 200,000 a yeargross, or at the rate of £ 4

per H.P. We areasked to seehow much each horse-power

will cost. Coal will run to 3 lbs. per E.H.P. , so that 1 ton

would yield 750 H.P. hours, and a year of 7,300 boars

rather a long year, for it means 20 hours a day - will cost

9.78 tons of coal, or, say, 10 tons, costing £2 10s., which is

too high a proportion of the selling price of current to

warrant much hope of a profit after other expenses are paid.

But after all , did Mr. Rsworth mean days of 20 hours.
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If not, and 10 hours' days were meant, the coal would be

reduced to £ 1 58.

The Engineer considers 5d . per unit as a low limit of

price. Yet one London company is now offering current for

power purposesat rates ofas low as 21d. per unit, so that there

are those who consider 5d. an excessive price. The Engineer

begs the question, when it cavils at the claim that electricity

will be produced more cheaply than now. How can there

be much reduction when dypamos already have an efficiency

boasted of at 90, or even 98 per cent. Yet even the Engi

neer admits a possible cost so low as 1d. per unit, with

engine and dynamo alone. For ourselves, we look upon the

future of electricity very hopefully. Its chief objection is

its first cost of installation for small units. The rules and

regulations, the claimed rights and arbitrary privileges of

electrical supply compinier, more than vie withany gas

company. Especially is the power of cutting off supply
without notice a clause which ought to be carefully con

sidered. The small prospective consumer is aptto bescared

off by the ponderosity of the demands upon him. True,

he may be going to effect an economy by using electricity,

yet, for all that, he does not relish being treated by a new

electrical company as though they were conferring a huge

favour oa himbyselling him current.

Electricity may not be so cheap as Mr. Raworth would

make it out to be, but it will not be so dear as the Engineer

would have us believe, but in either case the Leeds figures,

which we publish in another part of this issue, are

instructive. As we write we have in mind a works

where steam is now the rrotive power, and is costing

anywhere from £50 to £ 100 per annum . It costs this

whether one or six machines are run . As a rule, one, and

that the smallest, is the machine most run, and that only

for half the day. At 6d. per unit, it ought nos to cost above

6d . daily to run that machine, or , say , £ 8 annually. It is

hardly likely that such a user would no: gradually extend

the system to all his machinery, b sides becoming also acus

tomer for light and even for heating. It is impossible to

read what has been effected in electrical driving in America

to perceive that it is in the electricity which is not used that

the saving comer . It is the shaft that is not revolved, the

boiler feed -pump stopped, the forge-fan which stands still

when the work is on the anvil, the grindstong which stands

when not being used , the long steam pipe cot condensing

steam , the oil, the belting, the waste, the dirt and incon

venience, it is all these negatives which show a commercial

economy in expensive electricity. Doubtless Mr. Raworth

sees this, and feels breezy about the prospects.

For large powers, we do not think it likely that electricity

will be generated very far from the centres of coal produc

tion . Long distance transmission is not yet perfected, por

are line losses yet minimised. The use of gas engines with

producer gas, or worked by the waste gass of buge blast

furnaces, may change the whole condition of the industry.

To use gas from a blast furnace demands a much smaller

outlay than the preparation necessary to use a Niagara or a

Foyers. Our contemporary is too apt to look on things as

they are, in place of as they are becoming. It may not be

wise to prophesy until we know, but the determination to

have things as we wish them to be is almost akin to pro

phesy. Indeed, a clear perception of existing facts may

warrant an expression of opinion that is not so much prc

phetic as far seeing.

the evidence of coincidence and correlation collected to

explain the effect of electricity in producing many of the

phenemenon that cluster around a subject of surpassing

grandeur.

It is usually accepted by both schools of solar explanation

that the sun is in a state of magnificent conflagration ,* and

that there is by its assumed contraction t - or by its internal

combustion — a gradual waste of energy proceeding, that will

ultimately closethe sun's glorious mission as acentre of

light and heat.

It is also assumed that such is the inconceivable effect of

combustion or contraction in luminous and heat-producing

intensity, that both light and heat rays are transmitted to the

glittering planetary and stellar elements suspended in celes

tialspace, some of which are computed to be hundreds of

millions of miles from the solar orb, the earth's distance

from the sun being estimated to exceed 95,000,000 of miles.

Now, anyone who, like the writer, has bad great exprience

in the production of relatively enormous fusion temperatures,

will know that although the luminosity resulting from masses

of molten metal, euch asvery low carbon steel, will project &

beam of light extending,under certain atmosphericconditions,

over a distance of five miles ; nevertheless the sensible heat

transmitted to any body that chances to intercept such a

luminous beam , will not be perceptibly felt at a distance of

even , say, 50 yards.

Só that if this ratio of as 50 is to (1,760 x 5) were

applied to the proportion of heat and light transmitted from

the assumed burning solar orb, no heat, sensible to human

life, could possibly be transmitted through all the enormous

gulf of space that divides our planet earth from the sun .

It was this à priori reasoning that led the writer to doubt

the rationale of existing hypotheses presuming toexplain the

solar and planetary system , and the doubt found expression

in a communication, published in a technical contemporary

several years back. In this it was suggested that although

light and heat of the earth had their origin in the sun, it was

quite inconceivable to the writer that there could be a loss of

energy and drop of potential , mi'e by mile of the 95,000,000

of luminous and thermal passage, through which the solar rays

have to traverse before they reached the earth. On the

contrary, it was suggested that there would b3 no loss of the

energy(producingheat and light at the earth ) between the

outer fringes of the atmosphere ( or photosphere, chromo

spbere, and corona) of the sun and the atmosphere of the

earth or any other of the planetary or stellar bodies in the

celestial space,and that only in proportion to the actual sum of

luminous and thermal energy entering the planetaryatmo

sphere, and also in some ratio depending upon the density

of such atmosphere — was such energy expanded in the pro

duction of light and heat. To assume that light and heat is

uselessly expended all through the distance intervening between

the sun and the planets appeared to be quite inconsistent with

any rational conception of the laws of the conservation of

energy,and the hypothesis that all the enormous heat waste that

mustas a consequence follow the acceptance of such a theory,

could be derived from the assumed burning out or contrac

tion of the sun,or of the planets, appeared to the writer

quite inconceivable and utterly impossible.

There are many other objections to the acceptance of the

existing theory; for instance, it would involve the aseump

tion that beams of light are emanating from the solar orb

to all the planets, and these beams would be seen traversing

the dark interplanetary space, exactly as we seethe beams of

an arc light projected from the lantern of a lighthouse at

sea, even when the source of the light itself cannot be seen .

The author's audacious experiment of forming an alternate

and entirely electrical hypothesis is based on the suggestion

already described, to the effect that there is no loss of energy

between the solar and planetary atmospheres ; the suggestion

is amplified and extended as follows:

(a) The solar orb is accepted as constituting the great

distributing centre of light and heat, which is, however, not

only generated in an electrical form , but is transmitted to the

planetary and other celestial bodies electrically, and in no

other kind of energy.

• The sun is assumed to be gradually burning itself up, but as such

a combustion would involve asupply ofoxygen,it is difficult to
& ccept this theory as in any degree rational.

† There is no absolute proofof any reduction of the balk of the

Bun's sphere.

+

AN ELECTRICAL HYPOTHESIS FOR THE

SOLAR AND PLANETARY SYSTEMS, AND

SOME OF THEIR ASSOCIATED PHE

NOMENON.

By DELTA.

WHEN great astronomers so widely differ in their hypotheses

to explain the solar and planetary systems as to lose their

good manners - instance Lockyer's reflections on Huggins

-the audacity of an outsider in suggestiog an explanatory

theory quite distinct from either that of the waste by com

bustion or the nebulæ or meteoric hypothesis, will perhaps be

forgiven. Merely as highly speculative hypothesis, it may,

perhaps, be considered as at least interesting if only from
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(6 ) The entire interplanetary and interstellar or celestial

space may be considered to be an electrical ocean of assumed

low intensity potential (and constituting a magnetic field ),

permitting electrical currents of assumed high intensityand

frequency to flow to all the planetary bodiesin direct lines

from the great central solar generating station.
(c) The planetary and stellar spherical bodies are assumed

to be secondary conductors of a system in which the solar

orb is the primary

( d) The secondary spherical conductors are of a polar
character.

The planetary spheres absorb at their surfaces opposite

the son or facing the direction of the electrical flow the posi

tive and high intensity electrical energy projected from the

800 across the celestial interplanetary ocean of low electrical

intensity. The surfaces of the planets that in their rotation

are illuminated are those that absorb the high intensity
electrical energy

C) The surfaces of the spheres away from the sun give

up again the electrical energy (transformed down to low

intensity) to the celestial oceanof low electrical energy of low

intensity, the electrical ocean acting as the agentof com

pensation in the cycle of the conservation of energy. The

surfaces of the planets that in their rotation are in darkness,

are those from which the electrical energy is given up by the

planots to the electricalocean.

( ). The low intensity electrical energy of the celestial

electrical ocean is, by the law of compensation, constantly

being absorbed by the sun, or in proportion to the electrical

energy of high intensity that is being projected by the sun

to the different spherical, planetary, stellar and other con

dactors that dot the great immensity of the celestial elec
trical ocean .

Now let as consider the effect of this hypothetical cycle

of electrical energy movement in its effect on the planetary
bodies and on the sun.

Both the sun and the planets are , and with good reason,

sasamed to possess atmospheres or gaseous envelopes of

varying density.

The electrical energy of high intensity or frequency flow

ing from the sun will be met , first, by the resistance set up

by its photosphere or corona (which are merely atmospherical

envelopes of varying density ). The resistance set up by the

san's atmosphere promotes the grandly resplendent luminosity

of the solar orb . Immediately the high intensity current

passes over the extreme fringe of the resisting solar corona,

or onter solar atmosphere, it flows unrestrictedly across the

low potential electrical ocean, until it meets with the atmo

sphere of the planets, or other celestial bodies, stellar and

otherwise.

From the time it leaves the solar atmosphere to the time

of meeting that of the planete, no energy is assumed to be

expanded , and the electrical ocean is consequently neither

illuminated nor heated ," and two conditions therefore follow

the acceptance of this essential cordition : the interplanetary

space, or electrical ocean of low intensity is non -luminous,

and is of low temperaturet. Were it not so, and if the inter

planetary space offered resistance to the flow of electrical

energy, there would be a solar beam of light, and we should

see such effects in vivid lines of light stretching from the sun

to the planetary and stellar bodies.

( ) As soon as the electrical currents of high intensity

enter the earth's atmosphere, luminosity is produced, and of

an intensity and colour depending upon and controlled by

the density and chemical character of such atmosphere.

Exact evidence. - On July 29th, 1878, and under satisfactory

conditions, there was observed inNorth America a total eclipse of

exceptional duration. Although no exceptional prominences were

visible, the coronahad a pair of enormousequatorial streamers that

stretched east and west of the sun . They were best seen with the

The solar poles were also equipped with straight electric -looking

brushes of luminous rays. Thesun at this timeoftheobservation

was in a state of profound tranquility.

Grooch noticed in 1867 the same equatorial extensions and polar

electric-looking brushes of light.

18. from the extremelylow freezing temperature of the inter

planetary spaceitisverynecessarytosay that the Cirrus clouds,only
some ,miles distant from the earth's surface, are composed of snow

Comets have been discovered coated with ice, and in some

instances internally frozen, although the outer surface had been
beated up by their frictionalcontact with the atmosphere when

travellingata terrific velocity.

Associated with the production of luminous energy

there is the generation of heat, and of actinio or chemically

stimulating energy, both effects depending upon the density

and obemical character of the atmosphere.

Thus the surfaces of the earth , and those of other planets

that absorb by their vis -à -vis position to the son the high
intensity electrio currents, arecovered with an illuminated

atmosphere, the luminousness of which is dependent apon

the densityof the atmosphere at any point.

For instance, the equator is in direct line, and consequently

the atmosphere at this point offers less length of passage to

the flow of the electrical current, and the luminous and

thermal prodaction effect isthus protanto moreconcentrated

than in the distances away from the line of least resistance.

The tendency of electrical currents to flow along lines of

least resistancewill have, in its effect on the direction of the

current, the influence that refraction is assumed to have apon

the direction of light rays.

The high intensity electrical energy, lessened somewhat

by expenditure in producing heat, light,and chemical effects,

flows into the earth,* and it is then by some internal and

intermolecular influence, and perhaps by resistance culminat

ing in internal fusion, converted into low potential, and in this

form it flows to the opposite surface to that which it entered, or

to the poles,and finally flows from the dark surface of the earth

into the great compensating element, the electrical ocean of

low intensity. Owing to its low and partly -expended

intensity, it is incapable of elevating the resisting atmo

sphere to a conditionof a luminosity sensible to the human
retina, hence the phenomenon of night.

The expenditure of electrical energy is assumed to be

exactly compensated for by thermo-dynamic electrical infla

ences , by electro-chemical effects, and by thermo-electrical

influences. The low intensity electrical ocean entirely sar

rounds the planetary and stellar bodies, so that any cause
effecting a supply of the primary energy is absorbed into

and assists in compensating for its expenditure.

The degree of the luminous effect is directly proportionate

to thedensity or resistance of the atmospheric obstacle.

We know that if it were possible to produce an absolute

vacuum between two separated terminalsof opposite polarity,

that an electric current would flow from one to the other,

without involving any loss of energy, and consequently

neither produces luminous or thermal effects.

The high intensity electrical currents as they flow into

the earth in a circumscribed area , the centre of which does

not correspond with an imaginary line drawn across the

centre of the sun and the earth, might be imagined as

capable of setting up the rotative action of the sphere, in

some way similar to the tangential influence of an electric

current on the drum armature of an electric motor (vide

notes on wind currents). If the electrical energy of high

intensity met the earth in equal intensity on bothsides of a

line imagined as drawn across her axis there could be no

rotation , but we know , by the marvellous scheme of the

Great Creator, that this is not the case .

The double planetary rotation might be explained in the

same way.

The electrical, or magnetic, attractive influence of the

sun, which we shall call gravity, on the earth is assisted by

the suggested theory outlined.

It has been suggested that there are dynamo-electrical

influences that are producing electrical energy to compensate

for that absorbed on reflecting the rotation of the celestial

planetary spheres, so that the loss of energy by rotation does

not interfere with the completion of the cycle ofconservation

of energy. We know that the electric energy flows across a

vacuuous space without producing light orheat, but as soon

as a gaseo is intervening medium isintroduced heat is pro

duced , and with ita luminosityof varyingcolour and beauty,

corresponding to the specific densityof the intervening or

interpolating gaseous medium . Agamut of colours is pro

daced until the density corresponding to that of the atmo

sphere is reached, then the colour is daylight white. A

.

naked eye.

particles.

• That electrical energy flows through and not merely over the

surface of the earth would require evidence of an electric flow

through siliceous material of which the earth is composed ; recently

Hertz rays have been sent through large cliffs of rock . It is,however,

well known that a large portion of this, the substrata of the earth,

constitutes an aqueous reservoir - an excellent agent of electrical

energy distribution,

D
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jecting influence that the emission of the outflowing currents

has upon the sun's atmosphere.

Whatever the constitution of the solar envelope illumi

pated by its resistance to the outward flow of electrical energy

may be, the spectroscope should show its character, should it

not ? That is, if such an instrument can be relied upon for

this purpose, it should show that the gas giving a specific

colour tint, owing to its resistance to high intensity currents,

should have a specific density, if it is assumed to be hydrogen,

then red is the tint that should be shown when this gas inter

cepts the high tension rays flowing between two terminals of

opposite polarity. We know that this is the tint, so here we

have a coincidence of spectroscopic and electrical resistance

effect of some value.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

simple but imperfect example of this is the arc light, the

flash and the fork lightning. All the colours that one sees in

experiments with vacuum tubes are reproduced in the earth's

atmosphere. The celestial blue of the heavens, the violets,

the amber- yellowe, the strange and ghastly greenish tipts

associated with lunar effects, the colours of the fixed stars

and those emitted from the solar corona, all can , it is believed,

be produced by varying the density and gaseous character of

thegaseous environment and intervention of two terminals

of opposite polarity, and across which then flows a highly

intense electrical current. *

That theeartb, being a polarised conductor, is a distinctive

magnet, and acts as such in its relations with the mood, is

verylikely, and as the instance of the earth's magnetic field in

an electric ocean of low intensity can be compared to the

magnetic field of an ordinary alternating dynamo, in an

electric environment of low intensity there should be little

difficulty in imagining that the rotative influence of the

earth might set up incidental movements of rotation of the

moon - movements, however, that may be influenced by the

magnetic attraction of the great central solar electrical

influence .

The peculiar ghastly luminosity of the moon can be easily

produced by effecting an electrical discharge,through a highly

tenuous gas, it can also be seen as a reflection of the almost

invisible brush currents leaving one of the terminals of an

electrical (plate) or other frictional machine.

There is no evidence to disprove that the moon is sur

rounded with a highly tenuous atmosphere corresponding to

that by which the lunar brilliance can be imitated in a

Crookes's or Geissler's tube.

It may be argued that the son constantly transforming,

as it is assumed to do, sufficient of the surrounding low

intensity electricity of the electrical ocean into corrents of

high intensity, must show non-luminous evidence on her

surface of the entrance into the great solar transformer and

conductor of such compensating low intensity currents ,

because, inasmuch as the low intensity electrical currents

flow into the sun , the sun's atmosphere at the points of

absorption would be non -luminous. Unfortunately, the

surface of the sun is radiating current of high intensity to in

numerable points in the celestial electrical ocean, and the reflect

ing influence of the laminosity of the corona would illuminate

some portion of the solar surface which is absorbing elec

trical energy of low intensity, in some degree commensurate

with that which it is transforming and emitting at a high

intensity ; but even allowing for this incident reflection, one

may point to the evidence of dark places on the sun's surface,

which may be spots and blemishes on an otherwise grandly

luminous face; but if this theory were accepted as correct,

they would be spots sustaining a never-ceasing energy

fecundity, and would constitute the most sublime blemishes

of beauty ever conceived by man.f

The periodicity of the sun spots, and the fact that they

influence the electrical (ormagnetic) condition of the earth's

atmosphere, are evidence that the writer's theory has some

basis of fact.

The flashes of light that are thought by some to be tongues

from a colossal combustion, are suggested to be merely evi

dences of variation in the density and extent of the solar

atmosphere (photosphere and corona ). The flashes, or ragged

atmospheric edges, may be merely evidence of the pro

At the meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

held last Thursday, the 13th inst., at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, a numerous company assembled to listen to the

address of the new president, Mr. J. W.Swan . We noticed

many faces which are not usually to be seen at the meetings.

Chemists and physicists mustered strong in numbers to hear

what an able chemist and electrician had to say on matters

lying in the borderland betweenthe sciences of chemistry

and electricity. Nor were they disappointed, for the address

suggested that electrical engineers have now & wide field for

the disposal of plant in thedomainof electro -chemical opera

tions, which it is as much to the interests of the profession

to work as the older business of lighting and the later outlet

for electrical traction appliances.

The first serious business of the evening was the

presentation by Mr. Latimer Clark to the Institution of a

series of volumes containing important papers relating to

the early historyof submarine telegraphy and the work and

labours of the late Mr. Jacob Brett. In offering these

volumes to the members, Mr. Latimer Clark desired to draw

attention to their contents and give some idea of the import

ance of certain memoirs included in the set. The remarks

occupied a few minutes, which certain members present

seemed to begrudge because the time was devoted to tele

graphic rather than electric light interests. It was a great

pity that any unseemly conduct should ever be permitted to

mar the harmony of an offering to the library, but Mr.

Alexander Siemens stepped into the breach, and at the right

moment pointed out that to many of those present sach

things were of very great interest. He might have added

that the meeting was one of electrical engineers , and not

merely of electric lighting experts. MajorFlood Page sug

gested that the presidential address was of first importance,

but the majority evidently realised that there was ample

time for both matters to be laid before the Institution.

Prof. Ayrton in a pithy speech characterised the best of

Mance's methods as being Mance's method of filling the

presidential chair, while the vote of thanks to the retiring

President, Sir Henry Mance, was well seconded by Mr. A. A.

Campbell Swinton in a few appropriate words, and the meet

ing settled down to listen to Mr. J. W. Swan, who took the

chair.

Like most addresses, this may perhaps best be appreciated

by a quiet study of the numerous points raised , when it is in

print. The ground covered was so large, and the topics in

troduced so numerous,that the listener could merely follow

the reader, without fully realising the truth and importance

of much that was said .

As was anticipated, the first reference was to the meeting

of 16 years ago , when, with Mr. W. H. Preece in the chair,

one of the very first practical exhibitions of incandescent

lamps was given , with the then Society of Telegraph Engi

neers and Electricians as audience, Mr. Swan as demon

strator, and Mr. Radcliffe Ward as engineer-in -charge of a
farmyard engine and Gramme dynamo, the enthusiasm of

the memberswas raised to a highpitch as the lamps lighted
up. That occasion was the beginning of a movement that

has always gone on , and has incidentally given an impulse

to a larger and more general use of electricity.

17

A high potential or intense electrical discharge produced by a

Holtz machine or a Ruhmkorff's coil shows that the luminosity of

such discharge varies in colour in some definite ratio as to density ;

for instance,ordinary atmospheric air gives a white light with a blue

image, the latter not unlike the celestialblue of a clearday. Nitrogen

gas,which constitues some 75 per cent. of the atmosphere,gives a blue

tint, whilst hydrogen gives a red one, and carbon dioxide a green tint.

It is strange that this latter gas, that feeds plant life, should give the

green tint of leaves. The incandescent vapours of gases giving

characteristic Frauenhofer's dark lines, would, it is thought, give the

same lines if rendered luminous by resistance to the passage of

electrical energy of high intensity. In June, 1897 , Sir William and

Lady Hugginsby artificial means bad shown that calcium vapour

when sufficiently attenuated radiates, under electrical stimulation,

H and K lines alone, and this precisely coincided with the spectrum

of the solar prominencies.

† Evidence. - Prof. Langley diagrammatically shows the correla

tion of sun spots with great magnetic variations in the earth.

Exact correspondence has been noticed between the sun spot

ir fluences in producing violent commotions in the sun and electric

storms in the planet earth.
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method of working is to pass a current (which does not

require to be known) through the resistance to be measured

and a thick stretched wire on the instrument in series with

it. The fall of potential over the unknown resistance is

then balanced against the fall of potential over more or less

of, the thick stretched wire ; the differential galvanometer

mounted on the board being used for the purpose. The

resistance to be measured when the balance is obtained is

read direct by a pointer on a scale set at the back of the

stretched wire. The length of the scale is one metre, and is

FIG . 1.
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FIG . 2.

The beneficial change from depressing darkness to brilliance

almost rivaling that of day has, of course, partly been due

to the arc light, butthe unwonted brightness is not distantly
connected with the insignificant looking bulbs that are such

familiar objects now . The entire space between the early

demonstration and the present day has been crowded with

electrical invention and electrical work. Successful electric

lighting and improvements in machines gave an impulse to

abroadening of the applications of electricity. Telegraph
engineering continued to grow up , while traction and power

came more and more into prominence.

Another growing industry is that of

electro - chemistry, and this Mr. Swan

regards as being of especial interest to

young electrical engineers, as, in his

opinion, aspirants would choosewisely in

making a special study of the applications
of electricity to chemical manufactures.

A small portion of the field only has yet
been cultivated, but this has already

yielded good results. Copper, aluminium ,

gold, chlorine and soda are now obtained

electro -chemically, while many other suc

cessful processes besides those employed in

connection with the substances mentioned

are at work on an electrical basis.

The importance of electrical processes

is great and constantly increasing, either

as an improvement upon known or exist

ing machinery, or in the way of new

methods beinginvented : in the one case,

to do better what was already being done, and in the other,

to achieve something previously unattempted. Considering

the importance of the subject, Mr. Swan thought that the

time at his disposal would not beill spent in considering the

riseand progress of electro -chemical industries.

The main portion of the address was now to follow. After

briefly referring to the early work of Carlisle and Nicholson,

Davy— “ fortunate in almost everything, was supremely for

tonate in his assistant " --and that assistant, Faraday- " the

inheritor of Davy's methods and work ”—Mr. Swan mentioned

thatin 1842 there wereat work in Birminghammachines supply

ing current for the electro -deposition of silver and gold.At

the time the “ dynamo had not issued from that mint, which

by the coinage of a word seems to create the thing signified .”

Passing on the various processes for the refining, extraction,

and deposition of copper, zinc, nickel,gold, silver,aluminium ,

and production of soda and chlorine, the production of

phosphorous, carborundum , and carbide of calcium , a bird's

eye survey of the whole field was taken, and much matter

likely to stimulate thought was presented. Due acknow

ledgement was made — as might be expected from Mr. Swan

that electric lighting has largely contributed to the degree

of saccess which has been reached in electro -chemical work.

Many points were casually mentioned which serve to attract

attention to original researches. Thus the president has found

that current densities of from 1 to 1,000 amperes per square

foot of cathode surface may be used in copper deposition,

provided that the conditionof the solution and proper cir

culation be noted ; the regularity and smoothness of the

deposit depending principally upon the absence of solid par
ticles in the electrolyte.

The descriptive portion of the address necessarily partook

to some extent of the nature of a catalogue of known pro

Cesses ; as an index it must be highly useful, notwithstanding

all that has recently been written on cognate subjects. In

fine,everyone must admit that in choosing electro-chemistry

as the principal subject matter of his remarks, Mr. Swan

chose wisely,and did good service to those who have placed

him in thehighest position within their gift.

E !

»)

It

exactly equivalent to both of an ohm ; it is divided into a

thousand parts,each of wbich is equal to rooooth of an ohm .

By shifting a plug the values maybemultiplied or divided by

2, thus making the top read ith or ' oth ofan ohm . These

plugs are in the galvanometer circuits; they are not in any

way shunts on the main wire ).

In using the instrument the terminals are joined in series

withthe resistance to be measured, and witha cell capable

of giving, say, 10 amperes, a resistance, if necessary , being

introduced to bring the current down toabout 10 amperes.

The switch-key on the left, being depressed, closes the

battery circuit. The sliding key is then slid alongthe wire,

and manipulated as in the ordinary metre bridge, until

balance is obtained on the galvanometer; the sliding key

then pointsto the value of theresistance under test.

The whole length of the wire is ' 1 ohm . The scale is

numbered from 0 to 100,the readings beinginthousandthsof

an ohm ; each thousandth being again divided into 10. For

example, if theread is (as in the figure) 56, the resistance

is 56 thousandths of an ohm, or *056 ohms. In the same

way a read of 56'4 would be 56'4 thousandths, or .0564

ohms; these are if the plug is in “ equal.” If the plag is

in “ multiply by 2 , " the resistance is 56°4 x 2 112.8

thousandths, or 128 ohms. If in “ divide by 2 " it is• “

56.4
= 28.2 or .0282 ohms.

2

It may be added that the resistance of connections does

not affect the test in any way if a reasonably clean contact

is made.

The whole instrument is certainly a very practical and

serviceable one.

1

9 )

CORRESPONDENCE .

T

THE N.C.S. LOW RESISTANCE MEASURER .

Practical Points in the Design of a Shunt Dynamo.

In your issue of 7th inst., No. 1,050, is first number of

an article entitled “ Some Practical Points on the Design

of a Shunt Dynamo.”

In the fundamental eqaation for finding the size of arma

ture, having given the output, n is given as revolutions per

second.

In the next equation, figures are substituted for letters,

but the author then gives the revolutions per minute, viz . ,

320.

Will you kindly clear this point in one of your subsequent
issões ?

W. J. Axworthy.

The object of this apparatus, which is shown in general

view and in diagrammatic form by figs. 1 and 2, is to supply

asimple means of measuring very low resistances, which can
hardly be determined by anordinary bridge, owing to the

difficulty ofmaking the contacts,and other reasons. The

2
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In reply to Mr. Axworthy's letter, I regret that an error

should have crept into my artiole. The first equation is of

course wrong, as the 60 should have been omitted .

n = revolutions per second, and the second equation is

multiplied by 60 forthat reason,

V. Zingler,

I am sure if “ W. H. B." would substitute for his brushes

those of carbon he would be greatly relieved from trouble

and anxiety by having sparkingreduced to a minimum , and

80 by workingbis machine under fairer conditions, as carbon

brushes allow of a large variation of load without altering

the lead.

Charles Whinsa Nicholl.

On the Cause of Death by Electric Shock.

In the paper on this subject by Prof. Oliver and Dr.

Bolam , which appears in the British Medical Journal of

January 15th, the authors give tracings of blood pressure

and respiration curves to show that death by electric shock

is due to arrest of the heart's beat and not to respiratory

failure. I , therefore, beg leave to draw your attention and

that of your readers to the fact that this very matter was

fully dealt with by me in a paper in the British Medical

Journal of March 2nd, 1895. Anyone referring to

that number will see that the experiments, the tracings,

and the deductions drawn from them , all correspond

exactly with those of the present paper, the only exception

beingthatProf. Oliver and Dr. Bolam used an alternating

current, while I used a continuous . Although my paper

has been overlooked by them, it is noteworthy that the

authors refer to the existence of an opinion that death in

these cases might be due to heart failure. That opinion

was put forward in 1890 by Dr. Tatum , after experiments

made by him, and it was supported and confirmed by the

experiments reported in my paper of March, 1895 , at a

time when the profession generally was accepting the view

of Prof. D'Arsonval that death in these cases was due to

respiratory failure. It is gratifying to me to find that the

experiments by Prof. Oliver and Dr. Bolam confirm so fully

the results which I published in 1895, and show that

alternating currents act in the same manner as continuous.

My paper was printed in the British Medical Journal,

reproduced in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, emb died in a short

paragraph in the second edition of my book on “ Medical

Electricity,"and made thesubject of a communication to the

Physiological Society. Therefore no great amount of

research is required to discover it.

H. Lewis Jones, M.D.

9 , Upper Wimpole Street.

January 17th, 1898 .

“ Dynamo-Electric Machinery."

May I draw attention to an error in Prof. Silvanas

P. Thompson's valuable work ? _On page 434 of the fifth

edition , it is stated that Mr. H. F. Parsbeli's 150 k.w.

street-car generator bas a duplex armature winding. From

the other data given, however, it is evidently a single

winding ; for, app'ying the formula given in Hobart and;

Parshall's “ Armature Windings " ( a formula, by the way,, in

пCN

which is reduced to more convepient terms) we find
108

that for a single winding

volts 5 x 6.16 x 2 x 8.7 = 536,

wbich is approximately the required amount, whereas with

a duplex winding

rolts = .25 x 6.16 x 2 x 8.7 = 268.

I notice that nearly all the plates in the book have the

scale given, which greatlyenhancestheir value. Hadthis

been done in the case of Plate X. ( illustrating the machine

referred to ) one could have got at the induction and

current densities, which would have enabled one to make

interesting comparisons with other machines.

W. Casson .

January 14th, 1898 .

[ Should not .25 in the second example ( it is so in the

MS.) be 2.5, otherwise the working out is wrong.-- Eds.

ELEC. Rev.]

Dynamo Sparking.

Re the letter dynamo sparking, I think that “ W. H. B."

is wrong in adopting any such device as he explains for the

automatic shifting arrangement for the brush rocker on big

dynamo which he is using to supply current for motors. If

he uses & solenoid with a movable armature, which in turn

moves the brush rocker, I am of opinion that the same

sparking will ensue as formerly. If the dynamo be running

at a light load , and a motor is switched into circuit, a large

current will have to traverse the coils of the solenoid to

move the rocker, and during that moment sparking will

ensue,

Now sparking between the gauze brushes and commutator

will roughen the stripe, and so make collection bad , accom

panied with sparking, which increases as time goes on ; and

in a short time it will not stop, owing to the increased

roughened surface of strips. Now I think it would be

better for “ W. H. B.” to adopt carbon tips to the end of

the brushes. The carbon will offer increased surface to col

lection (which will tend to decrease the volts, but not more

tban a fraction per cent.), and so render collection easier,

with less sparking , and is less detrimentalto the strips, as it

takes over the sparking, and does not produce the burning

ard scoring effect as takes place with gauze brushes

alone.

The tip need not cover more than a strip, or, if this will

not suit, it would be as well to substitute the present brushes

by those of carbon only, which I am sure if properly set and

adjusted there would not be the least trouble with them.

There might be signs of sparking, but it will not be detri

mental to the machine.

Carbon brushes need no little skill in adjustment; and if

they are not properly set , they will prove worse than those of

gauze.

Lampholders.

As the expiration of the Ediswan patents on lampholders

is coming on, it occurs to me it will not be out of place to

sound a note of warning to fire insurance companies,through

the medium of your columns, and I shall therefore be glad

if you will give this letter a corner in your valuable Journal.

Already samples of what we may expect are being put on the

market, and as I write, I have before me the letter of a

Government official, whogays ever since the patents for the

Edison screw holders expired, their department have bad the

greatest difficulty in getting satisfactory holders of this type.

My business takesme all over the country, so that I see

work of all sorts, and I can assure you I have seen hundreds

of lamps installed, both as to workmanship and material, in

such a manner as would make Mr. Heaphy's hair stand on

end.

The invariable answer I receive when I venture to point
out the danger is, “ Oh! the fire office have passed it," and

with the general public, who know nothing of the danger

they run , this appears to me to be a guarantee, in their

opinion, as good as a certificate from a consulting engineer

superintending the work on their behalf.

Much has been written about jerry workmanship, but in

my opinion jerry material is quite as much to be condemned,

and the fire offices having set themselves up as " authorities."

on the subjeot, should do the thing thoroughly,as at present
their clients are in many instancesresting in false security,

The fire offices woulddo the electrical profession a valuable

service and reduce their risks if they collected together &

number of specimens of electrical accessoriesof all classes and

maker, and classify them, so that the uninitiated could go to

the office of the company they are insured in and see what

theyshould have put in their buildings,andwhat they should
avoid .

Plenty of the public pay good prices for jerry work through

ignorance, and the more the fire offices do to dissipate this
the better for themselves and the better class manufacturers,

who have to fight against it.

Let them start on lampholders ; they will have a busy time
shortly.

Walter Blenkarn.

January 18th , 1898 .
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THE ENGINEERS' STRIKE.

The chief anxiety of the A.S.E. this past week seemsto have been

that the status quo ante bellum should be secured. Juvenile copy .

books once contained a line stating that “ Time which has past will

never return . " There can be no return to the aate-strike period ; the

men cannot go on where they left off. The bours ' question — that

" popolar " breeze to which the A.S.E. Bo gaily spread their summer

sails, has died away into a very dead calm , only to be succeeded by

the cyclone of management questions, and a veritable tornado of

bottled op grievances on the points of restriction and loafing, which ,

though it may be marked by wreckage, will undoubtedly clear the

air, and leave an open way for a different future. Now that the men

arebeaten , the greatest kindness that can be shown tham is to see to

it that tuture concessions have nothing of the element of weakness

in them ; no giving way to unreasonable demands for peace sake,and

do bending before the ignorant demands of self-appointed agitators.

Let Mr. Burns be followed in his cry for American methods, albeit

be spoke better than he knew .

Itwas reported on Friday that the hours' demandhad been un

conditionally withdrawn. This was denied by Mr. Barnes, but it

was not thought he was in aposition to know . Telegrams came from

Manchester and Glasgow to the effect and Mr. Barnes gave somewhat

indirect denials. He was busy at bis trade, however - getting out a

fresh manifesto . What a charm there is in these huge words for the

agitator ! Hall the dispute seems to have been so much mouthing of

long Latinised words. Manifesto, conference, delegate, come in

shoals, and help to impress thesimple workman.

Anyhow ,Mr.Ferguson, theGlasgow local organising delegate, made

a statement as to the hours' demand being withdrawn, and he cod.

firmed the statement publicly to & reporter. The Employers'

Federation, on the other hand, do not accept a simple withdrawal of

the 48 hours' demandas closingthe question. They do not intend to

start any men who will not toe the mark on the basis of the amended

proposals of the Federation, and there can be little doubt but that the

men who accept will soon find the benefit of honest effort in increased

pay, and will not countenance & return to skulking methods. The

active of the strikers have been probably almost to a man youngsters

who have not any remembranceof the times before restriction set in .

They have been brought up on restriction , and possibly before long

will be astounded at their own folly in listening for a moment to the

commands of such leaders as have compelled them to such exhibitions

of ignorance .

The Fairfield lock -out was a great blow to the strike leaders, who

did not, as formerly, at once withdraw the 75 per cent. not locked

out. This was generally considered a sure sign of weakness, not to

be glossed over by all the fioancial juggling with figures as to funds

available. Mr. Barnes keeps harpingon biswillingness to arbitrate,

on the eight hours' question, and indignantly denies the charges as

to coonivance at restriction . Now this is really too bad, when all

the country kaows that restriction has been everywhere ; the shop

delegate has been pushing the accursed thing in every union shop ;

foremen have been intertered with in theirduty, and for months

chance labourers and apprentices have been beating the old hands by
large percentages.

Mr. Barnes is fighting in the last ditch, and demanding to exercise

the right of interference. Had Mr. Barnes won the day, he would

have demanded eight hours, would have restricted output still

forther, and most probably he would have in sisted upon there being å
recognised trade union official in every shop - paid by the employer,

of course to interfere at every turn. Mr. Barnes’ one and only

mistake in the whole quarrel has been of the sort that expects to

pour & quart of ale out of a pint pot. Of course he would have

failed, but he would have smashed the pot. As itis, the pot has

smashed him ,andhe is simply making himselt ridiculous by his

present attitude. We may admire a manwho fights because of his

plack; we may pity him for his ignorance in fighting for a bad cause,

ofdespise him if he does not fight fair, but when a man becomes the
objectof ridicule he is lost.

SirE. J. Reed writes a capital letter to the Times. He recalls

how the late Sir Joseph Whitworth, at one of the Paris exhibitions,

foretold the present conditions when pointing out how foreigners,

by means of Sir Joseph's own inventions, were rendering competition

keen . Thedanger,saidbe, willlie with the men, whowill be a long

time learning that they will have to compete with cheaper men.

Bir Edward instances numerous articles he has seen which have

been made abroad which he has come across in recent visits through

English workshops. Without any special sympathy with employers,

he sees that trades unionism , in striking at them , really strikes at

the poor working man,who is thedupeofhisleaders .Hesees how

the workmen get as muchasa hundred times in wages what the em

ployergains asprofit. He seesthousandsstarvingas aresalt of a
war, ofwhich the first shot was fired by the men in London , who

were working for shorter hours than millions of their fellow country

men,women and children are working for much barer subsistence.

The naked hideoneness of thestruggleappeals to him as toanyother

open-eyed man. Yet he says the men'sleaders see nothing but a

Valgar contestwithemployers and capital, as though, we may sup:

pose, capital were a sourceof evil. He has not much sympathy with

employers. Theyshould have combined long ago,and kept the

anions sane and reasonable and considerate . Bir Edward, in fact,

repeats what we haveurged, that it is the weakness in making appa

rently expedient concessions hascausedthe frog to blowhimseltout.

The unions have, in fact, gone altogether beyond their legitimate

sphere of wholesome influence, and thishas ruined them by enticing

them into their domineering and arbitrary attitudes. Sir Edward

concludes a thoroughlysound letter withthesewords:

" I have noscheme.ofsettlementtosaggest . The unhappy

employers, while facing the fire of competition,are, it seemsto me,

attacked from behind by the represontatives ofthevery people for

whom they are making the fight. For, il I may, I will repeat that we

have to-day to fight foreign competition in many countries, over many

manufactures, and in many forms, andthe people whom we have first

to protect are the working classes of this country . The men who are

in the forefront of this battle, and who must remain there, are the

employers ; but they are few , and for them , in themselves, we need

notbe greatly solicitous. Itis by them and through them, however,

that the interests of the working people of this country have to be

maintained, and these ought to be maintained at all costs. Is it too

late to ask, or is it too much to ask , that a contest which has become

as ruinous as it is unnatural may be forthwith ended and a new chance

be givento our own people and our own country in the international

struggle ? "

Probably for this letter Sir Edward Reed will be fiercely attacked

when he next contests a seat in Parliament, by the very men whose

real interests he has atheart. Such is the working manof to -day.

In the meantime the Manchester shops bave opened their doorsto non

upionists who were prepared to accept work under conference rules,

and it is also understood that unionists may be employed who bave

definitely left the union . Very few of the latter had done so up to

Saturday last, and of course they could not be taken on as unionists

while their unions still maintained the 48 hours' demand .

A trades unionist writing to a contemporary denounces the so

called new unionism , which he calls apon all solid unionists to

exterminate. He denounces also 80 much federation of unions.

But for this be considers that theLondon struggle would not have

extendedto thecountry. It was the federation of trades union that

compelled the Employers' Federation. He calls for home rule . Let

every district stand alone, and so avoid the national calamity of wide

spread strikes and equally of widespread lock -outs. But it is 25

years since the last great strike. There have been numerous smaller

ones in between, but the accumulation of wrong doing and error and

weakness which have brought on the present strugglehas been of 25

years' growth.

Before another such period has gone by we may hope that an

advanced intelligence and a better knowledge of thefacts of foreiga

competition will prevent 80 suicidal a thing again taking place. That

some kind of benefit is desirable is the opinion of everyone. Io &

letter to the Times Mr. Maudslay suggests what seems a likely
scheme. By it every workman would have control of his own funds,

and if he elected to use them for purposes of a strike he would be

at liberty to withdraw them for the purpose, subject simply to the

safeguard that he could not draw them by proxy, but mast himself
draw the money before handing it over to the agitator of strikes.

Mr. Maudslay considers that the bandling of the cash in solid

sovereigns would usually be sufficient to induce at least a very careful

consideration of thecase before handing the coin to the strike fund.

At present, the workman has no control over his funds, and the

actuarial basis of the A.S.E. is considered by men versed in such

matters to be far from sound, as, indeed, has been shown more than

once by a reduction of promised benefits. The Society, in fact, pro

mises more than it can carry out. How it will now get along is very

doubtful, and the present would be a very good time to start

& men's benefit fund on somo such lines as Mr. Maudslay indi.

cates; & fund from which each member could withdraw if he

chose to do 80, and officered by men amenable to strict com

mercial law , and under the guidance of properly appointed

trustees. Il apart from the benefit fund the men desired to

keep up a strike fund they would be at liberty so to do,

but it ought to be made illegal to employ any benefit fund for strike

purposes, and the law should forbid the carrying on by one executive

of the two fanctions of benefit and strikes or disputes, and should

forbid the transfer from one fund to the other of money in any shape

orform ,except only as the manpersonally withdrew the money in

coin , and carried it away himself. And even this we would make a

matter of some days' notice, the man to be first shown the money he

is to draw in gold, and then given it so many " thinking ” days
afterwards, during which he would have time to consider matters

before making a leap in the dark, andhe could consult those at home,

who have the bruntto bear when dealings commencewith the pawn

shop. Mr. Maudslay's letter has roused the ire of Mr. Barnes, who

throws all the blame on the workmen, of whom he is simply the

innocent and harmless mouthpiece. This is good.

Since writingthe foregoing it is publicly announced that the eight

hours' demandhas been withdrawn. It was so reported last week,

and the report described as a fairy tale by Mr. Barnes, and as a

canard by Mr. Brown. WhatMr. Burns said we knownot. It is

reported , however, that " for the suffering they baye undergone, the

men demand compensation ;" but from whom is not clear. They

have suffered voluntarily for 28 weeks, refused good wages, and

plunged the trade of the country into a pit , and ask for compensa

tion . Many trades union leaders admit that the sole result of the

half-year's struggle has been to raise a rival power, which will make

it impossible in future to dictate terms to individual employere.

There is one other result — the ruin of the A.8 E. , morally and finan .

cially. Union folly was never so clearly manifest as now, when

the nominal casus belli bas been formally withdrawn, war is declared

still to be the order of the day, because the employers insist on being

victors in respect of the true casus belli — the question of manage

ment. Sanguine local leaders are saying that there is no reason wby

the men should not at once resume their places,as though it were but
the second week of last July. But it is the third week of the fole

lowing January, and it is certain that the newmen are not going to
be sacked to suit the strikers' convenience. It the new men are dig.

charged, we should hope the employers who do so , or even permit
them to be worried away, will receive due retribution. On this

point there are bound to be troubles . The bellicose unionists

will do their worst to render the lives of the new men miser

able, and this must not be. The employers are bound to see
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local authorities (without whose consent it is doubtful it the pro

visicnal order can be obtained), the promoters of the order feel that

the time has come when the iron and coal masters, and the manu

facturers generally in the district, should be made thoroughly

acquainted with the scheme, so that they may bring their influence

to bear in support of the application of the Midland Corporation

and assist in theintroduction of electrical energy as a motive power
into the district."

" BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

to it that peace shall prevail, and that disturbers of it get the

run out quickly. In the meantimelarge numbers of men are leaving

the union, and going back to work. As we predicted early in the
strike, the old hands are inclined to stick to the onion for the sake of

their old age benefits, and the young men, who have been the causeof

the war in a large measure owing to their reckleesness and a desire

for a cheap summer holiday,are throwing the union over rather than
facefuture levies. We condemned the strike as a cowardly robbery

by theyoung men of the old men's funds, and wehave proved cor

rect. Some of the daily papers still plunge wildly in the dark as

to facts. Among these the Daily News calls for a compromise.

What compromise can be possible that will be of the slightest

value ? There is but one issue, and that is summed up in the one

word output. Are the men's " friends ” still asking that there shall

be restrictionof output ? It looks like it, or else it looks like ignor

ance . The whole British working man is permeated with the idea of

restriction. A bricklayer does not set as many bricks in a week as he

could easily set in a daywithout overworking himself or doing bad

work. And this evil, which is eating out the heart ofthe country, is

to be compromised. Away with such nonsense . Let the men get

back to work, and show by decent honesty that we can beat any

other nation if we choose to do so . Let them make up their minds to

earn more moneyand to see that they get it.

Compulsory arbitration again is not likely to be acceptable. Arbi

tration so commonly ends in the granting ofa part of any demand that

the men would be making constant big demandsin order toget a part

by arbitration. This would land us in similar demands by the

employers, so as to get something back again. There would be no

finality. There is room for some such bodyas the Board of Arbitra

tion and Conciliation of the Manufactured Iron and Steel Trades of

North of England. This seems to have worked well, but has been

fortunate in itsmen , from both sides. But compulsoryarbitration or

Parliamentary interference willnot do. Weare inclined to thinkthat

the Employers' Federation will steady matters for a time, and hope

to see some suitable arrargement arrived at that will prevent future

The great lesson to be relearned is , howcver, that machinery

is not of necessity an oaster of labour. If the men only learn this the

end of nine-tenths of the recent troubles will have arrived . The other

great cause of trouble is the question of demarcation. Nothing is to

be done for this beyond the most drastic commandeering. The idea

of demarcation bas become absurd through being carried to absurd

length. Anyone making trouble on this score ought to be severely
dealt with ,

wars.

-

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION .

A FEW days ago the secretary (Mr. Lowe) of the Midland Electric

Corporation for Power Distribution, Limited , approached Sir B.

Hidgley, Bart., chairman of the South Staffordshire Iron Trade, and

Mr. J. B. Cochrane, chairman of the South Staffordsbire Coal Trade,

with the object of enlisting their sympathy, and the sympatby of

manufacturers generally, in the scheme of electric power distribution

which the Corporation haveembraced in their provisional order. As

a result a meeting of manufacturers was held in Birmingbam yester

day (Thureday). In bis circular Mr. Lowe states :

The Midland Corporation is prepared to enter into agreements

to supply electrical energy for power or manufacturing purposes at

aslowa price as 10. per Board of Trade unit, and for lighting at the
rate of 6d. per unit for the first hour's use perdayand 3d. per unit

for each subsequent hour's use daily. The Midland Corporation is

also prepared to lay a comprebensive system of mains throughout

the district, and will supply motors for hire, so that manufacturers

can secure the advantages of electrical power at the minimum of
capital outlay.”

Here follows a comparative statement of the prices charged in 15

towns - Blackburn , Bradford, Bristol, Cardiff, Coventry, Edinburgh,

Glasgow , Halifax , Leicester, Liverpool, Nottingham , Stafford,

Sunderland, Walsall, Wolverhampton — in which the local authori

ties own and work the electric lighting orders, and which have

been selected as being favourably situated for coal supply . The

secretary claims that this statement demonstrates the impossibility,

on account of the limited area to be supplied , of any individual

local authority (ofapproximately similar rateable value to the towns

in th , area applied for) being able to sell electrical energy at any .

thing like the figures at which the Midland Corporation will under

taketo supply it.

The secretarythen goes on to state that in order to carry out its
objects, the Midland Corporation has served statutory notices upon,

and deposited plans, with all the 18 local authorities in their

proposed area of supply. The secretary adds :

" Of these authorities, the Councils of Dudley, Walsall, and

Wolverbampton already possess electric lighting orders, under which
they now have the soleright to supply energy for power purposes,

wbile the Councils of West Bromwich, Oldbury, and Smethwick are

applying for similar orders in the present session of Parliament.
The Midland Corporation has had no wish wbatever to interfere

with the lighting of these boroughs or urban districts, except with

the consent of the local authority, but it submits that it is hardly

within the sphere of operations which should be under municipal

management to start this business of power supply ; in other words,

it contends that rieks which are inevitable in anew enterprise of this

kind,and which a company may be justified in incurring are unsuit
able for a municipal authority to embark upon, having regard to the

fact that they must borrow money on the ratepayers' account to
enable them to do so .

" In view of the opposition to the scheme from certaia of the

Board of Trade Returns. The foreign trade returnsfor
the pastyear nowcompleted, says the Daily News,show less satisfactory

results thanwere at one time anticipated. For the first six months of

the year the imports showed a gain of over 4 per cent., while there was a

moderate reduction of 13 per cent. in the exports. Owing chiefly to

the effects of the increased American tariff, and of the strike in the

engineering trade, the decrease in theexports for the year has reached

£ 5,795,000, or 27 per cent., while the increase in the imports is

£9,429,000, or 2 per cent. The chief proportionate reduction in ex

ports is upder the headof machinery and will work. Steam engines

show a decrease of £ 124,000, and other descriptions £ 298.000.

Among metals there were increases of £ 75,000 in copper, £ 53,000 in

telegraph wires, and £ 33,000 in iron .

Business Announcement.-Mr. A. Alan Jenkins hag

joined Messrs. Lloyd & Read as a partner. The firm , now known as

Lloyd, Read & Jenkins, has removed from 63, Broad Street, to more

commodious premises at All Saints Chambers, High Street, Bristol.

The lighting of the Bristol Commercial Rooms, and the new sanitary

offices , Queen Square, has just been carried out by this firm .

Catalogues, & c. — Messrs. Bergtheil & Young, of 12,

Camomile Street, E.C., who are the sole agents for the United King

dom for the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, of Cincinnati,
have sent us lists of that company's manufactures. The lists illus

trate and particularisedirect current dynamos of various types for

belt and direct connection , and some detailed notes are given of the

principal features of their method of winding armatures . There are

also several photographs of printing presses of different makes, with

their direct connected slow speed motors, and views are shown of

motors connectedto lathes, drills, and other machine tools.

Messrs. J. D. F. Andrews & Co. , of Fulham , have issued an 1898

edition of their catalogue of their systems of concentric, double, and

conduit wiring. Comparative estimates are given, showing the cost

per 16-C.P. lamp wired on this system and on the wood-casing

method. Joints, sockets, nipples, switches, luse and switch boards,

lampholders, pendante, and various other accessories for use with the

systemare described and priced .

A fulding list with stiffgreen covers has been sent out by Messrs.

Veritys Limited, describing the “ Standard main switchboards.

There are several different types shown:-(a ) for plain dynamo

boards; (6) for extended dynamo boards; (c) for multiple dynamo

bcards ; ( d ) for plaia accumulator boards; (e) for extended ditto.

There are also types of main distributing boards. The list is very

nicely printed andis conveniently arranged.

Messrs. Cutting Bros. , of Derby, are sending out a wall card , giving

a useful discount table from 2 to 50 per cent.

The Edison & Swan United Company's Section VI. catalogue,

dealing with fancy fittings, electroliers, brackets, & c., has been issued.

It is dated January ,1898, so is right up to date. The list, which ,

like all Ediswan catalogues, is nicely laid out and fully illustrated,

shows many designs of plain and fancy brackets, someof which are

very artistic. This remark also applies to a variety of fancy table

and floor standards, ceiling fittings,pendants and electroliers. Special

bronze and Doulton ware figures and elaborate candelabra are also

illustrated .

Canada as a Mica Producing Country. Since the

application of mica for electrical purposes, the production during
recent years has assumed considerable importance, and on account of

its abundant occurrence in excellent quality in Canada the attention

of capitalists hasbeen attracted to mica properties in thedominion.
Canada has long been known to be rich in economic mica deposits,

More than 30 yearsago, Sir William Logan (" Geology of Canada,"
1863, pp. 494.5 and 795 ) referred to the deposits of “ Muscovite " or

" white " mica, then known to exist on Yeo's Island, Cape Tour

mente, and other sections of Quebec. Mention is also made of the

phlogopites or " amber” mica at Grenville, Quebec,and in North and

South Burgess, Ontario. " In all of which," says Sir William ,"the

mica is obtained inlarge sheets, which being transparent and free

from flaws, arewroughtandemployedforthe samepurposes as the
Muscovite 'or potash varieties." An early producer wasthe Syden;
hampropertyin the Kingston district,and animportant depositof
“ Muscovite,” particularly referredto by Dr. Selwyn ,director of the
Geological Survey of Canada, in the Report of the Royal Commission
on the mineral resources of Ontario ,hasbeen opened at Villeneuve,

in Ottawa County, while at Templeton,about 16 miles from the city

of Ottawa, several extensive deposits of first class " amber ” mica,
notably on theWallingford property,have been worked. Dr. Selwyn's
high opinionof the VilleneuveMuscovite "mica isfully confirmed by

anotherwell-knownCanadian expert,namely, Prof. F.Cirkel,who
hasalso reportedinhightermsontheWallingford and the Lake
Gerard properties.Referringto the output of the last named,it is

recorded to have been as high as 122 tors in a month.
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trating the enormous scientific and commercial applications of photo

graphy, photographs in colours, photographs by means of the X raye,

and kindred exhibits.

-

-

Soldering Paste. - Messrs. Beanland, Perkin & Co., of

Leeds, are placing on the market Burnley's rozinal soldering paste,

which is claimed to contaia no acid or other substance injurious to

wires or insulation. It is used for soldering armature connections,

commutator bars, or field connections. By using this paste , it is

claimed that wires can be soldered in half the usual time, and the

finest wires can be united without oxidisation or injury to insulation .

-

of a gas

Concert. - On Friday last a concert was given by the

People's Palace Electrical Class.

Contradiction . — We are authorised to contradict that

portion of the Westminster Gazette's statement, published in our last

issue, to the effect that Messrs. Easton, Anderson & Goolden , bad

entered into an arrangement with Messrs. Schuckert & Co. for

manufacturing electrical plant under their patents, the rumour

being without foundation ,

Dissolution of Partnership . - Mr. W. H. Slater, of

Slater and Spurgin , electricalengineers, of Holloway Road, wishes to

notify that Mr. Malcolm A. Spurgin having left the firm , he will

carry on the business in his ownname.

Electric Pumping. – Daily Tenders and Contracts says

that theHarrogate Corporation has decided to workthe pumps at the

Sewage Farm , Ripon Road, by an electric motor in

engine.

Fire.- On 13th inst. a fire broke out at Harrison's

Electrical Engineering Works, Soho Street, Pemberton.

First Meetings. The first meetings of creditors and

contributors in theWardElectrical CarCompany will be held on

January 26th at 11 and 11.30 a.m., at 33, Carey Street, W.O.

Gas. - A serions gas explosion occurred at the works of

the English Gas Company, at Schoeneberg , Germany, on 13th inst .,

three persons being killed,and three severely injured .

German Enterprise in South America . - An indica

tion of the enterprise of German firms is afforded by the formation

in Berlin of the German Transmarine Electricity Company (Deutsch

Ueberseeische Elektricitats-Gesellschaft ), under the auspices of the

well-known Algemiene Elektricitats Gesellschaft, the Deutsche

Bank, and several other German banks. Mr. Emil Rathenau, of the

Allgemeine Company, is one of the directorsof the company, which

bas been constituted with a capital of 10,000,000 marks . The com

pany propose to establish electrical installations of all kinds in

America, and as a commencement, a lighting and power station is to
be built at Buenos Ayres.

Interior Wiring . – Messrs. Newsome, Pinching & Co.,

of 1 , Crutched Friars , E.C., are the sole agents for Russell's patent

accessible bend,which we illustrate below , the drawingsbeing self

explanatory . The bend is the device of Mr. C. N. Russell, the

South African Electrical Notes. - The British and

South African Export Gazette has the following electrical items in its

January issue :-Orders for various types of transformers and motors

have been placed with European firms by the Rand Central Electric

Works, Brakpan,Transvaal. The new electricalinstallation supplied

to the Transvaal Gold Mining Estates was furnished by Messrs.

Siemens & Halske. It is on the three-phase system and of a pressure

of 3,000 volts. Part of the material for an overhead systemof elec

trical traction for the Sheba mine has been shipped. The East

London Town Council is, we understand, meditating an electric

light installation . In the event of the electrical machinery for the

Sheba mine not being recovered from the wreck of the Clan Gordon ,

duplicate orders for machinery will have to be placed. The second

electric motor to complete the projected equipment of the Piggs

Peak gold mine bas been shipped. Tvo electric 25- H.P . locomotives

have, we understand, been supplied to the Transvaal Gold Mining
Estates.

South v. Lowenfeld . - This was an action heard at

Westminster to recover £18 odd from the lessee of the Prince of

Wales' Theatre, Coventry Street, W. , balance of account for electrical

work at the theatre. It was admitted that the orders were received

through one Woods, the theatre electrical engineer, who was at one

time also in the employ of plaintiff. Onthe other hand, plaintiff

said that when he sawdefendant at the theatre after the work was

done, be said nothing about Woods not having authority to give the

orders. The defence was that Woods had no authority to give

plaintiff orders. Judgment was given for the defendant.

-

South V. Nathan & Summers. - On Thursday last

weekin the Westminster County Court, the case of South v. Nathan

and Summerscame before his Honour Judge Lumley Smith , Q.C.

The plaintiff, Harry South , an electrical engineer, of Garrick Street,

sought to obtainpayment for making an electrical outfit for a lady,

" The Wonderful Lamp." The defendants, music hall agents, em

ployedMr. South to fit a dress for Miss Hewitt, who was performing

at the Palace Theatre in 1894 with electric bells, and her head-dress

consisted of coloured electric lights. A battery was included in the

apparatus. The accountalso contained an item for repairs. The defence

was that Miss Florence Hewitt was the person liable. Judgment

was given for the plaintiff for the amount claimed , with costs.

bi

electrical engineer to the Shoreditch Vestry, and it is largely used in

connection with the lighting installation at the New British Gallery

of Art, Grosvenor Road. The firm also makes a speciality of circular

switch cases, circular four-way boxes, and Russell's straight box,

all the fittings being screwed for iron gas barrel.

The Electrotherm ,—The Edison and Swan United

Electric Light Company is introducing the electrotherm , a patent

heating apparatus, which bas on several occasions been briefly

referred to in our columns. We now illustrate the pad, which is

composed of wires insulated and protected by asbestos, woven into

a light and flexible sheet or pad, which, when attached to the

ordinary incandescent lamp socket, offers sufficient resistance to the

current to produce a constant and uniform degree of heat. The value

and efficiency of the electrotherm are appreciated in cases of rheu

matism , neuralgia , pneumonia, and other complaints, wherever the

application of artificial heatis desired. By its use the risk and dis

comfort of frequent changes of temperature incidentto the renewal

of ordinary hot applications are entirely obviated . The electrotherm
Kaye v. Croydon Tramways Company. -Mr. Jastice

Kekewich heard this casein the Chancery Division last week , it being

a claim by a shareholder in the Croydon Tramways Company for an

injunction to restrain the company from carryinginto effect an agree

ment for the sale of theundertaking to the British Electric Traction

Company. The injunction was granted. It appears that the prin

cipal ground for the application for the injunction was the provision

under the said agreement for the payment of various sums, amounting

in all to £ 3,250,to the directors and officers of the company for com

pensation for loss of their positions by the purchase.

TACKED a Bax

CLICUM
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-
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Lazare Weiller. – Mr. Fernand Espir, the English

representative of the well-known Compagnie des Etablissements

Lazare Weiller, sends us a nicely framed view of the very extensive

works of that company at Havre, also showing the dwellings of the

workmen on the outskirts of the works.

Liquidation Notices. - A meeting of the Electrical
Installation Company will be held at 135 , Victoria Street, West

minster, on Friday, February 18th, at 2.30 o'clock, to receive an

account of thewinding up from Mr. O'Brien , the liquidator.

A meeting of the RiverPlate Electricity Company will be held at

78, Coleman Street, on February 23rd ,fora similar purpose. Liqui
dators - Messrs. J. H. Duncan & T. S. Hamilton.

A meeting of the Acme and Immisch Electric Works will be held

at 2, Clement's Inn , Strand, on February 4th, at 3 o'clock, to hear an

account of the winding up from theliquidator.

Photographic Exhibition . The Royal Photographic

Society is organising an International Exhibition of Photographic

Apparatus and Photographs,which will openat the Crystal Palace

on April 27th . There will be extensive loan collections, illus

å

is made for any voltage from 5 125 volts, and can be used with

either direct or alternating current. The voltage required is printed

on each article. It a 200 -volt pad be required , it is recommended to

use a 16 -C.P. Edison and Swan lamp of 100 volts in series with a

100 -volt pad. If a 220 volt pad, a 110- volt lamp in series with a

110 -volt pad. For general use, the size of the electhotherm is 11 x

15 inches, 4 -inch thick, provided with regulating switch , connecting

plug, and 15 feet of flexible conductingcord,with coverings suited to

various purposes. In a circular just issued by the company, full

directions are given for use.

Utilisation of Water Power in Spain .-Aproposal

to put down plant to utilise water power in the Iguna Valley, in

Santander province, in the generation of electrical energy, is at pra

sent underconsideration. It is stated that 1,000 H.P. is available.
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ELEOTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

8
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Cromer. — The Eastern Daily Press says that the High

ways Committee has received a letter from Mr. Gibbons, (? ) Town

Hall, Bradford, asking if the Council had any intention of transferring

their provisional order for electric lighting to a company, and stating

that it such was the case he would be able to submit an offer. The

Council will consider a bonâ fide proposal.

Croydon . - Prof. Kennedy has been appointed con

sulting engineer to the Croydon Corporation from March 25th next

at a ealary of £ 100 per annum , with commission on certain work.

Mr. Minsball, the present engineer- in -charge, has been appointed

electrical engineer as from March 25th dext, at a salary of £ 250 per

annum , rising on September 29th to £ 300 per annum .

Enfield . - The General Parposes Committee is inclined to

oppose the granting of electric lighting powers to the gas company,

but has asked for the company's observations first.

Glossop . - A sub -committee of the Town Council is to

see the manager of the Municipal Electric Supply Company re the

electric lighting proposals put forward by that company. The ques.

tion of puttingdown a municipal plant is not beinglost sight of.

Gourock . - The Burgh Commissioners will oppose the

application made by the North British Electricity Company for a

provisional order.

Greenock.- The Electricity Supply Company, which

proposed to apply to the Board of Trade for a provisional order to

supply electricity in Greenock, does not intend to proceed with the

application at present.

Hereford. --The County Surveyor has been looking into

the question of lighting the AssemblyRooms by electricity, and has

prepared estimates of the cost of plant, & c., but as a provisional

order is now being applied for, nothing will be done in the mean

time.

Hall.-- A proposal to instruct the Works Committee to

consider the advisability of lighting the Workhouse premises by

electricity thrjughout came before the Board of Guardians, but there

was opposition, and the proposal was negatived by a large majority,

as the Committee “already had sufficient to do."

The tradespeople are asking for a reduction in electricity charges.

Ipswich.- A London electrical firm has approached some

members of the Lighting Committee with a view to securing a

transference to themof the Council's provisional order.

Ipswich (Queensland) . — The Australian Building,

Engineering, and Mining Journal recently gave the followiog list of

thetenders submitted to the municipality for the supply of electric
lighting plant and machinery, & c . Notice of the invitation of

tenders appeared in the REVIEW :

Aberdeen.- The committee has agreed to consult Prof.

Kennedy with regard to the proposals contained in the report by

Mr. Blackmai and Mr. Smith re proposed extensions before pro

ceeding further in the matter.

Acton . - Mr. James de Lara Cohen does not propose to

proceed further at present with his application to the Board of Trade

for a provisional order giving power to light his estate at Friar's
Place by electricity.

Alfreton .--An electric supply company has written to the

District Councilasking for consent to its proposal to supply the town

with the electric light. The letter will lie on the table for six

months.

Asylum Lighting . – The directors of the West Green

Asylam ,bave, according to a Dundee paper, given a contract to the

E.P.S. Company for maintaining the storage batteries at West Green

and GrayHouse. The electrical plant at the asylum is now so far
completed as to enable a 24 hours supply to be kept up.

Ayr. - The Bargh electrical engineer reports that for the

month of December,through the heavy load of Christmas and New

Year week, all demands for corrent were met. The macbinery was

overloaded but there was no trouble. The Commissioners will

borrow - subject to the approval of the Secretary of State for Scot

land- £ 3,000 forthe purpose of wiring houses for the electric light

on teims" similar to those of the London Electric Supply Corpora

tion."

Balerno . — This Scottish village is now lighted by means

of five arc lamps in the main roads. The Parish Council gave the

contract to Messrs. Lowdon Bros. , of Dundee, and current is taken
from the Balerno Bank paper mills.

Bethnal Green . — The new infirmary is to be electrically

lighted . At a recent meeting of the board it was stated that the

architect's report on gas and electric lighting showed an expected

Baving of about £ 240 per annum by being electricity. Inquiries are

also to be made as to whether the laundry machines shall be driven

electrically.

Bexbill . - A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on 12thinst. into the application ofthe District Council for a loan

of £ 20,000 for electric lighting. The scheme was explained at con

siderable length . The plant would provide for 5,500 8 -C.P . lamps

for private use, as well as current for public lighting. There was

bomo opposition .

Boston . - The Council has unanimously passed a resolu

tion in favour of electricity. A scheme before the meeting was

estimated at £ 20,000. The yearly expenditure was given at £ 800 ,

as compared with £ 956 now paid for gas.

Bromley (Kent). -- A correspondent says that con

siderable dissatisfaction exists amongstthe members of the Bromley

Urban District Council as to the transfer of the provisional

order for lighting the town with electricity . It appears that the

Council entered into a provisional agreement with a company called

the Bromley Electric Lighting Power Company,and undertook to

handover the powers obtained onder their provisionalorder for a

specific sum of money, but as some doubt existed in the minds of

the councillors as to who were the directors of the company , the

Council have communicated with the Board of Trade, andthereply

bas beenreceived that the present directors of the Bromley (Kent)

Electric Light and PowerCompany, Limited, are Messrs. Medhurst

and Taylor, both of High Street, Bromley, and Mr. Gripper, an

electrician , of Twickenham , who have expressed their willingness to

take £ 5,400 worth of capital, and other capital will be offered to the

residents of Bromley as soon as shares are issued.

Barton - on - Trent. - At the last Council meeting the

question of the recent failure of the electric light was discussed . It
was shown that it was due to the breaking down of the India -rubber

insulation.

Calcutta . - An Indian exchange says that very little has

been done yet in regard to commencing work on the electric supply

for Calcutta, which a local firm is to carry out on behalf of a

syndicate. A committee has been appointed to settle matters in
regard to overhead lines, and untilthis question has been gone into,

progress will be purposely retarded , as much depends upon the

acceptance of the company's proposals for the laying of mains in the

Beveral streets .

Chelsea . - The standing orders have been found to be

complied with in the case of the Chelsea Electricity Supply Bill,

wbich came before the examiners this week.

Colwyn Bay - The Surveyor (Mr. W. Jones) has pro

duced plans showing the two routes for the line of cables for electrio

lighting of the Promenade. The cable is to be laid along Lawson

Road to the Parade.

Crieff.- A letter from Mr. R. Frederick Yorke was read

at the last meeting of the Town Council , in which that gentleman

puts forward a scheme for utilising water power for electriclighting,

which he recommends instead of the steam scheme already under

the Council's consideration .

.

:
:
:

SECTION A.- Crompton & Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

SECTION B. - Crompton & Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ::

Babcock & Wilcox , Ltd.

SECTION C. - Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Brush Electrical EngineeringCo., Ltd ::

Babcock & Wilcox , Ltd.

SECTION D.-Babcock & Wilcox , Ltd.

Electric Construction Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co. , Ltd.

SECTION E.-Siemens Bros. & Co. , Ltd.

Noyes Bros., Agents forthe Callender Co.

Brisbane Electric Supply Co.

SECTION F.- Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Crompton & Co.

Nalder

1,020

1,075

1,650

856

471

1,050

8,159

8,200

3,550

875

417

518

6,891

7,316

10,068

725

760

785

Mr. Hesketh, the Government electrical engineer , who advised

regarding the contracts, made the following notes: Section A. - The

boiler I would prefer to have accepted would be the Babcock and

Wilcox water-tube, but as the price seems too high I think the com .

pound Cornish made by Messrs. Evans, Anderson and Phelan should

be accepted. Section B. - It the Cornish boilers are obtained the

steam pipes should also be ordered from them to save trouble.

Siction C. - Messrs. Siemens Bros.' combination I consider the best.

Section D.-It is advisable to place the order for the switch board

with the successful tenderers for Section C. if the price is not

prohibitive. I therefore recommend Messrs. Siemens tender for

acceptance. Section E. - I have personally great faith in the

B. E. S. Co. cable, manufactured by the British Insulated Wire Co.,

and from personal experience can testify to its excellence. I have

no reason , however, to doubt the excellence of the cable manufactured

by the other two tenderers, and their prices are considerably lower,

Section F .-- The transformers quoted are all good, and in the final

selection it will be on details that the decision must rest.

Jersey. - The Times says that the St. Helen's (Jersey)

Parish Assembly on Tuesday adopted, practically unanimously, a

petition to the States of the island in favour of a Bill empowering

the municipality to borrow £ 30,000 for an installation of electric

light under the direction of parochial committees.

Leominster. — The matter of electric lighting is said to

be among the subjects coming before the Town Council shortly.

-
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Liverpool.-- The Liverpool Corporation is raising &

million-and-a -half loan. That sum includes £ 600,000 paid for the

tramwaye, £ 50,000 for the experimental electric tramway, and

£ 400,000 raised under the Electric Supply Act, 1896.

London . - On Thursday evening last week, Mr. Robert

Hammond read a paper on " Electric Lighting ” to the members of

the City of LondonTradesmen's Club, at the Albion Hotel, Ludgate

Circas . A great many surveyors and engineers of local Vestries in

the Metropolis were specially invited totake part in the discussion

which followed. Mr. Hammond, in the course of an exhaustive paper,

dealt particularly with the present electric lighting monopoly in the

City, observing that the company now providing the electric light

charged the maximum rate, viz., 80. per unit, whilst at St. Pancras

the charge was only 51d ., at St. James' 5 d ., and at Kensington 5 } d.

He also said that the City company maintaineda strict secrecy as to

the number of units they supplied, in spite of the fact that by the

Act of Parliament they were compelled to furnish an annual state

ment. From computations hehad made, however, by means of the

division of the revenge of the company by 8d. he found that

the company had supplied during 1896 a total of 54 million

units. Now comparing that output with some of the other

companies in the Metropolis, he thought the charge made by

the City company was very unfair, because he found that com

panies withas small an output as 100,000 units only charged

about 6d. The City Commissioners of Sewers were responsible for

granting the present monopoly of City electric lighting, and the

present arrangementwas that until the company reached a 10 per cent.

dividend, and cleared off the arrears of previous years, the consumers

would bave to continue paying 81. per unit. The Citycompany, he

added , had quite recently issued £ 200,000 more ordinary sbares,

bringing the total of such sbares to £ 600,000, and in consequence

£ 60,000 a year had to be disbureed to the ordinary shareholders in

dividends before the price could be reduced. In 1896 he found the

profits of the year's working amounted to £ 67,000, out of which the

ordinary shares ranked for a 7 per cent. dividend. The electric light

company, he said, which supplied electric light to the Smithfield

market ares proposed to charge only4d. per unit to the large con

samers,and thesmaller consumers6d. In conclusion, he strongly

urged the City authorities and other local bodies to put down their

own electric ligbtirg plant, and pointed out that it was possible to

borrow money to attain that object at from 3 to 31 per cent. with the

repayments spread over a long term of years. A gentleman pointed

oat that the City street lamps were supplied at a charge of only 3d.

per unit, butMr. Hammond replied that these were arc lampsrunning

all night, and did not requirethe samenumberof men to keep the

work going. Mr. A. C. Morton, a member of the Corporation, said

that the Court of Common Council had the matter before the Lighting

Committee, and that he hoped before long to see an installation

beneath the Guildhall, whenthe Corporationwould compete with the

present company, and supply electric light to all the large public

buildings and otherpremises. The Corporation claimed the control

of the streets within the City. An animated discussion fullowed,

and eventaally the matter was adjourned for further discussion

at an early date. Mr. Hammond was cordially thanked for his

paper.

The County of London and Brush Company is applying to the

Board of Trade for power to change its supply of electricity from

continuous to alternating currents, and recently applied to the

St. George's (Southwark) Vestry for approval to that course, stating

that the public would receive advantage from the change. A

special committee is considering the matter.

Madrid .-A Madrid correspondent informs us that about

the begioning of the present month the greater part of the district

supplied by the Electricity Supply Company for Spain, Limited, was
without light for 48 hours.

Margate.- The Corporation has arranged a special meeting
for Tuesday, the 25th, to consider the advisability of opposing the

application of the Isle of Thanet Gas Company for Parliamentary

powers to supply electricity for the lighting of the town.

Motherwell. The new shops of the Motherwell Bridge

Company, Limited, at North Motherwell Farm , will havea complete

system of electric driving and lighting, At the Dabnell Steel and

Iron Works of Messrs. D. Colville & Sons, Limited, an electric

power installation is in progress . A beginning has been made with

a 100 - H.P. unit, which will be used for driving the machinery, cranes,

&c. , of their new machine shop. This will be followed later on by

two unitsof 500 -H.P. each, which will provide current to drive all

the auxiliary machinery in the mills, such as live roller gear, gail

lotines, plate shears, straightening machines, &c. The low -tension

polyphase alternating carrent has been adopted,and it is expected

that when thenumerous small engines scattered about the works

have been replaced bymotors, a very large saying in fueland costof
upkeep willresult. Messrs. Selby Bigge & Co., Newcastle-on -Tyne,

are the electricians for the work.

Newport. - The Corporation has decided to increase the
salary of Mr. Copland, the engineer at the electricity works, and

that of Mr. Taylor, the assistant engineer,

Oldham .-- The estimated income and expenditure in con

Dection with the supply of electricity for the year ending March

25th, 1898, shows anexpectednetproớtof £ 1,600. The charges to

consumers are to be reduced from that date .

Plymouth . The Electric Light Committee has accepted

a tender for the construction of the electricity station buildings.

Portsmouth .-- At the Town Council last week the Finance

Committee submitted a scale of charges'and apparatus for testing

electric light meters by the Corporation inspector. It was stated

that all the meters would be tested before being issued to consumers.

It, on a subsequent test, a meterwas found to be incorrect against the

consumer, theCorporation would pay the fee. Il, on the other hand,

the meter was correct, the consumer would have to bear the expense.

The fee for removing the meter for testingwas putat 5s. It was objected

that the proposed fee was rather prohibitive ,and it was pointed out

that the Gas Company charged only a shilling for removing meters.

Alderman G. Ellis, Chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee,

remarked that the testing of the meters was a costly operation, and

the fee suggested was based on the charges in other towns. The

recommendation was referred back .

It is anticipated that the new machinery will soon be in

working order . It is estimated that the engineering strike

has cost the Committee fully £ 2,500 up to the present time,

through loss of revenue, owing to being onable to carry out orders

received, and to the payment of £ 300 to the sinking fand for money
the loan of which has been sanctioned, but which it has up to now

been impossible to employ. Despite this drawback, 456 new cus

tomershave been attached since Christmas, and 235 are waiting to be
connected with the maing.

Reading . – The contract for supplying the handsome

electroliers and other fittings, includingthe wiring oftheLarge Towa

Hall, Small Town Hall, Art Gallery, Museum , Public Library and

Municipal Offices, comprising in allanequivalent of 2,5008.C.P.

lamps, wasplaced in the hands of Mr. LeoSanderland, 39, Victoria

Street, S.W., agent to the Brush Company. The current wasswitched

on a short time ago, and the difference in the lightiog arrangements

have been much appreciated . This makes a good addition to the

Reading Company'sconsumers.

Ripley. - An application from the General Power Distri

buting Company to provide anelectricity generating station at
Ripley, is to be opposed by the District Council.

Sheffield . - Last week, the recommendations of a com

mittee - which we printed last week - re the proposal to purchase the

undertaking of the Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company at

the price offered by the company - namely, £ 220 of Corporation

21 per cent. stock for every £ 100 of capital actually spent by

the company, came before the Council. Several members spoke

in favour of acquiring the undertaking at once, and the report

was unanimously adopted. The final call of £1 per share has been

made bythe company, payment to be made by the end of the month .

At this time the whole of the original capital of the company will be

fully paid.

Smethwick . - The District Council will not consent to

the Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution , Limited,

making application for a provisional order to supply electric light to

Smethwick, as that body is already applying for a provisional
order for municipal plant.

Somerset. - Owing to the recent fire at the works of

Messrs . T. H. Smith & Co., Ltd., situated on the River Parret,

Somerset, Messrs. Maesingham & Co., of this city, have received

instructions to fit the entire building with a complete installation

of the electric ligtet. There will be two dynamos, one driven by

water power and the other by steam .

Southampton . - At last week's Council meeting, the

Electric Lighting Committee reported that the output forNovember

was 24,240 units, being an increase of 8,970 units, or 58 per cent.

over that of November, 1896. Owing to the general increase of out

put it has now become necessary to run the works continuously

throughout the 24 hours. To do this the staff will have to be in .

creased sufficiently to enable three eight hours' shifts to be worked.

At present the only addition necessary is a third assistantengineer.

The load on December 23rd was the heaviest on record , and required

the whole of the plant to deal with it. In consideration of theextra

work the engineers bave performed since March last, a bonus of £10

is to be paidto Mr. Lee, and £5 each to Mr. Neame and Mr. Britton .

The following tenders for the wiring and fitting for electric light at

the electricity supply station were received :-Mr. H. M. Ashton,

£387 188. 6d.; Messrs. A. Fort, Lloyd & Co. , £395 ; Messrs. Sanby

and Co., £415; Mr. F. Shalders, £476. The tender of Mr. H. M.

Ashton was accepted.

The Corporation want an assistant electrical engineer. See our

“ Official Notices. "

Taunton.—The Electric Light Committee has been

advertising for tenders for the supply of 1,500 tons of coal. During

the month of December 99 16-C.P .lamps were installed ; in November
there were 52 ; and in October, 34. A scheme for a large extension

is to come before the Council directly.

Wakefield . - Complaints are numerous in consequence of

the non -completion of the electricity undertaking, the delay being

due to the non -delivery of engines.

Walsall.— The Council will not agree to the proposed

provisional order of the Midland Electric Corporation for Power

Distribution , Limited, to supply electricity in the borough.

Wandsworth . - The lighting of the large and scattered

premises kaown as the “ Ram Brewery," was entrusted to Mr. Leo

Sunderland, agent to the Brush Company. This is probably the

largest installation of the kind in the district, comprisingan equiva
lent of 750 8-C.P. lamps,and seven arc lamps. This installation will

shortly be connected to the supply company's mains.
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Water Power . - The famous falls of the Devon and

grounds of Rumbling Bridge bave, says the Glasgow Herald, been

examined by electrical engineers with the object of utilising the

water power to light the grounds and hotel by electricity. The

engineers will be unable toproceed with the work till they ascertain
the lowest summer level of the river. Should the scheme then be

found practicable it isproposed to carry the water a short distance

below the “ Devil's Mill ” in a two-leet pipe with a fall of 12 feet,

wbich will give sufficient power to drive a dynamo to light the

grounds, hotel, conservatory , stables,and outhouses.

Whickham . - A Committee has recommended the light

ing of theMarley Halldistrict with electricity, 32 lamps being used.

Theprice for the complete installation is £ 165, and theyearly charge

of £55 48.

Withington . The proposal of the Manchester Corpora

tion to supply this district with electric light has beenconsideredby

the Parliamentary Committee of the Withington Council, which

reconmends that an electrical expert be engaged to advise on the

point. This recommendation hasbeen sent back for reconsideration ,

Wolverhampton . - It has been found , says our local

correspondent, that the electricity turned out on Christmas Eve

exceeded by 34 per cent. that tarned out on the corresponding day
of 1896. There is, of course, always a good demand at Christmas

time, and it is reckoned at the head office that more customers are

obtained atthe Christmas quarter than during any other period of

the year. It is now regarded as certain that the time cannot be far

distant when the light will be extended over the entire borough.

The new sub-station at Chapel Ash is rapidly approaching comple

tion , and in a week or two's time it will be in working order. The

mains will then be carried down the Tettenhall, Compton and Merri

dale Roads, where thereare a large number of residential dwellings.

An additional boiler is about to be put in at the Commercial Road

works, and another new engine is shortly to be placed there.

The Town Council has resolved, by a majority of 25 to 8, to

oppose the application of the Midland Electric Corporation for

Power Distribution, Limited, for a provisional order empowering

them to supply electricity within the borough of Wolverhampton.

Yarmouth - During December the electric light receipts

were £605 153. , and the expenditure £235 88.11d. , leaving a surplus

of £370 6s. 1d . to meet capital charges of £190 per month. There

are now 255 customers with 11,938 lamps.

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES .

highways of the three countries, so as to form an international net

work extending from the Rhine, through Holland, and as far as

Marseilles through the Eastern departments of France, making use,

for the purpose, ofthe navigable bighways of the three countries. It

is stated that the " Banque deParis et des Pays Bas " is interested in

the enterprise.

Electric Transmission of Power. - A meeting of the

members of the South Staffordsbire Institute of Iron and Steel Works'

Managers was held on Saturday atthe DudleyInstitute, whena paper

on “ The Application of Electricity to the Transmission of Power "

was read by Mr. H. W. Ravensbaw. The writer pointed out that

managers of works and manufacturers generally were beginning to

realise the fact that the old methods of transmission of power to their

machinery were in many cases extremely wasteful, and that the

electric motor is far cheaper in the end than the line shafting and

isolated steam engineswbích have been generally employed. In an

engineering works, mill, or colliery, immense quantities of coal are

uselessly consumed in wearing out belts and bearings, and in raising

steam which is to be condensed in long lines of pipes and perhaps re

evaporated in the cylinders without any useful purpose. In order to

reduce these losses as far as possible electricity is being employed in

many cases withgreat success,a central station being established in

the works, and electricmotors being employed to drivethe machinery,

With this arrangement the boilers could be concentrated, high

pressure could be safely used, and the labour and coal consumption

reduced to a minimum ; short steam - pipes carried the steam to

economical engines wbich drive dynamos , supplying the necessary
light and power to the works. In Americaand on the Continent

multipolar dynamos are generally used, but in England up to the

present the simple two-pole machine has been usually employed.

The question of pressure to be employed was an important one. In

collieries 500 volts are frequently employed, and with this pressure

several hundreds of horse-power could be transmitted without diffi

culty over a radius of at least one mile. In a works covering a com

paratively small area, both lighting andpower could be obtained from

a 200 -volt circuit with economy, incandescent lamps being now made

to work up to 220 volts. A good many works and mills have been

fitted for 100 volts, but there is no advantage in so low & pressure,

while with 200 volts a very great saving is made in the cost of cables.

Electrical Power Distribution . — The members of the

South Staffordshire Iron and Coal Masters' Association were to attend

a meeting at the Queen'sHotel, Birmingham , yesterday, to hear from

representatives of the Midland Electric Corporation an explanation

oftheir echeme for supplying electrical energy for power and manu

facturing purposes throughout South Staffordshira . Sir Benjamin

Hingley, Bart. ( chairman of the South Staffordshire Iron Trade), and

Mr. C. B. Cochrane (chairman of the South Staffordshire Coal Trade),

in issuing the invitations, express the feeling that the introduction

of electrical energy into the district on a scale and for the purposes

proposed should not only assist the trades now being carried on, but

should be a powerful incentive to new trades to settle in the district,

and thus increase its prosperity and rateable value. Tke Midland

Corporation is prepared toenter into agreements to supply electrical

energy for power or manufacturing purposes at 1d. per Board of Trade

unit,and for lighting at the rate of 6d per unit for the first hour's

use per day and 3d. per unitfor each subsequent hour's use daily. The

Corporation is also prepared to lay a comprehensive system of maing

throughout the district, and to supply motors for hire, so that manu.

facturers can secure the advantages of electrical power at the mioi

mum ofcapitaloutlay.

The Coseley District Council has resolved to give consent to the

application of the Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribu

tion to the Board of Trade for a provisional order to supply the
district.

Electrically - Driven Laundry Machinery . - Electric

motors are employed at Alnwick Castle for the Duke of Northum .

berland for driving a large eize washing machine, wringer, centrifugal
dryer.

Light Railways. — The promo'ers of the Llanfair

Beaumaris light railway attended a meeting of the Menai Bridge

District Council, and gave details of the scheme, the proposed speed
and width of road. The line is estimated to cost £ 48,000 . The

Councilwill support the scheme.

The Essex County Council have passed a resolution strongly in

favour of the construction of a light railway for Ongar, Dunmow,

and Yeldham. The proposed line will be 27 miles in length, and

will serve a purely agricultural district which is greatly in need of
railway facilities.

Leeds. — A sub -committee of the Highways Committee is
going to visit Glasgow re tramways.

Leith . — The Town Council has confirmed the proposal

to purchase the tramways for £ 75,000.

Liverpool. - In connection with the purchase of the

tramways by the Corporation , a proposal was before that body for

the payment of £ 9,000 compensation to the solicitors of the tram

ways company for loss of net profits, and £ 1,200 to the auditors for

ditio, through the translerence. The proposition was not carried,

the voting being 35 in favour of an amendment, and 11 against.

Last week there wasa conference of theLighting Committeeand
the Tramway Committee with regard to the utilisation of electricity

as the motive power on the tramways, the ligating of the tramcars
on the experimental lice , and the extension of the electric mains

throughout the city. A report was presented by Mr. Hulmes,the

electrical engineer, showing how the electric systemcould beapplied

to the tramway service, and the advantage that would probably result

8

-

Burslem . - The Council is giving notice to the British

ElectricTraction Company that proceedings will be taken against

them if Scotia Road isnot completed and opened for trafficwithin 21

days ; and notice is to be given to the North Staffordshire Tramways

Company, pursuant to their agreement with the Corporation, calling

upon them to commence the electric equipment of their line within

three months, or in default their agreement would be cancelled .

Chesterfield . - The Highways and Tramways Committee

is considering the question of continuing the tramways to Whitting

ton Moor and other parts of the district ; also the matter of mecha

nical traction .

Dover Harbour Works. It it stated in a Dover paper

that there is likely to be a start made in March with the National

Harbour Works, and it is understood that electricity is likely to be

the motive power employed, current in all probability being taken

from the Dover Electricity Company.

Dover Trams. — The Dover Standard is responsible for

the statement that with the Maxton section of the electric tramways

now running, the amount of current being taken from the company

is not likely to exceed the minimum arranged under the contract at

the commencement of the running. The current required for the

extra cars and quicker service is included in this estimate.

Dublin . - The Kingston Commissioners have discussed

the proposed alteration in the electric tramway line through Upper

and Lower George's Streets. A resolution , detailing an interlacing

system between St. Michael's Hospital and the People's Park has been

agreed to .

Dudley. - Mr. Reginald P. Wilson has been instructed to

report to the Dudley Corporation as to the cost of buying the existing

tramway to Hart's Hill; and also to furnish estimates as to the cost

of equipping this and other proposed tram lines on an electrical

system .

Ealing . - There is quite a lengthy correspondence in the

Middlesex County Times respecting the London United Tramways

Company's proposed electric tramway scheme, which the District
Council has opposed so strenuously. Many of the writers are greatly

surprised at the action of the Council.

Electric Traction on the Continent. — The Financier

says that a powerful French company has addressed & simultaneous

request to the Governments of France, Belgium , and Holland , for

powers to establish a system of electric traction along the navigable

-
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ap Sandy Lane to the immediate vicinity of Charterhouse and the

building land under development thereabouts, and perhaps also to the

Farncombe Station from the Portsmouth Road,

Sydney. - An Australian contemporary remarks that the
generators, accumulators,&c. , for the Rose Bay electric tramway are

now beingerected at the Rushcutter Bay Power House, Sydney. The

survey bas been completed. Tenders for the construction of the

permanent way are being invited .

The_Charing Cross, Euston,and Hampstead Rail

way. - The CharingCross, Éuston, and Hampstead Railway Company
havedeposited a Bill for powers to extend their authorised line from

a point under Charing Cross Road, near theGarrick Theatre, to a

point under No. 23, Craven Street, Strand. This extension is to be

in substitution for the authorised Cbaring Cross terminus, which itis

proposed to abandon . The Bill also seeks an extension of time until

August, 1902, within wbich to construct the line as authorised in

1893, eubject to the new terminus now proposed . Power is also

sought to enter into agreements with the South - Eastern Railway

Company and the London and North -Western Railway Company as

to the working, management, and maintenance of the railway when

completed.

Waterloo and City Electric Railway. This line will

shortly be opened for traffic. The line itself was completed some

time ago, says the Times, but delay which could not be avoided bas

occurred both by reason of the dispute in the engineering trade, and

also in connection with the enormous amount of underground work

which has had to be undertaken by the Central London Railway

Company at the new station opposite the Mansion House.

Whitechapel and Bow Proposed Railway. - A meet

ing of the London, Tilbury. and Southend Railway will be beld on

February 3rd to lay before the sbareholders the proposed Bill for the

constructionof works and purchase of additionallands , also to sub

scribe towards the undertaking of the Whitechapel and Bow Railway

Company, or to guarantee interest on the capital of that company.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

2 .

therefrom . The proposals included the establishment of a large new

electric generating station near the Leeds and Liverpool canal, the

ontlay being £ 150,000. It was decided to refer the matter to Dr.

Hopkinson .

Manchester.-It was stated last week that the Man

chester Carriage and Tramways Company was inviting representa

tives from the various local representatives around Manchester to

attend aconference on the subject of their proposed Bill for using

electrical and mechanical power in connection with their tramways.

Middlesbrough . - A Middlesbrough paper in a recent

issue mentions the marked progress that is being made with the pre

paration of the track for the electric tramways. Mr. Robert Smith,

who had charge of the Dublin and Bristol construction work for the

Imperial Tramways Company, is in chargehere. The section between

theBorough Hotel and the Ormesby Toll Bar, a distance of a quarter

of a mile, was laid within eight hours , reckoning from the time of

breaking up the roadway to getting in the setts.

Mines Drainage by Electrical Pumping . - Mr. J. B.

Cochrane presided at the usual monthly meeting of the South

Staffordshire Mines Drainage Commission on 5th inst., at Dudley,

and in moving the adoption of the engineer's reports, said he under

stood that the Midland Electrical Power Company were seeking

powers to supply electricity all through the district. They would

undertake to supply, for manufacturing purposes, electricity at the

rate of 1d . per Board of Trade unit, which was equal to 13 H.P.

The question had been before several local authorities in the district,

who did not quite see eye-to-eye with the company. Many were

opposing the powers sought for by the company, on the ground that

they would like to retain the power of supply themselves . That was

reasonable enough, if the authorities were prepared to supply the

electricity to manufacturers at something like the same rate that the

company proposed to do it. He believed the company had

approached the Dudley Corporation, who, he understocd , could

not supply electricity at less than 21d. per unit, as against 10.
by the company ; but they would see at once that it would be

useless for the Corporation to propose the supply of electric

powerat 24d. when the company could do it at id . per unit.

He believed18 local authoritieswere comprised in the area which

thecompany proposed to supply, and it was easy to understand that

whilst the company would be able to put down economical plants to

supply particular areas, each of the local authorities would have to

put down a separate and costly plant. He took it that the local

authorities bad no desire to hinder the progress of manufacturers,

and it they couldnot do it at less than 150 per cent. more than the

company , then it became a question whether the authorities should

not stand aside and let the company do the work. The echeme had a

most important bearing upon the work of the Commission, and the

scheme for unwatering the Tipton district. They would be able to

pump the water from the surfaceat various points byelectric power,

and the cost would be very small indeed compared with what it cost

to pump it out of the mines. It would probably save contemplated

expenditure of between £ 30,000 and £ 40,000 in the Tipton district,

and they could understandwhat animportant consideration that was

at a time when they scarcely knewhow to go on and face the large

expense of pumping a district overloaded with water,

Motor Dust Carts. — The Hackney Vestry has deferred

for six months the further consideration of the proposal to consider

the advisability of adopting carts and yang driven by electrical or

other automatic motors .

Motor Mail- Carts . - The City Press says that it is stated

that the chief executive officials at St. Martin's -le -Grand are 80 satis

fied with the experimental motor-car (steam ) that runs between

London and Redhill that we may shortly see the introduction of a

small electric letter mail van .

Norwich . - The Norwich tramways are not yet begun,

says the Norfolk Standard , and we shall not be able to chronicle work

in progress for another two months at least.

Portsmouth . — The Town Council last week confirmed

its recent resolution authorising the promotionof a Bill in the

ensuing Session in reference to the acquisition of the local tramways.

South Staffordshire. - At the last meeting of the West

Bromwich Council, a letter was read from the Board of Trade,

enclosing a correspondence which had taken place with the South

Staffordshire Tramways Company. The latter company had applied

for a further extension of time for the use of steam on the tramways,

but the Board of Trade express regret that the arrangements for the

re-equipment of the lines bad not taken place , and that a new method

of traction had not been completed. They would grant a further

extension fora period of three months, but they warned the company

they must not rely upon obtaining any further extension of time.

Southport. - The Town Council has adopted the recom

mendation of the Tramways Committee to make application for a

provisional order enablingthe Corporation to lay four miles of tram

lines to Blowick, with subsidiary lines forming a connection with the

line to the new infirmary, and thus providiog a circular route. It was

proposed to adopt overhead electric wires and single deck cars, and to
greatly extend the tramway system in the future .

Suggested Electric Tramway.-A correspondent of

the Surrey Advertiser suggests a conference betweenexperts of the

TownCouncils of Guildford and Godalming and the Milford Parish

Council to consider whether it might not prove profitable — as it

certainly would be a convenience to the public - to establish an

electric tramway between the three places, with branches extending

African Trans - Continental Telegraphs. – The

Rhodesian Times for December 17th stated that that part of the

Trans -Continental Telegraph which is now being carried up north

ward from Umtali towards the Zambesi, and will join the line which

has already been set on tbe farther side of the river, will, if all goes

well, be finished about April next. It is expected at Blantyre that

the line northward will reach Karonga about the same time— that is,

Cape Town will be in direct telegraphic communication with the

northern end of Lake Nyassa, 10° south of the equator. And at the

same time the southern point of the telegraph line in Egypt will be

about 15° north of the equatır. Thus, to complete this extraordinary
work, there will only remain some 25° of latitude to be crossed , and

in that distance Uganda lies midway. Mr. Rhodes' wonderful dream

is becoming more and more of a tangible reality.

Australian Cable Service . - Several letters have appeared

in the Financial Times during the past few days complaining bitterly
of the inefficiency of the telegraph service between this country and

Australia, which subject we have ourselves dealt with on many

occasions.

Delays in Australian Telegrams.- We have again to

place upon record two cases of interruption and delay in the

Australian land line service. As we have pointed out on former

occasioLs, this information is gathered from pressnotices, and thus,

doubtless, there are many occurrences of this nature which escape

our notice. Were the Postmasters of South Australia and of West

Australia to act up to their duties towards the Bareau International

des Telegraphés, it wouldspare us the doubt which we sometimes

feel thatwehave omitted toregister some of the interruptions which

should be reported to the Bureau for the common convenience of all

interested in telegrams. The following extract from the Melbourne

Age, of November 20th , bas only just reached us :

“ The Telegraphic Service . A Far-reaching Block . Business

Paralysed .

“The telegraphic system suffered very severely by the storm ,and

all last night the lines were in a chaotic state . Telegraphic business

from the Melbourne office was completely paralysed . It was possible

to communicate with Geelong and Ballarat, andwith stations on the

North - Eastern line, by which Sydney is reached, but Adelaide and

intermediate stations, together with other trunk lines and the Tas

manian service, were completely silenced . The central authorities,

indeed , state that such disastrous results bave never before accrued

from any storm . The public, unfortunately, will suffer serious incon

venience from the vagaries of the wind and lightning, as the operators

have before them large piles of messages ready for despatch ,but are

absolutely prevented by the wrecked state of the lines from sending

them out. Woice still, the line repairing department is, so far,

unable to estimate, even approximately, the time at which the service

can be resumed. Gangs of line men have been sent out in all direc

tions, however, and the work of repair will be pushed on with all

possible speed, and the operations of the repairers will, as rapidly as

possible , be extended into the remotedistricts where itis known bad

breaks have occurred."

We also gather from the press that, on Saturday week last, “ in conse

quence of the Australian land lines working badly ,” no cables reached

an important firm of London brokers.

-
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Interruption of Australian Land Lines - In the

abfence of information from Berne, we have to thank the Singapore

press of December 13th last for the following : - " The South

Australian land lines between Port Darwin and Adelaide are inter

rupted by heavy floods at the Katherine, 15 incbes of rain having

fallen in a little over 24 hours. Everything is being done to restore

communication as soon as possible. The lines via Roebuck Bay and

Western Australia are working well.”

Paisley Telephones. — The National Telephone Company

has asked the Council to appoint a committee to meet representatives

to consider the question of certain improvements in the telephone

system , such as the placing of the twin wire or metallic return

system . The matter will be considered by the whole Council in

committee.

The Telephone Service . - The Daily Mail has learned

on authority which it believes to be reliable that the Post Office has

already come to a very important decision with regard to the tele

phone question. It hears that the Post Office inquiry into the re

quest for alicense) that came from the city of Glasgow bas resulted

in an official report confirming the old attitude of refusingto grant

any fresh licenses. The Post Office, it understands,takes up theposi

tion that the telephone system is on all fours with the telegraph

system , that it should notbe allowed to fall into local bands, for fear

that systems under different regulations and possibly making dif

ferentcharges should be established in separate localities. ThePost

Office claims that, like the telegraph and penny post, the telephone
system should be uniform in its charges and regulations." We are

unable to obtain any confirmation of this intelligence, but since the
reasons mentioned conform to those publicly advanced on behalf of

the Post Office , and, moreover, agree with public policy , we should

not be surprised it the information proved to be correct . But where

is Sheriff Jamieson's report ?

}
CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED .

...

...

...

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLDB. Down. Repaired.

Brest- St.Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1893

West Indies

St. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Cape Haytien - Puerto

Plata
Dec. 31st, 1897

Curaçao - La Guayra Jan. 5th , 1898

Amazon Company's cable
Parintins-Itacatiara May 6th , 1896

Obidos -Parintins Dec. 7th , 1896

Para -Cameta Jan. 13th , 1898

Bundaberg-New Caledonia ... Nov. 4th, 1897

Ceara -Maranham Dec. 23rd , 1897

Teneriffe - St. Louis (Senegal) Dec. 24th, 1897

Para -Maranbam Jan. 3rd, 1898 Jan. 15th , 1898

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

LANDLIRDI.

Trans -Oontinental line be- } March 12th, 1896 ...
yond Masol

Cartbagena - Barranquilla

(Columbia ) } July 4th, 1896

...

...

.
.

-

The Bermuda-Jamaica Cable . — The Direct West India

Cable Company announces the completion of its cable from Bermuda

to Turk's Island, thereby establishing telegrapbic communication with

tbe latter colony. Messages can nowbe accepted in Great Britain

and Ireland at the rate of 38. a word . The cable steamer is now laying

the company's cable from Turk's Island to Jamaica, and it is

expected to be completed well within the contract date, namely, 31st
inst.

.The Pacific Cable . — The T'imes of Tuesday has an

article discussing the Pacific cable scheme in relation to the Colonies.
It is considered that in view of the developments taking place in the

Far East, the project an all-British Pacific cable connecting the

British Colonies of the Northwith those of the South Pacific acquires

fresh importance. After dealing with the bistory of the proposal,
the writer says : - " In the summer of last year the question again

formed a subject of discussion in the conferencesof Premiers held at

the Colonial Office, and again no formal information was given to the

public as to the result of the discussion. An informal statement was,
however, made, and though unauthorised , has been since confirmed

from Colonial sources in away which leaves little doubt of its authen

ticity, that the position as to the construction of the cable was
entirely changed by the proposal of the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company to lay an all-British line from Western Australia across the

Indian Ocean to Mauritius, thence connecting with the Cape and St.

Helena and Ascension. The proposal appears to have beensubmitted

to the consideration of the Colonial Premiers as a substitute for the

Pacific cable. Here, then , so far as the history of the movement can

be summarised in a few words, the situation rests. As between a

Pacific cable, for which they will be asked to pay , and an all-British

EasternExtension line connecting Africa with Australia, for which
they will only be asked to make indirect concessions, Governments,

with the fear of the Treasury before their eyes, hesitate to commit

themselves to the support of the Pacific cable scheme.” Dealing

with the future, the writer says : — " Every sign would seem to indi

cate that the coming 20th century will be celebrated in the
history of the world by the development of a new civilisation on the

Pacific. To affirm the legitimate position of Great Britain in that
civilisation must be the object of British policy, and for this purpose

cheap and rapid means of communication between the local ‘ British

centres is one of the first of necessary conditions. This aspect of the

question is not dealt with by any proposals for cable construction

that exclude the Pacific Ocean from their scope .”. “ The

estimated cost of the cable is not great, and it is difficult to compre

hend that the construction can have been so long delayed.” The

Daily Mail of January 19th states , under date Montreal, January

18th, that interest in the all- British Pacific cable has been revived by

events in the East, and that Sir Sandford Fleming bas published an

open letter to Sir Wilfrid Lavrier reviewing the history of the pro

ject, and calling upon Canada to take the initiative at once.

A Cape Town despatch says that a deputation of the Afrikander

Bond, headed by Mr. Hofmeyr, presented last Friday an address to

Sir Alfred Milner, Governor of Cape Colony, representing the urgent

Decessity , in the interest of Imperial defence, of an all -British deep

sea cable. His Excellency, in reply, said he was not acquainted with

theviews of the Imperial Government on the subject, but he promised

to forward the address to England,

OPEN

Ashton-under-Lyne,- February 2nd. The Baths Com

mittee want tenders for the installation of the necessary wires and

fittings for the electric lighting of the Corporation Baths. Consulting

engineers, Messrs. Lacey, Clirebugh & Sillar. See our “ Official

Notices " last week for particulars.

Bilbao.– February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs bas received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection

with the electric tramway which it is proposedto lay from Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February 28th, for the construction and equipment

of the line. Further particulars of the conditions of the tenders for

the above -named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

miles, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and6.

Bedford . — January 24th . The Corporation want tenders

for the supply and delivery of vulcanised rubber cables. See onr

“ Official Notices" January 7th.

Belgium . - February 11th. The Provincial Government

Authorities in Brussels are inviting tenders for aninstallation of

electric lighting in the offices of the Governor of Brabant in the

Rue de Chêne, Brussels. Tenders to be sent to the Gouvernement

Provincial, Brussels.

Berlin . - March 15th . The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council have opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways in that city. Exhaustive details

concerning this project are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions that proposals will be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathbaus III, Berlin, by
March 15th.

Blackburn . - January 22nd. The Corporation want

tenders for a 500-kw. continuous current steam dynamo, and a

120 -kw . steam alternator. Consulting engineer, Mr. E. M. Lacey.

See our " Official Notices " January 7th .

Bradford.-February 1st. The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the electrical equipment of about nine miles of street
tramways. There are three contracts for the following sections :

(1) steel poles, bracket arms, & c.; ( 2) trolley wire, insulators and

overhead equipment; ( 3) cars, trucks, motors and trolley poles.

Particularsfrom the city surveyor or the city electrical engineer at

the Town Hall.

Brighton . — January 31st. The Town Council want

tendersfor dynamos, motors, switchboards and wiring for the electric

lighting of the Municipal School of Science and Teohnology. Speci

fications from the town clerk's office.

France. - January 22nd. The Municipal Authorities of

Neuilly-sur-Seine are inviting tenders for the concession for the

establishment and working of a central electric station in the

town . Particulars from , and tenders to, La Mairie de Neuilly -sur

Seine.

France. — March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the
Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond ( Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas of

electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Germany. - January 29th . The Hanover Direction of

the Prussian State Railways is inviting tenders until the 29th inst.

for the supplyof 39,000 porcelain insulators,1,000screw supports,
300 tons of galvanised wire and about 20 tons of insulated wire.

Particulars from , and tenders to , Die Königliche Eisenbahn Direction ,

Hanover.

Leicester. - January 31st . The Leicester Corporation

invites designs and tender for motor vehicles for the collection of

house refuse. Specificationsand particulars, with drawings,tobe
sentto theChairmanoftheSanitary Committee, to the officeof Mr.

E. Geo. Mawbey, C.E., borough engineer, Town Hall, Leicester.

.

1
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Saturday, January 22nd,at3 p.m .-- Institution of Junior Engineers

Visit to the Engineering Laboratory of the Central

Technical College , SouthKensington. Demonstrations

by Prof. W. C. Uawin, F.R.S , Past Pres. Inst.J.E.

Latest date for receipt of Blackburn Corporation tenders .

Monday, January 24th . - Latest date for Newport and Bedford
tenders.

At 8 p.m. - Northern Society of Electrical Engineers.

Palatine Hotel, Hunt's Bank, Manchester. Paper by

Mr. W.P.Adams on " The Costof Heating and Cooking

by Electricity."

Thursday, January 27th . - Latest date for Stockport tenders.

At 8 pm . - The Institution of Electrical Engineers “ Notes

on the Electro-Chemical Treatment of Ores containing

the Precious Metals." By Major-General Webber, C.B.

( ret. R. E.) , Past President,

Friday, January 28th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civilengineers.
Students' meeting. Paper to be read on Condensing

Apparatus," by H Williams, Stud.last.C.E.

Newport. - January 24th. The Electricity Com

mittee want tenders for the supply and erection of mains,

transformers, switch gear, cast- iron posts and for arc lampe. Con

sulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond. See our “ Official Notices

January 7th .

Newport. - January 25th. The Corporation want tenders

for temporary electric lighting plant for the Wentwood Waterworks,

for aroand incandescent lighting. See our " Oficial Notices " January
14th .

Rochdale. - February 19th. The Corporation want

tenders for steam dynamos,balancer, and boosters,& c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirebagh & Sillar. See our “ Oficial Notices ” January
14th .

Roumania . - March 15th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire.

Spain . - February 1st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Tarita (Cadiz province ) for the 20 years'

concession for the lighting of the public streets of the town by

electricity, acetylene or gas . Tendersto El Secretario del Ayunta

miento deTarita (Cadiz )trom whom particulars may be obtained .

Spain . - February 8th . Tenders are being invited until

February 8th by the Municipal Authorities of Tordesillas, a small

town in the province of Valladolid, for the concession for the electric

lighting of the public streets during aperiod of 20 years .Particulars

may be obtained from , and tenders should be sent to, El Secretario

del Ayuntamiento de Tordesillas (Valladolid ).

Stockport. - January 27th . The Corporation is wanting

tenders for various plant and machinery for electricity supply works

at Millgate,Stockport, including Lancashireboilers, steam dynamos,

feed water heater, storage battery, electrical instruments, electrical

connections, wiring, & c., at the generatingstations, underground

cables. Electricalengineer,Mr. James N. Shoolbred, 47, Victoria

Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices ” January 14th.

Wimbledon. - February 2nd. The District Council

wants tenders for the supply, delivery and erection of water tube

boilers, condensing plant,overhead crane,high speed steam engine and

alternator, switch board, onderground mains,conduits, & c. Consulting

engineer, Mr. A. H. Preece . See our “ Official Notices ” January

14th forparticulars.

NOTES.

-

OLOSED

Barrow . - The minutes of the Electric Lighting Com

mittee, which were adopted by the Council the week b : fore last,

contained recommendations to accept the following tenders, which

had been reported upon by Mr. Manville, for the electricity supply
undertaking :

Buildings. - W . W. Fairbairn £ 3,386

SectionA. - Babcock & Wilcox 5,050

B. - Brush Electrical Engineering Company 9,332

C and D. - British Insulated Wire Company ( schedule prices)

These tenders have accordingly been accepted.

Derby. — The Council has accepted the tender of Messrs.

8. Z. de Ferranti, Limited, for engine and dynamo at £ 7,132 10s.

Several hundred yards of cable has been ordered for extensions at a
cost of £ 132 148.

France.- A contract for the construction and working of

an electric tramway between Angoulême and Ruelle (Charente) has

been secured by the French Thomson - Houston Company.

Leith - By four votes to three the Town Council bag

given the contract for thesupply and erection of steam dynamos, & c.,

for the electric lighting of the burgh for the sum of £8,844 to the

India -Rubber, Gutta -Percha and Telegraph Works Company.

London . - From the list of tenders submitted to the

Metropolitan AsylumsBoard forthe alteration and extension of the

electric fire alarm system at the South Eastern Hospital, that of the

Private Wire and Telephone Installation Company at £ 122 10s. Was

selected for acceptance. The highest tender was £387 108. !

London . - The tender of Messrs. Bergtheil & Young has

been accepted for the electric wiring of the extensions of the
GuildhallSchool of Music.

The Damage Due to the Strike. - The Board of

Trade returns for December show a falling off, as com

pared with the same month of 1896 , on steam engines

from £313,069 to £ 188,809, and in other machinery from

£ 1,207,930 to £909,339, or a total for the month of

£422,851 . On making the same calculation for the year,

one-half of which was occupied by the strike, the total

falling off comes to £732,165 , made up of a drop on steam

engines from £3,286,353 to £3,040,073 , and in other

machinery from £ 13,727,897 to £ 13,242,012. The total

for the year is not double that of December, which month

we may set down as merely showing an accidentally large
reduction. Obviously the figures for the whole year are

safer guides. As there have been other causes than the

strike to operate unfavourably during the past year, it may

be considered that the strikehas, insix months, reduced the

exports about £750,000. If one - fifth of this amount would

count as profit, and if the wages paid amount to five times

the profit, then the loss in wages is just £ 750,000 . The

employers have lost £ 150,000 on this basis, and the men

have lost the three-quarters of a millionand spent their

reserve funds. In six months the falling off has been about

6per cent. of the year's total, or at the rate of 12 per cent.

of six months' output. The figures are bad enough, it is

true, but they are not hopeless. Every week is increasing

the productive capacity of the fresh hands as well as their

number, and the prospects are that, strike or no strike, the

present year will show that amalgamated engineers, as such,

are not necessary to theemployers. No mancan be of much

use to himself, his country, or his family, for an indefinite

period, whoorders his goings, or allows others to so order

them , in direct contravention of the laws of nature, of

common sense, or of common honesty.

-

Enclosed Arc Lamps. - Mr. W. H. Freedman concludes

an article on this subject in the American Electrician as fol.

lows : -Besides direct-current enclosed arce, there are now

on the market several makes of alternating enclosed arcs.

These have the advantage over the open that the energy

employed at the arc maybe a higher percentage of the total

energy supplied than in the direct. They, however, work

best at one particular frequency, which might be in some

cases a serious objection. In general, the enclosed arc lamp

as compared with the open has the following advantages :

Long life, and consequent saving of carbon, trimming

expenses and annoyance from frequent renewals; pleasant

light, free from hissing and spluttering, and with very little

flickering; absence from flying dust and sparks, and fireproof

qualities resulting from the use of two globes; being run on

the incandescent circuit, there is no danger from high

potentiale, and co need of an automatic cut-out; simplicity

of mechanism, and, consequently, less need of repairs.

Ability to instal only onelamp and not necessarily two.

Against the above are, however , to be balanced the disad

vantages of lower efficiency, and decrease of light with the

time of running.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898.

Priday, January 21st, at 6 pm.-Physical Society, at the rooms of

the Chemical Society, Burlington House. Agenda :-( 1 )

" On Electric Signallirg without Conducting Wiree," by

Prof. O. Lodge, F.R.S.;( 2) A Tesla Oscillator will be
exhibited by Prof. 8. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

at 8 p.m. - Institution of Junior Engineers, at the West

minster Palace Hotel. Lecture on " Laboratory Test

ingMachines, and the Latest Example,” by Prof. A. C.

Elliott, M.Inst.C.E., Hon.M.Inst.J.E., of Cardiff.1
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Overhead Wire Construction . - Mr. W. Wood, en

gineer - in -charge of the Bristol electric tramwaye, has devised

an improved frog, crossing and movable point for overhead

trolley wires, which we illustrate. This type of fitting is

specially designed for lines where the swivel trolley is in use,

FROG : Two LINES RUNNING INTO ONE.

CROSSING .

MOVABLE POINT: ONE LINE RUNNING INTO Two.

Polyphased Armature Windings . - In another column

will be found the first part of an interesting article by Mr.

J. P. Stone ( American Electrician) on the windings of poly

phase armatures, which should go far toward dispelling the

idea held by many that such windings are especially intricate.

As will be seen, says our contemporary in an editorial note,

the Y -winding consists merely of two ordinary alternator

windings in the case of two-phased machines, or three such

windings in the case of three- phased machines. Two -phased

windings are entirely disconnected on the armature, an

analogy to such a machine, therefore, being two simple alter

nating-current machines with their shafts rigidly connected,

and corresponding wires displaced with reference to the poles,

by half the distance between poles. A similar analogy to

a Y -wound three- phased machine would be three simple

alternators with their shafts rigidly connected, with corre

sponding wires displaced a third of the distance between

poles, and with three collector rings — one ring of eachof

the three pairs of rings — connected together. The delta

winding is merely the usual direct -currentwinding, tapped

at four equidistant points for two - phased working, or at

three equidistant points for three -phased working. As

pointed out by Mr. Stone, the selection of either type of

winding for polyphased machines is merely a matter of con

venience. Where a neutral wire is to be run from a three

phased machine, the Y -winding must be used , the neutral

running from a fourth collectorring being connected to the

commonpoint of the three windings. Sach a neutral will

supply three additional circuits of alower voltage than that

of the main circuits ; that is, if the voltage between the

neatral wire and the three main wires is 1,000, the voltage

between the three mains will be 1,732 . By placing three

rings on the commutator of any direct-currentmachine, the

rings being electrically connected to three equidistant bars,

the machine will be a three -phased, delta -wound alternator,

80 far as generating alternating current is concerned .

Storage Battery Traction in Chicago . — The Engle

woodand Chicago Electric Street Railway Company has been

actually in operation exclusively by storage batteries for

slightly more than one year, and its cars have just completed

400,000 miles of service. This road , says the Street Railway

Journal, was built in the most solid and substantial manner

expressly for storage battery work . Late in 1896, a few cars

from the MadisonAvenue (New York City) line were put in

service, but it was not until January 1st, 1897 , that the first

lot of new cars, built expressly for the road, commenced run

ning . This number was increased as rapidly as possible, and

last summer,on the heaviest days, 20 30 -foot motor -cars, each

with a trailer, have been required. The company owns 44

sets of batteries, and up to the present time these batteries

have averaged nearly 9,500 miles of service each, the maxi

mum being about 13,500 miles. So far, says our contem

porary, there is no perceptible depreciation of the plates , and

to all appearances they have yet along lease of life. Nothing

has beenspent on maintenance account. The receiver, G.

Herbert Condict, states that the entire operating expenses of

the road in 1897 amount to but 8 cents per car mile, or

8} cents including the expenses of the receivership. This is

an extraordinarily low figure, even for a trolley line, and one

which has never hitherto been approached in storage battery

work. The cars runabout 200 miles each per day, which is

responsible for the low cost per car mile of " car service

labour. Mr. Condict, who is most fair and conservative in

his statements, is unwilling as yet to say positively that

storage battery traction is on this road cheaper than the over

head system would be, but says that if the batteries, which,

as before stated, are apparently in as good a condition as

when first installed , will last for 8,000 to 10,000miles more,

a distinct economy in comparison with the overhead system

would be shown.

Obituary . - We regret to hear of the death of Mr. Wm.

Patterson, of the City Wire Works, Walkergate, Newcastle

on - Tyne, whose change of address we notified lastweek. Mr.

Patterson's death occurred on 11th inst. The business will be

continued by Mrs. Patterson, under the management of Mr.

Scott .

Lectures. - A course of 12 lectures is to be given at

Honiton on “ Magnetism and Electricity,” under the auspices

of the Devon County Council, by Mr. F. Brett.

the Bristol line being completely equipped with them .

The chief feature about the device is, that after the trolley

leaves the wire it is guided across the plate by a groove which

fits the external diameter of the trolley wheel, and makes a

positive path .

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.-- The annual

general meeting of this institution will be held on Thursday

evening, February 10th, and Friday evening, February 11th,

at 7.30 p.m., at 25, Great George Street, Westminster. The

annual report of the council will be presented to the meeting

on Thursday. The retiring president, E. Windsor Richards,

Esq., will induct into the chair the president elect, Samuel

W. Johnson, Esq. The adjourned discussion will be re

sumed on the Thursday evening upon the following paper

read at the last meeting : - " Mechanical Features of Electric

Traction ,” by Mr. Philip Dawson. Among the papers

which will be read and discussed, is “First Report to the

Gas Engine Research Committee : Description of Apparatus

and Methods,and Preliminary Results,” by Prof. Frederic
W. Burstall, of Birmingham .

lau

Munro & Jamieson's Pocket -Book of Electrical

Rules and Tables.-- We are pleased to learn that a 13th

edition of this indispensable electrical engineers' pocket-book

has been called for, but we hope that the authorsand pub

lishers may see their way to reduce its bulk, which has been

gradually assuming undue corpulent proportions. We are

sure that the authors would appreciate the advice and sug

gestions of any of our readers as to where they should omit

old matter, and where they can , with advantage, insert new

data .

66

Webb Testimonial Fund . It is intended to make the

presentation at a subscription dinner to be given to Mr. and

Mrs. Webb by contributors to the Testimonial Fund , on

Monday , February 14th, at the Whitehall Rooms of the

Hotel Metropole. Tickets may be had from the hon .

secretary of the fund, Mr. Henry Edmunds, 39, Victoria
Street, Westminster , S.W., the price ofsingle tickets being

£1 18.; and that of doubletickets ( for a lady and gentleman )

being 363.

Electrical Units.-A Bill is about to be introduced in

the German Reichstag concerning electrical units of measure

ment.
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£ 3,000 0 0
Royal Institution. -Prof. J. A. Fleming is to deliver &

series of five afternoon lectures on “ Recent Researches in

Magnetism and Diamagnetism " in March, as follows:

Thursday, March 3rd, " Ferro -magnetism ; ” March 10th ,“ "

“ Para-magnetism ;" March 17th, “ Diamagnetism ; ” March
24th , “ Thermo-magnetism ; " ' March 31st, “ Magnetic

Theories."

£2,624 8 1

To reserve fund account ...

Payment of interim dividend at the

rate of 5 per cent. per annum on

the amount called and paid up on

the ord shares of the com

pany, for the hall- year ending June

30th , 1897

„ Payment of a dividend on the

amount called and paid up on the

same shares, which, with the in

terim dividend previously paid , will

equal a dividend at the rate of 6

per cent. per annum for the year

ending December 31st, 1897

-

4,142 3 7

6,766 11 8

95 Balance to carry forward to next

account 1,329 2 5...

Appointment Vacant. — The Barrow -in -Farness Corpo

ration are advertising for a resident electrical engineer at

£ 200 perannum , to take charge of the electric light ander

taking. See our “ Official Notices " for particulars.

The Royal Society.- Among the papers down for read

iog yesterday afternoon were : Prof. W. Ramsay, F.R.S.,

and Morris W. Travers, on ( 1) _“ The Homogeneity of

Helium ; ” (2) “ Fergusonite, an Endothermic Mineral.""

T. Preston, “ On the Modifications of the Spectra of Iron

and Other Substances radiating in & Strong Magnetic

Field . ”

£ 11,095 14 1

Marriage . - On January 11th, Mr. Tom Hesketh was

married to Miss Fanny T. Dewhurst at Christ Church, South

port. Mr. Hesketh was, until very recently , assistant

electrical engineer at the Hampatead Electricity Works.

Paper. Before the Newcastle Students ' Association of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, a paper was read on 12th

inst., at the Durham College of Science by Mr. John F.C.

Snell, on “ The Advantages of Direct Current Supply from

Central Statione. " summer.

66

Such is Life !-" It may be that not to know Mr.

Yorke, electrical engineer, of Glasgow , argues oneself un

known, but I must plead guilty to not having heard of

the gentleman a week ago." So writes the editor of a
contemporary who usually implies that what he doesn't

know is not worth knowing. And yet the columns

of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW have for some years past testi

fied to the existence of Mr. Yorke.

" The company's works and plant have been maintained in a

thoroughly efficient state of repair.

"The number of lamps connectedto the mains, which ,on Decem

ber31st, 1896 , was equivalent to 39,396 35 -watt lamps, had increased

by December 31st, 1897, to 49,150 such lamps.

“ In accordance with the resolution passed at the last general

meeting, 18,948 ordinary shares were, on February 2nd, 1897, offered

at par to the then existing members of the company, and 18,626

shareswere applied for and allotted. The directors carefully con

sidered the suggestion made at thesame meeting in favour ofextin

guishing the founders’ shares in the company, but came to the con

clusion that it is not yet practicable to effect such an operation .

"The company's new buildings are practically completed , and con

tracts have been made during the year for additional engines and

alternators of a total capacity of 1,500 indicated horse-power (or 900

kilowatts ). The greater portion of this plant is expected to be

ready for use in a few weeks, and the remainder during the coming

" A large expenditure has been incurred in the provision of improved

means of distributing electrical energyin the central parts ofthe

City. The mains have been considerably extended in the direction

of Kirkstall, and an extension will shortly be made in Meadow Road .

“ A reduction in the charge for electrical energy has been made,

taking effect on January 1st, 1898, the maximum price having been

reduced from 6d. to 5d. per unit. The charge previously made for

connecting premises has been abolished, except in cases where the

wires haveto be carried exceptional distances, and the minimum

charge of 138. 4d. per quarter for current (authorised bythe company's

provisional order) is not now enforced. These modifications will

represent a futuretotal concession of several thousands of pounds per

annum , but thedirectors decided upon them in the expectation of a

compensating additional consumption.

"The Leeds Corporation have in contemplation the purchase of the

company's undertaking."

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897. 1896 .

Total capital expended £ 131,992 £ 105,377

Number of units sold 833,280 701,409

Number of lamps connected 49,150 39,396

Revenue from sale of current £ 16,262 £14,728

Net revenue £ 10,754 £7,475

»

... ...

Electric Launches . - Mr. Justus Eck writes as follows

respecting our recent note on “ Electric Launch for the Czar

of Russia " : - “ It may interest you to know that at the

same time an order was placed in America for the above,

another was placed in this country with Messrs. Kerby

Bowen, Limited, and that this is now being built in the Isle

of Wight, under the supervision of the Naval Attaché of the

Russian Embassy in London. Many new ideas are being

incorporated in this launch , but those responsible for the

samedo not intend to point out their advantages till they

have been approved by practical experience. This order pro

bably followed from the construction by the above company

of successful launches for German, French and Austrian

steamship and armament companies, and private (and some

times Royal) individuals, not to speak of British customers.

It will be of interest, when the time arrives, to compare the

relative advantages of the launches, one all American, and

the other all English manufacture."

...

...

Average price obtained per unit

Coal ...

1896 .

29d.

*07d .

.66d .

22d.

Cost of production . Per unit.

876 • 250 .

Oil , waste, water and engine room } 184
05d .

stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 2,041 •59d .
station

Kepairs and maintenance of build .

}
Works' cost

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c . 444 { " T+02d .
} • 13d .

Rent, Kates and taxes ..

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration , salaries of managing

engineer, secretary , clerks, & c .,
• 100 .1,406stationery an printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant }

Renewal fund account ..

-

OITY NOTES.

'41d.

Total £ 4,951 1.12d. 1.65d .

Revenue .

The Yorkshire We have more than once congratulated the

House - to -House admirably managed Leeds Company upon the

Electricity Com . smartness with wbich it issues its annual report.

pany, Limited. Not only do we again compliment the managers

upon the celerity with which they have pre

sented the statement of affairs to the proprietom , but we must also

draw attention to the extremely low cost of production which has

marked the conduct of the business. We thought that Mr. Dickinson

did something very noteworthy last year whenhe showed the cost per

unit to be 1-65d., but that figure has now been decreased by .23d . , the

total cost per unit during 1897 being 1:42d. and the workscost 1:02d.

are the chief points in the directors' report :

." The profit for the year, after transferring £ 2,300 to the depre
ciation fandaccount,amountsto £ 10,703 18. 11d.,to which isto be
added the sum of £ 392 129. 23. brought forward fromtheprevious

year, making a total of £ 11,095 149. id ., which the directors propose

shall be appropriated as follows:

Average price

obtained

per unit.8. do

00
By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees

:: } 17,127 0 0

The following .

Total £ 17,127 00

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 1.420.; works' cost, 1.02d.-
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ALTHOUGH 80 short a time has elapsed since

The Dividends the close of the year, announcements of dividends

for 1897 . are already being made. One has for a consider

able time looked upon the St. James' and West

minster in the nature of gilt - edged securities, and this view receives

amplo confirmation from the dividends just declared ,

The following list gives the dividends annoucced, with the corre

sponding ones for the previous three years :

LONDON . 1897. 1896 . 1895 . 1894.

St. James' and Pall Mall 103 104 73 61

Westminster
12 9 7 5

PROVINCIAL .

Yorkshire House -to - House Company ... 6 6 5

The Eastern Telegraph Company.

The ball-yearly meetingof this company was held at Winchester

House yesterday. The Marquis of Tweedale presided, and referred

to the increase in the revenue and the working expenses . The Cape

traffic had fallen off, but that had been more than counterbalanced by

an increase in the Indian traffic, due to the disturbances on the

frontiers. After referring to the improvements made in the system

from time to time, the report was adopted.

An extraordinary meeting was subsequently held for approving the

conversion of the existing preference shares.

The St. James' and Pall Mall Electric Light

Company, Limited.

AT an extraordinary general meeting of this company held at

Carnaby Street, Golden Square, London, W., on Taesday, the follow

ing resolutions were coneidered and adopted : - " That the agreement

bearing date the 16th day of December, 1897, and made between the

company of the first part, theparties whose names are subscribed in

the firstcolumn of the schedule thereto being the registered holders

of the 100 founders'shares of £ 1 each in the company of the second

part, and EustaceJames Anthony Balfour and Josiah Latimer Clark

of the third part, be, and the same is hereby approved, and that the

directors be and they are hereby authorised to carry the sameinto

effect. That the capital of the company be increased to £ 300,000 by

the creation of 20,000new ordinary shares of £5 each, and that, not

withstanding the provisions of article 4 of the articles of association,

12,000 of such 20,000 new ordinary shares of £5 each be issued at

par to the registered holders of the 100 founders' shares of £1 in the

company as provided by the said agreement of the 16th day of

December, 1897 . That the directors be and they are hereby

authorisedto issue to any registered bolder of a founders' share at

any time hereafter not more than 120 new ordinary shares of £5

each at par upon such founders' sbareholder transferring each

founders' sbare of which he is the registered holder to Eustace James

Anthony Balfour and Josiah Latimer Clark as trustees for the com

pany, notwithstanding that the said agreement of the 16th day of

December, 1897, may not have been executed by the holders of the

whole of the said 100 founders' shares within the three months pro

vided by clause 3 thereof."

-

Stock Exchange Settlements. Applications have been

made to the Stock Exchange Committee (1) to appoint a special

Bettling day in , and to grant &quotation to : Bournemouth and Poole

Electricity Supply Company, Limited - 6,000 44 per cent. cumulative

preferenc- shares, and 6,000 ordinary shares ; County of London and

Brush Provincial and Electric Lighting Company, Limited - further

issue of 10,000 ordinary shares; Direct West India Cable Company,

Limited — 12,000 shares ; (2) to appoint a special settling dayin Cape

Electric Tramways, Limited - 285,157 vendors' £1 shares, fully paid,

Nog. 1 to 285,157 ; and (3) to allow the following securities to be

quoted in the Official List : Barcelona Tramways Company, Limited

further issue of 5,072 ordinary shares, Nos. 14.929 to 20,000 ; Direct

West India Cable Company, Limited - £ 120,000 4) per cent.regis

tered debentures; Halifax and Bermudas Cable Company, Limited

6,000 ebares, Nog. 1 to 5,000, and £103,500 41 per cent. first mortgage

debentures. Also to appoint a special settling day in , and to

grant & quotation to :-West Coast of America Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited- 30.008 shares of £2 108. each , and £ 150,000

4 per cent. debentures, in lieu of the shares and debentures ofthe

old company of the same name now quoted ; and to allow the

following securities to be quoted in the Official List :-Commercial

Cable Company - Further issue of £261,711 sterling 4 per cent. 500

year debenture stock .

City and South London Railway Company. - The

accounts for the balt-year ended December 31st show abalance, atter

providing for the debentare interest and the full dividend on the 5

per cent. preference sbares, sufficient to allow the payment ofa divi.

dend on the consolidated ordinary stock at the rate of 18 per cent.

per apnum , carrying forward a balance of £1,511 to the newaccount.

The dividendfor the corresponding period last year was at the rate
of 14 per cent. per annum , the balance carried forward being £1,314.

City of London Electric Lighting Company. - All

outstanding forms of application (with the banker's receipt for the

payment upon application wbich is attached thereto ), andall certifi.

cates for fifths of a share of the issue of 10,000 ordinary shares,

November, 1897 (Nos. 90,001 to 100,000) , must be lodged with the

company on or before 31st inst. , otherwise the same will be liable to

to cancellation or forfeiture at the discretion of the board.

The Eastern Extension, Australasia and China

Telegraph Company, Limited . This company notifies that the

interest on the 4 per cent, mortgage debenture stock for the half-year

ended 31st inst. will be paid bywarrant on February 1st next. The

stock register will be closed from the 27th to the 31st inst., both days

inclusive.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation. During

the past week this company has offered 3} per cent. debentures to

the extent of £ 200,000 for subscription. They were issued at par,

redeemable in March, 1920, at par. We learn from the financial

press that the issue was subscribed four times over.

The St. James ' and Pall Mall Electric Light Com

pany, Limited .-- The Directors recommend a dividend for half

year ending December 31st of 118. per share on the ordinary shares,

making, with the interim dividend ,144 per cent. for the year 1897.

Electric Construction Company. The transfer books

for the ordinary shares will be closed from 18th to 31st inst. inclusive,

for the payment of the second half of the dividend of 6 per
cent.

per annum declared on July 22nd last.

The Globe Telegraph and Trust Company. The

directors announce an interim dividend of 18. 9d. per share on the

ordinary shares.

Oldham , Ashton and Hyde Electric Tramway

The letters of allotment have been posted.

1

The Direct United States Cable Company, Limited .

The report of the directors for the six months ended December 31st,

1897, to be presented at the forty- first ordinary general meeting of

the company, to be held at Winchester House on Tuesday, January

25th , 1898, at 2 o'clock p.m., states that the usual statements of

acoountfor the ball-year ended December 31st, 1897, are submitted

herewith . The hall-year's revenue, after deducting out-payments,

amounted to £ 50,098 28 8d. , as compared with £47,601 28. 1d . for

the corresponding period of 1896, showing a difference of £ 2,497

Os. 7d. in favour of the half-year under review . The working and

other expenses for the same period, including income-tax , but exclu

sive of cost of renewal and repairs of cable, amounted to £ 19,722

138. 10d , leaving a balance of £ 30,375 85. 10d. as the net profit,

making, with £ 3,927 133. 4d . brought forward from the previous ball

year, a total of £ 34,303 25. 2d. For the corresponding period of

1896 the working expenses and other payments amountedto £19,815

139. 6d . Interim dividends of 38. per share for the quarter ended
September 30th, 1897 (paid October 26th, 1897), and of 3s. per share

for the quarter ended December 31st, 1897 (payable January 29th ,

1898 ), togetheramounting to £18,213, have been declared , and after

getting aside £ 12,000 to the reserve fand account, the balance of

£ 4,090 28. 2d. on the revenue account has been carried forward . The

reserve fund account has been debited with £8,325 Os. 11d. for cost

of cable and repairs, and with £ 2,000 written off the Ballinskellige

Buildings account, and after being credited with interest on invest

ments, and som transferred from revenue account, the balance of the

reserve fund now amounts to £345,767 178. 9d .

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS .

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Company.

An extraordinary meeting ofthe shareholders of this company was

held last week in Association Chambers, Manchester, to authorise the

promotion in Parliament of a Bill to give the company powers to

construct tramways in Blackpool. Mr. George Richardson presided.

It is proposed to construct a double line from Regent Terrace along

the Carriage Drive, authorised by the Blackpool Improve.

ment Act , 1893 ; a single line from Queen Square to the

Carriage Drive, and a single line from Dickson Road to Queen

Street. But it was explained to the meeting that it would not be

necessary to construct these lines if the company obtained, as they

hoped to do, running powers over the lines of the BlackpoolCorpora

tion . The company propose to take powers to raise £ 75,000 of

additional capital. Ifit becomes necessary to issue new shares these

will be offered at par to the present shareholders.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of & resolution approving

of the Bill, said the line to Fleetwood was being rapidlypushed

forward , and would probably be open for traffic by May 1st.

The resolution was adopted.

TheOlty and Aonth London Rallway Company. The receipts for theweek ending

January 16th , 1898, were £ 1,085 : week ending January 17th, 1857, 21,085 ;

totalreceipts for hall-year, 1888,£3,259;corresponding' period,1897,

£ 3,278 ; decreaso, £14,

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . The receipts for the week ending

January 16th, 1898. amounted to 81,361 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,278 ; inorease , £ 83,

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company , Limited . The receipts for
the week endingJanuary 14th , 1868 , after deducting 17per centof the
gross receipts payable to theLondon Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited , were £ 3,240.
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SBARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANIES .
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES .

Brook
Business done

Closing Olosing during
Press Dividends foror

NAME.
Share . the last three years . Quotation,

week endedQuotation,
Jan , 12th . Jan. 19th , Jan. 19th ,

1 1898 .

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest

137,400 !| African Direct Teleg., Ltd., 4 % Deb. 100 4 % 100 -184 100 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares ... 10 6 - 7 6 7

125,000 Do. do. 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96

923,9 €03 Anglo-American Telog., Ltd. Stock £ 2 98. £ 2 138. 61 63 61 63 610

3,038,0207 Do. do. 6 % Prad. Stock £ 4 188. £5 68. 111 112 111 112 112 111 ]

3,038,0201 Do. do. Defd . ... 133 14 13 14 131 % 134

130,000 Brasilina Babmarino Teleg ., Ltd. 107 % 161 164 161 168 161 163
75,0002 Do. do . 6 % , Debs.,and series, 1906 100 | 55 112 116 112 -116

44,000 Obili Talep ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,000 54% 4 % 3 91 3 31

10,000,000 $ Oommercial Oable Co.... $100 | 7 % 7 % 182 - 187 185 -190 190

659,5862 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 105 -107 105 -107 107 1057

224,850 Consolidated Talep. Oorst, and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 11% 2 % to A

108 %16,000 Ouba Teleg., Ltd. 8 % 8 9

6,000 Do. 18 % Prat. 10 10 % 18 19 18 19

64% 4 512,931 Direct Spanish Teleg., Ltd.
4 5

Do.6,000 do, 10 % Oum. Pref. 6 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 4% Dobs. Nou. 1 to 6,000 50 | 41 % 41 % 102 -105 % 103-106%

60,710 Direct United States Oable, Ltd. 20 21 % 21% 103 11 102- 10xd 108 103

400,000 Basters Telog., Ltd., Nos.1 to 400,099 10 61 % 61 % 171- 174 17% 181xd 1816
70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Pret. 10 6 6 % 18 19 18 193xd 181

89,9007 Do. 100 5 %5 % Doba., repay , August, 1899 5 % 102 -105 102 - 105

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Deb. Stock Red . Stock 4 4 % 130 -133 131 -134 1331 131)

250,000 Bastern Mitension, Australasia and OhinaTeleg., Ltd. 10 7 181 - 19 182- 193xd 195 18)
Do, 6 % ( Au . Gov. Bub .), Deb ., 1900, red. ann . drgs.

100 5 5 % 99 –103 99 - 103 101

100,5002 Do. do. Borrar, 1,066-3,975 and 4,927—6,400 100 5 % 5% 160 -103 100 - 103

Do.320,0001 4 % Deb. Stock Stock 4 % 4% 132 – 195 132 -135 134

100 5 % 5 % 99 -103 99 - 103

69,2002 Do. do, do . to bearer, 2,844 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 100 -113 100 -103

Do.

4 % 103 -106 104 - 107
1909

200,0002 Do. 4 % Reg.Mt. Debu. (Mauritius Rub .) 1 to 8,000 254% 4 % 108 -111% 108 -111 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 19 43% 41 % 118 - 122 118- 122 12}

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Prel.. 10 6 % 6 % 173 - 181 174 - 181 18% 17]

150,000 Great Northen Tolog. Oompany of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 251 - 265 27 28 26 %

160,000% Dc. do . do . 8 % Debu. 100 5 % 5% 101 -104 101 -104

17,000 lado -Hercpean Teleg .,Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 55 62 55 533

100,0007 London Platino-Brazilian Telog., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 100 6 % 6 % 107 -110 108 -111 109 )

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6% Pret. Nos. 1 to 28,600 ... 5 4 % 2 23 2

484,597 National Teleph ., Ltd.,1 to 484,597 6 51 % 51% 61 62 65 63 63 617

15,000 Do, 6 % Orm . 1st Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pref. 106 % 6 % 14 16 14 1511

119,234 Do. 5 % Non - oum . 3rd Pret., 1 to 119,284 55 % 5 % 6 61 6 61 63

Do. do. Nos. 119,235
5 54- 61 6 6)

to 250,000, £5 paid

329,4714 Do. 8 } % Dob . Stock Red . ... stock 81 % 31 % 102 -107 102 - 107 xd 1051

171,504 Oriental Teleph. & Elec., Ltd., Nos. 1 to 171,684, fullypaid 16 % 5 % 16- 17 ſ - 4

100,0002
Paciko nad Beropea Tel., Ltd., 4 % Guar, Debs,

lec) 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 - 108
1 to 1,800

11,839 Berter's Lod . 85 % 5 % 7} - 81 74 · 87 83 8

3,381 Bubmarine Onbls . Trust Oart. 136 - 141 138 143 143 1421

58,000 Oaited River Plata Telepk ., Ltd. 5 4 % 4 41 41

146,7332 Do. ఉం , 5 % Debs, Stock 5 % 101 - 06 101 - 106 1037

15,609 West Afin Telag ., Ltd., 9,601 to 23,159 10 4 % nil 4 5 4 5

213,400 Do. co . do. 6 % Dob . 100 5 % 5 % 103 -106 103 - 106

64,288 Westen med Brazilian Talog ., Ltd. 16 8 % 2 % 98 - 103 102 9

33,129 Do. do , do . 6 % Prel. Ord . 731 59 5 % 71 - 72 75 8 718 78
33,129 Do. do. do . Dat. Ord , 31 28 -

382,230 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red.... Stock 104 --107 104 -107 105

88,321 Wert ladin hed Panam Teleg ., Ltd. 18 7% 1 %

34,563 Do. do . do . 8 % Oum . Int Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 71 7 79 7} 77

4,669 Do. de, do. 6 % Oum , and Prof. 196 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 5 % Debs. No. 1 to 1,898 123 5 % 5 % 105 -108 105 - 108

1,163,000 $ Westen Oaior of U. 8. Teleg., 7 % 1st Mort. Bonda $ 1000 7 % 7% 105 - 110 105 -110

160,1000 Do. do. 6 % Stor. Bonds. 100 8 % 100 - 105 1.00 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Ohvring Cross and Strand Blocty . Supply 515 % 6 % 12)- 131 12- 137 135
20,000 Do. do. do . do. 41 % Cum . Pref. 5

61 - 64 61- 68

26,000 "Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ltd., Ord., Nos. 1 to 10,277 . 5 5 % 101- 11 103 - 11 16 ]

60,000
Do. do . do. 41 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 41 % 41% 112 -114 112 -114

40,000 Oity of London Elec.Lightg.Oo ., Ltd.,Ord . 40,001–80,000 10 5 % 7 % 26 27 271 285 28 263

10,000 Do. do. Prov. Certs. 5 251- 261 27 28 25)

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 17 18 17 · 18 175 17)

400,000
Do. 8 % Deb. Btock , Scrip. ( iss. at $ 115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 129 -134 129 - 134

30,000 Jounty of Lond. & Brush Prov. I.Ltg. Ltd., Ord . 1–30,000 10 nil nil
134 – 144 133 141 141 14

20,000 Do. do , do. 6 % Prof., 40,001–60,000 10 6 % 151 16 151 16 1518 15}

10,000 House- to -House Elec . Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5 9 10 9 10 94

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum. Pref. 5 11 11 111 111

10
49,900 "Metropolitan Blectric Supply, Ltd., 101 to50,000

4 % 5 % 181 193 18 · 19 1816 183

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001–62,500, iss. at £2 prem . 10 18 19 18 · 19 183

220,000 Do. 41% frst mortgage debentare stock 41 % 41% 117 121 117 -121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lightg . Co.,Ltd. 10 | 2. % 4 % 17 - 181 171 – 184

19,980 *St. Jamon'o& Pall MallBloc. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord ., 101-20,080 5 71% 101 % 14 % 17 · 18 174- 184 18 171

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Prel ., 20,681 to 40,880 57 % 7 % 10 11 10 11 100 103

50,000 Do. do. 4 % Deb . stock Red . Stock 101 -104 101 -104

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 23- 27 25- 33 31 213

79.900 ! Westminster Electrio Supply Corp., Ord .. 101 to 80,00 57% 9 % 12 % | 16 -- 17 16 17 163

* Subjeot to Founder's Shares + Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange.

* Unless otherwise stated all sbares are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deterred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked I are for a year consisting of the latter part of one yer and the first part of the next,

-

130,766 { 1}
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL COMPANIES - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, IANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL, COWANIES.

Prosent

Insuo .
HAMA .

Stook

OR Dividende for

Sharo. the last three years.

1

Closing

Quotation,

Jan. 12th .

Closing

Quotation
Jan , 19th .

Businou , dono

duringwook
onded

Jan. 19th , 1898

1897. Higher Lowest

173 17

24

... ...

21

21 29

276

21

- 112

1024

103

513

...
97

58

171 18

13

29- 29

109 - 113

.00 -103

94- 107

51- 6

11 lp

43

69 71

2 24

21 3

41 5

2g 2g

31 93

if

£ 5 pd .

171- 18

21

27

109 113

LO2 -105

94- 101

61- 6

iz

49

69

2 25

24- 3

51

25

31 38

:

I
I
I

71 70.

691

...

99,261 { Edison & Swas United Bloo. Logt., Ltd.,“ A ohra, sa po |}
-

.
.
.

-

1895 . 1896 .

30,000 British Electric Traction
10

90,000 Brush Bleol. Baging. Oo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000...

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Pral., 1 to 90,000 9

125,0001 Do. do. 4% Perp . Deb . Stock.... Stock

50,000 Do. do. 44 % 2nd Deb. Stock Rod . Stock

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10

143,106 do. do . £ 6 paid 10

58,830 Do. do. Pref. half-shares £1 pd.

61,777 Do. do . Det. do.

630,0002 Oity and South London Railway Stock 17 % 18 % 13
28,180 Orompton &Co., Ltd., ? % Oum . Pref. Sharon, 1 to 28,180 6 nil

55 % 51 %
1 to 93,261

17,199 Do. do . do . " A” Sharos 01-017,199 55 % 51 %

110,000 Bleotrio Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000 2 5 % 6 %

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum.Prel., 1 to 16,343 97% 7 %

91,195 Elmore's Patent Oop.Depong.,Ltd., 1 to 70,000

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mitg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,1881edat 1pm .

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oam .Prof., 1 to 9,600 10 101%

12,500 Healey's (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord . 108% 10 %

8,000 Do. do . do. 7 % Pret. 10 | 7 % 7 %

50,000 Do. do. do. 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 44 % 49 %

50,000 Ladin-Rubber, Gutta Peroba and Telog. Works,Ltd. 13 10 % | 10 %
800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs / 100

87,500 t Liverpool Overmond Railway, Ord . 10 | 21 % 27%

10,000 t Do. do . Prel., £ 10 paid 10 5 %

87,860 | Telegraph Oonstr. and Maintce , Ltd. 19 15 % 15 %

150,000 Do. do. do . 6 % Bondo, red . 1899 190 5 %

64,000l Waterloo wad Oity Railway, Nou. 1 to 64,000 10

-

•••

21 :... 211

b
o
r
t

a
u
t
o

D
A
S

o
v
e
r

d
e

316 ...

.
.
. A

b
o
.
A
k
o

000

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2:37 238

9 11 9 - 11

21 ) 21) 21 22

184 191 189 194

110 -115 110 115

231- 345 231 24

103 -107 103 -107

1176 1116 | 11g 11)

16 164 16 16 )

36 28 41

101 -104 102 -105

12- 13 12 - 13

.00

6 %
-

.00 00

39
1

5 %

41

1021

123

.
.
. 121 !

Quotations on Liverpool Brook Exchange. I Unlos . v.Dur wine Jos.od ali sbares aro fully paid .

Dividends marked | are for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and one arn part of the nosi,

ORourton & Oor The dividonds pald on the ordinary shareg (whloh bave not Book Ezobange qaotation ), aro us follows : 1899—074; 1891—7 % 1890–8 %

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLI QOOTED.

• Birmingham Blootrio Supply Company, Ordinary of Eb £ 4 puid ,, 73, London Blectario Supply Corporation, 65 Ordinary, 3–31.

£ 5 ( fully paid ) 11.

Electric Construction Corporation,6 % Debenturan, 105-106.
.T. Parker, Ltd., £ 10 ( fully paid ), 115-127.

House -to -Housa Oompany, 11% Debenturor of £ 100, 108-110.
Yorkshire Blouse - to - Blouse Wlectricity Oompany, £ b Ordinary Baaron

Kensington andKnightsbridge Electric Lighting Uompany, Liimited

Ordinary Shares £ b ( hully paid ) 15-151; Ist Preference Oumu.
fully paid, 81–84. Dividend for 1896–6 % .

lative 8%.66 (hully paid ),82-84. Dividend, 1896, on Ordinary

Shares 7 %

* From Birmingham Share Lisi. Bank rate of discount 3 por cont (October 14th , 1897).

THE APPLICATION OF VECTOR ALGEBRA

TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS,
e

Hence the magnitudes of the primary and secondary currents are

given by

is
1

(172 81 82)

+
r22 + 82 T22 + sza ( 32)

-

pe m '

Br W. G. RHODES, M.Sc., Royal Technical Institute, Salford . VN { rq2 + 3,8 + 2 pen°

ig =
рме

( Conc'uded from page 56.)

Bi +

S =

STATIONARY TRANSFORMER .

23. We will now apply the method to the study of a stationary

transformer in which the reactances and mutual inductions may be

considered con tant.

Let the resistance of the primary circuit be rı, its reactance 81, and

the primary curreat in , and let the corresponding quantities for the

secondary circuit ( internal and external), be T2, S3, and ig, the mutual

induction between the two circuits m ; and the potential difference

applied between the primary terminals, e.

Then , following the argument of Section 21 , the vector equation of

E.M.Fs. in the primary circuit is

rii + k si ii + k pm iz = €. (28)

The E.M.F. in the secoudary circuit due to mutual induction is

k pain. This has to furnish a component, raiz, in phase with the

secondary current to drive the current against the ohmic resistance of

the circuit, and also a component, k 8 , 12. to balance the E.M.F. ,

-k sy 12. due to the secondary reactance. We thus have the vector

E.M.F. equation

rain + k sa ig --kpmisq Хрмі,

To iz + k sa iz + k pois ( 29)

Equations (28) and (29) are then the vector E.M.F. equations of

the primary andsecondary circuit respectively. Eliminating first in
andthen ij, we get

81 82 + pama) + k ( r1 82 + r281)} in ( r2 + k sa) e

and { (r1 r2 81 82 + p2 m2) + k (r1 82 + ra 81)} įg kрме

which may be written in the forms

[ ri ( rige + 8,2) + pa ra m2} + k { s: (re? + 872) – p2 8 , M2} ] ii

= (r2 + 842) ( 30 )

and ( - (11 82 + rasi) + k (ri r2 – $1 82 + på m2) } iz = pxe (31)

V {(1,2 + 822) ( ro2 + 832) + 2 p m (r1 r2-81 8a) + put m*}

If B and s are the equivalent resistance and reactance of the

primary circuit, we get at once from equation (30)

p? r, м2

r . + Sza

(33)

and pa 82 MP
81

* + 8

From equation(30) we also see that the primary current lags

behind theapplied potential difference by an angle 0, where

tan 6
81 (r.2 + 8.2 ") pa 82 M2

Ti ( r.24 + 8) + p rg Ma '

whence the current and applied potential difference are in phase it

$ 1 8,2 – pa na 82 + $ i ra O, ( 34 )

that is, for a given primary reactance there are two values of the

secondary reactance for which resonancemay occur in the primary

circuit, provided the roots of equation ( 34 ) are real, that is, it

på m² > 2 31 Tg.

From equation (31) we see that the secondary carrent lags behind

the primary potential difference by an angle - $, where

r1 ra– $1 82 + pa mº

ri 82 + T2 $ 1

It is evident from this that the secondary current is in exact

opposition to the primary applied potential difference if

rity 81 82 + pa v? = 0,
( 35 )

and this condition is satisfied for one value only of 820

Moreover,conditions ( 34) and(35 )cannot be satisfied simal.

taneously, since then we should also have

* Sa + ra 8 = 0,

or
= 0.

tan •

{(r1 r2
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SL
12

- Nie and-

and the secondary current would be infinite, as is seen by reference

to equation (31).

It condition ( 34 ) is satisfied we see from equation (30) that the

primary current is given by

in (36)

11+

S2

which shows that evenif the primary current is in phase with the

impressed potential difference, its value depends upon the resistance

of the secondary circuit, and the ratio of the reactances of the two

circuits, as well as upontheprimary resistance.

Again, trom equations (32) we have

ใ y + sz?

iz PM

It now the secondary resistance is negligible compared with its

reactance, and if its reactance is due simplyto its sell-induction Inze

this becomes

ii L2

22

It, farther, there is no leakage, so that m? = L1 L2, L1 being the

primary self -induction,

ใน

i2

Also, the current iſ in the stator consists of two parts, the function

of one part, ii', being to excite the stator and produce the rotating

field, and that of the other part ii" to transmit energy to the rotor.

But

ii"
N2

iz

N1

o N, e ( T. - k o 82)ra - ko
(by equation (38 ) ) (41)

Ni ( + 0* 82%)

The power transmitted per circuit to the rotor is, therefore, the

scalar product of the vectors

o Nge (Ta - ko 8a)

Ni ( 7,8 + o* s ;-)

that is,

Power transmitted to rotor
o Nora

(42 )
re? + o sya

The outpat, P, cf the motor is then obtained by subtracting (39

trom (42), that is

onzer ? g ? Nger,

poza o* 8.22 * + ơ sở

Nga ea re 0 ( 1 - 0)

+ cº saº

27. To find the torqueT exerted per circuit on the rotor, we must

divide the output p by the angularvelocity wg, but

o

P
-

M

(4
3
)

La

N )

Ni o =
Wi - W2

wi

.

T

therefore w2 = wi (1 - 0)

Neº 72 o

that is (44)
wi (r2? + oö 82%)

This expression gives the torque in terms of the slip , the resistance

and reactance of the rotor coils, the E.M.F. developed per torn by

therotating field at full frequency, the number of turns per section

on the rotor, and the angularvelocity of the rotating field .

The relation between torque and slip is shown graphically in fig . 11.

wbere x, and N, are the number of turns on the primary and

Becondary coils respectively.

24. As a last examplewe will consider the action of an induction
motor.

THE INDUCTION MOTOB.

A poltiphase induction motor may be considered as a transformer

with its secondary circuit free to rotate. The primary coilsare

wound round a stationary laminated iron framework , andare fed by

two or more alternating currents differing in pbase from each other,

8) as to produce a more or less uniform magnetic field rotating with

& more or less uniform angular velocity. We sball here suppose that

the magnetic field is uoiform and that its angular velocity is uniform

also .

The secondary circuit usually consists of a number of short

circuited conductors imbedded near the periphery of cylinder built

opof thin circular discs of iron .

The stationary part of the motor is called the stator, and the

rotating part the rotor. The currents in the stator produce a

rotating magnetic field wbich induces currents in the rotor conductors,

the effect being a tendency on the part of the rotor to follow the
rotating field .

25. Suppose that each circuit in the stator consists of Ni turns of

wire, and each rotor circuit of N, turps, and let the resistance and

reactar.ce of each stator circuit be ri and si respectively, and of eachT1

rotor circuit when at rest rg and s2, and let the E M.F. induced per

torn in the stator coils be e .

Il w , and w, are theangular velocities of the rotating field and

rotor respectively, and the frequency of the current is in astator

coil ba n , then the frequency of the carrents iz in the rotor coils will
be

81

T
O
R
Q
U
E

SLIP
wi

n

FIG . 11.
wi

.

(37)

W ?or, putting o for wi

WI

the frequency of the rotor currents is o n.

o is frequently called the “ blip.”

(We will suppose that E.M.Fs. and currents have their root mean

square values.)

It follows that the E.M.F. induced per turn in the rotor coils is o e .

The E.M.F. induced in each circuit of the rotor coils is therefore

given by

Eg = N2 e

and the vector E.M.F. equation is

ra iz + ko sy iz == o Nge

the reactance when in motion being o 82. Tous

* Na e

T2 + ko 8.2

O N., e ( r, ko s2)

72% 4. g2 sz?
(38)

The power spent per circuit in heating the rotor is then the scalar

product of (37) and (38), that is

O NA
power wasted = (39 )

rza + o sya

26. Again, the E.M.F. induced in each stator circuit due to the

rotating field is given by

Ej = Ni e . (40 )

Equation (44) shows the starting torque is ( putting o = 1)

N² e² ra
To =

wi (ra? + 824)

which is greater the less the reactance of the rotor bars, and the less

the angular velocity of the rotating field .

To give a large torque the E.M.F. inducedper tumn bythe rotating

field should be large, that is , the air -gap should be as small as possible

and leakage should as far as possible be avoided .

THE MONOPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR.

28. In the foregoing theory it has been assumed that the rotor

bars are cut by a magnetic field rotating at a uniform velocity wi.

So long that this condition is satisfied the number of independent

currents in the stator does not affect the theoretical treatment of the

problem . When,however, the stator is fed by one alternating current

only, the conditions of the problem are altered. The resultant

alternating field now preserves a constant direction relative to the

stator. We can, however, regard this resultant field as compounded

of two uniform magnetic fields rotating with equal angular velocities

but in opposite directions round the stator.

29. Suppose, now, that the rotor is started in either direction by

anymeans wbatever and let the “ slips ” relative to the two rotating

fields be 01 and 0, respectively, so that 01 + 02 2 , and 01 0g < 1

( except at start when itequalsanity).

It the rotor is started in the direction such that 01 < 1, it will, by

( 44) be subject to a torque

Ng? 1 r201
Ti =

wi (Tg + Oja sz )

tending to diminish 01, and a torque

Nere og
TO

wi (ry + og 82")

*See also" Theory of the General Alternating Carrent Trans
former," byC. P. Steinmetz, Transactions American InstituteElec

trical Eogineers, 12, pp. 351–365, 1897,and" AlternatingCurrent
Motors," by W. G.'Rhodes, M.Sc., ELECTRICAL Review , Vol. 37,

pp. 599-600, 1895, and Vol. 38 , pp. 139–142, 1896 .
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{vto le}
2 2

wi

tending to increase 01 and diminish 03. The resultant torque in the

direction of o, diminishing is

N.? ec pa 2

T1 - T2 =

rze + oil sz ?

Ngra (ơ – ơi) (ơi ở, saº – TB)
(45)

(ras + oj* s °) ( ra2 + on $ ;?)

30. Equations (44) and (45) bring out clearly the difference between

the actions of multiphase and monophase induction motors. A

multiphase motor willrun up to synchronism with the rotating field

before the torque vanishes, and its value is a maximum for variations

of r when rom - o sza In a monophase motor, however, the

torque is zero when 02 = 01 (at start), andagain when

01 09 8:42 rep = 0,

that is, when
σι σε

e ,
1

= 0.

.e .

- ( 3).
or

12
(46)

01

82

-

These are the vector carrent equations giving the components of i

and iz along and at right angles to e. Byaddition we have

(p3 + *) i =
(25)

[P (r1 + ra) + @ ( + 82-2pm)+ k {P ($1 + 82-2pm ) – (+1 + ra)} ] e .

which gives the components the main current along and at right

angles to e ; thus the component in phase with e is

P (ri + ry) + Q ( 81 + 8g – 2 p m )

p2 + pa

and the component at right angles to e, or the wattless component, as

it is called, is

P ( S1 + 82 2pm) - Q (ru + r2)

p2 + 2?

Multiplying and dividing the right-hand side of equation ( 25) by

P ( rı + m2) + Q ( $1 + 8y – 2 p m) – k {P ($1 + 82 – 2 p m) -

(1 + r )}

we get, after some reductions,

{ r1 2 $(T1 + r ) + ($1 + $ g – 2 px ) } &
i

P (r1 + r ) + Q (81 + $ a 2 pm) k {P ($1 + 82 2 pm )–

Q (r1 + r )},

which shows that the equivalent resistance, R, and reactance, 8, of

the parallel circuit are given by

P (r1 + r.2) + Q (81 + 3.2 2 PM)

( T1 + 1 ) ( 81 + 82 – 2 p m)?

(26)
P ($1 + 82 2 pm ) Q ( r1 + r )

(Ti + 72) + (81 + $2 % pm)

and the equivalent impedance, 1, is given by

12 = R ' + 8 ?

p2 + Q2

(Ti + ra)2 + ( $1 + $ g 2 p m )? '

or, putting in the values of P and Q,

( 1 + r) (T1 79-81 82 + p Ma) + ( $1 + 82-2 p M ) (+1 82 +1981 )

(ri + r.2)2 + ( 81 + 82 – 2 p m)2

- - + + ) )( 81 + 82-2 p m ) (r1 r2-81 Sq + pº m2) - (~1 + ry) (r1 82 + rg sl) (27)

(r + r.) + ($1 + $g – 2 p m)?

S1 S2 + p ? M2)2 + (r1 sq + r . 81) "

(r1 + r.2)2 + ($1 + $9 2 p m )

1

B

S

-

-

R =

which shows that every monophase induction motor has, for & given

frequency of the current, a speed peculiar to itselt beyond which it

cannot go, and this speed is determined by the ratio ofthe resistance

to the reactance of the rotorwindings.

Equation (45) alsoshows that unless sg is greater than r2, themotor

will not run at all, because the product 01 7, being necessarily less
than unity in whichever direction the motor is started, there would

ba a torque in the opposite direction .

31.Whereas, then ,themultiphasemotor can possibly approach to

synchronous running with the rotating magnetic field, if the load

were made sofficiently small, a monophase induction can never go

beyondthe limit set (see (46 )) by its own resistance and reactance,

and will thus, under the mostfavourable conditions, have a speed less

than that corresponding to synchronism with the supply current.

32. With regard to the representation of root mean square ( R MB)

values by vectors, and interpreting results deduced from vector
equationsas if the quantitiesrepresented R M 8 values, we can only
say that it is often convenient to take Bms instead of maximum

values, more especially since for most purposes we can take any

periodicE.M.F.orcarrent curve and proceedto make calculations as

if the actual curye wasreplaced by a simple harmonic curve

having the same periodic time and the same & Ms value,

and if we give to a vector & magnitude to represent the B M 8 value,

and a suitable phase positions, we shall accurately interpret any

results involving only scalar products.

33. The simplicity of vector calculations in alternating current

problems and the ease with which the method may be taught to

students whose mathematical knowledge is of an elementary nature

renders the teaching of a difficult subject much less laborious; and

wethink that the sooner young electricians know that much may

be learnt of the theory of alternating currents without a previous

arduous mathematical training, the sooner will a greater interest be

aroused in what is perhaps the most fascinating branch of physical
science.

34. In conclusion I may add that the foregoing theory , most of

which is not elsewhere obtainable, may be understood by any reader

possessing only a knowledge of a little trigonometry and of algebra

up to quadratic equations, on taking for granted Propositions 1, 2 ,
and 3 of Section 9. These, together with Sections 6 and 7, are the

keynotes of the whole method which I have appliedto a few of the

more prominentproblems of alternating currents. When these are
thoroughly understood, it should be an easy matter to adapt the

method to most problems which may arise.
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AMBROIN .

&

[COMMUNICATED. ]

AMONG the various insulatiog materials which, besides ebonite,

vulcasbest, porcelain , and slate, have from time to time made their

appearance, ambroin is well worth consideration by electrical

engineers, and during the short period of its existence the many

advantages it presents to the electrical industry, have caused it to be
highly appreciated by all who, from practical experience, are in a
position to judge.

Ambroin is composedof fossil copaland silicates, and the silicates

are saturated and mixed with the copal by a patentprocess in such a

manner that, after being subjected to a very great pressure, an

exceedingly strong, firm , uniform , and non -hygroscopic material is

produced. By varying the proportions of the component parts a

number of qualities, to meet all possible requirements that can be

demanded ofan insulator, are manufactured, and,for example, the

fireproof quality contains only a sufficient quantity of copal toensure

the adhesion ofthe mass andto destroy the water-absorbing capacity
of the silicates.

Ashort summary of the qualities of ambroin may be of interest.

After being subjected to pressure ambroin does not undergo any

variation in volume, and, in consequence, the most complicated pieces

can be very accurately moulded. This is of special importance where

the insulation consistsofseveral parts, as all thepartsare inter

changeable , and portions which are particularly subjected to wear

can be easily replaced. Screws can bemoulded in ambroin and do
not require any further cutting to ensure accuracy.

Ambroin, even in the open air, does not absorb moisture, in which

it differs from most other materials, and this notonly greatly

increases its value as an insulator, butthereis no danger of the

destructionof the insulation owingto thewatertakenup freezing in

the winter. To illustrate the relative amount of waterabsorbed by

variousmaterialswe give thefollowingcomparison. Piecesof equal
siz ; and with a smooth surface were taken,andafter beingimmersed

in water at 75° C. for 14 hours the increase in weight.was:

1. Ambroin

2. “ Aetna" material (the surface becamerough) 317

3. Stabilit 1.41

4. Vulcasbest 4 80

5. Vulcanised fibre 24 5

Dielectric strength according to tests of the Reichsanstalt, Berlin :

(1 ) A dry sheet 0-34 mm . thick was not pierced with 5,000 volts.

(2) a sheet 5 mm. thick, after lying in a room containing 40 per

rent. moisture, was not pierced with 36,000 volts.

COBRIGENDUM .

I regret that there is an algebraical error in Section 22 ( second

article ). As the slip affects the final result I have completely

rewritten that section. My thanks are due to Mr. Alexander

Rassell, M.A., for very kindly drawing myattention to the error in a
private letter

22. In this case the vector equations to be solved are

(71 + k sı ) is + k p M12 22

k p My121 + (ra + k 82) iz (23)

and i = ii + iz

whence, on putting M12 = M21

{rira 81 82 + p2 m2 + k (+1 82 + 798 ); ij = {r2 + k '82 – p u )} e

{ ri ro - $182 + nº + k (r1 82 + 7 , 8 ); iz = { rı + k's1 - p m)) e

Puttiog for shortness

rir . – $1 S2 + pa M2

and

ri 82 + 7 , 81

these equations become

( P + kQs = { 12 + k (8.– p ui);e
+

}
( 230 )

( P + kQiz = { rı + k (81 - p m )} e) M

which by multiplyi g bvh sides of the equa'ions by p kw, and

simplifying, may be written

(1? + Q?) ii = [P r2 + Q's, – p m) + k { 1° (82 – p 2 ) – ra Q } ]e 1

(p2 + Q ?) iz = [Prı + Q (81 – pm) + k { e (81 – )-110 ]e ]
(24)

e

M

Р

o
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The insulation resistance of dishes 3 mm. thick with 200 volte :

(1) Without preparation was 200,000 megohms.

(2) The dish washalf filled with sulphuric acid, 26° Bé,covered up

andsubjected to a temperature of 49° C. for 10 days. After asuper

ficial drying with blotting paperthe resistance was the day following

150,000 megohms, and twodays later 200,000 megohms.

In view of the great importance of mechanical strength in an

insulating material, especially when used for traction work, a com

parison between ambroin and other substances should prove
instructive. For the purpose of the compression tests 1-in . cubes of

ambroin and ebonite were taken , which presented a surface of

1 sq. in . to the pressure.

At normal temperature the destruction of the ambroin cube took

place under a load of 2,688 lbs., and of the ebonite cabe under a load

of 2,198 lbs.

At 60 ° C. the ambroin cube withstood the pressureup to 1,958 lbs.,

while the destruction of the ebonite cube begins under a very small

load .

To test the tensile strength, rods of equal dimensions were taken , and

at normal temperature the breaking strain was:

For ebonite ... 1,088 lbs. per sq. in .

aetnamaterial 1,350

ambroin 2,082

At 60 ° C. ebonite stretched extensively, while the tensile strength

ofambroin is even greater than at ordinary temperature.

The ordinary quality of ambroin does not begin to burn until

subjected to a temperature of 400° C., while the special quality, made

for switchboards, & c., withstands the hottest zone of a bunsen flame

( 1,700 ° C .) for some considerable time,and this quality can , therefore,

be used in all cases where, owing to short circuits, sparking causesa

momentary great heat. Of other materials, ebonite andcelluloid

soften in water at a temperature of70° C., celluloid burns readily at

110° C., ebonite at 180° O. and stabilit cracks whensubjected toheat.

Ambroin, quality 8, withstandsthe action of sulphuric acid, 45° Bé.,

optoatemperature of 80° C. and of concentrated bydrochloric acid,

and this quality is well adapted forbattery boxes, while a special

quality which is not attacked by alkalio or chlorine is made for

electro -chemical purposes.

Ambroin does not contain sulphur or any other oxidising substances.

The uses to which ambroin may be put include the insulating

parts of dynamos, electromotors, and transformers, as Brush ingu

lators, commutator ridge, transformer bobbins,&c. , also accumulator

boxes, while plates for resistances and switchboards, either with

contact studs complete or with holes moulded in to screw down the

contact pieces, deserve special attention. Ambroia overhead insu

lators for tramways have been used on manyof the principal lines on

the Continent with satisfactory results, and it is particularlyadapted

for motor cars, in fuse boxes, spark arresters, switchboards,

switches and controller insulation. For the last named a special

quality is made, which combines high insulation with resistance

against the action of sparking, and which is evenly and firmly
pressed on to the controller axle.

.
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handle while we poke around feeling for shocks, and we find

a good mapy.

Everything is found all right until we test the exciter, and

here we find a grave condition of things. By placing one

wire against a segment of the commutator and the other

firmly against the end of the armature shaft, we get a merry

tinkle from the balls . By testing the segments one by one

we discover that about every third one isin connectionwith

the shaft. We have located the difficulty, and now proceed

with the treatment.

We first remove the armature from its chamber, and by

testing it again we prove our theory to be the right one.

Thenwe make out alittle list of articles needed and send

the small boy away with it. The list reads as follows :

Twenty pieces of heavy mica, 4 x 5 ing.; can of shellac

and brush ; strip of heavy duck cloth , 6 ing. wide ; needle

and saddler's thread .

While he is in quest of these things, we place the armature

in the lathe to facilitate matters, and unscrew the barr that

holds the cap over the ends of the commutator segmente.

Next, we remove the “ cap," and the cause of the short

circuit is visible to the eye. In several spots the thick mica

layers are charred through, and when we peel them off we

find the copper has a " worm -eaten " appearance.

Take a flat file and cut through the band of wires abont

the armature head. If the cover is badly worn or torn, file

both bands and take the cover off entirely, saving the eyes

for use on the new cover. This exposes to view the 20 pairs

of wires leading from the armature to the lugs of the seg .

ments. Now comes the delicate task of spreading the seg

ments. It is delicate for the reason that they are wornto

the thinness of an ordinary pasteboard and require careful

handling. However, by pulling gentlywith the pincers they

are lifted from their bed and the charred insulation is scraped
and blown away.

At this point, we test the connections between the arma

ture wires and the lugs and find them good . Now carefully

inspect the insulation of the base -cap, and if you find it an

impaired, proceed to the laborious task of catting the mica

into strips.

Thesestrips we make } inch wide, 4 inches long, and cut

one end off at an angle of 45 °. Care must be taken to keep

the mica from flaking, otherwise you will be greatly hindered

in the work to follow . After enough strips are cat, we lay

them in a place convenient to our reach and turn our atten
tion to the dismantled commutator. Make sure that no

small pieces of insulation adhere to the segments, and then

carefully return them to their original position. Slip a
heavy rubber band over their base to keep them in their

place.

Now we insert the shaft in a vice, with the commutator

end uppermost,giving us the most convenient position for

handling the ticklish job we now andertake. The next step

is to put a strip of the mica between each segment and its

fellow , making sure that the pointed end fits the V -shaped

recess in the base -cap closely . Take a strip and swab it with

shellac, then gently pry two segments apārt and slip in the

strip. The job increases in difficulty as it nears completion.

Å small wooden mallet may be ased to tap the strips down

into place, and this is the place to exercisepatienceas long
as possible.

Now , with the task half done, the mica strips stick cat

| in . from the normal surface of the commutator, and

should project at least an inch beyond the ends of the seg .

ments. The ends that this project are now carefully clipped

off close to the segments with a pair of sharp shears,care

being taken to make good clean cuts. When this is done,

drop the mica ring behind the strips to hold them from the

shaft. Now take an extra thick and fine sheet of mica, and

cut out a circular piece witha hole in the centre. This is

to take the place of the old insulation on the “cap," and

must fit accurately, and be thick and solid .

Fit this ring to the cap and put the cap on the shaft in

position. Now start on the burr. Unless you
bave access

to a special vice for holding the cap firm , it will be very

liableto turn , thereby twisting the segments out of position

and perhaps destroying the insulation . This must be

avoided , but the burr must be set on so tightly that there

will be no probability of its loosening, although the direction

of the armature's rotation may tend to unscrew it, which is

unfortunately the case with many machines.

REPAIRING A " BURNT-OUT" COMMU

TATOR .*

BY NORMAN H. CROWELL .

D

Ip the dynamo-tender understands his business and has

suitable instraments at hand, it may be but a matter of a

few minutes' time to discover the cause of a “ breakdown "

and set about its repair . If, however, he happens to be a

good steam engineer, but a novice at the practice of the

electrical art, and tends dynamo by “ throwin' her in gear

and trusting to lack , he may as well sit calmly down and

wait for reinforcements .

Under the supervision of a competent electrician, a serious

breakdown is ofrare occurrence. There can be little trouble

with the machine with a firm foundation, steady power,

tight screws, evenly ground brushes, and the constant appli

cation of a good big “ rag ” to the parts where dirt, grease

and
copper dust collect.

Inthe casein hand the dynamo had gone on for months

grinding out its existence with no attention from the tender.

He never knew whether the brushes bobbed, the commutator

cat or sparked, or where to oil the journals. This state of

things could not continue long without something giving

way , and the lights suddenly winked out one night leaving

Mr. Engineer “ ap a stump."

By the aid of a dim and flickery lantern we hastily

inspected the dynamo, field -magnet, wall attachments,
ground wire and even the friction clutch. As far as could

be seen everything was tight and in order . Now we must

roll ap our sleeves and hunt for the trouble .” A small

boy eagerly grasps the opportunity to turn the “ magneter

• American Electrician .
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of 1,000 ampere-turns. The two coils are connected in series,

and switches are arranged by which the number of active

turns on the two bobbins can be varied . In any case the

ratio between the number of ampere-turns on the two bars

is equal to the number of active turns. The number of turns

on the bobbin round the bar which is intended to be used

as a standard of reference, may be either 50, 75, or 100,

while the number on the other bar may be anything from 1

to 100. The two switches seen in front of the magnetic

parts change the pumber of turns on one magnetising coil,

and are arranged to insert an equivalent resistance as each

turn is cut out, so as to keep the resistance of the circuit

noaltered . The armature has 7,000 turos, luid in40 slots,

and is driven at 4,000 revolutions per minute. With a flux

density of 17,000 lines per equare cm. through one bar, an

E.M.P. of 90 volts is said to be generated , but this figure

With the cap and barr in place, we proceed to remove the

superfluous mica that confronts us. This is done best with

a very sharp knife point. When the most of it has been

cut and pared away with the koife, take the file and finish

it .

Now , if you have succeeded in getting the commutator

round or approximately so, you may be assured that your

job has been well done, butif it presents an oval shape or &

very uneven surface, you will probably bave the pleasure of

going over the whole process again. If it is oval the brashes

will bob and dance antil the balging part wears thin and

caves in . If uneved, the chances are that it will not permit

lathing,acdyou may have to loosen the burr and spend an

hour adjasting it. The commutator should be so nearly

circular that & small amount of light filiag will complete it .

Having removed the rubber band, you are ready to put

on the dram or canvas coating on the armature head. It is

a good idea to have some onewho is hapdy with tools atterd

to the making of a duplicate of the old cover, which is a

simple matter, while you are engaged on the other work .

Wrap the cover tightly around the head and sew with the

saddler's thread . Put on a liberul coat of shellac. Then

cut some long strips of medium thin mica to support the

band wires. Next wrap some No. 16 (B. & 8.) wire around

the edge of the drum over the strips of mica at a strong

tension. Make a band about t - in . wide and solder in

several places. Care must be taken that no part of the

cover or solder bulges out so that it will touch the chamber

when the armature is placed in position.

Now everything is completed , and you are ready to slip

the armature back into its chamber, adjust the brushes and

start up. It will take a minute for the magnet to pick up,

but if you have been thorough in your work you will have

the satisfaction of seeing the pointer begin to dance, and

when you turn the handle, realise that you bave saved your

company time as well as expense .

e .

Soon

A MAGNETIC TESTING INSTRUMENT.

seems to be inconsistent with the other data. The existence

of one line of magnetic flux across the armature is said to

be readily detected . The reluctance of the air -gaps at the

dynamo armature is small, owing to the close fitting, and the

areas of the clamped joints are 32 times the section of the

bar.

An instrument of this kind , in which the magnetic flux

through a bar can be continuously varied and measured on a

directreading instrument, offers great convenience in com

parison with the method of obtaining the flux as the sum of

å number of small increments measured separately by the

throws of a ballistic galvanometer. The design is however,

open to obvious objections. For instance, the method of

changing the magnetic force in the bar by cutting out turns

may be objected to on the ground that the distribution of

forceis varied as well as its total intensity, a defect that
would not occur if the current were reduced or increased .

Again, thebehaviour of a bar kept in a state of tremor by

the vibration of an armature would be different from its

behaviour when unsbaken . Bat for the use of engineers

such objections are readily overbalanced by considerations of

convenience, and we have no doubt from its description that

theapparatus might be exceedingly valuable. Agood deal

of information about the arrangements for clamping the

test bars, and other points of detail, is given in an article

in the Electrical World of New York, December 11tb , 1897,

to which we may refer our readers.

MESSRS. R. B. TREAT and 8. W. Esterline, of Purdue Uni

versity, Lafayette, Iod ., bave recently published a deecrip

tion of a piece of apparatus for testing samples of iron,

which presents some features of interest, though no new

principle of construction is involved. The general arrange

ment of the apparatus is shown in the figure. Two bars

uoder comparison are clamped side by side, in holes turned

to fit them , in heavy blocks of very soft iron. Round the

bars are ebonite bobbins or spools, wound with copper wire,

and a closely fitted slot-wound dynamo armature is run at a

high known speed, presumably by a motor, in a gap between

the blocks. The dynamo brushes are connected toa Weston

voltmeter, so that only a very small current is taken from

the armature, and the readings of the voltmeter are directly

proportional to the flux through the armature.

The instrument can be used in two ways. In one the

magnetising corrents in the bobbins on the two bars may be

adjusted , so that the fluxes in the two bars are equal,and

opposite in direction . When this is the case , there will be no

flax through the revolving armature, and the voltmeter will

show no difference of potential between the brushes. If one

bar, whose magnetic properties are previously ascertained, be
used as a standard of reference, and the magnetising force of

the current round it carried through any range, then by con

tinually adjusting the magnetising force acting on the other

bar, soas to give no deflection on the voltmeter, a continuous

comparison between the properties of the two bars is
obtained .

Another way of using the instrument is to remove one bar,

and use the revolving armature and voltmeter to measure

the flox through the iron circuit, as the magnetising force on

the bar is continuously varied . By these means the byste

resis cycle of the specimen, or its B.H. curre, can be
determined .

The dimepsions of the test bars are 10 inches long, 4 7 cm .

between the yokes, and 575 inch in diameter. The bubbins

on the test bars are wodod with 100 turns of wire, capable

of carrying 10 amperes, giving a possible magnetising power

THE TELEGRAPH TROUBLES.

THE CLERKS' POINT OF VIEW.

BY CHAS, E. GARLAND.

The case of the telegraph clerks has suffered in the past,

because of the difficulties besetting a clear stattment of their

position. Documents have been prepared which bave been

summarised by the newspapers of the country, and garbled

in the summary . Members of Parliament,'unacquainted

with the technicalities of Government employment, have

attempted, with themost laudable intentione, to explain the
complaints to the House of Commons. The result has been

& misunderstanding. Pablic functionaries and trade-union

officials have always failed to grasp the peculiar milieu ofa

civil servant and his limitations; and the class papers are
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1896.read only by the class affected. Again, considerable public

attention is attracted only duringperiods of great excite

ment, and newspapers, eager for exclusivenews ofa sensational

character, have over-emphasised or mis -stated minor points, to

the utterexclusion of the more important issues. The asso

ciation of last year's movement, with a strike against the

performance of overtime, reasonable or unreasonable, is an

instance of how far misconception and misrepresentation

can go. The main point in dispute was the violation of

certainrights in the matter of promotion. I therefore wel

come the opportunity affordedme by the editors of the
ELECTRICAL REVIEW to summarige our point of view on the

principal claims of the postal telegraph Clerke,

There are certain general principles underlying the whole

of our movement which are, from time to time,attacked by

the representatives of the Department, and the organs that

range themselves on their side. As agreement with these

principles is the necessary presupposition of any sympathy

with our claims, it would perhaps be well to deal with them
before attacking these details. A criticism of our opponents

will make our position clear.

It is seriously contended that, provided the salary and prof
pects remain the same as they were some 16 years ago, the

staff should be content there being no ground for complaint.

It will be my aim to provethat inthe case of a large section

of postal employés the prospects have actnally deteriorated

during the past 16 years,but meanwhile I will draw atten.
tion to this principle of departmental economy, and offer a

few reasons against it. It is neatly stated in a letter from

Sir 8. Walpole to a Mr. Newton, dated August 31st, 1897 :

" The prospect of obtaining £ 190 a year to wbicb reference

was made in the Civil Service Commissioners' Circular issued

between 1880 and 1891 .... still remains, and as the pro

portion of superior appointments, including senior tele
graphiste, in the number, to the total number of the staff is

almost exactly the same as it was at the date of Mr.

Fawcett's revision (1881) whatever prospect a youngman

had at that time of obtaining promotion to the higher

classes he enjoys now . " Thisargument may be called the

justification of standing still, andis entirely opposed to any

desire for progress. The other general objections to our

movement have been stated in various quarters, notably by

Mr. Lekin Hill ( assistant secretary G.P.C.) in bis evidence
before the Tweedmouth Committee on March 2310, 1896. The

same views have been crudely summarised by the Times so

recently as December 29th, 1897, and are tersely expressed

in all their native ogliness in the following sentences

from a leader of that date :" It may be suggested to

them (the telegraph olerks) that they still possess the right

to resign positions which do not suit them . The Govern

ment has no difficulty whatever in finding plenty of candi

dates for vacancies, and so long as that is the case it has no

Occasion to raise its terms. It is not difficult to become a

telegraph clerk of average utility, and there areany number

of people quite ready to accept the presentconditions of ser
vice." These arguments may be described as the right to

resign, which, in the case of old clerks, is also the right to

starve, and the right of the State to “ gweat. "

Let us look , first, at the justification for standing still.

The Government should be, “ in thefirst flight of employers ,"

& Cabinet Minister said in the House of Commons. Mr.

Arnold Morley, when Postmaster-General, declared that the

State should be the model employer." If the Government

is to set the example to other employers, should it stand still

in the midst of a general progression ? Yet this is what it

has done, if it has left the pay and prospects of its employés

identically the same as in 1881. Take a rapid glance at

tworecently publishedreports of the labour department of

the Board of Trade. The report of Mr. Barnett, the chief

labour correspondent, upon the strikes and lock -onts of 1896,

shows that for several years there bas been a notable upward

tendency of wages. The Fourth Annual Report of the

Board of Trade(1896-7) shows conclusively that while the

bours of work are on the decrease, there is a distinct increase

in the wages paid. A few figures from the latter document

will clearly illustrate this. Taking the class described as

“ Employés of public authorities ” as illustrating the general

tendency, and approximating somewhatin terms of service

to the civil servant, we find that the average amount of

decrease in weekly bours of Labour ( per head of those

affected " ) is stated as follows :

1893, 1894. 1898 .

4:49 4.02 8:32 2.66

During the same period, the “net effect of changes on

weekly wages [( +) = increase (-) = decrease ] ” is given

forthe same class in the following figures :

Amount per head of those affected :

1899. 1894, 1895 . 1896 .

+ 1064 + 1.5 € + 1.73 + 1:27

We will suppose that the pay and prospect offered after

the revision of 1881 were based upon some consideration of

the market value of the work at that period, and we will

bear in mind that the market value of the work is affected

by the standard of living of the class performing the work .

This standard of living may be raised, and it isa common

place of economics that the luxuries of one generation

become the necessaries of another. Again, the cost of maio

taining an equal standard of living may be increased by a

rise inprice of the necessaries of life. The latter eventuality

has undoubtedly happened in London. The cost of living

has increased. To take only one important factor. The

average rise of London rent (on unaltered buildings) since

1870 bas b :en £304,634 per annum , or 1.03 per cent. on the

Average valuation. The homes of Londoners have been

driven farther and farther from the centre by the increase in

the commercial importance of the City ; the hours have been

lengthened by the railway journey, and the cost of living has

been increased by the daily railway fare. To take only this

one instance of the increase in cost , without discussing the

large increase in the cost of meat and other things, we see

that even if the standard of living had remained the same as

in 1881 , the relative value of the pay and prospects offered

to telegraph clerks has decreased . Meanwbile, however, it

has been the constant endeavour of pablic organisations to

raise the stardard of living of all classes by the multiplica

tion of educational and other facilities. Undoubtedlythese

efforts have been crowned with some measure of success .

Leaving aside the question of whether the pay and prospects

of telegraph clerks have retrograded, it is obvious that for a

Government to plume itself on being a model employer

because it has stood still during 16 years of progress is a

sheer absurdity. If telegraph clerks ask that better pay and

prospects should now be given than were offered in 1881

they are merely pressing the Government to move with the

times and take its prop -r place among the first flight of

employers."

The "right to resigo " is offered to those who, under

pressure of changing environment, feel that the conditions

of service are notwhat they should be. By the time a boy

has become a good telegraph clerk, despite the Times, he has

spent a sufficient period in the service to be too old for com.

mencirg in another profession. His whole training has been

directed to fitting bim for the keen competitive examination

which he has to pass, and has consequently unfitted him for

ary other employment. At 16 years he enters the Post

Office full of hope, but with all the irresponsibilityof youth.

He is little troubled with prospects. He fondly thinks they

are assured. Youth is essentially unreflective, and it is not

till be has passed some four or five years in postal service,

and has left the parental nest, that he begins to realise his

cruel disillusionment. Then he is offered the right to resign;

and then he feels he cannot accept it. On the principle that

half a loaf is better than none, he hangs on, and by means

of overtime and careful management, perhaps succeeds in

getting through the yea.s that divide him from a salary he

can live on . With only the prospect of throwing bimself on

*n overcrowded labour market, having spent the best years

of his life ia acquiring a trade of wbich the Post Office has

a monopoly, he feels ne cannot use the " right to resign ,"

which is so freely offered to him. So there are relatively

few resignations. But he has another right. He has the

right possessed by all citizens to look to theGovernment not

to exploit his weakness, and to call upon the State to become,

in reality, the "model employer. " "Where any prospect of“ .

placing his special knowledge is opened up, the Government
employé is quick to take advantage of it. The Cables

Recorder, a Valparaiso paper, of May, 1895, said , speaking of

the staff of theDommercial Cable Company: — " The company's

success can be attrihated not a little to the splendid working

staff who are cbitfly from the British Postol Tee ruph

Service." . This may be said of all the cable companies.

66
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Really one can hardly accept the supposition that because

relatively few telegraph clerks resign, a veritable Utopia

must exist in the Postal Telegraph Service.

The other contention is that, so long as clerks can be

obtainedat the present salaries, there is no need to raise the

terms. By a parity of reasoning, it might be contended

that because women working upon the making of match

boxes for over 100 hours per week could be obtained for a

wage of 43. weekly, there was no need to raise the terms.

Or because London seamstresses can be induced to starve on

a wage of 128. for a week of 70 hours, they are well paid.

Because 150 persons apply for a post as foreign correspondent

at 303. a week, does it prove that 303. is an adequate remune

ration ? This is commonly known as the sweater's argument.

It waswhile such unenlightened principles guided the com

mercial world , that the “ Song of the Shirt " was written .

It is against such principles that all recent labour legislation

has been directed, and against the application of such prin

ciples to State employment, it is the duty of all Englishmen

to fight.

I thought it well before entering on the more detailed

exposition of our claims, to dealwith these general principles.

Telegraph clerks feel that the Governmentshouldindeed be

among the first flight of employers, and one of the duties

of intelligent Government should be to keep its own servants

abreast of the times . That they have not retrograded in 16

years, whilst all the rest of the world has progressed, is not

å cause for satisfaction, self-congratulation, or pride. That

they have not progressed is rather a cause for shame. To

fall back on the effete principles of an inhuman political

economy to justify parsimony, is unworthy of a model em

ployer. The duty of the State is rather to show an example

of humane dealing to even its most insignificant employé,

and thus constitute itself a model whichother employers can

copy, to the benefit of justice, humanity and progre-8.

( To be continued .)

189. "An improved wire cable coupling device for car or

trolley cables and the like.” A. KAISER. Dated January 4th .

( Complete.)

192 "Support for electric lamps or other fixtures.” S. S. BROM

HEAD. (O C. White, United States.) Dated January 4th . ( Com .

plete. )

235. " Improvements in or relating to dynamo- electric machines.”

R. BELFIELD. (Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,

United States.) Dated January 4th .

242 . " Improvements in , applicable to, or connected with targets,

mantles, and the like. ” F. RICHARD and T. LEUTZ. Dated January

4th. (Complete.)

305. "Device for preventing the displacement of the roller

receiving the current from the cables of electric railways with over

head conductors." P. MEYERSFIELD. Dated January 5th . (Complete.)

331 . " Improvements in preventing sparking when making and ,

breaking electric circuits." A. MULLER and E. TUDOR. Dated

January 5th.

358. " A new process for the preparation of electric paste accu

mulators.” E. KOSEL and F. FRENTZEL. Dated January6th.

373. " Improvements in insulated and protected conductors for

the transmission of electrical currents ." G. WILKINSON . Dated

January 6th .

398. "An improved electrically -propelled bicycle." 8. PREM ,
Dated January 6th.

435. " Improvements in and connected with primary batteries. "

S. W. MAQUAY. Dated January 6th .

462. " Improvements in ,or connected with, electric mains." G. H.'

NISBETT. Dated January 7th .

468. " Improvements relating to enclosed motors or dynamos."

P. ROSLING and H. W. APPLESBY. Dated January 7th .

: 494. “ Automatic rheostat for use in starting electromotors ." A.

EMRICH . Dated January 7th . ( Complete.)

525._ " Improvements in electric signalling. ” 8. P. THOMPSON .

Dated Japuary 7th.

533. “ Improvements in electric arc lamps." A. J. Hills. Dated

January 8th.

571. "Improved means for making electrical_connections apon

railway trains ." W. BRIERLEY and R. FOSTER. Dated January 8th.

584. ' Improvements in underground conduits for electrical con

ductors . ” E. STANLEY. Dated January 8th .

586. " Improvements relating to the mounting of dynamo-electric

machines. " P. R. JACKSON &Co., Ltd. and J. S. LEWIS. : Dated

January 8th .

591. " Improvements in telephone transmitters." A. GRAHAM .

Dated January 8th .

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRACTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEW PATENTS. - 1898.

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

ABSTRACTS OP PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS,

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Messrs. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Holborn, W.O., price, post free, 9d .

( in stamps).)

1896 .

18,319. “ A new or improved electric hand lamp for general or

special purposes." . A. J. WESTMANCOTT. Dated August 19th, 1896.

Relates to a portable incandescentelectric lamp more particularly for

use as a cyclelamp or a policeman's bullseye. The shell is fitted with

partitions which leaves a space at the back for an accumulator, anda

front space for a lamp which is suspended by its leads. The terminals

of the accumulator rest in socket blocks mounted on an ebonite slide.

From one of the blocks & connection leads to the switch and thence

through thelamp to the other block. The switch is also mounted on

an ebonite slide.

16. " Improvements in the manufacture of diaphragms for elec

trolysis.” J. W. TOWERS. Dated January 1st.

26. “An improved construction of and method and means of

laying underground electrical cables or conductors. " T. F. J. TRUSS.

Dated January 1st.

45 . “ Electric switch apparatus for railways to enable train to

receive currents from signal station when in contact with its electric

current conductor ( especially useful during tog ). ” W. T. BRAIN .
Dated January 1st.

58 . “ Improvements in rail joints for electric railways." M.

BABSCHALL . Dated January 1st.

67. "Animprovement in holders for electric glow lamps." H. C.

GOVER, O. F. PROCTOR and W. G. PIPKIN . Dated January 1st.

(Complete .)

80. “ Improvement in electrical advertising devices.” G. A.

LESIEUR. Dated January 1st.

121. “ Improvements in electric meters.” E. BATAULT. Dated

January 3rd .

122. “ Improvements for_separating stable or other salts and

generating electricity." D. F. SINCLAIR. Dated January 3rd .

124. “ Sapporting electric accumulators for electric traction

purposes and the like.” K. BOWEN . Dated January 3rd.

125. Speed regulating switch for electric traction .” K. BOWEN.

Dated January 3rd . (Complete.)

143 . Improvements in electric arc lamps." W. J. Dave and

G. T. DAVIES. Dated January 3rd.

148. “An improved electric terminal. " L. RIDOOT. Dated

January 3rd .

156. “ Improvements in the method of fixing and suspendiog bare

electric conductors." A. B. BLACKBURN and N. H. WHITE . Dated

January 3rd.

166. " Improvements in dynamo-electric machines. " C. B. CRAW

SHAW and C. W. HILL. Dated January 4th.

60

18,364. "An improved electric motor or dynamo-electric machine."

J.T. KNOWLES. (J. H. de Thierry, Italy). Dated August 19th, 1896.

Anelectric motor for use in the propulsion of tramways,vehicles, & c.,

and capable of being employed also as a generator iscomposed of two

independent armatures having their axes of rotation parallel and a

single field -magnet the winding ofwhich is arranged symmetrically

with the armaturesand in planes parallel to their axes. The magnetic

circuit is completed by a ring and a single or double pole-piece.

18,485. Improvements in acid -proof electrical non -conducting

articles and composition therefor.” W. MORISON. Dated August

20th,1896. A plastic substance, which is bothan acid -proof and

electric insulating composition suitable for making cases for galvanic

batteries and for otherpurposes,consistsofasphalt or of a mixtureof

asphalt and pitch,whichis melted ,and a little gutta-percha may be

addedtheretoand while stillhotasbestos isthoroughly mixed with

it. Themagsis spreadon ahotsurface and worked, beat, and

pounded,andduringthis process a little sulphurmay be worked into

it. The article requiredis made by moulding this composition .
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THE

UNIVERSAL BLECTRICAL DIRECTORY

(J. A. BERLY'S ) .

ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS AND

THE termination of the strike has not, at the time of writing,

ended the dispate, and wecannot think that the men's executive

have been well advised in allowing a capitalation to become a

rout, and in making a last stand upon the question of inter

ference with shop management, wbich they have always

disavowed, while throwing overboard the hours' question as of

no importance. We need not, however, pause to discuss

what was, after all , a mere stalking horse. No one who

knows anythicg of facts has any doubts as to the issue.

The socialist idea of bringing all work under control of the

nation at large may or may not be good, but whatever its

merits, the consummation of the idea is only to be reached

by hard work and discipline, by honesty of purpose and

of deed . People who condemn socialism when they under

stand that it implies the obligation of every man to work

to his best ability do so because, not being themselves too

fond of work, they do not relish a state in which wealth

is not a passport to idleness. To them socialism implies

tyranny. But on most of us, who depend on our own

exertione, the obligation to work would sit very lightly,

and were socialism ever to become a working fact we should

astill find that our manufactories were under the manage

ment of the Colonel Dyers as the most fitting men to manage

and to secure the largest output in the fewest hours . Any

thing more fallacious than the belief that short hoars are

to be secured by restriction of work cannot be imagined.

In striving to wrest management from employers, Mr.

Barnes has been endeavouring to upset that natural order of

things of wbich an ideal socialism is but the extended appli

cation. The workmen of the country have a right to as

much of the product of labour as they can fairly secure.

To secure this right, they must see to it that production is

& maximam . If labour obtains five-sixths of the excess of

value beyond materials' cost, it is obvious that, doubling the

ontpat, would double labours' share, and labour should , if

wise, give to management every aid in securing production

even to the extent of demanding efficient management and

American methods, which seem to be within reach much

sooner than Mr. Burns intended, when he shouted so loudly

for them . The immediate present danger, however, is, that

the employers are face to face with a new set of conditions.

They have trained up a lot of men to do their work , and are

about to engage such of the old union men as they can find

room for . These old men may look on the new body as

enemies to be hounded out by fair means or foul, and

there may be many difficulties. We have more than

once in the past six months urged the importance of the

employers standing loyally by their new men . After previous

strikes the new men have been badly treated, and have been

individually choked off by the unionists. We have heard

of an occasion where, after a strike, on the re-entry of the

men, & union man bas deliberately ousted a non -union man

from the machine to which he considered he had the right.

Our contemporary, Engineering, now urges the importance
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of the protection of the men whose loyalty has carried the machines and piecework prices, but we would include a far

employers through the storm . There must be no casting wider range. Every well-established shop that has the money

adrift of these men--a dishonourable act, not, says our con- to pay for it ought at once to clear out the accumulation of

temporary, without precedent. In the old days, to discharge years of odds and ends which collect under benches and tools,

& trades unionist who practised intimidation, would have and should learn that a scrap -heap is for scrap, and should be

produced a strike. Intimidation may again be attempted, periodically sold . All tools ought to be overhauled, and old

and it must not be allowed . It must be cut down and muscle-absorbing articles destroyed if not cheaply reformable.

stamped out, and ringleaders sought out and discharged. The power department of many works ought to be carefully

But so also must there be discharged any man weak enough considered as to the improvement by the adoption in whole

or foolish enough to let himself be made a tool in such or part of electric driving or gas power in place of steam . We

practices. Howls about the principles of trades unionism have in mind as we write a new shop of small power where

must be strictly disregarded. It must be accepted that the power is over 100 feet distant from the principal power

if trades unionism requires the abrogation of fair dealing absorber, where, indeed, it makes very little difference

and justice, and first principles, we can rone of us recog- whether power is utilised or the shafting run unloaded.

nise trades unionism as anything but a foul and pestilential We have another shop in mind where some power must be

growth. No more must we hold a candle to the devil in costing nearly £3 per horse -power week instead of as many

blinking at such evils, even at the risk of a strike . But let us shillings. These may or may not be extreme instances . We

again turn to the other side of the question on which we believe they are common ; they come under our notice

are also supported by our above -named contemporary, and simply. Want of crane power is another shop evil. We

that is the ability of the management. The first office of know where the removal of a heavy casting on a track

management is to manage. Now management in knuckling requires a whole crowd of skilled and unskilled men for a

down to the demands formulated in Stamford Street- temporary, and, perhaps, only occasional tug. The same

formulated simply for aggravation, and on the principle would be effected by one or two men with a slowly-turning

that “the office work being slack, let us see what firm can bollard and rope .

be annoyed ," has abdicated portions of its functions, and was We wish to see shop management alive to all such facts.

left six months ago with only the name. Management has We want capital to allow management to abolish such extra

been too exclusively non -engineering in quality, and the vagancies. Yet we have known a works manager severely

men have found this out, and have on their side employed handled for spending a few thousands on improvements

other men also not engineers, or out of touch with their which repaid themselves in a year . True, an apology fol

trade, to make foolish demands. If there is no engineer in lowed, but not until weekly returns showed that the money

a firm , the sooner one is admitted the better it will be spent was coming back . This was an instance of good

for that firm . Mere managers without knowledge are of management hampered by lack of knowledge on the part of

little good. One such man recently was brought to our principale, and it is happening every day; and gentlemen of

notice, who, having asked an engineer to get bim out education and ability are dispensed with in frequent cases

estimates for a certain undertaking, sent it back with the because they do not bow and scrape to principals of less

request that the estimate should be halved . Management ability than themselves. But are not all these facts known

of this type has the added misfortune that it must open its to every experienced man in some form or other. Nothing

mouth and show the poverty bebind the words. The of this sort would happen if there were more knowledge at

averseness to the means of wealth, which characterises the top, and the education of the working men is by no

80 many sons of the rich, often happily leads to means the only education wanted . There must be no inter

their entire separation from business, but where the ference with management; but management ought to be

untaught untrained sons remain in a business they do good and intelligent. Is it always so ?

incalculable harm , even when really decent fellows. Men

who take the top positions in a huge factory without even

being trained in their own works, and with no basis of Electrical Anomaly and Chemical Constitution.

scientific knowledge, are far too common . Certainliquids are found to possess an anomalous absorption

Germany has not grown this class yet. America has for rapid electrical vibrations, and an anomalous dispersion

of their electrical indices of refraction (ratio of the wave
grown some of them , but young rich Americans are more

length of the vibration in air to that in the compound under
averse to work than Englishmen when they do tend to idle- investigation ). This anomalous absorption appears to be

ness, and they quit work altogether. It is the man who is intimately connected with chemical constitution, for the

not such a fool as to live in absolute leisure, yet who has
hydrocarbons, the ethers, the ketones, and aldehydes behave

normally, but alcohols and acids, and generallycompounds
felt it unnecessary to learn as though he hoped to earn £300 containing the hydroxyl group, possess an anomalous absorp

a year, that is the bane of our English trade, that falls a tion.The differences are so marked that inmany cases this

prey to the glib -tongued commercial, or that lets slip the
property would probably be of service in settling vexed ques

tions of constitution. An examination of ethylic aceto
paluable invention for lack of knowledge of principles. acetate, for example, show that, as this compound possesses a

Shop management can never earn respect unless itself com- normal behaviour, it cannot be regarded as containing the

petent in the technicalities of wbat it professes and claims
hydroxyl group. Ethylic asceto-oxalate, on the other hand,

to manage, or has the good sense to secure competent
appears from the results obtained to contain hydroxyl. An

exception to theabove ruleappearsin the case of water, the

interested management, and gives the same a free band . behaviour of which is perfectly normal. Where an anomalous

The present is not the time for the dilettante in business. behaviour is noticed forthe liquid, thisappearsto be main
tained also by the compound in the solidstate. The above

By shop management we do not propose to confine the term
is an abstract of a paper by Paul Drude, vide the Annalon

co the management of the men and the proper rating of der Physik und Chemie, 1897 (II .) No. 60, pages 500—509.

8
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OZONE MAKERS .

By E. ANDREOLI,

.

. .

IN & very humoristic article on “ Electrical Engineering,

publishedin Mechanical Engineering for December last, Mr.

James Swinburne disserts on the subject of sterilisation of

water by ozone, and he wonders “how it is not put into

practice more ? "

I cannot resist quoting a few lines of his sarcastic disser

tation : " One great trouble in the case of ozone work, is the

extraordinary vagueness of the ideas of the worker. An

inventor working at ozone seldom seems to know what pres

sare , what current, or what frequency he wante. "

“Neither has he the least idea how much ozone he can

make or how much of it goes to annoy the particular little

animal it is his mission to annoy."

" Until people are exact in their measurements, there is

but little chance of making much progress ."

Mr. Swinburne is somewhat severe when he speaks of

" people who are not exact in their measurements," but after

all he is quite right, and I can only approve of the sentence

he passeson thesans gêne of certain chemists or analysts

in making their determinationsof ozone.

Mr. Swinburne no doubt alludes to a process for generating

ozone which a friend of his had, and bas still, perhaps,

under his control as consulting chemist : Amicus Plato, sed

magis amica veritas. The process which I speak of was said
by its directors to give some most extraordinary results, and

to beat the record of the world .

Mr. Swinburne mast evidently have been scandalised by

the following public statement which I have in print before

me, and on the faith of which the capital of the concern

(Limited ) was subscribed : “ It is believed that over 25,000

cubic feet of ozone can be produced by the apparatus in

vented by which is actuated by an

indaction coil or converter, capable of working up to 250,000
volts. Sach cubic contents equals 1,250,000 grammes, or

3,362 lbs . The cost of producing 25,000 cubic

feet of ozone per hour and of operating themachinery will,

it is thought, not exceed 28. 10d. per hour !

25,000 cubic feet of ozone per hour at a cost of 28. 10d.

What shall we call this ? The directors will say that their

process is a revolution in the art of making ozone ; there are

some people who will say that it is a perverted statement;

no ! it is not a fraudulent representation I am sure . It is

most certainly a bona fide declaration made by a very honest

man or several honest men ( including the well-knownchemist,

who ought not, however, to have been a party to the promise of

3,362 lbs. of ozone for 28. 10d .) who were unaware ofthe many

causes which can completely spoil theresults of a determina

tion of ozone. Still, the chemist ought to have noticed that

the ozoniser worked too well, and was giving much more than

the theoretical yield !

Bat to return to the sterilisation of water by ozone, things

are not done in one day ; it takes time to devise commercial

ozonisers and to improve them , then to construct new ones,

sometimes quite different from the first, to try one after the

other several new methods for working it, which often have

to be abandoned until an efficient, strong, simple and in

expensive apparatus is constructed whichgives a satisfac

tory output , can be worked on any scale for weeks and

months, almost without stoppage, does not need skilful super

intendence, and does not get out of order or necessitate repaire.

Had Mr. Swinburne realised the magnitude of an installa

tion for sterilising water, he would have been more indulgent

and would have better appreciated the efforts of " the people,

as he calls them rather contemptuously, “ who work at ozone.'

Mr. Swinburne's theory is, that the ozone questionis, like

many others, a matter of patents, and that it is because

the broad principle is opento everybody that it is not done
in earnest. ” Patents have nothing to do with the develop

ment of the application of ozone to the purification of

drinking water.“ Conscientions workers do not hurry to

attemptto start installations antil they know for certain

that their generators are capable of doing the work and
supplying in a continuous manner, the quantity of ozone

required for the parification of thousands of gallons of

water per hour.

Mr. Swinburne must not think that all the inventors

working at ozone are ignorant of the conditions required to

ensure success . Among the names of the men who have

recently devised some new forms of ozonisers we find those

of D'Arsonval, Patin, some doctors of the Institut Pasteur,

and of Tesla. We have not yet heard anything about the

value of their apparatus as commercial generators, but surely

such men knowwhat pressure is required, and how to make

determinations of ozone. None of them , however, profess

to produce 25,000 cubic feet of ozone at the nominal price

of 28. 10d . I insist on this preposterous statement because

there is no truth in it. We do not say that the figures have

been inflated on purpose for certain specific reasons, but we

require a corrected statement of the real output of this too

much talked of ozoniser. Parturiuent montes . how

much pare ozone is there in those 25,000 cubic feet of ozone

which cost 28. 10d . ?

Insteadof lecturing indiscriminately the people who work

at ozone, Mr. Swinburne ought to have severely scolded the

analyst who allows such wrong statements to fly under his

colours.

Mr. Swinburne is the inventor of a condenger and of a

transformer well-known all over the scientific world ; better

than anybody elsedoes heknow what an ozoniser, i.e. , a con

denser must be like. The best man to produce a large

quantity of ozone is one of scientific accomplishment like

Mr. Swinburne, who is thoroughly master of the theory as

well as of the construction and working of condensers and

of transformers ; he is evidently the right man to design the

best apparatus for generating ozone, inwhich the production

of heat will be avoided inthe most efficient manner. If

ozone is still in its infancy, let scientists like Mr. Swinburne

who know what the conditions for favourable working should

be, takethe matter up, and the problem will soon be solved.

Why did he not try his hand at it ; surely he would have

succeeded, but I confidently predict that he never will be

able to produce 25,000 cubic feet of ozone for 28. 10d . ?

Mr. Swinburne does not perhaps realise that it is more

difficult to make a good commercial ozoniser than to

make a good transformer. What is a transformer after

all, if not, as Mr. Swinburne says, an apparatus, the broad

principle of which is open to everybody ? Still it is

done in earnest, and , luckily for the ozone industry,
efficient transformers are not scarce . Ten years ago there

were only small laboratory ozonisere, such as the Siemens,

Berthelot, Thénard, Houzeau tubes , when Mr. Swinburne

constructed his first high -tension transformer, there was not
in all the world a single commercial ozoniser capable of

producing cheap ozone . We have now some good , strong,

efficient ozonisers, and also some excellent transformers.

We can start ozone installations of 50 or 100 kilowatts and

undertake to apply ozone to any staple industry or to the

sterilisation of water. This, after all, is not too bad, and

" ozone makers " may say that they have done something.

Is it an easy thing to ascertain the pressure required to

produce the maximum yield of ozone ? One must not

believe that algebraic equations will enable anyone to do it.
They are peculiar,the properties of this substance isomeric

with oxygen ,
which is the sole element of ozone and which is

regenerated from it. Ozone is formed under the influence

of electricity which so often supplies the complement of

energy required to generate substances formed with genera

tionof heat. Ozone is formed with absorption of heat

which it stores under the influence of electricity, and we are

in presence of a body which is more condensed than its

element and which absorbs heat instead of generating it, as is

the case with condensation .

If the formation of ozone was due, not to a rise in

temperature, but to the passage of electricity through oxygen ,

there would be a ratio between the proportion ofthe ozone

formed and the quantity of electricity consumed, but there

is nothing of the kind, as the formation of ozone is inti

mately dependent on the production, in oxygen, of electrical

discharges which render it luminous, and at the same time

cause a considerable rise in temperature, andthe electric

conditions of the formation of ozone are so little known,

that it is still a question whether the silent discharge acts as

an electrical phenomenon or as a heater of the oxygen which

it traverses.

Then we bave to consider the changes of the electric

tension during the interval of the sparks and of the alter

nations,

>
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Are the chemical reactions caused by these alternations and

by the resulting collisions and molecular vibrations, or are

they simply due to a potential difference, to an orientation of

the gaseous molecules without any intervention of voltaic

current, of rise of current caused by the sparks or of the

frequent variations of current ?

We may consider the role of the silent discharge in the

isomeric transformation of oxygen to consist merely in

placingtemporarily this gas in such a condition that it is

susceptible of fixing heat.

These are the data on which the ozone makers must deter

mine the pressure required for the working of their ozonisers.

They have besides to take into account the role of the dielec

tric and of several other factors, and it is no exaggeration

to say that they have to contend with some intricate diffi

culties,and that if they only succeed partially, those " people "

deserve something better than to be sneered at,who produce,

on a commercial scale, ozone, that bɔdy of which Frémy said

that oxygen is the greatest discovery of the last century, and

among the conquests of modern chemistry there is not one

more important than that of ozone .

the private consumer drawing his supply from the mains which

pags his door, and gladly putting on the shoulders of those

whose business it is to supply electricity the responsibility

which he has taken opon himself merely because he could

supply himself with electricity at cost price.

In comparing the cost between the two systems, it

must be borne in mind that the cost of the wiring

and lamps is the same, in fact, no notice need be taken

of any expenseincurred from the supply company's terminals

or the terminals of the dynamo. Theinterest anddepreciation

is the same in both cases. The interest on extra capital spent

only applies to the dynamo, batteries, switchgear, andengine,

if one is employed . There are hundreds ofprivate installa

tions spread about the country which are giving perfect

satisfaction, and it is a very serious question for the dispensers

of electricity to consider the elimination of these installations

by inducing consumers to buy their current, and this can only

be done by a reduction in the price charged for electricity,

bearing in mind the fact that the more current sold the

cheaper it can be produced and distributed .

ISOLATED PLANT v. CENTRAL STATIONS.
HOME-MADE TESTING RIGGING .

“ SUPERINTENDENT writes to the American Electrician as

follows :

For testing the drop along a line of road, nothing goes

ahead of a good voltmeter, but it is not always expedient to

send out such an instrument, and for constantuse in a

“ harry -up waggon , the life of the best voltmeter is short,

A good home-made rigging for this purpose is illustrated by

the engravings herewith. It consists of the pole, a, which

is preferably long enough to reach from the ground to the

trolley wire. A jointed pole may be prepared for this

parpose, and quite a short pole can be used ona pinch. The

bare contact wire, b, is bent into the form of a hook, 80 &s

to catch over the trolley wire, C , and hold the pole and

rigging in position .

A bank of five lamps, shown at d , is connected in series

with a wire running up the pole to the contact wire, b.

Another wire is carried down the pole, through a rubber tube,

and connected with another contact wire which is put on the

rail, e, thus completing the circuit through the lamps from

trolley to rail. The brightness of the lamps tells how the

}

The question of isolated plant v. central stations is one

which is very seldom discussed or much spoken of in the

electrical press. It is one, however, which exercises the

central station engineer ,especially in manufacturing towns,

more than he cares to admit.

This is true, more especially in cases where arc lighting is

employed. A slight variation in the voltage is not so

noticeable as in an incandescent installation ; consequently

in large works, the machinery of which is operated by a

modern engine, well governed , a dynamo or dynamos can be

ran off a shaft, like any other machine.

It is useless to disguise from ourselves this fact, for when

we remember that a variable drive in , for instance, a spinning

or weaving factory, would be very detrimental to the delicate

threads and fibres manipulated , we can readily realise that a

dynamo would be afforded a sufficiently steady drive to ensure

a practically constant voltage.

By this means the primary cost is reduced, and the

subsequent item of attendance also reduced, for if no separate

engine be employed no wages would have to be paid for this

work. The dynamo is no longer an experimental toy, but a

machine wbich can be depended upon to do its work well

with the minimum of attendance.

When the cost price of the Board of Trade unit generated

is compared with the price charged by most electricity supply

concerns, it is not surprising to find that many large con

eamers of electricity prefer to generate their own current,

and to put up with, perhaps, a little inconvenience at rare

intervals in the shape of brief irregalarities in the supply,

although these could easily be provided for by having a

connection from the electricity supply mains or by having a

battery of accumulators for reserve and supply when the

main engine was not running. The demand for current in

factories, large houses of business, and the like, takes place, as

a rule, at the sametime as most otherconsumers, consequently

a reduction in the price cannot be claimed by coming under

the head of “ long hour customers.” An alternative plan of

installing an accumulator and charging it during the day

light hours, or hours of minimum load, and using it to

supply the current when the light is required is open to grave

criticism . The current thus supplied would enable the con

sumer to buy his current very cheap, and the effect on the

load curve at the central station would be very beneficial,

but it is very doubtful if , when the efficiency of the present

day accumulators and the heavy depreciation of the same

are taken into account, any real saving would take place.

We have no desire to preach isolated plants, but we can

not clo : e our eyes to the fact that electricity is too dear at

present, and we must not be surprised if probable large con

sumers prefer to undertake their own supply, just as many

large concerns manufacture their own gas.

When electricity is sold at a popular price, especially in

provincial manufacturing towns, then may we expect to see

a

K
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voltage is. This is, however, a rather discouraging test, and

may be made much more valuable by adding a kind of a

rheostat whereby some of the lamps may be cut out

until the remainder glow up to full candle-power, thereby

giving a better clue to the voltage at that particular piece of
track .

This arrangement is shown in the detail drawings. The

rheostat shell, shown at gand h,may bethe caseofaplayed9

out voltmeter, with the glass removed, but a wooden case, or

one made of fibre is better as there is less danger of the
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instrument getting grounded, thereby giving the operator a

test instead of the line. Five contacts are arranged as shown

in the upper part of the detail, g, and a spring arm is made

fast so as to sweep over these contacts. The side view , h.

shows how the arm is made part of a spiral coiled around

the stout screw , and how the spring arm is moved by an

insulating handle which projects through the top of instru
ment case ,

The method of connecting up lamps is shown at the

other side of the drawing, where l is the wire coming from

the trolley and running to the first lamp. All the lamps

are wiredin series in the usual manner, the last lamp being

connected to the last contact of the rheostat box. Branches

are taken off between the lamps, and run to the other

contact points as shown in the engraving at k. The wire, j,

is carried to the rail contact, and as the lever, ,, is moved

around, it successively cats out the lamps by short-circuiting

them .

In use, the pole is set up and the contacts made, and if

the lamps do not go up to fall brightnees, the rheostat lever

is moved a point and the lamps carefully watched . If the

four remaining in the circuit go up too bright, the lever is

released before the lamps have achance to damage them
selves much, but if the four do not go up to fullpower,

another move of the lever cuts out a second lamp. This can

be continued until only one lamp is left in the circuit, if
necessary, but there will be a pretty big drop or a bad short

circuit somewhere on the line when all the lamps but one can
be cut out.

The object of having the spring lever to the rheostat is to

prevent the burning out of the lamps, which would surely
happen if an ordinary form of rheostat were used. The

current could not be cut off quick enough when the limit of

lamp cutting out had been reached, and away theywould go.

Butwith the spring rig , as soon as a man lets go the handle,

all five of the lamps come right into the circuit again and

no damage will be done from leaving the lever turned .

A very desirable modification of this rig is to put in

50 -volt lamps instead of 110. Then the number of steps

could be increased and the testing made so much more

elaborate. The 110 - volt lamps would burn brightly at 550 ,

440, 330, 220, and 110 volts respectively, but with a bank of

11 50 -volt lamps tests could be made at 550, 500 , 450, 400,

350, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, and 50 volts potential between

rail and trolley wire. With three or foar 50 -volt, and the

others 110 -volt lamps, a very good combination could be

made with close readings of the higher voltages.

on a question from the point of view of his own immediate

interest. Beeing how very large is the labourer class, let us

try to look upon the machinequestion with the eyes of an

intelligent and fairly educated labourer. We see a body of

skilled workmen boond in a narrow guild, and claiming for

themselves, to our exclusion, the right to perform certain

work. We see the invention of certain machines, capable of

greatly cheapening the production of this work . To fix ideas,

we will suppose the particular work to be the manufacture

of sewing machines, and their price is £8 . About one house

in every ten possesses a sewing machine in the district in

which we live,and these houses are the homes of the favoured
skilled men .

We see that if the production of sewing machines can be

cbeapened so faras to enable them to besold for £2, there

would be probably eight times as many in use, for they

would now enter the homes of our own class. Bat the

favoured few forbid the cheapening to be done. They say

it will throw some of them out of work. Yet by the use of

machinery, which we are competent enough to work, we

labourerswould add considerably to our wages, and would

become purchasers of the very goods we make, and in doing

80, we would actually cause the employment of more of the

favoured class than were employed in making the machines

to sell at £8. Is it likely that we look upon the skilled

men with friendship ? They grudge us an extra few shillings

wages, though, by earning them , we help to make more em

ployment for them . Wesee all these things plainly, because

so many of us are students, readers, amateurnaturalists,

botanists, or geologiste, andhave better trained minds than

jour pot-house trades unionist, who, as a rule, is so puffed

up with pride of position, thathe does not think it necessary

to do anything ontside his trade.

Such , to many intelligent labourers, is the appearance of

the machine question and trades unionism . It is a bar to

his owo better living to which he has a right. Mr. Maxim

considers it would cost about £60 to make a Winchester

rifle by hand, and only very skilled men could do it. They

would only be saleable, as a luxury, to the rich, and about

20mechanics would probably fill the market.

By automatic machinery their cost is about 248., and they

are sold retail at £3, in place of at £100 at least. Un

skilled men and boys make them . There is not a large

proportion of skilled men. Where are the skilled men ?

Chiefly making the high -class machines, gauges, tools, & c.,

without which the unskilled could not work. The result is ,

in place of a small trade employing 20 skilled men there is a

huge trade employing thousands of unskilled men and hun

dreds of skilled men on accessories, and Winchesters are

everywhere.

It is the same in watchmaking. Watchmaking machinery

was invented in England. We have seen the drawings of

the first. But they were only taken up in America, and

English watchmaking almost died until Rotherhams, of

Coventry, went one better than even the Americans, and in

watchmaking England is, we believe, getting back her own.

Before the era of machinery, the working classes simply

lived and had a roof over them . They were not purchasers

of anything beyond mere necessaries; they wereproducers

only, and at so slow a rate, that any sale at all for their pro
ductions was only possible by reason of the labour being very

poorly remunerated. But by reducing the labour cost per

item , production has been so cheapened that the producing

class have become purchasers, and wages have perforce

increased. The appetite for laxary grows, andthe learning

to consume has widened markets. False socialism - thrifty

in other things besides soap and water tends to narrow

markets. True socialism , which is opposed to thrift, makes

everyone a consumer to the extent of his income. The incul

cation of thrift is really a mistake. If every man spent the

whole of his income as he received it, there could be no

black times in trade ; there would be a constant and steady

flow of business. We have every sympathy for that socialism

which would compel every man to work and support the

infirm , the aged , and the sick, for such a policy would destroy

the necessity for thrift, which, whether it bethe putting by

of the daily penny or the boarding of the millionaire, is bad

for trade. We do not feel the full evils ofthrift ,because

hoarded money is very largely entrusted to banks which use

it in trade. Thrift carried to extremes at short notice becomes

panic. To hear the term Socialism applied to the ignorant

MACHINERY AS A FACTOR IN CHEAP

PRODUCTION .

DURING the progress of the recent strikeit became every

day more plain that the heart of the whole matter was the

n88 of machinery, carious as it may seem to -day when the

whole world is using automatic machinery which was practi

cally invented in England. There is, indeed, no engineers'

tool of a labour -saving type but had its origin in England.

The slide lathe ,the planer, the steam hammer,to namethree

prominent machines only, all were born and perfected in

England, which was the birth -placeof the steam engine and

the locomotive. Yet it is Englishmen who have struck

against machinery just at the time when that machinery has

helped to makeso keen a competitor of the foreigner.

The rights oflaboursapposedfalsely tobeinterfered with
by machinery are seen tobe rights of avery narrow class,

the members of the A.S.E , irrespective of their skill. The

ontsider, and especially the poor labourer, has no rights.

Mr.Maxim , in the Engineering Magazine, shows how cheap

production has only been possible by the use of machinery,
and he states :

“ Ad unskilled mechanic is as much a citizen of the

country in which he lives as anyone else, and is entitled to

thesame degree of protection and consideration as isaccorded

to the skilled mechanic.” The skilled mechanic hasno right

whatsoever to create any artificial system which will restrict
the liberty or the facilities oftheemployer to employ this

important class of the community. Every man is apt to look
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follies of latter-day trades unionism is very vexing to the soul

of the real socialist, to whom socialism is not synonymous with

either communism , anarchy, orlaziness. Truesocialism would

be very irksome to the naturally lazy man.

Mr.Maxim says, with some truth, that the manufacturer

- he would have better said some manufacturers — is apt to

look on his works as a necessary evil, in which he takesvery

little interest, and from whichhe hopes to be released and to

retire. He does not identify himself with his workers, who

look on themselves as slaves to their trade, and so on . A

good deal of this has a basis of truth, even if spoken with

that disagreeable spirit of spreadeagleism which marks Mr.

Maxim as an American. We do, however, agree with him

that a destruction of old tools would be agreat benefit.

Long after the modern three-grooved tap had been invented ,

there was an old four-flat 3 -inch tap in a shop we wot of

that would not be lost, and cost pounds in wages that would

have bought new ones; but it was of magnificent material,

and stood wonderfully ,and so was kept at work. This sort

of thing goes on on a large scale, but is, of course, wearing

out, and we fancy there are a goodly number of English shops

where freedom reigns, and modern methods prevail, but of

which the proprietorssay little .

Mr. Maxim's experience at his own works has been very

vexatious in the matter of union interference with automatic

machinery, such as running a lathe all day without a cat,

and he strongly advocates the counter move of the Employers'
Federation ,

It appears that several of the labour leaders have come

from Mr. Maxim's own works, and he naturally has some

thing to say of their methods. He contrasts the understand

ing between masters and men in the workshops of America

and Germany with the lack of it in England, where no

understandingcan be arrived at on the question of cheap

production. It were useless to build fine shops and equip

with the best tools, unless labour will assist to make those

tools do their duty. This could, he thinks, easily be managed,

but for the professional agitator, who aims to teach the men

that an employer is of necessity a criminal. The first strike

at Crayford - Mr. Maxim's works - was due to their refusal

to promise that no piece work should ever be done there.

They obtained a lot of Frenchmen , who, finding they could

only work 54 hours a week, set up little worksat home to

fill in their time and made electric bells, & c., just as the

Woolwich men , on eight hours, are making bicycles and

interfering with the local makers. Mr. Maxim would abolish

protectionin America as no longer, if ever, necessary, but he

evidently shares our opinion in looking on Americans politi

cally as fools influenced by political agitators, in the way

Englishmen are fools to thelabour agitator.

.

that technical litigation is an uncertainty and a lottery ,and

the question of good work in house wiring is as far from
being standardised as ever.

We may deal with both the subjectsof the title separately,

in order not to still further confound the two issues .

To take technical litigation first. The case was of

the sort that is constantly coming up in other trades
work alleged to have been negligently done; part pay

ment stopped from the account, and process to recover

same. The verdict wasno doubt arrived at, after due deli
beration of the many points involved, so far asthey presented

themselves to the jury, after filtering through counsel and

judge. It is with the conduct of these technical cases that

we have to deal, and the aspect of this case, both from the

point of view of conduct, and of the ultimate feeling of the
technical spectator, that the whole thing was a farce, is de

plorable. We assume no partizanship; one side may have

been as right as the other; both may have been equally

wrong.
But the fact remains that such a case as at

present tried is a farce, and_undoubtedly the result

is often a miscarriage of justice. For what dowe find ? A

bodyof twelve men picked indiscriminately from the classes

and the masses, the odds immense against any one of them

understanding anything about electricity, or whateverscience

the particular case before them may involve. Twelve- men ,

whose only qualification is that they pay rates, and can,

perhaps, be credited with sufficient common sense to discern

whether a witness is honest or not ; and even here they may

fail, if the examination is on a technical subject. Then the

counsel, who are no doubt admirable men in their way, bat

who understand little or nothing about science. These

gentlemen have to be stuffed up bytheir respective witnesses ,

and endeavour in a few hours to grasp and hold forth on

matters which it takes an average man years to acquire.

And finally the judge, arrayed inbabe-like innocence , who

makes jokes at which everybody is expected to laugh, and

then sums up on what he has learned from counsel and

terrified witnesses, who, by methods of counsel with which

it is proposed to deal, have unwittingly been made to

perjure themselves again and again . And on this

the jury find a verdict — not before they have, perhaps,

shown their good sense as honest men by saying that

they cannot agree, and so endeavouring to avoid pro

nouncing a definite opinion on subjects with which they are

not competent to deal. But this will not do for the judge ;

he not only does not wish to run up the costs of the case by

discharging thejury, and he has no doubt had enough of the

case himself. And so the jury are bullied a little, and as

they are only human, and often hungry, and have wives and

families towhom they wish to return,they eventually agree

on a verdict, but compromise with their consciences by

leaving the contending parties to come to some arrangement

as to terms.

Now we may ask : Is this fair ? Is this the proper way

the law should be administered ? Most decidedly it is not';

but then donot the parties in the case know this ? If both

sides are technical men they know it as well as any reader

of this journal ; they know exactly what they may expect to

get in the way of judge, counsel,and jury. Then why do

they go to law at all ? Why do they not get an arbitrator

to decide the case between them ? Why do they not both

decide on a man who could be depended on to hear both

sides in all they have got to say, who, moreover , could under

stand what they are saying, and who would be competent to

decide the case on its technical merits and not on side issues ?

There comes the rub. If it were possible to appoint such a

court, whose decisions in technical cases would meet with the

approval of outside technical men, how many such cases

would comebefore it ? It is probable that the office would

be a sinecure, and many cases which if the judge could only

see their “ true inwardness " -would be dismissed under the

Vexations Actions Act - would never see the light of day at

.all. No; it is the glorious uncertainty of the law as it now

stands, and the sporting (?) instinct of the English nation ,

which drives these cases into the Law Courts .

If A thinks that B has infringed his patent, is it not better

tochallenge him to a sort of game of chance in which A or B

will ultimately win all the stakes, and to engage a band of

professionals on each side, than to argue the matter out

before an impartial expert ? Most decidedly it is more

exciting, and in the generality of cases it is the man who

TECHNICAL LITIGATION AND THE QUES

TION OF GOOD WORK IN HOUSE

WIRING .

BY V. ZINGLER , A.I.E.E.

M

A RECENT case in the Law Courts brought both of the sub

jects involved in the above headinginto prominence - into

unfavourable prominence, it may be said - and into atter con

fusion and indefiniteness. Into unfavourable prominence,

because it only served to demonstrate again the oft-repeated

assertion thatthe Law Courts is not a place for referring

these cases to, or thelaw (as it now stands ) a fit and proper

instrument for deciding sach cases on their merits ; it also

brought before the public what must be considered a curious

state of things in the house-wiring question, calculated

to alarm them as to the safety of their houses, and to sur

prise them in the differences of opinion of the experts

(surely in this case we cannot say, " in the multitude of

counsellors there is safety) ; " into confusion, because to any.

one present it was apparent that the state of both the expo

nents of the law - who did not understand what they were

talking about, and of the twelve good men and true, who did

not understand what they were listening to - was “ confusion

worse confounded ;" into indefiniteness, because it showed

&
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privately condemned , and which no expertworthy the name

would permit. Another tells jury gaily that fire insurance

rules are only got up for fun, and that nobody works to them ,

or some such nonsense. Counsel tries to show , by garbling

technical requirements, that these rules contradict themselves

and are therefore valueless. What, says he, is the use of

permitting twisted flexible wire to be used if the other wires

may not be bunched ? It is an anomaly. When the ques

tion is raised of passing flexible wire through holes with

sharp edges in a metallic back plate, and the consequent

danger from short-circuiting, counsel,in cross -examination,

wisely holds up a wooden patress and wants to know if wires

are not passed through this and if it is not inflammable.

Witness agrees, and counsel looks still wiser at the jury, who

again draw their own conclusions. Truly remarkable ! And

witness's counsel never attempts to put the matter right;

thereason is very simple — he does not see it.

On side points are cases fought and won. Is it not,

indeed, timethat something should be done to appoint either

a special judge with a knowledge of elementary science, or a

technical adviser to the existing judges ? Should a case of

this sort be heard before a jury ? and, lastly, is it decent, is

it honest to their clients, for barristers to accept briefs and

fees, for cases of this sort, unless they have previously

attended a course of elementary science ? If any scientific
man is not sure of his answer, let him go to the Courts when

atechnical case is on and he will speedily come to a con

clusion, and will probably agree with Bumble that ( as it

affects technical cases) “ the law is a hass . ”

( To be continued .)

a

DR. LODGE ON WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 重

1

is in the wrong, who knows he is in the wrong - who brings

the action. It is a game of bluff, all or nothing. The

challenged party may know he is right; he may know he is

wrong ; at any rate, he thinks, the odds will be even either

way; heis on his defence ; if he compromises he will lose

caste, and perhaps only gain half of what hemay gain by

fighting. So there is a rush to engage the best players ; nota

necessarily those who know the gamebest, but those who can

play it in the most audacious style, who can "best" their

opponents by all manner of clever tricks, who can make

them actually play on the wrong side by mistake. That is

what fetches the public, in the shape of the jury ; that is

what decides the case. Or take another example : A makes

& contract with B that B should perform certain work.

When the work is said to be finished, A is of a different

opinion and presses for what he considers the interpretation

of the contract, and perhaps thereby accidentally makes

some legal technical mistake. B then brings an action

against A for fulfilment of his part of the contract, namely,

payment which may have been withheld. Why does B not

suggest appointing a technical arbitrator ? Because he
knows he would not win his case . But as the matter now

stands, he is aware that A has made some mistake which

will most likely be the cause of his paying the costs; therefore

B's position if he loses the action will be no worse than if

he did notbring it at all . On the other hand, if he wins

the action he isin the same position as if he had fulfilled his

contract properly. The case is fought out on the same lines

as indicated before ; counsel get hold of side issues, twist

them about, turn them inside out, and in the end the real

questionbeforethe Court, which the Court never understood,

is quite lost sight of.

Then as to the methods of counsel. The gentleman in

charge of the case is no expert ; what he has learned, he has

learned quickly and superficially ; he does not grasp the

technicalities of the case as he shoald , and when he has

finished examining a witness — perhaps a voluble witness

he has perhaps done his side moreharm than good — that is,

if the other counsel is sharp enough to take advantage of it.

He asks the witnesses technical questions which they have

suggested to him in private, but has no idea whatthey mean ,

and therefore no power of following them up. He then goes

out of court for an hour or two, perhaps to take another case

of quite a different nature, and then his junior proceeds. If

this gentleman has not been present at a consultation with
witnesses beforehand he knowseven less of the matter . And

then the senior counsel returns, and addresses the jury for his

client. If his junior has made some points during his

absence, he does not follow them up , and the jury losesight
of them .

In cross -examination the farce becomes even worse, for the

one and sole object of counsel is to make witnesses confused .

This
may be quite legitimate if the counsel has a thorough

grasp of what he is talking about. But in technical cases

the witness knows more about the matter, and may often

give an answer which may floor counsel, who then

says, " Well, I do not understand anything about that. " In

order to avoid such contretemps the method adopted is very

frequently as follows : Counsel asks witness à technical

question of an atterly meaningless and childish sort — in

fact, having no connection with the case. Witness looks

perplexed ; he asks for the question to be repeated. With a

meaning look at the jury, counsel repeats it ; the witness

looks more confused ; the jury gradually wake up to the fact

that this is a discreditablewitness ; the witnesssays he does

not see what this question has to do with the case, and of

course the jury think this is an attempt at evasion. Counsel

says that he (witness) is not the judge of that, and so in

despair witness appeals to the judge. The judge, waking up

with a start, suggests that witness should have patience with

counsel andreply to the question. The question is again
put; witness hesitates. Now is the time for counsel ;

throwing down his brief, he roars, “ Answer yes or

DO, sir ! ”
Witness, now utterly helpless, says “ Yes ”

in a reluctant way, and counsel, smiling at the

“ Gentlemen of the jury, this witness is an

expert." The jury look very wise and make rapid mental

notes. And so the case goes on, much to thedisgust of

technical men in court who may just have looked in to hear

what is going on. One expert swears that there is no harm

in doing a thing, which it is shown afterwards that he has

Last Friday, Dr. Lodge described at the Physical Society

some experiments that he has recently been making on

telegraphy without connecting wires . He objects to the

term wireless ” telegraphy which has been commonly

applied to this kind of signalling, since there is considerable

amount of wire about some of his apparatus, but we may

stick to it for the present till the scientists have agreed among
themselves as to a better name.

Dr. Lodge's efforts have been more especially directed to

the design of a transmitter and receiver which can be sharply
產
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8syntonised, to enable messages to be sent to a definite point.

As is well known, the Marconi apparatus is defective in this

respect, for the reason that the waves which it generates are

very quickly damped. Theory indicates that the damping

can be reduced by increasing the capacity and the self-induc

tion and reducing the resistance of the conductors in which

the oscillations take place.
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jury, says : FIG . 2.

A large number of arrangements were described to attain

this end. In figs.1 and 2 we give a diagrammatic illustra

tion of one of the best of these instruments, which is

capable of being used both as a transmitter anda receiver.
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Fig. 1 may be taken as a plan, and fig. 2 as an elevation.

Two wings,ww, of thick copper plate about 6 or 8 feet in

length, and triangular in shape, are connected by a coil, I,

consisting of a few turns of thick copper wire.

When the instrument is used as a transmitter, sparks are

discharged from an induction coil, R , across air-gaps to knobs,

B B, at the centre of the wings. This causes a current to

surge across the coil, I, from one wing to the other, and

send out powerful and persistent Hertzian waves in every
direction .

In fig. 2, the apparatus is shown connected up as a
receiver . Two sliding rods, D 1, pass down through

apertures in a metal box, P, and dip into mercary caps, E E ,

at the terminals of the circuit containing the battery, Q, and

coherer, 0. The sliding rods, D D, aredrawn up, and the

metal box completely closed, when it is desired to use the

apparatus as a transmitter.

A number of methods of connecting up the coherer and

the telegraph instrument were broughtforward by Dr. Lodge,

which we hope to describe more fully later on.

Dr. Lodge gave no results as to distance telegraphed by

hisapparatus, but he appears to be at present conductinga

seriesof experiments, the results of which, we hope, will

soon be published .

polar area, and so gets a value for B of 5,750 ; whereas on

theprecedingpage,byallowing for fringing, he has a value

of 5,000 for B, with the same value forn. Why this dif.
ference of treatment ?

Another point I must take objection to , is that in calcu

lating the field winding, no account is taken of the increase

of resistance of the field whenthe machine gets hot. Con

sequently the ampere-turns will be too low (quite 15 per

cent., with the radiating surface allowed ) after the machine

has been running for some time.

It is in calculating the ampere-turns required that we must

add a sufficient number to compensate for the demagnetising
effect of the armature.

It is doubtless a slip of the pen when we are told that the

watts per equare inch should not be higher than 1.5. I take

it that what was meant was, that the square inches per watt

should not be less than 1 :5.

In conclusion, I would point out that the one point, more

than any other, which determines the size of a machine, is

not touched upon, or, at most, very indirectly. Irefer to the

heating of the armature. True, we are told to take a current

density of 1,500 amperes per square inch, but no account is

taken of eddies and hysteresis, the former of which, even at

moderate speeds, contribute a very important part in the

heating

Amicus.

CORRESPONDENCE .

Dynamo Design .

In reading through Mr. Zingler's two articles on“ Dynamo

Design ," I have been struck by several points which, in the

interests of the would -be designer, require further light

thrown on them . These points I will take up in the

order inwhich they occur in the papers. We are told that

the symbol c represents the number of convolations or bars.

Nowit is quiteevident that it does not represent both these,

for in a dram armature, with which he is dealing, there

must be at least two bars to a convolution . As a matter of

fact, the use of it in the equation

EX 60 x 108
N =

пс

I will endeavour to reply to “ Amicus ” as briefly as

possible. " C= No. of convolutions or bars," was meant to

imply - as referred to a wire wound or bar wound armature

generally. The terms are perhaps vague - conductors would

be better. The same applies to the next remark, wbich

referred to armatures generally, and not this particular one.

As regards adding 10 per cent . for armature and demagneti

sation losses, certainly n would require no correction if there
were no losses to allow for.

Any discrepancy between the first and second articles can

be accounted for by the fact that the calculation in the first

were merely approximate to get a rough idea of the size of

armature, withan arbitrary and different number of bars to

that afterwards ageumed . Certainly in such a calculation

something must be assumed.

As regards his remarks on fluxes in different parts of the

circuit, I think “ Amicus ” cats things rather fine. I can

only refer bim to Prof. Silvanus Thompson's book .

Turning to the value of B in air-gap, I thought I had

made it clear that 5,000 was the assumed indaction if there

were no fringing. To allow for this in calculating the

effective polar area B is increased by the usual method to

5,750. This allows for theadditional ampere-turns to make

good for the lines lost in fringing.

The radiating surface allowed, is certainly not small.

The resistance taken was for 60° F. This, together with

the fact that a good deal of allowance was made for slack,

and only three sides of the bobbin included for the area, will

give “ Amicus," I think, some volts in hand when running
cold at the normal speed .

The remark about watts per square inch, was certainly a
slip of the pen .

In conclusion, I can only repeat again what I stated inmy

article, that the magnetic calculations had only been touched

on. Perhaps it would have been better to have substituted

the word “ winding " for that of " design, ” in the title.

V. Zingler.

January 24th, 1898 .

tells us that it is the number of bars. A little later on , how

ever, we are told that it should not be less than 40. This

corresponds to 20 commutator parts, which is surely too low

a number for the satisfactory collection of 400 amperes at

80 volts.

Having assumed a value for c, in a seemingly very arbi

trary manner, & value for n, the total flux through the

armature is deduced from the ordinary formula, and then

10 per cent. is added for armature and demagnetisation

losses. How do the latter affect the value of n ? I have

always understood that the formula

E x 108 x 60

пс

where E is the actual E.M.F. generated, s.c., the terminal

P.D. + the loss of volts due to the resistance of the arm &

tare, was absolute and required no correction .

There is an apparent discrepancy between the first and

second articles. In the first, the size of the armature core is

taken as 151 inches diameter x 16 inches long, whereas in

the second the length of the pole face is elaborately worked

out, and given as 18 inches.

This, it is needless to say, will scarcely make a satisfactory

combination ; in fact, it is very desirable to keep the length

of the pole face rather less than that of the armature core,

in order that the end plates may be kept as much out of the

field as possible.

The first paragraph under the head of " Ampere-turns" is”

very loosely worded . The products of the magnetic reluc

tances, and total flux, n, do not give the ampere-turns re

quired, but only the M.M.F.; and, moreover, to be strictly

accurate, it is the sum of the products of the total fluxes in

each portion of the magnetic circuit, and the corresponding

reluctances that give the M.M.F., since n is by no means

constant throughout the magnetic circuit.

Again, under the same heading, in calculating B in the

air-gap, the author neglects the fringes in arriving at the

N =

Shielded Conductors .

In his article under the above heading, which appears in

the last two issues of your paper, Mr. Price tells ussome

true things about buried armature conductors, and illustrates

his remarks withone or two well drawn diagrams. But on

the subject of eddy currents he seemsto have missed the

point.

He introduces the question of eddy current heating, and

points out that buried conductors give less tronble from this

cause than surfacecondactors, which is,ofcourse, quite true,

and a matterof common knowledge.

thathe is leading us by gentle stepstowardsasimple and

lucid explanation of this phenomenon; instead of which we

>

We hope , however,
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solid segments in the wheels of such engines will represent the

180° cranks of Mr. Manson's new type, though being,perhaps

as regards centre of gravity, further removedfrom the axle

centre, the stripes which they set up within the axle may

prove more injurious to the latter. That they can effect to
any great extent, however, the wheel-rims, seems highly im

probable. By the way, is it not a misnomer to speak ofsuch
engines as " bigh -speed ," their wheel revolutione, at 60

miles per hour, being only about 251 per minute ?

E. M'Lean .

»

are compelled to conclude that the line of force - or tube of

force - theory which Mr. Price is, apparently, trying to

justify, fails us here. Bat why ?

Long before the discussion of magnetic problems and

paradoxes became the rage, it was well known that eddy

carrent logges in buried armature conductors were practically

Dezligible ; the explanation given bei ag that, whereas in 4

smooth core armature, the conductors enter and leave the

magnetio field gradually, taking an appreciable time to do so ,

in the case of a slotted armature, the lines snap across the

conductors so quickly that the eddy.current losses are

necessarily veryconsiderably reduced.
This explanation may not be remarkable for its accuracy

of expresslon ; bat sarely we are right in assuming that, for

a given E.M.F. generated, the eddy-current loss in a con

ductor, depends opon the time which it takes in passing into

or out of the uniform magnetic field under the poles.

If, in the case of a slotted armature, the magnetic lines

which form the “ fringe " at the pole tips, may be considered

as " snapping across " the wholewidth of the conductor in

an inconceivably short space of time, it stands to reason

that, since all portions of the conductor enter or leave the

magnetic fieldalmost at the same instant, the work done by

eddy currents (quantity of electricity set in motion x mean
E.M.F.) will be hardly worth considering.

Mr. Prioe then deals at some length with Prof. Du Bois'

statemente anent ring magnets, and with the aid of some

more beautifully-drawn diagrams, he tells as many things

which it may be useful to know . It is unfortunate that,

after all is said and done, we arestill in astate of semi

obscurity as to what it is that Prof. Da Bois really has

observed . One cannot soppress the feeling that it would

have been nice to have known this at the beginning.

Then there is Mr.Price'sparadox. We are told to consider the

space between two infiniteplane magnetic shells, of which the

opposing faces are of the same polarity. These magnetic

shells are bgilt up of an infinite number of small bar mag

nete, placed side by side. It is pointed out that, with such

an arrangement, there isno magnetic field, and the question

is : Have the bars ceased to be magnets ?

That the resultant magnetic induction between the shells

would be nil, is quite evident; but whether or not the bars

have ceased to be magnets must depend, to a great extent,

opon the aocepted definition of theword magnet.

It is wonderful how a simple analogy will sometimes sweep

the cobwebs from a mind which has been dwelling too long

apon some apparently involved or obscure point, and the

following electrical analogy, though no doubt highly anscien

tific, may help to guide us towards a solution of Mr. Price's
difficulty,

The terminals of two dynamos, which are generating

exactly the same E.M.F., are joined together, positive to

positive and negative to negative. There is no flow of car

rent, and the question is, have the dynamos ceased to be

generators of electricity ?

Alfred Still.

[ In the arrangement proposed by Mr. Manson, the balance

weights in the wheels may be entirely omitted, and the two

oppositely moving pistons will balance one another in a sense,

bat unfortunatelythe two pistons are not in the same plane

vertical - and they will cause more or less tendency tovibrate

the whole machine in a horizontal direction. This produces

what is known as nosing, the front of the locomotive sway.

ing from side to side.

The so -called hammer blow , due to unbalanced vertical

action , has been awarded far more attention than in England .

The reason is three - fo'd . In the first place the reciprocating

parts of American engines have been very clumsy, and there

fore excessively heavy ; secondly, the wheels have been very

gmall, and thirdly, the rigid economy in American bridge

work, combined with numerouslong spans, has enabled the

unbalanced action to be markedlyshown. It has been sug

gested to employ three or four cylinders in a locomotive, two

outside the frames, and the remainder inside. The two out

side cranks would both point oneway, while the inside crank

or cranks would point the opposite way. The total inside

reciprocating weightswould exactly balance the outside, and

A perfect all-round balance would be practically secured .

The only objection to such a system would be that the

engine would not start when on its dead points. This could

beovercome by allowing the two sets of cranks to vary from

perfect oppositeness a few degrees only , being content to

allow a very slight departure from perfect balance; or by the

use of a small engine to turn the large one off the dead point

as ugual in large stationary engines. This idea is perfectly

feasible, but probably not one locomotive engineer in a hun.

dred is not too bide bound to perceive its utility. The

locomotive engineer thinks a locomotive cannot rui unless

its cranks are at angles of 90 °. He knows all about fly

wheels, but fly -wheels revolve round a centre, and he does

not realise that & 60 -ton locomotive moving at 60 miles'

velocity in a straight line is as good a fly asa 60 -ton wheel

rim at 5,280 feet per minute circular velocity . There is

really nothing special in Mr. Manson's engine. It'is simply

& partial step in the right direction, but has the mark of the

conservative beast in the shape of cranks at 90 ° Especially

for long runs is this angle unnecessary. To this fetish

locomotive men sacrifice speed, balance, bridges, rails,

quiet, durability, rather than employ a little barring

engine. To speak of blows like & sledge hammer

being given to the rails is wrong. The effect of

balance weights is simply to alternate lighter and

heavier wheel pressure on the rail. The rail does not

distinguish between a wheel of 10 tons pressure whether such

pressure be simply normalor made up of 5 tons weight and

5 tons centrifugality. It has been known that the wheels of

some locomotives with heavy counterbalances must, at high

speeds, lift off the rails. An American college has a sample

locomotive which has sbown this experimentally by means of

ronning it on friction wheels with lead wire between these

and the engine wheels, the wire being flattened proportionately

to the pressure. Large wheels with English design of

moving parts appear not to cause trouble, the tendency to

hammer blow being inversely as the wheel diameter equared, a

7 - ft. wheel being thus barely half as bad as a 5 -ft. wheel for

equal forward travelling. With electricity there need be no

imperfect balance ; hence the wide range of wheel diameter

possible. - EDS. ELEC. Rev.]

3
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** Dynamo -Electrie Machinery ."

Imustapologise for an unfortunate bat obvious mistake

in the letter you were good enough to publish in last week's

issue. The first term in the second example should of course

be 2-5, and pot .25.

W. Casson.

New Type of Locomotive.

I, and doubtless many more of your readers, having access

tono other engineering journals save the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW, would feel greatly obliged by an expression of

authoritative opinion regarding the marked statement in the

enclosed, taken from the Glasgow Herald of 14th inst. — the

leading daily,as you may , perhaps,be aware, in the West of

Scotland, and usually å tolerably safe guide in matters

mechanical. Anintelligent locomotiveman here,with a lot

of practical experience, assures me that N.B. Railway engines,

with cranks on the usual “ quarter-throw " principle, and

wheel-segmentbalances, give, when running at or close on 60

miles per hour,noindication whateverof “ sledge-hammering,'

as alleged by theHerald writer ; and one might, indeed , be

such excased for feeling surprised if they did. Obviouslythe

Electrical Advertising.

Could you kindly inform me in your next issue if I should

infringe anyone's patent by fixing glow lamps in front of

• For 7 feet wheels, as they are understood to be.

D
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letterson a sign board, and switching the same by contacts,

worked by any ordinary clock movement.

A. E. Rouch .

A Problem .

The following problem might prove interesting to some of

your readers :

A helical coil (c) consisting ofa single layer of insulated

wire surrounds abar magnet (N.S.)
[We imagine one is at perfect liberty to do this, but

perhaps some of our readers can give more precise informa

tion. - EDS. ELEC. Rev.]
с

N S

How can the coil be taken away from the magnet without

having an E.M.F. generated in it ?

Archd. H. Finlay.

Electrical Engineering in the Colonies.

May I ask you to let me have a little information in one

of your next numbers as to the prospects of a thorough prac

tical electrical engineer in any of the Colonies, especially

New Zealand, and oblige.
E. Smith ,

[ Perhaps someof our readers, with special experience in

this direction, will be able to give someinformation.-ED .

ELEC . Rev.]

" HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR IS DUE."

Electrical Hypothesis for the Solar and Planetary

Systems, & c.

Only recently the ELECTRICAL REVIEW was celebrating,

with just pride, its attainment of years of discretion ; or

shall I say, of venerable antiquity ? Should it not then be

prepared to put away childish things, lest detractors should

be tempted to speak of a second childhood having come upon

its hoary hairs ? Of course, those who can appreciate the

intense humour of “ Delta's ” Electrical Hypothesis for the

Solar and Planetary Systems, &c. , would not for a moment

suspect the editor of the REVIEW of mistaking the true

value of such a contribution ; but how about the large pum

ber of your readers, whose knowledge of physics is not much

greater than “ Delta's ” own ? May not they think that four

and half columns of the leading electrical journal is enough

to give an article the hall -mark of, if not authority, at

least of some pretensions to sense.
To criticise such a pro

duction adequately would be waste of your space ; a writer

who thinks that physicists of to -day regard the sunas being

“ in a state of magnificent conflagration," gradually “ burning

itself pp,” is hardly in a position to point out difficulties in

their views.

It is a small matter that "Delta" regards the present

estimate of the sun's distance to exceed 95,000,000 miles, but

it shows his study of astronomy does not extend to very

recent works ; for the analysis of the results of the observa

tions of the transit of Venus of 1874 brought the estimate

down to its present figure of between 92 and 93 millions.

But bis ignorance of the absorption of radiant heat by the

atmosphere, and his quaint idea that, according to existing

theory, beams of light should "be seen travereing the dark

interplanetary space, exactly as we see the beams of an arc

light projectedfrom the lantern of a lighthouse at sea,'

stamps “ Delta ” as a paradox -monger of the lowest order ;

eventhe paradoxer, however, should not draw so freely on

his imagination as to say, we know “ that if it were possible

to produce an absolute vacuum between two separated ter

minals of opposite polarity, that an electric current would

flow from one to the other, & c .”

But, seriously, Sir, it is surely the daty of a paper of the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW's standing not to publish articles of

this kind without a warning note that if not written for a

joke, they are at least only printed for the amusement of

your readers. It is difficult enough to drive sound science

into the mind of the average individual,to the great cost of

the nation in its commercial progressandstruggle with com

petitore, butthe technical press should at least be careful that

it does not obscure the “ dry light " of science .

Arnold G. Hansard .

THERE have been a good many misstatements made on the

subjectof wireless telegraphy, and most of our readers are

aware that much annoyance has been felt in some quarters

at the publicity which Marconi and his methods have

obtained . We must confess to a feeling of surprise, however,

that a science note in the Pall Mali Gazette should state

that “ It has been very vexations for Dr. Lodge to have

young foreigner catting from under his feet, the ground be

had made so peculiarly his own, and to see his rival taken up

by the British Post Office authorities." Why should Dr.

Lodge be vexed at the cutting -out operations of Marconi?

Did Dr. Lodge ever submitanything himself to the Post Office ?

From & scientific point of view Dr. Lodge ought to

rejoice that his theories have received such striking

confirmation, but we take it that the origin of the
offence arises from the fact that the British Post Office

investigated the system and apparatus brought forward

by Mr. Marconi, who came here with proper credentials

and introductions, and whose methods, after all, bave,
apparently, not commended themselves to the postal

authorities. It seems to be forgotten too that Mr. Preece for

14 years past has been experimenting in this direction, and

in 1895 secured practical success.

Nothing was said, nor, indeed, was much done, till it was

discovered thatthe Post Office was making further experiments,

and that there was a remote contingency ofa newsystemof

wireless telegraphy coming into actualuse. Then, indeed, we

find professors of the highest repute rushing into print, and

asing every opportunity to belittle the efforts of a young man

whowasmerely attempting to demonstrate the commercial

utility of a system that had been previously relegated to the

lumber-room of alaboratory . We cannot helpthinking sach

an attitude suggests littleof thescientificspirit thatpervaded

such men asFaraday andDavy. There is an element of com

mercialism that we should scarcely expect to meetoutsidethe

City. Davy demonstrated the powerofan electric current to

effect chemical decomposition ; moreover, by the agency
of

theelectriccurrenthesucceededin extracting potassium

from potash, and thereby laidthe foundations of an industry

that has had untold influence upon the wealth ofthe

country. But what was Davy's guerdon or reward ?

Faraday took Davy's electro -chemical work a step for.

ward . More than all hediscoveredthe first principles of

the dynamo; but would Faraday haveheaped abuse upon

the men who, grasping the importance of his discovery,

songht to utiliseitin a practical way ? We think not,

Rather wouldhe have rejoicedthat the fruits of his mind

had met with such striking appreciation.

Ipswich , Queensland .

On page 80 of your issue of January 21st, we notice that

under the heading of Ipswich (Queensland ) our name is

included us having given tenders for Sections and D.

Permit as to say that this is an error, aswe do not quote

for electrical apparatus, and Sections Aand B were the only

ones for whichwe tendered .

Bymaking the above correction in your next issue, you
will oblige.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

H. W. KOLLE.

147, Queen Victoria Street, London .

January 24th , 1898 .

[ The table of tenders submitted , was given as stated last

week, on the authority of the Australian Building,

Engineering, and Mining Journal, which gave Messrs.

Babcock &Wilcox's name in all the four items, together

with the amounts quoted. We refer our correspondents to

that journal.- Eds. ELEC. Rev.]
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Commercial electricity has done much we know to kill

that kind of spirit, but still we should have thought that the

dignity that even nowadays attaches to science,would have

prevented the unseemly incidents that have marked the

introduction of wireless telegraphy into this country .

THE ENGINEERS' STRIKE .

could not the men's executive see that they could not win and retire

before the strike was a month old ? John Barns said he would have

it over in a fortnight. Why, it he could not win in a fortnight, did

he not consent to be beaten ? We think it well that the men's

leaders have been afforded a glorious opportunity of demonstrating

their intelligence and capacity to lead . With their fall comes the

destruction of the false surroundings that have gathered upon trades

unionism and choked its vitality , but the fall of trades unionism as

practised by no means implies its extinction as an honourable insti

tution when properly managed.

The morning papers of last Monday were able to announce that

the strike was over, and that next Monday will see a generalreturn

to work. This will round up the duration to 30 weeks. To each

clause of the employers' conditions there is now appendeda note.

We see very little in these notes, but it pleases Mr. Barnes to con

sider they modify the harshness of the clauses, and the men are

ordered back to work. While, therefore, we are ot opinion that the

men have lost, as they deserved to do, we consider also that they

will discover, before they can again afford to strike, that there are

possibilities of bigh wages in British engineeriag thattheyhave been

for years striving to bury under a load of stopid restriction . That

this may be found out by the men is much to be hoped, and this it is

makes it so desirable for employers to keep to the front. True , they

have had very little encouragement from their men these dozen

years or more . Engineering has been a heart-breaking business

with the ball -bearted service and the rampant tyranny of trades

unions; but we hope this is all over, and that work will now go on

barmoniously, and we hope also all the men at present out will

speedily be re -engaged, and find good wages. We reprint below

the final clauses and notes of agreement. Resumption of work still
awaits the return of the men's ballot which was to take place yester

day, but Mr.George Barnes, interviewed by a Press representative,

stated that the men would have to accept the terms ofsettlement

whetherthey likedthem or not. Work would definitely be resumed

on Monday next, 31st inst.

Thus, in this cart manner, does the men's general secretary treat

the feelings of the 81,000 men who, whatever else may be said, have

fought a plucky fight. Here are the final clauses :

THIS we had hoped would have completely terminated before the

opportunity of again using the above heading. But it seemed good

to the strike leaders to withdraw the nominal basis of the quarrel,

and to pretend to the continuance of the dispute on another basis,

on theassumption of some fancied interference with the principles

of trades unionism , a species of magniloquence now so common.

A large display of verbiage is perhaps required to cover a few very

awkward facts. A moderate estimate of expenditure and wages loss

apon the strike is that the men's side have mulcted themselves to the

extent of £ 3,000,000 sterling, which is a pretty big sum to pay for

the privilege of butting one's head against a stone wallfor six

months,especially if it be thought that the destruction of the wall

would drown one in the ditch beyond. But all this wall-batting has

been done to please a sectionofthe men's executive,and there isa

disposition abroad to accept the intentions of thissection as perfectly

good, as founded on & belief that the results aimed at were such

29 could be commended . We confess never to have had this

belied ourselves. We have not rated the intelligence of the

men's executive at the level of their procedure, and have

simply explained this procedure as dictated by personal

motives alone, by a wicked desire to be unpleasant, irre

spective of the consequences to either the enemy or to the

deloded victims, the men themselves. When the Engineer considers

it important that the wishes of Mr. Barnes and Mr. Sellicks should be

known, we fail to see why. Could they have had their way, they

would have had it even if they had wrecked the country in doing

10. It is simply that they have a desire to get on in the world, and

we recognise this desire as perfectly lawful to a point. Doubtless

the idea was, once again, to squeezeemployers, andrise a peg on the

glory of having won a fight and paved the wayfor another. The

saggested full management of the shops, and the action of the
A.S.E. when they had got it, hardly comes into the scope of

argument. The immediate question is what of the future. It is
idle to blink the fact that the men are routed completely, and we

mow many of them are very sore . Oan trades unionism be

rebabilitated on respectable and sound lines ? Is it absolately
necessary that the men's leaders should be men capable of stump

oratory ? We do not find that the managers of life insurance

companies are speech makers, or even expected to be, yet in the
case of the A.S.E. we find the huge funds of the biggest trades

union placed unreservedly in the hands of a manwhose title to run

the business, seems to have been simply an ability to harangue
the crowd.

When the 48 hours' demand was withdrawn, the employersoffered

to open their shops last Monday to the union men in their collective

capacity, but this did not meet the men's approval, andthe lock out

notices pending were pat in force. As a result of negotiation, how

ever, the employers granted a week's extension of the time for

returningto work, and by Sanday it was generally understood that
Dext Monday will see a return to work. Fresh firms were posting

lock -out notices ap to the end of last week. The causeofthe delay

in returning to work seems to have been due to internal dissensions

of unionism . The members in thecountry naturally feel they have

been sold by the executive in London. They havefought for seven

Weary months the battle of the London men at the order of a London

executive, on a point which is now dismissed as hardlyworth con

sideration, and the men are now debarred from going back to work on

A new issue altogether. All this, of course, raisedinto prominence

the realissues, those of management and machine working.

Asto the A.8.E.,thegeneralopinion is that this society is financially

rained, and a new society of 10,000 members is to be started on the

Clyde. Probably the near future will see trades unionism more

healthily managed, with self - contained local societies in place of one

hugecentralised body, of which the centre knows not the outlying

districts exceptas contributors to the centre only. Local interests
and general interests must be lost sight of when a trades union

becomes a hage fighting machine. We should like to see not only

tuades anionism split op into localbodies, but also the Employers'
Pederation similarly reduced. It borders on the impracticable to

deal with local interestsby a centralised body. Far better work can

be done by local societies with sometouch ofthe humanities in them .

Masters and menknoweach other ; there is not the chance of working

the amountof mischiet that the present system allows the blatant
self-seeking agitator.

Inthe old days of 25 years agowe recollect howthe representative

of the union in theworkshop got along on friendly termswith both
men and masters, and itwould be so again werethe irresponsible

district general secretary unable to foment local quarrels on such

questions asthe opening of eggs at thelarge orsmall end. To run

: bage affair like theA.S.E. successfully demands brains and
intelligence and common sense. From the very beginning of the

present strike, or fromwhen its true basis was perceived, which was

not longafteritstarted, everyoneseemsto havearrived atthe con

clusionthatthemenwould lose, yet thefightwenton to the

complete extinctionof funds and into a great depth of debt. Why

GBNERAL PRINCIPLE OF FABEDOM TO EMPLOYERS IN THE

MANAGEMENT OF THEIR WORKS.

" The federated employers, while disavowing any intention of inter

fering withthe proper functions of trade unions, will admit no inter

ference with the management of their business, and reserve to

themselves the right to introduce into anyfederated workshop, at the

option of the employer concerned, any condition of labour under which

any members of the trade unions here represented were working

at the commencement of thedispute in any of the workshops of the

federated employers ; but, in the event of any trade union desiringto

raise any question arising therefrom , a meeting canbe arranged by

application to the Secretary of the Employers' Local Association to

discuss the matter. Nothing in the foregoing shall be construed as

applying to the normal hours of work, or to general rises and falls of

wages, or to rates of remuneration ."

NOTR.- No new condition of labour is introduced or covered by

this clause. It simply provides for equality of treatment between

the unions and the Federation byreserving for all the members of all

the trade unions, as well as for all the federated employers, the same

liberty which manytrade unionists and many employers have always

had. Special provision is made in the clause and in subsequent

" provisions for avoiding disputes " to secure to workmen , ortheir

representatives, the right of bringing forward for discussion any

grievance or supposed grievance.

" 1 .-- FREEDOM OF EMPLOYMENT.

* Every workman shall be free to belongto a trade union, or not,

as he may think fit. Every employer shall be free to employ any

man , whether he belong or not to a trade union. Every workman

who elects to work in a federation workshop shall work peaceably

and harmoniously with all fellow employés, whether he or they

belong to a trade union or not. He shall also be free to leave such

employment, but no collective action shall be taken until the matter

hasbeen dealt with under the provisionsfor avoiding disputes . The

Federation do not advise theirmembers to object tounion workmen ,

orgive preference to non -union workmen ."

NOTE . — The right of a man to join a trade anion it be pleases in

volves the right of a man to abstain from joining a trade union if

he pleases. This claim merely protectsboth rights . The Federation

sincerely hope that a better understandingwill prevent any question

of preference arising in the future, and advise the members not to

object to union workmen.

" 2. - PIECEWORK .

“ The right to work piecework at present exercised by many of the

federated employers shall be extended to all members of the Federa

tion and to all their union workmen . The prices to be paid for piece

work shall be fixed by mutual arrangementbetween theemployer and

the workman or workmen who performthe work . The Federation

will not countenance any piecework conditions which will not allow

a workman of average efficiency toearn at least a wage at which he is

rated . The Federation recommend that all wages and balances shall

be paid through the office.”

NOTE . — These are just the conditions that have been for long in

force in various shops. Individual workmen are much benefited by

piecework. A mutual arrangement as to piecework rates between

employer and workman in no way interferes with the functions of

theunions in arranging with their own members the rates and con

ditions under which they shall work.
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BUSINESS NOTICES, &o.

... ...

...

...

...

Electrical Wares Exported.

WHEX LUDOIG JAN . 18TH , 1897. WEBKENDDIG JAN . 18TH , 1898.

8 .

Antwerp 13 0 Aden 48 0

Auckland 112 0 Alexandria 400

Barcelona 16 0 Amsterdam
200 0

Barranquilla. Teleg.mat. 3500 | Antwerp.
195 0

Bremen ... 50 0 Auckland 1600

Buenos Ayres 54 0 Bangkok
1600

Brisbane 13 0 Bombay ..
21 0

Calcutta 391 0 Bremmerbaven ... 34 0

Cape Town 35 0 Buenos Ayres 760

Colombo 1290 Basbire. Teleg. mat. ... 1200

Durban 727 0 Calcutta , .. 1020

East London 167 0 Cape Town
125 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 225 0 Colombo ... 44 0

Hobart 27 0 Flushing
1600

Hong Kong. Telep . mat. 90 0 Genoa. Old Teleg. wire 60 0

Madras 12 0 Gibraltar 15 0

Melbourne 135 0 Hamburg
85 0

Teleg. mat. 74 0 Madras
290

Perth 173 0 , Malaga
494 0

Port Elizabeth ... 360 0 Melbourne 87 0

Reval 30 0 Monte Video 69 0

Santander 250 0 Natal 429 0

Shanghai 465 0 Odessa 63 0

Singapore. Teleg. mat. 82 0 Ostend 78 0

Smyrna 67 0 Port Chalmers ... 34 0

Syra 42 0 Port Elizabeth ... 45 0

Sydney 415 0 Singapore 24 0

Wellington 2310 Sydney
600

Yokohama
107 0

...

...

...

" 3.- OVERTIMU.

" TERMS OF RECOMMENDATION AGREED TO BE MADE TO EMPLOYERS.

" When overtime is necessary, the federated employers recom .

mend the following as a basis and guide : That no man shall be

required to work more than 40 hours' overtime in any four weeks after

full shop hours have been worked , allowancebeing made for time

lost through sickness or absence with leave. In the following cases

overtime is not to be restricted, viz. : -Breakdowns in plant; general

repairs, including ships ; repairs or replace work, whether for the

employer or his customers ; and trial trips. It is mutually agreed

that, in cases of urgency and emergency, restrictions shall not apply.

This basis is to apply only to men of thetrade unions who are repre

sented at this Conference. All other existing restrictions as regards

overtime are to be removed . It is understood that, it mutually satis

factory to the Local Association of Employers and the workmen con

cerned, existing practices regarding overtime may be continued."

Nora.— These overtime conditions are precisely the conditions
now in operation in various places, though in many federated work.

shops no limitation woatever exists at the present time. In many

cases this will be the first attempt to regulate or prevent excess of

overtime.

" 4. - RATING OF WORKMEN .

" Employers shell be free to employ workmen at rates of wages
mutually satisfactory. They do not object to the unions or any

other body of workmen in their collective capacity arranging amongst

themselves rates of wages at wbich they will accept work, but,

while admitting this position, they decline to enforce å rule of any

society or an agreement between any society and its members. The

unions willnot interfere inany way with the wages of workmen
outside their own unions. General alterations in the rate of wages

in any district or districts will be negotiated between the Em

ployers' Local Association and the local representatives of the trade
unions or other bodies of workmen concerned . "

NOTE . - Oollective bargaining between the unions and the

Employers' Associations is here made the subject of distinct agree

ment. The other clauses simply mean that as regards the wages to

be paid there shall be (1) freedom to the employer; (2) freedom to

the union workmen bothindividually and in their collective capacity

-that is tosay , collective bargainingin its true sense is fully pre

served ; and ( 3) freedom to non -unionists. These conditions are

precisely those in operation at present on the North -east coast, the

Olyde, and elsewhere, where for years past alterations of wages have

been amicably arranged at joint meetings of employers and repre.

sentatives of the trade unions.

" 5. - APPRENTICES.

" There shall be no limitation of the number of apprentices.”

Nore. — This merely puts on record the existing practice, and is

toprevent a repetitionof misunderstandings which have arisen in

1

...

... ...

...

...
...

...

...

... ...
...

Total £4,736 0 Total 43,1030

g.

... ...

...

...

some cases.

... ...

...

...

...

...

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

£ 8 .

Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 2000ol

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING JAN . 25TH , 1897. 1 WEEK ENDING JAN. 25TH , 1898.

£

Alexandria 372 0 Adelaide
178 0

Albany ... 397 0 Alexandria. Teleg.wire 23 0

Amsterdam 125 0 Amsterdam 60 0

Antwerp 151 0 Bangkok
24 0

Bangkok. Teleg. cable 1200 Bombay
6 0

Bombay 60 0 Teleg. mat. 47 0

Buenos Ayres 483 0 Boulogne
37 0

Teleg. mat. 73 0 Calcutta ...
44 0

Calcutta 454 0 Cape Town
241 0

Callao.Elect. Lighting Colombo 90

Cable 768 0 Copenbagen
24 0

Cape Town 368 0 Durban ... 58 0

Colombo 600 | East London 10 0

Durban (and 187 tons Flusbiog
100

Teleg. mat.) 142 0 Genoa
297 0

East London 147 0 Gothenburg

Flushing 38 0 Hobart ...
16 0

Hiogo 508 0 Malta 48 0

La Treport 10 0 Melbourne 72 0

Madras 14 01 Ostend 10 0

Melbourne 92 0 Port Elizabeth 236 0

Perth 165 0 Rangoon
22 0

Port Elizabeth ... 25 O Rosario 114 0

Reval 72 0 Shanghai
163 0

Teleg. mat. 800 Singapore
32 0

Rosario 108 0 Sydney

Santos . Teleg. mat. 592 0 Vigo. Teleg. cable

Sydney 573 0

Valparaiso. Teleg. mat. 145 0
Yokohama 535 0

..

5600

...

... ...
...

..

..
...

...

...

...

...

... ...

“ 6. - SALECTION, TRAINING, AND EMPLOYMENT OF OPERATIVES.

" Employers are responsible for the work turned out by their

machine tools, and shall have full discretion to appoint the men they

consider suitable to work them , and determine the conditions under

which such machine tools shall be worked. The employers consider

it their duty to encourage ability wherever they find it, and shall

have the right to select, train , and employ those whom they consider

best adapted to the various operationscarried on in theirworkshops,

andwill pay them according to their ability as workmen ."

Noth. There isno desire on the part of the Federation to create

a specially favoured class of workmen .

“ PROVISIONS FOR AVOIDING DISPUTES.

" With a view to avoid disputes in future, deputations of workmen

will be received by their employers, by appointment, for mutual discus

sion of questions in the settlement of which both parties are directly

concerned . In case of disagreement, the local associations of em

ployers will negotiate with the local officials of the trade unions. In

the event of any trade union desiring to raise any question with an

employers' association, a meeting canbe arranged by application to

the secretary of the employers' local association to discuss the ques

tion . Failing settlement by the local association and the trade

union ofany question brought before them , the matter shall be forth

with referred to the executive board of the Federation and the

central authority of the trade union ; and pendingthe question being

dealt with, there shall be no stoppageof work, either of a partial or

a generalcharacter, but work shall proceed under the current

conditions ."

NOTE . - A grievance may be brought forward for discussion either

by the workman individually concerned, or by him and his fellow

workmen, or by the representatives of the union.

GENERAL EXPLANATION . - In no instance do the federated em.

ployers propose conditions wbich are not at present being worked

under by large numbers of the members of the Allied Trade Unions.

The federated employers do not want to iotroduce any new or

untried conditions of work, and they have no intention of reducing

the rates of wages of skilled men. These conditions, with relative

notes, are to beread and construed together.

Thefollowing is also to be read in to the terms, being part of letter

handed to the delegates at the Hotel Metropole on January 21st :

" The note appended to the recent explanations issued by the em

ployers, disclaiming any intention of reducing the rates of wagas of
skilled men,applies to time wages and to piecework earnings. In

the latter case there is no intention of interfering with the usual

practice of making extra payment for extra effort.”

The latest news to band is that such ballots as have come in are in

lavour of a return to work on the above conditions.

1,017 0

10,920
0

... ...

Total £6,661 0 Total £ 14,267 0

264 0

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

€ 8.

Port Elizabeth . Teleph. Cape Town. Electrical

mat. 143 0 macbiaery

Alternating Enclosed arc Lamps. — The General Elec

tric Company are, we understand, now in a position to supply a good

enclosed arclamp for alternating current circuits, taking 6 amperes.

Annual Dinners.-- The annual dinner of Messrs.

Rosling & Appleby, electrical engineers, of Bradford, took place at

the County Restaurant on Friday evening, 21st inst., when about 100

sat down. A musical programme was afterwards executed.

The staff and long -service employés ofthe Electric Construction

Company, Limited ,satdowntothefourth annual dinnergiven by

Sir Daniel Cooper, Bart.,thechairmanof the company, on 8th inst.

There were 220 persons present.

3

1

1
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Bankruptcy Proceedings . - At the London Bankruptcy
Court last week William Alan Fraser, electrical engineer, Cecil Court,

Charing Cross Road, applied for an order of discharge. According

to the officialreceiver's report, the bankrupt failed last February with

liabilities £ 904, and no realisable assets. He commenced business in

partnership at 18, Cecil Court, in May, 1895, with a capital of £ 250,

borrowed from hisfather. The trading resulting in a loss, the partner

retired in the following August. The bankrapt opened a branch
business at Guildford in November, 1895, but that proved unprofit

able, and was discontinued in July, 1896. Daring the following

month he abandoned the London business, which had been carried on

at a loss throughout, sold off the stock, & c., for £60, and used the

proceeds partly in paying debts and partly for personal expenses and

subsistence. The offences reported were (1) insufficiency of assets to

pay 103. in the€ to the unsecured creditors,( 2) imperfect books, and

(3) trading with knowledge of insolvency. His Honour upheld the

report, and imposed asuspension of two years.

Tbe case of Messrs. Paterson&Cooper, electricalengineers, of the

European Works, Pownal Road, Dalston ,Princes Chambers, Victoria

Street, Westminster, and Regent Street, Glasgow , came before Mr.

Registrar Brougham last weekat the London Bankruptcy Court. The

failure occurred in August, 1896 ,the accounts showing total liabilities

£19,514, and assets valued at sufficient to yield a surplus of over

£ 7,000, after discharging all liabilities. An application for the

discharge of the bankrupts has been lodged, and was in the list for

hearing on the 21st inst. Mr. Muir Mackenzie, on behalt of the

debtors, applied for a further adjonrnment, in order that the assets

might be realised before the application was heard , as the decision of

the Registrar would be affected by the result. By consent of the

official receiver and all otherparties interested , his Honour ordered

the hearing to stand over untilMarch 25th .

Business Announcement. - Mr. J. W. Westmoreland ,

F.I.C., who has been for the last five years an assistant analyst with

Mr. Edward Riley, has opened a laboratory and assay office at 3,

Love Lane, Eastcheap, È.O., and is prepared to undertakethe

sampling, assay, and analysis of ores, minerals, metals, and metallur

gical productsgenerally.

Catalogues ,—The General Electric Company have issued

the 12th edition of their electric bell catalogue, also the seventh

edition of their telephone list. Thesetwo sectionsof thecompany's
catalogue contain pricesand particulars of all requisites for electric

bells and telephones, and these editions are specially brought out to

emphasise the fact that, as these arethe twodirections inwhich the

bardware dealer or ironmonger usually starts when adding electrical

work to his business, the company have kept the idea before them

of making them as simpleas possible, in order thata customermay

find themsufficient to enablehim to start in these lines. A full de

scription is given of their new works at Manchester, where the sup

plies mentioned are made. In the electric bell catalogue many new

developments are introduced. The bell and indicator pages have

been very much enlarged, and many new patterns added . Batteries,

bell pushes ,wire, and all the various accessories are detailed. As in

previous editions, a few notesare included on the application of elec

Tricity, instructions and diagrams, enabling customers to fit up any

ordinary electric bell installation. At the company's Manchester

works avery largeextension has been made by the laying down of

new and most efficient plantfor the manufacture of telephone sup

plies, and it is considered that the telephone catalogue will show

That in all branches of the telephone industry a very great advance

has been made since the issue of the former edition . Special atten

tion is directed to the general intercommunication telephone sets,

and also to the fact that throughout the list the trangmitter in use is

the Hunningscone Deckert, which has done excellent service. Many

new illustrations are in this section , showing the developments

alladed to , and as in the case of the bell catalogue, the fitting of the

various systems mentioned in the list is dealt with at the end by

means of diagramsand descriptive letterpress.

Messri. Cox -Walkers, of Darlington, send us a blotting square for

the desk .

Ediswan's Employés. - The employés at the Ponder's

End Works of the Edison and Swan United Electric Light Com

pany, Limited , held their annual Christmas entertainment in the

Queen's Hall, People's Palace, on Friday, January 21st . A special

train was engaged , left in the afternoon carryingabout 1,100 of the

work people and their friends. The programmeincluded dancing,

Mr. Berry's Concert Party, and the Animated Photographs. The

employés were admitted tree to the East London Exhibition of

Trades and Inventions, which adjoins the Queen's Hall.

Ediswan Lampholders.- The Ediswan Company are

introducing the “ Ediswan " enamelled liner, or " anti-shock ” lamp
holder, which consists of the company's patent " S " insulator, the

interior of which is surrounded by a patent enamelled liner, thus

entirely preventing any possible contact with the outer case by

means of stray ends of wire. The enamelled liner, as shown, is fitted

inside the brass case in such a manner that it does not interfere with

the present facility of wiring, & c., and the holder may be wired

without removing the enamelled liner. The company's lampholder

licenses expired yesterday, 27th iost ., and the patent " S " holder

can be manufactured only by this company, and supplied with or
without the enamelled liner.

Experimental Research . - Messrs. F. Hutchins & Co.,

experimental engineers, 13, Victoria Street,Westminster,announce

that they have lately taken new premises at Gray Street, Blackfriars,

which are now fully equipped for carrying out experimental work.

Besides workshops for the manufacture of technical apparatus and

inventors' models of all kinds, they have private rooms which can

be placed at the disposal of patentees and others, with engine power,

use of toolsand instruments, supply of electric current, &c. In con .

nection with electro - chemical and other such work, when in the

experimental stage, considerable expense has usually to be incurred

in taking special premises and purchasing plant. We understand

that special facilities are offered by Messrs . Hutchins & Co. for such
work .

Granger's Steam Jet Blowers . We have received

from Mr. W. A. Granger, of Brooke Road, Stoke Newington, an

illustrated list of bis forced draught furnace, in which the advantages

of forced draught are dilated upon, the Granger system described,its

good points emphasised, and the saving effected by it mentioned.

The statements are supported by results of tests made in every -day

practice. A list is given of firms using the system . Another list

issued by Mr.Granger gives particulars of his patent variable steam

jet blowers. It is claimed that these can be very easily applied to

Babcock boilers by placing them either through the back or sides of

the ashpit, or under the foor level,so that the front of the boiler
remains quite unaltered . We understand that the blowers are

in use at large iron and steel works in the Glasgow , South

Wales, and other districts, chiefly for blowing ingot furnaces and

gas producers. They are also used at several electric light stations,

iacluding the Kensington and Knightsbridge works, where they are

employed on the Babcock boilers at both Chapel Place and Kensington
Court.

Liquidation Notices. - A petition by Henriette R.

Gaulard,of 28, Canterbury Road,West Croydon ,for the winding up

of the National Company for the Distribution ot Electricity by

Secondary Generators , Limited, is to be heard at the Law Courts

before Mr. Justice Wright, on February 2nd.

A meeting of the Westralian Electric Lighting and Supply Com .

pany will be held at 54, Old Broad Street, London, onMarch 2nd, at

2 o'clock, for the purposeof hearing an account of the winding up

from Mr. G. H. Homan, the liquidator.

Notching Armature Discs . — Messrs. Sponholz and

Wrede, of Esercier Strasse, 6, Berlin, send us a list of their auto

matic machines for potching armature discs in dynamo machines and

electro -motors.

Parliamentary Bills. Among the Bills before the

Examiners of Private Bills at the House of Commons on Monday

that complied with the Standing Orders of Parliament. were the

Central Electric Supply Company (Powers and Works in Maryle

bone) and the General Power Distributing Company.

“ Sell's Directory of Telegraphic Addresses. ” — Mr.

Henry Sell has just published his well-known directory of telegraphic

addresses, which is, as usual, compiled from official lists supplied by

the Postmaster-General, and contains all the information received

from the Post Office to January 1st, 1898. In additionto telegraphic

addresses and telephone numbers, there is much useful data . Tele

phone and telegraph rates for all parts, both at home and abroad,

are set out in handy tabular form . The details of charges for com

munication on the trunk lines constitute a good feature, od redac.

tions in cable rates are also interesting . There are some general

comments and statistics regardingBritish trade during the past year

La period of prosperity and conflict.

Standard Electric Company.- We are asked to state

that on and after February 1st, 1893, the firm of Green & Treacher,

established in 1888 for thesupply ofelectrical sundries and as manu
facturing electricians, will be conducted_under the name of the

StandardElectric Company, at 17, Garlick Bill and 191 & 192, Upper
Thames Street, E.C.

Steam Mail Carts . - Messrs. Julius Harvey & Co., who

have completed their first six weeks contract under the Postmaster

General for conveying mails by steam motor van from London to

Redhill, have been asked by the authorities to make another contract

for a further period, the trials having been very satisfactory.

“ Stearn ” Lamps. — The Zurich Incandescent Lamp

Company, of Victoria Street, S.W., has issued a new list (January,

1898 ) of the “ Stearn ” high voltage lamps,which, we observe,are used

by about a score of municipal and company electricity supply estab

lishments in this country . The list is undoubtedly a work of art, the

arrangements, illustrations, and printing being ofthe best. Many of

the lamps are shown natural size, including thedouble carbon, double

carbon with filaments in parallel planes, single filament, and high

voltage types. Among others included in the list are fancy, change

able voltage, miniature, candle, and other lamps.

The National Company for the Distribution of Elec

tricity by Secondary Generators v. Gibbs.- In the Chancery

Division on Saturday, before Mr. Justice Stirling, the above action

was mentioned upona motion for judgment in default of defence .

Mr. Gore Brown moved the motion on behalf of the company, and

Mr. Rawdon, who had just been instructed on beball of the repre

Bentative of the defendant, urged that this matter should not be

taken as a short cause, but should go into the general paper, and

that be sbould have leave to defend. It was a case in which iojustice

would be done unless he had an opportunity of defending it. His

client was a foreigner, and her only appearance had been under pro

test, and be (Mr. Rawdon ) wished an opportunity to consider whether

be should move to discharge the service of the writ. The lady was

in Paris, and that day only had her solicitors here got the affidavit

from her. Mr. Gore Brown said that the other side had already had

plenty of time. This was a claim made bythe company against two

gentlemen who assigned certain patents, relating to electrical distri.

bation, for £ 220,000, with a warranty that the patents were valid .
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number of installations in private houses, mills, and public buildings,

amongst which may be mentioned the Linotype Company's new

works, where 254 " Jandas ” arc lamps, as well as 240 incandescent

lamps, have been placed . The progress of the " Jandus ” lamp, for

whichthe firm arethe sole selling agents, has been phenomenal, and &

special department has beenfound necessary to cope with this

rapidly extending business. The firm have developeda system of

iron conduits, witha patented form of joint, which avoidsall screw

ing, and consequently effects a considerable saving in labour.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Theprice was to be £ 200,000 in shares, and £ 20,000 in cash , and the

vendors undertook to establish their title to the patents, and transfer

them to the company. Butthe patents had not been transferred, and

had been found in great part to be invalid and void . The defendant,

Ruell,was administratrixof one of the patentees, and a claim had been

madefor theassignment, and damagesforbreach of the agreement. The

writ was issued on December 16th , 1896 ; leave to serve on Ruell was

given on February 22ad,1897, and she entered an appearance under

protest on March 3rd . That was not a step in the action which

would prevent anyone so appearing from moving within a reasonable

time to have service of the writ set aside ; buthe submitted it must

be done within a reasonable time, and here there had been 10 months

delay. There had been litigation going on in France in connection

with thesamematter, and in 1894 thecompany obtained judgment

entirely in their own favour, adecision which was affirmed on appeal,

and therewas really no ground for disputing the agreement. After

some further argument, his lordship said that although there had

been very great delay on the part of the defendant, stiil he thought

it necessary, for her proper protection, to give her an opportunity

further to consider her position. He accordingly directed that the
motion should stand over until the first day on which he took non

witness actions.

The Ward Electrical Car Company, Limited . - Under

the winding-up order recently made against this company , the

statutory mestiage of the creditors and shareholders were held on

Wednesday, before Mr. Calley, Assistant Receiver, at the Board of

Trade offices , Carey Street, Lincolns Inn Fields. The Chairman said

the facts relating to the case were somewbat peculiar. The company

was registered in October, 1888, with a capital of £ 300,000,andwas

apparently promoted by Mr. Ward, in conjunction with a Col.

McMurdo, with a view to the acquisition of certain inventions

relating to electricity and belonging to Mr. Ward, also to carrying

on the business of electrical engineers. The whole of the capital

except the signatories shares - was issued to Mr. Ward on return for

his inventions, and he was also to act as managing director at

£ 1,000 a year, payable only out of profits , or until the formation of a

Fabsidiary company. Thewhole of theshares having been issued to

the vendor. The company had no working capital ,but Mr. Ward

entered into an agreement with Col. McMurdo for the sale to the

latter of 22,500 sbares for £ 10,000 payable as to £ 1,000 to Mr. Ward,

and £9,000 to the company . Col. McMurdo died in May, 1889,

having paid £4,362 on account. Mr. Ward then enter
into an

agreement with the Receiver of his estate, under which 20,000

shares were to be returned to him , and he was to provide the

company with £ 5,000 for working capital. Mr. Ward further

undertook to pay the company's liabilities until December, 1890 .

The money received by the company was used in developing the

patents, but apparently without any definite results, and the only

property acquired was stated to be a small amount of plant that had

been seized by the landlord for rent, and an omnibus which had been

seized under a judgment. The directors in April, 1896 , authorised
Mr. Ward to sell the whole undertaking to a new company for

£ 35,000, payable as to £ 5,000 in cash, and the remainder in shares.

That scheme was not carried through, but subsequently Mr. Ward,

and a Mr. Marshall, floated the London Electrical OmnibusCompany,

Limited, to acquire other inventions belonging to the former

gentleman. The purchase price was £ 20,000 cash , and £ 80,000 in

shares, and was to be divided between the two promoters. Under

the agreement with the first company, it was provided that all

inventions and improvements thereon, sold to that company, should

become itsproperty. The inventions sold to the second company

were stated to be improvements on the original inventions, so that

&questionof title would doubtless arise between the two companies.

Mr. Ward had stated his intentions of handing over his shares in

the new company for the benefit of the old company, and Mr.

Marshall was now bankrupt in the London Court. The directors in

August , 1892, resolved to issue debentures to a certain firm , and

although there had been no actual issue, a claim to some of the

company's property bad been maintained with success. The original

patentsbad apparently lapsed , with the result that the only asset

belonging to this company was its interest in the London Electrical

Omnibus Company, Limited. Accounts had been prepared showing

unsecured debts, £863 ; fully -secured debts, £ 2,435 ; and assets,

£1 98. id . Mr. Ward intimated that he desired to present the

shareholderswith shares in the LondonElectrical Omnibus Company,

Limited, which was now in a position tomake a considerable profit

by running electrical omnibuses. He had no doubt but that the old

shareholders would consent to such an arrangement, as the shares

would be of considerable value. The matter was left in the hands of

the Official Receiver, to be dealt with in the usual manner .

The Year 1897. - Messrs. Drake & Gorham inform us

that 1897 fully answered their expectations. The number of instal

lations in country houses completed during the 12 months continues

to increase, and twice during the year the firm has engaged new

buites of offices. Amongst the country house installations may be

mentioned the lighting of Rolleston Hall, for the Right Hon. Lord
Churchill, with two large oil engines, and upwards of 300 lights ;

Brook House, for Mrs. Stephenson Clarke, with two steam engines

and 420 lights ; Tal-y -Garn, for Mr. Godfrey Clark, with two oil

engines and 365 ligbis. The long list of installations also includes

several hundred lights for the Marquis of Lansdowne; the lighting

of Dr. Conan Doyle's house ; also thatof_Mr. W. J. Crossley, of

Crossley Bros.; Oulton Park for Sir Philip Egerton, &c. One of the

largest 18olated installations in the kingdom has been putdown for

the Prudential Assurance, and consists of a generating plant for 6,500

lamps of 16-C.P. An installation of 2,500lamps, and a number of

Jandus lamps, has just been completed for the Auxiliary Army and

Navy Stores. The firm's Manchester branch have completed a

Aberdeen . - Councillor Johnson recently undertook to

consult Prof. Kennedy on the question of utilising the dust of the

city in producing electricity.

Bath . - Mr.G.F.Metzger has now been officially appointed

by the urban sanitary authority as engineer and manager of the electric

light works, to carry out the same duties as he has heretofore per.

formed, ata fixed inclusive salary of £ 500 per annum , and two -thirds

of apprentices' premiums.

Bristol. - The electrical engineer, Mr. Faraday Proctor,

is to report on the cost of placing the electric light in a Cabot tower

which is now being erected .

Bromley . - The Board of Trade have provisionally

agreed to transfer the electric lighting order, but after a long dis

cussion the District Council have postponed the question pending
information as to the status of the company.

Cardiff . - The Electrical Engineer (Mr. Appelbee )

reports that the total number of8 -C.P . lamps supplied on December

31st last was 15,431, compared with 14,136 in the corresponding

period of 1896, an increase of 1,298 . The lamps connected and

applications received during December were208, and the total num

ber of lamps awaiting connection at the end of the month was 1,296 .

The number of units generated during December was 63,783, com

pared with 59,365 in the corresponding period of 1896 , an increase of

4,418. The calculated revenue for last month was £78 from arc

lamps,and £ 786 fromprivate supply ; total, £ 864. The revenue in

December, 1896, was £819 193. 1d . The lamp connections were less

than could be wished, but the department was hampered for want

of plant. The sale of current for the year 1896 was 308,430 units,

compared with 342,461 units in 1897, anincrease in the latter year

of 34,031. The rates now charged wete 6d. for the first two hours

and 3 } d . afterwards. He suggested that the rates should be 7d . for

the first hour and 31d . afterwards.

Chester. - A feeder is to be laid to increase the pressure

for the light in Brook Street, Foregate Street, and other thorough
fares, at an estimated cost of £ 2,050. Councillor Roberts stated

at the last Council meeting that the Electric Lighting Committee's

expenseshad been about £ 2,400, and their receipts had been close
apon £ 5,000. The winter quarter ending December had

realised close upon £ 1,800. They were told by Mr. Thurs

field, who had hadthe management of the works as Messrs. Parker's

representative,that they might look forward to a gross income next
year of about £ 8,000. Notice has been given to Messrs. Parker that

the Corporation intend to take over the works at the end of March .

The sub-committee were going to recommend that the price during

the current year should be 5d. instead of 6d. per anit. Two con

sumers of 2,000 units had received discount, enabling them to
have the light at the net price of 4fd. per unit.

Dingwall . — The Town Council last week discussed the

terms of a proposed agreement with the company which intends elec

trically lighting the district.

Douglas:The Lighting Committee has considered

tenders ofthe Douglas Gaslight Company and the Isle of ManTram

ways and Electric Power Companyto light the town respectively by

gas and electricity, and has decided to recommend the acceptance of

the Gaslight Company's tender, with power to terminate the agree

ment at any timeso far as the sea front is concerned . The Gaslight

Company offered to light the town with Welsbach burners at various

prices per burner,while the Tramways Company offered to supply

the current only for electric lighting at 3 d . per Board of Trade
unit .

- Dublin.-A member of the Dublin Mercantile Associa

tion complains that he has been waiting for a supply of current for

about two years,and has not yet been supplied , although, he says,

the mains come right up to hisshop. He has been informed that the

Corporation has not corrent to supply him with , and somehow or

other from this he reasons out that the electric lighting powers

should be handed over to the Electric Tramway Company, whose

scheme is before the Corporation. The Dublin Mercantile Associa

tion consider that the rates now charged are excessive, and that it

if the Corporation cannot improve the service, they should invite

others to submit schemes.

Edinburgh . - The Lighting Committee recommends the

lighting by electricity of various roads with 16, 13, 10, 16, 7, 12 and

16 lamp: respectively. The proposal is that the lamps should be

lighted at the rate of £15 per annum .

-

-
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Elland.The District Council has decided to ask the

electrical engineer of Nelson to visit Elland, and make a report as to

the character of the installation suitable forthe needs of the town.

Finchley . - The Municipal Electric Supply Company has

submitted terms of a proposal to light EastFinchley with elec

tricity. These bave been sent to a committee for consideration .

Folkestone. — Plans of the electricity works have been

prepared , and building operations are to be commenced at once .

Fort William . - The charges for current here to ordi

nary consumers are 9d . per unit from one hour before bundet till

9 p.m., and from9 p.m., to one hour before sunset the following day

41d. per unit. In the case of workmen's houses, there is a fixed rate

of 108. per 16 - C.P . lamp per annum . The town is lit for the same

price aswas paid for gas,but instead of68 gas jets there are six arc

lights of 1,000 -O.P. each, and 58 16 -O.P. lamps. When the town

was lit by gas there was the additional cost for lamp lighting, while

this is now done from the central station. Three thousand lamps

are now being supplied , but the plant has double that capacity.

Glasgow . — Mr. Chamen, the newly -appointed Corporation

electrical engineer, will take up his duties from to -day. The

Electricity Committee will now proceed with the arrangements

neceasary for the erection of the new works.

The Corporation has decided to supply the stanceholders in the

Dead Meatand Fish Markets with thenecessary current for lighting

purposes.

Hampstead . - The Vestry has advanced Mr. Cottam's

salary from £ 400 to £ 460 per annum . The chief assistant engineer

has an increase from£ 200to £ 225, and three assistant engineers are

to advance from £117 to £130 each .

Hanley. - The Council's charge for electric current for
motive power purposes is to be reduced from 3d . to 27d.

Heavitree. - The Surveyor is shortly to report as to his

inquiries re electric lighting.

Hornsey . - The Hornsey Gas Company and the Great

Northern Railway Company threaten to oppose the municipal electric

lighting scheme.

Horsham . - The District Council will spend £20 in

obtaining information as to the cost of electric lighting for the

district.

Huddersfield . — The borough electrical engineer, Mr. A.

B. Monntain ,has reported that thenumber of consumers is now 598,

an increase of 30 over the number recorded inDecember. The lamps

connected in the present month were 41,702, and in December

39,977 - an increase of 1,725. The Empire Theatre, Huddersfield ,

is to be electrically lighted, and the management asked for the

same rate of charges as were made for lighting the Theatre Royal.

Tenders for the extension of the electric lighting station have been

accepted. The extension is absolutely necessary in view of the in

crease of the business.

Islington . — The Vestry decided last week to lay a new

cable and conduits from the worksthrough Wellington Street to St.

James'sRoad, and along one side of Liverpool RoadtoUpper Street,

the total cost being estimated by the engineer at £ 3,164. The arc

lighting is also tobe extended through Liverpool Road, at a cost of

£ 2,500 , including about 40 arc lamps . Application is to be made to

the London County Council for sanction to the borrowing of the

necessary amounts .

Kingston . - Councillor Collings, chairman of the Light

ing Committee, reports that for the past year the electric lighting

revenue bas been £ 3,889 178. 6d ., or £ 193 13s. 10d . less than they

anticipated ; whilst, on the other ride, the cost of their works was

£ 3,061 0s. 9d., or some £ 148 78. 6d.below what they anticipated .

They really anticipated a balance to the bad of £814 98., andthey

found that the actual balance was £ 835 10s. 11d. The electric light

ing undertaking had . now reached another stage. Last year he

reported that they were able to meet their works' cost, and he was

able now to say that they could meet the interest on the principal.

Leicester.The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee

reports that the total output of current from the central station for

the half-year ended December 31st last was 204,084 units. There

were 350 consumers.

Liverpool. — The electrical engineer reports that up to
December 31st the equivalent numberof 16 -C.P.lamps connected to

the supply mains was, for private lighting, 60,690, and Corporation
lighting 6,971, making a total of 67,661, being an increase of 2,706

for themonth. The numberof units suppliedduring December was,

toprivate consumers, 300,658,andfor the Corporation 64,455, making

a totalof 365,115, against 257,700 for the corresponding period of
1896 .

Morecambe. - An arbitration took place on 24th inst. at

Morecambe Council Officewith respect to matters in dispute between

the Council and the Old ElectricLight andPower Company, Limited,

on the former taking over the latter company's undertaking. The

respective arbitrators were Mr. Thursfield, city electrical engineer,

Chester, and Mr. Gibbings, city electrical engineer, Bradford . The

principal pointat issue was that the DistrictCouncil agreed to give

£ 3,897 for the Electric Light andPower Company's undertaking,and

portion of plant, main cables and fittings, and a deedexecuted in

February, 1896, contained a covenant stipulating that until the Local

Government Board and the Board of Trade's sanction were obtained ,

and the undertaking formally taken over, the company were to keep

the plant in the same state of repair as at the original valuation.

The Council now alleged that the plant had deteriorated in value

through being improperly stored , and the main cables not properly

looked after, the latter being stated to be now useless for the Council's

system , and worth £ 2,000 less than at the time of the valuation . In

support of this contention, Mr. Parkinson , resident engineer, gave
evidence as to recent tests, and was corroborated by Mr. Woodson,

electrical engineer, Lancaster Waggon Works; Mr. Hedgecock , of

the British Insulated Wire Company ; and Mr. Burton, of Messrs.

Callender & Co., London. The Chairman and Surveyor also spoke

tothe unsuitable place in which the stores were kept. On the other

side it was contended that the mains were practically as good as

when originally valued, except for 10 per cent. allowance for depre

ciation . On behalf of the company, Mr. Clirehugh, consulting edgi.

neer, Manchester, and Mr. Davidson, from Messrs. Glover & Co.,
Salford ,who supplied the original cables, were called ( says the Leeds

Mercury ) to show that the Council's tests were not taken under

favourable circumstances, witnesses' tests giving 4,000 million ohms,

as against 45,000 ohms by Mr. Parkinson . It was further contended

that the cables could be put right for £ 50. The proceedings lasted

several hours, and at the close the arbitrators intimated they would

personally test the mains. At a recent Council meeting Mr. Par

kinson, electrical engineer, submitted an amended plan , showing the

positions of the arc lamps for public lighting. This was approved.

It was resolved that, it possible ,withoutinterference with the terms

of the present contract with Mr. Krauss, an arrangement be made

with him and Messrs . Thomas Parker, Limited, with reference to

laying arc light cables and erecting pillars on the promenade from

East View to Bare.

Penarth . - The solicitors of the Electric Lighting Com

panyhave replied to the Cardiff Parliamentary Committee, stating

that there is nothing substantial in the objections put forward to the

electric lighting scheme.

Shanghai.-- Arrangements were recently made for the

electric lighting of Shanghai native city. Preliminary work was to
commence in December.

Shoreditch . - The Vestry has been considering & scheme

for heating the baths and wash-houses, so as to utilise in the most

economical mannerthe steam supplied from the electric lighting and

dust destructor engines. Messrs. Berry & Sons have quoted £ 4,695

as the cost of the necessary condensers and plant for the purpose.

Mr. Henry Ward, O.E., has been appointed consulting engineer, at

5 percent., to advise the Vestry in the matter, and to supervise the
carrying out of the works.

Sittingbourne. - The new Sittingboarne waterworks have

been lighted with electricity.

Southend - on -Sea .-- Applications for the post of electrical

engineer toprepare plans, & c , and supervise theconstruction of elec

tricity works, have to be lodged with the Town Clerk by February
22nd .

Southport. - The electric lighting extensions have been

completed , and the plant now installed has a capacity over five

timesas great as the originalinstallation of 1893. The last addition

includes an “ ironclad " dynamo, driven by a 500 H.P. steam -engine,

with a capacityof 10,000 lamps ,bringing up the total capacity of the

plant installed to 22,750 8-0.P . lamps.

St. Pancras . - At the Vestry meeting on 19th inst. Mr.

Menzies, Chairman of the Electricity Committee, presented a report

with plans and estimated cost of carrying out certain large extensions

at theStanhope Street, Regent's Park, generating station , in order to

meet the continuously increasing demand for current. The scheme

submitted provides for the erection of a new chimney shaft and

buildings,includingan additional boiler house, heightening and widen

ing a portion of the engine room , so as to accommodate four 750 - H.P .

engines. It also provides for general stores, time, storekeeper's, and

weigh -offices at the entrance to the yard , battery room over boiler

house, condensing plant over engine room , with air pumps on engine

room floor, boilers ,lock -up coal bunkers under elevated roadway, ash

elevator, and other minor accessories. It was unnecessary to instal

the whole of theplant in the newbuildings at the outset. A pro

portion only will be required, viz.:--Two 750 -H.P . engines and

dynamos, the bank of four boilers shown on plan, boiler feed pumps,

feed -water heaters, a proportion of the condensing plant, switch

boards, overhead travelling crane, ash elevator, lock -up coal bunkers,

& c. The new chimney shalt would be some 200 feet high, 8 feet

6 inches internal diameter, and so designed as to accommodate all

possible extensions on the present site. Mr. Sydney Baynes, chief

electrical engineer, who had prepared the scheme, estimated that

the capital expenditure on the portion of the building and plant,

completed bythe end of the present year, would be about £ 21,440.

That sum included the cost ofthe chimney and Alues, and repre

sented theamount payable to the contractors, inclusive of £ 9,440,

which would be due for theengines already ordered, and the whole com

pleted scheme would involve a capital expenditure of £26,439, which

the Vestry wasnow invited to sanction. Mr. Menzies, in moving that

tenders be invited for carrying out the work, said they found as long

ago as last March that all their plant and machinery was folly em

ployed, and, therefore, they thought it was time to consider what

they were going to do in 1898. They found from experience that it

was necessary to order their machinery from 10 to 18 months ahead ,

and in order to cope with their enormously growing business they

must get to work in time. A question to which the committee bad

givenall the consideration in their power, was whcther they could

»
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utilise the existiog station in Stanhope Street for the proposed

extensions, or whether they would erect & new and a third station. In
the result they had decided on tbe former course on the ground of

economy. Their business in 1897had increasúd by 25 per cent. per

annum , and at the present moment their plant was so heavily engaged,

that it was doubtful the preceding nightit they could spare sufficient

machinery to try the new street lamps which bad recently been
erected ; and further, it was now a questionwhether for some time

they could accept any new customers. The Vestry bad given them
two dynamos, but they wanted boilers and housing for the dynamos,

and when these were at work the capacity of the station would be

doubled, and being capable of turning out2,500,000 unitsof electricity
A year,would be in a position superior to that ol any London electrical

station. There were indications that the time had arrived when they

should provide for the future. If Mr. Maxim perfected his new in

candescent lamp, it would mean that the people would have no more

to pay for electricity than gas, and as through many channels they
hadenormous demand coming upon them , thecommittee, so as to be

ready for any emergency, asked the Vestry to sanction this outlay, and

thusbe prepared for any demand whichmight arise during the next
three orfour years. Mr.Close seconded the motion, wbich was carried .

Mr. Gardner did not object to the extension of the electric light, but

he did not think it was a favourable time to ask for more money when

the Electricity Committee owed its bankers £26,922 178. 2d. for the

Regent's Park station and £ 21,711 in connection with the King's Road

station .

The L.C.C. Scheme.- The Highways Committee on

Tuesday recommended the Council to invite, by public advertise
ment, tenders for theplant required for lightiog the Embankment

and Westminster Bridge by electricity. The scheme contemplates

the provision of 141 arc lamps. It is suggested that they be distri.

buted as follows:-28 aloog the kerb on the nortb side of the Em
bankment, 29 along the kerb on the river side , 64 along the parapet

wall , five on the adjacent piers, eight inNorthumberland Avenue

approach, and 10 on Westminster Bridge and its approaches.

Waterloo Bridge would be lighted free of charge by the Charing

Cross and Strand Electricity Sappy Company, in consideration for

permission to lay their mains across. The capital expenditure of the

scheme is estimated at £ 25,300, and the annual maintenance cost at
£3,603 . The matter stands over until next week .

Torquay. — The opening of the electric lighting works
has been postponed for another fortnight.

Treeton. - Sabject to the approval of the Local Govern

ment Board, £ 140 is to be borrowed for completing the street light

ing electric installation .

Turkey -A Tarkish paper just to hand announces that

all the military barracks in Constantinople and the provinces are

about to be fitted up for electric lighting, andthat the necessary

apparatus has been manufactured in the electrical department at the

Admiralty in the Turkish capital.

Wallingford . - The electric light has been installed at

the Wallingford Works of Mesors. Wilder Bros.

Weston-super -Mare.— In connection with the steps
being taken by the District Council, for putting down a municipal

electric lighting plant, the ratepayers have met together, and passed

a resolution against the municipal proposal. They are in favour of a

company taking the risk, and they recommend this course . А

syndicate is atband ready to pay all out-of-pocketexpenses so far, it
the Council will agree .

Wrexbam . - The Local Government Board does not

approve of the Council's proposal to purchase the Willow Brewery
premises for £ 8,000, for the purpose of converting them into an

electric lightstation , gymnasium ,baths, & c. It the Corporation still

desire to boy the property, the PublicWorks Loan Commissioners
will be recommendedto lend the necessary money .

-

and particularly the department charged with the task of negotiating

with the City Council, assure us that members who, 12 months

ago, sbrank from so serious an addition to municipal responsibilities

as the control of a tramway now admit that this course appears to be

the only way out of a difficult situation . The force of the com.

puny's contention that the 21 years' lease inevitably entails a logg

upon those who lay down an underground conduit is generally

recognised. But the determioation to resist the overhead system is

stronger than ever."

Bradford and Leeds.-- The promoters of this Light

Electric Railway (Power and Traction , Limited ; W. N. Stewart and

R. A. Smith, M.I.E.E., managing directors ) have been circulating a

pamphlet respecting the proposed line andits good effects apon the
districts touched by it.

Brentford . — The District Council has been considering

the proposed trolley electric tramway scheme, which would touch

this district, and seems favourably disposed toward the undertaking,

Bristol. - The Bristol Tramway Company are promoting

legislation for the use of electricity on all their lines,and for the

construction of new lines in several parts of Bristol, and this matter

having been referred to at a meeting of the Bristol Sanitary Autho

rity, theTown Clerk stated that the question arose whether the com

pany had complied with standing orders as to the deposit of plans,
and be had therefore laid a memorial before the Examiner of

Standing Orders, complaining of non -compliance. The Committee
approved of this course. The matter cane before the Examiner on

Friday, when the Corporation of Bristol was represented by Messrs.

Dyson & Co., Parliamentary agents, instructed by the Toxn Clerk.

Mr. Warwick Webb, Parliamentary agent, instructed by Mr. H.G.

Doggett (Bristol), represented the company,on behalf of whom Mr.

Sim . White (secre'ary), and Mr. Edwards (resident engineer), was

also present. 01 bebalf of the Corporation it wa alleged that there

were defects in notices, bills and plans, but after hearing all the srgu.

ments the Examiner decided in favour of the Tramway Company on

all points. One of the allegations made by the Corporation was that

proper notice bad not been given of the proposal of the company to

make their horse tramway an electrical tramway. It was a work of

80 moch importance that proper notice ought to have been given. It

would necessitate the breaking up of 114 miles of the city streets.

Mr. Faraday Proctor, electricalengineer to the Corporation, was
called and said that under the Bill it would be necessaryto take up

the wbole of the road bed for the entire width of the road, and per

haps 18 inches or 2 feet on either side, and to a depth exceeding a

foot, in order to put down a concrete bed . At present the rails were

on chairs, and these chairs rested upon blocks of concrete, but the

rails in the spaces between the chairs merely rested on the road . It

was proposed in the Billto make a continuous bed of concrete along

the whole length of the line.

Charing Cross and Paddington Bill " dead .” — The

Bill for powers to construct, at a cost of £ 1,225,734, an electric

underground railway connectiog Charing Cross, við Knightsbridge,

with Paddington terminus , was officially marked " dead " at the
Houses of Parliamentlast Friday, there being no appearance of the

promoters when the Bill was called by the Examiner on Standing

Orders.

Electric Tramway to the Alexandra Palace. — Pre

parations at the Alexandra Palace are going on apace. Spaces for

industrial exhibits are nearly all let. The necessary repairs are well

ahead. Arrangements havebeen completed to run an electric tram .

way from the Wood Green entrance op to the topof the hill for the
benefit of residents in the Wood Green 'locality.

Finchley . - The Hampstead Vestry will oppose the scheme

asset out in the Finchley, Hendon , and District Light Railway!

(Electric) Bill. The Finchley District Council hassubmitted its list

of objections to the scheme.

France . — The construction of the new electric tramways

in the town of Elbeuf (Seine Inferièare) is approaching completion.

The plant at the powerstation comprises three Garnier steam engines

and three Postel- Vinay 100-kilowatt dynamos.

Glasgow . — The German firm is reported to have given
up the contract for tramway rails. A sub -committee is now to

accept thetenderof aLeedsfirm , subject to the adjastmentof
certain details. The amount of this estimate - the only Britishcom .

petitor for the contract — is said to be £ 1,700 inadvance of the
German offer .

Hanley . - The Council has resolved “ That a conference

be arranged with the local authorities in thePotteries and Newcastle

with a view of considering the advisability of proceeding unitedly

for the purpose ofacquiring and working the tramways and

extendingthe same,and that subj-ct tocertain specifiedrestrictions,

the consent of theCouncilshould be giventotheapplicationof the

NorthStaffordshire Tramways Company for a provisionalorder to
lay down further lines within the borough."

Kidderminster - Stourport.- A provincial paper says

that itis expected that thisline will be completed by about the
end of February.

Kirkcaldy. - Prof. Kennedy had a meeting last weekwith
theTramways and Town Council Committees with a view to

reportingon the proposed combined electric lighting and traction

scheme. Prof.Kennedyrecommendedthe combined scheme,which

had no engineering difficulties, and wasbeing carried out in other

towns, and he approvedof theoverhead electricsystem of traction.

(Continued on page 117.)

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Belgium . - La Société des Tramway Electriques de Gand

is the title of company which has just been formed in Ghent to

acquire the horse tramway in that town owned by the Société des

Railways Economiques de Liége-Seraing and the Compagnie des

Railways à Voie Ecroite, and to convert the same into electric lines .

The capital of the company is £ 140,000.

Birmingham.- According to a Birmingham paper it

seems that the negotiations between the Tramway Company and the

City Corporation , which were broken off about a year ago chit fly on

account of the objection raised by the Corporation to the overhead

trulley on the recommend tion of its Continental deputation, are

about to be resumed . Mr. Ross is shortly to return to Birmingham .

The Daily Argus in a recent article on the position says that the lapse

of time has not improved the position of the company or contributed

to an amicable settlement. To begin with the holders of the present

lines are one year nearer the termination of the lease. Consequently,

whatever necessity existed 12 months ago for an extension of

time to replace the capital outlay is more urgent now. " Bat, on the

other hand, the feeling against the extensionof the lease is stronger

than at that time. Those most completely in touch with the Council,
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THE MANUFACTURE OF TUDOR

ACCUMULATORS.

It is hardly necessary to say that the Tador accumulator had

established a splendid reputation on the Continent long
before it was introduced into this country. In the most

striking developments in electric traction — we refer to the

combined trolley and accumulator systems — the Tudor accu

mulator has been intimately associated, and when we say that

the Hanover tramway system and the Zurich tramway rely

for their efficient working on this type of accumulator, we

are merely stating in another way that it has achieved the

distinction of showing that the storage battery is not an

impossible factor in tramway traction.

The Tudor accumnlator is by no means due to an inven

tor's lucky inspiration. It has been slowly evolved from the

results of protracted experiments and ceaseless observations.

devised by M. Gaston Planté, modified only so far as to

ensure greater adherence and homogeneity, and to obtain

greater rapidity in formation , without the use of corrosive

acids, such aswere employed by M. Piante in his later processes.

The first striking feature in a survey of the Dukinfield

Works is the casting shop, in wbichthere are two large

melting pots, each capable of holding about two tons oflead.

The one pot contains pare lead, from wbich the positives

and most of the negatives are made.

The second pot contains an alloy of lead with a small

quantity of antimony, which is used for certain small acces

sories and for the large type of negatives such as those in

the Glasgow batteries referred to later on.

Although the casting shop is a difficult one to show by

photography, the illustration givesa fair idea of its arrange

ments. In the construction of the Tudor cells, the manu

facturers attach considerable importance towhat appears to

us a vital point, namely, the purity of the lead used in the

PLUMBERS' SHOP .

Mr. Tudor, who curiously enough is an Englishmad, has

been for many years developing the type of accumulator
that we now associate with his name, and how great a
commercial feature the Tudor accumulator is on the Con

tinent, may be gathered from the fact that at Hagen alone
there are 800 workpeople engaged upon its manufacture.

Some three or four years ago the Tudor accumulator was

brought to this country by Mr. A. B. Pescatore, and the

manufacture of it was commenced at Dukinfield , near Man

chester, some time afterwards.

We haverecently, through the courtesy of Mr. Pescatore,

had an opportanity of witnessing thevarious operations that
are carried on in the works at Dakinfield, and by means of

the illastrations and notes we trust to be able to reproduce

some of the impressions we received .

It is generally well known that the positive plates of the

Tador cells, which are perhaps the most distinctive features

of these accumulators, are lead plates of large surface, and

are formed on the Planté method . The large surface is due

to the peculiar form in which they are cast . The plates are

formed by a process very similar to the one originally

plates. Indeed , we believe the makers are modest enough

to affirm that much of thesuccess achieved by the accumu

lator is due to this fact. However that may be, they cer

tainly insist upon obtaining the best brands which can be

guaranteed to contain less than 0.1 per cent. of impurities.

The moulds in which the plates are cast are intwo halves,

each corresponding to one side of the plate, and consisting

of a rectangular cast- iron frame, in which are held a number

of gun-metal racks, 15 mm. wide, cut with very fine teeth.

A very slight spaceis left between each rack , corresponding

to a horizontal rib on the plate ; at intervals of about

120 mm., a tooth is cut away on each rack, so as to give an

extra strong vertical rib at those points. These vertical and

horizontal ribs and the strengthened edges, while giving

greaterrigidity to the plates, provide paths for the current,

of which they thoroughly ensure the even distribution. Slots

are cut in the cast- iron frame, so that the logs and strengthen

ing edges are cast in one piecewith the rest of the plate.

The two halves of themould are mounted in avice, one

side of which is fixed, the other beingmovable, first for an

inch in a direction parallel to itself, and then about an axis ,

E
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so as to entirely open the mould for the removal of the of lead on the surface of the plates is produced first by

plate. In the positive plate, when the mould is closed , the. alternately charging the cells and leaving them on open

apexes of the teeth do not touch, and a thio backing is circuit, and afterwards by alternately charging and discharg

formed ; the pitch of ing them at frequent

the teeth being about intervals througbont

2 mm. and their the day, the discharge

depth 6 mm. In the becoming heavier as
moulds for the nega the formation ad

tive plates, which vances. Finally the
consist of an open

cells are charged and

grid , the teeth on discharged under the
either side touch ordinary conditions,

when the mould is until they attain very

closed , and the thick nearly the normal

ness of the teeth on capacity, when the

the racks . is much plates that have been

greater. used as positives in

It is, of course, of the formation are

the utmost import removed and dried .

ance that the teeth The formation

should be cut with period lasts about six

great accuracy, and weeke, and is carried

they are made as out as continuously

rectangular as pos as possible, day and

sible, to avoid sharp night. There are at

edges on the surface present in use about

of the plate, wbich 300 boxes, each con

would rapidly become taining 21 42

worn out. Great FILLING PASTE IN NEGATIVE PLATES. plater , according to
care has therefore

been bestowed upon the design and workmanship of the To prepare the negative plates, the grids are first “ pickled "

moulds, and the cost of them is very considerable. by charging them positive with a heavy current for a few

For the purpose of forming the positive plates, they are seconds. They are then filled in the ordinary way with

or

.

the type.

CASTING SAED.

brought into the formation rooms, a view of which is given ,

where they are mounted in lead -lined wooden boxes. The

plates are hung from glass sheets, and are burnt to temporary

lead connecting bare, in much the same way as they are

usually mounted in Tudor cells. The plates, both positive

and negative, are of the positive large surface type, the cells

being filled with dilute sulphuric acid only. The peroxide

litharge, formed into a paste with sulphuric acid.
TŁe

operation of filling in the litharge is shown in one of the

illustrations. After being dried , the majority of negative

plates are sent out without any further preparation. It has

been found that the active material of the negative plates,

which is lead in an extremely fine and divided state, oxidises

and sulphates so readily, that the time required for reducing
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them after erection is scarcely lessened by a previous reduc- between the two plates so as to allow for their expansion in

tion of the litharge at the works. On the other hand, nega- ordinary working. The size of the finished plate is about

tive plates previously reduced have always a tendency to 16 inches wide x 25 inches higb, and its appearance is shown

scale and blister in the accompany

during the first ing sketch. The nega

charge, owing to the tive Cplates are

hardcoating of sul made of two negative

phate of lead on their B plates, the lower
surface.

edge of one being

To simplify the solidly burnt to the

manufacture as much upper edge of the

as possible, only two other. Togive greater

types of plates, A rigidity to negative

and B , are now used plates of this size, they

in stationary Tudor are made of antimony

cells. The A type lead alloy,

has the dimensions The plant at pre

7 inches wide x 12 sent in use at the

inches higb , and the Dukinfield works

B type 14 inches comprises a Marshalls

wide x 12 inches 50 L.H.P. semi-port

bigh ; for the pur able compound en
pose of renewals in

gine, driving by

existing batteries, a belts two 20 -kilowatt

tbird type, D , is dynamos, and a

made, of which the similar 75 1.H.P. en
dimensions are 93

gine driving one 35

inches wide x 98 and one 20 -kilowatt

inches high ; but no dynamo. Arrange

new cellsare supplied ments are alreadyJOINERS' SHOP.
with these plates. being made for

The thickness of all putting down a

types of plates is the same, the positive plates being .5 inch third engine of 100 I.H.P. with corresponding dynamos.

and the negatives •4 inch thick, The switchboard has all the necessary cut-outs, switches

TUDOR ACCUMULATORS AT GLASGOW CENTRAL STATION .

Por the largest type of plate, known by the makers as the

type, the lugs are removed from two positive B type plates,

which are solidly burnt at either side to two hard lead strips.

These side strips arecast in one piece withthe connecting

and saspending lugs. A space of about half an inchisleft

and instruments, and an automatic minimum cut-out on each

dynamo. In the circuit of each dynamo is a multiple way

switch allowing any dynamo to be put on any of the formation

batteries, of which the voltage is so variable that it has been

found impossible to group them in parallel. A special boiler
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18 cwt. , making a total weight of 120 tong for the whole

battery.

for distilling water, is also placed in the engine-room .

Distilled water is a featare of the Tudor accumulators,

ind large quantities are used in the works, both for

working the batteries and in the formation cells.

The rest of the works are composed of the plumbers' shop,

where the wood boxes are lined, type plates are made, and

all general plumbers' work with the hydrogen blow-pipe

is carried out ; the joiners' shop, where the boxes, stands,and

packing cases are made, a few machine tools being used in

this work ; a small engineers' shop ; the pasting shop, where

the negatives are pasted as before described; and, lasily, the

packing -shop andstores.

It maybementioned that all the tools are driven by electric

motora, of which there are about half a dozen ; these take

carrent from the lighting circuit of the works, which is

entirely fed by a special battery, charged twice a day during

the winter months. Owing to the sudden variations of

outpat, due to the starting and stopping of the motors, the

voltage would be very unsteady, were it not for the automatic

regulating switch of the Trumpy pattern, which keeps the

volcage perfectly constant. We have previously described

the operation of this switch, and we now show an illustra

tion of the one in use at Dukinfield .

It may be interesting to close the account of themanu

facture of Tudor cells with a short description of the two

batteries recently put in at the Glasgow Corporation sub

stations.

The general view of one of these batteries , at Tontine

Lane, Glasgow, is shown in the accompanying photograph.

This battery is composed of 134 cells, type H.C. 27 , each

containing 27 plates of the C type. The output is 2,080

ampere-hours, or 1,040 amperes for two hours with a mini

THE TRUMPY AUTOMATIC SWITCH.

The second battery at Claremont Street, Glasgow, is

similar in every respect, but is slightly smaller. There are

FORMATION Room.

mum voltage of 240 volts. The cells are capable of giving

a maximum output of 1,820 amperes for one hour, and

may be chargedwith a current of 780 amperes. The size

of each box is 2 feet 9 inches x1 foot 11 inches x 3 feet

high, and the weight of each cell when filled with acid is

126 cells, each containing 25 C_plater, the output being

960 amperes for two hours. This battery weighs 110

tong.

These batteries are interesting as being, we believe, com

posedof thelargest size ofcellatpresentinuse in the
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kingdom ; they are, at the same time, & good example of the

way in whichthe floor space required bylarge batteries may

be reduced, without arranging in two tiers, the upper of which

is always neglected .

---14 --146

-17

2
5

support ,and should be encouraged instead of being opposed by local

authorities, subject to fair conditions, 80 28 to secure economical

torms to consumers, a copy of the resolution to be sent to each local

authority and the Board of Trade. Sir A. Hickman, in seconding,

remarked that if theCorporation came to avague proposal as to price

of between 1d . and 3d ., hedid not think the ratepayers of Wolver.

hampton would beinclined to admit a competitive company, but it

theywere prepared to give power at 1d .perunit, all the Corporations

would gladly welcome the company. As time went on coal would

decrease, and any Corporation that venturedto oppose a scheme of

this kind would be taking upon themselves very graveresponsibilities.

Mr. Hooper (Dudley) suggested that the local authorities should have

the right of distributing power in their own areas, taking power from

the Midland Electrical Company. - Mr. Albright said that the price

would depend upon the natureof the demand. Broadly speaking,

they wereprepared to supply current at id . per unit to customers

who wouldtake it for the necessary number of hours. In the course

of a discussion, Mr. W. Bassano informed the meeting that at his

collieries electric haulage and pumping had been found most success

fal and economical. He also endorsed the remarks already made as

to the advantage which the scheme would be to the work of the

Mines' Drainage Commissioners. - Mr. Garcke ( British Electric Trac

tion Company ) eaid that a large portion of the scheme for supplying

electric traction to the district was lying dormant, because of the

difficulty of getting power from the local authorities at anything like

the price which the company would offer it.—Mr. A. Keen suggested

that “ worthy of support ” in the resolution should be altered to

" worthy of consideration ." He contended that the proposal meant

a monopoly. He was prepared to consider anything, but to support

it wasanother matter.-- The resolation was altered as suggested ,and

carried with one dissentient.

The Walsall District Council will support the application of the

MidlandElectric Construction Company for a provisional order for

the supply of electricity to the district.

The " Underground ." - In connection with the sugges

tions of the Departmental Committee appointed to go into the

system of ventilation of the tunnels on the Metropolitan Railway

lines, the directors in their report to the shareholders quote the

recommendations to which we referred in the REVIEW some months

back. They desire to express their senseof the value and importance

of the inquiry, and they have embodied in the company's Bill,

deposited for the next session of Parliament, powers to enable the

company to give practical effect to the committee's recommendation .

TheBili depositedprovides for powers to improve the ventilationof

the railway ; to authorise the working of the traffic of the railway by

electricity ; to alter the levels of the railway in the parish of

Willesden , and for other purposes.

POSITIVE PLATI . NEGATIVE PLATE.

We are much indebted to Messrs. Pescatore for their

courtesy in ' allowing us to inspect the process of making

Tudor plates ; also to Mr. Jacob for the information em

bodied in the foregoing description.

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES..

( Continued from page 112.)

Laxey and Ramsey Electric Railway. - We are in

formed that the order for å battery of very considerable dimensions

has been placed with the Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate,
Limited , which willbe employed in connection with the extension

of the Douglas and Laxey Railway, in the Isle of Man, to Ramsey.

Their batteries are already installed on the Douglas and Laxey
Bection and the Snaefell branch of the line.

Norwich . - The Town Council has approved of the

application to be made to Parliament in the ensuing session by the

Norwich Electric Tramways Company, for an Act to authorise that

company, amongst other things, to make and maintain additional

tramways.

Staffordshire.- At & recent inquiry at Kingswinford

held by Colonel J. T. Marsh, R.E., it was stated that the scheme of

the British Electric Traction Company involved about 60 miles of

trap ways, and the company were to have the tramways 24 years,

when the local authorities could purchase.

The Power Distribution Scheme.-- The members of

the South Staffordshire Iron and Coal Masters' Association attended

at the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham ,last week, to consider the scheme

brought forward by the Midland Electrical Corporation for Power

Distribution , Limited . Sir Benjamin Hingley , who presided,

pointed outthat they now depended upon steam , but abroad elec

trical distribution by means of electric wire attached to machines and

tools had been adopted with the greatest possible success and

economy. Although changes were sometimes expensive and un

pleasant, it South Staffordshire was to hold its ground with its

competitorsthey must face thosedisadvantages, The local authorities

couldonly distribute power at 3d, per unit, whereas it could be done

by private enterpriseon a great scale at one-hall or one-third the

cost. Colonel J. B. Cocbrane, chairman of the South Staffordshire

Coal Trade, stated that difficulties had been experienced for some

time past with regard to dealing with storm water, and preventing

their mines being drowned out. It they could get electric power

suppliedto the low -lying districts they could economically deal with

storm and other water by making reservoirs, and so getting rid of

the bulk of the storm water, wbich was so injurious to the mines.

The Mines’Drainage Board had spent £ 30,000 or £ 40,000 in putting

down heavy pumping engines to deal with that water which ought to

be dealt with on the surface. Mr. J. F. Albright, on behalf of the

Midland Electric Corporation, explained the objects of the under

taking: It was intended to supplythe South Staffordsbire district
with electrical power, and whenParliamentary authority was obtained

a large generating station would be erected in a central situation,

From the switchboard seven or eight circuits would radiate to

different parts of the districts, and the current would be available

day and night, and on Sunday, for power and lighting at prices

varying from 31. to 1d . per unit. The Corporation proposed to rent

motors to manufacturers,and to act as power bankerg. The Chairman

proposed a resolution affirming that the proposals were worthy of

French - American Cables. - A Washington despatch
says that the Acting Attorney -General bas decided that the President

has power, in the absence of any legislation on the subject, to con

trol the landing of a foreign submarine cable. The question was

raised by the action of a French Company, which landed a cable at

Cape Cod without the express permission either of Congress or the

President.

Portsmouth Telephone Service . - The Council of the

Local Chamber of Commerce in the report submitted to the annual

meeting, states that, at the instance of the Chamber, the promised

underground metallic circuit had recentlybeen completed, and had

remedied the disturbance to the telephonic system caused by the

electric lighting of the town, which disturbance during its existence

rendered the telephone practically useless. The Council were now

in communication with the National Telephone Company on the

subject of the high rentals charged, and the need for better instru .

mente. They were also in correspondence with the Postmaster

General with the view of improying the use of the trunk system ,

which is at present hindered by all messages having to go through

Southampton, and there being only one wire from thatplace to

London. A second wire from Southampton to London is nearly

completed , but the Council were of opinion that the only satisfactory

remedy as regards Portsmouth is the construction ofa trunk line

direct to London, so preventing the present delays. It is also

thought by the Council that to render the trunk system acceptable

to the public, the tolls must be considerably reduced, the present

chargesbeing almost prohibitory.

Telegraph Monopoly in Mexico. - The Mexican

Government has entered into a contract with the Western Union

Telegraph Company and the Mexican Telegraph (Cable) Company,

an American corporation, whereby the communications of Mexico by

wire with foreign countries are to be concentrated in the federal

telegraph system and the systems of the two corporations above

mentioned . In other words, says the Financial News, the Govern

ment, the WesternUnion, and the Cable Company are to have the

exclusive right - the monopoly - of the foreign or international

telegraph business of Mexico, to the exclusion of the railway wires

and those of any other corporation . This is stated explicitly in

Article 26 of thecontract. It is declared in Mexico that the deal

raises "an important point which will probably becomethe subject

of protracted litigation, until a test case is made of it by a final

decision of the Supreme Court .”
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Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLI8. Dowa . Repaired .

Brest-Bt.Pierre (Anglo , 1869 ) April 6th, 1893
West Indies

St. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Cape Haitien -Puerto

Plata
Dec. 31st, 1897

Curaçao - L Guayra Jan. 5th, 1898

Amazon Company's cablo

Parintins -Itacatiara May 6th , 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th,1896

Para - Cameta Jan. 13th , 1898

Bundaberg-New Caledonia ... Nov. 4th , 1897 Jan. 21st, 1898

Teneriffe -8t. Louis (Senegal) Dec. 24th, 1897 Jan. 23rd , 1898 .

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

Para -Maranham Jan. 22nd, 1898

LANDLINDI.

Trans-Oontinental line be

yond Masol
Marcb 12th , 1896 ...

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Saigon - Bangkok Jan. 22nd, 1898

The Telephone Service. - The Beckenham District

Councilbas ananimously passed a resolution requesting the Post

master-General to grant licenses for telephone service, without

inquiry as to the charges or efficiency of the present service, to any

municipalities or companies complying with the requirements of the

Treasury minute of May 23rd, 1892.

The Daily Chronicle says that, speaking at the annual meeting of

theHalifax Chamber of Commerce on Tuesday, Sir James Fergusson,

M.P., director of the National Telephone Company, said there were

numerous complaintsrespecting thecompany's service. Many people

expected impossibilities, but a new science which was being gradually

developed must for a long time leavea good deal to be desired. The

great difficulty was that, unlike the Post Office, the company had no

power to place wires anderground. But the authorities of every town

in England, he believed , had now given the necessary consent, and

all would soon be enjoying a vastly improved twin wire underground

system .

At a meetingof the North Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce, at

Hanley, on 19th inst., it was reported that the replies received to

questions submitted by the secretary to the members of the Chamber

and to theTownClerks of about 60 places , with reference to the

working of the telephone system , showed the general opinion to be

that the present charge for the telephone was not a reasonable one ;

and thatthe telephone service at present obtainable was ansatis

factory for a variety of reasons.

The Glasgow Corporation has received no further information

regarding Sheriff Jameson's report.

Mr. Morton, according to the City Press, has no intention of

allowing the question of the telephone monopoly to drop out of

sigät. At the meeting of the Court, yesterday, he was to propose

the convening of a conference at theGuildball,with a view tothe

local authorities uniting in a demand for a Government inquiry to be

held .

1

our

Brighton . — January 31st. The Town Council want

tenders for dydamos, motors, switchboards and wiring for the electric

lighting of the Municipal School of Science and Technology. Speci
fications from the town clerk's office .

Edinburgh . - February 5th. The Corporation want

tenders for the wiring of the Police Station , Abbeybill. See our

" Official Notices " for particulars.

France.- March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particulars irom , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond ( Loire ).

Harrogate . - January 31st . The Corporation wants

tenders for the supply of hard steam nuts for six or twelve months'

supply (minimumquantity 1,500tons per year). Particulars from

the electrical engineer, Mr. Geo. Wilkinson, Corporation Electricity

Department.

Leicester. - January 31st. The Leicester Corporation

invites designs and tender for motor vehicles for the collection of

house refuse. Specificationsand particulars, with drawings, to be

sentto the Chairmanof the Sanitary Committee, to the officeof Mr.
E. Geo. Mawbey, C.E., borough engineer, Town Hall, Leicester.

London , E.C.- Febroary 2nd. The City of London

Electric Lighting Company is inviting tenders for the purchase of

various quantities of superior secondhand cables which has recently

been in use on the company's continuous current series arc circuits,

but has been found unsuitable for the high pressure (about 3,000

volts) required. It is stated to be adapted for house-wiring or for

making connections to supply mains. See our “ Official Notices ”
this week for faller details.

Madrid . — February 22nd. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs hasreceived a despatch from Her Majesty's Chargé

d'Affaires at Madrid, enclosing copy of a Royal decree announcing

that a public auction for the contract for repairing thenational sub

marine telegraph cables during the next five years will be held at

Madrid on February 22ad. Further particulars as to the cablesin

question may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any time between the hours of 11 and 5.

Redditch. - February14th. The District Council want

tenders for the supply of buildings, gas producing plant, gas engines,
alternators, cables, transformers, & c , for the electric lighting of the

district . Consulting electrical engineer, Mr. J. A. McMullen. See

Official Notices " this week .

Rochdale.- February 19th . The Corporation want

tenders for steam dynamos, balancer, and boosters, & c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirehägb & Sillar. See our “ Official Notices ” January
14th .

Roumania . — March 15tb . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire.

Spain . The municipality of Sophia is inviting tenders

for the joint concession for (a ) electric lighting of the town ; (6) elec

tric tramways in the town and suburbs. Daily Tenders for 26th inst.

gives the conditions of tendering.

Spain . - February 1st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Tarita (Cadiz province ) for the 20 years'
concestion for the lighting of the public streets of the town by

electricity , acetylene or gas . Tendersto El Secretario del Ayunta

miento deTarita (Cadiz )from whom particulars may be obtained.

Spain . - February 8th. Tenders are beiog invited until

February 8th by the Municipal Authorities of Tordesillas, & small

town in the province of Valladolid, for the concession for the electric

lighting of the public streetsduring a period of 20 years . Particulars

may be obtained from , and tenders should be sent to, El Secretario

delAyuntamiento de Tordesillas (Valladolid ).

Spain . - February 11th. Tenders are being invited by

the Municipal Authorities of Valderas (Leon province) for the

concession forthe electric lighting of the public streets of the town

during a period of 17 years. Particulars may be obtained from , and

tenders to be sent to, El Secretario del Ayuntamiento de Valderas
(Leon ).

St. Heleng. - February 218t. The Corporation want

tenders for various plant and machinery, &c. , in connection with the

proposed electric tramways. See our Official Notices " this week

for particulars. Consulting engineer, Dr. J. Hopkinson ,

Stockport.- February 3rd . The Corporation is wanting

tenders for various plant and machinery for electricity supply works

at Millgate, Stockport, including Lancashireboilers, steamdynamos,

feed water heater, storage battery, electrical instruments,electrical

connections, wiring, & c.,at the generating stations, also underground

cables. Electrical engineer,Mr. James N. Shoolbred, 47, Victoria

Street, 8.W. See our" Official Notices ” January 14th, and supple
mentary notice this week .

Wimbledon . - February 2nd. The District Council

wants tenders for the supply, delivery and erection of water tube

boilers, condensing plant, overhead crane,high speedsteam engineand
alternator, switchboard ,underground mains,conduite ,& c . Consulting
engineer, Mr. A. H. Preece . See our “ Official Notices " January

14th forparticulars.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED

-

OPEN .

Ashton -under- Lyne . - February 2nd . The Baths Com-.

mittee wapt tenders for the installation of the necessarywires and

fittings for the electric lighting of the Corporation Baths. Consulting

engineers , Messrs. Lacey, Clirebugh & Sillar. See our “ Official

Notices " January 14th for particulars.

Bilbao. - February 28th . The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection

with the electric tramway which it is proposedto lay from Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February 28th , for the construction and equipment

of the line. Further particulars of the conditionsof the tenders for

the above-named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

miles, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and6.

Belgium.- February 11th. The Provincial Government
Authorities in Brussels are inviting tenders for an installation of

electric lighting in the offices of the Governor of Brabant in the

Rue de Chêne, Brussels. Tenders to be sent to the Gouvernement

Provincial, Brussels.

Berlin . - March 15th. The Manicipal Traffic Depatation

of the Town Council bave opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways in that city. Exhaustive details

concerning tbis project are contained in theElektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions thatproposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathbaus III, Berlin, by
March 16th .

Bradford.February 1st. The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the electrical equipment of about nine miles of street

tramways. There are three contracts for the following sections :

(1) steel poles, bracket arms, & c.; ( 2) trolley wire , insulators and

overhead equipment; (3) cars, trucko, motors and trolley poles.

Particulars from the city surveyor or the city electrical engineer at
the Town Hall,
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NOTES.
OLOSED .

Barking. - The Council has accepted the tender of the

SanderlandForge Company for an overhead crane at £ 70 . Theorder

tor 66 lamps with switches and tases at 358. each , also 300_lamps

with switches but without fuses at 20s. each , bas gone to the Reason

Manufacturing Company, Limited. Mr. Sharpe's tender has been

accepted for the erection of the electric light station and shaft at

£ 2,666.

Canterbury . - The list of tenders recommended for

acceptance in connection with Mr. Hammond's electric lighting

scheme, which were noted in our issue of January 14th, came before

the Town Council last Friday, and the tenders were accepted.

Hammersmith . - On Wednesday, last week the Vestry

gave out the contract for the supply of two alternators, exciter and

spare parte, at £ 3,600 , to the Electric Construction Company.

Melbourne . - Messrs. C. 4. Parsons & Co., of Newcastle,

bare, according to a Sydney paper, received a contract from the

Government Railways Department for four steam alternators, the
amount being £ 7,604odd.

Sydney. For the feeder cables and junction boxes for the

Sydney electric tramways (George Street and Harris Street) the
tenderof Messrs. Noyes Bros., of Sydney, has been accepted at
schedule rates.

-

Electrolysis by Traction Currents. - Though there can

be no doubt, from theoretical considerations, that the corro

sion of underground pipes is accelerated by the leakage

currents from electric railways, it has always been difficult,

for obvious reasons , to obtain statistics of the exact amount

of damage done. In the Street Railway Roviow , December

15th , 1897, an interesting fact is mentioned, which seems to

show that traction leakage currents are not the only cause of

electrolytic corrosion . “ One of the best railway electricians

in the country discovered what, to all appearances, is a most

pronounced case of electrolysis in a gas pipe in this city, but

which, at the time he made the excavation , was many miles

removed from any electric line, and , indeed , was separated

from the nearest line by a river . It is valuable evidence

and convincing, that destruction of water pipes can and does

occur without the presence of trolley lines ,and the question

naturally arises whether the electrolysis in the past, which
has been discovered since the advent of electric lines, was

due to them toany such extent as has been supposed. While

there were in the early days unmistakable cases traced to

these lines, it is not unlikely that natural earth currents and

acids in the soil largely contributed to the results in many

cases, which were discovered by reason of the construction

of electric railway lines.” In the same journal is given an

account of several cases of corrosion due to traction currents

that occurred in Salt Lake City and Chicago. In one of

these cases, the corrosive action was strongest about a

crack in the pipe, from which water had been slowly leaking

into the ground. It was supposed that the superior con

ductivity of the wet groundhad concentrated the current

on this part of the pipe. The reports of the engineers of

these lines shows that faith has not yet died ont in such

old -fashioned and exploded remedies as bonding the pipes to

the rails, or bonding the rails to an uninsulated return con
dactor. In several cases an overhead return conductor

connected to the rails at short intervals is recommended,

though it is not explicitly stated whether this conductor is

insulated or not .

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

1898 .

Friday, January 28th, at 8 p.m.- The Institution of Civilengineers.

Students' meeting. Paper to be readon " Condensing

Apparatus,” by : Williams, Stud. Inst.C.E.

Saturday, January 29th . - Institution of Junior Engineers, West

minster Palace Hotel. Reception at 6.30p.m. Dinner

at 7 p.m.

Monday , January 31st.--Yorkshire College Engineering Society.

Mr. J. A. McLaren on “ Electrical Engineers' Specifi

cations, "

Latest date for tenders for electric lighting plant of the

Municipal School of Science andTechnology. Also

Leicester tenders.

Tuesday, February 1st. – Latest date for Bradford electric tramway

plant tenders.

Wednesday, February 2nd . - Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Students' meeting. Paper to be read entitled “ Com .

parison of Gas and Electricity as used in Tramway

Work on the Continent,” by O.M. O. Heyl, student.

At 8 p.m.- Society of Arts. " The Cinematograph, " by

Jales Fuerst. Captain W. de W. Abney, C.B., F.R.S.,

will preside.

Liverpool Engineering Society. Paper by Mr. W. H.

Preece, O.B., F.R.Š.

Latest date for Ashton -under-Lyne tenders.

Latest date for electric lighting plant tenders for Wimbledon.

Thursday, February 3rd, at 8 p.m.- Chemical Society. Papers to be
read : - " On the Dissociation of Potassium Platini.

Chloride in Dilute Solution , and the Production of

Platinum Mono-chloride, ” by E. Sonstadt; “ Effect of

the Mono., Di., and Tri-chloracetyl Groups on the

Rotatory Power of Methylic and Ethylic Glycerates

and Tartrates," by Percy Frankland , F.R.8 ., and

Thomas Stewart Patterson, Ph.D .; " The Rotation of

Ethylicand Methylic Di-monochloracetyl-tartrates,"by

Percy Frankland, F.R.S., and Andrew Turnbull, Ph.D .;
“ The Volumetric Estimation of Sodiam ," by 8. J. H.

Fenton, M.A.

Meeting of the Chemical Society at Burlington House .

Friday, February 4th , at 8 p.m.- The Institution of Junior Engineers,
at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Paper on “ Electro

Magnetic Brakes, and their Capabilities," by Mr.Louis
H. Walter, A.I.E.E., of Cambridge.

Royal Institution. Mr. A. A. Campbell Swintonon “ Some

New Studies in Cathode and Röntgen Radiations. "

Saturday, February 5th . - Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Student's visit to the works of Messrs. Siemens & Co.,

Woolwich . Train from Fenchurch Street, 10.5 a.m.

Applicationsto join the party, to the Student's Hon.
Sec . (Mr. 8. Grant, 28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace, W.)

Tuesday, February 8th . - Liverpool Overhead Railway Company.

Meeting at Liverpool.

Thursday, February 10tb ,and Friday, February 11th . The annual

general meeting of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers,at 25, Great George Street. The discussion

on Mr. Philip Dawson's paper on " Mechanical Featares

of Electric Traction ,” will be resumed. A paper will

be read and discussed as follows: " First Report to the

Gas Engine Research Committee ; Description ofap

paratus and Methods, and Preliminasy Results,” by
Prof. Frederic W. Barstall.

Effect of Röntgen Rays on Plants . - An exhaustive

series of experiments has recently been made by Prof.

Atkinson, of Cornell University, to determine the action of

the Röntgen rays on growing plants. ( Science, January 7th,

1898 ). The results, unfortunately, are of a very negative

character. He found that, though plant tissnes absorb the

Röntgen rays quite freely, there is no marked influence on

the growing parts. There are no visible external injuries,

evenwhenthe parts are exposed atclose range a large part

of the time during several days. This is themore remark

able, since the general impression is that the rays, even with

comparatively short exposures, are injurious to the human

tissues. The rays werefound to have no toxic or turning

inflaence on plants. No difference in growth was produced

by exposure to the Röntgen rays; the rays neither inhibited

or hastened growth. Bacilli were exposed for hours to the

rays, but it was found that they had no influence on the dis

tribution of the bacilli in the liquid, nor on their vitality for

the length of time of the exposure.

Electrical Installation Rules . — The new edition for

1898 of the Electrical Installation Rules of the Liverpool

and London and Globe Insurance Company, formsthe third

year's issue of the new copyright compilation, displacing

their former rules dating from 1888 or earlier. The value

of this periodical re-issueis shown in the present edition by
the inclusion of several added rules this year. For instance,

the growth of the adoption of “ free wiring " in various

districts has necessitated rules specially dealing with the

lead - covered twin wires used in this class of work, and the

extension ofthe use of electricity for tramway work has lead

to the prohibition of the use of trolley wires or of dynamos

feeding trolley wires as a direct source of current for

lighting or power apon insured premises other than the

power stations, sheds, & c., of the tramway people. Further

slight additions dealwith precautions desirable in specific
risks, such as coro , oil, and textile mills.
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Mutual Influence of Cathode Rays. - Some interesting

experiments, accompanied by rather hesitating conclu

sions, are contributed by Julius Bernstein, in Weid . Ann.,

on the subject of the apparent repulsion between two beams

of cathode rays, first observed by Crookes, and interpreted

by him on the supposition that cathode rays consist of pro

jected particles, and are equivalent to elastic conductors

carrying a current. As might have been expected from a

German source , says the New York Electrical Engineer,

Bernstein's results tell against this view , and in favour of

some kind of wave hypothesis. In the first place he investi

gated the influence of the direction in which the rays travel.

Mounting two cathodes, one at each end of the tube ( see

fig. 1) with a slit in front of each, he obtained two opposite

beams running side by side, which did not affect each other

8

Electric Cranes in Railroad Shops. - Electricity is

very largely used for working the cranes at the Crewe shops

of the London and North -Western Railway. The motors,

says Engineering, have field -magnets of the Manchester type,

and Paccinotti armatures. In starting a motor, a variable

resistance is switched in to diminish the starting current,

being cut out when the motor is fairly running . All the

motors used are designed to run at 1,500 revolutions per
minute, the speed being afterwards reduced by worm gearing.

In the case of the 30 -ton cranes used in the erecting shops

for lifting locomotives, the load is lifted at a speed of 2 feet

6 inches per minute, at an expenditure of 70 amperes at 120

volts. The long travelling is performed at a speed of 100

feet per minute, with an expenditure of 60 amperes at 120

volts, and the cross traverse at a speed of 50 feetper minute,

with an expenditure of 30 amperes at 120 volts. In the case

of light weights the speed of lifting is 10 feet per minute.

In the case of the 15 -ton crane, which has been provided in

connection with a boiler -riveting plant, the crane is 50 feet

above the floor level, and all its movements are controlled by

switches on the ground, a magnetic brake being provided on

the armature shaft to arrest the motion as soon as a rivet

hole has been brought into place for the closing of the rivet.

The cost of repairs has, Mr. Webb states, so far been very

small ; no renewal of commutators has been necessary, but

they are lightly skimmed up in the lathe about once in 12

months. Thecarbon switches and brushes are renewed once

in six months.

1

Figs. 1 AND 2.

in any way. But when the cathodes were placed side by side

( fig. 2) , the beams were bent outward as long as the glass

funnels protecting the wires left the cathode plates bare.

When they projected beyond their surfaces, no effect was

produced . The direction of the emerging rays is, therefore,

of no account. Further experiments proved that the action

is probably exerted by one cathode upon the beam from the

other cathode at its origin. But to this action an electro

static effect between the cathodes may be added.

Cabby's Farewell to his Steed .-- The St. James's

Gazette recently had the following :

So long, old ' oss ; you're jest played out, you've taken your last fare,

Your quarters are the knacker's nah, and mine are Lord knows where ;

There ain't no room in London nah for either you or me,

We're crabded aht by cabs as go by electricitee .

It warn't all beer and skittles, even in the palmy daye,

Wbat with the cove with principles, his legal fare as pays ;

But when the " biz " was pretty brisk, and cabby got the pull,

I could plank dahn for the Derby for my fancy art a bull .

It's nuts, it is, on some fine day, to pick up some young nob,

And drive 'im all the morning till the fare is nineteen bob ;

And then he stops at Gresham 'Ouse, and sbahting, “ Cabby, wait,"

'E takes ' is 'ook the other end aht into Bishopsgate.

Or on a lovley autumn when the rain came dahn in sheets,

Or when a bloomin ' blizzard set us skatin ' in the streets,

And afteryou 'ad planked dabn to the yard each bob you 'ad,

and fahnd yerself to balance up a dollar to the bad.

Then to take yer to the stables at the other end of tahn,

And strip yer frozen 'arness off, and rub yer old ’ide dahn ;

And yergot yer jolly skin full, and a decent place to doss,

Which was often more nor I got by a jolly site, old 'oss .

But nah - 80 long, my beauty ; for this latest style I bar

I ain't & going (wbatdo you think ) to run a motor-car;

While there's a crossing to be swept,a job to do - no fear

I reckon I'm too old to turn a blooming engineer.

on

Accumulator Boxes . — The high price of these " re

cipients ” -as they are termed the Continent to

distinguish them from what is technically termed the " cell,"

and also from the outer boxes - has long been an inducement

for the invention of a new material to be used in their con

struction. In a recent discussion at the Institution, Mr.

Wallis Jones referred to the “ breakages of ebonite cells,

whicb, on the average, may be taken to cost 108. a piece."

Celluloid has been proposed and used to someextent ; it is

not liable to fracture, but its great combustibility constitutes

80 great a danger that its employment on a large scale is out

of the question . We have seen some samples of a new

material,invented by Mr. Desmond FitzGerald, and called

by him “ Acrematin ," which seems well adapted for the

manufacture of these receptacles, being acid -proof, strong

and comparatively cheap. It would appear to be adapted

also to many other purposes. [

American Electrical Apparatus for England. With

respect to Mr. Justus Eck’s recent visit to the United States,

the Street Railway Journal says that the purpose of this

visit was to make arrangements with American houses to re

presentthem in Great Britain, and in this he was highly
successful. Mr. Justus Eck's company (Messrs. Laing,

Wharton & Down) already represents the well-known Walker

Company here, and among the new agencies secured is that

of the Ward -Leonard Company, manufacturersof Carpenter

enamel rheostats and other appliances; that of theWagner

Electric Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis, for its alter

nating current apparatus of all kinds ; that of the Q. & C.

Company for its rail-sawing apparatus, and that of the

Pearsonjack. The Buda track drill, for which the company

has been for some time agent, has been quite largely sold in

Great Britain through its efforts. Mr. Eck also made

arrangements for establishing a permanent purchasing agency
in New York for any supplies needed in this country for

carrying out the extensive work which Laing, Wharton and

Down are now organising to undertake in Great Britain and

elsewhere.

Vacuum Tube Lighting . - An American correspondent

writes as follows : - " With reference to Tesla's vacuum tube

light mentioned in the current electrical journals, D. McFarlan

Moore, of Newark, N.J., who lit a room by vacuum tubes

at the electrical exhibition in New York in May, 1896, has

just made a statement, claiming Tesla's present system to be

a copy of bie. There is certainly a similarity. Moore inter

ruptsa self -inductive circuit in a vacuum , and connects one

terminal of the tube to be lighted to one side of the break,

and the other terminal to the opposite side. Tesla interrupts

a self -inductive circuit in the open air, and to light a tube,

raises the potential of the induced current by a step -up trans

former, the secondary of which is connected around the break,

and has a condenserof suitable capacity in its circuit. This

arrangement he calls an electrical oscillator. "

8

The Royal Society.- Among the papers down for

reading yesterday afternoon were the following :-E.

Wilson : (1) “The Kelvin Quadrant Electrometer as a

Wattmeter and Voltmeter.” ( 2) “ The Magnetic Properties

of almost Pure Iron . "

>
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The City and Guilds of London Costitute.- The

Finance Committee of the City Corporation have recently

reported on the application of the Council of the City and

Guilds of London Institute, for a renewal of the grant from

the Corporation to the funds of the Institute. They state

from inquiry that the work of the Institute has been success.

fally and economically managed , and the results achieved are

fully commensurate with the expenditure involved. Although
in the past season there was a decrease in the total number

of students in regular attendance, the work ofthe Institute
was,on the whole, well maintained . At the Central Tech

nical College, 214 students were attending special courses,

and an average of 170 were ander instruction in each of the

foar departments which constituted the regalar curriculum

of the Institute. The technological examinations attracted

29,494 students, as against 27,583 in the previous year . At

the Technical College, Finsbury, there were 184 day and 900

evening students — slight decrease in both categories.

Since it opened in 1884, nearly 1,200 day students had

entered . The development of the chemical department was

remarkable, and the high quality of the work done by the

students fully maintained . The income of the Central

Institute, including school fees, was £33,079, and the cost

of the several branches £28,578. The gross cost per student

was £ 54 . The Corporation of London bas, in consequence

of this report, voted£400 in respect of last year towards the

funds of the Institute, to be devoted to the Finsbury

Technical College. This will make upwards of £ 16,000 con

tributed in all by the Corporation towards the Institute.

Testing Extraordinary . - Mr.S. L. Corson, writing to

the American Electrician, says : - " That there are tricks in

all trades but oars,' is a foregone conclusion among the

members of the various crafte , and the thought and inge

nuity expended upon some of the tricks and dodges would,

if expended in true work, increase the salary and standing of

the trickster to a notable degree. A case in point :—The

engineer of a small isolated lighting plant, not 1,000 miles

from New York City, was informed that a test of his

plant would be run to determine the cost of lighting the

building, after which, current from Edison street mains

would be turned on, and the cost of thus lighting for a

similar period be ascertained . The engineer knew that if

the Edison service cost less than it did to make the current

by the plant that he was in charge of, his occupation

would beforfeited . Therefore, when the trial ronwasmade,

never was boiler, engine or dynamo in better condition than

his,and the coal burned was very small. When the Edison

trial was made, he bad figured out the cost of everything,

and knew to a dot what current could be received, and still

retain his place. A cunningly concealed water rheostat in

the adjoining building was connected by concealed wiring,

andthe economy of the Edison current received so severe &

Bet- back during the test run , that the engineer is sure of bis

job for some time to come, unless he gets found out. While

not speaking well for the trustworthiness of the engineer, it

speaks still worse for the skill of the Edison expert' who

conducted the test for his company. He should have detected

the fraud immediately."

The Victory of the Storage Battery.- One of the

most encouraging features in modern central station opera

tion, whether light or power, is the attention which is being

paid to the running economies. It would be unfair, says the

NewYork Electrical Engineer, to say that no attention had

ever been paid to getting the last bit of energy out of the

coal burnt under the boiler by some of our large operating

companies ; but it is certain that nine-tenths of the stations

existing five years ago paid little attention to those 80 -called

refinements which, as events frequently prove, make the

difference between a dividend and a deficit. But these are

the days of small things, and with them central station

managers have come to understand that they can improve

their balance sheet by other means than mere improvements

in steam apparatus. They are gradually, but surely, coming

around to the practice, long since in vogue in Germany,

particularly, of operating their steam plants in connection

with storage batteries. It would be a work of supererogation

to rehearse at this late day all the advantages which the

storage battery offers to the central station ; the proof of the

pudding is inthe eating thereof. To carry out the metaphor,

those who have tasted a good one want more, as shown by

the fact that scarcely a single station has put in the battery

that bas not followed it up by one or more additional

equipments. We ara well aware that even some of the most

progressive and intelligently managed companies in the

country have held aloof from the storage battery, notwith

standing that New York, Boston , Brooklyn, Philadelphia,

and other cities bad put them to good use. Among these

was the Chicago Edison Company, but we are now informed

that this company has aleo fallen into line and, if we may

judge by the sizeof its plant just ordered , is making upfor

lost time with a vengeance. This contract was referred to

in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, page 981 of our last volume.
In this connection we note algo the intention of the Boffalo

Railway Company to instal accumulators to be charged from

power obtained over the high tension lines from Niagara.

As their load is a fluctuating one, and is particularly low

during the night the battery will be able to absorb all the

surplus energy available and thus permit the company to

utilise fully the power for which they are paying. This

battery, weunderstand, will also be the largestever installed

for railway purposes. The Electrical Engineer says it is

gratifying to be able to note the growing popularity of this

valuable station auxiliary.

The Central London Locomotives. - Once again in

formation regarding the electrical equipment of the Central

London Railway comes direct from America. The New

York representatives of the daily papers telegraphed at the

end of last week that the General Electric Company, of

Schenectady, New York, have just received a large order for

32 electric locomotives for the Central London Underground

Railroad . Owing to the size of the tunnel through which the

underground trains will pass, these locomotives will be of a

small pattern . They will bave a capacity of 800 horse

power, and will weigh 45 tons, and will be able to draw a

train of five cars weighing 150 tons at the rate of 15 miles

per hour. Work on this order is to be began at once .

6

The Extraction of Metals and Metallic Alloys by

Neans of Electrical Heat.-A new process, which isbeing

exploited at Cassel, in Germany, by H. Aschermann, consists

in the extraction of metallic alloys and pure metals by ele :

tric heat from a mixture of the oxide, of a metal and the

sulphide of another metal or of a metalloid, or of the oxide

of a metalloid and the sulphide of a metal, the object being

to accelerate the reduction, and eliminate the carbon and

other impurities. The metal is obtained in the form of an

alloy, from which the more fasible metal can be separated

by distillation if desired . Salphide of antimony is prefer

ably employed as the flax ; for instance, in the preparation

of chromium, 10 parts of chromium oxide are mixed with

23 parts of sulphide of antimony, and placed as cathole in

an electric fusion furnace, and treated by a current of 20 to

25 amperes, and the antimony is driven from the resulting

alloy by reheating. Similarly, aluminium may be obtained

from a mixture of 10 parts of its oxide with 37 parts of

sulphide of antimony, and directions are also givenfor the

preparation of ferrochromium , ferromanganese, and ferro
ceriam .

Lectures. - Mr. Wm. Lynd lectured on 20th inst. at the

Grosvenor Hall, Belfast, his subject being “ Wireless Tele

grapby .”

At the St. Michael'sWorking Men's Institute,Pelsall, on

15th inst. , Messrs. S. Thacker and Bishop, of Walsall, lec

tured on Experimental Electricity.":

“ Electricity a Transmitter of Power ; its Application to

Mining, " was the title of a paper read by Mr. F. H. Headley,

at Camborne, on 19ih inst., to a mreting he'd under the

auspices of the Mining Association and Institute of Corn

wall.

Useful Reference Book.- " Clubs ," a list of over 2,500

clubs frequented by the English in all parts of the world ,

for 1898 , has just been published by Messrs. Spottiswoode

and Co. The book is printed in tabular form , and gives

much more information than in previous years; for instance,
it notes the names of secretaries, dates of establishment,

entrance fees and subscriptions, and has, in some cases,

remarks on the qualifications for membership, &c.
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The Memorial to Ferraris.We hear that the proposed

memorial to the late Prof. Ferraris is receiving considerable

pecuniary support from America, France, and Germany, bat,

though we say it with feelings of keenest regret, not onepenny

has been received from this country. It is to be earnestly

hoped , for the honour of English science, that the occasion

will not be allowed to pass without some appreciation being

shown to the services which Ferraris had rendered to

science .

New Paper. - On Taesday next Messrs. Cordingley and

Co. will bring out the first number of a new penny daily,

called the Daily Contract Recorder .

Appointment Open . — The St. Helens Corporation want

& resident electrical engineer for electric lighting and trac

tion plant, at £200 për annum . See our “ Official Notices "

for particulars.

A Renewable Incandescent Lamp. - Since no sub

stance will probably ever be discoveredwhich will stand a

higher temperature than carbon, no improvement in the

efficiency of the glow lamp is to be looked for by substitat

ing other materials for the carbon filament. There is room ,

however, for a considerable reduction in the cost of renewals.

The life of a glow lamp is limited ,

and usually before the filament is

burnt out it becomes so wasteful

of energy that it pays to replace it

by a new lamp. At present the

whole lamp is rejected when the

filament only has been worn out.

Herr Ch. Howard bas designed a

lamp on a more rational principle,

in which the worn -out filament can

be replaced, while the remaining

parts of the lamp are still utilised .

From the description of this. Jamp

( Zeit f. Elektro Heft 23, 1897) it

appears that the ordinary pear

sbaped bulb has a tubular extension,

to the end of which the socket is

attached . (See fig .) The ends of

the carbon filament are connected

to two short lengths of nickel wire,

which are held together by a glass

croerpiece. The ends of these

wires are pushed into two sockets

fixed on the ends of another pair of nickel wires con

nected to the platinum terminals of the lamp. When

it is desired to renew the carbon filament, the glass

neck of the bulb is cut at the line shown in the fig ., and

the carbon filament is removed by pulling its pickel ter

minal wires out of the sockets. A new carbon filament is

then inserted , and the parts of the glass balb are placed in

position and fused together. The balb is then exhausted of

of air in the usual way. This lamp has been patented, and

is said to have already been proved to be a practical succe£ 8 .

a

Improved Electric Glow Lamp Companyv. Edison

and Swan United Electric Light Company, Limited.

Yesterdayin the Queen's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice

Mathew , this case came on forhearing. It was an action to

recover damages for breach of contract. The case

for the plaintiffs was that by an agreement in writing

in a letter from plaintiffs to defendants, of November

3rd , 1896, and in a letter from the defendants to the

plaintiffs of November 9th, 1896, the defendants agreed

to manufacture for plaintiffs 100,000 electric incandescent

lamps of their own make, one-third to be round lamps, and

two-thirds to be conical shaped. The defendants agreed to

deliver a minimum weekly quantity of 2,000 lamps, delivery

to commence within five weeks from the dateof the accept

ance of the contract. Plaintiffs alleged that defendants had

failed to deliver the minimum quantity, by reason of which

the plaintiffe, who were unable to parchase the lamps else

where, had been unable to carry on their business, and had

lost the large profits they would have made out of the sale

of the lamps, and had been greatly injured in their business.

The defendants, in their defence, did not admitthe contract,

and alternatively they pleaded that if they did do so, they

were prevented by theacts of the plaintiffs from delivering

the lamps on the agreed dates. They had otherwise

delivered all the lampscontracted for, andthey denied that

the plaintiffs had suffered any damage. — Mr. Bonsfield,

Q.C. ,M.P., Mr. Wallace, Q.O., and Mr.A. J. Walter, were

counsel for the plaintiffs, while Mr. Fletcher Moulton , Q.C.,

and Mr. J. O. Graham represented the defendants. In the

course of the case the defendants admitted that there had

been delay in the delivery, and after consultation between

the parties a verdict was, by agreement, entered for the
plaintiffs for £750 and costs.

The Alleged Failure in the Madrid Supply . - As we

go to press, the following comes to hand from the secretary

(Mr. Chas. Hill) of the Electricity Supply Company for

Spaio : - “ In your issue of 21st inst.you publish a note from
aMadrid correspondent, stating that at about the beginning

of the present month the greater part of the district supplied
by this company was without light for 48 hoard. I sball be

greatly obliged if you will kindly correct this statement,

which is very much exaggerated . The breakdown ia queg

tion, caused byan accidentto the cables, affected only a com

paratively small area , and the lighting was resumed the same

evening, after only a few hours' interruption ."

The Purchase of the Fowler-Waring Cables Com

pady.-As weannounced in our issue of January 7th ,

the Western Electric Company, Limited , have concluded

arrangements with the Fowler -Waring Cables Company,

Limited , of 110, Fenchurch Street, E.C., and North
Woolwicb, to take over their businets as from January

1st, 1898. The notice is also confirmed by the Fowler

Waring Cables Company, who state that all debtsdue to them
in respect of the business up to January 1st should be sent to

the secretary, at 110, Fepcburch Street, and all debts and
liabilities in connection with the said business incurred ,

accrued, or owing atthe close of December 31st, 1897, fall to
be discharged by this company.

Dr. Cornelius Herz.-Dr. Cornelius Herz went out for

a short drive on Saturday last, this being the first time he

has left the Tankerville, Boscombe, for six years.

Personal. — Mr. Thomas H. Blakesley has resigned his

seat atthe Council board of the Physical Society . He is,

therefore, no longer honorary secretary of that Society.

Lecture .- On 17th inst. a lecture on “ Electric Car

rents, their Ways and Adaptation ," was delivered in the

Marine Engineers'Institute, King Street, South Shields, by

Mr. G. Smith, of H.M. Customs.

New York Electrical Society. — Mr. S. Dana Greene

read a paperbefore the above society,at New York, on the

10th inst., his subject being “ The Relations Between the

Customer, the Consulting Engineer and the Electric Manu

facturer.”

The Electric Cab Mishap. - The daily press would seem

to beshort of matter just now, judging by the amount of

attention givento the mishap with an electriccabin FleetStreet.

It isnot altogether the right thing to prejudice the general

public against these vehicles before they have hada fair

trial, but this seems a very likely result of someof the high

falutin and imaginative accounts which have been printed

regarding, what is officially termed, the skidding of the

hind wheels. The only damage to the vehicle seems to be

the straining of one of these wheels , and the following day

the cab was working as usual. The daily sensationalist

made it appear that the cab was smashed to pieces, and half

of Fleet Street ploughed up.

Storage Batteries for Buffalo . - An American Ex

change says that in December the announcement was made

that the Buffalo Railway Company would instal at once &

set of storage batteries at its Niagara Street power stationto
act as a station auxiliary. There will be about 290 cells,

which will be contained in a fireproof structure built

especially for the purpose. The building will measure 40

feet x 70 feet, and the Buffalo Railway Company expects

to have the installation in operation early in March.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

COMPANIES .

The L.C.C. and Lantern Projection . In some regula

tions which have just been issued by the L.C.C. respecting

the uses of limelightin premises licensed by that body, we

observe that the employment of ether and other inflammable

liquids is forbidden , and it is suggested that in all cases

where possible, theelectric arc light shall be used as an illu

minant instead of limelight.

Salisbury Electric Light and Supply Company,

Limited (41,414 ).- This company's annual return was filed on

January 8th, when 1,307 shares were taken up out of a capital of

£ 20,000 in £1 shares. £ 1,013 158. has been paid , and £ 293 55. is in

Arrears

OITY NOTES.

Webb Testimonial. The presentation dinner to Mr. and

Mrs. Webb has been postponed to Monday, February 21st,

owing to the rooms of the Hotel Metropole being required

on the 14th(the date originally fixed ) for a dinner at which

the Prince of Wales is to be present. Early application for

tickets should be made to Mr. H. Elmands. &

Fatality. - An inquest was held on Friday last at the

St. Bartholomew's Hospital on the body of Herbert Mew

cross, aged 25 , & labourer, who was crushed to death by a

crane at the Electric Railway Works, in Moorgate Street,on

the 13th inst. The jury returned a verdict of " Accidental

Death . ”

>

Electric Mail Carts. It is stated that the Post Office

on Monday last started a service of electric delivery vang

between St. Martin's -le -Grand and Paddington Station .

...

James Watt Anniversary Dinner .-- The 11th James

Watt anniversary dinner, in connection with the Institute of

Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, took place at

Glasgow last Saturday evening. Lord Kelvin waspresent,

and in proposing " the memory of James Watt," made a

very interesting speech.

The result of the year's working at Bedford

Bedford discloses a loss of £ 1,200, which is a considerable&

Lighting increase upon that of last year, when the figure

Accounts. was £914. The net revenue shows a consider

able increase, being, in fact, nearly £ 700 more,

but it we take the whole of the figures on the debit side, the interest

on mortgage debt accrued to date (£1,157), and the instalments of

principal of money borrowed (£1,560), the undertaking will bave to

call upon the rates to the extent of £ 1,200. With a considerably

increased output the cost of production shows only a small reduction .

Probably the works are not yet obtaining the fall benefits from

the extensions of plant that have been made during th: past 12

months.

The following table gives the cost per unit:

1897 . 1896 .

Total capital expended $46,890 £ 38,670

Number of units sold 255,990 188,238

Number of lamps connected

Revenue from sale of current $4,606 2,939

Net revenue ... £ 1,593 £842

Average price obtained per unit 4 :30d. 4.470.

Cost of production. Per unit .

Coal ... 1,322 1.240.- 1.35d .

Oil, waste , water and engine room } 135 •13d. 16d.

stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 771
•72d . ' .93d .

Hepairs and maintenance of build . Works ' cost
}

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c.
320 { *2 394.90 } • 300. •12d,

Rent, Kates and taxes .. 142 • 13d. .18d.

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c .,

stationery and printing, general
349 • 33d . .40d .

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant }
Renewal fund account ..

1896 .Appointment.-- Mr. FrankClowes, on taking the posi

tion of chief chemist to the London County Council , bas

been elected Emeritus Professor of Chemistry of the Uni

versity College, Nottingham .

..

Explosion at an Oldham Electrical Supply Station.

-We take the following paragraph from yesterday's Liver

pool Mercury. We have , however, been unable to verify

this extraordinary statement: " An alarming explosion

occurred on Tuesday evening at the Oldham Corporation

Electrical Supply Station, Rhodes Bank, and effected

damage to the extent of between £200 and £300. At

six o'clock a loud report was heard and the place was

enveloped in steam . It was found that the cylinder ends

of two engines, connected with dynamos, had been blown

out. These laysmashed a few yards away, and one, weighing

two tons, camevery near striking Mr. Newington, electrical

superintendent."

1

Total £ 3,039 2.85d . 3:14d.

Average price

obtained
Revenue.

per unit.£ 8. d .

4,606 0 0By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

4 :30d .

Total £ 4,606 0 0 4.30d.

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2.85d.; Works' cost, 2 : 39d.

Total loss on year's working , £ 1,200.

Sludge and Dust Destructors. - Yesterday a large

number of professional gentlemen were invited to visit the

Leyton Sewage Works for the purpose of inspecting the

Beaman & Deas” destructors, and to meet Sir Douglas

Galton, K.C.B., D.C.L., & c., Chairman of the Council ofthe
Sanitary Institute . A luncheon in the Town Hall followed , at

which Sir Douglas spoke at great length on the subjectof refuse
destruction and the methods in use, but we must defer a

detailed description of the Leyton plant till next week , when

we hops to deal very fully with the matter. Sir Douglas
Fox and Mr. Francis Fox, as engineers, with the assistance

of Messrs. Stanger and Blount, consulting chemists and

analyste, have given a most favourable report upon the ap

paratus as a most efficient and economical refuse destructor

without injury to the neighbourhood .

Direct United States Cable Company, Limited .

The forty - first ordinary general meeting was held on Tuesdayat

Winchester House, when Mr. E.M. Underdown, Q.O.,presided . He
stated that the revenue for the six months ended the 31st ult. , after

deducting outpayments, amounted in round figures to £ 10,098,while

the working and other expenses, including incometax, but exclusive

of the cost of cable repairs, absorbed £ 19,723,leaving a balance of

£ 30,375 as the net profit of the ball -year, making, with the amount

brought forward , £ 34,303, out of which two interim dividends of 38.

per sbare eachfor the quarters ended September 30th last and the

31st ult. had been declared, and £ 12,000 had been transferred to

reserve fand account, leaving £ 4,090 to be carried forward . The

revenue had continued to increase during the half-year, and was still

improving. The increase in the past six months had been £ 2,497, or

about 57 percent., as compared with the earnings inthe correspond

ing period of1896. The expenses in London remained practically

the same, while those at the stations had been only slightly higher,

consequent on the additional work done owing to the increased traffic.

The remaining expenditure was more or less fixed, but, generally, it

showed a small reduction as compared with that of the same period

of 1896. The cable renewals in the past half- year had cost £ 8,325,

which , with the amount written off the Ballioskelligs buildings

account, £ 2,000, had been debited to the reserve fand account. Oa

the other hand this account had been credited with £ 5,604 for in

NEW COMPANY REGISTERED ,

Moutrie & Co., Limited (55,696 ) .Registered January

18thwith capital £5,000 in £ 1 shares to acquire the business of

Montrie & Co.,of17,Berners Street, W., and to carry on the business

of electricalandmechanical engineers, machinists, fitters, gas

engineers, founders, wood and metal workers, electro-platers, & c.

Registeredwithout articles of association. Registered office, 17 ,
Berners Street, W.
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sequently they sent their manager to Franca, who inspected the

works, and as a result of negotiations the French Company had

agreed to hand over the factories on satisfactory terms. Pending

the time, therefore, it would necessarily take to erect a factory in

London, they would be in possession of a factory which was earning

money. There would be no difficulty in obtaining leaves, their

agents being prepared to supply thousands of tons per annum .

After extracting the gutta from the leaves, they could be sold for

paper pulp at a pricewhich would cover cost of freight.

Alter the usual vote of thanks the meeting then torminated.

terest on the investments and the £ 12,000 set aside, as he had already

mentioned , out of revenue, leaving the balance of the reserve fand •

standing at the increased figure of £346,767. Many of their invest.

monts had recently increased in value, and during the past ball -year

they had been added to by £12,220, bringing the total up to £ 330,786

at cost. The present market value of the investments was about

£ 385,800, showing a profit on their cost price of about £55,000.
Their relations weremost cordialwith the allied companies, the

Anglo-American and the WesternUnion Companies, and every kind

of mutual accommodation was afforded between them . This com.

pany's share in the pool was very satisfactory, but he found that the

advantages to the public from their combination were not generally

understood. The public thus bad the advantage of seven cables ;
and when traffic accumulated it must be manitest how well it could

be dealt with, with this number of cables, owing to the arrangement

between the companies. Moreover, wheninterruptions to the cables

occurred, as mustbappen, the traffic was practically never suspended

or interrupted . Atthe same time the independence of the companies

was maintained - that was to say , any member of the public who

chose to forward bis message by the Anglo -American, the Direct, or

the Western Union companies could do so, and this was done from

time to time. It was true that the proceeds were shared among the

different companies, but many people preferredone route to another.

The short cable, as it was called, had been interrupted, and two

repairs were made to it during the half-year. It had been thought

advisable to put aconsiderablepiece ofnew cable , 57 miles, into that

part of the line which was in comparatively shallow water, and to

move the cable ioto deeper water, whereitwas practically safe from

damage from ships' anchors. He concluded by moving the adoption

of the report and accounta . Sir James Pender, M.P. , seconded the

motion, which was carried unanimously ; and at the instance of

Captain Goodsall and Mr. John Newton, a suggestion was unani

mously approved recommending the board to distribute an amount

equal to 6per cent.on the salaries of the staff as a bonusin celebra

tion of the Diamond Jubilee year,

Central London Railway Company.

Taxreport of the directors of the Central London Railway Company

for the hall-year ended December 319t last, to be submitted to the

general meeting to be held in London on February 2od, states that

the expenditure during that period amounted to £ 460,728, which,

added to theamount previously expended,makesa total outlay to

date of £ 1,606,948. The sum of £ 228,448, which appears in the

accounts as owing to the contractors, is due to them for work done

as certified by the company's engineers. The latter report that satis

factory progress has been made with the works during the half-year,

and that atthe present time three -fourths of the main line tunnels,

one- hall of the station tunnels, and nearly the whole of the lift and

staircase shafts have been constructed. At the Bank Station , the

very difficult work in connection with thesubway for pipes is com .

plete, and the public subways are in an advanced stage.

London Electrical Cab Company.

Thxdirectors of this company are offering for subscription an issue

of 86,388 £l ordinary shares, completing the issue of the £ 150,000

authorised nominal capital. Toe shares are offered at 28. 61. pre

mium. The proceeds of two -thirds ofthe shares already issued were,

by arrangement with the vendors, retained for working capital, and

the baladce of one -third only was paid to the vendorson account of

the agreed purchase price ( € 50,000 ). The proceeds of the present

issue will be similarly dealt with, so that the working capital will

continue to be two-thirds of the total share capital issued .

Although the outlay up to date includes the cost of altering and

adaptiog the extensive buildings in Juxon Street, Lambeth ; also

fitting up the same with electrical plant, machinery, &c ; also all pre

liminary expenses andthe cost of the cabs now on the streets, and

parts of further cabs,the company still have at their bankers nearly

hall the workiog capital received.

A much larger number of cabs might have been placed upon the

streets within the same period, but in the interests of the company it

was decided to first practically test asmaller number.

Immediately the directors were satisfied as to these, contracts were

placed for further cabs, which will have several very important im.

provements,and wbich,when completed, will absorb nearly the whole

of the working capital at their disposal. These vehicles will be

delivered as quickly as possible, and there will then be three times
the number of electric cabs than there are now on the streets.

It is with the object of still further increasing the number of the

company's vehicles that this issue is made.

Withtheprospectus is given a copyof areport by Messrs. Kincaid ,

Waller & Manyılle, dated January 17th,1898,onthe prospects of

the company . The list closes to -morrow (Saturday ).

Anglo -American Telegraph Company, Limited. The

directors, after placing the sum of £ 12,000 to the creditof the

renewal fund for the hall-year, have resolved to recommend at the

meeting on February 4th next, the declaration of the fol

lowing dividends :-(1) A balance dividend of 198. 6d. per cent.

upon theordinary consolidated stock for the year ending December

sist, 1897 ; ( 2) å balance dividend of £1 19s. per cent. upon the

preferred stock forthe year ending December31st, 1897, both pay .

ableon February 6th next, less income tax , to the stockholders regis

tered on the books of the company on the 21st inst. After paying the

foregoing dividends, there will be a balance of about £ 200. The above

dividende, together with those already paid, will amount to £ 3 per

cent. on the ordinary consolidated stock and £6 per cent. on the

preferred stock for the year 1897. The register of transfers will be

closed from January 22nd to February 4th , both days inclusive.

Stock Exchange Settlements.- The Stock Exchange

Committee hasappointedWednesday, February 2nd, a special settling

day in Edison &Swan United Electric Light Company, Limited

£ 194,023 4 per cent. debenture stock, and bas ordered the under.

mentioned securities to be quoted in the Official List :-Commercial

Cable Company – Further innue of £ 264,711 sterling 4 per cent.
500-year debenture stock . Edison & Swan United Electric Light

Company, Limited - £ 194,023 ( part of £ 200,000 ) 4 per cent. debenture

stock .

Applications have also been madeto appoint a special settling day

in, and to grant a quotation to :-City of London Electric Lighting

Company, Limited - Furtherissueof 10,000 ordinary shares. Elec

tric Construction Company, Limited - 4 per cent. perpetual first

mortgage debenture stock, and a farther issue of 8,657 7 per cent.

cumulative preference shares, and to allow to be quoted in the

Oficial List :-- City and South London Railway Company - Farther

issue of 832 5 per cent. perpetual preference shares, Nos. 8,420 to

9,251.

The Electro -Chemical Company, Limited . - An issue
of £ 35,000 6 per cent. first mortgage debentures of £ 100 each is

announced. The debentures are secured by a first charge on the

Treehold property and British patent rights of the company,the value

of the property alone, exclusive of goodwill or patent rights, being

estimated at £73,100. The debentures are redeemable on July 1st,

1910, at par, or they may be redeemed, on six months' notice, at

£105.

Venezuela Telephone and Electrical Appliances

Company.-- Coupon No. 16 of the 5 per cent. mortgage debentures,

due on 31st. inst., will be paid from that date at the Capital and

Counti Limited, 39,Threadneedle Street, E.O., and at Messrs.

Westendorp & Co.'s Bank, Amsterdam .

&

1

House - to -House Electric Light Supply Company.

ACCORDING to the London Gazette, the petition presented on

January 13th,1898,for confirming the following special resolution,

will be heard on February 5th before Mr. Justice Romer in the

Ohancery Division : - " That the agreement dated November 29th ,

1897, and made between the company of theone part, and the several

persons, corporationsand firms executing the same in the Schedule

thereunder written ( thereinafter called 'the holders of the founders'

sbare ') of theother part, be approved and confirmed, and that having
regard to the termsthereof, the capital of the company bereduced

from £ 200,000 divided into 40,000 shares of £5 each, of which 27,900

are ordinary shares, 12,000 are preference shares, and 100 are

founders' sbares, to £ 199,500 divided into 39,900 shares of £ 5 each,

of wbich 27,900 are ordinary shares and 12,000 are preference shares;

and that such reduction be effected by cancelling the whole of the
said founders' shares ; that is to say, the shares in the company

numbered 1 to 100, both inclusive. "

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS.

Gutta Percha Corporation.

The statutory meeting of this Corporation was held at Winchester

House on Wednesday . Sir Edward Thornton, the chairman of the

Corporation,after referring to the composition of the Board, pointed

outthat while thepatent was lying idle in inexperienced bands, it

had been worked by others in France where they had been

producing as much as 140 lbs. per day. OI they

were notgoing to have their patents infringed in that manner, con

TheOlty and BoothLondonRallwayCompany. Tho receipts for theweekonding

January 23rd, 1898, were £ 1,075 ; week onding January 24th , 1897, 21,114;

decrease £ 39 ; total receipts for hall-year, 1898, £ 4,334;corresponding

period , 1887, £ 4,387 ; decrease, £ 53.

The Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company. The receipts for the month of
October were £ 2,885, as compared with £ 4,314 in the corresponding
month of last year.

The Liverpool Overhead Rallway Company. The receipts for the week ending

January 23rd, 1898. amounted to £ 1,354 ; corresponding week last year,
£ 1,217 ; increase, £ 137.

TheWestern and Brasilian Telegraph Company,Limited. Tho receiptfor
theweekendingJanuary21st,1888 , after dedaoting 17 per cent of the
gron receipts payable to the London Pla vino Brazilian holographCom .

pany, Limited , wore £3,011,

course
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SEARI LIST OT ELIOTRIOAL OOMANIEI.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COIPANIES .
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197,4001 Atrion Direct Talos , Itodos4 % Dob.
1004 100 104 100-104

25,000 Amason Talegraph , Limited , wbarea ... 10 7 6 7

125,000 Do. do. 8% Debs. Red. 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

923,900 ! Anglo- American Talog.,Ltd. Stock £ 2 9A £ 2 1983% 61 -63 61 - 63
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64%44,000 Oil Talop .,Ltd., Nou.1to 44,000 4 % 3 31 3

10,000,000 $ CommercialOablo Oo.
$ 100 | 7 % 7 % 186 - 190 187 - 192

653,5864 Do. Do Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 105 -117 105 -107

224,850 Consolidated Talop . Oons , and Main ., Lid. 107- | 11 % 2 g

16,000 Oriba Talog., Itd . 10 8 % %

6,000 Do. 10 % Prot. 10 10 % 10 % 18 19 18 19

12,931 | Direot Spanish Teleg., Ltd.
64% 4 %

5 4 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Oum . Prel . % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do . 4% Debu. Nou. 1 to 6,000 50 | 41 % 41 % 13--106 % 1.3 - 106 %

60,710 Direct United Statou Oablo, Ltd. 20 21 % 26 % 102 - 103xd . 1 - 1

400,000 Lasten Talog , Litd ., Nou.1 to400,000 10 69 % 61 % 174184xd | 8 181

70,000 Do. 5 % Oum . Prol. 106 6 % 184 - 195xd 19 - 20

89,9002 Do. 8 % Dobu , ropay, August,1899 100 8 % 6 % 102 - 106 102 -105

1,302,6182 Do. 4 % Mort . Dob. Stock Red . Stoak 4 % 4 % 131 -134 131 -194

200,000 Lastarr Matendon, Australasia and Oains Telog ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % 181– 1940 184 - 194

Do. 6 % (du . Qor. Bub.), Deb ., 1900, rod. ann. drgi.
100 5 % 6 % 99 - 103 99 03

reg . I to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,096

100,3007 Do. do. Bourar, 1,060—3,975 and 4,0976,400 100 6 % 6 % 1CO -- 103 100 -113

820,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Stock Stock | 4 % 4 % 132 - 135 132 – 195

Eastern und Bouth African Telog.,Ltd.,6% Mort. Dob.
61,1004 100% 6 % 6 % 99 - 103 99 - 103

1900 radeom . ann . drgu., Reg. Nou. 1 to 2,840

60,2002 Do. do . do. to bearer , 2,844 to 6,600 100 6 % 100 103 100 -11 3

Do. 1 % Mort. Doba. Nou i to 8,000, no } 100 4 % 4 % 104 107 104 -107

1909

200,0002 Do. 4 % Rog. Mt.Debu. (Hauritiu Bub .) 1 to 8,000 954 % 4 % 108 111 % 198 -J11 %

180,227 Qlobo Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 10 41 % 41 % 111 - 122 2 124

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pref. 18 6 % 6 % 174 181 174 - 187

150,000 Qroat Northana Telog. Oompany of Copenhagen 10 10 % 27 27

160,0002 Do.
do do. 5 % Dobu. 100 6 % 6%

11 -104 101 - 114

17,000 Lado -Juropean Talag., Ltd. 35 10 % 10 % 52 65 · 65

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg ., Ltd. 6 % Dobu. 100 6 % 6 % 118 -11 1108 - 111

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prol.Nou. 1 to 28,000. 64 % 2 21

484,587 National Taloph ., Ltd. ,1 to 484,397 5642 69 % 68 63 64 67

16,000 6 % Om. 1st Prat. 10 6 % 8 % 15 17 16 17

16,000
Do. 6 % Oun . And Pral. 10 8 % 14 16 14 16

119,294
Do. 6 % Non -oum . Ord Prol., 1 to 119,984 5 6 % 6 %

6 65 6 6 !

Do. do. Nos. 119,236
8 6 6 6 EB

to 260,000, £ b paid
929,4724 Do. 34 % Dob. Stock Roda stock 81 % 81 % 102 -107 xd 104 -109

171,304 Oriental Taleph. & Bleo., Ltd.,Nou. 1to 171,604, fully paid 16 % 0% 4 6

100,0002 Pacito und kuropean Tales Ltda, 4 % Qur. Doba, % 4 % 106 -108
1 to 1,000

105 - 108

11,839 Router's Ltd. 85 % 5 % 75 - 8 } 71 - 84

3,981 Submarino Oublar Trust 138 143 140 146

68,000 United Biyu Plato Toloph., Iitd 54 %

146,7392 Do do. 0 % Dobu. Btock 6 101 - 106 101 06

15,609 West blow Talag ., Ltch , 7,601 to 28,109 104% pil 5 5

213,400 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobu. 100 6% 109 - 106 103 -106

84,268 Westens und Bralina Talog ., Ltd. 16 %% 96 - 107 94 - 103

89,129 Do. 6 % Pral. Ord . 73 8 8

93,129 Do. do. do . Dal. Ord .... 23 31 23 81

982,230 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Rod....f Stock 104 -107 105 -107

88,321 West India and Pawan Talog , Ltd. 10 1 % i

84,369 Do. do . do . 6 % Oum . Int Prot. 10 % 6 % 7 7

4,869 De. do. do. 6 % Oum . End Pral. 108% 6 % 6 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Dobu. No. 1 to1,800 105% 6 % 105 - 118 105 -118

1,169,000$ Western Union of U. B. Talag., 1 % 18 Mort. Bonde $ 10001 7 % 7 % 1105 -110 105 110
160,1001 Do. do. 8 % Star. Bondı. 100 | 8 % 8 % 1100 -105 1100 105

$
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES.

80,000 |Olaring Orow and StrandBlooty. Supply 5 6 % 6 % 121-13 ) 14 16

20,000 Do. do. do. do . 44 % Oam . Pref. 5 61- 64 61 63 04

26,000 "Choluo .Mlectricity Supply: Led , one Nou i to 10,977
6 1 5 % 0 % 104-11 104- 117 11

Do. do. do . 4 % Deb. Stook stock 44 % 41 % 112 -114 11 % -114

40,000 Olty of London Wloo. Idghtg .Oo., Ltd., Ord.40,001—80,000 100 %
271- 281 80 31 3 €

10,000 Do. do. Prov. Certo . 6 291- 203 30

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6. % 17 18 17 18 177

400,000 Do. 6 % Deb. Stock , Scrip. ( in . at 4116) all paid 5 % 129 -134 129 -194

30,000 Jounty of Lond. & Brush Prov. B.Ltg.Ltd., Ord. 1- 30,000 10 mil mil 133 147 15 164 151

20,000 Do. do. do . 6 % Prof., 40,001–60,000 163 16 161-16

10,000 House -to - House Elec . Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5 9 10 10 11 100

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Com. Pref. 5 11 111 111- 113 119

49,900 -Metropolitan Mlectric Bupply, Ltd.,101to50,000 104% 18 19 19 - 204 197

12,500 Do. Ord ., 60,001-62,800, iss. at £2 prem . 10 18 19 19 20 19 )

220,000 Do. 41 % Irst mortgage debenturo itock 41 % 41 % :17 -121 117 121

6,462 Notting Bil Electric Lightg. Oo., Ltd. 10 | 2:% 4 % 171- 184 18 19 18)

19,980 *8t. Jamor's&Pall Mall Bleo.Light Co., Ltd.,Ord., 101-20,080 6 71 % 101 % 141 % 17,- 187 18 19 184

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Prel., 20,081 to 40,089 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11 108

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. stock Red . Stock 4 % 101 -104 101 -104

43,341 South London Electricity Sapply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 3} 23- 33
79.900 wortminster Blootrio Supply Vorp .,Ord ., 101 to 80,000 .. 5 17 % 9 % 12 % | 16 - 17 17 18 177

* Subject to Founder's Shares. + Quotations on Liverpool Stoot Exobenge.

1 Dalon otherwise stated all sbaros are fully paid . | Dividends paid to deterre1 sbore warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends marked I are for a year oondisting of the latter part of one yons and the first part of the next.
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SHARI LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL COMPANIES - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, JANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COMPANIES .

Present

Long.
HAME,

Stook

Or

Bbare .

*

Dividends for

the last three years.

Olosing

Quotation
Jan, 19th,

Olosing

Quotation,
Jan , 26th ,

Business done

during wook

ended

Jan. 26th , 1898.

Highest. Lowest

175 173

235 236

216 23

...

... .00

...

.00 ... ...

... 1041

103

6

... ...

53

171- 173

23 28

23- 23

| 109 -113

102 -105

94 102

68- 61

13 18

45

69 71

21- 22

21- 3

41 51

28

116

416

703 693
... ...

.

99,261 { dison & Bwae Daited Kileo. Est, Ltd., " A"dans } 55%
21

1895 . 1896 . 1897.

30,000 British Electric Traction
10 171 – 18 .

90,000 Brunb_Eleol. Enging. Oo ., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
3 2- 21

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Prel , 1 to 90,000 21- 21

125,0002 Do. do . 41 % Perp. Deb. Btock. Stock 109 -113

50,000 Do. do . 41 % 2nd Deb. Stock Red . Stock 102 -105

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord . Shares
10 94 102

149.106 Do. do. do . £ 6 paid 10 51 6

58,830 Do. do. Pret. halt -shares £1 pd . 12 13

61,777 Do. do. Det. do. £ 5 pd. 45

630,0007 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock 17 % 13 % 13 % 69 71

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum .Pref. Shares, 1 to 28,180 5 nil 23

51 % 23 3

1 to 99,261

17,199 Do. do. do . " A” Bhares01–017,199 5 5 % 61 % 51

110,000 Blectrio Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000
25 % 6 % 23

16,343
Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 % 7 % 7 % 93

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong .,Ltd., 1 to 70,000
3

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mtg., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm .
2

9,6002 Greenwood & Bedley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prel ., 1 to 9,000 10 101 %
11

12,500 Henley': (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., 108 % 10 % 21 22

8,000 Do. do . do . 7 % Prot. 10 | 7 % 7 % 189- 193

50,000 Do, do. do . 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 44% 49 % 110 - 115

60,000 India - Rubber, Gutta Peroba and Teleg . Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10%
231 - 24

300,000 Do. do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 103 -107

87,600 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 | 21 % 27 % 113— 111

10,000 t bo do . Prel. ,610 paid 10 | 6 % 5 % 16 161

$ 7,856 Telegraph Constr . and Maintoo ., Ltd. 12 16 % 15 %
98 41

150,000 Do. do. do . 6 % Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 102 -105

34,0801 Waterloo and Oity Railway, Nov. 1 to $ 4,000 10 121- 13

28

45
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213

31%...
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... 9

22 211

... .
... ... ...
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.

24 2311 238%...

9 11

21 22

181– 191

110 -116

23

103 --107

119 11)

16 161

39 42

102 -105

124-137

-

-

...

-
...

.

5 % ፧
፧ 131 1230 .

.

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise statod ad gharal aro tally paid .

Dividendo marked | are for a year consisting of the latter part of one yearand tho Orst part ofthe next.

Onopron & Co. - Tho dividonds paid on the ordinary sbaros (wbloh have not a Stock Exchango quotation ), are as follows : 1894–0 / 4 ; 1891—9 % 18908%

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

• Birmingham Blectric Supply Oompany, Ordinary of £ 6 ( £ 4 paid ), 73, London Blectric Supply Corporation , £ 6 Ordinary, 3–34.

£ 6 (fully paid ) 11.

Electric Construction Corporation ,6 % Debenturen, 105-106 .
• T . Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 119–127.

House -to - Housa Oompaay, 41 % Dabanturon nt £ 100 , 108-110.
Yorkshire House- to-House Klectricity Oompary, bb Ordinary Share

Kensington andKnightsbridge Electric Lighting Oompany, Limitod

Ordinary Shares 66 (fully paid ) 16–151 ; Ist Preference Oumu.
hully paid , 87–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

lative 6 % , 65 ( fully paid ),82-84. Dividend, 1896, on Ordinary
Shares 7 % .

• From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 3 per cent. (October 14th , 1897).

WHAT IS THE FATAL E.M.F. ?

By W. S. HEDLEY , M.D.

I

2

FOUR recent cases of death from accidental contact with

electric lighting wires carry the mind back to the Board of

Trade Inquiry which resulted in raising the limit of low

pressure sopply. It may be remembered that one gentleman

present at that inquiry asserted that he had felt no ill effects

from a 600 -volt shock. The present writer commented on

that statement in the following words* :-" Did he touch one

pole only ofa 600 -volt circuit ?_Ifso, what was the earth

insulation of the other pole ? Was his body in contact with

the earth, or, presuming that he simultaneously placed one

hand on each pole of the 600 - volt circuit, whatwas the sur

face area of skin contact and what was the condition of the

skin ? In the absence of information in these points the

statement referred to cannot be considered to have any real

value.”

The four fatal cases above referred to are reported in the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, December30th, and occurred in

a chemical factory, the name of which is withheld. The first
case was that of a man whose business it was to raise and

lower an arc lamp by means of a wire rope, windlass and
iron crank . He had instructions never to attend to the

lamp excepting when standing insulated on a wooden stool.
Instead of this he stood with bare feet upon the ground.

Having accidentally forced up the lamp toohigh its support

was bent and touched an upper pulley, in consequence of
which a current at 115 volts was communicated to the cable,

the windlass and the crank, and proved fatal to the man .

In the second instance & labourer, contrary to instractions,

seized an alternating carrent conductor which was outside a

window. In the third case two insulated wires were enclosed

in an iron tube, and it happened either that one of the joints

of the tube getting loose, cut the insulation of the wire,

and so the wire and tube were brought into contact, or that

a wire having become unscrewed its end came into contact

with the unearthed pipe, and the fatal shock was received

from the latter. In the fourth instance & faulty flexible

conductor or lamp fitting seems to have been the cause

of the accident. In at least three of these cases a good

contact and considerable contact area had evidently been

obtained by firmly gripping the conductor - the con

tact was probably of some duration - a most important

factor in producing fatal results, the skin resistance

of the hands had probably been much reduced by hand

ling chemicals, by the dampness of the place, or by

processes carried on in the factory ; and when to these

circumstances it is added that the labourers not being pro

vided with dry boots were in the habit of going about on a

damp floor with wooden slippers or with bare feet, it is

evident that every condition had been secured to enable

the available electromotive force to pass a large current

through the body.

What is the minimum fatal electromotive force ? This

has yet to be defined, and with the definition must come also

a statement of the necessary conditions. Nature, area and

duration of contact, condition of skin , maximum electro

motive force , periodicity. The question is complex, but in

the opinion of the present writer everything seems to point

to the fact that all commercial forms of electric lighting

currents, varying as they do from 80 volts upwards, are

dangerous tohuman life ander certain conditions. Forta

nately the required conditions do not often occur in actual

practice, and when they do occur they admit of remedy.• " Current from the Main ." Lewis & Co., London .
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s

Sach cases as the above would be met by a concentric system

of wiring with the outer conductor earthed and with

switches,& c., on the inner .

coil is the fall E.M.F. between the lines . This property is

useful under certain conditions, as it makes the E.M.F.

between any two lines somewhat less ; for instance, in a

machine with very large currents, the delta winding would

be preferable, since in that winding the current in each wire

is smaller than the line current (the line current being sup

plied from two phases as illustrated in fig. 5) . The contrary
WINDINGS OF POLYPHASE ARMATURES.

BY J. P. STONE .

(Concluded from page 70.)

REGARDING choice of winding, in some cases, undoubtedly,

one is preferred to the other. In such cases as with

FIG . 11.—Y WINDING .

FIG . 9.DELTA WINDING .

is the case in a machine for very high potential; it is often

possible to get a simple winding by á Y -connection, since

thenthe number of turns necessary to give the requisite

voltage are less than those in a delta -connected winding.

The same winding can, of course, be connected Y ordelta

according to the dictates of convenience, as in fige. 9 and

11 , which show the same armature connected delta and Y

respectively. Thus it will be seen that the manner of con

necting the windings of a multiphase armature is largely a

matter of convenience, and thus does not influence the

working of the machine.

A completed armature for a polyphase generator is shown

in fig . 10, the winding and connection of which are covered

by a shield at each end to protect them from injury.

alternators where rectified current is used for compounding,

the Y -connection adapts itself more readily, as the commu

tator can be connected in the common junction of the three

phases. The delta winding, however, is essential in

generators which shall combine direct-current output or

input, with alternating current output or input, such

88 a rotary converter, where, on account of the direct

current feature, the winding must be of the delta form ;

that is, must be continuous, as shown in fig. 5, which

represents a continuous winding tapped off at three points

120° apart. Farthermore, by the choice of one or the

other it is often possible to make a decidedly better motor,

both mechanically and electrically.

An armature designed for å given working voltage

measured between the lines, would , if planned for Y - connec

tion, have fewer turns of larger wirethan if intended for

delta connection . This is sometimes convenient, and is use

THE JACQUES CARBON CELL.

THE Jacques carbon cell, which was some time ago described

in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW ,* has recently given rise to

interminable discussion in the American technical journals.

It may be necessary to remind our readers that this cell con

sists of an iron pot, containing caus

tic soda orpotash, which is kept in a

fused condition by the application

of external heat. A rod of carbon

is immersed in the fused alkali,and

a current of air is forced into it in

such a way as to come in contact

with the surfaces of the electrodes.

The original theory of the inven

tor appears to have been that the

air forced into the electrolyte com

bined with the carbon, in such &

way that the energy of combustion

was transformed into electric energy,

that the carbonic acid gas prodaced

by the combustion escaped inbubblee,

and the electrolyte remained prac

tically unchanged. Taking into

account only thecarbon consumed

inside the cell, Jacques calculated

that the efficiency of his generator

was 82 per cent. A subsequent cal

culation, in which the carbon con

sumed in heating the pot was taken

into account, reduced the first san

guine estimate to 32 per cent. A

letter by Mr. C. J. Reedin the American Electrician for this

month, shows that the efficiency of the Jacques " generator

I

FIG . 10. – POLYPHASE ARMATURE .

fal in keeping the voltage between coils low . The delta
connection,on the other hand , has more turns of smaller

wire, as the carrent is diminished while the E M.F. ineach

American Electrician .

• Vol. 38, p. 826.

† ELECTRICAL REVIEW , Vol. 39, p. 802.
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must undergo & still further reduction ; that, in fact,the raw

material orfuel consumed by the Jacques cell will cost at

least 84 times as much as that required by a steam engine

doing the same amount of work .

The serious blunder made by Jacques and his supporters

lay in the assumption that carbonic acid gas arising from the

combustion was given off in the gaseous condition , and did

not combine with the caustio alkali. The correct theory (28

far as it went) of the reactions in the Jacques cell was given

by Mr. Fitzgerald in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Vol. 39,p.

10, July 3rd , 1896, but at that time it was neglected by

the American investigators, as it apneared to contradict the

experimental results obtained by Jacques. The electro

chemical equation given by Fitzgerald for the Jacques

arrangement “ so far asit constitutes & voltaic cell,” was

2 (Na HO) + 0 + 0, = Na, 00, + 1,0. (1).

Prof. Ostwald and Mr. C. J. Reed , with certain reservations,

agree in accepting this equation as representing the electro

chemical reactions that take place in the Jacques cell. " It is

now stated , on the authority of Prof. Elihu Thomson, that

the whole of the carbonic acid gas produced by the combus

tion of the carbon combines with the caustic soda to form

carbonate of soda. The result of this discovery is that the

Jacques cell is as much a means of getting electricity direct

from potash or soda as " direct from carbon."

Taking into consideration the whole of the materials con

sumed inthe production of electric energy , Mr. Reed makes

the following rough estimate of the comparative cost of energy

produced bythe Jacques cell and a steam engine.

" Leaving now the question of efficiency for the more im

portant question of commercial economy, we find thatif the
carbonate is formed, instead of the carbon dioxide, the

battery ceases to have any possibilities. Its use wonld mean

thedisplacement of a steam engine, using for each H.P.-hour

11 lbs. of coal, worth $8 per ton, by an apparatus asing

24 lbs. of caustic soda, worth $60 per ton,in addition to

.86 lb. of coal, worth $3 per ton, and 24 lb. of carbon in

sticks, worth at least $20 per ton . The comparison is, for

raw material alone, or fuel,

Steam engine
$ .00225 per H.P.-boar.

Jacques battery :

Caustic soda .. $ 0.075

Coal *00064

Carbon 0024 07794

“ The raw material for the Jacques battery will cost at least

84 times that for a good steam engine, and about 75 times

that necessary for agas engine. The weight of raw material

to behandled for the Jacques battery is more than twicethat

used in the steam boiler, and the residue or ' ash from the

battery would weigh 10 or 12 times as much as that from
the boiler. The figures are based on using 60 per cent.

caustic soda, whichwould probably be the cheapest material
that could be used . ”

Mr. Reed considers that the net efficiency of Jacques cell

must be pat at 8 per cent ., when allowance is made for the

power required to drive the air pump.

Though Prof. Ostwald and Mr. Reed agree as to the nature

of the electro -chemical reactions which take place in the

the Jacques cell, they differ in toto as to the source of the

E.M.F. which propels the current through the battery circuit.
Prof. Ostwald considers that the operation of the Jacques

element is exactly apalagous to thatof the Lalande element,

which consists of copperoxideand zinc, immersed in sodium
hydrate. This cell has an E.M.F. of 0-8 volt, and under the

action of the corrent, the zinc dissolves, forming sodium

zincate, while the oxide of copper is reduced to copper. The

cell becomes exhausted as soonas any one of the three sub

stances, zinc, copper, and sodium hydrate is used up. In

cage all the oxide of copper is reduced to copper, the cell can

be restored to action by exposing the plate to air so as to

re - oxidise the porous copper.

In the Jacques cell, the role of the zinc is played by the
carbon ; the role of the oxide of copper by ferric oxide or

sodium ferrate. " The cell, " says Ostwald , " will work until

oneof the three necessary constituents is exhansted . Since

in the Jacques arrangement ferric oxide is the constituent

present in smallest quantity, the activity of the cell depends

entirely upon the renewal of the exhausted ferric oxide; i.e. ,

upon the amount of air or oxygen conveyed to the iron

cathode . "

Ostwald points out that the energy set free' by the com

bination of the oxygen with the iron in the Jacques cell, is

lost as far as the electric process is concerned . There is

practically no way known, as yet, for preventing this loss.

The analogy between the reactions in the Lalande cell and

the Jacques cell suggested by Prof. Ostwald is fully admitted

by Mr. Reed , and from this analogy be deduces the full and

complete equation of the Jacques cell, which, as we shall see,

was only partielly represented by the Fitzgerald equation

given above. The reaction in the Lalande battery is

Za + 2 Na OH + CuO = Na, ZnO , + 4,0 + Ca (2)

and that of the Jacques battery

8C + 6 Na OH + 2 Fe, 0, = 3 Na, CO3 + 3 H ,0 + 4Fe ( 8)

This latter equation shows clearly that the oxygen which

passes through the electrolyte and oxidises the carbon, is

derived fromthe oxide of iron and not directlyfromthe

oxygen which is blown into the fused alkali. The Fitz

gerald equation does not make this quite clear, since taken

without qualification , it means that the oxygen of the air is

directly used for combustion of the carbon .

Notwithstanding the fact that Prof. Ostwald understood

and stated clearly this important point, he uses the Fitzgerald

equation to calculate the E.M.F.of the Jacques cell, from the

heats of combination of the compounds represented bythe

equation. He obtains by this calculation a positive E.M.F.

of 2.66 volts .

Mr. Reed calculates the E.M.F. of the Jacques cell from

equation (8), and finds that the sum of the formation-beats

of the reagents in the left-hand side of the equation exceeds

the sum of the formation -heats of the products in the right

hand side of the equation. This means that the reactions in

the Jacques cell will not generate an electric current, but that

they will require an electric current generated by an external

electric force to bring them about.

Mr. Reed's theory is that this external electromotive force

is thermo-electric, and, in short, he considers that the Jacques

cell is a thermo-electric battery, not a voltaic battery. Ostwald

asserts that it has been shown by Bouty and others that the

thermo-electric forces between metals and electrolytes are

very small, and that therefore there is not the slightest ground

at present for the assumption made by Mr. Reed of the

existence of large unknown thermo-electric forces between

metals and electrolytes. But Mr. Reed has certainly scored

a point by showing Ostwald that out of his own month be

has condemned himself ; and Mr. Reed may well askwhere

the E.M.F. comes from , if it is not thermo-electric . Reed's

well-known experimente, in which he obtained a higher

E.M.F. by substituting iron for carbon in the Jacques cell,

appear toindicate the existence of considerable E.M.Fs. where

noelectro -chemical reactions can take place.

Mr.Reedhas recentlymade some interesting experiments

with a Jacques cell, in which the pot was constructed of

silver insteadof iron . The results of these experiments,he

considers, proves the correctness of his theory us to the

existenceof large thermo -electric forces between metals and

electrolytes. Describing these experiments Mr. Reed sayst:

“ I have also found experimental proof of the correctness

of this theory in a Jacques cell constructed of pure silver,

instead of iron. The results were entirely different from

those obtained with iron. The details of this experiment

will be published later. It will be sufficient to say here

that withthesilver apparatus and pure causticsoda, metallic

Bodium was given off from the walls of the crucible and

burned with explosive reports in 12 minutes after the circuit

was closed , and the crucible had become alloyed with metallic

sodium . The liberation of metallic sodium increased from

that time until the end of the experiment, notwithstanding

the fact that a strong blast of airwas injected through a silvera

tube into the electrolyte. At the end of 20 minutes the

potential of the cell had fallen to zero and reversed. In 30

minutes after the closingof thecircuit, the explosions from

the combustion of metallic sodium became so violent that

the operation had to be stopped,and the room (a large one)

was filled with a white cloud of dust of sodium oxide. The

crucible was 1 } inches in diameter and 3 inches deep. The

&
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• American Electrician, January, 1898.

* ELECTRICAL REVIBW , Vol. 39, p. 350.

† American Elecírician , January, 1898, p. 20.
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carbon rod was 4 inch in diameter. The lower part of the

crucible was found to be so thoroughly impregnated with

metallic sodium , that it became spongy on washing with

water. Water, which was afterwards allowed to stand in it,

soaked through it in 24 hours, as it would through porons

earthenware. On slight pressure the bottom of the crucible

crambled to powder,resembling a brittle amalgam of zino.

“ The reduction of sodium requires a much greater absorp

tion of energy than that of iron, and its reduction cannot

be explainedon any theory except that of absorption of heat

and the agency of a powerful thermo-electric current. ”

Whatever may ultimately turn out to be thecorrect theory

of the Jacques element, it has now undoubtedly been shown

to be commercially worthless.

ELECTRIC MOTORS ON THE NEW YORK

ELEVATED RAILWAY .

.

ACCORDING to the New York Sun,of January 11th , 1898, Mr. George

Gould has authorised the pablication of the following statement:

" We have decided to introduce electricity on the elevated system ,

and we will now proceed to effect ageneral installation with as little

delay as possible. I wish it understood that we purposeto work

energetically along the lines indicated in Mayor Van Wyck's mes

tage, and leave nothing undone to adapt our accommodations in

the fullest possible degree to the requirements and comfort of the

public."

The fall meaning of this announcement from the President of the

ManhattanRailway Company may, perhaps, be gathered best from

that part ofMayor Van Wyck's message towhichMr. Gould refers.

Mayor VanWyck, in speaking of the rapid transit problem and its
solution, said :

" Youshould demand and insist upon the substitution, in the place

ofthe present motive power, of electricity, which can now be safely

utilised in the operation of these roads, affording a more cleaply and

less noisy service, and that, too, with an improvement in speed ;

and, again, the number of through express trains should be con

siderably increased, their running time improved, and their use

continued throughout the day andnight, andnot, as now , restricted

to a few hours in the morning and evening.

" The trunk elevated lines should be so extended as to furnish more

convenient communication with the ferries, and, most important of all,.

these lines should not be confined through the greed or indifference of

thecorporations operatingthem to the thickly populated and therefore

profitable residence and business districts. The corporations should

be compelled to continue the present routes to the more sparsely

settled and more distant localities, even it for a time some loss is

entailed by so doing.

" It is essential to the prompt relief sought by the people that the

timeallowed for the completion of the improvements beresuggested

should neither be unreasonable nor unlimited. A definite period

should be fixed, within a fair and sufficient limit, compellingprompt

ness in the beginning andvigorous prosecution to the end ofthe work;

and abond of full proportionsshonld be exacted to guarantee that the

time limit would not be exceeded . "

Mr. Gould's announcement indicates that noaction on the part of

theManicipal Assembly is needed to give New York its much needed

facilities for travel through the only practicable means — the exten

sion and improvement of the service of the elevated roads. The

change in motivepower which Mr. Gould promises will require the

approval of onlythe State Railroad Commission ,and there can be no

doubt bat that this can be secured. It is within the power of the

managers of the system to provide for running faster trains and

more express trains, and the increased speed is one of the earliest

benefits which will arise from the use of electricity instead of steam

motors. So long as the Rapid Transit Railroad Commission exists,

it may put barriers in the way of additions and extensions of the
elevated railroad lines. Such extensions and improvements require

theapproval of thisCommission, and its approval hasbeen with held
heretofore from such changes as the road has applied for permission

to make,except apon terms which were notsatisfactory.

People who travelacross the Brooklyn Bridge know whata success

theelectric motor cars have been there , and how much they have

added to the comfort and efficiency of the bridge car service. The

substitation of electricity forsteam has freed the bridge stations
from the noise, steam ,smokeand gases of the steam locomotives for

merlyemployed . When the steam motors disappear from theelevated
railroads,theseannoyances willgowiththem . Withthesteam

motor there will alsodisappeara considerable part of the noise which
the running of trainsnowmakes. Electric motors ran with a true

rotary motion ,and produce no vibrations either in the car or upon

the rail structure .For this reason higher speeds canbe attained than
are safe with the steam motor and its engines. Electric cars have

been run at speeds between 80 and 100 miles an hour. At such speeds

an ordinary locomotive would be apt to jump itselt off the track .

Every vibration sayed inthe enginemeans just so much less trans

mitted tothetrack, and turned into noise by the shaken structure.

Itis goingto be a great pieceof work to instal electricity asthe

motive power for the elevated railroadsystem .Thereisnoroadin
theworld which iscalled upon to do such an amount of work, to

Carry so manypassengers, to run80many cars andtrains,and to
make such a train and car mileage asthe elevated system . In a

single year the cars on the four elevated roads and the suburban line

run 44,000,000 miles. In every day of24 hours there are 3,500

trains despatched upon those lines, and 330 locomotives are kept in
service for the work . Each of these locomotives is pable of exert

ing from 200 to 250 horse -power, and a fair estimate of the total
average power needed to operate the road , according to General

Manager W.J. Fransioli , is about 75,000 horse -power.

The installation of a plant or plants to supply this power will be

the biggest enterprise of the kiod that has ever been undertaken.

Whether the whole amount of the power will be produced at one

station or whether a number of stations will be built at coavenient

points along the lines, has yet to be determined, for this will depend

upon a comparison of the cost of the enormous copper conductors

which would be required to distribute the great currents to be

employed and the cost of separate power plants . It is probable that

several plants will be built at points convenient forreceiving the

great quantities ofcoal needed. At the present time the road burns

in its locomotives 200,000 tons of coal a year. There will probably

be a saving of one-half of this fuel at once by the more economical

production of power in great stationary boilers andengines.

There is little doubtthat the system adopted forsupplying the

electric current to the motors of the trains will be the third -rail

method. For supplying the heavy currents required the overhead

trolley is not suited, and the third rail system , as it is used on the

Brooklyn Bridge and onthe Chicago elevated roads, is a success. The

next question which the engineers will have to settle is whether the

trainsshallbe drawn by separate electric locomotives, like those used

in the Baltimore tunnel and the one just put into service on the

Hoboken Juoction road, or by motor cars, such as are used on the

Brooklyn Bridge. There is a third method ofapplying electric power

to railroad trains, which is in use upona road in Chicago. This isthe

Sprague upit system , under which each car on the road is provided

with motors and controllers. Each car can be run separately, like a

trolley car, or, by means of asystem of wiring, the cars can behitched

togetherin anynumbers, and the wholetrain operatedfrom any car.

Where the traffic varies very much in different parts of the day, and

is subject to large fluctuations from day to day, this method has

decided advantages, but on the elevated roads here, the general

manager says, the traffic is very steady. The system , therefore, will

probably not be adopted , and there are good reasons for believing that

separate electric locomotives will not be used. Itis probable that in

place of the 330 steam motors, an equal number of motor cars will be

used. Motor cars, like those now in use on the bridge, but with the

motors wound to produce much higher speed , would be powerful

enough to draw the trains on the elevated roads. Each of the bridge

motor cars has four motors, each of 62 horse- power, or 250 horse

power altogether.

To people living away uptown the most important improvement
that will come with the introduction of the electric motors will be the

saving in time which can be made. This will come from the ability

of the electric motor to get up speed faster than the steam engine.

In experiments made recently upon the two-mile experimental track

of the General Electric Company at Schenectady it was found
possible to attain a speed with the electric motors of more than 40

miles an hour within 20 seconds. In the same time one of the steam

motors of the elevated roads would not have attained one ball that

speed . It takes 40 minutes togo from the Battery to 129th Street

by either the second or the Third Avenue Road, making 25 inter

mediarystops, and42 minutesand49 minutes respectively to go from
the Battery to 155th Street by the Ninth and the Sixth Avenue

Road. The electrical experts say that one-third of this time could be
saved by using electric motors, and a conservative estimate is that

ten minutes could be saved on each trip without reducingthe time

now spent in taking on and letting off passengers. With a like

saving of timeon the suburban road ,on which it nowtakes 17

minutes to run from 129th Street and Third Avenue to 177thStreet,

the entire trip might bemade in about 43 minutes instead of 57.

Another advantagewhich would probably come from the change

of motive power would bethe running of two-car or three -cartrains

at night, at short intervals, instead of the regular four or five car

trains at intervals of 10, 15, or 20 minutes. This could be done with

economy to the company and to the great advantage of the page

sengers .

The change of motive power will cost millions of dollars. Esti.

mates which have been made have varied from $ 7,000,000 to

$ 10,000,000 . One considerable item of loss will be the putting out

of service of the present motors. Each of these cost about $5,000,

or $ 1,650,000 in all, and could not be replaced to -day for less than

$ 1,000,000 ; yet it is likely that they will prove so unsaleable as to be

almost a total loss. The elevated railroads of Chicage now have a

large number of steam locomotives for sale and customers for them

are few . Tooffset this logs, however, is the economy of maintaining

an electric plant. It costs about 2 cents for repairs for each mile

that a locomotive runs on the elevated roads, or $200,000 a year for

10,000,000 miles covered by the locomotives. Probably one-half of

this sum would suffice to keep the necessary electric plant in order.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS IN GERMANY,

THE Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift of January 6th, publishes several

pages of tabular matter relating to existing electric tramways in

Germany, and to those lines either in course of construction or which

have been definitely decided to be carried out. In a summary of

these tables reference is made to the towns equipped with electric

tramways during the present decade, the figures given in the
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Year.

.
.

...

following representingthe number of towns so situated at the close

of the yearsmentioned.

Towns.

1891 3

1892 6

1893 11

1894 20

1893 32

1896 44

1897 (September) 56

In addition to the 66 instances cited for September of last year,

there were 34 other towns at the beginning of that month where

electrictramways were either in progress or finally decided upon ,

whilst in 30 other towns extensions of existing lines were either

being carried outor were projected . At the close of 1897 eight of

the lines promoted in the34 towns in question had been completed,

so thaton January 1st, 1898, no less than 64 towns were in possession
of electric tramways.

The following figures indicate the general position on September

1st, 1897 :

Length of lines, in miles, whether single or
double track 593

Mileage of track 840

Number of motor cars 2,255

trailers 1,601

The total output of the electrical plant (except accumulators)

required for the operation of the tramways amounted, as far as given

by the tables printed by our contemporary,to 21,465 kilowatts. It,

however, we assume an average of 21.7 kilowatts per kilometre of

track for those lines where no intormation was forthcoming as to

the machinery power — this average being based upon that ofthe
following table - the total performance ofthe plant is increased to
24,920 kilowatts.

The table gives the name of the town, the maximum gradient in

percentages, the kilowatts required per kilometre of track, and the
number of kilowatts per motor car:

authorised the substitution of electric traction on all the tram lines

in those towns. In addition to these, various important industrial

districts are more and more endeavouring to connect up the localities

by means of electric tramways, both for passenger and goods traffic.

Among these may be mentioned the districts of Aix -la -Chapelle,

Dusseldorf- Vohwinkel, Elberfeld -Barmen , Bochum -Gelsenkirchen,

Gladbach -Reydt, Werne, Essen -on -the -Rohr, the Saar locality, and

themining districts around Beuthen and Kattowitz in Upper Silesia.

Referring to the above table of powers required per kilometre of

track and per motor car, our contemporary points out that both

averages indicate in generala better utilisation of the generating

plant. Thus, for instance, the average of 21-7 kilowattsper kilo

metre of track compares with 256 kilowatts in the previous year,

this difference being mainly due to extensions of existing lines. The

kilowattage per motor car of 14:6 is almost the same as in the
previous year, whenthe average per car worked out at 15 kilowatts.

The overhead wire method on different systems is almost

exclusively used on the German tramways, and only short lengths of

line in Berlin and Dresden are worked with power supplied from

underground conductors. Accumulator cars are used on the

following lines : Charlottenburg -Berlin , Eckesey - Hagen in_West

phalia , Frankfort -on -the-Maine,Galluswarte railway station, Hagen

Kückelhausen -Haspe, Ludwigshaven-on -the-Rhine, Untertürkheim

Kornwestheim , and partly inHanover. Mixed systems of working

with overhead wire and accumulators, the latter being charged from

the trolley wire daring the journey over thetrolley section , are used

largely in Hanover,and to asmall extent in Dresden. It is, however,

proposed to introduce this method of working on the lines of the

Grand Berlin Tramway Company in Berlin, and those of the Halle

Tramway Company.

...

...

SOME AMERICAN METHODS.

Maximum
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percentages.
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5

2

1.5
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22 :9

25-6

10:4

157

22 5

18.1

11.6

7-8

10.9

13:3

6:9

... 10 5

10:4...

SEEING that Eoglish employers are likely soon to be in a position to
put into practice the advice of Mr. John Burns to follow American

methods,which same advice seems to have been given in complete

ignorance that it was in doing this that all the trouble of the strike

arose, a few notes from Machinery on the way work is done in

Cincinnati may be of interest. Cincinnati is supposed by a stretch

of courtesy tobe somewhat western, but we in England are apt to

look further west than Cincinnati for our ideas of the west. The

correspondent of Machinery has been calling on some of the works,

and has made notes on some ofthethings bebas seen .

At the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company's worke, a three-floor

building of nearly 30,000 square feet of floor space - abuilding, say,

200 feet x 50 feet - nothingis made but milling machines and cutter

grinders, and 140 men are employed. The system is tohavea cast

ing storage room , andhere all castings ara received and kept in suit

able bins. Thepaint shop is 70 feet x 20 feet, and here five men
do the painting for the establishment, the room having steam coil and

hotair pipes for use in the different weathers, variously to warm or

cool theroom and to dry paint. Another room is the stockstorage

room , wbich contains a centering and countersinking machine to

prepare pieces forthe sbops.

The shop is replete with special devices for economical manufac

ture. The machine for cutting the dials of the milling machines

takesin from 2 to 14 inches diameter, and finishes in three minutes

a dial with 300 divisions. Every movement seems provided for, and

bevil-laced dials are as easily cut as plain ones. At 100 strokes per

minute, of any length , the graduationscan be anything from 1 to 360.

Then there isa special device for turning up the 1 slots in thecross

slides of the machines, both in and outsideson both undercats being

done at one operation .

The holes in the bases of this company's machines are tapped.
This is for moving purposes . Carrier trucks are in the form of a U ,

and havefour suspensionscrews, which enter the tapped boles. The

machine is thus lifted and wheeled off in a moment .

In the Egan Machine Tool Company's shop the floor space is

130,000 feet . On the unfinished parts of castings awaiting

machining, are to be noticed small labels, thus

46.0... 2.5
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Berlin :
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Leipzig :
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Ourcontemporary, indiscussing thesestatistics editorially, states

that they have been drawn from official sources , and mentions

incidentally that many months, and at times even years, elapse

between the promotion of a tramway scheme and the inauguration

of the line, owing to the tardy manner in which it is possible to con

clude negotiations with municipal and the State authorities.

It is specially noteworthy that during the past year some of the

largest towns in Germany, namely, Berlin, Frankiort-on -the-Maine,

Cologne, Konigsberg in Prussia, and Munich, have resolved to com .

pletely abolish the use of horses for tramway purposes, and have

a device very muchsimplifying the entering op of time, which seems

to be so greata difficulty in mary shops.

: A multiple planertool isused for roughing off the sides of planer

tables. Ithassix cutters, and finishes & side when it hasbeen fed

simply the distance of the cutter centres. Lathe V's are finished by

large V -tool at one fullwidthcut. It leaves the surface nearly equal

toa scraped surface, all jigs andfixtaresare kept in proper placesin
ia

cupboards. When the door is opened the electric light is turnedon

to permit correct and rapid finding of the tool. Forming tools are

tested for form , beforebeinghardened, upon a bar of Babbitt metal,

whenany inaccuracycan be corrected.Samples of all work done

are kept in the grinding roomtoshowthemenwhatclass of work is

expected from them , each sample with its own particularplace in

the automaticallylighted cupboard with a pairofbuckekin gloves to

be used in handling . We wonderif Mr.John Burns knowsof this

when he calls for American methods, and it he isdisposed to still

recommend them , and to advisethe membersof the A.S.E.to give

their aid in advancing such a system it asked to do so. We propose

to return to this subject.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

ABSTRACT OF INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

By J. W. Swan, F.R.S., President.

SIXTEEN years ago, I had the honourof bringing under the notice of

the Society of Telegraph Engineers the question ofa new mode of

electricillumination bymeans ofincandescent lamps. Whenthe gaswas

lowered, and the current wasturned on, there was anaudible expres

sion of surpriseas the lamps lighted up ; and when , after a breathing
space,it was realised that the room was for the first time entirely

lighted by incandescentlamps, the manifestation of satisfaction was,

I remember, very strongly pronounced.

That occasionmarked,in an emphatic manner, the beginning, or

almost the beginning, of a movement that has gone on with increasing

activity, until now it may be truly said that a great revolution in the

means of producing artificial light for commonuse has been accom

plished, anew and profitableindustry has been created ,and,incident

ally, an impulse and inducement given to the larger and more general

utilisation of electricity . I am looking back , and are such universally

familiar objects now . Sixteen years is not a long time in the history

of industrial evolution, and yet what changes have occurred in the

last 16 years ! The entire space is crowded with electrical invention

and electrical work , not confined to electric lighting, but extending

over the wide and varied fields of electrical power transmission,

electric traction, and electrochemistry. The successful introduction

of electric lighting, and the great incidental improvements made in

the machinery fortransforming dynamic energyinto electric energy,

gave the impulse required to produce the immense activity that we

witness to -day.

The domain of electrical engineering has broadened . When this

Institution was founded , telegraph engineering was its principal

feature ; later, there grew up the new branches of electric lighting,

electric traction, and the electrical transmission of power. These

bave so flourished that, if they have not overshadowed the older

branch, they have at least sheltered and supported it; and there is

another branch vigorously growing and giving promise of immense

enlargement thatof electro -chemistry.

This brings me to & subject of great interest to the electrical

engineer, and especially to the young electrical engineer— " the

world is all before him , where to choose ; " and, in my belief, a mode

rate proportion of those who are aspiring to make their mark as

electrical engineers would choose wiselyin making a very special

study of thatportion of the field within which lies the application of

electricity to chemical manufactures.

The field is a wide one, and so far only a small corner of it bas

been cultivated, but that portion is already yielding rich barvests.

There are now three or four flourishing electro -chemical industries

of capital importance - the electrolytic refioing of copper, the elec

trolytic extraction of aluminium , the electrolytic recovery of gold,
and the electrolytic production of chlorine and of soda. Besides

these, there are other successful chemical manufactures which

rest on an electrical basis. Their importance is great even now ,

and is increasing. They afford opportunities for the advantageous

exercise of special knowledge and skill on the part of the elec .

trical engineer, who may be called upon to design suitable

apparatus for carrying out known processes, or to invent new or

improved means of effecting some unattainable but desirable end.

Considering the importance of this branch of electrical engineer

ing, it seemsto me -- and I hopeyou may take the same view - that

thetime custom places at my disposalto-night will not be ill spent

in a general review of the rise and progress of electro-chemical
industries.

EARLY WORK IN ELECTRO -OHEMISTRY.

Two years hence there should be celebrated, in the city of Como,

the centenary of Volta's greatdiscovery, to which we owe the origin

of electro -chemistry. Electrical phenomena had been diligently

studied long before his time. But if we except the action of the

electric spark, utilised by Cavendish to induce the combination

of gases having an affinityfor each other, no marked electro -chemical

effect had been observed up to Volta's time. There was in fact no

knowledge of phenomenadue to the sustained operation of an electric

current ,as distinct from those due to intermittent discharges.

Closely following upon the announcement of the discovery of the

voltaic pile, its analytical power wasmade known through the elec

trolysisof water byCarlisle and Nicholson . But it was Davy who

first fully realised and demonstrated the transcendent power of the

voltaic current to effect chemical decomposition. Davy made for

ever memorable the year 1806 , by the electrolytic extraction of

potassium from potash. Distinctly prophetic as this was of other

tar-reaching kindred discoveries, I suppose that not eventheimagiI

Dative mind of Davy ever entertained the idea that out of this

embryo wouldgrowany of these great manufacturing processes that

are to-day shakingthe foundations of some of the oldest and most

important of ourchemical industries.

Davy ,fortunate in almost everything, was supremely fortunatein

hisassistant, Faraday. Never, surely,in the history ofexperimental

science did the mantle of genius fall on worthier shoulders than

When Faradaybecamethe successor of Davy,andthe inheritor of
his methods and of his work. Great, immensely great, as is the debt

owedby electrolytic chemistry to Davy, the debt is doubly great to

Faraday. To Faradaywe owethe discoveryof thelawof electro

lytic condaction ,without which knowledge industrial progress in

the field of electro -chemistry would have been impossible ;and, above

all, it is toFaraday that we owethe first principles of the dynamo

principles applied to practical electrolytio work much earlier than is

commonly supposed.

Even as early as 1842 there were at work in Birmingham , for the

electrolytic deposition of silver and gold, power-driven electric

current generators, based on the dynamo-magneto -electric principle

discovered by Faraday . One of these machines I saw not long ago,
still doing duty at Messrs. Elkington's factory .

During the 30 years following Faraday's discovery of magneto

electric currents, and its primitive application to electro-plating, I

cannot recall in this connection any of those striking events which

make a moment memorable, but the tools were being fashioned

wherewith the way was to be cleared and the work of progress

carried on .

Towards the end of that quiescent period, Wilde was building

powerful machines for the electro.deposition of copper; and those

great incentives to electrical engineering enterprise and progress,

the telegraph and electric lighting, were already beginning to

quicken the pace along the collateral lines of scientific and

industrial advancement. To speak only of electric lighting, it

should be noted that in the fifties Holmes and Da Meritens had

designed efficient, it costly, magneto -electric apparatus for lighthouse
illumination .

The principle of magoetic self -excitation in an electro -magnetic

generator was made known in 1867, and four years later the first

really practical continuous-current machine was constructed by
Grammo.

The two succeeding decades saw the evolution of the modern

dynamo; and atthe end of this period the critical pointwas reached

when there was demonstrated, with sufficient clearness to captivate

the commercial mind, the fact that for lighting, for transmission of

power, and for effecting several important chemical operations,

electricity, as produced through the dynamo, by thesteam engine or

by water power, was a thing of utility, and could be turned in all

these ways to commercial advantage.

These great uses of electricity have been for several yearsestab- .

lished on the secure basis of commercial suCCC88. This result bas,

been reached throughthe co -operation of many minds, and especially

by the union of the skill of the mechanical engineer with the special.

ised knowledge of the electrician and the chemist.

COPPER REFOXING .

At the outset, 60 years ago, the only electrolytic industry then in

existence was comprised in that small and closely related group,

electro- plating , electro -gilding,and electrotyping. Since then, and

comparativelyin recent years,theprinciple of electrotyping has been

applied to copper refining . This has developed to such an extent,

that now one-third of allthe refinedcopper required in the world is

produced electrolytically . In 1896 theproduction was 137,000 tons.

The product of one works alone - the Anaconda Works - was over

30,000 tons. One great advantage of electrolytic copper refining over

the old method is the saying ofthe gold and silver from theunre

fined copper . But there is a further advantage,and one that elec

trical engineers especially appreciate, viz , the higher conductivity of
electrolytic copper,

The procese of electrolytic copper refining is, as youknow simply

electrotyping on a grand scale. An impure copper anode is dissolved ,
and purecopper is deposited opon a cathode in an electrolytic bath

of acid sulphate of copper solution.

In this connection, I may mentionexperiments I made to ascertain

how far it is possible to go in the direction of increase of current

density without detriment to the physical properties of the metal

deposited.

I found thatunder proper conditions it was possible to obtain

tough copper with acurrent-density ranging from 1 ampere to 1,000
amperes per square foot of cathode surface. The conditions neces

sary tobe observed were, to adapt the strength of the solation to the

strength of the current , using, of course, the strongest solution with

the largest current; and, when the current-density was high, to take

suitable means to obtain extremely rapid circulation of the electro

lyte. I found that regularity andsmoothness of depositwere almost

entirely dependent onthe absence of solid particles held in suspen

sion in the electrolyte, and that excrescences could be entirely

avoided by taking care that the electrolyte was free from solid float

ing particles. I found also that an exceedingly rapid flow of the

electrolyte over the cathode surface tended to the suppressionofa

crystalline condition of the deposit. This effect was most strikingly

shown when the electrolyte was projected against the cathode sur

face with considerable force from a submerged jet . In the Philoso

phical Magazine, 1881, Vol. xii., p. 300, Tribe published an exceed
ingly interesting series of observations on the distribution of the

lines of conduction in a liquid undergoing electrolysis; these showed

me the causes of the wasteful growths round the edges of electro

types . By applying remedies suggested by Tribe's results, I was able

almost wholly to prevent this waste , to obtain nearly complete

uniformity in the thickness of deposits, and entirely to prevent

excrescent margioal growths. The general principlefollowed was the

restriction of the sectional area of the electrolytic bath to, as nearly

as possible, that of the plate intersecting it, so as to prevent curvature

of the lines of flow .

In considering this branch of the subject, the question occurs

whether it is economically possible to take advantage of the

greater purity and higher conductivity of electrolyticcopper that

has not undergone fusion after electro -deposition. The common

practice is to fuse electrolytic copper and cast it into ingots, and

then proceed to roll and draw the ingots into the various sizes of

bars and wire required in electrical work. This treatment results

in a slight loss of conductivity. Some years ago I worked out a

process in which a copper wire stretched in an electrolytic bath

was, whilst receiving adeposit of copper, continually subjected to

the action of wire draw -plates. This resulted in unlimited
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extension of the wire without increase of its thickness : all the

deposit went to increase the length ; and this might go on to an

indefinite extent. The original wire formed a core, which, as the

process proceeded, dwindled towards nothing. There are on the

table some pieces of wire made in thisway,in the different stages

of its growth. I ascertained the possibility ofproducing wire inthis

manner; but even with a rapid rate of deposit, such as I was able to

use, I found the apparatus would be excessively costly, relatively to

the output; and, being allowed , by the kindness of Messrs. Bolton, to

witnessthe method of wire-drawing employed at their works, I was

so impressed by the rapidity and simplicity of their process as to feel
that, looking at the matter from a non -scientific point of view , unless

there was something much more to be gained than 1 or 2 per cent.

extra conductivity, the play was not worth the candle. I do not know

whether, by the method proposed by Mr. Elmore of cuttinga spiral from

an electrolytically deposited cylinder, a sufficientdegreeof economyof

productioncan be obtained ;but, so far, the ordinary process bas not
been interfered with by directelectrolyticmethodsof producingwire.

Nevertheless, the greater purity andslightly higher conductivity of

electrolytic copper that has notbeen subjected tothe fusion treatment

common in commercial practice, give to those attempts to produce

wire fromelectrolytic copper that has not undergone fusion, at least &

scientific interest and value.

A characteristic feature of electrolytic copper refining is that the

anode is formed of the same kind of metal as that deposited, and

dissolves to keep up the supply of metal in the electrolyte. Thereis

an equal and opposite action going on at the cathode and anode .

But there is another clage of electrolytic operations of perhaps even

greater interest to the electrical engineer, and certainly of great

economic importance, namely, that class in which the ore , and not the

already reduced metal, furnishes themetallic supply to the electrolyte.

This opensa very large subject,since there isincludedin itnot only

the extraction of copper, nickel, zinc, gold, aluminium , andsodium ,

but also the great question of the electrolytic production of caustic

soda and chlorine, and other substances hitherto produced by purely

chemical operations.

There have been many attempts to utilise the fact that copper

matte or sulphide canbe cast in the form of plates or slabs, and that

such plates have a sufficient degree of conductivity to allow of their

being used as anodes in an electrolytic bath. These attempts have

not always been successful, but there is an interesting exception in

the case of the copper-nickel mattesworked by the Canadian Copper

Company, who refine copper and nickel electrolytically, and use the

matte as anodes. The mattes contain about 40 per cent. each of

copper and nickel, and 14 per cent. of sulphur, together with small

quantities of silver, gold , and platinum . The power used in the

production of 1 lb. ofnickel is nearly 1 electricalhorse-power-hour.

( To be continued .)
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831. , - " A system of conducting electricity for propelliog, beating,

lighting, andtelephoning fromrailway vehicles.” H. W. LIBBEY.

Dated January 11th.

834. " Improvements in single-phase induction motors. ” L. B.

ATKINSON . Dated January 11th.

835. " Improvements in single -phase and multiphase alternate

current motors. ” L. B. ATKINSON. Dated January 11th.

848. An improved galvanic battery . ” J. VON DBB POPPENBURG .

Dated January 11th .

885 . Apparatus for electro- plating articles in bulk and in large

quantities ." G. LANGBEIN . Dated January 12th. (Complete .)

913. “ An improved electropathic sock for boots and shoes. "

A. F. MoGaw and W. A. WOODFORD. Dated January 12th .

932. Improvements in the manufacture or production of elec

trodes for secondary batteries. C. POLLAR , Dated January 12th .

933. Improvements in electrolytical condensers and electric

current directing devices. " C. POLLAK. Dated January 12th .

935. " Improvements in ,orconnected with , pole -pieces of dynamo

electric machines." C. W. Dawson. Dated Jannary 13th .

953. " An improved telephone line switch . " G. LAY. Dated

January 13th.

1,002. " Improvements in electric measuring instruments. " A. A.

Voysey and R.L. Wilson . Dated January 13th .

1,011. " Improvements in electric incandescent lamp sockets or
holders ." R. J. Bott. ' Dated January 13th .

1,017. " Improved method of, and apparatus for , signalling or

advertising bý electricity ." A. GINISTY. Dated January 13th.

( Complete .)

1,021 . " Improvements in the manufacture of filaments for incan

descence electric lamps." C. H. STEABN. Dated January 13th .

1,046. “ An improved method and electro -magnetic cut-ont for

automatically disconnecting cbarged conductors in the event of

breakage orshort circuit,applicable to overhead systems of electric

traction and the like.” R. C. QUIN . Dated January 14th.

1,073. “ Improvements relating to graphic or writing telegraphy."
R. HURLEY. Dated January 14th .

1,114. “ Improvements in telephone exchanges.” J. O. O'BRIEN,

of the firm of W. P. Thompson & Co. (G. Ritter, Germany.) Dated

January 14th .

1,127. " Improvements in electrical safety devices.” H. M.

SALMONY. Dated January 14th .

1,140. " Improvements in electro-magnets for electric traction ."

H. H. LEIGH. [The Gesellschaft zur Verwerthung elektrischer and

magnetischer Stromkalt ( System Schiemann and Kleinschmidt)

Ad., Wilde & Co., Germany.) Dated January 14th .

1,145. “ Improvements in electric cables .” G. O. ALLINGHAX

and W. FENNELL. Dated January 15th .

1,194. ' Improvements in secondary batteries." G. PHILIPPART.

Dated January 15th. (Complete .)

1,213. " Improved apparatus for the electro-decomposition of

water. ” SIB C.S. FORBES, BABt. Dated January 15th.

1,216. “ Method and means or apparatas for facilitating the

erection of overhead telephone, telegraph, and like wires or cone

ductors . ” J. HALLET. Dated January 15th.

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRACTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEV PATENTS. - 1898.
66

[ Compiled wpressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Oo ,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

ABSTRACTS OF PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

Copies of any of these specifications may be obtainedof Mosary. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Holborn, W.O., price, post fros, 9d.

( in stampo ).]

632. Improvements connected with electric lamps and switches."
W. M. WALTERS. Dated January 10th.

665 . " Improvements in electric switches. " J. L. HINDS and

H. H. B. CROUSE . Dated January 10th . (Complete .)

678. " Method of diminishing the affinity of electrolytically
produced chloriae.” C. A. JENSEN . ( A. Linding- Larsen, Norway .)

Dated January 10th.

698. " Improvements in or relating to the electric illumination of

railway trains.”. B , DE SZWANTOWSKI. Dated January 10th .

729. “ Electric rotary cutters.” F. GABDNEB and D. J. SMITH .

Dated January 11th . ( Complete .)

733. “ Improvements in switches for use in electric light

installations. " H. TAFFs and J. HILL . Dated January 11th .

756. “ An improved electrical apparatus for railway signalling

during fogs.” R. W. Gay. Dated January 11th.

783. Improvements in portable electric alarms and bell sets . ”
J. DAVIDSON . Dated January 11th .

809. " Improvements in antomatic calling devices for telephone

exchanges." W. P. THOMPSON. (The Strowger Automatic Tele

phone Exchange, United States.) Dated January 11th .

812. " Improvements in or relating to dynamo-electric machinery."
P. R. JACKSON & Co., LTD ., and J. S. LEWIS. Dated January 11th .

814. “ Improvements in the means for controlling the lighting

and extinguishing of electrically illuminated signs and other
advertisingand show tablets . ” J. T. GENT. Dated January 11th.

817. " Improvements in electric railway conduit systems.” R. F.

THOMPSON and E. J. SULLIVAN . Dated January 11th . ( Complete .)

1896 .

19,469. A means of surrounding electric or other lights with &

vessel or lining of glass or other material containing liquids."

E. J. MACBEADY. Dated September 3rd, 1896. Globes, lenses :-Oil,
gas, electric or other lights are placed in or near glass, porcelain or

other vessels containing coloured or other liquids between the walls.

The vessels may be ornamented and divided to contain several

liquids.

19,501. " Improvements in electric light conduits. " B. M. DRAKE

and J.M.GORHAM. Dated September 3rd, 1896. Tubes or conduits

are joined together or to junction boxes by means of slightly coned

ferrules. The ends of the tubes may be slightly tapered and may

be cemented in .

19,650 " Improvements in insulators . ” T. BLANKINSOP and J. W.

BROWN . Dated September 5th, 1896. Insulators for electric incan

descentlamps are formed of glass and have a metal core passing throngh

the screw and shoulder. A cutting edge under the shoulder seals the

screw opening. The head of the insulator is formed with a nnt,

wire groove and a shed .
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READY IN A FEWIN A FEW DAYS.

No branch of busin ?88 connected directly or remotely with

the electrical industry is at present showing more activity

than that concerned with the much -debated dust destructor.

We were witnesses of and participators in an enterprising

event on the 27th inst ., when some 200 engineers,

surveyors, chairman of committees, and other infidential

gentlemen, from all parts of England, inspected the dust

destructor at Leyton. The guests came by invitation of the

Urban District Council, but the syndicate that built the

destructor was very much in evidence. The voice was the

voice of Jacob, but the hands were the hands of Esau.”

That veteran sanitarian and eminent engineer, Captain Sir

Douglas Galton, R.E., was the “lion ” of the occasion, just

as Lord Kelvin was the “ lion " of a similar function held at

Shoreditch some time ago. Each guest was provided with a

neat little brochure having a picture of the works as a

frontispiece. The brochure first describes briefly the

problem and afterwards the solution . In our opinion the

problem is insufficiently set forth, and the statement of the

solution gives as a sole result the total amount of refase

and sewage sludge burnt in tons during the year 1897 ,and

as a deduction therefrom the amount burnt per cell
per

24

hours.

The destructor is next described and the two 96 -horse

power water-tube boilers in connection therewith. It is stated

that the temperature of the combustion chamber frequently

reaches 2,500 ° Fahr. Favourable opinions of Sir Douglas

Fox, C.E., and Mr. Francis Fox, C.E., are next given, and

also an extract from the report of Mr. William Dawson,

C.E., engineer and surveyor of the Urban District Council.

Finally, the Council state that their reason for putting these

facts before their visitors is their desire to share with other

municipal authorities any ideas that may prove of assistance

and value to them . The facts referred to should also prove

of considerable assistance and value to the enterprising

makers of the destructor, the Beaman & Deas Syndicate ;

and we may say that we welcome this attitude of a local

authority in assisting a firm that has, in their opinion,

served them well, by joining with them in such a function

as that of last Thursday. Too often local authorities dis

courage any attempts at legitimate advertising undertaken

by the firms whom they employ.

But when we come to criticism from an engineering point

of view , we must confess that we think far more is embodied

in the problem than the mere destruction of the refuse and

Bludge, and as regards its solution, it will be necessary fo

us to know what is the cost per ton barnt - for labour,

repairs, interest on first cost, and so forth, before we can

arrive at a fair judgment. As we have stated before

in these columns, we regard the problem as not admit

ting of a single solution , but it requires first that

the apparatus shall work without nuisance, either from

smoke or dust ; second, that the refuse, or refuse and

sludge, shall be completely burnt ; third, that the
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leaving a comparatively small amount of dry material to be

dealt with .

In spite of this the residuum from the refuse and sewage

sludge, taken together, is 29.4 per cent., which we regard ag

somewhat high, considering the nature of one -third of the

material, The weight of water evaporated per lb. of

material is given as 0.426 lb., or 0:507 lb., from and at

212°. The pressure of air in the ashpits, namely , 2 inches

of water, is excessive, as might be expected from the

amount burned par cell. The temperature of the combustion

chamber is given as 1,562° F., which we may point out is a

very different figure from the 2,500 ° F. of the brochure.

The very hot appearance of the combustion chambers

seemed to us to be partly due to the red hos particles of dust

blown up from the surface of the fire by the excessively

strong dranght.

Sir Donglas Fox's Report also omits all mention of the

fact which we consider of most importance, Damely, the cost

of labour per ton burnt, in relation to the wages paid, and

the number of hours worked by the men . Until these

figures are forthcoming, it is impossible to judge between

the Layton plant and destructors of other types.

were

а

temperatures shall be high enough to ensure complete com

bastion with maximum steam raising capacity; and , finally,

and most emphatically, that the cost of labour per ton burnt

should be as low as possible consistent with fair wages and

fair hours of labour to the workmen employed. The brochure

is unfortunately quite silent op every one of these pointe,

except as to the temperatures, and deals only with the

amount burnt per cell, which we regard as quite a minor

consideration. The amount barnt per cell is high, but that

is not a special feature of any destructor, as it is simply a

question of the strength of blast and the number of men

employed. Given a strong enough blast, and a sufficient

number of men, a very large amount of refuse can be burnt

per square foot of grate per hour, and an instance is on

record in which in a destructor of another type, 26.75 tons

were burnt in a cell in 24 hours. This was at Leeds, and

the figures were published by the Medical Officer of Health ,

Dr. Spottiswoode Cameron . As regards steam raising,

we noticed that the boilers blowing off at

105 lbs. on the occasion of the “ Public Inspection ,"

and 95 I.H.P. was stated to be about the amount of the power

daily used . This is approximately about what might be ex

pected, and it may be considered a good result in view of

the wet nature of 30 per cent. of the material being burnt.

It is, no doubt, somewhat of a feat to burn sewage sludge

Successfully, while at the same time raising a fair amount of

steam ; but it is a carious fact that sludge is not difficult to

deal with in a destructor, as is proved by the fact that Mr.

Jones, C.E., the well-known surveyor of Ealing, bas success

fully burnt it in a natural-draught low -temperature de

structor for many years past, in proportions just about the

same as those adopted at Leyton, namely, one -third sludge,

and two -thirds refase. This seems to have escaped the

notice of the directors of the Beaman and Deas Syndicate,

who state that no destructor has hitherto been capable of

destroying wet sewage sludge, but a perusal of the letter

from the Ealing surveyor, which will be found in our

Correspondence ” columns, may serve to point a moral, if

it does not adorn the tale of the “ remarkable new de

parture ” at Leyton. The temperature stated in the

brochure as attained in the furnace, namely, 2,500° Fabr., is

a somewhat fanciful figure. We venture to surmise that po

such temperature has ever been accurately measured ; but

probably somebody has judged it " by eye. " It might as well

be estimated by “ rule of thumb.” So far as we know , such a

temperature as that has not hitherto been reached in

burning ordinary house refuse, much less in burning such

wet stuff as sewage sludge. The electric light plant

is employed in lighting the works only, and the current is

generated by a 3 -kilowatt machine. There is, therefore, no

fitting opportunity for a further outburst of correspondence

in our columns, similar to that which has recently raged

around the Shoreditch plant.

While at Leyton we were also presented with the report

referred to in the brochure of Sir Douglas and Mr. Francis

Fox . This interesting report supplies, to some extent, the

information omitted from the brochure. The results given

are based upon & 12 hours' trial and must be judged

accordingly. The sludge was found to average nearly

65 per cent. of water. We may note that the term “ pressed

sludge " is used, but it is very questionable whether the

expression can be legitimately applied to sludge which con

tains so large a percentage of water, and, further, it may be

pointed out here that this water requires only to be warmed

to a temperature of 212° in order to send it up the chimney,

The high rates per unit charged by the
The City Electric

City of London Electric Lighting Com
Lighting Service ,

pany are naturally, and, we think, very

properly, creating a great deal of dissatisfaction among

consumers. The City authorities have over and over again

expressed regret that the company's powers run over so long

a period, and they have brought weight to bear upon the com

papy to secure a reduction in the charges. The company,how

ever, not having inclined its ear unto these words of advice,

may have to grapple with the bag -bear of competition, if the

propositions now receiving attention by the Court of Common

Council come to anything. Whether the Court has or has

not the necessary power to compete with the company to

which it has granted certain clearly defined concessions, is a

matter which will arise in connection with the Court's

deliberations directly ; but we think the City company would

be acting under good advice if it lowered its rates as other

companies have done which touch the borders of its own

area, without inviting competition in any shape or form .

That in the long ran a competitive supply would be

beneficial to the general City public, and detrimental to the

interests of the present company, there is hardly room for

doubt. From all accounts , the City Company is doing

remarkably well and can easily afford to consider the interests

of its consumers in this way. It will perhaps be said that

if the rates are reduced there will be a ach greater demand

for light beyond the company's present or immediately

prospective capacity, but that, we venture to think is a

matter that can be easily arranged . Of all things the com

pany should avoid a short-sighted policy.

9

Electric Motors

on Hire,

MR. ALFRED H. GIBBINGS, the Bradford

Corporation electrical engineer, who is

showing so much enterprisein popolarising

electricity supply in his city, bas sent asa copy of a circular

which his Corporation has issued, giving the conditions,

charges, and so forth, as to the hireof electricmotors. This

is mainly for the benefit of small power users in the district

to whom a heavy outlay on motors and equipment would be

prohibitive. The motors on hire range from 1 to 6 H.P.,
the rates exclusive of fixing, being from 10s. to 30s. per

These low rates bring the advantages of elec

tric power within easy reachof the powerconsumer, and

we should think some good work will thas be done at Brad.
ford and the other towns where the hire of motors is pro

posed. The gas companies find their best customers among

thosewhoconsame gas for driving gas engines,andfor heat

ing and cooking, and there is every reasonto believe, Dow

that the use of small electric motors is becoming more

general, that electrical engineers will do much by this means

to improve the electricity works' day load .

annum ,

9
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HIGH ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE .

BY PROF. JOHN TROWBRIDGE .

IHAVE lately perfected a large plant for the study of the

discharges of electricity through gages which I believe is

more extended , and on a larger scale, than any at present in

existence ; and I have obtained some results with it,

especially in the subject of high electromotive force, which

throw light upon many mooted points. The source of elec

tricity which produces the electrical discharges is obtained

from 10,000 storage cells. From these cells I obtain very

approximately 20,000 volts, and by means of a peculiar

M

FIG . 1. — THE CELLS.

apparatus called Plante's rheostatic machine, I am enabled to

obtain over1,000,000 volts — which enableg me to experiment

with powerful discharges in air, more than 4 feet inlength.

By the employment of storage cells in the subject of the

discharges of electricity through gases, one can form a fair

estimate of the amount of energy that is employed to

composed of a test tube 51 inches long and of an inch

internal diameter containing two strips of lead which are

separated from each other by rubber bands and are immersed

in dilute sulphuric acid . The surfaces of the lead strips are

roughened by a mechanical device, and the cells are charged

in multiple circuit by means of a dynamo machine. When

the cellsare properly formed , each one gives two volts and

has an internal resistance of one-quarter of an ohm . The

problem of insulating these cells was a serious one ; but it

was practically solvedby mounting the cells in sets of threes,

in holes bored in a block of woodwhich had been carefully

boiled in paraffin. The mechanician of the laboratory, Mr.
George Thompson, devised a simple switchboard which

enables me to throw the cells into multiple or into series

to use the entire 10,000, or suitable portions of this number.

The battery gives 8 amperes of current with 20,000 volts,

and this amount of energy is amply sufficient to kill a man.

By accident an operator received the shock from only 1,000
of the cells and was badly shocked and burned. It is

prudent therefore in experimenting with this battery to use
rubber glover, even in throwing the switches, and it is

recommended to employ only one hand covered with a rubber

glove and to keep the otherhand in a pocket.

I had at first intended to use this large battery in the

study of electrical discharges through Crookes taber, but I

speedily found that X rays could not beexcited by a difference

of potential represented by 20,000 volts. I found that at

least 100,000 volts were necessary to produce them strongly,

and I , therefore, resolved to construct a Planté rheostatic

machine. This machine is simply an apparatus by means of

which Leyden jars are first charged in parallel and are then

discharged in series or by cascade. That is, all the inside

coatings of the jars are connectedto the negative terminal of

the 10,000 cells, and all the outside coatings are connected to

the positive terminal of the cells. When the cells are

charged, the inside of one Leyden jar is connected to the

outside of thenext, and so on. In this way a very high

electromotive force can be obtained . I use 60 Leyden jars

in the form of plates of glass 15 x 18 inches coated on both

sides with tinfoil. Starting with 20,000

volts, I can exalt this to 1,200,000 volts.

The accompanying illustration ( fig . 2)
shows the Planté machine. The mecha

nician of the laboratory has introduced a

notable improvement in the apparatus of

Planté. Instead of a revolving commu

tator such as was used by the latter, Mr.

Thompson employed lever arms, by means

of which the jars were first charged in

parallel and thendischarged in series. It
was found that the apparatus designed by

Planté could not be used for higher volt.

ages than one or two thousand without

serious error and loss. By means of this

apparatus I can study electrical discharges

at least 4 feet in length - of great body

which are produced by an electromotive
force of 1,200,000 volts. This apparatus

possesses the great advantage that it

enables one to obtain a fairly exact

measure of such high voltage. When we

reflect that the trolley car employs only

500 volts, and in the system of transmis

eion of power from Niagara Falls it is

proposed to use only 10,000 volts, it is

evident that the effects produced by volt

ages of over a million must be of great

scientific interest.

The study of such high electromotive

forces immediately showed that previous

estimates of the electromotive force neces

sary to produce a spark of a certain length

were bighly erroneous. For inetance,

Heydeweiler, a German investigator, be

lieves that Prof. Elihu Thomson's statement, that a sp

of 5 feet in length which he produced required a voltage

of 500,000, is very wide of the mark, and Heydeweiler

maintains that 100,000 would be nearer the truth. I find

that even Prof. Thomson's estimate must be more than

doubled . Experiments with my apparatus show conclusively

that the length of the electric spark between points

다

Fig . 2. — PLANTE RHEOSTATIO MACHINE .

produce the desired effects , for instance, the X rays ; while

with the use of electrical machines or induction coils and

transformers it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

form an accurate estimate. Fig. 1 is an illastration of the

type of cells of which the battery consists. Each cell is

• Scientific American .
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separated by more than 1 inch varies directly with the

electromotive force. A spark 48 to 50 inches in length

requires an electromotiveelectromotive force of 1,200,000 volte,,

& discharge of lightning one mile long would

thereforerequire the enormous number of over 100,000,000
volts. In reflecting upon the development of such

enormous energy in the air, we can understand why

telephone bells ring during a thunderstorm ; why subsidiary

sparks occur in networks of wires ; and why telegraphic

messages are interrupted. The world beneath the thunder

storm throbs and pulsates with the oscillatory discharges of

lightning.

One of the most interesting results of my study of power

ful disruptive discharges is the discovery that such discharges

will pass through glass tubes which are exbausted to such a

highdegree that they are said to contain a vacuum ; for the

8 -inch spark of a Rahmkorff coil prefers to jump around

the tube to passing through the extremely rarefied space in

the interior of the tube. Sach tubes, however, are brilliantly

lighted by a difference of potential of 1,000,000 volts and

readily show the X rays, and exhibit the skeleton of the band

in a fluoroscope. The so -called brush discharge from the

positive terminal of the Planté machine extends visibly to a

distance of over a foot. If the hand is exposed to this brush,

it produces the well known X ray burn, such as various in

vestigators have received in taking photographs of the

skeletons of their bands, or in testing the condition of

Crookes tubes by exposing their hands before a fluoroscope.

The skin of the hand becomes irritable and turns a bright

red colour, especially after exposure to cold winds.

This result interested me greatly ; for it proved that the
so -called X rayburn could be produced by the brush dis

charge of very high electromotive force. The extent of the

influence of this powerful brush discharge is very great.

For instance, photographic plates in a plate-holder carefully

insulated from thegroundand covered with a plate of glass
half an inch in thickness show the inductive action of the

brush discharge from the positive terminal, which is distant

at least a foot. These inductive effects are manifested by

star-shaped figures on a photographic plate. They are

surrounded by dark clouds. When the burn on the back of

one's hand produced by such brush discharges is examined

by a microscope, similar centres of disturbance (in this case

points of inflammation ) are seen . Although the Leyden jars

of my machine are carefully insulated on supports of

vulcanite which are mounted on dry wood, which in turn is

supported on rubber, I can obtain a discharge of more than

2 feet in length when I bring a point connected to the

steam pipes to the neighbourhood of one terminal of the

machine. The other terminal of the machine is carefully

insulated. This experiment shows conclusively that it is of

no aseto insulate lightning rods. My experiments thus far

show that no vacuum which I can produce can resist the

discharges which are caused by 1,000,000 volts. It now

becomes an interesting question whether there exists

mechanical or chemical means by which a so -called vacuum

can be produced which will resist such discharges.

rotating field is reduced to a very small amount. Hence it

may be said that on starting, the resultant field is parely

oscillating, but when running,the effect of the rotor currents

is to produce a nearly pure rotating field . In the rotor bars

a complicated current existe, it being the sum of two cur

rents of different frequency, they being of approximately
equal strength. The one is due to the very small backward

rotating field , and is of high frequency, theother to the main

forward rotating field, and is of low frequency . The c’ R

losses in the rotor must, therefore, be nearly double of those

ina multiphase rotary field motor. In other words, nearly
half the c r losges in the rotor of a single-phaser are due

to the backward storque x speed of rotor, this amount of
power being simply wasted in heating the rotor conductors.

The iron losses will also be greater than in a multiphase

motor, owing to the effect of the backward high frequency

field .

4. There is a limit of speed before synchronism at which
the torque on the rotor again falls to zero. If we consider

the rotor running synchronously, the forward field can

evidently produce no torque,whereas the backward field gives

rise to a negative torque. The zero torque must, therefore,

be before synchronism is reached .

5. The effect of leakage or self -induction is entirely detri

mental. It has two effects : ( 1 ) it diminishes the main

torque due to the forward rotating field , and (2) it likewise

causes the backward field to be larger in proportion to the

forward field. This can be seen from the following :-Let ©
be the lag of the current behind E.M.F. in one rotor bar.
Then thediagram of E.M.F. for this bar is that shown in

1

E
Es

P

ER

Fig . 5. - DIAGRAM OF ROTOR E.M.F.

fig. 5 , E being the resultant of Eg, the E.MF. of self

induction, and of Er, the E.M.F. for the ohmic resistance.

From this

Es8
sin º

= πη Ν

Now Eg = 2 TNL C , where c is the current in the bar, and n

the slip. Also the E.M.F. induced in one bar (E)

where n is the strength of field . Hence

2 * NLC = E sin o

πη Ν sin φ N sin o

2 т п и 2 L

2 πη Ι

NR + 4 72 n ' 1 ?

or C =

But sin p = ( Fig. 6).

Ν πη

Therefore c =

VR? + 4 m3 na 12

From this it is clear that when the self -induction is already

the main term in the impedance factor, an increase of L pro

duces a proportionate decrease of c .' Where, however,the

SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL .
RP+ |27nL

R

FIG . 6. - DIAGRAM OF ROTOR IMPEDANCES .

à

(Continued from page 68.)

The following conclusions may be arrived at, considering

the oscillating field of a single -phaser to be of the nature

indicated above

1. At starting, two equal and opposite torques are exerted

on the rotorby two equal fields rotating with equal velocities

in opposite directions. Hence there can be no initial torque.

2. As the rotor slowly increases from zero up to a speed

near synchronism , the backward rotating field becomes weaker

and weaker, and since the backward and forward fields have

together to produce a definite back E M.F. in the stator

windings, the forward rotating field must increase in strength,

and consequently the resultant torque on the rotor rapidly

increase .

3. When the rotor is nearly synchronous, the backward

*

self-induction term is but small, the decrease in c .is small
for a given change in L. The result of this is thatthe back

ward field produces a smaller value of backward high fre

quency rotor current, and consequently where the two

currents are equal to one another, the backward field is larger

in proportion to the forward field for an increase in L.*

• It is a common error to suppose that self-induction in themotor

is absolutely necessary in a successful single-phase motor. Ithas
arisenbynot considering thatthe backward rotating field tendsto

disappearfor the small slips thataremetwith in practice. Thebest

inductionmotor of anykind is the one with the leastleakage, that

is, sell- induction .
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hour.

The constructionof single-phase induction motors can

now be gone into . Briefly,it may be said that they are con

structed inexactly the same way as multiphasers ,but with

slight modifications, caused by the fact that they are not

self-starting, and that the considerations mentioned above

have to be borne in mind . The methods used by different

desigpers, in order to get over the starting difficulty, will be

described later; generally speaking, these methods take the

form of splittingup the single-phase current at starting into

two currents differing less than 90 ° in phase, one of these

currents being sent round the working winding of the motor,

the other going round a starting winding, thecoils of which

are woundin between those of the main winding. Hence an

irregular two-phase rotating field is produced, which causes

the rotor to run apto a speed somewhat short of synchronism ,

and this being attained, the starting winding is cut out, the

working winding pat direct on the supply mains, and the

load transferred from the loose pulley or other device to the

motor pulley. The starting torque depends on the efficiency

of the phase-splitter, on the current taken , and on the design

of the motor, and is, generally speaking, not very great.

Before considering the construction of these motors in

detail, it will be as well to briefly enumerate the general

points that must be followed in regard to their electrical and
magnetic design .

Firstly, a very essential point is,that both stator and rotor

should be quite smooth all round - large polar projections on

either must be avoided . If this is not attended to, there is

( especially at starting ) a tendency for the stator and rotor

fields to cog into one another, and as a consequence the

effective starting of the motor is rendered impossible.

Secondly, the air- gap must be only just large enough to

permit the rotor torun freely without danger of touching.

As the no load current and power factor atall loads depend

mainly on the size of the air-gap, it is clear that it must be

As small as possible. Further, the larger the air -gap, the

greater the leakage, and hence the motor will not start 80

well, and will have a greater slip when running, and dimin

ished power factor.

Thirdly, if the induced rotor currents are not confined to

proper paths , so that they may be always properly contribut

ing to the driving forces, there will b: false rotor currents

which will waste power by heating, and which may even

ander certain circumstances exert a torque in the opposite

direction to that of the forward stator field, and help the

backward field .

Lastly, the arrangement of the statorwinding and iron

parts must be suchthat the leakage field is aminimum,

otherwise there may be eddy currents in the motor frame,

and even in the stator conductors themselves, causing

loss of energy ; furthermore, if there is much leakage from;

any cause, the bad effects before mentioned will be present to

& greater or less extent.

The methods adopted in practice to satisfy these con

ditions will now be considered .

( To be continued .)

(6) Incandescent electric light, costing :90 cents per

16-O.P. hour.

(d ) Enclosed arc light, costing 6 cents per 1,500 - C.P.

In cases where the demand for current is spread over a

large number of hours, such as large factories and workshops,

where the items of interest anddepreciation would there

fore be spread over a large number of units, it is shown by

& table of costs of operating plants that eleotricity can be

generated privately at a loss cost than the average price
generally charged.

Persons will gladly pay for the convenience afforded by

the central station supply in their houses, but in the store,

factory, or workshop where economy has to be practised, the

matter is treated differently, and these considerations account

for the large number of isolated plants in America , and no

doubt also at home in England.

The rapid spread of electricity within the last few years,

and the publicity given to the details of cost in generation,

management, & c., have set probable large consumers think

ing , and their education has in many cases led to the loss of

good customers, for knowing that dynamos can be relied

upon to work practically without attention, and with little

fear of breakdown, the additional responsibility of an extra

machine in a large works spreads itself over the whole just

as the items of interest and depreciation spread themselves

over a larger number of units generated, and logically speak

ing, the larger the works the less the additionalresponsibility:
is felt .

The isolated plant of to-day is quite different from that of a
few years ago. Before the introduction of central station

supply, we were indebted for a good deal of our early know

ledge to isolated plants. Just as doctors must learn their

profession and patients must be practised upon , so had the

electrical engineer to learn his profession, and the isolated

plant owner was often the patient sufferer, the martyr to

science. The disappointments and failures of the days

referred to were often due to the scant knowledge then

possessed by the engineer, and these failures have led to such

improvements, that it is difficult to see where further im

provements can take place .

The lessons taught were not long in being acted upon, and

central stations began to make their appearance at different

places some ten years ago, and have gone on increasing year

by year, each succeeding year bringing more and more . The

primary lesson learned was, that electricity generated in

sufficiently large quantities couldbe generated cheaply,and

made a commercial commodity. The owners of large works,

shops, stores, & c., have also learned thiế, and following in the

footsteps of their former tormentors, are putting down their

own plants, some of which rival in capacity many central

stations.

Although isolated plants are not adapted for domestic

light, except for country residences where current cannot

otherwise be obtained , it is obvious from the silent evidence

of the increase of isolated plant in business premises, that

when & sufficient number of lamps are installed , and when

they burn for a considerable time each day, the current can

beverycheaply generated.

It points to the fact that sooner or later electricity will

have to be supplied at a very much cheaper rate than at

present, or the steady commercial lighting will be operated

by the isolated plant, and the only customers retained will be

the domestic and intermittent commercial work .

The systems of charging for current must be considerably

modified to enable the business man to cheaply light his

factory if current is to be bought, and he mustpay a higher

rate for current used for domestic purposes .

.

à

SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS.

An article headed “Small Lighting Plants,” by Mr. Fred. O.

Reeve, in the Electrical World, deals with three important

questions, namely:

1. Can the lighting companies materially lower the
present rates if brought into competition with the isolated

plant ? "

2. Are very small plants, varying in size from 25 to 300

lights , practical?

3. Under what conditions can they be made a success

financially ?

The basis of his calculations are taken on the average

prices charged in America for the four most popular illumi

nants, and are as follows :

(a) Ordinary gas light, costing •875 cents per 16-C.P.
hour.

(6) Incandescent gas light, costing •65 cents per 16-C.P.

COMPARATIVE COST OF STEAM AND

ELECTRIC POWER .

hour.

1.

ELECTRICAL power transmission being as yet in the

aggressive stage of development, and called upon to show

D
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AN ELECTRICAL HYPOTHESIS FOR THE

SOLAR AND PLANETARY SYSTEMS, AND

SOME OF THEIR ASSOCIATED PHE

NOMENA .

BY DELTA.

(Continued from page 74.)

11 .

SINCE the first article was published in the ELECTRICAL

Review , the solar eclipse of 1898 has been carefully ob

served, and under favourable conditions, and according to cable

information the general shape of the solar corona was generally

like that seen in the eclipses of 1867, 1888 and 1896 , so that

it may be assumed that there is little variation , if ary, in

Sunspots
75 Pilati fino
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Sunsari

Low POTENTIAL

EUSTRIGAL, Ocean

Fig . 1. - GRAPHIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CYCLE OF THE CON

SERVATION OF ENERGY FORMING THE BASIS OF THE SOLAR

ELECTRICAL HYPOTHESIS .

cause why it should be adopted, it is natural,that from time to

time,should appearcomparisonsofcosts with steam power. One

ofthese appearin the Electrical Engineer (New York ), by

Mr. Irving A. Taylor. So far as regards steam power costs

in America and here, the probability is that comparisons

made in one country will stand good for the other. Mr.
Taylor attributes the small attention given to power economy

to the idea that power is only thoughtto be a small item in

total costs of manufacturing, and also to the fact that power

distributing is a special subject not understood much by

manufacturers. There is nothing easier than power distri

bution, and anyone can get out aplan for doing it, but it is

all done by guess work , and the result is often an expensive

tangle of belts entirely preventing the use of overhead

travellers, as well as beingenormous powerabsorbers. It is

not simply the sheer cost of power that is to be counted,

often enough it is the incidentals, and this is specially the

case where small steam engines areemployed .

So much depends on arrangement, and the author cites

the case of a shop remodelled to give a four-fold output,

which produced as much as seventeen -fold with

ease . In this case, arrangement combined with electri

cal transmission and compressed air for certain duties

has been the cause of improvement. Now , air power is

costly, but it is extremely useful in the right place, and

though giving only 15 per cent. efficiency, being usedcold,

itsaves in labour andincreases output. The question is

asked , what is the best way to lay out a power plant ? The

answer is, that where large amounts of machineryare to be

driven , certain power centres may be found to which, while

power is being used, power maybe supplied at a fairly con

stant rate, and with a high load factor. Such centres may

supply simply one machine, or a group of machines, a
whole floor or section of a shop, but no large power must

be sent far along a line of shafting or a number of belts.

There is a tendency to medium sizes of motors, 3 to 15 H.P.

They ought to be fairly well loaded, and their efficiency must

not be obscured by complicated belt systems. When the load

on a machine or a group is nearly constant, the group

or unit is to be as directly connected as possible to the

motor. Machines absorbing a small but variable power

require grouping in considerable numbers on one motor,

so as to obtain an even average. Where possible, variable

and steady demands should be separated . Thus we want to

run a 5 -horse blower allday, and a couple of machinescon

suming from 0 to 10 H.P., and averaging about 2 H.P.

The costly part of this load will be the blower. If we use

a 15 -H.P. motor, the costly load will be run usually on a

half loaded motor, through belts and shafts, and will cost

double what it would if it were ran with a 5 - H.P. motor on

the blowershaft direct. The group wouldthus require two

motors. But if the maximum load of 10 H.P. on the other

machines had never fallen below an average of 7 to 8 H.P.,

possibly one motorwould best have served the group. The

author is very severe on a crossed belt. With its two rub

bing sides exerting a backward pull of 7 lbs. at 2,200 feet

per minute, the cost of this 1 H.P. of friction will b ? £20

to £60 a year, a rather expensive price for a crossed belt !!

There is no excuse for a crossed main belt, and only necessity

should permit any crossed belt to be run . The author saved

50 per cent. of power by uncrossing a main belt. It took

half an hour to arrange this. Beltsare often the best trans

mitters for short spang. For spans of 100 feet, a wire rope

will be satisfactorywhere loads do not vary suddenly ; but in

America wire ropa transmission has notbeen a success — it

demands too many conditions ; is too curbing. The same

applies to compressed air. It is used in Paris, with reheating

to 300 ° or 400 - an essential to economy for large air power.

But who wants a fire to make up ? People who buy power

want it ready cooked, not raw, like compressed air. Elec

tricity has the maximum of convenience and the minimum of

waste over any distance, and is bound to win on the score of

convenience, if for no other reason. The trouble with elec

tricity is, sofar, with those who sell rather than with those

who buy. There is so much hesitation in replying to an

intended user's questions. It looks as though there were

doubts as to success, and so on , and this is not encouraging to

In Mr. Taylor's further discussion of the question he

gives figures to show the advantages of electricity which we

propose to reproduce.

( To be continued .)

the sun's great electrical potential. The varying luminous

intensity of the solar triple and concentric envelopes is

merely due to the varying degrees of resistance offered to

the outward passage of thehigh intensity electrical energy.

The photosphere is probably composed of gas of such high

tenuity, as to offer no resistance whatsoever .

The diagram , fig . 1 , is intended to graphically explain the

author's electrical hypothesis. Fig. 2 gives a rough idea of
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Fig . 2. - TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE, JULY 2914 , 1878, SHOWING

ELECTRICAL STREAMERS.

the appearance of the solar corona . Before proceeding to

extend the application of theelectrical hypothesis to explain

stellar and other phenomena, it may nowbe an advantage to

examine its value, as an explanation of common atmospheric
eff cts .

CLOUD EFFECTS.

Aqueous vapour, in the form of clouds (by the well -known

attractive influence that water has for electricity), may be said

to constitute suspended electrical conductors, that become

electrically charged to saturation . The discharge of these

An electrically charged cloud induces electricity of an opposite
kind to its own .
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cloud forms of electrical conductorsmay be induced by the
At 7.40 a.m. this thunderstorm , which for some 20 minutes

earth itself, or by a highly electrified wind current, and also
had been approaching from the west, was near enough to

by the influence of solar electrical currents that produce the
cause an incessant stream -like flow of sparks from the kite

ultra -violet rays. string.

The discharge of the clouds will be induced by contact
If a ground wire was held within a fraction of an inch

with any strongly electrical energy absorbing surface.
from the kite string, a spark discharge followed.

The strangephenomenon of the water spɔut, the aqueous
After the rainfall, no sparks or any electrical indication

could be drawn from the kite -wire.
column uniting the clouds and the sea , is an example of the

Cloud disruptive discharges occur when the electrical ten
powerful and irresistible attractive influence of masses of

water, that culminates in the rapid discharge of the clouds’
sion in the atmosphere between the clouds and the surface of

electrical accumulation . * the earth exceedsa certain critical value not yet determined.

There are always stronger indications of electrical energy
It would appear that as the voltage increases with the

on hills than in valleys.
height of elevation from the earth's surface that clouds at

various heights will have distinctive electrical characteristics ;

THE INFLUENCE OF AQUEOUS VAPOUR ON THE ELECTRICAL therefore we should expect that cloudland will be essentially

CONDITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE. of a stratified character. *

The influence of the proportion of aqueous vapoar in the
The variation of electrical potential from the inception to

atmosphere in its effect on the degree of resistance offered
the termination of a thunderstorm is a striking proof of the

masterly factor that electrical energy occupies in terrestrial
to theflow of electric energy is well known. processes, and is itself evidence of no inconsiderable value in

supporting the author's new hypothesis.

THUNDER, HAIL , AND SNOW STORMS.

Diagram fig. 4 shows the striking variations of electrical

potential during thunder storms, at both an apper and a

lower placed station.

Thediagram 5 shows the normal variation of potential

characteristic for fine weather. It will be observed that the

electrical intensity shows a decided drop from morning antil

evening.

The violent changes of electrical potential of our_atmo

sphere are not only associated with thander storms. Daring

hail and snow storms we have acute changes of potential.

The diagram fig. 6, for which we are indebted to Mr.

McAdie,is a very striking exhibition of the great potential

fluctuations thatexist during a snow storm .

The observations at Sopnblick indicated that cloudless

days were associated with an apparently constantand equable

fall of potential, maximum ( Jaly) between 7 and 9 a.m., fol

lowed by a regular reduction of potential to a minimum at
the evening,

Moisture len grammet
Observations in a cloud that discharged & small quantity

of rain showed the electrical potentialto graduallydrop to

Estimated curve. zero value, where it remained for some time.

Taken from Elster & Geitel, Fitz K. Akad der Wiss, Wien . It has been noticed, as a rule, that in storm clouds the

atmospheric electricity usually changes its sign after a
FIG. 3 .

lightning discharge, the same change occurs with storms

occurring on a plain.
The discharge of a rain cloud rapidly clears the atmo

sphere from an excess of electrical energy. Theinfluence of THE FORMATION OF HAIL AND SNOW PARTICLES.

ahighly aqueous vapour condition inalteringtheelectrical It is well known that the flow of static electricity between

pointed terminals, and through an at

mosphere charged with particles of

suspended matter, in a condition free

from moisture, has
A

B

B effect. Some of the particles become

immediately electrolysed and polarised,

and they form nuclei centresof mag

netic attraction and aggregation , the

А small particles rapidly coalesce to form

larger ones.

One might attribute the formation
A 194 m . above sea level , and B 74 m. above sea level .

of hail, and, in a manner, perhape, of
ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OF THE AIR PHOTOGRAPHICALLY REGISTERED AT Two STATIONS. snow or other forms of frozen vapour,

FIG . 4 . FIG . 5. to this action of electrical coalescence.

In hail storms the highly electrical

condition of the atmosphere is parti
potential of the atmosphere is shown by diagram , fig. 3 . cularly noticeable.

This diagram 3 isconstructed from tabulated results of
The electrical intensity potential was

noticed by the observers at Sonnblick to increase and
observations made at Hofner Sonnblick at an elevation of decrease with the fall of hail.

10,168 feet above sea level, and also at the low level station Diagram, fig. 6 , shows the violent electric changes that

of Kobn Saiguon. It will be noticed, on referring to the accompany a snow storm .

graphic diagram , fig. 3, that the curve of electrical potential Probably the electrical coalescence forming hail takes

runs in a line inversely to thatof aqueous vapour pressure. place at the altitude coincident with that of the Cirrus

A casual test made at Massachusetts, by means ofa kite con- cloud, at some 5 miles distance from the earth's sur

nected by wire with a quadrant electrometer, was raised and face .

maintained at some elevation above the summit of Blue Hill,

at such a position as to intercept an approaching thunder- * Hildelrandsson showed that the apper currents move along

storm .
somewhat parallel to the lower currents , up to a certain height.

According to the law enumerated by Leys :
• Peletier states that water spouts are accompanied with striking Upper clouds have a distinct centrifugal tendency over areas of

electrical manifestations.

low pressure, and a centripetal one over those of high,

2 6 8 12 16
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THE VARIATION OF ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL IN WINTER

AND SUMMER.

The average atmospheric electrical potential is higher in

winter than it is in summer - there is less moisture as such

in the air, and the absorption by the earth will , it is thought,

be slower in winter than in summer,

The moisture in summer months constitutes an excellent

Hent Lightning

Atmospheric Electrioty

13ool

150
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FIG . 6 .

conductor for the flow of the electricity to the earth's surface.

Dryness of air, on the other hand, offers a greater resist

ance to the flow of electrical energy , and hencethe tendency

to the creation of a highly electrified atmosphere, & prelude

to the atmospheric electrical phenomena we knowas the

magnetic storms.

THE INCREASE OF THE ELECTRICAL INTENSITY POTENTIAL

WITH INCREASE OF ALTITUDE.

If the author's electrical theory is correct, it would mean

that the solar electrical intensity potential would be highest

at its entrance into the earth's atmospheric envelope, and

that by the dispersion of part of its energy in generating

heat and light it would become less and lessas it approached

the earth's surface ; or, inversely expressed, the electrical

potential would increase in proportion to the distance from
the earth.

That this is so is shown by diagram fig. 7. The curve

shows the rise of electrical potential with height above the

surface of the earth .

7
i
n

its neglect to allow for the highly tendons character of the

fringeof the earth's atmosphere.

Meteors having been noticed to evolve gas at a distance

of 120 miles from the earth, it is clear that even at this

distance extreme atmospheric attenuity cannot have been

reached .

That the resistance to the flow of the high tension solar

electric currents does not commence to be of sufficient in.

tensity as to produce any luminous or

day -light effect until it reaches a dis

tance of 45 miles from the earth is

shown y the duration of twilight.*

The all of the electrical potential

will vary with the density of the

atmosphere, so that Exner's factor of

8 volts increase per metre of distance

can only be taken as in any way re
liable within a short distance from the8

earth .

If we take balf this factor, or 8, to

represent the rise of potential per metre of elevation, we

should then have a voltage value, at only five miles distance
from the earth, of

1,609 x 5 x 8
= to 32,180 volts .

2

THE ZONE OF ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL .

If the electrical energy flowing from the sun at high ten

sionand frequency enters the atmospbere, and is absorbed

by the atmosphere and the earth, the latter must constitute

the zero of potential. The discharge of low intensity elec

trical energy from the earth into the low potential electrical

ocean will not generally illuminate the atmosphere, although

there are evidences of such discharges from prominences

that have produced luminous effects. Such an example is

suggested in the phenomenon of Saint Elmo's fire.I

WIND AND OTHER CURRENTS ELECTRICALLY INITIATED.

Wind currents - particularly those carrying with them

suspended particles of hail or snow , are higbly electrical, and

there is little doubt but that high potential electrical

discharges play as important a rôle in theproduction of wind

currents as does the more generally accepted explanation of

the cause , the effect of heat.

The discharge of a high tension current from one to another,

or from a point on to the atmosphere, sets up a decided

flow of air.

If it is accepted that high tension solar currents flow at

their maximum at the equator, then this line will coincide

with the initiation of powerful and continuous trade winds.

Any chart showing the direction of the prevailing winda

will demonstrate that the trade winds are initiated at the

equatorial line.

That the discharge of electrical energy into the ocean , will

indirectly influence the ocean currents, is probable. The

maximum oceanic absorption of electrical solar energy at the

equator, may constitute this locality as a locale of initial

motion of oceanic currents. S

The wind currents flow from the land to the sea at night,

and from the sea to the land at the day time.

The general theory for this change of direction being the

alternate influence of the heat of the earth and that of the

sea .

The inflow to the earth of the high tension electrical cur

rents in the day, and the outflow of this energy at night,

may by repulsive influence on the air havesomepart in the

play of the natural forces, producing the wind currents.

THE RELATION OF BAROMETRIC INFLUENCE ON THE

ELECTRICAL INTENSITY POTENTIAL.

The degree of atmospheric resistance to the flow of elec

Slightly luminous clouds have occasionally been seen at night

that were calculated to be at a distance of more than 45 miles ; it is

suggested that their interception of strong solar light intensity elec

trical currents has produced the strangely luminous effects, silver

clouds in an atmosphere of the darkest night.

Mils reduced to metres.

| Buchan records 15 cases of Saint Elmo's fire emitted at night time

from the summit of Ben Nevis, between the years 1883 and 1888.

$ The oceanic currents appear to flow from the north, from the

Bouth poles, towards the equator, establishing cycles of direction,
north and south of the equator.
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Exner's experiments with the water droppers, and made at

comparative low levels, showed that whilst the voltage at a

height of 17 metres was 100, it increased at a height of 40

metres to 280. He deduces from this that there is a rise of

6-8 volts per metre of elevation.

THE LIMIT OF EXTENT OF THE Sun's ATMOSPHERIC

ENVELOPE.

Before enlar, iy further on this important fact of rise of

potential, which in itself clearly shows that the earth cannot be

coasidered to be the primary source of electrical energy, because

if it did the electrical intensity would be greatest at the

surface, let us attempt to define the limit of the earth's atmo

spheric envelope . By calculating on the basis of the pres

sure exerted by the atmosphere upon the earth, equivalent

to 30 inches of mercury , the atmosphere only extends some

five miles ; but this calculation is obviously erroneous, from
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*

trical energy being a function of the atmosphericdensity, it

will, therefore, beobvious that a change in the barometric

pressure will set up varying resistances,and varying electrical

repulsive effects that will cause wind currents. Another cause

would be the generation of heat as a pari passu effect of the

increased resistance to electrical flow, and this heat would

tend to expand the air, a common means of producing wind
circulation .

It has long been known that some connection exists

between the height of the barometric column and the direc

tion of wind carrents.

For instance, 10 years' consecutive observations have
shown that the least mean barometric height corresponds to

the great south winds, and the greatest mean height cor

responds to the great north winds . The change of barometer

will necessarily mean a change of atmospheric electrical

potential, and either an increased or decreased, and corres

ponding degree of repulsive action , on air.

It has been explained that the dispersion of electric

energy of high intensity from a pointed condactor, sets up

windcurrents by electrical repulsion, it is not, therefore, an

improbable suggestion to pat this cause as the master one

amongst other, and purely physical causes, that set up the

flow of air currents. It has been suggested that highly

electrified wind currents may, independently of temperature

inflaence the discharge of highly-aqueous clouds of accumu

lated electric energy.

TEMPERATURE OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERIC STRATA.

Let us assume that the temperature of the atmosphere de

pends upon the resistance offered to, and on the proportionto

the electrical energy passing through the atmosphere. The

resistance is a function of the atmospheric density, and as

the density of the atmosphere decreases, as its distance from

the surface of the earth increases, this would necessarily

mean that in proportion as the distance from the earth

increased, the temperature would decrease ; in other words,

the temperature would in some measure be inversely propor

tionate to the distance from the earth's surface.

Aerostatic observers have discovered at the equator,

that for each elevation of 187 metres there is a drop in tem

perature equal to 1° C.

Taking the temperature at the equator to equal 25° C. , then

at a distance of five miles the temperature will equal

atmosphere projects miles beyond the earth's surface when

an observer is on the surface of the earth removed some

limited distance from the area apon which solar electric
energy is acting, he should be able to see the reflection of the

earth's luminous atmosphere in the form , say, of part of the

frastrum of & sphere.

THE SUPREME IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT OF THE

ELECTRICAL CONDITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE - A

SUGGESTION .

Before proceeding to the application, necessarily highly

speculative, of the electrical hypothesis to the planetary,

stellar, and their associated phenomena, the author

wishes to emphasise the argent, if not supreme import
ance, of the subject of the electrical condition of

the atmosphere. This subject transcends all others, not

only in its relation to vegetable organic life, but

also to that of human life. The stimulating effect of

electrical energy on vegetable life is well known, and this

subject alone deserves national recognition.

The author is satisfied that it will be found correct to say

that nearly all diseases, and more especially those havinga

nervous origin, †are in some measure connected with specific

electrical atmospheric conditions, and there is little doubt but

that the conditions that best secure immunity from any
epidemic or other disease, will be found to be coincident

with pari passu electrical characteristics, but especially with

the atmospheric electrical potential.

We must have day by day records of the variation of

electrical potential and other electrical changes, along with the

barometrical indications from all our meteorological stations.

The meteorological stations should be increased at least to

double the present number, and be supported by the State.

With this electrical data, we should be able, if not to

prevent, at least to counteract the influence of an electrical

potential found to be dangerous to satisfactory health con

ditions of either animal or vegetable existence.

A human sufferer couldbe removed to positions when the

electrical cor ditions were found to be hygienically beneficial.

By means of the proposed stations the prevalence of

electrical changes, magnetic storms, and other electrical

phenomena, would soon supply abundance of data of

incalculable value to the well-being of the people.

The correlation of the electrical characteristics with

hygienic, astronomical, and atmospheric, and other effects

could be more exactly determined, and there would then be

no necessity to incur blame and displeasure in attempting to

formulate speculative theories, however well justified they

may be, by correlative and coincident evidence .

25

15 x 1,609

187 9 )
= 18° below zero .

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

Now , from evidence that has already been adduced relating

to the Cirrus clouds and to cometary bodies, it is quite certain

that outside the five miles of atmospheric environment the tem

perature is very many degrees below freezing point. We

have nearer evidence in the fact of the mountains being
capped with everlasting snow.

If the ordinary theory were correct, these prominences

would be the firstto meet the assumed rays of light and heat

from the sun, and the summit of the mountain would be

hotter than the valleys around its base. A somewhat similar

objection applies tothe ordinary theory of transmission of

light from the san .

THE ZODIACAL LIGHT.

The electrical hypothesis provides one speculative explana

tion for this phenomenon. It is suggested that the apex of

the zodiacal light is the outer fringe ofthe earth's atmosphere,

having such a density that by resistance to the flow of electric

energy, it is capable of being made luminous. As the

• To demonstrate this difficulty one has only to formulate the
following argument:

Aziom . - The intensity of light is inversely as the square of the

distance from its source .

Hypothesis. If the ordinary theory were correct, the maximum

intensity ofsunlight (which is consideredtobefour timesthatof

the electric light)would and sequentially be equal at the sun to the

determinate quantity, x, given by the equation

% (93,000,000 ) = x ,

wbere z equals the photometric and thermal value of the sunlight at

the surface of the earth , and this z quantity may be calculatedthus:

the temperature ofanordinary arc and actiniclight has been variously

estimated, but it we take itto equal 2,500 °C.,then the intensity of the

lightatthe sun willbeequivalent toa temperaturethatisbeyond
the regions ofeventhe wildest fancy, and this figure alone appears

to be fatal to existingtheories.

At the last meeting of the Institution of Electrical En

gineers, held on Thursday, January 27th, at the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Major-General Webber read & paper

entitled “ Notes on the Electro -Chemical Treatment of Ores

Containing the Precious Metals." General Webber prefaced

the presentation of the actual paper by explaining that the

subject was such a broad one, while his remarks were con

fined to one or two particular departments thereof, he did

not feel justified in describing what he had to say as more

than “ Notes .” The paper, like many others laid before the

Institution, is evidently intended to awaken and stimulate

thought on particular mattere, and is timely as following up

the subject matter of the presidential address 80 recently

delivered . We allude to it at length in another column.

On conclusion of the paper, the President called upon M.

Prof. Bigelow considers the zodiacal light merely as an amass

ment (in theplane of the sun's equator, and at a piace of zero poten

tial) of particles electrically propelled from the sun.

of Everyliving thing on earthmaybe rightly considered to be a

producer of electrical energy, and each one is more or less highly,it
unconsciously, susceptible to the varying electrical conditionsof the

atmosphere. We have an example of this in the prevalence of

neuralgic and similar attacks at certain phases, as yet undefined ,of

the electrical and atmospheric potential.

2

1
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great maximum , and in every -day practice he had not found

it necessary to use such a large quantity.

At this point the discussion wasadjourned, and the

meeting broke up, a general topic of conversation, as the

members trooped from the hall, being the extraction of

gold , not necessarily, however, from ores, or by electro
chemical means.

LEGAL .

9

Pelatan to open the discussion. This gentleman modestly

disclaimed a thorough acquaintance withthe English tongue,

and stated that he thought the paper gave full particulars

of the process in which he was interested , but expressed his

willingnessto give any further details that mightbe desired .

Later in the evening M, Pelatan had the opportunity of

dealing with some of the criticisms, and ablyput forward

his views in excellent and clear English.

To Dr. Teed fell the part of leader of the attack , and this

position he filled with evident relish , and at considerable

length. He opened by stating that the paperwanted palling

apart and reconstructing, particularly by setting those pro
cesses which are intended for the electrical removal of metals

from solvents on one side, and on the other, such as , are in

tended for the making of solvents by electrical treatment.

Thus the Siemens & Halske process was one for removing

gold from a solvent, while the Pelatan -Clerici had in view

the making of a solvent, and dissolvingout the gold by this

solvent. Molloy, whose namewas mentioned in the paper,

only attempted to remove gold from a solation, by making a

sodium amalgam .

Coming to thePelatan -Clerici process, Dr. Teed expressed his

wish to have explained the meaniog of the statement in the

paper that certain mixing was done in the treatment tank

itself, part of the gold being alleged to be extracted in the

vat, and part after the liquor had left the vat. He con

sidered the chemistry of the process involved , while nothing

seemed to show that one sort of ore was differentiated from

another. Ferritic ore, for example, could not be treated

electrolytically, but must be dead roasted first. Then as to

cost, the question was, what did it cost to agitate per ton of

ore, and how much did the electric current cost per ton ?

Following this, Dr. Teed cited several processes in which

potassium cyanide alone was used to extract the gold from an

auriferous ore, the quantity of cyanide employed per ton being

less than that mentioned as necessary in the electrolytic

process. Warming up to the attack, the Doctor continued

that the facts put forward honestly in the paper formed a

condemnation of Petalan - Clerici process, and asked, “Could

any opponent say anything more virulent ? Ridiculous is

not a strong enough word for it.”

After a few remarks from another speaker - Mr. Herroup,

of King's College, on the chemistry of the last-mentioned

process — Mr. Salman, whose name, jointly with that of Dr.

Teed, was referred to in the paper in connection with the

Sulman-Teed process, rose to wishevery success to the process

80 strongly condemned by his partner, to name certain pro

cesses of historical interest which were omitted in the first

part of the paper, and finally to pile up a list of theoretical

and practical objections to the Pelatan process, particularly

questioning the advantages of having to agitate, the improve

ment in yield due to this process, and the cost of the necessary

plant, energy, and solvent. He concluded by stating that it

might be that unwittingly an injustice might have been done

to the process, but economy is the touchstone of any method

of extraction, and by cyanide alone 90 per cent. of the gold

can be got from an ore.

Several speakers dealt generally with the subject of the

paper ; one expressed himself as looking with extreme sym

pathy upon the attempts to utilise theold Hungarian Mill

with theuse of electricity to keep the mercury alive .

M. Pelatan then rose to give explanations on some of the

detail points referred to by different speakers. He stated

that in the mixing vat a quantity of pulp collected, and that

the gold was actually got partly in one way and partly in

another ; the first treatment, lasting two hours, being per

formed without electrical assistance, a certain quantity of

gold was taken up in the mercury.

With regard to the former used in agitation, it was

necessary to compare things and processes that were com

parable,and the particular use made of agitation in his case,

was very different to whatwas attempted by other inventors.

Thus some processes require the cyanide, vat and stuff to

be agitated, but he only desired to agitate the pulp under

going treatment in the vat, and he bad found by experience

that only half a horse -power was required to stirup five tons
of crushed ore .

The consumption of cyanide depended upon the condition

of the ore treated, the tailings on the Rand were in a washed

condition, the slimes having been taken away already. In

any case the figure of 2 lbs. of cyanide per ton, was a very

IMPROVED ELECTRIC GLOW LAMP COMPANY V. EDISON & SWAN

UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, LIMITED .

This case , which was briefly noticed on page 122 of last week's

ELECTRICAL REVIEW , was beard before Mr. Justice Mathew , in the

Queen's Bench Division, on Thursday 27th ult.

Counsel for the plaintiffs, Mr. Bousfield , Q.C. , M.P., Mr. Wallace,

Q.C., and Mr. A. J. Walter. For the defendants, Mr. Fletcher

Moulton, Q C., and Mr. J. C. Graham .

Mr. BOUSFIELD, in opening the case, said the plaintiffs were a
company incorporated in March, 1896, their name indicating the

nature of the business they were proposing to undertake. The

defendants were an old-established and well-knowncompany, having
a very high reputation in the electric lighting world, the demand for

lampsof their make being very large. Thatbeing the state of the

case, the plaintiffs being a new company bringing out a new lamp,

negotiated with the defendants for its manufacture. The lamp

differed from the ordinary type. The ordinary lamp was pear

shaped. The plaintiffs' lamp,on the contrary, endeavoured to get the

lowersurfaceas flat as possible, and the upper surface of such a curve

thatthe two together, when part of the glass was silvered, gave the

most favourableresults as regarded illumination . It was cheaper,

gave greater lighting power, and consumed less than the

ordinary lamp. The negotiations took place between Mr. Fanta,

the managing director of the plaintiff company, and Mr.

Jacob, whoatthat time was the general manager of the defendant

company. The basis of all the discussions was, that the defendants

should work with the plaintiffs in bringing out the new lamp. The

motion was, that the defendants should be the sole manufacturers of

the lamp, should supply it to the plaintiffs, and share with the
plaintiffs in the profits of the trade resulting from the introduction

of the article, which both should push. Onthe basis of that arrange

ment, an order was given for the manufacture of 100,000 of these

lamps, which was inwriting, and was the only contract upon which
they were suing in this action . The defendants began to manufac

ture under this contract, and to make deliveries under it.

The date of the contract was the letters of November 3rd and

9th, 1896, and the rest of the arrangement was reduced to writing on

November 26th . They could never get the rest of the arrangement

confirmed in writing, and it never was. In the meantime, while this

arrangement was going on , unknown to plaintiffs, the defendants

experimentedand introduced a lamp which was nothing more nor

less than an absolute copy of the plaintiffs' lamp, the only difference

being that instead of the reflecting part of thetop being silvered, it

was made of opal glass . The defendants hadtaken out & patent for

their lamp on January 10th, 1897, but the plaintiffs did not know

this until a later stage . They knew , however, from the delaysthat

were taking place thatthere must be something wrong . On March
5th , 1897, they learned wbat was the matter when an advertisement

appeared in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW announcing that the defendants

had introduced a new orb into the incandescent lamp world. This
lamp was called “ The Queen of Lamps.” It was described as

giving a perfect diffusion of light, and as being unquestionably the

lamp of the Diamond Jubilee. An action was brought by the

plaintiffs against the defendants for infringement, but with that his

Lordship was not now concerned . The defendants thus avowedly

entered into competition and rivalry with the plaintiffs with a lamp

which, as far as bulb was concerned, and everything else except the

substitution of opal for silver, was identical with plaintiffs. During

the months of April and May, 1897, the total deliveries were under

4,000 ; that was to say , that during the eight weeks preceding the

issue of the writ on May 20th, there was only two weeks' supply

delivered . Up to the present time there was still a small number of

lamps unfinished under this order. The defendants had alleged that

the delays were due to the plaintiffs not givingthem instructionsas

to certain details, such as "capping,” but that was not really the
case. The capping was a simple question, and could be done at the

rate of 800 a day. As a matter of fact the plaintiffs had agreed to

pay for the lampsas completed lamps at the stage belore they were

capped, the defendants tokeep a quantity in stock and then " cap " them.

It was quite impossible in this trade for the plaintiffs to putthe

lamps upon the market antil they had accumulated a stock, unless

they had somebody behind them like the defendants, who had a large

output of such articles . If the plaintiffs'arrangement had been

carried out when they had got 10,000 or 20,000 accumulated, they

could haveput the lamps on the market, but without someone behind

them likethedefendants, who could manufactureat a rapidrate, it

would had beennecessary for them to have accumulated 30,000 or

40,000 lamps. There were three different voltages and four different

candle-powers 80 that altogether there
were to be twelve

varieties of lamps from the oneshape,namely, the conical. The

first specificationwasfor 66,000 lamps, of which 46,000were to beof

the conical and20,000 of the roundtype. The plaintiffs had a large

Continentaltradewhere foreign lamps wereconsidered as good as

English made, but these particular lamps were required for the

a
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English market, and it was essential that they should be of English

manntactore. In consequence of the failure of the defendants to

talfil their part of the contract they had to carry out certain Eng.

lish contracts by supplying foreign -made lamps, whilst other orders

they had to reject.

Mr. Justice MATHEW Buggested that the question of liability should
first be considered .

Mr. MOULTON said it would perhaps assist the Court if he stated
the defendants' view of the case. It was that to contract had ever

beenentered into. Unquestionably an arrangement was made that

the detendants should supply theplaintiffswith lamps to theextent

of 2,000 a week. The letter of November 9th left matters still to be

arranged verbally ,but the next letter showed it was very much a

matter of doubtwhether any strict contract was over entered into.

There was a good deal of trouble inmaking the lamps originally, and

hence there was some delay ; but the defendants were always sup

plying the lamps. The plaintiffs, he contended , did not suffer any

business damage whatever, and as to the allegation that the deter

dants put a rival lamp into competition withthat of the plaintiffs,

there was no foundation for such a statement. The defendants did

not receive the specification from the plaintiffs when they ought to

have done, and again they were entitled to a reasonable delay for

capping. There never was a time when the plaintiffs could nothave

asmany completed lamps as they required.

Evidence was then called for the plaintiffs.

Mr. FANTA, managing director ofthe plaintiff company, examined

by Mr. BOUSFIBLD, said the sole object for which thecompany was

formed was to manufacture and sell this improved glow lamp. In

1896 he had several interviews with Mr. Jacob on behalf of the

defendant company, and negotiations as to the manufacture by the

Edison -Swan for the plaintiff company. Mr. Jacob said he knew it

they were to manufacture the lamps the two companies wouldhave

to work hand in hand . Altogether there were three or four inter

views before the letters of November 3rd and 9th. Ultimately,

pendingthe acceptance of terms, onorderwasgiven and accepted

for 100,000 lampsto be manufactured by the defendant company.

Witness gave evidence as to the nature of the contract, which was
disclosed in the letters. He said that the total number of lamps,

both of round and conical shape, invoiced by the defendants
in accordance with the contract op to April 7th, was 17,279.

Of these, 8,904 were conical, and 8,375 round . Between March 31st,

the date of the last delivery, and May20th , the date of the issue of

the writ, the total number of lamps delivered was 4,600 . Assuming

that at that date there should have been delivered 30,000 codical

lamps in accordance with the contract, only 8,904 had actually been
delivered. of the 8 or 10 candle-power lamps, 18,000 should

have been delivered, but up to the date of the issue of the writ
only 597 had been supplied . " This failure of delivery had prevented

witness's companyfrom placing the lamp on the marketfrom the

very beginning. They wanted to put on the market an English -made
lamp,which was suitable for the English market, being much more

durable than the foreign -made article. The price they were

to be paid for a certain lamp to the defendants' company

was 1s. 1d. per lamp, but they could get a similar article
on the Continent for 6d . It was not 80 good as the

English make, nor was it so durable. As the defendant

company did not supply the lamps according to the contract, the
plaintiffs could not put the articles on the market because they had

no stock. That meant it theyhad secured orders their smallstock

would have soon been exhausted, and they could not have continued

the supply, which would have been detrimental to the company.

Had the defendantcompany conducted the supply according to their

contract the plaintiffs could have put them on themarket asthey had
originally contemplated.

Cross -examined by Mr, GRAHAM : The policy of his board was to

have English -madelamps,which were to be manufactured by Edison

and Swan, who had offered to do the work. The plaintiffs did not go

to another manufacturer when there was delay on the part of the

defendants, because the latter were continually promising there

should be an improvement in this respect. It was not theappear

ance of the defendant company's advertisement in the ELECTRICAL
Revow as to the “ Queen of Lamps ” that first made his company

feel irritation . There was no irritation then and there was not now.

Bis company were not undecided as to the marking of the lamps

until January. They were quite decided about the matter from the
outset, bat the defendants pointed out certain difficulties. The

" Queen of Lamps ” woald have served their purpose when the

defendants bad failed to supply the other lamps, but the " Queen "
would have cost them much more than they had agreed to pay the

defendants for the manufacture of the lamp specified for.

Mr. Justice Mathew expressed the opinion that the real measure

of damage would be arrived atby taking the difference between the

price in the “ Queen ofLamps " and the price of the contract lamp,

assomingthat the plaintiffshad goneand purchased the former lamp
and put it on the market to theextent inwhich there had been non.

an 8 candle -power lamp of the plaintiffs' companygave exactly the

same lightasthe ordinary 16 candle-power lamp. He spoke from ex

perience of the lamps at the Criterion, where the Edison -Swan lamp

was superseded by the plaictiffs. The lampswere of Germanmake.

It was contemplated changing the lamps at the National Liberal

Club in the same way , but as the lamps of the plaintiffs were of

foreign make, they were objected to . _Mr. Fanta , however, bad been

told that when he could supply an English -made lamp the change
would be carried out.

Mr. ALFRED HENBY WALTON, electrical engineer, agreed with the

last witness as to the saving in illumioating power effected by the

plaintiffs' lamps, which had been adopted with success at the

Empire Theatre. The lamps being foreign made had a shorter life.

andwitness had told Mr. Fanta he should not give orders for further

lamps until the plaintiffs could supply him with the Eoglish -made
article.

Thisclosed the plaintiffs 'case.

Mr. MOULTON, for the defence, said that now, practically, the whole

of the lamps contracted for had been delivered. Thatwas to say,

the 66,000 for which there had been a specification had been

delivered, and of the 34,000 the defendants were prepared to give

delivery. There had thus been a carrying out of the contract, and it

damages could be recovered , it could only be on the groundof delay.

What damages bad been incurred here ? Soon after they had

entered into the contract the defendants commenced to deliver

the lamps, and although they delivered slowly, still the plaintiffs,
at the very time they brought the action, bad in stock

16,000. Surely it could not be said that they had not then a

sofficient quantity to enable them to commence the sale. The
tact was, that they were not selling the English -made article,

but & German lamp. The lamp manufactured for them by

the defendants was not a lamp which would be sold in large

bulks, and when they had 16,000 in stock they might very well have

chosen to commence theirsale. They hadat the presenttime 54,000

lamps properlydelivered, but notwithstanding this they had not even

yet commenced the sale . Why should the defendants be made liable

to pay damages to the plaintiffs when the latter had made a deter

mination not to commence to sell until something like 60,000 lamps

had been delivered ? They never gave the defendants the slightest

hint that they had cometo thisdetermination. As to the question of

prejudice, there was nothing whatever in it. Of the “ Queen " lamp,

out of 4,000 no fewer than 3,700 were 16 candle-power lamps - tbat

was to say, of the very type of which they kept over-delivering to the

plaintiffs. That was, he submitted, a complete answer to the charge

that the defendants were keeping back the competitorto the "Queen"

lamp. He admitted that there had been delay, and the defendants

were quite willing to behave reasonably to the plaintiffs on this

account.

Mr. Justice MATHEW thought that the parties might give their

counselauthority to settle the case on the basis of assessing what

should be paid by the defendants to the plaintiffs in respectof the

delay that bad occurred in delivery, and he would then discuss the

matter with them .

Mr. Bonsfield and Mr. Moulton having got the requisite anthority

from their respective clients, retired to his Lordship's room to dis
cuss the matter with him .

After a brief absence they returned into Court, when it was

announced that it had been agreed that there should be judgment for

the plaintiffs for £ 750 and costs.

SALMONY & COMPANY V. THE IMPROVED ELECTRIC Glow LAMP

COMPANY, LIMITED .

In the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice on

Friday, January 28th , the case of Salmony & Co. v. the Improved

Electric GlowLamp Company, Limited, came on for hearing before

Mr. Justice Kennedy. Mr. Tindal Atkinson , QC ., and Mr. F.

Abrahams were counsel for plaintiffs, and Mr. Rufus Isaacs for the

defendant company.

Mr. TINDAL ATKINSON said the action was brought to recover £287

158. 1d. , being balance due for the supply of electrical fittings and

lamps. The defendants had paid £ 138 78. 4d. into Court, leaving a

balance due of £149 odd . There were no pleadings, and there were

only two items in the plaintiffs’ account, which was sent in to the

defendants, in dispute . One was of £156 13s., and another an item

of £67 148. 2d . Those items related to the sale and delivery of cer

tain holders to fix the glow lamps upon. Therewas a counter-claim .

The defendants said that the goods were not delivered at the proper

time,andthat when they were delivered they were rejected by the

defendants, but ultimately taken into their possession on the terms

that they were to act as agents for their disposal. That plaintiffs

emphatically denied. They said the goods were supplied within a

reasonable time and were accepted . Although defendants de

murred in the first instance, the goods were ultimately accepted,

and they had used a quantity of them . The payment of £138

into Court, he understood, included payments in regard to

the items he had last mentioned , andan item of £75 which

defendants said all that was due & sale of £100

worth of goods, they having deducted 25 per cent. commission.

Plaintiffs said that that was all mconshine, and that they never

agreed for defendants to act as their agents in any shape or form .

All the goods, in fact, had been ordered by them for themselves.

Then there was & counter- claim to recover, as he understood ,

£ 700 under these circumstances. In 1895, bis clients, who were

electrical engineers in Charing Cross Street, bad control of the

agency for the sale of these silvert d lamps. They were little

electrical lamps which went into a fitting, and which were silvered

on the top side so as to reflect and increase the amount of light.

That was an agency for the United Kingdom and the colonies, and

delivery.

was on

Mr. GRAHAM submitted that what they were inquiring into was

What damages hadinfact been sustained, not, theoretically, what

damage had been suffered .

Mr. Justice MATHEW : No, indeed , you are not. You are inquiring

into whattheproper measure of damagesis, and I see no better
method than theold -fashioned one I have indicated.

Iofurther cross-examination, the WITNESS stated that his company

hadnot as yet contracted with customersfor the supply of English

made lamps, because they were not in a position to do so. They

required a large stock to do this, and they hadnot thatsufficient

stock which would enable themto open a market in the article, and

keep up the supply.Hedenied thathis companycausedany delay
by the failure to give instructionsastothe " capping ” arrangemente.

Mr. L.MANTELL, manager of the National Liberal Club,deporedthat
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Cross -examined by Mr. Wood : The order was to be from 45 to 50

amperes, not 45 only. Nothing was_said as to price. Their cate

logue was priced up to 30 amperes. The metal was all right ; it was

made of galvanised iron wire. Il it had been made of silver wire

and alloy, it would have been much smaller than this one, and

lighter.

On behalf of the defendants, Mr. FREDERICK TAYLOR ,& consulting

electrical engineer , of 14, Victoria Street, S.W., said the machine

could be made much smaller, and equally serviceable. The resistance

would work, but was too large. About £3 to £3 103. would be the

price of a German silver or a platinoid one. He could not expect to

get a machine like this from looking at the illustration in plaintiffs'

catalogue, from which the order was given .

Cross -examined : Crompton's made resistances, but that was not

their speciality. Defendant said he had sincebought one of the same

resistance for £ 3,and the weight was 2 qrs ., whilstthe weight of this

one was 2 cwt.

For the plaintiffs, Mr. DONOAN WATSON, A.I.E.E., said that the

resistance was a reasonable one. It wasa very substantial one.

His HONOUR, after a long and patient hearing , found for the

plaintiffs, remarking that, it being an unusual size, the price was

higher than was generally the case. He allowed £ 7 for it, with

costs.

CORRESPONDENCE .

they were agents for a Mr. Schwarber, of Berlin, who he supposed was

theinventor. The plaintiffs under that contract had effectedsome busi

ness ,andamongother contracts they had disposed ofsomeof these lamps

to a Mr. Brown, of Eastbourne, and Mr. McLeod, of Glasgow . The con

tracts with McLeod and Brown were really contracts of agency ;that

was to say , that these people had agreed to become the plaintiffs'

agents for the disposal of the lamps, and they had also become per

sonally liable to take fromthem acertain quantity of the lamps, and

pay for them , and in addition act as agents in their particular dis

tricts. A person of the name of Fanta was the promoter ofa par

ticular syndicate which was purposing to take over the sale of these

lamps inthe United Kingdom , and also to acquire the patent

rights. He could not carry out that unless he had been appointed

agent, and in the latter part of April, 1895, Fanta negotiated for the

transfer to the syndicate of the agency which the plaintiffsheld . He

was informed of the existenceof the contracts with Brown and

McLeod ,and it was evident that it was intended by Mr. Fanta that

he shouldhave some considerable object in view to show that the

persons whom he expected were to form the syndicate. The result

of those negotiations was contained in an agreement, and it was under

that agreement, and an assignment which followed,that the counter

claim was made. The companymade an assignment of the contracts

on December 16th , 1895 . Counsel then went into particulars

of the various contracts and their construction , and said that

under them the company made various claims, one of which

WA8, that plaintiff, was to take no less than 22,500 lamps from

them, whereas he had only agreed to take 4,500. That he regarded

as an attempt at imposition. One result of what took place was that

Messrs. McLeod & Brown refused to be handed over to thesyndicate.

The parties met, and there was a long discussionand correspondence,

which counsel read. It applied to the orders alleged to have been

given and repudiated, and to the delay in the delivery of the various

appliances which hadtobe manufacturedin the interior of Germany,

and shipped from Hamburg. He contended that all that his client's

undertook to do was to havethe things made and delivered as quickly

as possible, and said it was a fact that 2,200 out of the 2,500 holders

were received by the defendants in time to be used at the Jubilee.

When plaintiffs sentin their invoices they were returned. Their books

bad been inspected ,and there was no trace of any agencyor commission

accounts, nor any detecting as to goods notdelivered according to

contract. He suggested that there was really nothing either in the

defence or counter -claim , and called Mr. Henry Max Salmony, the

plaintiff ; but before he gave his evidence he was recalled from the

box, and a consultation took place between him and counsel on

both sides with a view to arriving at a settlement. There was,

however, no result, and plaintiff then gave evidence in support of

his counsel's opening statement. He maintained, as had been

admitted by the other sidethat he had fulfilled his part of the con

tract entered into, and that was the position he now took up. He

and his firm did their best to get the goods delivered from Germany

in time for the Jubilee, and many of them arrived soon enough to be

80 used. He had never admitted thatthe goods were late in delivery,

or that he agreed to allow the defendants to retain them and sell

them ona commission of 25 per cent. The usual condition of com .

mission for such a transaction would have been 5 per cent.5

The hearing was resumed on Monday, andjudgment was given for

plaintiffs on the counter-claim , and also on the claim , with costs.

Refuse Destructors .

My attention was, a few weeks since , called to the discug

sion which has for some time ocoupied a considerable space
in your valuable REVIEW, and I further note in your last

week's issue that my name, in conjunction with Mr. Laws,

of Newcastle, and Mr. Yabbacomb, of Bristol, was introduced

by a writer who would like to know our opinion upon the

destructor question as now before the public. I do not know ,

Mr. Editor, what the particular views of the gentlemen

named may be with respect to making their opinions known ;

but I do not think I shall be far wrong when I say that, with

the individual experience which we havein the working of the

destructor, we neither of us care about entering intoa public

discussion, through the columns of the press, when the

principal writers upon the subject at the present time are

manufacturers or those who are interested in the sale of some

particular form of furnace every one, of course, claiming

premierposition for his particularpet ; or may I add another

class ? I do so with much hesitation, and it is from your

correspondence I arrive at the opinion : those who, perhaps

too anxious to become great benefactors to their fellow rate

payers, and so earn their everlasting ( parochial) gratitude,

farther some scheme, which mayor may not succeed, become

anxious about the success of their protégé, and, I may say,

angry with those who appear, in all good faith, to differ from

them ,

Some five-and -twenty years ago we used to joke abɔut the

' golden dustman.” But this gentleman has passed away. The

place that knewhim once — to wit, say, Paddington - knows

him no more, and instead we have the “ Golden Dust-bin "

sanitary, of course - in fact, to go through the correspondence

which comes to hand daily through the favourof that invaluable

institution of modern days, the Newspaper Catting Agency,

it would appear that, thanks to the inventive genius of our

destructor makers, the " age of gold ” has dawned upon us,

and a veritable Klondyke is at our back doors .

So far as my individual opinion is concerned , I was under

the impression that that was pretty well known, having

erectedthe first destructor built in the South of England in

1882-3 (the second was Southampton in 1886) . I atonce

utilised it as a steam producer, and have continued to do so

up to the present time, and a most valuable adjuncttothe

sanitary appliance of Ealing it has been during all these

years; dealing not only with the house refuse, but with the

sewage sludge of a continually growing population, and that

without theslightest difficulty or nuisance in any way. As is

well known, the Ealing destructor is of the “ Fryer," or low

temperature type, assisted by my “ FameCremator " of 1885,

and which, notwithstanding Mr. Watson's criticism in the

lecture at Gloucester, most certainly made the destructor

possible.” These words are not my own, but were used by

Mr.Laws in the paper he read at the International Congress

of Hygiene (London) 1891, and I cannot help saying that

it does strike me as somewhat strange that betweentheyears

1885 and 1897 so little has been done byour engineering

world in the wayof supplyinga really useful and economical

CAWTB v. PØNNY - IN - THE -SLOT ELECTRIC SYNDICATE.

THIS was a claim brought before the Taunton County Court by a

Taunton electrical engineer for £ 14 for goods, and £ 25 forbreach of

warranty. Early last year the Electric Light Extension Syndicate

made arrangements with him to do their tree wiring at Taunton.

Afterwaitinga goodtimehefoundthatthecompany, although obtaining

orders there, was not carrying out the work ,and when he communi.

cated with the company he was informed that a new company would

take over all responsibility and arrange with him . Mr. Cawte did

certain work, and the Penny- in -the -Slot Syndicate communicated

with him. For the defendants,it was claimed that the company had

nottaken over the Electric Light Syndicate, and had nothing to do

with the plaintiff's claim . They hadthe option to take over, butdid

pot do so . Mr. Bastian , managing director of the Electric Light

Extension Syndicate and the Penny- in -the -Slot Syndicate, gave

evidence, and said that the Extension Syndicate were prepared to

admit the claim of £14 78. for goods supplied. The claim was

amended, and judgment given for the plaintiff for that amount, the

question of damages falling through. Defendants' costs were refused.

-

SALMONY & Co. v . THEERMAN & Co.

In the Westminster County Court, on Wednesday, the part-heard

action by Messrs. Salmony & Co. , against Messrs. Theerman & Co.,

electricians, of Manchester, was concluded. The claim was for

£8 for a resistance, and the defendants stated that the article supplied

was not of the dimensions ordered , and he was only williog to pay £3.

The case hadbeen adjournedfor the attendance of a witness,Harris

Rosenberg ,who now gave evidence, that he was one of the plaintiffs,

and after the delivery of the machine, he saw the defendant who

said he was surprised at its elaborateness, and that it was delivered

too late for his purpose, but he would keep it at £3. That he

declined to do, and he arranged that he would take it back it be

gave them large orders, but the traveller who took the order left them,

and being a friend of defendant's, he cancelled all the orders. He

only agreed to take it back uponfuture large orders being paid for,but

the orders were all cancelled after the traveller left. The only

orders which had been executed were small ones.
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apparatus for dealing with the question of house refuse . In

making this remark I do not for one moment seek to

depreciate the hightemperature installation, nor suggest that

Mr. Watson and otherswho are advocating their particular

furnaces are acting other than in all good faith; on the con

trary, I am free to confess that I am always deeply interested

in the work being done, and particularly the statements

which ever and again find publication from the pen of Mr.

Watson, but nothing that I have yet heard , seen, or read

has led me to change my opinion that for general use the

inexpensive low temperature destructor, such as the “ Fryer "

of Manlove & Co. , or the “ Perfectus " of Goddard , Massey,

and Warner, are other than the most suitable.

Cne of yourcorrespondents refers to the statistics in my

book on “ Refuse Destruction ,” 1894, making particular

reference to Table A., " Towns of England," where, out of a

number of towns given as 1,005, 863 were under 25,000

inhabitants, and probably a very large proportion of these

have no call for “ power," although they may make a valu

able asset of a well-burnt clinker and the ash from the

hearth for building purposes. No doubt the view I take

of them as a municipal officer is primarily the neces

sity for getting rid of a universal nuisance (house refuse)

ina simple and efficient manner ; the question of profit

is a secondary one,and from this point of view , in my humble

opinion , the low temperature furnace is the most likely to

accomplish the object and meet the necessities of not the

large towns, maybe, such as Leeds, Oldham , and similar

centres of very large population, but of the towns which , com

paratively insignificant when compared with the above,

still justas much require the application of fire to deal with

their sanitary nuisances.

Reference has, I know , been made again and again, in the

general discussion of this question, to the supposed failure

of the Edinburgh destructor. It may appear somewhat

ventureeome to state that, in my opinion, the Edinburgh

destructor was not a failure, and this I do notwithstanding

thefact that the Horsfall Company was called in to alter it.

I visited Edinburgh twice, at the request of the Corporation,
and from exhaustive examination I came to the conclusion

that the fault was not in the destructor, but in the mode

of working it. A guarantee had been given to destroy a

certain number of tons per 24 hours, and the quantity was

got through, with the result that the residue was not good

hard burnt clinker, but a soft three parts burnt material,

certainly unsatisfactory in its result. The experience of Mr.

Yabbacomb at Bristolwas very much the same; in his paper

read at the meeting of the Municipal and County Engineers,

September, 1896, referring to the work of the destructor
(“ Fryers " ) he says : “ That by working all seven days, the

amount specified in the contract with the manufacturers

conld be just reached ; but the clinker was of a soft inferior

character, through the fires being drawn too rapidly ."

Subsequently Mr. Yabbacomb applied a steam blast, with the

result, a higher temperature, an increased consumption of

refuse, 7 } tons per 24 hours, together with an improved
clinker, a conclusion I consider in every way satisfactory,

and going to prove that, with careful working, an every-day

result ofa most satisfactorycharacter maybeobtainedfrom
the comparatively inexpensive low temperature furnace of

the “ Fryer "class, evenwhen worked in the most moderate
" work-a-day ” mode.

I am quite aware that from the contractor's and patentee's

point of viewthe low temperature furnace, even when a fan

is added,is not asuccess;there is nospecial profit to be made

out of these, and no patent fees ; anyone is at liberty to build

them, and for a few hundred poundsan installation equal toa

the ordinarynecessitiesofa smalltownpopulation can be

erected ;in making theseremarks, I would again repeat
thatIamdealingwiththe smallertowns,and notwiththe
large centres of population. At the same time, having

erectedthe majority ofour cells atEaling without a con

tractandwithourown men,Iknow theexactcostof con

With respect to the Shoreditch

destructor

, or “ universalutiliser," as it has been termed
, I can only say that

I am

that very much of the feeling
engendered

in the minds

to
prophecy

unless you know
," and I cannot

help
thinking

of the
Shoreditch

chairman

and others
, has just been

the
result of " premature

prophecy

." So far as " thermal

storage is concerned, there is nothing particularly

new about that ; but its application to destructor pur

poses is new and interesting. To me, personally, I may

say it is especially interesting from the fact that some years

since Manlove, Alliott & Co., called my attention to the

scheme, and I went into the matter witha view to its appli

cation at Ealing, but upon full consideration of the cost to

be incurred , with the probable results, I came to the con

clusion, to use a common phrase, that the “ game was not

worth the candle ; " but in all fairness let me say that a

scheme which might not be suitable for Ealing with its then

25,000 population , mightdevelop results quitedifferent in a

district like Shoreditch with its 124,000. Should it succeed

I shall be the first to " take off my hat," and acknowledge

its merits, indeed, I think I maysay that I will do so if it

only accomplishes one half of the prediction made in its

favour at its birth. I do not mean at the banquet, Mr.

Editor, that would hardly be fair, you know , but rather

between the times when the good Vicar of Shoreditch “ read

an appropriate dedicatory prayer," and the hour when “ the

light of other days " was turned down, and amidst the hearty

applause of the company the chairman switched on the

" light of the future." I am copying from printed account

of proceedings.

have no doubt that ere long a clear and exhaustive

account will be forthcoming, showing the Dr. and Cr.

state of the whole affair. I should have concluded this

somewhat lengthy letter at this point, but for the fact that

the morning post brought me in unmistakable print the

announcement of another wonderful discovery in the

destructor world . London informs me and all its readers

that “ Leyton is again distinguishing itself." In large

letters we are informed that “ The First Sludge Destructor

has been ected : “ A Difficult Problem Solved by the

Leyton District Council - A Combined System for Destroying

Sewage Sludge as well as House Refuse," and further,

that the council has proved thatthe sludge can be burned

like ordinary house refuse," and further, that “on the

advice of the surveyor, Mr. Wm. Dawson, the District

Council made the first attempt ever tried, and the result of

15 months' working is sufficient to justify some show

of pride." London Argus contributes similar information.

I read these extracts at first with some amusement, it

looked like a monstrous joke on the part of the surveyor to

the Leyton District Council, but I took up another cutting

and found that Sir Douglas Fox and F.ancis Fox had

reported as follows : “ So far as we are aware, it is the only

form of furnace yet adopted, capable of burning a consider

able portion of sewage sludge even when containing as in

this case, a high percentage of moisture," and after reading

this, I could not but feel ashamed for any professional man,

shall I say brother municipal officer, who could allow such

absolutely misleading and erroneous statements to go forth to

the public, and I am sure that the same feeling will fill the

minds of one- half of the municipal engineers of England,

when they read them. I was under the impression that I

had been burning the sewage sludge of Ealing with the

house refuse, ever since 1883, and that most of the

municipal engineers of England knew it , I thought that

the Ealing works, visited by hundreds of visitors from not

only England but from all parts of the world , had one

speciality, viz . , burning the sewage sludge. I was under the

impression that the late eminent scientist, Dr. Meymott Tidy,

in à lecture at the Society of Arts, April, 1886, said : " To

my mind the destructor has reached itshighest state of per

fection at Ealing from the great thought the surveyor, Mr.

Jones, has given to it. The sludge is there mixedwith

house refuse and burnt. Mr. Jones's view is that every

town produces sufficient house refuse to burn the eladge.

I thought that in the discussion that ensued upon the read

ing of Mr. Dibdin's paper on “ Disposal of Sewage Sludge,”

before the Institution of Civil Engineers, as long ago as

1886, the subject of sludge burning was well threshed out,

and stranger still, I was under the impression that the sur

veyor of Leyton - a member of the Incorporated Association

of Municipal and County Engineers, of which I have the

honour of being a past president - knew the Ealing works

well, with all their specialities. All the above only goes to

prove how strangely one may be mistaken.

I have upon my recollection the fact that London , to

which I have referred, among the other items of interest

E

19

struction.
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respecting Ealing, says (April,1895) : “ ] t (Ealing) discovered

that the proper treatment of its dust and sewage not only

gave health advantages such as no neighbouring area

possesses, but placed at its disposal what might be called

advantages for securing other advantages. The collected

refuse, which is mixed with the sewage sludge and consumed

in the destructor cells, and the fume cremators produce

tremendous heat, a portion of which had already been used to

raise steam for driving the engine of the sewage works, &c."

Mr. Editor, I had no intention of so extending my remarks,

and I have omitted to touch upon many interesting details,

as to residuum , cost, & c.; but reading at the last minute

the details concerning Leyton , has ledme into a somewhat

extensive communication,for wbich I must apologise.

Charles Jones, M.I.C.E. , F.S.I.

Ealing.

are threaded through a closed circuit at an uniform rate in a

na

time, t, the heat developed is proportional to and

increases with the speed . Ina slot wound armature the bars

never enter a strongfield at all, and n is exceedingly small.

On the other hand, it is not necessarily the case that the

bars pass from the interpolar space into the maximum or

uniform field more quickly in a slot wound than a surface

wound armature. If the two revolve at thesame speed, and

in fieldsof the same form , thetime occupied in passing into

the field will be the same. But in a slot wound armature

the gap
between the iron surfaces is less than in & surface

woundarmature, the fringing is less, the bar enters the field

more suddenly, and the heating is to that extent increased .

Mr. Still's explanation appears to me to show that slot

wound conductors should heat more than surface wound

conductors.

The solution of the difficulty lies clearly in the small in

tensity of the maximam field, not in the rate of speed at

wbich the bars enter that field .

As to my paradox. Mr. Still's case is not parallel at all.

A dynamowhen running is a seat of electromotive force, not

necessarily & source of current; and our conception of its

action is not dependent on its always producing current. A

magnet, on theother hand, is nota seat of magnetic force,

but a source of magnetic flax, and we have no conception of

its existence other than as giving rise to magnetic flux . The

question is this : Place a permanent magnet, s.c., a body

whose sole property, in so far as it differs from a piece of

hard steel, is that it is a source of flux, in a position where

no flux is possible. What happens ? The consideration of

a dynamo running, but not generating current, does not bear

on the point.
W. A. Price.

Mr. Alfred Still, in your issue of last week, observed that

I, not understanding how it is that a buried conductor is

free from eddy current heating, had “ missed the point. "

This is perfectly true, and my desire to find it was largely

my reason for stating so precisely the mechanism ofthe

action of a slot -wound conductor. But Mr. Still does not

assist matters by repeating an unsatisfactory explanation.

He says, “ surely we are right in assuming that, for a given

E.M.F. generated ” (I presume in the main dynamo circuit),

“ the eddy current loss in a conductor depends upon the time

which it takes in passing into or out of the uniform mag

netic field under the poles." I think we certainly are

justified in the assumption, but if the conductor is moved

faster into the field the eddy current loss is thereby increased,

not diminished. Again, " the explanation given being that

whereas in a smoothcore armature the conductors enter and

leave the magnetic field gradually, taking an appreciable

time to do so ; in the case of a slotted armature the lines

snap acro : 8 the conductor co quickly that the eddy current

losses are necessarily very considerably reduced." He dis

claims the form of expression of this explanation, but
appears to accept the sense of it. If I understand what is

meant, it is certainly wrong. Theheat developed in a mass

of metal carried across a single line of force, or isolated

group of lines, is propos tionalto thespeed, and the quicker

it is carried the more it will be beated .

At the risk of again incurring Mr. Still's contempt, I will

try to put the question in a very simple form . Consider the

metal frame of the figure rotating about the axis, P Q , in the

direction of the small arrow , and about to cut the magnetic

&
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Is an Electric Traction Engine Subjected to Shocks, or is

it Not ? -Raworth v. Emery.

In your issue of October 29th, 1897, you published a

letter of mine criticising Dr. Emery's article on “ Engines

for Electric Railway Power Stations," which appeared in the

Street Railway Journal of the same month.

With this letter of minethe Street Railway Journal was

deeply grieved, and in its December number devoted more

than a column to the expression of its sorrow thatan Eng,

lish engineer should have chosen to write in an ill- natured

way about a purely technical subject, and should have

attempted to arouse personal or international prejudices.

Of course, nothing was further from my mind, for some of

my best friends engaged in the engine trade are Americans,

and I regret as much as the Street Railway Journal that my

letter was open to any such interpretation, and especially do

I regret now that we are informed that Dr. Emery is an

international authority on the steam engine, that I took the

liberty of criticising his literary peculiarities; and I feel

sure Dr. Emery, with the usual breadth of mind of an

engineer, has already forgiven me.

Dr. Emery has written a letter, in which he endeavours to

defend hisposition, and to destroy mine ; I, therefore, propose

to submit his arguments to the judgment of your readers.

The original article stated, concerning an engine for eleo

tric traction : " Its entire construction must beproportioned

to the racking due to continued repetition of shocks," to

which I replied : “ This oft repeated fallacy would beI "
amusing, were it not for the fact it is too often believed, and

worse still, acted upon, whilst all the time the fact remaids

that there are no shocks and no excessive strains. "

Now for Dr. Emery's arguments :

First, he says I “must know that if a dynamo directly

connected to an engine be short-circuited, its speed is natu

rally checked by a load applied with lightning rapidity;

Necessarily the fly-wheel tends to twist the engine shaft,and

all the moving parts are brought up with a shock, instead of

being changed in direction smoothly by a crank motion."

Iam sorry to say that the doctor presumes too much on

my knowledge. I certainly do not know " that a short cir

cait tendstotwist the engine shaft," although I am quite

willing to admit that it tends to twist the dynamo shaft and

the coupling;
Further, I do not know “ that all the moving parts are

E

field shown by the dotted lines. Carrent will be generated

in the circuit , a b c d, analogous to the eddy currents in an

armature bar, while current generated in the frame,

A B C D E F, is analogous to the main dynamo circuit. The

electromotive force in the dynamo circuit due to the move

ment of the compound bar, B C, is the mean of the forces

generated along a b and d c ; and the electromotive force in

the circuit, a bc d , is the difference of the forces along a b

and dc. For the discussion of eddy currents suppose the

main circuit to be open, and consider the passage of the

closed circuit, a b c d across the field . If n lines of force
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case not only renders the mechanism more subject to de

rangement, because a single fault is not observed at the time

of occurrence, but also conduces to excessive heating by

checking natural ventilation . This is most important in

the caseof intermittent loads as a free current of air tends to

keep the varying temperature within a certain safe limit .

A movable box with mica lights may be used in certain

cases to enclose the commutator, but inthe event of exces

sive sparking, this method is more dangerous than the

ordinary open working, since the confined space would, after

some time become filled with infinitely finely-divided metallic

particles, the natural result of attrition, finally causing a

revolving arc to be formed, quickly destroying the motor,

and probablycausing a destructive fire.

As small electro -motors are favourably received by mana

facturers and the public generally wherever an electric ser

vice obtains, it is a pity that the electrical trade should be

checked in this direction by the introduction of rules which

may bemodified without increasing the fire risks.

The Fire Committee, as a representative body so far as

the fire offices are alone concerned , do not represent the

public, or the electrical trade, and evidently require technical

assistance when making their rules.

Fredk . Walker .

Februiry 2nd, 1898 .

66

brought up with a shock instead of being changed in direc
tion smoothly by a crank motion." No short circuit ever

did or ever will bring up an engine in less than half a
revolution .

I hopethis statement is quite clear. I do not wish to take
refage behind any ambiguities.

Dr. Emery then proceeds with his second argument :

“ Again, in releasing a load suddenly , the elasticity of the

parts and their weight also produce shocks, as every piece of

metal transmitting the load is, within certain límits, a

spring ."

When the Doctor penned this sentencehe evidently forgot

that the throwing offof the electrical load does not open the

exhaust valve of the engine, and that, therefore, the parts

continue under the stress of the steam pressure until the end

of the stroke, when they are a smoothly changed in direction

by & crank motion . "

The above are all the arguments Dr. Emery adduces which

are applicable to English electric lighting or traction engines.

He concludes, however, with one which applies to some

American engines, though not to those whichhave been sent

to this country :

“ Again, if there be any side strains due to overhanging

cranks not balanced in one bedplate, the amplitude of the

lateral movements caused therebywill be proportioned to the

time in which the maximum force is applied ; that is, they

will be greater for heavy loads than for light ones."

Hereagain the Doctor is wrong.

It would be a very bad engine that moved laterally fath

of an inch ; therefore, with a cat-off of even toth, there is

ample time for the full movement to occur, and, as a matter
of fact, anyone with eyes may see the result for himself ; at

every stroke, on the opening of the admission valve, the

cylinder goes over with a snap, there is no appreciable time
element.

It is rather unfortunate for the other side that they have

got such an honest advocate as Dr. Emery, who has tried to

rake up every plausible looking argumentin support of their

theory, for we now know the nakedness of the land ; we also

knowthat the lean kine are eager to eat up the fat kine, and

they will do it if we do not bestir ourselves.

The Street Railway Journal,in its backing up of its

contributor, goes one better than Dr. Emery. It says :

" It was no unfrequent occurrence to see an engine

-brought up standing by a heavy load suddenly thrown on

withthe starting ofa number of cars.'

Now , what does the phrase " brought up standing ” mean ?

Most electricians are aware that, as the speed falls , thevolts

fall also , and that the engine will still run at å reduced

speed. If the S.R.J. means to convey the impression

that the engine stops dead, then I say it has been dreaming,

if on the other hand it simply desires to indicate that the

engine was too small for its job, why does it not reproduce

Mr. Philip Dawson's paper for the education of its readers ?

John S. Raworth .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

-

"

Bankruptcy Proceedings. A receiving order was made

last Tuesday ,at the London Bankruptcy Court, against John Dew

hurst, electrician , & c., 52, North End Road, West Kensington. The
debtor presented hisown petition , and an order of adjudication was

also made by the Registrar. No particulars transpired regarding
assets or liabilities.

Electrical Work in Natal. — We understand that Messrs .

Mowat & Still, of Pietermaritzburg, Natal, in view of the amount

of electricalwork now comingon in that city, have opened abranch

in their exteneive business for electrical engineering, under the

management and advice of Mr. Oswald R. Swete, A.I.E.E. (vice.

president of the S.A.Boc.E.E.). We understand that the firm are

open to receive the latest catalogues of electrical fittings and other

appliances,

For Sale .-- In an “ Official Notice," will be found particu

lars of two sets of secondhand electric lighting plants, which are

offered for sale by the City Electrical Engineer at Liverpool. The

plants are suitable for a large and small private house respectively,

Messrs. Montagu Kent & Co., will on the 10th inst., sell by auction,

various electric light plants, dynamos, boilers, steam andgas engines,
shafting, lathe, planing machines, one electric and three steam

launches, at Strand -on -the-Green , Chiswick . See our " Official

Notices."

Hospital Lighting . - The Metropolitan Asylums Board

have decided on the recommendation of the Northern Hospital Com.

mittee to engage an engineer, or a firm of engineers, toprepare a

scheme for lighting the hospital, and to draw up specifications,plans,

& c. Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse have already reported upon the

cost of electric lighting plant, which they estimate at about £ 10,350.

Liquidation Notices . - An account of the winding up of

the GuattariPowerSyndicate will be placed before the shareholders by

Mr. A. J. Bale, liquidator, at a meeting to be held at 120 and 123,

Newgate Street, E.O., on Tuesday, March 1st, at 2 o'clock .

Atmeetings of theNational Company for the Distribution of Elec .

tricity by. Secondary Generators, held January 11th and 28th

respectively at 2, WarwickStreet, Regent Street,w ., resolutions,

were passed winding up voluntarily , and appointing Mr. J. H. Thorn .

ton , of Winchester House, E.C., liquidator.

The Affairs of an Electrical Company. - On Wednes

day, before Mr. Justice Wright, sitting as an additional judge of the

Chancery Division, among the winding -ap petitions which appeared

in the list was one in the name of Mr. Å. O. Ruelle, relating to the

National Companyfor the Distribution of Electricity by Secondary

Generators, Limited. On the case being reached , Mr. Rowton said

this was a creditor's petition. The matters at issue between the

companyand the petitioner were the subject of litigation before Mr.

Justice Stirling. They were before him on last Saturday week , and

on an intimation from his Lordship,certain terms werethenarranged,

which included thatthe petitioner should adjourn the hearing of the

present petition . He had, therefore, to ask that the matter should

stand over generally , with liberty to apply for it to be restored to the

list. His Lordship granted the application.

The Electrical Metal Working Syndicate, Limited .

-We are informed that Messrs. Scott Anderson & Beit, of Royal

Insurance Buildings, Sheffield, have been appointed sole agents for

the Voltex process of electric welding, brazing, & c ., for the following

Electro -Motors and Fire Office Rules.

The latest rules issued by the Fire Office Committee, a

representative and executive body, imposes restrictions upon

the construction of electro -motors which, if not modified ,

will seriously interfere with their use. In fact, the new

rules seemto favour one type of electro-motor to the degree

of being a broad advertisement for it.

The rule in question enjoins that a " fireproof case which

shall form partof the designed construction of the motor

itself, and not be an added movable covering ," shall in all

* cases be used. Electro-motors enclosed by a case forming

part of the stator are necessarily hampered in construction

and of less efficiency than those of ordinary make. It is

fair to suppose that the Fire Committee have in view the

extreme inflammability of minute particles, especially of

organic matter, such, for instance, as floar dust. In a well

constracted and carefully tended motor, the ordinary spark

ing is not sufficient to ignite such particles, and in the case

of a short circuit the motor would come to rest long before

any part of the burnt-out insulation could be spread by

centrifugal force .

Again, in applying electro-motors to the direct driving of

machines of small power, the enclosure of the whole in a
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counties:-Yorkshire(south of a line through Whitby, Northallerton

and Richmond to Kirkby Stephen ),together withthe entire counties

of Lancashire, Nottingham , Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Cheshire,

Worcestershire and Warwickshire.

Water Power on Tender.The chief Engineer for

Irrigation , Madras, is inviting tenders, by order of the Secretary of

State for India ,until July 1st, 1898, for the utilisation of water power

of the Periyar Lake.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Bristol.-- A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Tuesday into the application for a £ 23,000 loan for the extension

of street lighting in the city. It was asked that the sanction should

be given as speedily as possible, as it is desired to push on with the

scheme.

Burnley. - A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last week rean application by the Corporation to borrow£ 25,000 for

electric lighting . TheTown Clerk said that four years ago the

electric lighting installation was started , and the loans already

sanctioned amounted to £ 29,756. With the additional borrowing

powers they would be able toextend the plant and the mains into

the out-districts of the borough.

Cardiff . - A Local Government Board inquiry has been

held into the Council's application for a £ 29,500 loan for electric

lighting. Mr. Applebee, the electrical engineer, showed the progress

of the undertaking, for which £ 59,885 had been borrowed ,and he

explained the extension proposals.

Colombo . - The Indian papers give particulars of the
proposal of Messrs. Boustead Bros., which has been accepted by the

Colombo Municipal Council, for the electric lighting of Colombo.

The firm will replace 548 gas lamps by 548 60-C.P. incandescent

electrics, erecting lamp-posts, overhead mains and feeders, & c ., & c.,

for Rs.25,000 ( or Rs. 45.62 per lamp), or an annual payment of

Rs.2,250. Current will be supplied to the lamps at the rate of

200 hours per month includingrenewals, maintenance, & c.,& c., for

Rs.30,000 per annum , which isabout 15 cents per unit , or Rs.54.74

per lamp per year. The contract is for five years, after which the

municipality can take over the street installation at a valuation .

Private consumers will be charged not more than 50 cents per unit

(7şd .). The engineers have asly dig at the City of London Electric

Lighting Company, for they add " In the City of London a company

has the monopoly of supplying current at 8d. per Board of Trade

anit. " Yet even at Colombo itcan be profitablydone for 4d. less !

Crieff. — Mr. Yorke'e proposals re electric lighting were
again before the Town Council last week,and there wasa discussion

on various points, but the matter was delayed until a conference

between that gentleman and the Council could be arranged for

obtaining further information .

Darfield . - A special meeting of the District Council

will be held on March 4th, to decide whether to apply for an electric

lighting provisional order .

Dandee. — Panmure Street Congregational Church has
been lighted by electricity, the congregation subscribing the money .

Edinburgh. — The street lighting extensions, to which we
referred last week, have been agreed to by the Town Council.

Edmonton . - The Board of Guardians' Works Committee

is to reporton the advisability of supplying the electric light to the

Edmonton House and Chase Farm Schools .

Exeter. - In a report to the City Council a Committee
state that they have no data on which to estimate the cost of elec

trically lighting the main streets, but inasmuch as part of the first

cost of arc lamps and posts would have to be paid , and the positions

of some of the lamps were to be changed , they had allowed for an

increased estimated expenditure of £ 400.

The electric lighting undertaking is going on satisfactorily. The

number of lamps has increased from 7,400 to 10,000, and orders are

coming in faster than they can be supplied.

Finchley . - Up to the present the Council has refused to
support any electric lighting scheme, but they have now informed a

correspondent that they will give careful consideration to any

proposal he may make.

Hall. The electrical engineer, Mr. Barnard, has sub

mitted the following estimate of income and expenditure during

1898 :-Expenditure: Generation of current, £ 3,100; distribution

of current, £350 ; repairs, renewals, and maintenance, £ 1,100 ;

management expenses, £ 1,175 ; insurances, £ 150 ; rents, rates and

taxes ,£ 950 ; interest on capital, £1,985 ; payments to sinking fund,

£ 1,470 ; balance, being profit, £970 ; total, £ 11,250. Income: Sale

of electricity, £10,830; meter rates , £420 ; total, £ 11,250.

Ilford . — The Council is to approach the Great Eastern

Railway Company witha view to the purchase of a piece of land

adjoining SylvanRoad for an electricity works site.

Kendal. - In December the Councildecided tocommunicate

with experts in gas and electric lighting matters on the lighting

question, but as nothing has been done there is a feeling that there

has been unnecessary delay on the part of the Gas and Water

Committee. At the last Council meeting it leaked out that the

electric lighting matter had lapsed through inadvertence. Letters

had been received from experts, buthad been misplaced and could not

be found. The Town Clerk is communicating with the experts again,

Leamington .-- The Midland Electric Lighting Company,
Birmingham , are stated to have unconditionally withdrawn their

Bill for power to light the Borough by electricity. Some time ago

the Corporation commenced the promotion of a Bill on similar lines,

and it is now stated that the Midland Electric Lighting Company

have withdrawn in order that they may be the better enabled to

opposethe Corporation scheme. The company have large works in

Wise Street, but up to now the demand for electricity has not been

by any means equal to the supply. It is stated that the cheap

rate at which gas is supplied bas militated against a general adoption

of electricity in the Borough,

Bath . - The bill for the quarter's public electric lighting

amountedto £516, and when this was before the Surveying Com

mittee last week Alderman Sturges drew attention to the deduction

of £27 for 108 failures at 5s. This he said did not mean that there

had been 108 distinct failures in the lamps, but that on one occasion

through a fault in the machinery a whole line of lamps went out.

Was it & righteous thing, he asked, to deduct for 108 failures under

those circumstances ? The bill was passed without the deduction.

Bedford . - Consumers are agitating for reduced charges

for current and lower meter rentals. The Electric Light Committee

is to report on the desirability of constructing a refuse destructor at

the sapply works.

Birkenhead . The Electrical Committee submitted to

the Council, on Wednesday, a report dealing with their department.

This reportstates that in February, 1894, the Council appointed Mr.

James N. Shoolbred , M.I.C.E., as electrical engineer and adviser, and

the supply of electrical energy commenced in September, 1896.

Since, the undertaking bas proceeded somewhat slowly, but on the

whole satisfactorily. An index of theprogress is afforded bya table

showing the number of consumers during the quarter ending Decem

ber 25th, 1896 , and the quarter ending December 25th , 1897, the

figures being - Consumers, 66 ; and current in units, 23,543, during

the latter quarter, as compared with 23 and 6,635, the figures for the

first quarter of the undertaking. A sub -committee has considered the

constitution of the present electrical staff and thepossibilities of the

more rapid developmentof the undertaking, and the supply of energy
for power as well as lighting, especially inconnection with the work

ing of tramways, and the result of their consideration is a recom

mendation to dispense with the services of the consulting, engineer

on the completionof the various contracts under his supervision, and

to appoint a resident electrical engineer, at £ 300 per annum , to direct

the further development of the electrical supply .

Birmingham.-In a recent report the Gas Committee

make some remarks regarding the past and prospective effect of

electricity supply upon the gas consumption. They consider that

there is nothing to suggest that " it will not be necessary " to extend

the gas works in orderto meet the demand. The total sale of elec

tricity in Birmingham , in 1896, is given at " not more than equivalent

to a sale of 60,000,000cubic feet of gasasordinarily used forlighting

purposes. This would not, even if it had all been used in substitu

tion for gas , displace plant for the production of more than 350,000

cubic feet of gas per diem . The electric lighting of the Market Hall

has only diminished theconsumptionof gas registered in that building

from 8,600,000 to 6,900,000 cubicfeet per annum . Thegreatest daily

output of gas in Birmingham in 1896 was over 33,000,000 cubic feet,

and the total eale in the year was 4,859 million cubic feet. The

effect of the competition in MarketHall Ward, where electricity has

met with the largest sale, shows a slightdecrease in the sale of gas

for 1896 , as compared with 1892, but an increase in 1897 over 1896

of 36 per cent, in the central area, aad 13.6 in the rest of the ward .

In other large towns and cities where electricityhasmade progress,

an increase has taken place in the gas wanted ,this being shown by

figures.”

Blackpool. — The need for extending the Corporation elec

triclighting systemwas before the General Purposes Committee last

week. It was stated that the present plant was all taken up. They

had no reserve, and the committee could not undertake to supply

anymore customers, although they had many large applications,in

cluding the new Alhambra, the Hotel Metropole, and thearc lighting of

several more streets in the town. It was proposed to spend another

£ 40,000, and to put down a new engine of great capacity. Several

of the members complained that sufficient time had notbeen given

to carefully considerthe matter and the electrical engineer's sugges

tions. The Committee approved of the expenditure. It was stated

thatthe necessary machinery had been provisionally secured , as engi

neering firms would not undertake to tālbil further orders inless than

two years.

The Town Council on Tuesday adopted the proposed scheme for

the extension of the electricity works at a cost of £ 40,000. Appli

cation is to be made to the Local Government Board .

Bradford . - The shops and warehouses comprising

Borough Mills, Manchester Road, are now supplied with theelectric

light from a special plant which has just been put down. There are

about30 tenants on the premises,and provision is made for about

1,000 16 -C.P . lamps. The installation, which was put in by Messrs.
A. J. Harris & Co., comprises two dynamos, each to supply 350 lamps,

and 55 Epstein cells, for 400 Jamps. It seems that a company works

the concern, each consumer taking a share in it, so that the cost should

be very low . The cells are charged by a motor transformer during
the day .

-

.

-
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ELEOTRIO TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

-

London , E.C. - The Court of Common Council has referred

it to the Streets' Committee to consider and report forthwith as to

the desirability of applying to the Board of Trade for an electric

lighting order to enablethe Corporation to snpply electric light

withinthe City from a station tobe established by themselvesor

otherwise ; and also to report as to the practicability of generating

electricityfrom steam raised by burning the City'srefuse in specially

constructed furnaces in such proposed electric light station .

Merthyr Tydfil. - The Board of Trade has revoked the

1896 electric lighting order, as and from January 24th, 1898.

Penzance. - The Municipal Electric Supply Company has
laid a scheme for lighting the town before the Council. The idea is

for the undertaking tobe " substantially municipal,” the entire

responsibility of capital expenditure resting on the company until

the Council takes it over. The same systemasemployed at Brighton

is suggested . Referred to the Lighting Committee.

Peterborough . - The Board of Trade has sent to the

Council for any observations which they may wish to offer, a

description of the system in the form in which the Board propose

to approve it, subject to their regulations for securing thesafety of

the public, and for ensuring a proper and efficient supply of energy.

The system to be adopted is described as follows: For general pur.
poses. A continuous current direct supply at constant pressure, and

the three-wire system , the mains being partly continuously insulated

cables drawn into iron pipes or earthenware conduits, and partly
bare copper conductors laid in earthenware or concrete conduits.

TheLightingCommittee has adoptedtheBoard's suggestions. The

application of the Peterborough Electric Light and Power Company

for a provisional order is being opposed.

The Local Government Board inquiry will be held on Tuesday,

February 8th, regarding the £ 15,000 loan . This is the second

inquiry .

Shoreditch.- At the Vestry on Tuesday last Mr. H. E

Kersbaw , Chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee stated :

" That owing to the unprecedented success of the Vestry's efforts in

the combined scheme ofthe generation of electricity from the steam
supplied by the dust destractor, the Com tee recommend the

Vestry to reduce the charge for electricity from 6d. per unit for the

first two hours and 4d. perunit for the surplus, to 6d. per unit for the

first hour and a halt and 2d. per unit afterwards. This will work out

to consumers of electricity using the light for three hours per day at

4d. per unit , four hours per day at 31d.per unit,six hours perday at

3d. and soon reducingthecostin proportion to the number ofhours

the lightis in use. This, I believe, is a record in municipal electric

light undertakings. After existing for six months only, we are

supplying electricity, withina little, as cheaply as any municipal

installation in the country. During the past quarterwehave sold

95,000 units of electricity, and the engineer's estimate for the current

quarteris 150,000 units. The Committee feel extremely gratified that

their efforts have been attended with such marked success, fully

justifying what has been repeatedly termed a most expensiveand

dangerous experiment, and for the benefit of the many municipalities

whoare watching this scheme, though we do not feel called upon to

issue our statistics until the end of the first financial year (June 30th )

we are satisfied that our expectations will be more than realised, and

the success of the joint scheme most thoroughly established .” Alter

discussion the Vestry resolved to defer the Committee's recommenda

tions till after the financial year's statement in March.

St. Albans . - The Herts County Council will oppose the

St. Albans Electric Lighting Order, 1898.

Ventnor . - Plans for the electric light station in Newport

Road have been passed by the Council.

Walsall. - A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on 28th inst. into the Corporation's application for borrowing certain

monies, including £7,000 for electric lighting. The Town Clerk,

referring to the growth of the electricity undertaking, saidthat in

1896 there were lamps of 5,704 C.P. connected, but in 1897 there

was the equivalent of8,195 Č.P. The increased demand necessitates

an increase in the size of the engine room , and to put in one 250 -H.P .

engine and a dynamo. There will also be two additional transformer

stations, mains, & c ., and the present capacity will be doubled .

Watford . - In February, 1894 , the Local Board gave Mr.

F. Downer permission to carry an electric wire from his etching
rooms to his private residence. It is understood that Mr. Downer is

supplying a neighbour with current, and the Electric Lighting Com

mittee now recommends that he be requested to give an undertaking

that he will limit the supply of electric light to his own premises as

soon as the Council is prepared to supply the light.

West Hartlepool.- A site has been secured for the elec

tricity works, in the vicinity of the paper works. The low tension

continuous current system has been adopted.

Westgate - on -Sea .-The application of the Isle of

Thanet authorities for an electric lighting order is being strongly
opposed as regards Westgate -on -Sea.

Wigan .- Before proceeding with the electric lighting

scheme, the ratepayers within the proposed area are to be canvassed.

Willesden .The application of an Electric Lighting

Committee for a provisionalorder is opposed by the Council.

Argentine. The rumour that appeared in some of the

London papers to the effect that the directors of the Anglo -Argentine

Tramway Company were contemplating the adoption of electric

traction , is contradicted by the Review ofthe River Plate, though that

journal considers the company will have to move in that direction

before many years have passed, or lose their traffic.

Bradford . - On Wednesday the Tramway Committee

met to deal with tenders for rails, paving, electric wires, cars and

car-sheds and all the other appliances needed for the electric
tramways.

Bristol.-On 26th alt., the Bristol Tramways and

Carriage Company's Parliamentary Bill authorising the use of elec

trical power was laid before the shareholders, and unanimously

approved. Correspondence which had passed between the Council

and the company respecting the formerbody's proposal to purchase the

undertaking wasread . Mr. G.H. Low , thechairman, in going into the

matter of electric traction and the advisability of employing such

on the proposed extensions, said that several of the contemplated

extensions were to traverse roads which were so steep as to make

them practically inaccessible forhorse tramways, but with electricity
they could deal with districts hitherto unprovided for. He referred

to the company's relations with the Corporation in 1896 , re the

supply of electric power for the tramways, since which date the gen

tlemen who took a prominent part in endeavouring to force their

supply of current upon the company, had been assuring the rate

payers that come what may they must have electric traction . On

the point of the overhead trolleysystem being the most practicable

form , there was no difference of opinion between the company and a ,

majority of the Council. The companywas not seeking to enter into

competition with the Corporation,but, he proceeded, " we, having an

established business, are simply asking for authority to carry on our

business and for the purposes of running the remainder of our cars

by electricity, to generate and apply our own electricity, as we are

already doingin connection withtheworking of seven oreight miles

of tramway within the city of Bristol. We are at the present

moment generatingfor our own purposes at a station within the city

and county of Bristol more electrical current than the Corporation

turn out for the whole of their customers and their street lighting,

andwe have the plantthere already installed to enable us to makea

much largeroutput. In addition , we were only last session autho

rised by Parliament to convert our extensive depôt at Eastville into

agenoratingstation , and we propose to acquire waterside premises

at Counterslip also for the purposes of a power station. Ido not

believe for one moment that a Parliamentary Committeewill pre

vent the citizens of Bristol from securing theadvantagesof electric

traction over the present horse lines simply because anothertrading

concern , namely, the Corporation of Bristol as owners of lighting

works, put forth a plea that we should be forced to bolster up their

undertaking as a condition to this improved form of traction being

given to the public. So far as your directors are concerned, they are
as determined as ever in their intention to resist to the attermost

such an attempted interference in the company's business, and no

circumstances have occurred since our original decision on this

point to weaken us in the slightestdegree, but rather to the contrary."

Regarding thepurchase question ,he remarked that the right of pur

chase by the Corporation arises in connection with the horse lines

about 15 years hence, though as to the main portions of the electric

lines tbere is no right for 21 years.

Crewe Light Railway . - The Cheshire County Council

and the Crewe Town Council appeared in opposition to certainof

the clauses proposed by the British TractionCompany in this Bill.

The company, however, practically carried their scheme.

Dover.The electric trams continue to be well patron

ised . During the week ended January 22nd, 25,890 passengers were
carried, anda daily average of £17 193. 7d . taken in tares. The total

fares since the opening has been £ 2,265 .

Electric Power Distribution Scheme. - Last Friday

Mr. Devonshire ( representing the British Thomson -Houston Com

pany as chief engineer) addressed a number of manufacturers at the

Swan Hotel, Mansfield , with respect to the proposed electric power

scheme. He gave no quotations or terms for power at present, but.

could promisethat it would be cheaper than steam .

Hastings .-- Councillor J. J. Boutwood has been lecturing

" Electric Tramways " here, and his lecture was repeated at the

Market Hall, on Wednesday, by request.

Hull . - We understand that, owing to the open specifi
cation, there was an enormousdivergence in the tenders submitted

for the electrical equipment of the Corporation tramways. The power

quoted for varied irom 466 kilowattsto 1,500 ditto ; andthe prices,

of course, varied in a corresponding degree. Tenders were received

from the following firms, viz., Mr. R.W.Blackwell ; British Thomson

Houston Company, Limited ; Brush Electrical EngineeringCompany,

Limited ; Crompton & Co., Limited ; Electric Construction Company ;

John Fowler & Co. and Greenwood& Batley ( joint) ; Laing,Wharton

aud Down ; Lowdon Bros .; Mather & Platt ; Thos. Parker, Limited ;

Siemens Bros.&Co., Limited ; Simplex Electric Conduit Company;

Westinghouse Electric Company, Limited. As we state elsewhere,

Messrs. Siemens' tender has been provisionally accepted by theWorks

Committee, and their report was to come before the Council yesterday,

Thursday, for confirmation .

On

1

-

1
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Kirkcaldy,-The Ratepayers' Association is advising the

Council to take up Prof. Kennedy's combined lighting and traction

scheme, to which we referred last week. It is said that the present

idea is to have 10 cars, five running in each direction .

Liverpool.-- Sir Arthur Forwood, the chairman of the

Tramways Committee, has prepared & report on the work of the

tramways,with special reference to the question of low faros, and he

recommends that for the electric tram system penny fares be adopted

throughout the city, two-pence being charged for seats in the smoking

compartment.

Middlesbrough . - The laying of the tramway rails in

connection with the electric tramway from Thornaby to Middles

brough has been completed, and the Highways Committee bas voted

£ 1,200 to the Imperial Tramways Company for wayleave.

New Cross and Waterloo. - We understand that this

electric underground railway scheme is not to be proceeded with .

Newcastle-on - Tyne - The City Council held its ad

journed debate on the proposals in reference to the municipalisation

of the tramways last week. The following resolution was passed :

" That in the next application to Parliament power be sought for the

Corporation to work their own tramways; but that, until the scheme

to be prepared by the recently appointed new Tramway Committee

for providing the city with tramways has been considered by the

Council, it is inexpedientto come to & determination as to whether

the working of the tramways should be undertaken by the Corpora

tion ."

Ripon.- The Town Clerk is making inquiries as to the

best meansof providing atramway - electric orcable - between Ripon

Station and the market place.

The Power Distribution Schemes.—The Power Dis

tribution Company bas asked the Tipton Council to withdraw its

opposition, on condition that the company agrees not to supply the
electric light except with the Council's consent. A sub -committee

will conter with the company and the other local authorities con

cerned .

The Ripley and Belper District Councils are among the latest

bodies to oppose the scheme of the General Power Distributing

Company,
The Darlaston General Purposes Committee recommends the Council

to withdraw its opposition totheapplication of the Midland Electric

Corporation for Power Distribution, subject to fair and reasonable

conditions to secure economical terms to customers, and protective

clauses in favour of the Council being inserted in the provisional

order.

Bedford Telephones -A Committee is inquiring into

the desirability of applying for a municipal telephone license .

Norwich Telephones . - At the Norwich Town Council

last week there was & very lengthy discussion on the telephone

system . Sir Harry Bullard , M.P., proposed that a petition be presented

to the Postmaster-Generalto grant a municipal license, to be worked

either by the Corporation or by a company approved by it ; also

that a deputation be appointed topresent the said petition . The

debate is to be continuedat the nextmeeting.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLBI.
Down. Repatrodo

Brest - St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

Bt. Orois - Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Cape Haitien - Puerto
Dec. 31st, 1897 Jan. 26th, 1898.

Plata

Curaçuo - La Guayra Jan. 5th, 1898

Paramaribo-Cayenne ... Jan. 27th, 1898

Amason Company's cable

Parintins- Itacatiara May Bth, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th , 1896

Para -Cameta
Jan. 13th , 1898 Jan. 27th, 1898.

Baigon - Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

Para -Maranbam Jan. 22nd, 1898

Bolama-Biesao Jan. 28th , 1898

LANDLOOBU .

March 12th, 1890

Cartagena - Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Baigon-Bangkok
Jan. 22nd, 1898 Jan. 24th , 1898 .

Jan. 26th, 1898 Jan. 27th, 1898.

Majunga -Tananarive Jan. 30tb , 1898 Jan. 31st, 1898.

The Direct West India Cable Company, Limited.

This company announces that its cables from Bermuda to Turks

Island , and Tarks Island to Jamaica, are now open for traffic, and

that messages for these islands can now be sent at the rate of 33. a

word . The company draws attention to the fact that this is the only

" direct " and all-British cable route to Jamaica and other West

India islands (the other alternative routes being via the United States

and Cuba, or the unsettled central American States).

100

...

... ...

.00

..

Topondoordinental line bor}

...

{ ...

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

.

The " Underground " and Electric Traction . In-

connection with the proposedemployment of electric traction on the

Metropolitan Underground, Mr. Bell, the chairman and managing

director of the company madesome important remarks to the share

holders last Friday : - " His anxiety bad always been to see the Inner

Circle worked first as an experiment by electricity. The depart

mental committee appointed by the Board of Trade to consider the

ventilation question had arrived at certain conclusions, which were

stated in the report. Although the committee had recommended

varions openings as a tentative measure, they bad addeda rider that

it within three years from the passing of the Act authorising the

openings, the company had not adopted electric traction , or other

mechanical means of ventilation - which practically meant fans

some competent authority, tobe stated by Parliament, should order

the openings to be closed. That was if they were contumacious,

which , Lowever, no one could charge them with being. For the last

10 years the directors bad had the idea of electric traction constantly

before them. They all desired it, and they hoped they were on the

high road to obtain it. Certain proposalswere now under considerá

tion, and he hoped that they would shortly be in such a condition

thatthe directors could regard them as practicable. In that case they

would immediately ask the shareholders for their approval. To

enable them to be prepared for electric traction , Clauses 19 to 28 had

been inserted in the Bill. The DistrictCompanywerein accord with

theminregardto electric traction. With respect to the question of

ventilationby fans, they bad tried fans, and he knew them to be a

failure. He had expressed to the departmental committee his belief,

after 25 years'experience of their railway, that electric traction was

the solution of the problem they had been appointed to consider.

The use of electric traction would involve entirely new stock.”

Underground Electric for Brighton .-- A Bill is to be

introduced into Parliament next session, for power to form a com

pany to construct an underground electric railway from a point near

the station of the L. B. & 8. C. Ry. Company, to a point under

King's Road, but with openings under the parade communicating

with the beach . The total length of the lice will be 5 furlongs

17 25 chains. The capital of the company will be £ 120,000 with

power to borrow £ 40,000 for equipment purposes. According to a

inancial daily, the maximum fare proposed to be charged is 2d . for

the whole distance. The promoters dames are Messrs. 8. H. Double

day , C. F. Webber, and J.W. Kersley.

Wallasey . - The District Council is about to take

formally intoconsideration the desirability of taking over and work.

ing thelocal tramwaye, and also the question of employing electric

power.

OPEN

Bilbao.- February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection

with the electric tramway which it is proposedto lay from Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February 28th, for the construction and equipment

of the line. Further particulars of the conditions of the teaders for

the above- named tram line and branch, which together measure 38

miles, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and6 .

Belgium . - February 11th . The Provincial Government

Authorities in Brussels are inviting tenders for aninstallation of

electric lighting in the offices of the Governor of Brabant in the

Rue de Chêne, Brussels. Tenders to be sent to the Gouvernement

Provincial, Brussels.

Belgium . - February 16th. Tenders are being invited by

the Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, of Brussels, for

the supply of 38 electric tramcars. Tenders to be sent to, and

particulars maybe obtained from , the offices of the company, Rae de

la Science, 26 , Brussels.

Berlin . — March 15th. The Municipal Traffic Depatation

of the Town Council bave opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways in that city . Exhaustive details

concerning this project are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions that proposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathhaus III, Berlin, by

March 15th .

Copenhagen.- March 12th. The Frederiksberg Spor
veis-og Electricitets Aktieselskab want tenders for steam engines,

dydamos, accumulators and switchboards. Offices of the company,

Gl. Kongevei, 140, Copenhagen .

Denmark . - March 12th . Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, & c, required in

connection with the new central station at Frederiksberg, near Copen.

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis-og

ElectricitetsAktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140 , Copenhagen V,

from whom particulars may be obtained .

Edinburgh. - February 5th. The Corporation want

tenders for the wiring of the Police Station , Abbeyhill. See our

" Official Notices ” January 28th for particulars.
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France . - March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

LC.C. - February 16th. The London County Council

Asyloms Committee want tenders for agreatvariety of sundries. One

of the items is for electric lighting sundries for Claybury. Particulars

at the office of the AsylumsCommittee, 21, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Madrid . - February 22nd . The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairshas received a despatch from Her Majesty's Chargé

d'Affaires at Madrid, enclosing copy of a Royal decree announcing

that a public anction for the contract for repairing thenational sub

marine telegraph cables during the next five years will be held at

Madrid on February 22nd. Further particulars as to the cables in

question may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any time between the hours of 11 and 6.

Redditch . - February 14th . The District Council want

tenders for the supply of buildings, gas producing plant, gas engines,

alternators, cables, transformers, & c., for the electric lighting of the

district. Consulting electrical engineer, Mr. J. A. McMullen. See

our " Official Notices " January 28th.

Rochdale.-February 19th . The Corporation want

tenders for steam dynamos, balancer, and boosters, & c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirebugh & Sillar. See our " Official Notices ” January

14th.

Roumania . - March 16th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bacharest for the supply of 66,000 metres of galvanisediron and

steel wire .

Spain . - February 11th . Tenders are being invited by

the Municipal Authorities of Valderas (Leon province ) for the

concession forthe electric lighting of the public streets ofthe town

during a period of 17 years. Particulars may be obtained from , and

tenders to be sent to, El Secretario del Ayuntamiento de Valderas

(Leon ).

St. Helens. - February 21st. The Corporation want

tenders for various plant and machinery , & c., in connection withthe

proposed electric tramways. See our " Official Notices " January 28th

for particulars. Consulting engineer, Dr. J. Hopkinson.

St. Pancras . - February 22nd. The Vestry want tenders

for dry back marine boilers with superheaters and brickwork seatings.
See our " Official Notices ” this week .

The War Office.-- April 27th . The Secretary of State

for Waris prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specifi.

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from theDirector of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices " for particulars.

Victoria . — March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways are inviting tenders for the supply

of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard.

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,
Melbourne.

Saturday, February 5th . - Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Student's visit to the works of Messrs. Siemens & Co.,

Woolwich . Train from Fenchurch Street, 10.5 a.m.

Applications to join the party, to the Student's Hon .

Seo. (Mr. S. Grant, 28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace, W.)

Monday, February 7th , at 7.30.-Society of Engineers' meeting at the
Royal United Service Institution . Pregentation of

premiums by retiring president, Mr. G. M. Lawford .

Presidentialaddress, Mr. W. W. Beaumont.

Tuesday, February 8th . - Liverpool Overhead Railway Company,
Meeting at Liverpool.

Ordinary and extraordinary general meetings of the St.

James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Company.

Wednesday, February 9th, at 80pm . - The Institution of Electrical

Engineers. « Noteson the Electro - chemical Treatment

of Ores containing the Precious Metals," by Major-Gen.

Webber, C.B., Past-President (conclusion of discussion ).

"An Electrolytic Process for the Manufacture of Para

bolic Reflectors," by Sherard Cowper -Coles, Member.

At 12 o'clock . - City and Guilds Central Technical College,

Exhibition Road. Second of a series of three lectures on

" The Design and Testing of Power Cables for Specific

Purposes," by Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman .

At 8p.m. — Society of Arts. “ Compensation to Workmen .”

By A. D. Provand, M.P.

Thursday, February 10tb, add Friday, February 11th . - The annual

general meeting of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, at 25, Great George Street. The discussion

on Mr. PhilipDawson's paper on “ Mechanical Features

of Electric Traction ," will be resumed. A paper will

be read and discussed as follows: " First Report to the

Gas Engine Research Committee; Description of Ap

paratus and Methods, and Preliminary Results," by

Prof. Frederic W. Burstall.

Friday, February 11th . - Physical Society ( rooms of the Chemical

Society, Burlington House ). Annual General Meeting

at 6 p.m. - Address by the President. After which at

an Ordinary meeting : "On Electro -magnetic Induction

in Plane, Cylindrical andSpherical CurrentSheets,and

its Representation by Moving Trails of Images,” by

G. H. Bryan, M.A., F.R.S.

-

-

NOTES.

OLOSED.

Bedford . — The Town Council has accepted the tender of

Messrs. W. H. Allen, Son & Co., forthe supply of a 420 -B.H.P. double

acting compound engine for £ 1.375; also that of Mesers. Easton ,

Anderson & Goolden, for the supply ofa 250 -unit alternator for £ 1,075;

that of Messrs. Rootham & Jeakings, for the erection of offices, store

rooms, & c ., near the electric light station , for £ 309. 100 electric lamp

columns are to be obtained from Mr. W. Bradley, of Rastrick , for

£ 250. A motor and flexible shafting for cleaning boiler tubes are to

purchased at an estimated cost of £68.

Hall. - We anderstand that the Works Committee has

given the contract for the electrical equipment of the tramwaya

(including 20 cars) to Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co. for £42,228.

Sheffield . The Bragh Electrical Engineering Company,

Limited, has received an extension order from theSheffield Electric

Light and Power Company for a 600 -kw.steam alternator for next

winter's load, the plant toconsistof an " Inductor " pattern alternator

coupled direct to an “ Universal ” steam engine.

Institution of Junior Engineers. The 18th anni

versary dinner of the members of this Institution was held

at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Victoria Street, on

Saturday night. Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, M.Inst.C.E., the

president, occupied the chair. Mr. Alexander Siemens pro

poeed the toast of " British Railways, " and Mr. R. Harrison ,

general manager L.& N. W. Ry., in response, congratulated

Mr. Siemens and his fellow -workers on the Employers'

Federation on the settlement of the engineers' dispute,

which, he said , had been brought about after much labour

and much anxiety. It was a settlement which, he thought,

would be for the benefit not only of the employers-who did
not even claim that it was a victory — but also of the work

men, and, not least of all, of the railway companies and those

who had to transport the manufactured articles and the

materials necessary for their manufacture . The cbairman

also responded . The toast of " A Realised Teaching Univer

sity for London " wasproposed by Dr. Perry, F.R.S.,and Prof.

Silvanus Thompson, F.R.S., in response, referred in eloquent

and impassioned terms to the up-hill nature of the task

in which the advocates of the reconstruction and enlargement

of the University of London had been engaged . It was, he

said, an extraordinary thing that in this great capital no

opportunity should be offered for a student to take a degreeа

in engineering. The apathy of London members of Parlia

ment on the question was astonishing, seeing how great was

the need for the reconstruction of the University. Mr. J. W.

Swan, F.R.S. , president of the Institution of Electrical Engi

neers, proposed the toast of the evening, “ The Institution of

Junior Engineers.” He said the extension and greatness of

the Empire were mainly due to the genius and enterprise of

engineers, with whose future work the interests of the

country were bound up. Mr. Vorley, who responded,

mentioned that the Institution now comprised 500 members.

Before resuming his seat he gave the toast of “The

Honorary Members. " Mr. Hiram S. Maxim , in reply,

spoke of the advantages which electricity possessed over

steam , and said it wasto the former force that they must

look if they wished to have more rapid transit and to double

the speed attainable by the locomotive. The evening was

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 .

Friday, February 4th , at 8 p.m.- The Institution of Junior Engineers,

at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Paper on “ Electro

Magnetic Brakes, and their Capabilities, " by Mr. Louis

H. Walter, A.I.E.E., of Cambridge.

At 12 noon.- Eastern Telegraph Company, extraordinary

general meeting at Winchester House to confirm resolo

tion approving the Company's Bill for capital conversion ,

& c.

Royal Institution. Mr. A. A. Campbell Swintonon "Some

New Studies in Cathode and Röntgen Radiations ."
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a thoroughly enjoyable one ; indeed , Mr. W. T. Dunn, the

popular and indefatigable secretary, invariably makes the

Institution dinner a success inevery way, but on this

occasion the speeches were specially good, the music, for

several years past a feature at these annual gatherings, was

highly appreciated , and the cinematographic displayof the

Queen's Diamond Jubilee procession was admirably handled

by the Messrs. Prestwich. We shall hope to see in each

succeeding year large accessions to the ranks of the

Junior Engineers, for to them we look for the men

to carry on the work begun by those, who, one day, must

leave the younger members of the profession to bring it

to finality . The Junior Engineers may rest assured that

nothing will be wanting on the part of the technical

press to encourage them in all ways, and to give publicity to

the doings of such an important body, youthful though it

may be . What itlacks in experience , it makes up for in

energy and determination to make its power felt, and we

shall always take a pleasure in doing all that lies in our power

to foster the further development of the Institution .

his health failed him , he was the active head of the Western

and Brazilian, the Platino,and the Amazon Companies. He

was also director of the Pacific and European Telegraph

Company. Many of our foreign readers may remember the

cheery, active personalitywho attended the International

Telegraph Conference of London, Berlin, and Paris. We

join with many others in tendering our sympathy to his
bereaved family

We regret to record the death of Mr. C. W. Stronge, C.B.,

who succumbed to pneumonia at his residence in Whitehall

Court on Sunday last. Mr. Stronge was born in 1816, the

third son of the late Sir James Mathew Stronge, Bart. , of

Tynam Abbey, Armagb, and entered the Treasury in 1833.

After a service of half a century in that Department, he

retired from the post of principal clerk . He had at different

periods of his career acted as private secretary to different
Ministers, among these the Earl of Derby, during his

Premiership. Mr. Stronge was madea Companionof the

Bath on the recommendation of Lord Beaconsfield . He had

served as official Government Director on the boards of sub

sidised telegraph and steamship companies, and at the time

of his demise, was a director of the Eastern, and of the

Eastern and South African Telegraph Companies.

Puzzle - Find the Trolley . - We sometimes get in

teresting news from across the Atlantic as to what is being

done on this side. Occasionally the information is known

theresooner than here, and we wonder why it has not been

first divulged in England. For a quite new and interesting
piece of information we go to the American Machinist, which

says:

On a trolley line in Birmingham , England, the rails are made in

Pittsburg, the cars in Philadelphia, the boilers in Erie, the engines

in Milwaukee, and the electric fittings in Schenectady.

This paragraph bears a very rosy complexion to the

American electrical manufacturers' eyes, which would be

quite justifiable if only it were true. What we should like

to know is, “ How long has there been a trolley line at

Birmingham ? ” This is the first we have heard of it .

Obituary. - The death of Lord Sackville Arthur Cecil

took place on Saturday afternoon at Holwood , Beckenbam ,

Kent, the seat of his mother, Mary, Countess of Derby. His

lordship had been ill for some eight weeks, but was making

progress towards recoveryuntil an attack of pleurisysuper

vened on pneumonia, which, in his weakened state, he was

not able to fight against. He was a son of the second

Marquis of Salisbury ,and was born in 1848. Educated at

Wellington College and Trinity College, Cambridge, he took

bis B.A. degree in 1869 and his M.A. in 1872. He bad

considerable scientific attainments , and became very well

known in connection with both railways and telegraphs. In

1869 he acted as chief electrician on board the cable steamer

Africa during the laying of the Marseilles Bona and Malta

cable, and in 1870 served on the staff of the late Sic Charles

Bright supervising the manufacture of telegraph cable for

thePanama and South Pacific Company. Both these cables

are to -day in working order between France and Algeria, the

destination of the latter having been changed on account of

a law suit andthe subsequent liquidation of the Panama and

South Pacific Company. From 1878 to 1880 hewas assistant

general manager of the Great Eastern Railway, and from

1880 to 1885 he was general manager of the Metropolitan

District Railway. He also became chairman of the Exchange

Telegraph Company and director ofthe Eastern Telegraph

Company, the Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company, the

Globe Telegraph and Trust Company, and the Pacific and

European Telegraph Company. He was a man of greut

activity, andwas possessedof an enormous capacity for work.

Lord Sackville Cecil's rectitude of character won the esteem

of all those who were thrown into contact with him , and his

lors will be severely felt by his numerous friends, and by the

companies with which hewas connected . The deceased was

one of the original members of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers.

On Thursday, the 27th alt., Major Alexander Wood was

buried in the Parish Churchyard of Erith, in which district

he had lived for some 25 years. The deceased was well

known in telegraph circles, through his connection with the

Western and Brazilian TelegraphCompany, which he piloted

through many storms. The loss of bis keen perception and

his master mind will be deeply felt by his colleagues. To

those who served under him will bis loss be great, as Major

Wood's generous disposition made him continually think of

the absent toilers whose work, in sometimes unhealthy

climates, contributes so muchto the well being of their chiefs

and employers at home. While a generous man, the deceased

was far from being a weak one, as he dealt severely with things

and men when the occasion demanded this treatment. Major

Wood was born at sea in 1843, and was the son of Captain

Wood , one of thebandof pioneer explorersin Central Asia.

In early life he belonged to the Bombay Staff Corps, and saw

active service in China and Japan. On his retirement from

the Indian Army, in 1872, he began the work of his life, and

in various capacities was connected with the projected Great

Western Telegraph Company, with the Western and Brazilian

Telegraph Company, the late Central American Telegraph

Company, the Platino -Brazilian Company, and the Amazon

Telegraph Company. Until within a year of his death, when

Electric Automobiles in France . - The Société des

Voitures Electriques, using the Krieger system , the large

and well -known Parisian carriage works, which was estab

lished in 1895 , will probably soon be known by the title of

Compigoie des Automobiles Electriques, it being now, says
the Paris correspondent of the Electrical World , on the

point of changing its organisation, and making its capital

5,000,000 francs ($ 1,000,000). According to some com

parative calculations of all the costs of installation and

operation required by animal, oil-motor, and electric trac

tion, this company states that all the advantages of economy

lie with the electric system . For daily cost ofoperating cabs

they give:

For animal traction 15,44 francs ($3.10)

For a petroleum automobile 13.20 ( $ 2.65 )

For an electric automobile 8.13 ($1.63)

...

.

Dast Destructors and Electric Lighting. — The

glowing accounts which are given from time to time about

the success of the Shoreditch combioed plant are having

their effect, and municipal authorities in various parts are

pursuing inquiries into the subject, in the belief that success

is already assured. The Johannesburg Town Council bas

decided to go in for dust destructors, and the suggestion is

now being made there to erect them at the electricity station

at the lower end of President Street. In this connection,

Machinery, a South African paper, arging steps to be taken

in this direction, cites the Shoreditch plant as an “ unqualified

success from all points of view ," and well worth imitating.

As to the " unqualified success, " we will, without referring“

again to the question of fuel, simply draw attention to some

of the points raised on this very interesting subject, by Mr.

Robert Hammond, in his remarks to the Gloucester Town

Council last week . A brief report appears in another

column .

Personal. - Mr. A. E. Worswick , chief electrical en

gineer of the Cape Town Tramways Company, has left Cape
Town for Mexico, to take up a position in connection with

the administration of a large electric traction system .
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Forthcoming Lectures.- A special course of lectures on

" The Design and Testing of Power Cables for Specific

Parposes," have been arranged by the City and Guilds

Institute to be delivered at the Central Technical College on

Wednesdays at 12 o'clock, by Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman , late

manager of the Fowler-Waring Cables Company. The first

lecture was given on Wednesday, 2nd inst., and the others

will take place on 9th and 16th inst.

Professorship Vacant. - Prof. Carey Fosterresigns the

Quain Professorship of Physics at the University College,

London, at the close of the present session. Applications

for the chair have to be made to the secretary ,Mr.J. M.

Horsburgh, M.A., by March 1st .

Personal. - Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman , late of the Fowler

Waring Cables Company, has joined Mr. E. H. Cozens

Hardy, chief assistant to the Brush Company's engineer, in

an examination of Continental and American methods, with

a view to a subsequent partnership in consulting work .

Telegraph Directors Dead . — The Pacific and Earopean

Telegraph Company has, within the lastweek, lost twomem

bers of the Board ,in the persons of Lord Sackville Cecil and

Major Alexander Wood. In addition to these two names a

third has to be registered , Mr. C. W. Stronge, C.B., a

director of the Eastern Telegraph Company, who has also died

in the same week .

Telegraphists' Grievances.-The Postal Telegraph

Clerks' Association have drawn up & circular letter which

each postal employé will forward to the member for

the constituency in which he lives, arging him to

be present at the House of Commons on February

8tb, when Mr. Sam Woods is to lay before Parlia

ment the grievances of the service. The circular, says last

night's Pall Mall,calls attention to the alleged inadequacy

of pay and insufficient prospects, and points out that a

man must complete 21 years of irreproachable service

before he can receive 56s. per week. The association

ask for a prospective £200 after 25 years of service,

claim the absolute right of combinationand free speech, and

particularly call attention to the fact that absence through

sickness for nine days may lead to compulsory retirement.

They desire that this role should be cancelled.

Our Volunteers,—A daily paper says that it is intended

by the War Office to appoint non -commissioned officers of

the Royal Engineers for the permanent staff of the new

Corps of Electrical Engineer Volunteers, as soon as their

services are required fortraining the Corps.

Toy Science.This month's issue of Good Words has a

very interesting illustrated article by Mr. James Swinburne

on Science of Some Toys ."
66

Appointments Vacant. - The Birkenhead Corporation

want a resident electrical engineer, at £300 per annum. See

our " Official Notices. "

The Northwich Electric Sapply Company want a resident

electrical engineer for their gas-driven electric light works.

See our Official Notices . "

-

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .Municipal Electrical Association . - We hear that Mr.

Alfred H.Gibbings, the city electrical engineer of Bradford ,

has been elected president of the Municipal Electrical

Association, in succession to Mr. C. H. Wordingham , and

will preside at the annual covention in London next June.

Lectures on “ Electro - Deposition .” — Prof. S. P.

Thompson commenced on Wednesday at the Finsbury

Technical College, a course of laboratory instruction and

lectures on Electro- Deposition ." A syllabus of the course
has been issued .

Falcon WorksEngineering Society . - A very successful

meeting of the FalconWorks Engineering Society was held

at Loughborongb, on Thursday last. Mr. R. P. Sellon

presided, and amost interesting paper was read by Mr. J. J.

Steinitz , the Borough electrical engineer for West Ham, on

" Some Practical Hints on Starting a Municipal Electrical

Department."

The American Blizzard . - The American blizzard has

played havoc with the telegraph, telephone and trolley wires

in Boston. The wires are down in all directions, and some

of the accounts in the press say thatover 200 horees liedead

in the streets through electrical shocks and extreme cold .

Clench & Co., Limited (55,749 ) .- Registered January

21st, with capital £ 80,000, in £ 10shares, to acquire the business of

“ Clench & Co.," of Lincoln Works, Chesterfield, and elsewhere, to

adopt an agreement with F. and G. M. Clench , and to carry on the

business of mining, electrical, mechanical and general engineers, tool

and implement makers, boiler makers, metal workers,& c. The sub

scribers (with one sbare each ) are :-F. Clench, Lincoln Works,

Chesterfield , engineer ; G. M. Olench, Lincoln Works, Chesterfield ,

engineer; H. S.Johnstone, Springfield Road, St. Leonard's-on -Sea,

solicitor; S. G.McDakin , 15, Esplanade, Dover , retired captain ; E.

Clements, 74 , Southgate, Sleaford , engineer ; É. W. Whattan, Rut
land Road, Chesterfield, clerk ; D. H. Davis, Longlands, Chesterfield,

solicitor. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor

more than five ; the first are the first five subscribers. Qualification ,

£ 500 ; remuneration as the company may decide. Registered by

Devonshire & Co., 1, Frederick's Place, Old Jury, E.C.

Trehearne Electrical Engineering Company, Limited

(65,798 ).- Registered January 26th with capital £ 2,000 in £1 shares,

to carry on the business of electrical engineers, suppliers of elec

tricity, electricians, electrical apparatus manufacturers, & c. The

subscribers (with one share each )are :-8. G. Trebearne, 155, Fen

church Street, E.C., electrician ; J. A. England, 118, AbbevilleRoad,

Clapham , stationer; A. J. Jackson, 66 , Heaton Road, Peckham ,
gentleman ; R. Bridge, Innellan , Cavendish Road , Satton, printer;

W. H. Hughes, 155 , Fenchurch Street, E.C., clerk ; F. C. Powell, 248,

Haydon's Road, South Wimbledon, clerk ; H. C. Clarke,Oakleigh,
Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon, assistant. Table “ A ” mainly

applies. Registered by 8. G. Trehearne, 155, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

W. J. Jenkins & Co., Limited (55,826 ). Registered

January 27th, with capital £ 20,000 in £ 10 shares, to acquire the

business carried on as W. J. Jenkins & Co.," at the Beehive Works,

East Retford, Notts ., to adopt an agreement with W. J. Jenkins, and

to carry on the business of gas ,electrical and mechanical engineers,

iron founders, millwrights, metal workers, contractors, &c. The sub

scribers (with one share each) are :-L. F. Trafford , 2, Sloane Street,

8.W., major; Mrs. A. R. Trafford, 7, Sloane Street, 8.W .; G. R.

Trafford, Oxford and Cambridge Clab, S.W.,gentleman ; J. Goodman,

Yorkshire College, Leeds, professor ; C. P. Smith,41, St. Michael's

Road,Northampton, traveller; J.W. Durnford , 24 ,Caledonian Rɔad,

East Retford, engineer; W. J. Jenkins, 125, Thrapston Road, East

Retford, engineer. The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than five ; the first are :-L. F. Trafford, J. Goodman

and W.J.Jenkins ; qualification £ 1,000 ; remuneration as fixed by the

company . W. J. Jenkins is the managing director with £ 400 per

annum . Registered by Jordan & Sons, Limited, 120, Chancery Lane,

W.C. Registered Office, Beehive Works, Retford, Notts.

Langdon Davies Electric Motor Company, Limited

(55,830).— Registered January 27th, with capital £ 70,000 in £1
shares, to adopt an agreement with the Davies Motor Company,

Limited, for the acquisition of certain agreements relative to alter

nate current motors, and to carry on the business of electricians,

engineers, light andpower contractors, and electrical manufacturers.
The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-E. W. S. Crawley, 44,

Castletown Road, West Kensington, engineer ; C. E. Cree , 12, Nevern

Road, Earl's Court, barrister; A. W. Oree, Brodsworth , Beckenham ,

-Lectures . - On the 22nd ult ., Mr. A. H. Fison , D.Sc.,

commenced a series of ten lectures on “ The Electric Current

and its Modern Applications," at the Technical Institute,
Wandswortb .

At the Bishopsgate Ward Club, last week, Mr. W. C. C.

Hawtayne read apaper on “ TheSupply of the Electricity from

Central Stations, and dealt with the question of municipal

, private enterprise. He referred to the error committed

by the Commission of Sewers in giving over its electric

lightingpowers to two companies.

Mr. F. H. Headley read a paper on “ Electricity, the

Transmitter of Power , before the Mining Association and

Institute of Cornwall, on Wednesday last week.

Mr. Wm . Lynd is delivering a series of lectures on

“ Wireless Telegraphy,” in the Free Trade Hall, Manchester.

Presentation to Mr. H. C. Fischer, C.M.G.-It is stated

that a movement is on foot amongthe superintendents and
staff of the Central Telegraph Office, for the purpose of

making farewell presentationsto Mr. H. C. Fischer, C.M.G. ,

who is, as already stated, about to relinquish the office of
comptroller.
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8. d .

...

"The directors propose to divide the amount as follows:

£

(a) By payment of a dividend atthe rateof 7 per

cent. per annum on the preference shares for

the second halt ofthe year 3,500 0 0

(6) By payment of a dividendon the ordinary shares

for the second half-year of 118. per share,

making, with the interim dividend paid on

August 2nd last, a total distribution of 141

per cent. for the year 10,989 00

( C) By payment of adividend of £ 75 103.4d. per
share on the founders' shares... 7,551 13 4

( d ) Amount to be carried forward to ordinary

shareholders' undivided profit account
384 100

... ...

solicitor; H. E. Cree, Benenden , Eastbourne, solicitor; W. 8.

Matingly, 113, Highbury Hill, N., clerk ; W. L. Davies ,61, Gwendwr

Road ,West Kensington, engineer; A. Soames, Walpole Lodge,

Bromley, Kent, engineer. The number of directors is not to be less

than three nor more than nine. The first are C. E. Cree, A. W. Cree,

W. Langdon Davies, A. Soames, and E. W.S. Crawley. Qualification

£ 1,000 ; remuneration not more than either 10 per cent. of the

profits, or a £ 1,000 per annum dividend. Registered by Cree & Son,

13, Gray's Inn Square, W.C.

United Ordnance and Engineering Company, Limi

ted (55,860 ).— Registered January 29th with capital £ 550,000, in £1

shares (275,000 £ 55 per cent . cumulative preference ), to acquire and

turn to account the benefit of a contract with Schneider & Co., of

Creuzot, for the manufacture of the Schneider -Canet Artillery, in the

United Kingdom and its colonies, to acquire and carry on the busi

ness of mechanical, hydraulic, electrical and mining engineers,

carried on by Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Limited ( registered in

1894 ), and to adopt an agreement with E.T. Hooley. The subscribers

( with one share each ) are :-8. F. Nicholson, Cobham , Kent,

admiral; C. Cammell, Sheffield , gentleman ; H. K. Baynes, 15, Chapel

Street, S.W., gentleman ; W. T. Marriott, 56, Ennismore Gardens,

8.W., Queen's councillor ; E. Legge, 7, Albion Street, W., barrister ;

P. B. Dobson, Zalla Rad, Nottingham , gantleman : H. P. King, 36,

Savernake Road, South Hampstead, clerk. The number of directors

is not to be less than five nor more than eleven ; the first are - H . F.

Nicholson, K.C.B., F. Elgar, H. McCalmont, E. Cammell, P. Mosley ,

T.Wilson, and H. K. Baynes. Qualification £ 1,000 ; remuneration

£ 300 each per annum (£500 for the chairman ), together with £ 1,000

per annum, divisible, forevery 1 per cent. in the ordinary dividend

above 5 per cent. Règistered by Golding & Hargrove, 93, Cannon

Street, E.C.

£22,425 3 4

“Sir John H. Morris, K.C.8.1. , and Mr. Bennett Fitch, M.Iost.C E.,

are the directors who retire by rotation under clauge 79 of the

articles ofassociation, and, being eligible, offer themselves for re

election. The auditors, Messrs. Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths & Co., also
retire, and, being eligible, offer themselves for re -election . ”

9

.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRIOAL

COMPANIES .

At the conclusion of the annual ordinary meeting of the company,

an extraordinary general meeting will be held for the purpose of

confirmiog the following resolutions passed at the extraordinary

general meeting of the company, held on January 18th, 1898, 80 as to

make them special resolutions :

" 1. That the agreement bearing date December 16th , 1897, and

made between the company of the first part, the parties whose names

are subscribed in the first column of the schedule thereto, being the

registered holders of the 100 founders’ shares of £1 each in the

company of the second part, and Eustace James Anthony Balfour and

Josiah Latimer Clark of the third part, be, and the same ishereby

approved, and that the directors be, and they are hereby authorised
to carry the same into effect.

“ 2. That the capital of the company be increased to £ 300,000 by

the creation of 20,000 new ordinary shares of £ 5 each, andthat not

withstarding the provisions of article 4 of the articles of associa

tion, 12,000 of such 20,000 new ordinary shares of £5 each be issued

at par to the registered holders of the 100 founders' shares of £1

each in the company as provided by the said agreement, December

16th , 1897 .

" 3. That the directors be and they are hereby authorised to issue to

any registered holder of a founders' sbare atany time hereafter, not

more than 120 new ordinary shares of £ 5 each at par upon such

founders' shareholdertransferring each founders' share, of which he

is the registered holder to Eustace James Anthony Balfour and

Josiah Latimer Clark as trustees for the company, nothwithstanding

that the said agreement of December 16th , 1897, may nothave been

executed by the holders of the whole of the said 100 founders' shares

within thethree months provided by Clause 5 thereof."

Railways' Electric Supply Syndicate, Limited

(52,812 ).— This company's statutory return was filed on November

13th, when 7,000 shares were taken up and issued as paid , out of a
capital of £ 10,000 in £1 shares.

Silicon Electric Lamp Syndicate, Limited (47,238) .

-Thiscompany will not be proceeded with, as the patents, for the

acquisition of which the undertaking was formed , bave been other

wise disposed of and the name of the company will be struck off the

register.

Rand Central Electric Works, Limited (43,712 ).

This company's annual return was filed on January 7th, when the

capital of £ 300,000 in £1 shares was taken up in full. 25,000 shares

are considered as paid , and £ 275,000 has been received .

Single -Wire Multiple Telephone Signal Company,

Limited (16,875 ). This company's annual return was filed on

December 24th , when 374 shares were taken up and paid for in full,

out of a capital of £ 5,000 in £10 shares.

CITY NOTES.

The St. James' and Pall Mall Electric Light Company,

Limited .

The ordinary general meeting will beheld at Carnaby Street Cen

tral Station, Golden Square, W., on Tuesday, February 8th, at 12

o'clock , and the directors' report to be then presented reads as fol

lows : - " Thedirectors submit theirreport for 1897, with the accounts

as certifiedby the company's auditors. The extension of Carnaby

Street Station is on the point of completion , and will soon be

equipped witha full plant of 5,000 horse-power. It has been work

ingsatisfactorily throughout the year in connection with the station

at Mason's Yard. Steady progress has been made in the increase of

thecompany's supply toprivate consumers,and the principal streets
of the district are now lighted by electricity . An agreement, dated

December 15th, 1897, bas been made with the holders of founders'
shares by which, subject to confirmation by the shareholders, they

will receive an allotment of 120 ordinary sbares at par in exchange

for each founders' share, such exchange to take effect as and from

January 1st, 1898. In order to carry out this agreement stepsare

being taken to increase the capital of the company to £ 300,000 by

the creation of 20,000 new ordinary shares of £5 each, of which

12,000 £5 shares are to be issued at par to the holders of the

founders' shares. This will give the company £60,000 additional

capital at once, and will, in effect, extinguish the founders' shares.
The net earnings of the company during the past year have amounted

to £29,093 178. 7d. Of this sum , £6,996 108. was distributed in

August last in payment of an interim dividend at the rate of 7 per

cent. per annum for the half-year ending June 30th , 1897, on the

ordivary sbares, and of 7 per cent. per annum on the preference

shares. The balance, £ 22,097 78. 7d ., together with the individed

profit of £327 158.9d . from last year's account, leaves £ 22,425 38. 4d .
pow to be dealt with.

City and South London Railway Company.

The ordinary general meeting was held last Friday at Winchester

House, Mr. Charles G. Mott presiding. In moving the adoption of

the report, the chairmanregretted that they were not able to recom ;

mendan increase in the dividendon thatoccasion over what they paid

for the corresponding period of the previous year. In the December

half of 1896 they had what was for them a very large increase in their

traffic owing to two very important matches of the Australian

cricketers at the Oval, and, moreover, that half- year was favourable

forthem , the weather having been severe as compared with the mild

anddry antumn or early winter they had had this year. It was, he
thought, very satisfactory that they were able to show, in the circum

stances,an increase in their receipts from passengersand parcels of

about £ 40. He thought it clear that a natural increase wasgoing on

in their traffic, apartfrom what they might derive from exceptional

causes . Their line at present had no connections with any other

railways, nor did it run through a district which wasa very busy one.

The extensions were going on very satisfactorily ,and considerable

progress had been madeatFinsbury Pavement. Both tunnels were

very nearly completed along Moorgate Street to the Bank . It would

take some weeks before oneof these tunnels wasquite finished upto
the Bank, and theywould then only bave to tunnel a very little further

up to the station in Lombard Street. The tunnel on the south side of the

river, starting at Denman Street for the London Bridge Station, and

going in a southerly direction, was very nearly completed, and would

in a few weeks be up to the junction with the old line, where the

new line left the existing line. One of the tunnels from that station

northwards towards the City was completed to the extent of about one

thirdunder the river. The necessity which they wereanderof uphold,
ing the church of St. Mary Woolnoth , at the corner of Lombard

Street, whichhad given them a great deal of trouble in the past,

would probably cause them somedelay. In view of this fact and

the necessity which had been thrown upon them of upholding the

church, theywere asking Parliament in a Bill they were promoting

thisSessionto empowerthem,ifthere was anyconsequent delayin
completing theline within the time expected , andthey therefore bad

toincurexpenditureindividendonthe preference sharestheyhad
issued , to charge such dividend in the first instance to capital account.

As they were aware, they issued for these extensions £ 200,000 of pre

ference shares, thedividendonwhichwas deferred ,and was not to
begin to accrue until January 18t next. The first half-yearly

dividendon these shares would not become payable antil August,

1899, andhe might state that thereservesthey now had in
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Metropolitan Electric Supply Company.

The following letter from a holder of founders' sbares in this com

pany appearsinthe Financial News : - " The proposal ofthe directors

of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Companyto offer in exchange

for each founders’ share an allotment of 140 ordinary shares at par,

strikes me ( a holder of two of the founders' shares) as a very inade

quate proposal considering the present rapidly - increasing revenue of

the company. It must be remembered that there are only 100

founders' shares in this company, and that the holders thereof are

entitled to one-balt of the entireprofits after 7 per cent. is paid on

the ordinary ; this will ultimately mean a very large sum indeed as

the capital increases. I ventureto think, therefore , that the holders

of founders’ shares will do well to decline the directors' proposal at

the forthcoming meeting .- C . TEMPLE LAYTON .”

band were equal to one -half of the dividend which they would

then have to pay. They had been acquiring property for the

station for the Clapham extension , as they thought it very

desirable that that line should, itpossible, be completedby thetime

that the other extensions were finished and opened. Most of the

property necessary for the two stations in connection with that

extension bad been acquired . They were negotiating for letting the

contract for this extension, in connection with which they were, of

course, providing for increased power, & c., at the generating station.

The contract time for completing this extension would expire on

September 30th next, and they had good hopes for believing that a

year hence they might be able to announce that that line was ready

for opening. Having referred to the Cityand Brixton Railway, and

to the negotiationswhich had goneon with certain parties who were

willing to construct this line, he stated that their company would

work it from their central generating station. They would hold a

Wbarncliffemeeting on the 17th prox ., when they would submitthat

company's Bill andalso their own Bill, when fail details would be

given and the provisional arrangement with the City and Brixton

Company would be set forth. With a view to an interchange of

traffic they had entered intoan arrangement with theCentral London

Railway Company, whose line commenced at the Mansion House

and went by way of Holborn and Oxford Street to Shepherd's

Bash . That company, he believed, would have a very im

portant traffic, and it had been arranged that the plat

forms of their stations at the Bank and their station below

should be connected by a short subway. They believed there would

be avery large interchangeof traffic in consequence of this arrange.

ment, which would prove of great convenience to a vast numberof

people. Their Finsbury Pavement station was exactly opposite the

booking office of the Moorgate Street station , and there should be a

considerable interchange of traffic between the two lines. They

would also have an interchange of traffic at London Bridge with the

South - Eastern and Brighton companies. When , too, the Clapham

extension was completed, they would bave & station very near the

Clapham Road station of the Chatham and Dover Company, and

there also there would be a means of interchange of traffic. In

addition, powers had already been obtained for two other lines, which

weregoing to Finsbury Pavement- he referred to the Great Northern

and City Railway, which would go from Finsbury Park to Finsbury

Pavement, and the Epping Forest and Walthamstow line, the ter

minus of which would bevery close to Finsbury Pavement station .

Traffic would be brought to their undertaking by these lines from all

parts of London, and an immense interchange of traffic might be

looked for with these different railways. They had deposited a Bill

for extending the time for constructing that part of the line which it

was not at present proposed to build - namely, from Finsbury Pave

ment to the Angel at Islington.

Mr. SAMPSONHANBUBY seconded the motion , which was adopted .

Anglo -American Telegraph Company, Limited,

The report of the directors to the ordinary general meeting of the

proprietors, to be held at Winchester House to -day, at2 o'clock p.m.,

states that the total receipts from July 1st to December 31st, 1897,

including the balance of £ 8,5075s. 11d. brought forward from the

last account, amounted to £187,832 03. 11d . The traffic receipts show

an increase of £6,540 as compared with the half-yearended December

31st, 1896. The total expenses of the half-year, including the repair

of cables, & c., as shown by the revenue account, amounted to

£ 58,372 43. 5d., being an increase of £371 169. 8d. over the corre

sponding period of 1896. The directors, under the powers conferred

upon them by the articles of association, have, before declaring the

net profits, set apart thesumof £ 12,000 to the renewalfand, leaving

a balance of £ 117,459 163. 6d. Interim quarterly dividends of 148.

per cent. on theordinary stock, and £1 8s. per cent. on the preferred

stock, were paid on November 1st last, absorbing £ 49,000, leaving

a balance of £68,459 16s. 6d. , out of which the directors recommend

the proprietors to declare final dividends of 199. 6d . per cent. on the

ordinary stock, and £1 19s. per cent. on the preferred stock , awount

ing to £ 68,250, thus making a total distribution for the year ended

December 31st, 1897, of £3 per cent. on the ordinary stock, and £ 6

per cent. on the preferred stock. The balance of £ 209 163. 64. will
be carried forward to the next account. The cables and land lines of

the company are in good working order. In accordance with the

articles of association , two directors of the company, Sir Gerald

FitzGerald and Charles Burt, Esq., retire atthis meeting, and , being

eligible, offer themselves for re - election . Mr. Joshua Dean and Mr.

John Gane, F.C.A., the auditors, retire, and offer themselves for re

election ,

Buenos Ayres and Belgrano Tramways Company,

As extraordinary general meeting of this company was held on

Tuesday, at Winchester House, for the purpose ofconsidering a draft

agreement withthe Buenos Ayres and Belgrano Electric Tramways

Company, Limited, for amalgamation with the latter.

Mr. JOHN MORRIS, who presided, said the proposed new company

would bave a larger mileage of lines than the present one, and for

horse traction it was intended to substitute electricity . The advan

tages of electric traction had long been before the public in other

countries to a greater extent than in England. In the United States

it had almost everywhere superseded animal power, and on the Con .

tinent of Earope, especiallyin Germany, it was well knownand highly

appreciated bothonaccount of its convenience and economy. With

electric traction it was possible to estimate accurately the cost of

running cars, as it made companies independent of good or bad

harvests, and other temporary causes of that kind. The cost of trac

tion waspractically reduced by one-half. Heqaoted the experiences of

Montreal and Hamburg, in both of which the old tramways had

fallen upon evil days, bat had been resuscitated and made prosperous

by the adoption of electricity.

The proposal was carried .

Central London Railway Company.

THE fifth ordinary general meeting was held on Wednesday at 16,

Great George Street, S.W., Mr. Henry Tennant presiding.

The CHAIRMAN remarked that the number of shareholders had

slightly increased during the half- year, and the number now stood at

1,073. In moving the adoption of the report, be said : On reference

to the report you will perceive that the expenditure up to the end of

the hall -year now under review , has been £ 1,606,94878. , andthat the

amount received on shares is £ 1,407,042. The expenditure, therefore,

appears to have been more than the receipts, and the capital account

shows a debit balance of £ 199,906 78. Now this, in the main, is

explained by the fact that £228,000 oddappears asowing to the Elec

trio Traction Company under certificates from the engineers — that

is, the engineers have certified that this sum is due to the con

tractors, and the company have not paid them . It you will look at

the accounts, you will see that the Traction Company covenanted to

take up a certain number of shares, and they now stand in the

accounts as unissued shares. This, the Traction Company are ready

to do, and therefore thesum entered as payable to them will be dis

posed ofon the transactions as to the shares being completed, and

ihat will be so completed before very long. The share capital,

when that has been done, will stand thus : The whole of the share

capital will stand as issued with no less than £ 6 per share

paid up thereon . I think there is nothing else in the accounts

which I need trouble you about at present. What is more important

is the question of the progress of the works which is dealt with in

the engineers' report . According to that report, good progress has

been made during the past six months, and I am glad to say that no

serious hindrance to the engineers' operations have occurred during

the ball-year. You will observe the interesting fact that three

fourths of the ordinarytunnel - that is the main line tunnel, has

been completed as well as one -half of the station tunnels — these

station tunnels are, of course, a good deal wider than the ordinary

tunnels so as to make room for platforms. One-half of these bave

been completed, and the shafts for the lifts, and stair.

cases, the engineers say in their report, have been constructed .

Of course , there may be some finishiag work, but the main
operation has been completed. I think I have said before that

a very difficult work had to be undertaken, viz., the diver

sion of sewers. They are very difficult things to touch, especially in

London , I think, and then gas and water pipes had to be taken up or

removed , and all that had to bedone under the pavement at theBank

Station . Now, this is proceeding satisfactorily, and part of it is

practically complete, and the public subways are well advanced.

The operations in connection with access from the Waterloo and

City Company to the public subways at the Bank are also, according

to the engineers, making satisfactory progress, although great diffi

culty was encountered in the construction of this part of the work

owing to sewers and other obstructions which had to be dealt

with . I hope that all these difficulties are now practically

surmounted. We have agreed provisionally for the construction

of a low level connection between the platforms of the City and

Official Announcements re Companies.

The Registrar of Joint Stock Companies gives notice inthe London
Gazette that the following and many other companies will be struck

off the register within three months, anless canse is shown to the
contrary :

Birmingham House-to -House Electricity Company, Limited .
Causticsoda and Chlorine Syndicate.

Dalziel's Atlantic Telegram Company.

Electrical Accessories Company.

ElectricLight and Power Share Trust.

Exeter Electric LightCompany.

Irish House-to- House Electricity Company,

Lancashire and CheshireHouse- to-House Electricity Company.

Liverpool House-to- House Electricity Company.

Manchester House-to -House Electricity Company.

Midland House- to - House Electricity Company.

Nightingale Automatic Electrical Machine Company.

Northern House-to -House Electricity Company.

Pacific Telegraph Company ,

Railway Electric Fog Signal Syndicate.

Railway Electric Reading Lamp Company.

South of England House-to- Honse Electricity Company.

Western House- to-House Electricity Company.

Wrexham and District Electric Supply Company.
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South London Railway and the platforms of the Central London at

the Bank station. The terms are to be embodied in an agreement,

which the South London Company are preparing, and as we have

not yet received it, I am not in a position to say anything further at

the presentmoment respecting it. The arrangements forthe supply

of electrical equipment bave been made, andthe works have been

commenced . In the present position of the railway, there are no

materials for any long speeches. The time will come when the

occupant of the chair, whoever he may be, will have plenty to talk

about — that is, when the line has been completed for traffic, and

is earning a dividend. He moved the adoption of the report, and

the payment of interest at the rate of 3 percent. per annum on the

paid -up capital of the company.

Lord COLVILLE OF CULROSS seconded the motion , which was

agreed to .

Mr. Tennant was re -elected a director.

to meet the directors in a week's time. The company was a flourish

ing and progressive concern , and he was confident that whatever they

would be able to getfrom the Corporation would not be anything

like its value either in the property or the rights which the Corpora

tion would gain and whichthey would have to surrender.

Mr. A. G. LUPTON seconded the resolution , which was carried

unanimously.

A number of questions were asked as to the suggested taking over

by the Corporation. Mr. Colbeck said that he had heard that some

of the founders' shares might come into the market in order that their

position might be tested.
The CHAIRMAN said that he had not heard of there being any like

lihood of anythiog of the sort taking place. He did not think that

anyone really knew what the value of those shares was, though a

gentleman had written from London offering £ 170 each for them .

Not a single share of that class had ever changed hands.
In answer to a question as to whether an effort had ever been made

to redeem the founders' shares, the chairman said that the directors

had inquired into the matter, and discovered that they could not

redeemthe shares without putting such a burden uponthe concern

as to render it extremely improbable that the shareholders would

consent to the scheme. It would be such an exhaustive process that

it would do away with dividends for some time to come.

Mr. A. G. Lupton and Mr. J. T. Pearson were re-elected

directors, and the meeting closed with a vote of thanks to the

chairman.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company.

The directors' report to be presented to the half-yearly meeting of

the shareholders,to be held at the Law Association Rooms, 14, Cook

Street, Liverpool, on Tuesday, 8th inst., reads as follows :

"In presenting the halt-yearly statement of capital and revenue

accounts to December 31st, 1897,the directors have to report that the

gross revenue receipts amount to £ 37,583, and the working expenses

to £ 24,240 48. 1d.

“ The number of passengers carried during the last two years is as

follows :

Half- year Half-year Half-year Half-year

ending ending ending ending

June 30th , December June 30th , December

1896 . 31st, 1896 . 1897. 81st, 1897.

First class 455,561 476,817 608,278 621,392

Second class 2,284,823 2,473,828 2,618,844 2,790,768

Workmen (special

return tickets) . 999,191 968,489 1,042,138 1,055,330

...

Total 3,739,575 3,919,134 4,269,260 4,467,490

REVENUE ACCOUNT.

Receipts from passenger traffic amount

Miscellaneous receipts and interest

£ 36,994 12 0

688 8 0...

Less workingexpenses

£ 37,583 00

24,240 4 1

Deduct interest on mortgage debentures

£ 13,342 15 11

3,400 0 0...

£9,942 15 11

3,810 6 0Add balance brought forward, June 30th, 1897

Leavingļavailable for dividend
£ 13,753 1 11...

Outof this balance your directors recommend the declaration of

dividends at the following rates (less income-tax ), payable on and

after February 11th next :

6per cent. per annum on preference shares £ 3,000

ordinary shares 7,875

leaving a balance of £2,878 18. 11d . to be carried forward to next

National Telephone Company. - The directors last

week resolved , subject to fipal andit, to recommend, at the forth

coming general meeting of shareholders, the followingdividends for

the half-year ending December 31st, last : At the rate of 6 per cent.

per annum , less income-tax, on the amounts paid up on the first and

second preference shares ; at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum , less

income tax , on the amounts paid up on the third preterence shares ;

at the rate of 6 percent. perannum , free of income-tax, on the amounts

paidup on the ordinary sbares, carrying £ 40,000to reserve, and about

£ 9,000 forward . The transfer books will be closed from February

4th to the 17th, both days inclusive, and the dividend warrantswill

be posted on the latter date . With regard to the 130,766 third

preference shares issued in June last, the dividends thereon will be

calculated from the dates fixed for payment of the various instal.

ments,

Stock Exchange Notices. - The Stock Exchange Com

mittee has appointed Wednesday, February 9th, a special settliogday

in New General Traction Company, Limited — 20,000 6 per cent.

cumulativepreference shares of £5 each, fully paid , Nos. 34,001 to

64,000 ; and has ordered the undermentioned securities to be quoted

in the Official List : City and South London Company - further issue

of 832 5 per cent. perpetual preference shares, Nos. 8,430 to 9,251 ;

New General Traction Company, Limited — 20,000 6 per cent. comu

lative preference sbares, Nos. 34,001 to 54,000.

General Electrolytic Parent Company . — The directors

of the General Electrolytic Parent Company, Farnworth ,near Widnes

(owners of the Hargreaves- Bird Electrolytic Alkali process ), have

issued warrants to the sbareholders for the payment of an interim

dividend of 50 per cent. on the capital of the company, free of

income-tax.

Waterloo and City Railway Company , -- The reportof
the directors and statement of accounts for the half-year ended

December 31st, 1897 , states that the sumof £113,170 was expended

during the half -year. The shares being now fully paid up, the

directors recommendthatthey be convertedintoa general capital

stock .

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company.The directors

have declared a dividend for the past half-year at the rate of 6 per

cent. per annum .

The Electric Light Company.-A private meeting of

the above ( a new company) was held on Monday last, at Cannon

Street Hotel.

London Electrical Cab Company. The letters of

allotment for the new issue of shares, have been posted.

34
...

haltyear.

"The directors retiring by rotationat this meeting are Mr. Edward

Lawrence and Mr. George Hunter Robertson, who, being eligible,
offer themselves for re- election . The auditor retiring by rotation is

Mr. George Nicholson , who is also eligible for re -election .”

The Yorkshire House -to -House Electricity Company,

Limited .

Thø annual general meeting of the shareholders of the Yorkshire

House-to-House ElectricityCompany, Limited, was held on Tuesday
afternoon at the Great Northern Hotel, Leeds, Mr. Grosvenor Talbot

presiding.

The CHAIRMAN,in moving the adoption of the balance-sheet and

report, said that he hoped it would prove satisfactory to all. The

amount of capital now raised by shares was £ 131,932, an increase of

£ 33,372 over last year. The total amount expendedon capital

account was £ 161,009, representing an increase of £ 55,632. The

large additional expenditure had been due in the first place to the

erection of new buildings. They had added 1,000 horse -power to

their engine capacity, the total capacity being now 2,800 horse-power,

and had also largely improved the means ofsupplying the current to

the centre of the town. They proposed to pay the same dividend

as last year, and for this ball- year at the rate of 7 per cent. ,

making 6 per cent. for the year. The depreciation fund now

amounted to £6,660, and the reserve fund to £ 8,000, while the

total amount they held in reserve in one form and another was

£ 17,929. During the past year they had increased the

number of lamps by 9,754, and the units sold by 131,871 . The

Chairman then referred to the recent reduction of price, which ,

he said , bad made electricity in Leeds the cheapest illuminant, and

then went on to deal with the proposed acquisition of thecompany

by the Corporation. In connection with this matter,he said that the

directors knew no more about the subject than the shareholders

themselves. He felt sure that they would endeavour to meet the

demand in a fair spirit. The Corporation were sending a deputation

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS . }

TheOlty and South London Railway Company. The receipts for theweek ending

January 30th , 1898, were £ 1,059; week ending January 31st, 1897, £ 1,101;
decrease £42; total receipts for hall-year, 1888, 45,393 ; corresponding

period, 1897, 25,488 ; decrease, £ 95 .

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. The receipts for the week ending

January30th ,1898 ,amountedto$ 1,337; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,227 ; inorease, £110,

The Western andBrazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for
theweekendingJanuary 28th , 1888, after dednoting17 per cent of the

gross rooeipts payable to the London Platino- Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited , were £ 2,808,
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TELEARAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES .

Business done
Brook

Closing OlosingPresem during
Dividends foror

NAME , Quotation,Share the last three yearı,
Quotation, week endod

lands Jan , 20th . Feb. 2nd. Feb. 2nd ,
1

1898 ,

1895 . 1896 . 1897 , Highest. Lowest

137,4002| African Direct Taleg ., Ltd., 4 % Deb . 100 4 % 100 -104 100 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, abares ... 10 6 - 7 6 7

125,000 Do. do. 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 96 93

923,9 € 0 Anglo-American Teleg ., Ltd. Stock £ 2 98.£ 2 138. 3 % 61 63 62 64 621

3,038,02011 Do. do , 6 % Prat. Btock £ 4 188. £5 6s. 6 % 111 - 112 1121 - 1131 113 1118

3,038,0202 Do. do . Stock 125 - 137 131 - 138 133 1218

130,000 Broilian Babmarino Teloc ., Ltd. 10 | 7 % 161 - 17 160 - 17+

75,0007 Do. do. B % , Debu.,and sories, 1906 1005 % 112 -136 112 -116

44,000 Owili Tolop ., Ltd., Nou .1to 44,000 54% 4 % 3 37 3 31

10,000,000 $ Oommercial Oablo Oo.... $ 100 7 % 7 % 187 – 192 187 – 192

653,5862 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4 % Dob. Stock Rod . Stock 105 -107 106 -108 1071 1068

224,850 Consolidated Talop. Oomst, and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 13% 2 % 16 Å

16,000 Ouba Tolog., Ltd. 10 8 % 8 % 9 87

6,000 Do. 10 % Prel. 10 10 % 10 % 18 · 19 18 19

12,991 Diroot Spanish Talog ., Ltd. 54 % 4 % 4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Pref. 8 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do . 45 % Deba. Nos. to 6,000 5043 % 44 % 103 -106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Direct United States Oablo, Ltd. 20 | 21% 21 % 101- 11 101 11 11 1013

400,000 Wastern Teleg ., Ltd., Non.I to 400,000 10 69 % 61 % 18 181 18 184 1816 1816

70,000 Do. 6 % Om . Pref. 106 6 % 19 20 19 20

89,9004 Do. 6 % Dobso, repay. Augast,1899 - 100 5 % 5 % 102 -105 110 113 xd

1,302,6152 Do. 4 % Mort. Dob. Stock Red . Btock 4 % 4 % 131 -184 131 -134 1331

250,000 Lastern Extension, Australasia and OhinaTeleg ., Ltd. 107 % 74 182 19 : 181 - 194 183

Do. 6 % (Au . Gov. Sub .), Deb ., 1900, rod. ann .args.
100 3 % 5 % 99 –: 03 99 -103

rog. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,826

100,5001 Do. do . Bearer, 1,860—8,975 and 4,827—6,400 1805 % 5% 100 - 103 100 -103

320,0002 Do , 4 % Deb, Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 132 -135 130 -133 xd

100 6 % 5 % 99 - 103 99 -103

1900 . . ., Reg . . 1
69,2002 Do. do. do . tobo srar, 2,844 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 100 -103 100 - 103

Do. 4 % Mort. Dobu. Nou, 1 to 8,000, rod.
100 4 % 4% 104 -107 102 -105 xd

1909

200,0002 Do. 4 % Bog. Mt.Debu. (Mauritiu Sub.) 1 to 8,000 364% 4 % 108-111 % 108 -111 % 108

180,227 Qlobe Tolograph andTrust, Ltd. 10 41% 41% 12 123 12 12jxd 126 12
180,042 Do. do. 6 % Prel. 10 6 % 6 % 174 - 187 174 - 181xd 1818 17}
150,000 Great Northon Telog. Oompany ofOoperhagan 10 10 % 10 % 27 28 27 - 28

160,0001 Do, do . do . 6 % Dobs. 100 5 % 5% 101 -104 101 -104

17,000 Indo-European Toleg ., Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 55 52 - 55 548 514

100,0002 London Platino-Brazilian Teleg ., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 100 6 % 6 % |108 111 108 -111

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prel .Nos. 1 to 28,000 ... 64 2 2 21

484,597 National Teleph ., Ltd., 1 to 484,597
6 63% 6 68 67 64 7 7

15,000 Do. 0 % Orm . 1st Prat. 10 | 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17 1615 161

15,000 6 % Oum , 2nd Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % / 14 16 14 16 16

119,234 Do. 8 % Non -cum . 3rd Prol.,1 to119,284 8.6 % 5 % 5 % 6 65 6 61 676 616

Do. do . Nos. 119,235 5 %
5 6 61 6 6!

to 250,000, £ 5 paid

829,4714 Do. 8 } % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 81 % 31 % 34% 104 –109 104 -109 106 ) 104

171,504 Oriental Teleph . & Elec., Ltd.,Nos. 1 to171,604, fully paid 16 % % {

100,0002
{ Pucile and Europoni Tel., Ltd., 4 % Guar. Debe,

100 4 % 105 - 1084 %
1 to 1,000

105 -108

11,839 Router's Ltd. 85 % 5 % 7- 81 8 9

3,381 Submarino Oablon Trut Oart . 140 - 145 140 - 145

58,000 Onited River Plate Talople., Ltd. 64%
4 41

146,7332 Do. do . 6 % Dobe. Stock 6 % 101 -06 101 - 106

15,609 Wort African Talog ., Ltd., 7,501 to 20,109 104% nil 4 5 4 5

219,4007 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobu. 100 6 103 -106 103 - 106

84,268 Worten und Brolina Talog ., Ditch 2 % 94 - 101 103 - 11 108 109

83,129 Do. do . do 6 % Pref. Ord. 6 % 7 8 76 8

39,129 Do. do. do . Dot. Ord .... 7 23 31 31 4 34

982,230 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Rod.... Stock 105 -107 105 -107 1064

88,321 Wort India and Paruna Telog.,Ltd. 10 1% 1 % 身

94,569 Do , do . do . 6 % Oum . Int Prel . 106 % 6 % 7 73 77 87 8 77

4,669 Do. do. do. 6 % Orum . 2nd Pral. 10 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Debu. No.1 to 1,800 100 6 % 6 % 105 -108 105 -108

1,163,000 $ Wortarı Daion of U. 8. Tolag., 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $ 1000! 7 % 7 % 105 - 110 105 -110

160,1002 Do. do . 6 % Ster. Bonds. 100 16 % 6 % 100 -105 1100 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COIPANIES.

30,000| Oharing Orops and Strand Blooty. Supply 5,5 % 6 % 7 % 14 15 14 15 16 14

20,000 Do. do . do . do . 41 % Cum . Pref. 5 61 64- 64 69

26,000 " Chelsea Elootricity Supply, Ltd.,Ord ., Nos. 1 to 10,277 . 5 5 % 5 %
104- 117 111- 118 115 11

60,000 Do. do , do. 43 % Deb. Stook Red. Stock 41 % 112 -114 112 -114

40,000 Oity of London Eleo.Lightg. Oo., Ltd.,Ord ,40,001—80,000 10
% 30 31 281– 30 31 294

10,000 Do. do. Prov. Oerts. 5 29 ) — 303 29 30 29, 284

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 17 - 18 171- 181 178 175

400,000 Do, 8 % Deb. Stock , Scrip. (iss. at £ 115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 129 -134 129 -134 131

30,000 County of Lond.& Brush Prov. E.Ltg.Ltd., Ord. 1—30,000 10 nil nii 15 154 154– 161 163 15$

20,008 Do. do do. 6 % Pret., 40,001 - 60,000 10 6 % 6 % 154-161 151- 161 164 1516

10,000 House-to - House Elec. Light Supply, Ord ., 101to 10,100 5 10- 11 101- 111 11 107

10,000 Do. do . 7 % Cum. Pref. 5 111- 114 111- 12 12 111 :

49,900 " Metropolitan ElectricBupply, Ltd., 101 to 50,000
104% 5 % 199- 204 20 21 205 197

12,500 Do. Ord .,50,001–62,500, iss. at£2 prem . 10 19 20 194- 201 193 1916

220,0001 Do. 4 % krst mortgage debenture took ... 44 % 41 % 117 121 117 -121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 | 2 :% 4 % 18 18

19,980 St.Jamer'ı &PallMall Bleo. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord .,101-20,080 6 71% 101 % 141% | 18 18 19 187

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Prel., 20,081 to 40,080 57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. stock Rod. Stock 4 % 101 -104 101 -104

43,341 | South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2 paid 5 23- 3} 27- 31 218

79,900 Westminster Blootrio Bupply Dorp.,Ord ., 101 to 80,000 5 1 7 % 9 % 12 % / 17 18 18 19 185 18

* Bubject to Founder's Sharos. + Quotations on Liverpool Stook Hzobange.

I Unlon otherwise stated all sbaros are tally paid . | Dividends paid in deterred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked | are for a your conginting of the latter part of one you and the first par of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL COMPANIES - Oomtinued .

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COIPANIES.

Prabant

Iude .

Btook

Or

Sbare.
NAMO.

Dividonda for

ibo lan three years.

Closing

Quotation

Jan. 26th ,

Closing

Quotation

Feb. 2nd .

Basinons done

daring weet

ended

Feb. 2nd, 1898 .

Highem | Lowest .

187 174

236

.
.
....

G 2g 216...

25 O
p
i
c
s

23 276... ...

.

174 – 174

23

23

109 -113

1.02 - 105

99-101

54- 6

it

-

do.
.

...

it

1036

67

10

416

71

10

675

17.

44

704

...

181- 19

23 23

23 28

109 113

102 -105

91- 101

50- 61

17 14

47 45

69 71

27 24
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

ABSTRACT OF INAUGURAL ADDRESS .

By J. W. SWAN , F.R.S., President.

(Concluded from page 132.)

GOLD EXTRACTION .

BEFORE the introduction of the cyanide process for the treatment of

gold ore, various electrolytic methods, chiefly based upon the solvent

action of electrolytic chlorine, had been proposed and worked ; but

the purely chemical cyanide process bas largely, it not wļolly, super.

seded these electrolyticmethods for the primary treatment of gold

ore. Messrs. Siemens & Halske, however,have patented and success

fully introduced a method for treating the cyanide liqucrs from the

tailings, or waste sludges, prodaced in cyanide gold extraction, and

containing a very small amount of gold . An extremely dilute solu

tion of cyanide is employedto dissolve the gold. This is afterwards

subjected to electrolysis, with iron anodes and thin lead cathodes,

with a current density of one or two-tenths of an ampere per square

foot. This results in an almost complete recovery of the gold in an

adherent form upon the lead cathode. When the requiredamount of

gold has been deposited, the cathodes are removed, and the gold

separated by cupellation. This process appears to be exactly suited

to the clean quartzite ore of the Transvaal. Over 1,000,000 tons &

year of tailings, such as were formerly discarded as useless, are now

profitable treated by this process.

ZINC EXTRACTION .

The extraction of zinc from its ores by electrolysis is a problem ,

on the solution of which much ingenuity anda considerable amount

of money have been expended. It is a tempting problem , inasmuch
as the method in common use of reducing the native sulpbile or the

carbonate of zinc to the state of oxide by calcination, mixing this with

non - bituminous coal, and distilling in clay retorts at an extremely

high temperature, is absolutely barbaric in its primitiveness and its

wastefulness.

A step bas been recently taken towards this object by means of a

process (the invention of Dr. Hoepfner) at present being worked by

Messrs. Brunner & Mond. In this process zinc chloride is electro

lysed ; the products are chlorine and zinc. Such zinc is parer than

ordinary commercial zinc, and will no doubt be welcomed by the

users of zinc in primary batteries.

For the electrolytic treatment of that bitherto intractable class of

ore such as the Broken Hill Mine produces - the mixed sulphides of

lead and zinc - two processes deservemention - one, the Ashcroft pro

cess, because very extensive preparations have been made for carrying

it out on a large scale ; and the other, that of Cowper-Coles.

These bold attempts in new directions deserve success .

ALUMINIUM EXTRACTION .

One of the largest, the most important, and in many respects the

most interesting of the electro -chemical industries is that of the

production of aluminium . In 1855 the price of aluminium was not

lar from the price of silver, when silver" was twice its presént value.

Now, bulk for bulk, it is the price of copper. It is no looger bought

by the ounce , but by the pound or ton . Toe full measure of change has

been brought about by the employment of electrolytic extraction. It

is an instance of an electrolytic method displacing a thoroughly

elaborated and established chemical method, and of the enormous

increase in demand that has followed a reduction of price. The

production at the present time is, I estimate, not less than 2,000 tons

a year. At least 10,000 horse -power is absorbed in this industry

alone, and power to double that amount is about to be applied to it.

There is every probability that new uses will be found for the metal,

and that the manufacture will become a much larger one than it is at

present.

Although English enterprise was prompt to adopt and improve the

originalchemical process , the production of aluminium had wholly

departed from us antil the British Aluminium Company recommenced

the manufacture in the electrolytic form , across the Border, attracted

there by the advantage of cheap water power.

The process by which aluminium is extracted, in America, on the

Continent, and in Scotland to - day, is in principle exactly similar to

that by which Davy extracted potassium from potash 92 years ago,

The electrolyte is kept ina state of fusion by the electrically generated

heat. There are nominally two processes in use, but the difference is

extremely small - chiefly a slight difference in the composition ofthe

electrolyte. That known as Hall's process has as its distinctive

feature an electrolytic bath composed of potassium fluoride in which

alumina prepared from bauxite is continuously dissolved ; while in
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Heroult's process the solvent of the alumina consists ofcryolite, the

double fluoride of aluminiom and sodiam. The electrolytic furnace

consists of a carbon -lined iron box connected with the negative pole

of a dynamo; this contains the electrolytic bath. Massive blocks of

carbon are connected with the other terminal of the dynamo, and

form the positive pole. These are immersed in the bath of fused

material, and nearly reach the bottom .

The carbon used in the manufacture of the anodes and for lining

the farnace is required to be of great purity and hardness. The

current density employed is very large - about 700 amperes per square

foot of cathode surface, about 8,000 amperes per cell. A difference of

potential of 5 volts is maintained between the electrodes. In

practice, 14 electrical horse-power hours are expended in the produc

tion of 1 lb. of aluminium . * If a mean pressure of 5 volts is assumed,

the theoretical yield should be nearly one-third of a pound more ;

there is, therefore, some secondary andwastefal action as well as true

electrolytic action going on , and room for further economy.

SODIUM EXTRACTION.

The experiment by which Davy set freethe few minute globules of

metallic potassium in the little pool offused potash hasto-day its

truition intheelectrolytic process of Castnerfor theextraction of
sodium , In the Castner sodium process an electrolyte of fused

caustic soda is employed, with an anode of iron and a cathode of

copper. The sodium is reduced at a comparatively low temperature,
and while in a fused state is run off into moulds. By this process

thereis produced in one works 260 tons of sodium ayear.

Sodium is also extracted electrolytically in Germany, and, I.

believe, in America . The electrolytic process of sodium extraction

is so much more economical than the chemical process as to have

almost completely displaced it.

ELECTROLYTIO ALKALI PRODUCTION .

I now come to perbaps the most important of all the applications

of electro -chemistry at present engaging the attention of chemical

and electrical engineers, namely , its application to the alkali

manufacture.

There are now several processes in commercial operation for the

production of caustic alkali,andchlorine from brine.

In the process of Holland and Richardson brine is electrolysed in

atank divided into anode and cathode compartments by imperme
able partitions reaching nearly down to the bottom of the tank.

The anode compartment is enclosed, and provided with a flue for

conducting the chlorine to bleaching powder chambers. Carbon

anodes and iron cathodes are used. Daring electrolysis ihe caustic

alkali formed at tbe cathode dissolves, sinks down to the bottom of

the tank , and is drawn off ; this alkaline solution is subsequently

evaporated and fused .

A somewhat similar process has been introduced by Messrs. Har

greaves and Bird for the manufacture of bleaching powder and

alkaline carbonates.

In the process of Hulin - in which brine is electrolysed for the

process of soda and chlorine -- the anode and cathode are both of

carbon, butthe carbon cathode is in the form of a thin porous

partition . The peculiarity of the process is the percolation through

the cathode partition ofthe stratam of the electrolyte in contact

with it. This portion of the electrolyte is most strongly charged

with alkali, and is forced slowly through the diaphragmby slight

pressure on the surface of the bath , caused by restraining the escape

of chlorine.

In the processes described, considerable loss and many disadvan

tages arise from imperfect separationof the productsof the electro

lytic action at the anode and cathode. There have been a number

of inventions with a view to avoid this defect. The apparatus of

Castner and Kellner is one that grapples with the difficulty in a most

ingenious and effective manner, and it is especially entitled to notice

because it is already in extensive commercial use. 10,000 tons of

caustic soda and over 20,000 tons of bleaching powder will be pro
duced by it this year.

The elementary apparatus consists of a shallow rectangular slate

trough , divided into three compartments by two partitions. These

crossthe trough from side to side, but do not quite reach the bottom ,

which is grooved to form a shallowgutter under each partition . The

partitions dip into the gutters sufficiently deeply to ensurecomplete

isolation of thethree compartments when the guttersare filled to the

level of the bottom of the trough with mercury. During operation

themercury not only fills the gutters, bat extends in a thinstratum

over the bottom of the trough. The trough is so mounted that a slow

and extremely slight oscillatory movement is given to it. This

results, when one end is tilted up, in the stratum of mercury on the

bottom running out of the upper end compartment into the middle

compartment. The alternate rise and fall of the ends of the trough

is so small that the movement is almost imperceptible, but it is suffi

cient to cause the mercury in the compartment at the raised end to

run into the middle compartment, and that from the middle com

partment into the lower end compartment; that is to say, there is an

alternate flow of mercury from end to end, which alternately leaves

the raised end compartments denuded of mercury, but the floor of

the middle compartment and of one of the end compartments are

always covered with mercary. The grooves into which the partitions

dip always contain mercury , and completely prevent the mixing of

the electrolyte in the three compartments. The two end compart

ments contain bride and carbon anodes, and the centre compartmen

an iron cathode and water. The anode compartments are covered

with glass, and provided with pipes for the conveyance away of

chlorine to bleaching powder chambers. During the working of the

process, sodium is deposited upon the mercury, with which it

instantly amalgamates ; the tank is then tilted until the mercury in

an anode compartment runs into the cathode compartment, where

the sodium is oxidised and dissolved by the water. The current

generated by the oxidation and solution of thesodium helps to reduce

the power required for electrolysis ; for it will be seen that the sheet

of mercury lying on the floor of the trough and divided bythe parti

tion is always negative in the end compartments and positive in the

middle compartment relatively to the opposed electrodes.

The chlorine evolved at the anode is ,so far, entirely used forthe

manufacture of bleaching powder. The caustic soda produced by

this process is of great purity.

Closely resembling the Castner-Kellner apparatas is that lately

invented by Rhodin, in which the mercury-sealed anode compart

ments are capable of being rotated, and the construction is such that

external heating may be applied, a higher current density employed,

and such temperature conditions maintained as are necessary for

obtaining the best result.

Electrolytic chlorine is also extensively applied to the production

of chlorate of potash . The manufacture of chlorate of potash by

electrolysis is performed in a tank divided bya porous partition ,with
very thin iridio-platinum anodes and iron cathodes. The electrolyte

inthe anode compartment is usually a solution of chloride of potas

sium maintained at a temperature of 45° to 50 ° C. The solution from

the cathode compartmentcontaining caustic potash is continuously

supplied to the anode compartment, where the potash absorbs the

chlorine, with the production of hypochlorite, which is almost imme.
diately decomposed, with the formation of chloride and chlorate of

potassium . The chlorate is removed from the electrolyte in crystals.

The yield of chlorate of potash is about 1 lb. per 5 electrical horse

power-hours -- nearly 45 per cent. of the theoretical amount. In

Switzerland and in Sweden chlorate of potashis now largely pro

duced electrolytically by water power. I am informed onvery good

anthority that preparations are in progress for a large increase of

production, and that there is no question as to the electrolytic method

entirely superseding the purely chemical method .

ELECTRO - THERMAL PROCESSES .

The electro -chemical processes I have so far described or referred

to are all of them of the electrolytic kind. There are other electro

chemical processes which are not electrolytic, but which are

important, and deserve mention . I refer, in the first place, to a

group of processes and effects which depend on the principle of dis

sociation and combination at extremely high temperatures, and which

involve the employment of the electric furnace, first suggested and

applied experimentally by Sir William Siemens .

In this class is included the electro - thermal manufacture of

phosphorus; also that most useful and interesting polishing and
cutting material next in hardness to the diamond, carborundum - the

invention of Mr. Acheson .

Mr. Acheson has developed the size of the electric furnace to

enormous proportions, and made it yield results of great industrial

value. Amongst these I must mention incidentally - for it is not a

chemical, but a physical action - the complete transformation of

amorphous carbon into graphitic carbon. It is not new to produce

this transformation on a small scale , but to completely convert large

masses of carbon into graphite is both new and of great importance.

It is well known that blocks of carbon as ordinarily manufactured,

when used as anodes in an electrolytic cell, rapidlydisintegrate ; and

until now this has been a serious difficulty in the construction of

electrolytic apparatus like that of Castner-Kellner. This difficulty is

completely met by the of graphite anodes, into which

ordinary amorphous carbon anodes are now being transformed by the

electricfurnace.

Some idea of the scale of these electric -furnace operations may be

formed when it is realised that 1,000 electrical hörse-power for 36

hours is expended in one heating.

To the same clage of electro -thermal products belong carbide of

calcium and a great number of analogous products, first obtained by

M. Moissan by means of the electric furnace, employed with the

most admirable skill, guided by thorough scientificknowledge, and

the exercise of that kind of imagination which apprehends and

realises far-off possibilities. I am informed by Mr. Worth, of the

AcetyleneCompany, that carbide of calcium is now being manufac

tured at the rate of probably 20,000 tons per annum . Considering

the value of this substance as a means of easily generating the

highly illuminating gas, acetylene, andother products, there appears
to begreat probability of this manufacture becoming much larger.

OZONE MANUFACTORE .

I must not omit to mention & quite different order of electro

chemical effects, in which alternate or intermittent currents of high

tension are employed to induce the formation of ozone. By means
of ozone, secondary chemical effects of great value are obtained ;

among these I may mention the manufacture of vanillin and helio

tropine, now established manufactures.

Ozonehas also been applied to wax bleaching, and to the thicken

ing and bleaching of oils ,and to a number of other important uses .

PROSPECTS OF THE ELECTRO -CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

Although I have but touched the fringe of this matter, I will not
weary you with further examples of the value and extent of the

applications of electricity to chemical manufactures. I have shown
that already there is a large amount of valuable electro - chemical

work beingdone, and that there is a limitless prospect of expansion.

Lookingat the immediate future, many interesting questions pre

sent themselves, which must be considered , even though we may not

be able to completely answer them . Amongst these are thequestions,

To what extent, and in what cases, are electro-chemical methods

likely to sapplant old -established chemical methods ? And it is not

too soon to ask where, and by what means, will the new electrolytic

manufactures be ultimately carried on ?

Will the introduction of electro -chemical methods of manufacture

uproot the old manufactures from their ancient habitat ?

à
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In the time that has passed , Britain has enjoyed in chemical

manufactures a great advantage in the possession of an abundance
of coal.

We areabout, in some measure, to lose the benefit of this advantage

through the innovations of electro -chemistry .

Whether we profit or lose by the change, largely depends on our

readiness or unreadiness to adapt ourselves to the new order of
things.

Whatever happens, nothing can be more certain than this — that the

electrical engineer who adds totheordinaryknowledge of his pro

fession a competent knowledge of the principles of electro-chemical

practice in manufacturing operations, is thereby making broader and

surer his path to success .

ADDENDUM - RAMO OF COST OF POWER TO PRODUCTION IN

ELECTROLYTIC MANUFACTURES.

Material

Electrical

Horse Power

Hours

consumed

in the

Production

of 1 Lb.

Cost of Power

to produce 1 Lb. with

1 E.H.P. at £5

and £ 10 a Year.

At £5 At £ 10

.:
: 14

1

3:33

Pence .

1.75

0:13

041

Pence.

35

0.26

0:82

Aluminium

Nickel

Sodium

Caustic soda + 2} lbs. bleacb

ing powder

Chlorate ofpotash

Zinc extraction

Copper

Copper refining

2 :7

5

1

05

0 25

0:33

0.62

013

0 065

0.032

0.66

1:24

0 26

0:13

0 064
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ORDINABY MEETING , January 21st , 1898.

Mr. SHELFORD BIDWELL, President, in the chair.

PROF. FITZGERALD exhibited some photographs by Mr. Preston in

illustration of the Zeeman effect for various cases, including those of

iron, cadmium , zinc, and sodium . These photographs, and the method

of obtaining them, have already been described . The cause of doubling

is now attributed by Prof. Fitzgerald to absorption by the surrounding

vapour. In a particular case he examined a double line that exists in

one of the photographs. Under the polariser thetwo lines are at first

distinctly seen ; butwhen the polariser is turned, a thin line appears

in the middle, and this central line is therefore circularly polarised

in a direction opposite to that of the outer pair of lines. The reason

for the appearance of doubling in the first position of the polariser

is that the central line is there completely absorbed out bythe sur

roundiog vapour .

Prof. OLIVER LODGE then gave a communication concerning his
work on “ ELECTRIC SIGNALLING WITHOUT CONNECTING WIRES."

From the nature of the oscillatory disturbances emanating from

any of the customary forms ofHertz vibrator, syntony has hitherto

been only very partially available as a means for discriminating

between receivers. There is, in fact, so rapid a decrease in the ampli

tude of the vibrations that almost any receiver can respond to some

extent. Discrimination by syntony is possible with magnetic systems

of space telegraphy where the magnetic energy much exceeds the

electric, i.e. , as between two separated inductive coils ; and by the use

ofsuch coils, appropriately applied, the author has been able to attain

fair syntony even with true Hertz waves - i.e ., he has constructed

spark -gap. oscillators, with sufficient persistence of vibration, and

syntonised resonators . The " coherer ” principle can be applied to

either a purely magnetic or to the Hertzian system . It was first used

by Prof. Lodge in devising lightning guards, and afterwards in his

magnetic system of telegraphy by inductive circuits, each in series

with a Leyden jar ; a pair of knobs in near contact, or other overflow

gap , being provided in the receiving apparatus. This wasthe first

meaning ofa “ coberer " in the electrical sense, as used by Prof.

Lodge. It referred to a single contact between two metal

knobs. The term has since been extended by others to the

filings-tube of M. Branly, and some confusion has arisen, for M.

Branly does not consider that simple coherence and break explains

fully the behaviour of his instrument. Prof. Lodge is disposed to

agree, for he finds that the resistance of almost any form of coherer

varies in rough proportion to the received impulses, and that there

are other peculiarities ( to be mentioned later); he is, therefore, in .

clined to think thattheaction cannot,afterall, be entirely explained

as due to mere “ welding,” but that there is something more to be

learnt about it. The sensitiveness of a coherer depends upon the

number of loose contacts ; it is a maximum for a single contact, i.e.,

for a needle-point lightly touching a steel spring. With this sensi

tive coherer, bardly any “ tapping -back ” is required fordecoherence,

but it wants delicate treatment when properly adjusted , and the

greatest current through it should not approach a milliampere. On

the other hand, a Branly tube rather improves underroughtreatment;

in such a tube the author prefers to use iron filings in the best

possible vacuum ; brass too is very good, but rather less easy to

manage. Aluminium is thoroughly bad, and gold , for the opposite

reason , will not work, its surface is too clean. Points, or small

surfaces for making contact with the filings, are better than large

surfaces. The usualmethod of connectingthe coherer across the

gap of an ordinary Hertz receiver, in parallel with the telegraph

instrument and battery, has the unavoidable objection that they

shunt away part of the received oscillations. In the syntonic receiver

of Prof. Lodge, which contains no gap but a closed wire coil instead,

the difficulty nolonger exists ; for the coherer can now be in series

with the detecting instrument, and in so far as these obstract the

oscillations, they may be shunted out in various ways,as the author

describes. The main feature of his new systonised vibrators is this

self - inductance coil, whose function it is to prolongthe duration of

the oscillations, and thereby to render syntony possible. Although

such a coil acts disadvantageously, in so far as it possesses resist
ance, the resistance does not increase so fast as the self - induction.

The coil should consist of thick copper of highest conductivity,

and it should have maximum inductance for given resistance . For

similar reasons, the capacity -areas should also be of highest conduc

tivity, their dimensions should increase outwards from the spark -gap

as triangles. The receiver must have no gap, it should be accurately

bridged over when a transmitter is used as receiver. The limitofspeed

of response depends upon the telegraphic instrument. Dr. Muirhead

adapted a siphon -recorder to thepurpose, because it is one of the

quickest responders; he arranged it so that it could be used with

intermittent currents, direct . Under these intermittent impulses

the siphon trembles ; and instead of the ordinary siphon -signals, the

slip ismarked with dots and dashes. Constant mechanical tremor is

usually employedfor decoherence, but the author finds that deco

herence can be brought about by electrical means, without any

mechanical tremor, by connecting the coherer momentarily to a cir

cuit less effective as a collector than that of the proper capacity.

areas of the syntopised receiver. The battery and galvanometer

detector -circuit may be used for this purpose; the coherer being

momentarily connected to it, and while so connected letting experi

ence an impulse from a distance . Prof. Lodge has designeda

revolving commutator, by means of which the coherer can be rapidly

cbanged over from the resonating circuit to the instrument circuit,

and finally to the “ tapping back” apparatus. A coherer is more

sensitive when thus isolated and exposed to the full influence of the

received oscillations; the subsequent detection of the eff3ct by

altered connections is very convenient for laboratory measurements.

A diagram of a series of plotted measurements showed that the

resistance of an andistarbed filings tube is approximately a direct

function of the intensity of the received stimulus, whether succes.

sive stimuli increased or decreased in strength . This electrical
process of " tapping back ” is to be depended upon, but the process

long continued fatigues the tube until a mechanical shake is em .

ployed to restore it. Large size apparatus made by Dr. Muirhead

for actual distant syntonic work was exhibited , and means were

shown for protecting and isolating the coherer when its receiving

areas were being used as emitters ; also a switch used for changing at

one moment all the connections from " sending ” to “ receiving ."

Prof. THRELFALL said he had come to the same conclusionas Prof.

Lodge asto the advisability of diminishing the numberof contact
points in the coherer. He had endeavoured to produce longer and

more persistent waves, and thus to set a field greater effective energy.

It was desirable to keep the waves as parallel as possible. He
thought there was some probability that the wave-fronts could be

altered and rendered more conformable by a process of diffraction.

Mr. RUTHERFORD also had found it best to work with long waves.

Hefully appreciated theadvantage of increasing the capacity of the

oscillator by extending the surface of the metallic plates.

Mr. CAMPBELL SWINTON asked whether experiments had been

made to verity Hertz results as to the influence of reflectors behind

oscillators and receivers. He had found them disadvantageous. A

single wire behind either apparatus seemed partially to annul the

effect. He also asked whether Prof. Lodgehad observed the extra

ordinary sensitiveness of coherers to small changes of current in

neighbouring circuits.

Prof. LODGE, in reply , said he had observed the sensitiveness to

sligkt, sudden variations of current referred to by Mr. Campbell

Swinton, for instance, when electric lamps were switched on or off.

The effect of mirrors had been studied by Prof. Fitzgerald . They

required tobe of large dimensions as compared to theoscillator and

receiver, otherwise the true reflections were not obtained.

Dr. SILVANUS THOMPSON afterwards exhibited a Tesla oscillator.

This apparatus is intended to replace the two induction coils and

spark -gap arrangements used by Mr.Tesla for high frequency experi

ments . It consists of an induction coil with a separate self-induc

tance coil in the primary circuit. This self-inductance coil is also

used as an electro -magnetfor the separate interrupter of the primary

circuit . A condenser is connected between one end of the primary

coil and one terminal of the interrupter, 80 as to include both of

them between its terminals. The primary is a single turn of copper

strip, six inches wide. The secondary is one layer of thick wire ; each

turn separated from the next by an air space. The supply current,
about half an ampere, may be takenfromthe electric light mains at

almost any voltage from 50 to 200, direct or alternating .

Prof. LODGE said it would work quite well at 10 volts. He pointed

out, also, that if the straight discharge rods at the spark -gap were

free to slide, the discharge drove them back into their sockets.

Prof. FITZGERALD said it was stated at Toronto that the spark was

broken at the interrupter when the condenser was charged, and that

by the time the condenser was ready to discharge, the contact at the

interrupterhad been made again . It seemed to him that the con

denser discharges and surgings must take place at a rate far higher
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than the period of the mechanical movement of the interrapter. The

condenserchargesand discharges were very rapid. It was not what

is ordinarily called the “ time constant ” that was involved, for that

only referred to constant voltage. Here the voltage was changing

very rapidly indeed .

Prof.HERSCBEL asked if such an apparatus was suitable for work

with Röntgen rays.

Dr. THOMPSON, in reply, congratulated Mr. Tesla upon the perfeot

working and compactness of his invention. The present form was

not suited forRöntgen rayexperiments, but Mr. Tesla had designed

a special coil that was excellent for that purpose.

The PRESIDENT proposedvotes of thanks, and the meeting was

adjourned until February 11th .

NOTES ONON THE ELEOTRO -CHEMICAL

TREATMENT OF AURIFEROUS ORES.

»

6

Major-General Webber states that the Breakwell and Haycraft

apparatus is the first example in whioh the bottom of the vessel,

described as of basin shape containing mercury , as inthe case of the
ordinary amalgamating pan, is also the cathode. Here agaia he is

misioformed ; has he never heard oftheelectro -amalgamator, invented

by the French engineer Bazin who died a fortnight ago ?

At all events, he ought to kaow Nolt and Pioche, and also Partz,

who, in their well-knownelectrolysers, used mercury as a cathode at

the same time as Rae invented his electro -amalgamator between
1868 and 1869.

Here is a more serious blunder:-Major General Webber modiges

and distorts the text of the Molloy specification and states that “ be
dissolves gold by means of bronine, chlorine, cyanogen or other

compounds.". Bromine, chlorine, iodine, ara not compounds, and the

characteristic feature of the Molloy process is the employment of

bromiae, chlorine, iodine and cyanogen or THBIB compounds as solvents
of gold . Accuracy is as much indispensable as impartiality for

critios. It the version of the Past-President of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers is correct, how could Molloy maintain that

he was the first to think of the bromo-cyanogen as a solvent of

gold ?

We still fail to see where we are driven by the lecturer, who goes

on quoting patents such as that of Kendall, who added barium per

oxide to a cyanide of potassium solution , or to use the ipsissima verba ot

Major-General Webber, who “ treated pulverised oreswith peroxide of

barium and a suitable cyanide in a water solution !!

Then comes Pielsticker, who treats the ores with a solution nt

cyanide of potassium in conjunction with an electric current of low

tension,and with circulation of the liquid through the space between

the electrodes which are fixed respectively, theanode tothe bottom ,
and the cathode to the top, of the tank . This time, we were, so to

speak, entitled to have the opinion of_Major General Webbar on this

claim , identical with the theory of J. Rae, viz.: that the precious

metals are attacked more energetically by a cyanide solution in con .
nection with a current of electricity than without. But this

question appears to be immaterial to the learned author, who

simply says :

" To recapitulate : This process has, in common with Rze and his

successors, the combination of a solution of potassium cyanide with

an electric current, by which it assists solution and effects precipita

tion on a cathode ; and , in common with Molloy, it effects the treat

ment in more than one stage, and by means of ' circalation . In this

latter respect Molloy and Pielsticker are at one with the process of

Siemeas & Halske, in contradistinction to the processes in which

'agitation ' is essential. With reference to my observations further

on as to ' agitation ,' it may be here observed that in such processes

the density of the sludgeat various points in the system of circola

tion must depend on its rate of motion."

What is the resemblance to be found between the arrange

ment of Pielsticker, who has a mass of ore between his electrodes, and

that of Molloy, who has a layer of mercury over which the gold

solation passes, or the large Siemens vats where a large volame of

weak gold solution passes between numerous electrodes close to

each other, and circulates at a rate of more than 5,000 gallons per

hour ?

We must congratulate MajorGeneral Webber upon the chivalrous

generosity which made him spare us the tedious detailed description
of all the existing patents for the use of the electric current in com .

bination with mercury, cyanide of potassium , and halogeng. Those

processes and their theories are not new things for electricians, and

the Institution of Electrical Engineers is not quite the proper place

for their discussion. This is not a paper on electro - chemical treat

ment of ores ; it looks more like a report on a mongrel patent with a

view to prove that, although there are many breeds in it,as a whole it

is not similar to any of them . We can only compare this

paper to the " Notes on the Treatment ofGold Ores," a book

in which , about 10 years ago, Florence O'Driscoll depicted all
the patents for the chlorination of auriferous ores, which he said

were superseded by the Newbery -Vautin system , withthis difference,

however, that the book was extremely interesting, while we cannot

say the same of the paper on the electro -chemical treatment of ores,

the sole object of which seems to be to enable the author to speak

highly of the Pelatan - Clerici process.

" In this we have, I believe, for the first time, & process and

apparatas whicheffectively combines, in a way thatcan be construc

ted and worked by a workman of average intelligence, the fol.

lowing :

“ ( 1) A vat made of a material, dielectric in its nature ; (2) an

agitatiag apparatus of various specific forms, each form calcolated

tocarry out one and the same process — beingthe result of consider

able experience - having an agitator, part of which constitates the

anode in an electrolytic circuit, which is carried so that it can by no

mans make contact with the bottom or sides of the vat; (3) the

presence of a cathode, which covers the whole of the bottom of the

vat, made of a metal ( preferably copper) plate orsheet, and suitably

contained and fixed soas tocarry on it alayer of mercury ; (4) the

use of a graduated current from an electrical generator, having large

quantity and low potential; (5) the mixture or sludge under treat

ment being composed of water in given proportions, ore finely

pulverised, potassium cyanide or other solventof gold and silver, and

common salt, with the addition as required during the process of

alkalies ororganic acids as maybe required ."

We would welcome a paper depicting the progress and the actual

stat : of the electro-metallurgy of gold , or describing a new, simple,

and original process for the extraction of the precious metals from

their ores, but this lengthy panegyric of an electro-cyano-chloro

mercurial method does not contain much beyond the ancient history

of patents which have been dead, buried and forgotten for a long

time, to which are added the descriptions of the Molloy, Hayward,

Danckwardt, Clark, Keith and other apparatus, and finally of the

The object of the gold mining industry is to obtain the precious

metal from its ores in the simplest, cheapest, and most efficient

manner. First, the ores are pulverised, then the gold which they

contain has to be absorbed by mercury, or dissolved by chlorine,

bromine, cyanide, or their compounds, or by other solvents;

then comes the operation for the recovery of gold by distilla

tion of Amalgame, precipitation by chemicals, or by electro

deposition .

Is the role of electricity confined to the precipitation of the

metal or does itassist in dissolving gold ?

Major -General O. E. Webber, readon the 28th ult., at the Instita

tion of Electrical Engineers, a paper on “ Notes on the Electro

chemical Treatment of Orescontainingthe Precious Metals," in which

he says that “the precipitation of goldand silver with the aid of the

electric current has a history wbich may help his audience to appreciate

the presentsituation of a question which cannotbe devoidof interest

to the members of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.”

This preamble sounded well and looked very promising for electro

metallurgists, who expected that some light would be thrown on the

influence of electrolysis on auriferous ores in a dissolving liquid con

taining either chlorine, bromine, cyanide of potassium , chloro or
bromo-cyanogen .

Major GeneralWebber passed in review a legion of patents ,and

went backto Becquerel (1835), Crosse ( 1837), Prince Bagration (1844 ),

who “ described in the Bulletin de l'Académie des Sciences de Saint

Pétersbourg, some experiments with finely divided gold dissolved in

an aqueous solation of potassium cyanide under theinfluence of the

galvanic current, by which means he precipitated the precious metal

on a coppercathode.”

With all due respect to the gallant Major-General, this is a little

error. Bagrationnoticedthatgold was solable in anaqueous sola

tion of cyanide of potassium without, and not under the influence of

the galvanic current.

Next comes Ras, whose process is incorrectly described by Major

General Webber, who confines himself to the mechanical details of

the electrolytical apparatus, while the only important electro

chemical question is the statement made by Rae, that he made use

of the combined action of the current of electricity and of suitable

liquids, such as cyanide, so that by the action of cyanide the metal

is reduced , and can then be collected. What Rae says is that " under

the influence of the current, the action of the chemicals is materially

facilitated , and from the solations, the precious metals are precipitated
on the cathode . "

Here we have the whole thing in a nutshell ! Does the current

aid the cyanide of potassium in dissolving the gold, or is it thecyanide

of potassium alone, which dissolves the gold without any aid from

theelectric current, the action of which is simply to deposit the gold

dissolved by the cyanide of potassium on the cathodes?

If the electric current does not accelerate the dissolving action of

the cyanide of potassium or other similar chemical agents, we shall

have done at once with all the processes in whicha gold dissolviog

bath is supposed to accelerate the exhaustion of the auriterons ores

when in conjunction with the electric current. The author has not

ventilated this question, and we do not hesitate to say that this is to

be regretted.

He tells us, and this we accept as a fact, that the Breakwell and

Psycraft electro-amalgamator is a copy of the Rae system , except

that they " use no solvent of the precious metals present in the mis .
ture under treatment."

There is, however, a little mistake in this statement, since it the

cyanide of potassium in Rae's apparatus dissolves the gold ,the

electric current is merely an agent for precipitation, and it would be

mach more practical to dissolve the gold in one tankand to precipitute

it in another. In an electro-amalgamator, on the contrary , the

carrenthelps immensely the absorption by a mercurial cathode of the
fine and coarse gold .

It may be that in 1888 “ MacArthur and Forrest neglected or

discarded the assistance of electricity in combination with a weak

solution of cyanide of potassium becaude of the great expenditure of

chemicals which they alleged to be the result," but they know better

now , and there are already several MacArthur patents for the electro

deposition of gold from its cyanide solutions.

What is the use of the very dry abridgments of the Body and

Hannay specifications ?

»
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A SURVEY OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF

ELECTRIC HEATING AND COOKING .*

By W. P. ADAMS, A K.C. , A.I.E.E.

Pelatan -Clerici installation . Here and there are a few chemical

equations with which every electro -chemist is acquainted and which

are to be found in specifications or in books on electrolysis, and
also a little dissertation on the fouling of mercury.

This evidently is the electro -chemical budget of the report , and it

strikes us at almost every paragraph that we have already read

it somewhere . With regard to the Pelatan - Clerici process itselt,

nothing can be said in favour of a combination of ores, keptagitated

over amercurycathode in a solution of cyanide of potassium and

chloride of sodium .

It is a complication more than an improvement ; Major-General
Webber has valiantly made greatefforts to prove that bis favourite

system is different from the others wbich be has described, and wedo

not pretend that he has not succeeded in doing it, but be has altogether

failed in bis attempt to show that, from the technical point of view,

the Pelatan -Clerici apparatus is constructed according to the canons

of electro -metallurgy. Wesincerely regret to have to perform the

unpleasant duty of criticising this lecture, but we do not see
how we could have acted differently : silence would be interpreted as

the recognition of the excellence of a processwhich no competent man

will recommend as a sopod application of the electric current to the

extraction of gold. We do not, in any way, say that the Pelatan

Clerici system is not an effi ient one, that it does not extract the

maxiwum of the precious metals contained in the ores ; we vaguely

know that it has been worked about two years at the Delamar mine;

its merits or demerits as a gold extractor have nothing to do with18, •

we simply look on it as an electro-chemical apparatus, and it strikes
us as being a very faolty one, almost as bad , and perhaps worse , than

those in which carbon anodes are used as stirrers of the ore. In the

present case we have a metallic agitator which acts as an anode, and
tbe sole fact of using a metallic anode in hard and constant contact

with the ores in a solution which consists of chlorine and cyanide of

potassium , ie a breach of the laws of commercial electrolysis,

especially when currents, such as those stated by Major General

Webber, pass through the electrolyte. He finds it quite natural that

the potential must be between 6 and 14 volts for a vat of 9 feet

interior diameter, capable of treating 21 tons of ore per shift of 12

hours, total 5 tons per day of 24 hours, and be informs us that the

potential must be governed by resistances " fixed ” in the circuit of
each vat.

He further makes this remark that " the quantity is regulated

by the resistance in that part of the external circait which lies

between the electrodes. Provision is made for a minimum

quantity of 11 amperes per square foot, being ball the sum of the

catbode and anode together insquare feet,” thus, it that area is equal

to 52 square feet, thecurrent should not be less,and not much more,
tban 39 am peres.

When thevoltage ishigh and the current heavy, there is no economic

extraction of gold and there is no good deposition of gold .

· Evidently there is somethiog wrong in such an arrangement; a

rather large proportion of cyanide of potassium is used ; then some

specific oxidisiog agents andchloride of sodium are added to increase
the conductivity: and , nevertheless, this electro-chemical process

r qoires 14 volts and 14 amperes per square foot. This is preposterous !

And, leaving aside the question of the enormous consumption of

cyanide of potassium , no man who understands the application of
electricity to the extraction of preciousmetals, would, for a moment,

entertain the extravagant idea of adopting such an electrolytic

apparatus, in which the expenditure for the electric current is con

siderable, and, besides, necessitates a costly installation of motive
power for stirring the ore in the vats.

We do not insist on the drawback of the agitation of the ores ; we

do not even ask whether or not the quicksilver is broken up by the

band with wbich it mixes, with subsequent loss of mercury and gold ;

but it dot 8 not seem thatMajor-General Webber has gone very deeply

into the investigation of the electro -chemistry of the process. We

do not even discuss the value ofthe following theory :

" The expressions I have used - namely, ' reduction of resistance '

and ' increase of conductivity ' - are useful because they are easily

understood ; but, be it remembered, they are not correct as applied

to the solvent, i e . , water. Indeed , these descriptions of the effect

of the mixture of sodium chloride in a solution, and then placing

that solution between an anode and a cathode, is scientifically in

accurate. What happens to the sodium chloride in solution in the

water is, thatit is disintegrated and re -formed, and thus it becomes

the intermediary by which , at the instant that chlorine gas and

Bodium are set free, the current is enabled to ' communicate ' between

the electrodes . "

Each one of thosewholistened to the paper know what takes place

in the electrolysis of a chloride of sodium solution in presence of mer

cury cathode. We also know , as Major-General Webber says, that: “ In

the first place, one might expect the nascent chlorine to attack some

of the baser metallic ores present in a finely divided state. For

instance, solphides, selenides ,arsenides,&c. , often attached to particles

of gold or silver, would be so attacked ; the chlorine uniting with the

metallic base iron ( Fe) or copper (Cu) . ” But what we are certain

takes place at the same time, is the corrosion , disintegration

and destruction of the metallic anode. With such a powerful

current as the one used by Pelatan -Clerici, the anode cannot last

long.

There would have been a really startling actuality in the “ Notes on

the Electro-chemical Treatment of Ores” it Major-General Webber had

introduced in his memoir the subject of the two electrolytic methods

for which their respective promoters claim at present the most

marvellous properties. One is the Electro -bromine process wbich

would have evidently called for some instructive comments, the other

one is the Chloro -cyaoide method, which would suggest many

interesting remarks. As they are, the “Notes on the Electro

chemical Treatment of Ores ” do not seem to present an essential

character of utility for the electrical profession,

My desire this evening is , it possible, to pave the way to a better

understanding of the possibilities of electric heating so that engineers

may be able to assume that confidence as to its merits which is

necessary before any real progress can be attained, and which is at

present lacking in many a professional mind. The feeling is general

that the cost is, and will be to the end of the chapter, so great that

its adoption can onlybe hoped for by those of morethan ample means,

but I hope to showthat, while it undoubtedly deserves to rank as a

luxury, it will be well within the means of those with average
iocomes when the cost of current is somewhat modified . The reason

wby electric heating, more especially in the direction of cooking, is

able to compare favourably with other methods, is, that the heat can

be applied just where it is required, and there is remarkably little
waste .

Heating appliances do absorb what appears to be a large amount of

electricity , and many electricians, especially those more closely con

nected with electric lighting, are surprised at the large amount of

current which is necessary for cooking purposes, and mentally com

pare what might be done with the same current it devoted to the

production of electric light.

As it is in the direction of electric cooking that I anticipate the

largest development in the near future, I shall confine myself at first

to a consideration of this subject.

In a kitchen suitable for supplying the needs of a family of from

8 to 10 persons the following apparatuswould be necessary : Oren,

absorbing 2,500 watts when heating up for about 15 minutes, and on

the average about 1,200 watts afterwards. Breakfast cooker, wound

for two circuits, each absorbing 600 watts. Two grillers, each wound

for 500 watts. Two Irying -pans, also wound for 500 watts, and several

hot plates for warming ordinary saucepans, or in place of these

several self - contained electric saucepans. These plates or saucepans

would probably absorb 1,500 watts together. The household supplied

from such a kitchen would probably have a maximum demand for

not more than 2,500 watts for lighting purposes. The total watts

which could be absorbed by the cooking apparatus is 7,200. It must,

however, be borne in mind that these various appliances are used at

different times, and never altogether .

We shall now consider the difficulties in the way of the adoption

of electric cooking. First and foremost is the question of the cost

of current. This is all important. In addition to this the first

outlay cannot be overlooked , owing to the rather high cost of the

apparatus.

The largest field for the development of electric cooking is

undoubtedly in private houses supplied from central stations, and

if there is to be any large extension in this direction the central

stations must be prepared to supply current at a more moderate price

than is now charged for lighting. It is generally recognisedthat

electric cookiog will eventually prove to bethe means of solving the

much-vexed question of securinga day load for central stations ; and,

in view of this fact, many of the central stations offer special terms

for supplying electric currents for heating. A number of the central

station engineers are, however, still doubtful as to the advantage of

adopting electric heating, partly owing to the question of theload

overlapping the lighting load . This question I shall touch on later,

but I would venture to point out that, it the demand is spread over

a sufficient number of hours, electric heating is worthy of considera

tion quite apart from electric lighting,and it would therefore pay to

put down extra plant to meet the additional demand. In fact, I do

not think the day is far removed when the demand for current for

electric heating will vastly exceed that for lighting parposes ; and I

submit that the solution of the question liesmainly in the hands of

the present suppliers of electricity. If they are prepared to adopt

a liberal policy of supplying electricity for heating purposes, perhaps

at little more than theactual bare cost, they will verysoon find that

the improved conditions under which they run their plant will begin

torepay them handsomely,

The price to be charged is of the greatest importance, and I will,

therefore, make a few comments upon themethods of charging now

in vogue. It is becoming usual to make the charge for heating and

power about half thatmade for light. A very usual figure is 3d . per

unit, while some supplies have brought the price down to an even
lower figure. I may say at once that the ideal to be aimed at for

heating and power purposes is a charge of id . per unit, and although

it is only possible at present for one or twocompanies to charge such

a figureand cover the bare cost of production, I think the figure is

well within the range ofpracticability, and with a rapidly growing

load on supply stations,I think it will soon become general. It is

noticeable that the local authorities are moving more rapidly in this

direction than supply companies. I would commend this to the

attention of the supply companies. Their policy of making high
charges is, to say theleast of it, unprogressive. Onlyabout four are

charging so little as 3d. , while 26 of the local authorities sopply at

3d. or less, 13 of these charge 2 d. and legs.

The Wright system of charging for electricity appears to be

securing considerable support amongst central station engineers, and

the maximum demand system seems to have been receiving even
greater favour. With both of these systems I can foresee a trouble

in connection with the supply of electricity for beating purposes.
Under the Wright system it is conceivable that the demand meter

Abstract of paper read before the Northern Society of Electrical

Engineers.
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roughly that a unit per head per diem willsufficeforall cooking pur

poses. These figures will naturally be reduced in larger establish

ments and experience seems to point to about 18. 2d . a unit as a suffi.

cient allowance in kitchens wheremore than30 or 40 persons have to

beprovided for. The best results will be obtained where there is a

hot water supply. Many of you are probably aware that heating

water by electricity isa most uneconomical proceeding, at anyrate at

the present prices,and where an establishment is sufficientlylarge it
is always recommended that a slow combustion stove is fitted to

supply all the hot water for the household . In many houses such a

stove is already fitted .

( To be continued .)

THE PACIFIC CABLE,

LETTER TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR WILFRED LAURIBR.

BY SIB SANDFORD FLEMING .

may run up to a most unusual height, through the inconsiderate

switching on of a number of the heating appliances together, the

indicator therefore furnishing quitean abaormal record upon which

the charges are to be based . Again, with the maximum demand

system , if the charges are tobemade upon the usual understanding

that the whole apparatus is to be run for an hour at the maximum

charge beforeany reduction is made, the charge cannot come down

to anything like a reasonable figure. It is, of course, obvious that

the whole of the appliances will not be in use together, and I think

this point is worthy of close consideration.

In a certain kitchen it was found that the various cooking

appliances were in use for from five to saven hours a day, during

which timethe highest point reached was 1.5 kilowatts. The average

consumption during the day was from 8 noite. It will thus be seen

that it generating plant to the capacity of 2 kilowatts was installed

for supplying these cooking appliances, it would have an earning

capacity of about 1,400 units per kilowatt installed per annum .

I find that the number of units sold per annum per kilowatt of

plant installed varies considerably among the different stations in
country towns where the load is almostexclusively a lighting one

and the supply is very small during the day time; about 400 or500
unitsrepresent thework done during a year by one kilowatt ofplant

installed . In the larger towns, where there is probably a small day

supply for power as well as one for lighting in dark offices and base.

ments, the demand is larger. In Brighton, 840 ; Edinburgh, 640 ;

Glasgow , 696 ; Manchester, 700. It will be seen that Brighton,which

might also betermed a country town, as there are no factories there
to absorb power in the day, shows the best results of those pamed.

This, I think, is traceable to the moderate nature of the charge for
current.

As a load for summer time, cooking should prove invaluable to

supply stations, and the question of overlapping during this period
does not arise .

In winter, however, the conditions will be different. A certain

amount of overlappiog will occur owing to the prevailing fashion if

late dinners, but I submit that the load for electric heating is likely

to be of sufficient importance to warrant putting down additional
plant to meet this .

Mach, of course,depends upon the acuteness of the peak as to how

this questionis to be met. Il it can be arranged , it will be desirable

to otilise for heating during the day the plant installed for lighting

purposes, but it the demand forheating grows to such an extent as

to greatly surpass the lighting load, the question becomes of less

importance. It is not, perhaps, within my proviace at this moment

tosuggest how this difficulty is to bemet, but with some stations ia

this country the question does not arise at the present time, as ample

plant has been installed to meet the lighting requirements and still

leave a balance in band to allow for the overlapping. A number of

stations appear to be provided with twice the amount of plant

required to meet the maximum demand. Of course, some portion of

this is reserve plant, but there still remains a good balance in hand to
meet this contingency.

I am inclined to tbiok that a secondary battery would prove of

great value in me ing the peak diffic ty , as there are several depres

sions on the day loadcurve which could be filled up it the generating

plant were employed during these times of light load for charging

the accumulators . How far it is possible to economically utilise

accamulators for this purpose in alternating supply stations is an

open question .

While considering the charges made by the various supply com .

panies it is noticeable that several have adopted the enlightened

policy of charging for power and beating purposes, a price which is

actually less than the total works' cost. Putting on one side for one

moment the question of overlapping, it is obvious that this is a right.

policy to adopt, as , assuming that the plant used for lighting is

employed for supplying heating appliances, the charge for rent,
management, & c., will remainpractically the same.

I have the misfortune to be situated in a district served by the

City of London Company, which company holds a monopoly and
takes advantage of this to maintain a charge wbich is worthy of the

very early days of electric supply. Although their works' cost com
pares anything but favourably with other large towns, having in

many cases a muchsmaller output, I think youwill agree with me
that the charge of 8d.is somewhat extravagant,and Imay say that

socha charge absolately prohibits any demand for current for power

and heatingpurposes . It is true that a rebate is made it more than
& stated quantityof electricity is used, but this is fixed so that it

is of little value in the way of reducing the price.

It seems almost incredible that, in these enlightened days, the

foremost city in the world should be one of the worst supplied in

the matter of electricity.

I have so far made no comparison between the cost of cooking by

electricity and that by othermeans. I shall not deal with this ques

tion much in detail, as I think it more practical at the present time

it a general idea is given as to what theactual consumption of elec

tricity will be, for the cost by other means varies largely under dit

ferent circumstances. I have, however, some figures tohand obtained

in a kitchen where both gas and electricity could be used at will.

The bousehold wasa small one, consisting of aboutfive persons,and

theconsumption of electricitywas approximately 30 units per week
when cooking was done solely by this agency. When gas W & B

employed exclusively, 1,240 cubic feet of gas were used during a

week . The cost, then, of electricity at 2d. per unit is 58. a week, and

ofthe equivalent amount of gas at 3s.per 1,000 cubic feet is 3s. 9d.

The figures of consumption which I have given above are the most
complete at my disposal, and this is my reason for bringing them

before your notice, but I have other results to band which indicate

that the consumption of currentmay bereducedbelowthefigures

given when the appliancesareusedintelligently and with care . For
small installations such as we have considered one may assume

Ottawa, December 28th , 1897.

The Right Honourable Sir Wilfred Laurier, Premier.

Sir,-For some months past I have frequently been asted by

writers of the press to furnish information respecting the Pacific

cable. Ihave been so applied to , as is is well known that I have long

felt the deepest interest in the project, having been appoint : d by the

Canadian Government to take part in the Colonial Conferences of

1887 and 1894, and in the Imperial Committee of 1896. I have

invariably declined to comply with the request from the feeling that

it was distinctly understood that the proceediogs of the investigation

by the Imperial Committee should be treated as confidential until

made publicby Her Majesty's Government. I have, inconsequence,

felt debarred from alluding either to the evidence obtained by the

Committee or to the conclusions submitted in their report, or in the

special reports presented to the Canadian Government by the Cana

dian Commissioners and by myself.

These several documents were presented nearly 12 months ago ;

since then questions have arisen , which were not consideredby the

Imperial Committee, and many important facts are also obtainable

from other sources, explanations respecting all of which should , I ,

conceive, be communicated to the public.

Since the Imperial Committee closed its investigations, the Con

ference of Colonial Premiers has been held ia London. Among other

matters, the Pacific cable was brought before this Conterence, and

from what has transpired the subject was complicated by a new pro

position having been submitted by the Eastera Extension Telegraph

Company. Consequently, the consideration of the project was .

deferred. Six months has since elapsed, and I feel called upon to
make known some facts and explanations bearing on the questions

which, in my humble judgment, the public should understand. I

trust you willapprove of the information being given to the public
in theform I have now to submit to you.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

SANDFORD FLEMING .

THB PACIFIC CABLE .

Everywhere it is apparentthat the BritishEmpire is being formed

by a process of growth and development, and there are many forces

actively in operation, all teading to give it shape and strength and

distinctive character. Lofty ideal. are entertained by men of thought,

experience and patriotism ; but the future is veiledfromus, and we

cannot foretell the precise form ofrelationship which willeventually

be assumed by members of the British family of nations in so many

meridians of longitude.

If the form of the development to be attained is not clearly fore

seen , it can at least be said that the entire British people in all parts

of the globe are inspired by aunity of sentiment,and that they are

simultaneously moving onwards in one general direction. Progress

is the watchword in all quarters. It is impossible not to recognise

the advancement perceptible in the colonies of the southern seas,

and equally the amazing vitality in British Africa . The Dominion if

Canada plays an important part in moulding the destinyof her own

people, and in promoting more intimate relationships between the
motherland and the colonies.

It is but 30 years since the scattered provinces of British North

America becamefederated in one government. The Dominion thus

created inherited many remarkable advantages. It can lay claim to

the most important geographical position, owing to its extension

between the two great oceans; a position wbich confers the only

means of establishing under the British flag communications between

the eastern and western territories of the globe. It enjoys the pos

session of vast fields of the richest virgia soil, with still anexplored

mineral regions of immense extent, and presumably of immense

value. The population retains the high qualities of the foremost

nations of western Europe, from which it has sprung,and the wide

expanse of unoccupied areas leaves ample roomfor a large accession

to its number. These rich possessions of the Dominion give promise,

ander wise guidance, of a splendid future .

It soon became evident that the development of a country con

tinental in its extent exacted public works of corresponding

magnitude. Lines of railway and telegraph were projected from

ocean to ocean , and immediately after Confederation, both were pro

ceeded with. In 1874 the policy of establishing the telegraph in

advance of the railway was determined upon , and as a corollary to
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the trans-continental telegraph the proposal to extend the electric

wire across the Pacific naturally followed . It can be said that ever

since the telegraph reached the coast of British Columbia the Pacific

cable has engaged public attention, and that the necessity of this

undertaking has been repeatedly affirmed . It received recognition in

the Conference of Representative Colonial Statesmen in London in

1887, in that of Ottawa in 1894, at telegraph and postal conferences

in Australasia almost appually, and at various times by Chambers of
Commerce at home and abroad .

The dominant idea with those who bave most strongly advocated

the establishment of a Pacific cable has been the unity ofthe Empire.

They foresaw the difficulty of effectiog any practical unionbetween

communities separated by distance, so long as they remained without

the means of direct and cheap communication. At thesame time it

was plain to them that a telegraph across the ocean would foster trade

and commerce - the life of an Empire such as ours.

Among the memorable.gatherings of representative men, not the

least important was the Conference of Premiers in London on the

occasionof HerMajesty's Diamond Jubilee. Before these statesmen

met, hopes had been entertained that some definiteaction would be

determined for the inauguration of the scheme. Preparations had

long been made for joint action. It was one of the chief objects eet

apart for special considerationat the conference of the Imperial and

Australasian Governments held at Ottawa in 1894. With this view,

the CanadianGovernment, agreeably to a resolution of the Confer

ence, obtained muchinformation on the subject, and transmitted it

to all the governments interested in the projected work. Soon after

wards the Secretary of State for the Colonies (Mr. Chamberlain )

invited the Canadian and Australasian Governments to send repre

sentatives to London for the purpose of taking part in an Imperial

Committee to be appointed specially to receive evidence and consider

the project in every detail. The Committee firet met on June 5th,

1896, and on Japvary 5tb , 1897, they reported the results of an

exbaustive inquiry .

The proceedings of the Committee and the conclusions which have

been formed have not been made public. They have been repeatedly

asked for, but as nothing transpired respecting the labours of the

Committee up to the Jubilee week, the opinion gained groundthat

when the Conference was concluded full information would be

given to the public with the decision arrived at by the imperial
authorities and the Colonial Premiers. In many quarters it was

expected that action would on that occasion be taken, and that the

inauguration of the cable would result as a practical outcome of the
Queen's Jubilee.

The old proverb tells us that it is often the unexpected which

comes to pass. The proceedings of the Conference of Premiers were

first made knowntothe public by an article purporting to be pub

lished by authority in the London Standard of July 25th, and the

subject of the Pacific cable is thus alluded to :

“ The Conference left the Pacific cable scheme in mid -air, and it is

very unlikelythat anything more will be heard of it for a consider.

able time. The position was entirely changed by a proposal bythe
Eastern Extension Teleg Company to an all- British line

from Western Australia across the Indian Ocean to Mauritius, thence

connectiog with the Cape and St. Helena and Ascension. . The

Eastern Extension Company, it is understood, does not ask for a

direct subsidyfor the new lines,but seeks other concessions from the

Australasian Governments which, if made, will justify them in pro
ceeding with the work ."

In the account of the Conference of Premiers laid before the

British Parliament, there is areference, in two sentences, to the cable,

no mention, however, is made of any proposal having beensubmitted

by the Eastern ExtensionCompany. But the Premier of New South

Wales(Mr. Reid )returned home from England throughCanada, and

being interviewedby reporters in Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver,

confirmed the statement with respecttothe proposal of the Eastern

Extension Company. Thecharacter of the concessions asked by the

company has not beenmade public, but it has been stated that they

desire to obtain exclusive rights for Australia on condition that they

connect the colonies with the Cape and lay a new cable from the

Cape to England via St. Helena, Ascension Island, Sierra Leone or

Bathurst and Gibraltar. This scheme is put forward by the company

As a substitute for the Pacific cable.

Owing to the factthat telegraphic connection with the Cape isat

present extremely defective, the proposal of the company is undoubt
edly of great importance to South Africa.

There are two telegraphic routesfrom England to Cape Colony.

Both have landing stations at Lisbon, one passes through the

Mediterranean to Alexandria , through Egypt to Suez, through the

Red Sea to Aden , and from Aden the cable follows the east coast of

Africa, touching among other points at Mozambique and Delagoa

Bay in foreign territory. The other route leaves the first at Lisbon,

and follows the west coast of Africa, touching at some 14 points;

eight of which are under foreign flags, those of Portugal,France, and

Spain .

Interruptions are frequent on both routes. There is evidence to

establish that during the past four years communication between

England and the Cape has been broken many times,and that the

aggregate interruptions have averaged in each year 75 days on the

west coast route and 87 days on the east coast route, showing that each

cable is unavailable from six to seven days per month . While this

refers to the average period that the cables have been thrown out of

use, the durations of single interruptions have varied from one to 30

or 40 days. As both lines are liable to be broken at the same time

serious inconveniences have not seldom resulted. Everyone will

remember this contingency occurring when the Transvaal difficulty

was at its height. Intense anxietywasthen caused during the cable

interruption of 11 days, when South Africa was passing through an

acute crisis in her history.

Obviously a new cableto the Cape is much required, and as the

frequent interruptions to traffic by the two present routes isto a large

extent owing to the fact that thecables are laid in the shallow water

which prevails along the African coasts, they are in consequence

exposed to accidentsto which cablesin deep waters are not subjected.

That part of the proposal, to touch at St. Helena and Ascension,

where the water is of ample depth , would give to the cable the

necessary security and avoid the difficulties experienced on the pregent

routes. It is, however, not so clear that the northern half of thenew

cable would be so fortunate. By landing at Sierra Leone or Bathurst

and Gibraltar, and terminating in Cornwall, the cable of necessity

would be laid for some distance in sballow seas, where it would be

exposed to injury from various causes,and where, too, the agent of an

unfriendly nation, or, indeed, an evil-disposed fisherman, would have

it in bis power to destroy thecable with ease , totally unobserved.

For hundreds of miles itwould be exposed to such risks.

The question may be asked, would not this proposed new cable

from Eogland to the Cape, with an extension to Australia, be of

general advantage ? To such a question there is but one answer. It

certainly would be of general as well as special advantage, for the

reason that we cannot have too many linesof communication. They

are needed in the every -day business of trade and shipping, and

moreover, we must come to recognise that a complete telegraph

system , ramifying wherever Her Majesty's wide domain extends, is

an essential condition of the life and integrity of the British Empire.

It is on this, and on othergrounds, impossible to admit the claimof

the Eastern Extension Company, that the proposal submitted by

them is preferable to a trans - Pacific cable, and that it will render it

unnecessary .

At the Colonial Conference of 1891, the outline of a telegraph

system for the Empire was submitted . It was not confined to one

side of the globe ; the system projected, embraced , and encircled its

whole extent. The scheme was illustrated by a map of the world,

with the chief cable lines laid down upon it. If the proceedings

of the Conference be referred to, it will be seen that a trunk line of

telegraph was projected from London through Canada to Australasia,

with extensions to South Africa, India and China. It was shown

that by the Canadian route all the chief British possessions on the

four continents would be brought into electric touch with each other,

and with the Imperial centre in London . It was demonstrated,

moreover, that thisresult could be accomplished without touching &

single acre of foreign soil, and without traversing shallow seas, where

cablesare most liable to injury from ship's anchors and other causes,

and where they can be so easily fisbedup and destroyed. No fact
can with greater confidence be affirmed than that the cables by the

Canadianroute would be far less vulnerable than the existing cables,

or those now projected by the Eastern Extension Company. But

even if no advantage in this respect could be claimed , it requires no

argument to prove that telegraphic connection between England and

Australasia would be infinitely less subject to interruption from

accident or wiltul injury , by having the Canadian line established,

in addition to the Eastern Extension lines, especially as the former

would be on the opposite side of the globe, andfar removed from the

immediate theatre of European complications.
It is not possible to believe that anyone disassociated from , and

uninfluenced by, the Eastern Extension Company, can yiew the pro

posed Canadian Pacific cable with disfavour. If it be importantto

strengtheningthe connection between the United Kingdom and the

out-lyingportions of the Empire, no one can question its necessity,

But theEastern Extension Company has never taken a friendly view

of the Pacific cable. From the first it bas been its determined oppo.

nent. The proceedings of the Colonial Conferences of 1887 and ot

1894 give evidence of this fact. The report on the mission to

Australia by the Canadian delegates givessome indication of the

intense and persistent antagonism displayed by the company, and

the manner in which its powerful influence has been employed to

thwart the enterprise. It may not be an unwarranted surmise that

the immediate purpose of the company in submitting to the Con

ference of Premiers their new proposalwas to divert attention from

the Pacific cable .

( To be continued .)

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND DUST DESTRUC.

TORS FOR GLOUCESTER.

1

Ths vexed question of the selection of site for the proposed electric

light works for Gloucester came before a meeting oftheCity Council
again last week. The matter has been under the consideration of the

Council for many months, and even now an essentialand governing

factor, viz . , as to whether electric light works and dust destructor

shall be erected in combination, or otherwise, has not been determined.

Mr. Hammond, the consulting electrical engineer, attended the

Council meeting, and stated that he had, at the suggestion of the

Mayor, inspected the sites which had been pointed out to him .

With regardto some of them , theywereconfrontedbythe questionasto

the advisability of separating the two projects.At thepresenttime
the Council appearedto have made up their minds thatthe electricity

works and the dust destructor should be combined,and it wasuseless

for him to go on viewing sites which were condemned if the decision

of theCounci
lwereadheredto. Ithe might venture to saya word

on the point, he would recommendthem to avoid going past the best

site, or what was approximately thebest site , for the electricity

works,forthe sakeof the dust destructor, and, althongh,as he had
already pointed out, there were advantages in the combina

tion , yet they might' run that combination too Eat. Personally

he would rather not have the dust destructor next doorto

his electricity works, for the one reason that the dirtand dust
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A NEW INDUCTION COIL .made it more difficult to carry the electricity works onwith a dust

destructor in the immediate viciaity. Besides they could not keep

the machinery and building so smart and tidy as they could if the

dust destructor was halfa mile away. The ex -Mayor said Mr.

Hammond bad stated in committee that the combination of dust

destructor and electric light works would mean a Baving of £ 250 per

addom . Would thepresence of a dust destructorbe any danger, or

didMr. Hammond objectto it simply because without it theworks

could be kept cleaner ?–Mr. Hammond replied that at Shoreditch

the dust considerably interfered with the machinery. The works

there were ill designed,and if he were asked to draw up a scheme

of combination he should take care that the dust destructor portion

was entirely closed up from the electricity works, instead of being
connected by windows and doors as at Shoreditch. Of course, he

would rather not run the risk of having his smart machinery inter

tered with, but still he believed those difficulties might be got over,

and the saving undoubtedly would be what had bee stated . - Mr.

C. G. Clark asked if there was any possibility of the dust interfering

or damaging themachinery providing the works were properly ,con

structed . - Mr. Hammond replied that an engineer liked to speak

from experience , and he must say that the nearest approach

to the works not being interfered with was at Cheltenham . There the

destructor was separated from the electricity works by apromenade.

They bad plenty of room there, more than they wanted to take in

Gloucester . He koew of no place where a certain amount of dust

did not come in . When he recommended the combination he had , of

course, considered thepros and cons, and it they hadit they must put up

with the disadvantage of some amount of dust, and that would require

greater care in cleaning the machinery, because there was nothing 80

dangerous to electric plant as dust. At Shoreditch some of the

machinery was disabled from that cause, but as to whether he could

keep it out he would be able to tell them better when he had erected

theGloucester works.

Mr. Clutterbuck, Chairman of the Committee, withdrew the recom

mendation that the old gasworks site be purchased, after hearing
Mr. Hammond's wish to further investigate the question.

The Mayor stated it was useless to discuss the matter further at

present. A special meeting of the Council.could be called when Mr.

Hammond bad completed his further investigations.

SINCE the discovery of the Röntgen rays induction coils have

acquired a much greater importance . Rabmkorff's is still

the only one in common use . The defects of this coil may

be summarised as follows : low efficiency, which hardly

amounts to 20 per cent. ; high cost of construction both on

account of the great weight and cost of the materials

employed, and the labour required to wind the enormous

length of secondary wire ; the delicacy of the apparatus,

which is easily damaged by perforation of the insulator or

burning of the secondary wire ; the great weight of the

apparatus which renders transport difficult.

M. De Rochefort-Lucay has studied this question with

M. Wydts, and finds that most of these defects are due to

imperfect insulation of the secondary wire.*

At the high tensions which are generated in the coil, and

which amount, often to as muchas 400,000 volts, solid

insulators such as glass are in the course oftime, very much

modified in their molecular constitation, so that in the end

they usually break down. In liquid insulators a kind of

electric convection takes place.

Viscous or pasty insulators, however, which have neither

the porosity ofsolids, nor themolecular mobility of liquids,

offer great advantages. Such insulators are generally

hydro-carbons, whichdecompose slowly under the action of

internal electric forces, depositing particles of carbon in

suspension which, to a certain extent, reduce the insulating

ATTIVI

THE LEYTON DESTRUCTORS. 2

n

IN last week's “ Notes we briefly alluded to the public inspection of

theLeyton sludge and dust destructors,erected atthe sewage works

by the Beaman and Deas Syndicate, of London and Warrington . In

this issue we deal in another place with the general aspects of the

destructor question,and here we will just quote sufficient from a

paper read by Mr. Liversedge, engineer and directorof the syndicate,

before the Gloucester Engineering Society on the 18th ult., to enable

our readers to understand the construction of the Beaman and Deas

plant.

" In the Beaman and Deas destructor each cell of a pair acts

alternately as a fame crematorto the other; when the one cell is

comparatively green the gases from the other are at their hottest,

andwith ordinary refuse a minimum temperature of 2,000° F. is

maintained in the common combustion chamber where the gases

unite, provided only that a reasonable supply of refuse be main

tained . It is difficult inworking this destructor to avoid one or the

other of the pair of cells being in a sufficiently vigorous state of

combustion to completely consume, by the gases it throws into the

tume combustion chamber, adything whatever of an objectionable

character whichmay happen to be proceeding from its companion .
The Beaman and Deas destructor is avowedly,purposely, and openly

á quick combustion and high temperature furnace. I submit to you

a brick recently, at my request, cut out of the crown of a Beaman

andDeas cell which has now been at work for four years, burning

rarely less than 18 tons of refuse per day, working continuously day

and night for every working day , but allowed tocool down at the

end of every week during the whole of that period . It is almost

impossible to say by measurement whether the brick has really under

gone any wear at all. What happens in this cell appears to be this.

As soon as combustion is commenced, particles of siliceous matter,

at a very high temperature,are projected against and adhere to the

brickwork of the cell. They enter to acertain extent into combina

tion with the material of the bricks, but in doing so theyat once

forma coating on the surface of the rick , which effectaally stops

any further action of a corrosive nature . That is to say, there is

formed upon the bricks what would doubtless become with a little

higher temperature a fine protective enamel, though it actually

presents itself as a kind of coke. In practice this crude enamel

grows so much more or less in the form of tentacles, that it is necess

sary from time to time to remove it. It fulfils in my opinion two

other usefulpurposes — it helps to prevent the escape of particles of

half charred paper, and assiststo mix the gases arisingtrom the dry .

ing hearth with those from the fire proper. I submit to you some

pieces of this ' enamel. The temperature by which this effect is

produced is necessarily high, doubtless over 3,000° F. The quantity

of house refuse which may be effectually destroyed in a pair of

Beaman and Deas cells, bas been demonstrated to be over 50 tons per

day of 24 hours. The normal daty for which the standard pair of

cells is supplied is 30 tons, though this amount is often enough ex

ceeded. You will naturally wish to knowby what means so large a

quantity of refuse can be treated in one of these cells and şuch high

temperature regularly attained . The explanation lies partly in the
fact that the combustion is aided by forced draughtsupplied by
fang ."

properties of the material. MM . Rochefort and Wydts have

been able, by a special arrangement, to use a viscous insu

lator without permitting the deposition of carbon .

In their coil, fig . 1 , the primary coil is thesame as in the

ordinary Rahmkorff coil. It consists of a core of soft irod ,

d , about which a double layer of thick copper wire, d', which

ends at the two terminals, a and a ', of the external circuit sop

plying the current. The primary coil, ſ, is surrounded by

an insulating tube.

The secondary coil consists of a single bobbin, g, contain :

ing 600 grammes of copper wire, 0:16mm. in diameter.

This secondary bobbin is placed round the centre of the

primary, and rests upon two tubes of glass, h ', supported by

à block of wood . Astopper of wood, s, furnished with two

brackets, rests on the secondary bobbin, from which, how .

ever, it is separated by two tubes of glass, h' .

The two ends of the secondary wire are connected to the

two secondary terminals, 6 b', in the stoppers of two decks,

m m', of the glass vessel in which the whole coil is con

tained.

The glass vessel is filled with the pasty hydro-carbon
ingulator.

The apparatus, thus constructed, gives sparks of 20 to

22 cm. in length, with 6 volts and 3 •3 amperes (about

20 watts) appliedto the primary circuit.

The primary circuit of a Rhamkorff coil giving the same

length of spark, would consist of 50 to 60 flat bobbing

• Société des Ingenieurs Civils de France, November 5th , 1897.
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coapled in series and separated by partitions of solid insu

Jator. The weight of the secondary wire would be 5 to

6 kg . The number of watts required to work such a coil
would be about 120.

In thenew apparatus the strength ofthe current is greater

than in the Rahmkorff, on account of the lower resistance of

the secondary. This is a very important characteristic for

theproduction of Röntgen rays, since the time ofexposure of

a photographic plate necessary in any given case is inversely

proportional to the strength of the current used to excite the

tube.

There is nothing special about the condenser or the inter

rapter used in the primary eircuit. Those which have been

found most suitable for the Ruhmkorff coil are employed with

the new apparatus.

MM . Rochefort and Wydts have shown their coil at work

in comparison with a Rahmkorff, before the Société des

Ingenieurs Civils de France. The tension obtained was

about double that of the Rahmkorff, and the remarkable

density of the spark showed that the strength of the current

in thesecondary must have been very high .

£ 110 » £ 6 »

THE TELEGRAPH TROUBLES.

THE CLERKS' POINT OF VIEW,

BY OHAS. E. GARLAND .

this attitude. Prior to 1881 , the scales of pay for telegraph

clerks were as follows :

Senior telegraphiste... £140 by £ 5 to £ 160

1st class £ 100 £ 5 £ 160

2nd class £ 70 £5 £ 90

3rd class 128., 148., 168., a week, then

£ 46 by £ 5 to £ 65 per year.

Complaints of“ stagnation of promotion and inadequacy
of pay " led Mr. Fawcett, who was Postmaster-General at the

time, to make a fall investigation of the matter and he found

these complaints to be justified. He recommended to the

Treasury a scale whichwas subsequently adopted and which

abolished some of the classes and left the pay as follows:

Senior telegraphists... £ 150 by £8 to £ 190

1st class £140

2nd class 128., 148., 168., & week, then

£ 45 by £5 to £ 100 a year.

This revisjon came into operation in 1881, and it will be

seen that the most important change was the raising of the

maximum from £160 to £190. Thiswas the improvement

which was to meet the “ inadequacy of pay." It must also

be noted that the whole of the scale was a scale for tele

phists, that is, for operators. No special qualifications

were demanded for promotion to the Senior Class, men were

advanced into it in the ordinary course as telegraph operators

and no one doubted that if he arrived at the maximam of the

first class with a good character he would pass automatically

into the Senior Class. Long waits at the maxima of the classes,

DOW 80common,werenotthenknown. Mr. H.C. Fisher, C.M.G.,

the Controller of the Central Telegraph Office, who was then,

and is now , the chief officer who deals with the advancement

of clerks, in a memorandum dated January 10th , 1896, and

published as an appendix to the“ Minutes of Evidence taken

by the Committee on Post Office Establishmente," said

" Ordinary manipulative ability, combined with regular at .

tendance and good conduct were considered sufficient quali

fications for promotion to the Senior Class.” This statement

of the Controller is important, because it clearly demonstrates

the point upon which the whole controversyhinges. Wag

the wbole scale up to £190 a scale for telegraph operators in
Mr. Fawcett's intention ? As soon as the scheme was

applied ,and during Mr. Fawcett'sadministration, it was 80

regarded . Everybody, clerks and administrative officers

alike, believed it to be so . From 1881 to 1892 the scale

was so applied by officers who were familiar with Mr. Fawcett

and presumably knew and carried out his intentions. Con

cerning this scale Mr. Fawcett said , in writing to the

Treasury, “ The rates of pay which I propose are not more

than sufficient to afford jast and reasonable remuneration to

those on whose efficiency and contented service so much of

the interests and the convenience of the community depend ."

So we had a scale of pay established for telegraph clerks

which led, with no great obstacles intervening, from 12s. per

week by a slow progress to £190 per year. In a memo

randumattached to the papers issued bythe Civil Service
Commissioners to intending candidates for the post of

telegraphist, it was stated thatthe scale of pay offered “ a

prospect of obtaining £ 190. " This memorandum was issued

withthe authorisation of the Postmaster-General. Sarely one

would have thought that with such a weigbt of authority and

practice bebind it, the prospect of £ 190 " for telegraphists

was sufficiently secure. But in 1892 a change cameover the

scene. Mr. Raikes had previously, by an obvions slip of

the tongue, described theSenior Classof Telegraphists as a

" moribund clasr," and had sedulously denied having said it.

Suddenly, and without notice, a special qualification was

demanded over and above " manipulative ability " for pro

motion to the Senior Class . À technical examination

requiring considerable study in leisure time was set and

made, not qualifying, but in a limited degree competitive.

at the same time the trend of departmental atterances was

to the effectthat the Senior Classwas a “ superior appoint

ment,” requiring special qualifications. And in 1894, in a

Return prepared for Mr. Provand, M.P., we find them wrested

from the place which they had hitherto so honourably filled

among the “ general body ” in all official returns. Now

they were treated and classed as “ supervisors." . So at

last the Senior Class as a class of telegraphists had

paesed the moribund stage, and from its ashes has

sprang, phunix-like, a new class of supervisors who per

+

(Continued from page 96.)

MORE than a century ago Adam Smith wrote in his “ Wealth
of Nations " astriking passage upon the nature of wages.
“ The wages of labour are the encouragement of industry,

which, like every other buman quality, improves in propor

tion to the encouragement it receives . Although it is only

recently that such views have triumphed over the time-worn

doctrine of the economy of low wages, the trend of modern

thought and modern industrial progress is moreand more in

the direction of a recognition of the economy of high wages.

" If you want a thing well done you must expect to pay for

it " is a popular wayof expressing the traditional belief in

the efficacy of good treatment to ensure good work. All
the best authority in labour matters leads towards the

view expressed by Mr. John A. Hobson in his work on

“ Modern Capitalism ." " Every rise in wages, leisure, and in,

general standard of comfort, will increase the efficiency of

labour . ” Without pushing this view to the point of

absurdity, it is easily demonstrable that a well paid contented

body of servants isthe source of the highestefficiency, and

turns out the largest quantity of work . Towards obtaining

such a body of servants it is surely the duty of administrative

officers in large public departments to strive. The value of

willing, efficient work cannot be over -rated in a service so

important as the telegraph service. Unless the highest speed

and the utmost accuracy are assured the main object of a

telegram is lost sight of . The greatest value can be extracted

from the expensive trunk lines by placing willing, efficient

operators at either end .

When so much depends on the goodwill of the men it

is surely to the advantage of the Department - to place it on

no higher basis — to secure that goodwill. Yet we find &

tendency rather to parsimony, and irritating refusal to

listen to all appeals against anomalies. In a matter that so

nearly affects the daily life of the men as the supply of their
refreshments, complaints seem powerless to produce an effect

upon the red -tapish system , and meals have to be taken under
conditions which are a source of constant annoyance and

indignation. Yet an inexpensive measure of reform would

remove the ill -feeling. Sowith pay and prospects, whatever

may be the view of the administrative officers, to theclerks

itseems as though always the least generous view is taken of

all schemes and scales in the matter of interpretation, and

King Red Tape sits enthroned upon a mountain of anomalies

withears quite deaf to all the clamours for sympathy.

The history of the £190 maximum is an illustration of

&
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formed no supervising duties. Protests and petitions were

useless. It was represented that to ask of a man well

advanced in years and well up in all the duties he was

required to perform , to set about theoretical study in order

to secure promotion, was a terrible and upjustifiable hard

ship. Throughout the Tweedmouth Commission's sittings

the protest was pressed , but to no purpose, and £160 per

year, which Mr. Fawcett had found inadequate in 1881, was
declared to be a sufficient reward for the duties of a

telegrapbist.

Simultaneously with this change in the definition of the

SeniorClass, an alteration occurred in the ratio it bore to the

general body. As a class of telegraphists it had maintained

relation of 1 to about 7.5 to the classes below . But upon

the new definition the basis of calculation was altered

and the ratio became and has been maintained at about

1 to 10-5. The following table will illustrate the alteration

of ratio :

career and prospects of promotion . While the present

system of classification prevails, the realisation of this ideal

must be difficult. For instance, the sorting or telegraph

staff consists, as a rule, of go many second class sorters, or
sorting clerks, and telegraphists. The duties of the two

classes are largely similar, and in those duties many members

of each class are equallyproficient; yet it is onlyas vacancies

occur in thefirst class that there is a chance of promotion
for men in the second .

“ We therefore recommend that wherever in the case of

officers not performing work of supervision such classifica

tion exists, it should be abolished , and the officers under

certain conditions hereafter to be specified when we deal

with the cases of particular classes, should proceed by annual

increments from the minimum wage of their class to its

maximum ."

Telegraph clerks, then , claim that the scale of their class

is from a minimum of 12s. weekly to a maximum of £190

per year ; that the scale was so intended by Mr. Fawcett,

that it was so administered by his officers, and that the

demand for any other qualifications than those of manipula

tive ability and good conduct have been proved to be a

violation of theirvested rights in this scale. All the evils

of classification which led to its condemnation by Lord

Tweedmouth's Committee exist in the retained classification

now in force, and they demand its abolition . Unless this is

done the actual maximum obtainable is only £160, a sum

adjudged inadequate by Mr. Fawcett in 1881, and a sum

which , under the changed conditions of to -day, is ridiculously

insufficient. The prospect of a telegraphist obtaining £190

is less than it was 16 years ago, and so my contention is

jastified that during a period of progress a large section of

public servants have slipped back and have now a lower

prospect than in 1881.

( To be continued .)

Date. No, of seniors.
No. of 1st and

2nd Class.

Proportion of general staff to

each senior appointment.

7-66

6 60

7-54

1881

1886

1888

1890

1892

1897

126

161

175

219

170

172

966

1,224

1,321

1,590

1,740

1,870

7.26

10 23

10 87

IDEAL CIRCUIT BREAKER .*

A NOVEL circuitbreaker has been puton the market by the

Ideal Electric Corporation, of New York, the apparatus

It will thus be seen that quite apart from the difficulty of the

technical examination therewas, and is, a lesser chance of

advancement to the Senior Class than existed from 1881 to

1892.

The fight against the change in the Senior Clas appellation,

qualifications and daties was waged throughout last year, and

at last, at the conference between the Postmaster -General

(the Dake of Norfolk ), Mr. Hanbury (Secretary to the

Treasury) and a number of M.P.'s, which was held in

Angust, 1897, at the House of Commons, I was able, with

the aid of Sir Albert Rollitt, M.P.,to argue the matter upon

the basis of a “ breach of contract.” This was the sole basis

then taken up. As a result the technical examination was

abolished , but the words in which this act of reparation was

couched are instructive and typical, “ The Post

master -General and Mr. Hanbury are struck

with the consideration that it (the technical

examination ) may in certain cases operate to

bar the advancement of an officer who - though

in other respects a skilled operator and efficient

servant of the department- may not possess the

requisite technical knowledge required for an

examination on parely technical subjects. They
have therefore decided to abolish this rule, &c.,

& c. ” — Post Office Circular, No. 1,216 , August

10th , 1897.

So the technical examination was abolished ,

but the proportion of seniors to the lower classes

is still less than before 1892.

With the fall of the technical examination, our

contention that the scale to £ 190 was an opera

tors' scale was in effect conceded . What is now

our position on the matter ? This is not the

place to discuss the admitted evils of classifica

tion. Suffice it to saythat we had contended
before the TweedmonthCommittee for the aboli

tion of classification , on the ground that it was

a system fall of evils, and this contention had

been admitted by the Committee, in its report,

to be jastified. Sir S. Walpole was one of the
five members of that committee. The words of

the reportran thus :

" Promotion and Classification . The com

plaints ander this head are threefold . ( a ) The

uncertainty and stagnation of promotion within
the classes into which the rank and file of the

varions grades of Post Office servantsare divided.

(6) The slowness and uncertainty of promotion

from these classes to the supervising classes ; and (c) the

delay in filling up vacancies.

We think that on entering the service it is most desirable

that a man should be ander no anoertainty as to his fatare

Figs. 1 AND 3.

differing somewhat from anything yet offered to the public.

The movements of the blades, or contact bars, are in a

• New York Electrical World .
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vertical position, having a reciprocating motion up and

down .

The illustration ( fig. 1) shows a circuit breaker of the

double- pole type, each pole working independently of the

other, so that it an overload or short circait should occur,

both blades drop simultaneously. After closing one side of

the switch, if the overload or short circuit still exists, in

attempting to close the other side, the side already closed

will instantly and automatically open. By this arrangement

it is practically impossible to close the circuit breaker as long

as an abnormal amount of current is passing. The most

commanding feature of this switch is that at no time during

the entire action of opening or closing, does anypart pro
trude more than 6 inches from the face of the switchboard,

thereby avoiding the danger of striking the operator, and

very often injuring him . A man of ordinary strength canA

with rapidity and ease close circuit breakers of this type up

to 5,000 amperes capacity. All conducting parts are made

of hard -drawn copper, and all parts not made of copper are

heavily copper plated, the entire switch being highly polished

and lacquered .

The switch is self -contained and can be easily mounted on

the switchboard , no lining up being necessary.

Fig. 2 shows the template and all the drilling necessary for

16

1,391 . : " Improvements in electro -magnetic brakes for cars .” E.

PECKHAM. Dated January 18th. ( Complete.)

1,416. " Improvements in telegraphic transmitters.” 8. PRICE,

W. P.PHILLIPS and R. H. WEDNY. Dated January 18th . ( Complete.)

1,464. " Improvements in and relating to holders for incandescent

electric lamps." W. MOGEOCH . Dated January 19th .

1,465. “ Improvements in and relating to moulds for shaping glass

globes for gas or electric lights, or like articles . " J. BUCHANAN,

Jun . DatedJanuary 19th.

1,489. “ An automatic interchangeable electric and mechanical

advertiser. " H. W. Cox and C. T. TAYLOR. Dated January 19th .

1,511 . " Improvements in terminal fuses. " J. G. Dixon . Dated

January 19th .

1,535. “ Improvements in iocandescence electric lamps, and pro

cesses for the production thereof.” C. A. R. VON WELSBACH . Dated

January 19th .

1,557. “ Improved clockwork-operated mechanism for switching

electrical current. " A. 8. SCULL. Dated January 20th .

1,564. Electric striking mechanism for clocks and the like." H.

WAIDBOURNE. Dated January 20th .

1,628. Improvements in and relating to secondary batteries. "

W. A. CROWDUS. Dated January 20th .

1,678. " Improvements in, and connected with, dynamos and

electric motors." F. O. PRINCE . Dated January 21st.

1,686 . “ Improvements in secondary batteries and in means for

combining electric lamps therewith . " W. A. CROWDUS. Dated

January 21st.

1,687. “ Improvements in electric signalling apparatus.” S. P.

THOMPSON . ' Dated January 21st.

1,691. “ Improvements in electric switches. ” J. G. Dixon . Dated

January 21st.

1,697. Apparatusfor the electrolytic treatment of bleaching

liquids.” M. Haas. Dated January 21st. ( Complete.)

1,702. " Improvements in electric batteries.” M. REYNARD.

Dated January 21st.

1,706. “ Code telegraphing and circuit -testing apparatus for fire

alarm and other purposes." R. PEABSON . Dated January 21st.

1,742. Improvements in, and relating to, electro-magnetic engines

or motors .” O. MCCALLUM . Dated January 22nd .

1,787. " Improvements in tools and appliances for bonding the

railsof electrical railways, tramways, and the like.” P. U. ASKHAN

and R. HERD . Dated January 22nd.

1,803. “ Improvements in , and relating to , electric arc lamps."

L. B. CODD and J. A. CODD. DatedJanuary 22nd .

1,809. " Automatic time switch .” E. A. CLAREMONT ( c/o Messrs.

F. H. Royce & Co., Limited ). Dated January 22nd .

1,826. Improvements in rheostats . ” H. B. CUTTER. Dated

January 22nd. ( Complete.)

1,828 . Improvements relating to the transmission of drawings,

hand -writing, and the like by telegraph and telephone. " J. WALTER.

Dated January 22nd .

FIG . 2 .

66

66

a 500-ampere breaker. In the operation of other circuit

breakers two large compression springs are commonly used,

but in the Ideal there is only one small one, gravity doing

the rest. These breakers are also provided with an evenly

divided scale, and can be adjusted from 40 per cent. to 50

per cent. overload.

Fig. 8 shows a self-containedsingle - pole breaker for panel
and switchboard work . Only three holes need be drilled in

the switchboard to monnt the breaker. With the Ideal in

dependent circuit breaker no auxiliary switch is necessary ,

on account of its independent action .

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884 , EXPIRING IN

FEBRUARY, 1898.

NEW PATENTS.

( Compiled spressly for this journal by W.P. THOMPSON & Oo ,

Electrical Patent Agents , 323, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all ingwirios should be addressed .]

1,258. " An improved cord grip ceiling rose for electrical work . ”

F. W. HEATON and H. SMITH . Dated January 17th.

1,290. " Means for augmenting lifting-power by electricity." H.

WOLFF and W. BRASE . Dated January 17th . ( Complete.)

1,294. " An_improved coin -operated telephone instrument for

public call:" F. J. CLENDINNEN and G. A. P. WEYMOUTH . Dated

January 27th . ( Complete.)

1,301. " Electric signalling apparatus." F. B. HERZOG . Dated

January 17th. ( Complete .)

1,303. “ Improvements in magnetic ore separators ." G. J.CREAM .

Dated January17th.

1,379. “ Improvements in electrical insulating conduits and in the

method of and apparatus for making same." P. M. JUSTICE . ( The

LithositeManufacturing Company, United States.) Dated January

18th . (Complete .)

1,380. ; " Improvements in the regulation of dynamo- electric
machines and motors . " F. A. JOHNSON . Dated January 18th .

Complete .)

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co. that about

95 applicatiops for electrical patents were filed in the month of

February, 1884. Of these some were never completed, and those

that were only three bave been maintained to run their full length of

term , viz ., 14years, and being of some interest we give short abstracts

of them below :

2,858. " Improvements in means for producing and utilising elec

tric currents insecondary circùits.". L. GAULARD. Dated February

6th , 1884. The induction coils consist of a round or flat primary

conductor surrounded by a number of conductors connected in

parallel forming the secondary conductor. The compound conductor

thus formed is wound upon å bobbin which may have an iron core.

The secondary coils may be grouped in various ways by suitable

switches according to the requirements of the system . 5 claims.

3,034. “ An improvement in apparatus fo: electrically controlling

railway signals .” C. HODGSON. Dated February 9th, 1884. Relates

to electrically controlled railway signals and consists of interposing

between a signal and its motor, a gway beam or its equivalent, one end
of which is worked by the motor, the middle of which is connected

to the signal, and the other end of which is either held stationary or

is left free as determined by an electro -magnet excited by a current

transmitted or brought into action from a distance. 2 claims.

4,025. “ Improvements in the manufacture of electrical conductors

fortelephonicor other purposes.” E. T. TRUEMAN . Dated February

27th, 1884. Two or more wires are wound spirally round a hard

core (of insulated wire, hemp, India-rubber, & c.). The whole is then

passed through a gutta-percba covering machine. The core or the

wires of the core may be first taped with insulating tápe. After
leaving the machine the cable may be passed into water containing

plumbago finely powdered, which impregnates the surface forming

double surface, 4 claims.
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CONTENTS : THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CUSTOMER,

The Relations between Customer, Engineer, and Manufacturer 169 ENGINEER, AND MANUFACTURER.

Experiments on Induction at Long Distances with High Fre

quency Currents ( illustrated )
171

Comparative Cost of Steamand Electric Power. - 11. 172

Some Notes on Single-phase Motors (illustrated ) ( continued ) 172 The above is the title of a recent paper presented before the
Legal

173

Correspondence :
New York Electrical Society by Mr. S. W. Greene. There

Wireless Telegraphy - A Forecast
175

is some sound sense in this paper. We read that “
175

many
The Electric Arc

Shielded Conductors (illustrated ) 176 consalting engineers, especially those who have recently

Is an Electric Traction Engine Subjected to Shocks, or is
177it not ? ...

commenced practice, seem to think that it is improper for

Mr. Robert Hammond and Shoreditch Destructor 177
them to consult with the manufacturer, or to examine bis

The Electrical Engineer Volunteers
177

Business Notices, & c .
178 plant or to ask him for information or advice.” The

185

" inevitable result is, that specifications often contain pro
The EdisonMagnetic Concentrating Works ( illustrated )

188

Notes 191 visions which are a source of annoyance and expense to the

City Notes
193

Trafic Receipts
196 manufacturer and purchaser alike, and which have no com

Share List of Electrical Companies
197

pensating advantages from either the engineering or the
198

The Pacific Cable Cconcluded 199 commercial standpoint. “Some of the provisions are

A Survey of the Possibilities of Electric Heating and Cooking

( concluded )
200 impossible or impracticable, and the contractor has the awk

Electricityin the Machine Shop 200 ward task of asking for this modification. " These remarks
TechnicalLitigation and the Question of Good Work in House

Wiring (concluded )
201 apply to all trades, and to none more than to trades of

SomeElectrolytic Processes for the Manufacture of White Lead 203
special character. There are many contractors who, if they

New Patents 204

pay proper attention to their business, must inevitably

become the best experts, and if they be also engineers, it is

THE
difficult for any outside consulting engineer to draw up a

ONIVERSAL ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY specification that will meet the views of the experts, unless
the consulting engineer has taken the trouble to first place

himself in communication with them .

1898 Some of the worst faults in the drawing up of a specifica

tion with the form of tender and schedule of prices, are the

Edition
adherence to old and abandoned methods, the specifying of

READY IN A FEW DAYS,
materials, to make which or obtain from foundries, &c., will

require more time than is given for the completion of the

contract, whereas better goods of modern commercial sizes
H. ALABASTER, GATEHOUSE & CO .

are, perhaps, to be had direct from stock for less money.

4, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON , E.C. Then the schedule of prices is often drawn up in what is

evidently absolute ignorance of the conditions and necessities

of carrying out work, and as a fixed printed form is insisted

THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW . upon, the contractor cannot place his corrections upon

andthe result is, that what should be a good job proves to be
Published every FRIDAY, Prioo 4d .

dear and bad . We might take the majority of specifications

The Oldest Weekly Electrical Paper. Established 1872.
issued within rifle shot of Westminster Hall, and none of

TO BY OBTAINED BY ORDER FROM ANY NEWBAGENT IN TOWN OR COUNTRY, them would pass the judgment of a sound practical builder,

contractor, engine manufacturer, or other experienced man

OFFICE :-4 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. in each particular kind of work specified. Now all this is

decidedly unfair to purchasers. Why should a man who

Tolographio Addroso: " AGIRKAY, LONDON .” Oode A BO. wishes to have certain work done for him pay a 5 per cent.

Telephone No. 988 Holbom . commission to some engineer to specify things which will cost

ALL Letteri should be addressed to the Proprietors, A. Alabastor, Gatehouss & Co. 50 per cent. more, and be twice as difficult to repair as the

ADVERTISEMENT RATES ON APPLIQATION . plant that he could have bought direct from some good

Tho " Electrionl Rorioz " is therecognised mediumof theBlootrical Trades. firm of contractors. It is because there are shoddy firms

that consulting engineers are needful as go betweens, but
8UBBORIPTION BATE8. - In Great Britain , Post Free por Your, 198, 6d . To

all other countries ,porYear, $1 48.,

BINDING - Buboorlberg' number bound , including onio, for 18. onoh
this is no reason for the too prevailing egotism that dis

volume.

CABE8,-Cloth Ossos forBinding oan bo had , price 29.Bd.ench .
figures so much of our English work . Mr. Greene finds the

READING CABZ8, to hold from one toTwenty-six Nambors antil tho

Volumeiscomplete for Binding,cannowbehadfrom the Publishers,PrioaBa.
same to prevail largely in America, where special apparatas

or Ireo by Postan Great Britaba ),65. 6d .

FOREIGN AGENTS. - NooYork : D. VAN NONTRAND , 24 , Murray Stroet. or methods are called for to the exclusion of standard

Paris : Viun J. BOTAD, 22, Rue de la Banque ,Berlin : Asmas & Oo.,
8 , Unter den Lindon . apparatus of equal efficiency. His idea of the consulting
Chaquos and Pontal Orders (on Ohiel Omon, London ) to be made payable to

Mr. 8. ALDATII, A Ludgate kul D.O. engineer is, that his place is to see that his client selects the

C

6
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best system , and purchases good materials, and the engineer's

business is to see he gets them , and he should , therefore,

consult with manufacturers, should visit their establishments ,

and keep himself up to their practice. This, he thinks, no

manufacturer would refuse. We should think manufacturers

would be glad to keep engineers posted up in view of the

chance of having to fill the specifications of these same men

at any time, and there is now no mystery in manufacturing

that need demand closed doors. On the question of

standardising, there is too little done in England. Many

things are standardised in America, and great benefit results,

especially in railway work. English engineers are perhaps

too desirous of making some special mark. Thus, if

& railway has worked for years on certain patterns

of locomotives, and is working as economically as any other

railway, is it not a gross injustice to all concerned that a

new locomotive superintendent should hastily alter every

thing, so as to be able to put his mark on the engines until

the rolling stock has as many patterns as there have been

superintendents ? There must be progress, but a large

amount of specified work we constantly meet has not even

the merit of being a step forward . It is too often & stepa

backwards into methods properly abandoned by better in

formed men . Naturally, in the early days of the electrical

industry, the types of apparatus have been legion, but then we

had not got out of the area of experimentation . Yet there

are men in practice who will get up a drawing and a specifi

cation for a 20-H.P. steam engine, or for a Lancashire

boiler, about which he knows less than the office boy in the

boiler -maker's works. Our author points out that some

specifications not only specify the conditions of service, the

apparatas required , and the tests which will be applied , all

which is quite proper, but they specify how the contractor

shall make it, which is another .

We all know that he is right. Only a few days ago we

saw some general work specified for, which went so far as to

specify and show a drawing of certain plummer blocks which

were inferior to what any manufacturer of shafting and

mill-gearing specialties supplies in his ordinary run of

standard work at half the cost these particular new designs

would involve.

Many consulting engineers seem to think they ought to

supply designs for their clients throughout. Never was a

greater mistake made. It is their business to avoid this as

much as possible, because the fewer the drawings the cheaper

the cost - standard articles being parchased . It is unfor

tunate there should be so much payment of engineers by

commission on cost. The better the engineer does his duty

the less he is paid by that system , which we have heard

more than once stated to be responsible for the outlay of

thousands of pounds where hundreds would suffice. Manu

facturers are themselves responsible for much evil. Pick up

a manufacturer's catalogues, and how much information will

they afford ?

Take the above -named item for plummer blocks, and

there is found the diameter of the bore and the price, but

not a figure as to the length of bearing, the bolt centres,

sole length , or breadtb, or height of centre. The catalogue

is useless, as compared with a German book before us, which

gives every detail, so that, by its aid, & scheme of machinery

becomes merely the suitable arrangement of certain standards.

The truth is, we are to-day, in the commonest articles of

engineers' use, in much the same condition as we were

before Whitworth standardised the screw thread . The only

difference is the screw thread. Everything else is much as

it was. English manufacturers ought to look to this . They

pay far too little attention to either standardising, as between

each other, or making their own goods interchangeable.

Pipe makers are grievous sinners in this respect, and of all

people, they ought to follow standard sizes and interchange

ableness. It is the same with makers of rolled girders,

who again fall lamentably behind the American mills, in not

providing suitable catalogues, with weights and all other

properties of their sections.

Finally, the powers taken by engineers in their specifica

tions to harass contractors onght to be more limited . Every

contractor knows the constant trouble which arises, no

matter how good his work , because of some busybody of

an underling who is continually finding fault and hindering

progress, too often for the sake of really spoiling what he is

professing to improve. When the engineer is devoid of.

practical knowledge he is sure to take the part of his man ,

who is, perhaps, acting as clerk of works, against the word of

the more experienced contractor, who is, of course, tainted

because he is supposed to be making money out of his work,

and must be prevented doing so at all costs.

We take it that the principal duty of a consulting engineer

is, or should be to use a practical knowledge, acquired in a

contractor's works, in advising his non -technical client

what to purchase from contractors. In the end, it is the

contractors who make and employ their own special experts

to design. Can a consulting engineer get out plans from

steam boilers to incandescent lamps that can compare in

any one item with the work of the dozen engineer experts

who devote themselves the one to boilers, the other to

engines, the third to the dynamo, and so on ? Yet this

is what we seem to find is the motive underlying

most specifications. The system cannot even be claimed

good for trade, for it runs ap expense and chokes off

progress, and the engineer himself is worse off, for he gets

his commission probably on a single job costing, say £ 2,000,

where otherwise he might have drawn on two or more

jobs at £ 1,500 each, had an easier time of it, and given

better satisfaction .

A Difficulty in Electric Traction .If one pair of
wheels in an electric locomotive combined in series should

happen , from any cause, to slip , its high speed of rotation

will set up so much counterE.M.F. that the current will be

checked and torque reduced, and this will happen to every

wheel in a seriescombination. Coupling rods to check the
tendency of one wheel to slip are undesirable additions to

an electric as to any other locomotive. As series working is

very usual at times of starting, a single greasy spot on the

rail might destroy the tractive force of the whole machine.

One ofthe most promising systems of control is stated by

the Electrical World to bethe Leonard system , asing sepa

rately excited motors with fully -saturated fields in starting,

and with armatures supplied from a motor generator with

adjustable secondary voltage. If,then, anyone wheel slips

its torque will be reducedand slipping will stop, but the

remainder of the wheels will be unaffected, and as electrical

locomotives are not overweighted for tractive purposes, the

additional mechanism will be an advantage than otherwise.

For yard purposes the electrical locomotive is extolled . It

can be run into sheds without risk of dirt, smoke, or fire.

It is also quieter and not so alarning to horses.

&
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EXPERIMENTS ON INDUCTION AT LONG

DISTANCES WITH HIGH FREQUENCY

CURRENTS .

In an article in the Electrical World, N.Y., by Messrs.

Northrup, Pierce and Reichmann, a series of experiments

are described in which several novel instruments and methods

were made use of.

The receiver employed was a kind of galvanometer for

high frequency currents, and indicated approximately the

maximum value of the current in the receiving circuit by

the deflection of a copper disc suspended by a quartz fibre

inside a coil. The copper or silver disc is set at an angle of

45° to the plane of the coil, and when an alternating current

is sent through the latter , currents are induced in the disc

which tend to twist it into the plane of the coil.

Considering the importance which the study of high

frequency currents hasrecently acquired, some details as to

the construction of this detector may be worth giving, and

we therefore quote the description given by the authors :

“ The delicacy of these instruments was due to the use of

fine quartz fibres for suspension, and rapid damping was

obtained by placing the disc between the poles ofa perma

nent magnet. Any motion of the disc generated currents

in it which brought itback to rest. Some details regarding

the construction of these instruments are worthy of note,

since care and experience in these details can alonemake the

instrument delicate and serviceable. The deflections were

read by means of a telescope and scale. The complete period

of the first instrument was 16 seconds, and that of the

second was13 seconds. In the first instrument the system

consisted of a ring of pare silver, with an external diameter

of 12 mm, and an internal diameter of 7 mm., mounted

apon a fine glass rod, which carried a thin, small mirror just

above the coil. In the second instrument a silver disc 6 mm.

in diameter was need instead of a ring. The mirror in this

instrument was 4 mm. x 7 mm . Such mirrors can readily

scale can be obtained from an extremely light mirror. The

coil of the instrument shown in fig . I was wound in

several layers upon a hard rubber bobbin with very thin

walls. Waxed paper was placed between the layers, and the
whole coil was soaked in hot, beeswax and rosin . This

precaution is required to prevent short circuits between the

layers. At the top of the coil all the wires madea semi

circular turn, so as to leave a slot in one side of the coil,

through which the glass rod bearing the silver ring could

pass, thus bringingthe axis of rotation of the ring in the

centre of the coil. This made the coils detachable. Various

coils with different numbers of turns were tried . One which

gave satisfactory results, when the frequency of the induced

current was comparatively low , contained 104 turns of No. 36

B. & S. wire. The axial depth of the coil may be as great

as, but not greater than, the axial distance from one edge to

the other of the silver ring or disc, when placed in the coil

at an angle of 45 °. The ends of the quartz fibre were

attached with hot sealing wax .

“ It is essential that the silver ring should not come in

contact with iron, for since the ring issuspended between the

poles of a magnet the attraction upon the ring due to the

presence of iron may greatly decrease the sensitiveness of the

instrument. On theother hand, the silver may be found

dia -magnetic, in which case thesystem , when brought by the

torsion of the fibre into the right position, may be found to

be unstable. This difficulty may be overcome by brushing

the silver disc with a weak solation of iron sulphate. A few

trials will serve to nullify the action of the magnet on the

Using this indicating instrument, the authors made a

numberof experiments to show the importance of resonance

in the two circuits between which the electric waves arebeing

transmitted. In one series of experiments, the inducing

circuit A, fig. 2, consisted of a rectangular loop of bell wire,

system ."
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the dimensions of which could be varied . A condenser, a,

of small and variable capacity, and a spark gap, b, were

inserted in series in the loop. The receiving circuit ,B, con

sisted of a similar Icop with a condenser and the indicating
instrument in series. The condensers in both circuits were

built up of tinfoil and glass plates 18 x 20 inches.

Fractional values of the capacity of one pair of plates were

obtained by folding back the upper tinfoil sheet a known

amount. The spark gap consisted of two brass balls, about

2 cm .in diameter, theirseparation being effected by means
of a micrometer screw .

In experiments on the production of electric waves, it is

important that energy should be supplied to the radiator

continuously during the period when the indicating instru

ment in the receiving instrument is deflecting. Since an
induction coil or an influence machine supplies energy only

for a time, which is short compared with the intervals

between each discharge, it is evident that the maximum

amount of radiation cannot be obtained by the use of such

sources of current. To obtain the best effects & source of

current should be employed which will give a continuous

discharge across the spark gap. It is further necessary, in.

order that oscillationsmay occnr in the circuit, that the

discharge across the spark gap, should not be of the nature
of an arc .

The following simple and effective method of generating

8 continuous stream of high frequency corrents was em

ployed by the authors. The E.M.F. of the alternating

100 -volt city circuit was raised to the required amount by

means of a high potential transformer. The terminals of

the secondary were directly connected to the opposite sides

of the spark gap, b, fig . 2 , and the primary to the city

be made by silvering ordinary microscopic cover glass.

They maybe given the desired shape by breaking them in

the following manner : The mirror is laid facedown upon a

hard smooth surface ; the edge of a steel rule is placed upon

the silvered surface and pressure exerted, when the mirror

breaks along the edge of the rule. Since cover glass is

extremelythin, usingvarnish upon the back of themirror,

or mounting it directly with any kind of cement, will dis

tort the glass and give a confused image of the scale. The

mounting is best accomplished by first fastening with hot

sealing wax a small strip of cover glass to therod. The

surface of this should then be touched with shellac, and the

extreme apper edge only of themirror laid upon it. The

greater portion of the mirror is thus upstrained , and a clear
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circuit terminals, through a variable inductive resistance.

Arcing wasprevented at the spark gap by a strong blast of
air supplied by a foot bellows. Without this air blast to

blow out the arc only very feeble oscillations occur, and

practically no induction effects could be obtained ; but, with

it the oscillations are strong and continuous. It is unneces

sary with this arrangement to keep the balls bright and

polished . Moreover, the effects obtained can be made ex

tremely uniform if we insert in series with the secondary of

the coil a condenser of each capacity that the arc between

the balls ceases to have a flaming character.

The experiments with the above described apparatus

verified, in a very striking and simple manner, the im

portance of resonance and high frequency in the effective

transmission of inductive effects. The authors deduce by

an elaborate mathematical investigation, a formula for the

deflection of their high frequency galvanometer. This

formula is somewhat complicated and contains many factors.

It indicates that the deflection is inversely proportional to

the sixth power of the distance between the radiator and

receiver, so that this style of apparatus is not very suitable

for wireless telegraphy to long distances. Indeed, the authors

estimate that signalscould not betransmitted over a greater

distance than 1,600 feet with the best arrangements of their

wire loop apparatus. These experiments are, however, of

considerablescientific interest, and the methods described of

generating and detecting electrical oscillations appear to

possess some novelty, and to have considerable practical

value.

of mains, and these have proved fatal to central station

power distribution, except for small consumerswho have

been willing to pay as high as 20 cents per H.P. hour.

This, of course, applies to steam distribution. Elec.

tricity steps in here , and proves capable of transmitting

power economically to scattered consumers, and this apart

from its higherefficiencyfor distribution . Mach ofthis

arises from the ability ofdistributing two energies over one

main, viz ., lighting energy and power energy, both generated

by the same machinery. As in a large station the variable

charges are small on all loads which do not“ peak," a small

charge for power brings in a handsome return . With special

bidsthus possible for consumers of electrical power, it would

seem impossible for small isolated steam powers to compete

with electrical. This is Mr. Taylor's conclusion , and it

should be the province of our English companies to look for

customers among the small shops. We have some knowledge

of the power consumed by small shops, and we are con
vinced there is a huge opening. We are also convinced

that makers of small motors should lay themselves out to

answer a few plain questions as to cost and power. At

present the fashion seems to be to tell nothing. Surely there

has by this time accumulated sufficient dataas to theuse of

current by a lathe, a drill, or a fan to enable a rough estimate

to be given.

The power absorption by machinery has always been a

little known subject, but this is largelybecause the absorp

tion by the machine has been complicated by the question of

shafting. With electricity, it would be so very easy to know

just how much a 9 -inch láthe consumes idle, or cutting, that

wewonder noone who has theopportunity has found thisont

and made a list of a few sizes of tools and their various

power absorption. Such a table would, we feel sure, greatly

facilitate business.

( To be continued .)

COMPARATIVE COST OF STEAM AND

ELECTRIC POWER .

SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL .

(Continued from page 137.)

The Stator . — The stator of modern motors is always built

up of lightly insulated soft iron core discs, there, as shown

infig. 7 ( A, B, C), being eitherslotted, or piercedwith rectangular

or semi-rectangular holes for the reception of the windings.

Fig. 7A is Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co.'s construction,

fig . 7B that of the Oerlikon Company, and fig. 70 that of

Fig . 7A.
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Though perhaps less convenient than electric transmission,

mechanicalmethods may, if well designed, be more economical

where the load factor throughout the year is high. But a

large class of power users make such variable demands for

power thatthe ratio of average to maximum is very small.

Such conditions favour electricity both as a power trans

mitter and as a prime mover in that particular place. Illus

trative of the first case is taken an engine of 1,000 H.P.,

delivering 750H.P. to machinery and250 H.P. to power

transmitters. But if the load factor be 35 per cent. only

not a specially small factor — the useful work will be only

28.6 per cent. But electrical transmission would give the

same total efficiency of 75 per cent. from engine pulley to

machinery, and for a load factor of 35 per cent. the total

efficiencywould be 50 to 60 per cent., or double that for

mechanical transmission. Thus, while the total power wonld

be the same and the 1,000 H.P. engine would be retained ,

coal would be saved to the extentof 30 to 40 per cent.,

which with coal at 128. would mean £400 to £600 per year

in a non -condensing plant.

In particular casesthe main plant could be reduced by at

least a fourth with all that this implies of saving.

If at full load the constant charges are £ 1,000 a year,

and the same figurestand also for the variable charges, the

variable charges will remain about constant per H.P.-hour.

If the load factor becomes 50 per cent., the constant charges

remain the same, and the variable charges become halved .

At half a million H.P.-hours annually, the constant charges

will be 1 cent per hour, and the variable charges also

1 cent. With only a quarter million H.P.-hours annually,

the constant charges will become 2 cents per H.P.-hour, the

variable charges being, as before, 1 cent. The total full load

cost is thus 2 cents, as against 3 cents when the load factor

is 50 per cent.

Hence the total costs must, for economy, be chiefly a

summation of variable costs . Constant charges on plant

become higher, out of all proportion , as steam engines

become smaller. This is a wellrecognised fact. One man

can attend to a 200-H.P. plant. In smaller shops either one

man must attend to the small boiler and engine of 2 H.P.,

or they must be left to anyone, and there is an enormous

but not directly visible waste. Central station workinghas

the advantage of a better average load than any individual

consumer, but there is the disadvantage of the costly system

FIG . 7B.
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Fig . 70.
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STATOR CORE Disos.

Messrs. Kolben & Co. Whichever construction is used, the

apertures in the iron must be punched very near the inner

edge, or else there may be considerable leakage across the
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kinds : a simple short-circuited bar winding, or a three-phase

bar winding, whose ends are joined to slip- rings on the shaft

and between which may be inserted resistances, used as a rule

only during the starting of the motor, and whose function

will be discussed later.

If the rotor is of the first form , it is built up of core discs

of the shape shown in fig. 9A, each stamping being lightly insu

O

Fig . 9A . - ROTOR CORE DISC .

small iron bridges or air-gap. In practice, the distance of

the hole from the internal peripheryof the stator is rarely

more than 3 millimetres in the largest motors, and is a mere

shred of iron in the small ones. If the stator is of large

size, the core discs are punched out in sections, these sections

being afterwards bolted up together, the joints in one layer

being covared up by the next.

The depth of the hole or slot varies in practice from 1}

to 3 times its width ; it should be as small as possible, as

leakage increases with the depth of winding . The distance

between each hole or slot is a little morethan the width ,

there being preferably many small slots or holes rather than

fewer large ones, as these would tend to destroy the evenness

of the field, and might cause heating of the rotor .

The advantages of thus imbedding the windings ( first

introduced by Mr. C. E. L. Brown) are several. For

example, the weight oatpat is increased, the magnetic resist

ance is reduced to a minimum (and hence a smaller mag

netising current is required, and larger power factor resalts),

and all eddy currents in the stator windings are prevented.

Farther, if the motor windings are also embedded, as in

practice is the case, the air- gap need only be large enough to

give the necessary mechanical clearance, the strain comes on

the iron, not on the windings, and both rotor and stator are

smooth all round .

As to which is the better, the hole or slot, probably,

taking them all round, there is not much to choose between

them . The pole produced by hole winding is more even

than that produced by slote, but owingto the absence of the

small iron bridges, there is probably a little less leakage with

the latter. Messrs. Kolben's semi-rectangular hole has more

winding space than either of the other two, and gives a very,

even pole.

The next thing to consider is the winding . The speed of

the motor, and the frequency of supply being known, the

number of poles is given by

120 x frequency

revolutions per minute

as already pointedout. They may be produced by either a

ring or drum winding ; but some form of the latter is in

variably ased, and isfar the best. Ring winding has several

disadvantages — its magnetic leakage is greater ; it requires

more wire for the same effect, and, moreover, precludes the

use of an iron case for holding ap the stator core discs

on account of the leakage that would be produced through

it. The bad effect of leakage on the starting and power

factor of a single -phaser havealready been pointed out.

Fig. 8 shows diagrammaticallythe form of drum winding

introduced by Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co., and now

lated from its neighbour, and the two end plates beingmade

considerably stouter than the rest for the sake of stiffening

the rotor. Three or more bolts are generally passed through

from end to end, and parallel to the shaft, for the same pur

pose. Through the holes in the core discs copper bars are

passed through , the bars being insulated by paper or other

material from the iron . The copper bars are short -circuited

at each end by means of copper rings, the section of these

rings, for a reason presently to be explained, being consider

ably less than the total section of thebars.

The reason for insulating the rotor bara at all is simply to

fulfil one of the conditionspreviously enumeratedas to con

fining the rotor currents to proper pathe. The reasonP =

1000000
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Fig. 9B - ROTOR CORE Disc.

for using rings for short-circuiting the bars is partly because

they offer a good cooling surface, and partly because by their

useover-wrapping at the ends and the use of connectors is

avoided, the whole forming a sound mechanical job.

If the rotor has to be ofthe second form mentioned above,

with its windings connected to slip -rings, its construction is

somewhat different. As such a rotor is generally of large

size, the core discs are built up in sections, as shown in fig.

9B, and owing to the fact that the centre of the iron part of

large rotors is inactive, these sections are built up either on a

spider, or else on the rim of a fly -wheel, according to the size

of the motor.

The number of holes or tunnels is determined by reference

to those in the stator, they being always more numerous than

those in the latter, and an uneven multiple of them when
possible. It follows from this that the rotor holes or tunnels.

will be longer and narrower than those in the stator .

( To be continued .)

Fig. 8 ,-STATOR DRUM WINDING .

LEGAL,

invariably ased on the Continent for all kinds of induction

motors. The dotted lines indicate the starting winding. In

practice, each coil of the working winding is wound quite

straight, its shape being a simplerectangle, whilethe coils of

the starting winding are bent up and over the others. It is

usual to wind about two-thirds of the holes with the coils of

the working winding, the starting winding consisting of equal

ampere-turns of thinner wire, as it is only in use for a short

time. The number of turns on the starting winding depends,

however, on the nature of the starting device employed, as

will be seen later.

The Rotor . – Rotors for single -phase motors may be of two

SALMONY & Co. v. IMPROVED ELECTRIC GLOW LAMP COMPANY.

The hearing of the case , the verdict in which was briefly recorded in

our last issue, was resumed on Monday last week .

Mr. Max SALMONY was cross-examined at considerable length by

Mr. Rufus Isaacs, but on the whole bore out his counsel's opening

statement as to the agreement arrived at with the defendant com

pany.
.
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were was

Mr. ERNEST ROSENBERG, also a member of the firm , called by Mr.

Tindal Atkinson , gave evidence. He said that at the interview of

September 16b, 1887, the defendants accepted their conditions, and

an agreement was completed. Mr. Snell, the solicitor, and Mr.

Fanta wanted them to guarantee that Mr. Brown, of Eastbourne,

and Mr. McLeod, of Glasgow , would accept an assignment of their

agencies, bu? they refused to give it. The invoices were returned by

the defendants, but they ultimately agreed to take the goods.

Mr. ROBENSTEIN said there was a discussion as to the £700 alleged

profit from the agencies, at a meeting at the Hotel Metropole, but no

guarantee, suchas was suggested, was given. There was only an

offer from Mr. McLeod, but no acceptance of any contract.

His LORDSHIP said the questions seemedto be whether the

defendants were entitled to rely on the special agreementwhich they

set up, and to damages because the arrangement with McLeod was

nota contract, but only an offer.

Mr. Rocus Isaacs said he would reserve his remarks on beball of

the defendants, and at once call witaesses.

Mr. FERDINAND FANTA said he was managing director of the

defendant company, and was also manager ofthe syndicate before

it was transferred to the company . At the interviewof March 30th,

1897, when he gave the order for thelamps, he wanted them for the

Jubilee. They were to be delivered by May 25th . It was a condi.

tion that the lampholderswere to be delivered within 8 or 10 days.

It was absolutely essential to have the goods some time before the
Jubilee, June 3rd or 4tb, when they delivered

not in sufficient time. They were able accidentally to usesome of

them — some 2,200. He gave instructions to the employés to refuse

to take delivery after May 25th, but they were delivered in the

absence ofthe warehouseman. He met Mr. Salmony and Mr. Rosen

berg about June 7ih or 8th , and told them the goods were useless.
As it bappened, he was able to use some of them in connection with

the illumination of St. James's Street, and plaintiffs agreed tbat be

should do his best to dispose of part of them . He promised to do so.

He did what he could, and there was no dispute about the

price of those which he used . He never agreed to take the

whole of them atthe invoice prices. The remainder of the goods in

respect of which he had notpaid intoCourtwere stillon hispremises,

and could notbeused . Plaintiffs told him they would handover the

contracts with Brown and McLod, which showed £ 800 or £ 900

profit, but eventually £ 700 was agreed upon . He then believed he

was getting the contract with McLeod, and the profit, but the com

pany never got a farthing ; as a matter of fact, Brown's contract was

still in abeyance.

Mr. TINDAL ATKINSON : What is your complaint with regard to

this matter of McLeod's ? -Paying £ 300 for certain contracts, which

were represented to us to show £700 profit. We found that no

business resulted from it. There was no contract, no sale of any.

thing.

Were you in a position to supply the lamps 2 - Certainly.

When were you first informed that it was only an offer from

M +Leod, and that there was no contract ?-I found it out when

McLeod refused to allow their letters and orders to be assigned to the

company without his consent. The syndicate was formed to

purchase certain patents and the sale of the lamps in the United

Kingdom .

By His LORDSHIP : They expected to get Schwaber's agency ,

In farther cross -examination, WITNESS said he thought he had

been deceived in the matter of the contracts with McLeod and

Brown. The syndicate was formed for the purpose of purchasing

certain patents,Schwarber's amongst them . In order to successfully
carry out hisplads it was necessary that he should obtain the sole

agency , which was then in the handsof the plaintiffs, andhe had to

purchase them out. That was not the principal object he had in

view with regard to his agreement with the plaintiffs. In that

particular negotiation the principal consideration was that wit

ness would undertake to take delivery of all lamps which Messrs.

Salmony might have, notonly on their premises but which they might

have on their premises six weeks after that date,and it turned out

that those amounted to some 10,000 lamps which had been invoiced

to them, and wbich the syndicate agreed to purchase for a higher

price than the plaintiffs had paid for them. Witness stated that he

never agreed to take the holders in dispute, but would try to dispose

of them, acting as the plaintiffs' agents in fact . Witness told Mr.

Salmony that it he did succeed in disposing of them, he should

require a commission . He did not know that there was any repre

sentation as to the commission in the company's books. When the

plaintiffs sent the company the invoices, they were returned to them ,

but re- returned by the plaintiffs to the company. Witness ordered

the holders in question for the purpose of using them at the Brussels

Exhibition . He told Mr. Salmony thatthey would not be any use

to himunless he could use them for Jubilee Day, and then sendthem
on to Brussels. Witness would have to decide about the Brussels

contract in May. Not getting the holders delivered in time, he could

not get the contract. As a matter of fact, he did not press for that

contract, and it was not accepted .

Mr. HEBBERT THOMPSON, book -keeper of the defendantcompany,
gave evidence, generally bearing out that of Mr. Fanta . This evidence

closed the defendants' case.

Mr. Rufus Isaacs said the whole question was what was agreed
upon betweenthe parties. As to the 25 per cent. commission on the

£ 100, though large, it was not, he contended, exceptional, under the

circumstances. Having gone over the correspondence, he contended

that the story told by his clients was the most probableone . Under

the deed of assignment of the two contracts of McLeod and Brown

for £300, he maintained that defendants were entitled to damages
for breach of contract . It was said that the counter-claim was &

bogus one, and only concocted for the purposes of that case ; but

nothing could be further from the truth than that assertion, and on

that counter claim he was clearly entitled to damages.

Mr. TINDAL ATKINSON maintained that the counter -claim had been

manufactured for the purposes of that trial, and complained that the

want of pleadings in the case had materially lengthened the proceed

ings — a remark with which his Lordship concurred. Plaintiffsdenied

that they had guaranteed the contracts . The fact was, that McLeod

had refused to homologate ,and defendants took the risk of that when

they made the agreement. He submitted that plaintiffs were entitled
to judgment on both the claim and counter-claim .

His LORDSHIP gave judgment on Tuesday morning. Having

briefly gone over the evidence, he said there was no question in his

mindthat the contract with Mr. Brown,of Eastbourne, was an actual

contract, and that the transaction with Mr. McLeod, of Glasgow ,

was one which might fairly be described as a contract in view . It

was a contract in view and not in hand, although there was very

little differencebetween them . Proceeding to deal with the counter

claim of the defendants, he said that if itwas found that it adocu

ment or agreement had missed conveying what it was intended to

convey, it was right and just that the document should be retramed

for the purpose of getting at what both sides intended and what

was meant.He had no doubt that at thetime the agreement wasmade

both the parties understood one thing only, and thatwas that the bene

fit of thecorrespondense and arrangement with Mr. McLeod was to be

transferred, whatever it was worth . The defendants had the fall benefit

of the objection they took, but they did not communicate with

McLeod, or try to verify what had been said with regard to him for

fully two months. In fact, no question was ever raised until nearly

a year later, in any serious form . Not until October 22nd did be

find any serious complaint, McLeod had then refused to homologate

and to transfer his contracts, and it was only after that that the

liquidator of the syndicate, Mr. Bartlett, wrote and drew attention to

the fact that the contracts with McLeod and Brown bad not resulted

in the businessandprofit which plaintiffs bad guaranteed, and that

Messrs. McLeod and Brown had repudiated the right of the plaintiffs

to band the contracts over to the syndicate. He repeated that there

had never been any proper negotiations with McLeod, and

that no claim was made with regard to him for nearly a year.

The defendants' solicitors' letters were sufficient to show that

what was intendedand understoodto be given was givenand accepted

on the terms of the guarantee which was written . He did not see

why he should give the defendants damages on the counter-claim ,

because McLeod had declined to trade with them as the persons to

wbom bis contract with another person had been handed over.

Defendants took theirrisk of that. A. could not assiga to B.a con .

tract with C. against the latter's will. The defendants took the risk

of McLeod agreeing to the assignment, and McLeod declined. He

could not , therefore , give defendants damages on the counter

claim . With regard to the claim , the matter stood thus:

In March, 1897, & contract was made for the sale of these goods,

which had to be manufactured in Germany and supplied to the

present defendants. It was said they were not supplied in a

reasonable time, but reasonableness of time must depend upon the

circumstances, such as the time necessary to give theorders, to con

struct the articles, and to bring them to England. It must be a time

reasonable to the vendor as wellas the parchaser. It April 14th was

agreed upon , the order could not have been carried out. When the

order was carried out, the defendants contended that deliverywas

toolate, andsent back the invoices, but they afterwards took them

back, and did , upon some terms which were not disputed, agree to

take and pay forthe goods. Therefore the question arose, on what

terms and in what fashion did they take them as agents, or did

they, when they found they could use a certain number, during the

Jubilee, take them ? The same could not besaid as to the lamps, which

were said to have been required for Brussels, as their tender there

was refused .
There was no sufficient weight of evidence to

justify bim in saying thatany special agreementwas come to . There

was no trace in the books of any correspondence as to any such
agreement, and no form ofaccounts was kept on that basis. In the

face of the conflict of evidence, he must be guided by the letters

which passed. Itappeared to him that therewas no proof thatthe

goods should not be paid for, as they were ultimately accepted, taken

into the stores, and used by the defendants. He therefore gave

judgment for plaintiffs on the counter-claim and also on the claim ,

with costs. On the application of Mr. Tindal Atkinson , he made an

order for the money paid into Court to be paid out.

&

THE HOUSE -TO -HOUSE ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLY COMPANY.

A PETITION forthe reduction of the capital of this company was

sanctioned by Mr. Justice Romeri on Saturday. The company was

formed in 1888 with an original capital of £ 350,000 , which hadbeen

reduced to £ 200,000. Amongst the shares issued by the company

were 100 founders' shares, which it was desired to get rid of, and the
general schemeof the petition was that the founders'sharesshould
be surrendered to the company, andthatthe holders should subscribe

for a certain number of ordinary and preference shares whichwere

part of the original capital ofthe company, leaving the capital at

£ 199,500 instead of £ 200,000 .

BBOWN v. I. E. S. AOCUMULATOR COMPANY.

This case came before Mr. Justice Rɔmer, on Saturday, on motion
for judgment as a short cause in default of defence. This company

was incorporated in 1895 for the purpose of carrying on business as

manufacturers of electricalbatteries,and theplaintiff was theholder

of debenturesin respect of which the company made default. A com .

pany named New & Mayne were also made defendants ,they being

interestedinthe taking of the accounts . Mr. Jastice Romer made

the usual order in a debenture holder's action .
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CORRESPONDENCE .
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will possibly be accomplished by the setting of some

combination of letters and figures arranged beforehand by

the two correspondents - in much the same way that a safe

can onlybe opened by one who knows the word , or combina

tion of figures the lock has been set to . These simple pre

liminaries over , the order is sent away by merely speaking

against & vulcanite disc - 80 many yards of material to

80 -and -so, or so many tubs of butter to somebody else .

It looks a bit strange at first to as ; but would not the

prophecy of the possibility of sending a message from London

to New York, under the sea, in a few seconds, have seemed

equally strange, or stranger, to our fathers ? Yet this is a

commonplace of to-day ; telephonic communication between

the two oentres is also, probably, on the point of being made

possible, so there is, after all, but the thin substanceof one

wire between what is, practically, accomplished, and that

which we regard as so strange.

5. And what a difference it will make both in the smaller and

ordinary, as well as the larger and extraordinary, affairs of

life ! The smaller possibilities of commerce have been

touched upon, but we can g.) much further afield, and

anticipate totally different conditions to present ones, for the

markets of the world . The American , Russian or Indian

wheat grower will be closely and cheaply in touch, by

individual word of mouth , with his Eaglish broker ; the

cotton grower with the Manchester weaver ; the iron master

with those on the spot selected for the placing of his rails

and machinery. The fisherman at sea , with hislatitude and

longitude accurately worked out, will be able to send his

Grimsby or Yarmouth buyer full particulars of the fish

in the bold of the trawler under his charge ; whilst the

mariner in general, in the same easy and ready manner, will

have it in his power to gratify his love and sentiment, by

chatting with his wife and children ashore whenever he has

the mind to .

Travellers, again, in distant lands, if they wish — which, in

view of the inevitable book, they probably will not - will, at

least, have the means of communicating itemis of their

journeyings to friends at home, as it will simply mean

the carriage of a battery on the head of an additional

porter, or on the back of an extra mule. The Polar ex

pedition of the future, too, instead of trusting to the evident

insecurity and fraility of pigeons as news bearers, will be

able to speak with the interested ones of the country they

belong to and order off the usual relief expedition at the

exact time, and to the exact spot neces :ary.

In short, as will easily be seen , this one small point

gained and the country will be changed in every respect,

socially, commercially, and economically ; and Signor Mar

coni, if not the discoverer, in popular estimation certainly

the applierof the new style of thing, deserves his statue

of bronze if any pioneer of progress ever did, whether the

statue, considering the extra pace and nervous strain

involved , will remain a well washed and honoured one, is

another matter altogether.

J. Rees.

Wireless Telegraphy - A Forecast.

When reading the paragraphs appearing now and again in

the lay newspaper, recording a further advancing step

towards the solutionof the problem of telegraphing without

the aid of wires, how many are there who realise the

possibilities — the certainties, it can be safely said - meant by

its accomplishment ? Very few, as few probably as foresaw

the results of the experiments of Cooke and Wheatstone, 50

yearsago,intelegraphing with wires. Theadoption and
practical applicationof the new discovery will, however, be

probably farmore prompt and decisive than those referred to

of half a century back ; indeed, it would be hard to find a

more significantindex of the progress made in that short

length of time, than in contrasting the eager readiness with

which a new invention is now taken up, withthe indifferent

treatment it then met. For instance, the big London dailies,

probably the most liberal and eager of all concerns in avail

ing themselves of any new thing to their advantage, were

about the slowest to see the wonderful possibilities - and, to

as, evident gain- of telegraphy. Renter — a specialist even
in pre-telegraphic times,in the rapid transmission of news

by meansof carrier pigeons - one of the first to realise the

föll meaning of thenew discovery, and to atilise it, failed,

month after month, in inducing any of the London papers

to accept his reports ; and even had, ultimately, to supply a

month's reports free, that comparison might bemadebetween

them, and those of the “ special correspondents ” of the

existingorder, to see if his own were true and reliable . The

Daily Telegraph, to its credit, was the first to accept the new

order of things, being, of course, soon followed, in self

defence, by the others ; the Times coming, with a due and

fitting sense of weight and dignity, at the tail end of the

procession.

Telegraphing without the aid of wires is already prac

ticable ,granted favourable conditions, at distances up to 20

or 30 miles, and as this is simply the thin end of thewedge,

when that wedge shall have been driven home, as in due

course it must be, to its full length, by the time the batt end

is out of sight, telegrapbing from one end of the country to

the other will be possible. It requires but little imagination

to combine the telephone with the new departure ; and we

will thus have practicable the power of talking in London

as readily to a friend, say, in Edinburgh or Dablid, as though

he were sitting the other side of the table. Electric energy

having by then also become a household requirement, sup

plied by each municipality, stored , much as coal now is, ina

cellar, and fulfilling in an infinitely more ready and cleanly

manner all the present purposes of coal— with a host of

others to boot, from rocking a cradle and working a sewing

machine,to turning the mangle and closing the front gate

there will be everywhere available & ready margin for tele
phonic use .

Given this necessary first power, the only other thing

needful will be saitable transmitting and receiving instru

ments, in which will be arranged the essentials to success, of

ready adaptation to varying distances and directions, and a

means of conveying the particular message to the particular

receiver in the hands, or at the ear, of the one it is wished to

communicate with . But let an instance be taken of probable

use to illustrate the point, a traveller, say, wishesto despatch

an order to his wholesale house - he would, of course, be

himself apnecessary were it not for the neceseity of showing

samples of his goods. In his room in the hotel' he takes ont

of its case his small portable transmitter, and attaches it by

the stad at the end of a short length of wire to the slot in

the wall, connected with the electric reservoir and wires in

the basement. By the help of a small attached compass and

a map, henext turns therevolving body of theinstrument

upon its stand until an indicator points exactly in the true

direction of the receiver, and then sets a second indicating

pin, after consulting á table of distancer, tothe figure

representing his distance from head -quarters. There being

little danger of his message getting mixed up amongst the

thousands of others travelling inthe upper air, as each one

will take its owndistinct path, like rays of light and heat,

theonly point nowremainingis to arrange that the message

will be delivered at the right receivinginstrument .This

66

The Electric Arc.

I have been much interested in the renewed speculations

with regard to the electric arc that American research seems

to have given rise to, and with others have been somewhat

amused at their methods. Some of M. Blondel's latest

methods seem also to merit some criticism . It is against

the laws of Newton that he should be able to detect a counter

E.M.F. even odoth of a second after breaking the current (1 )

because no storage action has been detected in the arc, and

if sach action did go on it would involve a difference between

the striking E.M.F. and the constant E.M.F.

( 2 ) Supposing the counter E.M.F. to persist for a certain

timeafter the impressed E.M.F. has been withdrawn. Let

1

it persist ( a) for a definite time, say , nth second. Tten,

if in the alternating arc we increase the alternations, the

resistance due to counter E.M.F. diminishes till at n ~ per

second the counter E.M.F, is zero, which is absurd — as we

used to say in Euclid .

(b) If the counter E.M.F. persists for a certain fraction of

the time of impressed E.M.F., this would make peaky

E.M.F. curves still more peaky, and would introduce a new

n
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exactly oth of the amount dissociated . This led

to some experiments on enclosed arcs, the results of

which are somewhat interesting, especially with regard

to the duration of the carbons. These results together

with the calculations for arcs with various electrodes,

especially monovalent elements, and photos of arcs taken

with special reference to the foregoing hypothesis, I hope

to lay before the readers of the ELECTRICALREVIEW , firstly,

if the editors will give their kind permission, and secondly,

if no “ bolts from the blue” are hurled at my pet theory and

bring it with a crash about my ears.

Walter D. Jamieson.

If c =

Shielded Conductors .

Mr. Price is evidently trying to get at the truth with
regard to eddy currents in buried armature conductors, and

I will not deny that he may be very near it ; but he made a

mistake when he selected one or two of the most carefully

worded statements from my letter (which appeared in your

issue of January 28th ), and used them as afoundation upon

which tobuild a number of misleading and altogether erro

neous deductions.

I do not wish to hurt Mr. Price's feelings, and he must

not conclude that he has " again incurredmy contempt," when

I say that, in my own mind, I am quite convinced of his

having once more “ missed thepoint.” One of the sentences

quoted -- the one of which I am more particularly proud — is

as follows : - “ Surely we are right in assuming that, for a

given E.M.F. generated ," ( yes, in the main dynamo circuit

if you like, or in the path of the eddies if you prefer it ),

“ the eddy current loss in a conductor depends upon the time

which it takes in passing into or out of the uniform mag

netic field under the poles.” Of course it does! The eddy

current loss depends,not only upon the amount of the eddy

currents, and therefore of the ..M.Fs. producing them , but

also upon the time during which these eddy currents are

flowing in themetal ; and as this line becomes shorter, the

heating by eddy currents will be less, not more, as Mr. Price

would have it.

In the hope of being able to express myself in the same
language as Mr. Price, I will borrow his diagram and his

formula .

Secs.

harmonic in the curve, suppositions contrary to fact, as the

flattening of peaky curves in the arc shows.

I have, therefore, the following hypothesis to offer for the

action of the arc, founded on observations and experiments

carried on forsome time at the electricity station here (at

Prospect Hill Waterworks), and I do so before these observa

tions have been completely concluded, in the hope that some

"mightier pen " may turn his attention to this aspect of the
arc . Let us take the case of the arc between carbon

electrodes. Carbon is a tetravalent element at ordi

nary temperatures, but we know little or nothing of its

behaviour at very high temperatures, for instance, that of the

arc . It struck me that it was not only possible but probable,

that the carbon molecule became dissociated, forming two

molecules, each divalent ; the tetravalent molecule may be

assumed for theoretical considerations to be a compound (of

two divalent molecules) wbich we may term carbide of

carbon. This dissociation takes place at the surface of the

positive carbon and is a percentage dissociation, a

phenomenon not unknown in chemistry. Now, if this be

the actual state of affairs the formulæ for electrolytic action

should hold good, because, although the second stage of the

reactions is different, the first is the same. On this assump

tion, the electrolyte is carbide of carbon , the ion divalent
carbon, whose chemical equivalent is therefore 6. Now ,

W = CTE

= current x time x electro -chemical equivalent.

10 amperes, T = one second, ε = '000010384 x 6
we have

W = 10 X 1 X 000010384 x 6

= '00062304 gramme dissociated per second.

*0006230410

1,605 seconds to dissociate one gramme.

Now for the arc under consideration the watts were 400,

Cals . in one

watt.

.. 1,605 X 400 X 24 = 154,080 calories.

Again, 108 E = 10 € H J, where E = volts, I =volts, I = calories,

J Joules equivalent,

.. 108 E= '000010384 x 6 x 10 x 154,080 x 42 x 106

= 40.316171344 volts.

This was almost exactly the volts between the terminals
of the arc .

Iron wasnow taken for electrodes, and the same observa

tions carried out. The chemical equivalent of divalent iron

is 27.95.

The watts consumed were, on the average, 270.

Taking the two formulæ as before,

(1) W = C TE. C = 10 amperes, T = one second.

= 10 X1 X 000010384 x 27.95

= '00029035 gramme per second dissociated

•00029035 11.

= 344 seconds to dissociate one gramme.

(2) 108 E = 10 € HJ,

and 270 watts x 344 secs. X 24 = 22,291-2 calories .

.. 108 E = 10 x .00029035 x 22,291 X 42 X 106.

i . E = 27.182805770 volts.

This represents the calculated voltage of the iron arc.

The iron is tetravalent and is dissociated, the tetravalent

molecule becoming two divalent molecules . As before then

we may assume an electrolyte “ ferrous ferride, " and the

volts thus calculated are exactly those observed.

Returning to the physical aspect of the arc, it seems to me

that the current on arriving atthe end of the positive carbon

dissociates a certain percentage of the carbon molecules, the

electrical energy being absorbed without heat to keep up this

dissociation. This accounts for the counter E.M.F. which I

assume to be the energy of chemical affinity required to keep

divalent carbon in thatform . But the dissociated carbon mole

cules at oncecombine with others to form tetravalentcarbon and

the latent energy of affinity is given off as heat, and there

fore light. But not all the carbon molecules re -unite in situ .

Some are carried across by some means (akin to ionic pro

gression it may be) and thus form a conductor betweenthe

positive and negative carbons. The resistance of this will

vary with its length ard area. According to obser

vation the amount carried across seems to be almost

Watts.
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He says that if n magnetic lines are threaded through the

closed eddy current circuit, a b c d , in the time, t, the heat

N?

developed is proportional to which is quite true ; but,

in his endeavours to prove that myexplanation conveys the

oppositemeaning to that which was intended ,hehas noright

to consider n and t as independent variables. On the con

trary, the whole argument is based on the assumption

(printed in italics, which Mr.Price has omitted ) that the

E.M.F. generated (*) is constant ; hence x* o tº,and the
heat developed, is proportional to t.

Q.E.D
.

[ Perhaps I ought not to have taken it for granted that

the E.M.Ė. tending to produce eddy currentsbears a definite

relation to the E.M.F.in themain dynamocircuit; bat an

inspection of Mr. Price's figure will show that the assump

tionis correct. A given conductormoves into, and through,

a field of a given configurationat acertainspeed. Let B
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Mr. Robert Hammond and Shoreditch Destructor .

I read with a huge amount of astonishment in your

account of Mr. R. Hammond's opinion of the Shoreditch

destructor, that several instruments orparts of our machinery

have been rendered useless by reason of the dust, & c .,

emanating from the destructor. I can only say that no such

thing has ever happened ; and I certainly think Mr.

Hammond should state his authority for the statement or

withdraw the same as publicly as he has made it. He is

entitled,of course, to his opinion asto the design or merit of

the plant, but I must say his remarks do not harmonise with

the voluptuous, praise he bestowed upon the joint scheme and

general design when he and our Gloucester friends were so

courteously conducted over our works.

H. E. Kershaw ,

Chairman of Electric Lighting Committee,

Shoreditch Vestry.

of

be the E.M.F. in the compound bar, B C, as itmovesthrough

the field , and a the mean E.M.F. generated in the eddy

current circuit, a b c d , as the bar enters the field . Now

double the speed of the conductor, and halve the strength of

field . It is quite evident that both E and e remain the same
as before. ]

Havingdisposed — it is hoped, successfully - of Mr. Price's

criticisms, I may, perhaps, allow myself to step down, and say

& word or two on his behalf. Although he did not do me

justice, that is noreason why I should not dealfairly with

him , especially as I am inclined to think that his point of
view isthe right one.

Mr. Price does not put his case clearly ; but what he says;

am to this :

Firstly, he does not believe in the “ snapping across

the lines as the buried conductor enters or leaves the field .

On the contrary ,he maintains that such a conductor will,

other things being equal, take the same time in passing into

or out of the uniform field under the poles asa surface

conductor. ( It is a pity he did not mention this at the

start .)

Secondly, the uniform field in which the conductor finds

itself after passing through the “ fringe,” is very much

weaker in the case of a baried than in that of a surface

conductor . To quote Mr. Price's own words, “ The solution

of the difficulty lies clearly in the small intensity of the

maximum field ,the rate of speed atwhich the bars enter that

field being assumed to be constant. ” (I have slightly altered

the second half of the sentence, as it is of more interest to

know what Mr. Price meant to say than what he actually

said ). The fact that the above statement is diametrically

opposed to the views which Mr. Price expressed in his

article, tends only to enhance its value by clearly proving its

anthor to be actuated by no meaner motive than a desire to

get at the truth, and nothing but the truth.

In conclusion, I would advise anyone interested in the

subject to go carefully through Mr. Price's letter, skipping

only the one or two irrelevantparagraphs. If he will take

the time and trouble to gosufficiently deeply into it,he may

disinter much valuable information,which will be of use to

him in after - life.

Alfred Still.

In your last issue I notice, under the heading of " Electric

Lighting and DustDestructor for Gloucester," some com

ments made by Mr. Hammond, which are absolutely untrue

and without the slightest foundation whatever. I refer to

his statement wherein he says that some of themachinery

has been disabled owing to the dust, and I now wish to state

that no machinery or plant whatever has been disabled at

this station, through the dustor otherwise.

And, in the interests of other Corporations having

destructors under consideration, also of my staff and self, I

trust that you will give publicity to this letter in your next

iesne.

Also, I would point out that such garbled and misleading

statements, as put forward by Mr. Hammond, are but & poor

return for taking the trouble to show him and his Gloucester

friends over these works, when full information and parti

culars were given him by the Chairman of my Committee

( Mr. Kershaw ), and

C. Newton Russell,

Chief Electrical Engineer.

Coronet Street, Shoreditch ,

February 8th, 1898.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS VOLUN

TEERS

Is an Electric Traction Engine Subjected to Shocks,

or is it not ?

I gather from Mr. Raworth's further criticism in your issue

of the 4th inst., on Dr. Emery's article, that the doctor,

although, no doubt, right in intention, is wrong in

contention .

Experience has shown as that it is advisable to employ &

higher factor of safety in designing an engine liable to

frequent, sudden, and extreme variations of load, as

when driving & rolling mill or electric traction dynamo,

than for an engine having a constant and regular load such

as electric lighting.

In answer to the question at the head of this letter, I know

of a peculiar shock to which engines not designed to do the

duty they are called upon to perform , are particularly liable.

Dr.Emery's experience, Ican imagine, causeshim to dread

this shock, but Mr. Raworth appears to be in happy

ignorance of it . I refer to the nasty jar occasioned by pre

cipitation on to the " scrap heap."

I am glad Mr. Raworth nolonger poses as the instructor

of " young engineers," and the slayer of " dead dogs," for

the former are probably competent to form opinions on

elementary problems, and the “dog" of American experience

and practice, judgingby the ominons twinkle in hiseye,is

far from being killed by Mr. Raworth's frequent bladder

belabourings.

I see that Mr. Raworth has now assumed the rôle of

Pharaoh, which appears to me to be far more profitable and

becoming, although it is rather late to dream the dream

when the lean kine " of American enterprise are so rapidly

eating ap the " fat kine " of British contracts. I can only

hopethat Mr. Raworth and other English manufacturers

will bestir themselves,and speedily acting on the interpreta

tion of the dream will, through their respective Josephs,

gather in of the rich harvest of American knowledge before

the fámine is upon them .

James F. Rossiter .

CERTAIN important modifications have been made in the

constitution of this corps, which, we think, will tend to popu

larise it among engineers. We know from our own expe

rience that a good class of men are ready to join if it is
made easy for them to fraternise on terms of equality with

their fellow privates. It is obvions, from the rules that have

been formulated and reproduced below , that the corps will

be one of high standing ; that is to say, the terms of entry

guarantee the rank and file being composed of men of some

position in the industry. In its present form , the corps is

deserving of the heartiest support, and we trust that elec

trical engineers will show their sympathy by enrolling them

selves asmembers .

The following information has been issued from head

quarters :

The head -quarters of the corps will be at 13, Victoria Street,

Westminster .

The uniform will be the same as that worn by other Royal Engi

neer Volunteers, with such modifications as the War Office approve.

Members will pay for their own uniforms; but the corps will reim

burse the cost toefficient members to the extent of one-half of the

Government grant they earn by their efficiency, so that after two

years' efficiencythe cost of theuniform will berepaid.

The corps will be armed with the Lee-Metford rifle.

The training is divided into two kinds - military and technical.

The military work consists of infantry drills, musketry, & c.

Thetechnical work includes every application of electricity towar,

with the exception of telegraphy, and such other work as will be

useful to an electrician or enginedriverin carrying out his duties,

such as signalling, fitting, loading, priming, and connecting up sub.

marine mines, a certain amount of boat work , and knotting,

splicing, & c.

This work will be carried out partly at head - quarters, but mainly

at defended porte.

In order to become efficient each member must attend a continuous

training at a defended port for at least eight days each year. In

D

8
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Kloctrical Wares Exported.

WEBK ENDDIG FEB. 1st, 1897. WmEMDIIG FEB. IST, 1898.

. . £ &

Adelaide 150 0 Adelaide 37 0

Alexandria 29 0 Amsterdam 3600

Amsterdam 55 0 Bangkok. Teleg. mat. ... 71 0

Bombay ... 263 0 Beira 1,355 0

Buenos Ayres 22 0 Bombay ... 13 0

Calcutta 333 0 Boulogne 69 0

Cape Town 256 0 Brisbane. Teleg. poles... 1,975 0

Teleg. mat. 221 0 Buenos Ayres. Teleg. mat. 386 0

Colombo 18 0 Cape Town 1,324 0

Copenhagen . Teleg. mat. 35 0 Calcutta ...

Demerara . Teleg . mat. 113 0 Channel Isles 25 0

Darban . Teleg. mat. 243 0 Christiana 10 0

East London . 3,133 0 Colombo ... 1990

Fremantle 12 0 Constantinople 1,0600

Teleg. mat. 2,965 0 Copenhagen 190

Gothenburg 18 0 Delagoa Bay 83 0

Teleg mat. 146 0 Durban ... 469 0

Hamburg 225 0 East London 168 0

Launceston 21 0 Flushing 19 0

Melbourne 1,400 , 0 Fremantle 771 0

Teleg. mat. 709 0 Gibraltar
790

Ostend 300 Gothenburg
15 0

Port Elizabeth 519 0 Hamburg 78 0

Rangoon 33 0 Hong Kong 76 0

Reval 90 0 Lisbon 300 0

Saigon 98 0 | Ostend 35 0

Shanghai 106 0 Rio Janeiro 195 0

Singapore 64 0 Rotterdam . Teleg . mat, 1500
Stockholm . Teleg.mat. 2090 Shanghai

5220

Sydney 1,002 0 St. John's, N.B.... 20 0

25 0 Stockholm 30 0

Wellington. Teleg. mat. 971 0 Teleg. wire 179 0

Yokohama 508 0 Sydney 582 0

Wellington
105 0

Teleg .mat. 2920

Yokohama . 3,978 0

91

.

addition, 78 bours' technical work must be done each year (48 after

passingas “ exper : ”) . Each workingday - after the irst eight - of

the continuous training counts as six boars; each full day counts six

hours ; each halfday four hours. The remainder may bemadeup in

periods of 1, 11, 2, 21, 3, and 31 hours.

The capitation allowance is 25 .

An allowance of 53. is made for a whole day, 2s. 61.for a hall-day :
but a " recruit ” must attend 49, a " trained man " 20 , an " expert

10 hourly drills before earning these allowances . Daring thecon

tiouous training each member earns 53. a day. The whole of these

allowances will be devoted to the maintenance in camp and to the

remunerationof efficient members.

Drills — both military and technical - will begin as soon as mom

bers are enrolled .

Intending members are requested to study the conditions of

efficiency. Every effort will b3 made to make it easy to comply
with them.

Below will be found an extract from the rules of the corps :

5. Every enrolled member who is non -efficient in any year shall

pay.to the funds of the corps,on or before November iothin that

year, & som equal to half the Government capitation allowance
which he failed to earn .

The commanding officer shall

havepower to remit payment,wholly or in part, in special cases .
8. No person shall be admitted as member or honorary member

unless proposed by one or more members of the corps, and approved

bythe commanding officer.

24. Any member wishing to leave thecorps maydo so on November
2nd, providing he shall have given notice of his intention not later

than the 30th of the preceding September. Failare to comply with
this rule shall render him liable for hall the amount of the succeed

ing year's capitation grant.

Iatending members should write to the adjutant, Captain Brady,

R.E., 13, VictoriaStreet, 8.W., whowill supply all information. They

should givetheir fullname, address, occupation, and electrical quali.
fications. If they wish to join as engine drivers they should state

their qualifications for that work.

Every application must be accompanied by a reference to a mem

ber of thecorps or to some other person wellknown to the command
ing officer.

Before enrolment, each candidate must be passed as fit by a
medical officer.

Every member shall be enrolled for three years at least. A

member leaving before completing three trainingsshall be liable to a

penalty.

Henceamember who serves for three years, and is efficient in each

year ,will be put to practically no expense, ashe will have incurred
no penalties, and the cost of his uniform and camp expenses will

have been refunded to him .

J. HOPKINSON, F.R.S , Major,

Commanding the Electrical Engineers,

Ř E. (Volunteers).
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Total £ 14,021 0 Total £ 16,2800

Foreign Goods Transhipped ,

용히Alexandria ...

... ...

...

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.
... ...

..

.00 07

...

... ...

... ...

Electrical Wares Exported.

WERK ENDING FEB. 8TH , 1897. WEEK ENDING FAB. STH , 1898.

£

Aden . Teleg. cable 10,080 0 Albany 55 0

Albany 221 0 Alexandria. Teleg.mat. 2050

Antwerp 226 0 Teleg . cable 387 0

Bangkok
55 0 Amsterdam 107 0

Bombay 41 0 Teleg. mat. 13 0

Calcutta ... 76 0 Auckland 44 0

Cape Town 890 Bombay 97 0

Colombo 198 0 Teleph. mat. 21 0

Teleg. mat. 61 0 Boulogne 188 0

Demerara. Teleg. mat.... 18 0 Buenos Ayres
824 0

East London . 1,117 0 Teleg . pole 3000

Gibraltar, Teleg. mat. 36 0 Calcutta ... 345 0

Gothenburg
20 0 Cape Town .. 1,7940

Hong Kong
110 0 Charters Towers 120 0

Merosyne. Teleg. mat. 27 0 Colombo 1600

Montevideo 30 0 Durban ... 249 0

Passages 155 0 Teleg. mat. 17 0

Port Elizabeth . 453 0 East London 368 0

Rio Grande De Sul Flushing 23 0

Teleg. mat. 40 0 Gibraltar 600

Syra. Teleg. mat. 31 0 Gothenburg
148 0

Rangoon. Teleg. mat. ... 18 0 Hamburg
276 0

Reval 1200 Malaga
210 0

Teleg. mat. 206 0 Melbourne 610

Shanghai 55 0 Naples
13 0

Singapore 78 0 Port Elizabeth ...
1190

Wellington
206 0 Teleg. mat. 267 0

Yokohama 31 0 Rotterdam . Teleg . mat. 1100

Shanghai
33 0

Stockholm

Sydney ...

Trinidad 27 0

Wellington
26 0

..
...

..

...

...

...

...

... ...

Agency. - We understand that the Edison and Swan

United Electric Light Company, Limited, has appointed the Direct

Importers, Limited , of Bulawayo, sole agents for Rhodesia.

Art Metal Work.- We understand that the business

of Messrs. G. R. De Wilde & Co., carried on for the past 12 years by

Mr. George Rexworthy De Wilde at 10 and 11, Archer Street, Shaftes

bury Avenue, has been purchased by Messrs. Thomas Potter & Sons,

and amalgamated withtheir own business, of ecclesiastical and art

metal workers, which has been carried op since 1827 at 44, South

Molton Street. Mr. De Wilde has joined Messrs. Potter & Sons,

and will in future have charge of this branch of their business.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - The London Gazette gives
notice of the release, on January 12th , of the trustee ( ř. H.

Stephens) in re Thomas Maddren (T. Maddren & Co.), electrician, of
Cardiff.

A first and final dividend of 3s. 9d . in the £ has been notified under

the failure of George Thompson (G. Thompson & Co.), electrical
engineer, of Queen's Road, Brighton .

Brussels Exhibition Awards. - In last Friday's London

Gazette we observe a long list of the awards made in the British

Section of this Exhibition. Among the members of the Executive

Committee of the British Commission, who have received awards,

are the following :-Diplomes d'Honneur to Sir A. K. Rollit, Mr.

James Dredge, C.M.G. , Sir E. H. Carbutt, and diplomes_commemo.

ratifs to Sir F. A. Abel, Major $. Flood Page, Mr. E. Windsor

Richards, Mr. Alex. Siemens. Diplomes commemoratifs have also been

awarded to Mr. W. H. Massey, Mr. R.W. Blackwell, and Mr. Philip

Dawson. Among theindustrial exbibitors are the following awards:

llors Concours to Mr. R. W. Blackwell. Grands Prix to Brush Elec

trical Engineering Company (inparticipation with the Electrical

Syndicate , Brussels Exhibition ), Eastern Telegraph Company, Elliott

Bros., Fielding and Platt ( in participation with the Electrical Syndi

cate, Brussels Exbibition ). Diplomes d'Honneur_to Fielding and

Platt, W. T. Glover, C. A. Parsons & Co. , J. 8. Raworth, Ruston,

Proctor & Co. , Tangyes, Limited . Gold medals to - Eastern Tele

graph Company and Horstall Furnace Company, Thomas Parker

and Co. Silver medals to - Forced Draught Syndicate, Roller

Bearings Company. Among the awards to collaborators are :

Diplome d'Honneur to Mr. George Elphinstone (Messrs. Elliott Bros.),

and a gold medal to Mr. F. B. Behr ( lightning express).

...

... 1

1,8500

3700

...

Total £13,801 0 Total £ 9,436 0

Calendars. - From the Peckham Truck Company ( Mr.

R. W. Blackwell, 39, Victoria Street, S.W.) we have received a

calendar for the year, 1898. It is made up of very large sheets - one

for each month, on each of which there appears a goodphotographic

view of electric and cable cars, trucks, & c., supplied by this well

known company :

Messrs. King & Co., electrical engineers and contractors, Leith, also

send a peat calendar.

A handy-Bized and serviceable wall calendar has been brought out

by Messrs. Nalder Bros. & Thompson .
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Catalogues. - Mr. Harry W. Cox, of Caraitor Street, has

issued a pamphletdescribing and pricing various apparatus supplied

byhim for use in Röntgen ray research,such as induction coils, focus

and vacuum tubes, screens, batteries, & c.

The Electrical Sundries' Company, of Berners Street, have issued

&new and enlarged catalogue oftheir electrical fittingsand accessories.

Cat-outs, switches, fuses, wall plugs, lampholders, standards,

counterweight and other hanging fittings, brackets, pendante, hall

lanterns, electroliers, lamps, & c.,are among the variety of electric

light apparatus and fittings.

Copper.-Messrs. H. R. Merton & Co. have prepared

tables showing the stocks of copper in England and France, and

advised from Chili and Australia . Their statement is as follows:

was a completed agreement, could the document be set aside on

the ground of fraud and essential error. He did not mean deliberate

fraud, but innocent and unintentional concealment of material

alterations, amounting to fraud in a civil action . The precedents

showed that, in order to have perfect obligation, there must be deli

berate and voluntary consent. Defendants' case was that they were

induced to sign the license sued on through concealment on the part

of plaintiffs. The durationof the license was a matter of importance

to defendants. They bought the plant for experimental purposes,

and never contemplated the further burden of an annualpayment of

£ 200 to the end of the patents. Thedraft they approvedof did not

contemplate that,and it was amended to place thequestion of dura

tion beyonddoubt, it possible. If there was doubt about the mean .

ing of the clause, apart from amendments, it must be read against

plaintiffs. The Court would have to find there was no consentgiven

by defendants to this contract. It was a Scotch contract, and must

be construed by the law of Scotland. Accordingly, it should have

been signed oneach page byboth parties before witnesses, and by all

the partners of the firms. It wasnot a mercantile document, but it

was a formaldeed , and not being executed according to the formali.

tiesof signing in Scotland, the license could not be enforced in Scot

land. Judgment was reserved.

Personal. — Mr. T. Scott Anderson, of Sheffield , asks us

to state that his practice as a consulting engineeris being carried on

as before, and is not a branch of the new firm of Scott Anderson and

Beit. We understand that he has just received instructions from

the District Council of Kilnhurst to survey and reportupon the

lighting of their district. He is further retained by the directors of

new steel works inYorkshire to reportupon thecomplete equipment

in their works of lighting, welding, and motor plants.

00

:
:
:

:
:
:

:
:
:

46,128 »

:
:
:

Tons. £ s . d .

64,848 at 40 5 0

43 17 6

32,807 51 2 6

81,955 48 5 6

88,033 48 15 0

29,746 49 00

Jan. 31st, 1895

1896

1897

Dec. 31st,

Jan , 15th, 1898

31st,

99

11

91

The following figures show the total supplies and deliveries :

Feb , 28th , 1895 , to Jan. 31st, 1896

29th , 1896 , to 1897

28th, 1897, to
1898

Supplies Deliveries

Tons. Tons.

142,928 152,648

206,224 220,045

221,195 229,756

Private Bills,—The Examiners of Private Bills sat at the

House of Commons on Monday to consider the standing order proofs of

Bills lodged forconsideration during thepresent session . There was " no

appearance ” registered in the case of the Folkestone Electric Tram

ways Bill. Inthe case of the Hastings and St. Leonards Tramways

Bill, which had been part heard by the examiners, the petition was

endorsed" no appearance on adjournment.” The consideration of the

Bill was further adjourned until the 21st inst. The consideration of

the London United Tramways Bill and the Blackpool and Fleet

wood Tramroad ( Tramways Extensions) Bill was postponed.

CroydonTramways Company v. The British Elec

trical TractionCompany.- In the Appeal Court on Tuesday,the

Master of the Rolls, Lord Jastice Rigby, and Lord Justice Vaughan

Williams, heard an appeal by the Croydon Tramways Company

against a judgment of Mr. Justice Kekewich in the Chancery Divi.

sion. This judgment was briefly referred to in the ELECTRICAL

REVIEWfor January 21st, page 79. In January, Major-GeneralKaye

sued inthe Lower Court, onbehalf of himselt and other ordinary

shareholders in the Croydon Tramways Company, asking that the

company might be restrained trom carrying out an agreement for the

saleby them of the undertaking and its lines to theBritish Electric

Traction Company: After bearing counsel's arguments, Mr. Justice

Kekewich granted an interim injunction restraining the directors

trom carrying out the agreementto sell their undertaking to the

British Electric TractionCompany. Mr.Cripps, Q.C., Mr.Warring

ton , Q.C., and Mr. Rowden appeared for the appellants; Mr. Bram

well Davis,Q.O., and Mr. Bradford for the respondents. The case

was opened on behalt of the appellants, and Mr. Bramwell Dayis

and Mr. Bradford replied for the respondents, after which the hear ,

ing was adjourned .

When the case was resumed yesterday, the Master of the Rolls said

their lordships hadcome to the conclusionthat it would be extremely

difficult to do justice in the matter in the absence of the British

Electric Traction Company . He therefore thought that the appeal

had better stand over in order to allow of the purchasing company

being added to the motion. The case was adjourned for a fortnight.

South African Electrical News. — The British and

South African Export Gazette has the following items :-A scheme

having been mooted for lighting Kokstad, Cape Colony, with the

electric light, opportunity will shortly be afforded for electric en .
gineering firms to tender for the requisite material. Overhead

wire to the extent of 47,300 feet, for the purpose of lighting Bula

wayo ,has been supplied to the order ofthe BulawayoWaterworks

and Electric Light Company. The installation of the electric light

in the railway workshops at Mafeking is under the consideration of

the Railway Department, and the extension of the system to the

town is also mooted. In this event very considerable orders for

machinery and material will shortlybe placed. The two large

alternating current dynamos, of 15,000 lamps capacity each, with

1,250 revolutions perminute and a voltage of 2,288, required for the

electric lighting of Bulawayo, have been supplied to the Bulawayo

Waterworks and Electric Light Company by the General Electric

Companyof NewYork. The completion of the equipment of the

Village Main Reet gold mine only awaits the arrival of the electric

plant, for some time on order, but delayed owing to the engineering

strike. Anorder for a smalldynamo, to supplementthe existing electric

lighting plant, has been placed by the Darban Municipality . Two

automatic cut-off engines of 150 H.P. each have been supplied by

Messrs. McIntosh, Seymour & Co. for the Bulawayo Waterworks and

Electric Light Company.

" Isolacit, ” — This is the name of an insulating and acid

proof material made byMessrs. Baeumcher & Co., of Dresden , who

have just appointed Mr._Archibald Campbell, of 28, Gray's Inn

Road, W.0 ,sole agent in England. It is stated to have given great

satisfaction to a number of the best -known electrical manufacturers

and electric railway companies, also in battery establishments, in Ger

many. It is produced in different mixtures, liquid, semi-liquid, and

solid, and among the advantages claimed for it are the following:

It does not burn , ignite , or entirely lose its elasticity,butadheres to

the movements ofductile and pliable objects without becoming

brittle or cracked . It is not troublesome to use, and there are no

unhealthy evaporations. It is not affected by the most acrid acids .

Lists.- Mr. C. R. Heap, 47, Victoria Street, S.W., the

sole importer for the United Kingdom for the C. and C. Electric

Company, of New York , sends us lists of that company's bipolar

dynamos and motors. The list gives some very neat blocks of the

straight and curved field types, and detailed particulars of same.

The C. and O. slow speed generator is also described .

Sunderland Exhibition . - At this Exhibition the Sun

derland Forge and Engineering Company , who carried out the

electric lighting of the buildings,putting in 50arc lamps and about

30 100-C.P. and 250 16 -C.P . incandescents, exhibit at their stand two

inverted vertical compound double-acting enclosed sell -lubricating

central valve engines coupled direct to two compound -wound

dynamos of the inverted two-pole pattern. They alsoshow several

ship lighting plants, and a 25-B.H.P. enclosed motor driving a

joggling machine.
1

1

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Lloyd & Lloyd v . D. & W. Henderson & Co.

Sheriff Strachan, on 31st alt., heard proof in an action at the

instance of Lloyd & Lloyd, of Birmingham , holders of letters patent

in the United Kingdom for the Benardos system of electric welding,

against D. & W. Henderson & Co., engineers and shipbuilders. The

pursuers sought to bind the defenders to an agreement which

they entered intoin 1892 to pay a royalty of £ 200 per annum for the

use of the inventions comprised inthe pursuers' patent. After pay .

ing royalty for two years, the defenders, it is alleged , refused to
turther implement the agreement, assigniog , as a reason, among

others,that the invention could not performthe operations which it

was alleged to be able to perform . Parguers denied the defen

ders' allegations, and contended that the defenders, by letter, agreed

to hold themselves bound by the deed and signature of Mr. Andrew

Henderson. When the hearing was resumed, Mr. Bannatyne,

addressing the Court for the defendants, said the first and most im

portant question was whether or not there was a completed agree

ment between the parties, and the second point was, assuming there

Aberystwyth . - It is proposed, in view of having a fresh
agreement with the Electric Lighting Company, to obtain their

terms for the extension of the arclighting and also for three years’

incandescent lighting.

Beckenham . — The District Council has agreed to supply

electricity to the district at an estimated cost of £ 36,000.

Bedford . - A correspondent says that the annual balance

sheet of the Bedford Liberal Club shows that by adoptiog the

electric light a saving of £40 has been effected , for whereas elec

tricity costs £41, with a gas bill of £5, the gas bill alone formerly

amounted to a sv'a of £ 90.
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Council the wages of the men thus employed. The company has

submitted a tender amounting to £ 992 , such sumto include the

provision and fixing of an engine and dynamo, with switchboard,

cables, mains, distribution boards, branch wires, switches, incandes.

cent lamps, batteries, & c., and 14 arc lamps. The company ander

takes to employ the Council's men to assist in every possible way.

TheCommitteerecommend the Council to accept the tender of the

National Electric Free Wiring Company, Limited ,to carry out the

electric light installation at the chief station of the fire brigade for

£ 992, loss the amount of the wages of the Council's employés who

will be engaged on part of the work.

Glasgow.- A member of the Corporation is to move that

in view of the unsteady character of the electric light inSt.Andrew's

Hall, of the noises emitted by the arc lamps used, and of the fact

thatthe roof is practically invisible under the presentmethod of

lighting, a system be adopted which will be both efficient and
silent.

-

+

1

Belfast. — The Electric Committee says that it cannot

supply current for the Exhibition Hall, Botanic Gardens Park (as

required for the year) until the new supply station is in working

order . But as the parties will rest content for the present with
50 8.0.Ps., the supply is to be furnished and a main laid . The

storage battery and switchboard contractors are ready to begin

delivery. Thecentral station is already partly insured in the Fine

Art and General, and other companies are being negotiated with.

The electrical engineer is to wait on Messrs. Harland & Wolff in

reference to their application, and ascertain " what voltage they

would require the electric current to be supplied at, and also to

inform them that the Committee would be prepared to supply up to

1,000 Board of Trade units per annum on a maximum demand of

not more than 500 H.P. at 2 d .per anit, and beyond that onthe

same maximum demand at 11d. per unit, the cable to be laid to their

gate ."

The Board ofGuardians are asking Mr. Clegg to submit an estimate

of the cost of electric lighting plant, and the maintenance thereof,

for the Workhouse.

Bromley . - The Bromley Urban District Council are still

holding over the transfer of the Electric Lighting Order, having, in

response to their inquiries,received what they consider to be a most

unsatisfactory replyfrom the company.

Burnley. — The Council has accepted a tender ( £ 4,888)

for the supply of two combined enginescoupled with dynamos for

extendingthe electric lighting works .

Cardiff ,—The electrical engineer has reported to the

Lighting Committee upon the mains generally thronghout the town.

Hesaggests that the cables supplying the arc lightsbe replaced by

others, andthat the lamps be connected to them in accordance with
the latest Board of Trade requirements. If this were not done, he

would not be surprised at a failure of some of the lamps after any

heavy wet weather.

Devonport. - The Council has appointed Prof. Kennedy to
prepare an electric lighting scheme for the district.

Dorking . - The District Council has, after discussion ,

resolved to introducetheelectric light into Dorking, and an Electric

Lighting Committee has been appointed to report.

Dover .- Some of the consumers have been conferring with

the Electricity Supply Company re the charges for corrent.

Dablin .-- The Local Government Board having considered

Mr. Cotton's report, have notified the Corporation that the £ 20,000

asked forwill be " loaned ” subject toapproval of the specification
and detailed estimates in connection with the new cables and works.

The Corporation will therefore have financial resources so far to

carryout their new scheme for an extension of the electric lighting of
the streets.

Dadley .-- The contract for lighting by electricity the

Public Hall, for the purpose of the Industrial Exhibition , was

carried out by Messrs. Webster, Michelson & Co., of Dudley. There

were 4 2,000-C.P. arcs and incandescents equivalent to 600 16's.

The plant employed for the purpose comprised a combined high

speed vertical engine and multipolar dynamo. The samefirmhavea
stand at the exhibition where they show various electrical fittings

and several “ C ” type Dudley dynamos and motors.

Dandee. - Four electric lamps are to be erected in High

Street, Lochee, the electric plant at the public baths supplying the

current.

Durham . - At the last City Council meeting a letter was

read from Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Limited, stating

that proposals had been made to them by the Dean and Chapter of

Durham for putting down plant for supplying the Cathedral and

College with electric light. They proposed to leave a margin for the

use of private consumers, and asked the consent of the Council to

mains being laid through the streets to enable them to supply intend

ing customers. The consent asked for was granted .

Ealing . - A report is to be prepared on the subject of the

proposed application of incandescentlamps to the arc lampposts.

A mechanic is to be engaged to remedy, asfar as possible , thedefects

in the present aro lamps.

Edinburgh . - A committee of the Scottish Conservative

Club report that they have entered into a contract forthe re -wiring

and extension of the electric light installation of the Club, as well as

for the supply of electric light fittings at a total cost of £ 1,400. The

re-wiringand fitting of the smoking and reading rooms has been

completed, and the remainder of the work is to be carried out during

the current year.

At the meeting of the Electric Light Committee on the 1st inst. it

was reported that over 2,200 8.C.P. lamps had been applied for

during the last two weeks.

Fire Station Lighting .- The L.C.C. Fire Brigade Com

mittee has been goinginto the question of electric lighting for the

chief fire station, with the chief officer. He suggests that the

National Electric Free Wiring Company's system of wiring should

be adopted , and he proposes that, instead of the necessary plant

being obtained from various firms, a contract should be entered into

withthe companyforthe supply and fixing of the plant and fittings,

but that some ofthe fixing and the making of brackets , & c., should

be executed by the workshops' staff, the company reimbursing the

Greenock . - There is a suggestion that before anything
further is done in connection with the electric lighting scheme,&

plebiscite of the residents be taken . The Council require to notify

the Board of Trade shortly whether or not they intend to apply for a

provisional order, and Mr. Tighe, electrical engineer, Paisley, has

been appointed to consult withthe sub -committee.

Grimsby .-- The Public Lighting Committee has been

considering the report of the sub -committee on electric lighting. The

following places were visited for the obtaining of information :

SouthShields, Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester, Brighton, Shoreditch,

andWestminster. The sub-committee recommended the engagement

of Prof. Kennedy as consulting engineer. The sub- committee added

that overtares had been made by the Tramway Company as to the

supplying of energy for tramwaytraction, and authoritywas asked

tonegotiate withthe company,and obtaina definite proposal from
them . It is proposed to ask Prot. Kennedy to preparean estimate.

Hampstead .The Vestry has decided to apply for a loan

of £ 40,000 from the London County Council in order topay for some

very extensive plant for electric lighting it has just added to the

central station in Finchley Road. It is hoped to finish in abont six

weeks' time the installation of the public electric lighting from

Heath Street to Chalk Farm , about a mile and a hall in length .

Islington . - The Electric Lighting Committee's report

just issued, of the working of the electric lightingsystem in Islington

during the year 1897, shows that whereas inthe previous year a

profit on revenue account bad been shown of £ 1,616, in 1897 the

profit madewas £ 4,432. With the repayments oncapital account,

the loss on the twoyearswas reducedfrom £ 1,836 to £ 318 145. 4.,

andthis logs might have been turnedintoa profit but for some delay

in starting the new plant. Mr. Gay, the electrical engineer, inanote

to the account, saysthe number ofunits sold in 1896 was 298,000,

and this produced a revenue of £ 7,573. In 1897 there were 504,000

units sold, or an increaseof 206,000 ,being equivalent to 69 per cent.

In 1896, the working cost was £ 5,958 , equivalent to nearly48d. per

unit. In 1897, it was £ 7,858, an increaseof £ 1,900, and equal to31

per cent.; the cost per unit talling to 3fd ., or apenny per unit less

thanthe previous year. Thus, with anincreased cost ofprodaction

of 31 percent., the ont-pat has increased 69 per cent, andthe

revenue 62 per cent. The gross profit in 1896 only amounted to 21

per cent. on the revenue, but last year it rose to 36 per cent , a very

satisfactoryincrease. The capitalaccount now stands at £ 160,850, of

which £ 6,623 remains in hand.

The increasing demand for current here has necessitated

forther extensions, and £ 12,000 has been voted by the Vestry

for purchasing and erectis the new plant, which will include

twoboilers, a1,600 H.P. engine, and 1,300 kw . alternator, at acost

of £ 7,180. The steam and other pipes and fittings, also foundations,

accumulators, boosters, and various accessories, will amount to

£ 4,820. The Electric Lighting Committee has reportedto the

Vestry on the steps being taken by other local bodies regarding the

payment of the trade union rate of wages.

Lambeth . - The Lighting Committee has reminded the

vestry that the South London Electric SupplyCorporation ander
took to supply, energy, free of charge, for 25 arclamps, to be erected
by the vestryin certain streets. The committee submitted a list of

positions.

Lancaster. The Electricity Committee has acceptedthe

tender of Mr. Wm. Massey for oil,and the Scottish Asbestos Com

pany for packing.

The Electricity Committee has increased the salary of Mr. C.E. M.

Johnstone, electrical engineer, trom £ 120 to £ 140 per annum .

Leeds.At the present time part of Wellington Street,

Boar Lane, and Briggate are illuminated at night by means of gas

andelectricity. It is intended shortly, however,todispensewithgas

until midnight. At that hour the gas lamps will be lighted,and
electricity switched off.

Leith . The Special Committee on Electric Lighting has
accepted the following tenders for the electric light station build.

ings – Mason work , Kinnear, Moodie& Co., £ 7,693 ;joiner work,

Kinnear, Moodie & Co., £ 934 ;plumberwork,Patrick Knox&Sons,
£ 269 ; iron work ,A.Mather & Son ,£ 1,972;glazier work, Robert

Graham,£ 307; slater work, M'Lean& Reid,£ 99; plaster work,
Stuart'sGranolithic Stone Company, Limited, £ 69.

-
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· Leyton. — The Guardians having asked for terms for a

supply ofcurrent for lighting all the workhouse buildings for two

years ,the Council has resolvedto charge 3 d .perunit. A deputation

from the Council is to go to Brighton to see how they charge for

current there.

Theresident engineer hasreportedasfollows :-- Electricity generated

during December, 25,062 amperes ; units sold , 15,981 amperes ;

number of applications during December, 8 ; total applications to

date , 100 ; largest number of lights on at any one moment, 3,734 ,

being 71 per cent of the total connected.

Liverpool. The electrical engineer has been empowered

to proceed with aportion of the extension of the mainsprovidedfor
by the estimates for the current year. The estimatedcost of this
work is £ 16,947.

London . - At last week's meeting of the Vestry of

St. George, Hanover Square, a proposal was brought forward that an

additional sum of £ 1,000 be granted on the lighting contracts in

order that electric lighting might beintroducedinto the parishand

the experimentmade in Piccadilly. Itwas stated that the parish of
St. George is behind all other metropolitan parishes in this matter.
Alter discussion the motion was lost .

Loughborough.- A London company's proposal for

obtaining a provisional order for electrically lighting the borough has

been referred to the General Purposes Committee.

Merthyr. - Mr. Dan Thomas has given notice of motion

to consider the expediency of including a sum in the next estimates,

with a view to the engagement of an expert to report apon the

electric lighting of the district, and probably on a scheme of electric
tramway ..

Newcastle . - A meeting of the Special Committee

appointed overtwoyearsagofor the purpose of considering thepro
vision ofthe electric light for the city was held last week. There

was a discussion on the electric lighting of the city , and it was

decidedto ask the city engineer to report as to the numberof arc

lamps that would be required to illuminate the principal streets, and

as to the power that would be required. It wasfelt,however, that it

would be necessary to await the action of the newTramways Com .

mittee before proceeding further, as should the committee decide in

favour of electric trams,the same power might be used to supply the

electric light. The city engineer is to furnish a report as to the

amountofpower to be produced from the waste energy of the Byker

retune destructor.

Newington . - Some members of the Vestry seem to fear

that the London Electric Supply Corporation is cutting the ground

from under its feet, by inducing thepablic to take current from it

at 5d. per unit- & lower rate than the Vestry will itsell be able to

supplyat when the municipal installation is put down.

Russia . The annual report of the St. Petersburg and

Moscow Electric Lighting Company for the year 1896-7 states,

according to the Shareholder, that the total gross takings were

£ 168,100, divided pretty equally between the two townsof St.Peters

burgandMoscow, and the expenses were £ 101,000 . Thenet receipts

amounted to £ 59,160, and after deducting £ 5,060 for cost of

administration forboth towns there is a profit remaining of £ 54,100,

of which £ 10,820 is written off for depreciation, £ 2,160 for Govern.

ment taxes , and £ 4,640 for the reserve and insurance land, leaving a

Det profit of £ 36,480 , to which was added the sum of £ 11,300 carried

over from the previous year, giving a total available for distribution

of £ 47,780 . Adividendatthe rate of 6 percent . was declared. The

lengthof the streets in whichcables have been laid is 33 miles, and

next spring it is contemplated to put in 13 miles more , as the

applications for connections are verynumerous.

Salford .At the last Council meeting, Councillor Wheat

crott asked how long it was intended to leave the electric lighting

arrangements of thestreets in their present condition with the wires

exposed. He thought it was probable that there would be a serious

leakage in consequence of this state of affairs. Councillor Hamblett,

replying to the question, said that at the next meeting of thesabé

committee, which had charge of the experiments, it would be

suggested that the temporary arrangements referred to should be

discontinued. It was å fact that there had been a considerable

leakage and waste of electrical power.

Sheffield . — The City Council on Wednesday decided to

purchase the Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company's ander.

taking. Pending the completion of the parchase shareholders are to

receive 10 per cent. dividend .

Shoreditch .In addition to the statement made by Mr.
Kershaw at last week's Vestry meeting, we take from a local

paper the following further remarks reported to have been

made by him in answer to the objections raised by several

members to too hasty a rodaction in the charge per unit.

Major Wenborn bad stated that it would be very unwise of the

Vestary to pass the report until they were placed in the possession of

the information given in Committee. Mr. Kershaw said " this

undertaking mustbe ran in a commercial spirit. Their loss on the

first quarter was£ 600, but in the second quarter they recoaped that

lousandgot £ 300 to the good. One of the contractors hadnot yet

tulilled his guarantee, andit thefigures giventothe committee gotinto

print it might be the worst day'sworkthe Vestry ever did ." This is a

strong statement from the chairman of an electric lighting com .

mittee, and readers may be pardoned for wondering what figures it

is so imperative to keep seoroti

Shoreham . - The Southern Cross Shipyard and Engineer

ing Companyhaveoffered to submit estimates and specifications to

the DistrictCouncil for electric lighting.

St. Marylebone. For the electric lighting requirements

at the new central administrative block at Marylebone Road Work

house, 18 tenders were received, ranging from £ 870 to £1,765. It

was proposed to accept the lowest (Messrs. E. F. Joel & Co.), but a

member moved that the tender of the Marylebone firm be accepted

at £ 927 odd . The matter was in the end referred to a Committee to

make inquiries.

Stockton.-- At last week's Town Council meeting the

electric lighting question was under consideration . Mr. W.

Ford, gas manager, had gone into the matter of site. He had

selected three sites as being adapted for the purpose. So far,

reasonable provision had been made, not only for covering

the compulsory area, but for an area of something like five

miles radius from the site selected . His design of the proposed

buildingsforengines, dynamos, and boilers had been approved by

the expert. Mr. 8. C. Vesey Brown reported that he had considered

the three sites. He had estimated on a plant capable of supplying a

total of 3,000lamps alight, each lamp taking30 watts. This meant

that about 4,200 lamps of a similar size could be wired. The system

was to be the continuous three -wire system with a pressure of

230 volts between either outer wires and the neutral wire. The ccst

of erectingand supplying an electricity works with boiler, econo

misers, engines, dynamos, pumps, pipes, crane, switchboard, storage

battery, cables, meters, buildings, and chimney was:—Site No. 1 ,

£ 15,145 ; No. 2, £ 15,652 ; No. 3, £14,297. It was resolved that

special meeting of the Gas Committee be held to consider the

following resolutions :— " That thereport be approved ,the question

of site being left for the consideration of the Council,” and “ That

the Council be recommended to empowerthe committee to invite not

exceeding six electric lighting engineering firms to submit sketch

plads, specifications, andestimate of the cost of an installation to

meet the suggestions contained in Mr. Ford's report. ”

Swansea . It is probable we have heard the last of the
triplescheme, whichwasthe cause of so much local wrangling. The

Lighting Committee has been going into the matter again , and as the

Tramway Company seems determined to make their own arrange

ments for sapplying the current for their system , the Committee has

approved ofa scheme for the electric lighting of the town inde

pendently. The provision of aday load for theplant wasthe chief

matter of solicitude, but, from the promises received and the possi.

bilities of certain works and industries taking power from the Cor

poration works, it is hoped by the committee that the scheme can be

most profitably carried through.

Wallasey . - The chairman of the Gas Committee stated

some days ago that their electrical installation, though only estab

lished about a year, had made a substantial surplus.

Winchester . - Mr. Murray, electrical engineer, Worcester,

was to visit Winchester one day this week to inspect the plans and

advise the committee.

York. The question of dust destructors has been raised

here in connection with electric lighting. A sab -committee is to

report on the form of destructors.

ELLOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

-

.

Airdrie and Coatbridge . - The directors of the British

Electric Traction Company will probably concede certain points

objected to by the Corporation Committee, so as to avoid opposition

to the schemewhen it comes before the Light Railways Commissioners

in a few weeks.

Blackpool.— The electrical engineer, and such members

of the Tramway Committee as please are to visit Hanover, Dresden,

Berlin , and Paris, for the parpose of inspecting the electric tram

way systems in those towns.

Bournemouth . - The promoters of the light electric

railway schemes, whichare opposed by some of thelocal authorities,

are still pegging away, though , we areafraid , with little prospect of

sacoese .

Bristol. — The Sanitary Committee has reported to the

Corporation at considerable length upon the BristolTramways

(Extensions) Bill, and the BristolTramways ( Electrical Power, &c.)

Bill, being promoted by the Tramways Company. The Committee

recommend the Council to resolve- (1) " That until the question as

to the right of the Corporation to regulate the mode of traction to

be used throughout the city on existing and future tramways, raised

by the company by the promotion of the Electrical PowerBill, has

been settled by Parliament, the consent of the Corporation be not

given to the Extension Bill.” ( 2) “ That the Electrical Power Bill

be opposed by the Corporation , and that the conduct of the opposi

tion be entrusted to your Committee .”

The Tramways Company met the sub -committee of the Sanitary

Committee on4th inst., for a conference on these matters, but

nothing particular was done.
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when the present leases expire, decide to carry on its owntramway

system . It was statedthat there will be no engineering difficulties

in laying the proposed line, andthat nowidenings of the road will be

required. Askedas to the possibility of extending the line westwards

from Rhodes to the Manchester tramway system at Cheetham Hill,

Mr. S. Sellon, the engineer to the company, said that at the time the

application was drawn it was understood that the Manchester Cor

poration were opposedto the overheadsystem . Heunderstood it was

now different, and it Manchester agreedthere should be no difficulty

in bringing the two systems together. The proposed tramway will
run through a very populous district, which absolutely needed road

connection. The Commissioners afterwards went through the clauses

of the proposed order.

Liverpool.- The Tramways Committee are understood,

says the Liverpool Post, to beworking hard to have the experimental

line of electric trams from St. George's Church to the Dingle ready

and in working order by May18t. The new machinerynecessaryto

supply the motor power hasalready been laid down atthe Paradise

Street generatiog station , and the armatures rewoond to give the

more powerful 500 -volt current necessary for the service. The wires

have been manufactured and delivered, and the rails have already

been shipped to Liverpool. Trolley poles bave been specially

designedfor the Corporation, and one isnow being cast from working

drawings by Dr. Hopkinson. Several of the cars to be used on the

line have already been delivered. Their design is novel. They are

entered fromthe sides. The front part of the car is enclosed , and

comfortably fitted up with seats divided one from another by arms ag

in first-class railway carriages. The ventilating arrangements are of

the latest type, and the lighting throughout will be byelectricity.

The rearhalfof the car will be open, andwill take the place of the

present " outside.” The seats are arranged cross -wise. Each car bas

been constructed to carry 36 passengers. As the speed will be too

great to admit of passengers jumping on and off wbile the car is

moving,it has been decided tohave a stopping station at the corner

of each importantcross-street along the line of route. The rate of

speed, with stoppages, will be eightmiles an hour.

Madrid . - The directors of the Tramways Union Com

pany, in their report for 1897, saythat the formal sanction of the

Madrid Municipality having been obtained for electricaltraction, the

work of transformation is now in active progress, and the directors

hope the line will be in tall working order early in the coming

-

summer .

Clontarf. - A deputation has laid before the Corporation

their views in favour of doubling the line of trams between Talbot

Street and Nelson's Pillar. The Tramway Company considers the

proposal tends to facilitate the traffic to Clontarf.

Dover . - For the week ended Saturday, 29th ult., the
receipts were £ 103 odd, averaging £17 48. per day, the number of

passengers carried being 24,811 for the week. The total receipts

since the opening have been £ 2,368 odd.

Dublin . The directors of the Dablin and Lucan

Steam Tramway Company report to the shareholders that they are

still negotiating for the electrical equipment of the line.

Edinburgh . A sub -committee has resolved that, as

arrangementsbad already been made for the cabling of the line

As far as Meadowbank, the Portobello section just acquiredby the

Corporationshould be cabled likewise. At one time, it is said, there

wassome talk of the Portobello section of the system being worked

by electrical traction .

Folkestone. It is stated that though the Corporation

havedecided not to approve of either of the two schemes before them

for the construction ofelectric tramways in the borough at the pre

sent stage, they do not intend to offer any active opposition.

Gateshead - The Parliamentary Committee has had an

interview with the Gateshead and District Tramways Company with

reference to the suggested substitution of electric traction in place of
steam on the tramways.

Great Orme.There was a conference between the

Council's representatives and the promoters of this tramway scheme

at Llandudno last week, and it is understood that the promoters

agreed to takethe supply of electrical energy from the Council. The

Council offeredtermsofpurchase at the endof 28 years, on a basis

of 4 per cent.dividend, bät the promoters declined, and a5 per cent.
basisis probable.

Hastings. - Last week the Council bad a lengthy discus

sion regarding the light railway and electric tramway schemes which
had been proposed for the district by private companies. The Roads

Committee submitted their report dealing with the proposals, statiog

the result of their negotiations with the promoters, and made the

following recommendations :-1. That the scheme for a suggested
system of tramways submitted by Mr. T. W. Barber, C.E., be not

entertained. 2. That consent be not given to the Hastings and St.

LeonardsTramways scheme. 3. That theHastings and St. Leonardo
Light Railways scheme, of which the British Electric Traction Com

pany, Limited, are the promoters — under which it is proposed to con

struct a line from apoint near the west end of George Street via

Castle Street and Robertson Street, to a point nearthe Bo-peep

Hotel, and a line from the Albert Memoriál via Bohemia Road to

Hollington - be not assented to. 4. That consent be given to the

carrying out of the Hastings, Bexhill, and District Light Railways

( Electric) scheme, with certain stipulations ; and that it be referred

to the committee to negotiate with thepromoters as to the terms and

details ,and report. These recommendations were not all approved

by the Council. An amendment was carried receiving and adopting

the report, excepting that part referring to the light railway scheme;

no part of the front line is to be used for experiment with trams; all

inland lines to be laid by the Corporation ; the Town Clerk to oppose

all schemes. The matter was referred to the Council in committee,

the voting on the amendment being 26 in favour and five against.

Kirkcaldy. — The Provost and magistrates of Dysart

bave cordiallytaken up this electric lightingand tramway scheme,

and appointed a committee to confer with the Kirkcaldy committee.

Leeds. — The Tramways Committee has decided to re

commend the Council to extend the tramways from Wall End,

Armley, to the city boundary at Stapningley. The Committee has

also had under consideration the questionof the equipment of the

Headingley, Chapeltown, and Hunslet sections with electricity,on a

similar principle to that employed on the Roundhay and Kirkstall

sections ,but the matter was postponed for a month .

Light Electric Railway . - The Earl of Jersey, Colonel

Boughey, and Mr. Gerald Fitzgerald, Commissioners under the Light

Railways Act, held an inquiryin the Middleton Town Hall on Satur

day last to obtaininformationwith regard to an application made by

the British Electric Traction Company, Limited , for an order author

ising the construction of a light railway in thedistrict. Mr. 8. Morse,

of London, appeared for the company. The Lancashire County

Council, the Middleton, Oldham , Rochdale, Heywood , Chadderton,
and Castleton authorities, the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company, and the Rochdale Canal Company were represented. They

did not oppose the grant ofthe order, but sought to secure their

interests under the order. From the statement of Mr. Morse it

appeared that the Electric Traction Company propose to construct &

tramway a little over 8 miles long, at an estimated cost of about

£ 52,000, to run from Rhodes to Middleton, and to branch from thence

intwo directions, one running through Chadderton to Oldham , the

other proceeding towards Rochdale by Castleton. The tramway is to

be laid along the main road, on the electric overhead wire system .

Evidence was given with regard to the great lack of means of com

munication by road betweenthe places named, and it was stated that

as the rails for the proposed system would be laid to the ordinary

gauge of 4 feet 84 inches, they could, as regarded the Oldham tram

way system , beeventually coupled up or connected. The Oldham

authority — the Town Council - opposed the grant to the company of

power to construct a piece of the line, about 300 yards long, which

would lie within the borough boundary. Oldham , it was said, might,

Manchester. — The Stretford DistrictCouncil will oppose

the Manchester Carriage and Tramways Bill, 1898, for using me

chanical power on their lines , & c .

Norwich . - At the Norwich Police Court, on 3rd inst .,

an application was made on behalf of the Norwich Electrical Tram .

ways Company,Limited, under the Land Clauses and Consolidation

Act, for a certificate that the capital of the company had been sub

scribed, which was necessary before they could acquire any lands.

Documentary evidence was handed in. It was shown that all the

capital of the company ( £240,000)had beensubscribed, and 50 per

cent. paid up. The magistrates, after consultation , said they had

come to the conclusion that the evidence in its present state was

insufficientto grant a certificate. Thelist of members produced was

not verified in any way. The application wasaccordinglyadjourned.

The matter came before the Court again on 5th inst., and the neces

Bary certificate was granted , an affidavit being produced from the

secretaryof the company stating that the book produced was the

registered membership roll of the company.

Sheffield.The construction of the track for the electric

tramways is being pushed forward, according to theSheffield Inde.
pendent. Work was commenced on January 3rd . The road from

Tinsley to the Wicker is practically level all the way. From Lady's
Bridge, up Waingate, and then along the FruitMarket and ap High

Street, a heavy gradient is encountered, and the line runs through

the busiest commercial part of the city, while, after leaving the
Moor, the efficiency of the traction will be tried inCemetery Road,

by one of the steepest gradients to be found in Sheffield . If the

electric overhead system proves equalto allthe demands made upon
it in the six miles from Tinsley to Nether Edge, it is likely to be sac

cessfulin any other partof the city in which it is to be employed .

The rails are supplied by the Barrow Steel Company;the steelpoints,
crossings, & c., by Askham Bros. & Wilson , and Mr.R. W. Blackwell

is supplying the well-known Chicago bond. The rails are laid on s

solidbed of concrete. The city surveyor (Mr. O. F. Wike) is super
intending the laying of the track. It is proposed to age 25 double

decked cars, each taking 51 passengers. The centre trolley poler,

which will be fitted with lamp carriers,are being supplied by Messrs.

Macfarlane & Co., of Glasgow , and a large number of the side stan

dards will be made by Mr. J. Spencer, of Newbury. Asalready
stated, the British Thomson -Houston Company will farnish the elec

trical equipment.

Electric Power Distribution . At last week's meet

ing of the DudleyTown Council,a discussion took place with

referenceto the Electric Power DistributionCompany andits
proposals. The Mayor stated that he and Councillor Hooper

attended the meeting at Birmingham in connection with the appli

cation of the ElectricPower Distribution Company. That company

was only in course of formation ,and it was a mistake to say that they

had offered powerat 1d. per unit. It might be id. and it might be

3d. No offer had yet been made likely to induce that corporation to

surrender their electrical powers. Whenthey were ready with any

such offer or guarantee that council would beready to welcomethem .

He proposedthe extension of the executive powers of the Electric

Committee for two months, andthis was carried .
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Electric Power Distribution .The representatives

of the principal firms in the Mansfield district" met at the

Swan Hotel to discuss the proposed scheme of the General
Power Distribution Company with the company's representatives.
Mr. Devonshire (of the British Thomson -Houston Company) ex .

plained the proposals. Various questions were put as to the cost of
the current to consumers,out andout cost, or hire cost of motors, & c.

The Derby Town Council will oppose the company's Bill.

Council have been discussing in earnest the question of the telephone

service. The L.C.O. isto obtain an inquiry into theservice through

an application for a licence to establish a municipal service for

London. The Court of Common Council is applying for an inquiry
and will hold a conference of local authorities at the Guildhallinto

the matter.

Telographie Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLI.
Down . Ropaired,

Brost- Bt. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 8th , 1893

West Indies

Bt. Orois -Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Curaçao -La Guayra Jan. 5th , 1898

Paramaribo -Cayenne Jan. 27th, 1898

Amazon Oompany's cablo

Parintins-Itacatian May 6th, 1896

Obidos- Parinting Dec. 7th, 1896

Saigon -Hong Kong ... Jan. 8th, 1898

Para -Maranbam Jan. 22nd, 1898 Feb. 8th , 1898 .

Bolama - Bissao Jan. 28th , 1898

Emden - Vigo Feb. 7th , 1898

LANDLITIRA .

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES .
...

...

...

...

... ...

Trang Continental lino be- } March 12th, 1896 ...
yond

Cartagena- Barranquilla

Majunga - Tananarive ...

Nicaragua landlines ...

July 4th, 1896

Feb. 2nd, 1898

... Feb. 8th , 1898

Feb. 5tb, 1898.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

20

91

18th ,»

22nd,

Bolton Telephone Service. In response to the com

plaints of theBolton Chamber of Commerce as to the unsatisfactory

condition of the telephone service, the Post Office authorities have

replied stating that in so far as was practicable in the absence of

details of specific cases, the matterhasbeen carefully inquired into

by the department's surveyor for the district. From a return which

has been taken of the trunktraffic at Bolton, it appears that, of the

trank callsoriginated by subscribers at Bolton, 62-40 per cent. were

put through , so farasthe department is concerned, in less than five

minutes, and 87:31 in less than ten minutes, and, on the whole, there

does not seem to be any reason to suppose that a satisfactory servica

is not given .

Delays in Australian Telegrams. — The Postmaster

General of South Australia, Sir CharlesTodd, mustby this time have

realised that the hopes which he expressed in a letter of reply to the

protest made by the London Chamber of Commerce, complaining of

the delays in the transmission of cable messages to Australia, were

over sanguine. In this letter, dated Adelaide, August 31st, 1897,

this gentleman, atter suggesting thatdelays aredae to variouscavises

andthat the lines in the Colony of South Australia were seldom at

tanlt, says that “ as a role messages are transmitted veryquickly over

the line between Adelaide and Port Darwin , and our difficulties as

regards the new code have been completely overcome; I do not,

therefore, anticipate any further complaints .". With the above

opinion before us, it may not be out of place to detail the inter

raptions and delays which have occurred since the date of Sir Charles

Todd's letter, viz .:

September 6th, 1897. - Port Darwio line unworkable .

17th, interrupted .

November 19th , Both trunk lines out off from Melbourne .

December 9th, Port Darwin line interrupted for about

four days.

15th, Port Darwin line interrupted by floods.

line working very badly

north of Hergott Springs.

Both South Australian lines between

Eucla and Adelaide unworkable for

some hours .

January 4th, 1898. - Oonsiderable delay in press messages due

to irregularity in the workingof the

landlines in Australia.

Australian landlines working badly ; no

cables through from Adelaide.

19th , Cables from Adelaide delayed.

20th , Communication from Adelaide in many

cases ag much as 24 hours late .

31st, Delay in communication to London ,

unable to supply usual Adelaide prices.
February 1st, Government wires in Australia working

very badly ; telegraphic communica

tion between Australia and England

greatly delayed.

These interruptions, it will be seen , are by no means rare, occurring

as they do on at least 13 occasions during the last five months. As he is

astrenuous opponent to the Pacific cable scheme, a means by which

the inconveniences referred to would have been avoided, it is

interestingto gauge the valueof the opinion no confidently expressed

by the Postmaster-Generalof South Australia. It is widely suggested

throughout the press,that a remedy for the above mentioned delays

and interruptions will be found in a system of cables, which the

Eastern Telegraph Company propose (for certain considerations)to
lay to theCape, and from thence on to Perth in Western Australia ;

but as this cable will land some 1,600 miles from Adelaide, 2,000

miles from Melbourne and 2,600 miles from Sydney, to say nothing

ofthe3,000 miles of landline interveningbetween Perth andBrisbane,

it will beseenthat the proposedremedycannotbeconsidered as in

theleast degree likely to supply the want which is so badly felt, not
only in Australia, but in England.

The Deutsche See- Telegrafen -Gesellschaft. - We learn
thatthe Emden -Vigo cable,which waslaid about a year ago for the

above-named company, has again broken down .II ,as we have
heard, this cable is intended to form the first link of a system

which is toput Germany into communication with the United

States without touching on English territory, it would seem

prident to duplicate the first sectionbeforegoinganyfurtherin
the

matter, as this is, we believe , the sixth occasion on which this

cablehas broken down in thespace of a year. Such a record is not

calculated to inspire much confidence inthemindsof the Deutsche

See-Telegrafen -Gesellschaft.

The London Authorities and the Telephone Ser

vice. - Both the Court of Common Council and the London County

8th , »

n
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OPEN .

Bilbao . - February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that theprovisional board appointed in connection
with the electric tramway which it is proposedto lay trom Zumarraga

to Zumaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received byFebruary 28th, for the construction and equipment

of the line. Further particulars of the conditions of the tenders for

the above -named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

milos, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any day between the hourof11 and 6 .

Belgium . - February 16th. Tenders are being invited by

the Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, of Brussels, for

the supply of 38 electric tramcars. Tenders to be sent to , and

particulars maybe obtained from , the offices of the company, Rue de
La Science, 26, Brussels.

Berlin . - March 15th. The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council have opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways inthat city . Exhaustive details

concerning thisproject are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions that proposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathhaus III, Berlin, by

March 16th .

Bristol . - February 21st. The Electrical Committee

want tenders for 214 arc lamp posts. Electrical engineer, Mr. H.

Faraday Proctor. See our" Official Notices . "

Canterbury . - February 23rd. Tenders are invited for

the electric wiring and ittings for theBeaney Institute forthe Town

Council. Specifications, & c.,to be obtainedat the office of the City

Surveyor, 28, St. Margaret's Street.

Denmark . - The Formand for Byraadets Udvalg for

Ekectricitetsvaertet (Sugförer Edv. Lau ), of Kolding, are inviting

tenders for the supply of (1) the engines and boilers ; (2) the

dynamos and other electrical plant and apparatus; and (3) thesupply

and laying of mains required in connection with the projected central

electric lighting station in the town. Particulars may be had on

applying as above for the sum of 50 krondos (returnable on receipt of

bonâfide tender ). Tenders addressed as above.

Denmark . - March 12th . Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, & c , required in

connection with the new central station at Frederiksberg , near Copen

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis-og

Electricitets Aktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140 , Copenhagen V.,

from whom particulars may be obtained .

France . — February 16th. Tenders are being invited by

the French Naval Authorities at Toulon forthe supply of circuit

breakers, rheostats and dynamo wire. Particulars from , and tenders

to, Le Bareau du Détail des Approvisionnements de la Marine

Nationale, Toulon .

France. - March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire ) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or
electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to , La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

8
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Glasgow . - February 18th . Tenders are invited for the

construction of several sections of tramways for the Corporation.

Specification, & c., from Mr. John Young, general manager, 88, Ren
field Street, Glasgow .

Hammersmith . - February16th. TheVestry wanttenders
for general stores for the electricity works. See our “ Official

Notices . "

Harrogate . - February 24th. The Corporation invite

tenders for thesupply and erectionof vertical steam engine, dynamo,
switchboard, motor, overhead conductors, & c., for sewage pumping

plant. Mr. Geo. Wilkinson , borough electrical engineer. See our
Official Notices. "

Italy . - February 16th. Tenders are being invited by
the Italian Naval Authorities at Spezia for the supply of a large

number of 12 -C.P ., 16 - O.P ., 26 -O.P . and 100 - C.P. incandescent lamps

of differentvoltages. Tenders to be sent to LaDirez Torpedine e

Materials Elettrica, 1° dip. Marittimo, Spezia, Italy, from whence

particulars may be obtained.

L.C.C. - February 16th. The London County Council

Asylums Committee want tenders for agreat variety of sundries. One

of the items is for electric lighting sundries for Claybury. Particulars

at the office of the AsylumsCommittee, 21, Whitehall Place, 8.W.

Madrid . - February 22nd . The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs hasreceived a despatch from HerMajesty's Chargé

d'Affaires at Madrid, enclosing copy of a Royal decree announcing

that a public auction for the contract for repairing thenational sub

marine telegraph cables during the next five yean will be held at

Madrid on February 22ad. Further particulars as to the cables in

question may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office any time between the hours of 11 and 6 .

Northwich . - March 5th . The Weaver Navigation

Trustees are inviting tenders for the constructionand erection of the

necessary electric power plant for lighting and working the new

swing bridges at Northwich . Currentwill be supplied by the

Northwich Electric SapplyCompany, . Hogineer, Mr. J. A. Baner,
M.I.E.E. See our " Official Notices " this week.

Pembroke (Ireland). - March 5th . The Lighting Com

mittee want tenders for the supply and erection of various plant,

machinery, & c., for electric lighting . See our " Official Noticesthis
week for full particulars . Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert

Hammond.

Plymouth.– February 21st. The Council want tenders

for the erection and completion of a refuse destructor with all

necessary flues, fittings, boilers, & c. Borough engineer, Mr. James

Paton , Municipal Offices.

Portsmouth .-- February 22nd. The Corporation want

tenders for the supplyand erectionof Lancashire boilens, feed pumps,

mechanical stokers, & c. Consulting engineers, Messrs. Kincaid ,

Waller & Manville. See our " Official Notices " this week .

Redditch . - February 14th . The District Council want

tenders for the supply of buildings, gas producing plant, gas engines,

alternators, cables, transformers, & c.,forthe electric lighting of the

district. Consulting electrical engineer, Mr. J. A. McMullen . Soe

our " Official Notices " January 28th .

Rochdale. — February 19th. The Corporation want

tenders for steam dynamos,balancer, andboosters,& c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirehugh & sillar. See our" Official Notices ” January

14th.

Roumania.- March 15th. Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of theRoumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and

steel wire.

St. Helens. - February 21st. The Corporation want

tenders for various plant and machinery , & c.,in connection withthe

proposed electric tramways. See our " Official Notices " January 28th

for particulars. Consulting engineer, Dr. J. Hopkinson .

St. Pancras. - February 22nd. The Vestry want tenders

for dry backmarine boilers with superheaters and brickwork seatings.

See our " Official Notices ” February 4th.

The War Office.-April 27th. The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designsand specif .

cations for the supplyof portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from theDirector of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Victoria . - March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tenders for thesupply

of alternating current transformers and one main switch board.

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,
Melbourne.

Wallasey.-- March 17th . The District Council want

tenders for the supply of engine, alternator, exciter, two Lancashire

and one water-tube boilers, and condensing apparatus. Engineer,
Mr. J. H. Orowther. See " Official Notices " this week .

Watford . - March 16th. The District Council want

tenders for the supply and erection of various plant for the electric

lighting of the district. For details of the seven sections see our

" Official Notices ” this week. Mr. W. 0. O. Hawtayne, consulting

engineer,

OLOSED .

Blackburn . - The contract for the 500 -kilowatt C.C.

steam dynamofor the Council has been placed with Messrs. Siemens

Belliss. The following are the tenders with Belliss' engines :

£ 8. d .

Electrical Company.. 6,50000

Westinghouse 4,754 0 0

Crompton & Co. 4,666 0 0

J. A. Holmes 4,694 0 0

P. R. Jackson .. 4,492 0 0

Mather & Platt 4,405 00

Electric Construction Company 4,884 0 0

Siemens Bros. 4,840 00

The order for the steam alternator has not yet been definitely placed.

Mr. Lacey is the consulting engineer.

Bradford.-We understand that the tender of the

Westinghouse ElectricCompany, Limited , has been accepted forthe

electrical equipment of tramways in this city for the sum of £ 14,664.

Brighton . — The following is a list of the tenders

submitted forthe completion of the electric lighting , wiring, & c ., of

the Town Hall. Only those marked • were, says Daily Tenders and

Contracts,entertained,they being theonly tenders complying with
the specification, which required samples of materials and fittings to
be submitted :

9. d .

Whipp & Co., Manchester 625 00

* A . H. Wood,Army and NavyMansions, London, s.w.
(accepted ) 705 00

* H . V. James Mills & Co.,Manchester 860 00

The Nelson Electrical Engineering Company, Nelson 874 0 0

Lawrence& Blaiberg, London, W. 875 120

* Page & Miles,Brighton 899 14 0

*C. G. Reed & Son, Brigbton 985 100

*Laing , Wharton & Down, Ltd. 1,010 15 0

* W . J. Fryer & Co., Ltd.,London, W. 1,233 5 0

M. Fileman , Brighton 1,600 00

E. A. Tasker, St. Paul's 1,865 0 0

London . — The following tenders were sent in for the

electric light wiring of the Abbey Mansions, North Block, Victoria

Street, 8.W. Consulting engineer, Mr. Morgan Williams, C.E.:

S.

Electrical and General Engineering Co. 1,656 0 0

Hill, Gifkins & Co. 1,243 14 0

H. M. Leaf 1,147 10 0 Estimated

Drake & Gorham 1,095 00 total, with

Townsend,Tamplin & Makovski 1,046 2 6 branch wiring

Laing, Wharton & Down 991 96 for 610 8/22

Warburg, Dymond & Co. 968 0 0 S.W.G. points.
Belshaw & Co. 909 15 0

C. A. Hemingway (accepted) 838 18 0

London . - The following tenders were submitted for the

electric light wiring of Messrs. Welch , Margetson & Co.'s newwars

house, Moor Lane, E.O. Consulting engineer, Mr. Morgan Williams,

C.E .:

..

Tender No. 9 (Branch

Wiring per point)

Name of firm .

Tender No. 1

(Mains and

Distribution

Boards).

Estimated total

for 721points of

8/22 S.W G.7/214

8.W.G.

point.

8/22

S.W,G .

point.

S. d.

990 00

247 0 0

8. d .

230

80 0

8. d.

42 0

21 0

£ S. d .

1,189 20

1,004 1 0

B. M Leaf

Strode & Co.

Townsend, Tamplin
and Makovski

Belshaw & Co.

Spagnoletti and

Orookes (accepted )

.. 279 18 9

230 0 0

21 6

27 0

17 6

15

904 16 3

770 16 0

270 00 18 0 19 0 702 19 0

Newport. The contract for the supply of an electric

lighting plant for 130 16 -C.P . lamps and six 600-watt arc lamps for
temporary lighting at Westwood waterworks for the Corpo :ation has

been given to Mr.O. D. Phillips, of Newport.

Stafford . — The County Lanacy Committee has reported
that the Cheddleton Sub -Committee had invited tenders for the

installation of the asylum with electricity, upon plans and specifi

cations proparedby Mr. Henry Lea, C.E., of Birmingham,and of the

tour tenders received the following had been accepted :-Mavor and

Coulson, £ 6,240 (generating and storage plant) ; Walsall Electrical

Company, Limited, £ 3,19516s. 6d . (wiring and fittings).

West Hartlepool. - It is stated that the following con

tracts havebeen givenout bythe Corporation for electric lighting
plant:-Boilers, Anderton & Bon ; engines, dynamos, switchboard,

motor-dynamos and arc lamps, Crompton & Co.; storage battery,
Tudor Accumulator Company.

.

)

Dinner in Honour of Mr. James Dredge.A dinner

in honour of Mr. James Dredge, C.M.G., Executive Com

missioner of the Brussels International Exhibition of 1897,

took placeon Wednesday nightat the Grand Hotel, Trafalgar

Square. Sir Albert K. Rollit, M.P., occapied the chair. On
behalf of the exhibitors in the British section the chairman

presented Mr. Dredge with a beautiful albam containing

å general view of the exhibition buildings and an illuminated

address, to which were appended the signatures of the sub

scribers
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THE MAKING OF CHLORIDE ACCUMU covered in . The site is most conveniently situated with re

gard to rail and water, the Bury and Bolton canal being con
LATORS.

tiguous to the works, and the railway within a stone's

throw . There is more order, more cleanliness, and better

It is, perhaps, almost unnecessary to say that the company surroundings than one usually associates with such works.
which make the chloride cell is the Chloride Electrical The chairman of the companyis Dr. Bowman , who is well

Storage Syndicate, known in electrical

Limited, and the circles, and the

syndicate practically general manager is

controls the whole of Mr. G. A. Grindle,

the patents in the who, it is hardly

world , with the ex necessary to say , is

ception of the United one of the best known

States, Canada, and engineers in the pro

France, where chlo fession.

ride cells are made It is perhapsalmost
by allied companies. an act of supereroga- ,
The original patents

tion to set forth the

were held by the many directions in

Electric Storage Bat which the chloride

tery Company, of accumulator has

Philadelphia, from done distinguished

whom the patents for service; but perhaps

this company and the this account ought

rest of the world, to include some

with the above excep reference to the

tions, were acquired growing use that is

by the Chloride Syn being made of the
dicate.

chloride cell. It is

The home of the not only in electric

chloride accumulator lightingsystems that

is at Clifton Junc this cell is perform

tion, some five miles
FIG . 2. - CASTING CHLORIDE PASTILLES .

ing goodwork, but in

from Manchester, and
the perhaps more

here an old chemical exacting services

factory has been converted into up -to - date sanitary demanded in a tramway system . Some months ago we had

accumulator works. The conversion has been effected by occasion to describe the extensions thathadbeen carried out on

pulling down old buildings, and erecting substantial, airy, the Manchester Corporation electric lighting system , and we

Z

FIG . 1. — THE CHLORIDE OF LEAD MACHINERY.

and light ones in their place. The area of the works covers then took cognisance of the large battery that had been

some three acres of ground, the greater portion of which is erected by the Chloride Company. When this battery was put
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down it was probably thelargest in the country,and the objects
that led to its introduction into the Manchester system were

to save running a new feeder ; to enable the station to be shut

down at night, and to act as a balancing device. In every

respect we believe this battery has been entirely success

ful. Although electric tramways are practically beginning

in this country , the chloride accumulator has been inti

mately associated with some of the lines that have been

completed . On the Douglas and Laxey line, this type of

cell is used at a half-way house to assist the dynamos and to

maintain the pressure ; it is also servingsimilar services on

the Snaefell Mountain Railway. At Leeds, the most recently

completed tramway system , great reliance is being put upon

chloride accumulators, where they are arranged in two sub

stations.

The position attained by the chloride accumulator in the

electrical industries is sufficient justification for giving some

account of the various processesthat attend its manufacture.

The name of the cell is obtained from the nse that is made

of chloride of lead which is employedin the negativeplate, the

positive plate being made up of ordinary metallic lead . It is,

of course, thenegativeplate that constitutes the chief feature

of this type of accumulator, and in accordance with the fitness

of things we ought to describe the methods that are followed

in the various stages of making the plate.

The first step is themanufacture of chloride oflead, which

iscarried on in an entirely separate department of the works.

Litharge, which is the basis of the product, is dissolved in

large vessels in which mechanical stirrers are being con

stantly rotated . These vessels are shown in the background

of the illustration of the chloride room ( fig. 1), and it will

be observed that the stirrers are connected by suitable gear

ing and belting to shafting. The litharge is dissolved by

means of acetic acid , which gives the resultant compound of

acetate of lead . After the lead acetate has been drawn off

and allowed to settle, it is then precipitated by means of

8

FIG . 3. - FRAMING THE PASTILLES.

The making of this well -known cell is carried on in extensive

works at Clifton Junction , near Manchester. The process

followed in the construction of this accumulator enables the

works to be divided into two sections : one in which the

mechanical work is done on the cell, and the other where the

chemical and electrical manipulations are performed . There

are, of course, other departments that are only indirectly

associated with the cell making, such as the wood working,

mechanics' departmente, the boiler house, the generating

station, the gas making, and a portion of the works is given up

entirely to the manufacture of chloride of lead . With the

exception of purchasingthe raw material, every part of the

accumulator is completed at Clifton Junction.

It is hardly necessary to say that both the manufacture of

the positive and the negative plates call forth some very

interesting and pretty operations, and by means of the illus

crations we shall be able to demonstrate some of them .

hydrochloricacid, which practically gives us chloride of lead.

The process is not quite so simple as we have described ; for

instance, when the compound has reached the acetate of lead

stage it is carefully analysed , so that its nature is known to &

nicety; moreover, the solution of chloride of lead is passed

through a filter press, which squeezes out the acetic acid and

leaveschloride of lead in the shape of whitish cakes. At

one end of this room are large ovens in which the cakes of

chloride are dried .

The chlorideof lead next makes its appearance in what is

known as the Pastille Casting Department,thename being

derived from the special shape in which the chloride isused.

In this room are large iron pads in which the chloride of

lead is melted. The pans are protected by means of refrac

tory linings, and a seal of lead, some inches in thickness,

protects the bottom ; they are capable of holding between

two and three tons of molten chloride, and are heated by
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cast in moulds into small hexagon pastilles, suitable for

framing. The operation of ladling the chloride and casting

the pastilles is shown in fig . 2. The pastilles are then

carried away to be framed, and this operation is distinctly

interesting. The pastilles are arranged in the bottom half

of a plate mould, the top half of the mould being per

manently fixed to the top side of a hydraulic press. After

the pastilles have been arranged on the mould , it is placed

in position on the ram by means of stops, and water being

admitted to the ram chamber, the press is closed, and the

top half of the mould comes down on to the bottom half.

The next operation is to inject molten lead under pressure

to fill in the interstices left in the mould. This is done

through a nozzle, which by means of a screw connects the

molten lead chamber to the mouth of the mould . Com

pressed air is then admitted into the top of the lead chamber

with the result that lead is forced into themould , completely

filling it and bedding in the pastilles. Fig. 3 shows one of

the lead presses and boys placing pastilles in the lower half

of the mould. The lead chambers are all submerged in a

large pan of molten lead, four chambers and presses being

arranged round each lead pan . The compressed air is de

livered into the lead chambers at a pressure of 150 lbs. per

square inch. The operation of the lead press is sufficiently

safeguarded to prevent pressure being applied to the lead

chamber until the press has been completely closed. Fig. 3

shows the operation of framing pastilles,the boys on the

right of the illustration, whose expression has been lost in

the complicated process of making the block, are fitting the

pastilles into the lower half of the mould, and the men in the

background are working the lead press. The next process is

to trim the plates, and after this they are taken to the reduc

tion tanks ( shown in fig. 4 ) where they are set up alternately

with rolled zinc plates,with the result that the chlorine in

the chloride of lead pastilles leaves the pastille uniting with the

zinc and forming chloride of zinc in the tank , the final state

being that each pastille is converted into one of pure spongy

lead . After a process of washing, the plates are thengivenFig . 5. - CASTING NEGATIVE SECTIONS.

FIG . 4. - REDUCTION SHEDS.

Dowson gas. The chloride is put into the pans with a small

percentage of zinc, and becomes perfectly fluid at about

600° C. It is ladled out by means of plumbago ladles, and

a hydrogen bath to ensure absolute freedom from all trace of

chlorine. That operation practically completes the making

of the negative plate, they are not quite finished with, how
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ever, for theyare then passed on to the plumbers, who cast them

op into sections ready for sending out. Quite a simple

operation is the castingup, and simply depends upon putting

the plates in a specially shaped mould , in which molten

metal is poured ; the process of casting the negative sections

is shownin fig. 5.

( To be continued .)

the mountains of New Jersey, it will be well to speak of the

elaborate system of prospecting wbich was carried out to

determine the location of the various bodies of low grade

iron ore which it is proposedto work by the new process.

In iron mining, just as in gold mining, there is a limit to the

grade or richness of ore which it is profitable to work in the

existing state of the art. Hence the prospectors, wbo for many

Ram பார்ப்பார்ப்பார்

11

THE GIANT ROLLS AT THE EDISON MAGNETIC CONCENTRATING WORKS.

THE EDISON MAGNETIC CONCENTRATING

WORKS.*

BEFORE describing the remarkable process of crushing and

magnetic separation at Mr. Edison's concentrating works in

years have worked over the Eastern ironlore districte, have

made no record of the existence of deposits which were not

fairly rich in iron. As the Edison process was designed to

render the hitherto neglected low grade ores commercially

profitable, it was necessary to make a systematic prospect of

the belt of magnetite deposits. The work was done by means

of the dipping needle, and thesurvey was the most complete

ever carried out. It embraced a strip of country 25 milesScientific American .
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wide, reaching from the Canadian border to the mountains of ing their way into the ore bed in two different directions.

North Carolina. Several corps of surveyors ran lines across One of these weighs 60 tons and the other- & magnificent

the magnetite belt at intervals of a mile, and wherever the fellow weighing 93 tons is the biggest of its kind ever

dip of the needle showed indicationsof ore, a more thorough built. In getting out the rock ready for the crushers, no

search of the locality was made. The results were plotted attempt is made to shatter it to the usual size of, say, 100 lb.

on a map, which is the most unique and thorough work of lamps by the free use of dynamite. The latter is ased

its kind in existence . merely to loosen up the

When this was completed , rock sufficiently for the
the company proceeded to great shovel to tear it

parchase or lease the loose and load it on the

most desirable properties, cars. Consequently it is

their holdings at present frequently dug outof the

amounting to some16,000 cutin solid masses, weigh

ecres . ing as much as five and

The New Jersey and even six tons apiece, and
Pennsylvania Concentra sent to the rolls in this

ting Works are located on shape. A double track,

the site of the old Ogden with a switch at the far

mines, one of those many A BRIQUETTE, FIG . 2. A LUMP OF IRON
end, runs through the cut

abandoned iron mines of
68 PER CENT. OF IRON . ORE, 20 PER CENT. OF IRON. on a slight up grade.

New Jersey from which The empties are pushed

theveins of richerore have been worked outduring the century up and allowed to run back , by gravity, past the shovel,

or more in which iron mining has been carriedon in this where the rock is deposited on 5 -ton skips, of which

district. The body of ore averages about 200 yards in width, there are two to each car. The tracks run on each side of

and extends for a distance of over two miles. The average the crusher house, and here the skips are picked up by a pair

richness of the ore is about 20 per cent. ofiron. It should be of10 -tonelectric travelling cranes,and placed on an inclined

mentioned that although the works at Edison witnessed the table in front of the hopper above the " giant rolls ." At

first attempt to carryout magnetic concentration on a com- the foot of this table isa revolving cylinder controlled by

mercial scale, Mr. Edison the operator, over which

had conducted a series of the material is fed to the

preliminary experiments rolls. This arrangement

at Llewellyn Park, N.J. is clearly shown in the

The operations at Edison engraving onthe previous

commenced abont six page, wherea load is shown

yearsago, and the charac fallingfrom the skip into

teristic energy and lavish the rolls.

expenditure with which The giant rolls are what

they have been carried on might be called the spec

have resulted in the tacular feature of the

present enormons and ex whole plant, and to see

tremely interesting plant. them seize a 5 -ton rock ,

The visitor to Edison and crunch it with less

who is familiar with the show of effort than a dog

scope of Mr. Edisoa's in crunching a bone, gives

inventive genius- and one a vivid sense of the

who is not ? — in the meaning of momentum

design and perfecting of for it is momentum that

such delicate or compli does the work . The rolls

cated devices as the incan are 6 feet in diameter,

descent lamp, the phono with a 6 -foot face, and

graph, or the vitascope, when they are running,
will find that in the the masses in motion

totally different fields of weigh about 70 tons.

mining and milling, with They are spaced 7 feet

their massive machinery 2 inches between centres,

and vast operations, Mr. having a 14 -inch space

has shown between their faces. The

characteristic originality faces are covered with

and freedom from the heavy cast -iron " slugger

trammels of tradition . plates," which consist of

This is evident, not merely a soft backing, with chilled

in the application of an 2 - inch knobs. There are

entirely new system of also two lines of massive

concentration , but in the knobs on opposite sides

preliminary work of of one roll, which project

mining and crushing, 4 inches from the face.

where, surely, most men It is these which strike

would have been content the smashing blows upon

to follow the beaten track . the large masses of rock ,

To carry out the process and break them up for

of magnetic separation
FIG . 1 .

the smaller knobs to act

called for the design of apon. The rolls are run

anentirely new plant in itself, and involved long years of at a normal circumferential speed of 3,500 feet a minute,

patient and costly experiment ; and, witha viewof cheapen- and it is the energy stored up inthe 70 -ton mass at this

ing thework of getting out the rock and crushing it to the speed which does the work. The rolls are driven by a belt,

desired fineness for themagnets, an entirely new methodof which servesto speed them up to the desired velocity, but is

quarrying and crashing was devised and pat into successful not depended upon to do the crashing. The pall of the

operation. belt is transmitted to the rolls by means of a strap brake

The works are situated approximately midway of the acting on the neck of the rolls — as shown in the engraving

length of the deposit. A system of tracks runs from the which is adjusted by means of a coil spring .

Crusher house totwo powerfal steam shovels which are work- The 93 -ton shovel and giant rolls combined do the work,

Edison à

தந்தம்
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which, in the ordinary methods of mining, is done by a freer

use of dynamite, and it is just here that the first potable

economy of this plant is realised .

The rock falls now upon the “ intermediate rolls , ” shown

immediately below the “ giant rolls ." They are 4 feet in

diameter, have a 5 - foot face, and are covered with knobbed

plates. Their faces are 77 inches apart. The two sets can

handle 3,000 tons of rock in a day of 10 hours. After

passing through the intermediate rolls the rock is lifted

bya wire rope elevator, inwhich the usual side links are

replaced by side ropes in sets of four - an Edison inven

tion,designed to reduce weight and lubrication and facilitate

fast running — to a set of 36 -inch rolls faced with chilled

corrugated iron plates, the aperture between faces of which

is about 2 inches. Uplike the giant rolls, these are positively

driven ; but to avoid breakage a connection is made through1

a split wobbler, which is held together with shearing bolts

whose total cross section is such that they will shear off
before any breaking strain can be trangmitted to the rolls.

From the first set of 36 -inch rolls the rock passes down to a

second set, which is similar to the first, but spaced with a

1}-inch aperture. From these it falls into a third set, which

are 24 inches in diameter, with a 20 -inch face. These are

not positively fixed , but are kept in place by coil springs.

By this time the rock has been crushed to a size of not

over } inch . It falls on to an elevator which carries it to

the top of the “ drier,” a structure 9 feet square and 50 feet

high, which is filled with a series of cast -iron plates 7 inches

wide, which reach across the interior from wall to wall, and

are arranged one above the other at an angle of 45°, the

successive plates facing in opposite directions. The ore is

then elevated to a conveyor which runs along the top of a

stock house, 75 feet wide by 300 feet long, whose storage

capacity is 16,000 tons.

From the stock house the material is carried to the three

high rolls in the concentrating mill. This consists of three

rolls, the centre one ofwhich turns in fixed bearings,while the

upperand lower rolls are carried in bearings which are free

to slide vertically in the housing. The lower roll is driven

through a shearing wobbler, of the kind already described,

and the bearings at each end of the upper and lower rolls

consist of loose sleeves, on the outside of which are seven

grooves. Around the grooves, that is to say, below the

grooves of the lower sleeve and over the grooves of the

apper sleeve, is wound an endless t -inch wirerope, which is

finally carried op over a single sheave, which is acted on by

a pneumatic piston. By this means the strain on the rope,

andtherefore the pressure of the movable rolls on the centre.

fixed roll, may be closely regulated, and an elastic adjust

ment is provided which removes all danger of breaking the

rolls. The ore is fed between the upper and middle rolls

and returned between the middle and lower rolls. The faces

of the three -high rolls are smooth, and they are trued up

in place when worn by means of a removable tool carriage

mounted on the housing. There are four sets of these rolls
in all.

The next step is the screening, which is carried on over

10 sets of 14 -mesh screens. The rejections are sent back

for recrashing in the three- high rolls, and the material

which passes through the screens is now ready for theprocess
of magnetic separation.

This process, which takes the place of what is known as

the jig process of concentration, is the distinctive feature of

the Edison plant. The crushed material is allowed to fall

in a thin sheet in front of a series of magnets, which deflect

the magnetic particles, but allow the non -magnetic rock to

fall in a practically vertical line. A thin knife-edged parti

tion board separates the magnetic and non -magnetic streams,

technically known as, respectively, the concentrates and

tailings, the concentrates being taken to the drier and sub

jected to further screening and magnetic separation , and the

tailings, in the shape of sand, being sold as building sand

in the openmarket. The latter, on accountof its sharpness,

is in great demand , and the company readily disposes of all

that the works produce.

There are three sizes of magnets : The 12-incb, the 8.

inch and the 4-inch. The crushed ore is first allowed to fall

in front of a series of three 12-inck magnets (Fig. 1) . The

tailings, or the crushed particles of rock which are not

drawn over by the magnets, are allowed to go to the sand

heaps, while the concentrates, which have been drawn out of

the falling stream by the magnets, are carried to a drier or

sent back to the three -high rolls for recrushing. The dried

concentrates are then passed through 50-mesh screens and
allowed to fall in front of a series of three 8-inch magnete.

The tailings again go to the sand heap and the concentrates

are taken to what is known as the dephosphorising room ,

where they are treated by a special process, inventedby Mr.

Edison, for reducing the phosphorus. From this room the

concentrates are allowed to fall in front of a series of 4 - inch

magnets, the tailings being sent to the sand -heap and the

concentrates being taken back for recrushing or being

etored in concentrate stock houses. The stock in these

houses carries a percentage of 68 per cent. of iron .

It was at this point in the process that a difficulty was

encountered which called for an extended series of experi

ments and much costly work before it was overcome. The

process of smelting in the blast furnaces demanded that, for

the best results, the ore should not be delivered in the

finely divided state which characterised the concentrates

from the Edison plant. It was necessary to furnish the
material to the furnaces in a condition which would allow

the furnace gases to act upon it to the best effect. The

Edison concentrates, on account of their fine subdivision,

would be apt to choke the furnaces and prevent the rapid

reduction of the ore .

In order to meet this requirement, it was decided to com

press the concentrates into briquettes ( fig. 2) and deliver them

in this form to the blast furnaces. A complete briquetting

plant was therefore designed , which has fulfilled all re

quiremente. The concentrates are carried to a mixing

house, where & suitable binding material is added, the

mixture being carried by means of a trough conveyor in

frontof a series of briquetting machines. The mixture is

forced into dies and compressed in themby means of three

plungere, acting in rotation . The first fills the die under a

pressure of 800 lbs. to the square inch ; the next planger

exerts a pressure upon the briquette of 14,000 lbs. to the

square inch ; and the last plunger exerts a pressure of

60,000 lbs.per square inch. Two sizes of briquettes are

produced — 8 inches and 2 inches ; the larger sizes weighing

about 20 oze, each .

The briquettes are carried by a bucket conveyor to the

baking furnaces, where the conveyor passes apand down

through five vertical loops, the briquettes being retained in

the furnace for one hour and nine minutes, and exposed to

a temperature of 500°. After they have been thoroughly

baked , they are unloaded on to a conveyor, which carries

themto the railroad cars, by which they are taken direct to

the blast furnaces.

The behaviour of the briquettes in transit and at the

furnaces has been eminently satisfactory. They do not

absorb moisture, they do not break in handling and they
present sufficient voids in the blast furnaces to insure :

complete circulation of the gases around them for smelting.

An analysis of the briquettes shows the following

results :

Iron .........

Silica

Alumina

Manganese ....

Phosphorus

Binding material

with traces of lime, magnesia and sulphur.

It will naturally be asked, What results have the Edison

briquettes shown at the blast furnaces when tested in actual

practice ? This was determined in 1897, by a trial which

was carried out at the Crane Iron Works, Catasauqua,Pa..

In these tests various percentages of briquettes were tried in

a furnace, which produces an average of 105 tons of pig per

day, when using the ordinary burden. The test was started

with 25 per cent. of briquettes, and extended over five days,

100 per cent. of briquettes being used on the last day. With

25 per cent. of briquettes,the oatput was 104 tons of pig,

and with 100 per cent. of briquettes the output rose to 138}

tons per day.

From a study of these figures the reader will see that the

yield of pig is largely increased by the use of the briquettes

over that securedbythe use of the usual ores. Moreover,

the trial proved that the consumption of limestone is reduced

from 30 per cent. to 12 per cent. of the charge of ore, with

a corresponding reduction in the quantity of fael used .

Per cent. Per cent.

67 to 68

2 to 3

0 4 to 0 8

0.05 to 0.10

0 ·028 to 0.033

to 0075

.....................................
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The question has frequently been asked : How can this

system of concentration bemade commercially profitable

with its elaborate plant and its frequent rehandling of the

material ? The answer is, that the principle of labour saying,

by the adoption of automatic appliances, which has enabled

American industries to compete successfully against the

world , is here carried out to its fullest development inevery

part of the works. In the mining, with its giant 83-ton

shovel; in the “ giant rolls " crushing ; in the elevators

running at a speed of 250 feet per minute ; and in the

system of magnetic separation, there is a minimum of manual

and a maximum of mechanical labour.

Costly and elaborate as the plant may be, it is noteworthy

that about 5,000 tons of ore per 20 hours can be mined,

crushed andconcentrated with a working force of only 125

men per shift. From the time the deposit of ore is loosened

by blasting ready for the steam shovel to the time when the

concentrated result is shipped on the cars in the shape of

briquettes ready for the blast furnaces, the material never

once calls for manipulation by hand.

Herein liesthe promise and potentiality of this latest and

most radical development in the miningand metallurgy of

iron .

Electric Power from the Shannon.It is stated that

acompany has been formed to utilise the water power of the

Shannon for the development of electricity. The directors

of the company, which is called the Shannon Electric Power

Syndicate, Limited, are Lord Lurgan ( chairman ), Colonel

Sir Gerald Dease, J. F. Bannatyne, D.L., Vere Ward Brown ,

and Richard W. Booth. It is proposed to construct a canal

from a point above Castleconnell to the outlet below Doonass,

to provide forstorage of a certain volume of water in Lough

Derg during the summer, andthe company are in communi

cation with the Limerick Fishery Board , so that fishery

rights on the river may not be interfered with by the intended
scheme.

NOTES.

9

The General Electric Company . - On Saturday evening

last the staff of the General Electric Company, Limited, held

its eighth annual dinner and smoking concert intheEmpire
Room of the Trocadero Restaurant . Some 160 ladies and

gentlemen were present, the guests being numerous, an

more or less well known in electrical circles. In pro
posing respectively the toasts of the “ Guests " and the

* Staff," Mr. Gustave Byngand his brother Max developed
a talent for witticisms which would have done credit to

Scotchmen ; and Mr. Bevis, in reply to the second toast,

gave an impromptu address on three-phase working

which took all the scientists present by surprise

at the very simplicity of the system . The banquet

was followed by a well-arranged smoking concert, and the

humorous ditties, especially those of a cerulean hue,
had an immediate effect upon certain transient

luminous body, which , uneasy during the early hours of the

evening , speedily found peace and happiness in Paradise re

gained . At the time we made the acquaintance of Mr.

Gustave Byng, some 16 years since, he had been guilty of

reading a paper before a society which shall be nameless,

and ina place where he would scarcely venture now , and

his staff consisted of his brother and an office boy. To -day

the GeneralElectric Company's employés number some 1,600

all told , and it is not a little curious to observe how the

figures 1 and 6 enter into this brief notice of a successful

firm . Employers and here we take the opportunity of

including Mr. Hirst, who has just retarned to convalescence

after a serious illness) and employed, are alike to be con
gratulated on the gigantic undertaking which has been

evolved from such a small beginning.

a

Royal Institution.- At Taesday's meeting the special

thanks of the members were returned to Mrs. Tyndall for

her liberal donation of £ 1,000 , presented in the name of

the late Dr. John Tyndall, D.C.L., F.R.S., for the promotion

of science. Thanks were also returned to Sir Frederick

Abel, Sir Andrew Noble and Prof. Dewar for donations to

the fund for the Promotion of Esperimental Research at

Low Temperatures. It was announced that the centenary of

the Royal Institution would be celebrated next year.

Municipal Electrical Association . - Mr. A. B. Moun

tain , the secretary of this association , informs us that at a

meeting of the Council of the Municipal Electrical Associa

tion, held at the Westminster Palace Hotel on Friday, the

28th ult., Mr. A. H. Gibbings was (as stated in the ÉLEC

TRICAL REVIEW last week ) elected president for the year

1898. It was decided to hold the Convention in London on

June 8th , 9th, and 10th, papers having been arranged upon

the following subjects : Management of Electrical Under

takings ; Repayment of Loans and Appropriation of Profits ;

Uniformity of Plant and Apparatus ; Electric Traction ; The

Use of Accumulators in Connection with Lighting and

Traction Systems ; Switchboard Apparatus ; Auxiliary

Apparatus ; Stand-by Supply. Mr. J. E. Stewart, of Derby,

was elected a member of the council,andthe following appli

cations were considered and approved. Electedas members:

T. A. Chamen , Glasgow ; J. E. B. Thornbill, Taunton ; H.

W. Clayden , Morley ; T. H. Minshall, Croydon ; A. L. C.

Fell, Sheffield ; Electric Lighting Committee, Stockport ;

Electric Lighting Committee,Morley . Elected as associates :

D. McFarlane McLeod , Aberdeen ; P. S. Thompson,

Huddersfield ; W. N. Legge, Halifax ; A. Sagden , Halifax.

City and Guilds of London Institute. The students

of Finsbury Technical College will holdtheir annual conver

sazione at the above College on the 18th inst. Dr. Thomp

son has promised to lecture on “ Wireless Telegraphy.” Mr.

Ives will give an exhibition of colour photography, and glow

lamp making will be demonstrated byMr. Robertson,

The Royal Society . — The following, was among the

papers to be read before this society yesterday afternoon : W.

G. Rhodes.-- " Contributions to the Theory of Alternating

Currents ."

Appointment Vacant. — The Crown Agents for the

Colonies want an electrical engineer in connection with the

working of an electric light plant at Lago :, West Coast of

Africa, for six months at£25per month . See our “ Official

Notices."

Coventry Technical Institute. - Prof. Ayrton gave the

address at the annual meeting and prize distribution in

connection with the Coventry Technical Institute, on

Friday. He urged that British manufacturers should be

more enterprising in inducing wants inthepeople. He referred

to the progress of electrical traction in America , and

remarked that while thesteam locomotive had given wayto the

electric motor on American modern overhead railways, the

use of electric traction on the underground railway in

London, where it was of more pressing necessity, was only

under consideration. The substitution of electric traction

for horse traction in the streets might interfere at first

with the employment of some people, like stablemen,

barness makers or corn dealers, but ultimately the number

of people employed by the practical application of scientific

principles in the development of electric traction, would

certainly be enormously increased.

-

The Glasgow Technical College Electrical Engineer

ing Laboratory. - Owing to the liberality of Mr. George

Weir, late of the Holm Foundry,Cathcart ,who resigned his

directorship of the Technical College when he went to

Australia, the abovelaboratory has recently been presented
with a delicate Sullivan's universal galvanometer for the

measurement of voltages, currents, and resistances. This

galvanometer, as we have already pointed out, possesses

several novel qualities, and is equally well suited for ase on

board a telegraph ship and a laboratory on shore.

Smoking Concert. - A staff smoking concert of the City

of London , Metropolitan, and London Electric Lighting

Companies will be held at the Freemason's Tavern , Great

Queen Street, Holborn , W.C., on Friday, February 18th, at

7.30 p.m. Hon. Secretary, Úr. A. W. Whieldon, 64 , Bank
side.
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Webb Testimonial. - The executive committee a re now

issuing to contributors resident in the United Kingdom and

Ireland invitations to the Presentation Reception which will

be held at 9.30 on Monday, the 21st, at the Whitehall

Rooms of the Hotel Metropole, immcdiately after the dinner

already announced .

Northern Society of Electrical Engineers.The

annual dinner of this society is to take place at the Grand

Hotel, Manchester, on Thursday, 17th inst., Mr. Raworth

presiding.

Lectures.- A lecture on Earthquakes and Other Move

ments of the Earth's Crust " was delivered by Prof. John

Milne, F.R.S. , on 3rd inst., before the Wolverhampton

Literary and Scientific Society .

At the Wakefield Mechanics Institution, on Monday last

week, Mr. H. Scholey delivered a lecture on “ Some Modern

Applications of Electricity. " The lecturer showed nume

rous experiments in electric lighting, transmission of elec

trical power, electric welding and smelting, and electro

deposition of metals, and interest was addedto his remarkg

by several lantern slides, showing the progress which had

been made in electric lighting and traction within the last

seven years. Mr. Scholey had the loan of apparatus from

the General Electric Company, the Lithanode Company, Mr.

F. J. Borland, Messrs. Cattriss Wallis & Co., and the Electric

Metal Working Syndicate.

Before the Glasgow Architectural Association on 25th

ult. , Mr. W. B. Sayers delivered a lecture on “ Electric

Light, Heat and Power : their Efficient Installation and

On

Physical Society (rooms of the Chemical Society, Bur

lington House). Annual General Meeting at 6 p.m.

Address by the President. After which at an

Ordinary meeting : " On Electro -magnetic Indaction

in Plane, Cylindrical andSpherical CurrentSheets, and

its Representation by Moving Trails of Images," by

G. H. Bryan, M.A., F.R.S.

At 9 o'clock . Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, W.C.

"The Metals used by the Great Nations of Antiquity,”:

by J. E. Gladstone, Ph.D., D.Sc., F.R.S., & c.

At 8 o'clock . Institution of Civil Engineers (Students).

Protection of Power Transmissions from Lightning."

by J. T. Morris.

Monday, February 14th, at 8o'clock. Northern Society of Electrical

Engineers , at Palatine Hotel, Victoria Street, Man

chester. Paper by Mr. J. G. Statter, on “ Electric

Cranes. "

Yorkshire College EngineeringSociety. " The SteamTurbine

Engine, and its Applications,” by J. D. Baillie (C. A.
Parsons & Co.).

Latest date for Redditch Corporation electric lighting plant

tenders.

Wednesday, February 16th . - Liverpool Engineering Society, Royal

Institution, Colquitt Street. Paper by Dr. J. E T.

Tudsbery, M.I.C.E., on " Engineering Survey Work. "

At 8 o'clock . - Society of Arts, “ The Protection of Indus

trial Property, ” by J. F. Iselin , M.A., L.L.M.

At 7 o'clock . — Third of Prof. Thompson's course

" Electro -deposition," at the City and Guilds Technical

College, Finsbury, E C.

At 12 o'clock. The last of Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman's three

lectures on “ The Design and Testing of PowerCables

for Specific Purposes," at the Central Technical College.

At 7.30 p.m. - Institution of Electrical Engineers. Students'

meeting, Mr. F.K. Jewson will read a paper on “ Tele

phonesand Telephonic Apparatas.”

Thursday, February 17th, at 8 o'clock. Chemical Society, Bar

lington House. - Papers to be read : - " Some Lecture

Experiments," J. Tador Candall, B.Sc. “ Observations

on the Influence of the Silent Discharge of Electricity

on Atmospheric Air.” W. A. Shenstone and W. T.

Evang.

At 7 o'clock . Annual dinner of the Northern Society of

Electrical Engineers at the Grand Hotel, Manchester.

Mr. J. 8. Raworth will preside.

Friday, February 18th, at 6.30 p.m. - Institution of Electrical
Engineers. Students'visit to the generating stations

of the St. Pancras Vestry. Applications to join this

partyshouldbe madeat once to the Students' Hon.

Sec.(Mr. 8. Grant, 28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace, W.)

Finsbury. Technical College Conversazione. Lecture on

Wireless Telegraphy," by Dr. 8. Thompson , & c .

At 7.30 p.m. Staff smoking concert of theCity of London,

the Metropolitan, and the London Electric Lighting

Companies, at the Crown Room , Freemason's Tavern,

Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Chairman, Mr.
P. W. D'Alton .

Tuesday, February 22nd . - The Federated Institution of Mining

Engineers, 26th general meeting at Newcastle-upon

Tyne. Various papers on mining matters are to be

read, and among those to be open for discussion are the
following:“ Light Railways," by Mr. Leslie 8. Robin.

" X One -rail or Trestle System of Light Railway,"

by Mr. Fred . J. Rowan . " OnSome Dangers attending

the Use of Steam Pipes,” by Mr. A. L. Steavenson.

" Machine Coal-mining in Iowa, U.S.A.," by Mr. H.

Foster Cain. “ LatestDevelopments and the Practical

Application of Alternating Multiphase Machinery for
Power Transmission ," by Mr. Walter Dixon . Visits

will be paid to the Telegraph andTelephone Depart
ments at the General Post Office, Mr. A. W.Heapiside,

Superintending Engineer.

Wednesday, February 23rd . - Second day of the Federated Institu.

tion of Mining Engineers. Variousexcursions, including

visit to the works of Ernest Scott & Mountain, Limited,

Newcastle- on -Tyne.

3

Cost.”

At a meeting of the Aberdeen Mechanical Society in

Robert Gordon's College, on 1st inst., Mr. Alfred Blackman,

city electrical engineer, read a paperon “ Public Electricity

Supply.”

99

Obituary. - We hear with deep regret of the death of

Mr. G. K. Winter, F.R.A.S., which occurred at Madras on

January 17tb. Mr. Winter joined the Madras Railway Com

pady in the year 1864,andbad, therefore, completeda long
period ofservicein India. He was telegraph superintendent

of the Madras Railway Company from its very commence

ment. To him that company was indebted for its “ block

system . He had several patents for block signalling instru

ments, and his system was employednot onlyon theMadras,

but other railways in India, New Zealand, and South America.

His latest invention was the improvement of the electrical

block ticket service apparatus which is now being taken up.

We learn that experiments with his inter -communication

system are now being conducted in England , several carriages

being now in progress of fitting up for the purpose of a Board

of Trade inquiry. Previous to going out to India, he was

assistant to Mr. W. T. Ansell, in Ireland, for the Electric

and International Telegraph Company. The deceased

gentleman was a member of several electrical and other

scientific institutions, and 25 yeare ago hecontributed a

paper to the British Association on The Use of Electro

magnetic instead of Electrostatic Induction in_Cable Sig

nalling." He was a valued contributor to the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW as long ago as 1872. Mr. Winter was in failing

health last year, and came home for a few months' leave.

He returned toIndia feeling better, but he had only been

back on Indian soil a couple of months when the end came.

Bon .

a

OITY NOTE8.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 ,

Friday, February 11th . - Second day of the annual general meeting

of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 25 ,

Great George Street. Discussion onMr. Philip Dawson's

paper on “ Mechanical Features of Electric Traction .”

A paper and discussion on “ First Report to the

Gas Engine Research Committee; Description of

Apparatus and Methods, and Preliminary Results ,"

byProf. Frederic W. Burstall.

This company continues to show most striking

Cambridge progress, and it has now reached the prosperous

Electric Supply state indicated by a 6 per cent. dividend. We

Company, have more than once pointed out the difficulties
Limited . that this company has to contend with in the

shape of a curious load, and the success achieved

under the peculiar conditions prevailing in Cambridge amply demon

strates the soundness of electricity supply business generally. The

increase in the year's output bas not been especially marked, it

being only 12 per cent. upon that of the previous 12 months.

The following are the chief points in the directors' report:
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During the year 1897 there has been added to the company's

mains, the equivalent of 2,662 8.candle- power lamps, making the
total 21,195. The number of units supplied has been 221,607, an

increaseof 23,992 or 12 per cent. The total cost of coal has been

diminished by 57 per cent. 42 new consumers have been added ,

making the total329.

The capitalexpenditure for the past year has been £5,872 118. 4d .;

2,027 yards of main conduit pipe and cable have been laid down,

making the total at present 15,298 yards. To insure the continuity

of supply in the event of an accident to any one line a duplicate

system of distribution has been nearly completed, a large amount of
the cable laid has been for this purpose.

During the year the mains have been extended from the end of

Regent Štreet as far as Norwich Street and Harvey Road, a sub

station having been built to supply this district. Preparations have

been made toconvey themainstoMadingley Roadin order to supply

the new Presbyterian College, nowbuilding, and the district.

The company after paying all charges, placing £ 400 to the reduc

tionof preliminary expenses, and £ 300 to depreciation account, has

abalance of £ 2,460 198. 10d ., which, added to£ 278 198. 7d. brought

forward from last year, makes £ 2,739 193. 6d . An interim dividend

of £ 953 98. 10d . and interest on debenture and temporary overdraft

£ 48 11. 8d ., have already been paid , leaving a net balance of

£ 1,738 78. 11d ., out of which the directors recommend the payment

ofa dividend of 31 per cent., making, with 24 per cent. already paid,

6 per cent. for the year. Thiswill absorb £ 1,445 118. 1d., leaving &

balance to carry forward of £ 292 168. 10d .

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897 . 1896 .

Total capital expended ... 243,922

Number of units sold ... 221,507

Number of lamps connected ... 21,195

Revenuefrom sale of current
£ 5,856

Net revenue
£ 2,461

Average price obtained per unit 83d .

Cost of Production . £ Per unit ,

Coal 1,099 0 0 1.19d .

Oil, waste, water, and engine room } 134 0 0 • 14d .

Salaries and wages at generating } 803 0 0
•87d .

station

Repairs and maintenance of build .

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & o. 417 0 0 {Worl55.000t *45d .2.65d

Rent, rates and taxes 339 0 0 36d.

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,
669 0 0 • 72d .

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant

account

Renewal fund account .

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

8 . d,

stores we

accounts, said : " Gentlemen ,before I ask you to pass the resolution,

I will just briefly go through a few points, and I will ask any gentle

man afterwards who may have any questions to ask to putthem to

me, and I will endeavour to answer them satisfactorily. The working

of the past year, as you will have seenbythe accounts, has been, on

the whole, very satisfactory. At the end of the yearwehave 126,000

8 -candle -power lamps connected, beingan increase of about 18,000 for

the year,and thereis reason to believethatwith the growing increase

in popularity of electricity, both for lighting and power purposes,

this rate of increase will not only be fully maintained, butlargely

exceeded. Recognising that such an increase will be best obtained

by reducing from timetotime the price to consumers, the directors

have had put into force , from January 18t, a new rato,by which 6d .

perunit is charged for the first £ 100 of the annual bill, and 4d. per

unit for the rest, while all electricity for motive purposes is charged

3d . per unit. The St. James' Company now stands ahead of all other

companies asregards its works' cost and total cost per unit sold ,and

we think this is a very creditable position for acompany like this, which

is by no means the biggest in themetropolis. Outof the profits of the

year the directors propose to pay a dividendof 144 per cent. We see at
once that this dividend will excite a certain amount of criticism from

local authoritiesand other consumers, and, perhaps, others interested ;

but, in reply to this,I want to point out that the average price of

5d. per unit, which the board will receive for thecurrent year, is a

fairand reasonable one, and considerably below the statutory price,
and below the charges made by most other Metropolitan electric

light companies. The ordinary, and, in fact, the total capital of the

company is exceedingly small for its outpat, as comparedwith other

companies, and thedirectors hold that the shareholders are entitled

to afair return as the result ofcareful expenditureand good manage

ment. Moreover, this dividend of 145 per cent. is fictitious, for under

the articles of association the founders' rights compel a division of

the whole of the surplus without allowing for any reserve - a very

necessary item in a business of this description . Happily for all

parties an agreement with the founders - subjectto your approval

to -day - is practically settled,and the company will then be at liberty

to provide a properreserve fund, which will render the credit and

dividends of thecompany more stable. Ithink it should be clearly

understood that we have a lease of life of only 36 years from this

year. The investment, therefore, is rather like a leasehold invest

ment, in which you would not only expect a fair return for your

money, but would also expect to be able to put by such a sum as

at the end of those 35 years would leave you where you stood

before you made the investment. It should also be borne

in mind that, although have very little in the way

of precedent to go upon as to the price at which a

concern of this kind would be purchased , yet what little pre

cedent we have in the case of the County Council and the tram .

ways is absolutely againstthe probability of our receiving anything

at all for the goodwill of the concern ; it would simply be a valua

tion of the buildings, plant, and machinery and property. Therefore

it should be recollected that a 145 per cent. dividend does not, and
should not, represent the true earnings of the company. It

appears

on the face of it to be a very large figure ; but it we were able, as

we shall be able I hope in the future to deduct from that money to

form a redemption fund, then I hope no local authority, or any of

our customers will have any just grounds for complaint, and at the

same time, of course, the shareholders will be benefitted to exactly

the same extentas theyare at present.Theextension of the Carnaby

Street station will shortly becompleted, and the company will then

have a total horse-power of over 6,000, with mains of sufficient

capacity tocarry the fall outpat, and it is anticipated that with this

provision, the company's works can be carried on with the existing
stations for two further winter seasons. The directors attribute a

large portion of the success of the company to the fact that it has

been their policy to keep their resources, in the way of plant, & c.,

well aheadof their requirements, sothatthey have been able todeal

with theircustomers promptly, and to carryout alterations in their

system without interfering with the supply. Following ont this

policy,ithas become necessary to provide atonce for further exten

sions of the company's work, so that it may be ready before their

present resources are outrun. The directors have therefore secured

à valuable freehold site in every way most suitable for the most

economical generation of electricity , and they are now carefully

considering thebest methods of dealingwith this extension in the

best interests of the shareholders. As the negotiations are neces

Barily very delicate, the directors trust that the shareholders will be

satisfied with this statement, that in all fature issues the policy of

the directors of giving a preferential allotment to their own share

holders will be continued, and before raising any large amount of

capital they will take an opportunity of patting the scheme very

fully before the shareholders. I havenothingmoreto add, bat, as I

said, Ishall be very happy to answer any questions that may be put

to me. ”

Mr. LATIMER OLARK seconded the resolution .

Mr. FOSTER said he noticed that £ 12,000 of the proposed pew

shares of £ 5 each were to be issued to the holders of the founders'

shares, but he should like to know to whom the balance of 8,000

would be allotted, and at what price ? According to the articles of

association , the directors were entitled to 10 percent.on the interest

paid, which, for the past year, amounted to £ 3,000 . They had,how

ever, only credited themselves in the accounts with £ 2,500. Was

that to be taken as a precedent ?

The CHAIRMAN replied that apart from the proposed issueto the

founders in exchangefor founders' shares, all issues of capital were

governed by the articles ofassociation , which provided that “ subject

to any direction to the contrary that might be given by the meeting

that sanctions an issue of capital, all new shares shall be offered to

the members in proportion (as nearly as conveniently can be ), to the

existing shares heldby them .”

Total £ 3,461 00 3.73d .

Revenue.

Average price

obtained

per unit .B. d .

.. ..By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Other items

£

5,858 0 0

293 0 0

473 0 0

Total £ 6,624 0 0

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 3.73d . ; works' cost, 2 :65d .

1894.d
e

The Electric The following are the complete dividends of

Lighting Com- electric lighting companies up to the moment

panies' Dividends. of going to press :

LONDON . 1897. 1896 . 1895 .

Charing Cross and Strand Elec
% % % %

tricity Supply 7 6

St. James' and Pall Mall 141 101 67

Westminster ... 12 9

PROVINCIAL

Cambridge Electric Supply Company 6 6 31

Newcastle -upon -Tyne Electric Sup

ply Company 7 5

Scarborough Electricity Supply 3

Company ... 5

Yorkshire House-to-HouseCompany 6 6 5

5
4
7

-

...

The St. James ' and Pall Mall Electric Light

Company, Limited ,

Theordinarygeneral meeting of the shareholders of this company

washeldon Tuesday last at the offices,Carnaby Street Central Station,

Golden Square, W.,Mr. Eustace J. A.Balfourin the chair.

The CHAIRMAN , in proposing the adoption of the report and
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percent.

Mr. FosTER enquired if the privilege would be extended to new
shareholders.

The CHAIRMAN said it would apply to all on the register at the

time of theissue. As to the directors' fees, he said that the action of

the board this year in taking less than the sum to which they were

entitled, was not to be considered as aprecedent.

Mr. BOWIN thought the shareholders would like to know the

intentions of thedirectors with reference to the proposal made some

time ago for reducing the interest on the debenture stock of 33

Mr. LBAF, one of the directors, said the reason the board made

the proposal referred to by Mr. Bowin, was that they thought they

were paying too much. So soon, however, as they had settled

matters with regard to the founders'shares and the new extension

site, they hoped to be able to deal with the interest on the debenture

stock .

The resolution was carried unanimously.

The retiring directors were then re-elected , as were also the

auditors.

An extraordinary general meeting followed, at which, on the

motion of the CHAIRMAN, seconded by Mr. LATIMER CLARK, the

resolutions passed at a recent extraordinary general meeting, approv

ing of an agreementwith the founders' shareholders, and an increase

of the capital to £ 300,000, were unanimously confirmed .

working capital, and somewas invested in their leasehold premises at

the end of Throgmorton Street. They had over £600,000 invested,

but the marketvalue would be considerably in excess of that sum .

But looking atall the circumstances; to the age of their cables, and that

they had no other fund to apply to, he trusted they would agree that

the fund was by no means too large, and bis (the chairman's) own

opinion was that it was not nearly large enough. He was gladto be

able to say that their cables were allin good working order, except

a short cable on the other side,which broke down sincethe report

was printed . But that was really a matter of no moment, and when

the proper time came it could be mended without difficulty. He

was also able to say that their traffic had never been carried

better than it was now, and that the staff had never been more effici.

ent. Since he last addressed them ,he had had an opportunity of

visiting the station at Valencia, and was very much pleased with all

he sawthere. One of the oldest men in their employ -- Mr. Graves,

was superintendentthere, and a most valuable man he was. Hehad

got together & staff of very efficient workers, and all that he saw there

of the work gave him great satisfaction . It was in great part

owing to the efficiency oftheir staff that they were able to maintain

the traffic, and therefore increase the dividend.

Sir GERALD FITZGERALD, K.C.M.G. , seconded the motion .

Replying to a short discussion, the CHAIRMAN said thepolicy of the

board wasto carry on the company, and do what was best for the

good of theshareholders generally, irrespective of what were called

the rights of preferred or deferred shareholders. He had all along

been ot opinion that it was a mistake tohave split up the stock, but

at the time itwas forced upon the directors by the shareholders, 80

that the board were not responsible for it.

Thereport was then adopted.

Sir Gerald Fitzgerald and Mr. C. Burt, the retiring directors, were

re-elected, and the auditors were also re -elected for the current year.

Newcastle-upon - Tyne Electric Supply Company,

Limited ,

The directors' report to the tenth general meeting of the shareholders

states that the demand for electricity continuestoimprove satisfac

torily, the units soldhaving been 660,906, against 535,953 last year.

The total profit for the year, including the balance brought forward
from last year, represents a sum of £ 5,059 103. 3d. Out of this the

directors recommend a dividend at therate of 7 per cent. per annum
for the year, on account of which an interim dividend at the rate of

5 per cent. per annum was paid on July 15th last. The total dividend

will absorb £3,144 158. 61., leaving a balance of £ 1,914 149. 9d. , which

the directors have dealt with as follows:

( a ) In writing off the preliminary expenses in connec- £

tion with the recent increase of capital sanctioned
62 150

( 6) In increasing the reserve and depreciation account
to £ 2,200 by a further sum of 1,200 0 0

(c) In carrying forward tonextyear the balance of 651 19 9

1

8. d .

last year ...

...

£1,914 14 9

Anglo -American Telegraph Company.

Tun ordinary generalmeeting of the proprietors of the above com
pany was held on Fridaylastat Winchester House, Old Broad Street

under the presidency of Mr. F. A. Bevan, the chairman.

Mr. P. H. WELLS ( the secretary ) having read the advertisement

convening the meeting, the report was taken as read.

The CHAIRMAN, in proposing the adoption of the report, said he had

very few observations to make. As they had probably observed , the

report itself contained very little, and happywas the country that

had no history . However, he was glad to say that what he had to

tell them was of a cheerful nature. For the first time since 1884 they

were able to declare a dividend of 3 per cent. upon the ordinary stock,

which meant the maximum dividend of 6 per cent, on the pre

terred stock . He thought that was matter of congratulation,

specially when they took into account that it did not arise from

any spasmodic increase of traffic, but that it was the result of a

steadily-growing traffic, which had been increasing during the last four

or five years. He would give them the figures as to the share that

came to the Anglo -American Company outof the pooled traffic during

the last four years. Four years ago the figure stood at £ 284,000 ;

the next year it was £ 307,000; the next £326,000 , while in the year

theywere now reviewing, it was £ 354,000, which gave an increase of

£ 70,000 in four years, while during the sameperiod the expenses had

remained practically at the same figure,viz.,£ 111,000, so that the share

holders had reaped the fall benefit of the increase of traffic. But

notwithstandingthat large increase of traffic, thedirectors would not

have been able to pay a3 per cent, dividend, unless they had been

helped by what he might call a considerable amount, from the

workof their repairing ship, Minia . In the first half of the year,

the Minia earned for them £ 8,455, and in the last half, £ 2,820,

making altogether £ 11,275, and he would like to impress upon

the shareholders that but for that windfall, as he might call it

- for they could not calculate that they would always make that

amount out of their repairing ship -- they would not have been able

to pay the dividend of 3 percent. The shareholders would be glad

to know that the current year had opened very well, and that the

receipts for January were a record over every other January that they

had ever had, and therefore they began this year with things looking

very well. Ose, of course, could notpredict that that increase would

continue, but they might fairly hope that this current half -year would

be a good one. Hewould now compare the figures of the last halt

year with those of the corresponding six months in 1896. For the ball

year under review , their totalnetincrease ofreceipts was £ 9,258 7s. 10d .,

and the increase of expenses was only £371 16s . 8d.; but he might

add that the increase in the expense of repairs of cables amounted

to £ 469 98. 3d. , and therefore, but for that increase , there would

have been an actual decrease in the expenses . They brought forward

to the current half-year £ 6,704 Os. 8d. more than in the correspond.

ing half of 1896, so that they had available for dividend £ 15,590

more than at that period . The dividend in February, 1896, was at

the rate of 29s. per cent. ; what they now proposed was at the rate of

339. 6d . per cent. That meant an increase of £ 15,750, rather more

than the figure he had given above, so that they carried over £159

89. 2d . less than they did in the correspondingperiod of last year.

He thought the shareholders would consider those statements very

satisfactory. Coming to the renewal fund, he would remind them

that the directors attached very great importance to thatfund, which,

in their opinion, was not as yet at all equal to what it should be,

taking into consideration the fact that their cables were getting older

each year, and that the two oldest cables were 24 and 23 yearsold , so

that if they had to replace one of those cables they wouldhave at once

to spend a very large portion of the renewal fund . During the past

year they had only added £ 33,000 to the fund , for though , according

to their usual practice, they had taken £ 24,000 from the revenue,

and the interest amounted to another £20,000 , they had had to

spend £ 11,000 in repairing their 1880 cable, so that the net result

was that they had only added some £33,000 to the fund . It now

amounted nominally to £760,000 odd, wbich was only about 10 per

cent. of the capital, and he ventured to express the hope that no

shareholder would suggest to the directors that they should in any

way cease from maintaining that reserve fund, but that the share

holders would back the directors in continuing to add to it. Regard

ing the investment of the fund , a portion of it constituted their

In order to meet the developments rendered necessary bythe con

stantly increasing demand for electrical energy, it is intended to issue,

at once, part of the new capital sanctioned at the last general meeting.

The directors recommend that the shares be offered toexisting share

holders pro rata at a premium of £1 108. per share : the amount of

this premium to beadded to the fund for depreciation and reserve.

Thedirectors feel themselves greatly indebted to the Durbam College

of Science for assistance in scientific questions on various occasions

in their past history, and they desire to receive authority from the

shareholders to make an annual subscription of not exceeding £ 50 to

that institution ,

The Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company, Limited .

The report of the directors for the half- year ending December 31st,

1897, to be presented at the fifty -third ordinary general meeting of

shareholders, to be held on February 16th, 1898, states that the gross

receipts amount to £19,167 78. 9d., and the gross expenditure to

£ 6,602 10s. 9d., leaving a sum of £ 12,564 178., which, added to the

balance of £ 3,317 98. brought from the last account, leaves £ 15,882 68.

at the credit of revenge account. The sum of £ 4,827 178. 1d. has

been added to the reserve fund, together with £ 1,274 78. profit on

investments realised, while £17,830 4s. 10d. part cost of the new

Manzanillo - Santiago cable, and £ 271 198. 3d. for repairs have been

chargedto this account, leaving a balance of £ 106,000 to its credit.

The dividend on the preference shares will absorb £ 3,000 and leave

£8,054 89. 11d. , out of wžich the directors recommend the payment

of a dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 6 per cent.

per annum , free of income-tax, the balance, £3,254 88. 11d ., being

carried forward to the current half -year. The traffic receipts show a

decrease of £9,662 178. 9d. as compared with the corresponding

period of last year, due principally to the loss of the French com

pany's traffic, wbich is now conveyed by that company's new line

between Hayti and New York, as explainedin the report of Decem .

ber 31st, 1896. The directors much regret that, owing to the falling

off in the receipts, a reduction in the rate of dividend on the ordinary

shares has become necessary. In consequence of the establishment

of the new line between Bermuda and Jamaica - subsidised by the

BritishGovernmentonthe basis of a charge of 38. perword between

the United Kingdom and Jamaica — theCuba Company have been
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compelled to acceptreduced rates which will result in a considerable

lossof income. The new cable between Manzanillo and Santiago,

referredto in last report, is now being laid , and onthe completion of

this workthe vesselwill proceed to the repair of the Cienfuegos

Santiago 1881 cable. The other sections of the company's cables

have continued in good working order throughout the hall-year, with

the exception of some slight repairs to the harbour lengths at
Santiago.

United Ordnance and Engineering Company,

Limited .

The prospectus ofthe above company(with which is incorporated
the business of Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Limited ), has been before

the public this week . The authorised capital is as follows: £ 275,000

in £ 1 54 per cent. cumulative preference shares; £ 375,000 in £1

ordinary shares ; £ 250,000 44 per cent. first mortgage debentare

stock . The whole of this £ 800,000 has been offered for subscription.

The company is formed :

1. To manufacture and sell guns, gun carriages, ammunition, and

war material, and to carry on business as electrical, hydraulic, mining ,

and general engineers.

2.To acquire a licence dated November 19th , 1897, granted by

Messrs. Schneider & Co., of Creusot and Havre, the celebrated manu

facturers of guns and war material, to manufacture and sell the
Schneider-Canet artillery.

3. To acquire and take overas a going concern the undertaking of
Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Limited, the well -known engineers, of
Erith and London .

The last item ( 3) is arranged in order to lessen the delay insepar.
able from the establishment of new works. Messrs. Easton, Anderson

and Goolden'spremises and plant are valued by Messrs .Fuller, Horsey,

Sons & Cassell in a report dated April, last year, as follows :
Freeholdengineering works, with fixed and loose plant ( exclusive

of goodwill ), £ 202,257 .

Messrs. W. P. Peat & Co., value the stocks, stores, and assets of the

andertaking in hand on Jane 30th, 1897 ( exclusive of goodwill),

£ 154,955, making thetotal £ 357,212, which sum is subject toliabilities
at June, 1897, amounting to £ 35,956 .

The business has been carried on from June 30th, 1897, down to

December 31st, 1897, from which date it is to be taken over by the

company, on the account and at the risk of Mr. Ernest Terah Hooley,

whowill indemnity the company against any risk of loss arising from

the recentengineers’ strike and lock -out, or otherwise during that

period. The agreement for the purchase of this business provides

that Messrs. Wilson & Baynes, directors of Easton, Anderson and

Goolden, Limited, shall be appointed managing directors of the
company for a period of five years. In addition to the manufacture

of ordnance and war material, the company will continue, develop

and extend the general engineeriog businessof Easton , Anderson and
Goolden, Limited, andin connection therewith special attention will

be devoted to electrical traction and electrical transmission of power,

in bothof which branches therewill undoubtedly be great develop,

ments, both at home and abroad , in the immediate fature. Several

important schemes have been submitted to Easton, Anderson and

Goolden, Limited , and will be carefully examined by the directors of

The directors of the company are AdmiralSir H.F. Nicholson,

K.C.B., H. McCalmont, M.P., F. Elgar, LL.D., F.R B., Charles

Cammell, Colonel Paget Mosley, T. Perceval Wilson (chairman of

Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Limited ), a managing director: H. K.

Baynes (director of Easton , Anderson& Goolden ),a managing

director. The secretary is Mr. W. E. Davies, and the registered

officeis atBroad Sanctuary Chambers, Westminster, S.W. The list

closed on Wednesday, 9th inst.

run during the hall-year 371,000 miles, against only 320,000 inthe

corresponding half of last year. They were keepingthe expenditure

carefully in hand. Their ratio of revenue to expenditure worked out

at 64:54 per cent. That might strike them as beingrather high, but

when they eliminated the amount carried to renewal and contingent

funds,and the amount paid to the Tramway Company, neither of which

were fair charges uponthe traffic, their traffic expenses were reduced

to56 per cent. ofthe revenue, which he thought was a very reason

ableand moderate figure. The expenditure per train mile during

the half-year was 15 :65d., against 15.67d. in corresponding hall of

last year. The revenuepertrain mile was equal to 24.25d., against

23-79d ., which was a slight increase. The locomotive expenditure

was 3 :71d ., against 368d. per train mile - practically the same. They

endeavouredto maintainthe efficiency of the line in every way,

and it was to -day in better condition from one end to the

other than five years ago, when it was opened to the public.
The electrical equipment was also maintained in the highest

stateof efficiency , and though it but cost a little more to revenue,

they felt they would be recouped fully by doing so. They had now

£ 10,700 to the credit of the renewal and contingent funds. The

traffic apon the south extension was showing a very satisfactory

growth. The complaints which had formerly been made as to the

lighting of the carriages had received attention, and during the past

fortnight the booster they had ordered had come to hand, and would

be placed in position at the south end, so that, he was glad to say,

the light was now as steady as possible. Their experience of the

booster would make them get one for the north end also. All the

carriages had now been heated with electric heaters, and were now

very comfortable. When it was borne in mind that they only

charged 3d.for a journey that would cost 13d. on the London and

North -Western Railway, it would be seen that they were doing a

great public service.

Mr. RICHARD HOBSON seconded the motion .

The CHAIRMAN, replying to Mr. Menzies, who said he did not

think a dividend of 37 per cent. per annum , was a sufficient rate of

progress, said they werepayingthe dividend thisyear entirely out of

profits. Of course a railway company could not be measured byany

industrial concern ; it was notexpected to pay at any time large divi;

dends. He thought the growth of the linehad been very satisfactory.

Il they had had no payment to make to the tramway company, the

dividend would have been perhaps34 per cent. He had nodoubt

the line would pay a larger dividend in the future.

The motion was then carried unanimously, and it was also agreed
to pay the dividends referred to above.

Messrs. Edward Lawrence and G. E. Robertson were re -elected

directors.

The CHAIRMAN, replying to a vote of thanks to the directors for

their services, said he would like to remark upon how much they
valued the services of their very excellent engineer and manager,

Mr. Cottrell. They were largely indebted to him for his zeal and

watchfulness. Very few menin this country had his technical know

ledge of electricity, and he had also great tact and organisation in

dealing with working men , which werevery valuable qualities.

Theproceedings then terminated.

1

thiscompany:

Liverpool Overhead Railway Company.

The ordinary hall -yearly general meeting of the LiverpoolOverhead

RailwayCompany was held on Tuesday, 8th inst.,atthe LawAsso
ciationRooms, Cook Street, Liverpool. Sir Wm . Forwood , chairman

of the company, presided .

The report showed that the gross revenue receipts for the half - year

amounted to £ 37,583, and the working expenses to £ 24,240, after

dedacting the interest on mortgage debentares; and adding the

balanceof£ 3,810 broughtforward from the previous half-year, there

was £ 13,763 available for dividend. Out of this it was proposed to pay

dividends of 6 per cent. on the preference shares, and 34per cent. on

the ordinary sbares, leaving£ 2,878tobe carriedforward tonext half

year.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of thereport and accounts,

said he had pleasure in beingabletocongratulate the shareholders
upon the progress and position of the company. In the correspond

ing half of last year they paid a dividend of 3 per cant. per annum ,

and last ball -year 3 per cent. , making 31for the year with
the dividend recommended that day. During the year they

had paid to the Liverpool Tramway Company £ 2,000, in
conformity with the terms of their agreement with them. That

agreement hadnow come to an end, havingterminatedonthe 10th

There had been an iacrease in the traffic during

the past six months of 545,000 passengers, or, for the year,

of 1,078,000 . Part of that increase was due to the opening of the

Dingle Station , atthe south end. They carried last year 8,736,000

passengers, the number they carried in the first completed year after

the openingof the railway being 6,400,000, sothattheyhadincreased

by 3,200,000 passengers - a rate of progress in five years which he

had no doubt they would considereminently satisfactory. They had

The National Telephone Company, Limited .

The report of the directors for the half -year ending December 31st,

1897, to be presented to the shareholders at the twenty - first ordinary

general meeting of the company, to be held at the City Terminus

Hotel, Cannon Street, London, on Thursday, February 17th, 1898, at

1 o'clock p.m., reads as follows:

"The income accrued in respect of the business ofthe hall-year

amounts to £ 507,602 178. 3d ., as compared with £ 439,978 23. 4d. for

the corresponding period of 1896, being an increase of £ 67,624

149. 11d . The working expenses for the hall -year amount to

£283,086 128. 11d., as compared with £ 245,278 13s. 9d. for the

corresponding period of 1896, being an increase of £37,806 198. 2d.

The net result for the half-year (after deducting the Post Office

royalties amounting to £ 46,059 1.9. 8d.) is a profit balance of

£ 178,457 78. 8d ., as compared with £ 154,982 88. 4d. for the

corresponding period of 1896, being an increase of £ 23,474 19s. 4d.

The rentals carriedforwardfor unexpiredterms ofrunning contracts

amount to £ 473,586 178. 10d ., as compared with £ 414,714 98. 8d. at

the corresponding period of 1896,or an increase of £ 68,872 8s. 2d .

“Out of the available balance of £ 156,435 81. 5d . shown by the net

revenue account (No. 3) the board will recommend the payment of

a dividend at the rate or 6 per cent. per annum , less income-tax, on

the first and second preference shares, 5 per cent. per annum , less

income-tax, on the third preference shares, and 6 per cent. per

annum , free of income-tax, on the ordinary shares. The board also

propose to transfer £ 40,000 to the reserve fund, and to carry forward

the balance of £10,034 38. 5d .

" CAPITAL EXPENDITURE . — The sum of £ 267,375 18. 3d. has been ex .

pended on capitalaccount during the ball-year, partly in the erection

of 5,633 additional exchange and private lines and partly in the con

struction of underground lines in substitution for overhead wires in

several important places. Notably iņ Manchester, the corporation

of that great centre of industry were the first to realise the many

advantages to the commercial community to be secured by the con

cession, upon reasonable terms, of the necessary powers, and as &

consequence the entire system of underground mains in that area

has been completed. The financial burden cast upon the company

is considerable, but the board have faced it in the confident belief

that greatly increased efficiency will lead to a corresponding extension

of the use of the telephone. Similar concessions having been

made by the authorities of Belfast, Birmingham , Blackburn ,

Bradford, Bristol, Dublin , Dundee, Leeds, Liverpool , Nottingham ,

2

of last month .
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Portsmouth , Sheffield , and other leading citiesand towns, the under

ground works in these placesare being proceeded with as rapidly as

possible. In the interest of the more perfect intercommunication

between subscribers in the several localities, which must immediately

result from the change of system , it is to be hoped that other im

portant places will speedilyfollow the enlightened lead of the great

telephonic centres above enumerated.

" It having been determined that the valuable services of Mr. Alder

man Joseph Thompson could be more advantageously absorbed in a

more specific attention to the affairs of the company in Manchester,

wherehe is sogenerally known and appreciated,he was goodenough

to undertake those daties, and a vacancy in the board resulted . This

has been filled by the election of the Rt. Hon. Sir Henry Hartley

Fowler, G.C.8.1.,M.P., whose residence in and long connection with the

very important telephone area ofwhich Wolverhampton isthecentre,

appearedto justify his being invited to join the board in the interest

alike of the company and the public."

the Clontart line from Dollymount to Annesley Bridge has been

worked byelectricity since November 11th last, with verysatisfactory

results, andit is expected thatwithinthe next few months the elec

tric cars will be running to Nelson's Pillar from Annesley Bridge on

the north side, and from Haddington Road (Dalkey line) on the

south . The new line connecting_Rathmines with Ball's Bringe via

the AppianWay and Pembroke Road , is being constructed . À Bill

to permit of increased speed on the Haddington Road and Dalkey

line isbeing promoted by the DublinSouthern District Company,

andthe directors expect that it will successfully pass through
Parliament.

Waterloo and City Railway Company.

MR. WYNDHAM S. POBTAL presided yesterday over the eighth half

yearly meeting of the shareholders ofthis company held atWaterloo,

and in movingthe adoption of the report saidthat the whole of the

share capital, £ 540,000, had now been received , and the total outlay,

up to December 31st last, bad amounted to £ 473,776, which included

£ 26,000 for interest paid to the shareholders during the construction

of the line. Thedirectors hoped tobe able to arrange with the

London and South -Western RailwayCompany for bringing the line
into use by the middle or end of next month .

Col. CAMPBELL Beconded the motion , and the report was adopted.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Limited .

The reportof the directors states that the business of the corporation

continues to make satisfactory progress. The supply of current

which, on December 31st, 1896 , was provided for the equivalent of

249,318 lamps of 8 - C.P ., had increasedby December 31st, 1897, to the

equivalent of 290,561, and at the present time there are on circuit

the equivalent of 292,883 lamps of8 -C.P ., and applications have been

received for a further 10,886. The length of roadway in which

mains have been laid now exceeds 44 miles, makingabout 180 miles

of ways, into which upwards of 152 miles of copper( strip and cable )
have been drawn.

The extension of the central stations, rendered necessary in con

sequence of the increase in the business of theCorporation, asreported

at the last general meeting ,has been proceeding during the year, and

the board are glad to be able to report that the additional buildings

and plant are now nearly completed. The plant and machinery have

been working satisfactorily throughout the year, and have been fully

maintainedfrom revenue , and the directors consider that, although

the economical working of the stations has been greatly affected by

building operations, it is satisfactory to note that there is no increase

in the cost per unit generated.

As stated in their last report ,the board had approached theholders

of the founders' sbares, and had agreed with them a scheme for can

celling the founders' shares, but on further consideration it was found

that difficulties might arise thereafter, and an amended scheme was

proposed, in accordance with resolations passed at special meetings

of the shareholders called for that purpose . Your directors have

pleasure in stating that , owing to the wayin which they were metby

the holders of the founders’ shares, those shares have ceased to exist,

and all the shareholders are now on the same footing .

The net revenue of the year amounts to £ 49,461 38. 10d. An

interim dividend, at the rate of 8 per cent. perannum , for the half

year ending June 30th, 1897, has been distributed. The balance to

the credit of the account is £ 34,013 178. 5d. ; the board, therefore,

recommend the payment of a dividend at the rate of 16 per cent. per

annum , less income-tax, for the past half-year, making 12 per cent.

for theyear ending December 31st last, carrying forward a balance of
£ 3,119 45. 1d .

Thedirectors having considered the question of provision of future

capital, gave notice to pay off the prosent mortgage debentures bear

ing interest at the rateof 5 per cent, and 44 per cent. per annum on

March1st next, andhave created newfirst mortgage debentures of
£ 250,000, bearing interestat the rate of 31 per cent.per annum . of

this amount £ 200,000 has been issued , and after providing forrepay

ment of the old debentares, the balance will be expended in further

plant and machinery, and the extension of existing stations. The

board much regret that owing to the issue having been subscribed

four times,they were unable to make any allotment to a large num

ber of applicants.

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited . - Gross revenue return , quarter ended December31st, 1897.

Gross revenue from sale of current for public lighting (after deduc

tion of allowances), quarter ended December 31st, £ 3,119 ; corre

sponding quarter last year, £ 2,970 . Gross revenue from sale of

current for private lighting (after deduction of allowances), & c .,

quarter ended December 31st, £ 59,796 ; corresponding quarter last

year,£ 53,399. Gross revenue from other sources (estimated ), quarter
ended December 31st, £ 2,000 ; corresponding quarter last year,

£ 1,000 ; total, quarter ended December 31st, £ 64,915 ; corresponding

quarter last year, £57,369; increase £ 7,546 . Equivalent of 8 -C.P .

lamps connected on December 31st , 1897, 296,012; increase during

quarter, 17,850 . Equivalent of 8-0.P. lamps connected on December

31st, 1896 ,247,785 ; increase during corresponding quarter last year,

19,045.

British Electric Traction Company. - The Electric

and General Investment Company have offered for subscription a
first issue by the British Electric Traction Company, Limited, of

10,000 6 per cent. cumulative preference shares, of £ 10 each, at

£ 12 108. per share. The share capital of the latter company is

£ 600,000, in equal proportions of 6 per cent. camulative preference

and ordinary£ 10shares, and the undertakingwas, the prospectus

states, formed in November, 1896 , to acquirethe business of the

British Electric Traction (Pioneer ) Company, and todevelop electric

tractionin theUnited Kingdom and elsewhere. Itis pointedont
that all the ordinary shares ( 30,000) have been subscribed and paid

up in full, and that applications from holders of these for the present

issue will be preferentially considered. The subscription list opened

on Tuesday, and was to close yesterday.

The Edison and Swan United Electric Light Com

pany , Limited : - The directors have resolved that a payment on

account of the dividend of the current year be made at the rate of 5

per cent. per annum , less income- tax, on the " A " shares of the com

pany, in respect of the half -year ended December 31st, 1897. This will

workout at18. 6d. per share on the partly paid £ 5 shares £ 3 paid,

and 28. 6d . per share on the fully paid £ 5 shares, less income tax.

The payment will be made upon the register asit stands this day,

and the dividend warrants will be issued on the 24th inst.

W.T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited ,

-The directors have resolved to recommend a dividend at the rate

12 per cept. perannum on the ordinary shares, including the

interim dividendof 3 per cent. paid in September.

Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited.
A meeting of the holders of founders'shares of this company was held

at Winchester House on Tuesday, but oar representative was

informed that the meeting was private.

Stock Exchange Notices. — The committee have

ordered to bequoted in theOfficial List :-Direct West India Cable

Company, Limited - £ 120,000 45 per cent. registered debentures,

Nog. 1 to 1,200 .

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance.-The

directors announce a farther dividend of 10 per cent., making 15 per

per cent. for the year 1897.

Portrush and Giant's Causeway Tramway Company.

The twenty-second ordinary meeting of this company was held on
1st inst. at Portrush. Dr. Anthony Traill presided . . After the routine

business the directors' report was submittedand adopted. It stated :
" Your directors have to report a falling off in the receipts during the

past year, as compared with those of the year of 1896. In the passen

ger traffic there has been a decrease in numbers, the total number

being 79,015. This falling off bas arisen from the interference of the

Board of Trade with our electric traffic , and from the unusual wetness
of the summer season . "

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS

The Dublin United Tramways Company (1896 ),

Limited .

The report of the directors submitted to the meeting held at the

Imperial Hotel, Lower Sackville Street, Dublin. The directors sub

mit the accounts for theball-year ended December 31st, 1897. The

receipts amountto£ 19,25018. 6d . from the Dublin United Tramways
Company, and £3,581 158. from the Dublin Southern District Tram

waysCompany, making, with the balance brought from last half-year,

and the profit on Bank of Ireland Stock, sold, £23,409 78. 5d. at

credit of revenue account. Deducting mortgage debenture interest,
£ 1,429 98. 2d ., and directors' fees, £ 450, a sum of £21,529 188. 3d .

will remain available for division. Out of this sum the directors
have declared a divided at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum on the

preference shares, and at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum on the

ordinary sharos, leaving a balance of £ 922 188. 6d . The section of

The Oity and SouthLondonRallwayCompany. The roovipta for theweek onding

February 6th , 1898, were £ 1,063 ; wook onding February7th, 1897, 61,123 ;

decrease £ 60 ; total receipts for ball.year, 1898, £ 6,456 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £6,611 ; decreaso, £ 155 ,

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. The rooeiptsfor the week ending

February 6th , 1898 , amounted to 41,283 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,241 ; inoronso, 242,

The Western and Brasilian Telograph Company, Limited.Tho receipts for

the wook ending February 4th , 1898, attor doduoting 17per cent of the

grou roosipts payablo to the London Platino-Brazilian Ialograph Com .

dany. Limited, wero £ 2,856 ,
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANDI.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES

BusinessdoneStook
Olosing Closing duringPresent Dividends foror

HAMB. Quotation ,
week ended

the last three years, Quotation,
insdo . Share.

Feb. 2nd, Feb, 9th . Feb. 9th ,

1
1898 ,

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest.

100137,4007 African Direct Teleg ., Ltd., 4 % Dob. 4 % 100 104 100-104

10 6 - 7 625,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares... 7

93 93
125,000 Do. do .

10 - 96- 965% Debs. Red .

Stock £ 2 98.£ 2 198. 3 % 62 64 62 64
635923,9 € 02 Anglo -America Teleg ., Ltd. 634

| 113 - 114do.3,038,0207 Stock £ 4 188. £5 6s. 6 % 1121 - 1131 1134Do.
11246 % Pral.

Do.3,038,0207 do. Data . Stock 131 134 131 134 13] 131

10 | 7 % 16 172130,000 Brusilian Submarine Telog., Ltd.
168 - 171 17 1618

Do.75,0002 do. 8 %,Dobs., 2ndserios,1906 100 5 % 112 -116 112 - 116

54 %44,000 Ohi Telop ., Itd ., Nov. 1 to 44,000 4 % 3 37 3 91

$ 100 7 % 187 -192 187 –192
10,000,000 $ Oommercial Onblo Oo....

197

Do. 106 -108
659,5867 Do. Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb.Stock Red. Stock 106-108 1071 1064

224,850 Oonsolidated Talop. Oomst . and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 14% 2 %

16,000 Ouba Telog., Ltd. 10 8 % 8 % 88

6,000 Do. 10 % Prat. 10 10 % 10 % 18 19 171 - 181

54 % 4 % 4

12,931 Direct Spanish Telog ., Ltd.
5 5

Do. do.6,000
6 10 % 1010 %10 % Oum . Prof. 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 44 % Debu. Nov. 1 to 6,000 50 41% 41 % 103 - 106 % 103 -106 %

20 | 21%60,710 Direct United States Oable, Ltd.
21% 101 - 11 10- 114 111

10 61 %400,000 Bastera Teleg ., Ltd., Nos.1 to 400,000 61 % 18 181 18 181 189 1818

Do. 106 % Oum , Prof. 6
70,000 6 % 19 1920 20 1916 19

89,9002 Do. 6 % Debs , ropay, August,1899 100 5 % 100 -103 xd 100 - 1035 %

Do.1,302,6157 4 % Mort . Deb. Stook Red. Stock 4 % 4 % 131 -134 131 -134 1332 1311

250,000 Eastern Kitension, Australasia and ObinaTeleg ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 월 183- 192 184 - 197 19 187

Do.

25,2002
3 % (au . Gov. Sub.), Deb ., 1900, red. ann .drga.

100 5 % 99 - 103 99 -: 03

rog. 1 to 1,849 , 8,976 to 4,826

100,5002 Do. do . Bearer, 1,080—8,975 and 4,927—6,400 100 5 % 5% 100 - 103 100 -103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Deb . Stock Stook 4 % 4% 130 –133 xd 130 - 133

5 % 99 - 103 99-103 1013

1900 redeam . Ann. drgs., Reg. Nos. 1 to 2,848
69,2002 Do. do. do . to ke srer, 2,844 to 6,800 100 6 % 5% 100 - 103 1100 -103

Do. 4 % Mort. Debu. Nos. 1 to 8,000, rod.
100 4 % 4% 102 - 105 xd 102 -105

1909

200,0001 Do 4 % Rog.Mt. Debi. (Mauritiu Sub.) i to 8,000 254%
1094 % 108 - 111% 108-111% 1081,

180,227
10 | 41% 12

Globe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 41% 12 xd 12 12 }121 123

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 174 18 /xd 17 - 181 1836 18

Great Northon Talog. Oompany of Oopenhagen
10 10 % 10% 27150,000 28 27 28

160,0002 Do, do . do, 6 % Debu. 103 6 % 5%
101 -104 101 104

26 10 % 10% 52 6517,000 Indo -Huropean Teleg ., Ltd. 52 65

100 6 % 6% 108 -111
100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Telog., Ltd. 6 % Dobs.

108 111

04% 2 -

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel., Nos. 1 to 28,000 ..
21 2 21

484,597 National Teleph., Ltd., 1 to484,597 .. 6 64 % 51 % 6 % 64- 7 63 7 7 63

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 14 16 - 16

119,234
Do. 6 % NOR -oum . 8rd Prol., 1 to 119,284 5 % 5 % 5 % 6 64 6 64 63 618

Do. do. Nos. 119,235
6 61 6 63

to 250,000, £ 5 paid

929,4714 Do. } % Dob . Stock Rod . Stock 83 % 31 % 34% 104 - 109 104 -109 106 1048

171,504 Oriental Teleph . & Bloc., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 15 % 5 % § -

100,0002 4 % 105 -108 105 - 108

1 1,000

85 % 5 %11,899 Bouter's Dtd . 8 9 8 9 8

· 3,981 Submarino Oablon Trust Oart. 140 - 145 140 - 145 142

54 % 4
58,000 Onited Riyar Plate Toloph ., Ltd.

41 4 41

146,7392 Do. do. 6 % Dobs. Stock 5 % 101 -106 101 -106

104 % nil 4 515,609 Wort African Tolog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 20,109
4 5

219,4002 Do. do . do. 5 %
Dobu. 1005 % 5 % 103 106 103 - 106

64,268 Worten ud Brasilinn Talog .,Ltd. 15 2 % 101 - 11 103 - 11 104 105

99,129 Do. do . 6 % Prof. Ord . 5 % 71- 8 72 8 71% 7g

39,129 Do. do. do. Dof. Ord.... 31 - 4 31- 4 37 38

882,230 Do. do , do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red.... Stock 105 -107 105 -107

88,321 Wort India and Panama Telogs., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % 17

34,663 Do. do . do . 6 % Oum . Int Pret. 106 % 6 % 87 73 87 81 713

4,669 Do. do . do . 6 % Oum . End Pral. 10 | 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Dobı. No.1 to 1,800 100 | 5 % 5 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

1,163,000$ Westen Onion of 0. 8. Tolog ., 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $ 1000! 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1002 Do. do . 6 % Stor. Bonds. 100 1 6 % 6 % 100 -105 100 - 105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Oharing Orops and Strand Blooty .Bupply 5 5 % 6 % 7 % | 14 15 14
14 g 14

20,000 Do. do . do. 44 % Cum . Pref. 5 64- 64 67 - 68 69

26,000 "Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ltd .,'Ord., Nos. 1 to 10,277 . 55 % 5 % 111- 118 111 - 110

60,000 Do. do . do. 41 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 41 % 41 % 112 -114 112 -114

40,000 Oity of London Blec.Lightg .Oo., Ltd., Ord .40,001—80,000 10 5 % 7 % 293 – 301 281 291 284

10,000 Do. do. Prov. Certs. 5 29 30 275 284 287 27

40,000
Do.

do . 6 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 181 17) – 187 1815 173

400,000 Do. 6 % Deb. Stock, Bcrip. ( iøs. at £115) all paid 5 % 5 % 129 - 134 129 -134 1323

30,000 Oounty of Lond . & Brush Prov . 2. Ltg .Ltd., Ord. 1-30,000 10 nil nil 154-167 152- 161 152

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Pref., 40,001—60,000 10 6 % 158-161 153 161 16} 1513

10,000 House-to -House Elec. Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5 104- 111 103- 115 1012

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pref. 5 111 111- 12

49,900 "Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 50,000 104 % 5 % 20 21 20 202 201
12,500 Do. Ord ., 60,001-62,500,iss. at £2 prem . 10 191- 201 191- 203

220,0001 Do. 41 % Irst mortgagedebenture stock ... 44 % 41% 117 - 121 117 121

6,452 Notting HillBlectric Lightg . Co., Ltd. 10 | 2 :% 4 % 18 19 18 19

19,980 * St. James's & Pall Mall Blec. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord ., 101-20,080 5 | 77% 101 % 141% 18 19 181 1923

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Prel., 20,081 to 40,880 57 % 7 % 7 % | 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. do. 4 %Deb . stock Red. Stock 4 % 101 - 104 104 -107

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid . 5
23- 3} 23– 3} 3146 218

79,900 WestminsterElectric BupplyVorp ., Ord., 101 to 80,000 ... 5 17 % 9 % 12 % | 18 19 18 19 183

* Subject to Founder's Shares . + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Hzobange.

1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . | Dividenda paid in deterred sbare warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends mazkod I are for a year consisting of the latter part of one yont and the first par of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANIEI- Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL , COMPANIES.

Present

Labdo ,
HAMD

Brook

Or Dividends for

Sharo. the last three years.

1

Closing

Quotation

Feb. 2nd.

Oloning

Quotation,

Feb. 9th ,

Business done

during week

ended

Feb. 9th , 1898 .

Highen .(Lowest

187 177

23 2125

...

:
:100

10
... 101

61

15

45

708

11

:

N
o
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r
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o
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70
... .00

.
.

Edison &Bwan United Eleo.Cgt.,Ltd., “ A” thote 15 %
24

1895 . 1896 . 1897 .

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 181- 19 177 178

90,000 Brush Eleol. Baging. Oo ., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
8 2g 21- 28

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum .6% Prel., 1 to 90,000 9 21 23 23- 23

Do. do ,
125,0002

4 % Perp. Deb . Stock .... Stock
109 113 109 -113

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb . Stock Red . Stock 102 -105 102 -105

19,126 Contral London Railway, Ord . Shares
10 99-101 10 101

143,106 Do. do. do . £ 6 paid 10 51- 61 50- 61

58,830
Do. do . Pref. half-shares £1 pd . it 13 13 13

61,777 Do. do . Det. do. £ 5 pd.
41 43 44

630,0002 Oity and South London Railway Stock 16 % 17 % 13 % 69 71 69 71

28,180 Orompton &Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prof. Sharos, 1 to 28,180 6 nil 27 28 21- 24

99,261
6 67 % 21 3 21- 3

1 99,261

17,189 Do. do. do . “A ” Shares 01-017,189 55 % 31 % 41 51 4 5

110,000 Bleotrio Oonstruction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 95 % 6 % 23 3xd 24- 3

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Ouma.Pret., 1 to 16,343 97 % 3} 99 31 99

91,196 Elmoro' Patent Oop . Depong .,Ltd., 1 to 70,000
3 1

67,276 Elmore's Wire Mtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm . 3

9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pret., 1 to 9,600
10 101 % 9 11 9 11

12,500 Henley'ı (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd.,Ord .
10 8 % 10 % 12 % 211 221 22! 231

8,000 Do. do, do . 7 % Pref. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 19 20 19 20

50,000 Do. do . do. 4 Mort. Deb. Btook Stock 44 % 41 % 44% 110 115 110 -115

60,000 India-Bubber, Gutta Peroba and Teleg. Works, Ltd. 10 10% 10 % 221 23 )
22 23

300,000 Do. do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debo 100 103 - 107 103 -107

87,500 Liverpool OverheadRailway, Ord.
10 | 21 % 27 % 11 117 111 113

10,000 lt Do. do. Prel.,610 paid 106 % 6 % 16 167 16 161

12 15 % 15 % 15 % 3987,860 Telegraph Constan. And Maintce., Ltd.
42 39 - 42

150,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 6 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

64,0001 Waterloo and Oity Railway, Nos. 1 to $ 4,000
10 131– 14 133— 14
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215
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+ Quotations on Livorpool Sto Bzobange . Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividondo marted are for a year consisting of the latter part of ono your and the Orst part of the next.

Onompton & 00 ,-The dividendo paid on the ordinary shares (whloh have not a Stook Exchangequotation ), aro u follows: 1893–0 / 04 ; 1801—7 % 1890–8 °/

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

Birmingham Blectric Supply Company,Ordinary of £ 6 ( £ 4 paid ), 7 , London #lectric Supply Corporation , 65 Ordinary, 41-4 .

£ 5 (tally paid ) 11.

ElectricConstruction Corporation,6 % Debentures, 104-106. * T. Parker, Ltd., £ 10 ( tally paid ), 12 %.

House-to- House Oompany, 41% Debentures of £ 100, 111-112.
Yorkshire House-to -House MlectricityCompany. £ b Ordinary Bharos

Kensington andKnightsbridge Bleotrio Lighting Oompany, Limited

Ordinary Shares 65 (fully paid) 16–181 ; Ist Preterance Oumu.
fully paid , 8–84. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

lativo 8 % ,85 ( hully paid ),87–81. Dividend, 1896 , on Ordinary

Shares 7 %

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 3 por cont. (October 14th , 1897).

THE WATT ANNIVERSARY.

At the recent James Watt anniversary dinner of the Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, Lord Kelvin proposed

The Memory of James Watt ” in the following terms:-He had,

he said , to thank them for their kindness in allowing him to propose

the toast on this great occasion . They had referred to the connection

of James Wattwith the University of Glasgow . In the apparatus

room of the Natural PhilosophyClass there now was, he might

remindthem , the model which Watt was employedby the University

to repair in some minor details, when, in considering it, he saw not

only what should be repaired , but some of the defects of the

principles which it realised, andwas led on from that small beginning

to the great work which they were met to commemorate. The

19th century, in the eyes of engineers — and it in the eyes of

engineers, then in the eyes of the whole world — was the centuryof

JamesWatt. There were engineers before James Watt. Happier

than the men who lived before Agamemnon, their memory was not

lost in obscurity for want of the sacred bard and prophet and

historian to commemorate their deeds. Tubal Cain was a great

mechanical engineer, whose name was a household word in Scotland

in the end of the 19th century . Poets and historians had chronicled

the works of Archimedes . Skipping 10 centuries, or rather skipping

20 centuries, we came to Smeaton, the man who led up towards the

mechanical developments which Watt perfected. Of all the 60

centuries of recorded human history no centary had been so

great as the 19th in engineering, in the work of applying

the laws of matter, and the principles of science for the benefit

of mankind . We almost forgot there was engineering before

this century. Steam navigation came into existence at Dals

winton Loch, in the East of Scotland, and Symington's boats,

after their first trial in 1798,were placed a few years later on the

Forth and Clyde Canal. That was the beginning of marine

engineering, and what was marine engineering now ?, It had covered

the whole ocean with the works of English engineers. By England

he meant - he always meant - England, Scotland, Ireland, India,

Canada, and all the other British colonies. Engineers counted

other names along with the name of James Watt as being

noteworthy in the annals of the 19th century - the names

of Faraday and Carnot and Joule. These had all done great

things to make the latter end of the 19th century worthy

of its beginning with James Watt. The steam engine of James Watt

and of the 19th century, was it to be the engine also of future

centuries ? The latter part of the 19th century, opened up new

vistas in the application of the works of science ,ledup tobyWatt,

and Carnot, and Regnault, and Joule. No man would have been

readier than Watt tosee the possibilites of other means of producing

power than steam . Steam , electricity, and the means of develop

ment on which electricity depended would, he was sare, have engaged

his attention and admiration, and he would have worked for the

promotion of anything that could improve the team engine. He

(Lord Kelvin ) believedthat we should have ships driven by steam

power for at least 100 years yet. We might safely say, so long as our

coal supplylasted- good many hundred years - steam powerwould

keep alive directly the results of the labours of James Watt. He

would not prophesy that in any respect, evenfor land use, other

agents would supersede steam , or that the 20th century would

be the century of oil and gas and internal combustionengines.

Engineers, however, should be interested in the question— " Was the

internal combustion engine going to sapersede the steam engine ? "

Whether it did so or not, foranylarger application than we now had

the gas engine, we should have no less reason to be grateful to James

Watt. At the end of the 20th century hisname would, he believed,

be received with as much respect and gratitude as it now was. In

pure science Watt was aleader. He(Lord Kelvin )rememberedthat

his great master in physical science , Regnault, had “ la loi de Watt,"

the law of Watt, with relation to the latent heat of steam always

upon his lips. It wasa matter of great joyand perpetual pleasure

to the University of Glasgow that it had had the honour of having

given Watt encouragement inthe early days of his studies, and

that in his workshop at the University, the Scientific Society, the

Philosophical Society, and the Physical Society came into exist.

These had been the parents of many similar societies all

over the British dominione, with what tremendous benefits to

mankind they all knew. Let them think of living now as com

pared with living 100 years ago. Some people asked , were we

happier or better by reason of these wonderful inventions and

discoveries ? People, he might reply, were happy and gcod , and

sometimes neither happy nor good, during the 60 centuries that

preceded James Watt. But we had social advantages now that no

human being had before 1800 — the advantage, for onething, of being

kept continually in touch with our friends. Engineers didnot looks

upon the application of their craft merely from amechanical point of

view . Theyknew that their steamersand railways were of great

direct benefit to humanity. He had in his pocketa telegram Erom

»

ence .
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India describing the recent eclipse. It read ~ " Eclipse well seen ,

also red flames and Baily's beads. Some very fair photographs.

The whole party well satisfied .” The message reached him the

forenoon of that day. The writer, a man 80 years of age, went all

theway to India to see the eclipse, and to try to contribute something

to the knowledge to be obtained from it. The telegraph, some might
say, was not one of the benefits derived from James Watts labours.

Besaid it was , because without the marine engine and steam naviga

tion they could never have had the ocean telegraph, which in itself

was a great blessing to the world . The world to-day was happier and

better in every respect for the work of James Watt, and he asked

them all to receivewith due honour the toast of his memory .
8

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

9

( Concluded from page 164.)

The Eastern Extension Company represents a combination of

associated companies engaged in telegraph transmission between
England and Australasia . The lines of the company comprise those

of three amalgamated companies:

1. The “ British Indian Extension , " from Madras to Singapore,

withashare capitalof £ 460,000.

2. The “ British Australian ,” from Singapore to Australia, with a

share capital of £ 540,000.

3. The “ China Submarine," from Singapore to Hong Kong and

Shanghai, with a share capital of £ 625,000 .

Thecombined share capital of these three companies amounted to

£ 1,525,000. On their amalgamation the united share capital, by a

well-known process of " watering ” to the extent of £ 472,500, was

increased nominally to £ 1,997,500. The united company, since

known as the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph

Company, Limited, has been exceedingly prosperous ; it has paid

7 per cent. on the enlarged capital, equal to 9 per cent. on the
original capital. An examination of the published statement

establishes that it hasinaddition expended out of theprofits earned,

no less a sum than £ 1,571,640 on extensions and other productive

works, and there remainsunexpended and undivided to-daj a reserve

ofsurplus profits amounting to £ 804,193.

These figures establishthat the Eastern Extension Company has

become a remarkably profitable investment . It regularly pays good
dividends, but the dividends are no guide to the profits made . It

holds in reserveundivided profits far exceeding inamount the whole

value of its cables between Asia and Australia . The accounts of the

company for 1896 and the first half of 1897 show that the net profits

actually earned duringthese periods amounted to 13 per cent. on the

presentcapital, and 17 per cent. on the capital prior to its being
watered .

The company is unwilling to have this state of affairs changed .

They know perfectly well that the telegraphic traffic is steadily

increasing,and that as the traffic grows the profits will become stiil

greater. It is easy, therefore, to understand why thecompany has

never viewed with friendly feeling the proposed Pacific cable . Its

managers are not willing to divide the business with the new line.

Theymust retain it entirelyin their possession. They have secured

a rich monopoly, andtheirdesire is to make it even more profitable,

andto strengthen and perpetuate it.

The Pacific cable hasbeen projected in no spirit of hostility to any

company or to anycountry. It has been advocated as a means of

extending to the wholeEmpire the advantages derivable from the

geographical position of the Dominion. Canada offers the connect

ing link in an Imperial chain of telegraphs encircling the globe.

When the project is completed, it will bring the mother country into
direct electrical connection with every one of the great possessions

of the crown in both hemispheres, without touching thesoil of any

foreign power . Thus it cannot fail, in a high degree, to promote

Imperial unity. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive how a perfect

anion, or any union of the whole , is possible without union between

the parts. The whole Empire is in strong sympathy with the aims

andaspirations which a fewyears back were limited to a few men of

advanced thought. The historical event of last June has shown to

the world that " theBritish people are one people, animated by one

spirit.” It is recognised that we are approaching the period when

new relations may be established between the United Kingdom and

those younger British communities beyond the seas, known in past

history as colonies, but wbich are passing fromcolonial tutelage to a

higher national status. In order to promote these closer relations,

what is more desirable, what more necessary, than that each and all

be connected by the appliances which art and science have devised ?
Canada standsfirst amongthe British communities of the outer Empire.

Scarcely second to Canada we look forward , in no long period, to

welcome the kindred Dominion of Australia, comprising under one

federal government half a dozen colonies, each possessing great

potentialities. What more in harmony with the spirit of the British

people than that Canada and Australia be brought in close commu

nion? Is it not indispensable to vital public interest that those two

great anits ofthe Empire — the island continent in the South Pacific

and British North America, should possess the means of instantaneous

communication, one with the other ?

The proposition of the Eastern Extension Company submitted to

the Conterence of Premiers has no such purpose in view . Its object

is indeed the very opposite. While theconsolidation of the Empire
demands that the Queen's subjects in Canada and Australasia shall

Possess all the advantages which the closest telegraphic connection

can effect, the policy which animates that company would cause

these communities to remain severed . Is such a policy to be com

mended ? Does not the Eastern Extension Company when per

sistently exercising its manifold and widely ramified influence to

keep Canada and Australia disunited , assume an attitude of hostility

to both countries and to Imperial unity ?

In the interests of the Eastern Extension Company the Pacific

cable has beendeclared to be impracticable ; its costhasbeen greatly
exaggerated ; it has been denounced as a work which could not be

maintained without burdensome subsidies ; it has been stigmatised as

inimical to telegraphy and trade ; andit has been decried and misre

presented in every possible manner. The explanation is to be found

in the fact that the company is unwilling to relinquish itsmonopoly

and to rest satisfied in the future with a reasonable returnforcapital

invested . On this point the writer is tempted to quotea single para

graph from his address atthe Colonial Conference of 1894 es given

in the proceedings ( page 85 ).

"The progressand well-beingof Canada, Australasia, and the Empire

cannot be retarded in order that the lucrative business of a private

company may remain without change. Even if the chairmanof the

Eastern Extension Company succeeded in converting us to his com

mercial ethics, that the profits of the monopolyhe represents must be

maintained inviolate, itdoes not follow that the project of a Pacific

cable would not be carried out in some form , even if Canada and

Australasia abandon it. There are indeed unmistakable signs that

a Pacific cable may shortly be carried out by France and the

United States. We all know that France has already completed a
section of 800 miles at the southern end , and the United States has

recently expended $ 25,000 in making anelaboratesurveyof aboat
one-third the whole distance from San Francisco (to the Hawaiian

Islands.) With a rival line in foreign hands, it is easy to see that

the Eastern Extension would gain nothing, while the Empire would
lose much . "

With respect to the objections raised by the Eastern Extension

Company, theyhave been completely refuted. The very bestevidence

shows beyondall questionthat theproject is perfectly feasible, that

the cableshould beestablished as astatework, that,so established,

the revenue from business obtainable will be ample to meet every

charge, including working expenses, maintenance, renewal, interest on

cost and sinking fund to replace capital; that in fact, the cable can

be established in the most satisfactory manner, and that all its

advantages can be attained without any cost whatever to the tax .

payer . That the prospects are of this character is attributable to

these facts, viz. :

1. As a State work,the capital employed would be obtained at the

lowestpossible rate of interest.

2. The capital would be limited to the necessities of actual ex

penditure in establishing the work ; there would be no possibility of

enlarging the capital account by adding " promotion expenses " orby

" watering stock ” in any form .

3. No dividend would require to be declared , or bonus paid .

Revenue would only have to meet ordinary charges, including in .

terest on the actual costat alow rate, possibly 21 per cent.

4. Remunerative traffic which would be controlled by the Austra

lasian Government already exists.

5. Sach traffic is continually growing, and it is difficult to assign a

limit to its growth .

6. The facilities created and the reduced charges would open upa

new and profitable business across the Pacific which wouldbe sub

ject the new line.

Such being the case, th : question may be asked ,is there any reason

other than the opposition of the Eastern Extension Company why

the establishmentof this important national work shouldbe farther

delayed ? It must be admitted thatthe Pacific cablein operation

would putan end to the monopoly of the Eastern Extension Com

pany and diminish the immense profits it enjoys. As, however, less

than half the whole traffic would prove remunerative to the Pacific

cable, there would remain ample business to the company to yield a

good return for the capital invested.

In the memorandum laid before the House of Commons last July

by the Secretary of State for the Colonies,it is distinctly indicated

that, while the Home Government is willing to co -operate with

Canada and the Australian Colonies, the Imperial authorities are

anable to see the way to take the initiative , and that they " now

await definite proposals from the Colonies interested before proceed

ing further in the matter." It unfortunately happens that the

Australasian Colonies remain under the disadvantageof being dis

unitedpolitically, and they are not all equallyin favour of the Pacific

cable, Western Australia and South Australia being somewhat in

sympathy with the Eastern Extension Company. New Zealand,
New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria desireto have the cable

laid on the Canadian route . As the traffic to make it a profitable

undertaking would have its source chiefly in these colonies, and,

moreover, the land lines within each colony are owned by each
respective Government, they have it in their power to control the

trans-Pacific telegraphic traffic to the extent required to make the

cable a profitableundertaking.

At this distance it is noteasy to understand why these four colonies
do not agree to take some definite line of action . It is now close on

six months since the Premiers met in London, and, as far as known,

they have not seen theirway to agree on any joint proposal, owing,

doubtless, to unexplained local difficulties .

Under these circumstances it is not improper to consider if there

be any duty or obligation resting on us in Canada. The Dominion is

now looked up to as the elder brother in the British family of kindred

nationalities. If, as Canadians, we have faith in our destiny as no

inconsiderable element of the great Empire, are we not called upon

again to take the initiative ? The mother country awaits a proposal.

It cannot well come from disunited Australasia. If we are to be

brought within speaking distance of the kindred communities in the

southern seas, the first impulse must come from ourselves. Shall the
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opportunity which circumstances have presented be seized , and

another proof given to the world that “ Canadian Government and

people are determined , in all ways,to promote Imperial unity ? ”

SANDFORD FLEMING .

A SURVEY OF TBE POSSIBILITIES OF

ELECTRIC HEATING AND COOKING .

By W. P. ADAMS, A.K.C., A.I.E.E.

( Concluded from page 163.)

THERE is one direction in which one migbt anticipate a large

development of electric cooking, and that is in flats. If architects

will arrange for a general hot-water supply for the whole building,

as I believe is now done in many cases, electric cooking presents such

an advantage that an important movement in this direction should

take place when the supply companies are convinced ofthe advantage

ofcharging such pricesaswill be generallyacceptable. I think I have

said sufficient to indicate that even with electricity at 3d. per unit,

electric cooking is not extravagantly expensive, and ifits other great

advantages are taken into consideration, particularly the economical

results from the perfection of the cooking, it ought to be received

with prompt favour.

I am hoping that before long those responsible for electricity

supply will begin to make a definite move in the development of

electric heating and cooking. It is not sufficient to merely reduce

the price of electricity toa reasonable figure, as many of theCorpora

tions have already done, but steps should be taken to induce people

to become users of electricity for other purposes than lighting. The

bire system , which the gas companiesare muchin favour of, should

be adopted where possible. One of the difficulties which has been

met with in the attempt to develop electric heating is the high first

cost of the apparatus. This is largely owing to the comparatively

small output of heating apparatus at the present time, and is also

owingin no small degree tothe many different voltages which the

goods bave to be made up for. You will probably be surprised to

learn that there are no less than 14 different voltages in general use

at the presenttime, and you will quite appreciate that this does not

tend towards the cheapeningof the appliances.

I have little doubt, it supply companies are prepared to give this
matter their careful attention, that mutuallysatisfactory arrange

ments might be come to between themselves and manufacturing firms

80 as to meet these difficulties .

I have now to consider the practicability of using cooking and

heating plant in connection with plant installed for lighting resi

dences and factories.

Invery few and well -arranged and properly -managed private

installations does thecost exceed4d. per unit,and in residenceswhere

accumulators are used it wouldsimply mean runningthe plant a few

hoursa day extra it electric cookingapparatus were adopted.

In factorieswhere large electric lightingplants are inuse, the same

argument holds good. The probabilityis that the generating engines

are supplied with steam from the main boiler system , and the man in

attendanceon the general machinery is expected to look after the

electric lighting plant. The costof generating electricity during the

daytime for cooking meals for the staff of this establishment, and

perhaps for the employés, is, in such a case , almost a negligible

quantity.

I musthere make a small digression to call your attention to the

curious ideas some people hold with regard to electric cooking. An

establishment in Liverpool has just installed a large and economical

plant for electric lighting purposes, and it had been proposed to the

owners that they should use it duringthe daytime for cooking pur

poses. I was asked by the electric light contractors to loan some

apparatus for testing, and the conditions being distinctly favourable,

this was done. A little later I wae informed that the committee

would not adopt electric cooking. I was anxious that the test should

have been made under my supervision, but it was not thought neces

sary for me to be present. Inquiries were made, and I found that

the committee itself had superintended the experiments, and had

insisted upon the food being placed on the appliances before current

Was turned on . As one of the elementary rules of cooking is that

the apparatus should be heated up to the proper temperature before

the food is placed upon it, you will understand that such an experi

ment was foredoomed to failure. I relate this instance as an illus

tration of the common idea that electric cooking apparatus is capable

of doing things which noone wouldthink of expecting from ordinary

cooking apparatus, and simply for the reason that the word " elec

tric " is used in connection therewith. Every electrical engineer, at

one time or another, has met with peculiar ideas of this sort.

There is nothing, of course, nothing magic about electric heating

and cooking appliances. The advantages which we claim for them

are : (1) Thatthey are more economical in pointof heat utilised than

any other appliances ; (2) that they are quite without equal in point

of cleanliness and general convenience ; (3) that there is practically

no waste of material in the cooking ; (4) that by their means cooking

is reduced to a simple science, and absolutely uniform results can be

obtained , this being due to the ease with which the heating effect is

controlled by switching. In the oven it is usual to fix a thermometer,

indicatingon a dial on the front of the door, and given temperatures

can be maintained within a few degrees. I might further claim that

Abstract of paper read before the Northern Society of Electrical

Engineers.

sach appliances are perfectly free from such dangers as attend the

use ofgas cookers. Explosions are impossible, and the risk of fire
is pil.

I must nowbeg ofyou to spare me a few minutes for the consider

ation of electric heating by radiators.

I have alreadyindicated at the commencement of this paper that

this subject requires consideration from quite a different pointofview

to electric cooking. Assuming forthe moment that there is likely to

be any large development, you will at once observe that this will

bringno load to the stations during the summer time,and, owing to

the large amount of current the radiators consume, they will make

the winter load heavy. It may be that persons who adopt electric

cooking may be inclined to use the apparatus during the summer time

only, on account of its coolness, inthe same way as people now adopt

gas ovens, returning to the use of the kitchen range in winter. It

this were done to any large extent it would probably meet the diffi

culty, and it might even be desirable for supply companies to give

special terms for the use of electric cooking appliances in summer,

and increase these charges during the winter. Whether such a plan

is feasible or not will have to be ascertained as the problemdevelops.

When estimating roughly what current radiators are to be wound

for, for a given space , I generally assume that 500 watts will be

necessary per 1,000cubic feet of space, in the coldest weather. This,

of course, is only a very rough guide, and in every case the general

conditions must be taken into consideration. In my office in the City,

which has a capacityof 2,000 cubic feet, with one outside wall almost

entirely consisting of window space, I rarely use a larger radiator

than one absorbing 600 watts. In very sharp weather Ihave found it

necessary to put two of these on for the earlier part of the morning,

and sometimes on Mondaye, after a continued frost extending over

Saturday and Sunday. In this instance it will be seen that a less

quantity isrequired than500 watts per 1,000 cubic feet of space. In
the case of a building with several thin outside walls, and other un

favourable conditions, probably more than the 500 watts would have

to be provided for.

With radiators consuming this amount of energy you will appre

ciate that electric heating is not likely to receive much support when

such charges as 8d. per unit are made. At the beginning of last year

I was requested by an architect to fit nine radiators in a spacious

office in the city. The firm was a wealthy one, and expense was not

consideredan important matter owing to the convenience of the

electric radiators. I ointed out before the order was placed that

the cost of current would probably be very high ; but, notwithstand.

ing my warning, itwas decided to have the radiators fixed . After

they had been running for three or four months I was informed that
thecost was so excessive that their use would have to be discon .

tinued . With one or two small exceptions these are the only

radiators ever installed in the city of London ; and, while the prices

are maintained at the present figure, little development is likely to

take place ; and yet the City isan almost ideal placefor the use of
electric radiators,owing to the fact that the bulkof the offices close

at an early hour, and that the occapiers are willing to pay a good

price for 80 convenient and sanitary means of heating as electric

radiators provide.

Experience shows that even at 80 high a figure as 3d. or 4d. there

is considerable demand for electric radiators, and this is not surpris

ing when one considers that the heat produced is of exactly the

quality that one could desire. It is not sufficiently high to deprive

the air of its moisture . There are no productsof combustion tovitiate
the atmosphere, and the radiators are turned on and off with the

same ease as the electric light.

I cannot now make detailed mention of the smaller heating

appliances, but I think that their employment is one worthy of some

consideration by supply companies. . It they are at all largely

adopted , they would be of value in increasing the day load, and it

is likely that they would be employed at times when the cooking

apparatus would not be in use. Take, for instance, the electric

kettle. Each kettle takes from 300 to 500 watts, and they aremainly

used for preparing tea in the afternoon. It is conceivable that, if

used inlarge numbers, they would help to fill up the somewhat

awkward dip in the curve occurring about 3 or 4 o'clock in the after

noon, after the hot cupboards and plates had gone out of use .

Inconclusion, I will ask you to be as lenient as possible when

passing judgment upon this paper. I am well aware that I have been

guiltyof some temerity in venturing to read apaper upon a subject

about which there is so little practical knowledge. My excuse for

doingso is, that I believe thereis a reasonable probability of con;
siderable developmentin this direction in the near future ; and I

hopethatthe figures which I have placed beforeyou may help,elec
trical engineersand others interested to understand better the claims

that this branch ofelectrical engineeringhasuponthem . I have

attemptedto dealwiththeproblemaswidelyaspossible, and I hope

that theaspect of affairs from the centralstationengineers’ point of

view may receive some consideration during the discussion .

ELECTRICITY IN THE MACHINE SHOP.

The severity of misfortunes is often mitigated by subsequent

benefits arising, wbich are the better available because of the

very conditions caused by misfortune. As an example of

this, which the near future is placing to the hand of English

manufacturing engineers, we may name the engineers’ strike,

and the tactics which led up to it . We have pointed out

that the restrictive action of trades unionism has been
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responsible for the continuance in use of thousands of old

fashioned tools, which their owners are perfectly well aware

could be economically replaced by new and improved tools

of greater outpat capacity, and doubtless this would be done

if only such new tools were allowed to work at their proper

speeds. American visitors, never at a loss to cast a sneer at

English shops, have not failed to note the slowspeeds at
which tools are driven in union -ridden shops, while perhaps

themselves subscribers to the American fundwhich is being

raised to maintain restricted output. As we may hope the

near future will see an entire change in English shop

managementand tool using, it is reasonable to anticipate

that there will be a very large demand for newmachine tools,

and it seems opportune that we should endeavour at this

probable crisis to draw attention to the very great economy

of electrical driving of machine tools, and to the extremedesir

ablenessof entirely changing the practice as regards machine

tools. To some extent in this country , but to a much

greater extent in America, the driving of tools electrically

has made rapid progress since the year 1894. Modern

American shops fitted with new tools bave found to some

extent that the application of the new motive power trans

mission has not been possible to be carried to its most econo

mical extent, and to the larger tools there has been required

a good deal of extra fittings, wbilesmaller tools have been

banked, as it were, apon an electrically -driven shaft, that

would have been better driven independently. In fine, elec

tricity has been rather a graft upon an already grown tree

than a naturally grown branch. Could we see 20 years

ahead , it is probable that a continuance along the lines now

opening outwould carry us to the time when the demand

for small motors would have been met by their supply, and

that machines driven by shafting will be almost, or wholly,

superseded by machineswith their own motor, just as large

machines have now their own separate motor. Further, we

think the future will see a very great change in tools them

selves. There will be more portable tools carried about by

overhead cranes and attachedto the work , in place of, as now,

work being taken to fixed tools. One of the complaints

against trade unionism is, that under its rules one man

must attend to one tool only. Machine tools seem to

be now working under parallel conditions. One piece of

work can only be operated upon by one tool at a time. An

example of how electricity will change this is to be seen in

an illastration of the drilling of a large casting in the shops

of the General Electric Company, at Schenectady. The

cumbersome casting is hung up in chains to be drilled by a

radial drill, which is perhaps about the first step in the

carrying of a machine tool to its work, and has made the

radial drill so popular and successful. On another page

(Cassier's Magazine) the same casting is shown lying safely

on the floor and being operated on by two portable slotters

and a portable drill, all electrically operated. In present

practice, or shall we say old practice, hage machines are

required even to drill small holes if thepiece drilled is large.

The size of machine tools has in fact been measured by the

bulkiness of the things being made. There is no reason

whatever that a 4- inch drillshould be carried by a 2 - ton

frame. Carry the drilling machine to the work and at once

thetool is reduced to what is necessary to drive the t - inch
drill. Machine tools will be small and portable. They can

be attached by the half-dozen to a big casting, and work in

future will be dumped down at a convenient place in the

shop, where it will remain till finished . The lathe and the

large planing machine may perhaps still remain fixtures , and

have work brought to them , bnt drills, cylinder boringbars,

slotters and shapers will be smaller than of old, and will

beportable, andas, perforce, they will require to beseparately
driven, the small motor is bound to make its appearance .

How does all this bear upon our prefatorial remarks ?

Simply that the impending change of practice with its con

sequential demand for new tools will or should be made

coincident with the new system of driving, and the new tools

ought to be fitted to serve the new driving arrangements.

The economy of electrical driving arises largely from the

abolition of shafting, steam piping, & c.,and the concentra

tion of steam plant at a centre. It does not necessarily

follow that the total abolition of all intermediate gearing

between the motor and the actual tool can be effected

economically, and,indrawing attention to this point we
might quote Mr. Mullin, to whose article we have referred,

to the effect that two notable instances of direct -driving

have signally failed, and been replaced by gearing, in one
case, at least, of a comparatively discredited variety. One is

that of the geared trolley motor which replaced the direct

torque armatured axle . The other case is the bicycle, the

high direct -driven machine being entirely displaced by the

chain -geared safety, the serious disadvantages of the chain

being partially eliminated by the dust-proof case and

partially overlooked in the desire to bring the C.G. of the

loaded 'machine further behind the point of support than

possible in the high machine. But the use of gearing
is essential to small and light motors, and is likely to

continue.

It would be well that our manufacturing engineers should

very seriously consider the system of electric driving, and

the various changes it makes possible before re-organising

their shops. Machine tool makers al o should b3 prepared

to meet the new demand which is likely to be made upon

them . If our views be correct wemay say that the harassing

tactics of trades unionism have delayed the improvement of

our workshops until the improvement can be made wholesale

and thoroughly - men, methods, machines and motors all

moving together. There has got to be a change, and when

it does come it will be thorough, as customary in England,

where we are apt to stick a long time in our grooves, but

when we do leave them we are thorough .

In America, to judge from Mr. Mullin's illastrations,

electrical driving has been largely adopted to old machines

as well as applied to new ones, and the result is very mixed,

the motors often having a temporary appearance; but there

is apparently a strong desire tosecurethe newdriving at any

cost, so great are its advantages, and in one large shop it is

said that 4,000 hands are now doing the work of 6,000, and

with an increased output of 60 per cent. This is a rail roll

ing mill which has utilised mechanical power to the atmost.

Need we wonder that America is now sanding rails abroad ,

and,no doubt, finding each work as will more than provide

for the 2,000 bands above thrown out.

We need hardly point out that the saving effected in the

size of the bulk of tools, and the reduced dimensions of the

buildings necessary to contain them, as well as the lighter

construction possible will, in the case of a new works,

probably outweigh the cost of the electric motors, and all

this saving wouldbe additional tothat of the motive power,

of oil, belting, and attendance. The modern engineers' shop

should, in fact, be simply an area commanded by a traveller

arranged to convey the pieces of work to the heavy tools,

and to carry the lighter tools to the work. The motive

power wouldbe placed anywhere most convenient. In fact,

the motive power would usually be placed near the forge, so

as to be convenient for supplying steam to the hammer. All

driving would be electrical,andwarming would be done by

steam . When not in use, the portable machine tools would

be stacked in close array, not filling much space. Machine

tools would be much more saleable than they are to -day, and

it would be possible to borrow tools to tide over any special

push of work . This cannot be done where tools are bedded

down and belt driven.

&

TECHNICAL LITIGATION AND THE QUES

TION OF GOOD WORK IN HOUSE

WIRING

BY V. ZINGLER, A.I.E.E.

(Concluded from page 103.)

We may now turn to the second subject of the title, which

has only been introduced here because, in the case referred

to, it was made a position of by the defendants; but, owing

to a weak point in their defence, they were driven out of it,

and the battle was decided on lower ground. It is, of course,

almost impossible to standardise thequality of work that is

done in house wiring ; fire insurance offices have attempted

it ; the Institution of Electrical Engineers have drawn up

rules to be observed ; every supply company has regulations

which must be complied with ; consulting engineers draw up

elaborate specifications, and even wiring firms themselves
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make out their own specifications, without which the average

customer forms a poor opinion of them . And what doesit

all come to ? Can each and every one of these bodies have

a representative continuallyon the spot to see that their rules

are observed ? If not, withwhom does it primarily rest to

carry out, if not every rule that has been made, at least such

an average standard of work as shall meet the requirements

of all the parties concerned ? There is no doubt it lies with

the firm itself; it is a question of commercial morality and
nothing further. The quality of material supplied, the

honesty of the foreman, the training of efficient work

men , and the adoption of a proper system of work and

of superintendence are all factors in the respectability and

standing of the firm ; and indicate whether their policy is to be

one of getting work at all costs, or of combining themaking
of a fair profit with work which is a credit to themselves,

and studies their customers. It is impossible for the foreman

to behonest if hesees that his firm is supplying inferior material,

and deceiving the customer ; it is still less possible for the
workman, who takes his cue from his foreman and the

general style of the firm , to avoid scamping his work. He

wants looking after enough in most cases, but he is also only

human , and endeavours to do his best to please his present

masters. And so , when he finds that it is a “ nigger driving."

concern , and that he is expected to get through the work

quickly, with no question as to what lies underneath, why he
does it. Firms of this sort are unfortunately very common ;

it is only necessary to look at the comparative list of tenders

often appearing in this Journal to see the great and per

fectly anintelligible variations in estimates ; these show

the electrical trade parasites, the firms whose life may

be described as a constant harmonic motion between

business or partnership notices and liquidation notices .

At the end of each period there is a re -incarnation con

sisting of a new combination of sells (the pan may be

pardoned ), and duringtheir short life they manage to do a

certain amount of bad work, which also lies dormant for a

time, but wbich, on the application of 220 volts or a little

moisture, comes forth from all corners to annoy the customer.

Turning to the estimates above referred to , itmay be asked

why it is that these differ so very much. We have said that

this is unintelligible, but this is really only so on the face of

it. Let us analyse an estimate. It consists of three parts :

material, labour,and contingencies. Now, when quoting to

specificationwith schedule of lights, the materialis a fixed

quantity, and its cost may be said not to vary more than

about 10 per cent. - speaking onlyof wiring material, and

not plant. It is, of course, possible that some firms do

not take as much trouble as others in measuring up for

wire and casing , but even this does not makea large
difference . It is on the question of labour and con

tingencies that firms go wrong: Only those who have

bad plenty of experience in all kinds of wiring work, and

lived through it, know how great the uncertainty of time

and labour is; building not finished, fittings not ready, anex

pected surprises in the way of girders,floors, and walls.

These and many other things have to be allowed for if the

firm is going to make a profit, or if they are not going to

scamp the work. And if these things have not beenallowed

for in the desire to obtain an order ,and are met with when

the job is under way, the temptation to try and make the

cost keep below the tendered price is no doubt very great.

In confirmation ofthese views, it may always be observed in

reading through a list of wiring tenders, that the best-known

(and,of course, most experienced ) firms are at the top. And

it will be found that the firmswho do the best work are

those who, to begin with, have a conscience ; who set about

a job with the idea of providing the best material and labour

at a fair profit ; who do not persuade their customers to take

what will not be necessaryfor their requirements ; who have

honest foremen and a good system of superintendence ; and

who have a standard of wiring work fromwhich they refuse

to deviate, and to which they have trained a few good wire

menwhom they keep. Thesemay be said to be the ethics

of the wiring question, and they may be summed up in a

remark frequently made by a firm (who conforms to them )

when a customer asks, “What will it cost ?” “ My dear

Sir, you can get it done for anything you like !”

It may now not be inappropriate to discuss the various

details ofwiring work in which the question of good work

arises, and especially those which came before the Court in

the case we have in view . On this occasion a great deal of

nonsense was talked aboat the “ tree" and the sub - circuit "

systems. Because one witness had said that the latter system

was the most recent of the two, counsel fell upon it, and

dubbed it the " new " system ; and this was so insisted

od, that there is no doubt that in the mind of the

jury it was clear that the plaintiff had not pat in this

system because he had only himself just heard of it. As a

matter of fact, it maybe said to be many years old andto be

the result of the excellent fire insurance rules which tended to

pat electrical wiring into something like shape . The " tree

system is certainly antiquated, but there are occasions when

it must be used , such as in the wiring of long, straggling

sheds with few lights in each. It is even then necessary to

fuse each main at every point where it is reduced in section,

and also to fuse each light separately. Any failure to comply

with this is not only bad work but gross negligence and care

lessness. As regards the “ sub -circuit ” system , this is the

only system now used for good house wiring, and on the double

wire system it cannot be said to be complete, safe, or good

work unless it consists of D.P. fuse and switch for mains,

distributing board with D.P. fuse and switch on each circuit,

and fuse board at the end of each circuit provided with D.P.

fuse for every sub -circuit, to consist of not more than seven

16 -C.P . lamps on each. It is not the object of this article

to draw up a specification ; but it may be added, without

going into the question of material of floor boards, that the

polesshould be kept apart by an air-space, and that all holes
for fixing screws should be well bushed . The failure to do

this is a frequent cause of leakage, which leads to other

things.

Another point discussed in the case was that of “dry

joints.” How such a term has ever arisen it is impossible to

say, as it cannot be too strongly pointed out that such a thing

as is understood by “dry joint” should never have existed ,

not even on temporarywork. It maybe said to be an aggra

vated form of the only danger of fire in electric wiring,

namely, increase of resistance, and consequently of heat, due

to theinterposition of a section of lower conductivity, with

ont a fase to protect it. How any man calling himself an

electrician, much less an expert, can go into thewitness box

and say that there is no harm in a dry joint, passeth under

standing. He might, with equal assurance, describe himself.

as a truthful man .

We next come to the question of casing and bunching of

wires. Here experts may even be allowed to differ, as the

arguments pro and con have equal reason . In pipes, where

wires must be bunched, the only dangers are caused by bad

work ; 1.6 ., burrs which may tear the wire, or bad wire which

may break down. In either case an arc may be formed, but

if the generalinsulation from earth is good , and thecircuits

are properly fused, this will not occur. The remedy is to

avoid these causes. But as regards wood casing, there are

dangers from other causes ; i.e., rodents, water and

mechanical injury. Theuse of wood casing is only a tem

porary remedy against all three. The best remedy against

wateris to use good wire, and the only remedy against all

three is notto usethe casing but iron pipe. It may, how

ever, be said that if casing has to be used, it must be used
everywhere, if only for the sake of tidiness, and if it is

omitted under the floor boards it may also be omitted onthe

walls. But in the latter case the customer sees it, and in

the former case he does not. The conclusion is obvious if

good work has to be done.

The only remaining important point is the wiring and

fixing of fittings. More bad work may be done at this point

than anywhere else on the installation. There is a common

belief amongst careless wiremen that there should be a joint for

every fitting. Everyjoint is an increased weakness to the

system , and may be likened to the weakest link of a chain

the strength of the chain. But two bad joints are worse than

one weaklink, as they double the leakage and the source of

danger.

In thecase of most ordinary plain fittings,such as brackets,

tube- pendants, & c., the wires should be left long enough to

run right into the lampholder, with a little to spare ; this

shouldbe coiled up in the back - plate or in the floor above.

There are, however, some fittings, designed by artists, and not

engineers, whereno proper provision is made for wiring. In

these cases flexible wirehasto be used — that is, while people

will buy such fittings — and not only is it customary tomake
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joints here, but the flexible wire is twisted about outside the

fittings and bound round by wire without any regard for

possible consequences. What is more, the wire used is fre

quently not vulcanised, also to economise space. The

dangers are self-apparent. The remedies are not to buy

badly designed fittings, or to have them altered if necessary ;

if the fittings must be wired with flexible wire, let it be val

canised , and fix a small china cut-out in the wall behind or

above (as the case may be) the fitting back -plate.

If even thisis impossible,and it is necessary to make a

joint, the flexible wire at the point of jointing should be

strengthened by winding the fine wiresround a piece of

copper wire of equal section to the circuit wire ; the whole

should then be soldered together,and well protected.

No flexible wires should pass through metallic back -plates

or other metal parts without an insulating bush . In fact,

such a thing can only be the result of accidentorignorance.

The question of wiring of fittings was fully dealtwith by

the writer in this Journal some time back .

It is, however, clear that the trouble of fitting joints will

always exist more or less until some manufacturer of fittings,

more energetic than the rest, will devise and standardise á

complete system of male and female sockets for fittings ; the

male to bein theback -plate and to be wired to the lamp

holder ; the female socket to be fixed as a " point " on the

wall or ceiling, and wired back to the fuseboard . The fitting

would then make electrical contact just like an ordinary plug

and shoe, and it would be secured to the wall by the usual

method now employed .

The slight extra cost of these sockets would be met by

& more than corresponding reduction in labour of fixing

and making joints, not to speak of the convenience of being

able to change the fitting if desired. Such a system should

commend itself to ladies, who, according to the plaintiffs'

experience in this case and the experience of most other

electricians) are never satisfied with a fitting when it is fixed

up. The best way to deal with such people is not to make

dry joints, so as to lessen the trouble of taking down the

fitting next time, but to provide the wireman with a book of

order formsto besignedby theircustomer or his wife when

ever an extra of this sort is required, and to charge these up

at the end. It will be found an excellent method for sup

pressing the lady's enthusiasm forchanging fittings .

Finally, it is of no use abusing Fire Insurance and Supply

Companies' Rules anleds something better can be suggested,

and if both are adhered to as far as possible, with a due

feeling of responsibility and interest in the work, and a

proper look round and inspection afterwards, there should

not be reason for such lawsuits or forany accusations of bad

work . It can only be arged that the test as made by the

Sapply Company shows absolutely nothing as to how the

work has been performed, and a man who goes round with a

boy and an ohmmeter and generator has no means of

proving anything else than that the insulation resistance of

the installation is not low enough to cause serious loss to his

employers. Even then cases have been known where the

mains have been disconnected at some point for the test, and

joined up before the lamps were put in , to show that there

was complete continuity.

It cannot be toostrongly urged on the public not to

listen to touts who call at their houses and askto be allowed

to estimate for the electric lighting, nor to acceptthe lowest

tender invariably because it is the cheapest. It will, without

doubt, costthemmore in the end than if they accepted the
dearest tender. Far better is it to engage the services of a

capable consulting engineer with good references,to payhim ,
gay, 5 per cent.on thecost, and toknow then that hewill take

full responsibility for the choice of a good firm , and for the

due carrying out of the contract according to his own

advice and experience.

the lead produced by this process is the best as regards its

covering capacity. Such was the finding of the Committee

appointed by Government to investigatethedangers attend

ing the manufacture of white lead . Carbonate of lead,

manufactured by a wet or electrolytic process is found to be

more or less crystalline and hydroscopic, and has not the

same covering power as white lead manufactured by a dry

process.

The amount of white lead produced on the Tyneside is

16 to 17,000 tons a year ; a similar amount is produced in

France; Italy producing about 3,500 tons a year .

The old Dutch process consists in subjectiog desilverised

metallic lead (blue lead ) which has been melted and cast in

wickets (also called crates) which are sometimes in the form

of gratings or plates with two holes and a central

flat rib to the vapour of acetic and carbonic acid. The

wickets are put into stacks or blue beds for corrosion

into white lead . This is done as follows:—The floor of the

stack, a large cubicle built of bricks, is first covered with a

layer of tan, on this are arranged as closely as possible stone

ware pots filled with dilute acetic acid , and on the top of

these are placed four or five layers of wickets in close contact

with each other . The whole is then covered over with

boards, forming a second floor upon which fresh layers of

tan , pots and wickets, are arranged as above. This is, in its

tarn ,covered in the same way, and so on until the stack is

full ; as many as 10 or more layers going into one stack.

When the stack is full, the ventilating shafts which have

been left at each corner of the stack are closed up, and the

stack is left to itself for periods varying from 10 to 15 or

more weeks. During this time the conversion of the blue

lead into white lead takes place. The tan soon begins to

heat and evolves carbonic acid, the heat volatalising the

acetic acid. An inter-action then takes place between the

lead on the one hand, and the carbonic acid, acetic acid , and

air on the other, leading through a series of chemical changes

not clearly understood, to the ultimate production of an

amorphous basic carbonate of lead (white lead ); the action

goes on until either all the lead is corroded, orall the acetic

acid has been volatalised, or no more carbonic acid is pro

duced . During these changes there is always a small propor

tion of acetate of lead present in the corrosion, some of

which is also left in the final product. At the expiration of

the time found necessary by experience the stackisopened,
and the corroded lead is wetted and carried away in trays

to corrugated rolls over which passes a constant stream

of water; in front of these rolls the corroded lead

is tipped down. In passing between the rollers the

wickets are crushed, thereby detaching the white lead from

any remaining blue lead. The crushed material next passes

into a shallow tank having a perforated bottom , in which it

is raked about, separating the bluefrom the white lead. The

blue lead is raked out ; the white lead passes with a current

of water to grinding mills, where it is ground up and run

into a series of tanks ; in these the finely divided white lead;

settles to the bottom , the water is then drawn off, the white

lead is removed , put into earthenware or copper pans, and

placed in drying ovens. When the white lead is thoroughly

dried, which takes from three to five days, the pans are taken

from the ovens by hand labour, or mechanicalmeans, and the

dry white lead isplaced either into casks, or thrown into bins

for subsequent conversion into paint.

White lead (carbonate of lead ) has two faulte, as it is both

poisonous to the makers and to the users. The perspiration on

thehandshas an acid reaction, and tends to dissolve some of the

white lead, and this passing into the system , gives rise to lead

poisoning. Lead has the property of accumulating in the

system , and when a certain amounthas got in the system , it

is very difficult to eliminate. The other defect alluded to is

that of discolouring on exposure to air and sulphurons gases,

with which it forms blacksulphide of lead.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that the

Dutch
process

is slow and tedious one. To overcome

these difficulties the following system has been devised. The

lead is cast into thin sheets about 20 inches by 15 inches,

weighing between 2 and 3 lbs. each. These sheets are then

corrugated and packed in crates with plates of coke or car bon

which form the negative electrodes. Strips of tin make the

connection between the lead or electro -positive plate andthe

carbon electrode, the object being that when subjected to

warm vapours of acetic acid, carbonic acid , and atmospheric

C

a very

SOME ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSES FOR THE

MANUFACTURE OF WHITE LEAD .

By SHERARD COWPER -COLES.

Up to the present the old Dutch process of making carbonate

of lead has held its own , and it is still, the impression that
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air, electrical action is set up between the two, which hastens

the corrosion and reduces the time required to convert the

plates into carbonate of lead from 10 to 15 weeks (the time

required by the old Dutch process) to five weeks. Thecorroded

plates are subjected to a similar process as that already

described under the head of the Dutch process.

Another electrolytic process consists in electrolysing a 10

per cent. solution of sodium nitrate in a wooden cellpro

vided with a porous diapbragm , the anode being made of pig

lead, and the cathode of copper. In the former compart

ments thelead dissolves as nitrate, whilst round the cathode

caustic soda is produced. The two solutions being drawn off

and mixed , the alkaline nitrate is regenerated, and the

lead precipitated as hydrate. The hydrate is finally treated

withsodium carbonate or bicarbonateto convert it into white

lead . The caustic soda formed as a bye- product in the latter

operation has only to be recarbonated to be available again.

A somewhat similar process, patented by Mr. Browne, is

carried out by placing metallic lead in a suitable vessel in

electric connection with the positive pole in the presence of

a solution of an acetate or a nitrate of an alkali base . A

soluble salt of lead is formed on the anode and a solution of

caustic alkali at the cathode. In consequence of the flow of

the electrolyte against the cathode these two solutions inter

mix, with the result that lead hydrate isprecipitated, the

original alkaline salt being regenerated. The solution cor

taining thelead bydroxide in suspension is then run into a

settling tank, from which the clear solution is subsequently

drawn off when it is used again as the electrolyte, and the

lead hydrate is finally exposed to the air or to an atmo

sphereof carbonic acid toconvert it into hydrated carbonate

of lead

It is to be observed that in reality electrolysis plays but

little part in these processes, but the mixture of lead car

bonate and hydrate of wbich white lead consists is purely by

chemical means.

Another process patented in America consists in passing
an electric current from an anode of metallic lead through

an alkaline electrolyte consisting of a solution of a salt of

ammonia in combination with any acid which will produce a

soluble lead salt (including sulphuric acid ) and of a bicar

bonate of an alkali to a cathode of lead, carbon or other

suitable material, thereby causing a decomposition of the

salts in the electrolyte, and a formation of a soluble com

pound of lead, which is transformed into the bydrated car

bonate of lead by the simultaneous generation of free

carbonic acid at the anode by the presence of caustic alkali

( ammonia) generated at the cathode, passing a current of

carbonic acid gas through the electrolyte toregenerate the

spent alkaline carbonate until the anode is completely dis
solved . Both the acetate and bicarbonate of soda are

continuously regenerated, the process consuming only lead ,

carbonic acid and water.

An English process, which has lately been protected , con

sists in decomposing acetate of ammonia by electrolysis, lead

anodes being used, which are separated by porous diaphragms

which are made preferably of stout Willesden paper, which

are insulated from the bottom to prevent irregular electro

lytic action in the electrolyser. A lead solution is produced,

and caustic alkali, when on mixing the two solutions white

lead is precipitated. When a series of cells are used , the exit

openings at the bottom are closed by elastic bags, which are

distended by the fluid within .

In another process patented in Germany, lead anodes 3 mm.

in thickness are employed for the electrolysis of a solution

containing 300 cc. nitric acid and 2,000 cc. of water. The

lead salt formed is precipitated as white lead , and gives off a

stream of carbonic acid gas . Anysilver contained in the

lead is deposited on the cathodes, and can be recovered .

1,869. “ Improvements in insulators . " E. RENAULT. Dated

January 24th. (Complete.)

1,872. “Curve tracer of electrical measurements." W. DOUGLAS.

(E. Rosa, United States.) Dated January 24th . (Complete.)

1,880. Improvements in electric pendulum indicators . ” F.

JONES. Dated January 24th .

1,887. “ Method of and means for enabling code or cypher

printing or signalling to be effected by means ofthe ordinary key .

boards of type-writing machines, telegraphic apparatus," type

composing machines, or the like.” J. BALLOT. Dated January 24th.

1,912. Improvements in telephones." J. D. F. ANDREWS.

Dated January 24th .

1,923 . “ Improvements in dynamo-electric machinery.” J. 8.

LEWIS and F.J. HOWITT. Dated January 24th .

1,970. An improved electric switch or contact maker.” J. G.

Dixon . Dated January 25th.

1,994. " Improvementsin safety fuses for electrical conductors. ”
L. A. FERGUSON. Dated January 25th. (Complete.)

2,007. Improvements in or relating to transmitting electrical

impulses and signals.” E. WILSON and C. J. EVANS. Dated

January 25th.

2,021 . “ Electrical log recording instrument for the cabin . " P.

JENSEN . ( Patentaktiebolaget Spea, Sweden.) Dated January 25th.

2,024. " Improvements in and relating to primary batteries . ” C.
KOENIG . Dated January 25th . ( Complete .)

2,025. " Improvements in rheostats for regulating the current

used in electro -plating and other processes. W. P. THOMPSON.

( The Zucker & Levett and Loeb Company, United States .) Dated

January 25th.

2,030. " Improvements in primary batteries . ” E. GIGLIO. Dated

January 25th.

2,039. “ An improved relay switch . ” T. B. BROWNE and J. M.

JAMES. Dated January 26th.

2,040 . " An electrical fire call telegraph .” W. BLENHEIM . Dated

January 26th .

2,063. " Improvements in switches for electric light service. "

A. É . TANNER. Dated January 26th.

2,106. " An improvement in, and connected with , electric arc
lamps." J. O. GIRDLESTONE and C. F. G. THORKRLIN . Dated

January 26th.

2,167. " Improvements in , and connected with , electric generators

for cycles and other vehicles ." J. MOORES and H. O. FARBELL.

Dated January 27th .

2,171. "An electric bell piano. " S. J. GODWIN . Dated January
27th .

2,172 . "Improvements in attachments to electric incandescence

lamps." C. E. STEARN. Dated January 27th .

2,215. “ Improvements in, and connected with , the generating of

electricity through the motion of the rolling stock and the like." M.

CLARK and J. B.DE ATZUGARAY. Dated January 27th .

2,266 . “ Improvements relating to electric plating . ” J. MATTHEWS

and T. VANN . Dated January 28th.

2,284 , " A new application of the electric incandescent lamp."

J. R. PAYNE . Dated January 28th.

2,292. ' Improved insulator for telegraph wires and the like. ”

H. PETERS. Dated January 28th .

2,299. “ Improvements in joints betweenthe glass globes ofelec

tric arc lampsand the supports by which they are carried .” P. H.
GUERIN . Dated January 28th .

2,308. " Improvements in electrical advertising apparatus." P.C.
POPE and J. F. SIMPSON. Dated January 28th .

2,375. “ A teletypograph for transmitting, receiving ,and record .

ing messages through a telegraph wire electrically.” J. CAMPBELL .

Dated January 29th .

2,382. Improvements in , or relating to, electric telegraphy."

P. PICARD . Dated January 29th .

2,389. “ Improvements in secondary batteries. ” J. V. SHERRIN .

Dated January 29th .

2,415. Improvements in methods or processes for electro

thermally treating materials, and particularly with reference to the
manufacture of calcium carbide and apparatus therefor. " H.

MAXIM and W. H. GRAHAM . Dated January 29th .

2,417. " Automatic electric circuit breakers.” M. BOUCHET. (Date

applied for under Patents, & c., Act, 1893, Sec. 103, July 2nd, 1897,

being date of application in France.) Dated January 29th.

2,420. " Improved means for controlling the working of lifts,

motors and other appliances operated by electric energy." W. A.

KER. Dated January 29th.

2,423 . “ Improvements in the manufacture of filaments for incan

descent electric lamps." R. MOLLABD . Dated January 29th .

2,426. “ An improved method of and means for facilitating the

starting of single or polyphase alternating current motors and the

like apparatus.” M. DERI . Dated January 29th . (Complete.)

2,427. " Improvements in variable electric resistances or rheo
state . " R. WAYGOOD & Co., LTD ., and P. I. UNWIN . Dated

January 29th.

2,428 . “An improved electrical transformer for currents of high

potential and variable frequency.” A. WYDTS and O. M. ROCHE

FORT. Dated January 29th .

16

NEW PATENTS .

[ Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPBON & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

1,835. “ An improved telegraph cable grip .” A. GRAY. Dated

January 24th .
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NOW READY.

ANOTHER year has come and gone, and the counting of units

generated, units sold , and units not accounted for, is no doubt

proceeding apace with the enthusiasm one finds at the count

ing of the votes at election times . The time is fast

approaching, if it has not actually arrived, when we shall

be in possession of the returns of the many electricity works

spread about the country. The older stations have reached

8 standard in low cost of production, as concerns coal, oil,

&c., wbich it will be difficult, in many cases , to improve

upon . In the more recent stations we expect a general

improvement in these items, and we confidently expect to

find a marked lowering in the case of the “ two and three

year-olds."

That the supplying of electricity from a central station is

a financial success is undisputed , and although some of the

balances of the youngest concerns last year were on the wrong

side, we shall no doubt find the majority of these, if not all,

transferred to their proper side, where permanency is assured .

It is not our intention in this article to deal with the

financial side of the question, but to give voice to some points

which have ocourred to us from time to time, and whicb, at

this period, may not be uninteresting.

The first question which suggests itself is : What is the

proper amount to put aside for depreciation ? How long will

it be before our engines, boilers, machines, &c. , wear ont ?

The answer may be that although the percentage put aside

at present is small, it will be increased year by year as the

machinery gets older, until ultimutely things will be right.

This may be approximately correct as regards the baildings,

switch gear, and running plant, bat who can tell us the life

of the mains ? A very large proportion of the capital

expenditure is spent in mains. These are being continually

added to ; a short extension here and another there adds

unconsciously as it were , until the aggregate amount at the

year's end is enormous. We may select what appears to us

the best main , and exercise great care in the handling and

laying of the same, and by repeated tests made at regular

intervals keep as watchful an eye upon this part of the

installation as it is possible to do, and yet we cannot even

guess how long it will be before they have to be taken up

and replaced by others.

This is a most serious question. Because the mains are

out of sight, they should not be out of mind .

Bare copper strips supported on porcelain insulators laid

in stoneware conduits seem to have the best prospect of

longevity. It is not always practicable to adopt this system ,

owing to the shallowness between the pavement and the

cellar tops, also the presence of gas and water pipes which

cross the pavements at varying depths render a capacious

straight condait an impossibility. This system has never

been carried out in its entirety for these reasons, and also

in consequence of the difficulties met with in crossing the

roadways, when India -rubber cables drawn into cast - iron

pipes are most generally resorted to .

Cheapness in cost and laying seems to be the principal

C
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factor, at present, which governs the selection of a system of

mains. Will the cable which costs so much per yard less

than another, last as long ? We know that steel armouring

will not last for ever, neither will lead sheathing, nor the

dielectric whatever it may be. The soil in which the cable

is laid will materially affect its life. Instances of this kind

are common , and heavy expenditure, quite unexpected,

has been the result. Every precaution is taken by cable

makers to supply mains which will last as long as possible,

but can they guarantee even an approximate life, taking into

consideration all the local circumstances ? If not, why

hot ?

We constantly have our moving machinery under observ

-Ance, and we rectify before it can develop into a serious

complaint any little irregularity that may be found. As we

said before, we test our mains as often as practicable, for

insulation leakage, but not for actual depreciation in the steel

armouring, lead sheathing, or dielectric . We test our

engines for efficiency with an engine indicator, but does it

tell us when to put new brasses in the main bearings ? We

test our dynamos with suitable instruments for insulation ,

but do these instruments tell us when a new commutator is

' required ?

It would be just as absurd to expect such information from

these sources, as it is to assume that our mains are as good

as when laid , because the insulation is high and the leakage

low .

It would be well if directors of companies would carefully

weigh these questions before declaring dividends, and allowing

the depreciation to remain at “ pil.” Now is the time to

prepare, and not wait till the calamity comes, and then be

apprepared. Municipal authorities are not so likely to err

in this respect, owing to the conditions under wbich their

respective loans were granted. It would be well, however,

for them to ask themselves this question - Are we allowing

enough for depreciation on our mains ? May the day be far

distant when the mains of the country have to be replaced

by others ; but if no other item than the natural decay of all

material had to be considered, it would only be a matter of

time, and let us hope to see the word “ nil ” under the head

ing of depreciation removed from all the balance -sheets of

all the electrical supply companies this year ; if not all , at

least those who cannot lay claim to being infants .

an equal subsidy to the existing line, one would think that

some injustice is being done. No one can contend that the

new line is not an admirable one ; it connects Halifax with

Bermuda, Bermuda with Turk's Island, and Tark's Island

with Jamaica - all British possessions. It may have been

highly desirable, from an Imperial point of view , that such a

line should be established , even if the private interests of

certain British subjects should be damaged, on account of the

necessity of it for the commonweal, and in that case we

agree that these minor interests should be overridden.

This has, apparently, been the view taken by our governors.

We sympathise with the shareholders of the Caba Com

pany, as, besides fighting a subsidised competitor, they

will lose the receipts from the official traffic, which

will surely pass by the all-British line, and there is

also a lowering of rate to face which must, at least for a year

or two, seriously affect their company's revenue.

May we not suggest that a partial remedy for their condi

tion may be found in the Cuba Company approaching the

British Government, not with the view of asking for com

plete compensation for damage sustained by the laying of the

new Imperial cable, but with the object of obtaining from the

Imperial Parliament monetary assistance equivalent to that

granted to the new competitor. In this the company may

succeed , as the British Government, representing the general

community, may think it proper to grant some compensa

tion for the damage this Government has caused to the

company while acting in the public interest. The Caba

Company's case would appear all the stronger, in that the

new line affords only a single means of communication,

while the Cuba Company's route is duplicated throughout,

and would appear to be necessary for the security of com

munication between the Home Government and the West

Indian Colonies .

As precedents in electrical matters, where the Government

has dealt with compensations, we have the purchase of the

land telegraphs by the State, the arrangements with the Sub

marine Telegraph Company, and with the National Tele

phone Company. There are doubtless many other instances

of compensations in the experience of the War Office,

Admiralty, Colonial Office and Treasury, which resemble the

case of the Caba Submarine Company.

Tesla's Latest

SUBSIDISED CABLE COMPANIES.

a

In the half- yearly report which the directors of the Cuba

Submarine Telegraph Company have just issued to the share

holders, we notice a significant fact, indicating the policy of

the Treasury and Colonial Office Departments of the Govern

ment in dealing with telegraph companies. The point to

which we wish to draw attention is comprised in one of the

paragraphs of the report, where it is said : “ In consequence

of the establishment of the new line between Bermuda and

Jamaica, subsidised by the British Government on the basis

of a charge of 3s . per word between the United Kingdom

and Jamaica, the Cuba Company have been compelled to

accept reduced rates, which will result in a considerable loss

of income. ”

We have here a company - one of the pioneers — which

doubtless had many a severe struggle to maintain, unaided ,

its existence in the early days, threatened , in its prosperity,

by a competing line.

To ordinary competition every company is liable, unless

they hold exclusive rights, and shareholders take their risks ;

but when, as it appears in this case , the Government comes

forward and subsidises the new competitor, without giving

In a letter to the Electrical Review , N.Y.,

Advances in Vacuum Tesla describes the results of some recent
Tube Lighting.

experiments he has made in vacuum tube

lamps, and in their application to photography and other

purposes. Along with the letter are published copies of

photographs taken with Tesla's new vacuum . One is a por

trait taken by the light of a single vacuum !amp at a distance

of 5 feet with an exposure of five seconds. Another is a

page of letterpress taken by a single vacuum tube at a distance

of 4 feet with an exposure of two seconds. The photo

graphs are not equal to sunlight photographs, but resemble

more those taken with a single magnesium flash light, the

shadows being very harsh , but the amount of detail is

considerable. It is difficult to say from Tesla's letter in

what his improvementsexactly consist. He appears to have
reduced the size of the vacuum tube, and thereby, as he saya,

considerably reduced the dissipation of energy from its

surface. The illuminating power of the lamp with which

the photographs were taken he estimates at 1,000 candles.

The great superiority in efficiency of his system over earlier

attempts at vacuum tube lighting he considers is principally

due to the use of his improved apparatus for producing
economically harmonical electrical vibrations of extreme

rapidity ," referring, no doubt , to his oscillator recently

describedin the ELECTRICAL REVIEW . Tesla promises soon

to give further details of his system. The well known

originality of nearly all Tesla's investigations leads us to look

forward to the publication of the full description of his new

system .
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DEATH BY ELECTRICITY .

By W. 8. HEDLEY, M.D.

9

It isnot always so easy as might be supposed to kill an

animal by electricity. The experiments of Brown-Séquard

and D'Arsonval long ago * showed this, and many physiolo

gists have since confirmed it. Kratter found that one short

application of an alternating current at 1,500 volts some

times did not kill either rabbits or guinea -pigs. Yet much

lower voltages have often proved fatal to man. Indeed, it

seems not improbable, as the present writer has elsewheret
stated , that all commercial forms of electric lighting cur

rents, varying as theydo from 80 volts upwards, may be

dangerous to human life under certain conditions. It is, of

course, true to say that, other things being equal, risk in

creases in direct proportion to the electromotive force; bat

absolate equalityof other conditions” can never be secured.

The duration of the application, the nature of the contact,

its superficial area and position, the condition of the skin,

the periodicity of the current, the species of animal, its

weight, age and perhaps even its state of health, are all

factors in the result. That duration of contact has a most

important bearing on the question, is nothing more than

might beexpected,for reasons both physical and physiolo

gical, and all experiment proves it. It has been shown that

currents, easily borne by an animal when momentarily

applied ,were fatal when the application was prolonged to

5–10 seconds. On the other hand, short but repeated appli

cations of strong currents were almost invariably fatal.

When other conditions are the same, the larger the area

of contact, the greater the intensity ofthe current; but the less

its density, and the latter can never be left out of considera

tion in dealing with physiological effects. The condition of

the skin , with referenceto moisture, or any breach in its con

tingity, is also a point of the first importance, inasmuch as

the epidermis is the great insulator of the body. But, at

the same time, it is tobe remembered that the degree of skin

injury is not always proportional to the gravity of the acci

dent. Frequency of alternation must also be considered . It

may be that fatal effects are in inverse ratio to the perio

dicity, although not perhaps according to a strictly " straight

line law .” Animals present differences in their resistance to

the effects of electric currents according to their species, and

even according to their individual peculiarities . Every

animal seems in this respect to be a law only unto itself.

It was found in the experiments already alluded to that

rabbits often survived currents which proved fatal to dogs

ten times bigger. In the original electrocution experiments

in America ,experiments were made upon a horse, three

calves, and a number of dogs. The mean fatal current thus

obtained was brought to bear apon the man to be execated,

and the result proved a painful fiasco. Yet many experi-.

ences since then, some of them within recent months, have

proved that a low as well as a high electromotive force may

kill a man .

It is
very generally admitted that in the case of animals

killed by strong currents, there is a tolerable uniformity in

the post-mortem appearances : (1) the latter in many respects

resemble those seen after death by asphyxia (apnea); that is

to say, the left side of the heart is comparatively empty,

whilst its right side and the larger veins near it are dis

tended and filled with dark fluid blood . The absence of

hæmoglobin from the blood is also a fact common to death

by electricity and to death by apnea. (2) The nervous

system does not seem to present any very characteristic

appearances, at least there is no gross lesion ” which can

be said to be constantly present; but elight bæmorrhages in

the walls of the fourth ventricle and in the meningeal cover

ings are not rare . Yet there may be many finer molecular

changes in the nervous tissues of which present methodsof

investigation are not able to make us cognizant. (3) The

points of penetration of thecurrent are always evidenced by

burns of various degrees. Less constantly the place of exit

is similarly marked . These burns of entrance have consider

able diagnostic value in cases when the cause of death

may be in doubt. They may vary in severity from simple

redness to complete destruction of the whole thickness of the

skin ; but, as already said , their severity has no close relation

ship with the gravity of the accident.

When a strong current is brought to bear upon a living

animal, there is immediately & strong tetanic contraction of

theentire striated muscular system ; and on the circuit being

broken there is often a deep inspiration, perhaps followed by

an " expiratory cry." It is often this cry which first

calls attention to the accident. In cases which are not fatal

there is often loss of consciousness, which may be regarded

as the clinical manifestation of the severe shock , or rather

shaking,to which the whole central nervous system hasbeen

subjected . This is very different from what is surgically

known as “ shock .” In the latter, the longer the condition

of shock lasts the greater the danger. In electric accidents,

danger of death diminishes, the longer the duration of loss

of consciousness. It may be said that, if not immediately

killed, the person usuallyrecovers. Thislogs of conscious

ness soon disappears, perhaps, even, in a few minutes, but

for days or weeks there may remain “ head symptoms,” such
as vertigo and severe headache, or there may be palpitations

or other such consequences. Neither sensory nor motor

paralysis appear to becommon.

Death, as the result of electricity, must occur in one of

two ways— ( 1) by mechanical lesions of vital structures, or

(2) by arrest of organic functions essential to life ; that is

to say, by arrest of respiration , heart action, or natritive

exchanges. It is in persons killed by lightning that the first
named mechanical or “ disruptive " effects are usually seen .

Industrial currents kill in the second way. Buteven here

the difference is quantitative rather than qualitative . Most

of theforegoing points have been pat in evidence by Kratter

and others,and, as already said , aregenerally accepted. The
first class of cases need not be considered . It is self -evident

that mechanical disintegration of vital parts must cause

death. But, approaching the second class of cases, where

death occurs by arrest of organic functions essential to life,

the question broadens out, and it becomes necessary to

inquire which of such functions is struck first. Where does

death begin ? What is the mechanism " of death by elec

tricity ? Atthis pointphysiologists are no longer in accord.

Is it as D'Arsonval considers, that, acting on nervous

centres, the electric current produces a variety of effects

known as " inhibitory," viz., suspension of respiration, arrest of

heart action, & c., and that it is the first of these that is

primarily affected, inasmuch as cardiac action persists after

the arrest of respiration. According to this view , there

occurs, in fact, "a central paralysis of respiration , con

stitating a special form of asphyxia ,"* due toexhaustion of

the medalla and functional death of the ganglioncells. If

this be correct, artificial respiration affords a hopeful means

of restoring animation. This condition of suspended respira

tion must not be mistaken for death ,and a post-mortem

examination at once proceeded with . “ Nécropsies vivants ”

is the sensational term which, it may be remembered, was

usedin connection with the autopsy of the first electrocuted

criminals in America.

Dr. Tatum , of New York, experimenting in 1890, cameto

the conclasion that strong corrents kill by acting chiefly or

entirely on the actual substance of the heart itself .

In 1895, Dr. L. Jones, having witnessed some experiments

undertaken by Mr. Bokenham with reference to the amount

of current required to kill anæsthetised cate , considered,

from an inspection of the respiration and blood pressure

tracings, that death began at the heart, and that the action

of the current is “ upon the heart muscle rather than upon

any of its nervous mechanisms. " In the British Medical

Journal of January 15th, 1898, there appeurs a paper by

Drs. Oliver and Bolam on the same subject, arriving at the

same conclusion, and by the same methods, but not giving

such details of amperage and voltage as would enable the

experiments to be repeated by others.

Against these latter views it has been urged that were the

heart's action suddenly arrested by the electric shock , there

would not be the great disproportion in the amount of blood

on the two sides of the heart that is present in death by

electric shock. After sudden arrest of the heart's action, the
amount of blood on the two sides of the heart is nearly equal.
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Further, the heart theory rests chiefly on blood pressure

tracings, and it is to be remembered that blood pressure is

the result of other factors, in addition to the action of the
heart.

This leads to another hypothesis. Dr. Bleile, of the Ohio

State University, suggests, asthe result of carefully conducted
physiological experimente, that death by electric shock is

entirely due to the fact that the current produces a contrac

tion of the arteries through an il fluence on the nervous

system ; that is to say , through an effect on those nervous

centres which control the diameter of the arteries,and that &

constriction of the arteries so produced throws in such an

impediment to the flow of blood as the heart is unable to

overcome. This last-named bypothesis no doubt contains an

important truth, recognising, as it does, the fact of peripheral

obstruction as influencing blood preesore.

It is, however, contended * that the fatal obstruction is not

in the systemic arterioles, but is owing to a constriction of the

pulmonary arterioles, the latter being excited to contract by

the entirely deoxygenised blood . Sach a theory obviously

falls into line with the post-mortem conditions, which, as has

been seen , resemble those seen in apoca.

Itwould, therefore, appear, not, perbaps,that each of these

hypotheses are at hopeless variance, but that death from

electricity may be accomplished by various physiological

mechanisms. First, and perhaps oftenest, it may be by sudden

arrest of respiration; at another time it may be broughtaboutby

sudden andprimary stoppage of heart action ; ineither case,

the result being not improbably due to physiological death of

the centres of respiration or circulation from chemical and

morphological changes therein, which present methods of
observation do not enable us to recognise. Further, it is

certain that these two centres act in unison, and it need not

be surprising that the incidence of the damage done by the

current may not always be distributed in the same way.

But in accepting the foregoing, it is not to be overlooked

that the view that fatal results from electric currents are due

to damage inflicted within the actual structure of the heart

itself is very influentially held , it has never been disproved,

and may ultimately turn out to be a cause, if not the cause,

of death from electricity. Thirdly, mechanical or disruptive

lesions, such as tearing of blood - vessels and contasions of

of the surface of the brain, are not limited exclusively to

accidents by lightning, but bave also been observed in a

modified form in cases of death from industrial currents.

A short code of rules for guidance in sych accidents has

been ably formulated by the ELECTRICAL REVIEW , and the

present writer has dealt with the subject of " first aid in
electric accidents ” in an article under that name in the

Lancet, August, 1894. It is sufficient to say that, notwith

standing the experiments of physiologists, and a growing

experience of such cases, all that medical treatment can do

is still to be summed up in the original formula of

D'Arsonval, “ Un foudroyé doit être traité comme un noyé ;

in other words, by artificial respiration commenced early and

contipued long. But there is one further point withreference

to this to which brief allusion may be made. It is known to

physiologists that animals to whom pitrite of amyl has been

administered are more difficult to kill by electric currents

tban'are animals not under the influence of that drug. It

acts by paralysing the walls of the small blood vessels, and

80 doing away with both arterial constriction and pulmonary

obstruction , Now, without advocating that capsules of

amyl nitrite should form part of the equipment of every

“ first-aider," it may be suggested that the use of this drug

in cases euch as drowning and electric shock would in safe
bands prove a valuable adjunct to artificial respiration.

the rapid progress which electrical generation and distribu

tion is making, when we find a comparativelyrecent works

being replaced by a more modern plant and buildings.

It follows that the demand for electricity must also be

increasing in proportion to warrant this enormous expense.

A section of land has been secured which will allow ofplant

installed to supply ultimately & very large proportion of the

lighting of thecity.

The present plant can with ease be quadrupled when

necessary, affording an output of 500,000 16 -C.P . incar

descent lamps or its equivalent in other forms of electrical

application . To compare this capacity with that of our

largest stations, we nust reduce the figures to a common

denomination. We count our capacity in 8 -C.P. lamps,

therefore the Washington station will have a capacity of no

less than 1,000,000 of these lamps.

If the American proportion of plant capacity to lamps

installed is the same as ours, then nearly 2,000,000 8 -candl -

power incandescent lamps or their equivalent can be con

nected to their supply mains before a further extension of
their works becomes necessary .

There are two companies supplying electricity in the city,
and this no doubt engenders healthy competition. Whether

each company vies with the other to give a little extra volt

age, andconsequently a better light, we do not know ; but

this wedo know, that the people of Washington, D.C., are

reportedto be complaining of the quality and price of the

illuminating gas supplied to them . The street lighting of

the national capital is also claimed to be inferior. Added to

these facts the assertion that not 2 per cent. of the residences

in Washington are lighted by electricity, we begin to realis:

why the United States Electric Lighting Company is

making such elaborate preparations for a much more exten
sive supply.

Unfortunately, there are restrictions surrounding the

extension of the subway system in Washington so severe as

to be in some cases almost probibitory. This is a serious
drawback, for no matter how cheaply current may b3

generated, it cannot be sold to consumers at a low figure

upless an economical means of distribution is available.

Notwithstanding the retarding influence of these restrictions,

the new plant referred to above, and wbich will soon be in

operation , willenable current to be generated at reasonable
and distributed at profitable rates,

Barriers of this kind cannot exist for ever , and with the

opportunity of building or using sufficient subways for its

purpose, the company should be able, in the near future, to

remove any complaints as to service and prices.

In England we are strivingto eliminate belt driving, for

economic reasons, and it is therefore a little surprising to

find that belt driving enters somewhat largely into the com

position of the new plant under consideration.

The local circumstances may differ, yet where the size of

the units are large, one generator, one engine, seems to us to

be the rale.

In Wasbiogtop, however, we find a con,bination which, on

the face of it, seems economical, to say the least of it,

although there are objections, which we will immediately

point out.

Two large horizontal compound condensing engines in the

basement operate a long length of shafting also in the base

ment, which in turn drives eight Brush 125-light multi

circuit arc dynamos by means of belting passing through the

floor. Each of these large engines operates a direct-coop!ed

low tension generator, either of wbich is capable of carrying

the entire load. The arc machines may be thrown in or out

of service as required by means of the shafting, by steel

clutches, 5 feet in diameter. Although this arrangement

provides for an economical operation of both the three-wire
low tension and the arclight systems from one engine during

the period of light load, we, in England, have learned our

lesson, and profited thereby . Our opinion of this arrange

ment is that it savours toomuch of putting one's eggs allin
one basket.

A slight accident to either dynamo, engine, or shafting

would probably result in an entire dislocation of supply, and

after all, the first consideration of the central station engineer

should be continuity and regularity of supply, and economy

of production and distribution afterwards.

In addition to the eight Brush arc lighting machines

before mentioned, are two General Electric Company's alter

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF

WASHINGTON .

The new plant of theUnited States Electric Lighting Com

pany at Wasbington, D.C., is very fully described in detail
in the Electrical Review of New York by Mr. Geo. H.

Draper. On reading this excellent description of the new

station supplanting the old , it is forcibly brought before us

•

Lancet, 0.tober, 1895.
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nators, one A-70 1,040 volts, 125 cycle, one A -30 1,040 volt,

125 cycle, also driven by belting off the common shafting.

A third alternator is to be ran by a motor.

The interruption in supply issomewhat provided for by

the employment of a large relay of storage batteries. The

function of this battery is to help over the peak " at timeof

heavy load . The battery comprises 150 cells, and has a

capacity of 2,000 amperes on a side for three bours, and is

80 arranged that it can be connected with either the main

bus bars or all feeders, and thus can always be used to best

advantage. This battery is charged at times of lightest load

in the small hours of the morning, and from 9 a.m. till 3 p.m.

The boilers are the well-known Babcock & Wilcox type, 80

largely used in our own stations, working at a pressure of

160 lbs. There is also a very large economiser, containing

the feed water, and affording upwards of 10,000 square feet

of heating surface, thus heating the water from its ordinary

temperature to the highest possible degree.

The switch -gear, one of the most important apparatus in a

station, has received special attention. * It extends the whole
width of the engine room wall, operating the entire service

of the company, comprising the low tension three -wire

systems are and alternating systems and the accumulators.

The whole of the apparatus is mounted on panels made of

blue Ratland marble , highly finished , the instruments and

appliances being the latest and finest instruments known to
the electrical art.

We generally associate with America overhead distribu

tion , but in Washington, at least, the underground system

of mains is almost entirely used , very few overhead mains

existing.

As previously mentioned, certain restrictions are in exist

ence which greatly binder the progress of electricity supply,

No additional conduits can be laid, except by direct act of

Congress ; this does not, however, probibit the repairing of

the existing conduits. Owing to lack of experience, some

of the original conduite, which were among the first to be

laid in the country, are now in poor condition ; moreover,the

dact capacity is too small for the increased business. Owing

to these defects, the company is at present engaged in

rebuilding and modernising over 50 miles of conduit and

cablesystem . Cost hasbeen a second consideration in regard

to efficiency. The conduits are simple in construction,and

should prove efficient and durable.

What is known as the Lynch -Lake four-way glazed terra

cotta pipe is used , and alsothe camp glazed terra -cotta single

dact, each having round holes 3 inches in diameter. This

is laid at a depth of 30 inches from the top of the top duct

to the surface of the street , on a b 398 of 4 inches of Portland

cement concrete, with 1 inch of the same material laid

between each layer of conduit, and 4 inches of concrete is

placed on the top and both sides. The joints are butt joints,

andover each seam a strip of cotton is laid, which is then

plastered over with Portland cement mortar before any con

crete is patupon it. A mandril is usedto ensure a perfectly

clean joiot before another length is laid. These joints are

clean and perfectly water-tight. Large manholes, 5 feet

square by 6 feet deep, fitted with cast -iron covers 5 feet x

5 feet,are built up in two or more pieces. All manholes are

drained either to the nearest sewer or to the next manhole,

and iron back water valves are used .

Throughout the whole plant, simplicity and durability of

arrangement and design seems to have been aimed at, together

with the best types of mechanical and electrical serviceto be
had, and the prospects of the company now should be very

bright, and we hope its progress will not long be hampered

by irritating restrictions which seem to be annecessary .

time, bear witness. Chicago, however, appears to be waking

up in this direction, and , according to the Western Electrician,

the City Council propose creatinga Municipal " Department

of Electricity," with officers and staff consisting of : " A city

electrician, an assistant city electrician, a superintendent of

construction, a chief clerk, two book -keepers, two steno

graphers, one chief inspector, and nide assistant inspectors,

and such other assistants and employés as the City Council

may by ordinance establish ." The creation of the depart

ment, duties and salaries of officials, regulations, fees, and

penalties, are to be included in paragraphs 589 to 598 , inclu

sive of Chapter XXV. of the “ Revised Code of Chicago,

1897.”

Paragraph 589 embodies the name of the proposed depart

ment and enumerates the staff .

Paragraph 590 creates the office of city electrician, states
that heshall be a practical and skilled electrician, shall not

engage in anyother business, shall be appointed by the Mayor,
and shall hold his office for two years . So far, good .

Paragraph 591 provides that the said city electriciad ,

before taking office, shall execute a bond to the City of

Chicago, with approved sureties (aumber not mentioned) in

the sum of $ 20,000 ! " conditioned for the faithful perform

ance of the duties of his office. " As shown in the next

paragraph, the salary is to be $4,000, the bond being equal

to five years' salary ! Evidently the Council anticipate a

heavy revenue to the department from fees and penalties,

and it is not a very cheerful prospect for the producersand

consumers of electrical energy: We presume the bond is

intended to cover possibledefalcations as negligence or

other similar offences could surely be adequately met by

requiring his resignation .

Paragraph 592 deals with powers, subordinate officera'

bonds, and salary . The duties of city electrician include

“ the management and control of the fire alarm , telegraph,

and police telephone system , of all municipal electric light

ing, of the inspection of all electrical wiring within the City

limits, both inside of buildings and above, beneath, and

upon the surface of the streets, and of all electrical matters

ia which the city is interested. ” Salary, as stated above,

$4,000 per annum .

Paragraph 593.- Assistant city electrician, qualifications,

daty, salary. The assistant to be capable of taking the

daties of his chief in his absence. Salary, $3,250 per

apnum.

Paragraph 594. - Superintendent of construction, daty,

&c. To pat in new circuits and instal all new work of the

city, under the chief. Salary, $ 1,800 per annum.

Paragraph 595.- Other officers, powers, duties, salaries.

All other officers with their powers, duties, and salaries

engaged and fixed by the city electrician.

Paragraph 596 provides that “no electric current shall be

used for illumination, decoration power or heating, except 28

hereinafter provided."

Paragraph 597 requires that “all persone, firms, or corpo

rations," desiring to use electric currents for parposes set out

in paragraph 596, shall, before commencing any electrical
construction whatever, “either installing new electrical appa

ratas, or repairing apparatus already in use " ( italics are

ours), "file an application for a permit therefore in the office

of the city electrician," describing in detail the work to be

done, and “ upon receipt of which application, if found

proper, such permit shall be given .”

While reasonable supervision of wiring and other work on

consumers' premises is proper and necessary, both in the

interests of consumer and undertaker, we cannot help think

ing that this is carrying supervision to the point of absurdity,
if not prohibition. As the paragraph reads, and in the

absence of further explanation, the unfortunate consumer

has to be deprived of his light, power, or heat for hours, or

it may be days, if the city electrician chooses to be obstinate,

because, forsooth, a switch goes wrong , or some trivialmatter,

which may be classed as “ repairs,” requires doing. How, in

the name of common sense,can repairs to “ apparatus already

concern the City Council ?

But there is more to follow :

Paragraph 598 empowers the city electrician, and it

becomes his duty, to inspect installations both before and

after its completion, and may remove laths, plaster, boards

and partitions, in order to inspect current carrying con

dactors ; should he find that the work has been done in

A DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY FOR

CHICAGO

"

in use

JUDGING from appearances and results, America has not in
the past been noted for its restrictive legislation or protective

supervision where the generation anddistribution of elec

trical energy has been concerned , as the crowds of bare

overhead conductors carrying high -tension currents, and the

pomerous fatal accidents thereby occasioned from time to
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is paid, and permit given, the supply may be refused. We

should think that such espionage would become intolerable,

and that if would -be consumers knew the facts, they would

leave electric lighting severely alone, and use candles.

Municipal supervision of this kind would neverfind favour

in Eogland, and we should think it would cause trouble in
America .

We should be glad to welcome in England any reasonable

measures which would effectually drive bad wiring out of the

field ; but we think it may be safely left to the fire offices and

thesupply undertakers' engineers, provided they are properly

backed up by legislation - whether compulsory or permissive

only.

The imposition of fees for inspection of private premises

on the part of themunicipality, when such inspection is ren

deredby it compulsory, is bad in principle. If the wiring

is badthe consumer alone suffers,unless it is so utterly bad

that all precautions have been neglected — such as an entire

absence of cut- outs and other defects almost inconceivable in

the 19th century - when, in case of fire, it mayof course spread

to other premises.

In any case, if the present condition of house wiring in

Chicago has necessitated inspection , fees and penalties as

above set forth , it must be pretty bad , and we may congra

tulate ourselves that it is at any rate not necessary in

England.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

... ...

...

...

accordance with the rules and requirements of the fire

department, he shall issue a certificate - after receiving a fee

-and the use of the current is unlawful until such fee is

paid and certificate given . He may, however, issue a tem

porary permit beforecompletion .

Paragraph 598A.—“A preliminary certificate may be

issued by the city electrician in the case of completed instal

lation , but upon which no current will be used in the imme

diate future . This certificate is to state that, at the time

of inspection, the work was in order, and the fee shall

be one-half the regular rates ; before current is put on ,

another inspection is required, and, if still in order, the
remainder of the fee is to be paid and final certificate given.

The object of the preliminary certificate is not apparent,

unless it is to fill up the time of the officials, as no current

can be laid on until a further inspection and certificate is

granted ; and it is no consolation to the unfortunate house

holder, who wants the current, to know that three months

ago his wiring was in perfect order, when a “ dead earth ," or

other defect, prevents his being connected .

Paragraph 598B.- " The city electrician is hereby em

powered to inspect or re - inspect all overhead, underground, and

interior wires and apparatus conducting electric current for
light, heat, or power," and if found unsafe to either life or

property he can order them to be put right within 48 hours ;

failing which, a penalty of $10 may be imposed for each and

every day they continue in an unsafe condition.

Paragraph 596c provides that all poles and manhole covers,

now inexistence or hereafterfixed, shall be stamped with the

owner's name, and all services shall be labelled with the

owner's name, and such a full description of the conductors

as shall meet with the approval of the said city electrician.

Paragraph 5981) prescribes the fees for permits and certifi

cates asfollows :

For each arc light $ 1.00

For each 16.C.P. incandescent or equivalent .10

For each E H.P. of 746 watts used for power or

other purpose than abrve 1.00

Minimum charge for inspection 1.00

Inspection of temporary installations, show win

dows, exbibitions, &c. , at the rate, per hour, of .60

For re-inspections, ball the above fees .

Paragraph 598E requires the city electrician to issue a

yearly report, giving a full and accurate account of all

inspections made and money received !

Paragraph 598F.—No alterations to be made to any

installation without the previous sanction of the city

electrician .

Paragraph 598G . - Any violation of these provisions

entails a penalty of not less than $50 nor more than $ 100,

and a further penalty of $10 per day as long as it continues.

The city electrician may also order and compelthe cutting

off of the supply until the provisions are fully complied

with .

Against reasonable supervision on the part of the local

authority of all work affecting the public safety, particularly

that executed and maintainedby private enterprise, we have

nothing to say, indeed, it is necessary and right, but when

it comes to the infliction of corporation inspectors into

private premises we draw the line.

Imagine what this means. A private citizen requires or

desires the current for lighting his dwelling house. He is

generally perfectly ignorant of all rules and regulations, and

relies upon bis wiring contractor (poor man ) to do all that

is needful. Such contractor, if unscrupulous, and we pre

sume that even in America there may be some, does every

thing he can to evade inspection. The city electrician gets

to know, and a $50 fine is the result. Suppose, however,

that the contractor gives the required notice, and the city

electrician cannot immediately attend, or does not deem it

necessary, the work proceeds. The Fire Insurance Company

require their rules to be obeyed ; the Supply Company also

bas rules and inspectors. The fire department of the city.

has rules, and lastly comes the city electrician, whose ideas

of good work may far transcend those of all the others. At

his orders down comes lath and plaster, partitions, or other

obstructions, to enable him to inspect, and then it may be

condemned, and have to be re- done; but if passed , a fee of 10

cents per lamp is demanded. Again, the city electrician's

standard of excellence may be much lower than that of the

supply company's engineer, and after the City Council's fee

-

Ar the meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers

held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, on Wednesday, the

9th inst., the discussion on Major-General Webber's paper,

“ Notes on the Electro -Chemical Treatment of Ores Contain“

ing the Precious Metals ” was resumed , and on completion

ofthe discussion Mr. Sherard Cowper -Coles read a paper

describing “ An Electrolytic Process for the Manufacture of

Parabolic Reflectors .”

Mr. Salman had evidently not exhausted his offensive

ammunition in the speech hemade at the previousmeeting,

and the first contribution to the discussion on Major Webber's

paper - after the routine business had been got through ,

was a categorical list of questions submittedin writing by

Mr. Salman, wherein he returned to the attack on the Pelatan

Clerici process with renewed ardour. In a series of 12

elaborate questions he sought to demolish M. Pelatan com

pletely, and although his rival made out a very good case in

his replies, we cannot but thank Mr. Salman as being the

agent by whom a very valuable appendix to the paper was

obtained .

The more important items of information were, that the

capital cost per tank of a plant for the treatment of 100 tons

of oreper24 -hour cycle is: Treatment tank, 9 feet diameter,

capable of dealing with 5 tonsper day, costs £60 ; 20 sach

tanks are required, and the whole plant costs, say, £ 5,000,

exclusive of crushing apparatus. Respecting a statement in

the second question that with a sludge containing only 60

per cent. of water, one horse -power is usually foundnecessary

for agitation, M. Pelatan replied that the power depended

uponthe nature and density of the ore; as little as one-fifth

of a horse-power had been found sufficient, while the figure

in the paper was ample. If one horse-power were required

it probably included that necessary to revolve the containing

vat or barrel.

Coming to the cost of treatment per ton with a plant

capable of dealing with 100 tons per 24hours, M. Pelatan

gave the following figures in reply to Mr. Salman:

8. d . B. d.

Chemicals 2 6 to 4 0

Power
1 0 1 6

Labour
06 1 0

...

1
:

1

4 0 6 6

600 lbs. of mercury were used in each tank, the loss being

due to mechanical causes and amounting as a maximumto

2 oz. per ton of ore. No attempt is made to recover the
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silver and copper reflector isseparated from the glass mould

by beating in water to 120° F.

Mr. Grove thought the method was of particular value, as

it enabled a projector mirror to be produced which did not

require the excessive care in handling of an ordinary mirror,

while it would probably be less effected by the bluish -white

Boot thrown off by the arc, and would, perhaps, be applied

with advantage to the manufacture of the opaque screens

used in projectors to maintain the parallelism of the beam

by catting off the direct rays coming from the front of the

General Webber conceived that this field of improve

ment might be of immense benefit to those who had to con

duct the defence of our coasts in times of danger or under
threat of invasion .

Mr. Mordey rose to protest against the assumption, implied

in the observations ofsome speakers, that the Institution was

not concerned with the “ cost,” or questions of cost . He

thought that articles should be produced as cheaply as

possible, and humorously remarked that while engineers are

those who direct the forces of nature to the benefit of man

kind, if the expense of any process is so great that man has

nothing to eat , it is not much good to direct the forces of

natureto his advantage. Mr. J. W. Swan congratulated Mr.

Cowper-Coles very warmly upon his success in devising the

process described , as he had considered the question years

ago at the suggestion of Major Bagnold ; but, foreseeing

many objections to an electrolytic method, he had never ven

tored to combat them , and was pleased to find that such

methods had proved so successful in the hands of the author.

The meeting adjourned with the interesting notification

ringing in their ears that the next paper wouldbe oneby

Mr. Binswanger-Byng on 200 -volt fittings. The Institution

has done well to procure papers on such " live " subjects

as accumulator traction, electro -chemistry and now electric

lighting. No doubt our friends — the station and contracting

fraternity — will be glad to get back to a subject about

which they have more to say than the extraction of gold

from ores .

cyanide. It was claimed for the process that it was excep

tionally suitable for ores which yielded very poor or no

results by ordinary methods, and as it can deal with ores

crushed to pass through a very fine mesh, it evidently can

deal with slimes.

The catechism ended, Mr. MoMillan then read a commu

nication from Mr. D. A. Louis, in which this gentleman

well known to many as a chemical expert who has paid

special attention to metallargical questions — expressed his

feelingthat the paper was admirably conceived,commented

upon the general data offered, stated he thought the mill

illastratedprodigions, and made some remarks upon the lack

of particulars asto profit obtained, the cost of labour, & c.

Apparently his desire for further information would have

been satisfied to some degree had Mr. Louis been aware of

the answers given by the inventor to Mr. Sulman. Mr.

Cooper spokebriefly on theterm “ nascent chlorine," as used

in the paper, and was afterwards answered by General

Webber, who explained that sodium chloride was essential to

the process for reducing the resistance of the electrolyte.

General Webber was then called upon to reply, and he did

80, commencing by remarking that there was no reservation

to the pleasure offered him by the observations of all the

speakers. The paper was intended to consider the scientific,

and not the commercial side of bis subject, and chiefly was

he concerned with the electrical side of the question. The

fact that what he had dealt with was an electro -chemical

process, was his reason for laying his paper before electrical
engineers. If electricity were of no use, his paper was one

to be brought only before mining engineers ; but in bringing

it under the notice of the members of the Institution, he

desired to direct attention to the assistance that electricity

afforded to an industry, the immense extent of which was

perhaps not generally or fally realised . He thought that the

younger members would do well to study the question as it

fell to them to carry it op .

The replies to the criticisms in the discussion were com

plete andinteresting. Briefly summarising what was said in

a few lines, the author pointed out that the MacArthur

Forrest and Siemens-Halske processes were for the treatment

of tailings ; the methods for dealing with slimes had only

quite recently approached practical solution . Three pro

cesses had generally to be employed :-Concentration,
treatment over amalgamating plates,and finally with cyanide

and deposition of the tailings. The descriptions of many

processes failed to give any idea of the time occupied or the

space required by the plant. The costs were difficult to give
where labour is a factor that varies everywhere, and this

factor alone may range from 28. a day in one case, where a

given plant is considered , with Kaffir hand labour ap to 108.

or 12s., where white labour is employed. Messrs. Salman

and Teed were twitted with not giving any costs or scientific

details of their own processes, which is a percolation one

pare and simple. The cost of the Pelatan -Clerici process is

governed by local questions ; the variations for different
classes of ore are effected by altering the length of time and

quantity of chemicals.

Tarbidity must be absent in the Siemens and Halske pro

cess, and the same condition is essential to success in all

circulation processes : a great many more than those men

tioned havebeen invented, and even put to work .

The president, Mr. J. W. Swan, followed General Webber

with a few remarks that were useful in giving those present

who were not metallargiste, a clear ideaof the difference in

processes. Thas the one before the meeting was intended

for the amalgamation of gold that had not been brought

into solution , its main object being to put the gold in a con

dition favourable for being taken upby the mercury. On

the other hand, the Siemens- Halske process was one for the

simple deposition of gold from a clear solution of gold
already dissolved by cyanide.

Mr. Sherard Cowper-Coles then gave the description of

his process for the production of projector mirrors, which

was rendered all the more interesting by the use of the pro

jection lantern, whereby a number of instructive slides were

thrown upon the screen and explained to the audience by

the author. In brief, the method consisted in depositing

copper electrolytically on the back of a silver coatingthrown

down chemically on the surface of a glass mould of the

desired form , the silver being afterwards covered by a coating

of palladiam to protect the silver from tarnishing. The

THE " ALLAN " ACCUMULATOR.

70

8

This accumulator, manafactured by Allan & Adamson,

Limited , has now been on the market for nearly three

years, having undergone many severe and searching tests,

not only at the company's worke, but at the hands of

others. The battery has quietly and steadily pushed its way

forward , but the company decided not to court publicity in

any special way until the most efficient methods of manufac

tare had been decided apon , and the battery had given satis

factory evidence of its durability.

These matters having now been firmly established, the

company has no reason for further delay in bringing the

accamulator more prominently before the electrical world ;

the more so, that recently a very important and valuable

improvement has been made upon the plate, affecting its

mechanical strength, and its efficiency as a support for the

active material.

The plate is (as suggested by the last remark ) of the pasted

form , the paste or active material being supported in a hollow

frame, both + and - elements being of similar constrac-

tion . The hollow frame has lattices extending from edge to

edge on both its sides, whilst the edges are perforated ,and

thepaste is forced into these perforations to insure its more

perfect support. Until recently the frame, cast in one piece,

had the bevelled edge of its lattices on the outside, bevelled

sufficiently to enable the frame to easily leave the mould ,

whilst the inner surface of the lattices were cast flat against

the core ; this form of lattice was deemed defective, as not

securely locking the active material within the frame, and

the attention of the management was directed towards re

versing the lattices, whilst still casting the frame in one piece.

This difficulty was ultimately overcomeby a very ingenious

method of casting (devised by Mr. Allan),which we are not

at liberty on the present occasion to describe. The advan

tage of this improvement, however, must be at once apparent,
as, by the newmethod of construction, the active material

is preserved in one unbroken mass throughout the frame;

that is, the frame supports the active material wholly from

-

!
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fully investigate the claims made for this battery before

deciding upona choice of accumulator either for tramcars or

other electrically -driven vehicles .

The North Metropolitan Tramway Company has had at

least two sad experiences of theuses of secondary batteries

on certain sections of its lines. Is it too much to hope that

its enterprising and far -seeing managing director may see

his way to yet another, and we trust commercially successful,

venture ?

1

THE BALL AND WOOD ENGINE.

the outside. It is this peculiarity which confers upon this

plate its freedom from buckling.

The composition of the paste is of such a nature as

permits it to be made of almost any degree of hardness

during formation without in any way lessening its power to

discharge at very high rates ; indeed, in this respect, it is

claimedthat the “ Allan " accumulator is unusual, as its rate

of discharge for three hours is said to be 1.5 amperes per

pound weight of complete cell, whilst its average capacity in

watt-hours, at a similar discharge rate, is equal to 9.0per

pound weight, the total ampere-hour capacity being equal to

6amperes per pound weight, also of complete cell. A further

idea of its capacity, weight, and size of a battery, may be

gained by giving the following quotation from a tender which

has just been submitted for use on a new electrically -driven

cab :

" Forty cells of 210 ampere -bours guaranteed capacity.

The weight of these celle, complete, will not exceed 1,300 lbs. ,

and they will measure outside 35 inches x 34 inches x 12

inches high.”

The " Allan " accumulator makes strongly for traction .

Its high capacity anddischarging rate for its weight,its light

ness, strength, durability, and immunity from backling , all

render it peculiarly adapted to this class of work.

Light and small, it can be more easily baadled , and we all

know that batteries, as a rule, suffer more in handling than

One of the examples of the high speed Americanhorizontal

engine being introduced into this country by Mr. F. Nell

(alreadysowellknown as a supplier of turbines ), of97,

Queen Victoria Street, is that knownastheBallandWood

Engine. It is one of a box frame type, with over -bung

cylinder and two fly-wheels with fly -wheel governor, and is

claimed to regulate to 1 per cent. between abrupt changes

of no load and full load. In this engine there is a peculiar

slide valve which works between top and bottom faces. The

ports are on the lower face, the steam entrance is in the

apper face. The valve is in two parts, kept apart by the

steam which is inside the valve, the two parts being joined

bya telescopic sleeve. Exhaust takes place into the valve

BALL &
WOOD

ENGINE
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they do in the actual work done by them . Aiming at per

fecting their accumulator for traction work, the company

is convinced that all other uses are being met at the same

time,

The manufacturers consider the batteries admirably

suited for every class of work, and having given them a

thoroughtest for durability, are prepared to guarantee them

and tosubstantiate the figures given .

Several test sheets have been sent to us, all of wbich make

out a remarkably good case for the “ Allan " cell, but we have

not space at our disposal to publish these .

We bare, bowever, bad an opportunity of seeing the

process of manufacturing the plater, and of seeing several of

the cells in operation, and there seems to be noreason why

the merits claimed for this type of secondary battery should

not be fully borne out in practical operations on a large

scale. In any case electric traction experts will do well to

chest. The face pressure is thus moderate and constant,

and the wear even. The system of lubrication adopted is

that of the oil pipe, clean oil from a reservoir being led to

the parts through a filter and adjustable right feed.

The Ball and Wood engine is one of those developed to its

present perfection by the electrical industry, and in our

illustration weshowoneof these enginesdirectlycoupled to

a dynamo.

The sub -division of units has made the demand for

economical engines of small power very large. Before the

days of electric light, small -powered engines could not be

obtained of economical type. The same tendency to use

several units has spread to ordinary factories, where several

small engices of good type are better than one large engine,

probably owing to the great convenience they offer in

running a department overtime when other departments are

stos ped .
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In these engines there are double -disc counter - balanced

cranks, the balance of the moving parts being thas direct

and equally distributed on each side of the centre line. The

two fig -wheels are outside the frame, and are made with a

split bose, the split being radial only, and not diametral.

When placed on the shaft, the boss is tightened by a stout

throagh bolt, and opposite the bolt aretwo keys held tight

by set screws. To put the wheels on their shaft it is only

needful to use a small wedge to slightly open the bossso as to

enable it to slip easily in its place. The governor, of fly-wheel

type has the inertia weightand spring, and the inertia aids

the centrifugal force . The weight arm is hollow, and has

pookets for weights to vary the normal speed. The governor
acts by moving the eccentric across the end of theshaft in

such a way as to give a lead varying with the cut-off from a

maximumat the latestpoint tozero, when the weights are in
their extreme out position. Some idea of the powers of

these engine may be gathered when we say that the 10 inches

by 11 inches single cylinder engine ran at 300 revolutions,

will give 54 H.P. at 80 lbs. initial pressure.

The 16 inches by 16 inches engine at 250 revolations, gives

211 H.P. at 100 lbs. initial.

Wherean engine is wantedfor direct connection , the bed

or frameis made to suit the dynamo frame desired so as to

obtain a harmonious combination.

In the catalogue before us, dis grams are shown from a

9 inches x 10 inches at 325 revo'utions, wbich show &

reduction of loud from 300 to 75 ampères in 10 seconds.

The diagram of each revolution is fairly closely traced as

the loadwas taken off, and the governor action is made very

plain.

The Bill and Wood Company do not confine themselves

to small horizontal engines, or even to horizontal engines.

They make also engines of vertical type and large size, for

either direct connection, belt, or rope driving.

former, there would be very great objections to the earthing

of onepole of a low tensiondistributing network.

To get over the first -named difficulty of want of sensitive

ness, an instrument has been devised by the Allgemeine

Electricitäts Gesellschaft, in which the fixed coil is connected

across the terminals of the supply mains, and is arranged to

take a currentof 1 ampere ormore so as to prodace a very

strong field , whilst the circuit of the moving coil, which is

of high resistance, is connected between one pole of the

supply mains and the circuit to be tested. This type of

instrament should certaioly give much better results than

the ordinary voltmeter, but the objection to earthing one

pole of the supply mains still remains, and renders this par
ticular method of testing inadmissible in many cases. A

slight modification of the method of testing would render

the earthing of one pole unnecessary, but it would at the

same time reduce the testing pressurefrom that between the

supply mains to the pressure between one pole and earth ;

and this might be anything between the full working pres

sure and half that amount, according to the condition of

the distributing network . Of course,the objection to earth

ing might be removed by using a small equal ratio trans

formerto supply the testing current,but this would be nearly

as cumbersome to carry round as the testing battery.

A bridge method has also been proposed and tried, the

galvanometer being replaced by a telephone, and the battery

by a connection to the supply mains, whilst the terminals to

which the unknown resistance is usually connected, are joined

up, one to the circuit under test and the other to earth .

This method has been tried with a working pressure of 120

volts and a frequency of 50, bat was not found sensitive

enough to give satisfactory results, and although it is stated

that accurate measurements could be made when the testing

current was supplied by an induction coil instead of from

the supply mains, the method does not appear to as to have

any advantages likely to bring it into general use.

If any method isto be used in which the testing current

is taken from the mains, we would suggest that the circuit to

be tested should be connected to one pole of the supply

mains through & non - inductive resistance, and that the

potential differences between the terminals of this resistance,

and between the supply conductor and earth should be

measured by an electrostatic voltmeter . The insulation

V - V'

resistance of the circuit would be given by R = r .
V '

when r is the value of the non - inductive resistance, and

v and v' respectively tbe readings of the voltmeter when

connected to earth and across the terminals of the resistance.

The value of the resistance, r, must, of course , be such that

it is at least equal to if r is the highest insulation

resistance to be measured, and x the ratio of the highest and

lowest readings of the voltmeter.

THE MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RE

SISTANCE BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

n

R

2
-

1

2

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

FOR some time past, a rule has been in force in Germany

which requires that the insulation resistance of any electric

installation wbich is to be connected to the supply mains,

1,000,000

shall be at least equal to ohms, when n is the

numberof lamps fixed ; and, further, that the test shall be

made with a pressure equal to that at which the circuit will

be worked . In order to avoid the necessity of carrying

about a battery capable of giving a testing pressure equal to

the working pressure of the circuit, various methods have

been suggested of making the test by means of current

taken from the supply mains ; and these methods, par

ticularly in the case of alternating current supply, have

lately formed the subject of articles in both German and

French technical journals.

One of the methods proposed consists of connecting one

pole of the supply mains through an alternating current

voltmeter to the circuit to be tested, whilst the other pole of

the supply mains is earthed ; the insulation resistance being

calculated , as in the case of direct currente , from the

V v '

formula, R = c . where G is the resistance of the
V '

voltmeter, and v andv' respectively the readings of the volt

meter when connected between the two poles of the supply

mains, and between one pole and the circuit ander test.

Objection is taken to this method, because the resistance of

the ordinary electro -magnetic voltmeter for alternating

corrents is so low that the instrument cannot be used to

measure the insulation resistance of & circuit where the

number of lamps fixed is sma'l. This objection is, of course,

an important one, but we do not think that accurate results

would be obtained by this method, evenon circuits of which

the insulation resistance came well within the range of the

voltmeter, unless this latter was specially arranged so that

the non - inductive resistance in series with the working coils

formed a very large percentage of the total resistance of the

instrument. Again , although one pole of the mains might

be earthed if each installation was fed by a separate trans

7

Since the introduction of the commercial arc lamp, says the

Elect , ical World, in 1878 no improvement has been made in

its development that can compare in commercial value with

the enclosed arc principle. The use of the enclosed arc

has practically revolutionised the arc light industry, and,
says our contemporary, one of the earliest and most

successful lamps of this character placed upon the market was

the Jandus double enclosed arc lamp. This lamp, which is

manufactured by the Janda: Electric Company, Cleveland,

Obio , has been before the public for the past three years, both

in Earope and America. The Jandas lamp baras directly

across the terminals of a potential circuit without waste of

energy . This makes it desirablefor a street lighting system

where multiple circuits are used, and for an underground

system it is particularly adapted, because lamps can be con

nected wherever necessary without the inconvenience of ran

ning connecting wires between pairs of lamps or installing
two lamps where only one is needed, or wasting the energy of

one lamp, as was necessary under the old system of connecting

two lamps in series . For interior lighting, the economy and
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lation of the charge. Discharges ofthe first kind are extremely rare,

those of the third are occasional, while those of the second are the

most frequent: The methods of preventing discharges from

entering the circuit are described : at Niagara and Grünberg an

earthedwire is stretched along the circuit a short distance above the

conductors; and the means of providing opportunities for the dis

charge, after having entered the circuit, from passing to earth , are

detailed. Lightning arresters may be divided into two classes : those

in which the line is permanently connected to earth through a high

resistance, and those consisting of a short spark -gap , one terminal

being connected to earth andthe other to the line. Examples of

both types are explained , and the various methods of extinguishing

the arc are dwelt with, typical instances of each being described.

Alter dealing with the non -arcing properties of some metals, such as

zinc, cadmium , antimony, bismuth , & c , the author proceeds to

detail arrangements for good earths, and the methods,such as by

choking-coils,of preventing discharges passing along the line to the

power-house ; the best positions of arresters in power transmission

and tramway work are shown, and a description is given of a 15,000

volt 3 -phase arrester and choking -coil rack. The author concludes

by considering the number of arresters required upon & circait :

recent experience has shownthat one per milein sheltered places, and

as manyastwleve in exposed positions are necessary to ensure a

reasonable degree of safety. The principles employed in some

arresters were illustrated by experiments . Numerous specimens of

different arresters used in powertransmission work were exhibited .

>

SOAMES'S MOTOR - TESTING BRAKE .

convenience of burning lamps singly cannot be over -estimated .

The Jandus lamp hasbeen highlyendorsed by the Board of

Fire Underwriters generally. Mechanically and electrically

it differs greatly from any other lamp. The action ofthe

lamp is extremely simple. There is only a single winding

which forms thesolenoid . The armature is held suspended

in a strongmagnetic field formed by the iron frameof the

lamp, which surrounds the winding. The regulation of the

lamp is maintained by the weight of the armature, whichis

considerable, opposing the pull of the magnet. When the

arc becomes too long,from the consamption of the carbon,

the magnet will weaken, owing to the decrease in the current

flowingthrough it, caused bythe increased resistance of the

arc, and thearmature will fall a little until the arc has

regained its normal strength, and the current consequently

restored , when the magnet will again hold the armature

stationary. The armature is the plunger for its own dash

pot, formed in a brass tube inside thecoil. The carbon,

extended by a tube or sheath, is inserted directly into the

clutch, consisting of a pan -shaped piece, carrying four clutch

rings, which fallby gravity and grip the carbon between the

inclined side of the pan and the carbon. The clutch releases

this and allows the carbon to feed when the armature has

descended, until the clutch rings rest upon the releasing tube.

This form of clutch allows the unequal sizes of the carbons
and sheath to be fed through it with equal accuracy. The

current is conducted to the carbon through a series of 16

contact rings, which are arranged in a circle and make a

flexible contact with the carbon. One of the great advan

tages of the absence of the carbon rod is that the current is

conducted from the mechanism directly to the carbon. The

upper carbon is held concentricwith the lower by the globe

cap, which is centred by the guides on the bottomof the box

enclosing the contact rings. The armature carrying the

clutch is therefore the only movable part in the entire

mechanism of the lamp, the absence of springs oradjust

ments being one of the most notable features. The yoke

supports the inner globe and the lower carbon holder at its

bottom end, wherea ring admits the arms of the spider

carried on the lower holder. This spider, by a turn to the

right, locks the holder in position, and closes the electrical

circuit throughthe lamps. The outer globe issecured to the

yoke by a circular nut, and is closed, air-tight, at this point

by means of asbestos gaskets . The Jandas standard lamp

for outdoor service is provided with a waterproof case, and

the terminal wires are led through water-tight rubber

bushings, no hood being required . The rheostat is placed

below the lower carbon holder inside the outer globe ina

position where it will cast no shadow , and is thoroughly

protected from the weather and readily accessible. In the

famp for inside service the rheostat is placed in a canopy at

thetop, where it can be readily adjusted by dropping the top

half of the canopy . A cut-off switch is provided in

The Jandus lamp is claimed to embody

the following advantages : Long life (the lamps burning 150

hours on a single balf-inch carbon ); lamps burn singly with
economy on 110 -volt circuit ; perfect diffusion and uniform

distribution of light ; absence of flickering ; practically

noiseless in operation ; fewness of working parts ; decrease

in cost of repairs, and small size.

THIS brake, which is being introduced by the Davies Motor Com

pany, is of extremely simple construction, and gives perfectly definite

weighing ofthe torqueon the palley andertestagainst ordinary dead

weights . It consists of a steel lever working on knife edges,which

can be raised or lowered by the hand -wheel at the top ofthe brake.

Holes are drilled in the lever at equal distances fromthe centre,

corresponding to the ordinary sizes of pulleyin use. The centre of

the brake is placed over the centre of the pulley, and from the two

holes corresponding tothe diameter of the pulley ander test is sos

pended a piece of webbing, which passes round the pulley, as in the

S
O
A
M

the canopy .

THE PROTECTION OF ELECTRIC

POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS FROM

LIGHTNING ..

BY JOHN T. MORRIS, Stud .Inst.C.E.

The importance of efficiently protecting electric power transmission

circuits fromlightning is shown by the fact that in some of the earlier

installations it was found more economical to shut down the generat

ing plant than to run the risk of an armature being burntoat, or

other similar mishap, during a severe thunderstorm . The danger

lies not so much in the conduction of the discharge to earth

as in the arc, started by the lightning, being maintained by the

cuirent. After demonstrating in a curve the relation between the

sparkingdistance and voltage, the author shows that the discharges

from which the line must be protected are ofthree kinds: (1) Those

due to lightning actually striking the line ; (2) the rush and surgings

of electricity induced in the line ; and ( 3) those due to slow accumu .

• Abstract of paper readbefore the Institution of Civil Engineer

Students, February 11th, 1898 .

diagram . When the pulley is running, & weight, say, trom 1 to

30 lbs., is suspended on the end of the arm , as shown. The whole is

then raised by turning the hand -wheel,tightening the belt on the

pulley until sufficient triction is puton the belt toraise the arm to a

horizontal position and keep it floating there ; the speed of the

polley being taken at the same time. The usual constant, viz.,

2 TL + 33,000, L being the distance of the weightfrom the centre,

multplied by the speed and the weight, gives H.P.direct. The size

of the pulley, which should be perfectly smooth and flat, does not

enter into the equation , so long as the distance between the holes in

the arm is equal to its diameter; the band must, in all cases, be hang

from two holes equidistant from the centre. It is stated thatevery

reading can be repeated with absolate certainty, and that each one

does not take more than 10 seconds at the outside.
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HORSE -DRAWN CABS V. ELECTRIC CABS.*

... ...

...

... ...

... ...

...

...

...

... ... ...

:
:

...

To actual expenses of operating vehiclesare verydifficult to obtain

in this country, both the costermonger and the railway director dis

playing a suspicious reticence when asked for information, which is

not a little amusing. Our French contemporary,La France Auto

mobile, has, however, sacceeded in obtaining such information as is

applicable to Paris, and we reproduce it here as being an eminently

instructivecomparison. Moreover, we think that the prices do not

differ greatly from those ruling in London :--

Daily Cost of a Horse and Cab.
Francs.

General expenses. 0 63

Financial expenses 0.30

Tickets ( cabman's). 0.01

Apprenticeship and sundries 0 05

Provideat fund 0.07

Fire insurance 002

Lighting of carriages and depôts 0.11

Heating 0.02

Water 0.03

Syndicate expenses 0.05

Accidents and damage 0.35

Rent of depots 1.05

Depôt staff and employés 0.99

Rates and taxes 2.26

Food, shoeing, and wear and tear of horses 6.65

Renewing and wear and tear of rolling stock 2.74

Wear and tear of property 0.21

...

...

...

... ...

Electrical Wares Exported .

WBHK ENDDIG FEB. 1518 , 1897. WERK ENDING FEB. 16T8 , 1898 .

& S. & 1.

Albany 168 0 Aden . Teleg. mat. 22 0

Alexandria. Teleg.mat. 140 0 Amsterdam 800

Amsterdam 500 Antwerp ... 244 0

Auckland 328 0 Auckland 27 0

Brisbane. Teleg. poles ... 526 0 Bangkok ... 229 0

Bombay. Teleg. mat. 59 0 Barcelona 210 0

Brussels ... 10 0 Teleg. wire 98 0

Calcutta 790 0 Boulogne 20 0

Cape Town 321 0 Buenos Ayres. Teleg. mat. 478 0
Corfu . Teleg. mat. 23 0 Calcutta ... 851 0

Durban ... 408 0 Cape Town 25 0

East London 340 0 Olinde 156 0

Gothenburg 8 0 | Colombo... 60 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 225 0 | Delagoa Bay . 1,832 0

Hobart 31 0 Durban 3,001 0

Malaga 155 0 Flushing 60 0

Port Elizabeth 161 0 | Gibraltar 538 0

Rotterdam 276 0 Gothenburg 123 0

Shanghai 527 0 Hong Kong 150 0

Sydney 1,181 0 | Leghorn . 122 0

Trinidad . Telep. mat. 48 0
Lisbon 48 0

Wellington 5600 Madrag 5

Telep. mat. 2,3200 Melbourne 782 0

Napier 10 0

Ostend 50 0

Port Elizabeth . Teleg.

mat. 450

Shanghai 115 0

Singapore 178 0

Teleg. wire ... 61 0

Sydney 335 0

Trinidad 22 0

Wellington 77 0

Yokohama 935 0

:
:...

...

...

90 ...

... ... ..

...

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ... ...

...

...

...

...

128. 4d , = 15.44
... .00

31

... ...

...

...

Total £ 8,644 0 Total £ 11,374 0
... ...

... ...

... .00 ...

...

Daily Cost of an Electric Cab

( The number of carriages being equal in the two cases ).

Francs .

General expenses 0.17

Financial expenses 0.08

Tickets(cabman's ) 0.01

Apprenticeship and sundries 0 05

Provident fund 0.04

Fire insurance
001

Lighting of carriages and depôts 0.05

Heating 0.01

Water 0.06

Syndicate expenses 0.05

Accidents and damage 0.24

Rent of depôts 0.35

Depôt staff and employés 0.50

Rates and taxes 1.50

Electrical energy and accumulators 2.20

Renewing and wear and tear of stock 2 74

Wear and tear of property 1.67

...

Concentric Wall Connections. - Mr. A. P. Lundberg

sendo usa sample of the “Gem” concentric wall connection, which

he is just patting on the market. It is claimed to be simple in con .

struction, small in size, and neat in appearance. Safety is claimed

as one of its good points, as the brass parts of opposite polarity are

well separated, and on this account wiltul short-circuiting is made a

..

..
...

...

... ...

... ... ... ...

...

...
...

...

78. 4d . = 9.13

Allowing for an under-estimate there is still a large balance in favour

of the electrical cab .

BUSINESS NOTICES, & o .

-

Announcement.- Mr. S. Harrison, of Wigan, informs

as that the delay in the execution of orders, occasioned by the recent

fire is at an end, and that he is now in a position to give prompt

delivery. He has, moreover, secured larger premises at 73, Wallgate,

Wigan , to which the workshops and showroom will be transferred as

soon as the necessary alterations are completed .

Business Announcement. — Messrs. Reed & Jenkins

have opened a showroom at High Street, Bristol, and aregenerating

their own carrent by means of a Silvertown dynamo driven by &

Crossley gas engine. They are agents for the Stewart enclosed arc

lamp.

Dissolution of Partnership . - Messrs. J. McLellan and

G. J. Wells ( John McLellan & Co., electrical engineers, 19, Station

Road, Blackburn ), bave dissolved partnership from May31st, 1897.
Debts to be attended to by J. McLellan, who continues the businegs

under the old name.

Liquidation Notices . - Mr. J. H. Thornton , of 2 , War

wick Street, Regent Street, London, W., liquidator of the National

Company for the Distribution of Electricity by Secondary Gene
rators, Limited, gives notice to creditors that they must send notes

of their debts or claims, and the usual particulars, to him on or

before Tuesday, March 16th .

Mr. R. H. Marsh, of Ethelburga House, Bishopagate Street
Within , E.O., also gives notice that creditors of the Orompton

Howell Electrical Storage Company, Limited , must send to him

as the liquidator, particalars of debts or claims, on or before March

25th .

Creditors of the Electrical Traffic Syndicate should send particulars

of their debts or claims and the usual information to Mr. Maurice

Jenks, 6, Old Jewry . E C., liquidator, by March 26th .

Ito

9

more difficult matter ; the small hole in the cover (the plug being

only 4-inch diameter) is also an advantage . In outside appearance it

closely resembles the “Dot” two- pin wall connection, which is in

great demand, and can be fitted with similar varieties of coversand

plugsas thatpattern. It is only 13 -inch diameter, and 1H -inch

height over all when plag is in connection with socket part . A

long fuse is provided for, itsuch is required , and all plugs and sockets

are made interchangeable.

Electric Clock -Switch .-- A patent automatic electric

clock -switch (Wheatley, James & Browne's patent) is being

placed upon the market by Mesars . James & Browne, 39,

Victoria Street, 8.W. The instrument is specially designed for

shop window lights, street lamps, advertising signs, & c.

object is to automatically switch " on ” and “ of ” at any desired
time, the weekly winding ofthe clock being the only attention neces

sary . It is fitted with a quick make-and -break mercury switch, which

has beenfound to work thoroughly satisfactorily both onarc and
incandescent circuits. The mechanism involving the patent is very

simple, though reliable. A single transmissionwheel connects this

mechanism with the clock , which is a pendulum movement. The

instrument is enclosed ina painted iron case, and the dials are covered

by a circular bevelglass inpolishedglass rim . For outdoor use it is

enclosed in a dust-tight, damp-proofcase, which can be fixed either

in the base or attached to any lamp standard .

Electro -Chemistry and Water -Power Utilisation in

Switzerland. - A company is in course offormation at Berne, witha

capital of £ 80,000, to be known as the Electro-Chemische Industrie

Gesellschaft, to put down plant to utilise certain available water

power, and to erect an electro-chemical factory near Thusis.

E

The Automotor and Horseless Vehicle Journal,
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Electric Lamp Carbons in Canada. It is reported

that new works for the manufacture of arc lamp carbons by a special

process are about to be established at Brockville, Ont.

Fire Alarms. The houses of the members of the fire

brigade are to be connected by means of electric alarms.

Foreign Cable Agency . — A first -class London firm , well

connected with the electrical trades, is required to represent a foreign

cable factory in England and British Colonies. Appli:ations are to
be addressed to K. E. , 763, care of Rudolf Mosse, Cologne, Germany.

Harrison Coles & Co. v . Radford . — At Wandsworth

County Court on Monday, Messrs. Harrison Coles & Co., sued Mr.

Joyce Radford, of the Station Hotel, Richmond, for the cost of

installing the electric light. The case was settled by defendant

agreeing to pay £18 provided the work was done satisfactorily.

Institution of German Electrical Eogineers.- The

annual report of the Berlin Elektrotechnische Verein states that the

numberofmembers in January was 2,444, of whom 555 were resident

in Berlin. As compared with January, 1897, this shows an increase
of 371 members.

King's College Engineering Society . – At a general

meetiog held on Friday, February 11th, Mr. J. D. L. Bradwell read

a paper on the “ Manufacture of Incandescent Lamps." The author,

commencing with an account of the parchmentising process of making

filaments, went on to describe the different processes of mounting,

and the uses of flashing; he then concludedwith a short description

of the method of making the bulbs, and sealing in the filaments.

Krupka & Jacoby . - We have received from Messrs.

Krupka & Jacoby a set of illustrations of figures and wall decorations

for electric lighting, of which we give an example, as the showrooms

-

TRICAL REVIEW , Sheriff Strachan has issued an interlocutor ordering

an opinion of English counsel to be taken on the question. It will

be remembered that plaintiffs sought to recover from defendants

£600 as patent royalties for years 1895, 1896 , and 1897. Pursuers

hold letters patent in the United Kingdom for the Benardos system

of electric welding, and at pursuers' request, they allege they had

prepared a license to use the invention. Defenders delivered license

again to pursuers signed by A. P. Henderson, for self and partners.

The pursuerscontendthat by the law of England there is continuing

liability for the total royalties to the end of the patents amounting

to£ 2,600, less £ 400, already paid by the defenders. The defenders

refuse to pay further royalty on the ground that there was no com .
pleted agreement, and that they had ceased using the invention.

Lyell v . Davies. - Judge Lumley Smith, Q.C. , delivered

judgment in this case at the Westminster County Court last Satur

day. The plaintiffs, Messrs. Lyell & Co., electricalengineers, bad an

order for a frame in which the portraits of King Oscar andthe Queen
of Sweden were to be enclosed. They were fitted for the electric

light, and were to be used in the decorations in Stockholm on the

occasion of King Oscar's Jubilee. The frame was handed to the

defendants with instructionsto ship it by a certain boat for delivery
at Gothenburg. They missed the boat, and on its arrival no artists

could be obtained to paint the portraits, and the frame was therefore

refused. Had it gone by the boat arranged for, itwould have gone
through all right. His Honour found that defendant undertook the

risk kaowing all the circumstances, and there would be judgment

for the plaintiff for £18 with costs. Leave to appeal was given.

Packing Export Goods. In connection with our

recent comments on the necessity for more careful packing of

machinery for foreign parts, we note from a paragraph in the Times

that Germany attributes a good deal of its success abroad to the care

which is given by manufacturers to packing and transport. The

latest report from the British Legation in Munich contains some

observations on the great importance of packing goods in such a way

as to set them off to the best advantage, and ofthe improvements

made in Germany in this respect during the past few years. Ten

years ago German consular reports contained numerous complaints

of defective packing and arrangement; but this has now been altered,

and the Germans are said to surpass the French in the tasteful and

suitable manner in which they present their wares to foreiga buyers.

The requirements of distant countries in regard to packing are

carefully studied. The various methods of transport after arriving
at the ports of discharge are known and provided for, as well as the

provisions of the different tariffs, so that goods may be packed in

such a way as to pay as little duty as possible.

Rochefort-sur-Mer Exhibition,-An international and

colonial exhibition will be held at Rochefort-sur-Mer from June 1st

to October 1st, 1898. The exhibition will be established on the

Esplanade and the Roz -Bry Square. All the products of commerce

industry, marine, and the fine arts will be admitted , and metallurgy,'

mechanics, and electricity will be special features. For all

further particulars, apply to La Mairie de Rochefort -sur-Mer.

"Scientific American " Catalogue . - We have received

from the publishers of the Scientific American (361, Broadway, New

York ), a cloth bound copy of their new Scientific American Supple

mentcatalogue, giving, incarefully arranged form , titles of articles

which have appeared in that paper on variety of subjects of scientific

interest. The list is a good index, reference being made to 10,000 of

the more important articles.

Scottish Cyanide Company. - We reproduce the follow

ing from the North British Daily Mail: - “ The Scottish Cyanide

Company will begia operations in a fortnight at their works at Leven.

The process patented by Mr. Reymond, of Edinburgh, is purely

electrical, the clay thereby being heated in its entirety, wbereas by

the old method this couldnot be secured. The electric plant is the

best and most valuable laid down in the kingdom , and its cyanide

of potassium will beput on the market at a much lower rate than

presently secured . The capital of the new company is £ 200,000 .”

Smoking Concerts . — On Friday last, at theGrosvenor Hall,

Buckingham Palace Road, between 300 and 350 employés of Messrs.

Drake & Gorham , and their friends, attendeda smoking concert, and

a very pleasant evening was spent. Mr. Drake stated that 1897 had

beenthe firm's record year in turnover, in spite of increasing come

petition, and that during the past 12 months £ 1,000 had been

distributed among the employés in theform of bonuses.

Asmoking concert of the drawing office staff and others employed

at the Electric Construction Works, at Bushbury, was held at the

Swan and Peacock Hotel, on 5th inst.

Water-Power.The subject of water-power utilisation

for electric lighting installations is an attractive one, and it will

interest our readers to know that Mr. Alph. Steiger hasjust supplied

and erected a new turbine plant which"utilisese fall of only 2 feet,

and develops 40 brake horse- power, for Mr.A.J. Taylor, of Strensbam

Mills, near Tewkesbury. The plant has just been mostsuccessfully

started.There areprobablynot a dozen turbine plants in theworld
utilising such a low tall; but the success claimed in this instance

shows that even low falls, of which there are plenty in this country,

can be turned to good account.

Workshop Lighting . – Messrs. Robey & Co. have pat

down the necessary plant for lighting theworkshops,offices, and
other buildings, of Messrs. Wm. Pattinson & Sons ,builders and con

tractors, at Raskington.

9
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of the firm at 62, Watling Street, are now stocked with a great

variety of this special class of goods; those who need fittings of an
ornamental character shouldnot omit to pay them a visit, for the

designs are extremely beautiful and artistic.

Lists . — The Phoenix Glass Company, of New York (Lon

don representative, Mr. A. L. Gibson, 4, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.)
sends us a list of the Davis Indicating Globe. This is a globe in the

shape of a hand, with a finger pointing to “ office, " " exit,” & c., these

words being on the back of the hand in black . The globes are made

inopal, ruby, or flesh tint.

Messrs. Green & Boulding, of Featherstone Street, City Road, are

sending out a list dated February 1st, 1898, giving full details of the

Buffalo automatic injector, also some notes of the “Shipman” engine,

Tripp metallic packing, & c.

Messrs. Price & Cornell, of 15, Victoria Street, S.W., have issued a

list giving an illustrated description of the Westminster gas engine

(" Otto " principle ). Prices and particulars of single cylinder hori.

zontal engines,from 2 to 30 H.P., are given , also of small horizontal

motors 1 and 1 A.P., and vertical motors , and f-H.P.

Lloyd & Lloyd v . D. and W. Henderson & Co. - In

this action, which has already been briefly reported in the ELEO

9
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Aberdeen . - Prof. Kennedy was in Aberdeen on Saturday,
and conferred with the Gas and Electric Lighting Committee re

extensions of electric lighting to the West End, the utilisation o

dost, and the proposed electric tramways. The professor will report.

It is proposed to light the West Church by electricity.

Adensbaw . - The District Council recently conferred with

the Manchester City Council re electric lighting, and the latter body

off -red tolay cables to supply such places as Adensbaw at the same

price as Manchester residents pay .

Ashton . - The Council has approved of a design of arc

lamp pillar, with incandescent lamp brackets, submitted by Mr

Clirebugh. A tender bas been accepted.

Ballymena.- Immediate steps are to be taken to have

the town lighted electrically. The clerk to the Commissioners is to

get information from English towns as to the systems.

Bermondsey . - The Electric Lighting Committee has

been empowered to obtain a further report from Mr. Manville,

dealing with the proposal to combine dust destruction with the

electric lighting scheme.

Blockley . - On Tuesday last the small plant for street

lighting was inaugurated. Messrs. T. Parker, Limited, supplied

the dynamos (one for the public, and one for private supply ) ,one

being worked by a 13-H.P. turbine, and the other by a 10-H.P.

vertical engine. There are 28 lamps in the streets. The cost has

been defrayed by public subscriptions. Major Spencer (whose wite

switched on the current) replying on her behalf, said that nine years

ago the village adopted electric street lighting, and it continued

until the Blockley Electric Light and Manufacturing Company

dissolved three years ago, since when oil lamps had been used . Mr.

A. N. Warburton was the electrical engineer for the work .

Greenock . - Last week we stated that Mr. Tighe, of

Paisley, was beiog consulted by the Commissioners on the electric

lighting question . This should , of course, be Mr. Teague, of Paisley.

Hartlepool. - In connection with the proposal to combine

dust destructors with electric lighting here, & Corporation deputation

visited Leyton last week to inspect the destructor there.

Hyde. - The Council is to apply to the Local Government
Board for a further loan of £ 1,000 on the Technical School account

fur electric lighting and other purposes.

Ipswich . - The electric lighting order having been

obtained, various proposals were before the Town Council recently,

as to what should be done next. One motion was, that the Electric

Lighting Committee be re-appointed, with instructions to proceed

with the necessary works at a cost of £36,200 ; but ultimately an

amendment, requesting the committee to carefully consider the offers

received by private parties for the purchase of the order, was carried .

Kettering . - Letters have been received from the Muni

cipal Electric Supply Companyand the Electric Extension Com

pady re electric lighting. Further consideration has been deferred

by the Council for three months until the new Council is in office.

Kingston . - The fourth annual report of Mr. J. E.

Edgcome, borough electrical engineer, shows that after payment
of all the works' cost for generation of electricity, maintenance, and

repair of machinery and mains, & c., there remains a balance of

£ 867 193. 9d . , as compared with £301 3s. 1d. for 1896. This sum is

sufficient to pay the interest for the year on the capital expended on

the undertaking, leaving a balance of £43 128. 1d. towardsthe repay

ment of the principal.

Leeds.The Yorkshire House -to - House Company, and

representatives of the Corporation, conferred together on 8th inst

respecting the proposed purchase of the undertaking by the munici
pality. It is probable that the whole matter will be thrashed out

before the Local Government Board inquiry, to be held in a week or
two.

Liverpool. The Much Woolton Urban Council is pro

ceeding against the Liverpool and District Electric Lighting Com .

pany for having caused a smoke nuisance at the generating station at
Gateacre .

London . - Mr. T. W. E. Higgeng, surveyor to the

Chelsea Vestry, has drawn up a report with regard to the Metro

politan Electric Supply Company's Bill before Parliament, ia so far

as it affects the parish of Chelsea. He states that the company are

supplying electricity in various areas, and, being unableto acquire

land for larger generatiogstations within the areas supplied by them ,

have purchased a site in Willesden and Acton, uponwhich they are

erecting a generating station , and they seek Parliamentary sanction

to convey electricity from this station to Amberley Road, Paddington,

by means of two lines of cables, one laid under the towing path of the

Grand Junction Canal, and the other under the roadway of Harrow

Road . The Chelsea surveyor thinks that the Vestry should oppose

the laying of any mains in Harrow Road, unless the companywill

undertake to supply electricity for public and private purposes at
Kensal Town at a cost of not more than 4d. per unit.

Lowestoft. - At the last Council meeting Mr. Fry, chair

man of a Special Committee, reported in favour of the Horsfall

destructor, of high temperature and forced draught. A rough esti.

mate of the cost was £ 3,000,which wouldeffect considerable saving

on the present system . Smith's Marsh had been practically decided

on as the site ofthe electric station , and there would be plenty of

room there for the destructor. The question was referred to the

SanitaryCommittee to obtain tenders and apply for a loan for the

combined scheme.

Lynn.--- After receiving & note of the terms of several

consulting engineers for reporting and advising re electric lighting,
the Corporation has appointed Prof. Kennedy.

Newmarket. - A local company has been formed to take

over the electric lighting order which Messrs. Edmundson, Limited

had agreed to purchase from the Council.

Pembroke.-- Mr. Robt. Hammond explained his electric

lighting scheme to the Commissioners on 7th inst., and the Electric

Lighting Committee was afterwards instructed toproceed with the

scheme, the estimated cost of which is £ 32,500 . The proposed com

pulsory area includes four miles of lamps, and the scheme provides

for 7,500 lamps, though thestation chimney and buildings will be

large enough for plant for 15,000 lamps.

Peterborough . - The Local Government Board inquiry

into the application for a £ 15,000 electric_lighting loan for the

Council washeld at the Guildhall last week . Theinquiry lasted three

years.

Plymouth . - An electric lighting plant, comprising a

Taunton dynamo and Crossley gas engine, has been put down for a

new café at 45, George Street. An electric motor is to be employed

for coffee grinding and roasting machinery.

Poplar. - We learn that at an expenditure of about

£ 50,000, the District Board of Works have resolved to adopt electric

lighting.

Cheltenham . - The electrical engineer has reported that

the two new boilers had been erected and tested with satisfactory

results, and that the first 220 -kilowatt steam alternator would be

ready for steam trials un Febroary 9th. Mr. Waghorne stated that

the electrical engineer" estimated that the delay in the supply of

machinery causedby the engineering dispute bad involved theloss

of something like £ 1,000 to the electric light revenue.

Cordoba . - From an article in a Buenos Ayres paper, we

gatherthat the electric light and powerworks for Cordoba ,Argentine

Republic, are in so advanced a state, that in the course of a few

weeks supply may be commenced . Turbines and dynamos are in

position at Casa Bamba. The cables are completed to Cordoba, 22

kilometres in length, and some of the mains inthe city as well. The

company atilises the power of the river fall between Dique de San

Rəque and Mal Paso,on the Rio Primero. At Casa Bamba a tunnel,

90 metres long, and 35 metres diameter, has been made through the

hill, connecting the two extremities of a great bend in the river.

Water is conveyed from the tunnel to the turbines by a 2 - m -tre iron

tabe. When farther plant is put down to the extent provided for,

there will be 5,000H P. available. Current is conveyed by overhead
conductors at 10,000 volts. From Casa to Cordoba there is a line of

posts bearing three 9.mm. copper wires, and three wires for protec

tion from lightning. At the Casa Bamba station transformers raise

the voltage, and near the Observatory it is reduced to 2,000 volts, and

sa bsequently to 210 and 115 volts respectively for powerandlight

ing of consumers' premises. The general manager of the Electric

Light and Power Company at Cordoba is Mr. Theophilus Greenwood.

The company has numerous applications for current.

Country House Lighting . - The Grove, Witham , has

Leen lighted by electricity for Mr. Percy Laurence. Messrs.

Laurence, Scott & Co. supplied the plant,and Messrs.Strode & Co.

carried out the work. There are 200 lights in the mansion and
other buildings.

Lord Wantage bas given the order to the National Electric Free

Wiring Company, Limited, for supplying anderecting a complete

installation for electrically lighting “ Downs ” House, near Wantage.

Toe installation comprises steam engine, boiler, dynamo, storage

batteries, switchboards, mains,house wiring and fittings. The wiring

isall tobeonthe " patent Twin system , owned bytheNational
Electric Free Wiring Company, Limited.

Coventry . - The monthly return of the electric light

department shows an increase over the corresponding period last year.

For the pastfew months the returns have shown a steady increase.

-

Crieff. - On 7th inst. the Town Council met in private to

consult with Mr. R. Frederick Yorke, A.I.E.E., as to the proposals he

has made in regard to electric lighting for the burgh. Mr. Yorke

thinks though £ 8,000 would , in hisopinion, be necessary to carry out

the schemeheproposes by water power,the workingexpenseswould

be nothing approaching theoutlay it steam power were to beused.

He would propose to convey the current from the Turret or Barvick
Falls to Crieff by overhead wires. He is of the opinion, if a local

company could be formed for carrying out the scheme, the town

would berelieved ofall responsibility in the way of raising
capital, & c.
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Woking. - The Council complains that many of the

electric lamps of the Woking ElectricSupply Company give a light

of less than 25 candle -power . A list has been sent to the company

at its request.

Wood Green .-- A letter from the Municipal Electric

Supply Company, suggesting a supply of electricity forWood Green,
is in the hands of theDistrict Council.

Worcester. - Statements were made at the City Council

meeting recently, to theeffect that the cost of electric lighting at

the Market Hall was double what it was formerly for gas. In 1895

and 1896 the cost was £45 and £ 44 respectively for gas ; but in 1897,

for electric lighting, the cost was £ 112. It was stated to be the same

at the Guildhall and Public Hall,

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

.

Portsmouth . - Owing to the collapse of the engineers'

strike, Alderman G. Ellis, J.P. , estimates that within six weeks or

two months there will be sufficient current available to supply 10,000

extra lights. A member advocated dust destruction in connection

with the installation ,

Sheffield . The Sheffield Independent for February 10th

gives a complete copy of the terms of the agreement entered

into by the Corporation and the Electric Light Company for the

purchase of the undertaking, to which we briefly referred last week .

The company receives £ 213 8s. for every £ 100 share originally

invested, and in addition £ 70,000 for stock and stores in band and

recent capital expenditure.

It isstated that the solicitor acting in the interests of the Electric

Light Company bas forwarded a letter to the Town Clerk , stating

that, having regard to the insinuations and untrue statements made

at the last Council meeting,the directors have decidedthat the terms

of purchase under discussion between the parties shall remain in

abeyance for the present. The directors invite the Parliamentary

Committee to inspect the minute books from beginning to end, and
offer to supply all information with regardto the contracts, engage

ments, and liabilities of the company , in addition to fall investigation

ofthe figures mentioned in the termsof purchase.

The Parliamentary Committee, after considering the company's

communication , expressed its opinion that the directors werefully

acquitted of any improper secrecy or conduct in connection with the

negotiations, and trusted that the terms would be accepted by the
company.

Shrewsbury. The provisional order has passed the
standing orders of the Board of Trade, but & memorial has been

lodged by six persons (all, or nearly all, large gas shareholders) against

the purchase of the Shropshire Electric Light and Power Company's
undertaking.

South Australia. During the last session of Parliament

in the colonyof South Australia, an Act was passed in favour of the

South Australian Electric Light and Motive Power Company,which

gives to this company practically a monopoly of the electric light and

motive power businessthroughout thecolony . One of thepromoters

of the Bill wasMr. W. W. Crawford, M.I.M.E., C.H.E., A.I.E.E., the

representative in Australia of Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, to whom

orders for the Port Adelaide plant have already beentransmitted .

Mr. Crawford is a large stock holder, as well as a director of, and

consulting engineer to the company. Messrs. Johnson& Phillips

have now depôts at 91 , Pitt Street, Sydney, and Brookman's

Buildings, Adelaide.

Southampton . - The Electric Lighting Committee is to

consider the subject of lighting the parks byelectricity, in conjanc

tion with the public thoroughfares. The plant is working to its full

capacity, and no more consumers can be taken on until the end of

May.

Taunton .-- The Town Council will apply for a £10,000

loan for electric lighting extensions. Mains aretobe extended in

various parts, and a sub-station is to be erected at Rowbarton . The

increased demand necessitates these extensions.

Mr. E. B. Thorobill, electrical engineer, reports that the lamp

connections during the past quarter increased by the equivalent of

364 8.C.P. lamps, and orders were in hand for 480 8 -C.P . lampe.

Torquay .-- Trials are this week being made of the plant

at the electricity works.

i Wakefield .The chairman of the Electric Light Com

mittee visited Messrs. Fowler's Works at Leeds last week , and

reported himself satisfied with the progress being made with the

engines and dynamos, & c .

West Ham . - The Town Council has altered the rates

of current from 6d. per unit for the first two hours and 4d. after, to

7d. per unit for the first two hours and 3d . after.

West Hartlepool. The total amount of the electric

lighting contracts given out, as stated under “ Contracts Closed ” last

week, was £ 12,000 . When the matter was before the Council, some

membersthought that the borough surveyor had not been consulted

sufficiently in the matter, and that the recommendations of Prof.

Kennedy should first have been submitted to him . However, the

acceptance of the tenders was confirmed by the majority.

Weston -super-Mare . - The District Council is desirous

of keeping theelectric lighting business in its own hands, and the

Weston-super-Mare Electric Light and Power Syndicate is also

wishful in the same direction. The syndicate applied for an order

annulling the powers granted under the 1891 municipal order, which

had not been carried into effect. The Council drew up its objections

to such a course, and expressed its intention of carrying out a scheme

itselt. Both parties have been in communication with the Board of

Trade on the matter.

Wigan . - The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee is

again going into the_subject of electric lighting. At a recent

Council meeting, Mr. Fyans made a long statement as to the progress

being made in other towns.

Withington .A sub -committee of the District Council

has been appointed to enter into negotiations with the Manchester

Corporation for a supply of electricity to the district.

To

Airdrie-Coatbridge. - The Coatbridge Council has dis
cussed the arrangements come to with the representatives of the

British Electric Traction Company to lay this line of tramways, and

has decided to withhold opposition provided certain concessions are

granted by the company.

Australian Electric Power Scheme. - The Times oor

respondent at Melbourne telegraphed on 12th inst. saying that

Messrs.Horn and Bakewell, two leading colonists of SouthAustralia,

had left by the Orizaba for London,to place the Great Western

Railway and Electric Power Company before English capitalists.

The company possesses valuable concessions of land, together with the

right to construct a railway connecting Hobart with the Mount Lyell

and Zeehan district, in Tasmania.

Bristol, -The Town Council has referred back to the

Sanitary Committee its report apon the electric traction proposals of

the Bristol Tramway Company. This report approved in principle the

extensions of the company'ssystem proposed,butsuggested that certain

routes might be altered withadvantage. It, however, pointed outthat

the new lines were 7} miles in length, and for hall the distance there

was not therequisitewidth of carriage way , 9 feet 6 inches , between

the rail and kerb, and many frontagers had objected . The point,

however, to which the report took special objectionwas the endeavour

of the company under their Electrical Power Bill to arrange the

mode of traction with the Board of Trade without consultation with

the Council. The report proposed that the Committee oppose both

Bills, although meanwhile negotiating with the company. Opposition

to this view was expressed in an amendment which, after much

debate was carried by 36 votes to 29. “ That the report of the

Sanitary Committee and thetwo Bills of the Tramway Company, be

referred back to the Sanitary Committee for negotiations ; that

meanwhile a petition be presented against theElectrical Power Bill,

but that the consent of the Corporation be given to the promotion

of the Extension Bill conditionally. "

Canterbury - Herne Bay . - A Dover paper says that a
movement is on foot in Canterbury for establishing an electric tram .

way service between there and Herne Bay. The two towns are at

present connected by a 'bus service.

Cardiff. - The Electrical and Lighting Committee propose

sendinga deputation to the Continent to inquire as to what is the

best system of electric tramways for Cardiff. The proposal was only

carried by three votes to two, and we suppose thematter has yet to

come before the Council.

Dublin . - Before Mr. Justice Murphy anda special jury

in the Dublin Nisi Prius Court,on 7th inst., Mr. Robert Forrester

claimed from the Dublin United Tramways Company £ 500 damages

for personal injuries sustained . When the plaintiff got on the plat

form of a car it gave a sudden lurch and he fell off, sustaining

a cut and becomingunconscious. Defendant company declared that

the car was at a standstill when plaintiff fell off. Judgment for

defendants .

A special meeting of the Corporation was held on Wednesday, for

the purpose of dealing with the report of the sub -committee ap

pointedto deal with the plans of theTramways Company for the
introduction of electric traction within the city.

Edinburgh . - It has been referred to a Committee to

report upon the advisability of constructing an electric tramway

fromPreston Street viâ Dalkeith Road and Niddrie Road, to Joppa

and Portobello, returning by Meadowbank and Waterloo Place. As

Prof. Kennedy is being consulted on various other matters this, too,

is to be laid before him .

Electric Power Distribution Schemes . - Several of the

other municipal authorities whose districts are affected by the two

electric power schemes which have been occupying a good deal of
attention of late, bave resolved to oppose the proposals.

Electric Railway between Frankfort, Homburg,

and Saalburg . - The Light Railway Company, Leox & Co., of

Stettin, has submitted to the municipal authorities at Homburg

project for constructing an electric railway, running from Frankfort

on -the-Main,through #omburg andDornholzhausen toSaalburg. It

is proposed in this scheme to run the line along the highways

wherever possibla . - Elec. Tech , Zeit.

.
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the water required by the four boilers. By means of a special

system of piping eitheror both of the pumps may do the following

service :-(1) Drawwater from the city water service , (2 ) from a

semi-artesian well, ( 3 ) trom a large reserve water deposit, ( 4) from a

waste water well. The water can be discharged (1) into the boilers

direct, (2) into the boilers through the economiser, (3) the waste

water into the sewer, (4) through a fire hose conveniently located in

the boiler room . The power house is of steel, and is designed for an

ultimate capacityof 20,000 H.P. Current from thepower station is

carried by an underground cable to Entre Rios, and thenby trolley

wires and a feeder cable overhead carried on poles. The return

current from Entre Rios is also by underground cable,temporarily.

The rolling stock will consist at first of 41 cars ; and workshops for

mechanical repairs, & c., have been erected. The cars will carry

52 passengers,30 outside, 22 inside. They are equipped with two

" General Electric 1,000 " motorseach. The entire rolling-stock has

been built by the J. G. Brill Co., and mounted on Brill trucks,

having been put together and painted in the tramway company's

workshops. The track construction is most substantial. Johnson

9-inch 90-1b . grooved girder rails have been used, the rails being

bonded with two classes of bonds, the Edison -Brown plastic bond,

and the Syracuse soldered bond, and cross -bonded with copper wire

every 100 metres. The teeders in the business districts are all under

ground. The poles are both wooden and_iron, the latter being

supplied by Morris, Tasker & Co., the H. W. Johns Company

supplying the overhead appliances. Mr. Charles R. Thursby,

managing director, superintended the construction of the line, and

Mr. J. W. McOrosky is the chief engineer.

-

Electric Railway between Glauchan , Meerane,and
Crimmitschau . — The preliminary work for the construction of this

electric railway has been commenced. The main linewill runthrough

the streets and highways to Crimmitschau ; a branch line going from

an intermediate station (Deunheritz ) to Meerane.

Electric Tramways at Frankfort-on - the-Oder.--The

electric street railway, built by the Allgemeine Elektricitäts

Gesellschaft at Frankfort -on -the -Oder, was opened on January 22nd.

Electric Tramways at Liegnitz . - These tramways,

constructed by Felix Singer & Co., were taken over by the local

authorities on January 18th, and wore opened a few days later with

14 motor tramcars running on the line.

Egypt. — The Compagniedes Tramways d'Alexandrie has

just secured aconcessionforanotherelectrio tramway in Alexandria,

which will bring up the length of the electric tramways in that city

to 25 kilometres.

Halifax. - Owing to the difficulty experienced in obtain

ing prompt delivery of materials, it is said to be very doubtfal

whether the whole of the systemwill beready to be opened, as

desired , on Easter Monday. The Electric SupplyAssociation, how

ever ,bave promised to supply sufficient plant and rolling stock to

enable the Corporation to have at least one section of thetramways

in operation bythat date.

Hounslow . - Mr. Clifton Robinson appeared before the

HounslowDistrictCouncil on 8th inst. and explainedthe details of

the proposed electrictramway scheme which would touch this district.

TheCouncil, after discussion,gaveits consent to the scheme, subject

to certain conditions being fulfilled .

Introduction of Electric Traction in Berlin .-- After

the Berlin Horse Tramway Company received permission from the

authorities to introduce electric traction ,they set about the work

immediately . In the first week of January the erection of the over

head conductor was begun, andby the middle of February the elec

tric system will be workingon lines from Alexander Platz to Schöne

berg,and from DemminerStrasseto Kreuzberg. On these lines the

mixed system of overhead conductors and accumulators will be

employed. The overhead system on the first mentioned line will

extend fromAlexander Platz to Spittelmarkt at one end , and from
Potsdamer Platz to the terminusat the other end. On the second

mentioned line it will extend over the Demminer Strasse-Kreuzberg
section, and the Bärwaldstrasse -Kreuzberg section . Electric traction

will next be introduced on the Ringbabn, the conversion taking place

early this year. On the lines from Lützow Platz and from Moabit to

Charlottenburg, horse traction will be retained until October 1st this

year. Permission has been given to the street tramway company to
introduce electric traction before October 1st, 1898 , an extension to

January 1st, 1899, being granted if necessary. The company will

not, however, beable tointroduce as many accumulator cars as they

require before October 1st, 1898.- Elec. Tech . Zeit., January 6th,

1898 .

Leeds.- The Leeds Tramways Company have, says

Daily Tenders, adjourned for one month the question of providing

the Headingley, Chapletown and Hunslet sections witha system of

electric traction similar to that at Roundhay Park and Kirkstall.

Thirteen out of the twenty -two cars ordered for the Kirkstall -Round

bay electrical tramway are now running. This number of cars permits

ofa 10 minutes' through service. When the whole 22 cars are ready,

there will be a 5 minutes service between Harehills Lane and the

Cardigan Arms.

River Plate .-- In December last “ La Capital ” elec

tric tramway was inaugurated at Buenos Ayres. The length of

line opened , says the Review of the River Plate, was 144 kilometres,

which will bring the suburbs of Flores and Caballito into direct com

munication with the southern and central districts of the city. The

electric cars start from the Plaze at Flores, running to the tem .

porary terminns at the corner of San Juan and Entre Rios, from

which point passengers are conveyed in horse cars to the Plaza de

Mayo, Boca and Darsena, combination tickets of the Capital Company

being issued for the whole journey . The conversion to electricity

of the existingline, betweenEntre Rios and Plaza de Mayo, is being

actively carried on and will in a short timebe completed, when a

direct electric service from the Plaza de Flores to the Plaza de Mayo,

and vice -versa , will be definitely established . The electric service

from the Plaza de Mayo to theBoca will be opened early this year.

The central terminus of the system is in the Plaza de Mayo, between

Congress and theGovernment Houses, opposite the Bolsa, from which

point the cars will proceed down CalleVictoria. The power station

is at the corner of Comercio. The building covers 1,400 square

metres, and is equippedwith three vertical compound Ball and

Wood engines of 450 H.P. each, directly coupledto 300 kilowatt

Walker generators. Two of these units will be sufficient to

supply current to all the cars that will be in operation on the

line at one time, so that one unit can be kept in reserve . The

engines have 30 inches x 14 inches cylinders x 18 inches

stroke, running at 175 revolutions per minute. They are fitted with

Corliss valves placed in the cylinder heads.The admission valves

are controlled by a Ball & Wood governor . There are four Stirling

water-tube boilers of 250 H.P. each working at 140 lbs. pressure.

Green'seconomisersand Conover's condensers with compound pumps

are employed. The water system is very completely arranged .

There are two Worthington pamps, either of which can supply all

Staffordshire,The Brierley Hill Council has approved

the design submitted by the British Electric Traction Company for

the trolley pillars for the electric tramways, subjected to the satisfac

tion of the surveyor.

Storage Batteries as Station Auxiliaries. - The

Consolidated Traction Company, of Pittsburg, has recently installed

two sets of storage batteries as station auxiliaries, one inone of its

power stations, and the other at a point midway between the other

three power stations; each set has a capacity of 500 ampere-hours.

The result has been a considerable increase in the output of the

stations ; in a particular instance oneset of accumulators in parallel

with a 800 -kw .generator, has enabled the company to obtain from

thisgeneratorcontinuously for 24 hours an output of 1,100 kw. The

totaloutput of the four stations can be easily adjusted by means of

accumulators, so that any one can be made to carry any portion of

theload up to its capacity, the four stations are tied together by

feeders ; the actual economy in the resistance logs in the feeders by

maintaining the voltage constant is very large. The results secured

on this linehave been so important that the United Traction Com

panyhas decided to abandon its present McKeesport station and

substitute for it a storage battery station ; the maintenance of this

station has cost the company, on an average, about $ 7,200 per annum ,

most of which, it is thought, will be saved by the installation pro

posed. - Electrical World , New York .

Storage Battery Traction . - The equipment of the

Ostend railway is on the electric accumulator system , the plant being

established in the depôt of the local railway . The line ,which was

recently described in L'Electricien , is 3.1 kilometres long, and is

virtually a circular road connecting the Kursal Boulevard , Rogier

Station , and the Harbour. The plant includes one compound engine

direct- connected to a Westinghouse dynamo, generating 135 amperes

at 280 volts, and operating at 650 revolutions. The switchboardis of

three wbite marble sections, with the usual instruments, and com

mands four accumulator-charging circuits with pressures varying

between 240 and 270 volts. The charging of the accumulators is

done upon a central track , so that the handling, both loading and

unloading, is extremely easy of accomplishment. The complement

of each car comprises 12 boxes of nine elements, having a capacity of

140 ampere-hours, at a 50 -ampere rate. The charge lasts from three

quarters of an hour to two hours, according to the demand made

apon the battery. As constant use gradually disintegrates the

active matter of the positive plates, this is carefully saved in a

tank, and eventually used for renewing the battery. This

process is several times repeated before the frame finally

becomes worthless, when it is recast. Each element is contained

in an ebonite vessel, the nine elements being inclosed in a

wooden trough, having two bands of copper for contacts. The

carriages weigh 7,500 kilogrammes without accumulators or pas

sengers, and have a capacity of 24 seats and 26 standingplaces. They

have no imperial or deckseats. The carriages are lighted by six

16 -candle-power lamps each, and are provided with two 18 -kilowatt

Westioghouse motors, each connected to an axle by reducing

gears of one to five . The motors are regulated by a series-parallel

controller with spark extinguisher. According to data obtained

for three months of active service, the management claims that the

expense of this line will be very much below anything so far known

in this form of traction, the consumption of coal being shown to be

but 1.45 kilogrammes per kilometer -car.

Stourbridge and Kinver Electric Railway Scheme.

On Tuesday, the Earl of Jersey and Col. Boughey, theLight Railway

Commissioners, held an inquiry atStourbridgerespectingthe proposal

of the British Electric Traction Companyto construct an electric

tram line between Coalbournbrook and Kinver. Mr. Foley, one of the

principal landowners bad intended to oppose the railway , but he

withdrew his opposition during the inquiry. In the result, Lord

Jerseysaid thatas regarded the preamble there wasa case, and the

Commissioners wouldbe happy torecommend to the Boardof Trade

.
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that theorder should go forward . He, however, pointed out that

manydifficulties might have arisen bad Mr. Foley not withdrawn his

opposition so handsomely.

Sydney . - Mr. G. Fischer, an officer of the Works Depart

ment, recently returned from the United States, where he badbeen

superintending the construction of some electric material for the

George Street tramway. A Sydney paper says that thematerial that

has been ordered forthe department from the States is for the power

house at Ultimo. The department is also getting from the States

2,000 tons of steel rails. An effort was made to obtain the rails from

England ,but manufacturers there found it impossible to supply them

with the higher proportion of carbon that was required. American

firms, however, promptly agreed to provide the material of the desired

quality, and the order was placed accordingly.

Swansea . — The Swansea Tramway Compiny, which has

been negotiating for some years withthe Swansea Corporation, have,

says the Western Mail, now practically come to terms with another

customer for the undertaking. A meeting of shareholders is to be

held in London on February 25th for the purposeof considering the

terms of an agreement, dated February 9th , 1898, between the

Swansea Improvements and Tramways Company, and the British

Electric Traction Company, for the sale of the undertaking, property

and assets of the Swansea Company to the Traction Company.

Switzerland. — The Authorities of the Zurich Municipal

Electric Tramways have just invited tenders forthe supply of addi

tional plant, including 24motor tramcars, required in connection with

the extension of the tramway system .

-

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

A Bright Outlook . - We make the following extract

from the Outlook, to which new periodical we offer our best wishes

for & successful career : - " The commercial battles of the future will

beyond a doubt be waged in the Pacific . England, the United States,

Canada, Australia, Japan, Russia, and now Germany and France - in

a word, all the great trading nations — are preparing for the struggle.

What is England doing to meet the future ? What, indeed ! She

has in the Canadian Pacific Railway an Imperial highway of the

highest strategic and commercial importance ; but that thread of

empire Canada herself provided , without one cent of cost to the

British taxpayer. Canada, too, has spanned the Pacific with mail

and trade services to Chinaand Japan on the one hand, and Austra

lasia on the other, some of the Australasian colonies helping in the

latter case . Is it too much to ask that England should follow up this

spirited colonial lead byreally doing something in the matter of the

Pacific cable ? Why allow it to be any longer the sport of com.

mittees and sub -committees in Downing Street ? It is a great and

pressing need in the interests of England, Canada and Australia

alike, and in view of all that is happening in the Pacific, should be
dallied over no further.”

The Telephone Service.— The National Telephone

Company has communicated with theCorporation, asking for a con

ference on the telephone question. This is in consequence of the

City's decision to hold an inquiry. It is stated that the late Com

mission of Sewers many times invited the company to confer on the

matter,but no notice was taken of the application.

The difference existing between the General Post Office and the

Commission of Sewers, in respect of the laying of lines of under

ground telegraphsunder certainCity streets ,came before the Rail

way and Canal Commission (Mr. Justice Wright, Sir F. Peel, and

Viscount Cobham ) on Thursday last week . The case was before the

City of London Court in December (see ELECTRICAL REVIEW,

December 3rd ),when Mr. Commissioner Kerr decided the case in

favour of the Post Office. The City Corporation appealed to the

Railway Commissioners, contending that the order was not reason .

able or just. After the speeches of counsel, Mr. Justice Wright said

that the Corporation, in seeking to restrict the consent given to the

Post Office, had no doubt beenactuated by no captious or unfriendly

spirit, but had striven to give effect to their view that when com

panies were making a profit by using public streets for private pur

poses, they should be compelled to give good value in return for

concessions allowed to them . The question, however, arose as to

whether they had the rightof controlwhich theyclaimed. Even it

it were opento them to seek to impose such conditions as were in

question in this case, the Court were of opinion that they were not

reasonable, and would, according to the terms of the Act, " concent ”

that the streets should be opened by the Post Office authorised under

the conditions usually imposed in such cases. Judgment was accord

ingly given for the Postmaster-General, withoutcosts.

TheBoston Town Council wishes the Post Office to bring its trunk

lines to Boston, and also has in mind a scheme for a municipal local

service .

In the House of Commons last week, Mr. Provand asked

the Secretary to the Treasury what were the working expenses

of the intertown telephones, and how much the intertown

wires had earned since the date on which they were taken over

from the National Telephone Company to December 31st, 1897.

Mr. Hanbury replying, said that the capital expenditure

partly estimated - to December 31st, 1897, was £1,190,000. This

eum includes the amount paid to the National Telephone Com

pany. The gross earnings up to the same date amounted to

£ 200,832. The working expenses, being included in those of the

telegraph service, cannot be separately stated.

French Telegraph Extension. The French Minister

for the Colonies states that telegraphic communication is established

between Senegal and Waguadougo, and will soon be extended to

Fada-n -gourand.

German Telephones.- The German Imperial Post Office

authorities have resolved to henceforth supply only single -receiver

instruments for business or house telephone connections. A second

receiver may, however, be obtained for 108. from the post office

authorities, who will maintain it for a certain sum. An annual pay.

ment of 58. will be required from those subscribers already having

double receivers, but the latter instruments will not again be issued

for public use.

The Glasgow Telephone Ioqairy -The Scotsman

learns that a demand is to be madeon the Treasury for the production

of Sheriff Jameson's report on the Glasgow telephone service. Mr.

Hanbury will in the first place be privately approached , and, in

the event of a refusal, the matter will be brought forward in the

House.

Huddersfield Telephones . - The Postmaster -General has

refused the application for a municipal telephone license, and the

Council has dropped the proposal. A sub-committee is to consider

terms of agreement with the National Telephone Company with

regard to their application to lay wires underground.

Interruptions to Australian Land Lines. - In the

formidable list which we published last week of interruptions of the
truok land lines of Australia, on which we rely for communication

to the principal centres of that continent, we omitted to note that on

December 9th last the West Australian land line, wbich joins & sub

marine cable to Java at Roebuck Baywas interrupted ,and, as from

the 8th till the 12th the South Australian land line, which runs from

Adelaide in the south to Port Darwin in the north of Australia , was

alsobroken down, it follows that Australiawas completely isolated

on December 9th, apart from the general delays on the 8th, 10th,
11th and 12th of that month, owing to the breakdown of the Port

Darwin line. In addition to last week's list of interruptions,wehave

now to add that, on the 9tb , current communication with Adelaide

ceased , and, we learn from the Times of the 11th , that telegrams from

Sydney were not received owing to the interruption of South Austra

lian land lines. Since that date there bas been a more or less spas

modic supply of telegrams from Australia conscientiously marked

delayed in transmission ." Thus altogether, during the last five

months, there have been at least 15 or 16 cases in which the trunk

land lines in Australia have been broken down. In view of this,

we can only admire the temerity with which the Eastern Telegraph

Company proposes to land still another cable in West Australia,

which of course will, just as much as the existing cables, have to

depend on the very intermittent land line service under review for

the transmission of telegrams to the principle centres of population

on the south -east and east coasts of Australia. Although not affect

ing the land lines in that country, we learn from the Australian press

that on December 1st last “ the delay to the outward traffic from

London is due to messages being diverted from the Indo - European

line.”

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade. - January has

proved to be a very dull month as regards the exports of telegraph

wire and apparatus connected therewith , from this country. In

former years the January exports have usually tallen a long way

short of those of the preceding month, but this year the decrease is

much greater than usual, from £172,140 in December, 1897, to only

£37,929 last month, the figures for January, 1897, being £ 62,120.

Telegraphic Addresses. In the Commons the other

day Mr. Hanbury, replying to Sir C. Cameron, said : -- It is the fact

that the role of the Post Office that the first word in an abbreviated

address must be a dictionary word containing not more that 10

letters, and that proper names , and compound words — i.e., words

which appear in a dictionary joined by a hyphen - can only in rare

cases be accepted , is intended, as the hon. member supposes, to pre

clude the registration of arbitrary words consisting of 10 letters, or

constructed from the first and last syllable of a firm's name, or

spelling the initials of the designation of a club, unless, indeed , these

syllables or initials happen to make a real word .

Telegraphic Interraptions and Repairs :

OABLAB.
Down, Repaired.

Brest- St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

St. Oroix -Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Curaçao-La Guayra Jan. 5th , 1898 Feb. 15th , 1898 .

Paramaribo -Cayenne Jan. 27th, 1898

Amazon Oompany's cable

Parintins -Itacatiara May Bth, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th ,1896

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

Bolama- Bissao Jan. 28th, 1898 Feb. 14th, 1898.

Emden - Vigo Feb. 7th, 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

LANDLINDB.

Trang -Oontinental line be

yoad Masol

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Nicaragua landlines ... Feb. 8th , 1898 Feb. 10th,

Costa Rica Feb. 10th , 1898

...

...

:
:
:
:
:

...

...

... ... ...

} March 12th, 1896 ...
...

»
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

*

1

-

1

Pembroke (Ireland ). - March 5th. The Lighting Com

mittee wants tenders for the supplyand erection of various plant,

machinery, & c., for electric lighting. See our “ Official Notices " this

week for full particulars . Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert

Hammond.

Plymouth. - February 21st. The Council wants tenders

for the erection and completion of a refuse destructor with all
necessary flues, fittings, boilers, & c . Borough engineer, Mr. James

Paton , Municipal Offices.

Portsmouth . - February 22nd. The Corporation wants

tenders for the supplyand erectionof Lancashire boilers, feed pumps,
mechanical stokers, &c. Consulting engineers, Messrs . Kincaid,

Waller & Manville. See our " OfficialNotices " February 11th .

Rochdale.-February 19th . The Corporation wants

tenders for steam dynamos,balancer, and boosters, & c. Engineers,

Messrs. Lacey, Clirehugh & Sillar. See our " Official Notices ” January
14th .

Roumania . - March 15th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire.

Shoreditch . - March 8th. The Vestry wants tenders

for the supply of electric cables and sundries, also engineers' tools,

ironmongery, &c. See our " Official Notices.”

St. Helens. - February 21st. The Corporation wants

tenders for various plant and machinery , & c.,in connection withthe

proposed electric tramways. See our " Official Notices” January 28th

for particulars. Consulting engineer, Dr. J. Hopkinson.

St. Pancras. - February 22nd. The Vestry wants tenders

for dry back marine boilers with superheaters and brickwork seatings.

See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Sanderland . – February 25th. Tenders are invited by

the Corporation for the supply of various cables, pipes, service boxes

andstoneware casings for the year. Borough electrical engineer, Mr.

J. F. C. Snell. See our Official Notices . "

The War Office . - April 27th . The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designsand specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from theDirectorof Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th .

Victoria . - March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tenders for the supply

of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard.

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,
Melbourne

Wallasey . - March 17th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply of engine, alternator, exciter, two Lancashire

and one water-tube boilers, and condensing apparatus. Engineer,

Mr. J. H. Crowther. See “ Official Notices " February 11th .

Watford . — March 16th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply and erection of various plant for the electric
lighting of the district. For details of the seven sections see our

" Official Notices ” February 11th . Mr. W.O.O. Hawtayne, consulting

engineer

West Ham . — March 8th. The Council invites tenders

for wiring and fitting up various buildings, including the Town Hall,
police court, Corporation stables, fire stables, & c. Mr. J. Steinitz ,

borough electrical engineer. See our “ Official Notices ” this week .

66

OPEN

Bilbao . - February 28th. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Bilbao, reporting that the provisional board appointed in connection
with the electric tramway which it is proposed to lay from Zumarraga

to Zamaya, in the province of Guipuzcoa, invite plans and tenders,

to be received by February 23th, for the construction and equipment

of the line. Further particulars of theconditions of the tenders for
the above-named tram line and branch, which together measure 30

miles, may be inspected at the Commercial Department of the
Foreign Office any day between the hours of 11 and 6.

Belfast. – March 8th . The Corporation wantstenders

for the wiring of the new police celle, Chichester Street. Electrical

engineer, Mr. V. A. H. McCowan . See our “ Official Notices. "

Berlin . - March 15th . The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council has opened a competition for the construction
of several new electric tramways in that city . Exhaustive details

concerning this project are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions thatproposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathhaus III, Berlin, by
March 15th .

Bristol. - February 21st. The Electrical Committee

wants tenders for 214 arc lamp posts. Electrical engineer, Mr. H.

Faraday Proctor . See our “ Official Notices ” February 11th,

Canterbury.- February 23rd . Tenders are invited for

the electric wiring and fittings for the Beaney Institute for the Town

Council. Specifications, & c .,to be obtained at the office of the City

Surveyor, 28, St. Margaret's Street.

Carlisle.--February 25th. Tenders are being invited for

the erectionof the central station buildings in James Street. City

eogineer and surveyor, Mr. H, C. Marks, 36 , Fisher Street.

Coventry.-- March 8th. The Electric Light Committee

wants tendersfor thesupply and erection of engine house, separate

exciting and_sùrface condensing plant, also pipework, switchboards

and instruments for extensions of the municipal electricity works,

Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond . See our “ Official

Notices " this week .

Denmark.- March 12th . Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, &c , required in

cod pection with the new central station at Frederiksberg, near Copen

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis -og

Electricitets Aktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140, Copenhagen V.,

from whom particulars may be obtained .

France . — March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal authorities of Saint Chamond ( Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Glasgow , -February 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the bire or purchase of dynamosand engines, direct coupled or
belt driven , capable of providing 1,100 break H.P. and spare power

equal to 25 per cent. additional,also two rope driven dynamos to run

at a speed not exceeding 500 revolutions per minute, and capable of

providing 200 H.P. each at a potential of 230 H.P. The plant must

be deliveredby August 1st. Engineer, Mr. W. A. Chamen. See our
" Official Notices.”

Glasgow . – February 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of lead covered cables and accessories for twelve

months, accumulators, motor transformers, motor driven boosters and

switching apparatus. Mr. W. A. Chamen , engineer, See our

" Official Notices.”

Harrogate. - February 24tb . The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply and erectionof vertical steam engine, dynamo,

switchboard, motor, overhead conductors, & c., for sewage pumping

plant. Mr. Geo . Wilkinson , borough electrical engineer. " See our

Official Notices” February 11th .

Italy. – March 2nd. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Piacenza for the establishment of a central

electricity generating station in the town for lighting and power

purposes. Particulars may be had from , and tenders to be sent to, El

Municipio di Piacenza, Italy .

Liverpool. — March 8th. The West Derby Board of

Guardians wants tenders for supply and erection of boilers, engines,

dynamos, batteries, wiring, & c., for the lighting of the Mill Road

Infirmary . Consultingengineer,Mr.T. L.Miller. See our " Official
Notices " for particulars.

Madrid . - February 22nd. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has received a despatch from Her Majesty's Chargé

d'Affaires at Madrid , enclosing copy of a Royal decree announcing

thata public auction for the contract forrepairing the national sub

marine telegraph cables during the next five years will be held at

Madrid on February 22ad. Furtherparticulars asto the cables in

question may be inspected at the Commercial Department ofthe
Foreign Office any timebetween the hours of 11 and 5.

Northwich . - March 5th . The Weaver Navigation

Trustees areinviting tenders for the construction and erectionof the

necessary electric power plant for lighting and working the new
swing bridges at Northwich . Currentwill be supplied by the

Northwich Electric Supply Company. Engineer, Mr. J. A. Saner,
M.I.E.E. See our Official Notices ” February 11th.

-

.

»

2

OLOSED .

Aberdeen . — The contract for the supply of a 050-H.P.

engine and dynamo (£4,147) is being given to Messrs. Mather and

Platt, Limited, £60 extra being paid for adapting it for traction work

Belfast.- The Harbour Commissioners have accepted the

following tenders for thesupply of electrical plant for the extension

of the electric lighting of the quays at th: Harbour :

Dynamos (two) Mr. Wilson Hartnell

Switchboard and switches Williamson & Joseph

Arc lamps Mr. C. A. Müller

Lamp posts .. Mr. T. Scott Anderson

Mains, boxes, &c. .. British Insulated Wire Company

Bootle . - The Town Council has accepted the following
tenders :

T. Parker, Limited, at

Contract No. 1.-Boilers and economisers | £
2. - Engines, dynamos, &c . :: ance for present engines,

dynamos & switchboards.

Feeders , mains , service lines, & c ., )

4 . and maintaining same for 10 £ 10,096 .

99

-

95 99

years

5.- Messrs. T. Parker , Limited, for the running of electricity

supplyworksand supply of current for public and private purposes as follows :

For each 10 ampere are lamp run from one hour after sunset to one hour before

sunrise (3,620 hours per annum ), £ 24 per annum ; for each 10 ampere arc lamp

run from one hour after sunset to midnight (1,810 hours per annum ), £ 12 per

annum ; for each lamp hour added or deducted from above , 1.55d.; for each

incandescent lamp used for public lighting, 3d . per unit; for remainder of current

up to guarantee of 100,000 units per annum for public and private purposes,

3.75d. per unit ; for first 25,000 units above guarantee, 1.75d . per unit ; for second

25,000 units above guarantee , 1.25d . per unit ; for every unit in excess of 150,000

units, ld. per unit.

The question was raised by some Councillors as to why the tender of

a local firm had not been accepted. Councillor Hall replied that the

acceptance of the local tender would have meant a loss to the rate.

payers of £4,700 in three years.

19
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-

Saturday, February 26th, at 4 p.m.- Physical Society in the

Chemistry Lecture Room , Keate's Lane, Eton

College. The Rey , T. C. Porter will describe:

1. A new theory of geysers. 2. A new method of

viewing Newton'sRings. 3. Experiments bearing

on the sensation of light. 4. A method of viewing

lantern projections in stereoscopic relief. 5.Winter

observations on the shadow of El Teide, with a new

method for measuring approximately the diameter

of the earth . 6. Temperature of the water of

Niagara.

Bradford, - The City Council has accepted tenders as

follows for electric lighting plant:

Two dynamos . - Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited £ 2,800

(Extra armature) 600

Two 600-H.P .steam engines. - Willans à Robinson 4,590

A sub-committee is to inspect combined lighting and traction central

stations on the Continent.

Bornley.-- The Corporation has accepted the tender of

Messrs. G. E. Belliss & Co., for two combined engines and dynamos

for electric lighting extensions at £ 4,888.

St. Pancras . - The Vestry has accepted the tender of the

Fowler-Waring Cables Company ( £4,196 odd) forcables, & c., for the
extension to Queen's Crescent, Malden Road and Prince of Wales

Road .

Wimbledon . - The following tenders have been accepted

in connection with the Council's electrie lighting scheme (Mr. A. H.

Preece , consulting engineer) :-Buildings, Burgess £ 3,388. Boilers,

Babcock & Wilcox £ 2,482 .' Steam engine and dynamo, Orompton

and Co. £ 4,181. Mains, W.T. Henley's Co. £ 16,792. The switch

board, condenser, and crane contracts have not been finally decided

yet.

NOTES.

8

Correspondence . Wehave received, just as we goto

press, a letter from Mr. Robert Hammond, regarding the

Shoreditch dust destructor, replying to the letters of Messrs.

Kershaw and Rassell, which appeared last week . We regret

being compelled to defer publication until our next issue.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Postal Telegraph Factory Staff Dinner . - The staff

of the Postal Telegraph Factory, Mount Pleasant, heldtheir

fourth annual dinner at the Inns of Court Hotel on Satur

day , February 5th, Mr. Martin F. Roberts, the superintendent

of the factory , presiding. Among the guests presentwere

Mr. J. C. Lamb, O.B., C.M.G.; Mr. J. Ardron ; Mr. H. C.

Fischer, C.M.G .; Lieut.- Colonel P. G. von Donop, R.E .;

Prof. W. H. H. Hudson, Dr. Mumford, Dr. Walmesley,

Messrs. J.W. Eames, W. Ślingo, W. V. Morten, and G. W.

Hook . The occasion was the 28th anniversary of the acqui

sition of the telegraphs by the State, and in responding to

the toast of “ The Chief Office " (proposed by the chairman ),

Mr. Lamb dwelt upon the progress madein telegraph engi

neering , and in the general efficiency of the service to the

public during the past 28 years. A hope was also ex

pressed that, as many present had assisted at the transfer

of the telegraphs in 1870, 80 , also, many would

live to see complete success attending the efforts

now being made to render the telephone service equally

efficient. In proposing the toast of " Electrical Engineering,

Mr. A. Brooker emphasised the importance of the pioneer

work done by telegraph engineers, which rendered possible

the rapid progress in other more modern branches of elec

trical engineering, and mentioned thatthe running of two

properly designed alternators in parallel might be more

exciting, but was certainly a far less diffioult task than the

running of two multiplex motors and distributors for eight

hours synchronously. In the absence of Mr. W. H. Preece,

Mr. J. Ardron responded. Mr. J. M. G. Trezise proposed
"The Guests," and referred to the long and remarkable

career of Mr. H. C. Fischer, and to the acknowledged

efficiency of the Royal Engineers, especially the Telegraph

Battalion — a point upon which those present were well
qualified to express anopinion. Mr. Fischer and Lieat.-Col.

von Donop replied in felicitons terms, the latter acknowledg.

ing the advantages resulting from the close connection

between the Engineers and the Postal Telegraphs. A paried

vocal and instrumental musical entertainment was given

during the evening by members of the staff.

1898 .

Friday, February 18th , at 6.30 p.m.- Institution of Electrical

Engineers . Students' visit to the generating stations

of the St. Pancras Vestry.

Finsbury Technical College Conversazione. Lecture on

“ Wireless Telegraphy,” by Dr. 8. Thompson.

At7.30 p.m. Staff smoking concert of the City of London,

the Metropolitan, and the London Electric Lighting

Companies, atthe Crown Room ,Freemason's Tavern,

Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Chairman, Mr.

P. W. D'alton.

Saturday, February 19th.- Latest date for the Rochdale Corporation

electric lighting tenders .

Monday, February 21st. — Latest date for Bristol Corporation arc

lamp posts tenders.

Latest date for the St. Helen's Corporation electric tram

way plant tenders.

Whitehall Rooms of the Hôtel Métropole. Webb Testi

monial presentation reception at 9.30 p.m. Presenta

tion at 10 o'clock p.m.

Tuesday, February 22nd . — The Federated Institution of Mining

Engineers, 26th general meeting at Newcastle-upon

Tyne. Various papers are to be read, and among

those tobe open for discussionare thefollowing :
" Light Railways,” by Mr. Leslie S. Robinson . “ A

One-rail or Trestle System of Light Railway ,"

by Mr. Fred. J. Rowan. " On Some Dangers attending

the Use of Steam Pipes,” by Mr.A. L. Steavenson.

" Machine Coal-mining in Iowa, U.S.A.," by Mr. H.

Foster Cain. “ Latest Developments andthe Practical

Application of Alternating MultiphaseMachinery for

Power Transmission ," by Mr. Walter Dixon. Visits

will be paid to the Telegraph andTelephone Depart.

ments at the General Post Office, Mr. A. W.Heaviside,

Superintending Engineer.

Latest date for St. Pancras tenders.

At 8 p.m. - Institution of Civil Engineers.-- Paperstobe read

with a view to discussion : (1 ) " The Theory, Design and

Working of Alternate Current Motors, " by Mr. LI.B.

Atkinson , Assoc.M.Inst.C.E .; and (2 ) "The Dublin

Electric Tramway , ” by Mr. É . F. Parshall, M.Inst.C.E.

Latest date for the Portsmouth electricity supply plant

tenders.

Wednesday, February23rd . — Second day of the Federated Institu

tion of Mining Engineers. Variousexcursions, including

visit to the works of Ernest Scott & Mountain, Limited,

Newcastle -on -Tyne.

Latest date for the Canterbury Council wiring tenders.

Thursday, February 24th. - Latest date for tenders for Harrogate

Corporation electrical plant for sewage pumping.

At 8 p.m .-- The Institution of Electrical Engineers. “ On

the Manufacture of Lamps and other Apparatus for

200 volts Circuits,” by G. Biaswanger-Byng.

Friday, February 25th , at 6.30 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical

Engineers. Students' visit to the Shoreditch electricity

supply station . Applications at once to the Students'

Hon. Sec. (Mr. 8. Grant, 28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace ,

W.) as thenumber will be limited to 20.

At 8 p.m.- The Institution of Civil Engineers. - Students

meeting. "The Problem of Train Resistance," by

C. E. Wolff, B.Sc., Stud . Inst.C.E.

H

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.The 51st

annual meeting of this Institution was held in the hall of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, West

minster, on Thursday and Friday last week . The chair was

occupied during the earlier portion of the proceedings by Mr.

E. W. Richards, the retiring president, who introduced Mr.

Edgar Worthington, the newly -elected secretary , to the

meeting. The report stated that at the end of last year the

number of 'names on the roll was 2,496, as compared with

2,359 at the end of the previous year. During 1897 227

names were added, the loss by death being 30, and by

resignation or removal 60. The result of the ballot for

the election of the council was announced, Mr. S. W.

Johnson being elected president, and Mr. Arthur Keene

andSir William White vice-presidents. The discussion

was afterwards resamed upon a paper read at the last
meeting by Mr. Philip Dawson on Mechanical Features“

of ElectricTraction . "

(Continued on page 227.)
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THE MAKING OF CHLORIDE ACCUMU

LATORS.

( Concluded from page 188.)

as

The description of the manufacture of the chloride

negative platemay be fittingly concluded by illustrating a
complete cell showing plates,and this is given in fig. 6 .

Comparatively speaking, the manufacture of the positive

plate is a simple operation. Contrary to what occurs in

making the negative plate, the positivegrids are made first.
They are cast in moulds by means of compressed air, as is

done in the case of the negative plates. The material is
antimonial lead, and the moulds are arranged to leave a

series of holes in the frames, and into these apertures are

pressed cores of lead . The core takesthe form of a pure lead

rosette, and the processof making this rosette is exceedingly

interesting. First of all, long strips of pure lead ,about 4 inch

in widtb , are passed through specially designed machines,

which will riband automatically cut it into short lengths.

Fig. 7 gives a fair idea of thisoperation which is known as

gimping ; the gimped pieces are then collected and carried

to adjoining tables, where the lengths are spun by boys into

smallrosettes ( fig. 8) . The rosettes are then pressed by band

intoposition in the plates, the process being indicated in

fig . 9. When the plates are filled they are passed through a

hydraulic press, which completes the keying of the rosette

mechanically, the plate being then practically ready, for

forming. The formation iseffected by coupling up theplates

with a set of dummy negatives and passing the current con

tinuously through the celle, the rosettes becoming finally

coated with a fine adherent hard crystalline coating of per

oxide.

After the formation process the plates are then cast up

into sets in a similar manner to the negative. That prac FIG . 6. - COMPLETE CELL SHOWING NEGATIVE PLATE .

tically completes the general outline of the manufacture of

chloride plates. There are, of course, many details that could a separate panel, and there are separate boards for controlling

not very well find a place in this article, but probably the energy used in the formation baths and in the lighting

sufficient has been and motors. Honsed

said to indicate the in the same building
general nature of the the generating

process. plant is a large

There are many double-throw pump,

other things at these which is used for the

accumulator works condensers, a double

that one ought to get of pumps for

refer to. There is sapplying the hy

the electrical plant, draulic accumulator,

whicb, in a way, is and also two West

interesting, and con inghouse compreg
sists of two 90-H.P.

sors for the supply

compound conden of compressed air.

sing engines, each There are, of

directly coupled to course, the usual

& Mather & Platt workshops necessary

multipolar dynamo;
in such establish

then there isa high ments. There is a

speed compound en large joiners' shop,

gine, coupled direct equipped with

toatwo-poledynanzo, modern machinery,

also of Mather and and driven by elec

Platt , manufacture. trical means. There

In addition is a is also a mechanics'

motor generator, shop, fitted with

which is capable of machine tools, and

delivering current at close by are the

10 volts. The steam stores . It is very

raising plant con important that the

sists at present of workmen employed

two Lancashire on certain sections

boilers, though of accumulator work

arrangements are should be kept

being made for ex Fig. 8. — MAKING THE ROSETTES. moderately clean,

tending it. The and though we sup:

generating plant is utilised not only for formation poseit is not an easy matter to make a man cleanby Act of

purposes,bat serves to light the extensive works and Parliament, little trouble is experienced in this direction at the
to furnish energy for driving motors, which form quite Chloride Works; moreover, the management insist that every
a distinguishing feature of the place. There is nothing man before he commences or recommences work shall have a

specially interesting about the switchboard . Each unit has substantial meal, and the enforcement of this rule has

F
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resulted in a general improvement in the health of the operate cars on schedule time, and the pressure varied as

employés. much as 50 per cent.

The testing of accumulators forms a very important part The load on the section varies from 100 to 700 amperes ;

of the work carried on , and a large room is set apart for the feeder carries a constant load of 400 amperes, thebattery

commercial tests of discharging or

every description. charging to the ex .

Moreover, not only tent necessary to

is the chloride cell maintain this con

elaborately tested, dition . The result

but all known types in actual practice is

of cell are very care found to be that the

fully scrutinised and feeder load remains

compared with the constant at this

home article. With average current, and

the exception, as we is absolutely inde

have pointed out pendent of the fluc

before,of purchasing tuating demand on

raw materials and the line. It is

the glass boxes, claimed that the

every operation battery inthese cases

necessary to produce enables the genera

a chloride cell is tors always to run

carried out on these at full load, and con

works ; there is little sequently at the

doubt that for com highest point of

pleteness, for facility efficiency, and to

and convenience of act as a cushion to

manufacture, the the engine in the

Chloride Works event of the cir

wirtute

rank among the best
cuit breaker opening

in the country when trouble occurs

Some allusion has
Fig. 7. — THE GIMPING OF THE LEAD STRIP . on the line.

been made to the Op the . Woon

directions in which the chloride cell is performing use- socket line they have been able to show in pounds,

ful work ; but perhaps the most interesting of its shillings and pence what the value of a battery is, and

many applications is the use that is being made of it hasbeen found that the saving is operating expenses

the cell for traction amounts to £ 700

work , both in con per annum.

junction with the In this country it

overhead wire sys has been already

tem , and in cases demonstrated on the

where the accumula existing electric

tor is carried on the tramway systems

car . As an auxiliary that one of the most

to the overhead sys valuable functions

tem , the excellent ser of a storage battery

vice of the Chloride is to providea reserve

cell is not confined in case of break

to this country. One
down.

of the most notable In accumulator

examples is the sys car systems, the

tem of the Union Chloride cell has

Traction Company, established & good

of Philadelphia, reputation ; and

which operates some is being used on

500 miles of road . four lines in Paris

In making recent at the present

extensions on this moment. The work

line, it was found ing results of one

that it would be ofthese systems was

necessary either to published in the

build a new power REVIEW some

house, or instal a months ago . Even

battery sub -station, on the much

as therequired addi maligned Cen

tion to the existing tral Tramway sys

feeder system would tem , where these

necessitate such an cells have now been

enormous outlay for used for three years,

copper, as to render the record is agood

it commercially im deal better than is

possible. It was generally supposed ;

found that the cost indeed, we are not
Fig. 9. - PRESSING THE ROSETTES INTO THE POSITIVE GRIDS.

of copper alone to exaggerating when

carry out this exten we say that the

sion, and double the service on the section, would be cost of upkeep of the batteries does not exceed 1d. per

four or five times the total cost of a battery installation car mile.

to fully meet all the requirements, and that a new power The Americans werealways fond of big things, but it was

house was out of the question, on account of the heavy generally supposed in this country that, in the use of storage

operating expenses. Before the extension was made, the batteries for lighting, we should not have had to yield the

pressure at the end of the feeder was barely enough to palm to our American friends ; yet the Chicago Edison Com

..
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pany are about to put down what is very properly termed

the largest storage battery in the world , one that is costing

£ 20,000.

GAS ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING .
was

were originally started in a small dwelling house, and it

may be mentioned here that the lighting plant really

forms part of a business that was started by Messrs. Paris

Singer & Co., to manufacture the Dawson gas engine.

The lighting of a few surrounding shops and houses

attended with so much success, that extensions

speedily became necessary, and to meet the ever increasing

demand , a small central station was eventually erected . .A

view is given of the plant erected in this building, though

engines of similar capacity are still working in other parts

of the works. The most notable feature is that the

dynamos are direct-coupled to the engines, and to give

an instance as to the smallness of the floor space occu

pied, three sets of 11 units each only take up a space

of 13 feet by 8 feet, and this leaves ample room

between the machines. The sets at present in use

comprise one 35 - B.H.P . double cylinder engine, six sets of

11 units, three of 4 unite, and two of 24 units capacity. There

It is generally admitted that the internal combustion

engine will play a conspicuous part in the cheapening of

electricity, bat one must be forgiven if at times one thinksthe

progress made in gas engine construction seems to be a little

slow. At the same time, there is abundant evidence that gas

engines for electric lighting work have been materially im

proved during the past few years. They arenot only giving

less cyclical variation, but the economy of a modern gas

engine shows a most marked advance on the performances of,

say, four years ago. Compared with steam motors, the size

>
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A Gas ENGINE STATION .

of the gas engine is still insignificant, and the weight of

material per effective horse-power is very considerable ; but

the one great drawback that was urged against gas engines

for electrical work, namely, uosteady running, may be said

to have completely disappeared .

In the use of gas engines for central electricity works,

much interest has been recently created by the success that

has attended the running of such motors at Leyton, and no

doubt we may see an immediate extension of gas engine

stations.

It may be a matter of interest to many of our readers to

learn that for sometwo years there has existed at Clapham

Road a central station which has attained a distinct measure

of success in lighting portions of the surrounding district.

The plant comprisesgas engines direct-coupled todynamos,

and they vary in size from 17 B.H.P. engines down to 2

B.H.P. The combined plant is capable of giving 1,000

amperes at 110 volts, the average nightly load being 600

amperes. The works, which are quite of moderate size,

are two batteries of accumulators of the E.P.S. K 66 type,

which are run in parallel with the machines at the time of

heavy load, and thus become effective in the event of an

ignition tube breaking. The battery also takes charge of

the night load , and meets the whole of the Sandaydemand,

the engines being shut down from Saturday night till Monday

morning. Water for circulating in the cylinder jackets

is pumped from a well adjoining the works to tanks placed

above the engine room ; after passing round thecylinders the

water passes to other tanks, and from thence rans back to

the well. Town gas is at present employed for the engines,

but we understand that when the load increases, producer gas

will be made on the premises, plant for this purpose having

been already erected by Messrs .Paisley.

Undoubtedly the most interestingfeature of the plant is

the type of engine, which is extremely simple. It is desig

nated the rotary piston type, and is practically valveless.
The cycle adopted is the Otto, and some idea of the interior

mechanism may be obtained from the detailed drawing

a
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manager to Messrs. Paris Singer & Co., for showing us

roundthe works and explaining the very interesting features

of the gas engine, which are now being made in considerable
numbers.

annexed . It should be explained, however, that this

illustration is of the smaller class of engine made by

Messrs. Paris Singer & Co., and is designed for motor

cars. The action of the engine is practically as follows:

In every two complete revolutions of the engine, the piston

is rotated completely round. As the piston is hollow, the

work done by the explosive mixture is performed inside the

piston . To providefor the admission of the gas, there are

two holes inthe piston opposite each other, andin the process

of rotation, these holes become uncovered at the ports, and

thus admit the mixture. During the period occupied by

compressing and firing, the pistonhas been rotated ,and at

another position of the cylinder the holes become uncovered

at the exhaust outlets, and the products of combustion pass

out. The two holes in the piston, therefore, serve as a means

of taking in the explosive mixture, and of getting rid of the

ELECTRIC CRANES .

>
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This somewhat well -worn subject has been brought before

the Northern Society of Electrical Engineers, Manchester,

by Mr.J. G. Statter .

The chief poiot of interest centres in the description of

an electric crane made by the author's firm , wbich, for some

special purposes, seems to have considerable advantages. It

is a tbree-motor crane, in which the motors are connected in

series order, and worked by constant current with variable

pressure.

The motor brushes are made to rock through nearly half

a circle by means of a chain and whee), and the motors are

started, stopped and reversed, simply by moving their
brushes. When the brushes are on a diameter at right angles

to the pole gaps there is no torque, no counter E.M.F., and

no motion ; but, moving the brushes to one side or the

other causes a torque one way or the other and motion

accordingly, sothatthe commutator and brushes act as their

own switches, for stopping , starting, and reversing.

Sucha system requires a constant current dynamo, speci

ally designed for the crane, or a motor generator for constant

current. The pressure rises and falls in accordance with the

load on the motors.

The paper also describes a fanciful method of working a

crane by a motor, in which the armature and field magnets

both revolve; but as it is admittedly only a toy and of low

efficiency, not being completely under control, it is of no

interest to describe it here .

The rest of the paper deals with well-known apparatus,

three-motor and single -motor cranes , without adding much

to the knowledge of these already well -known and common

types .

So faras we can gather, the single-motor crane finds most

favourwithcrane makers, as it is the only system wbichcan

be readily adapted to existing cranes and to standard designs

of mechanicaliy-driven cranes. In fact, many squareshaft

drivencranes have been converted, at small cost, and with

little alteration, into electric cranes with a single motor. The

three-motor system requires a specially constructed crane,

and the series system of working with constant current

requires not only a specially -made crane, but also a

special generator . These, in practice, are serious draw

backs to the two latter systems.

A single motor with an open and crossed belt drive finds

much favour with some crane makers, simply on account of

its simplicity and effectiveness, and the samesimple method

is finding considerable favoar in applying electro -motors to

lifts, as manipulating the lift by belts has been found to be

more economical and reliable than working them by parely

electrical control, through a most complicated box of cam

shafts, bevel wheels, clutches, and switches, all of which

require continued attention. 'Any good motor can be used

for crane driving, the details, switches, resistancer, and gear

ing of the motor to its work are the only points in which

electrical engineering problems arise.

9

burnt gases . The rotating action of the piston is obtained

in the following manner. For all intents and purposes the

connecting rod may be considered as split in two, one portion

of which is rigid , and the other portion is free to revolve.

A tangent wheel on the frontrod is driven by a quick pitch

wheelfixed near the end of the crank pin ; the piston rodis

connected to the piston by means of a universal joint. The

explanatory drawing will probably make the action of the
mechanism clear.

It would seem as if there might be some gain in per

mitting the explosion to take place insidethe piston, rather

than in the cylinder ; the cylinder walls are not thereby

directly affected by the heated gases, neither is the Inbrication

ofthe piston interfered with.

The ordinary ignition tube is employed, the position

being altered in the different sizes. A form of inertia

governor is used , the regulation of the engine being effected

by the hit-and -miss principle.

Probably we shall be able to say something eventually on

the cost of producing electric energy at these small works.

Our thanks are dueto Mr. R. M. Campbell, the works

Royal Institution.-On Friday , the 11th inst ., a lectare

was delivered at the Royal Institution by Dr. J. H. Glad

stone, on the “ Metals used by the Great Nations of Anti

quity,” in which he traced the growthof themetal working
arts from the earliest periods of history . Inconnection

with the occasion,aconversazione tookplaceat the Royal
Institution the same evening, which waswell attended. At

this a number of interesting samples of alloys and rare

metals was on view,including aluminiumfrom the British

Aluminium Company, the well-known Atlas anti-friction

metal, Delta metal, and rare metalsfrom the firm of Messrs.

Johnson, Matthey & Co., including a specimenof uranium ,
valued at £ 7,000.
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NOTES.
.

( Continued from page 222.)

Obituary:-Oar American exchanges record the death of

Mr. O. B. Shallenberger, which occurred on January 24th,

at the early age of 38. In 1884 he resigned from the U. S.

Navalservice, and devoted, from that time forth, his whole

attention to electrical science. In the same year he joined

the electric light department of the Union Switch and Signal

Company of Pittsburg, and in 1885 he tookcharge of the

setting up and operation of the Gaulard & Gibbs apparatus

imported from Europe by Mr. Westinghouse. At this time

his practical acquaintance with alternating currents began.

After Stanley's experiments at Great Barrington, Mass., and

other experiments conducted at Pittsburg by Mr. Shallen

berger, the alternating current system was adopted, the

Westinghouse Companywas organised and Mr. Sballenberger

was appointed chief electrician . Mr. Shallenberger was oneof

the earliest to apply the theories then known abont alter

Dating carrents to practical operation. A contemporary

remarks that he was the first in America to succeed in

coupliog alternating current generators in multiple. The

system used for incandescent street lamps in series, with a

shant of high self-induction around each lamp, was one of

his early inventions. Probably his most beautiful concep

tions are exhibited in his electric measuring instruments.

Mr. Shallenberger was consulting engineer for the Westing

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, and also

organiser and president of the Colorado Electric Power

Company.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr. J. B. Chapman ,

acting principal technical officer of the Engineer- in

Chief's Office, General Post Office. Mr. Chapman ,who was

an old and valued servant of the department, was well

known in connection with high-speed automatic working,

many improvements which have been made in this system

having been largely due to his initiation.

The Telephone and the Electric Tramway Wires

in South Staffordshire . - On Wednesday, at the Walsall

County Court, before his Honour Judge Griffith, the National

Telephone Company, Oxford Street,London, were sued by

Messrs. Bedworth & Son, merchants, of 10, Mill Street,

Great Bridge, for £37 48., the price of a horse, the death of

which was caused by one of the company's telephone wires

giving it a fatal shock. Mr. Ensor appeared for the com

pany, and claimed that the South Staffordshire Tramway

Company should be joined with them as defendants, as they

were jointly liable. Mr. Disturnal appeared for the

tramway company, and Mr. Parfitt represented the

plaintiffs. The case was not gone into, but the facts

were stated to be that a man in the employ of the

telephone company was engaged in repairing one of the wires,

andthat while so engaged the wire fell across another wire,

the latter belonging to the tramway company. This sent

through it a currentwhichmade the man drop the wire, and

after it hadfallen plaintiffs' horse became entangled in it,

and was fatally shocked . Mr. Ensor arged that the tramway

company werebound to insulate their wires, andas they had

failed to do this, they were really responsible forthe accident.

Mr. Disturnal submitted that to make a third party liable

in such a case, liability to indemnify must be shown. His

Honour held that the falling of the telephone wire on the

tramway wire wasatrespass,and that thetramway company

could not be held liable for that. He therefore dismissed

the action against that company with costs. Mr. Parfitt

said that, after Mr. Ensor's argument, there could be no

defence against plaintiffs' claim ,as the parties hadagreed

that the damageswere £85 48. 6d. He asked his Honour

for judgment for that som . Mr. Epsor said his only defence

was, that it was the electricity passing from the tramway

wire to the telephone wire which had caused the man to drop

it, and it was in that wire that the horse wasentangled . He

submitted to his Honour that if he were holding a cannon

ball, and someone struck his arm and caused him to drop

the ball on another person's toes, the man who struck the

blow would be liable. This was a similar case. His Honour

declined to give judgment on hypothetical cases, but said the

telephone company had no right to let their wire rest on the

tramway company's wire . Mr. Ensor said that, under the

circumstances, he must submit to judgment, which was there

fore given for£85 48. 6d . and costs.

Lectures. - On the 7th inst., Dr. O. Lodge lectured at

Leicester, under the anspices ofthe Literaryand Philosophi

cal Society, on “ Electric Oscillations." Dr. Lodge said

that much remained to be done before the wireless

telegraph ” system could be made of practical utility. It

was possible to telegraph through obstacles, but these

offered more or less resistance. A message bad been sent a

distance of 9 miles in Germany and 15 miles in England by

means of this system ,and at present it was unknown up to
what distance it was of use .

Mr. T. B. Murray, Glasgow , on Monday last week,

lectured to the members of the East of ScotlandEngineering

Asociation on “ Electric Motor Carriages ." The lecturer,

in bis opening remarks, stated that to Edinburgh belonged
the distinction of having produced the first electric carriage,

whichwas built by aMr. Davidson about the year 1842.

Mr. Murray explained the advantages of the Johnston

Murray patent motor for this class of work. At the con

clusion of his paper the lecturer showed a series of lime-light

views, depicting a few historical vehicles and the latest

types of American, French, and English electrical road

carriages.

On the 7th inst., at the Royal College of Science, Dablin,

Mr. W. Brown, B.Sc., commenced a series of 15 lectures on

" The Practical Application of Electricity .

Prof. Wertheimer lectured at the Merchant Venturers'

Technical College on “ Wireless Telegraphy " on 5th inst .,

and will repeat the lecture and experiments on March 2nd.

At a meeting of the Manchester Geological Society on

8th inst., Mr. Bigg -Wither read a paper on " Electrical Shot
firing in Mines ."

Prof. John Milne, F.R.S., delivered a lecture at the

London Institution, Finsbury Circus, a few days ago, on

" GeologicalChanges Beneaththe Ocean."

Prof. 8. P. Thompson, president of the Wolverhampton

Literary and Scientific Society, will deliver his presidential

addressat the Agricultural Hall, on February 24th, his sub

ject being “ The Coming of the Electric Horse." ' He will

be afterwards entertained at a supper at the Star andGarter

Hotel, to whichthe mayor andthe local membersof Parlia

ment have been invited .

Presentations to Mr. H. C. Fischer. — Mr. H. O. Fischer,

C.M.G., who retires from the Post Office service at the end

of the month, took formal leave of the officialson Thursday last

week, at St. Martin's -le -Grand . Among the presentations

from the variousdepartments were thefollowing :-Silver

candelabra from Mr. Fischer's personal staff and the con

trolling and supervising officers (male and female ), past and

present, of the Central Telegraph Office ; three silver fruit

dishes, with inscription and monograms, from personal

friends in other branches of the Post Office ; a brown leather

Gladstone dressing bag, containing silver -stoppered cut-glass

bottles and silver-mounted fittings ; a silver cigar box (cedar

wood lined ) bearing an engraved centre piece representing

a cable with ends showing, presented by the officers of the

late Submarine TelegraphCompany who were transferred

to the service of the Post Office in 1889 ; & smoker's cabinet,

of polished coromandel wood, with silver fittings, from

membersof the male staff of the Central Telegraph Office ;

and a silver vesta box, bearing initials H. C.F.and date,

from Mr. Fischer's head messenger and his assistant. Mrs.

Fischer was presented with a handsome diamond ruby and

pearl bracelet.

The Institution of Civil Engineers. - On Tuesday

next papers will be read on "The Theory, Design, and,

Practical Working of Alternate-Current" Motors,” by
Llewelyn B. Atkinson, Assoc .M.Inst.C.E., and " Dublin“

Electric Tramways," by H. F. Parshall, M.Inst.C.E.

-The Ferraris Memoria ), — The German fund in aid of

the proposed memorial to the late Galileo Ferraris amounts

to £ 190 . Of this sum, Dr. Kittler has collected £68, whilst

the remainder comprises contributions obtained through the

efforts of the editors of the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift.
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Ingenious “ Booster " Connections . - Mr. James F.

Austin, of Philadelphia, writing to the Street Railway

Journal, says: — “ Making the most of things," is the street

railway man's watchword now-a-days, and the man who

really can make the most of things generally comes out

pretty near the top. In a power house not long since, I

found a very ingenious arrangement of the generators,

whereby one, or three, might be used as the very fluctuating

travel demands. In thedrawing, the line is shown, the

several divisions beirg designated as follows: a and b ,

brancher; c, main line, and d an extension of the main line

three miles long and beginning about five miles fromthe

main power station in which were three units; f, a modern

direct connected generator running at 90 revolutions per

minute, and having an output of 1,300 or 1,400 amperes.

The smaller generators, g and h, were of the type of five or

six years ago. At e, another station was located which could

start one of the older & nerators at will. This company

operates about 160 cars, and bas a seaside resort at the end,

Behr's Lightning Express. - Mr. F. B. Behr informs

the Times that the Belgian Government has named a com

mission composed of the following engineers inthe service

of the State railways :-M . E. Gerard , engineer -in -chief and

Chef du Cabinet of the Minister of Railways (president),

M. A. Degraux and M. Flamasche, engineers- in -chief of the

State railways, and M. Robert, engineer of the State railways

( secretary), for the purpose of carrying out a series of

important experiments on Mr. Behr's lightning express

railway, constructed for that purpose in the neighbourhood

of Brussels. Mr. Behr says that in the event of the report

of the commission being in every way satisfactory, the

Government would agree to the building of an important

line on bis system . A syndicate has been formed in

Brussels, consisting principally of some of the leading

bankers in that town, who are providing the money for the

purpose. The experiments will begin towards the end of

this month, and are expected to last about three months.

b

9 h

Cost of Steam in 1870 and 1897.--One the best papers

recently read before the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers ( says the Scientific American ), was presented by

Mr. F. W. Dean, on the decrease in the cost of steam

power between the years 1870 and 1897. This was shown

to amount to nearly 40 per cent. ; 17 per cent. of this

is attributed to the use of multiple cylinder engines, steam

jacketing, higher steam pressure and superheatingthe steam .

Five per cent. is due to the use of vertical engines, 7 per

cent. to improved boilers, 7 per cent. to economy realised

in heating the feed water, and 2 per cent. is put down

to the credit of improved construction of grates. Taking

the best performances of thetwo periods named, the least

consumption of steam per horse -power per hour in 1870

was 20 lbs. , whereas the best for 1897 was 12 lbs.

ke
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d , and travel varies from a full load for all the units, to a

small load for generator, g. In the main power station,

connections are such that the three generators can all be

operated in multiple, or as travel demands, the line, b, can be

pat on unit, y , and the main line and branch , a, operate

from f and e. By another combination, the generator, h,

can be connected up as booster," and the main line,

clear to and including d , may be operated from unit, f, and

the booster, h , without the use of the generator at e. The

connection of the generator, h, is through the switch, i

(shown in detail), and when the lever, i, is thrown in con

tact with j, the generator is running in multiple with the

otbere, but when the lever is thrown to k , the connections

are such that the machine becomes a " booster ," and works

in that capacity with whatever feeders may be connected

with it. The switch connections are such that either of the

branches can be “ boosted ” or isolated to a single generator

at will.

2

Electric Radiation . - Prof. Chunder Bose has commu

nicated two papers to the Royal Society on experiments

with electric radiation . It will be within the memory of bis

recent audience at the Royal Institution that a particolar

feature of his work in this subject is the reduction of the

size of the apparatus employed to that of ordinary optical

instruments. He bas effected this by using oscillations of

wave lengths much shorter than were employed by Hertz or

Fitzgerald, though, of course, enormously longer than those

of visible light. The experiments described refer to the

refraction, and total internal reflection , by glass of electric

radiation. The experiments on refraction were designed to

test the application to glass of Maxwell's relation between

the specificinductive capacity and the refractive index. It

was found to be 2.04 for the wave length employed (that for

visible light being about 1.5 ), wbich would make the induc

tive capacity 4:16. Different observers are said to have

assigned to the inductive capacity of glass of various kinds

values lying between 2-7 and 9.8. Hopkinson's figures,

given by Prof. Everett , range oply from 6:57 to 10.1 . Th

second set of 'experiments was mainly directed to ascertain

ing the minimum air distance between two parallel surfaces

of gl488 which would produce total reflection, and appear to

have given very precise and satisfactory results. in both

sets the oscillator used was the form in wbich a small cen

tral sphere is placed between two small spherical beads, the

receiver being a Branly tube. The principal difficulcy with

the apparatuswas so to shield the receiver that it should be

affected only by radiation from one particular direction, and

we may refer our readers to Prof. Bose's papers for the details

of the way in which this was met.

Petroleum Fuel . — The Scientific American remarks that

it is gratifying to learn that the experiments which the

Bureau of Steam Engineering is carrying out in the Stiletto

in the use of liquid fuel are meeting with complete success.

The great advantages of liquid fuelare, that it may be run

into the bunkers or tanks by gravity, thus doing away with

the tedious and costly loading by hand . It can be brought

into the furnaces without bandling, thus reducing the

number of stokers, and it produces no ashes. A ton of oil ,

moreover, contains about twice as much beating power as a

ton of coal, and hence the amount of fuel supply maybe

doubled without adding to the weight of the vessel. With

a combination of liquid fuel and the turbine in the same
vessel, we may look for some great developments in the pre

sent Government experiments.

>

a

:

Informations - Thefollowing note from a correspondent

speaks for itself :- “Kindly favour me in asking some one of

our numerous readers to give as a few practical bints on the

drum bar wound armatures, evolute end windings, the best

means in conecting up the joints. You will extreemly

oblige C. W."

The Brighton Engineer. - The condition attached to

Mr. Arthur Wright's appointment as manager of the

Brighton Corporation Electricity Works, requiring him to

give his whole time to the duties of that office, has been

waived , and Mr. Wright will be permitted to take private

practice as an advising electrical engineer to other companies

or corporations outside the borough .

Heat and Mechanical Work . - The highly interesting

article by Marcel Deprez,wbich appears on page 239, was

communicated by the author to the Revue Générale des

Sciences,

Accumulator Traction on Common Roads.-Before

the Self -Propelled Traffic Association on March 29th, Mr.

J. T. Niblett will read a paper on “ Recent Improvements in

Accumulators, and in their Application to Traction on Com
won Roads."
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Comparison Between Horse -Keep and Motor-Keep.

-The Automotor and Horseless Carriage Vehicle extracts the

following interesting comparison made by M. D. Creuzao,

President de l'Automobile Bordelais, in La France Auto

mobile :

Daily Keep of Two Horses.

Food, hay, & c . 5.0

Litter 1.0

Smith
0.30

Harness 0.50

Rent of stable 0.50

Veterinary, & c.; repairs to carriage, stable and harness 1.16

Kruger, the Father of Arts and Inventions.—The

Government fees in the Transvaal have not, up to the

present, been very high ; they have now been increased by

the Law, and inventors will have to pay :

£ 8. d .

At the deposit of the application 1 1 0

At the deposit of an objection 2 2 0

At issuing a certificate by the Commission 1 1 0

For sealing and signiag the Letters Patent ... 5 0

Before the expiration of the term of 3 years 20 0 0

5 to 8 years 100 0

8 to 11 years 150 00

200 0 0

U .. ...

Francs.

... 0

0

...

»

14 years1 91

Total 8 45... ... ...

Daily Cost of an Automotor Vehicle .

Daily journey, 30 miles.

6 litres petrol

Oil, waste, & c .

Repairs

Use of rubber tyres, & c .

The preamble of this new fiscal law is exquisite. Whereas

it is desirable to encourage the working of new and lawful

inventions, by granting to the inventor, for a fixed period ,

the exclusive right to exploit his own invention for his own

benefit. President Kruger has a peculiar way of

encouraging the inventors !

Francs.

2.10

0.15

1.00

1.25...

Total 4.50... ... ...

Daily saving by using an automotor, 3.55 francs.

The editor of the Automotor advises his readers to turn back

to its issue for October, and read up the article on “ Kelvin's

Law of Economy," and apply the above figures or others to

any given case, a most instructive and accurate conclusion

will be reached , viz , that it is always much cheaper to use an

automotor vehicle.
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North -Western Electrical Association. The sixth

annual convention of this Association was held in Milwaukee

on January 19th, 20th and 21st . Mr. H. C. Higgins

delivered the presidential address. The following were

among the papers read : - “ Practice of Theory," by J. C.

McMyon; " Electric Lighting for Profit,” by Alex. Dow ;

“ Topics of Interest to Central Station Men,” by Lieut.

F. A. Badt; “ Long Distance Transmission , ” byA. Ekstrom ;

“ Present Efficiency of Incandescent Lamps," by J. E.

Randall; “ Physical and Chemical Properties of Volatile

Oils in Boilers," by W. H. Edgar ; “ Electricity in Municipal

Engineering,” by Prof. R.B.Oweds; “ MunicipalSocialism ,

by F. De Land ; " Depreciation," by Prof. Jackson . There

was a long discussion on municipal lighting plants.

Treatment of Consumption by Electricity.-- Accord

ingto Electricity, New York, a well-known physician, Dr.

J. Mouut Bleyer, is said to have discovered a method of

curing consumption by the use of the electric current.

Dr. Bleyer's system is based on the well-known principle

that electricity can be made to act as a purifyingagent by

virtne of the ozone which, under certain conditions, it

gives forth. Dr. Bleyer revivifies the blood of the patient

by giving ozone . He places pads on the patient's chest,

directly over thediseasedpart of the lang, and a pad on the

corresponding point at the back . A current of electricity at

extremely highvoltage is sent directly through the body for

20 minutes or half an hour. Dr.Bleyer doesnot specify the

amount of electricity he uses, fearing that inexperienced

professionals may make the experiment with perhaps fatal

results ; neither doeshe say whether he uses direct or alter

nating currents. It has been proven , it is said , by experi

mentson rabbits, that the electric current really revivifies the

blood by giving it ozone . Advanced stages of consumption

cannot be cured by the Bleyer system , but it is claimed

that sach patients as possess enough of the lung substance

as will carry on the physiological processes are susceptible of

an absolute cure within a reasonable space of time, by the

daily application of the current.

Electric Light Mains . - From the Birmingham Daily

Gazette we learn that, " the defects in the supply of
electric light at Barton -on - Trent were the subject of an

important statement by Alderman Lowe. He said the

committee bad communicated with about 30 other cities and

towns where electric light was used, and had ascertained

that inalmost every case where the Silvertown cables were

used there had been more or less .serious defects and

breakdowns. Through the kind intervention of Lord

Barton, a deputation of the Council had been to London

and had a conference with Mr. Frank Bailey, engineer to

the City of London Electric Lighting Company, and that

gentleman had given them some veryvaluable information,

and theyhoped to beable to get Mr. B siley to visitBarton, and

to advise them on the best remedy. Hehad advised the sub
stitution of the British Insulated Wire Company's cables,

and this, Mr. Lowe estimated would cost from £5,000 to
£6,000.” It is not a little curious that the article in oar

leading pages this week should have a direct bearing upon

thesubjectof mains, and the above note gives very striking

evidence that we have struck the keynote of a matter of vital

importance to electricity supply companies.
We are

aware that the manager and engineer of the Gas and

Electric Light Works, Burton -on -Trent, issued a cir
cular letter to various engineers throughout the country,

in which he complained of the trouble he was experiencing
with high tension mains of Silvertown make, and asking

for answers to a set of questions which would be treated as

confidential. Perhaps Mr. Ramsden will be good enough to

communicate to as the replies he received to his circular,

as we are desirous of investigating this matter; or if the
engineers with whom Mr. Ramsden communicated will send

us copies of their replier, we shall be glad to receive them ,

absolutely in confidence. It would be interesting also to

learn whether Mr. Frank Bailey had advised the substitution
of another kind of cable for those of Silvertown, on the

strength of a personal examination and test ! Finally, we wish

to ascertain whether the mains complained of in 30 cities

and towns were jointed and laid bythe Silvertown employés,
how many years they have been laid, and whether before or

after the Board of Trade regulations? We hold no brief, it
is scarcely necessary to say, for any cable or other firm ; but

we cannot forbear entering a protest against a line of policy
which geems to have beenorganised for the express parpose

of producing a " scare " in rubber cables.

>

Reis Memorial.- The Physikalische Verein of Frank

fort-on -the-Maine propose to erect a memorial to the late

Philipp Reis,the inventor of the telephone. The society, of

which" Dr. Petersen is the president, have appointed a com

mittee to further the scheme, the carrying out of which is
estimated to cost about £ 1,500.

The Royal Society. — Before this society yesterday after

noon the following papers were down for reading:-Prof. A.

Gray, F.R.S., and Prof. J. J. Dobbie, “ On the Connection

Between the Electrical Properties and the Chemical Com

position of Different kinds ofGlass ; ” Dr. E. Taylor, “ On

the Magnetic Delormation of Nickel. "

3

Multiphase Work . - We learn from a Glasgow daily that

a handsome new beam and girder shop has been erected at

Glengarnock. It is being driven electrically by Mr. Walter

Dixon, of Glasgow, on the multiphase system .

Furthcoming Book . – Messrs. Crosby, Lockwood & Son

announce that the work on “ Submarine Telegraphs : their

History, Construction, and Working, " by Mr. Charles

Bright, F.R.S.E. , will be published very shortly. The sub

scription price ceases to apply on the date of publication.

Subscription orders should reach them not laterthan Mon

day, February 28th.
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the development of the ' riding habit ' in American munici

palities through the introduction of electric traction has been

one of the marvels of the American financial world . Sooner

or later this feature will, of course, be understood more

generally abroad, but meanwhile conservatism ' will, no

doubt, plame itself upon its wisdom , wbile somewhat

forgetful of certain advantages of ' progressiveness.'

Portable Tools. We have pointed outthat electricity is

working in the direction of portable tools where the work is

large. Machinery illustrates a very convenient portable

boring and drilling machine by the Newton Tool Works of

Philadelphia. This machine hasa base with slide, carrying

a stout post. The post carries a horizontal spindle. There
are twomotors in the machine ; one drives the machine and

the feed, the other serves simply to raise and lower the head

upon the post. The boring bar is driven by asteel worm and
phosphor bronze wheel, triple threaded. Å lifting shackle

is provided for the crane book to take. The machine is

specially adapted for the drilling of the large yokes of

motors and dynamos, but is, of course, applicable to any

other work . It is a good sample of the new departure in

toolmaking, which electricity has brought about, and which
would have hardly been practicable - scarcely, indeed ,

possible without the new agent of transmission .

The Shannon Water -Power Scheme. - The Times for

Monday contains some particulars of this scheme. A meet

ing of riparian promoters and others interested in the

fisheries of the Shannon was held on Saturday to consider

the scheme, from which the promoters anticipate important

results in the public electric lighting of various centres in

Ireland. The scheme, in which Lord Lurgan,Sir Gerald

Dease, and other gentlemen are concerned, is for the erection

of electric worksand machinery at Landscape, on the Clare
side of the Shannon, below Castleconnel, the intake for the

supplyof water for the turbines being between Castleconnel

and O'Brien's Bridge. The canal, & cutting of some two

miles in length, will convey 55,000 to 60,000cubic feet of

water per minute for the turbines during the 10 hours of

each day that they are to be worked. To meet any defici.

ency of the volume of water in the summer months, and

during seasons of drought, the syndicate proposes to store

water at Lough Allen, which has an area of 9,000 acres, the

60,000 cubic feet of water required to work the machinery

being by this means available , without possible detriment to

other interests, when it could not be had through the ordi

nary flow from the river. Other safeguards are also men

tioned , and the syndicate states that it is prepared to compen

sate any injury proved to be done to the fisheries by the

contemplated works. Lord Massy presided at the meeting,

and there was a large attendance, including Lord Largad,

Sir Gerald Dease, Mr. H. C. Fuller, engineer oftheproposed

scheme, Mr. V. W. Brown, and Mr. Fitzgerald, C.E. Mr.

Faller explained the details of the scheme, which was sub

jected to criticism from several gentlemen present. Lord

Largan asked those present to look on that as a preliminary

meeting, and to arrange for conferring with him and his

colleagues after & reasonable time bad elapsed, and when the

details were more advanced. The enterprise was a very large

one , he might say a national enterprise, and it should not

be lightly cast aside. A further meeting will be held at an

earlydate.

Stone- Throwing at Telegraph Wires . - The Education

Department, Whitehall, has been circularising the corre

spondents of schools on the great damage done to telegraph

wires and insulators through mischievous stone -throwing.

The following circular, which was issued in 1875 and 1883,
is again being sent out :-" The Duke of Richmond is in

formed that so much damage is done to postal telegraph

lines by stone -throwing, that her Majesty's Postmaster

General is compelled to put the law in force against offenders.

Most of thedamage is caused by mischievous persons ; bat

it is found that much injury is done by school boys, who do

not think they are doing any great harm ,and are not aware

that they render themselves liable to imprisonment, and

perhaps to flogging. You are hereby requested to be good

enough to cautionthe children in your school against throw

ing stonesat the telegraph lines, and to impress upon them

the risks they run , and the great expense, trouble and annoy

ance they cause by so doing .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

99

Rochdale Electric Company, Limited (55,887 ).

Registered January 31st, with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares, to adopt

an agreement with W. D. Watson , and to carry on the business of

electricians, suppliers of electricity, electrical engineers, electrical

apparatus manufacturers, &c. The subscribers (with one share each )

are :-W .D. Watson, Falinge Road, Rochdale, silk manufacturer ;

R.T. Golding, 25, Cambridge Road, Seaforth, Liverpool, chartered

accountant ; T. Snape, J.P., The Gables, Croxteth Road, Liverpool ;

T. Watson, Carr Hill, Rochdale, silk manufacturer ; Miss M. G.

Lendrun ,5, Croxteth Road , Liverpool ; Mrs.M. M. Watson, Lydstep,

Falinge Road , Rochdale ; R. Watson, Oak Cottage, Shawclough, silk

manafacturer. The number of directors is not tobe less than two nor

more than four. The first are T.Snape and W. D. Watson. Quali

fication , £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered

by C. Doubble, 14, Serjeant's Inn, E.C.

Warrington and District Electric Light and Power

Company,Limited (55,890 ).- Registered January 31st with capital

£ 2,000, in £1 shares, to adopt a certain agreement and to carry onthe

business of electricaland mechanical engineers and contractors, elec

tricians, suppliers of electricity, iron andbrass founders, & c. The

subscribers (with one share each) are :-R .W.Francomb,Wilderspool,

near Warrington, merchant; W. H. Robinson, 49, Wilson Patten

Street, Warrington, secretary ; J. Cannell,AcademyStreet, Warring

ton, physician ; A. Curran, Grappenhall, Chester, civil engineer; A.

Polley, Wilderspool Road, near Warrington, gentleman ; E. W.

Francomb, Wilderspool Road, near Warrington, student; C. L.
Clarke, ?, South Parade, Manchester, electrical engineer. Table

" A " mainly applies. Registered office, 117, Sankey Street, War

rington ,

Electrical Works Company, Limited (55,892).

Registered February 1st with capital £ 10,000 in £1 shares, to carry

on the business of electricians, mechanical engineers, suppliers of

electricity, and manufacturers of electrical apparatus. The sub

scribers (with one share each ) are :-W. M. M. Forwood, 15, Union

Court, Liverpool, solicitor ; C. O. Grindrod, 11, Knowsley Road, Rock

Ferry, Chester, gentleman ; A. E. Haptie, 6, Durham Road, Seaforth ,

Liverpool, clerk ; F. W. Lintern, 104, Northbrook Street, Liverpool,

A. Rackley, 8, York Road, Seacombe, Chester ,clerk ; R. Smith,

jun ., 14, Bramham Gardens, South Kensington, gentleman ; J. T.
Downes, 8, Marlborough Villas, Wimbledon, clerk. The number of

directors is not to beless than two nor more than seven ; the sub

scribers are to appoint thefirst. Registered by F. J. Leslie & Co.,

15 , Union Court, Liverpool.

Perth Electric Lighting Company, Limited (55,898).

-Registered February 1st, with capital £ 1,000 in £1 shares, to carry

on at Perth , W.A., or elsewhere, the business of electricians, me

chanical engineers, suppliers of electricity, and electrical appar
manufacturers. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-E.

Pope, St. Stephen's Chambers, Telegraph Street, E.O., gentleman ;

J. Doyle, 22, Brompton Square, 8.W., gentlemen ; J. D. Mackenzie,

12, Redcliffe Square, S.W., gentleman ;G. T. Bean, 257, Winchester

House, E.C., chairman of company; H. J. Dixon, 257, Winchester

House, E.C. , secretary ; J. J. Daynes, 22, Graham Road, Lower

Edmonton, gentleman ; F. R. Wolseley, Elmwood, Catford , S.E.,

gentleman. Table " A " mainly applies. Registered by Williams

and Neville, Winchester House, E.C.

6

Early Electric Tramway Practice in the States.

We quote the following editorial from the Street Railway

Journal: — “ In the discussion of Philip Daweon's paper on

Electric Traction ' before the (London ) Institution of Elec

trical Engineers, one of the speakers is reported to have

denounced with vigoar and point • American haphazard

methods. Their standards are no standards at all ; they go

full speed ahead, and thenhave to go astern .' Thereis pos

sibly some basis for this criticism . Nearly the entire burden

of experimentation in electric traction has fallen apon

America, and it is inevitable that there should have been

much duplication of plant in the progress of an industry

from birth to what we might call now , perhaps, middle age.

Nevertheless, there is one element in the case which is too

frequently overlooked by the more conservative engineers

and tramway managers both here and abroad, and that is,

that the pioneers in the industry who have gone ahead

courageously and put in the bestapparatus known at the

time, have frequently made enough money by doing so to

parchase moreimproved apparatus as it has come out. This

is true not only where there has been competition, and where

the lines equipped with the better motive power have gained

traffic at the expense of their more conservative competitors,

but also in cities where there has been no competition, for

clerk ;
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Electrical Inventions and Manufacturing Company,

Limited (56,073).— Registered February 12th with capital £ 5,000 in

£1 shares, to adopt an agreement with J. Moores and 8. O. Farrell,

and to carry on the business of electricians, electrical and mechanical

engineers , suppliers of electricity, & c. _The subscribers(with one

share each) are :-8 . 0. Farrell, 15 , Hangiog Ditch , Manchester,

electrical engineer; C. H.Cox, 24, Fern Grove, Liverpool, clerk ;

J. W. Bennett, Tower Cliff, New Brighton, manager; J. W. B. Lock

wood, 22, Trinity Road, Bootle, engineer ; J. Moores, 15, Hanging

Ditch , Manchester, electrical engineer; M. H.Barber, 10, Corpora

tion Street, Manchester, electrical engineer ; J. Woods, Barnage Lane,

Didsbury, Manchester, secretary ; 8. E. Linsell, 33, Holland Road,

Chorlton -cum -Hardy, electrical engineer. The number of directors

is not to be less than two por more than five ; the first are J. Moores

and E. 0. Farrell. Registered by Bowden and Widdowson, 19,

Brazeanose Street, Manchester.

OITY NOTES

Perth Tramways, Limited (55,935) .- Registered

February 4th with capital £ 125,000, in £1 shares, to acquire,'own and

work any concessions, rights and privileges connected withthe con

struction and laying down of tramwaysinPerth, W.A., or elsewhere,

andto equip, maintain and work by electricity,steam , horse, or other

mechanical power suchtramways. The subscribers (with one share

each ) are :-E. Pope, St. Stephen's Chambers, Telegraph Street, E.C.,

gentleman ; J. Doyle,22 , Brompton Square, S.W , gentleman ; J. D.

Mackenzie, Bart .,15, Redcliffe Square, S.W., gentleman ; G. T. Bean,

257, Winchester House , E.C., chairman of company; H. J. Dixon ,

257, Winchester House,EC., secretary ;J. J. Baynes, 22, Graham

Road, Edmonton, N., gentleman ; F. R. Wolseley, Elmwood, Catford,

S.E , gentleman. Registered without articles of association. Regis

teredby Williams & Neville, Winchester House, E.C.

Buenos Ayres and Belgrano Electrical Tramways

Company, Limited (55,957).-Registered February 5th with capital

£ 850,000 in £5 shares (40,000 “ A ” preference, 30,000 " B " prefer

ence, and 100,000 ordinary ), to adopt agreementswith the Buenos

Ayres and Belgrano Tramways Company, Limited, and to acquire,

own, and workany tramways,lightrailways, cars, omnibuses, engines,

electrical plant, & c., in the Argentine Republic, or elsewhere. The

subscribers (with one “ B ” preference share each ) are :-H. Dizon,

jan ., 6 , Vale Road, Finsbury Park , N., gentleman ; G. Proctor, 100,

Harberton Road, Whitebal Park , N., gentleman ; P. H. Lyne, 7 ,

LedburyRoad, South Croydon , gentleman ; A. 8. Farmer, Holmside,

Arkley, Herts., gentleman , B. J. Tunbridge, Eden House, South

Woodford, gentleman ; B. G. Gouk, 3, Inderwick Road,Hornsey, N.,

gentleman ; E.Temple, 30, Byron Avenue, East Ham ., E , gentleman.

The number of directors is not to be less than four por more than

Beven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first ; qualification, £ 500 ;

remuneration £ 1,500 per annum , and 10 per cent. of the net profits,

after paying 5 per cent.per annum on all Bhares dividend . Registered

by Ashurst& Co., 17, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.

La Capital (Extensions) Tramways Company,

Limited (55,966 ).- RegisteredFebruary 7thwith capital £ 100,000 in

£1 shares, toacquire, work, and turntoaccount a concession for the con

struction and working of tramway lines froma point on the system of

LaCapitalTramways, Limited, to Mataderos,inthe Argentine Republic,

and to carry on the business of an electric lightandsupply company.

The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-8. H. Granger, 271, New

North Road, N., clerk ; F. Thursby, 10, Draper's Gardens, E.C.,

solicitor ; C. Hamwerck, 125, Goldhärst Terrace, N.W.,gentleman ;

T. Hinds, 12, The Avenue, Blackbeath , secretary ; G. H.Short, 13,

Cross Street, Hatton Garden, E.C., manager; J. O. Pease, 58, Jermyn

Street, 8.W., advertising expert; J. N. Bartlett, 2, George Villas,

Prince's Road, Romford , clerk . The number of directors isnot to be

less than three por morethan seven . The subscribers are to provide

the first. No qualification ; remuneration as the company may

decide. Registered by Budd & Co., 24, Austin Friars, E.C.

Self - Charging Electrical- Traction Company,

Limited (56,043).- Registered February 10th with capital £ 100 in

£1 shares, to acquire, own and work, anypatents and rights relating

to the production, treatment, storage, application, distributionand

use of electricity, and particularly inrelation to the use ofelectricity

for the purposes of the propulsion of vehicles. The subscribers (with

one share each ) are :-F. S. Gaylor, 74, Stockwell Park Road, Clap

ham , clerk ; T. G. Norris, 6 , Prideaux Road, Clapham , stationer;

P. L. D. Perry, 40, Holborn Viaduct, secretary ; R. W. Smith, 40,

Holborn Viaduct, gentleman ; J. Likeman, 47, Holborn Viaduct,

registrar; W.O.Wheeler, 252, Cornwall Road, Bayswater, clerk ; A.

Burgess, 48, Constance Road, East Dulwich, gentleman. Registered,

without articles of association, by Steadman and Van Praagh, 40,

Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Dennelle & Co., Limited (56,049 ).- Registered

February 10th, with capital £ 10,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the

businessof French art metal workers, brass or metal founders, metal

chasers, silk shade makers, manufacturers of wires, cables, and lines,

electricians, suppliers of electricity, engineers, & c . The subscribers

(with one share each )are :-R. T. Smith , Linford , Essex, gentleman ;

O. M. Escare, 23, Whitfield Street, W., art metal worker ; J. J.

Rawlings, Roselea, Galveston Road, Patney, engineer ; E. J. Nichol

Bon , 1854, Earl's Court Road, 8.W., engineer ;C. E. Fleetwood, 196 ,

High Street, Harlesden, secretary : W. R. Rawlings, 6 , Gartmoor

Gardens, Wimbledon ,S.W., electrician ; W. Helliwell, 230, Amhurst

Road, N.E., gentleman. The aomber of directors is not to be less

than three, nor more than five ; the first are E. M. Escaré, and R. T.

Smith . Qualification, 50 shares. Registered by Tarner & Co., 61,

Carey Street, W.C.

Berrenberg Electric Lamp Syndicate, Limited

(56,054), - Registered February 11th with capital £ 10,000 in £1

shares ( 100 founders ), to acquire, own, and work any inventions for

the manufacture of electric lamps and similar appliances, and to

adopt anagreementwith A. Berrenberg . The subscribers (with ono

share each) are :-G. H. B. Glasier, Edgecombe Hall, Wimbledon

Park, gentleman ;A. Halford , 7 , Pembridge Square, W., gentleman ;

J. Howard, Blomidon Cranes Park , Sarbiton, gentleman ; A. Berren .

berg, 11, Crystal Palace Station Road, Upper Norwood, engineer;

R. J. Preston, 111, Alexander Road, Wimbledon, solicitor; W. J.

Collyer, 13, St. Stephen's Road, Bayswater, solicitor ; J. S. Glasbo,

Ashmere Road, St. Peter's Park, w., clerk . The number of directors

• is not to be less than three pormore than seven ; the subscribers are

to appoint the first ; qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by

the company. Registered by Burton & Co. , 23, Surrey Street,

Strand .

Waterloo and City Railway Company.

Thn eighth half-yearlygeneral meeting of the shareholdersof the above

company was held on Thursday, February 10th , at Waterloo Station,

Mr. Wyndham S. Portal presiding.

The CHAIRMAN Baid it might interest the shareholders to know that

there were now 732 holders, as compared with 669 at the meeting

last August, and with 600 at the meeting in February, 1897. After

referring with regret to the absence, through illaess, of Mr. A. E.

Guest, one of the directors, the chairman said that the report and

accounts were very plain , and could be easily understood by any

shareholder. The accounts as they stood gave satisfactory results,

both as to the rate of expenditure inthe past, andthe probable out.

lay in the future. They had received thewhole of theshare capital

of £640,000, out of which they had expended £ 360,605 down to the

endof June, 1897, and a further £ 113,170 had been spentduring the

past half-year,makingthe total outlay to December31st,1897.£ 473,776.

That total included the sum of £ 25,000 for interest paid to the

shareholders during the construction of the line as authorised by the

Act of incorporation. The principal item of expenditure last half
year- £ 80,037,was made up of £ 76,765 to the contractors for the

works, and £ 3,272 to the engineers for their services. Hé regretted

to say that one of their engineers, Mr. Galbraith , whose services they

valued exceedingly, was very unwell, and bis doctor had forbade bim

to attend the meeting. They had, however, Prof. Kennedy wich

them , who would behappy to give any information that might

be required respecting theengineeringwork . The next large item in
last hall-year's payments was £ 24,839, which was for the

electricalequipment of the railway. The interest and commissio 1

item , £ 3,289, represented the amount chargeable to capital under that

head, after deducting the credit of £1,992 for interest received on

their Parliamentary deposit and their bank account. The probable

fatare outlay of the line was estimated at about £ 103,000, and that

was more than covered by their remaining capital powers, which

amounted to £ 237,890. The sum of £ 8,333 in the accoants was the

amount which the Act compelled them to deduct from their deben .

ture powers, representing one-third of the £ 25,000 which they had

paid for interest out of capital, so reducing their farther loan capital

powers to £ 171,666 - £ 7,046 for interestaccruedand provided forwas

the amount divided among theshareholders for the past hall -year. At

the last meeting he referred to the question of calls,and it was gratity

ing to be able to state that there were no arrears in respect of their

final call, everything having been paid up. The whole of the share

capital having now been fully paid up , they were in a position to

avail themselves of the provisions of the Companies' Clauses Consoli.

dation Act, 1845, and convert the shares of the companyinto a general

capital stock. The directors advised that advantageshould nowbe
taken of those powers , as tending to benefit the shareholders. The

stock would be much more marketable, and in a much more con
venient torm . As regarded the work done in the construction

of the railway, he could not do better than read the short but

interesting reportof the engineers. That report told them that all

the tunnels were finished except a portion of the white glazed tiling

in the up City Station tunnel,andin the inclined approach to the

Central London Company's subways at the Mansion House. In the

down or southern tunnel the permanent way bad been laid from

Waterloo to the cross-over road at the western end of the City

Station ,and in the up or northern tunnel the permanent way had

been laid from Waterloo to the river shaft, and the remaining length

of road laying was in hand. The low level station at Waterloo was

finished, and two of the three communications between the high and

low level stations were finished, and the other one would be ready

by the end of the month . The yard for the terminal sidings at

Waterloo was finished and ballasted, and more than half of the sidings

had been laid . The whole of the permanent way materials for the

sidings were on the ground. In the generating station the first por

tion of the engine and boiler houses is ready for the reception of the

machinery. Two engines had been fixed , and all the boilers were

now in position . Ia addition to the engines mentioned above, the

remaining four machines and the whole of the dynamos were nearly

ready, and the switchboard work and other apparatus for the station

was far advanced. The travelling crane was delivered and in use .

The electrical work in both tunnels was now complete as far as the

river shaft. Beyond theshaft the contractors for theelectrical work

were following on towards the City as quickly as possible, and would

-
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1reach the cross -over road in the down tunnel in about a month . The

rolling stock had been delivered to the London and South -Western

Railway Company, and was now being erected at their Eastleigh

Carriage Works. One train is complete, and was quite ready to be

lowered as soon as the lifts were ready to lower it into the tunnels.

The signallingarrangements had been approved by the Board of Trade.
The contractfor the work had been let, and fixing would shortly be

commenced. The works now remaining to be completed were ( 1)

the permanent way in the up tunnel between the shaft in the River

Thames and the City station, and already 80 per cent. of the perma,

nent wayhad been laid complete. (2) Portions of the platformsand

tiling in theCitystation and inclinedapproach tunnel, and the short

staircase and landiog connecting the inclined tunnel with the up and

down platforms. (3) The remainder of the buildings at the gene

rating station at Waterloo. All the above were expected to be ready

by the middle of March. The large lift for lowering the rolling

stock was making good progress, and was expected to be in working
order on or before February 20th . Of the two temporary exits for

passengers at the Mansion House (pending the completion of the

Central London subways), one was well advanced, and it was hoped

would be ready simultaneously with the completion of the Waterloo

and City Railway. The other was progressing, but its completion

depended upon the levels of the gas and water mains at the eastern

end of QueenVictoria Street, the exact positions of wbich has not

yet been definitely ascertained by the Central London Railway
Company, by whom those outlets were being constructed. It was

to be regretted that the Central London Company's subways

at the Mansion House would not be ready by the time their railway

was finished , and to bring the line into use at the earliest possible

date, temporary exits would be provided . They were disappointed

thatthey had not beenable to commence the new year with the line

open, but that was no fault of the directors or the contractors, nor

of the CentralLondon Company. The underground pipes met with

had created difficulties and delays which were unavoidable. Those

were now disappeariog, and they expected to be able to arrange with

the London and South -Western Railway for bringing the line into

use by the middle or the end of next month. They would,therefore,

shortly be in a position to realise the earning capabilitesof the

railway, and they had every confidence that it would prove of great

public service in providing a convenient and expeditious means of

communication between Waterloo and the City, and that it would be

a safe and profitable investment to those whohad contributed to the

undertaking.

Col. the Hon. H. W. CAMPBELL seconded the motion, and the report

was adopted.

TheCHAIRMAN then submitted a formal resolution providing that

from March lot the whole of the share capital of the company be con

verted into general capital stock and divided amongst the share

holders according to their respective interests.

Col. CAMPBELL seconded the resolution , which was carried.

The retiring directors and the auditor having been re- elected, the

proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the cbairman for

presiding .

Mr. HAYES FISHER, M.P., seconded the resolution , and said that

outside the work which Lord Suffield did in the board room , his per

sonal influence had been of great assistance to the company in other

ways.

The motion was carried .

Mr. WALLACE next proposed the re -election of Mr. Boulnois as a

director, and remarked that he did an immense amount of work in

connection with the company, and he especially looked after the

transfer department.

Sir D. GALTON seconded the proposition , which was agreed to.

Mr. BOULNOIS, in thanking the meeting for his re -election, said he

took a pleasurable interest in the proceedings of the company,of
which be bad been & member since its formation . He had watobed

its rise from infancy to its present position, and any man might be

proud to be associated with a concern which had made such vast

strides during the few years it had been in existence .

The CHAIRMAN also thanked the meeting for his re-election, and

said that he had always devoted a large amount of attention to the

company since he had been on the board . He had been associated

with it from the commencement, and it gave him great pleasure to

seethe progress it had made.

Sir MARK STEWART, Bart., M.P., proposed the following resolution,

of which hehadgiven notice : “ Toat the directors shall be paid out

of the funds of the company by way of remuneration for their

services, the sum of £ 3,000 per annum , or such other sums as the

company in general metting may from time to time determine, and

such remuneration shall bedivided among them in such proportions

and manner as the directors may from time to time decide ” He said

he did not think his task would be a very difficult one seeing the

prosperous nature of the company. They had something like 180

miles of ways, and they paid something like £ 50,000 a year dividend,

and they had an increasingnumber of lamps, so that the prospect

wasthat their profits would continue to increase. Ever since the

company hadbeen started, it had been progressive. The first year

it paid no dividend, but since that time not only had the shares

gone up in value, but there had been a steady rise in the

dividend . The sbares tour times their original

value, owing to the splendid position which the company occupied.
He knew the company bad got a good district to work, but that

would have been no use it they had not been fortunateinobtaining

the services of good directors, and he must say that seeing the

responsibility that was entailed upon them , they had not justly com

pensated them for their labours in the past. The increase in the

value of the shares and in the dividends had not been by great leaps and

bounds, but it had been a steady graduated process, which he hoped

would continue. He was anxious to move that resolution a year ago,

but was asked not to ; but he thought the time had now come when

they really ought to increase the remuneration of the board as he

proposed.

Mr. F. A. WAITE seconded the resolution, and said he did not

think that anybody could say that the present remuneration of

the board was fair or reasonable for the amount of work they had
to do.

The resolation was agreed to , and the proceedings closed with a

vote of thanks to the chairman fur presiding.

were DOW

National Telephone Company.

This company's meeting was held yesterday at the Cannon Street

Hotel.

Mr. J. S. FORBES proposed the adoption of the report in a lengthy

speech, and complimented the shareholders upon the progressive

character of the figures in the accounts. Knowing, as the board did,

the very great difficulties wbich surrounded the company, they felt

that the profits were very satisfactory. The income had increasedover

the previous hall -year by £ 67,600, and the expenses by £37,806,

80 that there was an increased protit balance of £ 23,474.

The report wus adopted.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Limited .

THE ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of this company

was held on Wednesday last at the offices, Eccleston Place, Belgravia ,

Lord Suffield , K.C.B. , in the chair.

The reportand accounts having been taken as read, the CHAIRMAN,

in moving their adoption, said : Gentlemen , the report speaks for

itself, and therefore I won't trouble you with a long speech with

respect to it. I think you will agree with me that there is every

reason to congratulate ourselves on the working of the past year, and

the increase in revenue, which allows us to recommend the payment

of a dividend, which is an addition of 3 per cent. on that of the pre

ceding year. I think we ought to call attention to the fact that we

have bad again to make very large extensionsin all our centres—
Millbaok Street, Eccleston Place, and Davies Street - and you can

well understand that the extensive works at these stations bave put

the working of the business at a great disadvantage. The cost of

generating the supply might have been far less if we had not had to

contend with these difficulties, which arose in consequence of these

extensionsto our works. But perhaps, on the whole, it is satisfactory

as it is. You will see that the supply of current still continues to

iacrease at a satisfactory rate, and, as far as we can judge,

there is no likelihood of a decrease in the number of applica

tions received , for as the old houses in some parts of our district

where no electricity is used are pulled down , they are replaced by

new buildings, in many places by large blocks of Hate, where electric

fittings are put in as a matter of course . I think you will agree with

me that the negotiations with the holders of the founders' shares bas

beensatisfactory, because there is no doubt that it is to the advantage

of all concerned that all the shareholders are now upon the same

footing. I think that arrangement is satisfactory to the proprietors

generally. I do not think there are any other points I can usefully

draw your attention to, but, of course, it any shareholder present has

any questions to ask , I shall be most happy to reply to them . I now

move the adoption of the report and accounts.

Mr. E. BOULNOIS, M.P., seconded the motion , which was carried .

Mr. J. BROWNE MABTIN then moved : “Tbat a dividend be de

clared for the past half-year at the rate of 16 per cent. per annum ,

less income-tax, payable on March 1st, making, with the interim

dividend of 8 per cent., 12 per cent. for the year.'

Sir Douglas GALTON seconded the resolution, which was agreed to.

Mr. R. W.WALLACE, Q.C., in moving the re -election of Lord

Suffield as a director, remarked that he need say nothing concerning

thequalifications of his Lordship, who made an excellent chairman,

under whom he and his colleagues were very pleased to work .

Dublin United Tramways Company ( 1896 ), Limited.

Atthe half-yearly meeting, held on the 8th inst. in the Imperial Hotel,

Dublin, Dr. William Carte, J.P. , presided,and, in moving the adop

tion of the balf- yearly report, gave the following particulars of two

companies which they controlled : TheDablinUnited Company's

results were most satisfactory, showing increased receipts, economic
working, and remarkable freedom fromaccidents. Passengersshowed

an increase of 1,221,502, representing £ 5,028, the average fare being

1.39d. for the horse system , and id. for the electric; 73,376 additional
miles were ron . In November last electric traction was introduced

on the Clontart line from AnnesleyBridge to Dollymount, with satis

factory results. The speed authorised is 10 miles per hour, and no

bitch had occurred. The new power house at Clontart is built on the

mostup -to -date system , with best equipments, and in efficiency quite

equalled any to be seenabroad. Therestrictions as to speed,im

posed by the Board of Trade, very seriously affected their receipts

on the Dalkey electric system . Unfortunately the Board of Trade

had not the power to grant an increased rate of speed, so they had

applied to Parliament, andexpect,in the coming session, to obtain

the same regulations for the Kingstown and Dalkey line as were

approved for theClontart line. Thedelay in extending theelectric
system to Nelson's Pillar, from Haddington Roadon the Dalkey line
and Adnesley Bridge on the Clontart line, has been unavoidable,

owingtothe difficultiesin arranging with the Corporation. Matters
are now , however, settled, and within the next few weeks they hoped

to have the electric cars working in to the city. Toe Rathmines to
the sea line is far advanced. They had applied for an Order in
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B. d.

...

owners will be heldat the disposal of other second debenture holders

who wish to participate in the new scheme beyond their present

holding. Theactual assets of the Epstein Company,after collection

of outstanding accounts, will be approximately £ 2,000 in cash ,

besides :

£

Plant 3,164 175

Stock 3,296 17 11
as nominally valued in

Patents 70,050 00
books on Jan. 1st, 1898 .

While the betore -mentioned offer is under consideration, I desire to

invite competitive proposals which may be productive of better

results, and I shallbe glad to give anydesired information with a

view tothe receipt of ulcerior proposals before closing withthe one

received, which will be open for acceptance till February 26th . "

}
...

Council to admit of additional lines being constructed in the city

and suburbs. Their offer totake over the electric lighting of the

city had attracted much public attention . The company considered,

from the opportunities at their disposal in being able to use the

power stations at night for lighting purposes, they would be in a

position to carryout this propositionwithadvantage to the company

and to the ratepayers. But, as it could only be done with

the consent and approval of the Corporation, nothing could be

done at present. Their application to Parliament for electric

powershad been defeated as far as the city and the principal

townships were concerned, and the township of Rathmines

was promoting a Bill for the expropriation and dismemberment of

the tramway system . In considering the present prices of shares

they must contrast the position of the company now with what

it was at the time when the company was formed . Then they had

been unsuccessful in getting electric powers; were threatened with

dismemberment by the Rathmines Commissioners; doubts were cast

on the titles to our lines ; and they were harassed on every side.

Since then they had got electrical powers over the whole city and

suburbs ; they have a certainty of all their lines for 42 years, with 30

per cent. tobe added to their then value if the local authorities

should decide to purchase the tramways at the end of that period .

Thepublic enlightenment on the economy and other advantages of

electric tramways bad also tended to enhance the price. None of

these conditions existed when the company was formed, nor did they

seem even probable of fulfilment; and , under all the circumstances,

they claimed that they could not have done better for the sbare

holders of the old company than by securing them in a position

which has enhanced thevalue of their shares by 50 per cent., unless

they were prepared for their whole project breaking down at its

inception.

Newcastle and District Electric Lighting Company.

The directors report that the supply of current continues to give

satisfaction to the company's consumers, the unitssoldlast year being

more than five times the quantity sold in 1890, the first year of the

company's operations. The installations connected to thecompany's

maing during the year are equal to 4,400 10 -candle-power lamps,

bringing thetotal up to about 32,600, and 612,969 units of electrical
energy have been supplied, as against 541,139 units supplied in 1896.

Daringthe past year, 3,006 yards of main and branch pipiog have

been laid , together with 4,938 yards of main and branch cable . The

gross earnings during the year amount to £ 5,684 198. 1d ., and after

paying interest and making provision for reciation and reserve

funds,the directore are able to recommend a dividend of 5 per cent.

for the half-year ending September 318t ( less income-tax ), which,

together withthe interim dividend paid in August last, makesthe

dividend 71 per cent. for the year.
Cuba Submarine Cable Company.

THE hall-yearly meeting of this company was held on Wednesday at

the offices of the company. Mr. C. W. PARISH, who presided, com

paredthe expenses of the six months under review with those that

arose in the similar period of 1896 , and the differencewas practically

£578 in favour of 1897. Alluding to the serious falling off in traffic

receipts, which was referred to in the report, the CHAIRMANsaid that

had been principally due to the loss on the French traffic. The share
holders would havebeen fully prepared for that resul:, for theywere

clearly warned last year that the French traffic would eventually go

by the new cable from Hayti to New York. A still more serious

competitor was the cable between Bermuda and Jamaica, which

completed the Bermuda and Halifax route . The chairman then

dweltupon the changes that hadtaken placesince the inception of the

Cuba Company, and referred to the loss of income that would accrue

to them beingcompelled to reduce their rates in consequence of the

British Governmentinsisting upon a 3s. rate on the New Bermuda

line. After referring to a difference that bad arisen between their

allies, the West India and Panama Company, and themselves, the

resolution for the adoption of the report was passed by the meeting.

The National Electric Supply Company.

The ordinary general meeting of this company was held last week

at Preston, Mr. H.Booth, J.P., in the chair.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoptionof the reportand accouots,

said it was a great pleasure to all the directors to be enabled to

recommend a dividend which would be satisfactory to the share

bolders. Nearly four miles of additional mains had been laid during

the year, and £ 4,560 was spent on capital account. An alternating

plant bad been fixed at the works to supply current to Ashton and

outlying districts, and an equivalent of 5,000 8 -candle-power lamps
hadbeen added . The expenses incurred in the reduction of capital

had been charged to the revenue account for the year. He hoped

that in the future the company would be enabled to materially reduce

the price of current to consumers.

Mr. E. PYKE seconded the adoption of the report, and said they

looked forward to a very good result for the present year.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

A dividend of 63. per share to be paid on the ordinary shares was

then adopted.

The Northampton Electric Light and Power

Company, Limited .

The annual report to be presented at the annual meeting of share

holders on February 24th, 1898 , states that the directors are again

able to present a favourable report to the shareholders, notwithstand

ing several circumstances, but for which the company's progress
would have been even more marked . The engineers' strike occa

sioned much delay and inconvenience, and it is fortunate that no
mishap occurred duriog the busiest season . It became necessary, in

view of continued difficulties with the local gas company, to appeal

to arbitration on the question of the removal or alteration of gas

service pipes, which interfered with the construction of this com .

pany's calverts on the safest and most approved plan. The Board of

Trade arbitrator has granted the facilities asked for, but at the ex

pense of valuable time, and a resulting loss of revenue. The new

system of charging for current has been much appreciated, and will

conduce to the advantage of both the companyand its customers.

The special rebate to consumers duriogthe past year bas amounted
to no less than £ 488 . The immediate result of this is a loss of

income; but the use of electricity for lighting and motive purposes

has been so popularised, that the tendency cannot be otherwise than

beneficial. The ordinary charge for current is 8d. per unit ( less

special rebate it shown by the indicator ") ; for places of worship

4fd ., and for motive power 3fd. (the demand in both cases being at
times when the plantis least employed ). Discount is also allowed

for cash. Further developments are taking place at the company's

works. In addition to the two new engines anddynamos referredto

in the last report , one more engine of 240 H.P. has been erected,

with dynamo complete, making in all six engine and dynamo sets.

There has also been fixed a new boiler of a capacity equal to all the

three original boilers combined, with an economiser and other sub

sidiary machinery . Further land and buildings have been acquired,

and an additional boiler house has been erected, with a storage tank

capable of holding 33,000 gallons of water. A supplemental accu

mulator battery has been added. The system ofsupply will be

changed over during the present year from two to " three-wire,”

thereby securing greater efficiency and economy. In view of the

increasing demand for current, further plant has been ordered, con

sisting of boiler, engine and dynamo, all of large capacity. The

mainshave been extended in several directions during the year. The

machinery is maintained in a high state of efficiency .

The balances of the revenue accounts for the past seven years are

shown as follows :

1891 1892 1893 1694 1895 1897

Loss £ 460 Profit £ 308 £536 £762 £819 £ 1,361 £ 1,409

Less depreciation £ 100 £250 £ 500 £ 500

1996

£662 £ 569 £851 £ 909

The Epstein Electric Accumulator Company,

Limited (in Liquidation ).

MR. P. W. NORTHEY, liquidator, receiver, and manager of this com

pany, bas issued the following circular from 28 , Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.:-"As you are probably aware, an action was

instituted in the month of July last on behall of the first debenture

holders, and in such action I was appointed receiver and manager and

have in that capacity continued to carry on the business of the com

pany. Subsequently, an order was made for the compulsory winding

ap of the company,and I was appointed liquidator in such winding

up. An offer has been made for the purchase of the Epstein

Company's assets by a new company, wbich proposes to take over the

business as a going concern . The terms of purchase, while not im

mediately satisfying the entire claim of the first debenture holders

( £6,000 ), givethem such interest in the new company, coupled with

a guarantee of minimum working capital, that the offer is likely to

receive favourable consideration on their part. As to the owners of

the second Epstein debentures,these will have the option of applying

for folly -paid ordinary shares in the new company, not exceeding in

face value the amount of their present holding insecond debentures

at a discount of 60 per cent. Any such options not exercised by

( Shillings andpence omitted ).

The lamps in use (at 8 C.P. each ) during five years have been

4,600, 5,300, 6,130, 8,014 , and 11,084 respectively , motive power

being accounted for as lumps. It will be seen by the net revenue

account that, after paying interest on debentures and temporary

loans to the end of last year, there remains £562 13s. 11d. to be dealt

with. It is now proposed to pay a year's dividendon all the shares

for the year ending December 31st last, viz.: on 6 per cent. prefer

ence shares, £ 232 ; on 5 per cent. preference shares, £65 3s. 8d.; and

on ordinary shares, at the rate of 2 per cent, £ 201 Os 3d ., leaving

£64 10s, to be carried forward. Further shares were issued last year,

viz .: ordinary shares to the number of 710, and 3,000 5 per cent.

preference shares, but the total debenture issue was not increased.

It is now proposed to issue 4,290 further ordinary shares at par, and
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Mr. GEORGE RICHARDSON Reconded the motion, which was unani.

mously adopted, and a dividend was afterwards declared , making

5 per cent. for the year, tax free.

also toraise £ 3,960 in 4 per cent. debentures, which will be issued at

a small premium . The existing shareholders, debenture holders,

and customers of the company will have the first option of taking

these shares and debentures.

Messrs . F. H. Thornton and R. Cleaver retire trom the board in

rotation, and will be proposed for re -election.
Eastern Telegraph Company, Limited .

An extraordinary general meeting of this company was held on Tues

day to consider a resolution to the effect that the regulations of tbe

company bevaried by adding the followingarticles ofassociation, viz .:

85A— " Continuing directors may act notwithstanding any vacancy

in their body ." The objectof the resolution being to provideagainst

the inconvenience arising through the number of directors falling

below the minimum allowed by the articles of association, and to

enable themto carry on the business of the company , including, of

course, the filling up of vacancies.

Therosolutionwas adopted . 1

The India -Rubber, Gatta - Percha and Telegraph

Works Company, Limited .

The directors' report for the year endingDecember 31st, 1897, to be

presented at the 34th ordinary generalmeeting of the shareholders, to

beheld at theCannon StreetHotel, London, on Wednesday,February

23rd , 1898, at 12 o'clock noon , states that after provision for doubttal

debts, a net profit for the past year of £ 41,044 148. yd . Adding

£ 22,128 69. 4d. brought forward, and deducting £ 12,500 interim

dividend paid in July, there remains & disposable balance of

£ 50,673 18. id. The directors recommend the distribution of a

dividend of158. &share, treeof income-tax, amounting to £ 37,500,

making, withtheinterim dividend paid in Jaly, a totalpaymentof
10 per cent. for the year, and leaving £ 13,173 18. 1d. to be carried

forward. There has been little cable work during the year. The

company's general business bas steadily increased , and the steamships

have been moderately employed . The factories at Silvertown and

Persan are in a high state of efficiency. There was a six months'

strike in the engineering departments at Silvertown, which caused

Bome inconvenience and expense , but did not greatly affectthe com

pany's business. The block of buildings in which the Melbourne

Agency was situated was bumt out on November 21st. Other

premises have been taken and new stock has been sent out.

Mr.Darwin retires by rotation, but offers himself for re -election

as a director.

Scarborough Electric Supply Company.

The reportstates that the company continues to make satisfactory

progress. During the past year 32 new customers, and the equivalent

of 2,840 8.C.P. additionallamps have been connected to thecompany's

mains, making a total of 330 customers and 20,067 8 -C.P. lamps con

pected at the present time. To meet these requirements 310 yards

of additional mains have been laid , while the capacity in cables and

transformers has also been correspondingly increased . An adựitional

150 -kilowatt set of generatiog plantbasalso been ordered , but owing

to the strike in the engineering trade, is not yet delivered . During

the past year electric energy tothe amount of 214,044 Board of Trade

units has been supplied to castomers, ata revenne,including meter

rent, of £ 5,179 138. 9d ., as against 179,360 units and £ 4,383 Bs. 11d.

revenue for 1896. The company has made a profit on the year's

working of £2,044 138. Ojd. , as against £ 1,817 88. 8d. in 1896 , adding

the balance of £191 193. 5d. carried from the previous year, there is,
afterpaying income-tax £ 23 28. 8d ., back interest £18 8s., and writing

off thesum of £ 00, being the balance of the preliminary expenses
account, and putting £ 250 to depreciation, a sum of £ 1,845 18. 9 d .

Available for distribution . The directors recommend that this should

beapplied in paying a dividend of 5 per cent (less income-tax ), which

willabsorb £ 1,656 108., leaving a balance of £ 188 118. 9fd. to be

carried forward . It will be observed that, in addition to the £ 100

written off the preliminary expenses account (which is now extin .

guished ), and the £250 put to depreciationaccount, a sum of£ 70 18. 2d.

has further been written off the office furniture and fittingsupon
removal of the offices, making a total of £420 18. 2d. written off and

put to depreciation during the year. Mr. J. W. Woodall, Mr. John

Dale, and Mr. J. Bell Simpson retire by rotation, but are eligible and

offer themselves for re-election as directors. The auditors, Messrs.

Bradley, Davis & Co., chartered accountants, also offer themselves for

re - election .

Stock Exchange Settlements . — The Stock Exchange

Committee has (1) appointed special settling days as under:--

Wednesday, February 23rd : Cape Electric Tramways, Limited

285,157 vendors ' £ 1shares, fully paid, Nos. 1 to 285,157 ; City of

London Electric Lighting Company,Limited - Provisional certificates

for a further issue of 10,000 ordinary shares of £ 10 each , £2 paid,

Nos. 90,001 to 100,000 ; Electric Construction Company, Limited

Further issue of 8,657 7 per cent. cumulative preferenceshares of £ 2

each , fully paid , Nos. 16,344 to 25,000 ; Electrical Copper Company,

Limited - 150,000 6 per cent. camulative preference shares of £1each,

folly paid , Nos. 1 to 150,000. And (2) ordered to be quotedin the

Official List : Barcelona Tramways Company, Limited -Farther

issue of 5,072 ordinary shares, Nos.14,929 to 20,000 ; City of London

Electric Lighting Company, Limited — Provisional certificates for a

further issue of 10,000 ordinary shares, £2 paid, No. 90,001 to 100,000.

Elmore's French Copper Company . - A circular has

been issued to the first mortgage debenture holders of Elmore's

French Patent Copper Depositing Company, Limited, which states

that the directors have received a propusal, alter several weeks' nego

tiations, for the purchaseof the founders' shares of the Société

Française d'Electro Metallurgie, which constitute practically the

main asset of the company . Thesale of these shares will enable the

sumof 6s. in the £tobe paid to the first mortgage debenture holders

indischarge of their debt. In accordance with the provision con

tained in the 10th condition endorsed on the said debentures, &

meeting of the first mortgage debentare holders will be heldat

Winchester House on Wednesday, the 23rd inst., to consider the

propoвal.

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,
Limited . The directors have decided to recommend to theshare

bolders the payment of the following dividends, subject to the com

pletion of the audit :-On the preference shares 68. per share for the

six months ended December 31st, 1897, making, with the interim

dividend already paid , a total distribution of 6 per cent. for the year.

Onordinary shares, Nos. 40,001 to 80,000, £1 per share for the year,

and on ordinary shares, Nos. 80,001 to 90,000 , 10s. 70. persbare for

the year, being a distribution at the rate of 10 per cent. for the

yearended December 31st, 1897. Both dividends will be payable on

March 3rd , 1898.

Brush Electrical Engineering Company. Limited.

The directors have declaredan interim dividend at the rate of 6

per cent. per annum on the preference shares for the half -year

ended December 31st, 1897, payable on March 18th , 1898. The

transfer books will be closedfrom March 2nd to the 16th, 1898 ,

inclusive.

City of London Electric Lighting Company .-- The

transfer books and registers of memberswill be closed Iromthe 16th

inst , to March 2nd, both days inclusive.

TRAFFIO RECEIPTS.

Tramways Union Company, Limited .

A GENERAL meeting of this companywas held atWinchester House

on Tuesday, Mr. E. M. Underdown, Q.C., presided. In moving the

adoption of the report, he said the step they had taken in regard to

one of their tramways was extremely important. It would be satis

factory to them to know that in all probability that portionof their

system which was intended to be worked by electricity would be in

full operation in Jane. If, as they had not the slightest dotabt, the

results of this mode of traction proved to be more efficient and

profitable, the receipts, whichwould provide the means of covering

the outlay they hadincarred for this purpose , would come into ac

count during the remaining half of the coming six months. There

bad been increases in their expenditure at both Bremen and Buc

barest, and the expenditure had not been lessened by the fact that

forage had ruled comparatively high in those cities . At Bremen they

bad practically relaid the system , and otherwise improved it, with

results eminently satisfactory. During the current year they would

reapthebenefit of the improved earnings. The progress ofthe works

at Madrid had been extremely rapid , and the appliances they were

putting down there might be confidently said to be of the best and

most modern kind. Their colleague, Mr. Concanon, bad bestowed

the greatest attention on this matter. Among other things he went

to the United States, and had satisfied himself that in the arrange

ments they had made, they had got the very best materials and

appliances that could be procured. They all knew the great profit
which was obtained by overcoming the mechanical difficulties which

aroge in the earlier stages of the progress of electricity, and he

believed they would be able to work the traffic in Madrid in a very

profitable manner.

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company,Limited. The receipts for the

week endingFebruary 11th , 1898, were £ 2,2968s.9d .; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,120 15s. 5d . ; increase, £ 175 8s. 4d .

The Olry and Bouth London Railway Oompany. Theroovipta for the week ending

February 18th , 1898, wore£ 1,058 ; wook onding February 14th , 1897, £ 1,062;

decrease £4 ; total rooeiptsfor ball-year, 1898, £ 7,514 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £ 7,679 ; deoreale, £ 159.

TheDover Corporation Electric Tramways. The receipts for the week ending:

February 5th , 1898, £101 Os. 5d .; total receipts , February 5th ,1898, 4588

Os.8d. The traffic returns for weekendingFebruary12th, 1898,4105 8s. 6d.;

total receipts, February 12th , 1898, 2643 6s. 2d .

The Dublin Tramways Company. The receipts for week ending, February 11th,

1898 , £ 376 9s. 5d . ; corresponding week last year, £ 493 13s. 5d.; decrease

£ 58 4s. ; passengers carried, 64,846 ; corresponding week last year, 68,108 ;
aggregate to date , £ 2,478 58. 8d .; aggregate to date last year, £ 2,469 9s. ;

increase to date, £14 16s. 8d .; mileage open , 8 miles,

The LiverpoolOverbond Rallway Company. The rooeipts for the week ending

February 13th , 1898 ,amounted to 41,880 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,219 ; inoroase, 6161.

The Wostern and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . The receipt for
who wook anding February lith , 1898, stirer deducting 19 por cont of the

grou receipts payable toiboLondon Platino Brasilian Telegraph Dom .

pany, Limited, were £8,146.
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Business done
Brook

Closing Olosing during
Pregent Dividends foror

RAMA , Quotation, Quotation, week ended
issue, Share the last three years, Feb , 9th . Feb. 16th Feb. 16th ,

1
1898 .

1895 . 1897. Highest. Lowest.

137,4002 African Direct Teleg .,Ltd.,4 % Deb . 2004 % 100 -104 100 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph , Limited , shares ... 10 6-7 6 - 7

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red. 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

923,9001 Anglo-American Teleg .,Ltd. ... Stock £ 2 98.42 138. 3 % 62 60 62 xd 61

3,038,0202 Do. do. 6 % Pref. Btock 64 189. £ 5 68. 6 % 113 -114 110 111 xd 1113 1104

3,038,0207 Do. do. Defd .... 131 13 12 - 13 13

130,000 Brazilian Babmarine Teleg., Ltd. 107% 16 - 171 16 - 171 1618

75,0007 Do. do . 5 % , Debs.,2nd series, 1988 100 5 % 112 - 116 112 -- 116

44,000 Obili Telep ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,860 ... 54 % 4 % 3 33 3 31

10,000,000 $ OommercialOable Oo.... $100 7 % 7 % (187 – 192 187 - 192

653,5862 Do. Do.Sterling500year 4 % Deb.Btock Red. Stock 106-108 106-108 1077 106

224,850 Consolidated Telep.Oonst. and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 11 % 2 % the 16

10 8 %16,000 Ouba Teleg., Ltd.
88 % 71 8) 88 77

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 % 10 % 17 - 181 173 187

514 % 4 % 4 5
12,931 Direct Spanish Teleg .,Ltd.

4 5

6,000 do. 10 % Oum . Prof. 5 10 % 10 %
10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 41 % Debs. Nog. 1 to 6,000 50 41 % 41 % 103 -106 % 103-106 %

60,710 Direct United States Oable, Ltd. 20 23 % 21 % 100 111 108 114 111 103

400,000 Basten Teleg., Ltd., Nos. 1 to 409,960 10 61 % 63 % 18 181 18 1816 187

70,000
Do. 6 % Oum . Pref. 106 6 % 19 195 19

89,9002 Do. 5 % Debs., repay ,August, 1899 100 5 % 5 % 100 -103 100 - 103

1,302,6152 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb. Stock Red. Stock 4 % 4 % 131 -134 131 134

250,000 Bastern Extension, Australasis and China Teleg., Ltd, 10 7 % 7 %
184 -- 191 184 - 192 191 187

:
Do. 5 % (Aus.Gov. Bub.),Deb,1900, red,om det } 1005% 5 % 99 -- : 03 99 103

. to 8,976 to 4,826

100,5002 Do. do. Bearer, 1,880–8,975 and 4,827—8,400 100 5 % 5% 100 - 103 100 - 103 101

920,0002 Do. 4% Deb. Btock Btock 4 % 4 % 130 -133 130 -133

Eastern and Bouth African Teleg.,Ltd.,5% Mort. Deb.
51,1002 5 % 99--103 99 - 103

69,2002 Do. do . do . to bearer,2,844 to 6,500 100 5 % 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

Do. 4 % Mort. Debu. Nos. 1 to 8,000, red.
100 4. % 4 % 102 --105 102 - 105

1909

200,0002 Do. 4% Reg.Mt.Debu. (Mauritius Bub.) 1 to 8,000 254 % 4 % 108 --111 % 108 - 111 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph andTrut, Ltd.
10 41% 41 % 12 123 12 121 128 123

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Prel... 106 % 6 % 178 181 18 181 181 18

150,000 Great Northern Teleg. Oompany ofCopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 27 28 27- 283

160,0002 Do. do .
.6 % Debr. 100 5 % 5% 101 104 101 -104

17,000 Indo -European Teleg., Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 55 52 55

100,0001 LondonPlatino -Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Debs. 1096 % 6 % (108 111 108 -111

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel.Nos. 1 to 28,000 ... 54% 2 23

484,597 National Teleph ., Ltd., 1 to 484,597 ... 6 51 % 51 % 6 % 7 63 7} 63

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pref. 10 | 6 % 6 % 6 % 14 16 14 16 16

119,234 Do. 5 % Non -oum . 8rd Prel., 1 to 119,284 55 % 5 % 5 %
6 64 6 61

Do. do. Nos. 119,236 5 %5 6 61 6 64
to 250,000, £ 5 paid

329,4714 Do. 81 % Deb . Stock Red. stock 91% 31 % 31% 104 -109 104 -109 105

171,504 Oriental Teleph. & Eleo., Ltd.,Nos.1to 171,504, fully paid 15 % 5 % g

100,0002 4 % 105 108 105 -108

1 1,000

11,899 Reuter's Ditd.... 85 %
8 9 8 9

3,381 | Bubmarine Oables Trust Oert. 140 - 145 (140 - 145

58,000 United River Plate Teleph., Ltd. 54 % 4 4
41

146,7332 Do. do, 6 % Debu.
... Stock 5 % 101 -06 101 - 106

15,609 West African Teleg ., Ltd., 7,501 to 28,109 104% nil 4 5

219,4002 Do. do . do.6 % Debu. 100 5 % 5% 103 -106 103 106

64,268 Werten und Brazilian Tolog ., Ltd. ... 16 9 % 2 % 101 11 104 11 103

39,129 do. do . 6 % Prot. Ord .
5 % 71 8 79- 8 711

93,129 Do. do. do . Det. Ord .... 31- 4 33 4 35 91

382,230 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red .... Stock 105 -107 105 -107

88,321 West India and PanamaTeleg ., Ltd , 1% 1 %

84,563 Do. do . do. 6 % Oum . 1st Pref. 106 % 6 % 7条 8 85

4,669 Do. do . do. 8% Oum . and Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 5 - 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do. 6 % Debu. No.1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 105 108 105 - 108

1,163,000$ Wertern Union of O. B. Teleg., 7 % 1st Mort. Bonde $ 1000! 7 % 7 % 105 - 110 105 -110

160 ,1002 Do. do. 6 % Bter . Bonds. 10016 % 6 % 1100 -105 1100 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

80,000 Charing Orow and Strand Blooty. Supply
5 6 % 6 % 7 % 14 - 15 14 15 14% 14

20,000 Do. do . do . 41 % Oum . Pref. 5 67 63 6 6 xd 68 6

65 %28,000 "Oholuca, Blootziaity Supply, Itd , Ordi, Non 1 to 10,377 ...
5 % 114 110 111- 147 123 113

Do. do. do . % Dob. Stock Rod. Stock| 4 % 41 % 112 --114 115-117

40,000 Oity of London Bloo.Lightg.Oo., Ltd.,Ord.40,001–80,000 105 % 7 % 10 % | 281 29 291 298 289

10,000 Do. do . Prov. Oerto. 5 10 % 274 289 274- 281 28

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Pral., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 173 181 171 - 189 173

400,000 Do. 6 %Dob. Stock, Borip. ( im . at 8115) allpaid 5 % 6 % 129 -134 |129 - 134 132

90,000 County of Lond .& Bruh Prov.B.Ltg .Ltd., Ord . 1—30,000 10 mi nii 153 163 158- 164 161 152

20,000 Do. do. do . 6 % Pret ., 40,001—60,000 10 6 % 154– 161 158-164 16

10,000 House -to -House Eloc. Light Supply, Ord ., 101to 10,100 5 101 11) 101- 113 117: 108

10,000 Do. do . 7 % Oum . Prat 5 113 12 111- 12 113

10 | 4 %19,900 Metropolitan Blootario Supply, Ltd.,101to60,000
20 21 20 21 203 201

12,500 Do. Ord .,50,001–82,500, iso. at £2 prom . 10 191 204 194- 201

220,0002 Do. 4 % Erst mortgage debenture stook 41 % 41 % 117 121 117 -121

6,463 Notting Bill Blectric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 | 2.% 4 % 18 19 181 - 19 19) 19

19,980 St. Jamierid Pall Mall Bleo.LightOo.,Ltd.,Ord .,101-20,080 5 71 % 104 % 141 % 184 192 181 - 191xd 199 1818

20,000 Do. do . % Pral., 20,881 to 40,080 5.7 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11 xd 101. 105

60,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. stock Rod. Stock 4 % 104 -107 117 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 27- 3; 23- 33 3 213

79,900 | Westminster Bleotrio SupplyCorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 5 17 % 9 % 12 % | 18. 19 18 19 189 18

* Subjeot to Founder's Sharos, + Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exobange.

Dalon otherwiso stated all sbarelare fully paid . | Dividends paid in dotorrad sbare warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends marked | are for a your consisting of the latter part of one you and the first part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL COMPANIES- Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COMPANIES .
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171- 18 173 178

2 - 24

2} 23 23

at9 113

102 - 105

101 11 1016 10

61 7 67 66

14 2 11 ig

5 416

€8 70 xd 63

27 23 21

21 3 xd 213 28

5xd

23 27 211

39 39

174 - 178

21 2g

25 2g

109 113

02 - 115

10 103

64 61

1t 18

41- 48

69 71

21

21 3

5

28

3} 8

Stock 149 236
687

b
o

1895.

30,000 British Electric Traction 10

90,000 Brush Blool.Baging. Oo., Ord ., 1 to 40,000 ...

90,000 Do. do . Non -oum . 6 % Prel., 1 to 10,000

125,0002 Do. do. 4 % Perp . Deb. Stock. ... Stock

50,000 Do. do . 41 % 2ndDob. Stock Red . Stock

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10

143,106 Do, do. do . £ 6 paid 10

58,830 Do. do. Pret, ball-shares £l pd .

61,777 Do. do . Det. do . £ 5 pd .

630,0001 Jity and Sonth LondonRailway
28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum .Pret. Sharoi, 1 to 28,180 nil

99,261
Edison & Bwan United Bloo. Lgt., Ltd., "A" ohn , £ 8 pd .

1 to 99,201

17,139 Do. do. do . " A" Bhares 01–017,189 3 %

110,000 leotrio Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000 0 %

16,343 Do. do. 9 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 16,343 .

91,195 Elmore'. Patant Oop.Depong .,Ltd., 1 to 70,000

67,275 Slmoro's Wire Meg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,isoredat 1 pm .

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 9,000 01 %

12,500 Benley ': (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord . 3 %

8,000 do . do . 7 % Prot. 7 %

60,000 Do. do . 4 Mort.Deb. Stock Stock %

60,000 Ladis- Rubber, Gutta Perols and Telog. Works, Ltd. %

800,000 Do. do . do. 4 % let Mort. Debs 100

87,500 :Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 28 %
10,000 bo . do. Pret., 110 paid 5 %

87,850 Telegraph Consta. and Maintco., Ltd. i %

150,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Bonds, rod . 189S 5 %

" 4,0801 Waterloo and Oity Railway, N 33. 1 to 64,000

3 %

.

61 %

51 %

6 %

7 %
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23) 233 227.
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10 % 12 22! 231

7 % 7 % 19 20

49 % 416 110 -115

10 9 | 10 % 22 : 3

103 -117

27% 31 ilt 113

59 .6 65

15 % 15 % 39 4 ?

5 % 5 % 2 15

131 14
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19 20

|112 117

22 13

103 - 107

016 1118
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COMPARATIVE COST OF STEAM AND

ELECTRIC POWER .

8

.

III.

The anthor is of opinion that electricity is finding it diffi

cult to compete with steam power, or rather to effect a breach

in the citadel, because nine -tenths of steam users do not

allow a tithe of the constant charges to enter into their cal

culations of cost at all. They do not,therefore, suspect that

their power is costing them so much as it is, and they also

believe they are using more power than they really are

using, that is, in its true sense, not wasting it on shafting.

It is in small steam plants that thevery high ratio of con

stant charges is found worst developed.

Men who have any idea of whattheir power costs are very

rare indeed. Oce man is quoted who did know that bis

200- H.P. engine operated 6,160 hours a year, cost for every

thing but rent 2 cents an hour per horse-power on a

basis of load factor being unity. But load factors are far

from being anity ; they are, as a rule, low, and the author

tries to trace the line of demarcation on either side of which

steam or electric power will be the cheaper to employ.

Below 100 H.P. so - called constant loads will have a factor of

only •50 to 75 on the brake H.P. of the engine .

Three sample cases are taken :-1. Unity loud factors ;

II . High variable power load factors ; III. Low variable

power load factors. In the estimates the possible saving due

to more direct application of power is not taken into account,

although, undoubtedly, in cases of very low load factors there

can be no doubt but that this is the most important con

sideration.

Indeed , in a case before us as we write, it happens fre

quently that the power absorption all the day may never

exceed a seventh of a horse-power of current, and this would

be running 4 to 5 hours of the day. With steam power , fuel

alone would cost at least 28. å day, and loss of time

in the morning would run to an hour, and might affect two to

ten men more or less directly. Attention to the boiler would

cost either a man's whole wages ora large proportion ofthem ,

or it would delay work and call for partial attention of

skilled men. Breakdowns and stoppages of small plant are

innumerable and an expensive item additional to above costs.

Oar anthor estimates the cost of steam plant for an engine

B.H.P. of 10, 25 , 50 and 100 to be in round numbers £400,

£ 800,£ 1,150 and £ 1,800. These are the laid down costs,

including buildings, iron stack and all details of engines and

boilers of good design. The annual costs per year for

insurance, rent, depreciation and interest are respectively

£88, £131 , £ 189 and £285. The load factors are now

assumed as follows :-Case I., 100 per cent.; Case II.,

46 per cent., made up of five hours at 80 per cent., three

hoursat 50 per cent., and two hours at 80 per cent. ; and

Case III., load factor of 18 per cent., made up of four hours

at 10 per cent., four hours at 15 per cent., and two hours at

40 per cent. Assmall plants are, asa rule,non -condensing

this class of engine is assumed, and for Case I , the four

engines will cost in labour as follows :

The 10-H.P. engine 60 per cent. of a man's time, or £ 93 ;

the 25-H.P. engine, man's full time or £156 ; the 50-H.P.

engine, man's full time at £187 ; and for the 100 -H.P.

engine, full time of engineman and a fireman at £ 320.

These are American figures, of course, the wages of engine

and boiler menbeing rather highin America, on account of

the necessary high wages due to costof living, but the figures

are given as for efficient men and are not a minimum . For

Cases II . and III ., without going into detail, the wages costs

are for the four powers, £ 78, £117, £156, and £ 187; the

cost of oil, waste , and tools being £ 77, £ 15 ), £ 26, and

.
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£40. Allowing ash removal to equal 2 d . per ton of coal,

coal to cost 88.to 16s. per ton, and water about 8d. per 1,000

gallons, the cost of each case can be made up.

REVIEWS.

forthe experiments, will probably not be misled by the looke

and inaccurate statements of Ohm's law, page 24, or of the

swing of a ballistic galvanometer, page 211, by the irregular

use of H and H in places where both mean the same thins,

or the reason for using a heterostatic method on page 238.

Errors in the formalæ of page 195 are, however, more

serious.

Apart from such criticism , which we are not disposed to

prees, the book presents a fairly extensive collectionof such

methods of electrical measurement as are commonly used in

technical schools, and will be useful to manyscience teachere.

The collections of references to recent English scientific

papers at the ends of the several chapters is certainly a valu
able feature.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRO - THERAPEUTIC

ASSOCIATION.

Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors' Price Book , 1898 .

London : Crosby, Lockwood & Son.

The new edition of this year book appears to be carefully

edited and brought up todate. In the preface it is stated

that in the building trade ( especially in London ) the past

year has been an exceptionally busy one. As a consequence

prices havegone up, so that the cost of building now is in

excess of what it was a year ago. In the electric lighting

section of the book reliable guidance is given , and reference

made to latest developments . The free wiring system is

spoken of, and the method of the Conduit and Insulation

Company. The object chiefly aimed at in the information

given, is to enable builders to form a correct idea of the

probable cost of installing the electric light where current is

supplied from a generating station . Atthe same time the

uses are explained of the machinery and apparatus required

in the case of private installations . A fewnames are given

of makers of steam engines for driving dynamos, but the

possibility of using gas engines for the purpose does not

appear to be recognised . The "General Conditions" issued

bythe City of London Electric Lighting Company are given

As illustrating the requirements usua'ly imposed by supply

companies.

The Automotor and Horseless Vehicle Pocket Book of Auto

motive Formule and Commercial Intelligence for 1898.

London : F. King & Co., Limited, 62, St. Martin's

Lane, W.O.

This pocket book has been compiled by Mr. G. H.

Little, C.E., and contains a good deal of useful information,

a great deal of it relating to the subject of antomotors, but

a good deal, shovelled in, doubtless, as a fill up, having not

the remotest connection with the subject, sucb, for instance,

as the Morse or telegraph alphabet, nautical speed tables,

and a fire -stream ( fire engine) table. However, in spite of

absurdities of this nature, and they are very plentiful,

there is very much that has a very direct bearing on the

sabject, such as “ Tractive Data Relating to Cycles," “ Ball

Bearinge," " Chain Gearing,” “ Liquid Fuel Burners," " The

Serpollet Boiler.” . Doubtless in future editions the really
useful matter will be extended and the useless omitted .

*

The seventh annual meeting of the American Electro -therapeutic

Association, an abstractofwhich has recently come to hand,

was held at Harrisburg, Pa ., in the Academy of Medicine, on Sep

tember 21st, 22nd and 23rd, under the presidency of Dr. William

T. Bishop, of Harrisburg, who called_the_meeting to order

at 10 a.m.on Tuesday, September 21st. The Rev. LeroyF. Baker,

of St. Paul's P.E. church, offered an opening prayer, afterwhich

Mayor Patterson welcomed the delegates to the city. Dr. Robert

Newman, of New York, a former president, responded in a very witty

strain , and took occasion to remark that electricity was not treated

with the consideration it deserved in the medical colleges.

The privileges of the floor were extended to the many visiting

physicians.

Dr. MARGARET A. CLEAVES, of New York, chairman of the com

mittee on meters, presented her report. She drew attention to the

fact that several makes of meter had been withdrawu permanently

from the tests of the committee because of their demonstrated in .

efficiency, and that a new company had come into the field with a

novel apparatus , & milliamperemeter and a voltmeter for use on

alternating current circuits, both sinusoidal and the interrupted or
faradic .

Dr. ROBERT NEWMAN, of New York, read a paper on " Electric

Treatment in Gout and Uric Acid Diathesis.” From carefal obser

vation and experience, he could positively assert that gout and

kindred diseases could be checked, relapses prevented , andin many

cases a care effected by the judicions application of electricity, par

ticularly the static form . He cited bimself as a case in point. The

advantages of static electricity are that it is generally diffused

through the body, penetrating deeply ; it is a general topic ; the

" breeze " generally allays the pain in a few minutes, and secures

freedom ofmotion ; headaches and mental confusion are dissipated ,

and the temperature and circulation equalised ; the icy coldness of

the feet relieved , nervous debility removed, the secretory and excre

toryorgans stimulated, inflammatory products absorbed ; it also gives

passive exercise. Urinary analyses were presented , verifying the

claim for static electricityto abate gout.

Dr. FRANCIS B. BISHOP, of Washington, D.C., presented a paperon

“ Chorea .” It was reasonable to believe that an unstable condition

of the higher nerve centres predisposed to the condition , andthat a

poison affecting these centres might produce inone person epilepsy,
in another general neurasthenia, and in a'tbird chorea. Ia bis section

of the country malaria was largely responsible for chorea. Treat

ment consisted in attention to the bowels and diet, securing proper
rest, and the use of static electricity by means of the static

cage,” whicb , while gently stimulating the periphery , sootbed the

general nervous system ; at the same time the patient is made to inbale

the ozone, thas supplying oxygen to the impoverished blood.

“ Sources of Atmospheric Electricity," by Ds. R.J. NUNN, of

Savannah, Ga. He considered the solar system a vast static induc

tion machine ; the atmosphere close to the earth's surface must

revolve with the earth as the latter turns upon its axis, while the

tendency of that portion of the atmosphere at a distance from the

earth's attraction is to accumulate behind the earth. At some point
the atmospheric inertia must neutralise the earth's attraction , and

where this occurred there must be friction, which would necessarily

cause electrical phenomena; other factors were of importance, such

as variationin pressure, temperature , humidity.

“ Some Thoughts and Considerations on X Ray Work ,” by Dr.

EUGEND R. CORSON, of Savannah, Ga. The authorthought that the

experiments on polarisation and refraction had been conducted too

close to the tube and that there might be a point at which they

would come within the control of present methods. He thought
that the X ray would prove even more valuable in dislocations than

in fractures. He suggested that a careful outline traciog be made of

the negative by transmitted light, allextraneous light being shut off.

The eye could much more readily pick out the essential features in

such a tracing than from the usual print or radiograph. Radio

graphs wereshown, proving that the X ray penetrated a deposit of

urate of soda much more readily than it did bone. Many useful

suggestions were made.

" Some Considerations Relative to the Therapeutic Application of
the Current," by Dr. GEORGE E. BILL, Harrisburg , Pa . The writer

threw ont many suggestions as to the best methodsof applying elec

tricity, especially asto polarity.

" The Early Electrolyeis of Nævus," by Dr. CHARLES R. DICKSON

Practical Electricity and Magnetism . By John HENDERSON,

B.Sc. ( Edin .), A.I.E.E. London : Longmans, Green ,

and Co.

This volame is the second of a series of laboratory

manuals by two authors, who jointly sign the preface to the

series. Its 390 small pages, openly printed, and freely

illustrated, traverse most of the ground of electrical measure

ment. Explanations of the principles involved are omitted ,

because, as explained in the preface, they would give the book

" unwieldy dimensions ; besides, mathematical investigations

do not come within the scope of a practical manual, but of

a theoretical treatise.” The practice of electricity and

magnetism , with which the work deals, is the practice of

a science school, not of an engineer's laboratory.

The book is not of a kind which recommends itself to a

reviewer. Errors of orthograpby, punctuation, and typo

graphy, & deplorable English style, loose and inaccurate stati -

ments meet him continually, and give a disagreeable

impression of negligence and inexactness. Still, books are

not made for reviewers, any more than examinees are made

for examiners, and such expressions as “ the annunciation,"

not of a virgin, but “ of a law " (the law in question was

not Newton's maiden effort), " statnous acid," " analine," do

no one any particular harm , while not a few famous phi

losophers, and indeed journaliste, bave written infamous

English proke. So a student whose general training is wide

enough to eapply the mathematical demonstrations necessary
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two dials, o and D, in series and then through adjusting resistances,

K andA. The c dial has 150exactly equal coils in it, numberedfrom

0 to 150. The dial has 100 equal coils in it, the whole dial being

exactly equal to one coil in c . The dial, k , contains 19 equal small

wire resistances, and a is a carbon resistance for fine adjustment of
the current.

A standard cell of known E.M.F. is joined up to A + and A- , and

the switch , L , is put over to A.

Any convenient galvanometer, the most convenient form being &

D'Arsonval, is joined up to the galvanometer terminals.

Say the voltage of the standard cell, at the temperature used, is

1:4412; the arm of the c dial is then set to 144, and that of the p dial

to 12

The galvanometer key is thendepressed on to its first stop taking

care that the catch is underneath so that it cannot go right down)

and the outside resistance, k , is adjusted till — with the switch on one
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Toronto, Canada. Two cases were cited in support of the contention

that nevus should be operated upon as early as possible, that the

operation was much simpler, less prolonged, and the chances of

scarring much less than when the operation was deterred until later

in life .

" Heart Failure in Cardiac Diseases dae to Detective Circulation ,"

by Dr. ELI H. COOVER, Harrisburg, Pa . Many suggestions as to

appropriate treatmentwere made.

Expenditure of Electrical Energy,” by Dr. MARGARET A.

CLEAVES,New York . In order to have an intelligentconception of

the force by means of which electricity is made available,or of the

laws governing its action, it was necessary to use a voltmeter as well

as a milleamperemeter. In the treatment of acute neuritis,or acute

pelvic inflammation, the wise physician would employ the minimum

rate of expenditure in volt-amperes; our purpose is to expend the

energyin such a way as to exercise a directive influence upon the

molecules and atoms, not to cause any dis

ruptive action. In the treatment of a fibroid

tumour on the other hand, greater pressure

would be required in order to overcome the

resistance of the denser stractures in the con

ducting path ; current density in its prac

tical bearings was carefully gone into.

Numerous tabulated clinical records were

exhibited, containing the data mentioned in
the paper.

" Molecular Effects of Electricity," by Prof.

DOLBEAR, of Tuft's College, Boston. The

laws governing molecular motion were

discussed in a masterly manner, physical laws

are immutable, and the effects produced by

whatwe call electricity,are really due to heat.
"The New Electro -Mercuric Treatment of

Cancer ," by Dr. G. BÆTTON MASSEY, Pbila

delphia, was a further elaboration of a paper

presented to the American Medical Associa

tion in June, 1897. It was only applicable

in cases where the general system had not

yet been infected .

" Current Regulating Apparatus, ” by Mr.

EDWARD JEWELL, E.E., Chicago, described

methods of controlling dynamocurrents and

adapting them to therapeutic work. Abso

lute protection could only be secured by

using the " motor-dynamo,” which was made

by connecting together by an insulated coupling the shafts oftwo

one-eighth horse-power shunt motors, the winding on one of them
having been reversed.

" Report ofthe Committeeon Electrodes,” Dr. CHARLES R. DICK

son, Toronto, chairman. A binding post was presented, devised by

one of the members, which could be used for any existing tips. The
metric system of measurement was again recom

mended . On motion of Dr. Robert Newman the

report was accepted, and on motion of Dr. John

Gerin the Association accepted the metric system

for allmeasurements.

“ Galvinism as an aid in the Treatment of

Goitre ," by Dr. CALEB BROWN, Sac City, Ia . His

cases ranged from 12 to 56 years of age, 33 per cent.

being “ hard ” ( a preponderance of connective

tissue), and 67 per cent. “ soft ” (a predominance

of fluid in the follicles or vascular tissue), every case

of the first was benefited, but none completely cured.

By galvinism in fully 75 per cent. of recent cases of

" soft ” goitre, occurring mostly in young women,

the gland returned almost, it not quite, to its normal

size , andhad remained so in 25 per cent. of the

cases. Mild currents, frequently repeated, was his
rule .

“ Further Studies of the Manifestations of Uric

Acid ,and their Treatment, Electrically and Other

wise,” by Dr. J. GRIFFITH DAVIS, New York .

Special emphasis was laid on the statement that

uric acid and its salts are the result or product of

nerve and muscle waste . Among cases cited was

one of very severe puerpural eclampsia, followed

by a most obstinate formof insomnia, wbich latter

yielded finally most satisfactorily to general faradi.

sation. Among methods of prevention of the retention inthe system

of uric acid, the bicycle was lauded as a means of obtaining exer

cise in the fresh air, it was advised that the body be clothedin wool.

For acute manitestations the writer preferred medicine, but for the

morechronic formshadfound thegalvanicandfaradiccurrents very

useful,

( To be continued .)

Fig . 1 .

stop — the deflection is one way, and, with it on the next, in the
opposite direction. The head , #, is then turned until an exact

balance is obtained .

The catch on the galvanometer key is then turned aside and the

latter depressed fully. This cuts out a megohm which was

previously in circuit to protect the cell.
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FIG . 2.

Anexact balance can now be obtained by further adjustment of 1

or(it necessary ) K,

The result of these adjustments is such that each division onc is

now equal to '01 of a volt, and each division on D is equal to

*0001 volt.

Any low E M.F. to be measured is joined to B B terminals and the

switch L set to B ; for example, a Leclanché cell or the terminals of a

low resistance for current measurement.

The galvanometer key is then again fully depressed and a balance
obtained by moving o and D.

The E.M. F. between B and B is then read direct on the two dials;

for example, if the reading on o is 83 and that on D is 67, the volts

between B and B is 8367. Any volts higher than 1.6 haveto be

measured on the terminals marked volts + and - , and with the

switcb, L, turned to v. The switch, m, is then turned to any con

venient multiplying power, 3 , 10, 30, & c., and the readings obtained

from o and D (when the balance is obtained as before) has to be

multiplied by this multiplying power ; for example, itc is 103 and

D26, and m is standing at 37 , the volts on the terminals are

1:0326 x 30 or say 30-98 .

The resistances in and K are arranged so that any voltage up to

three volts can beusedatF,thusallowing either a secondary cell or

two large Leclanché to be used.

-

THE N.C.S. NEW PATTERN POTEN

TIOMETER.

In this potentiometer, which is shown in skeleton diagram by fig. 1

and in general view by fig. 2, all the contacts are made onto the

terminals of definite resistances.

The working of the instrument is as follows :-A secondary battery

is joined on to the two terminals, r, and sends a current through the
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THE COST OF ELECTRIC ENERGY

PRODUCTION .

.

In connection with the many references to this subject that we have

recently made, and more particularly in regard to the supply of elec :

tricenergy from lighting stations fortramway purposes ( see the ELEO

TRICAL REVIEW, January 14thlast, page36 ),some interesting figures

and estimates have been sent to ag byMr. Shallcross, of the Birken

head Electricity Works, to showthat it is not only possible, but quite

easy for such stations to profitably supply current at 14d. per unit for

tramway work .

Our correspondent assumes station plant of an output equal to, gay,

1,500 H.P. - which is quite a fairaverage foran ordinary large tram .

way system- and shows how , on the basis of long hours'consumption

per day, an excellent profit can quite well be obtained , not merely at

tull load for the generating plant throughout the working day, but

alsowhen it is considerably underloaded .

Thus, a plant of the size mentioned, working for 18 hours per day

- not an excessive daily period at all for tramways - would only be

working at a little lessthan ball load if it produced 2,000,000 units

per annum .

The cost of this output our correspondeut sets forth as follows:

Coal (108. per ton ) 1,859

Oil 100

Water 293

Wages, & c. 910

Repairs and maintenance 1,250

Interest and sinking tund 1,500

Insurance and sundries 200

£

...

... ...

... ...

...

£ 6,114

and the revenue at 1 d . per unit metered, i.e., allowing for losses

in mains, & c ., amounts to £ 10,416 , leaving a balance of profit equal

to £ 4,302.

When the generating plant is worked at full load for the whole

18hour daily, as might readily be done through the use of storage

batteriesin the main or sub -stations, the proportion of profit becomes

still greater, and our correspondent's figures then maybe set out as
follows:

Total output, 3,584,500 units per annum . Cost:

Water
864

Coal
5,499

Oil
100

Wages 1,066

Repairs and maintenance 1,250

Interest and sinking tund...
1,500

Insurance and sundries 200

€

... .00

...

... ... ...

to return , developing a couple- the value of which is given by the

equation :

0 = H h sin

in which m represents the magnetic momentum of the rod sub

jected to the inductive intensity of the field of intensity h and 0,

the angle which it makes with the lines of force.

ma is a function of 0, for the magnetising intensity of the rod is

smaller in proportion as the angle which itmakes with the lines of

force is greater, and when 8 attains a value equal to
2

( i.c., when

it is perpendicular to the lines of force ) we see at once that the rod
cannot receive any magnetisation, and that according as it deviates

very slightly to one side orthe other of this critical position, the

sign of its magnetisation is changed.

The nature of the function that connccts with is uokaown to

us, butwe will suppose that the value of n remains constant while

the rod, leaving the position of unstableequilibrium at which its
magnetisation is nil, describes a right angle and places itself in the

direction of the lines of force of the field producing mechanical work.

In order to place ourselves ander the most favourable conditions

possible, we will assume that during this angular displacement the
value of M is constantly equal to that which corresponds to the

position of equilibrium established when the direction of the rod
follows the lines of force. It is easy to see that under these condi

tions the mecbanical work, T, developed while the rod describes a
quarter of a revolution is expressed by T M h .

The rodbeing thus broughttoits position ofstable equilibrium , we

willraise its temperature until it completely loses its magnetic pro

perties, and we will make it describe another quarter of arevolution

in the same direction so as tobring it intothe positionperpendicular

to the lines of force of the field ; we will keep it still and cool it

until it regains all its magnetic properties. Itis then ready to go

through again the cycle of operations thatwe havejust described.

Designating by D the intensity of magnetisation of the rodandby
o its volume,we get

地 I 0 ; whence T Puh.

On the other hand if we call to and the initial and final tem

peratures of the rod, and c the specific heat of the alloy of terro

nickel, mthe specific volume, the quantity of heat which must be

supplied to therod and which must then be withdrawn from it in

order to describe a cycle of operations is expressed by :

= cm 0 ( T1 - To).

The value of the work produced per unit of heat is therefore :

Bh

cm (T1 - To)

We see that it is greater in proportion as the intensity of magaetisa

tion and the magnetic field are themselves greater.

Iron, steel,and cast-ironhave been subjected to many experiments,

having for their object the determination of the values ofD as a

functionof h; but unfortunately it isnot the same for the alloys of

iron and nickel studied by M. Guillaume, and we must content

ourselves with hypothetical values which we will choose, letting

ourselves be guided by the single consideration that nickel is

considerably lessmagnetic than iron. We will assume, then, that the

maximum of I is about 1,000 C.G.S. units,whereas that ofsoft iron

is equal to 1,500, unless the inductive field possesses an extremely

high intensity and becomes, in consequence, difficult and costly to

produce.

This last consideration will lead us to adopt for the indactive field

a moderateintensity,whichwe will fix at 1,000 gau88.

As regards the factors which enter into the denominator of the

second term of the equation, which gives we will assume the

following values :

0:12, m = 8, T1 TO 60 °,

Wethusget for the value of the mechanical work (expressed in erge)

produced by an expenditure of heat equal to a small calorie:

T 0·12 x 8 x 60

Q
20,800 ergs.

1,000x 1,000

The mechanicalequivalent of a small calorie being equal to41,690,000

ergs,we see that the available mechanical work would only represent

zoboth of the work equivalent to the quantity of heat expended.

Now the worst steam engines consuming30 kilogrammesof steam per
H.P. hour transform into work th the av able heat ; they have,

therefore, an efficiency nearly 80 times as great as that which we

have just found .

This is not all ; to make a motor of one steam H.P., we must

farnish each hour to the magnetic alloy a quantity of heat equal to

that which represents theoretically the work of one H.P. during this

period of time (635 large calories), multiplied by the inversion of the

a

fraction , or 1,270,000 large calories.

Butthis number only represents half the flow of heat that must

pass through the magnetic parts that are alternately heated and

cooled, for after a certain quantity of heat has been supplied to these

parts in order to get rid of their magnetic properties, it has to be

taken away in order to make these same properties disappear, and

these changes of temperature must take place in a much shortertime

than that which represents the duration of a cycle it we would not

lower considerably the feeble efficiency that we have just found.

Thus it is not the movement of 1,370,000 large calories per hour that

would necessitate the production of one steam horse-power, but twice

that quantity or 2,640,000 calories : and the duration of these

changes of heat should certainly not exceed a quarter of the time

£ 10,480

and the revenue at1fd. per unit, allowing for losses, & c., as before,

amounts to £ 24,728, leaving a balance of profit equal to £ 14,243.

Without pledging ourselves in any way to the exact accuracy or

completeness ofour correspondent's figures, we may at anyrateem

phasise them as showing how important it is for municipalities and

others, who are thinking of supplying current for tramway purposes,

tobearin mind the long hours of supply, and the great difference

which this makes in the net profits. The second instance which be

gives would appear to showthat energymight be generated by the

tramway undertaking itself at a cost of fi. per unit. It is hardly

fair,therefore, to expect so much higher a price for current from a

municipal station than what it would cost when generated by the

tramway company.

1

THE DIRECT TRANSFORMATION OF HEAT

INTO MECHANICAL WORK BY THE

EMPLOYMENT OF ALLOYS OF FERRO

NICKEL.

BY MARCEL DEPREZ.

In a recent article I showed bow the magnetic properties of the

alloys of iron and nickel can be utilised for producing an electro

motive force, undulatory inform , and I said that I would indicate

the conditions under which these properties would be capable of

giving practical results. A deep studyof the question has led meto

the conclusion thatitthese results are ever obtained great difficulties

will haveto be overcome, the nature of which will be explained in

this article. Instead of the problem we had in view we propose to

tom to account the thermo-magnetic properties of the same alloys to

obtain an available mechanicalwork.

I.

Wewill suppose thatin a uniform and permanent magnetic field

has been placed a rod of ferro-nickel,moving roundanaxlepassing

through its centre perpendicularly to it,and also to the lines of force

of the field . Left to itself, the rod will immediately place itself in

the direction ofthelinesof force,anditwe displace it, it will tend

Comptes Rendus, Académie des Sciences, October 11th , 1897
p . 311.

.
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various manifestations of energy, in which there is a transformation

of heat into mechanical work , have always been verified . Il it is 80

in the present case the economic efficiency of the thermo-magnetic

motor can only attain a high value on condition that the limits of

temperature between which the thermo-magnet oscillates in order to

completely, lose orrecover its magnetic propertiesshall be asfar apart

as possible. Now the interval between them , in the case of the alloy8

of ferro-nickel, is only 50 °; but by varying the proportion of nickel,

the absolute value of the extreme temperaturescan be modified
at will, their difference remainiog always equal to 50 ° We

can thus, with the aid of M. Guillaume's formula, arrange the

percentage of nickel in a series of alloys so that the richest

of them shall lose its magnetic properties at 350° and recover
them completely at 300 °, whereas second alloy will

lose them at 300° and recover them at 250° and so on . We arrive

thus at the last alloy of the series for which the extremetempera

tures will be 150 ° and 100° . The fall of temperature of the liquid

will thus amount to 250 ° and the efficiency will be five times as great

as it only the first of the alloys were used. We could even go lower

than 50° and realise an alloy, the cycle of wbich would be comº

prised between 100 ° and 50 °.

This process would, therefore, enable us to increase six -fold the

economic rendering of which we gave the value at the commence

ment of this article; 88, besides, this same efficiency can be

multiplied by 10, by employing a magnetic field of 10,000 units we

see that the coefficient sobre the value of which we gave at first as

representing the fraction of the heat displaced transformed into

work , would become
10 x 6

03, even if we did not employ the
2,000

mode of heating and cooling described above.

.

required for the production of the mechanical work, orthe efficiency

will be considerably weakened, as I have said tefore, because if the

heating and cooling were not almost instantaneous, the work pro

duced by a given displacement of the magaetic parts would have a

lower value than that calculated . It would therefore be necessary to

use beating and cooling processes of extreme energy, of which we

can form an idea by comparing them with what takes place in

lccomotives, where a square metre of beating surface gives paesage to

about 200,000 calories an hour at the most.

Thus, briefly, with the hypotheses we have assumed , the production

of one steam H.P. of work would require an expenditure of 1,270,005

calories of heat per hour,wbich would be equivalent to the total

quantity of heat produced by the burning of 150 kilos of coal.

II.

The results of these calculations are of a nature to lead us to

abandon all hope of turning to account the very remarkable pro

perties of the alloys of ferro-nickel as far as their application to the

transformation of heat into mechanical work is concerned . I am ,

however, going to show that they may be considerably improved :

1st, by increasing the intensity of the magnetic field ; 2od , by

employing a particular method of beating ard cooling ; by making

thebody which serves asa vebicle for the heat pass successively over

a series of rods made of alloys in which the percentage of pickel

varies according to a law determined by means of the formula

(furnished by M. Guillaume). We will now examine these three

ways of increasing the efficiency.

The Augmentation of the Intensity of the Magnetic Field . The

mechanical work developed during a cycle being in proportion to the

intensity, h , of the field , whereas the quantity of beat necessary to

effect the disappearance of the magnetic properties of the alloys of

terro -nickel is to all intents independent ofit, we may say , without

making anyappreciable error that the economic efficiency is in pro

portion to the intensity of tbe field .

Therefore, if thiş intensity amounted to 10,000 units instead of

1,000, the efficiency would be multiplied by 10. This intensity of

10,000 units, although very bigh, could be attained without requiring

the use of any extraordinary methode, but it is certain that it could

not be obtained with simple permanent magnets. However, we

parposely abstain from taking into account the expenditure of energy

that it will necessarily entail.

2. Method's employedfor Supplying or Withdrawing the Heat from the

Magnetic Alloy.-We have seen that,with the efficiency of zobo , the

production of a power of 1 steam H P. would necessitate theemploy

ment of methods of heating and cooling of extreme energy. If the

efficiency were brought to doby employing a field of 10,000 units,

the quantity of heat that wouldhaveto be supplied to, or withdrawn

from , the magnetic alloy, would evidently be it of that required

in the former cabe ; but its value would still be so great that we could

not reasonably expect to obtain it directly from the products of

combustion, on account of their low specific beat per unit of

volume. The heating, and also the cooling, of the magnetic mass

must be almost instantaneous. Now there is only one process

that enables us to supply or withdraw from a body of small

volume a considerable quantity of heat in a very sbort time: this

is to bring it into contact with a liquid considerably botter

or colder than itself, and, moreover, to divide the body into thin

plates or into wires of small diameter so as to increase as far as

possible the ratio of the surface exposed to the changes of tempera

ture to the volume of the body. This method , moreover, enables us

to vary the temperature of the body alternately between two

determined limits without any considerable consumption of heat,

unless, however, its specific heat is not a function of the temperature

alone ( and this is what takes place when the body produces

mechanical work ). This is ,moreover,the principle of the regenerators

of heat formerly used in hot air engines. But, for this process to

give the economic results required of it, the following conditions

must be fulfilled :-(1) The body that is to be heated or cooled must

not conduct the heat in the direction of the movement of the liquid,

so that its temperature decreases according to a logarithmical law in

the direction of the movement without its different parts tending to

place themselves in equilibrium of temperature ; it should , on the

contrary, conduct in a direction perpendicular to the movement of

the liquid . (2 ) We must avoid all causes of disturbance in the

liquid so that the layers that are affected by the same movement

should have no tendency to mix and place themselves in equilibrium

of temperature. (3) A definite relation should exist between the

mass of the thermo-magnet, the extreme limits of temperature that

cause its magnetic momentum to vary , and the quantityof liquid set

in motion during one cycle. It this relation is not observed, a great

diminution of the useful effect might result . The two first conditions

are easy enough to fulfil by forming the thermo-magnet of a series of

plates of very slightthickness, with a breadth of 10 to 18 millimetres

in the direction of the movement of the liquid , and separated from

one another by an interval of 2 to nearly 3 millimetres.

Lastly , in order that the displacement of the thermo-maguet in the

magnetic field should be slight while the changes of temperature are

taking place, it willprobably be necessary to impart to it an alter

nating movement like that of the piston in a steam engine ; the

changes of heat would then take place at the ends of the stroke. The

circulation of the liquid would be alternating and would be controlled

by a piston set in motion by a bandle fixed at right angles on the
motive bandle.

3. The Simultaneous Employment of Several Thermo-magnets Working

at Different Temperatures.-Is Carnot's principle applicable to the

phenomena brought into playin the thermo-magnetic motor ? It is

extremely probable, as,up to the present, the conclusions that have

been drawn from it when it bas been applied to the study of the

III.

In short, wesee that, if it is not impossible to utilise the curious

thermo-magnetic properties of the alloys of ferro -nickel for trang

forming heat into mechanical work, very great difficulties will have

to be.overcome in order to obtain really practicalresults.

The question of the direct transformation of the heat into elec

trical work has a close connection with the one now under con

fideration , but it is much more difficult to treat it directly ; it is,

moreover, almost evident that the conclusions at which I have just

arrived apply equally to this second mode of transformation .

I must observe that tbis is not the first time that it has been

proposed to utilise the thermo-magnetic properties of either

iron ornickel,for transforming heat into mechanical or electrical

work. Edison has tried to solve this problem,* using the property

that iron possesses of ceasing to be magnetic at about 750 °. But

none of the conditions necessary either for obtaining a practical

economic efficiency or for ensuring the rapidity of the changes of

temperature were fulfilled . M. Nodon wrote to me after the pub

lication of my first note on this subject, that he hadin 1890sent

a sealed packet to the Académie des Sciences, in which he described

a process consisting of the employment of a metallic gauze of pure

nickel serving to close a magnetic circuit. This metallic gauze was

alternately beated and cooled by means of a current of air, and the

variations in the flow of magnetic force which resulted from the

variations of temperature thusproduced served to generate an alter

patiog current.

•

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

AN ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PARABOLIC

REFLECTORS.* By SHEBARD COWPER -COLAS, Member, Assoc.M.

Inst.C.E.

Glass mirrors at the presenttime are almost exclusively used for

projectorsfor search lights and similar purposes, on account of the

difficulty that has been experienced in producing a true metallic

reflector that will not readily tarnishwhen exposedto the heat of an

arc light. One advantage ofa metallic reflector is that the rays from

the carbon points are collected into a parallel beam by means of

refraction only, and is not catadioptric, asmost glass mirrors are.

Spon reflectors are never true, as it is found in practice impossible

to spin them quite true to the moulds. Experiments have been

made with a view to substitutiog cast metalforglass, but the cost of

grinding and polishing, and the unsatisfactory surface that is

obtained, have resulted in the attempts beingabandoned. Stamped

reflectors have also been tried, butwith no more satisfactory results.

The present process I propose to describe to you isan electrolytic

one, one of the chief features being that the surface produced requires

no after polishing or trueing up. When once a true mould has been

produced, any number of reflectors can be takenfromit at a nominal

cost. A glass mouldis prepared, the convex side of which is accu

rately shaped andpolished to form a true parabolic, or other reflec

ing surface. As the mould only requires shaping and polishing on

the convex side, it is comparatively cheap as compared to a glase

reflector, which hasto be ground on both sides.On the prepared

surface is deposited a coating of metallic silver, which is thrown

downchemicallyon theglassand then polished,so asto ensure the

• La Nature published in 1888 an article in which we find the

methods used by this scientist described .

† Abstract of Paper read on Wednesday, February 9th , 1898 .• Given in my note to the Académie.
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Although palladium does not reflectlightas wellas asilver surface

which is perfectly clean and bright, silver is found quite unsuitable,

as after being in close proximity to an arc light for a short time the

silver tarnishes, and the light is greatly reduced in intensity. With

a palladium -faced reflector the intensity of light is found to remain

practically constant, as little or no tarnishing takes place.

THE SOCIÉTÉ INTERNATIONALE DES

ELECTRICIENS.

copperbacking being adherent to the silver. The mould thus pre

pared isplaced in a suitable ring and frame (which I will describe

later on ), and immersed in an eleotrolyte of copper sulphate, the

mould being rotated in a horizonal position, the number of revolu

tions beingabout 15 per minute . The copper adheres firmly to the

silver, and together they form the reflector, which is subsequently

separated from the glass mould by placing the whole in cold or luke

warmwater, and then gradually raisingthetemperature of the water

to 128 ° Fahr., when the metalreflector will leave the glass mould,

due to the unequal expansion of the two. The concave sartace et

the reflector obtained is an exact reproduction of the surface ofthe

mould, and has the same brilliant polish, and requires no further

treatment to answer all the purposes of areflector, with the excep

tion that it must be coated with a film of some suitable metal to

prevent tarnishing. Palladium is found to answer this purpose

best, as a bright coating can be deposited rapidly to anydesired

thickness; the palladiumresists tarnishing and the heat of the aro to
a wonderful degree.

Palladiumisa silver -white hard metal, and is sufficiently ductile

toberolled into tbia sheets. Its specific gravity is about 12, being

half thatof platinum . The presentprice ofpalladium is about double

that ofplatinum , but, its weight being one -hall, the samearea can be

covered at the same cost. Itmelts at anextremely high temperature

-about the same as wrought- iron. When onlyslightly heated in

hydrogen gas, ithasan extraordinary power ot absorbing mechanic.

ally large volumesof thisgas. Graham investigated this very curious

phenomenon, and found thata piece of palladium foil, when heated

below 212 ° Fahr., takes 240 times its volume of hydrogen, but that it

bad not the power ofabsorbing oxygen or nitrogen. At a moderately

high temperature palladium assumes a blue colour, and the formation

of athin filmof oxide, which it losesat a higher temperature,dueto
the decomposition of the oxide. Palladium isnot readily attacked by

sulphuric or hydrochloric acid .

In carrying out the manufacture of reflectors by this process, it is

essential that the glass mould be perfectly clean and free from grease

before the silver coating is applied . It has been found, however, that,

il the cleaning issolelyeffected bychemical means, there is a great

liability of the silver adhering too firmly to the glass, whereby the

mould is in danger of being broken during the removal of thereflector.

This difficulty has been overcome by cleaning the glass mould with a

suitable paste or powder, such as peroxide of iron, then removing

such paste or powder by washing the glass with a 50 per cent. solution

of ammonia . " It is necessary that this cleaning operation be repeated

prior to the production of each reflector. After the convex

side of the mould has been properly cleansed as described, a thin

coating of metallic silver is applied as follows : Ammonia is

added to a solution of nitrate of silver until the precipitate

that is first formed is re-dissolved, then re -precipitating by caustic

Boda, again dissolving inammonia , then adding glucose to the sola

tion . Excellent results have been obtained with a silvered solution

of tbe following components, equalparts of each being used :-Silver

nitrate, 0-5 per cent. , capstic potash, 0:5 per cent. ; glucose, 0-25 per

cent. The surface of the mould to be coated is immediately dipped

into the solation , when it becomes coated with a film of silver. The

silver coating is thoroughly washed, and then allowed todry, and the

silver which has been deposited is burnished bright with a piece of

cotton wool and peroxideof iron , preferably precipitated by ammonia

from a dilute solutionof ferrous sulphate. The cost of the silvering

is foundto vary from 20. to 4d. per inch diameter. I have here a

film of the silver and copper stripped from a glass mould, which is

quite transparentto transmitted light, baving a green tinge, but is

capable of reflecting light.

The copper solution generally used is of the following composi

tion :-Copper sulphate , 13 per cent.; sulphuric acid, 3 per cent.;
water, 83 per cent. As soon as the requisite thickness of metal has

been deposited, the mould, with the reflector attached to it, is placed

in a bath of coldor lukewarm water, which is then raised to a tem

perature of 120° Fahr.; whereupon, owing to the difference of the

expansion of the glass mould and the metal backing, the latter

separates from the mould . The only thing that requires to be done

now is to coat the reflector with an untarnishable metal. This is

accomplished by placing the reflectorinan earthenware pan ,contain

ing a 0 62 per cent. solution of palladium ammonium chloride in

about a 1 per cent. solution ammonium chloride. The solution is

used at about 75º Fabr., the current used for a 2 -foot reflector being

abont 0-5 of an ampere, the E.M.F. at the terminals of the bath being

4 to 5 volte. An anode made out of carbon, and curved ap

proximately the shape of the reflector, is attached to a rod, which is

connected byan arm to a rotating disc which causes theanode to

swing to and fro,thereby ensuring an evencoating of palladium , and

agitating the solation and preventing the depositing upon the

reflector ofparticles of foreign matter which may be present in the
solution .

Theback of the reflector is usually varnished before placing it in

the bath, to prevent localactionsetting up between the copper and

the silver orpalladium . The reflector is removed from the bath and

dipped in boiling water, and then placed in boxwood sawdust, which

is kept hot by means ofa steam jacket. The reflector is then ready

to bemounted in a suitable ring.

Reflectors made by the process which has just been described

have been subjected to a number of tests, and found to withstand

excessive heat without tarnishing. Balt water has been thrown

on the reflectors when they have been too hot to touch, the result

being that the water was driven off as steam , and the salt left as

a white deposit on the reflector, which was easily removed with a

wet cloth .

A reflector recently tested at Portsmouth had a number ofvifle

bullets passed through it, when the beam was found to be little

affected . On the other hand, the first shot fired at a glass reflector

splintered it to pieces.

The usual monthly sittiog of the Société des Electriciens took place

February 2ad, 1898 , with M. Violle in the chair. M. G. Janet, in

consequence of a death in the family, could not read his paper on

“ The Temperature of Incandescent Lamps.".

M. BRANLY called attention to the fact that various experiments

had been made in producing continuous or intermittent electric

waves, transmitting them to a distance, receiving them , and regis

tering them . Thetransmitter is a Hertz oscillator, with two spheres

immersed in an insulating liquid. This oscillator is worked by a

little Robmkorff coil, placed in a box lined with metal, and provided

with a contact key for obtaining short or long discharges .

TheHertz spark resonator is replaced by a tube of iron filings.

The latter, which are enclosed in a tube, andplaced between two con

doctors, and wbich form a circuit with a battery and a galvanometer,

offer a great resistance to the passage of the current; they become

conductive when excited by an electric wave. This conductivity is

destroyed by a shock, to reappear when a fresh wave strikes the tube.

Thesensibility is very great, and manifests itself at a distance. In

1895 M. Popoff had an apparatus constructed for receiving and regis

tering electric waves. The receiver is a tube of iron filinge placed in

circuit, witha battery and arelay. The latter is put in motion as
soon as the tube is struck by an electric wave at a distance. M.

Branly referred tobis experiments in connection with the paper read

at the last sittingby M. Voisenat on " TelegraphyWithout Wires."

M.BOUCHEROTthen read apaper on “ IndustrialCondensers: on their

Employment in Distributions at a Constant Intensity , and on a Self

exciting Alternator.”

In industrial condensers, the quality of paperused is animportant

consideration. Some kinds of paper heatand keep together, others

do not heat, but easily crack. The specific resistance of the paper

varies from 1 to 3 megohms percentimetre.

Thetemperature should also beconsidered . In somemeasurements

taken between 200 and 100 °, M. Boucberot obtained for the insula

tion resistance of various condensers — for oil, 3,500 ohms at 95º and

1.45 megohms at17.1 °; for paraffin, 500,000 ohms at 990 and 10 meg

ohms at 17°; for oiledpaper, 150,000 ohms at 44 °, and for paraffined

paper 6 megohms at40 °. A paraffined paper condenser gave an insu .

lation resistance of 2-6 megohms at 37°, of 700,000 ohms at 50°, and

of 100,000 ohms at 80 °. To obtain good workingfrom a condenser,

we must not, at present, exceed a difference of potential of 800

volts.

Various experiments have shown that, on alternating current
systems, the difference of potential rises to values above the normal

and pierces the condensers. We can now make condensers for 40

periods persecond at 3,000 volts, at the rate of 100 francs the kilo

watt, and at 100 volts for 150 francs thekilowatt. For 50 periods
per second, we must reckon at 3,000 volts 50 francs the kilowatt, and

at 100 volts 75 francs the kilowatt, but condensers are only advan .

tageous for low powers.

M. Boucherot then showed the advantages of condensers, first, for

counteracting the effects of self-induction, and then for distribution

at a constant intensity. On an effective difference of potential is

branched a circuit formed of a self -induction coil and a capacity.

We can then place in derivation , either at the terminals of the con

denser or at the terminals of the self- induction coil, a circuit formed

of various apparatus in series . The intensity remains constant in

the circuit.

The writer then discussed various other cases, and made some

experiments for purposes of demonstration. In conclusion, he spoke

ofa sell-excitingalternator, but he merely gave a brief sketch of its

principle.

M. KORDA then said that some condensers had already been con

structed at Buda- Pesth with an insulator of oil in vacao .

THE ENGINEERS' STRIKE .

As the results of the men's ballot came in , they showed in favour of

acceptance of proposals 28,588 and against 13,727 , a more than

two-thirds majority. The terms of settlement being formally agreed

upon , it was arranged to resume work on Monday, January 31st.

There was a gooddeal of kicking against the inevitable, and talk about

& general organisation. This, we are certain , will for long be

impossible, except someentirely newactuarial basis be built upon,
with proper division, by hard and fast lines, of the funds for fightand

for benefit. In its late existing form the Amalgamated Society of

Engineers is a total wreck . Never was a trade struggle carried on

with less turmoil and strife , and never has so huge astruggle ter

minated so disastrously for its originators. The men havesecured
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nothing bythe struggle. They have not even gained any recognition

for even fancied principles. True, certain bitherto accomplished

aims bave been specifically named in the agreement, but to them have

been tacked equally specificlimitations not hitherto allowed a right

in trades union ideas. Militant unionism has been set back to a

linefar in the rear of its previous outposts, and the line is fortified

by the employers who have mounted guns on previously dismantled

positions. Everything now depends upon the amicable working of

the men under new conditions,and upon the determination ofthe

employers to insist on aday's work for a day's pay, and to keep their

plant up to modern conditions.

Labour will then begin to profit by the change and by the regain

ing of lost trade, and we fully believe that with these things

thorougbly carriedout theeight hour day will come to be general.

A really earnest day of eight hours will be better for everyone than

the ball-hearted nine hoars' day, which we hope has ceased to be.

The estimates as to the proportion of the locked -out menthat could be

taken on again varied considerably for different towns. At one place

bardly any, at another 75 per cent.,and the remainder in a few weeks,

were reportedasprobable.

In this last ballot of the men the smallness of the numbers voting

is remarkable. At Paisley, Blackburn and Leeds, Dundee, Wigan

and Keighley, the majority of votes were cast against returning to

work, whereas in London , theplace of theoriginal mischief, the men

wanted to go back to work. This sort of thing mustannoy the men of

the north ,who, having taken up the battle for London, find them .

selves sold by the London executive, who, a short time ago declared

they had funds to go on fighting indefinitely, and yet hardly had

funds to meet weekly engagements. The hope of supplies bad, in

fact, kept men fighting to the last ditch, andthere, figuratively ,

they were left while Mr. Barnes cynically abandoned them to
their tate, as having no choice. The great change which the

strike has shown to be coming upon the engineering trade is

specially made plain in the case of a firm which finished two

steamers by theaid of apprentices only , the steamers passing the

trials and tests as ap to standard . Why, with all the lacts before

them , the executive allowed the fight to go on upon the mere

formality of a formal recognition by the employers of the notes

appended tothe clauses of the agreement, it is difficultto say. The

notes were the notes of the employers, and would be cited , whether

formally recognisedor not, in the future. Probably the truth is that

Mr. Barnes hoped by refusing the clauses to force public opinion in

favour of the men, in which he lamentably failed . He then seized

uponthe notes,andasked the masters to sayoveragain what they had

already pledged themselves to. This delay has done trades unionism

no good . Nothing more has been obtained , but only the nakedness

of the treasury has been shownup and adefeat bas been converted
into a rout, for the men could have far better gone to work direct'

from the conference, while every day's delay has shown up the

hollowness of the cry of the skilled man as necessary in machine

production.

Finally ,weshould like to say a word as to the threat to carry

things to Parliament. The working man to -day isfull of economic
beresies. He seems to think he can ask Parliament to pay

wages out of funds which exist in his imagination, as though

Parliament could do anything and everything. Thisnonsense is the

result of preaching to the so-called working man as though he were a

wonderfulcreature, all virtue and with no vices, and he hasbeen patted

on the back by M.P.'s and the like until he has come to think he is all

that fancy paints him . It is all this whichhasled up to theconduct

of the men in respectof restrictionof outputand general insubordina

tion to the truthand to the principles of business morality. Their

line of procedure has been followed for long past much as a train

mayrun safely over a line of rails for a long time until it reaches &

junction. In the case of the engineers they have run their train full of

economicheresies until ithasintersectedthatof foreigncompetitionand

the result we have seen . Others have seen the convergence of the lines

and the advancingtrains. Mr. Barnes and his friends have contrived

to time the trainsto arrive very much together at the point where

further concessionsto the men brought matters in England to the

wrong side of the line for foreign competition. The strike is, how

ever,now a thing of thepast, and it is hardly likely that anothercan

be started on the same false and mistaken issues . It will be long

before such a strike can be financially possible, and in the interim

educational influences havea chance tooperate on men and on

masters . For the moment the beaten and disappointed leaders are

talking trothily about the next attempt. For thesake of the men , it

is to be hopedby then that they will have obtained more intelligent

leaders.

As the shops were opened on the first Monday in February, it was

at first decided by theemployers to take ononly one- fourth of the

number of men necessary to fill vacancies. This was done in order

to give all shops an equal chance to obtain hands. But so many

shops had already so large a complement of free labour, that it was

seen there would not be places enough togo round, and word was

givento take on all there was room for. Thisstill left a lot of men

ont of work, for many shops were shortof orders, none having been

Bought during the strike, and it would therefore be some timebefore

all the strikers could be taken on . So far as we can learn, the men

themselves have gone back to work in a fairly agreeable spirit, the

fact being that they see plainly enough they bave been following a

bad lead . The employers also ,we are glad to hear,are doing all they

can to smooth matters and are not injudiciously flaunting a flag of

victory before their late opponents. Only in one or twoAmerican

papers, such as the WesternElectrician , do we find the termination of

The strike viewed with spiteful ill-nature. This journal is a sample

of that fortanately diminishing section of the American people,

which hopes and prays for overwhelming disaster to overtake the

British nation - America's best customer. We do not think much

weight need be attached to such evidently biassed statements as the

writer is so evidently uninformed , but he lays all the blame on the

neglect of the employers to provide improved tools — a clear proof

that he knows nothing of the machine question and of restriction of

output which underlay the whole dispute.
But while we may

excuse the western editor, what are we to say of such &

Sir John Gorst at the dinner of the United Club

which had before it the question of the relation of capital
and labonr. He spoke on the question in an exceedingly

unpractical manner, assuming that it were better to leave work alone

than toattempt it at the cost of reduced wages. This way of look

ing at things assumes at the outset that both men and masters are

doing their best, and cannot improve so as to afford & so-called

living wage. It also assumes that when articles are made in this

countryforwhich onlylowwagesare practicable, such low wages are
paid to people who, if not compelled by the employers to workfor

poor wages,would be working at something else forgoodwages. The
idea is absurd. No man is compelled to work for less than he can

get elsewhere, andthe inference is that in badly paid trades thework
isunpopular, and is only taken up bythose who otherwise would be

idle. But it is not by any means employers who are the cause oflow

wages in certain employments. It is due to the workers themselves,"

who rush into badly paid work rather than take up well paid work

whichthey can have for the asking. It is customary, for example, to

cry shameonthe management of acertain bread company which pays

huge dividends out of purveying very ordinary provisions, and is said
to pay poor wages. The sole reason is that the women who crowd the

doorsof the company for employment and accept poor pay for long
hours, bave open to them far more respectable andwell paid work in

domestic service, which is not fashionable among this class of women.

Yet philanthropists so called can always be found to condemn the

wrong person , and there are those who in the recent strike condemn

the employers because they have refused simply to pay away in

Wages more than they have made in profits, a process that toanyone

but a rabid philanthropist cannot long continue. When Sir John

Gorstassumes it may be necessary to throw up the sponge, heis

indeed a pessimist. In the first place he does not even present the
hope of doing better ;in the second, as an alternative to smallprofits
and wages, he has nothing to offer . ' When it is remembered that he

was speakiog in connection with the engineering business, of which

shipbuilding, our national pet industry, is a part,are we to conclude

that England had better go outof business atonce ? Sir John spoke

just as it he had been of opinion that therecent strike was a pro

test by the men against a starvation reduction in wages . So at least

his reported speechreads,and he ought to have known better. The

public at large didknow better, or very soon learned the facts, and

the strike wasreally crushed before it bad existed a fortnight, and
everyone saw this except the men themselves, and even they saw it

Booner than their leaders, who tried to buoyup their followers by

extolling the German and American subscriptions.
We hardly think that English workmen will be buch fools to be

caught by the bigh sounding “ brotherhood of labour " business in

the future. During the whole strike for eight hours, the selfish

German workmen did not, so far as we canlearn , make even the

shadow of a demand for the reduction of their own 12 hours' day,

whichwould have assisted their dear English bulldogs. They simply
subscribed a few pfennig each, and raked in the wages for the work

the English would not do, and unless the English workmen will study

these things for themselves, and not put their lives into the hands of

the first stump orator who gets up and troths, they must expect

foreigners to treat them as fools.

TESTS OF THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH

ON THE TELEGRAPH LINES OF THE

BRITISH GOVERNMENT..

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN

SQUIER.

In April,1897, à paper was read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, describing the general principles of the syp

chronograph and the experiments at that time completed in

developing it.t Since thenopportunity has been presented to make

trials on actual lines of considerable length and having different

distributed capacities. The tests were made over loops ofvarying
lengths from the General Post Office, London, where both trans

mitters and receivers were located .

The apparatus available for experiment comprised a high

frequency alternator, giving practically harmonic waves from 50 to

720 complete wavesper second; actual telegraph lineswith values of

A B varying from 0to 261,000 and resistance varying from 0 to

10,000 ohms; an artificial submarine cable representing within 1 per

cent. of accuracy an actual cable of 180 knots in length, and also the

latest types of Wheatstone transmitters and receivers , with adjust

able condensers, & c .

The longest loop tried was 1,097 miles, from London to Glasgow,

Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and return to London by a differentpole line,

This contained some iron wire and also 48 miles of underground

cable, and a total value of K B equal to 261,000.

• Abstract of a report to the Postmaster -General of the United

States, read before the Franklin Institute, January 19th, 1898, and

publishedin the Electrical World .

† See ELECTRICAL REVIEW , May 7th, 1897.
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It was found in the course of trials with the different apparatus

that it was possible to operate the Wheatstone receiver without

alteration by the synchronograph transmitter, and a test was made

over the longest line to compare the efficiencyof the two transmitters

when operating the same receiver under identical line conditions.

The surprising result was discovered that the synchronograph could

operate the Wheatstone receiver approximately three times asfast as

the Wheatstone transmitter on any line, provided the mechanical

limit of the receiver is not already reached . The Wheatstone system

operated from London to Aberdeen ordinarily employs two automatic

repeaters to increase the speed. Without any repeaters the syn

chronograph operated the Wheatstone receiver over this line

practically up to its mechanical limit. By the synchronograph

method of transmission it thus becomes possible to operate Wheat

stone receivers at the present speeds without repeaters anywhere in
the British Islands.

One of the most important results of the trials to be described has

been to emphasise the probability that the side wave possesses

superiority over other forms of wave for any speed , slow or fast.

The messages are prepared for the Wheatstone transmitter by

perforating paper tapewith two rows of holes at the proper intervals

to secure correct signals, one row on each side. In the centre,

between these two rows of holes, runs an unioterrupted series of

smaller holes, which serves to feed the tape regularly through the

transmitter.

A characteristic of the transmitter is the fact that the contact for

the electrical circuits is not madethrough the holes in the paper, as

in some transmitters, but by small steel rods, which passthrough

the holes in the paper, contacts are made and broken inanother part

of the apparatus by means of lovers. Only the positive currents
capse the receiver to make a mark . A dot, together with the accom

panying space corresponds to a complete wave of current . A dash

with its following space occupies twice the time of a dot with its

space, and corresponds to the time of two complete waves, although

in reality it is a single wave with the positive portion three times as

long as the negative, and thus the mark for a dash is about equal to
three dots.

The chiet characteristics to be noted are that the waves of

impressed E.M.F. are square -topped, and those for a dash are longer
than for a dot.

An essential part of the receiver is a polarised relay consisting of

a permanent magnet and an electro-magnet. The armature of the

receiver, to which the recording wheel is attached, is moved in one

direction for a direct current and in the opposite direction for a

reversed current. A small recording wheel is kept moistened with

int,and every positive current drives it against thepaper, while a
negative one raises it from the paper. The paper tape is driven

forward by clockwork , and thus a series of marks is made upon the

tape corresponding to the positive portions of any set of current

In practice it isfound that, when connected directly to the line

and the return , and operated by the transmitter, the speed obtainable

oper most lines can be increased by the use of condensers shunted by

non - inductive resistances and inserted in the main line. Common

blues of the resistance and capacity are about 8,000 ohms and 10 to

20 microfarads,which would vary according to the line.

The details of the experimental transmitter used in the synchrono

graph experiments were practically the same as those employed in

the original experiments, and described in the first paper to which
reference has been made. The messages were prepared by fastening

strips of paper upon the metal surface of a large wheel geared

directly tothe shaft of the alternator as there described .

As it was desired to make tests over a considerable range of

frequencies, the small Papia alternator used in the first experiments
was again utilised for these trials. The alternator was driven by a

1 H.P. Lundell motor, supplied from 100 -volt constant potential

mains, anda storage battery was available for the excitation of the

rotating field of the generator. Since the generator is, in fact, four
alternators of 18 , 22, 26 and 30 poles respectively, and the motor

could be run regularly at very slow speeds as well as bigb, this com
bination with a field excitation, which could be varied at will,

permitted a wide range of frequencies at any desired voltage.
Transformers were used when desired. For themost rapid speeds

the chemical receiver, using the formula of Delany, was employed

with the syo chronograph. The paper was prepared and used in the
form of sheets insteadof tape.

The lines first used in the testsof August 8th ran from London via

Leeds to Newcastle-on -Tyne, and return to London via York.

With no earth , messages were received with ease at a frequency

of 652 cycles, or 1,304 alternations per second . This frequency was

limited by the fact that the greatest number of poles to the gene

rator was 30, and the number of revolutions to produce this fre

quencywas 2,608 , beyond which it was not then thought advisable to

go for fear of injuring the machine.

With earth and a total value of KB equal to 81,518, a frequency of

- 165 cycles,or 330 alternations per second was reached.

To obtain a longer line with a greater value of K R, a second loop

was made up trom London vià Leedsto Glasgow ,and return viâ
Edinburgh, Newcastle-on -Tyne, and York to London.

As before tbrough this line without earth, K R being 31,771 , a cur

rent was sent baving a frequency as high as safety to the alternator

permitted , viz., 652 complete waves per second , and no limit of speed

daeto line damping was reached ,themessages beingreceivedwith
perfect clearness. With earth and K R = 127,082 , no records were

received at all on thisdate on accountof not having at hand a suit

able transformer to produce highenough potential at the slow speed

of thealternator necessary . Before thenexttrials were made asuit
able transformer was available to deal with a value of KR much

larger than the above.

To test the fact that the messages were actually passing through

Glasgow , and that the records were not being caused by leakage

currents across the line at some point, the circuit was broken by the

operator at Glasgow at a certain time, and restored five minutes

later. Before and after the line was so broken the messages were

transmitted readily, while during the time it was broken not the

slightest record conld be obtained .

An instructive experiment, illustrating forcibly the influence of

increase of distributed capacity upon aerial wires, was that of suddenly

plugging in and out the earth connection, thereby practically changing

the capacity of the line four-fold , when at the instant the earthwas

connected the motor would slow down and labour under the increased

load .

On Thursday, August 12th, it was decided to try the synchrono

graph with the Wheatstone receiver, which was at hand in the same

room . This was done, and without any alteration of the receiver

whatever it responded readily to each wave of current from the

alternator. Messages were then correctly transmitted and received .

This was done by two different methods. First, the messages were

interpreted by the portions of current omitted, as described in the

former paper, the omission of a single mark denoting & dot and

two marks a dash , the marks themselves meaning spaces. Second,

the presence of the marks was used for dots and dashes, and one

mark denoted a dot, while two or three consecutive marks denoted a

dash. The marks are all regularly spaced, and the eye experiences

no difficulty in reading the dash, even though it is made up of

two or three separate consecutive marks instead of a single long

mark, since the leogth of the dash is of more moment than the

continuity of the mark .

These preliminary tests developed the fact that messages could be

received by the Wheatstone receiver in the laboratory faster with the

synchronograph than with the regular Wheatstone transmitter.

When this discovery was made the engineer - in - chief desired to make

a more extensive series of experiments and try the synchronograph

with the Wheatstone receiver over actual lines havinga value of K B

sufficient to reduce the speeds. As the Wheatstone receiver was to

be usedwith the alternating current, the first thing wanted was a

knowledge of its constants. The inductance of the instrument

measured by theimpedance method was found to be •875 henry fora

single coil and 3:46 henrys for the coils in series . When the coils

were connected so as to give opposing, magnetic effects the measure
ments gave an inductance of 187 henry. The two coils of the

receiver are wound together,the two wires beingwound as one upon

the spools in such close proximity that the mutual iaduction between

the coils is at its maximum , andis nearly equal to the inductance of

each coil. In such a case the inductance of the two coils in series

should equal four times that of a single coil if there wereno mag

netic leakage, and when connected in opposition the inductance

would vanish. This agrees approximately with the measurements

when allowance is made for small magnetic leakage.

Whenthe receiver coils areconnected in parallel the inductance is

practically the same as that of a single coil, since the two coils are

like a single one having larger wire, the number of turns being

identical.

Thus, with a frequency of 650 cycles per second , the reactance is

many times larger than the resistance of the coil. In either case of

a series or parallel connection of the coils it is 22 75 times as much .

When the receiver is used with reversing currents, such as are

employed in the Wheatstone system , or with alternating currents, the

impedance is the important element, and the value of the resistance

makes very little difference, provided it bears so small a ratio to the

impedance.

When the synchronograph wasused with the Wheatstone receiver

the resistance with its shunted condenser, described above, was

removed from the line, and the condenser shunted directly around

the receiver. The receiver and condenser thus form & resonant

circuit, and by properly choosing the condenser it is possible to in

crease the receivercurrentmaterially, making it larger than the line

current. This is the benefit of using a condenser, but the capacity

for the best effect should vary with the frequencyof alternation. By

knowing the inductance of the receiver and the frequency, the con

denser capacity can be readily calculated. The value of the capacity
for any frequency is not very critical; that is, a condenser will

improve theworking for a considerable range of speed.

With lines having a low value of KR, the speed of the Wheat

stone system is limited to about 600 words per miaute, as this is

found to be very near to the mechanical limit of operation of the

receiver, due to the inertia of the moving parts, the spattering of ink

or other causes.

A copper aerial line having K B equal to about 30,000 will reduce the

Wheatstone speed to about 400 words a minute ; and when a line exceeds
this it customary to insert an automatic repeater, by which the

speed is maintained over longer distances. Speeds of 400 words a

minute are regularly maintained in England in commercial working,

while the limit of the commercial working in the United States

is considerably lower, about 200 words per minute.

The speed of the synchronograph transmitter and a chemical

receiver would be greater than that with the Wheatstone receiver,

because of the shorter code permissible with this receiver. There

would then be no limit at 600 words due to the mechanical con

struction, so that the value would run up into thousands of words

per minute. The speed cannot be given , as the experiments have

not yet established the law of speeds for this combination of instru
ments.

Opportunity was presented for tests of this method of trans

mitting sigaals over the artificial cable belonging to the British

.

1

• With the receiver in circuit with the main line tbe iaductance of

the former should be consideredin comparison with the resistance of

the whole circuit, and its combination vectorially therewith affects

the latter very slightly . - EDITOR.
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Post Office, and making direct comparisons of the alternating

current method with the present Wheatstone system over the same
cable . This cable , which represents within 1 per cent. the real cable

usedfromEngland to the Continent, to Ireland, the ChannelIslands,

& c ., is made in 60 sections of 3 kaots each , making a total of 180

knots or 207.5 miles. Each section has & equal to 1 microfarad and

33 ohms, makiog total K 60 microfarads and total

33 x 60 = 1,980 ohms, and total K B = 118,800 . The cable is

of the type in which the distributed capacity is obtained by con

densers placed at regular intervals along its length.

Through this cable, with a voltage of 110, messages were sent at a

frequency of 936 periods, or 187-2 alternations, per second, using

the synchronograph and the chemical receiver. The next experiment

was with the Wheatstone system transmitter and receiver, using 100

volts constant potential, and a speed of 120 words per minute,
equivalent to 72complete waves per second , was eached by the post

office officials .

From along experience in the British service the basis which is

there used to calculate the number of words per minute in terms of

complete cycles of current by the Wheatstone system is 36 complete

cycles = one word, or 6 of a complete cycle of current per second

equals one word per minute. This basis has therefore, been used

throughout in calculating the comparative speeds, using the synchrono

graph with the Wheatstone receiver, so thatthe comparativeresults

given are independent of the length adopted for a dash, or indeed of

the particularcode employed.

The cables from England to the Continent are not at present

operated by the Wheatstone system , although by so doing the speed

would undoubtedly be increased ; but the Hughes system , by a

present international agreement, is employed. By the Hughes system

themessages are printed on a tape, which can be mounted on ablank

and delivered .

With the experience already gained and the constants of the

Wheatstone receiver measured , a wider range of experiments was

planned , to include tests over each line for speed as follows :

(1 ) Wheatstone transmitter and receiver.

(2) Synchronograph and Wheatstone receiver.

( 3) Synchronograph and chemical receiver.

Two other lines were made up, which, being used both with and

without earth , were equivalent to four separate lines. One of these

was a loop from London viâ York and Leeds to London with

values R =2,783, K = 11.95 , K B = 33, 257, and K B with no earth

8,314.

( To be continued .)

2,580. Improvements in electric lighting media . ” H. A. KENT.

Dated February 1st.

2,584. “ Improvements in the manufactare of electric glow lamps."

W. L. WISE. (C. Pieper, Germany.) Dated February 1st.

2,591 . " An improvement in electric plating ." F, T. HARBIS.

Dated February 1st.

2,604. " Improvements in systems and apparatus for electric time

control.” W. P. THOMPSON . ( The Self-Winding Clock Company,

United States.) Dated February 1st.

3,618 . Improvements in supports, chiefly designed for electric

incandescent lampe.” L. WELDON. Dated February1st. (Complete.)

2,669. " Improvements in electrical cut-outs . ” W. MOGROCH

Jun. Dated February 2nd.

2,670 . Improvements in electrical_keyholder and analogous

switches." W.McGEOCH , Jun. Dated February 2nd.

2,684. " Improvements in apparatus for the electro -deposition of

metals . ” F. FISHER, BENJAMIN JOHN ROUND, BENJAMIN JAMBS

ROUND, and A. RÕUND. Dated February 2nd .

2,723. “ Improvements in electric arc lamps.” H. CBUDGINGTON .

Dated February 2nd.

2,734. “ Improvements in , or relating to, electric_incandescent

lamps.” A. J. BOULT. (O. Duvivier, Belgium .) Dated February 2nd .

2,735. Improvements in, or relating to, dynamo machines and

electric motors ." M. H. C. SHANN and R. É. C. SHANN . Dated

February 2nd .

2,761. " Improvements in high tension electric switches . " E. W.

Cowan and A. STILL. Dated February 3rd .

2,770. “ Improvements in holders for incandescent electric lamps."

G. JAEGER and H. BENDER. Dated February 3r:l. ( Complete.)

2,784. “ Improvements in electric switches.” O. C. IMMISCE.

Dated February 3rd.

2,788. “ Improvements ia electric incandescent lamps." R. B.

Roxby. Dated February 3rd .

2,805. “ Improvements in electrical tumbler switches.” H. CRUD

GINGTON . Dated February 3rd.

2,814. “ A now or improved manufactare of insulated wire for

electrical purposes generally." J. F. BRENNAN . Dated February 3rd.

2,819 . “ Improvements in electric cigar lighters.” W. F. KESSLER.

Dated February 3rd .

2,849._ “ Improvements in electric switches . " A. E. TANNER and

F. A. C. LEIGH . Dated February 4th.

2,871 . “ Improvements in electric furnaces." W. H. GBAHAY .

Dated February 4th.

2,876. “ Improvements in electric lamp bulbs.” J. ATH CRTON and

C. M. DowXIB. Dated February 4th.

2,891. " Improved announcing and recording apparatus applicable

to telephones.” F. B. GBUNERT. Dated February 4th . ( Complete.)

2,904. " Improvements in electric heating and melting, specially

applicable to the metalpots of linotype machines and the like."TAB

LINOTYPE COMPANY, LIMITED, J. PLACE and M. BARR . Datud

February 4th .

2.967 . “ Improvements ia electro -depositing anodes .” H. L. Hans.

Dated February 5th. (Complete.)

2,968. 'Improvements in electric switches." R BELFIELD. (G.

Wright, United States.) Dated February 5th.

2,991 . Improved double arc lamp.” W. MATHIESEN . Dated

February 5th. ( Complete.)

2,998. * Improvements in and relating to the decomposition of

alkalice salts by electrolysis and in apparatas therefor."
J.

GREENWOOD . Dated February 5th.

2,999. “Improvements in transmitters of Morge telegraphic

apparatus for continuous and alternating currents.” C. Rossiand P.

FORCIERI. Dated February 5th. ( Complete.)

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NBY PATENTS . - 1868 .

[ Compiled wpressly for this journal by W. P. TROMPHON & Co.,

Electrical Patont Agonts, 322, High Holborn , London, W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

66
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ABSTRAOTS OF PUBLISABD SPROIFICATIONS.

Copies of any of these Specifications may be oblained of Mesars. W. P.

THOMPSON & Oo ., 822, High Bolborn , W.O., price, post free, Id.

( in stamps).]

18,718A. “ Improvements in, and relating to, electric railways and

tramcars .” 8. H.SHORT. Dated February 3rd . (Date claimedunder

Patents Rule 19, August 12th, 1897.) (Complete.)

2,433. " Ao improved system of adapters, to adapt all existing

fittings for electric lighting to armoured, sheathed, or other concen

tric cables.” H. F. PHILLIPS. Dated January 31st.

2,456. “ Improvements in electric contacts suitable for railway

signalling and other purposes, and apparatus for use in combination

therewith .” R. BURN and A. O. BROWN . Dated January 31st .

2,479. “ Improvements in terminals for electrical connections,

especially adapted to incandescence lampholders.” G. BYNG and

H. BEVI8. Dated January 31st.

2,485. “An improvement in electric arc lamps." C. OLIVER .

Dated January 31st.

2,487. “ Improvements in apparatus for distributiog electricity."

B. PENGELLY. Dated January 31st.

2,495 . Improved method of insulating electricapparatus and

conductors. " J. L BEBTHET, M. MOLLARD and L. DOLAO. Dated

January 31st. (Date applied for under Patents,&c. , Act, 1883, Sec.

103, July 2nd, 1897, being date of application in France .)

2,522. “An improved electrical striking mechanism for bells."

A. ÉCESTEIN and H. J. COATES. Dated February 1st.

2,538. "Improvements in, or in connection with , the electrical

propulsion of road vehicles. " G. WILKINSON and L. W. HOLMES.

Dated February 1st.

2,551. “ An improved combined electrical dynamo and motor. "

T. COOPER. Dated February 1st.

2,571. “ Improvements in electro -dynamic elements. " C. VALLOT

and E. PAUZE. Dated February 1st.

2,572. " Improved paper carriers and spacing mechanism appli

cable for use on typewriters or linotype machines, telegraphic, print

ing, and recording instruments.” A. G. O'FARRELL , J. E. Schu

MACHER and W. R. MAKINS. Dated February 1st.

{

1896 .

21,236 . An electric regulator.” W. EMMOTT. Dated September

25th, 1896. The brightness of lamps or the strength of a current
through a circuit is controlled by means of a self-induction coil. The

coil may be in sections and the current may be sent direct or through

one or more of the sections by means of a suitable switch ; or the

core may be movable within or in relation to the coil by means of &

switch lever.

21,293. “ Improvements in electrical door bolte. ” 8. F. PAGR.

Dated September 25th , 1896 The bolt is arranged to be shot or

withdrawn or both shotand withdrawn by an electro-magnet. A bolt

isshownwhich is shot by a springand withdrawnby a magnet,the

circuit of which may be closed by a person in bed ,for instance. A

metallic rod on theback of the bolt operatesanalarm when thebolt

is withdrawn.Two electro-magnets may be arrangedaround the bolt,

one for shooting and the other for withdrawing it.
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EVEN a lapse of three months since the adjournment of the

discussion apon Mr. Philip Dawson's paper before the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers has not proved saffi

cient to cool down the thirst of some English engineers and

manufacturers for Mr. Dawson's blood, in consequence of

what was considered on his part undue advocacy of American

traction methods; and more than one of the speakers at the

renewed discussion felt obliged to put in a few good words

for the paper and its author, as being worthy of more praise

than censure .

Probably if more real and unbiased experts in this field

had joined in the discussion, it would have been clear that,

as often happens, both sides were right and both were

wrong; the fault with each lay in too hasty and comprehen,

sive a generalisation.

We ourselves have been accused in more than one quarter

of advocating the use of American designs and plant in

electric traction work on this side; whereas, what we have

always said , and what we still maintain is, that we do not

need to go to the United States (in spite of the valuable and

long experience they have had over there) for steam engines,

dynamos, gereratore, boilers, tramcar bodies, switch gear,

trolley wire, or numerous other essentials to an electric

tramway; but when it comes to motors and controllers, as

well as a series of designs for car trucks capable of enduring

the severe work entailed upon motor cars, purchasers on this

side pause before deciding upon home-made articles

turned out by makers without a tithe of the experience

possessed by Americans, who have gone throngh the costly

mill of " trial and error.” Moreover, these latter items are

now being made in the States in such large quantities — at a

low price even allowing for freight, and of high efficiency

that English makers cannot hope to compete in this direction

for some time with any great measure of success.

While, therefore, the members of the Institution who

joined in the debate, may have been right in criticising Mr.

Dawson's advocacy of things American as of far too

sweeping a character, they might with advantage bé reminded

that we have not as yet, in this country, surpassed , or even

equalled, American methods and appliances of all kinds.

In regard to the question of engine types suitable for

traction, there seems but little need to add any words to the

remarks made by Mr. Mark Robinson. It is ludicrous to

specify for a governor that shall govern an engine, and an

engine that shall be governed, to within less than 1 per

cent. of the normal engine speed .' It is not as though the

cars must be, or are, run with an unvarying pressure : with

lighting it is different — a slight variation in engine speed

tells at once upon the lights — but who knows of it when the

line voltage of a tramway varies 40 or 50 volts in 500, or

what practical difference does it make to the service ? The

cars at the end of a long line may slow off a little, but the

may well
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admiration ought to be put forward in regard to the per

sistence with which the subject of bicycle-wheel ily -wheels is

introduced by the inventor or deviser. Should a paper be

announced for any of the Institutions wherein there is the

least reference to a fly -wheel, so sarely does that familiar

diagram appear on the wall or the blackboard, accom

panied by figures and formule sufficient for two ordinary

college lectures. Mr. Dick was always very fond of intro

ducing King Charles's head into conversations not always

connected therewith . The inventor of tangential fly-wheel

spokes had more excuse for bringing up his pet sabject at

the Institution discussion , and he made the most of it.

There is much to be said for his device, when the old

fashioned forms of fly -wheel are considered ; but Mr.

Robinson knocked a good deal of ground from under the

feet of this idea (if it can be said to have any) by showing

that the disc form of fly -wheel, with small diameter, is

quite good enough with high -speed, short -stroke engines.

We shall await Mr. Dawson's written reply to the

discussion with interest. He has, at any rate, plenty of

points to deal with .

Storage Battery

Traction .

variation is only momentary, and cannot have any serious

sustained effect.

So long as an engine is not overloaded , and has automatic

expansion gear, with a governor to prevent racing, it ought

to work perfectly well, and the particular decimal fraction of

1 per cent, variation in speed is not worth troubling about.

Even if it were , we have plenty of engine builders in this

country who can turn out engines equal to, if not better, than

the American -made articles, and with as good, if not better,

governing powers.

Turning to one other point which cropped up rather

prominently at this discussion, it may be worth while

emphasising again the real reason for the want of progress

in electric traction here as compared with America. One

speaker seemed to think that the reason was because we have

much better roads than are usual in the States ; but if so ,

have we a greater number of public road vehicles, such as

omnibuses ? Certainly not, and, therefore, bis argument

falls to the ground at once. As a matter of fact, the average

passenger -car-mileage density is, we believe, greater in this

country than in the States, so that such tramways as we

have are as much used in proportion as are those in America .

The true reason for greater development across the

Atlantic is obviously that which other speakers insisted

upon , viz. , the absence of absurd legislation and official

restrictions, such as those embodied in the Tramways Act of

1870, the title of which offers the choicest piece of sarcasm

we ever remember to have seen :-An Act to facilitate, &c.,

the construction, & c ., of tramways !! In driving this truth

home, Sir Frederick Bramwell appears to have spoken at

the meeting with his official muzzle removed ; and the fact

is worth noting that the same official referee called in to

adjudicate upon the value of a tramway, & c ., under the

Tramways Act, should , when speaking as a private indi

vidual, criticise so strongly the results of the very Act he

has practically been called upon to administer.

A strong contrast is noticeable between the remarks of

practical men like Mr. Robinson , who dealt only with the

points they specially understood, or were qualified to discuss,

and the more or less vague and general atterances of the

“ professors." Why, for instance, should a man of so high

a capacity as Prof. Unwin advocate the use of conduit lines

instead of the trolley, and mention as an argument that 200

horses had been killed in Boston ? Surely he knows the

enormous cost of a conduit line, and that if one is being

put down in New York , many others (in the shape of cable

roads) elsewhere are being replaced by the trolley. There is

only one New York, and the conditions of tramway work

there are almost unique, just as they are in London . As for

the horses, if a blizzard will persist in coming every few

years, breaking down wires of every sort, it certainly seems

wiser to employ a trolley system that can be easily repaired,

and is usually less liable to stoppage, than a conduit line,

even at the risk of shocking a few horses to death . It

takes precious little current, anyway, to kill a horse, and if

public convenience is preferred the horses must either go off

the streets altogether or take the risk . The average horse

would, we think, prefer to take the one - in - a -million chance

of being shocked to death rather than the one- in - a - hundred

chance of being worked to death on a tramway in a couple

SOME time ago we commented upon the

Englewood -Chicago storage battery line,

giving particulars of the power house, plant,

&c., when equipment was going on, and anticipating farther

information after actual work had begun. Tests — of a

rather qualified nature, so far as their practical value is

concerned — have lately been made on the generating plant

and batteries, and the figures derived therefrom are to be

found in another part of this issue of the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW . So far as the engine house plant is concerned , with

coal at 7s. 8d. per ton (giving 10,145 B.T.U. per lb.) the net

cost of fuel per kilowatt -hour at the switchboard was about

•305 of a penny. The batteries gave an apparent energy

efficiency of 60 per cent., but quite an insufficient series of

charges and discharges are taken for this result, and we

imagine it to be the case (as we expected ) that at least a

year's working must be taken before any effort can be made

to get at the exact state of affairs in battery workiog. By

theend of that time the balance -sheet onght to be as good &

test as any of the possibility of using battery traction with

reasonable hope of success from an economical standpoint.

As a rule it is an all sufficient test, but there has been in

time past too great a tendency to bolster up storage battery

traction by the manufacturing interests engaged, irrespective

of absolute results. The battery cars appear to have required

1:41 units per car mile at the charging table, and about -87

unit per car mile at the motors, equal to 10 lbs. of coal per

car mile. The difference, •54 unit, represents the loss por

car mile in the battery. We shall not be at all surprised if

further experience shows this loss to be continually greater as

the battery deteriorates with use. No figures aregiven as to

the cost of labour or maintenance, so that final judgment in

regard to this instance of astorage battery worked line must

still remain suspended . The line is evidently of a very

level nature, otherwise we should expect motor cars weighing

nearly 12 tons when fully equipped would require a con

siderably greater consumption of energy per car mile than

that above named .

Post Office Telegraphs . - The Postmaster-General has

appointed Mr. Edward May to the Controllership of the

Central Telegraph Office rendered vacant by the retirement

of Mr. H. Č. Fischer, C.M.G. Mr. Thomas Barlow will

succeed Mr. May as Deputy Controller.

of years.

In concluding this notice of the discussion, a word of
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ENGLEWOOD AND CHICAGO ELECTRIC

STORAGE BATTERY ROAD.*

Two efficiency tests of the battery give results of 53•6 per
cent. and 62:32 per cent., respectively. These results ,

however show the efficiency in actual service, but do not

represent the possibilities of the batteries. Ad these results

have been carefully plotted in the form of curves, including

acceleration and current curves .

While the figures given are very gratifying, it should

be stated that the tests do not demonstrate thebest results

that may be expected of storage battery traction, and were

not made for that purpose. The primary object of the test

was to determine where improvements could bemade, and if

this is kept in mind when comparing the results with those

obtained on a trolley system of aboutthe same size, it will be

seen that the cost of fuel for accumulator traction of

something less than one cent per car mile is very favourable

to storage battery traction . After the improvements sug

gested by the tests have been made, and better coal than was

used on the test, at a cheaper price, has been secured , the

fuel cost per car mile should be brought well within one-balf

cent. The batteries have operated from 8,000 to 14,000 miles

and are standing the service remarkably well, so that the

maintenance account up to the present has been compara

tively small .

The tests were in charge of Mr. George A. Damon ,

consulting engineer, who was ably assisted by Prof. T. P.

Gaylord and a corps of students from the Armour Institute

of Chicago. In conclusion we venture to express the opinion

that the experience gained by the enterprising Englewood

and Chicago Street Railway Company will benefit all interested

and engaged in electric street railway development, and that

it will lead to further improvements in accumulators, and the

more extensive introduction of storage battery traction in the

United States.

THE VENTILATION OF THE

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY TUNNELS.

EVER since the consolidation of storage battery interests in

this country, electrical engineers havelooked forward with a

feeling of satisfaction and vindication to the time when the

storage battery would displace the uncomely overhead and

expensive underground trolley. The problems which had op

to that time occupied the minds of a few investigators,

were now being attacked by numerous inventors desirous of

producing a light weight accumulator, one which would not

deteriorate rapidly, and a generally practical system of hand
ling storage roads.

While these questions received the closest aitention of

electrical engineers, the steam generating and transmitting,

as well as electrical machinery, were being marvellously

developed . But while we heard of storage batteries per

forming many useful fanctions in central stations, the only

roads worthy of mention whose cars were equipped with

accumulators, were those of Berlin, Paris, Vienna and Bir

mingham . On the other hand, the Metropolitan Railway

Company of New York, after a thorough investigation of all

existingmethods of street car propulsion, adopted the elec

tric conduit system over a large network of thoroughfares.

We have watched , meantime, in conjunction with every

one interested in electric traction, ever since its incep

tion in 1895, the progress and success of the Englewood
and Chicago electric storage battery road , and now that

the results of carefully executed efficiency tests have

been made available, we take pleasure in presenting

below some of the results and conclusions of these

tests to our readers. During last summer over 20 motor

cars were operated, often with trailers, and thousands of

people were carried each day. The tests were conducted

ander actual operating conditions, no effort being made to
obtain results better than might be expected in everyday

service. The engines developed a total of 232 72 horse

power ; the electrical output was 186 9 horse-power, showing

an efficiency of 80 per cent., the average all-day efficiency

being 79.3 per cent. The logof the boiler tests shows that
the steam pressure was 168.3 lbs.,and that 8.22 lbs. of water

were evaporated per pound of combustible from and at

212° F. , and that the boilers developed 149 horse -power

each ; 62 86 per cent. of the total calorific power of the fuel
was atilised . The results of the tests on engines, dynamos

and auxiliaries show that 18 lbs. of dry steam were used by

each engine per indicated horse-power hour. The average

output of each generator was 128.3 kilowatt, which was

67.5 per cent. of full load . The load factor was •82 , and

the watt hours per pound of coal 155.2 . The cost of coal

was $ 1.90 per ton ,and its cost per net kilowatt hour •611 of

8 cent. The conditions of the test were not favourable, how

ever, as the steam pressure was lower than it should have

been and the vacuum was only 24.25 inches. The engines

were also overloaded during the entire run and were not

operated at their rated speed. The average percentage

betweenthe horse-power developed in the cylinders and the

electrical horse-power deliveredon the switchboard is shown

to be 79:27 per cent., which is very satisfactory, and the

efficiency of the generators (running 32 per cent. below their

rated capacity) is 93.1 per cent. The total station efficiency

from coal pileto switchboard is 5:58 per cent. As a matter
of comparison we may state that the efficiency of the Chicago

EdisonCompany's Harrison Street station ,producing elec
trical

energyfor •3 of a cent. per kilowatt hour, is only 4:61

par cent,

To make a fair test of the batteries, 110 trips were made

on one day and 123 trips on another, giving a total of
Dearly 3,500 car miles. The resulte of these tests show the
following :

Kilowatt hours at switchboard per car mile, 1.37 and 1.63

for the two days, respectively ; pounds of coal per car mile,

9:45 and 10-50 ; cost of coal per net kilowatt hour, .655

and •611 of a cent ; cost of coal percar mile, :897 and .966

of a cent. It should be remarked that there was a coating

of ice upon therails duringthe latter part of the second

day. The total number of stops during four trips was 57 ,

and the average speed of thecarswas 11.84 miles per hour.

Weare in receipt of a pamphlet fromMr. Robert Cox, M.P.,

on the above subject. It appears to have been compiled by

Mr. Ernest Callard, of the London Chamber of Commerce,

and to be essentially the evidence before the Board of Trade

Committee of Inquiry of Mr. Jas. Keith. Mr. Keith

practically confines himself to positive fan ventilation by

means of slow running fans placedmidway of the stations, and

we are glad to see that anabsence of sulphurous smoke from

the tunnels of the South London electric lines is not allowed

by Mr. Keith to stand for ventilation.

The Metropolitan Railway may be foul with sulphurous

fumes, but it is probably little worse than the South

London line, which has not the advantage of germicide

smoke to disinfect it. We do not believe in this puri.

fication of tunnels by choking fumes of sulphur, but an

electrical line ought not to be put down without any

attempt at ventilation, Mr. Callard shows that the

Metropolitan Company hold their powers under their Act

of 1854, which gives them full power to use any sort of

motive power they like to employ, without any approach to

Parliament for further powers. This being so, he questions

the honesty of the company in procuringthe insertion of

inspired paragraphs in the press that they are seeking Parlia

mentary powers to adopt electric traction . All this is to

begaile the public; as to which, however, there may be two

opinions, aswe shall show later.

It is certain that electric traction would prove a fair cure

for the Metropolitan fumes. Being so near the surface, there

would always be a change of air at the blow -holes sufficient

to purify the tunnels ofthe only then possible pollation due

to the presence of a certain number of people passing

through .

The deeper-buried electric line in South London cannot

purify itself, and is not even arranged , as it has been claimed

to be arranged , so that the trains will assist ventilation .

The trains churn the air, they do not pash mach out. Yet

they might easily have been made to do so, and the other

wise necessary fans avoided. Any mining engineer would

have shown how to ventilate the South London tunnels by• New York Electrical Engineer.
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the aid of a few brattices. As it stands, this line is but poor

testimony to the boasted parity of electric traction .

It is worth note that on theMetropolitan line, at Gower

S :reet platform , Dr. Haldane found 89 :4 parts of Co , per

10,000, or over 22 fold the atmospheric normal. The com

mittee would draw the maximum limit at 15 to 20 parts.

As to the beguiling of the public by asking powers from

Parliament, there is another side to the question. The com

pany may have the legal right to use any motive power they

wish to use, but rights are of little use unless supplemented

by financial ability, and it is the financial abilitywhich we

understand is the real object of the Bill . Money is required

to equip a railway for electric traction, and when this has

beendone, it will be timeenough to apply mechanical venti

lation, if such is needed . We do not believe it will be

needed. In a shallow buried railway, the movement of the
trains and the natural current caused by wind pressure acting

at the open stations will probably be ample to keep pure the

tunnels when these are free of the locomotive products .

Such means, however, are quite inadequate to deal with

deeply buried lines. At one time therewas a gooddeal of

nonsense written about piston trains, which would clear out

the tunnels in front of them , and draw in fresh air bebind

them . As carried out with each tunnel opening into the

same station at each end, the piston effect has resolved itself

into a mere horizontal circulation of air from south to north

by the up tunnel, and back again by the down tunnel to the

south. There has been no serious attempt to let in fresh air

from the surface, and to expel foul air tothe surface, by any

systematic piston effect of the trains. The thing is feasible

enough, no doubt, and if not feasible, it ought not to

have been seriously advanced . These deep tunnels are

multiplying all over London, and they will have to
be ventilated in some way. In the report before us,

a Mr. Morrison is quoted to the effect that i lb.

of coal burned is equivalent to the pollution of a tunnel

by 500 people. This is an entirely wrong view . The

amount of carbonic acid gas produced may be equivalent,

but so is the amount of this gas produced from anounce of

graphite and an ounce of diamonds. The latter equivalence

no more determines the market price of diamonds and of

graphite than does the former measure the realpollution. It

is not so much the presence of CO, that is harmful as the

toxic poisons, the wasted organic tissues, the organic nitro

genous substances — in short, “ the rich steams of sweet

humanity " so ably discoursed of by Mokanna. These are

what render the South London line so objectionable, and

what future lines should have a care to eliminate.

least ), so far as freedom from shock is concerned , are the

railroad employés who are naturally supposed to know the

dangers of their work and take precautions accordingly.

There is no great economy of current in keeping it within a

feeder, save only on the portions of line under the trains

themselves : usually the third rail itself is feeder and con
ductor rolled into one.

The working details of the device are, however, developed

in a most ingenious way,and make one wonder what the

inventor might not do if he were to attempt a contrivance

on absolutely new lines.

The other device is also characterised by novelty and

ingenuity. It is intended for use with a third rail in street

tramwaywork, and embodiesthe use of a small set of storagea

batteries anda motor generator on the car of sufficient size

( but obviously quite small) to actuate the magnetic switches

generally employed for throwing current into the third rail

sections, one after the other. This motor generator is wound

to take a small current from the battery at 10 volts and

convert it into a 500 - volt current, so that the third rail and

rail return may be introduced directly into the magnetic

switch circuit .

The third rail sections are alternately live and dead, the

former as a rule about 8 feet long,thelatter6 feet. With

two shoes upon each car there is always one live section in

circuit.

This device may also be considered well worked out in

detail, but the sarface contact system for street tramways has,
in any case, but little chance of general adoption, even in

the towns and cities of this country where some amoant of
prejudice exiets against overhead wires.

STEAM ENGINE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY.

MORE THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS.

It is most surprising to see the frequency with which

American inventors make efforts to improve upon the details

of some well known principle, where an English engineer

would rather break fresh ground altogether andtry absolutely

new methods instead of changing parts of a mechanism .

Thus, in a recent number of the Electrical World, were

described and illustrated a couple of so -called “ third rail

systems,” both of which have evidently had a considerable

amount of trouble and ingenuity spent upon them by their

devisers, but which may safely be classed amongst the

" might-have-beens.” To our mind it seems really a waste of

time to spend even a single hour upon working out such

devices solong as the simple third rail and overhead trolley

wire systems remain feasible for ordinary working conditions.

The first of the devices under notice claims tobe especially

suitable for elevated and suburban railways usually worked

by steam . It consists of a sectional third rail with alter

nating live and dead portions, the mechanism for throwing

over the switch contact arrangement (sending current into

each live section ) being actuated by frictional end pressure

due to the contact shoe upon each separate section of the

third rail, which has a slight amount of end play.

The only advantage of such a device is that the current is

kept from an exposed rail conductor except on such portions

asare covered by the car or train, and presumably this is

considered to be worth the extra cost and complication of the

system . But the only persons to consider (in this country at

A CORRESPONDENCE is going on in Engineering anent an

expression of opinion by Mr. Raworth that there would be a

loss of only 15 per cent. between indicated and electrical

horse- power in a cotton mill, as compared with a loss of 40

per cent. between cylinder and crank -shaft in the present

arrangement. Mr. Herschmann corrects the writer, and

points out that Mr. Raworth's figures had reference to the

waste between the cylinder and the driven shafts of the

machines. Nevertheless heis sceptical of Mr. Raworth's 15

per cent. for electricity. This correspondent rightly states

that the cotton spinner is in a position to use large engines

of an economical kind, and that in cotton mill driving,

power is taken fairly direct to machinery, and that machinery

may be classed as grouped, and properly looked upon assuit

able for driving from shafting. The speed of motors also is

too high for direct connection to machine shafts, and gene

rally it is concluded that cotton mill driving does not afford

thebest field for electricity.

There is a good deal in what this correspondent says. A

cotton mill is not a large cube through which a horse-power

of 1,000 or 1,200 indicated is required to be distributed.

Driving is very direct from the engine fly -wheel to the line

shafts. As compared with the losses in the ropes and shafts,.

there would be the loss at the dynamo, in the leade, and at

the motors, and it is not as though there were any particu
larly long pieces of shafting. It is certain that at present a

mill-owner would think twice before buying electricity ;he
might make his own, and use electrical transmission . But

in à cotton mill there is never a considerable percentage of

machinery standing idle . Almost everything in a cottonmill

is paid for at piece rates, and while machinery is largely self

stopping, the attendants are particularly quick to set them

going again when the “ ends "are pieced up. Even supposing

that electricity could becheaply purchased, there remains the

question of heating. Throughout the year some heating is

necessary, or may be any morring. In winter it is a sinequâ

There must be steam boilers for this alone, and this fact

would always help out the generation of power on the spot.

Theimportance of reducingfrictional losses to a minimum is

rendered very evident in cotton mill practice. The product

ofa cottonmillcontainsvery little energy - at most that

represented by the toreion put upon the fibres twisted at an

non.
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exceedingly small moment of resistance. A large mill

probably turnsoutabout 1,000,000 miles of single yarn every

week , containing about 1,250,000 millions of twists, which has

been estimated to require, at the outside, 60 foot pounds of

work per minute, or about oth of a horse- power . To

secure this small end demands, say , 1,200 indicated horse

power, all of which disappears as friction and reappears as

heat. A running will soon warms itself to an intolerable

degree in summer-time, and windows are opened.

There are those who probably hope to see electrical motors

still more sub -divided than as at present. The ultimate

divisibility wouldcome in where every spindle had its own

little motor ; but it is not in the spindledrivingthat power

is lost : it is in revolving the several rows of heavily weighted

rollers, badly lubricated, that power is absorbed,to an extent

comparedwith which the few lines of well-attended shafting
are a small item .

As in most machinery, not much is known as to the power

requisite to turn cotton machinery. The total work per
spindle may be known, but we cannot learn of a roving

frame being dynamometered when running complete and

also with the rollers at rest, or of a spinning frame being

measured for power absorbtion when run empty and when

fall. The difference goes into the drawing and twisting of

theyarn , and is a mere nothing.

But to return to Mr. Herschmann, if the cotton spinner

can himself generate a horse -power for 2 lbs. of coal, he

becomes a difficult customer to deal with by an electrical

company, even if thiscompany generate with only 1} lbs. of

fuel . For electrical driving of factories the cotton mill, in

fact, is one of the worst cases todeal with, and the large and

widely-scattered workshops and tools of the ship yard or

engineers' shop with occasionally worked heavy toole, stand

as examples favourable to electricity.

9

9

THE BURNING QUESTION,

OUR article under this heading on February 4th, concluded

with the remark that we considered the cost of labour per ton

of refuse burned, in relation to the wages paid, and the

number of hoursworked by the men, the most important

element in the destructor question. This by no means

removes the necessity of fulfilling the other conditions which

we mentioned, viz. , that nuisance from dust or smoke must

not occur, that the refuse should be completely burned , and

that the temperature should be maintained as high as

possible. Butaswe laid such stress upon cost, we considered

it our duty to make some further inquiries upon this sub

ject ; andwe bave received themost courteous replies from

the engineers of whom we songht information.

In view of the letter from Mr. Jones, C.E., of Ealing,

which also appeared in our issue of February 4th , our first

desire was to compare the cost of the systems of destroying

refuse and sladge mixed at Ealing and at Leyton .

Mr. Jones resented warmly the statement" made in a non

technical contemporary, which has been repeated in many

other journals, that the Leyton destructor was the first to

deal successfully with sewage sludge, and we confess we

sympathise with him . It is hard to hear such statements

made after one has had a destructor doing that very thing

for 15 years. Mr. Dawson, C.E., of Leyton, is kind enough

to point out to as that his sludge is first pressed, whereas

Mr. Jones's is unpressed.

We quite admit that pressing gives the stuff a soap -like

consistency,and that it may be harder to burn pressed than

unpressed ; but, if so, why press it? We find that burning

it uppressed is, from the point of view of cost, wholly in
Mr. Jones's favour.

Mr. Dawson informs us that the cost of burning the

refuse and sludge at Leyton works out to 18. 7d . par ton

for some months past, though taking only the last month it
is 18. 6.d.

To consider first the sludge alone.

We will assume that the cost of pressing is 6d. per ton of

wet sludge. This we knowto be a lowestimate. The cost

of burning is 18. 61d. per ton of pressed sludge. Assuming

that one -third of the weight of wet sludge has been removed

by pressing, this would amount to, say, 18. per ton of wet
sludge.

The total cost is, therefore, 1s . 6d . per ton of wet sludge

for pressing and burning.

On the other hand, Mr. Jones states his cost at 18. 11d.

per ton barned, exclusive of returns in the shape of saleof

of clinker, & c .

Mr. Jones's 15 years' practice, therefore, appears to come

out, as regards cost, superior to the “ new departure " at

Leyton. We make these remarks in the hope of eliciting
further information in the comparison of the two systems.

At the same time, we do not profess to admire the low
temperature system of destructors, and we believe that

modern forced draught furnaces would, in Mr. Jones's

hands, further secure his historical pre-eminence in sludge

burning.

Butif we are to pursue this question of sludge still fur

ther, what are we to say of Sir Douglas Galton's startling

statement at Leyton in reference to the London sludge
fleet ?

We have now had an opportunity of studying his remarks

at leisure in theLeyton Express andIndependent of January

29tb, which modestly refers to the destructor, in a leading

article, as the pride of Leyton ."

Sir Douglas Galton is reported to have said : — “ In the

metropolisa charge of above £ 100,000 a year is incurred to

get rid of it (thesludge] by putting it into barges, from
which it is dropped into the sea. That, I must confess,

seems to me a wasteful process.

“ Here, at Leyton, with the assistance of Messrs. Beaman

and Deas, you have done much betterthan London now does.

You have obtained a destructor which deals in a marvellous

way with the refase sludge. You avoid the cost of barging, for

after removing it from your tanke, you have only to equeeze

it thoroughly ,and throw it into furnaces, and then the heat

from its perfect combustion assists in working the necessary

machinery."

Now we have seen that the cost of pressing and burning

the sludge is about 1s. 6d. per ton of wet sludge at Leyton.

We obtained from the London County Council the report of

their ablechief engineer, Sir Alexander Binnie, on the treat

ment of London sewage during 1896, this being the latest

report for a complete year which was available to us.

We must say that Sir Alexander Binnie has no need of

any champion to defend the system inaugurated by his dis

tinguished predecessor, and improved by himself, for we have

never read a more interesting, exact, comprehensive and satis

factory statement upon any branch of municipal business

than this report.

We find from it that no less than 2,178,000 tons of sludge,

containing 91.08 per cent. to 91044 per cent. of moisture,

were sentto sea in that year. The average cost of conveying

this enormous mass of offensive matter 50 miles out was 3 :4

pence per ton for working expenses, or 4:59 pence per ton

inclusive of capital and all other charges.' In view of these

figures, does Sir Douglas Galton seriously advocate a substi

tution of the Leyton process for that now in operation at

Barking and Crossness ?

To put it at the lowest figare, we think London will object

to payingan extra charge of ls. 1d. per ton of sludge, or, in

other words,£ 118,000 per annum , over and above the present

cost, which is £ 41,654 .

Allowances should be made for Sir Douglas Galton, as he

was the “ lion " of the occasion ; and, presumably, his,

remarks were intended for a popular audience ; bat lions

should be careful how they roar, particularly when they are
well -known scientific authorities.

To return to the question of cost per ton burned for refuse

in general, we have before us a report from which it appears

that at the “ Lero " destructor at Leicester, which is on the

natural draught, low temperature system ,under the manage

ment of the designer and patentee, Mr. Biddles, there were

barned , in 1896 , 12,956 tons of ashpit refuse ; 373 tons of

trade refuse ; 147 tons of fish offal ; and 267 mattresses .

The total wages paid to firemen were £328.

We exclude the wages paid for repairs,mortar grinding,

weighing in, and rat-catching, as we believe these items

are not usually reckoned in thecost per ton burned.

The cost of labour per ton barned is, therefore, according

to this statement kindly furnished to us by Mr. Biddles,

under 6d . per ton .

D
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From an interesting paper by Mr. George Darley, super

intendent of the cleansing department at Leeds, published
on January 29th last, in our esteemed contemporary, the

Public Health Engineer, we learn that the cost of labour at

the destructor at Meanwood, Leeds, is 7 d . per ton , while we

are informed that at Bradford, Hammerton Street, it is 7d. per

ton . The two last mentioned destructors are on the Horsfall

system , and are worked at high temperatures under forced
draught.

These figures show that the cost of labour at Leyton of

18.6fd.por ton burnedis susceptible of very great improve

ment. It must not be forgotten that sludge is being burned

at Leyton ; but we think that the weighty nature of the

sludge, and the fact that 60 per cent. of it is water, and

requires only to be evaporated , more than compensates for its

damping effect on the fices.

Moreover, other authorities have carried out tests at

Leyton on refuse only, withont sladge, and the costs pub
lished tend to confirm our opinion.

We look forward to the time when, at every important

destructor, the costs will be kept and tabulatedas carefully

and completely as those relatingto the disposalof the London

Bludge ; or to name an example more familiar to our readers,

the works' costs of practically every electricity station in the

country,

ELECTRICAL NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA .

[ FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT AT SYDNEY.]

and junction boxes at schedule rates (about £ 7,540) for the

George Street line, andalso for the Rose Bay line at £ 459.

The generators for the latter line are still lying outside the

cable power house, but it is expected that theywill be put

in place before the end of the year, and the outside con.

struction work will be commenced shortly . Theestimated

cost is £13,225. As before stated, Messrs. H. H. Kingsbury

and Co., agents for the General Electric Company of U.S.A.,

are supplying generators for both lines.

The method adopted by the Goulburn (N.S.W.) Borongh

Council on entering into the question of electrically lighting

the town has ended in afiasco. As I mentioned in a former

letter ,the Council employed a consulting engineer,at an

absurdly low fee, to draw ap & " geceral specification," upon

wbich tenders were called, with the result that so little being

specified, a meeting of the electrical trades was held in

Sydney to protest against the vagueness of the details sup

plied. First the consulting engineer was asked to give some

more definite details of his requirements, and on his failing

to accede, recourse was had to the Goulburn Council, who

expressed themselves as highly indignant at being called

upon to go to the expense of providing information, and one

alderman, in defending the sp.cification, raid “ the complaintвр

came from a ring who desired the Council to expend money

on information they should procure themselves.” The

majority of the aldermen defended the specification, " as the

responsibility thrown on the tenders is a great saving to the

Council. " Out of the dozen or more firms who might have

tendered, only two sent io .

The specification commences with a preamble to the fol

lowing effect : “This specification is prepared with a view to

enable electric light contractors to submit tenders to the

Municipal Council of Goulbarn, for the lightingof that city,

on equal terms with one another, while leaving them entirely

free to select those ep.cial classes of machinery and fittings

which they represent or prefer. Contractors must understand

that there is no intention of expressing any preference for

particular types of boilers, enginer, dynamos, conductors, or

lamps, but they are to take the following particulars rather

As statementsof theconditions which they are to fulfil, and the

busis on which rival tenders will be compared, & c .” A map

was provided , showing public lighting and the street frontages

where provision is to be made for private lighting. A

schedule of arc and incandescent lamps is then given ,with

the amount of watts required , the total being given as66,000

watts. Immediately below this comes thefollowing delight
fully ingenuous statement : " If the whole of the contract

currentof 80 kilowatts is to be delivered from one dynamo,

or if that portion of it required for the incandescent lights is

to be supplied from one machine, and that for the aro

lighting from another one of a different character ; then

there will require to be a complete duplication of the gene

rating plant, altogether making the dynamos equal to atotal

of 160 kilowatts ; but should the contractorpropose to supply

both the arc and incandescent lights from two similar

machines equal to 40,000 watts each, then a triplicate

machine making a total possible ontput of 120 kilowatts will

be sufficient as a reserve .

Not content with giving so many alternatives in the

matter of generators, additional choice is given in the matter

of sites, two being available at a considerable distance apart,

andas one site is near the water works, withwater handy for

condensing purposee, the question of condensing or non
condensing engines is left for the poor unfortunate contractor

to put in an alternative tender for. The power house is left
entirely to the contractor's imagination and architectural

ideas. ' In the matter of boilers the contractor is once

again given a free hand . “ Contractors will be at

liberty to tender on either the internal fired ,' water

tube,' or 'multitabular ' systems; and the matter of

spare boiler power is arrangedon thesameplan as is adopted

in the case of the dynamos, the contractors being permitted
to put in two, three, or any other number they consider

advisable ; " the clause relating to boilers finishes as follows :
“ Although not here expressed in detail,it is to be understood

that the most modern system of construction and highest

class of workmanship is to be stipulated for by tenderers."

In the clause relating to boiler-mountings, the following

phrases occar : “ The front fittings and doors are to be of

handsome get up." ... " One spare set:of fire-bars had
better be included, and two sets of fire tools." In referring

AUSTRALIA has, unfortunately, recently added two more to

thelist ofelectrically caused deaths. On Sunday, September

11th , a lad named Richard Trusswell, aged 17 years, residing

at Armadale, a suburb of Melbourne, challenged two com

panions to climb to the top of an electric light pole in

Stanhope Street, Malvern, in less time than he could . The

challenge being accepted, Trusswell quickly ascended the pole,

and caught the wirewith both hande, and almost immediately

fell to the ground insensible. Medical aid was quickly

summoned, bat death had evidently been instantaneous.

The lad's hands were terribly burnt, and one finger was burnt

off at the joint. According to the evidence of his com

panions, sparks flew from his hands when he caught the wire,

bis legs came off the post, and after swayinga second or

two he fell. He made no exclamation when he came in

contact with the wire, but when, black in the face, he fell to

the ground, he groaned once or twice, and then expired. The

wire, which was insulated, was the property of the New
Australian Electric Company.

The second instance occurred in Brisbane. On Novem

ber 3rd, a man named Fox, foreman in obarge of a gang

doipg repair work on the trolley line, received a shockand

fell from the top of a waggon platform , and died within a

few minutes, before medical aidcould be summoned . The

medical evidence showed that his skull was fractured , but it

did not appear to be clear as to the exact cause of death:

whether it was the shock , the fall, orboth combined. There

was no rail round the platform , and though rubber gloves

appear to have been served out, they were not used . The

men started work at 5.30, before current was turned on, and

the accident happened immediately after 6.30, at which time

current was turned on as usual for the first train to take up

the regular running .

In connection with the various electric tram lines in Syd

ney, several contracts have been let, principally inconnection

with the George Street line. Tenders were called for the

construction of permanent way and erection of poles in two

sections, one going to J. Mcsweeney at £12,754, and the
other to Wilmot & Morgan at £25,690, the bighest tenders

being respectively £ 18,118 and £31,820, 10 tenders being
received for pach ; the contract for car house entrance

going to H. W. Peabody for £1,200, as did also the con

struction of the crossing of the cable tram in King Street

for £268. Messrs. G. & C. Hoskins are constructing the

boilers locally, their accepted tender being for the sum of

£ 4,718. The excavations for the power house at the back
of Harris Street will cost £886, and is being carried out by

C. McClare. Megers. Noyes Bros., agents for Callender and

Co. , have seoured the contract for the supply of feeder oables

9
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and ultimately the committee's report and suggestions were

adopted .

Mr. Hesketh, the Queensland Government's. electrical

engineer, in reporting on the proposed electric lighting of

Brisbane, states that he thinks electric lighting a proper and

remunerative undertaking for the Corporation, and recom

mends that at first operations should be confined to the main

streets of the city, using the direct-current system , with a

tbree -wire distribution at 400 volte.

The first long distance telephone line in New South Wales,

between Sydney and Newcastle, is almost completed. The

connection is made by means of a cable passing through the
telephone tunnel recently constructed in Pitt Street, thence

into George Street North, joining the Harbour Cable at

Dawes Point Battery to meet the overland line . The total

length of line is close on 100 milee, and the tariff is to be 38.

fora three -minutes' conversation .

THE MEASUREMENT OF FAULT RESIST.

ANCES WITH A VOLTMETER .

BY STUART A. RUSSELL ,

9 .

to steam pipes also the phrase occurs : " These pipes had

botter be of copper.” The specification is also very open .

minded on the subject of steam engines. “ The engines are

to be of compound type, either open or closed, and may be

connected to the dynamo direct or by belts. Contractors

who propose to drive smaller dynamos at a higher speed by

belts must set against the saving in the cost of the

dynamo_the extra cost of the larger building required,

& c. " (What does this mean ?) In dealing with the

switchbɔard, superlative wisdom is shown in the remark

that “ The character of the switobboard will as greatly de

pend upon the nature of the scheme, that absolute require

ments cannot be set forth .” Why, certainly !Why, certainly! Contractors

are required to supply and fix all transformere, if any, that

may be required ; bat apparently they are at liberty to

state bow many will be necessary, andthe sizes of same.

No mains are shown on plan, but they must be provided , and

must have an insulationresistance of 600 megohms permile

“ when coiled on the ground,” and “ the sections areto be so

proportioned , that when carrying the full load, the fall of

potential shall not be more than_2} per cent. in either

primary or secondary mains. " ( This latter information

seems to show that the consulting engineer has a hitherto

carefully concealed preference for alternating corrente.)

Coming to poles, the contractor is given another opportunity

for diversion, by providing the option of galvanised tubular

poles at the centres of street intersections, or iron brackets

from the corners of buildings ; and further, is permitted the

choiceof overbead or underground conductors,with the far

ther advantage of a solid or draw - in system for the latter.

Towards the end a suggestion is airily thrown out that,

after all, perhaps a continuous corrent transformer system

might be preferred, and this is made farther use of to perplex
the already addled tender with its bearing on the use of

open orclosed arc lamps. At a low computation there would

be no difficulty in sending in a bundred alternative tenders,
all of wbich would comply with the specification. Whata

fotanate thing it is for the consulting engineer that only

two firms havetendered , and that each have sent in only six

alternative tenders for him to consider the merits of.

The Corporation of Port Adelaide (S.A.) have saved them

selves all this bother by coming to terms with Mr. W. W.

Crawford, agent for Messrs. Jobnson & Phillips, who is

undertaking the lighting of the town on the three -wire

system with Johnson and Phillips' dynamos direct coupled
to Belliss engines with a reserve of accumulators. It is

understood that this work is being carriedout by thesame

syndicate that is endeavouring to get a Bill through the

South Australian Legislative Assembly with the object of

lighting the City of Adelaide; the Bill is beingstrenuously

opposed by the Adelaide Council in the belief, as they

expressed it, “ that the promoters were not a bona fide

company anxious to carry out the electric work themselves,

bat rather & grasping syndicate wishful to secure electric

rights for speculative purposes." The company, however,

answered this by promptlyoffering to deposit £2,000 if the

City Corporation would give them a contract for lighting

Adelaide. In an examination in connection with this Bill

the town clerk stated that the Corporation were paying

between £ 4,600 and £ 4,700 per annum for 992 gas lampe.

At Port Adelaide 180 gas lamps are being replaced by 24

arc lamps and 66 50 -C.P. incandescents.

The question of private lighting was discussed at the

meeting of the Melbourne City Council lately. A report was

received from the Public Works Committee stating that

Government sanction to the supply of light for public and

private parposes by the Corporation had been secured, and

recommending that advantage should be taken of the pri

vilege . At charges of 5d. per anit for incandescent lamps,

and £ 25 to £19per annum each for arc lamps (according

to the time they were kept alight) the presentplant of the

Council should give a revenue, when fully employed , of

£ 5,295, beeides supplying certain corporation buildings.

Deducting the working expenses and other charges,this , the

committee estimated, should leave a profit of £ 1,200. Many

applications for the supply of electricity to private premises

had been received , some of which were veryurgent, and were

being supplied. In the discussion which followed , several of

the aldermen counselled delay, averring that unless the elec

tric light improvedconsiderably, it would be superseded by

the Welsbach gas light. This idea was scouted by others,

THE first proposal touse a voltmeter for the measurement of

the fault resistance of an electric circuit without interrupting

the service dates back many years ; but when it was first

proposed, the conditions necessaryto obtain a correct result

were not properly understood, and even as late as 1889, it

was stated in a paper read at the Institation of Electrical

Engineers that if a voltmeter was connected from one con

ductor to earth , the total leakage current could be calculated

by dividing the voltmetef reading in volts by the resistance

of the instrument. In the discussion it was pointed out

that such a method could not give correct results, but no

description of the proper way of using the voltmeter was

givenby any of the speakers.

Althougb the correct method of measuring fault resistances

with a voltmeter was published about this time, and must be

well known to many readers of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW,

improper or incomplete methods are still frequently used , and

the fall amount ofinformation that may bederived from a

voltmeter test does not appear to be generally known. It is

proposed , therefore, in this article to describe several appli

cations of the use of the voltmeter and to draw attention to

the results that may be obtained .

Two-wire Circuit . - In fig. 1 let A and B be the positive

&

A B

Vo

FIG . 1.

and negative conductors of a circuit having a difference of

potential between them of volte.

Let o be the earth taken at zero potential.

Let 11 and To be the fault resistances of A and B, and F be

1 1 1

their combined resistance so that +

ri TO

Connect A to earth by a voltmeter of resistance q, and note

the potential, V1, of the conductor ; then connect B to earth

by the same voltmeter andnote the potential, Vo, of B (which

will be a negative quantity), and finally connect A and B and
note the difference of potential, E.

E 1

Then

Vi

ri

Vi

+

G
= 0, or vi

E

5

To

(
ro

F( +6) - (1)=

= 0,or v ( + - -- (9)
Vo + 1

and + * +
Vo

ro
= , 2 ).

F
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and since from equation ( 4 ) we know that

Bysubtracting (2) from (1) weget ( vi - vo) ( +1) -vvo) (4 + )

(v . – Vo) .

+

F
V

Tu = TO

E E - V

whence F = G

(3)

V1
.

VO

From (1) and (2) we also see that
Ve and byVi

11 To E

substituting this value of Vi in (1) we get
ru

Vo E E
-

E S (v - v ')

we get T =

D ' (E – V).

V V ( B – V)
The leakage current c =

ritro ES (v – v') '

Three-wire System .- Similar methods of determining the

value of may be used on a three -wire system , but under

ordinary working conditions the separate values of the fanlt

resistances of each conductor cannot be fixed . It is, however,

possible to determine the minimum values that these fault

resistances can have, and the maximum leakage current to
earth that can exist under the conditions observed at the time

of the test ; and, further, by a modification of the conditions

of testing, the actual values of the separate fault resistances

can be determined .

-

To

= G

B

V

E

FIG . 2 .

E

C

V V (V. – V.)
+ = 0,whencer, = G+ =

To V

and in similarmannerfrom (2) wegetri
E – (v, – vo)

VO

It must be noted that if the voltmeter readings V, and vo

are used without regard to the direction of the current

through the instrument, the sign of v, must be changed in

these equations as ve itself is a negative quantity ; the

equation for the combined resistance becoming

E - (v + v.)
F = G

Vi + vo

whilst ro = G
(V1 + V )

and
E - (V; + V.)

11 = G

V Vo

As the Board of Trade Regulations stipulate that the

leakage current shall not be more than Toorth of the maxi
mumsupply current, and as other regulations fix the maximum

permissible ratio of leakagecurrent to supply current, itis

desirable that the value of the leakage current, c , should be

known, and we see from the above equations that

- E VIVO

Tu + TO G (V. – V.) {E – (V. – V.) }"

When using a voltmeter in this manner the best results are

obtained if its resistance is about equal to the combined

fault resistance, that is when Vi Vo If the resist
2 :

ance of the voltmeter is much less than that of the fault, the

readings are too low down on the scale where the calibration

of most instruments is least accurate ; whilst if the resistance

of the voltmeter is very high compared with that of the

fault, v, – v , is so nearly equal to E that a small percentage

error in the values of E or of v. V. causes alarge per

centage error in E – (V. – V.) which is the numerator in

the equations. A convenient plan is to have the voltmeter

fittedwith one or two shunts which can be used as required

to get suitable readings ; the value of G used in the

equations being, of course, the resistance of the shunted

voltmeter.

If an electrostatic voltmeter, or oneof very high resistance

only is available, & resistance coil of known value, s, should

be obtained and the test can then be made in the following

manner : connect one conductor to earth by the voltmeter

and note the reading, v , then shunt the voltmeter by the

resistance, S, and note the reading v'. If the voltmeter is

connected 'between A and earth ( fig. 1), and we suppose the

1

value of G 80 high that is negligible, we bave

EL = 0,=

TO

(6 + 2) 1

T
o

Vo

To

+
=

-

.

+ a)
= 0.

Ta

F

-

Let A , B, and c, be the chree conductors, E, and E, the

potential differences between A and B and between B and C,

13, 91, and to the fault resistances of positive, neatral, and

negative conductors, and F their combined resistance.

Connect A to earth by a voltmeter of resistance G and

note the potential V , of the conductor, then connect c to

earth by the same voltmeter, noting the potential v, of the

conductor and finally measure E, and Ej.

V. V2 E2
V2Then

V2 Eg
+ + +

12 ri

E. Ez + E ,
or V2 0. (7)

T1

Vo Vo + E Vo + Ez + Ei
and + + 0,

11 ra

Ei Eg + E
or Vo + + (8)

Ti

From these two equations we get

E2 + EL

(v:– v ) ( +2). 0,

۷E , + E , – (V,whence F = G
Vo)

= E , or if Ex = E (9)
V , - VO- Vo

2 E - (v , – vo)

Vz

It must again be noted that as the potential V , of c is
negative, V2 Vo is equal to the sum of the voltmeter

readings, if these latter are used without regard to the direc

tion ofthe current through the instrument.

From these equations it is not possible to determine the

separate values of 12, 1, and ro ; but if the values of E, and

E ,can be varied, wecan get two equations containingonly

two of the three unknown quantities. This method was

first suggested to the author by Prof. Rousseau , of the

Brussels University ; the test being made at the time of

E

minimum outpat by first making the ratio, K, as large

Eg

as possible, and then repeating the measurements, after

einhaving changed the pressures so that = k is as small as
Ben

possible. From the first set of measurements we can deter

mine the value of F , as shown above, and we also get

equation ( 7), which can be written

V2 1 1 + K

+ ( 10)
ri

-

VO

.F = G

.
.

.

G

E E

+

.

F

E

-

=

V V V

= 0, or 0, ( 4 )
ri ro To

and when the shant s is also connected between A and

earth , we have

v' V' v' v' E

+ + = 0, or + 0. (5)
Ti S

ro To

From these two equations we get

V - V v '
s (v – v ')

0, or F = (6)
F v'

The values of r , and r, can be obtained separately by sub

stituting in the equation 0, the value just
F To

obtained for F, which gives

ESE S (v – v ')

S

V E

=

V V'
no =

16+a)
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F V v'

K

(6 + 2)a

(8- ) ( + 2)

Es v3)( + 2)2

VV'

VV'

- . .

F

F

.

If now we change the pressures between the conductors

and measure eg, Q and v2, we baye

V21 1 1 + L

+ + (11)

eg G 11 ro

Subtracting (11) from (10 ) we have

V2 - k

E2 e2/ ro

E, eg (K – K ), k
or To = By substitating this value

( @. V2

of t , in equation (10) we can get the value of rı ; and r ,

1 1 1 1

can then be calculated from
Tg ni TO

If it is not convenient tovarythe valuesof E, and E , it is

still possible to determine the minimum values which any of

the three resistances can have, and also the maximum

leakage current to earth .

We know from ( 7) and (8) that

E , E, + E

V,
ri To

Ei E, + E

and - Vo
+

ri 19

From these equations we see that r , and 7 , will have theirTo

Ei
minimumvalues when and

E,

= 0, i.e.,wh'nr = ; and,
ri ri

similarly , r, will be a minimum when either r , or r , is

infinite. We, therefore, get the following values :

E2 + E1 F (V., vo) G { Ez + E1 (v2 – Vo)}

- Vo ( + )a Vo VO

Ez E , F (V2 vo) G E,E2 + E1 - (V, – Vol}

( + )
V. (Ez + V2 (E2 + E)

E1 EjF ( V.2 – Vo) GE; (E2 + B1 -( V. – Vo)}

- Vo (Ez + E1) Vo ( E.2 + E1)

+

(6+ )

+2)

e = .

When the values of Eg and E, cannot be varied the minimum

values of 1 %, 11, and ro,and the maximum leakage current can

be calculated as follows : -We have from (12 ) and ( 14 )

E2 E2 + El V

+

11 To F S (v – v')'

from which we see that

To min . =
(Eg + E.) ( v – v')s

when rı = Q ,

and

E, (v – v') s
r , min. = when ro = a .

The equation (12) may also be written

Ei E., + E Eg + Ej – V v' (E, + E, – v)
+

11 T2 s (v – v')

from which we see that

T , min . =
(Eg + 2 ) (v – v') s

when rı = 0 ,
V' ( Es + E - V)

and

E ( V - v ') s
r, min. when r , = 0 .

V (Ez + Ez – V)

The maximum leakage current to earth will occur when r,

and r , have their minimum values and ri = 0 , so that

Eg + E V V (Eg + E, - v)'

12 tro (Eg + b ) (V – V') s

Either of the voltmeter methods described above cap , as

we have indicated, bemade to give very valuable information

concerning the condition of the mains ; and as the tests

require very little apparatus and are easily and rapidly made,

it is somewhat surprising that so few central stations should

be provided with fault measuring instruments as part of the

ordinary switchboard equipment. The author has found the

high resistance voltmeter" method the more convenient in

practice, and has used it in conjunction with a high resist

ance registering voltmeter permanently connected between

one main and earth : the continuous record of the variations

of earth potential coupled with the results of periodic

measurements of vand v', forming a fairly complete record

of the condition of the mains.

The fault resistances measuredbythe above methods are

those of the complete circuit, including dynamos, batteries,

mains, and housecircuits ; and if it is desired to measure the

resistance of a part of the circuit, it is necessary to isolate

that part from the remainder and measure its fault resistance

in some other way. Tbis may be done with a portable test

ing setand battery or magneto, but by a slight modification of

method, the fanli resistance of a house circuit, or of any

section of the circuit that can be isolated for a minute or

two from the remainder, can bemeasured by the voltmeter
using the street mains to supply the testing pressure , and

thus doing away with the necessity for a special testing set

and battery or magneto.

In fig . 3 let A and B be the conductors of a two -wire

main, having a difference of potential, E, between them ; and

r , min .

F

Ti min .

V3

F

or

- voC +

To min .

V2
F

according to whether V , is numerically smaller or greater

than v
02

Ez + Ej F ( V2 vo) G { By+ B - (V. – vo)}

Vg

+ )
Vg

+

The maximum leakage current to earth will occur when r ,

or To is a minimum , that is, when rı = Q and is equal tor , = or

Eg + El Eg + E V , V. ( E , + E )

r.tro 1

F
F (V, – V.)

8

S

(vs– vs)(1,-
vo

E , E + E1 = 0 ( 12 )+

Ho

F B

द

T
I+ +

Si

+

-

If an electrostatic or high resistance voltmeter is employed

to make the test, one couductor , say A, is firstconnected to
earth through the voltmeter, and the reading, v, is noted ; and

then the shunt, s , is also connected between A and the earth,

and the reading, v ' is noted . We then have

V V - Eg , V- ( E , + E ;) V

+ = 0 ,or
Ti · To 1 To

and

v' v' E, v ' - (E; + E )+
+ 0 ,

1 , 11 To

or

v ' E2 Eg + E

= 0 ; (13)
11 To

whence

V - V' V' $ (v – v' )
0, or F = (14)

v'

El
By assigning, as before, different values to the ratio the

E ,

values of rg, ru, and r , can be calculated, since we get

1 1 + K v 1 1 + 1

+ and
F E2 21 To Fe2 To

whence

F E, , (K – k )
E,

-

FIG . 3.
F

V ,-

F S

let be a terminal, towhich are connected the conductorsof the

house circuit or other section of the mains whose fault

resistance r is to be measured, it being understood that the

gection under test is disconnected entirely from the live

mains. Using the same notation as before, we have, when

the voltmeter is connected between A and o, from equation (1)

V, (F + G)

10

and when connected between A and D,

1 1 SF+ G + R F + G + R
+ = V

F ( G + R )

V
E+

F G

V K

ん

IC :) ul
= Vi

{ }G +R) ( )or ro =
To E, Vla v 10

F G
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tributors, wasthen referred to by Mr. Edmunds, the text of
which is as follows:

ADDRESS TO MR. FRANCIS HUGHES WEBB,

Secretary Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1878-1898 .

February, 1898.

Dear Mr. Webb, -Upon the occasion of your retirement from the

secretaryship of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, we, the

undersigned members, foreiga members, associates, and students of

the Institution, desire to give expression to the deep sense that we

entertain of personal and corporate indebtedness to you.

For 20 years you have devoted the whole of yourantiring energy

to that office with a single mind to the interests of the Institution;

and the increase in the number of members during these years, from

800 to nearly 3,000, coupled with the soundness of the financial posi

tion to which the Institution has attained in the same period, suffi.

ciently attest the value and the succ288 of your labours.

Io conducting the work of the office, your uniform and unfailing

courtesy, tact, sympathy and kindliness, bave endeared you to all

with whomyouhavebeen brought in contact. And now , in present

ing you with this address, togetherwith a sum of money amounting

to upwards of £600, and a diamond brooch , which we begMrs. Webb

to accept as a token of our esteem , we earnestly hope that for many

years you may be spared with her to enjoy the rest that you have

earned so well, andwe trust that the Institution may long be per

mitted to have the benefit of your experience, which has proved so

valuable to it in the past.

We beg also that you will regard the autograph signatures in this

album as those of true and sincere friends.

We ara, dear Mr. Webb,

On behalf of the subscribers,

SIGNED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVO COMMITTEE.

E2

ri

9

+

if v is the voltmeter reading and v, the potential of A ander
these last conditions. From these equations we get

( V,-v) ( F + G ) _ (V1 - V) G E
V. ( F + G ) = v (F + G + R ) or R =

V (V:— v.)

If an electrostatic or high resistance voltmeter is employed,

A and D are connected by a resistances, and the potential

differences v between A and o, and v ' between A and D, are

measured, then

V v' s (v – v' )
or R =

S + R V

In this latter case the same result is obtained if the maing

are on the three -wire system , and in the former case we have
from (7 )

Eg + E V, (F + G)
+

ro F G

and

E2 E2 + El F + G + R F G R

ri po F (G + N ) F G

from whi :h we get

IV. V ) ( F + G ) G ( F2 + Pi) 1V . – V)
R =

V ( V2 - Vo)

For this test also the high resistance voltmeter will gene

rally be found more convenient, especially if fitted with two

or three shants, so that the value of s may be varied so as to

get convenient readings. As any circuit or section of a cir

cuit can be tested by disconnectiog it for a few minutes
from the live mains, this test can be employed to localise &

fault, the existence of wbich has been indicated by the test

of the complete circuit. For instance, in the case of a

house circuit, each circuit leaving the distribation board can

be disconnected and tested in turn, and the faulty circuit so

found may be further divided up by removing the branch
fuses. In a similar manner sectionsof a network of under

ground mains canbe tested with very little inconvenience to

customers, as each section is only disconnected for long

enough to take two readings of the voltmeter.

= V2

=" {** }- ( +4+1

V

PRESENTATION TO MR. F. H. WEBB.

It is not often that one is called upon to attend so pleasant

a function as that which took place at the Whitehall Rooms

on Monday evening. Still rarer is it to find an electrical

gathering imbued with so marked an unanimity and with

so conspicuous a desire to do distinguished honour to one

associated with electrical engineering. The occasion was the

presentation to Mr. F. H. Webb, the retiring secretary of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

There was a geniality soffased over the whole proceedings,

which may have been partly due to the event and partlyto

the presence of many fair women. There were many dis
tinguished members of the Institution present, among them

Sir Henry Mance, Mr. J. W. Swan, Sir William Crookes,

Prof. Hughes, Major-General Webber, Mr. H. Edmunds,

and Mr. E. Manville.

The proceedings were commenced by many of the sub

scribers dining together, with Mr. and Mrs. Webb as guests.

Subsequently a reception was held , and shortly after 10

o'clock we proceededto the real business of the evening.

Sir Henry Mance, as chairman of the Executive Com

mittee of the Testimonial Fand, called upon the honorary

secretaryof the fund, Mr. H. Edmands, to give a short account

of the initiation of the testimonial. In setting forth the details

of the scheme to present a testimonial to Mr. Webb, in recog

nition of his long and successful service in the interests of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Mr. Edmunds pointed

ont the wide interest that had been taken in the proposal,

and that it had received the support of members of the

Institution in all parts of the world . They had practically

received £ 750 as subscriptions, and in accordance with the

wishes of Mr. Webb, it wasproposed to invest this sum in

the namesof two trustees, Mr.Manville and himself. An

illuminated address, having the signatures of the 1,000 con

Major-Gineral Webber, as one of the founders of the

Institation, the spoke in eulogistic terms of the_long

services rendered by Mr. Webb. He had joined the Insti

tution at a time when, as the Telegraph Society of Engineers,

the number of members did not exceed 200 or 300, and

when the society had not been commercially successful.

The speaker briefly referred to the fact that Mr. Webb, even

before he joined the Institution, had buen connected with

several branches of engineering. He concluded by making an

eloquent tribute to the manner in wbich Mr. Webb had

conducted the affuirs of the Institution .

Then Sir Henry rose to make the presentation , and in

doing so , referred to the fact that Mr. Webb bad served

under 19 different presidents. On all occasions hehad been

ever ready to listen to suggestions, whether from the

council, from members, associates, or students. The chair

man then handed to Mr. Webb a silver box containing

& cheque, and the album containing the illuminated

address and the signatures of the subscribers. In doing

80, he wished the recipient many years of life to enjoy the

resthe had so richly deserved .

The chairman then presented a handsome diamond brooch

to Mrs. Webb .

Mr. Webb, who, upon rising to respond, was received

with loud applause, referred to the difficulties of his position.

He had been overwhelmed with kindness, and it was impos

sible for him to properly express his feelings. Speaking of his

long connectionwith the Institution, Mr. Webb said when he

accepted the secretaryship he did so with the knowledge that

he was really going among friends, for many of the members

of the Institution were known to him previously. He

thanked the members of the committee and the members of

the Institution generally for what they had done. He

appreciated the honour more than he could say, and his

sons abroad - and he had one in India, one in America,

and one in Australia — would be proud to know of the bonoar

done to him .

The proceedings were terminated by a vote of thanks to

the executive committee.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, there was a wish ex
pressed that arrangements might be made for thecollection

of a second volume of autograph signatures of members,

associates, and students of the Institution, as it was felt that

there must be, among the 2,000 members whose antographs

were not included, many who would regret that they had

lost the opportunity of expressing their sympathy with the

movement . We understand that Mr. Edmands, as honorary

secretary to the Testimonial Fand, will be most happy to

receive any further signatures and subscriptions that may be

sent hereafter to his office, 39 , Victoria Street, S.W. Both

autographs and subscriptions will be handed to Mr. Webb,

and the total amount received will, from time to time, be

announced in the Technical Press,
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CORRESPONDENCE .
than 1,299 children have been benefitted by a stay there.

It will be remembered that the Home is fully endowedand

no subscriptions are required , also that it is not intended for

the very poor, but for children who have been well brought

ap and whose parents cannot afford to send them to the

seaside entirely at their ownexpense.
During thesummer months the applications for admission

are far in excess of the capabilities of the Home, but in the

winter it is only partly filled, and the trustees are most

anxious to maintain its utility equally throughout the year.

There is little doubt that the falling off in applications

during the winter may arise from the fact that the Home is

thought not to be a very desirable resort during the inclement

part of the year, but euch is not the case. The building is

thoroughly warmed and ventilated, a healthy temperature

being maintained throughout ; and there are play corridors

within and playgrounds without.

The grounds are planted and well sheltered, and there are

but very few days in the year wben children cannot enjoy

the fresh air even when theweather debars them from going

to the sea front.

T. Fredk . Myers,

Sócretary of the Yarrow Home.

73A, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

5

" for

-mile away. .

Shoreditch Dust Destructors.

In view of the very kind reception accorded to me on two

occasions at the Shoreditch works by Mr. H. E. Kershaw ,

the chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee, and by

Mr. O. Newton Russell, the chief electrical engineer, Í greatly

regret that I should have felt compelled to offer any adverse

criticism to the plan of combining dust destruction with

electricity works as exemplified there.

That I am impressed with the advantages arising from the

conversion into electrical energy of the heat generated in
dnst cremation is sufficiently evidenced by the fact that I am

At present designing three such schemes .

Wben, however, under cross -examination on thesubject by

the members of the Gloucester Town Council, I felt bound

to place among the contras the inconvenience arising from

the entry of dust into theelectricity works.

Hot bearings and scored commutators are very uopleasant

incidents, and the visits to the Shoreditch works confirmed

my opinion that in order to avoid them in combined works,

extra vigilance, and, possibly, extra expenditure on cleaners,
would be necessary .

Your condensed report of my hour's interview with the

Gloucester Town Council is, in the main, most accurate, but

one or two remarks are without their context, and I venture

to supply in italics below the omitted and qualifying words.

“ Personally he would rather not bave the duet destructor

next doorto his electricity works, for the one reason that the

dirt and dust made it more difficult to carry the electricity

works on with a dost destructor in the immediate vicinity.

Besides, they could not keep the machinery and building so

smart and tidy as they could if the dust destructor was half

At Shoreditch the dust consider

ably interfered with the machinery. The works there were
ill-designedfor keeping outthe dust, ard if he were asked to

draw up ascheme of combination he should take care that

the dust destructor portionwas entirely closed up from the

electricity works, instead of being connected by windows and

doors as at Shoreditch. be would rather not run

the risk of baving his smart machinery interfered with , but

still be believed those difficulties might be got over, and the
saving undoubtedly would be what had beenstated . Mr. O. G.

Clark asked if there was any possibilityof the dust inter

fering or damaging the machinery providing the works were

properly constructed the nearest approach to

the works not being interfered with was at Cheltenham .

There the destructorwasseparated from the electricity works

by a promenade. They had plenty of room there, more than

they wanted to take in Gloucester. He knew of no place

where a certain amount of dust did not come in . When he

recommended the combination hebad, of coarse, considered
the pros and cons, and if they had it they must put up with

the disadvantage of some amount of dust, and that would
require greatercare in cleaning the machinery, because there

was nothing so dangerous to electric plant as dust. At

Shoreditch, on the occasion of his two visits, some of the

machinery was disabled from that cause, but as to whether

he could keep it ont he would be able to tell them better
when he baderected the Gloucester works . ”

I nowlearn from the two gentlemen best qualified to

judge that I was mistaken in supposing that the motors

driving the fans to which I referred had been disabled

through the dust, and I must express my regret that I made

& false inference ; but when I noticed that first one and then

another wasdismantled, I could attribute the cause to none

other than “ dust,” of the presence of which in the electri

city works there was other evidence, rather than suppose

that the plant had failed from any but extraneous causes

within a few months of completion.

Robert Hammond.

A Protest.

I notice in your issue of February 18th, an advertisement

for a shift engineer, at the princely salary of £50 a year. It

certainly appears to me that the unfortunate shift engineer of

the future will not only beheld responsible for the working

of £ 10,000 worth of machinery for eight hours every day,

but will also be expected to “tip the chief engineer

being allowed to do it. No doubt Mr. Boot is very proud

of that passage in his report which runs : “ Tanbridge Wells

is the only station working on the high tension system which

has not made a call upon the ratepayers in the first com

pleted year's working." It seems probable to me that the.'

staff were called upon instead of the ratepayers. Possibly

the air of Tunbridge Wells is so invigorating that shift

engineers require nodinner ; or , perhape, as it is near spring

time, the happy successful candidate will lightly turn his

thoughts to love -- and live on that. Is it not time that, in

these days of successful stations, junior electrical engineers

should receive a fair day's pay for a fair day's work ? Mr.

Boot is evidently more successful in drawing op high-sound

ing reports than in learning what constitutes a " living

Wage . " My hearty sympathies are with the successful car

didate.

Disgusted.

.

I note in your issue of the 18th that a shift ongineer is

required at Tambridge Wells at the enormous salary of

£50 per year, but the applicants must have had experience

of high tension working.

It is, I think, an enormity that the managers of

an undertaking such as Tanbridge Wells should make

such an offer. The results of last year's working show

8 net surplus of £ 887, and yet this Corporation thinks

that £50 å year is sufficient salary for an experienced man

in such an expensive place as Tunbridge Wells. There is no

excuse of poverty or a station on which losges are being

made, and Ithink that a stand should be madeagainst such

barefaced offers. The pity of the whole basiness is that

they will get a man (?) at the price, and I can only

hope that he will give them no more than value for their

money .

Some months ago I answered a private notice at the

Technical College, Finsbury, for an engineer experienced in

high tension work to take charge of the ruoding, and be

responsible to thechief engineer forthe satisfactory working

of the plant at this station. Everything went on very well

until the question of salary was reached. I ventured to

hint that say 358. a week, with a good prospect ofarise

would meet the case , and received in replya post card from

the chief engineer, if you please, stating that they could not

think of paying as much as that. I afterwards heard that

they had two assistants fresh from a technical college, whom

they were paying nothing. No wonder that the station

The Yarrow Home.

You were kind enough in your issue of May 15th , 1896 ,

to publish a description of the Yarrow Home for Con
valescent Children at Broadstairs.

I have the pleasure to report that since the opening of

this institution a littleover2years ago, no less & number
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shows such good results. I believe I could make a high

tension station pay if I received labour and material gratis.

But, seriously, is £ 50 per annum sufficient for an

experienced man who has to work through the night,

and has such heavy responsibility on his shoulders?

I would venture to suggest that you should refuse all such

advertisements in future , and by so doing you will help to

break this ring of low prices, which are less than a road

scraper can obtain from the parish.
W. Fennell .

8 , Ferndale Road, Leytonstone.

NOTES.

8

Improvements in Storage Batteries. - By means of

certain improvements in battery plates, a new cell has been

completed by Mr. Rankin Kennedy, which gives, weare

informed, a very much greater output per pound weight than
is usual. This cell has been under experiment for two years ,

and the object of the improvements have been to do away

with the heavy grid used in battery plates, so as to render

the whole of the active materials useful. Recent tests by

Dr. William Peddie, D.Sc., F.R.S.E. , Physical Laboratory,

Elinburgh (whosefigures, by theway,we should like to see for

ourselves), result in the conclusion that the capacity of the

new cell is 13 watt hours per pound of battery, and 32-8 watt

hours per pound of positives at normal rates of discharge.

The active material is not in the form of plugs, which are

always liable to fall out or loosen ; it is held securely in con
tact with conductors ramified throughout the mass. Careful

tests have been made up to discharge rates equal to five

amperes per pound of positives, without the least signs of

buckling. The new cell will be shortly put in the market

in two types, one for traction purposes , and the other for

stationary wants. We hope Mr. Kennedy's battery will

turn out as well commercially as it looks on paper, andif the

long years of experience and knowledge of what to avoid go for

anything, we anticipate that a real advance in accumulators

has been made.

Dublin Cables . - In connection with the “ scare in

rubber cables to which we referred in our last issue, it will be

interesting to review the reported facts in connection with

the underground mains in Dublin . After a number of years

working without trouble, the arc light mains broke down in

several places, this cable, we are informed, being small and

unsuitable, apparently, for the mechanical strains it was

called upon to bear from time to time. Extensions were

contemplated, and the two matters were dealt with together,

the Board of Trade being asked to hold an inquiry on a

loan for “ renewals of cable," the superintendent reporting

that a completerenewal was absolutely necessary , and Prof.

Kennedy, F.R.S., whose advice was sought, acting on the

report of the superintendent, and, no doubt, on his appre

ciation of otherreports on similar cables, agreeing that a

complete renewal was a matter of necessity. When the Board

of Trade inquiry was held it was ascertained that the money

was not required for renewals of cable, but for extensions.

The title ofthe demand was no doubt based on the theory

that it would have been easier to get the loan for renewals

as being pressing than for extensions, and, during the course

of theinquiry, the superintendent is reported to have said
that, although the cables had failed here and there, the real

loss on the old cables would only be £ 1,300 out of the

£20,000 applied for, as they wished to take out some of the

old cables to enable them to change the " system .” On being

preesed, he admitted that an expenditure of £ 500 would

restore the faulty cable, and they could be used again. It

is difficultfrom the reports to reconcile these different state

ments, and Mr. Thompson, T.C., apparently could not, as in

his examination he stated that the whole cables had been

condemned by the Council, and there was never a word said

about mere repair. Surely some more light should be thrown

on this matter, since it would appear from the facts before

us that the report of the superintendent on which Prof.

Kennedy, in part, at least, would naturally rely, was not

made at all in accordance with the evidence he finally gave

when the question of renewals became for other reasons, DO

doubt, subordinated to that of extensions. Theonly explana

tion we can suggest at present is, that it was the system ,'

and not the type of cable, that was condemned. Still, as

reported in the electrical press, the cables were stated to be

infault, possibly because the engineers who make technical

reports select the system , whereas it is only the contractor

who makes the cables.
Advice to Boiler Attendants.We are in receipt of a

new issue of advice to boiler attendante, issued by the Man

chester Steam Users' Association, over the signature of their

new chief engineer, Mr. Chas. E. Stromeyer . In the sheets

at one time issued, it was stated that the best advice the

Association could give in regard to the occurrence of low

water was “ not to let it occur,” which reminds one of Punch's

advice to those about to marry ; but there was always some,

if an unconscious humour, about the Manchester Steam

Users' Association, and the strain remains to -day. After a

few remarks on what to do with collapsed furnaces and bare

crowns, it is naively stated that, in face of these dangers, the

boiler attendantmay prefer to retire. Among the warnings

is one to ease the safety valve before opening the manhole

cover, so as to be quite sure there is no steam in the boiler.
This advice is dangerous, being insufficient. Easing a safety

valve is understood to imply lifting, and, perhaps, propping

the lever, but the valve itself ought to be lifted ; it is often

heavy enough to confinesteam in a hot boiler quite sufficient
to lift the unbolted manhole cover and rush out in a scalding

torrent. We have seen it happen.

Air -tight Fases.- In the Cartwright enclosed air-tight

fuses, the fuse is so constructed that the wire melts within

the central chamber of the tube and the heated air and gases

formed thereby force themselves to the end sections, thus

blowing out the arc . This fuse, says the Electrical World,

can beused on any pressure less than 2,200 volts. It is

stated that it will notmaintain an arc between its terminals

when short -circuited on the mains of a 2,200 - volt composite

alternating dynamo. The cut - out consists of two parts,

namely, the base and tube. The base is made of the best

quality of Monson slate, and the tube is made of black or grey

a

High Speed Sentinel Steam Engines. — Messrs. Alley

and Maclellan, of Glasgow , haveforwarded us a copy of their

new steam engine catalogue. In it are particulars of the

firm's make of Westinghouse type, simple and compound

engines. There are now 6,000 simple engines at work - an

encouragement to the firm to build compound engines on

similar lines up to 250H.P. They have now some 12,000

H.P. of compound engines at work. The catalogue is well

arranged, and the engines it describes are all shown diagram

matically, with all leading dimensions tabulated . Copies of

indicator diagrams are given ; tuese show good adjustment.

Ail engints are made strictly to gauge and interchangeable

throughout.

fibre. Owing to the peculiar construction of this device, the

fuse in a 3 -inch tube will, it is stated, open the circuit, where

other cut-outs require twice that length of fuse to operate

under the same condition. This fuse has a definite length,

cannot come in contact with any foreign substances, and will

open the circait in a pre-determined time on a given current.

After a fuse has blown it is replaced by a new tube. Each

fuse is marked with the maximum number of amperes it will

carry indefinitely. These fuses are manufactured by the

Shawmut Fuse WireCompany, of Boston, Mass., under license

from the Goodhart Electric Company.
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The Electric Migration of Colloids. - A little time ago

some researches were initiated by Cöhn with a view to throw

ing some light opon the subject of electric migration , espe

cially of colloids. In the first stage of the research the

conclusion was arrived at that coloured ions exist, because

coloured flaid follows the direction of the current during

electrolysis. Nernst has also studied this subject, and our

readers are familiar with most of his work . They may

remember an experiment which he describd in wbich ,during

the electrolysis of permanganate of potash , the MnO , ions

moved towards the anode, and it is generally recognised now

that a substance which is free to move will move in or against

the direction of the current if it be electrically charged. Fine

suspended solid particles, suspended in water or in turpen

tine, will, by reason of the static charges which they bear,

more towards the oppositely charged electrode, whilst the

liquid particles move towards the other electrode. More

recently Cöbn, working in conjunction with Euler, found

that such substances as caramel, starch and tannid , which

are colloidal in character, and non -electrolytes, bebave in a

manner exactly similar to the behaviour of the solid particles

suspended in water or turpentine ; they actually move in the

water towards the anode. Of course this fact has already

been noticed in the case of taonin , and is the foundation of

the process of electric tannin. Cöbn has also investigated

the bebaviour of colloids inwhich electrolytic dissociation

might possibly take place, for example, in dialysed ferric

hydroxide. The hydroxide was first parified by means of

electrolysis with a silver anode, and wasthen submitted to a

currentbetween two layers of water. It was then observed

that a dark layer moved towards the anode, whilst a lighter

coloured layer moved towards the cathode. Now the layer

would not pass through a parchment membrane, and hence
could not contain iron ions. These observations are exceed

ingly interesting, inasmuch as they throw light upon a

subject wbich is very obscure, and concerning which infor

mation is really demanded. We are glad to hear that the

subject is being more fully investigated, and sball look

forward to further results. The present research is described

in the Zeitschrift für Elektrochemie, No. 4 , pages 63—66.

Electrical Wares Exported .

WERK ENDING FEB . 22ND, 1897. WREK KUNDING FEB. 22ND, 1898 .

6 £

Alexandria 122 0 | Albany 42 0

Amsterdam 45 0 Amsterdam 84 0

Antwerp. Teleg . mat ... 30 0 Barcelona 10 0

Auckland 80 0 Bombay ... 70 0

Bangkok. Teleg. mat ... 90 0 Buenos Ayres 130 0

Bilbao 170 0 Calcutta ... 74 0

Bombay ... 139 0 Cape Town 183 0

Brisbane 72 0 Durban 126 0

Buenos Ayres. Teleg. mat. 76 0 East London 810

Calcutta 300 0 Teleg. mat, 2,747 0

Cape Town 484 0 Flushing 227 0

Copenhagen. Teleg. wire 10 0 Fremantle . 1,325 0

Durban . Teleg. mat. 151 0 Gothenburg. Teleg.mat. 216 0

East London 493 0 Teleph.mat. 875 0

Gibraltar. Teleg. mat... 650 0 Malaga . 158 0

Gothenburg 26 0 Monte Video 30 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 290 0 North Sea 5,8430

Hong Kong 247 0 Perth 320 0

Madras 71 0 Port Elizabeth 764 0

Madeira ... 97 0 Teleg. mat. 421 0
Malta 101 Rangoon 1,575 0

Passages 831 0 R - sario 55 0

Port Elizabeth 109 0 Teleg. mat. 61 0

Rangoon. Teleg. mat 20 0 Rotterdam 240 0

Rosario 500 Singapore 45 0

Rio Janeiro . Teleg.mat. 3500 Sydney 990

Singapore 37 0 | Trieste. Teleg. cable . 2,050 0

Teleg. mat. 15 0 Tabiti . 6,0000

Sydney 1,246 0 Yokohama 10 0

Vera Cruz 600 Zanzibar. Teleg .cable 24,480 0
Yokohama 361 0

...

... ...

...

...

...

Tota ! £ 6,863 0 Total £ 48,341 0

8

å

2 2

Bankruptcy Proceedings. The first meeting was beld

last week atthe London Bar uptcy Court of the creditors of Juha

Dewhurst, electrician and sanitary engineer, 52, North End Road,

S.W. The debtor, who presented his own petition, commenced busi

ness pine years ago at North Kensington, and removed about 1893 to

his present premises. He attributes his insolvencyto a loss of £ 250

sustained through the defalcations and miscouduct of a former

traveller. The accounts show unsecured debts £315 98 10d , and

agsets £121 59. 8d. An offer of 69. 8d . in the £ was made to the

creditors recently, but it was not unanimously accepted, and the

debtor subsequently petitioned the Bankruptcy Court. No offer was

now submitted, and the creditors left the estate in the hands of the

official receiver to be wound up in the usual manner .

Dissolutions of Partnerships . - Messrs. F. Woolnough

and H. A. Procter (Woolaough& Procter, electrical engineers, Surrey

Grove, Norwich ) have dissolved partnership. Mr. Procter will attend
to debte.

Messrs . W. T. Burbey and H. A. Hutton (Burbey & Hutton , elec

trical engineers and manufacturers, 57B, Hatton Garden, E.C.) have

dissolved partnership. Mr. Burbey will attend todebts.

Messrs. A. J. Fippard and C. J. Cooper (Fippard & Cooper,

electrical engineers, Albert Road, Bournemouth ), have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Cooper will continue the business, and attend to
debts.

Liquidation Notice . - A meeting of the Universal
Electrical Fittings mpany will be held at the cffice of Messrs. G.

Franklin & Co., 18, NorfolkRow , Sheffield , on March 28th, at noon,

to bear an account of the winding ap from Mr. G. 8. Greening, the
liquidator.

Condensing Plants . - Messrs. Cole, Marchent & Morley,

of Bradford, have issueda small pamphletdescribing their standard

surface condensing plants, with pumps driven by steam , electro

motors, or belt . In cases where the space for the storage of water is

limited the condensing plants are combined with evaporative con.
densers or water-cooling arrangemente. There are several good

illustrations of plantsupplied by the firm , such as Bradford Corpora

tion ElectricityWorks electrically driven centrifugal pumps, and the

surface condenser and air pumps atthe same station. Anarticleby

Mr. H. W. Morley on " Burface Condensers, Air and Circulating

Pumps for Electricity Works,” is reprinted from a con'em porary. The
list is a neat production.

A Directory for Exporters.-- The Export Merchant

Shippers' Directory for 1898, has been published by Messrs. Dean and

Co., of 160a, Fleet Street, E.C. It has now reached its thirty -third

year of publication, and has increased in size, until it now has nearly

1,300 pages . The contents are divided into three sections, viz. , tbe

Export Section, giving a complete list of the British exporters, with

the names of their respective trading ports, and the class of gods

shipped; the TradeMark Section ; and the Manufacturing Section

embodying a list of traders who manufacture principally for export.

There are separate sections for the various towns, Liverpool, Bradiord,

London, and so forth, and under these the dames of exporters are

given in alpbabetical order. The extracts from the consular reports
given under the title , “ Notes on Trade,” has been enlarged in the

present edition by the insertion of some of the priaciple South

American Republics, where the competition with British trade is
especially keen.

E

Manufacturing Aluminium and its Sulphides.-- An

interesting application of electrolysis to the manufacture of

aluminium , solphide of aluminium , &c., has recently been

Buccer sfully carried out by D. A. Peniakoff at Huy, in

Belgium . The essential features of the process are as

follows :-A single or double anbydrous aluminium salt, such

as a fluoride or chloride, fused with the sulphide of an alkali

or alkaline earth , together with a chloride or fluoride as &

flax, yields a mixture containing aluminium sulphide, from

which , in the same crucible, aluminium may be reduced,

eitherby the action of an electric current, or by meansof

reducing gases ( such as hyrocarbons, for example). The

following formulæ present examples of the preparation of

aluminium sulphide:

(1) A1, F , + 3 Na, 8 = A), S, + 6 Na F.

(2) Al, F., 6 Na F + 3 Në, S = A), Sz + 12 Na F.

(3) Al, Cl., 6 Na Cl + 3 No, S = Al, Sz + 12 Na Cl.

When the bath is constituted acccording to the reactions (1)

or (2) , if aluminium be reduced from the fased mass, the

supply of aluminium sulphide is kept up by additions of

aluminium sulphate and carbon ; aluminium fluoride and

sodium sulphateare first formed, according to the equation

A1, 3 SO, + 6 NA F = Al, Fe + 3 N8, 80., and the sodium

sulphate is reduced to salphide by the carbon, with subsequent

production of aluminium sulphide, according to equations (1 )

and (2) . It is stated that even where the sulphide of

aluminium produced in the bath is subjected to electrolysis,

the sulphide alone may undergo the electrolytic action,and

not the fluoride, as the latter requires for its electrolytic

decomposition a far greater electromotive force than that

which saffices to bring about the decomposition of the sul

phide of aluminium . Besides, where electrolysis is resorted

to, the salphur separated from the aluminium serves , for the

most part, to reduce the alkaline sulphate tothe condition of

alkaline sulphide, thus adding its effect to the action of the

2

carbon.

( Continued on page 263.)
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bas placed before him an anecdotal history of journalism , some im

portant notes by Dr. Gordon Stables on how tokeepin health, and a

note of the year's events in the newspaper world . The newspaper,

as an investment, and the life of the foreign correspondent, are mat

ters which have an interest for those not connectedwith the journal.

istic profession.

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897. - The Western

Mail, Limited, has issued a ffth edition , revised and enlarged, of Mr.

M. Rɔberts- Jones's handbook on the above Act. The price is 28. 6d.

The Yorkshire College, Leeds. — The twenty-seventh

annual report , 1896-7 , of this college, has been issued . It gives

details of the classes held and lectures given in various subjects, along

with the average attendances, and notes on the financial progress.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Electric Drill.-On 17th inst. trials of a new electric

drill were made on board the White Star steamer, Nomadic, at Liver

pool. The Boiler Makers' Society lodged objections to its employ.
ment.

Electric Organg. - From the Musical News we learn that

the Hope-Jones Organ Company has received an order for a large

organ for St. Michael'sChurch, Chester Square. The instrumentis

the gift of a member of the congregation, and is to cost over £ 2,000.

It will be fitted with all Mr. Hope-Jones's latest tonal and mecha

nical improvements. A new electric organ has also been ordered

from the same firm for Ambleside Parish Church , at a cost of £ 1,000.

Electric Welding.- At a conversazione held at Finsbury

Technical College on Friday, 18th inst., the Electric Welding Com

pany, Limited, exhibited an automatic welding plant and a very fine

collection of samples welded by their (the Thomson) process,inclad.
ing railway coupling links (lentby the Lancaster Railway Carriage

and Waggon Company, Limited ) and a complete collection of cycle
parts.

Kaye v. the Croydon Tramways Company.- In the

Court of Appealon Wednesday, before the Master of theRolls, Lord

Justice Rigby and Lord Justice Vaugban Williams, the hearing was

resumedof the appeal of the Croydon Tramways Company froman

order of Mr. Justice Kekewich, who had granted an interim injunction

restraiding the carrying into effect of an agreement for the sale of

theundertakingtothe British Electric Traction Company. We
bave already referred to the case in the ELECTRICAL Review. lo

bis judgment the Master of the Rolls said that the appeal succeeded

to acertain extent, and he thought the right course to adopt would
be to discharge the order of Mr. Justice Kekewich, and to grant an

wjanction to restrain the defendant company from carrying this

agreement into effect until dulysacctioned by the shareholders of

the Croydon Company at a meeting duly convened for thatpurpose.

If they chose upon proper notice, and understanding what they were

about,to ratify the contract they were at liberty to do so, but itwould

not be right to allowthis agreement to stand until that had been done.

The costs of the original plaintiffs and defendants would be costs
with the action, and the costs of the purchasing company would be

their costs in the action . Lords Justices Rigby and Williams
concorred .

Lists. - Messre. P. C. Middleton & Co., of Aberdeen, have

sent us a neat pamphlet which they are circulating, setting forth the
advantages of electric over gas lighting, and giving general state

ments for the benefit of those contemplating the use of electric

motors, electric heating and cooking apparatus,& c .

Mesers. Laing, Wharton & Down's new list of " Whardown ” track

tools gives illustrations and prices of track drills for drilling bolt

holes, tie holes, and electric bond boles, rail saws for cutting rails

quickly and accurately, and lifting jacks. These devices arebeing

introduced for economising time and expense in trackwork - especi.

ally in connection with electric tramways — and at the same time

considerably increasing the quality.

Messrs. Ball, Wylde& Co. , of 9 ani 10, Fenchurch Street, E.C.,

have taken up several agencies for American pumping machinery,

turbines, steam and electrical machinery, & c.,andhave also been

appointed sole agents for Great Britain by Eugen Seeligmann, of

Köln a . Rh. Hangaring. We have before us a catalogue, printed in

German,of the firm'smanufactures in the way of electrical acces

sories. Prices and numerous illustrationsare given of lampholders,

switches, lamps, plain and fancy brackets, electroliers, insulators,

casing, and a great variety of small fittings and articles.
Messrs. Handley & Shapks, electrical and general engineers, of

Cork, Dublin , and Limerick , have sent us their list of electrio light

engines, coupled to dynamos, also gas and oil engines for electric

lighting, Waverley turbines, " Taunton ” dynamos, electric motors,

Janduslamp, andthe improved glow lamps .

London Office.-Messrs. Henry J. Rogers & Co., of

Watford, have just opened branch offices in London at 4, Bloomfield

Street, London Wall, E.C. Mr. H. J. Spencer is the manager for

the London district .

New Zealand Electrical Syndicate, Limited . - A

petition was brcught before Mr. Justice Stirling in the Lord Chan

Cellor's Court on Wednesday for the reduction of the capital of the

New Zealand Electrical Syndicate, Limited. Mr. Carson explained

that the casewas before his Lordship before Christmas, and was

adjourned. His Lordship bad expressed the wish to see some of the

witnesses wbom be bad examined . After this he hadthought proper

to direct refcrence to an expert on certain points. It was suggested

that terms might be suggested for this reference. Counsel now

brought the terms before his Lordship. After counsels' speeches , his

Lordship ruled that an expert electrician should be appointed as

referee, and that before making his report he should hear both sides.

Perhaps it would be desirable to putthatdirection in the order for

the guidance of the referee. Counsel tbanked his Lordship for his

Assistauce in the matter, and agreed on the terms of reference of the

matcer to an electrical expert.

Photographic Exhibition ,-The International Exhi

bition at the Crystal Palace, 1898 , will be opened by the Prince of

Wales, on Monday, April 25th - not Wednesday, April 27th .

Sell's Press Directory. - Sell's Dictionary of the World's
Press for 1898 is before us. As usual, it is a very bulky publication ,

of about 1,200 pages. As the title denotes, information is given re

garding the newspapers, technical journals,magazines, &c. , of home

and foreigncountries. The diwspaper man finds much of interest

and utility in this directory. Not only is he informed on matters

affecting national and international trade, tariffs, treaties, & c ., but he

Aberdeen . — The electric lighting accounts for last year
show that the income amounted to £ 5,707 128. 5d ., and after dedact

ing working expenses, there was a balance of £3,111 0s, 7d. That

sum had been applied - In paying interest on mortgages and loads,

£ 1,150 ; in writing off as depreciation on plant, £ 1,024; carrying to

sinking fund, £ 767; and leaving a surplas ( carried to the reserve

fund ) of £ 169 6s. 2d.

Messrs. P. O. Middleton & Co. , of Aberdeen , have been entrusted

by the Town Council with the contract for the lighting of the

Municipal Lodging Houses . There will be 300 lights.

Barnsley .-- Mr. T. C. Miller has been instructed by the

Town Council to report on electric lighting, and it such report is

satisfactory, he will later designand superintend the work, subject

to the approval of Mr. BromleyHolmes.

Basingstoke. — The Town Council recently referred to a

special committee a suggestion to apply for electric lighting powers.

Bedford . - The electric lighting accounts just submitted

show as follows:-By sale of current at 6d. perunit, less bad and

doubtfal debts ( £ 12 19s. 1d.) , £3,200 49. ; by sale under contracte,

£13 15s. 6d.; rental of meters, £ 110 38. 2d .; by public lighting to

December 31st, £1,391 13s . 5d . ; miscellaneous receipts, £2 81. 11d ,;

total, £4,718 5s.; balance carried to net revenue account, £ 1,593

78. 1d. The generalbalance sheet shows :-To capital receipts, £ 39,175

118. 60.; to sundry creditors, £165 28. 8d. : to balance due to

treasurer ( less cash in hand, £ 25 ) , £ 10,348 158. 8d.; total, £ 49,689

98. 10d.; by capital expenditure, £ 46,389 198. 11d. ; sundry debtors

for current and meter rents, £1,890 19s. 11d.; net revenue account ,

balance at debit thereof, € 1,200 48. 6d . ; stores on hand, December

31st, £ 208 58. 6d. It the demand continues to increase, reductions

willbe made in the charges at the beginning of next year.

Brighton . - The Lighting Committee recommends that

Montpelier Road and the north part of Preston Road, from Stanford

Avenue to the Drive, shouldbe lighted by arc lamps instead of incan .

descent, as at present, at an increased annual charge of £ 400 .

Broughty Ferry . - The Police Commission has appointed

a sab -committee to collect information re electric lighting.

Baxton. - Prof. Kennedy has submitted his report on

electric lighting, and his estimate for the proposed municipal plant

is £ 18,000.

Calcutta .-- The Secretary of State for India recently

Banctioned the appointment of an electric lighting inspector for
Calcutta.

Cardiff . — The Lighting and Electrical Committee con:

sidered last week the electrical engineer's report on the condition of

the cables and mains. He stated that the renewal of the cables for

the arc lighta, which should be carried out at once, would cost about

£ 400. It was resolved to invite tenders for the supply of new

cables.

Chester . - The minutes of the Electric Lighting Com

mittee, which have been approved,show that a reduction to con

Bumers of the light might be made for the current year to 6d . per

unit, and for motive power to 3d . per unit.

Crieff. — The electric lighting scheme pat forward by
Mr. Yorke has been turther remitted back to a committee of the

whole Council for further consideration .

Edenbridge. - The Kent Messenger says that a scheme is

on foot to forma company to light the district electrically. It is
estimated that £2,500 is required .

Edgbaston. - St. Augustine's Church has just been fitted

up for electric lighting by Messrs.Veritys,to plans andunder the super

vision of Messrs. Henry Lea&Son. High voltage lamps are used,

and they are arranged around the capitalsof the pillars.

Edinburgh. — The Electric Lighting Committee has

recommended the supplyof watertight chambers fortheunderground

switching apparatus. The Committee also recommends the laying

down of a new " feeder " from Dewar Place along Grove Street, and

on to Morchiston ( cost, £ 1,400 ).

-
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Lewisham . - The Great Western Electric Light and

Power Company has followed up its previous letters to the Board of

Works, by saying that it is prepared to undertakethe destruction of

dust at cost price, guaranteed not to exceed 18. 6d. per ton ; and, in

connection therewith , to take over the dust destructor recently

erected , at the price paid bythe board to the makers for it, and work

it at once, pending the erection of electric supply works, when the

combined operations would be carried on. The company also pro

pose to introduce the Brighton system . The public streets would be

supplied with 16 C.P. lamps at a cost of about338. 4d. par annum .

Liverpool. - The electrical engineer (Mr. Holmes) has

reported that during the month ofJanuary 62,681 electric lamps,

equivalent to 16 O.P., had been supplied from the Corporation mains

forprivate lighting, and7,924 forCorporation lighting. This showed

an increas3 of 2,944 for the month .

Luton - The Electric Light Committee has discussed

the report by Mr. Saell on electriclighting at great length, but con :

sidersthat further information should be obtained from other towas

befora the matter is decided. A deputation is to visit several plac 38 .

Application is to be madefor anextension of the provisional order

from June 27th, 1898, for 12 months.,

Manchester. - A Local Government Board inquiry was

held on 15th inst. regarding applicationsby the Corporation forloans

for various purposes, including £16,000 for electric lighting. Alder.

man Higginbottom gave some details of the undertaking.

Mexico .-- The Dresdner Bank communicates that, accord

ing to telegraphic advices received from Mexico, the central station

ofthe Mexican Electric Works, Limited, has been so far advanced

that the lighting of the City of Mexico was commenced on the 14th

inst., and proved a complete success. The installations for the private

lighting andthe supply ofelectrical power are makingrapid progress,

and it isanticipatedthat these parts of the works will be opened in

course of the summer.

Morecambe.--At the last Council meeting there was a

longand somewhat heated discussion with regard to a site for fixing

a refuse destructor in connection with the electric light generating

station ,

Morley. - The Corporation are wanting an electrician -in
charge and a junior. See our Official Notices. "

Motherwell. - A deputation has inspected the White

haven electric lighting plant, &c.

Newington . - The Vestry decided last week to proceed
with the electric lightingscheme,of which plans and specifications

had been submitted by Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville. Ap

plication is to be madeto the London County Council for a £ 40,000
loan .

Poplar. - The Board of Trade has been asking the Poplar

Boardwhat it proposesto dowith its electric lighting order. The

County of Londonand Brush Companyhad been corresponding with

the Board of Trade on the matter. The Poplar Board has now

decided to put its order into force at once over the compulsory

60

The Embankment Lighting - The London County

Council last week adopted a supplemental estimateof £ 3,300for the
electric lighting of the Embankment. An estimate of £ 22,000 was

previously adopted.

Faversham.-The Town Council will not sanction Mr.

McCreel'o proposal to apply for a provisional order for electric light

ing, and theystate that when thetime comes they will do the work

themselves.

Glasgow .- The Electricity Committee sabmitted to the
Corporation last week reports from the tramways engineer, the

assistant electrical engineer, and the lighting inspector onthe subject

of lighting the Springburn tramway route. The assistant electrical

engineer recommended that the mains should be immediately laid

down for supplying current for private purposes to consumers along

the line of Parliamentary Roadto Springburn, and in the same trench

& cast-iron pipe to carry aro lighting cables. Hereported that the
cost of supplying and laying down the teeders and network necessary

for private lighting would beabout £ 12,566, and the arc lighting

mains £1,446, making atotal of £14,012. That is if both were laid

at the same time ; but it street lighting alone were arranged for, the

cost would be £ 7,022, and the cost of re-opening the trench and

laying maias, & c., later on for private lighting would be £ 9,525 ;

total, £ 16,647 . The first coarse would, therefore, show a saving of

£ 2,536, and the corporation approved of this scheme, and the work

will go forward . The arc lamps will, with a few exceptions, be sug

pendedfrom the poles on bothsides of the route. There will be in

all 104 lamps required . Certain designs and estimates submitted by
Messrs. W.McFarlane & Co. have been accepted for bases, brackets,

& c. The cost for current is estimated at £ 18 per lamp per annum .

Grimsby. — The Council has confirmed the Lighting

Committee's recommendations to ask Prof. Kennedy to report on

electric lighting. -

Hackney.- The Vestry, after playing with the electric

lighting question for the pastfew years, has just considered a number

ofproposals submitted by parties willing to take over the provisional

order. Among those who made offers were Messrs. C. & A. Sax,

Imperial Electric Lighting Company,Siemens Bros. & Co.,Laing,
Wharton & Down, Electric Extension Syndicate, County of London

and Brush Provincial Company. The Electric Light Committee,

after considering the various proposals, reported that the scheme

submitted bythe Electric Extension Company, Limited, covered all

the points which the Committee desired to see included . “ They

offer to collect, destroy, and dispose of the dust at 4s. per ton , to

supply pablic and private lighting at 31d. and 6d. per_unit respec

tively, and for power purposes only at 21d. per unit. They satisfied

us," say theCommittee, on searching andcarefulquestioning, that

they were able to undertake the work and carry it out promptly.

They are practically manufacturing firms of the highest standing

( the British Insulated Wire Company and Ferranti, Limited ); and

they were able to show as, from contracts actually carried out by
them for more than 100 public bodies and lighting companies, that their

experience in dealing with such mattersisof a very wide and satis
factory character. No other company tendering impressed us with

anything like the same confidence as the representatives of this com

pady did . They undertake to deposit £ 5,000 with the Vestry

guaranteefor the carrying out of the work at 2 per cent. per annum ,

They turt her andertake to pay the Vestry£500towards their expenses

inobtaining and transferring the order.” It is estimated that this

will meana saving of £5,047 per annum to the parish in the collec

tionand disposalof_dust. The Vestryhas rescinded its previous

resolutions, and the Electrio Extension Company's scheme will come

before it again in a few days.

Hammersmith .-- The Vestry has decided to construct

two new sub-stations, one in Lime Grove, Uxbridge Road , and the

other in St. Stephen's Avenue, Goldhawk Road ; £ 150 is to be ex

pended upon finishing and furnishing the electricity works' offices.

Hampstead . - The Finance Committee has recommended

the Vestry to apply to the London County Council for permission to

borrow £ 50,000 to meet the expenditure on the electric lighting

capital account.

Harbour Lights . - The Clyde Trust and the Corporation

Electricity Department have been conferring as tothe lighting of

thebarbour byelectricity. The question was remitted to the officials

of both bodies, with special reterence to the illumination of the

Prince's Dock .

Kensal Town. The Chelsea Vestry will oppose the Metro

politan Electric Supply Company's scheme to laymains in Harrow

Road unless the company andertakes to supply electricity for Kensal

Town at 4d . per unit .

Kingswinford .- The District Council has resolved to

make application for a provisional order .

Leamington. - Mr. Hammond has reported to the

Electric Light Committee re electric lighting, and he advises that it

would be to the interests of the Corporation to arrange that the

works of the Midland Electric Lighting Company should continue

their operations until the whole of the present consumers are

transferred to the new mains. Mr. Hammond reports that with an

installation of 16,000 lights at 6d. per unit, there wouldbe a profit of

£ 3,000, sufficient for interest and sinking tund, on £ 50,000 capital.

»

area .

Rhy).-Mr. Dale recently appeared before a committee to

ascertain their viewsas to proceeding with the electric lighting of

the lake, &o. The question was deferred for the present.

Shoreditch . - At the Vestry meeting held on 15th inst.,
Mr.Kershaw , chairmanof the Electric Lighting Committee, informed

the Vestry thatan accident occurred at the electric lighthogstation on

the previous Saturday, which resulted in the districtbeing plunged

into darkness for a while. Fortunately it was not attended by any

loss of lite or injury to limb, although the explosion was ofa serious

natare . By some unexplained reason a small quantity of water

probably condensedsteam - found its way intothe cylinder of one

of the engines, which barst, doing about £ 300 worth of damage.

The whole cost of the damage, Mr. Kershaw explained, would be

borne by the contractors, anda further report would be presented .

South Shields. — The Board of Guardians have appointed

aCommittee to consider the question of electric lighting for the whole

of the workhouse,

Swansea . — The disposal of the tramways and the intro

daction of an electricalcompany into the town have, according to a
local paper, caused a stir in corporation circles in Swansea. A sub

committee recommends that action be taken at once to carry out the

provisionsof the electric lighting provisional order.

It is understood that the Council has decided to proceed with the

provisional order, and is consulting Mr. Manville onthe subject.

Winchester . - The City Council, after receiving Mr.

Ruthven Murray's report on the Electric Lighting Company's scheme,

has informed the Board that it has no objection to the proposal.

Yarmouth . - The income in January from the electric

light was £ 631 58., of which private consumers fornished £ 426.

After meeting thecosts of production, there is a surplas of £ 316 128.,
out of which £ 190 has to be deducted for capitalrepayments and

interest charges, making the monthly net profit£ 126 126. There are

now 258 customers, using 11,993 lamps.

-
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ELECTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

1

Bournemouth . - By 13 votes to 8 the Bournemouth

Town Council has again resolved to oppose the two electric tramway
schemes which havebeen on foot for some time.

Bristol. — The Sanitary Committee have held several

special meetings to consider the Parliamentary Bills of the Bristol

Tramway Company with regard to the extension of their system

and the use of electric power, have submitted to the company

a statement of the conditions on which they will advise the Council

to allow the extensions and the use of electricity. The committee

abandon their former demand that the electricity shall be taken

from the Corporation supply, but raise several other points which

may prove subjects for debate. The company are required to agree

that no employé shall be employed for more than 60 hours a week.

Lines on which electric tractionis to be used are to be specified and

the system stated. The Corporation are to have the right to, but not

to be compellable to purchase the proposed power station; if the

power station be purchased, the company are not to bave theright of

jointly using it for working tramways not purchased by the Corpora

tion, nor are they to have the right to use posts, rails, & c., of

tramways purchased for conveying energy to lines not purchased .

The Corporation are to retain powers with regard to the position of

posts and overhead wires and other matters as in the 1894 Act. The

company arenot to supply electric current to other companies or

persons within the city. The Corporation may use the company's

posts for electric light purposes. The company are not to be entitled

to require the Corporation to supply them with electricity. No
alteration is to be made in the dates at which the Corporation's

power of purchasing existing tramways will arise , and the date at

which the Corporation may purchase the power station and proposed

extensions are to be the same as for the present horse tramways.

Additional capital is to be put up to auction instead of at present

being issued to existing shareholders at a price determined by the

company. Safe arrangement is to be made for payment to the

Corporation of an annual sum and for reduction of fares. As to this

last condition , no suggestion is made as to the sum or what
reductions are desired .

Mr. Faraday Proctor, the Corporation electrical engineer, is to

visit Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford , and shefield, in search

of information to lay before the Bristol Sanitary Committee to enable

them to make up their minds on the proposals of the Bristol Tram

ways C. mpany.

Central London Railway. At the Sheriff's Court, Red

Lion Square, Holborn, last week, Mr. Burchell and a special jurybad

beforethem a claim by the trustees of the late Frederick J. Blake,

against the Central London Railway Company for £539 forthe

purpose of repairing the residence, No. 2, Marlborough Gate, Hyde

Park, which is alleged to have suffered damage by subsidencedue to

the works of the railway company. It was alleged that the house

in question had been structurally injured by the works of the com

pany either primarily or by reason of the bursting of a water main,

owing to the tunnelling operations. On behalf of the railway com .

pany Sir Douglas Fox and others gave evidence. It was contended

that the system of tunnelling withthe Greathead shield prevented

any possibility of injury to adjacent buildings, and that the subsidence

must have been caused by the bursting of the water main owing to
internal pressure. The jury returned a verdict for the railway

company on the ground that the damage was done by thebursting of

the water main, for which the railway company had not been shown

to be in any way responsible.

Dublin .-- A question having arisen between the Council

and the three United Tramways Companies as to a power station at

Ringsend, it is now stated by the Irish Times that an agreement bas

been arrived at by which “ In consideration of permission being

granted by the Corporation to the companies, or any of them , to
electrically connect their system of tramways with the company's

proposed generating station at RingsendRoad for the workingof

their system oftramways, or any portion thereof, in connection with

their lines within the City of Dublin, the said three companies shall

undertake not to employthe electrical current for any purpose other

than the baulage of their cars and the lighting of them , and of the

standards or posts wherever it may be found necessary to do so,

within the City of Dublin, without first receiving the sanction ofthe

Corporation in writing .”

Dublin and Lucan . - At a meeting of the Dablin and

Lucan Steam Tramway Company it was resolved to issue debenture

stock and preference shares for the purpose of providing the elec

trical equipment for the lines.

Dudley.-It is stated that the Electric Traction Company

has accepted a tender for converting the steam tram line from
Dudley to Stourbridge into an electric line, and the work is to be

executed within six months from the date of its commencement.

Edinburgh . - A proposal was before the Lord Provost's
Committee last week for the construction of an electric tramway

from Preston Street vid Dalkeith Road and Niddim , to Portobello,

returning by Meadowbank and Waterloo Place. The matter was

deferred .

Kirkcaldy . - The British Electric Traction Company

receutly wrote stating that it would be willing to takeup the question

of electric tramways for Kirkcaldy. The Town Clerkreported that

A representative of the company had visited the town .

Leeds and Bradford Light Electric Railway. - We

have on several occasions given briefnotes on the progress of this

scheme which, it will be remembered, is being promoted by Power

and Traction , Limited, who propose connecting the two towns by

means of an electric tramway on the overhead trolley system -an

inter-urban line over the main highway . The population of the

districts affected is over 700,000, and five district councils are

interested in the scheme. The proposals came before the Light

Railways Commissioners (Mr.G. J. R.FitzGerald and Col. Boughey,

R.E ) at the Leeds Town Hall on 17th inst., and there were present

to oppose representativeson behalf of the Leeds Corporation, Brad

ford Corporation, the Midland Railway Company, and the Great

Northern Railway Company. With such extensive opposition it

might reasonably have been expected that it would go hard with the

scheme. Mr. Arthur Grabam Hopkins, electrical engineer, of

Westminster , produced the plans of the proposed line, which had

been prepared under his direction. He stated that for 15 years he

had badconsiderable experience in the construction of light railways.

The gradients involved in the present scheme were generally easy,

with one exception at Stanningley , but this was trifling to what

could be done by electric traction. Theobject of the project was to

afford more convenient and cheaper facilitiesfor intercommunication.

Mr. W. N. Stewart, of Westminster, one of the founders of the

American Association of Electrical Engineers, whose experience

comprised 13 years with Mr. Edison, of New York, also gave evidence

insapport of the scheme, which he said would have an important

effect in increasing the prosperity of the districts passed through.

His experience had proved to himthata multiplicity of administra

tion operated against the success of a scheme of this description. At

the close of the inquiry the chairman said : “We consider the utility

andconvenience to the public of this proposed light railway to be

established . But the objections of the twocorporations to a private

company undertaking the work and management within their

respective areas most certainly require very serious consideration.

In the absence of Lord Jersey, we shall not make any further

statement orexpress any further opinion to -day, but we trust that

the result will be a resumption of negotiations. It it is desired, we

shall be very happy to do anything in our power to facilitate a

settlement.” It is believed that an electric tram service at short

intervals and low fares is a very importantimprovement on the

present railway service. The decision of the Commissioners in this

case is of considerable importance. It shows that they are not

disposed to let schemes fallthrough unless there is good reason, and

their offering to aid the parties in arriving at a settlement is very

satisfactory.

Light Railways.- In the House of Commons on

Monday, in reply to Mr. Bainbridge, Mr. Ritchie said that up to the

present time 16 orders had been made by the Light Railways Com

missioners,and submitted to the Board of Trade for confirmation.

of these, four had been confirmed by the Board of Trade after

modification , and five others would shortly be ready for confirmation .

One order had been remitted to the Light Railways Commissioners

for further consideration , and in the case of the remaining six orders

thetime for lodging objections had not yet expired. None of the

undertakings authorisedmade any claims for financialassistance from

the Treasury or local authorities. Grants, however, had been pro

visionally sanctioned by the Treasury in cases which were still under

the consideration of the Light Railways Commissioners.

Liverpool. — The Tramways Committee has appointed a

deputation to visit Hamburg for the purpose of inspecting the tram .

ways, and the methods of working the service andthe management
of the workshops.

Middlesboro '.— The British Thomson -Houston Company,

Limited, is pushing forward the construction of the electric tram .

ways. The poles are being rapidly erected . The tracks for the car

bodies are expected to arrive in this country by the end of the

month from America . The car bodies (being constructed at Birken .

head ) are also expected to be finished shortly. The three multi

tubolar boilers for the depôt in Bridge Road, Stockton, arebeing

rapidly fitted up in position in the power house. The overhead wire

has already arrived, and is on the ground ready to be put up, but in

the meantime the company are waiting for brackets.

Nottingham .-- A deputation has visited Bristol to inspect

the electric tramwaysand the power station. It is understood that

as a result of this visit the deputation will recommend the adoption

of overhead electric traction throughout Nottingham .

Paisley . - An extraordinary meetingof the shareholders

of the Paisley Tramways Company was held in private last week,

when a resolution was adopted ratifying an agreement between the

company ,Messrs.A. and J. Faill, Robertson Street, Glasgow ,and the

British Electric Traction Company, Limited, the effect of which

will be to empower the last -mentioned body to work the present

tramway system by electric traction, and to carry out alterations and

extensions.

Peterborough . - A local paper refers to a proposed elec

tric tramway scheme which is being promoted for the district by a

syndicate.

Salford . — The report of the sub -committee on electric

traction recommends that the Council should undertake the future

working of the Salford tramways on the electric overhead wire

system ,and thatthecurrent for working thecars should be provided

by the Electric Lighting Committee. By 33 votes to 1 the Council

has instructed the committee to prepare estimates of the cost of

carrying out a scheme put forward for Salford . The committee's

report contained the following : - " In reference to the tramlines to

1

-
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Eccles, Patricroft, Swinton, and other places reached through Salford ,

there would be no difficulty in providing electric power to work these

lines from the power station required for the Salford lines ; or

electric power might be supplied from any electric power station

within those districts. The reconstruction of the lines to adapt them

to thissystem could either be undertakenby their respectiveowners

or by the Salford Corporation under special agreements. All these

pointspresented no mechanical or electrical difficulties, and no doubt

could be arranged between the several authorities on terms mutually

advantageous. In order to give an approximate idea of the structural

work required for this proposed working of the Salford tramways, it

must be remembered that most of the existing tramlines in the

borough bad been in use for many years ; the rails were not of the

strength found most suitable for either horse -car or electric -car

work, and therefore it would be requisite to provide new rails

throughout, except as to some lines very recently relaid . In re

organising the tramway system it would be well to change all the

existing single track routesto double tracks, laying parallel lines in

adjacent streets wherever the streets were too narrow for a double

track, with side spaces for cart traffic. Some additional lines of

tramway, inextension or in deviation of existing lines, were also

advisable. The total result, according to a plan provisionally

prepared , would be that in place of their present 8 miles of double

lines and 37 miles of single lineand crossing loops, a total of

20 miles ofsingle track, theywould have 12.8 miles of double track,

4:3 miles of single track used like double track in parallel streets, and

2.5 miles of single track with crossing loops — a total of 32.4 miles of

single track . ”

Stoke-on -Trent. - The Parliamentary Committee has
recommended that the Town Clerk write to the British Electric

Traction Company, and to the North Staffordshire Tramways Com .

pany urging themto carry out the arrangements which were come to

at the timewhen the Tramways Extension Order (1896 ) was passed,

and inform them that unless they carried out their severalobliga

tions the Corporation would take such steps as they might be advised
to enforce the same.

Swansea . — Shareholders in the Swansea Tramways and

Improvements Company havebeen notified that a meeting to confirm

the sale of the tramways will be held to -day , and adds that the

directors have entered into a provisional agreement for the purchase

by the British Electric Traction Company, Limited, of the whole of

the undertaking, property,and assetsof thecompany, on termswhich
they believe will be acceptable to the shareholders. The purchase

price will, it this agreement be carried into effect, provide for the

paymentof £5per shareto the holders of ordinary shares of tram

way capital, and of £10 for each preference share.

The Power Distributing Schemes. In the opposition

to the Bill of the General Power Distributing Company for electric

lighting powers, Bakewellwill join with Belper, Matlock Bath , Mex

boro', North Darley, and Swinton.

Yarmouth . — The Yarmouth and Gorleston Tramway

Company are negotiating for the parchase of the Yarmouth 'Bus

Company's undertaking, including horses, vehicles and premises, their

intention being to makethe Yare side stables, which are situated

between Yarmouth and Gorleston , a station for the generation of

electricity , in order that they may be able to run electric trams

between Yarmouth and Gorleston .

York . - The chairman of the York Tramways Company

told the shareholders last week that they looked forward to being

ableto give a better serviceto thepublicby the application of elec

tricity , without materially increasing their expenses, and they hoped

that the Corporation , with whomthey were in negotiation, would

meettbem fairly. No progress hadbeen made in thematter, because

the Corporationhad such difficulty in making up their minds with

regard to the electric light.

proposition to extend it to Australiafor $ 75,000 additional per year.

He said that during the Venezuela trouble it had cost the Govern

ment $ 5,000 for one diplomatic message, and no one knew whatthe

Government's aggregate expensewas in this connection . According

to a New Yorkexchange he said that it would take 8,000 miles of

cable from San Francisco to Honolulu .

L.C.C. and Telephone Matters . - A statement by the

Highways Committee on the telephone service of the National Com

pany was before the Council on Tuesday. The matter will come

op again before the first meeting of the new Council.

The Telegraph Service. - The Council of the Associated

Chambers of Commerce recently requested the Postmaster-General

to receive a deputationon the sobject of telegraphic communication .

The Duke of Norfolk , in reply, says that the Lords of the
Treasury have been consulted, and they do not consider it advisable

to propose the abolition of the separate account for telegraph .

With regard to the extension of telegraphic facilities in rural dis

tricts, his Grace has given the matterspecialconsideration, and the

concessions given on the occasion of the Diamond Jabilee were

evidence of the desire of the Government for the increase of such

facilities. In the course of the year many new telegraph offices have

been opened and costlyextensions are in hand. The total number

of telegraph offices of all kinds now open to the public is 10,432.

Telegraphic Communication between Calais and

Dover . - In the House of Commons last ek, Mr. Hanbury, in

answer to Mr. Coben and Mr. Stuart -Wortley, with regard to the

mail packet trom Dover to Calais having left Dover in a storm on

November 29th and having had to put back, whena telegram sent

from Calais to prevent her from starting had been delayed by having

to reach Doverthrough London, said the delay did not take place on

that account. It arose from an interruption caused by the storm

with the line between Calais and the French landing station, about

six miles off, necessitating the transmissionof the telegran by a

circuitous route. There was not sufficient traffic to jastify the alloca

tion of direct wires between France and Dover or Folkestone. The

transmission of the telegram through London did not involve any

appreciable delay. The Postmaster-General was considering whether

any arrangements could be made whereby the consequences of an

interruption to the normal communications would be rendered less

serious than on that occasion .

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABD . Down, Repaired ,

Brost-St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th, 1899

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Paramaribo -Cayenne Jan. 27th , 1898

Amazon Company's cablo

Parintins- Itacatian May Bth , 1896

Obidos-Parintins Dec. 7th,1896

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th, 1898

Emden - Vigo ... Feb. 7th , 1898 Feb. 18th , 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolama -Bissao Feb , 19th, 1898

LANDLIMIO .

1

...

...

...

...

...
...

Trans-Continental lino bor } March 12th, 1896 ...
C

... ...

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Costa Rica landlines... Feb. 10th , 1898 Feb. 18th, 1898.

Saigon- Bangkok Feb. 16th , 1898 Feb. 17th, 1898.

Trunk Telephone Lines . - In reply to a memorial of

the Associated Chambers of Commerce regarding the irregularities

and delays in the trunk telephone service, the Postmaster-General

has replied that the department is continuing its efforts to provide a

widespreadand efficientsystem ; during the period from April 1st to

December 31st, 1897, the construction of additional trunk wires,

amounting to upwards of 3,000 miles, was undertaken. Some of

these have been completed, and others are being rapidly constructed .

TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
1

Australian Cable Delays. - A joint depatation from

the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce and the Melbourne Chamber

of Mines has waited upon the Hon. J. G. Duffy, the Postmaster

General, and strongly protestedagainstthedelaysto which cable
messages were liable. The deputation furnished evidence that these

delayswerealmostentirely traceabletotheSouth Australian lines.

Mr. Duffy, in the course of his reply, announced that the Eastern

Telegraph Extension Company had offered to extend the proposed

newCapecable from the Cape to Mauritius, and thence to Aībany

add Adelaide, provided the Australian Governments would agree to

renew their present subsidy of £ 32,400 per annumfor 20 years.

Replying to Mr. Hogan, inthe Commonslast week,Mr.Chamberlain

said there had been no interruption in our cable service with

Australia during the last twomonths, but the land service had been

several times interrupted. He had nothing to report as to any

alternative service, which was not being pressed at the present time

by any colony.

Hawaiian Cable .-- Mr. James A. Scrymger, president of

the Pacific Cable Company, appearedat Washington , on January
18th, before the Hopse Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com

merce to advocate a contract with the United States, whereby the

company would transmit all officialmessages for $ 175,000 a year, for

20 years, from San Francisco to Hawaii, Ohina,and Japan, with a

}

OPEN .

Belfast. – March 8th. The Corporation wants tenders
for the wiring of the new police cells, Chichester Street. Electrical

engineer, Mr. V.A. H. McCowan. See our " Oficial Notices ” February
18th .

Belgium . - April 1st . The Municipal Authorities of

Seraingare inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy in the town for public and private lighting parposes
during a period of 30 years . Particularsmay behad trom , and

tenders to be sent to, the College des Bourgmestre et Echevins,

Seraing, Belgium .

Berlin . — March 15th . The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council has opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways in that city . Exhaustive details

concerning this project are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions thatproposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathhaus III, Berlin , by

March 18th .
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Warsaw . - The Warsaw Manicipality is inviting appli.

cations re supplying the town with electricalpower for purposes of

lighting, tramwaye, & c . Further particulars ,says Daily Tenders,

may be obtained from , and applications to the President of the town

of Warsaw .

Watford . - March 16th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply and erection of various plant for the electric

lighting of the district. For details of the seven sections see our

" Official Notices " February 11th . Mr. W.O.O. Hawtayne, consulting

engineer.

West Ham .- March 8th . The Council invites tendere

forwiring andatting up various buildings, including the Town Hall,
police court, Corporation stables, fire stables, & c . Mr. J. Steinite

borough electrical engineer. See our “ Official Notices " February

18th .

10

.

---

"

-

-

Blackpool. - March 22nd. The Corporation wants tenders

for a tubular boiler, superheaters, condensers, rectifiers, boosters,

transformers, lead -covered cables, arc lamps and pillanu. Borough

electrical engineer, Mr. R. O. Quin . See our " Official Notices. "

Carlisle. - February 25th. Tenders are being invited for

the erection of the central station buildingsin James Street. City

engineer and surveyor, Mr. H. C. Marks, 36, Fisher Street.

Coventry . - March 8th . The Electric Light Committee

wants tenders for the supply and erection of engine house, separate

exciting and surface condensing plant, also pipework, switch boards

And instruments for extensions of the municipal electricity works,

Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond . Bee our Official

Notices " February 18th .

Denmark. - March 12th . Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, & c., required in

connection with the new central station at Frederiksberg, near Copen

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis-og

Electricitets Aktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140, Copenhagen V.,

from whom particulars may be obtained .

France . - March 818t. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particular irom , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire).

Glasgow . - February 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the bire or purchase of dynamos and engines, direct coupled or

belt driven, capable of providing 1,100 B.H.P. and spare power

equal to 25 per cent. additional, alsotwo rope driven dynamos torun

at a speed notexceeding 500 revolutions per minute, and capable of

providing 200 H.P. each ata potential of 230 H.P. The plant must

bedelivered by August 1st. Engineer, Mr. W. A. Chamen. See our

" Official Notices ” February 18th.

Glasgow . - February 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of lead covered cables and accessories for twelye

months, accumulators, motor transformers, motor driven boosters and

switching apparatus. Mr. W. A. Ohamen, engineer.
Soe our

" Official Notices ” February 18th.

Italy . - March 1st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Cassino (Caserta) for the concession for the

electriclighting of the publicstreetsof the town during a period of

90 years. Tenders to be addressed to El Municipio de Cassino

( Caserta ), Italy. Particulars from ditto.

Italy . — March 2nd . Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Piacenza for the establishment of a central

electricity generating station in the town for lighting and power

parposes . Particulars may be had from , and tenders to be sent to, El

Municipio di Piacenza, Italy.

Liverpool. - March 8th. The West Derby Board of

Guardians wants tenders for supply and erection of boilers,engines,

dynamos, batteries, wiring, & c., for the lighting of the Mill Road

Infirmary . Consulting engineer, Mr. T. L.Miller. See our “ Official

Notices " for particulars.

Northwich . - March 5th . The Weaver Navigation

Trusteos are inviting tenders for the construction and erectionof the

necessary, electric power plant for lighting and working the new

owing bridges at Northwich . Current will be supplied by the

Northwich Electric Supply Company. Engineer, Mr. J. A. Saner,

M.I.E.E. See our “ Official Notices ” February 11th.

Pembroke (Ireland ).- March 5th . The Lighting Com

mittee wants tenders for the supply and erection of various plant,
machinery, &c., for electric lighting. See our " Official Notices

February 18th for full particulars. Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert

Hammond.

Roumania.- March 15th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and

stool wire.

Shoreditch . - March 8th . The Vestry wants tenders

for the supply of electric cables andsundries, also engineers’ tools,

ironmongery, & o. See our " Official Notices " February 18th.

Sunderland . - February 25th . Tenders are invited by

the Corporation for the supply of various cables, pipes, service boxes

andstoneware casings for the year. Borough electrical engineer, Mr.

J. F. C. Snell. See our " Official Notices ” February 18th .

The War Office.-April 27th. The Secretary of Stato

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specif .

cations for the supplyof portable electric search light apparatas.

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts , War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices " February 4th .

Victoria . — March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tenders for the supply

of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard.

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,

Melbourne.

Wallasey.- March 17th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply of engine, alternator, exciter, two Lancashire

and one water-tube boilers, and condensing apparatus. Engineer,

Mr. J. H. Crowther. See “ Official Notices ” February 11th .

OLOSID .

Belfast. — The Electric Committee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. T. Parker, Limited, to supply and erect a 200 -kw.

steam dynamo for lighting and traction. A sub-committee is preparing

a summary of all that has been done by the Council in the way of

investigating the electric traction question.

Bradford . — The Gas and Electricity Committee has

accepted the tenderof Messrs. Cole, Marchent & Morley, of Bradford,

to supply additional condensing apparatus at the new electricity

works for £ 1,600. In view of the complaints regarding meters at

present in use, a new style at £2 per meter less is to be adopted .

Leith .-- The contract for boilers and accessories for the

electric lighting installation has been given to Mr. Geo. Sinclair,of

Albion Boiler Works, for £ 3,313. Messrs. Carrick & Ritchie will

supply an 8 -ton travelling crane for £240. We have already
mentioned that the contract for the engin Damos, & c., is in the

bands of the India-Rubber Company at £ 8,844. Mr.W. A. Bryson

is the Corporation electrical engineer. The cost of cables and laying

same is estimated at about £ 8,000 .

Walsall. The number of consumers has increased to 102.

The following tenders for extension of the plant have been accepted,

viz. :-Messrs. Bumstead & Chandler, engine, £ 910 ; Thomas Parker,

Limited, for supplyinga continuousdynamo and a spare armature,

£ 1,160 ; and Callender's Cable and Construction Company, Limited,

supplying and laying on the solid system in a cast- iron trongh, three

new concentric cables at the price of 198. 6d. per yard (exclusive of

the cost of excavating ).

Wimbledon .-- The following is a full list of the tenders

sent in for the municipal electric lighting scheme :

BUILDINGS.

8. d.

Messrs. Manter
2,990 00

Thomas & Edge
8,261 0 0

Lorden & Sons
8,838 0 0

Burgess (accepteä) 8,888 0 0
Wall & co... 8,678 0 0

Buller & Co.
8,790 00

Jerbury & Co. 3,984 0 0

MACHINERY . - Section A, Boilers.

Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox (accepted ) 2,482 0 0

The Southern Cross Engineering Company .
2,795 00

The Haythorn Tubular Boiler Company.
8,397 0 0

Messrs.Hornsby
8,605 100

Section B. - Condenser and Pipes.

Messrs, Babcock & Wilcox .. (postponed ) 2,881 0 0

Section C.-Crane,

Messrs. Carrick & Ritchie
180 0 0

Higginbotham
182 00

The BedfordEngineering Company
149 00

Messrs. Spencer

Babcock & Wilcox

Taylor & Hubbard
155 00

Section D.- Steam Engine and Dy mo.

The Bouthern Cross Engineering Company . 8,890 0

Messrs. Parsons
4,124 0

Crompton :: (accepteä) 4,181
The ElectricConstructionCompany

4,968 0

Messrs. Easton , Anderson & Goolden 4,695 0

Mather & Platt
4,689 00

Siemens
4,690 00

The Brush Company
6,170 00

The General Electric Company ::
6,616 0 0

Messrs. Fowler
5,801 00

Section E. - Switchboa
rds,

Messrs. Edison & Swan
454 18 0

James White
568 10 0

The Electric Construction Company
670 00

Messrs. Crompto
n 621 00

Siemens (postponed )
192 00

Sharp & Piper
721 10 0

The General Electric Company
750 00

Messrs. Fowler
755 0 0

Ferrant
i ::

..

..

90

...

..

..

..

152 00

155 0 0

U.

..

892 0 0

99

MAINS,

Messrs. Henley & Co.

Glover & Co.

Callender

Siemens

The British Insulated Wire Company

The Western Electric Company

(accepted) 15,792 12 9
16,127 17 4

16,537 8 4

17,417 11 3

20,833 19 2

20,950 19 10
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TORTBOOMING EVENTS .
C

!

1

Deert .

“ 乐”

1008 .

Friday, February 26th, at 6.30 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical

Bogineers. Students' visit to the Shoreditch electricity

sopplystation. Applications atonce to the Students'
Hon. Seo. (Mr. 8. Grant, 28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace,

W.) as thenumber will be limited to 30 .

Af 8 p.m.- The Institution of Civil Engineers. --Students

meeting. " The Problem of Train Resistance," by
C. E. Wolf , B.Bo., Stud.Inst.C.E.

Sunderland Corporation tenders due to -day.

Batarday, February 26th, at 4 p.m.- Physical Society in the

Chemistry Lecture Room , Keate's Lane, Eton

College. The Rov. T. C. Porter will describe :

1... 4.aew theory of geysers. 2. A new methodof

viewing Newton's Rings. 8. Experiments bearing

on the sensation of light. 4. Amethod of viewing

lantern projections in stereoscopic relief. 6.Winter

observations on the shadow of El Teide, with a new

method for measuring approximately the diameter

of the earth . 6. Temperature of the water of

Niagara.

Monday, February 28th , at 3 p.m. - The Institution of Junior Engi

Visit to the Westinghouse Brake Company's

Works, York Road, King's Cross.

Last day for Glasgow Corporation tenders.

Tuesday, March 1st. - Röntgen Society . General meeting at the

rooms of the Medical Society, 11, Chandos Street,

Cavendish Square, W., Prof. 8.P. Thompsonpresiding.

Paperon " The Photograpbio Activity and Penetration

of Röntgen Rays at Different Vaona ," by Mr. J. E.

Gardner; other papers by Mr.Wilson Noble and Mr.

Hall Edwards. Mr. Isenthal will show some new

apparatus.

Wednesday, March 2ad ,at 8 p.m. - Society of Arts. " Kites : Their

Theory and Practice,” by Captain B. F. 8.Baden -Powell.

Prof. W. Grylls Adams, F.R.S., will preside.

Thursday, March 3rd,at 8 p.m.- Chemical Society,Burlington House.

Papers to be read :- " Note on the Preparation ofDry

Hydrogen Cyanide and Carbon Monoxide." John

Wade, B.Sc. and Laurence O. Panting, M.B.

duction of SomeNitro- and Amido-Osylutidines." J. N.

Collie, Ph.D., F.RS and T. Tickle. “ Production of

Some Nitro- and Amido-Oxylatidines, Part II.” J. N.

Collie, Ph.D. F.R.S. and Miss L. Hall. “ The Inter

action of Magnesium and Solution of Oopper Salphate.”
E. Divers, M.D., F.R.S.

Royal Institution . First of a series of five lectures on

" Recent Researches in Magnetism and Dia -Magnetism ,"

by Prof. Fleming.

Friday, March 4th , 8 p.m.- At the Westminster Palace Hotel. The

Institution of Junior Engineers. Paper on " An Outline

of Patent Law andPractice," by Mr.Arthur E. Stanley,

Fel.C.I:P.A ., Member.

Rail Bonds.- Not long ago we remember coming across

& reference by some would -be learned authority in electric

traction to the idea that heavy rails are necessary for the

new method of traction because large currents are conveyed

along them ! It is, of course, quite true that 80, 90, and

100 -lb. rails are now used where formerly a weight of 45 or

50 - lb . was considered enough; but the notion that such an

increase is required for improvement of the return circuit is

strangely belied by the fact that engineers responsible for

electrio tramways are satisfied with bonding a 90 -lb . rail

with two No. 0 copper bonds ! Assuming that the capacity

of the bonds at anyjoint doesnot exceed25per cent. of the

maximum capacity of rail, a 90-1b. rail would require no legs
than three No. 000 bonds at each joint. It is evident, then ,

that rail and bond capacities do not correspond at all, nor is

it necessary that theyshould. The usual rail area is enor

mous for the current it has to carry , and the trouble as to

resistance and waste is not here but at the joints, where

insufficient and irregular contacts are , we fear, frequent. A

single track of 90 -lb. rail has a capacity in area of steel

equal to at least 2 square inches of copper. In the Street

Railway Journal Mr. E. T. Birdsall touches upon this

point, mainly for the purpose of drawing attention to a new

type of heavycopper rail bond which he has devised, suit

able for soldering to the under side of the rail base. It con

sists essentially of a number of copper wire horseshoes,

placed one above the other to the number of, say , five, with

å long flat-footed sort of elliptical base cast on to each

vertical series of ends. The whole thing is claimed to be

cheap oosting about6s. pat into position - andpossessing

great flexibility. With 60 -foot rails, Mr. Birdsall gives the

cost of bonding as £ 45 per mile, single track .

Different Men, Different Minds. Someof our contem

poraries do not think very highly of the promoting and

financing interests engaged just now in the developpent of

electrio tramways at various places in this country,and pro

fess to believe that these interests are very largely bent opon

making great profits for themselves out of what are to be

regarded as speculations instead of investments. We are

glad, however, to note that the Railway World has a different

view of thematter, and in its last issue comments upon this

subject much more favourably. Our contemporary considers

that so far, with soarcely an exception, every electric traction

enterprise has been initiated by genuine investors who have

desired to secure an enduring success for a useful industrial

undertaking. As a special instance of this praiseworthy

type of promotion there is brought forward the Oldham ,

Ashton and Hyde Electric Tramway, the sharecapital for

which was lately offered tothe publicand subscribed several

times over, andwe think from such well based information

As has been at our command, that the statements of our con

temporary are justified . It is much to be hoped that this

happy condition of affairs will long continue, and that we

shall not in regard to electric traction see any of the

disastrous methods only too common in the early days of

horse tramways, when financiers bought or obtained conces

sions cheaply, sold them at high figures to subsidiary com

panies, and then left the latter to struggle on as best they

could with enormously inflated capital acoounts.

Pro

NOTES.

( Continued from page 257.)

American Dynamos. - Oar friends on the other side

have been most active in developing the applications of the

dynamo-electric machine. But few improvements have

originated in America. The modern dynamo, with all its

perfections, is the product of European, and mostly British,

science, yet it finds a far greater field of application in the

States; and some things, although well known here and not

much used, are sometimes promoted in America as

povelties, and meet with considerable acceptance. A

Case in point at present is the introduction of what is

called the multi-voltage dynamo, a form of dynamo

long ago patented in this country by Kennedy, brought

ont subsequently by. Herr Rothert in Germany, and by

Mr. Sayers and Mr. Kingdon in Britain . No doubt our

friendswill work this style of machine“ for all it isworth,”

but at the same time it is only fair to point out that the
construction of machines to give several voltagis from one

armature and one commutator is well known, its principl s

and methods of operation are well understood, and in this

country, at any rate, any manufacturer is quite free to con

stract, and use, and sell such machines whenthey are wanted .

Io back nambers of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW several refer

ences will be found to these multi-voltage or multi -circuit

Electricity on Warships. The following letter from

“ Velox " appeared in Wednesday's Times :

The explosion on board the craiser Maine has startled the world .

No doubt it will lead to very ful inquiry, but at this inquiry other

considerations and tests beyond thosewhich are commonly accepted

should be brought into notice. Our modern war vessels are fast

becoming threaded by wires, hidden away in every direction. Very

large currents of electricity circulate through these wires and also

in the dynamol. The common care is to see that all the electrical

communications are well insulated , and with good insulation the

matter and consideration ends. But ought it to do so ? It is well

known that insulation has no retarding effect upon induction, and

that when large currents are in circulation, or meeting arrest, the

induced electricity extends for many feet beyond the insulation.

Hence wehave only to supply some other material — Buch, for instance,

as a length of wire rope, a length of chain, or even a collection of

shell or other metal cases - suitably placed, and a spark may be

obtained at many parts of the ship. The thought certainly rises

whether these powerful currents ought to be employed on board

vessels which carry gunpowder and dynamite . The latter is an un .

stable compound and may, beside, be affected by these induced

charges. It certainly seems to me that our modern warships have as

much to fear from these electrical actions as they have to tear from

the enemies' shot.
dynamor,
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Lectures. - On behalf of the Literary Society in con

nection with Marylebone Presbyterian Church , & lectare

was delivered on Wednesday evening, last week, by Mr.

F. Tandy, A.I.E.E. , upon the subject of “ Electric Waves,"

with special reference to signalling through space. Numerous

experiments, and illustrations by limelight, demoóstrating

the possibilities of telegraphic signalling between two

points without conecting wires, were shown by Mr.

Tandy, assisted by Messrs. G. E. and R. J. Taylor .

Interest was added to the lecture, by some actual re

corded signals being on view , that had been transmitted

recently between Alam Bay ( Isle of Wight) ard Madeira

House, Bournemouth , an approximate distance of 14 miles,

which had been kindly supplied for the lecture by Signor

Marconi. Mr. Tandy had the loan of apparatus from W. H.

Preece, E-q . , C.B., engineer-in -chief at the Post Office.

Before the Shipley Textile Society on 14th inst., a paper

was read by Mr. A. R. Foster, of Bradford, on “ Will Elec

tricity Advance the Loom ?"

Before the Glasgow Technical College Scientific Society on

12th inst ., Mr. E. H.Judd read & paper on “ High Speed

Engines for Electric Lighting ." He gave interesting figures

regardingthe engines employed in London and the pro

vinces. Taking London with 19 electricity stations, of 16 of

which the lecturer had information , containing 176 engines,

there were 116 Willuns, 10 Belliss and 18 other types, giving

a total of 32,182 H.P., or 70 per cent. of the total horse

power in these stations, supplied by bigh speed engines. In

the provinces, of 604 engines in electric light stations, 357

were high speed .

Prof. s. ' P. Thompson lectured on “ Electric Motive

Power " at Carpenters' Hall, E.C., on Monday last week.

Under the auspices of the Dundee Institute of Engineers,

Mr. A. G. Seaman lectured at Dandee, on 18th inst ., on

“ Underground Systems of Electric Traction.”

9

Electricity in Municipal Engineering. – Mr. R.

Bowens, writing to the Electrical World , finds fault with the

power department of municipalities. Hefinds, especially in

western towns, that water supply is often obtained from

distributed wells each provided with its own steam plantof

the direct acting and therefore wasteful description. In

place of so many separate plants and attendants he would

collect all power at one central station with a minimum of

attendance , and distribute therefrom electrical power to the

outlying stations to drive the pumps. In many towns,

especially where there is some water storage, the

pumping can be chiefly done by day soas toprovide load
for the lighting plant of å municipal light station

and a regular economical rate of work can be maintained.

Electricity is also recommended for sewage sterilisation on

the Hermite or Woolf systems. In one case, for a popula

tion of 30,000, the power required was only 15 H.P., and

the cost per annum barely 13d. per head, and this would be

halved if the electricity came from one central station. The

necessity of regularityin burning refuse makes very conve

nient the use ofpower in pamping, so as to maintain a con

stant demand for steam the whole 24 hours through. For

small towns, in which many things are municipalised, there

is much to be said for the author's suggestions. Indeed, in

London, there might be much done to economise fuel and

expense all round, could men only agree to mataal

economies. Could one only see all the power generation of

London in the sweep of one's eye, there would be visible

many men banking up boiler fires and doing their best to

check steam raising. Others would be equally busy trying

to keep steam against a heavy draught, there would be seen

electrical station boilers lighting up at night and pumping

stations shutting down, and generally about twice the fuel

barned that need be, and qudruple the labour expended.

There would be seen clouds of steam blowing to waste in the

air, and thousands of houses half warmed by extravagant

laborious fires that might be nicely warmed from waste heat.

In fact, no one realises the economy that would be possible

were municipal authorities half alive to their duties and

responsibilities. Merely for pumping, sewage treatment and

street lighting, our author considers that a refuse burner,

perhaps assisted with good fuel, would find a fairly steady

load for every hour of the twenty -four.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers. - On the second

evening of the recent meeting of this Institution held in

London, Mr. Johnson occupied the chair, and the proceed

ings were opened by Sir Douglas Galton moving a vote of

thanks to Mr. Bache on his retirement after many years'

service to the Institution. The speaker referred , says

Engineering, in feelingterms to the devotion to his daties

whicb, for so long a period, the late secretary bad displayed,

and he felt sore that the good wishes of all membersof the

Institution would followMr. Bache in his retirement and

well -earned ret. For many years to come he hoped that

Mr. Worthington, who, he was sure , would prove so able a

successor, would be able to consult his predecessor in times

of difficulty such as were sure to arise in the conduct of

erery irstitution. The motion was seconded by Mr.

Jeremiah Head, who said that it had been his lot to become

President at a crisis in the history of the Institution, the

tiding over of which was one great turning point in its
career . He wasthe first president who served after the

appointment of Mr. Baché as secretary. There was, un

fortunately, a great deal of friction at the time, and if there

had been a secretary of less good feeling and of less common

sense the results might have been disastrous. The position
was so strained at one time that Mr. Head had almost

despaired of grappling with it, and had thought of resigning

his post. It was then that the loyal support accorded to

him by the secretary was most felt, and, happily, by the

good offices of their friends and by the exercise of self

restrain and sound common sense, they had passed through

the crisis successfully. He had much pleasure in seconding

the resolution . The President next invited anymember from

the body of the ball to speak on themotion. In reply, Mr.

Bernard Dawson, Mr. Hawksley, and Mr. Oughterson added

their recogoitions to the valuable services rendered by Mr.

Bache during his long career of 43 years as a servant of the

Institution . The motion was then carried with acclamation.

Mr. Bache thanked the members for the kind way in which

they had passed this vote. The incident was one of a series

of kindnesses such as he had constantly received from the

members of the Institution . The work of his lifetime had

been a great pleasure to him , and he would say now , that

if he had to start in life again and could select his career,

he would choose no other position than the one he had filled.

He could not answer all the kind things that had been said

of bim by Sir Douglas Galton and Mr. Head in proposing

and seconding the motion, nor to the no less gratifying

remarks of Mr. Dawson, Mr. Hawksley, and Mr. Oughterson.

He would, however, make one reference to what Mr. Head

had said about the trying time they had passed through

when that gentleman waspresident of the Institute. Mr.

Head had attributed too much to him ; and, indeed , it was

the sterling character of the president that had carried

the Institution through that difficult and trying period.

He cordially thanked the meeting for the way in which

the vote had been carried, and would be pleased to assist

the Institution to the fullest extent of his ability, should

his advice or assistance be required by Mr. Worthington,

who, he felt sure, would so ably fill the position to which

he had been appointed.

Old News.-- Our French contemporary, L'Electricien,

informs its readers that a Russian engineer, whose name is

not very formidable — no worse, at least, than Romanow

has invented a new form of electric suspension railway.

Moreover, he has devised three types of it - one for mails

and parcels, a second for goods traffic of medium weight,

and a third for heavier goods or for passengers. Figares

as to cost of construction, working expenses, & c., are also

given, but in a form which cannot be understood. How

ever, they do not affect this remarkable discovery (!) ofa

“ telpher ” system ; which is, apparently, exactly what could

be seen at work in this country 10 or 15 years ago .

X Rays in Medical Work . The statement that at a

Liverpool hospital X rays were utilised in no less than 57

cases during the year 1897, is followed up by the treasurer of

theSt. Thomas's Hospital, Albert Embankment, who says, in

a letter to the Times, that at St. Thomas's as many as 416

patients passed through the X rays department during the

year.
So great is the pressure of work ,that an assistant to

the officer in charge is about to be appointed.
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manager ; J. W. Moore, 28, DevonshireStreet, HigherBroughton,

Manchester , accountant; R. Taylor, 1, Weaste Road, Weaste, Man

chester, cable maker ; 8. Hartford , 17, Woodland Avenue, Higher

Broughton, traveller. The number of directors is not to be less than

nor more tban five ; the first are :-H. Edmunds, G. B. Samuel

gon , W. P. J. Fawcus, and H. P. Holt. Qualification, £ 2,000 ; re .

muneration as fixed by the company. Registered by Rowcliffes, Rawle

and Co., 1 , Bedford Row , W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRIOAL

OOMPANIES .

To Battery Makers and Users. - An interesting offer

now being madebyan American house for the purpose of

popularising the Willard storage battery is worthy of atten

tion from battery makers in this country. The firm requests

anyone interested in storage batteries for whatever parpose,

and espcially for large power or lighting plants, to inves

tigate the mechavical and electrical construction of the

Willard cell. Inquiry is invited and scientific tests courted,

and the company undertakes to supply anyone with the

means by which he may investigate for himself the merits

of the battery,and for the purpose of such test and com

parision a single cell of any size is offered at half the net

price. An investigation of cells which have been in use

from two to five years is invited. There is no better

recommendation for apparatus than to place it before the

public for free and full investigation, and our American

friecds appear to appreciate the truth of this in the present

instance.

W. T. Glover & Co., Limited . - Under our "New Com

panies " this week will be found a notice of the registration

of this company, with a capital of £200,000, to take over
the business of the well-known cable and wire manufacturers,

Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co.

7, Electricity Meters.-- A course of five lectures on “ Elec

tricity Meters " is to be given at the Finsbury Technical

College, by Mr. Louis J. Steel, A.I.E.E., commencing
March 3rd . See our “ Official Notices . "

66

Personal. — We notice in the Bulletin Hebdomadaire of

Posts, - Telegraphs, and Telephones, that it is probable that

M. Raymond, the actual administrator of telegraphs in

France, will retire shortly from the public service, and will

be succeeded by M. Wünschendorff, who is well known to

the English telegraph world. M. Wünschendorff at present

is one of the inspectors general of French telegraphs. M.

Raymond will be a difficult man to follow on account of his

knowledge, industry, and urbanity.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .

Salisbury Electric Light and Supply Company,

Limited (41,414).— This company's annual retarn was filed on

January 8th ,when 1,307shares were taken up. oat ofacapital of

£ 20,000, in £1 shares. £ 1,013 158. has been paid, and £ 293 6s. is in
arrears .

Railways ' Electric Supply Syndicate, Limited

(62,812 ).- Tbis company's statutory return was filed on November

13th, when 7,000 shares were taken up, and issued as paid, out of a

capital of £ 10,000 in £1 shares.

Silicon Electric Lamp Syndicate, Limited (47,238).

This company will not be proceeded with , as the patent for the

acquisition of which the undertaking was formed have been other

wise disposed of, and the name of the company will be struck off the

register .

Rand Central Electric Works. Limited (48,712).

This company's annual return was filed on January 7th, when the

capital of £ 300,000 in £1 shares was taken up in full; 25,000 shares

are considered as paid, and £ 275,000 has been received.

Single Wire Maltiple Telephone Signal Company,

Limited ( 16,857).— This company's annual return was tiled on

December 24th, when 374 shares were taken up and paid for in full

ont of a capital of £ 5,000 in £10 shares.

Smithfield Markets Electric Sapply Company,,

Limited (53,354 ). This company's statutory retorn , made up to

November 29th, was filed on December 11th , 1897, when 73 shares

were taken up out of a capitalof £ 100,000 in £ 5 shares. £l per

share has been called , and £7 paid.

Taylor & Tucker Art Metal Company, Limited

( 28,892 ).— This company's annual returnwas filedonJanuary 17th,

when 4,400 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 5,000, in £1

shares, and paid for in full.

Telescriptor Syndicate, Limited (47,685 ).- This com

pany's annual return was filed on January 14th, when 39,507 shares

were taken up out of a capital of £ 40,000 , in £ l shares ; 35,000 are

considered as paid ,and £ 2,507 has been received .

Sussmann Electric Miners’ Lamp Company, Limited .

(47,821).— This company's annual return was filed on November 30th,

1897. The capital is £ 80,000 in £1 sbares ( 1,500deferred , 39,250

preference , and 39,250 ordinary). 1,500 deferred, 27,073 preference,

and 28,488 ordinary sbares have been taken up. 1,500 deferred ,

17,950. preference, and 17,943 ordinary shares areconsidered as paid.
£1per sbare has been called on the others, and £ 19,247 hasbeen

paid , leaving £ 421 in arrears . £191 has been paid on 376 forfeited

Bhares.

Thompson, Ritchie & Co., Limited (35,835 ).- Thie
company's annual return was filed on January 14th . Thecapital is

£ 5,000 in £10 shares (200 preference ). All the preference and 140

ordinary have been taken up, and 100 preference and 70 ordinary

shares are considered as paid; £10 per share has been called on the

rest, and £ 1,700 has been received .

Townsend, Tamplin & Makovski, Limited (53,914 ).
-This company's statutory return was filed on January 6th . The

capital is £ 20,000 in £ 10 shares (1,000 “ A ” and 1,000 “ B ” ). 350

“ Ā ” and 401 “ B ” shares have been taken up, and 401 of the latter

are considered as paid . £10 per share has been called on the rest,

and £ 3,650 has been received .

Automatic Electric Railway Signal Company,

Limited (37,636 )—This company's annual return was filed on

December 23rd, when 5,940 shares were takenup out of a capital of

£ 10,000 in £l shares ; 4,300 shares are considered as paid, and £1

per sbare has been called on the others. £ 1,647 los. has been

received, including £7 108. paid on 15 forfeited shares.

African Trans-Continental Telegraph Company ,

Limited (37,856 ).— This company's annual return was filed on

January 4th , when the capital of £ 140,000 in £1 shares was fully

subscribed. € 116,450 bas been paid , and £ 23,550 is in arrears .

Amazon Telegraph Company, Limited (44,532 ).

This company's annualreturn was filed on January 20th, whenthe

capital of£ 250,000 in £10 shares was taken up, and paid for in full .

Electrical Copper Company, Limited (48,008 ).— This

company's retain was filed on January 18th, when thewhole capital

of £ 500,000 in £1 shares ( 150,000 preference) was taken up. The

ordioary shares are considered as paid , and £ 1 per share has been

called on the others. £ 148,266 10s.has been paid , and £ 1,733 103. is

in arrears.

International Engine Paleats Development Com

pany, Limited (56,144 ).- Registered February17th with capital

£ 3,750 in 18. shares, to acquire the assets and liabilities of Newand

Mayne, Limited, to adopt anagreement with New and Mayne,

Limited, and D. F. Basden, its liquidator, and to carry on the busi

ness of mechanical, electrical, and general engineers, engine builders,

and manufacturers of oil, steam , or electrical motors. The sub

scribers (with one share each ) are :-0. Lloyd, 38, Montpelier Road,

Brecknock Road, N.W., gentleman ; J. W. Baldwin , 39, Northway

Road, Loughboro' Junction, 8.W., clerk ; J. P. Bennett, 274, Ivydale

Road, Nanhead, S.E., clerk ;4. M. Mallett, 47, Bawdale Road, East

Dulwich, 8.E., clerk ; 8.F. Patmore, 8, Alvington Crescent, Dalston,

clerk ; A. Robinson,8, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, solicitor; J.

Shinley, 13, Model Buildings, Gray'sIan Road , W.C., clerk. The
numberof directors is not to be less than three nor more than five.

The first - are R. Hunt, W. Shrimpton, and A. G.New ; qualification,

500 sbares ; remuneration , £ 300 per annum divisible. Registered

office, 33, 8t. Swithin's Lane, E.C.

Gas and Electric Light Consumers' Protection

Association, Limited (56,088 ).- Registered February 14th with

capital £ 1,000 in £ 1 shares, to establish and carry on a system of

periodically inspecting the registering indexes of gas and electric

light meters. The subscribers (with one share each) are :-W. H.

Robbing, 8, Linacre Road, Willesden Green, journalist; J. Cristol, 7,

Richmond Road,Bayswater, financier; F. Thomas, Roeborough Park,

Harrow , journalist ; W. C. Daniels, 39, Chardmore Road, Stoke

Newington, merchant; D. Davies, 50, Brondesbury Road, Kilbarn ,

accountant; J. Cottrell,83, Balmoral Road, Willesden Green, editor;

F. C. Evans, 52, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., solicitor. Registered

without articles of Association by F. E. Evans, 52, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C.

W. T. Glover & Co., Limited (56,124).- Registered

February 16th with capital of £ 200,000 in £ 1 shares (100,000 £5

per cent. cumulative preference ), to acquire the business carried on
by H. Edmunds and Ĝ. B. Samuelson, at Springfield Works, Salford,

Lancashire, as W. T. Glover & Co. , to adopt a certain agreement,

and to carry on the business of manufacturers of cables andlines for

electrical purposes, electrical engineere, and contractors, manu.

facturers of electrical apparatus, and suppliers of electricity . The

subscribers (with one share each ) are :-H. Edmunds,71, Upper

Tulse Hill, S.W., electrical engineer ;G. B. Samuelson, 7, Cadogan

Gardens, S.W. , electrical engineer ; W.P.J. Fawcus, Derwent Bank,

Keswick, engineer ;J. Morton, 132, Waterloo Road, Manchester,

9
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OITY NOTES . last,upto the respectable number of 17,371 wires in London, and

of 88,817 in all the other places, ora total of 106,188. That
seemed

& satisfactory progress. It was 18 per cent. in

London and 11:43 por cent. in other places, or 12:48 upon
the mean . The 1,219 wires in London cost, in actual cash,

£ 53 12s. 8d. apiece to erect them , and the "4,414 in the country

£ 45 168, each, and that money bad all to be found and buried in the

earth, or put into the air, before theygota sixpence of return upon it.

Now what became of those fallacies they had had drummed into them

by a great manypeople — adventurous persons - and,what was more

singular, by reputable organ , which directed the public intelligence ?

Those figures could not be controverted , but they were inconvenient

for certain people. Now , as to the awful rapacity ofthe companyin

regard to its charges : the average subscriptionin London for the

whole year was £ 14 103. 6d ., and in the country £8 10s. 10d. That
did not seem to be such a very extravagant charge, in any case, nor

was the disproportion in London so great as they made it out to be,

wben they considered that London cost £53 12- . 8d. each wire, and

more, to work, as against the cost in the country of £ 45 158. The

fact was, they wanted four or five years' subscriptions in hand
to pay the first actual cost before a single telephonic megenge
could be sent. The Post Office royalties came to no less than

£ 89,000 of hard - earned sovereigns. What would be the effect if the

Chancellor of the Exchequer could be persuaded to forego the royal.

ties ? Well, it would have the effect of takiog £1 12s. 10d. off the

London subecription, and thereby reduce itto ashade over £12, and

it would take 188. 2d. off the subscriptions in all other places. All

that was conveniently ignored , and they were told that they should

go to Stockholm or Norway, or some remote partsof the world for

parallels. Circumstances had arisen which had seriously affectedthe

comparison for the whol year , because in the year ended Decembur,

1896, they had some portion of the trunk revenue, whereas that trunk
revenue bad entirely dieappeared in the year ended December 31st

last. They had , however, made up the loss sustained, which was a

considerable figure. He did not know whether the substitution of

the dual truok system for their old one had improved the general

convenience . In some placesit bad, but in otherplaces they heard

complaints that it was not quite so good as it usedto be when the

company was the sole worker of it. Of course, there was now a

multiplication of delicate operations, anyone of which might tail and

causeinconvenience or delay.

Lord HARRIS seconded the motion, which, after some remarks by

Mr. HASTIE, was agreed to .

Now

National Telephone Company.

Thu twenty -first ordinary general meeting of the National Telephone

Company, Limited, was held on Thursday, last week , at Cannon

Street Hotel, Mr. James Staats Forbes presiding .

In moving the adoption of the report, the CHAIRMAN said that

knowing asthey did the very great difficulties by which they were

surrounded in carrying out the telephone business, they felt that the

figures were exceedingly satisfactory, and they trusted that those

present and those absent who had studied them as either affecting

thepast balt -year or the past year, and whocarried theirknowledge

back to former years , would be as satisfied as the board were with

the progress theconcern was making. They wouldobserve that the

growth of the business in the hall-year had exceeded by £ 67,600 the

receipts of the corresponding ballof 1896. The working expenses

had increased reasonably in relation to the large increase of the

receipts themselves, and the accounts showed that the net result for

the half-year, after deducting the Post Office royalties amounting to

£46,000 , was an increase of £23,474. In respect of subscriptions

already received for services to be rendered in the coming

year , that was to say, the year they were in - they

had the large sum of £ 473,586 in hand, an increase of

£ 58,872. The available balance, £ 166,435 , would enable them

to do certain things, namely, to pay a dividend at the rate of 6

per cent. per annum , less income-taz, on the first and second prefer

ence sbares, 5 per cent. per annum, less income-tax, on the third

preference shares, and 6 per cent. per annum , free of income-tax, on

the ordinary sbares. That was really the long and short of the whole

business ; that was the outcrop of the working for the hall -year.

They wouldsee by paragraph No. 6 that they proposed to transfer

£ 40,00 to the reserve fand, and to carry the balance of £ 10,034 for

ward. That £ 40,000 thatitheycarried to the reserve was £ 5,000more that

hall- year than they had been in the habit of carrying to that fund for

sometime past. They next came to the capital expenditure - avery

serious matter, but not unduly serious, seeing the progress of the

business. They had expended the sum of £ 267,376 on capital

accounts, which was apretty good lamp for one half-year ; but it was

only , after all, the embodimentof a growing business. In the half

year theyhad erected6,633 additional exchangeand private lines, and

besides that there had been considerable expenditure in what

really came to a transformation of the system from overhead to

underground wires. The overhead system was attended with enormous

difficulties, which rather increased . They imposed upon the company

certain risks from timeto time which not only causeda great deal of

liability, but a great deal that was harassing in working the under

taking . The underground system was free from those contingencies.

It was costly,of couree, at the beginning ; but as it securedgreater

efficiency in the conduct of the service, and at the same time safe

guarded the companyagainst serious risks, such as damage to the

property from snowstorms, and dislocation of the service,they had

come tothe conclusion that the sooner they could substitute the one

system for the other, the better it would be for the public and for the

company. They had no powers over the streets, and had been con

frunted with great difficulties in making the change ; but, happily,

the difficulties experienced in that direction originally, had to a great

extent been overcome, owingto patience, greatdiligence, and agreat

deal of interest, which the directors in various places individually

exercised, together with the energy of the general manager,engineers

and officials, and some of the more important centres bad been

enlightened enough to listen to arguments, and to enable them ,

upon something like reasonable terms, to carry out those trans

formations in those great centres. The result was that the moment

these works were finished, there was a very perceptible improvement

in the service, andan immediate decreaseof the actualground for

complaint. Theyhad to pay the great Corporation atManchester
the compliment of admittingthat they were the first to realise that

their duty was notto the company, but to the public, and several

other places had followed suit. There were now many places where

they were suffering greatly from the want of those facilities. London

was one of them , but they were not without hope that London

wouldfollow the lead of Manchester, and also other great towns, in

view of the great and growing importance of this service, and that

they wouldgrant reasonable facilities,without which it could never

bemade perfect. Between December31st , 1896 , and December 31st,

1897, there had been an increase of £ 113,800. They had paid the

Post Office in royalties £ 89,238, being an increase of about£ 10,000

over the corresponding year, the net income had increased by

£ 103,800, and the working expenseshad increased by £ 74,900, which

was rather a larger proportion of the gross income than wag

quite agreeable, although it challenged " they should be able

to defend it . The net result for the year showed an in

crease of £ 28,929. One was constantly being told how bad the

service was, how costly it was, how extravagant the whole founda

tion was, and how much better it could be done by other people, and

they justified the statement by certain figures. Either they must be

living in perfectillusions, and must be absolutely densely ignorantof

what they had to do, orelse the other gentlemen outside must be

somewhat ill-informed. He was afraid they were ill-informed. The

popular theory was, that in London they could get & magnificent

telephone service for about £ 20 , and in the country for £ 5 or £ 6.

That was not their experience, and they hadhad now a gooddealof

experience in the working of the business. In the year they had in

creased their subscribers' wires in London by 2,671, and, after all,

wire was a factor. In all other centres of the United Kingdom the

increase bad been 9,110. That made the total increase inthe year

of 11,781 exchange wires, and brought the total, on December 31st

The Kensington and Kaightsbridge Electric Lighting

Company, Limited .

The directors' report states that during the year the number of

houses and shops connected with the system hasincreased from 1,325

on December 31st, 1896 , to 1,620 on December 31st, 1897 ; while the

number oflampscalculated on the usual basis of 8 candle-power has

increased from 119,955 to 137,953. Additional capital requiredby

the company during the year has been raised by the issue of £ 1,160

4 per cent. debentare stock, producing £ 1,240 and 2,000 second

prt ference shares, offered to theshareboldersat a -minimum priceof

£ 6 per £ 5 share, were subscribed for, producing £ 12,219 128. 6d.

Thedirectors have strengthened the renewal account bytransferring

toit £ 8,061 7s. 1d., making the total amount placed to that account

£ 20,497 139. 10d . After providing for the aboveamount, and paying

the dividends on the 6 per cent. first preference shares to June 30th,

1897, onthe 6 per cent second preference shares to September

30th, 1897 , and an interim dividend at the rate of 8 per cent. per

annum on the ordinary shares for the first hall of the year, the

balance standing to the credit of the net revenue account for the

year 1897 is £ 7,263 119. OL the above sum , £ 1,460 has been

appropriated to thepaymentof the firstpreferencedividend totheend

of the year,and £ 300 has to be set aside to meet the portion ofthe

dividendonthe secondpreference shares accrued to the same date,

leaving £ 5,513 118., out of which it is proposed to pay a further

dividend on the ordinary shares, at the rate of 12 per cent. per

annum for the past hall - year, making, with the interim dividend

paidto June 30th, 10 per cent. for the year. This will leave a balance

of £ 1,163 118.

Bristol Tramways Company.

Thu ball-yearly meeting of this company was held last week, the

chairman (Mr. W. Butler) presiding.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report and the

declaration of a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent., said : Our receipts

from the tramways' department show an increase of £ 9,494 ; this is,

of course, largelymadeup of receipts from additional lines opened

during the ball - year, thoughby no means an inconsiderable portion

of it is contributedfrom the horse lines, on which in consequence of

better weather and increased service we have received more money.

On the expenses side we can hardly giveany minute comparison , as

theamount of work done during the half-year so far exceeded that

of the corresponding period. Under the heading of " horseing and

traffic expenses " you willobserve that theone item showing a large

increase of nearly £ 3,000 is “ wages of staff,” which now amounts for

the half -year to over £ 20,000. With regard to the items ander the

heading of " general expenses," these too have increased somewhat,

consequent upon the additional business : the same romark applies

to " renewals and repairs .” We shall find that the repairs and main.

tenance of our tramwaypermanent way and rolling stock will cost

very much more now that we have a large proportion of our system

»
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Mr. HOLMES moved that 78. 4d. be paid.

Mr. SAUNDERS said he would like to move that an honorarium be

given to the chairman, who had worked so hard for the debenture
holders.

After discussion, it was agreed that 78. 4d . in the £ be paid, but

that 5 percent. should be divided for the amount to be paidto the

debenture holders pro rata , and presented to the chairman for his
valuable services.

worked by mechanical power. The balance of net revenue is £ 16,859,

against £ 12,378 inthe corresponding half,being an increase roundly of

£ 4,500, but this is as it should be, seeing that our total capital

expenditure is £ 100,000 more than it was at this time last year.

We have now bad between two and three years' experience in the

working of electric lines,and to-day, out of a total roatelength of20

miles, no less than 8f miles are worked by us as electric lines, leaving

111 miles of horse lines, so that we have got practical acquaintance in

not only the receipts, but the expenditure side of theaccount. It
will be seen from our balance-sheet that, notwithstanding this large

proportionof electric lines, we are no more thanholdingour own in

the way of dividend -earning capacity. Many who have been share

Folders for years past kaow that the normal working expenses were

about 80 per cent. Since the advent of electric traction on nearly

hall our system we have managedto reduce the average to 75 per

cent. Weare generally credited throughout the country — at leastin

tramway circles withbeing able to work a tramway as economic

ally, as most people, but I may tell you that our experience

of electric traction, after 2 years, goes to show thatour working

expenses in that department cannot be reduced below 60 per cent.

Thechairman then proceeded to criticise the attitude taken up by

the Electricity Committee of the Corporation, and eventually the

report was adopted .

G, R. Blot & Co., Limited .

A STATUTORY meeting of this company was held at Cannon Street

Hotel last week , Mr. Thomas Parker in the chic.

The CHAIRMAN said the future of the company was well secured

owing to the fact that they had orders in hand and in view , and a

very effectivestaff to carry out the requirements of the company.

The capital of the company had been largely subscribed by English

and French shareholders, and there were amongst both some very

iniluential people. The French company, La Compagnie des Ac

cumulateurs Electriques Blot, had been very successful,and hasjust
received an order from the " Secteur " of the Champs Elysées, for a

battery of 10,000 ampere-hours, discharging at the rate of 2,000

amperes per hour, oneof the largest batteriesin the world ( if not the

largest). Those who knew something of accumulators will under

stand the magnitude of this one, and he questioned if there was so

large a one at present built. The company bad 15 tons of plates to

handle per week, so that we had everyreason to hope that they will

do quite as much at their factory at Wednesfield . The directors

were proceeding as quickly as possible with the erection and fitting

out of our new works near Wolverhampton,and in a few weeks would

be able to commence delivery of accumulators on alarge scale. The

new company had everything in its favour : works admirably situated,

with every facility for cheap transport by canal, railway, and the

like. The treights being so reduced and rent só cheap, it was more

than probable that handsome dividends would soon be paid .

Situated as their works were right in the very heartof the electrical

world , there was every reason to hope for a favourable result.

The India -Rubber and Gutta -Percha Company,

Limited .

An ordinary generalmeeting of this companywas held at Cannon

Street Hotelon Wednesday, the Hon. Henry Marsham presiding .

The CHAIRMAN said that, in accordance with the wish expressed by

shareholders, the debtor and credit side of the balance-sheet had been

expanded ; the contingent liabilities were also set forth . The turn

over in the general business had been greater than that of any

previousyear, and the first six weeks of the present year showed &

still farther increase. On the other hand, very keen competition was

met, and the desireto keep up the quality of goods made their task

an arduous one. The rise in the price of rubber had had the effect

of compelling the principal manufacturers to notify increase of
prices in rubber goods. Their steamers had been employed during

the year, and the works at Silvertown and Persan were being keptin

a state of efficiency. After referring to the strike, which closed one de

partment oftheirworks, thechairman said thatthe normal condition

of things had been restored . The great fire at Melbourne had destroyed

their agency there, but the agenthad informed them he had secured

Iresh offices, and their claimswould be shortly made on the fire offices,

He concluded by moving the adoption of the report, Mr. SILVER

seconded.

General TREVOR objected to the form of the auditor's certificate,
and asked if it could not be altered . After some discussion the

board promised to bring the recommendation of the shareholders to
the auditors.

The resolution was then adopted, and the retiring director and
auditor re -elected .

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited.

Th3 report of the directors states that of the £ 50,000 additional

capitalauthorised bythe extraordinarygeneral meetings held in the

spring, the directors limited the present issue to £ 25,000, reserving

the remainder for future needs. The whole of the £ 25,000 was taken

up by the shareholders or their nomineesat 60 per cent. premium ,

enabling the reserve to be increased by £ 15,000. After negotiations
with the local authorities (protracted for several years) , Victoria

Road , which intersected the works at North Woolwich from east to

west, has been legally closed, and its site addedtothe company's pro

perty, which now lies within a ring fence. This greatadvantage

was not obtained without the payment of a sum of £ 2,000 to the

Woolwich Local Board of Health to be applied to some purpose of

public utility. The annexed accouats showthat during the past year

a net profit has been made of £ 29,584 198. 7d. After payment of

debenture interest andincome-tax, and making ample allowance for

depreciation of buildings, plant, machinery, & c., there remains

£ 23,936 89. 7d., making with £ 14,294 68. 7d . brought forward from

last year a total of £ 38,230 128. 2d. From this sum has to be de

ducted the £ 500 voted to the directors at the last general meeting,

leaving £37,780 128. 2d. available for distribution. The directors

have transferred £ 7,500 to the reserve fand ( in addition to the

£ 15,000premiums above mentioned ), andthey recommend the pay.
ment ofthe following dividends, vix.: onthe preference shares 7per

cent., inclading the interim dividend of33 per cent.paid on Septem
ber 1st last. Da the ordinary shares at the rate of 12 per cent.per

annum ,includingthe interim dividend of 3 per cent. also paid on

September 1st last. These payments will together amount to

£ 22,941 08. 7d., leaving £ 14,789 118. 73. to be carried forward .

Elmore's French Patent Copper Depositing Company.

MB. J. H , DUNCAN presided, on Wednesday, at Winchester House

over a meeting ofthe first mortgage debenture holders of the above

company to considera proposalfor the parchase of the founders'
shares ofthe Société Française d'Electro Metallurgie, which consti

tate, practically, the main asset of the company . The sale of the
shares would enable the sum of 6s.in the £ to be paid to the first

mortgage debentureholders in discharge of their debt.

The CHAIRMANsaid that for manymonths he had been trying to

get an offer for the founders' sharesof the French company which

would be acceptable from their point of view. It had taken him

many monthsto work from one figure to another until he got in the

neighbourhood of £ 10,000, and then he thought worth speaking

to them about, They would remember that the company was

taken out of liquidation at the time they sold to the French

company under a scheme provided by the Court, which

gave to them , as creditors, & first charge, represented by

debentures for £ 35,000. Practically the one asset they then had

in their hands was the bulk of 5,000 founders' sbares, and certain

rights apon the French_company, viz., that after 10 per cent. had

been distributed to the French shareholders, there should be a certain

surplus coming over to them — he thought it was about 35 per cent.

of the surplusprofits to come to them . He did not know whether

any of them was saoguine enough to think there would be any sur .

plus coming. They took it simply as it was offered ; they had had

£ 60,000 from the company in other ways, and they had to take it.

As a matter of fact, the Frenchmen had had to raise an immense

amount of capital; they had had two increases of the capital, and

were talking about a third, and had found that to work ap a copper

business, they had to pour a good deal of solid gold into it. A

French company paying 10 per cent. was a rara avis,and it would

be well to build a museum to put it in. He did not think

that 10 per cent. would ever be put, and seeing a chance of

getting something solid for the debentare holders, he thought it his

duty to do so . They had a small amount of £ 600 in band, and a few

bonds, worth £ 1,000,and they had also £ 800 ofshares in thecompany,

Altogether, after paying certain liabilities and expenses, they would

have left about £ 12,900. In the circular they suggested that 68.

should be paid to the debenture holders, but thatwouldonly take

£ 10,300, and the sam they had would really pay 78. 4fd. He would

move that the 6s. be paid, but it was open for them to propose mora .

Mr. SHURUBB seconded the motion .

Manchester Carriage and Tramways Company,

A SPECIALgeneral meeting of thiscompany was held in Manchester

last week for the purpose of considering a Bill proposedto be intro

duced into Parliament in the present session to enablethe company

to work their tramways bymechanical power, and forotherparposes.

Sir J. J. BABWOOD said that the common sense of the Billwas that

outside Manchester and Salford there were a number of local autho .

rities interested in some way or the other in tramways. If theywere

to determine that their tramways shouldbe workedby electricity , it

would be necessary for someone to find the electric current. The

authorities would probably not provide it themselves. If they did,

he dared say it would be all right for those who were intending to

work the tramways. The Manchester Tramways Company bad a very

large interestin tramways outside the city and outside theborough of

Salford, and if it should be found necessary to putdown appliances and

erect buildingsfor generating electricity ,thisBill would enablethem
to go to the outside anthorities and saythat if they did not intend to

producethepower forthemselves, the company had power to pro
duce it for them , and they could enter into a mutual arrangement

with each other. If the authorities, on the other hand, decided to

create the power for themselves, the company might try to arrange
to use it .

The Bill was approved by the meeting.
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Scarborough Electric Light Company.

The sixth annual general meeting of thiscompany was held last

week atScarborough. Mr. George Alderson -Smith, J.P. , presided, and

in moving the adoptiog of the report and balance -sheet, said the

company during thepast year bad spentmore money than previously,

but it bad had an effect which was satisfactory. InScarborough they

were handicapped by the price of coal. In Leeds £ 17,000 of current

was produced with a coal bill of £ 875 ; in Scarborough the current

amounted to £6,300, and the fuel to £1,138. Perhaps a small de

structor might be placed on the premises of the company, and as it

was only a matter of time before the Corporation purchased the

undertaking, it would be doing something towards the future.

Mr. J. B. SIMPSON seconded , and the report was adopted.

A dividend of 5 per cent, was declared .

B.

11

The Notting Hill Electric Lighting Company,

Limited

TøE directors' report states that the expenditure on capital account

at the date of the last balance -sheet stood at £99,104 178. 6d ., and

during the past year a further sum of £14,079 78. 10d. bas been ex.

pended, chiefly accounted for by £ 11,769 138. 11d. for mains. The

total capital expenditure is , therefore, £ 113,184 58.4d ., wbich is £3,184

53. 4d .in excess of the capital issued . The balance due at the begin

ning of 1897 on the preference shares, £ 3,160, was called up and duly

paid during the year, thus making the wbole sbare capital of

£ 100,000 fully paid up.

As announced in the report of 1896 , the sum of £ 10,000 was raised

by the issue of 4 per cent. first mortgage debentures maturing in

1931 , and redeemable in 1907 at the option of the companyby paying

the debenture-holder & bonu8 of 5 per cent. These debentures were

issued at the price of 106 per cent., and the applications were con

siderably in excess of the amount required. In accordance with the
debenture trust deed, the amount of these first mortgage debentures

is limited to 50 per cent. of the share capital actually issued andpaid

up. At present, therefore, there are £ 40,000 of debentures available
for additional expenditure. The capital expenditure during the

current year is estimated at £ 7,000, for which further debentures will
be issued .

The following table shows the progress of the company :

d .

1891 Lampe 6,056 Logs 554 18 6

1892 9,438 Profit 112 6 1

1893 12,153 1,481 7 1

1894 15,669 2,101 17 8

1895 20,307 3,227 14 10

1896 25,716 4,736 98

1897 33,000 6,854 1 2

The directors bave set aside £ 1,000 for the depreciation and reserve

fund , and have paid a dividend of 6 per cent. on the ordinary prefer.

ence sbares forthe year ending December 31st, 1897, amounting to

£1,767 14s . 4d. After payment of interest and leasehold redemption

a balance is left of £3,884 188. 1d. , out of which the directors recom

mend that a dividend be declared on the ordinary shares at the rate

of 6 per cent., less income-tax, which will absorb £ 3,871 48. The

sum of £ 401 16s. 2d ., being the premiums received on tbe issue of

£ 10,000 first mortgage debentures, after deduction of the legal and

other expenses, has been written off the preliminary expenses

account.

The company has bitherto supplied current at the standard

pressure of 100 volts, the price charged being 8d. per unit . In

March last the directors decided to supply current at a pressure of

200 volts, at a charge of 6d. per unit, less the usual rebates for long

hours. It is not proposed to disturb existing confracts on the old

basis,butevery facilityis given to those desiring to change. A con .

tract has been entered into with the National Electric Free Wiring

Company, Limited, which will enable intending consumers to obtain

current without initial outlayfor wiring or fittings. This only came

into force at the latter end of the year, and already 17 houses have

been connected on these terms. Very considerable inconvenience

has been caused to the engineering staff by the non -delivery of the

new and additional machinery ordered in the early part of last year,

owing to the labour troublesin the engineering trade. Fortunately

the companywere able to meet all demands on them without any

accident or break -down. Great credit is due to the manager and

the staff generallyfor their care and energy during this very anxious

time, which happily is now passed .

Cape Electric Tramways Company.

THE statutory meeting of this company was held on Wednesday at

Winchester House, Colonel Sir CharlesEuan Smith in the chair.

The CHAIRMAN , in speaking of the history of the company, said it

was formed for the purpose of taking over, as going concerns, the

tramway companies thenexisting at Cape Town and at Port Eliza.

beth . The company took over these tramways in gcod working order,

and has sioce made many extensions and improvements, and the

wholesystem is now worked by electric power. Since July 1st, 1897,

until the completion of the six months ended December, 1897, the

Cape Tramways Company bas carried 3,300,000 passengers, which

aggregates about 30 times the total population of Cape Townand its

suburbs. For July last the traffic receipts showed the gross total of

£5,587, but since then the earnings have steadily increased,and the total

traffic receipts for December last amounted to £ 8,815, and January's

total shows a further increase , the receipts amounting to £ 9,400.

After giving further details of tbe syetem ,the chairmansaid , for the

six months ended December, 1897, 869,559 passengers have been

carried on the Port Elizabethsystem , and they havepaid £ 11,984 in

tares. Their receipts for last July — the first month oftheir operations

--were £ 1,397, and the total receipts for December amounted to

£2,734. Haviog regard to the earnings of the tramways, the directors

were able to declare an interim dividend of 21 per cent. on the last

six months' working, notice of payment of whichwill be given in the

usual course .

After further remarks the meeting terminated .

10

3

31 9 )

1

County of London and Brush Provincial Electric

Lighting Company. The directors have decided to recommend

paymentof adividend on the preference shares for the six months

ended December 31st last, at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum , less
income-tax, carrying forward £ 10,000 to next account. The transfer

books and register of members will be clored from 1st to 14th prox ,

bothdays inclusive, preparatory to the payment of the preference

dividend. The ordinary general meeting will be held on 14th prox .,

at 2 p.m., at Winchester House.

Buenos Ayres and Belgrano Tramways Company.
-The transfer books will be closed on and after to -morrow forrepay.

ment at par with accrued interest on 1st prox ., of the stock held by

proprietors who have not accepted the option of conversion into the 5

per cent. debenture stock of the Buenos Ayres and Belgrano Electric

Tramways Company, Limited.

Stock Exchange Settlements .-- The Stock Exchange

Committee has (1) appointed Wednesday, March 2nd, a special
settling day in ElectricConstruction Company, Limited.- £ 111,100
4 per cent. perpetual first mortgage debenture stock , and has ordered

same to be officially quoted.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company.
-The transfer books will be closed from the 21st inst. to the 1st.

prox ., inclusive, preparatory to the payment of dividend.

British Electric Traction Company. The letters of

allotment and regret in the issue of 10,000 6.per cent. cumulative

preference shares were posted last week.

-

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Company.

THE half-yearly meeting of this company was held in Manchester

last week, Mr. G. R chardson , deputy -chairman, presiding.

The OBAIRMAN said that the balance -sheet showed the company

had expended £ 82,000 on capital account up to January 17th , and

they had got a small amountback by the sale ofmaterials . He hoped

that at the next annual meeting they would be able to present a

satisfactory revenue account from the receipts they would expect to

get on theopening of the line. The progress of the works bad been

satisfactory so far, and they had every expectation that the line

would be openedfor a great portion of the summer traffic. They had

got 'all the rails down from the Glyon into Fleetwood. The works

that were not progressing so quickly were those which the Corpora

tion had in hand . The weather had been very bad, and they had had

to contend with it. When the line was finished they would bave &

tramroad at a very low cost. It was stated that by Junethe line

would probably be open right from Talbot Road Station, Blackpool,
to Fleetwood .

The meeting authorised the issue of £ 40,000

debentures.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company,

The report ofthe directors states that the accounts for theyear show
å net profit of £61,131 , after charging the interest on the debentures.

To this sum must be added £ 39,910 brought forward from last year,

making a total of £ 101,071. From this amount is deducted the

interim dividend of 5 per cent., paid July 20th, 1897, amounting to
£ 22,410, leaving £ 78,661 to be dealt with . Ol this sum the directors

propose to distribute a dividend of £149. per sbare, absorbing

£44,820, being at the rate of 10 per cent. , and making, with the

amount already paid , a total dividend for the year of £1 168. per share,

or 15 per cent., free of income-tax , leaving £33,841 to be carried
forward to the next account,

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company,Limited.-The receipts for the

week ending February18th, 1898, were £ 2,399 28. 8d.; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,088 7s. 11d . ; increase , £310 14s. 9d.

The Cityand South London Rai'way Company.-The receipts for the week end

ing February 20th , 1898 , were £ 1,051 ; week ending February 21st, 1897,

£ 1,044 ; increase, £ 7 ; total receipts for half-year, 1898, £ 8,565 ;correspond.

ing period , 1897, £ 8,717 ; decrease, £152.

TheDover Corporation Electric Tramways.-The receipts for the week ending,

February 19th , 1898, £ 104 13s . 9d .; total receipts,February19th , 1898, £ 747

178. 11d .

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company.-- The receipts for
week ending Friday, February 18th , 1898 , were £ 385 7s. ; corresponding week

last year, £484 1s, 8d .; decrease , £93 14s. 8d . ; passengers carried , 65.874; oor.

responding week last year, 73,303 ; aggregate to date, £ 2,863 12s . 8d.; aggre

gate to date last year, £ 2,917 10s . 8d .; decrease to date, £ 83 18s.; mileage

open , 8 miles,

TheLiverpoolOverhead Railway Company .-The receipts for the week ending

February 20th , 1898 , amounted to £ 1,320 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,320 .

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited .-- The receipts for

the week ending February 18th,1898,after deducting 17 per cent. of tho
gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany , Limited, were £2,819.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COIPANIES.

Business dono
Brook

Olosing Closing duringPrege at
Dividends foror

NAME , Quotation, Quotation, wook onded
Bhare. the lan ibreo yours.

Feb. 16th, Feb. 23rd . Feb. 23rd ,
1

1898 ,

1895 . 1896. 1897 . Highest. Lowest.

100 4 % 100 - 104
137,4001| African Direot Teleg .,Ltd. ,4 % Deb .

100 -104

10 6 7
35,000 Amason Telegraph , Limited, shares...

6 - 7

Do. 93125,000 100 93do. 965% Debs. Red. · 96

Stock £ 2 98. £ 2 138. 3 % 60 62 xd| 59 61 61)923,9602 Anglo -American Teleg ., Ltd. 681

3,038,0201 Do. do. 1076 % Prod. Stock 64 186. 45 68. 6 % 110 - 111 xd 107 1089 1103

Do. do Data.3,038,0202 Stock ) 121- 13 114- 121 12) 11)

130,000 Brasilian Submarino Talog., Ltd. 107 % 164 - 177 168 - 171 17) 163

75,0002 Do. do. 6 % , Debs , and serier, 1906 100 5 % 112 - 116 112 - 116

54 % 3
44,000 Ohili Tolop ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,000

3

$ 100 / 710,000,000 $ Oommercial Oablo Oo.... 187 – 192 187 -192 193

Do.659,5862 106 108106 -108 1071Do. Sterling 100 year 4 % Deb . Stock Red . Stock

224,850 Consolidated Talop. Oonst. and Main ., Litd. 10 /- 11 %

10 | 8 %16,000 Ouba Teleg ., Ltd. 7% 8} 81

6,000 Do. 10 % Prat. 10 10 % 10 171 181 151 - 163

812,931 Direct Spanish Telog ., Ltd. 4 % 5 5

Do.6,000 10do . 6 10 %10 % Oum . Prof. 10 11 11 105

30,0002 Do. do. 44 % Debu. Non. 1 to 6,000 50 41 % 41 % 103 -106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Direct United Staten Onble , Ltd. 20 24 % 21 % 101- 113 104 - 111 1116 1015

100 98 -101 98 -101120,000 Direct West India Cable 41% Reg. Deb . 997 99

10 61 %400,000 Baston Teleg ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 400,80 61 % 18 181 18 181 183 177

Do.70,000 10 6 196 % Oum . Pret. 6 % - 20 · 2019 19194

89,9002 Do, 6 % Dobs., repay , August, 1899 100 6 % 5 % 100 — 103100 -103

1,302,6152 Do. 4 % Mort . Dob. Stock Red . Stock 4 % 4 131 -134 131 -134

250,000 Bastern Extension, Australasia and Ohina Teleg ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 184- 191 181 - 191 193 183

Do.
6 % (Aus. Gov. Sub.), Deb ., 1900, red .Ann.drgs. 5 99 - 103 99 - 103

rog. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,826

100,5001 Do. do. Bearer, 1,086—8,975 and 4,827-5,400 100 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Stock Stock % 4 130 -133 190 -133

99 – 103 99 –103
1900 . drgs., Reg. . 1

69,2002 Do, do . do . to kotrar, 2,844 to 6,580 100 5 % 5 100 -103 100 -103

Do.300,0002
102 -105100 4 % 102 -1064 % Mort. Dabı. Nos, 1 to 8,800, rod . 1909

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg.Mt.Debo. (Mauritiu Bub .) 1 to 8,000 26 4 % 4 108 -111 % 108-111 %

10 41% 12 12 12 12 } 123180,227 Globe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 123

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Praf.... 10 6 % 6 % 18 187175 - 187 1718

150,000 Great Northen Teleg. Oompany of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 271- 281 27- 285 287 277

160,0002 Do, do . do. 0 % Dobi.' | 108 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

26 10 % 10% 52 5517,000 Indo -Buropean Teleg ., Ltd. 52 55

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg ., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 1006 % 6% 108 -111 108 - 111

54% 228,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prol. Nos. 1 to 28,000 .. 2 3 21

484,597 | National Toloph., Ltd.,1 to 484,597 . 6 61 % 54% 6 % 67 71 63 73
612

Do.
1015,000 6 % Oum . 1st Prof. 6 % 6 % 15 17 16 18 17 161

15,000 Do.
6 % Oum . 2nd Prel. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 14 1516 17

Do.119,234 5 % Non -oum . Srd Prat., 1 to 119,284 6 6 % 5 % % 6 63 6 67 636 63

Do. do . Nos. 119,235
5 6 61 6 64 6

to 250,000, £ 5 paid
329,4714 Do. O % Deb . Stock Rod . Stock 81 % 31 % 34% 104 -109 104 -109 1052 1051

171,504 Oriental Teloph. & Floo., Ltd., Non. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 16 % 5 % ģ

100,0002)
( Paciko und kuropean Tol., Ltd., 4 % Quar. Debu,

100 4 % 4 % 105 -108 105 -108

1 to 1,000

8 6 % 5 % 811,839 Bouter', Utd . 9 8 9

Oert .3,381 Submarine Oablou Trut 140 145 139 -144 142 140

58,000 United Riga Plato Toloph., Ltd. 5 4 % 41 41 . 44

146,7332 Do. do. 6 % Dobu. Btock 5 % 101 -106 101 106

15,609 West African Talog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 20,109 104 % nil 41-4
213,4007 Do. do. 6 % Dobu. 100 6 % 5 % 103 - 106 103 -106

64,268 Worten und Brasilian Tolog. Ditd . 16 | 8 % %% 101 - 11 101 - 108 10g

93,129 Do. do. do . 5 % Prof. Ord . 5 % 71- 8 7- 8 78

33,129 Do. do . do . Dof. Ord . 4 31- 31 3

982,230 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red.... Stock 105 -107 105 - 107 106

88,321 | Wert Ladia ud Panama Talog ., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % 1
34,563 Do. do . do . 8 % Oum . Int Prat. 106 % 6. % 8 881 84 81 87
4,669 Do. do . 6 % Oum . End Pred . 10 | 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 0 % Dobu. No. 1 to 1,800 180 6 % 5 % 105 - 108 105 -108

163,000$ Western Union of 0. 8. Telog ., 7 % 1st Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,10031 Do. do .
6 % Btor. Bonds. 100 16 % 6 % 100 -106 1100 -106

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES.

80,000 Oharing Cropsand StrandBleoty. Supply 5 6 % 7 % 14 15 14 15 145

20,000 Do. do. do , do . 41 % Oam . Pref. 5 6 6jxd 6 61 67 6 }

26,000 * Ohelgen Electricity Supply, Ltd .,'Ord ., Nos. 1 to 10,277 .. 55 % 5 % 114- 147 113- 12 121 118

60,000 Do, do. 41 % Deb . Stock Red , Stock 44 % 41 % 115-117 115 -117

40,000 City of London Bloc .Lightg.Oo ., Ltd.,Ord .40,001–80,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 28} - 294 28} – 291 291 281

10,000 Do. do. Prov . Oerts. 5 10 % | 271– 281 28 - 29

40,000 Do , do . 6 % Oum . Pref ., 1 to 40,000 106% 6 % 6 % 171- 18 % 171 - 181

400,000 Do. 6 % Deb. Stock, Scrip. (iss. at £ 115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 % 129-134 129 -134 131

30,000 County of Lond .& Brush Prov.2.Ltg. Ltd., Ord.1—30,000 10 nil nil 151- 167 151 16 153 158
20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Pret., 40,001-60,000

106 % 6 % 6 % | 154 154– 161 16

10,000 House -to- House Elec . Light Supply , Ord ., 101to 10,100 5 109 104 113 117
10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum. Pref. 5 113 12 12

49,900 "Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 50,000 104 % 5 % 20 21 20 21 2015 203

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001-62,500, iss. at £2 prem . 10 191 201 191 - 204 201

220,0001 Do. 41 % Irst mortgage debenture stock
41 % 41% 117 - 121 117 · 121

6,452 Notting Hill Blectric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 2 : % 4 % 6 % 18 % – 193 19 20 198

19,980 *8t. James's & PallMallElec. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord.,101-20,080 5 71% 101% 141% 181 - 19xd 18}– 191 195 19
20,000 Do.

do. 7 % Prel.,20,081 to 40,680 57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 xd 10 - 11

50,000
Do. do . 4 % Deb. stock Red . Stock 4 % 117 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid ... 5 27 = 33 23- 33 31

79,900 Westminster Biocunc dupplyvorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 5 1 7 % 9 % 12 % | 18 19 18 19 184 18}

* Subjeot to Founder's Shares, t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange.

1 Unless otherwise stated all sharos are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deterred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked | Are for your consisting of the latter part of ond your andthe of the next.
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SEARJ LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL COMPANIES - Oondimmad

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL COLPANIES .

Prosont

Indo ,
HAME,

Stook

or Dividondo for

Sharo . ibo last throo yours.

1

Olodag

Quotation
Feb. 16th .

Olosing

Quotation,

Feb , 23rd.

Barinon don .

duringwook

ended

Feb. 23rd, 1808.

Higher Lowest

174 164

276 2

276 21

w
a

Do. do :

n
o

..0

.00 ... 103

68

:
:
*
*
*

...

...

.
.
. ...

£ 5 pd . ...

681...

...
...

»

99,261 { }
-

211

.
.

:
:

.

I

1895 . 1896 . 1897 .

30,000 British Electric Taction 10 171-18 17 - 178

90,000 Brush Eleoli Enging. Oo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
2 23 2 2

90,000 Non -oum . 6 % Prol., 1 to 90,000 23 29 23- 21

125,0002 Do. do . 41 % Perp . Deb. Stock.... Stock 109 113 109 -113

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb. Stock Rod . Stock 102 -105 02 -105

19,126 Contral London Railway, Ord . Shares 10 101- 11 101-11

143,106 Do. do. do. £ 8 paid 10 61 7 64-7

58,830 Do. do . Prel. half-shares £1 pd. it 2 11 2

61,777 Do. do. Det. do. 5 44- 6

690,0007 Oity and South London Railway Btock 14 % 14 % 136 68 70 xd 66 68

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Sharos, 1 to 28,180 6 nil 24 - 28 27 {

Edison & Swan United lao. Lagt., Ltd., " A " ahrs, 68 pd.
65 % 61 % 2} - 3 xd 21 3

1 to 99,261

17,189 Do. do. do . "A " Sharos 01–017,199 5 % 51 % 4 5xd 5

110.000 Electric Construction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 5 % 6 % 25 23 25 23

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Prel ., 1 to 16,343 97 % 7 % 31 99 33

91,195 Elmore's PatentOop.Dopoug.,Ltd.,1 to 70,000

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mig., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,isonedat 1 pm .

9,6002 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prat., 1 to 9,600 10 101%
11 9 11

12,500 Henley's (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord . 108 % 10 % 12 | 22} - 231 22 · 231

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Prat. 107 % 7 % 7 % 19 20 19 20

60,000 Do, do . do . 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 41 % 41 % 416 112 - 117 112 -117

30,000 India-Bubbar, Gutta Peroba and Telog . Works,Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 22 23 22 23
800,000 Do. do . do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debo. | 100 103 -107 103 -107

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 | 21 % 27 % 37 1015 111 101: – 1016

10,000 t Do. do. Prel., £ 10 paid 10 5 % 5 % 5 154- 161 15 % 167

87,850 Telegraph Oonstre. and Maintco., Ltd.
13 15 % 15 % 15 % 39 42 39 42

150,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Bonds, rod . 1899 100 5 % 5 Y 102 -105 102 -105

$ 4,0002 Waterloo and City Railway, Nou. 1 to $ 4,000 10 134– 141 134– 144
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+ Quotation , on Liverpool Stook Hzobange. 1 UNIOna olborwise sissed ali sbaret are tally paid .

Dividends marked | aro for a your consisting of the lattor part of one your and tho örnt part of the past .

Onopron & 00 ,-The dividonds paid on the ordinary sharos (which have not a Brook Szobange quotation ), aro u follow : 1899—074 ; 1891–7 % $ 1890–8 %

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QOOTED .

• Birmingham Mlectric Supply Oompany, Ordinary of B6 ( £ 4 paid ), 71, London Electric Supply Corporation, £ b Ordinary, 45—41.

£ B ( tally paid ) 11.

Electric Construction Corporation,6 % Debenturos, 105-107. • T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 143.

House-to -House Oompany, 4 % Debentures of £ 100, 109-111.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric LightingOompany, Limited
Yorkshire House-to-Houso FlootricityCompany, bb Ordinary Shares

Ordinary Shares 65 (fully paid) 164-177 ; 1st Preference Oumu.
fully paid , 8–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

lative 8 % , 86 ( fully paid ),81-9. Dividend, 1896, on Ordinary

Shares 7 %

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rato of discount 3 por cont. (October 14th , 1897).

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF LAMPS AND OTHER APPARATUS FOR

200 - VOLT CIBOUITB. By G. BINSWANGER BYNG, Member. (Paper

to be read February 24th , 1897.)

In the progress of electrical industry, manufacturers have become
accustomed to sudden demands arising from a discovery or a suc

cessful experiment, and I propose to deal with apparatus which

manufacturers are called upon to make to meet the requirements of

the latest innovation - i.c ., the distribution at a potentialof 200 to

230 volte. Central station engineers have thus arranged their three

wire system , relying upon makers to successfully alter lamps and

minor fittingsincidental to such a change. Their expectationshave

been fulfilled in a measure only. The ultimate success of the high

pressure system will depend largely apon the verdict of the con

sumer, and he will give it in its tayour only it his fittings, in points

of efficiency, economy, safety,convenience, and appearance, approach
the standard which he can obtain by means ofthe lowervoltage

Bystem ,

It is, therefore, of importance that the central station engineer

should assist the manufacturer to arrive at such perfection. His

instructions, so far, have bardly gone beyond thedemand to supply

him with fittings to conform in appearance to the 100 -volt system .

It is true each central station has issued rules, but they are of little

help to the manufacturer, and their very disconformity shows that

there is neither unanimity nor correlation of ideas between the engi

neers in charge.

What is wanted is to have a thorough interchange of opinion of

engineers, contractors, and manufacturers. The latter would then

know theoretically how far they may satisfactorily depart from the

present practice, and thus save much timeand money in adventitious

experiments ; and this also might tend to produce some degree of
standardisation - much to be desired in the interest of all who have

the success of the new system at heart .

With this object in view I bring this paper before you , and I think

I can best serve the purpose by describing the chief appliances now

upon the market, or under manufacture at my works, pointing out

the existing deficiencies, and giving you my views upon the attain .

ment, as far as possible, of higher perfection.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Most important in connection with this subject is the incandescent

lamp.

Tae lamp manufacturers have been compelled to supply 200-volt

lamps at agiven candle-power and efficiency, in the same sise balbe

as are ased for 100 -poltlamps. Withflashedcarbon the manatac

turers meetwith the greatpractical difficulty of properly disposing

their long, thin , 200 -volt ilamentinthe same spaceas their sportor

and thicker 100-volt filament, and therefore most of them solve this

problem by resorting to a filament of much higher specific resistance

than would be given by the flasbing operation .

Unflashed Filaments. - Such a lamp is ready to the maker's band by

simply taking his ordinary carbon filament as it exists before being

flashed - that is to say , before it is reduced by a fresh layer of carbon

being deposited on the surface of the original filament.

The higher specific resistance of an unfashed carbon enables one

to easily get over the difficulty of size of bulb , as such a filament will

give the necessary resistance by taking a shorter length. Such

filaments bave also a greater emissivity, owing to the darker and

rougber nature of their surface than that of flashed filaments ; con

Bequentlythey require a less amount of surface per candle-power,

and therefore the mass of an opflasbed filament, at a given candle

power and efficiency, is less than that of the flashed filament.

The filaments ofhigh -voltage lamps largely used to -day are there

fore, in other words, faster converters of energy into heat and light

than flashed filaments of the same candle-power and efficiency,

although the watts supplied to each be the same.

On comparingthe bebaviour of such 200 -volt lamps with that of

100-volt lamps,the roughest of tests shows that there is a far more

rapid falling off of candle-power during life with the former than the

latter. At the same time the efficiency of an unflashed lamp

decreases in a given number of hours bya far greater percentage than

is the case with the flashed lamp. Mr. Robertson has made a series

of life and efficiency tests on high -voltage lamps. They show that in

the average onlashed 200 -volt 16-0.P. lamp the percentage loss of

candle -power in 600 hours is about 42 per cent., and the average

drop ofefficiency is about 35 per cent.
These two quantities seem to cover the chief practical merito

desirable in an incandescent electric lamp - i.e ., thelamp which has

the best percentage retention of original candle-power during its life,

together with thebest average percentage retention ( or increase) of

original efficiency during itslife.

These tests show that those most desirable points, which have
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0.01 mm.

been worked on diligently for the last 13 years, have had to be

thrown on oneside inorder to bring about thepossibility of using the

same sized bulb for a given candlo -power at 200 volts as at 100 volts.

Tests of the behaviour of unflashed high-voltage lamps show that

such lamps sometimes increase in candle-power during the first 100

hours or 80. This also happens with badly carbonised or badly

flashed 100- volt lamps (notedby Prof. Ayrton in some of his recent

lamp tests), owing to the initial lowering of their resistance in conse

quence of their not having been properly carbonised in the first

instance ; and this is often accompanied by a great alteration in the

character of the surface (emissivity) of the filament. The carbonising

or baking progress is therefore still going on in the lamp, and the two

above -mentioned changes coming together mask the fact that a great

deterioration of the filament has taken place; but a period is quickly

reached when this fact is no longer masked. This period is when

there is no further decrease of resistance; but the surface deteriora

tion still goes on , and thus soon brings about a large percentage tall

of candle-power, and on the slightest increase of voltage there is now

& tendency to increase resistance. These changes seem to be

izitially owing to the fact that the (upflashed) high specific resist

ance carbon is far more volatile than is the case with a good flashed

carbon .

A microscopical examination of a flashed and unfashed filament,

after each has been running 100 hours, shows that the surface of the

flashed filament is still quite smooth and shiny, whereas the surface

of the unflashed filament has become very dull, sooty, and often tall

of small pit-holes. These pit-holes and soot form a large increase of

surface ; which therefore increases the emissivity of the filament, and

consequently lessens its candle -power, as the watts supplied keep the
Bane.

The property of an anilashed filament becoming so rapidly less

efficient ( increasing in watts per candle-power) acts as a preservative,

because the increased emissivity lowers the temperature.This lower

ing of temperature decreases both the tendencyto volatilise, and also

to further great change of resistance. This power of sell-preserva

tion leads to such a filament giving some satisfaction to the general

public, for the latter is satisfied when it obtains a good average, or

sometimes an excessively lodg.lite lamp ; but this is a very false

economy, as it is only purchased by a very great falling off in actual

efficiency.

Mr. Robertson's experience with carbon filaments seems to point

to the fact that it is impossible to obtain a carbon filament ofhigh

specific resistance without its being accompanied by at least the defect of

greater volatility. In other words, the lowest specific resistance

carbon is the best, because it is less liable to evaporation , and there

fore it gives the bestretention of original candle-power and efficiency,

and it is also mechanically stronger.

The specific resistance of many of the present typesof 200 -volt

lamps is about 3,500 to 5,000 microhms percabic centimetre, whereas

it iseasy to obtaia flashed carbons whose specific resistance is as low

as 2,400microhms per centimetre ; and even as low as 300 is possible,

but not practicable .

Gases.—Another important consideration to bear in mind as to

whether the high or low specific resistance carbon is the best, is that

the high specific resistance filaments retain their occluded gases in a

far more persistent degree than is the case with the low specific
resistanceflashed filaments.

It is probable that the occluded gases arising from the carboniga

tion of the filament are, by means of the flashing process, driven off

to a large extent ; and, in addition, the more dense and impervious

nature of theflashed surface prevents the filament from absorbing

the gases during its subsequent bandling or treatment. This absorp

tion is a property possessed by all carbon bodies in some proportion,

varyiog with theirdensity.

This greaterpower of anflashed carbon to absorb gases and to

retain what it has absorbed, than is possessed by flashed carbon,

leads in many instances to sudden deterioration of the vacuum in a

finished lamp, accompanied by short-circuitiog as 800n as the pressure

and the condition of the residual gases in the bulb has reached its

most conductive point.

The consensus of opinion at the present day of the average types

of high -voltage lamps undoubtedly points to the fact that a large

percentage are expected to short-circuit as soon as they are put up,

andI have heard several engineers say that they expect about one in

twelveto go in this way.

From these causes, and others relating to the treatment of filament

pointed out above, there seemsto be no doubtthat the average200,

volt lamps have a shorter life than 100-volt lamps. The above

experiences have led Mr. Robertson to design all high - voltage lamps

that are not restricted by sizewith well-flashed carbon filaments, and

such lamps compare favourably with lower voltagelamps.

Horizontal Burning. - Another question which is very important

in considering 200 -volt lamps is that of horizontal burning, and
contractors should take special notice of this. There is no doubt

whatever that almost all the present-day 200 -volt lamps are only

suitable for burning in a vertical position. As soon as any other

position is adopted defects become prominent. The long thin
filament soon drops on to the bulb andcracks it. Also electrostatic

attractions, owingto higher voltage, cannot be resisted by the long
thin filament, and this is an additional cause of the filamentapproach

iag the bulb .

The effect of electrostatic attractions onlongthin filaments is even

noticeable with lamps burning in a vertical position . Sach lamps

have to be designed with the object of making their filaments

more rigid , andto be thus able towithstand theeffects of gravity

and electrostatic attractions exerted by the charge on the bulb ;

andthis is the chief pointwhich makeshigh efficiency 200 -volt lamps

80 difficult to produce. There is, therefore, atendency, in trying to

avoid the defects just mentioned , to make 200 -volt lamps as low in

efficiency as possible.

Leading-in Wires. Another fault that exists with the bulk of the

presentforms of high - voltage lavps is that, owing to the same size

bulbbeing retained, no greater separation can be given between the

loading-in wires of the lamp. This is a special difficulty with high

voltage lamps wbich contain two filaments, as in this case the same

size cap is daed, andfour wires are passed through the sealing point

instead of two. and they are therefore more crowded together . This

question of distance apart of leading -in wires is a vital one, both in

the manufacture of the lamp andin its after use. In the case of

unflasbed carbons this becomes astill greater defect, owing to small

distance combined with probably greater gaseous emanation.

The higherthe voltage, the sooner are these defects made manifesto

Even with 100 - volt lamps there is, ander certain conditions, a ten

dency for current to jump across from pole to pole, owing to the

remanent gages in the bulbattaining a high state of conductivity.

The greatest conductivity of the remanent gases which lead to sadden

short circuiting appears to be when the pressure is about 0:01 mm,

Bat, by reason of a continued diecharge taking place in all lampe,

there seems to be a tendency for the residual gaseous molecules to

arrange themselves in a straight path between each pole. Through

such a path discharge will take place even in a better vacua than

This leakage current ( sometimes called the “ Edison effect ”) which

leads to short circuiting is very prominent during manufacture of

highvoltage lamps, and to avoid it, greater care is required as the

voltage increases.

It the size of a bulb for a high -voltage lamp isto be restricted to

the present dimensione, there is no doubt that the best lamp would

still be that which bas a single filament, were it not that other vital

questions step in .

Electrostatic effects alsoincrease with the voltage, and several most

promising patterns of lamps,from all other points of view ,have had

to beput on one side on this account.

As to the best forms of cap forhigh -voltage lamps, preference will

naturally be given to thosein which the poles can be kept lurthest

apart.

Il a B.C. or E 8. cap were on a larger scale, there is no doubt that

considerable beneät would accrue. The simplest holder, with the

least moving parts and for always making the best contact, is on

doubtedly the Edison screw , which, in the cases of excessive vibra

tion , can be made with a lockiog device.

The slightest want of insulation in the cap between the poles

eventally leads to a large leakage currentbetweenthem or the cap and

one of the poles, and in many cases this is suddenly established to

Buch a large degree as to result in the complete fusion of the lamp

cap , and sometimes the holder. In such cases & non -metallic lamp

cap seems to offer great advantages, and has, in my experience,

removed complaints on this score .

Standard Voltage.From a lamp maker's point of view , a fised

standard of voltage and efficiency would onlylead to an increased

cost in manufacture, and the present practiceof varying efficiencies

with voltages, running in the case of low -voltage lampsfrom 95 to

120, and in the case of high -voltage lamps from 200 to 230, tends to

keep the lamp at a lower cost than it these efficiencies or limits of

voltage were more restricted..

On the other hand, voltages which lie outside these limits are

& source of great expense to the manufacturer. It would , therefore,

tend tocheapenlamps it a standard of voltage were adopted which

lay exclusively between the above or even smaller limits, but at vary .

ingefficiencies.

Combination Filaments.In order to get over the difficulty of size

of bulb ,& c., many filaments (beyond the unilashed pure carbon derived

from cellulose insome form ) have beenintroduced which have a high

specific resistance. This can only be obtained by using a less dense

form ofcarbon than has hitherto been found mostsatisfactory in low

voltage lamps.

A form ofhigh specifio resistance filament that has been tried is

where the carbonhas been admixed with various oxides, borates, and

silicates of the earths. In addition to mixtures , electrolytic and

chemical deposits of these bodies on the surface of carbon have also

been tried ; but, although it is a simple matter to obtain baked

carbons containing thesebodies, either incorporated withthecarbon

or on the surface thereon, it is quite another matter to obtain a

finished lamp containing these bodies in a form to be of anypractio

able use . The difficulties met with are apparent as soon as the lamp

is incandesced while undergoing exhaustion.

If such lamps be incandesced to a temperature exceeding about 5

watts per candle-power, there is a gradual separation by evaporation

of these bodies from the carbon, and their resulting deposition on the

surface of the lamp bulb.

Thetemperature of incandescence ofthe filament, in order to obtain

any advantage which might be derived from the " luminescence " of

the rarer earths isapparently greaterthan 5wattspercandle-power;

and as, as above stated, it hasbeen found impossible to 80 evacuate

a lamp as to leave any of the “ luminescent ” bodies incorporated with

thefilament attemperature higher than 5watts per candle-power, the

object soughtfor is consequently defeated.

From the above, it seems that, with our present knowledge, the

best form of 200 -volt lamp is thatwhich has a well-flashed low specific

resistance pure carbon filament in a large bulb , with a well- insulated

moisture -proof cap allowing the poles to be placed at a reasonable

distance apart. It should consist of a single filament, and be so

disposed inthe bulb that it can withstand the disturbing effects of

gravity and electrostatic charges on the bulb.

I wish to mention here that my co -director, Mr. Robertson, bas

given me great assistance in the remarks I have made upon lamps.

SWITCHES.

I come now to the matter ofadapting switches, wall plugs, ceiling

roses, lampholders, and minor fittings.
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I do not apprehend any difficulty in changing existing types from

the present standard of use to conformto the higher standard, yet

maintaining the same appearance and size, and , when sufficientlyin

demand, approximately the same cost. The chiet alteration will be

in the increased break, and better insulation of the two poles. In

smaller articles, such as combined switches and lampholders, the

difficulty, it any, is more apparent. A discussion bearing uponthe

subjectsinvolving the use and construction of double-pole switches,

length of break, standardisation of terminals, positionof fuses, the

carrying capacity of contacts, & c., would be, to my mind, of great

value.

( To be continued .)

TESTS OF THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH

ON THE TELEGRAPH LINES OF THE

BRITISH GOVERNMENT. •

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN

SQUIER.

The charge for transmitting ordinary telegrams is a halt -penny, or

one cent per word , including the address, independent of the

distance. The minimum charge is 6d ., or about 123 cents. The

telegraph is used to a much greater extent for transmitting news

in England than ia any other country ; for instance , in 1896,

6,915,646 telegrams were transmitted at the press rates for news.

papers, clubs, & c . The average weekly number of words contained

in these telegrams was about 13,650,000. The average length of

each telegram is therefore 120 words. The explanation of this is

found inthe reduced rategivento thepress after 6 p.m., which is at
present but 6d. per 100 words. This press matter is handled

almost entirely by the Wheatstone automatic system , automatic

telegraphy being more advanced than in any other country in the

world. There are as many as 447 sets of Wheatstone instruments in

use in Great Britain, and for press messages pneumatic perforators

are used, and a number of duplicate stripsarepreparedatonce, and
thus thesame press news may be sent ont on eight or nine different

lines from London at the same time. Many of the lines, whichare

ordinarily operated by hand, are equipped with Wheatstone instru

ments. These are switched in whenever the traffic for the particular
line becomes too great for hand transmission. They are also much

employed for temporary lines where an anasual volume is to be

handled in a short time ,such as in sending the enormous amount of

racing and sporting news required .

The telephone service in England is not entirely under the control

of the Government. The trunk lines are so controlled and operated,

leaving toprivate companies the service in local districts. Some of

these trunk lines weretransferred to the Government on March 25th,

1896, by an agreement with the National Telephone Company.

Ina country where the three great branches of intelligence trans

mission , the mail , the telegraph and the telephone, are under one

management, special advantages to the people are obtained which

are not given when these departments are separated. In England

messages may be telephoned :

1. For transmission over the postal telegraphs and delivery as

telegrams.

2. For delivery as express letters.

3. For transmission and delivery as ordinary letters.

The telephone may also be usedfor obtaining the services of Post

Officeexpress messengers.

As indicating the increased demands for communication between
England and the Continent, the following extractfrom the last re

portof the Postmaster -General is given :“ The large increase in the

number of telegrams passing over the Government cables to the

Continent, and in the number of conversations on the telephone

circuits between London and Paris, has rendered itnecessary to con

sider the advisability of improvingthe means of communication .

With the cordial co -operationof the German post office, experiments
weremade with a view to improving the carrying capacity of the

cables toGermany by the method of duplex working, which has been

employed with success on some of the Anglo -French cables; but,

owing to the greater length of the Anglo -German cables the results

obtained were notsufficiently successful to justify the adoption of

the system for practical working. Arrangements have now been
madefor the laying of three additional cables to the Continent, two

to France, and one to Germany. These cables, each of wbich will

contain four conductors, will afford a much -needed relief to the

traffic; and it is expected that this new cable to Germany will prove
suitable for doplexworking."

3

(Concluded from page 244.)

UNDER the latter condition the synchronograph and Wheatstone

receiver sent 666 words per minute, corresponding to 266'4 complete

waves of carrent per second. The coils of the receiver were joined

in parallel, and no condensers were used. Voltage, 175. In this

line, where the mechanical limit of the Wheatstone receiver is

reached before the speed is limited by the total value of K B of the

line, it is seen how the perfect regularity, equality and shape of the

sine waves materially increased the speed of the Wheatstone

receiver.

With the synchronograph and chemical receiver the alternator was

run higher than before, until a rate was attained of 1,416 single

impulses per second.

With the line earthed the Wheatstone transmitter and receiver sent

360 words per minute with a voltage of 100 . The synchronograph

and Wheatstone receiver sent 640 words per minute, voltage 200.

The receiver coils were in parallel, and a condenser was shanted

across the coils. No limit was obtained in this experiment.

The longest line as yet tested , of 1,097 miles, was then made up,

from London to Aberdeen via York and Edinburgh, and return viâ

Glasgow and Leeds. A portion of the line north of Edinburgh was

iron wire upon thesame poles, going and returning. With no earth

the total &B Was 65,304.

Wheatstone transmitter and receiver sent over this line 185 words

perminute, voltage 100. Synchronograph and Wheatstone receiver

sent over this line 640 words per minute, voltage 215. Synchrono

graph with chemical receiver sent at trequency of 723 orlimit at

which it was safe to run the alternator. This result was higher than

expected from the approximate law indicated by thepreceding trials,

and a reason for thiswas sought. The line was broken at Aberdeen,

and records were still received . It was then restored at Aberdeen

and broken at Glasgow , when, as before, no record was obtained . The

cause of this was thought to be the inductive effect of that portion of

the line beyond Glasgow , where the iron wires going and returning

were unavoidably upon the same poles .

With an earth connection the total I B was 261,215, and the

Wheatstone transmitter and receiver sent over this line 46 words per

minute, voltage 100 .

The synchronograph and Wheatstone receiver sent over this line

135 words per minute, voltage 85, coils in series L = 3:46, condenser

of 575 microfarads shunted across coils.

THE TRANSMISSION OF INTELLIGENCE IN GREAT BRITAIN .

One of the reasons for going to England was to become conversant

with the method of conducting the telegraph andtelephone business

in conjunction with the general postal service in a country where

these three departments are under the control of the Government.

In the prosecutionof this,as in the experiments themselves, every

facility was afforded by the Government officials.

It is recognised that to draw correct conclusions uponthe general

subject of the transmission of intelligence requires men of experience

in dealing with such matters, who give the subject their attention for

a considerable period. Some of the principal facts, however, seem

to be so clearly defined in their relation to others that we feel

warranted in making some observations thereon.

The telegraph revenue and expenditares have increased with

approximate uniformity. In 1872 the revenuewas about $ 18,200,000,

and the expenditure about $ 14,500,000, while in 1896 the revenue

was $69,700,000and expenditure $ 70,500,000. These two items have

nearlycoincided during 25 years, showing that the telegraph business

is conducted on the whole to meet the expenses only and leave no

profit. In some years the expenses are greater than the revenue,
and the account shows a deficit. This has been the case for the last

five years, but it hasbeen gradually decreasing for three years, and
in 1896 was only $ 168,000 .

Thenumber of telegrams forwarded from telegraph offices in the

UnitedKingdom in 1871 was 9,850,177, and in 1896was 78,839,610.

In 1896 the ratio of the number of letters to telegrams was 18 :5.

Abstract of a report to the Postmaster -General of the United

States, read before the Franklin Institute, January 19th, 1898, and

published in the Electrical World .

A YEAR'S BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

WHEN theBoiler Explosions Act came into force some years ago the

Boardof Trade reports on explosions were looked on by experienced

men as very amusing documents. " Iron bound in red tape” might

have been humorously applied to these reports and to the inspectors

responsible for them . How men supposed to have experience of

steamboilers could make such reports was a matterthatpuzzled all of
us, and it does not appearthat the annual report — the 15th - is much

better than of old . In the 12 months the Board of Trade rakes

together 80 explosions, causing 27 deaths and 75 injured , a reduction

on theaverageof the whole 15 years, though very near the average.

Great Britain possesses the best record, we should imagine, but our

allowable pressures are low , and the marvelis that explosions in the

United States,wherepressuresare so veryliberal, are notfar greater

than they are. Only 23 explosionsout of the 80 were held to require

formal investigation. We must add that very paltry matters con
stitute a boiler explosion in the eyes of the Board of Trade. We do

not think they have included broken glass water-gauges, but they

came very close to this and included blown fusible plags.

Looking through the list only 12 explosions appear to be

attributable to ignorance or neglect of attendants, which would

seem a powerful argument against the folly of licensing attendants

by examination. In this day we are examined to death . Educate

by all means educate — but do not shut out plain horse- sense as the

Americans termit by examining. Aswell examine a sea captain in
drawing-room manners because he dines with ladies at the saloon

table as examine a boiler attendant to three places of decimals.

Steam pipes, both of copper and cast- iron, continue to give way:

Wecannot understand why copper should still carry so much credit.

Either brazed or solid it does not seem so very reliable. The report

advocates lap -welded wrought-iron pipe. It is advocated to hoop

them or wire them when of copper. The Engineer would hoop

or wire all pipes say at 2 inches intervals. It a seam opened

it could not be longer than 2 inches. Pipes which burst seem
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80 readily to tear for some feet and let out bage volumes of

steam . A 2-inch hole gives the men a chance of escape and time

to shut off the boiler stop valve. Why the Board ofTrade should

80 insist on the hydraulic test is amarvel. The hydraulic testis

something of a fool's test and cannot displace inspection or safeguards.

Boilers tested to -day by hydraulic pressure are more than likely to

pop off next day - beingnever strengthened by the test - often an

excessive one. In NewYork policemen go round with a van and a

pomp, damaging boilers by pressure and giving safety certificates,

Steam piping seems to have belonged neither to boilers nor tɔ engines,

hence the neglect to manufacture it properly and to put it in place

properly with provisions against strainsandagainst rigidity.

Steam piping ought to be as carefully laid out asthe engine, and

every proper provision made for its draioage. So many recorded

explosions are due to that wasteful class of small vertical boilers,

that we may well anticipate a considerable reduction of the now

apparently irreducible annual minimum as soon as electrical power

transmission has wiped out the need for small verticals. Of the 23

formal investigations there were nine of vertical boilers, three hori.

zontal, one Rastrick, and four locomotive type. Obviously there is a

field for electricity in abolishing some of the nine verticals. Next

year the average will be much thesame. Other nine verticals are

getting ready to fill next year's bill. Doubtless one of them has

gone already

tubes of the boilers. A municipal commission , which was appointed

to consider the subject, has not yet rendered a report. Recently,

however, M. A. Lalance has communicated to the Société Industrielle

de Mulhouse, certain results obtained with English anthracite at the

station in the Place Clichy. He had previously tried the Langer

smoke preventer, so much used in Austria, and had faroisbed six

boilerswiththis apparatus, using a coal named 8t. Charles from

the Charleroi basin, which when considerably dampened, gave but

little smoke, and no further complaints were made, but the

mechanism necessary was delicate, and wear was 80 rapid as to

necessitate regulation every second or third day. Searching for

other and better means, be heard of the use of anthracite in London

and arranged two boilers with grates of Richard's type, perforated

with conical holes, and witha draught aided by three steam

blowers in each closed hearth -pit. These grates are, in fact, simply

perforated plates, and enable fine anthracite to be burned. The

changes necessary to be made to a boiler are trifling. The fire thick

ness should be 3 to 4 centimetres. It is found easy to maintain

pressure by draught regulation. Cardiff anthracite is described as

burning quite smokelessly, and the management of the fires is easy,

as with coal, and no dust is made.

The tests made by M. Heckel were for the purpose of seeing

whether the numerous advantages of the coal were in any way coun

terbalanced in cost . The tests extended from April 5th to 16th last,

and the arrangement of the plantwas suchas to permit either oftwo

generators of350 kw. each to be driven with steam from two boilerg

with the Langer smoke preventer, or from the two boilers burn

ing the anthracite. No note needed to be made of water used

or evaporated. So much electricity was manufactured, and so much

fuel in each case was needed to do this. In fine, St. Charles coal ,

costing at works 28 francs per ton , was burned on the Richards grate ,

and anthracite, costing 34 francs per ton, was also used. The 34

francs was made up of cost, of octroi 7 trancs 20 cents, and of cartage
3.50 francs.

The mean of three anthracite tests showed a fuel cost of 7,787

centimes per kw .-hour. The mean of three tests with the St. Charles

coalon ordinary grates and with the smoke preventer gave a cost of

7,382 centimes per kw .-hour, and twotests with the same coal on the

Richards grate with forced draught showed a mean cost of.7,458

centimes. The difference is not large, and evidently weight. lor

weight the Cardiff coal is the better fuel, and it its price could only

be reduced to 32 franca, it would standeven as to cost, and would

besides have all its other advantages. Our contemporary wonld like

to see a direct service from Cardiff to Paris, which would enable

Cardiff anthracite to be not only the most pleasant fuel, but also it
would show a small first cost economy.

:
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF

ALTERNATING CURRENTS .

By W. G. RHODES, M.Sc. ( Vict ).

[ABSTRACT.)

2

THE DIESEL OIL ENGINE.
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This paper is divided into two parts . Part I. deals with a method

of finding the steady values of alternating currents in any circuits or

systems of circuits, without having to perform integrations of

differential equations which may be somewhat complicated.

It is assumed , however, that the electromotive forces and electric

carrents can be represented as simple sine (or cosine) functions of
the time.

The method consists in applying the fact that it a simple harmonic

fanction is differentiated twicein successionthe result is proportional

to the original function. By the application of this principle the

determination of the steady values of the currents is reduced to

solving a set of simultaneous simple equations.

After introducing the methodby solving some simple problems, it

is applied to the following :

(a) The determination of the equivalent resistance, B, reactance

and impedance, 1, of a parallel circuit of n branches, taking into

account mutual induction, when each branch may contain resistance,

capacity, and self - induction.

The result is written

AOC Ao B

02 + p B2 c2 + p? Ba' No? + pa B2

L being the equivalent sell-induction, where AD, C, B are certain

functions of the resistances, self-inductions, capacities, and mutual

inductions of the several circuits.

(6) The determination of the currents in the n circuits of an air

core transformer having one primary coiland n 1 secondary coils.

In addition to solving the problem , the conditions for resonance

in the primary circuit areobtained and discussed, and special atten

tion is given to the case of a transformer having only one secondary

coil

( c) The determination of the outputs of n alternators working in

parallel on a non -inductive external circuit.

PART II.

This part is devoted to the consideration of theeffects of higher

barmonics in E.M.Fs. and currents on the values of the impedances

and reactances of circuits.

The problems considered in Part I. are again discussed on the

assumption that the impressed potential difference is of the form

1 = E sin (pt - 01) + Ez sin (2 pt- 02) + .... + Em sia (m p t - 0m ).

It is also shown that periodic E.M.F's. and corresponding currents

canin all cases be represented by simple sine curves having the same

mootmean square values, and suitable phase positionsdependingon
the time constants of the circuits and on the periodicities ofthe
harmonica present.

THE Engineer translates from Zeitschrift des Verei Deutscher

Ingenieurs a description of Diesel's oil engine or Rational Heat

Motor. Diesel claims that his motor better utilisesthe heat supplied

to it than any other motor. Thus while the best saturated steam

engines give 12 per cent. efficiency, small condensing engines

give only 5 per cent., which is not encouraging. This, however, is

quite anunfair way of stating the case, and takes no account of the

thermodynamic possibilities on which basis progress of steam en
gineering has not been so very hopeless. In a steam plant the boiler

efficiency is 80 per cent., the engine cannot work without loss, and so

a triple expansion Sulzerengine plant of 700 H.P. with steam super

heated to 350 ° C., showe 13 per cent. mean heat efficiency, and this

cannot be much extended for steam engioes, tur only 30 per cent.

of the beat received by an engine can theoretically be turned to

work.

The great drawbacks to steam are the heat lost in its generation ,

the low theoretical efficiency, a defect which cannot possibly be
amended, the sensitive nature of steam in respect of its easy con

densation, andthe influence on it of its immediate surroundings as
thecylinder walls.

The object ofthe author's research has been to improve the utilisa

tion of heat. First, he experimented with ammoniaat a large range

of temperature, and found that wide temperature ranges required

wide ranges for pressure also , to allow suitable expansion. This

conclusion be applies to all vapours, for otherwise the vapourwould

be superheated at exhaust, and some portionof heat is thereby

wasted. He considers itimpossible, theoretically, to determine the

pressures necessary to utilise the superheat, butapproximates it at

50 to 60 atmospheres, and ammonia being difficultto handle at such

pressures, air was tried as a simpler agent, and the same theoretical

results were obtained and conclusions drawn. The air was first

treated in closed vessels, with heat applied and withdrawn externally,

but it became clear that the air couldbe compressed , and heat gene

rated in the cylinder itself, as already performed in other internal

combnstion motors. In what he claims as a new process of combus

tion, Diesel emphasises the difference between the temperature of
ignition and that of combustion . The temperatureof ignition is

lowered by pressure. Hitherto the temperature of combustion,

which is higher than that of ignition, has been produced after

ignition — by andduring the process of combustion. This seems too

obvious, at first sight, to gainsay, but Diesel hasevolved a new system

of combustion, which he calls " rational.” It demands four essential

conditions. First, the temperature of combustion must be produced

before combustion, and independently of it, and it must be produced

by the mechanical compression of air. This is seen to be in conformity

with Carnot. Secondly, the air must be adiabatically compressed,

ANTHRACITE TESTS .

L'Industrie Electrique reports some tests made at the central station

in the Place Clichy, Paris.

Numerous tests of all kinds of fuel have already beenmade with a

view to smoke prevention. Coke has been tried and abandoned ,

both because ofhigh price, and because its acid fames damaged the

• Communicated to the Royal Society by Arthur Schuster, F.R.S.

ReceivedJanuary 4th - Read February 10th, 1898 .
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and not isothermally, as demanded byCarnot, tbus attaining to the

temperature of combustion at 40 or 60 atmospheres — a much lower

pressure than it compression be at first isothermal. By avoiding the

theoretical 100 to 200 atmospheres required in the theoretical cycle,

an impossible working cycle is replacedby a possible one. The air being

DOW at the temperature of combustion, the combustible is injected

into it in such manner that the heat developed by the combustion is

at once converted into work . The piston , in fact, moves with the

fuel ignition, and combustion adds very little or nothing to the

temperature in the cylinder.

The fourth essential is somewhat contrary to preconceived ideas,

which have been that excess of air for combustion should be mini

mined. Diesel's method, however, demands a large excess of air, but

an amount carefully determined for each fuel. To carry out his

system , Diesel proposed a four-cycle process, worked with three

cylinders; the two onter ones being motor and combustion cylinders,

and the inner one being for compression, expansion, and exhaust.

The outer cracks are at 180° from the middle crank. Air is drawn

into the central cylinders, partially compressed, and sent to the

receiver. The two plonger pistons then draw in air on the first down

stroke, and deliver it compressed tothe requisite pressure on the up .

stroke. On the next down stroke the combustible is admitt: d, and

burns as the piston descends. Powdered coal has been proposed , but

pulverised oilhas been alone found practicable. Admission of com

bustible only lasts one quarter of the stroke, after which expansion

occurs , exhaust then takes place into the central cylinder, the piston

of which is driven down and compresses the air beneath it. On the

return stroke the exhaust of this cylinder escapes to the atmosphere ;

thus the whole process is completed in two revolutions of three

pistons or four strokes.

It is claimedthat the boiler efficiencyis equal to unity, the pos

sible theoretical efficiency is from 50 to70 per cent., and thus doable

that of the steam engine; the gases produced do not condense like

steam - Bome of them must do ,for they are steam -- and there is no

loss of heat in passages and pipes; but the mechanical efficiency

must be lower, because of the high compression, and this has been

argued to more than outweigh the advantages. Bat Krupp joined

the supporters, and a 12-horse engine was made to test the question ,

and sabse quently another and improved engine of same size, and

as a result of the tests made, a 20-horse engine was next made,

but it bada single cylinder only, and generally resembled an ordi

Dary petroleum engine, being single acting and water jacketed ; this

latterbeing a source of lossnot yet overcome, or apparently hoped

to be overcome. This engine has undergone many tests by repre

sentations of Kropp, Sulzer, and Deutz, and by Prots. Schroter,

Gutermuth, Sauvage,and others, and all seem to agree that the new

motor has the highest efficiency of any motor, the efficiency being

double that of steam and halt as muchagain as other internal com

bastion motors .

The oil consumption is only } lb. per brake H.P.-hour under

normal working conditions. An advantage is that no explosions are
missed and combustion is complete so that no dirt collects on the

internal surfaces. Nor is there ignition apparatus of any kind.

Thetrials by Prote . Schroter andGuterputh show a heat efficiency

per I.H.P. of 34 to 35 per cent. It thus appears that Diesel's views

have been confirmed, and the motor is a solitary example of an

engine built to theory and living up to it, whereas in other things

the theory is deduced after the practical man has shown a thing to be

possible.

The exhaust gases were practically invisible andodoorless, proving

complete combustion, and their atalysis showed for full power &

mean air excess of 26 percent., and at half power of 160 per cent.

The thermal efficiency isfound to increase withlesser powers, and

the economic efficiency only fluctuates betweca 22 and 26 per cent.

The following table may be of interest . It is a summary of tests

made in February last , and embraces four trials . The tests were

made in Augsburg :

Diameter of motor piston 9.8 inches.

Stroke 15 7

Diameter of air
pump

2-7

Stroke 7.8

Calorific value of oil ... 18-370 B.T.U. per 1b.

means of a wirebrush ona bandle, consisting of about 400 fine steal

wires arranged like a small whisk.

Dr. BERGONIB, of Bordeaux, France, sent three short communica

tions, entitled :

(a ) “ A New Localising Electrode to Prevent the Diffusion of the

Current."

(6) “ Palliative Treatment of Tic Douloureux of the Face ."

(c) “ The Action of the Röntgen Rays on the Vitality and Viralence
of Koch's Bacilli in Cultures ."

These were translated and read by Dr. F. Sobavoir, of Stamford,
Conn .

The localising electrode consisted of eight or 10 narrow pleo

trodos, connected alternately with the positive and negative poles.

The current must have an extremely high intensity in order to become
diffused .

In the treatment of tic douloureux, he uses a large electrode on the

lace, and an indifferent electrode to the dorsal region. A continuous

current of 60 volts and 30 to 50 milliamperes is employed,and the

periods of ascension and diminution last from seven to30 minutes.

The maximum intensity should be maintained for at least 20 minntos.

As the cases had beenkept under observation for several years, be

could say positively that the treatment always brought relief from

intense pain, and sometimes after a considerable time caused its per

manent disappearance .

The authordescribed in detail the manner in which his investiga

tions into the action of the Röntgen rays on the tubercle bacilli had

been conducted, and concluded, from his experiments, that the ex .

posureof the culture forone hour did not destroy the virulence of

the culture, but retarded its evolation, and also that the vitality of

the cultures was not modified.

" Report of the Committee on Electric Light for Diagnosis and

Therapy, and the Röntgen X Rays," by Dr. F.SOHAVOIR , Stamford,

Conn ." With the statio machinethe rays produced were far more

penetrating and steady,and the radiographs could be taken with a

much shorter exposurethan by othermeans; many and great improve

ments had beenmade in vacuum tubes, and that a marked increase

in transparency bad been secured in the fluoroscope bythe substita

tion ofbarium platino cyanide for the tungstate of calcium.

The PRESIDENT read his address, wbich briefly reviewed the history

of the Association, and suggested several changes which would in

crease the value and usefulness of the Association, and lessen the

work of the executive. On motion of Dr. Charles R. Dickson, it was

resolved that the Executive Council be directed to consider the sag.

gestions contained in the President's address, and also the matter of

the revision of the constitution and bye- laws ; that their report be

mailed to the members at least one month prior to the next meeting,

and that notice of such amendments is now given .

On motion of Dr. R. J. NUNN, it wasdecided to hold the eighth

annual meeting in the City of Buffalo, N.Y , and the second Tuesday

inSeptember and two following dayswere chosen as the date.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President. — Dr. Charles R. Dickson , of Toronto, Canada.

First Vice - President.-Dr. F. Schavoir, of Stamford, Conn.

Second Vice- President. — Dr. Caleb Brown , of Sac City, Iowa.

Secretary :-Dr. John Gerin , of Auburn , N.Y.

Treasurer. — Dr. R.J. Nunn, of Savannah, Ga.

Executive Council. - Dr. Robert Newman , of New York, N.Y.; Dr.

W. J. Morton, of New York, N.Y.; Dr. W.J. Herdman , of Ann Arbor,

Mich.; Dr. W. T. Bishop, of Harrisburg, Pa .; Dr. G. Betton Massey,

ofPhiladelphia, Pa.

The customaryvotes ofthanks were passed ,after which the retiring

president appointed Drs. Newman andNuno a committee to conduct

thenewly elected president to the chair.

Dr. DICKSON, on receiving the gavel, addressed the meetingin a

particularly bappyvein, and requested the hearty co -operation of each

member tomake the meeting in Buffalo an unqualified success. He

wouldannounce his appointments of the committeeson the investiga.

tion of scientific questions without unnecessary delay ; he declared

the meeting adjourned, to re -convene at the call of the executive

council.

1

...

THE NORTHERN SOCIETY OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS .
Full power . Half power.

Number of revolutions

IH.P. motor oylinder ...
B.H.P.

Mechanical efficiency per cent,

Oil per I.H.P. bour pounds

Oil per B.H.P.

Exhaust pump ..

I. II . I. II.

171.8 1542 16 : 1 158.0

27 85 24 77 1771 17 72

19.87 17 82 9:58 984

748 765 57.8 596

0:40 0 39 0 16 0-16

0.84 0 52 0 61 0 60

404° C.378° C. 260 ° C. 260° O.

...

:
:
:

...

The annual dinner of the Northern Society of Electrical Engineer

was held at the Grand Hotel, Manchester, on Thursday evening.

Mr. J. 8. Raworth, the president of the society , occapied the chair.

About 70 gentlemen were present, including Messrs. H. Edmonds,

John Ely, W. P. J. Fawcus, J. Nasmith, Harry Pollitt, Alderman J.

J. Meakin, T. Browett, J. F. L. Aspinall, J. H. Holmes, C. 8. Word

ingbam , H. Lindley, H. Alabaster, Percy Rosling, J. Hardie MoLean,

J.Slater Lewis, E. L. Madgen ,E. M. Lacey , J. B. Atherton, J.

Atherton, 8. V. Clirehugh, and Geo. W. Lowcock (the hon. sec. of

the society).

The CHAIRMAN said letters of apology for inability to attend had

been received from the Lord Mayor of Manchester (Alderman R.

Gibson ), Alderman Hopkinson, Mr. J. Taylor, and other gentlemen.

" The Queen " having been toasted with musical honours,

Mr. ASPINALL ,locomotiveengineer of the L. and Y. Ruilway Com .

pany, in proposing “ The President and the Society, " said their

society, he understood, was going to do something to help the loco

motive engineers. The locomotive engines still existed, but they

were, of course, to be superseded, and trains were to be run more

conveniently than by the locomotives of to -day. He did notknow

how it was to be done, but that no doubt would be pointed out.

Personally, he wanted tosee the day when the chemist and engineer

would provide a storage battery from which they could get outof it

THE AMERICAN ELECTRO - THERAPEUTIC

ASSOCIATION .

(Concluded from page 238.)

" A New Electrode for Use with the Static Machine," was presented

by Dr. Looy HALL -Brown, New York, who sent a communication on

the subject. An efficient spray current could be administered by
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98 per cent ofthe workthey put intoit, and do what theydid with

a gay-boldor. It was delightful to see the electric cabsrunning about

in London . He did not believe in the oil motor. As had been said ,

" It barked like a dog, and stank like a cat. " He hoped the electric

gentlemen would produce something that would get rid of the diffi

culties to which he had just alluded.

The PRESIDENT, in reply, said success depended entirely apon

themselves. It was a very remarkable fact that along spell of bad

trade often did more good to the trade affected than a spell of

prosperity. Should ithappen in the spell of prosperity which he
jaw looming (he would rather say beaming, for he did not like the

word " looming " ) in the distance upon themthat they were not able

to take it up and tall the demand, then the very fact that they

would not be able to meet it would offer a chance to their com .

petitor on the otherside of the German and Atlantic Oceansto come

in and show English castomers what they could do in the very

midst of Manchester. He did not thinkthe locomotive engines

would be done away with ; he was of opinion that the locomotive

engineer would beable to apply electricity himrelt, and not leaveit

to the electrical engineer to do it for him . He thought that the

driving of railwayengines by electricity waswithia practical range.

In the black country the Pamping Commission, which did the

pumping for all the pits,had held a meeting in Birmingham , and the

promotors had said they could supply electric energy at 1d. per

unit. That made those who had steam engines contemplate disposing

of them forthe new energy . It rather frightened local authorities who

now supplied sach energy at 8d. and 9d. per unit. Therefore ,

there was likely to be opposition, but they in Lancashire must reduce

thecost of the electricsupply . la Manchester, under certain condi.

tions, they could get it for ijd. per unit. (A Voice : “At Bradford

for a 1d .") They ,in this city, were getting down to that. With a

suficient output,there was no reason why they should not supply

electrio energy at 1d . per unit. They must follow the example of

America. The public must be supplied with whatthe electrical

engineers knew they wanted before they asked forit, and then a

market would be created for their manufactures. It was also pro

posed that they should add associates to their society in the shapeof

the principal cotton spinners and machinery manufacturers of the

country, in order thattheymight pat to practical use the knowledge

whichthe Society possessed.

The toast list also included “The Retiring President (Mr. C. M.

Dorman ) and “ The Guests,” responded to by Alderman MBAKIN and

Mr. NASYITA . '

Daring the dinner, and afterwards, a glee party, under the

direction of Mr. J. H. Greenwood, entertained the company with

songs, glees and sketches.

exceptional in the telegraph service a few years ago, is now

the rule, and the time is not distant whenwe shall look in

vain and without regret for the engineering or commercial

employé who has no knowledge of the principles of the

science."

The same high authority has also summarised in a form

which I will not attempt to improve apon , the actual

requirements. “We require that all telegraphists," he says,

" at sometime of their career should possess an acquaintance

with the principles and the laws of electricity as applied to tele

graphy and telephony, and with the meobanical construction

of the apparatus that they handle. Theyshould also com

prehend the nature of faults that occur in apparatas , and

evince the ability to remove these faalts, and generally to

secure the maintenance of the apparatus. Thereis no doubt

that this knowledge on the partof the staff very much ia

creases the efficiency of the service. In days gone by an

immense amount of time was lost in repairing faults, owing

tothe fact of the only pareons wbo could repair faults being

the engineering officers, who had to be sent for ; whereas

now ,owing to the advance of technicalknowledge, the clerks

are able themselves to remove slight faults at once; the result

is, that delays are removed , the service has better supervision,

the work is simplified, and generally the condition of our

apparatus and our lines is very much better than it used

to be. I should like to say this, that whatever tendsto pro

mote rapid service means increased business to the Depart

ment. There is no doubt thatthe number of messages that

are sent by telegraph depends almost essentially on the

rapidity with which they are sent and delivered, and, there

fore, technical knowledge being acquired by the staff, means

an addition to the revende of the Department, and therefore

justifies the Department in incurring some expenditure in

improving the staff and service.” Taese lengthly quotations

are justified by the important and animpeachable testimony

they bear to thedifference of requirements now , and at the

time when Mr. Fawcett fixed £190 as a fair remuneration

for the work of a telegraph clerk . The increase in the

mass and complexity of the work isthe work is borne out

by the Postmaster-General in his 41st Report. " The

growth of the whole business of the telegraphs),” he says,

" since 1870 (from less than seven to more than 71 millions)

has been more than 10 - fold . The number of offices has in

creased from 2,000 to nearly 10,000. The system , including

submarine cables, now consists of about 35,000 miles of line,

as compared with 15,000 in 1870, and about 215,000 miles

of wire, as compared with 60,000, while the number of in

struments has increased from 4,000 to over 26,000.” This

was written in 1895, and the increaseduring the intervening

period has kept pace . With all this development, the work

and strain of the individual clerkshas also vastly increased.

Speaking personally, I can say that each man works im

mensely harder, and more continuously now , than 15 years

ago, and the difficulty of remaining clear-headed and steady

amid all the rush and whirl of these millions of messages,

the manifold complexities of circulation, the mysterions

faults and imperfections of the new and delicate apparatus,

increases to an enormous extent the wear, tear, andworry of

a telegraph clerk's life.

The greater amount of work turned out cannot be attri.

bated to the improved apparatus alone. As Prof. Marshall

jastly observes in his “ Principles of Economics ” ( p. 316 ),

* The more delicate the machine's power, the greater is the

judgment and carefulness which is called for from those who

Bee ofter it . " And from the single needle and the Morse inker

of 17 years ago, to the Wheatstone transmitter, with an

attainable speed of 600 words per minnte, and a working

speed of 400 words per minute (vite Postmaster-General's

41st Report), or the Delany multiplex of to -day, what an

increase in this demand for judgment and carefulness. The

percentage of nervous complaints demonstrates the truth of

this,

What increased reward does the Department offerfor this

increase in the quality and quantity of the work ? Does not

the " model employer" set an example in this matter ? Far

from it. By what appears to us to bea tampering with our
rights, our prospects have been actually reduced. I showed

inmy last papar bow the obtainable maximum as an operator

had been reduced from £190 to £ 160. What wonder, then ,

that telegraph clerks are discontented ? and what wonder if

this goawing discontent should unconsciously affect the out

THE TELEGRAPH TROUBLES.

THE CLERKS' POINT OF VIEW.

BY OHAS. E. GARLAND.

(Continued from page 167.)

THERE are two claims made by telegraph clerkswith respect

to the maximum salary. The first is that they have a right,

under existing circumstancer, to rise to £ 190 as operators and

without the intervention of arbitrary and practically insur

mountable barriere . The second is that this maximum

should be raised , as it is insufficient under the changed con

ditions of service and environment. The point to which

they wish it raised is £280 per year in London, and £200 in

theprovinces. The first claim I dealt with in my last article ;

the second I will now discuss.

This claim for £230 as a maximum in London is no

fanciful claim , fixed with no consideration for the circum

stances which regulate wages, but is a fair estimate of tbe

value of a telegraph olerk'swork at the present day. Quite

apart from the question of changing environment, the work

itself has so far changed that a bigher degree of skill is

required, thereis a far greater strain onthe operators, imposed

by the tremendously increased mass of workto be dealt with,

there is a demandfor greater general intelligence and bigher

educational qualifications, and technical training is almost a

sine qua non .

Let us hear wbat Mr. W. H. Preeor, F.R.S., the Engineer-in

Chief, bas tosay onthis increased demand upon telegraphclerks.

“ The progress of telegraphy has been phenomenal. Tbat

progress has been marked bya steadily increasing demand
for the exhibition of technical koowledge and skill on the

part of the artisans and operators engaged in the engineering

and commercial branches of telegraphy in this country, and

we are able to bear witness to the fact that those concerned

have responded to this demand in a way that does them
infinite credit. A standard of technical knowledge that was
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He says:

pat ? I can assert truthfully that no formulated intention

of restricting the outputhas ever gained any power among

the staff, and the Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association has

always discouraged such methods ; but does not discontent

unconsciously militate against the highest results ? And

under the conditions I have detailed discontent is inevitable .

It has been the custom of those opposed to us to speak

glibly of the market value of our work and to assert that the

present salaries — that is, the salaries with the reduced

prospects of promotion - are sufficient, nay, liberal. The

market rate of a man's work, as I understand it, is the point

at which it is fixed by the influence of open competition, and

except where powerful unions stand in the way, it is the

lowest rate atwhich men can be induced to perform the work .

In the case of a State monopoly, wherethere is no open com

petition to determine the rate, it is hard to say how this

market rate is arrived at. The best method of determining
a rate appearsto me to be aconsideration of the salary which

will attract a class ofmen and women sufficiently welleducated

to come up to the best requirements of the department in

the matter of efficiency, and also & salary sufficient in

amount to retain the services of the most highly -skilled and

efficient men in the Department. Sir Lyon Playfair, speak

ing before the Ridley Commission on the question of the

fixingof the rates of pay for civil servants, takes practically.
this view . “ One thing that guided usvery much

in the terms wbich we offered was, that we took a great deal

of evidence as to what the outside world gave for positions

somewhat similar, and we found that civil servants were on

these terms paid more liberally, and wecould get the élite of

the men outside who did similar work . " This is undoubt

edly as it should be. The rate should be such as to get and

keep the élite of the profession in the service of the State.

The Daily News of January 29th, 1895, said : “ It is now

acknowledged that to give high wages, and thus attract the

pick of the market, coincides with sound policy as well as

with the humane principles which ought to guide our civil

administration.” The Rt. Hon. James Bryce, M.P.,speak .

ing to a depatation of Aberdeen telegraph clerks on Novem

ber 24th , 1897, said : “ The State .. ought to go upon

the principle that it would not pay more than themarket
rate, but, that it would pay the best market rate." The

present salaries and prospects held out to telegraph

clerks are not consistent either with keeping the elite of

the profession in the service of the State when oppor

tunities of escape are offered, nor are they consistent withthe

principle of paying the best market rate. Nor, as the con

ditions of service become known, and the real nature of the

prospects exposed, does the fierce competition for the places

continue. Since last year's public notice of the telegraph

clerks' position the number and quality of the candidates for

the position has fallen immensely, as the Civil Service Com

missioners' returns will show, and when the case is more fully

understood there will be a still greater falling off. The elite

of the class wbich would otherwise become telegraph clerkg

know they can put their educational abilities to a better and

more profitable ase.

The cable companies' scales are much higher than the Post

Office scales for similar work, with the result that the best

men are attracted from the postal service whenever the

opportunity offers. To take only one instance : the Eastern

Telegraph Company offers a scale of £ 50 by £12 to £ 204,

as compared with the postal scale detailed in my last article,

with its slow progress to the practically insurmountable

barrier placed at £160. In Germany, where the cost and

standard of living are very much lower than here, and where

the service is slower and less efficient there is a maximum for

the lowest class of operators of £162, and in Holland, where

the same cheapness exists, a telegraph clerk can get £183 by

the time he is 40 years of age.

So far are the conditions of service in cable companies and

Colonial Governments superior to the postal conditions, that

the advertisement of a vacancy invariably secures a rush of

the very best operators. In a small office, like Newcastle,

forexample, 50of its best men willapply for four positions

under the Transvaal Government. Nearly the whole of the

Preston staff will apply for one positionin the Eastern Com

pany, and suchexamples could be supplied ad nauseam . The

result of this is, that the companiesdraw off manyof the

best men , and much of their success is to be attributed to the

class of operators thus obtained .

How are the Post Office authorities meetingthis increased

demand on their men and the increased pay offered outside ?

By lowering the prospects and increasing the hardships of

service ; by reducing privileges and curtailing leisure. These

things I believe to be not so much the fault of individual

administrators as the fault of the system . An administra

tive system is the strongest of conservative structures, and

when that system has been built up on unsound economic

principles it requires more than the ordinary reforming

spirit to break through it. And the principles underlying

the present postal management are not those sympathetic

and humane principles which should guide an administra

tion which stands in the position of model to all other

employers.

The demands of telegraph clerks are no straining after

ideals. The scale which they ask is as follows: - The pre

sent scale as far as £50 per annum, and then by increments

of £7 108. to £140, thence by £10 to £230. This is for
London. For the provinces the scale is lower, with a

maximum of £200. It is an eminently reasonable demand .

In a further paper I will defend the demand for changes in
the lower portion of the scale. At present, suffice it to say

that the clerks only ask that the £ 230 maximum should be
granted under certain conditions. Upon reaching the

Fawcett maximum of £190 they say: “ We will be submitted
to a test in theoretical and practical telegraphy and tele

phony, and will pass an examination in magnetism and

electricity.” . By this means the department can assure
themselves that the men who advance have kept pace with

the conditions essential to the performance of the highest

class of work in the most efficient manner. It is possible to

stop men of bad conduct at any point in the scale, and the

demand is, therefore, that menof unimpeachable character

and high merit only should pass the £190 point, which Mr.

Fawcett fixed for operators pure and simple. On the sug

gested scale a clerk would not obtain £ 190 until after 19

years' service, and the maximum , after having passed the

tests explained above, after 23 years' service .

By adopting this scale, the Department would ensure that

essential factor in efficiency - a contented body of workers ;

it would put itself in a position to retain the élite of the

profession in its service ; it would make its scales nearly

equal to the best market rate paid for telegraph operatora,

and it would approximate more closely to its proper position

in the first flight of employers. Surely, with the evidences

one can adduce of the immense advantages to the community

of an administrative policy, guided by such principles, and

attaining such results,the day should not be far distant when

the reasonable demands of this important body of public

servants will be conceded .

( To be continued .)

SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL.

(Continued from page 173.)

In regard to the winding, it should have as small a self

induction as possible, and is preferably of copper strip placed

edgeways in the tunnels. A three -phase star - connected

winding is often used , the common junction being made on

the iron work of the rotor. Apart from the question of self

induction, it is generally inadvisable to use more than one

conductor per slot, because, in order to comply with one of

the conditions stated above, such windingsare frequently

very irregular. That this is so may be seen from an inspec

tion of fig. 10, which is a six -pole rotor winding with one

conductor per slot.

The simple short -circuited form of rotor described above

is only used for small motore, its employment above 6 H.P.

for low frequency, and 4 H.P. for high frequency motors not

being attended with satisfactory results. Imagine a single

phaser with such a rotor beingstarted upby means of any

phase -splitting device. Withthe rotor just beginning to

move, the slip is equal to the frequency of the supply cur
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rent in the stator, and the whole arrangement is practically

& short-circuited transformer. Large currents circulate in

rotor and stator, and the torque would be enormous if it

were not for leakage. The presence of the air-gap directly

promotes leakage, which means that the rotor currents have

a great lag in regard to the stator induction, and hence the

motor will have very little torque, although drawing large

R

7

a

FIG . 10.

carrents from the line. To sum up, then, the disadvantages

connected with the employment of a simple squirrel cage

rotor for motors of any size :

1. A large wattless current is drawn from the mains,

greatly disturbing the circuit on account of the voltage drop

in the lines and generator, and also on account of the great

demagnetising effect which it produces on the generator

fields .

2. The large rotor current exerts a very powerful demag

netising effect on the stator, choking back the induction, and

hence reducing the torque.

3. The rotor current being nearly wattless, it is out of

phase with regard to the induction produced by the stator,

and consequently the torque produced is insignificant.

4. Much of the impressed pressure may be lost in the

stator coils to overcome resistance, and

5. The motor is liable to burn out.

Of course, as soonas the rotor begins to move, the rotor

currents decrease, owing to the slip decreasing, and they will

continue to decrease until the motor approaches its speed

limit, determined by the stator poles and frequency of

supply.

Thus for motors of any size, it becomes necessary to

reduce these large wattless currents, both for the sake of the

supply system , and to secure effective starting of the motor.

The best way of decreasing the wattless current in amount,
and also of bringing it more into phase, is to put a non

inductive resistance in series with the short-circuited part at

starting, cutting it out as the rotor runs up to speed . This

means that the short- circuited part must be wound with a

regular winding, its ends being connected to elip-rings onthe

shaft, as mentioned above or the ends may be connected to

a resistance placed in the body of the rotor, which may be

short-circuited by an external device when the rotor hasgot

up speed .

The former plan of having the resistance exterior to the

motor is on the whole preferable tothe latter, as it allows the

resistance to be varied, and gradually cut out, which does not

disturb the circuit so much.

The resistance for this purpose must be as non-inductive

as possible ; if not, it may still further increase the lag. A

three-phase winding is always employed on the rotor, this

having the minimum of dead points, and the rotor resistance

is generally star -connected, to correspond to it.

This insertion ofa non -inductive resistance into the rotor

is very effective. It cuts down the current in amount, and

therefore limits the demagnetising effect, and at the same

time this rotor current is brought more into phase (and hence

the stator currentalso ), and as a result a greatly increased

torque is produced . The other harmful effects enumerated

before are in consequence either greatly reduced, or obviated
altogether,

Assuming the motor to be started with two currents o

frequency, n, and differing 90 ° in phase, the starting

torqae is

2 N K cos o

Rotor impedance'

where y is the lag in the rotor bars, and K a constant
depending on the strength of the magnetic field , and on the

winding of the rotor.

As cos o = ( Fig. 6)
V R2 + 4 =? n? L?

the expression for the starting torque becomes

2π Κ R

R? + 4 m? n? L’ '

which is a maximum when 2 an L = R.

Hence to get the best results, the value of the starting

resistance plus the rotor resistance should be equal to

2 # n L ohms, and should be capable of being decreased as n

decreases. Single- phasers are never started with two cur,

rents differing 90 ° ia phase, and hence in practice it is

usual to make the valueof the starting resistance somewhat
less than this.

The effect of resistance in the short -circuited part of a

single-phase motor supplies the reason for several points of

construction that might otherwise not appear. When

describing the construction of rotors with simple short

circuited bar -winding, it was stated that the rings at the ends

are made of considerably smaller section than thetotal section

of the active bars. This is simply to enable the motor to

start effectively, the resistance of the copper ringe, with such
large currents as they would carry at starting, being quite

sufficient to enable this to be done.

There is, however, another factor entering into the case.

At any given load ona motor, the torque is proportional to

the product of the induction in the air-gap andthe current

in the rotor condactors ; and therefore, the impressed stator

pressure being constant, the rotor must run at such a speed

that the slip allows enough pressure to be generated in the

bars to overcome the resistance of its conductors. The slip is

really somewhat greater than this, on account of leakage and

pressure drop in the stator. It therefore follows that for a given

torque the slip is nearly proportional to the resistance of the

rotor, and hence that the effect of giving a certain amount of re

sistance to the rings, and of working with high currentdensities ,

is to cause a corresponding drop in speed of the motor, and

must not be carried too far. To make a motor synchronous,

all that has to be done is to put a lot of copper in the rotor

conductors, and what is done in practice is to use very few

bare, and work with a low current density. This construc

tionof rotor implies a “ notched " field , which further con

tributes to a synchronous tendency. Such motors must be

run up to practically synchronism before they will go in, and

take a large current, their no -load current also being high,

perhaps 50-60 per cent. of the full-load current. They

will carry but very little overload, their power factor also

being small. Such motors are very rarely asked for — their

onlyapplication would seem to be for driving rectifiers. The

Pollak rectifiersrunning at Frankfort and Zürich are driven

by motors of this type built by Messrs. Brown .

( To be continued .)

REVIEWS

Formulaire Physico-Chimique. Par DONATO TOMMASI.

Paris : Librairie Industrielle, 30, Rue du Dragon .

This book is a compilation of 475 pages containing a vast

number of data, and much practical information, useful to

physicists and chemiste, and, in a less degree, to engineers

and manufacturers . Chapter 1. treats of fusion, solidification

and vaporisation ; Chapter II . of the solubility of gases, and

of mineral and organic solids ; Chapter III. is devoted to

refrigerating mixtures; Chapter IV. to the expansion of

solids, liquids and gases ; Chapter V. to the phenomena of

capillarity ; Chapter VI. to the densities of solids, liquids and

gases ; Chapter VII. to thermo-chemistry and the law of

thermal constants ; and, lastly, in Chapter VIII , information

will be found on the spheroidal condition of bodies, the
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rays, and we accept bis assurance that it is of practical

advantage in teaching. Unfortunately, in teaching some

sciences , notably mechanics, the most philosophical course

cannot conveniently by followed . The chapter on rays

emitted from vacuum tubes is particularly interesting, and

gives a clear and concise account of the state of knowledge

at the time the lectures were delivered ; but the distinctions

drawn by Prof. Thompson between many different kinds of

cathode rays would not, we think, be generally accepted. As

is often the case in books of this kind, the appendices, in

which particular points of interest are discussed in detail,
are the cream of the whole.

ON SOME RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN

CONNECTION WITH THE ELECTRO

DEPOSITION OF METALS.

-

By J. O. GRAHAM.

-

dissociation of ammoniacal salte, the nascent condition of

bodies, the electromotive force of the principle voltaic couples,

the capacity of certain accumulators ,and the composition of

some varnishes, mastics and cements.

A table of great utility to the practical man inpyrometry,

since it gives fixed points of temperature, at small distances

apart, from 954° to 1,775° C , is that relating to the Prinsep

alloys of silver with gold and platinum .

The data relative to the liquefaction of hydrogen ,

oxygen , nitrogen add atmospheric air are derived from

theresearchesof Wroblewski and Olszewski. No mention

is made of Prof. Dewar. The formula of Nordenskjold for

the solubility of salts, in terms of their solubility at a given

temperature, is quoted ; but is not explained in such a way

as to render it available to the non -mathematical worker .

We notice that in the table giving the degree of cold pro

duced by the mutual reaction of solids the minus sign is

accidentally omitted in the case of the mixture of sodic

carbonate and manganic nitrate,which is capable of lowering

the temperature to – 26 ° C. The data given on p. 195p

relative to the increased expansion of wires — excepting

in the case of hard steel - when a given temperature is pro

duced by the passage of a current, instead of by ordinary
means of heating, may be useful to some of our readers.

The same may be seid of the table on p. 229 giving the

weight, at 15° O., of one drop of various liquids, or the

number of drops to 1 gramme, when 20 drops of distilled

water weigh 1 gramme. The densities (or specific gravities)

of alloys of lead and antimony are given on p. 240 ; and a

knowledge of them may sometimes save the trouble of a

chemicalanalysis.

The tables giving the percentage of real acid in solutions

of hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric, and chromic acids of

given density, will be of value to the electro -chemist ; but,

even in this work , the mistake of omitting to state the

temperatures to which the given densities areto be referred

has in some cases been made. Nor, in regard to Anthon's

table (p. 273) is it mentioned that the sulphuric acid , of

which variousproportions are to be added to 100 of water

to obtain a dilute acid of a required density, must be of

the very inconvenient specific gravity 1:86 - inconvenient,

because the density of oil of vitriol at 15 ° C. (59° F.)

is 1.8455 , whilst that of H , SO , is 1.8426 . Correct tables

are given of the percentages of caustic potash, and soda, in
solutions of various densities.

The chapter on " Thermo-chemistry ” is unsatisfactory“

from the point of view of the electro -chemist, who may seek

in vain for the heat of constitution of the compounds, such

as Pb 80, and Pb Oy, in which he is most interested .

On p. 380 is given a table of the capacity in ampere

hours of 1 kilogramme of plates in various accumulators.

For the Laurent- Cely elements this is given as 9 to 10

ampere -hoors; for the Dujardin, 15 to 18 ; for the Julien ,

15 to 20 ; and for the Tommasi, 25 to 30.

The work ends with a description of two kinds of electro

lytic cartridge which, the author states, may be advan

tageously substituted for gunpowder or dynamite for blasting
in oal mines.

So far as the author of this paper is aware, there has been no

very satisfactory examination made into the conditions which

are necessary for the rapid deposition of metals from their

solutions bymeans of the electric current.

The experiments which are described in this paper appear

to throw some light on the subject.

When an electric current is passed through a strong solu

tion of sulphate of copper, the copper is deposited in a very

perfect condition so long as the current density does not

much exceed 200 to 300 amperes to the square metre.

According to Donato Tommasi † the following are the
figures :

1

Poids déposé en

grammes par heure et

par d m ?,

Intensité du Courant

en amp. par d m?.

Nature du dépôt de

Cuivre.

12 10 2 Très bon.

50 427 Sablonneux sur les

borde.

Mauvais sur tout le

Contour.

124 106

2 4

Light: Visible and Invisible. A series of lectures delivered

at the Royal Institution of Great Britain , at Christmas,

1896. By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON, D.Sc., F.R.S., M.R.I.
London : Macmillan & Co. , Limited , 1897.

Thispublication , in book form , of Prof. S. P. Thompson's

Royal Institution lectures on light is well worth reading.

This most fascinating, as well as the most exact of physical

sciences is treated by an enthusiastic and gifted lecturer ;

and though the conditions of a popular lecture do not admit

of exact demonstrations, and animmense subject is skimmed

over in a few pages, thereader is left keenlyinterested , and

stimulated toseek more information elsewhere. No doubt

the style suffers from its lecture -room origin,and the collo

quial form is occasionally irritating ; but, taken as a whole,

it attains its object, and may well stand with Kempe's “ How

to Draw a Straight Line," Vernon Boys's " Soap Bubbles,

and some other volumes which owe their origin to the same

source , the theatre in Albermarle Street. Prof. Thompson's

method of treating geometrical optics by consideringchanges

in the curvature of a wave surface, is morephilosophical than

that by considering changes in the directions of rectilinear

And Tommasi adde, Suivant H. Fontaine, pour bien

opérer, il ne faut pas en pratique dépasser 1 ampère par

décimètre carré de surface de Cathode, lorsque les anodes sont

en cuivre chimiquement par.”

The deposithere spoken of appearsto be the very good

sort of deposit which is requisite for electrotyping and

similar purposes, for it is beyond doubt that much denser

currentscan be used if the smoothness of the face of the

deposit be not the principal object aimed at.

The author of this paper has made many inquiries of

copper depositors for the purpose of ascertaining what is the

maximum current density which is actually used by them in

the practical deposition of copper,and has been unable to

obtain any definite information. But so far as it is possible

to form a judgment, the current density is not the same in

all depositing trades, and very seldom exceeds about 300

amperes to the square metre of cathode surface.

The fact is, that the current density at which copper can

be thrown down so as to obtain a good deposit depends very

largely upon the thickness of the required deposit . A current

density wbich would give a good deposit of toooth of an

inch thick would givea very bad deposit both of an inch

thick, because every minute imperfection becomes enormously

exaggerated as the process goes on. And this tendency to
exaggerate originalimperfections becomes much more marked

as the currentdensity is increased .

This effect, due tothe time element, makes it very difficult

to use exact language in speaking of the character of the

deposit.

The effectof current density may be described in general

terms as follows :-If the density be about 100 amperes to

the square metre, the deposit is quite smooth and of a very

pale salmon colour. If the density be increased, the surface,

although still of a good colour, begins to get rough, and

feels to the touch something like emerypaper; if the density

Communicated to the Royal Society.

† " Traité Théorique et Pratique D'Electrochimie."

8
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forced circulation, a continuous supply of copper atoms could

be maintained on the face of the cathode.

To determine this, the apparatas shown in Diagram C was

tried . In it the electrolytewas pumped up into a tank about

C

be further increased the deposit soon becomes discoloured ,

and if it be still further increased , hydrogen begins to appear

in quantity on the cathode, and thecopper is thrown down

as a non -coherent chocolate -coloured mud.

Thedevelopment of hydrogen may very well be accounted

for, if it be assumed thatthe copperatoms in the electrolyte,

which are immediately adjacentto the face of the cathode,

are, in the case of dense currents, thrown down on the

cathode more rapidly than they are replaced by the ordinary

circulation of the electrolyte and by diffusion . If they are

thrown down more rapidly than they are replaced , a time

must soon come when the current has to force its way

through the hydrogen molecules, which are adjacent to the

cathode, and then hydrogen will be generated on the face of

the cathode as well as copper .

It appeared to the author that it was not improbable that

the generation of hydrogen was the most formidable obstacle

in the path of rapid deposition, and that a rapid circulation
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40 centimetres above the level of the electrolyte in the de

positing bath. From this tank it was allowed to flow down

a pipe, and out at a jet (below the surface) directed against

the face of the cathode.

By these means a tolerably violent circulation of the eleo

trolyte over the face of the cathode was obtained .

( To be continued .)

i SOMETHING TO LEARN .

of the electrolyte over the surface of the cathode might pos

sibly prevent the generation of hydrogen by maintaining &

sufficient path for the current through copper molecules.

Some circulation is no doubt taking place in every bath

where electro -deposition is in progress, andin some cases it

is promoted by waving the cathodesto and fro, andprobably

also the atoms composing those molecules of the electrolyte

which conduct the current change places and waltz round

one another, according to the commonly accepted theorem ,

bat the following experiment appears to point to the conclu

sion that this waltzing action is not accompanied by any

movement of the waltzing atoms towards the electrodes.

A U tabe was taken filled with an acidified solution of sul..

phate of copper, as shown in Diagram A , and a copper anode

and a copper cathode were dipped into the electrolyte at the

two open ends of the tube. This form of tube was adopted

BO as to prevent any circulation taking place. A very small

current was then passed through the solution from the elec

trode marked + to the one marked and continued for

two or threedays. At the end of this period the electrolyte

on the cathode side was in the condition shown in Diagram

B. As far down as the cathode reached, all the copper in

the solution had been taken out by deposition on the cathode,

and immediately below the lowest point of the cathode the

solution appeared to be unchanged. No change whatever

had taken place round the anode so far as the eye could
judge.

If the waltzing action had been accompanied byany move

ment of the atoms towards the electrodes, one would imagine

that just as each atom of copper was thrown down onthe

cathode another atom of copper would have waltzed into its

place, and consequently that no change in the electrolyte
would have been expected in the neighbourhood of the

cathode, but that a change might have been expected in the

neighbourhood of the anode, especially if the anode had been
made of some insoluble substance.

The experiment was, therefore, repeated with a lead anode

substituted for a copper one. The same change was again

noticed round the cathode, but no change was noticed round

the anode, which could be observed by the eye.

The waltzing action does not, therefore, appear to have

any appreciable effect in preventing the gradual exhaustion

of thecopperatoms on or neartothefaceofthe cathode.
Mechanical circulation appeared, therefore, to be necessary

to renew the copper atoms on the face of the cathode ; and

the nextpointwhichwas investigated was whether the cur

rent density oould be materially increased if, by means of a

ENGLISHMEN do not, as a rule, know half as much of the

United States as they ought to , advantageously to themselves ;

but we need not pride ourselves very greatly on our igaorance

on this side. There is ,or appears to be, quite as much amongst

Americans withregard to conditionsand factsin Great Britain ;

and we notice thismore especially in connection with the pros

pects of electric traction on this side.

There is, no doubt, a great deal of business to be done, but

some of the American technical papers their readers very

misleading information ; and it seems & pity that garbled

accounts should cause unnecessary trouble and expense. For
instance, if a local anthority in England considers the

question of municipalising the tramways, a note on the

subject probably appears in someof our trans- Atlantic con

temporaries, implying that the said local authority is in the

market for material . Forthwith circulars and price lists ,

perhaps even agents or representatives — appear on the

scene , only to find out that two or three years must elapse

before any orders can be given ; and even then that home

made material will have the preference.

A recent example of this same " want of completeness," to

put it mildly, occans in the last issue of the Street Railway

Journal, where a table is given parporting to comprise the

principal cities of the British Islesand their tramway systems.

Opposite to a number of these (perbaps 20) is printed the

word “ None" ; and amongst those towns which are accord

ingly to be exploited for tramways are such as Hall , Salford ,

Bolton, Preston, Barnley, Huddersfield, Gateshead, Leith,

Rochdale, St. Helens,West Bromwich, Bury, Wigan, Hanley,

Devonport, Hastings, and Barrow -in -Farness. Out of all

the lot, we believe that it can only be said of one that tram

ways do not yet exist, so we are somewhat pazzled to imagine

where on earth the Street Railway Journal gets its informa

tion from .

It is, however, instructive to refer to some other figures

supplied by our contemporary (with which we have no

occasion to quarrel), to the effect that the British Isles

possess about one mile of street tramway for every 40,000

inhabitants. In the nearest equivalent American area there

is one mile of tramway for every 2,400 inhabitants, and the

proportion of railroads is nearly the same, being one mile to

every 1,800 inhabitants in Great Britain and one to 660 in the

equivalent American area . We cannot, therefore, plead that

many of the American street railways (i.c. , interurban and

suburban lines ), are represented with us by ordinary rail

roads.

2
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Although the list of British towns without tramways

drawn up by our contemporary is not to be relied upon

as perfectly accurate, there is, nevertheless, nothing for us to

boast about in the matter of tramway mileage.

REVIEW last May. It may, of course , well be that Mr.

Dwyer uses a different chemical, or chemicals, to those pro

posed or used by others, which gives him superior results.

If so , no claim to this effect is made. It is to the principle of

the process, so far as we can anderstand it, that attention is

called .

THE NEW LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP.

NEW PATENTS.

( Compiled bcpressly for this journal by W. P. TEORPION & Co.,

Electrical Patons Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whóm

all inquiries should be addressed .]

3,032. Steering torpedoes electrically. " W. JAMIESON and J.

TROTTER . Dated February 7th .

3,074. " Improvements in electric bells . ” P. JENIBOB . Dated

February 7th. (Complete.)

3,123 . “ Improvements in electric switches." J. M. ANDERSON.

Dated February 8th . ( Complete.)

3,136 . " Electrolytic treatment of sulphides .” J. SWINBURNE.
Dated February 8th.

3,192. “ Improved method for the electrolytic treatment of sugar
juice.” E. DE Pas. (La Compagnie Electro -Sucriere, France.)

Dated February 8th .

3,193. " Process for the electrolytic treatment of sugar juice."

E. DE PAS. ( La Compagnie Electro- Sucriere, France.) Ďated Feb.
ruary 8th.

( 6

6

»
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THE Electrical World (New York) for January 29th, con

tains an article on an improved incandescent lamp which is

being manufactured by the Lyon Incandescent Lamp Com

pany, Mass. The mysterious commencement of the article

leads one to expect improvements and novelty of a striking

order. The company ,has, in the course of its business of

renewing burnt out lamps of different makes, taken note of

all the weak points and defects of such lamps, and as a

result of this special knowledge and observation , has turned

its attention to producing a lamp which should embody all
the good points of the best, without their defects. As

might have been expected, the new lamp is pronounced to be

unequalled “ in the important qualities of uniformity, long

life, and maintenance of candle-power.".

Passiog from the general to the particular, we come to a

description of someof the special features and processes

employed in the construction of this lamp— a description

that is likely in places to provoke a smile on the faces of

those acquainted with the details of lamp manufacture.

“ In the construction of its new lamp, the company does

not use cellulose filaments. It believes that the fashed

surface ' on the filament is the necessary factor, and therefore

uses a material of higher specific resistance than cellulose,

and one which admits of the greatest possible amount of

flashed surface. It has been the effort of the company to

meet the demand from critical consumers for a uniform , effi

cient andhigh grade lamp, equal to its renewed lamp in life

and sustained candle -power. One of the principal factors of

the success of the Lyon Company in the manufacture of

its lamps is its method of producing high vacua. On

January 4th this year, Letters Patent were issued to Mr.

E. F. Dwyer, the president and manager of the company, on

a process of producing high vacua, which consists, sub

stantially, of removing the main portion of the gases con

tained in the lamp bulb by pamping. A current is then

passed through the filament and theexbaustion continued.

A 16 C.P. lamp is run at about 32 candle-power, which

brings the filament to an extremewbite heat and excludes all

the occluded gases contained in the filament. This is a new

feature of lamp factory practice, the old idea being that the

lamp would be strained if ran above the normal candle

power ; this would be true if the lamp were finished . The

blackening of the bulb of the lamp is due to the condensation

of the volatile carbon given off by the filament, and also

from small particles of carbon thrown off mechanically, and

by burning the filamentto this extremely high temperature,

all of these gases are thrown off and carried away by the

pumps, thewhole carbon becoming one homogeneous mass.

“ But going back to the method of exhausting the lamps,

the gases remaining in the lamp balbs are mainly those

which were purposely added during the process of exhaustion.

As the lamp cools this remaining vapour condenses upon

the cooler portions as a solid , leaving an almost absolute

Vacuum in the bulb. An important factor

of the process is a mechanical pump wbich rapidly produces

the necessary rough exhaustion . This pamp in itself will, it

is said , exhaast lamps equal to a mercury pump and can be

used without the chemical process, but the latter saves much

time and, as stated above, gives the almost perfect result . "

From this not particularly lucid description of Mr. Dwyer's

method of exbaustion, it is gathered that certain chemical

bodies, which are capable of producing vapour at a high

temperature, are introduced into the lamps whilst raisedto

high incandescence and during the running of a mechanical

pump; and that by reason of the almost complete con

densation of the chemicals on cooling, a peculiarly high

vacuum is produced. This method of procedure is not

new, however, having been patented in this country by

Prof. Dewar in 1893 — wbich patent, it may be remarked,

anticipates in many important respects the now largely used
Malignani process of chemical exhaustion. An article

discussing this point was published in the ELECTRICAL

3,198. “ Improvements in the manufacture of carbons for elec
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The latest issue of the Amalgamated Engineers' Monthly

Journal contains an article dealing with co -operation, which

our contemporary considers to be worth more than passing

notice. So far as we ourselves can learn, co -operation has

not been a buge success in its principal home - Lancasbire.

We are at least aware that there is a good deal of surprise

expressed by people generally as to the very considerable

amassment of property by many managers of " Co-op."

stores, whose salaries could never account for a tithe thereof.

The article in question recognises the need of capital in

any industry. No industry can be carried on without

capital, nor is capital of the slightest use unless present in

safficient quantity, and backed by a sufficiency of patience

to await fructification . The A.S.E. writet speaks of

capital being banded together to do battle for privilege and

monopoly, to control even Government, and boycott the

small employer into subjection. Engineering thinks the

words privilege and monopoly have got a bit twisted . The

fight was rather over the question of the Union's privilege

of ordering how employers should conduct their works.

Any monopoly claimed was claimed by the A.S.E. for its

own members' exclusive right to certain work, while boycott

may be left to the reader's imagination.

The article orges men to become their own employers, to

devote their surplus capital to co-operation - it is somethirg

that any sarplas is admitted. Unlike Engineering, however,

we do not quarrel with the quality of free spending of the

working map, though we may quarrel with some of the

directions of his expenditure. If a man saves and invests

his savings, he helps on industry and reaps the benefit both

directly and indirectly. If the workman does not save he

must be helping trade very directly, but the huge prosperity

of the big brewers seems to negative the idea that , as a rule,

the free spender is helping himself very much , as there is

very little labour in brewing. Few towns so small as Burton

turn out so large a nominal value of product. Engineering

recommends eaving in beer and “ baccy,” in order to secure

at once capital to start a works big enough to employ a

fair proportion of the men in a given factory who should

elect to go on the saving plan. Efficiently managed, and

with profits ploughed in, men might soon all become their

own employers. But jealousy and mistrust are great enemies

to co -operation. Efficient management would demand a

better wage than the ordinary workman, and the manager's

post in a co -operative factory, owned by the men who would

have to obey the, perhaps, servant manager, would not be a

happy one. John Barns's saying that no man was worth

over £500 a year was, says our contemporary, a very foolish

saying.

We, ourselves, remember a case in Manchester where a

man was discharged because his employers could not admit

the propriety of “ any servant of ours earning £3,000 a year."

They discharged him, and the business simply died out. The

A.S.E. Journal cites an instance of a cc -operative engineer
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ing works at Leicester which is a success, but there is some

wbat of a suspicion, however, that it is nursed .

There is also a South London Engineering Society

engaged, chiefly on bicycles, but it requires both share

holders and customers. We venture to say that if working

men want to save and own works, there is no better way

at the present time than that open by way of the Limited

Liability Act. A limited company with a good board and

an able manager, and articles of association forbidding any

shareholder worker interfering, save in the meetings, might

do some good. Railway shareholders are all part of a co

operative concern, and many railway servants, perhaps, own

more shares than their superior officers ; but this avails

them nothing if they neglect their duties .

There are, however, various ways in which a working

man may save without risk, and provide for a rainy day.

He may keep up his trade union as a benefit Bociety, and

also have a share in the so -called war chest. The war chest

ought to be used, however, for peace in place of being an

incentive to fight, as the late fund of £350,000 so unfor

tunately proved to be.

Undoubtedly capital is apt to be greedy, and never more

80 than when it can use labour of either hand or brain to

the best advantage, and to secure big returns. It should be

the aim of both the band and the brain worker to do the

best possible for himself and for capital, while at the same

time being able to refuse to be squeezed. The wilful waste

of the A.S.E. fund was made when capital was not trying

to squeeze labour, hence the folly of the strike Why was

not the £350,000 put into a modern factory to make, say,

direct acting steam pumps on an eight hours' day, with none

but members of the A.S.E. to do every piece of work , with

none but A.Es. on machine work,with no half pay boys or

youths, and with all the modern tools run at the same slow

speeds allowed to employers ? It is a bit foolish this call for

co -operation from men who profess it proper to disallow a

man to work more than one tool. We fear the writer in the

A.S.E. Journal has little economic knowledge.

It is not a little strange to see how the working man can

be persuaded out of large strike levies for months at a time.

Say there are 80,000 members of the A.S.E. Then 48. &

week from each is £ 16,000, or nearly a million annually.

Strike levies recently were as high as 6s. weekly. Every

week a nice little business could be taken over . But this

they will not do.

possible to maintain that there is any analogy between the

nerves and continuous conductors, it will be evident that a

very striking analogy exists between the nervous system and

a system of discontinuous conductors . Several results,

deduced from a comparison of the working of discontinuous

conductors, and the physiological action of the nerves, appear

to point to some analogy between them . In the same way

that a shock reduces or appibilates the conductivity of

discontinuous conductors, traumatism produces anesthesia

and hysterical paralysis, due to a suppression of nervous

transmission either in the sensory or motor nerves arising

from imperfect contiguity of the nerve terminals. On the

other hand, electric discharges act most efficaciously as a care

for hysterical paralysis and anesthesia, just as electric oscilla

tions augment the conductivity of discontinuons condactors.

This points to the hypothesis that the effect is determined in

both cases by the contiguity, or something equivalent to the

contiguity, of the elements. The parallelism between the

effects of shock and of sparks upon coherers and upon the

hysterical nervous systemmay berecognised in the suscepti

bility to reaction ander & feeble action which remains after

a powerful initial shock. This M. Branly has shown to be

true of coherers in his note to the Academy of December 6th,

and it is well known to be a property of the nervous system .

High frequency discharges, and the electrical oscillations

which accompany them, are well adapted to render discon

tinuous conductors continuous; and these discharges have

been shown by MM. d'Arsonval and Apostoli to exercise a

decided therapeutic effect upon the affections due to defects

in nutrition . If these affections are of a nervous order, and

are capable of being attributed to an imperfect transmission

of the nervous current, it is permissible to assume that elec

tric oscillations act so as to re-establish between the nerve

elements a contiguity which was becoming insufficient.

Branly has shown,ona former occasion, that continuous cur

rents of sufficient E.M.F. produce by their transmission

through coherers the same effects as electric discharges at a

distance. This action of continuous currents is subject to

the same general laws as the action of electric discharges ;

persistence, disappearance with shock and heat, sensibility to

Tess E.M.F.prodaced by the previous action of a battery of

high E.M.F. Continuous corrents also act upon the nervous

system , and it will be an interesting subject for research to

determine whether their action is analogous to that on

coherers . M. Branly does not maintain that coherer and

nervous actions are the same in every respect, but he con

siders that the similarity is sufficient to form a valuable

guide to the electrotherapeutist in his future researches.
a

a

a Coherer ?

In a note presented to the Academie des
Is the Nervous System Sciences on December 27th last, M. Branly

pointed out some striking analogies between

the conductivity of discontinuous conductors, and the con

ductivity of thethe nerves for nervous currents. That

physiologists have already recognised a general analogy

between a nerve and an electric conductor, is proved by their

use of the term " nervous current." Up till recently, however,

they appear to have looked upon the nerve as a continuous

conductor. Bat, in recent years, histological researches have

shown that the nervous system is composed of discontinuous

elements -- neurones- without any cementing substance- -

between them , and connected together by the contiguity

of their ramified extremities only. It follows, that the

nervous wave propagates itself by contiguity, and that it is

arrested by any defect in the contiguity. If it is no longer

To those accustomed only to the feeble
High Speeds on

Electric Tramways. crawl of horse tramways - pounding along

at the enormous velocity of three to four

miles an hour — it seems impossible that there should ever

arise any danger of serious collisions between tramcars on

dark nights, or in foggy weather, when running on a single

track . The usual plan is for one to wait at a fixed tarn-ont

until the other one comes, and sometimes the " wait” is

considerable . With the introduction of electric traction,

however, the entire service becomes speeded up, and the

motor-men grow rather inclined to “ steal a turn-out",

especially if by any chance they should be late already.

With frequent traffic and a more or less indefinite timetable,

it is, of course, advisable, if not necessary, to pat in double

track ; but narrow streets may forbid this, andconsequently

the fact must not be forgotten that much greater care will

need to be exercised with fast -running electric cars against

the danger of collisions on the line than is now the case with

horse traction . Several of these accidents have already

taken place in the United States ,though from the particulars

published it would appear that sheer recklessness on the part

of one or other (perhaps both) of the motor-men has been

the cause of what should be termed " incidents ” rather than

“ accidents . " With a more serious loss of life than has

hitherto bäen the case, they willbecome" catastrophes," and

bythattime tramway managers will make proper rules for

their employes and see that they are carried out.
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AN ELECTRICAL HYPOTHESIS FOR THK

SOLAR AND PLANETARY SYSTEMS, AND

SOME OF THEIR ASSOCIATED · PHE

NOMENA .

consist of a closed basket suspended from a kite of suitable

Carrying capacity and containing instruments of great

precision and sensitiveness, and made of aluminium , for

recording temperature and registration in mid air.

The apparatus registers variations of pressure of a fraction

Volta

BY DELTA.

oso

pod

( Continued from page 141.)

III .

COINCIDENCE OF SUN SPOTS WITH MAGNETIC VARIATIONS

Reference is made in the first article to the coincidence of

sun spots with magnetic variation ; fig. 8 shows the

coincidence in graphic form .

730
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FIG . 8.-SON SPOTS AND MAGNETIC VABIATIONS

( From Langley's "New Astronomy " ).
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In the diagram , for which we are indebted to Mr. Langley,

the amplitude of the oscillation of the magnetic needle is

shown by the dotted line, the full one being constructed

from the relative number of spots.

FURTHER EVIDENCE OF THE INCREASE OF ELECTRICAL

POTENTIAL WITH INCREASED DISTANCE FROM THE

EARTH'S SURFACE .

Diagram , fig . 9, shows graphically the result of experi

mentsmade by Exner * with small balloons, with collectors in

in open and free air.
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Distance from the earth .

FIG . 10.

WAS

300
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of a milim . , and variations of temperature down to one-third

of a degree centigrade. A check on the exact altitude can

be trigonometrically determined by taking from two stations

separated by a proper basis, two or more sights and their

corresponding vertical angles, it is easy to determine the

difference that exists between the height of the kite deduced

from the barometric variation and the altitude determined

mathematically.

The kite apparatus could be supplied with a multiple

quadrant electrometer, with an automatic equipment for

200

156

160

30

1
Distance from the earth .

FIG . 9.

tid

The same experimentalist obtained much higher result

from observations made on the side of a mountain, vid

diagram , fig. 10.

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR EXAMINING THE ELEC

TRICAL CONDITIONS OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE.

There should be little difficulty in devising means for the

determination of the variations of electrical potential in

mountainous districts, so that the barometric and electrical

and thermal gradients can be recorded from day to day .

In Francemost excellent use has already been made of the

Eiffel tower for the determination of the vertical barometric

gradient. Here in England, unfortunately, we have no

structure of equivalent altitude that can be readily employed

for observative purposes, and we must, therefore, regret that

the Wembley tower has not yet been completed.

In the absence of stractures of high altitades an alterna

tive method has quite recently been employed, and with the

bəst results as far as it was upplied to the determination of
barometric and thermal gradients.

This apparatus is shown by illustration fig . 11 , and for

which we have to thank La Nature. It will be seen to

FIG . 11.- ALOMINIUM REGISTERING APPABATOS FOR STODYING THE

VERTICAL GRADIENT.

continuously recording the changes in thu electrical con
dition of the atmosphere.

A suitable electrometer would record the myriad upon

myriads of electrical lightning flasher, wbose intersity is too

slight to become luminously visible to the human eye.

It has also been suggested that Hertzian resonatore, prc

perly tuned , could be devised of sufficient sensitiveness to

indicate all lightning discharges.

D

• Ursache und Gesetze der Atmos. Elec .
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THE MOVEMENT OF FREELY SUSPENDED CONDUCTORS OF

HIGH AND Low POTENTIAL IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

McAdie makes the ingenious suggestion based on the well

known fact that as thealaminium needle of the ordinary

Thomson electrometer always moves from the region of high

+ to the region of low - potential, therefore & charged

body, freely suspended in the atmosphere, will move from

the place of high to the place of low potential. This

explain the movement of charged electrical conductors such

asclouds, and thus produce the coloured aggregation effect, a

common phenomenon of cloudland .

CONDITIONS OF TRAMWAY LEASES.

a

* S* 6 - ) ar1 dr.a

р

PROPOSED CONFERENCE OF EXPERTS.

The proper equipment of a perfectly equipped meteoro
logical station that could satisfy the requirements — that the

still almost unknown electrical condition of the atmosphere

calls loudly for — is & subject that deserves the consideration

of a joint conference of experts in the electrical, meteoro

logical, astronomical, physical, and medical sciences.

THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL

NECESSARY TO PRODUCE LIGHTNING FLASHES.

The importance of a concentrated attention into the

electrical condition of the earth's atmosphere could not be

overstated. Even Kelvin, & student of over half a century,

is still compelledto rely upon assumption in building up a

calculation of the electric density and force of a given

enclosure, representing a given displacement of air .

He says, on the assumption (which he is compelled to

admit may be proved by experiment to be untrue), that
electric density is uniform throughout the spherical shaped

enclosure, each cubic centimetre of air experiences an electro

static force towards the boundary in simple proportion to the

distance from the centre and amounting at the boundary to

nearly 10 per cent. of the force of gravityupon it .

Kelvin saggests the following form of calculation to obtain

some measure of the electric density and force of a specific

atmospherio enclosure.

Where v equals the potential indicated by the water

dropper, a equals the radias of the spherical hollow (displaced

by the water drop), p equals the electrical density of air at

the distance r, from the centre of the spherical bollow ; then

we have

92

V = 4

if p is constant

V = 23 pa* ?

ρ = 3 v 2 πα?.

Soppose v = 38 volts*

... a 50 cm. and p = 2.4 x 10-5.

The electros'atic force at a distance r being

4/3 * pr = 10-4 r.

If we assume that a spherical conductor charged electri

cally - with a value of electricity equal to that possessed by

a cubic centimetre of air - and placed at & point midway

between the centre of the sphere and its surface, then

50

= 25 is equal to half the radius a.
2

Then between the surface and the centre of the enclosure,

representing a given air displacement, there will be exp3

rienced a force equal to 2-4 x 10-8 * 25, equivalent, approxi.

mately, to 6 : 10-8 grammes, or 4.8 per cent, of the force of

gravity on a cubiccentimetre of air of a density of 1/800.

Kelvint applies this calculable hypothesis to the estima

tion of the electrical potential of a cloud constituted of air

andwatery spherules.

He says : “ If a uniformly electrified globe produces a

difference of potential of 38 volts between its surface and

its centre, & globe of a kilometre diameter electrified to the

Eame density reckoned according to the total electricity in

any small volume (electricity of air and of spherules of

water), would produce a difference of potential between its
surface and its centre of 38,000,000 volts . "

Kelvin , on this hypothesis, estimates that in a thunder

storm flashes of lightning show us differences of potential

equal to millions of volts,but not as he says, perhaps of many

times 38,000,000 volts, between places in the atmosphere

distant from one another by half a kilometre, equal to 0.31

of a mile.

According to Trowbridge, to drive a spark across a gap
between two terminals 4 feet apart requires & voltage

potential of no less than 1,200,000, therefore a discharge of

lightning one mile long will require the enormous pressure

potential of over 100,000,000 volts ; therefore 0:31 of a mile

would require 31,000,000 volts, wbich is not far from

Kelvin's calculated results. The voltuge figure taken in the

calculation is, however, rather too low , as is proved by

Exper's determinations, see diagrams 9 and 10.

See diagram , fig. 7, ELECTRICAL REVIEW , page 140.

† See Kelvin's paper, Proceedings British Association Meeting, 1894.

It seems customary in this country to talk about tramway

leases, even although it is a fact that in many cases the tram

ways are not leased at all, but are absolutely owned by the

companies operating them . Toe fatal 43rd clause of the

1870 Act has however - in combination with the excessive

spirit of socialism that has sprung up of late - so far imbned

the popular mind with the briefnature of a tramway com

pany's life, that they one and all are regarded as liable to

early extinction ; they are not, as the Americans say,

“ franchises " -involving almost absolute freedom for a long,

if not an indefinite time— but are merely short “ leases " or

tenancies which will be terminated as soon as possible in

favour of the local authorities concerned .

The latter have had their appetites in this direction con

siderably whetted by the development of electric lighting,

and if only to help make their electricity works paybetter,

they will seize every opportunity of taking over the tram.

ways and working them , or at least supplying current for

them .

There are, however, very many existing interurban and

other lines(whose number will withoutdoubt largely increase)
where the local authorities are practically obliged to grant

fresh leases ; and there are also the new lines projected as
tramways or light railways which have similarly to be dealt

with inregardto eventual taking -over by the local authori
ties.

It is much to be regretted that in such instances our local

authorities are too little inclined to learn from theexperience

of others, but simply trust to their own crude and ignorant

ideas of what is the most advisable course from their own

very narrow point of view , squeezing all they possibly can

out of the tramway interestsand giving nothing in return.

Saoh short sighted methods cannot be too strongly con

demned : we do not advocate perpetual rights for tramway;

such as are common in the United States, but for a local

authority to have the option of taking over a private

tramway enterprise at break -up value, after a life of 20 or

even 80 years, is as ridiculous as it is unfair and impolitic.

Such & condition simply means that the tramway is

starved by its management, no public benefits are or can be

offered, and no good is done to anyone, simply because the

local authority isafraid of even a limited monopoly, andthe

tramway company regards the public body as a band of duly

accredited robbers who steal not for private gain but for the

public good.

If inquiries were made of other countries before imposing
conditions of lease or franchise in regard to tramway lines,

it would, we believe, result in valuable information being

brought forward of a nature, if acted upon, to givesatisfac

tion on all sides. For instance, the average " life " of a

tramway onthe Continent will probably be found to extend

over 40 or 50 years at least,though, ofcourse, the conditions

of road maintenance, money payments, & c., vary in each

case, and therefore also vary the value of the concessions

apart from their actual length.

Some very interesting and useful particulars in regard to

this question are contained in a pamphlet that has just

reached us from the municipal engineer of Shanghai, Mr.

Charles Mayne. This gentleman appears to have circulated

a list of questions amongst the principal local authorities of

theUnited States andCanada,astotheperiodof years for

which tramway concessions have been granted ; the amounts

9

1
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of the ballistic constant must be made and preserved ; this

factor changes with a change of resistance in the galvano

meter circuit, but is unchanged by shifting the telescope.

The form of this chart will be a carve having as its abscisæ

the resistances in the galvanometer circuit in ohms, and for

its ordinates the values of the expression,

i

payable to the local aathorities by the tramway companies for

the right of user in regard to the public streets, and the

works of paving, road maintenance, & c., to be carried out by

the tramway companies.

Out of atotal of 34 towns and cities ranging in popula

tion from 20,000 to 700,000, no less than 23 have granted

perpetual rights to the tramway interests. One other system

is almost aswell off with a life of 999 years, another exists

for 99, two for 30, two for 25, and four for 20 years ; most

of the shortterms being granted by Canadian towns, so that

we may credit the " public anthority ownership " idea with

being essentially British. Twenty-two ont of the entire

number pay the local authority in each case absolutely

nothingforthe privilege of using the streets, and 20 out of
these 22 have a perpetual franchise. The other two are

limited to 20 and 25 years respectively.

The majority are called upon to pave and maintain the

roads, &c. , between the rails and for 12 or 18 inches outside ;

bat these conditions vary great deal in each case, and no

validcomparison can bemade, but enough is given to show

that English tramways soffer at present from disabilities of

& much more serious nature than those inflicted by local

anthorities in any other country where tramways have

developed at all.

( tan- :-)1k la L

Then to recalibrate the galvanometer all that will be necessary

will be to determinethe ordinary constant for the then

position of the telescope, and to multiply it by the value of
the other factor obtained from the curve by measuring the

length of the ordinate to the curve, which passes through

the point on the axis corresponding to the resistance of the

galvanometer circuit with which the measurement is to be

made. If, however, such a chart is not in existence and the

ballistic galvanometer is to be used for somemeasurement, as

for instance, the determination of the coefficient of mutual

induction of two conductors, the following method will

EPRACTICAL WORK WITH THE BALLISTIC

GALVANOMETER .

e
l
l
e
l
e

BY LAWFORD H. FRY.

R

The reflecting ballistic galvanometer has an unpleasant repu

tation forabsorbing a great deal of time and temper in the

making of measurements with it. A certain amount of this

reputation is deserved, for the charting of the various bal

listic constants, involving, as this does, a series of deter

minations of the coefficients of damping for different resist

ances in the galvanometer circuit, and their insertion in the
somewhat unpleasant formula,

( tanT.

CB = C k

T
may be.

T L /

T

is necessarily a lengthy proceeding . Bat this need only bybu

done once, and by theadoption of the methods given below,

work with the ballistic galvanometer will lose much of its

slowness. In the formala above, the symbols have the follow

ing meanings :

C, is the so -called ballistic constant, which varies with the

resistance in the galvanometer circuit, and which comes

from the formula, Q = 0g.a, where Q is the quantity of elec, : Op.a

tricity, flowing through the galvanometer, and a is the corre
sponding deflection,

c is the ordinary constant of the galvanometer.

T , is the time of swing of the galvanometer in an open

circuit .

k is the coefficient of damping of the galvanometer, and

may be defined thus : if bu, ba, bz, bn,bn + 1, be the

amplitudes of successive swings of the galvanometer,

k
bi b. bu

bg be

enable the instrument to be calibrated and the measure

ment to be made with as small an expenditure of time as

The idea of the method is to determine the

ballistic constant for the one galvanometer circuit resistance

! with which the final measurement is to be made. For such

a determination the following quantities have to be measured .

The ordinary constant of the galvanometer, c , the time of

swing of the galvanometer in an open circuit, To, and the

coefficient of damping of the galvanometer for the circuit

with which the final measarement is to be made, k. These

first measurements will be best made in the order in which

they have been enumerated. In all work with the ballistic

galvanometer it will be practically necessary to have two

workers. In the present case we shall consider two men

working as quicklyas may be, so that one man changes the

connections while the other is making observations ; usually,

however, speed will not be sach an object but that it will be

well to work out the results of each step before

changing the connections to those for the next step,

thusgiving an opportunity for checking the work if the first

resultdoesnot appear right.

To proceed with the measurements :

For the determination of the ordinary constant there will

be needed a Clark element, or other standard cell, a resistance

box containing resistances ap to at least 30,000 ohms, and

a two-way switch. These must be connected up, as shown

in fig. 1, the switch allowing the galvanometer to be con

nected up in series with the element and resistance box, or

to be short-circuited through the wire, s. This last is to

bring the galvanometer to restquickly between measurements,

or if set swinging accidentally. The measurement of the

constant is made in the usual manner.

If e be the E.M.F. of the cell,

y be the resistance in the box,

g of the galvanometer,

current in the

deflection of the due to the cur

.

g

bn + 1

hence Kovi =
b .bi

be

Х

bg

b₂

Х X.

bi

bn +1bn + 1

therefore
log. b - log. bn + 1-

'log. k =
n

L is the natural logarithm of k.

From this we see that, so long as the magnetic part of the

instrument remains unaltered , the only factor in the formula

that can change and alter the ballistic constant is the ordi

nary constant of the galvanometer, which will be altered by

the shifting of thetelescope and scale, which is a thing very

likely to occur. Then to work in the most economical way,

things must be so arranged that for the recalibration of the

instrument the only measurement to be made is the deter

mination of the ordinary constant. To accomplish this, a

chart of the changes in the factor,

C
» >

a

rent c,

and c
> constantاور

8 = c (r + y)

1
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but O = 0.a

.. e = cur+9)

Cm the current in the secondary spool.

t the time of change of current.

Q the quantity of electricity flowing through the second

ary spool, and

R the resistance of the galvanometer circuit,

then em = M

d c

dt

and I'm = Rpm

da.

. C'm

cm . dt..

.. M = R

att

Mindc = R

:: By integration M. c = R / m.dt

bu ' Q = ſimdt

... M.C = R , Q

again Q = (Bea ,

.. MC = R.CB . a

M. C

...

K at0

Hence, if u and R are known, all that is needful for the deter

mination of the ballistic constant is the measurement of cand

TABLE .

1 -1

tan

T 1 -1

tan

..C =

a (r +9)

now, e , r, and 9 are known, hence observing a gives C.
With the ballistic galvonometer a steady deflection, a , cap,

of course, not be obtained ; but the swing being noted the

distance of the mid point of the swing from thezero of the
scale gives a . This measurement having been made, the

galvanometer must be set swinging sufficiently vigorously

to enable the time of swing to be determined. Thismaybe

done by opening and closing the battery circuit periodically,

the period being chosen to correspond to the swing of the

instrument. Having set the galvanometer in motion, the

switch must be turned open so that the swing continues

updamped . Then to measure the time of swing. Measure

the time taken for, say, 10 swings, divide the time by the

number of swings, thus finding approximately the time of

swing. Then let the galvanometer swing for a longer time,

making, perhaps, 100 swinge, note whether the number of

swings is odd or even , divide the time by the approximate

timeof one swing as determined above, this will give the

number of swings madeduring the whole time ; the division

will not give a whole number, but, of course, a whole num

ber of swings has been made, here make use of the knowledge

as to whether the number of swings was odd or even, if it

was odd take the odd number nearest the quotient obtained

by the division as the number of swings made, if, however,

the number was even take the nearest even number, then

divide the whole time of swing by the number of swiogs thus

obtained. The quotient will be theaccurate time of one swing.

Wbile one observer is watching the swing of the galvano

meter, the other can be removing the element and resistance

box and substituting for them the circuit in which the final

measurement is to be made. To find the coefficient of damp

ing of the galvanometer. Set it swinging, this maybe done

by sending thesame current through which is finally to be

measured , if this does not give a sufficiently wide swing

several impulses may be given to help each other. The

galvanometer being set swinging, turn the switch so that the

galvanometer is damped by the circuit in which the final

measurement is to be made. Note the amplitudeof a number

of successive swings, the number of swings will depend on

the damping of the galvanometer, if the resistance is small

so that the coefficient of damping is large, only a few swings

will be wide enough to be read with accuracy, if, on the

other hand , the damping is low , through a large resistance,

more swings can be taken. Eleven swings willbe found to
be a convenient number to take, only the amplitude of the

first and the last need be noted , for these are all that occur

in the formula

log b,

1Log k .
TT

Log k.
7

k

L

kh

00

01

02

03

04

05

03

07

08

09

.10

11

12

1.0000

1.0115

1 0231

10317

1.0463

1.0678

1.0694

1 0811

1.0927

1.104 1

1.1160

1 1277

1 1393

•13

•14

•15

16

•17

.18

•19

.20

.21

22

1.1510

1.1626

1 :1743

1 1859

1.1976

1.2091

1.2208

1.2324

1.2440

1.2555

1.2670

1.2785

1 2900

-23

24

25

the observation of a. That is by the use of a standardised

induction coil, the determination of the ballistic constant

may beeffected by a simple corrent measurement and mere

multiplication and division.

In the final measurement for which the galvanometer bas

been calibrated as above, it will be advisable to leave in the

two -way switch, with a short circuit between two of the

terminals, as this affords a very handy means of bringing

the galvanometer quickly to rest between the measurements.
log bn + 1

log k
n

With 11 swings, n will be 10, & convenient number to
divide by .

To avoid unnecessary work in the determination of the

factor it will be well to obtain the value of

THE CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY.

1 7

tan

L

by interpellation, from the accompanying table, which is

taken from Kohlrausch, Leitfaden der Praktischen Physik .

The advantage of using the circuit in which the final

peasurement is to be made, in the determination of tbe

damping coefficient, is that then only the one measurement

of this coefficient is necessary, and no measurement need be
made of the resistance of this circuit ; tbus a possible source

of error is avoided, and a considerable amount of time and

trouble is saved . The operations described above give all

that is needful for the calibration of the galvanometer.

The use of a standardised induction coil will reduce the

trouble and calculation in the determination of the ballistic

constant to a very small quantity.

For if u be the coefficient of mutual induction between

the spools of the coil ,

( the current in the primary spool.

ein the E.M.F. induced in the secondary spool by the dis

appearance of the current c ,

GREAT progress has been made with this gigantic under

taking, and last week of the total length of 22,880 yards of

tuonelling, only 6,000yards remained to be driven. Few people

realise theenormous difficultiesthat have arisen in driving the

tunnels. The work has necessitated not only the diversion

of the sewers in many places, but round about the Bank the

whole of the gasand water pipes had to be taken up and placed in

different positions. Uptothe present the energies of the railway

companyhave been mainly directed to completing as far as

possiblethat portion of the line that lay outside the City

boundaries, and this to some extent, though not all, accounts

for the somewhat backward state of the Bank' subways.

The foundations of the company's generating station at

Shepherd's Bush havebeen begun, and no doubt this section

of the undertaking will be completed about the same time as

the other. It is perhaps hardly necessary to remind our

readers that all the station lifts, some 49 in number, will be

worked by electricity. On other electric lines in London the

engineers have favoured the hydraulic system , and it will

be interesting to compare the performance of the two

methods.

We are able to give a few interesting details of the plant
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which is to be ased on the line. The total length of con- inch . The boilers will be fitted with Vicars mechanical

tinuous railwayover which electric traction is to be provided, stokers, which will be supplied with coal bya conveyor from
is about 6} miles, exclusive of crossovers at stations and a storage tank on the top of the boiler house, having a
sidinge. capacity of 1,500 tone. The coal conveyor also serves to

It is intended to run a 24 minutes' service, with remove the ashes, and will be driven by electric motors.

trains of seven carriages each, with a total seating capacity Each engine is supplied with an independent combined

each of 336 passengers, and weighing 105 tons loaded, ex jet condenser and air pamp of sufficient capacity to take

clusive of the locomotive. The average speed of the trains the maximum quantity of steam . The condensing and

is to be 14 miles per hour, including stoppages at stations. injection motor will be forced to the top of four Barnard

8

V

The electric plant, which is to be installed by the British

Thomson -Houston Company, is on the three-phase system ,

and has been designed by their consulting engineer, Mr.

H. F. Parshall. There are to be three sub -stations in the

cooling towers, each tower being furnished with two fans

driven by electric motora. The engines are six Reynolds

Corliss croes compound coudensing enginesrunning at 94

revolations per mioute, to give 1,300 1.H.P. each, with

T

5

SECTION a.a.

Shrochure

ANGELO

-9

29.6 Bara langsh

lower portion of the lift shafts at the Davies Street,

Notting Hill Gate and PostOffice stations. Additional

plant is tobe installed at the Marble Arch station, but will

at present be only of the nature of a spare plant.

The boiler plant will consist of 16 Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, in eight batteries of two each. The evaporating power

of each boiler is to b: 12,000 lbs. per hour; the heating

surface 8,580 square feet, and the pressure 150 lbs. per square

cylinders24 inches and 46 inches diameter x 48 inches

stroke. The engines are capable of being run non -condensing,

and either high or low pressure side can be run inde

pendently. Steel fly-wheel is to weigh 100,000 lbs , and is

built up in eight segments. The engines are goaranteed for

& consumption of 13 lbs. of steam at 1,000 I.H.P. when run

condensing with 265 inches vacuum . We are able, by the

courtesy of Mr. Blackwell, who represents the makers, the
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Edward P.Allis Company, in this country, to give an illus- starting from England, would be carried on to Cape Town,

tration of the exact type of engine which is to be employed. touching only at the various British possessions onthe way,

The three-phase generators will have 32 poles, and a is nota new one, nor is the proposed continuationofsucha

capacity of 850 kw .,500 volts, and 25 cycles. They are of line from Natal to Australia , via Mauritius, Rodriguez

the revolving field type. The coils of the stationary arma- Island , and the Keelings, a new conception. Á somewhat

tures are held in slots, there being ventilating ducts through similar scheme was fully dealt with by Mr. Hofmeyr, when

the body of the armature, similar to the standard armature representing the Cape of Good Hope at the Imperial and

construction of the British Thomson -Houston Company. . Colonial Conference, held in London in 1887 ; and was

The total weight of each generator is 80,000 lbs. It is recommended by him as an addition to the schemefor a

Assumed that four of the six units will be sufficient to take cable across the Pacific Ocean from Canada to Australasia,

care of the average load, and this will, therefore, provide a which was one of the principal subjects before the Conference,

margin of 50 per cent. over the present requirements of the This additional scheme, whicb, as & supplement to the

plant. Pacific cable, it may be remembered, was rendered necessary.

The switchboards have been specially designed, the high by the inefficiency of, andfrequent interruptions to the then

tension switches being double break , half of the break being existing system of cables,has lately assumed an importance

on each side of the panel. The bigh tension contacts in which ten years ago it did not possefs.

every case are mounted on ebonite. About the time of the first Colonial Conference it was

The Notting Hill Gate and Davies Street sub-stations will the cables to Australia which were continually breaking

contain one rotary converter in each station, with necessary down, but latterly the cables to the Cape bave deprived them

transformers and switchboards. At the Marble Arch and of the record for frequency of interruption, and , therefore,

Post Office sub-stations, there will be two rotaries in each . the supplementary scheme referred to by Mr. Hofmeyr is

Each rotary has a capacity of 900 kw., and will be of the strongly advocated by the Eastern Extension Telegraph

12 -pole type, running at 250 revolutions per minute. They Company, the EasternTelegraph Company , and its off-shoot,

are capable of being run up either from three-phase, or the the Eastern and South African Telegraph Company ; the

direct current side. As these are rotary converters in the latter of which suffers both in purse and reputation owing

exact sense of the word, that is to say, an alternating current to the frequency of interruptions to the Capecables.

of 380 volts pressure, passes into the machine, and is con- The point to which we take most serious objection, is that

verted into acontinuous current of about 500 volts on the the popular advocates of Mr. Hofmeyr's project hope to

other side, it is necessary to provide step -down transformers advantage their cause by a continuance of the system of

which reduce the line potential from 5,000 volts to 330 volts. inaccuracy in figures and statements advanced, and by so

These are of the air-blast type, but instead of following the doing to prejudice opinion against the Pacific cable route.

asual plan of forcing the air through the transformers, the For example, it used to be roundly asserted that the depth

air is drawn through, and the hot air is expelled through through which a Pacific cable would have to pass was

sheet-steel pipes, running op the centre of the spiral stair- “ estimated at 12,000 fathoms (or 14 miles) in some places."

case of the stations, thus providing ample ventilation for the This assertion was contained in a note from the Postmaster

sub -stations, as well as effectivelycooling the transformers. General of South Australia to his Government, and coming

The weight of each transformer will be 8,000 lbs. from such a source aroused a natural objectionon their part

The cables connecting the power-bouse with the sab- to examine any further into the matter ; more especially

stations, will be carried through the tunnels on brackets. when the same authority further asserts, in the same note,

They are of the British Insulated Wire Company's standard with a courageous confidence worthy of a better cause , that

paper insulation type. The third rail will be of steel, as the Government are aware, I have given this subject

weighing 80 lbs., to the yard of channel section supported on very great and careful consideration, more so, perhaps, than

creosoted wood insalators, each joint being bonded with anyone else." We are glad to see that this figare (an utterly

four flexible crown bonds. The rails of both up and down imaginaryone) is now reduced, by others better informed,

lines will be divided into four sections, and interconnected to “ a depth of 5 miles " ; it is not, however, made clear by

by circuit breakers . these recent critics, that this latter depth (which really does

The locomotives, of which drawings are shown on the exist) occurs in an isolated depression which is more than 600

previous page, will be mounted on two trucks, each miles away from the proposed Pacific cable route . We

truck carrying two motors of 150 H.P. The total weight of may mention here that there are two cables lying in

the locomotive is about 42 tops, the total length of loco- West Indian waters which were laid witbin 60 miles

motive being 29 feet, and the total height, 9 feet 8 inches. from a similar depression, more than 44 miles in depth,

There will be four gearless motors on each locomotive, one and one of them has been working for over 25 years
on each axle, and these will be controlled by series parallel without giving any exceptional trouble. An anbiagged

controllers, provided with magnetic blow -ont, which will examination ofthe Admiralty charts will prove to anyone,
place the four motors in series, two in series, and two in thatalong the proposedrouteof the Pacific cable, the general

parallel, or all four in parallel, as desired . depth to be expected in the deepest sections averages

The trains will be fitted throughout with Westinghonse abönt 2,700 fathoms, and that the greatest depth

air brakes. would in all probability not be more than8,200 fathoms

-a depth, we may say, no greater than that in which

& cable has recently been laid between New York and

Hayti, and about thesame as that met with along the line of

THE EMPIRE AND TELEGRAPH CABLES the Government-supported cable which has just been laid

from Bermuda to Jamaica . The Pacific cannot, therefore,

be looked upon as an ocean of impossible depths, nor one

In the varying accounts of a new and important scheme of where a cable cannot be picked up if necessary ; indeed ,

telegraph cables, which have lately been widely circulated experience teaches usthat acable has been picked upat the

among the press, throughout the Colonies as well as in depth mentioned . The route sketched outvia the Cape to

England, there is to be found sufficient internal evidence to Australia has, as yet, been but veryimperfectly surveyed it

warrant as in concluding that all of these emanate from a seems, however, to have an average depth similar to that

single source. Although differing somewhat in the manner through the Pacific Ocean, and in one place at least,along

in which the statements are presented , as well as in the style the Cape line, there is a depth of nearly 3,200 fathoms.

of treatment, still , in the main body of these paragraphs and Thus it will be seen that, as regards depth of water, the

articles, the recurrence of the same prejudiced and garbled supplementary route has absolutely no advantage over the

statements all point to a common source of origin. We have Pacific line.

frequently dealt in detail with the numerous points raised , It is true that a cable between Vancouver and Fanning

but, as the subject has assumed a more interesting aspect Island would be longer than any one length suggested for the

lately, owing to the aggregation of errors which are now supplementary route, but the length required would exceed

being so widely disseminated , it is, perhaps, well that the by less than 250milesthatofacableatpresent being laid

more important of these should again be treated of at the across the Atlantic ; and would in reality be about 250 miles

present time. less in length than the advocates of theCaperoute makeit
The subject of a system of submarine cables, which, out to be. The following quotation from an Australian
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paper is another sample of the class of information circulated .

Referring to the Vancouver-Fanning Island section, we are

told : “ This section is practically twice the length of the

longest section of the Cape ' proposal.” Now, this is an

utterly misleading statement, as thereal length of the section

spoken of is hereincreased, for the purpose of condemning

it, by some 1,200 miles. As thewriter in this case illustrates

his article by a map on which the proposed lengths of “ the

Cape route " are all carefully set down, it seems incredible

that he should be so ignorant, as he would appear to be,

regardingthe original scheme, which he criticisesadversely.

It has also been said that being a " single line ” the

Pacific cable has no alternative in case of interruption,

but those who, in their anxiety to furnish objections, advance

this as an argument, seem to forget that, if correct, the same

objection also applies to the proposed single line from the

Cape; and thatshould either of these single lines break down

the already existing cables to Australia would afford more or

less useful alternatives to one, as much as to the other, of

these proposed single lines.

( To be continued .)

THE INSTITUTION OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

any

Atthe meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

held on Thursday last, Febrnary 24th , Mr. G. Binswanger

Bydg read a paper on " The Manufacture of Lamps and

Other Apparatus for 200 -Volt Circuits ." The author must

have given to this paper a good deal of trouble and thought,

and it is apparently written with a view mainly toarrive at

some standardisation useful to manufacturers . Those who

note the points in the different sections and discuss the views

held by the author, are certain to help the object which he has

had in view, and will benefit not only the members of the

Institution but all electrical manufacturers.

We hardly agree, however , with Mr. Binswanger Byng

that stationengineers areneither ananimons nor possess co

relation of ideas as to the kind of fittings and accessories

suitable for 200 -volt circuits. On such matters as the

desirability of ventilating fuse boxes, there may be diver

gencies of opinion ; but the principle and more important

details of design and construction are recognised andagreed

upon , while experience has shown the wiring contractor

who, after all, is the most difficult person to move in the

matter — that certain types of fittings will satisfy his client,

the insurance office, and the supply company, as well as suit

his pocket. Perhapsthe most difficult thing to get to-day is

a good long-break switch for currents above 5 or 6 amperes

at 230 volts continuous, which combines the desiderata upon

which & consensus of opinion exists. We trust, therefore,

that switch and fuse design will receive more attention in

the discussion than the mere question of high voltage v . low

voltage.

The discussion was opened by Mr. Crompton, who, how

ever, preferred to raserve his remarksuntil a later meeting,

as these were to be confined to the arc lamp question, and he

was not quite ready to speak. Mr. Boot, of Tunbridge

Wells, took the opportunity of impressing the importance of

minor matters, too often ignored,upon those present; one of

these to which he attached importance as concerning manu

facturers was the necessity of adopting standards in design,

and keeping to them . One point he considered noteworthy

is the undoubted economy effected in cost of cable required

on a 200 -volt as compared with a 100 -volt job; and he had

known ofseveral cases where firms had made a mistake, and

tendered for work under the impression that supplywould be

given at 100 volte, whereas, on this being corrected, andthe

pressure baving been ascertained to be 200 volts, à revised

offer at a reduced price had been made; the saying in cable

more than compensating for the extra cost of fittings and

lamps. While a standard length of fuse should be agreed

upon for manufacturers to work to with different currents,

where fuses are used on alternating circuits there is less

necessity for great length than on direct current circuits.

Thisfact, although well known, doesnot seem to be so

generally recognised as it might be. From the author's

paper Mr. Boot thought one is rather led to infer that high

voltage lamps are decidedly bad ; that is, that it is impossible

to make lamps 88 satisfactory all round as with lower

voltages. He adunitted the life of the former was not so

long as the latter, also that the candle-power sometimes falls

off rapidly, but the author had certainly made out a very

good case for engineers using the Robertson lamps.

He considered that engineers would find thata good case

had been made out for the adoption of the higher voltage.

At Tunbridge Wells the supply had been changed entirely

over, and the higher voltage generally adopted . It was a

general practice to connect two100-volt lamps in series, as

many fittings allowed of this, and in a number of cases

customers had two -light fittings, both lights being controlled

by one switch. Cheap lamps were the rule nowadays, if

those of 100 volts were wanted, a3 those discarded by 100

volt supply were to be obtained at a low price.

Mr. Mordey felt much obliged to the author for the

mention of his name in the paper in connection with a type

of fase he had designed some years ago. He was afraid he

had not had much experience with 200 -volt lampe, but

watched with verymuch interest the progress of theirmanu

facture and use. He considered the author had done a great

service in bringing up this subject at the present time, and

regarded whatwasread as an excellent practical paper. In

a few remarks on the specific resistanceof carbon, he stated

that this ought to be considered in relation to its specific

gravity, differences in specific resistance have to do with the

mechanical state of the material. An unflashed filament

under the microscope showed itself to be a long string of

cinder, and the particles were connected together in the

fashion of what was, in the early daye, called microphonic

contacts. Flashed filaments become verymuch more a solid.

On the first occasion he spoke at the Institution , in 1882 or

1883, experiments were cited, showing that carbon differed

from metals in its behaviour, depending upon its mechanical

state : finely -divided carbon bebaves the same as finely

divided metal. It iwould be interesting to know if the

pendulous filaments of carbon found in thegas retort of a

gas -works, have been ever used for lamp manufacture, or it

attempts have been made to employthem .

Then advocates of high voltage supply must not forget

that the question is practically being tried by jury, and

speakers should give actual costs of different voltage lamps

on circuit. Engineers must not imagine that the jury has

been asleep ; he bad heard entirely unsatisfactory remarks

from users of high voltage lamps, other advantage8 may

balance the disadvantages , but the satisfaction of the public

is the question . Central stations might take on their

shoulders the whole burden, and thereby obtain control of

the energy sent out for a given candle-power.

Mr. Mordey then referred to Mr. Robertson's paper in the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW, where the difference of effect of

alternating and direct currents on the life of lamps was dig

cussed . In Vienna, where the conditions enable reliable

comparative tests to be made, it was found that there was a

very decided gain where lamps were used on alternating

circuits. There might be a commercial advantage in the

supply of lamps to customers at a certain contract price.

With respect to arc lamps, his experience was that the

getting out of the light from the arc was the important point,

and with high volts the light gets ont ; but small current

lamps at high voltage were very poor things, although even

from a small crater the light can get out if the length of arc

be considerable .

Mr. Binswanger Byng mentioned in his paper & novel

“ cut-out ” for extinguishing the arc in an arc lamp auto

matically when required, but Mr. Mordey held that the cut

out in the old Brush lamp complies with all the conditions

laid down.

Mr. Robertson stated that he had nothing to add to the

information he had given the author when assisting him

in the preparation ofthe section of his paper on incan

descent lamps. Mr. Raworth thanked the author for his

very excellent paper, and remarked that Mr. Boot and his

friends would not be quite so happy if they had to make

the lamps they use, or live with them . At the present

time Mr. Raworth had to live with them , and had the oppor

tunity of creating an enormously fine cemetery from the

selections that lamp makers were good enough to send him

free for trial. Some engineers state that they look for one

in every dozen going wrong at the commencement of life,
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are to be burnt, the press is plainly a valuable adjunct in the

process - excepting always the case of Ealing,

Ordinarily, pressed sludge is not very combustible. You

may drop a lighted match on a heap of it without any risk

of a conflagration . Spontaneous heating does sometimes

occur, running up the temperature to somewhere between
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but he had 25 per cent. in a dozen, and in another dozen

only two were left. Certain of the peculiar qualities of high.

voltage lamps - such as not burning horizontally with satis

faction - were rather important things to consumers and con

tractors, where the angle at which fittings were set might

have to be altered to obtain decent results. Another point

is that these high voltage lamps do take more current per

candle- power than the lower voltages, a rather important

matter to the consumer who resents an increased bill for

lighting.

Mr. Shoolbred believed that the 100 and 110 -volt lamp

in the early days of electric lighting was quite as much an

experiment as the 200 or 220 -volt lampis at the present

time, and felt sanguine that the latter will prove equally

successful, owing to the very large number of indirect advan

tages attending its use. There are many things to be con

sidered besides the lampe, such an motive power, & c., and

400—500 volts can be utilised inmany applications ofelec

trical industry besides lighting. The author referred to the

difficulties he had met with; many of these were due to not

having had the advantage of discussing the question of

standard pressure at an earlier date, when an attempt might

have been made to avoid the existing discrepancies. The

opportunity was lost then, but it would bave been very much

better to have arrived at something like unanimity in the

matter while possible. We may emerge from seeming chaos

to the best in the end.

The results attained so far are by no means discouraging.

The restriction to a small size of bulb need not always apply,

and there seems to be no insuperable difficulty in using a

largersized cap, particularly instarting in new localities. A

reversion to olden timeagain is the expedient of using two

lamps in series. Many years ago two 50 -volt lamps were so

connected, to enable the best lamps then extant to be con
nected on a 100 - volt supply.

In horizontal positions lamps of high voltage are weak,

but anchored and zigzag filaments can be used, while Mr.

Shoolbred had certainly not experienced much trouble with

such lamps in a horizontal position.

At this stage the discussion was adjourned until the first

meeting in the current month, which will be held on the

10th inst. , and we may expect a lively and useful discussion.

It might not be out of place to again point out that the

title of Mr. Binswanger Byog's paper is practically precise,

and his intention obvious ; a much better purpose would be

served by dealing with the paper than by roaming all over

the subject of supply pressures, and repeating what has

already been said at the Institution when Mr. Addenbrooke's

paper was read , at the Municipal Electrical Association on

Messrs. Barnard and Couztn's papers , and at the Northern

Society of Electrical Eogineers, when Mr.Gibbings described

his procedure and experiences at Bradford with the increased

pressure. It is really time that it was made clear to wiring

contractors and consumers what precautions are essential,

and in what particulars wiring must be altered from the old

fasbion when 200 volts pressure is to b3 used .

UNPRESSED SLUDGE WITH

90 PBB CENT. OF WATER.

THE SAME PBRSBED WITH

65 PIB CHNT. OF WATER.

110 and 120 ° F. , and keeping it wonderfully steady at that

for a considerable time. After heating and cooling there is

a farther diminution in balk ; the cake formation is

destroyed, andthe heap becomes a mass of mere greasy muck.

Wet sludge has never been known to heat anywhere, and

in most cases is about as combustible as Embankment mud

on a wet day. At Ealing all this is different; the addition

of a few cabbage leaves, meat-ting, and ashes confers remark

able burning qualities on the wet slop. It burns freely, and,

after driving off its own moisture, has heat to spare, which

is diligently atilised . No one hasever clearly explained the

furions affinity for oxygen which characterises the Ealing

Bludge ; some talk vaguely ofdietic peculiarities of thecon
tributory population, others of transmutation and the philoso

pher's stone. One had the theory that the solids consisted

exclusively of potassium , but half an hour to leeward of the

chimney stack dispelled that notion. The facts stand : ten

partsof solids( and these mainly mineral and incombustible
anywhere else) not only barn , not only evaporate nine times

their weight of the water in which they were drowned ; but

they do these and yet have energy to spare for evaporating

other waters, transformed laterinto mechanical and again

into electrical energy, with effects_visible to all men on the
tops of arc lamp poles in Ealing Town. The old scientists

used to dream about the circulation of matter, beginning,

say, at the villager with a deal of guano in his destiny, who
lay in the churchyard and made the grass grow . The

churchyard fed thevillage sheep, the sheep the villager, and

Bo the cycle went on. But what apoor figure thesedreams

make basido the realised results at Ealing. The natives live

on the fat of the land ; the dejecta, garbage, and refuse,

elsewhere a costly nuisance, transformed into brilliant light ;

and all by mere cunning engineering and chemistry at the

sewage works. Imagine this system applied to London

but we cannot.

J. Hetherington .

CORRESPONDENCE .

6 The Burning Question."

Your recent articles on the above eubject hardly do

justice to the filter press as an aid in the burning of sludge.

I notice calculations based on the assumption that the press

removes one-third of the weight ; and you have also expressed

doubts whether sludge containing 65 per cent. of moisture

can be considered preesed at all .

Now, 65 per cent. is not an excessive proportion of

moisture in pressed sludge, and to reduce the percentage to

this from the 90 per cent. in the original wet sludge requires

the removal of about two-thirds of the bulk. The appended

diagram (an old -fasbioned affair now) will make this clear

at a glance. The dark portion shows the solids, and the

lightportion the water. In the first case (unpressed ) there

are 90 parts of liquid to 10 of solids ; in the second 18.5

parts of water to10 of solids. That is to say, more than

seven-pinths of the water have disappeared . If the solids

A Legal Point.

I should be pleased if you could kindly tell me whether

the following action on the part of a corporation is legal or

not, as it opens up a wide field :

A corporation, with an electricity supply for the borough,

has just secured an order for a large private installation

outsidetheir area of supply, and, in fact, in the area ofan

urban district council which has just gota provisional orde :.

This corporation, I should mention, has its own wiring

department, and the private installation is to consist of

engine, dynamo, wiring, &c. My opinion is that this is

illegal, as it is asing ratepayers' money in a speculative
business, quite outside the area of the borough,
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Another point I should like to mention , and that is, the

assistant engineer for this same corporation is at the present

timeacting as consulting engineer for two large private

installations, thereby depriving consulting engineers, who

aredependent apon it, ofobtaining clients.

If the first instance is illegal, it will result, I understand,

in the corporation being prosecuted, and a few words from

you on the matter would , I feel sure , awaken interest in the

subject, which, I think you will admit, is a serious one.

Legal.

[ Although there may be some uncertainty as to the

exact legal position of a . corporation when andertaking

wiring inside its own area of supply, there seems to be

little doubt that a corporation is exceeding its functions
when it undertakes wiring outside its own district. We do

not think that muchcomplaint can be arged against assistant

engineers who do occasional consulting work, for it is doubt

falwhether their outside practice interferes very much with

that of engineers who derote their whole time to consulting

work . - Eps, ELEC. Rev.]

Cost of Long -Running Plant.

Ishouldbe much obliged if you or your readers would let

me know of any electrical plant running more or less con

tinuously at ornear full load. I am anxious to find out the

cost of generation under these conditions, and should be glad

to be put into communication with the owners of any such
plant, whether used for electro -chemical or any other purpose.

The plant need not be of large capacity necessarily,but the

mainfeature should be that it runs for long hours ator near

full load . I imagine there must be cases wheresuch plant

is run more or less continuously all the year round, and if so,

I should be glad to know of its existence. The main diffi

culty seems to be that the owners of such plant object, on

basiness grounds, to making their experience public ; but I

hope it may be possible to find some cases where such con

siderationsdo not hold.

Atlas.

Currents Necessary to Fuse Wires.

Onlooking overa table of above, taken from a paper by

W. H. Preece, F : R.S. (Proceedings Royal Society, Vol.

XLIV ., March 15th, 1888), I noticed the following relations

between the currents ; and as they appear to bave been

overlooked hitherto, I thought they might interest your

readers.

The following is part of the table in question :

Cu. * Fe. Sa. Pt. Pb. Al.
Wire

diameter

in inches. x 1 x 8 x 6 x 2 x 8

0 080

0-064

0048

0-036

0 ·028

0 022

0018

0014

0012

0010

231.8

165-8

1077

69 97

48.00

33 13

24 74

18:44

14:15

11 50

71.22

60:96

33-10

21 50

14.75

10-27

7.60

5-66

4:34

3:58

37:16 | 1170

26.68 83.73

17.27 54:37

11.22 35 33

769 24.23

5:35 1688

3 96 12:49

2.95 9 31

2:26 714

1.84 8.80

31.20

22:32

14.60

9.41

6 46

4.49

3:33

2:48

1 90

1 55

171 6

1228

79.75

51 18

35 53

24 75

18 32

13-66

10-47

8:51

The Salaries of Assistant Electrical Engineers.

I do not think that I amthe only one of your readers who

will heartily endorse the opinions of the two correspondents

in your last week's issue with respect to the magnificent

- salaries now being offered for responsible positions in station

work . I could a little understand the policy of the borough

electrical engineers, if they were ever in the habit of con

sidering theratepayers by keeping down their own salaries,

as well as those of their assistants. Bat I notice that,

whether the place be paying or not, thesalaries of the chiefs

are going ever upward,while those of their staffs are going

down. I do not think that these men, in doing this, are

rightly keeping up the dignity of their profession. For do

not theythemselves belong tothe same rank of the profes

sion as they,and do not they expect their assistents to have

gone through the same electrical training as themselves ?

If their respective committees think at all about this

strange state of affaire, it must strike them that there is

some unfairness in paying an assistant who is expected to be
រំ

able to take the place ofthe borough electrical engineer in

his absence, such a ridiculous fraction of his salary. Of

coarse, the poor fellows have it all so nicely explained to

them by the continual humbag, “ Look what you are

learning." Bat an assistant cannot continue everlastingly

extending his experience for nothing, any more than a

borough electrical engineer. In any profession, and

especially in that of electrical engineering, a man is learning

all his life.

There is no reason for this starving policy even in the

case of the few non -paying stations. But it certainly

oaght not to be seen in a place which pays like Taubridge

Welle. Borough councillors do not expect the officials in

their other departacents to do work for nothing, and it

ought not to be allowed in their electric light station.

What would these gentlemen think of engineering firms

who pay their skilled mechanics 258. or 198. 2d. perweek ?

Inmost tenders a Corporation now expressly stipulates that

the men must be paid the standard wage.

If the ratepayers' pockets must be considered in such a

remarkable way, and if it is absolutely necessary for the

profession that this grinding shouldgo on, might I suggest

thatpermission be obtained from the mayor and councillors

of the towns where it is practised for boxes to be placed

outside their public buildings with a legend such as this :

“ ELECTRICIANS' POOR Box.

As we only pay our assistant electricians enough for

board and lodging, we should be glad of your help, so that

they may provide themselver, in theinterests of decency, with

a little clothing. Remember that they work 365 days in the

year, and that it is mostly night-work ."

Fiat Justitia.

:

Ycu will notice that, approximately, the current required

to fase Pt. is one-half of that necessary to fuse Cu.; aleo,

that necessary to fuse Sn. is one-eixth of that required to

fase Cn.; and similarly for the other elements, using as

divisor, in each case respectively, the figure given ander

symbol in table. So that, in order to get the approximate

fnsing current for any one of those elements, all onerequires

to know is the fasingcurrent for one of the particular wires

and the multipliers.

There is also the somewhat curious fact that if the

currents necessary to fuse a given wire of Fe., So. , and Po. ,

respectively, are added together, their sum is, approximately,

the fusing current for Ca. wire.

This, of course, follows as a mathematical deduction from

the above.

I may mention that the currents in above table are in

amperes, and that the wires are of such lengths that end

effects may be neglected .
W. H. F. Murdoch .

Glasgow , February 28th , 1898 .

1

Information Wanted.

I would be very much obliged if any person could ioform

me, that when designing a ring slotted armature if the

Bection is calculated as if the slots were solid , or how is it

calculated , or what allowance is made for slots

Also ,supposing the clots were a quarter of an inch wide,

would the air space between armatureand fields be one-eighth

of an inch on each side, or what proportion of width ofslot

would the air space on each side be ?
Subscriber .

While sympathy for the writers of “ Protests ” against

small pay to shift engineers fills my breast, I fail to see

that there is sound " horse -sense " in the proposal of W.

Fennell. There are dozens ready to pay for a chance at

practical electrical experience, and your refusing to accept

sach advertisements would probably let others try to enter

this overcrowded market, who may see these advertisements
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DUBLIN ELECTRIC LIGHTING
and be deterred thereby, to our future advantage. I could

tell of a small high tension station on this island whose cbief

engineer and manager accepted the post a few years ago on

£2 a week, with the privilege of taking a pupil, and he got

the pupil.

L. D. Collins.

Dublin Cables.

Referring to the note on “ Dablin Cables " in your last

issue, it is evident to me that you are not correctly informed
as to the actual facts.

The statement that the arc light cables were too small is

entirely without foundation, as 7116 cable should beperfectly

adt quate for a current of 10 amperes, and the further state

ment that it was unsuitable for the mechanical strains it was

called upon to bear from time to time is equally incorrect,

as no interference was found necessary with these cables

until the first breakdown occurred, some three years after the

station commenced work.

With regard to your remaining remarks, I may say thatI

the necessity of applying for a loan was due to the fact that

the distributing system had repeatedly failed during the

previous two years, owing to deterioration of the rubber insu

ſation of the cables at many points, and when as many as 20

failures occurred during one week, it was impossible to pre

serve the proper contingity of supply to the consumers.

To remedy this state of affaire, it becamenecessary to lay

down new cables ; and as these could not be placed in the

same pipes with the existing cables without disorganising

the suppy, it naturally resulted that the ground must be re

opened over the whole system to accommodate the new cables ,

and it was considered advisable to take advantage of this

opening to change the system of distribution to the con

sumers from high tension supply with house transformers, to

lowtension supply from transiormer sub -stations.

When the new system of mains is in complete working

order, the existing system of pipes, &c., would be available

for use in extensions as required, and such of the cable as
should be found suitable would be used for the same purpose.

It is obviously impossible for anyone to know the actual

condition of this cableover its whole length until it has been

withdrawn and carefully examined ; but from the observa

tions I had made I considered that cable to the value of

£2,000 should be found capable of being used, out of the

total amount of £ 3,300 wbich had been expended in pur

chasing same, and I estimated that the costof making sach

cable serviceable should not exceed £500.

In face of the above summary of the recorded facts, I am

quite unable to see any foundation for your suggestion of

inconsistency, and mustrequest you infuture to verify your

facts before basing upon them any reflections upon my per

sonal conduct.

M. Ruddle,

Electrical Superintendent,

Dublin Electricity Works.

(We are unaware of having made apy reflections upon

Mr. Ruddle's personal conduct, and if he will take the

trouble to read through the report of the official Government

Board is quiry on the city electric light, as published in the

Irish Dvily Independent for December 9th, he will sürely

admit tbat his own evidence was sufficient foundation for

our note of last wetk . — EDS. ELEC. Rev.]

The following is a copy of the letter from the L - cal Government

Board to the town clerk , conveying the decision of that bodyon the

recent application of the Corporation for a further loan of £ 20,000,

in connection with the existing electric lighting system :

“ Looal Government Board , Dublin,

January 13th . 1898.

" Sir, I am directed by the Local Government Board for Ireland

to state, for the information of the Corporation of Dublin , that they

bave received the report of their chief engineering inspector, Mr.

Cotton , on the local inquiry, held by him on the 8th ult.,into the

application of the Corporation for sanction to a loan of £ 20,000 for

works in connection with electric lighting. With regard to this

application, the board wish to observe that in November, 1891 , a loan

of £32.80 was sanctioned for machinery, caples, posts, lamps, & c.,
for electric lighting, and64,200 for buildings at the generating

station. Ia November, 1893, a furtherloan of £16,837 was sanctioned

for additional and extra cost of machinery, and £ 7,583 for cables,

pipes, and laying. Of this latter loan only £ 5,000 was advanced.

Recently , it appears, there have been many failures in the cables,

and it was resolved by the Corporation to apply for a loan , wbich,

among other things, would provide for laying these cables de novo.

TheBoard observe that on September 23rd, 1897, the Electric Light

ing Committee recommended that a new generatingstation should be

provided at the Pigeon House Fort, at a cost of £ 100,000, and also

(2) That a system of sub-transformer stations be adopted. ( 3)That

the entire system of cables or mains, so far as it may be found

necessary by the borough surveyor, be altered or renewed . (4) That

for the purpose of such renewal thesum of £ 20,000 be provided. The

Council at their meeting on October 8th, adopted a report of the

committee of the whole house, slightly varying the recommendations

of the Electric Lighting Committee, including the followiog:

" That a system of sub-transformer statiuns be adopted, as such

will ultimately prove a saving to the Corporation : that the entira

system of cables and mains, sofar as it may be found necessary, be

alt-r- d or renewed ; toatfor the purposes of such renewal the sum of

£20,000 be provided, but that noporion of this amount be expended

or orders given, until the description of cable be reported on by the

consulting engineer with the borouga surveyor to a committee of the

whole house, to be called for that purpose, and approved by them ;

that the Electric Lighting Committee be empowered to apply to the

Local Government Boardfor their sanction to a loan of £ 20,000, the

law agent and the town clerk to take whatever steps are essential for

this purpose .'

" Os November 10th , 1897, the town clerk wrote to say that the

Municipal Council have,ona representation from the Electric Lighting

Committee, decided that it is absolutely necessary to have the cables

renewed with as little delay as possible, and have therefore directed

meto make application for the sanction of your board to a loan of

£ 20,000, to enable the Corporation to proceed with the proposed work.

This letter, of course, indicated that £ 20,000 was required to be spent

in re-placing cables ' wbich had failed , and the town clerk was

informed that a loan to replace failures would not be sanctioned

while the loans under whicb the works were constructed are running.

The town clerk wrote again on November 23rd, 1897, to the effect

thatonly a small portion of the £ 20,000 was required to purchase
' cables ' to replace those that failed . Under these circumstances the

Board considered it desirable to order the local inquiry, which, as

already mentioned, was held by Mr. Cotton on the 8th ult. The

town clerk's letter of November 23.d, 1897, and the evidence given

at the inquiry, show that the £ 20,000 is proposedtobe applied to

two purposes : - 1. For forming sub-transformer stations and costs

incident on the change of system, say £ 6,500 ; 2. For new cables and

laying, £ 13,500- £ 20,000. From the wording of the report of the

committee ofthe whole house it might naturallybeinferred thatthe

whole £ 20,000 was required simply for the renewal of the cables

which had failed . As regards the portion of the loan destined for

sab-transformer stations, and costs incident thereon , the Board ind

that this change of system wasrecommended by Mr. Rúddle ,in his

report of September 1800, 1897, and was adoptedby the Electric

Lightiog Committee, and by the committee of thewhole house, and

approved bythe Council of October 8th, 1897. It was algo

recommended by Prof. Kennedy, in his report of October
25th, 1897, which report the Board are intormed, bas

been approved of by committee of the whole house.

The estimate for this work, contained in the town clerk's letter of

November 23rd, 1897, appearsto be approximateonly. The Local

Government Board willbe prepared to consider a loan for this puro

pose wbeo full particulars, specification, and detail estimate are sab. '

mitted and approved. As regards the rest of the loan which is

required for newcables and works in connection therewith,the esti.

mate is also approximateonly,and no particolars or specifications

have been submitted . Thepresent cables insolated withvalcadised

rubber are laidin pipes,andcost,so faras theBoard canascertain

For cables,£ 3,300 ; forpipes and road work, £ 8,000 ; (about)£ 11,300.

Toe evidence shows thatitwould not be possible todraw out the

present damaged cablesand replace them inthe samepipes withnew

cables without dislocatiog orstopping entirely the ligating arrange

ments over the whole area at present supplied. This circumstance ,

in the opinionof the Board, pointsto the advisability,in future

works,ofproviding for duplicatemains.There appears,therefore,to be

Do remedy for the present state of things buttoprovide newcables,as
suggested by Prof.Kennedyin his report, which, as stated above, bas

been before the committee of thewholehouse, and approved bythem,
inaccordancewiththeresolutionofthe CouncilofOctober8th, 1897.

It is stated that the restofthework, thepipes andworks incideat
thereon ,willnotbe rendereduseless,but areavailable ,and willbe

usedfor extensions tothefurther partsofthecity ontside the

8

Could any

Estimating , &c.

of your readers inform me of a book on esti

mating for mechanical and electrical plant and installation

work,” or how I could gain some experience of the subject.

A Subscriber.

Royal Institution . The course of lectures on “ Recent

Researches in Magnetism and Diamagnetism ,” which Prof.

Fleming commenced at the Royal Institution on March 3rd,

are the “ Tyndall Lectures.”
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presentlighting area, and to provide duplicate means of supply as

required in c nsequence of increased demanda in future. Thelocal

Government Board consider that a further loan for these cables may

be entertained, but the amount should be limited by deducting from

the amouat required thesum properly outstanding in respect of the

portions of the original loans appertaining to the cables which have

to be replaced, the cost of which aprears to be £ 3,300, of which

about £ 2,600 is now properly outstanding. The balance ( £ 2,563) of

the second loan, not drawn, should be considered as cancelled . The

Bjard do not consider that the suggestion that the present cables can

be removed, and when repaired be again used, ongbt to be taken into

consideration . When full particulars, specification , and detailed

estimates are submitted and approved, the Board will be prepared to

sanction a loan for new cables and works connected therewith . - I

am , Sir, your obedient servant,

* (Bigaed ) D. J. MAOSABAHAN,

" Assistant Secretary. "
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Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING MARCH 1ST, 1897., WEEK ENDING MARCH 1st, 1898.

£ 8.
£

Amsterdam 265 0 Adelaide 23 0

Barcelona . Teleg . cable 1200 Alexandria. Telepb . mat. 77 0

Bilbao. Teleg. mat. 86 0 Antwerp 29 0

Bombay 65 0 | Auckland 18 0

Buenos Ayres 18 0
Teleph , xat. 2,740 0

Bandaberg 119 0 | Bangkok 447 0

Calcatta ... 276 0 Bombay 433 0

Cape Town . Teleg . mat. 2200 Boulogne 86 0

Caristiana . Teleg. wire 86 0 Buenos Ayres 520 0

Darbad ... 597 0
Teleg. mat. 127 0

East London 89 0 Calcutta ... 84 0

Flasbiog 13 0 Cape Town 1,2500
Fremantle (400) 4000| Constantinople 230 0

Teleg. cable 730 0 Colombo 100 0

Teleg. mat. 3,982 0 Delagoa Bay . 1,076 0

Tel.ph. mat. 1,553 0 Durban 205 0

Genoa. Teleg. wire 500 Flushing 25 0

Gibraltar 110 0 Gibraltar 277 0

Gothenbarg. Til:g.wire 108 7 Lyttleton . 2,297 0

Malaga ... 85 0 Madras 10 0

Marseilles. Teleg. mat. 80 0 Malta 72 0

Melboume 1,074 0 Mauritius. Teleg. mat . 42 0

Teleg. mat. 4020 Melbourne 143 0

Ostend 104 0 | Passages 29 0

Passages 80 0 Port Elizabeth ... 135 0

Perth 111 0 Reval 62 0

Port Elizabeth 28 0 Shanghai 70

Rio Janeiro
70 Singapore. Telepb . mat. 44 0

Rotterdam
18 0 Sydney 1,726 0

Santos 27 0 Tientsin .. 31 0

Shanghai 3990 Wellington 112 0

Singapore 800 Yokohama 488 0

Sydney 87 0

Wellington 1,1300

Teleg. mat. 434 0
Yokohama 283 0
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Brussels Exhibition . We understand that in addition

to obtaining the gold medal at the recent Brussels Exhibition, the

jurors have awarded a special priz : of 1,000 francs for Geipel's patent

steam trap in recognition of its exceptional merits.

Basiness Announcement. — Messrs. Henderson, Buon

and Co., Limited, of Giltspur Street, announce that they are placiag

upon the market an insulated iron armoured conduit for electric

wiring, the insulation being porcelain enamel. The same firm is also
introducing the H.F. dry battery.

Personal. - Mr. Joseph Bastick informs us that he

has relinquished his electrical engineering business at Levenshulme,

and bas joined the Birmingham Carbide Company, Limited, as works

manager , on & seven years' engagement, to erect the plant and super

intend the manufacture of carbide. Mr. Bastick has been with

Messrs. Crompton & Co., Swinburne & Co., John Turner & Sons, and

other firms.

Calciam Carbide Plant. - We learn that Messrs. Ashton,

Frost & Co., Limited, have on hand a dynamo (60 volts 2,000 amperes)

four polar, with slotted drum armature and duplex winding, for the

manufacture of calcium carbide in conjunction with Pictet's patent

furnace ,for Messrs. Carter & Lapton, Ingleton , who hold a license

for the Pictet furnaces.

Change of Addresses. -Mr. Geo. Stegmann informs us

tbat, in consequence of increased business, he has removed to larger and

more commodious premises at45, St. John's Hill, Clapbam Junction.

He will shortly open electric light showrooms, where every requisite
relating to electric lighting willbe on view .

Mr. J. S. Cannington, electrical engineer, has removed from 18,

Cecil Court, to larger premises, 93, St. Martin's Lane, W.C., in

consequence of increasedbusiness.

Electrical Plant for Colleries.During the general

meetingof the Federated Institution of Mining Engineers in New

castle a large number of members and delegates visited the works of

Messrs. Ernest Scott & Mountain, Limited, at Newcastle -on -Tyne.

The following is a list of electrical colliery plant and other machinery

in course of construction and on view in a state of completion, ready

for sbipment, tbat was open to the inspection of the visitors :-For

the Clay Lane Iron Company. - One set of 14 inches by 18 inches

three-throw mining pumps capable of delivering 1,000 gallons per

minute against a headof 300 feet. For the Arniston Coal Company.

-One set of 14 inches by 18 inches three - throw mining pumps

(bigh lift) capable of deliveriag 500 gallons per minute against a

headof 70 feet. For Messrs. Rowley, Thomas & Co.-One eet of

7 inches by 12 inches three-throw mining pumps (low liti) capable

of delivering 200 gallons per minute against a head of 250 feet.

For the Mitchell Main Colliery - One set of 10 inches by 12 inches

pumps capable of delivering 500 gallons against á head of 150 feet.

Fur toe Aroiston Coal Company:-- Two 200 -unit generators for

driving pumpiog machinery, aod three 80 H P. motors for driving

pamping machinery. For the Hickleton Maio Colliery Company: -

Two 90 -unit generators for driving electric haulage plant. For

Young's Paraffin Ou Co. - Endless rope electric haulage plant with

40 - H.P . motor, driven through worm gear. For the Digby Colliery

Company :-Electrical coal-cutting machinery, fitted with disc of

suitable diameter to cut 4 feet 6 inches deep, and with motor of 30

H.P. For Sir Wm. Gray & Co.- Enclosed compound engine of

improved self-lubricating type, coupled direct to " Tyne ” dynamo

with drum bar armature. Oatpat, 44,000 watts . For Messrs.

Walter Scott & Co., for London Central Railway.-- Electric locomo

tive fitted with motor of 26-H.P. and suitable for 2 feet gauge ;

designed for mines, or for contractors' use underground. For

Messrs. Humphreys, Tennant & Co. - Four sets of 20 -inch centri.

fugal pumps and engines combined . For the St. Petersburg Cement

Co. - Two 4 -foot ventilating fans, with motors combined , capable

of delivering 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute at 4 inches pressure.

Electrically - Driven Wood Working Machinery.

The Timber Trades Journal for February 19th is the twenty - fifth

special anniversary issue of that journal. The number is special for

several reasons. It consists altogether of over 260 pages of reading

and advertisement matter, and the nuaber of special articles got

together for the occasion must have entailed an immense amount of

wurk. Our attention is especially drawn to the engineering section,

where among other matter wo observe a lengthy article on “ Wod

Workiog Machinerywith direct Electric Driving,” in which are showa

planer, saw bench , band -saw , boring, and other wood-working tools

with electric motors attached . Themachines were made and fitted

by Messrs. Kirchner & Co., Limited, 118, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

E.P.S. Batteries.-- Mr. J. W. Barnard informs us that

his engagement as secretary of Electrical Power Storage Company,

Limited, having terminated, the company have appointed himtheir

sole agent in the United Kingdom for the sale of their Q and V types

of storage cells. It will be remembered that these types of E.P.S.

cells are intended specially for use in connection with carriage, cycle,

miners ', domestic baod-lamus, phonographs, electro-medical ap.
pliances, & c. Mr. Barnard has secured offices at 4, Great Winchester

Street, E.C., where he will have every opportunity of meeting the

numerous customers of the Electrical Power Storage Companywho

are interested in this particular branch of its manufactures.

Forthcoming Books . - Messrs. Whittaker will publish

immediately “ Alternate Carrents in Practice,” translated from the

French of Loppe and Bouquet, by F. J. Muffett, A.I.E.E., electrical

engineer to the colony of Lagos, W. Africa. " Electrolytic Methods

of Analysis,” translated and adapted from the German of Dr. B.

Neuman, by J. B. C. Kershaw , F.I.C. , and a volume on “ Radic.
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Total £ 14,3790 Total £12,9 15 0

-

..

Foreign Goods Transhipped ,

£

1 Rio Janeiro . Teleg. mat. 1,024 0

Appointment. - We learn that Mr.William IsaacTaylor,

M.I.M.E., of 50, Fenchurch Street, E.O., has been appointed as

the successor to the late Mr. Archibald Thomson, to represent the

Darlington Forge Company, Limited ,forLondon andsouth of
England, for all work of their manufacture, with the exception of

milwaywork. Mr. Taylor hasrepresented Messrs. Clarke, Onapman

and Co., Limited, of Gateshead , for the last 15 years, and this posi
tion he still retains.

Art Metal Fittings. - Mr. Charles Escare, of 16, St.
Anne's Court, Wardour Street, Sobo, send us an illustrated list of

various designs of brackets, electroliers, switch covers, & c. Nearly all
the designs shown are Louis XV. and XVI., andare exact copies

taken from State castles and museums, and adapted for the electric

light. The chasing,mounting, gulding and repairing, are carried out
at St. Anne's Court .

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - A receiving order was
madelast weekat the London Bankruptcy Court against Trehearne,

Son & Cramp, electrical engineers,165, Fenchurch Street, City:
Messrs. Montagu & Co. attended on behalf of the General Electric

Company, Limited , QueenVictoria Street, the petitioning creditors.

The act of bankraptcyallegedinthe petitionwas non -compliance

with the requirements of theusualbankruptcy notice. No particulars
transpired regardingassetsorliabilities.
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ing the breaking loads of cast- iron columns, weights of various sizes

ofmetals, weight per foot of different metals, and other usefal notes

of a similar kind.

N.C.S. Insulation Test Set and Generator. We

illustrate below the latest pattern of N.C.S. insulation test set. It

consists of a 200 -volt generator in one case , with Messrs. Nalder Bros.

and Co.'s well -known insulation test set. It gives a plainbridge

measurement of the insulation under test, thue obviating all errors

due to change of magnetism of the needle, or to disturbances from

any magnetic bodies in theneighbourhood. Thereadings depend solely

graphy ," by S. Bottone, a well-known writer for amateurs upon

kindred subjects. The same pablishers will also issue, in conjunction

with the General Electric Company,"A PopularGuide to Com
mercial Telephony,” by M. Byng, M.I.EE , and F. G. Bell.

Flannery V. The National Telephone Company,

Limited. In the Queen's Bench Division, before the Lord Chief

Juetice and a special jury, Mr. J. Fortescue Flannery , M.P. (of

Flannery, Baggallay & Johnson), sued the National Telephone Com

pany for damages for breach of contract in failing to supply his

house at Norwood with a telephone connection within reasonable

time according to the terms of an agreement
entered into between the parties. It appeared

that in 1893 Mr. Flannery was proposing to

standfor Parliament, and in order to be able to

attend to his business, which he carried on in the

City, as well as to matters connected with his

Parliamentary candidature , he thoughtit would

be convenient to have a telephone at hishouse

at Norwood . He therefore communicated with

the company, and entered into a contract for

connecting his house with an exchange on March

8th, 1893.As there was considerable delay about

the matter he complained to the company,and

they said that the reason of their delaywas that

they could not get wayleaves by the route they

were proposing to adopt through Streatham .

Eventually at the end ofMay, 1896, the plain

tiff's house was connected with the Sydenham

exchange. Mr. Flannery said he had been put

to great inconvenience by this unreasonable

delay, and he brought this action in the inte

rests of the public . The defendants counter

claimed £ 25 as rental due since the house bad

beenconnected,and the plaintiff admitted his

liability, and paid the amount into Court. His

Lordship asked the jury to consider whether the

defendants had taken reasonable and proper

steps to carry outtheir contract, or whether

they had been guilty of unreasonable delay.

The jury found there had been unreasonable

delay on the part of the defendants, and gave & verdict for the

plaintiff for £ 5. Judgment was accordingly given for that amount

for the plaintiff on the claim . Judgment was alage entered for him

on the counterclaim , the defendantsto have costs up to the date of

payment into Court, and all coststo be on the High Court scale as

the case raised an important question.

High Voltage Main Switch . - The switch we illus

trate below has been designed by Messrs. W.T. Burbey & Co., of

Hatton Garden , to meet the requirements of the various central

stations and insurance offices for 200 - volt supply. In the case of

double and triple pole switches, each pole is protected by a

u

on carefully wound coils, just as in an ordinary bridge. It reads

direct, without calculation ,from 1 megohm up to 60 megohms, with

20 intermediate values. A perfectly sharp difference is obtained

between 50 megohms and infinity, and all the other readings are

equally sharp. By pushing over a small switch, the readings are all

divided by 10 ; that is , the bridge then reads from 01 megohm ( or

10,000 ohms) up to 6 megohms.

Leicester Corporation v. Warren Hill. A case of

considerable importance to electrical engineers, came on for hearing

at the Leicester County Court, on the 24th ult., before his Honour,

Judge Wightman Wood, in which the Mayor and Corporation of

Leicester, sned H. Warren Hill, electrician , of King Street,

Leicester, to recover the sum of £4 198., in respect of goodssold and

delivered . Mr. Simpson, on behalf of the Corporation, stated that

so far as the actual purchase was concerned , there was nodispate.

Thedefendant purchaseda numberofappliances on September 15th,

1895, from the electrical department of the Corporation, but declined

to pay for them , on the ground that the Corporation were trading

ultravires. Therewere altogether eight items in the purchase, and

in respect of the the first item , 108. 60. had been paid into court.

The point at issue was whetherthe Corporation were entitled to sell

and recover the price of articles and apparatus, used in connection

with the supply of electricity. Mr. Simpson proceeded to quote

clauses in thevarious Acts of Parliament, under which the Corpora

tion suppliedelectricity, and maintained thatthey could also deal in

apparatus andappliances. Mr. Newell for the defence, said itwasa
public corporation, and held delegated powers to supply electricity

to the public, but it has deviated trom those powers, and was selling

lamps and appliances, which were not necessarily connected with

the supply of electrical energy. They had become traders and shop

keepers,and thereby damaged the local tradesmen , with whom they

were unfairly competing. The Corporation , in fact, competed with

the local shop-keepers bymeans of the very rates whichthe trades

men partially contributed. Bis Honour: I suppose this is a case

brought on principle ? Mr.Newell : Yes, the defendant does not by

any means wish to shirk the liability. Bis Honour : Do you mean to

say that under the Charter of Elizabeth, the Corporation has no

power to trade. Mr. Newell : I should say that such is the case.

Eventually his Honour said he should take time to consider bis

judgment,as there were important issues raised . Mr. Newell said if

his Honour was against him , he should baye to appeal, as the

Corporation had taken away the bulk of the electrical trade in

the town .

· Liquidation Notices. — At a meeting of the Crompton

Howell Electrical Storage Company, Limited ,held at Mansion House

Buildings on January 24th, a resolution was passed winding up the

company voluntarily,and appointingMr. R :H. Marsh, of Ethelbarga

House, Bishopsgate Street,E.C., liquidator.

A New and Novel Telephone. — Messrs. Henderson,

Bunn & Co., Limited , of 15 and 16, Giltspur Street, London, E.C.,

are introducing a telephone, which will be of interest to many of our

readers . It is,perhaps, thesmallest and most compact instrument

yet produced ; at any rate,the patentees claim it to be so . A micro

phone transmitter and a well push are fitted into a case, which, when

the instrument is not being
used to receiveortransmit a message, is

connected withthe receiver in such a way that the two together

form a pear shape, quite dust and moisture tight. The receiver is so

separate china cover, which is fixed by means of a strap and seal

on the outside of the switch . The cable connectors are on the front

of the switch, as preferred by station engineers, but it a back con

nection is required,the base is eo made that they could be allowed for

without extra cbarge. Front cable connectors are always supplied,

however, unless otherwise ordered .

List. - Messrs. Measures Bros., Limited, send us & pocket

list, withcalendar, giving particulars of their stock sections of steel

Hoists, rails, plates, & c. Namerous tabulated figures are given , show

-
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.contrived, that when the transmitter is slipped upon it, a metal nib

is pressed, which actuates a Morse key in such a way that the circuits

are changed from the microphone and receiver to the bell. When

the bell has beenrung, the twoparts are separated, which act puts
the receiver and transmitter into circuit . Å braided flexible cord ,

containing the wires, join up the instruments in such a way , that the

receiver may be held to the ear,and the transmitter before the mouth .

The internal mechanism is extremely simple, and cannot get out of

order and prove ineffective unless the instrument be tampered with .

The bell push is likewise upon the Morse principle. Every contact

piece is made of platinam ; the screws are of brass ; the coils cased

in, and especial care is given to secure perfect insulation. The ordi.

nary type ofinstrument is suitable for distances up to 500 yards ;

beyondthis distance an induction coil is used . The induction coil is

buried in the rose which carries the bell. The size of the pear over
all is 3 inches x 2 inches. Of course, any number of ways may be

allowed for, and by means of a line selector,any one of a number of

stations may be communicated with . The telephone has been de

signed with a view to satisfying those who require a portable tele

phone, small and compact. Each telephone issupplied with about
4 feet of flexible cord . The cases of the instrument are made of

vulcanite,with silver plated mounts, the whole presenting a hand
some and highly finished appearance.

New Company. - A company has jast been registered in

Brussels with the title La Compagnie d'Electricité Thomson -Houston
de la Mediteranée.

Omnibuses . - In his remarks to the shareholders of the

London General Omnibus Company last week, the chairman said

that the directors were watching very closely the development of

motor vehicles , but astheprime cost of a motor 'bus would not be

less than £ 500 to £ 600, they did not see their way at present to

adopt them . It is interesting to note that the company values its

horses at £ 27 A -piece. Manyof them cost between £ 30 and £ 50 .

Oatlet Boxes . - The Ward Leonard Electric Company,

of Bronxville, New York, send us a copy of their new catalogue of

outlet boxes. We understand that these porcelain -lined boxes have

become standard for good wiring work in New York City ,and is

becoming soin other large cities. The list shows that 81,000 were

installed in New York City alone in 1897. The company make outlet

boxes of every variety , including a large number of " specials ” not

shown in thelist. Prices and particulars are given.

Presentation. - 0a 28th olt., & handsome gold watch,

with an illaminated address on vellum , was presented_to Mr.

T. W.Vaughan on his 80th birthday, managing director of Vaughan

and Brown, Limited, of Kirby Street, Hatton Garden , and Great

Saffron Hill. The presentation was made by members of the staff

and old employés, some of whom have been with the firm trom 20

6

-

.

to 35 years.

Aberdeen . — There was a recommendation of the Lodging

House Committee before the Town Council, lastweek ,toaccept the

tender of Messrs. P. C. Middleton & Co. (£177 odd), for electric

wiring of the Corporation lodging house, but the matterwas referred
back.

The question of reducing the charges for current has been before

the Electric Lighting Committee lately, but as the new system of

charging bas only been in operation for six months, no change is

to bemade during this half-year.

Bangor. - A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on 28th ult. regarding applications re various loans, including a sum

of £ 450 for the purchaseof an electric light station site.

Barnet . - An electrical firm has offered to take over the

District Council's electric lighting order. A committee is considering
the matter,

Bath . The state of the new electricity station was under

consideration at last week's meeting of the Electricity Committee.

The causes of thevarious delays were stated, butit was impossibleto

say when the buildings and the whole of the plant could beready.

Mr.Robert Hammond gave details of the forward condition of some

of the machinery and the completion of part.

Bedford . — The Town Council is to purchase two more

mechanical stokers at an estimated cost of £ 385, also two water

purifiersin connection with the steam boilers at the price of £ 120.

The electricalengineeris to considerand report asto thepracticability

and cost of (a ) installing an electric motor at the water pumping

works in place of presentboilers now consuming coal, value £ 500 per

annum ; (6) letting out on hiremotors for power, heating and cooking

apparatus, with current at 24d . per unit for certain day hours;

(c) introduction of prepayment slot meters and wiring houses upon

agreement; (d ) the desirability of applying for powers to construct

and work a service of manicipal electric self-contained accumulator

passenger cars connecting various parts of thetown at fares of 1d.

at the last Council meeting it wasreported that a motor was beiog

installed. Clauses ( 6 ) and (c )were carried , as was ( d ) after discussion .

Consumers were to holda meeting yesterday to consider the high

charges for current.

Belfast . - A sub - committee has been appointed to report

on the question of the supply of current for power purposes.

Bradford . — A sub -committee has been appointed to con

sider the desirability of reducing the price of electricity for lighting

purposes. The present charge is 6d. per unit.

Brewery Lighting.The brewery and business offices

of Messrs. George Younger& Sons, Limited, at Candleriggs, are now

lighted by electricity. It is stated that the Alloa localauthorities

have decided to light the principal streets in the same way next

winter - cost, £ 3,000.

Bridlington .-- The Council, in reply to a letter from a

Sheffield firm , says that it intends applying for an electric lighting

order on its own account.

Brisbane.-Mr. Hesketh, electrical engineer to the
Queensland Government, in reporting on the proposed electric

lighting of Brisbane, states that atfirstoperations should be confined

to the main streets of the city, using the direct-current system , with

a three -wire distribution at 400 volts.

Buxtop . - Prof. Kennedy's report on electric lighting was
before the District Council last week . He estimates the cost at

£ 18,000 , and recommends a site near the gas works. The Council

will hold a special meeting this month to discuss the matter.

Camberwell. - At the last Vestry meeting the General

Purposes Committee recommended that notice be given to the County

of London and Brush Provincial Electric Ligbting Company

requiring them to sell their undertaking to the Vestry . Theterms

were stated to be £ 133 for every sum of£ 100 properly expended by
the company, and 5per cent. per annum dividend. After some discus

sion therecommendation wasreferred back to the Committee.

Carlisle . — The Carlisle Citadel Station Joint Committee

have decided to have the station lighted by electricity. The neces

sary dynamos and apparatus have been ordered, and the work will be

begun at once by theLondon and North -Western Railway electrical

department.

Chelsea .-- The Vestry is considering the advisability of

purchasingthe undertaking of the Chelsea Electricity Supply Com .

pany, Linnited , forthwith . A committee has power to consult

experts.

Coventry. — The annual report of the Electric Light

Departmentshows that the number of consumers increased during

the year 1897 from 72 to 100, and the lamps connected from 5,662

( 8 O.P.) to 8,149. Further connections are being made. The number

of units sold had increased from 61,114 to 79,683, and the revenue

trom current and meter rental from £1,245 16s. 6d. to £ 1,958 198. 8d .

The profit on working was£ 106 28. 8 d .,as against a loss the previous

year of £ 41 0s. 8d. The net charge on the rates was £ 1,558 78. 114d .

as compared with £ 1,706 13s. 8d. the previous year.

Dablin.The Electric Light Committee is reported to

have decided to advertise for tendersin connection with the laying

of the new cables for the electric lightingof the city.

-

“ Specification .” — This is the title of a new publication,

to appear, revised and enlarged , quarterly. The volume (over 300

pages) is intended for architects, surveyors, and engineers when

specifying, and for all interested in building. It is divided into

three sections, i.e., construction , protessionalpractice, and buildings

in progress. There are some general notes on electric lighting, aro

and incandescent, givingparticulars of the points to be considered in

laying out an installation, and a glossary of English , Irish, and

Scotch electro -technical terms is included. There are similar details

re electric bellwork. The price of the publication is 23. 6d., and it is

issued from the office of the Builder's Journal, Effingham House,

Arundel Street, W.

Westminster Engineering Company v. Kent.-- This

case came before bis Honour Judge Lumley Smith , Q.O., in the

Westminster County Court onFriday last. The point in dispute was

whether the trade discount should be 10 per cent. or 15 per cent.,

and whether there should be a cash discount of 2} per cent. Plaintiffs

said their termsin all these cases was 10 per cent., and cash discount

was only allowed in some instances, and then only it cash was paid

within a month . There was no discount on the wiring, and no special

termswere made, and 24 percent. was not allowed onestimatedwork.

Me. Geo.Kent said the question was entirely one of principle . He

was a builder,andwhere he got instructions to it with electric light,

thework washanded over to the plaintiffs for the wiring and fitting,

and they always received 15 percent. on the work done. This had

been the castom for manyyears, and only on threeoccasions was

that departed from , and there were exceptional circumstances in each

case. The 2} per cent. for cash was the custom of the trade . His

Honour said he thought the plaintiff was right with reference to the

cash discount, and gave judgment for £ 6 6s. 10d . With regard to

the other defendant wasright.

Willing's Press Guide . - The 1898 issue (twenty - fifth

annual) of this book is before us. It is published by Messrs. Willing,

at 125, Strand , (18.) and contains in easy reference form details of

newspapers published at home and abroad, giving the first year of

publication,& c. The London addresses of provincial, colonial, and

foreign papersare also given .

W. T, Barbey & Co.-With reference to our notice

of the dissolutionof thepartnership of Messrs. Barbey &Hatton ,we
are asked to state thatthe business will be carried onander the style

of W.T. Barbey&Co. The firm hasissued anew catalogue, a copy
of which is before us . In it are described and illustrated distributing

switch and tase boards, accumulator plant board , accumulator

switches, main switches of various types, cat -outs, tumler
switches, & c.
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Mancherter . Arrangements have been made by the

Manchester Comporation with the Mong side and Levenshulme

District Connell, by which those districts shall be supplied with

electrio light at the rate charged to Manchester consumers.

Morecambe.-Mr. Parkinson was recently anthorised to

instal electric light in the central generating station and the sub

stations.

Portemouth . - In respect of the proposal to erect a refuse

destructor at the electric lighting station, Alderman G. Ellis hus

reported that there is no land available for the purpose ; the boilen

atthe station could not be used in connection with destructors, and

the chimney is not the proper shape. In fact, at present it is

altogether impossibleto use a destructor at the station . When a new

engine house and engines are provided the advisability of building

a destructor might be considered.

Sheffield . The City Council had a brief discussion last

week regarding the purchase of the electric light company's under

taking, and inconsequence the negotiations will now be completed.

It will be remembered they were brought to a standstill by the

company objecting to certain statementsand insinuations recently

made in the Council. In connection with the purchasearrangements

Mr. Joshua Wortlev, chartered accountant, has examined and reported

upon the company's books, and hegives the following note of capital

expenditure to December 31st, 1897 :

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER 81st, 1897.

Electricity Department
8. d.

Land 12,258 9 8

Buildings
14,410 149

Machinery and Plant 35,981 7 2

Mains (New Account) £ 96,199 12 0

Mains (Old Account) . 1,909 8 1

Mains (Servire ) 2,829 15 8

Mains ( Instruments) :: 28 0 4

40 873 11 1

Transformers, Motors, &c.
6,462 126

Meters
4,601 16 0

Electrical Instruments
617 16 1

Cost of License

Omce Furniture 278 667

Tools 121 17 8

Formation Expenses..
200 8 0

Depreciation written back - 1892 £ 153 15 9

Depreciation written back - 1894 .. 2027 21

Depreciation written back - 1895 . 220 16 11

Depreciation written back - 1896 .. 445 90

1,022 8 101

Library

NewOnce Account
110 1 2

Construction Stock
1,699 2 6

£

:
:

394 10 1

44 11 11
..

:
:
:

£ 118,418 8 9

Edinburgh . - The Council has accepted the offer of

MATR. Wm Clowes & Sons,Limited, to purchase two engines and
dynamos now at the Torpbirhen Street station for £ 1,100 . These

are too small for the Corporation station , and Prof. Kennedy advised

the arceptance of an offer. Electric light is to be introduced into

the Police Chambers at an patimated cost of £ 640 . A new feeder lo

to be laid from Dewar Place, along Grove Street, and out to

Mercbiston at a cost of £ 1,400 .

Edmonton.—The Board of Guardians have referred the

matter of electrically lighting the workhouse back to the architeot,

Mr. Knightley, to obtain plans, specifications, and estimates.

Exeter,-Twelve more electrio meters are to be obtained .

The clerk is informing the contractors for the electric street lampo

that unless they are supplied forthwith in accordance with the
contract proceedings will be taken In consideration of the extra

work wbich has devolved upon the assistants and clerk , £ 30 additional

remuneration bas been voted for them . A complete return giving

the results of 18 months' working , to the end of 1897, shows a gross

profit of £1,843. Of this £1,018 goes for interest and sinking fund,

£ 750 is put aside for reserve and £75 is carried forward .

Greenock . - Mr. Teague, in his report as to the electric

lighting of Greenock, states that the most suitable site for the

installation would be at the Water Trust works at Prospect Hill, and

the cost (apart from site ) of laying the necessary plant to light the

streets from Roe-End Street and along west to Campbell Street,

would be probably about £ 25,000. Mr.Teague will submit a com

plete report. He recommends a modified echeme, and advises the

Board to take up the matter themselves.

Harrow . - Mr. Hawtayde, engineer to the Electric Light

Company, recently submitted plans for the extension of the maing
down Southill Avenue.

Hartlepool,—The Guardians have decided to obtain a

report in reference to the suggestion to light the workhouse by

electricity.

Hampstead .-- The Vestry Clerk bas been instructed to

communicate with Messrs Ferranti, informing them that it the new

plant ordered is notimmediately made available for the purposes of

the station, as provided for in their contract withthe Vestry, the

Vestry will put in force, without further notice, their powers under

the contract.

Hoarcross. - An electric light installation has just been

completed at Hoarcross Hall and Church for the Hon . Mrs. Meyarli

Ingram . Messrs. Walker Brothers, of Birmingham , carried out the
work .

Hall.- At a meeting of the Electric Light Committee

last week the electrical engineer (Mr. Bernard) reported, with respect

to the price ofcurrent for motive power,thathe hadbeen approached

by several gentlemen who were consideringthe question of using the

Corporation supply, as to the price charged for current for electric

motors. It appeared that the present price of 41. per unit did not

compare favourably with the price charged in Holl for gas for gas

engines. He had gone into the question and was of opinion that the

price at present charged, namely 4d. per unit, might be very sub

stantially reduced . During 1897, the number of units sold for

purposes other than lighting was only 2,550. It was resolved that

from March 31st Dext, the price for carrent for purposes other than

lighting be reduced to 24d.per unit.

Ipswich . — The Electric Lighting Committee is inviting

offers from firms willing to carry out its electric lighting order.

Lancaster . — The Council will borrow £10,000 to increase

the plant in the electricity department, so as to double the output.

Leeds - The Parliamentary Committee bas decided to

recommend the City Council to formally make a definite offer to the

Yorkshire House- to - House Electricity Company for their undertaking.

Lewisham . - The Board of Works bas rerolved not to

give its sanction to the proposed scheme of the Great Western Electric

Light and Power Company.

London.The Local Government Board bas sanctioned

the proposalof the Metropolitan Asylums Board to enter into a con

tract with Mesars. Crompton & Co., for two dynamos for the Exmouth,

at a cost of £ 108 without first advertising for tenders.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board hasappointed Messrs. Burstall

and Monkhouse, engineers for the electric light installation at the

Northern Hospital at a 5 per cent. commission.

Tbe wiring of the new cffices of the Court of Common Council

Public Health Department is in progress, and the court-room of the

late Commission of Sewers and the offices of the engineer are also to

be fitted at a cost of £120.

London County Council. The contract for the electric

lighting installation for the Metropolitan Fire Brigade beadquarters

has been given to the National Free Wiring Company, Limited. The

work comprises steam dynamo, storage batteries, incandescent and

arc lighting complete. The same firm have also serured the order

for the installation of the electric light at the Bridge Hotel, Arundel.

The National patent system of house wiring is to be used throughout

in both these cases .

Loughboro ' - A committee bas been appointed to report

on the advisability of taking steps to acquire the gas undertaking,
and also to obtain information and report on the question of electric

lighting.

Wiring and Fittings Department
Tools £ 18 16 6

Depreciation written back 19 11 7

Showroom ..
212 4 7

Depreciation written back :: 115 17 10

£ 88 8 1

828 2 6
416 10 6

Factory

Plant And Tools

Buildings

Omce Furniture

Patterns and Models

Catalogues

Formation Expenses

£1,516 10 1

2,665 12 10

56 3 3

858 18 0

826 1 6

729 8 1

8,697 8 9

£ 124,472 7 8

.

As recently stated, the company receives £213 88. for every £ 100

share originally invested, and in addition £ 70,000 for stock and stores

in hand and recent capital expenditure.

Southampton.The Sub -electric Lighting Committee

reported that the output for December and January showed an

increase of 38 per cent.and 36 per cent. respectively over the

correspondingperiods oflast year. At a recentCounty Council

meeting Mr. Manvilleread a reporton lowtension mainsto belaid

in connection withthe high tension system ontside thecentre of the

town. In view of the probability of thehouseconnections becoming

numerous in many streets, and also of the advinability of making :

supply in furtherstreetsorroadsadjoining those already decided

upon, he suggested that it would beadvisableto laylow tension

mains at once fromwbich to supplyconsumers, andplace large

transformers in street boxes, feeding into these low tension mains in

place of small isolated ones on the premises themselves. He had

conferred with Mr. Lee,and they had picked ont those streets which
are likely to prove the more remunerative in the immediate future,

and in these streets androads he proposed that a low tension con.

centricmain should belaid . In addition to these streetsand roads

he would propose thata low tension main be drawn intothe dacts

already laid to carry the high tension feederandthetramway feeder,

with one spare duct in the other stated streets. The total cost would

be £ 3,500. The Electric LightingCommittee recommended the

Corporation tolay additional mains in various streets, & c.,at a cost

of £ 4,000, and to apply to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrowthe amount ; also that application be madetoborrowthe

amount required for various worksalready sanctioned by the Council,

andin addition to the sum of £54,000 previously sanctioned by the

Local Government Board .
As to public lighting , Mr. Manville

reported that the position for the arc lamps shonld belargelyguided

bythenecessarypositionfor the standards carrying the trolleywire

for thetramways. He suggested thathe shonld be givenpower to

lay out the position of the new tramway lines, in order to be able to

fix the position of the standards carrying the trolley wire, which

-
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could then be ordered , together with the requieite materiale for the

public lighting. Mr. Manville wa , instructed to anbmit report and

plans npon the proposed position of the standarde. to carry hoththe

trolley wire for the tramway , and the arc lampe for public lighting

alongthe mute of tramways. He reported that the first alternator

will be delivered and set to work by May 30th , the second by Jona

16th, and the third by July 7th. The motor -alternator on June 6th ,

and the two new continuous corrent dynamos on July 5th and 26th

respectively. As to the high tension switchboard, the Committee

recommended the Council to procure a high tension switchboard from

Mesgrs. Ferranti, at an additional cont of £314 ( £ 714 in all ), and

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow this

amount. They also recommended that the tender of Margre.

Pritchetts & Gold be accopted in substitution for the tender of the

Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate, Limited , for accumulators.

For the supply of from 180 to 200 tons of large steam con the

tender has been acconted of Meegrg. E. T Aging & On , at 16s. 9d.

per ton. The committee in atracted Mr. Manville tognbmit arepor',

and plans. The committee's report was adopted by the Council.

Southborongh . — The District Council will oppose the

application of Mr. D. E. McKrell, of Little Mowhurst, Edenbridge,
for a provisional order.

Stirling . - Prof. Kennedy has submitted a further report

to the Town Council re the water power at Touch in connection with

propred electric lighting. He finde the maximum theoretical

hydranlio HP. coming into Stirling at 40. The actual amount of

this H P. in the maine for supplving light would not bemore than

balt this. The total H.P. provided for in Prof. Kennedy's steam .

power extimate was 3 ?0 , which would deliver at leget 233 electrical

HP at the lampe. The total cost of this plant would be between

£ 8,000 and £ 8,500 · It tnrbines and dynamos were put down at

Touch, at least £ 1.600 would hava tin he spent, and probably con

siderghly more, to deliver about 15 H.P. at the lamps. The capital

expenditure on this power would, therefore, be about £107 per

H.P. at the lamps, as against about £35 for the steam plant.

Sauderland. - The Lighting Committee has presented a

report on electric lighting extensions. Mr. Snell, the electrical

engineer , says that farther extensions are necessitated by the in

creased demand. Looking ahead , he estimates that to meet the

requirements up to 1901, £12 728 would be regnired for buildings.
boilers, and dynamos, tools, &r. , and á further £ 12,540 for mains and

such like. Immediate requirements would be met by £ 7.800. AD

plication to the Local Government Board for leave to borrow not

less than £ 25,000 is suggested . With this sum it is thought that all

the districts in the borough can be served , Mr. Snell estimate that

in the first year the profits would be £ 105, in the second, £ 760, and

in 1901, £ 1,370.

Swansea . - The Sub - Electric Lighting Committee had a

conference with Mr. Manville on Saturday re electric lighting. Mr.

Manville recommended low tension for the present achema, and will

at once prepare a report. There wag practical ananimity as to pro

ceeding with the scheme immediately. The question of a dust

destructor was discussed .

Swinton . - Mr. Srott Anderson is to advise the Urban

Council on the matter of electric lighting.

Trinidad . A Liverponl paper gaye Mr. J. Stanley

Richmond, who bas bad a good deal of experience with English and

American houses, has securedthe appointment of electrical engineer

to the Government of Trinidad to examine and report upon the

various systems - light, power and telephone - using electric currents

in Portof Spain and its vicinity, with a view to determining the

risk to life and property now involved .

Wakefield . - On Tuesday last week the New Municipal

Buildings for the County Council of the West Riding of Yorkshire,

were opened . These premises, which have coat about £ 130,000, have

been fitted up for the electric light by Mr. T. Harding Churton , of

Leeds; there are in all about 1,100 lighta, all the wiring being

carriedout in insulated conduit, the distribution being effected by

the switch and fuseboard plan . All the electroliers bave been

specially designed by the architects, and are of a most artistic

character. The light was on for the opening and gave great satisfac

tion. The buildings are fitted throughout with a complete telephone

installation. There are five exchanges in the building, all being con

Dected by " ap " and “ down ” trunk lines. All the wires, which have

been run in iron conduit, are metallic circuit . This work has been

carried out by the PrivateWire and Telephone Installation Company.

All the electrical work has been under the direction of Mr. Sidney à

Court, A.M.I.C.E , of Victoria Street, 8.W.

during the past year, and after lengthy negotiation , they gacogeded

in coming to terms with a committee of the Bordeaux Municipal

Chudril anprinted for the purpne. Since the end of the year.how ,
ever, the Council bag rejected the committee's report by 18 votes to

15. The directors , whilst regretting this decision , tool that they have
gone as far as they prndently oan in their endansour to meet the

views of the municipality without prejudiolog the position and
interests of the shareholders.

Bournemouth . — The electric tramway_schemeswhich

were being promoted here will now fall through . The Light Railway

Commiesioners have held a lengthy inquiry at Bournemouth with

respect to applications by two electric tramway companies to con .

stract lines connecting Boumemouth with Poole and Christchurch.

strenuous opposition was offered by Bournemouth Town Council to

any tramways being laid within the borough. The Commissioners,

over whom the Earl of Jersey presided , decided that no public

necessity had been proved to induce them to overrule the decision of

the Council or to authorise any remaining portions of the two schemos

which lay outside the borough.

Brighton .-- The Bill for the construction of an under

ground electric railway from the Brighton terminus to the sea front

passed the second reading in the House of Lords last week .

Bristol.- Controversy between the Bristol Tramway

Company may still be regarded 89 acute, but citizeng have an impreg.

sion thatpossibilities of asettlement are nearer. In a speech to the

company's shareholders the Chairman of the company criticised the

8980mption of the Sanitary Committen as to the extent of the saving

whichelectricity made possible ia working expenses, and declared as

the result of their experience the workingexpenses of electric traction

cannot be reduced below60 per cent. of the receipts. These figures

were important,bearing in mind the allegation of the Sanitary Come

mittee that electric power would enable the company to reducetares

and to pay a myalty to the Corporation. The civic electrical engineer,

Mr. Faraday Proctor, includedthis subject in the report in which he

embodied information derived from his visit to Liverpool, Man

chester, Bradford , Leeds, and Sheffield . He took, as the result of

figures he has supplied to the committee in reports which have not

been made public, 4 d . per car mile as the total cost of working

trams in Bristol should electricity be applied . That this amount

was ample was, he said , shown by figures of othertowns. Whenthe

Bristolcompany had one line working byelectricity they stated that

the cost was found to be 5 d. per car mile, as compared with 91d.

for horse cars, and in this case plant was " admittedly badly

arranged." Thus, accordingto the company's own showing , the cost

was only 41.67 per cent, of the electric car receipts. In a supple.

mental note the engineer again referred to the plant, and termed it

an absurd arrangement ofengines and dynamos coupled togetherby

ropes for driving purposes.". Better enginesthan those in question

did not exist when theywere properly used, butthe Tramway Oom

pany threw out the whole plant,and put in fresh . A great expense

had been incurred , and it ought to have been , and doubtless was,

charged to revenue. This, he suggested, might have raised the cost

of working, and he asked forgeatively it the cost of the advertising,

circularising and printing on behalfof the company during the con

troversy (tze propaganda has been very extensive) bas not also

been charged to revende, so as to raise the working cost. Baciog

& calculation on the 41d. per car mile for electric traction,

as comparedwith 9td. for horse cars , Mr. Faraday Proctor pointed

out that onthe mileage for the year endedJune 30th , 1897, the com

pany would make an additionalprofit of £ 36,380 by the adoption of

electricity. This would be altogether apart from the probable

increase of traffic. The secretary to the company, Mr. Sam White,

in reply denied that the company ever stated that they found the

cost of electrictraction 51d. per car mile as against 91d. for horse

traction. "This assertion is absolutely untrue," said the company's

representative, no such statement hasever been made, andthe two

figures named are incorrect. " He challenged the Electrical Engineer

to name any place in the Kingdom which justifies the statement that

4fd. per car mile for electric traction can be taken as the total cost .

TheEngineer's estimate of the cost of the trolley system meant that

working expenses would be only 35.29 per cent. of the receipts, a

ratio unheard of amongst tramway men for the operation of any
tramway in the world. Mr. White then alluded to the information

given by Mr.Faraday Proctor with regard tothe working in northern

cities, and said its " fragmentary and unreliable character is perhaps

excusable, seeing that he himselt tells us that baying received the

Committee's instructions on Mondav he was able to visit Liverpool,

Manchester, Bradford, Leeds and Sheffield, and return to Bristolin

time to prepare his report on the subsequent Friday, " Mr. White

concludes his letter by stating that he considered it undesirable to

reply upon the general tone of this report, or the “ offensive

innuendos as to the company's management." The Tramway Com .

pany bas also replied to the Corporationupon the terms submitted

andreported in last week's ELROTRICAL REVIEW . The company do

not consider the Corporation justified in seeking to impo e conditions

as to thetermsof employment of the tramway men , and give figures

to show the Bristol men are well treated already. The company see

no objection to the tramways to be worked electrically being

specified in the Bill ; they agree to the Corporation control

over streets and works being as ander the Act of 1894 ; they

agree that the company shall not supply electricity to others,

or that the company shall not require the Corporation to supply

them with electricity. They agree also that the company's posts

shall be usable by the Corporation for electric lighting standards,

although they regard thisas equivalent to a gift to the city of

£ 10,000. They contend that the purchase of lines by the Oor

poration must be coupled with purchase of thecompany's power

station, as the two cannot be severed, and when the parchase taken

-

1

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Ashton .-- The Council will oppose the Bill of the

ManchesterCarriage Company on various grounds, one being that it

is calculated to prejudice the Corporation's powertopurchasethe tram

ways three years bence. The Corporationalready has electric lighting

powers, and, therefore, objects to the company having similar powers.

Bordeaux--The report of the Bordeaux Tramways and

Omnibus Company for the year 1897, says that the question of
electrical traction has received constant attention from the directors
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place the company will arrange for working any tramways outside

the city which mayhavebeen operated from thatpower station. The

company do not seek to disturb the existing periods for the purchase

of the west horse lines by the Corporation, but drafted the Bill on

those lines, not contemplating the Corporation imposing additional

add exceptional obligationsonthe company, and if such obligations

are imposed they could only be undertaken it accompanied by an

agreed extension of the purchase period . The company do not

propose to proceed with their extensions Bill unless under the terms

of 21 years' purchase contained in the Tramway Act. The company

rafase to consent to the issue of new capital by auction, but are

prepared to discuss the payment of an annual sum to the Corporation

and the reduction of laras,il an arrangement is arrived at for fixing

the period of purchase of all the company's tramways within the city

of Bristol at one uniform date - 25 years.

Itis reportedthatinthelast few days a body of motor-men of the

Bristol Tramway Company ( said tobe25 in number) have taken part

in an agitation for improved conditions of employment, and have
been dismissed from their situations.

Chiswick . - A poll of this district is to be taken to

ascertain the feeling in regard to the electric tramway scheme of the

LondonUnited Tramways Company.

Clontarf.-- The work of laying the electric cable for the

Clontart tram line to Nelson's Pillarwas commenced last week by

Messrs. Porte, Sykes & Co., of Dublin .

Collision . - One of the Dublin electric cars collided with

& cart one day last week and did considerable damage to both

conveyances, at the same time seriously injuring the car driver.

Dalkey . - The Dalkey Town Commissioners will send

witnesses to support the Bill now being promoted by the Dublin and

Southern Districts Tramway Company to amendthe provisions of

their 1893 Aci, relating to the speed of cars on the company's line.

The witaesses will give evidence that the residents of the townships

at largeconsider the present speed at which the cars are allowed to

travel, far too slow .

Dover. The contractor for the permanent way of the

electric tramway was fined by the Corporation £2 per day from July
16th to December 10th ( £ 254 total), for delay in completing the
contract.

Dortmund . — The Allgemeine Lokal and Strassenbahn

Gesellschaft have got out the plans for anormal-gauge light electric

railway to run inconnection with the Dortmund street railways.
The light railway will b3 adapted for passenger traffic, and will run

from Dorstfeld by Marten to Lütgendortmund.- Elektr- Rund .

Edinburgh . — The Lord Propost's Committee had before

them last week the report by Prof. Kennedy on the proposed con

version of the Portobello tramways. It dealt with the arguments for

and against electric traction andcable traction, and , it appears, gave

greatconsideration to the objections of the lessees to electricity,

The report was delayed.

Electric Carriages in Berlin . - The Elektrotechnische

Zeitschrift of February 24th contains an illustrated description of

two types of electric carriages which are being demonstrated in the

streetsof Berlin . These carriages, which have been builtbyone of

the leading cycle companies, are fitted with bicycle wheels and

pneumatic tyres, which can be inflated toa pressure of 120 lbs.,

whilst the bodies are supported on steel tubular Irames. The wheels

have ballbearings, and steering is effected by means of a lover con

nected with the front pair of wheels. Each carriage is equipped

with a motor suspended from a steel frame lying parallel with the

rear axle, thelatterpassing through the hollow armature shaft, and

being driven by differential gearing from a toothed wheel arranged

on that shaft. The battery consists of 44 cells contained in four

boxes, the total weight being eight cwts. It can be charged at a

pressure of either 65 or 110 volts, and the connections allow of four

different speeds being attained,three by altering the disposition of

the battery,and oneby weakening the motorfield. The carriage is

provided with a watt-hour meter,which indicates the condition of

the battery , and the total weight complete is 16 cwts. Itis possible

to attain & speed of 12 milesan hour, and one charge will allow of

thecarriage covering a distanca of 27 miles before the cells require

to be re -charged. The carriages possess a pleasant appearance ,

having been built specially for the work.

Electric Water Vans. - The Clerkenwell Vestry recently

referred to the Works Committee to report on electric watering Vans,

bat the committee say that they are unable to report, as they

cannot ascertain that there is such & van in existence.

Great Orme's Head. The Llandudno District Council

held & special meeting last week to consider steps to be taken in

regard to the proposed application to Parliamentby a company for

an Act to construct an electric tramway from Llandudno to or near

the summit of Great Orme's Head. The terms regarding parchase

by the municipality ware amended .

Gateshead . — The directors of the Tramway Company in

their report say that, as the shareholders are aware, an agreement has
been entered into between the company and the British Electric

Traction Company, Limited, which was unanimously accepted at the

extraordioary meeting held on December 9th last . The scheme is

now under consideration by the Gateshead Corporation and the
Felling Urban District Council, whose consents are necessary before

the arrangement come to can be carried into effect. Under the terms

of the agreement made with the British Electric Traction Company,

Limited, a director of that company is to be elected anaddition !

directorof this company, and the directors propose that Mr. Emile

Garcke,managing director of the British Electric Traction Company
Limited , be so elected .

Light Railway . - The Beaumaris Town Council is doing

everything possible to help forward the construction of the proposed

light railway from Llantair P.G. to Beaumaris.

Hagen . — The Hagener Strassenbahn Aktien Gesellschaft

is about to build, in connection with the Hagen street railway termi

nating at Haspe, a narrow -gauge electric light railway for passenger

traffic, from Haspe to Gevelsberg.

Motor Cars in the Army. It is statedthat the Royal

Engineer Committee of the WarOffice has appointed asub-committee
of its members to consider the adaptibility of motor cars for purposes

of army transport.

Manchester. — The City Council met on Wednesday to

consider the recommendation of the Special Committee re the

working of the tramways, and to consider the necessarymeasures to

betaken for promoting : Bill to enable the Corporation andany
neighbouring local authorities to make arrangements for working

their tramways in conjunctionwith thoseof Manchester, the powers

to include the supply of electricity by the Corporation, or by any
local authority, for working tramwaysin the district of such local

authority .

Norwich . - The Council has, on the recommendation of

the Tramway Committee, laid before the Norwich Electric Tramways

Company a note of its requirements respectingthe roads to be

traversed by the electric tramways. Some of the roads will be

paved with wood and others with granite setts.

Rome. The question of the conversion of the present

tramways into electric tramways has now for some months occupied

the attention of the municipal authorities, especially since the new
electric lines from Piazza San Silvestro to the station and Sant

Agnese, as well as that from Piazza Venezia to San Giovanni and

San Paolo, have not only been extensively used, but have also paid

a good return on capital . In the MunicipalCouncil a strong opposi.

tion to the overhead conductor has gradually arisen , and there the

matter resto. Accumulator traction would be the best solution of the

difficulties, but all systems hitherto have failed on account of the

weight of the accumulators ( 3,000 to 4,000 kg .), which makes it im
possible to run on steep inclines or sharp carves. The Società

Italiana di Elettricita of Tarin put itsell, therefore, in commanica

tion with the Roman tramway company, with the view of testing

the invention of a colonel ofengineers, named Pescetto, whichpro

Lesses to reduce the weight of the accumulators to one-halt.

Recently the official test was made. A carwith the new accamulaton

ran from the Quartier Ludovisi to the church of Sant Agnese, in

front of the PortaPia,'and back, and took all the curvesand gradients

with ease. The officials of the tramway company celebrated in a

suitable manner this remarkable success of an Italian invention, on

Italian soil, and supported by Italian capital. - Elektr -Rund .

The Life of a Tramway Wheel. – At a Board of
Trade inquiry, held on 24th ult., into the recent tram accident on

the Sparkbrook route, Birmingham , when a car overturned , it trans

pired that the cause of the accident was a broken wheel of the back

bogey, which brought about derailment. Theparticular wheel which

was broken, was, according to the company's engineer, attached to
the car last September. It was then 2013 inches in diameter.

When taken from the car after the accident it measured only 19

inchesinone direction , and 1818inches in another. The flattering

was attributed to skidding whenthe brake wasputon . Theinspector

(Col.Yorke) made close inquiriesas to the quality ofthe wheel. He

was informed that it was one of the best- known makes - Miller's, of

Edinburgh - and that itwas of average hardness, although it had
worn very badly . The life of a tramcar wheel, said one of the wit

nesees, was aboutten months. They were calculated on the average

to run 20,000 miles. This particular wheel had probably covered

10,640 miles, at the rate of 72 miles per day. The loss of a couple of

inches in itsdiameter in go short a time was attributed to the great

friction which the sludge had set up on the rails — friction wbich,

according to one witness, was nearly as great as that of a grinding

stope.

The Power Distribution Schemes .-- In connection

with one of the large powerschemes to whichwe have several times

referred, we understand that a Bill has been introduced into Parlia

ment, under which it is proposed to incorporate a company by the

name of the " General Power Distributing Company ." * Upon this

company Parliament will be asked toconter power to erect a central

generating station at Stookholme, Nottinghamshire, trom which

electricity will be conveyed throughoutthe proposed area of supply:
This area is defined in the Bill to be " 80 much of the counties of

Derby, Nottingham , Lincoln, and Yorkshire as is contained within a

radius of 25 miles from the north -west corner of the Parish Church

of Warsop, in Nottinghamshire, " including all cities, county and

other boronghs, towns, villages, urbanand rural districts within that

Area . The share and loan capitalof the company is proposedtobe

£ 1,000,000 , of which £ 750,000 will be in £lo sbares , and £ 250,000

will be raised on debentures. The promoter of the Bill are Sir

Thomas Thompson, Bart.,Mr. William McArthar, Mr. Ernest

Lazarus, and Mr. Albert R.Monks,who, with six other duly qualified

persons to be nominated by them , are to be the first director of the

new company.

Lincoln City Council is among the latest bodies to decide to oppose

the General Power Distributing Company's scheme.

At a meeting of the Wolverhampton Town Council, on Monday,

letter was read from Mr. Addenbrooke, engineer to the Midland
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CONTRAOTS OPEN AND CLOSED.Corporation for Electrical Power Distribution, Limited , asking the

Town Cotincilto reverse their decision to oppose the scheme. Ulti

mately a resolution was proposed to the effect that the letter be

referred to the General Purposes and Lighting Committee for con

sideration. On being submitted to the Council, however, the resolu

tion was rejected by 24 votesto 16.

Rotherham willoppose the General Power Distribution Com

pany's scheme, as it is hoped to go in formunicipal electric lighting

abortly. Rowley Regis will support the MidlandCompany's scheme

conditionally.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

.

1

OPEN .

Belfast. - March 8th , The Corporation wants tenders

for the wiring of the new police cells, Chichester Street. Electrical

engineer, Mr. V.A. H. McCowen. See our Official Notices " February

18th .

Belgium . - April 1st. The Municipal Authorities of

Seraing are inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy in the town for public and private lighting parposen
during a period of 30 years . Particulars may behad Irom , and

tenders to be sent to, the College des Bourgmestre et Echevins,
Serning, Belgium .

Berlin.- March 15th. The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council has opened a competition for the construction

of several new electrio tramways in that city. Exhaustive details

concerning thisproject are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions that proposals will be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rath haus III, Berlin , by
March 16th .

Blackpool. - March 22nd . The Corporation wants tenders

for a tubular boiler, superheaters, condensers , rectifiers, boosters,

transformers, lead -covered cables,arc lamps and pillan . Borough

electrical engineer, Mr. R. O. Qain . See our “ Official Notices "

February 25th .

Bolton . — The Bolton School Board is inviting tenders

for the supply of six electrical clocks. Specifications can be

obtained from the Clerk to the Board (Mr. G. R. Rothwell).

Coventry - March 8th . The Electric Light Committee

wants tendors for the supply and erection of engine house, separate

exciting and sartace condensing plant, also pipework, switchboards

and instruments for extensions of the municipal electricity works,
Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond . See our “ Official

Noticos ” February 18th .

Denmark . — March 12th. Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, & c., required in

connection with the new central station at Frederiksberg, near Copen

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis-og

Electricitets Aktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140, Copenhagen V.,

from whom particulan may be obtained .

Derby.- March 24th. The Corporation wants tenders

for the electric wiring of the Lanatic Asylum and premises at Row .
ditch . See onr “ Oficial Notices " this week.

Devizes . - March 21st. Tenders are wanted for the

supply and delivery of two 40 kw . continuous corrent belt-driven

dynamos forthe Wilts County Asylum , Devizes. Engineers, Messrs.

Massey & Allpress, 25, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster. See our

" Official Notices " this week .

Edinburgh . — The City Council is inviting tenders for a
bost of stores and sundry articles. Among the items are " electric

lighting materials for the Powderball destructor," and " upholding

of electric light installations." Particulars, & c ., from the electrical

engineer, Dewar Place .

France.- March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for thelighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Liverpool. — March 8th . The West Derby Board of

Guardians wante tenders forsupply and erection of boilers,engines,
dynamos, batteries, wiring, & o.,for the lighting ofthe Mill Road

Infirmary . Consulting engineer, Mr. T. L. Miller. See our “ Official

Notices ” February 25th for particulars.

Manchester. — March 15th . The Great Central Railway

Company (M.8. &L.) want tenders forthesupply of various materials

and stores during 12 months ending April 30th, 1899. Among the items

areasbestos packing, brass sheet and tubing, electricalmaterials,

India- rubber, tin and zinc sheets, wire, & c. Particulars from Mr.

A. W. Longden, storekeeper, at Junction Street Mills, London Road ,

Manchester.

Northwich - March 5th . The Weaver Navigation

Trustees are inviting tenders for the constructionand erectionof the

necessary electric power plant for lighting and working the new

swing bridges at Northwich. Ourrent_will be supplied by the

Northwich Electric Sapply Company. Bagineer, Mr. J. A. Saner,
M.I.E.E. See our “ Official Noticon ” February 11th .

Pembroke (Ireland ).– March 5th. The Lighting Com

mittee wants tendersfor the supply and erection of various plant,

machinery, & c., for electric lighting. See our " Official Notices "

February 18th for tall particulars. Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert
Hammond.

Plymouth . - March 23rd . The Corporation wants tenders

for thesupplyof alternating current meters for the year ending

March 31st,1899. Particulars from Mr. J. H. Rider, Borough elec

trical engineer, East Street, Plymouth .

Roumania . - March 15th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 66,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire .

Australian Telegraphs.- In the House of Commons

on Tuesday Mr.Hogan asked the Secretary to the Treasury whether

he was aware that telegraphic communication with Melbourne and

Sydney bad repeatedly been interrupted during the past five months ;

whowas responsiblefor the satisfactorymaintenance of the Australian

traps- Continental telegraphline on whichthe interruptions occurred ;

and whether any stepscouldbe taken by Her Majesty's Government

to prevent these repeated failures of communication. Mr. Hanbury,

in reply, said the interruptions mentioned in the question have

Occurred on both the trans -Continental lines. These are maintained

by the South Australian and Western Australian colonies respectively .

Her Majesty's Government is not in a position to take any stops to

prevent the failures of communication, which are , it is understood,

caused by storms. The cable companies have, however, put forward

scheme, in connection with the question of an alternative

cable service , for taking a cable direct toa point near Adelaide, and

this will no doubt be duly considered by the colonies concerned.

Bedford Telephones . - The Postmaster-General has

replied to the Corporation that as the Select Committee of the

Honse of Commons appointed to consider the matter has not yet

reported, he cannot entertain the application for a municipal
license.

Cable Repair. The Great Northern Telegraph Com

pany's steamer, 1.0.Orsted, succeeded on Wednesday last week ( say

the Buchan Observer ) in repairing the damaged Norwegian cable

between Peterhead and Bergen . The damagedpart was found about

35 miles from the Aberdeenshire coast. For some years past the

cable has been frequently destroyed and broken, entailing a great

deal of expense to the company. The belief is entertained that the

damage is attributable to trawlers, who either cut or otherwise injure

the cable in the course of their trawling operations.

French Telephones . - Telephonic communication is

Dow established between Paris and several towns in the south -west,

including Dax, Paa , Bayonne, Biarritz, and St. Jean de Lux .

Some Causes of Delay in Australian Telegrams.

The following is an extractfrom an Australian paper dated January

13th.- " Interruption of Cables. - The Postal and Electric Telegraph

Department bas been advised by the Postmaster-General of South
Australia that the Eastern Telegraph Company notify an interrap

tion to one of their Mediterranean cables, and the Persian Guli

station reports the cutting of Mebran landlines. Some delay to

European trafficis, therefore, likely to accrue therefrom .” Wealso

read the following in the Sportsman of March 2nd :-" Australian
wires have been simply blocked by the cabled reports of the test

games, causing delay, except to those forwarded at urgent private
rates, i e ., 148. per word , instead of the ordinary pross rate, 2s."
Observer adds : - " The fight between the representatives of thebig

cable syndicates to get first on the wireat the fall of a wicket is like

the rush of warcorrespondentswhen a big battleis beingfought, and

one companywill spend ,probably, £ 3,000in cables overthe five test
matches. Who says cricket is simply a sport ? "

Telographic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLI . Dowa, Ropatred ,

Broot-Bt. Pierro ( Anglo, 1869) April Oth , 1899

West India

St. Orois - Trinidad Nov. Soth , 1896

Paramaribo -Oayenne Jan. 27th, 1898

Amason Company's cablo

Parintins Itacatian May 5th, 1896

Obidor Parintins Doc. 7th, 1896

Saigon -Hong Kong Jan. 8th , 1898 Feb. 28th , 1898.

Cyprus- Latakis
Feb. 10th, 1898

Bolama-Bissao
Feb. 19th, 1898 Feb. 28th, 1898 .

Aden -Zanzibar Feb. 28th , 1898

LDLINI.

Trans-Dontinental line bo

yond Masal

Cartagena-Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Majanga-Tananarive Feb. 28th , 1898

The Telephone Service. The Court of Common
Council is sending a copy of the arguments and judgment in the
recent action between theG.P.O. andthe Commission of Sewer , to

every manicipality in the United Kingdom , as well as to the
metropolitan vestries and boards.

5

»

...

...

C

ber} Marab 12th, 1896... ...

...
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Shorediteh.March 8th . The Vestry wants tenders

for the supply of electric cahlea and mundries, also engineers' tools,

ironmongery, & o . See our “ Official Notices ” February 18th .

Southampton . - March 7th . The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply of stores and Attings required in the electric

light department during a period of 12 months. Tenders to the

Town Clerk .

Southgate. - Maroh 14th . The District Council want

tenders foran installation of electrical communication for fire brigade

purposes. Surveyor, Mr. O. G. Lawson . See our “ Omoial Notices "

thisweek .

Switzerland.- April 30th . The Government Authorities

of Fribourg (Switzerland ) are inviting plans and estimate for a

projected electricity generating station of about 6,000 H.P. capacity

to be establisbed at Hauterive, where water power is available . A

premium of 3,000 francs ( £ 120) will be awarded to the three best

schemes sent in . Particulars of the competition may be had from

the Dapartement des Travaux Publics , Fribourg, Switzerland, to

whcm all plans, &c. , are to be sent not later than April 30th next.

The War Office.- April 27th. The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracta , War Office, Pall

Mall, 8.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th .

Victoria . - March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tenders for the supply
of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard .

Tenders to the Telegraph Buperintendent's Office, Spencer Street,

Melbourne.

Wallasey.-- March 17th . The District Council wants

tender for the supply of engine, alternator, exciter, two Lancashire

and one water-tube boilers, and condensing apparatus. Engineer,

Mr. J. H. Crowther. See “ Official Notices " February 11th .

Watford . — March 16th. The District Council wants

tenders for the supply anderection of various plant for the electric

lighting of the district. For details of the seven sections see our

" Official Notices " February 11th. Mr. W.O.O. Hawtayne, consulting

engineer

West Ham . - March 8th . The Council invites tenders

for wiring andfittio
g ap various buildings, iocluding the Town Hall,

police court, Corporation stables, fire stahles, & c. Mr. J. Steinits

borough electrical engineer. See our Official Notices " February

18th.

..

.

.. ..

SEOTION C. - Overhead Travelling Crane.

Bedford Engineering Co.,
£ 240

India-Rubber,Gutta.Perchaand Telegraph Works Company,Ltä. 262

James Spencer & Co... (accepted) 265

Marshall, Fleming & Jack
267

Humpidge , Holborow & Co.,Limited
285

Carrick & Ritchie
900

Henry F. Joel & Co., and Thos. Potter & Sons, United, Limited 810

Bummers & Scott
815

SECTION D. - Switchboard and Instruments,

James White £1 074

Nalder Bros. & Thompson :: (alternative) 1,089

Edison &Swan United Electrio Light Company, Limited 1,083

Crompton & Co., Limited (accepted) 1,111

Nalder Bros.&Thompson 1,120

Williamson & Joseph, Limited 1,211

P. R. Jackson & Co., Limited
1,285

Veritys. Limited
1,276

General Electric Company,Limited 1,800

Ernest F.Moy, Limited
1,318

Electric Construction Company, Limited 1,357

Henry F.Joel&Co.,andThos.Potter & Son ,United, Limited :: 1,393

Semens Bros. & Co., Limited 1,590

India-Rubber, Gutta- Percha, and Telegraph Works Company,

Limited
1,555

Burbey & Hutton :: :: :: 1,559

SECTION E.- Accumulators.

Electrical Power Storage Company, Limited .. (accepted) 1,350

Lithanode Electric Storage Syndicate, Limited 1,884

India-RubberGutta - Persha and Telegraph Works Company,

Limited
1,587

Pritchetts & Göia 1,576

ChlorideElectr
ical Storage Syndicato, Limited 1,700

Epstein ElectricAecumulatorCompany, Limited
1,809

Peto Radiord , Limited
1,862

Henry F.Joel & Co.,and thos. Potter & Sons,United ,Limited . 1,868

Allan & Adamson, Limited
1,943

Hill , Gifkins & Co.
2,036

Tudor AccumulatorCompany, Limited
2,043

D.P. Battery Company, Limited
2,119

J. C. Howell, Limited
2,247

Elieson Lamina Accumulator Company, Limited 2,608

SECTION F. - Mains.

Callender's Cable and Construction Company, Limited,

approx
(accepted) £ 13,500

British Insulated WireCompany, Limited

Schedule prices were quotedby the following :-Western Electric

Company (Fowler-Waring Cables Company , Limited ), W.T. Glover

& Co., W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited, Iodia

Rubber, Gotta -Perch , and Telegraph Works Company, Limited,

Siemens Bros. & Co. , Limited .

SECTION G. - Public Lamps,

The decision upon the tenders for this section has been deferred.
Amount of

Name of Firm . Tender ,

Btewart Electrical Syndicate (Part I. only)
£ 828

Brockie -Pell Arc Lamp,Limited (Part I. only )
1,058

Phæton ElectricalCompany, Limited ..
1,552

Taylor & Fairbrother
2,138

GeneralElectricCompany, Limited
2,205

Crompton & Co., Limited
2,243

Hill, Zitkins & Co.
2,887

W. Lucy & Co., Limited
2,489

British Insulated WireCompany, Limited
2,650

Brush Electrical Engineering Company, Limited
2,679

Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited 3,702

India -Rubber, Gutta.Perha, and Telegraph Works Company,

Limited
2,717

British Blahnik Aro Light Company, Limited 2,859

Johnson & Phillips
3,144

Electric ConstructionCompany, Limited

Drake & Gorham

SECTION H. - Meters.

Amount of

Name of Firm .
Type of Meter,

Tender.

Chamberlain & Hookham Hookham .. (accepted) £ 1,121

S. Z. de Ferranti, Limited Ferranti
1,207

India -Rubber,Gutta-Percha,and

Telegraph Works Company,

Limited Hookham . 1,207

General Electric Company,

Limited
British Aron 1,210

James White Kelvin 1,210

Downie & Adams Brillie 1,499

..

(6
...

..

3,830

8,681
.

..

..

.

OLOSID .

Gloucester. - The following is a list of tenders for the

supply of plant and machinery for the municipal electricity works

of the city of Gloucester. Consulting engineer, Mr. Robert

Hammond. The Council accepted the tenders at its meeting on

Tuesday ,
SECTION A.

Boiler House Plant.-- Lancashire boilers and accessories, mechanical stokers,

feed pump, injector, economiser, electric motor,

Amount

Name of Firm . Make of Boiler.
of Tender,

Yates & Thom Yates & Thom (accepted ) £ 2,409

Tinkers, Limited Own make 2,478

E. Danks & Co. ( oidbury), E.” Danks & Co. ( oidbury),

Limited
Limited .. 2,478

India -Rubber,Gutta-Percha and

Telegraph Works Company,

Limited
J. Adamson & Co. * 2,558

H. T. Danks,Limited Own make .. 2,590

Holdsworth & Sons 2,665

Henry F. Joel & Co., and Thos.

Potter & Sons, United, Limited Yates & Thom 2,821

John Fraser & Son
Own make 2,910

..

..

:
:
:

99

:
:

L.C.C. — The L.C.C. has, on the recommendation of the

Fire Brigade Committee, accepted the tender of the National Electric

Free Wiring Company ( £ 992) to instal the electric light at the

central station, Southwark Bridge Road.

Portsmouth . For the extension of the station in

Gunwhart Road (new boiler house, chimney stack, & c.), the Electric

Light Committee has accepted the tender of Mr. T. W. Quick at

£ 4,198. The following were the only tenders received for the boilers,

steam pipes, condensers, economisers, &c. :
£ 8. d .

Messrs. Yates & Thom
7,900 00

Tinkers, Limited
9,215 0 0

The lowest tender was accepted . The engineer's estimate was £ 8,500.

..

..

..

:
:
:

SECTION B.

Engine House Plant.-Steam Dynamos and Accessories.

Amount

Name of Firm. Make of Engine.
of Tender,

O. A. Parsons & Co. Parsons turbine . £4,570

India -Rubber,Gutta.Percha and

Telegraph Works Company,
Limited Belliss (accepted ) 5,917

Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited Sisson & Co 6,496

Easton , Anderson & Gooldea ,

Limited Willans .6,585

Crompton & Co., Limited Sisson & Co. 6,614

Siemens Bros. & Co. , Limited Belliss 6,720

Electric Construction Company,

Limited 6,763

Crompton & Co.,Limited Sisson & Co. 6,820

Henry Joel & Co. , and Thos.

Potter & Sons, United , Limited Willans 6,882

Thos . Parker , Limited Belliss 6,980

Laurence, Scott& Co. , Limited Willans 6,994

Electric Construction Company,

Limited 7,035

P. R. Jackson& Co., Limited :: Beſiss 7,052

Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited . Willans

Croinpton & Co. , Limited Belliss 7,402

W. Sisson & Co. Sisson & Co. 7,415

Crompton & Co.
Willans 7,640

Brush Electrical Engineering

Company, Limited 7,749

J. O. Howell, Limited

:
:

:
: FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

:
:
:

:
:
:

:
:
:

1898.

7,060

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

Friday, March 4th, 8 p.m. - At theWestminster Palace Hotel. The

Institution of Junior Engineers. Paper on " An Oatline

of Patent Law and Practice," by Mr.Arthur 8. Stanley,

Fel.C.I.P.A., Member.

At 9 p.m.- Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, W. Prof.

T. E. Thorpe on Some Recent Results of Physics

Ohemical Enquiry."
.. • 7,762
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Street Lightiog by Glow Lamps. The desirability of

street lighting with incandescent el- ctric lamps has been a

matter of great consideration with the DerbyElectric Lighting

Committee. To meet this, the borough electrical engineer,

Mr. J. E. Stewart, has designed a lantern, shown in the

drawing annexed , which so adapts itself to the requirements

that it has been decided to replace, in some of the main roads,

the existing gas lamps with Mr. Stewart's lantern. As will

be seen by the illustration, the lantern can be fitted on already

existing gas lamp posts by means of an iron band and set

Baturday, March 3th . - Latest date for Northwich and Pembroke

tenders.

Tuesday, March 8th.- Latest date for Belfast, Coventry, Liverpool,

Shoreditch , and West Ham tenders.

Wednesday, March 9th , at 8 p.m. - Society of Arts. Prot. J. A.

Ewing on " Linde's Method of producing Extreme

Cold and Liquetying Air.” Prof. Dewar will preside.

At 8 p.m.-Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman will lecture on " Trades

Unions and Factory Management ” to the Brixton

Literary Society , in the Leotare Hall of the Inde.

pendent Church, Brixton.

At 7.30 p.m.- The Institution of Janior Engineers . Joint

meeting with architectural Associationat 9. Conduit

Street, W. Paper on “ Desinbility of a Closer Rela

tionsbip between Architect and the Engineer," by

Sydney B. Beale , A.R.I.B.A., and Percy J.Waldroun,
P.A S.I.

Thursday, March 10th , at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical
Engineers. Continuation of discussion on Mr. G.

Bingwanger-Byog's paper on : - " On the Manufactnre

of Lamps andotherApparatus for 200 Volt Circuits . "

Friday, March 11th , at 5 p.m.- Physical Society at the rooms of the

Chemical Society, Burlington House . Agenda :-(1)

"On Dynamical Illustrations of certain Optical

Phenomena, " by Prof. J. D. Everett, F.R.S .; ( 2 ) “ On

Properties of Liquid Mixtures," by R. A. Lebleldt.

Saturday, March 12th , at 7.30 p.m. - At the Westminster Palace
Hotel Conversazione of the Institution of Junior

Engineers.

At 10.30 a.m. - Institution of Electrical Engineers. Students'

visit to the stations of the Metropolitan Electric Supply

Company. Applications to join the party should be

made at once tothe Students 'Hon. Sec. (Mr. S. Grant,

28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace, W.).

IDR

B

D

NOTES.

Electrical Engineers' Salaries - England v. America ,

- Some of our American contemporaries have been drawiog

attention to the low salaries paid to electrical engineers,

scientific demonstrators ,and other professional men in this

country. The Electrical World in some editorial notes on

the sabject remarks that there is considerable diff - rence of

opioion as to the market value of intelligent effort, and in

some quarters adisposition to believe it very small. A recent

vacancy advertised by a London local anthority is taken as

8 text . £130 per annum was offered for a chief electrical

Assistant, who had had a thorough electrical and mechanical

training , and who was familiar with high tension alternating

work. The gentleman appointed was to devote his whole

time to the duties of his office. The Electrical World

passes some severe strictures upon us, strictures which, in

the light of recent events, appear to be, in a degree, justified.

Our contemporary bas, doubtless, overlooked the various

appointments which have been made by some English

manicipalities recently at salaries much smaller than £130

per annum . The recent advertisement published for a

" shift engineer " for high tension works at £ 50 a year ( less

than £ 1 & week), to which several correspondents have

referred in our columns, we cannot seriously consider to

be & true index of the general tendency among

electricity committees. If it were so we should not like to

prophesy regarding the operation of theplants. We do not

know what our trans-Atlantio friends will think of the £50

instance. This is what they say of the £180 appointment:

If this case is a fair index of the value of engineering service in

England, it is no great matter for wonder that thatcountry is so far

bebindin electrical progress. Norisit remarkablethatcontracts
come from there to this country, where there is a more proper recog.

nition of thevaloeof engineering service. A state of things that

offers little better than labourer's wages totrainedand skilled engi

neers cannot be productive of a high degree of ability among

members of theprofession, nor does it offer much incentiveto young

men toundertake the laborious course of preparation necessary to fit

themselves for its exercise . Even in this country, where electrical

engineering is notoriously overcrowded , such a rate of wagefor such

service would be regarded as ridiculous. It seems that, in England,

the rates of payment for engineersarenot much more than those for
bigb- class mechanics. There a competentmechanic earns $ 10 a week ;

here he earns $ 21. Yet,notwithstanding this great difference, and a

farther differenceagainstus in thecostof mostof the rawmaterials of

manufacture,we can ander-sellEnglishmakersof electrical machinery

in their own market.Perhapsthe disregard of the money value of

brains shown by the Council ofthe County Borough of West Ham ,or

the fact thatengineersare so cheap thereabouts, mayaccount for
this otherwise anomalous tact.

bolts. The lantern is fitted with a large opal shade, B, which is

held ia position by means of an ornamental cap, A, which is al.o

provided with an lodia-:ubber ring for weathering purposes.

The copper pipe, 0, carries the wirer, and also forms themain

support for the lamp connections, which are o constructed as

to enable one or morelumps being ficted . The uprights, D,

are of steel, and are riveted to a circumferential T -ring , to

which is attached the ornamental copper spioniog. The

Corporation have approved the design, and will shortly

erect some of the lanterns in the main thoroughfares of

Derby.

India -Rubber Cablex . - With regard to the alarmist

reports from Dublin and Burton -upon -Trent, we regret that

we have only received one reply from users of cables

ingolated with this material, although as we stated we

should bave been glad to have treated any answers we

might receive as confidential. Nor have we yet heard from

Prof. Kennedy or Mr. F. Bailey as to whether or not it

is correct that in each case the cables were condemned with

out full test or complete examination . Prof. Kennedy

based his report presumably to a large extent on the

information supplied by the superintendent. Mr. F. Bailey

is reported to have condemned the cables at Burton

apparently without seeing them , but can this be so ?

Sarely it is of interest to all central station engineers to get

reliable information on the subject of cables at the earliest

moment. Is not some forthcoming ?

Personal . - Mr. Walter P. Adams, A.I.EE., late of

Messrs. Crompton & Co. , has taken offices at 85 , Queen

Victoria Street, where he intends to practice as a consulting

engineer,design and superintend electric lighting, power and

heating installations, and periodically inspect and report

upon any workwhich may be entrusted to his care . Mr.

Adams has had a long and varied experience in electrical

work of nearly every kind, five years of his career being

passed in assisting Mr. Chamen, the newly appointed Glasgow

engineer, and he is an expert in electric beating mattere,

hiving managed this department for Messrs. Crompton and

Co. He has our best wishes for his success in his new

venture.

Mr. F. Kenyon has been appointed resident engineer to the

Northwich Electric Supply Company, in place of Mr. T. H. M.

Swinburne, resigned .
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Lord Kelvin's Patents. Before the Philosophical—

Society at Glasgow on 23rd alt., Dr. Magnus Maclean,

read a paper on Lord Kelvin's Patents." There were, be“

said , altogether 47 patents from February 20th, 1858, to

September 28th, 1896- & period of 88 years. All of them

could be conveniently classified under fnar heads:-A.

Patents relating to improvements in electric telegraphic

apparatus. B. Patents relating to improvements in navi

gational apparatus. C. Patents relating to improvements in

generating, regulating, measuring, recording, and integrating

electric carrents. D. Improvements in valveg for fluids.

Under the first bead (A) there are 11 patents. Under the

second head (B) there are 10 patents. Under the third head

(C) there are24 patents. Under the fourth head (D) there are

two patents. There are up to September 28th, 1896,47 patents.

Motor-driven Pump. - We illustrate below a motor

driven centrifugal pamp for condensingplant. The pump,

which was made by Messre. Mavor & Coulson , is designed

8

Another New Storage Battery. We have received a

copy of a statement madeby theinventor ofa new storage

battery, Mr.W. A. Crowdus, giving results of tests showing

that at a discharge rate of about 1 ampere per pound of

battery, it has a capacity of 18 watt -hours per pound of

battery on a run of 9.5 hours' duration . If this result can

be verified by an independent expert, it shows a considerable

improvement. But the tests shown by the figures given are

not what we should accept as quite correct. The rate of ont

put in watts is allowed to fallduring the test, as commencing

with a rate of 16°8 watts, it gradually falls to 12 :6 watts .

Now, in practice we require quite as many watts from a

battery on a car or a vehicle at the finish of a journey as at

the beginning ; hence, the tests, to be of practical value,

shouldbe made with a variable resistance in circuit, whereby

the watts can be kept constant from the start to the finish.

If this were done with the cell in question, the watt-hours

per pound of battery would be much less than 18. We

cannot keep the volts constant, but the amperes ought to be

varied to keep the watts constant, if we are to

obtain the true working capacity of a

traction battery. To allow both amperes

and volts todrop during a test gives a spurious

result greatly in favour of any cell. A letter

from an expert, Mr. Pampelly, accompanying

the inventor's statements says that ä 14 -lb.

cell gives 15 amperes for six hours ; this,

calculated out, gives, approximately, 12 watt

hours per pound of cell. But, beyond all

this , a letter from Mr. John T. Bowden , who

holds the patent rights for Great Britain,

demands more drastic treatment. He says :

A3 } horse-power motor is worked from 44

cells of 100amperes (hours) capacity each.

Now , in a report made by Mr. Pampelly,,

the 14-lb. cell would just weigh 5 } cwt. if

made up on a battery of 44 cells . Pampelly

says this cell gives 100 ampere-hours or 15

amperes for six hours ; further, 44 cells will

not give more than 85 volts, and 85 volts

multiplied by 15 amperes , equals 1,275 watts,

or a little more than 1.5 horse-power. How

is a 3} horse-power motor to be driven with a

14 horse- power battery ? The letter informs

as that the cell has been tested very care

fully; this may be so, but it evidently has not been
carefully reported apon ! If Mr. John T. Bowden

believes in reports which appear to be based upon

80 evidently erroneous figures, he is, we fear, doomed

to considerable disappointment if he submits

his cells to the tests of a competent expert. To get an

available 8 horse-power out of 44 cells, we must obtain &

35 -amperes discharge, and at this rate the cells would

be exhausted in about two hours, so that it must do the

alleged 50miles at 25 miles an hour. Although things go

pretty slick ” in Chicago, their wagons do not seem to

fly at this rate. In fact, the figures appear both contra

dictory and improbable.

8

MAVOR &
COULSON LID
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Appointment. - Mr. T. U. N. Aldridge has been

appointed by the Crown Agents for the Colonies as electrical

engineer to the Pablic Works Department, Lagos, West

Africa, for a period of six months.

to raise 640 gallons of water per minute against a head

of 28 feet. ~The motor develops 10 brake H.P. at a speed

of about 900 revolutions per minute.

Electrical Engineers Royal Engineers Volunteers.

The head -quarters of the corps at 13, Victoria Street, West

minster, are now open during the week, Saturdays excepted,

from 11 to 4, between which hours. general information in

reference to the corps can be given to inquirers. On Mon

day and Thursday evenings, at 8 p.m. , some of the officers

are in attendancefor the purpose of considering applications

and enrolling recruits.

The Diesel Rational Heat Motor. - The Diesel heat

motor, of which we have already given a description, appears

to be securing a considerable amount of attention, not only

here, but in America. The new motor is essentially novel

inits principles and decidedly worth study, for it is very

different from other motors. Its initial pressure is secared

by mechanical compression of air ap to the point of ignition

of the fuel,and the fall of temperature due to expansionis

made up by the continued combustion of added fuel up to the

“ cut-off ” point, after which expansion proceeds in the usual

way. So far, petroleum has been the fuel managed success

fully, but powdered coal is hoped to be used. Initial pres

sures of 500 to 600 lbs. have to be dealt with, but the Diesel

motor is not large for its power, and is expected tocope with

these pressures ; but undoubtedly high pressures will for some

time yet prove a little difficultto manage. As the tests of

Schröter and Gutermath and others haveshown an efficiency

of 34 to 35 per cent. for full load , and even 38 to 40 per

cent. for half loads, there is very good reason to endeavour

to deal with the high pressures. The best gas engine effi

ciency recorded is, we believe, only 27 per cent. by Dagald

Clerk . The increased efficiency at less than full load is

a remarkable feature. Altogether, the new motor is likely

to receive considerable application in the near future.

The City Company's Charges. It is stated that the

City of London Electric Lighting Company is reducing its

scale of charges, and from the commencement of 1898 the

charge for lighting will be 7d . per unit for the first six

consumed per 8-0.P. lamp, 6d. for the next four units, 5d .

for the next two, and 4d.per unit after. For motive power

purposes, the charge will be 3d. per unit for a minimum of

45 hours per week , and 4d . otherwise.

Obituary. - By the last advices from Cape Town we have

information of the death, at the early age of 37 , of Mr.

J. K. Waterman, manager of the Cape Electric Tramways.

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. Thomas Holliday,

of the firm of Read Holliday & Sons, Limited , manu

facturing chemiste and electricians, which occurred on the

1st inst . Mr. Holliday was 57 years of age .
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Lecture . - On Tuesday last week Mr. H. Kilgour, borough

electrical engineer, Cheltenham , lectured at the Gloucester

Guildhall, his subject being “ Notes on Electric Lighting

and Electric Works."

With theview of inducing an increased average daily useof elec

tricity by honseholders, your directors decided to adopt,as trom
July 1st last, the demand indicator system of charging, and to reduce

thecost of current after the first two hours' dailyconsumption from

Bd .to 3d. per unit. This system has been introduced in Brighton

and many other towns, where it has given general satisfaction ; and

your directors believe that as its advantages become more generally

known, both consumers and the company will correspondingly
benefit.

The retiring directors are Mr.C. W. Bagshawe and Mr. R. Percy

Sellon , who, beingeligible , offor themselves for re-election. The

auditor,Mr. R.E.Marsh, chartered accountant, also retires, and is

eligible for re - election.

NEW COMPANY REGISTERED .

Electric Installation Company, Limited(56,171 ).
Registered February 19th with capital £ 100,000 in £ 1 shares, to

carry on the business of an electric light, telephone and telegraph

company in all its branches, andto construct, lay down, establish, fix

and carry ontall necessary, cables, lines,accumulators, lamps and
works. The subscribers (with one share each ) are : -W . Coffey , 50,

High Street, Manchester, manufacturer ; J. Boydell, CowleyHill,

St. Helens,merchant; T. Currie , 28, Swan Street, Manchester,

factor ; H. T. Johnson, Dakeim Lymm , Chester, engineer ; R. A.

Beaver, 3, Old Hall Street, Liverpool, merchant; R. V. Critchley,6,

St. James's Square , Manchester ,chartered accountant; F.F. Bennett,

13, Victoria Buildings, Manchester, engineer. The number of

directors is not to be less than five nor more than seven ; the first are

thefirst five subscribers ; qualification , £ 250 ; remuneration as fixed

by the company. Registered office, 6, Bt. James's Square, Manchester.

The Richmond (Surrey) Electric Light and Power

Company, Limited.

The report presented to the shareholders at the fourth ordinary

generalmeeting of the company, held at theregistered offices of the

company, Moorgate Court, yesterday, states that the directors begto

submit their report and statementof accounts for the year ended

December31st,1897. The capitalexpended during the year amounted

to £ 3,828 178.id ., making the total expenditureat December 31st

last £ 44,793 118. 9d .

of the amount expended during the period ander review , the

principal items are in respect of mains and accumulators, the
latter of which have been increased to more than double their

previous capacity . The balance to credit of revenue acoount,

including the amount broughtforward, and after payment of interest,

depreciation and reduction of suspenseaccount, is € 1,072 188., as

against £ 33 148. 9d. in 1896. Out of this sum the directors recom

mend the paymentof a dividend on the ordinary shares of the com

pany at the rate of 3 per cent. for theyear ended December 31st,

1897, which will leave a balance of £ 133 to be carried forward tonext

account.

The total number of lamps connected on December 31st last was

equivalent to 9,612 8-0.P ., being anincrease for the year of 2,387.

In order to meetthe growing demand for current, additional plant

will be installed in time for next winter's lighting, and further exten

sions of mains have already been decided upon.

The retiring director is Mr. F. W. Reynolds,who, beingeligible,

offers himseli for re-election. Mr. R. H. Marsh, the auditor , also

retires, and is eligible for re -election .

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Thomas G. Poole, Limited (53,736 ).— This company's

statutory return was filed on February 12th. 507 shares have been

takenont of a capital of £ 3,000 in £ lshares, and all are considered

as fully paid.

AmazonTelegraphCompany, Limited (44,532).— This
company's return was filed on January 20th . The capital of £ 250,000

in £ 10 shares has been fully subscribed, and paid for in full.

London Electrical Omnibus Company Limited

(47,990).—This company's return was filed on January21st. The

capital of £250,000 in £1 shares, ( 80,000 deferred ). Allthe deferred

and 17,818 ordinary have been taken up, and the deferred are

considered as paid. 19s. 6d. per sbare has beencalledon the ordinary,

and £ 33,27428.6d. has been paid (including £ 17 152. paid in

advance). £ 15,500 9s.is in arrears, and £ 16,520 88. 6d. has been

received on 32,189 forfeited shares.

1

Mr. FrederickW. Reynolds(chairman ), presided at the meeting of

the company, and in moving the adoption of the report ,said hecon

gratulated them at laston reaching a small dividend. The improve

ment shown in 1896 , had been maintained during the year, whichwas

very satistactory considering theconditionof affairs which prevailed in

Richmond. The receipts fromthe sale of current, showed the bodia

factory increase of £ 1,116 188. 3d ., and the total income for the year

was £ 4,468 168. 6d., as comparedwith £ 3,194 86. 8d. in 1896. The

working cost £ 2,235 118. 2d .,as compared with £ 2,031 10s. 10d.,betog

only £ 204 08. 6d. increase, while the current sold increased to 41,872

units. After payment of interest, and provision for depreciation, & c.,

they had £ 1,072 188. left, out of which a dividend was recommended

of 3 per cent. That wasthe first dividend, and he thought it augured

well for the future of the company. The lamps connected on

December 31st were equivalent to 39,612 8 -candle-powerlamps, an

increase of 2,387 over last year. There wore applications for a

further 425 8 -candle-power lamps, so that with those connected and

thoseapplied for, they had now10,000 lamps. The total units sold was

138,916 , against 97,044 in 1896. In view of the encouraging prog

pecte, it was the intention of the board to lay down more plant for

the winter lighting, and they also intended to extend the company's

mains, whichwould go into some of the principal residential streets

of Richmond.

The Chevalier SOARES seconded the motion , and it was agreed to .

CITY NOTES .

The Dover Electricity Supply Company, Limited .

The reportto be presented at the fourth annual general meeting
of shareholders of the Dover Electricity Supply Company, Limited,

to be held at the offices, Park Street, Dover, on Wednesday, March

9th, 1898, at 3.30 o'clock, states that the capital expended during the

pear amounted to £ 11,932 78. 9d., making the total to December 31st

last £ 62,836 78. 9d. of the amount thasexpended £ 7,915 Os.3d . was

for additional generating plantnecessary for the supply of current to

the cars of the Dover Corporation Tramways, the runningof which

commenced in September last, has given great satisfaction to all con

cerned, and it isnot unlikelythat thepresent service may be increased,

additional cars having been lately ordered. In the early part of the

year it was decided to issue £ 25,000 45 per cent. debentare stock,
and the whole was subscribed for ataconsiderable premium , of

which the balance, amounting to £761 28. 6d., after payment of all

legal and other chargesinconnectionwith the issue, has been

applied to reduction of theprevious debits to revenue account.

The directors consider the result of the year's working very

satisfactory, since, instead of a loss of £455 198. 11d., as in the

previous year, therehas been a gross profit of £ 1,127 178. 5d . on
revenue account. The company may now be considered as fairly

establishedon a profit-earning basis,and the directors believe that
in future years the annual increments in gross profits will at least

equal, if not exceed, those for the year just ended , as during the con

struction and afterthe completionof the national harbour at Dover

the trade ofthe town will largely increase, to the benefit of all its

present established undertakings.

During the year applicationshave been received for the equivalent

of 2,7488 -C.P. lamps, including nine additional arc lamps for street

lighting (of which thereare now 40in all), makingthe total applied

tor onDecember 31st last10,376, and of these 10,137 were then con

Dected to the company's mains.

The Hove Electric Lighting Company, Limited .

Ths report of the directors to be presented at the annual general

meeting of the shareholders at the City Terminas Hotel, Cannon

Street, in the City of London, on Monday, March 7th, 1898, at 12

o'clock noon precisely, states that the progress and improvement in

the positionofthe company continue sa tistactory .

As stated in their report last year, the directors made a very con .

siderable reduction , from January 1st, 1897, in the price ofcurrent,

charging the consumors for the first hour8d . per unit andfor all current

subsequently consumed 4d. per unit only. This reduction, which

practically amounts to 20 per cent. in the charge for current, has

had the effectanticipated ofincreasing the number of consumers and

the consumptionofelectricity to such an extent that the large re

duction is more than compensated for by the increased consumption.

The revenue from the sale of current has increased to £ 6,838

178. 10d ., and after debiting profit and loss account with the cost of

generationand distribution of electricity, and management expenses,

there remains a net profit for the year of £ 3,602 98. 8d . compared

with £3,114 6s. 6d . in 1896. To this amount must be added £ 183

78. 10d. brought forward from last year, increasing the amount to be

dealt with to£ 3,785 178. 6d ., and after deductingdebenture interest

paid and accrued and the interim dividend paid in October last,

there remains a net balance of £ 2,092 78. 11d. at the credit of the

revenue account.
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The directors propose to write the sum of £ 180 off preliminary

expenses account, to place £ 600 to the reserve fund, to declare a

dividend (payable onApril 15th next) at the rate of 6 per cent. per

apnum for the balf-year on the share capital (making, with the

interim dividend, 5 per cent. for the year), and to carry thebalance,

£ 218 :78. 2d., forward . The number of lamps attached to the com

pany'ssystemhas increased to the equivalent, at December 31st last,

of 27,777 8 - C.P . lamps, and the number or consumers to 397, com

pared to 21,756 lamps and 314 consumers at December 31st, 1896.

Out of the sum of £ 600 which has to be set aside for repairs and

maintenance, in accordance with the contract with the Hove Com

missioners, the unexpended sum of £ 390 13s. 11d . has been placed

to the depreciationand maintenance reserve faod, bringing the total

of this account to £ 914 10s., while the general reserve fund, by the

addition now proposed to be made, will stand at £2,259 178.

Since the date of the last report the directors have issued £ 2,400 ot"

4 per cent. debenture stock , bringing the total amount issued at the

present date to £ 17,000.

The increase of the company's business, and the continued appli

cations for supply of current from residents in new streets entail

upon the company further oatlay on mains and machinery, for which

additional capital is required. The directors, therefore, propose to

increase the capital of the company to £ 50,000 by the creation of

2,000 new shares of £ 5 eacb, ranking pari passu with the existing

shares, andthe necessary resolution forgiving effect to this proposal

is contained in the accompanying notice of metting. The directors
propose to makean early 1880e of 1,000 of these shares which will be

offcred to the whole of the members of the company, pro rata , at &

premium .

A resolation will also be submitted for consideration,increasing

the limit of the directors' borrowing powers from £ 25,000 to

£ 50,000.

is now available in most of the important thoroughfares in the

district.

Holborn ( Eastern Portion ).- provisional order for the eastern

portion of this district was granted to the companyby the Board of

Trade, and confirmed in the last session of Parliament. The

work of laying mains in the compulsory area was at once taken in

hand, and current is now being suppliedto consumers within this

district from the generating station in City Road. Thecompany's

application to the Board of Trade for a provisional order for the

western portion of Holborn, and for the adjoining district of St.

Giles - in -the-Fields, hasreceived the consent of the local authorities.

Wandsworth . - The station buildings on the Wandle were completed

during the year, and the capacity of the plant there installed isequal

to 40,000 8 -C.P. lampsconnected. The company's mains bave been

carried intonew neighbourboods, and further extensions are in pro

gress. The supply of current was commencedin the early part of

1897, andsince September last has been available throughout the 24

hours. The equivalent of 13,907 8 - C.P. lamps were connected to the

mains at December 31st last, showing an increase of 13,690 for the

year, and applications representing a further 2,927 were then awaiting

connection .

Camberwell. - The work of laying mains inthe compulsory streets

within this district has been commenced, and it is expected that by

nextautumn asupply of current will be available.

Mile EndOld Town, St. George's-in -the- East , and the district of the

Limehouse District Board of Works. — Provisional orders for these

districts were granted by the Board of Trade in 1896 , and confirmed

by Parliament in 1897.

PROVINCIAL STATIONS.

The Dover Electricity Supply Company, Limited .-- In the past year

an important additionwas made to the Dover Station by the laying

downof generating plant for the supply of current to the Corporation

tramways. The running of the tramsby electricity was commenced in

September last. In the second completed year ofthe working of this

station the gross protits amounted to £ 1,127 178. 5d., as agaiost a loss in

1896, and the company may now be considereaas fairly established ona

prutit-earning basis. The equivalent of 10,137 8.C.P. lamps were

connected to the mains at December 31st last, showing an increase of

2,619 for the year ( including nine arc lamps for street lighting );and

app.ications representing a further 239 were then awaiting connection.

Io the early part of 1897 the Duver Company made an issue of £ 25,000

45 per cent. debenture stock, the interest up in which is guaranteed by

the company.

The Richmond ( Surrey) Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited.- A considerable improvement is shown in this company's

accounts for the year under review. The gross profits amounted to

£2,233 53. 4d ., which allows of a dividend of 3 per cent. on the share

capital, after providing for interest charges and reserve for deprecia

tion of plant,&c. The equivalent of 9,512 8 -C.P . lamps were con.

nected to the mains at December 31st last, showing an increase of

2,387 daring the year ; and applications representing a further 220

were then awaiting connection . In order to meet the increasing

demand for current at this station , it is intended to lay down

additional plant during the present year, and further extensions of

mains havebeen decided upon .
.

... ... 500

The County of London and Brush Provincial Electric

Lighting Company, Limited .

Tik report to be presented to the shareholders at the fourth ordi

Dury general meeting of the company to be held at Winchester

House , Oid Broad Street, London, E.C. , at 12 o'clock Doon, on

Monday, March 14tb, 1898, states that the capital expendicare daring

the year in respect of the company's L ind i districts amounted to

£ 141,066 38. 9ū. Of this bom £138,078 5s. 10d. has been expended at

St. Luke's and Clerkenwell and at Wandsworth, makiag the total

expenditure on the two London stations up to December 31st last,
£ 410,801 128. 1d .

This expenditure was met bythe balance of instalments falling
due on the second issue of 10,000 6per cent. preference shares, and

by the sale at a premium of the balance of the second issue of

ordinary sbares. In order to provide funds for additional require

ments duriog the current year, a further 10,000 ordinary shares at

parwereallotted pro rata to the ordinary shareholders on December
6th last.

The premium received on the balance of the second issue of

ordinary shares has been applied as follows :
£ 8. d.

To reduction ofgeneral preliminaryexpenses 3,253 19 6

To writing off costs in connection with appli

cațions for provisional orders 889 15 6

Amount carried to reserve ( raising this item

to £ 5,000) 1,500 0 0

The interests of the company in the Bournemouth and District

Electric Supply Company, Limited , have been disposed of to the

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Company, Limited , at &

substantial profit. Your directors deeming it to your advantage to

retain an interest in the latter company , applied for and received an

allotment of ordinary shares at par.

The net revenue for the year, including the balance from last

account, and after payment of proportion of rente, rates, taxes,

interest, and general establishment charges, is £ 21,400 148. 2d. Dat

of this sum an interim dividend on the preference shares for the ball

year ended June 30th last, at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum has

been paid ; and the directors now recommend thata further dividend

on the preference capitalfor the half-year just ended be declared at

the same rate. This will leave a balance of £ 10,090 148. 2d. , which

it is proposed tocarry forward .

The company's two London generating stations are now fully

equipped and in good ruoning order, baving a joint plant capacity

sufficient for the supply of 120,000 8 -C.P . lamps connected . It is

intended to supply the company's districts north of the Thames from

the St. Luke's station in City Road, and those on the south side of

the river from the station on the Wandle.

For the information of shareholders & map is attached to the re

port, showing:-(a ) Districts where carrent is now being supplied.

( 6) Districts wherein works are in progress. ( c) Districts for which

provisional orders have been obtained (works not yet commenced ).

(d ) Districts where the contents of the local authorities have been

obtained to the company's application for provisional orders.

Tae retiring directors are Mr. B. H. Vao Tromp and Mr. R. Percy

Sellon , who are eligible for re -election,

LONDON STATIONS.

St. Luke's and Clerkenwell. The station buildings and the equip

ment thereof are practically completed. The plant iostalled is

capable of supplying 80,000 8 - C.P. lamps connected. The equivalent

of23,757 8 -C.P . Lamps were connectedto the mains at December 31st

last, showing an increase of 9,578 for the year ; and applications re

presenting a further 1,073 were then awaiting connection . A

considerable demand baving arisen formotive power, separate mains

have been laid down, and a supply of current for power purposes

Isle of Man Tramways Company.

THB report of the directors for the year ended December 31st last,

to be submittedat the general meeting to be held on the 10th pros.,

states that the balanceof profit and loss account, after providing
£ 6,500 for debenture interest, is £ 11,164. The directors propose

dividends at therate of 6 per cent.onthe preference, and7 per cent.
onthe ordinary shares, absorbing £ 10,850 ,of which £ 5,669 has been

paid in interim dividends, and that the balance of £ 304 be carried

forward. The losson the first half-year's working of the cable sec

tion has been exceptionally heavy, owing to many unforeseen circum .

stances and through frequent stoppages. With the experience

gained, the management confidently hope next year to have a satis

factory return on the cable lines. It is expected that the new elec

tric tramwayfrom Laxey to Ramsey,now in course of construction,

and which will be worked as aseparate undertaking,will beopened
for next summer's traffic, and will bring considerable increase of

revenue on the company's present lines.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company,

Limited .

Sir Anthony H.Hoskins, who presided at the ordinary meetingof

this company,held on Tuesday, regretted theabsenceof the chair.

man , SirRobert Herbert,throughillness. They had had noimportant

contract to carry outduring the period under review, but their
factories at Wharf Roadand EastGreenwich hadbeen actively

employed, and they were able to maintain the dividend at the same

rate ,15 per cent., as last year. They carried forward a somewhat

smalleramount, butthey consider it bettertodo that, rather than to

lower the dividend. They wouldbe interested to learn thatthis was

the 50th year of the most important branchof themanufactare

the insulation of telegraph wires. Their gatta-percha works were
started in 1846 ,althoughitwasnottill 1848 that the insulating

properties of gutta-percha were generally recognised. The total

amountof raw gatta imported into this country had beenofficially

statedto be 84,000 tons, of whichhebelieved40,000had been

used by their company. The gutta-perchamanufacturedby them

had been mostly for submarine cables, of which they had made
145,000 knots of various sized cores. Gutta remained to -day un.
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The statutory provision for depreciation and reserve funds in

accordance with the City of London Electric Lighting Azt, 1893, has

been made, of which £20,528 bave been set aside out of revenue. The

generation and distribucion expenses for the year, including repairs

and renewals, were 313per cent of the earnings, as compared with

34 per cent. io 1° 96, 36 87 Eur 1895 , 46 for 1894,and54 2 for 1893.

The progress made by the company will be seen by the following

comparative statements, which show the position as it was in 1897

andat subsequent periods :

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS AND LAMPS CONSECTED.

rivalled asan insulator for submarinecable cores. It wasinterestingto

note that they were manufacturing for the British Postal Telegraphs

a telegraph cable, 60 koots in length, to be laid between this country

and Ireland, baviog a core of povel design. It possessed considerable

electricaladvantages, and they hopedthe form would solve the ques
tion of telephonic communication . Toe cable had been invented by

their engineer, Mr. Willoughby Smith, and his assistant, Mr. Gran

ville , and a small section had been laid in Southampton Water,

And had been successful. They had entered into a contract for

building a new cable steamer, which would be the largest telegraph

ship in the world. Ia planning and designing her they had had the

accumulated experience extending over a good many years, and they

could reasonably expect the vessel to be thoroughly up to date. It

was absolutely necessary that avessel of ber capacity and dimensions

should be brought into use with a view to securing contracts that

may be forthcoming in the fatare. She would be capable of lifting

dead weight of 8,000 tons, and that would enable her to carry the

largest ocean cable in one length . It would be fitted with twin

screws, the enginesagd boilers would ba of a modern type, and would

give a speed of 12 knots par hour on a moderate consumption of
coal.

After one or two remarks from shareholders, one of whom elicited

from the chairman the fact that the new cable ship would be finished

in early autu mn , the report was adopted .

Dec.31st, Dec. 31st, Dec.31st, Dec. 31st , Dec.31st, Dec. 31st,

1892 . 1893. 1894. 1895 . 1896 . 1897 .

212 1,080 2,740 4,230 5,803 6 322

Number of cus

tomers being

supplied

Number (equi

valent) of 8 .

C.P. lamps con :
nected ........

20,241 65,341 135,460 195,817 247,785 290,012

On February 9th, 1898, there were 316,705 8-C.P. lamps (equivalent)

applied for, out of which 302,871 were connected .

STATEMENT OF INCOME AS SHOWN IN THE AUDITED STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNTS ISSUED BY THE COMPANY.

1For the period

to

Dec. 31st, 1:92 .

For the year

ended

Dec. 31st, 1893 .

For the year

ended

Dec. 31st, 1891.

For the year

ended

Dec. 31st, 1895.

For the year

ended

Dec. 31st, 1896.

For the year

ended

Dec. 31st, 1897 .
.

8. d . A.£ A. d £ A. d .

12,450 5 4 39,662 17 9

£ £ A. d . £ B. d . i £ d .

68,863 19 3 106,999 17 2 146,946 14 7. 175,792 13 2

Gross revenue (after deducting allowances t .

consumers)

Net revenue available for depreciation, reserve

food, interest on debentu - e stock and divi.

dends 500 (est.) 16,940 14 10 34,865 2 6 59,100 ' 5 11 85,701 8 3 107,550 2 4... ...

+

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited

1

The report presented to the shareholders at the ordinary general

meeting held on Wednesday stated that the expenditure on capital

account during the year ended December 31st, 1897, amounted to

£ 82,085 178. Details of this outlay are given in the capital account

No. III.

REVENUE.

£ 8. d .

The total revenue for tbe yearwas 190,573 12 11

From which must be deducted the

following items:

Expenses of generation and dis

tribution £42,923 10 8

Rente, rates, taxes, general charges 23,980 19 6

Allowances to consumers 14,700 19 9

Transfer to depreciation land No.1 17,000 0 0

Transfer to reserve fund 3,528 00

Amount written off suspenge ac

count 1,938 0 8

103,561 107

Leaving ... 87,022 2 : 4

To which must be added the balance brought for

ward from 1896 1,415 3 1

...

:

...

88,437 5 5Making a total available revenue of

of this sum the following amounts have been

distributed :

( a) Interest ondebenture stock for

year ended December 31st, 1897 £ 20,000 0 0

(0) Interim diviaend on £ 400,000

6 per cent. preference shares,

halt-year to June 30th last 12,000 0 0

The ordinary general meeting ofthe shareholders of the abuv.com

panywas held on Wednesday atWinchester House, Old Broad Street,
Sir David L. Salomons presiding,

The CHAIRMAN, in proposing the adoption of the report, said it

was satisfactory that the directors were able to recommend a dividend

at the rate of 10 per cent. per annum . To effect that, it had been

necessary to take £ 5,000 from the premium fund towards deprecia

tion, and approximatelya similar sum was taken last year for the

game purpose. Io 1896 the revenue was aided , from the fact that

there was a sum somewbat exceeding £ 5,000 from the profits on

investments ; also the sum that was put to the depreciation fund,

making in all £ 10,000 added to the revenue. In other words, last

year they paid 7 per cent. dividend with the aid of that additional

£ 10,000 ; but this year they would be able to pay 10 per cent. - with

theapproval of theshareholders -- without havinghadthe advantage of

that additional £ 10,000. Those facts showed thatthe business waspro

gressive. It also proved that which he bad often referred to,that when

the business had reached a certain point, they would be able to make

much larger profits at a very smalladditional cost. As they could well

understand, the standing charges remained virtually the same, it was

simply a question of burning a little more coal,and keeping the

machinery running for a longer period to produce a larger outpat of

corrent. In 1896 about £10,000 was taken from the premium tand

to assist the depreciation fund number two, andthis year it was pro

posed to take £ 20,000 to add to that fund, asthey considered that

that land being a voluntary one on the part of the bɔard , should be

keptup to a fair amount to meet any contingencies that might arise

in the future . The expenditure on capital account during the

year had amounted to £82,085. It might be curious to notice

that their freehold investments appeared to be less than they were

the yearbefore, but that was really tobe accounted for by thefact that

some of the investments hadbeen shifted from a general heading,and

putdefioitelyto represent the depreciation and reserve fund . The

capital expenditure had increased, and also the expenditure for running

the company during the year, which was due to their having sopplied

a greater amount of current. It was very satisfactory to know

that the demand for the sapply of electric energy continued to

increase. The number of customers on February 23rd was 6,517, the

number of lamps applied for was 318,741,and the number of lamps

connected to the circuits 305,163. That afforded abundant proof that

not only was the electriclight appreciated in the City, bat also that
they had given: satisfaction to their customers. The great fire in

Cripplegate at one time gave the directors very great anxiety, but he

was very glad to be ableto say that the damage caused to the com

pady wasonly nominal - between £ 200and £ 300, would cover their

entire loss. It was said it was an ill wind that blew nobody any

good, and it was possible that, as a result of that fire, their company

might benefit, for they were sending round a circularto the builders&

of the new premises that were to be erected, pointing out the

advantages that would aocrue, by wiring the premises for the

electric light. He had had a letter from a shareholder who

had asked whether the board could not see their way to paying

an interim dividend in the future . To that he would say that,.

if the business continued to prosper in the coming years as

it had done in the past, the directors Saw no objection

to that course, seeing that it would meet the wisbes of many share

holders. He would like to point out, however, that any interim

dividend would necessarily be small, as thefirst half of the year was

always a small one. Referring to the relations of the company with

the City authorities, the chairman said that the directors were anxious

...

32,000 0 0

Leaving for further distribution £ 56,437 5 5

The directors now recommend the payment of the following

dividends, subject to the deduction of income-tax ,to members regis
tered in the books of the company on February 16th, 1898.

Preference Shares. — 68. persharefor the six months ended Decem

ber 31st, 1897, making, with the interim dividend already paid , a

total distribation of 129. per share , or at the full rate of 6 per cent .

per annum .

Ordinary Shares, Nos. 40,001 to 80,000.- £ 1 per share for the 12

months ended December 31st, 1897, being at the rate of 10 per cent.

per annum .

Ordinary Shares, Nos. 80,001 to 90,000 (February, 1897, issue). -

10s. 70. per share, being atthe rate of 10 per cent. per annum , calca .

lated from the due dates of the respective instalments to December
31st, 1897.

This will absorb £ 55,381 189. 10d . , and leave a balance of £ 1,055

68. 7d. to be carried forward. It is proposed that the respective divi

dends shall be paid on March 3rd, 1898.

)
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to meet the Corporationin all matters in a fair and even conciliatory

spirit. Theywere a business company carrying on operations for the

purpose of obtaining a profit on theirinvestment, and therefore had

no desire to enter into litigation, and they would only have recourse

to the law courts to enforce their just rights. If such a position were

forced upon them the board would protect the rights of theshare

holders ; bat, as hehad said, they desired to act in barmony with the

anthorities. It had been decided to reducethe maximum price from

8d. to 7d. per unit, and the board hoped to reduce the price still

further as the exigencies of the business admitted of it. In order to

give the public the fullest possible benefit,they had decided to make

that reduction date back from January 1st last.

The report was adopted .

Theretiring directors - Mr. Edward Lucas and Mr. F.W. Reynolds

- baving been re-elected, a similar proposition was agreed to with

reference to the auditors, Messrs. W. 8. Pannell & Co.

Avote of thanks to the Chairman for presiding closed the pro

ceedings.

Henley's Telegraph Company, Limited ,

MR. SYDNEY GEDGE, M.P., presided at a general meeting of this

company, which was held last Friday at the offices of the company,

Martin's Lane, E.C., and referred to the fact that the company

for some yearshad been going on well, and improving in everyway
its position and its prospects. He congratulatedthe shareholders

upon the success which had attended theefforts of those who had the

management in their bands. Dwelling for a moment upon the pro
gress that had beenmade during the five years, the chairmansaid in

1893 they issued £ 30,000 preference shares partly to payoffdebts,
and partly to provide fresh capital. The benefit of that wasfelt

daring the following year, for they madea very substantial profitof
£ 10,771, andwere able topay a dividend of 5 per cent. They also

raised freshdebentures at a lower rate of interest, to replace older
ones, and they practically increased their capital by £ 13,000 at an

increase of interest of only £253. They commencedto pay better divi.

dends, andin1895,whentheywanted more capital,they increased from
the nominal £ 70,000 to £ 100,000 ,thewbole of which issue was taken up

at parby their own shareholders and friends. It was found necessary

in 1896 and last year to farther increase the capital, and they issued

£ 25,000 offurther capitalat a very considerable premium , making, in

fact, £ 15,000, which had been added to the reserve fund. Their

business wasincreasing eo rapidly, and asthey found it necessaryto

have thebestofmachinery,itwas notatalunlikely, before the
year ended, that they wouldhave to issue another £ 25,000,although

shareholders must not expectto get them at the same price as the

last. The profits for the last five years had been as follows :

Profits . Paid in dividends.

1893 £ 10,780 £ 6,000

1894 16,450 6,800

1895 21,820 9,500

( £ 1,600 from previous year )
1896 26,080 12,400

(less £ 500 to directors)

1897 29,685 15,800

Their net profits bad continuouslyprogressed ,andthe sums paid in

dividends had also increased year by year, and at thesame time they

had been able to pay dividends ont of profits actually earned . The

actualearnings had paidinterestondebentures,and during the five

years they had written off £ 10,000 for depreciation, added £ 20,000

to the reserve tand, besides the £ 15,000profit on issuing shares,they

had paid in dividends £ 50,500 , carrying forward £ 12,700 to1898.

Referring to the present accounts, they would see that the value of

stock bad increased ,but it was not unsaleable stock, but represented

goods which they might have to supply at 24hours' notice . Referriog

to the effects ofthe striko, the chairman said that in theircase men

of inferior position had been pat to dothe work of the skilledwork

men , and the result bad been that they had done more and better

work .

After some remarks from shareholders the accounts were adopted.

&
... ... .00

...

...

... ...

Notting Hill Electric Lighting Company.

THB annual generalmeetingofthis company washeld at Winchester

House, on Wednesday, Sir William Crookes presiding.

Referring to share capital account, the CHAIRMAN said the whole

£ 100,000 of share capitalhad been issued and paid up. In the loan

capital there was still £ 40,000 of 4 per cent. debentures available for

issue against further capital expenditure. By making use of these

theshareholders reap the benefit,as the debentures carried interest

at 4 per cent. only , whereas a furtherissue of shares would rank for

dividend with theold ones, and would therefore have to receive the

tull 6 per cent. By issuing debenturos, however, the odd 2 per cent.

goes toincrease the share dividends. During the yearthe directors

allotted £ 10,000 of the 4 per cent. first mortgage debentures at

£ 106 per cento, being part of an issue of £ 50,000 secured on

the company's undertaking by a trust deed. They anticipated
requiring about£ 11,000 this year, and the issue price of the de
bentureswill be increased to £ 107 10s. per cent. The amount of capital

expended on lande, buildings, mains, and machinery, was £ 3,184
inexcess of the amount received from shares and debentures.

Very little capital was expended during the yearexcept on new

mains, which represent £ 11,769of the total expenditure of £ 14,079.

The reason for this large expenditure is that they had now seriously

commenced to lay mains in the principal streetsof the new area,

most of the compulsory ones being already supplied with current.

They had every reason to be satisfied with the number of customers

on the new extensions,which appeared an almost certain source of

additional revenue ; but there was still a large field for further de

velopment. Othersmallextensions of the mains had to be made in

the oldarea , and theywerealways prepared toextend into any street

where the demand appeared sufficient to guard against a loss being

incurred on the capital employed. The revenne account was in a

very satisfactory state, the numberof units sold having increased

during the past12 months from230,787 to 354,969, or 50 per cent.,
and the total revenue from £ 8,550 to £ 11,620. The increase in the

revenue, compared with the previous year, is over £ 3,000, but the

expenses show an increase of only about £ 900. The principal
increases were for coal, repairs, and rates. The whole of the

machinery and mains are kept in an efficient state of repair,

the entire cost being takenout of revenue. He took the oppor
tunity of expressing their entire satistaction at the excellent manner

in which their engineering staff, under Mr.Schultz, bad carried out

the duties devolving on them , more especially in view of the very
anxious times atthe end of the year. Owing to the labour troubles

at that time in the engineeringtrade, the contractors were unable to

deliver the large engine and dynamo which should have beencom

pleted last summerready forthe winter load . Had one of the machines

tailed at the critical moment, they would have been in a most awk .

ward predicament, baving nospare plant whatever to fall backupon .

Happily, no accident occurred, and the new machinery was delivered
last week .

A table was then given showing the progress of the company.

Their revenue per 8-0.P. lamp still continued low , being about 6o.

only, showing that their district was not so good as most of the

others in London, where the average consumption per lamp

was above 108. They hoped to derive considerable benefit from

their contract with the National Electric Free Wiring Company,

who undertaketo wire houses and provide suitable fittings treeof
initial cost to the consumer,who merely had to pay an additional 1d .

per unit, which 1d . is handed over to the Free Wiring Company,

Already 20 houses had been connected on those terms. They had
every reason to be satisfied with the result of the reduction in the

price per unit. to 6d. at 200 volts; and although their principal thought

must be to benefit shareholders, they must not overlookthe claims

of thosewhosupply thedividends,vis., the consumers. Asmany of their
shareholders were alsousing their light,he could assurethem that their

interests would be very carefully considered, and immediately it was

possible to make a further reduction they could rely that this would

be done. The dividend of 6 per cent. on the ordinary shares, which

they now recommended, marked a period in their history.After this
was paid, preference and ordinary shares ranked equally for dividend,

and the founders' sbares came in for their proportion. To simplity

matters, they proposed to regard the ordinary dividend as a 6 per

cent. one, payable hall yearly, and at the end of the secondhalf year

proposed to pay in addition such bonus as the profits may allow . The

total amount of profits available for dividend, after payment of the

6 per cent., would be divided into two moieties, and one moiety

would go to the 9,450 preference and ordinary shares pro rata , and

the other moietyto the 550 founders' shares pro rata.

After some little discussion the report was adopted.

Stock Exchange Notices. — The Stock Exchange Com

mittee bas appointed Thursday, March 10th, a special settlingday

as ander : - Chelsea Electricity Bupply Company, Limited - Farther

issue of 8,000 ordinary shares of £ 5 each, fully paid, Nos 32,501 to

40,500 ; and National Electric Free Wiring Company, Limited

100,000 shares of £1 each, 6s . paid, Nos. 1 to 100,000. The Com .

mittee has also ordered theunder-mentioned securities to be quoted

in the official list :-Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Limited -

17,400 ordinary shares,Nos. 1 to 17,400. Halifax and Bermudas

Cable Company, Limited - £ 97,800 44 per cent. first mortgage de

bentures, within Nos. 1 to 1,200.

Brazilian Submarine TelegraphCompany, Limited.
-The direotors of this company have to -day declared an interim

dividend of 3s. per share, orat the rate of 6 per cent.per annum ,

tree of income-tax , for the quarter ended December 31st last,and

payable on March 25th. The transter books of this company will be

closed - from the 18th to the 24th inste, both days inclusive.

The House-to -House Electric Light Supply Com
pany, Limited . - The transfer registers of this company will be

closed from the2nd inst. to the 12thinst., both days inclusive for the

preparation of dividend warrants.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited . - The receipts for the

week ending July25th, 1898, were £2,290 8s.11d.; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,218 7s. 20. ; increase, £ 72 1s. 9d .

The City and SouthLondon RailwayCompany . - The receipts for theweekend.

ing February 27th, 1898, were £ 1,065 ; week ending February 28th, 1897,

£ 996; increase, £ 69;total receipts for half-year, 1898, £ 9,680 , correspond.

ing period, 1897, £ 9,713 ; decrease, £ 83.

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company. - The receipts for

week ending Friday, February25th ,1898,were £852 Os. id.;corresponding

week last year, £ 508 11s. 3d .; decrease, £ 156 118. 2d. ; passengers carried ,

61,674 ; corresponding week last year,77,074 ;aggregate to date,£ 3,215 12s. 9d.;

aggregate to date last year, £ 3,456 18. 11d.; decrease to date, £240 9s. 2d.;

mileageopen, 8miles, as against 8miles forthe corresponding period of last

year. Cars, 1898, 207 ; 1897, 292. Miles, 1898, 18,795 ; 1897, 26,080.

TheLiverpool Overhead Railway Company . - The receiptsfor the week ending

February 27th, 1898, amounted to £ 1,300; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,275 ; increase, €25.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited.The receipts for

the week ending February 25th , 1898, after deducting 17 per cent ofthe

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,396 ,
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Business doneBtook

Closing Olosing
Dividends for

duringor

NAME , Quotation,
Share the last three years.

Quotation. weekonded

Feb. 23rd . March 2nd .

1
March 2nd,

1898,

1895 . 1896 . 1897.
Highest. Lowest.

137,4001 African Direct Teleg .,Ltd. ,4 % Deb. 1004 % 100 -104 100 - 104

25,600 Amason Telegraph , Limited, sharea ... 10 6 - 7 61 - 79

125,000 Do. 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

Stock £ 2 98.£ 2 138. 3 %923,9801 Anglo -American Teleg., Ltd.
59 61 59 61 603 59

3,038,0201 Do,
do. 6 % Pret. Stock £ 4 188. £ 5 68. 6 % 1074 1081 107 1085 1031 1071

3,038,0202 Do. do. Defd. Stock 114- 123 11 - 121 1216

130,000 Brasilian Babmarine Teleg., Ltd. 10 7 % 164 - 171 161 - 172 1716

75,0002 Do, do. 5 % , Debs.,and series, 1906 100 5 % 112 - 116 112 -116

44,000 Obili Telep ,, Ltd., Hon. 1 to 44,099 54 % 4 % 3 34 3

10,000,000 $ CommercialOable Oo.... $1007 % 187 -192 187 -192

653,5867 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4% Deb. Stock Red. Stock 106 - 108 106-108 1061 1067

224,850 Consolidated Telep .Const. and Main ., Lid. 10 /- | 11 % 2 % ME

16,000 Ouba Teleg., Ltd. 108% 8 % 73 81 8 xd

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 % 10 % 151 - 163 144 153xd 155

12,931 Direot Spanish Teleg ., Ltd. 54 % 4 % 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Pref. 5 10 % 10 % 10 11 11

30,0002 Do. do . 47% Debe. Nos. 1 to 6,000 60 41 % 41 % 103 -106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Direct Ozited States Oble, Ltd , 20 | 21% 21 % 100 113 | 104 - 111 111

120,000 Direct West India Cable 41 % Reg . Deb . 100 98 –101 98 — 101 998 99

400,000 Lasten Teleg ., Ltd., Nov.I to 400,0 ** 10 61% 64 % 18 181 18 184 183 18

70,000 6 % Oun . Pref.
106 6 % 19 20 19 20

89,9002 Do. 6 % Debs , repay, August,1899 100 5 % 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

1,302,6152 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb Stock Red. Stock| 4 % 4 % 131 -134 |131 -134 131

250,000 Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Teleg.,Ltd. 19 7 % 74 189 - 191 189- 191 19 18]

Do. 6 % (Anı. Gov. Srb.), Deb., 1900, red.ann.drgs.
100 6 % 5 % 99 - 103 99 - 103

reg. 1 to 1,049, 8,976 to 4,826

100,5002 Do do . Bearer, 1,85e - 8,975 and 4,827–6,400 100 5 % 5% 100 --103 100 - 103 1011

320,0002 Do. 4 % Deb . Stock Stock| 4 % 4% 190 -193 130 -133

Eastern and Bouth African Teleg., Ltd.,6% Mort. Deb. 100 5 % 5 % 99 -103 99 - 103

1980 redeem . ann . drgs., Reg. Nos. 1 to 2,848

69,2002 do. do. to be srer, 2,844 to 5,500 100 5 % 5% 100 - 103 100 -103 1007

300,0002 Do. 4 % Mort. Debs. Nou. I to 8,000, red. 1909 100 4 % 4% (102 -105 102 -105 101

200,0002 Do. 4 % Reg .Mt.Ders. (Mauritius Bud.) 1 to 8,888 264% 4 % 108-111% 108 - 111 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust, Ltd. 10 41% 44 % 12 121 12 121 123 12

180,042
Do. do. 6 % Pret.... 106 % 6 % 173 - 181 174 - 18 183 17*

150,000 Great Northern Teleg. Ormpany ofOoperlegen 10 10 % 10 % 271 - 285 289 29.3

160,0002 Do. do. do . 6 % Debr. 1085 % 5% 101 - 104 100 -103 xd

17,000 Indo -European Teleg ., Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 52 55

100,0001 LondoaPlatino -Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Debs. 1096 % 6 % 108 111 en 106 -109 xd 106)

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel., Nos. 1 to 28,008 ... 54 % 21 21

484,597 National Teleph ., Ltd., 1 to 484,597 ... 6 54 % 54 % 6 % 67 73 65 - 6 xd 618 611
15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prof. 166 % 6 % 6 % 16 18 16 18 xd

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Prel. 10 | 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17 164 154

119,234
Do.

8 % NOA -cum . 8rd Pret., 1 to 119,284 55 % 5 % 5 % 6 61 54 - xd

Do. do . Nos. 119,235
5 6 61 54- 61xd

to 250,000, £ 5 paid

329,4714 Do. 34 % Deb . Stock Red .
Stock 81 % 31 % 33% 104 -109 104 - 109 1055 105

171,504 Oriental Teleph .& Elec, Etd., Nos. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 15 % 5 %

100,0002 Pacife and European Tel., Ltd., 4 % Guar Debs, 1 to 1,908 100 4 % 4 % 105 -108 105 - 108

11,839 Berter's Ltd. 8 5 %
8 9 8 9

3,381 Bubmarine Oablon Trust Oert. 139 - 144 139 -144

58,000 Osited River Plate Teleple., Ltd. 54 % 41 4

146,7332 Do. do, 6 % Dobi.
... Stock 5 % 101 -106 103 -107

15,609 Want At isan Telag ., Ltd., 7,601 to 23,129 104 % nil 41 48 41- 48

213,4002 Do do do. 5 % Doba. 100 6 % 5 % 103 -106 101 - 104 xd

64,268 Wasters wa Brasilina Telog., Ltd. 16 8 % 2 % 101- 108 113 12 101

33,129 Do.
do. do 6 % Pred. Ord . 711 6 5 % 73 - 8 74- 8 7g

39,129 Do. do. do . Def. Ord . 71 31- 38

982,230 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red.... Stock 105 -107 | 106 -108 1068

88,321 West India and Panama Teleg., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % 1

34,563 Do. do . 6 % Oum . 1st Prof. 10 6 % 6 %
8 81 8 8g 8

4,669 Do. do. do. 6 % Oum . End Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do 6 % Debs. No. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 105 -108 105 -108

163,000 $ Western Daion of U. B ; Teleg., 7 % let Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1002 Do. do. 6 % Bter. Bonda. 100'6 % 6 % 100 - 105 1100 -105 xd

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COIPANIES .

80,000 Oharing Orom and Strana Elooty, Bupply 65 % 6 % 17 % 14 15 14 15 148 14

20,000 Do. do. do , do . 41 % Oum . Pret. 8 6 65 6 cs

28,000 "Oholesa Bleotricity Supply, Ltd., Ord., Nos. 1 to 10,877 ..
56 % 5 % 114- 12 111- 12

60,000 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb . Stook Rod . Stock 4 % 41 % 115 -117 115 -117

40,000 Oity of London Bloo.Lightg. Oo ., Ltd.,Ord .48,001—80,000 10 | 6 % 7 % 10 % 281 - 291 281 - 297 291 283

10,000 Do. do . Prov. Oerts. 6 10 % | 28 29 28 - 29

10,000 Do. do . Nos. 90,001to 100,000 £2 pd. 10
13 - 14 14 15 144 13]

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 174 181 174 184 181 18

400,000 Do. 6 %Deb. Stook, Sorip. ( im . at 6116 ) all paid 6 % 6 % 129 -194 129 -134

30,000 Jounty of Lond. & Bruxh Prov. 8.Ltg.Ltd., Ord.1-30,000 10 mit nii nil 151 16 151- 16 164

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Prel., 40,001-60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 164- 162 154— 164 16

10,000 House-to -House Elec. Light Supply, Ord ., 101to 10,100 5
104- 11} 11 115 11}

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pret. 5 111- 12 111- 12

19,800 "Metropolitas Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 50,000 104% 6 % 20 21 20 21 2018 201

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001–62,500, iss. at £2 prem . 10 191 - 204 194 203 20

220,0002 Do. 41 % Erstmortgage debenture stock 43 % 41 % 117 121 117 -121

6,462 NottingHillElectric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 % : % 4 % 6 % 19 19 20 193

19,9801*St.Jamor'ı& Pall Mall Bloo. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord., 101-20,080 6 | 71 % 101 % 14 % 181 - 191 184 191 197 19

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Prof., 20,081 to 40,080 57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

60,000 Do. 4 % Deb . stoot Red . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 - 110

13,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord., £ 9 paid 5 23- 33 27- 3 218

79,900 l weten jare slottir Supplr vorp., Ori... 101 tn 80,000 5 17 % 1 9 % 12 % | 18 19 | 171 - 180xd 181

• Subjeot to Founder's Shares. + Quotationi on Livorpool Stook Ezobango.

1 Onlen ofbortviso statod all sbares are fully paid . | Dividonds pald in dotorrod share warrants, profits being used as capit

Dividends marked | are for a your conginting of the latter part of ono yons and the first part of the next.
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ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COPANIES ,

Stoot
Cloning

Baninan dono
Olosing

Prosoni
Or Dividends for

Quotation,KAMB .
during wook

Quotation
share . the last tbroo yonrı.Lardo . ended

Feb. 23rd . March 2nd .

1 Mar. 2nd , 1898.

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Higher Lowest

30,000 British Electric Traction
10 177, 178 161– 17 174 15H

90,000 Bru Elleol. Enginy ,vo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ... % 27 2 - 23

90,000 Do. do . Non -oum . 6 % Prel., 1 to 90,000 3 214 21 23-24 28 21

125,0007 Do. do. 4% Perp. Dob. Stock . Stock 109 119 110 -114 xd ...

50,000 Do. do. 41 % EndDeb. Stock Red . Stock : 02 -106 102 106

19,128 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares
10 104-11 11 101% 102

149,106 Do. do . £ 6 paid 10 64 7 67 7 63 68

58,830
Do. do. Pref. hall-shares £1 pd .

11 2 11 2 11

61,777 Do. do . Def. do . £ 5 pd.
44- 5 43 61

630,0002 Oity and South London Railway Stock 14 % 18 % 136
66 - 68 67 69 683 658

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Sharos, 1 to 28,180 6 nil 27- 28 24 28

99,261 {
Edison & Bwan United Blec. Lgt ., Ltd., " A " abrs, £ 9 pd . 66 % 61 % 21- 3

1 to 97,261
21- 3

17,189 Do. do. do . " A ” Ghares 01-017,199 5 5 % 54 % 5 5

194,023 Do. do . do. 4% Deb . stock Red . 100 103 -105 1044

il0.000 Electric Construodon, Lota ., 1 to 110,000
% 5 % 6 % 25 27 25 23 218 217

16,843 Do. do . 7 % Oum . Preti, 1 to 16,343 97 % 7 %
31 89 31- .3g

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong . Ltd., 1 to 70,000 3

67,276 Elmoro's Wire Mig .,Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm . 2

9,6002 Greenwood & Batloy, Ltd., 7 % Orm . Prel., 1 to 9,600 10 101%
9 - 11 9 11

12,500 Honley's (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord , 10 8 % 10 % 12 % 22 } 23 ; 23 24 235 2310

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Prot. 10 7 % 7 % 19 20 19 20

60,000 Do. do. do . Mort. Deb. Stook Stock 44 % 44 % 41% 112 -117 110 116 xd

30,000 India-Bubber, Gutta Perols and Telog .Works,Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % | 22 · 23 214 - 22 } xd 221 2131

800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debu. 100
103 -107 104 - 108

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord .
10 21 % 21 % 37 % 1018 - 101 % 101 103

10,000 t bo. do . Prel.,810 paid 10 5 % | 154 - 167 164- 161

87,850 Telegraph Oonstn . and Maintco., Ltd.
12 15 % 16 % 15 % 39 42 39 - 41 391 384

160,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Bonde, rod . 1899 100
6 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

14.0801 Waterloo and Oity Railway, Non. I to 64.000 10 131- 141 199— 141 141 133

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange, Unless otherwise nurod au sbaros pro fully paid .

Dividondo markod aro for a your consisting of the latter part of one your and ibo orn part of the next.

Onompron & 00 - The dividondo paid on the ordinary sharoo (wbich bave not stook Axobange quotation ), aro w follows : 1899–0* / A ; 1891–9 % $ 1890–80%:

LATEST PROCURABLE QUITATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

Birmingham Blectric Supply Oompany,Ordinuty of B5 ( 64 paid ), 71, London Blectric Supply Corporation , 65 Ordinary, 43-44.

£ 5 (tally paid ) 11.

Electric Oonstruction Oorporation , 6 % Debenturos, 106-108 .
.T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( tally paid ), 134-14

House -to - Bokke Company, 4%Dobontures of £ 100, 106 –109.
Yorkuhire House -to - Bouro Eleotricity Oompany, Bb Ordinary Sharm

Kensington and Knightsbridgo Blootrio Lighting Uompany, Limited

Ordinary Share 65 ( fully paid ) 163–17jad ;. Ist Proference
fully paid , 8-83xd. Dividend tor 1896-6 % .

Oimulaiva 6 %, 8B (fully paid ), 84–9. Dividend, 1896 , on

Ordinary Shares 7 %.

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rato of Uscount 3 per cant. (October 14th , 1897).
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THE KELVIN QUADRANT ELECTROMETER

AS A WATTMETER AND VOLTMETER .

BY ERNEST WILSON.

Communicated by Dr. J. HOPKINSON, F.R 8., to the Royal Society.

Received January 11th - Read January 27tb , 1898.

To test this point in the new instrument a Kelvin vertical electro

static voltmeter was placed across the needle and case, and a con:

stant electromotive force applied to the quadrants, one pair being pat

to the case . The jar was then charged by sparks froman electro

phorous,and readings taken on the voltmeter and electrometer

scale . The charge was continually increased until disruption

occurred between the needle and the lantern which supports the

idiostatic gange. Up to about 2,480 volts on the needlethe sensi

bility increased ,and so far as the author could see the needle was

further deflected as the charge was increased up to the point of dis

ruption, the spot of light being then off the scale. No great care

was takenwith this experiment, since it was only carried outfor the

purpose of ascertaining it diminished sensibility could be obtained

with further increased charge. The resultsare given in fig. 1. In

Clerk Maxwell's “ElectricityandMagnetism ,"Vol.1, p. 273,edition
1873, it is shown that the deflection ofthe needle of a quadrant

electrometer should vary 16 ( a – B) (0 - 4 ¢ ),where o is the2

potential of theneedle, andA and B the potentials of the two pairs

of quadrants. In fig. 1 the E.M.F. between the quadrants was less

B

DURING thepast seven years the author hashad continued experience

with the Kelvin quadrant electrometer, both in connection with

scientificresearchand the training of electrical engineering students

in the Siemens Laboratory, King's College, London. This paper

embodies a good deal of the experience which he has gained with the

instrument,and he has been fortunate in that two of these instru

ments were available. The numbers of the instruments are 71 and

184. The writer was therefore able to test the one as a wattmeter,

using the other for the purpose of investigating the instantaneous

rate at which work was being done by alternate currents. The

instrument used as a wattmeter (No. 184) is of comparatively recent

construction, and differsfrom the other principally in the omission of

the guard tube in the immediate vicinity of theneedle surrounding

&portion of the needle axis, and the wire connecting the needle to

the acid inside the jar. The induction plate employed in the old

form is done away with , and the terminals are permanently fixed to

the quadrants in this new instrument, otherwise, so far as the author

can see, they are identical. These instruments belong to Dr.J.
Hopkinson, F.R.S., the old form being the same that he has used for

many years, and in connection with which he read a paper before the

Physical Society on March 14th, 1885. •

Verification of Clerk Maxwell's Formula .

In the paper just alluded to, it is shown that the sensibility of the
instrument (No. 71) increased with the charge on the needle up to a

certain point, and that for further increase of the charge on the

needle the sensibility diminished. The complete explanationof this
is not given, and the author believes Professors Ayrton and Perry

were the first to point out that this effect is due to the portion of the

gva'd tube in the immediate neighbcurhood of the needle.
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Vore on Noodle

FIG . 1 ,

1* See Philosophical Magazine, April, 1885.

than 1 volt, and was constant. By the formula the quotient cla

should in this case be constant, where is the observed deflection.
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It varies in arbitrary anitsfrom0.88 to 0 · 11 as the value of o varies

from about 150 to 2,460 volte. This is working the instrument tar

beyond the range for which it is intended , since when the gauge is
in proper adjustment the value of o is only about 650 volts.

In the following experiment the highest E.M.F. employed is

115 volts, and since a square root ofmean square value equal to

100 voltswas the maximum potential difference about to be used by

the author in a certain series of experiments upon alternate current

watt -hour meters, it was necessary to see that within this range of

potential the formula above given is verified . The instrumentwas

connected as before with one pair of quadrantsto the case, the other

pair being insalated and the electromotive forces applied to the

quadranto, as also to the needle were supplied by storage cells, and

accurately measured byPoggendorft's method, the standard of com

parison being Clark's cell. The results are given in Table I.

TABLE I.

Observed

deflection

(0 - 41,5) (
(A + B).

A + B volts. C volts.
2

-

+ 106

- 140

- 331

- 652

- 773

551

- 268

- 352

- 729

- 726

- 427

- 338

- 110

+ 6:6

+ 937

57-5

586

533

52 7

615

32 5

14.2

141

32 :3

48.5

606

899

113 0

1130

113 0

207

31 :5

5.14

716

91.0

897

897

1150

114 0

88 9

607

607

60.7

32 2

181

436

427

431

432

434

433

438

432

434

432

431

427

432

439

439

433 mean

The instrument in the above experiment was mountedon a slate

base in the upstairs room of the Siemens Laboratory. The spot of

light when working on this base with this instrument is never

pertectly steady, and this may account for the errors observed in

Table I.

Method of Test,

Fig. 2 gives a diagram of connections showing how the electro

meter was used as a wattmeter for alternate currents, and how it

was tested when being so used . In the formula

ring, touching each of the contact making strips as the contact

maker revolves. The epoch at which such contact is made by the

small steel brush can be varied and observed by means of a pointer

moving over a fixed circle divided into 360 equalparty. The diameter

of this revolving contact maker is 13 inches.

Qi is the No. 184 electrometer used as a wattmeter.

Qa is the No. 71 electrometer used in connection with the revolving

contact maker, m, for the purpose of determining the instantaneous

values of the current and potential difference,

D is a Kelvin balance or Siemens electro-dynamometer for the

measurement of current; is the thick wire circuit or circuits of the

watt- hour meters being tested ; r is a Kelvin multi-cellular voltmeter;

11, rg are non - inductive resistances of comparatively large value for

the purpose of reducing the potential difference applied to the

electrometer, 23, when measuriogpotentialdifference, o ; the pressure

circuits, P, of the watt-hour moters, are placed across ? , + 72; 98,TA

are made up of a manganin strip 50 8 mm . wide and 0-4 mm . thick ;

T8 = TA 0.2275 ohms at about 10 ° C.; Tg, re are non- inductive

resistances of considerable magnitude for reducing the potential

difference applied to Q2 when necessary. The junction between r :

and r, is connected to the case of Q1; the quadrants of this instru

ment are connected respectively to the extreme ends of 78 , ra ; whilst

the needle of the electrometer is connected to the other pole of M1.

In connection with Q2, 8, is a two-way switch for observing potentials

across ra or rs; 8, is the ordinary switch supplied with the electro

meter which short circuits the quadrants whenmoved to its central

position, and in its two other positions reverses the charge on the

quadrants; G is a condenser, which can be varied from 0 ·001 to 1

microfarad, its capacity being onemicrofarad during the experiments,

the results of which are given in Table II.

Before giving the results of the experiments, it is well to explain

the method adopted of treating the carves for the purpose of arriving

at the average watts due to the alternate cutrent, the relation

between which and the deflection of the electrometer used as a watt

meter it is desired to ind. It is also necessary to examine the limits

of accuracy obtainable by this method . In any one experiment the

frequencyemployed is kept constant as nearlyas possible ; the phase

difference between current and potential is adjusted to any desired

value, and the amplitude of these quantities is kept constant by

observing their square root ofmean square values on the instruments,

D and F. The revolving contact maker, m, is then set to different

positions of the phase, thenumber employed being at least ten equal

divisions to the hall period, and for each position, readings taken OD .

theelectrometer, 22. when the switch, 81, is in each of itstwo positions.

Il the deflections Bo obtained be plotted in termsof the position of

the revolving contact maker, m, the forms of the two curves are

those due to the instantaneous values of the potential difference

applied to the needle of the electrometer, Q1, and the current which

gives the form of potential difference applied to the quadrants of Qi.

By multiplying each of these deflections together, and by a suitable

constant involving the square of the sensibility of Q2, and the re
sistances, r1, ra ; rg Or 78 ; 78, re, the instantaneous rate at which work

is being done by the alternate currentcan be interred in watts. The

average of these over a ball period gives the average rate, and this

can be obtained by plottingthe instantaneous product and taking

thearea with a planimeter, or the average of the algebraicsum
during a ball period can be taken. The author found the latter

method agreed 8o well with the former when the number of intervals

at which observations are taken is ten, that he has adopted it in this

paper, that is to say, the two electrometer deflections for a given

position of u are multiplied together, the average of these taken over

halt a period, and such average multiplied by a constant to reduce
to watts.

The best way, perhaps, to test the limits of accuracy is to adjust

carrent and potential until they are exactly in phase. The voltmeter,

P, and amperemeter, D, give the square root of mean square values,

and the product of these should agree with the average results

obtained from the curves. The time required to take one set of

observations is generally about 20 minutes, during this time an

average for volts, amperes, andfrequency is taken. The author inds

from experience that it care be taken an agreement between the

results got from the curves, and trom the product of volts and

Amperes, can be obtained to within 1 or 2 per cent. It must be

remembered that for each position of the contact maker, four

observations on the electromoter (Qa) scale have to be obtained ;

that is, two forpotential and two for current corresponding to the

two positions of 8 , for each position of_81, the difference in each case

giving the net double deflection. This method is best, as it

eliminates any zero error there may be. In workingthe electrometer,

Q2, a wooden tapper or mallet is employed ,since in every electro

meter there must be viscosity due to the faid, and by gently tapping

the slate base for each deflection very consistent results can be

obtained . This viscosity is greater in winter, and it is advisable to

keep the instrument in a warm room , although with this method of

tapping the author does not find this necessary. The greatest

trouble in the use of the electrometer undoubtedly arises from dust

settling on the surface of the acid in the jar, thereby making the

angularmovement ofthe wire hanging fromthe needle smaller than

it would be it such brake action did not exist. This takes place

when the acid in the jar is old, and if the surface be azitated by

blowing through a glass tabe near where the wire dips into the acid

it can be to a great extentremedied . Whatever the state of the acid

the author finds he gets the most consistent results by gentle tapping.

The electrometer, Qi, is not so sensitive as the old form Q2 . and the

effect due to the acid in it has not given so much trouble. The sensi.

bility ofQ2 when theidiostatic gauge is adjusted is such that one

Clark cell gives a deflection from zero of 104 inches on a scale 12

feet from the mirror. The potential of the needle is in this case
about 350 volts.

( TO continued .)

0-1 (a – B) (0 - 4 3 ) .B ( 0
A B

2

where is a constant, it follows that it A and B are in phase with
one another and with the alternate current, and have the same wave

form as the alternate current ; and it o is in pbase with the potential

1

FIG . 2.

difference between two points of the circuit where the power is to be

measured, and has thesame wave form , a must be equal and oppo

te in sign to B, since the instantaneous rate at which work is done

onor bythe circuit must be proportional to A O Or B .

Inthe Siemens Laboratorythere are two alternate currentmachines

coupled together in such manner that anydesired pbase difference
between their armatures can be obtained . In fig. 2, M, and my

represent the armatures of these machines. On the shaft of one of

these alternators is fixed a revolving contact maker, , which makes

contact between two brushes once in a period, that is, six times in a

revolution of the alternator since there are 12 poles. It consists

of a gunmetal disc keyed to the shaft of the alternator, and carry

ing two rings, one of ebonite and the other of gunmetal insulated

from the disc by means of the ebonite ring. Into the ebonite ring

are inserted six contact making strips of gunmetal tath of an inch

thick, equally spacedout onthe circumference and soldered intothe
gunmetal ring. An insulated copper brush bears on the gunmetal
ring, and an insulated steel brush bears on the surfare of the ebonite

• A full description of these machines is given in the Phil. Trans.

Roy. Soc., VOL. 187 (1896 ), A. p. 231.
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INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

ON THE MANUFAOTURE OF LAMPS AND OTHER APPARATUS FOR

200 - VOLT CIRCUITS. By G. BINSWANGER BYNG, Member. (Paper

read February 24th, 1897.)

( Continued from page 272.)

Without enlarging upon the subject of switches to an undue extent,

I will show some specimens of different types I find to be satisfac

tory in practice.

Here (1) is a switchto take the place of the ordinary link or

tumbler switch , and ( 2) bere is an ordinary double-break china

switch . You will notice the formation of the china base, and the

to series wiring, such as series holders, ball fittings, brackets, or elec

troliers with arms in multiples of two, and such a practice might be

extended with advantage to many other details.

The question of fuses for higher voltage requires more careful in

vestigation, and would repay thorough discussion. Central station

engineers agree to differ upon the various points of efficiency, as

evidenced by the different rules issued for our guidance . Somelay

stress upon increasing the length of fuse wires , others insist upon

ventilation holes, and in some cases the height of covers are to be

increased. But there is no unanimity between them , and none of

these rules, in my opinion, indicate the right direction .

I have made some extensive experimente, and believe that the

results sre of interest to the profession generally.

When a circuit is opened by the disruption of a fuse, the combined

metallic vapours and hot air produced bythe high temperature of the

resulting arc may extend and maintain it so as to bridge over the

terminals which , melting and becoming volatilised , feed the arc,and

rapidly increase the temperature. I find, in practice, that under these

conditions the china base supporting the fuse and terminals is easily

volatilised also , and not onlycontributes towards the maintenance of

the arc , but is ruptured as it by explosion , tending to set fire to any

inflammable surroundings. This rupture has bitherto, I believe,

erroneously been attributed to the expansion of sir confined by the

cover , hence the ventilation holes, which, according to my opinion,

are useless. The same experiments tend to prove the fallacy of using

& long fuse wire, with theconcomitant disadvantages of finding space

for it, and also difficulty in renewal; and I feel sure that full

efficiency may be attained with a short fuse.

H.V.
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separationand action of the metallic parts, which are arranged to

producea long break and perfect insulation,sothat an arc cannot
be maintained it established , nor can a shock be communicated to

the operator. I have also placed there enlarged drawings of wall

sockets and ceiling roses, to illustrate my further remarksunder this

heading.

It is not necessary to go deeply into the subject of fixtures such as

electroliers, pendants, & c., but in connection therewith I wish to

refer to the question whether it is advisable to recommend theuse of

two or more low -voltage lamps in series on a200 -volt circuit. Within

my own experience, I know of several installations fitted originally
with 200 - voltlamps that have, by reason of greater expense for cor

rent, and an interior light, been re -wired for two 100lamps in series,

with satisfactory results. It is within the province of manufacturers

to materially assist wiremen by, designing , fittings specially adapted

Mydeductions from the aforesaid experiments are that:
1. It is essential to arrange a fuse wire so that it will break at a

definite part of its length , i.e., approximately, the centre.

2. The arc formed on breaking the fuse must be so confined that

it cannot be maintained so as to damage the terminals, base, or

I will now describe how I have carried out these essential points in

china cut -out boxes, which are the general type of fusible cut-outs

used in house installations in thiscountry.

These fuses are arranged on china bases or in groups upon cat-out

boards,and theircarrying capacity variesfrom 1 to 100 amperes .In
all these I provide what I call a " fuse chamber ” -i e. , a round china

wall forminga central hole, from 1 to 1 inch in diameter and this

is pierced with two holes near to the terminals, which are fixed upon

the base ontside the wall. The wire is threaded through the holes

from one terminal to the other, passing through the fuse chamber.

Both ends of the fuse wire are supported by a material which is a

better heat conductor than air, whilst it is tree in the central fuse

chamber. Thusthe same current raises thetemperature of the

fuse wire within the fuse chamber more rapidly than at the

supported ends, therefore the disruption takes place there, and

the resulting arc is enclosed. I find, however, that cbina as an

isolator is not sufficient, because of its tendency to volatilise under

the high temperatures — a fact I have already mentioned. Therefore

I line the interior of the chambar with another material which is a

better heat conductor andless liable totractare, and I find that
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service. The vital question of the cost of battery maintenance is still

an open one, yet the batteriestested have shown a better record than

any of their predecessors. The results of the tests make a good

average, showing just about what might be expected from a trolley

road operating under the same conditions.

It may be well to preface the test with a sketchof the history of

the company and a description of the equipment. The conception of

the road was for the purposeof booming real estate in the south

western portion of the city . The company was chartered early in

1894 with a capital stock of $ 2,500,000,and almostfrom the beginning

it haslabɔured under fioancial difficulties . In 1895 a majority of the

bonds were placed with parties interested in the manufacture of

storagebatteries with theunderstanding that battery cars should be

run. The companyowned six francbises, covering 36 miles ofstreets,

bat nearly all the tributary territory is very sparsely settled . In a

short time the company became insolvent, and in January, 1896, G.

Herbert Condict wasappointed receiver. Under foreclosureproceed

ings the road was soldat public auction October 12th, 1897, to J. 8 .

Bache for $ 260,000. E. R. Gilbert wasappointed general manager of

the company . Some idea of the traffic of the road is given by a

statement of the receipts and expenditures in the receiver's report :

&
.. ...

...

Passengers and miscellaneous.

January to June $ 4,972

June 2,482

July 6,045

August 7,045

September ... 6,347

October 1 to 12 2,254

Operating expenses.

$ 9,188

3,224

4,609

6,048

6,584

2,880

...

...

ordinary plaster of Paris is most convenient for this purpose, although

several other substances may be equally efficient.

Fuses constructed on this principle require but a short length of

wire, and are perfectly safe on high voltages, and the general appear.

ance and siz ; does not differ to any great extent froča those now in

common use . The principle once established of surroundiog part of

the leogth of fuse wire with a substance that is a better conductor of

heat than air, we can easily construct any other type of luse upon

thesame principle.

Fase wires enclosed in glasstubes filled with plasteror cement, but

with a free central space for fusion , for instance, fulfil the same con

ditions.

I find that such fuses have been patented by Mr. Mordey in 1890.

The mere fact of enclosiog a fusible wire in a non -conducting refrac

tory filling would not fulfil the essential functions of a perfect fuse

As I have described, without a clear space at or about the centre for

disruption. Mr. Mordey describes such a space in his specification,

but it is for the purpose of observation only, and it is not clear, from

the tenor of the specification, that theinventor had this parpose of

the localisation of fusion in' mind. Mr. Miller, of Kensington, bas

also altered the ordinary Edison fuse by substituting thin copper

wire , and partly filling the centre with asbestos fibre. So far as

localising the point of disruption and confining the are, this fuse acts

very well, although copper or alloyed fuses arenot perfect under any

circumstances, by reason of the maintenance of a doll red heat under

normal load.

ARC LAMPS.

Coming, now , to the subject of arc lamps in relation to the higher

pressure , I do not seethat, with alternating currents, the increased

potential materially affects the consumer. The practice maybring a

single-parallel systeminto vogue, with economy coils — an alteration

which will, in my belief, increase the commercial efficiency of alter

nating arcs. But the disadvaltages are apparent in thecase of a

continuous current circuit. For instance , in small installations of

one or two lamps on the 100 - volt circuit, these must be doubled on

the 200 - volt circuit, or neeless resistances interposed. To equalise

the conditions it has been proposed to substitutelow current lamps,

say, four 5 -ampere instead of two 10 -ampere lamps.

As tbis substitute bas been advocated by one of the foremost cen

tral station engineers, and many others will possibly follow him , it

may be useful and not out of place to provethat both in theory and

practice low current arc lampsare deficient in points of economy and

efficiency.

It is generally accepted that the current density of an arc is

independent of its size ; assuming this as correct,the area of an arc

must be proportional to the current, and the cooling surface propor

tional to its diameter. Thisisthecase with thecooling surface of
tbe carbons, if these are used of areas proportional to the current

taken by the lamp. Thus the cooling effect of the atmosphere will

have a direct relation to the diameter of the arc and to the square

root of the current. Therefore, for illumination , large arcs are

more efficient than small ones, and the practical arc is attained when

the benefit of increasing the number of light centres balances the

inefficiency of small arcs. This gives, in practice, an arc of about

10 amperes.

Small arcs worked under same conditions are more unsteady than

large ones ,which is due to the fact that with an arc of a given length

the E M.F. decreases as the current increases. An experiment in

which a fixed length of arc at 5 amperes and 44 volts was suddenly

increased from 5 amperes showed

Normal ... 5 amperes 44 volts .

Sudden increase from 5 to 6 amperes 40 ° 8

5 7 38.5

5 8 37.2

5 9 36

5 10 35.2

8oan arc,or series of arcs, witha total voltage approximating to the

E.M.F. of the circuit is apstable and fluctuating - probably due to

the disproportionate variations of the cooling surface, coupled with

the decreased resistance of carbon at higher temperatures. If the

arc flares, the carrent will increase, unless there is sufficient resist

ance in series to redpce the voltage across the arc at a greater rate

than the above figures show . Certainly the mechanism tends to

lengthen the arc, but to no advantage because the movement con .

tinues until the current decreases to the normal value, and the

acceleration would extinguish the arc unless ac interposed resistance

allowed of a rapid increase of the voltage across the arc.
Such a

resistance is necessary to compensate the " negative resistance " of

the arc, wbich may be more appropriately termed " decreased

cooling surface perampere.” An additional resistance in series is

necessary to ensure st: adioess. It followe, therefore, that 5 -ampere
lamps must be worked on a bigber E.M.F. or ' pumping” will

( To be continued .)

00 ...

11

9

11 ...

The main line extends from the northern terminus at South Park

Avenue and 63rd Street, the intereection with the Alley L, south to

Eoglewood, Washington Heights and Blue Island, and a branch runs

from Morgan Avenue West through Morgan Park. The line passes

Beveral summer resorts and three cometeries ; a large summer traffic

results from the former, and for the latter a car, specially designed

for funerals, is in operation. On the Morgan Park line a grade of

9.3 per cent. is encountered for a distance of 371 feet on Prospect

Avenue. This gradient was insurmountable for a car equipped with

one 50 -H.P. motor geared to one axle only . A counter weight

system was installed which is almost a duplicate of the one in Pro

vidence, R. I., designed by M. H.Bronsdon and J. P. F. Kublman ,

and described in the Review , April, 1896. There are 23 miles of track

now laid, of which 19 miles are double.

After thedecision to use storage batteries was reached , B. J.

Amold and J. H. Vail were employed as engineers to plan the entire

system . All the designs follow the most approved line of engineer.

ing practice, and nopains were spared tomake it a modelof its

kind. From the boilers to the batteries everything was designed

with a viewto economy and convenience. Perhaps this is the first

time that the storage battery bas been given an honest and pro

longed trial in this country, and it it is capable of successful

operation in street railway service it should be demonstrated in
this system .

Tae track, which was constructed by O. E. Loss & Co., is the

very best, for this was essential to longlite for the battory plates.

Johnson 7 -inch girder rails, weighing 80 lbs., and resting on tie

plates, are joined by 6 bolt fish plates with tie rods at every joint.

Oak ties, 8 feet long,are placed 2 feet between centres, andrest on

6 inches of gravel ballast . The construction , with the absence of

trolley wiresand rail bonds, appears as though it were intended for

steam traffic.

The power station is worthy of note, for it is certainly different in

many respects from any other railway station. It is not necessary to

locate the power house at the " centre of gravity " of the system to

getthe most economical current distribution, 80 a site was selected

at 88th Street and VincennesAvenue, convenient to theRock Island

railroad,and where land is cheap, and transportation for fuel good.

Car tracks run through the loggia, and above this are the offices,

locker room , shower baths, toilet rooms, and waiting rooms for the

employés.

Unlike street railwaystations in general, the dynamos are notall of

the same voltage, for it is necessary to have three circuits of different

potential to charge the batteries properly. Four six -pole, 190 kw .,

shunt wound Walker generators ,with a variable voltage between 160

and 190, were installed. Thisis the ultimate dynamo capacity of

the station, the fourth machine being held in reserve. The dynamos

are direct connected to two 250-8.P . Willans engines, the kind so

generally used in the electric power stations of Great Britain. These

two engines are at either end of the room , and a third one, of 500

H.P., will be put in the centre . To give the most flexible arrange

ment, the Arnold systemof power station construction wasadopted.
A solid shaft with couplingsextends from one engine to the other.

The armatures of thegenerators are fixed to quills, which are free to

rotate about the solid shaft. This makes a very complete and com

pact engine generator installation, a 1,000 H.P. plant occupying a

floor space only 12 feet x 56 feet. Each engine has two sets of

cylinders, the cranks being opposite to one ancther. The steam ,

entering the bigh pressure cylinder, from the steam chest, expands

throughthe hollow piston rod into the receiver space below , ready to

act on the following piston. Anair cushion takesup the momentum

of the moving parts and permits & speed of 380 r.p.m., without

excessive noise or vibration. The speed is regulated by athrottle

valve in the steam pipe controlled by a centrifugal shaft

governor.

Just to the rear of the power anits is the white marble switch

board, consisting of five panels, one for each generator and the fifth

for the motor switches. There are four bus bars, the three lower

ones being for the bigh, medium , and low voltages, and the top one

05 13 1
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ensue ,

TEST OF THE CHICAGO STORAGE

BATTERY ROAD.*

THE carefully conducted test of the plant of the Chicago Electric

Traction Company furnishes the most valuable data at present obtain

able regarding the application of the storage battery to street railway

* Street Railway Reciew .
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the discharged battery to an emptycharging table , where it is rolled

from the elevator and makes electrical connection with the charging

circuit. The battery room , although well ventilated, isfilled with
the fames of sulphuric acid . This disagreeable condition could

probably be obviated by having hoods over the charging batteries

andthe fames conveyed to the stack.

There is provisionin the car barn atpresent for 28 cars, but it will
be extended eventually to accommodate 50 cars. The transfer table,

operatedby an electric motor, runs on a track down the centre of the

barn. Nospecial tools or preparations have been made for repairs.

Besides the regular equipment of cars, a 3,500 -gal. sprinkler is pro

vided for summer and asnow plough for winter .

The motor cars are mounted on Dupont trucks, made by the

Johnson Company. Each truck has two bars running across the

frame and engaging hooks, formed by bending over tour 5 -inch

channel irons, which pass under the tray. A 50 H.P.Walker motor

is suspended on the outside of the car axle. The controllers, made

by the Walker Company, had to be of special design for the service,

As the low voltage necessitated large currents. There are five points :

the first combines four sets of batteries in parallel, giving 36 volts ;

the second gives 72 volts with the cells in series-parallel ; the third

puts the batteries in series with resistance , the fourth cuts out the

resistance but leaves the batteries in series, and the fifth shunts the

motor field with the batteries in series .

Duringthe summer of 1897 over 20 motor cars were operated, often

with trailers, and when the winter schedule of pine cars was insti

tated , Mr. Condict, then general manager of the road, decided to

make a complete testof the road and powerbonse to determine the

most economical methods of operation. Under the direction of

George A. Damon, who wasassisted by Prof. Gaylord and a corps of

students from the Armour Institute,three complete testa werecon

ducted under actual operating conditions. The following is an

abstract of the report of the testsfor whichwe are under obligations

to Mr. Condict. We are also indebted to Mr. Damon for courtesies

extended .

TEST OF POWER PLANT.

the common negative bar. Each panel has two switches, one for the

negative lead of the generator afterit has passedthrough a record

ing ammeter and circuit breaker, and the other switch can be turned

through a semi-circle making connection with any of the three posi.

tive bus barg. Weston illuminated dial ammeter and voltmeterand

a resistance box for controlling the voltage are attached to each

generator panel. From the motor panel the circuits are controlled

which ran to the two battery transfer cars , the car transfer tables in

the basement, to the cooling tower motor and the other motors in the

building. By means of thecircular switch in the centre of the motor

panel, the motor bus bars can be connected to any of the three posi.

tive bus bars, or the motors can be operated from the car batteries

when the generators are not running . The engine room presents &

very attractive appearance, being finished with white marble floors

and wainscoting, and visitors' gallery.

The passageway to the boiler room is behind the engines and by

the condensers in the basement. There are three 200 - E.P . Heine

water-tube boilers, with room for three more . Coal is delivered on

a side track back of the boiler room , where it is intended to have the

fuel transferred direct from the cars to the iron platform in front of

the boilers, about 7 feet above the floor. From here it is shovelled

into the hoppers of the Roney stokers.

The smoke stack , wbich is located about 30 feet outside the build

ing, is constructed of steel, is self-supporting, 7 feet in diameter and

150 feet high. It rests on a brick foundation, raising it to 22 feet

above, the ground. Connection to the boilers is made through an

iron flue back andabove them and through a brick flue entering the

brick base of the stack . A Greenfael economiser, having 192 tubes,

is in the brick flue ; a by -pass is also provided for service when the

economieer is not in use . Adjoining the stack is a Worthiogton

cooling tower, 12 feet in diameter and 30 feet high . The

condenser pamp delivers the condensed steam andheatedinjection

water to the top of the tower, and here, by means of revolving pipes

turned by the pressure ofthe escapingwater, it is sent in sprays over

the topsof sewer tile set on end in tiers. During warmweather a

large fan, driven by a Siemens-Halske motor, cools the water by

evaporation , so thatwhen it collects in the condenser well its tem

perature is about 80° F. The feed -water pipe taps into the condenser

discharge before thepipe reaches the tower.

The supply of feed -water comes from an artesian well and from the

city mains, butby the arrangement of the jet condensers and the

cooling tower, the amount taken is only eafficient to make up for

the waste due to evaporation. The water can be taken through a

heater, which receives the exhaust from the auxiliary pumps, and

throughthe economiser into the boiler, or either of theheaters can be

cut out if necessary . The economiser not onlyheats up the water to the

boiling point, but also acts as a reservoir with a supply of hot water

which increases the duty of the boilers. The steam is supplied to

each enginethrough a 6 - inch pipe, baving a copper expansion bend,

and the ergineexhaust is conducted to jet condensers .

The most unique and interesting features of the plant are to be

found in the battery room , which is in the basement under the car

barn. The carbattery consists of 72 cells arranged in 12 rowsof six

each. These cells each bave nine plates, 74 inches wideand 149 inches

long, five of which are negative of the “ Chloride ” type and four

positive of the “ Tador ” " Manchester type. The positive

plates are fath inch and the negative & inch thick. Each cell,

including plates, electrolyte and hard rubber jar, weighs 100 lbs. ,

making the total weight for a tray 7,800 lbs. The plates are

connected by electrically welded lead strips in four groups of 18

cells, each group being joined by flexible cables to two large

brass plates on the sides of the trays. A loose fitting rubber crate

over the top of the batteries prevents the electrolyte from splashing
ont of the jars.

By means of the three separate generator circuits the batteries can

be charged at three differentpotentials as the counter electromotive

force in the battery rises. The dischargedbattery is first connected
to the 160 -volt main with a current of 150 amperes flowing. The

current decreases as the counter electromotive force increases, and

when the current diminishes to 30 amperes , the battery is switched

into the 172 -volt circuit. The current jumps ' to 150 amperes, and

diminishes again , and then the terminals are transferred to the 176

volt circuit. This operation can be accomplished in about 40minutes,

although a slightly better battery efficiency is shown when the time
is longer.

After the batteries are charged the next important step is to get

them in the cars expeditiousiy, and this is accomplished by a

travelling carriage whichruns along the track in the alley alongside

the battery tables. On either end of the carriageis an elevator with

rolls on top which are operated by bevel gears. Similar rollsare on

the charging tables, which can be coupled to the elevator rolls and

the trays automatically shifted . In the middle of the carriageis the

operators platform , with a controller for each of the motors,twoof
which are for the rolls, one for each elevator and one to run the

carriage along the track .

Whena discbarged battery on a car is to be replaced a charged one

is rolled upon one of the elevators and the carriage is run to a

position wherethe vacant elevator is directly beneath the track in

the loggia . The car, at the end of each round trip, runs into the

correct position, which is determined by the vertical position of a

lever the conductor lifts so that the front bumper of the car just

touches it. The vacant elevator of the carriage is raised and the

discharged battery released from the car by pulling a lever. When

it is lowered the carriage isadvanced sothat the charged battery is

beneath the car truck . The battery is elevated , the books auto

matically engaging the cross bars and thebrass plates on the sides of the
trays making a sliding electrical connection with the spring clips on

the car trucks which are the terminals of the controller cables. The

entire operation can be performed in 50 seconds, although the

customary time is a little over a minute. The carriage then carries

The equipment of the power house has already been described. In

preparing for thetests all proper precautionswere takento secure

accurate data . The apparatus used was carefully calibrated. The

water was measured bymeans of three tanks just before it entered

the feed pumps. The steam used by the stoker engine, by the

economiser engine, by the calorimeters ,by the feed pump, and by the

air pamp was condensed and carefully measured. The blow -off trom

the boilers and other unused piping was opened up to guard against

the water escaping through unknown leaks. All water not accounted

for by the auxiliaries was charged against the engines, with the

exception of a liberal allowance for leakage in the live -steamline.

The first test was with the plant running with two boilers, two

engines and three generators. The second test was with practically

thesame load carried byone boiler, one engine and two generators,

while the last testwasmade under practicallythe same conditions as

the secondtest, with the exception that the three voltage method of

charging the batteries was abandoned . In this test but one gene

rator was used, and the batteries were charged in successive sete, all

at a common potential, the voltage being raised as the batteries

became changedin such a way that the load upon the generator was

kept nearly constant.

The coal used was from Fairmouut, W. Va., and cost, delivered at

the power house, $1.95 per ton . An average of five determinations

of its calorific value by the Burthier method gave 10,145 British

thermal units per pound. The average of sixanalyses gives the tol

lowing result :

Muisture 6-826 per cent.

· Vulatilcs and combustibles 82-903

Fixed carbon 48.126

Balphur ... 2 700

Ach 10-030

or

...

91

11

...

CARD No. 7. - TAKEN 3.15 P.M. ON NOVEMBER 26T8 , 1897.

M.E.P. Horse- power.

31:14

...

696

28.19

37:16

7:04
...

30-55

High-pressure cylinder, North Line

do. South Line

Intermediate receiver, North Line

do. South Line

Intermediate cylinder, North Line

do. South Line

Low -pressure receiver, North Line

do . South Line

Low -pressure cylinder, North Line

do. South Lige

Transfer chambər, North Line

do. South Line

Horse-power, North Line

do. South Line

59 85

71.7

15 6

158

24.8

267

5.85

5-73

8:18

8 81

4.92

4:12

6 38 ...

6.25

24 90

26.81

14.88

12:46...

112 45...

120-27... ...

Total horse-power ...

.
.
.

.
.
. 232 72

.
.
.

...Revolutions per minute

Gauge pressure

Vacuum

Kulowatt output

Electrical horse-power

Efficiency

:
:
:
:
:
:

3733

1820

25 5

1994

1869

..

80 %...
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TABLE I.Eight indicators werenecessary to obtain thehorse-power developed

by each engino. A typical record of one set of cards is shown inthe

table.

Cards were taken overy half hour during each test. The results

of thecards taken during the test of November 26th are shown in

the following table :

Dissipation of energy by magnetic hysteresis in ergs per cycle

per cubic centimetre.Limits of

B in C.G.S.

units per

square Transformer plate

centimetre . rolled from Swedish

iron (Ewing ).

Pure Iron II. tested

as received .

Pure Iron II . tested

after annealing.

Time, Card . I.H.P. E.H.P.
Efficiency

per cent.

After test.

After test,

Alter test. :
:

3.15 p.m.

220

410

640

910

1,200

1,520

1,900

2,310

3.46

1
2
5
7
8
9
9
H
S
B
H
B
%
以
B
n
%

fo

2,560

3,340

3,880

4,230

4,410

4,450

4,330

4,090

3,790

25 08

32-36

32:36

232.72

22658

21 1.25

217 5

218 6

222 12

20 ) 83

215 56

224 66

2 :27.49

208 61

202 15

246 24

237 8

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

15,000

Friction .

Friction .

Friction .

79 96

78 29

78.6

78 85

78 77

79.64

78:35

81.83

81.05

79 25

77 83

77 56

79.8

80

350

600

800

1,100

1,450

1,760

2,160

2,600

3,100

4,400

5,900

10

11

u.

2,000

2,730

3,330

3,700

4,198

4,375

4,445

4,615

4,545

4,000

2,641

1,415

262

460

720

1,010

1,350

1,670

2,020

2,450

2,860

1869

1774

168 4

1714

172 :2

176.9

154 :4

1764

182:1

180-3

162-5

166 8

1965

19.13

u

2,500

3,190

3,810

4,350

4,800

5,380

6,440

5,490

5,460

4,900

3,260

2,030

5.16

5 45

6.15

6.45

7.15

7.45

813

8.45 :

9 15

11 15

11 4 ) .

31
13

1413

21

16

17

18

21

22

The figures in Table I. relating to Pure Iron II. after annealing

have been obtained by interpolation from the actual observed data

given in Table II. An induction density of 16,270 for x = 9:24 is

higher than the author remembers having seed . In fact, for values

of u below about 10 or 12 this specimen is exceptionally good, as is

shown by the very high permeability.

TABLE II.

Average indicated horse -power, 217.

Average electrical horse -power, 172.

Average all-day efficiency, 79 3 per cent,

( To be continued .) 1
Limits of H. Limits of B,

afuds.
I

д

Coercive force

in C.G.S. units .

262 0:50

1,080 0.73

...

THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF ALMOST

PURE IRON.

0.783

1.14

1.17

1:42

1.66

2.23

2 68

4.74

9.24

1,965

4,840

5.160

7,500

9,100

11,460

12,500

14,270

15,270

2,490

2,510

4,245

4,400

5,280

5,480

5,140

4,660

3,010

1,650

0.90

1.13

BY ERNEST WILSON .

Communicated by Dr. J. HOPKINSON, F.R.S., to the Royal Society.

Received January 11th . Read January 27th , 1898.

One of the two rings of almost pure iron supplied by ColonelDyer,
of the Elswick Works, to Sir Frederick Abel, K.C.B., F.R.S., by

whom they were sent to Dr. John Hopkinson, F.R.S., has already

tormed the subject of a communication, and is herein referred to as

Pare Iron I. Ăs this pure iron has not been directly tested for dis

sipation of energy dne to magnetic hysteresis, andthe second ring

was available, the author thought it would beinteresting toexamine

its magnetic properties: it is referred to as Pare Iron II. The sub
stances other than iron in this specimen are stated to be

Carbon,

Trace.

Silicon .

Trace.

Phosphorus.

None.

Sulphur.

0 ·013.

Manganese.

0 1.

This ring has an internal diameter of 3.2 cm., an external diameter of

45 cm ., & depth of 26cm ., and is wound with 61 turns for the
secondary coil next the iron , and 49 turns for the primary or mag .

netising coils. The method of test† employs a ballistic galvano

meter,andis that in use in the Siemens Laboratory, King's College,

London, where the present experiments were carried out . Thecur

rents in the primary circait were supplied by storage cells, and

measuredbybalancing the potential difference due to such carrents

in astandard resistance against & Clark's cell. The current meter

in thecircuit was only used for convenience of adjustment.

Quoting from the communication above referred to, Pure Iron I.

gives the following induction curve at atmospheric temperature :

Apparent Magnetic Instability.

Whilst making the foregoing experiments, the author noticed how

great was the apparent magnetic instability in this specimen , and

thought it worth to investigate this more closely.

Ithas already been noticed, and is well known, that if the mag

netising force be varied from one maximum value through zero to a

value equal, say , to thethen coercive force of the material, that

tapping the specimen will producea considerable changeof induc

tion ; or if the observed kick on a 'ballistic galvanometer (in circuit

with a secondary coilwound on the specimen)due to such change be

added to the observed kick when the magnetising force is raised to

the opposite maximum ,the sum does not equalthe whole kickwhich

would be observed it the force were at once varied from the one

maximum to the other. During the interval the magnetism appears

to continue to settle down, so that the change which lastly takes

place is not so great as it would be if such apparent settling down

did not occur.

Experiments were made to investigate the effect when the limits

of B were (a) large and (6) small. It is assumed that the instrument

gives the true timeintegral of current.

(a) Maximum B = 15,270, coercive force 1'13 C.G.S. units. The

maximum force,1,of 9:24 C.G.8. units, was suddenly varied through

zero to 1:13, and the secondary circuit kept closed until deflections

to the leftand right were observed , the periodic time of the galvano

meter needle being 10-6 seconds. The scale is graduated from 0on

the left to 1,000 on the right, and the readings taken were351, 623,

giving a difference of 272, corresponding to a change of induction

per square centimetre of 12,630 O.G.S. units. When the magnetism

had settled down, as was shown by closing the secondary key with

noextra resistance in its circuit, and observing no deflection on the

ballistic galvanometer, a suitable extra resistance was inserted, and

the forcesuddenly raised to its maximum value, the observed deflec

tions are 362, 627, the difference 265 corresponding to B = 12,350.

These resultsweremany times repeated.

The total change of induction produced a deflection 662, 330, the

difference 332 corresponding to B =15,270. We have, therefore, to

account for a difference of 5,560, or 18 per cent. ofthe total change

from onemaximum to the other. The zero, when the spot of light

is perfectly steady, is495, and we can see that when makingthe first

change from one maximum through zero to force, 1:13 the deflection

to the left is 143 as against 128 to the right; whereas, when making

the second change, the deflections are 133 to the left and 132to right.

There is evidence here of achange of continuingin the same direc
tion, since the first elongation is greater thanthe second , and the

decrement would only account for about 1 per cent.

This effect was next observed in a slightly different manner. The

change of force from one maximumthrough zero to the then

coercive force was effected, and the secondary circuit closed at

known intervals of time after such change. The results are given in

Table III.

B ... , 34 118 467
2,700 7,060 10,980 14,160 15,590 16,570 17,120 17,440

H .. 0-15 0.88 0.60 1.05 2.11 8.77 7.48 13-36 23-25 33.65 44.66 2

Pare Iron II. has been tested under two conditions: ( a ) as received ,

and ( 6) alter careful annealing. The results are given in Table I,

which also contains the results obtained by Prof. Ewing from a

sampleof transformer plate rolled fromSwedish iron. Thefigures

ofProf. Ewing relating to magnetic hysteresis are exceptionallylow ,

and although annealing has considerably improved the Pure IronII.,

it is still slightly interior tothetransformer plate . On the other

hand, the permeability u of this pure iron after annealing is exception
ally high , havingavalue 5,490forB = 9,000. The coerciveforce

15,270 is 1:13 C.G.S. units.
for

maximum B =

Roy. Soc. Proc., Vol. 62, p. 228 .

† Toid , Vol. 63, p. 352.

1 Proceedings Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. 126, p. 185 .
1
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TABLE III.

Time in seconds .. 0 1 2 3 4 6 | 10

R

L
=

B

Change of B, 10

cells exciting

through extrare
sistance

Change of B, 56

cells exciting

through extrare

sistance

13,600 4,039 1,990 927 676 285 175 42

13,800 3,690 1,680 944 529 256 ... 40

It will be seen from the figures that about 30 per cent. comes out

after the first second bas elapsed, and that the result is practically

the same, whether the charging potential difference be that due to
10 or 56 cells. With a total reversal from ope , maximum to

the other no such effect was observed, the change taking place

immediately. Having taken the force from one maximum through

zero to a value equal to the then coercive force, the specimen was

tapped four times with a piece of wood, and at each stroke it

delivered 105, 40, 56, 30 C.G.S. units per square centimetre in the

direction of acquirement of magnetism .

(6) Maximum B = 3,770 , maximum :- 1003. The force was

varied from one maximum throngh zero to 0-620 and a deflection
corresponding to B = 3,620 observed. The figures in Table IV. give

the results obtained by closing the secondary circuit at known
intervals of time after reversal.

TABLE IV . (148

sponds to a change of 0:117 ampere, and, taking thevolt as our unit

. and the primary turns at 50, wefind i = 4:21 x 10-?, wbere L is

the coefficient of self-induction . It be the applied potential and

R the resistance of thecircuit, the current at anytime, t,after closing

the circuit, can be expressed by (1- ). For t = 1 second

the current bas its maximum value within an exceedingly small

quantity. But the method of experiment enabled one to test the

rapidity with which the current rises to its maximum value. Leta

balance be made, say , when the current is such that the force is equal

to the coercive force of the material. Now suddenly reversethe

force from its maximum through zero to this value. The immediate

depression of a key tells at once if the current is still balanced. The

current, immediately after reversal, that is to say, within second,

hadcertainly attained its normal value to within 0:3 or0-4 per cent.

The condenser hadno material effect uponthe rapidity withwhich

the current attained its maximum value. We can only conclude that

the effect is peculiar to the iron itself, and might be influenced by

induced carrents, since the ring is not subdivided. The subjent of

propagation of magnetism as affected by induced currents has been

dealt with in the case of a magnet having a core 12inches diameter,

and a magnet having a diameter of 4 inches. " Imagine that the

cross section ofour pure iron specimen is circular instead of rectan

gular - it would have a diameter of 14-8 mm. If we assume equal

conductivities and magnetic properties, we can inter, roughly, trom

the 12 and 4 - inch magnets, what the effect of induced currents in our

specimen would be.

Take the 12-inch magnet. For reversal of maximum 1 = 2 :4 the

effects bad died away in about 400 seconds. Similar events will

happen in the pure iron core ,but at times varying as
: that

is ,we should expect the effects to have subsided in 0-85 second.
Take the 4 -inch magnet. For reversal of magnetism 8 = 17, the

effects had subsided in about 40 seconds : x 40 gives 0-94

second .

It is, therefore, probable that the induced carrents in the Pare

Iron II. may have something to do with the effects observed in this

paper, although it is difficult to account for such times as five and 10

seconds, unless the molecule itselt is considered . This effect has

been observed in laminated specimens.

The difficolty of working with alternate currents, if the core be

gabdivided , in order to investigate the effects observed, using the

method inthe Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol.53, p. 352, is
the necessityfor the very accurate control and measurement of the

magnetising force. Small variations of this force would at once mask

the effects observed. In the paper just mentioned a considerable

difference was observed between cyclic curves obtained with the

ballistic galvanometer, and by means of alternate currents having

frequencies of 72 and 125 persecond in the case of a laminated hard
steel ring for maximum B 16,000 . On the other hand, no such

difference was observed in the case of a laminated soft iron ring when

maximum B was 4,000 . It would seem from the experiments in

this paper that the amputode of induction would not be sogreat for

high frequency and small induction density, B, and this is of im .

portance in the case of Iron cores for transformers. It is worth

noting that when working on solid rings with the ballistic galvano

meter, induced currents may accountfor apparent magnetic insta

bility.

Mr. H. H. Hodd has helped me in theexperimental part of this
paper, and I here wish to tender him my thanks.

( 308)"?
Time in seconds 0 1 2 3 5

2

Change of B, five cells exciting

through extra resistance (1018 )"3,620 536 95 25 10...

zo

One would expect the maximum induction to be affected inthis

case , since it ison the steep part of the curve : the figures obtained

are given in Table V.

TABLE V.

Time in seconds 0 1 1 2 3 5.

Change of B, five cells exciting

through extra resistance 3,770 796 23 14 65

The curve in fig . 1 shows this effect clearly ; the points 1, 2, 3,

for any force showthe observed change of induction density B when

the secondary key is raised 1 second, 1 second after reversal, and

teptdown permanently as in the ordinary way. When observing

the deflections for the curre in fig . 1 , the five cells used for exciting

had placed across their terminals a condenser of 4 microfarads

capacity.

3000

2400

A $1,000,000 GUTTA -PERCHA SCHEME.

Topp

5

7000

2000

FIG . 1 .

TAE Gatta-Percba Corporation,Limited , with $ 1,000,000 capital, was

" floated ” in London in December. The object is to acquire the

Sérullas patents for extracting gutta- percba from the leaves of the

Isonandra dichopsis and other treesofthat tamily.

The London Financial Times, not inaptly, headed its notice of the

new corporation “ Stale Egge for Sale ." Readers of the India -Rubber

World will remember that,so long ago as 1892, Hippolyte Eugene

Sérullas, who had gone to the EastIndies at theexpense ofthe

FrenchGovernmentto report upon the gutta- percha sapply, read

before the Société d'Encouragement pour l'Industrie Nationelle, an

accountof hisdiscovery of a method of extractingpure gutta -percha

from leaves and twigs, instead of destroying the trees, as is so

common in Borneo. Patents were granted subsequently to Sérullas,

in conjunction with Felix E. Hourant, in several countries,and the

rights under these patents are involved in the above scheme. In

England two patents were granted - No. 11,116 of 1892, and No.654

of 1896 . In theUnited Statesthereis one patent - No. 575,739,

In spite of the publicity ofM. Sérullas's idea forsomany years,and

the fact that the owners of the patents bave been ready at all times

to realise upon them , the fact that no attempt hasbeen made to work

the idea on a commercial scale implies' a general lack of confidence

in its value.

But Sérullas is not alone in having a method for extractiog gatto
percba from leaves. Another Frenchman - Diendonné Rigole - bas

been in the field with a patent for this purpose for several years.

• Journal of Proceedings of Institution of Electrical Engineers,

Vol. 24, Part 116.

† Phil. Trans., Vol. 186, A , pp. 93—121 .

See Electrician, September 9th, 1692.

$ India -Rubber World ,

We are dealing with a very steep curve in these experiments, that

is to say , the rising portion for the large forces is very nearly per:

pendicular. We observe that it is on the steep portions that there

effects have been noticed , and such effects could very easily be pre

duced by a slow change in the magnetising force. Such slow change

migbtarise from the heating of resistances in the circuit, if these be

of carbɔn ; this was looked into, and only metal resistances used.

The self-induction of the circuit might, it large enough, delay the

magnetising corrent, and produce the effect. We haveseen that it

is practically the same, whether the applied potential be that due to

10 or 56 cells. In anycasethe self-induction can be approximately

calculated in our case. Take the curve in fig. 1—we see B increases

5,750, whilst u increases 06. The total change is 9,860 , since the

cross sectional area of the specimen is 1.715 sq. cm. I = 0·6 corre

>
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The British issue was No. 4,252 of 1892. The India -Rubber World in the whole of Europe. In New Jersey one could travel 40 miles at

in September, 1893, published a prospectus of the Gatta -Percha a stretch by electrictrams. In manyAmerican cities the workers

Manufacturing Company, with $600,000 capital, to exploit Rigole's were nowableto reside in the suburbs, slam dwellings had declined,

method . Nothing coming of this, the Borneo Gutta -Percha Planta- and the health, comfort, and morals of the people had improved.

tion and Produce Company, Limited, with $ 300,000 capital, was Electrical energy was being transmitted from the Falls of Niagara

projected,as we reported in May, 1894, but nothing more has been to the neighbouring manufacturing towns, to the great benefit of

heard of that enterprise. those towns; and Rome was now lit by electricity, the energy being

By the way,the new Gutta-Percha Corporation excepts Brazil from conveyed from the Tivoli Falls. He looked forward to the time

the scope of its operations, the G. P. Brazil Syndicate. Limited, when electricity would warm our houses and be the chief motive

having been registered in London on April 1st, with £ 5,000 capital, power.

to acquireand developthe rightsof Sérullas, so far as they relate to Prof. Thompson, subsequent to the lecture, was present at a supper

Brazil, ia the process for extracting gums from the leaves of trees. in his honourgiven by the members of the society, and in reply to

The intentionis to apply the method to India-rubber. But while all the toast of his health,the President said that we in this country were

the terrestrial rightsunder these patents have been monopolised ,no several years behind America in respect to electric lighting, but we

doubt the vendors would entertain negotiations for rights to develop benefited by being behind. The Americans had been too anxious to

the patents on all the seas ,in the milky way, and on the next comet make use of their inventions, and had spent money like water on

thatmay be headedtoward this planet. These might afford a richer
miniature sc mes . We had started later, and had had fall benefit of

field than even the forests of Borneo. later experiment and research. In America many of the earlier

enterprises were not paying, while in England nearly all ourelec

trical companies werein asound financial condition , and paying a

good, andin some cases, a splendid dividend. Electric lighting com

“THE COMING OF THE ELECTRIC
panies were, indeed, among the best forms of investment. Mr.

Chamberlain was responsible for an Act of Parliament which

HORSE ." bad retarded enterprise of this character; but this retardment

had been most profitable, for it had prevented great waste of

money in wild -cat speculation in the execution of miniature

LECTURE BY PROF. 8. P. THOMPSON . achemes, and in the laying down of large quantities of imper.

tectly designedplant. We had waited and had began on a sound

and substantial basis. In Boston , U.S A., three sets of machinery

This was the subject of an address deliveredon Thursday evening of electric lighting had been successively laid down, showing that it

in the Agricoltural Hall, Wolverhampton, by Prof. Silvanus P. was possible to pay too dearly for progress.

Thompson, D.Sc., F.R.S., Principal of the City Guilds Technical

College, Finsbury, and who is this year president of the Wolver

hampton Literary and Scientific Society. The address was exceed

ingly interesting. Prof. Thompson pointed out that we are reaching

the limitof the capacity of steam power, and therefore we must looš THE SENTINEL CIRCUIT-BREAKERS.

around for something superior, and that he' affirms is electricity.
Weare , in fact, entering upon a revolution quite as momentous as

that of the supercession of animal power by steam power. Eléc- Theautomatic circuit -breakers which are being introduced bythe

tricity has served us intelegraphy forabout 50 years, and in lighting Sentinel Electric Company , of Wilmington , Dal., depend for their

for about 20 years, but its use in heavy motive power is just beginning. action upona principle which is claimed to be not only novel, but

Asfar back as thetimeof the wedding of the Prince of Wales, London extremely effective and reliable .

Bridge was illuminated by arc lamps, butit was at enormous cost,the Theactual disruption of the circuit is accomplished by the destruc

energybeing derivedfrom Grove's batteries, now we use dynamos. The tion ofa brittle metal bar which is iocluded in the circait, and which

latterbecame possible as early as 1831, when Faraday discovered the is provided with grooves to localise and insure the break .

mechanical mode of generating electricity, by the motion of a The illustrations herewith show the single pole style of a type

magnet within or around a coilof wire, but it was not till 1878 that which, in its several sizes, is designed to protect electric lightservices

this motion was supplied by the steam engine. Then itwas that of from 6 to 200 amperes at anyvoltage up to250, and which is said

electricity began tobe available for use on a large scale of lighting, to be adapted to alternating and direct current circuits with an equal

and for heavy mechanical work. The first electric lighting station degree of efficiency.

put up inLondon was at Paddington Railway Station ,

and the dynamos there constructed, are still at work.

Since then, however, the capabilities of electric light

ing plant has enormously extended, and in one generat

ing station, 30,000 horse- power is constantly employed.

Many of the largerdynamos consisted of a pulley,girt

with wire coils,and rotating within a circular frame,

fittedwith magaets. Electric motors of 50 H.P. had

an efficiency of 92 per cent., with only 8 per cent. of8

waste, and motors ofover 200 H.P. had an efficiency

of 97 per cent. In the case of steam power unaided

by electrical transmission , the efficiency was much
lower . ' In ons notable instance of eight engines of 40

horse- power average, theloss of energy in transmission

through belting and sbatting was 43 per cent., or nearly
ope-ball, The works of the Electrical Construction

Corporation, Wolverhampton, were the first in England

tobe fitted with electrical motors. The principle was

being extensively applied to machine tools, and thou

Bands of pounds were saved annually in consequence.

A firm in Chester applied electricity to the cranes used

for the carrying of steam billets, and in this case not

only were the cranes moved by electricity, bạt the

billets were raised by electro -magnets inplace of the
-B

customary attachments of chains. Here a great

saving of time, labour and fuel was accomplished. E

Mr. T. Parker, of Wolverhampton, had provided
C

electrical plant for colliery parposes. Electrical motors,

no larger than a lady's muff, could work at 2 H.P.,

and no energy was wasted while work was not being

done. Messrs. Siemens, of London, had saved 3,000

tons of coal a year by the substitution of electrical

wires and motors for belting and shafting ; and much

labour had been saved in addition. Some years ago he

(Prof. Thompson ) suggested that a motor house should

be established at Soho, or Clerkenwell, London, for the

benefit of the large number of small manufacturers
to F -F

there who required only a little power, and that not

constantly. At present each one has to meet the cost of FIG.1. - SENTINEL CIRCUIT -BREAKER FIG . 2. – SENTINEL CIRCUIT - BABAKBB

maintaining his own steam engine or gas engine ; but SBT. DISCHARGED.

under the plan suggested each would have a small

electrical motor, connected with the generating station

by wires. Hewould then take only as much energy as he actually Referring to the accompanying illustrations,the breaking bar E E,

required, and there would be no waste. fig. 1, is, upon the discharge of the circuit -breaker, struck and broken

In concluding, Prof.Thompson spoke of the advance of electrical by the hammer spring o, as shown in fig . 2. When setting the device,

traction in the United States and the Colonies. The use of horse- with the upper mechanism D D, as shown in fig. 2, the operator raises

power on the world's tramways had greatly declined between 1890 the spring c, until it encounters and lifts the trigger #, when the

and 1897, the mileage being reduced from 5,000 to 900, while the mile- lever D D will fall and leave the hammer spring set . A new breaking

age of electric tramways had increased from 1,262 to 13,000. The bar E E is then inserted after the stubs of the old bar have been

province of Ontario had 900 miles of electric tramways — more than removed .
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3,805. "

Some of the advantagesand important features which are claimed

and guaranteed forthis device are: (1) An annual inspection isall

that the circuit -breakers require. (2)À perfect electrical connection

is insured each time thedevice is recharged by the necessary inser

tion of the new bar. ( 3) Owing to their low ohmic resistance and

the fact that they introduce noappreciable " lag ” on alternating

current, fuses may be replaced with no appreciable increase in the

total losses. (4 ) The mechanical design of the device is such that

vibrations do not affect it in any way, and once " set " it will remain

80indefinitely, anless the dischargingpointis purposely altered.

When the circuit-breakers are employed toprotect light services, it

is claimed that they performsuccessfully the functions of both a

switch and circuit-breaker, as the circuit may, in all cases, be closed

by the insertion of a new bar and opened eitherby removing the bar

or bydischarging the hammer spring by hand , thereby destroying it.

This feature is especially valuable in the caseof a serious short cir

cuit or ground ontheservice wiring. According to present practice,

the operator upon finding a protective device " blown ” is required to

open the switch controlling the service ; he then recharges the device

and closes the circuit by closing the service switch. Under similar

circumstances the Sentinel circuit-breakers merely require that the

spring o be set, the old bar stubs removed by loosening the screws a

and B, and a new bar x 2 inserted . If the abnormal load is still

" the bar will be broken by the hammer spring the instant the

formertouchesthe upper bar holder, and such an action is accom .
plished without danger of injury to the operator.

A combined switchand circuit-breakeralso involving the breakable

strip, principle, bat adapted especially to the protection of motors,

hasbeen perfected by this company, and performs in a novel and
efficient manner the fanctions ofboth devices.

On

3,902 . “

3,783. " A new or improved method of and apparatus for

generating electricity.” 0. 0. BARBOWS and C. H. SMITH. Dated

February 15th .

3,796. Improved means for displacing, dispersiog, orextinguish

ing arcs formed in breaking electrical circuits. ” S. . SBOBT.

Dated February 15th. (Complete .)

Improvements in electrical switch apparatus.” T. A.

MINSHALL. Dated February 16th .

3,806. " Improvements in apparatus for making and breaking
electric circuits at predetermined times .” H. O. SWOBODA. Dated

February 15th.

3,808. " Improvements in impedance coils for enclosed arc lamps."

G. THOMAS -DAVIES. Dated February 15th .

3,827. "" Improvements in blocks and electros and surfaces for

printing from ." G. T. THASDALB -BOOKNELL . Dated February 16th.

3,838...“ Improvements in electric accumulatorg." A. WEBB.

Dated February 16th .

3,841. Improvements in the methodof and means employed for

connecting electric glow lamps to main conductors. " F. PalM .

Dated February 16th . (Complete )

3,850. " Improvements in holders for electric glow lamps." W.

GIEPEL, F. M. T. LANGE and W. R. SALTRICK . Dated February
16th .

Improvements in devices for protectiog electric incan

descent lamps from the action of moisture. ” H. BEAU and M.

BEBTRAND- TAILLBT. Dated February 16th.

3,905. " Improvements - in suspension devices for electric and

other lamps.” ‘P. G. PASQUBT. Dated February 16th .

3,924. " Improved fastening for the heads of electric glow lamps."

J. KBBMENEZKY. Dated February 16th .

3,925. Improvements in electric safety fuses and lamp con

nections." H. C. GOVAB and J. M. MOFFAT. Dated February

16th. (Complete.)

3,960. " Improvements in electric switches.” J. WILLIAMS and

W. M. WALTERS. Dated February 17th.

3,993. Improvements in , or relaticg to, electric ignition devices

for internal combustion engines.” A. J. Boulr. (La Société

Nouvelle des Etablissements Decauville Aine, France ) Dated Feb

ruary 17th . (Complete.)

4,002. “ A new and improved telephonesupportand anautomatic

circuit controller .” L. DUQUE. Dated February 17th .

4,004. “ Improvements in switches for altering the speed and

direction of revolution of electric motors, and for altering the course

of the electrical current round field magnets." W. R. EDWARDS and

8. F. BEEVOR . Dated February 17th .

4,046. " Improvements in, or connected with, the distribution of

electricity on the three-wire system with the neutral wire at earth

potential.” A. B.BLACKBURN, W. L. SPENCB and E. 8. W. MOORE.

Dated February 17th .

4,075 . " Improvements in methods and apparatus for electro

thermally treating materials, more particularly for the manufacture

of calcium carbide and other carbides, and the reduction of ores.

H. MAXIM , Dated February 18th .

4,114. Improvements in telegraphic apparatus." F. W. GOLBY.

(B. Fidler, Austria .) Dated February 18th.

4,121. . " Improvements in telephones, telegraphr, and other forms

of electrical signalling." E. WILSON and 8. GODSAL. Dated Feb

MOTOR -DRIVEN PRINTING PRESSES.

60

As was to have been expected, printers have not been the last to

avail themselves of the advantages which recent discoveriesby the

students of electric science have placed at the disposition of industrial

enterprise.

The advantageis obvious of a system which renders it possible to

locate presses and other printing machinery in any part of an estab

lishment, exclusive of line shafting, and also to runany one press at

any time independent of the others. With presses equipped with

direct -connected motors, each can be run at any hour of the day or

night, with an expense of power proportionate to the work done,

instead of that requisite forrunning a boiler, engine and heavy

friction load of shafting and belting.

What such a saving amounts to may be judged by an estimate

made by Prof. Benjamin, of the Case School of Applied Science,

of Cleveland, Ohio. In 16 establishments whose plants Prof.

Benjamin tested , there was developed 1,808 horse -power,and of this

979horse -power,or 51 per cent., was expended in drivingthe shafts,

pulleys and countershafts, while all themachines were idle. There

are cases on record in which the loss of power in transmission from

engines to machines, through belts, is much higher even than this,

ranging from 80 to 93 per cent. of the total power generated.

Bo direct an appeal to economy as is made by such facts as these

has a strong tendency to increase the already rapid process of instal
lation of electric power plants .

Another great advantage of direct- connected motor to the press or

other machine is that anaccident to the power does notaffect the

whole plant, as the breaking of a belt or the main shaft causes a

complete shut- down until repaired. And this by no means infre

quent occurrence very often assumes the proportions of a real

catastrophe.

( 6
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ruary 18th,

4,150. " Improvements in electrical accumulators or storage bat

teries. " T. W. ALLAN and ALLAN & ADAMSON , LIMITED. Dated

February 19th .

4,176. “ Improvements in the distribution of electricity over

electric railways.” M. CATTORI. Dated February 19th . ( Complete.)

4,202. " Improvements relating to the displayal of words or
devices by electrical illumination .' W. J. H. JONES. Dated Feb

»

NEW PATENTS .

ruary 19th,
( Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patons Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

40

3,645. " Arrangement for transmitting telegraphic messages in

contrary directions simultaneously over & single wire." M. BEBN

STEIN, proprietor of the firm of J. F. Wallman & Co. Dated

February 14th . ( Complete.)

3,695 . Improvements in magnetic circuits or parts of circuits .'

E. WILSON . Dated February 14th.

3,731. “ Transmitting drawings , pictures, sketches, and the like

by telegraph or telephone.” J. M.MARTIN . Dated February 15th .

3,749. “ A method of oxidation and bleaching by means of elec

trolysis ." J. G. A. RHODIN . Dated February 15tb.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884, EXPIRING IN

MARCH, 1898.

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co. that about 85

applications for electrical patents were filedin the month of March,

1884. Out of these some were never completed, and of those that

were, only one has been allowed to run its full length ofterm , vis.,

14 years, and being of interest we give a small abstract below :

4,828 . Improvements in telegraph posts." J. OPPENHEIMER.

Dated March 13th, 1884. Relates of the construction of forming

telegraph posts of metal tubes of various oval sections. Thus

strength and lightness are secured, and the attachments have no ten .

dency to turn round the post.* From the Inland Printer (American ).
1
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The subject of this article is not, as one might be led to sup

pose from the title, a wire insulated in such a manner as to be

unaffected by exposure to the weather, and, therefore, equally

good under all kinds of atmospheric conditions; but it is the

wire covered with a painted braiding wbich is so commonly

used for overhead circuits in America, and which has been

christened " weatherproof ” by some humourist, probably

because the one absolutely certain characteristic of all such

wires is that they are none of them proof against weather.

In reply to an article in which the use of these wires was

condemned, Mr. Alex. Dow has taken up the cudgels in its

favour, and in the pages of an American contemporary,

Electrical Engineering, gives reasons for his belief that these

80 - called weatherproof coverings have a value wbich warrants

...

their use .

...

...

:
:
:
:
:
:
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... ...
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:
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It is almost impossible for us, accustomed as we are to

judge of such matters from the standpoint of what is neces

sary in our much -abused English climate, to imagine that

any sane man would run circuits under the conditions named

by Mr. Dow ; and it is therefore interesting, as throwing

light on the enormous difference of climatic conditions in the

two countries, to learn the opinion of an American engineer

who has had considerable experience of overhead lines, and

who, although he states that in his opinion all high tension

circuits are best underground , believes that overhead lines

will continue for many years to come, and that with them

will continue the use of the cheap weatherproof wire.

Now what are the conditions under which these wires are

Used ? We are asked to picture to ourselves the overhead

trunk lines of a central station, supplying, as is generally the

case , alternating current at a pressure of 2,200 volte, and

direct current for arc lighting at pressures up to 5,000 or

6,000 volts. We are told that this line will consist of poleg

40 feet to 60 feet high, each having from four to eight arms,

and carrying from 24 to 64 insulators and the same number

of wires ( in some cases this number may be increased to 100

or more) of which probably a third to a half are alive con

tinuously during the 24 hours. We will complete the

picture in Mr. Dow's own words : “ Almost any day during

dry weather there may be seen on the poles of such a trunk

line workmen taking up slack, changing over, cutting, or

taking down wires ; or stringing new circuits or branches;

and this work goes on while the adjoining circuits are alive

-indeed, in many casee, the wires being handled also are

alive. The work requires that the linesmen climb through

and among the conductors. It is impossible that they

should do this without touching conductors which are in

use, and it is equally impossible in many cases to prevent

the wire which is being manipulated from cro -sing or twist

ing around other wires on the same line. Under the condi

tions of the electric lighting business it is a very great

convenience, and almost a necessity, that this work should

go on without interruption of service dependent on wires

strung on the same poles. With bare wires this would be

0
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impossible ; with wires continuously covered with insulation

no better than the common weatherproofing, it is entirely

possible during fair weather, and it should never be

attempted during bad weather . "

To our English ideas, even though we may think that

our own Board of Trade regulations are somewhat too

stringent in some cases , it seems as though the engineer

who set his linesmen to such work would be inviting an

indictment for manslaughter ; especially when we read in

the same article that Mr. Dow recognises that the measured

insulation of such lines would not be materiallyreduced if the

wire were not covered ,and that the best of the " weatherproof "

wires will pass through a summer shower without breaking

down, even though exposed to the full pressure by the

crossing of adjacent conductors, but that a rain storm of

three or four hours, inevitably means the breakdown of such

a cross ; and that the first rainy days of autumn may always

be expected to produce a fair crop of burn outs and earths.

That such operations as are described above, should be

possible in any weather without great risk of injury to the

linesmen seems inconceivable, especially as the braiding is by

no means imperishable, and we are told that most of these

weatherproof wires have to be renewed after four or five

years ; but, even allowing this, we would ask how it is

possible to maintain suchcircuits in wet weather, and whether

the objection to shutting down all the circuits, if there is a

fault to repair or a branch to connect, does not in many

cases lead line superintendents to allow linesmen to take the

risk of working on the line at times, when owing to the

weather, the covering of the wire cannot afford any appre

ciable protection.

Even allowing for the difference of conditions due to

climate, we cannot but think that the risks incurred are fartoo

great ; and, although we fully recognise that there are

many cases in which no electric circuits would be possible

unless overhead construction were allowed , we do not con

sider that a trunk line of many circuits is a case in point,

and we hope the time is not far distant when all such trunk

lines will be put underground.

direction indicated , have, however, sufficiently shown this

assumption is far from representing the truth ; for it is

essential for the production of the incandescent effect that

the oxides should be heated in the presence of oxygen .

If these oxides be heated in a platinum crucible, so that

they are somewhat sheltered from the air, to a far higher

temperature than can ever be attained with a plain Bansen

burner, no special incandescent effect will be produced .

Again, if a small piece of " mantle " on the end of a wire
“

be placed in the hottest part of a Bunsen flame, it will not

give out as much light as when held on the outside of the

flame, just where it issues from the burner ; & position in

whicb, although the temperature must be comparatively low ,

the bit of mantle will be well supplied with air.

With the object of increasing this supply of fresh air in

the ordinary mantle and burner arrangement, a chimney has

lately been introduced, the lower part of which is perforated

with rows of holes, through which a constant stream of air

plays on to the mantle. The effect of this chimney is

to very greatly increase the light, as compared with

that obtained when an ordinary chimney is used . Whether

the already sufficiently brief life of the mantle would be

further shortened by this increase of brilliancy tests only can

positively decide, but that such would be the case is certainly

highly probable.

Pointing in the same direction , viz ., to the necessity for

air, there is the fact that the light from a Welsbach barner

is sensibly diminished if the atmosphere in which it is burning

is not fairly good.

Thus it would seem that there is little probability of

any improvement in the glow lamp, as we know it, by the

simple introduction into ite filament of the oxides of the rare

earths. And some far more radical change in its construction

would be necessary before advantage could be taken of the

peculiar incandescing properties of these bodies.

We must, therefore, look for improvement, rather in the

use of some material for filaments which will stand, without

rapid disintegration or breaking, a higher temperature than

the carbon now employed .

Bat there is another direction in which, if any improve

ment could be brought about, it would greatly facilitate the

Successful use of lamps of a higher efficiency than those DOW

usually employed ; that is in steadiness of supply pressure.

At present the unfortunate lampmaker, who attempts to

produce a lamp which will run at, say, 3 watts per candle,

has to reckon with the fact that a supply pressure of nominally

100 volts may, for a hour or two during the evening, stand,

or rather wobble, at anything between that figure and 109,

or even 110 volts. So that, in practice, he is obliged to use a

larger " factor of safety " in fixing the efficiency at which he

makes his lamps, than would be necessary if he could de

pend on their being run more closely to the pressure for

which they are designed .

9

GAS MANTLES AND GLOW LAMP FILA .

MENTS.

1

In the New York Electrical World for January 22nd last,

in the course of a leader, entitled “ Electric Lighting and

Gar," it is suggested that the efficiency of the glow lamp

might be “ enormously increased " by coating the present

carbon filament, or incorporating with it , some of those

oxides of the rare metals which are used in the manufacture

of the Welsbach incandescent gas mantles.

This suggestion is made on the assumption that the light

emitted from these oxides is solely due to their being raised

to a high temperature ; so that if, by any device, they

could be coated on , or incorporated with, an electric incan

descent lamp filament, the same sort of effect would be pro

duced in a vacuum , as is produced when they are

heated in the form of an open network mantle over a

Bansen barner .

As various experiments, and unsuccessful attempts in the

Liverpool and its Electrical Engineer - The City

Council has agreed, on the recommendation of the Tramways

Committee, that Mr. Arthur Bromley Holmes be appointed

electrical engineer-in -chief for both the tramway service and

for the electric lighting and other electrical purposes, on con

dition thathe gave up private practice,andthathis salary

be increased by £600 per annum in lieu of his private prace

tice, to be paid out of the tramway account.
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ON SOME RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN

CONNECTION WITH THE ELECTRO

DEPOSITION OF METALS.

the relation of the size of the copper anode to the number of

amperes passing. It was found that if the current density

measured on the face of the anode exceeded a certain amount

By J. C. GRAHAM .
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( Continued from page 279.)

The result was remarkable. It was seen at once that the

current density could be raised far above anythingnow used,

and that the surface of the copper was as bright and as

smooth as it is when using such low densities as 100 amperes

to the square metre. With this apparatus the current density

could be made so great that, if the jet was shut off for a

fraction of a second,the whole face of the cathode blackened

almost instantaneously, although it remained quite bright as

long as the jet was allowed to flow .

The nextstep was to measure the maximum possible car

rent densities which could be used with this apparatus,

consistently with obtaining the proper forms of deposit.

It was, however, found that owing to the very rapid growth

of tree-like formations of copperwhich took place all along

the edges of the cathode, it was impossible to obtain even

approximately accurate measurements of the current density.

With suchcurrent densities as 2,000 to 3,000 amperes to

the square metre these formations will grow to a length of

10 or 15 millimetres in a few minutes, attached at one end

to the edge of the cathode, and waving about in the electro
lyte like seaweed .

A great many ansuccessful devices were tried with the

object of preventing these growths from forming, such as

varnishing the edges ofthe cathode, dipping them in paraffin,

covering the edges with thin strips of India-rubber, & o. But

it wasinvariably noticed that the growths began along the

line where the insulating material and the cathode met and

gradually spread over the face of the insulator, holding on at

one end to the cathode.

The cause of these growths appears to be the excessive

crowding of the lines of force extending from the anode to

the cathode, which takes place along the edges of the

cathode, and which causes the currentdensity along these

edges to be far in excess of the current density over the rest

of the face of the cathode ; and acting upon this

hypothesis, the difficulty was ultimately overcome by

preventing this crowdingby means of a shield, as shown
by a split line in Diagram C, which was placed at a

small distance from theface of the cathode, overlapping

the edges, so as to preserve the free circulation of the elec

trolytebetweentheshield andthe cathode, at the same time

shielding the edges of the cathode from the lines of force
which would have extended from the anode towards those

edges. It is sufficient if the distance between the shield and
the cathode is about 6 millimetres, and if the breadth of the

shield be about 25 millimetres, so as to overlap the edge of

the cathode by about 12 millimetres.

The only remaining uncertainty in determining the care

rent density over the exposed face of the cathode,arose from

the difficulty of determining what amount of the current

passed under the shield . It was obviously inaccurate to

assume that the whole current was passing into the area ex.

posed by the shield , because some ofit passed ander it. It

was found, however, by cutting the cathodes through the

middle with shears, so as to get the thickness in section, that

the amount of deposit anderthe shield was very small, and

that if the cathode surface was assumed to be about 6 milli.

metzoo wider at each edge than the surface exposed by the

shield, the results would be fairly accurate for experiments

of this character .

The actual carrent densities which it was found possible

to use with thisapparatus will be referred to later on,
when all the conditions of accurate measurement have been

referred to .

Down to this time copper anodes alone had been used , and
although the current could be accurately measured , the

readings in the various experiments differed so widely and

corresponded so little to the various voltages used that it was

obvions thatsome condition was presentto whichno atten

tion had been paid ; and it was found that this condition was
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the current density fell very rapidly after it was switched on,

and remained far below what would have been expected

according to the voltage.

Di
9

LEAN

6

COFPER

C

In order to investigate this matter, a number of copper

anodes of different sizes were made and tried at various

voltages with a cathode which was the same size througbout.

The first anode was of the same area as the cathode ; the

the next one was double the area, the next three times the

area, and so on, the last one being eight times the area of

the cathode.Communicated to the Royal Society .
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2.68

& a

The cathode was a copper plate, of a square shape, measur

in : 50 millimetres along the sides, and in front of it was
fixed a shiel 1 through which was cut a square hole measuring

30 millimetres along the sides.

A jet of about 6 millimetres diameter was used, the fall of

the electrolyte being about a third of a metre.

A large numb :r of observations were made with these

anodes, each one being tested when connected with one cell,

two celle, & c., up to six cells. The results are graphically

represented in the Diagram D.

As the curves on thisdiagram are too small to be seen

distinctly, the Diagram D, was prepared. It represents the

bottom equare of the first vertical column in D, considerably

enlarged,and may be taken as an example of all the other

squares.

Six cells were used, and the curved line, B , shows how

the current fell rapidly to the point, c, in about 1 } minutes,

then recovered rapidly, but only slightly at the point, d , and

then became pretty constant. In this case the copper anode

was the same sizeas the cathode.

( To be continued .)

ALUMINUM AS A RIVAL OF COPPER AND

BRASS FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS,

BY ALFRED E. HUNT, S.B., President of the Pittsburg

Reduction Company.

COPPER has been used for electrical conductors very largely

in the past, due to its comparatively high electricalconduc

tivity, power of withstanding corrosion, ease of soldering

and brazing, malleability, tensile strength and ductility.

The exceptions in the past have been in telegraph wires of

soft wrought-iron and the brase, iron , and steel used in the

parts of electrical machinery.

Aluminum has already been used successfully for the par

pose, and this article is written to call attention to its com

parative merits as an electrical conductor.

The following facts regarding the metals, copper end

aluminum , in bars, rols, and wire suitable for electrical con

ductors, need first to be considered.

Copper has a specific gravity of 8.93 (authority - Associa

tion of Copper Manufacturers of the United States, 1893) ;

an electrical conductivity, when pure and soft annealed

reckoned at 100 in the Matthiessen scale , but as ordinarily

used in electrical conductors of about 98—97.61 ( authority

-Prof. W. C. Roberts -Austin ) ; a tensile strength of from

16,500 lbs. per equare inch in_soft annealed pure copper

(authority - Carnegie's Hand Book ) to 65,000 lbs. per

inch in hard -drawn bars ; and a selling price of about 14

cents per pound in the United States , and an equivalent

selling price of 130 marks per 100 kilograms in Germany,

for wire, bars, and rods such as are used for electrical con

ductors.

Aluminum has a specific gravity of 2.68 ; an electrical

conductivity (commercially pure metal) of 63.00 (authorities

-Chas. F. Scott, of the Westinghouse Electric Company,

and Prof. Jos. W. Richards, of Lebigh University) ; &

tensile strength in pure soft wire of 26,000 lbs. perequare

incb , and in hard -drawn rods or wire of 40,000 lbs. per

square inch .

Special selling price : The firm of Aron Hirsch & Sop, of

Halberstadt, Germany, are ready to sell aluminum conductors

in the form of rods, bais, plates, and wire drawn to 2} milli

metresin diameter, at the special low rate of 280marks per

100 kilograms, for large quantities of metal, and similarly

the Pittsburg Reduction Company will sell rods, bars, plater,

ard wire drawn down to No. 12 Brown & Sharpe gauge

( eight-bundredths of an inch diameter) in large special

orders for electrical conductors, at the rate of 29 cents per

pound at their works in the United States.

Theee prices are special rates, below the regular prices for

aluminum which these concerns bare decided to make for

electrical conductors alone, in order to favour the introduc

tion of aluminum for this purpose and to overcome the

handicap wbich aluminum has occasioned by its lower elec

trical conductivity than copper, in the matter of special low
relative prices.

From these facts it is evident that :

1. Ady given volume of copper is , or 3.332 times

heavier than an equal volume of aluminum .

2. The equivalent price of 14 cents per pound for copper

for any length of any equivalent section of aluminum wireor

bar, would be 14 cents times the factor 3.332 , or 46:65 cents

per pound . That is, 1,000 feet of wire of, say, foth inch

diameter, would cost equally as much if bɔught of copper at

14 cents per pound, or aluminum at 46.65cents per pound.

Aluminum , therefore, sold at 29 cents per lb. is only 62 per

cent. of the cost of copper at 14 centsper pound section for
Eection .

3. Reckoning the copper condactor to have its maximum

of 100 per cent. conductivity, and the alaminum to have a

conductivity of 63 per cent. (which the Pittsburg Reduction

Company are ready to guarantee for their special pure

aluminum metal for electrical conductors ), then for an

equivalent electrical conductivity a given section of copper

that can be placed at 100 should be increased in area in

round numbers to 160 to give an equal conductivity.

4. Due to their relative specific gravities, the weight of

the given equal length of the aluminum conductor with 160

sectional area will be only 48 per cent. of the weight of

the copper conductor with sectional area of 100, having the

same electrical conductivity .

100 x 8.93=893, weight of the copper.

160 x 2.68 = 428 8 , weight of the aluminum .

42.838 = 48 per cent.

5. As to their relative cost for electrical conductors of

equal conductivity, aluminum at 29 cents per pound is

the most economical conductor as compared with copper at

14 cents per pound.

Taking, as an illustration, an aluminum condactor to

replace a copper wire of No. 10 B. & S. gauge (about to th of

an inch diameter ), the aluminum wire of equal, in fact,

somewhat superior, electrical conductivity would be of No. 8
B.& S. gauge ( slightly over fth of an inch diameter).

The weight of a mile of No. 10 copper wire is 162-32 lbs.,

andits cost at 14 cents per pound would be equal to $ 22.72 .

The weight of a mileof No. 8 aluminum wire would be

79.46 lbs., and at 29 cents per pound would cost $23.04.

Forty -eight per cent. of the weight of No. 10 copper wire,

which willgive equal electrical conductivity in aluminum

wire, would only weigh 77-91 lbs.; so that, more accurately,

$ 22.59 would be the cost of a mile of alaminum wire at

29 cents per pound to replace a mile of No. 10 copper wire

at 14 cents per pound, costing $22.72.

6. The Continental requirements in tensile strength for

soft copper wire, rods, and barsused as electrical conductors

is 22 kilogrammes per square millimetre, the English require

ment being similarly 14 tons per square inch ; and our

American requirement is abɔut its equivalent of 32,000 lbs.
per square inch .

Alaminum wire, rods, and bars will be furnished of 63

per cent. electrical conductivity, wbich will have an equal

tensile strength per unit of area with the copper, and, there

fore, with the electrical conductivity equivalent to 48 per

.cent. of the weight of the copper and sectional area of 160

against the area of the copper section 100, the tensile

strength of the aluminum conductors will be as 100 for the

copper is to 160 for the aluminum . This would mean, if &

square iach of copper conductor was used of, say, 32,000

lbs. per square inch tensile strength , the equal conductivity

area of 1.6inches of aluminum would havea tensile strength
of 51,200 lbs.

It has been already determined that with aerial linee , the

snow and ice load is practically as heavy on lengths of small

wire, as upon larger sections, so that no objection upon this

score can probably be found to the use of the larger sections

of aluminum wire.

Both on account of having only 48 per cent of the weight,

and on account of having about 60 percent. more strength,

the aluminum conductor could be used in much longer spans

between supports, and the number of expensive poles and in

sulators can be materially diminished. Properly drawn

aluminum wire is as tough, and will stand bending as

severely without breaking, as soft copper wire. The tough

ness of aluminum wire is, however,greatly modified by the

care and skill used in manufactare . If it is drawn too

5

Advance proofs of this paper were courteously forwarded

through the Secretary of the Institution of Elect :ical Engineers,
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severely through the dies, or is not well annealed at theproper

intervals in the drawing operation, it is finished much more

brittle than when properly manipulated .

Hard-drawn copper wire, especially that in the smaller

sections drawn through diamond dies, is furnished with a

tensile strength of 65,000 lbs. per equare inch . What the

maximum tensile strength of the best pare hard -drawn

aluminum will reach under similar favourable conditions for

developing the maximum tensile results, has not yet been

determined, but from experiments already made it can quite

sarely be predicted that at least 50,000lbs. per square inch

can be obtained, and, perhaps, even higher strength still.

Aluminum hardened with a few per cent. of alloying

ingredients can be furnished in wire with a tensile strength

far in excess of what can be obtained in pure alaminum .

Experiments are now being made by the Pittsburg Redoc

tion Company to determine just wbat alloy will furnish the

maximum tensile strength, together with maximum electrical

conductivity. From results already obtained , it can surely

be predicted that an alloy of aluminum can be furnished

which, drawn into wire, will have a tensile strength of at

least 62,000 lbs. per equare incb, and electrical conductivity

of more than 50 in the Matthieesen scale. This material will

rival hard -drawn copper wire and the silicon bronze mate

rials which are now in use, where maximum tensile strength ,

together with good electrical conductivity, are required .

( To be continued .)

sum up, Mr. Edgar advices to use no kerogene and no caustic

soda, buta properly proportioned amount of tannin extracts,

sugar and starch. Properly compounded there should be no

action on the iron . The tanpins will deal with the carbon

ates, and the sugars will deal with the sulphates, wbile

the wood starch assists to prevent the sugars being

too stable, and also the tanning, thereby ecuring

easily convertible tannates and saccharates. It is a mistake

to use much soda in compounding, say, starch and slippery

elm , as the soda kills the gelatinous propertier , and tannate

of soda is produced which is not wanted. We might add

that, where boilercompounds are used , they require feeding

in minute quantities with the water, and are best mixed in a

tank from which a small pump will put them all day through

very dilate into the feed pump outlet or inlet.

8

LIGHTING A PUMPING STATION BY

WATER -POWER

-

i

THE USE OF OIL IN STEAM BOILERS.

THE following letter reproduced in the New York Electrical
Review from the American Machinist, relates to a practice

which is believed to be new and which has much to commend it.

Its principle is the use of water from a steam pumping station

as power-water for lighting the station . Theeconomy of

theplan over a separate small engine for driving the dynamo

is obvious. If the water-wheelhas an efficiency of 85 per

cent., wbich can easily be reached in moderate sized wheels

of the impulse type, the plan £eures a coal economy, for

lighting, of 85 per cent. of that obtained by the pumping

engine, which latter, being of large size, and of high grade,

gives a resulting economy far in excess of what could be
secured by any small engine driving the dynamo direct.

The illustration herewith givesan excellent idea of the

general arrangement. The handle shown at the top on the

MUCH has been claimed for kerosene ag & scale solvent in

steam boilers. The use of this article is, however, strongly

condemned by Mr. W. H. Edgar in a paper read to an

American society . It is, perhaps, to the abundance of kero

sene in America that itsuse in boilers is due. We believe

less use has been made of it in England,

bat it may be well to regard the opinion

of an American who must bave seen a

good deal of the effects. The effects of

kerosene on scale are mechanical. It

inserts itself between the scale and the

plates and loosens the scale, but the oil

is volatile, and passes off with the steam ,

and is very destructive of the joints in

heating apparatus, and generally inten

sifies grooving and pitting. Further, it

dilates the lubricating oilin thecylinders

of engines and generally exerts an oxidi

sing effecton rings and pistonrods,and

with metallic packing it is difficult to

keep this in order. Where the oil gets

between the scale and the plate of the

boiler it will carbonise by the heat, and,

indoing so, will carbonise the iron, and

this action will go on all over the boiler

below water line . In toto, the use of

kerosene is a mistake, and its scale

removing effects have been much over

stated. The use of too pare a water

should also be avoided in boilers, pare

water being so general a solvent and

requiring something to satisfy its sol

vent properties. Hence the pitting of

boilers fed with pure water, which ,

however, is often only a name for

water containing a little acid . For

scale prevention the author asks for sugars and tannins

only, not tannic acid, bat tannin still combined and con

tainingthe inert matter, the sap, the sugar, and the starch.

The object is to convert the carbonates of lime and magnesia

in tannates. The tannin , will not work on the sulphate of

lime, but this and sulphateof magnesia willreduce to

Baccharates by the ase of sugar, andthese break up into

oxalates, tartrates, and carbonates, and part of this goes to

the tannin, and forms tannate of lime, and thus a small

amount of sugar-will serve as a carrier for ; a considerable

reduction of sulphates to the final form of tannate. To

right of the illustration adjusts the nozzle to position and

the handle below binds it there.

An index plate and pin insures the correct placing

of the nozzles with respect to the wheel. The impulse

type of wheel has peculiar advantages for this class

of work, in which the speed of the wheel mustbe

the same as that of the machine to be driven . With

a turbine, a change in size ordinarily changes the power

delivered as well as the speed, and it is only by

chance that a standard turbine wheel can be found to

fit any given case in both speed and power. With the
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being approximately the lines of equal magnetisation.

Theappearance of the tray is figured in the paper. The

arrangement of another experiment is shown in fig . 1. Here

a b are iron electrodes placed in an electrolytic solution of

the following composition :

Water
1,000 grm .

Double sulphate of iron and ammonia ... 100

Sulphate of soda 100

With glycerine to prevent oxidation of the iron balt.

At od are placed what the author terms parasitic electrodes,

also of iron, pearly dividing the cell in half, and having

sbarp opposed edges. The electromagnet, P P, strongly

magnetises cd, the intensity of magnetisation being more

intense at the sharp edges than elsewhere. On passing &

current through thecell iron is deposited on c d, oppositethe

anode, and dissolved opposed the cathode. The deposition

of iron is found to be much greater on the highly magnetised

edges of cd, than on the other parts.

In a third experiment the cell wasarranged as shown in

fig. 2, having two gaps left in the divided iron partition,

-

impulse-wheel, on the other hand, the diameter can be varied

at will without changing the power delivered,so long as the

nozzle remains unchanged , and in proportioning wheels for

this class of work it isonly necessary, in ordinary cases, to

make the wheel of such diameter thatwhen running at the

number of revolutions required by the machine to be driven

it shall have a peripheral speed equal to that called for by

the head of water under which it operates. James Leffel and

Company state that the gacoess of this plant has led to the

installation of a similar one, but of about three times the

capacity, at the Columbus, Ohio, waterworke. The letter is

as follows :

" There has been no undertaking in my past experience

that has given more satisfaction than this, and in fact it

exceeds our expectations as to economy. As we were too far

from thecity electric plant to receive light from them , we

concluded to put in a plant of our own, and purcbased a

40 -light machine- which will easily carry 50 lights - and

connected it direct to a 12 -inch Leffel Cascade wheel, which

is connected to our main service pipe inside the station . The

discharge is pired to pump-well to obviate any waste of

water. Under 70 lbs. pressure - our minimam - we can run

80 lights, 16 candle-power, 110 volte, with 31-inch jet , which

givesa theoretical flow of 90 gallons per minnte, making a

total of 54,000 gallons in 10 hours' run, which actually cost

23 cents per 1,000 gallons for coal burned wbile pumping,

as all other items, such as ealaries, banking firef, & c., remain

& constant, showing the exact cost to us ofrunning 30 lights

10 hours to be 12:42 cents . Our coal costs us $ 1.75 per

ton, delivered in shed at station. The data are based on my

last year'sreport of the triple -expansion pumping engine.
“ The Cascade motor has five different size jets- inch,

1o -inch , 31.inch, H - inch and 31 -inch in diameter - made

on the smooth taper plan. The nozzles are all in one brass
disc, 4 inches thick, bored longitudinally, the disc being 5

inches in diameter. The jets are laid off on a circle having

six spaces, one being left blank to closemain opening when

not in use. I enclose rough sketch to give a better idea.

“The generator isa multipolar, compound, shunt-wound

machine, the speed being 890turns per minute.

“ W. C. POWELL,

Engineer Springfield, Ohio, Waterworks. "

ъ

nd

FIG . 2.

c , d, e, and a porous diaphragm across the anode to prevent

diffusion of the oxygen . The electrolyte was of the same

composition as before. On placing this cell in & magnetic

fieldacross c, c, and passing a current from ato b, the eddies

shown in fig. 3 were observed . The speed of the eddies

FIG . 3 .

THE ELECTROLYSIS OF MAGNETIC

SALTS .

Revue d'Electricité of February 12th prints an interesting

article by Prof. Harmezescu, of the University of Jassey, on

the behaviour of iron in electrolytic cells placed in strong

magnetic fields. Two principal observations are made : one

that the rate of deposition and dissolution of iron electrodes

increased with the strength of the field , but did not occur at

all with non -magnetic electrolytes. On replacing a, b, fig. 2,

by copper electrodes, and the electrolyte by copper sulphate,

c, d , e being, as before, of iron , no eddies were seen until the

copper in the solution was partly replaced by iron from c, d,

when slow eddies began to form .

The article is well illustrated with figures taken apparently

from photographs. Before leaving this subject we may

perhaps refer toan experiment shown some years ago to the

present writer by a French electrician . A steel wire held

E TOTA E

ed

FIG . 1.

FIG . 4.

is greatly affected by the magnetisation of the iron ; the

other that electrolytes containing magnetic salts, placed in a

magnetic field , show vortical movements, or eddies, when a

current of electricity is passed through them .

A pamber of experiments are described, among which the

following are perhaps the most striking. A solution of

copper sulphate is poured into a shallow tray of thin sheet

iron placed on the poles of a magnet. The iron is dissolved ,

and the copper deposited along lines,which are roughly at

right anglesto thefield, and are described by the author as

vertically in a solution of common salt and alum , forming

an anode, is eaten away very smoothly and regularly into the

form of along tapering and very sharp point. It had been

proposed to sharpen needles in this way by lowering them in
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bundles into the electrolyte, and passing & current through

them as the anode. Under these circumstances, however,

they did not form circular conical points, but pyramidal ones

with hollow sides . The circles in fig. 4 represent the sections

of the bandled needles before the action has begun , and the

hexagons the seotions of the taper points where electrolysis

has removed parts of the material. Another proposal made

was to 18e this property to maintain the sharp edges of
rotating circular knives. These were to ran in an electrolytic

solution and a current of electricity constantly passedthrough

them . The plan might have many applications in other
directions.

COMPARING RESULTS OF TESTS ON

ACCUMULATORS.

cells giving these results when made up into batteries give

8 to 9 watt-hours per lb. of battery, it is obvious that this
result is one which depends much , on the boxes used, also on

the nature of theconnectors, and also on the amount of acid

solution used . The amount of acid solution can be reduced

to a very much smaller quantity than was formerly con

sidered necessary. In good traction cells 61 watt-hours per
lb. of acid solation can be got easily in large cells ; this is

& very remarkable fact and one wbich is very significant from

an electro-chemicalpoint of view.

From these figures, i.e., the rate of discharge in watts

per lb. of positives and the discharge in watt -hours

per lb. and the watt-hours per lb. of acid, the watt - hourg

per lb. of any cell or battery can be calculated approximately

from tests made on one positive only, thus reducing the

testing of batteries from aclumsy rule of thumb stateto an
almost exact science .

The antiquated expert cannot, from observed results on one

plate, calculate results for 11 or 13 plates ; there are so many

things he does not know, that he does not make the

attempt.

Up till recently the accumulator has been pretty much

where the dynamo wasbefore the application ofthe doctrine

of the magnetic circuit was applied. It will be strange,

indeed , if such an important electrical apparatus cannot be

reduced to exact science .

Improvements have been made by trial and error, but

muchgreater improvements are possible, when exact know

ledge is obtained regarding the proportions and proper

consistency of the elements, and the exact knowledge of the

chemical and electro -chemical reactions involved must be

elucidated .

[ COMMUNICATED .]

If the batteries or cells to be compared are of the lead and lead

peroxide types, one of the safest, fairest and most correct com

parisons is to givethe watt-hoursdischarge per lb. of plates,

atequal rates of discharge. It is still more correct if we

take the watt-hours per lb. of positive plates at equal

rates of discharge in amperes per lb. of said plates,

taking the weights without connectors. The reason for this

is, that bytaking positives only, and all at same discharge

rate per lb., the results are fairly correct when cells of

different sizes are compared, whereas when cells of different

sizes are compared by watt- hours per lb. of plates or per lb.

of battery the results are altogether misleading, unless the

cells areof same size, that is, have plates which give same

rate of discharge per lb.

Reports made on tests of batteries, especially those made

by supposed experts in teaching establishments, sometimes

do not recognise the foregoing precautions, hence such reports

forpurposes of comparison are valueless as a rule.

Another rule which should be observed in making tests is,

that the rate of discharge in watts ought to be maintained

constant from start to finish of the discharge, few reports

state whether this or any other rule was observed. Some

tests are made with constant resistance in which the watts

fall nearly 25 per cent. from start to finish. Others are

made with a variable resistance maintaining constant

ampere rate of discharge. Both these methods givea
higher watt -hour capacity result than the method of testing

ata constant rate of watts with a variable resistance.

That constant rate of watts is the correct method is

undoubted, for if we use a battery for power or traction, it

may be called upon to work at the same rate at the end of

6 or 8 hours as at the beginning of a run. In any case,

however, it must be remembered that there are three methods,

and the results obtained by one method is not comparable

with the others ; and again , unless & report states which

method has been used itis not comparable. Following is a

table of comparison as it should be :

THE TESTING OF INSULATORS FOR HIGH

TENSION SERVICE

8

Name of cell,
Rate of discharge +

watts per lb. constant.

Watt-hours capacity

per lb. of positives.

IN & recent issue of the Electrical World Mr. J. R. Haskin

gives some interesting and useful information with

reference to testing of insulators for high tension power

service. Unless each insulator is thoroughly capable of

withstanding the pressure and strain to which it is to be

subjected when in service, there will necessarily be one or

more unknown weak spots, which , by their breaking down,

will necessitate the discontinuance of service until, after

more orless trouble and delay, the particular location of the

trouble is found . Too much attention therefore cannot be

paid to the thorough testing of the insulators before installing

them .

When the Niagara - Buffalo transmission line was about to

be constructed, the question of insulation received very

careful attention from the electrical superintendent of the

company, Mr. Paul M. Lincoln, who after careful delibera

tiondesigned for the parpose two transformers, each capable

of producing a pressure of 20,000 volts.

The insulators to be tested were placed in an inverted

position in a equare iron pan capable of holding a dozen or

more ; the pin holes were filled up half full with salt water,

and the insulators werealso submerged in the same to within

about an inch of the edge of the outer petticoat. One lead

from the transformers was attached to the pan and the other

to a short bar of zinc or copper, this being placed in the

pinhole of each insulator in turn .

Daring theearly tests a pressure of 20,000 volts was first

applied , and if the insulator stood this testthe pressure was

gradually increased to 40,000 volts, but after the first few

had been tested it became customary to apply the entire

40,000 volts pressure at once . If the insulator is satisfac

tory, nothing will be noticed except a subdued humming

sound, caused partly bythe transformer and partly by the

discharges dueto acondenser action on the surface of the

insulator, with oft times & snapping blue, static spark jump

ing from the edges of the pin hole to the outer petticoat edge

of the insulator, this latter phenomenon generally appearing

when the surface of the insalator is at all moist, or has upon

its surface a few drops of the salt water accidentally spilled

upon it. But if there is a slight flaw in the make-up of the

insulator & yellowish spark will immediately manifest itself,

and if the breakdownis at all serious this spark may be seen

B

T
O

A

5:5

5-5

5.7

4:5

32 8

21 8

190

26.6
D

In this table, A , B, results are strictly comparable, for the

discharge rate is same in both.

Although o gives 19 watt-hours against B 21, o is pro

bably the best battery, as the rate of discharge of c is much

higher. D , again, gives 26.6 at a rate of 4 :5, but isprobably

not much better than B, if the rate had been raised to 5

watts discharge per lb. of positive.

These figures are results actually obtained on tests on

small cells, and they are quite comparable with results on

large cells.

An examination of the best and most need cells in the

market proves that all of them run at about 5 watt- hours

rate of discharge per lb. of positives, and at that rate give a

capacity of 25 watt-hours per lb. of positive plates.

These figures refer to everyday working batteries, and

8
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coming through the top surface of the inverted translator,

below the level of the brine.

Experiment showedīthat when fresh water was used instead

of brine, a much larger proportion of the insulators passed

the test, and were apparently sound and well made. It is

rather difficult to say wby this should be, but the fact

remained nevertheless .

The reason for the poor insulating properties of defective

insulators was easily made apparentby breaking up one of

the insulators and examining the porcelain , which was found

by the application of red ink to an anglazed surface to be

very porous. In nearly every case also, flaws caused by

imperfect kneading of the clay were found, poor lots of

insulators being often filled with these imperfections, while

only one or two flaws would be found in the imperfect ones.

from a lot which gave a high percentage of satisfactory in

salatore. Too much importance cannot be given to this

matter, as it is above all the prime requisite of a porcelain

insulator. A perfect piece of porcelain, tbs of an inch in

thickness, is for all practical purposes non -puncturable.

The necessary size of the insulator to be used appears to

vary somewhat according to the climátic conditions of the

locality in which they are to be installed. The writer has

been informed that in certain sections in the West where

the climate is very dry and the air thin, power has been and

is now being transmitted at a pressure of 50,000 and 60,000

volts on wires insulated only by the ordinary glass insulator

in common use by the telegraph and telephone companies.

In such a locality as Niagara Falls this would be impossible,

as the moisture and dust collecting on the surface of the

insulator would be sufficient to allow the current to leak

across even when but 10,000 or 15,000 volts were being

used. Therefore, a large insulator made of the first quality

of porcelain , well baked and vitrified, is the only one that

will stand the pressure and wear of a high tension trans

mission line in such a locality.

No better proof of the satisfactory nature of the test

described can be given than the working of the overhead

system of the Buffalo transmission line since the commence

ment of its operation. Except for a few cases of breakdown

among the insulators that had been installed temporarily, it

has been necessary to remore only two or three insulators

out of the whole set of more than 12,000.

arrived at a general consensus of opinion as to what each

clause really signified , and many loopholes now open for

shirking on the one hand, and perhaps unfair demands on

the other, would be closed . This is a much to be desired

blessing. Engineers should be glad to be relieved of the

judicial functions imposed upon them in specifications, func

tions for which neither their position entitles them fairly to

exercise, nor their training fits them . The clauses now pab

lished bearupon anumber of points on which there has been

much friction, andit is proposed to add to them as occasion

offers, until a complete specification is available to cover all

essential contingencies of electrical contracts.

Undoubtedlythere should be an effort to standardise

technical features, and especially the testing requirements of

specifications. Sach standardising might be subject to

periodical revision , and this could very easily be arranged as

knowledge advanced. To standardise is not necessarily to

crystallise : it is rather to direct men's minds upon details

and conditions, so that much thought is directed in a con

centrated manner in a given direction, in order that improve

ments may be made by concentrated thought that are now

not made by the system for diffase energy. We hope to

return to this subject at an early date.

3

16

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PLANT MANUFACTURRAS' ASSOCIA

TION AND THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION .

APPROVED STANDARD CLAUSAS.

For adoption among the General Conditions of Specifications for

Electrical Engineering Plant.

STANDARD CLAUSES FOR SPECIFICATIONS.

We have received a circular, with a copy of certain agreed

standard clauses, from the Electrical Engineering Plant

Manufacturers' Association and the Municipal Electrical

Association , which has reference to a pointon which we

recently commented , namely, the relation of customer,

cogineer, and manufacturer. The circular refers to the

feeling that bas been found to prevail, that the regulations

which commonly govern building contracts are unsatisfactory

when applied toelectrical contracts. Manufacturers have

felt that they are at the mercy of the purchaser's engineer,

and engineers have felt that they are called upon to exercise

judicial functions not strictly appertaining to their duties .

The attention directed upon the subject has led to the above

associations taking the matter in hand for discussion, and

with a view to agreement upon a model specification. The

clauses agreed to we publish in full ſurther on, so as

to make them as widely known as possible. So far only

commercial conditions have been dealt with, but it is hoped

that there will be standardising of more technical features,

whereby a purchaser will be able to buy better and cheaper

goods at an earlier delivery than where new patterns are

called for, as well as being able to avoid the inevitable

risks of new patterns. Perhaps there is no more unpleasant

portion of an engineer's duties than the enforcing upon &

contractor of requirements in respect of entirely new work

of the engineer's own design. There is always ample room

for disputo, and even in respect of the business clauses of a

specificatioo, the re is room for dispute as to the true meaning

and intent. With standard clauses there would very soon be

Drawings. - The contractor shall, at his own expense , supply to

the purchaser copies of the drawings necessary for the

erection of the works under the contract, but shall not be called
upon to furnish constructionaldetails further than in the opinion of

the engineer are required for the purposes of the contract. If the

contractor shall be called upon to supply additional copies of the
drawings, they shall be paidfor at a fair price to be arranged . The

engineer shall, inaddition, have the right at all reasonable times to

inspect any drawings of any portion of theplant contracted for at the

works of the manufacturer.

Powers of Engineer to Reject Materials or vary Works.The engineer

may from timeto time during the execution of the contract, vary,

increase, or reduce the contract works, and mayorder any work or

portion of work execated, or partially executed, to be removed or

altered ; and the difference ofcost occasioned by, any variation,

addition, omission , removal, or alteration, as aforesaid, shall be added

to or deducted from the contract price as the case may require, and

the amount of such difference shall be ascertained and determined in

accordance with the rates specified in the schedule of prices setont

in the schedule to the contract so far as the same may be applicable,

and where the same are not applicable,then according to such rates

or pricesas shall be fair and reasonable ; such prices in cases ofdis

pate shall be referred toarbitration as herein provided. No addition

sball, however, be made to the contract price in respect of any such

variation of, or addition to the said works,unless the instructions for

the same shall havebeen given by the engineer in writing,nor unless

such instruction shall statethat thematterthereof is to bethe subject

of an extra charge.

A decision of the engineer to reject materials, or require workman.

ship which is in his opinion detective, to be amended, shall beobeyed

by thecontractor. If the contractor shall so desire, and of such desire

shall give noticein writing to the purchaser within 72 hours after

receiving notice from the engineer, the question involved in any such

decision of the engineer may be submitted to arbitration, as herein

provided . The contractorshallnot, under these circumstances, cease

to proceed with the execution of the contract, to the prejudice of the

purchaser.

Date of Completion of Works and Penalties. The contractor shall

within & period of from the date of the order of the

engineer tocommence the contract works ( and time shall in this

respectbe of the essence of the contract) complete the whole of the

contract works, and make good all damage done to the roads, build

ings, or other property ofthe purchaser and ill up all holes, and
trencheswhich may have been dug, and level any mounds or heaps

of earth that may have been made, and reinstate all works, property,

matters, and things disturbed or damaged, and deliver op to the

purchaser thesaid works complete to the satisfaction ofthe engineer;

and in case the contractor shall make default in performing and

observing the provisions of this clause within the period berein

before limited or within any extension of the same period which

may be granted ander the powers herein contained , the contractors

shalland will pay to the purchaser on demand as ascertained and

liquidated damages, and not as a penalty, the sum of £
for each and everyweek which shallelapse between the expiration

of the period limited by this clause or any extension thereof

which may be granted as aforesaid,andthe actualperformance and

* N.B.-Under no circumstances to exceed 1 per cent. per
week

of the contract value,

a
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1

observance by the contractor of the provisions of this clause, unless
the execution of the contract works shall have been delayed by an

unreasonable strike of workmen, by excessive inclement weather

Affecting the work of the contractor, or by any circumstances oper

which the contractor shall have had no control; provided that no

speh damages shall acorde as payable by the contractor to the par

chaser after the time when theplant is complete and ready to be set

to work .

Power of Purchaser to use Works during Execution.The par

chaser shall have power to uĉe any portion of the plant reasonably

capable of use atany timeduring execution of the contract, and also

pending any arbitration. In such case, however, the contractor shall

be entitled to receive, by way of rental, a sum equal to 5 per

centum per annum upon the amount withheld in respect of any

machinery pat into beneficial use , andnot paid for.

Payments. - During the progress of the works, and as soon as

possible after the expiration of each month , the contractor shall be

entitled to payment,on the engineer's certificate, of 75 per cent. of

the value ofthe work executed on the siteand plant delivered on the

site during the month , until the balance of 25 per cent. of the value

of the executed work retained by the purchaser is equal to 10 per

cent. of the total value of the contract. Thereafter the contractor

shall be entitledto monthly payments as before equal to 90 per cent.

of the value of the remainder of the executed work, until thecontract

works are completed for continuous effective usage bythepurchaser,

whereapon he shall become entitled to one- half of theretention monies.

The remaining half of the retention monies shall be payable
months later .

The purchaser shall, however, be entitled to retain such somof

money as, in the opinion of the engineer, fairly represents the preju

dice to the purchaser arising out of incomplete or defective details,

until the adjastment of such details to the satisfaction of the

engineer.

Incases where the contractor, although willingso to do, is unable to

repair defects in certain parts of the contract works in consequence of

the purchaser not being able to place such parts into his hands

for the requisite time, owing to their being in use, the contractor

shall be paid in full for eachportion of the contract works on giving

an undertaking, with security to the satisfaction of the purchaser it

required, to remedy the defects so soon as the same can be placed in

his bands for the purpose.

Certificates of Engineer. — The engineer shall, from time to time,

ingne his certificatesin accordance with the clause relating to pay .

ments, and payment shall be made to the contractor at the earliest

possible date . Certificates of the engineer, other than the figal

certificate, shall not be considered conclusive evidence as to the suffi .

ciency of any work or materials towhich they relate, nor shall they
relieve the contractor from bis liability to make good all defects as

provided by the contract. Thecontractor, when applying for a cer

tificate sball, if required, furnish to the engineer an approximate

statement of the value of the work executed and materials delivered ,

based on the original estimate.

When the contract works shall be completed , as referred to in the

clanse relating to payments, the contractor shall beentitled to call

apon the engineer for a certificate to that effect. In case of the

refusal of the engineer to grantsuch certificatewhencalled afon by

the contractor so to do, this refasal shall be subject to appeal under

the Arbitration Clause herein contained .

Maintenance and Limitation of Responsibility of Contractor. - The

contractor sball be responsible for, and shall effectually maintain and

aphold in good and substantial condition, in accordance with the

specification, fair wear and tear only excepted , all andevery part of
the contract works for a period of months † from the date of

completion of the contract as certified by the engineer.

Arbitration . In case any dispute or difference shall arise between

the purcbaser, or his engineer on his behalf, and the contractor, either

during the progress of the works, orafter the determination aban

donment, or breach of the contract,as to theconstruction of the con

tract, oras to the reasonableness of any extra cbarge, or as to the

withholding by the engineerof any certificate to which the contractor
mayclaim to be entitled, then either party may , within72 hours, but

not later, give to the other notice in writingof the existence of snch

dispute or difference,andsuch dispate or difference may bereferred
to arbitration, which arbitration shall be deemed to bea submission

to arbitration, within the meaning of the Arbitration Act, 1889.

Knots.

In the account of the meeting of the T.C.M.C. in the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW , of the 4th inst., Admiral Sir A.

Hoskins is reported to have said that the company were
manufacturing & cable " 60 knots in length," and that their

new cable steamer would have a speed of “ 12 knots per hoor."

I submit that such phrases are inexact and wholly

anscientific, and their employment by the chief of a

large company, which earns its money by applied science,

most improper. The age of these phrases are a sure and

certain indication of & neglected professional education.

Hence they are in daily use by masters and officers of cable

and mail steamers, pilots and seamen generally of the

merchant service, also by naval officers of the pre Royal

Naval College period. Needless to say, laymen, suchas

yachtsmen , shipowners, newspaper writers, Members of Par

liament, and even judges and barristers of the Admiralty

Court offend in the same way , but, of course, they may be

pardoned .

In the Royal Navy and in the Staff College one never

hears such expressions. I, however ( dare I say it), hare

even known cable engineers and electricians guilty of this

offence . They onght to know better.

For the edification of the gallant Admiral and of others

who may feel disposed to stick to their knots as well as to

their guns, permit me to say what a knot is. A koot is a

speed , and a koot is the unit of nantical speed ; it is the

product of a length 6,080 feet into a unit of time 1 hour.

It is not in itself a length, but the word is used to denote an

interval ( a length) between one or more marks on the log

line, which instrument is a speed measurer. In this sense

only can knot be regarded as a length , and in this sense

only is it employed by Lord Kelvin in his “ Navigation ."

According to Prof. Greenhill, F.R.S., who I need hardly

say is an authority on dynamics, & “ knot per hour ” is an

acceleration ; hence a steamer going “ 20 knots per hour "

would make the passage between Liverpool and New York

in something like 17-3 hours. Prof. Cotterill, F.R.S., and

M. Slade, R.N., in their “ Mechanics ” say, “ the expression

(knots per hour) is erroneous, and should be guarded

against . I am sorry to say that a length of so many knots

and knots per hour are tacitly acquiesced in by cable

engineers and electricians. I did manage to convert one
cable man, but I fear he has through evil communication

lapsed from the narrow path of accurate definition. I also

converted a shipmaster, but his employer did not graspthe

subtle distinction between knots and knots per hour. Why

not use the word “naut" to denote a length of one sea mile

As proposed by Lord Kelvin ? then the knot would be &

speed of one nant per hour.

Geo. Herbert Little ,

Master Mariner, late Student Royal Naval College.

<
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Approved on behalf of the Electrical Engineering Plant Mang
facturers' Association .

R. Percy Sellon, Brush Electrical Engineering Company, Limited.

R. E. B. Crompton,Crompton & Co.,Limited.

A. B.Blackburn, Electric Construction Company, Limited .

8. Z. De Ferranti, 8. Z. De Ferranti, Limited.

A. Fowler, Jobn Fowler & Co., Limited .

W. B. Esson, Johnson & Phillips.

On behalf of the Municipal Electrical Association.

A. H. Gibbinge, President.

C. H. Wordingham ,
Past Presidents,

A. Wright,

A Gay ,

G. Pearson ,

T. P. Wilmsburst,
Members of Council.

A. B. Mountain ,

February, 1898.

Re Salaries of Assistant Electrical Engineers.

Having followed with great interest and sympathy the

recent protests in your columns against the absurdly low

salariespaid to assistant electrical engineers, I should like to

point ont that your correspondent “ Fiat Justitia " is saddling

the wrong horse when he places the entire onus of thiscase

of sweating on the borough councillors. Sarely Mr. Boot

has enough influence with his committee to placehis staff in

a somewhat better position if he tried ,andcould ensure at

least those men who do the work, for which he takes all the

credit, and probably a salary as large or larger than the

combined salaries of all his staff, at least a “ living wage."

Also, I think it must have escaped the notice ofMr.L. D.

Collins that the advertisement in question was for an

experiencedman , thus prohibiting anybody taking this job for

thesake of experience.

By the bye, would Mr. Collins be so kind as to give the

derivation and meaning of " horse-sense.” I have not yet.

been able to find anybody capable of furnishing me with
this information,

Ton,

D

• Under no circumstances to exceed 12 months.

† N.B. — Under no cironmstances to exceed 12months.
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being 1/13". In no case were these cables laid underground

by this company.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Ruddle the cables were

examined by us in April of last year. As the resolt of our

examination we found that at the junction boxes the cables

were seriously damaged, and that even where a breakdown

had not yet occurred, we found in some cases the cables to

have been punctured or wounded ; we therefore submit that

this does not point to faulty material, but rather gives

evidence of mechanical injury, for which a manufacturer

should not be considered responsible.

As regards the cable, apart from these faults the rubber

appeared to be in very good order ; a length returned to our

works for examination was test d with 5,000 volts alternating

current, and showed no rigns of weakness. Under these

circumstances it cannot with jastice be held that a dielectric

of India -rabber fails in its object, and calls for the substita

tion of some other material, which in addition to its own

inherent defects would be sabject to the same mechanical

disadvantages. The trouble, in our opinion, lies in the

handling of the cables, and the want of complets under

standing between the manufacturers and the contractor, or

persons to whom the work of laying is confided. Whether

or not other manufacturers may be better able to establish

such an understanding, we are unable to state, but we may

assure you that we spare no paing to place at the disposal of

the contractors for laying, such knowledge as we possess on

the sabject.

Wm. Gray ,

Electric Light Department, The India -Rubber, Gutta - Percha, and

Telegraph Works Company, Limited.

8

Electrical Driving of Cotton Mills.

I am glad to see you are taking interest in the corres

pondence dow going on in Engineering on the electrical

driving of cotton mills.

This subject is of immense importance to the electrical

industry, because if this scheme can be shown to be feasible

and profitable, every cotton mill will take as many units per

annum as an average provincial town, and the demand for

motors and dynamoswill exceed anything that we have

hitherto experienced. Your interest, and that of your friends,

lies entirely with the progressives, but to make Fortune smile

youmust tickle her ; you have not tickled her much yet.

For instance, your contributor says, " Nevertheless he (Mr.

Herschmann ) is sceptical of Mr. Raworth's 15 por cept, for

electricity " -- of course, I quite expected you to say " on this

head Mr. Raworth is all right, and even if hehad said 14 or

13 or even 12 per cent. loss between indicat d and electrical

horse-power, many of our friends would have been quito

ready to accept orders on his specification ." You know

these factsquite as well as I do, probably better.

Now take the cotton mill engine - it averages 500 to

1,200 H.P. indicated quite a good -sized engine, but not

much of an engine for economy ; it could not compete with

an engine of 6,000 H.P., fitted with modern appliances and

giving a H.P. for 1 lb. of coal.

Again consider the motors, they are now too bigh in speed

for the spinner's frames, but these latter have been designed

to suit the speed of line shafts, they can be modified con

siderably for electric driving ; how much, it is impossibleto

foretell,but when we remember that the speed of the spindles

is from 7,000 to 9,000 revolutions per minuto, it is apparent

that the speed difficulty is not likely to be insuperable.

Your contributor says " a cotton mill is not a large cube.”

Now, this is either amispript or your contributor bas never

seen a cotton mill ; he is, however, quite right in pointing

out that the power required for driving a cotton mill is
almost entirely absorbed in friction , much less than 1 per

ceot. is put into the cotton- this is wbere we come in ; nct

only does electricity transmit power with less friction than

iron and leather, but it uses neither oil nor laces, it has no

cogs to crack, no ropes to ravel, no belts to break - it is

always ready and always willing.

It is an open question whether the application of electri

city will not permit of sofficient saving being made in the

cost of the machines to pay for the motors, if it should do ko ,

the question is settled - the genius of Lancashire has not yet

been directed to this problem , but whenever it may take it in
hand it will solve it.

A "mule," for example, is a factory in itself, it contains &

book full of mechanical motions, and he would be a bold

man who would say off -band that electricity will not simplify

some of them and reduce the friction of the internal driving

gear.

Mr. Herschmann's figures of 1 to H.P. per machine are1

very misleading, they apply only to the card room ,whereas

thebulk of thepower is absorbed in spipping and doubling

in , which processes a single frame will absorb from 4 to 10
H.P.

Mr. Herschmann considers it a defect that the power is

not intermittent, but electrical engineers will not grumble at

that, it is just what they hanker after, to me it opens up the

possibility of supplying electrical energy at something less

than a ballpenny per unit, at which price electricity would

take the first place as an angel to redeem mankind from the

incidental curses of jerry built civilisation .

John S. Raworth .

“ Is the Nervous System a Coherer ? ”

In the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, of March 4th, there appears

a very interesting notice of a communication made by M.

Branly to the Académie des Sciences, on December 27th, in

which some striking analogies are pointed out between co

herer action and the conductivity of the nerves for nervous

corrents. That this is not the first time such a suggestion

has been made will appear by the following extract from an

arti'le by me, headed " Apologia pro electricitate jua,” in

the Lancet, of May 4th , 1895 :-“ It seems conceivable

that other bistological arrangements, 6.g., those perve fibrils

which conduct, yet only touch and do not apastomose, those

motor nerve endings which are only in contact with the

Barcous substance ; indeed , any conducting arrangement in

the animal body which may be classed as a bad contact ?

may constitute the physiological analogue of what would be

electrically known as a coherer.' ”

W. S. Hedley, M.D.

March 6th , 1898.

6

&
1

Cost of Long.Running Plant.

The letter of your correspondent, “ Atlas," raises an in

teresting question. Along with the engineer to the South

Staffordshire scheme, the writer had occasion to go very

thoroughly into the question of the probable generating

costs, and, from themass of information which we collected, it

was perfectlyevident that with ordinary good luck the project

could be made to pay very well with customers payingat the

rate of id. a unit and discounts. In the case of Niagara,

it should be remembered that a town had practically to be

built atshort notice, in order to create a demand for power,

but in South Staffordshire the town, or rather towns, with

their multitudinous industries, already exist, and if only the

various representative bodies can be got to pull in one direc

tion,a few more years will undoubtedly see energy buing

distributed over the area bounded by Wolverhampton and

Birmingham , Walsall and Dudley at under a 1d . per unit..

At the St. Helen's Chemical Works where the generators

are comparatively small (300 kw.) and, moreover, driven in

the old fashioned way from slow ranning horizontal engines,

the writer bas it on good authority that the total cost of

generation, including fair amouoti for rates and taxes, in

terest and depreciation is nearer a fd. than a fd. per anit.

The load is, of course, a 24 -hour one.

The Manchester central station, which has avery com

Dublin Cables.

With reference to the letter from Mr. Ruddle, the super

intendent of the Dublin Electricity Works, which waspub

lished in your last issue, it may be well to state that, of the

cables supplied to the Dublin Corporation by this company,

a considerable portion was delivered in 1892, and was used ,

we understand, in the high tension alternating incandescent

lamp circuits. Of these cables, we believe, no complaint is

made. Faults, however, have occurred in the arc lighting

circuits, the cables for which were supplied since 1893 ; the

conductors of the latter are 7/168, the thickness ofthe dielectric
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siderable dayload, due partly to motors and also, no doubt

to the peculiar atmospheric conditions of that salubrious

place, is at the present moment generating current at a figure

well under 1 d .per unit, and this is with the coal bill at the

comparatively high ( considering the position of the district)

figure of 4d. per anit ( coal at Edinbargh is .310 , ard at

Leeds -25d .) . At the present time the plant is some30 per

cent. overloaded, and all repairs, &c., bave to becarried out

daring the night by men paid time and half, and those who

know anything of night work will recognise how it " plays
the bear with the cost sheets. Mr. Day, the engineer in

charge,tited to thewriter that when they got theload well

in hand (two 1,500 kilowatts are on order from the Electric

Constraction Company, Limited , and Siemens Bros. & Co.),

and these extras were stopped, he quite expected the

generating costs to drop well below 1d. per un't .

E. Kilburn Scott.

CORRESPONDENCE . - We have received , too late for inger

tion in this issue, & communication from Mr. A. J.

Liversedge on “ The Barning Question ." This letter, and a

reply thereto, will appear in our next issue . - EDS. ELEC.

Rev.

.

4

BUSINESS NOTIOES, & o .

:
:
:

1

...

had traded as an electrician for 13 years, and he attributed his insol.

vency mainly to baving paidan excessiveamount tobuy out a formor

partner in the sanitary engineer's branch. His failure was further

oausedby loss through embezzlement of money by a traveller, and by

depreciation in the value of his stock - in -trade.

The British Thomson -Houston Company, Limited.

-This company announces that owing to increased business, it has

become necessary to take further premises at 26 and 87, Bush Lano,

Cannon Street, E.C., where now showrooms have been opened . This

address is now the head-quarters of the supply department, under the

management of Mr. A. J. Ireland, as heretofore.

The “Cabinet Maker." -A copy ofthe Cabinet Makor and

Art Furnisher (edited by Mr. J. WilliamsBenn) for March, is before us,

and is a trade publication of the first class. There is much artistic

talent bestowed upon electric light fittings and their arrangement in

house and mansion lighting, and in this work the art furnisher and

the electric lighting man have a kindred interest. There is plenty of

room for the two trades to work together in the matter of electric

light casings and mouldings, so as to prevent them becoming ad

eyesore. The work of Messrs. J. F. & G.Harris in this line is made

the subject of a short article . Matter of interest is afforded by the

article describing the new factory of Messrs . C. & R. Light,at

Finsbury, the wood -working machinery in which is operatedby

electricpower, a 30 H.P. electric motor being employed. A 20 H.P.

motor is shortly to be added . An electric lift is used, and the

building is lighted electrically.

Cole, Marchent & Morley. — This firm , of Prospect
Foundry, Bradford, has just issued a new catalogue of steam engines

and condensing plant. The list is got ap in whatwe areaccustomed

to consider theAmerican style of arrangement, with small pages and

very neat illustrations. In the letterpress we observe a discussion of

the pointsaffecting the selection of a suitable type of engine for the

required purpose, the question of space, character of load, water and

fuel supply, and boiler pressure, being dealt with. Amongthose

described is the Corliss engine, the arm's own standard Corliss

engine, details being given of general arrangement, and of the con

stractionof the principal parts, also Corliss engines with positively

driven valves, high-speedverticalengines,andthesteam Barring engine

with automatic throw -out gear. One section to which we referredLast

week , is devoted toindependent condensing plants . We understand

that Messrs. Cole, Marchent & Morley have, during the past few

years, practically remodelled their works,and laid themselves out for

the production of the highest class of engineering work .

Crompton & Co., Limited . This company have de

cided to closethe office at 35, Queen Victoria Street, at which address

theyhave hitherto been carrying on the sale of electrical cooking

and heating appliances, and from March 1st this branch of their

business will be carried on at the Arc Works, Chelmsford . In tataro

they will supply their electrical heating and cooking appliances to

the trade only .

Diversified Uses for Storage Batteries . - Oar New

York namesake recently gave a list ofsome of the battery contracts

being carried outby the Electric Storage BatteryCompany, as signi.

fying the diversified uses to which secondary batteries may be put.

The latest contracts cover batteries to be used in connection with

electric elevators ; large plants for the Ohicago Edison Company

and the Buffalo Railway Company, and for private residences. Also

in Mr. Howard Gould's newsteam yachtNiagara, and Mr. Lloyd

Phoenix's yacht Intrepid . The American FireInsurance Company's

building in Philadelphia is being equipped with a battery fornight

lighting . The Germantown, Pa., Hospital,is increasing the capacity
of its plant by 50 per cent. Batteries have been furnished to the

Cleveland Telephone Company and the Southern Bell Telephone

Company; also for fire -alarm work at Portland, Ore., Augusta , Ga.,

and St. Paul, Minn.; for telegraph work on the Lehigh Valley Rail.

road, the Southern Pipe Line Company, the Great North -western

Telegraph Company, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway

Company, the Postal Telegraph and Cable Company, andthe General

Electric Company. The Patton Motor Company and the National

Electric Car Lighting Companyare installing them in connection

with their systems, and the State School of Mines, Colorado, bas

equipped its laboratory with them .

Dortmund Electrical Exhibition.- Arrangements are

in band for the holding of an electrical exbibition at Dortmund,

Germany, in July next.

Electric Timepieces. - The Swansea Free Library Com

mittee has had under consideration the tender of Mr. Ganz for the

supply of six electric timepieces for the library and one for the

exterior of the building, at a cost of £ 84 145. The matter was

deferred .

A Gas Chairman on Incandescent Gas . - A share

holder in the Cheltenham Gas Oompany raised the question of street

lighting at the meeting of the companyheld on Tuesday lastweek.

He said there was a strong desire outside the area of the electric

light for an improved illumination by gas. Many people were of

opinion that an improvement could be made by the adoption of the

incandescent bumer. He hoped to have an assurance that the

directors would consider this matter, make experiments, andgive the

Corporationthe opportunity of judging whethera better lightcould

notbe supplied, and at what cost. The contrast between the electric

light and gas light was so unfavourable to gas, that the Town Council

were justified in asking for something better than was now given.

Unless the lighting of the streets by gas was greatly improved , the

lighting of them by electric light would makespeedy strides. The

speaker was differed from by another shareholderas to the result of

...

... ...

...

... ...

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING MARCH 8TH , 1897. WEEK ENDING MARCH 8TH , 1898 .

£ 8.

Albany 131 0 Adelaide 13 0

Alexandria 25 0 Albany 45 0

Amsterdam 20 0 Amsterdam 50 0

Bilbao 12 0 Antwerp. Elec. fuses 174 0

Boca. Teleg. mat. 72 0 Barcelona 12 0

Bombay 132 0 Elec. light cable 1,170 0
Brussels ... 18 0 Beira. Teleg. mat. 1,995 0

Buenos Ayres 724 0 Bombay 40 0

Calcutta ... 49 0 Boulogne : 32 0

Cape Town 415 0 Buenos Ayres 542 0

Tcleg . mat. 1,400 0 Teleg . mat. 116 0

Colombo Teleg. mat. 790 | Cape Town 1,216 0

Danzig 190 Christiana 34 0

Darban ...
1,139 0 Colombo 17 0

East London 336 0 | Durban ... 101 0

Flasbing 27 0 Teleg. wat. 529 0
Fremantle. Teleg. mat. 27 0 | EastLondon 594 0

Hayada ...
12 0 Gibraltar 26 0

Port Elizabeth
146 0 Gothenburg 76 0

Singapore. Teleg. mat. 10 0 Hamburg 121 0

Teleg. cable Liban 60 0

(2,598 tons) Lisbon 935 0

Sydney ... 242 0 Madras 1 0

Teneriffa
10 0 Malaga 156 0

Valencia 18 0 Melbourne 67 0
Venice ...

6 0 Teleg. mat. 695 0
Yokobama

16 0 New York . Teleg. mat. 1,654 0

Penang. Teleg. mat. 16 0

Port Elizabeth ... 411 0

Rosario , 99 0

Santander 590

Shanghai 6 0

Singapore. Telepb. mat. 265 0

Stettin . Teleg. wire 91 0

Stockholm . Teleg. cable 365 0

Sues 12 0

Teleg. cable 140 0

Sydney 51 0

Tientsin 36 0

Yokohama 270 0

...

.
.
. ...

.. ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

...

...

91

...

..

Total £ 5,084 0 Total £12,221 0

... 3,174 )...

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

.

Barcelona 0

Appointment Vacant. - An electrical and mechanical

working engineer is wanted to take charge of electric lighting and

motor plant, & c., of a large works near Manchester. Applications

haveto be lodged with the Committee,Co-operativeWholesale Society,

Limited,1, BalloonStreet,Manchester,by14th inst.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - At last Wednesday's sitting

of the London Bankruptcy Court, John Dewhurst, 52, North End
Road, West Kensington, electrician and sanitary engineer, was

allowed to paso his public examination upon accounts showing total
liabilities £860 (ansecured £ 390 ), and assets £ 196. Hestated that he1
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Bath.-At the last me:ting of the Electric Lighting

Committee a statement was presented of accounts in connection with

the Electric Lighting Works for the year 1897, from January 17th to

December 31st, which showed the following figures amongst others :

-Revenue account: Pablic lighting, £2,184 11s.; other consumers,

£4,115 148. bd .; meter and transformer rente, £219 18. 9d . - total,

£ 6,519 78. 2d.; repairs, £ 395 28. 8d. , stores on hand and sundry

receipts,£ 358118.4d. ; totalincome, £ 7,273 18.2d ; total expenditure,

£ 5,001 85. 9d. ; gross profit, £3,271 12s . 5d.; special expenditure,
£1,626 78. 4d .; net profit, £645 53. 1d. As regarded the income the

irst three items of receipts forcurrent amounted to £6,519 178. 2d.,

as compared with £6,332 153. 8d. received by the company for 1896,

showing an apparent increase of £186 118.6d. The actual increase,

however, wasmuch greater if they took into account the shortening

of the year by seven days at its commencement, and , this adjusted,

the increase was about £330. The following is a summary ofthe

capital expenditure to December: Originalpurchase, £ 24,830 183.5d.;

additions since - sundries, £ 1,168 28. 70 ; builder's contract, £ 6,175;

further works sanctioned , £ 19,676 168. 8d.; total, £ 51,850 178. 8d.

The profit was £1,952 78. 5d.,which it was proposed to deal with as

follows: Interest on loans,£707 28. 4d. ; depreciation fund, in view

of sinking fand, £ 600 ; balance carried forward to next year,

£ 645 5s. 1d.

In respect of the complaints re the efficiency of the light,

Alderman Taylor reports to the Council that night after night

his colleagues and himself had been round making the necessary
tests. In nearly every instance they had found that where there was

a bad light it was nottheir fault, and did not arise from the works.

The power supplied was quite equal to the demand. He hoped

people were notgoing to throw on the committee the blame when

thelamps were not properly cleansed . He was making & report.

Bedford . - Coneumers are dissatisfied with the charges

for current, and a meeting was held in the Town Hall last Friday,

when it was considered that the charge should be reduced to 41d.

-

-

per unit.

the use of the incandescent burners in Liverpool. He had seen the

lighting of the front of St. George's Hall in that city, and he came to

the conclusion that it was an utter failure. The chairman , in reply,

said thedirectors would only be too delighted to improve the light

ing of the streets by any means in their power, andat several meet

ings lately they had considered the merits of incandescent and other

bumers; but the incandescent burner was not at present a perfect

light, and certainly was not adapted for street lighting. Far from

having the slightest prejudice to the incandescent burner, they would

be glad to adopt it when they found it to be quite satisfactory.

List. - The British Bandy Company, of 100c, Queen

Victoria Street,E.C., sends us a list of the Bundy time recorder . It is

claimed that this system will tell the exact time each workman

arrives at and departs from the works, even to the time devoted in

the department where employed. Theprocess of registering can be

performed so quickly that no loss of time is entailed thereby. Each

employé is given a numbered key, and upon arrival in the morning,

whenever he goes out and returns during the day, and upon leaving

at night, be registers the time and his number by inserting the key

inthe proper placein the recorder and giving it a quarter turn. Ia
registering when going out, the lever at the left of the clock is held

down, thereby printing a star opposite the number, showing departing

time. A printed impression is thus made on the paper ribbon inside
the clock of the hourand minute that each employé registers, together

with his number. The recorders can be placed at convenient points

at entrances or in departments. At each registration a bell rings.

66 Lithin . " — This is the name of a new insulating

material being supplied by the firm of Hirschmann & Co., of

Rummelsburg , b. Berlin, a German list of which is before us.

Motor Omnibuses. - Negotiations are in progress to

start a service of motor omnibuses. Daimler petrol engines, of trom

8 to 10 horse- power would be employed.

New Company. - TheCompagnie d'Electricité Thomson

Houston de la Mediterranée, recently formed in Brussels, has a

capital of £ 200,000. Its operations are restricted to Egypt, Greece,

Spain , Portugal and Italy .

Rochefort-sur -Mer Exhibition.- Weare informed that

the buildings and other operations in connection with this exhibition

are progressing. The exhibition is under the esteemed patronage of

MM . les Ministres du Commerce, de l'Industrie, de la Marine et des

Colonies, du Department, de la Municipalité et de la Chambre de

Commerce. It will be both international and colonial, and will

embody all the products of commerce,industry,marine and fine arts.

Applications to be addressed to the Administration de l'Exposition ,
Mairie de Rochefort -sur-Mer.

The “ Sans Pareil " Reflector . - Messrs. Webster and

Co., Theatre Royal, Leeds, have sent us particulars of their
“ Sans Pareil " reflector, for diffusing the light of incandescent

lamps. The reflector is of cardboard, lined with foil, which
be had in varione colours, thus, to a certain extent,

minimising the loss of light from colouring the lamps. Some of the

reflectors which we bave seen had been in use since July last, and had

not tarnished , as is the case with metal and silvered reflectors. There

should be a large demand for them in the smaller theatres throughout

the country. Messrs. Webster have also patented an arrangement of

battens made of bamboo to take the place of thecumbrous andheavy

battens hitherto in use. The proprietor of the Theatre Royal, Leeds,

speaks highly of both reflectors and battens.

The Shannon Water-power Scheme.-The scheme of

the Shannon Electric Power Syndicate, which proposes to utilise

water- power from the Shannon, is being pushedforward. A com

mittee of the Limerick Fishery Conservators is to confer with the

syndicate on the matter.

South African Notes. - Oar contemporary, the British

and South African Export Gazette for March, bas the following notes

on electrical work : -- An electric lighting installation is under con

templation for the Monastery diamond mine, Orange Free State. An

electrical tram installation is in contemplation at the Sheba gold

mine, to replace the present steam tram . The provision of anelectric

light installation for Woodstock , Cape Colony, is under consideration

by the Town Council. A dynamo for the electric lighting equipment

of the Glen Deep mine has been ordered. The proposed electric

lighting plant for East London will include 43 2,000-0.P.arc lamps, 327

32-C.P. glow lamps, 2,304 16 C.P. glow lamps , five continuous current

machines for arclighting, three direct coupling alternators for the

glow lamp service, two switchboards, and other accessory material.

Tenders ranging from £12,000 to £ 30,000 have been received by the

Bloemfontein (Orange Free State) Town Council for the proposed

electric lighting installation in that town.

Winding-up Petition . - A petition, presented by Mrs.

Jones and Messrs. Ross, creditors, for the winding up of the Ariel

Arc Lamp Syndicate, is to be heard by Mr. Justice Wright on

March 16th .

.

сар

Belfast . — The Engineer has reported the alternative

arrangements he had proposed to the Acme Gas Company for the

purchase of the engines at presenton hire from them , and it has been

decided to return the engines to the owners.

The Gas and Police Committee is taking steps to secure the best

method of lighting the leading thoroughfares within the present

area of the city.

Bromley . - The Bromley Urban District Council bas

received the information required by themfrom the Bromley Electric

Lighting Company, and have finally decidedto transfer the electric

lightingpowerstothe company. The Council's seal has been affixed

tothe deed of transfer of theelectric lighting powers to a company,

Bury.- At the last Town Council meetiog Mr. Pickup

stated that after allowing a sufficient reserve for the electric lighting

plant, they were able to supply current at the rateof 180units per

hour,whilst the demand at present is for only 90 units per hour.

Calcutta - The Bengal Government has nominated Mr.

Mearn for the appointment of Inspector of Elec'ric Lighting in the

City of Calcutta .

Camberwell.- It is stated that the General Purposes

Committee of the Camberwell Vestry, intend to repeat their recom

mendationto purchase the vested interests of the County of London

and Brush Provincial Electric Lighting Company in that parish , at &

premium of 33 per cent. upon the capital expended, with an additional

dividend of 5 per cent.

Canterbury. — The Council has accepted Mr. A. J. Brew

ster's tender for the erection of their electriclight station as follows:

Buildings, £4,032 ; boiler seatings, flues, &c., £910.

Cardiff. — The electrical engineer (Mr. Appelbee) has

submitted a proposed scale of reduced charges. The present rateis

6d. for the first two hours'averagedaily useand 3 d . afterwards. The

new rate suggested was 7d. for the irst hour and 3fd. afterwards,

while in the case of that small class of consumers who only use the

light on an average one hour a day the charge should be a uniform one

of 5d. perunit. The supplyof electricity for 1897 had increasedby

34,000units over the preceding year, the total revenue was £ 6,968,

and the surplus on theyear'sworking would probably be about £ 230.

The chairman advocated a slightly further reduction by makingit

3d. instead of 3jd. after the first hour. Consideration of the ques

tion was deferred to a future meeting.

Chelsea . — The Vestry will oppose the Bills to be intro

duced into Parliament bythe Chelsea Electricity Sapply Company

and the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company,

Croydon . - At the last County Council meeting it was

reportedthat the plans and quantities for the extension of the

electriclightstationbuildings werenearing completion, butasthe
matter was argent the borougă engineer had been consulted and had

obtained pricesfor excavationandforputtingin thefoundationsto

the ground levelandthe engine beds. Atender had beenaccepted

for the work . The mains are to be extended in Addiscombe Road at

a costof £200.15 alternatingarc lamps aretobe employed for the
lighting of South End.

Darlington . - Prof. Kennedy was last week appointedby

the Council toreportand estimate re electriclighting for the
borough .

-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

-Acton .The Council last week considered the electric

lighting question in committee, interviewing Mr. Lacey 'and Mr.

Trentham , the two experts who have been engaged toreport,
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Dartford . — The District Council does not approve Mr.

H. S. McKrell's proposal to apply for a provisional order . A

municipal order isalready applied for.

Dorking.- A public meeting was called by the District

Council and held on Thursday lastweek, for the purpose of giving

information to ratepayers on electric lighting, previous to their voting

on the question. Mr. Warden -Stevens was present and gave, in

reply to a question, figures of the progress made in other towns. He

recommended the alternating current high tension system . He also

recommended a municipal supply. Mr.Gripper, managing director

of Edmundson's Limited, was also present, and he contended for the

low tension system .

Dandee.- Some of the electric arc lamps for street

lighting were lighted for the first time on 1st inst.

East Grinstead . - At the next meeting of the District

Council, Mr. Steer will move a resolution in favour of making ap

plication to the Board of Trade for a license or provisional order to

enable the Council to supply electricity for public andprivate pur

poses within their district,or such other area as the Council may

determine. This wasdone at the request of the General Purposes

Committee, of which Mr. Steer is chairman ,

East London (South Africa ).- Specifications and plans

are about being prepared for the electric lighting and tramway

scheme for East London . . The Borough Engineer'sreport suggests

supplying the present public and private requirements of the town
andfurnishing the Harbour and Railway Departments with supply,

The British and South African Export Gazettesays that the supply of

electric energy for the tramways is also included in the scheme.

The locality of the generating station has been fixednear to the new
wbart extension and also tothe railway line for coal supplies. The

scheme makes provision for a reserved plant, spare or duplicate

engines, dynamos, boilers, & c.,being contemplated . For the incan.
descent streetand private lighting service, two direct-coupled

alternators, with one spare one, are recommended. For the arc
lighting service, two continuous current machinesare proposed, one

being for the Harbour Board's requirements, andtheother for the

Railway Department and the streets jointly. For the tramway

service , one continuous current machine is apportioned. A spare

continuous carrent machine is tobe provided, to be available for arç

lighting or tramway,the switch board being so arranged that the

current can be used for either lighting or traction purposes. For

lighting power the schemecontemplates an energy equal to 2,804

16 -C.P .glow lamps and 43 arc lamps per hour, plus the energy

required for the three miles of trams, or 18 B.T. units per hour.

The lamp provision comprises — for street lighting, 18 2,000 -O.P.

nom . arc lamps and 300 32-0.P. glow lamps ; for the Harbour De

partment, 21 2,000 -C.P. nom . arc lamps and 725 16 -C.P. glow lamps ;

for the Railway Department, four 2,000 -C.P. nom. arc lamps and27

32 -C.P . glow lamps. For private lighting, 1,800 16 -C.P . glow lamps

are recommended. High tension mains would deliver the current

to transformers for the service of the low tension mains supplying

the street and private incandescent lamps. It is proposed to place

the street lamps in duplicate, arranged so that the second is auto

matically lit when the first is extinguished. The tram track , three

miles in length, passes through St. Peter's Road, Oxford Street,
Fleet Streetor Caxton Street, Carrie Street, Inverleith Terrace to

the Beach, Future extensions contemplate the crossing of the

Buffalo bridge to the West Bank. It isproposed to adopt the over

head trolley system , the track being laid with 60 - lb . rails, and the

cars constracted to carry 25 persons. The Town Council appointed

as expert Mr. Lowis Cousens, M.I.E.E., Johannesburg, to draw up

specifications and plans for the Council's approval, upon which

tenders will be called for.

Edinburgh.- Various proposals are under the considera
tion of the Cleaning and LightingCommittee for using electricity in

many streets wheregas is now employed.

Edmonton . - After inquiries made by the architect, in

conjunction with a London electrical engineer, the Board of Guardians
Electric Lighting Committee finds that theadoption of electricity

insteadof gas for lighting the Edmonton House will result in a con
siderable saving. The Committee has now been instructed to obtain

plans, specifications; and estimates, with power to employ a consult
ing electrical engineer.

Glasgow . — The arc lightingof St. Andrew's Hall, which

has not given satistaction to the Council, was discussed again last

week , and a resolution was passed, " that in view of the unsteady

character of the lighting, of the noises emitted by the arc lamps,

and of the fact thatthe roof is practically invisibleunder the present

method, a system be adopted which will beboth efficient and silent.”

The Bazaar Committee was already considering the matter.

Gloucester . - When the Council had electric lighting

matters before it last week, it was resolved to purchase partof the

Bearland estate for a site for the electric lightiog and dust destructor

works, at a cost of £7,125, instead of either ofthe sites previously

Boggested . The tenders, of which we gave details last week, were
afterwards accepted .

Greenock . - The Sub -committee on Electric Lighting is

recommending the Police Board to extend theelectric light in town

at a cost ( including site) of about £ 28,000. The proposal provides

for the erection of about 40 arc lamps and pillars along the main

streets, and the extension of the installation should sucha demand

arise.

At a special meeting of the Police Board on 28th ult ., held to con.

sider theelectric lighting question , it was agreed to ask the Board of

Trade for another month's extension of time to allow of the matter

being more carefully considered. Mr. Teague's supplementary report

has not yet been submitted to the Board .

Hampstead. - In the estimates for the ensuing financial

year just placed beforethe Vestry, show that it will be unnecessary

to make any demand on the rates in respect of electric lighting. The

income from private consumers for the year 1898.9 under this bead

is estimated at £ 19,000, and the expenditure, including working

expenses, establishment charges, interest, and repayment of principal

of loans, at £ 13,500, thus showing an estimated net profit for the
year of £ 5,500.

The Lighting Committee has bad under consideration the question

of providing additional plant for the winters of 1898 and 1899,

and the Vestry has decided that additional plant be obtained at an

estimated cost of £ 17,000. Tenders will be invited for the supply

of the plant. The new plant at present fixed is almost ready for

working. Mains are to be extended along several roads.

Hartlepool. - The borough engineer is to report on the

cost of laying down, in connection with a dust destructor, electrical

plant for public lighting.

Islington . - At a recent Vestry meeting the treasurer,

replying to aquestion, said the number of public gas lamps in 1892

was4,548, andthe cost of the gas for each lamp £2 178. 9d. In 1897 the

number was 4,725, and the cost of gas for each was £ 3 08. 11d. IQ

1897 the number of public electric lamps was 100 , and the cost of

the current to each lamp was £40 63. 18d.

Kingswood . — The question of the municipal purchase

of the electric lighting andertaking of the Western Countics Electric

Lighting Syndicate has been raised on many occasions, but up to the

present has not been actually settled. The last meeting of the

Kingswood Council had before it a letter from the syndicate asking

when the purchase was likely to be completed . The chairman of the

Council said that a letter was written to Messrs. Parfitt some time

ago, stating that as soon as the Local Government Board inquiry

took place and the loan was sanctioned, a time for settlement of the

purchase could be arranged. Mr. Parfitt's list ofthe extension was

received, and would come up at the inquiry. There is about 18

months of the lease with Messrs. Parfitt for lighting the district to

run , during which period they have to keep the plant, &c. , in repair.

Leeds. — The Parliamentary Committee has approved a

draft of the provisional order to be asked for in connection with

the purchase by the Corporation of the electric light undertaking.

The following are the terms of the purchase proposed by the

Town Clerk in a recent letter to the company. “ (1) The pur

cbase to take effect as from March 18t, beyond which date, of

course, there could be no further expenditure by the undertakers

upon the undertaking chargeable to capital account ; (2) that the

Corporation issue or transfer to the undertakers, as purchase money,

Leeds Corporation Radeemable 24 per cent. Stock in lieu of Irredeem

able Stock, the former to be of such an amount as would equal in

value in the market a Leeds Corporation Irredeemable 5 per cent.

Stock ; this amount or value to be determined by arbitration in case

the parties differ ; (3) should it be found that any sum is payable to

the undertakers to make up the dividend on capital expenditure to

5 per cent., the Corporation will be prepared to pay that amount in

cash. The like also in regard to any agreed expenditure oncapital

after the date mentioned; (4) that in order to save time in the com

pletion of the purcbase, the Corporation be permitted forthwith to

investigate the company's books and accounts,with a view of ascer

taining to their satisfaction the sum properly expended by the

undertakers upon the undertaking and chargeable to capital

account.” The offer is made without prejudice to the application of

the Corporation to the Local Government Board for a provisional

order empowering them to issue Irredeemable or other stock for the

purpose of the purchase, and subject to confirmation by the Parlia

mentary Committee and the Council.

Leyton . - The electrical engineer is to have provided a

sub -station in High Road, Leytonstone.

Lincoln . - The City Council expects to start the electric

light works in October next. The Electric Lighting Committee and

the electrical engineer, Mr. C.Vesey Brown, are pushing the works

forward . The City Council last week arranged the positions of a

number of street lamps.

Liverpool. - The Lighting Committee has agreed to

extend the electric supply mains into Manchester Street and School

Lane. A new design of electric lamp is to be tried for Bold Street.

Manchester. At the last City Council meetiog, Sir John

Harwood mentioned that the Waterworks Committe had requested

Mr. Hill, C.E , to obtain the opinion of an electrical engineer and

such other assistance as in his opinion might be necessary, and re

port as to whether thewatersupply from Longdendale could in any

satisfactory way be utilised for the purpose of generating powerin

connection with the supply of electricity. There was, Sir Jobn said,

a difference of opinion on this subject, and they wanted to get at the

facts. Mr. Alderman Higginbottom suggested that Mr. Wordingham ,

head of the Manchester ElectricalWurks, should be the engineer

called in by Mr. Hill. Sir John Harwood said the suggestion was

rather premature. No doubt Mr. Wordingham would be consulted.

The City Council has, on the recommendation of the Electrical

Committee, advanced the salary of Mr. F. E. Hughes, secretary, from
£225 to £250 per aonum, and that of Mr. A. A.Day, chief assistant

engineer, from£ 250 to £275 per annum .

&
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Mardy. - 00 Thureday night last week tie new electric

lighting workspat down bytheMardy Electric LightCompany were
opened. The plant wassupplied byMessrs. Crompton & Co., and

erected under the supervision of their local agent, Mr. Hughes. The

plant bag a capacity of 1,300 8 - C.P. lamps, which is considered

sufficient to light 2,000. The installation has cost about £ 1,600.

The plant comprises a steel locomotivemulti-tubular boiler generating

steam at150 lbs. pressure for a 60 -brake H.P. compound vertical

engine. There is a duplex feed pump capable of pumpiog 1,000

gallons per hour againstthe boiler pressure of 150 lbs. TheCrompton

dynamo is of the firm's latest patent shunt-wound type , baving an

output of 168 amperes at 220 volts when running at 750 r.p.m. A

booster is used forraising the voltage to 300for accamulator charging.

At presentabout 600 lampsare supplied, but it is anticipated that

very shortly the plant will be working at its full capacity. The

Mardy Company is itselt wiring and fitting consumers' premises.

The fittingshave been supplied by the Ediswan Company. Mr.

Harris has been appointed electrician to thecompany. Itisexpected

thatthe District Council will shortly go in for public street lighting

by electricity. The price of gas is 48. 6d . At a supper heldalter

the inauguration ceremony there were various toastsproposed and

responded to .

Newcastle . - It having been stated that the electric

lighting works are to be removed from Pandon Dene to another

spot, the question of purchase by the City Council has again
avisen .

Nottingham .-- At the new Empire Theatre of Varitties

the electric light is largely used. Inthe auditorium alone there

are over 100 lights ; while for the footlights, lamps of various

colours are employed. Mr. Joseph Blackbura carried out the

electrical work .

Plymouth.—The Electric Lighting Committe intend to

run the wires in the direction of the infirmary owing to the number

of public and other buildings requiring the light. It is intended to

wire buildings free of cost at first, and spread the payment over two

years.

Poplar. - Aſtir a long discussion, the Board of Works

has decided to undertake the electric lighting igrell, without the

intervention of the company that has been seeking a provisional

order.

Reading -Tae minutes of the Lighting Committee read

as follows: On February 11th the Town Clerk was instructed to

confer with the Bard of Trade as to the powers of control of the

Corporation with reference to changes proposed from time to time

in the system of supply of the Ruading Electric Supply Company,

and the effec ; of such changes upon the question of the capital

properly expended, which was to form the basis of the sum to be

paid by the Corporation in the event of their purchasing the under

taking. On the 18th the Town Clerk reported that a further altera

tion of the system of supply wasin contemplation, and it appeared

to him the only mode inwhich the Corporation could exercise

effective control over capital expenditure wasby themselves becoming

the undertakers under the order.

Saltburn .-The Cleveland and South Darham Assets

Company proposes erecting plant, &c , for the supply of electricity to

private aud business premises, and a plan of the streets which will
be traversed and crossed by overhead wires was submitted to the

Saltburn Urban Council last week for approval. Mr. T. P. O. Yale,

A.I.E.E., attended for thecompany. The Council will hold a special

meeting to consider the scheme.

Southampton.- The Corporation is considering the

subject of entering into an agreement with the Electric Free Wiring

Company.

Stirling.--- The Police Commissioners, last week con

sidered thequestion of electric lighting in conjunction with Prof.

Kennedy's report, from which wequoted last week, on the water

power at the Touch reservoirs. Accordiog to the North British Daily

Mail account, Bailie Lawson moved that the report be received, its

conclusions adopted, and the Lighting Committee instructed to pro

ceed with the carrying out of the instructions from the Commission

at the point where they were interrupted in December. Mr. Fer

guson seconded . Ex-Provost Yellowlees moved as an amendment

that Prof. Kennedy's report be laid on the table, and the Com .

mission remit to the Lighting Committee to get from an electrical

engineer, who is a specialistin the use ofwater power, ata cost not

exceeding20 guineas,a further report, with guaranteed estimates, as

to the utilisation of the water pressure available at the reservoirs

for the electric lighting of the towa. Mr. Yellowlees held that the

report by Prof. Kennedy on the water power available at the reser .

voirs was founded on wrong data, and that his conclusions were

entirely misleading. He bad based his calculations not on the

quantityof water available at the reservoirs, buton the quantity of

water delivered in the town after deductions, which brought it down

to one -hall of the actual amount. Mr. Hay seconded the amend.

ment, which was carried by 11 votes to 8.

Stockport.- It is stated that the electricity works will be

in operation about September next.

Torquay . - Electric light was switched on at the Town

Hall on 1st inst,

Wallasey. - Mr. Ellery said at the last Council meeting

that the Gas, Water, and Electricity Committee was making a redac

tion of 17 per cent. on the charges for electrical energy .

Wells.-- The Town Council has received a letter from the

Electric Light Supply Corporation asking it the Council would Bell

its electric light provisional order, and the Town Clerk wag

instructed to reply that it was not in the market.

Worcester.The electric ligłt'ng accounts for 1897 show

that the receipts were £6,291 against £ 4,757 in 1896, and there was

a loss on the year's working of £ 1,474 103. 9d., against £ 1,616 in

1896 and £ 1,443 in 1895. The expenditure of capital up to the end

of 1897 was £67,293. The enterprise, says the Worcestershire Echo,

has not even earned the interest payable by nearly £ 500, to say

nothiog of depreciation , a word which is not to be found in the

A most startling item is to be found in the table showing

what bas become of the electricity generated . The total in Board of

Trade units was 559,275, of which there were used for public lamps

83,700 ; sold to private consumers, 325,130 ; used in works, 5,165;

quantity notaccounted for, 145,290, more than one-fourth of the total!

Thus, roughly speaking, for about 25 per cent. of the expenditure,
representing £ 1,000, there is no return wbatever I Whenthe accounts

came before the City Council on 1st inst ., Mr. Rushton complained

that statements madeby the chairman of the Electricity Committee

( Alderman Williamson ) as to the value of the water power had been

talsified by the results. Alderman Williamson said the statements

were made on the authority of the experts employed by the Council.

Mr. Rashton moved a long resolution asking for reports opon various

features of theworkingofthedepartment. Mr. Charge suggested

that the works at Powickshouldbe abandoned ,anda generating star

tion started in the city. An amendment was eventually carried

Asking thecommitteefor a report on the year's working similar to

one given in the previous year.

.

& Ccounts .

3

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Sheffield . — The London Gazette of March 4ch contains

notice of the Bill to be applied for by the Corporation for the

purpose of the purcbage of the Electric Light Company's under
taking

Shoreditch.-At the last Vestry meeting t was reportid

that the Liybuiug Committee had received from the workers of the

engine a letter admittiug their re: ponsibility for not supplying relief

valves to tte cylinders, from wbica omisslou the Committee were

alvised the accident at the electricity works, recently referred to in

the ELECTRIC AL REVIEW, arose. After considering and being advised

upon the circumstances, the Committee instructed the Vestry Clerk

to write a letter to the company ander whose contract the engine

was supplied , informing them that owing to thenon- supply of relief

valves as promised by the contractor, they would be held responsible

for the accident and any resulting damage to the works of the under

taking. Toe term of maintenance of this engine after completion for

woich the contractor is respinsible bas not expired. Postcards hare

been sent ruuod to & Dumber of consumers statiog that unless the

accounts were paid at once the supply would be cutoff. These have
given offence to many consumers .

Shoreham.- The Southern Cross Ship Yard and Eogi

neering Company is to have an interview with the Urban Courcil
re supplying the Sporebam district with electric light.

On Taureday last week the scaeme was explained to the District
Council. The total cost is estimaled at £6,000, and this would

provide 56 1,000 -C.P. arcs , and 1,500 16.C.P. incandescente. Mr.

R. E. Churchill-Spann explained the scheme. It does not yet setm

to be settled whether it will be carried out as a municipal or

a private undertaking. The matter is to be discussed in com.

mittee.

Berlin . - lo the annual report of the Great Berlin Horse
Railway Company, it is said inreference to the electric working of

the street railways: the existing electric workingof thestreet rall,
ways first introducedin May, 1896, and extended on April28th, and

again on June 5th, has on the trolley section given the greatest satis

faction,and all the doubts and prejudices with which itwas regarded

at first have been dissipated . The powerofdespatchingcrowds of

passengers by means oftrailer cars has given especial Batisfaction to

The public, and it isto be hoped, in thepublicinterest, that the use

of tiailer cars may be extendedby authorities when thenetwork is

ra -modelled . In accordancewiththe decision of the authorities, a

numberof sections, especiallyinthe inner city, are to be worked by

accumulators, which are to be charged from the trolley wire . The

present conduit in the Lindenstrasse and in the Dennewitzplatz are
to be done away with, and no more conduits will be constructed.

Tois willobviate manydifficultiesin working and much blockingof

traffic. A more important pointforthefuture working of the lines is,
that the authorities have directed that bogie cars sbau in future be

used . These haveaccommodation for 28 passengers inside; they can

smoother, and the resistance oncurves is greatly reduced. It is

intended to construct these bogie cars in largenumbers.
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for the purposes of the Holl Corporation tramwaye, sach som to be

apportioned as follows, namely :-Permanent way, £123,200 ; land

and buildings for electric generating station , £ 14,800 ; car sheds and

depôts, £ 12,000. The Corporation estimats covering the balance of

the loan requires further consideration, and the Board's decision

will be communicatedshortly. Tenders have been accepted for the

supply of creosoted redwoodstringers for tramways.

Leeds and Bradford Light Railway. This scheme,

which recently formed the subject of an iaquiry by the Light Rail

way Commissioners, was before the Leeds City Council again last

week, and the terms of the promoters were rejected, the previous

resolution to oppose the scheme being confirmed .

Liverpool. - A deputation from the Tramways (special)

Committee is going to Hamburg to inspect the working of the tram

-

ways there,

* )

Berlin . - An electric tramway running east and west

across Berlin and taking in the Leipziger Strasse, and traversing the

Potsdamer Platz, the busiest thoroughfares in the city, was tried for

the first time on Tuesday last week . It is intendedto replace the

horses gradually on all the urban tram lines .

Bournemouth , The British Electric Traction Company

haswritten to the Town Clerk, stating that it is still hopeful of

laying sucha scheme for electric tramways before the Corporation as

might be satisfactory to all concerned. The directors are taking steps

with a view to such & scheme being formulated .

Brighton . - Mr. Magnus Volk , who is now sole

proprietorof the electric railway, has arranged to take the power

necessary to run his cars from the Corporation electricity works in

fature .

Bristol, -Although a week or 10 days ago the prospects

of a settlement being arrived at between the Corporation of Bristol

andthe Tramway Company with regard to the adoption of electricity

on allthe existing Bristol lines and on several new ones, were distinctly

hopeful, thepositionhas so farchanged that popularly it is described

by one word : " deadlock .” Thecompany (asreported in the ELEC

TRICAL REVIEW last week) replied in detail to the terms submitted by

the Bristol Sanitary Committee, accepting some, rejecting others.

Their answerwas considered at a private meeting of the Sanitary

Committee, at which some members expressed considerable surprise

at the publication of the report of their electrical engineer, Mr. Fara ..

day Proctor. This report had beensharply criticised by the company,
and its statements with regard to the cost of electric traction denied

in the most emphaticterms. Mr. Faraday Proctor, in consequence

of his reportbeing challenged, gave an explanation tothe Committee,
with which the Committeewere satisfied . The Committee's decision

on the question of terms raised two points of difficultywhich at

present there is no likelihood of settling by negotiation . The Team

way Company, in addition to the Bill which will empower them to

adopt electric traction, has a second Bill authorising extensions of the

system in several parts of the city. The new lines would amount to

between 7 and 8 miles in length . The Sanitary Committee required

agreement to the following condition: “The date at which the Core

poration's power to purchase the power station and the proposed
extensionswill arise, to be the same as for the present horse tramways."

In other words,that would be rather less than 15 years hence. The

companyagreed to arrange for the power stationto passwhen their
existing lines are bought, but insisted on the full term , 21 years, of

the Tramways Act for the extensions. The Sanitary Committee

refused to give way, and the company talk of withdrawiog their
Extensions Bill. The second difficulty was not foreseen, anddetails

cannot be given about it. It appears, however, that the Sanitary

Committee has objected to the use of the trolley system in certain

streets in which they do not think overhead wires are permissible.

The company contends that the overhead system — the only one they

bad contemplated - io, practically speaking , the system which holds

the field , and that other municipal authorities have selected it.
Should the Extension Bill be withdrawn, the company will proceed

with the Electrical Power Bill, and will be opposed by the Corpora

tion . Meanwhile, several notices of Parliamentary opposition to the
company's Bills have been givenand the GreatWestern and Midland
Railway Companies are among the opponents.

Cable Trams for Leith . - Mr. Colam , C.E., has been

reporting to the Town Council on the cabling of tramways, and he

estimates the cost of the conversion of the lines and the equipment,

with all the necessary pits and machinery in same, at about £ 45,000.

Cambridge.-- The directors of the Cambridge Street

Tramways Company in their report say that they have bad under

consideration a proposal from the British Electric Traction Company

for substituting electricity for horse traction on their system . The

report stated " the great majority of the public recognisethesuperior

facilities afforded by electric traction, and it was proved that such

is the development of traffic on its adoption, that horse traction has

no chance alongside it .”

Dublin - The Blackrock Town Commissioners are.

supporting the Bill of the Dublin Southern District Tramways re

lating to the speed.

Dandee. - The Corporation Tramway Bill (parchase and

electric power) is being opposed bythe North British Railway Com .

pany and the Caledonian Railway Company.

Ealing . - The proposed electric tramway scheme was

again brought up at the last District Council meeting, a member

having a good deal to say against the overhead trolley system . In

fact, he deprecated even the laying of tram railswhen there existed

** likelihood that electric traction would shortly be possible without

noch disfiguremento.

Finchley. - The District Council and the Hampstead

Vestryare conferring for the purpose of opposing the electric tram
way scheme.

Glasgow . For the purpose of rendering it possible to

use double-deckers on the springbarn electric tramway route , the

level of Springbarn Road underneath the Caledonian Railway bridge

is to be lowered 15 inches, at a cost of £ 2,280, to be paid by the

Tramways Department.

Hall. The tenders for the remainder of the work in

connection with the electric tramways, are now being discussed.

The tenders for thesupply of rails, and forhard wood, have been

given out, also for the electrical plant, &c . The Board of Trade have

made an order sanctioning a loan of £ 150,000, repayable in 30 years,

Manchester.The representatives of about a dozen of
thedistrict councils affected by the Manchester Tramways Company's

Bill bave been conferring, with a view to arranging foropposition .

Norwich.-- The Standing Orders Committze last week

decided that the standing orders might be dispensed with on the

condition that the provisions relating to Tramways Nos . 2 and 3

were struck out of the Bill of the Norwich ElectricTramways Com

pany.

South Staffordshire Tramways Company. At the

annual dinner of the employés of the South Staffordshire Tramways

Company last week, an important statement wasmade by one of the

directors, Mr. S. R.Blundstone, M.I.M.E. He stated that the com

pany last year was slowly but surely driftingon to the rocks, which

meant liquidation. On one side they had £ 50,000 assets, and on the

other side liabilities amounting to£ 73,000, but he was pleased to say

their difficulties now seemed to have been overcome. The South

Staffordshire Tramways Company had never paid a dividend, but at

the next hall-yearly meeting the shareholders would be asked to

declare a dividend on thepreference shares. Another important

matter to the residents of Birminghamand Black Countrydistricts

was this, that it was proposed the South Staffordshire Tramway

Company should form part of a vast overhead electric system , similar

to those in vogue in America, and to cover a radius of 25 miles in

Birmingham and the Black Country districts.

Swansea . — The BritishBritish Electric Traction Company

bas taken formal possession of the property of the Swansea Tram .

ways and Improvements Company . Possession was taken on Tues.

day last week, by Mr. Emile Garcke, the managing director of the

Traction Company, while Mr. E. W. Ruck, a director of the Tram .

ways Company, with Mr. Kincaid, the engineer, represented the

former owners in the transfer. The South Wales Daily News under .

stands that there is no intention of making any change in the local

management, and that directly the necessary authority is obtained

electric traction will be applied. Our contemporary remarks that the

British Electric TractionCompany has taken up tramway concerns

in different parts of the kingdom , which inyolve a capital of about

£ 3,000,000.

-

3

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

( 6

Delays in Australian Telegrams.-- Australian papers

recently to hand throw some light on the causes to which the inter

ruptions on the Australian landlines are to be attributed . Under

date, Adelaide, January 31st, we read that "The superintendent of

telegraphs reports a partial telegraphic interruption on the Port

Darwin line, owing to Thunderstormswhich have buen raging between

Powell's Creek and Port Darwin for the past two days . Toe line is

also down between Perth and Roebuck Bay, all messages being sent

via Port Darwin , adding greatly to the difficulties. "

The Glasgow Telephone Report. The report of Sheriff

Jameson on the recent telephone inquiry beld at Glasgow has notyet

been placed before the public, though there seems some probability

of its being issued any day now . The Edinburgh Evening Dispatch

of 4th inst. thinks that the report will be issued in the course of this

week , and adds : “ On one vital point the Treasury has, it is said,

satisfied itself. It may be assumed that the report pronounced the

existing service to be unsatisfactory,and that some recommendation

was made in the direction of a municipal licence. It has, however,

been ascertained that there is a Parliamentary difficulty which, as the

Treasury authorities believe, blocks the way. A telephone licence

could notbe taken up by the Corporation without the special autho

rity of a Private Bili, inasmuch as the service extends beyond the

municipal boundaries, and it is not competent for the Town Council

to undertake any enterprise outside its own area .'

In the House of Commons, last week, Mr. Caldwell asked the

Secretary to the Treasury, as representing thePostmaster-General,
if he was prepared to lay upon the table of the House the report and

evidence taken by the Treasury Commiesioner at the telephone

inquiry in Glasgow , so that the same may be in the hands of members

before the House goes into Committee on the Civil Service

Estimates. In reply, Mr. Hanbury said that they had been laid on

the table the day previous, and hewould see that there was no delay.

Landlines in the Western Soudan . - As long ago as

in August, 1895, we directed the attention of our readers to the

steadyprogress with which the French Government landlines were

beiog advanced eastward from Senegal. At that time the line was
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on the point of reaching Bamaku, on the Upper Niger, a distance of

some 670 miles from the town of St. Louis on the coast of Senegal.

Welearn that since then the lines have been gradually extended,

until, at the present day , they reach Waghaduga, which lies in the

hinterland of the Gold Coast; & distance of 1,200 miles from St.

Logis. We aleo learn that, running inland from Wydah northward

through Dahomey, the line bas reached the town of Pama, a distance

of 360 miles; thegap now remainiog betweenWaghadugu andPapa

is about 170 miles, and when the junction is effected it will

be possible to telegraph from the Bight of Benin to the Senegal

coast by landline, a distance of 1,750miles, by French landlines.

We areglad tonotice that the necessity of a system of landlines

on the Lower Niger has been recognised by the British Govern

ment, and that it is proposed, atacost of some£ 25,000, to effect

communication with theLower Niger through the districts to the

north of Lagos aod Forcados, the report running as follows: " It has

been foundnecessaryto incur special expenditure for the adminis
tration and defence of the northern territories of the Gold Coast

Protectorate, and as the Colonial revenues are insufficient to meet

such expenditure, the Imperial Government bas agreed to give im

mediate assistance to the colony. The Imperial Government bas

undertaken to bear thecost of constructing a lineof telegraphs from

Lagos to 8akaand Ogbomostro, thence to the Niger, and down the

river to Forcados." A provision of £ 10,000is asked for, tocover the

cost of that portion of the line witbin the jurisdiction of the Colony

of Lagos, which, it is believed, will be completed this year.

The Privacy of Telegrams -Speaking in the Commons
last week on the question of the greater privacy of telegrams,

Mr. Hanbury said the way in which telegraph offices were now

arranged for the rec tion of telegrar was the result of long

practice and experience, and the Postmaster-General thought they

were on the whole conducive to the convenience of the public.

Special inquiry would be made as to whether any further precautions
were necessary .

Cable Iaterruption . - Amazon Company's cable beyond
Obidos down March 9th , 1898.

The Telegraph Estimates. — The estimates for the

Civil Services and Revenue Departments for the year ending March

31st, 1899, were issued last week. Vader the Foreign and Colonial

servicesthe estimate for subsidies to telegraph companies bas risen

by £ 8,000 in consequence of the new subsidy to the Direct West

India Cable Company in respect of the cable from Bermuda to

Jamaica. Io the Revenue Department, under "Post Office Tele

grapb8," a net increase is shown of £ 181,645 in addition to the sum

of £ 28,800 voted as a supplementary grant last session . The grant

for Post Office Telegraphs in 1897-98 was £ 3,182,990, and the total

estimate for 1898.99 is £ 3,364,635, showing the increase of £ 181,645

As above.

The Telephone Service.- A deputation from the Belfast

Merchants and Manufacturers' Association laid the question of

municipal telephony before the City Council last week. The matter

was referred to theLaw and Improvement Committee for immediate
consideration .

The Norwich Town Council has decided to petition the Postmaster

Generalfora municipal telephone license.

The Eastbourne Cbamber of Commerce has passed a resolation in

lavour of municipal telephony.

A proposal to refuse to enter into negotiations with the National

Telephone Company on the question of underground wires, was

before the City Council last week.

The new Mataal Telephone Syndicate is still engaged communi

cating with various districtsand towns in the provinces, endeavour

ing to getthem to approve the priociple of telephone competition .

In some places the syndicate is receiving support .

Denmark . – March 12th . Tenders are being invited for

the supply of the engines, dynamos, accumulators, & c., required in

connection with the new central station at Frederiksberg, near Copen

hagen . Tenders to be sent to the Frederiksberg Sporveis-og

Electricitets Aktieselskab, Gammel Kongerie, 140, Copenhagen V.,

from whom particulars may be obtained.

Derby. — March 24th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the electric wiring of theLunatic Asylum and premises at Row .

ditch. See our “ Official Notices " March 4th .

Devizes . — March 21st. Tenders are wanted for the

supply and delivery of two 40 kw . continuous current belt -driven

dynamos for the Wilts County Asylum , Depiz :8. Engineers, Messrs.

Massey & Allpress,25, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster. See our
" Official Notices ” March Ath .

Edinburgh . — The City Council is inviting tenders for &

host of stores and sundry articles. Among the itemsare " electric

lighting materials for the Powderhall destructor," and " upholding

of electric light installations.” Particulars, & c , from the electrical

engineer, Dewar Place.

Edinburgh . - March 22ad. The Council wants tenders

for the additions and extensions to the electric lighting at the City

Chambers. See our " Official Notices " this week for particulars.

France. — March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for the lighting of the pablic streetsof thetown, either bygas or
electricity . Particulars from , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Leyton. - April 4th. The District Council wants tenders

for the supply oftwo dynamos, one transformer, twogas engines and

connections, and switchboards for extension of the electricity works.

Electrical engineer, Mr. H. O. Bishop.

Manchester. — March 15th. The Great Central Railway

Company (M. 8. & L.) wants tenders for the supplyof various materials

and stores during12 months ending April 30th, 1899. Among the items

are asbestos packing, bragg sheet and tubing, electricalmaterials,

India -rubber, tin and zinc sheets, wire, &c . Particulars from Mr.

A. W. Longden, storekeeper, at Junction Street Mills, London Road,
Manchester.

Plymouth . - March 23rd . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of alternating current meters for the year ending

March 3let, 1899. Particulars from Mr. J. H. Rider, Borough elec

trical engineer, East Street, Plymouth.

Roumania . - March 15th . Tenders are being invited

by the General Direction of the Roumanian Post and Telegraphs in

Bucharest for the supply of 56,000 metres of galvanisediron and
steel wire.

Southgate.- March 14th . The District Council wants

tenders foran installation of electrical communication for firebrigade

purposes. Surveyor, Mr. O. G. Lawson . See our " Official Notices"

March 4th .

Spain . — March 21st. The Municipal Authorities of

Santona(province of Santander) are inviting tenders for the con

cession for the electric lighting of the public streetsof the town

during a period of 20 years. Tenders to be sent to El Secretario del

Ayuntamiento de Santona ( Santander) from whence full particulars

may be obtained.

Switzerland.- April 30th . Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities ofFribourg, Switz srland , until April 30th next, for a
projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water- power isto be utilised,and the station will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three

schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Pablics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence tall particulars of the competition
may be obtained .

The War Office. - April 27th. The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitivedesignsand specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus,

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Victoria.-March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tenders for thesupply
of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard.

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,
Melbourne.

Victoria . - Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ; also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Oficial Notices " for particulars.

Wallasey.- March 17th. The District Council wants

tenders for the supply of engine, alternator, exciter, two Lancashire

and one water-tube boilers, and condensing apparatus. Engineer,

Mr. J. H. Orowther. See " Official Notices " February 11th .

Watford . — March 16th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply and erection of variousplant for the electric

lighting of the district. For details of the seven sections see our

“ Official Notices " February 11th .Mr. W.O.O.Hawtayne,consulting

engineer.

-

CONTRACTS OPEN .

Belgium .-- April 1st. The Municipal Authorities of

Seraing are inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy in the town for public and private lighting purposes
during a period of 30 years . Particulars may be bad Irom , and

tenders to be sent to, the College des Bourgmestre et Echeving,

Seraing, Belgium .

Bengal.-- According to Daily Tenders the Bengal-Nagpar

Railway Companywantstenders for the supplyand erection of elec

tric lighting plant for thebridgeson the Bengal-Nagpore Railway over

the Mahanadi River. Further particulars from the Superintending

Engineer, Southern Division, Bengal-Nagpore Railway, Cattack.

Berlin . - March 15th . The Municipal Traffic Deputation

of the Town Council has opened a competition for the construction

of several new electric tramways in that city. Exhaustive details

concerning this project are contained in the Elektrotechnische Zeit

schrift of the13th inst., which mentions thatproposalswill be received

by the Stadtische Verkehrsdeputation Rathhaus III, Berlin, by
: March 15th .

Bla kpool. - March 22nd . The Corporation wants tenders

for & tubular boiler, superheaters, condensers, rectifiers, boosters,

transformers, lead -covered cables, arc lamps and pillars. Borough
electrical engineer, Mr. R. O. Quin . See our " Official Notices "

February 26th.

Darwen . — March 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of steam engine and dynamos, piping ,accumulators,

switchboards, mains, arc lampe, pillars, &c. See our “ Official Notices
this w

)

»
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THE MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRO of a process secret, there is always more difficulty in dealing

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS . with supposed infringers.

It is hardly necessary to say that electricity in many

chemical processes has proved tobe invaluable, and that this

THERE has been always more or less mystery associated with application of electricity is destined to be one of the most

the electro - chemical industries, and probably the difficulty fruitfal, is strikingly shown by the rapid development of the

of penetrating into the inner recesses of such processes has electro -chemical industry. Although considerable commercial

been to some extent responsible for much of the legendary success has been achieved in the use of electro -chemical pro

lore that has gathered round them . Occasionally the corner cesses, they, at any rate in their initiatory stages, call for

of the veil has been lifted , and one bas been permitted to extraordinary care; they may be, and no doubt when com

gaze upon what after all has been neither very mysterious pared with older methods, are delightfully simple, but unless

nor especially wonder some regard be paid

fal; but, speaking to the economical

generally, it is as apportioning of the

difficult for a stranger electric current for the

to enter the gates of necessary function of

electro -chemical works electrolysis, it is not

as it is for an explorer difficult to realise that

to reach the City of the process might prove

Lbassa. With one or an expensive one. The

two conspicuous ex whole basis of the

ceptions, there have electro -chemical indus

been no places so try is that electricity

jealously guarded from offers a cheaper means

the inquisitive eye as of obtaining certain

copper depositing products than can be

works. So rigorous obtained by ordinary

are the rules in one
chemical methods : but

well -known mapuſac the operations necessi

tory, that if it is tate the continuous

necessary to introduce running of electrical

an outsider into the macbinery, and even

works for repairing with the most eco

plant or other specific
nomical engines, the

purpose, he is usually amount of coal burnt

conducted blindfolded CHLORATE OF POTASH PLANT. per annum, even in

to the spot where his works of mo lerate out

services are required ; yet the quality of the electro- put, must be considerable. As Mr. Andreoli pointed

lytic copper produced at these works is not higher than out in these columns - some years ago, electrolytic works

that deposited in places where less secrecy prevails. With the ought to be established in districts where coal and

migration of officials and workmen, and occasionally from salt are cheap, and this is a necessary condition of the

5

GENERAL VIEW OF ENGINĖ Room .

other causes , it would seem almost impossible to keep any

chemical or electrical processes completely concealed . There

may be certain details of plant or process that it is desirable

to keep within the foar walls of the place where they have

been evolved, bat wedo not think thatthere ismuchto be

gained from a complete seclusion. Moreover, we think that

where persistentattempts have beenmade to keep thedetails

possibility of the competition of electrolysis with the chemi

cal production of chlorineand caustic soda. It can , we
suppose, be said of almost all the electro -chemical companies

in this country, that they bave settled in districts that are

contiguous if not actually in the coal fielde, and where salt

is at the same time abundant.

It is not proposed in this article to deal generally with the

E
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subject of electro -chemical production of chemicals, but used to a great extent in the various processes of bleaching,

rather to give an account of the methods adopted in one and chlorate of potash which forms the third branch, consti

well-known works for the manufacture of caustic soda, tutes a very important part of modern explosives. The

bleaching powder, production of these
and chlorate of byan electro -chemical

potash. The Electro process is compara
Chemical Company, tively simple.Ro.

of St. Helen's, bave daced to its elemental

been courteousenough form , it is practically

to comply with our re the decomposition of

quest to inspect their salt by means of elee

works, and to show the tric current which

various processes in gives chlorine gas at

operation. There are the anodes ; the solu

some details connected tion becomes gradu

with the works that
ally weaker in saltand

the company bas been stronger in alkali,

compelled to withhold and forms caustic

from us, but in spite soda. To be a little

of that there is more precise, we may

probably consider say that salt is

able interest attach
first dissolved in

ing to the following
what is known as the

descriptions and illus brine house. It is

trations. placed with water in

In 1892 we drew å tank, in which it

attention in these VIEW OF SWITCHBOARD. is agitated by

columns to the estab mechanical stirrers

lishment of works at Saodland, in Kent , for the pur- until it has reached the requisite strength . The next

pose of demonstrating the production of caustic soda and operation is to run off the brine thus formed into

bleach by means of electrolysis. The process was known settling tanks. The liquid being eventually drawn

as that of Holland off into a final

and Richardson, settling tank placed

and it may be at a bigher level.

reasonably conceived
From this level the

that a considerable decomposing tanks

measure of success are supplied with

attended the Snod brine as required, the

land experiments, for feeding of the tanks

sometime afterwards being a very
the Electro -Chemical

simple operatior, per

Company was formed mitting each and

to work the system every cell to be fed

on a commercial by merely turning on

scale at St. Helen's , afew taps. Thede

Lancashire. It is

hardly necessary to

composing cells next

merit our attention,

say that this town

forms practically the

and aglanceat one of

the illustrations will

centre of the electro
give a rough idea of

chemical industry, it the size of this plant.

being in close prox The cells are in

imity to the coal what is known as

pits and within a the tank house, and

short distance of

Cheshire, from

are arranged in

tiers. The tanks are

whence salt is pro 20 feet long x3 feet

cured , which is, of wide and 1 foot 3

course, the basis of inches deep, and are

the electro -chemical divided into 16 cells.

products manufac The anodes take the

tured here. The form of irregular

site upon which
blocks of carbon

the electrical com embedded on a

pany's works are lead strip, which

erected seems to is fixed in an earthen

be an eminently

suitable one, judg

ware box, as shown

in the illustration.

ing by the facilities The anode box is

of transport fur
inverted in the cell,

nished by the ad but does not quite

joining mineral line reach the bottom ,thus

of the London and permitting the liquid

North - Western Rail to circulate freely in

way Company. The side. A simple

works are connected ELECTROLYTIC TANKS. wrought - iron grid

by sidings to this line, formsthe cathode. As

while a portion is bounded by the St. Helen's and Mersey Canal, the current enters the cell chlorine gas is given off in the

The three principal products have been already alluded to . anode chamber, and the solution, after decomposition,becomes,

The caustic soda isvery extensively used in the manufacture as we have said, stronger in alkali and weaker in salt.

of paper and soap, the chloride of lime ( bleaching powder) is In order to maintain the solution at the requisite strength,

O
O
G
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brine is fed into the tanke, and after a period a certain difficulties arising from the formation of CO2 do not trouble

percentage of alkali is reached , and the solution becomes, them , they haveno difficulty whatever in maintaining their

to all intents and purposes, caustic soda. The bydro- bleaching pɔwder at market strength. The next operation

gen which is formed passes off into the atmosphere, the in which the chlorine gas figures is in the manufacture of

construction of the tank housepermitting air to pass through chlorate of potash . In this case the chlorine is passed

freely. Having now obtained ,by electrolytic methods, chlo- over milk of lime in absorbers, and the calcium of chlorate

rine gas and caustic soda, the next step is to conduct them formed is run off and settled . The clear liquor is concentrated

from the tanks for in pote, to 60 ° t waddle,

treatment. The chloride of potassium

chlorine gas, as it is is then put in ;

given off, passes from this potassium

through a port hole chlorate is obtained,

into a closed con which is run off into

duit running the pang. Crude crystals

whole length of the are then obtained, and
tank , this conduit the mother liquor

being connected to being drawn off ,the
an earthenware main crude crystals are re

which runs from the dissolved by steam .

tank house to the This is run into lead

bleaching chambers coolers for final crys

and to the chlorate of tallisation ; then comes

potash plant. The use the washing and dry

of the chlorine gas, to ing process, and the

which we shall chlorate of potash is

attention first, is ready for market. One

in the making of of the illustrations

chloride of lime. shows an exteriorview

Lime is first pre of the chlorate of

pared, and after being potash plant.

well riddled is spread The second product

upon the floors of CAUSTIC SODA PLANT. of the electrolytic pro

bleachingchambers to cess, viz . , the caustic

& dep :h of about 6 inches ; in order to present a soda, is ran off into large tanks in the caustic soda shed .
greater surface it is arranged in furrows. There are There is a certain percentage of salt present in the

five bleaching chambers, which are shown in one of the solution when it has left the decomposing tanks, and the fluid

illustrations; the dimensions of each being 80 feet by 30 feet, is treated to a kind of preliminary evaporation process, in

and 5 feet 6 inches in height. When the lime has been spread which the salt is precipitated and removed. The method of

upon the floor, the doors are sealed , and the chamber made removing the salt is the employment of a revolving frame,

3

ROSESC 96

VIEW OF SWITCHBOARD AND DINAMOS BEFORE ERECTION .

air-tight in every way. The chlorine gas is then admitted .

into the chamber through connections in the roof. After the
chlorine has acted upon the lime for some four or five days,
there is formed chloride of lime, which is known commercially

asbleaching powder, thestrength of which varies from 35 to

37 per cent . of available chlorine. When this stage has

been reached , the chloride of lime is discharged through shoots

in the floor of the chambers into casks, and is then packed .

It is claimed by the Electro-Chemical Company that as the

shown in one of the illustrations, which practically shovels out

the salt from the bottom of thereceivingtank. This salt is

re-dissolved and used over again in the electrolytic tanks.

In the causticcoda shed are 14 concentrating pots in which

the solution is finally treated . Each pot has a furnace

underneath, and in these the caustic soda is evaporated

down to the required density and becomes ordinary

commercial caustic of varying degrees of strength,

according to requirements, the principal demand being for
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are

caustic having a strength of 70 per cent. The caustic , drawn from the condenser by the air pump, returns to the

while in a flaid state , is run off into iron drums, in canal by its own gravitation .

which it immediately solidifies. The present workingsteam pressure is 135 lbs. per square

That ispractically a rough account of the chemical iccb, for which pressure the engines have been constructed.

process. Tarning from this to the generating plant, The engine house has been desigaed for five engines, of wbich

we find what is un three are at work, and

doubtedly a very a fourth on order, but

interesting section of there is still ample

the Electro-Chemical room left for the ar

Company's works. rangement of addi

The steam raising tional plant. On

plant consists of 10 August 25th last,

Lancashira boilers by -No. 2 engine was

Beeley & Co., of tested for steam cor

Hyde, wbich somption , and this,

constructed to work as measured by the

at 160 lbs. pres actual amount of

sure . feed - water pumped

The engines have into the boilers,

been made by Yates
worked out to 14

apıl Thom, and are
lbs. of steam per

excellent specimens horse -power per hour

of the marine type. throughout the test,

They are vertical, which lasted six

inverted , compound , hours. During this

condensing, with test the average in

cylinders 22 inches dicatedhorse-power of

and 46 inches dia the engine was 711.35 .

meter, 4 feet stroke, Thedynamos,which

of very strong con THE BLEACHING CHAMBERS. are of a special
straction ; the cy type, built by

linders are jucketted Messrs. P. R. Jackson

in the bodies, and and Co., of Man

fitted with Corliss
chester, with Sayer's

valve gear through windings, are

out, the valves and arranged in paire, the

passages being con engine driving on to

structed to give the & shaft connecting

minimum amount of the two machines

clearance; the steam together. They each

valves of both develop 1,250 am

cylinders are fitted peres at 180 volts

with Yates & Thom's when driven at 400

patented release revolutions. The

motion, the point of pedestals of the

cut off in the high macbines are of the

pressore cylinder self -oiling type , and

being controlled by are fitted with anti

a high speed governor friction metal of a

driven by wheels from fpecial brand . The

the crank shaft, and armature shafts are of

fitted with knock -off mild steel, with solid

motion to stop the flange couplings on

engine in case the pulley shaft . End

accident or racing, play is taken up by

the point of cut off
The collars in the

in the low pressure centre of the pedestals

cylinder is adjustable on either side of the

by hand whilst the pulley. The armature

engine is running. core plates are of

The cylinders are Swedish iron, and are

placed side by side insulated from

with cranks at another with copal

right angles, the fly . varnish which is

rope pulley wheel, 21 applied evenly

feet diameter, being through the medium

placed between them ; of a pneumatic

the dynamo is driven
sprayer.

The core

from the periphery plates are held firmly

of the palley by on the shaft by keys

26 ropee, each 11 and heavy end- plates,
inches diameter. and the interior of

The crank shaft SIDE VIEW OF ENGINE . the core ventilated

and crank pins by means of longi

are of steel, with tudinal channels

large bearing surfaces suitable for continuous running. prorided along the interior of the disce. The main

The air pump and condenser are placed behind the low armature bars are of solid copper , and are first insulated

pressure cylinder on the floor of the engine house, the air with unbleached tape of good quality, and then varnished

pump being worked by levers from the low pressure cross with a special composition . They are afterwards insulated

head ; the injection water is taken from the canal, and the with mica cloth , and finally protected all round with thin

hot well is placed at such a level that the water, atter being strips of well seasoned mahogany. It is claimed that

of

one
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NOTES.this insulation has effectually withstood the injarious

effects of chlorine gas, though probably only tracesof this

reach the engine room . The pole pieces and field magnet

castings are of Messrs. Jackson's special mild steel of

their own manufacture. The top and bottom halves of

these castings have been designed to provide for Sayers's
.

ANODE Box SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF CARBONS.

London Electric Omnibus Company, Limited . The

report ofthe committee of this company, whichcan be seen

in our City pages, forms pretty reading, and the practical

test which Mr. Spagnoletti considers most encouraging and

very satisfactory only goes to show he must be very easily

satisfied. Mr. J. Elliott Condict, too, boasts of the satis

factory nature of last month's test, because, forsooth, they

were able to find theexact amount of voltage and the number

of amperes used ! Can it be possible thatthese figures have

never been ascertained previously ? The results obtained with

the 26 -passenger 'bas, carrying , however, only 17, have been

submitted to us, and bri-fly stated are as follows:

The vehicle ran from Trafalgar Square to Hammer'

smith Broadway, and back to Whitehall, a distance

of 14 miles, in 13 hours, inclusive of a 17 minutes'

wait at Hammersmith. The day was perfectly dry, the roads

clean, and with one exception, viz.:-Haymarket, the route

to Hammersmith is fairly level. The return was made on a

road etill more favourable for the 'bus, but had the day been

auxiliary poles, and at the same time to reduce the number

of joints. The lateral position of the field magnets, which,

together with the pedestals, are insulated from the bed

plate with thick zinc blocks, can be adjusted at will

by setscrews. The switch gear, which has been built under

Ńr. Slatar Lewis's patents, is of the simplest possible

character, and is worked by a system of railway levers, a

long andquick break being provided by this means. The

SECTION AND END.

distribution is accomplished through a bare stranded cable,

andan interesting feature about it is that there are no joints

at places where branches of the mains are taken, the method

adopted being simply to untwist a strand.

The generating plant is arranged in a lofty well -arranged

building, shown in one of the illustrations, which has been

prepared from a photograph lent by Messrs. Jackson .

wet, with greasy streets, it is doubtful whether it would have

reached home without assistance. Readings of current and

voltage were taken every 5 minutes, theamperes averaging 39
5

and the volts 230, or an average of12 horse-power electrical.

It is stated that at the end of the run enough electrical

energy remained in the battery for 11 miles further ; but we

need not, at the moment, consider this. The question is,

whether there is not a great loss of electrical energy some

where. 18,000 watt-hours taken from the battery during a

trip of 14 hours means 9 units per hour, and when we take

into consideration the loss between the terminals of the

charging dynamo and the battery, it appears to point to the

fact that radical changes are required, both in the technical

and managerial departments of this company before com

mercial suocess is likely to be assured ,or the horse-drawn 'bus

become a thing of thepast. Can it be that motor and gearing

are both inefficient ; if this is so , no battery, however good,

can show to much advantage ; but the claims made for the

Sola accumulator have certainly yet to be verified .

CONTRACTS CLOSED

1

Belfast.— TheCorporation last week confirmedthe Electric

Committee's acceptance of the tender of Messrs. T. Parker, Limited,

to supply by October next an additional 200 -kw . steamdynamo for

lightingand traction at £ 2,646. The reference of the electric traction

matterto a committee for investigation was also approved.

Brighton . - For the supply of dynamos, motors, switch

boards and wiring work for the Municipal School of Science and

Technology, the contract has been given to Messrs. Warburg and

Dymondat£481.

Hammersmith . - The Vestry last week accepted a

tender from Messrs. Ferranti for sapply, & c., of new switchboard

for electric lighting extensions ata cost of£473, and gave a contract to

Messrs . Babcock & Wilcox for boilers at a cost of £ 1,060. Messrs.

Ferranti will also alter panels on the present switchboard at a cost

of £ 12.

Italy . - La Società Italiana di Elettricita, Sistema Crato,

of Turin, has secured the contract for the supply of the incandescent

lamps and lampholders required by the torpedo and electrical

material department of the Navy Yard at Spezzia.

Shoreditch . - The Vestry bas entered into a contract

with the British Insulated Wire Company for laying about 2,000

yards of conduit for electric lighting mains, at 9s.8d. for three -way

and 8s. 6d. for two-way conduits, these prices including excavating

and reinstating the street, and supplying material.

Secondary Battery Testing.-A correspondent calls

our attention to a description of the Lamina acoumulator in

a recent issue of the New York Electrical Engineer , in which

is pablished an abstract from a report made by Prof.
S. P. Thompson. “The 14 watt -hours per pound weight

(gross) of the cell,” says the writer, “ has been obtainedby

a particular method of testing and calculating out the

results. The Lamina people themselves claim only 9 watt

hours for their best cells of large size.” The sooner experts

adopt some uniform method of testing accumulators the

sooner will the various types on the market be properly

comparable amongst themselves.
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New York Electrical Society.-- An interesting sequel

to the reading of Mr. Dana Greene's paper on the

Relations between the Castomer, Engineer, and the Elec

trical Manufacturer, " is the passing of the following

resolution by the New York Electrical Society, before which

the paper was read :

Resolved . That in view of the excellent suggestions and recom

mendationsonstandardising apparatus embodiedin Mr. 8. D. Greene's

paper, the Society hereby expresses its approval of efforts in that

direction, and invites the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

to consider some comprehensive plan for such standardisation of

American apparatus for electric light and power.

The Society, which appears to be a very energetic one,de

sirous of bringing the “ public into more intimate relations

with the scientific aspect of all classes of electrical work,

will have a booth andrendezvous for its members and friends

at the electrical exhibition wbich is to be held at Madison

Square Garden in May. The exhibition will last a month,

and it is proposed to make it surpass anything of the kind

ever done in New York . The Society has received a grant

from the exhibit on authorities for its educational work.

The Electrical Society is anxious to put itself prominently

before the public, and to show that, though the oldest electrical

body in America, it is not suffering from senile decay, but

hasyet much energy left. Before the Society, on February

llth, Mr. Joseph Wetzler gave an illustrated paper on

“ Electricity Direct from Coal." A discussion followed.

29

Annual Dinner --The annual dinner of the London

Electric Supply Corporation's engineers, past and present,

was held in the Hotel Florence, Rapert Street, Piccadilly,

on Tuesday evening, the lat inst. Among those present

were Mr. P. Walter D’Alton, Messrs. 8. Z.de Ferranti, G.

W.Partridge, H. W. Kolle, C. 8. V. Clirehogh, Reginald P.

Wilson, J. K. Stothert, G. K. B. Elphinstone, Henty, A.

M. Billington, McDongall, and J. Hardie McLean. After

dinner, to wbich some two dozen dat down, Mr. Ferranti

proposed " Saccess to the London Electric Sapply Corpora
tion," coupling with the toast the name of Mr. D'Alton . " He

regrettedthe absence of Mr. C. P. Sparkes, who had been

associated with the undertaking from the first until his

retirement a few years ago, and who had rendered signal

service in the initiation of the system . He was pleased to

see the success which had attended the undertaking. Being

the pioneer system of supplying vast areas fromone centre,

it had to pass through a trying period inseparable from a

pioneeringconcernof such magnitude. It hadat lastemerged

triumphant, and this was no doubt a source of gratification

to them all. Oar American cousins had acknowledged the

correctness of the principle, and were in some cases even

closing their present stations and establishing one centre of

generation for each city . He had much pleasure in giving

the toast of " Success to the London Electric Supply Corpora

tion," and in coupling with it the name of Mr.D'Alton, its

capable engineer, who had by his antising energy andcare
ful management, assisted by an efficient staff , contributed

materially to its success . Mr. Walter P. D'Alton in a few

app opriate words acknowledged the compliment to himself

and staff, and confidently spoke of the continued successof

the corporation. Mr. Kolle replied to the toast of “ The

Engineers of the Past ," and in ahappy speech recalled some

incidents peculiar to central station engineers of the early

days, which one can afford to laugh at after a period of 10

years, but which were regarded in quite another light at the

time. Contributions tothe enjoyment of the evening were

supplied by Mr. Elphinstone in his screamingly -fandy

stories told in native dialects, by Mr. Partridge with

his banjoand hissong, “ Wait till the fogs roll by,” and by

Messrs . Wilson, Kolle, Stothert, and Hardie McLean, in

songs of a more or less varied character.

66
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The American Eagle - Some eagles recently alighted

on an electric transmission line in California, and in

consequence nothing was left of them but one skull, four

feet, and part of legs. The talons were clutched tightly to

the line wires. Not a vestige of the bodies or feathers of

either bird, nor the head of one of them , could be found.

The Journal of Electricity recently gave a gruesome sketch

of the remains. The circumstances are as follow :-The

generating plant of the San Joaquin Electric Company, of

Fresno, Cal, was one day pumping 10,000 volts serenely into

the transmission line, when suddenly one of the circuits de

veloped a dead short circuit, with the almost instantaneous

open-circuiting and grounding of the two legs of the circuit,

wbich were on the upper cross arm . This, of course, inter

rupted the service inFremő, and the ground thus thrown on

was so severe, that it became impossible to burn it out. After

a few minutes' delay the servicewas resumed over the second

transmission line, which had remained uninjured. Linesmen

were sent out at once to ascertain the cause of the trouble

and repair the broken circuit, and after baving gone over

nearly80 miles of line, they reached a mountain top about

five miles from the power house, where the break was dis

covered, also the eagles' remains. A specimen was found

which shows the terrific heat of the electric arc. The soil

along the pole line at the place indicated consists of pare

granitic sand, which, wherever the wire touched the ground,

had become melted into glass, and even a piece of quartz had

been fused and run in together with the glass. The circum

stance of the accident suggests a theory for it, as evidently

the two eagles alighted ondifferent legs of the three -phase

circuit, within close proximity to each other ; that they

actually came into contact, and in so doing, formed a short

circuit, which not only incineratedthe eagles, but threw the

wires into short circuit, and burned them off.

Electric Pamping Plant in Collieries. - An electric

pamping plant, recently installed at the collieries of the

Delaware, Lockawanna and Western Railroad Company at

Bellvue, Pa., differs somewhat from the type common for

this class of work . The usual design followed consists of a

three - throw pump with plungers driven by cranks placed at

120° from one another. In the present case, double -acting

ram pumps, having plungers in front and behind, the latter

coupled by outside rods to the cross-head, are used , and there

are two sets of such pumps side by side, each 10 inches

diameter x 15 inches stroke, so that in all there are four

pairs, and these driving cranks are set at 90 °. The motor

is of the four-poletype, with carbon brushes, and allow of a

variation fromno load to overload without movement of the

brushes. The work done is 800 gallons per minute against

150 feet head, about 36 actual H.P. in the water, the rated

capacity of themotor being 50 H.P. The plant was built

by the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N.Y.

Engineering Strike. - The newspaper press says that

last week Messrs. Tangye forwarded a& cheque for

£ 500 to the Engineers' Federation of Masters, and one

of similar amount to the Men's Association , to help

to cover the loss incurred in the recent strike. The

Masters' Federation have returned the cheque, on the ground

that Messrs. Tapgye would give them no assistance during

the struggle. The federatedfirms in Birmingham hope to

contributea chequeof the sameamount.

It is also stated that trouble has arisen at the Hall

Engineering Works. The employers proposed to overtake

the arrears of work by starting night shifts, and the men

demanded pay at the rate of a day and a half, whereasthe

employers would only consent to a day and a quarter. Last

night a number of the men at varions establishments

declined to accept the employers' terms, and this morning

the employers refused to allow them to start again.

The Royal Society . — The following papers weredown

for reading yet terday afternoon:-(1) . “ On the Rotation of

Plane of Polarisation of Electric Waves by a Twisted Struc
tare.' (2 ) “ On the Production of a ' Dark Cross ' in the

Field of Electro -Magnetic Radiation ,"by Prof. J.C. Bose.
" An Extension of Maxwell's Electro -Magnetic Theory of

Ligbt to include Dispersion, Metallic Reflection, and Allied

Phenomena," by E. Edser. “ On the Relative Retardation

between the Components of a Stream of Light Produced by

the Passage of the Stream through a Crystalline Plate, Cut

in any Direction with Respect to the Faces of the Crystal,"

by J. Walker. “ On the Relation between tbe Diurnal

Range of Magnetic Declination and Horizontal Force, and

the Period of Solar Spot Frequed' y , " by W. Ellis.

Correction.On page 288 of our last issue, first column-

fourth line, 500 volts should read 5,000 .
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Electric Floor Scrabbing Machine. - Our American

exchanges describe anelectric floor scrubbing machine, in
ventedby Mr. H. F. Ackerman , of Cleveland, which is

claimed to do work in one-fourth of the time required in the

old way, at & saving of 75 per cent. of the cost. The

macbine is operated by an electric motor, which receives its

current through a flexible cord , connected to any convenient
incandescent socket. A reel at the top of the trolley pole

takes up the slack cord , and unwinds it in the operation of.

the machine. The frame carries three scrubbing brushes,

which are pressed against the floor with a spring pressure.

The brushes are geared with the motor ,so astorevolve at a

speed of 400 revolutions per minute. The gearing between

the motor and the brushes is by means of a sprocket chain,

leading from the motor to the axle, on which the larger

wheels loosely revolve, and from that axle by another sprocket

chain to a shaft connected by bevel gears with vertical shafts,

to which the brushes are attached . This permits of the

machine being used as a hand machine, in case no electric
current is available to operate it by electric power . For the

scrubbing brucher, sandpaper blocks or blocks of stone may

be rubstituted, and thus the machine may be used to dress

down wood floors or mosaic. The spriogs always keep the

brushes in proper contact with the floor. A suitable rheostat

or governing device is provided on the handle, and the motor

is fully protected by fuses. The machine weigbs aboat 300

lbs., and its frame is about 30 inches square. The three

brushes are so arranged in relation to oneanother, that the

short axis of themiddle one is always parallel with the longer

axis of the side brushes, and vice versa. Hence, in opera

tion, the machine scrubs & path as wide as the distance

between the outer ends of the side brushes, when they stand

end to end.

8

Removing Rust from Iron Electrically.-- A very

simple and effective way of cleaning rasted iron articles, no

matter how badly they are rusted , consists, according to Carl

Hering in the Electrical World, in attaching a piece of ordi

Dary zinc to the articles, and then lettingthem lie in water

to which a little sulphuric acid is added . They should be

left immersed for several days, or a week, until the rust has

entirely disappeared, the time dependingon how deeply they

were rusted. If there is much rust a little salpburic acid

should be added occasionally. The essential part of the

process is that the zinc must be in good electrical contact

with the iron ; a good way is to twist an iron wire tightly

around the objectand connect this with the zinc, for which

8 remnant of a battery zinc is suitable, as it has a binding

post. Besides the simplicity of this process, it has the great

advantage that the iron itself is not attacked in the least as

long as the zinc is in good electrical contact with it. When

there is only a little rust, a galvanised iron wire wrapped

around the object will take the place of the zinc, provided

the acid is not too strong. Thearticles will come out a dark

grey or black colour, and should thenbe washed thoroughly

and oiled. The method is specially applicable to objects

withsharp corners or edges, or to files and other articles on

which buffing wheels ought not to be os d . The ruited iron

and the zinc make a short circuited battery, the action of

which reduces the just back to iron, this action continuing

as long as any rust is left.

Researches in Magnetism and Diamagnetism . - At

the Royal Institution on Thursday, last week, P :of. J. A.

Fleming gave the first lecture of a course on “ Recent

Researches in Magnetism and Diamagnetism ." The lec

lurer said he had selected bis subject before he became aware

that this course constitut :d the annual series of lectures

delivered to commemorate the late Prof. Tyndall. There

seemed, however, a special appropriateness in the selection

he had made on account of the attention bestowed on the

subject of diamagnetism by the late distinguished occupant

of the chair of Natural Philosopby in the Royal Institution.

Prof. Fleming introduced his subject with a few remarks on

the terminology of magnetic science, which he stit d to be

Dow based on the view that magnetic effects were due to

actions taking place in the space-filling ether. He proceeded,

says the Times report, to illu -trate, by simple experiments,

the production and measurement of magnetic force, magnetic

flux, and magnetisation. Devoting the rest of his lecture to

thestudy of the so -called ferro -magnetic metals, iron, nickel,

and cobalt, he pointed out that their unique qualities showed

them to possese, in the solid condition, a special molecular

structure not found in other materials to anything like the

same extent. Numerous interesting experiments were then

performed to illu -trate the changes produced in an iron bar

when subjected to magnetisation. The discovery made by

Joule in 1842, that an iron bar lengthened on being mag

netised, was demonstrated with the aid of an ingenious piece

of apparatus, as also was the fact more recently noticed by

Bidwell, that under very strong magnetisation it actually

became shorter. The slow establishment of the magnetic

state in large masses of iron, and the sluggishness with

which magnetic changes in iron followed the magnetising

force, were illustrated byinstructive experiments. The mole

cular changes or magnetic noises occurring in iron on rapid

magnetisation and demagnetication were next discussed , the

lecturer observing that they really formed the starting point

for the invention of the telephone. A concluding series of

experiments illustrated the remarkable effects produced on

the magnetic qualities of nickel by twisting or pulling it.

The second lecture of the series was to be delivered yesterday

afternoon .

The 1900 B.A. Meeting . – A large meeting of Bradford
gentlemen was held on Tuesday at the Town Hall, in response

to a circular issued by the Mayor, for the purpose of con

Bidering aproposal from the Bradford Philosophical Society

that the British Association should be asked to hold its

annual gathering in the city in 1900. The next two meet

ings of the association will be held at Bristol and Dover

respectively, while Glasgow will be the venue in 1901. The

Bradford Philosophical Society has already approached the

association on the subject, and it is considered probable

that the city will be favoured with a visit. The last time

the association held a meeting at Bradford was in 1873. It

was suggested that a guarantee fond of £ 2,000 should be

raised . A large and representative executivecommittee was

appointed.

Electric Welding. - A lecture was givenat Finsbury

Technical College, on Monday, March 7th, by Mr. Reginald

J. Wallis-Jones, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E. , on “ Electric

Welding." The various systems in use, such as the

Benardos, Zerena, Coffin, “ Voltex,” Hobo-Lagrange (hydro

electro -thermic), andthe Thomson ( incandescence system ),

were described and illustrated by experiments and lantern

slides. Many unique andinteresting samples of “snap

or rapid electric welding ( Thomson process) as applied to

the manufacture of cycle Parts, & c., were shown. Appa

ratus and samples were lent by the Electric Metal Working

Syndicate and the Electric Welding Company, Limited .

Electrical Eogineers Royal Engineers Volunteers.

-By kind p -rmission of Colonel Josselyn the corps has been

ableto commence squad drills atthe head -quarters of the 1st

Middlesex Royal Engineers Volunteers in College Street,

Chelsea. Technical drills, which count towards efficiency,

will be commenced at the end of the present week .

Electricity in a Brickyard.--According to the Peter

borough Express, some new brickyards which are to be laid out

at Whittlesea will not only be lighted by electricity, but the

machinery will be elictrically driven . The boiler, engine

and dynamo huuse are to be conveniently placed near to

water supply, sufficient to allow of the employment of the

mot economical form of condensing engine. The power

required for driving the macbinery will be conveyed from

the dynamos tɔ motors fixed in each macbige house. The

plant at present contemplated is capable of turning out about

500,000 bricks a week.

Mishap at Yarmouth :—With reference to the mishap

which occurred at the Yarmouth electricity works on Satur

day last, we learn from Mr. A. W. Ranken, the borough

electrical engineer, that the breakdown was due to sudden

priming from the boilers, which blew off the team tops and

H.P. cylinders from two engines before they could be
reached . The public lighting plant was only saved in

time by shutting down. Sapply to public lamps, and part

of the private lighting, was resumed in the course of an

hour, and since 11 p.m. the same night the plant has been

running as usual.
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Power Transmission at 60,000 Volts . - A trans

Atlantic contemporary says that a trial was recently made

for a period oftwo weeks of transmission at 50,000 volts

from the water -power plant at Tellaride, Col., to the Gold

King Stamping Mills there. The original transmission

plant, which consisted of a single-phase 3,000-volt alternator

with direct transmission to a synchronousmotor three miles,

has been replaced by a three-phase transmission with step -up

and step-down transformers, and while the change was being

made, the experiment of transmitting at 50,000 three- phase

alternating current was tried. Thetransformers used were

those now employed on the three-phase transmission there,

the transformers being arranged to give a number of different

voltages from 50,000dowo, according to the way they are

connected . Noaccidents occurred during the fortnight.

Tae line consist : d of galvanised iron telegraph wires supported

on glass insulators. It is et sted that it was found that the self

induction afforded by the iron wire had a beneficiul effect in

counteracting the capacity of the line. The experiment was

not continued for a longer time because the rainy season

came on, and proper provisions against ligbtaing were not

at hand . The transmission lineis three mileslong , and

runs up a steep mountain side and over a very wild country.

Appointment. — Mr. A. E. Briscoe, head of the Physica

and Electrical Department at Battersea Polytechnic, has been

appointed by the West Ham Town Council principal of the

new Technical Institute now building in Roman Road,

Strat! ord .

Obituary . - We regret to hear of the death of Mr. Rad

cliffe Sanders, of the Penarth firm of electricians.

We also regret to announce the death of Mr. John Main,

which took place on Wednesday last, at the comparatively

early age of 51. Mr. Main was probably unknown to the

younger generation of electrical engineers, but to the

pioneers of the arc lighting industry his name is familiar

as one of the joint inventors of the Fyfe -Main lamp.

Will. — The City Press says that the will has been proved

of Major Alexander Wood, of Dar-el-Saleem , Abbey Wood,

for many years the managing director of the Westarn and

Brazilian Telegraph Company, the value of the personal

estate being £ 11,704 178. 8d. gross, and £7,221 133. 8d. nett .

The Northampton Institute . - The Lord Mayor and

Sheriffs have kindly consented to pay a State visit to this

Institute on the 18th inst., for thepurpose of inspecting it

and formally declaring it open . It is interesting to note

that the buildings and equipment have ap to the present

cost over £ 80,000, and the expenditure upon the latter is

not yet complete. In addition , the land, over 17 acres,

generously given by the late Marquis of Northampton is

estimated to be worth not less than £ 25,000. The Insti

tute is a branch of the City Polytechnic, and is situated

in one the busiest parts of the Metropolis, immediately

north of the City bonndary.

Battersea Vestry v . County of London and Brush

Company - In this case , which came before Sir Francis

Jeane in the Chancery Division on Wednesday and Thurs

day, the plaintiffs claimed thatthe defendants had no right
to open Trioity Road, Battersea, and lay electric mains

therein, as they had done. The chief question in dispute

was whether that portion of the road was in Wandsworth or

Battersea parish. For the defence it was contended that this

was not a case for & mandatory injunction, even if de

fendants were in default . The Judgethought the company

might very well recognise the plaintiffs' right and take a

license from them. The case was adjourned for a month

to enable his Lordship’s opinion to be submitted to the

Vestry.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

.

Edison and his Interviewers .-- So many absurd inter

views alleged to have been held with Mr. T. A. Elison have

appeared in the newspapers and other journals, both on this

side of the Atlantic and in America , that it is only jast to

that gentleman to say that in a communication to the New

York Sun he protests against the many articles appearing

in the sensational papers parporting to be inter

views with me aboutwonderful inventions and discoveries

made or to be made by myself. Scarcely a single one is

authentic, and the statements are the inventions of the

reporter .”

9
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1

Baden . - The new clubhouse provided by Messre. Brown,

Boveri & Co. for their technical and commercial staff was

opened on the 8th inst. The firm has parchased the old

Café Schwert, and placed it gratis at the disposal of the

clab. The reading room contains about 40 daily, weekly,

and monthly papers in various languages, including the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW , the Standard , Punch, and others. A

restaurant is also provided in connection with the club .

The picturesque old building is familiar to all visitors to

Baden, and it is interesting to note that it is, in a measure,

the birthplace of the firm of Brown, Boveri & Co., as the

temporary offices were situated there before the erection of

the present buildings.

1098.

Friday, March 11th ,at 5p.m. - Physical Society at the rooms of the

Chemical Society, Barlington House. Agenda :-(1)

"On Dynamical Illustrations of certain Optical

Phenomena,” by Prof. J. D. Everett, F.R.S.; (2 )“ On

Properties of Liquid Mixtures,” byR. A. Lehfeldt.

Saturday, March 12th , at 7.30 p.m.- At the Westminster Palace

Hotel. Conversazione of the Institution of Junior

Engineere.

At 10.30a.m. - Institutionof Electrical Engineers. Students'

visit to the stations of the Metropolitan Electric Supply

Company. Applications to join the party should be

made at once to the Students' Hon. Sec. (Mr. S. Grant,

28, St. Mary Abbot's Terrace, W.).

Monday, March 14th , at 8 p.m. - The Northern Society of Electrical8

Engineers , at the Palatine Hotel, Hunt's Bank, Man

chester . Paper on " The Practical Operation ofMulti

phase Currents " will be read by Mr. T. Hawkins,

member.

Tuesday , March 15th , at 8 p.m.- The Institutionof Civil Engineers

" Calcium Carbide and Acetylene," by Henry Fowler,
Assoc .M.Inst.C.E.

Wednesday, March 16th. - The Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Students' meeting at. 9.30 p.m. Apaper will be read

on “ Polyphase Motors," by E.E. Tasker, student.

Latest date for Watford District Council electric lighting

tenders .

Thursday, March 17th ,at 8 p.m. - Chemical Society, Barlington
House. Papers to be read : - " The Reduction of

Bromic Acid and the Law of MassAction ,” Winifred

Judson , B.Sc. and J. Wallace Walker, M.A., Ph.D .;
" The Action of Ferrio Chloride on the Ethereal Salts

of Ketone Acids, " R. 8. Morell, M.A., Ph.D. and J. M.

Crofts, B.A.,Ph.D.; " Note on the Volatility of Sulphur,"
T. C. Porter; “ Action of Ammonia and Substituted

Ammonias on Acetylurethane,” George Young, Ph.D.

and Ernest Olark .

At 3 o'clock . — Royal Institution . Prof. J. A. Fleming, M.A.,

D.Sc., F.R.S., M.R I. , on " Recent Researches in Mag.

netism and Diamagnetism ," Lecture III. ( Tae Tyndall
Lectures).

At 11 a.m.- The Institution of Civil Engineers. Students'

visit to the ventilating, heating, lighting, and drainage

arrangements of the Houses of Parliament.

Latest date for Wallasey District Council electric lighting
tenders.

Friday, March 18th .- State visit of the Northampton Institute for
the purpose of inspecting it and formally declaring it

open .

Lectures. - On 2nd inst., at the Merchant Venturers'

Technical College, Bristol, Prof. J. Wertheimer repeated

his lecture on “ Wireless Telegraphy ."

Before the Architectural Section of the Philosophical

Society of Glasgow , Mr. W. Arnot recently lectured on

“ The Distribution of Electricity in the House."

Mr. W. B. Hird, B.A., read a paper on “ Electric

Transmission of Power " before the Salford Technical

College Scientific Society, on26th ult.

Mr. Richard Kerr, F.G.S.,, delivered a lecture on

“ Wireless Telegraphy at the Geographical Institute ,

Newcastle, on 1st inst.

Mr. G. L. Addenbrooke, M.I.E.E., read & paper on

Saturday evening on “ Electrical Power Supply from
Central Stations " to the members of the South Stafford

shire Institute of Iron and Steel Works Managers, at

Dudley.
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Saturday, March 19th . - Students’visit totheworks of Messrs.

Easton, Anderson and Goolden, Limited, Erith .

Thursday, March 24th, at 8 p.m. - TheInstitutionof Electrical Eogi,
“ Cost of Generation and Distribution of Eleo

trical Energy, ” by R. Hammond, member.

Deer .

£ 1,000, as fixed in the articles of association , to £ 2,000 for 1898,

£ 2,500 for 1899, and £ 3,000 a year afterwards.

We should scarcely think the ordinary shareholders will feel in the

mood to agree to the somewhat premature demands of the board ;

indeed , the shareholders would be amply justified in resisting any

attempts to double the directors' fees until a dividend on the ordinary

shares has been paid .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

...

North London Electric Supply Company, Limited

(56,275 ).- Registered March 1st, with capital £ 100 in £ l shares, to

carry on the business of electricians, electrical engineers, suppliers
of electricity, and electrical apparatus manufacturers. The sub

scribers (with one share each) are :-F. J. Leslie, 15, Union Court,

Liverpool, solicitor ; A. E. Haptie, 5, Durham Road, Seaforth,

Liverpool, cashier ; F. W. Lintern, 104, Northbrook Street,

Liverpool clerk ; J. Atherton, Singletoo , Huyton, Lancashire,

manufacturer ; W. M. M. Forwood. 16, Union Court, Liverpool,

solicitor ; C. 0. Grindrod, 11, Koowsley Road, Rock Ferry,

gentleman; A. Rackley , 8, York Road, Seacombe, Chesbire, clerk.

Registered without articles of association by T. T. Hull, 22, Chancery

Lane, W.C.

Edison - Bell Consolidated Phonograph Company,

Limited (56,304).- Registered March 2nd with capital £ 110,000, in

10,000preference shares of £10 each and 10,000 ordinary shares of

£1 each, to acquirethebusiness of the Edison -Bell Phonograph Cor.

poration, Limited, to adopt a certain agreement, and to manufacture,

Bell, let on hire, and dealin phonographs, graphophones, telephones,

phonogram -cylinders, motors, batteries, and electrical apparatus. Tké

subscribers (with one share each ) are :-Earl of Denbigh, Newnham

Paddox, Lutterworth ; Lord Farquhar, 7, Grosvenor Square , W.;

M. Van Raalte, 22, Austin Friars, E.O., merchant; E. F. Coutes, 99,

Gresham Street, E.C. , stockbroker; Count de Torre Diaz, 41, Moor

gate Street, E.C., merchant ; 8. J. Waring, jun ., 28, Park Lane, W.,
manufacturer; W. A. Smith, 6, Hanover Street, Glasgow , merchant.

The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than

eight; the first are — The Right Hon. the Earl of Denbigb, J. Annan ,

Sir W. H. Q. Jones, R. C. Wyatt, W. A. Smith and S. F. Moriarty ;

qualification, £ 500 ; remuneration, £ 300 each per annum ( £ 400 each

for the chairman and deputy chairman ),and a percentage of the

profits. Registered by Ashurst & Co. , 17,Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.

THE principal features of the year's business

Westminster of this company have been already set forth in

Electric Light. these columns, and little more remains to be

ing Company. done, except to give an analysis of costs for the

year. The increase in the cost of coal is mainly

attributable to important alterations in plant, which have caused a

slight break in the economical régime that has hitherto been a cha

racteristic feature of the system .

The following table gives the cost per unit:

1897. 1896 .

Total capital expended £560,388 £478,870

Number of units sold 4,416,877 3,503,054

Number of lamps connected 290,561 249,318

Revenuefrom sale of current $ 100,561 £81,214

Net revenue £49,585 £ 40,431

Average price obtained per unit 5 : 46d. 6:58 .

Cost of production . Per unit. 1896 .

11,450 •62d . 54d .

oil, waste,water and engine room } 1,737 09d . • 10d.
stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 7,663 • 42d . -45d .
station

Kepairs and maintenance of build.
}

Works' cost

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c . 3,648 ( 1.330.
• 200 . -290,

Rent, Hates and taxes 5,002 27d. 25d.

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration , salaries of managing

engineer,' secretary, clerks, & c.,

stationery and printing, general
9,249 •50d . 56d.

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

... ...

Coal ..

..

Total £ 238,749 2.10d . 2 :19d.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELLOTRICAL

OOMPANIES .

Not included in abore.

Repairs and maintenance of meters. £1,183

Wages of meter readers 745

Sinking fund and depreciation ac .
- } 15,290

count

Loss on coal 81

Supplying steam .. 1,559

Expenses of founders' shares.. 172

..

Average price

obtained

per unit.
Revenue ,

£ 8. d.

100,561 0 0

4,343 00

2,392 0 0

69 0 0

By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees

5 : 46d.

Total £ 107,365 0 0 6 :46d .

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2 : 10d.; Works' cost, 1.33d.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Limited (29,334).
-This company's annual return was filed on January 13th. The

capital is £ 600,000in £ 10 shares (30,000 preference). 18,955 prefer

ence and 27,500 ordinary shares have beentaken up, and 15,807of the
former and all the latter have been issued as fully paid. £10 per

share has been called and paid on the remaining 3,165 sbares .

Ventnor Electric Light Company, Limited (53,823).

-This company's statutory return was filed on November 11th,when

seven shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 10,000 in £ 5 shares.

No calls have as yet been made.

Crystal Electric Lamp Company, Limited (53,651),

This company's statutory retum was filed on January 3rd. The

capital is £ 10,000 in £1 shares, of which 6,667 shares have been

taken up. 1,667 are considered as paid, and £ 5,000 has been re

ceived .

Crystal Palace District Electric Supply Company,
Limited ( 18,532).-The registered office of thiscompanywas re

moved on February 4th to Dashwood House, 9, New Broad Street,

London , E.O.

Municipal Electric Light and Power Corporation,

Limited (29,091).- This company's annual retorn was iled on

February 12th. The capital is £ 25,000 in 2,490 £10 ordinary , and
100 £1 toanders' shares . 37 ordinary and 30 founders’ shares have
been taken up , and £ 400 has been paid.

Morley Electrical Engineering Company, Limited

(52,358).— This company's statutory return was filled onFebruary9th,

when 1,024 shares were taken up out of a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares
and paid for in full.

London Electrical Omnibus Company, Limited .

An extraordinary general meeting of this company was held last

Friday at Winchester House,E.C., to receive the report of a com

mittee which was appointedat theannualmeeting of the company,

held on December30th, 1897. Major Flood Page presided ,and

called upon the chairmanof the committee (Lieut.-Colonel Tarn

bull) to read the report of the committee,which wasas follows :

1. The committee have to report that they held a meeting on

December 30th , 1897, and wrote on the following dayto the board

requesting the chairman to name a day for consultation. It was

arranged that all joint meetings shouldbe held at the office of the

company, and the committee have received most courteous treatment

fromthe chairman and members of the board, and information has

been placed beforethe committee upon all questions raised .
2. At the first joint meeting a letter was submitted by the chairman

of the board fron. Mr. Scrimgeour,intimating that as he would be

out of London for some weeks, be would suggest that Mr. J. S.

Thomson(who heldhis proxy ) mightbe allowed to represent him on

the committee. This was ananimously agreed to , and the committee

hope the shareholders will endorse this decision .

The Present Position of the Company,

3. The first business discussed was the company's present unsatis

factory position, which, in the opinion of the committee, results from

the following CAUBES :

CITY NOTES

It is stated that at the meeting of the County

Directors' Fees. of London and Brush Provincial Electric Light

ing Company to be held next Monday, a resclu

tion will be proposed to raise the remaneration of the directors from
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( a ) By the board having gone to allotment on too small a firmly .

subscribedcapital.

(5 ) By the payment to the vendor of £6,183 108. in cash, when

the company bad such a very small available working capital.

(c) By the board Laving made an agreement on July 29tb , 1896,

with Mr. Marsball, one of the vendors , who was also a director of

thecompany, that onlyone call of equal to 28. per share should be

made prior to July 31st, 1897. This agreement deprived the com .

pany of the power toraise the capital peoessary to work the business,

(d ) By the loss of capital - Arstly, through the failure of Mr.

Marshalland his associates ultimately topay theircalls,amounting
to £ 9,737 108., and secondly, to that of other shareholders, amount

ingto € 8,696 198., making a total deficiency of working capital of
£ 16,434 98.

( e) By the excessive expenditure apon general charges, as shownin

the annual report ; a portion of this may, however, have been indis

pensable in the establishing of this new industry .

(1) By the large expenditure in connection with the development
of the Sola accumulator,

4. The above are the reasons why this company has not succeeded

as it ought ; but, with an increased working capital of not less than

£ 15,000, and under economical and careful management, expendiog

said capital in building and properly equipping omnibuses, the com

mittee are satisfied the companyhasa splendidfuturebefore it, with

a largeearning capacity. Provided the above capital is secured to

work the Ward system and Schanschieff Sola accumulator agree

mento, which are both valuable, the position of the company is much

betterthan was represented to the public previous to the annual

general meeting.

6. Mr. Ward has agreed with the board and committee to extend

his licenses to the whole of the United Kingdom ; be to be paid 10

per cent. in cash or shares on any gross amountthecompanymay
receive from the sale of the game in the United Kingdom outside of

England ; the company already possessing the licenses for England ;

the company also to bave the benefit of any and all improvements

Mr. Ward may make in relation to electric accumulator traction in

ompibuses, cabe, stage coaches, and other publio vehicles other than
vehicles used on tramways.

6. Mr. Schanschieff's agreement conveys the exclusive right to use

his patents for accumulators for omnibusesand cabs for London, with

the additional privilege of granting sub-licenges for all public

carriages, excepting tramwayo, for all England, and a right to use

any improvements and discoveries thatmay be secured by the patentee ,

provided the company pays cost of securing the patents. Also,

the patentee undertakes to supply accumulators for 300 omnibuses at

actual cost, and, should the company decide not to manufacture accu .

mulaton , to supply all future orders at a royalty to be fixed by

arbitration, the price not to exceed what is usually paid to other

accumulator companies. Further arrangements can be made with the

patentee to matual advantage.

7. Mr.Spagpolettiattended one of the meetings, and expressed his

opinion that the “ Bola accumulator was wost suitable for street trac

tion, because it was lighter and cheaper than the average accumu
lator, and more economical to manufacture and work .”

8. Thecommittee requested the board to make a practical test of

the running of the omnibus, resulting in a trial made onthe 5th iost.

The entirearrangements for this test were made under the direction

of the board ,who requested Mr. Spagnoletti and Mr. Schanschieff to

take observations, and Mr. Ward to act as engineer. The omnibus

carried 17passengers,and ran out to Hammersmith Broadway from

Trafalgar Square and back to Whitehall, a distance of 14 miles, going

and returning by circuitous routes. On the outward journey the

route layup Haymarket, one of the steepest grades in London, and

the omnibus maintained a uniform rate of speed on this grade. The

steering was perfect inevery respect, and the control in starting and

stopping was thoroughly successful, the omnibus threading its way

through the crowded traffic with perfect facility. Mr. Spagnoletti
concludes his report thus:

" The result of this trial trip I consider most encouraging , and very

satisfactory indeed . "

9. The committee find a contract is in existence with the Electric

Street Car Manufacturing Syndicate, Limited, of Wolverhampton ,

its main object being the building of suitable omnibuses in an expe

ditious manner for this company. Provided these are secured on

advantageons terms, this contract should prove to be to the interests

of the company.

10. The committee, baving care fully examined the articles of 1880

ciation , are of opinion thatthese should be suitably amended .

11. Ordinary Stock ( unissued ).- The company has at present at its

disposal 119,993 shares ordinary stock unissued .

12. This iøsne is 80,000 shares of £l each ; these were all given to

the vendors. The committee recommend that, provided the con

sent of the holders of the ordinary stock is secured, some satisfactory

arrangement should be made with the deterred shareholders which

would have the effect of reducing the capital stock of the company

very materially. This, in conjunction with the securing of the

additional capital, would be an important factor in the future

prosperityof the company ..

13. Io the meanwhile this company has secured a prominent lead

in the great question of electric traction for oudibuses, & c., and the

committee feelassured that within a very short space of time this

company's method of accumulator traction will entirely supersede

that of horse traction. The committee have gone into facts and

figures and given careful consideration tothe probable results from an

investor's point of view , and are satisfied that it properly -equipped

omnibuses are placed on good thoroughfares in Londonand else

where, with regular services, the returns will be satisfactory on

money invested ,and will bearout the figures, as to profits, given in
the original prospectus.

14 A reduction of expenditure is necessary, and towards this it

has been proposed , by the directors themselves, that they should be

entitled to onlytwo-thirds of the fees fixed in the articles of aegrcia

tion until such time as the company bas paid an annual dividend of

7 per cent .

15. Mr. Ward bas voluntarily reduced his annual salary one - halt

until thecompany is able to pay a 7 per cent. annual dividend to its

sbareholders, when he may resame bis former salary, provided tho

goid dividend is arrived at within the limit of bis agreement. Mr.

Ward has also relinquished his sent at the board .

16. It has been unanimously decided by the board and committee

jointly, thata sum of at least £ 15,000 working capital is required for

the immediate development of the company's business. It is pro

posed to construct 13 omnibuses, and place them on a desirable

route, orroutes, to be decided. It is estimated that these omni.

buses will cost, with complete equipment, the sum of about £ 9,000.

leaving a balance for fixed charges, omnibus stabling, wages, &c , of

about £ 6,000.

17. In the event of providing a station and electricalapp'iences, on

that this company might supply its own electricity, it is estimated

that a further som of aboat £ 5,000 would be required. Though

arrangements can at present be made to purcbage electricity on

fairly reasonable terms, it is thought advisable that this matter

should be taken into consideration as soon as the necessary capital is

Available.

18. The immediate appointment of an Assistant engineer is abso •

lutely necessary ; this will receive the board's attention.

19. The company has the right to dispose of the forfeited shares

apon which 10s. has already been paid, or credited as

paid. This should prove a valuable asset, and the committee

recommend that these shares should be offered : (1) To

the shareholders who have defaulted . It so taken up the com .

pany would receive the sum of over £ 15,000 ; and (2) To the

present shareholders as fully -paid shares for the sum of 109. each ,

which would yield the sum of £ 16,935 ; and (3) in block to any

person or persons who would be willing to purchase ata price to be

damed, orwho would advance a sum sufficient for the company's

immediate requirements. Provided the amount required is realised

from the forfeited sbares, there will remain 119.993 unissued sbares

of ordinary stock, which the proposed development under the

expenditure of the £ 15,000, should also become an asset of consider

able value to the company.

20. The committee teel assured that the future prosperity of the

company, carried out on the proposed lines,will lead to great financial

success ; and trust this policy will be heartily endorsed by the share

holders.

In proposing the adoption of the committee's report Col. TURNBULL

said there had been mistakes of judgment on thepart of the board,

but they bad had great dificulties to contend with , on account of

going to allotment on too small a capital, and by reasonof share

holders not paying their calls. More money had beenprobably spent

on the Sola accumulator than the shareholders might think ought

to have been done, but it had been done with the best objects.

Mr. CONDIOT, a memberof the committee, seconded the report, and

referred in termsof praise to the sola accumulator.

The report of the committee was then accepted , and it was agreed

to remunerate the servides of the committee by 100 guineas.

.

9

The Hove Electric Lighting Company, Limited .

COL. FILGATE presided at the annual meeting of this company,

held at Cannon Street Hotel, on Monday, and congratulated the

shareholders on the position the company had attained . The capital

expenditure had increased from £ 62,022 at the end of 1896, to

£ 66,896, at the close of 1897, or by £ 4,874. Of thisincrease, £ 3,764

hadbeen expended on mains, and £ 887 on meters . The demand for

the supply of electric current in new streets, necessitated increasing

the section of copper in the maing and feeders, the construction of

about 24 miles of Dew mains from all of which they hoped to realise

* fair return . The demand for new mains was a satisfactory feature

in their business, and they bad everyreason to believe that this

demand would continue. Since the close of the year they had

Banctioned further additions to their system of about 1} miles of

mains. To cope with the increasing demand on the works for

current, they ordered a new 360 E.P. Willano-Crompton set for

delivery early in the Autumn, but owing to the engineering strike and

other causes,this set had only recently been delivered . Owing to the

don -delivery of the new set, they were somewhat anxious asto their

capability ofmeeting the heavy load during December, but the plant

worked satisfactorily, and met the demandwithoutany hitch .With

this new setthe power of the plant would be increased from 750 H P. to

1,100 H.P. To meetthe expenditurethey had to incar,they determined

to ask the shareholders 'approval to increase the share capital by 2,000

sbares of £ 5 each. 1,000 of these they proposed to issue at an early

date, and to offer them to the proprietors pro rata at apremium .

As the shares stood well in the market, they had no doubt that the

issue would be a succ @ 88. They further took advantage of this

opportunity to askthe shareholders to increase the borrowing powers

from £ 25,000 to £ 50,000 . The year's workingshoweda satisfactory

result, and that notwithstanding the large reduction they had made

in the prices charged to customers for current, amounting to about

20 percent. That redaction has no doubt increased the number of

customers and the consumption of current. The number of cus

tomers bad grown from 270at the end of 1895, to 314 at the end of

1896, and to 397 at the end of 1897. The number of lamps attached

to the system at the same dates were the equivalent of 18,298, 21,914,

and27,777 respectively . The number of units delivered tocustomers

in the three years was, in 1895, 162,428 ; in 1896, 200,562 ; and in

1897, 268,243. Those figures showed the healthy and progressive
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nature of their business. The gross revenue for 1897 amounted to

£ 7,269, compared with 26,518 in1896 , an increase of £ 761, while the

working expenses stand at £ 3,667, against £ 3,404 in the previous

year, an increase of £ 263. Considering the large increase in units

delivered to customers, which amounted to 94 per cent.,they would

agree with him that the work has beenconducted economically, which

he must attribute to the care bestowed on the business by Mr. O. B.

Smith, the resident engineer, at Hove, to the good work done by Mr.

Reeves, the secretary, at head -quarters, and to the thoroughly

satistastory machinery supplied by. Mesas. Orompton and Co.,

Limited, which has worked in highly satisfactory manner.

After providing interest payable on debentures and loans for the year

1897, Income-tax, and interim dividend, at the rate of 4 per cent.per

annum paid last October, they had a balance left of £ 2,092 78. 11d.

to dealwith. They proposed in thefirstplace ,to writeoff£ 180
from the amount standing in the capital accountunder" preliminary

expenses," reducing the balance under this head to £ 1,200 ; to set

aside £ 600 to the credit of the reserve fand ; to pay a final dividend

forthe ball-year at the rateof 6 per cent. per annum on the capital

of the company, making, withthe interimdividend paid in October,

5 per cent. per annum for the year , and to carry forwardthe

balance, £218 7s. 20., to the current year. Speaking of their

prospects, the obits delivered to customers from January 1st, com .

pared with last year, showed an increase of nearly 30 per cent.

The HoveCommissioners bad again taken up the questionof increas

ing the light in the streets of Love, but were apparently debating as

to whether the increased light which the public was demanding

should take the shape of the electric light oran increased consumip

tion of gas. They had made the Commissioners numerous proposals

during the lastfive years for thesupply of carrent for public light

ing,but none of them had found favour with the Commissioners.

At their request, they made a further and very liberal offer some

twomonths ago, but bad as yet received no communication re

garding it.

Theaccounts were then adopted.

the agreement with this company. The directon have decided, in

view of the consequent ansatisfactory position ofthisasset,towrite
off the whole, as stated. The relations between the two companies

are receiving the careful consideration of the board .

A portion of the capital expenditure in recentyears havingbeen

incurred in superseding earlier and less efficient plant, it will be

necessary to make proportionately larger annual contributions to

depreciation account than bitherto, in order to preserve the capital

intact at the expiry of the concession. On the other hand , the

revenue acoount will, in future ,berelieved by the extinction of pre

liminary expenses now effected . The agreement with the holders of

the founders' shares,which was passed by the shareholders, having

received the approval of the High Court, has now been carried out.

During the year a farther 1,661 ordinary and 3,322 7 per cent.

preference shares havebeen issued .

Mr. 8. R. Beeton and Mr. R. A. Germaine retire from the board by

rotation ,and, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election. Messrs.

Miall, Wilkins, Randall & Co., the auditons of the company, offer
themselves for re -election.

.

3

The House -to -House Electric Light Sapply Company,

Limited .

The directors' report states that the revenue account shows a

credit balance of £ 12,033 48. 11d.,whicb, with the balance of

£ 43 128. 60. brought forward, and £ 177 65. 88. dividends and balance

of interest received , makes a total of £ 12,264 49. 1d. Alter deducting

£ 2,250 for interest on debentare stock paid and accrued , and

£ 1,403 19. 20. for interim dividend paid onthe 7 per cont.cumula

tive preference shares, the directors recommend that the sum

remaining, viz ., £8,600 43. 11d ., be dealt with as follows:

£ A d .

To credit of depreciation account 3,000 0 0

To payment of the remainder of

dividend to December 31st,1897,

on the 7 per cent. cumulative

preference shares 1,750 00

In reduction of preliminary expenses

account 1,391 4 8

To payment of a dividend on the

ordinary shares for the year at 4
per cent. 2,232 14 6

And that the balance of 226 6 10

be carried forward to the next

account.

Total £ 8,600 4 11

... ...

...

.
.
.

...

Kensington and Koightsbridge Electric Lighting

Company, Limited .

MR. GRANVILLE R. RYDER presided on Thursday last week over the

eleventh ordinary general meeting of the above company, held at

1, Great George Street, Westminster.

In moviog tbe adoption of the report, the CHAIRMAN Baid the

shareholderswould observe that the form of accounts adopted onthe

present occasion was different from what they had been used to
hitherto. The form in whiob they were put that day was the one

required by the Board of Trade, and up to the present they hadhad

practicallyto prepare two sets of accounts - one in the old form they

used to bave,and one according to the Board of Trade. Personally,

hemust say that he preferred their old form of accounts, as it set oali

things more clearly before them than those voluminous and somewhat

pedantic figures . However, the point was not how the accounts were

set out, but what was in them . He thought it was very gratifying to

them to be able to put before the shareholders 80 satisfactory

a statement. During the year the number of houses and shops
which had taken the light bad increased by 295, against the

preceding year, whereas in1896 the increase wasonly 216 , as against

the year preceding that. That was very satisfactory. On the other hand,

the actual increase of lamps for the year was not sogreat as itwasthe

year before. In fact,last year it was only 18,000laups as against

25,000 in the year before. But there was ample evidence that the
district as a whole was taking more electrio light, because, as a

matter of fact, the actual number of units of electricity which had

been taken bythe district during the year as compared withthe year

before showed an additional increase of nearly 100,000 units -- that

was an increase of 353,000 units as against 285,000 units. With

regard to the capital account, they wouldobserve that the amount of

increased capital which had been issued during theyear was £ 11,060

of 4 per cent. debentarestockand £ 10,000 ofthe 5 per cent second

preference shares , that had been issued at a premium wbich

produced within the year £ 2,079. With regard to that premium ,

£ 558 of it had been used to wipe out the remainder of the

cost of the conversion of the debenture stock two or three

years ago. The rest- £ 1,521 — had been written off against the

KensingtonCourt purchase account, wbich did stand at £ 13,000,

and was, therefore, now reduced to about £ 11,500. The next

point was with regard to the renewal account. They would

observe that the sum of £ 8,061 had been paid to that account

after paying for the maintenance for the year of theplant ofall kinds,

including buildings and everything else, at a cost of £ 3,150. While

the sumof £ 8,061 might possibly be thought to be rather too large &

somto put to that account in one year, yet the best men competent

to advise us onthe subject, considered the point was to make that

particular fand a strong one, and so give to the company all the

stability possible. When they came to consider how fragile and

short- lived a good deal of the electrical plant was, and how

necessary it wasthat they should be in a position to take advantage

of all improvementsin electrical science which came out, it was

absolutelynecessary that such a fund as that should always exist in

the case of acompany such as theirs. With regard to the number of

units sold during the year, the figures were very satisfactory . In

1896 the number of units of electricity soldwas 1,614,729, andin
1837 the number was 1,898,362, an increase in the year of 383,633

units . It wassatisfactory to find that the increase bad been earned

at an increased costof £ 18,019, but atthe same time the profits bad

increased from £ 34,371 to £ 41,681, and, therefore, they had earned
the additional amount of £ 7,309. That showed that when they

increased their output they decreased the cost, and so he hoped it

would always go on. It must go on until the time came when they

would havetogo in for extensive new worko, or for large additions

to the existing works. These were the principal points to wbich be

bad to call their attention. One item of expenditure theywould

notice was always increasing - rates had increased by about £ 1,001 ,

and, as far as they could judge, there was little chance of any diming
tion under that head. At one time it used to be considered that

premises should be rated according to the burden they were to the

parish. Now that was altered, and it seemed to be the custom to

take the profits and charge on that, and wbat it came to practically

waspaying another income-tax .

Sir FREDERICK BRAMWELL seconded the motion .

A SHAREHOLDER asked how it was that the shares were not quoted

on the Stock Exchange.

The CHAIRMAN Baid it would be a great advantage if they could get

a quotation , and they were gradually working up to that. It was,

...

The sams of £ 11,926 received as premiums on the last issue of

shares and of £ 1,097 68., profit on sale of 300 Yorkshire House-to

House sharon bave been applied in extinction of the balance of pre

liminary expenses account and construction business development

Account.

The following Tablo shows the progress of the company's electric

lighting business since 1890 :

Equivalent Increase

of 35 watt in

Year, ( 8 -C.P .) 85 watt

lamps ( 8 - C.P .)

conneoted .
lamps.

No. of

houses

con

nected .

Gross

receipts.

Expendi.

ture.

Net

receipts.

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1898

1897

18,685

19,888

23,700

28,429

85,468

44,162

65,265

66,864

9,145

5,723

4,312

4,729

7,429

8,804

11,108

11,099

S. d. & 8. d. £ 8. d.

248 5,010 9 2,4,624 6 5 986 2 9

878 8,328 8 11 6,077 14 10 2,250 91

471 10,688 18 6 i 7,851 19 6 2,836 190

599 12,063 10 10 7,892 6 8 4,231 4 2

755 19,696 11 8 7,431 16 8 6,268 16 0

982 15,394 16 11 8,554 0 10 6,810 16 1

1,164 17,442 6 5 8.410 8 4 9,031 18 1

1,416 20,810 10 1 8,777 5 2 12,033 4 11

The increase in the number of lights connected during 1897 was

equivalent to 11,099 8- candle -power( 35 watt) lamps. The rev i ce

from electricity has increased by L3,200 128. 6d ., while the expecs s
have increased £ 366 168. 10d.

Additions and alterations to the plant and mainsbave been made,

ata cost of £ 24,326 168., and the expenditure for 1898 is estimated at

£ 28,000. This outlay will be provided by the proceeds of the

ordinary and preference shares issued under the agreement with the
holders of founders' shares.

The Leeds andLondonElectrical Engineering Company, Limited,

having resolved upon voluntary liquidation ,gave notice to determine
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however, necessaryto have a certain proportion of share capital to

debentures before they could get a quotation. It was a matter which

the board had alwaysin view .

The SHAREHOLDER said the amount carried to renewal account

was equalto a dividend of 3 per cent. The chairman had referred

to the fact they could continue to produce electricity at a cheaper

rate until they had to enlarge the works. He would like to know

how much longer it would be before the plant would be fully

employed and lighting would have to extend ?

Mr.CROMPTON said the plantwas now up to the capacity which it

was originally expected the district would take, and in all pro

babilityit would be fully utilised at that time next year, and after

that there would have to be a very considerable increase. The

probabilityof having to extend was due tothe fact that the district

had proved much better and richer than it was ever anticipated it

would be. There were now manysmall tenements coming down

wbich were being replaced by large flats, in which there would be a

demand for electricity. It was quite possible they would have to
increase their plant the year after next.

The report was then adopted.

The CHAIRMAN moved the confirmation of the interim dividend at

the rate of 8per cent. for the year and the declaration of a dividend

at the rate of 12 per cent. for the year.

Mr. HOPKINSON seconded the motion, and it was carried.

The retiring directors and auditors were re - elected, and a vote of

thanks was passed to the board and the employés.

It would appear that the company will acquire :
£

Land plant_and machinery (according to

Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, Price & Goulty's

valuation ) 43,733 5 4

Stock in trade on basisapproved by Messrs.
Wheatley Kirk , Price & Goulty ... 49,436 176

Book debts (guaranteed by the vendors) 41,049 11 10

Sundry investments 1,205 9 4

or £ 135,425 49. plus the value of the patente, goodwill, trade

marke, & c. On the other hand , it will have to discharge the liabili

ties, £ 76,513 165.3d., it will, therefore ,bein this position : £ 135,425 48.,

less £ 76,513 168. 3d., ie , £58,912. The value of the patents, good

will, trade marks, &c. , must, therefore, stand at about £ 91,088. IQ .

other words, the £ 150,000 (in sbares and cash ) plus the liabilities

undertaken by the company, £76,513, or say £226,513, less the

other assets valued at £ 135,425 as above = £ 91,088 the assumed value

ofthe remaining assets (patents, goodwill, & c., & c .).

There are portions of the document regarding assets, liabilities, and

vendors' consideration, so curiously worded that it would seem well

nigh impossible to criticise, but as the vendors will take all the

ordinary sbares ( besides about one-third of the preferenceshares ), there

is no doubt that the holders of the remaining preference shares

will obtain their5 per cent. thereon.

The success of the issue is, we understand, well assured , and the

undertaking has our best wishes for its continued prosperity.

The Birmingham Electric Supply Company,

Limited .

The directors report that the amount of net profit, including the

balance of £ 1,042 158. 6d . brought forward from last year, is £ 13,656

18. 7d. Outof this sum, after placing £ 4,460 88. 6d . to the credit of

the depreciation reservefund, the directors recommend the payment

of a dividend of 5 per cent., absorbing £8,206 93. 4d , and carrying

forward a balance of £ 989 38. 9d. The premiums obtained on the

issue oftheremaining portionof the company's capital amounted to

£5,475 88. id. Out of this the directors have added the sum of

£ 3,366 17s. to the special reserve against provisional orders ; with

thisaddition the cost of theprovisional orders, amounting to £ 4,027

48. 8d . , is now fully provided for.The balance of the above premiam,

amounting to £2,108 118.1d. , has beencarried to the general reserve

fund. Oa making the above appropriations, the total reserves and

undivided profitswill amount to £ 22,536 16s. 6d .

There has been a steady increase in the company's business during

the past year, the total number of 16 - O.P. lamps, or their equivalent

on order ,December 31st, 1896, was 25,876, and on the same date in

1897 the number was 39,232. The additions since the close of the

financial yeat have broughtthenumber up to 40,707. Theexpendi

ture on capital account during the past year has been £ 35,250 9s. 4d.

Included in the capitalexpenditure daring the past year are the

completion of the works in connection withthe new boilers at the

Dale End station . The extension at the company's Water Street

depôt in equipment of steam plant was completed in time for the

winter's supply. Extensions have been made in the underground
main system in various parts of the company's Parliamentary area.

The reductions in the company's charges for current, introduced

in the early part of the year, although slightly decreasing the revenue

per unit, have been amply justified by the greatly increased demand

for current.

The company during the year have carried out, through the wiring

department, a considerable number of installations for consumers

from the company's supply system . Included in this work has been

the entire installation ofthe General Hospital. Hitherto the working

of the department has resulted in a surplus to the company's funds;

the result, however, of last year's workhas beena loss amounting to

£ 568 28. 3d., which has been written off the profits for the year. The

directors have always looked upon this portion of the business as a

necessary feeder to the company's system , and as the loss in question

has been entirely due to the tedions and expensive nature of the

work carried outat the General Hospital, such a loss is not likely to

A large number of motors have beenadded to the system during

the year, and the economyand convenience of electricity as a source
of power are now generally recognised. In view of the continued

increased output ,orders have been placed for further engines and
boilers for the Water Street depôt for completion by the end of the

The capitalofthe company isnow subscribed, paid up, and ex
pended . As certain capital outlay is necessary during the year, &

resolution will be submitted to the meeting to authorise the increase

of the capital by the creation of 20,000 additional sbares of £5 each,

to be issued at the discretion of the board when necessary .

Stock Exchange Notices.-- The Stock Exchange Com

mittee has ordered the following to be quoted in the Official List :

Waterloo and City Railway Company - 540,000 ordinary_stock , in

lieu of the shares now quoted ; West Coast of America Telegraph

Company, Limited -30,008 shares of £ 2 10s. each fully paid , Nos. 1

to 30,000 and 53,001 to 53,008, and £ 150,000 4 per cent.debentures,

Nog. 1 to 1,500, in lieu of the shares and debentures of the old com

pady of the same name now quoted.
Applications have been made to the Stock Exchange Committee to

appoint a special settling day in and to grant a quotation to

Babcock & Wilcox, Limited - A further issue of 8,000 ordinary

sbares ; British Electric Traction Company, Limited — 10,000 6 per

cent. cumulative preference shares ; Buenos Ayres and Belgrano

Electric Tramways Company , Limited – “ A ” 6 per cent. cumulative

preference shares ; “ B” 6 per cent. cumulative preference shares ;

and fully and partly -paidprovisionalcertificates for 5 per cent.deben

ture stock ; City and South London Railway Company - 22,500

ordinary shares ; St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Company,

Limited - Further issue of 12,000 ordinary sbares, Nos. 40,081to

52,080. The Committee has been asked to allow Waterloo and City

Railway Company- £ 540,000 ordinary stock , in lieu of the shares

now quoted, to bequoted in the Official List.

Chelsea Electricity. Supply Company.-- The report
for the year 1897 shows a balance available for distribution of £ 11,344,

after payment of debenture stock interest,and placing £ 2,000 to the

renewals fund. Dividends are recommended of6 per cent. for the

year on the preferenceshares and on the ordinary shares, carrying

forward £1,652. £20,851 is added to the reservetund from premiams,

making thetotal of the reserve fund £36,717. Lamps connected total

96,638 , an increase of 16,178 during the year.

British Insulated Wire Company . - After writing

off £2,222 for depreciation , and £ 1,770 off preliminary expenses, the

net profits for the eight months ended December 31st, were £ 17,754.

A dividend at the rate of 15 per cent. per annum forthe eight months

is declared on the ordinary shares, £ 1,500 is transferred to patents

and goodwill, and £129 carried forward.

Commercial Cable Company.-The directors have

declared a quarterly dividend of 14 per cent. on the capital stock,

payable on April 1st. The transfer books will be closed from the

21st inst ., to April 2nd.

&

recur .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

Bummer .

W T. Glover & Co .. Limited .

The prospectus of this company, registration of which weannounced
in our issue of February 25th, has been issued this week . The capital

is £ 200,000, £ 100,000 5 per cent. cumulative preference shares, and

£ 100,000 ordinary shares.

The business has been well known in the electrical world for some

years, as that of manufacturers of insulated wires and cables, and

enjoys a high reputation in these respects. The profits, although

showing a trifling falling off for the last six months of 1897, have

averaged for the past four years, over £ 14,000 per year,

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited. — The receipts for the

week endingMarch4th, 1898 , were 12,322 7s. 98 .; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,101 18s. 1d.; increase, £ 220 9s. 8d.

The Cityand South London Railway Company. - The receipts for theweek end

ing March 6th , 1898, were £ 1,089; week ending March 7th, 1897, £ 1,062 ;

increase, £ 27 ; total receipts for half-year, 1898, 410,719; correspond

ing period , 1897, £ 10,775 ; decrease, £ 56.

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways. - The receipts for the week ending

February 26th ,1898, £ 100 12s. 100.; total receipts, February 26th , 1898,

£ 848 10s. 9d. Week ending March 5th , 1898, 299 158.; total receipts to

March 5th, 1898 , £ 948 5s. 90 ,

The Dublin SouthernDistrict (Electric) Tramways Company Thereceipts for

week ending Friday, March 4th , 1898, were £378 16s. d.; corresponding

week last year, £ 436 15s. 7d . ; decrease, £ 57 19s. ; 'passengers carried ,

65,343 ; corresponding week last year, 69,824 ; aggregate to date,£ 3,594 9s. 4d .;

aggregate to date last year, £3,913 7s.6d , ; decrease to date , £ 318 18s. 2d .;

mileage, 8 miles.

The LiverpoolOverhead RailwayCompany. - The receipts for the week ending

March® 6th, 1898, amounted to £ 1,364 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,815 ; increase, £49.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited .-- The receipts for
the week ending March 4th , 1898, after deducting 17 per cent. of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph Com

pany, Limited, were £ 8,099.
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1895 . 1896 . 1897.

137,4001 Africu Diroot Telog .,Ltd.,4 % Del . 100 4 % 100 104 100 104

38,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited , sharot ...
10 61 61- 74

125,000 Do. do . 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 96 93 - 96

923,9803 Anglo-American Teleg ., Ltd. Stock £ 9 98.£2 138. 3 % 59 61 59 61

3,038,0201 Do. do. 6 % Prat. Stock £ 4 188.65 68. 6 % 107 108 ) 1081 109

3,038,0202 Do. do . Doda . Stock 114 - 121 111-121

180,000 Bndilin Babmarine Telov ., Ltd. 10 7 % 164 - 171 164 - 171

75,0002 Do. do. 6 % , Debs., Pad reries, 1908 100 6 % 112 -116 112 -116

44,000 Ohili Talop ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,000 ..54 % 4 % 3 3 31

10,000,000 $ OommercialOnblo Oo. $ 1007 % 7 % 187 -192 187 –192

653,5867 Do. Do. Sterling 600 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 106 -108 106 -108

224,850 Consolidated Telep. Oomst. and Main ., Lid . 101 | 13 % 2 % th

16,000 Ouba Teleg., Ltd. 108% 8 % 8 xd 61 78

6,000 Do. 10 % Prof. 10 10 % 10 % 141 153xd| 141- 151

12,991 Direct Spanish Talog., Ltd. 64% 4 % 4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Prel. 6 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

90,0002 Do. do. 4% Debu. Nou. 1 to 0,000 60 | 41 % 41 % 103 - 106 % 103 -106 %

60,710 Direct United States Onblo, Ltd. 20 21 % 21% 104 - 11 104 111

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43 % Reg. Deb 100 98 -101 98 101

400,000 Hastan Talog ., Ltd., Nos.1 to 400,000 10 61 % 61 % 18 181 174 - 181

70,000 Do, 6 % Oum . Prat. 10 6 6 % 19 20 181 - 191

89,9002 Do. 6 % Debs , ropay ,August,1899 -1005% 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Dob. Stock Rod. Stock | 4 % 4 % 131 -134 129 -132

250,000 Lasten batension , Australasia and ChinaTeleg., Ltd. 107 % 7 % 184- 191 184 – 191

Do. 6 % (Au . Gov. Bub .), Deb .,1900, red . ann.drgu.
100 8 % 5 % 99 -103 99 -103

reg. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,826

100,600Z Do. do. Beurer, 1,886–3,976 and 4,887–6,480 100 6 % 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Btock Stock | 4 % 4% 130 -133 190 -193

Rastern und South African Tolog., Ltd.,8% Mort. Dab.
5 % 99 - 103 99 -103

69,2001 Do. do . do . to beurer, 2,844 to 5,600 1000 % 8 % 100 - 103 100 - 103

Do. 4 % Mort. Debi. Noi. 1 to 8,000, rod.
100 4 % 4 % 102 - 106 102 - 106

1909

200,0003 Do. 4% Rog.Mt.Dobi. (Mauritius Bub.) 1 to 8,000 254% 4 % 108 - 111 % 108-111 %

180,227 Globe Talograph andTrust, Ltd. 10 41 % 41 % 121 114 - 121

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Prol. 106 % 6 % 171 - 181 174- 181

150,000 Great Northon Talog. Oompany of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 281- 291 29 - 30

160,0002 Do. do . do. 6 % Doba. 1005 % 5 % 100 -103 xd 100 -103

17,000 Indo -Kuropean Telog., Ltd.
86 10 % 10 % 52 65 52 · 65

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Debe. 100 6 % 6 % 106 -109 xd 106 109

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prel.,Nou, 1 to 28,000 ..
B 4 % 2 % 23

484,597 | National Teleph.,Ltd.,1to484,397 . 8 64 % 64 % 6 % 63xd 63 68

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prat. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % / 16 18 xd ) 16 18

15,000 6 % Oum . 2nd Prel. 106 % 6 % 6 % 16 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 8% Nor -oum . &rd Prol.,1 to250,000 58 % 6 % 5 % 53 6jxd 54 61

929,4714 Do. * % Deb. Stock Rod. Stock 83 % 81 % 31% 104 - 109 104 -109

171,504 Oriental Teleph. & Bloo., Ltd.,Non.1to 171,604, fullypaid 16 % 5 % 용

100,0002 Paste and Furopean Tel., Ltd., 4 % Qu Debu, 1 to 1,000 109 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 -108

11,839 | Router'ı Ltd. 85 % 8 9 8 9

3,981 | Bubmarino Oublou Trust Oart .) 139 144 1139 - 144

58,000 Oaited Ripar Plato Talopk., Litd . 64% 4

148,7332 Do. do. 8 % Dobu. Stock 6 103 - 107 106 -09

15,609 Wort Abinn Talog ., Ltd., 1,501 to 23,189 10 nil 43- 48
5

213,4001 Do. do. do. 6 % Dobo. 100 6% 101 104 xd 101 104

64,268 Woutan und Brasilian Talog , Cad. 16 2 % 111 12 113 114

89,129 Do. do . do. 8 % Prat. Ord . 5 % 7. 8 7) 8

39,129 Do. do. do. Det. Ord 41 33 - 33

982,230 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 106 -108 106 -109

88,321 West Ludis und Pauuna Talog ., Ltd. $% 1 %

34,563 Do. do. do . 8 % Oum . It Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 8 81 8 8 }

4,669 Do. do . do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Prol. 18 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do. 6 % Dobu. Mo.1 to1,800 10C 5 % 5 % 105 - 108 106 - 108

169,000 $ Werten Duion of 0. B. Tolog ., 7 % 16 Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1001 Do. do . 6 % Btor, Boadı. 100 6 % 6 % 100 -105 xd 100 -105

61,1001]{

300,0001 {
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COIPANIES .

30,000 | Obaring Oroso and StranaMlooty. Bupply 5 6 % 6 % 7 % 14 15 137 · 141 147 | 137

20,000 Do. do . do . do . 44 % Cum . Pref. 6 6 65 6 61 67 618

51 5 % 6 % 111- 12 111- 12 113

Do. do % Deb. Stock Rod . Stock | 41 % 41 % 115 - 117 115 -117

40,000 City of Londa Alloo.Lightg .Oo ., Ltd., Ord . 40,001-80,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % | 284 293 28 29 294 28

10,000 Do. do. Prov . Certe. · 5 10 % 28 29 271- 281 287 275

10,000 . Do. do. Nos. 90,001 to 100,000 £2 pd. 10 14 15 13- 141 143 14

40,000 Do, do. 6 % Urm . Prat ., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 17 - 18 17) – 187 187 18

400,000 Do. 0 % Deb. Stock , Scrip. ( iss. at £ 115 ) all paid 5 % 6 % 129 - 134 129 -194 132) 1311

30,000 County of Lond. & Brush Prov. 1.Ltg.Ltd., Ord.1- 30,000 10 mi nii nil 151– 16 144- 157 157 157

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Pret., 40,001–60,000 106% 6 % 6 % 154- 164 164-161 167 % 153

10,000 House-to -House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101to 10,100 - 5
11 - 12 11 - 12 113 113

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum . Pref. 5 111- 12 114- 127 121 123

49,900 " Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 60,000 104% 5 % 21 201- 213 213 205

12,500 Ord .,60,001–62,300, iss. at £2 prem . 10 191- 203 20 21 203

220,0002 Do. 4 % erst mortgage debenture tools 41 % 44 % 117 -121 117 121 119 118

6,452 Notting Hill Blectric Lightg. Oo., Ltd. 10 % : % 4 % 6 % 19 20 20 21 201 201

19,980:* 8t. James's & PallMall Bleo. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord .,101-20,080 5 71 % 101% 14 % 181 191 181 - 193 194 184
20,000 Do. do. 7 % Pral., 20,681 to 40,880 :57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11 11 101

50,000
Do. do. 4 % Deb . stock Red. Btock 4 % 167 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply ,Ord ., £2 paid . 5 23- 3} 24- 3 3

79,9001 War tu nuster BlootnodupplyVorp., Ord .. 101 to 80,000 5 7 % 9 % 12 % | 171 181xd) 17 - 181 18

* Subject to Founder's Sharos . t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Bzobange.

1.Uplou otherwise stated all sbaros aro fully paid . | Dividendo paid to deterred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividonds musted | are for a you consisting of the latter part of one you and the first part of tho next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANI- Oontinued

23

200

...

28...

:

23...

1to 93,261 } 518 % - -

...

O.

ம
ை
ன
ஸ
்

.. :

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COIPANIES.

Stook Business done
Olosing Olosing

Presen or Dividenda for

NAME .

during week
QuotationQuotation

Share thelastthree years,Ingue,
ended

March end. Maroh 9th ,

+
Mer. 9th , 1898.

1895 . 1896. 1897. Higher Lowest

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 163-17 169- 172 1618 | 165

90,000 Brush Eleol. Enging.Oo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 .., 8 2 - 24 13 218 1H

90,000 Do, do . Non -cum . 6 % Prot., 1 to 90,000 2
21- 2 ) 21- 2 29 21

125,0002 Do. do. 41 % Perp . Deb. Stock .... Stock 110 - 114 xd : 19 -114

50,000 Do. do. 4 % 2nd Deb. Stock Red . Stock 102 - 105 102 -106

19,126 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10 103- 11 101- 11 101 1011

143,106 Do. do. do. £ 6 paid 10
6 7 64-7 63 64

58,830 Do. do. Pref half-shares £1 pd.
13 2 13 - 2

61,777 Do. do . Def. do. £ 5 pd. 43 53
54-5 41

630,0002 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock 1 %% 12 % 13 %
67 69 67 69 68 % 673

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Bhares, 1 to 28,180 5 nil 27 21-22 23

99,261
Edison & Bwan United Kleo. Lgt ., Ltd., “ A ” shrs, £ 8 pd. 51 % 2- 3 3 28

17,189 Do. do . do. " A " Shares 01–017,189 55 % 51 % 4 5 4 5

194,023 Do. do. do. 4% Deb. stock Red . 100
103 -105 103-105

110,000 Electric Oonstruction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 25 % 6 % 25 - 25 25 - 27

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Orm . Pref., 1 to 16,343 % | 7 % 7 % 33 99 33- 33

91,195 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depogg ., Ltd., 1 to 70,000 ... 2

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,886,issuedat 1 pm . 2

9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref ., 1 to 9,680 10 101%
9 11 9 11

12,500 Henley's (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord ,
108% 10 % 12 % 23 24 23 24 227

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Pref. 107 % 7 % 7 % 19 20 19 20

50,000 Do. do. do. Mort. Dob. Stock Stock 41 % 41 % 41% 110 - 115 xd 110 -115

50,000 India -Rubbor, Gutta Perchs and Teleg. Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 214 - 22} xd 214 - 227

800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 104 - 108 104 - 108

87,500 fLiverpool Overhead Railway, Ord .
10 | 21 % 23 % 91 % 10 % 103 1013 - 101 %

10,000 t bo. Pref.,£ 10 paid 10 5 % 5 % | 153-161 151- 167

87,850 Telegrapha Oonsta. and Maintoe., Ltd.
12 15 % 15 % 15 % 39 - 41 37 40 40 39

150,000 Do. do. do . 8 % Bonds, red. 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 |102 -105

540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Ord. Stock 100 134 – 147 136 139

+ Quotations on Livorpool Brook Exchange.
1 Unless otherwise noted ad sbarn aro tally paid.

Dividonds marked | are for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and ibo Drn part of the next.

Ononton & 00,-Tho dividends pald on the ordinary sbaros (which bavo not a Stook Wzobangoquotation ), aro m follows : 1899–01A ; 1891—7 % $ 1890–8 % .

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Ordinary of BB (64 paid ), 71, London Electric Supply Corporation , £ 6 Ordinary, 41-44

£ B ( hully paid ) 104.

ElectricConstruction Dorporation,6 % Debenturos, 106-108.
.T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 14.

House-to-House Company,4%Debanturou of € 100, 106-109. Yorkubiro Bouse- to- House Blootriaty Oompany, bb Ordinary Bharu
Kongington and Raightsbridge Bleotrio Lighting Oompany, Limited

Ordinary Sharon 66 (fully paid) 164–174d; int Preference
fully paid , 8–8jxd. Dividend for 1896–8 % .

Oumulativo 6 %, BB (iully paid ), 81-9. Dividend, 1896 , on

Ordinary Shares 7 % .

• From Birmingham Share List . Bank rate of Uncount 3 po oant. (October 14th , 1897).
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INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF LAMPS AND OTHER APPARATUS FOB

200 -VOLT CIRCUITS . By G. BINSWANGER BYNG, Member. (Paper

read February 24th, 1897.)

91 1
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P

1 09

13

91

( Concluded from page 311.)

The possible current through four lamps on 200 volts, allowing 40

volts across each arc , is five times the normal; with five lamps on

230 volts, 7-6 times the normal; while with four lamps on 230 volts

it is only 3-3 times the normal. Therefore, when b -ampere lamps are

used upon a 230 -volt circuit, it is better to run four with steady long

arcs than five with unsteady short arcs.

It is probable that the enclosed arc lamp will be brought into pro

minence in this direction , offering certainly many advantages ; but I

wouldpoint out that in practice the current cannot be largely in

creased, becauseof the frangibility of the enclosing envelope under

an accession of temperature. If the cooling surface be increased so

that the temperature of the gases surrounding the arc remain about

the same, the efficiency of the lampis considerably reduced .

Adverting to the manufacture and installing arc lamps, to meet the

contingenciesof the high voltage, we have to consider that, if the

carbons run short,or the slidesstick in one lamp, the other lamps

close together, and the fall voltage of the circuit is maintained across

the shunt coil of that particular lamp. The possible troubles are

that the sbunt coil is burnt up, and that the carbon holders are

damagedwith the excessive isring of the arc before it breaks.

It would bardly be practical to make magnets to stand such over .

load . Of course we can instal a cut-out and equivalent resistance to

each lamp. But this expedient is very costly, and presents the

further difficulties of finding suitable room nearthe lamp, or making

it self-contained with the lamp, and of teaching the consumer that

the full corrent can be used, although the lampsare not alight.

Some sort of cut-outs must be installed, and I am of opinion that

there is a field for inventors in tbis direction. I will indicate how I

have endeavoured to meet these difficulties.

Il, as is generally the case, one pair of carbons burn at a greater

rate thanthe others,the slide in that lamp will touch the stop first,

and the stumpg willburn away untilthe gap is wide enough to break

the arc. I append a table showing the results of five trials .

FOUR 10 -AMPERE LAMPS ON 200- VOLT CIBCOIT.

+ carbon 18 mm. cored , 11 mm. solid .

Arc flared and was extinguished at 13 inches gap .

116

1

1}

Current switched"off when arc was at 23

In the first four trials the arc brokewhile flaring ; thatis to say,it
travelled up the side of the carbon and ignited the loose dust, taking

a spiral course, this course being continued until the length is too

great for the voltage. The arc only leaves the point of the carbon

when there is sufficient dust to maintain it, and counteract its increas.

ing length; thus, when the supply of dust fails, thearc is extinguished

beforeit can return to the points.

During Trial No. 5 the carbon became pointed, and the temperature

roseto the extent of freeing the surface from dust, hence the arc did

not leave the crater.

We may deduce from this thedesirabilityof maintaining aconsider

ablegap between the carbon -holders, exceeding even 3 inches. For

absolute safety it is better to extinguish the arc automatically. Now

an automatic switch is useless, because it is necessarily controlled by

the potential across the lamp, and could not discriminate between

the increased voltage caused by the carbons burning short and that

caused by the extinction of a flare; and, since this may happen atang

time, the arc could not be re -formed even when the carbons came

together. The circuit, in fact, would be inert, and the arc would bave

to be re- established by hand.

An efficient cut- out must extinguish the arc, and simultaneously

cut the shunt coil out ofthe circuit,the mechanism of thelamp also

being free that the carbons may travel together. The shunt must on

no account be cut out whilst the brake is on , since it could not then

compensate the series coil and draw the carbons together.

For the protection of the shunt coil I have used a temperature

tuse, made ofan alloy witha melting point of 210° Fahr., and baring

sufficient sectional area to be independent of the amount of current

likely to traverse it. The carbons could be held apart several

minutes before fusion took place.Althougha decided advantage

was gainedover a plain lead fase, and the shunt coilwas efficiently

protected,the carbon-holders werenot protected,and thefuserequired

renewing each time it became ruptured .

The chief difficulty in constructing an automatic " cat- in " and
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1

pipes. During the latter part of the test on November 26th , the

economiser was cut out of service.

The pampe used 14:36 per cent of the water evaporated by the

boilers. The teed -water, however, was heated by the pump exhaust

from a temperature of 97-4 ° F. to a temperature of 202° F., resultiag

in a gain of 9.25 per cent. The fuel, then , to be charged against the

pumps is only 14 36per cent., less 9.25 per cent., or 5-11 per cent. of

the total fuel burned.

The test shows that the engines used 18 lbs. of steam per indicated

horse -power. The conditions of the test were not favourable to either

an accurateengine test, or to the most economical operation of the

engines. The steam pressure was lower than it should have been,

while the vacaum was bat 24-25 inches. The engineswere also over .

loaded during the entire ran, and were operated at 863 instead of 380

ResulTS OF BOILER TESTS.

Items. Units.
Determina .

tions.

..

..
...

:
:

...

" cut-out” lies in the necessity for a rapid make or break, to save

vibration and sparking. My system may be briefly explained, in that

the arc is first short circuited through a shunt path, and so putout

by reducing the voltage across the terminals. This short is then

broken by a quick break switch, thesame action reversing the shunt

switch simultaneously, ready to fall upon its normal contact when

the carbons touch, oi are replenished. The mechanism is actuated

by the main armature of the lamp, and the movements take place

while the armatureis below the feeding point, so 28 not to interfere

with the working of the lamp.

You can see the actual working of this novel " cut-out " on the

lamp which I show here.

HEATING AND MOTORS.

The effect of the increased pressure upon such applications of the

house current as harting, cooking , &c.,does not entail a sufficient

alteration structurally or electrically to need an exhaustive descrip .

Hon .

The resistances forming or causing the heating surfaces must be

arranged to conform to the higher E.M.F. at the terminals, and it is

mostly preferable to increase the length rather than decrease the

diameter of the resistance wires ; but this factpresents some difficulty

in sucharticleswhere the space available is small. It the space is

too limited , such apparatus can only be used in series, or in connection

with an external resistance.

With motors, the greatest difficulty also lies in adopting the smaller

sizes, say from th H.P. to fth H.P., to suit the altered conditions
of higher pressure. A certain structural alteration is doubtless

necessary to arrange anew winding to produce the same eficiency as

heretofore on a 100 -volt circuit. In the larger sizes I am , in order to

tacilitate keeping stock ,using a doubleor differential winding, which,

when coupled ip parallel,conforms to 100volts pressure, andwiththe

ramewinding in series,gives an equal efficiency on a normal load at
the 200- volt pressure.

In reviewing the subject of higher voltage generally from a stand

point of cost, I am of opinion that sufficienttime and experience,

naturally resulting from an increased demand, will place the cost of

most fittings for 200 volts within the margin of those of the lower

voltage - except, perbape, a few cases, among which I may instance

incandescent lan ps. These will necessarily always be moreexpensive,

owing to increased cost in mounting of larger bulbs and extra sup

ports, and also through increased time of exhaustion and percentage

breakage.

Bat we must not overlook the fact that in the matter of wiring

there must be a decided saving. The smaller sectional area of con

dactor per lamp employed , without the necessity of increased insula

tion , as also in a minor degree smaller connectors and contacts will,

in all probability, compensate some other apparent disadvantages,

and may bring the balance of cost in favour of the high voltage

system .

I do not wish to bring the subject of cables and wires or wiring

systems within the scope of my present paper ; but I will only

mention that, in my opinion, such matters as the establishment of
revised wiring tables, the use of twin wires, the smallest gauge

allowable for single lamps, the best and cheapest system of wiring

forhigh -voltage supply,would be subjects well worthy of the imme
diate consideration of, and an interchange of opinion between , engi

Deens and manufacturers.

... ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

sq. ft.

...

deg.

:
:
:

.
:
.
.

:
:
:
:

deg....

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

:

...

.. "

.. ...

Number of trial 3

Date of trial, 1897
Nov. 26th.

Duration of trial bours 9

Number boilers in operation 1

State of weather Riny.

Dimensions.
Heine

Kind of boiler horizontal

tubular.

Dimension of shell, diameter and length feet 18 " x 19'9 "

Namber aad diameter of tubes 87-31"

Grate surface 84 inches wide, 78 inches long, area sq. ft. 45-6

Water -beating surface 1,407

Ratio of water-beating surface to grate surface ... sq. ft. 30 9

Average Pressure.

Steam pressure ia boiler, by gauge lbs. 168 3

Absolute steam pressure lbs. 1830

Force of draught in iaches of water at stack ias. *58

Furce of draught in inches of water at bɔiler ins. .82

Average Temperatures.

External air 300

Fire room deg. 45:3

Steam . 374 2

Feed -water deg. 1920

Fuel.

Kind of coal Fairmount,

W. Va.

Total amount of coal consumed lbs. 7,000

Moisture in coal 6:32

Dry coal consumed Ibs. 6,558

Total refuse, dry 13:14

Total combustible (dry weight of coal legg

refuse) lbs. 6,638

Dry coalconsumed per hour lbs. 728 6

Combustible consumed per hour lbs. 6264

Calorific powerbycalorimeter,B.T.U. per lb 10,146

Theoretical evaporative power from and at 212°

Fabr, in pounds water per pound coal 10 61

Results of Calorimetric Tests.

Quality of steam , dry steam being taken as

unity % 936

Peroentage of moisture in steam % 5

Water.

Total weight of water pumped into boiler and

apparently evaporated lbs. 43,440

Water actuallyevaporated, corrected for quality
of steam lbs. 43,323

Factor of evaporation 107

Equivalent water evaporated into dry steam from
and at 212° Fábr. ...

46,336

Equivalent water evaporated into dry steam from
and at 212 ° Fabr. per hour. lbs. 5,1506

Economic Evaporation.

Water actually evaporated per pound of dry

coal from actual pressure and temperature lbs. 6 60

Equivalent water evaporated per pound of dry

coal from and at 212° Fahr. lbs. 7.06

Equivalent water evaporated per ponnd of com

bustible from and at 212° Fahr.... lbs. 8 22

Commercial Evaporation .

Equivalent water evaporation per pound dry coal

with Zth refuse at 70 lbs. gauge pressure, from

100 ° Fabr. lbs. 5 96

Rate of Combustion.

Coal equare feet grate surface per hour lbs. 160

Consumption of dry coal per hour, coal a zsumed

at įth refuse

Per square foot grate surface ... lbs. 16 74

Per square foot water boatirg surface lbs. -534

TEST OF THE CHICAGO STORAGE

BATTERY ROAD .* .
.
.

( Continued from page 313.)

...

...

The coal had a theoreticalevaporative power of 10.5 lbs. of water

from and at 212° Fabr., and actuallyevaporated 6.6 lbs., giving for

the eficiency of the furnaceand boiler 62 86 per cent. This low

efficiency is to be expected because of the boiler being 26 per cent.

enderloaded. The equivalent evaporation perpound of combustible

Was 8-92, ko that the efficiency of the boiler alone is 78-3 per cent.

The boiler then lones by radiation, convection, and through escaping

gases 21-7per cent of the original heatunits, while the furnace is to

be charged with 16:44 per cent. of the lost heat, and 62:86 per cent.

appears in the steam .

The economiser did not give satisfactory results on the tests

shown. This is not the faultof the economiser, however, but is due

nther to the unfavourable conditions under which it was installed

and is operated. Several large cracks in the brickwork fue leading

from the optakes of theboilers to the economiser on the outside of

the power house allow air to iniltrate to such an extent, that the

flue gases are cooled fully 100 ° before reaching the economiser. In

spiteofthis fact, however, the economiser, upon some of the other

testo, effected an economyof 7 per cent., as figured from thegaia in

temperatore of the feed -water. A graphical log of the boiler test

made November 5th indicated a rise of 75 7 ° F. in the feed -water,

due tothe action of the economiser. This log also shows the amount

of cual required for banking the fires over night. Upon this test,

however, a largeramount of coal was burned in the boilers, and

thus a greateramount of flue gases passed abɔut the economiser

...

.

...

...

}

• Street Railway Review .
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RESULTS OF BOILER TESTS— ( continued ).

Items. Units.
Determina

tions,

lbs. 3 66...

atoj
... lbs.

Ibe.

98.46

3.18...

Rate of Evaporation.

Water evaporated from and at 212° Fahr. per

square foot heating surface per hour

Water evaporated per hour from 100 ° Fahr. into
steam of 70 lbs. gauge pressure

Per square foot grate surface ...

Per square foot water heating sartace

Commercial Horse- power

On basis of 30 lbs. water per hour evaporated

from 100 ° Fahr. into steam of 70 lbs. gauge

pressure (equals 344lbs. from and at 212°)

Horse -power, builders' rating at 7 square feet of

heating surface per horse -power

Per cent. developed below rating

Efficiency.

Percentage of total calorific power utilised

some

revolutions per minute. The difference in the power developed by

the two lines of cylinders is due to an improper adjustmentof the

cat-off on the north line. With a few changes there is no doubt

butthat a material improvement can be made in the duty of the

engines.

The indicator cards taken with one engine operating one generator,

running onopen circuit, show a friction loadof 32-36 I B.P. This

is but 14:86 per cent. of the average, and is a very satisfactory figure.

The average efficiency between the horse-power developed in the

cylinders and the electrical power delivered on the switchboard is

shown to be 79:27 per cent., which is also satisfactory.

The commercial efficiency of thegenerator ( including the leads to

theswitchboard ) at this load is 78:27+ 85 14, or 93-1 per cent., which

is all that can be expected of a generator running 32 per cent. below

its rated capacity.

The total station efficiency from coal pile toswitchboard is 5:58

per cent. It may be of interest to compare this result wit

other modern station. The Chicago Edison Company, in itsHarrison

Street station, produces electrical energy of 3 ofa cent per kilowatt

hour burning coal containing 13,000 British thermal units per

pound, and costing delivered $ 1.05 perton . The efficiency ofthat

station, therefore, is (105 x1,000 x 3 43 x 100 ) = ( 003 x 2,000 X

13,000 ), or 4:61 per cent. This indicates that the net efficiency of

the plant tested is 20 per cent. better than that of theEdison station,

The Edison station has an outpat of over 3,000 H.P., while the

Englewoodstation has a maximum capacity of 500 H.P. , which makes

the comparison more striking.

The cost of fuel for a net kilowatt - hour on the switchboard is

shown to be 611 cent. This bigh price is to be explained, then, Rot

by the inefficiency of the station, but by the fact that a high priceis

paid for a poor coal. With a more advantageous arrangementin the
purchase of coal, there is no reason why this station should not

develop a kilowatt-hour for less than 3 cent.

( To be continued .)

H.P. 149

... 200

26.5%... ...

.
.
.

% 62.86

RESULTS OF TESTS ON ENGINES, GENERATORS AND AUXILIARIES.

Items. Units.
Determina

tions,

:
:
:

...

:
:
:

3

Nov. 26th .

9

:
:
:

... ... ...

THE KELVIN QUADRANT ELECTROMETER

AS A WATTMETER AND VOLTMETER.
lbs.:

:
:
:

43,440

350

5:32

6,240

90

...

BY ERNEST WILSON .
...

...
Communicated by Dr. J. HOPKINSON, F.R.S., to the Royal Society

Received January 11th - Read January 27th , 1898.

868

7,880

18.12

14:36

35,560

1.20
( Concluded from page 309.)

...

35,133

3,903

.
.
. 363

2425

171.3

217

246

202

1,951: 8

18

Experimental Results.

In making a thorough test of the electrometer as an alternate

current wattmeter we have the following variables to deal with :

1. The frequency of the alternate current.

2. The phase difference between current and potential, that is ,
between cand A or B.

3. The amplitude ot o and a or B.

4. The shape or wave form of the curve of potential and current.

.
.
.

Number of test

Date of test

Duration of test hours.

Water .

Total water bandled by pumps lbs.

Water used by economiser engine ...

Water used by stokerengine lbs.

Water used by air and feed pumpe lbs.

Water used by calorimeters lbs.

Water escaping through leaks, estimated liberally
2 per cent. total lbs.

Water not used by engine lbs

Per cent. total water not used by engine . %

Per cent. total water used by pumpe %

Total water used by engine... lbs.

Per cent. moisture in steam at engine %

Total dry steam used by engine corrected for

moisture lbs.

Average dry steam used by engine per hour lbs.

Engines.

Average speed of engine

Average vacuum

Average gauge pressure

Average indicated horse -power
Maximum indicated horse -power

Minimum indicated horse-power

Total indicated horse-power-hours...

Pounds dry steam per indicated horse-power-hour

Dynamo No. 4.

Average volts ...

Average amperes

Average kilowatts

Per cent. of fall load

Total kilowatt-hours output

Average kilowatt output of all dynamos ...

Total žilowatt-hour output of all dydamos

Total electrical horse -power-hours ...

Maximum kilowatt output ...

Load factor (average watts divided by maximum

watts)

Watts used by cooling tower motor

Kilowatt -hours used by cooling tower motor

Net kilowatt-hours output

Eficiencies.

Average efficiency E.H.P. divided by I.H.P.

Pounds water evaporated per indicated horse

power-hour...

Pounds coal burned per indicated horse-power

Pounds water evaporated per net kilowatt-hour ...
Pounds coal burned per net kilowatt-hour

Indicated horse-power-hour per pound coal

Watt-hours per pound coal ...

Costs.

Coal per ton

Totalcost of coal burned

Cost of coal per net kilowatt -hour

.
.
. 176.5

727.0

128 :3

67-5

1,154• 7

128:3

1,154 7

1,547.8

156.48

:
:
:
:

•82

7,568

68-1

1,086-6

.
.
.

...

79.3

.
.
.

.
.
. 32:25

hour ... 3:58

400

6.44

298

155.2 FIG . 3.

:
:
:

$ 1.90

6 65

00611
The results obtained are tabulated in Table II., and are divided

into three groups (a) (b) (c) . Io group ( a ) two frequencies are given

namely, 41 6 and 83 complete periods persecond. The potential on
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the needle is constant at about 100 volts ( V mean?). The phase

difference between potential and current and the current itself are

each varied . When the phase difference is zero , it is only neceseary

to take the prodact of the vmean values to deduce the watts,

carve in fig. 1, that for high potentials on the needlethe watts, per
division of the scale, would diminish . This is found to be the case

when the potential, o, is raised to 1,860 volts ( mean") for

frequencies of 75 and 43. In section ( c) the wave form is very much

distorted . The curves of potential and carrent are plotted in fig . 4.

The distortion of the potential carve, o, was brought about by

placing a considerable non -inductive resistance in series with a

choking coil, and taking potentials across the choking coil. The
instrument under these conditions gives trustworthy results. The

phase difference on one or two occasions was such that the curves
indicated no work, the deflection under these conditions was zero .
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FIG . 4. FIG . 5.

although in section (6) three instances are given in which for phase

difference zaro, the watts are deduced byboth methods. The average

watts per division given by section ( a) are 17 00 for all angles of

phase, leaving out the two values deducedby aid of the cosine law

for apgles of 30 ° and 60 °. It will b3 seen that under the conditions

The maximum angle of deflection of the needle from its normal

position was 7.8 °, and tests were made from time to time, especially

with the large potentials on the needle, to see if the instrument was

in properadjustment, by placing both pairs of quadrants in con .

nection with the case, and noting the agreement between its then

TABLE II.

Watts. Watts per division of scale.

Frequenoy.

Phase

difference

in

degrees.
360 ° =

1 period.

Potential

of

needle c in

✓ mean ? volts.

Current

in

amperes

mean

From product

of volts

and amperes,

Given

by

curves .

From product

of volts

and amperes.

Date

of

experiment,

1897.

Given

by

curves .

...3,979 0

1,709.0

3,996 0

3,996 0

16.79

16-75

16.79

31

...

3,371•0

1,467 0

16 85

17 30...

09

.00
01

...

>

416

41.6

416

416

41.5

41 6

416

83.0

830

830

830

830

83.0

830

830

830

830

0-0

0 :3

00

29.7

31.5

300

594

00

00

00

00

00

00

61.9

39:3

639

60'0

100 :35

93 85

100-4

100 : 3

99.66

100.0

100 0

99-3

1000

101.7

101.5

99 6

101.0

99 6

99'4

1000

101.7

39 65

17:11

398

39 85

16.85

39.6

397

39 24

29.91

964

970

39:45

73 98

19-76

40.15

39: 9

74.15

3,897.0

2,991: 0

9806

984-5

3,925 0

7,4720

1,968 0

17.23 *

18 54

16 87

16.85

16:90

17.27

1685

16-68

November 24th

24th

25th

23rd

23rd

25th

25th

30th

December 1st

1st

2nd

2nd

2ad

1st

1st

November 30th

December 4th

1

...
1

...
13

1892 : 3

3,1910

1,622 0

4,097.0

17-5

17:34

17.07

17.29

91

...

...

6,689-0 15 67

91

6,736 0

3,142:0

6,892 0

2,433 0

15:77

15.25

16:37

16-7

6,842 : 0 16.25
90

...

10

(6 )

820

830

83 2

83.0

750

750

53 6

537

430

430

...

1.2

60-0

08

65-4

00

00

00.

64 8

0.0

00

5630

553.0

630.0

623.0

1,860-0

1,860-0

438.0

436-0

1,840.0

1,840.0

11.89

11.83

10-86

103

2:33

1.25

16.03

15 01

2.39

1:30

104,330-0

2,3200

7,020-0

December 4th

4th

11th

11th

18th

18th

9th

9th

17th

17th

10 93

11:40

16:52

...

50

7,1620

2,868 0

16.85

16 49

4,4000

2,3900

11.21

11-60
90

504

50-4

16:9160

36 0

117.2

11708

45.0

45 0

5,275.0 5,350 0

2,7410

17.16

16.82

December 15th

15th...

* Watts deduced by Cosine Law.

of section (a ) the wattmeter maybe said to verify within the limits
of accuracy attainable by the method of test. The wave form of

"the uploaded alternator is given in fig . 3 and marked c ; this is the

wave form of potential applied to the needle in all experiments in

sections (a) and (b). A sine curve having the same maximum

ordinate is superposed for the purpose of comparison. The current

curve has different wave form accordingto the load on the alternator.

For small corrents it approximates to c in fig. 3. The curve, a , fig . 3,

is the wave form for carrent 74 amperes, which is the maximumwe

bave employed .

The experiments in section (b), Table II., are intended to demon

strate the reliability of the instrument when the potential of the

needle, c, is varied through wide limits. One wouldexpect from the

zero and the zero when quadrants and needle were put to the case,

that is when the instrument was totally discharged. To test the

effect of dismounting the instrument the needle was taken off the

suspension and the instrument moved to another room and used for

another purpose, on December 10th, 1897. On continuing the

cxperiments it was set up by the level only , and found to be in

proper adjustment. The results of experiment before and after this

removal are given in Table II.

Seeing from fig. 3 how great was the deviation from the sine law,

it would have been necessary to analyse each curve by Fourier's

theorem , it the subject was to have been treated mathematically

the phase difference being given . Thecurrentcurve was continually

changing its form with different loads, and this would have neces
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gained by this method of treatment. The potential carve, o, fig. 3,

has, however, been analysed, ' and can be expressed by the equation

2 тt 6 at

+ Bg sin +

T

B1 sin

The first five coefficients are as follows :

B1 Вз B: BT Bg

5401 1.9 31 5 -65 1 :3

We see that Bs is important, being about 6 per cent. of B1; 80 that

from the analysis the cosine law could not be expectedto hold. In

section (a) , TableII. ,the colline law is applied in two instances for

the purpose of illustration. It gives 18:54 as against 17.0 for the

watts, per division of scale, for 60 °; and 172 as against 17 for 30 °.

Fur small angles the errordoes not appear to be so great.

The conclusions arrived at from these experiments are that the

Kelvin quadrant electrometer can be used with accuracyas a watt

meter inthe case of alternate currents having any phase relation, and

that, as pointed out by Dr. J. Hopkinson,t it is necessary to see that

within the range of potentials applied, Maxwell's formula is verified.
This is, perhaps, best done by applying steady potential differences

to the needle and quadrants, aud measuring these by Poggendorff's

method, employing Clark's standard cell as the unit of com

parison . It cculd also be tested by applying known alternating

poteotials to the needleand quadrants, thecurves being in phase. Il

it is required to use alternating potentials of high value , such , for
instance, as 2,000 volts or more, a suitable transformer could be

employed to reduce the potential on the needle. Such unloaded
transformer could bave the primary and secondary electromotive

forces in phase , and of the same wave form , so that no error would

be thereby introduced.

The Revolving Contact Maker.

The revolving contact maker, w, fig. 2, exhibits a peculiarity worth

noting. It is in itself the seat of an electromotive force, as is

demonstrated by placing it across the electrometer, Q2, and running

the machines without excitation. A deflection of 68 scale divisions,

corresponding to 0:45 volt, is given if the electrometer has no

capacity across its terminals, that is, it G is zero . A copper brush

gives the same effect as a steel one. As soon as G is given a sub

stantial value as compared with the electrometer itself , this deflec

tiondisappears.

When actually observing potentials inthe usual way, let thevalue

of a be varied. For a given position of the contact maker the deflec.

tion varied , as shown in fig. 5, in which the ordinates are observed

deflections, and the abecineæ the reciprocalsof the capacity of G in

microfarads. We see that when G has 1 microfarad capacity, the

dt flection is practically what it would be if a were a, and with

1 microfarad the results verity with the true value. Such inductive

effect is certainly rendered negligible by sufficient capacity, and it is

therefore wise to examine this effect when working with a given

contact maker, since each one may bave its own peculiarities.

The mangapin strip , 73, 74, fig. 2, is in lengths of 5 feet, braz d
together. This material has altered its resistance, as shown in

Table III.

TABLE III.

9

&

At the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, February 22ad, Sir John Wolfe

Barry, K.C.B., F.R.S., the president, in theobair,two papers, “ The

Theory, Design, and Working of Alternate Carrent Motors," by Mr.

Llewelyn B. Atkinson, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E ., and " Dublin Electric

Tramway,” by Mr. H. Parshall , M.Inst.C.E.

The first paper was principally devoted to consideration of

asynchronous motors, which, although the subject bad ontwo pre

vious occasions been referred to in the Proceedings of the Institution

( in 1883 and 1889 ), had not hitherto been discussed. The principles

of alternating currente, so far as necessary for their use inalternate

current motor design, were first dealt with, and the method of

graphically making the necessary calculations was illustrated. After

showing the principles on which the continuous current motor was

based, and that it consisted of two parts, a field magnet and an

armature, the author pointedout that a similar construction (a mag .

netic field being madeof laminated iron ) enabled motive powerto be

derived from alternating currents , provided that means were taken

to ensure the phase of the magnetic field , and of the current in the

armature being the same. This gave rise to the first class in the

classification adopted bythe author, that was to say, motors in which

the energy was conveyed to armature through brushes, and which

were therefore called " conductive motors , " which might be series

wound, sbut wound, or separately excited ; in the latter case , the

phase of the E.M.F. producing the exciting current differed by a

quarter period from that producingthe armatare current, thus form .

ing an example of the application of ltiphase currents to alternato

current motors .

The transformation of energy from one circuit to another by

electro -magnetic induction , instead of by condaction ,was next con.

sidered , and by diagrams and curves the working of transformers,

both with magnetic leakage and without magaetic leakage between

the primary and secondary windings, was illustrated. Tois gave rise

to a class of motors in which the energy was supplied to the armature

not through the brushes, but through the air gap ; these motors in the

simplest form haviog, however, a commutator for short circuiting the

cɔils so as to produce a proper distribution of current in the arma

ture. The author classed these motors as “inductive motors with

brushes , having one inductive electricaxis and one magnetic axis."

A modification of this class furnished a third class, " inductive

motors with brushes ,” in which there were “two reciprocal inductive

electric and magnetic axes."

The brushes mightthen be dispensedwith, giving rise to a class of

“ inductive motors without brushes, having short circuited coils and

two reciprocal inductive electric and magnetic axes," the modern

induction motor. The author proceeded to examine in detail the

theory of such motors, and showed how , by means of a diagram , its

properties might be determined. It was then pointed out how, in

such a motor when running, the supply on one phase migbt be

eliminated, and the motor would remain sell-exciting, furnishing

itselt a magnetising current in phase with the supply current, thus

forming the modern monophase induction motor.

The supply might be on any number of phases, to the same number

of magneticsystems, provided that a proper relation existed between

the two.

The use of asynchronous motors as generators was next touched

apon, and the anthor showed that the various motorsexplained might

be used as motor generators, inwhich case not onlythepressure, bat

the phase of the current, might be changed. All these machines

might be used as generators, and the various combinations of motors

and generators of this class were illustrated.

Ina second part of the paper,the author dealt with the design of

alternate current motors, and showed the necessary conditions to

produce the proper distribution currents in the armature and of the

magnetic field, and further, gave a formula for determining the proper

loading of the armatures, and from this showed how all the other

dimensions ofamachine for any given power might be derived. The

wave form and frequency, as affecting alternate current motors, were

discussed, and examples were given showing to what extent the

necessary conditions were realised in practice.

In the thirdpart the author dealt with the practical construction

and working ofasynchronous motors, and taking each class described,

illustrated them by examples so far as they existed, and tests where

these were available. This part was illustrated by curves and data
relating to a large number of differentclasses of motors. Curves were

alsogiven showing the relative weight of continuous current motors,

single-phase motors, two-phase motors, and three - phase motors.

The second paper embodied an account of the Dublin Southern

Tramways,which was to some extent peculiar, in that the installation,

as originally designed, would not conform with the Board of Trade

regulations in thematter of the fall of potential in the earth return.

The machineryhadbeen orderedand the workproceeded with beforethe

author had been called in to advise in the matter. Theproblembecame,

therefore, toutilise as much of the machinery ordered aspossible, and

to instal such other machinery aswould be necessary to distribute tho

electricity under the Board of Trade regulations. The high -tension

alternate -current method of transmission was considered most

suitable. It was necessary to make use of the sites owned by the

Tramway Company, and to execute the work as cheaply as was

consistent with sale operation. The three-phase machines and

switchboards were specially designed for the installation, which was

the first one of its kind established in the British Isles. The in .

stallation had been in operation for nearly two years, and had been

found entirely satisfactory. The operation of the sub -stations had

been found to be very simple, so simple, in fact, that only a boy was

employed in each station to work the machinery. Owing to the

low frequency the motors were very easily synchronised, and even

!
Date .

Resistance at atmospheric

temperature in ohms.

November 1st, 1897

3rd

13th

20th

"

!
00

0 4625

0 4590

0 :4692

0:4589

0.2269

0 2270

0 2275

0.2277

90 09

31 12 TA

January 4th , 1898 T:
1.3

91 PA

The strip was mounted on November 1st, 1897, and submitted to

currents varying from 100 amperesdownwards. On November 20th,

1897, it was adjusted for r3, rs. The results show that there is an
initial diminution of resistance, and that then the resistance remains

practically constant. This is worth noting, as this material is largely

used at the present time on account of its low temperature

coefficient. The manganin strip is unvarnished and exposed to the

atmosphere of the engine room . The conditions are therefore not

the bestto secure constancyof resistance , but in all probability the

initial diminution is due to the brazing.

Messrs. C. J. Evans and H. H. Hodd have given me valuable

assistance, not only in the experimental part of this paper, but also

in the working out of the results. Messrs. Simpson, Greenbank, and

Davey, the present Student Demonstrators in theSiemens Laboratory,

havealso helped me. I wish to acknowledge this, and to tender my

thanks to these gentlemen .

Electrician, August 31st, 1894, p . 517 .

| Philosophical Magazine,April, 1885.

Electrician , February 15th , 1895, p. 463.
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though they were thrown in considerably out of phase, they quickly

fell into step. Since the opening of the road the load had been

greatly increased by a considerable number of additional cars and

trailer-cars, yet themachines had never given trouble, nor bad the

synchronousmotors fallen out of step, even in the caseof the most

severe loads. The requirements of the Board of Trade had been

satisfactorily met, and owing to the number of points of distribution

it was possible to work some 60 cars on the line instead of 20, as

originally designed to comply with the Board of Trade regulations.

Asoriginally designed , the fall of potential intheearth return would

havebeen some 18 volts to 20 volts, whereas in the present installa

tion it was found to be 3} volta.

The installation was, perhaps, most interesting froma commercial

rather thanfrom an engineering standpoint,in that it illustrated how

traffic might be developed by an improved service. Formerly the

traffic was worked by three disjointed horse lines, noneof which were

profitable. They were finally sold for about € 14,000, whereas the

value of the present property was estimated at £ 300,000, and the

revenues were consistent withthis figure.

At the time the installation was designed the total number of cars

contemplated was 20 ; since that time it hadbeen found profitable to
work as many as 60 cars on the line, even though the line had been

subjected to thedisadvantage of not havinga through connection to

thecentre of Dublin . Owing, therefore, to the largely increased load,

the capacity of the powerhouse at Ballsbridge had been greatly

added to by a large direct -connected unit whichwas more suited for

heavy traction loans. Likewise the sub -station at Blackrock had been

re-designed, and in the place of the 60 -kilowatt motor -generator sets

originally installed there were two 200 -kilowatt rotary converters,

with the necessary static transformers, and an improved switchboard

for manipulatingit.

The principal point of importance was the ease and reliability with

which such asystemwas shownto be operated . The efficiency ofthe

system was shown bythe working cost to be satisfactory, although,

as might be gathered from the paper, the efficiency of the machines

in the sub-stations was not 80 high as would be the case with

larger machines and larger rotary converters. For a small tramway

installation, however, the sureness of operation and the minimum of

labour were of vastly greater importance than any small gain in

efficiency .

inge passing across the shop and so reducing hapdling. The large

traveller is 15 tons capacity, electrically worked, and there

are numerous air hoists suspended from jib cranes. In the Lodge

and Shipley shops, the speed palleys of lathes, which are the sole

product of the company, are crowned at one operation by a full
width tool. Some ofthese tools are 4 inches wide .

A custom in the tool shops of this locality is that of makingall

small parts of machinery from samples. After a new machine has

been set up and tested, it is taken apart and its pieces used as samples,

being placed in the sample room and all subsequent parts are made

to these samples. The last named company carry theidea intotheir

purchase department, which contains samples of all they require in

the way of supplies, as sand and emery papers, drills, screws,

wrenches, in fact , one of every standard article they purchase,

numbered and catalogued.

Inthe shops of the American Laundry MachineCompany there is a

board about 30 inches x 38 inches, carrying twopins for every size of

machine of every style they make. On these pins are hung different

coloured poker chips. These show the number of machines in stock.

Thus, when an order for 12 machines is sentinto theshop there are, bay,

12 red chips hung on the upper of the two ping proper to that

machine. Aseach machine iscompleted one chip isremoved from

the upper to the lower pin . Bluechips represent orders from outside,
and blue chip is removed as each machine is shipped. The system

is a great aid in showing progress of orders, & c. Other boards

falfilling similar ends are used in these shops, one, for example, with

the days of themonth, carries hooks and clips containing the orders

to be filled on the different days. These boards are always at hand

showing when work isto be shipped .

There is also a telephone system whereby a call is made in every

department for the man wanted at head quarters by means of a push

button and bell. On hearing his call the foreman wanted goes to the

telephone andreplies. The bell inthe Superintendent's office rings

in adison with the rest . The telephone itself is simply the old

speaking tube system . The calling only is electrical, as theold tubes

required so much lang power to sound them .

In an engine shop was foundan old lathe, dating back authentic

ally to 1832, and known to be older by several years. It is used for

facing columns, andis holding itsown to -day, though its shears are

bolted to stoutwooden beams,and thecarriage isoperated by a crow .

bar. It this tool wereseen by a travelling American in an English

shop, it would be publisbed and illustrated as a standard sample of

the ways of the Britisher. We do not doubt that though old it may

be quite equal to anything for the work it is doing, but as it calls

forth the daily eulogiums of the manager,we think it might pay to

put in a less interesting specimen, if only to save the time of the

manager. However, it is satisfactory to know that even in America

age does not necessarily condemn.

SOME AMERICAN METHODS.

JAPANESE COPYING .

more

11 .

TheGray planer shops in Cincinnati are another sample of that
rapidly growing practice of a firm confining itself to the mand

facture of one article. In England we have been too diffuse ,not

merely in mechanicsbut in all subjects, too diffuse that is for modern

success . The diffuseness of English practice is never

markedly shown thanwhen some successful Westminster engineer is

called in to advise perhaps on sewage disposal, because he has made a

name on a canal or a bridge. Io matters of everyday life we don't

call in our solicitor to cure us of a fever because he has won a case

for os at law ; but we do just such things when it comes to questions

of engineering, and the sight is familiar of expenditures of thousands

of pounds under the advice of a noted engineer when a few hundreds

would have secured a better result . This same habit is carriedout

in mechanical engineering. A tool-maker makes planers, lathes,

drills, and the whole range of machine tools. We hear that Smith's

lathes are the best, and Jones's planers are the best, but Smith still

makes planers and Jones gaily carries on his trade in lathes. A

friendly understanding,honourably carried out between them , would

result in each man making one only of these machines, leaving the
other to his rival.

In America they practice this concentration very largely, and in

the Gray shops they stick to planers. This company scrapeneither

beds nor tables to fit, except just to remove loose particles of iron.

Accurate tools and " know how " eliminate scraping. One sample

of " know how ” is the use of two tools to plane the V's of the bed.

Thetools balance each other as to cutting pressure, and do accurate

work by relieving the bed of so much stress, leaving the finishing

tool withverylight work to perform .

In the Bickford drill and tool shops the same idea prevails, anda

total of 23,000 square feet of surface of floor is devotedsolely to drill.

ing machines. It is obvious that the process of selection will tend

to secure for eachof the shops just named , the best available talent

at planers and drill presses respectively. Unite the two shops, and

one of the two men would be the stronger, and would impress his

inferior ability opon the better weakerman, and either the planeror

the drill would be inferior for lack of the specialisation. In the Fay

and Egan wood -working machine shops, they were estimating for

machinery to turn out 300 freight cars daily in a Russian works,con

templated to be, therefore, six times the outpat capacity of the

largest American car works, and no doubt Russiawill bea large field

for machinery, which our own works ought to look into now they

have the prospect of working on better lines.

In the shopsof theLaidlaw -Dann Gordon Company everything is

carried outwith a view to economy of operation. Thus, ifa man

wants a tool, he presses a button and rings up a number in the tool

room , a boy answers the call and takes the man what he requires ;

and no doubt a few boys must save the time of many men going to
and fro tor tools .

The new shop of this company is 665 feet long and 113 feet wide,

with overhead traveller and side lights above the traveller. All the

heary toolsare placedononeside and light tools opposite, the cast

Some good articles on " Engineering in Japan " have been recently

appearing in the Engineer. Rzferringto thecharge that the Japanese

copy European and American designs, as though such were a rascally

thing to do, our contemporary hints that did they not do 80 the

Japanesewould be a trifle idiotic. All round originality in thedesign

of a machine can scarcely be possible to-day. Should they elect to

build a locomotive ,they could not get far awayfrom European or

American types, and even so originala people as the Americans, have

only been able to elaborate the old English locomotive on lines

from which the English themselves departed more widely than

the Americans, who, however, every day are more nearly

approaching European forms as their country approximates

more nearly to Europe in its settled areas. We have often thought

that muchvaluable time is wasted in the endeavour to make new

departures without sufficient reason. Did the Japanese contrive

their products widely different from the existing examples before

them the outcome of a century of trial, error and endeavour, it

wouldbe looked on as a proof of overweening conceit. Sudden and

wide departures from the plan andsystem of a steam engine, a gas

engine, or a spinning frame, are not possible. All existing types of

spinning frames to -day, areobviously only developed from thesmall

machines of Crompton andArkwright, and it is only during the past

few months that the first departure has been made in the loomfor

several thousand years, and the departure now made is not a matter

of a difference in the machine, but the discovery of a novel priociple

in weaving . Beforethe Japanese or anyone else canmakedepartares

in design, they must invent new principles of action. To -day we

are as Watt lett us with the steamengine, and use the same designs

where we follow the piston principle . But it we abandon the

principle, we easily get a new design in the steam turbine. The gas

and oil engine are almost identical in principle with the steam

engine, and they follow its mechanical lines very closely.

In this charge of copying it is therefore very unfairto charge bad

faith upon copyers. Originality is well in the proper place, and may

be evidence of good judgment andcorrect taste, but it is as often a

sigo of weakness. A weak man will re -design a machine because he

bas not the courage to confess that some other man's design is better

than he can do himself. If all engineers aimed at being original in

place of being good managers, there would be an immense amount of

waste. It isin too much striving after originality at others' expense

that engineers so often waste money. Itshould be our aim to see

that English models come into Japanese hands so as to lead them in

the direction of English systems and ideas. We surely cannot find

fault with a people only just at the beginningof their engineering

lite for utilising Western experience of a hundred years .
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NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

4,812. "

NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

4,791. " Improvements in connection with the mechanism of

electrically illuminated devices." W. H. CLEGG, J. 8. RICHARDSON

and 8. JEVONS. Dated February 26th .

Improvements in or connected with alternating current
electric motors . A. HEYLAND. Dated February 26th .

4,819. “ A method of electrically heating materials in closed

chambers and apparatus for that purpose .” ELECTRIC REDUCTION

COMPANY, LTD. (W. T. Gibbs, Canada.) Dated February 26th .

4,820. " Improvements in electric arc lamps." SIEMENS BROS.

AND CO., LTD., and F. BOOKER . Dated February 26th . (Complete.)

4,825 . " Improvements in or relating to electric accumulators."

C. JUNGR. ( R. Řnoschke, Germany.) Dated February 26th . (Complete.)

4,828. " Improvements in electro-magnetic couplings for shafts,

pulleys, and the like.” H. H. LAKE . (W. Dierman & Co., Belgium .)

Dated February 28th .

[ Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. Tæompson & Co.,

Electrical Patons Agents, 922, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

IBSTRAOTS OP PUBLISHED SPEOIFIQATIONB.

»

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Mesars. W. P.

THOMPSON & Oo . 822, High Bolborn , W.O., price, post fros, 9d .

( in stamps ).]

66

4,267. " Improvements in or relating to enclosed globe electric

lamps.” C. OLIVER. Dated February 21st.

4,278. " Improvements in or relating to electrical signalling

apparatus .” J. A. BUSHER. Dated February 21st.

4,282. “ Improvements in automatic cut- outs for arc electric

lamps." G. BYNG and A. E. ANGOLD . Dated February 21st.

4,287. “ Improved electric arc lamp.” H. V. JAMES. Dated

February 21st . ( Complete.)

4,306 , “ Improvements in electrodes for secondary batteries. "

P. W. NORTHEY. Dited February 21st .

4,371. " Improvements in electric meters applicablealso to instru

ments for testing the magnetic properties of iron .". J. FINLAYSON .

Dated February 22nd.

4,398. " Improvements in electric railway systems.” J. M.

MURPHY. Dated February 22ad. (Complete.)

4,409. “ Improvements in third -rail underground electric railway

system .” W. H. WHHATLEY. (L. E. Walkids and G. M. Jewett,

United States.) Dated February 22ad . ( Complete )

4,414. “ Improvements in lamp globes or apparatus for dis

tributing and modifyiog the light ofoil, gas, and electric lamps or
burners.' W. H. WITHAM . Dated February 22nd.

4,416 . “ Improvements in or relating to electricity meters."

R. F. 8. VENNEB and CHAMBERLAIN & HOOKEAN, LIMITED. Dated

February 22ad.

4,435. Improvements ia electric signalling apparatus for use on

railways ." C. S. Dave. Dated February 22nd.

4,441. " Improvements in or relating to electric motors. ” H. O.

Duncan. Dated February 22nd , (Date applied for under Patente,

& c ., Act, 1883, Sec. 103, January 141b , 1898, being date of application

in France .)

4,455. “ Electric railways.” F. C. ESMOND . Dated February
22nd.

4,468. " Improvements in conduits for wires carrying electric cur

rent." F. G. HOWARD and A. W. SCALTER . Dated February 23rd .

4,471 . “ Wareham's electric clock or time recorder, " E. WABE

HAM . Dated February 23rd .

4,508. Apparatus for metering electrical carrent. ” W. A. PBICE.

Dated February 23rd .

4,516. Improvements in holders for the brushes or collectors of

dynamo-electric generators and motors, and other revolving electric

machines .” J. MATTH WS and G. B. CRUIOKSHANK , Dated Feb.
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ruary 23rd .

4,549. Apparatus for electrically controlling the hoisting mecha
nism ut elevators or any other type of machinery.”. H. H. LEIGH.

(F. J. Sprague, United States ) Dated February 23rd .

4,550. " Improvements in telephone signal systems.". E.

EDWARDS. (W.Stillwell and A. Barneck, United States .) Dated

February 23rd.

4,588. An improved method and means for, holding the bases

of electricalfittings within boxes, or upon other surfaces.” F.

BATHUBST. Dated February 24th .

4,621. " Improvements in electric arc lamps." A. F. SPOONDE .

(P. Vassia , France .) Dated February 24th .

4,635. " Improvements in apparatus for travelling through pipes

or conduite, more especially intended for use in threadingthrough
electric conductors ." H. EDMONDS and A. H. HOWARD . Dated

February 24th .

4,646. “ Improvements in apparatus for magnetic testing .” J. A.
EWING. Dated February 25th .

4,678. Improvements in insulation of wire for electrical pur

poses.” C. E. HEABSON . Dated February 25th .

4,683. Improvements in electric accumulator grids.” A. SOHANS

CHIEFF. Dated February 25th .

4,742. “ Improvements in devices for lighting lamps by electri

city.” C.M. WHITE. (H. M. Brigham and 8.M. Meyer, United

States ) Dated February 25th. ( Complete )

4,746 . “ Method of, and means for,measuring the work performed

in a rotary phase current system .” SIEMENS BROS. & Co., LIMITED .

( Siemens & Halske Aktien -Gesellschaft, Germany.) Dated February
25th .

4,747. " Improved means for counterbalancing the frictional

resistance in alternatiog currentmotor -meters.” SIEMENS BROS. AND

Co. , LIMITED. (Siemens & Halske Aktien -Gesellschaft, Germany.)

Dated February 25th .

4,761. Improvements in electric controlling and regulating

apparatus.” W. EMMOTT. Dated February 26th .

4,764. " Improved proces88 and apparatusfor tanning by the aid

of electricity ." " N. P. ANDERSEN, J. WESTENGAABD and H. ŽERENER .

Dated February 26th .

1897 .

13,971. Improvements in and relating to controllers for electric
motor circuits ." THE BRITISH THOMSON - HOUSTON COMPANY,

LIMITED . (E. D. Priest.) Dated June 8th, 1897. Relates to various

improvements in controllers operated by fluid under pressure, and

consists of employing a number of pistons to vary the resistance of

the circuit bycutting out the resistance or change the motor con

nections from series to parallel or vice versa. Arcing is prevented

by blow -out magnets, and the coils are protected against injury by a

piece of refractory material, a similar protection being afforded to

the pole- pieces. The valve mechanism for operating the parts is

divided into two parts, one valvefor the resistance contacts, and the

other for changing the combinations of the motors ; both valves are

operated by a single handle by means of gear wheels. 31 claims.

17,144. * Improvements in flexiblyinsulated conductors. " J. H.

KELMAN. Dated July 20th, 1897. Relates to a method of insulating

conductors, and consists in coating the conductors with athin coating

of boiled linseed oil, and hardening by oxidation. Various methods

are devised whereby the wire may be coated and hardened . 11 claims.

18,095. " Improvements in method and means for operating and

alternating current motors.” THE BRITISH THOMSON - HOUSTON

COMPANY, LIMITED. (O. P. Steinmetz.) Dated August 3rd, 1897.

Relates toa method of enabling an alternating current motor to be

run at full efficiency and at different speeds, or at fall efficiency

when fed with currents of a periodicity much higher than would be

permissiblewere the motors connected directlytotheline in the
usual manner, and also to obtain the same good results in regulating

the power and speed of a number of alternating current motors & $

are obtained by the use of the " series parallel " method of control
used with continuous current motors . 21 claims.

13,977. " Improvements in three-phase alternating current in.
duction meters ." THE BRITISH THOMSON - HOUSTON COMPANY,

LIMITED. (C. P. Steinmetz .) Dated June 8th, 1897. Relates toa

three-phase induction watt'meter, and consists of a closed -circuit

armature and magnetising coils, comprising current coils in two of

the main lines, and two potential coils in circuit with electromotive

forces whichare in quadrature with the electromotive forces between

the third main and the two mains carrying current coils. 6 claims.

6,243. Improvementsin and relating to the protection and sup

port of underground electric conductors, principally applicable for

electric railways and tramways.” H. S. Cowx. “ Dated March 10th,

1897. Relates toconduitecomposedof lengths ofa trough-like

section placed end to end to form a channel, andit necessarily, sup:

portedat the centre of its length. At the ends where each length

joins the next length achair is provided supported on asleeper. The

chair is of similar section to tie trough and fits closely. Between

the ends of lengths ofthe conduit and thechairwhich supports it is

placed a waterproof slip. Upon each side of thechair is placed a

metal plate secured by set screwsand firmly holds the waterproof

slip and thus protects the endsofthe circuits. A series of plates

form a partial covering for the channel andis filled inwith the

ordinaryroad material,spaces left at thesides allow the collector to

pass in . 6 claimg.

1,887. “ Improvements in or connected with incandescent electric
lamps." THEBRITISH INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,

LIMITED, and H.E.Maul . Dated January 23rd , 1897. Relates to
a method of connecting the cap to the neckof the electric bulb of an
incandescent lamp without the use of cement. A groove

in theneckof the bulb by blowing, and the cap issecured tothebalb
by a wire secured to the cap and enteriog the groove in the neck of

the bulb which thesaidwire shouldfitsufficientlytruly to hold the

bulb firmly in position . 2 claims.

6,695. " Improvements relating to electric tramways and railways

on the sectional conductorsystem .". H.H. LAKE . (R. Arno and

A. Caramagna.) Dated March 13th, 1897. Relates to electric

tramways and railways on the sectional conductor system , and

consists of fixingto anarmature an arm of a conductinganddia

magnetic part and of an iron portion. On the armaturebeing

attractedthe iron portionof the arm dips into the mercury electrically
connected withthe branch of the cable,andcontainedin thecup

floatsasmallsphericalcarbon block. The lower cavity is alsofilled

with mercury. Other modifications are shown.4claims.

60
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The Railway World exposes what to us seems a very ques

tionable procedure on the part of the Bradford Corporation

in respect of the electric tramways.

The particular and most glaring offence seems to be that,

in calling for tenders, the Corporation has specified certain

particular articles only purchaseable from particular firms;

for instance, rail bonds of a special type, trucks made by a

designated manufacturer, car motors of the General Electric

Company's make.

Our contemporary has no fault or otherwise to find with

the special articles desired and specified , but says, why ask

for tenders when certain makers must be dealt with ? For

our own part, we do not think so much of this as does our

contemporary. An individual who would build a tramway

for himself would probably select what he wanted , and buy

it as he pleased ; but corporate bodies are supposed to

have less liberty, and often this obligation to call

tenders publicly results in cutting prices and bad

work . But the Bradford Corporation has not stopped

at this point. On the obligatory specification put forward ,

there were four tenders, ranging from £15,067 to £16,460—

& remarkable closeness, the highest three being within a £200

range. Probably to show to the Corporation the error of their

ways, one of the tendering firms — the Westinghouse Company

-pat in an alternative tender for £ 14,814, on the basis for

their own apparatus in place of that specified . None of

the firms had permission to put in alternative tenders, or

doubtless would have been glad to do so . The one firm that

did had its tender accepted. Now, this was manifestly

unfair to the rest. The Corporation asked tenders for a

certain thing, yet accepted something else from a firm which

went outside the specification. Obviously, when the Cor

poration threw their preconceived notions to the winds and

decided to tear up their stringent specification, it would only

have been an act of common honesty to say so, and to call

for open tenders. If Dick, Kerr & Co. could underbid

Westinghouse by £ 1,200 on the close tender, the inference

is they would have sent in a tender on their own

lines for probably not over £ 14,000, and beaten the

Westinghouse Company. The glories of self -government

are apt to be dimmed somewhat when one has had much

experience of municipal work. When there is anything

more than usually technical in hand, committees seem to

act without their engineer or surveyor, and , as a rule, if

contractors appear before them , an ex parte statement may

win the order.

We have not seen the specifications which were got up by

the surveyor, Mr. Cox, and by the electric light engineer,

Mr. Gibbinge, neither of whom , in our contemporary's

opinion , however good in their own special line, can be

considered likely to be au courant in traction work . The

complaint is made that the specification is full of un

necessary details, while the two Corporation engineers are to

be sole adjudicators of sufficiency and quality in respect of

work in which their very position in other and different

lines implies they are not specialists. The specification gives

conditions and tests, and, as stated above, in certain cases

makes certain goods obligatory. In specifying the trucks by

& given maker, the details of the tracks are elaborated .

Why this unnecessary elaboration ? This supererogation ?
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Moses G. Farmer.

It seems to have occurred to the Bradford Corporation

when they discussed the tenders, that the method of pro

cedure which had been followed by their engineers was

likely to prove costly, and that there was a chance of saving

nearly £2,000 by taking a more liberal stand, and no doubt

they were, so far, perfectly in the right. But they were

evidently go overwhelmed with the idea of eaving the

amount, that they stood not upon the order of their saving,

but saved at once by accepting the Westinghouse tender

forthwith, never seeming to grasp the idea that other firms

if free to enter in by a side door might have done still

better.

It is quite possible that no member of the meeting bad

any idea of the basis on which the four first tenders were

made. Probably they did not know just what the Westing

house second tender was alternative to. We have no

information as to what the engineers did in the matter.

Their duty was to tell the Corporation the facts, and that

they could not honestly accept the alternative tender. Of

all this we are uninformed . We do know, however, that

where there are obstinate men on a committee, the position

of the surveyor or engineer is often not a happy one. Half

the members of a vestry have a particular crank of their

own, and are a perpetual thorn in the side of the poor

engineer. If every shareholder of a railway were allowed to

inflict himself upon the engineers in the way that members

of corporate bodies inflict themselves on their Barveyors and

engineers, the working of a railway would become impossible.

The Bradford affair differs from what was known as the

West Ham scandal of a year ago. At West Ham the

tenders accepted amounted to about 50 per cent. in excess

of the lowest tenders, had these been summed up . The

explanation offered was that, in the engineer's opinion, it

would be to the advantage of the public that the accepted

tenders should be taken . There was a complaint from an

unsuccessful firm , who were lower than the tenders accepted.

They argued that as they were a company of repute, and the

work had to be done to the satisfaction of the West Ham

engineer, why, therefore, should thirty shillings in the pound

be paid for work ostensibly in the power of the engineer to

insist upon being to his liking.

The question of accepting the lowest tender is a very

vexed one. Work is put out to public competition with a

view to cheapness, and apparently the lowest tender of any

reputable firm should be the one accepted. Even when a

tender is put in at less than will pay for a good job, this is

no reason to doubt the good job being secured. There may

be half a dozen good reasons for tendering below cost

reasons of finance, of advertisement, and of keeping the

works going. It is sometimes cheaper to work for nothing

than it is to succumb to temporary slackness by discharging

old hands and spoiling one's character for being a steady

shop. Shops which discharge their men freely and frequently

never secure more good men than they have permanent jobs

for. Public tendering generally implies, then , the acceptance

of the lowest tender, and this they failed to do at West Ham.

At Bradford, on the other hand, they did accept the lowest

tender, but it was a tender for something with which they

had particularly requested not to be supplied, and most of

the firms tendering had acquiesced , and tendered for what

was required. One firm only tendered for entirely different

goods of its own make, and , therefore, presumably cheaper,

and got the order. Hence the trouble. There was a doubt

at West Ham , but it was not shown that there had been

any wrong doing. The Bradford affair, on the face of

it, is distinctly discreditable, and though an explanation

is generally thought should be forthcoming, we fail our

selves to see how the matter is to be explained, other than

by boldly admitting sheer thoughtlessness, or a spirit of don't
care.

It is very difficult for the mere men of

the crowd to contemplate with other than

wonder, or perhaps curiosity, the mental

attitude of a man like Moses G. Farmer, who parsued

science without a thought of the solid personal benefits to

be derived from it. To-day most of us, as soon as we have

discovered some new fact or discerned some new bearing of

an already ascertained fact, hasten to publish it, in order to

obtain for ourselves priority. Indeed, in some countries,.

notably in France, there is an elaborate system of sealing

papers, whereby a man may state in general terms something

into which, perhaps, he has obtained some insight, and then

when someone else comes forward at a later date, he can pro

duce from the archives of the Academy of Paris his hidden

statement, which guarantees him that much coveted priority.

Vanity is doubtless at the root of this curious practice.

This quality, for it is a quality, and a good one if it is

properly balanced , is the last which we could possibly ascribe

to Moses G. Farmer. In him the world had a clever, indus

trions worker, who observed, deduced , and noted down facte,

which, had they been published at the time, would have

covered him with honour and renown . We can quite sym

pathise with this modesty, but to -day can see the pity of it,

for had those notebooks been given to the world, applied

electricity would, without doubt, have come more rapidly

into prominence in the industries of mankind than it has

done. It may be said that the new science has come on

quite fast enough, but useful progress in the application and

acquirement of knowledge cannot proceed too rapidly. To

day our American contemporaries are recognising that Moses

G.Farmer was a great inventor. In an address before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Dr. George F.

Barker has pronounced a well merited eulogium on the man

and his work. It would be a good thing for the rising

generation of electrical engineers if a biography of Farmer

could be placed in their hands. It would prove not only

interesting and encouraging, but inepiring , In Farmer's

work there was no cheap clap-trap , no striving after effects

which would dazzle the multitude, no dashing about in order

haply to light upon the fact of which he was in search,no

rule - of - thumbism . He proceeded slowly and steadily,

measuring his paces and calculating his distances, until he

was able to gain the end he had in view. Nothing is so

characteristic of this than a little incident which took place

in 1860, when, on the celebrations in connection with that

American Saints' day, July 4th, an exhibition of the electric

light wasarranged to take place on the Boston State House.

Prof. William B. Rogers had charge of the exhibition , and

a very large battery was placed in the dome, and wires were

led up, and this light was shown at the same time with the

fireworks on Boston Common . There was somebody else up

there besideProf. Rogers and his assistants, and that man was

Mr. Farmer. They wanted to make a display; they wanted

to show an electriclight larger than any that had been seen
up to that time. Mr. Farmer had no such idea . He wanted

to do what had not been done in the world before, and what

bas not been done, possibly with one exception, since. He

wanted to determine how much power, how much horse

power it required to produce that fight, and out of the data

which he obtained in those experiments inthe domeof the

Boston State House on that night of July 4th , 1860, was

the mechanical equivalent of light, and he gaveus the fact

that to support the light, not the heat, but the light of one

candle required the expenditure of 13.1 foot- pounds per

minute. Some time after that Prof. Thomson, of Copen

hagen, undertook from similar data to get a result, andthe

results were very closely accordant. It is sincerely to be

hoped that Mr. Farmer's note books will be edited and

published. Their contents are believed by those who have

inspected them to consist of matter which was new science

at that time. He was a great inventor, and deserves that

certain discoveries which figure in those note books should

be credited to him . The work of Farmer has passed an

consciously into the work of others ,but hadhisindividualism

been more energetic, he would have been recognised during

his life as one of the greatest leaders in the application of

electricity .
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SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL.

5,000 volte, this being transformed down for the starting

winding.

Motors up to No. 5, inclusive, have simple short-circuited

bar rotore, and must start on a loose pulley. The starting
current is about equal to the full load corrent. From No.

7 to No. 13, the rotors are all wound with three slip -riogs

on the shaft for the insertion of a resistance, as before

described . If they start on a loose pullay, the starting car

rent is somewhat less than the full load current, but they will

all start against some load if enough current is allowed them .

No. 6 can either have a plain or wound ro!or, depending on

the frequency. For higherfrequencies than 60 ~ the wound

rotors commence at either No. 4 or No. 5.

The different starting arrangements used with these motors

are as follows :

For motors up to and including \ H.P., the device shown

in fig. 11A is used . At starting, the working and starting wind

ings are put in series, the latter being shunted by a non

inductive resistance. The current will, therefore, lag more

in the working than in the starting winding, and hence, as

{m

F16 . 11A . FIG . 11B .

(Continued from page 277.)

At first sight it might appear that it would be more

economical and cheaper to put the starting resistance in

series with the stator for the purposeof reducing the starting

current. This is, however, not possible, as the output of an

induction motor is practically proportional to the equare of

the supply pressure, and hencethe reduction of this at start

ing would, in the case of single -phasers, prevent the motor

starting at all. Hence this is never done in practice.

It maybe remarked here that the fact of the output of

an induction motor being very approximately proportional to

the square of the impressed pressure, makes it essential that

the regulation of any motor circuit should be fairly good,

because should the tension on the line suddenly decrease from

any cause, such as might be produced by starting up a large

motor too quickly, or without its resistance, any heavily
loaded motors on the circuits at the time might pull up ; for

a motorthat wouldcarry considerable overload at its normal

tension , would barely take its full load with a reduction of

25 per cent. in the line pressure . As, however, single-phasers

areonly need in conjunction with lighting systems, it follows

that the amount of overload such a motor will take will prac

tically depend on the quality of the design .

The above is the only way in which the pressure on the

stator affects the speed regulation of an induction motor

whatever the number of phases.

The effect of frequency on the running performance of a

single-phase induction motor is not very greatly felt between

30and 60 ~ in a given design, although it may make
considerable difference to its starting powers. Theo

retically it should make no difference at all, and would

not do soexcept for the fact of the motor polesincreasing

directly with the frequency for a given speed. That is, in

large motors, the poles become very namerous as the fre

quency is increased ,because the speed of such motors must

not be too high. The effect of increasing the poles in any

given type of machine is to increase the magnetising current

and also the leakage. It is this last factor that counts the

most, and so in high frequency motors the power factor is

not so good, and the starting rendered more difficult than in

those working at the same speed on a circuit of moderate
frequency.

The whole question of the design of induction motors

really resolves itself into this question of leakage, which

takes into account nearly all the quantities involved ,such as

dimensions of air -gap, induction density in it and in the

stator, depth of winding in stator, and distribution and form

of winding in rotor and sta or . The induction motor with

least leakage will always start best, have highest power

factor, least slip, and hence be better all round .

Having now considered the broad principles underlying

the construction and running of single-phasers, it may prove

of interest to describe the different starting devices actually

used by the various makers, and to briefly discuss the results

attained .

( A ) Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co. - This firm was the first

in the field with a commercial single-phase motor, and many

hundreds have now been sold , in units ranging from oth to

70-80 H.P. The table given below shows the weights,

efficiencies, & c ., of stock sizes of their motors, arranged for

running on circuits of 30 to 60~ , and 100 to 500 volts.

the two windings are displaced 90° from one another, an

imitation rotary field will be produced, causing the rotor to

very quickly ran ap to speed, when the starting coils and

resistance are cut out, and the working coils pat direct on
the line.

Fig . 11B shows the arrangements for motors above į H.P.,

and up to 6 H.P., when a starting resistance in the rotor is

not used . The arrangements are exactly the same as in the

first case, only the resistance shanting the starting coils is

replaced by a liquid condenger. The leading current in the

starting coils acts in just the same way as in the other case,

causing the rotor to very quickly run up. The liquid con

densers employed are verysimple. They consist of a number

of thin iron plates, separated by thin fibre strips, and

arranged in an enamelled iron vessel containing soda sola

tion. The manner in which the plates are connected (i.o. , in

series or parallel), and the density of the soda solution em

ployed, is determined for each individual motor, the solution ,

& c ., being adjusted in the test -room until the best effect is

obtained , thewhole adjustment occupying but a very ew

minutes. It is necessary to treat each case separately, as

minute differences in the air -gap, and differences in the

windings for varying voltages and frequencies, prevent the

condenser arrangements being exactly standardised.

These liquid condensers are practically indestructable, and

never get out of order if properly made and used. A little

water must be added occasionally to make up for evapora

tion. To give an approximate idea of the size of one of

these condensere, it may be stated that the overall dimensions

of onefor a4 -H.P. motor would be about 94 inches long by

: 64inches wide by 84 inches deep.

Fig. 12a gives the starting arrangements used for all

E
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TABLE I.0

RE

Reference number. 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 19

.

20 35 65Borse-power

Approximate weight (in pounds) ...

Full load efficiency ( per cent .)

Apparent watts per Å.P.

0:1

40

50

2,260

0 :3

60

60

1,750

10 2

140 240

65 70

1,570 1,420

3 :5

400

73

1,330

6 9 13

620 1,000 1,400

76 80 8 €

1,240 1,15 ) . 1,080

1,700 3.100

88 90

1,020 1,000

45

4,000

90

1,000

5,200

90

1,000

90

6,800

91

990

The weights given inclade starting apparatus and rotor

resistance when this is used . The larger motors ( from about

No. 10 apwards) can be arranged for any tension op to

Brown motors where a rotor resistance is employed. The

resistance having its maximum value, the line current is

switched directly on the working winding, the starting

D
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SERIOUS BREAKDOWNS FROM PRIMING .
winding, in series with a liquid condenser, being in parallel

with it. The artificial rotating field produced causes the

rotor to run up. As it runs upthe rotor resistance is gradu.

&
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FIG . 12A, FIG . 12B.

ally reduced, the condenser and starting coils being cut out

at about two-thirds of the normal speed.
The last arrangement described is somewhat modified in

the case of large high -tension motors. Thus fig 12B shows

the starting_arrangements used with some 70 H.P. Brown

motors at Frankfort. They are worked direct from the

primary network at 2,800 volts. The working winding is

straight on the mains as in the last case, butthe starting

winding and condenser are connected to the mains through

a small transformer, which reduces the pressure to a lower
valde more suited to the condenser. When at about two

thirds of the normal speed, the transformer, &c. , would be

switched off.

Fig. 13 gives a view of a Brown starting resistance and

condenser. The registance is a star -connected non- inductive

YARMOUTH was reported last week to have been in a state

of darkness, the whole of the electric lights being suddenly

extinguished. To make a long storyshort,we learn that three

Willans engines and one of another make were suddenly

wrecked by what is generally held to have been a sudden and

excessive priming of one ormore boilers, but whether caused

by overfeeding or otherwise we suppose may neverbe known.

Anexceedingly funny report appears in a Norwich paper

evidently of non -technical origin. As usual with sach,

things seem to have been hurled about, and ponderous masses

of iron so hurled have done a lot of rebounding. In fact,

the defcription of hissing steam and roaring water seems to

point to a sort of Niagara let loose in — the paper calls it

Pandemonium, wbich seems about seven letters too long.

Unless the water be very dirty, boilers which do not

prime as a rule, do not suddenly give large volumes

of priming, but if the water level has been allowed

to get too bigb, the rush of steam over its surface

might set it in motion, and finally gather it up in a vortex

and produce the damage recorded . The idea of priming

being the cause seems to be borne out by the simultaneous

damage of four engines at once . The boilers are, we under

stand ,of the water tube varit ty, and we believe there were

no water separators on the steam pipe. A water separator

is a fairly efficient instrument for producing dry steam , ...,
steam free from a serious amount of water in a mass. The

steam may remain misty but this will not damage engines.

The main steam pipe from boilers to engine ought to bend

at an absolutely equare bend, the pipe from the boiler being

continued a few feet past the branch to the engines, and

terminating ina fair sized vessel drained by a good trap.

The engine branch may best be

taken off square from the top of

the steam main . Another sait .

able water-trap is to carry the

steam pipe into the side of a

fairly capacious vessel, the pipe

turning down inside and dis

charging its steam and water

towardsthe bottom of this vessel,

which should be of some depth.

The outlet should be from the

top, and the cross -section of the

vessel should be quite four times

that of the steam pipe, so that

the upflow of steam may be slow .

A vessel like this in the length of

the steam pipe would deal with

sudden masses of priming, but it

is obvious that it should be of

come considerable depth and size

80 as to deal with the largest

probable bulk of water. Of

course, the sudden priming of a

few gallons or even quarts might

wreck several engines. A

thimble full in a cylinder beyond

what will fill the clearance space

will wreck an engine. Even

where relief valves are fitted

these are never more than suffi

cient to discharge just the small

amount of ordinary wetness which may accumulate in the

cylinder, and is discharged when the piston is moving at its

slowest just at or near the dead point. A large mass of water

filling agreater lengthof the cylinder cannotbe dealt with by

relief valves,because the piston motion is so much more rapid

at the time the relief valves are called on to act and the

water cannot escape fast enough to prevent a breakage.

Some years ago when relief valves of the short-weighted

Jever type were tried they acted, but they only acted once.

The call to act was so sudden that the valves lifted and let

out the water, but the weights did not lift. They remained

stationary, or nearly so, and the levers bent under the sudden

pressure of the valves.

Experience seems to have shown that water tends to find

and travel along the lower side of a pipe, and water being

heavy and devoid of any potentiality of movement in itself,

FIG . 13.

nickeline wire resistance, it being enclosed in a cast - iron box

filled with oil. This arrangement allows the use of a high

current density in the wires, owing to the excellent cooling

afforded by the oil. The contacts, giving five degrees of

variation up to the short circuit position, are arranged on

the marble cover, and the whole forms a very compact

and efficient arrangement. The external appearance of the

condenser is well shown in the photograph.

( To be continued .)

Electric Police Lanterns. It is stated that the autho

rities at Scotland Yard are now engaged in subjecting &

police electric lamp to practical tests,to ascertain if it will

stand the necessary wear and tear of the service,
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it follows that law of motion which tolls us that a body

in motion tends to keep in motion in a straight line if un

acted upon by any external force. Steam can of itself tarn

a sudden corner. Hence in a square bend pipe the water
roshes forward past the bendandmay be caught.

In a pair of engines supplied from one steam pipe it is

common knowledge that the first engine has fairly dry

steam , while the second onlya few feet fartber gets all the

water . This is but the action of the above law, and the

fact that steam pipes are generally fixed so as to provide that

the water shall travel all the way with the steam, is a proof

of the little grasp of laws which the system of teaching

mechanics gives to our engineering students. In the fixing

of exhaust injectors better working is always secured when

the pipe to the injector springs squarely from the exhaust

pipe, for thereby it snatches dry steam , and the water and

also the oily particles rush onward .

The danger of carrying the water at too high a level in a

boiler is not perhaps so dangerous in boilers of large water

Furface area as in the small steam drams of water tube

boilers in which probably it is easier to get the water in

motion . Some safeguard is desirable against too high a

water level, but this alone will not protect engines. The

only safeguard is a sufficient separator, and as dry steam is

always so much more economical than wet steam , the ex

pense of a separator will very soon be returned.

On looking at the broken lines where one cell was used , it will

be seen thatthe current passing through the leadancde is less
than that which passed through the copper one, the reason no

doubt being thatthe lead produced a back electromotive force

which was a large proportion of the electromotive force ofone

cell ; but if the current pageing through the lead anode when

six cells were used be contrasted with that which passed

through the copper anode, it will be noticed that the lead

anode, notwithstanding the back electromotive force, allowed

nearly three times the number of amperes to pass. This is

clearly shown by Diagram D. And in all cases the current

passing through the lead anode remains tolerably constant,
and never shows the tendency to decrease which is apparent

when copper anodes are used.

The drop in the current in the latter case can hardly be

accounted for by polarisation, as this ambiguous phrase is

ordinarily understood, for the drop is almost absent where the

polarisation is the most perfect. In some experiments, which

will be referred to later on, this drop disappeared where the

anode was well washed by a rapid flow of theelectrolyte. This

rather points to the conclusion that it is due to the for

mationof sulphate of copper, which may take some time to

dissolve.

It should be stated here that the curves shown on Diagram

D , merely show the curves obtained in these particular ex

periments. These curves would probably change in form

with any change in the shape of the anode, or in the distance

of the anode from the cathode, the density of the solution,

&c. , but would maintain their characteristic peculiarities, viz. ,

& sudden drop, followed by a rapid partial recovery.

The copper anodes show a tendency to blacken when small

currents are passing, and become perfectly bright when dense

currents are passed through them . Repeated experiments,

however, showed that this had very little, if any,effect on

the shape of the curves. Dense currents were passed through

anodes which had become quite black , and small currents

through anodes which had been made bright, and the curves

were, practically speaking, the same, whatever the condition

of the anode was at the commencement of the experiment.

The copper anodes also exhibited a capacity for rapid

recovery . If the current, after it had come to its ultimate

density, was switched off for a short interval, and then

switched on again, the initial amperes were nd to be

almost the same as they were at first. This is shown in

Diagram E. The experiments are numbered successively

ON SOME RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN

CONNECTION WITH THE ELECTRO

DEPOSITION OF METALS.*

By J. O. GRAHAM.

E

60 30 15 10 5 SECONDSitti
2 3 4 5 6

( Continued from page 320.)

Now, going back to the Diagram D, the first vertical

column on the left hand under the fig. 1 shows the behaviour

of an anode the same size as the cathode, when connected

to one cell, two cells, three cells, &c. , up to six cells. The

second vertical column under the fig . 2 shows the behaviour

of an anode double the size of the cathode, and so on .

The observations for each square were during 10 minutes,

and were made every 15 seconds.

It will be noted that although the amperes which passed

just at the moment when the current was switched on were

pretty nearly in proportion to the electromotive force, the

amperes which were passing after an interval of 10 minutes
did not follow this proportion even approximately :-For

example, the terminal amperes with one cell were about 14,

and with six cells they were only about 27, with an anode the

same size as the cathode.

It will also be seen from Diagram D that as the anodes

became larger, the difference between the initial and the

terminal amperes decreased , but with an anode eight times

the size of the cathode theterminal amperes when working

with six cells were only 80 per cent. of the initial amperes;

that is to say, there was a drop of 20 per cent.

Althoughno gases appeared to be formed on either the

anode or the cathode, it seemed possible that they were

formed on the anode, but escaped observation, and that the

fall in the current density might be due to this cause .

In order to test thishypothesis, lead anodeswere sub

stituted for copper ones , because it could be predicted with

certainty that gas would be formed on them , and if the shape

ofthe curves was due in any way to the formation of gas,it

might be expected that the carves with lead anodes would

exbibit all the peculiarities of the curves with copper anodes,

but in a more marked degree. This, however, turned out

not to be the case. This is shown in Diagram D1, where the

red line shows the current passing through a lead anode of

the same size and shape as the copperanode which produced

the black line. Clouds of gas came off the anode during this

experiment. The brokenlines in the columns 1 and 3 of

Diagram D show the currents produced when lead anodes

were substituted for copper ones at various voltages.

1 , 2, 3, &c. The anode area was double that of the cathode,&

and in all of them six cells were used. The current passing

in each experiment is shown by the black curved lines. The

operation was as follows :—The current was switched on and

allowed to flow for seven minutes, giving curve No. 1. It

was then switched off for 60 seconds,and again switched on

and allowed to flow for seven minutes, giving curve No. 2.

It was then switched off but for 30 seconds and allowed to

flow for seven minutes. It was then switched off for 15

seconds, and so on.

The initial amperes are nearly the same throughout, but

the fall is more rapid as the time given for recovery is made
smaller.

As the conditions necessary for getting fairly accurate

results appeared to have been ascertained, a number of

experiments were made at various current densities. It was

found that with the apparatus shown in Diagram C copper

could be thrown downat as high a current density as 2,000

amperes to the square metre, over a period of onehour, at

the end of which time little round nodules had begun to

appear.

The copper which is deposited at these high current den

sities does not appear to beeither much harder or less ductile

than that deposited at 150 to 300 amperes to the equare

metre. If it is deposited in the sheet form it can be doubled• Communicated to the Royal Society.
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and opened without cracking, and if deposited in the wire

form it can be drawn to any practicable fineness.

These experiments were made with a saturated solution of

solphate of copper ; further experiments showed that the rate

at which copper can be deposited appears to be approximately
proportionate to the amount in solution. With double the
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grooved carbon , however, the crater appears as well on the

sides of the segment cut out of the carbon as on the end,

almost doubling its light rays.

It is also claimed that with a solid or cored carbon, the

maximum heat point is the centre of the carbon , hence, the

centre of both carbons disintegrates too rapidly, leaving

walls on either side which , a large portion of the time,

obscure the crater, and build up on the lower carbon to a

point that shuts off the rays from travelling downward.

With the “ open arc ” carbon, it is claimed that the grooves

cut the material from the centre, leaving nothing there, and

throwing themaximum heat point to thesides of the pencil,

thus giving the lower stick acone-like form , and allowing

all the rays to travel downward.

The accompanying figure illustrates this action, and

was made from photographs taken from two sets of carbons

burning side by sidein high tension lamps, both sets of

carbon being coppered. Another point made, isthat a { -inch
carbon, solid or cored, while desirable for a long run, is a

poor light developer ; but with the “ open arc carbon ,

thisresult, for the reasons before given, does not obtain.
This new form of carbon is said to increase the illumi

nating power of the arc from 30 to 40 per cent., without

any increase in current consumption, and if this be so it

unquestionably has claims to recognition. We may add

that the new product is being introduced by the Open Arc

Carbon Company, of 108, Falton Street, New York,and that a

number of prominent electrical men are interested in the

company, among them Mr. Charles A. Lieb and Mr. Caleb

H. Jackson .

amount in solution the copper can be thrown down at double

the rate ; but accurate determinations are not possible, as there

is no definite means of comparing the deposits.

Experiments were also madewith a number of small jets

substituted for one large one. Such jets, however, produce

discoloration on the cathode along the lines where the

currentsmeet, as shown in Diagram F , the dark lines show
ing the discoloured places.

(To be continued .)

THE WHITE AND MIDDLETON GAS

ENGINE.
THE “ OPEN ARC ” GROOVED CARBON.

THE " arc
This engine is of American make, and can be seen at 29,

Queen Victoria Street, the size of this special engine being

6} inches x 15 inches, to develop 13.6 1.H.P. and 12 B.H.P.

" open carbon is thename which has been given

to a new and interesting form of arc carbon recently brought

ont, and for which a number of valuable qualities are

claimed , not met with in the ordinary form of solid carbons.

The distinguishing feature of this new type of carbon is

a longitudinal groove running from one end to the other

parallel with the length of the carbon, as shown in the

accompanying figures, which we reproduce from the New

York Electrical Engineer.

By the use of this carbon it is claimed, first, that the

vortex action of the current is checked by the groove, and

the crater of the carbonis held stationary at the apex of the

pencil ; and what is still more important, is that the size of

a
l
e

COM
对

FIG . 1 . FIG . 2.

the white light crater is nearly double that of any other

carbon . This is explained by the inventor thus : With the

solid or cored carbon that part of the white light crater is

only visible which is on the apex of the carbon ; with the

Like most engines of to-day, it is worked on the Otto cycle,

but it is modified from most enginesby the possession of an

exhaust port at the forward end of the cylinder,which is

uncovered by the piston on its extreme outward stroke,
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9
and thereby the ordinary exhaust valve is made much smaller another, and there must be no chance of any one stad being

and exposed to much less wear, only about a tenth of the left " alive" after the car has passed it .

exhanst escaping this way. The ordinary trunk piston is What may be called the intrinsic disabilities of the " over

used, but has no rings. Ignition is by incandescent tabs. head " and the “ slot ” systems respectively, do not pertain

The valve gear isdriven by small spar gears from the to the " surface contact ” system ; and there is in reality
crank shaft. It consists of arevolving cam which drives a only one qualification to be demanded from it, and that is

push rod through its reliability. The

the medium of & question is ,can the

friction wheel swung automatic switches

into contact with wbich are required

the cams by the to cut in and cut out

governor. When the various sections

the wheel comes or surface studs be

against the cams relied opon to ſulil

the gas valve is their functions with

opened. a minimum chance

When seen by us of failure ?

running light, the The various pa

engine only required tented devices for

one explosion to run these automatic

it on an average switches are very

fully 15 revolutions. numerons, but the

Indeed, the running invention of Mr.

was remarkably good Wm. Kingsland

and easy, and the is claimed to

engine is well made possess some novel

and neat in design. and interesting

Tests reported in features wbich have

the maker's cata pot been bit upon

logue show & con by previous inven

sumption of only tors, and which are

16 feet of New York stated to give

gas per brake horse
WHITE & MIDDLETON Gas ENGINE . the system some

power - hour. The decided advantages

floor space occupied which will readily

by the 12-H.P. engine is 7 feet x 2 feet 9 inches, and the be appreciated from the following description of the

fly-wheels, of whichthere are two, are 4feet 8} inches dia- apparatus and method of working.

meter. The belt pulleys are arranged to be screwed against Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the main principle wbich is

the side of the fig -wheels, thus avoiding extra length of followed in the arrangement of the conductors and switches.

shaft, and avoiding stress on the fly -wheel keys to some M M is the main conductor, R R the rails, and R' , S R ’, S R3,

extent. S R * are the sectional rails, or surface contacts, from wbich

The engine is readily convertible into a gasolene engine the current is collected by the car, and which may be

by removing the gas inlet, and substituting a small oil pump simply studs instead of rails, as shown in the diagram .

with electrical ignition in place of the ignition tube. The s , s , s , are three switches, each of wbich consists simply of

exceedingly neat and simpleexternalappearance of the engine, a lever, i, which operates a sliding contact bar, the function

and the absence of gearing and projections generally, give to of the bar being to connect the two contact springs, a and b,

it a very pleasing appearance. It gives a good indicator or the two similar contacts, c and d . It will be seen that

diagram , and is altogether a very good and well made whenthe levers are all in one direction , connecting, let us

machine. The forward exhaust port is, we think, an item say, the contacts, a and b, of each switch, there is no elec

that might be adopted with advantage in other engines. trical connection between the main, m , and any one of the

surface contacts, s R' , S R?, &c. But if the lever, l, be

moved to the right so as to separate a b and join c d, then

there will b an electrical connection between the main and

the surface stud , s R?. Now let us suppose a car to be on

KINGSLAND'S SURFACE CONTACT SYSTEM

OF ELECTRIC TRACTION .

GA

R R

SR SR2 SR : SR

R

=

SM SM SM3 SM4

M

FIG . 1 .

THERE appears to be a feeling at the present time among tram

way experts, that the “ surface contact" system is likely,

under some circumstances, to come into limited use. It is

noticeable that in America, which is greatly ahead of

this country in tramway work, there is a disposition to

adopt in some places aform of conduit system .

In many towns in this country where the " overhead ” has

been adopted it has been so because it was felt to be, so far,

the only syatem which had proved an undoubted commercial
success ; bat in most cases a reliable underground system ,

had such been available, and inexpensive in first cost, would
have been welcomed .

The " open condait” or “ slot” system has not proved

itself to be a serious competitor to the “ overbead " ; its dis

advantages are many and its expense great. Thereremains
the “ closed condait," or " surface contact," system ; in which

the whole of the conductors and other electrical apparatus is

pat anderground, and the current is collected by the car

from a number of surface contacts or studs placed at intervals

along the track, their distance from each other being

approximately the length of a car. These stads must be cut
in and cnt out of circuit as the car advances from one to

S R2 and moving towards s Rø. When it reaches the lever, 12,

it will carry it over to the right , thereby opening a b and

closing c d. The opening of a b disconnects the surface

stud , S R ’, and the closing of c d connects the following

one, 's R3. An advantage is said to be gained by this arrange

ment because it is only necessary to operate each switch

once ; that is to say , that after a car has left a switch , the

switch has not to be operated again in order to break the

circuit, as that is done by the action of the succeeding

switch . In this way one-half of the difficulty of making a

reliable switch is overcome, as the switch does not require to

be held in position by any force, electrical or mechanical ; it

has simply to be moved to one position or another and left
there.

A simple system of lever switches, however, will not be

available for ordinary street work , and it becomes necessary
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to devise some means whereby the switches shall be operated

electrically and automatically. This is accomplished by the

action of a cylindrical commutator, which is partially

rotated, or rocked, by means of an electro -magnet.
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the large commutator. The contact springs on the small

commutator are so arranged that the electro -magnet can only

be energised if the switch is set in the opposite direction to

that which may be required for any particular sarface stad.

The circuit through the electro -magnetis ashunt one, on

the main conductors, one end of the coil being connected

with a surface stad through the small commutator, and the

other end to earth . The car, in passing along the track,

makes contact with one surface atud before it leaves another.

As soon, therefore, as it makes a contact with a stad in

advancethe current can pass down from that stud , through

the electro -magnet of the corresponding switch, which will

thus be operated, and will cut in the new surface stad and

cut out the one which the car has just left.

It will now be seen that the system is fairly simple,

both in the arrangement of the condactors and in the

mechaniem of the switch. The action of the switch is a

simple rocking movement on one spindle, and there is no

force required to keep the switch in position, as it is a simple

change movement, and not a make and break. Moreover,

the pressure of the contact brushes on the commutator is

always the same, and is not affected in any way by the action

of the switch. Another immense advantage lies in the fact

that there are no working springs whatever, in fact it is

difficult to see what there is in theswitch which can possibly

get out of order.

Theswitches are made to go into a cast -iron box 8 inches

x 10 inches, with watertight covers. The cable connections

pass in through watertight glands, and are so arranged that

they can readily be disconnected, and the switch lift d out

T2

FIG . 2 .

Fig. 2 is a plan of the apparatas. pl p? are the pole

pieces, and a is the armature of an electro -magnet, which is

shown in elevation in fig. 3. N is a cylinder of insulating

material, revolving loosely on the same spindle that carries

the armatare A. Da part of the surface of this insulatingOo

cylinder are two metal plates, one of which serves to connect

the contact springs a and b on one side, while the other will

connect the contacts C and d on the other side. When a
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FIG . 3. FIG . 4 .
FIG . 5.

and b are connected by reason of the movement of the

cylinder, c and d are disconnected, and vice versa , but the one

pair cannot be disconnected until the other pair are con

nected, and thus there cannot be any sparking whatever at
these contacts.

When the electro-magnet is energised, the armature will

be tarned to a horizontal position, and in turning will tarn

the commutator, n . This is effected in the following way.

The spindle , fig . 4, has attached to it the counterweight, w.

The spindle is rigidly attached to the armature, A , fig . 3 , but

as already stated , the commutator, s, is free to revolve opon

it . Part of the insulating cylinder, s, is cut away, and a

quadrant projection, P, is fixed to the spindle, H. When,

therefore, the armature of the electro -magnet is moved from

a vertical to a horizontal position it will be able, on the one

Eide, to move the commutator through a quarter turn, but on

the other side, it will not do so, because of the half which is

cut away. This cut away poition, however, permits of the

armature returning to its normal vertical position as soon as

the current in the electro -magnet ceases. If the armature

were allowed to come to rest exactly in a vertical position,it

would be attracted neither to one side or another when tbe

magnet is energised, but it is prevented from doing this by

means of a catch, L, at the end of the counterweight, w.

The momentum of the counterweight carries it a little past

the vertical position, and it is prevented from returning by

the action of the catch on the raised portion of the plate, L !

The result of this is, also, that the next time the magnet is

energised the armature is certain to be attracted in the

opposite direction, and thus an alternate motion from side to

side is ensured .

The action of the electro -magnet is controlled by means

of a small commutator,s, fig. 2 , placedat the other end of

the spindle, H , and working in exactly the same manner as

for inspection. Fig. 5 is a view of the apparatus in its
box .

We suppose that it is impossible to make any apparatus

which shall absolutely neverfail. In this system , if aswitch

should happen to fail, the car could not proceed, and there.

fore the failure would be immediately discovered. It would

be the work of a few minutes only to open the box and rectify

or change the switch .

With this system the car is not required to carry any

equipment in the way of eleotro-magnets or storage cells

with which to operate the switches, and therefore it offers

facilities in working the same cars on the overhead as

well as on this system , ae, for instance, where an underground

system is required in a town, working in conjunction with an
overhead in the suburbs.

The British and foreign patents for this invention are

owned by Messrs. Kingsland & Edwards, of Manchester and

Llandudno ; and those who are interested in the matter may

see the apparatus, which is now on exbibit at the Electrical

Standardising, Testing , and Training Institution, Faraday

House, Charing Cross Road, by written appointment to that

address.

THE EMPIRE AND TELEGRAPH CABLES.

(Concluded from page 289.)

We have dealt with some of the more prominent of the

objections which are now being revived against a cable

through the Pacific. The “ enormous depths " of this ocean,

it will be seen , are now discounted, and we even find it pat
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forward, with an anstere assumptionof impartiality, that the

great depth of water through which the Cape cable must pass

would obviatethe seriousdanger of interruption to whichthe

existing lines to Australia are exposed in the shallow Java

Sea. We quite agree with the opinion expressed that the

present cables which pass through the Mediterranean would

probably be rendered useless in case of warlike complications,

as thie did actually happen during the Egyptian war ; but

we would go still further, and point out that the same

objection applies with equal force to several sections along

the proposed Cape route,which, in places, would necessarily

have to lie in very shallow water,and where they could be

easily cut by the enemy. Take, for example, the section

which wouldpass off Brest, where, for more than 150 miles,

all the existing lines to Africa and the East are in water of

less depth than 100 fathoms ; and through this dangerous

belt it is now seriously proposed to lay a strategic cable !

In the case of the Pacific scheme any such danger is quite

avoided .

To turn to another aspect of the new " supplementary

scheme, we find that to carry it out, some 13,700 milesof

cable would be necessary , to which should be added 1,000

miles of landline from Cape Town to Natal. We also find

that the cable would be landed in no less than 11 different

p'aces — almost all points of weakness — the last being the

town of Perth in Western Australia. As opposed to this, we

find, in the Pacific, that the length would only be 7,500

miles, and the landing places only five in pumber, lying

in a part of the ocean little frequented by foreign vessels

of war, the cable terminating between the towns of Sydney

and Brisbane on the east coast of Australia. Should thecable

bifurcate from Norfolk Island to New Zealand, an additional

length of 450 miles will be necessary, and an additional

landing place will be created . In continuation of this com

parison, it should be borne in mind that the two existing

cable routes to Australia converge at Java, and bifurcating

thence, end ; one at Port Darwin in the north of Australia,

the other at Roebuck Bay, in the north -west of Western

Australia . Thus we find that, to reach the centres of the

greatest population, which lie in the east and south -east of

the continent, telegrams have to travel over very great lengths

of landlines. In the case of the Roebuck Bay cablethere

is a distance of about 3,300 miles to be traversed from that

point before even Melbourne is reached , and more than 4,200

miles (about half the length of the Pacific cable ! ) before

Brisbane is reached . Again, a telegram viâ Roebuck Bay,

destined for the town of Barketown, in Queensland, bas to

travel over a length of landline which is greater than the

distance between London and Calcutta, or several hundreds

of miles more than the distance intervening between London

and Vancouver. The land wire from the Port Darwin cable

station is not so long, giving about 2,400 miles to Melbourne

and 3,300 miles to Brisbane. It is now , we are told , pro

posed to land the “ Cape " cable at Perth, the capital of

Western Australia, which is more than 2,000 miles by land

line from Melbourne, and over 3,000 miles from Brisbane.

On the other hand, in the case of a cable landing on the

Pacific coast of Australia, the main centres of population

and commerce are within easy reach , Melbourne being only

about 450 miles south of Sydney by landline, while Brisbane

is about 520 miles to the north . The great importance of

these figures will be at once evident, when we realise that the

long landlines from Port Darwin and Roeback Bay, the

only means by which telegrams from Europe can b3 for

warded at present, have been interrupted onno less than 15

occasions during the last six months, the duration of each

of these interruptions varying from a few hours to

several days. In speaking recently of the Roebuck Bay

landline, Sir Charles Todd , the Postmaster-General of South

Australia, says, it is acknowledged to be the worst line in

Australia, the many fogs on the coast rendering it very hard

to get signals through." It is thus clear that a Pac.fic cable

would offer advantages which cannot reasonably be looked for,

neither in the case of the existing cables, nor in that of the

proposed cable from the Cape. The landlines in the compact

group of colonies, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queens

land, are numerous, andhere reliancehas notto be placedon

long single wires, as in the cases above referred to. Dapli

cate communication with New Zealand can be easily assured

by a short branch cable from Norfolk Island. The advan

tages above indicated are obvious, if we consider that the

population in the south and east of Australia is about

4,200,000, who carry on a total export and import trade

equal to about £ 120,000,000 annually, employing for this

purpose some 17,000,000 tons of shipping. It would , there

fore, seem beyond dispute that a cable landing right in the

heart of this busy district is much more to be desired ,and is

much more worthy of support than one which would ter

minate in Western Australia; in which vast area (11 times

the size of Great Britain ) the total population, although

increasing, is less than that of the town of Cardiff, and the

trade and shipping correspondingly small, the exports and

imports for 1896 being valued together at eomething bver

£ 8,000,000.

We propose to touch but lightly on the financial side of

the question. We were informed through the press that the

cable to be laid , via the Cape, is to be carried out in return

for “ certain privileges.” Somelight has recently been

thrown on the nature of these privileges; one of which seems

to be the payment of £ 25,000 per annum by the Cape

Government for 20 years ; another being the prolongation of

the annual subsidy of £ 32,400 which has been paid by the

Australian Governments to the Extern Extension Telegraph

Company since 1879, and which, if not renewed, will lapse

in Jaly, 1900. There may be other concessions which have

not yet come to light.

It is a question whether the limits of modesty are not

being overstepped, when we remember that one of the com

panies concerned, i.e. , the Eastern Extension Telegraph

Company, has already received from Australasia, subsidies

amounting to over £750,000 ; and that in the 10 years

ending December, 1896 , the annual receipts of this company,

wbich are now about £640,000 (including subsidies), have

increased by £187,459 , and this notwithst inding a reduc

tion in rates of about 50 per cent , which was only

brought about under great pressure. An allied company , the

Eastern and South African Telegraph Company,of which

almost the entire capital is held by the Eastern Telegraph

Company, has received in subsidies fromvarious governments

a total of considerably over £ 1,000,000 .* It is not, perhaps,

& cause of wonder that even a far -fetched attempt should be

made to secure the continuance of similar “ privileges,” but

we do not think that it is at all in the interests of the

Colonies, or of England, to assist in the consolidation of any

such monopoly

We have dealt at this length with the subject, as it seemed

only fitting and just that, however useful & cable to

Australasia, via the Cape, may be, the claims to superior

utility, both strategic and commercial, of a cable via Canada

to Australasia should not be undermined by the circulation

of misleading information.

-

CORRESPONDENCE .

8

Accumulator Testing.

Although your article on “Comparing Results of Tests on

Accumulators ” contains several hints to those eogaged in

testing accumulators, the writer seems to have omitt :d many

equally important considerations.

If the accumulator is intended for lighting purposee , where

constancy of voltage is imperative, it should in all cases of

comparison be stated howthick was the acid space , or the

distance between the plates .

Your contributor will find a marked increase in the steadi

ness of the pressure line with every fraction of an inch increase

in the distance of the platesup to a limit ascertainable only

bytest for each kindand thickness of plate.
This is true of all lead storage batteries, but is, of course,

most marked in those of the pasted type.

If the accumulator be intended for traction purposes, the

acid space may be small, because a fall in pressure merely

means a reduction in the speed of about the same percentage

as is the fall in pressure.

One other point out of those named is the incorrectness

The Aden - Zanzibar cable belonging to this company was inter

rupted all last week , thus completely cutting off the Cape from

communication with Europe by the East C. &st if Africa route.
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of the assumption that the result from one positive can be

used, all other things being equal, for accurately ascertaining

the capacity, &c., of a complete battery.

Let yourcorrespondent take three positive and five nega

tives of similar type and make them up into two cellsof

one positive and two negatives and two positives and three

negatives respectively, and he will, after a few trials, see fit

to modify his statement.

Even so far, however, as your correspondent goes , bis

article contains much that may be carefully followed by

inventors and experts when testing batteries, and it may

ultimately come to be understood that no two kinds, or even

arrangements of the same kind of plate, will give results

which can be tabulated on one basis, either of total weight,

weight of single plates, weight of acid, or weight of so-called
active material.

Appak .

I have had the silver coating leave the glass in such a high

state of finish as to present the appearance of a vitreous

surface. The least blemish orscratch inthe glass surface is

reproduced in the silver coating with absolute fidelity. I

found that an easy way of separating the metal from the

glass was by warming ; the metal being more expansible

than the glass readily separated when the warmth was

sufficient. The deposited silver coating must be as free from

pores as possible, otherwise there is a tendency for the

copper-plating fluid to insert itself between the glass and the

silver and blister

Elihu Thomson .

March 2n1, 1898.

Sparking Coils.

Apparatus of various kinds for producing very long sparks

have been lately described in your columns. I notice that in

every case, while the length of spark is carefully stated, no

measurement of the quantity of electricity yielded seem to

have been made. The outputs were apparently guessed at.

I designed some two years ago a simple instrument for

measuring the quantity of electricity yielded by spark coils

and similar apparatus.

In its simplest form it consists of a sensitive thermometer,

on the bulb of which a small bobbin of thin insulated

platinoid wire is mounted . The current from the secondary
is passed through the bobbin for a known length of time,

and the rise in temperature is noted . The heating effect

may betaken to be proportional to the square of the current

multiplied by the length of time the current bas been pass

ing. The instrument can be calibratedby passing a known,

current from a battery through the bobbin .

I have found that this instrument throws much light on

the actions wbich take place in the various parts of the

Eecondary winding.

G. Bowron .

March 14th, 1898.

Crowdes Storage Battery.

Referring to your article in the last ELECTRICAL REVIEW,

I consider practioal work of far greater value than academical

figures. Some of these cells are now on the way here, and I

shall be pleased to allow you, or your engineer, to make your

own teets. Meanwhile, 'a perusal of the enclosed detailed

description may be interesting to you. By letter jast received

from Mr. Crowdus, he states :

“ It seems almost incredulous,but there waggonshave been

going six days a week through the severe snows of the past

two months,and in blizzards that severely crippled all kinds

of traffic .”

The waggon referred to is on page 16 of enclosed cata

logue, which please return .

John T. Bowden,

[ The figures called academical are unfortunately Mr.

Crowdus's own figures. We also prefer practical work, and

nothing can be more practical than carefal, accurate, tests of

a battery by a competent engineer. There are doubtless

many professional experts to be found ready to test and

report on this battery , and if the claims made for it can be

supported by any one or more of these gentlemen, we shall be

the first to coogratulat: Mr. Bowden. We publish on

p . 381 the description referred to, from wbich it

may be gathered that the cell is just what we all know as a

pasted plate cell. The use of sulphate of zinc in the sola

tion, and aluminium for the negative support, are doubtful

improvements ; at any rate, they require investigation by

independent experts before being accepted as such. There is

nothing surprising in driving waggons by electricity ; it is

easy enough if we put in plenty of cells of large enough

capacity ; but what wetook exception to was Mr. Bowden's

“ academical figures," that waggons were driven 50 miles by

a 3 horse-power motor, with 44 cells of 100 ampere (hours)

capacity ; such an incredulous claim requires more support

than the bare statements of the inventor. Mr. Bowden has

pat nothing before us of the slightest value in support of

the extravagant claims made for his battery.-EDS. ELEO.

Rev.]

Parabolic Reflectors - An Anticipation.

I notice under the heading “ The Institution of Electrical

Engineers," an abstract of a paper entitled, “ An Electrolytic

Process for the Manufacture of Parabolic Reflectors," by

Sherard Cowper -Coles.

I was quite interested in the account given , inasmuch as

I practised substantially the same method of produciog metal

mirrors a number of years ago, and have the specimens of

work nowin my possession. My method was the same as

that described in the paper referred to, viz . , to take a glass

surface , highly finished , and of the form of the reflector

required , deposit upon it a silver coating, by any of the well

known silvering processer, such as are used for glass specula ;

follow this deposit by a beavy coating of copper, electrically

made ; separate the glass from the deposited metal; and,

when needed, coat the face of the mirrorwith nickel or other

metal resisting oxidisation or tarnish ,

My object in developing the process was to replace the

glass mirrors of searchlighte, which are very easily fractured,

but the process is undoubtedly a good one for making any

accurate metallic mirrors ,

" The Burning Question.”

Ad o iginal dissertation in the pages of the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW , on the treatment of sewage sludge, could not fail

to make very interesting reading, and I am sure you will not

take offence if I add that the article on this subject, under

the above heading in your issue of the 25th ult., is not

merely interesting, but very amusing also . I hail the ap
pearance of the article with great satisfaction. When the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW voluntarily devotes so large a portion

of its valuable space to a carefal, even if utterly erroneous,

investigation into problems connected with the disposal of

refuse, and sewage sludge of all things, I feel convinced the

time is not distant when the refuse destructor, which has

hitherto, as you will allow, often received rough, and even

disdainful, handling in the electrical press, will frequently

find an honoured place in your pages. I do not mind even

if your present article appears adverse in any way to a par

ticalar type of destructor with which I happen to be asso

ciated , when used for a particular purpose . It is sufficient

for me that you are really investigating. Soon you will

“ discover” the refuse destructor, and we shall all be

happy.

Meanwhile, you will recollect a description of a group of

individuals who, if I remember rightly, “ sat apart upon a

hill retired , " pursuing certain abstruse speculations, and

became “ involved in wandering mazes lost," and I greatly

fear you also have become a little involved in your investiga

tions in connection with sewage sludge. I am consumedby

a desire to put you in the right path, therefore I beg to ask

your reconsideration of the following proposition which

occurs early in your article. The italics are mine.

cost of barning is 18. 6d. per ton of pressed sludge.

Assuming that one-third of the weight of wet sludge has been

removed bypressing, this would amount to, say,1s. per ton

of wet sludge.” This assumption is so delightfully naïve,

that one hesitates to disturb it ; but etern logic compels. I

am obliged to inform you, therefore, that every ton of pressed

sludge at Leyton represents eight tons of wet sludge; and

instead of the “ weight removed by pressing " being “ one

tbird ," as you artlessly assume, it is more than 87 per cent ;

instead of being only one-half that of the pressed sludge, it

6 The
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bladge is not " pressed " at Ealing as it is at Layton, it is

drained through house refuse -- Mr. Jones devotos a certain pro

portion of bis refuse to that purpose. What is the exact pro

portion of water so removed has not, I think, been stated.
I

It will cot, of course, be so much as the amount removed by

pressing ; but it is sufficient to bring down the process from

the realms of the alchemist, where Mr. Hetherington appears

to think it properly belongs - well, something after the

prosaic style of Leyton. - A . J. L.

2

1

2.

is seven times as much . There is no mystery about it. The

moisture in the pressed sludge is 60 per cent., in the wet 95

per cent. One of your young men would check the calcula

tion . Consequently the cost of burciog, when expressed in

terms of the weight of the wet sludge, instead of being 18. ,

as you have estimated, is a fraction over 24d.

You will easily see the absurdity of attempting to express

the cost ofany such process as theburning of pressed sludge,

in terms of the wet sludge, if you consider that the moisture

in the latter may vary immensely without making any

appreciable difference to the cost of pressing, and noneat all

to the cost of burning. Thus, in the figures that you quote

from Sir Alexander Binnie's report, the moi:tare in the wet

sludge at Barking and Crossness averages about 91.00 per

cent . Now , if this sludge were pressed as at Leylon, every

tonof thepressed material would represent rather more than

41 tons ofthe wet ; the weight removed by pressing would

be 77 per cent., or three and a half times as muchas the

weight of the pressed residue ; and the cost of burning would

be 4d ., or 60 per cent, more than at Leyton, expressed in

terms of the wet sludge. The real cost of burning the mate

rial actually put into furnaces would be the same in both

cases. Of course, the impressive fabrio which you have built

upon your " assumption " must now come down.“

“ London," if she wished to press and barn her sewage

sladge, would not require to expend anything approaching
the extraordinary sum at which you have arrived . As

& matter of fact, I do not know that anyone is seriously

proposingthat " London" should press and burn her sewage

sludge. If at the time the present system was adopted by

the late Sir Joseph Bazalgette, after a most complete series

of experiments upon the pressing of the sewage sludge, one

of which was adopted at my suggestion and superintended

by myself on behalf of an eminent firm of Scotch engineers

-if at that time there had been a destructor furnacewhose

capabilities in regard to the burning of sludge cake had been

demonstrated like those of the Leyton furnaces have now been

demonstrated ; if also the question of destroying house

refase had attained the importance it has now acquired,

then the problem of getting rid of the house refuse of

London, or more particularly of the river districts,

by using that refuse in that way to destroy the sewage

sludge, thus getting rid of two huge nuisances at one

stroke, would have been well worth the consideration

of the authorities of that time. Even as it is, the

possibility of sucha combination is probably still worth the
consideration of Sir Alexander Binnie. Leyton saves over

£ 300 a year in coal in operations in connection with her

sewage. The same rate would not apply to Barking and

Crossness. If it did, over £18,000 per annum might be

saved there ; but, anyway, Sir Alexander Binnie could get

all his mechanical operations at the Oatfall Works done

for a mere fraction of his present expenditure on coal, and

have something considerable to spare. The idea is not new ;

Mr. Jones, of Ealing, I believe, proposed it at one time.

Bat“ it were well 't were done quickly." London refuse is

rising in value. Soon none will be available for barning

Bewage sludge; it will all be in demand for producing elec

tric light and power.

There are other texts in your article upon which I would

have liked to descant, but I fear I have trespassed too much .

I would, however, as you have referred to Mr. Jones, of

Ealing, like to express my personal regret that there should

have been the appearance, in connection with the recent

celebration at Leyton, of a deliberate ignoring of Mr. Jones's

claims in connection with the burning of sewage sludge.

However crude one may consider the process at Ealing to be,

it is unquestionable that to Mr. Jones belongs the credit of

having first destroyed sewage sludge by burning upon a

practical scale, and this acknowledgement is no more than

the merest jastice to him .

A. J. Liversedge.

March 3rd, 1898.

Rubber Cables,

The manager of the Barton -upon - Trent Gas and Electric

Light Works a few weeks ago issued a circular to his

colleagues of other towns. In this circular he stated that

India -rubber covered cables of our manufacture had given

him considerable trouble. As a letter of this description was

likely to prejudice this company in theeyes of many, if dealt

with as a confidentialdocument, we hadthe circular repricted

and distributed, asking the recipients if they would take the

trouble to furnish us with any replies they may have made

to the original document. We have to thank a number of

these gentlemen for their courtesy in replyiog. In answering,

many informed us that they had not received the circular in

question, others either bad notreplied to it, or were notusers of
our cables. Among the replies received from the users of

our cables, sis stated thatthey had some trouble either with

the small or with the arc lighting cables, and in the majority

of these cases the trouble was only temporary. Two wrote

that they had no trouble whatever of a serious character,

and the remaining 10 wrote that they had absolutely no
trouble at all.

From the number of definite replies, we are well aware

that these do not include reports from all the users of our

cables for high tension distribution, as in some cases, where

there was no cause of complaint, no replies were made, and,

in other cases, where there has been , or may have been,

trouble, we were not favoured with a copy of the report, if

any ,which was sent to Burton.

We hold that the statement reportedto have been made

by Mr. Alderman Lowe, of Burton -upon - Trent, and referred

to in your issue of the 18th ult ., must be incorrect, as the

answers received to our circular show that, out of a total of

18, in 12 cases the cost of maintenance has been practically

nil ; and, as to the others, we understand the cost of main

tenance has in no case been large.

We trouble you with this letter as the matter certainly is

of importance to ourselves, and we believe it to be of

interest to electrical engineers.

Wm. Gray,

Electric Light Department, The India - Rulber, Gutta - Percha ,

and Telegraph Works Company, Limited .

1

Knots .

Having read Mr. Little's letter carefullyI fail to see that

the expressions “ 60 knots in length ” and “ 12 knots per

hoar " are " inexact and wholly unscientific,” and beg to

differ when he says a knot is a speed. A knot isa measure

ment arrived at as follows : The circumference of the earth,

131,385,465 feet, is divided into 360 degrees, each degree

being again divided into 60 parts or knots, consequently

131,385,465
= 6,082.66 feet = 1 knot,

360 X 60

6,080 feet being the length of the Admiralty knot.

A knot per hour is a speed expression inthe same way as

the expressions miles andmiles per hour denote distancesand

rates of speed travelled by trains or other vehicles on land.

Mr. Little says the word knot is used to denote an

interval (length ) between one or more marks on the log

line.” A log line being a length of line divided by knots

spaced at intervals of about 50 feet, this spacing being

chosen when the sand glass ( ased in taking speed measure

ments by this method ) runs for 30 seconds, 50 feet bearing

the same ratio to the length of a knot as 30 seconds does to

an hour, viz ., doth part (50.68 feet would be correct ) but

the fractional part is not considered as it is allowed

for the wash of the wake of the vessel. Thus the

P.8 . - The above was written before the appearance of

Mr. Hetherington's letter in your issue of the 4th inst. Mr.

Hetherington has put you right inreference to the weight

removed by pressing sewage sludge," but seems to have

fallen into a remarkable misapprehension, to judge from his

delightful account of what he imagines to take place at

Ealing. He is not apparently aware that whilst the wet

à

E
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log. line is a measurer of distance, as . when in use

the log ship ( a triangular piece of wood weighted to

keep it in a vertical position ) remains stationary and

the line is allowed to run out freely, the operator count

ing the knots in the line as they runthrough his fingers or

over the rail, the number of knots which ara counted being

the number which have run out whilst the gand has been

running through the glass for 30 seconds. This, of course,

gives the distance which has been traversed by the vessel

from the place where the log ship was thrown overboard in

that period of 30 seconds. The log line, therefore, merely

acts as a convenient scale for measuring a short distance

travelled over in a given period of time, by which the speed

perhour can be determined at once.

The whole question appears to be a quibble, as Mr. Little

admits the use of the word knot to denote the interval

between two particular marks on a log line, but will not

permit it to be used to denote a distance which has been

used for scores of years by naval officers and others, includ

ing misguided cable engineers.

Another Cable Engineer.

Testing Secondary Batteries.

In the communication on “ Comparing Results of Tests

on Accumulators," published in your issue of last week , I

notice the followingstatement :

“ That constant rate of watts is the correct method is

undoubted , for if we use a battery for power or traction , it

may be called upon to workat the same rate at the end of

6 or 8 hours as at the beginning of the run .”

Now, it would be interesting if your correspondent would

let us know how a battery can be used in this manner. It

probably could be done by some series-paralel arrangement

of the cells, but surely the ordinary way of working in

nearly all practical cases is to keep the current constant by

switching in regulating cells or by cutting out resistyne

coils ? Thus, although the watti given to the motor are

constant, the watts given out by the battery are by no

means 80 . To test å cell at constant corrent, therefore,

seems the best method for present day practical purposes.

Albert Campbell.

principles of high voltage lamp construction, and to show

the exact position he held , and holds still, he quoted largely

from his remarks in the Journal of the Institution.

He considered the double filament is the most convenient as

a transitional form , but that the zig-zag filament lamp met

most requirements. Considering the materialof the filament,

he believed it has been shown that the change in candle-power

is slower with low specific resistance ; with high specific re

sistance a shorter filament can be obtained , which has the

drawback of a rapid change in candle-power. But low

specific resistance filaments can be used where some means

of anchoring is adopted. He still considered that the type

of high voltage lamp was best for a time, which saited most

closely the conditions of the transitional period. Timidity

in the use of high voltage supply was, however, dying ont,

and opposition to the change being gradually overcome.

Lamps should be darable in the first place ; reliable, so that

there should not be premature breakages, while they should

absorb the same amount of energy that one is accustomedto

with the older and better known types. That the candle

powershould be thesame is merely desirable, and not at first

essential; but small units, such as 5 and 8 -candle- power

lamps, should be forthcoming.

At the time when the high voltage was mooted , we were

informed that fatal accidents and fires would be likely to

occur at this tremendous pressure ; but confidence is slowly

giving place to suspicion. The lamps and fittings to-day

do not meet every possible objection ;but one must walk, if

not yet able to run, and it is for this reason that at the

time of the introductionof 200 - volt lamps, the untreated

filament seemed to meet the then requirements. The light

carve is not everything. Carbon of an earlier period than

that of the present day was rough,cindery and fragile,and

the duration of use very short indeed. Treating was adopted

to patch up irregularities, and fit the carbons for commercial

use. About 1881 a number of lamps were made up, half with

treated and half with untreated filaments, and tested by Mr.

Crompton. None of the treated filaments were readily

broken, but the untreated gave way rapidly. The process,

devised by Mr. Swan , of projecting a jet of cellglose into a

setting solution is now generally used for the manufacture of

filaments, and lamps can be made of any reasonable efficiency.

Those made in this way are better and more reliable than if

treated . Equal diameters and very nearly equal resistances

can be depended upon . When the treating process has once

been begun one is liable to variations in specific resistance,

diameter and emissivity, or the radiating qualities of the

surface, and changes occur from any differencein the tem

perature, pressure, or kind of hydro -carbon used , and many

other things.

A treated filament for a bigh voltage lamp may be from

14 to 15 inches long, and it cannot be safely used anless

some special mode of disposing of it be provided, as it

really is a very flexible pendulum . But if some such dis

position be not adopted,Mr. Stearn would prefer to use the
untreated filaments. The fears of the public have now passed

away, but they prefer lamps of long life. The factor of

convenience is often overlooked. Suppose the life curve does
fall, the user has the option of replacing lamps as he pleases.

Mr. Stearn was surprised to hear that one lamp in a dozen

was expected to short circuit at once, but this may not repre

sent the general conception of what such lamps do. There

are two causes of short circuiting : & fertile cause is the
entang!ement of the double filament in transit, and if this

defect be not noted trouble must ensue. Another is an

accidental crack in the balb. Externally the short circuits

may be due to bad cappiog or carelessness in using soldering
fluide, or in frosting with chemicals. Internalstorts are

more attributable to careless exhaustion . This should be

utterly impossible. When the change was made from 50 to

100 volte, it was thougbt that the space between the ter

minals should be doubled, but later experience showed this
to be quite uncalled for, and the distance between them is

amply sufficient for much higher pressures if the vacaum is
properly made and permanent. Mr. Starn has not been

able to discover any reason for making any difference in

exhaustion or the mode of doing it . The gas to be removed

is not from the filament alone, but comes, also, from the
soldered ends and from the platinum .

A rise in candle-power is entirely in the hands of the

lamp maker, and at one time it was thought bəst to do away

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

>

At the last meeting of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, held at the Institution of Civil Engineers on

Thursday the 10th inst., the discussion on Mr. Binswanger

Byng's paperdealing with 200-volt lamps and fittings was
continued and concluded . It was not concluded , however,

without repeated requests on the part of the president to

speakers to be brief, wbile many desirous of throwing the

light of their experience on the subject were relegated to

the sending in of written communications to be printed in

the Journal, and even then the hour of 10 had struck and

gone ere anadjournment to the less formal, but equally

interesting, discussion over tea and cake, was effected .

Prior to the re-opening of the discussion, the president,

Mr. J. W. Swan , announced the preparation of a testimonial

to M. Gramme, that a circular asking for subscriptions

thereto was in hand, and that the inventor whose work in

connection with the dynamo, everyone is aware of, and

acknowledger, is to be banquetted at Brussels shortly.

Strange to English eart, was the promise that donors of the
smallest current gold coin would receive & bronze, and

givers of a larger sum, a silver medal to commemorate the

event, and, we suppose, reward those who assist the sub

scription list.

Mr. Stearn was the first speaker on the questionbefore

the meeting , and he gave his views at length . He bad

little to add , and notbing to retract from what he said in
the discussion on Mr. Addenbrooke's paper,* as to the

• " High Voltage Lamps and their influence on Central Station

Practice,” Mr. C. H. Stearn's remorks in discussion, p. 271 , No. 122,

Vol. 25, Journal Institute Electrical Engineers, March 12th, 1896, also

Proceedings Municipal Electrical Association, parts of 1896 issue.
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Mr. H. W. Miller told an unvarnished tale of certain com .

plaints as to lack of light with high -volt lamps and the

deterioration that occurs . He disagreed with the author as

to the action on the blowing of a fuse, and thought that when

a fuse melted the hot air and metallic vapour rushes out of

the holes in a pattern such as described in the paper. Mr.

Robertson stated that the advantages of carbon were so

many that lamp manufacture must remain where it is

until some substance other than this is found for filaments .

Hedealt with the controversy, treated v. untreated filaments,

and methods of manufactureat some length .

Mr. Geipel, Prof. S. P. Thompson, Mr. Grimshaw , Mr.

Addenbrooke, and the president proceeded with the debate,

and then Mr. Byng rose to reply in brief. These speakers

reiterated and enlarged upon the questions wbich had already

been treated by others in part, and although whatwas said

was extremely interesting, we think the accounts of the pro

ceedings in the forthcoming Journal will be sufficient to

satisfy all our readers that ample justice was done to an

excellent paper.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &o.

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING MARCH 17TH , 1897.WEEK ENDING MARCH 17TH , 1898.
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with it entirely. But rise can be keptatfrom 18 to 17 or

17) O.P. in 800 hours, made to expend the excess during

the useful life of the lamps. By this means a better average

is obtained from the lamp daring its life. Accuracy in

classification, rather than cheapness in the lamps, and the

maintenance of an average standard efficiency for all

voltages were, the speaker believed, highly desirable. Until

that aocuracy is reached, lamp making cannot be an exact
science.

Mr. Stearn did not see whystations should notgo up to

the highest pressure permitted by the Board of Trade, and

even calmly spoke of 500 -volt lamps for street lighting. On

the question of alternating and continuous current, he sag

gested that if the vacuamwas not absolutely perfect, lamps

may lust longer with alternating current . Some figures

were given showing that the breaking strain for treated was

less than for untreated filaments.

Mr. Crompton stated he laid out Harrow for 200 -volt

supply three years ago. The lamps were wholly satisfactory,

and hehad found no difficulties, as he had proceeded on Mr.

Stearn's lines and advice. The users seemed to be as well

Batisfied as any 100 -volt consumers, while the extreme euse

of regulation and every other advantage of highvoltage has
bzen obtained. He had made tests of switches for the

Council of the Institution , and at first hoped to be able to

prepare a table of lengths of break for different pressures

and currente, bat the results proved unsatisfactory, as very

short breaks on & particular form of switch gave better

results than longer breaks on other patterns. He is deci

dedly of opinion, however, that larger covers are wanted.

With fuses theperforations inthe cover minimise the arcing

effect. It is a very excellent idea to use plaster of Paris

round the wire as Mr. Binswanger Byng does. In prescrib

ing a twin wire one can get no further than the tests and

specification given in the Institution wiring rules. It is,

therefore, , annecessary for that matter to be gone into
further .

Mr. Swinburne had found that one might put an N.B.

into text books of chemistry to the effect that “ the real

chemistry may be quite different." He amused the audience

by& most interesting and crisp contribation to the discussion

in his best form , and our onlyregret is that so much is lost in

attempting to convey in cold type what is so well worth

listening to . He reminded those present that Ferranti had

in 1885 proposed to ase 500 volts, and as the representative

of theHammond Company he supposed he would have had

to make the lamps had they been required. After a few

remarks as to carbon, he mentioned that certain carbonised

animal fibres give nearly the same resistance hot as cold .

We believe weare correct in saying * that Mr. Swinburne
holds the opinion that efficiencyand temperature gotogether

in lamp making . In the classical trial, Edison -Swan v .

Holland, he was in a minority of one in this opinion, being

considered as on the one hand a biassed witness, andon the
other a lanatic 1

Mr. Wordingham gave the results of his Manchester

experience , thought small arc lamp users must not be over

looked, had received no complaints, reminded the profession

of his warning that 100 -volt fittings would not be safe on 200

volts, and described his tests for fuses and switches of over

loading them by 50 per cent. both on current and preesure

factors .

Mr. Rawlings delivered a most amusing speech on his

relations with 200 -volt consumers. It was painful to meet

those who had gone over from lower pressures to higher,

but quite a pleasure to see those who knew no better than

200 volts. Some houses have no less than four separate

voltages to meet piano lamps in series, &c., and many were

the troubles Mary Jane, his cliente, self, and supply com

pany had to meet . Lamps he found certainly unsatisfactory.

The next speaker went into lamp manufacture in detail,

and was followed by Mr. Swinton , who pictured the cathode

ray lamp without a filament. He adduced the fact, not

known to all, that in a high vacuum the nearer two con

ductors are together the greater the resistance. Even

20,000 -volt lamps for street lighting, with a separate trans
former to each might come.
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Antwerp 21 0 Alexandria . Telepb.
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Application for Extension of Patent. - On March

Soth , at 10.30a.m., the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council will

hear the petition of the Hon. C. 4. Parsons for an extension of the

term of the letters patent granted to bim on April 23rd, 1884

(No. 6,735) , for "an invention of improvements in rotary motors

actuated by elastic fluid pressure, and applicable also as pumps."

Australian Electrical Work, - From & Sydney en

gineering exchange we learn that the Brush Company is busy

in that part of the world. Thecompany is supplying an electric

pumping plant for a Lithgow ( N.8.W.)colliery company, and is now

erecting electric light plant for the Sydney electric lightstation .

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - An application was made

last Friday to Mr. Registrar Brougham , at the London Bankruptcy

Court, foran order of discharge on behalf of JohnOrme, scientific

apparatus manufacturer, Cross Street, Finsbury. The bankrupt, in

1893, promoted Orme's Electric Signal Company, Limited ,to take

over his patent electric tog signal. As vendor he received £ 6,000 ia

shares, which, however, proved valueless, as the company went into

liquidation in 1895. He failed in November last with liabilities,

£ 1,769, and a dividend of about a 1s. in the £ will be paidto the

creditors. The failure was partly attributed to the lossand liabilities

incurred in connection with the fog signal company. Three offences

were reported by the Official Receiver, and the learned Registrar

imposed a suspension of two years and a half.

&

• Mr. Swinburne later in the evening protested against a state

ment that he had said that efficiency depended only on temperature,

which is by no means the idea he conveyed by his speech.
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sight of, and on allhandswe hearof engineers using such instruments

as standards, regardless of the fact that they are only fit for secondary

standards. As such, instruments of the D'Arsonval type are admin

able, but it should never be forgotten that occasional comparison

with an absolute standard is essential. The second, and, perhaps,

the main reason for this reversion is the failure of electro-magnetic

instruments to meet the demands of electrical engineers. The need

for accurate measuring instruments is ever increasing, and electro

magnetic instruments, in spite of the paramount advantage ofper

manence, fail in many respects to meet this great want. The

engineer expects bis instruments to give accurateresults under all

conditions of temperature and in stray magnetic fields of great and

ever- varying strength ,and as the field of theaverageelectro-magnetic

instrument is comparatively weak, the strayfielddue to leads carrying,

Bay, 200 amperesand upwards has a very substantial effect; also, in

cases where the switchbcard has to be close to the dynamo, there

may also be a very serious disturbance. In some cases these troubles

can be avoided by careful design,but in most cases this is imposible.

Theinstrumentswhich are described below lead us to hope that the

electro-magneticinstrumentis beginningto move faster towards pertec

tion than it has been doing lately, for in them some of the most serious

drawbacks to their class are eitherremoved or greatly reducedinimpor

tance . Mr. McWhirter's invention is very simple, and consists in the

substitution of an ironclad bobbin for the ordinary brass one. This

modification , although so simple, has, as Prof. Jamieson has shown in

bis report, a very marked effect on the working qualities ofthe

instrument, especially in the matter of freedom from the disturbing

effect of stray magnetic fields. There have been several screened

instruments produced, themostgeneral plan being to make theont

side case of iron. The evil of this plan is that the outer case, being

.

0
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Bankruptcy Proceedings . - Under the failure of

Trehearne Son & Crump, electrical engineers and contractors, 155,

Fenchurch Street, E.O. , the first meeting of the creditors was held on

Wednesday,at the LɔndonBankruptcyCourt before Mr. Wildy, official

receiver. The accounts show liabilities £ 1,066, and assets, £413.

The businesswag started by Mr. Trehearne in June, 1895, and in

May, 1897, Mr. Crump becamea partner, introducing a capital of

£750. Disputes arose between thepartners as to the position of the

firm , resulting in the present proceedings. In January last an electrical

engineering company was formed by Mr. Trebearne and his friends,

which took over the firm's offices, and appointed him (Trehearne)

as managing director with a commission on theprofits. When the firm

stopped there were some contracts on hand, but they were abandoned .

The failure was at:ributed by Mr. Trehearne to losses by betting,heavy

expenses incurred in getting basiness, 1038 on tradingand baddebts.

Mr. Crump, on the other hand, attributes it to the failure of bis

partner tocarry out his guarantees relating to the liabilities of be

businesswhen the partnership was formed . No offer was made to

the creditors, and Mr. B. T. Norton (Pratt and Norton ), accountant,

OldJewry, E.C., wasappointedas trustee to wind up the estate in

bankruptcy, assisted by a committee of inspection .

Business Announcement.-- Messrs. J. C. Lyell & Co. ,

of 55, Victoria Street, announce that increased business has com .

pelled them to take all the offices at the above address, which is

now occupied solely by them . They are shortly about to open several

new departments.

Catalogues.--Mr. A. P. Lundberg, of Bradbury Street,
Kingsland, has brought out a catalogue which is a credit to both

printer and compiler. The setting out of the cover is very

neatly done, andit is printed in green andgold. In the 28 pages of

letterpress and illustrations, Mr. Lundberg lays before his customers

andthe trade generally particulars ofhis pumeroustypes ofswitches,

wallconnections, wall plugs,distributing faseboards,cut-outs,ceiling
roses, & c . Many of these fittingshavealready been described in our

columns, and are well known to the electrical trade. Mr. Lundberg

bas given a good deal of attention to high voltage fittings, and bas

introduced some new patterns embodying bigh voltage requirements.

Alist has been issued by Messrs. W.O. Rooper & Robins, electric

light engineers, of 3, Newgate Street, Chester and Stafford, in which

they give a list of electric lighting and power contracts carried out

by them invarious public works,country houses, business establish

ments, residential premises, & c ., in the provinces.

Messrs, Schischkar & Co., of 67, Stafford Street, Birmingham , and

Nottingham , who are sole agents for the L. W. Pond Machine Com

pany, of America, send us an illustrated list of the English and

Americanmachinery and tools they have in stock in this country.

The list shows lathes, drilling machines , chucks, also milling, emery

grinding, and shaping machines, as well as various other engineers’
tools.

Change of Address. — Mr. S. Harrison, late of Ellesmere

Works, Newtown, and 697, Ormskirk Road, Pemberton, near Wigan,

announces that he has taken over new showrooms, offices and works,

at 73, Wallgate, Wigan, where he will carry on business in electrical

accessories,switchboards, incandescent lamps, arc lamps, fittings, & c.

Mr. Harrison has been appointed sole agent for the North ofEngland

for the Crescent arc lamp and the Hard incandescent lamps . All

letters should be sent to the new address.

Change of Name. - The business formerly carried on

at Maritzburg bythe Excelsior Electrical and General Engineering

Company is now being conducted under the name of Messrs. Brady

and Wyles, electrical engineers , at 192, Church Street, Maritzburg.

The firm has recently carried out some important electrical contracts

in that city, including three private plants — one for the Government

Laboratory at Allerton, and two other Government contracts.

Coke v. Richardson . In the Westminster County

Court on Tuesday his Honour Judge Lumley-Smith , Q C., tried the

case of Coke v. Richardson, which was a claim for £ 20 odd for work

done by a gasfitter and plumber of Whitcombe Street, W., against

the defendant, an electrical engineer, of Southport. Evidence was

given that defendant was fitting an electrical installation at the

Clarence Hotel, Charing Cross, and a gas engine was to be used.

Other work wasrequired, and plaintiff did it. The defence was that

part of the work had been done upon the orderof Mr. Buxton, the

owner of the hotel, and that plaintiff had rendered an account to

him ,and thatall that was duetothe plaintiff had been paid to him .

His Honour found that the question of the work was really between

Buxton and Richardson, and that the latter was liable to the plaintiff.

There would be judgment for the plaintiff for the amount claimed

with costs.

Commutator Bars .-- The Forest City Electric Com

pany, of Cleveland, O. , has issued an 1898 railway catalogue of roll

drop and drop forged commutator bars. The listcontains details of

bars for Westinghouse, General Electric, Edison , Walker, and other

railway motors.

McWhirter's Patent Shielded Instruments . It is

interesting to notice the tendency among instrument makers and

users to revert to the permanent magnet in the manufacture of
ammeters and voltmeters and other electrical measuring in

struments. The causes underlying this change are twofold :

Firstly, there is no doubt that the production of finely made instru
ments constructed on the D'Arsonval principle has tended to bring

permanent magnets into favour, not because they are any better

or morereliable than they were 10 years ago , but because instru .

ments of this class possess so many good qualities that the main

objection, viz., the unreliability of the test of magnets, has been lost
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irregular in shape andthickness, and having of necessity an opening

throughwhich the scale can beread,becomespolarised,and thus the

screen itself becomes a source of the very disturbance it was designed

to guard against. In the case of Mr. McWhirter's screen , the iron

case is placed on the coil only, and, moreover, forms & part of the

magoetic circuit ; being of even thickness and symmetrical shape, it

is not at all liable to polarisation, and as the outer iron coat is 4-inch

thick, the shielding is almost perfect, as shown in the tests. It may

bethought that such a mass of iron would producea great increase

in the errordue to residual magnetism ; bat this is not so, as the

tests show the error is no greater than in the case of the ordinary

instrument with which it was compared , and more recent instruments

give results considerably better than this. The ironclad coil possesses

other advantages, chief among which is the great reduction in the

power necessary to work the instruments. The power used in s

McWhirtervoltmeteris only one half ofthatnecessary to work a

corresponding voltmeter with an ordinary coil, and it is thus possible

to wind the coils either entirely of manganin ,or with a much larger

proportion of this alloy than is possiblewhen a greater number of

watts are necessary, consequently the errors due to internal heating

and to changes in atmospheric temperatureare reduced to an insig

nificant amount. Tests have been carried out by Prof. Jamieson,

which show clearly the advantages obtained by adopting the

McWhirter coil in the manufactureof electricalmeasuringinstruments.
Comparisons of the resistance when hot, after a 20 hours'run (5,112

ohms),with theresistancewhencold (5,0825ohms) showed the
error due to this cause to be very slight,amounting in all to only

*58 per cent. While the voltmeters were indicating approximately

100 volts , a horse-shoe magnet was placed so as to produce a

maximum deflection of the pointer, which was noted ; thepolesof

the magnet were then reversed, and the deflection in the opposite

direction noted. The mean of the two readings was taken as the

percentage error due to the external magnetic field .

The McWhirter voltmeter gave an error of... 075 per cent.

The ordinary voltmeter 6:00

A new engine room volt gauge .. 500

Prof. Jamieson summarises the tests as follows : - " I have to

report that your newly patented shielded voltmeter is lessaffected

byexternal magnetism thananyother electromagnetic one which

Ihaveseen. The temperature is also negligible,beingonly frd of 1

-

9

93
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the Institution of Junior Engineers' conversazione last Saturday, and

on that occasion no shunts whatever were used to prevent the spark

of the relay influencing the coherer, but the bell only gavesingle rings.

The coherer used consisted of an ebonite cop, in the inside of which

there were somenickel filiags bridgingovera şth -inch gap between

the ends of the stretched nickel wire. The method of decohering can ,

however, be applied to the Marconi coherer, or most other forms.

The apparatusshown is intended for lecture purposes. For working

over long distances a more sensitive relay is required than that

shown in the illustration ,

Utilisation of Water Power in Italy . It is re

ported that Messrs. Ganz & Co , of Buda-Pestb, have acquired the

rights to utilisethe water power of the river Tanaro, in theprovince
ofPiemont, and plant is to be put down to generate and distribute

electrical energy for lighting andpower purposes in the neighbour
hood. It is stated that 2,000 H.P. is available.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

per cent., at 100 volts, after 20 hours in circuit. " The General

Electric Company, Limited, of Queen Victoria Street, London, and

Peel Works, Manchester, are the sole licensees and makers of these

improved shielded instruments.

The National Telephone Company v, Atkinson and

Day.-In the Queen's Bench Division on Tuesday, beforeMr. Justice

Day, the case of the National Telephone Company v Atkineon and

Day came on for hearing. Counsel's statement disclosed a curious

state of facts. The action was brought to restrain the defendants

from cutting, or otherwise interfering with, the plaintiffs' wires. It

appearedfrom counsel's statement that the first defendant, Atkiason,

was a tailor, carrying on business in the Falham Road, and for a

number of yearstelephone wires had been carried above his premises.

In October of last year he bad a conversation with the second

defendant, Day, who asked him why he did not get a rent from the

telephone company for allowing the wires to be carried over his

house. Day suggested 28. 6d. per annum per wire as rental, and

stipulated that ithe received this sum he was to bave 25per cent. of

the proceeds. Atkinson agreed to this, and Day accordingly wrote

to the company. They not replying he wrote again, threatening

to cut the wires, a threat which, it afterwards transpired, was

made wholly without Atkinson's authority, and, in fact, against
his wish . Io face of this threat the telephone company came

to the court and obtained an interim injunction. It was then

suggested that the motionshouldbe treated as the trial of the action,

andthe plaintiffs agreed to this course provided that Day, wbo

was in the wrong , paid the costs incurred . This he would not do, bo

the action went on. Counsel for the plaintiffs called Mr. Atkinson

the first defendant, who bore out the opening facts, and said he

never authorised Day to threaten to cut the wires. The wires had

been over his house for 10 years, and he had never suffered any

inconvenience therefrom . Mr. Day gave evidence on his ownbebali,

stating that he did not care about the injunction, as Mr. Atkinson

had withdrawn his authority, he could not possibly do anytbing.

The only thing he objected towas paying the costs. Theinjunction,

so far as he wasconcerned, wasnot worth waste paper. Mr. Justice

Day said he did not see how Atkinson could proceed with his claims

to get a rental unless he had been prepared to cut the wires. The

best conclusion he could come to, was to find for the plaintiffs, with

out costs.

Personal. It is stated in an Aberdeen paper that Mr.

W. McWhirter, M.I.E.E., of Aberdeen, is sailing for India on 25th

inst., to carry out a newsystem of electrical train signalling. He

will afterwards proceed to Cape Town on the same business.

Daring his absence his electrical engineering business in Glasgow

will be carried on by his son , Mr. Anthony C. McWbirter, A.I E.E.

Pritchetts & Gold . — This firm ask us tɔ state that in

future all their correspondence in connectionwith the manufacture of

storage batteries will be conducted from their works at Feltham ,

Middlesex , to which address all communications relating to that por

tion of the business should be forwarded .

Receiver for Wireless Telegraphy, - We illustrate

below a new receiver for wireless telegraphy, which is being made by

Messrs. Miller & Woods, of 2, Gray's Inn Road , W.C. Thi , we under

stand , has been provisionally protected by Mr. L. Miller. The chief

-

Aberdeen . — The Town Council has sent back to Com

mittee the proposalto charge 61. for the first hour daily of the
maximum demand for current for power purposes, and 11d. per

unit after. At the last meeting, the electric lighting accounts for

the year 1897 were submitted byCouncillor Johnston, who said that

since the new system of charging had been adopted,a good many

complaints had been received from consumers who formerly paid

5d. on the first hour's consumption, and were now charged 6d. The

system , which had been adopted by other corporations, was intro

duced last year. He did not wish to characterise the class of con

Bumers from which the complaints cameas the consumers, but they

did not pay the departmentso well as those who came withinthe

scope of the rule asto the rebate ; and the committee had acted in

as equitable a manner as they could . During the past six months

they had had a rather heavy expenditure through changing the

system . The engineer informed him that during the past hall year

there had been something like £ 300 spent in connection withthe

change of system , which would not occur again for a considerable
time. Had it not been for that they would have bad a good

balance.

Barton -on -Humber. — The following from theLeeds

Mercury of the 10th inst. will interest electrical firms: - " Wanted,

electric light installation at Barton-on - Humber. This is a thriving

manufacturing town of considerable importance, at present in

adequately served bya small private gas company with exorbitant

charges. A local syodicateis prepared to render considerable finan

cial aid, and would also give other assistance which would be of

value to the promoters of such a scheme. Address C, 190, Mercury
Office, Leeds.

Barking . - The Board of Trade has written to the

District Council inquiring whether the undertakers of the electric

lighting order proposed to connect the intermediate conductor of

their three-wire system of mains with earth . The Board pointed

out that the concurrence of the Postmaster-General was necessary

for an earth connection .

Belfast. - The engineer recently reported that machinery

and boilers for the new electric station were being delivered and

placed in position, and he hoped to have the firstsection of the
establishment in working order shortly.

Blockley.- A copy of an order served on Mr. H. N.

Warburton, owner of theelectric lighting installation at Blockley,

has been received by the Parish Council from the Board of Trade,

together with the regulations as to the installation .

Bradford . — The Mayor submitted the gas and electricity

accounts for the half-year at the last Council meeting. Regarding

the electricity department hesaid that the total income for the hall

year ended . December 31st, 1897, was £10,842 Os. 7d., as compared

with £9,570 133. 24d .in the corresponding period in the previous

year,or an increased income of £ 1,271 78. 4jd . The total expendi.

turefor the half-year, which included interest and sinking fund, was

£ 7,942 18 :. 8d , against £5,570 4s. 1d. for the corresponding period .

The profit for thehalf-year was therefore £ 2,899 18. 11d.,as against

£ 4,000 93. 14d. for the similar period of 1896. The decrease in

profits of £ 1,101 78.24d. ascompared with the correspondiog period,

was explained chiefly by the increased interest and sinking fand

charges, amounting to £ 885 extra , together with sundry items of

repairs to machinery, including renewal batteries, & c. The number

of consumers was at present 640, as against 470, or an increase upon

the corresponding half -year of 36 per cent. The total number of

units consumed was 550,300, against 477,342, or an increase of 15

per cent. The total profits since the opening of these works, in

September, 1889, to December, 1897, after paying interest and siok

ing fund , amounted to £ 16,733 03. 68. , and the total amount written

off for depreciation had been £7,307 153. 6d ., leaving the sum of

£9,425 5s.to be appropriated as the Council might direct. The

trade profit, i.e., the profit before charging interest and sinking fund ,

was £ 4 11s. 9fd . per cent. for the half-year on the capital outlay.

The net profit, i.e., after charging interest, sinking fund and depreci

ation , showed £ l 23. 7d. per cent. for the hall-year. Taking the

December and June half-years together, the trade profit was £ 11,234

10s. Id ., representing £8 3s. 3d. per cent. per annum on the capital

outlay. He thcught this was a reasonable report, and that the

Council had reason to be satisfied with the working of the depart

ment.

-

3

Dovelty is the method of decoheriog. The coherer is attached to the
middle of a stretched wire, on which two small rods of metal, with a

screw thread cat on them ,play like a fiddle bow on the strings. The

small rods are attached to the armature of an electrc-magnet thrown

into action by a relay. The decohering action, therefore, begins directly

the armature moves, andcontinuesfor itswholemotiontoand fro. Mr.

Leslie Miller showed someexperiments in signalling without wires at
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Brewery Lighting . - Messrs. Polkinghorne & Co.'s new

brewery at Matley is to be lighted electrically , and Messrs. Lord and

Saand are putting down & Taunton dynamo for supplying 260

8.C.P. lampe.

Brighton . — The Town Council on Monday decided to

reduce the price of electricity from11d. per unit after the first hour

to 1d. The change,it is stated, will not take place for three months.

The lamps in Dorset Gardens, are in futureto be lighted by elec

tricity instead of gas.

Bristol. — The Electrical Committee decided on Friday

last to reduce the charges for electric current for power purposes,

subject to a special agreement being entered into, trom £ 6 per annum

per kilo . installed, to£5 per annum per kilo. demanded where the

customer hasno private plant on his premises, and £5 per annum per

kilo. installed where the customer has a private plant. It was also

decided to reduce the charge for electricityconsumed for motivo

power from 2d. to 1d. per unit, subject to a sliding scale of discounts

varying from 2 to 15 per cent. The Local Government Board bas

sanctioned the borrowing of £ 23,000 for public electric lighting .
Mains are to be extended in various thoroughfares.

Buenos Ayres. - On February 12th the tenders for the

public lighting of the City of Buenos Ayres were opened . A tender

for electric light waspresented by the City of Buenos Ayres Electric

Light Company, and for gas by the New Gas Company, and the

River PlateGas Company. These tenders are, says the Review of the
River Plate, more or lessthe same as those presented on a previous

occasion, and it is possible that they will not be accepted. The

Municipality evidently desires to get the public lighting done for

nothing, and our contemporary recommends the authorities, if they
desire to receive tenders thatwill benefit the city, to pay their gas

and electric light bills when they fall due. Cash payments will soon

bring about cheap gas and electricity.

Burton -on - Trent. At the last meeting of the Council ,

Alderman Lowe said with reference to the defects in their electric

lighting service, they had had Mr. Bailey (the engineer of the

Metropolitan ElectricLighting Company) down from London, and he

had made an exhaustive inspection of their appliances, but up to the
present his report had not been received .

Buxton . - Prof. Kennedy has been instructed to prepare

plans and specifications, and obtain tenders, for a municipal instal.

lation. The cost of the plant necessary for 6,000 8-0.P. Jamps, and

the necessary trunk and distributing mains— will be £ 12,500 ; build

ings, £ 3,000 ; meters and house service £ 300.

Carlisle. — The Council has accepted the tender of Mr.

John Laing, Carlisle, for the erection of the electric light station for

£ 7,668.

Cheltenham . - The electrical engineer's report for Feb

ruary shows the total number of services connected was 241 , wit

equivalent of 14,600 8 -C.P . lamps. He is reporting as to the means

of improving the lighting of certain roads byarc lamps. The secre

tary of the Ladies' College recently complained of the large increase

in the account for electric supply to St. Hilda's for the last quarter,

amounting to £40 odd for 2,027 units, whereas for the corresponding

quarter last year the account was £28 odd for 1,195 units, although

the number of lamps in use was the same. The electrical engineer

having inquired into the matter, reports that he hastested the meters,

and in hisopinion the principal reason for the large increase was the

lavish use of the lamps and wantof carein switching them off when

not required. The gas manager does not consider the incandescent

gas burner is yet in a satisfactory condition for street lighting.

Country House Lighting . - Kedleston, Lord Scarsdale's

house near Derby, is to have the electric light. There will be a

steam plant, with " D.P." accumulators, and about 250 lights fixed at

present. The work has been entrusted to Messrs. Drake & Gorbam .

Crickhowell. - The Parish Council is to consider whether

to go in for electric lighting or to construct new gas works.

Crieff.- A report was recently furnished to the Town
Council by Mr. R. F.Yorke, as to formiog a company for providing.

electric light for the towa - the motive power for which isproposed

to be supplied by the Falls of Turret, somethree miles north -west of

the town. Mr. Yorke says that the available head is from 500 feet

to 600 feet.

Darfield. The District Council last week decided to

apply for an electric lighting provisional order.

Fareham .-- The District Council has decided to apply

for power to borrow £ 2,900 for the purpose of adding to the electric

light plant. It was pointed out that the proposed expenditure

would provide a second plant for use in case of breakdown, and
also forany increase in the demand for the light.

Glasgow . - The Electricity Committee recommends the

expenditure of about £ 20,000 ondynamos and engines, lead -covered

cables, &c. , required for the new electric lighting station at Port
Dundas, and for the more complete equipment of the existing station.

West Nile Street 18 to be lighted with electricity by means of

lamps prepended from the trolley poles.

Glossop. At the last Town Council meeting, the Town

Clerk said he had received applications from three consulting

engineers regarding the electric light scheme. The applications

were referred to a sub -committee.

Greenock . - Mr. Teague's electric lighting scheme, which

includes lightingthe principal streets by means of 40 2,000-C.P. arc

lamps, also the lighting of the James Watt Dock , was before the

Corporation last week. The estimate is £ 27,500, exclusive of cost of

site. The estimated revenue is about £ 3,300, and the expenditure :

-interest on capital,£ 750 ; management expenses, £ 1,650 ; deprecia

tion , £ 900 . A Corporation site in Hanter Place has been selected.

The Corporation adopted the scheme.

Hackney . - The Vestry has received letters from several

electrical firms inreferenceto the electric lighting scheme, but only

those schemes will be considered which were received in accordance

with the published advertisement. Mr. A. T. Snell has offered his

services in connection with the scheme, and his letter is before the

Electric Lighting Committee.

Hampstead. The question of electric lighting for the

new workhouse buildings is in the hands of the Works' Committee.

Japan . - Of the 42 largest cities in Japan , from Tokio,

with 1,368,000 population, down to those of 26,000, electric'lighting

systems are installed, says Daily Tenders and Contracts, in 24

only.

Leeds . - The Yorkshire Daily Post says that the York

shire House-to -House Electric Supply Company bas refused the

price offered by the Parliamentary Committeeof the Leeds Corpora

tion for its undertaking. The proposal was to give the company

£210 21 per cent. Redeemable Leeds Corporation Stock for every

£ 100 wbich may have been properly expended on capital account.

In view of this refusal it is understood that the Corporation will

proceed with their provisionalorder, by which they seek power to

issue 5 per cent. Irredeemable Stock.

London . - The St. George's Vestry has received a letter

from the Board of Trade, stating that as the Brush Electric

Lighting Company had elected to proceed with the works authorised

by their provisional order of 1892, the Board did not fee its way

clear to sanction a provisional order, under which the Vestry can

supply electricalenergy. The Vestry resolved to refer the matter to

the Electric Light and Dust Destructor Committee to consider the

best method of approaching the Board of Trade again in relation to

the subject.

Lowestoft. - In connection with the proposed combined

electric lighting and destructor scheme, Mr. Hawtayne and the

surveyor aretoprepare a plan showingtheposition of the destructor.

The Horsfall Furnace Syndicate is to submit drawings, estimate,

&c., of a 4 -cell Horsfall destructor and plant for clinker grinding.

Lypn. The Electric Lighting Committee has received

Prof. Robinson's report on electric lighting, and the Council will
consider it in committee. There is to be opposition.

Maidenhead . - The Electric Lighting Committee is to

engage a consulting engineer to prepare ascheme and report at a fee

of75guineas.

Maidstone. - The Electric Lighting Committee has

recommendedthe Council to consult Mr. Hawtayne,or some other

expert, as to the best method of carrying out the provisional order.

Marylebone. — The Vestry last week resolved to proceed

withthe execution of theproposed electric lighting works as soon M

possibleafter the grant ofthe necessary powers which are now being

applied for.

Morecambe . - A Local Government Board inquiry was

held on 9th inst. re application for a loanfor £ 10,000 for the exten

sion of the electric lighting works. The Clerk explained that with
reference to the recent arbitration case with the old electric light

company, the Council had been awarded as their share £1,179.

Newcastle. — At the last City Council meeting, when the
question of street lighting arose , it was stated that the electric light

companies had replied to inquiries that the price for the street lamps

would be reduced it more lamps wereused. It was further stated

that the City Council pays £ 42a year for each lamp,bat if theyhad
a larger number they could get them for £ 28 each. It was con

sidered that it the Corporation put down municipal works they
could have them for £14 each .

North Berwick . - The Town Council has appointed a

committee to obtain information re electric lighting.

Perth . — The Sandengan Pablic Library is to be wired for

electriclighting,butinthemeantime no generating plant is to be
put down .

Prestwich. - The District Council is to apply for a
provisional order.

Sheffield. The Sheffield Electric Light Company has

given noticethat after theendof the present month anotherid,will

be taken offthe price of the current ,making it 4d. perBoard of

Trade unit.

The Corporation's common seal has been affixed to the agreement

between the Electric Light Company and the Corporation respecting

the transfer of the undertaking.

Spain . - A central station has just been completed and

put in operation at Jadraque. Water power is utilised .

an

-

-
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Sunderland. - A report has been submitted to the Elec

tric Lighting Committeeby the electrical engineer, showing that

owing to the increasing demand, the station was becoming incapable

of supplying all requirements. The present capacity was 745 elec

trical H.P. The committee will recommend the Council to apply

to the Local Government Board for powersfor further extensions.

The amount asked for steam dynamos, switchboards, &c., will be

£ 12,728 ; for the extension of feeders and mains to the Workhouse it

required, £ 12,540 ; making a total of something like £ 26,000. It was

decided to ask the Council for leave to borrow £ 10,000 for immediate

requirements.

Taunton. — The new connections during February were

equivalent to 512 8-C.P . lamps. The Mayor recently stated that

whereasthe expenses ofthe undertaking had only increased by £ 178

during the year, the profit realised had increased by £271 88. 4d., and

after paying all expenses they had a balance on the year's working
of £ 43.

Torquay. — The Corporation electricity works were in

angurated yesterday afternoon.

Wallingford . — The Guardians have abandoned the idea

of using electric light for the Workhouse . The annual cost

( 200 lights) of electric lightwas put at £ 264 169., gas £ 199 49. , oil £ 165 .
Gas is to be used .

Walsall. – At the Town Council meeting on Monday, the

Electric Lighting Committee reported that the number of consumers

at the end of February was 104. They regretted to report that after

paying intereston loans and providing sinking fundtherewas &

deficiency of £ 531 178. 7d . This, with the loss of £445 39. 10d. on

the previous year's working,made the total deficiency of the under

taking up to December 31st last £ 977 18. 5d ., and with a view to

meeting the same the Finance Committee had been requested to in

clade in the next rate estimate the sum of £ 400 in respect thereof.

The report was adopted .

Wednesbury. — The Mayor was calling a special Council

meeting for Wednesday last, to consider the question of providing

electricity for the town.

West Ham . - The tenders for the wiring of public

buildings for the electric light have been referred to the electrical
engineer to report upon .

Weston -Super-Mare. — Messrs. Foote & Milne, of-

Victoria Street, London , bave written to the District Council
suggesting that they should transfertheir electric lighting provisional

order. The letter will lie on the table as the Council are intending

carrying their order into effect .

Willesden ,-The Electric Light Committee, after con

sidering the report of the sub-committee appointed to inspect various

electric lighting stations, has recommended that steps be taken to

secure the services ofan electrical engineer. The appointment will

not take place until the new Council is elected .

Winchester . - It is expected that the electric lighting

station will be completed in two or three month's time. The laying

of mains has been commenced .

Withington .-- The desirability of arranging terms with

the Manchester Corporation for the supply ofelectric light to

Withington, was considered by the District Council last week, and

was to come ap again at a special meeting to be held yesterday.

Woking. – The Surveyor reports that the Electric Light

Company has promised to replace the old lamps in the streets with

B

hill. This will be a great convenience to all visitors to the Palace

travelling by the Great Northern Railway, the North London Rail

way, the South -Eastern Railway, and the London, Chatham and

Dover Railway to Wood Green station, as well asto visitorsgoing to

the Palace Gate station on the Great Eastern, and,in fact ,the whole

of that enormous district including Hornsey, Wood Green and

Tottenham .

Brighton " Underground." - In consequence of strong

oppositiononthe part of the Brighton Corporation and other local

interests, the Brighton Underground Railway Bill bas been removed

from the list of Bills which has been referred for consideration to

the Committee of the House of Lords. The scheme has been referred

to in these columns on several occasions.

Calcutta . - The directors of the Calcutta Tramways

Company have laid before the Calcutta Corporations a lengthy com

munication dealing with their proposals in regard to electric

traction .

Coventry.-The Stoke Parish Council has approved of

the positions of the trolley poles of the Coventry electrictramways.

Dublin . - The Clontarf section of the electric tramways,

wbich we bave already described, was to be opened this week .

Electric Power Distribution . A third time the

Wolverhampton TownCouncil, at their monthly meeting on Monday,

decided not to admit the Midland Electric Corporation Power Dis.

tribution, Limited, into the borough . At the meeting in question a

letter was read from the Board of Trade regarding the provisional

order sought by the Electric Corporation. The Town Council had

relused to grant their permission to the company to enter Wolver

hampton, and the company now asked that the consent might be

dispensed with . The applicants, in their communication to the

Boardof Trade, submitted thatthe Corporations of Wolverhampton

and Walsall and the Tipton District Council were not entitled to

withhold their consent unreasonably, and that in this case they

were doing so. Subsequently Councillor Leir Johnson moved that the

Council rescind their previous resolution , and assent to the pro

motion of the provisional order. Alderman Jackson seconded the

resolution, but after considerable discussion it was rejected .

Mr.J. F. Albright(chairman),Mr. G.L. Addenbrooke (engineer ),and

Mr. A. L. Lowe (secretary ), of the Midland Electric Corporation for

Power Distribution, Limited, were present last week at a special

meeting of the Wednesbury Town Council held to discuss the scheme.

It was resolved to consider the whole question at another special

meeting of the Council in Committee. This was done on Monday

evening, when, after a long discussion, it was decided that the

Councilshouldapply for a provisional order themselvesin order to

have the power of supplying electricity in their own hands.

On Monday, at the meeting of the Walsall Town Council, the Electric

Lighting Committee reported that the Board of Trade bad asked the

Corporation to state their reasons why the Boardshould not dispense

with the consent of the Corporationto the application by the Mid

land Electric Corporation for Power Distribution, Limited, and the

town clerk has replied that the Council stronglyobject to the pro

posal of the company to supply electricity within the borough. The

report ofthe Committee was adopted on the proposition of Councillor
Brownbill.

The Tipton District Council has resolved to withdraw its opposi

tion to the scheme provided the company will supply electricity

for lighting in bulk to the Council at 2d. per unit, this to include

the supply of mains.

Folkestone. --The Sandgate District Council bas been

informed that the Folkestone Electric Tramways Bill will not be

proceeded with during the present session .

Hartlepool. - On Tuesday last week one of the gnard

wires broke in Northgate, but no one was injured.

Hastings.- Last week the Council, meeting in committee,

passed resolutions favouring the placing of trams in the principal

thoroughfares, excluding the Front Line and Robertson Street.

The borough engineer isto bring upa reportas to cost , line of route,

and otherdetails , and the Council will then probably apply for

powers ander the Light Railways Act. .

Hendon and Finchley Light Electric Railway.-

On Saturday last, at the Hampstead Vestry Hall, Mr. Fitzgerald and

Colonel Boughey, Light Railway Commissioners, resumed an inquiry,

opened onFriday at Hendon, into the scheme of the Hendon and

Finchley Districts Light Railways Company. Mr. VeseyKnox, M P. ,

for the promoters, at the outset said that the line would serve what

was practically a remote agricultural district, though within seven

miles of Charing Cross . The line, which would be worked byelectric

traction with overhead wires, would start at Canfield Gardens,

Hampstead, opposite the Metropolitan Railway station, following the

main road to Church End, Finchley, while another ran through

Hendon to the Hendon station of the Midland Railway. It was

seven miles three furlongs long ,a little over amile of this being in

the parish of Hampstead and County of London, seven furlongs in

the parish of Finchley, andthe rest in Hendon . Many of the people

wholived in that part of this district, which was within six miles of

Charing Cross, were two miles from the nearest railway stations. The

servicefrom Finchley to Hampstead would be one car in 15 minutes,

and from Hendon one in 10 , making a service of one car in sia

minutes through Hampstead. Evidence in support of the schem ,

was given by Sir Douglas Fox and Mr. Wragg, the engineers, Mr.

J. T. Firbank, M.P., and Mr. W. M. Murphy, the promoters, Mr.
Hearne, chairman of the Hendon District Council, and others. There

was opposition from the Hampstead Vestry, the L.C.O., and the

Middlesex County Couacil. Theinquiry was adjourned.

new .

Yarmouth . - Mr. A. W. Ranken , the Corporation elec

trical engineerhas given in his resignationto take effect on May31st.

The Electric Light Committee has expressed appreciation of Mr.

Ranken's valuable services. It is proposed to adopt the following

scale of charges for electric motors : Per 1 horse-power motor, op to

100 units per quarter, 31d. per unit ; 100 units to 300 units, 3d. ;

300 units to 500 units, 2jd. ; over 500 units, 2d. Other size motors
in proportion.

ELECTRIC TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen. — The Corporation Tramways Bill is being

opposed by the House Proprietors' Association .

Alexandra Palace Electric Railway .-- The new electric

railway at the Alexandra Palace, arrangements for which have been

progressing during the past three months, is now taking a practical

form under the sapervision of the consulting engineers, Messrs.
Taylor & Field. The work is being carried out by the Imperial

Electric andPower Company,who are workingin conjunction with
Messrs. Wandruszka & Co., of Berlin. The estimate of this , which

was originally to be£6,000, has had to bematerially increasedto have
. donble line of rail,and the cost now willreach nearly £ 10,000 . It

is intended to run the electric cars with theoverhead trolley system .

Each car willseat 60 people ,andwillbeabout40 feet long. They

are facsimiles ofthe American pavilion car, and will be fitted with

70 borse -power motors. The fare will be id., either up or down the
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Leith . - It is stated that a hitch has occurred in connec

tion with the purchase of the tramway undertaking in Leith. The

lessees are described in the draft lease as Messrs.Dick, Kerr &Co.,

and the Edinburgh and District Tramway Company. It has been

discovered that the Edinburgh and District Tramway Company are

not licensed lessees, not having got sanction from the Board of Trade.

Until this matter is rectified ,negotiations for the purchase in Leith

will be practically at a standstill.

Norwich.-In the House of Commons on Monday night

the Norwich Electric Tramways Bill was read a second time and
committed .

Orme's Head . - The Llandudno Council, and the

promoters of the Orme's Head Tramway, have agreed upon terms

whereby the Council shall bave the option of purchase in 28 years,

on a return at the rate of 4} per cent.on total capital invested in
the undertaking.

Paisley .-- The Paisley Tramways Company recently

entered into an agreement with the British Electric Traction Com

panyfor taking over the tramways and working them electrically.

TheBritish Electric Traction Company has nowlaid a compreben

sive proposal before the Town Councilregarding the scheme. Con .

ditional on the Council granting the company a leaseof the streets of

the burgh for a period of 28 years, it will undertake to put down and

work an overhead trolley system , to extendfrom Paisley Cross west

ward to Johnstone, southward to Potterhill, northward to Renfrew ,

and eastward to join with the outlyiog extremity of the Glasgow

tramways. A Committee of the Council has instructed Mr. Teague,

electrical engineer to the Corporation, to make inquiries at towns

which have adopted the trolley system , and report to the Council in
committee. Should the Town Council accede to the agreement,

Parliamentary sanction would require to be obtained, and power will

be asked to acquire property in narrow streets through which the

tramways may run .

The Proposed City and Brixton Electric Railway.

The engineers have prepared, for the information of Parliament,

detailed estimates of thecost of carrying out this scheme. The pro

posed line, which will run from a junction with the City and South

London Railway, under the High Street, Borough, to Brixton Hill,

is estimated to cost in the aggregate £818,040, of wbich the railway

will cost £786,415, the cost of wideniog the City and South London

Railway,in order to accommodate thetraffic, £ 24,725 ,and the pro

posed subway to the Oval station ct the City and South London

Railway £ 6,900. The line will be three miles fivefurlongs inlength,

and willbe constructed in every respect similar to the City and South

LondonRailway, which it is proposed to purchase from the point

where the new line will join it to its termination in King William

Street. The capital of the company is proposed, says the Financial

I ress,to be fixed at £ 1,200,000, with the right to raise a further

£400,000 by the issue of debenture stock. The engineers will be Sir

Benjamin Baker, Mr.David Hay, and Mr. B. Mott. It is stated that

the prospectus of this companywill shor:ly be before the public

under the title of the City and Brixton Electric Railway Company.

Yarmouth . - The solicitorssolicitors to the Yarmouth and

Gorleston Tramways Company have written to the Town Council as

follows:- " Under the Yarmouth and Gorleston Tramways Exten

sion Provisional Order Confirmation Act, 1897, the company, as you

are aware, are empowered to construct the extension of their live

thereby authorised, and to work the entire traffic byelecèrical power.

With a view to give the greatly improved service which this modern

method of traction would permit, the companyare prepared to carry

out the powers of the Act at an early date ; but as there does not

appear at prezent any probability of the necessary current supplied

by the Council on the west side of the river, it seems that the com

pany themselves will have to provide it, and in that case the com

pany would be willing to erect a generating station, capable of sup

plying not only the requisite power for working their tramway,but,

also to provide currentfor lighting purposes on that side of the river,

shouldthe Council desire them to do so, on terms to be agreed.”

The company proposes to employ the overhead trolley, and suggests

& meeting with the Council to explain the proposals fully . The

Electric Light Committee has asked the Company to submitwritten

particulars of the proposals.

the fact that a native had built his but directly under the wire, and

when the hut accidently caught fire, the wire was softened and broke

with the strain. The Acting Commissioner has now issued instruc

tions to all the districts throughwhich the line passes that natives

should be advised not to build their buts within at least 10 yards of

the telegraph track . The natives of Central Africa occasionally use

the telegraph to send messages to each other in their own language.

Capada -Australia Proposed Cable.-In the House of

Commoos last Monday Mr. R. G. Webster asked the Secretary of

State for the Colonies whether any further steps had been taken in

regard to establishing a direct cable communication betwixt the

Dominion of Canada and Australia, and it any papers would be laid

upon the table on that subject. Mr. Chamberlain , in reply , said that

the question was still under consideration , and no paperscould then
be laid .

Delays in Australian Telegrams.- In the Australian

papers of last month , just to band , we learn that on February 2ad,

the following official message was received from Adelaide : - " Port

Darwia line interrupted between Obduadatta and Cbarlotte Waters.

Line between Perth and Roebuck Bay working badly, and little

prospect getting business that way.” In consideration of the fact,

which wehavefrequently pointed out, that there are only the two

lines above referred to bywbich telegrams to Europe cau be trans

mitted, the “ prospect ” of getting business through at all is none

of the brightest.

Pacific Cable. - The Committee of the British Empire

League, sitting at Ottawa on 11th inst., discussed the Pacific cable

question, and a proposalwas made for the creation of a trust under

the authority of the several Governments concerned, with power to

raise funds to establish and operate the lioe.

South American Cable Taxes . According to the

Financial News there seems to have been considerable discontent in

the mercantile community in Brazil at the heavy tax which is placed

by the Argentine Government on telegrams in transit from Brazil,

vid Buenos Ayres, to the west coast of South America. It has now

been strongly urged upon the Brazilian Government that some

retaliatory measures should be adopted , such as the placing of a

heavy tax upon telegrams to or from the Argentine Republic. There

is, of course, another way of meeting the difficulty - namely, the

establishment of direct telegraphic communication across the

continent from Rio de Janeiro to the west coast, without the detour

through the Argentine Republic. But this is obviously an expensive

expedient,andthe other is being more strongly pressed upon the

Brazilian Government.

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade. - February proved

to be a fairly active month in the export trade of this countryin

telegraph wire and apparatus connected therewith . The exports for

the month reached a total value of £ 75,276 , as compared with only
£37,929 in January last , and only £43,710 in the corresponding

month of 1897. sö far as the year has gone it shows a slight
improvement over last year, but is still much below the activity

recorded in the early months of 1896, the respective figures for the
two months being, 1898, £113,205 ; 1897, £ 105,830, and 1896,

£ 167,064.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLI . Down. Repaired.

Brest - St. Pierre ( Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

St. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Paramaribo -Cayenne Jan. 27th, 1898 .

Amason Company's cable

Parinting- Itacatiara May 5th , 1896

Obidos -Parintins Dec. 7th, 1896

Cable beyond Obidos March 9th, 1898.

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Aden -Zanzibar Feb. 28th, 1898 March 4th , 1898.

LANDLIBO.

Trans -Oontinental line bo

yond Masol

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Majunga - Tananarive Feb. 28th , 1898 March 6th , 1898.

March 15th , 1898

Saigon- Bangkok 2nd , 1898 March 3rd, 1898 .

7th , 1898 7th, 1893.

9th , 1893 12th, 1898.

12th, 1898 13th, 1898.

14th, 1898 15th , 1898.

13th, 1898

Bolinao -Manila -Laminos 9th , 1898

Indo -European line 1898 March 11th, 1898 .

The Telephone Service.-- It is announced that at the

annual meetiog of the Association of Municipal Corporations to be

held at the Guildhallon Saturday, 26th inst., the City Solicitor will

move : " That it is undesirable that the jurisdiction oflocal authorities

over telephone companies should be curtailed or interfered with by

the undue exercise by Her Majesty's Postmaster-General of his rights

orprivileges under the Telegraph Acts; and that a representation to

this effect be made to Her Majesty's Government.”

The Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce is persuading its lccal
Members of Parliament to support the movementinthe House of

Commons to upset the present arrangement between the National

Company and the Post Office.

The London County Council bas before it a report of the

Highways Committee with reference to the National Telephone
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The African Trans- Continental Telegraphs. - A

Reuter despatch says that the British Central Africa Gazette reports

that telegraphic communication between Zomba and Kota Kota was

opened on December 10th. The actual construction of the line is

now 60 miles north of Kota Kota, and holes bave been du: 84 miles

beyond that place. As Ko'a Kota was practically only opened up

to European occupation on the death of the late Jumbe in 1894, it

will be seen what great progress the country has made during the

last three years. There is some idea of constructing a branch line from

Kota Kota to Fort Alston. In view of the present troubles in

northern Rhodeeia, this would be of immense advantage. The

telegraph staff at Blantyre has setupa telephone system there, and

it is stated that a connection will shortly be made with Zomba.

Towards the end of December there was an interruption on the

telegraph line between Zomba and Fort Jobaston. Mr. Kennedy,

whowent out to effect repairs, found that the breakdown was due to
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Company's underground works. During last year the Council

consented, subject to certain conditions, to the placing under

ground of thecompany's system in connection with 14 exchange

stations. These conditions were to be embodied in an agree

ment, batthe Highways Committee, having given careful considera

tion to the dratt agreement, have come to the conclusion that

additional conditions ought now to be inserted to provide - (1) that
the company should pay a rent ia consideration of its user of the

public streets, and (2) that the present chargesto subscribers should

be redaced to amounts which in the opinion of the Council'songineer

would, in the event of the Council establishing an independent tele

phoneservice for London ,amply repay expenses and , as the system

was extended, might possibly be reduced by15 or 20 per cent. A

draft agreement embodyingthese provisions has been submitted to

the company, whoin aletter to the Council have pointed out that,
with referenc3 to the first proposal,the company has to obtain the

consent not only of the Council, but of the road authority, which

lattermay impose conditions, and that the company cannot be ex .
pected to make payments both to the Council and to the road

authorities in respect of wayleaves under the streets, and , further,

that such requirements are inconsistent with the demand for a

cheaper telephone service. As regards the second proposal the com

pany declines to discuss it, but is prepared to consent,as it has done

in the case of some provincial towns and cities, not to increase the

present tariff of charges. The Highways Committee think there is

some force in the company's representation with reference to the

possible effect of the first proposal, and they state they have re
lactantly decided, should the Council approve, not to press for the

clause to be inserted in theagreement. As regards the secondpoint,
they are of opinion that it is advisable in the interests of the in

habitants of London that the principle should be insisted upon.

They will accordingly ask the Council to insist on the retention of

this clause in the agreement. The schedule attached to the clause

sets out the tariff proposed by the Council. The charges are to be
on a five years' agreement, for first connection £12 a year, second and
additional connections £10, and private houses £8 a year ; on a yearly

agreement, first connection £15a year, second and additional con .

nections £12-£ 10, and private houses £10a year. These tariffs are to

apply to an areaof 609 square miles,which comprises the townsof
Dartford, Redbill, Croydon, Epsom, Richmond and Kingston on the

south of the Thames ; and Tilbury, Woodford, Romford , Epping,

West Ham , Harrow , Ealing and Hampton Court on the north.
The Bootle Town Council will support the proposals of the New

MutualTelephoneCompany.

The Brierley Hill and Colwyn Bay DistrictOouncil also support the

company's proposals.

Western and Brazilian Telegraph . - Money says that

some idea of a possibly impending arrangement between the Western

and Brazilian TelegraphandtheDirectWest India Cable Company

was mooted in the market last week, with the result that Western

and Brazilian ordinary shares have been put up.

-

Devizes. — March 21st. Tenders are wanted for the

supply and delivery of two 40 -kw . continuous current belt- driven

dynamos forthe Wilts County Asylum , Devizes. Engineers, Messrs.

Massey & Allpress, 25, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster. See our

" Official Notices ” March 4th .

Edinburgh. — March 22nd. The Council wants tenders

for the additions and extensions to the electric lighting at the City

Chambers. See our " Official Notices ” March 11th , for particulars.

France . - March 30th . Tenders are being invited by

the municipal authorities of Paris for the supply of the electrical

conductors,required in connection with the electric lighting of the

Square Vaugirard. Particulars may be had on application, and

tenders to be sent, to l'Hotel de Ville, Paris.

France . — March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for thelightingof the public streets of the town, either by gas or

electricity . Particulars irom , and tenders to be sent to, La Mairie de
Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Hampstead . — March 31st. The Vestry wants tenders

for the supply and erection of one or two steam alternators, switch

board panels, two induced draught wet back boilers, feed water

heater, steam and exhaust pipes, teed pumps, 60 kw. exciter, anda
feed water softener. See our Official Notices " this week for full

particulars.

Leyton . - April 4th. The District Council wants tenders

for the supply of two dynamos, one transformer, two gas engines and

connections, and switchboards for extension of the electricity works.

Electrical engineer, Mr. H. C. Bishop. See our “ Official Notices . "

Plymouth . – March 23rd. The Corporationwants tenders

for the supply of alternating current meters for the year ending

March 31st, 1899. Particulars from Mr. J. H. Rider, Borough elec

trical engineer, East Street, Plymouth .

Spain .-- March 21st. The Municipal Authorities of

Santona(province of Santander) are inviting tenders for thecon
cession for the electric lighting of the public streetsof the town

during a period of20 years. Tendersto be sent to El Secretariodel

Ayuntamiento de Santona ( Santander) from whence full particulars
may be obtained.

Spain ,-March 29th. Tenders are being invited by the

municipal authorities of the town of Zafra (Badajoz province) for

the concession for the electric lighting of the public streets during

& period of 20 years. Particulars and conditions may be obtained

from , and tenders to be sent to, El Secretario del Ayuntamiento

de Zafra (Badajoz ), Spain.

Switzerland.- April 30th . Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities of Fribourg, Switzerland, until April 30th next, for a

projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water-power is to be utilised ,and the station will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three

schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Pablics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence tallparticulars of the competition

may be obtained.

The War Office. April 27th. The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designsand specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus,

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts , War Office, Pall

Mall, 8.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Victoria . - March 21st. The Telegraph Department of

the Victorian Government Railways is inviting tonders for the supply
of alternating current transformers and one main switchboard .

Tenders to the Telegraph Superintendent's Office, Spencer Street,
Melbourne.

Victoria . - Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps ,poles;also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Official Notices " March 11th .

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

-

OPEN

Belgium . - March 30th. Tenders are beiog invited by

the municipal authorities of Ghent forthe supply and erection , & c.,

of a complete installation for the electric lighting of thetowndock.

Particularsmay be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, l'Hotel

de Ville, Ghent, Belgium .

Belgium .-- April lot. The Municipal Authorities of

Seraing are inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy in the town for public and private lighting purposes

during a period of 30 years . Particulars may be had from , and

tenders to be sent to, the College des Bourgmestre et Echeving,

Seraing, Belgium .

Blackpool. - March 22nd. The Corporation wants tenders

for a tubular boiler, superheaters, condensers, rectifiers, boosters,

transformers, lead -covered cables, arc lamps and pillars. Borough

electrical engineer, Mr. R. O. Quin . See our Official Notices

February 25th,

Bournemouth. - The Corporation wants tenders for the

electric lighting of the pier and pleasure grounds. Particulars re

plant, & c., are given in our “ Official Notices ” this week . Borough
engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey.

Bournemouth . - April 4th . The Corporation wants

tenders for motor vehicles for the collection of house refuse, &c.

Borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey. See our “ Official Notices " this
week .

Darwen . - March 28th. The Corporation wants tenders

forthe supply of steam engine and dynamos, piping,accumulators,

switchboards, mains, arc lamps, pillars, &c. See our " Official Notices
March 11th .

Derby . - March 24th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the electric wiring of the Lunatic Asylum and premises at Row
ditch. See our “ Official Notices ” March 4th.

Derby. - April 12th. The Corporation wants tenders for

the electricwiring of its Ford Street (yard and promises. See our
" Official Nosices " this week .

OLOSUD.

London, E.C. — The Court of Common Council has ac

cepted the tender of Messrs. Ashwell and Nesbit for £ 145 9s. for

installing the electric light in certain rooms in the Guildhall Library.

Newport. — The Council has accepted the tender of

Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co. for £4,288 12s. 4d. for cables and under

ground workrequired for the extension of the electric lighting of the

borough. The tender of the Electric Construction Company,

Limited, at £661 for transformers, and that of Messrs. G. Smith

and Co.,Limited, Glasgow , for 30 arc lamps at £325 have also been

accepted.

Portsmouth . - Mr. T. W. Quick's tender for the exten

sion of the electric light station at £4,198 has been accepted by the

Council. Other tenders have also been accepted for additional plant,

including boilers, feed pumps, &c.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898.

&

Friday, March 18th . - State visit to the Northampton Ing'itute for

the purpose of inspecting it and formally dtclaring it

open .

Saturday, March 19th.-E. E. Students' visit to the works of Messrs.

Easton, Anderson and Goolden, Limited, Erith.

Monday, March 21st, at 8 p.m.- Saciety of Arts. Pruf. W.Noel

Hartley, F.RS, on the " Thermo-Chemistry of the

Bessemer Process," Lecture II. ( Lecture III . , March

28th .)

Yorkshire College Ergineering Society. Annual general

meeting

Devizas electrical plant tenders. (Wilts County Asylam.)

Tuesday, March 22nd . - Blackpool Corporation electrical plant
tenders.

Edinburgh electric lighting extensions tenders.

At 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civil Eogineers (ordinary
meeting). Further discussion on " Calcium Carbide

and Acetylene," by Henry Fowler, A88 c.M.Inst.C.E.

Wednesday, March 23rd . — Plymouth Corporation electric meter
tenders.

Thursday,March 24th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical Engi.
peers . “ Cost of Generation and Distribution of Elec

trical Energy, " by R. Hammond, member.

At 3 p.m. – Riyal Institation. Prof. J. A. Fleming's

fourth lecture, " Recent Researches in Magnetism and

Dia -magnetism ." ( Lecture V., March 31st.)

Derby Asylum wiring tenders.

Friday, March 25th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civil Engineers
(students' meeting ). " Internal Governor Friction, ”

by H. O. Eurich, Stud.Inst.C E.

At 5 p.m.- Physical Society at the rooms of the Chemical

Society, Burlington House. ( 1) “ On the Circulation

of the Rosidual G 18eous Matterin a Crookes Tab ?," by

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton. (2 ) “ On some Improve

ments in the Roberts Austin R :cordiog Pyrometer,

and Notes on Thermo-electric Pyrometers," by Mr. A.

Stansfield .

At 8 pm . - Electro-Harmonic Society. Smoking Concert at

St. James's Hall Restaurant.

Wednesday, March 30th , at 8 p.m .-- Society ofArts. Prof S. P.

Thompson , on “ Telegraphy Across Space. ” Mr. J. W.

Swan ,F.R.8. , will preside.

Royal United Service Institution. Captain J. N. C. Ked

nedy on “ Wireless Telegraphy."

electrical world as the inventor of the arc lamp known

as the Fyfe-Main. This lamp he patented in 1881 in

conjanction with Mr. A. L. Fyfe, and it appeared about

the time when the early fever for electric lighting was

at itsheight. A sam was offered for the patent which would
have been a small fortune for the owners, bat, unfortunately,

a hitch occurred in the negotiations, the opportunity passed,

and Mr. Main never received anything for his valuable

invention, except the ordinary manufacturers' profits for the

lamp3 he made in his own small workshop . For the 17

years preceding the invention of the Jablochkoff candle, the

Serrin lamp was the only lamp capable of giving a decently

steady arc light, but its mechanism was too complicated , and

its working not quite steadyenough for public lighting. Mr.

Main unconsciously designed his lamp on the same general

principles as the Serrin, but he immensely simplified the

mechanism by lifting the feeding train bodily when the arc

was made, and thereby doing away with the parallel motion

in the Serrin. The Fyfe-Main lamp is in use for lighting

the leading newspaper offices in London, including the Daily

Telegraph, Standard, and Daily News, and also in the brilliant

example of street lighting at Electric Avenue, Brixton.

Anyone who has seen this lamp will admit that it is one of

the steadiest and most reliable lamps in use . Mr. Main

combined great inventive and mechanical skill with a sort

of intuitive knowledge of the principles underlying his

mechanical creations. He was the ideal man for the in

ventor with an idea and an insufficiency of mechanical

skill to translate his idea into practice, and many well

known men have owed much of their success to bis valuable

assistance. One of Mr. Main's recent patents is a revolving

gas lamp for advertising and show parposes. The large

glass case surrounding the gas jits is slowly revolved by the

action of the heated air upon a light fan or turbine monnted

in the frame above the gas jets. Simple as this problemmay

seem , it appears to have never been practically solved till

Mr. Main, after much trial and many failures, made ita com

plete practical success. Mr. Main's estimate of his own

abilities was too modest to allow him to advertise himself,

but his sterling qualities were known and appreciated by his
intimate friends.

G

NOTES.

The International Obm , -- The Elektrotechnische Zeit

schriftstates that in view of the impending publication of

the Bill concerning electrical units of measurement, the

German Imperial Post Office authorities have resolved to

introduce the ohm in place of the Siemens unit. In futare

all new apparatus and measuring instruments will be

standardised in ohms. Existing curved handled rheostats

and resistances used in connection therewith will at once be

regauged, wbilst other apparatus and instruments will be

similarly dealt with on being sent to the workshop for

repairs as occasion may arise. Statements of resistances in

official reports will in future always be expressedin ohms.

.

Obituary -Our readers will have heard with regret of

the death of Sir Henry Bessemer, which occurred on Tuesday

evening at his residence at Denmark Hill. Sir Henry was in his

86th year, he being born at Charlton, Hertfordshire, in 1818.

His name will ever be remembered in connection with his

process for the conversion of cast-iron into cheap steel , and the

great difficulties he encountered in introducinghis process are

well-known matters of bistory. Wednesday's Times contains

an interesting two-column notice of Sir Henry's lite.

The first recognition of Bessemer's work came from the

Institution of Civil Engineers, in the shape of the

gold Telford medal in 1859. In 1871–73 he was

president of the Iron and Steel Institute, and founded

å gold medal to be given annually for the most impor

tant improvement of the year in the manufacture of

iron or steel. The Society of Arts awarded him the Albert

gold medal in 1872 , and in 1877 the Civil Engineers made

him a member of their body, at the same time presenting

him with the first Howard quinquennial prize. Two years

laterhe became a Fellow of the Royal Society, and received

thehonour of knighthood, while in 1880 he was presented

with the freedom of the City of London. From abroad he

received many honours. Hewas offered the Grand Cross of

the Legion of Honour, but, as permission to wear it was

refused , he had to be content with a large gold medal given

him by Napoleon III . He was an honorary member of the

Iron and Stoel Board of Sweden , a freeman of the City of

Hamburg, an honorary member and gold medalist of the

Society of Arts and Manufacturers of Berlin, and a Grand

Cross of the Order of H.I.M. Francis Joseph of Austria .

It will be remembered that Lady Bessemer died last year.

Mr. Main , a native of Aberdeen, whose untimely end

we announced in our last issue, was best known to the

Mean Horizontal Candle- Power. - The mean horizontal

candle- power of an incandescent lamp is usually taken as the

measure of the light emitted. This, says New York Elec

tricity, is perhaps the best measurement to take, but with

certain ofthe new types of filaments will have to be replaced

by the mean spherical candle-power. The mean horizontal

candle-power can be obtained either by the laborious method

of taking a large number of readings at different angles, or

by spinning the lamp so as to obtain optically the mean

candle-power. There have been doubts , though, on this

spinning process as to whether it will give accurate results.

Deformation of the filament, due to centrifugal force, would

be the most likely cause of error, if any. Mr. C.P. Matthews

contributes an article on this subject to a recent number

of the Physical Review . His experiments were carried out

at the Purdue University, and show conclusively that no sach

error exists. Thus the whirling lamp gave a mean horizontal

candle -power of 9•649, whilethe figures obtained by plotting

the series of readings for different angles and integrating

the curve was 9 :655 C.P. This shows an error of .06 per

cent. only, which is very well within the limits of photo

metric accuracy.
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Electrical Energy (Generating Stations and Supply).

- In the House ofCommons on Thursday last week, the

Earl of Morley moved : - “ That it is desirable that a Select

Committeebe appointed to join with a committee ofthe

House of Commons to consider and report — 1. Whether,

notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12 ( 1) of the

Electric Lighting Act, 1882, powers should be given in any

cases for acquiring land compulsorily for generating stations;

and, if so, under what conditions as respects liability for

nuisance, notices to surrounding owners, and otherwise.

2. Whether compulsory powers of acquiring land for

generating stations, if proper to be given in anycase, should

be given where the proposed site is not within thearea of

supply. 3. Whether, in case of a generating station, how

ever acquired , not being situate within the area of supply,

power should be given for the breaking up of streets between

the generating station and the boundary of the area of

supply. 4. Whether powers should be given in any case for

thesopply of electrical energy over an area including districts

of numerous local authorities, involving plant of exceptional

dimensions and high voltage ; and, if such powers may

properly be given , whether any, and what, conditions

should be imposed — (@) With respect to system and plant,

and to the construction and location of generating stations,

in view of the powers of purchase conferred upon local
authorities by Sections 2 and 3 of the Electric Lighting

Act, 1888 ; ( b) with respect to the relations of the promoters

to other undertakers, and to local authorities within parts of

the area . 5. Under what conditions (if any) ought powers

to be conferred upon promoters seeking to supply electrical

energy to other undertakers and not directly to consumers.'

The motion was agreed to .

The House of Commons had the matter brought before it on

Monday, and concurred in the House of Lords' resolution

referring the question to & Joint Committee of both

Houses . On Tuesday the House of Lords appointed the

following peers to represent the House on the Joint Com

mittee :-Lord Cross, Lord Spencer, Lord Koutsford and
Lord Monkewell.

Institution of Janior Eagineers' Conversazione.

The conversazione of the Institution of Junior Eagineers was

held on Saturday last, 12th inst., at the WestminsterPalace

Hotel. The gathering was opened by a reception in the

large hall by the president (Mr. Aspinall), and Mrs. Aspinall,

and the chairman (Mr. H. Bloomfield Vorley ) and Mrs.

Vorley. An excellent programme of music was executed in

the large ball by Mr. W. M. Day's band, and in the music

room , the Poppy Pierrot troupe rendered a selection of

vocol pieces. Among the numerous items with which the

company was entertained , were demonstrations by Mr.

Leslie Miller, on signalling without wires, and some

instractive and pleasing lecturettes on the Maxim gan by

Mr. Hiram S. Maxim . Messrs. J. Thornycroft & Co.
.

showed in operation, during the evening, a model Thornycroft

water tube boiler ; Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle showed acetylene

gas apparatus, including " Incanto " generators ; Mr. R. J.

Wallis- Jones ( Electric Welding Company) exhibited specimens

of electric welding work ; and Mr. Arthur Rigg showed

the variable -stroke bydraulic engine, of which he is
the inventor. Mr. J. A. Prestwich's cinematograph dis

plays were, of course, well received, and good usewas made

of the electrophone room , where, through the courtesy of

the Electrophone Company and the National Telephone

Company, 16 instruments connected to the various theatres
available. Thera also a large number

of exhibits in the various balls, and we select for mention

models and photographs of a Babcock & Wilcox land boiler ;

models of Great Eastern Railway locomotive boiler, and

parts, liquid fuel injector, express engine, paddle steamer,

& c., by Mr. James Holden; photographs of Lancashire

and Yorkshire Railway, from the president; Maxim guns,

projectiles, &c. , from Mr. Maxim ; stereoscopic figures of

spherical catenaries, &c., shown by Prof. A. G. Greenbill

(vice-president) and Mr. T. J. Dewar ; also sections,

drawings, & c ., of the Westinghouse electro -pneumatic sig

nallingapparatus, lent by the Westinghouse Brake Company.

A large number of members and friends were present, and

an enjoyable evening was spent.
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Engineers' Strike.- With reference to the statement in

our last issue that the Employers' Federation had returned

Mesgrs. Tangye's cheque for £ 500, Sir Richard Tangye

writes a long letter to the Standard, remarking that the

statement is wholly misleading, and setting forth the facts of

We extract the following from his letter :

At the end of January last we were urgently invited to con .

tribute to the Engineer Employers' Special Fund, on the ground of

the beavy straiu which bad been imposed upon the employers in the

recent struggle. On February 10th my company contributed the

bum of £500 to the lund. . . . So far from being at once " returned,

the cheque was cashed and paid into the land, and anacknow
ledgment sent us by the Federation under date February

11th .

On February 28th - 1.6 , 17 days after this acknowledgment- Mr.

Biggart, the secretary, sent us a banker's draft for £ 500, with a

letter, in which he says : We have now had an opportunity of

reporting your contribution of £500 to our Committee . This is the

first meeting held since your cheque was received ." He goes on to

say bis first letterwas sent per incuriam , bat as it contained the
distinct statement tbat he had been desired by his committee to thank

0s, the explanation of this extraordinary discrepancy must be left to

that gentleman._ Ishould explain that long beforewe gave our con

tribution to the Federation it was well known to every member of that

body that we were not in sympathy with their policy. This fact we

expressly stated atan early period of the struggle, and again laid

stress upon when handing overour cheque. It was,therefore, with

this knowledge thatthe Federatienaccepted and thanked us for the

gift we had been invited tomake. With their reasons for subsequently

reversing their own action I am not concerned .

Accumulator Testing .-- The following reached us too

late for insertion in our “ Correspondence ” columns :

“ In reference to · Appak's ' remarks, your correspondent

desires to say that Appak ' has not comprehended

the meaning of the remarks about calculating weight of

cells from results of tests on one positive. It is quite

easy and accurate to calculate the weight of a 17 -plate

cell, given the weight of plates and capacity of a 3
plate cell. And also knowing that cells increase in

capacity per pound as the plates increase in number up

to a certain limit, as shown by an interesting curve in

ELECTRICAL REVIEW of December 10th , 1897. ' Appak '

may not be able to make these calculations, but your corres

pondent can , and so can many others. Thelittleexperiment

with eight plates suggested by Appak ' is an ancient one,

and only proves what is well known, i.e., a 3 -plate cell

has about half the capacity per pound that a 5 -plate has

afact which does notat all prove that by taking the results

of a test on a 3 -plate cell wecannot calculate what would

be the capacity per pound of the 5 -plate cell. — YOUR
CORRESPONDENT .

The Electric Cab Mishap . - With reference to the

reported burning of an electric cab at Westminster, regarding

which the dailypress, as usual, made such sensational state

ments, we learn from Mr. Bersey, of the London Electrical Cab

Company, that the cab in question was the one which has

been running for the Daily Graphic for six months, and

during the whole of that time has' only stopped one day

in order to have fresh rubber tyres put on. What hap

pened on Tuesday was, that the insulation on the wires

running under the body between the motor and the con

trolling switch got rubbed off, and consequently caused a

short circuit, and some sparking between the wires. This

went on for some little time, until it affected some of the

lead connections on the cells, causing them to fuse and melt.

Immediately this happened, of course everything stopped ,

as there no longer a connection between the

cells. There was no question of burning, or the cab being

on fire whatever. We understand that thecab wasrunning

again on Tuesday night after a delay of only a few hours.

Manchester Explosion . - At 9 p.m. on 9th inst., an

explosion occurred in the roadway at the junction of

Withy Grove and Corporation Street, Manchester. A'

portion of the footpath was blown up, some of the flags being

sent through a shop window . We understand that the

explosionwas due to the ignition of an explosive mixture of

coal gas in one of the Corporation electric light junction
boxes, and a 6 -inch pipe communicating therewith. Tbe

mixture was fired , as far as can be ascertained , by a spark

due to the failure of some rubbercables in the pipe about

200 yardsaway. No person was hurt, but several panes of
glass were broken .

was
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...

Buckingham Palace Lighting . In the Civil Service

estimates for the coming year, under the heading of Royal

Palaces, there is an item of £8,500 for beginning the

installation of the electric light at Buckingham Palace .

1897. 1896 .

$113,184 £ 99,105

354,969 230,787

25,718

$ 10,280 £ 7,366

£ 6,854 £ 4,736

6º9d . 7.59d.

Per unit, 1896 .

66d . 71d.

09d . • 18d.

•83d . .43d .

Total capital expended

Number of units sold

Number of lamps connected

Revengefrom sale of current

Net revende

Average price obtained per unit

Cost of Production .

Coal

Oil,waste, water, and engine room }

Salaries and wages at generating }
station

Repairs and maintenance of build

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

982

138

Lectures. - Mr. George Balfour, A.I.E.E., delivered an

illustrated lecture on “ Eléctric Tramways and Railways ,"

in the Gilfillan Hall, Dandee, on 11th inst. A number

of town councillors were present, and the Lord Provost

presided .

Mr. J. E. Lloyd Barnes, M.I.M.E., was to lecture on

Wednesday at the Town Hall, Birkenhead, on “ Electric
Traction .'

On 8th inst. the Right Rev. Monsignor Molloy lectured at

the new theatre of the Leinster Hall, Dublin, on “ Wireless

Telegraphy."

485

•47d.648 {Works.co t} 44d.
152d

129 09d ...

1,976 1.34d . 1 69d.

Rent, rates and taxes

Management expenses , directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant }
Renewal fund account ..

Pacific Cable.-- Renter says that the New Zealand

Government regards as premature the proposal of the

Eastern Telegraph Company in the matter of the guarantee,

and favours thePacific cable scheme.

Total £ 4,358 2.95d. 3 :48d.

Revenue ,

£ 8. d .

10,830 0 0

519 0

Average price

obtained

per unit .

6 : 9d .Forthcoming Marriage. A marriage has been arranged,

and will shortly take place, between Mr. J.G.Butcher, Q.C.,

M.P., and Mrs. J. E. H. Gordon, widow of the late Mr.

J. E. H. Gordon , who was 80 well known to the electrical

fraternity all over the world .

By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees
36 0 0

Total £ 10,785 0 0 6.9d .

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2.95d . ; works' cost, 1 :52d .

NEW COMPANY REGISTERED ,

-

British Automotive Proprietary Syndicate, Limited

(56,357).-- Registered March 4th with capital £ 55,000 in £1 shares,

to adopt an agreement with Automotive Syndicate, Limited , and

to manufacture, sell, and deal in electric, steam , gas, oil, and other

motors and engines. The subscribers (with one share each ) are:-T.
E. Garlick, 17 , Basinghall Street, E.C., ch tered accountant; M.

Warren , 17, Basinghall Street, E.C., clerk ; W. P. Westell, St. Albans,

clerk ; J. Lewis, 17, Basinghall Street, E.O., clerk ; J. M. Lewers, 17,

Basinghall Street,É.O., clerk ; C.E.Darling, Longdon Hall, Rageley,

clerk ; G. Taylor, 60 ,Dyne Road, Brendesbury, clerk. The number

of directors is not to be less than three, por more than seven . The sub

scribers are to appoint the first. Qualification , £ 100 ; remuneration ,

£ 100 eachper annum (£ 150 for chairman ), and a percentage of the

profits. Registered by Marshall & Marshall, 3, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

W.C.

...

The principal features of the year's work are

St. James's already familiar to our readers, but & closer

and Pall Mall examination of the accounts reveals one or two

Electric Lighting interestingpoints. The capital expenditure has

Company. been increased by a little over £ 12,000 , but the

output has advanced from 2,401,431 to 3,028,242

units — an increase of 626,811. The items in the cost of production

are, perhaps, not quite as pleasing as last year, though the total cost

is slightly less. Repairsand maintenance, during the year have

been exceptional, and stand at £ 5,104 , against £2,886 for 1896 .

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897. 1896 .

Total capital expended $ 254,077 £241,328

Number of units sold 3,028,242 2,401,431

Number of lamps connected 126,827 108,803

Revenue from sale of current £ 66,376 £ 63,967

Net revenue £ 30,534 £ 25,339

Average price obtained per unit 5 •26d. 5 :39d .

Cost of production . Per unit . 1896 .

Coal .. 6,514 •52d . -50d .

Oil, waste, water and engine room 922 07d. 08d.
stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 5,324 •42d . -47d .

station

Hepairs and maintenance of build . Works' cost

} 5,104 {" 1-41d.
29d.• 40d .

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & o. .

Rent, Kates and taxes 2,573 • 20d . 22d.

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,
7,400 67d .

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}

Renewal fund account

000

OITY NOTES .

•59d .

PROBABLY DO company in London engaged in

Notting Hill the electric lighting business has shown better

Electric
progress than the Notting Hill Company. For

Lighting the year 1894 a microscopical dividend of 25. per

Company. share was paid on each £10 share; in 1896 this

had advanced to 2 per cent; last year 4 per

cent. was returned to the ordinary shareholders, and for the year

1897 a handsome dividend of 6 per cent, has been declared . The

success of this company is all the more noteworthy, because it was

generally held that the district in which its operations were confined

was one of the least favourable in London for an electric lighting

I
I

Total £ 27,837 2.20d . 2.23d.

Not included in above,

Depreciation on plant, buildings, &c.

Miscellaneous expenses
concern .

£ 9,270

112

The following shows the increase in the various accounts for the

past year:

INCREASE .

Revenue.

Average price

obtained

per unit.

5.26d .

Capital

expenditure.

£ 8. d .

66,376 0 0

1,529 00

80 0 0

155 0 0

Output in

units,

:
:
:

By sale of current

Meter rents , & c .

Supply of steam

Other items

Working

expenses.

Revenue from

sale of current.

£ 14,079 124,182 £1,016
Total

£2,864
6.26d .£ 68,140 00

The following table gives the cost per unit :

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2-20d . ; works' cost, 1 41d .
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Wo give the following from the Daily Mail for

Development wbat it is worth :-The St. James's and West

of Electric minster Electric Lighting Companies are asking

Lighting in for powers this session to build a joint station on

London . some land near North Bank, St. John's Wood.

It belongs to the Great Central Railway, and

the idea of the companies is to relieve the stations at Carnaby Street

and Davies Street. It is understood that the sole object of the

acquisition is to assist the parposes of the joint companies, and not

for competition with other electric light concerns, a rumour to which

effect has been of late current. In two years' time both the other

stations would be overloaded , and by then the new station is expected

to be ready. We should not, however, be surprised to find that an

Aseault was intended upon one of the electric lighting companies,

which has hitherto endeavoured to have things very much its own

way .

THERE bas been no abatement of prosperity

Charing Cross during the past year, and the Charing Cross Cor

and Strand poration may be now ranked among the soundest

Electricity of the metropolitan supply companies. 34,078

Sapply additional lamps have been connected to the

Corporation, mains, an increase of 53-7 per cent. on the lamps
Limited . connected in 1896 . The output also shows a

considerable increass upon that of 1896 ; in fact,

some 333 per cent. The capital expenditure for the past 12 months

has been , however, somewhat heavy, being, in fact, £ 48,166. Of this

sum, £ 24,693 has been spent on machinery, £ 12,017 on mains, and

£ 5,806 on buildings, so it may be taken for granted that the full

benefit of this additional expenditure has not yet been realised.

The following table shows the increase : --

Capital

expenditure.

Output in

units .

Cost of

production .

Inorease in

gross revenue.

£ 48,166 671.108 £ 6,283 £ 9,922THB report for the year shows steady and

Kensington substantial progress. The chairman of the com

and pany at the annual meeting referred to a feature

Knightsbridge in the development of the company's business

Electric that appears to us a most encouraging one. There

Lighting had been an increase in the number of consumers

Company. over that of the previous year, although the

total increase of lamps was not as large as in the

year 1896. This seems to indicate that electric lighting is extend

ing among the less wealthy class of customer, and this is distinctly

satisfactory, for it is hardly necessary to point out nowadays that

the consumer wbo keeps a small number of lamps burning long hours

is one to be encouraged.

The expenditure for the year is a matter of some £ 22,000, nearly
&

£ 17,000 of which has been spent on machinery and buildings. The

increase in the output is 383,633 units, which has been obtained by

an increase in the total cost of production of £3,216 ; the gross profits,

however, showed an advance from £ 34,371 to £ 41,681, practically

£ 7,309. The following table shows the increase:

...

...

...

.
.
. ...

It will be noted that the total cost of production per unit is iden

tical with the figures for last year . Although the item for fuel is

higher than last year, we may expect that, when the system is in

complete working order, it will be very much reduced .

The following table gives the cost per unit:

1897. 1896 .

Total capital expended ... £ 357,770 £ 809,604

Number of units sold 2,615,508 1,944,402

Number of lamps connected 107,522 73,464

Revenue from sale of current ... $ 48,027 £ 38,105

Net revenue £ 18,907 £ 15,289

Average price obtained per unit 4.4d . 4.690 .

Cost of Production , Per unit. 1896 .

10,349 • 95d , .87d .

Oil, waste,water, andengine room } 997 • 09d . .08d .

Salaries and wages at generating 5,110
-47d . *468 .

station

Works'oost

Repairsand maintenance of balla :} *} -21d. .26d .
ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

Rent, rates and taxes 2,467 •23d . .25d .

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c., 3,494 •32d , • 35d .

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors ,
law charges and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}
8000unt

Renewal fund account

Coal .. ..

stores

Output.
Capital

expenditure.

Working costs. Gross profits.

2,308 1 1:72d.
383,633 units. £ 21,997 £ 3,216 £ 7,309

1896 .

£230,164... ...

-

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897 .

Total capital expended £ 252,162

Number of units sold 1,898,362

Number of lamps connected 137,955

Revenue from sale of current £41,681

Net revenue
$ 14,639

Average price obtained per unit 5 • 25d .

119,960

Total £ 24,725 2.27d . 2 27d .

£ 34,371...

Average price

obtained

I
l

Revenue.
per unit.

...

£ 8. d .

48,027 00

582 0 0

4 :4d .

1896 .

By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam ..

Transfer fees

Other items

Per unit.

•69d .

• 12d .

•46d .

272 0 0

Cost of Production ,

Coal

Oil, waste, water,and engine room
}

Salaries and wages at generating }
station

ings, engines, boilers, dynamos,&to:}

stores

5,468

909

3,605
Total £ 48,881 0 0 4.4d.

3,521 (War.boost} •45d .1.69d Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal accounts ),

2.27d . ; works' cost, 1:72d.

2,597 •33d .

3,928 • 50d .

Rent, rates and taxes

Management expenses , direotors' re

muneration , salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,
stationery and printing, general
establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}

Renewal fund account ..

Total £ 20,023 2055d .

Average price

obtained

per unit.

5.25d .

£ 8. d.

41,681 0 0

1,323 00

Revenue.

By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees

Other items

It is yet too early for the accounts of this

Dover Elec- company to show any beneficial results from the

tricity Supply supply of electrical energy for the municipal

Company tramways. It will be doubtless remombered that

an agreement exists between this company and

the Dover Corporation for the supply of electricity for tramway pur

poses, on what are undoubtedly favourable terms, as far as the com

pany is concerned . The tramwaye, however, did not commence to

to run betore September, consequently, one cannot expect that the

company has yet realised to what extent their position will be im .

proved . It is significant, however, that the namber of units sold has

increased from 154,200 to 234,074, though the lamps that have been

added to the circuits, 2,233, are no doubt in a great measure respon

sible for the increased consumption. The accounts for 1898 will be

distinctly interesting, for they will reveal the practical advantages

that are likely to accrue from the combined supply of electricity for

lighting and tramway purposes. The following table shows the

increase in capital, working costs, and output:

..

17 0 0

Total £ 43,021 00 5.25d .

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2 :65d .; Works' cost, 1.690 .
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INCREASE.

Capital

expenditure.

Output in

units.

Working

expenses.

Revenue from

sale of current.

£11,932 79 874 £802 £ 2,328

...

...

...

... ..

a

.
.
. ...

The following table gives the cost per uoit :

1897 . 1896 .

Total capital expended
£ 62,836 £ 50,904

Number of units sold 284,074 164,200

Number of lampe connected 10,137 7,90 €

Revenue from sale of current £5,059 £2,674

Net revenue £1,178

Average price obtained per unit 5.160. 4.14d .

Cost of production. £ Per unit , 1896 .

Coal .. 1631 1 •67d . 1631 ,

Oil , waste, water , and engine room } • 16d . 15d ,
stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 1,004
1.03d . 1 :43d .

station
Works cost

Repairs and maintenance of build . } 439 } • 450.
27d .

Ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

Rent, rates and taxes 115 • 12d . .181.

Management expenses, directors' re.

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, olerks, & c., 721 •74d . 1.27d .

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant
account }

Renewal fund account .. !

100

{ " 2 300.

share capital of the Richmond company, and the whole of this diri.

dend bad gone into this company's coffers. The broad policy adopted

by the company from the first in dealing with electrical supply for

the County of London had been the establishment of two large

generating stations — one on the north side and one on the south side

of the river - each capable of meeting the wants notonly of its imme.

diate neighbourhood,but alsoof supplyingthe requirements ofother

localities for which they had hoped to obtaio ligbting orders. At

the present moment they had by far the largest area of any electric

lighiing company in London. Taeir plan was based on the belief

that such a policy would be found to be more economical and satig.

factory than that of setting up smaller generatiog stations. He

ventured to suggest to the vestries of the smaller areas of London

who might be now thinking of embarking on electric lighting schemes

of their own to ponder whether it might notbe wiser to supply their

wants in that direction by means of established companies - their

own , for instance,which, owing to its larger preparations for business

and its special technical experience, must be able, presumably, to give

more satisfactory supply, and at moderate rates, without any

material reduction of its jast profits. They had erected a fine station

in the City Road, adjoining the Regent's Canal, so that the carriage

of their coal and other material would be cheap and easy. The

building at St. Luke's was finished, and the plant installed there was

capable of supplying the equivalent of 80,000 8 -candle-power lamps

connected. They had good ground, he thought, for expecting that

the demand for electric, light in the St. Luke's and Clerkenwell

district would steadily increase. For the eastern portion of Holborn

the provisional order was confirmed to them in the last session of

Parliament, and work having been at once commenced, current was

now available. As to the western portion of Holborn , and also St.

Giles-in- the -Fields, they had secured the consent of the local

authorities to their application for provisional orders, which now

awaited the sanction of Parliament. There were several other

districts on the north side of the Thames and in the East-end of

London, into some of which they had already obtained , while for

others they were seeking the necessary authority to enter, and all of

which theywould be able tosupply for years to come from their station

in the City Road . So farhehad been speaking of electric lightingonly ;

but theywere confirmed in theiranticipationsof a large demand alsoin

those districts for a supply of electriccurrent for motivepower. Special

mains for the supply of such current had been laid throughout the

principal thoroughfares, and he believed that all preparations had

been completed, and that that evening the batterieswould be charged

for the service. Their Wandsworth station was completed, and the

plant now installed there had a capacity of supplying more than

40,000 8 -candle lamps power connected , while there was space in

the building for machinery to supply three times that number.

From that vast area a very encouraging demand had already sprang

up ; and in Camberwell there was already a considerable demand for

motive power as well as for electric lighting. The policy involved,

Do doubt, heavy capital expenditure at first and acertain delay in

obtaining a substantial revenue in return, but they had done with

large capital expenditure for years to come. They had paid no

dividendyet on their ordinary shares. When, however, they allotted

10,000 ordinary £10 shares last December, their market value was

£15, and they were alloited at par to their ordinary sbareholders in

the proportion of one share for three already held , and this was equal

to a dividend of about 5 per cent. for the last three years.

Mr. J. B. BRAITHWAITE, jun , seconded the adoption of the report,

which was adopted .

A resolution increasing the directors' remuneration to £ 2,090 for
1898 was then carried.

Total £ 4,070 4.17d. 4.92d.

Average price

obtained

Revenue. per unit.£ 8. d.

5,059 00

114 0 0

5: 16d.
By sale of current

Meter rents, &c.

Bupply of steam

Transfer fees

Other items 74 0 0

Total £5,247 00 5:16d.

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal

Accounts ), 4 :17d .; works' cost, 2.301.

1

County of London and Bruh Provincial Electric

Lighting Company, Limited.

The fourth annual meeting of this company was held on Monday at

Winchester House, Lord Rathmore presiding.

The CHAIRMAN Congratulated the shareholders on the steady pro

gress which had been made by the company since their last meeting,

onthe good position in wbich they stood, and onthe encouraging

prospect which seemed to be opening for them . The net revenue

for 1897 amounted to £ 20,876, as against £5,904 in 1896 , wbile the

gross receipts bad increased from £ 8,485 to £ 25,371. A large proportion

of these receipts arose fromprofits on investments realised. Theyhadde

rived already a substantialprofit from theirLondon stations,amount

ing to £ 2,521 from St. Luke's and to £1,281 from Wandsworth . When

they remembered what exceptional difficulties they experienced in

the preparatory stages, and bore in mind that their two stations

were only started for the supply of current during the past year - in

the case of St.Luke'sso recently as September last - those earnings

were on thewholeas large as they could reasonably have expected.
The remainder of the ordinary sbare capital had beenissued, making

the total of capital paid £ 509,808, and leaving £ 90,000 which fell due

this year . A substantial premium was received on the second issue

of the ordinary sbares, and this was applied to reducing the pre

liminary expenses, writirg off costs in connection with provisional
orders, and in increasing their reserve fund, wbich now

stood at £ 5,000 . The loans against security bad been

reduced from £63,600 in 1896 to £ 29,700, The spodry

creditors amounted to £58,344, which was nearly all represented

by plant, machinery,and cables, and was more thancovered by the

amount of sundry debtors on the other side of the balance-sheet. As

to tbe assets, a further sum of £ 141,066 had been invested in their

London di-tricts. The preliminary expenses, wbich stood in 1895 at

£ 18,478, had been reduced from time to time, and now amounted to

only £ 8,800. As to their investments, some changes had occurred

during the year, the most important of which was, that they had

disposed of their interest in theBuurnemouth station. The sundry
debtors amounted to £ 71,545 . This was largely in respect oftheir

interest in the Bournemouth and district company, and it had now

nearly all been collected . Their metropolitan stations were those to

wbich they looked for their largest profits in the future . They

retained an interest in the Bournemouth district, represented by

ordinary shares. In the Dover company they still held practically

the whole of the ordinary sbares , and there seemed to be a good

fature before it. A dividend of 3 per cent. had been paid on the

The Oxford Electric Company, Limited .

The report of the directors states that the revenue account shows

&profit for the year of £ 3,996 178. 5d., to which has to be added

£13 178. 6d. ( the difference between the receipts from share premiums

and the expensesattending the redemption of the old debentures)

and £537 78. 6d., the amount brought forward from last year's account

making a total of £4,548 23. 5d. After deductiog £ 202 159. 2d. on

account of the expenses attending issue of debenture capital, and

providing £ 1,499 1 $. 10d. for debeature and load interest, the

available balance is £ 2,846 5s. 5d , which the directors propose to

appropriate as follows :- £500 to a fundto provide for future

renewals of machinery and plant, and £ 2,327 89. in payment of

dividend at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum upon the capital

(tbe new shares issued in March ranking for dividend , as

provided by the prospectus, from the average date of payment

of the instalments thereon ), leaving a balance of £18 171. 5d.

to be carried forward to next year's account. The £ 25,000

of 5 per cent. debentures outstanding at the date of last

accountshave been redeemed at abonus of5 per cent., and replaced

by an issue of £ 35,000 debenture stock at 4 per cent. interest. The

premiumsreceived on a further issue of 2,000 shares made in March

last exceeded the bonus paid on the redemption of the debentares by

£13 178. 6d. , which has been carried to the revenue account. The

expenses attending the issue of the new debentures , iaclading the

sum of £79 103. which previously stood to the debit of capital

account, amount to £608 58. 6d. , whereof £ 202 158. 20. had been

debited to the revenue of the year, and the balance carried forward ,

to be liquidated out of the revenge of the next two years. The grous

receipts have been to some extent affected by a reduction in the

price of current to consumers as from January 1st, 1897, but the

directors confidentlyexpect that this liberal policywill yield advan

tageous results in the near future. Since the last report 2,630

8 - C.P. lamps or the equivalent, have been connected with the

mains, bringing the total on December 31st last up to the equivalent

of 21,364 8.C.P. lamps. The plant at the generating station hasbeen
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increased during the year by a 600 - H.P . engine and a boiler of 200 - H.P.

capacity. A new transformer station has also been equipped in Ship

Street, and two additional transformers connected to the system .

A line of 3 - inch iron pipes has been laid from the works at Osney to

a central position in the city, to provide for extensions of the high

tension feeding system , and to enable the supply to be controlled

entirely from the works. The cost of these additions to plant and

extensions has been provided by the proceeds of the 2,000 sbaros

issped during the year.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited .

Thx directors' report states that in October, 1897, an issue of 8,000

ordinary shares of £5 each was made, and was fully subscribed. The

final instalment on these sbares, due on January 1st, 1898, has now

been paid , and a Stock Exchange quotation for the new issue has

been applied for. The balance of premium received in 1897 in

respectof this issue,after deducting the expenses of issue, amounts

to £ 21,983 53. 6d., and, following the course adopted in tbe accounts

of previous years, a portion of this has been applied to the extiaction

of the legal and other extraordinaryexpenses incurred during the

year. The balance remaining, £ 20,851 153. 3d. , has been placed to

the reserve fund, making the total of that fund £ 35,717 93.5d. Tae

sum of £ 2,000 bas been added to the renewals and depreciation fund ,

out of the net revenue. Altər deductiog this amount, and after pay

ment of interest on debenture stock (£ 2,700 ), there remains a balance

available for distribution of £ 11,344 58.2d ., including £ 1,526 178. 4d.

brought forward from last year.

The directors recommend that this balance shall be applied as

under :

8. d .

Interim dividend of 6 per cent. per annum onthepre

ference shares forthe ball-year to Jane 30th, 1897

(paid July 1st, 1897 ) ... 900 0 0

Interim dividend on 26,000 ordinary shares for the

half- year to June 30th, 1897, at the rate of 5 per

cent.perannum (paid July 1st, 1897) 3,250 0 0

Dividend of 6per cent. per andum on the preference

shares for the half-year, to December 31st, 1897 ... 900 0 0

Dividend on26,000 ordinary shares for the half -year

to December 31st, 1897, at the rate of 7 per cent.

per annum , making a total dividend of 6 per cent.

for the year 4,650 0 0

Dividend at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum on the

instalments of £1 per share from the due date of

the instalment to December 31st, 1897, on the

new issue of 8,000 shares 92 1 1

Balance to be carried to next account ... 1,652 4 1

of the rapid development in the methods of . supply and dis

tribution during the past eight years in which the foundation

of our business has been laid , hasbeen that some of our plant has

been superseded in the process. Inthese circumstances, our capital
account has had to goffer somewhat for the benefit of our revenue

account, and we have frankly recognised in our report that the

pormal provision for depreciation must accordingly be supplemented

in fature years it our capital is to remain intact whenour under .

taking falls in to the local authority under the purchase clause of our

provisional order . I am bappy to say, however, that so far as we

can ascertain our logs of capital from this cause, itis already much

more than compensated by the value of the goodwill which we pos

sess to-day, and thatas the value of our goodwill declines withthe

lapse of cor concession , such loss can be provided out of revenue

without any additional burden on profits, owing to the extinction of

the preliminary expenses which has now been accomplished. Before

concluding my observations, I should like to call attention to a plan

which wehave recently inaugurated for advancing the popularity of

the electric light ia our district, which we commend to the notice of

our consumersand to the emulation of our neighbours. Alone among

the electric lighting companies in the metropolis today, we arepre

pared to givehouseholders a limited installation, not only free of all

initial expense, but free from any additional charge for electricity.

We believe that when consumers realise that they can enjoy the

electric light without incurring any capital expenditure, andespeci.

ally leasehold consumers whose expenditure would not benefittheir

own property, many will be disposed to adopt the electric light in

preference to gas, and as we can make a larger profit on the same

number of lights in the form of manysmall installations than in the

form of fewer large installations, it will pay us to expend the capital

necessary to extend our business in this way.

Mr. R. A. GERMAINE Beconded the motion, and the report was

adopted.

The retiringdirectorsand auditors havingbeen re-elected, the pro

ceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairmanfor

presiding.

..

...

...

...

£11,344 5 2

The number of lamps connected on December 31st, 1897 , was

96,638, an addition of 16,178 during the year. A large part of the

capital expenditure has been incurred in the purchase of freehold

land in Pavilion Road, and building thereon a substantial sub -station,

in the extension of the new generating station at Alpha Place, and

also in the parchase of some leasehold property . Considerable

amounts havealso been spent on generating machinery and on mains

to supply the increase in demand .

At an extraordinary general meeting,held on February 2nd last,

the shareholders confirmed their approval of a Bill for the compulsory

purchase of certain properties required for the development of the
basiness.

The Windsor Electrical Installation Company,

Limited

The directors' report states that the business of thecompany is pro
gressingsatisfactorily . The number of lamps installed on December

31st, 1897, was equivalent to 4,985 of 8 -candle power ; since that date
395 have been added . In the course of the year a new

eogine, twice the size of the original ones, has been added ,

and the storage cell capacity hasalso been doubled. Extension of

mains bave been made in St. Leonard's Road, Osborne Road, and

King's road. The net profit for the year is £ 1,256 165.71d ., as shown
on the net revenue account, No. 4, and out of this sum the directory

recommend that a dividend of 4 per cent., free ofincome-tax, be

declared onthe paid -up capital of the company, the dividend on the

new shares being calculated from the dates of allotment and call.

This will absorb £65278. 4d. , leaving a balance of£604 9. 3d . to

carry forward. The directors have now been in office for twoyears

without any remuneration whatever, and in view of the very satis

factory progress of the company, they will, at the general meeting,

ask the shareholders for a vote on account of their past services.

Mr. A. W. 8. Good resigned his position as secretary of the
company in the early part of the year, and your directors did not

consider it necessary to appoint another permanent secretary, as Mr.

A. W. Shipley, in addition to being a director of the company,

kindly accepted the position of managing director, and the board

consider themselves very fortanate in securing hisvaluable services.

It is proposed to issue the remaining capital-£ 5,000 — doring the
carrent year. The directors recommend that the shares be issued at

apremium of 29. 6d. per share, and any shareholders deşiring an

allotment should apply atthe company's offices for a form of appli.

cation . The allotment will be pro rata to existing holdings,but any

shareholder not applying within one month of thedate of this report

will be deemed to have renounced bis right to an allotment.

Current is now being supplied at 7d. per unit, but the directors hope

to reducethe price to 6d.when 8,000 C.P. lamps ortheir equivalent

are installed. This reduction in Windsor is equal to 3d. per 1,000
feet of gas.

House -to - House Electric Light Supply Company,

The tenth ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of theabove
companywas held on Friday lastat Winchester House, Old Broad

Street, Mr. Henry Raniré Beeton ( the chairman ) presiding .

Thereport and accounts having been taken as rend, the CHAIRMAN

said : Gentlemen, in moving the adoption of the report and accounts,

I should like to call attention to the fact that the satisfactory features

which have characterised the workingof our undertaking of late

years, bave repeated themselves during the past year. The extension

in the demand for electricity has continued undiminished, and a

further reduction in the cost of production has been effected ; 80 thật

ourincreased revenue has again been"earned without any appreciable

addition to our expenditure, and the increase of profit is larger than

inany previous year in the company's history. Io regard to the

tature, the applicationsso far received from new consumers duriog

the current year exceed those received at the corresponding date last

year, and although the cost of production cannot be indefini'ely re

daced, there is no reason to believe that finality has been reached in

this particular. In order to obtaia the satisfactory results which our

accounts disclose, we bave bad to adopt, wherever it was possible to

do so , the best machinery and methods which advancing experience
bas made available. This is no rt Auction upon our system of sopply,

which, I think, we are justifiad ia regarding as the best suited to a

district such as ours,but is a necessity iocident to all systems in the

earlier stages of the industry . Already our works' cost is nearly as

low as those of other metropolitan supply companies whose output is

tour and five times larger than ours, while our capital outlay per unit

of productive power compares most favourable with that of our

neighbours, notwithstanding that most ofthem are more favourably

situated than we are. The credit of this position, of wbich we

may jastly be proud, is largely due to the ability and devotion

of the company's engineer and manager, Mr. Bowden, to whom

the thanks of the shareholders are dae. The effect, however,

South London Electric Supply Corporatio,3..

The first report of the directors, with accounts to December 31st

last, to be presented to the ordinary general meeting to be held in

London onMonday, states that the works of the corporation arepro

ceeding in a satisfactory manner. Tae first subj +ct which claimed

the board's attention was that of obtaioing a suitable site for the

central station and dust destractor, which, by virtue of an agreement

with the vestry, had to be approved by that authority. Taig pre

sented much difficulty, and caused unavoidable delay. The incon.

venience was, however, fully compensated for by the ultimate acqui.

sition of the most favourable site for the purposes of the corporation

within the parish of Lambeth. The laod is freehold , and consists of

three acres on the north-west side of the London, Chatham and Diver

Railway, between Loughborough Juiction and Deomark Hill stations.

Pussession was obtained at Michaelmas, 1897, when the contractors,

Manlove, Alliott & CJ. , Limited, were instructed to proceed with the

erection of the necessary buildings and dust destructor. Arrar ge

ments have been made by which current is being obiained from a

neighbouring electric supply company , pending the completion of the

central station, and thus the nucleus ofa promising business is beiog

formed. Abouttwoand a ball months have elapsed since a portion of the

mains were made available for a supply of current. The total num
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ber of 8 - C.P . lamps for which energy has already been applied for

amounts to 2,659. The whole of theissue of share capital offered last

March, amounting to £ 325,000, has been subscribed. This places

the corporation in a strong financial position, and obviates the

necessity of curtailing the contracts which at one time appeared

inevitable. The action of the board in placing the balance of the

original issue which was notapplied for when the corporation was
brought out has been somewhat criticised . The directors are satisfied

that they acted in the best interests of the corporation , and are con

fident their action will be supported by the general body of the

shareholders. As so short a time has elapsed since the commence

ment of operations, and no electric supply had buenmade up to the

end of 1897, the accounts merely take the form of a balance sheet to

December 31st, showing the position of the company at that date .

Mains already laid are shown on maps which can be seen at the cor

poration's offices,and amount in allto 21 miles laid in about 8

miles of streets. The necessary machinery and plant is being con .

structed as rapidly as possible.

Birmingham Electric Supply Company,

A MEETING of this companywas held last week at Birmingham .

Mr. BUCKLEY, chairman , in proposing the adoption of the report,

congratulated the shareholders on their receiving, for the first time

in the history of the company , a 5 per cent. dividend . The prog

pects of the future were very hopetal, as was shown by the con

tinued increase in the business. During 1895 they supplied 18,199

lamps; in 1896 the number was 25,876 , and last year 39,232. Their

sopply of current in 1895 was 490,000 units, 1896 756,000, andlast

year 1,133,000 units. Therefore he thought he was justified in

saying that the company was created for a proper parpose, and that

there was a field for their operations. By the aid of wall diagrams

he then showed to the satisfaction of the shareholders how the supply

of their light was extending not only among manufacturers, but also

to the residential parts of the city. This increased outputhad necessi

tated enlargementand additional plantat both the DaleEndand Water

Street premises, and he thought that they had reason to look upon the

future with the greatest satisfaction. With regardto the proposal of

the Corporation to take over the concern , one of the council com

mittees was looking into the matter to see if it was advisable

to recommend the purchase ; and the shareholders would there

fore see that it was impossibleforhim to make any statement on the

question at present. " It would be wrong to the Corporation and

inimical to the company. Whatever wasdone, however, would be

subject to the approval and ratification of theshareholders. As to

theincrease of capital, the directors would in this case also consult
the shareholders as tothe time when the new ghares should be issued .

The motion was then adopted .

.

Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company,

The report of the directors for the past year states that the net

profit, including a balance of £ 99 brought forward , is £ 11,492, which

it is proposed should be appropriated as follows :-Interest on deben

tures, £ 1,125 ; in payment of a dividend of 124 per cent., free of

income-tax, £ 9,464; and carry forward £ 903. The last issue of shares

at £ 2 premium was wholly taken up, and realised a premium of

£3,792, which was applied to costs of increasing capital, £ 200 ; to

depreciation fund, £ 1,903, making that £6,643 ; and to reserve,

£ 1,689, bringing that fund up to £ 2,970 . On January 1st, 1897, the

price of currentwas reduced from 6d. to 5d. per arit, and an increased

demand bad followed . The amount derived from the sale of

the current during the five completed years of the company's

operations were - 1893, £ 3,555; 1894, £ 4,849; 1895, £ 6,935 ;

1896, £ 11,268 ; 1897, £14,319. During the year 219,980 had

beenexpended uponmachinery, mains, and other appliances, being

£ 1,600 more thanin the preceding year. Inconsequence of the diffi

culty inobtaining new machinery from Eqglish manufacturers, owing

to thedispate in the engineering tredes, the directors in July last

notified theirinability to accept new customers for attachment before

Christmas. The difficulties are now removed, as new machinery bad

been laid down. At the annual meeting the shareholders will be

asked to approve ofan agreement forthe sale of theirundertaking

to the Corporation. The capital expenditure is fixed at £ 124,472, and

the Corporation agrees to pay £220 Sheffield 24 per cent. redeemable

stock, or £213 89. in cash for each £100 of the capital property

expended by the company. The sale takes place as from December

318t, and until its completion thecompany is entitled to a dividend

of 10 per cent. per annum upon their paid up capital. The directors

thinkthe termsproposed are fair and equitable , and they advise the

shareholders to accept them .

Crompton & Co., Limited .

Wu have received the following circalar signed by Mr. John Trotter,

chairman : - " The directors have to inform the shareholders that,

in consequence of certain differences of opinion between themselves

and Mr. J. F. Albright as to the management of the company's busi

ness, Mr. Albright is relinquishing his position as a managing director,

and has also intormed theboard that as soon as may be convenient

to the company, he isdesirous of resigning his position as a director.

The directors regret that this course should have become necessary .

To provide for the future management of the company, the directors

have appointed Mr. F. R.Reever, the company's secretary, to the

post ofgeneral manager ,Mr. R. E. Crompton continuing to superin

tend thetechnical part of the company'sbusiness. The directors are

pleased to be able to informtheshareholders that arrangements bave

been made by which Mr. Albright undertakes for 12 months to give

the company alladvice and information reasonably in his power.”

Hastings and St. Leonards Electric Light Company.

The directors' report congratulates the shareholders upon the in

creasing business of the company, and points with much satis

taction to the fact that the increased income has been obtained at a

very small increase of cost, the receipts for the past year having

exceeded those of 1896 by£ 1,633, whilst the expenditure or works'

cost has only increased £ 157. This result has been obtained by con

stant watchiulness of the staff, in the expenditure of fuel, and by

improvements made inthe machinery, whereby greater economy has

beenpossible. Since the last ordinary general meeting the Corpora

tion has taken and paid for the mains,lamp-posts, and other plant

relating exclusively to the public lighting, and consequently the

repairs to ,and renewals of,such plant now fall on the Corporation,

although the company is still supplying the current, and will probably

continue to do so for some time longer. The directors have also

(with the sanction of the shareholders) entered into a provisional

contract with the Corporation for the saleof the andertaking, and

the Corporation is applying tothe Board of Trade for a provisional

order to enable it to carry the contract into effect, but, in the

meantime, the directors are carrying on the business for the benefit

of the shareholders, as it no such contract existed . The result of

the past year's trading is exceedingly satisfactory , and shows a net

profit of £ 1,990 189.4d ., out of which the directors recommend a

dividend at the rate of 6 per cent. (which will exhaust £ 1,633 43.)

to be paid ; £300 to be placed to reserve, and the balance of £67
148. 4d . to be carried forward .

Stock Exehange Notices. - Application has been made

to the Stock Exchange Committeeto appoint a special settling day

in and to grant a quotation to - W . T. Henley's Telegraph Works

Company, Limited - Farther issue of 2,500 ordinary shares.

The Stock ExchangeCommittee hasappointed Wednesday, March

23rd, a special settling day in County of London and Brush Provincial

Electric Lighting Company, Limited Farther issue of 10,000

ordinary shares of £ 10 each, £ 2 paid ,Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 ; and has

ordered to be quoted in the Official List:-County of London and

Brush Provincial Electric Lighting Company, Limited Furtherissue

of 10,000 ordinary shares, Nos. 30,001 to40,000.

The Direct Spanish Telegraph Company, Limited.

-The board has decided to recommendthe payment of the dividend

at the rate of 10per cent.per annum on the preference shares, and a

dividend, free of income-tax, at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum

onthe ordinary shares, both for the hall-year ended December 31st,
1897 .

Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited.

The annual meeting of this companywas held yesterday afternoon ,

at CadoganGardens, S.W. , for the adoption of the report and accounts

for 1897. A report will appear in our next issne.

1

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

Isle of Man Tramways and Electric Power Company,

The annual meeting of this company was held at Douglas yesterday
week. -

The directors' report submitted stated that the balance available

was £ 11,165, and recommended dividends at the rates of 6 per cent.

per annum on the preference and 7 per cent. per annum on the

ordinary shares.

Mr. A. BRUCE, chairman of directors, in moving the adoption of

the reportand accounts, said the extension of theelectric system from

Laxey to Ramsey would be open next July, and he anticipated that

this would be a source of considerable revenue to the company.

The motion was adopted .

Messrs. A. Bruce and F. G. Callow , the retiring directors, were

re -elected, and Messrs. William Aldred, Son & Co., Manchester, were

re-appointed auditory.

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited. — The receipts for the

week ending March 11th , 1898 , were £ 2,259 133. 2d.; corresponding period ,

1897, £ 2,125 17s. 68 .; increase, £ 133 15s, 8d .

The Cityand South London Railway Company.- The receipts for the week end

ing March 13th , 1898, were £ 1,077; week ending March 14th , 1897 , £ 1,031 ;

increase, £ 46 ; total receipts for half-year, 1898, £ 11,796 ; correspond .

ing period, 1897, £ 11,806 ; decrease, £10.

The Caba Submarine Telegraph Company . - The receipts for the month of

November were £ 3,413 , as compared with £4,545 in the corresponding
month of last year,

The Dover Corporation ElectricTramways.The receipts for the week ending

March 12th , 1898 , £ 100 58. 98.; total receipts to March 12th , 1898,

£ 1,048 11s. 6d .

The Dublin United Tramways Company. - The receipts for week ending Friday,

March 11th , 1898, were £381 4s. 1d, ; corresponding week last year, £ 392 lls.;

decrease, £ íl 6s. 11d .; passengers carried , 65,867; corresponding week last

year, 63,023 ; aggregate to date, £3,975 18s. 5d . ; aggregate to date last year ,

£ 4,305 18s.60.; decrease to date, £ 330 5s . 1d . ; mileage open, 8 miles. Cars,

1898, 209 ; 1897, 227. Miles , 1698, 18,887 ; 1897, 17,865.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company.The receiptsfor the week ending

March 13th , 1898, amounted to £ 1,330 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,280 ; increase, £ 50.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited.-- The receipts for

the week ending March 11th, 1898, after deducting 17 per cent. of the
gross receipts payable to the London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,996 .
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TELEARAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

B081004 . dogo
Brook

Closing Olosing duringI'TOBODI Dividends forOR

MAMA .
Bharo.

Quotation , wook oodod

! Da
the lan three years .

Qaotation,
March 9th . March 16th , March16th ,

$
1898 .

1895 , 1896 . 1897 . Highost. Lowest

137,4001 Abrican Diroot Teleg ., Ltd., 4 % Dob .
2004% 100 114 100 104 103

10
35,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares...

64 71 7 8

125,000 Do. do . 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

Stock £ 2 98. £ 2 138. 3 % 59 61 53 61923,9607 Anglo-American Talog., Ltd.
61 601

3,038,0202 Do. do , 6 % Prat. Stock £ 4 188. £ 5 . 68. 6 % 108, 109 1081 1094 109 ) 108

3,038,0204 Do. do. Deld.... Stock 11 % 12% 11) 12 118 11)

130,000 Brasilian Sabmarino Talos ., Ltd. 107% 164 177 164 171 17161636

Do.75,0001 do. 6 % , Debu., and forlon, 1906 100 6 % 112 4.6 112 116

44,000 Owl Talop ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,000 54 % 4.% 3 31 3 31

10,000,000 $ OommercialOablo Oo.... $ 100 7 % 7 % 187 - 192 187 --192 1894

Do.918,2972 106 - 108 107
Do. Sterling 800year 4% Dob. Stock Rod . Stock

106 - 108 105

224,850 Oonsolidated Telop . Oomst. and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 11% 2 % th ta

16,000 Ouba Talog., Ltd.
10 8 % 64 73 6 ) 7 73 613

6,000 Do. 10 % Prof. 10 10 % 10 % 145 151 144 151 15 1416
64 % 4 % 4 % 4

12,931 Direct Spanish Tales.,Ltd.
5 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Oum . Pref. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11 108

30,0002 Do. do . 41 % Debu. Nou. I to 6,000 60 41 % 49 % 41% 103 -106 % 3 1067

60,710 | Direct United States Oablo , Ltd.
20 | 21 % 23 % 114 104 ilt 11,3 1073

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43 % Reg. Deb
100 93-101 93 –101 100 99 !

400,000 Bs stana Tolog ., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 400,000
1064% 61 % 17 181 187 171

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum , Prof. 10 6 6% 181 194 191 19

89,9001) Do. 6 % Debs, repay,August,1899 1005 % 5 % 100 -103 100 163

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Dob .Stock Rod. Stock 4 % 4% 129 -132 128 131 1314 129

250,000 Bastons Butension , Australasia and China Talog ., Ltd. 107 % 7%
1873 197 184 - 197 193 187

Do, 8 % (Aus. Glov. Bub.), Dob.,1900, rod. ana .dugu.
6 % 5 % 103 99 103

rog. 1 to 1,049 , 3,976 to 4,826

100,5001 Do. do. Bearor, 1,066—8,976 and 4,827–6,400 100 5 % 5 % 100 -163 100 103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Btock Stock 4 % 4 % 190 193 128 - 131 130

35,1001
Eastern und Bouth African Talog., Ltd., 6 % Mort. Dob.

5 % 99 103 99 - 103

1900 rodoem . ann . drgi., Rog. Nou. 1 to 2,849
46,500 Do. do . do . to bourar, 2,344 to 6,600 100 5 % 5 % 100 13 100 - 103

300,0002 Do. 4 % Mort. Dobu. Nou.1to8,000, rod.1909 100 4 % 4 % 102 — 106 102 -- 106

200,0002 Do. 4% Rar Mt.Dobs. (Mauritiu Sub .) 1 to 8,000 364 % 4 % 108 -111% 08 111 %

180,227 Globo Talograph and Trust, Ltd. 15 41 % 44 % 11f 121 114 127 1276 1117

180,042 Do. do, 6 % Prol.... 16 8 % 6 % 174 - 187 17) - 18 177 17

150,000 Great Northon Talon Company of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 29 30 29. - 30

160,000 ? Do, do . K % Dabo. 106 5 % 5% 100 -163 10 - 103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable Co., Ltd., 45 % 18t Mort.

100 95 -100 95 -100

Debs., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 indo - Xuropean Telogi, Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 - 65 52 55

100,0001 London Platino- Brasilian Talog., Ltd. 6 % Dobo. 102 8 % 6 % 106 - 109 106 -109

64% 2

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,000 ...
23 , 3 21

484,597 National Teleph., Ltd., 1 to 484,397 ... 6 61 % 57 % 6 64- 64 61 63 611 64

15,000 6 % Orm . 1st Prat. 6 % % 18 16 18 177

15,000
Do. 6 % Oum . End Pret.

10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 - 17 15 %

250,000
Do. 8%Non -oum . Ord Pral., 1 to 250,000 65 % 5. % 5 % 54 - 61 54.- 64 64 53

1,929,4714 Do. 8 % Dob. Stock Rod ." Stock 81 % 34 % 31 % 104 -209 102 107 1049 104

171,504 Oriental Taleph. & Bloo., Ltd., Nov.1 to 171,504, fully paid 1 6 % 5 % g 4

100,0002 Predlo and Iuropean Tal., Ltd., 4 % Guar Dobs, 1 to 1,000 les 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 108

11,839 Boutor's Ltd. 8 5 % 8 9 . 8 9

3,981 Bubmarino Oablou Trust Oort . 139 - 144 139 144 140

58,000 United Riga Plato Talopla ., Ltd. 64% 4 19 41

146,7332 Do. do. 8 % Dobu. Btock 5 % 106 09 106 109 1064 102

15,609 Want Abra Tolog ., Ltd .; 7,601 to 20,109
104% ni) 5 5

219,4002 Do. do . do . 6 % Debi. 100 5 6 % 101 104 101 104

64,269 Westona uad Bruslinn Talag., Litd .
16 111 110 111, 12 111 118

33,129 Do. do. do . 6 % Prol. Ord . ! | 6 % 8 71 8

39,129 Do. do. Dot. Ord . 31 4 436

389,521 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red.... Stock 106-109 106-109

88,321 Wort India and Panama Talog ., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % }

34,563 Do. do, do . 6 % Oum . 1x Prod. 10 6 % 6 % 8 81 8 81

4,669 Do. do . do. 6 % Ohm . End Prat. 106 % 5 7 5 7" 61 54

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Dobo. No. 1 to 1,800 1005 % 5 % 106 108 105 108

1,163,000 $ Wonton Onion of 0. 8. Taloy ., 7 % 1st Mort. Bondo $ 1000 7 % 79% 105 110 106 -110

160,1001] Do. do. 6 % Star, Bonds. 100'6 % 6 % '100 - 106 100 -106

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COPANIES .

30,000 Ohaning Urods and Strand Aleoty .Supply : 5.6 % 6 % 7 % 134, 145 131 141

20,000 Do. do. do . 44 % Oum . Prad. 5 6 61- tt 6,25 61

5 16 % 5 % 114- 12 111- 11 118 113

Do, do. 4 % Deb Stock Rod . Stock] 44 % 44 % 115 -137 115-117

40,000 Oity of London Ileo.Lightg.Oo., Ltd.,Ord.40,001–80,086 10 | 6 % 7 % 10 % 28 - 29 26, 27 xd : 281

10,000 Do. do . Prov. Oerts. 5 10 % 274- 284 26 - 27 xd 264

10,000 Do. do . Nos. 90,001to 100,000 £2 pd. 10 131– 149 13 - 14 139 : 13

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Pral., 1 to 10,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 173 - 189 | 174– 18jxd 1E

400,000 Do. 6 %Deb. Stock, Barip.(ins. at 6116) all paid 3 % 6 % 129 -134 129 194

30,000 Jounty of Lond.& Brush Prov.H.Ltg .Ltd.,Ord .1—30,000 10 nil nil nil 141- 151 144- 157 153 144

20.000 Do. do. do. 6% Pret ., 40,001- 60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 154 161 151 - 164 166 167&

17,500 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ltd , ord. shares 1-17,400
3 31- 32

10,000 House-to-House Elec . Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5
11 --12 11 12 115 114

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum . Pret. 111- 121 114- 123 113

19,900 Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to50,000
104 % 204-214 2013 : 219 213 21

12,500 Do. Ord ., 50,001–62,500, iss. at £2 prom . 10 20 -21 204- 213 200

220,0002 Do. 44 % krst mortgage debenture stook 41 % 44 % 117 121. 11.7 -121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lightg. Co., Ltd. 10 % : % 4 % 6 % 20 21 199--20 xd 201 204

19,980: *81. James's& Pall MallBleo.LightCo., Ltd.,Ord ., 181-20,080 5 71 % - 101 % 141% 181– 194
191 19

20,000 Do. 7 %Prel., 20,081 to 40,080 5 17 % 7. % 7 % 10 - 11 10,1 - 11

50,000 Do. do. 4 % Deb, stock , Redi Stock 4 % 107 -110 117-110

43,341 | South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2paid ... 5 23- 3 21- 21 218

79,900 ' Westminster Bloctria Bupply Vorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 5 7 % 9 % 12 % | 171 - 181 17}– 181 18

• Subjeot to Founder's Shares. t Quotations on Liverpool Brook Szobango.

; Unless otherwiso bisted all ebares are fully paid , I Dividends paid in deferred sbaro warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividonds marked I are for a year consisting of abo laster part of apo yons and the first part of the next.
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SHARI LIST OF ILLOTRIOAL OOMPANIEI - Continued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES .

Prosoat

Londe.
HAND

Stook

Or

Sbara.

1

Dividends for

ibo last three years .

Olosing

Quotation,

March 9th ,

Olosing

Quotation
March 16th.

Basinon dong

doring weat

anded

Mar. 16th , 1998

.
.
.

...

...lر

103 10,8...

... ...

og

:
:

...

Edison &Bwan Un tad Élee.Legt., Ltd.," a"ante }
...

no

.
.
.

o
b

2

...

0
0
0

... ...

c
o

... ...

9

22

1895 . 896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 164- 177 169- 171 17

90,000 ora se Blool. kaging. Oo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000...
8 13 23 13 21

90,000 Do. do. Non -cim . 6 % Prot ., 1 to 98,000 2
21 - 21 24 - 2 xd

125,0001 Do. do. 41 % Perp . Deb . Stock.... Stock ! 19 - 114 114

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb. Stock Rod . Stock 02 -105 102 -105

19 894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares
10 101- 11 101- 100

129,179 Do.
do. do . £ 6 paid 10 6 % 7 61 68

59,254
Do. do. Pref. half-shares £1 pd.

11 2 i ! 2

67,680 Do. do . Det. do . £5 pd .
48 6 43 43

630,0007 Ciry und Bouth London Railway Stock 14 % 14 % 136 67 69 €6 68 68 667

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd.,7 % Oum . Pret. Bharen, 1 to 28,180 nir 24 2 } 28 21

99,261
65 % 51 % 21 3 24 3

I to 9 ),261

do . do, " A " Bhares 01-017,199 5 5 % 51 % 4 5 5

194,023
Do. do. do. 4% Deb . stock Red . 100

103 - 105 103 - 105

Tintas InCT310 Oongecuva , Lita ., 1 to 110,000 35 % 6 % 25 23 23 23 29 212

16,343 no. % 0mm. Prat.. 1 m 16,343 97 % 7 % 31 31

111,100 Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort. Deb . Stock Stock 106 -103 106 -- 108 1071 106

91,196 | Almore '. Patent Oop Depudy , Lira ., 1 to 70,000

67,275 Elmore's WireMig., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,ingnedet 1 pm
2 g

9,6001 Q: raaw :od & Ba‘iley, Ltd., 7 % Oax . Prol., 1 to 9,600 10 101%
11 9 11

12,500 Hanlos's W T.; Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord .
13 8 % 10 % 12 ? 23 24 23xd 34 229

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Pret. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % | 19 20 18) 191.0

50,000 Do do . 4 Mort.Deb. Stock Stock| 43 % 4 % 416 : 10 -115 110 11 ) 112

80,000 India - Rubbor, Gutta Porona and Talog. Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 1 221 211 321 2018 | 214

300,000 Do. do . do. 4 % lot Mort. Debu. 100
104 -108 104 - 118 1062

37,500 fLiverpool Overhead Rallmy, Ord . 10 | 27 % 21% 3 % 1011 1018 101 1018

10,000+ Do. do . Pref.,610 paid 19 ó % 5 % 54 164 161 151 - 161

37,36T | Talograph Consta. and Maintos., Ltd. 12 15 % 15 % 15 % 37 40 39 xd 39 351

58.20 Do. do . den 6 % Bonde, rod, 1899 100 5 % 6 % 5 % 12 - 105 102 -105

540,0001 Waterlon and Oity Railway. Ord . Stock
100 136. 139 136 -139 139 135

+ Quorations on Liverpool Brook Exobange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all sbares are fully paid .

Dividonds marked | are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and ibo örst part of the post.

ORongton & 00. - The dividends paid on the ordinary sbares (wbioh have not a stook Bzobango quotation ), are as follows : 1898–18; 1897-7 % $ 1890–8 % .

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED ,

• Birmingham ElectricBupply Company, Ordinary of 66 ( £ 4 paid ), 75, London Blectric Supply Corporation. £6 Ordinary , 4–41.

£ 6 (hully paid ) 104.
* T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 14.

House-to -House Company,41 %Debentures of£ 100, 107–109.
Kensington and Raightsbridge BleotrioLightingCompany, wimit : d Yorkshire Horse - to - Bouso Electricity Oompar , 66 Ordinary Shares

Ordbaly Sharos 65 ( Lully paid ) 17-18 ; 1st Praterance fully paid, 8–84. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Cumulative 6 % , 65 ( fully paid ), 83-9. Dividend, 1896, on

Ordinary Sbares 7 % .

* From Birmingham Share List . Bank rate oi Uroount 3 por cent. (October 14th , 1897).

do. ...

...
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STEAM RAISING BY WATER TUBE BOILERS.

THE Gloucestershire Engineering Society was recentlyselected by

Mr.H. W. Kolle, as the audience to which to expound his theories

of the water tube boiler. Naturally Mr. Kolle isbiased in favour of

water tube boilers,and considers them as near perfection as boilers

have yet arrived. It may be well, therefore, to review the eight re

quirements of a perfect steam boiler as enunciated by him . These

are far more than eight in number, but we give them as arranged

under eight beads, but divested of the curious lack of the rules of

elementary construction which seems to cling to so many technical

descriptions. They are as follows:-(1) Best materials for construc

tion, perfect workmanship,durability, highest class fittings. (2) Great

margin of strength, construction free of expansion stresses. ( 3 )

Sectional water space so arranged as to avoid general explosion.

(4) A combustion chamber arranged to secure complete combustion

before escape of gases to chimney. (5) Heatiag surface at right

angles to the gas currents. (6 ) Constant and thorough circulation.

(7 )A steam and water capacity sufficient to prevent sudden change

of pressure or water level. (8 ) Accessibility of parts for cleaning or

repairs.

As the above requirements are claimed to exist in the Babcock

boiler par excellence, we may not unfairly follow the claims and see

if theyare all substantiated . Of the first requirements there is no

difficulty in using the best possible materials and workmanship, and

the highest class of fittings. This is merelya matter of choice . The

question of durability is an open one. Perhaps the worst fault of

the water tube boileris the short life of its internal brickwork or of

its lower tubes when water is hard . We hope there is now no further

use of cast-irop in anywater tube boiler, but for a long time there

was far too much cast-iron in the ends of the steam drums and in the

tube headers, and the claim for best materials has at most only lately

been tenable.

Claim (2) for large margin of strength can only be tenable it all parts

are of wrought-iron or steel, and it any cast-iron is still used must be

disallowed. Advocates of water tabe boilers, while claiming great

strength because of small diameter of parts, have thrown away such

advantages by resorting to the wholly unsuitable metal cast-iron .

Stressesfromunequal expansion are provided against fairly well by

the water tube arrangement. Claim (3) is fairlywell earned. Claim

( 4) cannot be considered tenable. The gases from the fire rise up

directly among a nest of cold tubes, acd then enter the so - called com

bustion chamber— 80- called by courtesy only. A combustion chamber

placed behind a lot of water pipes cannot act as a combustion

chamber it the pipes have done their duty. Moreover, the ordinary

arrangement of the furnaceis anything but gocd . There is no bridge,

and the products of the fire rise directly amongst the tabs above

them . A fire cannot be smokeless unless the products from it are

miogled by sweeping over the whole fire surface and pass, via the

bridge, to the combustion chamber beyond. Esperience with

Lancashire and Galloway boilers proves that even unter the bust

conditions the presence of cross water pipes in the tabes beyond the

bridge wall will induce smokiness. The water tube boiler wtrranged

in the Babcock type, must either burn smokeless fuel, or it must

have its furnace arranged with an over -arching firebrick roof, so as

to compel the gases to travel somewhat as in other forms of boilers.

Combustion should be complete before the tubes arereached, or there

will be very little laterchance of securing this desirable result. As

to claim (6)there is probably no particular value in this arrangement

Gases travelling across tubes only impinge on one-half the tube, and

the other half is untouched. It is probably better that the gases

should travel with the tubes, completely enveloping them . Claim
( 6 ) is fairly to be maintained. For stationary work the ar

rangement of sloping tubes is such as to induce continuous

circulation . Claim ( 7) is one on which great differences of

opinion prevail. In a battery of boilers the smallness of capacity

of each individual item is perhaps of little consequence. It is when

there is but one boiler that the lack of steadiness becomes apparent

and the water tube boiler gives least satisfaction. Of claim (8), that

of accessibility for repaire, this, of course ,depends on the arrange.

ment possible with the seating. With ample space it can be secured.

Oar author is apt to lay fartoo much stress upon the heattrans

mission being hindered by the thick plates ofthe furnaces oflarge

shell boilers. A single homogeneous thick plate does not readily barn;

lap jointsmay burn ,butit isthe air spaceat the lap which causesthis.

Water tubes, though thin , often tear open in å most disastrous

manner, and are not looked on as particularly safeby boiler insurance

companies who prefer shell boilers despite Mr. Kolle's statement that

they explode almost every day. Moreover, this statement isnot borne

out by Tact. More water tube boilers explode per cent of those at

work than shell boilers. Nor have water tube bilers proved

themselves to be economical as compared with shell boilers.

Probably the marine class of land boiler as DON made and

arranged affords the best example of fuel economy and economy

of space and bricks. The setting of the water tabe boiler 15
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unfortunately somewhat tender and gives rise to great cooling effects

from air leakage. In a less but similar degree the Lancashire boiler

is exposed to the same longes. We haveseen a good many tests

reported of water tube boilers, but none to substantiate the claim for

superiority over any other type. True a report was published which

claimed , we believe, 137 lbs. evaporation although the chimney

temperature was high , but who believed it ? Water tube boilers

have a future. There are places, thanks to the follies of architects,

where water tube boilers are almost compulsory. At the same time,

there is room for much improvement in their construction. The

makers of them must get over that idea of small diameters. Taey

make it a question of salvation, and it has not tended to better

materials. Large shell boilers have had to face big pressures. No

pandering to the devil for poor materials has been possible with

them . Where a man has to deal with 200 lbs. pressure in &

12 feet shell he is obliged to be on the alert for good materials,but

there is an idea that anything will do for 4 inches, hence the employ

ment of cast- iron and the talk about the safety of small diameters.

We fear this has to bear some of the responsibility for split tubes.

It is far better to live up to a high pressure than to live down to a

small diameter. While many engineersobject to water tube boilers

because of their small contents, others like them because they soon

respond to a forced fire. Later practice seems to favour a combina

tion of shell and water tube boilers so as to secure both the staying

power and the sudden response to a pushed fire. Oar author looks to

the universal adoption in the near future of the water tube boiler and

the superheater with high pressure. Water-tubs boiler makers seem

to have forgotten that the stress of present day pressures on the

steam drums of water tube boilers is greater than the stress a few

years back on shell boilers, which were then declared to have seen

their last days, yet, it judged by the boiler of to -day, were only in

their infancy. It is not safe to prophecy too closely on the limits of

mechanical ecgineering.

closes the circuit ; we therefore get closing and breaking at three

points.

M. Barbarat bagarrangedan interrupterwith three plungers, a ,a ,a , tor

high tensions ( see illustration ), and with two insulating partitions, 1, b.

This apparatus has been tried with alternating currentsat 12amperes
and 3,000 volts on the sector of the Champs Elysées. Magnetic

circuit breakers bave also been constructed with thismode of breaking.

For this purpose a rod of iron is connected with thedippers, and is

displaced within a solenoid traversed by the current. Themechanism

is arranged so that the action of the electro -magnet on the armature

is balanced at the beginning by the weight. As soon as themove

ment has begun, two springs placed at the sides and immediately

set free, continue it, and raise the rod so as to bring about the

breaking.

Various otherinstruments have been constructed, in particular an in .

terrapting circuit breaker, and minimum circuit breaker. Two electro

magnets have also been arranged one above the other ; one to make

and one to break thecircuit. Thus the interrupter can be worked

from a distance. M. P. Janet has worked in this manner the inter

rapter of a circuit of 100 lamps.

M. BARBARAT then described the new underground cables with air

insulation employedby the TelephoneAdministration of Paris. These

cables are insulated with paper, and the insulation isensured by

injecting from time to time dry sir ander pressure. For this pur

pose, the compressedair is supplied by the compressed air company ;

it passes over chloride of calcium , and is sent into each cable by

means of taps. This dried air removes every trace of dampness and

ensures the insulation. Sometimes the operation can be facilitated

by sending a workman to heat it on the spot.

These cables have been tried overlong telephonic systems, and

have given good results.

CROWDUS STORAGE BATTERY.

THE SOCIETE INTERNATIONALE DES

ELECTRICIENS.

game.

The monthly sitting of the Société Internationale des Electriciens

was held on March 2nd, 1898, at 8.30 p.m , with Dr. D'Arsonval in the
chair.

The SECRETARY read the report ofthe last meeting, presentedthe

new members,and spoke of the works published. The president
announced the death of M. Gauthier-Villars, and expressed condolence.

The committee proposed the following candidates for the official elec
tions that will take place at the nextmeeting : President, M. Violle ;

vice-presidents, Messrs. Clérai and Monnier; treasurer, M. Violet ;

secretaries, Messrs. Abrabam and Grosselin .

First, M. P. JANET presented, in the name of M. Bouchet, various

interrupters and circait breakers based on a new mode of breakage.

In a box made of insulating material are arranged two cavities separ

ated by an insulating partition ; they are filled with mercury up to a

The following is the description of this battery referred to in our

“ Correspondence ” columns, and is apparently a copy of & patent

specification :

This invention relates especially to that type of accumulators or

secondary batteries known as the " heterogenous ” formation, in which

elements are formed by applying lead salts mechanically to conduct

ing supports.

The objects of this ipvention is to provide a simple, economical

and efficient secondary..battery and process for manufacturing the

A further object of this invention is to increase the efficiency

of conversion between charge and discharge, and most of all tode

crease the weight of the cell without impairing its commercial value,

and consists principallyin theimprovement of the structure of the

etallic supports for holding the active material and in the success

ful adaptation of the metalaluminium as a substitute for lead in the

negative plate . It consists, further, in the method of forming the

spongy lead of the negative element. It consists, further, inthe

electrolyte employed in the cell. It consists, further, in themethod

of electrically connecting the elements of the battery together so as

to secure a uniform and equal electrical and chemical action over all

parts of each plate. It consists, further, in the arrangement of the

insulating andbracing separators that are arrangedbetween opposing

plates; and it consists, finally, in the processes, features, combina

tions and details of construction hereinafter described and claimed .

In the art to which this invention relates, it is well known that many

different kinds of conducting supporting plates and grids havebeen

designed to prevent the active materialfrom falling ont, and also to

guard against buckling of the plates, butas is also well known, these

plates have not secured these results in the most economical or com .

mercial manner . In order to prevent the warping or bucklingofthe

supporting plates, manufacturers and inventors have attempted to

prevent the same by hardening them with alloys and by using an

increased weight of lead, the increase of the lead being sach that the

metallic support presented the largest percentage of the plates, while

the real active proportion thereof was relatively small.

It is well known that the attempts to usealuminium as a support

for the lead paste or activematerial have failed for the reason that

paste does not adhere readily to the aluminium , and as a consequence

tell away therefrom , so that the attempt to use such material in

storage batteries has been abandoned , and such material has never

entered into commercial use in the art.

My invention is intended to obviate these objections and to

provide simple, economical, and efficient secondary batteries of very

light and large capacity.

In experimentaluse and tests I have discovered that the hitherto

damaging results from the expansion of the lead salts of positive

plates can be turned to good effect by using a thinor mechanically

weak rolled lead conducting support, which isfree to expand under

pressure from the salts, but has its expansion directed principally in

straight lines parallel with the face of the plate, that is, the plate

may stretch equally in all directions so that there is no tendency to

buckle. I also prevent thebuckling and increase the rigidity of the

plates by inserting vertically corrugated and perforated insulating

Beparators between each pair of elements in the battery.
In constructing a secondary battery in accordance with these

improvements, a positive plate is made of thin rolled sheet lead and

the same is provided with a series of rectangular or elongated

perforations. The supporting plate is provided with terminals at the

top and bottom portion thereof so that plates of the same polarity

may be electrically connected together at the top and bottom , and

thus ensure uniform electrolytic action .

a a a

м

certain height ; it a plunger is inserted into each cavity, the mercury

rises, flows over the insulating partition, and closes the circuit. In

the same way, in withdrawing the plungers, themercury separates,

returns into each cavity, and cuts the circuit. It might be feared

thatthe mercury, bringing impurities withit, wouldleave a trail
behind it; but experience has shown that after a long period of

working — 1,000 breaks, for instance, the traces left behind bythe

mercury were not sufficient to close the circuit.

On the basis of the above principle the inventor bas constructed
various models of interrupters. It is only neceseary to put a lid on

the box of insulating material; inthe centre is a lever for working
the plangers. This lid hason its sidestwo metal rods connected with

external terminals . The.mercary,as it rises, touches these rods and
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TEST OF THE CHICAGO STORAGE

BATTERY ROAD . *

(Concluded from page 348.)

DATA ON BATTERIES OBTAINED AT THE TIME OF POWER HOUSE

TESTS.

Two complete power house tests made on November 5th and

November 26th, 1897, showed the amount of coal required to deliver

a kilowatt-hour uponthe switchbɔard. At the same timeacomplete

log of the operationofthe battery charging pit was kept, which shows

the history of each battery for the entire time of the test . In the

test made November 5th the batteries were charged by the " three

voltage ” method, but on November 26th the station was operated

with one generator, and but one poltage was used to charge the

batteries. Daring the latter part of this test the tracks became

covered with ice, due to & sleet storm , and it became necessary to

change the batteries every ball trip , which will account for the

shorter time of charging indicated upon the latter part of the power

station log of the test, and also tbesmaller average number of miles

pertrip shown November 26th. The data obtained at the charging

tables were checkedupwith the conductors' reports. These reports

show the number ofthe car ,the time occupied by each trip, the

lengthof the run , and the number of the battery used. The following

table shows a sammary of this information for the two days. This

table shows the battery mileage for each day from the time of sta't

ing the road in the morning until the last trip at night.

TABLE OF BATTERY MILEAGE ,

November 5th , November 26th .

No. of battery.

No. of trips. Miles run . No. of trips. Miles run.

1

2

3

33.0

224

639

118

100 7

67.2

68'4

44.5

669

339

56 6

770

..

43 6

49 5

41.4

137

58 6

The ribs formed by and between the elongated perforations are

bentalternately to opposite sides of the plate , so as to form longi.
tudinal recesses substantially the entire length of the plate, and
openings on each side thereof, to hold the active material which

consistspreferably of a specially prepared hard butporous paste of
red lead. This arrangement permits of a very light plate, the

presenting of a large active surface, and a greater amount of active

material than any other form of construction .

In order to make the improved negative element I use a plate

similar to the plate above described inconnection with the positive

element, with the exception that I use the metal aluminium for the

supporting plate, instead of lead , and the same paste for active

material by placingthe material in the plate, it is locked therein

from side to side and throughout its entire length as in a cage, and

prevented from falling out, while at the same time the surface of the

active material represents a larger percentage of the surface of the

plate than ever accomplished before, thereby greatly increasing the

surface of the active material and the output of the plate, the

weight of the cell being also largely decreased per unitof work.

In practice the weight of my positive lead support, when compared

to the active material upon it,isas 1 is to 2, a result never practically

obtained before.

The elements are connected together by bending the terminals

substantially at right angles to the plateand connecting the plates of

similar polarity to each other by means of rivets for the negative

plate , and also by autogeneous soldering in thepositive plate. The

sets of plates are then immersed in the special tormiog bath, con

sisting of an aqueons solution of about one -third saturation of

sulphate of zinc with 15 per cent. by volume of sulphuric acid.

In this solution I placethe plates to be formed , suitably arranged

between sheet lead anodes as dummier, and pass a current of about

1 ampere for every 3 square inches of the plates to be formed . On

passing the current to the plates, the sulphateof zinc is decomposed ,

depositing pare zinc uponthenegative pole plates,which isresolved

fromthe plate as fast as it is deposited by the sulphuric acid of the

solution , thus producing a quantity of hydrogen . By the reducing

action of the hydrogen the oxide of lead is rapidly converted into

spongy lead. By this process the time of formation is reduced

to about two hours,about one- fifteenth of the time required in the

processes in actual use at present.

By this method of forming the elements, the dissolved zinc is

returned to the solution 80 that the same solution can be used over

and over again for an indefinite period. Ihave found in experimental

tests that the positive plates when first formed into negatives of

spopgy lead by this process, and then into positives,will give almost

their fall output onthe first discharge, while theold methods require

several charges and dischargesbefore the positive plates are fully

formed. I therefore also quicken and cheapen the formation of

positive plates by the use of quick négative formation.

After formationtheelements are placed in the battery, and in order

to strengthen and insulate theplatesand prevent warping or buckling

of thesame,Iinsertbetweenthe opposingpairsof plates a corrugated

insulated perforated separator which touches such plates at their

idactive portions.

By this arrangement no active material is covered by contact with

the insulated rubber separator and the internal resistance of the cell

is thereby greatly reduced. A T -shaped terminal lag of lead is then

secured tothe terminal of the positive lead plates and a similarly

shaped lug aluminium to the aluminium terminals of the negative

plates to whichthe circuit wires are intended to be attached. It is

well known in this art that each time a cell is recharged the negative

element decreases in capacity, and thatafter a time a reversal of the

polarity of thepositive and negative elements is necessary to bring

the cell back to its original capacity . This is avoided and the
efficiency of the conversion increased between charges and discharges

by adding to the usual salphuric acid electrolyte (with whichall

batteries are supplied ) a very small proportionof sulphate of zinc,

just sufficient tohastan , as described inthe formerbath , the restoring

of the negative element so thatits full capacity is restored fully as

quickly as that of the positive element.

In the construction of storage batteries all builders connect the

elements together by a terminal at the top end, and at one point

only. I have discovered in connecting the elements in this manner

that in the charge or discharge of the battery, the escape of the

current toand from the positive and negative plates is greatest nearer

to the terminal lugs, and that it gradually decreases to the more

remote points. This action brings about uneven electrolysis upon

the plates, to the extent that one portion of the plate (that nearest

the terminal) is exhausted or restored quicker than the more remote

portions, in consequence of which the capacity ofthe battery is

decreasedbelowthe capacity of the active material. It alsoproduces

partial polarisationand unequal expansion, and consequently distor

tion or warping of the plates. In my construction, Iremove these

objections and obtain amuch more uniform electrolysis on every

portion of the plate, by connecting the plates of similar polarity at

two or more points below the line of the electrolyte. It will be

understood , however,tbat instead of using two terminals, one only

may be used, and that one extending nearly the entire length of the

plate, or three terminals or even more may be used. In further

carrying out the benefits derived from the above described points,

the platesof opposite polarity are placed in juxtaposition with each

other, so that the connected edges are on opposite sides of the pile.

Further, in the use of batteries, the terminals of the plates, orthe

elements above or outside of the electrolyte are destroyed by the sul

pbating of the lead, due to the combined corrosive action of the air

and acid, and to overcome this, heavy lugs are resorted to. I avoid

this objection by completely immersing the terminals of the elements

at the point where they connect, so that I can successfully use thin

plates in my elements where hitherto destructive sulphating has made
it impossible.
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This table shows the actual number of miles wbich the batteries

ran the cars on the two days. In addition to tbis , batteries were

used to operate the auxiliary motors of the plant. These motors are

upon the transfer carriage usedto handle the batteries in the charging

pits, and upon the transfer carriage used to move the cars in the car

barns. No record was obtained of the power used by these motors.

A recording wattmeter was secured to place in these auxiliary

circuits, but unfortunately it was injured in transportation, and

could not be used . An effort was made to obtain an average value of

the power used for each operation by means of readings made at

• Street Railway Review .
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The record of speed was obtained by means of a Boyer speed

recorder belted, by means of a flexible belt, to the car axle. By

means, of pressing lightly upon the recording pencil a dot was made
in the speed curve every five seconds.

No attemptwas made to indicate apon the diagram the ampere or

voltmeter readings, as this information is given upon a larger scale

in theacceleration tests.

The test may be divided in four parts, as follows:

Dis

tance .
영 Time.

No. of

stops.

Average

speed miles

per hour,

1. Power house to Blae Island 69

2. Blae Island to power house 59

3. Power bcusetoSixty -third Street 5 :3

4. Sixty -third Street to power house ! 16 : 3

28:20

29:55

27:40

1
27:50

12

19

13

13

12-5

11.8

11.5

11.5

Total number of stops 57...

intervals of two seconds upon standard volt and ampere meters, but

owing to the sudden flactuations the data obtained were unsatis

factory. However, as the power used in the operation of handling

the batteries in the pits and the cars in the barns may properly be

charged to the operation of the cars, the total amount of energy

delivered to the charging tables divided by the actual car mileage

will give the total power required per car mile. With the data at

hand, however, this entire energy cannot be exactly divided into the

amount used in the barns and the amount used on the road . The

former amount will be a very small proportion of the latter, but

this proportion will increaseas the average length of battery trips
decreases.

The power delivered to the switchboard and the amount of coal

required upon November 5th is shown in the records of the test

made that day. The power delivered upon November 26thwas
obtained for nine hours from the records of the test made from

3 pm .to 12 m. , and for the remainder of the day from the charts

of therecording ammeter. The readings of this ammeter were

carefully compared with the readings upon a standard ammeter, and

found to be correct. These ampere readings were multiplied by the

value of the average voltage found upon the test madethat day, and

the resulting wattsadded to those obtained during thetest .

The following table shows a summary of the results of the two

days' run :

Date of test Nov. 5th Nov. 26th

State of weather Rainy Rainy and cold

Kilowatt - hour delivered to

switchboard 2,638 2,893

'Kilowatt -hours used by cooling

tower motor 151 174

Net kilowatt-hours delivered to

charging bus bars 2,487 2,721

Total number of car miles 1,821.8 1,668.4

Kilowatt-hours on switchboard

per car mile 1.37 1.63

Pounds of coal per net kilowatt

hour 6 : 9 6:44

Pounds coal per car mile 9.45 10 50

Cost of coal per ton $ 1.90 $ 1.90

Cost coal pernet kilowatt-hour 00665
00611

Cost coal per car mile 00897 *00996

...

...
...

Total time from start, not including stops 113 :45

Total distance 24:40 miles.

Lengthof one back -up stop, 18 *04

Total distance travelled ... 22:44

Average speed 11.84 miles per hour.

In making the stops, an effort was madeto approximate actual
service and in every way reproduce the conditions ofan actual trip.

No regular passengers were carried, however, the load consisting of
nine observers, the motorman and conductor. The motorman was

instructed to follow his usual custom of coasting, where possible.

The track was dry for the first two parts of the test, butduring the

last two parts it was raining, and the tracks were wet. The energy

taken from the battery was as follows :

... ...

Distance .

Miles.

Watt

hours,

Kw . hours

per

carmile.

...

1. Power house to Blue Isiand

2. Blue Island to power house

3. Power house to Sixty -third Street

4. Sixty -third Street to power house

59

5.94

5:3

5 3

5,8331

5,098

4,394 : 6

4,689 6

920

.868

820

.885

Total ... 22 44 19,716 :3 *878

... ... ...

..

It willbe noticed that although the cost of a kilowatt-Lour upon

the switchboard was less in thesecond test, the cost of fuel per car

mile the same day was something more than in the test November

5th. This result is due to the fact that the kilowatt-hours required

per car mile were greater ix the second case . The difference in the

amount of energy required per car mile is to be explained by the

presence of a coatingof ice qpon the rails during the latter part of

the day (November 26th ). It is unfortunate that a freezing sleet

storm shouldhave occurred at this time, though the resultsof the

test indicate to a certain extent the amount of power required to,

operate the road under adverse conditions. Owing to the storm ,

the results of the two tests do not furnish & fair basis for a

comparison of economy of the two different methods of charging the

batteries.

EFFICIENCY TEST OF BATTERY ON CAR.

This test was made November 8th, 1897, and was made to deter

mine the efficiency of a battery under actual operating conditions.

The batterywas charged in the regular way by means of the three

voltage method. It was then discharged while making a round

trip, and was then placed upon the charging table and again

charged, thusgivingtwo charges and onedischarge to determine the

efficiency. The battery used was one which bad operated at that

time over 8,000 miles, and was taken for the purpose of this test

immediately after it had made a trip similar to the one upon which

it was tested .

The carrent and voltage upon the two charges were obtained by

means of standard instruments, and readings were taken every five
minutes.

The observations made upon the car while the battery was dis

charging consisted in taking voltage and ampere readingsevery five

seconds, while the car was in motion,the time between stops and

the length and location of each stop, and a continuous record of the
speed.

The voltmeter was a standard Weston instrument, and was con

nected across diagonal corners of the battery tray.

The voltmeterwas so connected that it gave the voltageatthe

battery terminals for each combination . The car tested was 20 feet

long in the body, 30 feet long over the platforms,and had a seating

capacity of 28 passengers. The car weighed 13 } tong with the

batteries, thebatteries and trays adding about 4 tons to the usual

weight of a car of that size.

The motor upon the car was a 50 - H.P. Walker four-pole series
motor. The entire current used at any one time passed through the

armature, so that the ammeter was inserted inthe positive brush

leads. The ammeter used was of theround-pattern Weston type,

and had been found to be correct by comparison with a standard.

Five observers were used to obtain the ammeter and voltmeter

readings. One called the timeevery five seconds, two read the

instruments, and the other two keptthe records. Attimeof starting

the instruments were readoftener thanat five-second intervals. X

trial trip wasmade with another batterytogettheobservers

acquainted with their positions , and as the fluctuations in the
current werenot violent nor many, it isbelieved thatthe results

represent very nearly the actual facts.

The durationofthe stops, and the time the carwas in motion
between stops, was obtainedbymeans of a stop watch.

It is to be regretted that a profile of the road cannot accompany

this report. The road, however, is practically level. The results of

the last table would seem to indicate that in general the grade rose

from the power house toward the two terminals.

The efficiency of the battery is shown as follows :

Kilowatt -hours, first charge 36.767

Kilowatt-hours, discharge 19.715

Kilowatt-boure, second charge 31.631

Efficiency (discharge · first charge) 53 • 6 per cent.

Efficiency (discharge + second discharge 62:32 per cent.

The graphical log of the two charges were shown, and

they differed considerably. This is due to the fact that the

charging of the battery was left to the regular operators of the

plant, who used their judgment both as to the voltage and as
to the time the battery should charge at each voltage. They also

determined when the battery was fully charged. Iothe first charge

there is no doubt but that the final voltage was too bigb, and in the

secondcharge it would seem that the battery was chargedtoo long,

both of which conditions reduced the efficiency obtained. The result,

however, shows the efficiency in actual service, but does not represent

the possibilities of the battery.

The amount of the first charge was, of course, influenced by the

immediate previous history of the battery, and for this reason the

efficiency obtained by usingthe second charge asa basis is themore
reliable . This test showed that the car used 1:41 kilowatt -bourg

per car mile, as measured at the charging table, and 87 kilowatt

hour per car mile was delivered from the batteries to the motor on
the car.

ACCELERATION TESTS.

In the tests made upon a car in actual service no opportunity was

afforded for actual acceleration tests. These were made November

13th , 1897, apon a straight stretch of track along Vincennes Road,

extending south from the power house. In these tests the same

instruments and observers as on the other car test were used, and

readings were taken ia much the same way, with the exception that

in this test the observations were made at the time of passing from

one point to another of the controller. After the fifth point was

reached the readings were taken at 5 -second intervals. The time

between points was obtained by means ofa stop watch, and noeffort

was made to change the motorman's method of procedure inbring

ing the car up to speed. The average results of five trials showed

clearly the powerdelivered by the batteries at the different points

of the controller and the energy required to accelerate the car.

The current curve showed a maximum of 320 amperes. At

this time all four sets of batteries are in parallel, so that this

total of 320 amperes indicates a total discharge rate of each
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cell of bat 80 amperes. At the fourth notch it coincides with the

total current curve, and at this point indicatesthe highest discharge

rate , wbich is seen to be 220 amperes, and this rapidly decreases

until it reaches 100 amperes,which may betaken as a fair value of

the current with the car in full motion. It is to be understood, of

courre, that the practice of coasting, in wbich the current is shut

off, makes it impossible to obtain the power required per mile from

this curve.

In conclusion , it may be said that the foregoing tests do not de

monstrate the best results that may be expected of accumulator

traction, and were not made for that purpose. No excuse is to be

offered forthe fact that the road was not operating under ideal con

ditions while being tested, as the primary object of the test was to

determine where improvement could be made. It this is kept in

mind wben comparing the results with those obtained upon the

trolley systems of about the same size , it will be seen that the cost

of fuel for accumulator traction , of something less than 1 cent per

car mile, is veryfavonrableto storage battery traction . The improve

ments suggestedby the test are now being made. The overhauling

of the engines, the repair of the economiser flue, and the securing of

a better coal than was used on the test, at a cheaper price, sbould

bring the fuel cost per car mile well within 5 cent. Figures upon

the labour and maintenance factors in the cost per car mile would be

nt interest in this connection , but arenot covered by the figures of

the test. The labour account will no doubt be as small as that of any

nine -car road , while figures upon maintenance would be premature

At this time. The batteries have operated from 8,000 to 14,00 )

miles, and are standingthe service remarkably well, so that the main

tenance account, up to the present, bas been comparatively small..

through the cylinder. Messrs. Wells Bros. had a special annular

scavenging cylinder worked as an air pump by the expanded forward

part of one piston in their 200 1.H.P. engines of tandem type.

Scavenging is admitted to almost completely overcomethe difficulty

of premature ignition from residual flame, but an engine must be

well designed so as to avoid hollow spaces and ports which might

notbeswept outby the scavenging air. Nor is it to be wondered

that there should be premature ignition. With a temperature of

1,800° C. in a compression cylinder and a stroke lasting only one

sixth of a second there is little time for complete combustion . With

small engines at even 400 revolutions per minute the ignition is com .

plete, and premature ignition is even difficult to obtain, but large

engines are different, having so large a cylinder volume for their

capacity or rate of cooling. In many gas engines the initial pressure

of compression is nearly 100 lbs.before ignition. In most largeengines

the terminal temperature exceeds 1,200 ° C. Highcompression has re

duced this, and enabled more beat to be converted to work, and with

scavengingnearly got rid of untimely firing on the charging stroke. Bat

there is still the premature explosion during compression,which is due

to the temperature of the high compression, and the piston end

of an even well designed piston can bardly be less thanadull red ,

or, say, 700° C. , while the gas must be probably 250 ° C, when com .

pressed to 100 lbs , so that early ignitions are not to be wondered at,

Carbon on the piston and projecting bolt heads are all in favour of

causing ignition during compression, and should be avoided.

Rich gas mixtures mustalso beavoided . There is also the risk of

& cylinder becoming filled by a mixture of rich gas after several

missed explosions. This may be caused by wrong adjustment of the

gas and air admissions, and an explosive pressure 30 per cent. in

excess of normål may occur. This never takes place with steam

engines, and it demands special strength in crank pins, & c .; and

generally ample margins. Gas engines, therefore, are unduly heavy

per H.P. developed, both because of this and because they areonly

half single -actiog. Thus, in spite of all its thermo-dynamic advan

tages, it has not ousted steam power to the extent which might have

been expected . Oar author also does not think gas producers are by

any means perfect. The Dowson producer requires anthracite at 185.

per ton , so that with a Dowson producer the ball weight of fuel used

cost more than the double weight of cheaper fuel for the steam

engine.

Dowson producers now use coke, but the difficulties with coke are

not yet overcome. The Mond producer, according to Mr. Clerk, is

theonly one making gas fit for use in the gas engine, and this

produceriscambrous and only excellent where ammonia recovery is

also carried out. Our author has evidently not seen the Thwaite

duplex producer at the works of Mr. Arthur Porritt of Cleckheaton,

where, we believe, the cheapest slack is being used and every satis

faction is being given . So far as we can learn , this duplexproducer

is doing exactly what Mr. Clerk says is required to cause the rapid
development of gaspower.

A 10 H.P.Crossley engine with 95 lbs. initial compression is

showing 22-2 B.H.P.,withaconsonsumption of 14:32 cubic feet of Man .

chestergas per B.H.P. Apply the sameeconomy to large engines and

no doubt a B.H.P. hour would be got from 12 cubic feet or 30 per

cent. of the heat given to theengine will bereturned as work .

Io 10 years' time engines of 1,000 H.P. will be as common as those

of 100 H P. are to -day . Before applying gas engines to large marine

work they must be improved in construction, governing and operation .

When the time arrives for this use of gas the equivalent fuel will be

easily as low as halt a pound per I.H.P. hour.

A good deal of labour has been spent on self-starters. We do not

look on sell-starters as bavinga use except between the smallengines

and those of the maximum size yet made, but are inclined to the

view that large gas engines will be started by the intermediation of

small engines as with the little so- called barriog engines of the

textile districts. Undoubtedly there is a futare for gas powerat sea

because of their economy, on land because of the millions of feet of

good producer gas sent to waste from every blast furnace.

THE ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY OF THE

LARGE GAS ENGINE,

.

WRITING to the Engineering Magazine, Mr. Dugald Olerk, the well

known gas engine expert, discusses the gas engice in its relation to

large powers. We may take it that for small powers the gas engine

has, for a long time, been a decided success. It is the only

economical prime mover for small powers, and the smaller the power

required the more strikipg has been its success and convenience. As

Boon, however, as powerg are required such that to start the engine is

difficult for a manby himself, the inconveniences of the gas engine

appear. Until 1890 the gas engine was in a state of development.

The Otto patent bad given wealth to its owners , and this wealth was

used to crush every other patentee who could be brought within

striking range. After the expiration of the Otto patent in 1890, the

superiority of the Otto cyclowas made plain by the abandonment of

other cycles of operation and competition in engines really com

menced , and competition lead to the attempts at increasing sizes and

powers. So far about 200 I.H.P. is the maximum size to which the

Otto crcle has been successfully applied.

In 1879 the hig engine was a 16 Å.P.; it held the title for several

years. In 1888 the hot tube igniter displaced the old revenue pro

dociog slide valve. Io 1889 the simplex engine of Delamere .

Debouttville & Malandin was exhibited at Paris. Its power was

100 HP , and it bad an electric igniter and a selt starter . Since that

time the growth has been to 200 H P. and not a large number of

really big engines bave been made, the average power of the 5,000

engines built annually in the United Kingdom being 20. The largest

ergides built byMessrs. Crossley for the Blackpool Tower Company

are of two-cylinder type, each cylinder facingits fellow and using the

one crank. With coal gas they show 220 HP. The cylinders are

18} inches diameter and the stroke is 2 feet, the speed being 160.

With producer gas they indicate 208 H.P. This engine is really a

pair of 100 H P. cylinders on a 200 H.P. crank .

This arrangement, which gives two impulses in a revolution and

leaves onerevolution with no impulse, has proved better than the

side by side cylinder, one crank type which gives one impulse every

half revolution. Altogether, Messrs. Crossley bave made about

30 engines of over 100 E.P. for various purposes, including the direct

driving of dynamosand centrifugal pumpe.

Messrs. Tangye have also turned out a considerable number of

engines of over100 H P. and several other makers have made large

engines, one by Messrs. Robey & Co. at Messrs. Luke & Spencers,

ofBroadbeath,working on 18 lb. of coke per H.P. hour, including

the coke used at night to keep the producer in form , but oor author

does not consider the total of large engines can exceed 100. As a

large engine of 80 H.P. will runfor about 1 lb. of anthracite per

hour, or of common engine Black , how is it there are not more big

engines with such an economy in view for the best steam engines of

80 H.P. would use quite double the above fuel? There are two sets

of difficulties, those of the engine and those of the producer ; of the

first there is the proportion of burned gases l- ft in the compression

space - a fault which does not much troublemall engines, whose

cooling rate is greater, and the burned out gases are cooled below the

point where they igoite the incoming charge. Some lingering flame

remains to igoite the incoming charge in large engines,

tbis ignites the charge in the inlet pipe and the engine loses

an explosion . Hence the use of the scavenging charge which

Mr. Clerk bimsell used first. This was in 1881. The Otto

engine only adopted scavenging in 1886, and the Griffin engine is
well known as having & scavenging stroke, but scavenging was not

frequently done until Messrs. Crossley adapted Mr. Atkinson's inertia

method . This consists of a long exhaust pipe , the momentum of the

discharged gases in which was made to pull a charge of fresh air

THE TELEGRAPH TROUBLES.

THE CLERKS' POINT OF VIEW.

BY OHAS. H. GARLAND ,

( Continued from page 276.)

THERE may seem to be a lack of logical arrangement about

the order inwhich the points have been discussed in these

papers. This arises to a great extent from the necessities of

the case . Such a multiplicity of reasons exists to be dis

cussed that the arrangement has to depend largely on the

nature of the evidencerather than on the point contended

for. But, undoubtedly, any point which involves & positive

wrong , a breach of the promised conditions of service,

assumesa greater importance than any claim for an improve

ment of such conditions. This will explain why the

restitution of a scale already conceded was discussed, before

dealing with necessary improvements in that scale.

One of the most important improvements asked for bas

been a better salary after five years' service. “ After
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of age.

five years' service " is equivalent to saying at 21 years

The average age of entrants into the tele.

graph service is 16 years ; bence, five years later,

they enter upon manhood. If it were not for the many

objections to an age- scale in the Civil Service, the claim would

in all probability have been made for men of 21 years of age

instead of “ after five years' service.” However,However, the number

of entrants under 16 years of age is almost a negligible

quantity. The claim , then, is practically a claim for a salary

apon which a young man can live, which should be given

bim at the time he passes from adolescence to manhood .

The reasonableness of his claim has been admitted by beads

of departments. Thus Mr. H. C. Fischer, C.M.G., Con

troller of the Central Telegraph Office, in giving evidence

before Lord Tweedmouth's Committee on this point, on

November 8th, 1895 , said : “With regard to the five years'

service men, I am of opinion that they are underpaid at that

period. The commercial value of the service they perform

At that time is much higher than the wages they receive."

" I have always held that telegraphists are not getting saffi

cient at that time. They scarcely get sufficient to keep

themselves, and yet are, as a rale, rendering very efficient

service . ” Asked how much the salary should be increased,

Mr. Fischer suggested £10 or £12 per year, adding that less

would be insufficient. This is a most pathetic picture. The

head ofa large State monopoly confessing that despite, or

perhaps because of, the postal profit of three to foar millions

per year, a number of its young servants do not receive

enough salary to keep themselves.

It is proverbially difficult to reach the heart and conscience

of a corporate body, but surely we bave here a thing that
should touch the indvidual hearts of even so impersonal a

corporation as " the Department," or, if need be, that

mysterious and callous entity, the Treasury.

Mr. Fischer was not alone in his view. Support was given

by other officials, and from the most unlikely quarters. Mr.

J.C. Badcock , Controller of the London Postal Service, on

November 11 tb, 1895, when giving evidence before the same

committee, said : “ I think the pay in the lower stages is
somewhat inadequate ." “ There should be a material

increase after fiveyears' service. " Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S.,
said : “ I have no doubt that a clerk of five years' service

under the present scale does not acquire sufficient to keep

bimself in À proper position .” Even Mr. Lewia Hill , with

all his dislike to generous scales for the minor establishment,

provided for an increase after five years' service in the pro

posed revision he submitted to Lord Tweedmouth. When

the reasons for an increase at a certain point are so strong as

to convince the heads of departments that a readjustment is

necessary, it is a fair assumption that overwhelming evidence

must exist in its favoar. Yet nothing, or practically nothing,

has been done. Under Mr. Raikes's revision & clerk got

£ 63 after five years' service ; under the present system be
receives £64. So, in the face of all the evidence of the

necessity for a “ material increase," which Mr. Fischer

thought should be £ 10 or £ 12 a year, he receives the

munificent sum of £1 , or 4d. weekly ! Really, one is

inclined almost to agree with the view expressed by Mr.H.

M. Hyndman, in the January Cosmopolis : “ The Post Office

employs men and women in vast numbers, with as little

regard for their general well -being as if the State were itself

a greedy private employer or an unscrupulous limited com

है

rejoicing, bat that it should be regarded as in any way meeting

the difficulty of inadequate pay, is food for many reflections.

The pay after five years is inadequate, it doesnot pay the

men the commercial value of their services; but before

giving any relief the Department exacts further services

further qualifications. The pay is at least £10 or £12 per

year less than the value of thework already performed, and

yet you must give us more and better work before we

increase it by £6 . So, in effect, says the Department. A

body of young men who are admittedly receiving “ scarcely

sufficient to keep themselves," are taxedin class fees, cost of

books and time, before they receive a very inadequate

measure of relief. Telegraph clerks are as little inclined as

others to look a gift-horse in the mouth, but when, after

praying for years for necessary bread they are offered a stone,

can it b3 wondered at that they grumble ? So the under

paid five years' man it still discontented.

There are many other points in connection with the

salaries of telegraph clerks which are anomalous and adjust,

but a volume could be filled with an exbaustive exposition of

them. These papers will only deal with some of the main

points, and constitute a summary. But they will be a

summary which will throw a light on methods and principles

which should have no place in a State Department. The

scales asked for by the Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association,
as a means of settling the whole matter, are moderate, and

meet all the difficulties. Before passingto the question of
annual leave, which is a vital question with the med, & quo

tation from a letter by the genial, but just Mr. A. Birrell,

Q.C., M.P., will, I hope, justify itself. What is the daty, •

of a State Department to its servants ? ” he asks : “ That

telegraph servants are cruelly underpaid is certain ; on the

other hand, such is the state of trade, and so overcrowded

are the markets, that there would be no difficulties in filling

the places of any of the servants of the Department who

chose to vacate them . The taxpayer is the ultimate employer
in this case . Is it fair to him to make him pay fancy

wages ? This mush is clear — that a public establishment

which brings in a revende, ought to treat its workmen as

generously as the highest class of private employer ; a

wealthy man who sweats a poor man is admittedly arascal.

If the State cannot afford to run the telegrapbic system ,

except by under paying its servants , let it give the business

up. All public departments are sickening institutions, and

nobody can contemplate the State becoming the universal

employer without dismay, except by assuming that in

fatare public departments will be totally unlike what they

are andalways have been . "

The question of annual leave is one which causes much

bitterness of feeling among the staff. What is the object of

annualleave ? To be a rest from the work and worry of the

office, from the strees and tormoil of the City. The majority

of the readers of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW look forward to

their annual holiday, I am certain, as a period of happiness

and sunshine, of rest and quiet. In one's mind the prospect

of annual leave is always pictured on a background of bill

and dale, green meadows, or foam -flecked sea . The days are

long spells of light, of sunsbine, and the nightsare canopied

with a vault of spangled , deep -hued blae. So should a

holiday be. But what is the background of the underpaid

telegraph clerk's holiday ? Mist, fog, rain, sleet, and all the

wintry grime of a city's streets. No sunshine at home,

nothing but a leaden sky, and no money with which to iy

to the south of France in search of warmth and light. Year

after year the young men of the telegraph service take their

holidays in winter, and year after year they will continge to

do so unless some radical change be effected. The periods

are chosen by seniority, and are spread equally over the whole

year. So one -twelfth of the staff goes in November, one

twelfth in December, one -twelfth in January, and one

twelfth in February. And the 8t me onfortunates continue

to be relegated to these months year after year.

Sir Albert K. Rollit said at the Treasury Conference last

year : “ No matter what class & person may be in , the public

are dependent apon skilled labour, and the staff should not

be compelled to take its holiday during the winter, whatever

the alternative may cost, so long as there is a balance of

revenue." He further declared, when the female representa

tive was under examination, “ I think it is revolting to hear

a young person such as that say she is never to have a sum

mer holiday. It cannot be to the interest of the individual

.

8

9

pang."

But it were unfair not to state here that in order to

encourage a knowledge of both postal and sorting duties and

the acquirement oftechnical knowledge,an extra increment of

£6 is offered to all those clerks who pass an examination in

korting daties, and a further £6 for passing an examination in

technical telegraphy, telephony, and in magnetism and elec

tricity, such double increments not to affect the maximum of

the soale. This latter condition means that technical know

ledge is of no value in a man at bis maximum, although it

be valued at £6 annually in a man lower down thescule . For

telegraphists at the Central Telegraph Office the sorting
increment is a dead letter. Of 18men who have attempted

to obtain it — a sufficiently small proportion of 2,000—all

have discarded the attempt' because of the difficulties atten

dant upon it. Theother increment for technical work is

That such encouragement - small as it is should be given

for the acquirement of technical knowledge is a matter for

8

being taken up.
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has not run down but gives 25.5 capacity, andso on we can

obtain readings which, when plotted out as in diagram , give

curves , showing that although the cells are equal in capacity

at the low 9 hours' discharge, that they are not equal at the

higher rates, c being by far the better cell.

The curve, A, is one found by actual tests . The figure 1

on horizontal is cut by an ordinate passing through 12 and

18, showing that cella discharged in one hour, gave a

Comparative curves for drop in capac'ty.
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or the State." Mr. Hudson Kearley, M.P., himself a large

employer of labour, on the same occasion, said : “ There is no

other servicein the country - public or private - where holi

days have always to be taken in the winter. No railway
company and no private employer imposes such a condition . "

Lord Tweedmouth's Committee in their report, said : “We

think that the request that the annual leave should be

granted in the better months of the year is natural, and

are agreed that whenever the conditions of service will

permit,every endeavour should be made to meet it.' The

Duke of Norfolk and Mr. Hanbury promised, after the Con

ference at the House of Commons, that an attempt should

be made to devise means of improvement. And on this

promise the telegraph service relied, with the result that the

holidays at the Central Telegraph Office are based upon the

sameprinciple this year as last . What is the real difficulty

in the way of granting this natural request. The Controller

or the Central Telegraph Office should know , at least so far

as his own office is concerned . The following abstract from

his evidence before the Tweedmonth Committee is therefore
conclusive,

4,064 . TheCHAIRMAN: Is it not practicable to confine

the holiday period to the eight months of the year ?—It is a

question of expense.

Later on, following leading questions from his chief, Sir S.

Walpole, he added other reasons ; but to anyone whounder

stands the ordinary human being, no comment is needed.

Undoubtedly the question of expense is the stambling block

in the way of deleting the four months,January, February,

Novemberand December from the holiday sheets. Yet the

Duke of Norfolk and the secretary to the Treasury have

pledged their personal words to devise some improvement.

Are telegraph clerks unreasonable in asking that some of the

annual profit of four millions should be spent by the Post

master-General in redeeming his word of honour ? In

Germany, where the conditions of pressure are the same as

in England, the additional expense is incurred, and the

summer months are the holiday months. Andeven in other

branches of the English postal service the holidays are con

fined to the eight best months. Up to now, no hiot bas

reached us, that the Postmaster-General and his immediate

staff ever take their annual leave in winter, whatever the
conditions of work or expense.

( To be concluded .)

i
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STORAGE BATTERY TESTING AT HIGH

DISCHARGE RATES.

BY RANKIN KENNEDY.

It is well known that in all storage cells in which solid

active materials are used the capacity falls rapidly as

the rate of diecharge is increased . Without entering into

the cause of this peculiar phenomena we can endeavour to

Aspertain the amount of drop in various cells as we increase

the discharge rate.

Some of the drop is dae to internal resistance of the

electrolyte, this can be measured by the difference in

terminal pressure with and without the current flowing, but

the greatest fraction or toe urop 18 due to something more

thaninternal resistance, and this something varies in value

in different cells .

For traction purposes cells are tested for watt-hours per

Ib. gross weight, spread over a time of from 5 to 8 hours'

discharge, but for lighting parposes the gross weight of the

cell is of minor importance, while the drop in capacity as

the diecharge rate increases is of very great importance.

Cells atcentral stations may be called upon to deliver their

full discharge in 1 or 2 hours, hence the cells which give the

greatest capacity at highest rates are best for that purpose.

If we take two cells of different makes, we will find that

if the cells are made for the same discharge rate and

capacity on a fairly long discharge, or that at low rates they

are practically equal, say, that at 2.88 amperes the capacity

for both comes out 26 ampere-hours on a 9-hours' run ; if we

now discharge them at 3.5 amperes we find cell a finishes

in 7 hours with a capacity of 24.5. Cell o in same time

capacity of 12, while c, discharged at same rate , gave 18,

that is, at 12 amperes a discharged in one hour while c ran

on for 1.5 hours . A is here taken as a standard for com

parison.

On the 3 hours' discharge at 6 amperee, cell A gives

18 ampere-hours, cell o gives 22, and so on, the difference

diminishing as the rate diminishes.

That cells can be improved in this direction is clear by

one example. Thus the E.P.8. central station cell, K -type,

is made for 310 amperes rate discharge in 7 hours ; at

thia rate it gives a capacity of 2,170 ampere-hours, but dis

charged in 1 hour it gives only 1,050 ampere-hours'

capacity, while their improved F.K. cell for same capacity at
the low 7 hours ' rate of discharge, now gives 1,230 ampere

hours' capacity in a 1 bour discharge - a very well marked

improvement . In this comparison we take two cells equal

at the 7 hours' discharge, and find that they are to each

other on a 1 hour discharge as 10.5 i8 to 12 3 .

For all practical parposes cells for rapid discharges may

be compared in this way by making two tests only ; one at

a 6 or 7 hours' run , or any othertime at which the cells

to be compared are equal or nearly equal in capacity, then

make another test at a rate to discharge the cells in onehour,

the difference in capacity between the two cells at the higher

rate indicates the difference in efficiency between the two

cells. Thus, to take the above example :

This efficiency is equal to the ampere-hours at high rate

ampere-hoursat lowrate

With a perfect cell it would be unity.

In the above example the discharge of K cell at low rate

is 2,170, and at high rate 1,050, therefore efficiency is

1,050 1,230
= 0 ·484, the F.K. celi = 0.567 .

2,170 2,170

The figures are not the gross efficiencygiven by watt -hours

put into cell and watt-hours given oat by cell, but are com

parative values indicating the drop in ontpat as the rate of

working increases.

It would be instructive and interesting if the data were

available to comparethese curves for a cell of the strip type

like Blot's, withacell of grid type. Theoretically the curve

should be better in cells where the active material is spread

thinly over large surface.

Whether this is borne out in practice cannot be proved by

the author owing to the absence of data.

In this way the all -round performance of any cells can be

indicated, even for traction cells it is the best test between

two cells of nearly same watt -hours per lb. at the long

discharge.

Somesuch test is necessary, for traction cells have to work

at all rates of discharge, so that to arrive at an approximate

idea or value of the cells under working conditions the two

tests are required to fairly compare two cells.
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Of course, this is a supplementary test in the case of

traction cells, and whatever the cells may be which are to be

compared they must give same capacity in the 6, 7, 8 , or 9

hoars chosen as the low rate time. Two cells may give

same capacity at low rates, and if their watt- hours' capacity

per lb. is equal, or nearly so, át that rate, it is clear the watt

hours' per Ib. of the cell which has highest capacity at the

high rates will have the highest valuein actual work on a

variable load .

Only in the impossible case of a cell with no drop in

capacity on an increasing load is the test of capacity, at one

ortwo low rates, any reliable index of the capacity under the

varying rates found in practice.

It has hitherto been too readily assumed that if a cell is

superior to another at one or two rates of discharge it is

therefore superior all along the line.

In concluding these occasional articles on battery testing,

it may be pointed out that while actual testing and noting

down results is a simple matter quite within the capacity of

a student at school, the laying out of the plan of the tests

and the making of comparisons between theresults observed

and other results already published, is a task which presents

some difficulties to those who are considered capable experts.

We have well known accepted methods for comparing

engines, dynamos, motors, transformers, lamps andother

appliances ,but it seems we have no recognised methods for

testing and reporting upon storage batteries in such a way

that the results are comparable and above suspicion of

errors .

behind those of its leading modern rivals in one respect ; it

takes no steps to ascertainthat patents are granted for new

inventions only. The United States has examined inventions

for novelty for the last 60 years, and the leading European

countries, with the exception of France and Great Britain,

have also adopted the American system .

Our patent practice has been otherwise brought, by a long

series of legal decisions, to a state of great perfection, and

in po treatise will a better exposition of Patent Law and

Practice be found than in Dr. Edmunds's volume. The present

edition extends to almost 1,000 pages, and appears to con

tain sufficient information to start a patent barrister or a

patent agent in business in a small way. The subject matter

of the volume is well arranged and indexed . It is divided

into two parts ; Part I. discussing Patent Law and Practice,

and Part II. containing the Patent Acts at present in force,

with full and valuable notes. Wherever we have tested the

matter in this huge volume, we have found it reliable, accu

rate, and up to date ; the style and arrangement is so clear,

that a consulting engineer, or even a patentee without legal

training might,in manycases, settle points in dispute about

patent rights, and save the partiesconcerned from expending

thousands of pounds on patent litigation.

REVIEWS

Glass Blowing and Working. By T. BOLAS, F.C.S., F.T.C.,

London : Dawbarn & Ward, Limited, 6, Farringdon

Avenue, E.C.

Theauthor, at the commencement of his book, points out

that glass blowing is an interesting recreation as well as

an industry, although very few people seem to recognise this.

As cultivating delicacy of touch and perception, Mr. Bolag

says it stands almost alone, though this is probably an

exaggeration which an enthusiast always creditsto the art in

which he is particnlarly interested. A few pages which are

devoted to the historical aspect of glass are decidedly

interesting. Careful details are first given as to the best

standardform of blowpipe ; also various formsof bellows are

described , and it is even shown how two pairs of ordinary

domestic bellows may be adapted for blowpipes. The various

tools required are next described in detail; in fact,attention to

detail is a characteristic of the book . The working of glass

for all kinds of philosophical instruments is fully gone into,

80 that the whole workmakes an excellent treatise which can

be highly recommended.

:

Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, No. 131 .

London : E. & F. N. Spon, 125, Strand .

The general contents of this number are as follows:

" Accumulator Traction on Rails and Ordinary Roads," by

L. Epstein.

The Law and Practice of Letters Patents for Inventions.

By LEWIS EDMUNDS, D.Sc., Q.C. Second Edition by

T. M. STEVENS, D.C.L. London : Stevens & Sone,

Limited, 119 and 120, Chancery Lane. Price 328.

The annual number of patents granted to inventors

appears to be one of the best indications of the manufactur

ing activity of a country. At least, the United States,

Great Britain, and Germany stand at the head of the list in

both these respects. Probably the greatest pomber of

inventions per annum are patented in this country, but

though there maybe some doubt whether we or the U.S.A.

stand first in numbers, therecan be no doubt that the patent

law of this country is the oldest in the world .

We learn from the interesting history of Patent Law in

Dr. Edmunds’s volume that the grant of Letters Patent con

ferring a monopoly is one of the last snrvivals of the once
extensive prerogative of the Crown. As late as the reigns

of Edward III. and Richard II . the king claimed to give

special privileges to individual traders, but the first patent

for an invention in the modern sense appears to have been

granted in the reign of HenryVI, to two aldermen “ that
they and their assignees should have the sole making of the

pbilosopher's stone." Up to the time of Elizabeth patents

were granted for new inventions, and also for restraint of

trade in articles or arts already known. The latter class of

monopolies were after a long struggle during the reigns of

Elizabeth and James I. declared to be illegal, and the pre

rogative of the Crown was restricted to granting patentsfor

new inventions only.

In 1624 the Statute of Monopolies was enacted , and it is

on Section 6 of this Act that Letters Patent for invention

depend . The present term of 14 years was then fixed, and

the patent was to be granted to the true and first inventor

only. The procedure for taking out Letters patent was sub

sequently modified by Acts passed in 1852 and 1883 and

amending Acts in 1885, 1886, and 1888. Some idea of the

long and cumbrous procedure necessary to obtain a patent

before 1852 may be obtained, when we learn that the appli

cant had tomake application at least 10 separate and distinct

times to almost as many different officials. The Home

Secretary, the law officers, the Lord Chancellor, all had a

finger in the pie, and the wonder is invention was not

strangled withred tape. Happily our Patent Law has now
been simplified, and the cost of obtaining a patent reduced

to & very moderate amount. Our patent system is still

The Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897. By W.A. WILLIS,

LL.B. Third edition. London : Butterworth & Shaw.

and Sons, 1898 .

This third edition of a really important little book has

been revised and somewhat extended . We doubt if employers

generally have given to the Act of 1897 that consideration

which it deserves. They will find in the very near futare
that they have made a mistake by not so doing. The

Act was that of a Conservative government, and probably

had such an Act been brought into being by a Liberal or a

Radical government there would have been such a terrific

outcry through the length and breadth of the land , that all

England would have been roused to a full and propersense of

the ruin of the constitution and the dangers ofsocialism , and

all that sort ofthing which is allowed to pass for statesman

ship when hall-marked by the Tories. The new appendix

consists of a form of application for certificate to scheme

issued by Chief Registrar where employers and employed

alike agree to a contracting out scheme. The Act itself is

remarkable as the first instance in the history of English

Jurisprudence, wherein a liability has been cast apon an indi

vidual to pay damages for injuries which are not the result
of any negligence or other unlawful act either of himself

or hisservants, for whose conduct he is legally responsible.

An employer by this new Act is practicallymade to com
pulsorily insure his workmen, or failing to do so, he is liable

for all or any of their injuries, to the extent of bankruptcy.

Under common law an employers' liability has three limits,
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known as the doctrine of common employment, accepted

risks, and contributory negligence. The Act of 1880 was

intended to destroy the first limitation . This Act left the

door open formuch evasion of its provisions and for much

litigation. Mr. Asquith's Bill of 1893 was introduced to

meet these objections, but was withdrawn because of the

insistence upon contracting out by the Lords. By the Act

of 1897 one limitation alone seems to be preserved, where a

man's serious and wilful miscondact shuts him out of any

compensation . What a field is here for litigation !! Serious

and wilfulmisconduct!!! Who is to be the judge ? Con

tracting out is limited to where a scheme bas been formulated

and certified by theRegistrar of Friendly Societies as con

ferring benefitsequal tothe Statute. An employer cannot

evade liability by sub -contracting. Perhaps this may help

to wipe out the ridiculous objection to sub -contracting by
London vestries and other bodies.

Speaking generally, however, the employers' lot is not a

happy one. If he cannot be got at under the new Act the

Act of 1880 may be brought to bear on him , and failing

that the common law is still a weapon in the bands of bis
enemy. Then there is a Fatal Accidents' Act of 1846. The

employers only chance, if he be a small employer, is to insure

against all liability; if he be a large employer he may join

his workmen in a scheme of contracting out. We would

advise all employers to buy and read this book, and study its

very stringentclauses. We are not quite sure if an employer

would notbe liable if one of his late workmen out on strike

got hurt while on picket ting daty.
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4,926. " Improvements in , and relating to, portableelectric lamps

and batteriestherefor, and for other purposes." H. H. LAKE. (L.

Paget, United States.) Dated February 28th.

4,929. " Improvements in, or relating to, electric railway conduits

and conductors. " A. J. BOOLT. (R. Snyers, Belgium .) Dated

February 28th . ( Complete .)

4,995. " Improvements in electro -magnets or magnetic closers for

28e on electric railway vehicles. " J. N. THOMAS. Dated March 1st.

( Complete .)

4,999. " Improvements in , and relating to, electric railways.'

W. M. BROWN. Dated March 1st. ( Complete .)

5,001. " Improved controlling system for electric railway vehicles ."

S. 8. SHORT. Dated March 1st. ( Complete.)

5,029. Improvements in regulating apparatus for arc lamps."

H. LEITNER. Dated March 1st.

5,034. " Improvements in , or relating to, electrolytic electrical

meters ." C. O. BASTIAN . Dated March 1st.

5,048. Improvements in electric meters." EVEBSBED & Vig

NOLES, LIMITED, and 8. EVERSHED . Dated March 1st .

5,049. " Improvements in alternating current motors. " W.

STANLEY. Dated March 1st. ( Complete.)

5,054. Improvements in current collectors for dynamo- electric

machines." G. W. NELL. Dated March 1st. ( Complete.)

5,062. " Improvements in incandescent electric lamps." W. P.

THOMPSON. (J. T. Lister and W. 8. Chamberlain , United States.)

Dated March 1st. (Complete.)

5,064 . “ Improvements in non -synchronous electric motors ." R.

BELFIELD. ( B. G. Lamme, United States.) Dated March 1st.

5,065. “ Improvements in arc lamps." R. BELFIELD. (H. P.

Davis and F. Conrad, United States.) Dated March 18t.

5,066. Improvements in electric switches." R. BELFIBLD. (A.

P. Davis and E. F. Harder, United States.) Dated March 1st.

5,067. “An improved means for feeding the carbons in electric

arc lamps. " O. WOOD. Dated March 1st.

6,068. " Improvements in and relating to the carbon - feeding

mechanism of electric arc lamps." C. Wood. Dated March 1st.

5,083. " An improved means of and apparatus for varyingthe

strength of electrical currents .” R. HOPE -JONES. Dated March2ad,

5,130. " Method of utilising the interior of electric incandescent

lamps for advertising purposes.” L. BISHOP . Dated March 2nd.

5,133 . " Improvements in electriclamp fittings. " J. M. HUISMAN

and H. C. GOVER. Dated March 2nd.

5,162. “ Improvements in the manufacture of waterproofing

coating compositions for wearing apparel, covers, engine and other

packings, acid tanklinings, electrical insulating compositions, and

for other uses.” C. J. GRIST. Dated March 2nd .

5,172. Improvements in telephone transmitters.” J. V. COL

LINGWOOD . Dated March 2nd.

5,176. Imprivements in means or apparatus for starting and re

gulating electric motors .” J. H. HOLMES . Dated March 2nd.

5,177. “ Improvements in dynamo-electric machines." W. B.

SAYERS and MAVOR & COULSON, LIMITED. Dated March 2nd.

5,178. ' Improvements in the manufacture of electrical trans

formers, and other alternating current apparatas baring iron cores."

A. F. BEBBY. Dated March 2nd.

5,185. “ Improvements in electrical conducting apparatus for

tramways, railways and the like." C. F. P. STENDEBAOB . Dated

March 2nd. (Complete.)

5,186. *Improvements in or relating to secondary batteries." R.

Haddan. (H.Dolter, France .) Dated March 2nd. (Complete.)

5,208. Improvements in electrically operated gas valves for
burners ." THE ACTIENGESELLSCHAFT FUB FABRIKATION VON

BRONCEWAAREN UND ZINKGUSS VORM ., J. C. SPINN & SOHN and 8. J.

VON ROMOCKI. Dated March 3rd .

6,260. “An improved primary battery . ” E. A. MITCHELL . Dated

March 3rd .

5,287. "Improved coin feed mechanism for making and breaking
electrical contacts." R. HADDAN . ( M. Vidal, France.) Dated

March 3rd .

5,288. “ Improvements in globes or bulbs for electric incandescent

lamps for decorative advertising and other purposes.” P. HERBE.

Dated March 3rd .

5,300. " Improved means for lighting railway trains electrically."
R. R. MEACOCK and A. J. HARPER . Dated March 4th .

5,343 . Improvements in fluids for impregnating bodies or sait

able fabrics, threads, fibres, or the like, for incandescent lighting par.

poses. " F. P. FOSTEB and G. (BODO) PUCHMULLER. DatedMarch 4th .

5,379. " Improvements in the manufacture of deep sea telegraph
and telephone cables." W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS COM

PANY, LIMITED, and G. SOTTON . Dated March 4th.

5,418 . “ Improvements in electric telephony.” C. ADAMS -RANDALL.

Dated March 5th .

5,423 . “An automatic electric switch for hoists and crades." J.

GODDARD. Dated March 5th.

5,449. " Improvements in ' oscillographs ' or apparatus for indi;
cating or recording rapidly varying electric currents or potential

differences. " W.Do Bois DODDELL DatedMarch 5th .(Complete.)

5,469. ' Improved system of electric traction and apparatus

therefor.” A. J. BOULT. (J. P. Anney, France.) Dated March 5th.

(Complete.)

5,478.. " Improvements in alternating electric current trans

formers .” J. A. MCMULLEN. Dated March 5th .
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General Elementary Science. Edited by WILLIAM BRIGGS,

M.A., F.C.S., F.R.A.S. London : W. B. Clive, Univer

sity Correspondence College Press.

We have received from the University Correspondence

Press a copy of another edition to the long list of books that

have appeared in recent years for the use of science students.

This work, written by four authors of considerable reputation ,

under the editorsbip of Mr. William Briggs, covers the

general ground of elementary mechanics, physics , and

chemistry, and is particularly designed for theMatriculation
Examination of the University of London. It is arranged

in a series of more or less disconnected paragraphs, as,

indeed , many successful educational books have been, from

Euclid and Routh's Rigid Dynamics, downwards. Regarded

as a cram book, 1.6., a book arranged with the definite pur

pose of preparing candidates for examination, we do not

see how it could well be improved . The arrangement of the

propositions is logical andconsecutive, the explanations are

simple and exact ; where a complete definition may be

beyond the students' comprehension ,e.g., in that of electrical

potential, a note is added ; the illustrations seem sufficient

for the purpose. Every page contains evidence of the in

tellect required for the production of a good elementary

book . The volume is of a convenient size for the pocket,

and the typography is excellent.

>
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NEW PATENTS. - 1898 .

( Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patons Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W 0 ,, to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

4,879 . “ An improved method of distribution of news and music

by telephone. ” L. E. WILSON . Dated February 28th.

4,895. “ Improved manufacture of insulating conduits for elec

tricalconductors and appliances employed in connection therewith ,

and for laying the conductors therein ." F. T. WOODCOCK. Dated

February 28th .

4,900. “ Improvements relating to joints of telegraph wires . "
A , A. Common . Dated February 28th .

4,903. " Improvements in primary batteries . " J. E. FOLLER.

Dated February 28th. ( Complete .)

4,910. " Improvements in , and relating to, primary batteries . ” C.

K & NIG . Dated February 28th . (Complete.)
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NOTWITISTANDING the enormous progress that has been

made in this country in the last half -century in perfecting

and cheapening our methods of production, and of transport

ing the raw material to, and the finished article from , the

manufacturer, we find that other nations have advanced as

fost or faster than ourselves, and that our manufacturing

supremacy is no longer eo marked as in past times. The

causes of this increased competition are many and various,

and if we wish to maintain our position in the front, we

must take care to make the most of such advantages as we

posseff; employers moet not be slow to adopt labour-saving

appliances, por to replace existing tools by others of im.

proved design and greater possible output; the management

must keep a sharp look out for, and at once remove, all

poseible causes of waste ; and the workman must realise that

his chance of increasing his weekly earnings lies in doing

his best to increase the output of the machinery he tends.

We have been accustomed to think that our coal fields and

railways give us an advantage over our rivals; but this is

not always so , as there are cases where transport freights are

lower in other countries than with us, and the introduction

of electric transmission of power has made it possible in

some districts to do without coal, and to utilise the energy of

falling water. The fact that in our manufacturing districts

coal is cheap, and that in many cases the cost of power is

only a small item of the total cost of production, has made

many of our manufacturers somewhat neglectful of this

branch of their operations; and we too often see boilere,

worked at ridiculously low pressures, supplying steam

through long ranges of pipes to small and aneconomical

engines, or engines transmitting power through such an

amount of shafting, gearing, and belting, as to leave but a

small percentage of the power produced available at the

machines.

The importance of keeping down the cost of power is

beginning to be more fully recognised, and already a certain

number of works have electric generating stations whence

power is transmitted electrically to motor -driven machinery

with a gain in economy over the older methods ; and it is

now proposed by the Midland Electric Corporation for Power

Distribution to go a step further, and to put down a central

station for the purpose of electric power supply over an

extended area . The paper by Mr. Addenbrooke, " Electric

Power Supply from Central Stations," which was read a

fortnight ago before the South Staffordshire Institute of Iron

and Steel Works' Managers, deals with this question of cost

of power ; and, after some remarks on the cost of water

power as compared with that of power produced by coal, gives

an outline of the Midland Electric Corporation's scheme as

an example of the best way of getting the power from the

coal to the machinery it is to drive.

The comparison of cost of power obtained from water or

coal is disappointing, as the paper gives nothing but general

0
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losses.

and somewhat vague expressions of opinion, arriving at the 54 -hour week, or , say, 2,800 hours per annum , and Mr.

conclusion that the difference in annual cost between water Addenbrooke argues that, under these conditions, coal can

and steam power is practically the cost of coal and stoking compete better with water, becanse the extra charge will be

or handling it ; and that "the whole of this difference can reduced from £2 103. to 178. 6d. per apnom. This is, of

only be debited against the coal power on the assumption course, true, if the comparison is restricted to one between

that no rent is paid for the water-power, nor any inordinate coal and water, with the same load factor and hours of work.

gums for its conservation and utilisation . " The subject is a ing ; but the statement must not be taken to mean that there

difficult one, and the paper before as does not add much, if is any economy in short hours, as owing to the cost of coal

anything, to our knowledge of it ; as we cannot consider any being, in the majority of our manufactares, a comparatively

arguments of much value which are unsupported by figures small item in the total cost of production, a et :am factory

of the capital cost of existiog water-power installations. Mr. working 10 hours per day may easily produce cheaper than

Addenbrcoke says that the cost of buildings, dynamos, a rival water-power factory, if this latt r works only nice

switch gear, motors and maing, will be the same in both hours per day. The load factor is the important item , and

cases, except that, as regards the mains, water -power will we do not think that Mr. Addenbrooke has allowed suffi

generally be at some disadvantage, because large waterfalls ciently for it in fixing the cost of coal for the smaller number

are often not very accessible. It appears to us that this of working hours ; as, although the bulk of the demand for

point may be of considerable importance, as either the power may come between the hours, say, of 6 a.m and 5 p.m. ,

distance that power has to be transmitted will be there will always be some de mand outside these hours, ard

very much greater, or, if works are erected near the water- the cost of coal per horse-power - hour will undoubtedly be

power, the cost of transport of material to and from the works increased by the smaller load factor, and by the stand -by

will be increased . It must not, however, be forgotten that

this very inaccessibility of the water-power often permits of With regard to the proposals of the Midland Electric

the use of bare overhead wires, and a cheaper line construc- Corporation, the paper does not tell us much that has not

tion than would be possible in South Staffordshire or other already been made public, as the system to be employed,

districts equally well placed as regards cost of coal. whether direct current, two -phase, or three-phase, remains

We are next told that we shall not be far out if we put the still undecided ; but we learn that current will probably be

cost of turbines, turbine pits, sluice gates, and general transmitted at 5,000 volts pressure, and some figures are

arrangements against that of steam engines of similar power, given of the cost of the primary mains. Considerable atter

but no figures are given ; indeed, the only figure of capital tion has been given to the method of charging for the

cost given in this part of the paper is that the cost of boiler electricity, and it has been decided to charge on the Demand

plant, with condensers and economisers, will be about £4 per metar system , the rates for power supply having been fixed

horse -power, and we are asked if the necessary canale, tunnels, in the agreements with certain local authorities at 8d. per

embankmente, weirs, or dams could be constructed for the upit for the first hour's use per diem taken on the maximum

game figure. But this is just the question we would ask the demand, ard •825 ) , for each subsequent hour. A table is

anthor of the paper ; as, anfortanately, English engineers have given in the paper wbich shows the average price per unit

little chance of gaining personal experience in such work, for any number of hours of maximum demand per diem ,

although they would bave no difficulty io fixing the cost of a from which we see that for most manufacturing establish

boiler plant of any given size. It would , therefore, have ments the average charge per unit would be about 14d. At

been much more satisfactory if Mr. Addenbrooke had been this price it would certainly pay all small power users to take

able to tell us the capital cost of various water-power instal- current from the Corporation rather than to generate it with

lations, even if he had left us to supply the figures for steam their own plant, but there is no reason why users of

power. 50 horse -power or even less should not be able to generate

With regard to working expenses and general charges, we electricity on their own premises at the same or a lower

are told that whilst the depreciation on buildings, dynamos, cost.

switch gear, motors, and mains will be the same in each case, Let us consider a case where there are 312 working days

on boilers and engines it will probably be greater than on of nine tours each per annum, and where the average load

turbinee, canals, and other constructional work, and that the is half the maximum. The average charge made by the

cost of administration, of engineering staff, and of rates, Midland Electric Corporation would then be 1.3d. per unit.,

taxes, and other standing charges, will probably be the same. and the charge per kilowatt for the year would be £15 49. 2d .,

By balancing the greater depreciation on steam plant against of wbicb, taking Mr. Addenbrooke's figures, only about

the probable greater capital cost of water plant, Mr. Adden- 27d. 61. would represent the cost of coal and stoking at the

brooke arrives at the conclusion that the cost of coal and central station. Of course in an isolated plant the consump

stoking is the only onbalanced item , and proceeds to calcu- tion of coal will be much greater, but there should be do

late this cost per I.H.P. per annum . The figure arrived at, difficulty in obtaining boiler, engine, dynamo, and piping

viz , £2 108. per I.H.P. for a working year of 8,000 hours, for a 50 kilowatt plant at the rate of £25 per kilowatt, and

is quite possible of attuinment with a gooi load factor ; but producing the kilowatt -hour for a consumption of 10 lbs. of

if steam - power had to compete against water-power with that coal with a load factor of 50 per cent., all stand-by losses

extra charge against the former, it wou'd by a serious handi- included. One mar, with occasional extra help for boiler

cap in an industry where power is used continuously, and cleaning or other extra vork, could look after this plant,

where its cost forms a large proportion of the total cost of and an allowance of £100 per annum for labour will therefore

production. A working year of 8,000 hours is not, however, be sufficient. The average output being 25 kilowatts for

the normal thing in England, the usual conditions being a 2,808 hours, the outpat in the year will amount to 70,200

&
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SEPARATION OF THE IRON LOSSES OF A

TRANSFORMER,

BY PROF. H. S. CARHART.

units, and the cost of labour will therefore be •842d . per unit.

Taking coal at 59. per ton, the figure given by Mr. dden

brooke for the neighbourhood of South Staffordshire, we see

10 x 60

that coal will cost = 268d. per unit, and if we
2,240

add .05d. per unit for oil and waste we get for material and

labour & cost of .660d . per unit, leaving a margin of .6403 . per

unit for interest, depreciation, and repairs, to make up the

cost of 1.3d. per unit which would be charged for a supply

from the central station. As the output is 70,200 units per

annum , this represents a sum of £187 49., or practically 15

per cent, on the £1,250 which we have taken as the cost of

the 50 - kilowatt plant.

It would appear, then, that there is no need for manufac

turers to wait for a central station supply to realise the

economy in the cost of power which is offered by Mr. Adden

brooke, except for the saving in capital expenditure. This

is, to many of them , a very important poiot, and the fact

that no money will have to be spent on generating plant, and

that it will be possible to hire motors from the Midland Elec

tric Corporation should be a great inducement to the intro

duction of electric power by many who hesitate about making

the change on account of the considerable capital expenditure

involved.

=

The following elaboration of a method of separating the iron

losses taking place in a tradsformeris based on the measurement

of these combined losses at two frequencies. A series of

measurements is made at each frequency for a number of

different voltages. From these two series we may obtain

several pairs of equations connecting together the hysteresis

and eddy current losses, each pair being taken for thesame

value of the maximum instantaneous induction , B, of the

magnetic wave at the two frequencies. From each pair of

equations may be obtained both the eddy current loss and

the loss by hysteresis for the voltage corresponding .

To keep the magnetic induction constant, the E.M.F. E

must be proportional to the frequency. This is evident from

the general formula for the effective E M.F., which is

E x 108 = V 2 NA B n volts,

where n is the frequency, A the cross section of the iron , B

the maximum induction, andn the number of turns of wire.
If B is constant, E is proportional to n.

If, then , w and w ' are the total iron losses for the two

frequencies n and n' , both with the same value of ß, we may

write for the equations of these losses the following:

W = a na + bn (1)

W ' : a n^2 + b n' (2)

These equations are written on the assumption that the

eddy current loss is proportional to the equare of the fre

quency. The loss by hysteresis is, of course, proportional to

the first power of the frequency. The constants a and b

are respectively the eddy current and hysteresis loss per

cycle for the same value of the maximum induction .

If w' is the iron loss for an E.M.F. E ' , then the value of

E for the same magnetic induction in the other series is E'
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THERE is a water power scheme in the air
Water Power for

Cried . at Crieff, the source of power being the

falls of tbe Tarret, which are on the estate

of Sir Patrick Keith Murray, who offered to give the falls

for power parposes and had measurements taken which be

submitted , says the Scotsman , to a London electrician. This

gentleman said the falls were not sufficient for the purpose.

Mr. Arnot, of Glasgow , had also reported unfavourably of

the falls as insufficient to light the town of Crieff. Sic

Patrick intimated the London decision to the town in order

to save them further trouble and expense. Mr. R. F. Yorke

also furnished the Town Council with a report, and he writes

to the Scotsman to say that no other electrician bat himself

has been consulted , but that a turbine manufacturer to whom

wrong data were submitted stated the power as insufficient.

Mr. Yorke writes he has since further explained matters to

Sir Patrick , and that the fall is of 300 cubic feet of water per

minute through a height of 250 to 600 feet, and not 100 feet as

originallystated, which, of course, may make all the difference .
Sir Patrick's factor writes, that if the Council are satisfied the

fall is still open to them . It is quite possible that an appa

rent fall of 100 feet may easily be convertible into one of a

much greater depth. Assume 300 cubic feet falling 400 feet

instead of 100 feet, and at once the net horse -power will be

150 in place of less than 40. Most falls of water are

preceded by a series of small falls and rapide, and

where the flow is small a pipe line from above the

rapids enables the fall to be better utilised , and may also

enable the power house to be located well below the

falls, the after rapids often being as valuable as the main

fall itself . We see no reason to doubt that an oversight

may have been made, and the ocasion is useful if it draws

attention to the fact that there are numerous falls available

for power purposes if the system of pipe lioes be adopted

from above to below the available total declivity . In the

Southern Californian water- power plants the pipe lines and

tunnels are often brought from an initial point some miles

distant, so as to secure a maximum possible fall, and if this

can be combined with a dam, the uniformity of flow through

out the year can be thereby very much improved.

nin '. The corresponding watts w lost in the iron at the

frequency n may be read from the curve representing the

relation betweenvolts and watts lost at that frequency.

The measurements below were made on a 2-kw . Slattery

transformer. Thecurrentwas furnishedby the small labora

tory alternator, which I have described in another place.

( American Electrician, November, 1887.) The following

series of observations were taken :
1

:

1

Series A. Frequency, 154.7 . Series B. Frequency, 103-7

Volts.

30

49

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

Watts,

90

12.8

194

25-2

31 6

38-9

46 5

512

627

715

81.1

91.5

Volts.

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Watts,

98

15 : 1

21 :3

28 4

361

44-5

53 1

62.2

• New York Electrical World ,
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Carve I. in the diagram expresses the relation between volts

and watts for Series A. It is used to find by interpolation

the watts corresponding to the voltages under A in the follow

ing tabl-. These voltages are found, as already explained, by

multiplying those of Series B by the ratio nn '. In the pre

sent case this ratio is 1.491 .

Series B.
Series A.

Volts.

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Watts.

9.8

15: 1

21 :3

284

36-1

44 5

53 1

Volts.

4473

59.64

74 55

89:46

104.97

119 28

134 :19

Watts.

16 0

24 7

34-75

45 75

57 7

706

84.75

By substitution in equations (1 ) and (2) we may now

obtain seven pairs, viz. :

16 15 + 72 a , + 154 7 b,

9.8 = 103 7 ay + 103.7 bi ( 1 )

2

.

84.75 = 154 72 g + 154 7 by

53 : 1 = 103 72 Q7 + 103.7 by (7)

The intermediate equations can be filled in from the

table above. Solving these equations for the eddy carrer t

Jossee, we get the following for the frequency 103.7 :

ance.

Eddy loss. Total loss. Hystersis loss. Volts.

1.9

2.9

4 09

4 66

5 29

5 81

7.63

98

151

21.3

28 4

361

44 5

53 : 1

79

12 :2

17:21

23 74

30 81

38 69

45:47

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

in the present review , there is much notonly to interest but

also to amuse central station men. He starts off on the

rather threadbare — or, as be calls it, “ the old , old subject of

alternating v. direct currente, " and appears to distribute his

favours about equally between them — a thing, by the way,

that very few electrical men are unbiassed enough to do. He

then pludges into the troubled waters of “ preffure," and

after detailing the difficulties he experienced in getting manu

facturers to produce a 220 - rolt incandescent lamp, practically

takes the credit for its production as a commercial article.

He takes considerable trouble to explain the advantages of a

220 - volt direct current two-wire system over the three-wire

system ,and states that the former is really simpler ! We

should bave thought it unnecessary to explain (!) this to an

electrical association. The 220 -volt enclosed arc lamp be

considers to be a decided advance, as it can be run direct

across the mains instead of using two or three in series, and

as the arc is three -quarters of an inch lorg it practically

casts no shadow . Obviously, the longer the arc, the

less likelihood of sbadow from the carbons ; but he

overlooks the fact that the sbadows from the gupports

and spark catchers are much greater than those cast by the

lower carbon, no matter what length the arc may be, while

the colour of the light produced by any long arc lamp is usually

far less pure than that from a short arc for the same expen

ditare of energy, and in England, at any rate, the colour and

steadiness of the light are matters of considerable import

Heis doubtless rigbt in stating that flactgations of

pressure affect a high voltage arc lamp much less than it

does a low voltage lamp, and where arc lamps are required

to be used on power circuits, there would probably besome

advantage in using the higher pressure. Seeing , however,

that on lighting circuits a steady pressure is essential on

account of the incandescent lighting, its superiority even in

this respect is not obvious, and we fancy that the consumer

would prefer a lower pressure lamp with a reasonably steady

arc and white light. He contends that " you can supply :

customer with one lamp without making that lamp depend

upon somebody else's lamp, doing away with all series con

nections. " This throws rather & strong eide light upon

American central station practice, and reminds one of the

complaint made many years ago in England by a consumer

in a south coast town, that when he wanted to light &

single lamp in bis bath -room , he also had to light op bis

drawing room ! the lamps being on the same circuit in a

parallel series system . He states that “ Our friends over

the water have declared time and again, and have proven it

to us mathematically, that the enclosed arc is no good ; that

the open arc is of greater efficiency and has many advan

tages over the enclosed arc, but in spite of these theoretical

demonstrations the enclosed arc is the arc to-day in the

United States, and the open arc for constant potential cir

cuits is getting out of vogue entirely. It is a back dom ,

ber, and gives us one of the illustrations where theory and

practice do not coincide. The American is, if anything,

practical, & c." Lieut. Francis A. Badt is probably not

aware of the large number of enclosed arc lamps in use in

England, nor must be assume that the opinions ofone or two

or half-a-dozen does of necessity represent the opinions of the

electrical men of Eogland.

He thinks it will not be very long before they will have

an enclosed arc lamp of 500 volts which can be attached

directly across the wires of a railway circuit ! But why stop

short at 500 volts ? Why not run up to 2,000, or 10,000

volts for that matter, and connect directly across the feeders

of a bigh tension system ? An arc lamp with a 3 feet arc

would be a novelty, and would cast no shadow ! A street

lighted with a double row of such lamps would be a sight

worth seeing, and we confidently expect practical America to

show us the way.

Lieut. Francis A. Badt is in trouble about the gas cap"

of the enclosed arc lamp, i.e. , the cover of the inner cylinder,

and through which the upper carbon passes. He complains

that carbons vary so much in diameter, that either the car

bons stick in the hole, or are so loose, that the air gets in too

readily, and the life of the carbon is materially reduced.

We, in England , would usually surmoant this difficulty by

specifying for a certain diameter of carbon, and a certain

size of hole, and seeing that we gotit, or else promptly return

the goods to the makers. We presume this remedy has not

occurredtopracticalAmericans, and theremedy suggested by

E.

We have thas separated the losses for the frequency 103.7 ;

the same equations may be used to separate them for the

frequency 154.7.

Since these seven pairs of equations involve different

values of the magnetic induction B, they may evidently be

employed to determine the exponent of ß in Steinmetz's

formula for the by:teretic loss. For the same value of n the

hysteretic lose in watts may be written W = c 2, where c is

& constant. Hence :

log w = . log B + constant.

Bat for the same frequency, ß is proportional to the volts

Let ß equal k E. T'hen, since k is a constant,

log W = log k + x log E + constant

= x log E + constant.

The relation between the logarithms of w and E is evidently

the equation of a straight line, and the desired exponent x is
the tangent of the angle which this line makes with the

axisof log E. The logarithms of the loes by bysteresisand

of the corresponding volts of the last table are plotted in

Carve II. of the diagram . The tangent of the angle A B C,

measured in terres of the two scales on which the logarithms

are plotted,is quite closely 1.6.

The method obviously gives better results when the

measurements are made on a transformer having iron losses

wbich can be read on the best part of the scale of the

wattmeter. The small readings are not so reliable as the

larger ones.

I have applied the same method to the small transformer

described in the Electrical World , September 18cb , 1897 .

The plot of the logarithms gave the same result, viz . , 1.6.

This confirms Steinmetz's formula for the loss by hysteresis.

a

a

TOPICS OF INTEREST TO CENTRAL

STATION MEN.

An address upon this subject was delivered on January 19th

last by Lieut. Francis A. Badt, before the North - Western

Electrical Association, Milwaukee, Wis. ; and , as will be seen;
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tric arc.

2

sound.

the speaker was the standardising by the Association he was

addressing of the diameter of the hole and the carbon . The

old story of leading a horse to the water. The Association

may standardise, but the maker will supply carbons and gas

caps out of standard if the purchaser is not smart enough

to see that he gets what he wants. He says that all the

above refers to the direct carrent system , of course. Why of

course ? A pressure of 220 volts is not confined to direct

corrent systems— at any rate in England - neither are en

closed arc lamps, or two -wire or three-wire syeteme, and if

a 500 - volt arc lamp is a desiratum for direct current supply,

it would be equally advantageous to alternating current

systems.

His opinion is — referring now to alternating currents

that the single-phase system will eventually be the system,

andmakes the astonishing statement that “ We have now

( italics are oors), of course, incandescent lamps burning on

alternating currents." (Must we assume that America has

not been accustomed in the past to run glow lamps on alter

nating carrent circuits ?) . With alternating arc lamps and

single-pbase motors he thinks the single- phase alternating

systemthe system forlarge areas The speaker criticised an

objection made previously by a Mr. Dow : “ That each
castomer had to have å transformer for the maximum

capacity of the dwelling, or whatever it might be, and he

cited that as a great disadvantage of the alternating system

as against the direct currentsystem .” He ( the speaker) said,

“NowI think that a good deal of that could be avoided in

the alternating system by using larger transformers for a

pomber of customers,” and goeson to remark that of course

it could not be done economically with 50 -volt lamps,and it

may not be possible to do it economically with 110 -volt

lamps ; but why not use 220 -volt lamps ?

We should strongly recommend our old friend of years ago

to run over to England, for while we are not practical

Americans, we have never used any other alternating system

than the single-phase for central station supply, and be may

be surprised to learn that " banking ” transformers in the

rule, and is nearly as old as the system it self, that we have

never experiencedany trouble in rapping incandescent lamps

on alternating current circuits, that stations have been made

to pay on 110 -volts pressure ; and, finally, that 200 or 220

volt lamps are largely used, and have been since their intro

duction as a commercial article. In conclusion, he draws

attention to another threadbare subject, viz. , the low efficiency

of steam plant, and finally becomes prophetis. “ The steam

engine of the future(he saya) will have a much higher effi

ciency, of course. It will do away entirely with boilers.

It will be a steam engine that burns the fuel , &c."

Then he proceeds to give himself away by saying, “ I am

not guessing here ; but I am just describing an engine which

is now on exhibition on the other side ofthe water,” &c. ,

and after explaining that Americans are now trying to buy

the patents of this wonderful engine, he goes on to describe

an American Utopian city in which street railways will be
abolished, and motor cycles and motor buses “ running in all

directions” ( !) on asphaltum pavements, will be the ideal
form of locomotion, and the new engine is going to help

them realise it ! We should like to know something

more of this steam engine without a boiler, and which

burns its own fuel ; but we are content to wait until

America has purchased the patents and blown off some of its
enthusiasm , We may then hope to get some reliable in

formation, and shall probably find that this wonderful swan

is but a very inferiorsort of goose after all. We have seen

too many of the inventions that were going to revolutionise

engineering practice to feel any excitementover one or even

half -a -dozenmore.

supplying an induction coil, and flowing in a conductor,

which ran for some distance parallel to the leads of the elec

Experiments with the rotating mirror failed to show that the

electric arc was in a state of vibration ; but this was expli

cable on the bypothesis that the alternating induced current

superimposed on the steady current producing the arc, caused

EOlittlevariation in the light, that the changes could not be

perceived by the eye . The alternating current, however, was

quite capable of producing changes of temperature in the

arc, which expanded and contracted the gases sufficiently to

generate sound waves perceptible to the ear. Conversely, it
was found that when sound waves were allowed to fall on the

arc , variations of the current were produced, which were

capable of reproducing the sounds in a distant microphone.

The following arrangement was devised to show these

effects. The primary of a small step -up transformer was

connected up in the circuit of the electric arc; a microphone

and battery were put in circuit with the secondary of the

transformer. When the end of a sounding tuning-fork was

placed in contact with the microphone, the same note was

heard distinctly at the electric arc. Whistling, knocking,

singing, and even speech were transmitted and distinctly

given out with all the most delicate variations of tone by the

electric arc. With loud tones of a certain pitcb, the notes

given out by the arc were accompanied with a hissing

To collect the notes from the arc a glass funnel is

held opposite to the arc, and connected to the ears by two

tubes.

Herr Simon has calculated the variations of density of

the gaees which would be produced by the changes of the

current, and found that they lie within the limit fixed by

Lord Rayleigh for audible sound waves, and he fairly con

cludes from this, that the notes heard in the arc are due to

these variations of density.

When the arc is lengthened , the sounds emitted become

essentially louder and more distinct. This is due to the fact

that, the resistance of the arc being greater, a greater frac

tionof the work of the current is expended on the arc, and

a larger volume of gas is heated .

In order to show that the electric arc is capable of acting

as a telephonic transmitter , the microphone in the above

described arrangement is replaced by a telephone, and the

sound waves are concentrated on the arc by a funnel. Speech,

singing, whistling, thus directed on the arc, are heard dis

tinctly at the telephone. The explanation of this pheno

menon is plain , when it is remembered that the resistance of

the arc varies with the density of gases through which the

current passes ; the variations of the resistance will produce

corresponding variations of the current which , by lateral

induction in the transformer, are transmitted in an inten

sified form to the telephone.

We do not recommend this invention for commercial use ;

the language transmitted through the present telephone is

usually heated enough ; at lea : t, there is no necessity for

passing it through an electric furnace. ,

TESTING THE RESISTANCE OF THE

RAILWAY CIRCUIT.

THE ELECTRIC ARC AS A TELEPHONE .

In a communication to the Street Railway Journal, Mr.

Sherwocd F. Jeter, of Atlanta, says :

" Having become interested in testing the resistance of

the feeder and return circuits of a street railway system , it

has occurred to me that a very practical rigging for making

such tests, and also one that would definitely locate any

trouble that might exist, wonld be the one outlined in the

accompanying diagram . The test wire may be of iron and

of any convenientsize, and is strong from the station to

any point at which it desired to make tests.

“ The tests can only be made at night when the line is not

in use. The water rbeostat is adjusted so that when the

line is short-circuited , a small amount of current will flow ,

Bay, from 50 to 150 amperes. Any nice adjustment of the

amount of current flowing may be made by changing the

voltage of the generator so that the water rheostat need not

A PAPER by Hermann Th. Sinon, in Wied. Ann. , Vol. 64 ,

p . 233, describes some exceedingly curious experimente, which

show that the electric arc is capable of acting either as a

telephone transmitter or as a receiver. Herr Simon first

observed accidently in an arc light a peculiar crackling noise,

which he traced to the influence of an intermittent current
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be disturbed after once adjusting it. Now , if it is desired

to test the resistance of the line from the station to a point

E, a connection is made from the trolley wire at E, directly

to the ground, and E is also connected with the test wire.

The operator at the station now places the double-throw

switch() on (a ) and the reading of the voltmeter gives the

drop on the trolley and feeders from the station to the point

E , and likewise by placing ( ) on (6) obtain the drop on the
return circuit.

" If the resistance of the test wire is small as compared

with the resistance of the voltmeter used (as would ordinarily

the magnetic circuits around the three windings on the fixed

part. This is intended to be arranged for hand manipula

tion by means of a worm wheel.

The arrangement is based on the principle that inductive

circuits, such as is represented by c, when inductively con

nected, cause lagging currents to pass in the line circaits as

long as thesecondary of machine,B, runs belowsynchronism,

but cause leading currents when the speed is run above

synchronism . In this way, by properly adjasting the self
induction of the coils, c, a suitable leading wattless current

can be superposed to exactly balance thelagging wattless

component of the line current, and thus bring the power

factor to upity as far as the generators and the transmission

system are concerned. The machine, A, may be any avail

able source of power, since the essentials of the compensat

ing arrangement are contained in machines B and o.

In practice it is preferable that machines A andB should

be direct coupled . If A is a motor, its number of poleg

should be less than those of machine B in order to run B

above synchronous speed.

TROLLEY

TEST WIRE

VOLT METER

GROUND

AMP, METER

WATER RHECSTAT

DOES MOISTURE FACILITATE THE PRO

DUCTION OF OZONE.

By EMILE ANDREOLI.

be the case ), the effect of this resistance on the readings

may be neglected , but if it is desirable to have them

absolutely correct, the drop on the entire circuit from (a ) to

(6) may be taken , and the sum of the first two readings

compared with this and corrected accordingly. The test

wiremay also be used for signalling to the station to notify

the operator when the line is ready tobe tested at the various

points. I have never seen an auxiliary test - wire used in

making such tert', and would like to get the opinion of some

of your readers as to its practicability .”

ALTERNATING CURRENT REGULATION .

THE Electrical World for February 12th , 1898, contains

abstracts of two patents recently issued for devices for phase

regulation in alternating current systems.

One of these is due to Messrs. Č. P. Steinmetz and Edwin

W. Rice, and is called by them a phage regulator. It consists

in adapting induction machines to the production of leading

currents with which to nullify the troublesome, and some

times harmful, effects of lagging currents due to any induc

tiveapparatus connected tothesupply mains.

The arrangement is diagrammatically shownin thefigure, in

which a represents an ordinary induction motor with short

circuited rotor windings ; B is a second induction machine

PROF. W. A. SHENSTONE read before the Chemical

Society (February 17th, 1898) a paper on “ Observations

on the Influence of the Silent Discharge of Electricity on

Atmospheric Air," which upsets all the notions hitherto

accepted regarding the production of ozone .

The learned professor says that oxygen , when dilated with

nitrogen, as in the air, yields a very large proportion of ozone;

80—85 per cent. of the oxygen present may readily be

ozonised in the presence of moisture, and if great care be

taked, as much as 98 per cent. of the oxygen may be con

verted into ozone, and he adds that the presence of water

promotes the formation of ozone, bat retards that of

nitric peroxide.

My impression has always been - and is still — that one

of the conditions for obtaining a good yield of ozone is that

the air must be dry, and my experience is that moist air does

nct give good results.

Prof. Shenstone does not explain how and why the

water vapour may assist the production of ozone, while the

necessity for using dry air is justified by this fact, that

under the action of the silent discharge at a high tension,

there isformation of water vapour and hydrogen , this latter

being burnt in contact with ozone and producing heat,

which destroys & considerable quantity of the ozone pro

duced .

Years ago, a great scientist stated that water vapour abso

lutely prevents the production of ozone, and that no great

yield of ozone can beobtained unless the oxygen is perfectly

dry. This doctrine has been universally supported, and for

the first time, a chemist advocates the presence of moisture
for the transformation of oxygen into ozone.

Considering this question merely from a practical point of

viow , I will say that I have two ozonisers,the electrodes of

which represent a surface of 640 square feet, and which pro

duce a fair amount of ozone when I work them by passing

dry air. I am sure that if I ventured to pass moist

air between their electrodes there would hardly be any

ozone generated, and in no time the apparatus would be out
of order.

What is true in laboratory experiments ought to be true

also when the experiment is repeated on a large scale . This

does not appear to be the case, as there is an absolute dis

crepancy between the results obtained by Prof. Shenstone

and those which are obtained by practice ,and everyone in

terested in the production of ozone on a commercial scale,

andin its application toindustrial purposes,will repudiate

the idea of submitting atmospheric air to the action of the

silent discharge, in presence of moisture.

O

driven by the motor , either by belt, or by being direct

coupled at a speed above that corresponding to synchronism

with the alternating current. The rotor of the machine, B,

is wound with open coils connected to slip ringe, from which

the induced currents can be led off and controlled in a third

machine, c, which is a diagrammatical representation of

another device for varying the self-induction of the three

coils wound on it without altering their resistance. The

internal rotative segments in care arranged to close or open

a
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The Burning Question.

Mr. Liversedge lifts a corner of the curtain at Exling.

The wet sludge, says he, is drained through a certain pro

portion of the refuse, but he opines that this, of coarse, will

not remove as much water as the filter press. It all depends

on the drain. Suppose a nice thin layer of the rougher
refuse and a free outlet. All that would remain of the

sludge would be match stalks, corksand bungs, scrubbing

and nail brushes, piecpg of soap , candles and kitchen grease,

clothes pegs, paper and rage, spinding tops and rubber balle,

carrants about Christmas time, Gallic literature and an

occasional baby. There is a good deal of carbon in this

collection which may account forthe arc lamp3.

A filter press, on the other hand, stops practically the

whole of the solids,no matter how fine their state of division.

The filtering medium becomes so close grained in a few

seconds that a pressure of abɔgt 120 lbs.per square inchis

required to force the liquid through. Naturally where the
press is in use the amount of solidsto be burnt is formidable.

Why do not other towns adopt that charmingly simple

drainage plan then - where a few inches of head on top of a

few cinders does the whole basiness ? Is it that they bave

not yet discovered the secret of dealing thus with their

sludge, andat the sametime giving satisfactionto the river

authorities ? As Mr. Liversedge hints, the thing, like the

origin of Jeames, is “ wrop' in a mistry.”

The town of Leyton bas ever listened to inventɔrs with a

greedy ear . “ A Difficult Problem Solved ” is a headline

over the latest scheme ; but the same headline has been

used before to describe the exploits in sewage treatment

achieved in that Eastern suburb . There was the Astropp

system ,two stories high, which took in wet sludge at the top,

strained it ( the liquid being run away in secret channels),

dried the solids bg hot air, and delivered them into a sack

through a spout below , the whole ready and smoking hot for

application as valuable manure to hungry lands. One of

the great merits of this system was the small amount of

solids left. A suburban garden could have tıken the whole

production for a year, without any symptoms of overfeeding

being manifested by the plants.

This earlier solution of the problem was boomed mightily

too ; under cover of a marquee, solids and liqnids disappeared

in the most gratifying way;an earl presided, and the ears of

the luncheonees were judiciously tickled by optimistic

orators. As Mr. Ralph Nickleby grimly remarked, " These

things have their uses in business.” And,finally, the Astropp

system passed into that limbo where hundreds, perhape,

thousands, of solutions of the sewage problem have pre

ceded it.

There is a sentence in Mr. Liversedge's letter which is

intere ting to note . He says: “ Leyton saves over £ 300 a

year in coal in operations connected with her se ge." We

should like further particulars of this saving. Is it really

net ? What are the operations at the sewage works

requiring so much power as this sum represents ? Are any

coals now required ? It would serve a useful purpose if Mr.

L. would enlarge on this item.

It has been seriously proposed to burn the solids in

London sewage, and in a way that only a genius would

suggeet. When you think of it, if a mere strainer will

keparate eolids and liquids as Mr. L. says it does at Ealing,

there is no sense in putting down and running costly

precipitation processes with presses to deal with their

resultant sludge. You have merely to pass the wbole of the

sewage as it comes to hand through the strainer, and the

separation is effected right away. Accordingly, a man of

sopreme insight didsuggest this way of dealing with London

sewage, and published plans showing a kind of dredger

with finely meshed buckets working in the sewage.

This apparatas dried and burnt the Eolids as fast as it

extracted them . It was discussed in the London press

about the time eels were so plentiful in the East London

water mains, and I suggested its adoption by that company

for ridding their water of these, delivering stewed eels at the

other end. This process never got to the marquee and

oratoric stage, but expired soon after its inception for want

of capital.

J. Hetherington ,

Knots .

In the discussion of technical matters loose and inaccurate

phraseology is always to be deprecated , and hence it is as

well to decide whether a length of “ a knot of cable " and

" & speed of 6 knots per hour,” are or are not correct. I

have asserted that they are inexact and wholly anscientific,

and make this statement on the authority of such men as

Kelvin, Greenhill, and others. “ Another Cable Engineer

takes exception to this, and begs to differ, & c . That is, he

differs from the distinguished authorities named .

“ Another Cable Engineer " were an authority on this

matter, his opinion would be entitled to consideration ; but

he evidently is not, because he gives an altogether incorrect
derivation of the knot.

In Harbord's " Glossary of Navigation ," a knot is defined

as “ a division of the log line; so called from the line being

divided into equal parts by pieces of string, rove through

the strands and knotted in order."

The number of knots passing over the ship's rail in a

certain number of seconds gives the rate, or nautical miles

per hour. With that laxity of expression that so distinguishes

seamen " knots per hour" were easily substitated for nautical

miles, or even miles per hour. This, however, does not

invalidate the fact that the original and proper meaning of

the knot was that ju-t stated.

Again, “ Another Cable Engineer ” derives the knot from

the circumference of the earth ; that is, he makes it a

function of longitude. Allowing for the moment that a

knot is a sea mile, his definition is still wrong. Harbord

says “the length of a minute of the earth's circumference is

very inadequate. It was sufficient before the

spheroidal figure of the earth was taken into account, and

when the aksamption was that the earth's circumference was

a great circle, the measuremet of which had not been

accurately determined .”

The nantical, or sea mile, or, as it is usually termed , the

Admiralty mile (not knot), is " the length of a minute (not

parts or knots) of a degree of latitude," but inasmuchas

the earth is an oblate spheroid , the degree of latitude

increases as we advance from the equator towards the pole,

and hence its 16th pait, a miunt, or the nantical mile, also

increases ( vide Robinson's “ Marine Surveying.") The

mean value of a minute of latitade, or that value on the

parallel of 45° is 6,077 feet. The Admiralty have adopted

as their standard mile a length of 6,080 feet which is the

length of a minute of latitude on the parallel of 48º.

Again , in the latest standard text book of navigation used

by the Admiralty, Stebbing's, the knot is strictly defined as

a rate of a nautical mile per hour. “ Knots per hour," then,

means nautical miles per hour; per hour — either an acceler

ation of velocity, or å redundancy of words. It is never

meant as an acceleration . It is, therefore, a redundant

expression, that is, it is inexact and unscientific . - Q . E. D.

" Apo:her Cable Engineer,” and possibly others, may

regard the whole question as a quibble,but if we admit it is

a quibble, why not employ, in defining the power of an
engine, so many horse -power per minute ?

It is true that the expressions in question have been used

for scores of years by naval officers and others." It may

interest “ Another Cable Engideer ” to know that it

has been & lex practice for such to speak of minutes

of arc either of " latitade, longitude, or as shown by a
sextant as " miles ." This comparison of knots with miles”

and miles with tes of arc is most curious and is

characteristic of the uninstructed seaman . This misuse

of terms is none the less a sure and certain sign of a

deficient profeesional education. Lastly, no modern naval

officers or writers of repute on naval service, in whicb,

as I need hardly say , much electrical science is included,

employ the objectionable expressions referred to, and I am

sure that if " Another Cable Engineer " will look up the

subject he will see the error of his ways.

Geo. Herbert Little,

Master Mariner, &c.

Your correspondent, “ Another Cable Engineer," in last

week's ELECTRICAL REVIEW gives the circumference of the

earth as 131,385,465 feet. Is not this a mistake, and should

it not have been 131,385,464.287 feet ? If so, the length to

which he has given the name of one knot, and which he
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makes out to be 2.66 feet greater than the Admiralty knot

should be corrected accordingly.

" Another Cable Engineer " is evidently labouring under

the impression that he is replying to Mr. Little's previous

letter ; but instead of doing so, he gives us the above

definition of a new unit of length, and then goes on to

explain the use of the log -ship, apparently for the benefit of

those who are unacquainted with this old -fashioned device

for measuring the speed of a vessel. He sums up by saying

that the whole question appears to be a quibble.

Now, if he does not know that his knot is the nautical or

geographical mile, whereas Mr. Little's knot is & speed, and

nothing but a speed, let him read Mr. Little's letter through

oncemore, and then ask himself who is the quibbler.

Why not adopt Mr. Little's suggestion and use the word

" naut" to express the length known as the geographical

mile ? Oae naut per hou: would then be a knot, which can

clearly not be a nautical mile, but must be a speed ; the

nautical mile being a naut, not a knot, notwithstanding

your correspondent's assertions to the contrary. Sarely this

is simple !

X. Y.

Gas Driven Plant.

As a subscriber to your valuable paper, I should feel much

obliged if you would inform me through the columns of

your journal as to the proportion of private installations,

driven from gas engines direct to the dynamo, bears to

similar installations driven through a countershaft fixed on

the floor of the building which is lighted, e.g., when the

engines are put down solely for generating the electrical

current, and when no other source of power is available.

Gas Engine.

Information Wanted.

Cyuld you let me know where I can find any particulang

of any methods of electrical printing with acetate of lead,

other than the well -known method used in the electrical

printing telegraph, of Bain, with potassium iodide and

starch . Thanking you in advance .

T. J. Hughes.

LEGAL .

Testing Accumulators.

If 3 kilowatts are required for a car to move up a gra .

dient with a battery giving 50 volts, it must be evident

to Mr. A. Campbell that to move it up the same gradient

with a battery reduced to 45 volts will require still 3 kilo

watts, and that means plainly more current in the motor
armature .

The question is not how this increase is brought about,

but whether experts in reporting on tests should not state

which of the three conditions referred to were observed :

Constant resistance, constant ampres, or constant watts in
circuit during test . The first gives highest results, the

second lower results, and the third lowest of all . Con

stant watts would , of course , be obtained in the same way as

constant amperes during a test, namely, by varying the
external resistance.

The Writer of the Article .

:

Mr. Ranken's Resignation.

Having heard that the approaching termination of my

appointment has by many people been connected with the
recent engine breakdown at these works, I should like to

point out that my resignation was accepted by the Electric

Lighting Committee nearly a week previous to the accident.

The Chairman has kindly allowed me to publish his letter in

confirmation of the fact.

A. W. Ranken,

Corporation Electrical Engineer, Yarmouth .

CROMPTON & Co. v. LIARDET.

In the Queen's Bench Division on Thursday last week, before Mr.

Justice Day, a claim for £ 89 33. , balance of account for supplying

two electric motors, wasbrought by Messrs. Crompton & Co., Limited,

the well-known electrical engineers, against Mr.J. E. Liardet, a gentle

man living at Hyde ParkGate. Mr.McCall, Q.C., appeared for the

plaintiffs and Mr.E.G. Hills for the defendant .

Mr.McCall said it was only necessary to bring before his Lord

ship the point in dispute. In July, 1896 , the defendant sent an

engineer, named Mr. Rogers, downto plaintiffs' works at Chelmsford

to select two electric motors for a yacht of bis. Mr. Rogers pre

sented his report to bio principal, and plaintiffs subsequently wrote a

letter to defendant inlorming him that they sapplied motors of

8 9 horse-power, with 900 to 1,000 revolutions & minute, and motors

of 10 ; horse-power, of 1,000 revolutions a minute . Mr. Liardet

ordered a pair of motors, which were sent in due course . Defendant

paid a sum of £100 on account, but the plaintiffs had been unable to

obtain the balance from him .

The defendant said that for the past 26 or 27 years he had been

engaged in electrical experiments, in which he bad been assisted by

a Mr. Rogers. laJaly , 1896, he wasfitting up alaunch of 65 to 70

tons. This would be the largest yacht afloat driven by electricity,

Alter his assistant had been certain motors at the plaintiffs, at

Chelmsford , he ordered a pair of twin motors from them ,which were

to have revolutions of from 500 to 1,000 a minute. The motors were

delivered about August 16th , and immediately afterwards he for.

warded the plaintiffs a cheque for £ 100. He stated at the sametime

that the motors were incomplete, and asked that they might be com .

pleted. Time passed, and the season became too advanced to have a

Trial test. Under the circumstances, he wrote to plaintiffs, saying

that they must wait for the balance of their account until he had

made a trial test of tbe motors. He found that the motors were not

equal. They were to be used for twin propellors, and , therefore, the

speed should be equal, otherwise the rudder would always be

over, and thus retard the speed. The motors were two right

hand opes, and were not suitable for driving twin propellers in a

launch . One motor ought to be a right-hand and one å left -band

motor, in order that both might work properly.

Cross-examined : The motors were to be paid for on delivery, but

when he received them he saw at once that they had been wound

wrongly. He admitted that he had written subsequently to plaintiffs

Baying that he hopedto try the motors in April, when,if they were

satisfactory, he would paythe balance. Bathe was suspicious of the

motors from the first sight of them .

His LORDSHIP gave judgment for the plaintiffs for the amount
claimed .

[ COPY]

7 , South Quay,

Great Yarmouth,

March 19th , 1898.
Dear Mr. Ranken ,

It is a matter of regretto me that the resignation of your

position as chief engineer should be in any way connected with the

recent accident at the works. As a matter of fact your resignation

was accepted on February 28th, and the accident occurred on
March 5th.

Yours very truly,

RD. MARTINS,

Chairman of Electric Lighting Committee.

1

Supply Current for Electro -plating.

I wantto do electro-plating direct from the mains supplied
me by the Brighton Corporation. I want a pressure of

2 volts and 15 amperes current. The mains come to me at

115 volts. How am I to lower the voltage and at the same

time get the 15 amperes necessary to do my work . If you

can give me an answer in your next issue I shall feel greatly

obliged . Perhaps if you inserted my request in your excel

lent journal some eminent electrician would not think it

beneath him to give a reply, which would enable myself and

others to get over our difficulty.

R. T. Dick.

WILLI \MSON & JOSEPH, LIMITED, v . LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL .

This was a claim which came before Mr. Under -Sheriff Barchell and

a jury at the London Sheriffs' Court last week, for compensation in

respectof the compulsory acquirement by the L.O.C., of riverside
premises at Coxon Place, Horseleydown, under the Tower Bridge

Approaches Act, 1895. Mr. Dickens, QC., and Mr. Charch, repre

sented the claimant, while Sir W.Marriott, Q.C. , and Mr. H. C.
Richards, M.P., were for the L.O.C. The claim was stated to be

principally regarding fixtures,and itwas agreed that the figareswith re

gard to these , shouldnot beplaced before the jury, but should be con •
Bidered by Prof. Rɔbinson for defendant, and Mr. Sherley Price as

arbitrators between the parties ; the learned Under-Sheriffto appoint

an umpire, who should decidebetweenthe arbitrators in the event
of their failing to agree . Sir Wm. Marriott mentioned that the

items referred to amounted to something like £ 3,560,and, in answer

tothe learned Under-Sheriff, said the jury would only have to con
sider the value of the lease and lossof business. The award of the

arbitrators or umpire would be added to the verdict.

Mr. Dickens, in openingthe case, said theclaimants were Messrs.
Williamson & Joseph, Limited, who carried on business at the pre
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suggested it should stand till trial or further order, he undertaking
inthe meantime to keep an account.

Mr. Eady said he could not agree to that, as there was a question of

passing off. He thought, after hearing the evidence, that his Lordship

would grantan in junction even as regarded the patent itself.
Mr. NEILL said that really it was pure and simply a patent action .

Mr. Eady : I cannot accept that.

Mr. NEILL said that the validity of the patent would shortly come
before Mr. Justice Kekewich in an action which was pending.

Mr. EADY said he could not accept anundertaking until the trial,

but only until the motion was disposed of.

Mr. NEILL said he would give an undertaking until the motion was

disposed ol.

&

GLASGOW TELEPHONE INQUIRY.

&

mises mentioned as mechanicaland electrical engineers. The business

was established in 1889, in which year the premises were leased for

a term of 21 years from March , 1890, ata rental of £180 per annum .

Notice to treat was served in July , 1896, but it was not until the

latter part of 1897that the CountyCouncil, as a result of negotia .

tions, gave the claimants notice to vacate their premiseson or before
March 25th next. This date was, however, subsequently altered to

June 24th. Counselproceeded to refer to the various advantages of

the premisesin question, which were stated to be particularly suitable

for the carrying on of the claimants' basiness. It had not been found

possible to secure other premises at a less rental than £ 300 a year.

For the purpose of comparison counsel gave figures, which showed

that the sales had been doubled eince 1895 .

Mr. EDWARD L. JOSEPH, manager of the company, said that there

had been a steady increase in the sales since the conversion of the

business into a limited company. The County Council gave a notice

to treat in July, 1896, which had a very injurious effect on their work,

because they could not guarantee the date of delivery of an order.

The present offices were at 92, Qaeen Victoria Street, about 12

minutes' walk from the manufactory. He had made about 200

inquiries, and could not find suitable premises equal to those taken

in the immediate neighbourhood. Hehad obtained a new factory at

Highbury, four or five miles away, on lease for 21 years,at a rent of

£ 200 a year, but they would have to fit up and repair the premises,

and make other alterations, at a cost of £ 1,500 ; the accommodation

was one-third less than in the other premises. Under the most
favourable circumstances the removal could not be carried out ander

four months,owingto the nature of the fixed machinery, and there

being about 1,000 different and small parts that must be skilfully

removed. They would have to refuse business for four months, and

he estimated his total loss during that time at £ 2,000. The £ 1,500

was what they must spend onthe new premises; but they did not

charge the County Council with all that sum. The notice to treat

came at a critical time, when the business was beginning to " tum

the corner.” The works undoubtedly showed a profit in 1897.

Evidence was given by Mr.Edward Stimson, auctioneer and valuer

(Messrs . Stimson & Sons ); Mr. Francis J. Bisley , surveyor and auc

tioneer (Messrs. F. J. Bisley & Sons) ; and Mr. Frederick F. Smee,

surveyor and valuer (of Messrs. Bradshaw , Brown & Co.), as to valua

tion .

Mr. HENRY SHERLEY PRICE, member of the Institute of Mecha

nical and Electrical Engineers, said he averaged two millions a year

in valuations of engineering works. He put the damage on loss of

trade consequent on disturbance of the business at £ 2,000, and con

sidered that it would take at least three months to re -organise,

remore into the new premises, and get to work on the same basis as

atthepresent moment. During that three months the whole of the

establishment charges would be running, whether any workwas done

or not. He bad taken the gross profitsaccording to the 1897 balance

sheet, and divided them by four, producing £ 870 as part of the

expenses that would run on during the three months. He had written

to the Council asking them not tostop the business, but they would
make no offer.

Some discussion arose as to the agreementwhich had been come to

with regard to the fixtures, Sir William Marriott stating that the

County Council had offered the company the whole plant and

materials. Ultimately the Under-Sheriff took a note that the

arbitrators were to assess the value of all the fixed plant and loose

toolsbelonging to same, all tenants' fixtures and improvemente, and

the damage tomachinery in course of removal. Part of the business

could not be carried on at one place while the machinery was being

removed .

Mr. F. CBARRINGTON and Mr. F. H. NALDER gave corroborative

evidence that the business would be practically stopped for three

months.

Sir WM. MARRIOTT, opening the case for the County Council, said

the jury had nothing todowith the removal of the fixed plant and

machinery, and would only have to decide the value of the lease and

the loss of business. As a matter of fact, the premises were let in

1890 at £ 180 per annum , whereas it was contended on behalf of the

claimants that they werenow worth £ 275, which was a very consider
able difference .

Mr. Wm. Dalton, of the Surveyor's Department, Scotland Yard ;

Mr.Andrew Young, F.8.I., valuer to the County Council; Mr. James

F. Field, F.8.I. (Messrs. Field & Sons) ; Mr. Wm . Eve, F.8.I.; and

Mr. Henry Stock , F.8.I., gave evidence for the defendants as to the

questionsof value and convenience.

Prof. ROBINSON, professor of civil engineering at King's College,

was of opinion that the claimant's business could be re-established

within two months.

After counsels' speeches andthe Under-Sheriff's summing up, the

jary gave a verdict for £ 1,450, divided as follows: £ 350 for the value

ofthe lease ; and £ 1,100 as loss of trade.

The parties agreed that Mr. F. Terry Horsey , F.8.I., of 11, Billiter

Square, E.C. (Messrs. Fuller, Horsey, Sons & Cassell), should be

appointed by the Court as umpire in the two heads of claim set

aside.

SHERIFF JAMESON's report, from which we extract the following,

has been placed before the Glasgow Corporation . After referring

to the number of witnesses called (84), the Commissioner states that

be considered he was not entitled to allow an inquiry into the cost of

working. He then gives a detailed description of the exchange

system in Glasgow district, and proceeds to answer seriatim the
question to which his attention hadbeen drawn in his instructions.

(1) Is THE SERVICE, As Far As IT GOES, EFFICIENT ?

He was of opinion that it was not. This was due , directly or

indirectly, to the want of a metallic ci:cuit, but a considerable prc

portion of the enormous number of complaints was not referable to

that cause alone, and might have been remedied by more thorough

supervision in the central and junction switch rooms, by more care

in connection with wires incontact, more prompt attention to com

plaints against operators, and other precautions. In support of this

he refers to the numerous complaints which the correspondence

ehowed had not been manufactured for the occasion .

(2) IS THE SERVICE ADEQUATE, AND ARE THERE A SOFFICIE NT

NUMBER OF CALL OFFICES ?

Dealing with this question, he says that no witness was adduced

who complained of being deterred from joining the exchange system

on any condition as to way -leave or otherwise,and he does notthink

it is at all antair in a person who uses the telephone himsell being

requested to give facilities for the extension of its use to others. In

regard to the five years' condition, he says it seems not onreasonable

that the company should decline the expense of putting up a wire in

connection with their exchange without some security that the ex.

pense will not be practically thrown away by a subscriber leaving his

premises at the end of a short period . He holds that the number

of call offices is sufficient to meet the reasonable requirements of the

public.

(3) I8 THE PRICE CHARGED FOR THE SERVICE REASONABLE ?

After stating the rates , he says : " It appears to me that these rates

are not unreasonable, except in some outlyiog districts, euch as

Bearsden, Polloksbawe, and othere, in which case, I think, they ought

to be reduced. But speaking generally, I may say that the rate is

what is called the £10 rate for places of business within a hall -mile

of the Exchange, wbich was the Post Office telephone rate for dis

tance between a quarter and a half mile op till October 1st last, when

a reduction took place to £8. Comparing the rates charged by the

TelephoneCompany in Glasgow with the table of rates in foreign

countries, I do cot consider that they are excessive. The example

which all the Corporation witnesses took as a comparative example

was Stockholm . They assume that Stockholm is comparable with

Glasgow , and that the rates there should rule the rates in Glasgow .

For my own part, I can hardly imagine two more dissimilar places in

almost every conceivable respect. It is, moreover, noticeable that a

great number of the witnesses who were called for the discontented

subscribers said they would not object to the £10 rate if the service

was efficient, and ifit be the case,as proved by Mr. Gaine, that each

message in Glasgow costs 0:57 of a peony, or practically a balfpenny

a meseage, I do not think it can be said that the price is not reason

able."

(4) Is THR INEFFICIENCY DUE TO THE REFUSAL OF FACILITIES BY

GLASGOW CORPORATION , AND IS SUCH REFUSAL REASONABLE ?

" I am of opinion that the main cause of inefficiency of the prezent

telephone exchange service in Glasgow is , that it is worked by an

overhead single-wire system , with an earth return, in a city wbere

there is an enormousamount of concentration of wires to one point

greater than even to one point in London , and where, owing to the

system of electric lighting in one of the underground railways, an

overhead system is peculiarly liable to be rendered inefficient. These

objections will be got overby the company making an overhead twin

wire system , but I think it would be most unreasonable to require

them to do 80 . The National Telephone Company resolved, in

February of last year, to introduce the metallic underground system

in Glasgow , and on February 26th, 1896, applied to the Corporation

for assistance, wbich was refused. My opinion, accordingly, is, that

the continued inefficiency of the present telephone exchange service

in Glasgow ie, in a greatmeasure, due to the refusal of facilities to

the Telephone Company by the Corporation of Glasgow for construct

ing an underground metallic circuit system . The Sheriff examines

the evidence given by the representatives of the Corporati n on that

point, and gives his conclusions as follows : - It humbly appears to

me that this evidence is sell - condemned (1) 80 far as the incon

D

HOLOPHANE, LIMITED, v . THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATA,

LIMITED.

In the Chancery Division on Saturday, before Mr. Justice North, Mr.

Swinfen Eady,Q.O., said he had a motion torestrain the infringement

of the Holophane patents and from passing off. The defendants

appeared, and askedtime to answer evidence, and had agreed in the

meantime to keep an account.

Mr. NEILL, for the defendants, said the patent was a singularly

complicatedone, and its validity was disputed. It seemed to him a

very inconvenient course to try a case of this kind in motion, and he
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that financially their scheme is sound, and that they have the means

of currying it out.”

me

The following correspondence has passed between the Secretary

of the Post Office and Sir James Marwick :

“ General Post Office,

“ March 16th, 1898.

" The Town Clerk , Glasgow.

“ Sir,-I am directed by the Postmaster -General to forward to

you , for the information of the Corporation of Glasgow , the accom

panyiogcopy of thereport wbich was made to the Lords Commissioners

of Her Majesty's Treasury by Mr. Sheriff Jameson after his recent

inquiry intothe telephoneexchange service.

• The Duke of Norfolk understands tbat the Corporation have

arrived at the conclusion that they could not confine to their own

municipal area the operations of the telephone, exchange system

which they desire to establish ; and he agrees with the Corporation

in thinking that there would be grave public inconvenience in

instituting an exchange system confined to the area of the municipality

alone, and wbich wouldexclude from its operation many neighbour

ing districts in which citizens of Glasgow reside or carry on their

business. It is evident, however, to his Grace that, outside the limits

of theirown jurisdiction, the Corporation might encounter the samo

difficulties ofobtaining wayleaves for the necessary underground

wires which bave hitherto embarrassed the efforts of the National

Telephone Company to make their own system efficient in Glasgow

itseli.

“ Whether this is so or not, however, the Postmaster -General is

advised that the Corporation in the present state of the law has no

power to carry onthe business of a telephone exchange,either within

or outside the limits of the municipality, and in these circumstances

he is precluded from assenting to the wishes of the Corporation by

issuing a license. — I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

8. WALPOLE . "

»

venience of the public is concerned, the inconvenience of the Cor

poration laying an underground system for themselves, and the

National Telephone Company laying an underground system under

the supervision and control of theCorporation, would be in identi
cally the same position. Beyond this, the objections seem to

to be purely of a sentimental and fancifal kind. The

objection to giving leave to the Telephone Company because

it is a dividend earning company, appears to me quite absurd,

when it is considered that the operation proposed is really for the

benefit of the public,and will, in that view, cause the company a

large expenditure of money ; and , further, that the company are

willing to pay the Corporation a sum in respect of the leave to be

given under their streets. I mayremark that the way in which some

members of the Corporation speak of the streets as the patrimony of

the city of Glasgow is absurd , whether regarded from the pointofview

of law or of fact. My inference on the whole evidence is, that the

true cause ofthe refusal of the Corporation of Glasgow to allow the

Telephone Company wayleave under their streetsis that they are

resolved if possible to establish a telephone system oftheir own by

means of which they would be able to extinguish the National Tele

phone Company altogether, so far as Glasgow is concerned, and supply

a better and cheaperservice to the inhabitants of the present Glasgow

district telephonearea . My answer to this question accordingly is,

that the continued inefficiency of the telephone service in Glasgow ...

is, for the most part, due to the refusal of the Corporation of Glasgow

to allow the National Telephone Company to construct a metallic

underground system underneath the streets of the city ; and I am

further of opision that such refasal is not reasonable or justifiable on

grounds of policy or otherwise, unless it be thought thattheCorpora

tion are justified in their refusal because they desire to establish &

telephone system of their own, and to place the National Telephone

Company at an enormous disadvantage ia competing with them for

the patronage of the public."

(6) Is it EXPEDIENT TO GRANT TAÐ GLASGOW CORPORATIUN A

LICENSE ?

The Sheriff answers this question at length , and concludes as
follows:

" In these circumstarces, and apart from the difficulty of the

situation, which I shall hereafter advert to, I should have been

prepared to state as my opinion tbat it is not expedient that the

Corporation of Glasgow should obtain a license to carry on the

business of telephony withia the present Glasgow district area , and
tbat for these reasons:

" 1. A telephone service in this country does not exist for the

benefit of all classes of citizens, but for that of a limited number. It

is therefore not an object to which the "Common Good ” of a burgh

ought to be applied.

2. Whether the foregoing proposition be correct or not, it ismy

opinion that the Corporation of Glasgow are not at prasent entitled

to apply theburghfunds orfunds raised onthe security of the burgh

" Common Good ” to the establishment and maintenance of a tele

phone system outside of the burgh boundaries. To enable them to

do so, aspecial Act of Parliament would be necessary, and it seems

inappropriate for the Posi master-General to grant the license to do

something which at present it is otherwise illegal for the Corporation

to do. Perhaps this might be got over by the license being given

under the condition that it should not be available beyond the

boundaries of the City of Glasgow till Parliament has sanctioned the

proposed action of the Corporation.

" 3. Oa general grounds of public convenience it is inexpedient to

have two telephone systems ortwo telephonic authorities within the

Bame area , as this leads to the necessity of members of the public

subscribing to both systems, or suffering from delay in the trans.

shipment of messages from one system to the other .

** 4. Because the establishment of a second telephone system may

render the acquisitionof the telephones in Glasgow by the Govern
ment at the end of 1911 more difficult and expensive.

" 5. Because up till this time the Corporation have not produced

Batisfactory evidence that they could successfally finance and work

the proposed system without the risk of putting a new and serious
burden on the rate payers of Glasgow .

" Ia my opinion the reasonable solution of the matter would be that

the Corporation should grant to the National Telephone Company the

same facilities for laying a metallic circuit system underground as the

large Eoglish municipalities have already done, and under similar

Bafeguarde.

" But the Corporation of Glasgow at present state that they will

never consent to the National Telephone Company being allowed to

lay an underground system in Glasgow , and it is clear that unless

thisis done, the telephone service in Glasgow will continue to be

inefficient, which is a state of matters that ought not to be allowed to

continue,

" The question therefore arises whether, excepting the present situa

tion, it would not be expedient, notwithstanding all the objections I

have above pointed out, that the license theynow ask abould be

granted to the Corporation, throwing on them the whole responsi

bility of their proposed undertaking.

“ One way out of the difficulty would be for the Post Office to estab

lish a telephone exchange in Glasgow themselves, with an under

grouod metallic circuit system of wires. To do so would seem to be

authorised by clause 18 of the agreemeot between the Postmaster

General and the National Telephone Company, dated March 25th,

1896.

“ If this course does not recommend itself to Her Majesty's Govern

ment, then, in theinterests of the pabricwho use the telephone in

Glasgow and district, I am of opipiun that it would be expedient to

grant to the Glasgow Corporation the license they have now re

quested, provided that they are able to satisfy the Postmaster.General

" City Chambers, Glasgow ,

" S. Walpole, Esq., Secretary, " March 19th , 1893.

.

" Sir, - I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 16th instant,

enclosing copy of thereport which has been made to the Lords Com

missioners of Her Majesty's Treasury by Mr. Sheriff Jameson , and

intimating the viewsof His Grace the Duke of Norfolk apon the

applications by the Corporation for a telephone license .

* I bave sabmitted your letter a:d Sheriff Jameson's report to the

committee of the Corporation.

“ The committee have not bad time to consider the report in

detail, but they observe that Sheriff Jameson states, in concluding it,

that if the Government do not see their way to establish a telephone

exchange in Glasgow , with an underground metallic system of wires,

he is ofopinion that it would be expedient to grant to the Glasgow

Corporation the license they have nowrequested, provided that they

are able to satisfy the Postmaster -General that, financially, their

scheme is sound, and that they have the meansof carrying it out.'

The Corporation will be glad to have an opportunity of satisfying

His Grace upon boththese points.
“In reply to your letter,I am iostructed to beg his Grace to give

consideration to the following statement:

" 1. The Corporation have not arrived at the cor clusion that the

operations of the Telephone Exchange system which they desire to

establish, can notbe confined to their own municipal area. The fact

is simply this after ascertaining that the authorities of the various

burgbe adjoining the city were anxious that the Corporation's ex.

change, it instituted, should include their burghs, theCorporation,

on September 24th last, made an application for the wider area, and

they believe it is in the public interest that their exchange should

include that area . But they are convinced that, should his Grace

unfortunately be unable to grant the license for the larger area,

great public advantage would be secured if the Corporation obtained

a license for the municipal area . Ia tbat view they desire to remind

bis Grace that their application of August 12th, 1893, for a license

for thatarea, has never been withdrawn,and 18 still before him.

“ 2. The fact that the Corporation made an application in 1893 for

atelephone license for the municipal area, and have siace frequently,

till last autumn, pressed upon successive Postmasters-General the

desirability of granting it, is , the Committee trust, sufficient evidence

that the Corporation can not concur with His Grace in thinking that

there would begrave public inconvenience in instituting an exchange

system confined to the areaof the municipality . They believe , on the

contrary, that a larger number of persons would benefit by a license

coveriogthe extended area, and that the public interest would be

promoted by the granting of a license for that area. At the same

time they believe that the trade and commerce of the city would be

greatly benefited bytheinstitution of a municipal service, thoughits

operations were confined within the city boundaries,wbich extend to

12,000 acres,and embracea population of apwards of 700,000. Even

were the suburban districts excluded from the advantages of the

proposed new system , the telephonic facilities which these districts

at present poss -B8 would not thereby be taken away or diminished .

The committee believe toat, if the applications which they have

made were granted, one result would be to place telephonic facilities

for business purposes within the reach, for the first time, of a body

of citizens exceeding in number those who at present use the tele

pbone. But the conferriog of that advantage could in no degree

subject the present subscribers to inconvenience.

" 3. The factthat themunicipal authorities of the burghs surround

ing Glasgow have come forward to ask that the application of the

Corporation, extended so as to include those burghs, should be

granted , indicates very clearly that no difficulty in connection with
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Best & Lloyd . It is announced that for personal and

private reasons the firm of Best & Lloyd has been registered as a

limited company, takiag possession of the Birmingham works'and

the business on March 31st, 1897. All debts owing by, and all

accounts due, will ba paid and received by Best & Lloyd, Limited .

The personnel of the management will be as hitherto.

Birmingham Electrical Exhibition . - 0a Monday last

an Electrical and General Trades Exhibition was officially opened at

Biagley Hall.

way leaves in those burgbo need be apprehended . The Corporation

at present supply those burghswith gas, water, and tramway facilities,

and their water and gas pipes and tramway lines are laid in aod on

their streets, yet no friction has ever arisen regarding these matters.

The committee do not entertain the slightest doubt that they could,

as in the case of their other extensive und-rtakings, carry on a

telephone exchange as efficiently in the suburban burghs as within
the city .

" 4. The Corporation cannot admit for one moment that the efforts

ofthe NationalTelephone Companytomake theirsystem io Glasgow

efficient have beenembarrassed by diffisulties inobtaining wayleaves
for doderground wires. It was not till long after the Corporation,

induced by the complaints of the citizens, had applied to the Pust

master-General for a license,that the company even asked such way .

leaves. It is to be observed, moreover, that the company has never

sought to take advantage of the railways and underground tunnels

within the city.

“ 5. The Corporation are aware that they have no statutory power

to carry on the basiness of a telephone exchange, but, in the event of

thePostmaster-General granting them a license, they would be in a

position to press upon the Government the desirability of bringing

in a public Bull to give corporations the requisite powers; or, if the

Government were unable or unwilling to do so, theywouldthemselves

promote a private Bill in the next session of Parliament to obtain

those powers. The Postmaster -General will not fail to see that,

unless the Corporation were able to satirty Parliament and its officers

that a license was actually available, it would be inexpedient in the

highest degree for them toiacur trouble and expense ia asking Par

liamentary powers to do what, without the license sought, they could

not possibly do.

As bis Grace has been so good as to indicate the grounds on which

he has arrived at the opinion intimated in your letter,and as these

grounds involve an entire misapprehension of the position which the

Corporation has consistently held since 1893, and also of the con

ditions on which the Corporation could apply for the necessary

Parliamentary powers to establish local telephones, I bave been

instructed to beg that bis Grace may be pleased to reconsider their

application in the light of what is now stated .

" I have the honour to be, Sir, pour obedient servant,

" J. D. MARWICK, Town Clerk ."

7

Books Received . " Commercial and Domestic Tele

phony,” (A popular gaide). By M. Byog, M.I.E E., and F. G. Bell.

Published by General Electric Companyand Whittaker & Co.

" Treatise on Chemistry ,” Vol . II.
The Metals. By Prote .

Roscoe and Schorlemmer. Published by Macmillan & Co. , Limited .

319. 6 .

Catalogues . — The London Smelting and Refining Syndi

cate, of 39, Victoria Street, S.W., has issued a pampblet, illustrating

and describingthe various descriptions of machinery, materials and

chemicals for the electro -deposition of metals supplied by it. This

syndicate also undertakes the complete equipmentof plating, electro

typing and refining plants. In looking through the list, we observe

lead - lined vats, and vats for differential or localised electro-plating,

rocking or sliding frames for vats, scouring trough, barnishers, pats

for quickening solution , filtering frames, brushes, and a variety of

accessorial and other lapparatus and fittings. There is a number of

interesting illustrations showing some of the operations, and at the

end of the pamphlet are general remarks regarding iridium , and on

the electro -deposition of cadmium .

Messrs. Geo. Richards & Co. , Limited, of Broadbeath , Manchester,

have issued new illustrated catalogues of their machine tools and

appliances, and wood-working machinery. Both lists are dated

January, 1898. The machine-tool list describes the firm's planing

machines,standard lathes , giving sketches of the various parts, dril

ling, tapping, slotting, boring, milling, grinding and othermachines.

The wood -working machinery cataloguedeals with band and circular

sawing machines, planing wood -turning lathes, boring stand, saw

sharpening, moulding, mortising, and various other machines for

wood -working.

From Messrs. Francis & Spilsbury, of 20, Bucklersbury, E.C , we

have received a copy of Mr. A. P. Lundberg's catalogue which we

reviewed last week . On this list Messrs. Francis & Spilsbury's name

is printed as London and south country agents. The firm is also

agent for Heaton & Smith's patent switches, a list of which is
included .

Change of Address . - Mr. Robert Hammond has

removed from Ormond House, Great Trinity Lane, E.O., to 64,

Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Church Lighting . - The National Electric Free Wiring

Company, Limited, have just completed the installation of the

electric lighting in the Palace Gardens Church, Nottiog Hill.

The order for iostalling the electric light in St. Barnabas Church ,

Kensington , has been placed in the hands of the same company. The
company's patent system of wiring is being used in both cases .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

8.

-

...

... ...

...

Electrical Wares Exported.

WEEK ENDING MARCH 22ND, 1897.WEEK ENDING MARCH 22ND, 1898.

£ 8. £

Adelaide 12 0 Alexandria . Teleph.

Amsterdam 90 0 mat 212 0

Barcelona. Teleg . cable 3590 Amsterdam 160 0

Brisbane
100 0 Antwerp. Elec. fuser... 1510

Teleg. mat. 211 0 Barcelona . Teleg. wiro 46 0

Iron teleph. Boulogne 22 0

poles ... 4,735 0 Brisbane 138 0

Calcutta ... 134 0 Buenos Ayres 65 0

Cape Town . Teleg . mat. 1600 | Cadiz 20 0

Colombo 43 0 Calcutta ... 1,153 0

Delagoa Bay 205 0 Cape Town 1,283 0
Demerara

320 Colombo 92 0

Durban
950 Copenhagen 12 0

East London 198 0 Delagoa Bay 27 0

Flushing 26 0 Durban 145 0

Fremantle
310 | Flusbing 31 0

Gibraltar
10 0 Fremantle 7,2010

Hamburg. Teleg. mat . 20 0 Genoa 55 0

Malta
14 0 | Gothenburg 341 0

Maaritias. Teleg. mat.. . 29 0 Hong Kong 180 0

Mossel Bay. Teleg . mat. 30 0 Jaffa 20 0

Odessa
35 0 Liban 243 0

Port Elizabeth
30 0 Madras. Teleg . cable ... 8,200 0

Singapore 40 0 Ostend 63 0

Sydney 1,269 0 Port Elizabeth ... 1,616 0
Terneuzen

22 0 Reval 1,2000
Yokohama

443 0 St. John's , N.B. 172 0

St. Petersburg 20 0

Singapore 16 0

Teleg. mat. 66,280 0

Sydney 82 0

Wellington 75 0

...

Cowper - Coles's Parabolic Reflectors. - We are in

formed that the offices of the Reflector Syndicate , Limited,have

been removed from 2, Carteret Street, to 39, Victoria Street,West

minster, S.W.

Dissolutions of Partnerships . - Messrs. H. Nanns and

E. Sykes (Messrs. Nuons Sykes, electrical engineers, South Parade,

Halifax) have dissolved partnership by mutualconsent.

Messrs. P. S. Brook and J. A. Hirst( Brook, Hirst & Co.), electrical

engineers, Northgate Electrical Works, Victoria Road, Chester, have

dissolved partnership by mutual consent. Mr. P. 8. Brook attends

to debts.
I

For Sale.-- The Southampton Corporation invite offers

for the purchase of a loco. boiler and a slow speed(Robey) horizontal

engine now at the electricity works. See our " Official Notices " this

week for particulars.

Laying New Mains.-- The London County Council is

at last taking steps in order to minimise the traffic disturbances,

due to the constant breaking up of the streets. In two cases on

Tuesday the Council, in sanctioning the laying of new mains by,

among others, the Charing Cross and Strand, and the Metropolitan

Electric Supply Companies, stipulated that in the main thorough

fares concerned, the work , when once commenced , should be carried

on continuously, both by day and night, until completed.

...

...

:
:
:

...

:
:
:

9

... ..

Total Total£ 8,373 0... £ 89,318 0

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

Barbadoes. Teleph, mat. 18 0

Announcement. - The proprietors of Trade and Industry

inform us that they have secared the services of Mr. John Straban

Smith as the editor of Trade and Industry. They also announce

that Aluminium and Electrolysis and the Journalof Acetylene Gas

lighting and Carbide of Calcium Review willbe published in future,

onbehalf of the proprietors at the offices of Trade and Industry, 161,
Btrand, W.C.

L.C.C. Highways Committee. -The following were

elected members of this committee, who are concerned with tramwaye,

telephones and electric lighting, at Tuesday's meeting ofthe London

County Council : -J. A. Baker, J. W. Bean, T. L. Corbett, W. 8.

Dickinson , J. 8. Fletcher, E.A. Goulding, W. Haydon , N. W.

Habbard, Sir John Hutton, W. O. Johnson , R. Parker, R. C. Philli.

more, Lieut.-Col. C. Probyn, P. J. Rutland, J. Thornton. It will be

noted , with much regret, that the name of Earl Russell is excluded

from the list. The noble earl made an eloquent statement on bis

own behall, but this was of no avail, and the loss of his services on

the committee will be a loss to London as a whole.8
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Liquidation Notices.-A general meeting of the Elec

trical Advertising Syndicate will be held at 164, Gresham House,

E.C.,oa Tuesday, April 19th , at 3 o'clock , to hear an account of the

winding up operations from Mr. J. W. Jefferies (liquidator).

The British Electric Iostallation Contractors, Limited, will hold a

meeting on May 2nd at 50, Furegate Street, Worcester, to bear an

account of the winding-up operations from the liquidator, Mr. W.J.
Hill .

Lists . - From the International Trading Company, of

35 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C. , who are the sole agents for the

Chemnitz Electrical Company , Limited, we have received illustrated

price lists, Nos. 1 , 2 , and 4. These deal with continuous current

dynamos and motors; rails, regulators, and resistances ; and arc

lamps, lanterns, & c . A variety of types of motors and dynamos are

shown by means of good illustrations, tabulated figures and prices

being given. In List 2, regulating resistances, magaetic switches,

motorstarting apparatus, automatic current regulator, reversing and

startiog apparatus, sliding rails , and belt tighteners are detailed.

List 4 contains description of the “ Chemnitz ” arc lamps, for con

tinuous and alternating currents, stage projectors, lanterns, orna

mental and otherwise, for arc lamps and lamp accessories.

Ozonisers.-The Electric Ozone Syndicate, Limited , of

5, New Union Street, Moorgate Street Station , is now manufacturing

Mr. Andreoli's commercial ozone generators,which are entirely made

of aluminium . The advantages claimed for these improved apparatus

are the following :-The yield of ozone is large (about 100 glammes

per borse-power-hour). There is no rise of temperature in the : e czo

disers which may damage them , or cause a loss of ozone. These

ozune generators can be worked in a continuous manner, and can be

made of any size to produce from 100 grammes to 1,000 grammes and

more per hour. The syndicate already has several large ozonisers on

order .

Personal. - Mr. E. J. Clarke announces that he has

severed his connection with the Electrical Power Storage Company

as assistant works' manager and works' foreman,after 13 years ser

vice, to undertake the management of the “ Hart" Secondary Battery

Company, Limited,at Crispin's Wharf, Stratford, E. We extend our
best wishes to Mr. Clarke for success in his new venture .

Russia.- A company has just been formed with a capital

of £ 50,000, to be known as the Allgemeine Electricitats Gesellschaft,

St. Petersburg. The Allgemeine Company of Berlin is interested in
the new concern .

Synagogue Fittings. - The Jewish Chronicle contains

an article regarding the formal inauguration of theelectric light in

place of gasat the St. John's Wood Synagogue. The fittings, con

sisting of 20 3 -light electroliers, 19 3 -light brackets, four 10-light

electroliers, four 3-light candelabras, and two 5 -light candelabras,

were supplied by the Edison& Swan United Electric Light Company,

Limited , and are of unique desigo, harmonising well with the general

character of the interior of the building. They are in the Moorish

style, generally resembling Moresque candelabras and lamps. The
Mogan David ” bas been utilised as an ornament in the design

wbich is pierced in stout brass metal, being solely band made.

The great centre candelabra and 3 -light pendants, suspendedbetween

the arches of the ladies' galleries, whichto heighten the design bave

been studded with coloured cut-glass gems, give a very pretty

effect. The whole of the fittings are of a special and very

handsome desiga.

Telephones in Hospitals. - In our issue of November

12th last, we noted that thePrivate Wire and Telephone Installation

Company's tender for fitting telephones in Gay's Hospital had been

accepted. The same company has now been ordered to extend its

system all over the premises .

Arbroath .-- The public library building / are lighted
electrically. The plant put down by Messrs. W. Dixon & Co.,of

Glasgow , comprises a 14 A.P. Crossley gas engine, E.P.S. accumula

tors, & c. Arc lamps are in the picture galleries, and incandescents in
other parts.

Bath . - The Electric Lighting Committee presented a

43 -page report at the last Council meeting.

Birkenhead . — The street lamps along the Approach to

Woodside Ferry are now lighted by electricity .

Cardiff. - The borough electrical engineer has reported that

during February the incomewas £ 664 63. 7d ., which was an increase on

the amount reported in February of lastyear. The number of lamps

now is nearly 16,000, and 1,420 are about to be added .

Chester. - Mains for the supply of public andprivate
lighting are to be laid in a number of streets at a cost of £ 950 .

Croydon,--The Croydon County Council has requested

Prof. Kennedy to report upon the proposed acquisition of the works

under the Crystal Palace Electric Lighting Orders, having in view the

provision of a supply of current to the South Norwood district as

well as Upper Norwood. Prof. Kennedy is also to report upon the

cost and best mode of an extension up the London Rɔad as far as

Thornton Heath pond.

Dingwall. - The Town Council has agreed not to insist

on the productionof the specification of the electricity works until the

proposed public electric company is formed .

Garston . - The Urban Council on the 17th inst. resolved

on the recommendation of the General Purposes Committee to erect

a refuse destructor and electricity station on St. Austin's Mount,
Garston Old Road, at a total costof £ 25,000. Mr. F. H. Medhurst

was appointed electrical engineer.

Gourock .—A report on electric lighting has been pre
sented to the Burgh Commission. The estimatedcost of an instal.

lation would be about £ 8,600,including plant sufficient to light the

whole of the burgh and for the erectionof 16 arc lamps for street

lighting

Hackney. - The Vestry had a discussion in committee

last week with reference to the proposal of the Electric Extension

Company, Limited. The matter was again adjourned.

Hampstead. - The Vestry will apply to the London

County Council forsanction to borrow £ 51,500to meet theexpendi.

ture on the electric lighting capital account up to the 25th inst.,

instead of £ 50,000 as previously agreed upon. Another loan of

£18,000 to meet the expenditure onthe new plant to be laid down

before next winter is to be applied for. The Lighting Com

mittee recommended that Wright's patent demand indicators be

fixed on all consumers' premises present and future. The recom

mendation was referred back to thecommittee for farther considera

tion and explanation. The same committee also reported that, with

reference to the letter from Messrs. Ferranti, Limited, on the subject

of their contract for the supply of new plant at the central station,

they had instructed the Vestry Clerk to inform Messrs. Ferranti that

the plantis not at the present time running satisfactorily ; that the

Vestry is not prepared to fall in with their suggestion that the

periodicity of the present machinesshould be increased ; and, further,

that the late engineers' strike had nothing whatever to do with the

completion of the first contract. Approved.

High Wycombe.-Messrs. Hodges & Todd have been

appointed by the Town Council to inspect and report upon the

works of the High Wycombe Electricity Sapply Company until

same are completed.

Horsham . - At the last District Council meeting, &

special committee whichhad made investigations and visited Tun

bridge Wells recommended that an application be made for a pro

visional order, and that Mr. Hawtayne be engaged to prepare a

scheme. Thereport was adopted.

Huddersfield . — The Corporation has appointed a sub

committee to conter with the Elland Council with respect to its

application for a supply of electricity for Elland from the Hudders

field works. Thismonth's returnsshow that there are 43,295 lamps

connected at Huddersfield, an increase of 729 over the previous

month .

Islington . - Residents in Highbury New Park are asking

for the electric light.

The Vestry is to lay mains along a considerable portion of St.

James's Road for the purpose of lighting Liverpool Road ; to con

tinuethe mains and erect lamps throughout this thoroughfare;to
lay conduits and mains on one side of the road, and to erect 13 arc

lamps (cost £ 1,260 ), also to extend the arc lighting througaPark.

hurst Road, thus completing the line of lighting direct to Holloway

Road. Conduits and mains will be laidboth for public andprivate
supply on both sides of theroad, and 13 arc lamps erected, the total

estimated cost of the work being £ 2,200.

Leamington . - In view of the favourable report made by

Mr.Robert Hammond thesupply of electricity in the borough is to
be undertaken by the Corporation. In their provisionalorder tbere

will be a clause providingfor takingoverthat portion of theander

taking of the Midland Electric Lightand Power Company,Limited,

which would be of use to the Corporation.

16

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES. .

Aberdeen . - Prof. Kennedy has submitted his notes on

the report of Messrs. Smith & Blackman on the proposed electric

lighting extensions to the west end and other points. " He considers

the proposal & wise one. He agrees with the engineers that it is

advisable as far as possible to supply current for all purposes in

Aberdeen from one station , and concurs with them that it would be

better to adopt a bigh tension continuous current system of feeders,

with rotary transformers, tban to use low tension feeders working at

80 small a current density as 500 amperes per square inch . If the

increased plant at the electric station will give a pressure of 550 volts,

the delivery of the 400 kilowatts to consumers at the west end would

require two pairs of cables, each having an area of 0 67 square inches,

and all that the Corporation would have to provide would be these

cubles without any other apparatus either inside or outside the station .

In working the station theywouldsimply bave to arrange that one of

the higher voltage machines should always be working on the west

end feeder. The cost of this arrangementwould be £ 5,750. Whether

it would be best for Aberdeen to adopt the simple feeder system with

the drop of 110 volts , or to adopt the booster system , must depend

upon the time at which they expect to be able to deliver current to

the west end and the rate at which they expect the demand to come

on . As to these points the resident engineers must speak. But the

professor advises the Council most distinctly that he should prefer

either of these arrangements to the system with 2,000 volts, as he

believes it would be not only considerably less in capital cost, but

also more efficient in transmission, Electric traction and dust

destructor schemes are also considered by the professor.
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Spain .-- Messre. W. Baird & Co , of Glasgow , who are

workingthe iron ore mines of the Pedroso Company in the Province

of Seville, have put down an electric lighting plant at their wharf

on the Guadalquiver, at Seville, in order that the loading of ore into

the steamers may be carried on both day and night.

Stirling . - The Police Commissioners have asked Mr.R.F.

Yorke to give them a report on the water power available at their

reservoirs for the electric lighting of the town.

Sunderland, - In the new workhouse infirmary being

erected for theBoard of Guardians ( cost £ 20,000 ) provision is to be

made for installing the electric light.

Swansea.-- Mr. Manville has made his report on the

lighting question . The borough surveyor is reporting op dust

destiuctors. The two reports will be discussed in committee shortly.

Tottenham . - The Tottenham and Edmonton Gas Com.

pany has withdrawn the electric lighting clauses from the Bill before

Parliament.

Walsall . — The Electric Lighting Committee reports a

further increase in the number of consumers, and that after paying

interest on loans and providing sinking fund, there is a deficiency

of £ 531 178. 7d. on thepast year's business, making with theprevious

year's loss the total deficiency on the undertaking up to December

31st last, £977 1s. bd .

Watford . — The Board of Trade has approved of the

Council's electric lighting scheme.

Withington . - The District Council on 17th inet . dis

cussed the terms offered by the Manchester Corporation for the

supply of electricity. A sub- committee from Withington will confer

with the Manchester Electricity Committee .

-

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Leeds. - A Local Government Board inquiry relative to

the application of the Leeds Corporation for a provisional order to

enablethem to issue stock for the purchase of the undertaking of the

House -to -House Electricity Company, Limited , will be held at the
Town Hall on 31st inst.

Leicester . – At last week's Council meeting Alderman

Lennard presented the ball -yearly statement of the Electric Lighting

Committee, ending December 31st, from which it appeared that the

result of the working to the date named, after paying interest on

capital, and £ 581 178. 4d. on account of sinking tund, was a profit

of£ 449 6s.10d. Deducting that amount from £ 1,819 3s. 60. loss

to June 318t last, showed a net loss of £ 1,369 178 8d. The total

amount which had been paid on account of sinking fund was £3,741

59. 60. Thecommittee also reported that good progress had been

made with the apparatus in connection with the works, and it was

anticipated that the extension wouldbe completed in good time to

meet next season's requirements. With regard to the revenue ac

count, their total receipts were £3,654, as against £ 3,068 for the

corresponding_halt of the previous year, showing an increase of

about £566. In the corresponding halt they were charging 6d. per

unit, while in the present balance -sheet it was 5d. per unit ; that

meant a loss to their revenue account of £ 664. On the expenditure

side they had a total expenditure of £ 1,897, as against £ 1,436, an

increase of £ 461. The total profit on the profit and loss account was

£ 1,757 for the halt- year, as against £1,631 for the corresponding

half of the precedingyear, so thatwhile their business had increased

something like 15 per cent. they had only anet increased profit of

£ 126 ; after paying interest and sinking fand charges they only had

anet profit of £ 449 as against £457. The net result up to date was

that whereas at the end of June they stood with a debit balance on

revende account of £ 1,819, they now deducted £ 449, net profit,

leavingthe debit balance £ 1,370, and their sinking fund now stood

at £ 3,741.

London . - The Works' Committee of the St. Luke's

Vestry has recommended that the principal thoroughfares of the

parish - City Road, Finsbury Pavement, Old Street, Golden Lane, & c .,

be electrically lighted. The matter was by consent referred back .

London County Counci).- The gas plant at the Crossness

ontfall has become worn out and inadequate for lighting the works

during next winter. The Main Drainage Committee recommends

that the Council agree to the installation of electric light at the

Crossness outfall in accordance with the drawings presented to the

Main Drainage Committee ,at an estimated cost of £ 7,000 ; and that

tenders be invited for the supply and fixing complete ofthe dynamos,

engines , switchboard , and principal mains,and also for the supply and

fixing of the service mains , wiring and fittings.

Lynn . - Prof. Robinson's report estimates the cost of an

electric lighting plant for the district at about £ 15,000.

Marylebone.- The Vestry has instructed the Special

Committee to enter into negotiations for the acquisition of a site for

a dust destructor and electric lighting station.

Newington.-The Vestry has decided to open a separate

Account withthe treasurer fortheelectric lighting undertaking, and

his offerto place £ 5,000 at the disposal ofthe Vestry pending the

completion of a loanhas been accepted .

Northampton . — The directors of the Northampton

Electric Light and Power Company have informed the Town Council

that they donot feel in a position to name a price for the sale of

their undertaking.

Partick . — The Board of Trade have had under their con

sideration the application of the KelvinsideCompany for a provisional

order to light theburgh with electric lighting. Theapplication was

opposed by the Commissioners of the burgh and Glasgow Corpora

tion ,and the Board of Trade has decided not to proceed with the

application.

Portsmouth .-We learn that a number of the leading

tradesmen here have sent a petition to the Council against the

Electric Lighting Committee's proposal to give facilities to the Free

Wiring Company. We are informed by a correspondent that those

interested inthe local electrical trade look uponthis in the light of

unfair competition.

Saltburn.- The District Council is giving its consent to

the Cleveland and South Darham Assets Company's application for

permission to erect poles, & c ., in certain streets for electric lighting.

Shoreditch . - The present cable from Great Eastern

Street sub -station throughLeonard Street is too small and & •75

cable isto be at once substituted, the cost of the work being about

£ 390 . Larger_cables are also to be substituted for those at present

laid in Great Eastern Street, Paul Street, Curtain Road, OldStreet,

and other streets where the chief engineer has advised such substi

tution .

Southport. - A Local Government Board inquiry was

held last week into an application by the Council for power to

borrow £ 21,178 for electric lighting purposes. The electric light ex.

tensions consist of the erection of a 600-unit engine and alternator

combined , the laying down of two main cables, and various other

works. There bas been a rapid increase in the demand for electricity,

and it is estimated that theproposed extensions will meet the re

quirements of the town for 18 months or two years.

Baiking . - Mr. Crooks will bring forward at the next

L.C.C. meeting a proposal to refer it to the Highways Committee to

consider and report as to the practicability of the Council laying and

itselt workinga tramway along the top of the northern outfall sewer

embankment from Stratford to Barking ; and also what system of
traction would be the most suitable and economical for such a

tramway.

Bradford . — The Tramways Committee has appointed

Mr. O. F. Spencer, of Walsall, manager for the Bolton Road and

Great Horton electric trams, at a salary of £150 a year.

Bristol. — The thirty -eighth ordinary general meeting of

the Imperial Tramways Company was held at Bristol on Monday,

and Mr. George White, the chairman, in his speech referred to

the electrical prospects on several lines. The London United Tram

ways, Limited , was the one undertaking not actually worked by the

company;they had, however, an investmentin it, and it was making

great strides. The Acton , Brentford, Hounslow , and Hanwell

councils bad allapproved of the proposed new electric tramways.

He was personallylooking forward to very important results from

the development of the United system , inasmuch as they had since

received memorials from other districts adjacent to their lines begging

them to apply at once for light railways to be worked by overhead

electricity, andto connect up with their general system . The small

tramway at Darlington, the directors were working on much the

same lines as of old , butthey would have to applytheir minds to

substitutiog electricity in the town also. The Middlesborough,

Stockton , and Thornaby electric tramway had proceeded under the

able guidance of the managing director and engineer, Mr. Clifton

Robinson, andhad been completed in so expeditious a manner, that

he believed it formed a record piece of tramway work in the United

Kingdom . He knew of no previous instance where15 miles of the

best form of concreted and forked tramway had been laid in six months.

The power station was well on the way to completion. Electrical

arrangements was also in an advanced state, and there could be no

doubt the works would be opened in the current half -year, and when

finished , would certainly be one of the most complete in this

country, or indeed , he might cay, in the world . Thepower house
would be a model of its kind .

City and Brixton Electric Railway . - The Bill for

the construction of this new electric railway from Brixton to the City,

with stations at Brixton Hül, Lorne Road, Kennington Oval, Ken

nington Cross, Lambeth, St. George's Circus, and King William Street,

which the City and South London Company,which will have connec

tions at the Oval and at King William Street, have agreed to work
in perpetuity, came last week before a committee of the House of

Commons. Mr. Littler, Q.C. , in opening the case for the promoters,

said the scheme was originally threatened with considerable

opposition, but the London County Council, the London , Chatham

and Dover Railway Company, and the Lambeth Vestry were

apparently satisfied that they would not be iojuricusly affected,asthey

were not represented by counsel. The only active opposition came,
says the Times report, from the St. Saviour's District Board of

Works, who raised points as to the depth of soil that ought to be

maintained between the tunnels and the roadways, the possible inter

ference with a lavatory, and other small matters. The construction
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would be carried on by the shield system which had been so success

fully adopted in the case of the Central London Railway and else

where throughout the metropolis. He mentioned incidentally that

the City and South London Company were now constructing a new

tapnel under the Tbames in connection with their Islington extension,

andthat consequently they intended to abandon their original London

Bridge tunnel,which would now be available for the growth of mush ,

rooms in the same way as the Waterlno tunnel at Edinburgh , where

these succulent fangi are oultivated with considerable success. Mr.

Mott, chairman of the City andSouth London Railway, gave evidence

to the effect that there would be no difficultyin raising the capital

of £ 1,200,000 necessary for constructing the railway, along with the

stations and other incidental works . After hearing engineering

evidencefrom Sir Benjamin Baker, the committee decided topass the

Bill, subject to the insertion of clauses which are now in course of

arrangement with the St. 81viour's District Board of Works.

The City and Brixton Railway Bill, the preamble of which was

passed lastweek, came betore the Select Oommons Committee on the

consideration of clauses the other day. Amendments having been

made to meet the objections of the local authorities, the Bill, as

Amended, was ordered to be reported for third reading.

In regard to Mr. Littler's statement respecting the London Bridge

tannel, the Pall Mall has inquired of Mr. Jenkin, the general

manager of the C. and S. L. , and finds that the facts are as follows:

-The London Bridge tunnel forms part of the line from Stockwell

to King William Street, which was opened in 1890. It is now pro

posed to band over this tunnel to the new Brixton line, to bore

anothertunnel on the other side of London Bridge, and extend the

line to Lombard Street, Moorgate Street, and then on to Islington .

The deviation from the present line will be made a short distance

from the Borough Station on the City side.

The same Committee also had before them the City and South

London Railway Bill, which proposed to authorise the constraction

of sidings at Clapham , the acquisition of lands for the purposes of the
company, and an extension of time in connection with the under

taking, andto empower the sale of a portion of the line to the other

company - the City and Brixton . The Bill was ordered to be reported

to the House .

Charing Cross and Hampstead Underground Elec

tric Railway. - The Bill promoted bythe Charing Cross, Easton

andHampstead Railway Company came before a Selcct Committee

of the House of Commons the other day, but the threatened opposi

tion havingbeen withdrawn, the Bill was referred to the Unopposed
Bill Committee.

Clontarf. - A successful trial trip was made on this

electric tramline on 17th inst,by the contractors' representatives.

Public service was commenced this week .

Coatbridge and Airdrie . — The Light Railway Commig

sioners will holdav inquiry at Coatbridge on Tuesday, March 29th,

into the application of the British Electric Traction Company to lay

a light electric railway between these two towns.

Dublin . - Tbe Dablin United Tramways Company have

lodged a memorial with the Lord Lieutenant for an Order in Council

authorising the extension and doubling of the lines of their system

in various districts in the city. The total proposed expenditure

amounts to £74,858.

Dudley. - A special meeting of the Town Council was

held on Tuesday for the purpose of again considering the tramways

question whichhas been engaging their attention for some time. It

may be remembered that the Council opposed the scheme of the

British Electric Traction Company when the Light Railway Com .

mission sat at Dudley, becauee the Council desired to have the tram

Ways in their own hands. The tramway which has given rise to the

discussion is the portion of the Dudley and Stourbridge line that runs

from Dudley Station to the borongb boundary at Hart's Hill ; but it

is proposed to construct anew line fromQueen's Cross , at Dadley, to

Bishton's Bridge, at Netherton, that will tap the thicklypopulated

district of Netherton, and provide a means for the old Hill and

CradleyHeath people getting to Dudley . These are the tramwaye

within the borough atthe present time. The British Electric Traction

Company havean order toconstruct a line from a place called the

“ Deck Hole,” Dudley, to Kingswintord , and thenceto Stourbridge,

and the company will also have the portion of theDadley and Stour

bridge line from Hart's Hill to Stourbridge. Whether the British

Electric Traction Company should have thewhole tramway section

bas been a subject keeply discussed. The Council bave consulted

Mr. Roginald P. Wilson, and his report has been submitted to the

Council He strongly recommends the Council toacquire the

portion of the Dudley and Stourbridge line to Hart's Hill, and the

construction of the new line to Netherton . He considers there are

some thousands of pounds of profit in it to the town if electric

traction is employed. Using the very best rails, and constructing

the line on the best methods, be estimates that the cost of potting

the Hart's Hill track in order for electric traction will be £ 13,150,

and the cost of constructing the new line to Netherton at £11,452 .

He estimates the total capital expenditure to be £ 50,000,and after

allowing for io terest andsinking fund, he is of opinion that there

will bea net profit of nearly £ 4,000 per annum , providing that the

cost of current is at 24d. per unit. It the Council should first

acquire the tramways, and then agree to lease them to an outside

company , then he suggests that the company should pay 24d. per

unit for the electric power, 5 } per cent. on the capital expended, and

15 per cent. on all tickets sold over the Council's sections of the

lines. Even theo , he thinka, the company would make the handsome

profit of not less than £ 2,300 on a capital of less than £ 10,000.

The Light Railway Commissioners being in favour of giving to

the British Electric Traction Company the right to construct the

line to Cradley Heath, and theCouncil having preserved the right
of appeal to the Board of Trade, he advises the Council to oppone

the decision of the Commissioners before the Board of Inde,

The Council haspassed a series of resolutions to the effect that Mr.

Wilson's report be adopted ; that the Council should construct, and as

Boon as circumstancesallow, electrically equip the branch tramway or

light railway to Cradley, with the consent of the Rowley District

Council, or, in case that authority should object, to the boundary of tha

borougb inthat direction , that the Council opposetheapplication of the

British Electric Traction Company for powers to construot the bracoh

line above mentioned; that the corporation electric lighting robemo

be carried out withont delay. The Railway ,Tramway and Electric

Lighting Committee will carry matters through. This means thatthe

Dadley tramways schem , is to be municipalised, and the initial

expenditure is estimated at £ 50,000.

The Finchley Electric Line Rejected .-- The Light

Railway Commissioners resumed andconcluded last Saturday, atthe ·

Hampstead Vestry Hall, a three days' public inquiry into the scheme

for connecting Finchley and Hendon with Hampstead by means of

an electric tramway. We have already mentioned that there was a

determined opposition from the local anthorities. The promoters

were Mr. J. T. Firbank, M.P., and Mr. Murphy, and the engineers

Bir Douglas Fox and Mr. Wragg. In the result the Commissioners

said that the necessity for the " light railway " had not been proved,

and they therefore declined to grant an order for its construction.

Great Orme.—The unopposed Bill for the construction

of a tramway from Llandudno up the Great Orme was before the

House of Commons Committee last week . The line would be about

a'mile long and would cost £ 20,000 .

Halifax. - Major Cardew has been holding a Board of

Trade inquiry respecting an application by the Corporation to
borrow £ 20,000 for electric tramway purposes.

The two routes of tramways which are in course of construction

will, it is expected, be opened for trafficat Whitsuntide.

Hastings. — The borough engineer has present d a very

lengthy report on the tramways question , in which he states that

after obtaining information from pumeroustowns regarding systems,

he has come to the conclusion that the overbead electric trolley system

is the most suitable for Hastings. Routes are sagg -sted andgeneral

considerations are discussed. Single lines, 3 feet 6 inches gauge, with

frequent passing places,are recommended . The lines would be 2 miles

1 furlong and 2 miles7 farlongs long. The cost of construction is given

as £ 7,263 per mile, and the cost of working£ 6,356 peraagom ; income

£ 8,424. The committee recommended that the various suggestioas

made as to the construction and workiog by the Corporation of thetwo

msin lines be adopted ; that power be also sought to construct and

workthebranch lines suggested ; that the overhead electric system of

traction be used throughout, and that a special committeeof seven

members by appointed to determine and carry out the details of the

scheme. These recommendations have been adopted by the Couacil,

and a special meeting of the Council is to be held on April 20th next.

Ilkeston. — The Council ( sitting as General Parposes

Committee) has passed a resolutionin favour of tramways for the

borough, steps to betaken by the Council in that direction. The

Town Clerk is to collect details as to the working of tramways at

Dover and elsewhere .

Leicester . - The Town Council has appointed a special

committee to consider the advisability of purchasing the tramwayi,

and also to report on a suitable system of traction .

Manchester Underground " Electric . " - A Manchoster

City News writer has seen plans of an underground electric railway

for Manchester, “which only await the capitalist in order to be

carried out.” The first part of the scheme isto connect the various

railway stations by means of an inner circle in the city - a length of

3} miles. The second part of the scheme would be an outer circle
8miles in length.

The Metropolitan Underground. - The Great Western

Railway Company, which runs 17 trains per day over a part of the

lines of the Metropolitan, has raised objection to the Bill applied for

by the company authorising electrical equipment. The objections
came before the Court of Referees at the House of Oommons on

Monday . The Great Western trains ruoning on the line are

necessarily subject to the Metropolitan Company's appruval, and the

Great Western appears to think that when the line is electrically

equipped they also may be compelled to change their system to eleo
tricity,

Paisley . — The British Electric Traction Company, which

hasmade aconditional agreement with the Paisley Tramways com :

pany, haslaid its proposals before the Town Council. It is proposed

to extend in the direction of Johnstone in the west, Glasgow

boundary in the east, Renfrew in the porth , and Potterbill in the

south , electricity being, of course , employei. A lease of at least 23

years is soggested, and the company offers to negotiate for thesupply

of electrical energy from the Corporation works when pot down.

Mr. Teague has the letter in hand for report. The tramways com .

pany transfers its undertaking asatJanuary1st, 1898, the price being
£18,591 odd .

Plymouth . - The Plymouth Corporation will oppose the

Devonport, Plymouth, and Stoke Tramways Bill.

Riesengebirge. - The whole Silesian slope of the

Riesengebirge, including the Upper Iser, belongs to the Warm

brunner line ofthe Schaffgotech.The managers of this property
have decided , as much in their own interest as in that of
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ruary 8th.

the tourist, to consider the question of opening up the Riesengebirge

by a Kamm railway and a Schneekoppe railway. The building of

the lines will commence as soon as possible, and it has been decided

to work them by olectricity. The immenso energy of the larger

streams, which descend the Riesengebirge, is to be utilised for gene.

rating the electricity, and in two or three years a network of light

electric railways will render all important points of the Riesengebirge

Accessible ; at thesame time, the exploitation of the vast forest lands

will be facilitated by this system of railways, which will be an

immense improvement on previous methods ot transport. Thenew

network of railways will beconneoted to existing lines at six points ;

in the west at Warmbrann, Hermsdorf and Petersdort, and in the

enst at Schmiedeberg, Arnsdort and Krummbübel. The Koppe and

Kaum line will connect on to the branch line, Tillerthat, Kromm .

hübel, mount in bold curves, past Qaerseiffen, to Brotbande, run past

the highest houses on the beautiful Brückenberg, to Kirche Wang,

then wind past the Schlingelbande and the “ Eyes of the Mountain

to Hamppelbande, and, finally, in serpentine windings, moant the

last slope of the Kaum , and reach & station near the Reisenbaucle.

From this the line will run round the steep Scbuttkogel of the

Schneekoppe, in a double spiral, up to the Koppe houses . May we

be spared this trip !

St. Helen's . - Having regard to the changes to take place

in the immediate future in the method of traction , in the cha

racter of the service generally,and the consequent outlay required by

the company, no dividend is to be paid by the St. Helen's Tramway

Company for the last half-year.

Whitley and North Shields. It is proposed by the
British Electric Traction Company, Limited , which has lately taken

over the North Shields and Tynemouth tramwaye, to build a light

electrio railway along the coast road between Whitley, Tynemouth

and North Shields.

G

»

TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Interraptions to Australian Landlines.-- Referring

to the list of interraptions to the Australian trunk landlines recently

published by us, weare able to furnish our readers, from Australian

papers just to hand, with a little more information on the subject,

and the following extracts from the Australian press will show that

there is every cauge_for the general dissatisfaction which has been

expressed, both in Eagland and Australia, with the existiog system

of telegraphic communication between the great commercial centres

of both countries :

February 8th.— " The Postmuster-General, Adelaide, advises :

' Port Darwin line still interrupted . Our West Australian lines are

working badly owing to thunderstorms. Very little prospect of

getting cable business through." "

No cablegrams from London were received in Sydney on Feb.

February 10th .-- " ThePostmaster-General at Adelaide advises :

' The Port Darwin line is interrupted north of Woodaadatta since

11.20 p.m., Wednesday, Probably caused by floods.""

No cablegrams from Europe were published in Sydney on Feb

ruary 11th, so we presume that the West Australian line was also

interrupted .

February 11th . " Adelaide. The Postmaster-General reported thig

morniog : - ' Fault removed between Oodaadatta and Charlotte

Waters , 9.5 a m. Line still interrupted between Barlow and Ten .

nant's Creeks since 5.35 p.m. yesterday. ”

Latke.— " Communication restored Port Darwia lineat 2 15 p.m."

In the same paper we read : - " Port Darwin, Friday, February

11th :-The Cable Company's steamer Recorder has been here for

some days past repairing the cable .' ”

February 14th .-- " Perth , Saturday ( February 12th ). Great dis

satisfaction is expressed here at the unsatisfactory working ofthe

Inter -Colonial Telegraph line on the South Australian side. Many

messages are 24 hours late, and there is great difficulty ia obtaining

share quotations. The local exchanges are completely paralysed.

For several nights lately the lines have failed altogether, or else

worked very badly . "

It will be seen that the scanty information we are able to make

kaown is only gathered from suchparticolars as appear from time to

time in the Australian press. As wehave frequently pointed out, it
is seldom , it ever, thatany notice of interruption to the Australian

trunk landlines isfurnished by the Bureau International des Admi.

nistrations Télégraphiques. It will be noticed that what information

is published in Australia emanates from Sir Charles Podd, the Post

master -General of South Australia, yet that gentleman , in answering
A protest from the London Chamber of Commerce towards the end

of last year concerning the delays in the trangpjegion of cable meg .

Bages to and from South Australia , says that " delays have rarely

occurred ,” and that he does not " anticipate any further complaints."

We do not see how that statement can be reconciled with the follow

ingextracts from letters in the Australian papers we are now dealing
with :

“ During the past six or seven months the interruptions of the

overland telegraph line to Port Darwin have been sufficiently tre

quent to cause very serious inconvenience to business people. On

every soch orcasion the utter worthlessness of the Roebuck Bay line

As an emergency one bag been fully demonstrated . It would there

fore seem that the Eastern colonies must look to a Pacific cable it

they desire an alternative service of any value, and free from the

misleading information supplied too frequently from Adelaide.”

Another writer says :

“ The increasing frequency of the interruptions to thecable service

to Europe, both as regards the submarine system and the landlines,

would, one might imagine, be gofficient to draw serious attention to

the faultinessof the present means of communication much more

strongly than it appears to . To many business men it must mean
immense loss . "

Incommenting on Sir Charles Todd's reply to the secretary of the

London Chamber of Commerce, the writer continues :

“ It delays are occasionally due to heavy business, it is clear that

the lines are insufficient for the purpose for which they are designed,

and therefore should have their carrying powers increased . When
the West Australian landline was connected from Roebuck to

Adelaide, it was intended as an attempt in this direction ; but it has

proved utterly unreliable, being more often out of order than not. ”

The samecorrespondent goes on to show that an alternative line

for telegraphic communication between England and Australia is a

necessity, and says:

" Such a route would be offered by the Pacific cable . In the event

of war being declared , the Pacific cable would in all probability be

worth many times the eum we seem so reluctant to grant, even if it

only remained open sufficiently long to give us warning ."
We have for years advocated thelaying of the Pacific cable, so that

the principal centres of population in Australasia might be entirely

independent of the two unreliable lines which run across that vast

continent to meet the submarine cables ; besides which it would be

invaluable for strategic purposes, and we trust, that now the

Australian Governments are reported as willing to take action in this

direction, some definite movement may soon be made.

The Telephone Service. In the Commons last week,

Sir Mark Stewart asked the Secretary to the Treasury, as represent

ing the Postmaster-General, whether it was the practice of the Post

Office to substitute a telephone for a telegraph where the guarantors

have signed an agreement with the Post Office for a telegraph

service ;and if itwere so , would he state the reasons. Mr. Hanbury,

in reply , said it has been judicially decided that the definition of

telegraph inclades a telephone. In agreements of the kind referred

to there is no provision as to the particular formof instrument to be

used . The guarantee for a telegraph extension is based on the most

suitablemethodof serving the office,and it a telephone is used it is

Cable Communication to Australia.- According to

a Pall Mall Gazette correspondent " A D -partmental Committee,

inclodiog representatives ot the Oolonial Office, the War Office, the

Admiralty, and the Colonies, is now sitting under the presidency of
Sir William James Lloyd Wharton, K.C.B., Hydrographer of the

Navy, to consider the proposal of the Eastern Telegraph Company

to lay an all-British cable connecting London with theCape, Natal,

Mauritius, and Australia, as an alternative scheme to the proposed

Pacific cable from Vancouver to Australia and New Zealand . " The

Imperial representatives regard the two lines chiefly from the stra

tegic standpoint, and it isunderstood that there is almost a consensus

of opinion in favour of the Cape-Australian scheme, especially it a

connection be established with India and Ceylon. There is a division

of opinion in the Australasian colonies, theeastern provinces favour

ing the Pacific project assupplying an entirely new line with exten
sive commercial possibilities in the near future, and the western

colonies being more in sympathy with establiabing & direct con

Dection with South Africaand the Mauritius. The cable companies

require an extension of the existing subsidy of £ 32,500 a year for &

fresh term of years in the event of their incurring the very consider

able cost of constructing the new line. New Zealand, as well as the
eastern colonies of Australia, object to this guarantee, and would

prefer that any fresh financialresponsibilities should be in connection
with a trans- Pacific route. It is doubtfol, however, it the Imperial

Government will be disposed to contribute a third of the cost of that
line at present. Henceit may be somewhat difficult to reconcile the

conflictof interests ."

The Iceland Cable . - In regard to the scheme of the

Ireland Cable Company the Standard remarks that the Danish

Government is willing to guarantee £ 5,000 a year for20 years, and

the British Government is to be asked to guarantee £ 3,000 a year for

similar period. " Mr. Doughty , themember for Grimsby, intendsto

bring the question before the attention of Parliament ; and it is also

to be discussed at a meeting of the Sea Fisheries Association , at the

Fishmongers' Hall, on March 31st. It is expected that the Govern

ment will show some unwillingness to subsidise a foreign company.

Interruption of the Cape Cables . - We have again to

add to the long list of interruptions and delays which have occurred
from time to time in the telegraph communication with the Cape.

On the 17th current we were officiallyinformed by the Berne Office

that " the St. Thomé-Loanda cable will be interrupted intermittingly

during the next three or four days for renewal purposes, traffic will

be forwarded by the East or West Coast routes when necessary ,

without alteration of rates ." Two davs later we heard from the same

source that the Lorenzo-Margues-Durban cable was interrupted ,

that the repairs to the St. Thomé-Loanda cable were not yet com

pleted, but communication with South Africa is maintained by the

Portuguese landlines from Lorenzo Marques to Transvaal.” It will
thus be seen that both the East and West Coast routes were inter

rapted, and our communication with Cape Town was entirely

depending onthe some 1,000 miles of landline, the greater partof

which passesthrough foreign territory. Although this stateofaffairs

did not last long, for later in theday the St.Thomé-Loanda cable

was repaired ( thus restoring the West Coast route ), it proves once

more the absolute necessity of laying another cable to the Cape, and ,

as we have previously pointed out , the cable companywho is, and

has been since its existence, in receiptof large subsidies from the

Eaglish, Capeof Good Hope, Natal and Portuguese Governments,

should be quite able to carry out the work without further " privi.

leges " for doing so .

&

-
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Saturday, April 2nd, 11 am.- Visit of the Institution of Janior

Engineers to the Thames Iron Works, Blackwall.

Tuesday, April 5th, at 8 pm . - Röntgen Society, at 11, Chandos

Street, Cavendish Square, w . Paper by Mr. James

Wimshurst upon "The Iofluence Machine and its

Advantages for lighting X -Ray Tubes. "

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED .

because it offers advantages over other forms of telegraph apparatus,

either in regard to initial cost, maintenance, or working.

The Association of Chambers of Commerce meeting in London

last week, passed a resolution pressing upon the Telegraph Depart

ment of the Government the necessityof promptly increasing the

telephone trunk line service between mercantile centres.

The Huddersfield Corporation has had a discussion re telephone

matters, particularly regarding rates . The Telephone Company is

substitating underground for overhead wires, and reconstructing the

plant on thetwin -wire system . The North Staffordshire Chamber of

Commerc: bas also been discussing the inefficiency of the service and

the high charges. Mr. Gaine andMr. Coleman met the Chamber the

other day, and it was explained that there was no prospectof reduced

charges, as the plant was tobe constructed on the twin -wire system

in order to improve the service.

The Pacific Cable.-- The British Empire League meeting

at Ottawa on 10 : h inst., passed a long resolution regarding the

Pacific cable scheme, urging the Government and Parliament of

Canada to continue such action as may be necessary to secure the

early commencement of the cable. A committee was appointed con

sisting of Sir Sandford Fleming, Colonel Denison, Messrs Casey,

M.P., Hughes,M P. , and Principal Grant, to wait upon the Govern

ment for the purpose of presentiog the resolution and urging prompt
action .

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABL78. Dowa , Repaired .

Brest- St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th, 1899

West Indies

St. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th, 1896

Paramaribo-Cayenne Jan. 27th , 1898 ; March 19th, 1898.

Amason Company's cable

Parintins - Itacatiara May 6th, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable beyond Obidos March 9th , 1898 .

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Sin Thomé-Loander ... March 17th , 1898 March 19th , 1898.

Gibraltar-Tangier 19th , 1893

Lourenco Marques-Darban ... 19th, 1898

LANDLING.

Trans-Continental line be } Marob 12th, 1896 ...
yond

Cartagena- Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Bolinao -Manila - Laminog March 9th , 1898 March 21st, 1898.

Saigon - Bangkok 15th , 1898 March 16th , 1898 .

18th , 1898 19th , 1898.

Majunga-r'ananarive 15th, 1898 16:h, 1898 .

Fao landlines... 21st, 1898 22ad, 1898.

The Telegraph Clerks,—The London committee of the

Postal Telegraph Clerks'Association issued last week a statement in

reply to the circalar of March 15th issued by the Postmaster -General.

Theassociation states that many points are not yet dealt with , and

pressing grievances remain upredressed. As examples they particu

larly draw attention to two points — classification and holidays.

-
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..
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Ashton -under -Lyne. — April 5th . The Corporation

invites tenders from firms willing to undertake the free wiring of

premises in the Borough . Consulting engineers, Messrs. Lacey,

Clirehugh & Sillar, 78 , King Street, Manchester. See our " Official

Notices."

Belgium . - March 30th . Tenders are being invited by

the municipal authorities of Ghent for the supply and erection , & c.,

of a complete installation for the electric lighting of the town dock.

Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, l'Hotel

de Ville, Ghent, Belgium .

Belgium . - April 1st. The Municipal Authorities of

Seraingare inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy in the town for public and private lighting purposes
during a period of 30 years . Particulars may be had trom , and

tenders to be sent to the College des Bourgmestre et Echevins,

Seraing, Belgium .

Bournemouth . - The Corporation wants tenders for the

electric lighting of the pierand pleasure grounds. Particulars re

plant, & c., are given in our “ Official Notices March 18th. Borough

engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey.

Bournemouth .-- April 4th. The Corporation wants

tenders for motor vehicles for the collection of house refuse, & c.

Borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey. See our Official Notices "

March 18th .

Darwen.- March 28th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of steam engine and dynamos, piping, accumulators,

switchboards, mains, arc lamps, pillars, & c. See our " Official Notices "

March 11th .

Denmark , March 30th. Tenders are being invited

until the 30th inst. by the Danish Telegraph Department in Copen

bagen for the supply of 56 tons of copper-bronze wire , 4 tam .

diameter, and 42 tons of copper-bronze wire, 3 mm. diameter.

Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, Die

Telegraf-directorale Tekniske-afdeling, Copenhagen.

Derby.-- April 12th. The Corporation wants tenders for

the electric wiring of its Ford Street yard and premises. See our
" Official Notices ” March 18th .

Derby.- April 11th. The School Board want tenders for

the electric wiring of the Traffic Street Board School, Derby. Par.

ticularsfrom Mr. J.E.Stewart, Corporation electricalengineer. See

our " Official Notices ” last week.

France . — March 30th. Tenders are being invited by

the municipal authorities of Paris for the supply of the electrical

conductors, required in connection with the electric lighting of the

Square Vaugirard . Particulars may be had on application, and

tenders to be sent to, l'Hotel de Ville, Paris,

France . — March 31st. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Saint Chamond (Loire) for the concession

for thelighting of the public streets of the town, either by gas or
electricity . Particulars irom , and tenders to be sent to,La Mairie de

Saint Chamond (Loire ).

Hampstead. - March 318t. The Vestry wants tenders

for the supply and erection ofone or two steam alternators, switch

board panels, two induced draught wet back boilers, feed water

heater, steam and exhaust pipes,teedpumps ,50kw. exciter, anda

feed water softener. Seeourofficial Notices ” March 18th for fall

particulars.

Leyton ,April 4th. The District Council wants tenders

for the supply oftwo dynamos, one transformer, two gas engines and

connections, and switch boards for extension of the electricity works.

Electrical engineer, Mr. H.C. Bishop . See onr " Official Notices'
March 18th.

Manchester . - April 4th . The Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway Company is inviting tenders for various stores. The

following are a few of the items: -5. Copper ; 7.Copper tubes for

boilers ; 8. Copper tabing; 29. Signalandtelegraphfittings; 30.

Signal,telegraph and electric light wires.Samples may be seen and

forms of tender and further particulars obtained at the Stores

Department, Osborne Street, Manchester.

Shoreditch . - April 12th . The Vestry want teoders fo:

thesupply and erection of arc lamps and accessories, also for electric

cable. Electrical engineer, Mr. C. N. Russell.

Notices " this week.

( Continued on page 409.)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 .

Friday, March 25th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civil Engineers
(students' meeting). “ Internal Governor Friction , ”

by H. O. Eurich , Stud . Inst.C.E.

At 5 p.m.-Poysical Society at the rooms of the Chemical

Society, Burlington House. (1) “On the Circulation

of the Risidual G iseous Matter in a Crookes Tube," by

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton. (2 ) “ On some Improve

ments in the Roberts-Austen Recordiog Pyrometer,

and Notes on Thermo-electric Pyrometers ,” by Mr. A.

Stansfield .

At 8 p.m. - Electro-Harmonic Society . Last Smoking Con

oert of the season at St. James's Hall Restaurant.

Monday, March 28th . Last day for Darwen Corporation electric

light plant tenders.

Wednesday, March 30th , at 8 p.m. — Society of Arts. Prof. 8. P.
Thompson, on " Telegraphy Across Space. ” Mr. J. W.

Swan , F.R.8. , will preside.

Royal United Service Institution. Captain J. N. C. Ken
nedy on Wireless Telegraphy .”

At 7.30 p.m.-Institution of Electrical Engineers. Students'

meetiog. Paper on " Electrical Instruments,” by M.R.

Gardner, Student.

Thursday, March 31st . – Last day for Hampstead extension plant

tendere.

Röyal Institution of Great Britain . Prof. J. A. Fleming,

M.A. , D.Sc., F.R.S. , M R.I. , on " Recent Researches in

Magnetism and Dia -magnetism ." (Lecture V.) .

At 3 p.m .--- Chemical Society, Burlington House. Annual

general meeting.

Friday, April1st, 8 p.m.- Institution of Junior Engineers at the
Westminster Palace Hotel. Paper on “ Mechanical

Refrigeration , ” by Mr. J. T. Burrell, of Peterborough,

»

»

See our " Official
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MESSRS. MAVOR & COULSON'S WORKS, ing engine. It is hardly necessary to point out the advantages

GLASGOW .
gainedby the use of electric motors in this department.

A special feature in this department is the extensive use

of millingmachines and other special appliances for labour

The new works of Messrs. Mavor & Coulson, Limited , have saving. While special appliances do not in any sense die

been recently opened, and as they are equipped with the pense with the necessity for skill on the part of the work

most modern plant some details of them may beinteresting. map, they permit of the use of a class of labour more easily

The works are erected on ground purchased by the company available than that of afully trained and eqaipped all round

from Messrs. Clark & Co., Limited, who formerly used the tradesman. The machines and tools are arranged with a

site for their Milc End Thread Works. The works are 11 view to the utmost accuracy in work without the necessity

miles distant from Glasgow Royal Exchange, and are within for individual measurements by the operator, the machines

three minutes' walk of the Bridgeton Cross Stations of the themselves being provided with measuring devices in which

North British and Caledonian Railways. dimensions can be read off with ease and accuracy down to

The company's manufacturing business was formerly Oooth of an inch . The use of such machinery necessitates

carried on in their premises in Orr Street, Bridgeton, which a separate department, with special appliances for making

premises together
new tools and for

with the machine keeping the work

tools there ing tools in order.

held on lease. This is provided in

Daring the com the tool room in the

pany's tenancy of north -west corner

these works patterns of the main shop,

were developed and where a staff of

standardised , and skilled men

methods of produc constantlyemployed

tion systematised. in these operations.

At the expiry of The antiquated

their lease last practice of keeping

year the company & machine standing

was therefore in a while the operator

singularly favour is grinding his tools

able position to or awaiting their

undertake the de. formation by the

siga ard « quipment tool smith is thus

of a new factory for entirely abolished .

their specialities in It is found that

electrical machinery the use of highly
and accessories. In finished and a c

the general arrange curately made ma

ment of the works chinery is a valuable

and selection of education to the

machinery, the men operating it .
directors have had

The tendency being

the advantage GENERATING PLANT FOR SHOP DRIVING. to assimilate the

of an intimate character of the

knowledge of the most recent American and Continental work produced to that of the machinery producing it, and

practice, and of their own special requirements. The result to keep the shop and all its surroundings up to a high

has been the building and equipping of a factory, which is standard of cleanliness and order. These tendencies

the only one of its kind in Scotland, which provides facilities inevitably reflect their characteristics upon the finisbed

for therapid, economical, and accurate production of high- product.

class electrical machinery, and is probably not surpassed

by the best and most recent factories in the country. The

establishment of this new factory for the extensive manu

facture of electrical plant in Glasgow is an important

addition to the long and varied list of industries which have

been located in andaround the city.

The existing buildings formerly used for the thread factory

and stores have been partially utilised for the new factory.

The ground formerly occupied by the engine and boiler

house, wood stores, bobbin shop, packing case warehouse, &c. ,

has been cleared , and a spacious new shop and smithy, brass

foundry and moulding shop bave been erected. The machine

shop is 160 feet long by 75 feet wide, and is covered by a

single span steel roof, glazed all over and supported by 14 -inch
brick walls, and cast- iron columns carryingthe crane girders

which are spaced at 40 foot centres. The lofty roof gives a

spacious and airy workshop,while its steel and glass structure

and the side windows in the walls provide exceptionally good

and uniform lighting. The heating is effected by cast-iron

pipes supplied withexhaust steam from the engines. On

either side of the space swept by the crane is erected a
HORIZONTAL BORING MACHINE BORING MAGNETS .

gallery, which will be used on the one side by the pattern

making andcarpentry department,and on the other by the store The electric crane, which sweeps the whole of the centre

department for finished stock . The design is to ultimately use bay of the shop, is capable of lifting about 10 tons, and can

these galleries for light machine tools, and accommodate else- traverse the whole length of the shop from start to stop in

where the two departments mentioned. The large centre bay
one minute. It is fitted with a motor for each motion , and

is floored with granolithic, and the two side bays under the is controlled by a man who sits in a cage under oneend of

galleries are floored with double pine planking laid on joists. the crane girder. The controlling gear consists of three

The machinery in this department is driven by 10 electric liquid switches, which give command over all the required

motors . None of the shafting is driven direct from the motions, and which enable the driver to operate any motion

steam engine, with the exception of a short length on the test- at any speed, either simultaneously or independently of the

E
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other motions. The entire absence of reversing clucches wiring and installation of electric light and power. In this

and other complicated mechanism renders the crane exceed- department, as in the machinery shop, advantage has been

ingly easy to manipulate. An ordinary mechanical labourer largely taken of the most modern improvements in

American machine design , and the result is an immense

improvement in the economy and accuracy of the pro

duct.

The winding shop is accomodated in the same building as

the brass shop, but on the upper floor. Into this department

are delivered the armature cores and magnet formers to be

wound with copper conductors. There is little macbinery

in this department, the greater part of the work being

performed by hand . The magnet wire is wound on the

formers on agroup of lathes driven by an electric motor.

A light overhead travelling crane, operated by hand, is

provided for handling parts in process of manufacture. It

is capable of lifting two tons, and sweeps the whole length

of the shop. After completion of the winding the armatures

and magnet coils are lodged in a drying stove until the

moisture is thoroughly expelled from the insulating materials.

This stove is situated over specially constructed flues between

the main boilers and the chimney.

In the machine shopare also placed thesteam boilers,engines

and dynamos for the production of electric current for lighting

the works and driving the machinery. The electric lighting

installation for the works and offices consists of 230 16 -C.P.

lamps, 30 Sunbeam_150-C.P. lampe, and six arc lamps of

2,000-C.P . each. There are in all . 15 motors, of 85

aggregate horse -power . Two boilers generate steam at

160 lbs. pressure. The smaller boiler is just capable of

overtaking the present work, but a Babcock & Wilcox boiler,

evaporating 2,280 lbs. of water per hour, has been recently

added to provide for extensions. The electric corrent is

generated by two dynamos, each mounted on the same bed

plate with and coupled direct to a high speed single acting

engine. The output of each combined set is 40electrical

horse-power. From the steam dynamos the conductors

RADIAL DRILL . are led to the main switchboard, from which point

after one day's instruction can readily handle the crane, and the whole of the distribution is carried ont on

expertness is soon acquired. The power required to work the company's well-known " C.C.” Concentric System

this crane is insignificant as compared with that of wiring, in which the positive or live conductor

required for square shafting or rope-driven cranes, is entirely enclosed in the negative conductor,

and the power is which is uninsulated

only absorbed for and connected to

actual work ; there " earth . " The light

are no " stand-by ' ing and power are

losses. The electric supplied from the

current is carried to same system , but on

the crane by a No. 4 different circuits.

copper wire, sup
Each circuit is con

ported on insulators trolled by a switch

attached to the on the main switch

main girder on the board , on which are

east side of the also placed am

shop. A rubbing
meters and volt

contact attached to
meters to indicate

the cage picks up the amountof power

the current from being used at any

this conductor, instant. Adjoining

whence it is led by the steam dynamos

cables to the con is the testing, table,

trolling switches.
on which all ma

The crane girders chines are tem

themselves are fitted
porarily run before

with conductors for being despatched.

carrying the current In the br888

to the hoisting and foundry, which

across traverse forms another de

TEST Room .

motors, the current partment, are made

being picked up by rubbing contacts on the crab. The all the brass and a few light iron castings required

long traverse is driven by a light spur gear, and the for the various manufactures carriedout in the works. It

cross and hoisting by special wormgears running in oil is provided with six moulding furnaces and a core drying

boxes . oven. For cleaning and cutting off the castings a group
Entering from the fitting shop is the smithy and boiler- cutting -off saws, emery grinders, and scratch brushes are

house. In the smithy is fitted one 3 -cwt. steambammer and drivenby a 4 horse- power electric motor, coupled directto
three forges, the forge blower being driven by an electric a short counter-shaft. A “ Cyclone " dust collector with

motor. fan driven bya motor is arranged to draw the dust from

The brass shop occupies the ground floor of the portion of the emery grinders and deposit it in & receiver. The men

the building facing King Street. It is fitted out with turret are thus saved from breathingthe metallicparticles, and the

lathes, milling machines, multiple drills, &c. , for the pro- metalissavedfor re-melting. Plate mouldinghas bạen

duction of large quantities of brasswork for use on switch- recently introduced to this department with very

boards, and on the various appliances connected with the results.

Swee
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curve and a drop of 2 per cent, in speed of lighting

generators not to affect the E.M.F. more than 2 volts, also

impossible even with separate exciting .

In testing for insulation, because a 5,000 -volt test is

correct for a 1,000 -volt machine, it does not follow that a

10,000 -volt machine should be tested to 50,000 volte. The

While the excellence of the manufactures has secured for

the company a large share of English and foreign work , and

important contracts for Government departments, mani

cipalities, and public bodies, the directore,in the design and

equipment of the new factory, have kept prominently in

view the large and increasing demand for electric machinery,

especially for power purposes, in this district. The directors

believe that there is no more promising field in the whole

world for the introduction of the applications of electricity

to industrial purposes than that embraced by a circle of 10

miles' radius round the city of Glasgow , and they are of

opiniou that the existence of these works in Glasgow will

give an important stimulus to the adoption of electrical plant

in Scottish industries,

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CUSTOMER ,

ENGINEER AND MANUFACTURER .

Con

In continuation of this subject, on whichwe published a leading

article in our issue of February 11th, Mr. S. Dana Greene con

siders the tests and guarantees prescribed in specifications.

Tests may be classed under the few heads of efficiency, heat

ing, regulation, sparking, and insulation - he is speaking, of

course, of electrical machinery particularly, and is of opinion MAVOR & COULSON'S . - DUPLEX MILLING MACHINE SLOTTING

that there should be standard tests which would simplify ARMATORE CORES.

matters all round. Such uniform tests, moreover, would

place a consulting engineer in a very strong position, for his proper method is to consider jointly the duration of test,

duty would simply be to see a certain standard worked up to, and current frequency, and voltage. As the latter rises, the

he woald not then be exposed to the possibility of having to margin between it and the test voltage necessarily decreases,

withdraw or alter anworkable clauses of his own drawing up. because of the risk of injury to insulation from excessive

He advises, for America, that such standards should be drawn voltage. All these things might properly be standardised,

up by the Institute of Electrical Engineers, and why should and excessively drawn specifications, leading to distorted

not the same duty be undertaken by the English Institute designs and special apparatus, pat aload on the customer's

for England. Frequently,there are misconceptions as to the purse in the long run , for manufacturers do not for ever

proper definition of work at a loss, and

efficiency - com the eccentric en

mercial orelectrical. gineer becomes

The former alone shunned by the best

interests the cus manufacturers, and

tomer, and for want is generally looked

of the proper under on with suspicion.

standing of this, we
Often a

may see huge ex tractor, working for

travaganciesin all & penalty date, and

sorts of practice. paying expensive

Thus, as recently overtime, finds him

pointed out by Mr. self with the stuff

Raworth, the par on his hands for

suit of the item of weeks after it

small fuel consump should have been

tion per I.H.P. may paid for. This sort

havecaused Lanca of thing is very
shire mill owners unfair . It is bad

to overlook an for workmen who

economy of first cost have been pushing
which would bave a job, to see their

been better appre finished work lying

ciated if brake ready for shipment

horse-power had for weeks. They

been the datum line. invariably let the

? All . electrical
fact influence them

manufacturers have when the nextpush

their own figures for job comes to hand,
the difference

and ' the demora

between carbon and MAVOB & COULSON's . - ARMATURE WINDING SHOP3.
lisation perhaps

copper brushes in makes a really

efficiency and between different voltages, and so on , and it urgent job late. Where there is a penalty for delay,
onght not to be difficult to form intelligent general rules. it is urged there should be a bonus for prompt readi

Mr. Greene objects to the demand made upon the elec ness to date. Again, the self-appointment of a con

trical manufacturer to guarantee the combined efficiency of sulting engineer as sole judge, is considered unfair ; and

engine and dynamo. Overload guarantees are sometimes though probably it could not be enforced at law, there

required, ranging from 25 to 100 per cent. This often ought tobe provision for a third party.

means increasing the capacity of amachine as surely as if it Generally ,Mr. Greene's paper was suggestive, and met the

had been asked for in the specifications. Unreasonable cordial approval of his hearers, who invite the American

demands for overload amount to an attempt to buy big Institute of Electrical Engineers to consider some compre

machines at the price of small ones. hensive plan for such standardisation of apparatus for elec

Impossible demands often specified are the straight line tric light and power.

compounding curve, practically anattainable until we dis- Writing on the otherside of the question from that taken

cover a magnetic material with a straight line saturation by Mr. Greene, Mr. White -Fraser looks on the consulting
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engineer as a safeguard to the honourable manufacturer -

protecting him from the anscrupulons maker of inferior

goods. Mr. Fraser also rather deprecates standardising as

likely to hinder engineering progress. But Mr. Fraser writes
as though Mr. Greene hadaskedfor the abolition of the con

salting engineer,for he refersto alternate and direct current

machinery, and the pushing of one or the other by the manu

facturer, where theconsulting engineer would , unbiassed, be

able to advise which was the better system . But Mr. Greene

did not wish to abolish the engineer so much as to curb bim,
and restrain the tendency to design new plant when equally

good things are to be bought in open market. It is in

selecting systems that the value of the consultant should

come in ; in giving out orders that his knowledge of manu

facturers should prove valuable ; in passing work as sound,
that his technical knowledge should avail him . There

specification for & product of which he has no technical

knowledge. Yet every one knows that Portland cement

could bestandardised under three classes — some men would

sayone class would cover everything — andmight be classed

asA, B, or C, and so specified . The question for the con

sulting engineer himself to determine is how far he is to

carry out his own personal supervision. There is a

point somewhere between å mere outline of a building

and a specification and drawing of the floor brade, at which

an arcbitect has to draw the line. It is only a question of

degree, and how far we are to go in the direction of design

ing our own details . In Mr. Fraser's opinion the chief

objectors to consulting engineers are the manufacturers of

everything ; the special manufacturers who make one thing,

and that perfect, look on him as a friend. They ought to be

able to do so , if only he will do his duty as a selective agent.

3

MAVOR & Coulson's : MACHINE SHOP, WEST BAY.

is indeed plenty for him to do in applying his know

ledge and making general arrangements. As we write

these lines we have in mind a large pair of steam

engines which, though only performing an ordinary

factory duty, were built from entirely new patterns to a design

got out in a consalting engineer's office. They are wasteful

and extravagant, and probably cost over double what any

good firm of engine builders would have charged for far

better designs of standard type. Americans are well to the

fore in many respects in this matter of standards. Parts of

railroad cars are standardised, and we don't know thatthis

fact has done much to prevent progress and change along

proper lines of development. Wehave no such progress

stopping standards on Eaglish railroads, yetwho will deny

that there are vehicles running on the South -Eastern Railway

that are of the type of 50 years ago, if not themselves 50

years old ? Americans have tried to standardise cement

tests. Here every little architect or engineer who calls for

the use of a bag of Portland cement must write out a wordy

In further correspondence on this subject, a Mr. F. J.

Johnston implies that consulting engineers have been , at

times, poorly informed men. He instances where one elec

trical engineer in a responsible position sent a flagman to a

distance of 1,000 or 1,500 feet with a flag which he was to

drop on receiving an electrical signal at adevice placed by

him . The engineer pregsed the button and timed between

the pressing of thebutton and the fallof the flag. The idea

of the test was to determine how long the current required to

travel the 1,000 or 1,500 feet!!!

Mr. Johnston points out that customers select their

engineers and place them to overlook contractors, yet

customers are nomore competent to select engineers than the

ordinary layman is competent to select a specialist pbysician.

Generally, there seems to be an opinion abroad that con

tractors are very much in the hands of engineers wbo

arrogate to themselves the sole right of judging questions of

materials and workmanship, and have the power to hinder

work and to throw all kinds of expensive delays in the way

.
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GLASGOW TELEPHONE INQUIRY.of the contractor for which he can make no charge. In fact ,

the contractor is looked upon as though he were making a

hage fortane and is expected to stind all manner of extortion.

If engineers will be so extravagant in the demands they make

for recognition , they might at least be fair enoughto protect

the contractor from robbery. Eogineers are occasionally far

too apt to give earto any t'ttle tattle which brings them
lying reports of bad work. Sach are the views of con

tractors ; to the other side we may next give attention.

7

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

a

1

OPEN .

( Continued from page 404.)

Spain ,-March 29th. Tenders are being invited by the

municipal authorities of the town of Zafra (Badajoz province) for

the concession for the electric lighting of the public streets during

a period of 20 years. Particulars and conditions may be obtained

from , and tenders to be sent to , El Secretario del Ayuntamiento

de Zatra (Badajoz), Spain.

Switzerland.-April 30th . Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities ofFribourg, Switzerland, until April 30th next, for a

projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water-power is to be atilised ,and the station will have acapacity of

aboat 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three
schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plansand

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Publics,

Fribourg , Switzerland, from whence tall particulars of the competition
may be obtained.

The War Office . - April 27th . The Secretary of State

for War is prepared to receive offers, competitive designsand specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from theDirector of Army Contracts , War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our " Official Notices " February 4th .

Victoria . - June 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles;also running the plant

for three years. S :e our “ Official Notices " March 11th.

-
7

The report of Sheriff Jameson is an example of the dis

advantage of government by commission and of the

proverbial infelicity of giving reasons for decisions.

The delay in the publication of the report after the taking

of the evidence, though considerable, is not so great as to

necessitate here & recapitulation of the circumstances under

which Sheriff Jameson's inquiry was undertaken. Upon the

evidence submitted to him, he finds that the telephone system

in Glasgow is not efficient, the inefficiency being mainly

due to the refusal by the Corporation of underground

facilities to the Telephone Company, but he thinks that

the company's service might be improved by a more

thorough supervision of the switch room and other

improvements; he is more than usually emphatic in

expressing his opinion that the comparisons which were

introduced with a view to showing that the company's

charges were excessive, are altogether outside the circum

stances of the case . With regard to the license, he gives

reasons for recommending thatalicense be not given to the

Corporation, wbilst, in the concluding paragraphs, he suggests

that,notwithstanding all the objections he has pointed out,

the license should be granted to the Corporation, “ throwing

on them the whole responsibility of their proposed under

taking, " if the Post Office does not itself start a telephone

exchange, and provided the Corporation is able to satisfy

the Postmaster -General that financially its scheme is sound,

and that it has the means of carrying it out.

In forwarding the report the Secretary to the Post Office

states that the Postmaster-General is precluded from assent

ing to the wishes of the Corporation by issuing a license,

because in the present state of the law the Corporation has

no power to carry on the business of a telephone exchange.

SirJ. D.Marwick , the town clerk of Glasgow , in acknow

ledging Mr. Walpole's letter, takes advantage of the fact

that His Grace the Duke of Norfolk " has been so good as

to indicate the grounds on wbich he has arrived at his

opinion ,” and discusses them in some detail, finally con

cluding with the intimation that if the Post Office will give

them alicense, they willtake the necessary steps to obtain

the legal powers.

Thus it will be seen that instead of the question being

finallysettled upon grounds of public policy, it has been settled

in such a way as to invite further argument and agitation.

Sheriff Jameson was, doubtless, under the impression that

throwing the whole responsibility of their proposed under

taking on the Corporation might act as some deterrent, but

the nature of the evidence brought before him should have

sufficed toshow that the advocates of a municipal service

are either insufficiently acquainted with the responsibility, or

are willing to undertake any sort of risk with a view to

adding & telephone service to their other enterprises.

We have on 80 many occasions pointed out that the

decision on telephonic policy must become to by those who

have had proper opportunities for studying the question, and

some responsibility in the settlement of it,that we need now

only point out how the decision in this case has finally rested

with the Post Office. Efforts will undoubtedly be made either to

over-ride this decision, or to impugn the motives underlying

it. It is certainly to be hoped that neither the Treasury

nor Parliament will be coerced or cajoled into removing the

decision from the hands of those who have knowledge and

a sense of responsibility — the two essential elements needed

for a decision on this important question.

.

OLOSED .

Glasgow . - On 17th inst. the Corporation adopted the

recommendations oftheElectricity Committee accepting thefollowing

offers :-(1) The offer by Messrs. Laing, Wharton & Down, for one

engine and dynamoof700 horse -poweratthe price of £ 5,064 ; (2) the

offer by Messrs. Mirrlees, Watson & Yaryan Company,Limited, for

one engine and dynamo of 400 horse-power at the price of £ 1,970 ;

(3) the offer by Messrs. Mavor & Coulson for one engine and dynamo

of 900 horse power at the price of £ 5,775 ; and (4 ) the offer by

Messrs. Mirrlees, Watson & Yaryan Company, Limited, for one engine

and dynamo of 200 horse-power at the price of £1,265. An offer

obtainedfrom Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox, Limited, to provide and

erest at the new generating station , Port Dandas, two of their patent

boilers of about 1,000 horse-power each, with relative superheaters,

at the price of £ 2,020 for both boilers and superbeaters was also

accepted . Bailie Maclay,in moving the minutes, explained that the

engines, dynamos and boilers, contracts for which were thus recom

mended, represented 2,200 horse-power. They took it that these

engineers were bound to deliver the plant by acertain date , somewhere

about the end of Angust. They hoped to have the new works in

operation immediately thereafter, and in that way they would be

ready to supply current from their two works against the increased

demand ofnext winter. There was urgency in the case , andthey

were going abead withthe business as quickly as possible. All the

engines are Scotch, with the exception of one, which is American.

Salford . — The following is a list of the firms who
tendered for the supply of electric cables for the Corporation : -- The

British Insulated Wire Company (high tension ) ; The Callender Cable

and Construction Company,Limited ;The Western Electric Company;

W. T. Glover & Co. ( low tension ) ; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works

Company; Siemens Bros. & Co. The tenders ofthe British Insulated

WireCompany and Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co. were accepted.

West Derby (Lancs.). For the electric lighting of the
Mill Road Iofirmary the Board of Guardians have, according to

Duily Tenders and Contracts, accepted the tenders of the following :

BOILERS. - Messrs. Fawcett, Preston & Co. , Liverpool £ 1,075

ENGINE HOUSE PLANT. - Messrs. Scott, Anderson& Beit, Sheffield 2,085

BATTERIES.-The Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate, Man.
chester

Wnxing BUILDINGS. -Messrs. w. Ë J. Robinson, Limited, Bootie 1,411

Mr. T. L. Miller, M.I.E.E., is consulting engineer.

$

Ceylon Technical College . - An Indian paper says

that the staff of the Ceylon Technical College has been

strengthened by the addition of Mr. Thomas Cockerill, who

takes up the post of Instructor of Telegraphy and Electrical

Engineering. Mr. Thomas Cockerill,whorecently went out

to India from this country, is a Fellow of the Chemical

Society and an A.I.E.E. He was trained at Owen's College,

Manchester, and at the Manchester Technical School. He

was lecturer and head of the Electrical Departments at the

Bolton Technical Schools and at the Halifax Technical

Schools .

440
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NOTES.

8

Obituary. It is with great regret that we have to

chronicle the death of Col. Dyer, which took place on the

21et inst, at bis residence in Manchester. We fear that the

arduous and anxious time passed through ły him during the

recent long strike must have been largely accountable for

the accentuation of the organio trouble of the heart which

sprems to have finally caused bis death . As head of the

Employers' Federation, he was in theforefront of the battle,

and the credit of victory is largely with him , and his sudden

death will come as & gr at blow to the Federation . The

incide nts and causes of the strike are too fresh for comment

to be necessary, but we believe all admit that he was

animated by a desire for his country's welfare, and in no way

can be be accused of barshpers in his dealings with the con

quered , whose defeat was, after all, much better for them.

selves than a victory could have been. Colonel H. C. S.

Dyerwas a director of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth and

Co., Limited. He joined the Royal Artillery at the age of
18, and saw active service in theCrimea and in India. On

retirement as lieptenant- colonel he became assistant super

intendent of the Enfield Factory, whence he transferred to

Sir Joseph Whitworth, of Manchester, and subsequently to

the Elswick Works, which he was instrumental in amalga

mating with those of Whitwortb, knowing the two places so

well. The colonel was of fine and commanding appearance,

and in losing bim England bas lost a representative man of

thebest type of national character. Born in 1834, be bas

died at wbat is nowthe very early age of 64.

The funeral, which took place on Wednesday at
Manchester, was an imposing ceremony, the carriages

forming a line more than a mile in length. A large

number of the members of the Employers' Federa

tion assembled in the drawing room at Aj pleby Lodge,

Rush o'me, the residence of the deceased gentleman. These

included Sir Benjamin Browne, Mr. Henderson, Mr. Platt,

Mr. Coventry, Mr. Brooks, Mr. Browett, Mr. Alexander

Siemens, Mr. Lindley, Col. Peacock , Mr. Sinclair Scott, Mr.

Slater Lewis, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Eddi on , and many other

gentlemen who took an active part with Col. Dyer in the

recent dispute. The utmost sympathy was expressed on all

sides, and there was a general feeling that the master engi

neers bad been bereſt of a brave and able champion of their

cause in the loss of Col. Dyer.

The last issue to hand of Chicago Electrical Engineering

bas a loog obituary notice of the late Dr. V. Weitlig

bach , who died in November, 1897, in his 43rd year.

Dr. Weitlisbach was born in Switzerlapd , and in the seventies

Atudied onder Helmholtz at Berlip . He was manager of the

Zurich Telepbone Company from 1880 to 1884, and was then

appointed chief engineer to the Swiss Telegraph Administra

tion in Berpe, under the title of first secrt tary to the

Technical Department. That position he held at the time

of his death . Telephone work claimed Dr. Wietlisbach

more than anything else, and he has been a frequent con

tributor to the Berlin and Berne tecbnical press ontelephone

questions. Dr. Weitlisbach bad, at the time of bis decease,

Dearly completed a large and thorough treatise on telephony.

Magnetismand Diamagnetism . - Prof. J. A. Fleming,

F.R.S., gave the third of his course of lectures on “ Recept

Researches in Magnetism and Diamagnetism ," at the

Royal Institution onThursday last week, the special subject

being the properties of the diamagnetic group of bodies .An

experiment was first shown, says the Times report, illas,

trating a method employed by Quincke for measuring the

magnetic susceptibility of paramagnetio and diamagnetio

liquids. Ao inverted syphon containing the liquid to be

tested, and having one leg muchthinner than the other, had

its narrow tube placed btween the poles of & magnet,when

theliquid, if paramagnetic, was drawn op into the field, and

if diamagnetic, depressed in the tube. Numerous experi

ments were then performed with a large electro -magnet, con

structed for Tyndall, to show that paramagnetic bodies beld

in the interpolar field set themselves along the lines of force,

whereas diamagnetic ones placed themselves across in the

equatorial position. Illustratiog Faraday's observation that

all substances were affected in one way or the other by a

powerful magnetic field, Prof. Fleming caused some amuse

ment by showing that such familiar objects as bread, apple,

cold mution, and tobacco were acted upon by a strong

magnet. The influence of the medium surrounding & sub

stance in determining its action in the field was demonstrated

by means of other interesting experiments. The peculiar

behaviour of crystals called by Faraday magnecrystallic

action was then explained , and attention was called to

Tyndall's important investigations, during which he dis

covered that structural cbadges such as those produced by

compressing a substance in any direction greatly affected

its magnetic susceptibilities. Tbis fact was demonstrated

by means of a piece of bread, wbich , although diamagnetic,

simulated the bebaviour of a paramayottic body after being

squeezed , because the line of compression became an axis

of greater diamagnetic action . Tarning to the action of

diamagnetic bodies on light, the lecturer exbibited Fara

day's classical experiment,in which a block of magnetised

heavy glass ( silico -borate of lead ) was proved to rotate the

plane of a polarised light, andconcluded with a reference to

the more recent work of Verdet, Kundt and others on

magneto -optic effects.

>

Ward's Omnibus Tests. There are apparently some

errors in the volt readings in the report of these tests, from

the 55th minute to the 65th. Amperes 32 and volts 224

may be right; but at the 65th minute, while still 32 amperer,

the volts are given 244. Either one or the other must be

wrong . At the 95th mioute we noticea reading of 40 amperes

and 216 volts, and the last reading is 40 amperes and 220

volts. If these figures were correctly poted, it would seem

that the buttery must have been charging up duriog the lat

10 minutes ! The difficulties in reading instruments on

board an omnibus may accouct for a good deal, and the

figures can only be taken as a rough approximation, near

enough to obtain an idea of the power required. It would be

interesting to try how many bus horses would haul that bas

home if the battery ran down.

Lectares. - Mr. J. E. L. Barnes lectured at the Birkenbead

Town Hall on 16th inst. on “ Electric Traction."

Before the Aberdeen Mechanical Society at Gordon's

College, on the 18th inst., Mr. Wm. Pickeregill, G.N.S.R.

locomotive superintendent, read a paper on “The Economic

Use of Electricity for Power Purposes in Railway Work

sbops."

Mr. Roger W. Wallace, Q.C., chairman of the British

Aluminium Company, read a paper b'fore the Society of

Chemical Indust y on 14th inst. on Electrical Industries

at Fogers."

At the Birmingham Municipal Technical School Engineer

ing Society lart week a paper on “ The Making and Laying

of an Atlantic Cable,” was read by Mr. William Smith, the

electrical engineer of the Technical School.

At theRoyal Scottish Society of Arts meeting on 14th

in-t. Dr. R adman, F.R.S.E. , read a paper on “ The Electric

Furnace, und Some of Its Uses."

Personal . - We are informed that on February 9th, 1898,

Lord Salisbury appointed Mr. Geo . Herbert Bailey Assistant

District Commissioner in the Niger Coast Protectorate by

telegram . Besides bis judicial daties, no doubt when the

state of the country underthe sphere of influence involved

renders it practicable, advantage will be taken of Mr.

Bailey's experience ofmatters telegraphic in connecting up

the capital of the Protectorate (old Calabar) with the

African cable system and the establishment of inland tele

graphs.

Mr. Lycett is resigning the position of clerk to the

Kingswinford Rural District Council, and has become

district manager to the British Electric Traction Company.

Mr. R. S. Portheim , of Meelis. D. Bruce Peebles & Co.,

engineers, of Edinburgh, is sailing for the States on the

26ih inst. per kr. St. Louis, and will investigate the latest

American practice in electric transmission of power.

Will .-The estate of Lord Sackville A. Cecil, wbore

connection with the telegraph world we referred to in our

notice of his lordship's death, is sworn at £249,888.
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Private Bills.-The General Power Distributing Com

pany Bill, Central Electric Supply Bill, Chelsea Electricity

Sapply Bill, and the Metropolitan Electric Sapply Bill passed

the second reading on Tuesday.

Municipal Electrical Association . - At a meeting of

the Council of the Municipal Electrical Association held at

the Westminster Palace Hotel, London , on March 15th , it

was rerolved to call a general meeting of the Association to

be held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, London, on

April 19th, at 8 pm . The following applications for

membership were considered and approved . Members :

W. H. Chambers, Gibraltar ; O. F. Parkinson, Morcambe ;:

J. K. Brydges, Wakefield ; the E. L. Committee, Barrow -in

Farness ; the E. L. Committee, Darwen ; Stanley Clegg,

Darwen . Argociates :-S. E. Andrew , Leytonstone ; J. 0.

Vaughan, Leytonstone ; T. D. Clothier, Hull ; A. N.

Parzet, Brighton ; N. MoLead, Harrogate.

West Ham Wiring Tendors.-- Messrs. Allingham and

Fennell say that in a pablished list of tenders for the wiring

of the public buildings at West Ham their name is omitted,

although a tender was submitted by them for carrying out the

work on their " Nomorfyre " syetem for the sum of £ 1,139 15s.

The town clerk ipforms them that their tender is being con

sidered with the others.

-

-

-

Royal Institution . - The Friday evening lectare ar

rangements for after Easter include the following : - April

29th , Prof. Andrew Gray, M.A., LL.D.F.R.S., “ Magneto

Optic Rotation and its Explanation by a Gyrostatic Medium ,"

( with experimental illustrations). May 6th , Edward A.

Minchin , Esq., M.A. , Fellow of Merton College, Oxford,

" Living Crystals." May 18th, Prof. W. A. Tilden , D.Sc.

F.R.S., “ Recent Experiments on Certain of the Chemical

Elemente in Relation to Heat. "

Prof. Dewar will deliver the weekly discourse onApril 1st.

His subject is “ Liquid Air as an Analytic Agent.”

The Parliamentary Committee . - The House of Com

mons represent tives on the joint committee on electrical

energy, generating stations and supply, are Mr. Ashton,

Lord Balcartes, Mr. Kimber, and Sir Leonard Lyell.

The Electro -Harmonic Society .-- To -night's Concert

brings the 1897-98 season of this Society to a close, and it

will be pleasant to see a large gathering of members and

friends. Classical chamber music is worthily represented by

Haydn and Sehubert, while piano and violin solos will be

represented by compositions of Chopin and Vieuxtemps.

Mr. Janes Gawthropand Mr. Robert Hilton, whom everybody

will be pleased to see again, will sing ballads. The hamorous

element will be supplied by Mr. W. G. Churcher, and Mr.

W. Carlton Smith, and thesmall string orchestra, which has

added so much to the enjoyment of these monthly meetings,

will again discourse sweet sounds.

The Northampton Institute. - Great men are, like the

Daily Mail, oʻtonin advance of the Times, 80 was last week's

Engineering. We were under the imprersion that the Lord

Mayor's state visit to the Northampton Institute - to which

we refer at length in another column - took place last Friday

evening . Our contemporary, however, says the ceremony

occurred on the Wednesday previous, so that we and the

2.000 or more who were present on Friday — inclading the

Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress - arrived just 48 hours
behind time !

Torquay Municipal Lighting . - The municipal elec

tricity works were formally inaugurated last Friday by the

Mayoress of Torquay. In a sabe quent issue we shall

duscribe the principal features of the system .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .Technical Education . The presentation of certificates

to art, science and domestic economy scholars, under the

TechnicalEducation Board of the London County Council ,

was made by the Right Hon. Sir Bernhard Samuelson,

Bart, F.R.S., at the Northampton Institute, St. John

Street Road, E.C., last night.

The Successor of Prof. Galileo Ferraris . - An

American exchange says that Prof. Luigi Lombardi hug

been appointed Professor of Technical Physics at the In

dastrial Museum of Turin to fill the chair which was left

Vacant by the death of Prof. Galileo Ferraris.

Mechanical Engineering in Germany. It is stated

by H.M. Ambassador at Berlin that no further applications

for admission to the Mechanical Engineering Department

of the Technical High School at Charlottenburg, near

Berlin, can be received after April 1st next from persons

not of German nationality, as the increase of students in

that department has been so great that the accommodation
is overtaxed .

London and District Matoscope Company, Limited

(56,367 ).- Registered March 4thwith capital £ 75,000 io £l shares,

to adopt an agreement with theMutoscope and Biograph Syndicate,

Limited, for the acquisition of a license to use certain patents , to

manufacturo, sell and deal in mutoscopes, biographs, photographic

apparatus, and to carry on the business of electricians, and electrical

and mechanical, metallurgical and chemical engineers. The sub

scribers (with one sbare each ) are : - E. Baker, 29, Cornbill, E.O.,

secretary ; M. J. M. Campbell, Orleans Club, King's Street, W.,

gentleman ; E. J. Nicholas, 29, Cornbill,E.C., secretary ; W. Johnson ,

8, Shalcombe Street, Chelsea, S.W., clerk ; G. Beeson, 2, Clarendon

Terrace, W .. clerk ; 8. E. Newman,72, Romilly Road,Finsbury Park ,

N., clerk ; R. Humphreys, 23, Digby Road, South Hackney, N.E.,

clerk . The numberof directors is not to be less than two por more

than seven . The subscribers are to appoint the irst. Qualification ,

100shares ; remuneration, £ 1,000 per annum , and a percentage of the

profits divisible. Registered office, 29, Cornhill, E.O.

Phoebus Solder and Electric Soldering Fluid Com

pany, Limited (56,373). - Registered March4th with capital£ 4,000

in £ 1 sbares, to acquireand carry on the business of solder, soldering

fluid and alloy manufacturers carried on as the “ Phoebus Solder and

Electric Fluid Company ” at 5, York Grove, Peckham , 8.E. The

Bubscribers (with one share each) are :-E.É. Bailey , 69, Kilmoisie

Road,Forest Hill, 8.E., engineer ; L.O. J.Graper,3, Harman Street,

Kingsland, N., traveller; J. R. Woodley, Hopton Road, Streatham,

8.W., accountant; H. H. Champness, 47, Huddlestone Road, Tutaeli

Park, N., gentleman ; C. G. Cheverton , 43, Breakspears Road, 8 .

Jobns, S.E., gentlemad ; A. H.White, 26 , RosenthalRoad, Cattord,

stockjobber;F. D. Sandell, 12, Ravensbourne Road ,Catford, accoun

tant. Table " A " mainly applies. Registered office, 5, York Grove,

Queen's Road, Peokban , S.E.

Electric Lighting and Fittings Corporation. Limited

(56,379).- Registered MarchBtb with capital £ 50 000 in £1 shares to

carry on the business of el=ctrical and meobanical engineers, aod

manafacturers of and dealers in electric, magnetic, telegraphic,tele

phonic, and other appliances, and steam , hydraulic, pneumatic, and

Other engines. Thesubscribers (with one share each) are :-A. Cross ,

2. Balliol Road, Bootle, timber merchant; J. A. Dargue, O.E., 175 ,

Bedford Street, Liverpool; J. B. Hepbarn, 21, Brasenose Road,

Liverpool, engineer ; L. Hughes, 23/31, Hatton Garden, Liverpool,

merchant; T. H. W. Walker, 41, North John Street , Liverpool,

Architect ; H. Isaac, 23 , Great Charlotte Street, Liverpool, fishmonger;

C. Birchall, Egremont, Chester, shipowner. The number of directors

is not to be less than three nor more than seven ; the first are the first

five subscribers ; qualification , £200 ; remuneration as fixed by

the company. Registered by Oameron, Kemm & Co., Gresham

House, E.C.

Damages Awarded .-- At the Brompton County Court

on Monday, Mr. John Price, an excavator for the new

Central London Electric Railway, was awarded , by agree

ment, £ 800 and costs, ander theEmployers' LiabilityAct.

In November last a heavy quantity of earth fell on him,

cansing motor paralysis of both legs.

Appointment Vacant, - The British Electric Traction

Company, Limited, is wanting an electrical engineer to

desigo and construct power houses, and to undertake the

electrical equipment of tramways, including rolling stock,

bat not permanent way. See our " Official Notices " this
week .

The Wonders of the Telegraph . - The following mar

vellous instanceof what the electric telegraph is now capable

of doing appeared in yesterday's Standard:

HARDING. - On March 19th, at Chefoo, China, the wife of John

Reginald Harding, M.I.C.E., of a son . (By telegram ).
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Best & Lloyd, Limited (56,397).- Registered March

8th with capital £ 50,000 in £10 shares, to acquire and carry on ( 1)

the business of a manufacturer of, and dealer in , chandeliersand

electric and gas fittings carried on by R E. Best, at Handsworth, Stat

fordshire, as " Best and Lloyd ," and (2) the business of a manufac

tarer of and dealer in red lead carried on by R. H. Best at Handsworth,

Staffordshire, as " J. and H. Lloyd ,” and to adopt two agreements

with the said vendor. The subscribers ( with one sbare each ) are:

R. H. Best, Cambray Works, Handsworth, manufacturer; W. R.

Nicholl, Northleigh, Olton, near Birmingham , accountant; J.

Pinckston, Stowe Villa, Albert Street, Handsworth, manager; G.

Vale, Lanriston, Rookery Road, Handsworth, manager ; Miss E.H.

Best, 23, Radnor Road , Handsworth ; Miss L. H. Best., 23, Radnor

Road , Handsworth ; Mrs. E. M. Best, 146, Hamstead Road, Hands

worth. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor

more than five; the first are R. H. Best ( chairman , with £ 1,000 per

annum ) ; W. R. Nicholl,G. Vale and J. Pinckston ; qualification, 50

shares; remuneration, £ 100 per annum . Registered by Waterlow

Bros. & Layton, Limited, Birchin Lane, E C.

British Electric Meter Company, Limited (56,408) .

- Registered March 8thwith capital £5,000 in £10 shares, to acquire

and turn to account a sole selling agency and an option for an exclu

sive manufacturing licenge inthe Bastian electrolytic meter, and

prepayment attachment, and to adopt an agreement with the Tourtel

Gas and General EngineeringCompany, Limited. Thesubscribers

(with one share each ) are :-1.V. Askham ,41,Clifford Gardens, Kensal

Rise, W., secretary ; J. M. Tourtel, 35, St. Luke's Road , Westbourne

Park, W., gentleman; C. E. Smith, 1, Wedmore Gardens, Upper

Holloway, foreman ; J. B. Birnbaum , 2, Long Acre, W.O. , merchant;

A. Laurmon, 39, Westbourne Street, Sloane Square, S.W., clerk ; O.

G. Peterson , 82 ,Weed Vale, Forest Hill, S.E. , clerk ; W. H. Carlisle,

54 , Margravine Gardens, West Kensington, clerk. The number of

directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five. The first

are : A. F. Davies and J. M. Tourtel. Remuneration, two guineas

each per boardmeeting attended. Registered by Devonshire & Co.,

1, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry , E.C.

Costa Rica Electric Light and Traction Company,

Limited (56,447).- Registered March 10th with capital £ 130,000 in

£1 sbares, to adopt an agreement with M. C. Keithto carry on the

business of electric lighting in the Republic of Costa Rica or else

where, and to carry on the business of tramway and light railway

proprietors, common carriere, electricians, mechanical engineers, & c .

The subscribers ( with one sbare each ) are :-R. Killman, 14 , Sunny

side Road, Ilford , accountant ; T. S.Cocke,71 , College Street, Putney,

clerk ; F. Chipperfield , 179, Choumert Road, Peckham , S.E., clerk ;

J. C. Holliday ,9, New Broad Street, E.O., clerk ; F. A. Firth , Copt

ball, Twickenham , gentleman ; 8. W. White, Sydney House, Barrow

Road, Streatham , clerk ; W. H. Avery , Clareville, Sutton, secretary.

The number of directors is not to be less than three por more

than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Qualification ,

£ 260 ; remuneration, £ 180 each per annum , and £ 200 for the chair

man . Registered by Ashurst & Co., 17, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.

Premier Electricity Meter Company, Limited

(56,448 ).- Registered March 10th with capital £ 25,000 in £5shares,

to carry on the business of electric meter manufacturers and dealers,

and electricians. The subscribers (with one sbare each ) are :-J.

Atherton , 11, Charing Cross Road, W.C., manufacturer ; C. M.

Downie, 24, NewmanStreet, Oxford Street, W. , electrical engineer;

J. Downs, 8, Marlborough Villas, Wimbledon, clerk ; W. M. M.

Forwood, 15, Union Conrt, Spl., solicitor ; 0. O. Grindrod, 11 ,

Knoweley Road , Rock Ferry, Chesbire, gentleman ; 4. E. Haptie,

5, Durham Road, Seaforth , near Spl. , cashier; A. Ruckley, 8, York

Road , Seacombe, Cheshire, clerk . The number of directors is not

to be less than three nor more than seven . The subscribers are to

appoint the first. Qualifications, £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by the

company. Registered by T. T. Bull, 22, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Shirras , Laing & Co., Limited (3,793).-Registered

at Edinburgh March 10th with capital £ 30,000 in £ 1 shares, to

acquire the businessof Sbirras, Laing & Co., ironmongers, blacksmiths,

electrical and heating engineers, 46–52, School Hilland Barriet

Street, and Back Wynd, Aberdeen ,and to carryon and develop the

same. The subscribers are :-J. Murray, 28, St. Nicholas Strert,

Aberdeen, publisher, 300 sbares ; D. Bmith, 27, Argyll Place, Aber

deen, farmer, 400 shares ; J. Taggart, 92,Great Western Road , Aber

deen ,granitemerchant, 200 shares; H. Mortimer, 143, Union Street,

Aberdeen, solicitor, 200 shares; G. Sbirras, School Hill , Aberdeen,

ironmonger, 1,000 shares; R. Haley, School Hill, Aberdeen, iron .

monger, 1,000 shares ; J. Stephen, 3, Corridean Wynd, Aberdeen,

engraver, 250 shares. The directors are to be afterwards appointed .

Qualification , 200 shares. Registered by Simpson and Warwick,.

W.8., 18, Heriot Row , Edinburgh.

Love's Electric Traction Company, Limited (56,471).

-Registered March 12th with capital £ 20,000 in £1 shares to

acquire the letters patent for the United Kingdom and various

countries other than the U.S.A. and Spain in respect of Love's

Bystem of electric traction, to adopt an agreement with J. O. Love

and J. E. Hodges, and to carry on the business of electrical and

general engineers, machinery manufacturers, tramway and railway

proprietors and suppliers of electricity. The subscribers (with one

sbare each ) are :-P. W. Goldring, 20, Abchurch Lane, E.C.,_law

student ; W. E. Elmslie, 20 , Abchurch Lane, E.C. , solicitor ; H. J.

Church . 15, Bendrell Road , Brockley, 8.E., clerk ; J. Perry, 175,

EssexRoad, Islington , clerk ; J. L. Cooper, 6 , UnionRoad,Tuffnell

Park, N., accountant; H. J. Bethell, 128, Beresford Road, Hornsey,

N., clerk ; A. E. Seamer, 7, Park Place Villas, W., clerk . The num.

ber of directors is not to be less than three por more than seven .

The first are :-J. C. Love, J. E. Hodges, W.O. Slaughter, and C. L.

Philips ; qualification £ 200 ; remuneration as fixed by the company.
Registered by Goldring & Philips, 20, Abchurch Lane, E.C.

Mid-Air Bulletin Syndicate, Limited (56,507 ) .

Registered March 15th with capital £ 6,500 in £l shares, to acquire,

own, and work certain letters patent granted to 8. Orandall, for

" improvement in electric signalling and other apparatus," and to

adopt a certain agreement. The subscribers (with one share each)

are :-F. Brown, Walsall, electrical engineer; J. E. Sheldon, Stafford

Street, Birmingham , manufacturer; L. S. Orandall, 62, Moor Street,

Birmingham ,inventor ; W. H. Ryle , 35, Temple Street, Birmingbam ,

land agent; H.A.Pepper,14, Temple Street,Birmingham , chartered

accountant; E. M. Radland, 14, Temple Street, Birmingham ,

chartered accountant; J. S. Remington, 97, Castleford Road, Spark
Hill, Birmingham , secretary. W. H. Rgle is the first chairman and

director. Registered by C. Doubble, 14, Serjeant's Inn , E.C.

Hart SecondaryBattery Syndicate, Limited (56,511) .

-Registered March 15th with capital£ 5,000 in £1 shares, to adopt
an agreement with W. Hart and E. J. Clark, and to carry on the

business of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, sup

pliers of electricity , and electrical apparatua manufacturers. The

subscribers (with 150 shares each ) are :-G. W.Kidd, 229,Romford

Road, E., licensed victualler; L. W.Spratt, 369, Romford Road, E.,

draper ; J. G. Locks, Lemna Road, Leytopstone, newspaper pro

prietor; J. G. Abraham , Craiglands, Stroud Green , surveyor ; M.

Allcock, 97, Clapton Common , N.E., gentleman ; G. Bay, 61, Broad

way, Stratford, confectioner ; S. W. Hart, Oak Dane, South Wood

tord, surveyor. Registered , without articles of association, by E.

Andrew White, 27, Clement's Lane, E.C.

I. M. Salmony & Co., Limited (56,580 ).- Registered

March 16th with capital £ 25,000 in £1 shares (5,000 5 per cent.

cumulative preference), to acquire the business of H. M.Salmony

and Co.,to adopt an agreement with H. M. Salmony and E. Rosen

berg , and to carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engi.

neers, manufacturers of, and dealers in , electricalapparatus, and con

tractors for the supply of_electricity . The subscribers (with one

share each ) are :-G . 8. Hein, 71, Lombard Street, E.C., bank

manager; F. Salmony, 166 , Finchley Road, N.W., stock jobber ; T.J.

Digby,30, Princess Road, South Norwood , electrical engineer ; F. H.

Minn , 77,Grange Park Road, Leyton , E. , electrical engineer ; J. Hart,

69, Linden Gardens, W. , electrical engineer; H. M. Salmony, 26,

Winchester Road, Swiss Cottage, NW , electrical engineer ; E.

Rosenberg, 34 , Dryden Chambers, Oxford Street, W., electrical engi.

The number of directors is not to be less than four por more

than six ; the first are H. M. Salmony, E. Rosenberg, and H.

Schwabe. Qualification, £260 debentures, or £ 100 shares; remune
ration as fixed by the company. Registered by M. Abrahams, Sons

and Co., 80, Old Jewry, E.C.

Direct Telephone Exchange Syndicate, Limited

(56,542 ).- Registered March 17th with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares,

to adopt an agreement with H. Leupold & Vautin, and to carry on the

business of a telephone, telegraph , electric light, heat and power

supply company . Thesubscribers (with one share each ) are :-P. H.

Gardner, 47, Barnam Road , Tollington Park , N. , accountant ; J. E. T.

Wells, 13, Knogle Street, New Cross, 8.E., clerk ; J. T. Hayter, 8,

Mehetabel Road, Hackney, N.E.,writer ; O. H. Weeks, 60, Fozbam

Road, Tulnall Park, N., solicitor ; C. Hof, 52, Leadenhall Street, E.C.,

merchant; B. Steinert, 218, Winchester House, E.C., gentleman;

H. Leupold, 20, Grange Road, Norwood , 8.E., gentleman. Table

" A ," mainly applies. Registered by A. Maxwell, 41 , Bishopsgate

Street, E.C.

The National Engineering Supply Company,

Limited (3,808).- Registered at EdinburghMarch18th with capital
£ 2,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the business of steam and elec

trical engineers, machinery and metal merchants, and agents.

The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-T. McStraith , 70,

Wellington Street, Glasgow , accountant; M. Brown, 5, Hayfield

Terrace, Glasgow , merchant; W. Thorn, 14, Scott Street, Bridgeton,

Glasgow , clerk ; J. Smith , 70, Wellington Street, Glasgow , engineer;

A. Paterson, 109, Bath Street, Glasgow , writer ; G.Chapman, 109,
Bath Street, Glasgow, writer ; J. McTaggart, 78, Kelvia Street,

Glasgow , builder. Directors areto be afterwardsappointed; qualifi
cation , 100 shares. Registered by Breeze, Paterson & Chapman,

109, Bath Street, Glasgow . Registered office, 312, Argyle Street,

Glasgow .

neer.

)

:

OTTIOIAL RETURNS OF ELIOTRICAL

OOMPANIES.

Headland's Patent Electric Storage Battery Com .

pany, Limited(45,524).— This company's annual return was filed on

January 18th ,when19,665 shares were taken up ont of a capital of

£ 20,000 in £1 shares. 14,993 are considered as paid , £ 1 per share

has been called on seven , and 108. per share on theremainder.

£2,389 103. has been received, which includes £ 50 paid in advance.

Harp Are Lamp Syndicate, Limited (41,057).- A8

this company is not doing anybusiness, thesecretaryhas requested

that its name be erased from the Register of Joint stock Companies.

Buenos Ayres Electric Light Company, Limited
( 16,057).— This company's annual return was filed on

The capitalis £ 100,000in 9,986 shares of £ 10 each ,and 70 founders'

shares of £2 each . All the latter have been subscribed for, but no

calls have been made.

Januar
y
1st.
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CITY NOTES. This company continues to make substantial

The Hove Elec- progress, and though it has, during the past year,

tric Lighting made a considorable reduction in the price

Company. charged for electricity, there is every reason to

anticipate an increased clientèle from that cause

alone. There is å marked decrease in the cost of production , the

most striking being in the repairs and maintenance account, which

stands at £ 209, against £ 340 last year. - Considerable extensions to

the company's systems have taken place, and probably the next

accounts will demonstrate the benefits arising from enlarging the

scope of the company's operations.

The increase in the various directions are indicated below :

INCREASE .

Capital

expenditure.

Output in

units.

Working

expenses.

Revenue from

sale of current.

£ 4,874 67,681 £ 262 £ 677

NOTWITHSTANDING the short period for which

Hanley the loans in the case of Hanley have been

Corporation granted, the electricity works are rapidly arriving

Accounts. at a profit -earning stage, after paying contri.

butions to sinking fand and interest on loans.

The following paragraphs from the engineer's report are worth

quotiog:

“ The total expenditurewas£ 4,000 78. 8d ., andthe total receipts

were£ 6,5201s. 73.,according tothe Board of Trade returns, leaving

£ 2,519 13s. 11d . as the gross profits of theundertaking to be carried

to the net revenueaccount. This amount represents a profit of4.88

per cent.on the capital expended. The receipts do not showsuch an

increased consumption as was hoped for bythe reduction in price

from 63. to 5d. ; in fact, the customers who formerly paid 6d. , taken

collectively, and of course includingcorporation buildings,have con

sumed less current in 1897 than in 1896. This seems conclusively to

point out that a much greater inducement was necessary to bring in

long -hour consumers, and this has now been given ; but owing to

hesitation on the part of intending customers, the good results may

not come immediately. The lowering of the price, particularly to

private houses and to shops having long hours should ,however, during

the ensuing few years, prove to be a wise and sound course, unless

Hanley isto be different from all other places.

" It will be noted that notwithstanding the reduction in price , the

very great addition to the sam required to be paid to the sinking

fund and the large soms expended in maintenance, rates and taxes,

that the deficiency is so small an amount as £188 11s. Id. on & groes

income of £ 6,520. A very few additional customers would have

converted that amount into a net profit, in fact, the new connections

made alrendy more than warrant the belief that such a sum will be

cleared off in the first half -year. The effect of the new optional

charges is, of course , a distinctmatter. If the price had remained at

6d. and the same quantity sold , the income would have been £ 1,000

more. On the other hand, the lowering of the price has undoubtedly

brought new customers in, and it isonly reasonable toestimate that

the loss caused by the new charges during thefirst half of this year

will be balanced by the gain in the second half. "

The following table shows the increase in the various items :

INCREASE .

... ...

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897 . 1896 .

Total capital expended £66,896 £ 62,022

Number of units sold 268,243 200,562

Number of lamps connected 27,777 21,794

Revenue from sale of current ... £ 6,839 £6,162

Net revenue £ 3,602 £ 3,114

Average price obtained per unit 6•11d. 7.39d .

Cost of Production , £ Per unit. 1896 ,

Coal .. 805 •72d, •791.

Oil, waste, water, and engine room } 119 •11d. 16d.

Salaries and wages at generating } 785
• 70d . •881.

station

Repairsandmaintenanceofbuild. } 209 W0172 0.t}• 19d . 411 ,
ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

...

.
.
.

stores

"Works'costl

184 • 16d . 27d.

Capital

expenditure.

Output in

units.

Working

expenses .

Revenue from

sale of current.

1,172 1 •04d . 1.28d .

Rent, rates and taxes

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration , salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, .clerks, & c.,

stationery and printing, general
establishment charges, auditors,

law charges and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}
account

Renewal fund account

£ 7,491 3,881 £ 1,400 £ 1,9 :30

-

Total £ 3,274 2.92d. 379d.
1896 .

£ 44,143

247,881 Revenue.
B. d .£

6,839 0 0

Average price

obtained

per unit .

6 • 11d .
... ...

.

£ 4,362

By sale of current

Meter rents , &c.

Supply of steain

Transfer fees

426 0 0

0 0

£ 1,791

Total £ 7,269 0 0 6 :11d ..
.
. ... 4.5d ,

The following table gives the cost per unit:

1897 .

Total capital expended $51,634

Number of units sold 351,762

Namber of lamps connected

Revenue from sale of current £6,292

Net revenue £ 2,520

Ayerage price obtained per unit 4.2d .

Cost of production.
£ Per unit.

Coal .. 1,003 .68d .

Oil, waste, water, and engine room } 226 •15d.
stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 887*
•60d .

station

Works' cost

Repairs and maintenance of build } } •67d.
ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

Rent, rates and taxes 857 • 24d .

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration , salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c., 535

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,
law cb ges , and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant

Renewal fund account ..

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal accounts ),

2 :92d . ; works' cost, 1 • 72d .
..

1896 .

•73d .

•19d.

-57d .

-50d .

992 * { " 207a.

15d.

• 36d . 381.

Total £ 4,000 2 : 70d . 2 :52d.

THIS company has been formed for the purpose

The Electric of making installations of electric plant for light

Installation ing or other purposes in public institutions,

Company, hotels, mills, factories, collieries, warehouses,

Limited , shops, & c ., on the hire -purchase system or on a

rental. It is not proposed that the company

should manufacture the different appliances required in such installa

tions, but that its revenue should be derived from payments to be

made for the bire and rental of electric plant. Generally, arrange

ments with customers would be such that all claims against them

would be satisfied after the rental had been paid for 10 years. It is

obvious that such a scheme calls for heavy expenditure, and it is not

surprising, therefore, to find that the capital of the company which

is courageous enough to embark upon such an enterprise is £ 100,000

in £1 shares. The immediate call is for 2s. 6d. on application and

23. 6d. on allotment. In a sense, the company may be considered a

Manchester one. The directors are mainly Manchester merchants,

the offices of the company are in Manchester, and the consulting

engineer is Mr. F. F. Bennett, of Manchester . No doubt Lancashire

and the north country generally presents a very favourable field for

the operations of the company, and we see little reason why it should

not meet with some success . It is exceptional,not to say remarkable,

that in this company no promotion money will be paid ; there are

few electrical companies that can say the same.

Revenue.

Average price

obtained

per unit.

4.2d ,

£ 8. d .

6,292 0 0

150 0 0

By sale of current

Meter rents, & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer ees

Other items 78 0 0

Total £ 6,520 0 0 4.2d.

Attending and repairs of arc lamps ( £ 295) added to these two items.

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal

accounts), 2-67d.; -works' cost, 2 :07d .
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The report of this company, covering a period

Brockie -Pell of 17 months, bas just been issued , but it is

Arc Lamp impossible in this issue to do more than make a

Company. few extracts from it. Profit and loss account show

on the debtor side, £7,737 , the principal items of

which are, directors' fees, £1,676 ; and salaries, £3,257. The credit side

shows manufacturing gross profit, £ 2,085, and royalties nearly £ 1,000,

there being practically a loss of £4,590 on the 17 months' workiog.

According to the report, this is mainly due to the time taken in equip.

ping the works with the various machines for the making of the lamps.

The first 100 lampg, made entirely at the company's factory in Taber

nacle Street, were not completed till the end of July last, so that the

business has only been in full swing for a period of from five to six

months. Orders for lamps received from month to month , show a

steady increase. A contract has been signed for the disposal of the

French and Belgian patents for £ 3,000, of which £ 500 has been

received on account,

& n

Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited,

MB.J. IBVING COURTENAY presided at the general meeting of this com

pany beld last Thursday, and said it was a pleasure to him to be able

again to report a continual improvement in the results obtained.
The £ 60,000 ordinary sbare capital subscribed in 1896 did not rank

with the ordinary capital previously subscribed until 1897, and, not

withstanding this additional capital, the increase in the business had

enabled them to show a profit which would allow of 6 per cent.

being paid on the ordinary shares, as compared with 5 per cent. on

the smaller capital of previous years, carrying forward a balance of

£ 1,652 4.. 10. to meet contingencies. That the public was now fully

alive to the value of the electric light was amply demonstrated by

the substantial addition to their circuits of over16,000 lamps during

the year, and the large increase in the use of the light generallythrough

out the metropolis and in the provinces. That lact was of itselt an

explanation of the necessity for the expansion in capital expenditure,

and so long as this expenditure brought an increasing return ,nonewould

have cause to complain . They bad added a valuable becarity to the

property in the form of freehold land, and substantial buildings on

this land, to the extent of over £20,000, and had increased the plant,

machinery, mains and meters by nearly £ 35,000. The progressduring

the year had been continuous and steady, and it really seemed as if

an average of 16,000 or 18,000 lamps annually would continue to be

added. They must, however, make provision for somewhat larger

additions, because it frequently happenedthat a new estate would be

completed, and shops and offices all opened at once ; constant care was

exercised by the staff in watching the progress of the various estates.

Toe new sub-station in PavilionRoadwas of sufficient capacity to

cope with the maximum demandever likely to arise in its neighbour

hood. They bad laid, daring the year, about 91 miles of casing,

which was capable of accommodating about 36 miles of conductor,

and bad actually drawn in during the year some 164 miles of

conductor into the ways just mentioned . There were added

during the year 16,178 lamps, or their equivalent in the 12

months, so that the total number of lamps on December 31st

was 96,758, since which they had passed the hundred thousand .

The chairman then referredto the compulsory purchase of property

adjoining, and in the neighbourhood of, their works in Chelsea,

for which a Bill bad been promoted in Parliament. The cost of pro

duction bad been slightly reduced, and, from the character of their

district, the improvements introduced in their machinery, and the
indications in the present accounts, they mightfairly expect progres

sive improvement in the return on capital. In regard to vibration

troubles, their works were now equipped with the most recenttype

of plant, and every precaution that the best practical experience

could suggest had been taken , and as they had, in addition ,made a

careful inspection of the property in the neighbourhood, they had no

fear of the ultimate issue of any complaints that may be made against

the company .

The report and accounts were then adopted .

large, but it is not so in fact. The Board of Trade insisted upon the

capital beiog underwritten to the extent of £ 200,000 before they

would let this company have the order, and that in itsell, with the

brokerage, absorbed £24,000 of the amount. He should like to com

pare the expenditure with that of two other large companies ia

London -- namely, the Westminster and the 8t. Jant s's Companies

and to say that their order had not cost them one -half of what theirs

bad cost them , because in one case they had had to redeem their

founders' shares at acost of £120 000 , and in the other case he believed

at £ 159,000 , whereas £ 47,000 was the absolute cost to them of this order.

With regard to the issue of the balance of the share capital, the facta

of the case are these : the shares subscribed for gave them a little

over £ 200,000 to fulfil contracts and carry out works involving an

expenditure of about £ 300,003. In Jaly last they could not getmore

capital, as the shares were considerably below par, and it was illegal

toissue shares at a discount. Any offer to the shareholders wbichit

had been suggested should have been made, would still further have

depreciated the shares and have thus added to the difficulties. The

board had many serious consultations, and at last most relactantly

instructed their engineer to cut down the contracts ; but then arose

an unforeseen difficulty. They were under an obligation to the

Lambeth Vestry to build a dust destructor capable of burning a

certain nomber of tons of refuse per annum, so that this,the largest

contract, could not be reduced. They, however, arranged to cutdown

the engines, cables, and other machinery byone-third, but they did

this only as a last resource, as they knew full well that this meant

doingaway with any possibility of early dividends; but there was, at

that time, no other course open to them . However, on July 29th,
Mr. Cook, a gentleman whom the board knew to be connected with a

strong groupof financiers, called on the board and offered to take the

1,530 shares necessary to obtain a Stock Exchange quotation , at

par - although shares could be parchased in the open market

at a considerable discount - conditionally upon giving him
option at par for the balance up to December 1st.

Mr. Cook told them in the most straightforward manner that

he was representing some financial gentlemen of considerable

means, and the inference they drew from this statement was that it

was almost certain the option would be exercised, and that the

necessary lands for carrying out the scheme in full were sure to be

provided . Mr. Cook , however, fjand somedifficulty at the outset in

making his arrangements, as so many people had left London for the

holidays, and at the next board meeting he asked for a month's grace.

Tbis was agreed to , and at the end of that time the cheque was forth.

coming, and application for a Stock Exchange quotation was daly

made and granted. SubsequentlyMr. Cook transferred his option to

Mr. Atherton, the gentleman who had some months previouslypro

moted the company, and he at the expiration of the option at the

endof November,came to the board andoffered to take up and pay

for the whole of the shares covered by it if the board so desired. He,

however, made another proposal, to the effect that he should then

only take up and pay for 12,500 shares out of the 21,659, leaving the

balance - namely, 9,159 — over until March 1st, and payiog tothe

company interest at the rate of 4 per cent. on the £ 18,318. The

board thereupon considered which of these two offers would

be most beneficial to the company, and came to the con

clusion that Mr. Atherton's second proposal was the better.

They had read Mr. Wheelock's circulare , andhe ( the chairman) bad

told them the facts. As directors, they had only to consider the true

interests of the company. With no quotation,with shares at a dis

count, and insufficient capital at their command to carry out their pro

gramme, the directors were satisfied that in placing ibe balance of

capital asthey did, they acted as men of business in the interests of

the sharebolders. None of the directors had any interest in the

allotment made to Mr. Atherton, either directly or indirectly. Io

order to show that they had not allowed the work to lag, he might

mention that the local authorities had represented thatthe progress

in laying the mains wassomewhat too rapid toenable them to keep

pacewith the company in the work of reinstating the streets, a com .

pliment which was most satisfactory . The chairman then movedthe

adoption of the report.

Mr. BROOKE -HITCHIN seconded the motion .

Mr. A. BROOKE moved the following amendment : " That the

report be received but not adopted, and that a committee of five

shareholders be appointed , with power to add to their number, to

inquire into the formation and past management of the company,

and the relations between the board and the promoter, and with

power to call for books and documents, and to obtain such legal and

professional assistance as may be necessary, such committee to report

to ameeting to be called forMonday, April 18th, 1898."

After some discussion the amendment was negatived, only four

votes being recorded in its favour, and the report and accounts were

adopted .

South Loudon Electric Supply Corporation .

The ordinary general meeting of the South London Electric Supply

Corporation , Limited, was beld on Monday last at Winchester House,

E.C., Mr. George Ellis, J.P. , presiding.

The CHAIRMAN said : Steady progress was being made in all direc

tiong. Most new undertakings suffered from delays ; theirs, so far,

bad not been very serious, and had been amply compensated for by

the acquisition of the site which they had succeeded in obtaining

after lengthy negotiations. It was practically in the centre of the

area of supply ; it required no clearing and hardly any levelling, and

the three acres of freehold land cost under £ 10,000 ; a better site for

the operations there could not be. Referring to the accounts, a cer.

tain proportion of the administration expenses had been allocated to

the cost of land , buildings, macbinery, plant and mains. It had been

stated that no dividend could be paid till the cost of the order and

expenses, amounting to £47,000, bad been paid off. This was not

true ; the expenditure cuuld be placed to a suspense account.

The Board of Trade would allow a dividend to be paid so long asa

suitable amount was set aside for the extioction of the item . No

doubt some of them had been told that £47,000 was a large sum for

this order and the expenses. On the face of it, it does seem

The Direct Spanish Telegraph Company. Limited.

The report and accounts of the directors for the year ended December

31st, 1897, to be presented at the yearly general meetiag of share

holders, to be held on Tuesday, March 20th, 1898, states that the

accounts for the year ended December 31st, 1897, sbow , after pro

viding for interest on , and redemption of, debentures, a balance to

the creditof revenue of £ 12,975 68. 4d. After adding the usual sum

of £5,000 to the reserve fund,the balance will amount to £ 7,975 6s. 4d.,

and the directors recommend the declaration of dividends for the

year 1897, of 10 per cent. on the preference shares, and 4 per cent.,

freeof income-tax, ontheordinaryshares,absorbing£5,486 48. Half

of this amount was distributedon October 1st, 1897, asan interim

dividend in respect of the half - year ended Jane 30th, 1897.

Thetraffic receiptsshow a decreaseof£ 2,92738.11d .,as compared
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withthe year 1896 , when, as stated in last year's report, the increase

was due to exceptional circumstances. Thereductions of rates, and

the mode of counting the words in telegrams, adopted at the Buda
Pesth Conterence, came into force on July 1st, 1897, and have, as was

expected , adversely affected the company's receipts.

The working expenses are £223 8s. 11d. in excess of those for the

year 1896. The company's cables and land lines in connection with

them have continued in good working order throughout the year. Ia

the report of the directors of September 11th, 1894, it was stated that

the construction of a new breakwater at Bilbaoplaced thecompany

under the necessity of removing the shore end of the Falmouth

Bilbao cable to a point outside the new breakwater, and that the cost

ofthis removal was chargeable to the harbour authorities at Bilbao.

The directora regret that the liability ofthe harbour authorities

was not admitted by the Spanish Courts. The cost of the removal

of the shore end, amounting to £3,514 53. 2d ., has, therefore, been

debited to the reserve fand, and it is proposed that the balance of the

revenge account, amounting to £ 2,489 2:. 4d., be transferred to the

reserve food towards the payment of this amount, and that the

£ 1,025 2s. 100., required tomake up the cost of the removal, berepaid

to the reserve fund out of future revenue. The reserve fund now

amounts to £ 44,769 118. 2d. The directors report, with extreme

regret, the death of Me. Edmund Etlinger, who had been a director

of the company since its formation in 1872. The directors have filled

the vacancy so csused by the appointment of Mr. F. Alexander
Johnston .

Io commemoration of Her Majesty's Diamond Jubilee, the directors

have granted a bonus to all employés in the company's service.

Mr. F.Alexander Joboston is the director retiring by rotation , and

offers himself for re -election . The auditors, Messrs. Deloitte, Daver,

Griffiths & Co., retire, and offer themselves for re -election .

sopply the town --which theywere still doiog, although on more re

munerative terms - they would have spare lightfor private customers.

As they knew , since their last annual meeting, theyhad had a special

generalmeeting, at whichthe shareholders unanimously adoptedthe

suggestions of the board, that the contract with the Corporation

should be entered into. That contract w 48 accordiagly entered into ;

bat at present nothing farther had been done, because the Corpora

tion were seeking to obtain their provisional order, without which

they could not take the works over. They, at present, were still

lighting the front line underarrangement with the Corporation from

month to month, until the Town Council were able to supply light

for themselves. But they did not anticipate, even when they lost

this lighting, that they would sustain any loss, because they had con

siderable demands for private lighting, which they couldcarry out,

but which they had been afraid to add to the burdenon the machinery

already taxed with the public lighting .

Mr.A. BRAY seconded the motion, which was adopted.

Willans & Robinson, Limited .

Tra eighth hall - yearly report of the directors, to be submitted at the

ordinary general meeting of the company, to be held at the City

TerminusHotel, Cannon Street, London, at 3 p.m., on Wednesday,

March 30th, 1898 , states that the accounts for the hall-year ended

December 29tb, 1897, are submitted herewith. After writing off as

depreciation from plaat, patents, & c., the sum of £ 5,277. 8s. 4d.

(against £ 4,162 11s. 2d. last half-year), and paying interest upon

debentare stock, the balance to the credit of profit and loss account

for th , half-year (including £1,959 138. 78. brought forward) is

£ 16,053 Os, 10d. Out of this the directors propose that dividends be

paid at the fall rate of 6 per cent. per annum upon the preference

shares, and at 8 per cent. per annum upon the ordinary shares,

together amounting to £ 8,707 178. 7d . The amount payable to the

original directors,in accordance with the articles of Association, is

£ 1,832 59. , leaving a balance of£5,512 18s. 3d. From this the directors

propose to carry £ 2,000 to the debentare redemption fand, and £ 1,500

to the reserve fand (against £ 1,000 last ball-year ), leaving a balance

of £ 2,012 18s. 3d. to be carried forward . The directors feel that the

satisfactory resultsof the half -year's trading, achievedunder circum
stances not altogether favourable, coupledwith excellent prospects

for the lature, justity them in recommending a moderate increase of
dividend .

In accordance with the announcements made in the last report,

applications have been invited from the shareholders for the balance

ofthe unissaed shares, viz ., 3,000 preference and 3,000 ordinary
sbares.

As required by the articles of association, two of the directors, viz .,

Mr. Robinson and Capt. Sankey , retire, but are eligible, and offer

themselves for re - election.

The auditors, Messrs. Cooper Bros. & Co., also retire, but are eligible
for re -election .

The Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited,

The report of directors to be presented at the ordinary general

meeting next Tuesday at Wincbester House, states that the directors

submit a statement of the company's accounts for the year ending

December 31st,1897, prepared in the form prescribed by the Board of

Tradeunder the provisions of the Electric Lighting Acts, 1882
and 1888.

The capital expenditure, which at the end of 1896 amounted to

£ 757,03513s. 11d. , has now reached a total of £ 850,831 103. 93., the

increase during the year baviog been £ 93,795 16s. 101. The

principal items are mains and apparatas, and the purchase of a site

for future extensions. The balance of capital in hand at the end of

the year was £ 29,597 183. 101. The gross revenue for the year

amounted to £138,267 149. 6d. against £ 116,459 49. in 1898, being an

increase of £ 21,808 103. 6d. The cost of generation , which in 1898

was £52,619 49. 91. amounted in 1897 to £ 58,604 6s. 4d., or an in

crease of £5,985 03. 7d .

The balance to the credit of the revenue account, before pro .

viding for depreciation , is £58,721 103. The directors have set
aside£ 15,000 as an addition to the depreciation account carry .

ing to the credit of the net revenue account, the sum of

£ 43,721 104. which , with the balance brought forward from last

account and other receipts, makes a total of £46,917 3s. 6d. After

deductiog debenture and share interest and other charges , there
appears abalance of £22,989 6s. 6d. An interim dividend of 53. per

share on the ordinary sbare capital was paid on October 15th , 1897,

amounting to £ 12,475, and the directors recommend that a further

dividend of 78. per share on such shares b3 now paid, making a total

distribation of 128. per share for the year, or 6 per cent. on the

capital. The dividend upon the new shares being for six months

only, will be 63. per sbare, or one- half the total amount of dividend

upon the original shares. This will absorb a further som of £ 21,215,

and leave a balance of £ 1,774 6s. 60. to be carried forward to the

next account.

The number of 8 -candle -power lamps suppliedby the company

increased during the year 1897 from 308,000 to 360.000 . The present

number of lamps connected is 374,000, and the applications show no

sigas of decrease. A report from the company's engineering director

is appended,showing that the satisfactory condition of the stations,
machinery ,and plant has been maintained.

In accordance with the articles of association, the following direc

tors, viz : - Admiralof the Fleet Lord Jobo Hay, G.C.B ,W. Harrison

Cripps, Esq ., and John Birkbeck Lubbock, Esq., retire from the

board, and are eligible for re-election . The auditors, Messrs. Daloitte,

Dever, Griffiths & Co., also retire, and are eligible for re -election .

Hastings Electric Light Company.

THB annual meetingwas beld last week at the Queen's Botel. Mr.
F. A. Langham presided.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report and balance

sheet, saidthey had to work for three years undera losing contract.

It was difficult to say how much they lost, bat certainly several

hundreds a year, through being originally misinformed as to the cost

of producing the light . They had had to feel theirway, and anfor

tanately they bad to pay for it. Now that was at an end it was

evident they had a good and prosperous concern , and hethought

nothing showed it more thanthe figures which theyhad alluded to

intheir report, comparing the receipts for the light supplied as
against the cost of production. For his own part, and onthe part of

the directors, he must say they were deeply indebted toMr.Andrews

and to thosewho were working underhim for the pains they had taken

to obtain the result of economy which was shown in that report. He

thonght it didgreat credit to their staffthat with increased receipts and

increasedworking, although they had been able to earn about£ 1,600

more, it should have been done at an additional cost of under £ 200.

Toeir receipts had been steadily increasing for the past threeyears.

Io 1893 they were £ 6,090 ; in 1898 they had increased to £7,086,and

in 1897 they rose to £8,734 ; therefore, it was a regularly increasing

baslaess. They were taking more money each year, and they had

fair grounds for supposing,with contracts in hand, and the orders
given to them , that that state of things would extend to the present

year also. Tgeir working expenses ia 1896 to earn £ 7,086, were £5,164,

whereas in earning £ 8,734 in 1897, their expenses were only £ 5,361,

80 thatin earning £ 1,600 or £1,700 more, they expended something

under £ 200 more in the working. It was very agreeable to them to

find that the popularity of the ligbt was increasing, and that they

got new customers, because, of course, as soon as they ceased to

Sheffield Electric Light Company.

THA annual meetingof the company was held on Monday last at the

Cutler's Hall, Sheffield .

The Chairman of the Board (the Lord Mayor, Alderman FRANKLIK )

presided at the ordinary meeting, and in moving the adoption of the

report, congratulated the shareholders upon thesound financial posi

tion of the company,and in several ways pointed to unmistakeable

proofs of progress. In 1893 the revenue from the sale of current was

£ 3,555, and it increased year by year until in 1897 it reached £ 14,318.

The profits had increased in the same way , and for the past year

amounted to £ 11,392, out of which it was proposed to pay a dividend

of 124 per cent., and carry forward £ 902. The outputwas 747,067

units, against 483,427 units in 1896 and 288,406 in 1893. The greatest

percentage of increased output was in 1896, when the increase was

67 per cent., against 54 per cent. last year, but the reason of that was

that owing to the impossibility of getting additional machinery ,

chiefly in consequence of the engineering dispute, thecompany de
clined to receive new customers for several months. He alluded to,

andlaid stress upon , the decreased cost of production, stating thatin

1893 the cost of production was 5 :44d. per unit, in 1894 3.8d., in 1895

3.8d., in 1896 2-23d., and in 1897 1.56d. Within a period of 15

months the directors had broughtdown the cost of productionfrom

2 d . per unit to about 17d. The directors were convinced they had a

Valuable property, andthey were well satisfied with the progress

which bad been made.

Alderman GAMBLE seconded, and the report was adopted, as was

also one declaring a dividend of 121 per cent.

A special meeting followed , to approve the sale of the undertaking

to theCorporation of Sheffield .

The CHAIRMAN Moved the formal resolution, agreeing to sell to the

Corporation, and the resolution was unanimously carried.
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a considerable amount of new business, which they could not have

obtained in any other way. The directors had not only put aside

this year a certain amount for depreciation, but also another sum as

reserve. Machinery was constantlywearing out, and it was not80

valuable at the end of a year's working as at the beginning. The

company had been applied to to supply electricity in Thorpe,and

they were now applying to Parliamentfor an Act to enable them

to do so.

The report, after some discussion, was adopted.

Manchester Electrical Works, Limited .

The following report and balance -sheet have been sent out to the

shareholders of the Manchester Electrical Works, Limited (successors

to Woodhouse & Rawson ) : –

“ 147, Leadenhall Street, E C. , March 9th, 1898.

"Sir or Madam , Your directorshave not considered it necessary

to call a general meeting of shareholders during the past year, because

they prefer to have some definite proposals to place before you re

garding the disposal of the works, which they have been endeavour

ing to bring about on beball of the sbareholders. Negotiations for

the sale are still peading, and as soon as a firm offer can be secured

ata sufficient price, a meeting of the shareholders will at once be

called to confirm the sale. In the meantime the money that you

have subscribed is secured by a charge on the plant and stock, and

carries with it 5 per cent. interest until such time as it is repaid.

Your directors beg to forward balance -sheet, showing the financial

position on December 31st, 1897. You will notice that the total ex.

penditure for salaries and office expenses since the incorporation of

the company amounts to £ 153 28. 6d. There has been , and will be,

no further addition to this item, and your directors will continue, as

in the past, to waive their fees.

“Yours faithfully,

" WILLOUGHBY WALLACE, Chairman,"

The British Insulated Wire Company, Limited ,

The first ordinary general meeting of this companywas held last

week at the ExchangeStation Hotel, Liverpool,Mr.W. Marriner Brigg,

chairman of the board of directors presided. There were also present

Mr. E K.Muspratt, Mr. S. Z.deFerranti, Mr. J. B. Atherton, and

Mr. J. E. Pearson , directors ; Mr. F. J. Leslie, solicitor; Mr. Edward

Tracey, secretary, and a considerable number of shareholders.

The report, which was for the first eight months of the company's

working, ending December 31st last, stated that the net profits for

that period were £ 33,281, which the directors regarded as very satis

factory, being in excess of the estimate in the prospectus . They

recommended a dividend at the rate of 15 per cent. on the ordinary

shares.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report and accounts,

expressedthe pleasure of the directors at meeting the shareholders

under such happy circumstances. They had already found it neces

sary to enlarge their working premises ,and further buildings were in

progress, in order to enable them to keep pace with the orders in

hand. Fortunately their area of land at Prescot was large enough

for the extensions required, and already a competent authority bad

inlormed him that they had the most complete and best laid out

works in the country. When the new company took over the business

they had £ 200,000 worth of orders on hand. The figure now stood at

£ 300,000, and personally, he felt confident that ere long they would

require a further issue of capital in order to keep pace with the

demands upon them . He wassatisfied that they could employ a very
much larger capital profitably. He, therefore, felt entitled to con .

gratulate the shareholders, both as to what they had already done

and on the excellent prospects before them .
Mr. BERBY seconded the motion, which, after a brief discussion,

was unanimously adopted, and a dividend was declared as recom

mended .

On the motion of Mr. MUSPRATT, the retiring directors, Messrs. W.

M. Brigg and Ferranti, were unanimously re-elected, and Messrs.

Chalmers, Wade &Co. were re-appointed auditors.
A hearty vote of thanks to the chairman and directors concluded

the proceedings.

Brush Electrical Engineering Company. - The in

terim report of the directors of the Brush Electrical Engineering

Company for the six months ending December 31st last states that

the works at Loughborough bave been fully employed, and the

volume of orders received during the ball-year has been abɔve the

average of the past few years. In consequence of the increasing

demand for the company's manufactures inconnection with electric

traction, the directors are largely extending the capacity of the

works for the output of motors and cars . Other extensions of the

works at Loughborough, rendered necessary by the development of

the company's general business,arein progress. A finalsettlement

of the matters in dispute with the City of London Electric Lighting

Company has been effected. An interim dividend for the half-year

at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum has been declared on the com

pany's preferenceshares.

Stock Exchange Notices. - Application has ben made

to the Committee to appointa special settlingday in , and to grant a

quotationto , Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Limited

£ 200,000 33 per cent. first mortgage debenture..

The Committee has appointed Tuesday, March 29th, a special

settling day in W. T '. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited

-Farther issue of 2,500 ordinaryshares of £10 each, fully paid, Nos.

10,001to 12,500 ; and ordered the undermentioned to be quoted in

the Official List :-St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Com.

pany, Limited - Further issue of 12,000ordinary shares, Nos. 40,081.

to 52,080 ; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited

Farther issue of 2,500 ordinary shares, Nos. 10,001 to 12,500.

Costa Rica Electric Light and Traction Company,

Limited .-- The share capital of this company, which has beenformed

to supply electric light and operate electric tramways in San José

and Cartago and to take over existing works, is £ 130,000, in £1

shares, which are taken by the vendor in part payment of thepar

chase money, £ 130,000 5 per cent. first debentures being offered for

subscription at the price of 90. These are repayable at par on January

1st, 1948, and may meanwhile be redeemed at six months' notice at

105 per cent.

Central London Railway.- A special meeting of this

company was held last Saturday for the purpose of authorising an

increasein the number of directors, and for the election of Sir Henry

Oakley as a director. The motion was adopted, and subsequently

Sir Henry Oakley was elected chairman of the company.

Metropolitan ElectricElectric Supply Company. The.--

ordinary general meeting will be held on 29th inst., at noon, at

Winchester House. The transfer register of the ordinary and new

ordinary shares will be closed from 19th to 29th inst., both days

inclusive.

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Com

pany. — The first ordinary general (statutory) meeting will be held

at Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.O., on the 28th inst.,9

at 2 p.m.

-

Eastern Telegraph Company, Limited,-The usual

interim'dividend of 2s.6d . per share on the ordinary shares, free of

tax , in respect of the quarter ended December 31st, is announced.

Brockie- Pell Arc Lamp, Limited.This company

notifies that the transfer books of the company will be closed from

March 22nd to April 4th, 1898, both days inclusive.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

Norwich Electricity Company.

The ordinary general meeting of the shareholders was held last week .

The chairman, Mr. F. W. Harmer, presided.

The CHAIRMAN said he trusted that the report which they held in

their hands would be looked upon as satisfactory. Themostinterest

ing item of the report was the balance, either to the debit or credit

of the account, and the amount which was allotted forthe purpose of

dividend. They had never had a debit balance yet, and he hoped that

they never would have. At the end of the first year's working

they had declared a modest dividend of 3 per cent., and they had

been able to make it a little better each year. 1897, he was glad

to say, was the best they had had . He hoped the shareholders would

think that the 55 per cent. now declared was very fair for a young

company like their own, and it was especially gratifying because,

as theyknew , 12 months ago the price of current hadbeen reduced

12 ) per cent. Oving, however, to economy in working, and to the

fact that they had acquired a large number of new customers the

result of the year's working was even more than that of 1896. The

directors were increasingly satisfied tbat they had adopted the right

bystem of producing electricity, and that was a very importantmatter ,

As to economy of working they might compare with the b280

companies in England . The price at which they were making

electricity was considerably below the average of the whole

country, even including those of the Midland counties where

coal was much cheaper than it was in Norwich. The capital account

had been kept down to the lowest possible figure, and, compared

with the revenue they obtained for it, was below the average. The

most interesting feature which he hai to report was that they did

not seem to be getting to the end of their prosperity . They were

acquiring new customers at this moment as fastas they were last

year at this time, or, indeed, at any period in their history. They had

lately adopted a system of free wiring,which would probably bring them

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited.-- The receipts for the

week ending March 18th , 1898, were£ 2,503 38. 4d .; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,053 7s. 5d . ; increase , £449 15s. 11d.

The Cape Electric Tramways. The receipts for February were : Cape Tow ,

£ 8,600 ; Port Elizabeth, £ 2,275 ,

The City and South London Railway Company. - The receipts for theweekend

ing March 20th, 1898, were £ 1,030; week ending March 21st, 1897 , £ 1,012;

increase ,£ 18 ; total receipts for half-year , 1898, £12,826 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £ 12,818 ; increase, £8. Miles open, 33 .

TheDover Corporation Electric Tramways.-- The receipts for the week ending

March 19th, 1898, £ 117 17s. 5d. ; total receipts to March 19th , 1898,

£ 1,166 8s. 11d.

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company.-- The receipts for
week ending Friday, March 18th, 1898, were £ 403 4s. 60.; corresponding

week last year, £ 363 15s.4d .;increase, £ 39 9s. 20. ; passengers carried,

68,513 ; corresponding week last year, 59,721 ; aggregate todate,£ 4,378 17s. 11d.;
aggr gate to date last year, £ 4,669 13s. 10d . ; decrease to date, £ 290 15s. 11d.;

mileage open , 8 miles.8

The LiverpoolOverhead Railway Company .The receipts for the week ending

March 20th , 1898 , amounted to £ 1,316 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,360 ; decrease , 144,

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Ccinpany, Limited . – The rooeipts for
the week ending March18th, 1898 , after deducting i7 per cent ofthe

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany , Limited , were £ 2,933 .
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COIPANIES.

Business done
Brook

Olosing Closing
Dividends forProben

daringor
NAME

Share .
wook endedQuotation,

issus
the last three years,

Quotation,

March 16th . March 28rá . March 23rd ,
1

1898 .

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest,

137,4003 Abrious Direct Teleg ., Ltd.,4 % Deb.
100 4 % 100 - 104 100 - 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares... 10 7 8 7 - 8

125,000 Do. do . 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

923,9607 Anglo- American Telog ., Ltd. Stock £ 2 98. £ 2 138. 3 % 59 - 61 59 - 62 594

3,038,0207 Do. do. 6 % Pret. Stock £ 4 188. £ 5 68. 6 % 1081 109 , 109 - 1103 1104 109

3,038,0202 Do. do. Data. Stock 114 - 12 111- 124 12. 1118

190,000 Brusilina Babmarino Telog ., Ltd. 107 % 168 - 171 168 - 177 162

75,0002 Do. do . 6 % , Debs ,and serios, 1906 100 5 % 112 – 116 112 116 1121

5

44,000 Owili Tolop ., Ltd., Nov. 1 to 44,000 4 % 4 % 3 3 31

10,000,000$) Commercial Oablo Oo....
$100 7 7 % 187 -- 192 187 192

918,2974 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 106 -108 106 -108 106 1054

224,850 Consolidated Talep. Oonst , and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 11% ta th

16,000 Ouba Talog., Ltd. 10 9 % % 61 75 61 7 64

6,000
Do. 10 % Pral. 10 10 % 10 % 141 151 141– 15)

12,931 Direct Spanish Telog.,Ltd. 6 4 % 4 % 4 % 5 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Prof. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % | 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do . 4% Debu. Nos. 1 to 6,000 50 | 41 % 44 % 41% 103 - 106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Direct Onited States Oablo, Ltd. 20 | 21 % 21% 104 - 11 101 - 111 114 103

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43 % Reg. Deb
100 98 -101 98 -101

400,000 | Haster Teleg ., Ltd., Nou.ito 400,00 ) 10 64 % 61 % 171 - 187 173 - 187 1816 173

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum , Pret. 10 | 6 6% 185 – 193 181 - 191 183

89,9002 Do. 8 % Debugrepay .August,1899 100 5 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Deb, Stock Red . Stock 4 % 4% 128 –191 128 - 131

250,000 Lastern Extension, Australasia and ObinaTeleg ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 %
181 - 194 181 - 191 18]

Do.
100 6 % 5 % 99 103 99 - 103 101

reg. 1 to1,049, 3,976 to 4,828

100,5002 Do. do . Beurer, 1,080—3,975 and 4,827—6,480 100 5 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 - 103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dev . Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 128 - 131 128 -191 128

35,100
Eastern and Bouth African Talog ., Ltd., 5 % Mort. Deb.

100 5 % 5 % 99 - 103 99 -103

1900 rodoom . ann . drgi., Reg. Nos. 1 to 2,848

46,500 Do. do . do. to bearer, 2,844 to 6,600 100 6 % 5% 100 - 103 100 -103

300,0002 Do. 4 % Mort. Dabı. Nou.1to 8,000, rod . 1909 100 4 % 4% 102 - 105 |102 -105

200,0002 Do. 4 % Rog. Mt.Debi. (Mauritius Bub.) 1 to 8,000 26 4 % 4% 108 - 111 % 107 -110%

180,227 Globe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 10 41 % 41% 118 - 122 114 – 124 12 1118

180,042 Do. do, 6 % Prod. 10 6 % 6 % 173 - 18 173 18

150,000 Greet Northon Telog. Oompany of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10% 29 - 30 29. – 301

160,0002 Do. do . 8 % Dube. 100 5 % 5% 100 --103 100 -113

100 95 -100 95 -- 100

Debs., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red

17,000 irco- Buropean Teleg .,Ltd. 25 10 % 10 % 52 55 52 55

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg ., Ltd. 6 % Debu.
100 6 % 6 % 106 -109 106 - 109

5
28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 8 % Prel.,Nou. 1 to 28,000 .. 4 %

2 21 2

484,597 National Taloph ,Litd ., 1 to 484,597 ... 6 59 % 54 % 6 67 68 63 68

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Pral. 10 6 % 6 % 16 18 16 18

15,000 Do. 6 % Orm . and Prel. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

250,000
Do. 6 % Non -oum . & rd Pral., 1 to 250,000 65% 5 % 5 % 50 - 67 54 - 64 518 53

1,929,4714 Do. 8} % Dob. Stock Red . stock 81% 33% 33% 102 -107 102 -107 1041 1033

171,504 Oriental Teleph. & Blec., Ltd.,Nov.1 to 171,504, fully paid 1 5 % 5 %

100,0002 Pacitound Furopean Tal., Ltd., 4 % Quar. Dobo, 1 to 1,01a 100 4 % 4 %
105 -108 105 -108

11,839 Router's Ltd. 6 % 5 % 8 9 8 9

3,881 Submarino Onblou Trust Oart. 139 - 144 140 -145 1431

58,000 Daited Riga Plato Toloph ., Itd . 54 % 4 4 41

146,7332 Do. do . 6 % Dobu. Stock 5 % 106 -109 105 - : 08

15,609 West Africa Talog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 29,109 104 % nil 4 5 31 · 41 42

218,4007 Do. do . do, 6 % Dabu. 100 % 5% 101 104 101 104

64,269 Wortena and Bradlian Tolog ., Ltd, 15 9 % 2 % 11) - 12 118 127 1216 111

83,129 Do. do . do. 6 % Prof. Ord 71 6 %
71- 8 7 8 73 7 *

93,129 Do. do. do . Dod. Ord , .. 41 41 - 44 43

389,521 Do. do do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red . ... Stock 106 -109 106 -109 108 1073

88,321 West India and Panama Telog ., Ltd. 10 1% 1 %

84,569 Do. do. do . 8 % Oum . Ist Prod. 10 6 % 6 % 8 87 74 8 8 736

4,669 Do. do . do . 6 % Oum . End Pred 10 | 6 % 6 % 5 7 7 63

80,0001 Do. do. 6 % Dobu. No. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

1,163,000 $ Westen Onion of 0. 8. Tolog , 7 % 1st Mort. Bondo $ 1000 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1001 Do. do . 6 % Stor . Bonde. 100 6 % 6 % 100 -105 100 - 105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Oboring Urobs and Strand Blooty . Bupply 5 6 % 8 % 7 % 137 – 14) 13} 149

20,000 Do. do, do . do . 41 % Oam . Pref. 5 61-64 67 63 616

26,000 "Chelsea Blectricity Supply, Ltd., Ord ., Nos. 1 to 10,277 5 5 % 5 % 111 114 101- 113 11

60,000 Do. do . 41% Deb. Stock Red. ... Stock 41 % 41% 115 -117 115-117

50,000 City of London Bleo.Lightg. Oo., Ltd.,Ord. 40,601 - 90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 9 26 27 xd 26 27 261

Do. do. Prov. Certe. Nos. 90,001 to
13 – 14 121- 131 137 123

100,000 £2 pd.

40,000 Do, do. 6 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 40,000 108 % 6 % 6 9 171 - 18 xd 175 - 181 173 174

490,000 Do. 6 % Deb. Stock , Borip. ( isa, at £ 115 ) all paid 6 % 5 % 5 % 129 194 129 -194

30,000 Jounty of Lond. & Brush Prov.2.Ltg. Ltd., Ord. 1-30,000 nil nil nil 144 - 151 14. - 151 154 147
20,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Prel., 40,001-60,000

10 6 % 6 % 6 X 131 - 161 154- 161 15 ;

17,400 Edmundsons Eleu. Corp., Ltd., ord. shares 1-17,400 34- 38 31- 38

10,000 House-to- House Elec. Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100
11 12 11 12 113 117

10,000 Do.
do. 7 % Cum. Pret. 114 124 114 121

104%49,900 •Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to50,008
6 % 20 % 213 21 22 218 21

12,500 Ord ., 50,001–62,500, iss. at 62 prem . 3 % 201 - 213 201 - 214 21 209

227,0017 Do. 41 % Irst mortgage debenture stock 44 % 41 % 416 117 -121 117 121 119 1127

6,452 Notting HillElectric Lightg. Oo .,Ltd. 2 :% 4 % 6 % | 19 20xd 19 201 20}

31,980 * St. Jamos'ı & PallMoBloc. Light Co., Ltd.,Ord .
5 71 % 101% 14} 6 181 193 18 19 19 181

20,000
Do. do. 7 % Pral.,20,081 to 40,080 5 7 % 7 % 10 · 11 10 11 102

50,000 Do. do. 4 % Deb . stock Rod . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2 paid ... 5 214 21 23- 25

79.900 Westminster Blodri Bupply Corp., O., 101 to 80,000 5 7 % 9 % 12 % 171 - 18) 17 18 18 17!

* Bubjeot to Founder's Shares, t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exobange.

1 Union otherwise stated all sbaras are fully paid . | Dividends paid in dotorred sbare warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends markod uro for a you consisting of the latter part of one yon and the first part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANIES - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, KANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL, COIPANIES.

Prosent

Løsno.

saack

or

baro .

1

Closing

Quotation
March 16th .

Dividende for

ibe last tbroo yonro.

Olosing

Quotation.
March 23rd ,

NAMN

Basiness done

during week

ended

Mar. 23rd, 1898.

164 167

18

...
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Edison & BwanUnited fleo. Cgt.,Ltd., “ A” olarak } 55 %
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1895 . 896 . 1897 . fighe- . Lowest

10 161-171 17

30,000 British Electric Traction
1636

13 - 21
2

90,000 Bruah Blech.Hnging. Oo ., Ord ., 1 to 80,000 ...
11112

90,000 Do. do . Non -oum .6 % Prel.,1 to 90,000 27 2jxd 21 21 23 25

Do.125,0001 do .
Stock41 % Perp . Deb. Stock....

: 19 - 114110 - 114

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb . Stock Red . Stock
02 -105L02 -105

19 894 Central London Railway, Ord. Sharos
101-104 103- 11 103 103

129,179 Do. do . do. $ 6 paid 10 61- 68 61 - 63 64

59,254

2

Do. do.

214
Pret, half -shares £1 pd.

67,680 Do. do. Det. do. £ 5 pd.
45 43 48 4843

6613 68 66 68 68

630,0001 Oity and South LondonRailway
673

nil28,180 . Scompton & Co., Lid ., 7 % Oum . Pref. Sharos, 1 to 28,180
27 2

23

99,261 64 % 21- 3 321 28

1 to 99,281

Do.17,189 do . do . " A " Shares 01—017,189 6 %

4
54 % 5 5

Do. do.194,023
do. 4% Deb . stock Red. 100

103 - 105 103 -105 1064

" Botrio Construction , Ltd., 1 to 113,000110,000 5 % 6 % 25- 23 2125 29

16,343 Do. do. 9 % Oum . Pret: 1 to 16,343 9
7 % 7 % 3- 39 3 8g

111,100 Do.
106 -108

do. 4% Perpetual 1stMort.Deb. Stock Stock
106 -108

91,196 : Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong ., Ltd., 1 to 70,000
2

67,275 3lmore's Wire Mtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,886, issued at 1 pm .
2

9
16 105% 11 11

9,6002 Greenwood & Betley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pret., 1 to 9,600
10 8 %

12,500 Banley's (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord.
10 % 12 % 23223 · 23 } xd| 22 } 23% 21

8,000 Do. do. do,
10

7% Prof.
19

7 % 7 % 7 % | 183 191xd 185

50,100 Do. do. do . f Mort. Deb. Btoostock 44 %
110 -11543 % 43% 110 - 115

60,000 ' ydin -Rubbor, Gutta Percha and Talog. Works,Ltd.
13 10 % 10 / 211 - 221 211 - 224 221

300,000 Do. do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs 100
.04 -108 104 108

87,500 sverpool Overhord Railway , Ord .
27% 21% 34 % .012 1018 10g 102

10,000 Do. do . Prof.,£ 10 paid
; % 5 % 151 - 161 157 161

1% 15 %87,860 Telognap Ooastra, and Maintoa ., Ltd.
li % | 15 % 36 39 xd 36 33

150,000
do. do 5% Bonde, rod. 1899 5 % 5 %

5 % 102 -105 02 -105

100 135136 – 139 138
540,0001 Waterloo and Oity Railway. Ord . Stock

1371 1354

+ Quotatioas ou Lysrpool Hook Ezchaupo.
IL DLORD OIQUEWibe stated ali saares are fully paid .

Dividende marked | are for your consisting of ibo lastor part of one your and tho Arst part of ibe nost.

OROMPTON & 00 ,-The dividonds paid on tbe ordinary shares (whloh bare not a Btook Ezobange quotation ), are as follows : 1894 – OLA ; 1801—7 % $ 1890–8 % .

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF S & L BITLLO AUT UFFICIALLY QUOTED.

Birmingham Blectric Supply Company, Ordinary E5 ( fully paid ) 104. London Electric Supply Oorporation, £b Ordinary, 4-45.

House -to -House Oompany, 41 % Debentures of £ 100, 107-109.
* T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (fully paid ), 14—15 .

&90rington and KnightsbridgaBleotrioLightingOompany, Limited Yorkuhire House-to- House Flootricity Company, AB Ordinary Shara

Ordinary Shares 63 (Iully paid ) 17-18 ; 1st Prolerance fully paid , 8–84. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Oumulative 6 % , 85 ( hully paid ), 81–9. Dividend, 1896 , on
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THE NORTHAMPTON INSTITUTE .

Tais lostitute was formally opened last Friday evening by the
Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress, and the Sheriffs. As we

have already mentioned, the land rpon which the magnificent

buildings have been erected, was presented by the late Marquis

of Northamptonandby his son, the present Marquis. The value

of this gift is £ 25,000, and the erection and equipment of the

buildings has cost £ 80,000. There is to be & further outlay of

£ 10,000, to £ 15,000 for completingthe equipment. The money

was provided by the City Parochial Authorities, the Technical

Education Board, the City Companies, & c.

The Northampton Iostitute forms an important branch of the City

Polytechnic, and is to supply the neighbourhood in which it stands

with the same educational advantages as are afforded by similar

institutes to other parts of the metropolis, i.e. , the Birkbeck Insti

tute, and the City of London College .

The scheme was originated in 1891 , and the full work, both edu .

cational and social, started at the end of September, 1897. An idea

of the success which has so far attended the Institute, may be gained

from the fact that there are already 1,500 members. Mr. Charles

Dorman, chairman of the governing body, in explainingmatters to the

Lord Mayor on Friday, said that they had equipped 17 large work

shops, and seven laboratories in addition to numerous social rooms,

studios, offices, & c. He remarked that perhaps no other district in

the metropolis has such a large number of manufacturing trades as

Clerkenwell, and the Institute could not fail to benefit the numerous

mechanical, electrical, and artistic trades. The cost of carrying on

the work of the Institute is estimated at from £ 9,000 to £ 10,000 per

annum. Lord Mayor Davies delivered a speech well worthy ofthe

occasion , and among otherspeakers were Sir Henry Longley ,K.O.B ,

Mr. R. M. Beachcroft, L.C.C., (who, referring to the giftsof the City

companies, saidthat it it were not for thosecompanies we should be

20 years behindin technical education) andLord Alwyne Compton,

M.P., acknowledged the thanks accorded to the Marquis of

Northampton.

An inspection of the various departments was afterwards made,

while a concert proceededinthe large hall.

Mr. John Ashford, A.M.I.M.E.,is the head of the mechanical

engineering and metal trades department.

The engineering workshop is equipped on the two long sides with
band benches fitted with various kinds of vices. Down the centre of

the room there are the machine tools -- comprisiog, at one end ,

Universal milliog machine, next to that a large drill and a group of

lathes, forming excellent examples of English and foreigndesigns.

Across the other end of the shop are the grinders, consistiog of an

emery wheel forgeneral work, a Universal tool grinder, and a twist

drill grinder. The emery wheel shaft is directly coupled to the

driving electric motor, and the shaft driviog the other grinders also

drives the blower for the smithy in the next room . The whole of

the power for the machine tools is derived from three diff :rent

electric motors, so that only the small amount of shafting conn :cted

with the tool in use need be run at any one time.

There is a smithy and carpenters' shop, the machine tools in the

woodwork room being driven by an electric motor. They comprise

at present a band saw, pattern makers' lathes, and a grindstone, but

there is room for further tools.

The boiler house contains two 100 -H.P . boilers, one of the

Lancashire type, the other a Babcock & Wilcox tubular type. The
object in having two such different boilers side by side isthat the

students may have opportunities of making comparative tests of the
different performances of the boilers unter different conditions of

working, andwith different kinds of fuel. The steam piping on the
top of the boilers is constructed of welded steel, and has been

specially arrangedfor experimental purposes. It is such that either

boiler may be ased separately from the other or in conjunction with

it. Injectors, as well as a teed pump, are fixed, and the stop valves

are of different patterns,so that the stadents may have opportanities
of inspecting and becoming familiar with the various designs in use.

The steam raised is used for both heating and power purposes.
The power room for the joint use of the mechanical and electrical

departments contains a 100 H.P. Willans and Rəbinson high -speed

engine, coupled directly to a 63 -kilowatt dynamo, which is used for

lighting the building and for supplying the power to the various
workshops and laboratories. From a large switchboard erected at
one end of the room 24 circuits can be controlled. Another dynamo

has yet to be erected , and this will be driven by a slow speed engine.

The power from both dynamos is brought to the switch board to a

couple of omnibus bars,fromwhichitcan be delivered to any one of

the24distributing circuits. In addition , alternating current supply

from the central station ofthePublic SupplyCompanyisbroughtto
another pairofbars on theboard ,andfromthesebars any of the 24

circuits can have power given to them . The board contains the usual

measuring instruments, switches, & c.

One-bait of the instrumentworkshop is equipped for bench work,
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and has benches both for metal and wood work with the ordinary

hand tools. The other half contains the power-driven machinery,

consisting chiefly of lathes of various patterns, a sensitive drilling

machine, polisbing spindles, and a grindstone, the whole of the

power for these being derived from an electric motor placed in
the room .

The largest class that meets in this room is that for electric light

wiremen, who are practised in the manipulation of all kinds of electric

fittings of the most recent type, and the most modern methods of

jointing and insulating the joints by vulcanising and otherwise. In

addition there are important classes in electrical instrument making

and in the brass finishing, special attention teing given in the latter

to repetition work.

A special feature of the drawing offices is the system of lighting,

whichis that of inverted electric arce. The same system is adopted

for the art studio .

Dr. Mullineux Walmsley is the principal of the Institute, and he

is head of the applied physics and electrical engineeringdepartment,

with Mr. O. V. Drysdale as chief assistant andsenior lecturer, Mr. E.

T. Martin as demonstrator and instructor in instrument making,

Mr. K. Edgcumbe as senior demonstrator, Mr. W. R. Elliott as

junior demonstratorand assistant mechanic, Mr. A. C. Jolly as lec

tore assistant, and Messrs Robins and Grew as junior assistants.

In the electrotyping room all the mechanical operations connected

with electrotyping are dealt with . The whole process of preparing

the moulds for the bath and of mounting and finisbing the electro

type after deposition is carried through here, but the actual electro

deposition takes place in a separate room set apart for electro

chemistry .

Aroom is being fitted as a laboratory for metallurgical chemistry,

but the equipment is at present incomplete. It is intended, with a

metallurgical laboratory ,to be ready next session.

The junior physical laboratory is fitted for technical work in

applied physics, and during the present session its accommodation

bas been strained by large classes in electrical engineeriog , and tele.

grapby and telephony. It has also been used for physical work in

connection with the engineering and building trades sections. The

equipment consists of the most recent types of testing instruments

and experimental apparatus, and the various experiments performed

by thestudents areof a thoroughly practical character.

In the senior physical laboratory, a good start has been made in

the provision of delicate and standard instruments for important

tecbpical testing and experiments, but the equipment is not yet

nearly completed. The chief work at present carricd on in the room

is testing in its most advanced branches, in connection with the ad

vanced courses of electrical engineering and telegraphy and telephony.

The heavy electrical engineering laboratory is placed inthe base

ment, and next to the " power room ," already described. It is being

Iquipped for tbe most advanced work in electrical engineering. The

power for driving various continuous current dynamos and alternators

is supplied by a 6 H.P. electric motor, whose speed can be altered

ihrough wide limits . This motor is directly coupled to a Ferranti

alternator, and drives other machines by belts. A special feature of

the room is, that rails bave been sunk in the floor, sothat the placing

of a new dynamo or motor in position for testing purposes can be

accomplished in a very short time. On the windowledges are acid

proof chambers for two small batteries of secondary cells, wbich will

farish large currents when required for testing instruments. A

specialtable is being fitted up with very complete arrangements for

the calibration of commercial electrical measuring instruments.

Next to the senior physical laboratory , a laboratory for electro

chemistry is being fitted up. The equipment of the room is not yet

complete, but there will be found specially designed tables capable

of accommodating 16 students in the subject at one time. There are

the usual depositing and cleansing, &c. , vats , those giving rise to

deleterious fames and vapours being placed underalarge hood, com

manicating with a sbaft in which there is an electrically driven fan

lor carrying off the noxious gases. A special feature of the room is,

that the depositing dynamo is directly coupled to an alternate cur.

rent motor supplied with power, not from the dynamo room , but

from the publicmains, thuspractically demonstrating to the electro

platers of Clerkenwell a method for utilising the electric maios now
laid throughout the district for the purposesof their trade, although

the corrents directly obtainable from those mains are not suitable

for plating work. In addition to the dyoamo, there are secondary

cells on the window ledges capable of giving large carrents for

plating purposes when the dynamo is not running, and from these

cells conductors will be run alongside the vats, and also to the expe

rimental tables, giving in all parts of the room a ready means of

prccuring currents suitable for electrc-depositing.

natural gas. They govern partly by reduced admission and partly by
missed explosions.

Governing is a serious difficulty with gas engines. The omission

of explosions requires high speeds and very heavy fly -wheels, and

demands a margin of speed between upper and lower limits of some

breadth. By reducing gas admission the efficiency is so much reduced

that wbile the Belfast engines used 24 feet of Belfast gas under

best conditions, the consumption rose to 40 leet for one - quarter load.

The compromise system bits somewhere between the two.

American practice in ignition tends to the use of the electric spark

as perhaps more convenient it less economical than the ignition

tube. For valves, American practice resembles European in its use of

the mushroom or similar valve, but tends towards their automatic

movement, so abolishing much outside gear and producing a simple

looking engine. With automatic valves engines may be run equally

well ineither direction. There appears also a tendency in America

to employ gas engines, not simply in small industries, but in large

works for sub-division of power of the kind one looks for with

electricity. Small steam engines are very wasteful.

engines are not anything like so wasteful as compared with their
larger brethren as are small steam engines. But there is still &

radical fault in gas engines. They haveno reserve of power beyond

their economical rate of working. A gas engine underloaded is

wasteful. Its economy improves up tothe point where every

possible explosive stroke is explosive. Whenan engine is fully

loaded, with steam valve open to the full , it begins to run slow it

any further load is put on it and by running slow it increases its

mean pressure and decreases its resistance. But, with a gas engine,

ag with an elephant, every response is made up to the maximum ,

and beyond this the engine lies down, so to speak, and stops. The

gas engine lacks staying power because it lives a mere hand tomouth

existence. Between the gas engine which will not run overloaded ,

and the oil engine which stops if too lightly loaded , the internal

combustion engine cannot be held to have reached the forefront of

prime movers despite its economy. We do not think so much of

the starting difficulty as the author before us. The starting arrange

ments of large gas engines are various. There is the reservoir of

compressed air, the hand pump on similar lines, the explosive cart

ridge, and various other selt starters. We have very little doubt

ourselves that the large engines of the future will follow on the

lines of the large steam engines and be started by small engines,

which themselves cad of course be started by a man, as usual with

small gas engine. Messrs. Hartley & Petit do use this system , and

applied the little starting engine to the large gas engine for Mr.

Arthur Porrit, of Birstall, which they put down to work with the

Thwaite gas producer we have alreadydescribed.

The various difficuliies with gas engines have no doubt kept them

in the background , even wherethe conditions have been tavourable

to the employment of producer gas . Gas producers, however, until

lately, have not been successful for powers much under 100 HP., but

they are now on the market as small as 35 H.P. , at whichsizz they

areabout as large and not nearly so dangerous as a 35 H.P. vertical

boiler. Statistics for Germany point to one gas engine for each

1,015 inhabitants, and the average power is 3:36 H.P. Eagiges are

increasing at about 91 per cent. per annum in number, and about

12 per cent in their average power. The author gives the cost of

power for the four prime moverd, steam , oil , city -gas engines and

producer-gas engines as į cent. per H.P. hour, 1} cents, 2 cents, and

3 cent. Oil in America comes out cheaper than city.gas by alarger

amount than it does in England where gas is cheaper and oil is dearer,

bat producer gas ought to be as cheap in America as anywhere, and

we should look toa considerable extension of producer gas plants.

The author holds that the objections he has advanced are not

perhaps insurmountable. At the same time they have not yet been

burmounted, and they must be grasped and appreciated before the

position of gas power can be properly understood . We always have

had a good deal of respect ourselves for the Olerk gas engine with

its separate pump, and should like to have seen it a success.

We think in large installations of gas power that the engines

will have an explosion every revolution, that one engine will be

set apart pumping up a reservoir of gas and a reservoir of air to

flow into the cylicder and push out the exhaust, and that in this

or some similar manner engines will do double duty for their siz ; as

compared with existing engines . The gas engine is yet far from

perfect, but it is slowly improving and it has the very powerful

argument of economy to push forward its interests. In the

steam engine power is manufactured and stored in the boiler.

There is always fire enough to suffice for a very considerable

number of revolutions of the engine at full power, apart from other
reserves . Besides this store of heat there is a mass of heated water

in the boiler ready to give off energy should the demand for steam

exceed for atime its production, and there is yet a store of ready

made steam in the steam space to fulfil the sameend, and when power

has been manufactured there is still the ily -wheel to store a portion

ready for immediate calls. The steam engine has four items of

stored energy. The gas engine has but one, the fly -wheel. It has no

mass of partly burned fuel ready to give off heat and to go into a

state of more energetic heat production by the opening of a damper.

It has no heat stored in water, and no store of elastic vapour. The

movement of its governor orders the “ stoking ” of a fresh charge of

fuel, its lighting up, combustion , and steam raising, and in the trac

tion of a second the fuel is lighted, consumed , the steam it raises is

used anddischarged, and unless the governor again asks for it, the
fire remains out.

A cɔnsideration of these facts shows us that in the gas engine

there is cut out a considerable duration of time between the shovel

ling on of fuel and the use of the steam generated by that fuel.

This explains at once both the economy andthe delicacy of the gas

engine. In the economy of nature the food of to -day may appear

as muscular energy to-morrow , or it may be later. The animal

THE GAS ENGINE AND ITS MISSION.

In view of the increasing popularity of the gas engine, the Railroad
Gazette publishes a series of articles under the above head, in which

are discussed the points of the gas engine. There are stated to be
100 makers in the United States, one quarter of whom own genuine

works exclusively devoted to gas engine business. We need not

follow the writer through the history and elementary descriptions.
While theordinary initial pressures are 250 to 300 lbs . per square

inch, the writer has met with compression to 96 lbs. and an initial

pressure of 405lbs . , pressures which make a large demand on work

manship . In America, the latest engine is the Westinghouse, with

two vertical cylinders in the smaller sizes and three in the larger

engines. The latter have, therefore,an impulse every 240° of crank

revolution, and are claimed to give a brakehorse-power for 13 feet of
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macbine will run for hours on no fuel at all . It will run for days

on less fuel than is represented by the energy produced. The gas

engine is like wbat a horse would he that could not walk 10 yards

without a nibble from its nosebag This is not to argue that the

engine is on wrong principles , but that the mechanical difficulties

which hem it in are yet only incompletely solved.

THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN LONDON.

CONFERENCE OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES

:

On Thursday afternoon of last week & well -attended conference of

local authorities, convened by the City Corporation , was held at the

Guildhall, to discuss the question ofthe telephone system of London.

The LORD Mayor, in opening the proceedings , said he did not

intend to take any part in the proceedings, for it was a subject be did

not really understand, but he welcomedthe local bodies outside the
City to the Guildball.

After some preliminaries, Mr. A. C. MORTON was elected to the

chair, and said that was a conference of delegates representing the

vestries and local bcards of the metropolis , convened by the Corpo

ration with the object of ascertaining the views of the local govern .

ing bodies in London as to the cost and efficieccy of the London

telephone service. Thirty -one boards and vestries , out of 41, as well

as the City Corporation , had signified their intention of sending dele

gates, and 25 of these bodies had intimated that they had applied to

the Treasury for an inquiry into the cost and efficiency of the tele

phone service in London, and all matters relating thereto . They

were aware of the action taken by the late Commission of Sewers

with a view to obtaining a cheaper and more efficient service . The

late Commission, in 1895, after having ascertained the views of the

telephone subscribers in the City , gave evidence before the Select

Committee of the House of Commons, which inquired into the matter

last year, but in consequence of the dissolution of Parliament the

Committee bad not sufficient time to report, and they recommended

that another committee should be appointed in the next session to

consider and reporton the evidence already taken , and, if necessary,

to take further evidence . No action had, however, been taken .

Having referred to the recent action before the Railway Com

missionersbetween the Corporation and the Post Office, the chairman

said that the opinion of theCorporation was that the roads and streets

in the metropolis belong to the people, and that they ought not to be

given up to any trading company, unless under conditions which

would protectthe public. The Lord Mayor had handed him a letter

whichhe had received , and that he would ask the Town Clerk

to read .

Sir John MONCKTON then read a letter which theLord Mayor had

received from the National Telephone Company. This communica

tion , which was signed by Mr. J. S. Forbes, as president of the

company, began with an expression of doubt that the announcement

of the conference could be correct. It it should prove that it had

been made on good authority, it seemed to the company that what

was to be donewas like inverting the natural order of things. But

probably the real meaning wasthat the resolutions were only to be

put when the conference had before it some reliable evidence. In

any case it was clear that the company was to be treated as de

fendants in a suit, and it would only be fair that they should be

heard in the preliminary inquiries, and before being, so to speak ,

committed for trial. As president of the company, and in the interest

of all concerned in the conference and its results, be desired to

tender some points which he thought might be usefully borne in

mind in any discussion on the subject. His colleagues and bimselt

would be the first to admit that the telephone service as at present

conducted left much to be desired , not for want of willon the part

of the company, but for want of those reasonable facilities atthe

hands of the local authorities , without which it was absolutely impos

sible to conduct the business with the highest efficiency. It was

singular that in this matter London, generally so advanced, should

lag behind Manchester, Leeds,and many of the other large cities and

towns, in which the companies bad succeeded by agreement with

the authorities in securing upon moderate and reasonable terms the

necessary use of the streets for underground cables and wires, to the

immense advantage of the users of the telephone , owing to the im.

provement in promptness and efficiency which had immediately fol.

lowed . It wastruethat in a few cases such powers had been granted

in disconnected portions of London. But apart from this, the com

pany's network of wires,accommodating closeupon 17,500subscribers,
existed upon sufferance, and was subject to constant interference

and interruption by persons who, from caprice or other motives,

ipflicted heavy loss upon the company, and serious interference with

the subscribers. Under such a condition of things, a perfect tele

phonic system was impossible. The letter went on to say that the

recent inquiry beld in Glasgow, raised points identical with those

sought to be raised in London. That ioquiry lasted 11 days, the

cost to the company was over £4,000 , to the Corporation it was over

£ 3,000 , and to a combination of would -be promoters of a competing

system , nobody knew how much . They did not yet know what the

report of the commissioner was , but it might be worth while to wait

until his report was before entering upon another precisely similar

inquiry. Having frankly admitted the present shortcomings of the

service, Mr. Forbes desired to say something on the subject of

charge, and in doing so, he would deal with the year 1897. The

London area covered 609 square miles, and the number of subscribers

at tbe end of the year, was 17,371. The average subscription

was £ 14 10s. , equal to about 5s . 7d . per week, day and night , in

cluding Sundays. It had been computed by the general manager

that during the year there were 30,000,000 calls, involving as many

answers, or 60,000,00 ) conversations, each averaging 200 words.

Each conversation cost the subscriber about 1d. When it was taken

into account that the company bad to pay about 10 per cent. on its

gross receipts for exchange business to Government, and was subject

to heavy charges for wayleaves, he thought the charge of id. a mes

sage was very small. Compariog this with the cost of Post Office

telegrams, he found that the 73,000,000 messages sent - the total

for the United Kingdom - averaged 7fd., representing only 15

words. In conclusion, Mr. Forbes said if the conferencethought it

expedient to appoint a committee as a preliminary to further action,

the company would be ready to place at their service all evidence

and information that their experience enabled them to offer.

The CHAIRMAN : I am bound to say that the answer to that letter

is in the second resolution.

The letter was then laid on the table.

Mr. ROBINSON (Kensington) moved : " That in the opinion of this

conference of delegates representing the Corporation of London and

the vestries and local boards in the metropolis, the present telephone

service of London is both ioadequate, inefficient, and costly." The

position before them was that the Treasury bad laid down that if the

service was inadequate or ioefficient it would grant an inquiry, and

as they were sgreed that it was inadequate and inefficient, they had

a perfect right to askfor an ir quiry.

Mr. MATTBEW ( Stoke Newington) seconded the motion.

Mr. TRENNER (Holborn) said that Mr. Forbes frankly admitted

that the service was unsatisfactory, and so he bad practically pleaded

guilty , and should have no objection to being sent to trial. There

were many complaints as to the lines ; they were told the lines were

engaged , and he asked whether they thought the line was always

engaged, or whether it was merely a flippant answer on the part of

the girls managing the telephone.

The motion was carried .

Mr. PANKHURST (Marylebone) then moved that: " In the opinion of

this conference an inquiry should be held by the Treasuryas to the

cost and efficiency of the London telephone service, andall matters

relating thereto, agreeably to the request of the local authorities of

London." He bad bada painful experienceof the telephone. His

business brought bim into relationship with Glasgow and Manchester,

and other places, and he was told the charge was only £8 in some

places. It was all very well for Mr. Forbes to try and hoodwink

them that the average cost was only £ 14 10s., but the average business

man paid £ 20 a year, and that was quite as much as he should be

expected to pay. He certainly thought they should have a service

for £ 10 in London,

Mr. SAVORY ( Stoke Newington ) seconded the motion, and referred

to the time thecompany took to connect a new subscriber.

Mr. TRENNER called attention to the fact that two years ago on

the occasion of the great storm , the service completely broke down,

but although many subscribers could not use their wires for two,

and even three months, ao reductionwas made in the sabscriptión.

Mr. C. W. TAGG (Camberwell) said that haviog passed the first

resolution, he did not see why they should not adoptNo. 2. If they

were all to give their experience of the National Telephone

Company, and thelanguage they had used, be thought it would be

preferable to put the question at once. The only people who could

hold a proper inquiry into the matter was the Treasury, and any
person whowanted to give evidence could do so before them .

Mr. Alderman SMALLMAN observed that wbile the Corporation

threw blame on the National Telephone Company, Mr. Forbes threw

all the blame on thelocal authorities, and it was therefore better to

bave an inquiry by the Treasury.

Mr. KNIGHT (Limehouse) thought it would be well for the com .

pany to arrange at once not only with the City of London bat with

the whole of the metropolitan boards and vestries for the right of

way under the streets, and the difficulty would then be ended at once.

Mr. KIMBER (Wandsworth) asked whether it would not be well to

suggest some remedy for theexisting state of things.

The CHAIRMAN : I think the words “all matters relating thereto "

covers everything.

Mr. KIMBER : Very well . I am satisfied .

Mr. KebSHAW (Shorediich) said he would have liked to have heard

something about the average charge of £14 108. How that was done

was by bringing in the private house charge of £10.

Mr. PATON (Limehouse) said he had been a customer of the com

pany from the commencement, and baving paid at first £ 20 , henow

paid £17. He thought the Telephone Company were fools in their

own interest for not paying the vestries to allow them to lay ander

ground wires. If they lowere, the charge to abouthalf they would

get double the number of customers, and the cost of working would
be little extra.

Mr. Haskell (Hammersmith) said that the company allowed local
lines of £10, but they could not speak to the City.

Mr. VALENTINE (Puplar) gave the result of some correspondence

with the companý which his board bad bad . The company only

wanted to pay a few pounds for laying the wires underground, and

consequently the board would not allow them to do so .

Mr. Waycott ( Paddington ) said there was a much wider question

as to whether the telephone should be municipalised. He thought

the resolution should be amended , somewhat in that spirit, whether

it should not be municipalised either by the London County Council

or by the vestrier .

Mr. RICHARDSON (Hampstead ) rose to a point of order. He took

it that the question raised by the speaker was not within the scope
of

the conference .

The CHAIRMAN : The question , in my opinion , is entirely outside
the scope of the conference.

Mr. WaYCOTT rose to speak again , but met with considerable inter

ruption, and refused to speak further,

The CHAIRMAN said they wantedamuch larger inquiry in London

thaninGlasgow. It might costa little more money,but it was the
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only way out of the difficulty .The Corporation bad never played For power plants where the distance between the generator and

the dog in the manger policy. They had said : “ You can have our the various motors is not too great, and permits of a low pressure

streets on terms and conditions which favour the public.” system being used (say 200 volts), a generator with a revolving arma
The resolution was then carried . ture makes a cheap and efficient type of machine. Where, however,

Mr. DEWEY (Islington ) said what had impressed him was thatthat the electromotive force exceeds 500 volts, it is better to have the

conference had not beenso much a conference of delegates of local armature stationary, which allows of increased facilities for securing

authorities as of customers of the National Company. Every gentle- and maintaining the insulation necessary for high voltages. In this

man seemed to attempt to use his powers as a trustee for thepublic, case thefield magnet is made to revolve , and the excitingcoil or coils

to enablehim to get some private advantage by meansofthetele- need not have adifference of potential exceeding 100 volts, even for

phone. He said , unhesitatingly, that it the National Telephone very large machines.

Company had nostatutory powers, the local authoritybad no power The generators inuse for the different plants described in this

to granteasement. He said that was knowledge of 30 years of the paper are of the " Inductor” type. This is undoubtedly a more

Metropolitan Management Act. The local authorities bad the powers mechanical piece of machinery than either of the foregoing. Itsdis

of surveyors of highways over the streets, and nothing more. He tinguishing leatures are that all windings are stationary, being fixed

thought thecompany should get statutory powers, and then the local securely to the main frame, and that there are no brushes or sliding

bodies could bave the power of purchaseafter a fixed number of contacts whatever, the only revolving part of the machine beingthe

years. He moved— “ That, inasmuch as the National Telephone Com- iron or steel inductor. The armatureconsists of two laminated iron

pany is not possessed of statutory powers for placing mains, pipes,or riogs, enclosed by a cast-steel frame. This frame serves both as a

wires onderneath the streets of the metropolis, theroad authorities support and as a magnetic path between the two laminated rings.

have no legal right to permitthe userof the streets for such a pur- As will be seen from fig. 1 , sufficient space is left between

pose, and that it is undesirable they should profess to give such per- the two laminated rings for the insertion of the single exciting
mission until the interests of the public are duly secured by statute, coil. The armature conductors are embedded in holes close

es in the case of tramways and electric lightingundertakings." to the inner circumferenceof the laminated rings. To prevent eddy

Mr. GILES (Greenwich) seconded the motion . currents, the pole pieces of the inductor are made up of laminated

Alderman SMALLMAN moved as an amendment : - " That, inasmuch iron strips.

as the National Telephone Company is not possessed of statutory A multiphase induction motor bas two distinct electrical circuits,

powers for placing mains, pipes, or wires underneath the streets of viz., the primary and the secondary. The primary circuit, when

the metropolis, it is undesirable that the local authorities should give supplied with multiphase currents, produces a rotary magnetic

sach permission until the interests of the public areduly secured by field . The action of this rotating field is to induce in the secondary
statute, as in the case of tramways and electric lighting undertakings, circuit currents of low potential. It is the reaction between the
and subject always to the previous cɔnsent of the road authorities.” rotating magnetic field and the induced currents in the secondary,

Col. PROBIN (Strand) seconded the amendment. which sets up a torque giving the required rotation . Either the

Mr. TAPP (Falham ) observed that suburban parishes were worse primary orsecondary can be designed to revolve.

off for telephonic communication than small villages in New If theprimary circuit were made to revolve it would be necessary

Zealand . to fit it with sliding contacts, so as to connect it electrically with the

Mr.Tagg said it was simply a waste of time to discuss the ques- feeding circuit.

tion whether the local authorities had power to allow the Telephone One advantage attained by this method is, that it allows of easy

Company to take up the streets, for if the company had no power, the insertion of a starting resistance into the circuit of the secondary ;

Post Office had . but as there is no difficulty experienced in inserting a resistance in a

The amendment was carried . rotating secondary, if required, it is better to fix the primary and

It was agreed that copies of the resolutions be forwarded to the dispense with the sliding contacts. The stationary element is

Treasury, the Corporation of London, the London County Council, generally spoken of as the stator, and the revolving element as the

and the vestries and local boards of the metropolis. rotor.

Mr.Paton moved a vote of thanks to the Corporation of London It is now the usual practice to have the primary or inducing cir

for calling the conference, and the proceedings closed. cuit stationary, and to allow the secondary to revolve , so as to take

advantage ofthe very low potential at whichthecurrents are induced
in the secondary circuit ; also, because the circuit in this part is en

closed on itself, and is independent of the feeding circuit.

Small motors up to 8 or 10 H.P. are switched into circuit directly

THE NORTHERN SOCIETY OF ELEOTRICAL from the mainsby means of an ordinary three -pole switch without

the use of any resistances ; but forlarger machines, it is advisable to
ENGINEERS.

use starting resistances, either in the stator or rotor circuit, otherwise

excessive current will be taken from the mains.

THE PRACTICAL OPERATION OF MULTIPHASE CURRENTS. By T.
For large motors, not requiring to start against a heavy load,

starting resistances can be used in the stator circuit. These re
HAWKINS , Member. March 14th , 1898.

sistances may be of two kinds : either inductive, known as automatic

An electrical transmission of power plant may be divided into transformers, or non -inductive, which may be either liquid or
three main sections, viz. , generators, motors, and line. In de- metallic.

scribing or inspecting such a plant, one naturally starts at the power The maximum torque of a motor having a permanently short-cir

house. cuited rotor, i e. , a rotor which is not connected to an outside resist

ance is obtained when its full electromotive force

is across the stator. If, however, the motor is not

called upon to develop its maximum torque, a lower

torque can be obtained by reducing the electro

motive force across the stator terminals to such a

point as will give the necessary strength of field for

the required torque, the object of this being to

reduce the starting current to a minimum and still
enable the motor to get away .

The auto, transformer is of simple construction ,

and is similar to the “economy coil " used in alter

nating current arc lamps for obtaining a reduced

voltage across the arc .

As an example, we will suppose the motor is

designed to work on a 200-voltcircuit; the trans

former is divided into four parts, giviog 200, 175,

150 , and 100 volts. The motor may be connected

to any one of these four voltages. We will assume

it gives the required torque at 150 volts ; a throw

over switch is required , one side of which is per

manently connected across the 150 volts, and the

other side across the maximum voltage of the cir

cuit. To start up, the switch is put on the 150 -volt

side , and when the machine has attained its normal

speed , it is thrown over to the 200 - volts side, the

automatic transformer being at the same time

thrown out of circuit.

It a liquid resistance is used, it is made sufficiently

large to prevent a sudden rush of current when the

circuit is closed . The plates are then lowered into

the liquid until there is sufficient electromotive

Fig . 1.-- 1,000 - H.P. 3 - PHASE GENERATOR CONSTRUCTED BY OERLIKON COMPANY. force across the stator to start the machine. When

the machine hasattained its proper speed , this re

sistance is entirely cut ont.

If it is necessarythat themotor shall develop its

A multipbase generator is an alternating current dynamo, having maximum torque at starting, it is obtained by inserting a resistance

its armature conductoze grouped in such a manner asto give over a in the rotor circuit. See fig. 2.

two-phase system two distinct currents differing 90 ° in pbase. A A starting resistance of this description is necessary , for the fol
three-phase generator would haveits armature conductors arranged to lowing reason :—Whenprimary current is switched on, the rotary is,
give three currents differing 60° in phase.

of course, at rest, and the lines of the rotating field are cutting the

.
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rotor conductors at a maximum rate, thereby inducing very large

currents in the rotor, which has a verylow resistance. These reduced

currents in turn re -act on the stator field, and weaken it.

To obtain the greatest torque, we mustkeep up the strength of the

stator field , and this is got by introducing resistances into the rotor

circuit. Of course, the result of introducing the external resistance

beating of the stator on continuous overload. Wear and tear is

reduced to the friction of the bearings, and as long as these get their

proper supply of oil, the machine requires no other attention .

As an example, the multiphase motors at the General Electric

Company'sworks, at Manchester, are only inspectedonce a month,

and then only for the purpose of supplying fresh oil, it necessary.

The constant speed multiphase motor is a good regulator. Between

Do load and fall load for an average size machine, the variation of

speed is about 4 per cent

The speed at which the motor runs deends upon the speed of

the rotatiog field , and the speed of the rotating field is controlled by

the number of the stator poles and the frequency which is being used
in the installation .

At this point it would be as well to state that one cannot lay down

a general law as to whatfrequencyis best. As a rule, for motor

work, it is not more than 60 cycles. The frequency is one of the two

&
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FIG . 2.

FIG . 3 .

is to check the currents in the ro.or, and so preventthem from unduly

overpowering the stator fi -1d.

There is a certain resistance which allows the exact amount of

current in the rotor to obtain maximum starting torque . Toe starting

resistance should, however, be designed with resistance in excess of

this, so as to prevent too great a current in the line when closing the

circuit.

This variable resistance is connected in the rotor circuit in a three

phase motor, through three slide rings ; the winding of the rotor

and of the resistance bɔx being in three circuits. This resistance

18 gradually switched out while the machine is running up to its

normal speed. Wben this speed is attained, the resistance is short

circuited and the three brushes lifted. The motor is now running

quite free, without any sliding contacts or resistances; and for all

constant-speed machinery these slide rings are only used for
starting up.

I think I am right in stating that there isa much larger demand

for constant-speed motors than for motors with a variable speed. It

certainly is more economical to run the machines at the speed at

which they are designed to give their maximum efficiency, and obtaio ,

it possible, the variations by mechanical methods. Of course, this

cannot always be done.

I bave described to you the threeways which are commonly used

for starting up multiphase motors. Motors up to 10 H.P. to be merely

switched into circuit without resistance ; motors of larger siz 38

requiring to give, say, twice their normal running torque at starting,

to be switched in with the resistance in stator ; and motors above 10

H.P., requiring to develup their maximum torque, to be fitted with

sliding contacts, these sliding con'acts to be used for stariing purposes

only.

Now, in a power plant calling for an aggregate of, tay, 300 A P.

in motors, it is likely that only a small number would be required

to develop their maximum torque,and these could be supplied with

A starting arrangement and slide rings.

We can suppose there are 20 motors below 10 H.P. absorbing a

total of 130 H.P., four motors of 15 HP, with automatic trans.

formers, two motors of 30 H.P. , and one motor of 50 H.P. , with slide

rings, making in all 27 motors, three of which would be fitted with
blide rings.

Here is a fairly large installation , requiring only three starting

boxes amongst 27motors, 24 having no sliding contacts whatever,

andthree having sliding contacts in use for starting purposes only.

It this were a continuous current installation , there would be, to

begin with, 27 boxes; and to compare the motors, there would be 27

commutators, and about 150 carbɔn brushes and brush -holders.

The stator we may consider as corresponding to the field magnet

of a continuous current motor. Both can be made reliable, and,

as a rule, give little or no trouble. But it is to the merits of the

rotorI particularly wish to call your attention. It is minus the com

mulator, brushes, and intricate brush work, and instead of taking

the full potential of the circuit it has a difference of potential of only
& lew volte.

Itis simply a laminated cylinder, with holes round its periphery,

in which are placed solid rectangular bars connected at either end by

a copper or brass casting, as per fig. 3.

The only part wbich has any insulation at all is the conductor, which

has a light coverivg of tape , and this is only put on to confine the

induced currents to the copper . Tais insulation gives a slightly

increased efficiency, but should it fail the motor will still work, as the

bars are already purposely short-circuited at certain points to the iron

8 pports of the rotor.

Fig. 3 shows a rotor in which these bars are bolted directly to the

end rings; no solder is used. The bolts have split spring washers

under the nuts to allow of expansion and contraction of the metal,

and still keep good contact. I may say that this particular rotor is

oneconstructed by the Westinghouse Company.

You will notice, too, that there is no need for any binding wires or

string. Not only is this part of the machine simplicity itself, but

we have dispensed with comparatively high voltages, and as the

machine is commutatorless and brushless, we can , oace and for all ,

dismiss from our minds any anxiety as to sparking, even with sudden

o -erloads, as sparking cannot occurunless the circuit of the primary

or secondary 18 forcibly broken . The only limit to output is the

factors which control the speed, and it depends in a great measure on

the class of machinery which is to be drivenas to what is the best

frequency to adopt. One would be inclined to keep it as high as

possible,so as tokeep down the weight, and therefore the price of

the machine, as the speed varies directly as the frequency.

For instance, a motor giving 10 H.P. at 60 cycles and 1,150 revo .

lutions per minute, would , at 60 cycles , run at 675 revolutions per

minute, and give only 5 H.P.

The other way of decreasing the speed of the motor is to increase

the number of statorpoles ; but this is not usually done, as to have

too large a number of poles means great leakage, and, as a rule, the

motors are, in the first place, designed with the maximum number of

poles compatiblewith high efficiency.

I bave stated that the multiphase generator need have no rotating

windings at all; the only rotating part being a steel or iron casting.

This reduces the attention and upkeep to a minimum , and I may here

state that some installations which have been running in this country

for two years, have, as yet, required no repairs whatever, and are

practically as good to -day as the day they were put in .

( To be continued .)

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CENTRAL

STATION LOSSES.

A Few gentences on the above subject are to be found among

the editorials of the Electrical World of New York , dated

January 29 :h. They point out in a brief and lucid manner

what often escapes attention, namely, the relative importance

of lo s at the lamp terminals, for instance, as compared to

the loss in the boiler room .

Bad firing or loss of heat by the chimney simply repre

sents a waste of fireman's wages and coal. Then are traced

the losses due to condensationin steam pipes and cylinders,

which involve in addition to these increased boiler capacity

to supply them ; in turn , the loses in dynamos, mains,

fittings, & c, are followed , each involviog a corresponding

increase of plant, until the lamps are arrived at.

It is not only astonishing but positively alarming, when

one fully realises that the loss in efficiency in the lamps

requires & proportional increase in boilers , engines, gene

rators, mains, transformers, feeders, as well as wages for at

tendance, and also augment the losses in every part of the

system where increased load means increased loss . Our con
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system . In many cases we see men drifting right away into

other channels where their experience commands more
remuneration .

It sorely holds good that if a skilled workman is to be

made contented with his job and his services permanently

secured, he must be suitably paid . The engineers should.

have a like consideration extended to them , and until this is

done we feel sure that there will always be present a waste

which has only one cure .

The man who has to giveop social life, practically, it be

does bis duty, and devotes the whole of his time and atten .

tion to the duties of his office, cannot possibly do it

complet. jastice if his mind is constantly occupied with the

economical working of his household plant, if the term may
be used .

ELECTRICAL DRIVING

5

re

temporary's remarks end here, but we think they could have

been carried much farther. In additionto all the above,we

have to provide increased capital expenditure in plant, build

ings, and mains, increased rates, rents and taxes, increased

depreciation, repairs,reserve and maintenance.

The gentlemen who spend their time in securing every

customer in every town where electricity works are

established , and who often flourish certain letters on

their cards which should guarantee their technical abilities,

would do well to remember these facts. They should be

most useful to the seller of a really good bigh efficiency lamp,

and it would be worth his troubleto demonstrate to the engi

Deer in charge of the electricity works in the towns he visite

the truth of his assertions. We have generally understood

from the gentlemen referred to , that their lamps were of the

highest efficieney in the market, and a halfpenny cheaper

than any other; and the halfpeony cheaper often sells the
lamp.

li would afford an instructive evening's entertainment to

many central station engineers to quietly think over what it

means to them ; the better and more efficient the lamps con

nected to his system the greater number he can supply with

& given plant.

When he recollects how many tight squeezes he has had

to "get over the peak," he will, perhaps, appreciate what it

would have done for him had all his lamps been of the highest

efficienoy.

The generation and distribution of electricity has been

reduced to a science , and it is unfortunate, in one sense, that

the sappliers of electricity have no control of that part of

their system most remote from the generating mediums

where losses tell most heavily in proportion, namely, in the

consumers' lamps. It follows that two towns similarly
situated as to coal, wate and class of consumer with plants

identical, may, from the fact that bad and inefficient lamps

are used in one case and high efficiency lamps are used in

the other show totallydifferent results, and the true reason

never be suspected. Little continuous wastes mount up to

large bums when added up at the end of a year. We have

known cases where the stopping of several small leakages at

joints in the steam pipes has resulted in an appreciable

lowering of thecoal consumption ; while the covering of the

front of a boiler with non -conducting material and the

stoppage of leaky glands have had the same effect .

True, these gains were small, but they were continuous

and in time told up. Although the loss due to inefficiency

in an incandescent lamp is small, yet it is taking place all

the time the lamp is burning, and the number of lamps con

nected to the system being necessarily large, these infini.

tesimal losses soon mountup to a respectable amount, and

begin to make themselves felt.

The losses in every step of the transformation proceso,

from the latent chemicalenergy of the fuel to the light

emitted from the lamps have been well thought out, and

means taken to reduce them as much as possible ; there are

losges, however, which come under other beads, and the rec

tifying of which does not come under the control of the

engineering staff, or we think they would be soon non

existent.

We refer to an item which might well come under the

heading of wastes, for it nodoubtinflaences, perhaps uncon
sciously, the efficiency of the whole system . We refer to

the frequent changes taking place in the engineering staff.

The man who puts coal on the fires , and the man who oils

the bearings, are well paid for their labours ; the policy being

to get the best skilledlabour in these departments, and to

make the men contented with their ports, and thereby provide

against their leaving.

Look a little bigher up, and what do we find ? Men who

have spent years, and perbaps much monry, to gain the ex.

perienceneceseary to enable them to fulfil the many and

varied duties called for, and on whom the responsibility

of the working and man igement of a most expensive

plant, in many cases running into eix figurer, receiving

wages, for wecan scarcely call it salary, about equalto a fore

man in a foundry, or a shopwalker in a draper's shop. We

repudiate the idea that insufficient remuneration affects the

performance of duty, yet we cannot help thinking the many

changes we see week by week of engineers leaving one town

to go to another when & slight increase of salary is attached

cannot but have a detrimental effect on the economy of the

$
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MR. RAWORTH continues the correspondence in Engineering

apent electrical driving, and assures Mr. Hirschmano, of

whose letter we have already spoken , that 85 per cent.

efficiency between indicated and electrical H.P. is not over.

stated , and claims that electrical engineers have ample proof

that this can be attained and surpassed. He gives examples.

A Holmes dynamo and Willans engine of 200 H.P. tested,

by Prof. Kennedy, showed 857 per cent. in 1893 A

Bellies-Crompton set of 200 H.P. at St. Pancras, tested

by Prof. Robinson, gave 88.5 per cent. A Uoiversal

engine driving a Mordey alternator, was
tested

oently by Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville to show

88 percent., and included the power to drive air

pamp and exciter. Mr. Raworth points out that he allowed

65 electrical horse -power to produce 60 mechanical horse

power, so that he allowed 7} per cent. loss on transmission

and conversion at the motora narrow margin , it is true,

but not too small if motor making is taken up with serious

spirit. Eaglish made motors are, however, far too costly

to permit of favourable comparisons with line shafts on the

score of first cost, but American motors are now less

than half the price of Eaglish motors of two or three years

back, and great improvements may be looked for in this

direction .

Mr. Raworth wants to make a national saving of 80 per&

cent. in fuel , and he does not doubt even the cotton spinner

being able to see a profit and an advantage in ridding him

self of belts, and of tall smoky chimneys. He suggests that

electrical engineers may sit still if they choose, and watch

the development abroad and in America, but he throws

doubts apon the cordiality of the gretting of our grand

fathers in the dim hereafter. This is very funny " the

drzad of something after death ," is to stirus now to " en

terprises of great pith and moment." Three cheers for.

our grandfathers. But seriously, electrical engineers, and,

indeed, all other engineers may wisely take Mr. Raworth

in all seriousness. The cheapness of gas in this country has

been a commercial set-back to the electric light industry, the

excellence of our common roads has been against tramways

of any kind, and not merely a bar to electrical progress.

Moreover, the vested interests are so great in a settled old

country, that it is difficult to get echemes taken up. We

venture to say that, if new ventures in America demanded

the same amount of preliminary energy to get them into

shape that is required in old countries , the progress would

be as slow as it is here, and Englishmen have not been idle

even if they have not much to sbow. At the same time there

is no harm done in remisding them that effort must be great

and persistent. The mer hanicalwork can be done if only

it can be got to do. The difficulties are those incidental

to any old -established country in which there are alter

Dative methods. People who prate so very much of the

American progress in electrical traction have failed to pote

that America has no common roads as we onderstand them.

There may be cart tracks here and there, but the country is

too new and too vast to have built a system of goodroads.

For the American post office to carry on a parcel post by

horse traction on the common roads, as is done bere , would

not be possible. Comparatively speaking, America has a
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very small mileage of railroade, and obviously the electric

line has a larger and freer field for its growth than we have
a

with our closer network of steam railroads as well as common

roads.

Bat there are fields to be tilled abroad — in India and in

China. In the latter country there must be a gradual leaven

ing of returned Coinamen from California and Australia who

are ready to ride on a car, and are in a position to expound

matters to the stay -at-homee. China as a market ought to

be preserved, or where are our engineering financiers to find

play for their energies in the near future, before Africa is

better developed ?
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NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRACTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
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NEW PATENT8. - 1898.

6,912. " Improvements in electrical galvanic batteries. " G. LAURA.

Dated March 10th. ( Complete.)

5,934 . “ Improvements in conduits for electric conductors.” . J. J.

Bate. Dated March 10th . (Complete.)

5,930. "Improvements in or connected with the application of

electromotors to propulsion ." W. T. CABTEB, J. A. Dawson, and
T. GRAY. Dated March 10tb.

5,959. Improvementsin guards for flames or fragile objects, such

an incandescence lamps, glass globes,& c ." H. N. MOODY and A. L.

Davis . Dated March 11th.

6,014. “ The springless. contacts bayonet holder for electric

incandescent lamps.” L. BERTGUES. Dated March 11th.

6,022. “ Improvements in primary, voltaic, or galvanic batteries."

P. LAFARGUE and E. DROULT. Dated March 11tb.

6,024. “Improvements in and relating to conduits for electric

cables." W. SYKES. Dated March 11th .

6,025. " Improvements in and relating to draw and junction

boxos for electric maing ." W. SYKES . Dated March 11th .

6,026 . "An electric drill,” R. J. CROWLEY and C. H. PRESTON.

Dated March 11th ,

6,028. Improvements in the method of and apparatus for the

electro -deposition of metals . " J. HOLLOWAY. Dated March 11th .

6,032. " Improvements in electrical or electro -magnetic thera

peutic apparatus." O. WARATKA and E. Sachs. DatedMarch 11th.

6,039. " Improved apparatus for electro-plating and polishir g

various small articles." A. E. HONEY. Dated March 11th .

6,044. " Improvements in secondary batteries. " A. WERNER

Dated March 11th .

6,049. " Improvements in electrical measuring and indicating

apparatus." A. U. ALOOCK . Dated March 11tb .

6,058. Apparatus for transmitting motion toa distance by

means of electrical energy . " SIEMENS BROS. & Co., LTD . ( Siemens

and Halske, Aktien Gesellschaft, Germany.) Dated March 11th.

6,108. “Movement mechanism for electric apparatuses.” P.

RICHTER and T. WEIL . Dated March 12th .

6,109. “ Improved electric arc lamps." P. RICHTER and T. WEIL.

Dated March 12th .

6,110. " Improvements in blades for electric current collectors ."

P. RICHTER and T. WEIL . Dated March 12th .

6,135. Improvements in electric incandescence lampe.” W.

NERAST. Dated March 12th .

6,145. “ Process for hardening and rendering tenacious the active
mass of electric accumulators. " R. VON BARBY . Dated March 12th.

( Complete .)

[ Compiled expressly for this journal by W P. THOMPSON & Oc. ,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries shorild be addressed .]
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5,501. " Improved apparatus for regulating the pressure on

electric mains chiefly in connection with storage batteries.” J. 8.

HIGHFIELD. Dated March 7th .

5,533. " Improvements in electric high and low tension fuse -beads

for blasting purposes." W. A. MALSON and S. R. Malson . Dated

March 7th .

5,544. "An electric fog -signalling apparatus." J. Woods. Dated
March 7th .

5,550. " Improvements in and connected with dynamo electric

machinery.". M. T. PICKSTONE, R. 8. PORTHBIM , and A. O. PEEBLIS.
Dated March 7th . (Complete .)

5,560. " An improved bolder for carbon and other brushes for

electric motors, dynamor, and the like.” A. L. ARMSTRONG . Dated

March 7th.

5,571. " Improvements in or connected with the application of

electricity to marine propulsion ." W. T. CABTEB, JOHNA. DAWSON ,

acd T. GRAY. Dated March 7th .

5,584. “ Improvements in switches for electric glow lamps ." A.
B. K18TRITZ . Dated March 7th .

5,590. Improvements in microphones." A. H. SKOLD. Dated

March 7th .

5,596 . "Improvements in electric arc lamps.” 8. BERGMANN.
Dated March 7th .

5,644. Improvements in electric lamps for photographic and

similar purposes." W. O. CUBBIN and G. E. JOHNSTON . Dated
March 8tb.

5,663. " Improvements in metallic conductors for protecting
electric wires and cables. " P. C. MIDDLETON and F. HUGGINS.

Dated March 8th .

5,672. "An improved electrical safety lamp for miners.” H. H.

Lake . (O. Siedentopf, Germany.) Dated March 8th. (Complete .)

5,680. " Improvements in telephone speaking tube and like re
ceivers. " H. A. CUTMORE. Dated March 8th .

5,686. " Improvements in and relating to dynamo-electric ma

chines and electro -motors." S. G. BROWN. Dated March 8th.

5,693. “ Innovation in electric lighters (pyrophore)." W. VON

ZABERK . Dated March 8th .

5,703. “ Improvements in electrodes for secondary batteries or

accumulators." H. PIEPER FILS. Dated March 8th .

5,704. " Improvements in electrodes for secondary batteries or

accumulators." H. PIEPER FILS. Dated March 8th.

5,705. Improvements in the manufacture and production of

electrodes for secondary batteriee . ” H. PIBPER Fils. Dated March
8th .

5,729. " Improved apparatns for the electric ignition in internal
combustion engines." R. A. MILES. Dated March 9tb .

5,750 . “ An improved form of automatic transformer switch ."

J. E. M. STEWART. Dated March 9tb.

5,783. Improvements in electric tram and railway systems."

W.CC. HAWTAYNE. Dated March 9th .

5,806 . " Improvements in the manufacture of metal bases for

electric incandescence lamps." H. H. LAKE. (La Compagnie

General des Lampes a Incandescence, France .) Dated March 9th.

( Complete.)

5,810. “ Process for making an electrical conductor and an

insolating body of tar asphalt and the like materials." W. P.
THOMPSON. (A. Lessing, Germany.) Dated March 9th.

5,823. “ Improvements in and in connection with underground

conduit electric railways." E. HEYL- Dia . Dated March 9th.

5,820 . “ Improvements in and in connection with incandescent
electric lamps. E. HEYL -Dia . Dated March 9th.

5,863. " Improvements in incandescent electric lights and in pro

cesses therefor. ” W. L. VOELKDR.4 . Dated March 10th. ( Complete.)

1897 .

16,579. " Process of electro -glazing tile sections to form a plate

for windows and the like." J. M. EWER. Dated September 4th,

1897. This relates to electrolytic processes and devices applied par

ticularly to securing tile sections of prismatic glass in the metallic

frames intended therefor. In mounting prismatic glass sections, to

formanentiresheetof glass forawindow , suchsectionsare arranged

in a frame-like construction of tbin metallic strips, which is immersed

in an electrolytic bath. The current being applied, there will be an

electro deposit along the metallic strips andbetween them and the

glass sections, until finally a completeframe is formed and the glass

or tile sections are secured together in one sheet. As frames and

windowopeningsareusually ofgreat size, it is necessaryto havea
solution of very great depth in the tank; compressed air is forced

through lead pipes at the bottom of the tank,which keeps the sola

tion a uniform density, and thus stops all tendency towards irregular

deposits on the foundation cathode skeleton frame between the

lenses. 3 claimg.

16,629. “ Improvements relating to conduits for electric con .

ductors . " H. E. NEWTON . ( The American Silesc Company, of

39-41, Cortlandt Street, New York.) Dated September 4th, 1897.

This relates to improvements in conduits for electrical purposes

with the object of providing a metallic race-way forthe reception

of either bare or insulated wires. The race-ways are constructed

and the conductor may be drawn through them and consist of a

suitable metal which is capable of being bent without breaking.

They are made in lengths tocorrespond to thesections of a conduit

in which they are located. They are packed at suitable distances
apart from one another and from the interior wall of the conduit

by means of powdered silesc ; it being found that pure silec

has no tendency to absorb moisture, is a non -conductor of heat

andis at the same time a perfect non -conductor of electricity.

Wads of mica are providedatthe ends ofthe adjacent sections

of conduits and are snugly fittedaroundtherace-ways andbe

tween the race -ways of the interior walls of the conduit, and pro

vided withcorresponding receding and projectingportions atthe

adjacent ends ofthe race-ways, for thepurpose of breaking joint and
to cause theadjacentfaces of thewads to impinge against each
otherwhenthe ends ofthe conduit sections are forced together. To

connect these sections of conduit their ends are screwedon the out

side and they are joined by a coupling nut. 5 claims.
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In his address to the Society of Engineers, Mr. W. Beau

mont made a statement pregnant with meaning. Here is

part of it : - “ We are using old machines, of which two are

required to do the work of one new one, and we go on

driving them , and the shafting for them , year after year,

making very small instead of larger profits, and thus invest

ing what profits we do make in things one-tenth as pregnant

with dividends as investment in the proper plant for the

works that made them would be.” This statement is ex

panded in various ways - mill owners, for example, paying

double for coal , because an engine and boiler must not be

thrown
away for no better reason than that they will run

another 20 years, and men are constantly refusing to renew

plant that will return a 10 per cent. saving, though they will

invest money as savings at 3 per cent. Confining bis

remarks in a narrow channel, Mr. Beaumont referred more

particularly to the millions thrown away annually for lack of

rouds and means of transport.

The importance of transport is evident, when it is remem

bered that our railways have cost over a thousand millions

sterling. Transportation, indeed , is a factor in the value of so

many material things, which , indeed , frequently have no

value except when far removed from their place of origin, as,

for example, coal. To-day it often costs more to send goods

from place to place by rail than it did by horses on the com

mon roads, and is it not a disgrace that the Post Office finds

it cheaper to use horse vans on the road than to submit to

railroad extortion for parcel carrying.

It costs 93. 6d . per ton to send goods the 35 miles

between Manchester and Liverpool by rail. It can be done

by horse traction for 88. 6d., and by road traction engines

for 2s . 11d . to 3s. 6d . per ton . But the roads would be

ruined by such carriage of 15,000 tons weekly, and this is

only one instance of the need of better facilities. But there

are wanted more transportation facilities in other places, and

the time has now come for the engineer to improve his own

works. Improved roads would admit of better vehicles, and

woald give rise to new industries in motor cars . Railroads

sprang up from faulty roads. To -day roads are no better than

some of those made by the Romans, and we admit this by

laying metal rails and admit tramcars upon these to the

detriment of every other form of street vehicle. Two horses

can haul on a tramway 42 passengers against 26 in an omni

bus, and so we allow our roads to be spoiled by grooved rails

We refuse to make a good road all over, but convert our roads

into poorly managed railroads.

All possible underground and overhead means of travel in

London are overcrowded, and it is now a first necessity to

improve the ordinary roads. To do this, the light vehicles

must evidently accommodate themselves to the roads that

will stand the wear of the heavier vebicles of, say, 2 tons per

axle. This is easier done than to make a road to stand the

wear and tear of horses. The need is for better and more

durable surface and substratum , and better methods of main
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He never over-rated its powers, but built huge

embankments and made heavy cuttings so that it might have a

level road .

We do not know if it is wise for an engineer to neglect

finance altogether. It may save the labour of many horses

to spend millions on the roads ; but the man who has no

horse would object to pay a sovereign for road tax, in order

that his neighbour, who has horses, may save , say, £30 a

year. There is clearly something to be urged against the

abolition of the old toll gates, which, at least, taxed users

directly. Mr. Beaumont's paper is suggestive. It is a little

unpractical, but presidential addresses are perbaps better

when not too closely argued. The subject of good roads is

a very wide one. From the socialist standpoint their im

provement could be undertaken , for no doubt large expen

diture would return good interest to the community at large.

But socialism is not at present within the range of practical

politics, simply for lack of the only single essential to

success, to wit, absolute fair dealing. With no horses, and

with all tyres of suitable width for their loading, and of soft

material, there is an evident perfection of road surface

to-day possible, which would have great durability, for there

would be no grinding wear . Such roads would imply an

immense motor car icdustry. Doubtless this was the thought

underlying the address.

The Gale and

the Wires.

tenance and repair, and a general minimising of the gradients.

Axle load can be dealt with by using more wheels, so that

tyres of yielding but good wearing material may be employed

in place of steel edge runners. We need not dilate on the

folly of constantly tearing up roads to get at pipes and other

things. The subway, as in Northumberland or Shaftesbury

Avenues, is too obvious an economy to require any emphasis.

Macadam roads are not made as they should be, nor attended

after making as they ought to be, to keep them up to the

mark while the new surface is consolidating.

Road metal ought to be much more finely broken.

Referring to the great economy of man's time effected by

railroads, as compared with the old coach system , it is said

there are still 106,000 horses at work in London alone. They

are pounding the streets to pieces, and doing double the

destruction of iron -shod wheels, and they are also the cause

of much traffic of food, &c. , some 20,000 tons a week in

fodder and food alone, while an army of scavengers with

carts and other horses are required to clean up after them .

At least one-third the total vehicular space is represented by

the horse. Abolish the horse, and the streets at once become

50 per cent. larger, and many street blocks would be avoided .

This is quite apart from the loss due to stoppage of streets

for repairs due to the pounding of hoofs. From one to two

hundred millions sterling spent on our roads would be an

economy. The resistance of a railway per ton is 6 to 12 lbs.;

for a tramway, 15 to 40 lbs.; on a good road surface of best

quality, 25 to 30 lbs. ; on good macadam , 38 to 60 lbs., and

80 on to 140 lbs. for gravel. Thus, & horse's efficiency on

asphalte is double what it is on macadam , and so on .

Similarly the resistance due to gradients is enormous, and

jumps from , say, 45 lbs. on the level for good macadam , to

157 lbs. for a slope of 1 in 20. Yet many gradients are

1 in 8, or 1 in 10, which latter would demand 269 lbs. per

ton . It is these gradients which make a motor vehicle

demand & 16 H.P. motor, where one of 3 to 4 H.P. would

suffice.

There are 1,200,000 draught horses in the country. Assume

only 500,000, however, at £ 30 a year each for food and

lodging, at least a third might be dispensed with, and save

the country £5,100,000 a year, or, capitalised , £ 170,000,000

at 3 per cent., which is, therefore, what might be epent on

the roads at a low estimate to save one -third of the horses

employed .

As regards tramway traction, Mr. Beaumont seemed to

favour steam motors or gas, because at present the Serpollet

cars of Paris, and the Blackpool gas cars only cost about

4d . per car mile and electricity costs 6d. But he thinks no

small tramway can succeed properly. Tramways ought to

be worked by powerful companies, as is now being done for

electrical traction , when, perhaps, steam and gas systems

may succeed .

We fancy Mr. Beaumont in this has not taken into

effect the rapid acceleration which electricity makes possible

and the economy of time thus secured. The general trend

of his remarks may be summed up as a call for better road

surfaces, so that road motor vehicles could be used , and

easier gradients. He might have added a special word of

commendation of our early railroad engineers, who aimed at

directness and as close an approximation to levelness and no

gradients as possible. Few know what is being saved by

George Stephenson's determination to make the locomotive a

Years ago,

&

In a recent issue of the Globe attention

is once more drawn to the interruptions

which have occurred to telegraphic com

munication caused by the late gale. The cause, says that

highly scientific daily, “is perfectly well known, and has

repeatedly been pointed out in this journal. It is neither

more nor less than our foolish system of employing over

head telegraph wires. For this there is nothing whatever to

be said , except that it is rather cheaper in first cost than

laying them underground. ” “ Other countries have

underground wires, why not Great Britain ?

even Switzerland managed to organise such a system , and

was charging half- a -franc for messages upon which we in

England are still paying a shilling. There should be no

difficulty in the way of laying the trunk wires underground

in this country.” Such effusions as the foregoing are so

common in the daily press and indicate such accurate

knowledge of governing factors, that no doubt the Postal

authorities will be at last ashamed of themselves and will pro

ceed to abolish the overhead system and substitute underground

work, as it can be done at a trifling expense , and will solve

the question of uninterrupted fast-speed telegraph working

and long distance telephony. It is, perhaps, needless to

say that the so -called Swiss system is a pure imagination of

the writer in the Globe, and that the idea that an under

ground system capable of carrying the enormous traffic

which passes over the immense network of wires of the

United Kingdom could be laid without difficulty, that is at a

small expense, is simply ridiculous, let alone the fact that long

distance telephony through underground work is impossible

with our present knowledge. No doubt, however, the writer

in the Globe knows all about the mysteries of " K , R."

&

>

9 )

Board of Trade Electrical Standardising Laboratory,

-We have received a copy of the Board of Trade table of

fees for examination or testing of electrical instruments for

the measurementofresistance current or electrical pressure.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

9

A STRONG master of central station men graced the last

meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers on Thurs

day, March 24th, to hear what Mr.Hammond had to say as

to " The Cost of Generation and Distribution of Electrical

Energy.” The proceedings were exceptionally interesting,

inasmuch as the paper before the meeting was in the hands of

the members, and the writer of the paper explained what was

in it inan able discourse, lasting three-quarters of an hour.

We all know Mr. Hammond to be one of the hardest workers

in the profession , and were prepared for the clear and deci

sive character ofhis speeches. On Thursday evening he was

at his best, and , from a few notes, gave all the leading points

in his most voluminoas printed paper in a telling fashion,

which went down with the meeting as no reading could have

done.

To briefly summarise Mr. Hammond's remarks is to index

his paper, and it is worth while to do so under the circum

stances. Firstly, he pointed out the difference between local

authorities and companies, as regards the location of salaries

and wages in the Board of Trade form of accounts ; then he

stated that these accounts have been systematically kept since

1890, and expressed the hope that the time will come when

the Board of Trade will publish the figures sent in according

to statute . The usual method of dealing with the quantity

of electrical energy turned out is to take the costs of the

unit delivered to the consumer, although some would prefer,

as fairer, that the units should be taken as they leave the
works.

The editor of a well -known contemporary has said that

the redaction of cost of electrical energy is always to come.

It may be replied that the cost to the consumer is even now

one-third of what it was in the earliest days of public

supply, while any such statement bearing on the actual cost

of production can be easily refuted by perusal of the

figures contained in the paper.

Mr. Crompton's paper of 1894 showed what had been and

mightbe done,and further evidence of reduction in cost was

given by such figures as have been obtained year after year

by the Westminster, Manchester, and Leeds stations, proving

conclusively that the tendencyof costs is always to decrease.

Ideal costs could be obtained by taking the lowest of the

respective items as they now stand ; while at Edinburgh,

Leeds and Manchester, figures closely approaching Mr.

Crompton's ideal figures have been obtained with much

lower outputs than Mr. Crompton allowed .

Mr. Hammond then considered the factors that affect cost,

do ko.

outside the gentlemen interested he thought no one could

tell the reason for the particular order in which the various

concerns fall. Further, it might be of use , however, if

tables were prepared bringing down the figures to a uniformity

by giving the calorific valae, &c. Losses unaccounted for

might also be classified , as by a heavy expenditure on

copper, losges by resistance are minimised; some systems

embody storage, and so many points have to be con

sidered, that if everything were taken into account the

results might come out in some other way to that at first
obvious.

Mr. Crompton felt obliged to Mr. Hammond for his paper,

as he had at recurring periods of threeyears written papers

on this subject, and in this case Mr. Hammond had done

the work for him. Anyone who knew the trouble and

labour involved in the preparation of such a paper must

be wild to hear it spoken of 38 had been the case — a

compilation. As regarded the paper itself, he did not wish
to say anything on points on which others might speak,

bat fron his special experience he would emphasise the

importance of investigating details of costs and losses, and

Mr. H. W. Miller, nearly 10 years ago, adopted sash

analysis, being thus almost the father of weekly returns.

Thevery great advantage of the Board of Trade returns was

the arousing of the sporting instinct of the race, where

central station supply was concerned. Prof. Kennedy, and

many others, frequently suggested improvements in the
method of displaying and arriving at the figures given in

Lightning's tables and similar summaries of the technical

press, that the race for honours might be a fairer one ,

bringing out as far as possible the merit of the engineer,

but where conditions differ widely, it is very difficult to

He knew the difficulty, as in his last paper he

attempted, by a knowledge of the calorific values of different

coals, to arrive at a fair comparison, but was told that

the resulting figures were his figures, and he admitted this.

It was extremely difficult to bring things to a level.

Engineers do not often have control of the management,

and they cannot control the local authorities. Local taxa

tion cometimes is very heavy, and may even now reach a

value of two- thirds of the cost of coal ; as times goes on,

the two carves will cross one another,

After some remarks on the coal bill and its effect on

the cost per unit , Mr. Crompton went on to say that &

low coal bill is not of much credit to a station if extinc

tions frequently occur ; that it is a suicidal policy to re

strict the generation to a single station, and it is better

to bave twoor more stations for a large supply. This is a

little more expensive, and large London companies with

multiple stations cannot be fairly compared with other

systems, such as Brighton, worked from a single station.

Quite recently there have been a good many smashes, and a

point he attached importance to was the unreliability of

directly generating at very high volts, as, if steam pipes

break, bang go your coils. Such machines will not stand

large quantities of escaping steam with impunity.

Hehad proposed the word“ load factor," but the present

use of thisterm was not quite satisfactory, and although

his present proposal was rather complicated, he thought it

more useful ; that is, to take the number of hours per year

that theplant would have to run to give the actual outpat
not a difficult thing to calculate.

Then low costs are due to the men controlling works. It

is most important to get the very best men , and he would

wish some means could be found to give the real represen

tative order of merit, so as to show who really are the best

men. Continuous publication of results is developing a

race of highly skilled organisers - men who must be well

paid, and willnot be obtained for the remuneration of a mere

clerk .

Mr. Wordingham thought the labour of preparing the

paper must have been enormous, and as an evidence of the

care taken in working out the figures, Mr. Hammond,

he noted , had not overlooked the fact that last year was leap

year. He thought it rather a mistake to leave out of sight

capital cost, and the charges due to this often amount to half

the real costs of production. Load factor is, after this, the

real thing affecting cost . Ideal costs may be rather mislead

ing, as electricity supply may be combined with other work.

Also, there is a danger of competition being carried too

far, and everything being sacrificed to low figures. He then

D

such as:

1. Oatput, the leading factor.

2. Load factor, the next important after output.

3. Reliability of plant, the general smooth running of
things.

4. Engineer factor, the ability, assiduity and earnestness

of the responsible engineer or engineers.

: 5. Efficiency of plant, as affecting consumption of fuel,
& c.

6. Efficiency of distribution , as affecting outside losses, &c.

7. Cost of fuel, & c .

We have now an approach to the figure given by Mr.

Crompton as a prophecy, that thecostinLondon would fall

to 1.32d . per anit,andMr. Hammond ventured to add that,

when the outpat does reach 5,000,000 units, we shall see the

cost as low as 0 ·75d . per unit.

Major-General Webber then opened the discussion by

expressing his desire to say that all felt that there are

individuals on this earth to whom we should like to be

introduced, and that he was then introduced for the first

time to one whom he had been very anxious to meet,

“ Chesterfield Janior. " While he did not doubt that

the statistics of this gentleman were quite as accurate as

other statistics, still he thought that from the way they must

be compiled they could not be of much use to the engineer

as an engineer. For example, from the respective positions

of various companies in the coal statistics in the paper it

may be well argued that the order of merit shows completely

how unreliable such figures are in formingan opinion. In

short, that these figures to the engineer, however valuable

they may be generally, are nothing more than suggestions ;
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referred to the low charges made at Manchester and Brighton,

and urged the putting aside of a certain sum periodically to

depreciation. He stated that he should personally be obliged

toany contractor who would tell him actually the upper or

largest size of unit actually to be obtained .

Prof. Forbes considered the curves of verygreat interest

to all. After some general remarks on the desirability of

limiting the use of carves and figures to the obtaining of

facts and arguments which could, without error , be ob'ained

from them , he pointed out that not only did the cost per

unit fall with lapse of time from the start of a work, but

also with output- which rose as timewent on. Part of

the reduction may be due to improvement in plant and

methods, andpartonly to increasedoutput.

Mr. Grimshaw explained a diagram he had prepared,

showing that at the Eccleston Place works of the West

minster Company, he had got down to 4:75 lbs. of coal per

anit with exceptionally good loads, and had reached 4 lbs.on

a 3-11 p.m. shift in winter, and considered it improbable

that verymuch lower figures would be reached for some time

to come.

Prof. R. H. Smith thought that Mr. Hammond's estimate

of reduction of cost with output was exaggerated , as work

men and managers would expect some increase in greater

proportion than seemed to have been allowed . It is also

always a question of incidence of interest and depreciation,

against decrease of working cost on the other side, as by

spending capital the working cost can be reduced.

At this stage the discussion was adjourned until next

meeting.

pumps. All of the lighting and power are generated on the

premises in a small building outside the sewer. About mid

way between the endsof the sewer a small dock has been con

structed and the materials are delivered to it by an incline

through a hole made in the top of one wall.

The towboat is a catamaran22 feet long and 5 feet wide.

Each of the small boats is 18 inches wide. In the middle of

the catamaran is a small paddle wheel box wbich is to prevent

splashing. This is driven by means of sprocket wheels and

chains which are connected with an electric motor of2

horse-power. At the stern end is a rudder and controller,

so that one man can operato both. Only one electric boat

is used. It tows six scows, which have already handled

12,000 bricks, 50 barrels of cement and 100 barrels of sand

daily. The double trolley syetem is used, the wires being

bung from insulated brackets secured to the top of the arch

in such a way that a trolley can be run on it. A scow is

also fitted with a centrifugal pumpwhich is used for pump

ing ont the cofferdam , and it is driven by another motor of

14 horse-power. The application of the electric towage to

sewer construction is novel, and the results obtained are most
satisfactory.

The electric scow was designed by Mr. Harrison P. Eddy,

Superintendent of Sewers, Worcester, Mass. Mr. Robert

N. Kendall is the assistantin charge of the electrical work.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACTS.

ELECTRIC TOWBOAT IN A SEWER.*

The city of Worcester has a large sewer 18 feet wide

and 13 feet high. The rewage of the city is treated

chemically to render it fit to flow back into the Blackstone

River, sothatit is desirable to separate the storm water from

the sewage to lessen the expense of the chemical treatment. ·

We have several times lately referred to the onerous and

often unfair clauses of specifications which are enforced

against contractors. As we write, we have before as several

specifications,from which wepropose to select a few samples

of clauses which, in our opinion, cannot be fairly upheld.

For example, in a clause for testing materials,the con:

tractor is required to supply, free of charge, all labour and

testing apparatus, and the tests are to be made when and

how the engineer may direct. Without doubt the engineer

ought to have the power to specify tests, but

wby should the contractor be exposed to the

cost of finding apparatus and labour to his

own possible andoing. This clause does not

appear satisfactory, becaase it is not suffi

ciently rigid, and presents a difficulty in esti

mating the price to be put in . A personal

knowledge of the engineer and his testing

idiosyncrasies might be sufficient to give a

great advantage to one contractor over

another, while the lack of such knowledge

might put a contractor to an unexpectedly

large expense. Tests should , therefore, be

standardised where possible, and an aggrieved

contractor should have an appeal to an un

biased outside authority.

Under the head of power to vary works

we consider it eminently anfair that a con.

tractor should be paid under schedule of

prices only. What of materials rendered

useless bythe variation ? Is the contractor

to have no recompense for his time and

trouble, but simply be paid perhaps a few

pounds on a schedule rats which was priced

for amounts 50 times larger than those in

volved in the alteration.

In public work the item of watching may

prove serious, so also may the contractors

resfoasibility for accidents even when caused

by following the engineer's instructions.

An engineer demands something to be done,

perhaps, to expedite work ; the contractor' is obligiog and

does not wish to object, or, if he do object, he may become

liable to penalties at the sole option of the engineer,and

then whenan accident happens thecontractorbearsit all.

There is a clause as to daywork in one specification before

us, to the effect that daywork must be sent in not later than
the next day after the time was made. There is nothing

unfair in this, and contractors ought to be very stringent on

this point. We have known where a contractor was easy and

was anxious to help on work , and neglected todivide

In order to accomplish this end a smaller sewer, 6 feet wide

and 4,000 feet long, is being built inside the larger one,

utilising the bot :om and one of the sides of the sewer. A

co fferdam is constructed to enable the other wall of the

Bewer to be built, and in order to deliver materials to the

workmen an electric scow was rigged up, which has been

found very satisfactory. Electricity is also used to light
the sewer , to operate ventilating fans and to work electric

• Scientific American .
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proper date.

off the daywork from contract work and lost the whole of

it amounting to over 10 per cent. of the whole work . Con

tractors find a difficulty with workmen . It is almost im

possible to get the average working engineer to keep time

separate on day and contract jobs. Workmen are hopelessly

anintelligent in this respect, and if pressed to keep the time

feel aggrieved as though they were being doubted . We

have seen a good tradesman fairly dance with excitement

when pressed to keep a time record on jobs, and end

up by asking for his - money, and departing. Engineers

who are intelligent and see no difficulty in keeping time

separate , fail to appreciate the position of a contractor who

has workmen to deal with . Take that honest man, the

bricklayer, who shatters his health in disposing of a couple

of hundred bricks daily. When these men are requested to

harry a job along down go their trowels and off they troop

to the pay office, and between slow work and no work the

contractor does not know how to meet the demands of the

engineer for more rapid progress. Apropos of the recent

fiasco at Bradford, there is a good clause before us, to the

effect that no alternative scheme shall receive consideration .

At Bradford , we presume, this was not a clause, and an

alternative schemewas considered, and it ought not to have

been in the absence of a special proviso to that effect. Alter

native schemes either should beinvited or should be specially

barred out.

In another specification we find a particular type of boiler

is demanded, and its evaporation perhour is laiddown when

asing steam coal band fired, both in the gross and per pound

of coal. Now this is open to many objections. The engi

neer ought to fix the size of the boiler if be can fix its

maker. One contractor may supply a boiler that is too

small; he may make an error. True, he could be made to

put in another boiler to do the specified daty, but this is not

the object of employing an engineer. It is the engineer’s

duty to avoid disputes,not to lay traps for mere contractors.

The same engineer who specified as above, also specified

for a gas engine to run at an absolutely steady speed of so

many revolutions per minute. He specified a make of

engine which governs by cut- out explosions. How then

could be expect to get a steady speed of 160 or 190 revo

lutions when the cut-out is effected by speed variatioo.

" Absolutely steady " are the words used, not sensibly steady ;

bot further on it is provided thet the speed variation shall

pot exceed a given allowance. Wby first have asked for an

impossibility , and then have toned down. These tonings

down are apt to be extended by contractors perhaps too

liberally to other clauses .

In yet another specification the contractor is under penalty

to complete at a date given, and the engineer has the right to

delay delivery or erection without extra payment, and the

contractor's only benefit is to be an extension of time at the

option of the engineer.

There are all sorts of claims which may be enforced

against the contractor even to delayingwork,and yet enforcing

the penalty for non -completion by given date. We should

doubt whether, under such circumstances, a court of law would

allow a penalty to be enforced, but here again is that loop

hole for dispute and legal action which an engineer should

avoid, which he is paid to avoid in truth .

This is a point on which we would like to insist. It is all

very well to treat contractors as so many mere money grubbers.
Contractors have their retortapon engineers, many of whom

are not free from the reproach of making little jobs into big
ones for the extra commission thereon. Bat whether

contractors are all that many specifications would seem

to imply, or whether they are not, a specification

is intended to be a document that shall obtain justice all

round . At present the aim of some specifications seems to

be to place the contractor in a position to bear the brunt of

any possible mistake or oversight on the part ofthe engineer,

so thatthe engineer's paymaster may not be called on to pay

for such oversight or error. This is unfair to the contractor.

Of course, in the long run, the cost of these things comes

upon the customer, for the contractor adds for contingencies,

or in other ways increases the amount of all his tenders to
cover such items. At the same time if such clauses could

be eliminated, and contractors could rely upon fair treat

ment, all work could be taken at narrower margins and

really just specifications would carry weight and could be
easier enforced

In one specification only do we find a bonus for earlier

completion as well as a penalty for late completion. This is

fair, but it is not fair to delay work and allow nothing for

delay. A contractor is not necessarily wealthy. He has

provided for delivery of goods and often wants payment to

meet his liabilities. If compelled to obtain an overdraft he

has got to pay several per cent. for the accomodation, and

his banker only then grants it if he is sure of the final

money. The very delay in work may be weakness and may

stop & contractor's overdraft. Power to delay work

irresponsibly, especially where the contractor has hurried

goods forward to avoid penalty, is grossly unfair. As an

American writer pointed out lately, it demoralises the

workshop to see push gcols lying waiting delivery after

The very presence of unfair clauses emboldens the unfair

contractor to encroach, for too harsh a document enlists

sympathy with him, and as juries were wont to convict

sheepstealers of manslaughter to save their lives, 80 will

contractors escape just penalties if held liable to anjast

punishments.

It is not only in commercial clauses that we find items

that are difficult to consider. What, for example, are we to

think of an engineer's demand for gas engines to secure the

highest economy and the minimum speed variatione, con

ditions inimical to each other, the one demanding a system

of governing differing from that demanded by the other ?

Why, too ,should a contractor be made responsible for the

efficiency of producer gas supplied to work his gas engines,

and be compelled to bear the expense of proving the gas

quality to be wrong ? If there be a doubtas 'to producer

gas, a holderful could be madeand its quality ascertained,

and the engine run upon this. Producer gas must befairly

bad if a gas engine cannot work with it. There migbt be

standard gas, one that should not contain less than, say,

80 per cent. of combustible.

In reading through many specifications for all manner of

work, it occurs to us that it is to the credit of our engineers

and contractors generally that matters go as smoothly as

they do. But specifications are usually go outrageous, that

when a contractor goes to see plans and read specifications,
he pays little attention to the moet objectionable clauses.

We have seen an inexperienced man with no knowledge

of these matters, when confronted with objectionable

clauses, put on outrageously big sums to cover them ,

to his own undoing and the loss of profitable work. Of

course, such a man ought not to see such specifications,

but the question arises, Should such things to be ? Is

it not posible to secure good work with more rational

and standard clauses ? The trial is being made. Let us

hope success may attend it.

8

THE EFFECTS OF TENSION AND QUALITY

OF THE METAL UPON THE CHANGES

IN LENGTH PRODUCED IN IRON WIRES

BY MAGNETISATION .

MR, BYRON B. BRACKETT bas recently published in the

Physical Review (America ), Vol. V., No. 5, an account of

the results of a long series of experiments on the subject of

the title, with special reference to the effects of tensionupon

the phenomena. The experiments have been carried out

with great care , and values of the different quantities in

volved very completely recorded. Tests are reported on

piano wire in its natural condition under two different

stresser, 658 and 1,949 ; on apnealed piano wire under three

different stresser, 62, 699, and 1,949 ; and on soft iron wire

under four different stresses, 48.3 , 430, 752, and 1,720 ;

stresses being in all cases measured in kg. pereq. cm. The

diameter of the piano wire was 1.25 mm ., and of the iron

wire 1.31 mm. Round the vertical stretched wire as an axis

were arranged three pieces of apparatus. The first attached

to the wire at two points was an arrangement of levers carry

ing a tilting mirror forobserving on a scale the changes in

length of the wire. The movement observed on the scale
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magnetisation than Et, the curve leaving the zero line

26. The value of Er then increases to 5:4, when

IR 580, and retains the same value through the rest of

the experiment, although I continuesto increase through

ont very slowly after a value of 700. The author points ont

that the curve of Er appears to represent the sum of two

quantities, first, the curve of Er, and second, the dotted

straight line drawn in the diagram ( added by ns to the
author's figure), and it is suggested that the change in length

is the sum of two effects : an extension due to themagnetisa

tion, represented by the curve Er, and a contraction directly

proportional to the magnetising force, or perhaps to its excess
over a certain small amount. In considering this very

intere- ting suggestion , it should be borne in mind that the

maximum contraction observed in any of these experiments

on piano wire only amounted to yoobooth part of the length.

The experiments on these wires under different stressed

di
B

x 707

70

ER + CR

was 25,000 times the change in length of the wire. Round

this was a cylindrical jacket of circulating water, designed

to prevent, as far as possible, any change inthe temperature

of the wire by radiation from the magnetising coil; and out

side this was the magnetising coil itself. Both these last

pieces of apparatus were supported quite independently of

the wire. " The maintenance of a steady temperature was

very important, as the largest magnetic effect observed in the

series of experiments is about the same as would be caused

by a change of 3 ° C., and even with the water jacket the

temperature changes are said to have been very inconvenient.

For the details of the apparatus, which had been used by

two previous observers, we may refer our readers to the

origical paper, and contine ourselves to the resulos obtained .

The quantities observed or calculated at each stage of the

magnetisation were the following :

1. The extension or contraction + x 10', called ET,

when the magnetic force was applied, with B the magnetic

induction, I the magnetisation, aud the magnetic force.

2. The same quantities with the magnetising current

interrupted, viz , the residual extension, or contraction,

+ x 10°, called Er, and Ig the residual magnetisation .
L

The course of taking the observations was as follows:

Starting with ihe wire demagnetised , a small magnetic force

was applied and Er and noted. The magnetising current

was stopped and Er noted. A stronger current was applied

in the same direction as before, and Er and again noted.

The corrent was again stopped and Er taken. This course

was followed up to the highest magnetisations employed.

Another series of observations was afterwards taken with

increasing reversals, and a secondary coil in circuit with a

ballistic galvanometer, to obtaiu the values of B correspond

ing to the values of i previously employed . I and I were
calculated from the B H figures.

The numerical results are given in tables, and plotted in

diagrams. The five sets of results obtained from the steel

piano wire, hardened or annealed, and under different stresses,

give curves of very similar character, and we reproduce one

as an example. In every casethe magnetisation under the

magnetising current was raised to about 1,400, with a value
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FIG . 2. - SOFT IRON ; TENSION 430.

showed that an increase in the stress has no effect on the

position of the dotted line, but tends to bring the carve of

En nearer to the zero line, and the point where it first reaches

its maximum nearer to the origin .

The reduction of the experiments on iron wire is more

elaborate, but the results are very similar. Acting on a4x70
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FIG . 3. - SOFT IRON ; TENSION 430 .

of 1 about 340. The two curves giving the values of Ir and

IR, i.e., of the intensity of magnetisation with the magnetis

ing current, and afterthe current has been interrupted, are

of the usual character, and call for no special comment; but

those giving the values of the extension and contraction of

the wire, drawn on a large scale, are of considerable interest.

Comparing the curves ( fig . 1 ) of I, and Er plotted to , it is

seen that no extension was observed till a considerable mag

netisation was attained— Er does not leave the zero line till

IT = 9. The extension soon attains a maximum when

ET = 284 , and Ir = 81 , and then diminisher, quickly

changing to a contraction. The curve of E, then follows 8
descending straight line which shows no sign within the

range of experiment of a mioor limiting value.

Comparing the curves of Ig and Er, also plotted to h, it is

seen that Er remains zero till a certain magnetisation is

attained , but begins to have an appreciable value at a lower

( or in

suggestion of Prof. Rowland that the induction, B, must

produce a mutual attraction between the elementary magnets,

Bº

and consequently a compression proportional to
ST

the case of residual magnetisation to 2 1%), divided

in each case by Young's modulus. The values of these

compressions, called cr and Cr respectively, are also plotted.

Thecurves lettered Er+ Cr, and Es + Cri are drawn giving

8 *
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н

B

what may be supposed to be the total extension due to the

magnetisation , independent of the compression of or OR•

Figs. 2 and 3 give the results of the investigations on iron

wires under a tension of 430 kg. per cm. plotted for a and

I respectively.

In fig. 3, the near equivalence of the curve Er, to a com
bination of the curve Er with a straight descending line, is

well seen . The effect of increased tension in lowering the

ourve Er without affecting the position of the descending

line, was found to hold in iron asin piano steel.

Explanation of the Tables and the Notation used in the

Tubles and Plates,

H = the magnetising field .

change of length
Ет x 107 wbile u is on.

length

change of length
ER x 107 after I is removed .

length

total induction or 4 7 I- + H.

IT = magnetisation of specimen with 1 on .Іт

IR = - magnetisation of specimen with off ,3

magnetic permeability or

change of length
CT x 107 that would be caused by a

length

B?
mechanical pressure =

8

change of length

CR = x 107 that would result from a

length

mechanical pressure (4 Ir ) .
8 л

If there compressive forces actually exist, then the values

of E, and Eg computed from the observed changes are too

small by Cr and CR respectively, and

change of length
Et + Ct the real x 107 with on .

length

107 with hoff,

length

B

H 3
.

H

.

Bg + g = the real change of length

far at the expense of the financial soundness of the under,

taking, and that managers may have a tendency to charge

certain items to capital account which more properly. should

be included in revenge account; but we believe that the

Board of Trade is not by any means inclined to leave sgol

matters entirely in the hands of the managers, and that this

danger, it it exists, is therefore not an important one .

Attention is drawn to certain differences in the form of

accounts presoribed for local authorities and for companies,

and we quite agree with Mr. Hammond that it is desirable

to procure uniformity as an aid to a useful comparison of the

accounts of various undertakings. These differences are

that the companies have to charge a proportion of the salaries

of engineers to cost of generation and distribution, whereas

the local authority charges the whole to management, and

that provision is made in the companies'form for remanera

tion of directors and auditors and for depreciation. With

regard to the salaries of engineers, it would certainly be more

reasonable that the local authority should do as the company

is obliged to do, and that in both cases a proportion of the

salary of the managing engineer only should be charged to

management; and as regards depreciation, & more uniform

manner of dealing with this charge is desirable, a'though we

do not see how this can be brought about by any ohange in

the form of accounts .

Before dealing with what is the subject proper of the

paper, viz., the cost of production, we would refer to one or

or two points connected with the financial ride of the matter,

and to which reference is made by the author. Mr. Ham .

mond almost apologises for going beyond the analysis of the

works' coste , on the ground that it may be objected that any .

thing else is outside the province of the engineer ; but,

althongh this is true to a certain degree, it is equally true

that the extent to which electrical energy will be used does

not depend onlyon the works' cost, but on the totalcost, or

ratheron the price at which the unit can be sold . Althoagh

it is quite true that in any existing undertaking the engineer

cannot exercise any control over the cost of management,

and that he may have had nothing to do with the choice of

the system andthe design of theplant, so that he is in no

way responsible for the amount of the annual charges on

capital expended ; yet, if anyone is desirous of arriving at a

just comparison of two undertakings, it is impossible to

leave out of consideration those soms which must be paid

out or set aside annually in order that the undertakingmay

be worked on & sound financial basis . With the local

authority there are appual charges which must be met for

interest on and redemption of loans, and with companies

there are dividends which , from the shareholders' point of

view , it is absolutely necessary to pay ; and these payments,

the amount of which depends on the capital expenditure,

must be paid out of revenue, and very materially affect the

price at which the unit can be sold, and therefore the chance

of success of the undertaking.

We all know that working costs can be kept down by the

expenditure of large sums on economical engines and

dynamos, on condensing plant, and on works for providing a

supply of water for condensing so that water rates have not

to bepaid, on labour-saving appliances, and on the laying of

very heavy copper mains to keep down the cost of distribu

tion ; but would it be fair to place such an undertaking in

front of another whose working costs are somewhat higher,

because it has been deemed advisable not to expend large

gums on condensingplant, and on various appliances the use

of which tend to reduce working costs, or because owingto
local circumstances it has been decided to use smaller mains

and transforming apparatus, without taking into account

the difference in the capital expenditure of the two under

takings ? Of course it may be that the expenditure in the

first case is fully justified , and that the total cost of the unit,

as we understand it, is lower than that in the second; but

there are many cases in which this would not be so, and

where the saving in capital charges would more than counter

balance the increased cost of working.

Another point which is discussed by Mr. Hammond is the

amount which should be set aside forreserve or depreciation

fund . Mr. Hammond agrees with the opinion held by many

local authorities, that the obligation in their case to repay

the loans to cover capital expenditure in about 25 years is

sufficient for all purposes, and that it is not necessary to set

aside anything for reserve under these conditions. We con

THE COST OF GENERATION AND DISTRI

BUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY .

The paper on the above subject, prepared by Mr.Hammond

for the Institution of Electrical Eogineers, andof which an

abstract was read by him at the meeting on March 24th , is

certainly one of the most valuable contributions of recent

times, and should be specially appreciated by all those who

desire to make themselves acquainted with the present position

and future prospects of the supply industry on account of the

great massof statistics which hasbeen collected and tabulated

by the author.

In introducing his subject, Mr. Hammond explains how it

is that the supply industry isobliged to fornish such detailed

cost sheets,to prepare the annualstatement of accounts in a

prescribed form , and to publish and sell these statements to

any applicant for not more than a shilling & copy. It

certainly does seem remarkable that this obligation should

have beenaccepted without a murmur when weknow thatno

other trading concerns are under the same necessity, and that

the majority of them would strongly object to publishing

details of their costs of production , but it must notbe forgotten

that the conditions are somewhat special in that, with very

few exceptions, there is no direct competition, and that a

knowledge of the working costs of one concern can seldom

be used to its detriment by a rival company anxious to engage

in a war of cutting down prices. Whatever the reason may

have been for the acceptance of this obligation , there is little

doubt that the publication of these accounts has had a bene

ficial effect, and has fostered a healthy rivalry between

managers and engineers of supply undertakings, each of

whom has generally been anxious to go one better than his

neighbour . There is a danger that this may be carried too
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set aside for depreciation and redemption fund varies con

siderably , Glasgow having set aside over 8 per cent ., whilst

Brighton's figure is little over 2 per cent.; bat if we allow

a uniform charge of 2 per cent. for interest, and 5 per cent.

for depreciation and redemption fand taken on the capital

expenditure at the end of the year, we find the gross cost per
unit sold would have been 3.81d., so that we may confidently

expect that, for important undertakings, local authorities will

be able to supply at an average price of 4d ., and that at that

price the undertakings will be on a thoroughly sound financial

footing, and will have a margin to spare after the payment

of allcharges.

( To be continued .)

9

SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

BY A. O. EBORALL.

( Continued from page 356.)

The curves given in figs. 14 and 15 are typical of the

excellent single-phasers made by this firm . Fig. 14 gives

the efficiency, power factor , and speed regulation of a 110
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sider that those authorities are acting wisely who exercise the

power given them by the Board of Trade to set aside

annually a som for depreciation until this reserve amounts

to one-tenth of the aggregate capital expenditure ; since ,

although their plant maybekept in good working order by

' the execution of repairs,yet itdoes not follow that all the

plant will have a useful life of 25 years. For example, is it

not probable that, before the 25years have expired, some of

the boilers may no longer be fit for use at the high pressures

which are now generally employed ? They may have been

maintained in good condition , but it is a common thing to

find that, after 10 to 12 years, the boiler insurance inspector

insists on a reduction of working pressure, and in such a

case, although the boiler may be perfectly serviceable for con

tinued use at this redaced pressure, it is no longer suitable

for the service required of it in the central station.

Again, it often happens that a station starts operations

withgenerating units which are found to be too small after

a few years working,and have to be taken out to make room

for larger units; and it would be sounder finance to pay at

any rate & proportion of the cost of this charge out of a

depreciation fund , rather than to create fresh capital charges

for the whole. We have, so far, spoken only of localautho

rities,but the same remarks applyto companies ; and, indeed,

these latter, in the great majority of cases, do not set aside

as much as the 3 per cent., which is the average annual

charge for the redemption fund of the local authority.

Although it may not be advisable to handicap an under

taking in its earliest years by a heavy charge for depreciation,

we think that as soon as it is possible to pay a dividend which

will keep the value of the shares at par or a little over, it

would be better finance to devote any surplus revenge in the

first instance to building up a reserve fund, and that in con

sidering the possible minimum gross cost of the unit when

supplied by a well established company, a charge of some

thing like 5 per cent. should be included for depreciation and

reserve .

These general questions are of interest in considering an

extract from our contemporary, the Engineer, which was

quoted in the paper and commented on by Mr. Hammond.

This extract, after stating that it is only ander peculiar

circumstances that the unit can be obtained at a less price

than 5d., concludes by saying : “ For about 20 years we have

been told that its cost is to be reduced next year. The

reduction has not come get ; and the worst of the matter is

that all the large producing companies, who ought to know

and who are for the most part keenly competitive - tell us

that they see no prospect of being able to reduce the price."

Mr. Hammond justly takes exception to the first part of the

paragraph we have quoted, and points out that both the cost

of production and the sellingprice of the unit have been very

largely reduced, since the first pioneer companies started

operations less than 20 years ago. Bat on the question of

the gross cost of production , or, rather, on the probable
minimum selling price of the unit, Mr. Hammond says very

little ; and we think that our contemporary, as we ourselves

should, would rather that Mr. Hammond should have dealt

more fully with this part of the subject, and have given us

his ideas of the probability of a general reduction of the price

below 5d. per unit .

With a company much depends on what the directors con

sider a proper remunerationto their shareholders, but with a

local authority, where there are no shareholders to consider,

and where the charges for interest and redemption are fixed ,

it is possible to getsome idea of the minimum selling price

which would paythe works' costs and thecharges for manage

ment, interest, redemption and depreciation. Ifwe consider

the balance-sheets for 1896 of five of the leading Copora

tions, Bradford, Brighton, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Man

chester, we findthat their aggregatecapital expenditure at

the end of the year was £ 965,000, and that they sold during

that year 7,930,000 unite, at an average price of 4:46d.; and

further, that after paying the cost of production, including

management, and the interest on their loans, they set aside

£ 41,500 for depreciation and redemption fund, and still had

a surplus of £ 29,500. The average cost per unit sold, in

sluding rent, rates, taxes, management, & c., was 1.62d ., to

which interest on loans added 69d., and depreciation and

cedemption fund 1.26d., making a gross cost of 3.57d .,

whichis therefore the average price at which the nnit might

have been sold if no surplus had been made. The amount
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volt, 40 ~ , 1 } H.P. motor fitted with simple short-circuited

bar armature. It will be seen that the power factor and

efficiency areboth high over a considerable range, and the

speed regulation is also very good, especially when the small

size of the motor is taken into account.

Fig. 15 shows the same thing for a six -polemotor designed

to give out 3 H.P. at 100 volts and 100 ~ . It had a wound
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rotor arranged for a starting resistance. The efficiency ,is

very high, but the powerfactornotquite sogood as inthe

last case,owingto the greater namber of poles. The starting

torque was equal to the full loadtorquewhen the starting

current was allowed to be about twice the full load current.

1

1
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Fig. 16 concludes this account of the Brown single- phasers.

It is a 70 H.P.motor, working on the Frankfort 45 ~ 2,800

volt lighting mains, and runs at 540 revolutions per minute.

The starting arrangements have already been shown in

fig. 12B.

(B) The Oerlikon Company. This is another company

put in parallel across the mains, when the difference of phase

produced is large enough to start the motor up on a loose

pulley. Sometimes the non -inductive resistance is left out

and a rotor resistance is always used for the larger units.

This starting device requires more current than the previous

ones described, and, generally speaking, ie not so effective.

I
T
T

1

FIG 16.

who were early in the field with single-phasers. Their con

structions do not call for special notice, as they are very

similar to those of the last firm . Their starting device is,

(C) Messrs. Kolben & Co. - This firm is the latest making

& speciality of alternate current plant, and especially of in

duction motors. Their single-phase motors show in their

TABLE II .

20
...

11

...

01
90 21

Horse - power..:

Full load efficiency (per cent.)
Hall

Fall load watt" consumption
Hall

Full load power factor (per cent.)
Hall

Amperës at starting I. At
full load /110 volts.

Revolutions per minuterunning light

fully loaded

.2

55

42

270

170

65

48

7.5

3 8

1,500

1,350

.75

64

53

860

520

68

51

18

11

1,500

1.390

2

68

56

2,160

1,300
72

55

38

27

1,500

1,400

3 5

72

60

3,600

2,150

73

56

50

45

1,500

1,430

6

76

65

5,800

3,400

75

60

65

70

1,500

1,430

10

80

69

9,200

5,700

80

62

90

105

1,500

1,430

15

82

72

13,500

7,700

80

62

120

154

1,000

965

83

73

17,800

10,000

82

64

145

200

1,000

965

.

" ..

90

ahowever, somewhat different, owing to the fact that a chok

ing coil is used instead of a condenser. The motor being

wound with two windings, a choking coil is put in series

withthe one of greater self-induction , which is generally the

starting winding with manyturns, and a non -inductive
resistance in series with the working winding. The two are

design that attention to detail which would be expected from

Mr. Kolben's large experience with this class of work. The

accompanying table gives some interesting information in

regardto the low tension motors for 50 circuits made by

his firm .

( To be continued .)
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CORRESPONDENCE .
nuisance would have been created by the adoption of the process,

wbich after all that has been said with respect to other systems. has

held its ground, and will do so still. I refer to the milk of lime process,

which will ultimately come about. I know that it may be replied

that the effluent that is turned out by this process is not pure . No

one in the present day would say that it was, but the goestion is, is

it not pareenough to be disobarged into theThames at Barking and

Crossness ? I have been sending, to the satisfaction of the Thames

Conservators, from 750,000 to 1,000,000 gallons of efluent per day

for many years into the Thames, and many visitors have made the

remark,and not a few of them members of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, why cannot we do the same, and I Bay ophesitatingly,

that ander the lime process and the destruction of retase, as sag

gested by me, the river would assume a character in every way

satisfactory,and at a mere bagatelle of cost when compared with the

expensive schemes already referred to. Other points mightbe raised

in connection with this effnent water, for instance, that of aeration.

And here I may add that sufficient steam would be produced from

the refuse, overand above the quantity required for ordinary pump.
ing purposes, which might be brought to bear upon the effluent in

aeration , and wbich, tomy knowledge, can be productive of im
mensely beneficial results.

Charles Jones, M. Inst.C.E.

Ealing, March, 1898.

The Burning Question .

The interesting communication of your correspondent,

A. J. Liversedge, again prompts me totrouble you with a

few lines upon theabove subject, and to join with him in

expressing personally my thanks for the opportunity you

have given for full and free discussion in your valuable

paper, the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, and it is at the present

moment that we are particularly grateful, for although much

has been “ atterly erroneous," the time is evident'y rapidly

approaching when " Eareka ” will be your proud motto

blazing forth above the portal of your office in all the beauty

given by 10,000 incandescent lamps, the outcome of the

now all powerful compound “ pressed sludge and house
"

refuse." That I am right in this conclusion I feel quite

gure. Mr. Livereedge virtually says that " Now we shan't

be long," and I will not attempt for one moment to go

behind the happy conclusions at which he has arrived ; at

the same time it would be more satisfactory when figures are

quoted as to the cost of burning, that it should be clearly stated

whether or no the capital charge, principal and interest

has been taken into account. There are so many items

to be fairly dealt with, that I need not make any apology

for the suggestion . Mr. Liversedge's reference toa previous

correspondent whose " imagination " weptsomewhat astray

with respect to what takesplace at Ealing is very much to

the point. I did not reply to the said previous correspondent,

time I felt was " too precious.' ' I may, however, now add

to previous information that one-third of the house refase is

used in the drainage of the sludge, the remaining two-thirds

is tipped on the destructor inthe ordinary way and all

burned together ; the drainage goes on usually for seven

days. One thing is certain , that although I have tried

again and again theburning of pressed sludge, I have never

spoceeded in obtaining as a result a good hard and useful

clinker such as I obtain from the compound produced at

Ealing.

Mr. Liversedge has referred to a communication I made

some years ago to the old Metropolitan Board upon this

question, and in looking over my papers I turned up one of

my lectores 1890 which deals with this very point. În eight
years necessarily there have been change and improvement,

but the general remarks will apply almost as well to -day as

when they were written, and as it may interest some of our

roaders, the following extract gives the principal points :

I have spoken and written upon this subject of house refuse and

sludge burning for someyears past, and I called the attention of the

Metropolitan Board to the matter, but without effect. Although they

didcarry out some experiments, they were carried out in such a way

that it was impossible for themto succeed, so little did their officials

know about it . At the discussion at the Institute of Civil Eagineers

upon Mr. Dibden's paper upon “ Sewage Sludge,” Mr. Dibden said :

“ Mr. Jones did not contend that he could burn the unpressedsludge,

but only the pressed, and based upon that an enormous annual ontlay

for the purpose of pressing. But the real fact of it is, gentlemen, I

have never presseda ton of sludge since my destructor has been in

work, but it is mixed with house refuse , goes into the furnace in

almost a semi-liquid state, and is delivered as a hard and valuable

clinker. Mr. Bibden stated that before the pressed sludge

can be burned the water must come out by heat, but he con

cluded with these significant words, that it dust-bin refuse of a

town is available, doubtless the object can be attained by the

use of destructors.” In these few words I maintain that you have

the solution to the difficulty. Why should not the Metropolitan
Board of Works have had the refuse of the dust-bin ? The various

anthorities along the banks of the Thames would have been only too

glad to have had a depôt, and barge it down to the northern or

southern outfall. We all know the trouble that for years and years

has gathered round this question, when a remedy so readily might
have been found . I have been told that the quantities are so large,

and the amount of sewage is so great ; but it seems strange in these

days of the Forth Bridge to hear words of this class . The whole

treatment of the London sewage at two outfalls would be a mere

bagatelle, it those with whom the matter rests would face the diffi .

culty. I have stated that in England at the present time there are

some 200 cells at work employing less than 100 men , and

dealing withsomething like500,000 tons of refuse. How much room

do you think these 200 cells would take, supposing they had been

built at Barking, where, I believe, there are some 70 acres of land

available ? Youwill be surprised tohear that they can be putupon

an acre of land, with plenty of roomto work between them , and that

the cost of erecting them would not amount to more than £ 300 or

£ 350 per cell. Supposing the 200 cells had been built, and the

question tried , there would bave been , according to the data which we

have, and wbich there is no disputing as it is indaily work, 1,000 H.P.

at band, or in other words, the coal bill would have been saved. No

Electric Power Supply from Central Stations .

I am obliged by the length at which you have reviewed

my little paper on " Electric Power Supply from Central“
Stations." The paper was read at short notice b -fore a

body of men whoare not specialists in electricity ; it was

also desired that it should not take more than an hour

in delivery including the exhibition of some 30 lantern

slides. Further, it is to be remembered that the proposals

of the Midland Electric Corporation are still sub judice, and

that until it is settled over what areas they will have powers

it is very difficult to speak exactly from an engineering

point of view . For all these reasons then the paper was

qualitative in character and tone, rather than quantitative.

As regards your suggestion that more actual figures as to

the capital cot of water power installations should have

been given , it would have been beside the purpose of the

paper to have treated this part of the subject in greater

detail. In the discussion, however, which followed, the pre

sident, Mr. J. W. Hall, gave come actual figures entirely

confirmatory of my general conclosions, of which I enclose a

copy.

Coming now to your criticism that in estimating the re

lative cost of coal and stoking for a plant running continu

ously, as compared with a plant working 54 hoursper week,

I bed not made sufficient allowance for “ Power Factor."

Allow me on this point to refer to a paper on the “ Electric

Transmission of Power," read on December 8th, 1894, before

the North of England ' Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers, by Mr. Alexander Siemeng,

On page 5 the paper
reads as follows :

“ Asfar as theygo these comparisons prove that the electric

transmission has been economical, but in order to obtain

satisfactory information as to the performance of the plant,

a series of tests were conducted by the experimental depart

ment under the direction of Dr. Eagene Obach, as follows :

“ The boiler tests and the engine tests were carried out

separately in two series. The first series was intended to

determine the weight of steam generated per pound of fuel,

and this test extended over amonth of ordinary working,

and included all necessary coal for lighting up. The second

test series was intended to determine the weight of steam re

quired by the engines, per Board of Trade unit delivered to

the distributing bars of the central station switchboard.

This was found by exhausting the engine ander test into the

main condenser, and measuring the overflow from the air

pump, taking care that no other could mix with overflow.

" These engine tests were subdivided again into two kinds :

-(1) Running on steady artificial loads of about one-quarter,

one-half, three-quartersand full load, and (2) running on

the ordinary day load.

“ The second set of tests was undertaken to see if a varying

day load required the same weight of sterm per Board of Trade

unit as a perfectly steady artificial Inad giving the same out.

put. This wasfound to be the case, the point obtained by the

day load test full exactly on the curve obtained on the steady

load tests." ( Fig. 6 , Plate 15.)

In a centralstation with a number of engines, those

working would always be near their economical load, and
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the fall rates which the Midland Electric Corporation have

undertaken not to exceed .

Although it is not alluded to in the paper, the Midland

Electric Corporation proposals also include the provision

of electric lighting overa large district at cheaper rates

than the authorities could do it for themselves, even if

they cared to embark in the necessary capital expenditure.

While, therefore, your conclusions are generally favour
able to the Midland Electric Corporation's enterprise, I

think you will agree, after this explanation, thattheir pro

posals, if the local anthorities allow them to be carried

out, will be considerably more advantageous than your

leading article indicates .

Remember, also, that this is what prudent men , after

carefully weighing the circumstances , feel that they cando

to start with , and it is always the beginning that is the

difficulty.

I am sorry to have written you at such length , but in

justice to the directors wbo have spent much time on the

undertaking, and especially the chairman, Mr, J. F. Albright,

it is iaportant that there should be as little misunderstand

ing of their proposals as is compatible with the inauguration

of a new eu terprise, and one wbich to a considerable extent

breaks fresh ground.

G. L. Addenbrooke.

:

L.

10 years.

The Association of Electricity with Atmospheric Phenomena.

Your correspondent, “ Delts," will perhaps be interested

to hear that early on Tuesday, the 15th inst., a similar phe

pomena to that of the Aurora Borealis was seen from Black

pool and Tbirsk and at other northern towns ; and about the

same timeandday a water - spout wasseen from the coast of

the Isle of Man. This is a remarkable coincidence, and

points to an electrical association. Perhaps some of your

readers could say, whether there were any striking barc

metrical changes on the date named in the places mentioned.

Magnet.

boilers give a high efficiency when worked at low rates of

evaporation.

In the case of the Midland Electric Corporation there is

every reason to anticipate that with good management a

better load factor than 54 hours per week will be secured ,

even without the use of accumulators.

I now come to your remarks on the rates it is proposed to

charge for power by the Midland Electric Corporation.

As a matter of fact there is nothing in my paper as to the

rates at wbich the Midland Electric Corporation actually

propose to supply power. What I did say is as follows :

* In their agreements with the local authorities, who have so

farcome to terms with the Midland Electric Corporation, the

following are the rates for power supply, which are not to be

exceeded : 3d . per unitfor first hour's aseper diem , taken on

the maximumdemand in any quarter, the number of first

hours being taken as 78, 1.6. , 6 days per week for 13 weeke,

*825 of a penny for each subsequent hour's use."

I did not say that these are the terms on which the

Midland Electric Corporation have determined to supply,

but those are the terms which they have agreed not to exceed ,

In electric lighting orders it has been usual to specify that

the maximum charge for supply shall not exceed 8d. per uoit.

It does not necessarily follow from this that the companyor

anthority will charge the full maximum even to start with,

nor that they will charge large and good customers the same

rate as the small ones .

The actual rates for power supply. I must leave to the

fatare, all I will remark is, that there is no reason to doubt

that as time goes on , power supply undertakers will be able to

make as great a reduction in their initial maximum rates as

electric light andertakers have been able to make on the

maximum rates of electric supply for lighting during the last

Farther, coming to your comparison of the cost of power

generated by an isolated plant with the rates per annum the

Midland Electric Corporation would charge under similar

cond tions, I am pleased to see that you acknowledge that

eren on the assumptions you make, for any power up to

50 kws., it would beadvantageous to take supply from the

Midland Electric Corporation, the user securing all the

advantages of electric working into the bargain.

A 50-kw . plant needs an engine of at least 80 I.H.P to

drive it, and as there is usually some saving in power in

employing electricity, you appear to agree that there would be

advantages in replacingevery engine in the district working
under the conditions you mention as ordinary ones, up to

100 J.H.P. , the advantages increasing very rapidly as the

sizes got smaller.

Now 100 I.H.P. is a considerable size for the engine of

ordinary engineering and manafacturing works, excluding

rolling mills, textile factories, and some other industries;

such an engine implies a factory employing approximately

150 to 200 men under present conditions.

Bat your comparison even on this basis does not include

anything for spare boilers or plant, either mechanical or

electrical, in the case of the isolated plant- most important

consideration to a manufacturer ; while by taking power

from the central station he would have nearly the security

of duplicate plant. Lastly, you assume that the maximum

load to be met with will bedouble the average load, wbicb,

as a general statement, is no doubt accurate. The deduction

which you make from this, however, that it is proposed to

take full advantage of this fact in supplying current from

the central station on the demand meter system , is pot

correct .

It is one of the great advantages of centralisation that the

wider the range of supply the less are sadden local incre
ments of power felt, and it has always been the desire and

policy of the directors of the Midland Electric Corporation

to give manufacturers, as far as reasonably could be done,

the benefit of this .

Wbile, consequently, they have decided to supply electric

power on the demand meter system , it is not their intention

todo so with the aid of recording wattmeters or ammeters.

What they do propose is to use something of the character

of Mr. Wright's instrument, which takes some time to reach

a maximumreading.

In this way the maximum demand will not bear an undue

proportion to the average ,so that the average cost of power

to manufacturers will be less than you assume, even taking

LEGAL .

LEICESTER CORPORATION v. WABBEN HILL.

Important Judgment.

27
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Ar the Leicester County Court on Friday, his Honour JudgeWight

man Wood delivered judgment in the case ofthe Leicester Corpora .

tion v. Warren Hill, electrician , King Street, Leicester.

HIS HONOUR said the case, which was heard last month, was one of

unusual importance to come before a court of limited jurisdiction.

The action was in respect to the price of lamps and other fittings

ased in connection with electric lighting, sold and delivered to the

defendant, who, whilst admittingthe purchase, said that it was ullra

vires of the Corporation to trade in such articles,andthat they could

not maintain an action for the price. He ( the Judge) Turther under

stood that the claim was resisted in order to test theright of the

Corporation to deal in such things. Under the Electric Lighting Act

of 1882, the Corporation were licensed by the Board of Trade to

supply electricityfor public and private purposes, and besides laying

wires, erecting the necessary machinery, and supplying the electric

energy to such householders as liked to have it, they had also opened

an emporium - he supposed they did not term it a shop - for the saleof

lampsand such other fittings aswere required in houses by persons who

made use of the electric light. No attempt was made to confine the

Bale to householders who took the electricity, nor was the defendant

such a person. He was an engineer with a similar business of his

own, and the articles which be purchased from the Corporation he

added to his stock . All the facts were admitted, and the matter in

dispute was entirely a question of law. A corporate body could only

do euch things as it was authorised to do by charter, Act of Parlia

ment, or means of association which brought it into being, or supple

mentary Acts or charters, including allsuch things as were necessarily

incidental to the expressly authorised objects. All other tbinge it

was prohibited from doing. The plaintiffs' charter wasnot produced,

and it was conceded by their advocate that no right to trade could be

deducted therefrom , and he relied entirely on recent electric lighting

legislation . Having reviewed the various sections of the Acts of

1882, 1888, and 1890, his Honour said he could see nothing by

reasonable implication to authorise the Corporation to supply any

material fittings except meters . The Corporation advocate, however,

bad placed great reliance on a form of account sent down by the

Board of Trade, and it certainly appeared from that form that the

personwho drew it up contemplatedthat the Corporation would bay

and sell lamps and otherapparatus, and it might be that the Cor

poration bad taken their cae from it, and had taken to trading in
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lamps on the strength of its wording. He was, however, ot opinion

that a mere indication by a Government department that in its judg.

ment . tbing may be properly done, could not have the effect of
authorising that whiob would otherwise be contrary to law . Section9

gave the Board of Trade no authority to authorise anything at all,
but merely to prescribe the form in which the Corporation were to

present their accounts “ of the undertaking " authorised by the Act
that was, the duty of supplyiog electric energy. He was therefore of

the opinion that the contention of the defendantthat the Corporation had

acted beyond their legal powers in selling the articles inquestion was

correct. Defendant, however, having taken and keptthe goods under

an implied promise to pay, the question arose, " Could he now set

up as a defence to an action for the price that it was ultra vires of

the Corporation to sell ?” In his (the Judge's) opinion he could not,

for the defendant having had the goods, could not be allowed to

refuse to pay for themon the ground that the Corporation went

beyond their legal right in selling them , and could not have been held

totheir contract to deliver them had they refused to do so. The

defendant bad got what he bargained for and he must pay the price,

notwithstanding the flaw which he had rightly called attention to in

the capacity of the Corporation to carry on their business. As he

was against the plaintiffs on the point on which they relied, and
which the parties came there to contest, he would give no costs, and

jadgment would therefore be entered for the plaintiffs for £ 4 193.

without costs, with leave to appeal.

new. It has been demonstrated that, under intelligent, progressive

management, highly paid labour, especially when employed to use

complicated machinery, is, after all, the cheapest, and that in the

raceforsupremacy the people of the old world have been in many

cages left behind by those who, more than any other, have reduced

economy of labour to an exact science . It is now seen that it is

something besides the tariff that has made the cost of producing

Bessemer pig iron from 10g. to 189. per too lº88 in the United States

than Great Britain, has enabled the steel-makers of Pennsylvania to

upderbid those of England for the rails and other supplies of the

Londonunderground railway, and to placeanorderfor 8,000 tonsof
steel rails with the Indian Government. Neither has fiscal legisla .

tion enabled the machinists of Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Obicago

tosell locomotives, mining andelectrical machinery,tramwayoutfits,

bridges, and architectural iron in competition with British, German,
and Belgian agents in South America, Australia, and the Cape nt

Good Hope. The leading makers of electrical macbinery in the
United States bave set a standard of cheapness, prompt delivery,

efficiency ,and economy of service, especially inelectrical railway

plant, with which their European rivali find it difficult to compete.

Birmingham Electrical Exhibition. The installation

for lighting thebuildings of this exbibition at BingleyHall was put

downby the Walsall Electrical Company. Messrg. Henry Sassong

ani Co. bave an effective display of fittings, and there are exbibits by
a large number of electrical firms. There are to be wireless

telegraphy, and X ray demonstrations.

Brook's Semi- solid System of Iasulation . - Messrs.

Jobnson & Phillips have issued a pamphlet on the above system .

We understand they have bad experience of thesecables forthe past
eight years, and are convinced that they are an advance in the right

direction as regards the transmission of electrical energy. No faults

have occurred on the lines laid ; bat, on the other hand, the insola

tion measured in megohms,and, what is of more importance, the

insulation as regards dielectric stress, is in all cases higher to-day

than when originally laid . We illustrate a full size section of the

•15 square inchhigh tension concentric cable supplied for the Cor

piration of Worcester, which has relied for some years on two

Brook's mains for connecting the city with the generating station

some three miles in the country. The pamphlet before us describes

VAUGHAN & BROWN v. TERRY.

At the Clerkenwell CountyCourt on Friday last, plaintiffs, electrical

engineers, of Kirby Street, Hatton Garden ,sued Mr. Edward Terry

for £9 149. 8d. for work done in connection with Terry's Theatre.

For plaintiffs it was stated that the order had been given by Mr.

Brickwell, Mr. Terry's business manager, and Mr. Brickwell gave

evidence that he had acted in that capacity in giving the order to

plaintiffs. Mr. Terry gave evidence that Mr. Brickwell was, at the

time this contract was given, temporarily acting for Mr. Carr at 15

gaineas a week . He never authorised Mr. Brick well to carry out the

work claimed for. The deputy -judge (Mr. Horton Smith) found for

the defendant, with costs.

BOOK & HICKMAN v . BINKO & Co.

Thn plaintiffs in this action, a irm of tool manufacturers, sued Mr.

Henry Binko, electrical engineer,of 34, Leadenball Street, at the

Lord Mayor's Court, before the Recorder, to recover the sum of

£ 16 29. 4d. in respectof goods sold and delivered. The defendants

pleaded that the whole amount was tendered befora the action was

brought, and the sole question was as to whether there had been a

proper tender. Mr. Henry Biuko stated that in January last be

received an application from Messrs. McKenna &Co. for an amount

of £16 29 4d. due to plaintiffs. There was a dispute at the time

between him and plaintiffs over a sum of 49. 5d . Witness drew a

cheque for £15 178. 11d., and subsequently , after his attention had

been called to two credit potes for the 49. 5d , he added another

48. 5d . That amount was taken on to plaintiffs, but was refused on

the ground that the matter was out of their hands. The plaintiffs

contended that the amouat tendered to them was £15 odd, and as

that was not the full amount, they refused to accept it. Eventually

the jury found for the plaintiffs for the amount claimed .
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WILSON V. ELLIS.

THIS was a claim by a traveller for £28 odd for commission for orders

for electrical work obtained for the defendant, who has an office inthe

districtof the Westminster County Court, and a branch at Croydon.

Plaintiff, it seemed, obtained an order from the bailders whowere recon .

structing the “ Old George," Croydon, to dothe wiring, and for that he

was entitled,with otherjobs, to £ 11 commission . Subsequently, through

his introduction, defendant obtained the order for fittings. Defen .

dant's case was that the order for the fittings came through another

servant of their's and that plaintiff koew nothing of the order for

fittings until after it had bern obtained . They had paid the other

amounts into Court, but this £18 they did not thiok he was entitled

to. His Honour, in giving judgment for the plaintiff, said the intro

duction came through bim, and but for that defendant would not

have obtained any order at all.

the Brook's system in detail,together with the method of laying and

jointing. In this system the copper conductors are closely and

thickly covered with two helical bindings of strong fibrous material

impregnated with a highly insulatingcompound . The cables are
drawn into thick iron tubes, whichareafterwards Alled with a highly

ingalating semi- solid dielectric and hermetically sealed . The cables

are thus completely protected from all deteriorating influences. It
is claimed that withthe use of this type of underground cable there

is a great factor of safety against faults, au absence of material

exposed to any action likely to deteriorate it, and by its use one has
an insulation as reliable and permanent as is possible.

Catalogue -Messrs. Binko, Ridsdale & Co., Limited,

of Leadenball Street, and Minories, have issued a 290 -page catalogue,

bound in red cloth covers, in which they describe, illustrate, and

giveprices of the great variety of electrical apparatusand accessories,

in which they trade. Department I. covers electric signals,electric tele

grapho, telephones, electric bells, fire alarms, lightning conductors,

and medical appliances. Section II. is devoted mainly to electric

lighting, and describes accumulators and fittings for ships and

domestic use, dynamos, and motors, & c. The book will be of service
to the firm's customers, and the electrical trade generally.

Crompton & Co., Limited . The petition presented

to the Cuarts for confirming a special resolutionreducing thecapital

of this company from £ 280,000 to £ 162,000, will be heard by Mr.

Justice Wright in the Chancery Division, on April 6ch . Anyone

desiring to oppose the proposal should then appear.

Dissolution of Partnership.- Messrs. A. Harrison

and E. C. Pringle (trading as Harrison, Coles & Co., electrical

engineers, Hermitage Works, Richmond, and Kensington) have dis
solved partnersbip.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c

American Competition in Europe. -Mr. F. H. Mason,

United States Consol.General at Frankfurt, bas, says the Times,

given some interesting information on the subject of American com .

petition in Europe in his annual report to his Government. He

states that 1897 will be remembered as an epoch in the

industrial and commercial relations between the leading European

countries and the Uuited States. The remarkable fact of theyear

Las been the enforced recognition of the truth that in several im

portant lines of manufacture - notably that of iron and steel - the

Eceptre of economical production, combined with the payment of

the bighest wages to labour, has passed from the old world to the
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1

G. A. Parson , electricians, George Street, Bath, and did considerable

damage.

On Thursday night last week, a fire occurred on the premises of

Messrs. Hamer & Co., electricians, in Herton Street, Halifax. The

building is a three- storeyed block.

Electric Light Fittings. - Messrs. H. M. Salmony & Co.,

of Obaring Cross Road , have brought out a new catalogue. The

copy before as is an edition de luxe of about 400 pages, including

section P.A., describing electric light plant and accessories ; section

F.G. dealing with eleotric light fitings and glassware; and sectionH.O.
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..
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Electrical Wareg Exported.

WEEX ENDING MARCH 29TH , 1897 WEEK ENDING MARCH 29TH , 1898.

£ £

Albany .. 800 0 Alexandria . Teleg .mat. 4260

Amsterdam 8000 Amsterdam 2000

Antwerp 56 0 Bangkok 467 0

Anckland 35 0 Bilbao 88 0

Bilbo 10 0 Teleg. mat. 790 0

Bir bay ... 125 0 Boca 77 0

Caloutta . 176 0 Buenos Ayres 245 0

Teleg. mat. 36 0 Teleg .mat. 1000

Colombo 85 0 Calcutta... 196 0

Cupenhagen. Téleg.cable 364 0 | Cape Town . 1,437 0

Delagoa Bay 107 0 Colombo 848 0

Durban ... 340 0 Darban 1,707 0

Eut London 7 0 Teleg . mat. . 1,097 0

Teleg mat. 1,890 0 East London 313 0

Flushing 110 0 : Flugbiog 8 0

Hambnrg. Teleg. mat 505 0 Gibraltar, Eleo. cable 700 0

Hong Kong 17 0 Gothenburg 133 0

Madras ...
171 0 Hamburg 10 0

Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 683 0 Hong Kong 14 0

O tend 24 0 Launceston 14 0

Otago 27 0 Madras 218 0

Passages 135 0 Malta 54 0

Perth 438 0 Natal 78 0

Port Elizabeth ... 225 0 Teleg. mat. 1,945 0

Rouen 320 | Passages 107 0

Santos
25 0 Perth 200 0

St. Petersburg . Teleg. Port Elizabeth ... 31 0

mat. 268 0 Port Said 13 0

Shanghai 167 0 Rangoon 345 0

Teleg. mat. 35 0 Rio Janeiro 200

Singapore
43 0 Rosario. Teleg . wat. 60 0

Teleg. mat. 234 0 Santos 26 0

Stockholm
700 Seville 100 0

Sydney ... 618 0 Shanghai
271 0

Trinidad 10 0 Teleg . mat. 350 0

Wellington 52 0 Singapore. Teleph .mat. 45 0

Yokobama 600 Spezzia 650 0

St. Jobn's, N.B. 10 0

Strckholm . Teleg. mat. 122 0

Sydney ...
441 0

Tientsin ... 35 0

Wellington 85 0

Yokohama 585 0

...

...
...

...

. ... ...

...

:
:

10 ...

HTG . 1.
...

:
:
:
:
:
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...

particularising electric heating and cooking apparatus. We can only

aff ord space for brief mention of the great vari-ty of machinery and

apparata , which is well illustrated and clearly printed in this volume.

Section P.A. deals with dynamos, motors, combined plants (gas, oil

...

...

Total £ 8,800 0 Total £ 14,881 0

Foreign Goods Transhipped,

Monte Video. Teleph.

mat.

Sydney. Teleph. mat.

... 90

74 0

Total £ 83 0...

FIG . 2.
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and steam ), turbines, accumulators, arc lamps, switches, cut-outs,

measuring instrumenta, & . The electric light fittings section on

bodies a really excellent selection of artistic fittings,such as brackets,

standards, electroliers, ceiling fittings, & c. , For neatness of

F

the company.

1

Electrical Castallation at the Thames Ironworks,

-Tae Institution of Janior Engineers will to -morrow(Saturday)

morning pay a visit to theThames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Com .
pany's worksat Blackwall. The following notes on the electrical
engineering department are of interest. The central generating

station bas been established in the works near the sbipyard gate. The

installation consists of three locomotive and two “ Ganboat ” boilerg

-the latter of the company's manufacture - aggregatiog 600 1.8.P.;
engines and dynamos aggregating 360 I.H.P. , three of them bailt by

Distribution of current is effected by three -wire

system, the main cables to distributing centres being of valcanised
India -rabber insulation, laid in cast-iron pipes underground. The

electric current generatedis chiefly used for lighting purposes, but

Beveral examples existin the works of the use of electromotors, and

theuseofelectricityfor powerpurposes is in course of extension .
Electric drilling machines are aspeciality. Several types of these

machines are foundonH.M.S.Albion, ia shops of the shipbuilding

department,andin various partsof theyard . Othersare under con
struction in the upper machine shop of theengineering department.
Dynamo and motorconstructionis carriedon as abranch of the

engineering department (upper shop). Electro-galvanising ofboiler
tubes, plates, & c.,is seen near ss. Diogenes and alongsideboatbuilding

Shedo. Carrent for plating is obtained by transformation from the
electric lighting mains.

Elmore Director's Fees. - At the Leeds Aqsizag on

Saturday last,Mr. Jnstice Ridley gave jadgment for the plaintiff in

the case in which Mr. J. North, solicitor, of Leeds, sued the Elmore's

PatentCopperDepositing Company, of London and Leeds,for£ 600,

udirector'sfees. For thedefence itwasargued that directors' fees

hadbeen held to beagratuity and could notbesned for. His Lord
ship, however, raledagainst this point.

Fires.-On Saturday last a fire occurred on the premises

ofMessrs. Downie & Adams, electricalengineers, Newman Street,

Ozlord Street, W. The fire originated in the showroom of Messrs.
Wenham & Waters,andMessrs.Downie &Adamsask usto state

that their business has notbeen inanyway interfered with by the

On Saturday last a fire occurred on the premise a n Messrs.,O.and

-

FIG . 3 .

occurrence .

design and general arrangement they compare very favourably with

anything of the kind that we have seen. We select a few of the

specimens for illustration. Fig. 1 shows a three- light pendant in

brown or grey bronze, with spray for the lamps. In fig . 2 is shown
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A bracket madein either polished brass, dead gold or wrought iron.

A high-class ceiling fittiogwith hand-wrought leaf work is shown in

fig. 3, with three lights. This is made in polished brass or copper.

Fig. 4 shows a six -light electrolier, made either in polished brass or

dead gold , with cast brass leafwork and ornaments, and cutglass

Micrometers.-- We have received from Mr. Robert Mühle,

of Glashütte, i/8 Germany, particulars of three forms of micrometer

which be is manufacturing for the use of electrical engineers. For

these is claimed the extreme accuracy rendered necessary by the

delicate distinctions of diameter and thickness brought into use in

modern electrical practice. Fig. 1 shows (half natural size) the

Yanat. Gr.MO
OD

100 GRAD- 1MILLIMETER

FIG . 1 .

standard form of micrometer measuring by Iboth mm. This is made

either in brass ornickel, the jaws project and are opened by means

of a lever to admit the subject for measurement. An arrangement of
spring, levers and gear actuates the pointer and shows the actual

measurementon an easily read scale. The knite edges of the jaws

are finely polished and are made with jewelled points if required, for

measuringincandescent lamp filaments, screws, plates, wire, & c. These

instruments are also madeto read in apotb, adoth , and 5 oth mm .,

and are guaranteed not to vary even with constant use. Fig. 2 is

I nat.Gc

FIG . 2.

another form with extended scaleto show extremely ine divisions
from Iboth mm . to goooth mm . The opening in this instrument is

muchlarger. In the threesizes made the jaws open 12mm. , 40 mm.

and 50 mm .,and the largest size can be used up to even 75 mm. The

illustration is halt natural size.Fig.3is a convenient form for
FIG . 4 .

IN

shades. These are only a few specimens selected off hand from the

catalogue, but at the very complete showrooms in Charing Cross

Road a great variety of excellent fittings can be seen to greater

advantage than in illustrations. To facilitate the visits of con

tractor's customers to the showrooms a sheet of perforated introduc

tion cards is given with each catalogue.

Holophane, Limited, v. the Stewart Electrical

Syndicate. - In the Chancery Division on Friday last, before Mr.

Justice North , Mr. Eady, Q.O., mentioned a motion in this case for

an injunction to restraintheinfringement of patents and passing off.
Counsel stated that the motion was adjourned from last week, and

since then an arrangement had been arrived at whereby the de

fendants had agreed not to dispute validity, and to submit to a

perpetual injunction with inquiryas to damages and costs.

Lists. - Mr. J. D. Satcliffe (of Sutcliffe, Statham and

Co., Fennell Street, Manchester ), sendo us a copy of a paper read by
him before the Manchester Society of Architects, on * Combined

WarmingandVentilation of Public Buildings.”

Mr.A. W. Roy, of Heaton , Newcastle -on - Tyne, has issued a March,

1898, list of his small dynamos and motors, and materials for same.

Receiving Order . - Messrs. James Fletcher and J. A.

Hirst (trading as Fletcher, Hirst & Co., electrical and mechanical

engineers, Bankfield Works, Curzon Street, Burnley, and lately at

Chester and Derby) filed a petition for receiving order in bank .

ruptcy on March 24th .

To Creditors. - Creditors of Bennett & Druce , lately

trading as electrical engineers, at 30, Winckley Square, Preston,

Lancashire, who have not already sent in their claims to Mr.J. Todd,

eceiver and manager, must do so by April 8th, after which date

istribution of assets will be proceeded with.

D
FIG . 3.

workshop use when extreme accuracy is not required, the readings

being in th, ztthandothmm . Thescale is isometric, thus avoiding

circle errors. The adjustment is easy and the instrument isstrongly

constructedto stand ordinary workshop use. The firm ofRobert

Mühlewasestablished in 1869,andhas devoteda vast amount of

attention to theperfectingofmeasuring instruments, ofwhich the

types we describearegoodexamples.
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New Patent Friction Clutch . - The friction clutch

illastrated below has been designed by the Unbreakable Palley and

Mill Gearing Company, Limited, of Manchester, to overcome some

of the many difficulties attendant upon this apparently simple, but

really very exacting class of mechanism . With regard to the clutch

proper, it is not greatly different in the maindesign from some others

in the market. The driving power is transmitted by heavy arms or

horns, on which the friction blocks slide, so that all straid , except

that of puttingthe blocks into gear, is taken from the screws. These

are two in number, right and left handed , and the arm for their rota

tion is forged solid . The main and lock nuts are gun metal,to avoid

any chance of rasting, should the clutch remain for long either in or

ont of gear. The patented novelty lies in the method of the appli

cation of the powerfrom the usual sliding sleeve upon the shaft to

the extremities of the screw levers. Instead of the connecting links

The Stratton Separator ,-Mr. C. R. Heap, of 47,

Victoria Street, 8.W., who is the sole importer inthe United King.

dom for the Goubert Manufacturing Company, of New York, sends

usa pamphlet, emphasising the necessity of employing drysteam in

order to obtain the maximum of economy, efficiencyand safety, giving

an exposition of the various methods of obtaining it, and describing

good points of the Stratton system of mechanical separation . A page

illustrationis given of a 10 -inch Stratton combined separator and

steam receiver, connected to 1,200 H.P. compound Westinghouse

engines at the power house of the United Electric Light and Power

Company in New York City. Other illustrations show separators

used by the Philadelphia Traction Company, and the Springfield

Street RailwayCompany. Thereis a list covering many pages, giving

particulars of firms and works in America employing the Stratton

separator.

Fig . 1.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.being carried in rigid centres on the sleeve, as is usually the case

( fig. 1), they are pinned to gimbal or ring, pivoted on the sleeve

( fig. 2). It will be seen that, by this arrangement, any pressure put

upon the sleeve mustbe transmitted with absoluteequality to the two

friction blocks, as either one of these gives the reaction for the other.

Any chance of uneven wear on the blocks, or undue strain upon one

part of the mechanism is thus avoided. We understand that a

number of these new clutches have been sent out, and have been at

work for considerable periods. Many repeat orders are stated to have

been received . The clutch is made in various sizes, according to

diameter of shaft and power to be transmitted, and may be used

either to couple shafts or to carry a pulley. Adjustment is provided

for in all ways, andall the parts, although guarded by the outer shell,

are in full view , and at once accessible.

Paterson & Cooper. - DischargeGranted . The case of

Paterson & Cooper, electrical engineers andcontractors ,of the Earo.

pean Works, Powdall Road, Dalston, and Victoria Street, West

minster, with branches at Manchester, Glasgow and Dundee, reached

the final stage this week at the London Bankruptcy Court, when Mr.

Registrar Brougham granted an unconditional order of dischargeto

both debtors. The firm failed in August, 1896 , with total liabilities

£ 19,514, andassets valued at sufficient topay the debts and leave a

margin of £ 7,021. The debtors started business in 1882, with a

capital of £ 18,000, and a further £ 6,600 was afterwards provided .

In1886 they parchased from the inventor, M.Eugene Permite, a

hall share in the British and foreign patents of an electrical sani

tation and bleaching process. Since then they have been almost

continuously engagedin exploiting and working the patents , and

have, in one way and another, expended from £ 12,000 to £ 13,000

in connection therewith. In 1886 the British patents were sold to a

limited company, which provedunsuccessful andentailed alossof

about £ 5,000 to the debtors. Four years later the French patents

were sold toa French company, and the debtors eventually realised

£ 1,800 by the sale of their shares, received in paymentof their

interest in those patents. For some years before the failure the

debtors were endeavouring to form acompany to take over the

patents, plant, and business of the French company. Theyattributed

their tailare entirely to delay in realising their patents. When

the discharge was first applied for in January 1897, the Official
Receiver reported as an offence thatthe assets were not equal in value
to 10s. in the £ on the unsecured debts. That finding was challenged

on behalf of the debtors, and the hearing has since been adjourned

from time to timeto enable the assets to be realised . Mr. E. Moore,

tae trustee, now stated that he was eatisfied that the assets would

realise in thegross sufficient to show 103.in the £ on the liabilities.

The Official Receiver offered ,in that case, to withdraw the allegation,

and said he would not oppose the granting ofthe discharge. His

Honour remarked that asthe only reported offence had now been

displaced,he was enabled togranttothedebtorsanunconditional
order of discharge

Aberdeen . - Last week the Gas and Electric Lighting

Committee resolved to reduce the cost of electricityfor motive power

from 6d. to 4d. for the first hour. The price for the current there.

after will be the same as formerly - 13d. The report of Prof.

Kennedy regarding the lighting of the west end was deterred until

the committee had had another interview with Prof. Kennedy.

Electric light is to ba introduced into West Parish Church .

Barmouth . - A movement is on foot to acquire the

old reservoir at Ceilwart whereon to erect the necessary plant for

generating electricity.

Bath . — The electric light works insurance is to be

increased from £ 12,000 to £ 20,000. The insurance company has.

reduced the premium from 78. 6d . to 58. per cent.

Barking. The clerk reported at the last District Council

meeting that the provisional contracts for erection of the electric

light station, and for supply and erection of generating plant had

been entered into, and that the remainder of the contracts would be

completed shortly. Asto the electric lighting loan,thepresent applica

tion was for sanction to a loan not exceeding £ 15,000, and the Local

Government Board would require the Council to state a definite sum.

The clerk and the engineer are to go into the matter, and report the

exact amount required. A letter was received from the Board of

Trade, stating that it the Council proposed to make an earth con.

nection, the approval of the Board, with the concurrence of the

Postmaster-General, would be necessary, and the clerk reported that

he had replied that it was proposed to connect theintermediate con

ductor of the three -wire system with earth, and that the Board of

Trade's conditions would be complied with. The Sunderland Forge

Company, Limited , wrote, quoting £825 for the duplicate electric

lighting plant required, and £75 for copper pipes, including erectior .

Consideration was deferred .

-Bedford . — The stall -holders in the Bedford Market have

requested the Corporation to instal the electric light, and have offered

to pay 4d. per night per lamp of 16 C.P. , which they suggest would

produce £ 176 33. 81.per annum . They are agreeable to amalgamate

the stallage and charges for light, pay in advance, and sign an agree

ment to that effect. They prefer , however, the engineer to under

take the complete installation, owing to their employés inexperience

inthe technique of electricity.
The Town Council has decided to reduce the charge for current

to 4 d .per unit(5d. less d . for cash in a montb) from July 1st. Six

transformers of increased voltage are to be purchased for the new

area at a cost of £ 300 .
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Birmingbam . - Estimates have been invited for an elec

tric lighting installation for St. Martin's Church , and the work will

be done alter Easter.

Bridgend . - The Urban Council recently met in com

mittee to consider the application of a London firm of electrical

engineers to take over theCouncil's provisional order for the electric

lighting of the town. A committee was appointed to carry out the

negotiations with the firm in question and present a report.

Brighouse. — The Town Council is to take over the

electric lighting plant belonging to Mr. Brook.

Chester . - At midnight on Tbursday last week the electric

light works at Chester, wiih staff, station , and plant, passed ioto the

hands of the Corporation. Since December 17ıb , 1096, theconcern
has bten run by the contraclors, Meb8r8. Tuomas Parker, Limited .

All the stati is taken uver, with Mr. F. Thurrfield , A.M.I.C.E., as

resident eugineer, and it is stated that for the future Pruf. Kennedy

ill not be called iu fur extenoludo, & c .

Clerkenwell . - Tue Vestry had a discussion on electric

lighting secently. The membersare impressed with the successes of
municipal planis elsewhere, including Brighton , and it was resolved

to appuy for puwers to supply the parish.

Diogwall. — The Electric Light Committee on 18ch ult.

considered the dratt agreement to bemade between theTown Council

and the electric lighting cumpany. The companywill have the use

of the present lamp-pusto,aud the installation will comprise eight

500-O.P. aic and Dine 32.C.P. and 16 16.O.P. incandescent lamps.

Dorking .-- A poll of the ratepayers has resulted in favour

of thework of electric lighting being carried out by the District
Council.

Durban.-£300,000 is being raised for borough improve

ments, and £ 50,000 of this is for electric lighting extensions.

Exeter. - At the last City Council meetting, the Electric

Lighting Committee reported that the lamps for slrtet lighting bad

bten deivered, and txamintd by an elecincian sent from Lundun,

who bad satisfied himself that int y were incapable of being adjusted

to meet the rtquirements of the Council. A correspondence has

taken place, says the Western Morning News, with Drake & Gorbam ,

the manufacturers of the arc lamps to be supplied, wherein they un

dertook to make a new set of lamps, properly aojusted to meet the

Itquirements of the Council's sysiem ut electric lgbting, in lieu of

those already delivered , and guaranteed the delivery within five

weeks liom March 8th. The Council has decided to apply to the

Local GovernmentBoard for permission to borrow £ 7,000 for addi

tional plant and cables.

Folkestone. The prospectus of the Folkestone Electric

Supply Company, Limited, has been issued this week. It shows that

coutracts bave alrtady been entered into with the Corporation for

lighting the must iwportantstreets, including the Lets Promenade.

Tau duructors include several lucal public meu , Viz , Aiderman George

Spurgen (cbaiiman ), Councillor U. Baker, Counculor 8. Pentuid

(Mayor of Folkestone ), and Councillor U. J. Pursey.

Gloucester . - Mr. Hammond attended before the Elec

tricity Bapply Committee, aud submitted & plan showing how he

proposed w arrange the Eicctrichy ana Dust Destructur Works upon

part of the Bearland estate, and conferred with the Committee as
to the various kinds of dust destructors . The Committee ap

proved of the plan submitted by Mr. Hammond, subject to any

modifications that may be found necessary in working outthe details.

Mr. Hamdiond was instructed to invite the following firms to submit

plans and estimates for four dust destructor cells :-Messrs. Btaman

and Deas; Goddard ,Massey & Warner; Manlove, Alliott & Co.; the

Horstall Synaicate, Limited. The foregoing was approved at a

meeting of the City Council on Tuesday.

Greenock . - Representatives of the Corporation are to

meet the Board of Trade in London this month in conference on the

question of the introduction of the electric light into the burough.

'Thu North British Electricity Ormpany, Port Glasgow Town Coun .

cil, and Gourcck Commission , will also be represented .

Hackney .-At the last Veetry meeting, says Daily

Tenders, a letter was read from an electrical engineer, offering his

Berpicts in connection with the electric lighing schemes, & c ., uuder

CODBIatiation . It was decided to receive the letter, the opinion being

exprtostd that it was time ibat these gentlemen shoula cease adver

tising themselves.

Hornsey. - The District Council , which is applying for a
provisional order,bas refused consent to an applicationreceived from

Mr. F. J. Hider, inquiring whether be wuula be allowed to carry the

cables fur a small electric lighting installation in the Broadway,

Oruucb Eud, un tue low tension system , over a few thoroughfarts,

with a view to lighting a few of the shops.

Italy ,-The report of the Società Anglo- Romana per

l'Illuminazione di Ruma shows that its electrical branch is now

supplying current is an equivalent of 56,698 16.O.P. lamps. An

increase of 4,033 lamps during the past 12 months.

Jobannesburg .-- The price of current has been reduced

to 18. per unit for dwellings, churches, theatres, and public places.

The Council was also reduced the price of gas from 218. to 20s. per

thousand, and increased discounts are given,

Leigh . — The District Council hasdecided to lay down an

electric lighting installation at a cost of £ 10,000.

Leith . The plans of the electric light station buildings
have been approved at the Dean of Guild Court.

London County Council . - At the weekly meeting of

the Council on Tuesday, the adjourned report of theMain Drainage

Committee in regard to the proposed electrio light installation at

the Crossness outfall, to wbich we referred last week, was adopted.

It was decided to approve the estimate of £ 7,000 for the carrying

out of the work, andto invite tenders (1) for the supply and fisiog

of the engines,dynamos, switchboard, aud principal mains, and (2)

for the service mains, wiring and fittings.

It will be remembered that early in February the Council decided

to ask the Buardof Tradetogive preference to the orders applied for

by the CoaringCross and Strand Electricity Supply Corporation in

respect of the Holbornand Sc. Giles districts over that applied for

by the County of Londonand Brush Company for the same area

(which the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company has now power

under its Mid -London Order to supply ), the reason being that the

former company's supply in its prestut aras is by continuous

current, insiead of alternating current, which was understood to be

the system of the latter company. Since then the Highways Com

mittee has received a letterfrom the County of London Company,

stating that it isprepared to charge at a lower rate than the Charing

Cross and StrandCumpany, and atthesame time to supply alternat

ing current by low tension for lighting purposes, and continuous

current at 500 volts pressure for motive power. The Board of Trade

having intimated its intention to hold an inquiry at which the

parties interested should be represented, the chairman of the

committee was requested to attend, and to state that, upon tue

understanding that the County of London Company's supply, ifthe
order be granted , would be given in accordance with the above letter,

the opposition of the Council to the granting of the order to the

company wouldbe withdrawn so far as related to the rates of charges

and the supply by means of alternating current. It would thus be

left to the Buard of Trade to decide wbich of the two companies

concerned should be allowed to supply the areas referred to in the

respective orders. Arising out of questions on this matter, the

chairman of the committee mentioned that atthe inquiry in question,

the Board of Trade decided that it was advisable to leave that area

south of Oxford Screet to the Charing Cross and Strand Company,

and that on the north of Oxford Street to the County of London

Company.

Aswill be seen from the following paragraph from the report of

the Highways Committee, the county of London Company has been

successful in its appeal to the Board of Trade on the much vexed
question of transformer boxes.

The Committee reported : The Council on December 7th last

formally disapproved of theconstruction of four transformer boxes by

the County of London and Brush Company, under its Northern Esten.

sion Order of 1897 ; and against this decision the company appealed

to the Buard of Trade. The Buard gave its award on March 19th,

allowing the appeal, and approving the construction of the trans

former buxes, suject to the following conditions— (a ) that the said

transformer boxes be constructed in a manner precisely similar to

the transformer boxes constructed within the area of the County of

London (North ) E.ectric Lighting Order, 1892 ; (6 ) that there sball

be Do gas pipe witbio such distance from any bux as is equal in feet

to the diameter of the gas pipe in inches. The compauy has since

served a fresh potice, dated March 21st, 1898 , of intention to con.

struct the boxes referred to in the previous notice and sanctioned by

the award, aud has also submitted drawings showing the construc.

tion of the boxes as to be in accordancewith the conditiups attached

to the award ; and in the circumstances the Council can take no

further action in the matter.

Manchester.—The Electricity Committee has adopted a

report of its engineer recommending the extension of the Corpora.

tion electric lighting plant.

Mexico. - On 8th alt., according to the Two Republics,

there was a failure in the electric light plant put down byMedørs.

Siemens & Halske. It was said to bedueto the derangement of the

boiler, and of one of the dynamo brushes, and other causes.

Monmoutlı. - Complaints were made by members of the

Council at the last meeting regarding the great delay that had arisen

in the completion of the electric lighting installation. Alderman

Tippins remarked that a year ago they were told the machinery was

all ready, and, further, £ 1,000 was then paid on account.
He

also asked why was nut the work of loying downthe mains proceed.

ing ? The chairmau's reply, as given in & Hereford paper, was:" I

believe the answer is that toe making of the turbibed was let as a

sub -contract, and some delay has been caused thereby ."

Salisbury. It is stated that the electric lighting works

will probably be in a position to supply current about the middle of
this month .

Southampton .- The electric lighting mains are to be

extended down a number of roads. The electrical engineer reports
the number of unus registered during February, 1898, at 20,208,

being an increase of 43 per cent. on that for February, 1897. Mains

are to be laid in a number of addıtional thoroughfaros.

West Ham .- Messrs. Ferranti have sent a long letter

to the Council, in which they said that they could not andertaketo

have the engines and other machinery ready before June. The

letler, whichaddedthat theengineering aispace had hampered them

a great deal, was referred to theHighways Committee.

-

-

.
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ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Clontarf. - On Satarday last a large number of gentlemen

representing the local authorities, accepted the invitation of the
Dublin United Tramways Company for the inaugural run to Clontart

and back on the electric system , which has just been completed

between Nelson's Pillar and Dollymount. Four special cars were

placed at the disposal of the guests.

Dablin .-- On 22nd ult. Major Cardew inspected, on

behalf of the Board of Trade, the electric tramway from Nelson's

Pillar to Dollymount.

Dudley and District . - On Monday at the monthly

meeting of the Stourbridge Urban District Council, a draft order of

the LightRailways Commissioners with reference to the Dudley and

District Light Railway was received, and the Council was asked to

send any observaticns on the came tothe Commissioners. The matter

was referred to a committee.
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Anglesey . - It is suggested by the County Council that

the electric line from Garth to Beaumaris should be on the sea or

south side of the main road . The promoters proposed to lay it along

the opposite side.

Bangor. - It is stated that a number of private gentlemen

are setting an electric tramway scheme on foot, the line to run from

the far end of the Bangor Pier to the railway station.

Bristol.- A few weeks ago in referring to the position

of affairs between the Bristol CityCouncil and the Tramway Com

pany,whodesire to go in extensively for electric traction, the word

i deadlock ” was used to describe the state of affairs. The accuracy

of the term is shown bythe voluminousreport of the Sanitary Com .

mittee issued this week for the consideration of a meeting of the

Council on April 1st. The document includes the correspondence

between the committee and company. The committee, in their first

letter of March 3rd , declared the committee would not assent to any

arrangement which would involve any extension of the period at

wbich the power to purchase any part of the undertaking would

arise and insisted on the condition, No. 10 of their list, wbich baid :

- " The date at which the Corporation's power to purchase the

power station and proposed extension would arise to be the same

as for the present horse tramways." The committee further inti

mated they would not be ableto recommend the adoption of the

overhead wire system on some of the existing tramways. The com

poay expressed, in their reply, astonishment at bearing the com

mittee now objected to the overhead system on some liges. The

company had no intention of adopting any other than the overhead

system which was the only one accepted as practicable by all com

panies and municipalities in this country dealing with the subject.
Iosistanceon No. 10 would preclude the possibility of further pego

tiations. In their next letter, of March 9th, the committee modified

their position a little. They said : “ The committee would be pre

pared , it all other questions with the company were arranged, to

recommend the Council to assent to the use of the overhead system

aponall the existing tramways and upon the extensions, on condition
that it any other system of electric traction which might appear to

the Coancil to be an improvement on the overheadsystem were

adopted and workedat aprofit of 5 per cent. or upwards on the

capital employed in five or more towns in the UnitedKingdom with

a population exceeding 50,000, the company wouldadopt that system
on notice from the Council.” They also asked if the company were

willing the extensions should be constructed by the Corporation and

leased to the company fora term of years expiring at the date when

the civic power to purchase the horse tramways would arise, at a rent
sufficientto cover the interest and annual instalment of the loan tor

defraying the cost of the work . The company declined both proposals,

declared they were anxious togive to the public the benefits of the

overhead system of electric traction, and suggested that failing agree

ment with the Corporation the settlement of a uniform period of

parchase by the city be left to the Parliamentary Select Committee.

They further suggested the Sanitary Committee might name a

period at which alltramways existent in the city or which might be

constructed, including so much of the HanhamLight Railway as

might be in the city, should be purchasable. The committee in

answering varied their condition with regard to calling on the com

pany toalter the overhead system for one deemed preferable, chiefly,

by making the towns referred to have a population of over 100,000

instead of 50,000, and inserting theproviso that the civic demand

should be subject to the Board of Trade, regarding it as equitable

that the company should make the change. The committee declined

to leave it to a ParliamentaryCommittee to fix a term at which the
kies might be parchasable. The company accepted in principle the

amended suggestion as to conditions on which they should be asked

to change their system ,butadheredto their previous determination

in regard to condition No. 10 in the list. Thehorse lines, it should be

explained, haveabout 14 years to run , and the Tramway Company want

for the extensions the fall 21 years allowed by the Tramway Act. The

Sanitary Committee now recommend the Council not toagree to an

* extension of the period of purchase, and not to agree to a use of the

overhead system throughout the tramways; further ,that they be

anthorised to require the company to withdraw the Extension Bill

when the Council think fit, and that the Committee be authorised to

proceed with the opposition to the Electrical Powers Bill.

Charing Cross, Easton and Hampstead Railway.

The Unopposed Bill Committee of the House of Commons last week

passed the Bill promoted by the Charing Cross, Euston and Hamp

stead Railway Company, which was incorporated in 1893 for the

purpose of constructing ananderground electric railway betweenthe

points named. Bythis Bill the company is anthorisedto extend its

Obaring Cross terminus from the Charing Cross Road to a point

ander Oraven Street, Strand. The Bill also extends the time for

constructing the authorised lines until August, 1902, which is two

years beyond the time originally granted .

Chesterton . - The British Electric Traction submitted a

planof the proposed route of the Chesterton Tramway to the Parish

Council last week forsuggestions ,and several alterations were pro
posed .

Christchurch and Poole . - The British Electric Traction

Companyhasproposeda new scheme for electrictramway communi.
cation between Christchurch and Poole. TheChristchurch Council

will grant the Company an interview thismonth.

Electric Traction for London . - Mr. Douglas Young,

in a paper on “ London Traffic Problems and their Solutions," read

before the Auctioneers’ Institute in London on Tuesday, referred to

the subject of electric traction . He said that the enterprising

municipalities of Glasgow , Belfast, Leeds, Manchester, Liverpoo),

Sheffield, Huddersfield , and Birkenhead, to say nothing of mapy

great Continental, American, and Colonial cities, bad , after carefal

experiment or inquiries, arrived at the conclusion that the best

discovered system of tramway was that known as the overhead elec

tric system . The electricity was generated at a centre, and con

ducted along overhead wires, whichwere either carried fromhouse

to house or suspended on ornamental columns with arms. He bad

seen this system at work in Bristol, Rome, and Milan , and could say

that, from an esthetic point of view , little or nothing was to be urged

against it, in fact the pillars or wires suspended from place toplace

were made to hold the electric lamps, and might be made an

ornamental feature. The system was safe, rapid and elastic as to

speed, clean, comfortable, and flexible enough to apply to all routes,

and met all contingencies of street traffic under ordinary circum

stances. It was supplanting all other systems, and in the farther

suburbs the prospect of tramcars running in connection with a well

conceived circlesystem of underground electric railways, opened up

a bright future for largely solving the problems of street traffic, and

for the comfort and convenience of ourpeople and city.

Fatality .-- At Douglas on Thursday , an engineer named

Cæsar Brew ,employed bythe Isle of Man Electric Tramway: Com
pany, was attempting to jump on an electric motor car when he

slipped and fell on to the line. The car went over his head, almost

severing it from the body, death being instantaneous.

Flamborough and Bridlington . - The Flamborough

and Bridlington Light Railways Bill has received the formal assent

of the Board of Trade in spite of the opposition of the localauthority

concerned. The work may be expected to be commenced shortly.

Messrs. Siemens, Bros. & Co. and Messrs. Whittaker Bros. are the

contractors for the electrical plant and the earth work, the civil

engineer being Mr. Myers- Beswick, and the electrical engineer Mr.

Bernard Drake. Apart from the passenger traffic, which is consider

able during the season, the introduction of this line is expected to

have an important bearing on the fishing industry of the North, for

it is statedthat frequently boats which cannot enterGrimsby, will

deliver their fish under the shelter of Flamborough Head as soon as

facilities for transport exist.

Glasgow .-- At an early meeting of the Tramway Com.

mittee the proposal to work the newtramway line to be laidinHigh

Street and Castle Street with electricity , in conjunction with the

Springburn roate, will come up for consideration. There will ba

sufficient car accommodation and electric power at the Keppochbill

depôt to enable the extension to be worked with the Springburn

section ,

-

8

L.C.C. and Electric Traction . - When reporting in

February upon the applicationsforelectric lighting provisional orders

this session, the Highways Committee expressed the opinion that a

clause should be inserted in each order for the protection of the

Council's interest in the tramways already purchased, and those tobe

acquired in the future. At the request of the Committee the followiig

clause was prepared by the Parliamentary Committee : - " If and when

the London County Council adopt or permit the use of electrical

traction on any of the tramways of the Council, including tramways

in any street in which electric lines have been laid downunder this

order, it shall be lawlul for the Council to serve on the undertakers

notice in writing requiring them to make such alterations in the

position of their lines and works as may be required foradapting such

tramway for the use of electric traction thereon, and the undertakers

shall thereupon proceed with all reasonable despatch to effect such

alteration orremoval, at their own cost, and without having any claim

against the Council forcompensation. Provided that if any difference

arises between the Council and the undertakers as to whether the

required alterations are necessary for the purposesaforesaid, such

questions shall be referred for determination tothe Board of Trade,

whose decision shall be final.” The Highways Committee recom

mended that the Board of Trade should be requested to insert the

above clause in those provisional orders which might begranted in
the present or any future session . This recommendation was

adopted , the Chairman promising, at the suggestion of Earl Russell,

that the clause should be made clear to theBoard of Trade to refer

only to alterations from a mechanical point of view .
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Liverpool.- Thirteen members of the Tramways Com

mittee, accompanied by the Lord Mayor, left Liverpool on Friday

afternoon last for Hamburg, to inquire into the working of the
electric tramways of that city.

Middlesborough, Stockton and Thornaby. - In regard

to this electric line aMiddlesborough paper says that the work at

the power houses and depôs at Stockton is now in a forward state.

The machinery and plant is being rapidly laid down and all the

arrangements completed and closed up against the time when the

preliminary trials will have to be made.

Ostend . — The Société Anonyme des Railways Economiques

de Liege Seraing et Extensions, and the Compagnie Généraledes
Railways à Voie Etroite of Belgium bave just ordered , says Daily

Tenders and Contracts, a comple'e electrical equipment from the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company for a storage

battery system traction road inOstend, Belgium , which promises to

prove remarkably successful. The generating plant will consist of a

60 H P: compound high pressure engine, connected with a Westing

hous : multippler dynamo of 38 kw. capacity, running at600 revolutions

a minute, and producing a current at 280 volts. The cars are to be

equipped witha group of batteriesand will be able to run 40 miles

before recharging. A complete Westinghouse system , with switch

boards will be placed in the generating station.

Power Distribution . - On 22nd ult., before the

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland,Glasgow , Mr.

Henry Mavor contributed a paper on " Some of the Economic and

Practical Aspects of Electrical Power Distribution in Factories."

Daring the past few years, he said, there had been a decided

arakening of interest ia the possibilities of electrical distribution of

power in factories. Long distance transmission of power was of less

interest to us in this country because of our local conditions. In

reference to the power scheme for the Midlands, he said that it seemed

probable that the operation of such a scheme would only be commer

cially practicable in districts where the local authority does not

control theelectric supply, because, when the local authority has to

be dealt with , the price obtainable from it would not exceed the rate

at whichit could itselt produce the power without any allowance for

profit. On the other hand, there was undoubtedly an enormous field

for the electric motor among small users of power who could obtain

the electric current at a moderate rate from bæpplycompanies or local
authorities. Thelecturer divided power consumers into variousgroups

-(1) The case of factories, chiefly textile,where the power is delivered

from one large engine fromgearing or belting of machinery closely

grouped round the source of power, such as spinning and weaving

factories ; (2) in the case where the nature of the work is such that

the power must or oughtto be delivered direct at the point where it

is applied to the work. This included factories and works wherethe

machines to be driven werewidely divergentin character, were widely

spaced, and runat different and varying loadsand speeds, as in paper

mills, print works, chemical works,steel works, foundries, shipyards

and many engineering establishments where work ofa varying

character is to be accomplished . In the latter group the lecturer

considered there isa very wide field for the application of electric

power distribution in the Glasgow district.

South Staffordshire - At a meeting of the Tipton

Council on Tuesday, a letter was submitted from the Board of Trade

enclosing a communication received from the Sɔuth Staffordshire

Tramways Companyrespectiog the renewal of steam licenses, but it

was stated by the chairman that the Council would not take any

further action inthe matter until anapplication was made for Parlia

mentary powers for the use of electric traction .

Stourbridge . - The Urban Council has received the draft

order of the Light Railway Commissioners relativa to the Dudley

and District Light Rsilways. The Council was asked toconsider

the draft, and if it had any representation to make, to do so by

April 7th. The order proposed to give the promoters three years to

finish the work in , bat a representative of the British Electric

Traction Company stated that the existing tram line would ba con

verted and the electric trams running in the present year. The draft

order was referred to a committee .

The “ Underground " and Electric Traction . — The

Metropolitan Railway B : ll, under which powers are sought to work

the lines by electricity, wasbefore a committeeof the House of Com.

mons on Monday. Mr. Littler, Q.O., opened the case for the pro

moters, and Mr. John Bell, the chairman of the Company, gave

evidence in support of the Bill. The Great Western Railway Com

pany appeared in opposition, and with respect to this, Mr. Freeman,

Q.C., speaking on behalf of the promoters said : — " I may say that

under The Bill asdrawn, it the Metropolitan Company satisfy them

selves that electric traction is the proper power touseon the railway

we shall require the Great Western to alter their engines to suit the

new conditions. Their engines would be under our control, but it

they objected they wouldthen have powerunder previous agree
ments to take us to arbitration . " Mr. John Boll stated that it the

Metropolitan bad to make an enormous change for the benefit of the

public be did notsee that the Great Western would haveany ground

of complaint if they were compelled to do the same with regard to

the few trains that run over the system in the course of the day. If

the electric traction is the success they expected it would be they

would not extend the electric traffic to Aylesbury. They did not

propose to go further with it than Swiss Cottage. Sir John Wolff

Barry, engineer to the company, and Sir Bonjamin Biker, gave

evidence for the promoters on the engineering aspect of the scheme.

The committee sat again on Tuesday to consider the Bill . Mr.

Pember, QC. , for the Great Western Company, briefly addressed the

committee, contending that, if his clientswere forced to adopt elec

tric traction , they should be compensated for the extra expense

involved inthe provision of electric engines and rolling stock . He

submitted for insertion in the Bill & clause drawn up by the peti.

tioners to the effect that nothing in the measureshould prejudice the

working of agreements already ia existence, and that questions as to

the method of carrying out the proposedchange should be referred

to arbitration as well as any alterations that might be necessary in

Great Western engines androlling stock, and any alterations in work

ing, and also the question of cost. Mr. Freem in , Q C., replying for

the promoters, said the company were proposing to incar this great

expenso simply and solely to improve the conditions of working the

traffic. The Great Western Company, who were virtually partners

in the railway, would be equally benefited so far as their traffic over

theline was concerned. His company were prepared to safeguard

all the rights of the Great Western Railway Company, and t ) do this
his company would consent to the inclusion in the Bill of a clause

providing that, should the Metropolitan Company at any time require

the Great Western to substitute electric traction for steam loco

motion on any of the trainsof the Great Western Company working
over the Metropolitan Railway, either of the companies should be

entitled to refer such requirement to arbitration as if the same bad

been included under the terms of the existing agreement. He sub

mitted that it was anreasonable to expect that the Metropolitan

Company should pay theexpense of convertingthe rolling stock of

the Great Western if, under thepressure of public opinion ,it became

necessary for that company to follow the example of theMetropolitan

Company and use electricity. The chairman asked if thepetitioners

doubtedwhether electricity would ever be used on the railway. Mr.

Worsley Taylor said they acknowledged that electricity might be

useful,but were of opinion that to adopt it might involve great

changes in the rolling stock, and that before theywere called upon

to pay for the change the subject should be threshed out before an

arbitrator. After some farther conversation , the chairman said there

was no opposition to the suggestion tbat sooner or later electricity

would have to be used on the Metropolitan Railway, and, as the

Great Western Company were toa great extent parties to the work.

ing of the railway, the committee felt that in making the great

change which was not contemplated in 1869, there shouldbe some

special clause introduced into the agreement. Time was allowed to

the parties to prepara a clause. In the course of the proceeding, the

chairman saidthat the committee were patisfied that there was every

prospect of electric traction beingused on the railway. The com

mittee sat again on Wednesday and adjourned.

Waterloo and City Railway . - It is stated by a

morning contemporary that there is talk of running the first train

over this line on Monday,May 2nd.

Whitley.-A public meeting, on 24th alt ., approved of

the proposal of the British Electric Traction Company to establish an

electric tramway from Cullercoats through Whitley, and suggested
that it be carried on to the sea front at Monkseaton Line. Mr. Frank

B. Lea explained the scheme. The opposition was weak as water, but

it was certainly novel, for a Mr. Suidt " expressed the tear that the

introduction of tramways into the district would give facilities to
persons to travel more easily beyond the three miles limit on a

Bunday to obtain drink . He also regarded the trams as a danger to
children . ”

.
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Telegraphic Interraptions and Repairs :

OABLI.. Dowo . Ropatred .

Brest - St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1893

West Indies

Bt. Orois - Trinidad Nov. goth , 1896

Cayenne-Pinheiro March 24th, 1898

Amason Oompany's cable

Parinting - Itacatian May 6th, 1896

Obidos - Parinting Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable Obidos -Manaos March 9th , 1898 March 26th, 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Gibraltar -Tangier March 19th , 1898 March 28th, 1898

Lourenco Marques-Darban ... March 19th, 1898 March 25th, 1898

Havre -Waterville March 28th , 1898

Odessa -Constantinople March 28th , 1898

LANDLOMB8 .

Trans-Oontinental line be.

yond Masol

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

The Telephone Service . According to Wednesday's

Standard, Mr. Faithfull Begg proposes to bring forward anamend.

ment to Mr. Caldwell's resolution with regard to the telephone

system which will be moved ongoing into Committee of Sapply on

theCivil Serviceestimates to-night (Friday).The amendment isto
the effect that the acquisition by th ) Stateof the whole telephone

system of the country is the only solution of the difficulties which

exist, and are increasing under the present system of licences. The

amendment can only come on in case Mr. Caldwell's resolution is

carried .

( Continued on page 447.)

} March 12th, 1895 ...
...
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TORQUAY MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY

WORKS.

As we briefly announced last week, the municipal electricity

works were formally opened on March 17th .

The municipal authority of Torquay obtained powers to

undertake a publicsupply of electricity as far backas 1891 ;

but it was not until 1896, when there was some danger of

the provisional order being revoked, that the Corporation

really determined to erect electricity works. Mr. Trentham ,

who had previously prepared reports on the subject, was

entrusted to prepare a plan and specifications, which were

adopted by the Council, and have since been carried out.

The system that has been adopted in Torquay is a high

pressure alternating current supply ; the pressure at the con

sumers terminals being 200 volts, the street lighting being

this coptiguity to the sea provides facilities for obtaining sea

borne coal ; moreover, it gives an abundant, supply of water

for condensing purposes.

“ Where's the chimney ? ” was propounded as a sort of

conundrum on the opening day, and certainly, to one who is

accustomed to look upon a tall chimney as a guide to elec

tricity works the matter was slightly perplexižg. As a

matter of fact, the chimney shaft passes up through an

adjoining building, owned by the Corporation and utilised

for concerts andentertainments, the top of the chimney

being no higher than the roof of the building. In conse

quence of the chimney being restricted to a height of 60 feet,

forced draught has been resorted to.

The internal appearance of the dynamo room by no means

suggests anything of the cellar ; the room is lofty, of a con

siderable size, and is well lighted . An excellent idea of the

arrangement of plant will be obtained from the general view

a
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LAYING THE MAINS.

done by means of arc lamps using rectified currents. An

unusual feature about the works is, that, subject to modifi

cations, a building was ready to hand in the shape of large

and lofty coal cellars owned by the Corporation. The cellars

can scarcely be said to be underground, being, as a matter of

fact, formed from excavations made under ahigh level road ,

entrance to them being from a low level road adjoining the

harbour. Although provided with four walls for housing

the generating plant, it was necessary to carry out important

alterations toadapt the cellars for electric lighting purposes.

For instance, it has been necessary to excavate for the

parpose of making foundations for the machinery. This

operation entailed the removal of 300 tons of limestone rock ,

which had, for the most part, to be blasted. The machinery

now rests upon a solid block of concrete, which is isolated from

the adjoining walls by means of bair felt. It was discovered, at

the conclusion of the excavations, that at times of very high

tide sea water percolated through the walls, and to avoid this

the lower part of the excavations has been concreted. An

ordinary wide road divides the works from the harbour, and

of this room . The boilers are placed in an adjoining room ,

which has been permitted to retain much of its underground

attributes.

Coming to the more prosaic details of plant, we will begin

with the boilers, of which there are three, each having 1,619

square feet of heating surface, and 30 square feet of grate

area. Each boiler is composed of eight sections of tubes,

each tube being 18 feet long.

The horizontal steam and water drum is 3 feet 6 inches in

diameter and 22 feet 7 inches long . Each boiler is complete

with the usual fittings, including Hopkinson's safety valve,

stop valve, blow -off valve, &c. The fact has been mentioned

that forced draught is necessary, and each boiler is, there

fore, fitted withsteam blowers for forced draught. In

addition there is a Babcock & Wilcox patent superheater,

having 226 square feet of heating surface, and consisting of

32drawn steel tabes 14 inch in diameter, connected at the

ends to a wrought steel cross box, the tubes being fastened

therein by expansion. The upper cross box is connected

to the steam and water drum by two 4 - inch steel tubes

F
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rently very dry, there being, as a rule, no water deposited in

the separators. The fuelat present used is a mixture of

expanded into anozzle provided for the purpose, and at the

upper end of these tubes there is a cast-iron dry pipe.

Prevention against overheating during the time of raising
steam is insured by the arrangement for flooding the super

heater, and using the superheater then as part of the heating

surface of the boiler, although if the flooding is omitted , when

raising steam , damage is not likely to result if the fire is not

forcedtoo rapidly .

In conjunction with the steam raising plant there is the
inevitable Green's economiser, which is made up of 192 pipes,

and fitted with the usual safety valves, thermometer,

scrapers, &c.

bine In a triangular apartment between the engine room and

the boiler cellar are the pumps for feeding the boilers and

for the condensing water.

The boilers are fed by two Worthington duplex feed

H.T. concentric.

19 16 S.W.G. section * 0625 7/14 S.W.G. section .0359.7 16 S.W.G. section 0230 .

three parts of coke to one of Welsh coal, the price of the

former being 128. and of the latter 20s.

03

ENGINES AND DYNAMOS.

pumps, each having a steam cylinder 5 inches diameter and

à water cylinder 3. inches diameter, the length of stroke

being 5 inches.

We have already referred to the interior of the dynamo

room . The plant at present erected consists of three Willans

engines direct coupled to Fynn alternators made by Messrs.

L.T. concentric.

37 14 S.W.G. section •1906 . 19:14 S.W.G. section :0976

H.T. concentric .

19 15 S.W.G. section 079. 19/14 S.W.G, section *0976

Before passing on to consider the other plant, it may be

mentioned that, though no detailed tests have yet been made

to show the effect of the superheater, the steam is appa

Easton, Anderson & Goolden . The engines are of Willads

three -crank compound condensing typeworking at a steam

pressure of 130 lbs., and developing 200 B.H.P. The alter
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natore, to which we have not had previously an opportunity

of referring, are of the inductor type, running at 380

revolutions and having a ~ of 50. The armature forming

the outer frame of the machine, the field magnets (the

top of the constant current converters is mounted a base

plate carrying the alternating current motor, and on the end

of the shafting of the alternating current motor isarranged

the high tension commutator with its rocker and brushes

complete. At one side of the constant current converter is

attached the two-unit converter required for running the

alternating current motor, and on the other side is attached

FIELD COIL OF FYNN ALTERNATOR .
FIELD MAGNETS OF FINN ALTERNATOR .

revolving part) being mounted on the main shaft of the the water break switch which is connected in series with the

alternator.
arc lampz.

There are eightarmature coils in each machine, which are The switchboard is similar in construction to the now well

wound with stranded double cotton -covered cable. The coils known type of Ferranti switchbɔard, the board being com

sre laidin paper tabes, and laid in slots in the laminations. posed of slatework partitions, so as to be thoroughly fire

Inside the armature frame is placed the field magnet coil, proof throughout. Each partition forms a separate dynamo,

which is supported or circuit panel,

on brackets, this each one being

being shownin one provided with a

of the illustrations. special spring
The field magnet break switch .

coil occupies a Euch panel is

position in the
provided with a

completed ma duplicate set of

chine, between the fuse contacts and

poles of the re oil break fuses,

volving field mag
the arrangements

nets. It will be enabling any fuse

observed from the to be withdrawn

illustrations that and examined

the two circles of whenever desired

pole pieces are go without interfer

arranged, that ing with the work

the poles in one ing of the circuit.

circle are opposite On each panel is
the gaps in the arranged avertical

other circle . The scale ammeter.

inside diameter of The bus bar is

the armature is arranged on the

4 feet 6 inches, ring main system ,

and the width is enabling any cir

40 inches. cuit to be isolated

The alternators and the remainder

have been specially of the circuits to

designed for noise be run without

less running, there interference . The

being & striagent
usual synchronis

condition in the ing arrangements

specification com are provi led . Low

pelling the con
tension gear is

tractor to remove ARMATORE AND FIELD COIL OF FYNN ALTERNATOR .
also attached to

the machinery to this board and is

another site in the event of its being sufficiently noisy to arranged so that it is brought into the 6-inch centres

create a nuisance, occupied by the high tension panels above it . The

The street lighting, as we have observed before, is done by resistances are arranged in small resistance boxes, with

means of rectified currents. For this purpose threeFerranti hand regulator and ammeters on the top, thus placing

rectifiers are employed . They do not differ materially as far the whole of thehigh tension and low tension gear in one

as constructional detail is concerned with those in use at straight line, and enabling the attendant to attend to both at

Hammersmith, which were described in these columns. one time.

In the constant current converter, the moveable coils are The arc light switchboard, which is placed near to the
supported on toothed wheels which gear into a rack . On the rectifiers, is arranged for controlling three rectifiers and
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the respective circuits ; it is, however, arranged to enable any

new rectifier to be connected at once on to any circuit or any

rectifiers running any number of circuits together. It is

provided with a plug box on the bottom of the board , which

plug box receives the current from main board and dis

tributes it to each rectifier through an independent fuse.

The plugging arrangement of this board is noteworthy, the

plugs being attached to flexible cords and weighted with a

We illustrate some of the sections of the mains in use

which have been laid by the British Insulated Wire Com

pany.

Some of the high tension cables are laid in Doulton con

duit, and some are laid in wooden troughs filled in with a

hard -setting compound. The low tension cables are double

steel armoured, and laid direct in the ground .

The arc lamp columns (which are supplied with overhang

ing brackets) have been supplied by Messrs. James Allen,

sen. & Sons, of Glasgow, and the arc lamps are of the

Crompton -Pochin type.

The demand indicator system is in use, and at the opening

ceremony 3,600 8-C.P. lamps had been connected , which

augurs well for the future prosperity of the worke.

The principal contractors are as follows :-Boilere, Messrs.

Babcock & Wilcox ; engines and alternators, Messrs. Easton,

Anderson & Co.; cables and street work , British Insulated

Wire Company ; switchboard, Messrs. Ferranti, Limited ;

transformers, M - sera. Nalder & Hilton ; crane, Messrs. Isles,

Limited. Mr. Trentham , the consulting engineer, is to be

congratulated upon bringing the lighting of Torquay to a

successful issue in the face of much opposition and difficulty.

SHOWING METHODS OF FIXING POLE PIECES IN FINN ALTERNATOR.

100 H.P. GAS ENGINE.

pulley, so that when not in use they are kept in a fixed posi

tion . Each circuit is provided with an ammeter and pole

ir dicator. A voltmeter is arranged with a plug and a pair

of flexible corde, plug cockets being fixed for each circuit

panel , so as to enable one to ascertain the voltage of any

circuit.

The outside work reveals nothing that can be considered

It cannot be denied that much has been done during the

past few years to develop gas engines for electric lighting.

One of the latest types that has been specially designed by

Messre. Fielding & Platt for the driving of dynamosis one

of 100 H.P. , which was exhibited at the Bruseels Exhibition,

an illustration of which is given here. As far as we can

FIELDING & Platt 100 H.P. Gas ENGINÈ.

very novel. The low pressure distribution is accomplished

from scattered transformers placed in the roadway . The

street lamps are not placed on alternate mains, but one main

feeds the whole of the lamps in one part of the town and

other mains supply current to other sections.

The transformers are of the Berry type, and have

been made by Messrs. Nalder & Harrison. The sizes

are 30 kw., 20 kw., and 10 kw. In most cases they are

placed in sheet steel cases, which are in turn placed in

cast- iron road boxes, which have separate spaces for the

high and low tension switches and fuses.

learn , the cyclicalvariation in this engine does not exceed

volt. This result isobtained by having animpulse at each

cycle, nomatter what the load may be, from noload to fall

load. Themethod in whichthisis carried out is verysatis

factory, so that, even when running absolutely light, the

charge is stated to be fired with the greatest certainty.

The cylinder has a diameter of 20 inches, with a strokeof

27 inches, the crankshaft being8 inches in diameter in the

main body, whilst the crankpin is 11 inches in diameter,the

main bearings being 14 inches in length, and the crankpin

10 inches. The crank is balanced by a pair of counter
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gas is

weights strapped to the crank throws, and continuous lubri

cation of the crankpin is provided for by an annular oil

channel, into which the oil is dropped from a fixed sigbt-feed

lubricator. The enging was designed for driving two

dynamos, one from each fly -wheel, the latter weighing about

5 tons each .

The engine is fitted with Fielding's self-starter, the action

of wbich is as follows : The crank being placed at an angle

of about 15° above the pear dead centre,

admitted to the combustion space, andan outlet opened near

the flame of the Bunsen burner, which heats the ignition

tube ; this outlet permits of the escape of air as the gas

enters. As soon as the gas begins to escape along with the

air, a blue flame is formed , and as the proportion of gas to

air increases, the colour of the flame gradually changes to a

yellow luminous flame. As soon as the flame indicates that

the escape is practically all gas, the outlet is closed, and the

gas shut off. All that is required now to start the engine is

to admit compressed air, which, entering the clearancespace,

rapidly mixeswith the gas, forming a highly explosive com

pound under a pressure of usually about 60 lbs. per square
incb .

Before sufficient air can obtain admittance to form an

actively explosive mixture, the piston is put slightly into
motion for a short distance until the explosion takes place,

whereapon the motion of the piston is greatly accelerated,

and the engine is put into action with sufficient force to

enable the ordinary cycle to follow on.

The compressed air is stored up by the engine itself into a

small reservoir, the energy stored up in the fly-wheels verving

for this parpose, the gasfor the moment being cat off, and

when required, a separatė charging pump is fitted,

worked either by hand or by power, but as a rule this is

unnecessary.

by the deputation , and the Duke expressed his desire to act imparti.

ally. He asked if the granting of a license conditionally might not

beheld to prejudice any opposition. The deputation replied that

they were perfectly willing that the granting of a conditional

license should be so safeguarded and hedged in as to leave most

anfettered discretion to Parliament in dealing with the Corporation's

proposals. In the course of the conversation the deputation repeated

thedecision of the Town Council under nocircumstancesto grant the

telephone company the right to utilise the streets. The Duke of

Norfolk assured the deputation that he thoroughly understood the

position, that he would give it his carefal consideration, and that he

would communicate with them shortly.

Secrecy of Telegrams. - We anderstand that on 22nd

ult.a notice was issued by the Postmaster-General to the postal staff,

calling attention to a question recently addressed to the Secretary to

the Treasury in the House of Commons upon the subject of the

Becrecy of telegrams. The construction of private apartments in

postaltelegraph offices was advocated as a means of greater privacy
being secured to the public while handing in telegrams. The Post

master-General enjoins the counter clerksto deal with telegrams in

such a manner as to preclude them being read by the public.

The Telephone Service . — About 20 members of Parlia

ment, under the presidency of Mr. Provand, met at the House of

Commons on 24th ult., anddecided to put down a motion in favour

of the Post Office granting licenses to local authorities to work tele

phones of their own.

Io the Commons on 22nd ult. , Sir M. Stewart asked the Secretary

to the Treasury , as representing the Postmaster-General, whether any

judicial decision has ever been given that a telephone instrument is

equivalent to a telegraph except as regards the Postmaster -General's

monopoly of the right of conveying messagesby wire.

Mr. Hanbury, in reply, said the decision that a telephone is a tele

graph was given by the Exchequer decree ofthe High Court of Justice

in the case of the Attorney -General v. the Edison Telephone Com

pady. Tois case arose on the right of the Postmaster-General to a

monopoly to conveyance of messages by wire. The exact words of

the judgment, “For all these reasons we hold that the telephone

is a telegraph witbin the meaning of the Acts of 1869 and 1863, ” are

very wide.

A sub -committee of the Hull Corporation has been going into the

question of the telephone charges and service generally, with the

National Company's officials .

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

1

(Continued from page 442.)

The Bolinao Cable.- A telegram in the daily press,

dated Singapore, March 23rd , stated that the telegraph steamer,

Sherard Osborn, was leaving there for the Philippines for the purpose

of transferring the Bolinao cable to Manila. The transfer will be

permanent.

Direct Cable to Cuba . - The following is a translation

of an articleappearing in El Imparcial re the above cable : - " The
Ministry of the Interior has reported favourably on the tenderfor

the laying of a direct cable between the Peninsula and the island of

Cuba . The cable will land at Cadiz, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Nieques

(an island situated 15 kilometres to the east of Porto Rico), and

finally, at Havada. The cable will not, contrary to the interest of

the nation , be laid to St. Jobn, Porto Rico, as the company owning

and working the cables in the lesser Antilles have exclusive landing

rights for 40 years at that island, and for this reason neither the
Government or any private company can establish telegraphic com

munication which they may consider necessary. The report bas

already been passed on by the Minister of the Interior to the
Minister for the Colonies for the embodiment of Government rights

and privileges, and the decree calling for tenders for the laying of

the cable will soon appear.” Another paragraph states : -" The
Minister of the Interior had an interview with the Minister of tbe

Colonies forthe purpose of preparing the report asked forby the
Council of Ministers on the cable between the Peninsula and Cuba.

The report will deal with two proposals, one being for the construc

tion of the direct cable, and the other for a branch cable from

Havada to Hayti to connect there with the French system .”

Another issue of the same paper states : — " The cews tbat the

Ministers of the Colonies and the Interior have been entrusted by

their colleagues in the council with the decision regardiog the matter

of the direct cable to Cuba, and, further, that there are two pro

posals to be dealt with , viz , ( 1) offeringto construct a direct cable,

and (2) a branch cable fromHavana to Hayti, there to be connected

to the French system , has given rise to certain fears, which we find

to bave serious foundatione, as by the latter scheme we should merely

be ridding ourselves of the control of our communications by Great

Britain and the United States to transfer it to the French . The

Nacional states if the direct cable is not to be laid , rather

than allow all the traffic to behanded to the French Cable Company,

let the sºate of affairs remain as at present. Oar contemporary asks

for more ligbt upon the subject from the Ministerial press, and we

join in the demand, as we endorse their opinion . "

Glasgow Telephone Service. - 0A 24th alt ., the

Corporation deputation had a private interview with the Postmaster

General, at Norfolk House, on the subject of granting a municipal

telephone license for Glasgow . Various points were enlarged upon

»

OPEN .

Accrington. — April 19th. The Corporation wants

tenders forthe supply and erection of three sets of steam dynamor,

each set consisting ofa tripleexpansion condensing steam engine of

the inverted vertical type, 90 I.H.P., and of a shunt wound dynamo.
Also & feed water heater, storage battery having a capacity of

750 ampere-hours, switchboard instruments, apparatus cables, wires,

street boxes, connections, & c. For further particulars see our

" Official Notices " this week. Consulting engineer, Mr. J. N.

Shoolbred, 47, Victoria Street, S.W.

Ashton -under -Lyne. - April 5th . The Corporation

invites tenders from firms willing to undertake the free wiring of

premises in the Borough. Consulting engineers,Messrs. Lacey,

Clirebugh & Sillar, 78, King Street, Manchester. See our " Official

Notices ” March 25th .

Bournemouth .---April 4th . The Corporation wants

tenders for motor vehicles for the collection of house refuse, & c.

Borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey. See our “ Official Notices ”

March 18th .

Derby .-- April 12th . The Corporation wants tenders for

the electric wiring of its Ford Street yard and premises. See our
' Official Notices ” March 18th .

Derby . - April 11th . The School Board want tenders for

the electric wiring of the Traffic Street Board School, Derby. Par.

ticulars from Mr. J. E.Stewart, Corporation electrical engineer. See

Official Notices " March 25th .

Edinburgh .-- April 23rd. · The Midlothian and Peebles

Lunacy Board is inviting tenders for the installation of electric light

in the Asylumat Rosslynlee, near Edinburgh, including ( 1) generatiog

plant, accumulators, switchboard, & c.; (2) wiring, fittings, & c . Par.

ticulars may be obtained on application to Prof. Bailey, Heriot-Watt
College, Chambers Street, Edinburgh.

Leyton .-- April 4th . The District Council wants tenders

for the supply of two dynamos,one transformer, two gas engines and

connections, and switchboards for extension of the electricity works.

Electrical engineer, Mr. H. C. Bishop. See our “ Official Notices
March 18th .

Manchester.-- April 4th . The Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company is inviting tenders for various stores . The

following are a few of the items:-5. Copper ; 7. Copper tubes for

boilers ; 8. Copper tubing ; 29. Signal and telegraph fittings ; 30 .

Signal, telegraph andelectric light wires. Samples may be seen and

forms of tender andfurther particulars obtained at the Stores
Department, Osborne Street, Manchester,

our

)
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Shoreditch . - April 12th . The Vestry wants tenders for.

the supply anderection of arc lamps and accessories,also forelectric

light cable . Electrical engineer,Mr. C. N. Russell. See our “ Official
Notices " March 25th.

Switzerland.- April 30th . Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities of Fribourg, Switzerland, until April 30th next, for &

projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water-power is to be utilised,and the station will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three
schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Publics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence fall particulars of the competition
may be obtained .

The War Office.- April 27th . The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designsand specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts; War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th .

Victoria .-June 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne ( Colony of Victoria, Australia) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, aro lamps, poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices ” March 11th.

OLOSED

West Ham .-- The Town Council has acceptrd the

tender of Megers. H. J. Rogers & Co. (£712) for wiriog the public

buildings for electric lighting. The Council hopes to be able to supply

electricity to consumers in September next.

A New Departure in Incandescent Lamps . - Prof.

Nernet, the well- known electro -chemist, has recently been

experimenting with the view of discovering a better filament

forthe glow lamp, and has produced a lamp which is deci

dedly more efficielt than the present filament. It remains

to be seen whether the new filament will be more durable.

According to recent theories of electrolysis, all electrolytes

are more or less dissociated when dissolved in water, and it

is these dissociat- d molecules wbich carry an electric current

through the electrolyte. If none of the molecules of the

electrolyte bave bien dissociated, no current will pass, except

the E.M.F. of the current is exceedingly high. Dissociation

of the molecules of electrolytes may also be brought about

by heating them to a high temperature, and they become

conductors of electricity in the same way as when they are

dissociated by solution. It is this fact that bas been atilised

by Nerpet in the construction of his new electric lamp. A

thin rod of magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, or such like

compound, is heated, in the first place, by a Bunsen barner

to ared heat, and an electric current is then passed through

it. If this current is suffi :iently strong to develop enough

heat to replacethat wbich is given off, then, when the Badsen

barner is withdrawn, the current will maintain the rod at a

white heat. A practical objection to this lamp is the pre

liminary heating ; such lamps would , in fact, have to be lighted

like the old -fashioned gas or paraffin lamps. The ingenuity

of inventors may, however, yet overcome this difficulty.

Since the temperature of ignition of the lamp depends on

the electrolytewhich is used, it is important to know which

of these substances become conducting at the lowest tem

perature. With rods of equal dimensions, calcium oxide

requires the oxyhydrogen blowpipe to bring it to the required

temperature, while it is possible to start magorsium oxide by

heating with a Bunsen flame. Nernst uses in his lamps

magnesium oxide, which can be bought in the form of rode,

and he recommends that the lamp should be ignited by the

discharge of an induction coil . The ignition by the induc

tion coil is not likely to be used in practice. Another

method which has been proposed [ Zeit. f. Elek ., Vol. 16,

p. 103] is to embed a carbon filament in the magnesium

oxide or other electrolyte made use of. When the rod is cold ,

the carbon filament will form a path for the current, and

gradually communicate sufficient heat to the surrounding

electrolyte to raise it to the conducting temperature. Platinum

could not be used instead of the carbon, because it would

fase at the very high temperature developed in the Nernst

lamp ; and besides, all metallic threads woald shuot too large

a fraction of the electric current past the electrolyte. The

efficiency of these Nernst lamps has been found to be

extremely higb, about 1'1 watts per candle-power; and it is

estimated that in a vacuum the candle-power would be

obtained with 0.7 to 0.8 watt. The life of such lamps as

have been tried has not been very long. If it be true that

electrolysis is taking place in the incandescent oxide, we

should expect that the ions would accumulate at the ends of

the rcd ; and if such were the case , it would not be favourable

to the longevity of the lamp.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

1898 .

Friday, April 1st, 8 p.m.- Institution of Junior Eogineers at the
Westminster Palace Hotel . Paper on “ Mechanical

Refrigeration , " by Mr. J. T. Borrell, of Peterborough.

Royal Institution. Lecture by Prof. Dzwar on " Liquid Air

as an Analytic Agent."

Saturday, April 2nd , 11 am.–Visit of the Institution of Junior

Engineers to the Thames Iron Works, Blackwall.

Tuesday, April 5th , at 8 p.m.- Röntgen Society, at 11, Chardos

Street, Cavendish Square , W. Paper by Mr. James
Wimshurst upon “The Influence Machine and its

Advantages for lighting X -Ray Tubes.”

At 8 p.m.-The Institution of Civil Engineers. Paper to

be read (time permitting) on " The Electricity Supply

( f London,” by A. H. Preece, Assoc.M.Inst C.E.
9 )

NOTES.
1

In Honourof M. Gramme. - By royal decree on Decem

ber 30th last, M. G. Gramme was nominated Commander of

the Order of Leopold . On this occasion the international jury

of the electrical sections of the Brussels Exbibition of 1897

decided unanimously to organise at Brussels a demonstration in

fonour of the celebrated Belgian electrician, and to celebrate

his admission into the Order of Leopold by a banquet , to

which electricians of all countries should be invited. The

date of this celebration was fixed for March 27th, and it was

to be commemorated by a medal, two impressions of which

were to be struck, one in gold , and one in silver, to be for

warded to M. Gramme on the day of the banquet. Senator

Moot.fiore Levi, founder of the Electro - technical Institute

of Liège, honorary president of the Belgian Society of Elec

tricians, and of the Association of Engineers from the

Montefiore Institute, accepted the post of honorary president

of the committee formed for the organisation of the

demonstration, M. Mascart being the acting president.

The subscriptions were received by M. Alfred Roosen,

secretary of the organisation committee, Rue Vould ,
64 , Brussels.

The Treatment of Battery Slimes . - An electrolytic

process is now being worked in South Africa by the Crown

Reef Gold Mining Company, for treating battery slimer,

and thus removing gold wbich would otherwise be lost. The

process seems to be working very successfully, if we accept

the data given by J. R. Williams in the Transactions of the

Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa, 1897,

July, pages 14 to 18. In this paper the results of two

months' working are given, during which 6,640 tons of slime

were treated with an assay value of 5.82 dwt., yielding

1,067 ozs. of gold with an actual extraction of 60:48 per

ca nt. , and giving a profit of £ 3,058. The cost of treatment

per ton is 33. 9.05d ., in which we note that 0:40d. is included

for electric light, and 2.75d . for power. After successive

periods of treatment of three hours each , by electrolytic pre

cipitation, a solution containing 2 drw . 12 grains of gold per

ton assayed i dwt. 4 grains, 20, 12, 8, 4 , 2and 0.5 grains ;

whilst, after 24 hours, onlya trace of gold was left.

.

Oar Torquay Photographs. — The views of the central

station and the operation of laying the mains given in our

article on the " Electric Lighting of Torquay," have been

prepared from photographs taken by J. C. Dinham , Torquay.

66

Society of Arts . - On Wednesday evening Prof. S. P.

Thompson read a paper before this society on “ Telegraphy

Across Space."
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Telegraphing Without Wires. The system of “ tele

graphing without wires," that is without direct wires between

the two stations to be in telegraphic communication, re

cently suggested and experimented upon with so much success

by Mr. Preece, Engineer-in -chief to the Post Office, has jaet

been successfally applied to permanently establish telegraphic

communication for the War Office bitween Lavernock Fort

and the fort on the Flat Holm (in the Bristol Channel), a

distance of 33 miles. On the mainland opposite the island,

an ordinary pole line, three-quarters of a mile long, with a
heavy copper wire, has been erected ; the ends ofthe cir

cait terminates in the sea. On the island there is a

similar line established, abɔat balf-a -mile long. The trans

mitting apparatus on each line ) consists of a contact

breaker worked by a small dynamo, running at 3,000 re

volutions per minute, ard giving 250 makes and breaks per

second, correspondiog to the middle c note ; the intermittent

current is given by 10 Obach dry cells. An ordinary Morse

key interrupts the circuit, and the receiving apparatus is an

ordinary telephone receiver. The installation has been

carried out ander the direction of Mr. Gavey, Assistant

Engineer-in -chief to the Post Office, assisted by Mr.

Taylor. It bas ben fouud impracticable to maintain com

manication b tween the two forts by means of a cable, as

the later was continually broken by the anchors of the

shipping.

Riveting by Electricity. - On Wednesday, before the
Institution of Naval Architects in London, a paper on this

subject was real by Mr. Holmes (secretary) for the author,

Herr F. von Kodolitech. The experiments of the author

had extended over two years, and he had succeeded in

bringing out a type of riveting machine quite capable of

soperaeding the two systems already existing, namely,

hydraulic and pneumatic riveting. There was nodifference

in the quality of the workdone, but the quantity by the

electric system was considerably superior. The machine he '

was describing closed 1,200 rivets in a day of 10 hours, when

operated by threemenand a boy. Specimens of the work done

were exhibited . Mr. Hammond called attention to the fact

that to use the electric riveter it was necessary first of all to

lay down all the requisite electric plant. Mr. A. Denny stated
that with the usual day and hydraulic machinery from 1,000

to 1,100 rivets could be closed, and he knew of one gang,

where everything was arranged , which closed 1,500 rivets in

the day. He thought that the use of electricity was bound

to be economically applied in the building of ships at no

distant date. Mr. C. Datton thought the machine described

by the author was not so portable as had been claimed .

Oar readers will remember that in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW

for October 30th, 1896, we described and illustrated several

applications of Herr Kodolitech's universal electric drill in

the areenal of the Austrian Lloyd's Steam Navigation Com.

pany.

Hull Electrical Exhibition , 1898. - We have received

& prospectus giving full details of the Electrical and Indag

trial Exhibition, which it is proposed to hold from May19th

to June 4th , at the Assembly Rooms and Lecture Hall, Hall .

The principal objects of the exhibition are those connected

with the electrical development in lighting, transmission of

power, telephones, and the economical application of elec

trical energy to practical work, and in viewof the extension

of the manicipal electricity andertaking , the present is

considered an opportune moment for such an exhibition.

Diplomas of honour, and gold, silver and bronze medals, will be

awarded to deserving exhibits, and for this purpose a number

of well-known gentlemen have consented to act as jurors
and referees . These include Sir_Frederick Bramwell

, Sir

Douglas Galton, Prof. Fleming, Prof. Ayrton, and Messrs.

C. Bright, H.Graham Harris, W.P.J. Fawcas, S. V. Clire

bugb , W. C. Johnson , Shelford Bidwell, E. H. Crapper,

S. H. Valentine, and Mr.A. S. Barnard, the Hall Corpora

tion electrical engineer. Exrly applications for space should

be made to Mr. Joseph Davis,manager, 3, Assembly Rooms,
Hall.

Magnetism and Diamagnetism . - Atthe Royal Insti

tationon Thursday last week, Prof. J. A. Fleming gave the
fourth lecture of his course on “ Recent Researches in Mag

netism and Diamagnetism .” Resuming the study of the

properties of diamagnetic bodies, the lecturer showed, says

the Times report, two experiments illustrating some of the

remarkable properties of bismuth. Righi found that a

bismuth wire placed in a magnetic field, and transversely
magaetised, suffered a great increase in its electrical resist

ance, and Profs. Dewar and Fleming proved this effect to be

enormously augmented at very low temperatures. Another

peculiarity of bismath was its marked exhibition of the

* Hall effect.” If an electric current was sent through a

bismath plate which was transversely magnetised, an elect

motive force was brought into existence at right angles to

the direction of the curient and the magnetic field, and

showed itself by causing a displacement in the equipotential

lines. This effect occurred to someextent in all metal , but

was several thousand times greater in bismuth than in any

other case . Passing on to consider the relations between

magnetism and heat, the lecturer first performed an experi
ment which rendered evident the effect of change of tempe

rature on permanent magnets. A permanent steel magnet

sud lenly heated first losta certain portion of its mazoetic
strength, and then reached a more stable condition, in which

it was said to be “ aged," a result wbich could also be attained

by p'anging the magnet into liquid air. After the perma

nent state had been reached, the effects of change of tem
perature became more regular, and recent research had

demonstrated that certain kinds of steel could be produced

which had no temperature -change of magnetic strength after

ageing. Prof. Fleming then exhibited a number of experi.

ments to show that the ferromagnetic bodies, iron, nickeland

cobalt, all changed at a certain temperature, varying for each,

into the paramagnetic state, in which they were practically

non-magnetic. This change took place in nickel at about

340° C., and a pretty experiment was shown, in which a star

shaped disc of nickel , balanced on a pivot in front of a

magnet, was set in rotation merely by being heated at one

place. The disc ia this way was rendered magnetically lop

sided, and the magnet continually pulled it round into a fresh

position. In conclusion,some interesting experiments were
performed to prove that the temperature at which this mag

netic transformation took place was also marked by the

occurrence of several other important physical changes.

.

2

Large Continuous Current Dynamos.—The most

powerful continuous current dynamo now known is that

constructed by the General Electric Company at Schenec

tady for the Louisville Tramways Company. This dynamo,

which has 22 poles, will produce normally 2,400 kilowatts,

at an angular speed of 75 revolutions per minute. In

cases of emergency its available power can be augmented one

third, and raised to 3,200 kilowatts. The external diameter

of the crown bearing the field magnets is 5 • 7 metres ; the

breadth of this crown is 1.25 metres. The diameter of the

armature is 3.8 metres ; the diameter of the commutator

is 2.9 metres ; that of the shaft 58 centimetres ; the length of

the armature is 1.5 metres ; that of the commutator, 55
centimetres. The armature and its collector weigh 38

tons ; the entire machine, 80 tons. Before this dynamo

had been made, the most powerful type was that of 1,500

kilowatts, working the intra -mural railway of the Chicago

Exhibition in 1893. Dynamos of this type have been

installed at Philadelphia , Boston, and Chicago for the

service of overhead tramways or railways.
The tramway

station at Brooklyn contains foar, and two others are in
course of installation . When the two latter are at work,

the Brooklyn station will be next to that of the

Niagara Falls, the most powerful electrical station in the

whole world ; but it will not long hold the record, as in

two years there will be at New York a station of 70,000

kilowatts, supplying the whole tramway system of the

town.

Marriage. - By last mail we learn that Mr. W. Elsdon

Dew, electrical engineer, Pilgrim's Rest, Trunsvaal, was , on

February 26th, married to Miss Jessie H. G. Rankin, eldest

daughter of John Rankin , Esq., Australia .

To our Readers . - As next Friday is Good Friday,

our issue will be published on Thursday morning, and

all matter for that number should reach this officea day

earlier than usual. Advertisers, contributors, and corre

spondents, please note !
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French Import Duties on Lead and Accumulators.

By an Act passed March 3rd, 1898, the import duties on

lead, its rich ores and its various compounds, were modified

or completed in accordance with the following table :

Num.

bers.

General

per 100 kg. in fr.

Tariff minimum

per 100 kg. in fr.

8.50 5.15Minimum

239 Litbarge other

oxides

225A Salts of lead and che .

mical products with

undenominated lead

{
and

The Electrical Installation at Oldham County

Court. - In the House of Commons on Taesday , Mr. Ascroft

asked the First Commissioner of Works whether he was

aware that local firms were not allowed to tender for the

electrical installation recently put in the Oldham County

Court offices ; whether there was any rule which prohibited

fully qualified firms tendering for such work , and whether

he would consider the advisability of allowing all such firms

in the future the opportunity of tendering for local work

undertaken by theBoard of Works. Mr. Akers- Douglas,

in reply, said that there is no rule that prohibits qualified

firmstendering for the work to which the question refers.

In the present case the work had to be executed in a very

short period of time for departmental reasons, and tenders

were obtained from two well-qualified firms, who could be

relied upon to do the work in the time required. Whenever

circumstances permit, local firms will be invited to tender for

works in charge of the Board.

8.75 5.30

5 % ad valorem 5 % ad valorem

+ 2.40 fr. per + 2 fr. per

100 kg. 100 kg

11 50 7.60

base ...

256 Acetate of lead

262 Carbonate of lead (white

lead ) ...

266 Chromate of lead

576 Pipes and all kinds of

other work in lead ...

376A Electric accumulators.

8 50

25.50

5.60

18 50

8.50

21 50

6.50

16 50

The Automobile Club of Great Britain .-- This club

intende, at Easter time, to make a tour on motor vehicles.

The party will start from the club house on Thursday

afternoon next, and journey through the southern

counties, stopping at Guildford for the Thursday night,

Winchester for the Good Friday night, Chichesterfor Satur

daynight,Worthing for Easter Sunday night, and Tanbridge

Wells on EaterMonday night,and from thence returning

to London . The carriages will in all cases be driven by

amateurs. Fifteen owners of motor carriages have already

notified their intention of joining the tour.

Parliamentary Committee on Electrical Energy.

Yesterday ( Thursday) Viscount Cross presided over thefirst

meeting of the Joint Committee on Electrical Energy

( generating station and supply) at the House of Lords, the

members of the Committee being,besides thechairman, Earl

Spencer, Lord Koutsford, Lord Monkswell, Lord Balcarrer,

Mr. Ashton, Mr. Kimber, and Sir Leonard Lyall . The points
to be considered by the Committee we have already stated .

The Committee sat in private, and decided to adjourn till

April 21st, when Earl Morley and Sir Courtenay Boyle will

be called as witnesses.

Lectures.-- Mr. J. E. Stewart, manager of the Derby

Electric Light Station, delivered a lecture on “ Some of the

Uses to which Electricity from the Corporation Supply can

be Put," at Victoria Street Ohurch Schoolroom , Derby, on

Thursday lastweek.

Before the East of Scotland Engineering Association at

Edinburgh on 22nd ult., Mr. R.W. Hogarth read a paper

on " Recent Developments in Electrical Engineering." Elec

tric traction and electric welding were dealt with.

Obituary . - We regret to record the death ofMr. Stephen

Alley, senior partner of the well -known firm of engineers,

Messrs. Alley & Maclellan, of Glasgow . Mr. Alley's_death

occurred last week at his residence, Langside House,

Glasgow .

A Coolgardie paper dated January 29th, records in very

touching terms the death and funeral of Mr. Hubert Mus

grove -Musgrove. By profession Mr. Musgrove was an

electrical engineer, and was for some years representative in

Australia of the Electrical Power Storage Company, but he

was also an accomplished amateur violinist and a fluent

linguist. Mr. Musgrove arrived in Western Australia a little

over four years ago, and was well known and highly respected .

He was only 37 years of age. Previous togoing out to

Australia, Mr. Musgrove carried on business in Glasgow for

many years under the title of Norman & Son, and after

converting the business into a limited company he became
associated with the Electrical Power Storage Company.

Latterly, however, Mr. Musgrove became interested in gold

mining.

The War Office and English Copper . - We must con

gratulate the War Office apon at last discovering that there

is such a thing as English electrolytic copper. Up to the

present the War Office have obtained their supplies from

America, but we understand that four of the principal copper

smelters in this country have been invited to send

samples of their products to be tested by the War Office

authorities.

8

London County Council Electricity Meter Tests.

On 29th alt. the "L.C.O. finally approved of the revised

rules and scales of fees for the testing of electricity meters

and other servicesrendered by the Council under the Electric

Lighting Acts and Orders.
Burning or Barging of Refuse. At a meeting of the

Battersea Vestry last week , an important declaration was

made on the subject of the disposal of refuse. For some

time theBattersea Vestry endeavoured to destroy the parish

garbage by destractors; but nine months ago this method

was discontinued, and the refuse was consigned to Kent.

Mr. West reported that the working of the new system was

at first besetwith considerable difficulties. There was, for

instance, only one barge for conveying away therefuse, and

& considerable quantity had still to be dealt with by thedast

destructor. Notwithstanding this, however, the system had

been a great success. It was estimated that, as compared

with the cost of utilising the destructor, there wouldbe a

saving of £2,000 a year. Although only nine months had

elapsed , and although the difficulties had been great, yet

£ 1,600 had already been saved . He had no doubt that the

estimate of £2,000 would be considerably exceeded .

Testing Accumulators . - As we go to press, Mr. Albert

Campbellwrites : “ In the reply to my letter in your last issue

your correspondent states that, whenthe voltage of a motor

car batterybas fallen from 50 to 45 volts, more current must

be taken than at the start; but he does not assure us that

this can be done in practice. His proposed test at constant

watts does not, therefore, seem to correspond to anything
possible in practical working."

Appointment Vacant . - The Dewsbury Corporation is

wanting an electrical engineer (salary £ 250) to take charge

of theelectricity works . April 9th isthe latest date for

sending in applications to the town clerk.
>

Appointments. - Mr. Bates, of London, has been ap

pointed electrical engineer to the Birkenhead Corporation by

The Electrical Committee at £300 per annum .

The Co-operative Wholesale Society has appointed Mr.

A. A. Blackburn, of Leeds, to the position of electrical

engineer of their large works near Manchester.

Who Is It ? -According to Wednesday's Daily Telegraph,

an inmate of Spalding Workhouse Infirmary, who has just

been removed to the workbouseat Docking, in Norfolk, has
had a remarkable career . He was a son of a former Alder

manof the City of London, who died worth £40,000. He

washimself educated at Christchurch,and was a scholarand

expertelectrical engineer, but ultimately had to seekrefuge

inthe infirmary at Spalding Workhonse .
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Personal. - Mr. Lewis J. Steele, who was Mr. Gisbert

Kapp's assi-tapt at Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, and who has

sinne acted as chief designer to them, is severing his con

nection with this firm after eight years, to take ap the

appointment of chief electrician to the well -known firm of

Messrs. Veritye, Limited , at their works, Aston, Warwick

sbire.

Are valuable privileges, and are worth something. That is not all,

however, for the electric lighting business which is to be acquired has

been working since July 10th , 1897, and the gross receipts stated

to be equivalent to £ 9,500 per annum . For these various items the

sum of £ 70,000 is to be paid , wbich, at least, shows that the vendors

have confidence in the value of the business.

No details are given of the size of the electric lighting plant, or

of the original cost, and , indeed, there is a marked absence of infor

mation as to the value of the assets to be acquired for £ 70,000.

It argues a large measure of faith in the public to propose a com

pany, with a capital of £ 100,000, with such ill-defined assets and

property as shown in the prospectus of the Electric Supply of

Western Australia .

&

OITY NOTES .

The prospectus of another Mutual Telephone

Another Mutual Company, whose aim is to improve the telephone

Improvement service of Manchester and other places, has been

Company. issued. It is frankly admitted that it will be

necessary , before any new service can be started ,

to obtain a license from the Post Office ; but the organisers of the

company do not teel inclined to make this application till at least

£ 80,000 has been subscribed . The prospectus seems to base its

claim for public acceptance mainly on the grounds that the company

will introduce important improvements, and that hundreds of public

bodies bave passed resolutions in favour of the company . The scale

of charges suggested is curious, and worth noting. Non -shareholders,

within a mile radius of the Manchester exchange, will pay £6 108.

for each telephone ; holders of five shares, £5 158.; and holders of

10 shares, £6 58. It would be interesting to know how many shares

are necessary to obtain a telephone for nothing; or following the

sliding scale still further, at what number of shares does the company

begin to pay the sbareholder for having a telephone.

ma

It cannot be depied that the results of the 17

The Brockie - Pell months' working of this company bave been

Are Lamp unfortunate. . We are not going to say that the

Company directors have not had stupendous difficulties to

contend with, and many of the troubles that

have been experienced are not likely to occur again ; but there have

been unsatisfactory incidents disclosed in the short career of the

company that are regrettable in the extreme. Considering that

nothing had been done in the way of organising a factory when

the company was formed, the prospectus ought to have been ex

pressed in more moderate language. Salaries and directors' fees are

items that do not seem to be quite in accordance with the period

of trial and error through which the company bas passed . However,

the shareholders are well advised in adopting the report and patting

their trust in the future.

Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited .

SIR EYRE M. Shaw , K.O.B. ( chairman ), presided on Tuesday morning

over the eleventh ordinary general meeting of the above company,

held at Winchester House.

Thé CHAIRMAN said : In rising to move the adoption of the report

and accounts, I desire as usual to offer a few remarks, though I think

that these accounts are given in sufficient detail to obviate the

necessity of detaining you very long in explaining them . Dealing first

with thecapital accounts as shown in Statements 1 and 2, you will

see that theonly capital raised during the year has been £ 62,500, the

balance of the £ 125,000 new capital issued in 1896 , and which from

June 30th , 1897, became part of the ordinary share capital of the
company . Statement No. 3 deals principally with the expenditure

on capital account amounting during the year to £ 93,795 163. 10d .,
with a grand total of £ 850,831 108. 9d ., and a balance of £ 29,597

18s. 10s., which is now practically expended, a matter to which I

shall have to refer later on. The principal items of expenditure have

as usual been the continually extending mains, which account for

£ 38,869 128. 5d ., and the expenditure on transformers and meters for

the supply of the increasing list of our customers, who now number

about 6,000. These two items, transformers and meters, with their

connections, absorb £ 15,823 48. 24., making with the mains an ex

penditure of £ 54,692 169. 7d. , or considerably more than half of the
total sum expended during the year. The remaining items of any

importance are lands, £ 12,801 89. 6d. being the cost of purchase of
our new site for generating works at Willesden ; buildings , £ 9,445

188. 11d ., represented by extensions at Amberly Road , Sardinia
Street, and Manchester Square; and machinery, £ 15,367 168. 1d.,
which has been expended on account of equipment of those

extensions, an equipment which when completed will

terially increase our facilities for supplying our customers. We

will now turn to the revenue account, which shows the result and

cost of our working during the year, and fromthis account it will be

Been that the income from current is steadily increasing, giviog a
to :al revenue of £ 138,267 148. 6d .,as against £ 116,459 48., anincrease

of about£ 22,000, or 19 percent. The expenditure to earn this larger

income also shows, as will be expected , an increase, bat not to 80

great an extent, being for cost of generation £ 68,604, against £ 52,619,

an increase of £ 5,985, or 114 per cent., principally due to the in

creased consumptionof coalandoil, and a total revenue expenditure
of £ 79,546, against £ 70,267 in 1896 , being a total increase of £ 9,279,

or 13 per cent. as compared with 19 percent, increased income, as
already stated. The increases shown in distribution have arisen from

the extensions of mains and developments of the system of low pres

sure distribution, while the growth of managementexpenses has been

caused partly by necessary additions to the company'sstaff, inorder

to copewith the rapidly increasing work , and partly by the larger
amount of the directors' fees. With regard to these tees, I think it

right to remind you that some years ago the board agreed among
themselves to take a very considerably reduced remuneration from

that allowed by the articles of association, until the company should

be earning substantial dividends, and that even at the present time

the fall amount allowed by tbe articles is not drawn. As I informed

you at our recent extraordinary general meeting, the number of new

customers continues at even greater rate of increase than at any

former period in our history , and there are many indications tending

to point to a still more rapid growth in the immediate future.

Believingas we dothat to be truly a success the electric light must be
regardedless as a luxury and more of a necessity, we have, after the

most careful consideration, decided to make substantial reductions in

our rates of charge from the commencement of the present year,

which, though they may affect our revenue to some extent for a little

time, will, we feel convinced,in the long run amply justify our policy

by the extended business which it will bring to us . This continual

increase, while it is extremely satisfactory as pointing to the con
tinued growth of our business, involves us in theobligation of making

adequate provision for our future requirements. I have already

informed you of the reasons which led us to procure & most

advantageous site at Willesden on which it is intended to

erect large generating works, the existence of which will relieve

us from any anxiety for many years to come. By, gradually

extending these works as occasion may arise -- and there is

ample space at our disposal for doing this - we can place no

limit to the amount of power whichcan be produced. Intimately

connected with these extensions as affectingour cost of manufacture

and distribution , which it is our earnest desire to reduce to their

lowest possible figures, is the development which we have now in

progress for changing our system of supply in those portions of our

areas where the lamp density warrants the laying downof low pressure

mains, and we haveevery reason to hope that a large portion of this

work willhavebeen completed beforethe close ofthepresent year.

The mention of these new works leads me naturally to the question

Thə prospectus of this company, with a share

Electric capital of £ 100,000 in £1 sbares, was brought

Supply Company before the public in the early part of this week.

of Western Some of the directors are well known in the elec

Australia . trical world , the chairman being Mr. Bennett

Fitch , a director of the 8t. James's and Pall Mall

Electric Lighting Company, and three directors are on the buard of

the British Insulated Wire Company. Much is made of the fact that

the objects of the company are to take over from the Westralian

Electric Lighting and Supply Company, Limited, the existing system

of electric lighting now being worked in the town of Coolgardie,

Western Australia . It must be always a satisfactory feature to

potential shareholders to know that they are taking over an established

undertaking " already earning profits, " bat naturally it is assumed that

an established business which requires a share capital of £ 100,000 to

purchase and to work must be something exceptional. Wewill examine

the established business as far as we can in & moment. In the mean

time we would note that, though prosperity in Western Australia is

a matter at which all right thinking men should rejoice, we are obtuse

enough to suggest that the increase in the revenue of the colony

which is made much of by the prospectus has very little connection

with the electric lighting of Coolgardie. Now let us go a little

closer into the business and concessions which are to be acquired by

this company. Coolgardie seems to be very much of a mushroom

town, and owes its sudden rise to the proximity of the Western

Australian gold mines. It is only five years since the first settle

ment was made, bat in November, 1897 , the population of Coolgardie

and district is given at 20,000. Truly a remarkable increase ! The

company acquires what is, no doubt, valuable freehold land in one

of the main central streets of Coolgardie, on which works are

built and electrical machinery erected. The concessions acquired

include the sole right to supply electricity in Coolgardie for 25 years ,

and rights to carry electric cables to the gold mines . No doubt those
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7 per cent limit, the founders will obtain a very large proportion

of such premiums at once , while the security of the ordinary

capital inrespect to its future repayment willbe proportionately
diminished. Of course, whatever Mr. Orrell may say, the holders

of founders’ shares cannot treat premiums both

profite, and as reserve as well, but it is clear that in either case the

issue of shares it a premium will be more to their benefit than to

that of the ordinary shareholders. With these remarks, gentlemen,

I beg to move the following resolution :—"That the report and

accounts for the year ended December 31st, 1897, presented to this

meeting he and are bereby approved and adopted , and that in addi.

tion tothe interim dividend of 59. per share paid on October 15th,

1897, a frirther dividend of 78. per share on thewhole of the original

ordinary shares, and of 68. per share on the new shares of the com

pady be and the fame is bereby declared, such dividends to be pay .

ab on March 30th, 1898, to all holders on the company's registers

on March 19tb, 1898. "

Admiral Sir JOHN HAY seconded the motion.

Considerable discussion followed , and several speakers expressed

the hope that every effort would be made to arrange the matter

amirably with the foundere.

Mr. OBRELLMoved and Mr. BALDWIN BEconded an amendment that

the report be not adopted ; but the CHAIRMAN pointed out that

was simply a negative to the motion for the adoption of the

report.

The report was carried by a large majority,

of new capital. Before, however, dealing with this matter, I propose

to lay before you, a9 briefly as poesible, the result of our recentpego

tiations with the holders of the founder shares. You will remember

that, at the last general meeting, an undertaking was given by me

that efforts world be made to come to an arrangement with the

founders for the extinguishment of their rights. We accordingly

gave the snbject our most carefol consideration, and after taking the

opinion of our financial and legal advisere, we prepared a scheme

wbich bad , as its basis, an allotment of 140 new ordinary sbares et

par in exchange for each founder share . The Agreement embodying

these proposals was sent to the founders, togetber with a circular, in

which the viewsof the directors were fully explained. The meeting

wbich was held to consider these proposals resulted in the appoint

mentof a committee of the founders to negotiate with the directors,

and the result of the deliberations of this committee is embodied in

the following letter : - " The committee appointed by the holders of

founder sbarer to report on the offer made by the board has very

carefully and fully considered the directors' proposal, and has arapi.

mously determined tbat the offer is inadequate, and should be

declined . The committee is confirmed in this opinion by comparing

the terms with those accorded to founder sbareholders in other

leading electric supply companies. The committee bas ascertained

that holders of a considerable pomber of founder shares prefer

to remain A8 they are, and will not entertain any cffer less

favourable than the allotment of 300 ordinary sbares at par."

To this letter the board replied that this offer was nnt onewhich they

could consider themselves justified in recommending the ordinary

sharebolders toaccept. As the result of another attempt to effect

an arrangement, we have lately received a further letter from the

founders' committee suggesting that the founders might acceptan

allotment of 250 ordinary sbares, but the directors are still of opinion

that these terms are far too bigb, and that the ordinary sbarebolders

would be unwise to accept even this reduced basis of settlement.

We very greatly regret the failore of these negotiations, for it would

manifestly havebeen to the best interests of the company as a whole

that they should have succeeded . In our circular to the founders

we indicated that in our opinion the ordinary shareholders could not

be seked to pay a premium on any issue of new sbares, seeing that

the effect of this premium would be, as we think, unreasonably to

improve the position of the holders of the founders' shares at the

expedge of the ordinary shares. To this opinion we adhere, and

opless within a very short time we are able to cometoterms with the

founders we shall probably issue a large portion of the new capital

to the existing shareholders at par, though it is our intention to

postpone dividends on these sbares until the new works can fairly

be expected to be earning their proper proportion of revenue . We

bave been informed that at least one of the founders intends to attempt

to restrain us by legal meads from adopting this course onthe ground

that by doing so we are prejudicing the rights of thefounders. Well,

gentlemen, much as we regret the pobribility of this course being

takep, we think it best that once and for all the discretion of the

board in matters of this kind should be clearly defined.

One other point connected with this subject, and I have done.

It is best raised by reading to you from a letter we bave received

from Mr. Orrell, in which he says: - " Permit me to point out to the

directors that the item Premiums on debenture stock and new

shares,' & c.,£ 36,429 9s. 7d. in account No. 3, capitalaccount, is clearly

not an item of capital account, but of revende , and is a net profit, and

should be treated as such , scd be placed in Account No. 4, which ,

after deducting 10 per cent , in accordance with Art. 132 of the

company's articles of argoriation, in available for dividend , and sbould

be paid to the phareholders. I hereby give antice to the directors that

I ohject mont strongly to this som of £35,429 9s. 70., less 10 per cent.

being placed to reserve funds without the consent of three -fitths of

the holders of the frunders' shares being obtained, and it is my

present intention of moving at the general meeting that the accounts

be rejected and amended in manner above stated , and the full divi.

dendpaid. It is with very great regret that Ifeel compelled to take

this step, which is most distasteful to me, but there is no other

alternative, alter the expression of the views of the directors
contained in their letter of January 20th, 1898, with regard to the

rigbts of the founders' sbares, and the expressed intention of the

directors to issue to the shareholders pro rata a large amount of

ordinary shares at par, which I am advised by Mr. Charles Jenkins,

Q.C., would be a breach of trust on their part. What security

bave the founders' shareholders that if the net profits fall short

at any future time the directors will not appropriate this £ 35,429

9. 70., to augment the dividends on the ordinary sbares ?

I trust the directors will give the frunders some Assurance that in

issuing the new capital they will obtain the best price which can

reasonably be obtained for t.be new shares, and I feel sore that the

consent of three filths of the holders of the founders' shares will be

obtained to place the whole of the premiums to a reserve fund for

the benefit of the company ; but in this matter I speak for myselt

only." I think you will agree with me, gentlemen, that Mr. Orrell

has succeeded better than I could ever have ventured to do in justi.

Iying the policy of the board, by pushing to its extreme limit the

consequences of issuing shares at apremiam . He asks us to place the

whole of the premiams already received ( less 10 per cent.) to revenue

account, and a little further on he requests us to give the founders
an assurance that the board will obtain best price they can get

for the new shares, feeling sore ( though he only speaks for himsell)

that the founders will agree to the placing of such fetare premiums

to reserve. With regard to the sum of £ 35,000, this has not been

treated, and in our opinion ought not to be treated, as a revenge

profit for any dividend parpose whatever, and the same remark

appliesto any future premiums. It Mr. Orrell's contention be valid,

tbat it is the duty of the board to treat premiums as profits divisible

as dividend ,atter deduction of 10 per cent , as reserve, it will be

seen that, the dividends being immediately forced ap above the

Willans & Robinson,

MB, M. ROBINSON presided on Wednesday afternoon at the ordinary

general meeting of the shareholders of theabove-namedcompany

held at the City Terminus Hotel, Caonon Street. After the secre.

tary had read the notice convening the meeting, the directors' report

and accounts were taken as read.

The CHAIRMAN Moved the adoption of the report and statement of

Accounts, and in so doing raid he thought he might safely state

that, in view of the many difficulties they worked under last year, the

accountswere equally satisfactory for the past and promising for the

fotore. If the great strike passedthem by, so far as concerned the

relationsbetween the company and their own workpeople, which were

dever better, yet many firms upon whom they depended for a sistance

in the form either of stores or of finisbed engine parte, or of tools for

their works, bad their shops brought wholly or partly to a stand. These

labour troubles bad reflected heavily upon the company, causing some

of their capitalto remain idle, andkeepingdown theiroutput of engines.

Tools ordered over a year ago were still undelivered, and thus

a part of their capital bad been idle for a year, drawing interest

while producing no engines. They were, however, gradually

surmounting the many troubles entailed by the strike, and be

had no doubt that they would agree with him that the balance

sheet now submitted waseven more satisfactory, as the outcome

of a difficult time, than it it represented a period when all bad
gone well with them . The moderate increase in the dividend now

recommended might have been paid before, but the fixed policy of

the directorswas to make sureofevery step before takingit. Depre
ciation had increased by over £1.100 for the ball -year, and this item

they must expect to increase further, as their new works were

gradually completed. To the debentore sinking fund they bad

carried the usual contribution of £ 2,000 , and to the reserve

fund proper the increased sum of £ 1,500, making no less than

£ 6,500 reserved out of the profits during the 12 months.

The prospects of work before them were all that they could desire.

It was nolonger doubtful that electric traction was about to receive

a great development in this country , and in is the Willans engine

would play a leading part. Already an engine to indicate up to
1,50 horse -power was under construction for traction work, and they

had been called upon to prepare designs for an engine of 2 500 borse

power. The size of the engines they made had increased to a

startling extent. This development threatened to go beyond the

utmnet anticipation of the directors, and to involve additions to their

plant beyondwhatthe present capitalprovided. The question, how.
ever, was not immediate, but it waj well to mention it . Fortunately at

Rugby they were in a position where extensinne, when necessary,

could be made rapidly and economically. They hoped that the

relations between the company and their workmen would in the

tature be even better than they had been in the past, for in pursu

ance of a long -desired scheme for binding their old bands more

closely to them , they had instituted , since the close of the strike,&

system of long -service bonuses, which they thought would give their

men a strong inducement to remain with them . He was glad to say

that this offer had been received with much satisfaction by

their men . Having called attention to certain items in the balance

sheetand lossaccount ,hesaidhe might anticipate a question, wbich

would otherwise doubtlessbe asked , as to thesuccessof their recent

small issue ofshares — 3,000 preference and 3,000 ordinary sbares

wereto be issued,but owingto the effect of tractional holdings,only

2,838 preference and 2,854 ordinary shares were provisionally

allotted, subject, that was, to acceptance. The numbers accepted

were 2,447 pr rence and 2,296 ordinary, and the balance was

applied for 10 times over by their own shareholders alone.

Mr. A.HOLLAND seconded the motion , and observed that the

sbareholders had abundantreason for gratification , forthe business

had grown very rapidly.

The motion was carried, and a farther resolution to pay &

dividend at the rate of 8 per cent. on the ordinary shares was

agreed to.

Mr. M. H. Robinson and Capt. Saokey, the retiring directors, were

re -elected .
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Brockle - Pell Aro Lamp, Limited ,

Tas directors in their report state that they regret very much

that the result shown by the accounts is not more satisfactory.

This is due principally to the long period taken in equipping

the works with the various machines, and making the numerous

patterns and special tools required in the manufacta !e of the

lamps. The Arst 100 lamps, made entirely at the company's

factory in Tabernacle Street, were not completed until the endof

July last, so that the business has only been in full swing for a period

of from five to six months. As showing the estimation in which the

company'slamp isheld,itwill be satisfactoryto shareholders to know

that the whole of those 100 lampswere ereoted in the principal streets

of the city of Glasgow ,to replace those of other makers. Amongstthe

Qumerous customers of the company during the period under review ,

may be mentionedseveral departments of H.M.'s Government, corpora

tions, vestries, exhibitions, railways, &c. The orders received from
month to month have shown a steady increase. The total

number of " Brockie-Pell " lamps supplied to the public in

1897 exceeded that of 1896, thus showing continued progress.

la order to save inconvenience to the public during the time the

factory was being equipped , the directors allowed the late makers to

continue the manufacture of the lamps for some months, and to

execute the orders they had received upon payment of a royalty to

the company. Tbe directors also agreed to take over from them the

stock of lamps left upon their hands after such orders had been

providedfor . It will thus be seen that the company bas nothad the

benefit of any manufacturing profit on the greater part of the busi

ness transacted since its formation. The engineering strike , which

lasted about six months, caused a considerable amount of trouble and

loss to the company. Great difficulty was experienced in obtaining

delivery of material required by the factory, and orders werekept

back by customers in consequence of their finding it impossible to

procure the decessary machinery for operating the lamps. All the

preliminary expenses have been written off ,and also a portion of the

outlay on furniture and tools. After lengthy negotiationsthe direc.

tors signed a contract in October last forthe sale of the French and

Belgian patents for £ 3,000 in cash, and shares in a company to be
formed . £ 500 has been received on account. Mr. Brockie has taken

out several new patents in 1897 for further improvements in aro

lamps and accessories. These belong to the company, and it is

anticipated that they will prove of value, and createanextension of

business. The company has also a considerable interest in a patent

granted to Mr. Brockie for anautomatic lathe, worked on an entirely

new principle, which will probably prove a valuable asset in course

of time.

could do was to givea concurrent right to this company. Thanks to

theenergy of the solicitor, the directors were able to get over those

difficulties, and at last Messrs. Johnson & Phillips gave up that con

tention. Then it was found that they were continuing to manufac.

ture the lamp, and for the sake of peace and quietness an undertaking

was taken from them that they would make no more of the lamps.

The company bought the whole of their stock of lamps.

course, all this was not done without an immense amount ofthought

and labour, and he was sorry to say that they had now moved for an

injunction against Messrs. Johnson & Phillips for infringing the

patents. In a letter which they bad wrịtten, Messrs. Johnson and

Poillips said that there was only a 2 per cent. profit on the manu

facture of the lamps ,but it that were so would they fight so hard, or

would they bave paid 74 per cent. upon the gross list price of the

lamps ? The board hadput an end to dual management,and now

bad one responsible managing director, who wouldtake sole charge

of the work so far as the commercial part was concerned. He bad

very little doubt that before long there would be good profits for the

shareholders. It had been soggested that the directors had helped to

rig the market, but he did not believe that one of them had bought

or sold a single share. They had nothing whatever to do with the

market. Their object was to make the company a success, and

whether the shares were up or down it was not for them to

consider.

Mr. CLEMENT thought the company was floated on conditions that

were entirely unjustifiable . Nodoubt there was good reason in the

delays that had arisen. He asked whether they bad guarantees for

payment of the Belgian rights ?

Mr. SKIPWORTH : So far as he could see, their assets were not worth

60 pence, and thatwas allthey had to show for their £ 60,000 . How

was it thatthey had only got £ 500 for the Belgian and French

patents ? He moved as an amendmeat: "That the directors' report

be received, butthat the same be not adopted, pending the report of

a committee of investigation to be now appointed by the share

holders."

Mr. Waugs said he had confidence in the directors, who held

Dearly two-toirds of the shares, and he did not see why a committee

should beappointed .

Sir F. D.DIXON-HARTLAND, in reply, said the whole of the amount

on the 5,000 shares had beencalledup, but the time was not yet up

for payment. With regard to money to go on with, there was

about £ 1,000 to come from the sbares. Then £ 3,000 was expected
in July for the patents . There were also book debts, and

the company was not going to manufacture £8,000 or £ 9,000
worth of lamps without getting something for them . Toe

directors, therefore , hoped that with a little borrowing from the

bankore they wouldbe able to get through until such time as greater

profitscould be made. The patents were examined by an eminent

firm of patents agents, and therefore it must be presumed that they

were perfectly good. The factory was leased for 21 years. With

regard to theforeign pateats, some gentlemenapproached the direc

tors andsaid: “We areprepared to give you £ 3,500 in cash for your

patents for France and Belgium ; we are then going to i jat a com

pany for those countries, and then we shall give you one-fourth of the

shares." The board werenot going to be satisfied with the outpat

for the last five months; they hoped todouble and even quadruple it,

and then the working expenses would drop in proportion, and there

would be a chance of making profite. The directors were quite

willing to draw only two-thirdsof their fees patil the company

proved a success. Il at the end of another 1 ! mouths, satisfactory

results could not be shown, other men might be elected on thebard.

Mr. SKIPWOBTB withdrew bis amendment, and the motion for the

adoption ut tue report was then agrred to.

The retiring director, Mr. W. Maynard, was re -elected ; thel

auditors, Messrs. Mellors, Basden & Co., were re-appointed, and the

proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

1

*
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Lord SOFFIELD presided over a crowded meeting it shareholders

of this company, held on Tuesday at Winchester House. The chair.

man went through the variousitems of the report wbich is given

above. He said it wasnotuntil the end of 1896 that they were able

to enter the premises they had secured in Tabernacle Street. In the

meantime, however, Mr. Brockie had not been idle, and had been

able to obtain machinery from the Continent for the purpose of

carryiog on the work. It was not, however, till March of 1897 that

work was commenced upon the various special tools they required.

With a view to having time, a considerable qumber of those tools

were made to their design by others ; but notwithstanding this help,

week afterweek passed,andthey appeared to get no nearer to the

desired er.d. They know that Mr. Brockie was doing bis atmost, and

considering the enormous amount of detailed work ihat required his

personal supervision, there was no reason to be dissati- fied with the

length of timetaken to bring the factory into working order. When

the int 100 lumps were completed by their own men, namely, at

theend of July lact, that left practically only five or six months in

which tomake any manufacturing profit. . Paragraph No. 7 showed

continued progress in the sales of the lamps. Ol course, they had

notbad the full benefit of the increased sales, and bad to be satisfied

with receiving royalties only. The new patents granted to Mr.

Brockie last year included some important improvements in the con

struction ofaro lamps and accessories in connection withthem , which

they folly believed would add to their business, and practically

extend the time of the monopoly. Before putting the resolution,

they wcula no doubt like to bearsomething of the prospects of the

company for the current year, and he had much pleasure in saying

that the volane of business at present in hand was very ba'i factory.

The value of unexecuted orders amounts to between £8,0 . O and

£ 9,000, alti gh they have not yet reached the end of the first

quarter of the year.

Sir F. D. Dixon-HABTLAND seconded the motion . In doing so be

said be could not but feel that the accounts were very disappointing,

but at any rate they were honest accounts, showing the exactstate

of the facts. There had been no attempt to keep anything back .

He did not think that anybody who was not a director of the com

pany could bave had the slightest idea of the work, the anxiety, the

trouble that bad been caused to the board . They bad , to a certain

extent, been environed by difficulties which were unforeseen at the

time the company was brought out, but he believed that atthe pre

sent momentthey were on the road to success. They took over a

business which bad been carried on by Messrs. Johnson & Poillips.

Toey were informed that the works would take about four or tive

months, but in reality it was nearly 12 months before they were got

into working order. They had had to make all the parts, and all the

tools formaking the parts, and that took a considerable time.

Another difficulty was, thatMessrs. Johnson & Pbillips knew that
they had got a good thing, and were most anxious not to give it up.

At first they said that Mr. Brockie and Mr. Pell badno right to sell

the patentsto anybody else, that they hada legal right tokeep the

patents as long as they existed, and inat all Mr.Brockie and Mr. Pell

1

}

Direct Spanish Telegraph Company,

THE Marquis of TWEEDDALE (chairman) presided over the ordinary

general meeting of the shareholders of the above company, held at

the offices, Wiucbester House, on Tuesday, and in movingthe adoption

of the report, said he must express tbe viucere regret of the directors,

wbich be felt would be shared by everyone connected with the com

pady, at the death of Mr. Etlinger. Turning to the accounts they
would observe that the balance to the credit of revenue accuunt was

£12,975 6s. 41. , and alter adding 15,000 to the reserve fund, the
directors recommended that the balance be distributed as follows:

10 per cent. on the preference shares, and 4 per cent. on the

ordin sry shares, absorbing £5,486 43. Half of the amount wasdistri.

buted in October as an interim dividend . The traffic receipts showed

a decrease of £2,927 . With regard to that decrease, only £ 674 was

applicable to the first half of the year of 1897, when the same
in 1896 were in force. The remainder of the

decrease took place in the second halt of the year, and no less

than £1,974 was due to the reduction in the rates agreed

to at the international telegraphic conference, and to the mode of

counting words and figures agreed to at that time, which came into

force on July 1st . Without that reduction, the traffic for the year was

only £983 le88 , which would bave been verysatisfactory, considering the

-very excepriupal traffic they enj 'ged in 1896. The workug expenses

were £223 8s. 11d. in excess of the year 1896. The iacrease was on

account of salaries , amounting to £ 204 28. 11d. Their former chair .

man , Sir John Pender, alluded to that matter some years ago, and

pointed out that it was absolutely necessary that some arrangement

of the sort should be made if they expected to secure the services of

good men. There was also a small increase of £39 for repairs and

rates & 8

1
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renewals of instruments and landlines. The company's cables,and

the landlines in connection with them , bave continued in excellent

working order during the year. Atthe lastgeneral meeting he re

ferred to the litigation connected with the Bilbao breakwater,and said

that the case would be tried before the tribunal in Madrid in April.

The decision , as they probably were aware, wasadverse to thecompany.

The decision and judgment was based on points of law, and it was

final, and the directors had, therefore, transferred the balance of

revenue, £2,489, to the reserve fund towards payment of the cost of

removal. The directors, in the exercise of their jadgment, had

appointed Mr. F. Johnson to the board. He was an able man of

business, and happily a good deal younger than some of them , and

would therefore,he hoped, have a prosperous career in connection

with the company. As they knew , the leading telegraphic companies

thought it right to celebrate the Jubilee ofthe Queen by granting

bonuses to their employés, and the board felt that it would not be

fair to make any exception to the employés of that company , who

were in no way inferiorin zeal to the employés of other companies,

and 80 the bonus was granted to them . It was equal to 10 per

cent. on the annual salary of members of the permanent staff

with five years' service, and 5 per cent. on the salaries of

those with less service. The sum was not a very important one,

and he was sure that it would act as a stimulus to the employés of

the company , He might mention that since January 1st of that

year,up to the present date, the traffic was in excess of the corre

sponding period. The receipts were not quite so large, but that was

due to the reduction to which he had referred. They began the year,

therefore, on the whole, very prosperously, and he trusted that

prosperity would last.

Mr. J. D. PENDEB Beconded the motion .

Mr. STIMPSON suggested that the board might see their way to pay

a larger dividend.

The CHAIRMAN said they wished the dividend might be larger, and

now they bad got rid of the Bilbao expense , he hoped the accounts

would show better.

The report was adopted .

Evered & Co., Limited.

The report and balance-sheet shows, after providingfor debenture

interest, amounting to £2,416 13s. 4d ., a net profit of £ 25,146 193. 8d.,

making, with £ 7,288 118. brought forward from 1896, the sum of

£ 32,453 108. 8d. to be dealt with . An interim dividend at the rate of

7 per cent. per annum to June 30th , 1897, has been paid ,

absorbing £ 6,402 188., and the directors propose to pay a dividend at

the rate of 71 per cent. per annum for the remaining six months,

which will absorb £6,402188., andto pay a bonus of 24per cent. per
annum for the year, £ 4,268 12s. The directors state that there has

been an increased amount of business done, which they deem very

satisfactory . This year the fall amount of paid -ap capital ranks for

dividend. Further provision for increased trade hasbeen made in
theway ofadditionalbuildings at both works.

Mr. 8. H. Griffiths has resigned his position as managing director
in Birmingbam , and Mr. R. B. Evered, the chairman of the board

has undertaken the sole managing directorship, assisted in London

by Mr. G. J. Evered, and in Birmingham by Mr. R. G. Evered .

The Guildford Electricity Supply Company, Limited .

Thə directors in their annual report state that they are calling the

ordinary general meeting for 1898 earlier than in previous years, in

order to present to the shareholders the accounts for the year ending

December 31st, 1897, as they are desirous that the company's

financial year may in future coincide with the calendar year, which

is the period for makingupthe annual accounts required to be

furnished to the Board of Trade. The number of installations con

nected with the company's mains is increasing, and now amounts to 52.

The directors are well satisfied with theresult of the first complete

year's working , and ara gratified to think that the stage of remudera

tive businesshas nowbeen reached, the revenue account for the

quarter endiog December 31st, 1897, showing a profit of £ 67 6s.

The subscribed ordinary capital has now reached £ 7,670 ; but, as

it has been decided to increase the plant and extend the mains at

once, further subscriptions for ordinary shares, to be paid in fall on

allotment, are invited from the existing shareholders.

Shareholders are remindedthat the ordinary shares are entitled to

thefirst profits in each year to an extent sufficient to pay a dividend

of 6 percent. thereon, before the founders' sbares receive anything.

The ordinary shares take also three -fourths of any surplusprofits

over 6 per cent., thefounders' shares being entitled to theremaining

fourth . Also, that the company holds a provisional order, granted

by the Board of Trade and confirmed by Act of Parliament (57 and

58 Vict., C. cxv .) , for supplyingelectricity in the municipal Borough

of Guildford, and that under this order the company has a practical

monopoly in the town for 35 years from July, 1894.

British Electric Traction Company, Limited .

The directors intheir report for the period from October 26th, 1896,

to December 31st last, state that the company was registered in

October, 1896, and 20,000 of the 30,000 ordinary shares offered for

subscription were allotted. The subsequent issue of the remaining

10,000 ordinary sbares produced a net premium after payment of
expenses of £ 1,218 , which amount has been applied in reduction of

preliminary expenses account. Since the closing of the books an

issue has been made of 10,000 6 per cent., cumulative preference

shares of £10 each , at a premium of £ 2 108. per share . The proceeds

of this issue will be brought into the next account. The gross profits

amount to £ 14,422 , and after deducting the proportion of general

expenses chargeable to revenue, and also the expenses in .

curred in connection with schemes not proceeded with, there

remains & net profit of £ 9,804, which the directors pro

pose should be carried forward to next account. Arrangements

for the adoption of electric traction at the following among
other places are in various stages of progress:-Coatbridge and
Airdrie, Cork ,Crewe,Dudley, Stourbridge and district, Gateshead.
on -Tyne, Hartlepool, Lake Distri Kin North Shields, Tyne

month and district, North Staffordshire, Oldham , Ashton , and Hyde,

Kidderminster and Stourport, Middleton and district, Paisleyand
district, Potteries district, South Staffordshire, Swansea, Wolver.

hampton and district. Provisional arrangements have aleo been

made and negotiations are pending in regard to a number of other

places; but it would be premature, or inexpedient, to refer to them

in this report. In some of the above cases agreements bave been

made for the purchase, or leasing,of existing tramway undertakings,

while for other undertakings Parliamentary powers, ororders ander
the Light Railways Act, have been secured or applied for, Io some

instances the company has acquired the majority of the shares of

existing tramway companies, and controls the business of such com .

panies with a view to the adoption by them of electric traction. In

afew cases the arrangements have been made in co-operation with
other parties. With regard to South Staffordshire , the existing

electric tramways are being worked by the company, and are a

Bource of income. Contracts have been placed with responsible

parties for the work of construction, andelectrical equipment at

Dudley, Stourbridge, Hartlepool, Kidderminster, and Stourport,
North Staffordshire, Oldham , Ashton and Hyde, and Potteries, and

the work is being proceeded with.

The Direct United States Cable Company, Limited.
-The board have resolved upon the payment of an interim

dividendof 3s.per share, freeof income-tas, being attherate of3
per cent. per annum , for thequarter ending March 31st, 1898 ; sach

dividend to be payable on and after April 26th next.

Globe Telegraph and Trust, Limited . - An interim

dividend of 28. 6d . per sbare has been announced.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

Theannual general meeting of the company was held last Thursday

at Guildford. Dr. F. R. ROSSELL, chairman, presided, and said as they

metonly sorecently as three months ago, he had little to add to what

he then told them of the progress of the company. During the last

quarter of last year they made the very tair profit, considering the

company had only been running a year, of £ 67. Of course, that did

not make up a profit on the whole year in their favour, because in

the first two quarters of the year there was a loss. The last quarter,

however, paid very handsomely. The company had nowreached the

maximum expenditure, and they could double the number of lights

without spending any more money, except in the way of coal. But

it was absolutely necessary during this year that they should addto

their plant, and also lay some extra cables, and they must during the

year raise further capital to the extent of £ 3,000 or£ 4,000 at least, or

even more if they could get it . Since that report £ 480 in new shares

had been paid in . He concluded by moving the adoption of the

report and balance sheet.

Mr. WHEELER seconded .

Mr. MONEY-KENT gave some figures respecting the accounts, the

report and accounts being then passed.

The Bristol Tramways andCarriage Company, Limited . The receipts for the

week ending March 25th, 1898, were £ 2,379 148. 7d.; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,207 19s. 5d .; increase, £171 15s. 2d .

The Cityand South London RailwayCompany. - The receipts forthe week end:

ing March 27th , 1898, were £ 1,066 ; week ending March28th , 1897, 1974 ;

increase, £92; totalreceipts for half-year,1898, £ 13,891 ;corresponding

period , 1897, £ 19,791 ; increase, £ 100.

The DoverCorporation Electric Tramways. - The receipts for the week ending

March26th ,1898,£ 111 9s. 8d.; total receipts to March 26th, 1898,

£ 1,277 18s . 7d .

The Dublin SouthernDistrict (Electric) Tramways Company. - Thereceiptsfor
weekendingFriday,March 25th, 1898, were £ 414Ils.' ia.; corresponding

week last year,£ 476 195. 10d .;decrease,£62 8s. 9d. ; passengers carried,

69,266 ; corresponding weeklast year, 72,768 ;aggregate to date, £ 4,793 9s.Od :
aggregate to date last year, £ 5,146 138. 8d.;decrease to date, £853 48.8d.;

mileage open , 8 miles. Cars, 1898, 211; 1897, 278 .

19,865 .

TheLiverpool Overhead Railway Company.The receipts for the weekending

March 27th, 1898 , amounted to £ 1,303;corresponding week last year,

£ 1,336 ; decrease, £ 33.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited.--The receipts for

theweek endingMarch25th, 1998, afterdeducting 17 per cent of the
gross receipts payable to theLondon Platino -Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,622

Miles, 1898, 18,979 ; 1897,

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Company,

LORDRATHMORE, who presided on Monday last atthe statutory meet.
ing of the Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Company, held

at Winchester House,stated that the company's liability to the vendor

company in respect of the purchase price had been discharged, and

the purchase completed. An application had been made to the Stock

Exchange for a special settlement and quotation , and the directors

were daily expecting a notification that the same had been granted.
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35,1001{ Pasters and Routh African Talog. Ltd., 5 % Mort Dob
-

...

1898. 1896 . 1897 .

137,4001 Atrion Direct Talog.,Ltd.,4%Deb.
100 4 % 100 114 100 104

25.000 Amason Telograph, Limited, whares...
10 7-8 7 8

125,000 Do. do . 6 % Dobs. Rod . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

928,960! Anglo- American Talag., Ltd. Stock 89 90. £ 2 191. 3 % 69 - 62 59 62

8,038,0201 Do. do. 6 % Prof. Stock |84 188. £b 60. 6 % 109 | 1103 110 111

3,038,0201 Do. do . Dodd. Btock 111- 121 12) 13

130,000 Bnalina Babranrino Teloc ., Ltd. 107% 164 - 173 17

75,0002 Do. do 5 % , Debo.,and serien, 1996 100 6 % 112 - 116 112 - 116

44,000 Owili Tolof , Litd ., Non. 1 to 44,000 54 % 4 % 3 81 3 - 3 }

10,000,0008 Oommercial Oublo Oo...
$ 1007 % 7 % 187 - 192 185 190

918,2971 Do. Do. Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb. Stock Rod . Stock 106 -108 10 4 -106

321,850 Oonsolidated Talop. Oonst. and Main ., Lia. 10 /- | 11 % 2 %

16,000 Ouba Talog., Ltd. 108 % 8 % 81 71

6,000
Do. 10 % Pret. 10 10 % 10 % 14 - 15 141 151

12,991 Direot Spanish Tolog ., Ltd.
54 % 4 % 4 % 4 5 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Oum . Pref. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0007 Do. do. 43 % Debu. Non. 1 to 6,000 60 | 41 % 41 % 41% 103 -106% 103 -106 %

60,710 Dirce Onited States Onble, Ltd. 20 21% 23% 104 114 104 - 113

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43% Reg. Deb 100 99-101 99 -102

400,000 Wantona Talog ., Ltd.,Nov.i to sve ,on 10 64 % 61 % 173 - 181 174. 187

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Pred.
16 6 6 % 185 191 185 - 191

89,9001 Do. 6 % Debe, repay. Argust,1899 100 5 % 6 % 100 -103 100 - 103

1,902,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Dob. Stock Red. Btock 4 % 4 % 128 - 131 128 -131

350,000 Lastorn Bitension , Australasiaand China Teleg ., Ltd. 107 % 7 % 184 - 19 : 181 - 194

Do. 6 % (Au . Gov. Sub .), Deb., 1900 , roc.ann.drgo. 100 8 % 5 % 99 -103 99 - 103

rom 1 to 1,049, 8,976 to 4,826

100,5002 Do. do. Bearer, 1,860-8,975 and 4,827—8,400 1006 % 6% 100 -103 100 - 103

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dob, Btock Stock| 4 % 4% 1128 -191 228 -131

6
$ 100 6 % 5 % 99 -103 99 - 103

1900 redeem . . ., . . 1

46,500
Do do. do. to bever, 2, 1-44 to 5,600 100 6 % 5% 100 -103 100 - 103

300,0002 Do. 4 % Wort. Dabı. Nog. to 8.000 , rod . 1909 18 4 % 4 % 102 -106 102 - 106

200,0001 Do. 4 % bog.Mt.Dese. (Mauridu 8uo.; 1 to 8,6ce 304% 4 % 107 -110% 17 -110 46

180,227 Qlobe Talograph andTrust, Ltd. 11 41 % 41 % 11 - 124 118 - 127

180,042 Do. do. 6. % Pral. 16 6 % 6 % 17; - 18 17) - 18

160,000 Great Northona Teleg. Domapury of Copenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 291 - 30 295 - 304

160,0001 Do. do . do 6 % Nahi 100 6 % 5% 100 -1.3 100 -103

100 95 100 95 -100

De , within Nos 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 indo-European Teleg ., dra . 26 10 % 10 % 52 - 65 52 - 55

100,0001 London Platino- Brasilina Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Deba. 1086 % 6 % 106 - 109 106 -109

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel., Non . 1 to 28,000 ... 6 % 23

484,597 Mañonal Taloph ., Iitd...I to 484,597 ...
6 67 % 6 % 63 64 6 67

15,000 Do. 6 % Ohm . lst Pral. 10 6 % 6 % 16 . 18 16 18

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . End Pred. 8 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 16 17

250,000 Do. 6 % Kion -cam .Srd Pret., 1 to 250,000 55% 5 % 5 % 60 61 61 - 6

1,329,4714 Do. } % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 81 % 81 % 33 % 102 -107 102 -107

171,504 Odontal Taloph. & Flec., Ltd., Nos.1 to 171,604, fully paid 16 % 5 % 鲁 皇

100,0001 Pacific and Europens Tole, Lid ., 4 % Gen Debi, i to 1.00 € 18 | 4 % 4 %
105 - 108 106 -108

11,899 Bautar'ı Lru . 6 % %
8 9 8 9

3,981 Bubmaria . Ouble Trust Oer . 140 -145 140 145

38,000 United Biru Plate Taloph ., Lid . 6 % 4 41

146,7332 Do. do . 6 % Dabu. Stock 5 % 105-108 105 108

16,609 Wort African Talog., Ltd., 1,601 to 12,189 10 % nil 31 - 41 3) 4

213,400 Do. do. 6 % Duva. 100 6 % 101 - 104 99 102

64,29 Wantan nad Brasilian folog., vid , % % 114 - 127 12 - 12

33,129 Do, do . & 0 . 0 % Prof. Ord . 6 % 73 - 8 732 87

89,129 Do. do . do Det. Ord . 41

989,621 Do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Rod. ... Stock 106 -109 106 -109

88,321 West India nad PanamaTalog ., Ltd. 10 1% 1 %

84,583 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Int Pral. 106 % 6 % 71- 8 7 8

4,669 Do. do . do . 6% Oum . End Pred . 16 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,00011 Do. do. 8 % Debu. No.I to 1.800 100 6 % 6 % 106-108 105 - 108

1,168,000$ Worton Onion of O. B. Talag ., 7 % Ist Mort. Fondo ... $ 1000| 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1001] Do do . 6 % Star, Bonda 100 16 % 6 % 100 106 ljno -106

-
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

80,000 | Unaning Uromiand StranaBlacty. Supply 6 16 % 6 % 7 % 131 - 145 135 - 141 133

20,000 Do. do . do. do . 41 % Oum . Pref. 61 68 67

26,000 " Oholien Blectricity Supply, Ltd., Ord ., Nov. 1 to 10,277 . 6 % 5 % 101- 111 10 % - 100sdi 101

60,000 Do , do.
do. 41 % Deb. Stock Red . Stoch! % 41 % 115 -117 115 -117

60,000 City of London Pleo.Lightg. Oo ., Ltd.,Ord. 48,801- 90,000 10 % 7 % 10 % | 26 - 27 26} - 263 26

Do. do. Prov. Certo. Nos. 90,001 to
10 121- 131 121- 131

100,000 £2 pd.
40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prat., 1 to ,wou 100 % 6 % 6 % 173 - 181 17)– 183 178

400,000 Do. 6 %Dob. Stook, Sorip.( is . at 6116 ) allpaid
% 5 % 6 9 129 -194 129 194

30,000 founty of Lond. & Brush Prov.E. Ltg. Ltd.,Ozd. 1- 30,000 10
nil 141 - 151 141 - 151 16

20,000 Do. do , do. 6 % Pret., 40,001—60.00 in 6 % 6 % 6 % 151 - 161 161 - 16 1578

17,400 Edmundsons Eleo. Corp., Ltd., ord. shares 1-17,400 3 31- 8 31- 39

10,000 House-to - House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 6 11 12 101 - 111 11)

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum. Pref. 5 111 - 127 111- 12 113

49,800 •Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to60,1256
104% 8 % 6 % 21 22 20 21 21

12,500 Do. Ord ., 60,001-62,500, iss. at £2 prem . 10 3 % 204 - 21 21 211

* 220,000 Do. 4% erst mortgage debenture stoca 49 % 49 % 4 * 117 121 117 -121

6,452 Notting HWElectric Lightg . Co., Ltd. 10 2 :% 4 % 6 % | 191 2014 199 - 204 2 g

31,980 81.Jamon's& Pall Mall Bloc LightCo., Ltd., Ord . 5 71% 101 % 141 % | 18 19 18 19 189

20,000 Do. 7 % Pret., 20,681 to 40,888 67 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. dn . 4 % Deb . stock Red. Stock 4 % 107 -110 27 -310

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 2- 29 21- 28 29

79,900 Wents muster fleotrio habpiv Corp., Ord . eua 80, 00 5 17 % 9 % 124 17 18 17 - 18 175

* Subject to Founder's Sharon. t Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exobango.

* Unlos otherwiso thatod all sbaros are fully paid . | Dividendo paid in dolereed sbare warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends marked | Aro for a you oongigting of the latter part of one year and the frst part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANIES -Continued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL , COMPANIES.

Present

Lssdo .

HAMR .

Stook

Or Dividende for

Bhare the last throw yours.

1

Olosing

Quotation.

March 23rd ,

Olosing

Quotation

March 30th .

Basipona dopo

daring wool

ended

Mar. 30th , 1898.

-

... ... ... ...

:
:
:

a
u
t
o

.14

AO ...

do.

103...

... ... ... .00 ...

£ 5 pd. ... ...

... ...

.

14

lapo
rt

e

...

99,261 { Bdison & Bwae United Kleo. Cgt., Ltd., “ A ”shto someone }

At
e

...

...

...

..

7 %

...

- 11.. ...

1895 . 896 . 1897.
Bighon . Lowest.

30,000 | British Electric Traction 10 161- 17 16 161 163 151

90,000 Brush Blool. Enging. Oo ., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
8 1 - 2 14 - 2 118

90,000 Do, do . Non -oum . 6 % Prof., 1 to 98,000 21- 21 214 21 23 27

125,0002 Do. do. 41 % Perp . Deb. Stock . ... Stock ) 1:10 -114 110 -114

50,000 Do. 41 % 2nd Deb . Stock Red. Stock 102 -105 102 106

19 894 Oentral London Railway, Ord . Shares
10 101- 11 104 11 10 %

129,179 Do. do . do. £6 paid 10 61- 63 61-63 61 63

59,254 Do. do . Pref. ball -shares £1 pd. 11- 2 11

67,680 Do. do. Def. do. 45- 43 45 48

630,0007 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock 14 % 12 % 13% 66 68 66 68 68 67
28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum .Pref. Bharos, 1 to 28,180 6 nil 2 21 21 13

1 99,261
56 % 51 % 21- 3 27 28 25 21

17,199 Do. do . do. " A" Shares 01-017,199 55% 51 % 5 5

194,023 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. stock Red . 100 103 -105 103 -105 103

110,000 | Electric Oonstruction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000 % 5 % 6 % 25- 27 25 - 23

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 16,343 % sy 93 3} 90

111,100 Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort.Deb. Stock Stock 106 - 108 106-108 1068 1064

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong., Ltd., 1 to 70,009

67,275 Elmore's Wiro Mig ., Ltd., 1 to69,885, ioned at 1 pm . 9

9,6007 Groenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 9,600 10 101 % 9 11 9

12,500 Benley'ı (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord .
10 8 % 10 % 12 % 22) . 231 23

8,000 Do. do , do, 7 % Prot. 10 7 % 7 % 181 193 18} – 191

50,000 Do. do . do . * Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 49 % 41 % 41 % 110 -115 110 - 116

60,000 India - Rubber, Gutta Perols and Telog . Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10% 10 % 211 – 221 213 - 227 213 211

800,000 do, do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 104 - 108 102 -106

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 | 21 % 21 % 37 % 105 108 109 - 104

10,000 t Do. do . Prof., $ 10 paid 10 5 % 5 % 15 161 154– 161

87,860 Telegraph Oonsta. and Maintco ., Ltd. 19 15 % 15 % 15 % 36 33 35 - 38 36 ) 35

16.0,000 Do. do . do . 8 % Bondo, rod . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 ( 102 -105

540,0002 Waterloo and City Railway . Ord. Stock 100 135 138 135 -138 1351

+ Quotations on Livorpool Btook Exobange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares aro fully paid .

Dividends markod | are for your consisting of the latter part of ond your and the Arst part of the nexI .

Onopron & 00. - The dividends paid on the ordinary shares (wblob bave not a Stock Exchange quotation ), are u follows : 1899—0*Jf; 1801—7 % 9 . 1890–8 % .

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

Birmingham Blectrio Supply Company, Ordinary £ 5 (fully paid ) 107. London Electric Supply Corporation, 66.Ordinary, 445.

House - to -House Company, 41 % Debenturon of £ 100, 108-110. * T. Parker, Ltd., £ 10 (tally paid ), 14—15.

Lorsington and KnightsbridgeElectrio Lighting Company, Limited Yorkuhire House-to -Bouro #leotricity Company, bb Ordinary Shares

Ordinary Shares € 5 (lully paid ) 164-17 ; Ist Preference hilly paid, 8–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Oumulative 6 %, 86 (tully paid ), 82-84. Dividend, 1896 , on

Ordinary Shares 7 % .

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of Uncount 3 por cont. (October 14th , 1897).
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THE NORTHERN SOCIETY OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

1

THE PRACTICAL OPERATION OF MULTIPHASE CURRENTS. By T.

HAWKINS, Member. March 14th, 1898 .

( Continued from page 422.)

In a power installation , the generator is the part which is usually

well protected, and gets the best attention . Il a continnons current
machine is used, the brushes will, at intervals, require to be

adjusted and renewed, and the commutator trued up and keptclean ;

still there is always a skilled attendant at hand to keep themachine

in order. It is, however, the motors, scattered in many instances

over a considerable area, which have often the greater straia and

harder work to do, and yet have less attention where the three -phase

system to my mind has the advantage, especially where motors are

only required to run at one constant speed .

As regards the line, a saving of copper is effected by using the

three -phase instead of the continuous current system , but theremust

be three wires it the former be used, which brings the cost of the

distribution on a low pressure system to about the same.

At the works of the General ElectricCompany, Limited , at Man

chester, there is a three -phase power plant. The generator has an

output of 100 H.P.at a pressureof 190volts, and runs at 450 revolu

tions perminute ,giving45 cycles.

The followingis a list of the motors :

The 24 and 18 H.P. motors are not working on more than & load.

Each motor drives a 120 feet length of main shafting at 300 revolu

tions per minute, the main sbattbeing loaded along its entire length

by high speed lathes and other machinery. The other belted motors

drive shaiting in the erecting shop, and are loaded nearly to their

rated capacity .

Inaddition to the above, there are three motors,6 H.P., 4 ; H.P.,

and 1 H.P., used on a 5 -ton 3 -motor crane. The reduction of speed

is obtained by worm gearing running in an oil bath . This gearing

is most carefully cat, the thrust of the worm being taken up by ball

bearings .

The6 H.P. and 1 H.P. motors are mounted on the crab and have

only one speed, being switched in and out of circuit without the use

of any starting device. The lifting and transverse motions are

limited to one speed. The 44 H.P.motor gives the longitudinal

motion , and has two speeds : full speed and halt speed. The higher

speed is obtained by halving the number of stator poles, this opera.

tion being performed by a throw -over switch. The starting and

reversing is done by a second throw -over switch.

For cranesabove 5 tons, the lifting and longitudinal motors are

equipped with a starting device, connected to the rotor throughslide

rings . Such an arrangement has not the peculiar propertyof the

series-woundcontinuous current motor, of self-regulation of speed in

accordance with the weightbeing lifted ; but this istheonly advantage

that the continuous currentmotor has over the three-phase machine.
This, I think, is fully compensated for by the less delicate and com

plicated equipment the latter requires. The three- phase motor

will stand a heavy overloadorsudden reversewithout fear of

damage.

Usually the lifting motor is designed for a maximum speed at

heaviest load . Thisspeedcannot be increased for lighter loads, but
can beregulated at will under such alimit.

The Liverpool Grain Storage and Transit Company, Limited,have
adopted a three-phase plant for their storage warehouse at Bootle.

It has been running some15 months, and there areat present nine

motors,giving a total of 150 H.P. The generator has an output of
165 H.P., andis coupled direct to a Belliss engine. They have no

reserve generator, and do not stock any spare parts for either gene

rator or motors. An extension this plant is now in progress, code

bisting of two 48-H.P. , and one 60 -H.P. motors.

This installation furnishes an examplewhere lighting and power
is taken from the same maing. There are abont 200 lamps, which

are connected acrosstwophases, thelamps being arrangedso that

No. H.P. Speed . Geared to .
Kind of

gearing.
Starting device.

1

18
13

24 910 Shafting Belt Liquid resistance

in stator.

910 Shafting Belt

910 Shafting Belt None.

31 910 Boring machine Belt

31 1,360 Shafting Belt

1,360 7 ft. radial drill Worm gear

2 Variable Lathe Belt Resistance in

rotor.

1

1

2

1

1

»
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yards ; each conductor having a copper area of .145 square inches.

The total length of the branch cables is 830 yards ; each conductor

having a copperareaof 0:118 square inches.

A plant exactly similar to the night Central has been sent to

Witwatersrand mine.

The following is a complete list of the motors supplied to the above
three mines :

All motors - 30 cycles, 950 volts.

No. H.P.
Speed per

minute .
Starting device . How connected .

the current is distributed equally over the three circuits, so as to main .

tain the balance of the system .

Another method of combining lighting and power on a three -phase

system is to run a fourth wire fromthe commonjunction , it the star

connection be used . The lamps are connected between this fourth

wire and any one of the three maincables, thus doing away with

the necessity for balancing the three circuits.

For mining work , the multiphase system is specially adapted, and

already a considerable amount of work hasbeen done inthis direction .

The General Electric Company, Limited, haverecently sent ont, from

their Manchester works, some three-phase plant for several South

African mines, particulars of which may interest you.

The largest of these plants was one sent to the Vogelstruis

mine:—The generating plant consists of two 150 -kilowatt three

phase generators. They are belt driven, at a speed of 300 revolu

tions per minute, with a frequenoy of 30 cycles and a pressure of
950 volts.

Three triples single-acting pampe, with plungers 64 inchesx8

inches, coupled direct by means ofsingle reduction gear to 35 H.P.

motors. These motors run at 360 revolutions perminute. The

pumps are designed to work at a crank -obaft speed of 46 revo

Intions per minate against a water pressure of 300 lbs. per square

inch. They are of American desigo, and were made by the Gould
Company.

7

3

28

1

31

35

35

20

10

360

360

360

870

In rotor circuit. Geared to pumps.

Belted to machinery.

Geared to pumps.

Switched into circuit Belted to machinery.

without resistance.

99

6 5 870

The generators for these three mines are all of the inductor type,

At full load they give a commercial efficiency of 91 per cent., and the

rise in temperature, after long continuous runs , is 25° O. The

FIG . 4. - MOTORS OF 20 8.P. WITH THREE -THROW PUMP,

Iwelvetriplex single-actingpumps, with plungers41inches x 8 inches,

of the same general design as the foregoing,coupled direct bymeans of

singlereduction gearing to 20 8 P. motors, running at360 revolutions

per minute. These smaller pumps are also designed to work at a

crank -shaft speed of 45 revolutions per minute against a water pressure

of300 lbs. per square inch.

The main cable is triple concentric, each conductor baviog a copper

area of 118 square inches. The length of this main cable is 1,666

yards. The branch cables are also triple concentric. There is one

length of 430 yards, the sectional area of each couductor being '047

square inches, and another length of 1,300 yards, with an area of

*0314 sqaare inches for each conductor.

The above cables are lead covered and steel armoured .

Another plant was sent to the Knight Central mine, consisting of

two 100-kilowatt generators, running at 450 revolutions per minute;

the voltage and periodicity being as described for the 'Vogelstruis

mine. There are three triplex pumps 64 inches x 8 inches,andeight

pumps 4 inches x 8 inches, coupled direct by single reduction to
35 A.P.and208.P. motors respectively,

The length of the main triple concentric cable for this mine is 900

main switchboardfis so arranged , that the generators can be run in

parallel.

As these mines are very wet, the motors were designed with water

tight and ventilatedcovers, as shown in fig. 4.

To enable the 20 H.P. and 35 H.P. motors to start up smoothly

and gradually, they were supplied with starting resistancesin the

motor. The 20 HP. motors were made in Manchester by the General

Electric Company, Limited, and each machine was coupled to its
pump, and tested separately at its full load for six hours ,the rise of

temperature being 25 °C.

TheYork Gold Mining Company, of South Africa , have just in

stalled a power plant, consisting of two belt-driven 50 -H.P . three

phase inductor type generators,running at 750 revolutions per minute.

These supply power to two 24- H.P.motors, the motors being coupled

to Easton, Anderson & Goolden belt-driven pumps. They have one

3 -H.P. motor connected to a centrifugal pump, and several small

motors, which are belted to various kinds of machinery, and one

9 - H.P . motor coupled direct to a continuous current dynamo, the

output of which is 15 volts, 300 amperes, used for cyanido work .

( To be continued .)
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PHYSICAL SOCIETY . tying special portions of the range. In this latter case part of the
electromotiveforce of the thermo-couple is compensated by an oppo.

sing electromotive force, applied at two points of the circuit, from a

battery of Clark cells in series with a bigh resistance. The recording

apparatusconsists of a photographic plate mounted on a float, that

rises steadily when water is admitted into a cylinder. The source

oflight is aglow lamp, enclosed in a wooden box . A brass tube,

with a rectangular diaphragm at the end nearest the lamp, cata

off all light except that from a selected piece of vertical

Alament. Light from this filament is reflected by the plane

galvanometer mirror, and is focussed upon the photographic

plate by a lens in front of the galvanometer; this method was sug.

gested by Prof. Boys. The “ cold ” junctions of the thermo-couple

are both inserted into a hypnometer. Very serious discrepancies

exist between the indications of couples having nominally the same
composition ; they are too great to be attributed to accidental

differences in theconstitution of the alloys. Although with platidum

alloys, coupled with platioum , 10 per cent. of iridian gives a more

powerful couple than 10 per cent. of pure rhodium , the partial sub

stitution of iridium for rhodium very considerably lowers its thermo

electric power. This result suggests that the change in the thermo

el ctric power of a metal depends upon the extent to which it is

saturated with the alloying metal ; thus10 per cent. eitherof rhodium

or iridium would, per se, more completely saturate the platinum than

would 10 per cent. of a mixture of the two metals. The author

discusses aseries of carves derived from his experiments. He con

cludes that, thermo-electrically, there may be two classes of metals

( 1 ) theordinary metals, for which the curve representing the first

differential of electromotive force with respect to temperature is a

straightline, and (2) the platinum metale, together with a few such

as nickel and cobalt, for which the curve of that differential, multi

plied by the absolute temperature, is a straight line.

Dr. CHREE diecussed the curves, and asked how far stirring

affected the results ; he was inclined to think that stirring was a
mistake.

Mr. A.CAMPBELL inquired whether the galvanometer kept its zero

sufficiently well throughout the tests.

Mr. STANSFIELD, in reply, said he had also come to the conclusion

that stirring was a mistake; and it was a mistake to use a large
quantity ofmetal. The pyrometers were sensitive to about a teath

of a Centigrade degree. " He had experienced great difficulty with

thesero ofthe galvanometer.

The PRESIDENT proposed votes of thanks to the authors, and the

meeting adjourned until April 22nd.

ORDINABY MEETING.

Mr. SHELFORD BIDWELL, President, in the chair.

MR. A. A. CAMPBELL SWINTON read a paper and showed experi.

monts upon THE CIROULATION OF GASBOUS MATTER IN A CROOKES

TUBE .

The stream lines within a Orookes tube are investigated byobserving

the direction and speed of rotation of amica radiometermill mounted

on a sliding rod so that it can be moved along a line atright angles

to the line joining the electrodes. The axis of the mill is at right
Angles to both these lines. If the mill is adjusted to a position

between the flat plate and the cup electrodes, with its axis just suffi.
ciently low to prevent equal and opposite simultaneous action on the
top and bottom vanes, it rotates always in the direction indicating a

stream from catbode to anode. The speed is greater when the flat plate

is the catbode. It, however, the mill is now moved below this line,

& point is reached at which rotation ceases, and below this neatral

point the rotation is suddenly reversed. Reversal is only to be

observed with high degrees of exbaustion ; the rotation is never so

rapid here as in the first position . The mill rotates, and the reversal

may be observed , wbether cup or plate is made catbode, and the
direction of rotation below the neutral point is always opposite to

tbat in the position aboveit. A small Wimshurst machine is as
effective as an induction coil in producing these effects . The experi.

ments are intended to establish the existence, at high degrees of

exhaustion, of a true anode stream , i e ., & stream that travels from

anode to cathode just in thesame manner as the cathode stream flows
from cathode to anode. This apode stream is charged positively ; it

is exterior to the cathode stream ; its velocity is less than that of the
cathode stream , but its velocity increases as the vacuum is improved.

It seems probable that, at high vacua, some portion of the positive

electricity passing through the tube is carried by the positively

charged atoms or particles that constitute the anode stream . At

lower degrees of exhaustion, the discharge passes through the tube

chiefly by interchange of charges from molecule to molecule - a

Grothüs chain. At the very high vacua, however, when themean free

pass is considerable,there may be to some extent a regular andcomplete
circulation of positive and negative atoms, some of which pass from

Anode to cathode and vice verså , and deliver up their charges, not by

intercbange, but by direct convection, to theelectrodes of opposite
sign.

Prof. Boys said he did not feel altogether convinced by the experi

ments that the rotation of the mill was due to simple mechanical

motion of the particles matter between the electrodes. The weight

of air left in the tube at such high degrees of exhaustion was ex .

tremely small ; it was difficult to realise that its impact could produce
the sudden mechanical effect observed at the moment of the reversal

of the rotation of the mill.

Mr. WIMSHURST thought it important to keep in mind the exist

ence of mercury -vapour in the tube. He also referred to some

experiments in wbich a bar of metal was used to explorea focus

tube, by observation of the changes of luminosity produced in

different positions.

Dr. CAREE said that it the rotations of the mill could be shown to

indicate a velocity of the particles of the same order as that observed

in Crookes's experiments , it was safe to assume the existence of a

similar cavse. This mightbe important in deciding as to the general

truth of the bombardment theory of Crookes. He asked whether

the rotation had been investigated within the dark space around the

cathode.

Mr. APPLEYABD suggested that in tracing the cause of the rotation

it would lead to simpler results it the vanes of the mill were made

of some light conducting substance. Mica introduced difficulties

owing to its retention of the charges.

Prof. Boys pointed out that this could be done by gilding the

mica.

Mr. CAMPBELL SWINTON, in reply, said that the objection raised

by Prof. Boys to the mechanical theory of the rotation would apply

equally to the whole theory of electro- radiometry ,including the case

of the mill used originally by Crookes in the direct path of the

cathode- stream . Butit must be remembered that although the mass

of matter present within the tube was very small, its velocity was

proportionately great, it was of the order of 9,000 kilometres per
second ; hencethe contained matter might be conceived as capable of

prodaciog the observed acceleration, and Crookes's bombardment

theory might with safety be adopted as a safe working hypothesis.
In thetubes used for these experiments the exhaustion was carried 80

bigb, that the negative dark space appeared to fill the whole tube.
He bad, so far, only tried mica for the vanes ; but be thought it would

be important to observe the result, with a substance that did not re

tain the charges.

Mr. A. STANSFIELD then read a paper on THERMO-ELEOTRIO PYRO

METERS .

In obtainiog photographic records of the readings of thermo

electric pyrometers, the range of measurement is limited by

the size of the photographic plate. For long ranges of temperature,

the sensitiveness of the galvanometer must therefore be small. When

it is desired to examine the temperature changes in detail, as for

instance at the melting points and frer zing points of metals, it is

necessary to employ some device for giving a more open scale forthe

short temperature ranges that include those particular points. For

this purpose twogalvanometers are arranged in parallel, and so that

they have their deflections recorded on the same photograpbic plate.

The less sensitive galvanometer covers the entire range of temperature

throughout an observation ; the other is brought into use for magni.

ON SOME RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN

CONNECTION WITH THE ELECTRO

DEPOSITION OF METALS.

By J. O. GRAHAM .

( Concluded from page 358.)

It was thought that this might be cured by inclining all

the jets towards the face of the cathode at an angle of 85°,

instead ofdirecting them perpendicularly againsttheface of

the cathode. The result, however, instead of being an

improvement, was much worse than before. This is shown

in Diagram G.

G

DICLINER NE

DIRECTION OFFLOW
BRIGHT

SURFACE

DJSCOLOURATION

The next experiment was to shield these areas of inter

ference, keeping the jets perpendicular to the face of the

cathode. This was readily done by cutting a number of

round holes ont of a thin sheet of valcanite, through the

centres of which the jets played , as shown in fig. H.

A very beautiful deposit was obtained in this manner, at

3,000 amperes to the square metre. In this case the cathode

was moved slowly to and fro in front of the jets to insure

• Communicatedto the Royal Society.
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a uniformly thick deposit over the whole surface of the

cathode.

I

O
S
A

8

SBIELD WITH HOLES.

As a very rapid circulation of the electrolyte appeared to

be the principal condition of success, two new forms of

apparatus were devised , which are shown diagrammatically

inDiagrams I and J. The one for producing the circula

J
+

+
I

SEITE

all the other conditions of the experiment being as nearly as

possiblethe same as when there was circulation ,

The dotted black line at the top shows the voltages with

the unwashed lead anode, showing that the washing has not

mach effect on a lead anode.

But with a copper anode the effect is moet striking.

The current for this last experiment was in the first place

taken from a single cell, through a resistance, and the curve

is shown by the black line at the bottom left-hand corner of

the Diagram K. It will be seen that the corrents and

voltages rose pretty regularly to about 300 amperes to the

square metre : at this point the voltage began to rise more

rapidly, and at 350 amperes the voltagebegan to rise rapidly,

and in a few minutes rose from •56 to 1.57, the current at

the same time falling off from 350 amperes to 106 .

This experiment was repeated with two cells, but the

movements were so rapid that I have not attempted to plot

them . The current at the commencement was 305 amperes

and the volts .44. The volts rose almost immediately to

1:42, the current falling at the same time. The volts then

rose more slowly and at the end of half an hour bad risen

to 3:66, while the current had fallen from 305 amperes
dowo

to the insignificant amount of 30.5 .

Lastly, in order to get amore extreme example of this

phenomenon, the anode and cathode were coupled to the

100-volt main of the Kensington and Knightsbridge Com

pany and the current taken through a water resistance.

A current of 122 amperes per square metre was allowed to

pass and kept nearly constant. The voltage rose rapidly to

26_volts and remained pretty constant at that figure.

It should have been mentioned that the anodeand cathode

were well cleaned and rubbed bright with emery paper, before

making each of the above experiments. The cathode was a

square plate of copper having an area of 10 square inches.

The anode was the same size, and they were placed about.

1 inch apart in the electrolyte.

This tendency of the voltage to rise abnormally when a

certain current density is reached, was not noticed with lead

at all, and was not observable with washed copper anodes

until about 2,000 amperes to the metre had been reached.

Some of the preceding experiments appear to point to the

conclusion that so long as a path through the copper

mol - coles can be maintained for the current, but little, if

any, of the current will pass through the hydrogen molecules ;

the curreat will, in fact, follow the line of least resistance,

and in order to see whether this was true of iron as well as of

hydrogen, a dilute solution was prepared which contained

iron and copper as sulphates in the following proportions :

Water 100.0

Copper •3

Iron 1 .

A current at the rate of 550 amperes per metre was passed,

the electrolyte being circulated in the manner shown in

Diagram J, and the deposited metal was analysed to ascer

tain whether any iron had been thrown

down with the copper ; not a trace was dis
covered .

This was repeated with half the amount of

copper above mentioned in solation, viz. :

Water 100.0

Copper .15

Iron •1

The amperes being reduced to 330. Again

no iron was found in the deposit.

A considerable number of experimentswere

also made for the purpose of ascertaining

whether soda, potash, zinc, or aluminium , if

present in large quantities in & solation of

sulphate of copper, would alter the character

of the copper deposit ; so far as could be judged by the eye

they madeno difference, but the deposits were not analysed.

The fact that the current will pass through the copper

molecules in preference to passing through the molecules of

other metals,which may be in solution so long as a path

through the copper molecules is maintained, appeared to offer

a ready means of depositing copper in an almost pure state

from the very impure solutions which are obtained by

lixiviating certain ores.

The Rio Tinto Company in Spain produce very large

-

tion over & wire, the other for producing it over a flat

surface.

Taking Diagram J, wbich shows the apparatus for deposit

ing strips or sheets. The electrolyte was forced with great
rapidity by means of a centrifugal pump, through the pipe,

and through the space enclosed between the anode and
the cathode, and thence back to the elevated tank to which

the pipeis connected.

In order to ascertain the difference of potential between

the anode and the cathode at various current densities both

with lead and copper anoder, a number of observations were
made, the results of which are shown in Diagram K.

...

KVOLTS

3

LEAD ANO
DE

WITH CIRC
ULAT

ION

...

2

LLAD AMOER
E
WITHO

UT
CIRCUL

ATION

COP
PER

AND
RE WITH CIRC

ULAT
ION

100200 300 400 500 1000 1500 2000

AMPERES PER SQUARE METRB .

The volts are measured vertically, and the amperes per

square metre are measured horizontally. The continuous

thick black line at the top shows the voltages with a lead

anode, the thick red line lower down shows the voltages with

& copper anode.

It will be noticed that in the form of apparatus used for

these experiments, that the anode as well as the cathode was

very energetically washed , and in order to further examine

the effect of washing, a lead and acopper anode were tried

in an ordinary tankwhere no circulation was taking place ;
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quantities of such solutions, and they were good enoughto

send the author samples of some of their solutions. Tbe

strongest of these solutions was analysed by Mr. Swinburne

and found to contain the following metals which were all
assumed to be present in the form of sulphates.

Copper ... 11.09

Iron 1731

Cadmium 0:22 Grammes per litre
Aluminium 0.63 of the solution ,

Zinc 2.29

Magaesium 0.24

The solution, it willbe observed, contained only about 1

per cent. of copper. From this solution the copper was

thrown down without any difficulty in the form of both

wires and shet ts by the apparatus shown in Diagrams I and
J. The current for the wires was about 550 amperes to the

metre, and no difficulty was experienced in drawing the

wire so deposited, nor did the wire show any signs of

brittleness .

The current for the sheets was considerably denger than in

the case of the wires, a perfectly good deposit beingformed.

The aathor is also mach indebted to the Tharsis Company

who kindly sent bim samples of the impare solutions of

copper prepared by them from ores which they treat.

Oneof these samples was analysed by Mr. Swinburne, and

found to contain the following metals, which were believed

to be present in the form of chlorides.

Copper 32 54

Iron ... per litre of solution.

IV.

THE ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL.

Although Exner's determinations alone, absolutely prove,

and with sufficient exactitude, the measure of the increase of

potential at a strikingly high rate in proportion as the

distance from the earth increases ; this fact of immense

andstill unrealised importance, had already been discovered

by Sassure and by Volta of immortal memory over a century

ago.

GAY LUSSAC'S AEROSTATIC DETERMINATIONS.

The aerostatic experiments of the great chemist, Gay
Lussac, in 1805 corroborated Volta's discovery.

Gay Lussac's temperature and other results bave been

plotted on the diagram , fig. 12 , along with Exner's electrical
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FIG . 12. - DISTANCE FROM EARTE IN FEET.

Graphic diagram , showing the remarkable correlative evidence of the fall o

the barometer, or density of the atmosphere, the reduction of aqueous vapour

and the temperature, and the rise of the electrical potential with the increase

of distance from the earth,

Although here, as with the Rio Tinto solutions, no

difficulty was experienced in depositing the copper, yet it was

found to be impossible to get a deposit of a good colour at

any current density however small. The deposit instead of

being a pale salmon colour as desired , was invariably

of a dirty brown colour, and for some time this was

supposed to be due to the presence of some other

metal, but it was found that copper thrown down from

& solation of pure chloride of copper was of the same dirty

colour, and that the addition of sulphuric acid is very

considerable quantities to a solution of chloride of copper

made very little difference in the appearance of the deposited
metal.

The discolouration , therefore, appeared to be due to the

presence of chlorine, and to determine this point a saturated

solution of sulphate of copper was taken, and to it was added

commercial hydrochloric acid in the proportion of two cubic

centimetres of hydrochloric acid to one litre of the copper

solution . This amount of hydrochloric acid made hardly

any perceptible difference in the appearance of the deposit.

With three cubic centimetres a change became noticeable,

and with six cubic centimetres of hydrochloric acid to one

litre of saturated sulphate of copper, the deposit wasabout

as dark in colour as if the whole of the copper had been

present in the form of a chloride. In these experiments the

current was at the rate of 1,000 amperes to themetre.

It, therefore, appeared that to treat the Tbarsis solution

effectively, it would be necessary to convert the copper into

a sulphate and to get rid of the chlorine. This was

economically effected in the following manner : soda or

lime were added in quantities just sufficientto throwdown

the whole of the iron as a hydrated oxide, leaving all the

copper chloride in solution. After the iron precipitate had

been separated out, a further quantity of soda or lime was

added to the clear solution , and the whole of the copper was

thus thrown down as a hydrated oxide : this oxide of copper

was then very thoroughly washed and dissolved by eulphuric

acid, and from the solution to obtained the copper waseasily

thrown down as a perfect deposit.

One advantage of this method of working is that the

dilute solution of chloride is converted into a saturated

solation of sulphate.

The author is much indebted to Mr. Crompton, who very

kindly allowed him to use his laboratory at Thriplands

during all the earlier experiments mentioned in this paper.

determinations. It will be noticed that at the height of

23,040 feet above the level of the sea the temperature bad

fallen from 82° F., the temperature at the earth's surface to

14.9 ° at the altitude defined .

Gay Lussac found that the density of the atmosphere

decreased at a height of 22,912 feet to less than half its value

at the surface of the earth the barometer bad sunk to

12.95 inches .

The hygrometric researches proved that theaqueous vapour

proportion fell from 62 per cent. at the earth down to 27.5

per cent. atan altitude of 15,190 feet.

He (Gay Lussac ) also found at an altitude of 23,000 feet

that the chemical constitation of the air had undergone no

change.

If the writer's hypothesis is correct, it would mean that

the fall of the barometer should proceed pari passuwith

the fall of temperature. The diagram shows that the fall is

parallel , and is, therefore, consistent with the theory.

THE FALL OF TEMPERATURE WITH INCREASED ALTITTDE.

The fall of temperature in Gay Lussac's aerostatic experi

ments is as follows :

Temperature at the earth ... = 82° Fabr.

at a height of 12,125 feet = 47 • 3 °

18,636 32.9°

23,040
= 14.90

In the verbal demonstration of the solar electrical hypothesis

it is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that the expression vacuum

is merely employed to explain an imaginary condition of the

extreme tenuity of the atmosphere, that will permit the trans

mission of high potential currents with a minimum of loss.

It is well known that, in proportion as the atmospheric tenuity

is increased within certain not as yet well-defined limits), is

the electrical resistance reduced ; this can be proved by con

>

>
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necting the terminals of an electric collector machine with

a so-called vacuum tube; it will be found that a far longer

discharge can be obtained than if the terminals are divided

by an atmospheric interspace of normal density. It is,

however, not absolutely essential to assume such a rarefaction

in order to obtain a miniature resemblance of solar electrical

effect.

A LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION.

Fig. 13 is a diagram intended to represent the remarkable

luminous effect on two terminal spheres of a Voss machine,

the experiment can be repeated by anyone.

E

h Z

3

FIG . 13. - Voss ELECTRICAL COLLEOTOR OR MACHINE.

Diagram showing the luminous surfaces on two spheres, x and z , by the emis.

sion and receptionof electrical energy of high potential.

An opaque diaphragm3 can be placed so as to intercept any possible reflec
tion, but the luminous effect is not reduced . The human hand placed in the

position of the diaphragm will realise a sensible reduction of temperature, but

will not be influenced by the flow through it of the electrical energy,

The author suggests that the rotation of the planets may

be effected somewhat in the same way that an electric motor

is rotated, and their high and generally compound rotation

may give them their distinctive orbits . No doubt it could

be demonstrated that a rotation could be given to a spherical

body, which would propel it in a certain specific direction,
and if the orbits ofthe planets were mathematically circular,

this hypothesis would apply ; but the fact that the orbits of
the interplanetary and interstellar bodies do not generally

assume this form , inclines oneto the opinion that the orbit
is the result of the attractive influence of the great central

solar electricalbody, and that the spherical rotation is the
result of the electrical energy rotating the polarised planets

in some way, as a current rotates an armature.

As far as the moon is concerned , itis suggested that the

electrical attraction of the earth, added to the rotating

influences set up by the solar electrical centre, may be some

explanation of its peculiar orbit, sarbordinate to the planet
earth .

SATURN AND ITS RINGS.

The movement of the rings of the planet Saturn, in their

particular and regalar plane of inclination, may constitute
the source of motion of this planet, assisted, as it would be,

bythe rotation of the planet itself.

The constitution of the rings is not yet adequately de

fined ; the rings may be associated with an atmospheric

annulus, by which the associated rings are illuminated.

THE COMETARY ORBIT.

The cometary orbit will also be produced , it is suggested,
in a somewhat similar way to that of the planetary bodies,

but their particular form is apparently influenced by the
contiguity of other planetary electrical condactors.

The strange feature of the cometary orbit, is the sudden

reversal of the direction of cometary movement at the

aphelion .

LAW OF COMPENSATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

It may be rightly argued that as the electrical energy is

absorbed in generating luminous and thermal effects, and

incidentally in maintaining innumerable other forms of energy

that there will be a constant loss of the energy projected from

the solar electrical supply stations.

There is the great absorption of energy in internal - or

interterrestrial - electro fusion work which is always going

on , as we know by the occurrence of volcanic eruptions,

by the increase of temperature in deep borings, and by the

contraction of the earth's skin . But it may here be remarked

that although we may, by electrical resistance effects, raise

metals to astate of fusion, if this action is performed in a

reducing atmosphere, it doesn't necessarily imply that

the metal is being burnt up or in any way altered ; and,

further, under such conditions theadditional electricalenergy

that will be required to maintain the metal in a state of fusion

is only that required to compensate for the loss of the heat

that flows to that part of the surface of the earth, that is,

in its rotation , removed from the direct influence of the

son's supply of electrical energy.

It is, therefore possible, that when the elestrical energy

was initially introduced to the conductor planetary body, there

would then be an immense absorption of electrical energy in

effecting internal fusion work, and at this time allthe

igneous effects noticed in the shell of the earth and produc

ing contraction of the bulk of the sphere would be then

effected . However, this is an aside from the subject of the
article .

Becquerel (one of the very many illustrious savants by

which France has enriched the world ) suggested that the

atmospheric electricity was the product of chemical changes

always preceding and induced by chemical action . Here,

therefore, have we the basis of the law of compensation of

electrical and solar energy.

The proportion of solar electrical energy absorbed in

stimulating chemical action will by electrolytic, electro

thermal, and other changes occurring both on the surface

and in the interior of the earth, be exactly retarned to the

low pressure electric interplanetary ocean, and this great

accumulation of energy will renew the solar centre in propor

tion to its supply of energy to planetary and other bodies in.

the celestial space .

The high potential (brush discharge) current across an air

interspace produces at the projection from the discharge

sphere a luminous effect, which is repeated on the reception

surface of another and vis- à -vis sphere. To prove that the

second luminous surface is not merely the effect of

reflection from the vis- à -vis luminous surface, one has

only to place an opaque board so as to intervene between

the two spheres, as shown on the diagram , there will
still be the same daal luminous evidence. If the

opaque board is replaced by the human hand a sensible

cooling influence will be evident, but no electrical effect

will beproduced and the energy flow will not be appreciably
affected . Both at and around the projection of the negative

sphere terminal, which can be considered to represent

the solar sphere, and at the surface of reception of the posi

tive sphere terminal representing the earth, there will be

noticed in the dark a laminous area, relatively great in pro

portion to the surface of the sphere ; if a pointed projection

was provided for the positive sphere and on the opposite sideto

the luminous surface, the electrical energy would be dissipated

into the atmosphere by which it wouldbe again collected by

the Voss machine or other electrical collector, of which the

solar sphere is an example. Now referring to diagram a

of the positive sphere terminal, z is moved in a circular

line around the negative sphere2, the electrical energy will

follow this movement and take the direction of a radial line

drawn across the centres of two spheres.

Theonly difference between the electrical solar hypothesis

and this laboratory proof, is the fact that in the latter the

interspace is of atmospheric density, but even then there is

practically no luminosity in the interspace except in or about

the surfaces of emission and reception of the electrical
energy.

It may be suggested from the proof adduced, that in order

to prodące the laminous effects at the surfaces of emission

and reception,it is not necessary that the solar and terrestrial

luminosity is produced by the increased resistance of their

respective atmospheres tothe flow of electric energy. This

is granted, but in order to satisfy the conditions enforced by

the law of the conservation of energy , it is necessary to

assume such a high rarefaction or reduced density between

the sun and the planets as will permit the unimpeded flow

of electricalenergy, and we know , as a positive fact, that the

density of the atmosphere does decrease in a now well-defined

proportion to the distance from the earth's surface.

THE MOVEMENT OF THE PLANETARY BODIES .

The hypothesis that the entire celestial or interplanetary and

interstellar space is really an accumulator reservoir, or ocean

of low pressure electrical energy, that will permit, as does

the earth's atmosphere (which constitutes part of this elec

trical ocean), the flow through it of high intensity electrical

corrente, permits the application of the magnetic attraction

theory to displace and fulfil the conditions of the Newtonian

gravity hypothesis.

a
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THE ATMOSPHERES OF JUPITER, MARS, AND VENUS.

The surface of Japiter is enclosed in varied masses of

flocculent cloud form . This planet has a highly reflective

surface — so much so that the effect of its luminousatmosphere

is incidentally reflected , and with a loss of 23 per cent. of the

initial energy, so that the absorption by this planet of solar

electrical energy is very slow.

Herschel identified the dark belts of the atmosphere of

Mars as tracks of comparatively clear sky.

Thesedark belte, it is suggested ,are composed of an atmo

sphere of extremely low density, offering little, if any, resist

ance to the flow of the bigh intensity electricalenergy emitted

from the orb of solar electrical supply.

An alternative explanation is thatthe dark belts cover the

surface of emission from thisplanet of low intensity electricity

and the light or luminous belts constitute the atmospheric

surfaces ofintroduction to the planet Mars of the high inten

sity electrical currents.

Luminous atmospheric effects are conspicuous in Venus.

When this planet is at inferior conjunction or below the

sun, its entire disc periphery is not uncommonly rimmed with

a glorious halo of luminous rays, bent inwarde, as if by the

action of lens.

(To be continued .)

ALUMINUM AS A RIVAL OF COPPER AND

BRASS FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS,

BY ALFRED E. HUNT, S.B., President of the Pittsburg

Reduction Company.

8

(Concluded from page 321.)

The power of withstanding corrosion is greatly in favour

of aluminum as an electrical conductor over copper . Copper

does not change in dry air, bat in moist air it becomes

covered with a green layer of basic carbonate of copper,

which, itself, hasa corroding action, and does not coat and

protect the underlying copper from further corrosion .

Ammonia, in contact with copper, absorbs oxygen and the

copper dissolved, in consequence ofthe formationof a soluble

cupric-oxideand ammonia. This action is especially a source

of trouble where copper wire is used in connecting rail joints

in the tracks of electrical railroads, where the ground is

often subject to ammoniacal solutions.

Aluminum , similarly, is not acted upon in dry air, and

the corrosion in moist air is of the oxide of aluminum ,

alumina, & harmless salt, which forms an impenetrable coat

ing on the metal, and protects it from further corrosion to a

considerable extent. Ammonia solutions act on aluminum

only upon the surface, attacking it, and leaving bebind a

more resisting surface coating ofa brown colourcontaining

silicon, which resists corrosion from dilute mineral acids and

dilate solutions of organic acids, as well as moist and dry air.

Subject to sulphur gases, such as locomotive flue gases,

aluminum withstandscorrosion better than copper.

If kept free from galvanic action with anyother metals

electro-negative to itself, aluminum is far less easily corroded

than copper:

The difficulty of soldering or brazing aluminum is the

chief drawback to its use as an electrical conductor.

Aluminum can be soldered strongly, but it is a more diffi

cult and slow operation at best as compared with copper, and

there is much more rapid weakening of the soldered joint due

to galvanic action between aluminum and the metals of the

solder than with the less electro - positive metal, copper.

In many places the aluminum can be first coated with

copper, and the soldering or brazing operation made on the

copper surfaces thus formed .

Several forms of joints have been successfully used to avoid

the necessity of soldering, the best forms being to use thin

aluminum sheets to wrap the joints, and to twist or other

wise bind with the aluminum bars or wires to be joined.

These wrapped and twisted joints with aluminum sheets can

be left smooth on the outside when desired, can be made much

stronger than the body of the conductors, and are really a

• Advance proofs of this paper were_courteously forwarded

through the Secretary of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

more serviceable job than soldered or brazed work in many

cases with copper. One verypractical way ofmaking joints

of aluminum wire is to roll the thin aluminum sheet, of

about 6 inches width, into two cylinders from opposite edges

of the sheet. These double cylinders are very cheaply made

on mandrels in a lathe. The ends of the wires to be joined

are inserted in these cylinders from opposite ende, and both

the wire and sheet twisted with pliers until a firm joint is

secured, much stronger than the body of the wire. The

joint can readily be made impervions to the air and

moisture.

The O. McIntire Co. , of Newark, N.J., have a patented

joint which is made very much along the lines of this joint.

Information regarding their patented form of joint can be

obtained by correspondence with them as above. Also the

American Électric Fase Company, Chicago, Ill., make a very

satisfactory joint .

Another disadvantage which handicaps aluminum in

special uses for electrical conductors will be where the

material has to be insulated , that the cost of insulation will

be approximately one-third greater for the larger section

required in alaminum over the cost for the smaller section of

copper required for the given conductors; and where alumi

num is to economically compete for insulated conductors the

price of the aluminumwill have to be further reduced to meet

this contingency.

Aluminum is soon to be placed in an extensive line of

condactors where this added extra cost of insulation will be

determined by actual fabrication. The Pittsburg Reduction

Company in this particular case agreeing to pay the added

costs, in order that actual experience may be gained as to

their relative amounts.

There are certain places where aluminum will be at a dis

advantage over the smaller section of equal conductivity of

copper, in ducts or conduits where space is a considerable

item . In such cases, the use of aluminum would necessarily

be prevented .

An ample field for the employment of aluminum for some

time to come, however, seems open at the present time for

bare transmissionlines, especially for high potential long dis

tance work and for long distance telephone lines, and for

rapid transmission telegraph lines.

Aluminum , next to gold, is the most malleable of all the

metals, and is much more malltable than copper.

Aluminum in ductility stands next tocopper, and is easily

drawn into all sections that are furnished in copper for elec

trical conductors.

Aluminum can be furnished fully as uniform in its com

position as copper.

The metallurgy of copper is comparatively complicated,

owing to the difficulty of converting its ores into the oxide

free from impurities. In most of the copper ores used ,

sulphur, lead, and iron are contained, as well as small quan.

tities of other elements, as arsenic and antimony. All of

these elements in metallic copper very materially lower its

electrical conductivity. The native pare copper of the Lake

Superior region enjoys the preference, due to its uniformity

and freedom from impurities, for many purposes, but for

electrical conductors the electrolatic copperis most used.

Aluminum can now be furnished rivalling, for electrical

conductors, at least 99.50 pure, it is granted not as yet, in

purity of composition the best electrolytic copper used for

the purpose of electrical conductors. When a fused metal is

obtainable, undoubtedly it will more nearly rival copper for

electrical conductors section for section .

Aluminum has been already in successful operation as an

electrical conductor for some time. The first use in a large

way waswith theconductors for the electric carrent at the

at the Niagara Falls works of the Pittsburg Reduction Com

pany, where it has been used since the year 1895. The

currents were of several thousand horse-power eachand of

very large volume and comparatively low voltage. Both in
of

conducting power, freedom from heating effects, power

withstanding corrosion, ease of making, wear, and efficiency

of joints, the aluminum conductors have given better results

than copper used for the same purpose.
In theChicago Stock Yards, a mile of aluminum wire of

No. 11 gauge has now been in use for some time upon a

telephone line that has been badly corroded out in copper

wire, due to its being frequently subjected tosalphur gases
from passing locomotives. The aluminum line is giving
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good satisfaction, and is withstanding corrosion much better The wire was then loaded at the pulley end with a weight

than did the original copper wire subjected to the same equal to one-fourth its tensile strain .

influence. The dip under these conditions was thenmeasured and

If the theory be true that the passage of high voltage taken to represent the minimum dip at 0° F., after which

alternating currents of great frequency is largely upon or the length of wire between the points of support was in

near the surface of the conductors only or mainly, then the creased by an amount equal to a rise of temperature of 10 ° F.,

larger section of the proposed aluminum conductors will and the dip again noted, which latter proceeding was repeated

make them especially adaptable for such currents. à sufficient number of times to allow for a range from

On telephone lines it has already been Dip in inches. Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

determined that as good sound transmission

is obtained with aluminum of equal section

as with copper, in ordinary lengths of less

than 10 miles of wire. No comparative

results, however, have as yet been determined

on long distance telephone transmission ; but

the evidence would seem to point that a much

less section than 160 of aluminum to 100 of

copper will give equally good results.

Aluminum is now being used to replace

brass very considerably in the arts, as it is

sold in the open market at rates which make

it 10 per cent. cheaper, section for section,

than brass .

For electrical purposes, the metal can be
Span in feet.

advantageously used to replace brass in a

good many ways. Commercially pure alami
DIAGRAM GIVING DIPS FOR ANY TEMPERATURE FROM 0° TO 130 ° FAA . AT ANY

SPAN FROM 50 FEET TO 180 FEET.

num as furnished to -day contains less iron

than does commercial brass, and is, therefore, more non- zero F. to 130° F. , these being assumed to be the minimum

magnetic than brass. and maximum temperatures to be provided for in this

The electrical conductivity of aluminum is far superior, country.

section for section, to brass. Almost every electrical appa- On the lower part of the diagram , diagonal lines are

ratus of present construction in which an iron core - usually drawn representing the spans, and are arranged so that the

a laminated iron core — is used , in motors, generators, or distance between them on any vertical line varies as the

transforming machinery, has spaces for ventilation, and the square of span which they represent ,consequently the dip

spacing is made by the means of drawn bars, flat rods or for any one span being known the dip for anyotherspan can

anglesor tee -shape pieces . Brass has been almost invariably be read off without trouble.

used for this purpose in the past - probably on account of its It will be obvioushow the top and bottom sections of the

non -magnetic properties as compared with iron or steel. diagram are intended to be used, but to take a concrete case

Drawn aluminum sections can be furnished at a price which assume that it is required to determine the safe minimum

is 10 per cent. cheaper than brass, section for section ; and dip for a span of 140 feetat a temperature of 75º.

on account of the lightness of aluminum , it can be adva- Starting from 75° on the temperature column, carry the

tageously used . eye horizontally till it meets the curve, from which point

Where a low electrical conductivity is desirable, as in drop a vertical line to meet the diagonal line representing

parts that are moved in a magnetic field , to prevent the the given span of 140 feet.

occurrence of eddy currents, aluminum can be alloyed with Oppositethis point on the left hand column will be read

zinc and other metals that will lower its electrical conduc- the dip in inches or 18 :4 inches.

tivity to the desired point. This sequence of operations is indicated by the dotted

line.

ERECTION OF OVERHEAD TROLLEY LINES.

BY GEORGE C. SILLAR .

THE UTILISATION OF MAGNETIC ACTIONS

FOR THE DIRECT TRANSFORMATION OF

HEAT INTO MECHANICAL WORK,

WHEN erecting overhead trolley wires for electric tramwaye,

care must be taken to allow sufficient dip in the wireto

provide for the maximum reduction of temperature during

the winter season , and so avoid overstraining of the wire.

To enable this to be determined readily, the accompanying

diagram may be of assistance in saving time in calculations.

In plotting the diagram the following have been
aggumed :

1. That the tensile strain of trolley wire is equal to

25 tons per square inch .

2. That the safe working strain is one-fourth the tensile

strain .

3. That the elongation of the wire is 0:0018 times

between the freezing and boiling points of water, or 0.0001

times for each 10° F. rise .

4. That the dip of a wire varies as the square of the span,

which is not theoretically correct, but for all practical

purposes it is so within the limits of span and dip met with

in trolley wire erection .

It will also be recognised that for a given span , and with

a given strain per square inch of section of wire, the dip

will be the same for all sections of the same material.

Referring to the diagram , the curve on the upper part

gives the rate of increase of dip for a copper wire, having

been determined experimentally ,as follows :

The wire experimented upon was fixed firmly at one end

while the other was passed over a pulley exactly 100 feet
distant,

In a note presented to the Académie des Sciences on Octo

ber 11th, and reproduced in full in L'Industrie Electrique

for October 25th, 1897, No. 140, p . 456 , M. Marcel Deprez,

after many other writers, called attention to the possibility

of transforming thermic energy into work by utilising the

variations of the magnetic constants with the temperature

and the remarkable magneticproperties of the alloys of iron

and nickel recently discovered by our collaborateur, Ch. Ed .

Guillaume.

M. Marcel Deprez's note * concluded with this seductive

promise :

“ In a future paper I shall show how the same principle

enables us to transform heat directly into mechanical work,

and I shall describe the conditions under which these two

kinds of apparatus, the thermo-magnetic motor and gene

rator, would be capable of giving really practical and

economical results. "

We have looked in vain since in Comptes Rendus for the

promised communication, but in the Revue Générale des

Sciences of January 30th , 1898, we find an article by M.

Marcel Deprez which supplies its place, and seems to imply

that the thermo-magnetic motor and generator capableof

giving really practical and economical results have yet to be

realised, for the writer begins with the following declara

tion :

• See ELECTRICAL REVIEW , February 18th .
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" A profound stady of the question has led me to the

conclusion that if these results are ever obtained, great

difficulties will have to be overcome," and the object of the

article is to show the nature of these difficulties.

The principle of the thermo-magnetic motor, to which

M. Marcel Deprez applies the ferro -nickel alloy, consists in

arranging a rod of this alloy in a magnetic field, and in

making it revolve on an axis perpendicular to the direction

of the field , and to this rod. It is rendered alternately mag

netic or non -magnetic by cooling it and heating it in suc

cession between the limits of temperature, at which the

magnetic properties appear or disappear completely. For

each revolution of the rod of ferro -nickel, two successive

coolings and heatings must be produced, and the mechanical

cycle will consist of four quarters of a revolution ,two of

which are motive, and are separated by two others that are

non -motive, an action similar to that of a single -action

engine with two cylinders, the cranks of which are fixed at
180°.

A first calculation shows the writer that by using a mode

rate magnetic field , of an intensity of 1,000 gauss, and a

variation of temperature of 50° C., a variation for which the

ferro -nickel is supposed to be magnetised or demagnetised

completely, the efficiency would not exceed on In order

to produce a quantity of mechanical work equal to 1 H.P.

hour (270,000 kgm .,or 557 calories kg-d.), we should have

to furnish 1,270,000 calories, representing the equivalent of

150 kg. of coal.

To give an idea of the dimensions to be given to the appa
ratus intended to revolve between limits of temperature not

exceeding 50° C., the writer mentions the fact that in the

furnaces of locomotives the heating surfaces do not, at the

most, give off more than 200,000 calories per square metre

6,182. “ A new medical electrical device. ” A. L. BUBGESS. Dated

March 14th.

6,184 . “ Improved electric light for use as a search or signal light,

forphotographic and other purposes.” E. M. BROWN. Dated March
14th.

6,223. " Improvements in electric railways." O. M.WHITE. (B.

C. Seaton, United States.) Dated March 14th. ( Complete.)

6,235. Improvements in electrical insulators and method of

making the same.” J. W. Boch. Dated March 14th. ( Complete.)

6,270. Improved electrical lampholder .” F. W. HEATON and 'H.
SMITH . Dated March 15th.

6,328. “ A new and improved method of and apparatus for

generating electricity. " C. O'D. BARROWS and C. H. SMITH . Dated
March 15th .

6,350. " Improvements in or connected with the manufacture of
carbons for electric arc mps." J. J. WADDINGTON . Dated March

15th.

6,357. “ Improvements in or in connection with electric motors

for cars or other vehicles and in brakes therefor. ” W. P. THOMPSON.

( T. von Zweigbergk, United States.) Dated March 15th . (Complete )

6,360. " Improvements in or relating to electric light carbons."

J. W. STRAUSS, J. G. CHAPMAN, and H. FOSTER. Dated March 15th .

6,362. Improvements in electric switches. ” T. GILLIES and

E. ETORNIDGE . Dated March 15th.

6,371. " Improvements relating to the driving of sewing machines

by electricity.” H. LEA. Dated March 15th.

6,414. “ Improvements in or relating to electric plug and ordinary

switches .” T. TOPPING. Dated March 16th .

6,451. " Improvements in apparatus for electroplating pins and

other small objects." J. 8. MOBRISON. Dated March 16th.

6,478. " Improvements in electrical connections for lamp-holders

and other electrical appliances.” R. F. HALL. Dated March 17th.

6,482. Improvements in electric light advertising. " E. LIGHT
BHABT Dated March 17th.

6,498. “ An improved arrangement for forming or monnting the

armatures of field magnets of small electro -motors ." F. A. DARTON

and F. G. PHILLIPS. Dated March 17tb .

6,525 ._ " Improvements in apparatus for electrolytic purposes."

W. G. LUXTON and THE UNITED ALKALI COMPANY, LTD . Dated

March 17tb .

6,526 . “ Improvements in apparatus for electrolytic purposes."

W.G. LUXTON and THE UNITED ALKALI COMPANY, LTD . Dated
Marcb 17th.

6,535. “ Improvements in propelling barges and boats on canals

and other water-ways by electricity ." W. E. KENWAY and T. V.

HUGHES. Dated March 17th.

6,559. “ Improvements in electric arc lamps." G. C. FRICKER.
Dated March 17th .

6,605. “ Improvements in telephonic inter-communication system ."
W. AITKEN. Dated March 18th ,

6,607. “ A new or improved separator for the plates or electrodes

of secondary batteries or accumulators. ” E. J. CLARK , Dated

March 18th .

6,619. “ Improvementsin microphones ." L.M. ERICSSON . Dated

March 18th . (Complete.)

6,633. " An electrical charge conductor. " F. W. COOKE and T.

IRELAND. Dated March 18th .

6,637. " Improvements relating to the electrolytic production of

metallic alloys and to apparatus therefor.” C. E. ACKER. Dated

March 18th . ( Complete.)

6,649. “ Improvements in dynamo-electric generators and motors."

C. W. ATKINSON and W. H. JOHNSON. Dated March 18th .

6,672 . “ An improved receiver for electro -magnetic waves. " A.F.

EVES. Dated March 19th.

6,695. “ Improvements in . electrical regulating apparatus."

R. E. B. CROMPTON and S. W. ASHLEY. Dated March 19th .

6,704 . " Improvements in switchboards for the control of high

voltage electric circuits and apparatus." H. F. PARSHALL. Dated

March 19th. ( Complete.)

6,712. “ Improvement in ingulators. ” L. F. REMBE. Dated

March 19th .

6,714. ' Improvements in electric switches. " E. M. FRENCH.

Dated March 19th.

6,720. Improvements in depressible rail systems for electrical

railways." W.GBUNOW, Jun. , and Z. GOODSELL . Dated March 19th .

6,758 . “ Improvements in electric farnaces. " A. M. G. SEBILLOT.

Dated March 19th .

6,762. ."Improvements in the means of and apparatus for trans

mitting pictures and the like by electric currents ." * W. E. SIMPSON.

Dated March 19th.

per hour.

>

The second part of the article is devoted to showing how

these conditions may be improved by increasing the intensity

of the magnetic field and bringing it to 10,000 gauss, by

employing a special mode of heating and cooling and by

making the body which serves as a vehicle for the heat pass

successively over a series of rods composed of alloys varying

in the proportions of their composition and in their magnetic

properties.

By using hypothesis after hypothesis, and assuming as

extremely probable that the principleof Carnot is applicable

to thermo-magnetic phenomena, M. Marcel Deprez arrives at

finding - but not at demonstrating — that the efficiency might

rise to 3 per cent , i.e., to that of a steam engine of moderate

power consuming about 3 kg . of coal per H.P.-hour.-

Unfortunately, M. Marcel Deprez assumes the organic

efficiency of the apparatus to be equal to one, which is

excessive for one soheavy, bulky, and cumbersome as that of

which he describes the principle; moreover, the rapid cooling

and heating of the thermo-magnets must be obtained by the

mechanical and alternating circulation of a liquid, which

circulation, it seems, must absorb a power which is greater

than that developed by the thermo-magnetic motor, and

which is not taken into account at all .

The thermo-magnetic motor of M. Marcel Daprez seems,

therefore, destined to be consigned to oblivion like the

famous pyro -magnetic generatorwhich Edison presented so
triumphantly in 1888 to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science.

In not presenting his second note to the Académie des

Sciences, M. Marcel Deprez has shown bis discretion, but we

feel it our duty not to leave our readers too long in the

expectation of a " thermo-magnetic motor and generator

capable of giving really practical and economicalresults. "

They know now the opinion of the writer, an opinion based

on " a profound study of the question .” — E. H. ( L'Industrie

Electrique).
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ABSTRAOTS OF PUBLISHED SPEOIFIQATIONS,

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Menors. W.P:

THOMPSON 00.,822 ,HighHolborn, W.O.,price, post fres, 9d.

( in stamps).]

17,583. “ Improvements for electric condensers .” C. S. BRADLEY.

Dated September 4th , 1897. This relates to electric condensers,the

object being to increase thesafety ofthe condenser, wider dielectric

strain oftheabnormalvoltage,increase its life, to preserveauniform
capacity, and reduceits heating extent. To accomplish theseaime,

there is an electriccondenser havingits condensingplates and dielec

tric enclosed air-tight in a metallic casing,hermetically sealed at the

jointsto exclude the moisture of the air and preserve the condenser's

capacity unaltered . The plates are held by stiff side- plates and are

keptunder pressure in anair-tightcasing by a strongmetallic frame,

which projectsbeyond theedge of the casing and has a large beat

radiating surface. 4 claims.

NEW PATENTS. - 1898 .

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. TBOMPBON & Co. ,

Electrical PatoniAgents, 822, High Hoiborn, London , W C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

6,179. “ Improvements in secondary batteries .” O. HAMILTON .

Dated March 14th.
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trades unionism is rampant. Let “ the cobbler stick to his

last, " and the corporation to its supply. Assuredly, the

woes of the supply engineer are legion, without adding to

them the pattifogging worry of customers' lanps burnt out,

fuses blown, fittings damaged, & c . Ag & local authority

neither needs nor benefits by making a profit on trading, it is

only by some curious mental kink that the enticement of

taking up installation work can be felt. One would think

that the cleaner hands were kept of everything after the con

sumer's meter, the better, and the more time could be spent

in and on the station and distribution . That this is the

view of most of our municipalities is made evident by the

careful way wiring is left alone, and the consumer plainly

told that the undertakers do not supply light, but “ units .”

The only other rational course is to go , not half-way, but

the whole way, and wire every comer's premises, put in the

lamps, and be responsible for the supply of light — as some

even now would have us do .

When one sees the name of a Corporation appearing amongst

list of tenderers for a wiring job miles away from its own

locale, it is high time that a definite ruling as to what may

and may not be done under the Electric Lighting Acts

should be given.

American Iron

Manufacture.

“ generally do all such acts and things as may be necesary and

incidental ” to electricity supply ; secondly, by stating that the

Board of Trade model form of accounts has an item , “ By

sales and repairs of lamps, arc or incandescent, or other

apparatus.” When it is remembered that it is customary in

many towns for the Works, Highways, or Streets Depart

ment to take charge of and maintain the apparatus used for

public lighting, i.e., the standards, lamps, and street fittings

above ground, it seems quite reasonable that provision

should be made for any inter-departmental adjustment of

accounts such as must occur if the electrical department

purchases, erects, and then hands over the street lamps to

another department or section of the local authority, after

everything has been put in order and properly tested . It

seems to us to be stretching the point to argue that because

such a heading is provided, therefore one must assume that

the purchase of the goods by outsiders and the general public

is contemplated.

The first suggestion is very clearly dealt with in the

judgment, “ I am of opinion that the contention of the

defendant that the Corporation acted beyond their legal

powers in selling the articles named in the particulars is

correct ; and as to that part of the case , whether I am right

or wrong, I have no difficulty in coming to a conclusion."

To fully understand this it must be mentioned that the Cor

poration do not confine their sales of goods to consumers, but

vend to the public at large, and yet we are told that selling

lamps and fittings to private individuals who have no con

cern in , or connection with , the Corporation supply ( except,

of course, as ratepayers) is an act incidental to such supply !

The object of allowing the case to reach the County Court

having been attained , there is not much technical interest in

the actual judgment, although the legal aspect has its im

portance. “ I am of opinion that the defendant having had

the goods, cannot be allowed to refuse to pay for them on

the ground that the Corporation went beyond their legal

right in selling them , and could not be held to their contract

to deliver them had they refused to do so . The defendant

has got what he bargained for, and in my judgment he must

pay the price, notwithstanding the flaw to which, I think,

he has rightly called attention in the legal capacity of the

Corporation to carry on their business . " So we now know

that the first Court holds the Corporation to be wrong in

trading ; but if people bay goods from the municipal shop

keepers, they must not expect to get off without leaving

something in return therefor. And the Corporation had to

pay the costs they incurred in bringing this action .

Much might be said about this case as typical of what is

done, but we think it best to refrain from pressing home

obvious truths. There is, however, & very interesting side
a

light thrown on this matter by examining the action of Mr.

Steinitz at West Ham . As a former Corporation engineer of

Leicester, he knows the whole of the facts. We believe it

is correct to say that his conviction is that Corporations

make a mistake when they enter upon such work. We

certainly draw the line between Corporations and companies,

but how few of the latter have retained or done any good

by a wiring department ! The House- to -House Company

at one time executed contracts, but found it best to leave

alone wbat others could do better - better from the financial

point of view — while the most noted success was the Liver

pool company which not only did ordinary housework , but

undertook the fitting up of the ss . Teutonic and Majestic.

The wiring contractor is the best friend the supply station

engineer has from the business point of view (we have

frequently said our say regarding their technical relations ),

and it is folly to expect that a municipal body can do work

as cheaply as a contractor in these democratic days when

THE July number of the United States

Consular Reports contains a paper contrast,

ing American methods of iron manufacture

with English methods, the conclusion being that American

competition is possible because of the huge size of the plants

employed, the latest newfurnaces at Daquesne belonging to

the Carnegie Company having an output of 200,000 tons

annually, or 40 times the average British output. There

miy be differences which enable American furnaces to be so

much larger, but we imagine not sufficient to account for so

very much as practice shows in the above. Similarly, there

are several rolling mills capable of rolling 50,000 tons of

rails per month, which is probably threefold the yearly pro

duction of any one mill in Great Britain . These differences

enable the long hauls in America to be paid for. English

railways, too, charge seven times as much as Americanrail

roads for carriage, so that there is but little advantage in

the English short hauls. Successful men in America are

more apt to use other people's capital than they are in

England, where caution is more marked and old plant is apt

to be continued in use too long. British caution has its

advantages, of course, when bad times come, but caution may

be overdone. We think a change is coming. The strike

which has brought to the surface so vast anamount of in

formation has had an educational influence we hope both on

masters and men. Foreign competition has become appre

ciated, and before there isanother strike most likely themen

will learnthat production and not restriction is the secret of

success. There is ample margin for economy in English
manufactures, in railway carriage, in mineral royalties and in

more productive labour, whileon the employers' side there

must be no weakness in giving way to demands that are

opposed to principles of economic science, and there must

be a better recognition of education and ability. The song

of the wealthy must either be compulsorily dismissed from

all control of works, or they must prove their fitness to

control. The interference in shop managementby the A.S.E.

might possibly have been more strenuously resisted if brains

had been better treated. For years English trade has been

lashed round the miserable circleoflaziness on the part of

men and anscientific mastership by the gons of successful

fathers. Men in command are often so ignorant of any.

thing outside the run of news in a morningpaper that they

are unable to grasp the significance of a new process or a new

machine . They succumb to the most gaseous traveller who

cantellthe most brazen fables, and theyhave no earsforthe

man who offers them a fortune, becausetheycannot discrimi

nate between wheat and chaff.' Englishtrade wants purging
at the source and at the sea . It isnot all at the workman's

end that the mischief is made. America hashardly had

time to produce a second and third generation of the idle

ignorantrich , and is not hampered in the same way.

а
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SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS.

BY JOHN DENNIS.

and an alarm clock which rings a bell and lights a lamp at

the same time.

I have had po trouble whatever with the storage battery

since first starting. The gravity cells I test about once a

montb. If they are above 25° Baumė, I take out three

glasses of zinc fulphate from each cell, add more blae

vitriol if necessary , clean off the zincs and fill up with soft

water.

I have a simple galvanometer in the circuit which I can

switch on or off, and from the amount of deflection of the

needle can readily tell whether they are charging all right or

not. One can cast his own zincs by making a pattern and

casting in common fine sand, saving about one-hall the

cost.

If there are two parties living in one house, oce can

easily rent ont power to the other for, gay, 50 cents per

month, or he could run wires across a short distance to his

neighbour. I think the plant would furnish enough current

for three family sewing machines ; that is, to charge con

tiduously, always having the gravity cells connected up.

Below I give approximate cost per year for this way. At

present I let mine charge till they use up 25 lbs. of blue

vitriol, then I disconnect them from storage battery, takeout

the zince, clean and dry them , and let them stand till storage

battery gets low, then charge up again .

First cost, 4 storage cells at $ 5 25 each $ 21.00

12 gravity cells without zinc 4.20

wire, & c. 6.00

lead and material for box 4.00

2

... ...

33
...

S

...

Total $ 34.20... ... ..

:
:

... ...

.
.
.

I see by your "Notos and Queries" columns that a great

many readers are interested in small electric motors, such as

you give instructions for the making of in your paper .

• The greatest problem , however, seems to be the economical

running of the same with a battery current.

It is timeand money thrown away to attempt to use them

continuously with a primary battery alone; bat by using &

storage battery, charging the same from gravity cells, we

obtain good results.

As I have had a plant of this kind running almost con

tinuously since January, 1894, my description of the same,

giving the original cost and actual expenses per year, will

perhaps be of interest to your readers who may wish to instal

& similar one .

The plant consists of 12 6 x 8 gravity cells, placed in

the cellar, connected in series, with two No. 14 insulated

wires going through the outer cellar wall, then up to the

attic, andthrough the storage battery, the distance being

about 50 feet each way, which will make 100 feet of wire.

The storage battery is of the chloride type, four cells con

nected in series, each cell composed of three plates, 74 x 75

inches, placed in a glass jar. To prevent accident, I enclosed

the glass jars in a lead -lined box, using paraffined wood strips

on the bottom , around and between the cells.

At first I had the connections inside the box, but soon

found that they corroded with the splashing of the acid ; 80

I soldered on rubber covered wires, then covered the joints

with rubber cement and rabber strips, bringing them through

the box and making all my connections on the outside. This

works admirably. Another advantage of having them in a

box this way is , that it prevents evaporation and it is not

necessary to look at them for six months ; then, if the acid is

below the plates youcan fill over them with a little water.

Of course, there are the closed rubber storage cells which a

person mayget, but the cost is a good deal more . By having

my storage battery in the attic in this manner, I am able to

conduct myworking wires to any room on the second floor,

using No.10 wire. If there was any apparatus on the first

floor, wires could easily be carried from the charging wires in

the cellar up through thefloor to the same.

The principal part of the work is to run two sewing

machines for family use , one of which is operated by the

Simple Electric Motor, " with a cast field and segmental

commutator on the shaft. This is inclosed in a box or

cabinet on casters, and stands at the right-hand side of

machine, the shaft being long enough to come through one

sideandthe end of same running in a small hole bored in

the iron frame of the sewing machine, between which and

the box is a small palley on the shaft, with a belt ranning to

the pulley of machine. There is a switch placed on the wall

to cat off the current when not in use ; also a foot switch

placed on the treadle and made out of an ordinary window

burglar alarm . This leaves both handsfree to work with .

Three resistance coils, consisting of No. 18 iron wire coiled

on brass rods covered with asbestos, are placed inside the

motor box, underneath the cover, and connect with a three

point switch on top of the box. When connection is made

by thefoot, and the switch is not on any of the points, the

motor is running in series ; and if the storage battery is highly

charged,or if the work is light, it will be very satisfactory.

Should the work be heavy, however, or the battery low, by

switching on the points we allow more carrent to go through

thearmature, thereby getting more power.

I have made the “ Simple Motor," the “ Parkhurst," and

the “ Hand Dynamo," but the best one seems to be the

" Simple Motor," that is, it seems to have more power for

the amount of current passing through .

In another room I have the “ Parkhurst ” motor run

ning a Singer sewing machine, connectedsomewhat simi
larly ; only instead of the motor being in a box , it stands

on the table of sewing machine, the resistance being in the
base.

I have also a fan which I use occasionally in the hot

weather, two small incandescent lamps of 4 candle-power,

Annual expense charging continuously :

240 lbs. blue vitriol at 51 cents $13 20

72 lbs. zinc at 5 cente 3.60

16.80

Copper deposit sold 70

Total $16.10

( This divided between three would only be a little over $ 5 per year

each .)

To charge them as mentioned in latter part of article would

be about $ 10 per year.

HANDY ACCESSORIES IN A - CENTRAL

STATION .

8

see. "

To the casual observer it may seem that the duties of a

central station engineer begin by lighting a fire in his boiler

and end in sending out current to his customers ; with the

occasional use of the oil can on rods, levers, andbearings.

Certainly to the uninitiated visitor to an electricity works

these operations seemto be the principal aim of the men on

duty. The chief engineer may have been partly responsible

for this impression when he carelessly remarks “ we put

some coal in at one end and send electricity out at the other ;

a few drops of oil make things go smoothly, quite simple you

Just as there are moments when a policeman's life is not a

happy one, so there are times when the apparently serune

chiefhas bis trials, and he is wise who has prepared himself,

as far as possible, by every means in his power to meet all

contingencies. To successfully supervise an electricity works

one must be rich in resource and quick in cases of

emergency .

A few handy tools or appliances in convenient and

recognised places often save a lot of time and trouble. The

ability to put things straight quickly when they have gone

crooked is great, but the gift of " looking ahead ” for causes

which maydevelop into serious faults and cause disaster is

much greater. Frequent testing of machinery and mains,

examinations of engines and boilers, are all done with this

primary object in view . The caulking of a boiler stay or

seam , the tightening of a “ big end,” the adjustment of a

piston or valve, the overhauling of a dynamo, the inspection

of switch gear and connections, are each as necessary as the

dropping of the oil in the aforesaid bearing.

It issometimes very convenient to be able to make

D

66

• Scientific American,
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substantial temporary connections at the switchboard

promptly, and these connections can be utilised for a variety

of purposes, for instance, an engine may get on the dead

centre ; a little current turned into the generator would

materially assist in getting over the difficulty. It may be

advisable to take corrent from the switchboard for many

parposes, and unless some means is provided it becomes &

tedious and hazardous job to connect cable to the terminals

or connections. Nothing can be more convenient than to

attach to each end ofa short length of flexible cable a

dummy switch connection cut from a sheet of copper.

This switch blade should have a projection to which an

insulated handle could be fixed, and a second projection

placed at right- angles to handle, to which the flexible cable

is securely soldered.

The switch blade should be the same thickness as the real

one, otherwise the jaws of the switch would be spread and

the good contact of the switch destroyed . It is not

difficult to see that a few of these devices will readily find a

use . Some should have switch blades at each end, while

others might have only one end so provided, the other being

adapt : d to connect to the binding screw of a measuring

instrument or similar device.

Oar old friend the water rheostat is almost too well known

to need mention. It is nearly as handy as a screwdriver or

& pair of pliers, and will serve almost any purpose. For

testing purposes it is invaluable. It is mostuseful used as a

regulator when charging accumulators or testing arc lamps,

shunting circuit breakers, op rating motors for temporary

purposes or supplying a load for dynamo and motor testing,

temporary loads for synchronising, and many similar uses.

If, for example, it were desirable to rotate one of the

machines as a motor,if the main switches consisted of two

single -pole switches as they should, it would be the simplest

matter to bridge one of the switch jaws with the rheostat by

means of a pair of flexible connections as above described.

The current could be varied at pleasure by manipulating the

rheortst . Indeed, without this device or its equivalent the

operation would be impossible .

An oil barrel, after cleansing , forms & cheap and con

venient vessel in which to placethe plates andliquid . . A
metal plate fixed to the bottom of the barrel, and a similar

plate suspended in the barrel forms the simplest arrangement.

From each of these plates must be taken a cable, that from

the fixed plate may pass through the bottom of the barrel

a suitable watertight joint being made to prevent leakage of

the liquid . The suspended plate should be hoog by the con

ductor, so that in case of a fracture the circuit would be auto

matically broken and all danger of a short circuit removed .

As an additional safeguard two strips of insulating material

about one inch in thicknessshouldbe placed permanently on

the top side of the fixed plate. This would prevent the

plates touching should the suspending conductor be slackened

out too much by accident. It is well to have this apparatus

placed outside, as the boiling and bubbling causes offensive

fu nes. It is easy to lead the suspending cable over palleys

to a convenient spot, preferably near the switchboard, when

& small aro lamp winch can be utilised for raising or lowering

the plate as required. A little sulphuric acid added to the

water lowers its resistance and allows more carrent to pass.

The exact amount of acidulation is best determined experi

mentally.

A rheostat constructed on these general lines will be found

very useful and will facilitate many operations, which

without such a device would be laborious and unsatisfactory.

when the crank is off the centre and the cylinder is warm ;

the fly -wheel will carry the crank past the next centre and

movement will continue. Not sowith the gas engine. In

its smaller sizes it is easy to start when in order, because the

attendant can pull the fly -wheel round sufficiently to secure

& first explosion, or even help it to the second explosion.

But a man unaided is not able to start a gas engine of even

moderate power. Gas engine makers have overcome this

difficulty by the use of starting devices. These are various,

ranging fron a store of compreseed air pumped up by

the engine itself on previousruns, or a hand -pumping device to

fill the cylinder andexploding by the timing valve, to various

other contrivances more or less simple, and suitable for

engines of moderate dimensions . But for large engines

there is good reason to doubt the convenience and desirable

ness of these self-starters, especially of that order wbich

depends upon a stored pressure of air pumped up by the last

ran of the engine. It seems to the writer that gas engine

makers have striven too much after originality, and rather

neglected well established and sound precedent. Until a com

paratively recent date, factory engines were never provided

with any kind of starting or moving gear, other than the

ordinary rack and bar. Engines in pairs were, of course,

Belf -starting, in so far as they were as a rule arranged with

cranks at 90 °, an old fashioned arrangement , by the way,

which has ceased to secure universal approbation , more

especially with compound engines, in the steam distribution

of which, the 90 ° arrangement is apt to introduce an an

desirable element. With the introduction of rope gearing,

however, and the growth of the average pair of engines

from 500 to 1,000 or 1,200 I.H.P., the old barring arrange

ment ceased to bepracticable.
If only to facilitate the putting on of the ropes when the

engines were first started or of new ropes as required, some

more pɔwerful means of revolving an engine slowly became

necessary, and this was found in the small barring engine, a

little pair of engines as a rule which were so arranged ,to

gear into an internal toothed ring within the rim of the

large rope -dram , that, when the main engines began to run

with their own cylinders, the little engine was automatically

thrown out of gear by the over -running of the large wheel.

Every maker of large steam engines applies these small

engines, and a large pair of engines is not considered com

plete without its small barring engine. Here is the complete

precedent for the starting of the large powered gas engine.

A gas engine, very small compared withthe size of the main

engine, will be of ample power to turn the large engine

slowly round so as to draw in and compress its charge of

gas and air and give the first explosion. Such small

engines do not even require to be of a particularly econo

mical type. They are required to be themselves set

in motion by hand, and to render this easier, the com

pression may be kept moderate and less dilute mixtures of

gas and air be employed. A ran of a minute or two is all

that is required to turn the main engine to the ignition

point. It is not even always necessary that the starting

engine should be able to exerta power sufficient to compress

the charge in the main cylinder, for the main engine, once

set revolving, will have a store of fly -wheel energyto assist

this if gas admission be delayed, and the exhaust be kept

open until the fly -wbeel has acquired its maximum desired

starting velocity . This system of starting has the advantage

that the fly -wheel being in motion the stress upon the crank

and other parts will not be so severe as when& first

powerful explosion operates upon a piston at rest. For this

reason it is well that the starting engine should not be

unnecessarily small . The more quickly it is able to revolve

themain engine the less will be the stresses pat upon this.

As with its prototype, the steam barring engine, sothe gas

starter maybe arranged to throw out of gearwhen the main

engine accelerates under its own energy, and the throwing:

out gearmay be coupled with a shut off valve to stop the

gas supply, so that the little engine ceases to move as soon as

it has fulfilled its duty.

Ina central station with numerous engines in line, an

obvious method of starting is by a shaftextending the length

of the line of engines, and operated by an electricmotor or å

small gas engine, or an engine maybe started by its own

dynamo, which supposes, however, a source of electricity,

In single engines and onordinary work ,thesmall gas engine

seems to present itself as the most satisfactory method to

8

STARTERS FOR GAS ENGINES.

By W. E. BOOTH .

THE gas engine, though a more efficient machine than the

steam engine, has yet many countervailing disadvantages,

which have been a great hindrance to its progress and

popularity. Some of these are perhaps inherent to its

principle; others are not. One of the difficulties with a gas

engine is that of starting. A steam engine will usually start
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in their arrangement. These springs are so arranged that

they are rightand left handed, and have a range of from

1 } inches to 2 inches for compression. When the lamp is

adopt. Wherepoor gas is employed, and mis -fires are likely

to occur at starting, the use ofa starter of the stored pressure

type might prove exceedingly inconvenient should the store

ofair be ased before a startwere effected . With the barring

engine the main engine can be simply kept moving until a

fair start is secured . Failures to start may occur, with

starting systems involving & pressure in the cylinder, by

leakage past the piston. This is not likely to occur with.

a continuously revolving engine, as the loss of pressure is but

slow though sufficient to render ineffectual all attempts to

start an engine from rest .

Up to the present, gas engines have been chieflyemployed in

their larger sizes for producing electric current. Their

initial duty is simply the acceleration of the fly -wheel ;

further duty only comes upon them after they are runding.

Put to perform all thework that is now performed by steam

engines, other difficulties, bitherto not encountered, would be

met with , notably, the necessity if roped direct to line shafte,

of starting under an almost full load . The piece-workers of

textile factories put the belts upon the fast pulley of the

machines almo: t at once , and a steam engine has to start

against a very large resistance. It seems probable that the

future large gas engine for this class of work will require to

be slip -coupled either to its driving palley or by means of

friction couplings on the driven pulleys so as to permit of

speed being attained before resistance is put in. Possibly

before this necessity arises all our factories will be electrically

driven, as they should be, from distant sources.

O

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF HOISTING GEAR AND CONTACTS.

hoisted into place the springs rub upon the plain surfaces of

the concentric brass rings on the head of the lamp and rub

in opposite directions, thus ensuring good contact.

HOISTING GEAR FOR STREET LAMPS.

A SOMEWHAT interesting arrangement has been devised by

Messrs . W. J. Davy andG. Thomas Davies, for loweringand

raising street arc lamps. Primarily it consists of a winch

placed in the base of alamp-post, which can be operated by

means of a handle without opening the door of the lamp

column .

Some 10 months ago an arc lamp, post and gear, fitted

with this hoisting arrangement, was supplied to the Bath

Corporation, and although it was the first of its kind, it has,

we believe, worked without a hitch, and the contacts are as

7777
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A B

R , Guide rollers ; A, Plan of contact springs; B Plan of contacts.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WINCH AND HANDLE .

good, electrically and mechanically, as when first supplied.

Themeans of making electrical connection are shownin the

detail drawings. Two discs of porcelain or stoneware are

separately mounted, the one on the top of the lamp, and the

other inside the hood of the post. Upon these discs are

fixed two insulated concentric rings of brass. The disc on

the lamp has rings with plain surfaces, and they are con

nected to the terminals inside the lamp. The disc in the

hood carries rings, to which are fixed a number of phosphor

bronze helical springs, similar to a multi -threaded screw ,

ARO LAMP AND POST FITTED WITH HOISTING GEAR .

a

The lamp is guided centrally, first by the flexible steel

rope passing between suitable guides centrally between the

discs of porcelain, and, secondly, the head of the lamp rides
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THE COST OF GENERATION AND DISTRI

BUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

between hard wood blocks in the hood, so arranged that the

lamp remainsin a fairly rigid position when in place. Even

in a heavy gale the contacts are stated to showno sparking,

and the surfaces are as smooth as glass. The cables pass

around the bracket tube beneath the wire rope rollers, and

are then fixed to their respective terminal sockets on the

concentric brass rings. The Bath lamp- post wasfittedwith

transformer, switches, and fuses, and worked off & 2,000

volts primary circuit to 50 volts on the secondary.

The winch is designed with a tail on the pawl spindle,

and the bandle has a loose sleeve. This sleeve ' has å

notoh in its end which can engage the tail on the pawl

spindle. The vent-hole in the postjast allows the

handle to pass into the winch chamber. When the handle

is shipped upon the spindle of the winch barrel, the small

handle is pushed in to engage the tail, and by turning the

handle slightly, the pawl is thrown out, and the lamp may

then be lowered . It is impossible for anyone to lower the

lamp with an ordinary handle without opening the door.

(Continued from page 482.)

We now come to what Mr. Hammond has made the main

subject of his paper, viz., the summarising and analysing of

theworks' costs andcosts of management of all the existing

electric sopply undertakings which are operating under the

Electric Lighting Acts, and the deductions which may be

made from thegreat mass of statistics which have been

tabulated. Tables are published of the costs per unit sold for

each ondertaking from1890, or from the time of starting if

later than that date, down to 1896 and, in some cases, 1897 ;

other tables show for each item of the costs the order of

merit of these undertakings for the years 1894 to 1896

inclusive, and also the record costs for the same three years

in stations of various outputs ; and, finally, there are tables

giving the load factor and the proportion of the Doits

generated which were sold , used on the works or in dis

tribution. These tables contain a very large amount of use

ful information, and from them the author of the paper
makes various deductions, referring in turn to each of the

factors which are of importance as affecting the cost of pro

duction, and discussing the probabilities of reaching costs as

low as those which result from combioing in one works the

record costs obtained for each item in any of the ander.

takings, or as the ideal costs given by Mr. Crompton in his

THE PRECISE COMPARISON OF VERY

SMALL RESISTANCES.

1894 paper.

AMETHOD of measuring very small resistances, devised by

Messrs. Alfred E. Muller and Herman Wallau , is described

by Mr. 8. Sheldon in a recent number of the Electrical

World . The method is as follows :

The unknown resistance, x,which may be assumed to be

supplied with branch potential points ab, is connected by

heavy conductors in series with astandard branch resistance,

R , of the Reichsanstalt pattern having potential points, c d .

From the two free terminals, T T', of these resistances are

shunted two 10,000 ohm resistance boxes, s P, adjusted to the

same normal temperature and wound with wire of the same

or negligible temperature coefficient,and connected in series.

From the point of connection, e, between the two boxes

connection is made to one terminal of the galvanometer,g,

the other terminal being connected successively with the

S Р
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In discus- ing the conditions which tend to produce low

costs, Mr. Hammond gives to output the credit of being the

most important factor in the reduction of the cost per unit,

and assigns the second place only to load factor, stating as

bis reason that without a good output the most favourable

load factor is useless. In this we are quite unable to agree

with him, and, although we fully recognise the advantages

of baving a large_output, we think that the tables

published by Mr. Hammond show clearly that he has

overestimated these advantages ; and that if a good load

factor needs the help of a large output, this latter is even

more in need of the good load factor, if we are ever to

approach the ideal figures mentioned in the paper. It is
quite true that an examination of the figures for successive

years of any individual undertaking shows that, almost

without exception, an increased ontput has been accompanied

by a lower cost ; but it by no means follows that the increase

of output is of itself the prime cause of this reduction, as

during the early years of any new undertakings we may
reasonably expect that improvements in the plantand in the

methods of working will continually be made. To take an
example from the costs quoted by Mr. Hammond, we find

that the output of the Westminster Company in 1893 was

1,704,615 units, and in 1897 it had increased to 4,355,781

units,and that in this latter year the works' cost per unit was

only 57 per cent., and the total cost 634 per cent of the

corresponding costs in the earlier year. We also find that

the output of the Edinburgh works in 1896 was 1,721,557

units, or practically the same as the Westminster 1893

output; but can we expect that if this output is increased to

Bay 44 million units there will be a similar percentage

redaction in the costs ? If so, we sball bave to congratulate
the management on having arrived at & works' costof .36 1.

and a total cost of .72d. per unit, which seems too good to
and we think it is fairer to assume that the

Edinburgh works, which started some four years later than

those at Westminster,havebenefited by the experience gained

during that time, and were able therefore to start with coets

much nearer the ultimate minimum than was the case with

the older undertaking.

An examination of the tables shows also that mapy
works

with comparativelysmall outputs hold a very good place in

the order of merit; and thatif we take the averageof the

costs of all works for every year in which their output has

been more than a 1,000,000 unity, these average costs are not

very high up in the order of merit . The actual figures are,

for fuel •882d . , for oil , &c . , ' 155d ., for wages •560d ., for

repairs •410d., for works' costs 2.007d . , and for total cost

2-876 .; or excluding from the list the works asing the

alternating current system , we get, for fuel, .676d., for oil,

& c., '118d ., for wages •505d., for repairs •382d., for works'

costs 1.681d., and for total cost 2.522d .

be true ;

potential points a , b, c and d. At the ontset all the plugs

are removed fromthe box s, and all are in place in the box P.

After connecting T and T' with a source of heavy current,

plugs are transferred from one box to the corresponding

holes in the other box ( this keeps the total resistancein the

Lwo boxes constant) until no deflection is observed in the

galvanometer. This operation is repeated for each of the

potential points a , b , c and d . Representing the resistancesd

in the box s, on the occasion of each of these balances by

Sa, sb, sc, and sd, respectively, we have the following

expression for the value of the unknown resistance :

Sa Si

Sc Sa

This method serves also to determine the resistance of a

storage cell when the terminals , T and T ', are connected to a

source of alternating currents, and when a telephone is

substituted for the galvanom eter. It is probable that by

employing an electro-dynamometer instead of the galvano

meter, whose fixed coil was connected to the main circuit

before it reached the terminal T , according to the method

recently advocated by Prof. Rowland , the resistance of an

accumulator could bedetermined with extreme accuracy.

X = R.
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One point which strikes as as especially worthy of notice

in comparing the costs per unit sold of any one undertaking

in successiveyears, is that, although in mostcases substantially

lower costs of fuel, stores and wages are obtained with an

increase of output, the cost of repairs and maintenance shows

no such regular diminution ; and that in the items of rent,

rates, taxesand management, which we have been accustomed

to treat rather as fixed charges and where we should , therefore,

expect the largest decrease, we find that the cost per unit

decreases moreslowly thanthe works' cost,and in many cases

even shows an increase . For example, at Bradford, although

the first seven years' accounts show an increase of output

which is nearly eight-fold , the costs per unit of rent, rates,

taxes and management are respectively •94d. , '61d., .38d.,

•423., -52d. , 76d. and 78d. for these seven years ; and at

Glasgow, with a five-fold increase from 1892 to 1896, the

costs of these items for the five years are respectively •84d.,

•71d. , .781., •82d . and .600 . With companies we find a

similar state of affairs, as the City of London Company with

a ten - fold increase of output in five years has actually
increased the cost of these items from .97d. in the firet to

1 :50d. in the fifth year ; the Metropolitan Company, whilst

increasing its output from 11 to 4 million units, has spent

the same amount per unit on these items in the first andlast

years ander consideration ; the St. James's Company spent

1:17d. per anit when their output was 1,000,000 units, and

-92d. per unit with an output of 3,000,000 ; and the

Westminster Company, who spent 1.990. per unit in its first

year with an output of 600,000 units, steadily reduced this

to •80d . in its fifth year with an output of 2,800,000 units,

bat increased it to -85d. in its sixth year, and to .90d. in its

seventh year with an output of over 4,000,000 units.

It would appear , therefore, that mere increase of output,

though havingno doubt a good effect on the costs, does not

influence them to the extent we might expect from Mr.

Hammond's statement ; and this is especially the case in

those items that are frequently spokenof as fixed charges.

If we now consider the effect of an improved load factor,

we find that Mr. Hammond gives a table showing the re

duction of costs that might be expected at Bristol, if those

works were blessed with a load factor of 50 per cent. instead

of the 12.99 per cent, which was the load factor for 1896.

From this table we find that he estimates that with the same

maximum demand in both cases, the four-fold increase of the

load factor would reduce the total costs from 2.50d. to 1.000.,

a reduction of 60 per cent. ; bat in the table of costs of;

various undertakingsin successive years welook in vain for

any instance of a similar reduction due to a four-fold increase

of outpat, except in the case of the comparison of an

abnormal first year's working with that of a subsequent
year. It may, of course , be said that Bristol is a favourable

case for a considerable redaction, as an improved load factor

would naturally have a greater effect on an alternating car

rent transformer system than on a direct current system ,

owing to the importance of the transformer losses at low

load factors, and also because the 1896 consumption at

Bristol of 16 lbs. of fuel perunit sold would appear to offer
a considerable margin for reduction .

Even if this be so, and the reduction of cost estimated by

Mr. Hammond for this particular case be larger than could

be effected in other works, a consideration of the conditions

ander which a four -fold output is obtained (1 ) by improved

load factor without increase of maximum demand, and (2)

by increased maximum demand without change of load

factor, will at once show that the reduction of cost in the

former case should be immensely greater than in the latter.

In the first case the increased efficiency of the plant owing

to the better average load and the relatively smaller stand-by

losses in the boilers will make a considerable reduction in

the coal bill ; whereas in the second case the larger output

will not make much difference in the average output of the

machines, and as the number of boilers under steam at the

time of maximum load will be increased in proportion to the

demand, the stand -by losses will practically still bear the

same proportion as before to the total fuel consumption.

Again, inthe first case, as there would be no increase in the

number of boilers or machines to tend at the time of maxi

mam demand, it would be unnecessaryto increase the number

of men in the heavy shift, and any increase in the wages

bill will be due chiefly to the small increase in the number

of men that may be necessary in the day time; whereas in

the second case, at the time of maximum demand, boilers

and machines of four times the output will be at work, and

at all hours of the day the number of boilers and machines

in service will be increased in much the same proportion ,80

that the labour bill will be considerably augmented. The

difference in the charges for repairs and management may

not be very great in the two cases, but the balance would,

we consider, be in favour of the good load factor; but the

second case must certainly be debited with heavier charges

for rent, rates andtaxes, owing to the greater space oconpied
by the plant. Although it is not included by Mr. Hammond

in his consideration of the question, one of the most impor
tant differences between thetwo cases would be that due to

the items for interest and redemption ; as, in the second

case, the capital expenditure would have increased in pro

portion to the output, whereas in the first it would have

remained practically stationary.

With regard to the third factor which t.nds to reduce

costs, viz., reliability of plant, we agree with Mr. Hammond

that too much stress cannot be laid on its importance, not

only on account of the lower costs of repairs and main

tenance which naturally result therefrom , but also because

immanity from breakdowns and interruptions of service is

absolutely essential to the success of any undertaking which

depends on extending the use of electrical energy . This is

80important, in ouropinion, that we should always be pre

paredto sacrifice something in efficiency, if to obtain this

latter it was necessary to diminish in the slightest degree the

reliability of the plant; and we consider that any extra

expenditure that may be necessary to ensure that spare boilers

and generating plant shall always be ready at a moment's

notice to be put into service is always justifiable, although it

may make the cost per unit sold somewhat bigher.

Mr. Hammond next refers to the engineer factor which

has undoubtedly a very great influence onthe cost of produc

tion , as a great deal of the reduction of costs shown in the

tables in this paper is, in our opinion, due to the care and

attention bestowed by the engineers on the details of th

working of the plant under their care. It would be most

interesting and instructive if we could get to know how much

of the reduction of costs, attributed by Mr. Hammond to

increased output, is really due to that cause, and how much

should be credited to the engineer factor; and we hope that

some of the engineers of central stations will be ablein the

course of the discussion to give uspractical information con

cerning the methods of working which they have found most

helpful to the reduction of costs, and tell us to what extent

they have been able to reduce some of the losses which exist

in all stations.

( To be continued .)

a

ELECTRIC HAULAGE ON RAILWAYS AND

TRAMWAYS.

By W. H. BOOTH .

SURELY, if slowly , electric traction is making headway in

this very backward country. New tramways are rarely pro
posed, says the Practical Engineer, which are not intended to

employ mechanical traction in some form , but as our con
temporary remarks, engineers are looking to the conversion

of existing horse tramways for a large amount of future

work, and are endeavouring to secureconcessions for such

undertakings, but local authorities are often proving difficult

to deal with, being apt to take an exaggerated view of their

position , and to refuse to entertain proposals which must be

to their benefit for fear someone will make a profit. The

city of Bristol is quoted as an instance, having now on hand

a controversy with the tramway company. Corporation

officials have compiled figures which show a working expense

per car mile veryconsiderably below that of horse traction ;

electric traction being 5 d .as against 9d. for horse trac

tion. Electric traction is thus practicable, economical, and

undoubtedly convenient.

The Practical Engineer, however, rather looks to the

heavy equipment work of railways as affording the principal

work for engineers as soon as, or before, all the tramways

have been converted .
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We do not ourselves look forward to the speedy ousting

of the steam locomotive from main line work, but for short

railways like the overhead line at Liverpool, electricity must

come quickly. The Baltimore and Ohio tunnel is proof of
the entire possibility of heavy work being done, while the

bad condition of our own Underground seems topoint to the

speedy necessity of an electrical equipment, if only to save it

'from the bankruptcy so long courted.

Locomotive expenses onthe Liverpool overhead line ara

stated to be under 32d. per mile, as compared with 60. to

6.d. on ordinary railways, and 11d. on the Underground.

Metropolitan locomotives weigh 46 tocs 12cwt., the follow

ing train weighs 90 tons. The borse-power is 380 onthe

level at 25 miles per hour, and to attain to a speed of 15

miles per hour, requires 30 seconds. There are 14 trains

circulating on the 13 miles of the inner circle ; seven trains

on each line at 10 minutes intervals. A seven minutes' elec

trical service, with a seven minutes' interval only, is estimated

to cost £350,000. If all this be looked on as new capital,

its cost at 4 per cent. will be £14,000 annually, or, say, £40

a day. With 14 trains now making the 13 miles circle, the

present daily train mileage of circle trains only is about

2,500. This does not include the extra trains to Gloucester

Road and Kensington, &c. At a saving of 3d . per mile, the
daily saving would be thas over £30,and would still leave

81. per train mile for further reduction to the Liverpool

figure of 3d. It is thus quite possible in locomotive expenses

only to save all the interest on new capital, and we can

scarcely doubt that the increase in receipts would be

sufficient to pay a very satisfactory sum towards sinking fund

and dividends.

Mr. Fox's proposal to use motor trains of the Liverpool

type) for the circle working and electrical locomotives

( South London system ) for trains coming in from outside

seem reasonable and good. Considering what has been

accomplished in America, it seems to us that Mr. Bell , of the

Underground, is rather begging the question in raising so

many objections and difficulties, and talking of the question
to be solved being to provide sufficient electrical energy

where required to do the duty demanded of it. We presume

that when Mr. Bell wishes a train to start from the Mansion

House,be provides a locomotive as a persuader, and another
locomotive if a second train has to start at the same time

from Blackfriars. ' If he wants to start electrical trains from

anywhere, he will have to provide electrical energy to do so ,

as all other electrical railways have done. Therewould then

be nothing to preventthesetrains from moving, which seems

to be the burden of his song to the shareholders. We do not

think Mr. Bell need havetroubled to go several times to

America before being able to conclude that electricity would

solve the ventilation question . If any journey to America

were necessary, surely one by an engineer, and not by a

managing director, would bave sufficed .

What a shockingly poor opinion of his shareholders Mr.

Bell seems to possess if his statements to the Parliamentary
Committee and to his sbareholders are correctly reported.

The question of electrical traction is being looked at far too

narrowly and with an ultra cautiousness . Americans have

found that convenience, cleanliness, and rapidity of service

and acceleration have made things pay. The same advan

tages would equally pay in England, if our railway managers

understood their business.

their bearings accurately gauged . The re-opening of the

telephone question at this stage is the result partially of

public discontint, of which some is real, but much is unreal,

because formed upon interested or incorrect information. We

may take as an example the comments of our contemporary the

Economist, which in its last week's issue stated that the
telephone subscription in Berlin is £2 10s. per annum .

There can be no possible doubt of the desire of our contem

porary to improve the position of London business men, or

of its apxiety to do so by the fairest possible statement of

the facts. We should have regarded these figures as a mis

print had we not ourselves received a statement in which

they appear with , however, the qualification that there is a

further charge for every call made. We have heard of

instances in one of the cheaply telephoned " countries of
the Continent where a subscribir pays as much as £ 80 for

one year's use of the telephone, although the subscription, as

quotedby our contemporary, would be given as about

£3. Telephone rates, like everything else, must be

considered in the aggregate, and so considered, English

rates are not excessive. Relying, again, on figures at hand

in the Glasgow Report (p. 11) , the Commissioner states that

Mr. Gaine proved the cost of each message in Glasgow to be

•57d ., or practically one halfpendy per message. In our
report of the Glasgow inquiry, we showed from
the evidence of several subscribers that the rate of

subscription is not the cause of serious complaint. There

was evidence there, and there is evidence in general that a
good service is highly appreciated and willingly paid for.

The reduction of rates, if it can be done upon a commercially

sound basis , should be strenuously striven for ; but the evi
dence as to its practicability is of the most flimsy character,

and weare glad to note that Mr. Hanbury, although bearing

in mind the advantages resulting from an extension of tele

phone service amongst small traders, did not in general hold

out any useless hopes of reduction of rates, so as to imply a

less payment by subscribers in the aggregate. Another con
sideration which needs to be borne in mind, is the mistake of

drawing too wide conclusions from limited evidence. Mr.

Hanbury recognises this by saying: “ In a good many

parts of the country there is not, so far as I know,

very great complaint; but in several large towns,

in Glasgow, and even the metropolis itself, complaints

have been made of inefficient service, and in the case of

Glasgow that complaint has been proved to be true by

our own Commissioner."

It would have been fair to add the qualification made

by the Commissioner, that the inefficiency was due to the

dog -in -the-manger policy of the Corporation, although we
cannot ourselves consider his qualification to explain the
entire cause . We should be rather disposed to inquire in

what respect the Glasgow system differs from that in use

in other parts of the country, or why it is related by one

witness that he used the telephone in Liverpool and New

Zealand, and experienced none of the difficulties that

existed in Glasgow .

In the words of the Commissioner: “ The method of

working the system at the exchange office is known as
the call wire .' It may be assumed that in intro

ducing this system in Glasgow the Telephone Company

were desirous of giving what they regarded as the best

system for the purpose, but we are justified in recalling our

own criticisms on the system , when the present electrical

adviser of the Corporation proposed its introduction into
London .

The persistent efforts which were made to set aside our
conclusions will be in the recollection of some of our

readers. We were informed with a view to a settlement of

the prolonged controversy that the National Telephone

Company had decided to introduce the system in Glasgow ,

and we remarked that we regarded its introduction there as

an experiment, the success of which we should be glad

to chronicle. It is impossible to read the evidence

and report without observing the extent to wbich the

adoption of this system is responsible for much

of the discontent and many of the complaints, although

points were not emphasised by the electrical experts on

either side. The Commissioner says : “ If a number of

people are impatient and all bawl through the call wire at

once, great confusion and annoyance may be caused to the

operator. But this need not exist if people deal with it in a

79

THE TELEPHONE SITUATION .

The discussion in the House of Commons on Friday evening

last, and the decision expressed by Mr. Hanbury, were

both based apparently upon the impression that some

thing must be done,” which is very satisfactory, pro

vided that the " something ” is the right thing, and does

not result from the anxiety to do the wrong thing rather

than nothing at all. The appointment of another Select

Committee, though open to the suggestion of a further

shelving of responsibility, may, nevertheless , be regarded as

a fairlysatisfactory measure. It will avoid action in baste,

and provide a tribunal before which facts may be laid, and

. The brackcted remarks are not Mr. Fox's.
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another system , and as soon as the license expired, would be

ableto bring it into operation ."

“ By the chairman) : Or before ? -Or before, if necessary.

If the company was unreasonable ? -Yes."

If Mr. Hanbury's statement be read in the light of this

answer, its bearing will be apparent, and much of the perdi
cious nonsense wbich is talked and written about the relation

ship of the National Telephone Company and the Post

Office will be seen to have no foundation . It is readily

admitted by the most prominent agitators, that a Telephone

Exchange system is at the very least a commercial necessity.

By whom has this been demonstrated so far as the United

Kingdom is concerned ? By the adventurous men who

embarked their capital and skill in the enterprise and
obtained a charter of limited duration . The National

Telephone Company are their successors in the direct

line , and they are entitled to consideration for their

acumen and the just reward for their venture. Their

work is one which will b3 undertaken by the Post Office on

the expiry of their license, and may be acquired earlier.

The terms for such acquisition can best be settled to the

advantage of the country by the high contractiog parties .

Meddlesome interference by others can only end in loss, and

may produce disaster. Lot Mr. Hanbury bear this in mind,

and the promised Select Committee may be useful.&

CORRESPONDENCE .

Supply Current for Electro -Plating.

Probably the simplest method and cheapest apparatus to

construct to reduce the supply pressure would be to use &

resistance of steel wire spirals . The objection to this is the

businesslike way and give place to each other . " This

argument was used in our columns by advocates of the

system ,and the undesirability of relying upon it pointed

out. The imperfections of the system had their bearing

apon the result of the inquiry, though the Corporation

in its desire to extend their municipal functionsand, as

they suppose , improve the communications of the in

habitante, would doubtless, under any circumstances, have

made an effort to obtain municipal powers. It will be for

the Select Committee in futuro to determine whether it is

fair that competition should be allowed to take place," and

“ whether the municipalities are the best form of com .

petition." It would not have seemed to us out of place if

these points had been preceded by one other, and

that is, whether any competition is desirable. It is

of more importance than the question of fairness .

Existing agreements provide for competition either

by companies or the Post Office. The introduction

of a municipality in the place of the other defined com

petitors is not initself unfair, but might readily become so if

the municipality adopted the methods of the Glasgow Cor

poration, who seek to fetter its competitor by its municipal

powers, whilst competing with it by the use of public funds.

Neither the British public nor the British Parliament will,

we think, permit one combatant to have the use of a mailed

fist whilst the other combatant has his arms pinioned behind
his back . It is sought by various specious means to

discredit the Telephone Company, to saggest that its

own proceedings jāstify otherwise adjustifiable methods.

Reference is made to the maintenance of the monopoly by

the parchase of competitors. The purchase of many of the

undertakings referred to in the debate was nothing more

than an amalgamation of family interests amongstwhom

there was no competition at all. The amalgamation was

avowedly undertaken with a view to have the strength of a

bandle rather than the weakness of a series of sticks. The

only important extinction of a competitor in recent years was

thepurchase of the New Telephone Company.

Since we protested vigorously against the Treasury

minute which made it possible to the new company to

reap a harvest practically without sowing any seed ; since

we foretold theresult which actually took place , we may

recall our observations to the effect that thebenefits would

be greater ander & monopoly than through competition.

We have no hesitation insaying that by acting in self

defence, so as to exclude competition,the Telephone Company

has acted in the best interests of telephone subscribers.

Competition by the Post Office occupies a different category

to any other. The Post Office bas - what no municipality

has, or, apparently, can get — the skill to do the work, and the

right to undertake it. Such right has been reserved

generally, and has been promised to be exercised specific
ally in cases of inefficient service. The case for the

municipalitiesis probably understood by Mr. Benn as well as

anybody. In his examination of Mr. Preece before the Select

Committee of 1895, it was apparent that he was under the

impression that a series of municipal plants would be of help

to the Post Office in 1911. We hold it to be not so much a

matter of doubt, but almost a certainty, that the reverse

would be the case. The country would have to pay for the

mistakes of localities, and the localities would have suffered

serious inconvenience in themeantime. Competition by the

Post Office itself, though to be regretted , may be necessary ,

and the circumstances under which it may become necessary,

were clearly defined by Mr. Lamb before the samecommittee

in biscanswer to Sir Charles Cameron's question, No. 5,261 :

“ Of course, I do not know what may bappen at that time

(1911) , but I should say the reasonable thing to happen

would be this : that at a given date which would give the

Post Office sufficient timeto supply asystem of its ownin

the event of the negotiations falling through, the Post Office

would approach the National Telephone Company, and say :

What is your price for your plant ?' It would ascertain by

examination whether it was in a fair condition, and if the

National Telephone Company were reasonable, the Post

Office would pay a reasonable price, and in my opinion,

wouldbe supported bypublic opinion in doing it. If, on

the other hand, the National Telephone Company feeling

secure, and thinking the Post Office could not supply itself in

other way , held out for unreasonable terms, the Post

Office would immediately proceed to supply itself with
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Fig . 1. FIG . 2.

great waste in resistance heating, but perhaps this might be

arranged, and serve the purpose of heating the room or

adjacent room . Connect them as followe, fig . 1 :

Make A, B of 7.53 ohms value,

and C, D of • 14 of wire capable of carrying

15 amperes without undue heating.

99
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K2VOLTS

44
15 AMPS.

FIG . 3.

Connect B to c to warm the room ,

B to E to warm the room and electro - plate at same

time.

The most economical method in working would be to

employ a small continuous corrent transformer, which might

be made on the lines of horse -shoe magnet and shuttle arma

ture series machine, fig. 2 , with four-part and eight-part

commutatorg.

any
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Let motor run between 2,000 and 3,000 revolutiona per

minute. Put in on one side (supply side) about 35 volte,

2 amperes, and take out about 2 volts, 15 amperes, fig. 8.

Lose about 10 volts in magnet and 7 or soin armature. Wind

about i lb. of No. 22 on magnet, and { lb. of No. 24 on

armature for primary, and | lb. of No. 18 on armature for

secondary. Make a resistance to carry 2 amperes and of

about 40 ohms, more or less according to voltage motor

gives.

Of course, a secondary battery of 113 volts might be

placed in opposition to 115 volts, but if a battery is available,

it would be certainly used direct.

N. C. Woodin.

P.S. I don't think it is practicable to make such a small

motor to work much above 30 volts, or even less than 2 x 80,

or 160 watts would be wasted in dead resistance, whereas in

previous method 1,695 watts or over 2 horse-power would be
wasted .

that a knot is a velocity, have always preferred to use “ N.M.,"
or “ naut. " in abbreviation for “ nautical mile . "

It appears to me that any importance that may be attached

to sucha matter applies more in particular to printed pub

lications and especially text books.*

Presumably Mr. Little's remarks are mainly intended for

the benefit of the student class and for academic circles ; he

surely does not aspire to make a fally equipped “ cable "

engineer change bis method of expression !

Though it is improbable that the mis -use of the term

“ knot," asa measureof length, has ever given rise to confusion

or actual misunderstanding, most of us will fully realise that

all misapplications of terms are undesirable , if only on

account of the future generation and for purposes of clear

insight.

Considering that a knot signifies one nautical mile per

hour, “ knots per hour” is, of course , not only redundant“

but ridiculous. Nevertheless, it is an expression which is

ased every day — just as “ knots” are for length — by many

past-masters in matters nautical who do not, I presume,

happen to have come at close quarters with the subject.

I am sorry that Mr. Little has marshalled forth some of

the literature on the subject, for I fear it may only have the

effect of extending a discussion — with doubtful profit - by a

shower of quotations from Raper, Norie, Bedford, and other

authorities .

Charles Bright,

Your correspondent, Mr. R. T. Dick , is evidently under

the delusion that he is inviting the consideration of engi

neers. to an original problem ; I may, therefore, state for

his benefit, and for that of the “ others " he mentions, that

his difficulty could in all probability be solved by the con

tractor he employs to wire his premises, certainly by the

borough engineer.

However, as I have a few minutes to spare, and as I expect

he will not hear from very many eminent” engineers, I

beg to offer my humble solution.

For a continuous current supply there are three possible
methods :

1. Have a battery of 55 cells, charge them in series, then

do your plating with them in parallel.

2. Use your 15 amperes at 115 volts and reduce the volt

age by a liquid or wire resistance.

3. Procure a small motor generator, that is, a dynamo

having two windings on the armature, one for 2 volts and

the other for 115. This is by far the best and cheapest,

besides being a continuous process.

You want, say, 15 amperes x 2 volts x 9 hours x 6 days

= 1,620 watt-hours, say the efficiency of your machine were

only75 per cent. (but it would be more), then the watts

required come out 2,160, say, 2 units per week, and the

Brighton charge for power I think is 2d. = 4d. per week .

C. B. Nixon,

As the voltageof the supply mains has to have a drop of

113 volts it is only necessary to put a resistance of 7.5 ohms

in series with the bath and the mains. The resistance of

15 uzs. of German silver wire of No. 18 B.W.G. is equal to

Blasting

An accident occarred at our works on February 24ch last

with electric blasting detonators, 25 of wbich exploded with

violence, injuring one person, named George Joyner, con

tractor for mine sinking, he having to be taken to the

hospital immediately, and there remained in a critical con

dition for three weeks. The detonators exploded with such

violence that all the windows were blown out, and frightfully

injuring the man's breast and hands, also causinghim to

lose his left eye. The cause of the accident was as follows:

The contractor, whose duty it was to test all detonators by

means of a magneto machine designed specially for such

work, before the detonators were sent into the mine for

blasting. He was testing one, which was in a bundle of 25,

the oneander test exploding, and firing the remaining 24,

thecause of which was the abundant heat and force of the

explosion by the one detonator, and the following should be

a caution to all who are entrasted with the testing of electric
detonators :

1. When testing a detonator by means of a magneto

machine, the difference of high and low tension detonators

maet be ascertained before put to test.

2. If the detonator is a high tension one, then do not
test on the magneto .

8. In all cages a low tension tester being a high tension

generator, thereby firing a high tension detonator .

4. Never test a hightension detonator on a low tension

tester, else the result will be serious, due to the high tension

detonator being fired .

5. Never test more than one detonator at a time.

6. Always have the detonator under test away from any

one, and enclosed in an iron box .

7. A low tension detonator is fired by means of a con

tinuous current at a potential difference of about 2 volts, thọ

heating effects of the current causing a thin platinum wire

of high resistance to get incandescent, the wire igniting a

small quantity of fulminate of mercury, thereby causing the

detonator to explode.

8. A high tension detonator is fired by means of an alter

nating current at a potential difference of about 150 volts

from any alternating current source, such as a magneto, the

alternating current forming a small arc which ignites the

fulminateof mercury. If the contractor above mentioned

had not tried to testhigh tension detonators on the magneto,

all would have been right.

J. S. Barnes,

Electrician

[We fail to follow the reasoning of our correspondent.

EDS. ELEC. REV.]

E

R

?ItSM
R, Reel with 7-5 ohms resistance ; E E , Electrodes ; B, Bath ;

SM, Supply mains, 115 volts.

75 ohms. This must be wound on a reel and each turn

must be separated from one another, as per sketch, the reel

to be a gcod insulator, and preferably covered with asbestos

on account of the current heating the coil of wire.

J. S. Barnes.

Knots.

Seeing that the knot question is still vigorous, I should

like - now that it has got away from its original lines — to add

a few remarks in support of the telegraph engineer and

electrician,

I venture to think there are many of us who, recognising

By the way, a speaker, might say " nant ” and yet be reported

knot."

2
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Electric Railways.

I wish to express to you my appreciation of your

“ Editorial,” in your issueof August 6th, 1897, reviewing

my article on “ Electric Railways," in the Western Electrician .

It has been my intention to write you before, but press of

business had driven the matter from
my mind.

It is gratifying to note the large expansion of electrical

railway enterprises abroad , and from our experience on this

side of the water, I think it safe to predict success for con

servatively managed enterprises in this line, not only in

Earope, but throughout the world. The study of the

financial side of electric railroading is a problem, well

worthy the engineer as well as the financier, and our

experience is showing very accurately what to expect and

what not to expect from this class of investments. We have

learned, I think , how far to go in expensive construction and

also the limit in cheap construction. The relation of capital

and interest charges with maintenance cost and revenue

returned, are now pretty carefully worked out and applied in

considering investments.

G. W. Chance .

Philadelphia, Pa., March 21st, 1898.

Now, regarding the latter part — the manner in wbich the

work is carried out; every electric department (corporation )

issues a set of rules for the benefit of the contractor, and if

they only inspected the work while it is being carried out

notwhen it is completed as in some cases — the consumer

would be under no difficulty and have no doubts regarding

the work .

Trade unions and societies have and do exist, and in

several cases have done more to rain their cause and busi

ness generally. Could not a meeting be called at some

central town to discuss the matter so that something could be

done, and a committee formed to fully investigate a matter

which is of interest to the electrical engineer and rate

payer ?

E. L. Liley, Assoc. N. S. Elec. Engineers.

[Oar correspondent expresses himself badly, but his

meaning is fairly clear. We deal folly with the subject in

our leader pages. - Eds. ElEc. Rev.]

a

A Plea for “ Six - Wheelers. "

With reference to your interesting article on " Transporta

tion ,” will you permit meto express a doubt as to whether

the disappearance of the horse necessarily means the possi

bility of our streets accommodating 50 per cent. more vehicles

than at present ? This is often given as one of the advan

tages to be looked forward to in the development of motor

traffic ; but a little consideration will show that the process

of removing the shafts from a vehicle and filling up most of

the interior with propelling apparatus does not leave very

much space for carrying and therefore profit - earning

capacity.

Rather, perhaps, should we expect the succesful motor

vehicle to be at least as long as a horse and van taken

together, with six wheels instead of four - namely, central

driving wheels and leading and trailing wheels acting as

Eteerers. This arrangement, while providing ample length

and accommodation, gives a steering length only half of the

actual wheel base.

It is to b : regretted, however, that so far makers of self

propelled vehicles have looked to the cart rather than to the
locomotive for their inspiration.

In regard to electric vehicles, a further point suggests

itself in the theoretical possibility of utilising the descent

down a bill as a means of replenishing the charge in the

cells, but it is unnecessary to dwell upon the great economy

that may be looked for in this direction, if certain practical

difficulties can be overcome.

Alfred J. Allen,

London Institution, April 4th, 1898 .

Corporation Wiring and Fittings Departments y. Private

Wiring and Fitting Firms.

Under the above heading, and with respect to the case of

the Leicester Corporation v. Warren Hill, & report of

which appears in your issue of this week , and also at the

same time taking into consideration the decision arrived at

by the electrical firms of Sheffield - whose early action at

the critical time ought to be admired - could not the

correspondence section of your paper be used to obtain the

views of electrical firms invarious towns.

Of course , Messrs. Warren Hill's case seems only to apply

as it reads to an "over counter,” or retail shop trade; but

does it ? It upholds and is relative to a recent article which

appeared in the REVIEW , “Municipal Wiring, & c. " As
mentioned in this article, the contractor was a good

friend to the supply company and corporation electric

department, and hecould still be a greater friend if treated

assuch, instead of as a competitorwho is doing them no

good. The established contractor and the man who knows

his business has quite enough to fight against in doing

proper work at a fair price and competing against

80 -called electrical firms — who are sometimes started

by persons who have no electrical knowledge worth
calling, either theoretical or practical, who have no

reputation, experience, conscience, or any other good qualities ;

their mode of business being, get the work at any price, do

it in a way , turn the switch, the lamp lights, get the

money and clear out. How many installations have been

carried out on a system like this, without any regardas to

workmanship or material, and have been a success ? Surely

Corporation Electric Light Departments are not formed to

make profit on retailing fittings and wiring contracts ; they

should find looking after the supply of current a far more

interesting item , and the reduction in price per unit to

make it more general — the contractor will act as

canvasser without commission from them . Plenty of Cor

porations Electric Departments, who have the ratepayers in

mind, are supplying current only, and it willbe found

that they aredoing more to interest the cause of electric

lightingand bringing it as much, if not more, into general

use than the parties who must have something more to do.

Perhaps they are considered to be more enterprising than
those who supply current only, as it may be thought the

more profit the Corporation make (and you may depend
they don't work without a profit) ; if they do they must

arrange matters extremely well to work to any extent with

ont profit or loss ; but isn't it a case of taking out of one

pocket and putting in the other ? Some people may think

that by excluding them from wiring, &c., the electrical firms

want to make a large profit and have it all to themselves,

but competition in this business is too keen , and all the

intended consumer hastodo,isto getthe work done at a

proper rate to include proper workmanship and material, and
carried out in a proper manner.

The Institution Discussion .

а

On page 427 , third paragraph of the right band column

of your issue of April let, 1898 , my remarks have been

summarised in such a manner that anyone reading them

would think that the smashes I mentioned had occurred at

Brighton. I need hardly say that this is not the case .

I mentioned Brighton as an example of a large single

station, and pointedout that Mr. Wright differed from my

views as to the policy of always generating a large supply

from two stations. I then went on to an entirely different

matter, which was the recent smashes that have occurred

due to water in cylinders and which in several cases have
caused breakdown of the coils of high pressure generators.

This point is, of course, quite distinct from the single
station question.

R. E. Crompton .

Gas Driven Plant.

I observe in your last issue a letter asking for particulars

of gas driven plants. I have erected a very large number of

gasengines for electric lighting, and in almost every case ,

certainly in 19 out of 20, I have driven the dynamo direct

from the gas engine without the intervention of the counter
shaft .

Henry J. Rogers, M.I.M.E. , A.I.E.E.
E
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STORAGE BATTERY TRACTION IN BERLIN,

1

IN ad article by Mr. E. G. Fischinger, published in the Elektrotech

nische Zeitschrift of March 24th, some details are given ofrecent

experiments made with a storage battery car on the Berlin -Charlotten

burgtramway system . The electrical part of the car has been carried

out by the A. G. Elektricitatgwerke vor. O. L. Kummer & Co.; the

accumulators were supplied by the WattAccumulator Works, and the

car bodies and revolving underframes bythe Dessau Gas Tramway

Company. It is to be noted that the latter company also supplied

the car bodies and underframes of the other storage battery cars now

in operation on the same tramway. The total weight of the particu .

lar car in question, which is equipped with twoshunt motors and

provided with four axles, is as follows:

Kilogrammes.

Car and under frames 8,400

Battery of cells ... 6,810

Two motors and toothed gearing 1,600

Steering apparatus and other appliances 380

Total weight without passengers 17,120

Thus it will be seen that when fully equipped and without any live

load, the weight of the car exceeds 17 tons. The battery consists of

180 cells of a capacity of from 220 to 260 ampere-hours, and with

this equipment the car is capable ofmaking 10 journeys perday, the

distance covered being 96 miles. During themonth of December

alone the performance of the car reached 2,883 miles, the average

speed being at the rate of 93 miles an hour, although on level sec

tions & maximum ( f 14.25 miles an hour has b en attained. As the

pressure of the batterid8 ranges from 320 to 360 volts, which is

dangerous for the shunt wiading, the battery has been divided into
two halves, and the motor armatures arranged for ball the voltage.

The connections are so arranged that either one or twomotors, and

one or both batteries, can be brought into requisition . In the tests

made by the author, the meascrements were taken by means of the

Weston laboratory apparatus, and the results are plotted in curves

which accompany the article . It appears from these that the average

consumption of energy , including the miunting of gradients and
passinground of curves , amounted to only 18.91 watt-hours per ton .

kilometre, or, say , 30 50 watt-hours per ton -mile. The car has accom

modation for 42 passengers, but during the tests the total weight of

car and load reached 20% tons, the length of track traversed being four
miles,

Hodges and Todd v . Watson and Another. This

action was brought before Mr. Justice Wright, without a jury, in the

Queen's Bench Court last week, by Messrs. Hodges and Todd, of

Hampstead Road,London , to recover damages for breach ofcontract;

the defendante, Mr. Arnold T. Watson , of Sheffield, and Mr. Robert

Hodgeod , of Hull, denied the breach . Mr. T. W. Chitty and Mr. J.

H. Grayappeared for the plaintiffs ; Mr. R M. Bruy, QC , and Mr.

Marsball Hall for the di fendants. Mr. Bray, in opening the case,said

that the defendants agreed in Japuary, 1897, to supply to the plain

tiffs a Priestman oil engine of 24 -brake H.P. ,suitable for working an

electri" al icstallation at the residence of a gentleman called Combe.

The er gioe suprlied was not sufficiently powerful, and worked in a

nvisy scanner Evidence was called in support; with reference to

the nuise one witness stated that the engine was generally known as

" Mr. Combe's artillery," and another said that having lost his way

while riding his bicycle he was guided back by the noise of the

engine. Mr. Priestman was called for the defence and stated that

hisengine bad been on the market for about 12 years . The engine

in question, when tested , showed a power of 246 H.P. He thought it

suitable for the purpose required it properly worked . Further evi

dince having been called for the defendants, Mr. Justice Wright

delivered his judgment. According to the Times report, he said

that the difficulties had arisen to a great extent from a miscalcula.

tion of the margia of power in these engines. The margin of power

appeared to be small . He was satisfied that as this engine was

Adjusted in February, 1897, it was capable of working ap to 24 -brake

H.P.according to the contract, but he was also satisfied that as it

was fixed in July it would not work anywhere near up to 24 -brake H.P.

The main contention of theplaintiffsfailed because it was anengine

of 24 -brake H.P., but they had a cause of action becarga the defend.

ants had contracted to fix and start it as a 24 -brake H.P. engine, but

did not do so. It was an extremely difficult matter to assess the

damages, but the defendants bad minimised the lobs by now agreeing

to take back the engine and return the money, though they were not

obliged to do so . In addition, there would be judgment for the

plaintiffs for £50, but without costs, as the plaintiffs had failed in

i heir main contention .

Lighthouse Illaminaats . - In reply to a question pat

by Mr. H. Plunkett in the House of Commons last week, Mr. C. T.

Ritchie said that the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House didnot

consider that the great additional expenditure necessary for installing

andmaintaining two separate electric light stations would bejustified

in the case of Lundy Island. The question whether electricity, gas

or oil are to be adopted as illuminants in the future must depend to

a great extent on the circumstances of the particular lighthouse.

Liquidation Notices . - A general meeting of Latimer

Clark,Muirhead & Co., Limited , is to beheld at the offices of Messrs.

Trinder, Capron & Co., 47, Cornbill, E.C., on Monday, May 2od, at

3 o'clock for the purpose of hearing an account of the winding op

proceedings from the liquidator, Mr. J. Worley,

Lists.-Mr. William Patterson, of Walker Gate, bas

issued a list of copper wire gavz: dynamo brushes.

The United Ordnance and EngineeringCompany, Limited ( Messrs.

Easton, Anderson and Golden, Limited, of Erith ), have issued a

pamphlet well illustrated both by means of photographic and other

views, in which they describe their multipolar continuous current

dynamos and motors. In tabuluted form there are given particulars,

prices, weights and overall dimensions. Views are shown of the

winding, erectiog and brass finishing shops, and the test-bed at
Erith ,

Parabolic Reflectors . - A sole license has been granted

to Messrs. Chance Bros. & Co., Limited , of Smethwick, for the manu.

facture of parabolic reflectors for search lights by the Cowper-Coles
electrolytic process.

Partnership. - Mr. L. Alwyn, of Cowcross Street, E.C. ,

informs us that he has taken the Hon . Rupert Craven into partner.

sbip, and the style of the firm will henceforth be "Alwyn & Craven,"

of the above address. All outstanding liabilities to date will be

diecharged by Mr. Alwyn .

Portable Galvanometer of the d'Arsonval Type.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Company, of America, bave

recently got out a new form of testing galvanometer, made op in

exactly the same sort of form as their well-known ammetersand

voltmeters. In this instrument the moving coil is exceptionally

light , and is wound with about 300 obms resistance. A light pointer

is provided,and the sensibility of the instrument is such that one

volt applied to the terminals through an external resistance of

250,000 obms gives a deflection on the scale of about 1 millimetre.

The instrument is in a very compact case, and is very handy for

portable work in resistance,measurements and potentiometer work

of all sorts. Messrs. Elliott Brothers, acting as agents for the Weston

Company, are keeping these instruments in stock.

" Relugite " Resistances. From the Electric Insulation

Syndicate, Limited, of East Moors, Cardiff, we have received a cate

logue of the " Relugite ” resistances and other apparatus manufac

tured by them. Relugite " is a new elastic and compressible

resistance material, the resistance of which can be raised by pressure

and by means of this and of improvements in the means of apply:

ing it, a novel and useful series ofresistance appliances is made
The following are among the specialities which are described and

priced :-Dynamo ana motor shunt resistances, aro lamp resistances,
regulating ditto, special resistances in standard frames, motor start

ing resistances, “ Standard " " Relugite ” electric stoves or regulators,

and lamp switches.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c

Agency.-- Messrs. John Turner & Sons, of Denton, near

Manchester, have appointed Messrs. Geo. Piggott & Co., of 110,

Cannon Street, EC., as sole London agents for their electrical

specialities, chiefly with regard to the “ Turner" dynamos and motors.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - At a sitting of the London
Bankruptcy Court, held on Tuesday last, before Mr. Registrar Link .

later, Sydney George Trebearne and Arthur Haywood Crump, trading

as Trehearne, Son & Orump, electrical engineers, 155, Fenchurch

Street, E.O., attended for public examination . The accounts filed

under the proceedings show debts £ 1,102 93. id. , and assets

£449 133. 2d . Mr. Trebearne stated that he commenced business

alone in June, 1893, ånd was joined in May, 1897, by Mr. Crump, who

brought in a cash capital of £750. The business came to a stop last

December wben the office furniture and effects were sold off by the

Sheriff. Tbe failure was attributed to the heavyexpenses of establish

ing the business, losses on trading and bad debte. Mr. Trebearne

was examined at some lengto as to the circumstances under which

he bad sold off a reversion to which he was entitled, and ultimately

tbe examination of both debtors was concluded .

Birmingham Electric Supply Company v. Barnes,

-This wasa claim , heard at the Birmingham Police Court, for

£29 108. 9d . fur electric light supplied to club premises in Barwick

Street. An order for payment was made.

Bootle's Baby .-At the close of this strange winter

Bootle finds itself adopting electric light. The Chloride Electrical

Storage Syndicate havetaken the contract for accumulators.

Dinner.-The annual dinner of the officials of the Glas

gow Corporation Gas and Electricity Departments was held on 31st
ult .

Disclaimer . - Mr. F. M. Rogers, of 21 , Finsbury Pave

ment, E.C., asks us to state that he is not the Mr. Rogers mentioned

in the case of Crompton v . Liardet, reported in our issue of March

25th , p. 396 .

Dissolution of Partnership . - In regard to last week's

notice of Messrs. Harrison, Coles & Co.'s dissolution of partnership ,

Mr. Pringle asks us to state that though the partnership has been

dissolved he is still carrying on the business as heretofore.

Fippard & Cooper . - Tbis firm , of Albert Road , Bourne

mouth,has at presentin hand electric light installations forSt. John's

Church , Bournemouth, Congregational Church, Westbourne, and

Boswell's Circus.

-
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South African Electrical News. - We glean the follow

ing items of interest from the April issue of the British and South

African Export Gazette :-Tae electrical installation at the Woodbine

gold mine, De Kaap, comprises three 50.B.H.P. 200 -volt three-phase

motors, two to serve the mill and one the air compressor ; two oil.

transformer-type transformers, of100 kw. and 50 kw. respectively,

wound fur a high tension of 10,000 volts and a low tension of 200

volts, and were supplied throngh Messrs. Rennert & Lenz. Orders

for 600 lamps, with their fittings and accessories, for the electric

light service of the post and telegraph office now ia course oferection

atJohannesburg,are about to be placed by the Transvaal authorities.

The electric lighting and tram plant which the East London (Cape

Colony) Town Council are about laying down is estimated to cost

£ 25,000. A schemeforelectric lighting the public buildings, shops, and

private houses of Kimberley is proposed. Among the latest towns in

The Cape Colony meditating the introduction of electric lighting is

Queenstown. Proposals for supplying the light have already been

submitted to the Council by Mr. E. T. Monteath, E.E., which have

been banded to the Lighting Committee for consideration and report.

Woodstock, a municipality situated 14 miles from Capetowa, is con

sidering the advisability of a similar installation . Repeated exten

sions mark the tramway system of Capetown, the latest being to

Plumstead, a suburb situated about nine miles from the metropolis,

and the project is even being entertained of forming a link with

Muizenberg,a favourite seaside resort 15 miles fromCapetown. The

track connecting Wynberg with Capetown is expected to be shortly

ready for opening. Thiswill add another eight miles to the existing

electric network, which , with the several extensions referred to, wili

make a total of 33 miles.

Telephone Contract . — Mr. James Pollock, of Glasgow,
has received an order for the erection of a complete telephoneplant

throughout the Western Infirmary, Glasgow . We understand that

Mr. Pollock has completed a number of telephone installations of

this kind , besides having erected upwards of 600 private telephone

lines on rental throughout the city.

increased from 31 to 39. The extensions at the generating station in

Temple Back have been almost completed. Oi the buildings, the

new chimney and the coal bankers are practically the only portions

incomplete. Five dew boilers havebeen put in,together with a new
elevator, conveyor, and mechanical stokers and electric motors for

drivingthese, andthe sundry pumps are now being placed in posi

tion . One new steam alternator has been fixed and brought into

use,and two others will be put in during the summer (these three

machines alone are capable of keeping over 40,000 lamps alight at one

moment). In additionto the alternators other steam dydamos have

been and are being putin for public lighting and the supply of power.

Variousimportantbuildings have been fitted with electric light during

the year. The following table showeat a glance the financial progress

of the electricity department. For the purpose ot making the annual

accounts agree asto date with the other accounts of the Corporation,

these are now made up to March 25th , whereas formerly the financial

year ended at December 31st, as required by the Board of Trade ;

thusit will be noticed in the following tablethat between the third

and fourth year there are included in the figures the working fora

period of three months only. Itis interestiog to note the relation in

the profits arising from such three months, they being during the

winter season, as compared with the whole year's working . The net

profits during those three months far exceeded the whole of the

profits for the previous year, and were only a few hundred pounds

less than the profits for the eucceediog year. The trading profits for

the past yearexceed 8 per cent. of the capital expended at the end

of the term , although a considerable amount of this capital has been

expended on buildings and plant which have not yet come into

operation, and thus have not tended to swell the revenue.

CITY ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT PROGRESS TABLE .

Year of working.
Customers Lamps Net

connected . connected . profits.

Trading of capital

profits . expended

Amount. per annum.

1st ending Dec , '94

2nd '95

31d '96

*3 montbs Mar. , '97

4th erdi" g Mar, '98

240

439

593

617

749

14,530

24,046

30,299

38.826

49,719

£

Loss

Loge.

2,487

2 738

3,290

$

456

4,020

7,690

3,722

11,307

$ %

4 %

7 %

13 %

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES. 8 %

Bath.-Mr. R. Hammond, in his last monthly report to

the Electric Light Committee, reported that 17 arc lampshadbeen

erectedin the city,and the totalnumber castwas 53. He also stated

that with respect to the switchboard extensions, specifications were

sent out to different firms, and recommended the acceptance of

Messrs. Madder's tender at £253.

Brewery Lighting. - Messrs. 0. Elwards & Sons,
brewere, have introduced the electric light into their brewery and

other premises at Tenterden .

Brighton , - Atthe Councilmeeting on Thursday last week

the Lighting Committee submitted a report, which contained an an

nouncement that Mr. Arthur Wright, the electrical engineer, had

accepted the post of consulting electrical manager of the British

Thomson -Houston Company, Limited, the terms of his arrangement

enabling himto give at least halt his time to the Corporation. The

committee submitted accounts of the past year's trading. The groBA

revenue was £32,722 178.10d.,of which£ 18,512 48.6d. were expended

on maintenance, and £14,210 138. 4d. carried forward . Leaving

£110 139. 4d . of this as provision for bad debts, and adding £ 5,000,

balance from 1896 , the Vorporation had in hand £ 19,100 ,of which

£ 2,000 were applied in aid of the district rate, £ 3,000 transferred to

reserve fund, £ 5,688 53. 6d. paid as interest, £5,547 93. 1d. to the

Binking fund, and £2,864 6s. 5d. carried forward to 1898 account.

Private consumers purchased 1,505,867 units last year, and the public

lamps consumed 486,634 units ; 116,693 units were used in the works,

and 336,977 units represented the extra quantity generated, but not

accounted. Ao elaborate report, recommending a reduction in the

charge for electricity after the first hour's average daily use from

1 } d. to 1d. per anit, had been submitted to the committee by Mr.

Wright, who concluded as follows : - " I trust that the policy inaugu.

rated by the Lighting Committee of the Brighton Corporation in

vigorously encouraging the use of electricity among the vast body of

small ratepayers, who, either in their business or private residences,

are in the habit of using artificial light for many hours per day

throughout the year will be continued,and thus keep Brighton in the

enviable position which it now holds, of being the first to enable the

smallerratepayers and householders to benefit by the many advan

tages of electricity .” The committee resolved : " That from and after

June 30th next, the charge for electricity after the first hour's con

sumption be reduced from 17d. to 1d. per unit.”

Bristol. — The report of the electricity department of the

Corporation for the year ending March 25th, 1898, shows a very

great advance upon the working of former years . At the date of the

last return, i.e. , March , 1897, the department had connected to their

mains 614 customers with 38,302 lamps. At the present date there

ale connected 814 customers with49,917 lamps, showing an increase

of 200 customers and over 10,000 lamps. The extension of the

public lighting hasnot yet been carried out, but is in progrese, and

before the sammer is over it is expected that the number of public

arc lamps will be increased three fold . Extensions of the mains for

private lighting have been, or will be made within the next two

months, in various roads. The number of sub -stations has been

* The results given in this line are for three months only, and the per cent.

capital given as 13 per cent. is unusually high , as it is for a winter quarter only,

and represents the rate per annum.

The Bristol Sanitary Authority has refused permission to Messrs.

Spillers & Baker re laying wires under the roadway on Redcliff

Backs for electrically lighting their premises.

Dublin . - The chairman of the Alliance and Dablin

Consumers' Gas Company, addressing the shareholders last week, said

that whateverapparent loss might have taken place by the use of the

electric light, it was more than made upby the extended use of gas

for cooking, heating,and gas engines. They would be interested to

hear that large establishments were beginning to discover that to

produce electric light ata very low cost they must have theirown

installations, and hence within the last 12 months anumber of large

gas engines had been erected in the city for electric lighting.

Darham . — The Cathedral authorities want to light up

the Cathedral with electricity, and they have approached the Town

Council to see if that bodywould permit the local gas company to

apply to the Local GovernmentBoard for an electric lighting pro

visional order. The Council is considering the matter.

Eccles . - The laying of the electric light cables is to

commence early this month. Rapid progress is being made with the
station plant. The Electric Light Committee has fixed the rental

for b -ampere meters at 23. 6d. par quarter, with a scale up to 100

amperes at 6s. per quarter. The electrical engineer says that the

cable included in the private lighting estimate will be totally
inadequate for the demand. It will supply 2,400 lights, but he

suggests one that will be equal to 4,000 lights from Cawdor Street

generating station to the Polygon . This proposal the com nittso

has adopted at an increased cost of £119.

Edinburgh . - The Electric Lighting Committee has

resolved to recommend, on a reportfrom Prof. Kennedy, that the

charges for current be reduced in June to 3 d. per unit with the

ordinary discount; for each public lamp £ 14 per annum, and for

motive power 14d. per unit . It is suggested that the salary of the

residentelectrical engineer should be increased from £500 to £ 600

per annum .

Festiniog .-- A proposal to light the district electrically
was recently before the Gas and Water Committee from an electrical

engineering firm . The Council has resolved to prepare an estimato

of the costand to inquire the experience of other towns.

Folkestone. It is stated that the capital of the

Folkestone Electricity Supply Company has been subscribed twice

over. The amount offered to the public was £ 27,500, and applica

tion was received for shares to the amount of £ 75,000 .

Hampstead . - Sixtzen tenders were seat in for additional

electric lightiog plant at the central station, and they have been

referred to the LightingCommittee. Messrs. Massey & Allpress are

preparing specificationsfor the Guardians for electrically lighting the
workbouse.
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ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Kilmallock, Co. Limerick . -Mr. J.J. O'Sullivan , J.P. ,

has made arrangements with the Markets Committee for the public

lighting of this town, andis also putting down a plant for private

consumers. The mains extend in four circuits of about quarter mile

each , and the current will be delivered to the customers at 200 volts.

Hitherto the town has depended upon oil as its illuminant, but nearly
all the residents are now wired for electric lighting, the greater num

ber not baving more than three lamps and at a fixed contract price

per annum for current, which has given satisfaction to the consumer

and should prove remunerative to Mr. O'Sullivan . We wish the

enterprise every succe88, as the lighting of small towns by electricity

is opening a large field for the electrical industry. It has certainly

given the lead to the neighbouriog city of Limerick, whose pro

visional order dates severalyears back . The engine is being supplied

by Messrs. J. andR. Lees, of Glasgow , and the dynamo, switchboard,

wires, and generalfittings are by the Edison & Swan United Electric

Light Company, Limited.

Leeds . - On 31st ult. a Local Government Board inquiry

was held at the Town Hall regarding the City Council's application

for a provisional order ( 1 ) to empower the Corporationto create

irredeemuble stock bearing a dividend at a rate not exceeding 5per

cent. per annum , in order to issue or transfer the same to the under

takers, as provided in Clause59 of the Leeds Electric Supply Order,

1891 ; and (2) to confer on the Corporation such borrowing powers,

and powers to create and issue redeemable stock , as may be necessary

in connection withthe purchase of the undertaking ofthe Yorksbire

House-to -House Electricity Company, Limited. The position of

affairs was explained indetail by the Town Clerk .

The Great Northern Railway Company has asked the Corporation

to extend the electric light farther along Wellington Street.

Lincoln . - At the Council meeting on Taesday the Eles

tricity Works Committee recommended that :-(1) The price of

supply be 6d. per unit for first hour's average maximum demand, and

24d .per unit afterwards. ( 2) That a contract be entered into with

the National Electric Free Wiring Company to "free wire ” any con

Bumers who wish to take advantage of this method of providing

themselves with wires and fittings. We understand that the works

are in a very forward state, andsupply will be given on October 1st
next.

Peterborough . - A number of councillors are enraged at
the stand which is being maintained by the Local Government

Board in regard to the application for an electric lighting loan. It

seems that the margin of borrowing power now remaining to the
Council is not more than £ 26,160,and as £ 15,000 or£ 16,000 is tobe

spent for water supply, therewould no: then be sufficient to enable
the Council to meetthe city's requirements in this respect, it £ 15,000

is allowed for electric lighting. The Board, therefore, declines to

comply with the application . The Town Council has had a very long

discussion, and decided to send a deputation to wait upon the

Board .

Ryde ( Isle of Wight ).-An inquiry was held last

week into the application of the Ryde Electric Light and Power

Company, Limited, for a provisional order. The Corporation opposed

the application.

Sheffield . — A special meeting of the City Council has

been fixed for Wednesday, April 13th, regarding theproposed appli

cation for an Act “ To confirm an agreement for the purchase of the

undertaking of the Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited , by the Corporation of Sheffield , and to confer bɔrrowing

powers and other powers on the said Corporation .”

Shipley .-- The Special Committee cannot recommend the

purchase of the Baildon Bridge Mills for electricity works site, as the

price is far too high .

Southend . - A special meeting of the Ratepayers' Asso

ciation was held somedays ago, whenMr. Kershaw , chairman of the

Shoreditch Electric Lighting Committee, gave an address on the

merits of electric lighting. He referred to tramways and dust
destructors.

Spain.-A central station for the supply of electrical

energy for lighting and power purposes to several small towns in the

neighbourhood has lately been completed and put in operation at

Tarancon. The water-power of the River Tajo is utilised, the plant

comprising three 120 -H.P. turbines, and a arge 250 -kilowatt multi.

phase alternator, the latter having been supplied by Messrs. Brown ,

Bɔveri & Co. , of Baden , Switzerland.

Swansea.-A special meeting of the Corporation is to

be held to consider Mr. Manville's report on electriclighting.

Weston -super-Mare.- Negotiations are in progress with

the Great Western Railway for land for electricity works site .

Willenhall.—The District Council has affixed its seal

to the agreement of the Midland Electric Corporation for Power

Distribution, Limited .

Withington and Moss Side . - The Manchester Elec

tricity Committee held a special meeting last week to consider a

proposed extension of the city electric lighting system to Withington

ani Moss Side, under agreements with the Witbington and Moss

Side authorities. Toe estimated cost of extending the system to

these suburbs, and of completing certain works, is £138,000 . It was

decided to apply for sanction to borrow £ 150,000.

Belfast. It is stated in a Dublin paper that a special

committee , recently appointed by the Belfast Corporation ,is at
present makingactive inquiries as to the cheapest and most efficient

means of providing electric tram traction in those districts through

which the horse car service of the Belfast Street Tramways does not
at present pass.

The Secretary of the Tramway Company wrote to the Electric

Committee on March 7th to the effect that the directors are not

prepared to establish electric traction upon the Belfast tramwayo

forthe short remainder of their term , nor do they believe that

any possible terms can now be suggested which would justify them in

so doing. The Corporation had along discussion on the matter last

week .

Bristol. - The report of the Bristol Sanitary Committee

upon electric traction and their negotiations with the Tramway Com

pany (of which the pith was given last week in the ELECTRICAL

Review ) was discussed for two hours by the Town Council, and the

members appeared to agree with a concludingremark that the debate

had " cleared the air.” The motion of the Chairman of the Sanitary

Committee was, in effect, to oppose the Tramway Company's Bills,

but the scope of the discussion was largelyinfluenced by anamend

ment moved by Alderman Iuskip in the following terms : "That this

Council is of opinion that, subject to the settlement ofall proper

clauses for the protection of the public interests, it is desirable to

concludearrangements with the company for the withdrawal of the

Corporation's petition against the Bristol Tramways (Electrical Power,

& c.) Bill, upon the condition that the purchase periods of all the

existing lines, together with all new lines to be hereafter constructed

within the City and County of Bristol, shall fall ia at the expiration

of 18 years from the passing of the Bill ; and the Sanitary Committee

are hereby instructed accordingly.” The purportof thatamendment

seemed to meet with almost general approval, but the wisdomof fixing

a term in the resolution was criticised by many as lettering theCom .

mittee needlessly. The horse cars forming the main part of the Bristol

Tramways are purchasable in about 14 years, or lines atlonger periods,

Bo that Mr. Inskip stated that theaverage period includingthepresent

extensions was 173 years. He intimated he was in a position to

say the tramwaycompany would accept 18 years . Mr. George Pear

son, Chairman of the Electrical Committee, criticised the tramway

company's action in offering toAlderman Inskiptermsnot offered to

the Committee which had been negotiating, and pointed out there

were one or two other matters for consideration . The company

refused to think of anything but the overhead system , although an

alternative underground system in a few streets where the overhead

wires would be objectionable, could be easily worked in conjunction

with the trolley system generally applied. His view was that the
company should be bought out at once, and he believed it could be

done with financial success by the city . Eventually Alderman Inskip

withdrew his amendment, and accepted another, which asked the

Committee to continue negotiations with a view to settle a fixed

period for purchase of all undertakings, and to make terms and

arrangements with regard to overhead wires and other matters, and

report at the earliest opportunity. This was agreed to.

Coatbridge and Airdrie . - The Light Railway Com

missioners held an inquiry at Coatbridge on 29th ult ., regarding this

light electric railway scheme promoted by the British Electric

Traction Company. Mr. Morse explained the proposal, which was

to run a railway trom Blair Street, in Coatbridge, to Forsyth Street,

Airdrie, adistance of three miles. The gauge would be 3 teet 6

inches. The Councils of Airdrie and Coatbridge wished this exten

sion to be the same as the tramways of Glasgow . This the Traction

Company is prepared to accede if the Commissioners think it

desirable. The chief objection of Airdrie and Coatbridge Town

Councils is the using of the proposed railway for the conveyanceof

minerals without their consent. The Council of Coatbridge also

desire that the railway be extended westward to Woodside Street, and

a branch line from the Cross to Sannyside Station . While the Airdrie

Council request it extended eastward to Carlisle Road , the Traction

Company was also prepared to allow the Corporation to purchase

the railway at the end of 21 years, instead of 35 years ,as mentioned

in the order. The N. B. Railway and Caledonian Railway opposed

the scheme.

Crowborough . - A meeting was held on Wednesday

evening at Nutley in support of the proposal to construct a light

railway from Natley through Crowborough to Groombridge. It

was considered desirable to have the railway facilities improved, and

a committee was appointed .

Derby . — Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville are proceed

ing with the valuation of the tramways for the Corporation.

Dublin.-The Court of Referees of the House of Com

mons bad before it last Thursday applications from the Gas Com .

pany and the Dublin and Wexfora Railway Company for locus standi

as petitioners against the Dublin Southern District Tramways Com

pany Bill, under which power to run at increased speed is sought.

The Gas Company was disallowed , but the Railway Company has

been allowed å locus on the ground that the proposed change would

create a new form of opposition.

Electric Tramways v . Kew Observatory. The instru

ments used at Greenwich to register the variations in the earth's

magnetism , and so on, are so delicate that they are appreciably
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Nottingham . - There has been a good deal of local dis

cussion regarding the tramway question , and the special committee

which was appointed a few months ago by the City Council to inquire

into the matter bas issued a lengthy report, the recommendations

made therein being :-1. That the permanent way of the whole of

existing system shall be reconstructed. 2. That certain important

extensions to this system , given in full detail later in this report and

shown on the sketch plan , sball be carried out as soon as Parlia

mentary powers can be obtained . 3. To equip thewhole of the system

on the principle of electric overhead traction . The report discusses

overhead electric traction versus cable traction, the committee having

inspected lines equipped by both methods. The merits of the elec

trical systems, i.e., the conduit, accumulator, and trolley, are con

sidered . The total estimated cost of the reconstruction of the existing

tramways and the proposed extensions, including the overhead

electrical equipment, cars, and car sheds, power station and plant,

& c ., is £ 425,000. The Council is advised to obtain the necessary

Parliamentary powers, and to empower the Finance Committee to

raise the capital required.

Paris. — The Compagnie Générale des Omnibus has

applied for official permission to convert three more of its horse

tramways in Paris into electric lines.

Whitley . - On 318t ult . & public inquiry was held at
North Shields by the Light Railway Commissioners regarding the

proposed extension of thetramway system , and the introduction of

the overhead trolley by the British Electric Traction Company.

Mr. Sydney Morse explained the scheme. He said the new line

would be partly in the borough of Tynemouth , and partly in the

Whitley and Monkseaton Urban District. The gauge of the pro

posed line would be 3 feet, and the engineer's estimate for the under

taking was £ 11,356. There were to be two new lines or extensions,

the first being within the borough of Tynemouth and 2furlongs

in length. It would run from the present terminus in Saville Street,

West , down the Borough Road to the penny ferry leading on the

New Quay. The second one would be 1 mile 51 furloage, and would

run through Cullercoats and end at the Ship Inn, Whitley. Of the

latter distances 1 mile 1 farlong were in the borough of Tynemouth,

and the rest in the Urbandistrict of Whitley. There wonld beno

difficulty in construction, the only heavy gradient being 1 in 11, and it
was very short. It was said that some millions of passengers used

theferries in the year, and, tberefore, with this very important

traffic it wasessential that the facilities suggested should be given .

At present the tramways were run by a slow and unsatisfactory

method , and the local authoritieshad long considered that there

should be some change for the better. Mr. Morse then referred
to

the past negotiations which had failed between the
Corporation and the late North Shields Tramway Company,

and added that although there had been a great deal of

correspondence on the subject of improving the trams there had
been no practical results. The Corporation bad an order for supply

ing electrical energy to the borough, and in February , 1897, they

passed a resolutionin favour of the trams being driven by electricity.

Exceptingthree clauses in the order which the company sought to

obtain under the Light RailwaysAct, everything had been agreed

apon , but in these clauses the local authorities sought absoluteveto

apon matters vital to the undertaking. There were three objections

by the Corporation . The first referred to the future purchase of the

undertaking by the Corporation , the second to the paving and sub

sequent repairing of the roads by the company, and , thirdly, that in

the event ofa dispute arising the questions at issue should bere

terred to the Boardof Trade. The latter clause was important to

the company, as they considered it only reasonable and desirable that

an independent authority should be called in to bring about a settle

ment. The company could not accept terms which might prove

disastrous to them , and if some amicable arrangement could not be

cometo,the company would seek to carry out their business elsewhere.

Mr. Garcke gave evidence in support of the scheme.

3

affected by the establishment of the electric railway to Stockwell.

Experiments madeelsewhere show that the sending ofa strongelectric

current through a district can affect these instruments at12 miles

distance . Onthese grounds, says the Financial Ne the London

United Tramway Company's Bill is going to be opposed on behalf of

the Royal Society's Observatoryat Kew . The scheme of the com

pany embodies eight lines between Hammersmith, Ealing, and

Hounslow , with electric traction substituted for horse -power. The

Richmond Corporation will also oppose,being desirous of working

the Richmond -Rew line for its ownbenefit.

Hanover. - In 1897, according to the annual report of

the HanoverTramway Company, electric traction has beenintroduced
on all the tramways within the municipal boundry of Hanover.

The conversion has been carried out one year sooner than time limit

fixed by the authorities. Along with the report a map is published

showing in different colours the sections of the lines worked by

accomulators, and the sections worked by overhead conductors; and
also the positions of the power stations. The cost of maintenance
and renewal of the accumulators amounts to 46:18 marks per car per

month ; 1.22 ptennig per kilometre of themixed system ; 2:06 pfennige

per kilometre of the accumulator system . Although it was not

possible in 1897 to finish all the projected lines, or to start the

working of those whichwere finished soon enough to show a financial

success , nevertheless the profits have increased by about £ 13,800.

The following lines are in course of construction :-1. Laatzen to
Hildesheim . 2. Rethen to Pattensen , 3. Sieben Trappen to

Gehrden . 4. Various small sections. The lines one to three are to

carry goodsas well as passengers. Some of these lines, for example,
that to Hildesheim , run adistance of 20 miles from Hanover. Both

power and light are supplied to the neighbouring parishes from the

power stations. The expenses amounted to 63-8 per cent. of the
total income, ascompared with 682per cent. last year. The power

stations are at Glocksee, Vahrenwald ,Kirchrode,Buchholz, Rethen, and

Schude. At Glocksee there are four tubularboilers, each baving &

surface of 180 m *, and two combined Cornish boilers, each with a

heating surface of 200 m%. Recently erected , there is one tubular

boiler with a heating surface of 272 m².As to steam engines,
there are four horizontal engines, each of 200—250 H.P., and one
vertical engine of 350–460 H.P. The direct coupled dynamos

have a normal output of 760 kilowatts , and a maximum of 960 kw.

The report also specifies the plant in the other power stations.
Buffer batteries are used to equalise the output from the dynamos.

The central station at Glocksee is to be connected with the outer

stations, and the depôts by telephone. The rolling stock at the end

of the year consisted of 23 motor cars of the old type foroverhead

lines ; ninemotor cars of the old type for both overhead and accumu
lator working ; 110 motor cars of the new type (one motor) for com

bined accumulator and overhead working ; 17 motor cars , new type

(with two motors), accumulator and overhead working ; one snow

plough (one motor) for overhead lines; one snow plough ( with two
motors) for overhead lines, used in summer as a water cart ; one

water cart for overhead lines. The number of horses at the begin .

ning of 1897 was 253 ; this number has now been reduced to 50. A

dividend of 5 per cent. has been paid , after making ample allowance

for depreciation, & c .

Kidderminster and Stourport.- According to the

Birmingham Post for April 1st, this tramway is now fastapproaching

completion, and we understand that in about a fortnight's time the

contractorswill have finished the worksin hand. The only remain

ing piece of the permanent way to be done is that whichhas to be

constructed over the level railway crossing atStourport. The Great

Western Railway have the construction of this to do, and it is to
receive early attention . All the poles used for the purpose of sug

pendingthe trolley wire along the route are fixed, and the greater

part of the trolley wire has already been attached . The whole of the

underground cables have been laid. Some important road and
bridge widenings were included in the scheme, and these have all

beencompleted , and long lines of iron fencing have been erected

where the road to Stourport has been widened.

London . - The London United Tramways Company's

Bill for providing electric trams for West London passed theStand.

ing Orders last week , and has been introduced into Parliament. The

companyproposes to run electric cars from the Broadway, Hammer

smith, direct to Hounslow , passing through Chiswick, Turnham

Green,Brentford, and Isleworth, whilst another and almost parallel
line will run from Uxbridge Road, Shepherd's Bush, to Hanwell,

throughActon and Ealing. The company promises to permit the
local authorities of the districts through which the cars run, to use

the standards for electric lighting,sothat the whole of the West
London suburbs may be lighted with electricity.

Northampton,-The Northampton Street Tramways

Company is desirous of reorganising and improving the tramway
service of Nottingham , but, asthe Corporation has power to purchase

the lines in 1901, the company has written suggesting that the Cor

poration should at once purchase, on terms to be arranged , the whole

of the tramways, or should agreenot to exercise the option of pur

chase until 1919, or thereabouts. Early consideration of the matter

is requested .

Norwich . - It is expected that the construction of the

electric tramway lines will be commenced shortly after Easter; 500

tons of rails from Belgian contractors are on the way. Continuous

rails, with welded joints, are to be used. The trolley poles will come

from America. The routes to be first taken in band will be the

Thorpe Road, Newmarket Road and Dereham Road .

1

1

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

2

Fire at Zurich Telephone Station . - A Reuter des

patch says that :- “ In consequence of a telephone wire falling upon
the overhead wires of the electric street tramways at Zurich ,the

central station of the telephonic service, which has 5,000 subscribers,

caught fire and was completely destroyed . The damage to the

building fis estimated at over £ 40,000, while the losses caused

indirectly amount to at least the same figure."

The Pacific Cable .-- A Reuter despatch from Hobart

says thatat Monday's sitting the Inter-Colonial Conference agreed

that in the absence of a satisfactory proposal from the Eastern Ex

tension Telegraph Company, no fresh arrangement could be made

with the company. Amotion was passed in favour of the speedy

construction of a Pacific cable .

The Telegraph System .-- Few people, says the Daily
Chronicle, have any adequate idea how large the annual balance on

the wrong side really is. The capital amount of Consols created in

respect of money raised for the purchase of telegraphs, & c ., stands

at, net, £ 10,868,664, on which interest at 24 por cent. amounts to

£ 298,888. The expenditure on salaries, rent,maintenance, buildings,

stationery, rates, &c. , amounted to £3,111,810. The gross receipts

were £ 3,287,611,and the net receipts, deductingtheamountpaid to

cable companies and telegram moneys_refunded, £ 2,922,449, but to
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Middlesex . - The Asylum Committee of the Middlesex

County Council has accepted the tender of Messrs. Veritys, Limited,

for lighting the recreation hall and the staga therein by electricity,
at the sum of £289.

this is added £ 44,905, being the value of services performed for

other Government departments without remuneration, total

£ 2,967,384. There has been a deficiency in every year since the

purchase of the telegraphs by the State, and the aggregate from the

beginning of 1871 to March 31st, 1897, amounted to a total deficienoy

of £ 6,629,890.

The Telephone Service.- In the House of Commons,
sitting in committee, on Monday last, a resolution was moved autho

rising the payment out of the Consolidated Fund of a grant of

£ 1,000,000 for the telegraphs . Dr. Clark : Has this anything to do

with the telephones ? - Mr. Hanbury : A sum of money hasalready

been paid for the tronk lines of the telephones, and this is to com .

plete it.-Mr. Lough objeoted to large sums of money being voted in

NOTE8.

.

this way

»

CONTRAOTS OPEN AND CLOSED .

-

OPEN .

Accrington. - April 19th. The Corporation wants

tenders for thesupply aod erection of three setsof steam dynamos,

each set consisting ofa triple expansion condensing steam engine of

the inverted vertical type, 90 I.H.P., and of ashunt wound dynamo.

Also & feed water heater, storage battery having a capacity of

750 ampere-hours, switchboard instruments, apparatus cables, wires,

street boxes, connections, & c. For further particulars see our

" Official Notices " April 1st. Consolting engineer, Mr. J. N.

Shoolbred , 47, Viotoria Street, 8.W.

Belfast. - April 18th . The Harbour Commissioners are

inviting tenders for thesupply and erection in the electric light

station , Abercorn Basin, Belfast, of three compound , two-crank, self

labricating, single-valve quick revolution vertical engines, each

capable of developing 70F P., with a steam pressure of 130 lbs. per

square inch . Also for three belt-driven, continuous current, series

wound dynamos,capable of giving 15 amperes, 2,850 volts, at a speed

pot exceeding 800 revolutionsper minute for 18 hours continuous

running, without undue beating. Specification and farther par.

ticularsfrom the harbour engineer, Mr. G. F. L. Giles. Seeour

" Official Notices” this week for particolars of these two contracts.

Derby.- April 12th . The Corporation wants tenders for

the electric wiring of its Ford Street yard and premises. See oar
" Oficial Notices * March 18th.

Derby.- April 11th . The School Board want tenders for

the electric wiring of the Traffic Street Board School, Derby. Par

ticulars from Mr. J. E. Stewart, Corporation electrical engineer. See

our " Official Notices ” March 25th.

Edinburgh . - April 23rd. The Midlothian and Peebles

Lunacy Board isinviting tenders for the installation of electric light

in the Asylum atRosslynlee, near Edinburgh, including ( 1 ) generating

plant, accumulators, switchboard, & c.; (2) wiring, fittings, & c. Par.

ticulars may be obtained on application to Prof. Bailey,Heriot-Watt

College, Chambers Street, Edinburgh.

Shoreditch . - April 12th. The Vestry wants tenders for

the supply anderection of arc lamps and accessories,also for electric

light cabla . Electrical engineer,Mr. C. N. Russell. See our " Official

Notices ” March 25th .

Switzerland . - April 15th . The Works Department of

the Municipal Council of Berne is inviting tenders until the 15th

inst. for the supply of between 60,000 and 70,000 metres of low

tension cable ( for 250 volts), and from 27,000 to 35,000 metres of

high tension cable ( for 3,000 volts) ranging from 15 to150 eq. metres

in section ,as also the necessary junction pieces,distributing boxes, &c. ,

forthe new municipal alternating current system . Tenders to besent

to La Direction des Travaux de la Ville, Berne, Switzerland, from

whom particulars may be obtained .

Switzerland.- April 30th. Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities of Fribourg , Switzerland, until April 30th next, for a
projected electricity generating station to be established at Hanterine.

Water-poweristo be utilised, and the station will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three

Bchemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Publics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence fall particulars of the competition
may be obtained .

The War Office.- April 27th. The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specifi.

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, 8.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Victoria.- Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, wetere, arc lamps, poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Official Notices ” March 11th .

Mr. Crompton's Smashes. It is thought that our

report last week of Mr. Crompton's remarks on the subject

of Mr. Hammond's Institution paper may suggest that when

the speaker was referring to a good many smashes he

had Brighton in his mind. This matter is made clear by

Mr. Crompton's letter in our “ Correspondence ” columns,

and since that part of this issue went to press we have

received a letter from Mr. Arthur Wright on the subject.

This will appear next week .

Magnetism and Diamagnetism . - In the fifth and last

lecture of his course on “ Recent Researches in Magoetism

and Diamagnetism ," delivered at the Royal Institation on

Thursday last week, Prof. J. A. Fleming dealt with the

subject of magnetic theories. After briefly pointing out the

nature of older views on the causes of magnetic action , he

said, according to the Times report, that all modern physical

theories were based on the denial of action at a distance, and

on the conviction that in the ultimate analysis all invisible

as well as visible physical actions could be reduced to simple

mechanics. The origin and explanation of physical effects

were sought for in the interactions of matter, ether, and

energy, governed by the fundamental principles of dynamics.

From this point of view electric and magnetic phenomena

were regarded as events happening in the ether, modified by

the presence of matter. The nature of these events could

onlybe determined in terms of some hypothesis as to the

structure of the ether, and the suppositions made must be

justified by their power to predict new facts. The lecturer

passed on to discuss the probable molecular structure of the

ferro -magnetic metals, iron, nickel, and cobalt. After some

experiments indicating that each small particle of magnetised

iron was itself a magnet, a model magnet made up of

a large number of small comp288 needles pivoted on a board

at equal distances was shown to exbibit all the characteristics

of a piece of iron subjected to magnetisation, and it was

pointed out that these small mugneti produced by their

mutual action (as first shown by Ewing) all the

phenomena of hysteresis, retentivity, and coercivity. Re

ferring next to the probable ultimate causes of the magnetic

properties of the iron molecule, Prof. Fleming discussed

various bypotheses andgave arguments for andagainst the

well-known theories of Ampère and Weber. Experiments

and illastrations were brought forward in support of the

view advocated by the lecturer that the causes ofthe magnetic

properties of the iron molecule were most probably to be

looked for in the magnetic field produced by the rotation of

amolecule built up symmetrically of atoms carrying electric

charges. This hypothesis led to a simple explanation of the

disappearance of ferro-magnetic susceptibility beyond a

certain critical temperature, characteristic of iron, nickel, and
cobalt. All recent work strongly confirmed Maxwell's

electro -magnetic theory of light, according to wbich light
consisted of a rapid alternation of electric displacements and

magnetic flux taking place in the ether at any point. The

energy of sunlight (equalling 10,000 foot-pounds per cubic

mile)was half magnetic and half electric, the maximum valde

of theelectric force in a ray of sunligłt being equal to 200

volts per fcot, and of the magnetic to about one-tenth of the
earth's horizontal magnetic force. No proper account, how.

ever, the lecturer observed, could be given of the natare of
electricity or magnetism until it was known what was the

nature of the physical change in the ether that produced

what was called an electric displacement or a magnetic flor.
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OLOSED

Hammersmith .—The Vestry has accepted the tender of

Mr. T. W. Thomas (£3,504) for the extension of the electricity

works. Meesrs. W. T. Glover & Co.'s tender for switches for 50 new

arc lamps at £5 each has been accepted.

Acknowledgment. The three notes on pp.448,449 , and

450 of our last is:ue, headed “ In Honour of M. Gramme,"

“ Large Continuous Current Dynamɔs,” and “ French

Impoit Duties on Lead and Accumulators, ” were traps.

lations from our esteemed contemporary, L'Industrie Elec

trique, of Paris. We regret that references to our contem

porary were inadvertently omitted.
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Paris Academy of Sciences Awards.-- The Academie

des Sciences, of Paris, recently awarded prizog to M. Ph.

Lepard and M. André Blondel. That awarded to M. Lepard

was the La Caze prize for physics, and that awarded to M.

Blondel is known as the Gaston -Planté prize. Lenard's.

work in connection with the cathode rays is well known. He

was the first to prove that these rays, after coming outside

the tube, can bemade toexcite phosphorescent bodies, light

gases, discharge electrified bodies, and among other functions

can traverse to various different degrees bodies opaque to light.

The Paris correspondent of a New York contemporary ( Élec

trical World) says that M. Blondel received his prizefor bis

work in electricity. He has given a great deal of attention to

alternate currentwork . In 1891 he determined automatically,

and by a continuons, process of tracing, the corres of tension

and currents, andindicated for the first time the method of

tracing them by photography, and in this way permitted at

thesame time the analysisof the phenomena,of which the alter-

nating current arc is the seat, particularly in directly demon

strating the fact that a carrrent of particles is directed from

the positive toward the negative carbon ; it appeared even to

measure the velocity of their passage. But the most im

portantresult was the realisation of a new type of apparatus,

the oscillograph , capable of transmitting to a mechanical

system the exact lawof variation of currents with time. He

also investigated such matters as the methods of coupling

alternators, a theory of synchronousmotors, the use of poly

phase corrent, the discussion of methods for measuring the

power and efficiency of machines, & c. He has likewise made

& special study of the electric aro . The absence of difference

of phase between the current and the E.M.F. at the termi

nals of an alternating are led him to think differently from

the opinion widely held since the time of Edland, that there

does not exist in the arc any inverse E.M.F. analogous to

that of polarisation. An ingenious method recently applied

to the continuous current arc seems to confirm this conclu .

sion, and demonstrate that the arc is equivalent simply to &

resistance. M. Blondel, in his position of engineer attached

to the lighthouse service, studied the photometric properties

of the arc, and has undertaken a long series of experiments,

which have already led to useful improvements in the appa

ratus of French electric lighthouses.

The Kinetic Motor . - One is 80 accustomed to hear of

electricity duplicating all other power agencies on American

tramways, that the Dodge motor, albeit only a modifiedform

of steam motor, comes as something of a surprise. Never

theless, we do not doubt that there are occasions where its use

may be advantageons. This new motor is on general pria-.

ciples much the same as the Lamm -Francq system . The

kinetic system , accordiog to the Rizilway World, to wbom

we are indebted for the account, is made an addition to the

car, and consists of a small locomotive type double cylinder

engine and a hot water storage boiler. There is on the roof

a tubular air condenser similar to those used in this country .

At the cintral station water is heated to about 880 ° F ,

which corresponds with a pressure of 200 lbs. Eich car is

filled up with 275 gallons, and this represents 50 horse

power (50 horse -power-hours we presume). To balance

radiation losses, a fire -box is provided and supplied at the

central station with a pan of anthracite coal, which is suffi

cient to keep op pressure on the longest trip. In this system

the driver bas a power supply to call upon at once, and his

duties are no more severe than those of an electric carman .

Steam from the boiler is dried by the passing of the pipe

through the flae and smoke box. The cylinders are

9" x 10", and ara fitted with ordinary link motion.

Pressure is reduced through a reducing valve to suit the load

rquirements ; speed is regulated by the link motion, and the

car can be handled from each end alike. The wheels are

80 inches diameter. The driver controls the engine by

means of two concentric hand wheels on a vertical post and

rapid reversal of the motor can be made. A safety valve

digcbarges any possible excess of pressure into the condenser,

and in winter the exhaust is used for car warming. Nothing

is visible to differentiate the car from an electrically-driven

car , and there is probably a fair opening for these cars in

cutlying districts. They have been tried on the West

Chicago Ruilway, the Babylon, Long Island line, and a

branch line of the New York and New Jersey Railroad, the

grades on wbich latter lide, are long and heavy, but a

kinetic motor on this line hauled a 33 tons trailer for &

consumption of water only 35 lbs. per car mile. Speeds of

12 to 80 miles an hour have been made, and runs of 20 miles

with one charge of boiler and furnace. An ordinary single

truck motor car weighs 28,000 lbs.

tes
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Coherers. - M . Branly has recently (C.R. 125, p. 989)

repeated and extended some of bis original experiments

with discontinuous conductors described in La Lumière

Electrique, May and June, 1891. He had found that

the most sensitive substances were those which showed on

the galvanometer a very feeble conductivity. This con

dition was produced, in many cases, by applying a

pressure of 50 to 100 grammes to a layer of filings 1 to

2 mm. in thickness, contained in an ebonite cap between

two metallic electrodes . Using mixtures of metallic powders

and insulating substances, he found that the sensitive

condition could only be obtained by the application of

enormous pressures. In practice the sensitive condition

is obtainedby pressing the metallic layer in a small ebonite

chamber between two electrodes, one of which is actuated

by a screw , till a small deflection is shown on the galvano

meter. It is sometimes difficult to limit the deflection to

a few degrees of the scale, but in case the deflection is

too great ,it can alwaysbe brought back to zero by gentle

tapping. As formerly, Branly sorts bis powders by sifting ;

the higher the conductivity of the metals, the smaller the

filings are made. Many metals and alloys have been

found to give good results. In giving a list of metals

suitable forcoherers, itshould also be stated what thickness

of layer is best, and even the age of the layer should be

stated. A great variety of mixture of iogulators and filings

have been found to answer, viz., resins and filings, gumlac

and filings, balsamas and filings, & c. These mixtures are

sometimesmade up in the form of pastilles 1 om. thick,

and 2 to 8 mm, in diameter ; sometimes it is convenient

to form films with filings and collodion, gelatine or

celluloid. These pastilles or films are placed between two

metallic electrodes and pressure applied by screw till the

galvanometer begins to deflect as already described. The

intensity of the tapping back blow ought to be regulated.

The best E.M.F8. to employ have been found in some cases
to be from oth to tooth volt. Mixtures have been discovered

which recover without tapping back .

This Year's B.A. Meeting at Bristol. - The next meet

ing of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science will be opened atBristol, commenciog on Wednes

day, September 7ch. The president eleçt is Sir William

Crookes, F.R.S. , V.P.C.S. The vice -presidents elect are :

the Earl of Ducie, the Lord Bishop of Bristol, Sir Edward

Fry, Sir Fredk. Bramwell, the Mayor of Bristol, the Principal

of the University College, Bristol, the Master of the Society

of Merchant Venturers of Bristol, John Beddoe, E-9., M.D.,

F.R.S. , Prof. T. G. Bonney. Prof. A. W. Rücker is the

general treasurer ; Prof. Schäfer and W. C. Roberts-Austen

are general secretaries, and Mr. G. Griffith is the Aseistant

general secretary. The local secretaries for the Bristol meet

ing are Mr. Arthur Lee, J.P. , and Mr. Bertram Rogers, the

local treasurer being Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith, J.P. The

presidential address will be delivered on the Wednesday
evening, and the concluding meeting will be held on Sep

tember 14th. Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A., F.R 8., and Mr.

Herbert Jackson will deliver the two evening discourses.

The presidents of the various sections are : Section A, Prof.

Ayrton ; B , Prof. Japp ; G, Sir John Wolfe- Barry. There

isto bean international conference on terrestrial magnetism

and atmospheric electricity associated wich Szotion A , under

the presidency of Prof. Rücker. An interesting feature of

the Bristol gathering will be the formal opening of a Cabot

memorial tower on September 6th by the Marquis of

Dufferin and Ava. It was from Bristol that, in the year

1437 , Cabot sailed to discover the mainland of the American

continent.

Proposed Technical Iostitute for Hammersmith.

The London Technical Education Gazette says a movement is

on foot in Hammersmith for providing a technical institute

adequate for the needs of the district. The Vestry has

offered a site next the Vestry Hall , and subscriptions will

probably be obtained.
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Electric Locomotives at Terminal Stations,

Although the day when the electric will supplant the steam

locomotive on trunk lines may be quite remote, it is, says the

Scientific American, steadily encroaching upon its domain in

certain branches of locomotive work . The latest evidence

of this comes in the shape of an announcement that the

handsome Union Depôt at Boston is to make use of electric

locomotives, and that no steam traction will be used within

a mile of the station . The steam locomotives will bring

their trains up to the electric yard, where they will be picked

op and brought in by theelectric locomotives. Outgoing

trains will be similarly handled, being picked up by the steam

locomotives at the limits of the electric yard. The proposed

scheme is an excellent one, and could be adopted by the

existing terminal stations to great advantage. Though it

might involve a slight delay and greater cost of operation,

the gain to the travelling public and the locality surrounding

the great terminals would be valuable in many ways. The

handsome terminal structures themselves would be healthier

and more cleanly. Any traveller with an eye to the artistic,

must have poticed howspeedily the fresh painted ironwork

of such a terminal as the Grand Central Station in New

York, or the Pennsylvania Railroad Station in Philadelphia,

is begrimed by the gases from the locomotives. With the

substitution of electricity, the handsome train shed roofs

would preserve their proper colouring, and the light graceful

effect of their ironwork indefinitely. In the yards, more

over , the noisy exhaust of the switching engineswould give

way to the quiet hom of the motor - a change devoutly to

be wished by the residents of the adjoining districts, who

would , at the same time, be rid of theemoke and ashes that

add their quota to the generalinconvenience. When the

approach to the terminalis in tunnel, as in many of the

European cities, andhere on Manhattan Island, the purifying

of the atmosphere, due to such a change, is too obvions for

comment. Before leaving this subject, says our contempo

rary, it should be noted thatan electric switching locomotive

has just made a successful trial on the Hoboken Shore

Road, New Jersey. It has been built for hauling heavily

loaded freight trains between the railroad terminals and the

wbarves of the trans -Atlantic liners at Hoboken . The loco

motive, which is eight -wheeled, develops a total horse -power

of 540, on four axles, each motor being of 135 horse-power.

The substitution of electric for steam traction will prove a

great boon in the populous district affected by it.

-say steel carbon, -50 per cent. - whereas in cast-iron they

might have as much as3 to 4 per cent. graphitic carbon to

act upon. There was, however, still one rather objectionable

point, and that was , they could not always get the apparance

of the surface alike after tooling, different shades being

shown. Otherwise, he had seen very good results, and at

some works electric welding was generally adopted for cast

ings and forgings without any detriment. Mr. Batterworth

related an experience he had had, which went to show that

the electric welding on some steel pistons was very super

ficial, and thatit caused warping. Mr. Hodson mentioned

cases in which he had sent back steel castings to the maker,

but which had been electrically welded, and then passed

inspection. There had been no difficulty in machining after

the welding. The electric welding of steel by people who

were experienced in the operation was a perfectly eatisfactory

process. The president said steel castings and forgings, and

iron, too, could beelectrically welded most successfully. A

good firm , who had properappliances, would do it well,and

those who had made a study of cast-iron thought it could be

electrically welded, but notquite as well as steel forgings or
castings.

" Made in America ." - The New York Electrical Engi

neer says : - " In a letter addressed to the Iron Trade Review ,:

Mr. Andrew Carnegie, in a brief bat convincing manner,

shows that a shipyard built in or near New York Harbour,

and properly equipped and managed , ought to be able to

compete with any similar establishment in any part of the

world . As Mr.Carnegie points ont, we can produce steel

more than 25 percent.cheaper than at Glasgow ,for example,
while as to cost of labour, the most modern appliances, even

at higher rates of labour existing here, would reduce this

item below that prevailing abroad. Mr. Carnegie is any.

thing but a dreamer, and if confirmation of his proposition

be desired, the electrical arts will furnish an excellent

example. As to American electric railway apparatus in

Europe,thathas taken so firm a position that it will be diffi

cult to dislodge our products permanently, if at all, in the

future. It may be urged that our experience in electric

railway work gave us an advantage of which we have reaped

the benefit. Granted for the sake of argument. But how

does this explain the continued and increasing shipment of

dynamos and motors, circuit breakers, &c., toEurope from

our shores ? Only recently we were permitted to glance at

a list of foreign orders in the works of one of our well

known manufacturers — a list covering page after page of

various types of machines and apparatus. But what struck

us most was the fact that the machines ordered were not

merely for fan motors and the smaller sizes, but ranged all

the way up to 60 H.P. ! We must confess that the showing

surprised us. The meaning of it appears plain when one

considers, first, the cheapness of our raw material, iron and

copper ; and, secondly, the perfection of methods of manu

facture, of which machine work is the dominant factor.

That this is probably the true solution of the question finds

further confirmation in the fact that an able American elec

trical engineer will shortly leave for Germany to design a

line of dynamo-electric machinery for a firm inthat country,

on the American system of manufacture. Reduced to a

plain proposition , Europe is still building dynamos, while we

have long since manufactured them . We believe that the

lead taken by America in this respect will be maintained for

à long timeto come, while, on the other hand, our cheaper

raw materials will always give us an advantage which ought

to be of a lasting nature."

8

Electric Welding.-- The Manchester Association of

Engineers, on 12th ult. , discussed various topical engineer

ing questione. One of the questions, as given in the

Practical Engineer, was : - “ Can defects in iron castings
be electrically welded ? " Mr. Kelsall said if the

attempt be witnessed at a large foundry in Bolton was

any criterion, he should answer " No." Everything was

arranged in splendid order. A piece had been broken off the

edge of asegment of a large pulley, and an attempt was

made to fill this ap. The soft metal used, wbich was fused

with the cast-iron, was found, immediately it was cold , to be

so hard that it could not be dressed. During the melting

of the two irons — the cast-iron of the pulley and the added

iron — the letter became charged with combined carbon from

the graphitic carbon of the cast- iron, so that it could not be

dressed owing to the intense heat, the graphitic carbon,

which was only mechanically mixed in the cast-iron,becoming

converted into combined carbon, and making a steel harder

than any steel could touch. Mr. Rae mentioned a case of

the successful electric welding of a large brokenfly-wheel.

The president ( Mr. Henry Webb) said he knew of cases of

steam cylinders, calenderbowls, &c. , which were effoctually

welded,but which would have been rejected had not this

operation been performed . Electric welding had saved

many expensive castings from being thrown into the scrap

heat. Another question was , “ What is your experience of

steel castings after electric welding ? " Mr. Daniels said

his experience was that the parts in which the castings had

been electrically welded were very hard . These hard places

were very difficult to overcome. Mr. Kelsall observed that

he saw no reasonwhy steel castings and forgings should not

be very successfully electrically welded. The theory he had
given as the cast - iron did not effect the present question.

In welding steel they used metals of almost an exact equality

Lectures. - Before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts at

Edinburgh on 28th ult., Mr. G. K.Grieve read a paper on

“ The Comparative Costof Gas and Electricity as Sourc :s of
Light, Heat, and Power."

Prof. Barrett delivered a lecture on Electric Tramcars :

Their Propulsion and Lighting,” at the Royal College of

Science, Dublin, on Monday.

Before the Chesterfield and Midland Counties Institution

of Engineers at Derby a paper was read last Friday by Mr.

W. Maurice on “ Electric Blasting,” this being Part III. of

a series of five papers on the practical application of electric

blasting in mines. A discussion followed. A papar was

then read by Mr. L. W. de Grave on “ Photographs of

Electric Detonators. "
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Electric Lighting Plant Required for Australia .-

In our issues of 11th and 18th of March the Council of the

City of Hawthorn, a rising saburb of Melbourne, Australia ,

invited tenders for electric lighting plant. We have received

copies of the specifications, and shall be glad to show them

to tenderers. The city appears to be in a sound financial

condition , having a total debt of only £ 35,000, or £ 1 158.

per head of the population. Its revenue from a GeneralRate

of 18. 93. ip the £ on the property valuation is £ 15,200 a

year. Atthe present the Council propose to provide for one

or two of its main streets only at an estimated cost of £ 8,000,

and if the scheme meets with general favour it will in all

probability be extended over the whole of the municipality,

comprising some 3 square miles, at a cost estimated at

£ 40,000. The central station will be located within 1}

miles of the most distant light,and the plant now desired

is to provide 50 arcs of 2,000-0.P ., public,and an equivalent

of 40,000 O.P. incandescent, private, with a complete unit in

reserve . The Council are willing to consider any scheme

that may be submitted, other than that comprised in the

specification, provided it be complete in itself.

Method of Sand Papering Generator Commutators.

-A novel appliance forsandpapering the commutators of

generators has been devised by J. D. Lynch, chief engineer

of the power station of the Hestonville, Mantua, and Fair

mount Passenger Railway Company, of Philadelphia, and is

used in that station. It is designed, says the Street Railway

Journal, to avoid the necessity of holding by hand a piece of

sand paper against the commutator, a very tiresome opera

tion. The device consists of a bracket of wrought-iron,

-inch thick, held against the pillow block of the engine by

Induction Coils. - A writer in the English Mechanic

recently asserted that the working of induction coils, when

used for generating Röntgen rays,may be very much improved

by increasing the capacity of the condenser . To illustrate his

point, be describes the following experiment made witha coil

by a French maker : - “ The coil was a perfect one, by an

excellent French maker, that is to say, needed no ameliora

tion, primâfacie. Though of rather small size, it gave not

only the 6 -inch spark it should theoretically give, but very

nearly 6 inches, and several interesting chirurgical cases

were radiographed by the instrument. Wishing to try the

extreme output of the small coil before buying a stronger

one, my friend doubled the already voluminous condenser by

a roughly made independent one of 100 tinfoil, not even

placed in a basement, but left open next the existing one.

Hepressed the conduction wiresupon the foil poles by an

ordinary iron weight, and connected the improvised condenser

in parallel with the constructor's one, by winding the two

conductors round the spring pillar and the contact pillar

respectively, so that during the experiment the wire could be

connectedor loosened ad libitum . I saw the experiment

made, and stated, to my great astonishment, that the same

Crookes tube gave nearly twice as muchlight upon the screen
with the two condensers as with one. A bad tube giving a

bad and much too intermittent image of the bones, gave

immediately a sharp and permanent one. The effect ofthe

additional condenser had been to reduce considerably the

sparking at contact break, and to utilise better the extra car

rent therefore. Time of exposure for a very strong radio

graph of the hand -link is now 10 seconds with the small

6 -inch, and a mercury or some other costly or complicated

contact breaker is useless." It does not follow from this that

the working of every coil willbe improved by increasing the

capacity of the condenser. The condenser of this coil,even

though made by “an excellent French maker, " may have

been too small. The best capacity for a condenser should be

determined by experiment, and should be different for dif

ferent kinds of breaks. The effect of making the condenser

larger than the normal will be to reduce the sparking at the

break (as the experimenter found), but also to decrease the

E.M.F. and current in the secondary. The frequency of the

intermittent discharges from the secondary will also be re

duced . It is possible, however, that the best size of condenser

may be different when different work is performed ; so it

might be worth while to try varying the condenser, and com

paring the effect on the Röntgen rays emitted . The whole

question of the working of coils and Röntgen tubes is still

too indeterminate to permit of dogmatising on the subject.

Crystal Palace Company's School of Practical

Engineering . – The certificates awarded by the examiners

for the Easter Term were presented to the students on

Wednesday last (6th). Sir Henry C. Mance presided)

on the occasion, and in the course of a very appro

priate and interesting address referred to the great faci

lities now afforded for technical education , as com

pared with the time when he bimself commenced his career.

Greater advantages, however, entailed more weighty re

sponsibility, and led to increased emulation and com

petition. And this not only amongst ourselves

nation, but we had to hold our own against foreign

rivals. He mentioned the fact of the contract going

to America for the machinery for the great Central

London Electric Railway as a warning in this con

nection. If trade unionism had anything to do with

it, he hoped that recent experiences might lead to the

removal of that obstacle. Heconcluded with a few words

of advice to the students, urging upon them to have

a definite aim in life, and to endeavour to get early

into a groove affording work of kind that will

prove a pleasure and not a drudgery. If there be such

à thing as lack, and if, as it is said, it knocks at

every man's door once in his lifetime, it is of the utmost

importance to be in every way prepared to take advantage of
the occasion when it offers.
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four lag screws. Inside this bracket a long iron bar with

forged lever andslot runningalmost its entire length is held

by means of a bolt. The sand paper is fastened to a wooden

block at the end of this bar. The method of holding the

bar in the bracket keeps the sand paper in a plane at right

angles to the diameter of the commutator, so that the

surface of the latter will always be flat. At the same

time the pressure can easily be regulated by the handle.

The commutators in this station run very smoothly and

without sparking and evince great care onthe part of the

engineers.

à

The Action of the Electric Current upon some

Alkaloids. - It seems that the use of the electric current

provides a means for producing certain chemical substances,

the production of which would otherwise involve complicated

chemical reactions. As a short-cut to obtaining new decom

position products, the electrical method presents many

advantages. Some examples of these are given by Herbert

Pommerehne (vide Arch . Pharm ., 1897 , No. 235, pages 364

- 368) . He states that caffeine, when decomposed by the

electric current, yields amalic acid, formic acid, ammonia,

and methylamine, whilst morphine, when submitted to the

same treatment, gives rise to oxydi-morphine and quinine to

thalleio -quinine.

United States Exports. - The Electrical World says

that the value of the instruments and machinery exported

from the United States for scientific purposesduring 1897,

was $3,054,453, which was an increase of half a million

dollars as compared with the 1896 exports.
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Electrical Features at the Alexandra Palace.- At

the Alexandra Palace, which opens to-morrow , there are

several electrical features of interest. The electric railway,

to wbich we have already referred, is being laid down by the

Imperial Electric Lightand Power Company, in conjunction

with Mesirs. Wandruszka & Co., of Berlin . The cars are

expected to be running on Friday. The power house, which

faces the east entrance to the Palace, contains tro sets of

generating plant. The trolley system is employed , and the

cars aze built in the American pavilion style, for 60 pas

sengers each . Their speed will be from 8 to 10 miles an

hour. As this is the only instance of an electric trolley

tramway either in or near London, it should have an educa

tional influence both upon the public and the guardians of

its interests, the members of the London County Council.

The lighting arrangements are, of course, electrical. The

main hall is lighted by arc lamps, and thelakes are electri

cally illuminated for firework displays. Electric motor cars

will ply about the park. Messrs. Taylor & Field , of West

minster, areactingas consulting engineers for the whole of
the electrical arrangements.

Casting a New End on an Axle.-A writer in the

Street Railway Journal recently gave the following illustra

tion, showing a method of casting a new end on acar axle.

Theobject of casting the end in this form was for experi

mental purposes. A brick wall was built up and around the

axle as shown in the sectional view . The lower end of the

axle rested upon a firm base also of brick . A collar was

set -screwed to the axle as shown and a plate iron disc set in

the brickwork just above. The holein the disc was the

same size as the outside diameter of the axle, and the axle

was held in position by this means. The plate formed the
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Aluminium as a By -Product of a Battery . - Judging

from conversations with some experts on the subject of

electro -chemistry, it appears, says the New York Electrical

World, that it is not generally known that a battery was

invented quite a pumber of years ago wbich yielded metallic

aluminium as a by -product. The following meagre noter,

which were made some 15 years ago, may, therefore, be of

interest. The primary battery is known as that of Lacas

sagne and Thiers, and appears therefore to be of French

origin. A crucible, whichforms the battery jar, contains

chloride of sodium und an iron electrode ; a forons cop

placed in this contains chloride of aluminium and a cartoa

electrode. This is placed in a furnace, and is brought to the

fusing point of the electrolytes, when it is said to yield

quite a constant current, the by-product from which is

metallic aluminium . More detailed information of this

curious battery do:s not seem to be available, but perhaps

some readers have experimented with it, and can enlighten

those interested in the subject. As it has been known a

number of years it is not unlikely that practical difficulties

are io volved in its use .

bottom support of the mould , e , also the bottom of the fire

chambar. Previously to adjusting this mould, a coke fire

was made in the chamber and theend of the axle, b, was

brought to a high heat. Then the fire was drawo, all

foreign matter removed from the end of the axle , the mould

put in place, a new coke fire made around the mould and the

hot metal poured in as the arrow indicates. There was a

drain at c,leading from the bottom of the mould, throagh

which the hot metal escaped to a ladle through the funnel, de

This was kept up until the hot metal softened the end of the

axle, b, when the outlet was plugged and the mould filled.

After cooling, and removing the axle, the point of union of

the two metals was turned down and tests proved the axle

to be as strong at that point as elsewhere.

Appointment. - We hear that Mr. T. B. Goodyear, who

has been in the service of the Birmingham Tramways Com

pany, Limited, for the past 10 years in the capacity of

assistant traffic manager and traffic manager , has been ap

pointed general trafficsuperintendent to the British Electric

TractionCompany, Limited .

-

-

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

An Ingenious Form of Armature Cradle . - The ac

companying engraving, taken from the Street Railway

Journal, shows a novel form of armature cradle or track

employed in the Glenwood shops of the United Traction

Company, of Pittsburg. The special feature of this truck

is that it is equipped with projecting forks or reste, so that

it will pick up armatures when the latter are resting on the

floor, saving in this way the labour of raising the armature

by hand or tackle. The armature can then be drawn to any

point desired in the repair shop. The truck is simple in

Electric Sapply Company of Westera Australia,

Limited (66,651). Registered March 18th with capital £ 100,000 in
£1 shares, to acquire the business of the WestralianElectric Light

ing and Supply Company, Limited , to adopt a certain agreement,

and to carry on the business of electricians, electrical and mechanical

engineers, mortar and artificial stone manufacturers, coal, coke, and

fuel merchants, & c. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :

E.K. Muspratt, Seaforth Hall, Seaforth , nearLiverpool, gentleman;

J. B. Atherton, Manhattan, Gateacre, near Liverpool, manufactarer;

J. E. Pearson , 63, Catherine Street, Liverpool, gentleman ; W. H.

Edwards,4, Olive Street, Wavertree, Liverpool,merchant; D. L

Chalmers, 6 , Fenwich Street, Liverpool,chartered accountant; P.J.

Leslie, 15, Union Court, Liverpool, solicitor; A. E.Haptie, 5, Dar

ham Road, Seaforth, cashier. The number of directors is not to be

less than threenor morethanseven .Thefirstare B. Fitch, E. K.

Muspratt, J. E. Pearson, W. H. Edwards, and T. Evans;qualifica

tion , £ 200 ; remuneration £ 150 each per annum and £200 for the

chairman , Registered by F. J. Leslie & Co., 15, Union Court,

Liverpool.

F. W. Smith & Co., Limited (56,604 ).— Registered

March 22nd with capital £5,000 in £ 5shares, to carry on the business

of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers of

electricity, andelectrical apparatusmanufacturers .The subscribers

(with one share each) are :-F. W. Smith , 126, Sussex Road, South

port, electrical engineer ; G. F. Travis, 49, Ash Street, Southport,

gentleman ; S. R. Park, 32, Scarsbrick Street, Southport, iron mer

chant; J. Richmond, 16, Derby Road, Southport,manager; J. White,

20,ChambresRoad,Southport,manufacturer; W. W. Hall, 82,

ChambresRoad , Southport, merchant ; R. E. Stephenson, 10,

Chambres Road ,Southport, manager. Registered withoutarticlesof

association, bythe Solicitors' Law Stationery Society, Limited, 12,

New Court, W.O.

Mutual Telephone Company, Limited ( 56,627).

RegisteredMarch 23rd with capital£ 250,000in £ 5 shares,to adopt

an agreementwiththe Mataal Telephone Syndicate,Limited, and

construction, and can be made by any blacksmith. The

handle is about 5 feet in length. The United Traction Com

pany is also employing an efficient kind of sand -box hose.

The usual hose, of course, is of rubber, and is satisfac

tory in warm weather, but in winter often becomes clogged

by frozen mud. In place of rubbur hose, the United Trac

tion Company is using a tube of coiled steel wire, which ,

naturally, is just as flexible as rabber, and has the additional

advantage that when it becomes clogged, it can be stretched

three or four times by the hands, whichbreaks up any lamps

of frozen mud which it may contain. The tabe is japanned ,

to prevent rusting.
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scribers (with one share each) are :--E. Tyer, Thurlow, Godalming,

civil engineer ; G. H. Jelts, 35 , Fairlawn Avenue, Chiswick, manager;

R. W. E. Davey, 17, Walpole Road, Twickenbam , clerk ; H. J.

Barrow , 19, Ironmonger Lane, E.C., chartered accountant ; A. Barrow ,

29, Heatbland Road , Stoke Newio gton, eolicitor; W.E. Íyer, 88, St.

George's Square, 8.W. , solicitor; H. Field, St. Jude's, Maida Hill,

clerk . The number of directors is not to be less than three por more

than seven ; the first are to be nominated by E. Tger; qualification ,

£ 500 ; remuneration as fixed by the company Registered by Need

ham & Co., 10, New Ian, Strand.

Mecbaoical ImprovementImprovement Syndicate, Limited

(56,778).-Registered March 31st with capital £ 1,000in £1 sbares,

to acquire, own, and wok Provisional Patent No. 26,367 of 1897, for

an improved appliance in connection with electrical illumination,

and toadopt an agreement with H.Cooney. The subscribers (with

one sbare each) are :-- A . E. Box, 49, Amesbury Avenue, S.W.,

engineer ; H. E. Farrell, 13, Silverdale Avenue, Tuebrook, Liverpcol,

cashier ; J. H. Cheshire, 22, Johnson Street, Liverpool, agent; T. P.

Martin , 16, Redcross Street, Liverpool, engineer ; A. E.Boothroyd,

Lord Street, Southport, cabinet maker ; H.Cooney, 71, Lord Street,

Liverpool, auctioneer; W.R.Carmichael, 71 , Upper Stanhope Street,

Liverpool, accountant. Registered without articles of association.

Registered office, 71 , Lord Street, Liverpool.

9

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELIOTRICAL

OOMPANIES ..

1

-

to establish , work, manage, control andregulate telephonic exchanges

and works for the supply of electric light, beat,and motive power.

The subscribers (with one share each) are :-N . Bradley, Mosley

Street, Manchester, mercbant ; B. R binson, Pendleton , Manchester,

maoulacturing chemist ; W. Lees, Fairfield, Davenport, Stockport,

hat manofacturer ; G. Evans, Rochdale, merchant; A. Macnair, 20,

Dutton Street, Manchester, drysalter; W Thomson. Royal Institu .

tion Laboratory, Manchester, chemist ; F. Scott, 33 , Brazonnose

Street, Manchester, chartered accountant. The number of direct ing

is not to less than five nor more than 15 ; the subscribers are to

appoint the first ; qualification , £ 250 ; remuneration as fixed by the

company. Registered office , 75, Princess Street, Manchester.

Globe Electrical Advertising Syndicate, Limited

(56,673).- Registered March 26th with capital £ 1,000 in £1 shares

(30 deferred) , to adopt an agreement with W. T. Bell, of oneplace,

and to carry on the business of advertisers by means of electric

light, or otherwise advertisement canvassers, and agents, electrical

and mechanicalengineers, & c. The subscribers (with one share excb)

are :-W.T. Bell, 69, Henry Road,WestBridport, lace manufacturer;

W.W.Hopewell, Broad Street, Nottingham , lace manufacturer ; F.

B. Whitty, Pilcher Gate, Nottingham , lace manufacturer; G.Middle

ton, 5, Baker Street, Nottingham , secretary ; L. Mosley, 230 , Ask

wright Street , Nottingbam , clerk ; N. Soans, Riverley House,

Hoveringham , Nottingham , clerk ; H. B. Hopewell, Eldon Chambere,

Wheeler Gate, Nottingbam , mortgage broker. The number of

directory is not to be less than two, normore than six ; the first are ,

F.B Whitty, W. W. Hopewell, H. B. Hopewell, and W. T. Bell;

qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by thecompany. Registered

office, Eldon Chambers, Nottingham .

Simplex Steel Cordnit Company, Limited (56,684) .

-Registered March 26th with capital210,000 in £ l shares to carry

on the business of manufacturer of all kinds of fittings for electric

wiriog, metal tube manufacturers and dealers, wire drawers, electrical,

mechanical, and hydraulic engineers, tool makers, & c. The sub

scribers (with one sbare each ) are :-F. Wain, 252, Moseley Road,

Birmingbam , clerk ; J. H. Rice, Clifton Road, Sutton Coldfield ,

cashier ; H. L. V. Pryse. Sarrey House, Leamington, solicitor ; H. R.

Hodgkinson, Norwood House, Erdington, Birmingham , solicitor; H.

C. Bilk, Alcester Road, King's Heath, Birmingham , clerk ; H. G.

Chambers, Frederick R 'ad, Aston,Birmingham , clerk ; B. Smallwood,

84, Popular Road, Edgbaston, clerk . The number of directors is not

to be less than two por moro than five. The first Are H. Huggins,

F. Huggine, and C. Middleton ; qualification, £200 ; remuneration as

fixed by the company._Registered by Waterlow Bros. & Layton

Limited, Birchin Lane, E.C.

Improved Telephone Patents, Limited (56,698)

Registered March 28th with capital £ 300,000 in £1 shares, to adopt

an undescribed agreement, and to acquire , manufacture, adapt,

prepare, alter, improve, repair, use and deal with any materials,

machinery, tools, or things connected with telephones, telegraphs, or

other means of communication. The subscribers (with one share

each ) are :-J. E. Cuthbert, 58, Beversbrook Road,Tufnell Park, N. ,

accountant; W. E.Elaslie, 20, Abchurch Line, E.O., solicitor; A.

E. Seamer, 7, Park Place Villas, W., clerk ; J. L.Cooper, 6, Union

Rrad , Tufoell Pork, N., accountant; J. Perry, 175, Essex Road,

Islington, N.,clerk ; H.Adams, 111, Mayall Road, Herne Hill, S.E.,

clerk ; H. 1.Bethell, 128, Beresford Road, Hornsey, N., clerk . The

numberof directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven .

The subscribers are to appoint the first . Qualification, £ 100 ;

remuderation, 5 per cent. of the netprofits divisible. Registered by
E. A. Foster, 6, Great St. Helen'e, E.C.

Motor Omnibus Syndicate, Limited (56,718).-Regis

tered March 29thwith capital £ 6,000 in £1 shares, to acquire Patent

No. 21,302, of 1896 , to carry onthebusiness of electricians, engineers,

machinists, fitters, founders, millwrights, &c., and to construct, pur

chase, equip , maintain and work omnibuses, vans, steamboats, tags,
& c. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-E. H. J. C. Gillett,
Hunworth Road, Hounslow , engineer ; W. R. Manning, St. Maur,

Henderson Road, Wandsworth Common, surveyor; C. Hayles, Peri

vale Lndge, Hounslow , cal merchant ; A. V. England, Bank House,

High Street, Hounslow , bank manager; W. B. Hurt,78, Cicada Road,

Wandsworth, 8.W., clerk ;R.A.Burrows, 17, Uowin Mansions,West
Kensington, gentleman ; H. G. Rivington, Coniston, Epping, Essex,

gentleman. Thenumber of direcʻorsisnot to be less than two por

more than five ; the first are A.V. Eogland, C. Hayles, and W. R.

Maoning. Qualification of the first directors £50, of others £100 ;
remuneration as fixed by the company . Registered office, 27, Chancery
Lane, W.C.

Ernest G. Denner & Co., Limited (56,777 ).- Registered

March 31st with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the business

of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers of elec

tricity, and manufacturers of electrical apparatus. Thesubscribers

(with one share eacb)are :-E . Denner, 5, Bidfield Road,Sheffield ,

electrical engineer ; M. Nicholson, 156 , Steade Road, Sheffield ;

W. Haslam , 29, Spencer Street, Chesterfield , clerk ; G. Smith, 1 ,

Attercliffe Road, Sbeffield, licensed victualler ; W. Crake, 397, Stani

forth Road, Sheffield , chemist; B. Nicholson, 166, Steade Road,

Sheffield , steel melter ; H. H. Ewing, 2 , Plumpton Street, Sheffield,

clerk . The number of directors is not to be less than two por more

than foar ; the subscribers are to appoint thefirst; qualification, 50

Bbares. Registered by Waterlow & Sons, Limited, London Wall, E.C.

Tyer & Co., Limited (56,760).- Registered March 31st

with capital £25,000 in £1 shares, to acquire and carry on the busi.

DEBB of an electric, telegraph, and railway train signalling engineer

andcontractor, carried on by E. Tyer at Ashwin Street,Dalston,

N.E., as “ Tyer & Co., " and to adopt a certain agreement. The sub

Direct United States Cable Company, Limited

(11,597 ).-Tbis company's annual retum was filed on February 16th ,

when60,710 sharesweretaken up out of a capital of £ 1,300,000 in

£ 20 sbares, and all considered as paid .

Yorkshire House- to -House Electricity Company,

Limited ( 29,235 ) - This company's annual return was filed on

February 19th. The capital is £200,000 in £ 5 shares ( 100 founders).

37,474 ordinary and 100founders’ shares have been taken up, and the

foanders' are considered as paid . £ 5 per share has beencalled on

18,848 and £2 per share on 18,626 ordinary shares, and £ 131,988 has

been paid.

London Electric Wire Company, Limited (36,544).

This company's annual return, made up toFebruary 9th, was filed on

March 26ch . The capital is £ 50,000 in £ 5 shares (5,000 preference);

4,188 preference and 4,597 ordinary have been taken up, and 3,860

of each description are considered as paid ; £ 5 per share has been

called on the others, and £5,325 has been received.

Madeira Electric Lighting Company , Limited

( 46,371 ).— This company's annual return was filed on February 9th.

The capital is £ 15,000 in £1 shares, of which 10,537 have been taken

up ; £1per share has been called, and £10,537 paid, and £ 25 has been
received on 100 forfeited shares.

Malaga Electricity Company, Limited (48,076). —

This company's annual return was filed on January 12th . The capital

is £ 57,000 in 10,000 £ 5 ordinary and 7,000 £1 deferred shares. 9,981

ordinary and 7,000 deferred sbares have been taken up, and the latter

are considered as paid. £ 5 per share has been called on the

ordinary, and £ 44,280 has been paid, leaving £ 5,625 in arrears .

Madras Electric Tramways Company, Limited

(36,158).— This company's return was filed on February 26th. The
capital is £ 100,000 in £ 1 (or Rs.15 ) shares. 64,704 shares have been

taken up, and the full amount has been called and paid . £ 2,713
15s. 1d. has also been received on torfeited shares.

Morley Fletcher Wave Power System , Limited

(48,648 ).- This company's return was filed on February 26th, when

694 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 20,000 in £10shares ;

342 are considered as paid , and £10 per share has been called on the

others. £ 3,375 has been paid, £150is in arrears , and £5 has been

paid on 11 forfeited shares.

National Electric Sapply Company, Limited (29,992 ).

-This company's return was filed onMarch 3rd . The capital is

£ 84,943 159. divided into 9,050 ordinary shares of £5 each, 10,850

ordinary shares of £3 128. 6d. each, and 100 founders' shares of

£3 123.6d . each. 10,850 ordinary and the founders' shares have been

taken up ,and £ 39,693 15s. has been called and paid thereon ; £ 20 has

been received on four forfeited shares.

Milver Portable Electric Battery Syndicate, Limi

ted (44,003).—This company's return was filed on January 22nd,when

4,381 shares were takenup out of a capital of £ 22,000 in £5 shares.

The fall amount has been called, and £ 21,869 paid , leaving £ 36 in

9
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arrears ,

International Telescriptor Syndicate, Limited

(49,860 ).— This company's annual return was filed on March 3rd ,

when the whole capital of £ 10,000 in £ 1 sbares was taken up ; 9,993

of these are considered as paid , and £7 is in arrears.

Improved Electric Glow Lamp Company, Limited
(47,636 ).— Thiscompany's annual return was filed on January 5th .

The capital is £ 100,000 in £1 shares, of which 73,390 are taken up .

33,390 are considered as paid, and £ 39,975 has been paid on the

others, leaving £25 in arrears.
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Siemens retire by rotation from office as directors,and being eligible,

offer themselves for re -election . Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co.,

the auditors, also retire , and offer themselves for re -election.

Lamp Manufacturing Company, Limited (43,920 ).

-This company's annual retum was filed on January 14th, when

6,377 5 /6th shares were taken up out of a capitalof £ 20,000 in £1

shares. £1 per share has been called , and £ 6,377 163. 8d. paid.

Julius Sax & Co., Limited (37,435 ).— This company's

annual return was filed on January 17th, when the whole capital of

£ 20,000 in £10 sbares was taken ap. 1,993 shares are considered as

paid , and no calls have been made on the others.

Okonite Company, Limited (31,782 ).— This company's

annual return was filed on January 24th, when 16,000 ordinary and

15,995 preference sbares were takenup outof a capital of £ 320,000

in £ 10 shares ; 9,332 are considered as paid, and £ 10 per sbare has

been called on the rest ; £ 225,665 has been paid, £1,015 is in arrears ,

and £5 bas been received on five forfeited preference shares.

Newmarket Electric Light Company, Limited

(44,450 ).- This company's annual return was filed on February 28th ,

when 36 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 36,000 in £10

shares, and paid for in full.

Newcastle -upon -Tyne Electric Supply Company,

Limited (27,997). This company's return was filed on February
28th , when 9,259 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 100,000

in £5 shares; 301 shares are considered as paid , and £5 per share bas

been called, and £44,790 paid on the others.

Newcastle and District Electric Lighting Company,

Limited (28,022).— This company's return was filed on March 11th,

when 9,918 shares were taken up outof a capital of £ 100,000 in £10

shares. £8 per sbare has been called on 5,000 and £4 per share on

the others. £59,672 has been paid , and £829 has been received in

advance of calls .

Northampton Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited (28,640 ).- This company's return was filed on March 10th .

The capital is £50,000 in 10 " A " and 49,990 " B " shares of £1 each.

10 “ A ” and 22,000 “ B ” shares have been taken up, and £ 1 per share

has been called on the " A ," and 17,710 “ B ” shares, while 108. per

share has been called on the rest. £ 18,594 has been paid, and £ 1,271

is in arrears.

Electrical Street Car Manufacturing Syndicate,

Limited ,

ASTATUTORY meeting of the shareholders in the Electrical Street Car

Manufacturing Syndicate, Limited , was held on Friday at the works

of the syndicate,Wednesfield Road, Wolverhampton. The syndicate,

it may be remembered , was incorporated in December last, and the

present meeting - at which there was no business for consideration

was held in order to comply with the provisions of the Companies

Acts. The chair was occupied by Major Flood Page, of London,

chairman of the syndicate.

The CHAIRMANmade a short statement respecting the company's

prospects. Hethought that the speed and succes with which the

new works and offices had been erected and equipped , indicated

greatenergy and skill on the part of those of his colleagues who had

directed the work. They had got excellent premises. Tbe amount

of money subscribed in cash was a little over £ 7,000 , and there

was only one very small sum in arrear. That was an element of

satisfaction in starting the enterprise . They were probably witness

ing the commencement of a verygreat advance in electrical matters,

and he was sure that electric traction in the streets would in a few

years cause a great diminution in the number of horses 80 engaged.

They only required a good accumulator and good businessmanage

ment. The fact that Mr. Parker was engaged in the undertaking

gave it an element of certainty, for chance was, he was sure, placed

out of the question by that gentleman's association with the com
pany. All over the world Mr. Parker was known in connection

with electrical engineering, and they could congratulate themselves

that so far as electrical engineering was concerned, the undertaking

would be a success . So far as thebusiness departmentwas concerned,

he could say - speaking on behalf of his colleagues and himself - that

they would do their very best. He thought thattheir prospects were

excellent. In four or five years' time there would hardly be a horse

drawn omnibus in the country. The London omnibuscompanies

bad incomes amounting to over & million, and they repre

sented the business which the syndicate was waiting for. He

thought that the younger shareholders present would live to see the

daywhen that business would attain vast proportions, comparable even

tothat of the Londop & North - Western Railway Company.

CITY NOTES.

Aspecial general meeting was subsequently held on the requisition

of eight shareholders, when a resolution was passed amending No. 86
of the articles of Association , so as to enable the shareholders to re

move any director before the normal expiration of his term of office

it necessary

0

Eastbourne Electric Light Company.

In their report the directorsstate thatthe gross profit realised on the

working for the year 1897 was £3,619 78. 11d. , and that the net

amount available for reserve and dividend, after allowing for the

interim dividendpaid to June, 1897, and £ 400 carried to the depre

ciation fund, is £ 1,838 98. 9d. They propose that £ 412 be placed to

reserve, and that outof the balanceleft of £1,426 98. 9d. adividend

at the rate of £ 10 per cent. for the hall-year, making with the

interim dividend paid in June, £ 7 108. per cent. for the year, free of

income-tax, be paid upon all the share capital of the company.

This, afterallowing for the interim dividend , will absorb £974 158.

and leave £451 143. 9d, to be carried forward to next year's account.

The depreciation fund now stands at £ 3,025 ; and if the proposal of

carrying £ 412to thereservefund is adopted the reserve will then
stand at £3,250, making a total reserve of £6,275.

The capital account shows a considerable oatlay in thepast year

for mainextensions and for additional machineryand plant, bringing

up the deficit on this account to £ 5,553 18. ld .; and the directors have

to provide for a prospective outlay for the next two years of at least

£ 4,400, making a total further capital required of £ 9,953 18. 1d .

The directors have had under consideration the desirability of

placing the depreciation and reserve funds upon a more solid basis.

The aggregate of the funds, as stated above, is£ 6,275, but the money

is actually in use in the company's business and is not represented by

separate cash.

The lamps in circuit, reckoned upon an average of 8 candle

power per lamp, number 19,288, against 16,690 at the close of 1896,

an increase of 2,598 lamps for the year. The net increase of casto

mers for 1897 was 56.

The Indo- European Telegraph Company, Limited.

-The directors after adding £ 15,000 to the reserve fund, have

determined subject to audit, torecommendthe payment of a divi

dend for the six months ended December 31st, 1897, of 178. 6d. per

share, making with the interim dividend already paid, 6 per cent.,

and a bonus of 209. per share, both free of income-tax, making inall
10 per cent. for the year. The dividend and bonus will be payable

on and after May 1st next,

Anglo -American Telegraph Company, Limited.

The directors have resolved,after placing £ 6,000 tothe credit of the

renewal fund, to declare aninterim dividend for the quarter ending

March 31st, 1898, of 158. per cent. on the ordinary stock,and £1 105,

percent.on the preferred stock, less income-tax, payable on April

30th , to the shareholders registered on the books of the company on

March 31st, 1898 .

Stock Exchange Notices.- The Stock Exchange Com

mittee has ordered the undermentioned to be quoted in the Official

List :-MilwaukeeElectricRailwayandLightCompany- $603,000

additional 5 per cent. 30 -year consolidated mortgage gold coupon

bonds of 1926 ,Nos 7,001 to 7,603.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

Rand Central Electric Works.

The directors state in their report that steady progress has been

made in completing various installations and connecting them with

the main line, and it is expected that the revenue from the constantly

increasing power supply will show & satisfactory return for the

current year. It must be borne in mind that up to December 31st

last the central station bad only been in partial operation, supplying

but a comparatively small proportion ofthe power coatracted for,

and therefore the ravenue derived from power supply during the past

year is no criterion of future earnings. The earningsof the past year

do not, however, affect the dividend payable to shareholders, because

Messrs. Siemens & Halske guaranteed that the net profits available

for dividend in the financial year under consideration would be at

least 6 per cent. The necessary arrangements having been made with

the contractors, the directors havedecided to recommend that &

dividend at the rate of 6 per cent . be declared for the year 1897. In

accordance with the articles of association , Sir C. Rivers Wilson,

G.C.M.G. , C.B., the chairman of the company, and Mr. Carl von

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited. The receipts for the

week ending April 1st, 1898 , were£ 2,399 11s. 6d.; corresponding period,

1897, £ 2,025 7s. 100.; increase, £314 3s. 8d .

The City and South London Railway Company. - The receipts for the week end.

ing April 3rd, 1898, were £ 1,050 ;week ending April 4th, 1897, £1,020;

increase ,£ 24 ; total receiptsfor 'half-year, 1898, £ 14,942 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £14,818 ; increase, £ 124 .

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company. - The receipts for

week ending Friday, April 1st, 1898, were £ 358 128. 8d.;corresponding

week last year, £ 367 11s. 1d .; 'decrease, £ 8 188. 5d. ; passengerscarried,

62,971 ; corresponding week last year, 60,701;aggregate to date, 15,152 1s.8d .;

aggregate to date last year, £5,514 4s. 9d .; decrease to date, £ 362 3s. ld .;

mileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . - The receipts for the week ending

April 3rd, 1898 , amounted to £ 1,313; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,323 ; decrease, £10.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for

the week ending April 1st, 1898, afterdeducting17 per cent ofthe

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany Limited, were £ 2,895 .
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SHARI LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANIES.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES .

Brook
Basinara dono

Olosing
Prosodt

Closing
Dividende forOr during

ALOR ,
leado ,

Share the last Ibroo yours,
Quotation , Quotation, week ended

March 80th ,
1

April 5th April 6th ,

1898 .

1895. 1896 . 1897.
Highest. Lowest

137,4002 African Direot Talog ., Ltd., 4 % Dob. 100 | 4 % 100 104 100 -104

26,800 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares ... 10 8 7 - 8

125,000 Do. do. 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

929,9001 Anglo- American Talog., Ltd. Btock 62 9s. £2 138. 3 % 59 62 61 - €4 631 62

8,038,0202 Do. do . 6 % Pral. Stock 84 185. £ 5 68. 6 % 110 111 1111 - 112} 113 1108

3,038,0202 Do. do. Dadd. Stock 121 - 13 121- 134 13 121

180,000 Brasiliaa Babmarine Tolos ., Ltd. 107 % 16 ) - 17 101 - 17 xd 163 1616

75,0007 Do. do. 5 % . Dobs., end vorios, 1906 100 6 % 112 116 112 - 116

44,000 Owl Talop., Ltd., Nov.1 to 44,000 5 4 % 4 % 3 31 3 31

10,000,000 $ OommercialOablo Oo. $ 1007 % 185 – 190 185 – 190 xd

918,2977 Do. Do. Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb. Stock Rod. Stock 104 -106 104 -106 xd 105 ) 105

924,850 Consolidated Telop. Oomst , and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- 11 % 2 %

16,000 Ouba Toleg ., Ltd. 10 8 % 8 % 61 77 61- 7 % 7

6,000 Do. 10 % Pret. 10 10 % 14) 154 141 - 151

12,931 Direct Spanish Telog ., Ltd.
64 % 4 % 4 % 4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Orim . Prat. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do, 4% Debu. Nou. 1 to 6,000 50 | 41 % 41 % 41% 103 - 106% 103 -106 %

60,710 Direct Ouited States Onblo, Ltd. 20 | 21 % 21% 104 - 112 104- 113 1018

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43% Reg.Deb
100 99 –102 99 -102 1004

400,000 Harton Talog ., Ltd., Nos. to 400 ,cum 10 69 % 61 % 174 - 181 178 - 181 181 178

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Prof. 10 6 6 % 184 191 181-191

89,9001 Do. 8-% Debro, ropay . August, 1899 100 6 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Dob .Stook Red. Stock | 4 % 4 % 128 -131 128 131 130 128

250,000 Dastora Kitension , Australasia and Ohina Telog., Ltd. 107 % 7 % 184-191 184 - 197 1818 1813

Do.
6 % 99 - 103 99 – 103

rog. 1 to 3,976 to 4,888

100,5003 Do. do . Boarar, 1,860—3,976 and 4,327–6,480 100 6 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 - 103

820,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Stock
Btook 4 % 4 % 128 -131 128 -191

Fastern und Bonth African Telog.,Ltd., 8 % Mort. Deb.
36,1003 100 5 % 99 - 103 99 –103

46,500 Do, do. do. to bearer, 2,844 to 5,500 100 6 % 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

300,0001 4 % Mort. Debu. Nos.1to 8,000, red . 1909 100 4 % 4 % 102 -105 102 -106
102

200,0001
Do. 4% Reg. Mt.Debe. (Mauritius Bub .) 1 to 8,000 25 4 % 4% 107 -110 % 107 — 110 %

180,227 Qlobe Talograph andTrut, Ltd. 10 45 % 41 % 114- 127 114- 123 111

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Prel.... 6 % 6% 171-18 171- 18 171 1786
160,000 Great Northon Teleg. Oompany ofCopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 291- 30 293 301 293

160,0007 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobo. 100 5 % 5% 100 -103 1100 -103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable Co., Ltd., 44 % 1st Mort.

100 95 -100 95 -100

Debs., within Nos . 1 to 1,200, Red.

17,000 Indo-Huropean Teleg .,Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 55 52 65

100,0002 London Platino-BrasiliarTalog., Ltd. 6 % Debs. 100 6 % 6 % 106 -109 106 - 109

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel ., Nou. 1 to 28,000 ... 64% 2 2 21

484,597 National Taloph .,Ltd.,1 to 484,597
6 64 % 51 % 6 % 6 63 31 6 63 57%

15,000
Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prot . 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 16 18 16 18

16,000 Do. 6 % Oum . End Prot. 6 % 6 % 6 % | 15 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 8 %Non -cum . 3rd Prof.,1 to260,000 8 5 % 5 % 5 % 5} - 6 5 - 6 6}

1,929,4714 Do. 8 } % Dob. Stook Rod . Stock 81 % 31 % 81 % 102 - 107 100 --105 104 101

171,604 Oriental Toloph. & Bloo., Ltd.,Nou.1 to 171,604, fully paid 15 % 5 % ?

100,0002 Paoloand Buropean Tol., Ltd., 4 % Quar. Deba, 1 to 1,000 100 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

11,899 Bontar'ı Ltd. 86 % 5 % 8 9 8 9

8,981 Submarino Oublon Trust Oart. 140 - 145 140 – 145 143 141

58,000 UnitedRiva Plato Taloph ., Ltd 64 % 49 4h 4

146,7332 Do. do . 6 % Dobu. Stock 6 % 105 108 106 -08

15,809 Wort Atriona Talog ., Ltdor 3,601 to 20,189 104 % nil 3} 41 41

219,4002 Do. do . do 8 % Dobu. 100 6 % 99 - 102 99 - 102

84,269 Worten und Brudillun Ialog., Ltd. 188 % %% 12 12} 12 12} 121

89,129 Do. do. do . 6 % Pral. Ord . 7310 74- 8 £ 78 81 77

83,129 Do. do. do Dot. Ord .... 41 6 45 5 43 418

989,521 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 106 -109 106 -109 1063

88,821 Wort Ladin nad Parana Talog ., Ltd. 1 % 1 % 3

84,369 Do. do. do . 8 % Oum . In Prot. 6 % 6 % 73 8 8 77

4,689 Do. do. do . 6 % Oruim . And Prol. 10 6 % 7 7

80,000 Do. do. 8 % Dobu. No.1 to 1,800 100 6 % % 105 - 108 105 - 108

1,163,0008 Wastara Onion al D. B. Talog ., 7 % Ixt Mort. Bordo $ 1000| 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110
160,1001] Do. do . 6 % Ster . Bondo. 100 16 % 6 % 1100 -105 1100 -106

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

30,000 Oharing Orols and Strand Elooty . Supply 6 6 % 6 % 7 % | 131– 141 13- 145

20,000 Do. do . do. do , 44 % Oam . Pref. 5 6 64 6 61

5 i 6 % 5 % 104 100xd 101- 100 10g

Do do 41% Deb. Stock . Stock 41 % 44 % 115-117 115 -117

50,000 Oity of London Floo.Lightg. Oo., Ltd., Ord.40,001–90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 251 - 264 26 27 } 261

Do. do . Prov. Oerts. Nos. 90,001 to
121- 131 19 - 20

100,000 £ 6 .

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prot., 1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 17% - 18 % 171 - 184

400,000 Do. 8 %Dob. Stock, Borip. ( im . at 6116 ) all paid
5 % 6 % 129 -194 129 -194 130

30,000 County of Lond.& Bruh Prov. 2.Ltg . Ltd.,Ord. 1—30,000 10 mil nii nil 141- 151 141- 151 143

20,000 Do. do . do. 8 % Prel., 40,001-60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 151- 16 151 - 16 155

17,400 Edmandsons Elec. Corp., Ltd., ord. shares 1-17,400 3 34- 38 31- 38

10,000 House-to-House Eleo. Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5 104 111 103 115 ii

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Prat. 5 114 12 113 123

49,900 "Metropolitan Blectrio Supply, Ltd., 101 to 50,000
104% 5 % 6 % 20 20 21 xd 201

12,600 Do. Ord.,50,001–62,500
, iso. at £2 prem . 10 3 % 20 21 201 213 201

220,000 Do. 41 % Irrt mortgage debanturo itoak 41 % 41 % 41% 117 -121 117 121

6,462 Notting HillBleotrio Lightg . Do.,Ltd.
10 | 27% 4 % 6 % 191 201 20 21

31,980 St.Jamor'ı & PallMall Bloo.LightCo., Ltd.,Ord .
5 71 % 101 % 141 % 18 19 18 19 1818 187

20,000 Do. do, 7 %Prel., 20,081 to 40,080 67 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

80,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb . stock Rod . Stock 4 % 107 - 110 107 -110 107

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid ... 5 21- 24 21- 24 211 28

79,9001 Westminster Eleotrio Supply Corp.,Ord ., 161 to 80,000 5 17 % 9 % 12 % 17 – 18 17 18

Subject to Founder's Sharos . + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchango.

Ualon otherwise statod all shards are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deferred share warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends marked | wo for a you condoting of the latter part of one year and the Arst part of the next,
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BEARS LIST OF ELEOTRIOAL OOMPANIES - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY , MANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COMPANIES .

Present

188vo.

Brook

or

Share .
BAHE .

Dividonda for

the last three years.

Closing

Qcoration

March 30th .

Closing

Quotation,

April 5th ,

BOBipo 8 dopo

during week

ended

April 5th, 1898.
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do . ...
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.. .00

18...

Edison & Bwan United Kleo. Ligt., Ltd., “ A” dhe 9 } 55 %
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1895 . 1896 . 1897 . Highest , Lowest.

30,000 | British Electric Traction 10 16 — 161 16 — 164 163 164

90,000 LrRNA Kleol. Enging. No., Ora ., 1 to 90,000 ...
14 2 1 - 2 13

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Prel., 1 to 96,800 % 21- 21 21- 21 29 27

125,0002 Do.. 41 % Perp. Deb. Stock. ... Stock 110 114 119 - 114

50,000 Do. do. 43 % 2ndDeb . Stock Red . Stock 102 -105 |102 105

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10 104 11 101 103 101 102

129,179 Do. do. do. £ 6 paid
10 61 69 62 63 67 63

59,254 Do. Pref. halt- shares £1 pd.
1 2 is 2

67,680 Do. do , Def. do . £ 5 pd.
45 43 45- 43

630,0001 Uity and South London Railway Stock 18% 1 %% 18 % E6 68 67 69 69 689

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd.,7 % Oum .Pref. Bhares, 1 to 28,180 6
nil 27 14 21

99,261 94 - 24 21- 2251 % 211
1

25
1 to 99,261

17,199 Do. do. do, " A " Bhares 01-017,199 5 5 % 51 % 4 - 5 5

194,023 Do. do. do. 4% Deb . stock Red . 100 103 -105 103 -105

118,600 | Electric Construction , Ltd., 1 to 110,000 % 5 % 6 % 25 - 27 25 - 27 24 211

16,343 Do, do, 7 % Oum . Pret., 1 to 16,943 317 % 7 % 3} 9 3- 99

111,100 Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1stMort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patant Oop. Depuog., Ltd., 1 to 70,009 3

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm . 2

9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 9,600 10 101%
9 11

12,500 Hanley's (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord.
10 8 % 10 % 12 % | 22 23 22 23 23 223

8,000 Do. do . do . 7% Prat. 107 % 7 % 7 % 181 191 181- 193 19

50,000 Do. do . do. 4 Mort.Dob. Stock Stock 44 % 41% 41 % 110 - 116 110 —115 112

80,000 India -Rubbor, Gutta Perols and Teleg . Works, Ltd. 18 10 % 10 % 10 % 211 - 221 21 22 213 211

800,000 Do , do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 102 -106 102 -106

87,500 Liverpool Overhead Ruilmy, Ord . 10 | 21 % 21 % 34 % 105 - 108 10g – 100

10,000 t Do. do. Prof., 618 paid 10 5 % 5 % 5 % 154 — 161 151 - 161

87,860 Telegraph Oonsta . and Maintco., Ltd.
12 15 % 15 % 15 % 35 38 35 - 38 368 35

160,000 Do. do . do . 6 % Bonds, rod . 1899 100 5 % 6 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Ord. Stock 100 135 -138 133 - 138 1361

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividends marked | are for a year oonsisting of the latter part of ono your and the first part of the next.

Ononton & 00 ,-Tbo dividonds paid on the ordinary sharos (wblob bave not a Stock Exchangequotation ), are as follows : 1894_b /of ; 1801—7 % 1890–80%
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

• Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Ordinary £ 5 ( fully paid ) 104. London Electrio Supply Corporation , £5 Ordinary, 4–44.

Honde -to -House Company, 41 % Debentures of £ 100, 108-110. * T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (fully paid );14—15.

Kensington and KnightsbridgeElectric LightingOompary, Limited Yorkshire House -to -House Blectricity Oompuy, £b Ordinary Blares

Ordinary Shares 66 (Iully paid ) 168-173 ; Ist Preference fully paid , 8–83. Dividend for 1896–6 %

Oumulative 6 % , 86 ( Iully paid ), 87–88. Dividend, 1896, on

Ordinary Shares 7 % .

* From Birmingham Share List.
Bank rate or Uscount 3 por cont. (October 14th , 1897)

MECHANICAL STOKERS.

The inventor of an American stoker, Mr. Roney, has given a brief

history of mechanical stokers in Cassier's Magazine, in which, natur

ally, the hopeful side of stoking bymachinery is looked upon. It is

over 100 years since machine stoking was first employed, and it

appears that in Great Britain the mechanical stoker has seen its

largest employment, over 25,000 being stated as at work , chiefly upon

the long, narrow grates of internally fired boilers. James Watt

patented the first stoker in 1785, which consisted of two sets of hori.

zontal grate bars, worked intermittently by hand levers. It is said

to have been a success as a smoke preventor. It isa little amusiog

to see the Hopcraft Furnaceof 1889 seriously described among a host

of others, and its complicated construction set down as anevident
obstacle to success. There never was any necessity to put forward

the question of complicated construction to accountfor the failure of

this furnace. It never was known to be a success anywhere. It never

even acted in any way as it was claimed ; it was hopelessly impossible

from the first, and was condemned by experts from the beginning, and

only one of the company's engineershadthe pluck to say so, for which

—but we will draw a veil ; the inner history of this furnace has

to be written, but the time isnot yet. It forms a unique specimen

of the art of company-mongering, an art which drew £ 180,000 from

the eager public for a patentthatno practical man would have passed

as worth 2d .

German stokers are rated by the authoras merely modified British

stokers without their advantages. Novelty in design seems, how .

ever , to have been sometimes sought in America. The Murpby is

one sucb . It was the first distinctively American stoker, and was

patented in 1879. It is applicable only to under- fired boilers , and

consists of a V grate under a brick arcb , fed by lateral plungers from

coal hopper passages in the side walls about 6 cr 7 feet long. The

bars ofthe V grate run parallelwith the slopes , wbich are at an

angle of about 35 °. At the apex is a revolving toothed bar to grind

ont clinker. All the sloping bars are binged at their upper ends,

and are moved by cams about an inch at their apex ends. This brings

down the fire as it burns away. It is said that this machine has a

good record . We can believe it, for, apart from the serious incon.

venience of the lateral coal hoppers it seems well designed, but it

appears only specially applicable to single boiler installations.

The general trend of American stokers, constructed as they are for

use with externally fired boilers, is to the use of steeply inclined

grates sloping down from the firing plates,and with the separate bars

moving more or less, so as to induce the fuel to move forward and

downward. The advantageof these sloping grates, is that the fire

need never burn into holes, for the gratemovement can be arranged

to be quick enough to cause the fuel to gather and fill up the voids as
tormed .

Mr. Roney is in error when he states that the English Jukes grate

was made with bars crosswise to the furnace. We have seen some

scores of these furnaces in Yorkshire, and never saw one which had

not the link belt grate exactly as illustrated in Mr. Roney's illustra

tion ofthis furnace, as copied by the Babcock & Wilcox Company, of

New York, As in England, underfeeding has been attempted.

American underfeed stokers follow closely on the design of Holroyd

Smith. As we have before stated, thepatent of Mr. Ropey himselt

includes the sloping grate idea, but with transversely placed bars

which rock andforma rocking-step grate. There is a dumping grate
at the lower end for cleaning purposes.

For externally fired boilers, possessing ample space and heightfor

liberal mechanical arrangements, we cannotsee how anything much

better than the Roney idea can be evolved. The ability tousegravity

gives the power of overcoming that worst fault of other coking

stokers, the thinning out of the fires at the back ends of the bars.

By gravity and grate shaking the fuel can be travelled down the slope

at a speed sufficient to keep the bars covered, the dumping grate

servesto clear off clinker, and, generally , the machine lookslikea

success on paper, and, we believe, is one defacto, as, indeed, is borne

out by thetendency towards this type. Externallyfired boilersare
not so common in England , and we are, therefore, confronted
in internally fired boilers with & far more difficult

problem mecbanically. Our coals are chiefly bituminouy, and

must be burned on the coking system for perfect smokelessness,
and unless there be a bridge against which to travel the fuel on the
bars, so as to feed up the hollow places burned inthe fire, there is

always apt to be an excess of air, and corresponding reduction of

efficiency WithMr. Roney, however, we agree that the atoking
of the future will be more and more by mechanical mean "

&
our
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FIG . 5.

THE NORTHERN SOCIETY OF

ELEOTRICAL ENGINEERS.
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The electromotive force at the generators is

960 polts at 50 cycles, the length of the line

being 835 yards. The power is transmitted

through bare overhead conductors, supported
on porcelain insulators. The station and

line are fitted with Wurts's lightning

arresters.

Figs. 5 and 5A show one of three

horizontal 5 inches by 9 duplex pumps,

made for the Consolidated Goldfields of

South Africa . Each pomp is capable of

raising 200 gallons 60feet per minute, and

is coupled to a 9 H.P. three -phase motor

through double reduction gearing. The speed

of the motor is 1,150 revolutions per minute,

with 60 cycles and 110 volts between two

pbases.

Fig. 6 is a photograph of an electrically

driven coal cutter, fitted with two 10-H.P.

three-phase motors. The motors are wound

for 500 volts, and are switched into circuit

without any starting device. Their speed is

960 revolutions per minute, this being re

duced to 9 revolutions per minute at the

catter through treble reduction gearing.

The diameter of cutter wheel is 5 feet

8 inches.

This machine has been constructed for

Messrs. Pope & Pearson, Limited, for use in
their colliery at Normanton . The distance

between the generators and coal cutters is

about a mile.

The plants described in this paper have

all been supplied within the last two years,

andalthough, I am sorry to say, it is a very

small amount when compared with what is

being done in the United States, Germany,

or Switzerland, it is some satisfaction to

kaow that a little progress has been made in

this country in the manufacture of this class

of work .

Even those who do not admit of any or

sufficient saperiority of the three -phase over

the contiouous current system to induce

them to take up the manulacture of the

former for use in England, must acknowledge

that many large and valuable orders for our

colonies and elsewhere are given to foreiga

firms, which ought to be executed in this

country, but unfortunately so little has been

done here that so far we are not in a position

to compete.
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SOME RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCU

MULATORS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO

TRACTION ON COMMON ROADS.
AMP 150L

Sore By J. T. NIBLETT .
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MEANS of vehicular locomotion by the aid of some power other than

that of horses is a subject that is now receiving a vast amount of

attention. Not only is it of interest to electrical and mechanical

engineersand carriage builders, but it has been taken into serions
consideration by all those responsible for the regulation of traffic in

our large towns. The subject is of such huge importance, thatit not

only affects those whose business or pleasure calls for some rapid and

safe means of transport from place to place, but it affects the safety
and comfort of the ordinary pedestrian as well. Ourpresent system

of borse traffic is open to many objections, not only from a humani.
tarian point of view , but from its sanitarian and economic aspect as

well. The streets in our large towns would present a vastly different

Aspect it,instead of horses, some other means of drawing our vehicles
were used .

Much attention has been given to the application of steam , petro

leum , and spirits to produce the necessary motive power; but there

is but little doubt that electricity will eventually supersede them all,

pot only on the score of economy, but owing to its freedom from

heat, steam , disagreeable odour, and to the ease with which it can be

manipulated.

In this communication we do not propose touching upon the

numerous applications of electricity for the propulsion oftramway

cars and light railways, but we shall devote our attention more

especially to the subject of the electrical propulsion of vehicles on

common roads by m ans of batteries. We shall point out some of

the recent improvements that have been madein batteries suitable

for this purpose, and shall then indicate in a few words how they

are best employed, and the most approved methods of dealing with

them . An endeavour will be made to deal with the subject in a

popular manner, and all technicalities will be avoided as far as

possible.

Secondary batteries may be divided into two classes, viz , those

in which the active material is formed trom the substance of the

element itself, either by direct chemical or electro- chemical action,

and those in which the chemical formation is accelerated by the

application of some easily reducible salt of lead. Elements of the

former type are usually termed “ Planté,” and those of the latter

“ Faure or pasted , Messrs. Planté and Faure being the respective

inventors.

The activematerialsin all the best known types of secondary cells,

whether of the Planté or Faure pattern, is peroxide of lead inthe

positive element, and spongy lead in the negative. The mediom

through which the necessarychemical changesoccur during either a

charge or discbarge is a solution of sulphuric acid and water. There

still much doubt as to the precise nature of the chemical change

involved in a lead sulphuric acid cell, dueto the action of an electric

current, and therefore this matter will not be discussed here.

Enougb, however, is known to enable those concerned in their com

mercial manufacture to construct cells of almost any electrical

capacity, and capable of taking up and giving out any rate charge

or discharge. Itis now usual to speak of anygiven type of secondary

cell as being of so many ampere-hours capacity per pound of plate,

or per pound of complete cell. In the latter case the precise nature

of the containing vessel, whether itbe of glass,earthenware, metal,

or vulcanite, must, of course, be specified.

Oneof the earliest to introduce intothis country & commercial

cell of the Planté type was Mr.Epstein, and a cell bearing his name

has been long on the market. Mr. Epstein has given much attention

to the production of accumulators of this type, and in a recent

communication to the Institution of Electrical Engineers hepromised

to shortly introduce animproved form of his plate, which he stated

was particularly suitable for traction purposes. Such a promise,

coming from one so well versed in the subject, leads us to expect &

real improvement. The original Epstein plate was made by deeply

grooving both sides of a lead plate. Theplate, when grooved in this

way, was boiled in a solution of nitric acid and water, or pome similar

solution. This process is said to so corrode the metal that it is

easily acted upon electrolytically. Owing to the serrated nature

of the plate, the active materialappears to wedge itself in the

narrow grooves, and does not fall ont under ordinary working

conditions.

The Crompton-Howell cell, which we do not hear much of now ,

was constructed of plates sawn from a cast mass of porons lead.

We believe this materialwas prepared by a system of wratingthe

metalwhilein its molten condition. The resultingplatewasofte
highly porous and crystalline nature, and , owing to its porosity, the

electrolyte easily permeated it, thus rendering the formation quito

an easy matter.

A form of cell now on the market, known as the “ D.P." accumu.

lator, manufactured by the D.P. BatteryCompany, isalso of the
Planté type. The elements in thiscaseconsist of a large number of

narrow strips of lead built up one above theother. Bythismethod

a large active area, enablingthecells tobe chargedanddischarged
at highrates, is obtained, while disintegration ofthe activematerial

or buckling is said not to occur. As in the case of the Epstein cell,

the platesare chemically treated to accelerate the formation .

The traction cell made by this company is not designed with a view
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the positive plate was 1.29 square feet, the amount of electrolyte

wassix pints. Such a cell wasstated to have an integral resistance

of 0.015 ohm when charged , and 0.02 ohm when discharged. The

best charging rate was found to be 5 amperes, and the discharging

rate 65 amperes. As amean of six ordinary charges and discharges

a current efficiencyof over 90 per cent. wassaid to be obtained. We

believe that since theabove test, and owing to improvements made,

far better results have recently been obtained .

( To be continued .)

AN ELECTRICAL HYPOTHESIS FOR THE

SOLAR AND PLANETARY SYSTEMS, AND

SOME OF THEIR ASSOCIATED PHE

NOMENA.

BY DELTA .
El

( Concluded from page 462.)

-

?

toextreme lightness, but ratherwith the idea of combiningdurability

with as little weight as possible. The containing case of this par

ticular form of cell is of ebonite, and it contains three plates - one

positive and two negative. The weight of the complete cell is about

33 lbs., and three cells are put in a crate for convenience of handling,

theweight ofthethree thus fitted being about 100 lbs.

The capacity of each cell is 100 ampere -hours, at a normal dis.

charge rate of 15 amperes. They can , however, the makers state,

be discharged at any rate within reason that may be desired with :

outdamage to them , the only consequence being a loss in capacity

as the discbarged rate is increased. The makers assert that with

this form of cell a carrent capacity of four ampere-bours per pound

of plate, and three ampere-hours per pound of complete dell, is
obtained .

The " Lamina " accumulator elements, as manufactured by the

Lamina Accumulator Company, are made up of a series of perforated

and corrugatedlead strips. The method of making these plates is

somewhat asfollows :-Lead is received in the form of rulls of 8

to 10 inches wide, and of varying thickness of Irom oth to bad of
an inch . The lead is first perforated, and is afterwardscorrugated by a

suitable machine. After beiog treated in this way the lead is cut up

into strips of the desired size. These strips, when built up, are

encasedbya sheet of perforated lead, held in position by leaden
rivets, and lead -burnt at the top and bottom .

The forming process is said to take only 36 hours. As the

mechanical construction ofthe plates is simple and strong, theyare

said to withstand quite well the severe work imposed upon them when

need for traction purposes. The makers state that a cell of this forma

of construction can safely be charged or discbarged in one hour. The

following data of the company's " A 5 " traction cell may be of

interest. Thecontaining case is of ebonite ,and is of the following

dimensions :-104 inches long, 41 inches wide,and 12 inches deep.

The complete weight of the cell, with elements and electrolyte, is

given as 40 lbs. The dimensions of the positive plates are as

follows : -81inches long, 74inches wide, andgths of an inch thick.

The size of the negative plates are :-81 inches long, 81 inches wide,

and gths of an inch thick . The discharging rate of this form of cell is

20 amperes, but it may be run up to 100 amperes. The normal

charging rate is 25 amperes, but this can also be run up to 100
Amperes .

FAURE, OR PASTED CELLS.

Messrs. Sellon, King, Volkmar, Philippart, Parker, Swan , and

others, have each devised methods of holding active material on grids,

trames, or plates. These methods, combined with Faure's original

discovery, constitute that group of inventionsowned by the Electrical

Power and storage Company, and are well known shortly as the

E.P.8. patents. In all cases the actual forming is done by the pur.

cbagers .

Ol late years improvements have been made in the original E.P.S.

plates. The King- Fanre plate, now much ased, bag a series of ledges

cast upon it on both sides,and these ledges are filled in with the

active material. Plates made on this principle are much thicker

than those origipallymade and are said to give a greater capacity

per pound of plate. The accumulators made by the E.P.8. Company,

and so extensively used for electric light purposes, are so well known

that they scarcely need further description here. We shall, how .

ever, have occasion to again refer to this company's traction cells.
later on .

Since the year 1880, considerably over 1,000 applications for

British letters patent bave been madefor improvements in secondary

batteries, chieflyof the Faure pattern, and of these some hundreds

have developed into fally published patents. The great majority

of the suggested improvements are of a mechanical nature, and

refer more especially to :-(1) Methods of accelerating formation ;

(2) devices for preventing disintegration of the active material;

( 3) attempts to construct a mechanically solid cell; and ( 4) means to

prevent thatgreat bugbear of all lead accumulators - the warping and

backling of theplates or grids.

It is not within the scope of this communication to investigate all

the attempts made to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties, and

onlyafew of those batteries now on the market will be considered .

In addition to the improvements noticedhere, much bas been done
in this country by such workers as Sir Edward Frankland , Messrs.

Reckenzaun,Drake, Gorham , Barber Starkey, Pitkio , Bristol, and
others. On the Continent, Messrs. Royaier,Tommasi, Gadot, Hagen,

Jacquet, Payen, Laurent-Cely, Pollak, and Blot are each credited
with improvements; while Messrs. Brush, Eickmeyer, Ernst, Car.

penter, Knowles, Hering, Gibson, Currie and Winkler, in America,
have modified , with some amount of success, either Planté's or

Faure's original inventions.

A form of accumulator which has been received with much favour

on the Continent is known as the “ Tudor .” of late years this form

of cell has been introduced into tbis country, and is now wadufac.

tured by the Tudor Accumulator Company . The elements are not

of the grid form , but consist of lead plates deeply grooved , made by

being passed between a pair of suitably made rollers. The grooves

in thenegative plate are narrower than those on the positive. When

preparedin thisway, theplates arecoated byelectrolysis with a thin

layer of peroxide, and theintersticesarethen filled in with the
usual paste of leadoxide. The reason for treatingthe plates in this

wayis to prevent the formation of sulphate of lead at the junction

of the metal bolder and the active material. After the above treat

ment the plates are allowed to dry , and are passed through smooth

rollers. This last process closes up the grooves, and tends to key the

active material in .

According to Prof. Kohlrausch, who made some tests of the

original Tudor cell, he found that a capacity of 16 ampere-hours per

pound of platewasobtained by acellof the following dimensions:

The weight of the elements was 29-3 lbs., the total active surface of

1

THE COMETARY BODIES.

THE application of the electrical hypothesis to an explana

tion ofthis erratic body* isnecessarilyhighly speculative, but

not more so than that of any other bypothesis yet pro

pounded.

It is suggested that the rotation of the solid element of

the cometis effected electrically. The rapid movement of

the body in a state of erratic movement drags along with it
an atmosphere wbich streams behind like the tail of a kite,

or the steam froma locomotive; this straggling atmosphere
is illuminated by the passage through it of electric energy of

high intensity and frequency.

THE NEBULA .

It is aggamed - in the absence of more specific data - that

the nebulæ are clusters of small electrical conductors, or

stars, enclosed in a common luminous atmosphere.

The same theoretic assumption applies to the spiral

nebulæ , the stellar character of whose nuclei is admitted.

The electric solar high pressure energy, illuminates the

nebular atmosphere, enters the stellar bodies, which are

assumed to be spherical polarised electric condactors and
transformers, to be admitted to the interstellar and low

intensity electrical ocean at low intensity.

It is suggested that the coalescence of the stellar portions

of the nebulæ is the result of inter -electrical action acting in

the same way that electrified particlesof aqueous vapoar unite

to from clouds.

SHOOTING STARS.

It is admitted that the luminous streake, known as shoot

ing stars, travel constantly in the same pathway around the

solar centre, their orbits of passage being very similar to

those of cometary bodies.

No doubt somewhat analogous to the currents that flow in

specific lines in the aqueous oceans of the earth , there will, in

the great interplanetary and interstellar electrical ocean, be
distinctive electrical corrents of voltage, differing specifically

from thatof the normal, and carryingwith them bodies that

are outside the influences of attraction of planetary and

stellar bɔdies, but are exposed to the luminous influences of

the electrical currents emanating from the sun .

STARS.

The repulsive force of electricity varies inversely as the

ratio of molecular weight, the lightest partioles being driven

from the great solar electrical conductor.

Each star will be, it is suggested, a small conductor, and

mast either have its own luminous atmosphere, or be so con

stituted , as to offer a resistance to solar electrical emanations,

such as to get up in a portion of itssphore a temperature of bright

incandescence ; such a form of inferior conductor can be

easily imagined , and if thought of in combination with the

effect of rotation, it should produce the intermittently

luminous character associated with movable stars .

The fixed stars are probably amenable to the same law,

and it is likely that this incandescence eff -ct that induces

• It has already been admitted by one astronomer that the

luminous emissions from cometary bodies are largely of an electrio

origin.

1
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disintegration resulting in the formation of aerolites, The influence on organic plant life is not at all realised in

meteorites . the measure of its importance.*

The fixed stars may have atmospheres of varying chemical In concluding these articles the author asks for the an

character and density, and thus we should have luminous prejadiced consideration of the hypothesis he has so im

effects of varying colours coincident with the density of the perfectly formulated.

stellar envelope which is illaminated by the resistance offered We are, even now, a century of years past the time when

to the flow of solar electrical energy. Volta first initiated bis researches into the electrical condition

of the atmosphere, but little in advance of bis knowledze,

THE INFLUENCE OF STARS IN THE EXTENSION OF High
either in the exact knowledge of the electrical characteristics

VOLTAGE SOLAR DISCHARGES. of the atmosphereor of the earth itself .

The exactknowledge of the character and proper apprecia

A high pressure electrical discharge can be extended in
tion of the all powerful ioflaence of high voltage rays that

definitely - by the introduction of simple conductor spheres, stream from the solar fountain of electrical energy (which is
in the line of electrical discharge — and it is here suggested the master infidence in developing and maintaining organic

that the myriad upon myriads of stars that photography has vegetable and animal life) may permit some of us to

disclosed to us may really constitute a means by which high
means of control and diversion of such energy for the benefit

pressure colar electrical corrents are distributed over the
of man, and especially in the removal of nervous stress. The

vast area we know as the stellar and planetary spice.
tendency of modern fin de siècle civilisation is more and more

The starry elements we already know have varying degrees
in the direction of the suppression of the animal in favour

of luminosity ; the greater number do not actually emit
of the mental energy. In the train of this tendency, and

luminous rays of snfficient intensity to be seen by the
constitutiog one of the baneful effects of modern life, is the

human eye, although faithfully recorded by the sensitive increase of diseases of an almost entirely nervous character ;

photographic plate.
and the individual, who is compelled to follow in the mad

rush , is becoming more and more susceptible to the varying
A CORRELATIVE THEORY.

conditions of his electrical environment, and , therefore, the

Since the date of the publication of the first and spoond demand for more ligbt, is not merely the product of a desire

of these articles, the journal Electricity, of New York, for scientific research , but it is based upon motives having a
in its issue of February 16th , publishes a new theory pro- far more serious raison d'être.

pounded by Dr. William M. Gross, which has a certain Given this enlightenment , then the necessity to grope in

resemblance to the theory formulated in these articles. the gloom of uncertain knowledge, prompting hypotheses

The Gross theory briefly defined, and in his phraseology, of more or less speculative character, however logical they
slightly modified , is as follows : may be, will disappear.

He believes that electrical force is induced and not static. If the author has not safficiently curbed his imagination

Dr. Groes asserts that the earth and its atmosphere go to in building up the electrical theory applied to a field of

make up an immense armature, with that portion of spice immeasurable dimensions, and one that must necessarily

between the earth and the sun as the electro-magnet. be of a more or less highly speculative character, he trusts

He suggests that the earth in revolving generates a that the contribution may lead at least to a proper recogni.

powerful current. tion of the importance of correlating the day by

He says the solar rays are verticalon some parts of the day changes in the electrical condition , and the other

earth all the time, and that the space between the earth and physical changes of the atmosphere with that of the

the sun is heavily charged with electricity. substrata of the earth, and in geographically well-distributed

Currents of this electricity are induced out of space by centres .

the revolution of the earth from west to east. In accordance If ardent investigators would devote their serious attention

with the law of Lenz, governing electrical currents, they, to the exploration of this comparativelyunknown field of

the electrical currents, pass in opposite direction, that is to scientificresearch, they would confer inestimable advantages
say , induced currents of electricity always move in opposite on their fellow men.

directions to the electro -magnetic force producing the Compared to this field of research, the importance of the
current. exploration of Arctic and unknown territorial regions becomes

These currents are brought down to,and through the earth puerile. There is no reason why practical science should

by the latter's centrifugal force. This force tends from the not be able to provide means for testing the electrical con.

centre and towards the east ; the electrical currents tend dition of both the atmosphere and the earth at a distance of

from the east and to the centre of the earth . even five miles below or inside, and 10 miles above or outside

When the centre becomes surcharged, the current flows the surface of the earth .

off at about the 70th parallel, producing the north and The competentand adequate exploration of the electrical

south winds. mystery land offers far more prizes than can be easily

His experiments with ground telephonic wires has satisfied imagined, and the fruit of such research may not only

him that the earth is full of electricity. Dr. Gross is making eventually command the ready and artificial discharge of

elaborate investigations, more of which we shall doubtless clouds and the fall of rain, but it may permit the establish

ment of conditions that may prevent the influence of effects

injurious to human life and happiness.
THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS UPON A society formed from the ranks of physicists, electricians,

ORGANIC BODIES. chemists, and from the medical fraternity, along with experts

in astronomy and meteorology, would find ample scope.
for

The importance of the investigation into the electrical work in the field of research outlined. That this society
characteristics of organic bodies has already been emphasised, will be formed, is the ardent hope of “ Delta, " and he trusts

and W. Branly's recent contribution in December,1897, to is also that of your readers.

the Academie Française, is most opportane, and establishes a

striking analogy between the effect of continuous electrical

corrents upon the nervous syetim , and upon the coherer ; • " I have been applying now for nearly a year electrical radiation
Branly, although not prepared to say that the coberer and for the purpose of improving our native wheats. I pass them
the nervous actions are altogether similar, nevertheless through the terminals of a Tesla apparatus and find that the

considers that the resemblance is sufficient to form a valuable
instantaneous exposure has a marked effectupon the germination and

guide to the electrotherapeutist.*
upon certain important functional features of the grain. There isa

violet radiation round thewires, butnothing visiblewhenthe grain
The author suggests that there is some analogy between passes them. The defects wbich this treatment go farthest towards

the cause and effect of Hertzian rays and the strong impulses remedying exist in Scotch wheat and do not exist to the same extent

that are occasionally transmited between human subjects, in
in wheat which are grown with more sunshine, and it is an interesting

strong sympathy with each other, but separated by many
question whether these differences are caused , not so much by the

variations in the amount of sunshine as by the variations in the
miles .

quantity of violet rays reaching the growing wheat. However that may

be, I tớiok it points inthe direction indicated by your paper, that
It is only fair to W. 8. Hedley, M.D., to say that he suggested in the electrical radiations from the sun play amost important part in

theLancet a similar physiological analogue as far back asMay 4th , the vegetable world .”
1895.

Letter bearing date March 3rd, 1898, received by the author.
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THE TELEGRAPH TROUBLES.

THE CLERKS' POINT OF VIEW ,

BY OBAS. H. GARLAND .

( Concluded from page 386.)

DURING the progress of these papers it has been sought, by

the free use of quotations, to show how far the ideals of

State employment, as formulated by politicians, economists,

and even barristers, of all shades of political bias, differed

from the actual conditions which exist to- day. Whilst the

whole country seems to be fast progressing towards a more

real democracy, whilst the pressure of public opinion is

forcingMinistere to proclaim themselves in favour of the

most advanced and generous principles of State employment,

the permanent Civil Service of the Crown remains the strong

hold of a labour policy that, viewed in the light of present

day economics, is absolutelyreactionary. The rights enjoyed

byordinary citizens are , in many instances, taken awayfrom

State servants, and this deprivation is thought to bejustified

by reference to certain illusory benefits, whicb, in many

instances, exist only on paper. Thus the statement of Mr.

Arnold Morley as to the right to combine " among postal

servants may be regarded asa sop to the Cerberus of public

opinion. Any postal servant knows that the picture there

painted of the privileges enjoyed by the various unions

bears not the slightest resemblance to the actual state of

affairs. What did Mr. Morley say ? In a letter addressed

to Mr. Murray Macdonald, M.P.,on April 1st (an ominous

date ), 1895, the following words occur : “ The officers of

this Department are at liberty to combine in any way

they may think proper. All the privileges which trade

unions enjoy, and, in my opinion , rightly enjoy, are thus

accorded to the unions of postal officials ." The uninitiate

would gather from this that the most complete liberty of

combination, as at present understood, was enjoyed by

Post Office servants. Yet this is far from being the case.

The publicly -proclaimed rights are cut down to mere

nothingness by restrictive regulations, which are defended

on the ground of discipline - a defence which would not pro

tect a private employer from censure. During the recent

debate in the House of Commons on this subject, the point

at issue was obscured by references to dismissed officials, and

the real principle was lost sight of in a profitless discussion

of a disciplinary measure ofSir James Fergusson. Although

the principle of the right of combination may be said to be

involved in the defence of this measure, such is the nature

of Parliamentary debates, that the House generally “ cannot

see the wood for the trees.” The truth is, that although

anions are perforce tolerated in the Post Office, they are not

officially recognised by the Department.
The officials of the various organisations are not recog

nised as such by the Department, their communications are

not recognised as representative of their membership anless

backed by the signatures of their members, their representa

tions are only received at all on condition that they them ,

selves are suffering from the grievances complainedof, and

they are never consulted by the Departmentwhen changes

are contemplated or disputes are tobe settled. Again , the

union officials are regarded as rebels, and it only requires a

brief survey of the recent agitation history to show that

danger, difficulties and disfavour accompany the tenare of

office in the unions of postal officials. Men have even been

discharged for the ventilation of grievances which have

afterwards been remedied, andthe complaint thus justified .

These things are hard to believe, but are nevertheless true,

Mr. Morley notwithstanding. Official returns have been

issued recently, tending to show that the Department has

improved the condition of its employés, andthat the ratio

of thewages bill to the receipts has increased . It has not

been contended that these improvements were not necessary.

In many cases, as I have pointed out, they are illusory; but

they have never, in one single instance, been initiated by

the Department. They have all been won by the men them

selves in the teeth of opposition, indifference, discourage

ment, and personal danger .

Instances innumerable could be adduced in support of

these assertions. It is difficult to say where the blame lies,

unless one attributes it to so impersonal an entity as the

system . This administrative system , “ iron-bound with red

tape,” forms an impregnable rock against which successive

Postmasters-Generalbeat themselves in vain ; but it is high

time that heroic measures were taken to change it. Thereis

a tendency for the State to take charge of much more of the

business of the country than at present, and if as each great

industry is successively taken ander its wing, the workers

are to be deprived of the benefit of the common laws by

restrictive regulations, we shall soon find ourselves sliding

down a steep gradient towards a bureaucratic tyranny which

is terrible tocontemplate. In France the climaxof this

condition of affairs is fast approaching. By the same

speciousreasoning the State justifies the denial to its ser

vants of the rights of combination assured to all other

workers by the law of March 21st, 1884, andas the various

industries of tobacco preparation, match -making, railways,

education , telegraphs, telephones, letter-carrying, and the

multifarious duties undertaken by the French Post Office

come into the hands of the State, the employés are deprived

of this important part of their civil rights. L'Eclair of

August 29th, 1896 , commenting on the matter, makes some

remarks which have a peculiar appropriateness to the present

position in England . " Why are state servants thus denied

the common rights ? ” it asks. “ Because they are civil.

servants, which amounts to saying that instead of being paid

by some sort of commercial employer, a simple citizen like

themselves, they are paid by His August Majesty the State.

And the State doesn't like to be disturbed in the peaceful

possession of its omnipotence. ... A fine reason, cer

tainly ! But this situation from which the State wishes to

protect itself is the common right. Railway servants and

miners are combined, and do you think the companies are

too well pleased with the spirit that these innovations

delelop intheir staffs ? Haven't they often complained ?

Wouldn't they like to get rid of theunions ? But they have

to put up with them because it's the law . When the law

was made it was well known that its effect would be to

lighten the perfdom of the wage-earner, to diminish the

power of the master, that in protecting the one it exposed

the other, and that these effects would be accompanied by

others ; the shifting of power, the weakening of authority.

But the law was passed nevertheless, because it contained a

principle of social justice before which all considerations of

à contingent order must bow . Why should the State, then ,

seek to protect itself from obligations which its own judges

impose upon all other persons ? It sets a bad example by

trying to disembarrass itself of a law when it does not
suit it .”

These words apply with equal force to the condition of

English State employés. The State must either set itself

the task of initiating reformsand keeping its employés

abreast of the changing conditions of life, or it must give

to those employés the full right of combination to enable

them to fulfil this necessary and useful function themselves.

At present, it does not do the first of these two things, and

places difficulties and dangers in the way of the second ; and

the reason that a greater outcry has notresulted is, thatonly

among the lower grades of postal employés, who are so

meagrely paid as to feel the pinch of the changes around

them , whose salaries leave no margin for adjustment, and

who are brought directly into contact with the labour needs

and problems of the day, have unions grown up and the

restrictive regulations been enforced . Bat the sphere of

those affected is growing, the public conscience is slowly

awaking, and ere longthe model employer, it is to be hoped,

will bea useful, if tardy, model in this respect also .

Any summary, however brief, of the telegraph clerks' case,

would lack an essential to completeness, did it not contain

some references to the vexed question of overtime. Pro

bably no portion of the trouble has been more subject to

misrepresentation than this. When telegraph clerks have
complained about compulsory overtime, it has been assumed

that they took exception to the performance of any extra

work that the exigencies of the service under abnormal con

ditions demanded . This is far from being the case . Tele

graph clerks, despite the discouragements to zeal, are as much

interested in the efficiency of their service, are animated by

as much pablic spirit as many more generously paid bodies.

They have never objected to giving extra attendance under

extraordinary conditions ; what they take exception to is

.

>
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than hinted at in the passage quoted, and that there is an

implied contract which is not, and cannot be, altogetherdis

regarded. It is impossible to dissociate telegraphists from

the restof the Civil Service in this matter of fixity of tenure.

So the deliverance did not cause a panic of terror. It has

been introduced here merely as an illustration of the useless

irritation and possible exasperation likely to be caused by the

unsympatheticpolicy of the Department.

The time has arrived when the Postal Department should

depart from the time-worn traditions of an effete economic

era, and approach the question of the discontent of its em

ployés in the spirit of the best employers of the day, to

whom it professes the role of model. The spirit should bea

conciliatoy one, and the end not the useless endeavour to

stifle discontent, bat a sinoere desire to do justic, and remove

the causes of disaffection. If telegraph olerks are listened

to in this spirit, their demands willbe found not to be exor.

bitant, nor will their attitude be found unreasonable, and the

way will be short to the realisation of a contented , willing,

efficient service.

8

THC USE OF ELECTRIC MOTORS IN PAPER

MAKING.
>

quito another matter. They object to the chronic overtime

exacted from them by the ordinary constant pressure , which

they contend should be met by anincrease of staff, and bring

to them the concomitant benefits of promotion which are
incident on service development, : Andwhen this continual

overtime to meet ordinary and calculable pressure is made

compulsory, and failure to readily undertake it is attribated

to lack of zal for the service, what wonder if not only their

rights appear to them to be invaded , but their pride is

wounded . A recently issued official statement of the London

clerks puts the complaint forcibly and briefly. “ It must be
remembered," it says, " that the hours of duty vary through

out the whole of the day and night, so that any increase

adds considerably to the discomforts of a telegraphist's life.

The papers given to a clerk upon entry into the service state

nothing regarding extra attendance , excepting occasional

Sunday doty. The present Postmaster -General issued a cir.

cular stating overtime to be compulsory, and threatened the

staff withsevere punishment should any refusal take place.

Sir A. Rollit,at the conference with Mr. Hanbnry and the

Dake of Norfolk , declared the Post Office had no legal right

to enforce the demand, but the State could compel obedience

onder pain of dismissal. The subject is one that eminently

calls for settlement, otherwise the eight hours' duty is

extended indefinitely, and telegraphists are in the position of

having no privileges and no rights. No difficulty has ever

been experienced by the Department in obtaining volunteers

for the ordinary fluctuations incident to the telegraph ser

vice, but, owing to the persistent undermanning of the staff,

overtime is chronic throughout the summer months. The

Becretary of the Post Officeindicated before the Tweedmouth

Committee his willingness to sacrifice efficiency for economy,

and it being cheaper to compel the present clerks toperform

overtime during the busy season than to increase the staff,

the Postmaster-General'srecent decision is regarded as bear

ing in the same direction."

We have now traversed the principal points in dispute

between the telegraph clerks and the postal administration,

and although the whole matter is far fromexhausted, enough

has been related to sbow the roots of the difficulcies and

bring out the necessity for a change of policy in treating the

discontent existing in the minor establishment. The policy
of forcible repression has failed as utterly as it deserved to

fail, and discontent is greater and more articulate than

before that policy was initiated. Such a policy is deeply

ingrained in the fibre of permanent officialdom , is consistent

with its traditions, and will doubtless exhaust the energies of

many well-intentioned Postmasterz-General ere it is finally
eradicated. A recent letter from the Secretary of the Post

Office is a glaring example of the uncompromising and

unconciliatory attitude assamed .

Throughout the sittinze of the Tweedmouth Committee,

as, indeed, always, telegraph clerks hadbeen reminded of the

many advantages they enjoy over and above those vouch

Bafed to the ordinary human worker, and not least among

these trumpeted advantages was the permanence of their

employment. They worked for an employer who never died ,

who never failed, and was, in many other ways, a model. They

had heard it so often that, against their reason , they Lad

begun to believe it. It may be that the soreness caused by

the failare to get sympathetic, or even just consideration, of

their grievances, had , to some extent, been healed by con

templation of these advantages. But while the wound was

still smarting the balm was rudely torn away. In a letter

to a correspondent, dated August 31st, 1897, Sir S. Walpole

said : - " Tel-graphists are not employed in the service of

tbe Post Office under any kind of contract. The Civil

Service certificate, which they obtain as a necessary condition

of their employment, contains no contract, and gives no right

to the holder ; it merely certifies that he is qualified for a

particular situation, such as that of telegrapbist. Theposi

tion is, therefore, simply this :- The telegraphist is employed

duriog the pleasure of the Postmaster -General, and if he

does not do what is required of him the pleasure may cease,

and with it the employment."

Of course,we all know that the Postmaster-General, as

steward of Her Majesty, exercises the right of dismissal at

pleasure, that no formal signed contract is entered into by

the Post Office to provideor maintain employment for å

telegraphist. But we also know that the power theoretically

possessed cannot be arbitrarily exercised in the way more

Itis extremely interesting to notice that nearly every special

indu- try presents to the electrical engineer a series of prob

lems new to him, and peculiar to itself. For this reason,

possibly, it comes about that electrical engineers are con.

tingullyengaged in what is real research work of a very high

order. The application of electrical power to indastries

hitherto depending upon steam , is not merely a simple

change from one gyetem to another, but involves the most

ingenious adaptations. Electric power has to stand upon its

own merits, and be accepted or rejected according as it is or

is not well fitted for the purpose in view .

Speaking broadly, the fewer intermediaries between the

point at which power is generated and that at which it is

utilised, the better for economy so far as power is concerned.

And, therefore, if an electric motor is tbrast between the

prime mover and its work, it must show good cause for its

presence. The energy necessarily lost in it must be com .

pensated by a greater saving of energy somewhere else, or by

some economy in time or labour sufficient to be worth the

while.

Whenever electric motors have proved important adjuncts

in any manufacturing process, it has a- ually been for oneor

more of the three following reasons, each of them definite

and sufficient :- First, they may have enabled a cheap prime

mover to be substituted for a costly one. Second, they may

have materially redaced the energy lost between the prime

mover and the point at wbich its power must be applied.

Third, through their characteristic facility of application

they mayhave been able to replace manual labour atsome

point in the process of manufacture. Beyond this, electricity

may have an intrinsic value as the source of new processes,

bat electric power, as such , takes in these no part.

Io the paper making industry, manufacturers have been,

on the whole, somewhat slow to adopt electrical power in

stead of steam ,doubtless feeling a little nervous as to the
result, being only too well aware of the disturbance which

Bn radical achange would make in their capital, yet a little

refluction will show that paper making is one of themost

suitableindustries inwhich this motive power should be
employed . This industry is invariably situated withia free

access to water power, and though antil comparatively re

cently one would bave besit t.d to advise driving from

Water power either directly or indirectly, apy machinery re

quiring uniform speed at varying loat . It is possible to use

wat :r wheel governors which are able to help the speed with

an exactness quite comparable to the governing of a good

engine.

At a meetingof the American Paper Palp Association,

held in New York on February 17th last, Dr Louis Bell made

& trong plea for electricity in paper making, and gave some

extremely int :resting and cogent argumentsdrawnfrom his

knowledge of particular cases in orderto show that if electric

motors were introduced, theywould be attended not only

with great convenience, but would effect a very tempting
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to the machinery and the elimination of the dead load of

long shafting bevelled gears and belts.

It has been found advantageous to divide the motors used

into many small units, thereby securing independent control

of the different classesof work as well as saving considerable.

power wbich would otherwise be lost in long sbafting , cross

belts, bevelled gears, &c. Induction motors appear to be

better adapted for the work than synchronous motors,

although the infrequent stoppage of such parts of the work

as the electrolytic process, for example, would make the use

of the latter permissible.

SCIENCE ABSTRACTS,

a

.

reduction in the cost of working a factory. Of course,

cheap motive power from water - falls is an essential; this

oncegained, the electric power can generally be developed at
a lower cost than the local cost of steam power. A great

point in favour of using electric motors in paper making is

the fact that power is often used continuously throughout the

whole 24 hours, and this is a condition which is very favoura

able for electric working. Dr. Bell realises that each case

has to be considered upon its merit, but he says that the few

instances in which transmitted power is actually at use in

paper mills, all the reports received seemed to indicate the

success that was to be anticipated .

At the same meeting at New York a very interesting

description of an electrical plant, yielding good results, was

given by Mr. Charles F. Scott. We thiok the following

extract from this paper may prove suggestive to those of our

readers who may be in touchwith paper manufacturers.

The factory is a large one, and is located at Cumberland

Mills, about 4 miles from Portland, M.E. Some 5 miles

below the mill on the Presumpscot River is a water - power,

having some 10 feet fall with about 1,500 available horse

power. At this point machinery is placed for the trans

mission of power back to the mill.

At the station are two 300- H.P . two-phase Westinghouse

generators, each driven by two 48-inch Victor vertical

wheels. The generators are operated in multiple and supply

a current at 1,100 volts to four 200-H.P. step -up trans

formers, wbich deliver the current at 8,000 volts to a three

phase line of bare copper wire by which the power is carried

4 miles to the mill, where the pressure is reduced by four

133-H.P. step -down transformers to 400 volts for supplying,

two-phase motors, and an additional transformer of the same

Bize supplies current for lighting. There are seven two -phase

Westinghouse induction motors; four 50- H.P. motors and a

75 H.P. motor are used to drive pumps and other

machinery, and each of two 100 - H.P.* motors is direct

coupled to a 100 H.P. direct current generator which

furnishes current at 110 volts for electrolytic purposes.

( Rotaries could now be used for this work,but were not

available when the plant was installed .)

This plant drives machinery in the pulp mill and is also

used foran electrolytic process, and arrangements have been

made so that the entire mill lighting can be taken fromthis

system if desired, bat ordinarily this lighting work is done

bya separate plant.

In addition to the transmission plant just described , there

is also a direct current transmission of about 250 horse

power from Mather generators, at 500 volts, from a station

aobut amile up thestream from the mill. This plant was

installed prior to the polyphase plant, and drives various

machinery in the sorting house , and has been used for

operating the calenders. All the motors in both systems are

belted to short lines of shafting or directly to their work.

The standard speeds of belted motors has been found satis

factory. In certain parts of the mill the motors are necessarily

exposed to chlorine gas, so that the least possible exposure

ofbrass work or other metal subject to corrosion by these

fumes is desirable. The polyphase motors installed about

two years ago have not suffered interruption or damage from

this source,and seem to be entirely satisfactory for the work.

It is a serious question whether direct current motors with

their exposed commutators, brush -holders, &c., would stand

this service satisfactorily. In some parts of the mill there

is considerable dampness, but this has not been so excessive

as to require waterproof or inclosed motors. The polp

pumps are sometimes jammed and absolutely stopped by

pieces of wood which get into the pump cylinders . This

necessarily stops the motor, and the characteristics of the

alternating current motors are extremely valuable, as this

sodden stoppage does no harm whatever. A direct current

motor if placed in circuit and treated in the same way will

be seriously injured, if not burnt out, by the very heavy

current and the violent sparking which would occur.

Tests at this plant show an efficacy of 75 to 77 per cent.,

that, is for every 100 horse-power mechanical output of the

turbines the motors deliver 76 or 77 horse -power to the

machinery at the mill. The tests of the power consumed in

the pulp mill , before its operation by steam was abandoned ,

and again after the electrical plant had been installed, show

& marked and very gratifying saving in the amount of power

used, resulting from the more direct application of the power

To ascertain what work has been done, and what papers have

been published on any particular subject, bas hitherto been,

and is still, a matter of considerable difficulty and labour to

investigators and inventors, and especially so to a scientific

man who absolutely requires a knowledge of the previous

work in preparation for his attack on some problem . The

difficulty, moreover, is rapidly increasing with the number

of investigators and authors. Papers are continually pub

lished discussing problems and modes of operation which

are well known,and have been worked out many years before.

Undoubtedly men will always be found ready to rush into

print with accounts of their work, without examining closely

whether it is new and interesting to other people. In some

cases this may be due to vanity, in others to a desire for.

advertisement; some do not realise that a subject of absorb

ing interest to the author may be old and trite to others ;

but in an immense number of cases the cause is undoubtedly

ignorance of work previously done. Councils of scientific

societies, and editors of scientific periodicals, have continually

to accept or reject contributions submitted to them, and

often prefer printing matter, not strikingly original, to dis

couraging a new investigator. But all these papers,whether

the work of students or skilled experimenters, crude specu

lations or exact calculations, have to be taken into account

by subsequent writers. If it were possible to refer readily

to an index for the published literature of any subject, many

of these papers would never be published ; or, if published,

only in confirmation or criticism of previous writers. Some

writers might then prefer the construction of analyses or

reports of the previous work in their subjects, to attempts,

sometimes ill-directed, at individual advance. So a reference

to such an index might enable a teacher or editor to assist a

writer to criticise hisown work without discouragement. The

economy effected in the time of advanced and original inves

tigators in discovering and looking up previous work, and

of the authors of monographs and text-books, would be

invaluable to them.

The best method of dealing with the matter is not easy to

decide; but a great number of experiments have been made,

and some conclusions reached . The Royal Society publishes

& catalogue of scientific papers, similar in general arrange
ment to the author's catalogue of a library. Each

volume of this well-known work is a complete index

of all scientific papers published during a certain period. It

is edited with scrupulous care and exactness, and published

in a style corresponding with the dignity of its source. But

it has all the defects of its quality. It is always of necessity

some years in arrear; its alphabetical arrangement makes it

impossible to publish any part of the period before,the rest,

and there is nosubjectclassification. In pastyears itspecuniary

circumstances have caused great delay in the production of

the several volumes, even after the close of their respective

p ?riods ; but this point has been, and is being, greatly im

proved . But even if itcould be kept up to date , the Royal

Society's catalogue would not altogether meet people's require

ments. Wbilean author's index, or still better, a subject

index, enables & writer to consult readily all the works bear

ing on bis subject, a set of systematic abstracts saves the

trouble of consulting many of them at all, by indicating

their scope and mode of treatment. As an instance, the

writer having occasion to look up some particular point,

obtained from indexes and catalogues a list of about 40

papers whose titles indicated that they might bear on his

subject. Of all these, only two dealt with the point at issue.

.
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Abstracts might have saved consulting the other 38. It is,

moreover, important that the references should be available

very soon after publication of the paper. Where many men

areat work simultaneously on the same subject, as is now the

case with cathode rays, the Zeeman effect, and electro -mag

netic oscillations, the abstracts of newly published work

should be in the subscriber's hands immediately after publi

cation .

These conditions, however, are not easily met. Prompt

ness in abstraction and publication involves risk of misre

presentation, and it is impossible to read some of the

abstracts of papers published without perceiving that the
abstractors have their idiosyncracies. It certainly appears

that abstracts should at first be provisional, and afterwards

be submitted to revision by the original anthors, if the col

lection is to be a permanent work of reference . The imper

sonal and colourless statements of the Royal Society's

catalogue free its editors from the sort of anxiety which we

thinkan editor of abstracts must occasionally share with

him of anewspaper.

For a long time past the journals of several societies have

regularly containedabstracts of papers bearing on theirown

branches. The Institution of Civil Engineers bave edited

theirs with great care and completeness , and the Electrical

Engineers have followed them closely. Since January, 1895,

the Physical Society has done the work for physics and the

allied branches of chemistry, and we believe thelatter society

has strained itsresources, both of men and money ,in carrying

out their admirable and useful plan . The technical press

has done its share, we ourselves having regularly read a

large number of papers, choosing for abstraction those that

seem tooffer most general interest.

In all this disorganised work, however, power is wasted,

many papers being dealt with by several persons, while others

are overlooked altogether, andwe note with great pleasure

the appearance of a regular publication devoted entirely to

this kind of work, and organised apparently with care and

completeness. The Institution of Electrical Engineers and

the Physical Society have joined their resourcesto publish

Science Abstracts under the editorship of Mr. James

Swinburne and Mr. W. R. Cooper , and give brief

but fairly complete précis of all the important articles

on physics and electrical engineering appearing in a

long list of 53 periodical publications, which , we are

informed, is being enlarged daily. This list does not at

present bear on itsface its principles of construction . We

find Comptes Rendus but not Philosophical Transactions, the

Journal of the Society of Arts, but not of the correspond

ing French body, la Société d'Encouragement pour l'Indus

trie Nationale ; but omissions are to be expected at this

stage. The first number appeared in January, and the

second in February of this year ; and the two numbers

contain notices of 230 papers and articles. The second

number bas been sent to us with an invitation to criticism ,

but for this we have no desire . We only wish to express our

cordial goodwill for the new child as well as for its parents

and its nurses, and we hope it may have a long and vigorous

life. Its degree of success must depend on the number of

subscribers it secures, since without outside support it must be

a considerable tax on the resources of the parent societies.

We ventare to express a hope that many ofour readers, who

do not receive copies as being members of one of the two

societies, may think fit to subscribe to it. It is not unlikely,

we think, that the establishment of a University for London

may ultimately greatly assist ventures of this sort by the

informal, though very real, connection they acquire with a

large organisation, and a united body of scientific men. With

success might comea furtherdevelopment that would be of

great value. The publication from timeto time of monographs

summarising the progress along different paths, somewhaton

the lines of encyclopædic articles, or British Association

Committee reports, would be of great value ; and Science

Abstracts may not only find the bricks, but actively assist

to build the Temple of Science.

6,773. " Improvements in and relating to street lanterns for the

reception of incandescent electric lamps.” J. E. STEWABT. Dated
March 21st.

6,831. “ Improvements in electric miners' lamps . " W.O. Wood.
Dated March 21st. ( Complete.)

6,834. Improvements in safety devices for use in connection
with high tension electric conductors." O. H. WORDINGHAM . Dated

March 218t.

6,865 . Improvements in electric conductors and in appliances

for making connections with same." J. D. F. ANDREWS. Dated

March 21st.

6,902. "Improved details of electric tramwaysand railways." W.

ALDRED and G. CABR . Dated March 22nd .

6,903. " Improvements in electric plug connectors.” A. E. Tan
NER and G. W.LOWCOCK. Dated March 22nd.

6,954. “ Improved holders for electric lamps. ” J. O. VAUGHAN .

Dated March 22nd .

6,989. " Improvements in electrical measuring instruments. ” E.

WESTON. Dated March 22nd. ( Complete .)

6,990. * Improvementsin electrical measuring instruments .” E.

WESTON. Dated March 22nd. (Complete.)

6,991. " Improvements in electrical measuring instruments .” E.

WESTON. Dated March 22nd. ( Complete.)

6,992. " Improvements in electrometers. " E. WESTON . Dated

March 22nd . ( Complete.)

7,061. “ Improvements in telephone transmitters ." G. F. PAYNE.

Dated March 22nd. (Complete.)

7,027. " Improvements in dynamo- electric generators and motors. "

S. G. BROWN. Dated March 23rd .

7,057. “ Improvements relating to plag switches and plug con.
nections for the control and distribution of electric currents." H.

F. PROOTOR and J. R. BLAIKIE . Dated March 23rd .

7,058 . “ An improved method of preventing the corrosion of

electric battery connections. " W.R. UNDERHILL and P. W. NORTHEY.

Dated March 23rd.

7,129. “An improved means for generating electrical energy."

T. HOLMES, A. HOLMES, and G. S. HOLMES. Dated March 24th .

7,150. “An electric locomotive. " H. L. TODD and E. HARKER.

Dated March 24th .

7,164. “ Improvement in apparatus for electric signalling and

adjuncts thereto.” F. B. HERZOG . Dated March 24th.

7,170 . “ Improvements in, or in the construction of, electrical

storage batteries." F. F. YEATMAN and W. DONOVAN . Dated March

24th .

7,199. “ Improved wall socket and plug for electrical fittings."

L. G. TATH . Dated March 24th.

7,236. “ An apparatus, or improved manner of means, for deter

mining or ascertaining the velocity of air currents in coal mines and

other situations by novel electrical and other means." J. THOMPSON.

Dated March 25th .

7,283. " Improvements in miners' lamps and apparatus for elec

trically lighting the same.” S. HARRISON. DatedMarch 25th .

7,296. “ Differential electric transformation apparatas." H. H.

LEIGA. ( Paul Lemaire, France .) Dated March 25th.

7,305. " Improvements in , and relating to, electrical accamu

lators. " J. TABRAR and W. WALLER. Dated March 25th .

7,306. “ Improvements in electrical ball's eye lanterns." J.
TABBAR and W.WALLER . Dated March 25th .

7,310. “ A divided cylinder dynamo.” W. DOHERTY. Dated

March 26th.

7,333. “ Improvements in the construction of plates for electrical

accumulators or storage batteries. ” E, MERIAN . " Dated March 26th.

7,367. " Improvements in , or relating to, electric indicators or

annunciators.” A. J. BOULT. ( The Antwerp Telephone and Elec

trical Works, Belgium .) Dated March 26th . ( Complete.)

7,384 . ." System of lever drawbridges with overhead conductors

for electric railways." A. CLEMENTS. (Union Electricitats Gesell

schaft, Germany.) Dated March 26th. (Complete.)

a

Lighting Licensed Buildings. At the meeting of the

Middlesex County Council on Thursday last week, it was

resolved that in future all buildings licensed by the Council

for stage plays, ormusic and dancing, and where lighted by

electricity, should have an auxiliary system of lighting.

CORRECTION .

6,633. For " an electrical charge conductor ” on p. 464, April 1st,

read “ electrical charge indicator ."

»
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Next Tuesday is set down for the second reading of the

London University Commission Bill . This is a matter to

be looked to most earnestly by all who desire the welfare

and progress of engineering education in London. Young

men who are studying the scientific part of engineering in

London, are , and have for many years been, at a serious

disadvantage as compared with their fellows who may be

studying in other centres of the British Islands, since by the

antiquated red -tapism that has dominated the Burlington

House establishment, they are cut off from the chance of

taking a degree in engineering. Young engineers studying in

Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, Belfast, Cork, Dablin,

Leeds, Dundee, or even in Cambridge, find a University

degree open to them as the culminating point of their

theoretical studies. The student who goes to University

College, London, to work in the Engineering Laboratory

created by Prof. Kennedy, or to the Central College of the

City Guilds' Institute, to say nothing of the engineering

courses at King's College, or at any of the newer Technical

Institutes, finds no such chance open to him . The institu

tion some 10 years ago of the Engineering Tripos at Cam

bridge has in reality been a severe blow to the London

schools of engineering, cut off as they are from all organic

connection with the doctrinaire examining board which

possesses the title of University of London .

The Senate of the University seems to think the holding

of a schoolboy matriculation in Jamaica of more importance

than the creation of an engineering tripos for London

students in London . It ie, in fact, a London University

only in name, being, like the Civil Service Commission, only

an examining body, debarred by its very charter from teach

ing, or from appointing professors, or organising laboratory

instruction , and may not spend on this object one sixpence

out of the thousands of pounds it receives as fees from can

didates. It simply pays those fees into the Treasury to

relieve general taxation !

Of its many defects, a moet withering indictment was

recently framed by Mr. H. G. Wells, the well- known

litterateur, in the pages of the Outlook . He points out how

the University library is practically inaccessible, owing to

the room , intended as a reading room (where the books are

locked up ), being nearly always used for examinations

sometimes even for practical anatomy examinations, giving

" a thin , permanent odour, of dogfish and rabbits about the

place.” Fancy dissection in a library ! Mr. Welle's

narrative is, however, too graphic to be dismissed quite so

briefly :

“ Whiles this grey and grimy University is dusty, desolate,

and empty ; whiles great crowds of bearded young fellows,

callow men, priests from Stoneyhurst and Dissenting

ministers, medical students, Hindoos, Board School teachers,

the cheap hacks of private schools , careless school girls, too

careless to pass ! and careful school -mistresses, too carefal !
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cramming. The rage for competitive examinations which

overtook England & generation ago has left many deep

traces in educational life. It has effectually crippled

the University of London, and retarded the progress

of higher education in London . Under its régime,

the examination, which ought to have been a mere in

cident at the close of a well-directed course of studies, has

become the end and aim of all . The natural course of

training is perverted to the sole purpose of examination

passing. Education is warped, and teachers hampered by the

trammels of the system . Cram dominates all. The Bill

now before Parliament, is but the first step toward the

undoing of this disastrous state of things. Every engineer,

civil, mechanical, or electrical, who desires to see the Uni.

versity of London reorganised on modern lines, should urge

his Parliamentary representative to support the Bill.

- 8

-

Forms of

Electrical Treatment.

and a most variegated tag -rag and bob -tail of specially hired

commissionaires and graduates in unaccustomed gowns, also

(gowns and graduates) specially bired . Outside

lurk the hirelings of such notorious crammers as Mr. Briggs

and Mr. Kerin, and so forth, armed with handbills and

such like bait to tbruet into the candidate's hand . "

The engineering candidate is, indeed , conspicuous by his

absence, just as the crammer's candidate, who has been

prepared ” by correspondence for the pass degree in Arts,

is conspicuous by his superabundance. The only thing that

the University can offer him - supposing he has passed

marticulation and intermediate examinations — is a Bachelor

of Science degree, to acquire which he must select to be

examined in any three out of the following subjects :-pure

mathematics, mixed mathematics, experimental physice,,

chemistry, botany, zoology, animal physiology, geology, and

mental and moral philosophy. Engineering is simply

ignored.

For some 15 years there has been on foot an agitation for

reforming the University. Some have favoured the creation

of a second separate teaching University in London . Others

have worked to reform the existing University by trying to

reconstruct it. The former plan has commended itself to

some who bore little love for the old examining Board, and

would have gladly seen it superseded by a modern rival.

The latter plan has been advocated by those who had a real

attachment to the University with all its defects, and did

not wish to see it strangled by a younger rival. Two parties

have grown up — those who desire to see the University re

formed and reconstituted, and those who wish to see its

examinations left severely alone, and the work of teaching

and organising education in London given to a

University. It is 11 years since a charter for a second

University was applied for and refused in Parliament. Since

that epoch two Royal Commissions have sat upon the

question, and both - one by a mere majority, the second

unanimously — condemned the notion of two Universities,

and recommended the reconstitution of the existing

University.

The Bill now before Parliament is a Bill to create a

statutory commission under Lord Davey, armed with Parlia

mentary powers to carry out in general the recommendations

of the second Royal Commission, modified, however, by

certain safeguards which have been introduced as a part of

a compromise arranged by Sir John Lubbock and his friends

to meet opposition. The scheme will create a new repre

sentative Senate, with boards of studies, an academic council,

and a board to look after the interests of external students .

It is supported not only by the present Senate and by the

Convocation of Graduates, but by all the educational

authorities in London affected by the Bill, the great Colleges,

the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, the Poly

technic Council, the Technical Education Board of the

County Council, and by the Medical Schools. It is supported

also by engineers generally, who desire to see the quality of

instruction in engineering raised to a higher lerel. It is

supported by the Royal Society, as tending to raise the value

of degrees in science, and of science teaching in general ; and

it is supported by many old graduates because it will tend to

rescue the University, and particularly the B.A. degree, from

the lowered reputation into which it has fallen in consequence

of the vast growth , during the past 20 years, of organised

Dew

The memorable crusade against electrical

quackery some five years ago was imme

diately followed by a distinct weakening of

faith in electrical treatment. Unfortunately, the public

memory is a short one, and we have for some time noticed a

distinct revival at the hands of quacks of that blessed word,

electricity. The claims of the Electrical Hospital of Notting

Hill have not, until recently, met with the consideration

which they merited ; indeed , had it not been for the adver

tising medium of a coroner and his jury, there is a large

probability that the institution would have long remained com

parativelyunknown. It is unnecessary to detail the whole of

the circumstances that have brought the Electrical Hospital

into prominence, but the main facts are that John Salter,

an artist, aged71 years, was found dead at 51 , Peel Street,

Kensington. The Coroner said “ the deceased had received

treatment at a so -called ' hospital,'by electricity, but the people

being unqualified could not give a certificate , and an inquest

was necessary. In some cases electricity was beneficial, but

in others might aggravate a disease and accelerate deatb,

which made it a serious matter. He could not understand

why people did not go to a proper hospital for treatment."

The evidence revealed the hospital to be an institution at

Notting Hill, presided over by Prof. D'Odiardi, a name

familiar to our readers, who claims to be a medical electrician.

Certainly to our own knowledge this gentleman has been

associated withmedical electricity for aconsiderable period.

It was admitted that the “ Professor ” had no medical quali

fications, but that proved no obstacle to his treatment of

consumption, throat affection, blindness, short sight, internal

diseases,tumore, influenza, and special treatmentof the voice

for public speakers, &c. In the case of the poor aged

artist he was treated at the Electrical Hospital for muscular

paralysis and numbness of the lege, but according to medical

testimony the cause of death was syncope. Apart from the

very strong rider of the jury and the caution of the Coroner,

the evidence given was remarkable, most striking develop

ments in electro-medical treatment having apparently arisen at

Notting Hill. Our readers are fairly well acquainted with

the action of X raye, yet " Prof. " D'Odiardi is actually asing

them in the treatment of disease. The Coroner, in his

examination of one of the nurses, asked the following ques

tions :

Nurses are sent out with apparatus, including that for the X rays?

-Yes, for diseases; they did not take photographs.

With what object ?-Weuse them for the eyesight.

For people who are blind ?-Yes.

The “ Professor," in his testimony, said he “found X rays

useful in many diseases which caused a weak circulation.

It re -animated capillary circulation . " The cutaneous troubles

arising from the application of X rays have been commented

upon in these columns, and it has been necessary to devise

methods to obviate them, yet here is an unqualified man

pretendingto treat blindnessand other complaints by X rays,

with probably disastrous results. The warning of the Coroner

came not a moment too soon, and in the interests of genuine

electrical treatment itis tobe hoped thatMr.D'Odiardi will

bear it in mind.
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THE COST OF GENERATION AND DISTRI

BUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

(Concludedfrom page 471.)

MR. HAMMOND next deals with the efficiency of the generat

ing plant and refers to the great improvement which has

taken place in the last ten years or so ,and to the important

place which must be assigned to this efficiency as a factor in
the low cost problem . The conditions usually specified by

him for steam consumption tests are quoted, and his method

of fizing the amount of the penalty for any failure on the
part of the contractor to obtain the guaranteed results is ex

plained. We notice, however, that po mention is made of

à bonus to the contractor if the latter succetde in getting

better results than those guaranteed, and we would suggest

that the offer of a bonus, similar in amount to the penalty,

would be a further inducement to manufacturers to strive

after better results even than those which have already been

obtained . A table of steam consumptions at fall load for

various plants tested under the conditions already specified

is given ,and reference is made to guarantees which have

been given for plant now under construction ; but we should
have been gladto see figures quoted for the steamconsump

tion at three-quarters and half load, as these latter are

generally even more important for central station work than

the fall load figares.

In this connection, we would say a few words for govern

ing by automatic expansion. We are well aware that Capt.

Sinkey and Mr. Morcom , in their valuable papers on the

Willans and Belliss engines, have quoted ter ti showing that

with these engines, although there may be some advantage

in governing by expansionvalve if the I.H.P. is taken as the

basis of comparison, this apparent advantage disappears and

the balance turns in favour of throttle valve governing when

the more rational basis of consumption par B.H.P.or E.H.P.

is taken . These results appear to be due to the considerably

increased friction of the engine when governing by expan

sion, and this particular loss certainly has not the same re

lative importance in slow speed engines such as are used

sometimes for large powers ; whilst the facilities afforded by

the expansion valve for arranging that the lowest consump

tion of steam shall occur at some other load than full load

are much to its advantage, owing to the fact that the plant

load factor during running hours can hardly be expected to

average more than 75 per cent. We remember seeing a

guarantee for a slow -speed compound -condensing engine,-

which seemed to us a good example of what is required for

central station work . The normal full load output of this

engine was 450 B.H.P., but it had to work up to 550 B.H P.

As anemergency load, and the guaranteed steam consumptions

per brake horse- power and per hour were as follows :
209 lbs. at 150 B.8.P .; 18.2 lbe. at 250 B.H P.; 17 6 lbs.

at 350 B.H.P.; 18.1 lbs. at 450 B.H.P.; acd 19.8 lbs. at

550 B.H.P. It will be seen that, making allowance for the

dynamo efficiency, it is possible with such an engine to get

an electrical borse -power at the dynamo terminals at any load

between half and fall load for a consumption which does not

vary more than about 5 per cent. ; that the best results are5

obtained at about three-quarter load, and that a 20 per cent.

overload can be obtained with about 10 per cent. higher con

sumption.

In speaking of the efficiency of the generating plant,

nothing is said abont boilor efficiency, and get there is no

doubt that a great part of the difference between the coal

consumption that can be obtained on a fall load test, and that

which is obtained in practice as the average of the year,must

be debitedto losses in the steam raising plant. We believe

that it is the practice in many stationsto measure the feed

water by meter, and to enter up the amount registered every

24 hours, and we hope that in the discussion some informa

tion may be given as to the efficiency of the boiler plant

under different conditions of working as regards output and

load factor. Various schemes for thermal storage have also

been brought forward in the last few years, and we should

like to know if any hopeful results have been obtained from

them in practice, and whether there are any prospects of a

better all-the-year -round efficiency of the steam raising plant

being obtained in the near future.

When speaking of efficiency of distribution, Mr. Hammond

refers to the various views held by engineers 28 to the

headings under which the difference between units generated

and units sold should be entered, and states that in some

cases the units used for magnetising or lost in the batteries

are entered uoder the heading of units used on the works,

That there should be any engineers who so misunderstand

the meaning of the Board of Trade form is certainly

surprising, as the magnetising units can nomore be counted

as units generated than those which are spent in overcoming

the resistance of the armature o : in iron and frictional losses

in the machine ; whilst the units lost in the battery should

undoubtedly be debited against distribution . We agree with

Mr. Hammond that the form used by the Westminster and

St. James's Companies is an improvement on that prescribed

by the Board of Trade, bąt we think that another column

under the heading of units utilised might be added with

advantage, so that the units ased at the generating station

for lighting might be separated from those used for power

parposes, such as driving feed or circulating pamps,

mechanical stoker gear, orelevators for raising coal. We

suggest this addition because sach electric motors take the

place of engines that would otherwise be drawing steam

from the boilers ; and , since the units utilised in this

manner are again used for generating purposes, they cannot

Etrictly be included in the net units generated.

In the table given in the paper showing the ratio of the

units used in distribution and anaccounted for to the total

namber generated, there will be found a striking difference

between the losses in the low pressure and high pressure

systems, and also between the maximum and minimum

values of these ratios for the various undertakings working

on the same syetem . For example, for the year 1896, wę

find that the average value of this ratio for low pressure

systems is 8.3 per cent., the maximum 14:09 per cent. (at

Southampton in the sixth year of working ), and the

minimum 2.32 per cent. ( at Hull in the fourth year of

working ) ; whilet for high pressure systems the average value

of this ratiois 26.2 per cent., the maximum 39.88 per cent.

( Newcastle District Compudy in its sixth year), and the

minimum 9:38 per cent. ( Reading in the second year of

working ).

With regard to the question discussed in the paper, as to

whether the coal bill can be considered in any way a reliable

test of the all-round efficiency of_an, undertaking, it is
evident, as is pointed out by Mr. Hammond, thatneither

the actual cost of fuel nor the weight of fuel consumed per

unit sold can be taken as a satisfactory basis of comparison,

owing to the great differences in the average price paid by

the several undertakings, which ranges from less than 5s. to

more than 20s. per ton, and to the difference of quality

which naturally increases the weight consumed whencheap

fuels are used . We must add tbat we do not think that a

comparison of the thermal units in the fuel coosumed per

electrical unit will help us much, as with different qualities

of fuel, the actual evaporation which can be obtained ander

the most favourable circumstances is not proportional to the

calorific values of the fuels as determined in the laboratory ;

indeed, this difference may be very considerable, as the

percentage of the total thermal units that can be utilised for

evaporation may, with some fuels, be more than 50 per cent.

greater than it is with others. To get a really fair basis of

comparison, it would be necessary tomake a series of tests of

actual evaporation with the various qualities of fuel burnt

in boilers of the several types used in central stations,

EO as to get for each fuel a figure which would represent

the best possible evaporation that could be obtained with

it.

It must, however, be remembered that the engineer in

charge of a station often finds plant already in service, and

thatthe task which is set before him is to getthe best possible

efficiency out of the existing plant, and that he has not the

chance , perhape, of replacing it by other plant which could

give a better result. Under these conditions, the all-round

efficiency which is interesting to him is expressed by the

ratio of the average weight of fuel actually consumed per

anit sold, to the weight of fuel necessary to produce a unit

at the dynamo terminals under the best possible test condi

tions. We would , therefore, recommend that in all works

tests should be made on full load with the usual quality of

fuel, and that the engineer should always keep the results

of this test before him as the ideal consumption to which be

D
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are wrong, and we can agenre him that we shall only be too

glad when the time comes that we can congratulate him on

the fulfilment of his prophecy.

SOME NOTES ON SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS.

By A. C. EBORALL.

&

(Concluded from page 438.)

It will be seen that these motors show high power factors

and efficiencies even at low loads, while the drop of speed is

very little . These good points are well brought out in fig .

17, which gives a test of a 2-H.P. Kolben motor designed to
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has to approach as nearly as possible ; and that tests of 24

or 48 hours' duration should be made under working condi

tions at various seasons of the year, so that the relative

importance of the several losses under different conditions

may be ascertained .

In the course of his paper Mr. Hammond quotes the ideal

oosts given by Mr. Crompton in 1894, and also tabulates

some ideal costs made up by taking the best results for each

item obtained by any works and combining all these records

in one andertaking, and then discusses the probabilities of

any works obtaining equally good results. He also con

cludes his paper with a prophecy as to the cost per unit at

Leeds when the output reaches 5,000,000 units, and we

propose to conclude these potes by a few remarks on this

Bubject. As regards fuel consumption, it is unfortunate

that Mr. Hammond has not given as any information as to

the weight of fuel nowused per unit at Leeds, nor as to its

calorific value, so that it is difficult to get a correct appre

ciation of what is really represented by his prophecy, thatthe

cost of fuel will be th of a penny per unit when the output

hasreached 5,000,000 units. He speaks, however, in another

part of his paper of its being possible to compare the coal

resalts of works drawing from the same coal fields, such as

Bradford and Leeds ; and if we are to assume that the price

at Leeds is about the same as that given for Bradford,

the prophetic figure means & consumption of under 5 lbs.

of fuel per unit sold. This appearsto us to be a figure

which will be difficult of attainment, unless the increased

output is accompanied by a considerable improvement in

the load factor ; as, if this latter remains at about its

pregent value, at which the units sold are only 70 per cent.

ofthose generated, the consumption of fuel per unit generated
will be under 84 lbs.

An examination of the tables of fuel consumption shows

ug that we are still a long way off Mr. Crompton's ideal

of 24 lbs. of Welsh coal,the best result quoted in them

being the 5.8 lbs. at Oxford, followed by the St. James's,

Westminster, and Kensington companies, with 6 :4, 6.5 and

6.6 lbs. respectively. Improvements may be made by the

use of larger and more efficient generating units ; bat so

long as the load factor remains at its present low figure,

we believe that the stand -by losses in the boilers and con

densation in pipes will prove the great obstacle to a re

duction even to 4 lbs. of Welsh coal, no matter how

much the actual output may be increased . Wages will

also be diminished by the use of larger units, and auto

matic machinery for handling coal, but so far the best

result is that obtained at Edinburgh of 20d ., or double

the ideal cost proposed by Mr. Crompton ; and the same

difficulty will be experienced in reducing this item if the

maximum demand on the works increases in anything like

proportion to the output.

With regard to repairs and maintenance, we have already

pointed out that the figures for stations which have been

running for several years do not show such a great re

daction in this item ; and, although there is every reason to

believe that Mr. Crompton's figure of .35d. per unit may

be improved on, we think that Mr. Hammond underesti

mates this item when he puts it at only one-tenth of a

penny in his prophetic costs. The last items, rent, rates,

taxes and management are beyond the control of the en

gineer, and depend to a great extent on local circumstances.

We have already shown that with some of the most im

portant undertakings, the tendency is towards a very slight

decrease, and in some cases even there is an inorease in

this item ; and there is nothing in the statistics published

by Mr. Hammond to lead us to expect very material re

ductions. On the contrary, we know that there is a

tendency on the part of local rating anthorities to increase

the assessment on electric light stations far more rapidly

than is pleasing to the proprietors; that rents are pro

portionately higher if a station has to extend beyond its

original boundaries and acquire leases of neighbouring

property ; that engineers and managers all hope for a sub

stantial increase of salary with the growing importance of

the undertaking; that the expenses of reading meters and

collecting payments increase and that directors' fees have to

be provided as the undertaking becomes more successful.

Weare, therefore, of opinion that Mr. Hammond's prophecy

is somewhat too optimistic, but at the same time, we sincerely

hope that he may be able in a few years to show us that we

1

FIG . 17.

run at 1,500 revolations per minute on a 50 ~ 110 -volt

circuit. The curve marked a A shows the percentage

power -factor, BB the percentage efficiency, co the electrical

horse-power absorbed, D D the amperes at 110_volts, while

curve E E gives the percentage drop in speed. The general

FIG . 18 .

design ofthe Kolben motors is not very different to that of
Messrs. Brown. The semi-rectangular stator holes need

have already been noticed. Another point is that the stator

core discs are magnetically separated from the case in which

they are built in . This not only minimises leakage from
&
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ing winding would produce a constant high pressure in the

starting coils, A transformer would not benecessary in those

the stator, thus tending to improve the power factor and the

starting, but at the same time better ventilation is secured ,

The stator is drum wound with flat coils, as in

fig. 8. The smaller motors up to 8 H.P. are all

built with plain rotors, and are started up in a

manner similar to that shown in fig. 12A, &

non -inductive resistance being used instead of

the condenser. The particular arrangement

used is well shown in fig. 18 , from which it

will be noticed that the resistance is capable of

being adjusted for different starting currents

and torques. Motors above this size have a

three-phase winding on the rotor, whose ends

are connected to slip-rings as before described .

They start up with the same device used in

conjanction with a non - inductive rotor resist

ance . Fig. 19 gives the winding scheme of

such a rotor for a 20-H.P. six -pole Kolben

motor for a low tension circuit at 50 ~ .

Mr. Kolben has recently been carrying out

experiments with large motors, using mica con

densers, which latter seem to promise the best

results, not only for high pressure motors, but

also for those working at low voltages. In this

last case the pressure is transformed up by a

small converter for the starting phase, as shown

in fig. 20. A non -inductive resistance is, of

course, used in the rotor . After the motor has

run up, the transformer is switched off. In order to make

FIG . 21.

m
u

N

places where the high pressure circuit is directly available.

This method of starting should prove very effective for high

frequency motors.

It is worthy of note that in the case of high pressure

Brown motore, the high pressure is reduced for the starting

windings and condenser, while for the Kolben motors the

high pressure is directly utilised ; and if not available

directly, is obtained by transforming up. This is, of course,

because in the first case the condenser is of the liquid type,

acting by electrolytic polarisation, and cannot stand a high

voltage ; whereas, in the second case, it is an ordinary con .

denser, and becomes smaller for the same effect as the voltage

is raised . *

Fig. 21 shows one of Messrs. Kolben's 6 - H.P . motors

with fast and loose pulley.

( D ) The Allgemeine Elektricitäts Gesellschaft. - This

firm (the pioneers of multiphase working in Germany) have
of late years been turning their attention to single- phase

induction motors, and with very satisfactory results. Their

design is on the same lines as those of the other firms men

tioned above, but with a special starting winding used in con

junction with a non - inductive resistance. Mr. Stöttner, the

manager of the company's London branch, recently showed the

present writer two motors satisfactorily working at 100 ~

under trying conditions — one was comparatively small, the

second, of nominal 6 H.P., driving a circular saw of large size.

They were both working wonderfully smoothly, the latter

hardly emitting any noisewhen fully loaded. This is rather

a common characteristic of high frequency motors of any

size, being most prominent at starting . The motor in ques

tion started up very quietly indeed, taking about 60 seconds

to reach full speed onthe loose pulley.

The single-phase motors noticed above are the only ones

that have had a lengthy practical trial and been uniformly

successful . Many others have been designed by various

people, and with various schemes, to make them self-starting,

but it remains to be seen whether they are capable of being

successfully operated in any but toy sizes.

Single-phase motors of the induction type have undoubt

edly solved the problem of power distribution from ordinary

lighting circuits. It is true that all those in successful

operation are of Continental make, but then the demand for

power is much greater there than here, and must be satisfactorily

met. And , as a rule, the alternate current generators on the

Continent are much better able to take care of a combined

light and power load than is the case in England, where the

generatorsgenerally regulate extremely badly on any load

containing self-induction. That this poor regulation on

inductiveloads is unnecessary, is shown by the case of Frank

FIG . 19.

the motor perfectly safe under normal working conditions,

the starting winding of the motor is made in two sections,

bi

mm

FIG . 20 .

which are cross -connected after the motor has started and the

transformer switched out, for otherwise the field of the work

Current through condenser = 27 N K * the secondary E.M.F.

of transformer. Hence if the condenser is to give a particular

current, both a high frequency and high E.M.F. tend to reduce its

size,
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furt, where the lighting is quite as good as in any English

towa, despite the fact that mo:0.8 of a'l sizes (iccluding

several of 70 H.P.) are running on the lighting circuits.

The present writer was assured by the engineer of the Frank

furt Etation that the motor load gave him no trouble what

cver ; in the case of the large motors, he, of course, knew

when they were coming on .

In conclusion, considering the excellent performance of

motors such as those of Brown, Kolben , &c., it is rather

difficult to understand wby the common complaint heard so

often here, that “ alternate current motors cannot be run on

lighting circuits " should exist. It is to be hoped that this

complaint will disappear, as the present tendency ador

reasonable frequencies becomes more general in this country.

insulated everywhere with mica. The magnets are of high

permeability, cast-steel throughout, and consist of a yoke

ring with four radiating poles projecting inwards bolted to

it. The yoke ring is in two halves, the division being on

the horizontal diameter, allowing of the easy removal of the

armature without in any waydisturbing the magnetic coils.

The latter are wound on formers so that they may be

readily removed or replaced.

The engine, which, with its dynamo, is mounted on a com

bination base plate, is of the compound vertical double

acting type, having cylinders 74 inches and 15 inches

diameter x 9 inches stroke. The working parts are of

steel, having a tensile strength of 30 tons with an elonga.

tion of 27 per cent. in 2 inches. The bearings have white

metal linings. The engine is constracted fora working steam

pressure of 300 lbs. per square inch . The steam consump

tion upon trial at the makers' works was 26 lbs. per electrical

horse -powerper hour, with a steam pressure of200 lbs. per

square inch, when exhausting into the atmosphere. The

maximum temperaiure rise of the machine after a six hours'

full load trial did not exceed 65° F. above the temperature

of the surrounding atmosphere. The difference in weight

between the four- pole set and an ironclad two -pole of the

same output is over 2} tons.

Sets of a similar type, but for 400 amperes, have been

supplied by this firm to H.M. sg. Hermes, Highflyer, and

Hyacinth.

THE LIGHTING OF WARSHIPS.

With the object of reducing the external magnetic leakage

of dynamos , which was liable to affect the ship's compasses,

the British Admiralty some years since made trial of a two

pole ironclad type of dynamo. This form of machine was ,

however, found heavy, and in order to reduce the weight,

while it the same time keeping the magnetic leakage at a

o

INDUOTANCE IN TELEPHONY.

By W. MOON .

minimum , the Admiralıy have now adopted a multi-polar
machine. The illustration represents an 80 -volt 600 -ampere

Bet running ata speed of300 revolutions per minute, lately

supplied by Messrs. W. H. Allen , Son & Co. for H.M.S.

Amphitrite. The armature is of the series -wound drum type,

the current being collected by two sets of brushes placed

90° apart. The core is secured to the shaft by means of a

cast-iron spider, open at each end to allow free access of air,

80 89 to ventilate the armature thoroughly. The com

mutator is built up of hard drawn copper sectors, and is

The effects of inductance together with that of electrostatic

capacity are more important in telephony than that of resist

ance. The effect of a distributed capacity, as it occurs in

practical telephony, it is impossible tocalculate. Bat if the

inductance of thecircuit be dealt with apart from capacity,
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the figures are not difficult, and I propose in the present

paper to deal only with such inductance effects.

The inductance of a piece of apparatus can be readily

measured by Maxwell's method, fig . 1 .

battery circuit is always greater than that of breakingit.

This is due to the effects of the residual magnetism The

two deflections being proportional to “ ca” and “ c b," and

the residual magnetism effect to " ba " on the magnetisation

curve, fig. 3 .

Thus the inductance for alternating currents should be

measured by reversing the battery while the balance is

I

7!

a

FIG.1.

Fig . 3.

The bridge should first be balanced for steady currents,

without any capacity in the condenser, and a deflection read

" q " on closing or opening the battery circuit.ó The

apparatus in arm " C " should then be replaced by an induc

tionless resistance which should be adjusted to obtain a fresh

balance for steady currents, and a reading “ q , " taken on

opening the battery circuit from the discharge of the con
denser.

If then the arms “ A ” and “ B ” are cqual

91

Qy

There is no advantage to be gained by usiog unequal

values in the arms “ A ” and “ B" of the bridge.

The mutual induction of a piece of apparatus can be best

measured by comparing thedischarge " " from the secondary

circait, when the primary circuit is closed,with the discharge
from a condenser 9 , " through the galvanometer, as shown

in fig . 2, where the secondary coil is first joined to the

steady, or half the sum of the deflections, on opening the

battery circuit, reversing the battery, and closing it again,

may be taken . While for single current working the in

ductance should be measured by the deflections produced on

openingthe battery circuit only.

In all apparatus containing iron the inductance varies

with the strength of the current used ; and the inductance

is greater with alternating currents than direct ones . But

L = F Dº.

M
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<DC

9

I
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U
C
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CURRENT

AC, alternating current ; DC, direct current.

FIG . 4.

FIG . 2.

...

86
galvanometer, and the discharge taken with key " A," and a

discharge afterwards taken from the condenser through the

galvanometer with key " B."

E

..lon = M and qu = E F

with very small currents the difference between the induct

ance with alternating and direct currents is very small, as

sbown in fig. 4.

And the inductance for telephonic currents is not much

less than that of thesmallest carrents by which the induct

ance can be measured .

The following list of inductances is for telephonic cur

rents :

Henrys

Nonpolarised relay 1,000W 49

Pularised indicator relay 1,000W

Telephone galvanometer 4,000 " 52 :

Magneto bell 1,0000 15 :

Switchboard telephone 75W 01

Bell telepbone 150W 1

Sell -restoring indicator local cicuit 250W

S :ll - restoring indicator line circuit 1,000W 175

Telephoge transformer 2.0“ each coil 35

Triple wound transformer primary 150W 5

Triple wound transformer each secondary 1'0W .73

Telephone induction coil 250W 1 75

Telephone induction coil , mutualinduction ... 016

When the resistance and inductance of a circuit are known

the impedance can be calculated from the formula

Im VR” + 2 * L?

where pa (2 an) 2 and n is the number of pulsations per
second.

RS

-64

Gm F RS,
. : M =

qr

where “ M ” is the mutual induction, “ R ” the resistance of

the primary circuit, " s " that of the secondary circuit, and

" p " the capacity of the condenser .

-In double wound coils, the inductance of each coil and

the mutual induction between them is the same.

mutual induction can be more readily measured than self

induction, it is sometimes convenient to specially double

wind particular coils in order to obtain their self-induction

from the measured mutual induction.

When the battery is reversed between each measurement

of mutual or self-induction, the deflection on closing the

And as

-
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THE WELSBACH INCANDESCENT

TRIC LAMP.

ELEC.

By A. M. GIBSON .

-
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In telephony " p ” depends on the pitch of the voice, and

hence there is a maximum and minimum impedance. For

male voices n ranges between 90 and 140 pulsations per

second . And for female voices between 280 and 560 per

second . So that for male voices på = 320,000 to 770,000,pa

and for female voices pa = 3,095,000 to 12,400,000. And

a maximum and minimum value of på might be taken as

12 x 106 and 3 x 106 and a mean value as 2 x 106. Or

for rough calculations pe may be taken as 106.

A number of telephonic apparatus are used as a shunt

across others ; the jointimpedance of two such circuits is :

Im = VIR , pia ?( R ? + pp 12) ( R ' + p Lj? )

(R + R2,2 + p (L + Luja

where “ R ” and “ L ” are the resistance and inductance of

one circuit, and “ R , " and “ L ” that of the other.

The proportion of the whole corrent passing through " R,"

V R? + 2 L

V k" + pa L ? + V K/ ' + pa Li

Thus, an induction coil and Bull receiver in series baving

& resistance of 300W and an inductance of .25 henrys would

have an impedance on short -circuit of

V 300? + 3 x 106 x 252 to V30V: + 12 X 10 X2

= 330 to 916 obms,

and an indicator relay of 1,000w and 10 henrys would give

5,560 to 34,700 ohms.

So that if the indicator relay is used as a shunt across the

telephone and induction coil itwould take

330 916

to

330 + 5,560 916 + 34,700

511036 to .0257 of the whole current.

A magnetic bell of resistance 1,000w and inductance 15

henrys, if used as a shunt across a circuit would give an

impedance of 8,250 to 52,000 to speech, but only an im

pedance of 1,800“ to the current from a magneto generator

when pa is taken as 104.

The principle of mutual induction enters largely into tele

phony as apart from the use of transformersfor joining a

single line on to a looped one, or their use in superimposed

circuits ; the telephonic induction coil acts as a transfor

mer and may be regarded as such . Also the iron cores and

iron sheathing of coils act as secondary circuits of small

resistance and inductance .

The current " x " in the primary circuit and that " y " in

the secondary circuit of a transformer are given by the

formula

Em

( 1 )
(R + vs, " + p (L - v N ,

So much has been written and spoken in & vague way

about the latest invention of Dr. Auer von Welsbach, and

such great expectations have been raised as to its ultimate

commercial value, that all who are interested in the pro

gress of electric lighting will welcome some definite in

formation on the subject.

The following particulars are taken from the complete

specification which has been laid open for public inspec

tion " by the Hungarian Patent Office at Buda-Pesth.

Two kinds of glow -bodies for use in incandescent electric

lamps, with several different methods of producing the same,

are described in this patent application. The first is a fine

filament of osmium of a peculiar form . As is well known,

osmium is one of the platinum group of metals. It usually

occurs as a compound known as osmiridium , in flat, irregular

grains, and sometimes in hexagonal prisms. In the separa

tion of the iridium and osmium , the latter isgenerally found

to contain ruthenium . It is easy to obtain the pare osmium

from the ruthenium compound on account of the affinity

osmium has for oxygen , the tetroxide, 03 0, forming readily.

The tetroxide is, however, extremely volatile, and the fumes

given off in reducing by volatilisation to obtain the pare

metal, are very poisonous. The vapour of tetroxide destroys

sight if the eyesare exposed to it.

The second filament is one formed from thoria, the earth

metal oxide so largely employed in the preparation of incan

descent gas mantles.

Dr. Carl Auer von Welsbach bas worked out several different

methods of obtaining his osmium and thoria filaments, bat

so far these methods are merely laboratory processes. Lampe,

it is true, have been made wbicb , according to Dr. Auer, give

very remarkable results, and he claims that a phenomenal

high efficiency lamp, with a long, economical life, can be

produced. While the inventor has not made any public

statements as to the exact efficiency and life of bis filaments,

it is reported, on no particular authority, that the wattage per

candle is under 2, and even as low as 1.5.

Osmiumhas never been fused . At the point at which

iridium melts the osmium goes off in fumes,wbich take fire

in the air and form tetroxide of osmium . It is possible to

obtain it in an amorphous powder which can be converted

into crystals. Osmium is the heaviest of metale, its specific

gravity, determined from the crystalline form , being 22 477.

It is undoubtedly the most refractory metal.
Dr. Auer claims that osmium does not volatilise at the

highest temperature obtainable if confined in a vacuum or if

surrounded by reducing gases. He does not make clear

what he means by surrounding with reducing gases, but pre

sumably it is that the gases are present in sucha way as to

exclude oxygen, because it is undoubted that with free access

of oxygen osmium does vaporise.

One of the methods Dr. Auer employs to obtain his

osmium filament he describes as follows : - A platimum wire

of 0.02 mm. diameter is fixed in a vacuum surrounded by

vapour of bydro -carbon, greatly diluted with water into

which small quantities of tetroxide of osmium are blown

from time to time. The wire is glowed in this atmosphere,

and a thin layer of metallic osmium is deposited thereon.

The deposit must be effected slowly, and from the context of

the description of the process it inferentially appears thata

number of very thin layers must be obtained. There is

difficulty in obtaining perfectly uniform deposits, anything

like warts, or nodules, of course, would affect the regular

resistance of the filaments. The fragility of the coated

wire as it comes from the flashing apparatus is admitted to

be great, because the layers containsome oxide, 1.6 ., the

layers are not in this stage pure metallic osmium . There

fore the glowing is continued until the very thin platinum

core is volatilised, and the nemiam coating becomeshomo

genons, and you have a tube of pure osmium . This is

(lescribed as being elastic and nearly the colour of

platinum .

The coating may also be effected by drawing the fine

platinum wire through a solation of a sulphide or tetra

hydroxide of osmium , and then glowed in a vacuum .. If

this method is employed, the operation must be repeated at

C =

Em A

(2)

7,2 m2
X =

V 18 + AR )" + p (N - 1L,?

where “ R ” and “ L ” are the resistance and inductance of

the primary circuit, " s " and " x " that of the secondary.

circuit, “ Em ” is the mean electromotive force apart from

phase.

2.2 M2
and y =

R? + 2,3 1, 5? + pa N ?

where “ M " is the mutual induction.

The current, " I," without the transformer in circuit would

be

Em

(3)
V (B + 8 ) + (Li + N1 ) ?

where the quantities in the denominator are reduced by the

valaes of the resistances and inductances of the transformer.

To get the best effect from a transformer, obviously the

primary and secondary coils should be so wound that its

primary resistance andinductance should be in proportion to

the resistance and inductance of the primary circuit, and

its secondary resistance and inductance in proportion to the

resistance and inductance of the secondary circuit.

( To be continued .)

I =

2
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least 100 times, in order to obtain the requisite thinness of

layers.

There is also an electrolytic method mentioned, but there

is no description of the method of preparing the electrolyte

of osmium , or of the current required in this operation. It

is, however, stated that the glowing of the wire must be

carried outas in the other methods after the electrolysis is

concluded . This part of the specification is exceedingly

vagae ; bat before a German or an American patent is ob

tained, fuller explanations of the electrolytic method will

doubtlegs have to be supplied.

Vegetable or animal fibres can also be employed as the

foundation for the osmium coating. A liquid pulp is made

by mixing the finely triturated osmium oxide with sugar, or

organic cementing material and water, and the impregnated

thread of fibre, after drying, is brought into the required

shape for the lamp, and slightly glowed in a reducing atmo

sphere. From this it appears that the osmium particles
secare conduction . A carbon skeleton, carrying osmium

uoconsolidated, is thus obtained . It can be fixed in the lamp

bulb, which is filled with reducing gases, and the glowing

proceeds slowly, team being also admitted to the bulb . The

intensity of the current is gradually increased, until a very

high temperature is reached. To secure uniformity of

resistance, the filament so produced is normalised by flashing

inavapoar of tetroxide ofosmium and hydro -carbon.

Nitro-cellalose may also be saturated or mixed with

pulverised pure osmium — the amorphous form , of course ,

or sulphide of osmium , or tetrahydroxide, and the mixture

is then formed into threads by equirting, or otherwise,

denitrated, andheated inthe same manner as the fibres.
Insteadof cellulose or fibres, a soft, slightly twisted cotton

thread may be impregnated in a thin pulp of finely divided

osmiam sulphide and water, mixed with a cementing mediam ,

as, for instance, sugar. The thread is dryed , and then car
bonised in & reducing gas, such as illuminating coal gas.

Dr. Aner's method of obtaining his thoria filament is

interesting. He states a fact which is not generally known,

bat which is quite true. A platinum wire brought to a

white heat by an intense current, or other means, melts. A

very thin platinum wire held in the hottest zone of a Bansen
gas filame will melt ; but if the wire is coated with a firmly

adhering coverof thoria, it will not melt at any measurable

temperature. This is due to the fact that a great part of

the heat energy , coming in contact with the absolutely fire

proof material covering the wire (for instance, in the Bansen
fame) is converted into light radiating energy, or light

emissiveness. This is as equally true of electric energy as
with the gas flame. The intense power of the cover to emit

light and heat withdraws energy from the metallic con
dactor.

Gradually raising the energy in intenseness, a dazzling

white sĻot of lightwill occur at a place in the filament, and

spread slowly (sometimes quickly) over the whole length.

About this time a minute ball will be seen by the close

observer to springfrom the thread. This phenomena is

caused by thevolatilisation of the thin platinum core under

the intense heat obtained by increasing the current tension.

There is now left a tabe of thoria, which will withstand still

higher current tension , and the brilliancy of the light emis

sion increases correspondingly. The curious part is, that at

a corrent tension which fuses, or destroys any other sub

stance, there is very little heat radiated by the brilliantly

incandescing thoria filament. Continuing the increase of

carrent tension, a point is reached at which the thoria tube

bursts with a slight explosion. The thickness of the thoria

cover need be but some tenths of a millimetre. A mere film

will answer, in which case the colours of the rainbow will, at

one stage of the experiment, appear.

It isevident, although not so stated in the specification,

that the thoria covering must be dense, and in no wise

porons. To obtain such a covering is exceedingly difficult .

Dr. Ader states vaguely that he uses " a preparation of

thoriam, which gives back an oxide when being glowed.”
A nitrate or a selenate of thorium will do this . The process

described in the specification of forming the cover, doubtless,

will answer in the laboratory, butin manufacture upon a
commercial scale it must inevitably prove impracticable.

The thin platinam wire 0.02 of a millimetre in diameter,
approximating to the tenuity of the split cocoon silk fila

ment, is drawn through elastic cheeks, which are moistened

with the solution of thorium . After each drawing the wire

is glowed. The drawing through the moistened cheeks, and

the glowing, must be repeated at least 50 times. To reach

perfection by this method the solution employed to moisten

the cheeks through which the wire is drawn, must be very

dilate, and the drawing and glowing must be repeated several

hundred times. A wire of a compound of platinum and

osmium answers better than pareplatinum, because more in

fusible. A compound wire of platinumosmium, rathenium

and rhodium oriridium ,answers better than platinum .

It is to be noted thatin practice the platinum core is not

volatilised . The experiment above described is merely to

illustrate the enormous heat resistance of pare thoria.

Although not expressly stated in the specification, it is

evident that the best results can only be obtained with

the filaments of Dr. Auer by the employment of alternating

currents.

The cost of producing either the osmiam or the thoria

by the processes described must be considerable. Platinum

wire costs in proportion to the tenuity to which it is drawn.

Ordinarily pure platinum costs, say, 50s. to 553. an ounce.

To draw down to 0.02 of a millimetre adds enormously

to the price, for workraen can only be engaged in the

operation a few hours on account of the strain upon their

eyesight, to say nothing of the other difficulties encoun
tered in the drawing. Then the repeating the process of

coating and glowing several hundred times, no matter what

mechanical devicesare used ,means great expense. It is true

many filaments are obtained from 1,000 metres in length,

but incandescent electrio lamps are produced by the million.

There is one noticeable feature of Dr. Auer's specifica

tion , and that is the omission in the descriptivepart to

allade to the electrolytic way of producing on a platinum

core, or any other conducting core, a dense, firmly adher

ing thoria coating or covering. It is well known to &

limited number of experts, who have experimented with

thoria, that such a coating or covering can be obtained

by electrolysis. This coating can be deposited on platinum

in any desired thinness from an electrolyte properly pre

pared , and readily and comparatively cheaply. Dr. Auer

mentions the electrolytic way of securing his osmiam coating,

but for some reason he does not mention in the body of bis

specification the electrolytic method of obtaining å thoria
coatiog ; nevertheless, in his claims he very adroitly covers ,

indirectly, in the Hungarian patent, the electrolytic process

of coating withthoria. Why this indirection ?

Because the electrolytic way is not patentable !

Neither is it new that thoria is an absolutely fireproof

material, nor is it novel that a very slight coating of thoria

protects platinum from the effect of high temperature by

transforming heat energy into light emission.

It is not new that platinum wire coated with an enamel

like covering of thoria has an enormously inoreased electrical

resistance, and consequently a minimal volume of high

tension carrent will give intense light emission.

8
CORRESPONDENCE .

Recent Smashes at Brighton.

In the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, appearing rather ominously

on April 1st, there appears an alarming report to the

effect that Mr. Crompton distinctly stated in his speech

at the Institution last Thursday evening, that therehave

beenrecently agreat many smashes at theBrighton Electri

city Worke,and implied that these were dueto the use of

high tension steam dynamos,and to the breaking ofsteam

pipas. Perhaps it will be sufficient for me to say briefly :
1. There have been no smashes at Brighton recently, or

during the last seven years.

2. High tension steam dynamos are not used at Brighton .

3. There are no steam pipes in proximity to high tension

apparatus.

4. No breakage of steam pipes has occurred .

From the above, it is very evident that there is a “ Nigger "

somewhere in the reported speech of Mr. Crompton, who is

the very last person to intentionally mislead his audience.

Arthur Wright.

Per L. A. D.
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out of practice, and which , therefore, is usually a year or

two (at least) behind practice. The theory of the line on

which the leakage is uniformly distributed has been studied

only by the telegraphists, and their results are only of indirect
service to the electric light man. The schools, so far,

condemn low total insulation on any circuit, and are just

beginning to understand that a leaky circuit which will not

break down has been for years the accepted standard of

American overhead practice. American underground prac

tice was influenced at first by the school theory, and the early

failares were due to a belief that high measured insulation

was all that was requisite. Within thelast five years we have
added & breakdown test to our insulation test in writing

cable specifications, and someof us now buy cables without any

test but a breakdown test . In this we are approximating our

underground theory to our overhead practice. We have not

any overhead theory ; therefore there continue to be inquiries

such as yours as to why such circuits as ours are possible.

My article, on which you commented, was not so much a

defence of our overhead construction as an invitation to

some of our scholastic friends to consider the facts, and to

evolve fromthem a theory which would be acceptable to both
students and workers.

Alex. Dow .

Detroit, U.S.A.

BUSINESS NOTIOES , & c .
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Weatherproof Wire.

As a subscriber for four years past to the ELECTRICAL

Review , as wellas the writer of the article on “ Weather

proof Wire," po'iced in your editorial of March 11th , I sup

poze I should answer the questions asked in the latter part
of the editorial.

To the first one, “ How it is possible to maintain such
circuits in wet weather ? " -the inquiry referring to the 80

called weatherproof wire strung in the ordinary American
fashion on glass insulators- Ibeg to reply that so long as

the wiras renain on the insulators and do not swing into

contact with other conductors or semi-conductors, the main

tenance of the circuit presents no difficulty. The insulation

resistance of such a circuit is, of course, proportional to the

number of insulators, and the resistance per insulator de

pends on the shape and size of the insulator, but is usually

above 10 megohms during and after a soaking rain . With

poles spaced 50 per mile, the total leakage from a lineof any

ordinary length is of no commercial consequence. If con

centrated on one insulator it might become of consequence

by breaking down the insulation, but the leakage is not con

centrated and the glasses do not break down inpractice.

The result of such construction ie, in wet weather, a line

of low total insulation but of sufficiently high ineulation at

each point of support ; in other words,a line on which the

leakage is uniformly distributed. This condition really
tends to steady running with the large series arc dynamos.

It is not theoretically perfect but practically it is good
enough.

As a contrast to the satisfactory results obtained with

" weatherproof” main line, there are in this country several

stations where circuits have been installed to conform with

theoretical requirements as taught in the schools . I know

personally several underground systems which test excellently

but break down whenever there is any unusual surge, such

as will occur in service in spite of allcustomary care. The

American practice of usingseries dynamos of high voltage

for the supply of street arc lights has developed a few

machines which are unsteady as well as some others which

are remarkably free from that vice ; and the combination of

a surging machine built for 125 or 150 arcs with cables

insulated by fth inch ( or thereabouts) of good rubber bas

caused much sorrow to engineers responsible for the com

bination. Even an alternating circuit will surge occasionally

in consequence of a local short-circuit, andcables which

would pass Board of Trade inspection, puncture after a

fasbion that is very trying to a man accustomed to overhead

lines. The overhead lines do not break down under such

conditions.

In reply to your second question, as to whether saperin

tendents are not tempted to let linemen take risks in bad
weather, I regret to say that superintendents are much the

same all the world over, and that such officers have at times
risked their own lives, and other men's lives, to avoid shut

ting down of circuite, which is not a practice to be com

mended. Nevertheless, there have been few accidents on

main lines under the conditions that you suggest; because

main lines seldom get in trouble ; because the risk is well

known ; and because in most cases a makeshift repair

can be made in a manner not involving any personal

risk . A hand line, usually a cotton sash -cord well

soaked with tallow , is part ofpart of the equipment of a

trouble-man ; and an old hand does very neat work,

when occasion requires, in the way of lassoing a “ crossed ”

wire and bridling it up out of mischief. In a well regulated

station the trouble -man has the right to order any circuit

shut down, and is expected to avail himself of thisright as

often as he thinks advisable. The superintendent who sends

meninto danger has always been the exception, and I think

is disappearing altogether from our ranks. The superin

tendent who goes inhimself, will , I suppose, always remainΙ

with us. Some of us are notentirely ashamed of scars got in

our youngerdays in just this way. Our comment is, when

the subject is mentioned, that we are now old enough to

know better ; that it takes a youngster to by so foolish.

You will allow me, as a stranger to your columns, the

privilege of explaining that I have been for years an advocate

of underground wires, and that the circuits which I have

placedunderground have been free from breakdowns. And

you will appreciate that when I speak of theory as taught in

the schools , I mean the incomplete theory which has grown

:
:

...

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING APRIL 5TH, 1897. WEEK ENDING APRÍL 5TH, 1898.

£ £ 5.

Albany ... 32 0 Adelaide 334 0

Alexandria. Teleg. wat. 61 0 Alexandria. Teleph.mat. 16 0

Amsterdam 175 0 Amsterdam 600

Antwerp 22 0 Barcelona 41 0

Bilbao 32 0 Boulogne 84 0

Bombay ... 13 0 Bombay 333 0

Brisbane 150 0 Calcutta ... 3290

Brussels... 918 0 Cape Town 1390

Buenos Ayres. Teleg. Colombo 51 0

cable . 4,495 0 East London 510

Banderberg 15 0 Flushing 360

Calcatta ... 691 0 Genoa 5000

Teleg. mat. 44 0 Gibraltar 1990

CapeTown 185 0 Malaga 1960

Cologne. 28 0 Maderia ... 400

Colombo 200 Melbourne 135 0

Teleg. mat. 24 0 Teleg. mat.... 6000

Copenhagen. 23 0 Odessa 900

Delagoa Bay 50 0 Port Elizabeth ... 6700

Durban 165 0 Reval 3150

Flushing 14 0 Rio Janeiro 630

Fremantle. Teleg. mat. 6,318 0 Stockholm . Teleph.mat. 1000

Hong Kong 500 Sydney
347 0

Jersey. Teleg. mat. 35 0 Trieste. Teleg . mat.
400 0

Malta. Teleg . cable 8,280 0 Trinidad
16 0

Ostend 25 0 Yokohama 225 0

Paris. Teleg. mat. 26 0

Pernambuco . Teleg.

cable
9,0000

Port Elizabeth ... 119 0

Rangoon 10 0

Singapore 1560

Teleg . cable 14,1090

Stockholm 8 0

Sydney 315 0

Wellington 251 0

Yokohama 143 0

9

11 11

... " ...

... ...

...

...

...

...

Total ... £ 46,003 0 Tutal £ 6,8700...

1910
...

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

£ 8. !

Sydney ... 66 0 Oporto

The Alexandra Palace .-- In our " Note ” last week re

the electrical features of the Alexandra Palace, we omitted to men,

tion that the lighting and motor power work of the Palace and

grounds is being carried out by Mr.Percy Huddleston , on behalf of

the Acme Motor and Traction Company. It is running at'a voltage
of 250 volts, and the work is beingdone accordingto the Phoenix

Fire Insurance rules. The motivepower plant employedinclades
two 10-H.P. nom.Crossleygas engines and a 20 -H.P .nom . compound

Fowler undertype engine. The dynamos and motors were specially
made attheAcme Motor Company's works at Brentford. Ihe are
lamps used are by the British Blahnik Arc Light Company,

New Offices. — Messrs. Dick's Asbestos Company,of
Canning Town, have taken officus at 51 and 52, Fenchurch Street,

E.C.

Limited.
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Electrical Wares Exported .

Waax ENDING APRIL 12TH, 1897. Waar ENDNGAPRIL 12T8, 1898.

S. £

Alexandria 144 0 Albaoy ... 15 0

Teleg. mat. 990 Amsterdam 109 0

Amsterdam 1000 Aatiguz. Teleg . mat. 16 0

dotwerp 17 0 Calcutta .. 56 0

Auckland 231 0 Cape Town 1,102 0

Bombay ... 134 0 Delagoa Bay 16 0

Brisbane, Teleg. mat ... 738 0 Durban 21 0

Buenos Ayres 77 0 Gothenburg 22 0

Casino. Teleg. mat. 26 0 Hong Kong 812 0

Calcutta 50 0 La Plata 12 0

Cape Town 538 0 Lisbon 75 0

Tel.g. mat... 3,536 0 North Atlantic. Teleg.

Colombo .. 12 0 cable ... . 11,520 0

Delagoa Bay.Teleg. mat. 5,837 ở Purt Elizabeth 258 0

Durban ... 26 ! 0 Sydaey ... 653 0

East London 174 0 Wellington 10 ) . o

Flushiog 92 0

Gothenburg 190

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 158 0

Madeira ... 25 0

Madras 45 0

Malta 90.0

Marseilles. Elec. lautch 223 0

Melbourne 990

Ostend 76 0

Paris 380 0

Port Elizabeth 558 0

Teleg. mat. 155 0

Quilimane. Teleg.mat. 482 0

Repal 1130

Rockhampton ... 3500

Santos 202 0

Shanghai 1890

Teleg. mat.... 820 10

Singapore 54 0

Stockholm .. Teleg. mat. 55 0

Saez. Teleg. mat. 190 0

Vigo. 26 0

Wellington 48 0

Yokobama 200 0

...

Mr. Rəskill gaid he did not dispate the scale of fues settled by the

Board of Trade.

Mr. a. A Vuysey, electrical engineer to the Corpora'i on, said in

respect of his employment as electrical iaspector,he'r ceired a salary

from the Corporation . He was familiar with Sections 35 to 47 ,

showing his duties. He found it necessary to have a testing office ;

this was near the Wool Exchange. The rent was originally£ 193 a

year, but it was afterwards reduced to £170. This was paid by the

late Commissiocers of Suwers. His duty was to test meterswith a

view ol deciding disputes between the lighting company and the con.

sumer . The witnces gave the various itims of office expenses, which

he said were paid bythe Corporation . Mc. Voyecy said he wasawaºo

that other public bojies bad electrical inspectors -ile London County
Council, for instance.

Mr. Roskill : Are you aware that they never test meters, excopt oa

the premises of the consumer?

The Witness : Certainly not.

Mr. R skill : Then you would be surprised to hear that that is so ?

The Witness : Yes. I should not believe it .

şir Jime: Ri!chie : Ia my neighbourhood the County Council

have a betu'ilul building, and out: ide is writton " County Council

Testing Station . "

Mr. Roskill said he was now info :med that the County Courcil

did have their own testing stations, butthey made po charge on what

was technically called the “ undertaker."

Mr. Voysey, in answer to further questions, said he did otzer

work besides testing in his office.

Mr. R kill then at some length argued on the construction of tłe
words “ reasona'le expenses." Ho contended that such expenses

meant those iccurred by the inspector travelling to test meters, and

so forth , buthow the Corporation could contend that the company

were liable for any portion of the items put forward passcdhis

understanding. The contention of Mr Rose- Inncz was this : That

the Corporation appointed aa inspector, supplied him with fi ea,

instruments, and assistants at any cost they pleased , and then
charged the electric lightiog company for these thirg '.

The Alderman : I have come to the corcu ion that these are not

reasonable expenses within the meaniog of the Act, butI suppose

one will bave to hear evidence of what may bo reas: nukle. " I do

not thiok that the electrical company are bound to provide cflices
and so on for there inspectors,

Mr. F. Bailey, chief engineer to the City of London Electris

Lighting Company, havioggiven evidcoce,

Sir James Ritchie said it a higter Cuurt held that the items
mentioncd could by included amongs! " reasonablo expenses," in

order to save the parties coming betura bim &gain , he would fis an

amount. Ilasmuch as the inspector had said that he gave about

two- thirds ot bis time to testing he would reduc : tbe amount to

£937 1 ls . 81. Tais was merely a formal matter to save the caso

being brought before him agaia tv sctile this question should a

higher Courtdecide sgainst him .

Me. R sekill : Then the summons is dismissed suhj.ct to a special

2

...

...

...

...

»

...

Total £ 16,612 0 Total £14,958 0

Buoks Received . " Alternate Curreits in Practice, "

translated from the French of Loppé and Bouquet by F. J. Moffett,

B.A. Whittaker & Co., 153.

" Theory and Practice of Electrolytic Methods of Analysis," by

Dr. Bernard Neumano, of Archeo , translated by J. B. C. Kershaw,

F.I.C, Whittaker & Cu. , 103. 6d.

Radiography and the X Rays : In Prastico and Theory,” by S. R.

Bottone. Whittaker & Co., 3s.

casc .

Catalogues . - We have received from Messrs. Gent and

Company, of Leicester, a copy of their price list of paeumatic and

electric belle, telephones , batteries, wires, & c., in wbich ars given

numerous illustrations of these clases of apparatus and sundry

accessorial parts. From the same firm we have also received a

pamphlet on electric lighting, giving general instructions for both

town and private plante. The machinery and apparatus, and the

manysmall fi :tingsnecessary for a lighting installation are illustrated

and described in the pamphlet. Both lists contain prices.

Messrs . Dubson & Cartis Bros., Limited, of Suffolk Street, Dublin,

send us a copy of the third edition of their catalogue of electric bello,

telephones, & c. Tois firm , which bas also a Birmingbam branch , has

carried out many large contracts in both Englandand Ireland, tho

most recent in England being for the Cycle Components Madu.

lacturing Company, of Birmingham , the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre

Company,ofCoventry, and Mr. Harvey Du Cros's privato residence
at Cornbury Park , Oxfordshire.

&

The Corporation of London v. City of London ,

Electric Lighting Company. At the Guildhall last week, before

Alderman Sir J. T. Ritchie,anapplication was made concerning the

City of London Electric Lighting Company, Limited, by the City

Solicitor on behall of the Corporation to ascertain tho fees and

reasonable expenses of an electricalinspector emclöged by the City,

who claimed to the amount of £ 1,142 23. 7d. ander siction 47 of the

Electris Lizbliog 0 ders Confirmation Act, 1895. Mr. Rɔge-Innes

represented the Corporation of the City of London, and Mr. Ryski:l
app :ared for the coupany.

Mr. Rosc- Innes opene i the Cå83 , and pointed outthat so far as the

public was coccurned it was essential that the electric light suppliud

Abould be kept up to a certain standard. Ths Electric Lighting

Order of 1892 pruvi led ibat an electrical iaspector should be created

by the Local dathority - ia the present case the Corpora'ion-and

that all fees and reasonable expenses, unless agreed upon , should be

ascertained by a court of sum i ary jurisdiction, or, where app intid,
the Board of Trade. What tbe Aldermaa had to decide way thu

amcunt to be paid by the electric light company to the Curporation

for the inspection if mete rs. The electric inspector was to bo"

impartial person standing in a judicial position," and the point which
arose for determination was-apart from tho salary which the Core

poration saw fii to all )w this gentleman - what were the fecs and

ieascnabl: cx peases in regard to the work vhich he had duuc.

Dissolution of Partnership.-Messrs. U. IV . Ellis and

E. W. T. Ward (Elli: & Ward , electrical cugireers, Edmunl Street ,
Birmingham) bare dissolved pata robiz. M ". Ellis will cantinus

the business at the old addressunder thesame name as formerly.

Electric Clocks. — The Sivapsea Public Library har

deferred tte question of clectric clicks Er thc lib ary for sis

months.

Electric Winding Plant. - On February 7th an elec

trical winding plant was inaugurated at thc N ). 2 south Great

Ea :tern mine in the presencicf40 il ſuoni.ial company from Gympic

and Brisbane. I'be plant was mangfactured and erected by Messrs.

Trackson Bres , of Brisbane. A generator made by Lourenco

Scott & Co , supplies current to the motor, the shaft of which is

coupled to the worm gear, which operates'a gua.metal worm wbeel

keyed upon the sbalt, which carries the winding drugs. The distance

between the generatorin the engine room and the vicding plant

below is close upon 2,000 let. The directors and manager expressed

themutlves perfectly satisfied at the way the plant bandled various

loads at different speeds. The desigu and erection of the plant bas

been supervised by Mr. P. Trackson, IEE.

First Meeting . - The first meetiog of creditors in the

bankruptcy of J. Fletcher and J. A. Hirst ( Fletcher, Hirst & Co ,

electrical and mechanical engineers, of Chet ter and Derby ) is to bu

held at the clicial receiver's office, Byrom Sireet, Manches'er, oa

April 19th , at 3.30 o'clock. The public exanication is fixed for

April 29:5 , at 11 o'clock , ia the Court House, Buraley.

Liquidation Notices . - at 'mectings of the British

Elctrizing Corporation, on February 8 : ha::d March 8th, res -lutions

weru. passed wiodicg up volautarily, and appriu ing Mr. d. E.
Edwarde, cf Broad Sireet a vecu“, E.C , liquidator.

A meeting cf Me8: 13. J.C. II . well, Limi: ed , is to be held at 6. Od

Jewiy, EC., on May 16tb , at 11 o'clock , to n ceive an acc uit of ilo

winding up opera:ions from thu l.quiratur, Mr. S. F. lit.

Parliamentary Bills.- The D.iily Chronic'e had an

article on Wednesday giving pariic..lars of the progress of the
numercusprivato Bills w bich are nuw bifure Parliainent There is

an iccrease in the number and valuu ul the Bulls deposited for the

Bession . There are 30 Bills relatiog lo trunways, and the propried

capital involved in them is upwards if £ 1,8-0,010. Glass Bulls ask

£ 1,732,000, and clectricity Billo come is with a wod.tt million, and

weasures under the pruvaziunal irler rystem accuuus fur a fribur

Bum of th.es ailiioas odd , which thu pruzuulers alck tj zaisc ia

an

»
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measure

respect of schemes for tramway, gas and water, electric lightiog, &c.
Five Bills to authorise the construction of newunderground railways

in the metropolis were deposited . The Charing Cross, Euston , and

Hampstead Railway Bill has bien raad a third time in the Commons;

another - the City and Brixton Bill has been reported by the Com

mittee which considered it, and awaits third reading, and the Great

Northern and City Railway, which is for an extension of the

authorised undertaking, awaits second reading. Power to work by

electricity is also beingsought in the Metropolitan Railway Bill, and

has been granted by the House of CommonsCommittee, to which the

was reterred . Notwithstanding the facilities given to

promoters by the Light Railways Act, there are but three measures

containing schemes for light railways and one for the acquisition of

a railwaywhichit is proposed to work as a light railway . Upwards
of 80provisional orders have been made by the Board of Trade under

the Electric Lighting Acts, with a view to their submission to Par

liament for confirmation ; and there are besides four Bills relating to

the supply ofelectrical energy seeking powers buyond the scope of

the general Electric Lighting Acts. Some of the important questions
80 raised stand referredto the consideration of a Joint Committee of

both Houses, which will sit again after Easter, and whose report will
be awaited with interest.

Tasker & Sons, Limited, v, London & County Hotels

Company, Limited. This case came before the Coventry County

Court on Tuesday last week. The plaintiffs, electric light engineers,

of Andover, Coventry, and other places, sued the defendants for

goods and work done in the construction of electric light apparatur

at the King's Head Hotel, Coventry. It appeared that the plain

tiffs supplied the hotel in May, 1897, with an installation of four

electric arc lamps, using the city carrent. Defendants found the

humming noise of the lamps annoyed their customers to such an

extent that the lamps could not be used, and plaintiffs were asked to

remove them . Mr. J. W. Manley , plaintiffs' local manager , stated

that this humming noise was caused solely by the fact that the city

current was an alternating one. His firm hadon one or two occasions

made alterations suggested by deferdants' manager, with a view to

mitigating the noise caused by two of the lamps beiog bung

under a glass roof. The defendant company's case was that their

manager was advised by an engineer of the plaintiff company to

instal arc lamps, when nothingwas said about the noise. Theydid

not allege defective construction of the arc lamps, but the noise

caused by them canged the customers to leave the hotel. His

Honour gave judgment for £69 86. 9d. for plaintiffs, striking outsome

estras for the fitting of speaking tubes which formed part of the

claim .

Siemens & Halske. - Messrs. Siemens & Halske, of

Berlin, are increasing their capital to £ 2,000,000 . The Austrian and

Hungarian branches of this firm are , it is reported, to be formed into
a separate joint stock company.

Volenite . - Lord Largan , the chairman of the Fish Oil

and Guano Company, had agood deal to say to his shareholders on

the 5th inst. about volenite, to exploit which his company is

bringing out another company. He said that tests of volenite bad

proved it equal to gaita-percha and superior to vulcanite. Its
electrical resistance was really extraordinary. They were antici

pating the results of some tests for the possibility of covering

cables with this material, but a test of 10 to 12 months would be

necessary , and they had seriously considered whether to wait that

time before producing it, or whether they would find out to what

other uses and purposes volenite might be applied. They decided
to make the latter tests at once, and they very soon discovered that

volenite was just as valuable for the purpose of steam boiler and

steam engine packing as it was for electric cable work. Therefore,
in view of its use for various purposes , they decided that they were

justified in issuing volenite at once. It was now almost ready for

registration. The prospectus was prepared. His lordship read re
ports made upon the material by Mr. Philip C. Pope, consulting

electrical engineer, and Mr. J. W. Bevan, and opinions of other

gentlemen . With regard to the manufacture of volenite it is in .
tended to at present confine it to the United Kingdom . Favourable

offers had been made for the sale of the patent for America, but it

bad not yet been decided whether to increase the capital and make

it for allthe world , or to sell the patent for different countries.

S. d.

Baih.-Mr. Hammond is to prepare a statement for

the Council, showing the amount expended upon the electricity

works together with the outstanding liabilities on the balances ofcon

tracts, and a special meeting is to be held to consider it. The

Electric Construction Company has consented to give a guarantee in

connection with the erection of arc lamps without having a preliminary

test. Thirty out of 40 new lamps have been erected, and will be

connected as soon as the circuit is completed.

Belfast. The statement of accounts for the year ended

December 31st, 1897, showed the electricity, undertaking to be

in a sound ficancial condition and progressing rapidly in the

public estimation, and in view of the probability of haviog a con

siderable som to pay this yearby way of interestonthe large capital

expenditure connected with the new station which cannot be pro

ductive for some time, the balance carried forward from last yearwas

ordered to be allocated for this purpose. The meters necessary on

the introduction of Wright's systemofcharging forelectric current

on Jaly 1st, are to b3 purch 18ed ,and also a fourth Lancashire boiler

to complete the prst section of the new station .

Blackpool. The Corporation passed the following

resolutions on 5th inst.: - " Toat subject to the confirmation of the

Local Government Board to the requisite loan, the tenders of the

firms undermentioned for extensions at the Corporation Electricity

Works be accepted, viz .: Boiler and superheaters, Messrs. Babcock

and Wilcox, Limited ; condensers and storage tanks, Messrs. Cole

Marchent & Morley ; rectifiers, Messrs. S. Z. de Ferranti, Limited;

bɔosters, Mr. Ohas. J. Cowan ; cables, British Insulated Wire

Company ; transformers, Messrs. Nalder & Hilton, Limited , " "That

the approved standard clauses issued by the Electrical Eogineering

Plant Manufacturers' Association, and the Municipal Electric Asso

ciation , for the adoption among the general conditions of specifica

tions for electrical engineeriogplant,be referred to the town clerk

and bɔrough electrical engineer for ioclasion, if theythink so fit, in

any conditions of specification for electrical engineering plant issued

bythe Electric Lighting Committee."

Boarnemouth . The following tenders were sent in for

supplyiagand fixing cables, conductors, lamps, columns, fittings, &c. ,

for the lighting of the pier and Lower Pleasure Grounds :

2

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips 2,255 18 0

Brush Electric Engineering Company 1,740 00

Messrs. Fippard & Cooper 1,521 18 0

Mr. L. G , Tate 1,602 00

Messrs. Laing,Wharton &Down, Limited 1,707 00

Messrs Cash , Robinson & Co. 1,252 17 0

Bournemouth and DistrictElectric Supply Company 1,415 0 0

British Insulated Wire Company, Limited 1,583 149

Mr. E. G. Bryant 1,458 6 0

Messrs.Crompton & Co. , Limited 5,204 0 0

The surveyor recommended the tenders of Messrs. Cash , Robinson and

Co. , and the Bɔurnemoath and District Electric Supply Company

for consideration. The Council had a discussion as to whether,

seeing that the Corporation license from the Bɔard of Trade for

electric lighting purposes had only three years to run, it would be

wise to lay down plant and spend£ 2,000 if the plant would be of co

use at the end of that period.

On Thursday last week a Local Government Board inquiry was

held re several sums to be raised for public works bythe Corporation,

including £ 2,500 for the electric lighting of the pier and pleasure

gardens.

Bradfurd . - Tne Gas and Electricity Committee have

decided to reduce the price of electricity for lighting by a fd. per

unit, and have also fixed a sliding scale for motors , making prices

range from 2 d . to 1d. per unit .

Brighton . - The Town Council on Thursday last week

had a debate upon a proposal ly the Lighting Committee to reduce

the price of the electric current after the first hour's Usage from14d.

to 1d. per unit. The accounts for the year ended December, 1897,

showed that, after making provision for the annual charges for interest

andthe repayment of loans,there remained a net profit on the year's

working of £2,864 . Out of this amount the Committee proposed to
apply £ 2,000 to the relief of the rates and to add the E861 to the

reserve fund. The Council divided on an amendment by Mr. Back

well that the price should not be reduced, and this amendment was

carried by 18 votes to 17.

Bulawayo.-At a recent meeting of the Municipal

Council a letter was read from Colonel Heyman, stating the terms

upon which the contractor (being the Electric Light Company), was

prepared to supply the light to the Council. This was statedto be

18. 7d. per unit. It was further stated that the Government was

prepared to vest its lighting contract in the Council. This matter

wasreferred to the P. W. Committee.

Camberwell.-- The General Parposes Committee has had

under further consideration the question of the proposed purchase

of the undertaking of the County of London and Brush Provincial

Electric Lighting Company,Limited, and has received a statement

that the estimated cost of the work done in the parish up to date

was £ 3,200 . The committee recommended that the proposed pur

chase be nct proceeded with , and this has been agreed to.

Cardiff. — The Lighting and Electrical Committee has

agreed that theconditionally accepted tender of the Atlas Engineer

ing Company, Canton, for the supply of a number of junctionboxes

for the electrical department berejected,asthe company does not

comply with the fair wages clause. The contract has been given to

Mr. Wilkinson, of Cardiff.

-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Ajr.-Mr. Fuller's report as to extensions has been adopted

by the Commissioners at a cost of £1,187.

Balmoral.-- The daily papers say that the Queen has

decided to light Balmoral Castle by electricity, and an enormous

quantity of large iron pipes has already been delivered . These pipes

are intended to convey water power from the Gelder, a stream

running into the Dee at a point about 1} miles from Balmoral, and

the dynamoß will be drivenby water power ,

Barnsley . - The Park and Lighting Committee report
having held three meetings for the consideration of Mr. Miller's

scheme for electrical supply to the borough. Mr. Miller attended

and explained the scheme, and the furtherconsideration stands ad

jourdea until a special meeting on the 23rd inst.
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Dewsbury ,-The Electricity Committee has approved

of the doubling of the existing trunk mains at a cost of £ 5,000, of an

extension of mains in & part of the borough not yet served

at a cost of £2,500, and of the purchase and laying down

of an additional engine and dycamo at a further charge of

£ 2,450, including thecost of an extension of the building at the

central station . The electrician (Mr. Mitchell) baving resigned, to

take a situation at Southend-on -Sea, it was decided to postpone the

carrying out of the extension scheme until the appointment of his

successor. The General Purposes Committee has considered a re

commendation that the new electrical engineer should be paid a

salary of £200,andbe allowed to take a pupil, but has decided to pay

£ 250, and notto allow a papil to be engaged.

Douglas .- Prof. Fleming was yesterday to have an inter
view with the Douglas Town Council for the purpose of advising

them as to the electric lighting of Douglas.

Dublin .-At the last Corporation meeting the Lord

Mayor moved the adoption of a report of the committee of the whole

house recommending the application of the Corporation to the

Local Government Board for a loan of £ 20,000 for new electric cables

and works connected therewith, and for the establishment of sub .

transformer stations. A proposal from the Dublin United Tramway

Company to take over the lighting of the city on certain conditions,

and an offer ofa similar nature from Messrs. Jameson, Cobb, Pearson

and Co., of London, were considered simultaneously with the report,

and his lordship moved that they be taken as read . The report

stated the committee considered a report from Prof. Kennedy, con

sulting electrical engineer, and finally decided on his advice toadopt

cables insulated with vulcanised bitumen as made by Messrs.

Callender & Co., and of a system of low -tension distribution ,

Durham .-- The Town Council is considering the question

of electric lighting. The Gas Lighting Committee recommended

that specifications and estimates be obtained of the cost of erecting
plant,but an amendment referring thematter back to the Committee

to obtain terms upon which electric lighting companies would supply

the Council for street lighting and private consumers was adopted .

Dandee. - Mr. Tittensor, the electrical engineer, sub

mitted a lengthy report to the Gas Committee last week with refer

ence to the extension of the electric lighting area of the city. He

gives a statement of the development of the lighting within the old

area since the opening of the supply in 189 ) as follows:

Lamps connected. Units sold . Increase.

1893 8,470 66,228

1894 11,860 156,843 90,615

1895 14,001 202,437 45,594

1896 17,945 254,278 51,841

1897 22,897 323,107 68,909

The lengthof streets through which mains were laid for supply upto

the end of 1897 was four miles. The extended area gives a total

length of street of eight miles. In the new districts he anticipated a

demand for 25,000 lamps after five years , exclusive of public lighting.

The distribution mains of the new area would be fed from the pre

Bent generating stations through four sets of feeder mains. The

whole of the extended area could be supplied from the present

station, and the following additions would be required :—The present

engine and boiler house wouldhave to be extended. The additional

plant required would be : -Boilers equal to 900 horse -power, engines

and dynamos equal to 900 horse -power, together withthe necessary

steam pipes, pumps, economiser, and switching gear. He estimated

the cost of all these extensions as follows: - Distribution mains,

£ 14,400 ; feeder mains, £ 4,000 ; buildings, & c ., £ 3,600 ; boilers, seat

ings, and fittings, &c., £ 1,800 ; engines, dynamos, & c., £ 8,000 ; steam

pipes, & c., £ 1,200 ; switchboards and instruments, £ 1,400 ; econo

misers, & c., £ 600 - total cost, £ 35,000. This included apare culverts

along the existing tramway routes for the reception of feeder mains

in the event of electricaltraction being adopted, as recommended by

Messrs. Urquhart & Small. The most suitable system to adopt for

the extended area , would be a three-wire system distributing at 200

volts at consumers terminals. This would enable the whole of the

plant and batteries now in use at the generating station to be used in

conjunction with the new plant without much alteration, and

would also make the new system of mains gradually take up the

increasing load on the old area, which would thus develop itself into

a three -wire system at 200 volts similar to the extended area . He

did not consider thata higher pressure of supply than 200 volts was

necessary within the limits of the extended area, as the higher the

pressure adopted, the greater the disadvantage to those customers

using arc lamps, in the increased cost of current for the same. At

the present time there were 22,897 lamps connected in the old area ,

of which 16,000 were supplied at the old pressure of 100 volts, the

remaining 6,897 being supplied at 200 volts, in accordance with the

statutory notice given inJune, 1897. It would be of great advantage

if the whole were converted into a 200 - volt supply, although it would

entail serious disadvantages to several of the customers. Il a com

pulsory change were made all over the city, the expense would de

volve upon the Town Council, which would include replacing all

100 - volt lámps with those at 200. It wouldalsobe necessary to

exchange all arc lamps burning in pairs at 100 volts for those de

signed to burn in pairs at 200 volts, and all motors in use at 100 volts

would have to be rewound. The total cost of this would be about

£ 1,800. The most serious objection to such a sweeping reform was

that those customers (of which there were several ) having at present

only one arc lamp installed , would be paying at the rate of 9d. per

unit for current for the same lamp at 200 volts, being just double

their original rate. No doubt this objection would be overcome at

no distant date by the introductionof new and improved lamps. He

would therefore recommend that all those mains supplying customers

at 200 volts be connected upto the new system to be laid as a three

wire system at 200 volts, and those mains supplyingthe older custo

mers at 100 volts be " inter " connected as a modified five -wire system

supplying at100 volts, untilsuch time that it might become neces

sary or expedient to gradually change on to the200 -volt supply,after

which the whole of the old and new area would resolve itself into

one three -wire system at the higher voltage. He recommended that

the laying of the mains should be proceeded with gradually as the

demand arose, thusspreading the cost over several years . The present

requirements would be the extension of the present baildings at the

generating station, the laying down of the three - feeder mains to

the north, east, and west districts, and the erection of one boiler,

engine, and dynamo, with the necessary piping, & c., at a cost of

£ 9,300. The committee resolved to consider the whole question at

another meeting.

The Gas Committee recommends that Mr. Tittensor's salary be

advanced £50 per annum .

East Grinstead . — There was a long discussion at the

District Council last week on the proposition made by Mr. Steer that

application be made for a provisional order as soon as the probable

cost to be incurred in carrying out a scheme is ascertained. The

resolution was carried .

Eccles. - The electrical engineer (Mr. Clirehugh ) has

reported uponthe progress of the electricity works. The buildings

had progressed very slowly . The main laying will be commenced

during this week . The cables are now all manufactured . Mr.

Clirebugb's draft of charges to be made for electrical energy has been

approved.

Edinburgh . - The Cleaning Committee recommended the

Council to light a number of additional streets by electricity, but

after discussion the matter was re -committed . Mr. Mackenzie, in

supportiog the Committee's proposal, said thatthe number of lamps

sanctioned formerly by the Council, including 37 for Portobello,was

540. The Council sanctioned 91 additional, which included 12 for

the Middle Meadow Walk, which had since been withdrawn at the

request of the Parks Committee, who considered that the Middle

Meadow Walk was not suitable for the electric light. If these 59

new lamps were sanctioned the Electric Light Committee saw its way

to reduce the cost per lamp all over the city from £ 16 to £14. The

Electric Lighting Committee recommended that the charge for

electric energy as from May 15h next be 3jd, per unit with discount,

the charge for each public lamp £14 per annum , andthe charge for
motor power 1fd . per uoit. On the motion of Bailie Mackenzie, the

first part of the motion was agreed to, and the second portion was

re -committed, in view of the discussion that bad taken place on the

report of the Cleaning and Lighting Committee.

Folkestone. -At the West Cliff Hotel electricity has

been installed throughout. In all there are 640 lights.

Halifax ,—The Gas Works Committze entertained the

members of the Town Council at a banquet recently, and ia some

remarks made by Mr. Wilmshurst, the borough electrical engineer, it

was stated that the fact that the Electricity Committee hadprovided

for many years extension undoubtedly militated against their making

an immediate profit, but he thought there was a prospect of turning

the corner thisyear. The prospects for the future were very good. Oa

March 31st, 1895, they ba i 92 consumers; a year later they had 179 ;

on March 31st, 1897, they had 235, and for the year ending March

31st, 1898, 309. So that although they had not made a profit, yet
they were building up a very sound business.

Hastings. - The Electric Light Company is to light the

front during Apriland May at £4 per lamp per month , and during

June and July at £3 per month .

Hereford . — The Electric Lighting Provisional Order has

been referred to a special committee for consideration and report,

IIfracombe. The District Council proposes to expenil

£ 10,000 in the construction of electric plant, & , for the purpose of

illuminating the town by the electric light.

Iuverness. -The Town Council has been discussing the

feasibility of introducing the electric light into the tuwa. Messrs.

Fraser &MacCallum , solicitors, had written to the effect that a local

company was about to be formed with the view of lightiog the

borough and vicinity by electricity, and asking if the Council would

agree not to oppose the undertaking. It was considered by the

Council that theworks should be done by the municipality, and a

committee is to be appointed to ascertain whether there is such a

demand for the light as to justity the Council in taking steps to

introduce it .

Lancaster.-- Mains are to be laid for supplyiog current
to the Bowerbam Board School. The Lighting Committee recom

mends the Council : “ That the Electricity Committee be asked to

discontinue the charging of rent for the street arc lamps, in orderto

place a larger sum of money at the disposal of this Committee for

street lighting purposes.” The consideration of the matter is to be

deferred for six months.

Leith . — The Town Council has resolved : “ That, owing

to the great cost of carrying out the electric lighting scheme, and the

probability that, for a number of years at least, it will be a serious

burden upon the ratepayers, the Electric Lighting Committee be

instructed to use the utmost economy, consistent with efficiency, in

carrying out the work, and that no new expenditure be incurred

-
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beyond that already sanctioned withoutfirst reporting and obtaining

the authority of the Town Council.” The chairmanremarked tbat

the estimates had already been cut down by £ 3,000.

Lewes . - A special meeting of the Cooncil is to be held to

consider what steps shall be taken regarding the electric lighting

provisional order when it has been confirmed by Parliament.

Liverpool. - The City Council has resolved that from

April 1st,1898, the prices to be charged for the supply of electrical

energy at apressure of 230volts be :-For general lighting, 5d. per

unitforeach unit up to 1,000 units per quarter, and4d . perunit for

each unit in excess of 1,000 units ; for Corporation departments, 4d.

per unit; for street lighting, 3d. per unit ; for power parposes, 2d .

..

Stirling . – Mr. R. F. Yorke has submitted a lengtby

report to the Police Commissioners on the water power available at

Touch for the electric lighting of Stirling. He shows that by

utilising the water powerwhichexists in connection with theTouch

reservoirs, they could, with a moderate expenditure of some£ 13,000

to £ 14,000, deal effectually with the lighting of the extended area,

viz , 8,000 lamps connected; and that by chargiog for the private

lighting at the rate of 4fd. per unit, there would be a considerable

surplus as soon as the total number of lamps have been taken up.

His estimate for capital outlay is as follows:

Two 54 -H.P. turbines, with frames, suction pipes, de

livery and ereotion ..
540

Two dynamos 880

Switchboard
80

Buildings ..
200

Fittings, & c . 20

Underground cable -si miles concentric 37/13, with

laying and jointing.. 2,495

Accumulators - 250 cells = capacity 308 amperes, for

three hours, or 154 amperes for six hours - 4,466

lamps for threehours 2,525

Stands and convertingbuildings
100

Allow for continuation of two 12-inch pipes, with

laying and jointing..
200

Allow fortrench for cables

Engineer's fees and contingencies

£ 7,000

Allow for distribution-mains, meters, & c . 6,500

£ 13,500

per unit .

100

410

..

Working expenses
£650.. ..

London County Council. The Council bas decided to

lend £ 13,660 to the Vestry of Islington for electric lighting exten

sions. The Finance Committee stated that the Vestry proposed to

add to theEden Grove generating station two water-tube boilers,

one 500 - H.P. engine, and one310 -kilowatt alternator, and to extend

the mains in Liverpool, Wellington, and St. James'sRoads. The

Council is withholding its consent from the County of London Oom
pany re -laying mains in several Dalwich and Peckham roads for the

present, on account of the appointment of the Parliamentary Committee

on electrical matters whichis shortly to sit. It will be remembered that

last Februarythe Council accepted the tender of the NationalElec

tric FreeWiring Company to carry out the electric light installation

at the chiet station of the fire brigadefor£992, less the amount of the

wages of certain of the Council's employés to be engaged on part of

the work. Referring to this matter,the Fire Brigade Committee has

now reported that, on further consideration, it has come to the

conclusion that it would be better for all the work to be carried out

in its entirety by the company's employés. The company had

acquiesced in this, and the Council's servants employed on the work

had been withdrawn.

Lyndhurst. — Messrs. Warburg, Dymond & Co., of

London , haveinformed the New Forest District Council thatit was

proposed to form a limited liability company with the object of

putting downa plant for the electric lightingof Lyndhurst, andthat

they purposed purchasinga suitable site at Glassbayes. It was their

intention to apply forthwith for a license from the Board of Trade.

The Lyndburst Parish Council is to have the opportunity of con

sidering the matter and taking the opinion of a parish meeting

upon it.

Oldbury, The Dist: ict Council has withdrawn its opposi

tion to the provisional order of the Midland Corporation, Limited.

Ossett. — The Town Council has received a provisional

order authorising the Council to lay down electric lighting plant, and

to supply the borough.

Paddington . - The Guardians' Visiting Committee is

inquiring into the cost of installing the electric light in the north

block of the workhouse, the chapel,and the dining hall.

Rathmines.-At the last meeting of the Commissioners

Mr. Booth called attention to a report made about 12 months

ago by Mr. Hamwood, electrical engineer, setting out two methods

by which the electric lightiog of the township might be carried out.

Mr. Hamwood was in Dublin in Jaduary last, and then promised to

draw up anamended report for 25 gaineas. In that report several

of the previous proposals would be altered, owing to the improve

ments that had recently taken place in this branch of science. He

proposed that the board should accept this offer. It was resolved to

request the Electric Lighting Committee to meet and consider what

steps the board should take to save their rights under the order in

Council, and to take such action as they may deem advisable .

Reading . - The Highways and Lighting Committee has

received a letter from the B :ard of Trade, enclosing an amended

description of the systems proposed to be adopted for the supply of

energy under the Reading Supply Order, 1893. The committee also

received Mr. Bowen's report,and on his recommendation approved

the proposed works, subject to a number of amendments andcondi.

tions suggested by him .

Salford . — The Council has approved the proposal of the

Electric Light Committee to purchase land abutting on Bedlam Lane,

off Strawberry Road, as a site for a new generating station for the

electric light. The Council were asked to vary the resolution of the

Council of January 5th last, authorising anapplication to the Local

Government Board for power to borrow £ 80,000 for the purposes of

electric lighting. It was now , under different circumstances, pro

posed to ask for£ 33,000. The resolution was adopted.

Shoreditch . — The cost of laying larger cables in Curtain

Road, Great Eastern Street and Old Street (authorised by the Vestry )
will be about £ 2,000 .

Southall.- The Town Council has received a letter from

Messrs. Brewer & Meaby, with reference to supplying electric light.
This has been referred to the Committee.

Southport.— The Gas Committee recently opposed a pro

posal on the part of the Electricity Committee to add 42 arc lamps to

the street lighting , and it was withdrawn. The salary of the electrical

engineer (Mr. C. D. Taite ) is to be advanced from £ 230 to £280.

For repayment of generating and distributing plant, with interest,

allow 5 per cent. of total cost of £ 13,500 £ 675 . Although 8,000

lamps connected is a large proportion for the number of the inha

bitants, it will be possible, by utilising the additional power from

another reservoir, to supply current for another 4,000 lamps, i.e. , 4

total of 12,000 lamps connected. Mr. Yorke's scheme includes

turbines by Messrs. Gilkes, dynamos by Laurence Scott & Co., cables

bytheBritishInsulated Wire Company,and accumulators by the Chlo

ride Electrical Storage Syndicate. The Commissioners remitted it

to the Lighting Committee to see whether the necessary consentsand

wayleaves can be obtained, and to report, so that they are not at

present committed to anything.

Swansea. - Mr. Manville's report on the electric lighting

scheme puts the capital expenditure , after adding 75 per cent. for
contingencies, engineering, &c., at £ 35,936 . In his estimate of the

revenue derivable, he gives 16,700 8.C.P. lamps for private lighting,

which would, at 4d .per unit, bring in £ 4,444, whilst the public

lighting wonld bring in £733, makinga total of £ 5,177.

Wednesbury . - The Town Council last week resolved

by eight votes to five,to make application for a provisional order.

There was a lengthy discussion .

Woking. - The Electric Supply Company has undertaken

to have all the street lamps overhauled immediately and renewed
where necessary .

Yarmouth . — The Council hasdecided to borrow £ 4,800

more for further additions to the electric lighting plant, making

£ 40,000 in all. In the last three months considerably over £ 500 has

been earned bəyond the actual cost of production. Mr. George

Bryant, assistant engineer of the electrical supply station, has been

appointed chief engineer, in succession to Mr. Å. W. Ranken, who

had resigned.

ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.
.

-

Argentine. - At last week's meeting of the Anglo-
Argentine Tramway Company, held in London , the Chairman said that

with regard to thequestion of electric traction, the Board had come to

the conclusion that favourable results might be obtained by using

eloctricity on certain parts of the line. An offer had been made by

abody of financiers to find the necessary capital for the conversion

of the system , but he was unable at that moment to enter into

details. The shareholders would be consulted before any binding

agreement was entered into .

Blackpool. – At last week's Council meeting Mr. J.

Brodie, the chairman of the Electric Lighting and TramwaysCom .

mittee submitted the report of a deputation which had visited Paris,

Berlin, Hanover, &c. , to study the system of tramway traction. It

wasthe unanimous recommendation of the deputationthat the over

head system be adopted. It the Council favoured the accumulators,

well and good, but they must be prepared to run the tramways at a

loss.

Brighton . - The Council has refused to grant a license

to a Montreal firm to construct and operate an electric trolley system

in the borough .

Derby-Ashbourne. — The promoters of this proposed

light railway have decided to apply to Parliament for further powers,

this step having been rendered necessary by the decision recently

arrivedat to alter the original plans as tothetermini.
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to proceed with the necesearysurveys, plans, and sections which will

be requiredfor the purpose of enabling the Council to give notices

and take allproper steps to promote a Bill during the next session of

Parliament for carrying outthe recommendations of the Tramways

Committee now laid before the Council it that course be ultimately ,

adopted ."

Salford. — A sub -committee has been appointed by the

Highways Committee of the Town Council to report upon the

probable cost of taking over and workiog the tramways, and also the

cost of electric traction. It has been reported to the Highways

Committee, on the authority of Mr. Alderman Milling, that it is not
the intention of the Manchester Corporation to engage an expert to

advise them, but they will reply upon the advice of their own

electrical engineer inany matters relating to the future working of

the tramways of the city. Further that Dr. Hopkinson has been

engaged by the Manchester Corporation to give evidence on their

bebalt before the Parliamentary Committee against the Manchester
Carriage and Tramways Company's Bill.

St. Helen's . - The Electric Lighting and Traction Com

mittee of the St. Helen's Corporation has definitely resolved that

electricity on the overhead system be adopted and introduced

as the motive power on the Corporation tramways, and that

accordingly the town clerk be instructed to apply to the Board of

Trade for their consent to the use of electricity for the trams, and

also for their sanction to borrow £ 25,000, the estimated cost of the

generating works and plant, and the distributing plant necessary for
this purpose.

.

7

Stretford . — The District Council has decided to give

notice to the Manchester Carriage Company that in July next,

directly the statutory term of 21years expires, it will promote a

Billin Parliament empowering the Councilto work the tramways by

mechanical power, including electrical haulage, and to borrow funds

to defray the cost thereof.

Waterford.-The Corporation after an interview with
Mr. Palmer in reference to his application for an electric tramway,

concession, bas granted same on the following terms: - That a lease

be granted for 75 years at a nominal rent for the first 10 years, and

that subsequently a rent amounting to 5 per cent. on the amount of

the dividend paid the shareholders be reserved to the Corporation .

That the concession be from the Terminus of the Waterford , Dage:

garvan and Lismore Railway to the Bridge, along the Quays, the :

Mall, Parnell Street, portion of the Manor, Lombard Street, William .

Street, and up Newtown as far as the Municipal Boundary. The

Corporation to reserve to themselves the right to seek for Parlia

mentary powers to purchase the tramway after the expiration of 50

yeare. All plans and specifications to be subject to the approval of

the Council.' Matters ofdetail to be subsequently arranged .

Dudley . - On Tuesday last week the mayor stated to the

Town Council that the previous day Mr. Albright,Mr. Addenbrooke,

and Mr. Lowe, of the Midland Electric Power DistributioaCom.

pany, had attended a meeting of the Electrical Railway and Tram

way Committee and quoted prices for local supply of electricity,

The company would supply electricity and lay mains for the first

100 hoursat 5 d . per unit, and at 21d. per unit for subsequent

supply. If the Corporation provided the mains the prices would be

5d. and 21. Thecompanywould supply the electricity in bulk at a

uniform price of 31d , they laying the mains; or 24d. if the Corpora

tion laid the mains. The price forpublic lighting would be 16d

per unit, and for electric traction 1fd. per unit. It was understood

that the current would only be brought to a given point in the town.

Subsequently Alderman Garratt and Alderman Bagott were added to

the Committee, and Alderman Bagott made a hopeful statement as

to the future of the tramway undertaking. He was, he said, sare

that with good management the proposed electric tramways would

be a source of great profit to the borough. The Council confirmed

formally the recommendations to take the necessary steps for taking
over the lines.

Dudley and Stourbridge. - The British Electric Trac

tion Company, which recently purchased the Dudley and Stourbridge

Tramways for £ 44,000, has entered intoa contract for the trans

posal of the existing steam tramway from Stourbridge to Hart's Hill,

Dadley,into an electric system . A site for a power station has been

Becared by the companynear Canal Street, Brierley Hill, and electric

cars will be run from Hart's Hill to Stourbridge within about six

months, and throughDudley as soon as, and it, arrangements can be
effected with the Dudley Corporation . The contract for the altera

tions to thepermanentway and for the electric equipment has been

secured by Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co. It may beremembered that

the British Electric Traction Company, after acquiring the line from

Stourbridge to Hart's Hill, obtained an order to construct a new

tramway to Cradley Heath from Dudley, and to Kingswinford and

Stourbridge. TheDudley Town Council, however, are opposing the

Dadley and Cradley Heath order given by the Light Railway

Commissioners onthe ground that they are desirous of making the

line themselves. Thelease of the portion of the Dudleyand Stour.
bridge line from Dudley to the boundary at Hart's Hillexpires at
the end of about five years, and it is the intention of the Dudley

Corporation , as the matter stands at present, to seek to work that
portion also.

Folkestone. — The promoters of the Folkestone District

LightRailways have intimated their intention of not proceeding

with the application to the Commissioners for the construction of

the proposedrailways in Folkestone, Sandgate and Hythe.

Liverpool. At the last City Council meeting, Sir Arthur

Forwood, chairman of the Tramways Committee, moved a recom

mendation that the necessary steps be taken to construct a newroad

continuing Park Road into #igbarth Road. They were laying down

A new system of electric tramways to the Dingle. At present the

lines running from Peel Street, ParkRoad,tothe Dingle dipped 15

feet, and from the Dingle to Aigburth Road they rose again i2 teet.

The suggestion of the committee was to acquirethe property between

the corner of Peel Street and Aigburth Road voluntarily, so thatthey

mightthen make a direct connection between Aigburth Road and

Park Road almost on a dead level at a reasonable cost. Alter discus

dion the proposal was taken back .

Llandudno . - The Town Council last week agreed to a

scheme promotedby a syndicate for the construction of a light rail

way connecting Colwyn Bay, Llandudno, and Deganwy.

Newcastle.- Ata meeting of the Tramways Committee

on 4thinst., Mr. Laws, city engineer, reported that the total amount

of doable track upon the seven sections already decided onby the

committee amounted to 12 miles 394 yards. He estimated that the

cost of laying down thisdistance, either with cables or the overhead

electrical system , would be £ 248,000 . It was agreed , acting under a

resolution passed by the Council,that Mr. Lawsshould be requested
to furnish the committee with the names of two experts - one to

advisethe committee with respect to the cable, and the other with
respect to the overhead electrical system . Mr. Laws will presentthe

names of the experts whom he deems most suitable for this workto

the next meeting of the committee, to be held on May 3rd . The
resolution provides that the committee " shall have the power to

engagean expert or experts to advise with respect to the best system

to be adopted, such experts to be gentlemenwho are not connected

financially with any system of tramways, or any company for the

promotion of tramways."

Northampton . - In our note regarding the Northampton

tramways last week, the word Nottinghamin line 3, should, of
course, read Northampton.

Norwich.— Notice appeared in the London Gazette last

Priday of applicationbeingmade by the Norwich ElectricTram

ways Company for additional provision for leave to introduce in
their Bill variousnew powersfor street widening and alteration, and
for deviation of the authorised tramway .

Nottingham . - The report of the Committee recom

mending electric traction, which we briefly referred to last week,

came before the Town Council on 4th inst., and after lengthy con

sideration had been given tothe matter the following resolution was

unanimously passed :- " That the report of the Tramways Committee

Row presented to the Council be received and adopted as and for the

first reading, andthat the second reading thereof betaken at the

quarterly meeting of the Council in May next ; that in themeantime

the Tramways Committee be authorised to instruct the city engineer

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

1

Bristol. - The report of the Bristol Chamber of Com

merce which will be presented to the annual meeting next week

traces the rapid growth of the telephone in the West of England

and South Wales. In 1893 there were 4,470 lines in this division,

and there werenow nearly 9,000 , andthe rate of increase was still

growing. In Bristol, after considerable delay, the underground

system was now being actively carried out, in Bath the work was

approaching completion, and in several other towns in the district

arrangements were in progress for substituting underground cables

for poles and wires. Tenders for a large new buildingin a central
position in Bristol were now under consideration by the London

Board ; there would be a very spacious switch room , and a large

switchboard with all the latest improvements for ensuring correct

ness and rapidity in the transmission of messages. Unexpected

delays had arisen in opening exchanges at the group of Wiltshire

towns, but the Post Office was now constructing the connecting

trunk between Bradford and Bath , and in a few weeks several of these

towns would have exchanges opened in themand others would soon

follow . The
group included Bradford , Trowbridge, Melksham ,

Devizes, and Warminster in Wilts, and Frome in Somerset. An ex

change had been opened at Pershore in connection with Evesham

and Worcester. Hereford, aftermany difficulties and delays, had

been opened , and Chippenham , Cirencester, and · Darsley would soon

follow . Efforts were being made to introduce the telephone at

Wells, Glastonbury, Street, Cheddar, and Axbridge in Somerset. In

Cornwall the use of the telephone was rapidly extending. Last year

Falmouth and Penzance were the only exchanges in the county, now

Truro , St. Austell, Fowey , and Par bad beenopened. And Newky .

and other towns were likely soon to be added tothe list. In Devon

shire exchanges had been opened at Barnstaple and Bridleigh , Sal

terton, and it was hoped that Bideford (and neighbouring places -
would soon follow .

Delays in Australian Telegrams. - Although no official

notifications have been received from Berne, still we can gather

from the Australian newspapers recently to hand that the Australian

trunk landlines continue to be periodically interrupted. On Febru

ary 26th we read, that European cable messages were subject to

delay on the Port Darwin line.' On March 1stthe " telegraphic com

munication on the Port Darwin line which had been temporarily in .

terrupted was again restored .” Under date of March 7th we read

that the Roebuck Bay landline had been interrupted for two days.
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It will be remembered that the Roebuck Bay line is supposed to

afford an alternative to the Port Darwin line ; which latter on

March 8thwas interruptednear Port Darwin, and the cable traffic

had to be diverted via the Roebuck Bay landline, then presumably

convalessent. It is painful to find that as concerns this latter line,

the Postmastor-General of South Australia expresses himselt in un

grateful terme. He says it " is acknowledged to be the worst line

in Australia,the many fogs on the coast rendering it very hard to

get signals through .". This may, however, only be the expression of
friendly rivalry, as judging from the reports concerning the Port

Darwia landline, for which he is responsible, it is difficult to say
which is the worst of the two lines. On February 14th , Sir Charles

Todd, in referring to the delay in the transmission of cable mes

sages to England, is reported to bave said : "the interruptions
caused by the croaging of creeks and rivers have been very few ..

In fact, I can only remember four arising from that cause." It

would be interesting to know the causes of the numerous other

interruptions and delays on this line, which this gentleman appears

to ignore, as we find that for the six months before the date on which

Sir Obarles Todd is reported as above, there were no fewer than

18 days on which the Port Darwin line was either totally interrupted,

or on which messages on that line were greatly delayed . There may

possibly be other interruptions and delays of which we are not

informed , but tbis is only due to the fact that the authorities in

Australia appear to beglect the rule of the International Telegraph

Convention, of whieh they are signatories, by omitting to advise the

Bureau International at Berne of such occurrences. On examination

we find that since the beginning of September last there have been

24 days onwhich interruptions orserious delays have occurred on the

Port Darwin line, and 17 days of interruptionsor serious delays on the

Roebuck Bay line ; these interruptions cometimes occurring simulta

neously, and the total of 41 days is probably much below the

actual record of detaalt. We observe that the public in Australia

are at length making serious protest against the present inefficient.
system .

Dudley Telephones . — The Council has been considering

the question of the telephone service. The granting of licenses is

favoured, and the applications of the New Mutual Telephone Com

pany and the Glasgow Corporation are supported.

Havana and Key West Cable.- We underetand that

the telegraph cablesbetween Havana and Key West were interrupted

and restored on Wednesday. This is the first interruption of com

munication since the repairs carried out by the Silvertown Company
in 1882 .

Hong Kong-Manila Cable . - The Eutern Extension ,

Australasia, and China Telegraph Company, Limited , with a view to

improving telegraphic communication with the Philippines, by

making it independent of the landline between Cape Bolinao and

Manila, bave extended their cable from Hong Kong to Manila direct.

Telegraphio Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLII. Dowo , Ropulrod.

Brest -St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th, 1899

West Indies

Mt. Orois - Trinidad Nov. 80th , 189R

Cayenne-Pinheiro March 24th, 1898

Amazon Company's cable

Parintins- Itacatiara May Bth, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable beyond Gurupa ... April 4th , 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Sierra Leone -Accra April 9th, 1898

Bolama -Bissao 12th, 1898

LANDCONI.

not exceeding 800 revolutions per minute for 18 hours continuous

running, without undue heating. Specification and further par.

ticulars from the harbour engineer, Mr. G. F. L. Giles . See our

" Official Notices " April 8th for particulars of these two contracts.

Belgium . - May 31et. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of 26 years,thatis, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the Secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be

obtained .

Bootle - April 25th . The Corporation wants tenders for

the supply and erection of arc' and incandescent lamps, lamp-posts
and accessories. Engineer, Mr. T. L. Miller, Liverpool. See our

" Oficial Notices " this week.

Edinburgb.- April 23rd . The Midlothian and Peebleg

Lunacy Board is inviting tenders for the installation of electric light

in the Asylumat Rosslynlee, near Edinburgh , including ( 1) generating

plant, accumulators, switchboard , & c .; (2) wiring, fittings, & c. Par

ticulars may be obtained on application to Prof. Bailey, Heriot-Watt
College, Chambers Street, Edinburgh.

London ,-May 17th . The Bethpal Green Board of

Guardians invites tenders for the supply of plant, and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary, Palestine Place . Plans, & c ., to be

obtained from the arcbitects ,Giles, Gough & Trollope, 28 , Craven

Street, Charing Cross, W.C. See our Official Notices this week

for particulars.

Milburn, Esher. --Tenders are being invited , says Daily

Tenders, for the running and maintenance for five years of an elec
trical installation, comprising gas engines, accumulators, dynamos, & c.,

and connected machinery. Further particulars from Messrs. O'Gorman

and Cozens-Hardy, 21 , Embankment Gardens, 8.W.

Roumania.-April 30th . Tenders are being invited

until the 30th inst. bythe Roumanian Post and Telegraph Authorities

in Bucharest, for the supply of 50 tons of galvanised iron wire,

10 tons of galvanised steel wire, and 5 tons of tinned copper wire.

Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be rent to , LA

Direction Générale des Postes et Telegraphes, Bucharest, Romania.

Sunderland . - April 29th. The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply of a high-speed 225 -kw . steam dynamo, and

two Lancashire or Galloway boilers. Borough electrical engineer,

Mr. J. F. C. Snell. See our “ Official Notices ” this week for

particulars.

Switzerland.- April 30th. Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities of Fribourg, Switzerland, until April 30th next, for a

projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water-power is to be utilised ,and thestation will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three
schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Publics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence full particulars of the competition

may be obtained .

The War Office.- April 27th . The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specifi.

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.
Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th.

Victoria . - June 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne ( Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices " March 11th .

.
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Trans-Continental line bor} Marcb 12th,1896
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OLOSED .

Brighton . - The Council has accepted the tender of

Messrs.Willans &Robinsonfor the supply oftwo steam dynamos for

the electricity works for £9,591 .

Derby . - The Town Council has given the contract for the

supply of carbons to the English Carbon Company.

Rochdale. — The Council has accepted the tender of

of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co. to supply steam dynamos ( Belliss

engines ), balancer and booster, conditionally upon ibe granting of

authority by the Board of Trade and the Local Government Board.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

OPEN .

Accrington . - April 19th . The Corporation wants

tonders for the supply and erection of three sets of steam dynamos,

each set consistingofa triple expansion condensing steamengine of

the inverted vertical type, 90 I.H.P., and of a shuntwound dynamo.

Also a feed water heater, storage battery having a capacity of

750 ampere -hours, switchboard instruments, apparatus cables, wires,

street boxes, connections, & c. For further particulars see our

“ Oficial Notices" April 1st. Consulting engineer, Mr, J. N.

Shoolbred , 47, Victoria Street, 8.W.

Belfast. - April 18th . The Harbour Commissioners are

inviting tenders for the supply and erection in the electric light
station, Abercorn Basin , Bellast, of three compound, two-crank, self

lubricating, single- valve quick revolution vertical engines, each

capable of developing 70 H.P., with a steam pressure of 130 lbs. per
square inch . Also for three belt-driven, continuous current, series

wound dynamos, capable of giving 15 amperes, 2,850 volts, at a speed

1898 .

Monday, April 18th , 8 p.m.-The Northern Society of Electrical
Eogineers, at Manchester. Paper on " Commercial

Forms of Electrical R :sistancesused for Lighting and
Power Purposes," by Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson.

At 8 p.m. - Society of Arts. “ Sources of Commercial India.

Rubber," by Dr. D. Morris, C.M.G. Two Cantor

Lectures
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"

Tuesday, April 19th , at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civil Engineers.

Paper to be discussed : - " The Electricity Supply of

London ," by A. H. Preece, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E .

Thursday, April 21st , at 8 p.m.- ChemicalSociety, Burlington

House. Papers to be read : - " The Carbohydrates of

Barley Straw ," by O. F. Cross, E. J. Bevad, and Claud

Smith ; " Isomerio Bornylamines," by M. 0. Forster,

Ph.D.; " Some Derivatives of Benzophenone,” by F. E.

Matthews, Ph.D.; " Researches on Camphoric Acid ,"

by B. B. Scboyver, Ph.D. Ballot for this election of

Fellows.

At 8 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical Engineers. " Cost

of Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy,"

by R. Hammond, Member. ( Continuation of dis

cussion .)

Friday, April 22nd, 5 p.m.- Physical Society. " On a Method of

viewing Newton's Rings,” by the Rev, T. C. Porter.

Taesday, April 26tb , at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Civil Engineers.

Annual general meeting to receive report and to elect
council and auditors.

Some Researches on Electrical Conductivity. - Carl

Fritsch has determined the conductivity of a number of

solid substances, taken either in the form of precipitates or
compressed plater, and further examined the effect which the

addition of small quantities of a foreign solid has on the

conductivity of the pare solid under examination. The

effect ofthe addition of small quantities of asecond salt to
that wbich is under examination, is, in nearly all cases, to

largely increase the electrolytic conductivity of the latter;

this would appear to be best explained by assuming the

formation of a solid solution, in wbich the solvent, lead

chloride, for example, causes ionisation of the dissolved salt,

gay, potassium chloride. It is not impossible that the con

ductivity of the solid salts themselves is caused by the pre

gence of traces of impurities, but this point would require

specially investigating in each case. The conductivity

increases rapidly with rising temperature, but the changes in

the temperature coefficients are much emaller than those in

tbe conductivities themselves. The above is an abstract

from the Annales de Physique et Chemie (II . ), No. 60,pages
300—318. Some interesting data have also been obtained

by E. H. Loomis, and are given in the Annales de Physique

et Chemie, (II.), No. 60, pages 547–551. Amongst the

results the following are of interest:

Sp. Gr. 18 °/4 °.

N80& 10418

KOH 10481 170

HCI 10165 279

HNO: 10324 278

1/28, SOA
1 0306 183

1/2C, H, OH 1:0199 55

The electrical conductivities are given in mercury units of

the solutions examined ,

NOTES.

K x 107 at 18º.

145... ...

..

... ... ... ...

..

2
...

The Electrical Resistance of Thin Films. - An

article in the Physical Review ( America ) for January, by

Isabelle Stone, gives an interesting account of experiments

on the conductivity of thin films of silver deposited on glasg

by the Rochelle salt process. Many experimenters have

endeavoured to construct portable standards of high resist

ance by means of lines and films of black lead , and of con

ducting powders, and have discovered how unstable such
devices are . The authoress of the present paper has in

each case caloulated the thickness of the film from the area

and mass of the deposited silver, assuming its density to be
that of solid silver, and has given the resistance correspond .

ing to that thickness. From films 10 cm. long by 1 cm.

wide, and varying in thickness from about 1 to 22 millionths

of a centimetre, she obtains two principle results. One is that

the measured resistance is always enormously higher than the

calculated, being in one case more than 100,000 times as

great, and the other, that the resistance of the film always

drops rapidly after formation, and continues to do so for an

indefinitē time, excepting in the case of very thin films,

which could not be permanently maintained, and somefew

whose resistance, after a few days, began toincrease. The

changes were rapidly acceleratedby heat. The experiments

appear to show that the metal is depositedin an only par

tially coherent condition , and gradually settles down into

a more compact mass . It would be interesting to know if

magnetic oscillations affect the conductivity of such a film .

The experiments were suggested to the anthoress by Prof.

Michelson, who, as is well known, uses semi-transparent films

of this kind in his interferometer.

a

1

The Chemical Action of Electrical Oscillations.

This interesting subject has been carefully studied by

Alexander de Hemptione. The apparatus employed for the
productioa of the oscillations was similar to that of Lecher

( Annales de Physique et Chemie, 1890 (II .) No. 41, 850),

and allowed of the ready alteration of the wave length . A

Wimshurst macbine driven at constant speed by a motor

was employed in most cases, but where greater tension was

required, a Tesla transformer was used . Researches with

ammonia at pressures of 5 mm ., 15 mm., and 50 mm.,

showed that the velocity of decomposition decreases with
increasing pressure , and a maximum was obtained in each

case sometime after the commencement of the decomposition,

after which it decreased, indicating a final equilibrium .

The velocity is also markedly influenced by the energyof the
discharge. The percentage of ammonia finally decom

posed varies with the pressure, being about 50 per cent. at

49 mm., and 95 per cent. at 20 mm ., but the values do not

agree with the expression pg' = k pipo , which should theo
retically obtain in the case of a beat dissociation . The

decomposition is farther lowered by the addition of nitro

gen orbydrogen, the latter having, as expected , the greater

effect, but thequantitative results are not in accord with theo

retical deductions. Under the influence of electrical oscilla

tions, nitrogen and hydrogen combine to the extent of 3 or

4 per cent., the final quantity being apparently almost

independent of the pressure. In all these cases, no action

occurs unless the tube containing the gas becomes laminons ;

and it was observed that one tube may screen another, 80

that if two tubes at slightly different pressures be placed

between the plates and the discharge adjusted so that only

one tube lightens, a slight increase of pressure in this tabe

causes it to become dark, and the second tube to lighten and

bedecomposed. Carbon bisulphide is also decomposed, the

velocity being well represented by the equation dadtak(a— ) .

Some thick liquids, such as glycerol, exhibit an increaseof

Vapour pressure when exposed to the action of the oscilla

tions, a similar effect occurring with oxalic void, whilst

calcium chloride appears to be entirely unaffected . The

above is an abstractof a paper in the Zeitschrift fur Physi

kalische Chemie, 1897, No. 22, pages 860-872.

9

Does a Diaphragm Exist Preventing Diffusion , but

not the Passage of an Electric Current ! -- This subject

is discussed by K. Ochs in the Chemiker Centralblatt, No. 1 ,

p. 289. A diaphragm that would prevent diffusion, but

would allow the passage of a current, mightbe either (1) a

membrane not permeable by the electrolyte, but permeable

by the ions ; or (2) a membrane permeable by the ions, and

which would absorb the electrolyte, but not allow its trans

fusion ; ( 8 ) or & membrane not permeable by either electro

lgte or ions, but wbich allows passage of the ions when these

have been deprived of their charges.Membranes of the

first class are at present unknown. Those of the second

order appear to be formed by precipitation of both ions in

the pores of the membrane, ar,for example, in the Reynier

cell ( a Daniell cell in which potash replaces dilate sulphurio

acid ), in which copper oxide forms in the pores of the

cylinder, dividing thecopper sulphate and potash solutions.
With the continual formation of the precipitate ; in these

cases, the resistance increases, so that any advantage obtained

by the non - diffasion of the electrolyte is completely nullified.

A membrane of the third order might be formed if a fuffi

ciently thin film of mercury could be obtained , as a metal like

zinc could diffuse throughsuch a film . It does not appear,

however, that such a membrane would be of any practical

value. Diaphragms of the required kind for practical pur

poses are therefore at present unknown .

Lecture . - Bailie Mackenzie, convener of the Electric

Lighting Committee of Edinburgh Town Council, on 11th

inst. addressed the members of the Edinburgh Association

of Science and Arts on " Progress of the Electric Light in

Edinburgh .”

9
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Continuous Recording Voltmeter. Theuse of record

iag voltmeters, as at present made, necessitate for every

instrument the filing of 365 charts every year, as well as

daily attention and changing of the same. It is true that

there is an instrument in the market with a continuous

strip which obviates the daily attention but does not reduce

the trouble of keeping the records. To improve this, the engi

neer at the Cambridge Electricity Works devised and adapted

instruments already in use to run on the same chart for a week.

The Economy of the Corliss Engine. — The success of

the Corliss engine, as a machine in respect of its steam

economy, has, in a sense, not been an unalloyed blessing. That

the engine was economical in steam may bave been true, but

the credit was given to the principle of variable expansion

and sharp cut -off. Designers ofengines sacrificed every

thing to a sharp cut-off cornerin theindicator diagram , and

this was very greatly over -rated, as though special economy

arose from it. The claims of the Corliss engine are discussed

by our American contemporary, Machinery, and the true

cause of economy announced , or rather, re - announced . This,

of course, is the use of separate valves for steam and

exhaust, and the position of the exhaust valve on the lower

side ofthe cylinder, whereby it is enabled to more readily

drain the cylinder of water. If the ordinary arrangement be

noted, it will be seen that the exhaust valve issoplaced as

to at once catch any water shot into the cylinder fromthe

steam valve,and also to drain any water which tries to collect

in the cylinder. The oatrush of the exhaust carries a large

proportion of water with it before re-evaporation can occar

during the exhaust stroke. This is the great reason for

economy. With exhaust valves placed in the cylinder covers,

and thus not at the lowest part of the cylinder ,we think there

would be far greater steam consumptions registered. As

we have already observed , the economy of the Corliss engine,

really due to good valve arrangement. was long credited to

fanciful notions as to shape of cut-off corners,and variable

expansion, as though, for example, an automatic variable

cut -off could have much influence on the economy of a

cotton factory engine, which scarcely varies its power the

day through ; andthe Corliss engineis not the only example

showing wrongly credited economies.

The principle of moving the drum along its spindle most

natarally suggested itself, and as a matter of fact was in

cluded in the application for patent , but to do this would

render the horizontal length of the instruments much

greater, and would not admit of the ready adaption of exist

ing instruments to the continuous movement. The arrange

ment of cams and general principle is said to be shown on

the accompanying illustration, but this is open to doubt .

We understand that the principle is patented , and is applic

able to most recording instruments.

• Workmen's Compensation Act and Electricity

Works. At the St. Pancras Vestry's meeting of Wednesday

evening it was reported with reference to the Workmen's

Compensation Act, 1897, which comes into operation on

July 1st next, that a letter had been received from the

Home Secretary, in reply to a communication from
the Vestry, stating that “he is advised that electric lighting

works, where electricity is generated by the use of mecha
nical power , and is supplied to consumers, are factories

withinthe Factory and Workshops Acts, and therefore the
Workmen's Compensation Act will apply in all such cases."

Caoutchouc and Gutta -Percha Cements. - A gatta

percha cement for leather is obtained by melting together

100 pirts gutta -percha, 100 parts asphalt or pitch, and

15 parts oil of turpentine. It is to be used hot. Elastic

gatta -percha cement, especially for fixing soles to shoes,

which does not crack in bending, " on account of its
great extensibility, is, according to an article in the

Färben Zeitung translated in the Scientific American,

prepared by dissolving 10 parts gutta - percha in 100 parts

benzine and pouring the solution into 100 parts linseed oil

varnish, shaking well. The leather must be roughened before

using this cement, in order to insure greater durability. By &

caseine- borax cement a handsome surface gloss is impartedto

the leather. The borax is dissolved in boiling water and the

borax solution poured into freshly prepared caseine. The

durable thick cement is very serviceable. Good caoutchouc

cements , for rubber strips or rubber goods on metal, are

obtained by dissolving shellac in ten times its weight of

ammonia . After standing for three to four weeks a trans

parent putty results, which is used without heating. The

cemented places soften at first, but become hard and firm

after evaporation of the ammonia, which may be assisted by

heating. This cement is watertight and gasproof, and is also

useful for hard rubber articles. A cement made of a mixture

of gutta -percha with asphalt is serviceable for the same pur

pose. This has to be applied hot and the pieces are to be

pressed together. Very useful cement for leather belting is

manufactured by kneading 10 parts carbon bisulphide and

one part of oil of turpentine with gutta -percha until a thick

pasteresnlts. The portions of the leather where the cement

is to be applied must be unoiled and roughened ; the cement

is put on and the ends are pressed together until the binding

agent has become dry. ' Directions for caoutchouc cements

are: 100 parts finelycutcaoutchouc, 15 parts resin , 10 parts

shellac, dissolved in sulphide of carbon. One part caoutchouc,

seven parts mastic, and 50 parts chloroform , left to stand

severalweeks.

The Civil Engineers’ Incoming President. At the

recent banquetofthe Institution of Civil Engineers, Sir J.

Wolfe Barry announced Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B., as the

incoming president, and he dwelt upon the fact that Mr.

Preece will be the first electrical engineer to occupy the

chair. This may be taken as an index of the important

position occupied by electrical science to -day in all branches

of engineering , and we congratulate Mr. Preeceupon being

the first of a lengthy list of coming electrical presidents
of this Institution .

The Shapnon Electric Power Scheme.-- A specially

convened meeting of the Limerick Fishery Conservators was

held on 7th inst. to hear a deputation from the Shannon

Electric Power Syndicate with reference to the pending

scheme for atilising the River Shannon in the production of

electricity . Lord Lurgan, Colonel Sir Gerald Dease, Mr.

H. J. Faller, engineer, and other directors, attended to
explain modifications of the original echeme. That scheme

proposed the impounding of Longh Allen, and the conver

sion of the lakeinto a storage reservoir, the waters to be

utilised on the gravitation principle. In reply to questions,

Mr. Fuller said the horse-power to be used all the year round

at the works at Castle Connell would be 5,000, the maximum

being 10,000.
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A New Application of the Röntgen Rays . - The

Times correspondent at Vienna says that some interesting

particulars of a new application of theRöntgen rays for

carative purposes were communicated by Dr. E lward Subiff,

lecturer at the Vienna University, at the last sitting of the

Imperial and Royal Medical Society. A series of experiments

conducted by Dr. Schiff and his assistant proved that these

rays could be usedfor the care of disease ina manner capable

of perfect control by means of a more or lees intense appli

cation for a longer or shorter period, producing reaction in

the exact degree required. In this way it has been possible

for the lecturer, on the one hand, to remove hair from parts

of the body where it constituted a disfigu rement without

causing theslightest inflammation, while, on the other band,

be has been able to treat lupus with upiformsuccess bymeans

of an artificial inflammation, the intensity of which he

was in a position to increase or reduce at will. The results

secured by the new method both in the removal of superfluous

hair and the treatment of lupas were demonstrated in the

persons of some of Dr. Schiff'spatients.

side. He will also be remembered as an occasional cor

tributor to Cassier's Magazine and other journals. Mc.

Perry was only 45 years of age, and but for the sad accident

mentioned would still be continuing his researches in electro

chemistry and the other branches of electrical work to which

he was devoted . In his earlier days Mr. Perry practiced in

mining engineering , and at one time held the chair of

metallurgy at the University of Cincinnati. He went into

electrical engineering in 1887, and was connected with

several leading electrical manufacturing companies, and in

1891 became associated with Electricity . He was a member

of various New York and Continental scientific societies.

His lengthy contribution to the National Electric Light
Association in 1895 on the storage of energy essential to

economy of working in central stations appeared in the
ELECTRICAL Review during March and April of that

year.

6

Electric Drill in Shipyards.Weillustrate below an
eletric drilling machine engaged on drilling the rudder

frame of the Japanese battleship Shikishima, 14,950 tons, at

the works of the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Com

papy, Limited. This illustration shows very forcibly the

advantage of being able to take such a tool to the work,

instead of having to take the work to fixed machine

tools in the shops. We understand that the performance

The Late Strike.-- A “Working Man " writes a long

letter to Engineering anent the late engineers' strike, with

special reference to the bearing of Sir Richard Tangye, of

whose gift of £500 to each side he does not approve. He

thinks Sir Richard ought to have joined the Federation

and locked out the men who were unionists instead of helping

to prolong the strike by supplying funds more or less
directly for the unionists to hand over to Mr. Barnes.

“ Working Man " also recommends workiog men to study

the past eight months' newspapers, and they will find that
the labour leaders have been addressing so many meetings

at so much and their expenses, which means that these men

یسرمدرممكو

of the machine in question has been very good, as

by its nse one man and a boy bave drilled ath -inch

tapping holes, 17 -inch deep, in the rough cast-steel

of which the rudder is composed, at the average rate of

rather more than 100 per working day of eight hours. This

was not on test holes, or anything of that sort, but is taken

from the weekly work record sheet, the time including all

shifting and setting ap of the machines, grinding drills,and
so on. We understand that the Thames Ironworks Company

makes these drilling machines in a variety of patterns and
sizee.

Obituary. - We hear with greatregret of the death,

under very sad circumstances, of Mr. Nelson W. Perry, who

until very recently was editor of New York Electricity . On

March 26th he was experimenting in his laboratory at

Brooklyn, and when the gas was turned out he drank bi
chromate of potassium instead of a glass of water. He

immediately called for medical and other assistance, but all

efforts were of no avail, and he died the following night. Mr.

Perry was extremely popular among the electrical fraternity

in the States, and his name is also well known in this

country, his papers read before the American Societies on

various subjects having been reprinted in the press on this

were reaping a golden barvest while their dupes and pay
masters were walking about in idleness. He further

suggests that with the £ 500 returned to him by the

employers and the £500 which the A.S.E. ought to return to

him, Šir Richard should either make a payment to his 2,500
men, or should start a fund to send a few of the more intelli

gent and yourg men to travel abroad and visit the great

foreign industrial centres so as to get at facts which , if

knowo, would go far to prevent future strikes, and so make

it necessary for labour agitators to work honestly for their

living. If it had not been for the Employers' Federation

it might have been Sir Richard would not have had £ 1,000

to give away,and if his men bad been unionists all ' his

boasted friendship with them would have availed nothing if

the A.S.E. had ordered the men out, for ont they would have

had to come or lose all accumulated benefite . “Working

Man seems to kcow of what he speaks, and does not much

love the conduct of the A.S E , and makes a good point of

his description of the behaviour of mild -mannered deputa

tions to employers and the braggadocio ofthe same deputies

when speaking at unreported meetings. He concludes that

neither the men , the masters, nor the country at large have

gained by the strike, but only the agitators, who have reaped

gold out of their fellows' idleness and starvation,
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course, if the machine has to work with a light load, this
cannot be done. If the load is very light the armature will

get quite hot. This can be remedied by connecting a

rheostat between the binding post and connecting.rod post

on the right- hand leg of the machine. This weakensthe

field and causes the regulator to run lower. The height at

which the regulator runs can be adjusted by turning the

rheostat. It should not be more than 1 inch from the top.

When the rheostat is in use , the spark will be longer than

usual, and may be a little harder on the segments andbrushes,

but theseare cheaper than armatures. The rheostat should

have not less than 60 ohms resistance.

&

The Voltmeter on Series Are Ligbting Circuits.

In an article which appeared recently in the Electrical

Review of New York, our contemporary draws attention to

the frequent neglect of the use of voltmeters on series arc

circuits in America, although its employment in such a case

is quite as necessary as that of an ammeter on a constant

potential circuit, since on a constant current circuit it is the

voltmeter reading which measures the output of the machine

at any given moment. Besides being necessary for the

measurement of output, tbe voltmeter is a most useful

addition to the testing equipment, as, by its means, the

existence, locality, and approximate resistance of afault can

be indicated whilst the circuit is running. The utility ofthe

voltmeter as a testing instrument has long been recognised

by English engineers, and we know of arc lighting circuits

whichare regularly tested by means of an electrostatic volt

meter, which is connected between one terminal of the circuit

and eartb, so as to show the potential difference between

that terminal and the fault, and thus indicate its position if

the drop of volts per lamp isknown. The electrostatic volt

meter, however, gives no indication of the fault resistance,

apd, farther, if the potential difference between one terminal

and earth is half that between the two terminals, one cannot

say whether there is a faulthalfway roundthe circuit or not,

asthe same reading would be obtained if the insulation were

practically perfect andthe small leakages which must always

exist were equally divided over the circuit. This difficulty is

obviated by the use of an electro-magnetic voltmeter of known

resistance, and our contemporary describes one which has

been brought out by the Keystone Electrical Instrument

Company, and whichis said to give very satisfactory results,

as it is dead - beat, direct reading with a practically uniform

scale from zero to the maximum reading,and is made for use

on circuits up to 6,000 volte , without requiring the

addition of any external multiplying resistance box. With

an electrostatic voltmeter, if A is the potential difference

between the positive terminal and earth , and D the drop of

volts per lamp, and if there are n lamps between the positive

terminal andthe fault, the position of this latter is indicated

by solving the equation n = . . With the electro -magnetic

instrument it is necessary to make two other measurements,

B the potential difference between the negative and earth,

and c that between the positive and negative, and the

value of n is then given by the equation n =

D (A + B)

Also if the R is the resistance of the voltmeter, and r' that

of the fault, the value of the latter is given by the

formula R' = R
C- (A + B)

It will be noticed that if

A + B

k' is verysmall comparedto R , the sum of the two readings

A + B will be very nearly equal to C, and in the extreme

C

case when equality exists the multiplier being unity,
A + B

the equations for the two types of voltmeter become the
same.

.

D

10

AC

Local Authorities and Electric Lighting . - The

following letter on avery important sabject appeared in the

T'imes the other day above the signature " Electron. "

The writer says : --

A list bas just been published of local authorities to whom pro

visional orders for supply of electricity have been granted bythe

Board of Trade, but in respect of which no works have yet been de

cided upon . The list in question contains the names of no less than 83

towns, the orders being granted between the years 1890 and 1897, of

which number 11 bave remained in force over seven years without

being dealt with . Under the Electric Lighting Act andthe practice

of the Board of Trade a preference is given to applications by local

authorities, commercialenterprise being excluded in the desire to

promote the municipalisation of electric supply. This action has

gived, as may be judged from the above statement, great power to

the gas interest and other adverse influences among town councils,

Vestries, and boards of works in preventing any practical application

of the Electric Light Acts. I notice thatan arrangement has recently

been come to between the Board of Trade and the Marylebone Vestry

for granting aprovisional orderto the vestry in the Session of 1899,

on condition that the clauses authorising a transferof the undertaking

to private firms or companies are eliminated. Il this be an indica

tion of a change of policy on the part of the Board of Trade, the

abuses I have referred to will be prevented in the future, but in

order to deal with the deadlock in this important indastry in the 83

towns of which the names have been published, I submit that a time

limit should now be fixed by the Board of Trade within which the

works are to be carried out or the powers transferred to others or

absolutely revoked .

This letter is followed by a more lengthy one signed by

" A Barner of Electricity and Ratepayer of Marylebone,

who says :

The Vestry of Marylebone is seeking powers to compete with the

existing company supplying the district. The policy of allowing

vestries to use the money of the ratepayers for large commercial

undertakings is doubtful in any case, but where it is tobe employed

to compete with an existing company for electric lighting it is

especially 80. If it could be shown that in a particular parishprivate

enterprise had failed to supply anefficient light, there would be some

justificationin the local authority undertaking the work; but for a

vestry to deliberately embark in the lighting basiness in order to comº

pete with an existing company requires strong argoments for its justifi.

cation. In orderto do this itwouldbave to beshown that the costly comº

petition would ultimately benefit the consumer by cheapeninghis light.

A little consideration will show the fallacy of this assumption. In

order to supply electric light cheaply, twoconditions are essential;

the one is to minimise the capital expenditure, the other to keep

down the working expenses. Instead of doing this, the effect of the

Vestry competing would be exactly to double the capital, and nearly

to double the working expenses. There would bave to be erected

and equipped costly generating stations, and there would have to

be buried in the ground hundreds of miles of cable. The stations

would be in close juxtaposition tothe existing works, while the cables

would bave to lie side by side with the present network, the existing

works and cables being already amply sufficient. Then, when all

the works had been constructed, the whole of the annual work

ing expenses, maintenance, and supervision would have to be

provided for. Now , who ultimately bas to pay for all this useless

expenditure ? Undoubtedly the consumer will bave to do so !

Neither a vestry, any more than a privatecompany, can afford to

sell light at less than cost price; the only way, therefore,to benefit

the consumer is to decrease the cost of production. This is whatis

occurring in districts now supplied by first-rate companies, who

find that as the number of lamps connected with their systems

increase so much the more cheaply in proportion can they supply the

light. This, and not competition, is the explanation of the rapid

reduction in price going on . Four years ago, in the parish in

which I am writing, and in which ,up tothe present time, there has

beennocompetition, we paid nearly double what is now charged for

the light, and believe asthe company increase their business so will

it be their interest still further to reducethe price. The safety,to

the consumer consists, not in useless and expensive competition,but

in the fact that every electric company is doing its utmostto produce

cheaper, so that the price charged for electric light may compete

successfullywith gas and mineral oil. Ifthepresent companies are

only allowed to developwithout ruinous competition with therestries

thetime cannotbe far distant wheneveryhouseholderwillget this

healthy light at as cheap a rate ashenow pays for hisgas or lamp.

.

.

Operation of T.-H. Arc Dynamos. - As I have never

Been anything in print about caring for Thomson -Houston

arc dynamos , I venture, says Mr. C. C. Giles in the American

Electrician, to send Å few suggestions about these

troublesome machines . In the first place, the commutator,

brushes, and brush -holders should be well cleaned after every

run . Adjusting the machine with too short a spark will

cause “ flashing.” The spark can be lengthened by turning

the commutator slightly forward on the shaft. This weakens

the machine, however, and if it is well loaded, care should be

taken not to weaken it so much as to cause the regulator to

rest on the stop. The commutator should not be moved
more than i inch at a time. Much trouble is sometimes

caused by the air-blast being worn out. The hubs should fit

snugly in their bearings in the sides of the air -blast. I have

seenthem with as much as I inch play. The General Elec

tric Company will repair them much more cheaply than new

ones can be obtained for. I have obtained the best results by

adjusting the air-jets so that the blast will strike about 4 inch

in front of the brushes when the regulator is down. Of
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .The Production of Electricity by Chemical Means.

-Upto the present it can scarcelybe claimedby any inven

tor that he has succeeded in producing electricity by depend

ing solely upon chemicals. There are a great many whose

attention has been devoted to this branch, but the problem

of economical production yet remains to be solved . Ernst

Andreas (vide Zeitschrift fur Electrochemie, 1895, No. 3 ,

page 188 ), has recently been examining Borcher's cuprous

chloride carbonic oxidecell , using carbon electrodes dipping

respectively into solutions of capric chloride in water, and of

cuprous chloride in aqueous hydrochloric acid . A porous

diaphragm separated the two solutions, chlorine being passed

into the cupric, and carbonic oxide into the cuprous solution.

After & time the current rapidly diminished, and it was found

that the caprous chloride was completely oxidised . The

carbonic oxide had taken no part in the change. Of 1,950

cc . used in one experiment, 10 ca. only were oxidised to

carbonic anbydride. Similar results were obtained with

electro les of platinum , palladium , or nickel at various tem

peratures. A gas battery, consisting of two pieces of platinum

gauz : separated by a sheet of filter paper moistened with the

solution of an electrolyte, hud a very low resistance, and gave

very encouragin ! resultswith coal-gas and air, oxygen and

hydrogen, or chlorine and hydrogen . The last combination,

with the gases under a pressure of about three atmospheres,

gave a correat of about 1 ampere at 1 5 volts. Owing to the

cost of the platinum , such a cell could not be a commercial

success ; bat fairly good results were obtained by passing

sulpharous anhydride on the one hand and chlorineon the

other, under pressure, into carbon tubes dipping into dilute

sulphuric acid. This combination gave 0.5 volt, with 1 ohm

resistance in circuit, and the prodacts are sulphuric and

hydrochloric acide. With large electrodes, good results would

probably be obtained with air and culphurons acid , in which

case the product would be sulphuric acid alone.

Electric Light and Power Company, Limited

(56,786).-Registered April 1st, with capital £ 6,000 in £ 1 shares

( 5,000 deferred ), to carry on the business of an electric light com

pany and supplier of motive power ,and the business of electricians,

electrical, mecbanical, and general engineers, electrical apparatus

manufacturers, & c. The subscribers (with one share each)are :

R. S. Rɔge , 44, Wharncliffe Gardens, N.W. , stenographer ; R. F. W.

Martin , Clarendon Villa, Ashford , Middlesex, electrical engineer ;

P. H. Drake, 19, St. George's Road, Wimbledon , clerk ; A.Scott, 11 ,

Barton Street, Westminster, builder ; D. Hays, 15 , Montpelier Road,

Ealing, electrical engineer ; 8. M. Powell, St. Faith's Road, Norwood,

secretary ; 0.8. Phillpotts, 2, St. Mary's Terrace , Paddington, clerk.

Registered, without articles of association, by Markby Stewart and

Co., 67, Coleman Street, E.O.

New Electricity Supply Syndicate, Limited (56,815).

-Registered April 2nd, with capital £ 40,000 in £1 shares to adopt

an agceement with A. T. Salisbury.Jones, G. L. Bidwell, and F. W.

Salisbury.Jones, and to promote, construct, equip, maintain, mana

facture, improve, work and manage electrical works and appliances for

electrical lighting . The subsenbers (with 100 shares each) are :

Lurgan,LowndesSquare, S.W.,peer ;F. B. Jameson ,29, Kildare

Street, Dublin, distiller ; J. Hone, Roebuck Grove, Dennybrook,

director; J. Chambre, Mespt House, Dublin , merchant: T. B. O.

Hardman, 14, Molesworth Street, Dablin , solicitor; G. E. H. Trevor,

14, Onslow Square, 8.W., gentleman ; A. A. Baumann, 109, Queen's

Gate, 8.W., barrister. The number of directors is not to be less than

two por more than seven . The first are Lord Lurgao, and A. A.

Baumann ; qualification, 50 shares ; remuneration, £ 2,000 perannum

divisible. Registered by F. King, 28, Park Road, Wandsworth
Common .

Yarmouth (Isle of Wight) Electricity Supply Com

pany, Limited (56,884).- Registered April 7th, with capital
25,000 in £5 shares, to carry on in Yarmouth, Isle of Wight,and

elsewhere, the business of electricians, electrical and mechanical
engineers, suppliers of electricity, and electrical apparatus manu
facturers. The subscribers (with one share each) are :-Heytesbury ,

Heytesbury , Wilts, peer; R. H. H. Eden, Heytesbury, Wilts, land

agent; B.M.Anbyo, Tapnell Farm , Freshwater, Isle ofWight, land
agent; F. Christy Chelmsford, electrical engineer ; Mrs. O. Edmonds,

The R -treat, Yarmouth, Isle of Wight; J. T. Harwood, Yarmouth,

Isle of Wight, ironmonger; C. Edmonds, Yarmouth, Isle of Wight,
solicitor. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor

more than five; the first are Lord Heytesbury, R. H. H. Eden , C.

Edmonds and B. M. St. Aubyn ; qualification, two shares ; remunera
tion , £ 50 per angum , divisible. Registered by Ford & Co., 6, Dow
gate Hill, E.O.

J. Goodman & Co., Limited (56,886).- Registered

April 7th, with capital £ 7,000 in £ 1 shares, to acquire the business

of J. Goodman &Do., of 48 , Commercial Street, London, andto carry

on the business of electric supply merchants and dealers, electrical

cogineers,& c. The subscribers (with one share each) are :-J. Good

man, 11, Navarino Road ,Dalston, merchant ; D.J. Mibr, 7, Dempsey

Street, Stepney , clerk ; E. Guimaon, 17, St. Phillip's Road , Dalston,

traveller ; W. Musk,30 ,Mount Street, Bethnal Green , E., lamp

maker ; W. Ashley, 76 , Bird -in -Bush Road, Peckham , electric lamp

maker; W. Tatum , 65,Shrubland Road, Dalston, painter; R Sendal,

21, Yotion Street, South Bromley, E., engineer. J. Goodman is the

sole managing director. Remuneration as fixed by the company .

RegisteredbyA. C. Davis, 52 , Allison Road, Hairingay, N ,

-

The Parliamentary Electricity Committee. The

Electrical and Allied Trades Section of the London Chamber

of Commerce passed the following resolutions on March

24th :

1. That the Electrical Section of the London Chamber of Com

merce is of opinion that the principle of the reference to the Joint

Committee , of the Houses of Lords and Commons on electrical

energy (generating stations and supply ) should be supported.

2. That the various municipalities and companies interested in

electric lighting beasked to support the principles contained in the

reference to the Joint Committee.

3. That a Committee be appointed (with power to add to their

number) to take such action with regard to the inquiry of the Joint

Committee as may be deemed advisable.

-

CITY NOTES.

RelativeEconomy of Steam Plant in Electrical

Stations. Wequote from an article by M. Van Kesteren

on the “ Construction of Tramway Lines for Electrical

Traction ," that appeared in the Bulletin of the Association

of Electrical Engineers of the Montefiore Institute, the

following table, which shows the influence of the choice of

the steam plant ased on the maintenance and working
expenses of electrical stations :

Price per car

Mode of production of electrical energy .
kilometre .

Direct-coupled Corliss engine, of a power

above 1,000 I.H.P. •137 to 19 francs .

High speed compound condensingengine,
with belting power above 600 I.H.P.. 206 to 293

High speed compound tandem non -con

densing engine, with belting power

above 400 I.Ě.P.... 208 to 296

...

The Indo - European Telegraph Company, Limited.

In the report for 1697 the directors expresstheir deep regret at the

loss of the valuable services of their late colleague, Mr. C.W. Earle,

who died last June, and who had been connected with the company

since 1881. The company's revenue from all sources for 1897

amounted to £130,347 38. 5d ., as compared with £123,539 178. 11d .

for 1896, showing an increase of £6,807 59. 6d. The expenses were

on commercial and general account, £ 36,766 118, 5d.; on maintenance

account (expenses and charges) £ 32,613 28. ; total £ 69,378 13s. 5d .,

As against £ 68,105 108. for 1890, an increase of £1,273 39. 5d . De

ducting the above expenses, taking credit for £ 7,704 38. 2d. brought

overfrom 1896, and debiting income-tax,there remains the sumof

£ 66,573 48. 1d. From this amount £ 15,000 has been placed to

reserve, and that sum, together with £ 10,625 amount of interim

dividend, have to be deducted, leaving a balance of £ 40,948 48. 1d.

The directors now propose the declaration of a dividend for the bix

months endingDecember 31st of 178. 6d. per share, making, with the

dividend already paid , 6 per cent., and a bonus of 20s. per share, both

free of income-tax, making in all 10 per cent. for theyear, carrying

forward £9,073 48. 1d. to the credit of 1898. The balance carried

forward is rather larger than usual; there are, however, several items

involving an increase of expenditure that will have to be provided

for in the year 1898. The lines of the company continue to work

satiefactorily, and the introduction of the Wheatstone automatic

apparatus has proved successful: the system isbeing extended. Mr.

T.W. Andrews has joined the board. The following directors retire

E. P. ( L'Electricien ).

Geneva Electrical Trust.- The Financial News says

that there has been a gooddeal of talk recently aboutthe

formation of an Electrical Trast, with a capital of a million

sterling, at Geneva. The project has at length assumed

definite shape. The chief mover in the matter is the Union

Financiere. Berlin is finding some of the capital, but

London is responsible for the major portion.
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by rotation, and offer themselves for re -election :-H. E. Meier, Esq. ,

and J. Herbert Trittın, Esq .

In case any shareholder should be unable to attend the general

rocetiog, he is requested to fill up and return the proxy form ,

duly sigped , so as to reach the company's office not later than

12.30 p.m. on the 18th inst.

Oldham , Ashton, and Hyde Electric Tramway

Company, Limited.

The first ordinary general meeting was held last week at Donington

House, Norfolk Street, Strand, Mr. Epile Garcke presiding .':

The CHAIRMAN stated that they bad been called together to com .

ply with the Companies' Act, which provided that a meeting should

be held within four months from the date of the company's registra

tion . The company was registered on December 18th, and the

prospectus was issued in the following month . The whole of the

capital offered for subscription, consisting of 4,000 5 per cent.

cumulativepreference shares and 4,000 ordinary shares of £ 10 each,

was subscribed for and allotted . They lost no time in applying for a

quotation on the Manchester Stock Exchange, and they were in.

formed that, subject to their complying with a small formality, the

quotation had been granted. The progress made with the works had

been satisfactory. Out of the eight miles of tramways two-and- a

half miles were already constructed, and cther portions were in

course of construc'ion. They were ioformed by the eogiceers that

thework throughout was satisfactory ; and the borough engineers of

the district were, he was informed, also satisfied with it . Several

gangs were employed on the worke,wbich, they were given to under

stand, would in all probability be completed in July next. The

contract for the electrical portion of the work was being

carried out by the British Thomson -Houston Company, and
they were informed that satisfactory preparations were also

being made with the view to that part of thework being carried

out expediticusly . They only hoped that there would b3 no

delay on the part of the Ashton Corporation with the completion of

their part of the work, so that they migat have the tramway in full

working order in the early autumn. The Ashton Corporation had

made an agreement with the company, underwhich the letter would

be supplied with electrical energy. He hoped wben they met early

next year they wouldbe able to report, not only that the work was

completed and the line opened, but that they had been al:eady

carryiog and had secured a considerable amount of the local traffic.

They wouli by tbat time bein a better position to state what the

volume of their traffic was, but so far, they had scen no reason what

over tɔ nooily the cstimates they had formed .

Mr. Alderman T. HEGINB 2TH M , the representative on the board of

the Ashton Corporation , stated that the latter were doing all that

they possibly could to get the engines at work , and they were well

alive to what they had to do.

No busincss resolution was submitted to the meeting.

tive character. Having alluded to a pumber of the important

schemes wbich they were developing, he said it would serve to give

the shareholders some idea of the magnitude of their business when

re told themthat they had upwards of 50 schemes under considera

tion, and that the agreements and contracts they bad entered into

and the concessions they had either obtained or applied for covered a

total mileage of electrical tramways and light railways in the

United Kingdom of more than 200 miles. Moreover, it was not looking

too far into the futureto say thatatotal capitalexpenditure of between

£ 2,000,000 and £ 3,000,000 would have to be provided. Owing to the

spirit which was abroad among the larger corporations to mooicipalise

their tramways and similar undertakings, the board bad, on morethan

one occasion, been discouraged from initiating undertakings within

par icular boroughs. Toa certain degree that was a matter for regret.

He was of opinion, not because he was associated with this company,

that work of the sort in which they were interested could be better

and more usefully carried out by means of a company such as theirs

than by a corporation. A municipality was only able prima facie to

carry out operations within the limits of its own boundaries, and

inasmuch as for the economical and efficient working of tramway

particularly electric tramway enterprises — it was necessary there

should be communication with outlyiog villages and other towns,tiey
would see at once how desirable it was that the lines should be con.

structed on a uniform system and be, as far as possible within the

district, under a single management. One might be in favourof

municipalisation of electric lighting, because that was a business

wbich could be confined within a given borough, but undertakings

like tramways or railways, which depended for their success on the

efficiezcy with which peuple could be moved abɔat Irom one

borough to another, were surely aut suitable for municipalisation.

He concluded by an expression of regret at the death of the Earl of

Suffolk, who, he said ,was only that day fortnight at a meeting of the

board, of which he had been a member sicce the formati n of the

company.

Mr. EMILU GARCKE (managing director) sccunded the motion ,

wbich was agreed to unanimously .

An extraordinary general meeting was then held , at wbich resolu

tions were passed approving several p :oposed light railway orders.

Douglas Southern Electric Tramway. - The directors

of the DouglasSouthern Electric Tramway, Limited, report a profit

fur last year of £736. Out of this sum , together with the balance

broughtforward, a dividend of 3 per cent.on the 7 per cent. pre.

ference shares is recommended, carrying forward the balance of

£265. Theretiring directors, Messrs. Lowcock and Fuwcus, of Man .

chester, decline to offer themselves for re- election .

St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Company.

-The amount of electricity sold for the quarter ecded Maroh 25th

is returned at 1,016,642 units, estimated to produc3 £21,180, as

against 907,919 units for the same quarter of last year, which zro.

duced a net revenue of £ 19,898 . A further redaction in the scale of

charges made by the company came into force on January 1st, 1898.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Company, Limited.

-The directors have resolved to recommend to the shareholders,

subject to the final audit of the accounts, a farther dividend of 81.

per sbare, free cf income tax, making, together with the interim

dividend paid in Octob : r last, 5 per cent. for the year ended
December 31st, 1897 .

The Submarine Cables Trust . - This company an

nounces that, on and after April 15th, the coapon due on that date

will be paid in full by Messrs. Glyn, Mille & Co., of 67, Lombard

Street, E.C., between the hours of io a.m. and 2 p.m. The coupons
should be left with the bankers for examination four clear days

before payment.

British Columbia Electric Railway Company -

The half -yearly interest on the 45 per cent. debentures, and on the

6 percent. income bonds,due15th inst. , will be paid on and after

that date at the offices of Messrs. Sperling & Co., 8, Austintriars,E.C.

Eastern Extension Telegraph Company. - Nambers

ara advertised of 451 debentures of£100 each , which will be paid off

at par on July 1st next at Messrs. Barclay & Co., 54, Lombard Street,
E.C.

British Electric Traction Company, Limited .

Toe ordinary general meeting was held on Thursday at Dopington

House, Norfolk Street, Strand , Sir Charles Rivers Wilson presiding.

Io movirg the a top :ion of the report, the CHAIRMAN said he was

glad to be able to state that already, at the end of their first year's

operations, they had succeeded in establishing a businees of con

siderable magaitude, and one which they bad every reason to believe

would become profitable to the shareholders. The gross profits for

the 14 monthscovered by the accounts , from the date of the forma

tion of the company to the end of 1897, amounted to £ 14,422, and

after deductiogsuchof the general expenses as were chargeable to

revenue account, and also the expenses incurred inconnection with

schemes and undertakings they had thought it well to initiate, but

which, for various causes, they had afterwards dropped, there

remained a profit of more than £9,800. Tac directors did not con

sider it expedient that this pet profit. which represented about 3

per cent. on the capital employed during the year, should bedistri
buted in dividends. The extensive business they were building up

required that the company should occupy a strong financial position ,

aad, in the opinionof the board , it would be more to the interests of

the shareholders that the amount in question should be carried

forward to next account. Original shareholderswould remember tbat

the whole of the ordinary shares were offered for subscription at the

time of the formation of the company, but they were not all sob

bcribed for, and in order to secure a quotation on the Stock Excbaogo

the Electric and Gencral lavestment Company, and their friends,

made up the subscription to 20,000 shares, and the remain :

ing 10,000 shares were subsequently issued at a small pre

mium. Last month the directors made an issue of 10,000

6 percent. cumulative preference shares of £ 10 each , and

the strong position the company occupied enabled them to

be issued at & premium of £210s.
per share. The

proceeds of such issue woull come into the accounts for the

current year, and he might add that it was exceedingly probable that

occasion would arise during 1698 for further issues of capital. He

then referred to the various items in the balance sheet and profit and

les account. With regard to the investments, £ 148,179, he said that

this item would always remain relatively large, as it included

debentures and chares held in certain asscciated companies, and the

more they developed their business the larger would become their

investnients in subsidiary and other companies. The fact that the

company had received ncarly £3,000 in dividends in respect of the

past year, although many of the investments were not made until

towards the end of 1897, was cvidence that they were of a remunera .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company , Limited. The receipts for the

week ending AprilEth,1898, were £ 2,810 9s.; corresponding period,

1897, £2,078 Os. 3d. ; increase, £732 83. Id .

The Cityand South London Railway Company. The receipts for the weekend:

ing April10th, 1898 ,were £851 ; week ending April 11th, 1897, £ 1,021;

decrease, £157; total receipts for half year, 1898, £ 15,823; corresponding
period, 1897 , £ 15,839 ; decrease , £ 13.

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways.--The receipts for the week

ending April 2nd,1898, £ 117 16s.; total receiptstoApril 2nd, 1998,

£ 1,395 14s. 7d. Week ending April 9th , 1893, £ 119 2s. 78 .; tutal receipts to

April 9th , 1898, £ 1,514 178. 2d.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. The receipts for the week ending
April 10th , 1898, amounted to $ 1,539 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,353 ; increase, £ 186 .

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. - The receipts for
the week ending April 80h , 1833, alter deducting 17 per cent of the
gross receiptspayable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegrajb Com .

pany Limited, were £ 2,681 ,
3
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SHARZ LIST OF ILEOTRIOAL COMPANIEI.
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TELEARAPH AND TELEPHONE COIPANIES.

Business dono
Brook

Closing Olosing during

Pregent
or Dividends for

KAMB . Quotation, Quotation , week onded

Issue, Share the last three years,
April 5th April 13th . April13th ,

1898.

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest

137,4002 African Direct Teleg ., Ltd., 4 % Deb . 100 4 % 100-104 100 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph , Limited , shares... 10 7 - 8 7- 8

125,000 Do. do, 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 96

929,9602 Anglo-American Teleg ., Ltd. Stock £ 2 9s. £ 2 138. 3 % 61 64 61 64

3,038,02021 Do. do . 6 % Pret. Stock 64 188.65 68. 6 % 1111 - 1121 1111 1121 112 1114

3,038,0202 Do, do. Defd.... Stock 12 - 131 123 - 131 13

130,000 Brasiliax Submarine Teleg., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 7 % 16% - 17 xd 161 - 17 164

75,0002 Do. do. 6 % , Debs.,and serios, 1986 ... 100 5 % 112 - 116 112-116

44,000 Ohili Talep ., Ltd., No: 1 to 44,800 ... 54 % 3 3

10,000,000$ OommercialOable Oo.... $ 100 7 % 8 185 -190 xd 185 - 190

918,2972 Do. Do. Sterling 100 year 4% Deb. Stock Red. Stock 104 -106 xd 104 - 106 1051 1041

224,850 Consolidated Telep . Oorst, and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 13 % 1

16,000 Ouba Teleg ., Ltd. 108 % 8 7 % 61 7 ) 7

6,000 Do. 10 % Prel. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 141 151 145 151

12,931 | Direct Spanish Teleg., Ltd. 54 % 4 4 %
4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Pref. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 do, 41 % Debs. Nou. 1 to 6,000 50 41 % 41 % 41% 103-106% 103-106 %

60,710 Direct United States Oable, Ltd. ...
20 | 21% 21% 104 111 101 - 111

120,000 Direct West India Cable 43 % Reg. Deb 100 99 -102 99-102

400,000 Lasten Teleg ., Ltd., Non.I to 400,680 10 61 % 64 % 173 - 181 174 - 187 1814 175

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Prof. 6 6 % 181-191 181 193

89,9002 Do. 6 % Debs., repay , August, 1899
100 5 % 5 100 -103 100 -103 1011

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Deb. Stock Rod. Stock 4 % 4 128 - 131 128 -131 1281

250,000 Bastern Extension, Australasia and Obina Teleg .,Ltd. 107 % 7
181 - 191 181-191 19 184

8 % (Aar. Gov. Bub .), Deb.,1900, red. Ann . drgo. 100 5 % 5 99 - 103 99 - 103

reg. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,886

100,5002 Do. Bearer, 1,850—3,975 and 4,827—6,490 100 5 % 5
100 - 103 100 - 103

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb. Stock Stock | 4 % 4 128 -191 128 -131

35,1003
Eastern and Bonth African Teleg ., Ltd., 6 % Mort. Deb. 100 5 % 5 99-103 99 -103

1900redeem . ann. drgs., Reg. Nos. 1 to 2,848

46,500 Do. do. do. to bourer , 2,844 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

300,0002 Do, 4 % Mort. Debi.Nou.Ito 8,000,red .1909 100 4 % 4 % 102 -106 102 - 105

200,0002 Do. 4% Reg.Mt.Debr. (Mauritius Bub.)1 to 8,000 264% 4 % 107 -110% 107 -110 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 10 | 41% 41 % 114.- 121 114 - 127 12

180,042 do. 6 % Prot.... 10 6 % 6 % 173- 18 171- 18 173

150,000 Great Northorn Teleg. Oompany of Copenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 291 - 301 291 - 304

160,0002 Do. do . do. 6 % Debe. 1085 % 5 100 - 103 100 - 103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable Co., Ltd., 45 % 18t Mort.

100 95 -100 95 -100

Debs., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .
17,000 Indo- Xuropean Feleg .,Ltd. 26 10 % 10% 52 - 55 52 - 55

100,0001 London Platino-Brasiliar Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 100 6 % 6 % 106 - 109 106 -109

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,000 ...
64 % 4 % 4 % 2 21 2 23

484,597 National Teleph., Ltd.,1 to 484,597 ... 5 64 % 67 % 6 % 35 6 51- 6 59

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prof. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 16 18 16 18

15,000 Do. 6 % Oam . and Pref.
106 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 – 17

250,000 Do. 8% NOR-Ohm . 3rd Prof.,1 to250,000 55% 5 % 5 % 51 - 6 51 - 6 51

1,329,4714 Do. 81 % Deb . Stock Rod . Btock 81 % 91 % 81% 100 -105 100 - 105 103 101

171,504 Oriental Toloph. & Elec., Ltd.,Nos. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 16 % 5 %

100,0001 Pacifo and Kuropene Tel., Ltd., 4 % Guar. Debs, 1 to 1,000 100 4. % % 105 - 108 105 -108

11,899 Bouter'ı Ltd. ... 85 % 5 %
8 9 8 9

3,981 Buemarine Oables Trant Oert. 140 - 145 140 - 145

58,000 United River Plate Teleph ., Ltd. 54 % 5 % 4

146,7392 Do. do . 6 % Dalen. Stock 5 % 105 -108 105 - 108

15,609 West Afrion Talog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 39,109 104% nil 31 - 41 31

219,4002 Do. do . do. 6 % Debr. 100 5 % 99 --102 99 - 102 1001

64,269 Westera und Brasiliaa Teleg ., Ltd. 16 8 % 12 12) 12 · 121 127 12}

93,129 Do. do. do . 6 % Prof. Ord . 736 5 % 74- 81 74- 87 7早

83,129 Do. do. do. Dot. Ord.... nil 41- 5 45

389,521 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red.... Stock
106 - 109 106 -109 106

88,321 West India and Panama Telog., Ltd. 10 1% 1 %

84,863 Do. do. do . 8 % Oum . lot Prof. 10 6 % 73- 8 72 8

4,669 Do. do. do. 8% Oum . Sed Pro , 106 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 8 % Debu. No. 1 to1,800 100 105 -108 105 -108

1,163,000$ Western Union of U. 8. Teleg ., 7 % 1x Mort, Bonde ... $ 1000 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 -110

160,1002 Do. do. 6 % Btor. Bonda. 100'6 % 100 -105 1100 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY CÓIPANIES.

90,000 Oharing Oron and Strand Blooty.Bupply 86 % 6 % 7 % 134- 141 191- 143

20,000 Do. do , do . do . 41 % Oum . Prat. 6 6 - 61 6 6 )

26,000 " Oholuea Electricity Supply, Ltd.,Ord.,Nov. 1 to10,877 ... 66 % 5 % 107- 102 101 - 102 104

60,000 Do. do, do. 4 % Dob. Stock Rod. stock 47 % 44 % 115-117 116 -117

50,000 Oity of London Floo.Lightg.Oo ., Ltd.,Ord .46,001–90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 26 - 27 26
27 268 264

Do. do . Prov. Oerts. Nos. 90,001 to
19 20 19 20

100,000 £ 6 .

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 40,000 106% 6 % 6 % 171 - 181 171- 181 178

410,000 Do. 6 %Deb. Stock, Scrip. ( iso. at 6116) all paid 6 % 6 % 6 % 129 -194 129 – 194

30,000 Jounty of Lond .& Brush Prov. 3. Ltg.Ltd., Ord. 1—30,000 10 nail nii nil 141- 15+ 144 - 151 16

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 %Pref., 40,001—60,000 106% 6 % 6 % 161-16 151- 16

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp.,Ltd., ord. shares 1-17,400 .3 31- 38 31- 38

10,000 House-to - House Eleo. Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5 103 11) 101 113

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Prot. 111 - 123 111- 12

19,900 Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101to 50,000 104 % 5 % 6 % | 20 21 xd ) 197 203 201 194
12,500 Do. Ord ., 60,001-82,500, iss, at £2 prom .

10 3 % 201 - 215
220,0003 Do. 4% irst mortgage debenture stook 44 % 41 % 41 % 117 121 117 -121 1185 118

6,452 Notting HillBleotrio Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 2. % 4 % 6 % 20 21 20 21 208

31,980 • St. Jamor'od PallMallBloc. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord. 5 71 % 101 % 144% 18 19 173 181

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Prot.,20,081 to 40,080 67 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do, do. 4 % Dob . stock Rod . Stock 4 % 107 -110 167 -110

43,341 | South London Electricity Sapply, Ord ., £2 paid 5 21- 25 21- 24

79,900 Pest mainster BlootNO DUDDIYDorp ., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 5 1 7 % 9 % 12 % 17 18 161 173

• Bubjeot to Founder's Sharer, t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange.

Dalous otherwise statod a sharos aro fully paid , | Dividendo pald in dolerced share warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividonds marked I am lor a year conslating of the latter part of ono year and the first partof the next
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SEARS LIST OF ELIOTRIOALOOMPANDO - Oontinued

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, IANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COLPANIES .

Procent

Issue ,
NAME .

Btook

or

Obere .

1

Dividenda for

the last three years.

Olosing

Quotation,

April 5th.

Olosing

Quotation

April 18th .

Basiness done

during week

ended

April 18th , 1898 .

- .

..

do .

103... ..

... ...

£ 5 pd. ...

694

-

1}
...

5

:
:
:
:
:

:
:

:
:

:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

...

:
:

1895 . 1896. 1897. Bighost. Lowest.

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 16 164 16 16} 16 16

90,000 Brande lleci, linging. No.,Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ... # 21 % nil nil 18 2 : 14 2 11 14

90,000 Do.
Non -cum . 6 % Prof., 1 to 90,000 33 % nil 4 % 24 21 21- 23 23 28

125,0002 Do. do. 41 % Perp. Deb. Stock . ... Stock 119 - 114 110 114

50,000 Do. do . 41 % 2ndDob. Stock Rod . Stock 102 -105 102 -105

19 894 Central London Railway, Ord. Sharos 10 101- 108 101- 101 104

129,179
Do. do . do . £ 6 paid 10 64 64 61 68

59,254 Do. do. Pref, balt-shares £1 pd. 11- 2 is 2

67,680 Do. do Det. do. 43 41

630,0001 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock116% 18 % 13 % 67 69 68 70
69

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Sharos, 1 to 28,180 nil 14 21 2 23 21

Edigon & Swan United Fleo. Ingt., Ltd., “ A ” shrs, 68 pd .
99,261 55% 54 % 24 23 24

1 to 99,261
28

17,189 Do. do . do. “A ” Sharos 01-017,189 5 % 51 % 4 5 5

194,023
Do. do . do . 4 % Deb, stock Red . 100 L03 -105 103 -105

110,800 Electrio Oonstruction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 5 % 6 % 2g 23 2g 27 25

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 16,343 . 7 % 7 % 38 3) 8g

111,100 Do. do, 4% Perpetual 1st Mort. Deb . Stock Stock 106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depung ., Ltd., 1 to 70,009

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mig., Ltd., 1 to 69,886,issuedat 1 pm . 2

9,6001 Greenwood & Batloy, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prof., 1to 9,640 1 * 101% 7 % 7 % 9 - 11 9 11

12,500 Harley's (W. T.) Telegraph Worko, Ltd., Ord.
8 % | 10 % 127 22 23 22 23 221

8,000 Do. do. do, 7 % Prat. 10 7 % 7 % 18 } - 194 184 - 191

70,000 Do. do . do . 4 Mort. Deb. Btook Stock 44 % 45% 41+ |110 -115 110 -115

50,000 Ladis- Rubbor, Gutta Percha ard Tolag. Works, Ltd.
18 10 % 10 % 10 : 1 22 21 22 218 214

800,000 Do. do. do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debe 100
1: 2 -116 102 -16

87,400 Liverpool Overkond Rallway, Ord. 27% 23% 31 : 104 11017 1018

10,000 Do. do . Prel .,618 paid 10 5 % 6 % 54 154
:54 - 161

87,860 Telegraph Oonsta . and Maintce., Ltd.
1 15 % 13 % 15 % 35 33 35 38 367 36

150,40L Do. do . do. 6% Bonda, red . 1899 5 % 5 % 5 y 2 - 105 102 -105

540,0007 Waterloo and Oity Railway, Ord . Stock 100 13 ; - 138 135 - 138 137

+ Quotations on Liverpool Broot Exobange. 1 Unless otherwiso nared all sharos are fully paid .

Dividends marked | are for a yoRr consisting of the latter part of one year and the Arnt part of the nozt.

0
0

:
:

...

7 %

.

...

. ...

164
-

.40

-

.90

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLI QUOTED.

• Birmingham Electric Bupply Company, Ordinary £ 5 ( hully paid ) 104. London #lectorio Supply Corporation, 65 Ordinary, 4–41.

House -to -House Company, 4% Debertures of £ 100, 108–110 . • T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (fully paid ), 14–15 .

Kensington and KnightsbridgeBlootrio Lighting Oompany, Limited Yorkshire House -to - House Bleotricity Oompary, Ordinary Shares

Ordinary Shares 65 (fully paid ) 164-17} ; Ist Preference fully paid, 8–8). Dividend for 1896-6 % .
Oumulativo 6 % , 66 ( fully paid ), 87-84. Dividend, 1896, on

Ordinary Shares 7 % .

* From Birmingham Bhar List. Bank rate oi discount 4 por cent. (April 7th 181 8 .

1

:

SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF

FRANCE .
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Electricity {for cooking
...

Sitting of February 4th, 1898.

M. LE Roy read a paper on " Electrical Heating," and first spoke

of the inconveniences of the various other modes of heating (wood,

coal, gas) and then proceeded to discuss the methods used up to the

present day for heating by electricity. At present, heating by elec

tricity is effected by making the electrical energy pass throughfine

metallic wires, offering great resistance to the current, so that these

wires become heated and by conduction transmit the heat which

they give off. The heat is transmitted from the wires to the insulat

ing material that encloses them , and then to the metal surface con

stituting the apparatus itself, saucepan , boiler, radiator, & c. This

necessitates the burner being enclosed in the apparatus itself.

For domestic purposes, therefore, it is necessary to buy quite a

Iresh set of kitchen utensils and train our servants to use them .

From a practical point of view , these articles are, from their very

construction, subject to rapid deterioration . Repairs are expensive

and very difficult.

In planning his system , M. leRoy had a double object in view .

(1)To construct simple and convenient apparatus, capable for

domestic purposes of being used withthe ordinary kitchen utensils ;

saucepans, irons, & c., so thatno material changes need be made.

( 2) To find out theoretically what substances possess the electrical

and physical properties mostsuited to the development of heat, and

80 to determine the choice of the resistance .

Of all the substances or compounds that M. le Roy has experi

mented upon at Prof.Troost's laboratory at theSorbonne, crystallised

silicium or graphitoid alone seems to give the desired results.

In a note, presented by M, Troost to the Académie des Sciences at

the sitting of January 17th last, M. Le Roy gave details of the

resisting properties ofsilicium .

The coefficient of specific resistance of crystallised silicium is

1,333 times greater than that of coal used for lighting, and 235,294

times greater than that of German silver.

By these researches, therefore, one of the problems set was

solved .

From the point of viewof practical utilisation, we might construct

resistances of great section and short length capable of being

introduced in derivation in quantities of 1, 2, 3 or 4 into burners

similar to those of gas stoves.

M. Le Rɔy explained in detail the theoretical considerations that

served him as a basis; he concluded from them that the choice of

metal for forming a resistance to be employed for heating purposes is

absolutely irrational.

He then discussed the mean relative prices of the various kinds of
fuel used for heating .

If we consider the various renderings of the apparatus of

utilisation, the number of calories given off by each kind of heating

agent would be as follows:

Coal 1,500,000 large calories.

{ for rooms
1,312

Glas 585

» cooking 2,100

864

777

Assuming that

The ton of coal costs 50 francs

The cubic metre of gas costs .30

The kilowatt-hour costs 25

The price of 1,000 large calories would be :

Coal * 033 francs

for rooms .226

Gas 550

cooking 140

.289

321

From this it follows that, leaving aside the comparison with coal,

and only establishing one with gas, which is the most important

point, for the heating of rooms with the most approved gas

apparatus, we shall spend 100 francs where with electricity we

Bhall spend 120 francs, and with apparatus like the block burners,

electricity will come out half as dear as gas.

Cooking at an expenditure of 100 francs worth of gas will corres

pond to 230 francs expended on electricity.

M. Le Roy observed that the efficiencies claimed for various gas

...

:
:
:

:
:
:
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... ...

Electricity { for cooking
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• See L'Electricien , No. 372, p . 101.
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appliances assume that the mixture of gas and air necessary for com

bastion al pays takes placeunder the desired conditions : now, these

conditions are rarely fulfilled in practice ; according as the tap is

more or less turned on,the proportions of the mixture vary and the

efficiency is considerably lowered. With electrical apparatus the

efficiency remains constant and does not depend on the skill of the

operator.

M. le Roy then explained his system , on which two typical

appliances, & beating stove and a little c joking stove, had been

working since the commencement of the sitting.

This system consists essentially of the electric block which is

constitated of a rod of pure silicium agglomerated and enclosed
in a glass tube suitable for subjecting it to oxidation.

For the passage of the electric current this block is brought to a

temperature of about 1,000 °. The appliances for utilising the system

can take any shape and any dimensions. - L'Electricien .

and current at a low pressure in insulated cable in stoneware con

duits, or in cables heavily armoured and laid direct in the ground.

Rubber was now little ased, paper and jute , impregnated with insu

lating compounds, having beenextensively adopted .

The usual system of measurement of the electricity supplied was

by meter, and the average charge was 54 d. per unit. The average

charge in 1890 was 74d., so that the price of electricity had been

reduced in eight years no less than 25 per cent., equivalent to a reduce

tion in the price of gas from 45. to 3s. A curve was givea to show

thevariations in the price of gas since 1870. The average price bad

varied between 49. and 23.; it was now 25. 7d . The cost of gene

rating and distributing electricity had beengreatly reduced in the

last few years. In 1892 it was seldom supplied for less than 4 d.

per unit. The usual cost was now 2d. to 3d. The actual cost of

generating was about 14d. per unit, and the cost of management, & c.,

about 1d. The direct current was everywhere produced at a cheaper

rate than the alternating current. The difference was between fd.

and id. per unit, or 20 per cent. cheaper.

Since 1888 an important inquiry had been held by the Board of

Trade regarding the maximum pressure permissible in consumers'

premises. The result of this inquiry, in 1896 , was to increase the

pressure from 150 volts to 230 volts.

A comparison was made between the two largest companies in

London, namely, the City of London Company, which supplied
alternating current, and the Westminster Corporation, which supplied

direct current. Both companies had nearly the same number of

lamps connected to their systems, the number of 8 - C.P . lamps con

nectedbeing 270,898 and 269,939 respectively. The capital expended
was respectively £ 945,829 and £ 546,434 ; the annual incomes per

8.C.P. lamp 11s. 93. and 78. 9d. ; the annual expenditures per 8-0.P .

lamp, 48. and 3s.; and the costs per unit, 7-6d. and 5-8d .

Tae industry wasgrowing so rapidly, that most undertakings had

to seek new sites for generating works, and the tendency was to

erect large works on the outskirts of London , where coal could be

conveniently brought to the site, and where water could be obtained

for condensing. The powers granted under provisional orders were

limited as regards the compulsory purchase of land , and further

powers were being sought by somecompanies from Parliament, 80

that they might be placed onthe same footing as railway companies.

No less than 40,000 H.P. was now being installed in London in order

to meet the demand for electricity in the immediate future.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OF LONDON.*

BY ARTHUR H. PREECE, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

SOME RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCU

MULATORS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO

TRACTION ON COMMON ROADS.“

8

By J. T. NIBLETT.

THE supply of electricity on a commercial scale had been started in

Londonafter the passing of the Act of Parliament in 1888, which

amended the Act of 1882,principally by extending the date for com.

pulsory sale to the local authority from 21 years to 42 years. Ia1888

many companies applied for provisional orders, and, in determining

which were to be granted powers,and thedistrictsover which the

powers were to extend, the Board of Trade decided that competition

would be advantageous to the public, and that it was advisable to

allow one direct current system to compete with one alternating
current system .

There were now in London 11 important companies and five vestries

supplying electricity, and three other companies and three vestries

were taking steps to start works. The capital invested in the industry

amoonted to £ 6,000,000, and plant was installed to the extent of

80,000 H.P., the equivalent of 2,000,000 8-C.P. lamps being connected

to the maias. The totalannual revenue was £ 800,000, and the total

annual expenditure, £ 450,000.

of the systems for supplying electricity in London, the alternating

current was applicable to large areas where consumerswere scattered,

and it enabled the generating works to be established by the river

side, or where land was cheap and coal was easily unloaded. The

undertakings using this system were : the City of London Company,

the Metropolitan Company, theLondon Electric Corporation, the

County of London Company, the House -to- House Company, the

Hampstead Vestry, the Islington Vestry , and the Hammersmith

Vestry. The direct current systems were divisible into two classes,

the high pressureand the low pressure. In the former rotary trans

lormers were used to reduce the bigh pressure to a low pressure, while

the latter produced and distributed electricity at the same pressure at

which it was supplied to congrmers. The direct current systems were

applicable to compact areas, and , with the use of high pressure, to

Ecattered or isolated compact areas. The chief advantages of the

direct corrent system were the possibility of using storage batteries,

which could not be employed with the alternating current systems,

greater efficiency in distribution,and greater adaptibility to motive

power . The undertakings using the system were: the Chelsea Com

pany ( high pressure), Charing Cross and Strand Corporation(high

pressure),the Westminster Corporation, the St. James's and PallMall

Company, the Kensington and Raightsbridge Company, theNotting

HillCompany, the 8t. Pancras Vestry, and the Metropolitan Company

(at one works).

The generating works of the several undertakings in London con

tained many interesting features. No less than 20 different works

had been erected. Theboilers used comprised the water -tube, marine,

1 Lancashire, and miscellaneous types; but the preferenceforthe water

! tabe boiler was very marked . The works were liable to sudden

demands through fogs, and the quick steaming properties of this type

of boiler were of great advantage. The boilers were fired chiefly by

hand with Welsh coal, but in the works of the City of London Com .

pany and the County of London Company mechanical stokers and
cheaper coal were used. The use of extensive systems of steam pipes

was now being dispensed with . The multiplicity of valves was un

necessary, and the number of valves was being reduced , and arrange

ments were made as simple and with as few joints as possible.

The present tendencywas towards engines of the marine type for

large outputs. The high speed engine wasnot used for larger powers

than 750 H.P. Some engineers, however, found engines of 350 H.P.

sufficiently large and the most convenient unitto adopt. The

dynamos were similar in most works, and were always connected

direct to the engines. Storage by secondary batteries was not exten

sively employed in London, as theirmaintenance had hithertoproved
expensive. But a few works used them entirely for maintaining the

supply after midnight, and in the daytime in summer. The author

gave the results ofa test of a small marine engine and alternator,

showing the combined efficiency to be 85.5 per cent. The question

of vibration had been of great importance in many works ; no cure

bad been found effective when once vibrations were set up. High

speed engines must have three cranks to be free from appreciable

vibration ,

The favourite methods of distributing electricity were to transmit

current at a high pressure in heavily -insulated cables in iron pipes,

* Institution of Civil Engineers, London, April 5th .

( Continued from page 491 )

A MATERIAL for making the elements of secondary batteries quite :

distinc : from any of those already considered is known as lithanode.

The credit of devising lithanode is doubtless due to Mr. Desmond:

FitzGerald , whose labour in the field of electro-chemistry is well!

known . Batteries, with improvements made on Mr. FitzGerald's:

original invention , are now made by the Lithanode Electric Storage:

Company.

Lithanode is not compressed peroxide of lead, as is sometimes sup

posed, for, however strongly this lead peroxide may be compressed ,

the resulting mass will disintegrate when immersed in a liquid.

electrolyte. It is produced from litharge made into a pasty mass

with asolution of sulphate of ammonia,which causes the material

to “ set," so that it will no longer disintegrate when placed in &

fluid . The " forming,” according to the original idea, was per

formed in a bath of sulphate of magnesia. In ordinary practice

the elements are madeup of a number of small slabs of lithanode,

whose outer edges are V -shaped . These slabs or pellets are arranged

in a casting mould of anysuitable dimensions, and are placed at

such a distance apart and from the edges of tbe casting frame as to

allow of sufficient space for the requisite quantity of metal to run in

and impart adequate mechanical strength to thecompleted element.

After the pellets have been arranged inthis manner, an alloy of lead

and antimony is run into the interstices, and thus a complete plate is
formed .

Before being cast up the positive pellets are converted into per

oxide of lead in a forming bath ; those for the negative plateare

simply driedand cast up direct, the lithanode in the latter case

beingreduced to a condition of spongy lead by the ordinary electro

lytic method.

Where lightness isa desideratum , as in the case ofa traction cell,

the pellets in the positive plates are madelarger, while the negative

plate is constructed of leadgauze ,having its outer edge strengthened

by a rim of lead . The gauze is filled in with the prepared litharge

which entangles itself in the thin lead wire ,and thus produces a plate

of great lightness, and one little liable to fall to pieces.

Litbanode may beobtained in varying degrees of porosity. For

high discharges it is made of a higbly porous nature, the porosity

being produced by incorporating in the material cystals of some salt,

which is practically inert, and which is dissolved out during the

torming operation .
The rate of discharge obtainable from lithanode batteries varies

• Abstract of paper read beforethe Sell -Propelled Traffic Associaa

tion , Liverpool Centre, on March 29th .
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between very wide limits, and is regulated by the character of the

lithanode, whether made bard , medium , or soft. The ordinary

working rate of discharge is ifth of anampere per square inch of

litbanode plate, but owingto recent improvements verymuch higher

rates of discbarge canbe obtained.

The electrical capacity of lithanode, when discharged at the above

rate, is almost exactly one ampere -hour per ounce, so that in a

lithanode element weighing 1 lb. a current capacity of 16 ampere

hours is obtained . In practice ,however, this high capacity is never

reachod .

Thinking it may be of interest I have prepared the following

particularstaken from one of the company's most popular types of

portable battery :

DATA OF COMPLETE 30 AMPERE -HOUR LITHANODE BATTERIES,

INCLUDING WOOD CASES .

Outside dimensions of battery.

No. of

cells .

Open

E.M.F. of

battery.

Approximate

gross weight

of battery.

Length. Width . Height.

1

2

3

inches.

3-75

5 12

7 27

9 50

11.60

13 75

15 78

18:00

20:12

22.24

24.36

26.50

inches.

700

7.00

7:37

7.37

7 37

7:37

7 37

7:37

7:37

7037

737

7.37

inches.

6:37

6:37

7.00

7 00

7 00

7 00

7:00

700

7 00

700

7 00

700

volts .

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

lbs.

81

16

221

29

36

43

50

562

634

704

773

841

7

8

9

10

11

12

were entertained that the solidity problem had been solved by the

introduction of Dr. Schoop's-solid electrolyte. This so -called solid

electrolyte was made by adding silicate of soda to the ordinary solo

tion, which caused it to set and become of a gelatinous nature. In

this country some practical tests have been made with Mr. Barber.

Starkey's method of making solid cells by substituting for the

electrolyte a mixture of wood sawdust and plaster of Paris, which

when set was moistened with dilute sulphuric acid .

The accumulator known in America as the “ Hatch ” is of a me

chanically solid nature. In this case metallic frames are not

employed for supporting the lead salts, as they are held within a

porous earthenware grid serrated on one side, and, having small

square recesses on theother. Plain lead plates are used asconduc

tors, and these are bedded on the moist lead salts. Accordingto this

arrangement there is no clear liquid space between the elements, as

the serrated earthenware plates touch one another,and are so placed

that theridges on one plate are placedat right angles to those on the

other . Wooden clamping plates with India -rubber bands placed

around them are fixedon the outside of each end element, and these

serve to give the requisite elasticity. The “ Pumpelly ” cell is

another American production, and in this case the mechanical

solidity of the cell is arrived at by insertiog plain, thick, porous

earthenware plates between the elements. In this case, however,

the plates are placed horizontally instead of vertically as in the
" Hatch . "

One great drawback to the employmentofa viscous, gelatinons, or

semi-solid electrolyte arises from the fact that when such sub

stances are interposed between the plates no free circulation of the

liquid is possible. Io all secondary batteries, asalready shown, the

activity of the elements depends entirely upon chemical action, and

as the electrolyte is a medium through which all these reactions

occur, it seems highly probable that anything which prevents itstree

access to the active material, or in any way impedes its circulation,

must be detrimental, and consequently lead to loss of efficiency and

capacity.

Some few years ago, having in view the advantages likely to be

derived from the employment of a mechanically solid cell, for

traction purposes, the author gave someattention to this particular

form of battery, and a number of cells were constructed having
this object in view . In most cases the elements consisted of a

highly cellular mass of active material which was capable of

absorbing a sufficient quantity of electrolyte for the due performance

of all thenecessary chemicalactions. Between each mass of active

material was inserted a thin , highly porous, inert diaphragm , which

was not found to materially increase the internal resistance, and

served to complete the solid character of the cell. A large number

of different combinations with various kinds of active material were

tried . Owing to the cellular nature of these elements the liquid

contained in the mass continually circulated , the slight evolation of

gas which occurred during boththe charging anddischarging opera

tions being quite sufficient to affect this . The active material was in

all cases so placed that it could not be dislodged. It was found that

the cellularcharacter of the electrodes gavethem apecaliar power of

regulating their own internal resistance: for if the cell was being

cbarged attoo high a rate, or when it was on the point of being fully

charged, the gasgenerated tended to drive the liquid out of the

pores of the electrodes and remained imprisoned therein, thereby

greatly increasing the resistance and stopping the flow of current.

On the discharge, the occluded gas appeared to re-enter into the

chemical combination and allow the liquid to reill the pores,
thereby exposing more active surface. Little or no commercial use

was made of this plan of construction, as at the time the author's

attention was diverted into other channels, and the matter was

dropped .

( To be continued .)
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DETAILED PARTICULARS OF CELL.

C6 26 inches long.

Vulcanite containing ) 2:12 wide.

cell 5.25 high.

weight, 10 ozs.

Two plates in each cell, 5.9 inches long.

39 wide.

Positive element
0.25 inch thick .

weight, 1 lb. 19 ozs.

Three plates in each cell, 5 9 inches long.
3 :9 wide.

Negative elemente...
0.13 inch thick .

weight, 11} ozs.

Weight of connectors, 3ozg.

Weight of cover, vent plug , sealing, and separators, 2 czs.

Quantity of electrolyte, 15-5 fluid oz8.

Gross weight of complete cell, 6 lbs. 7 029.

Normal chargingrate, 3 amperes.

Normal discharging rate, 3 to4 amperes.

Maximum sale discharging rate, 9 to 12 amperes.

Approximate internal resistance, 0·015 ohm .

The data given will give a fair idea of what is obtained in actual

working with this form of cell. Other batteries of larger capacity

are, of course,made, and as the capacity increases, the proportional

weight and bulk slightly decreases. These batteries have been used

extensively for lighting vehicles, actuating coils for X ray photo

graphy, and for propelling electric launches and light forms of

motor - Cars.

The Ohloride ElectricalStorage Syndicatemake their accumulator

plates on a somewhat similar plan to that adopted bythe Lithanode

Company. Inthis case, however, instead of using litharge, chloride

of lead is employed to make the pellets.

Chloride cellsare well known and largely used for traction pur

poses in America, and they are very well received in this country
also .

A form of cell which is just now exciting much attention on the

Continent is known as the “ Marschner " cell . Tae Marschner

battery is at present being used on theDresden tramways, and it is

Baid to be behaving in a very satisfactory manner. The plates are

stated to consist of the ordinary oxides of lead, incorporatedwith

powdered amber and an essential oil. This mixture is said to “ set ”

very hard, the resultant plate being of a tough metal-like nature.

On the Dresden car 144 cells ofthis type are being used . Each cell

contains 13 plates, and is said to weigh only about 28 lbs. The

weight of thecomplete battery is given as 6,290lbs. Its efficiency

is stated tobe over 90 per cent., and if discharged at its normal rate

-that is, 65 amperes — an energy capacity of 13 watt-hours per pound

of cell is obtained .

Wben devising cells for traction purposes many difficulties bave

to be overcome. Owing to their high initial cost, a small number of

cello sbould be made to suffice, and these should be so constructed

that they will run a vehicle for a reasonable number of hours with

one charge. They should be capable of being charged and discharged

at rapid rates. Above all, they should be able to withstand the

jolting and jarring incidentaltotheir being run overrough and un

even roads. The cell should be so constructed that the wash of the

electrolyte does not remove the active material.

There is at the present momentan enormous field for an inexpensive

cell which will combine large capacity with small weight and great

golidity. Some form of mechanically solid cell seems to offer the

best solution for this problem . Some little time ago great hopes

REVIEWS.

The Engineers' Year - Book, 1898. By H. R. KEMPE,

A.M.I.C.E. London : Crosby, Lockwood & Co., 1898.

This valuable office book of reference has reached its fifth

year , and has fairly kept to its original intention that of

keeping with the times — the various formulæ and descriptions

being overhauled from year to year, so as to keep the book

up - to -date.

In this year's section new matter has been added to the

Earthwork Tables, and to that of Railways in respect of

Crossinge," and the abstract of the Board of Trade

regulations, which have been carried outby Mr. C. Seymour,

ofthe Midland Great Western of Ireland .
Information on

gas engines has been supplied by Mr. H. Scholey, the section

being entirely re -written. It is now in better form than

before, but may still be desirably extended by illustrations

and descriptions of other gas producers, and ,we think, faller
reference might be madetotheThwaite system of blast

furnace gas ntilisation, a syetem which is bound to come to

the front. Numerousotheradditions havebeen made, and

the book contains 850 illustrations and nearly700 pagesof
letterpress and index . We are inclined to think that much

space might be saved by reducing some of the tables to
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smaller print. For example, there is a very extended table

of specific gravities. It might be reduced by two pages, or

even more, if many of the articles were taken out of it.

This table is veryfall, but the equally importanttable of

specific heats is paltry in the extreme. We required to use

this,and failed to fiod the specific heat of glycerine, but we

could find the specific gravity of janiper wood. We never

knew of anyone who ever needed to know this. Juniper

berries are used to fluvoar gin , but of what special use is the

wood ? Farther additions might be made in the notes on

water softening , which are very scanty.

We should like also to see a little faller information on

fuels. We find no statement of the calorific capacity in

B.T.U. of any fuels solid or gaseous, but only of liquid

fuels. More might now be given as to liquid fuels, say,an

illustration of one or two examples of liquid fuel application

to boilers, rivet furnace:, & c . Who knows, for example,

that when using liquid fuel, it will not be practicable to mix

tar with petroleum with any idea of thinning the mixture

and increasing its fluidity. The petroleum will simply draw

out the more liquid portion of the tar and send the pitch to

the botton to the choking of valves and pipes.

There is no information on coke ovens or residuals re

covery plant — both of some engineering importance. The

fan sectionmight be extended and so also the pump section,

two special varieties of which we see are omitted - the

Hamilton and the Poblè. We note an error in the formala

for radial axle boxes. The expression to the right of the =

should have a denominator 2 , the true formula being

a ?

a b
Oo + b

2

Makers of radial axle box vehicles have been lax in their

proportioning, and this accounts for the bad ranning and

anpopularityof radial boxes. The formula is due to Mr.

Baldry whowas once in the office of Sir John Fowler and,

we believe, worked out the proportion of the radius bar for

the eight-wheeled passenger carriages sent out ander Sir

John - then Mr.- Fowler's directions to New South Wales.

In sewage treatment there should be something given on

the new system of bacteriological treatment which appears

likely, as far as present indications point, to prove successful.

Io pointing out these items, we would not imply that we

look on their omission as serious, but they are items which

may well be included in the next edition .

-

-- [( + ) ]
=

for their own sake, and he cannot resist the temptation of

giving names to things, even to mereratios and multipliers,

quite apart from the question as to whether these latter have

a physical meaning or not.

Weall use the word “ voltage " ; it is a word which was

wanted ,and for this reason it came - quiteof its own accord ;
it was invented. But Dr. Fleming now suggests.

voltivity for “ voltage per centimetre." Amperage is also a

word he enjoys writing, and when he gets to gaussage and

gaussivity heis reallyhappy. All thiswe can stand,within

limits; but when he suggestsfluxago, we think he is going a

step too far. “ Flux ” was good enough for us in our young

days, and the word is only a makeshift in any case. Then

there is coercivity, which is not wanted , and retentivity, about

which there is something aggressive whichappoys us.

We do not say of a dinner plate tbat it possesses a pro

perty called greasic retentivityor greasivity, simply becanso,

when insufficiently washed , it may retain traces of the foo1

-which has been placed upon it : there is,perhaps,no valid

reason why we should not use such expressions ; but, onthe

other hand, there is no necessity for them ; and although it

is well for the electrical artisan to know what is meant by

residual magnetisation, he do not require to be told that

it is the result of a certain quality of the iron called mag

netic retentivity.

There are many other expressions which the electrician of

the old school will assimilate with difficulty : thus, on page

127, is a table giving the “ resistivity " of metals in mi

crohms per cubic centimetre," which is equivalent to what

we have known for many years as the specific resistance in

microhms per centimetre cabe.

Returning to the preface, the author, after introducing a

host of new names, remarks with reference to Faraday's

beautiful conception of " lines " or " tab38 " of force (which

has never failed as yet ), that the practical student would

benefit by discarding such notions, and thinking onlyof a

“ physical state existing in a magnetic circait, which is

measured in webers and microwebers, " the active cause of

which is called gaussage, and the thing itselfflucage. Is he

sure of this, or is it not possible that he maybe mistaken ,

and that the practical student, of all people,is the one to

whom it is essential that he should beallowed to picture in

his mind these same magnetic lines or tubes, which have to

be cut by a conductor in order that the latter may have an

E.M F. generated in it ? It is to be feared that, however

much the said practical student may think of a physical

state ( called fluxage), this will not lead him to great things

unless he be a born mathematician .

Dr. Fleming is to be congratulated apon having abandoned

much that is old -fashionedin his treatment of the subject of

magnetiem ; the strength of field is, however, still occasion

ally considered in relation to the tendency whichwould be

experienced by a free magnetic pole ( if let loose) to travel

down it ; and there are references to the demagnetising forces

exerted by the poles of a magnet, which do not fit in well

with the more modern conceptions of the magnetic circuit.

The last few pages of Chapter III. deal with Mr. Heavi

side and the “ disfiguring " 4a. A list of Mr. Heaviside's

suggested units expressed in terms of the present C.G.S.

units is given, and the advantages of the new system ( which

are undoubtedly well worthy of consideration ) are pointed

out ; but it is to be feared that the average Englishman will

resist any attempt to change his present electrical anita, for

the same reasons which induce him to resent the mere sug

gestion of altering his delightful system of weights and

measures .

In Chapter II . the author generalises on the subjects of

matter and energy, space, time, and force, anddescribesthe

0.G.S. and other systems of units ; and in Chapter V. he

takes up a certainamount of more or less valuable space by

giving as the legal definition of the obm , ampere and volt,

accompanied by all the customary rigmarole, beginning

" Whereas," and ending with Her Majesty's expressions of

pleasure in approving the “ several denominations of

standards set forth in the schedule hereto appended ."

Chapter VI. deals with electro -magnetic induction, and

Chapter VII. is devoted to electro -magnets. The relation

between the directions of the magnetic flux and indaced

E.M.F. is stated in various ways, but not always successfully.

For instance, the “ practical ” student who is told to thrust

his arm through an imaginary ring and give it a positive

Magnets and Electric Currents. By J. A. FLEMING, M.A.,

D.Sc., F.R.S. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Limited,

1898.

This is described as “ an elementary treatise for the use of

electrical artisans and science teachers ." The scientific

knowledge of the reader is assumed to be practically nil, and

the subject is taken up from the very beginning.

“ Electrical artisans" of average intelligence who have

scientific tendencies will undoubtedly find much to interest

them in the author's admirable and lucid descriptions of how

to make various pieces of electrical app iratas, from the

simplest primary battery to the most perfect reflecting

galvanometer, with things found about the house ; and if

they will only put such pieces of apparatus to the uses for

which they are intended, and at the same time devote their

attention to some of the lessfascinating passages in the book,

they will most certainly tend to become more useful members
of the electrical community.

With regard to science teachers, these are of various

kinds. Dr. Fleming is probably addressing himself to those

whose teachings are intended to be of use to the electrical

artisan, and not to the more familiar class of teachers whose

teachings produce teachers.

From the reviewer's point of view , the preface is one of

the most interesting portions of this substantial volume

of 400 pages , because it gives him some assistance in dis

covering the lines apon which the author's mind has been
working.

Dr. Fleming is a staunch supporter of Mr. Heaviside in
his determined endeavours to eliminate, at all coste, the

noxious multiplier 4 from a large number of magnetic

formulæ . Heis also passionately fond of words, apparently

8
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upon the ability to represent algebraically directions of lines

relative to one another by the help of the imaginary V - 1.

Steinmetz, with the method of the complex variable,

bas materially advanced our knowledge of induction ma

chines, and has carried the subject probably further than

would be possible with the aid of graphics alone.

M. Varchy has recently noticed that on the aseumption
that alternating electromotive forces and currents can be

represented by simple sine functions of the time, it e is ang
do

sach periodio function,then itmay be replaced by its gʻo
-

La

twist by rotating his hand in a counter -clockwise direction,

may be expected to smile, and refuse to do it.

What is meant by mutual induction , or mntual inductance

as Dr. Fleming calls it, is not made fufficiently clear. What

the student generally does not understand is, where the

mutuality comes in , and this is not explained.

In Chapter VIII., which deals with alternatiug currentº,
the much abused word " inductance " plays an important

part. Dr. Fleming uses it to denote (as is customary

nowadays) the quantity which is better known as the
coefficient of self-induction ; but it is a word with a con

siderable amount of latitude, and as used in many instances

it would appear to be synonymous with what , towards the

end of the chapter, is called the reactance.

Consultingengineers should read the section on transformers

with the utmost caution , in order that they may not come

npon the following sentence too snddenly :- " The trans

former must have cooling surface e nough to dissipate all the

core losses without rising above the temperature of boiling

water." They will do well to give this idea time to soak in,

and who knows but wbat some of them may, in the future,

bave the sense to leave questions of temperature rise to the

manufacturer. It is true that Dr. Fleming appears to have

been carried away by a slight excess of common sense ; but

he shows a total and fearless disregard of public opinion

wbich is highly commendable.

The last two chapters deal respectively with electric

measuring instruments and the generation of electric corrente.

On page 295isa table giving the safe working currents wbich

may be carried by Hadfield's resista wire, and on the following

page, & similar table for German silver wire . The tempera

ture of the wires je, in each case, supposed to be soch as

be easily borne by the band.” It is, therefore, interesting to

note that, in some of the smaller sizes, the safe current for
the resista wire is three times as great as that given for

German silver ; and as the conductivity of the latter metal

is four times as great as that of resista metal, it follows that,

for the same amount of cooling surface, and approximately

thesame temperature rise, the watts loet in the one case will

be 86 times greater than in the other.

Having picked out, and sufficiently magnifieda few of

the weak points in this book, it is onlyfair to add that, as a

whole, it has much to recommend it . The author has done

his best to treat each subject in as clear and simplea manner

as possible, and he is tobe congratulated upon the admir

able way in which he has accomplished an exceedingly

difficulttask.

-
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dt

metrical equivalent,pov 1, where p = 2 rn, and n ispe

the frequency of thefunction in question.

In the Annales Télégraphiques for NovemberDecember,

1897, M. Pomey draws attention to the writings of Vascby,

and shows how, for instance, the transformer equations

dia
+ M + ri = e sin pt

at ut

( 1 )
die

+ M + 1,7 % 0.

att ut

where L. L, are coefficients of self-induction ; M, that of

mutual induction ; ru, ru, resistances ; ii, ig, corrents ; and

o sin p t, the applied E.M F. are geometrically equivalent to

the equations

plin -ī + puig V - 1 + ry = 01+ = 8

(2)

p 1 + pui, 1 = .

It should, however, be particularly noted that equations

( 1) are more generalthan equations ( 2 ). The complete

solution of (1) gives the values of the corrents for all

time subsequent to the instant of closing the primary

circuit, whereas from equations (1) only the steady values of

the corrents can be obtained. Farther, ( quations (1) are

perfectly general whatever be the nature of the applied

E.M.F., but for equations (2) to hold good both the applied

E.M.F.and the corrents must be capable of representation

as a simple sine function of the time.

The writer has recently shown in a short series of articles

the application of a method leading to equations of atype

similar to ( 2 ), wbich is essentially a vector equation of

E.M.Fs. It is farther demonstrated that vector equations

can only exist between E.Y.Fs. so as to form a vectorE.M.F.

equation, or between corrents forming a vector current

equation. It is seen that by the combined aid of analyeis

and graphics, problems which are otherwise formidable are

solved with ease, and the analysis itself only demands quite

an elementary mathematical knowledge. Itis of great value

thatany step in the process should be capable of being

readily represented in a graphical form , thus enabling a

better physical conception of the problem to be obtained .

It is with no hesitation that I say that vector algebra, or
allied processes, must eventually — and that before long - form

the basis of calculation for all useful text books on alter

nating current phenomena, and that it is to the application

of these methods we mustchiefly look for furtheradvances

in the theory of the subject.

PERIODIC CURRENTS .

By W. G. RHODES, M.So.

THE TRAMWAYS INSTITUTE .

THE tendency of late gears has been to forsake the old

methods of conducting alternating current calculations and

to reduce the difficulties to the physical conceptions of the

various phenomena. Formerly, no student not well equipped

with a first rate mathematical training could hope to read

intelligently the then existing literature on this subject. It

was not until the application of graphical methods by Mr.

Blakesley that alternating currents cameatall within thescope

of the ordinary electrical reader . Many writers followed

buit, and nearly all writings teemed with diagrams, very inte

resting and useful to readers, but apparently demandingan

altogether outrageous expenditure of mental energy on the

part of the original writer. Who can look at the writings of

Bedell and Crebore, Blondell and othere, without being

struck with the idea that the graphical representationsofthe

corrents and E.M.Fe., their magnitudes and phase relation

ships in multiple circuits and combination of circuits, must

bave required an altogether exorbitant amount of mental

effort ? That this feeling is becoming universal is evident

from the fact that nearly all the prominent writers on

alternating currents now use methods which , wbile of an

analytical pature themselves , are easily capable of graphical

interpretation and representation . All these methods depend

uponthe fact that the electrical quantities considered are

capable of being represented by lines drawn of suitable

lengths and along proper directions relative to each other, and

The end of March or the beginning of April might fairly

be considered rather a late period at which to issue a publi.

cation bearing date of January, and on receipt of the
Tramways Institute Journal the other day, we could not

quite understand the belatedness of the copy sent us, except

02 the supposition that copies are sent out in a leisurely
fashion .

The January issue, however, contains plenty of February

new, so that the Institute, and its officials responsible for

the journal, are not quite so out of date as would appear on

the surface.

When the tramway interests of this country are strong

enougb, or rich enough, or united enough to support a

• " The Application of Vector Algebra to Alternating Corrents,"

by W.G.Rhodes,M.Sc., ELECTRICALREVIEW ,January 7th, 14th,
and 21st, 1898 .
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flourishing Institute, with an editor on the premises, this

journal ( if it survive so long ) may then,perhaps, serve as a

suitable record of proceedings; but in its present form it
hardly justifies any existence at all, in view of the excellent

appearance given by the electrical and railway journals that

make a special feature of tramways and things appertaining

thereto .

The advertisement pages of this journal afford very inte

resting and instructive matter for thought. Varnishes, metal

for bearings, tramcars,tickets, ticket punches, rails and paving

materials -- all these are in order, and will probably be re

quired even when all our lines are worked by electricity ;

but what is to be said in this presentyear of graceof adver

tisements in a tramway publication dealing with the advan

tages of antiseptio-ointment and other medicines for horses,

patent eteel whipple trees, fodder of all kiods, chaff cutters

and similar machiner, hai nesr, and borse rags ?

We should have thought that the benefits of advertising

such materials in a tramway páper wouli not be very excte

sive, so far as future orders are concerned .

True, we find a few counteracting notices of electric

tramway contractors and manufacturers of plant: but they

don't wear a happy look in such company. The whole pub

lication, in regard to advertisements, has the appearance of

the American street railway journals of many years ago .

Turning to the inside pages, the electric car has there a

field all to itself ; the horse is ignored, and cables only men
tioned once or twice.

Although , as stated , some of the items in the letterpress

are rather more recent than the date on the ontside cover

would appear to convey, yet we cannot say very much for

the contents. It is, and must be, extremely difficult to give

nows in a publication that appearsonce a quarter, or so, and

then three months bebind time; but on the other hand, a

complete summary of the quarter's proceedings — which alone

would otherwise be worth consideration - would entail great

laboar on the part of an editor (who should have special

knowledge and experience ), whilst the resulting publication

to be of service, would have a much greater bulk than that
now before us.

However, we would not wish to detract from any efforts to

encourage electric traction, and therefore welcome the evident

desire of the Tramways Institute to deal more with this

subject than in time past has been the case .

the factories to determine the conductivity before the wire is

covered . This is, perhaps, the best solation of the problem

under the circumstances, and, socording to Abbott, is the

practice in American aerial line construction. To electro

lytic copper refiners and all buyers and sellers of balk copper

for electrical parposes, & standard method of treatment of

test samples is of utmost importance. · Cases have been

known where copper, contracted for future delivery at a cer

tain price, has been rejected at the time of delivery because

of too low a conductivity, the ruling price at the time of

delivery being less than at the time ofmaking the contract.

TheAmericanInstituteof Electrical Engineers has adopted

as its standard of conductivity for copper the value given by

Matthiessen for soft copper. This is contrary to the original

advice of the Committee on a Standard Wiring Table, and

resulted from statements made in the discussion of the report

that there were many degrees of hardness, implying that a

soft condition was easily obtainable, and could be reproduced.

To ascertain whether this were true or not, I had two students

of last year's class at the Institute, Messrs. Alfred Muller and

Herman Wallatt, investigate the influence of softness upon

the conductivity. A sample of wire was passed several times

through holes in a drawplate in such a manner as to yield a

very hard wire. This wire was cut up into separate lengths.
The assumption was made that the resistivities of these

lengths were equal. The lengths werewere then sepa

rately subjected to different annealing temperatures for

a fixed interval of time, the sample, in one set of ex

periments, being placed in a vacuam , and, in another set,

in hydrogen. The different temperatures were produced by

sending different carrents through the samples. The tempe

ratures were calculated from current measurements and

measurements of voltage between separate potential termi

nals on the samples, Kennelly's temperature coefficient being

assumed as correct. After treatment, the conductivities of

the samples were calculated from measarements of resistance,

length , weight, and specific gravity. The results obtained wim

for samples annealed in a vacuum are given in the following

-

table:

Number of sample. Annealing temperature. Per cent. conductivity.

!
1

2

3

20 °

37°

54°

Q
Q
Q
O
N
D
O
O

5

6

7

8

118°

215°

300 °

600 °

755°

930 °

101.5

101.5

101.5

1016

102 0

102.1

1024

102.7

990
THE PREPARATION OF COPPER SAMPLES

FOR CONDUCTIVITY TESTS.

By DB. 8. SHELDON, Polytechnic Inst., Brooklyn.

The results for samples wbich were annealed in hydrogen

are given in the following table :

Number of sample. Annealing temperature. Per cent. conductivity.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

20 °

45°

105°

234°

360 °

483°

-1,050

990

990

99-3

998

101 0

101 9

893

1

WHILE the electrical fraternity is interested with the subject

of standardisation of electrical apparatus I should like to

call attention to the necessity of adopting a standard condi.

tion of softness for samples of copper whose condactivity is

to be tested. Of course, users of copper wire are interested

in the conductivity of the wire in the condition in which it

is furnished to themnot in the conductivity which might

have been given to the wire, if it had been treated differ

ently. While the copper losses in most electricalmachinery

are but a small percentage of the outpat, and while the tem

Peratare at whiệh the machinery will operate is uncertain,

owing to the uncertainty of the factors entering into the heat

escape, still in many cases a reduction of thecopper losses

by a fewper cent. isworthstruggling after. The determina

tion of the conductivity of wire used for such purposes is an

easy matter. On the o‘her hand, the requirement of a

definite conductivity, frequently found in specifications for

construction work, where rubber-covered or similar wire is

to be employed, gives no opportunity for the verification of

the fact that therequirements of thespecifications have been

complied with. It is impossible to determine the cross

section of the wire and thevalue given by the manufacturer

must be accepted. Again, the tinding of the wire makes

the resistance measurement valueless. These difficulties are

met in some cases by the purchasers sending inspectors to

• New York Eleurical Engineer.

One end of sample 16 melted after annealing current

had been flowing for about a minute. A sufficiently long

wire remained for the conductivity test. This sample was

very soft, and had lost much of its tensile strength.

These results show that annealing to a softness, which

shall give a maximam conductivity, must take place at a

high temperature regulated within rather narrow limite.

The maximum mechanical softness would be obtained if the

sample were melted, and, after being cast in a graphite

mould, were allowed to cool off slowly. Very smooth filiform

samples can be obtained in this manner. But the conduc

tivity of copper is so dependent on the amount of sub -oxide

of copper which is present in it, and this amount is altered

to such an extent by melting, that the conductivity determi

nations on such samples give no indications of the electrical

properties of the original samples . As has been recently

stated by Swan, the electrical conductivity of electrolytic
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H =

D

10 H.P. 50 H.P. 100 H.P.

...

.
.
.

... ...

:
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copper is reduced by more than 1 per cent. by melting and NEW METHOD OF MEASURING THE IN

casting into the form of wire bars. It would, therefore,
TENSITY OF MAGNETIC FIELDS ."

appear to bebetter to subject all samples to the hard draw .

ing process. Conductivity tests would then properly indicate By E. BOUTY .

the original electrical quality of the copper.

I HAVE recourse to the induction , reciprocal of that employed

by M. Lippmann in his mercurial galvanometer. A liquid

conductor, which may be simply river water, ilows at right

angles to the field to be measąred . The constint electro

COMPARATIVE COST OF STEAM AND motive force induced between two opposite faces of the

ELECTRIC POWER . stream is determined by means of a capillary electrometer ;

whence, knowing the flow , we can deduce the intensity of

the field . To take a simple case, suppose the velocity of the

IV. flow, v , to be uniform over the whole section of a rectangular,

stream of depth, e, measured in the direction of the lines of
In continnation of Mr. Taylor's articlee, the water and fuel

force, and of width, 1, measured in a direction perpendicular

costsare elaborately tabulated, the steam consumption being
both to the lines of force, and to the stream . The induced

found by Prof. R. O. Carpenter's method. We need not
electromotive force is constant, and has a value E,

repeat the voluminous figures for the different cases, but

merely summarise the results under the head of total cost
where E = H vl. (1 )

for each case of 10, 25, 50, and 100 H.P., with . coal at .88. The flow.is D = vel. ( 2 )

and 168. per ton .

Whence
( 3)

COAL AT 88.

Wehave to apply this very simple formula.
25 H.P.

Equation (1) shows that the induced electromotive force

is independent of the nature of the liquid conductor. I em
Case I.

d d. d . d . ployedat first solutions of sulphate ofcopper , both saturated

Qost per A.P.-hour. Coal at 86. 2 16 1.5 1:07 14 and very dilate, flowing through a rectangular conduit or

Coal at 161. 2:46 1.73 1.27 1 07
tube of ebonite. Two electrodes of copper .01 metre long,

Case II. and of a width , e, exactly occupy the side surfaces of the
Coal at 8s. 4.09 2-67 1.93 1:46 tabe between the back and front faces of the stream .

Coal at 169. 4.59 3.05 2 24 1 70 Having ascertained that the electromotive force measured

Casa III.
is perfectly independent of the concentration of the solution,

I was able, without makingany other change, to substituteOonl at 88. 10 6 36 4.82 3.29

Coal at 161. 11.02 7.14 6:11 3-78 water from a tap for the salpbate of copper : the facility of

making measurements remaining the same. Polarisation of

the electrodes introduces no disturbance.

Considering now the cost of electric power , the point of Using water as the liquid conductor, high velocities of

comparison is made at the point of delivery of brake horse
flow can be employed , and the sensitivenessof the method

power. indefinitely increased . With velocities varying from 5
The same elaboration of detail is gone througb, which we

metre to 17 metres per second, I have proved that the
cannot follow ; sufficient that the results are given 8.8 electromotive force is exactly proportional to the speed, and

have detect d fields of the order •5 C.G.S. anit. I see no

reason to think that I have reached the limit of possible
Cost of power. Pence per B.H.P. hour, sensitiveness.

H.P.of

plant.
Description , For comparative measurements neither the depth, e, of the

tabe nor the rate of flow , if it be kept constant, need be
factor 1.

measured, and the tube may have any convenient form ; but

perfect insulation of the electrodes is absolutely necessary.
Electric motors 1 95 3 45 5Q1

For absolute measurements, a standard tube must beprocured
10 Eagines, coal at 163. 2 46 4.59 11 02

in which e is of such a size that the value of v may be treated8s. 216 4'19 100

as sensibly uniform over its sectional area, as we have
Electric motors 1.79 2 03

399 supposed to be the case in the equations.

28 Enginee, coal at 168. 174 3 05 7 14 The copper electrodes of width, e, the depth of the tube,
83. 1.5) 2 66 6 36

must be inserted into the walls so far from the inflow ; that

Electric motors 1 73 1 93 248 the velocity of the stream may be uniform overthe area

50 Engines, coal at 16s. 1.27 2.23 5:11 between them . Moreover, a correcting coefficient is

88. 1:07 1.93
4 52 required , differing however but little from unity, for the

Electric motors
reduction of speed near the walls of the tube. For tubes

170 1.89 2:44

ico Engines, coal at 169. 1:07 170 378 from 1 to 6 millimetres deep, I find an expression

89. 1:40 1:45 3 29 + 13 mm ., representing the effective depth, may be

sabstitated for in equation ( 8 ).

Since the electromotive forces measured with different
We give the above for what they are worth : the author

has spent an enormous amount of labour on bis calculations.
conduits are rigorously proportional to the field and to the

The difficulty of all buch estimates comes in with other
stream velocity, one may determine by comparison with a

standard tube the effective depth of any other tabe, which
items apartfrom the power plant in use. We think it diffi .

cult towork out the matter as Mr. Taylor has attempted.
may be extremely shallow , and afterwards use the latter as a

secondary standard.
Yet, ap experienced engineer, with little electrical know

ledge, would walk through a works, note the general appoint
In cases where the electrometer is inconveniently sensi

tive, a large condenser, say of 2 or 3 microfarads, may be
ment of the power plant and of the existing modes of

transmission, and make a shrewd guess at the desirableness,
charged by the induced electromotive force and discharged

or otherwise, of changing the motive power. The actual
through a ballistic galvanometer. Fields of 50 O.G.8. units

question will very frequently lie between the inside manu
may be readily recognised in this way.

facture of electricity and its transmission through the works
I have already used my method in the study of the curves

of saturation , and of residual magnetisation of electro-magnets,
and its purchase from outside supply companies.

Too frequently it will be a question as to the particular
and propose to apply it in other ways.

supply company one may be on. The calculations for the • Translation of a note presented to the French Academy of

City of London Company, or for the County of London
Sciences, January 17th , 1898.

Company, to take two extreme cases , would obviously show
† It is only limited practically by the maximum stream at one's

disposal.

an enormous difference. | Five cm . at least for a tube of 5 mm. in depth .

below :

Load Load

factor 46.

Load

factor .18 ,

01

9

.
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NOTE ON CONDENSER SHUNTS.

By E. RAYMOND -BARKER .

FiF , = known approximate capacity of cable = 750 micro

farads .

11 = total D R of cable 7.2 2.

1, = DR to which standardised condenser with a total

DR of 315 22 (13) has to be reduced in order to be

proportionate to I inversely as the respective

capacities.

12

Il

F,

F2

750

So 12 =

F1

F2

I = x 7 •2 = 54 12 .

100

MESSRS. H. K. C. FISHER and J. C. H. Darby, of the

" Eastern Extension Cable Company's staff, have lately v

brought out a book entitled " Students' Guide to Submarine

Cable Testing.”

There is one matter which might, with advantage, have

received some attention from the authors of this admirable

and very practical treatise. This matter relates to capacity

tests onlong cables in connection with the rule first suggested

by “ F. W., " of Alexandris, in the Electrician of February

5th, 1892, namely, that if the dielectric resistances of cable

and condenser bein inverse ratio of the respective capacities,

a dead -beat Thomson or Gott balance can be obtained with

out any attendant necessity for correction for difference in

absorption.

This means, in other words, that cable and condenser,

either one,or both, must, for the rule to apply, be soshunted
that the dielectric resistance (1 ) R ) per microfarad be the

same in both the inductive systems.

What then will be resistance of shunt s , which, applied to

Ig of 315 12, will reduce D R to 54 2 ?

It is clear that I.

Iz Si

Iz + Si

-- -

400H

from which si

315 x 541, I,
= 65 12,

13 12 315 54

the application of which resistance between the condenser

terminals equalizes the respective D R’s per microfarad , viz.:

Condenser : -54 x 100 D microfarads = 5,400 . per

microfarad .

Cable :-7.2 x 750 12 microfarads 5,400 22 per micro

farad .

The shunt of 65 22 may be found inconveniently high ;

the plan may, therefore, be adopted of shunting the cable

down to, say , 1 A (14) , the condenser shunt being then re

adjusted to suit new conditions.

I, of 7.2 2 to be reduced to 14 of 12 must be shunted by

**

R2 RI

mbingunan

Fa1
352 Si S2 =

I , 14

11 – 14

7.2 x 1

7.2 1

= 1'16 ,

*

Sy and s . in above block should be reversed .

wbich may be distributed in two leaks, each of 1:16 * 2 =

2:32 n, one at each end of the cable.

Resistance I, to which 12 of 315 2 has, under the new

conditions, to be reduced

*

Ig =

Fi

F2

14

750

100

X 1 = 7.5 S ,

and for this effect to be produced 1, has to be shunted by

Si =

315 x 7.5

315 7.5

= 7 68 12 .

750 n per

A moment's thought shows the correctness of this rule,

and one or two illustrative examples in this connection may

not be amiss in this “ Note.”

A pretty exemplification, by the way, of the above role is

the practice, adopted when feasible, of using & real cable of

comparatively short length, and therefore easily standardised,
as astandard against which to compare a much longer cable,

the capacity ofwhich is required to be known as acheck on

factory values for, let us say, final tests after the laying of a

cable. Where this device is practicable, and the cores are of

similar material, and of like characteristics in regard to DR

and capacity, a Thomson capacity test requires no correction.

This simplification becomes all the more certain in effect

if attention be paid to the law enunciated for the first time
by Messrs. Fisher and Darby in their afore -mentioned

treatise, viz .,

Time of charge = K R seconds.

where K = total capacity of cable in farads.

total conductor resistance in ohms.

Since the D R of a given core varies directly, and its

capacity inversely as log 7, the D R of any given core clearly
DR

varies inversely as its capacity, and where, after acorrect time

of charge, this relationshipexists on both sides of a Thomson
Fi

or Gott capacity balance, the expression
F2 Ri

without need of correction .

A slight fault in either cable, in the above-mentioned

example, or a decided difference in the D R characteristics in

the gutta -percha used in the two cables, would necessitate

application of the shunting principle. Much more would

this be so when a cable of comparatively low D R per micro

farad is balanced against a standardised paraffin -paper

condenser of very high D R per microfarad.

The followingis a practical example :

F, = capacity of standardised condenser = 100 micro
farads.

R

I

The respective D R's per microfarad have now become :

Condenser :—7:5 x 100 2 = 750 N per microfarad .

Cable :-12 X 750 microfarad .

By means of glass tubes of distilled water with non

oxidisable terminal wires, high resistance shunts are easily

extemporised and adjusted .

Distilled water in a tube of 50 mils, (approx.) interior

diameter was found to give 4:13 22 per inch of tube against

an approximate 0.21 per inch for tap water, both at

60° Fah.

With glass tubing bent under heat into a compressed

helix with non - oxidisable contact wires introduced at short

intervals, a convenient and compact . adjustable high

resistance may be devised .

Other liquids of greater or less resistance may be used as

circumstances suggest. Under certain conditions, plumbago

or lead pencil lines of various thicknesses on a smooth but

unpolished ebonite surface prove of service, bat liquid
resistances show a steadier constancy.

Anent the Thomson capacity test, Messrs. Fisher and

Darby remark that it is omitted from their book as the test

requires a special key . The above diagram shows how an

ordinary quadrant pole-reverser may be used : 1 and 2 being

plugged for charge, and 3 for mixing. The best key for

this test is the Silvertown mixing key designed by Mr. W. A.

Price . It is, electrically, the same as the Lambert mixing

key, but enjoys the advantage of good rubbing contacts, and

extreme simplicity in construction.

а

Rg holds good

.

.
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NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patons Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all ingruirias should be addressed .]

7,895. “ An improved construction of fusible cat-out for electric

circuits." T. BABTON . Dated April 2nd .

7,903. " Improvements in electric interrupters." J. M. D. SOULE .

Dated April 2nd. ( Complete .)

7,907. “ An improved electrical cut-out. ” L. GREIG . Dated

April 2nd.

7,929. “ High insulation electric light switch ." T. L. JONES.

Dated April 2nd .

7,940. “An improvement in coin - creed electric meters . " T. H.

MINBHALL. Dated April 2nd.

7,941 . “ An improvement in holders for electrical glow lamps."

P. F. W. SIMON . Dated April 2nd .

7,958. "Animproved system of electric propulsion for ships,

yachts, submarine torpedoes and other purposes." J. H. BABBY.

Dated April 2nd.

7,961. " Improvements in electric switches. " A. Wilson. Dated
April 2nd .

( G

06

7,398. “ Improvements in dynamical machines.” F. STOLZE.

Dated March 28th .

7,408. " A new or improved electricity meter. ” W. HOLMES.

Dated March 28th ,

7,423. " Process for the extraction of_pure metals or metallic
alloys and carbides by electric heat. ” H. ASOBERMANN . Dated

March 28th. (Complete.)

7,450. “ An underground electric current delivery for street rail

ways ." H. DANIEL. Dated March 28th . ( Complete.)

7,455. Improved method of making the active mass in accumu
lators ." F. FBENTZEL. Dated March 28th .

7,467. “ Improved meang applicable for use in operating electric

ally illuminated signs, advertising media , or the like .” W.T. BELL.
Dated March 28th .

7,470. " Improvements in apparatus for effecting electrolysis.”

W. L. WI8B . (Bolway & Co., Belgium .) Dated March 28th .

7,471. “ Improvements in electrolysis .” W. L. WISH. (Solway

and Co., Belgium .) Dated March 28th.

7,487. “ Improvements in electric batteries. " R. M. MINTON

SØNBOOSE andG. F. EMBBY. Dated March 29th .

9

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884, EXPIRING IN

APRIL , 1898 .

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., that about 90

applications for electrical patents were filed in the month of April,

1884. Out of these only four have been maintained to run their full

length of term , viz. , 14 years, and being of considerable interest

we give short abstracts of them below :
U

7,514. " Improvements in plates for battery and other purposes,

and method ofmaking same." A. WARBURTON . Dated March 29th .

U

7,545. Apparatus for electrically winding springs or weights for

clock movements ." G. K. B. ELPHINSTONE. Dated March 29th .

6,288 . " Improvements in the adjustments of the mariners' com

pass." S. M.MOOBE. Dated April 12th, 1884. Relates to magnetic

compasses. The correctors for controlling the errors of the compass

are attached tothe bowl itself, instead of to any fixed part ofthe

case, thus securing an invariable position and action of the correctors

to the compass needle. The magnets for the cardinal errors are

placed in a chamber fixed below and forming partof the bowl.

They consist of brass rods with a core of magnetised iron of various

thickness and are made of uniform size to allow of their being

readily interchanged. They are clamped in brackets working in

slides of the sides of the chamber, and can be adjusted to any

position and fixed by set screws. The quadrantal correctors consist

of two balls of soft iron placed in a line with the magnets ofthe

card and adjustable to and froby screws. They may befitted either

inside or outside the bowl with fluidcompasses ; they are enclosed

in brass cylinders it in bowl. The final adjustment to make the

card horizontal is effected by the eccentric weight. 3 claims.

7,566 . " Improvements in systems of electrical distribution.”

W. L. BLISS. Dated March 29th. ( Complete.)

7,569. Improvements in electric furnaces. H. H. LAKE.

(" Volta," Societe Anonyme Suisse de l'Industrie Electro -Chimique,
Switzerland .) Dated March 29th.

7,570 . “ Improvements in , and relating to, means for connecting

electric cables. " F. CLOOTE Dated March 29th .

39

7,576. " Improvements in furnaces for manufacturing calcium
carbide, &c." W. P. THOMPSON. (C. L. Wilson , C. Muma, J. W.

Unger, H. Schneckloth, A. P. Brosius, and J. Č. Kuchel, United

States.) Dated March 29th. ( Complete.)

7,577. “ Improvements in electrical batteries." N. B. STUBBLE

FIELD . Dated March 29th .

7,583. " Improvements in and connected with electrical switches.”

H. C. E. JACOBI and WHITE, JACOBY & Co. , LIMITED . Dated March

29th ,

6,414, “ Improvements in apparatus for the extraction of metals

fromtheirhaloid compounds bymeans of electrolysis.” L. A.GROTH .

( R. Gratzel, Germany.) Dated April 16th , 1884. The haloid salt of

å metal such as magnesium or aluminium is melted in a vessel. The

positive and the negative electrodes, the latter, and sometimes the

former, are surrounded by a cylinder of non -conducting material.

The negative electrode may or may not project through the open

bottom . The vessel is closed and a pipe is provided for the escape

of the haloid gas. “ Regenerative" pieces, consisting of an oxide of

the metal and carbon may be placed around the positive electrode.

Several pairs of electrodes may be placed in the one melting pot.
7,586. " Improvements in magnetic separators." A. M. CLARK,

( The Metallurgische Gesellscbaft A. G., Germany.) Dated March

29th .

7,700. " Improvements in and relating to shields for incandes

cent electric lamps and the like .” J. DEWAR. Dated March 31st.

7,725. " Improvements in holders for incandescent electric lamps ."
J. M. HUISMAN and H. C. GOVEB. Dated March 31st.

»

9 )

7,731 . “An automatic electric fog and general signal apparatus.”

C. CBOPP. Dated March 31st.

7,754. " Improvements in and connected with electric motors for
motor vebicles, launches, and for otber driving purposes and in gear

ing to be used therewith .” J. T. ROBSON, C. 8.MARSDEN,and H. W.

HEADLAND. Dated March 31st.

7,764. “An improved apparatus for the electro - deposition of

metals . " J. H. HOPE. Dated March 318t.

6,734. " Improvements in electric generators and in working them

by fluid pressure.” Hon. O. A. PABSONS. Dated April 23rd , 1884.

Relates to dynamo-electric machines which are specially constructed

to be driven by the high -speed turbines described in specification

No. 6,735, A.D. 1884. The turbine and dynamo have a common

axis, and are mounted on the same bed -plate having a bearing

between them . The bearings are specially constructed to permit a

slight lateral play, as described in the above -mentioned specification,

Lubrication and cooling are effected by thecirculation of oil supplied

by a pump, which is forced through the hollow shaft. The armatore

is of the drum type, and the core consists of a number of insulated

iron discs arranged on the hollow shaft. At the ends are insulating

washers, followed by brass washers forved op by a nat. The iron

discs are pierced with channels for the reception of the conductors,

or the conductors may be bound with pianoforte wire. The com .

mutator consists of several rings of gun-metal segments held by

locking steel rings.

6,770. " Improved means for measuring electric currents.” H

ABON. Dated April 24th, 1884. Relates to apparatus for use as 8

coulomb meteror wattmeter, in which the current is caused to regu

late the rate of a clock by acting upon thependolum or balance

wheel, a magnet or coil attached thereto being acted upon by

stationary coil or coils , ormagnet, in such away astovary the rate

of the clock, and the effect being sometimes increased by iron cores

or pieces. In the case of a clock withabalance -wheel, the spring

itself may be magnetised . Themeasurements are madeby comparing

a clock, influenced by the current, with a normal clock, or by using

twoclocks, oneor bothofwhichmay be acted upon by the current,
which impart their motion to a differentialcounter. Various modifi

cations are described .

7,825. " Improvements in intercbangeable electric signs and the
like." C. RALEIGH. Dated April 1st.

7,855. " Improvements in transmitting electric impulses and

signals and apparatus therefor. ” E. Wilson, H. GODSAL, and C. J.

Evans. Dated April 1st.

7,862 . “ New or improved combined globes and shades for in .

candescent electric lamps and for electric arc lamps and lor facilitat

ing the application of advertisements thereto." E. Bohm . Dated
April 1st .

7,873. " Improvements in telephones, electric bell pushes, and the

like.” A. ANDERS and VEBITYS,LIMITED. Dated April 2nd.
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A TIMELY article in Cassier's, by Mr. 8. B. Cottrell, of the

Liverpool Overhead Railway, will be welcome to those who

hold that there is no necessity to go to America for electrical

railway plant. Everyone seems to have forgotten the excel

lent working of this line.

The bulk of Mr. Cottrell's article is descriptive and

general; but we may, at the risk of repetition , give again

the salient figures of the motive power. The trains

originally consisted usually of two 45 feet double bogie cars ;

the bogies, at 32 feet centres, have each four 33-inch wheels,

Exch car carries 58 passengers, first and second class. There

are now three cars to a train . The motor armatures are

series woand and ungeared, being direct on the axles of the

cars , no special locomotive being used . Each motor gives

1,790 lbs. traction with 120 amperes, or 107 lbs. per ton of

train .

A fully loaded train of three coaches weighs 57 tons, of

which 9 tons 10} cwt. is due to the motor equipment. There

were originally six 30 feet x 8 feet Lancashire boilers and

four horizontal compound 400 I.H.P. engines, each driving

a dynamo of 500 amperes x 400 volts. The combined

efficiency is 85 per cent. at full load . The additions since

starting have been two more condensing engines of surface

condensing type, and also of 400 I.H.P. each, at 100 revolu

tions, with 120 lbs. boiler pressure. The fly -wheels are 14

feet diameter, grooved for 19 17-inch ropes.

As asual with rope-driven dynamos, we observe that the

dynamo pulley is placed lower than the top of the fly -wheel,

so that the ropes, as they travel to the dynamo, are always

tending to throw off the face of the pulley. This is wrong

practice. Sudden changes of load are apt to cause the ropes

to leap in a huge hump and slip badly on the dynamo pulley.

A dynamo pulley top ought to be higher than the top of the

driving pulley, so that the rope, running towards the dynamo,

tends to run under the driven pulley, to encircle as much of

the pulley rim as possible, and so prevent the humping

which occurs on change of load . Rope driving is con

demned by many electrical engineers. We cannot call to mind

any place, unless it be at the large Deptford station, where

proper considerations of the dynamics of rope driving have

been allowed to influence design. Dynamos are almost always

placed so that the ropes run down hill to the driven pulley.

This is never done in factory driving, and rope driving is

successful there, but the lowest set of ropes is often but little

removed from the wrong placing, and the slack sides of this

set of ropes is often noticeable as running so much less

steadily than the up -running ropes.

The later dynamos at Liverpool are 500 amperes X

500 volts each, and they weigh each 24} tons. About 80

acres of surface have to be painted every two years. By

pneumatic process the cost of this painting, including all

materials, has been reduced from 2.25d. to 1.24d . per equare

0
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yard. The motors run 40,000 miles before repairs are

required. They earn £ 200 in that time, and can be re

wound for £25.

The importance of Liverpool is to be jadged by the fact

that it is equal to London in the value of its trade, and

much exceeds London in bulk of trade, dealing in articles of

less mass value. Liverpool is the biggest grain centre in

Europe. It is also remarkable in that its docks extend

in a continuous line along a river front for several miles,

and it is the passenger traffic of this line of docks and

accessories which is served by the electric line. The old

' bus route only carried 24 million passengers annually ; the

electric line carries now nearly 9 millions . Yet it is certain

Liverpool has not increased in either trade or population by

a tithe of the increase of passengers.

In face of this remarkable fact, we have the management

of the London Underground shivering on the brink of elec

trical enterprise, seeing their trade liable to slip away any

day in dirt, gloom , and sulphur, yet afraid to make the

plunge necessary to success. The success of the Liverpool

line ought to be sufficient to show how traffic may wait for

facilities and expands as soon as facilities are afforded . Of

course, there is no comparison between the convenience of the

electrical line and of the old 'bus line which used the rails of

the dock railway, but the old ' bus line was practically the

only means of travel along the line of docks, and might have

been argued to take all possible traffic. · Given the facilities

for more convenient travel , and the travel has at once sprung

up. It is simply by acting on this principle that America

owns its thousands of miles of electrical railway, while there

are so few in England , even with so good an example as

Liverpool for encouragement.

the central portion of each lens is a disc having two prismatic

rings. Oatside of this are 190 prismatic segments 80

arranged that the light of the arc is totally reflected in each

and thrown out in a beam practically non-divergent. In

this way nearly the total ligbt of the arc is concentrated in

two great beams, 9 feet in diameter, directed toward opposite

points on the horizon. The whole apparatus is floated on

mercury , and is driven by a powerful clockwork actuated by

a spring. The period of revolution is once in 10 seconds, so

that every point on the horizon receives a flash from the

lens in each 5 seconds, these flashes being of about th of

a second duration . The lamp, lenses, and supporting frame

work weigh about 20 tons, and the friction is so reduced by.

the use of the mercury float that the whole apparatus can be

easily turned by the pressure of one finger. The are lamps,

of which the lens contains two, one at its focus and the other

arranged to be brought into play immediately upon the

failure of the first, are of a curiously complicated structure,

and yet very simple in principle. The arc is struck by hand.

The two carbon holders are connected together by means of

& chain actuated by clockwork , the last wheel being a detopt,

in which is engaged a small pawl, operated by an electro

magnet in shunt around the arc . When the arc lengthens.

out and its resistance increases, this coil pulls away the

detent and permits the clockwork to feed the carbons

together. The lamps are of the most elaborata construction .

and finish , but it cannot be said that the complexity com :

mends itself to the engineering sense. Both lamp and lens

were made by Henri Lepaute, Paris, and the whole outfit

was exhibited at the World's Fair, and subsequently at

Atlanta and Nashville. It was purchased by the United

States Goveroment, but its location has not yet been

determined upon, though it will likely be installed at some

point along the Atlantic coast, if the tests now in progress

are satisfactory. There is every indication that they will

fulfill every condition imposed upon the apparatus. The

lamps are arranged to carry carbons of from 15 to 60

millimetres ( th to 2 inches) in diameter, and the current

consumption varies, of course, with the size of the carbon .

The original apparatus was provided with an alternating

current generator of French make, but it has been decided

to use with the lens an alternating generator made by

the General Electric Company, driven by a 25 H.P. Ideal

engine, which takes its steam from a 25 H.P. Fitzgibbons

boiler. The present tests are being conducted with carrect

taken from the local lighting service, the frequency being 140

cycles per second, andthe consumption with 30 -millimetre

carbons being about 60 amperes at 55 volts. It is estimated

that the horizontal candle-power of this arc without the

lenses is not less than 9,000. Mr. C. A. Limy, superin

tendent of the lighthouse depot at Tompkinsville, estimates

that the total candle-power of the two beams of light is not

less than 90,000,000 ." He arrives at this figure by adding

together the candle -powers of the various beams emerging

from the prismatic part of the apparatus and the leases.

The beam is of enormous power, and will be easily visible at

a distance of 100 miles, if mounted in a sufficiently high

tower . The light can be located even when mounted in

towers of ordinary height at a greater distance than this, on

account of the reflection from the clouds of the strong beams.

When the lantern is installed in service the electric genera

ting plant will be in duplicate throughout, to avoid any

possibility of an accident. It is curious to note that the

constructors of this apparatus seem to prefer clockwork for

its rotation . With the alternating current supplied for the

arc, there seems to be no reason whatever why the rotation

of the lens should not be accomplished by means of an alter

nating motor, a far simpler and more reliable device than the

elaborate and complicated clockwork now connected with it,

The lens was set up, and the tests are now being condacted,

under the supervision of Lieut. -Col. D. P. Heap, Corps of

Engineere, U.S.A., Engineer of the Third Lighthouse Dis

trict, who is ably assisted by Mr. Lamy, Assistant Saperin

tendent.

Wire .

In his interesting letter published in our

Weatherproof

last issue, Mr. Dow has unfortunately mis

understood the first of our questions, " How

is it possible to maintain such circuits in wet weather ? ” Our

query did not refer to the maintenance of a high insulation

resistance, which we consider, in agreement with Mr. Dow,

is quite unnecessary for the working of the line so long as

the leakage is uniformly distributed and is not due to one

or two weak places ; but did refer to its maintenance in good

repair. The question was asked, because in one part of the

paper on which we were commenting, Mr. Dow stated that

the first rainy days of autumn might always be expected to

produce a fair crop of burn -outs and earths, and in another

part he stated that work bringing the linesmen into

proximity with the wires should never be attempted during

bad weather ; and it appeared to us difficult to understand

how the line was to be maintained in good working con

dition, and a good service given , if repairs were not to be

attempted without stopping down all the circuits.

Electric Beacon .

Some interesting tests are now being

Testing an Enormous
made at the general depôt of the

United States lighthouse establishment

at Tompkinsville, Staten Island, upon a gigantic electric

beacon known as the Lepante bivalve or lightning lens

light. We are indebted to the Electrical World (N.Y.) for

some interesting details respecting this installation . The

lantern consists of two lenses, each 9 feet in diameter,

enclosing between them an electric arc of great power. In
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THE UTILISATION OF BLAST FURNACE

GASES FOR ELECTRICAL POWER TRANS

MISSION .

By W. H. BOOTA .

>

A REFERENCE appeared in these columns some little time

ago to the tests made by the writer upon the electric light

plant laid down at the Wishaw Iron Works of the Glasgow

Steel and Iron Company for the purpose of proving the

value of the Thwaite-Gardner system of utilising the waste

gases from blaet furnaces for producing power. At Wishaw

the power generated is distributed over the works for the

purpose of lighting up the furnaces, the residuals plant and

the offices, arc and incandescent lamps being used. The

gases which leave a blast furnace do so at a comparatively

low temperature, usually not far from 500 ° F., more or less,

or notsobot as the waste gases from many boiler furnaces.

Possibly it is because of this, and because the waste gases are

partially employed to heat the hot blast, that it is so often

claimed that the blast furnace is an economical machine."

True as regards the total heat generated, which may be con

sidered asrepresented by the maximum temperature at the

zone of fusion, the proportion of heat atilised may seem
great, but in stating this the true facts are ignored . There

are only three products from a blast furnace . One of these,

at present considered the primary product, is iron . This is

ran from the furpace at a temperature of, say, 2,800° F.

As the specific heat of iron is only about 0 ·113, or, say, one

ninth that of water, the heat carried away by a ton of iron

is only equivalent to that carried off by a ton of water at

about 311° F. Assoming 25 cwt. of fuel at a calorific value

of 15,000 B.T.U.per pound, the heat waste perton of pig is

only represented by abont 46 lbs. of fuel , or 14 per cent. of
the total fuel.

A further amount of nearly 3 per cent. of the fuel dis
appears in the 80 lbs . of carbon which enters into combina

tion with the iron . Probably another 3 per cent. disappears

in the slag, which is also ran out at a high temperature,

and, if worth the expense of apparatus, could be made to

give back this heat in heating the blast. Altogether about

7} per cent. of the fuel energy appears at the tapping holes,

and certain other heat disappears in chemical changes, in

setting free CO , from its combination with the ore or flux.

Thenprobably there are 15,000 lb. of gases per ton of iron

with a specific heat of 0.25 at 500°. This represents the

heat of 125 lbs. of fuel , or about 41 per cent. of the fuel .

This beat is more or less recoverable in heating the blast.

It is thus perfectly clear that the waste gases must contain

TABLE I.

1

*

Thwaite plant is also at work, these percentages are seen to

hold good.

Blast furnace gas is thus fully equal to gas from a pro

ducer. A producer is recognised as yielding a gas capable

of working in a gas engine. Yet the blast furnace gas of

equal quality has required considerable demonstration to

convince people of what an analysis ought to have been

sufficient to indicate to them .

Approximately about three - tenths to one-third of the waste

gages are combustible, the remainder being diluents, and

calculated on this basis from the analysis of the gas, a full

half of the original calorific value of the fuel remains, apart

from the sensible heat, the difference between the 50 or 60

per cent. remaining, and the above 88 per cent. being

accounted for in the latent heat absorption of the wet

materials and the gasefying of locked up CO, of the ore and

flax as well as in logs by radiation and connection through

the fornace walls, and by a margin of safety.

If we base our calculations on the low assumption of one

half the fuel being available for power, and we know that a

liberal allowance for a horse- power-hour in a gas engine is

1 lb. of fuel, we may calculate the horse-power of a blast

furnace as being 1,120 H.P. per ton of fuel used per hour,

or 1 H.P.-boar per 2 lbs. of fuel , of which 1 lb. is given

over to the purposes of the furnace and i lb. remains for

power purposes. These figures which are calculated on

liberal assumptions are more than borne out in practice. At

the time of the writer's tests, the furnaces were delivering

a poor quality of gas, yet on the assumption of only 180,000

cubic feet per ton of fael fed to the fornaces, the measure

ment of the current generated by the dynamo, and of the

gas drawnfrom the holder meter in runs of five minuter, only

showed a fuel consumption of 1.656 lbs. per electrical horse

power, which is to say, that for each 1 : 656 lbs. of fuel used

one horse -power of electrical energy could be delivered

at the dynamo terminals. If, as seemed probable, the

furnaces were producing 200,000 cubic feet of gas per

ton of fuel, the fuel per electrical horse- power would

only be 1:49 lb. or with an efficiency of 75 per cent. between

terminals and cylinder, about 1 •12 lb. per I.H.P. The

works manager obtained better results than these, but not

more than would be accounted for by known variations in

the quality of thegas , which may vary its proportion of con

stituent combustible between 28and38 per cent. As there

is considerable divergence among differentanthorities as to the

number of cubic feet of gases produced for each ton of fuel

consumed , I have prepared Table II. for the purpose of

showing in the particular analysis given of the gas at

Wishaw how much is really produced, observing that this

particular analysis is of a more than ordinary poor gas , the

volume of diluent nitrogen being very great - over 66 per

cept. of the volume.

From this table it appears that 100 cubic feet of gas

weighs close upon 8 lbs., so that the average specific gravity

in pounds per cubic foot is 0.079 as mightbe expected from

the large percentage of nitrogen and of carbonic oxide, both

which have the same specific weight of 0:0784. The

heavier carbon dioxide brings up the average slightly.

From the table it appears that of the total weight of gas,

1 :0503 consist of carbon, the bulk of which is derived from

the fuel : it is evident that 1 lb. of carbon represents, there

fore, 7.525 lbs. of gases. An ordinary blast fornace practice

allows 12 cwt. of limestone flux to each 20 cwt. of coke.

Basing some further figures on this ratio, 6 : 10, we may,

for a coke furnace, make the following equation

Carbon in 10 cwt. of coke = 10 = 10

C

6 flux 6 x 0•72

e

Blast furnace gas.

A gas

producer.

Wishaw. Frodingham .

...Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide : ..

Hydrogen

Marsh gas

Nitrogen

5 75

24.75

2:33

0 75

68:42

60

27-3

1.5

66

196

6.4

1:3

661
65.2

100 0 1000 1000

Heat units per cubic foot 978 967 98.0

Calculated cubic feet per 1.H.P. 79:44 80:34 79.27 Ca CO2

Percentage combustible 27 83 28.8 273

not much less than 88 per cent. of the total heat capacity of

the fuel. As this is not visible as temperature, it must be

visible in some other form , and it is so visible as the calorific

capacity of carbɔn monoxide, of wbich gas the effluent

gases of a blast furnace contain about 28 per cent.

In two samples of gas , No. 1 from Wisbaw where, as usual

in Scotch furnaces, coal is the fuel employed, and No. 2

from Frodingham , where coke will be used and where a

Total 10-72

10

The fuel carbon thus represents 10.72 = 98 per cent. of

the whole, and we may, therefore, say that each pound of

carbon in the fuel will represent 98 cubic feet of gas, so that

one ton of fuel will yield 217,000 feet of gas.

These figures are not absolute for the particular analysis,

because it cannot be accurately known how much of the

hydrogen of the bituminous coal used in this furnace, as

usual in Scotch practice, is converted into steam and cannot

appear in an analysis of permanent gaser, but they are

sufficient to indicate that the figure of 180,000 feet per ton
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of fuel will not be far wrong for a coal burning furnace

when using a less amount of air. From 80 to 100 feet of

gas may be therefore aggsumed correct per pound of fuel

used , and as it is very easy to test the volume of gas con .

Bumed by an engine, the power output fer pound of fuel is
readily found.

The calculations of Table I. are of course based on the

customary temperature of 0 ° Centigrade. Any test figures as

to consumption of gasby an engine willshow 10 to 12 per cent.

more consumption than if measured at the base temperature,the

gas in the holder during my own tests being about 550 ° F.

absolute temperature. It need not really concern us how

much heat disappears in volatilising the cerbonic acid and

oxygen locked up as solids in the flax and in the ore. The

only items required are the total carbon which enters the

furnace and the weight of carbon in the gases. Knowing

these two quantitiesit is easy to calculate the amount of

combustible gas produced by a ton of fuel so long as

we have the proportions of CO and CO, into which

the carbon is more or less oxidised . The complicated

conversions and reconversions, and general chemical

reactions between the tugeres and the furnace top

need not concern us at all. It is of course point

with metallurgists to obtain as much 00, as possible

native of a lot of installations thrown back on their hands,

only partly paid for, and situated in property belonging to
otherparties.

If, however, some solid security for the payment of this

class of work could be obtained, the matter would have a

different aspect; and in a recent report to the Electricity

Committee of the Plymouth Corporation, Mr. John H.

Rider, the borough electrical engineer, set forth a scheme of

some boldness, with which it is our intention to deal

in comparison with the alternative scheme of the National

Electric Free Wiring Company.

After reciting some of the aims and methods of the

scheme now io use by the latter company, Mr. Rider pro

ceeds to poiot out that the system of paying an extra sum

per unit — this excess being interest on the capital sook in

the house-wiring, & c. — is very unfair to the consumer,

because the percentage will rise as the price per unit is

reduced . That is to say, at 8d. per unit an extra charge of

1d. is 12} per cent., whereas at 4d. it would be 25 per cent.

He also points out that under this system the more elec

tricity is used the more the customer has to pay

for fittings, and he classes this as unfair also . But is not this

itself an unfair way of looking at the matter ? It may be

assumed that the average consumer will use about as much

TABLE II.

Actual weights of elements per 100 cubic feet of gas.

Gas.

Per cent.

Volumes.

Weight

per

cubic foot.

Weight per 100

cubio feet

of mixed gas.

Ratio of

constituents .

c . 0. H. N.

3 : 4 0 :8316 1.1088 ...Carbonic oxide

Hydrogen
Marsh gas

CO

= H

СВ,

N

CO2

24 75

2:33

0.75

66 42

5 75

0.0784

0 ·0056

0.0448

0 0784

0.1234

19404

0.0130

0.0336

5 :2073

07095

3 : 1 0.0252

0.0130

0 0084

Nitrogen

Carbonic acid

5 2073

3 : 8 0 :1935 0 5160

Cubic feet 100 00 0 ·079038 7 9038 Total 1 0303 1 6248 0 0214 5.2073

7 9038

as an indication of fuel economy, but Lowthian Bell has

shown there is a limit below which the ratio of CO must

not fall, and, with power an important product, the straining

after a high percentage of CÓ, would be unnecessary and

undesirable. The power system thus frees the blast furnace

management of considerable anxiety, rendering fuel waste

impossible - indeed, desirable as furnishing a better gas, for

with all the gas used as power, there would be no object in

making any more carbon dioxide than could possibly be

helped. The estimate of 1 horse-power from each 2 lbs. of

fuel is thus well within the mark .

( To be continued.)

" FREE " AND " EASY " PAYMENT SYSTEMS

OF HOUSE WIRING .

BY V. ZINGLER, A.I.E.E.

electricity whether he pays 4d . or 8d. per unit for it — that is

to say, the class of consumer for whom the schemes cater.

He has a fixed number of lamps in his villa, or shop, and be

uses just those lights which he wants. Therefore, he is not

likely to use much more electricity at the lower rate than be

uses at the higher rate ; and as there is nothing to prevent &

supply company from putting down its rate per unit, any

proportional reduction of theexcess for wiring would mean

diminationof income to the wiring company anlegg it could

be proved that the consumption of electricity increases in

inverse proportion to the rate per unit.

As regards the amount of electricity that a consumer

uses, is it certainly not fairer that he should pay in a certain

proportion to the actual use he gets out of the wiring and

fittings rather than for the length of time these goods

are in his house ? If a man bires & piano, he

has to pay an exorbitant interest on the valde of the

same, irrespective of the fact that he may hardly use it at

all; whereas, if he had to pay a certain rate for the pumber

of horse -power-hours which he put into the piano, or in

default of not using it at all, a certain minimum som repre

senting the value of depreciation plas a moderate interest,
it would be much fairer to all concerned . This is the

method which the Free Wiring Company have adopted. The

Board of Trade units used are proportional to the amount

of benefit that the consumer gets out of bis wiring and

fittings, and there is no reason why he should not pay for

it at an equal rate, no matter what the cost per unit of elec

tricity, asthe two things are perfectly distinct . It may, on

the other hand, be urged that just as it is found profitable to

give the customer a rebate on the cost of electricity after &

certain consumption per diem , so it would most likely also

be advantageous to allparties concerned to give him asimilar

rebate on the excess sam per unit for wiring and fittin :6,

the point at which this rebate should come into operatioa

being determined by the sum representing fair int :rest of

capital sunk required from him.

Proceeding, Mr. Rider says that the average consumption

is about 18 units per 8 C.P. lamp perannum , and he there

The above title must not be taken literally, or astheheading

of a scheme whereby it is sougbt to show that the debtor of

& wiring company is under no further moral obligation to

pay his billto them than he is to his tailor; it is merely a

summary of the names of two systems, whereby the distri

bution of the electric light is to be made more universal, to

the mutual advantage of the public and the wiring firms or

electric light companies, the corporations being after all the

public also.

With the free wiring system - improperly so called — we

are all more or less familiar, although there are points in

connection with its application wbich bave no doubt not

been fully considered . But with the easy payment system

the public hasnot beenmade familiar, for the simple reason

thatno financial or wiring firm would be able to get their

sharebolders to put their money into a concern which would

have to spend any amount of money with only the chance

of getting a small interest in return, and on no further

security than that of the consumer's word, with the alter
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to provide two securities for his due fulfilment of the

contract.

If the customer,contractor, and price appeared satisfactory

to the Corporation, instructions would begiven by the Cor

poration to the contractor to proceed with the work, and

upon the proper completion of the same the Corporation
would payhim the quoted sum , less 5 per cent.”

( To be continued .)

A PORTABLE ELECTRIC RAILWAY .

The great success of electric street railways has given rise to

many attempts to apply electric traction to portable or field

railways. In the earlier attempts the style of construction

that had been worked out for street railways was applied

with little change to the field railways, no regard being paid

to the special requirements in the latter case.

A system , which is designed to meet these special require
mente, has recently been worked out at the Field Railway

Works of Arthur Koppal. From a description of this system

in the Zeitschrift für Elektrotechnik , February 13th , 1898,

we give the following summary:

As in other railways, the track consists of easily tran:

portable rail frames, made up of two rails of the usual field

railway profile 65 to 70 mm. in height, connected together

by, say, five crossbars ( fig. 1 ) . Theoverhead conductor is

fore complains that an excess charge of id. per unit for

fittings, & c., is equivalent to 7} per cent. per annum ,

assuming thatthe cost of fitting up a house comes to £1 per

lamp. Now it is a fair question to ask Mr. Rider whether

he approves of wiring and fittings being put up for this

price,even fora largeinstallation . As aborough engineer,

he will know that good work cannot be done for this price ;

how much less then will it be possible to instal, say, 10 to 20

lights, the size of installation catered for by this system ,

for £1 per light, including main switch, fuseboard, and

making good . Even assuming 7 per cent. as being the

interest paid, is it excessive, when considering that the in

stallation is guaranteed for six months, that the consumer

has no liability as to the time he shall use the installation

for, and that the company bas to take the risk in this 7

per cent. of fire, default, and depreciation of a neighbour

hood, in which cases they are put to the expense ofloss of

interest or capital, or of taking down the fittings.

The reportthen goes on to suggest a schemefor spreading

the payment over a long time so as to avoid the heavy

initial coet; such a scheme could not be operated by private

wiring firms, as we all know that in these days of keen com

petition they are more anxious to receive long credit than to

give it. Mr. Rideralso points out that this might be done

by the Corporation, but that experience has proved that it is

unwise for Corporations to undertake wiingwork. This is

certainly the result of the experiment at Liverpool, where

the monopoly held by the Corporation for wiring became so

intolerable that there was not — up to a year or two ago - a

single good wiring firm in the town. The Corporation

Jooked with jealous eyes on any wiring work obtained by

outside firms, and the latter had no cause to complain that

the Electricity Department did not enforce their regulations.

However, this is a digression.

Mr. Rider's scheme now begins to develop itself in detail.

He argues : Wiring firms can wire but not give credit; Cor

porations must not wire but can give credit ; ergo, let the

wiring contractor do the work, and the Corporation give the

credit !

Let us give the scheme in his own words:

“ The wiring contractor would canvass for orders in the

usual way, and could carry out work forany customeron

his own terms without reference to the Corporation. But

when a person wished to avail himself of the easy payment

system , he would have to proceed in the following manner.

The quotation to such castomer would be made out upon

a special form , binding the contractor to carry out the work

to the satisfaction and under the sapervision of the Corpora

tion, and naming such a price for the work as would permit

him to allow a discount of 5 per cent. for cash .

If the customer agreed to this price, he and the contractor

would notify the acceptance in writing upon aform of appli

cation to the Corporation. This form would set forth the

terms of the proposed agreement, which would be somewhat

on the following lines, viz. :

( a ) That thecontractor will carry out the work in accord

ance with the conditions, regulations, and other requirements

of the Corporation , and to the entire satisfaction of the

borough electrical engineer.

(6 ) That the contractor will allow to the Corporation a

discount of 5 per cent. from the quoted price, for payment

within one month of the date of the work being completed

and connected to the mains.

( 6) That the customer will pay to the Corporation the

quoted price in full by means ofeight equal instalments,

the first beingsent with the application in the form of a

deposit, and will pay a similar amount every three months

from and after the completion of the work, until the whole

be paid .

(d) That the work will remain the sole property of the

Corporation, until the full amount be paid .

(@) That the customer will be responsible for any damage

to the work (reasonable wear and tear excepted ) while it

remains the property of the Corporation .

That alllamp and fuse renewals will be carried out by

and at the cost of the customer .

( 9 ) That in the event of a customer's payments being more

than three months overdue, the supply of current will be

liable to be cut off without notice, and proceedings taken for

therecovery of the whole amount due.

( 1 ) That (if required by the Corporation ) the customer

Fig . 1 .

supported by a n -shaped yoke which is bolted to extensions

of the middle crossbar of a rail frame. These yokes are

placed about 25 m. apart along the track. Theoverhead

conductor is supported at the middleof the upper horizontal

part of the yoke. The weight of such a yoke is about 50 kg.

more than that of the ordinary rail frame.

FIG . 2. FIG . 3 .

These yokes are placed closer together at curves, and at

the sharpest carves it may benecessary to fit every rail frame

with a yoke in order to keep the overhead conductor

sufficiently near the centre of the track .

The generating station is fitted in the usual way with a

dynamowhich may be driven by a steam engine, gas engine,

or turbine, according to circumstances. Two feeders are led

from the station to one end of the track , one being connected
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to the end of the overhead conductor and the other to the rails.

The feeders are fitted with safety fuses. The feeders are sup

ported on poles, whichmay be fixed or transportable, accord

ing to the nature of the line. In the former case they are driven

into the ground ; and, in the latter case, portable stands, fig. 2,

with disc pedestals are used when the line is straight, and

pointed poles with tension wires, fig. 3 , at corners. Where

one of the feeders is connected to the trolley wire, it is

fastened to one of these anchored poles.

A special truck, fig . 4, has been devised for running the

rid of the dead weight of a special motor locomotive, which

is of great_importance when steep gradients have to be

ascended. The electric motor has the advantage over most

other kinds of traction in the great range of its output.

These portable railways may be used with great advantage

in connection with factories having spare steam power ; or

having an electric lighting installation . They may be

employed for the transmission of goods during the day, and

thereby furnish a useful day load to a lighting installation

which otherwise would have occasionally to stand idle.

ALUMINIUM WIRES FOR OVERHEAD

LINES .

BY STUART A. RUSSELL .

FIG . 4.

trolley wire. On this track is fitted a reel containing the

copper wire, and a pair of ladders supporting a guide pulley

at the top. A sufficient length of copper wire is pulled off

the reel, passed over the guide pulley and the free end is

fastened to the end of the feeder connected to the anchored

pole at the end of the track. The fitters' truck is anchored

to the rails and the wire is stretched by a block and tackle

and fastened to the insulator on the yoke. The truck is now

moved along the track till another yoke is passed, wben the
same operation is repeated. The laddere, reel, and under

carriage of the fitters' truck is made of dry wood saturated

with some insulating substance, so that carrent could not

passfrom the trolley wire through the track to the rails.

This precaution is necessary because the end of the trolley

wire is left attached to the truck when the position of the

track is liable soon to be changed . When the track is to be

permanent for a considerable time the end of the trolley wire

is fixed to an anchored pole.

The solidly constructed motor car, fig. 5, bas, as a rule, a

The paper ou " Aluminiam as a Rival of Copper and Brass

for Electrical Conductors," reprinted in the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW (March 11th and April 1st) , details very ably all

the points in wbich alumioium may show itself a formidable

competitor of copper as an electrical conductor ; and the

author, Mr. A. E. Hunt, whilst allowing that for insulated
conductors aluminium is heavily handicapped by the extra

cost of insulation, claims that there is an ample field for the

employment of aluminium wire for bare transmission lines,

especially for high potential long distance work and for

long distance telephone lines. Mr. Hant quotes figures
showing that as the weight of copper is three and a third

times that of an equal volume of aluminium , and as the

conductivity of the latter is 63 per cent. of that of pare

copper (Matthiessen's standard ), and further as aluminium

wire is now offered for sale at a specially low rate, the prices

of an aluminium and a copper wire of the same length and

conductor resistance are equal. A comparison is then made

between a soft copper wire baving a tensile strength of

32,000 lbs. per equare inch, and an aluminiom wire having

the same tensile strength per square inch and a conductivity of

63 per cent. of that of the copper wire, in which it is shown

that forequal conductor resistance the sectional area ,and there

fore also the breaking strain of the aluminium wire will be

60 per cent. greater than that of the copper wire, whilst the

weight of the former will only be 48 per cent. of that of the

latter.

Mr. Hunt therefore concludes that the aluminium con

ductor could be used in mach longer spans than the copper,

and that the number of expensive poles and insulators could

be materially diminished . It appears, however, that the

effect of wind pressure on the larger aluminium wire has

been altogether left out of account in coming to this con

clusion, and the writer therefore proposes to give one or two

examples to show how this statement must be modified when

the effect of wind pressure is taken into account .

Let us assume a wind preesare of 20 lbs. per squarefoot,

which is approximately the figure adopted by the Post Office,

and that the ratio of the effective pressure on a cylindrical

surface to that on a plane surface is 7 6, then the pressure, P ,

in pounds per foot run of wire will benumerically equal to

the diameter in inches of the wire, and if w = the weight

per foot run of wire, the resultant pressure, w, per foot run

of wire = V W2 + p . Taking as an example the copper

wire .100 inch diameter, and its equivalent in aluminium ,

of which particulars are quoted by Mr. Hunt, we find for

the copper wire

W = .0304 lbs.

P = .100

W = 1045

safe working strain with a factor

of safety of 4 = 63 lbs .,

and for the equivalent aluminium wire, which will be .126

inch diameter

W = .0145 lbs.

P = .126

• 1268

t = 100

=

FIG . 5.

t = a

motor mounted on the frame of the undercarriage, and

geared to the driving wheel axes by toothed gearing and two

pitch chains . The frameof theundercarriage is furnished

with spring bearings, spring boffers, and coupling arrange

ments. On the driver's platform is a brake and a switch

handle. By means of the latter more or less resistance can

be put into circuit, and the speed thereby varied within wide

limits.

If the gange of the rails is 500 mm. or more, the motors

can be fixed inside the under-frame of the cars and be con

nected directly to the axes of the driving wheels by a spring

coupling. This construction has the advantage of getting

w
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To compare these two wires wemay find the epan, which will

give the same dip, say, 5 feet for each , using the equation,

A SIMPLIFICATION OF THE MARCONI

RECEIVER .

8 d t
A = V8dt

;

W

from which we get a span of 155 feet for the copper wire,

and of 162 feet for the aluminium one, which shows a slight

difference in favour of aluminium . This will not, however,

permit of any saving in poles, as the side strain on the poles

due to wind pressure on the wires will actually be 25 per cent.

greater with the aluminium than with the copper wires, and

therefore heavier poles would have to be used .

In such small wires the effect of wind pressure is greater

than with wires of larger sectional area, as the surface ex

posed to the wind does not increase so rapidly as the

sectional area ; and we shall, therefore, find a greater dif

ference in the length of span if we take as an example a

copper wire of 300 inch diameter and compare it with its

equivalent aluminium wire, the diameter of which will be

• 378 incb . For the copper wire we have

DR. H. Rupp, of Stattgart, has made an important simpli

fication in the Marconi receiving apparatus, which he describes

in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, April 14th, p. 237. To

restore the resistance of the coherer, Marconi, as is well

known, employs an electric tapper, working like the hammer
of an electric bell. Tbis taps the coherer tube, loosers

the filings and stops the current. This contrivance

has been found to be somewhat uncertain in its action, and

when a Morse instrument was used the dots and dashes were

often not sufficiently separated .

Dr. Rupp dispenses altogether with the electric tapper

in his arrangement, and decoheres the filings by caasing the

tube to rotate on its exis . The rotation of the tube is pro

duced very simply by means of the paper ribbon of the Morse
instrument. The leading-in wires of the coherer are

mounted in bearings, and a small vulcanite pulley, with

flanges, is fixed on one end of the tube. The tube is put in

circuit by two small copper springs, wbich rub on the rotating

The paper strip of the Morse instrument passes round

the pulley between the flanges.

Fig. 1 shows this coherer partly in section .

.

axes .

P

-

W = 2736 lb.

= 300

W 406

t 567 lbs.

236 feet,

whilst for the aluminium wire we have

-

W = '1304 lb.

P = 378

w • 400

900 lbs.

a = 300 feet.

FIG . 1 .

The paper spool of the Morse instrument is slightly braked

by a brass spring, in order to produce & uniform tension on

the paper ribbon,and therebyauniform rotation in the coherer

tube. The arrangement of such a receiving station is shown

diagrammatically in fig . 2 .

W , W3

The aluminium line would , therefore, need only four poles

where the copper line would require five, but part of this

advantage would be neutralised by the fact that, as the side

strain on the poles due to wind pressure on the line would

be 50 per cent. greater for the aluminium line than for the

copper one, the poles for the former would have to be of

larger diameter.

Šo far we have followed Mr. Hunt in comparing alami

niom with soft copper, but if we compare the wires in the

last example with anequivalent hard drawn copper wire of,

gay , 97 per cent. of the conductivity of the soft copper wire,

and with a breaking strain of about 64,000 lbs. per square

inch, we get the following figures :

We
M

F R

à

U

ΗΣ_Σ

9

E B

FIG . 2.

diameter = 305 inch

W = 2827 lb.

P = .305

W = '416

t 1,160 lbs.

334 feet,=

a

showiog that the advantage as to number of poles and also

as to side strain on the poles lies with the harddrawn copper
wire.

Mr. Hunt says in his paper that experiments are now

beiogmade with an alloy of aluminium having an increased

breaking strain, and that although these experiments are not

yet completed, it can safely b3 predicted that a wire of

aluminium alloy can be furnished with a breaking strain per

square inch equal to that of hard drawn copper, and a con

dactivity of not less than 50 per cent. of Matthiessen's

standard. Such a wire would have a diameter about 40 per

cent. greater than that of the hard drawn copper wire of

equalconductor resistance, and if we suppose that its specific

gravity and price per pound remains the same as for

aluminium , it would costfrom 10 to 15 per cent. more than

the equivalent copper wire.

There is another point which should be taken into con

sideration , and that is, that the coefficient of expansion per

degree rise of temperature is nearly 20 per cent .greater for

aluminium than for copper,so that if the two wires are to

have the same maximum dip in summer, the aluminium

wire will have a smaller dip than the copper wire in winter,

and will be subjected to a greater strain unless allowance has

been made for this by taking a lower working tension in

calculating the span from the maximum dip.

In the circuit of the coherer tube, F , there are, in addition

to the battery, E, the resistance, w, and the relay, R. By
means of the switch, u , either the calling up bell, L, or the

Morse apparatus, m, with their respective resistances, w , or
W3, and the battery, B, can be thrown into the local circuit ;

w is a resistance arranged in shunt to prevent sparking at

the relay.

Sucha station is called up when the tube is at rest, and

the bell continues to sound until the Morse instrument is

plugged into circuit, and the paper ribbon set in motion .

The diameter of the coherer tube to be employed in this

way must not be too small, and the quantity of filings

between the silver electrodes must be small enough to roll

round the glass wall of the tube. When all the dimensions

are properly chosen the dots and dashes stop at the right

moment, and the signals are very distinct - certainly much

better than with the old arrangement.

:

Search Lights and Defence.-- A committee of naval

and military officers at Portsmouth was engaged on Monday

night testing the position of the electric search lights dis

tributed among the forts and batteries of the Solent, and to

determine whether it was possible for an enemy's torpedo

craft to steal into Spithead and effect on perceived an entrance

into Portsmoath Harbour under cover of the night.
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ELECTRICAL ALLOYS.

BY ROLLO APPLEYARD.

Patent nickel varies least, German silver the most. If the

diameter of the roller is 40 times that of the wire, only a

very small increase in the resistance of the patent nickel wire

is observed ; with German silver the increase is about four

times greater. If rollers of 10 times the diameter of the wire

TABLE IT .

Resistance in ohms.

Specimen of wire.
Diameter

of rollers.

Increase

per cent.
> Before

rolling.

After

rolling.

1. Standard German sil .

ver (Siemens and

Halske)

20 mm.

10

10

40

1 mm . 40

40

2 2403

2 2460

2 2470

2 2425

2 2468

2.2440

1.9603

1.9977

2 0008

2 0099

2.2575

2 2594

2 2666

2 2457

2 2561

2 2500

1 9698

2 :0000

2.0024

2:0198

077

0 60

0 87

0 14

0:41

027

0 48

0:12

0 08

0 49

10

2. Nickelin (Obermaier) 1

1

40

10

3

"

0 : 3 ,
13

3. Platinum - silver

(Heraus) ...

4. Platinum - iridium

5. Patent nickel

03. ,

0 : 3 ,

71

1

1

TEN years ago German metallurgists began to study the

problem of mechanical and electrical permanence of the

cheaper alloys used for resistance coils. They appealed to the

Reichsanstalt. Metal founders submitted specimens for

analysis and criticism , elaborate tests were made, and the

results led to the favour and adoption of "manganin " and

“ constantan .” Thereis stillsome doubt as to the durability

of these alloys, but the evidence shows that, with proper

precautions, manganin and constantin may be protected

against all ordinary sources of deterioration. The history of

that investigation deserves to be told in full , as an object-lesson

upon the benefits conferred by a National Laboratory. It is all

written in Band II. of the Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen

der Physikalisch -Technischen Reichsanstalt ; parts of it bave

from time to time been quoted in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW

and other journals, but several important details have been

omitted ; it is therefore proposed here to give a summary

of the investigation more or less as it appears in the

original volume.

S. METALLIC ALLOYS FOR STANDARD RESISTANCES.

The first step was to investigate the electrical resistance

of most of the familiar alloys, with the intention of elucidat

ing the question of the variation of their specific resistancer,

for it is these variations that most disturbprecise measure

mentr. German silver was next examined, samples being

taken from that made by Mesers. Siemens & Halske for

standard resistances ; also nickel wire from Obermaier, of

Nürnburg, and platinum -silver and platinum - iridium from

Messrs. Heräus , of Hanau . Of these alloys , the particular

quality of platinum -silver examined was found to be too

inhomogeneous and too brittle ; it had , therefore, to b

excluded from the final research .

Platinum -iridium , on account of its high price and great

temperature coefficient, was discarded , as it was considered

to be only of secondary importance for practical purposes.

In the courseof the experiments, the nickel used for coins in

the Imperial Mint, and manufactured by Messrs. Basse and

Selve in Altena, under the trade name of “ Patent pickel,”

was carefully tested .

In order to characterise the materials as nearly as possible,

analyses of the various samples were made in the Chemical

Laboratory of theof the Reichsanstalt, with the following

results :

TABLE I.

4

3

40

10

24

6

12

3

06.,

06 .
03.,

03.,

2 0205 20217

2 :01405 2 0190

2 : 8687 2-8704

1.1031 1 1 0035

60106 6.0149

2.9986 3.0054

15:1748 15 0837

5.0583 5 0973

19

006

025

Or6

004

007

0 23

006

077

are used, both of these alloys show a change of resistance of

about four times the above increment. The cause of this

increase of resistance by rolling is partly due to stretch, and

partly to mechanical hardening, the result of bending and

twisting.

Variations due to bending may be prevented very easily

and effectively in standard resistancee, by attaching the wires

permanently to metal with a strong costing of shellac.

The quasi-permanent resistance-changes due to heating of

the material are much more serious. In order to investigate

them , bobbins of the foregoing metals were heated for several

hours in a dry oven at 40° C., 100°C.,and 150° C., and then

again at 100° C., measuring the resistance before and after

every heating . Table III., column 6 , shows the alteration of

resistance, corresponding to the various temperature ranges.

TABLE III .

1

Specimen of wire.
Dura. Tempe

tion . rature.

Resistance

before after

the heating.

Varis

tion.

1
1

2 3 4 5 6

German silver

( 1 mm . )

Messrs. Siemens

and Halske.

Nickel.

(1 mm. )

Messrs.

Obermaier.

Patent nickel.

.
.

Copper

Zinc

Nickel

Cobalt

Iron

Manganese

Tin

60.16

25 37

14:03

Trace

0:30

Trace

61.63

19.67

18:46

0:19

0 24

0.18

74:71

0:52

24.14

Trace .

0.70

0:17

Trace.

-

Hours. Degs. C. Ohms. Ohms. Per cent.

40 1.9698

1. Germansilver (Siemens

1.9706 +004

3 150 1.9706

and Halske).

1.9876 + 085

1 mm
5 100 1.9875 1.9878 + 0 02

7 40 2 0000 2 : 0007 i + 0:04

2. Nickelin (Obermaier).
3 150 2 0007

1 mm.

20146 + 0 69

5 100 20146 20147 + 0.01

8 140 2.8704 2.8692 - 0.04

150 2 8692 2.8575 - 0:41

3. Patent nickel. 1 mm.
100 2-8575 2 8576 1 + 0.008

100 2.8576 2 8577 +0:00

100 6.0149 6-0056 - 0:15

100 6-0056 6 *0048 - 0:01

4. Patent nickel. 0.6 mm.
2 150 160048 5 :9962 - 014

100 5.9962 5.9963 + 0 002

14 days. Room
-5 9963 5.9964 ) + 10-002

temperature.
8 40 16.0837 15 *0779 -0.04

5. Patent nickel. 0:3 mm. 2 150 15.0779 15.0067 - 0:47

3 100 15 0067 15.0071 + 0 *007

6 40 5.0970 5 0945-10.05

100 0 ·094b 6 0863 - 0.16

6. Patent nickel. 03 mm. 150 50863 5 :0726 - 0.27

100 5.0726 5.0726 0

300

0 :00036

33: 2

0.00030

32 8

0 00021

Sp. resistance

Temp. coefficient

Thermo- electric

power against Cu. 144 18:1 29 :1 }
1

For reference, three physical constants are added to the

table :-( 1 ) The specific resistance in microbm -centimetres ;

(2) the thermo-electric power against copper in micro - volts

per 1° C. , temperature difference ; and ( 3) the temperature

coefficient.

In the next case, the effect of rolling the wire was investi

gated at various adjustments of the rollers. Copper pieces

were hard soldered to the ends of thewire under test, and the

resistance was measured ; then, avoiding tensile strain so far

as possible, the wire was rolled, and finally its resistance was

again determined at the same temperature.

All wires in Table II. show an increase of resistance after

rolling, varying from 0:04 per cent. to about 0:87 per cent.

Patent nickel gives a diminution, German silver and nickelin

an increase, of the specific resistance after heating. The

first heating, 40 ° C., produces a slight but definite alteration

with all the wires. With the next heatings, 100° C. and

150° C. , German silver and nickelin have very nearly

the same order of increase, which is approximately

double of the diminution exhibited by patent nickel. Heat
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ing at 100 ° C., after previous long continued heating at

150 ° C. , influences German silver and nickelin only very

slightly; with patent nickel, as a general rule , there is no

difference within the limits of observation. The important

results derived from these experiments are: (1 ) that the
specific resistance of German silver and pickelin can be made

approximately constant, by prolonged heating at 150° C. ;

and (2) that the specific resistance of patent nickel becomes,

within the limits of observation, perfectly constant under the

same treatment, so that it does not undergo any subsequent

changes even when heated to 100° C. Secondly, the experi

ments show that, of the materials investigated , patent nickel

is essentially better than German silver and nickelin as a

material for standard resistances. The above variations are

considered by the Reichsanstalt to be due to the presence of

zinc in the German silver and in the nickelin samples.

Resistance Alterations due to other Influences. - Of the

other iofluences that can bring about variations in the re

sistance of metallic alloys, oxidation has first to be con

sidered . The results show that shellac is effective in

preventing oxidation, even with the alloys most liable to be

attacked . The thermo-electric force of the above specimens

against copper, brings about apparent changes of resistance.

These changes are most observable with low resistances veed

with large currents ; but by suitably designing the resist

ances and apparatus they can be pullified.

Of much rr ore importance are the changes of specific

resistance with temperature. There is no means for com

pensating these change, they can only be held within limits

by carefal jacketing in oil baths, meanwhile observing the

temperature of the oil . They constitute the principal cause

of uncertainty in standard resistance coils, and they form

the starting point of the investigations of the Reichsanstalt.

Klemencic studied the properties of platinum -iridium and

several other alloys used as standards of electrical resistance.

He investigated platinum-iridium, platinum -silver, German

silver and pickelio, bat without giving analyses of the

samples. The Reichsanstalt bave since examined some of

thenickelin alloys used by him, and they find their com

position to be :

Copper. Manganese,

1. Bare wire 754 Trace.

2. Covered wire ... 75 5 24.5 Trace.

thus corresponding with the patent nickel in Table I.

The different materials were test :d with regard to their

specific resistance, their temperature coefficients, and their

thermo-electric force against copper, also the charge of their

resistance with time, the inflaences of mechanical deforma

tion, and of moderate temperatures. As a result of the

whole investigation, it is found that German silver is of all

the alloys the least suitable material for standards of resist

ance, since it is the one most influenced by mechanical

deformations. In this regard the Reichsanstalt conclusions

agree with those of Klemencic. The temperature-chanses

in Klemencic's experiments, though comparatively small ,

were quite great enough to produce noticeable acceleration

of the resistance variations. He himself says : “ It would

perhaps be possible to bring newly -constructed resistance

coils to a final steady value by sabmitting themfor a con

siderable tim: to a fairly high temperature." But he did

not pursue this idea very far. In his investigations,

platinum -silver, such as was recommended 30 years b : fore

by Matthiessen, proved the best; in the Reichsanstalt experi

ments, however, this material seemed to lack homogeneity.

With regard to the use of “nickelin " (patent nickel ) of

standard resi tances, Klemencic says : " it has many good

properties, but its high thermo-electric power against copper,

and the small degree to wbich it can withstand chemical

actions, must be regarded as unfavourable. ” This alloy is

very generally used in the construction of coils for ordinary
resistance boxes.

( To be continued .)

Nickel .

24.6

THERE bave been many wrong conjectures and misconcep

tions in this country on the sabject of wireless telegraphy.

Thecontroversy that broke forth on the question of allocating
credit to the originators is no doubt still fresh in the minds

of our readers. We are not anxious to revivify the differences

that have marked the introduction of this new system of

signalling, and to that end we shall , as far as possible, con

fine our remarks to the experiments that are being conducted

in this country by Mr. Marconi. To begin with, however, an

error perpetrated by a contemporary which still remains

uncorrected ought to be swept away. The postal authorities

are not conducting experiments on wireless telegraphy

between Bournemouth and the Needles, and never have been.

A want of knowledge has attributed to the Post Office what

has really been done by the Wireless Telegraph Company,

under the supervision of Mr. Marconi.

We have been in touch with the Bournemouth experi

ments for months past, and last week we had the privilege of

taking some part in the transmission of messages between

Bournemouth and the Needles by the methods of Mr.

Marconi.

It is bardly necessary to say that successful experiments on

wireless telegraphy have not been confined to this country,

In Italy and Germany indefatigable workers have been able

to give very remarkable demonstrations. The most note

worthy are those of Dr. A. Slaby, whose achievements have

been often quoted in this country as a means of disparaging

Marconi's work. Dr. Slaby himself is more generous,and

at the present stage it is interesting to quote the following

passages from his recent work :

“ Like many others I have also taken up this study, but

never got beyond the limits of our High School.
Even

with the aid of parabolic reflectors and great capacity

I could not attain any further.

“Marconi must have clearly added something new to the

knowledge by which distances of a kilometre long were

attained . I at once resolved to go to England , where the

telegraph authorities were making greater experiments.

Introduced through my friend Mr. Gisbert Kapp to Mr.

Preece, chief engineer of the English telegraph administra

tion, I was graciously allowed to participate in these. What

I saw was something new ; Marconi had made a discovery ;

he worked with means, the full importance of which had not

been recognised, and which alone explain the secret of his

Success .

“ I ought to have said this at the commencement of my

subject, as later, especially in the English technical press,

the novelty of Marconi's process was denied. The produc

tion of the Hertz waves , their radiation through space, the

sensitiveness of the electric eyes, all are known . Very good ;

bat with these means 50 metres were attained, but no more .

“ In the first instance, Marconi has devised for the process

an ingenious apparatus which , by the simplest means, attains

certain results." He has thus first shown how, by connecting

the apparatus with the earth on the one side, and by using

long extended vertical wires on the other side, telegraphy

was possible. These wires form the main feature of his

invention ; the term wireless telegraphy ' is, therefore,

really incorrect. It would be more correctly termed spark

telegraphy, in contrast to the present telegraphy by the elec

tric current.

“ I will first of all discuss the constructive apparatus.

The principal part of the apparatus is the electric eye.'

After many experiments, Marconi considered a metallic

powder, or rather a mixture of metallic powders, 96 per cent.

hard nickel, and 4 per cent. silver, to be thebæt. It is pro

duced by filing with clean and dry files. This mixture is

sealed in a glass tabe between two silver balls, the limited

surface of which is slightly amalgamated with mercury,

The finer the layer of powder, the more sensitive the eye,

i.e. , the lower the force of the rays, the better the action.

“ The layer is only about mm. thick , and only from 20

to 25 metallic grains can be introduced . The exact percen

tage of silver given is comparatively unimportant ; it can

only be said that a larger quantity of silver grains make the

tube more sensitive, which is of no advantage, as the more

silver, the more defective the interruption by concussion

D

6

.

6

American Pigs for i he Clyde ! -It is stated thata large

quantity of American pig iron has been brought into the

Clyde at 108. per ton below the price for which English iron
could be obtained in this country, and should it prove equal

to specifications, it is said there will be a large importation.
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after signalling. To effect certain results, which is themain

point, I entirely omit the silver, and use only nickel filings.

Marconi further recommended the tubes to be exhausted

after filling, and hermetically closed . The former is, accord

ing to my views, unimportant ; the hermetical closing is,

however, to be recommended , as it ensures the correct posi

tion of the confined silver plungers. The entry is effected

by platinum wirer, wbich are welded to the silver plungers.

It is, however, of the greatest importance to select with the

microscope, metal grains of the most uniform size possible,

the sharpedged, jagged and pointed being the most accept
able, and theroundgrains being the least . Before filling they

must be carefullycleaned and dried. In spite of everything
one is, however, dependent on chance ; some have always to

be rejected, partlythrough having too little or too much

sensitiveness, partly on account of an absence of capacity of

interruption."

Dr. Slaby, after giving further details of Marconi's

apparatus, proceeds to say:

" Arriving home, I at once commenced to repeat the

experiments. I constructed the apparatus in every respect

according to Marconi's system . Several simplifications were
made subsequently which have proved useful."

The evidence of Dr. Slaby ought to be fairly conclusive

that Marconi had made distinct advances on anything pre

viously attempted .

Retarning, however, to the experiments at Bournemouth.

It is perhaps necessary to say that the Wireless Telegraph

Company have had since last November a signalling station

at Bournemouth, and one at Alum Bay, on the Needles, Isle

of Wight, the position of these places with regard to each

other being clearly shown on the section of map. The dis
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arranged underneath the table completes the apparatus for

sending messages across space . After an examination of the

instruments, we had various special messages sent by the

operator, with a request that they should be repeated ; the

messages were by no means easy, and, as one was a code

message, there was no context to enable the operator at the

Isle ofWight end to guess the words. Yet, difficult as it was,

the code message came back exactly as it was sent. Altogether

we were sending messages backwards and forwards for

apwards of an hour, but in no single instance was there any

trouble in reading the signals.

As we have already remarked, a 10 - inch coil and a Morse

key constitats the sending apparatus. The coil at the

Bournemouth end is worked bymeans of a smallbattery of

accumulators. The sparks from the induction coil are made

to pass between two small brass balls, about of an inch in

diameter, and placed about an inch apart. In the process
of sending a message one sphere of the induction coil would

be connected to the end of the vertical wire, while the

other would be connected to earth. The operation of

the Morse key, by regulating the passage of the current

between the battery and thecoil, governs the discharge

between the spheres, and gives rise to the electro-magnetic

waves in the length of vertical wire which affect the appe
ratus at the receivingstation. It is interesting to mention,

As showing the tendency to simplify the Marconi appa

ratus, that in the Penarth experiments it was necessary,

for the purpose of transmitting signals over a distance of

eight miles, to employ an 18 -inch induction coil ; bat

it has been found that perfect signals can now be obtained

between Bournemouth and the Needles with a 6 - inch coil.

It is necessary, when the sending and receiving instru

ments areadjacent to one another, to provide a metal screen

between them .

Both at Bogrnemouth and at the Needles the whole of the

receiving apparatus, with the exception of the Morse instru

ment, is contained in a metal box . We need hardly dwell at

length upon the receiving apparatus ; it consistsmerely of

the coherer, the constraction and action of which are well

known. The coherer patsinto action a one-cell battery,

which operates a relay. The relay makes and breaks con

nection between a 12 - cell battery and a Morse instrument,

which prints the message. The coherer is about 14 inches

in length and abɔat Hoth of an inch in diameter. When

receiving a message the end of the vertical wire is connected

to the coherer, which then becomes sensitive to electro

magnetic waves. The necessity of decoheringexists, and to

restore the coherer to its original non -conducting condition,

after being affected by theelectro -magnetic waves, which

go to make a distinct signal, an electricaltapper is provided,

which operates automatically and taps the coherer back to

its normal state .

After spending & considerable time at Bournemouth

dictatingmessages and having them repeated , wepassed over
to the Needles to examine the station there. The instru

ments are arranged in a room in the Needles Hotel, andare

practically identical with those in age at Bournemouth. The

vertical wire is attached to a mast about 150 feet high,

though the entire height of the pole is not utilised. Messages

weresent backwards and forwards for some time after we

arrived on the island, and at 9 o'clock in the evening of the

same day we again witnessed for about an hour and a half

the transmission and receipt of messages. Moreover, we

availed ourselves of the system to send a telegram to London,

the message beingsent from the Needles to Bournemouth,
and there handed in at the local telegraph office. We

had a further opportunity next day of testifying to the

facility and accuracy with which signals could be sent

and repeated, though it hardly necessitated these various

tests toconvince as of the successful working of the system .

Many of the Morse messages we brought away with us, and

a further examination of them demonstrates beyond doubt

the clearness and strength of the signals. Admittedly the

signals were slow , the average speedin transmission being

probably no more than 12 words per minate, bat it must be

added that no attempts whatever had been made to send

fast signals, the aim being rather towards reliability than

The system has now been in use between Bournemouth

and the Isle of Wight for some months, and the variations

in weather have hadpractically no marked effect upon the
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tance between the two points is 141 miles, and messages

are sent between the two places with facility and accuracy.

Swanage is to be very shortly brought into electro -magnetic
communication withthe Needles.

We have at different times spoken of the apparatus used

in Marconi's system ,* and at the moment it is scarcely im

portant to refer to the principle in detail, especially as the

quotation from Dr. Slaby includes an account of the chief

features of Mr. Marconi's system .

A room in one of the houses facing the sea at Bourn:

mouth is fitted up with the necessary apparatus for sending

and receiving signals. Even in a locality where masts and

flagstaffs arecommon, the height of the pole facing the sig

nalling station would probably attract attention. It is

about115 feet high, andfrom the top of this is suspended

either an insulated copper wire, or , as on the occasionof our

visit, a wire netting some 9 inches in width may be employed.

The wire netting is suspended from the pole by means of a

long ebonite stick, two coils of wire at this point being

employed in order to give an increased capacity. Means are,

of course, taken to prevent the netting or thewire coming into

contact with the pole. The end of the conductor is carried

through a window into the room where the transmitting and

receiving apparatus is arranged. Upon entering the room ,

the scene of such remarkable performances, one is struck

with the simplicity, indeed , the sparseness of the apparatus.

On a small table near the window is a large 10-inch in

duction coil, and a Morse key, which forms the sending

apparatus, while close by is a metal box some 2} feet

in length , whichwhich contains the receiving. apparatus,

the coherer, a relay and the tapp3r, while an ordinary Morse

printer completes the receiving equipment. A few cells

* A full description of Marconi's apparatus appeared in the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW for July 16th, 1897.

&

врзеd .
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signals. If there is any difference, it is that foggy and stormy

weather is the most favourable for the transmission of signals.

The experiments have not been entirely confined tosignalling

between shore and shore . Quite a large number of successful

results have been obtained in signalling between ship and

shore in the very worst of weather. In this case a mast,

50 feet high, was erected on a steam tag, and gave excellent

signals.

The next move in wireless telegraphy is the erection of a

station at Swanage, which is 18 miles from the Isle of Wight;

this is in course of construction, and no doubt will soon be

in operation . A still more ambitions scheme is in contem

plation, and that is telegraphing between the Isle of Wight

and Cherbourg, a total distance of 60 miles. We need hardly

say we shall follow these experiments with the greatest
interest.

Mr. Marconi deserves the congratulations of all scientific

men for the singularly able and ingenious manner in which

he has brought wireless telegraphy to a practical issne.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Marconi and to Mr. Jameson

Davis, the managing director oftheWireless Telegraph Com

pany, for freelygiving us information and permitting as to

witness practicaltestson the system .

NRR ? + på L + ( 2 R8 + y2 m – 2 p L n) ,- po N
s + pa na

from wbich it can be seen that the quantity in the brackets

is positive when 2 R 8 + p2 M2 > 2 p ? L’n, is zero when

2 R8 + pa m = 2 p L n , and is negative when 2 RS +

pe mº < 2 på L N, and, therefore, that the current in the

primary circuit is increased by the presence of a secondary

circuit when 2 R8 + 22 MP < 272 L N, and reduced when

2 R 8 + på m ? > 2q2 L N.

Which of these two cases would result depends on the

relative values of the resistances and inductances as well as

upon the pitch of the voice. Bat generally it seems thatit

is not advisable to sheath telephonic coils with solid metals.

And that if indicators are sheathed with iron to give them a

magnetic circuit of less resistance that it would be advisable

to split the sheathing from end to end to prevent it acting

As asecondary circuit.

The inductance of a metal sheathing can be calculated

from the measured inductance of a coil of wire occupying

the same space and having n turns since the inductance of
1

the sheathing would be that ofthe coil. And the mataal

induction between the sheathing and the primary coil would
1

that of the primary coil and the coil occupying the

space of the sheathing.

The cores of electro -magnets act as secondary circuits in

the same way as an iron sheathing, and for this reason

telephonic induction coils and transformers are provided with

cores of iron wires oxidised on the surface. It is doubtful,

na

be

n

INDUOTANCE IN TELEPHONY

By W. MOON .

(Concluded from page 504.)

This condition being fulfilled, and Enn being constant, it will

be found that the greater the difference between 8 and R when

R + S constant, that the greater is the current in the

secondary circuit. For if the value of “ , ” be filled in

equation (2) it can be written

y : FIG . 5.

V

Em

(4)

( 8% + q na) ( R ' + p®L2 )
+ på mº + 2RS – 2pLN

-

ram

and if p L , p n and p u be written as resistances since they

are to bear a constant proportion to R and s they may be

written p L = n R, P N p* L na = anoRs.

Filling these valuesin (4) it reduces to

à

ns, p2 m2

however, whether the insulation thus procured is all that

could be desired . A more efficient core for an induction

coil can be made by winding iron foil op in a coil with paper

insulation betweeneach turn, as shown in fig. 5, when the

straight line represents the iron foil, and the dotted line the

paper.

A transformer can be similarly made with iron foil in

strips with paper insulation, as in fig. 6.J Rs {RS

n² a

)

Em

(na + 1 )2

+ n ° a + 2 (1 – n)a }

where the quantity in the brackets is a constant, and since

the productRs is least at either end of the line, and greatest

when R = s, it is evident that the nearer the transformer

is placed to either end of the line the greater will be the car

rentin the secondary circuit .

Moreover, at a particular point between the centre of the

line and “ E the current in the secondary circuit would be

equal to that in equation (3) where no transformer is used ,

and for any position nearer “ E ” than that point the cor

rent in (4 ) would exceed that in ( 3) in proportion to the

nearness of the transformer to E. And this is the explana

tion of the use of the induction coil with telephone circuits,

where the work done by the battery is much greater, and,

consequently, the secondary current is much greater than if

themicrophone were used on the circuit direct.

The induction coils used with telephones are not of the

closed magnetic circuit type. The primary current of a tele

phone induction coil is undulatory but not alternating, so

that the inductances of such coils are single current induc

tances, and it is necessary to use coils withbroken magnetic

circuits having but little residual magnetism .

As the presence of a secondary circuit affects the impe

dance of a primary circuit, it is interesting to note the effect

of sheathing such piecesof apparatus as indicators and

transformers, assuch sheathing acts in every way similar to
a short-circuited secondary circuit.

If the value of " , " be filled in the denominator of

equation (1) the impedance oftheprimary circuit works

FIG . 6 .

The advantage of these methods over the use of wire, is

that apart from a better insulation, more iron can be got in

the same space.

If, in a transformer in which the inductance of the two

coils and the mutualinductance between them is equal, the

inductance of the coils be separated from that of thelines by

substituting Li + M for L and N, + M for n in equation (4)

this equation reduces to

y

En

V pº ) * 1
(84+p N1') (R ' + p Li") (B + p L1 ) p Ni + (s* + påNı”) p 11

pa x2

+ 2

PM

out as
+ (8 + 8)a + . (Ll+ IN .)2p2
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had the steel rope extending from the top of the post to the

end of the carrier, just above the contact springs ; a sort of

short cut, which does not look so neat as when the rope is

entirely hidden , but wbich is effective enough.

In the 84 lamps which the Electric Construction Company,

Limited, are now erecting at Bath, the steel wire rope is

simply allowed to slide on the inside of the tabe of the

carrier, and the cables are kept from fouling it by means of
a sheet - iron partition , which is slipped into the carrier before

it is wired ; the two electric cables resting side by side on
this partition .

The writer thorcughly tested the first lamp-post and gear

for Bath, and found this arrangement satisfactory, the extra

friction due to the steel rope rubbing on the tube being

apparently very small in comparison with the total weight

requiring to be hoisted. A test was also made to see what the
life of a -inch diameter steel rope wonld be under these

conditions, and it was found that the wear after 10 years of

service night fairly be assumed to be inappreciable. The

diameter of the rope is really governed by the question of

how large a winch can be got into the space at disposal

ineide the post. A l - inch diameter steel rope and a 3 -inch
diameter winch seemabout right.

There are several minor improvements in these lamps for

Bath , thus two pawls working at half tooth are employed

instead of one, and merely pushing the raising and lowering

handle home lifts the pawls ont of gear by means of a cone.

The handle is fixed to an aluminium band-wheel, so that in

lowering the attendant may use his hand as a brake against

the rim of the wheel. The contact is slightly different to

the one you described, and it was found advisable to intro

duce a ball and socket joint immediately above it to allow

for slight swaying in a high wind.

There can be no doubt that this raising and lowering gear

bas come to stay,and great credit is due to Messrs . Davyand

Daviesfor introducing it. The fact thatwhen the lamp is

lowered it is automatically cut off from the circuit acts as

an additional safeguard, besides the double loop of cable

which was required. With the old -fashioned type of lower

ing gear was an additional expense, very liable to foul and

kink, and the cause of an extra drop in voltage.

Corner brackets are a bit troublesome to fit with the gear,

especially when there is a shop - door or window immediately

below ; but for tramway poles (especially centre poles ), which

also carry arc lamps, the lowering gear will be very useful,

because trimminglamps with an ordinary ladder is a trifle

dangerous, on account of the vibration and the live trolley

wires close by, whilst, on the other hand, the traffic generally

prevents a truck ladder being wheeled into position .

Ernest Kilburn Scott .

oc e

So ,
dt,

From wbich it can be seen that the greater m is made the

nearer the current in the secondary circuit approaches

Em

y =

✓ (R + s) ? + pa (Li + N, 72

In a tranformer in which L N = M2 the current can be

expressed in the number of torns of wire in the primary and

secondary circuits. Let L = n²K, N = n , K , and mon n,K.

Then if these values of L, N, and m , be filled in equation (4)

it reduces to

Em

Y =
n

+ S

pnn, K n /

where “ K " is a constant depending on the form and size of

the transformer, and R and s are the resistances of the

primary and secondary circuits which are free from induc

tance except inthe transformer itself.

The mean E.M.F. of a generator can be measured by

comparing the deflection produced in a galvanometer by half

a revolution of the armature, with the deflection produced by

the discharge of a condenser.

If a condenser of capacity “ F , " and charged with

an E.M.F. “ e, " be discharged through a galvanometer

then

PF = Fe,

and the discharge from the generator

Φη ,

= la

where o is the flax of force and n, the turns of wire of the

armature, and " w " the total resistance of the circuit.

Hence the mean E.M.F. generated when the armature

revolves n times per second is

9

Ein = 2 m 5 m = Fe 2 nw.

2x

Two generators of which the E.M.Fs. were thus measured

gave 16 and 26 volts respectively.

It is found that telephone receivers speak much louder

when they contain a permanent magnet, than when they do

not. The action of the magnet in the receiver can be thus

explained :

The pull of an element of the diaphragm in the direction

B2
of the magnet is sin od

8, where ß is the induction and
8 п

O the angle the lines of induction make with the diaphragm .

Hence the pull on the diaphragm is

1

8 п

Assume thisequal to $ . Then when a current passes through

the coil of the telephone the flux would be altered to 0 + 0 ,

and the pull to

( + 0 ) = 1 + 2 • 0 + 0 ,?,? ቀ ” + 2 0 9 +

so that the alteration in the pull that determines the motion

of the diaphragm would be + 2 0 0. + 0,? . Obviously ,

is much smaller than 0, so that the loudness of the speech

is proportional to the strength of the magnetism of the

permanent magnet.

If & soft iron core, instead of a magnet is used, o still

represents its magnetism , that is, its residual magnetism , and

hence the speech is not nearly as loud .

w

S 8 tin od
ds.

Jerry Wiring.

I had hoped the day of jerry wiring was over. Unfor

tunately, it is not. The specimen sent herewith is a sample

of wirewhich ) yesterday took out of an installation . This

wire, you will see, is fairoutside bell wire. I might mention

that a large portion of this wire had been ran under the

floorswithout any casing, in holes bored in the joiste. When

will fire insurance companies learn that it is advisable, from

their point of view , to safeguard their interests ?

In justice to South Shielde, I must mention that the work

was not done by a South Shields firm .
Jos. A. Jeckell.

CORRESPONDENCE .

Hoisting Gear for Street Lamps.

With reference to the Davy hoistinggear which you described

in a recent issue (p. 469) , it would , I fear, be very difficult

to carry the steel wire rope round the semi-circle of the

carrier op small rollers, as shown in the drawings. To start

with, how is one to get the rollers in position in the hole,

and supposing that possible, not much space is going to be

left for the two cables.

The makers must have early recognised this difficulty, as

the sample lamp at Bath, which is referred to in your article,

Blasting

The communication from Mr. Barnes, in yours of the 8th,

is very interesting. The points he mentions to help guard
against a repetition of theserious accident which arose while

testing detonators are useful, but it suggests to my mind :

farther consideration . Is itnot a mistake to allow unskilled

persons to test at all ? The sensitive bridge of a low tension

fuse is easily broken , and thus the fuse is spoilt ; hence the

necessity for constant testing. Bat with good, reliable,,

properlyconstructed “ high tension ” fuses this is never 60

oncemade goodalways good. I think the lesson to be learnt

is : Use a good high tension fuse which needs no testing. I

speak in their favour with a wide experience of 25 years.

Frank Brain , A.M.I.C.E.
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is not injured by a high degree of heat, and in a subsequent

patent (1879 , No. 2,402), he mentions the use of wire so

coated in a vacuum, whilst in 1888 (No. 2,438) Mr. Lang
hans described thorium oxide as a filament for an incandes

cent lamp, and the coating of wires electrolytically with this
material is also described by bim in No. 23,137 of 1895 .

The impregnation of carbon filaments with salts of the

platinum group of metals is frequently the subject matter of

patents between the years 1878 and 1892 .

H. E. Moul.

Referriog to the testing of electric detonatore, your corre

spondent of the 8th inst.is in order in stating that, had the

operator not tried to test the high tension electric detonator

fuses with the magneto, all would have been well ; but it is

usefulto those concerned that some of the points should be

more directly referred to.

It cannot be too widely known that high tension electric

detonator fuses cannot be tosted for continuity at all without

almost certain explosion, as will be realised by the sectional

sketch in page 9 of Nobel's explanatorypamphlet, “ Electric

Shot Firing" (of which copy is enclosed ).

Low tension electric detonator fuses (page 10 ) are pre

ferably tested for continuity with a single cell and galva

nometer, and then at a safedistance, or with the detonators
thoroughly shielded .

Electric blasting being a safe method, is becoming very

popular, and it is most desirable that all who use high or

low tension electric detonator fuses, should obtain from the

company who make, or the agent who supplies the goods,

some explanatory instructions,such as Nobel's issue to custo

mers, and there need be no danger.

In high tension electric detonator fuses the ends of the

wirer, touchingthe fulminating mixture, are about fth of

an inch apart ; it is, therefore, quite evident that they cannot

be tested for continuity without the “ arc " so formed firing

the flash mixture, which in turn fires the detonating mixture.

In low tension electric detonator fuses the platinum wire

bridge is continuous through the flash mixture, so that with

a single cell and galvanometer one obtains a deflection of the

needle, showing the circuit complete. As the electromotive

force and current are so moderate, the platinum wire is not

heated sufficiently to fire the composition.

In all matters pertaining to high explosives, the principal

desiderata are a thorough understanding of the details, and

the exercise of a little thought and ordinary care .

Nearly every mishap or accident is due to an omission or

a commission of some kind on the part of the manipulator.

John Mackenzie ,

Electrical Engineer.

Rubber Cables.

In connection with the late scare and damaging

ments made concerniog the behaviour of rubber -insulated

cables at Burton-on - Trent, it would no doubt interest your

readers to know that, according to the abstract of accounts

for that undertaking published in one of your contemporaries

in 1896 , the cost of repairs and renewals of mains was only

£15, and in 1897 on a capital expenditure on mains of

£14,335, the cost of repairs and renewals for the year was

only £ 16 .

Wm. E. Gray,

Electric Light Department, Silvertown .

“ Note on Condenser Shunts."

Owing to my own omission of certain words in my rough

manuscript, the final paragraph in the “Note on Condenser

Shunts " in the last issue of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW is

ambiguous. May I be allowed to supply the words omitted

by me ?

“ The above diagram shows how an ordinary quadrant

pole -reverser may be used either for Gott or for Thomson

mixing connections. For the latter the sliding contact is

direct to earth , and G with make-and - break key inserted

between either of the capacity quadrants and earth, 1 and 2

being plugged for charge, and 3 for mixing.'

E. Raymond-Barker.

April 15th , 1898 .

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Welsbach Incandescent Electric Lamp.

It would , I think, have increased the definite information

on this subject if Mr. Gibson in his very able article had

given the claims of Dr. Auer von Welsbach's patent which

has been laid open for public inspection, and the subjoined

translation of same, though possibly not literally accurate,

will probably be of service:

Claim 1. - Filaments for incandescent lamps, consisting of-

(a) Osmium , or ;

( 6) Osmium with a percentage of other platinum metals, such as

platinum , iridium , ruthenium , or ;

(c) A core of osmium with a coating of thorium oxide, or ;

(d ) A core formed from an alloy of osmium with the platinum

metals mentioned under 1 (6) , or of these metals or alloys of same

and coated with thorium oxide .

Claim 2. - A process for the production of the filaments described

in 1 ( a ) and (6), wherein ,

(a) Osmium or osmium compounds are metallically deposited on a

thin metal wire ( core) by the reduction of a volatile osmium compound

such as the tetroxide in reducing gases, and this core afterwards
volatilised by incandescence, or ;

(6) Osmium or osmium compounds are repeatedly spread in thin

layers on to thin metal wires (cores) using a cementing material if

desired, and the metal wire (core) then volatilised by incandescence,
or ;

(e) Osmium or omium compounds are electolytically deposited on

to a metal wire (core) and this core afterwards volatilised by in
candescence.

(d) Osmium or osmium compounds in pastyform are repeatedly

spread in thin layers on a vegetable or animal fibre ( using a cement

ing material if desired ), and converted into osmium by incandescence.

(e) Osmiumorosmium compoundsare made into an emulsion with

collodion, denitrated and incandesced.

Claim 3.-A process for the production of the filaments described in

1 (a), (b), ( c), (d ), for electric lamps wherein thin layers of thorium

oxide aresuccessively and repeatedly spread on to the filaments
mentioned and incandesced after each coating and the process re

peated until a dense casing of thorium oxide has been formed on the
filament.

In regard to these claims, as far back as 1878 (No. 5,306 ),

Edison patented a filament made of platinum , platinum

iridium alloy, or other metal, which fases at a high tempera

tare, and is pyro-insulated by being coated with a metallic

oxide, such as lime or magnesia, cerium or zirconium, which

An interesting and instructivepaper on " Municipal Electric Light

ing ” was read by Mr. W. C. C. Hawtayne, consulting engineer, at the

Bishopsgate Ward Club recently. There was a large and influential

attendance of members, including the chairman of the Walford Elec

tric Lighting Committee, Mr. A. E.Pridmore, Mr. H. H. Richardson

(solicitor to the Watford Ratepayers' Association ), and many others .

Mr. Hawtayne'spaper struck at the root of the whole question in

the first paragraph, " who are the proper persons to undertake the

work, local authorities or private companies ?

Beginning with a short history of the introduction of the dynamo,

arc lamps and incandescent lamps, giving the several dates on which

they made their advent, Mr. Hawtayne passed on to the time, only

a few years ago,when the business men put their heads together and

the voice of the promoter was heard in the land. To awaken interest

in the new industry, the 1881-82 exhibition at the Crystal Palace

was held, and many for the first time were able to see for themselves

what could be done, and the great possibilities of the electric lighting

in the future, and no difficulty was experienced, when batches of

companies were floated, in obtaining money, for, to use the words of

the author of the paper, " the general public went electricity mad . ”

Many companies immediately obtained provisional orders from the

Board of Trade to supply electricity in the larger towns, and a table

is given , which we reproduce below , of the provisional orders granted

in 1883.

Still in force .

Granted . Revcked.

Companies.

Local

authorities.

69 62

4

1883

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

:
:
:
:
:

v

1

: : : ܝ
ܕ
:]

1

...

In 1888, a new Act of Parliament which eliminated most of the

drawbacks of the Act passed in 1882, had the effect of resuscitating

the business of town lighting in 1889, when it was in the hands of
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the true friends of electricity supply, and the progress which has
taken place since then is apparent on every side of us.

In 1889, nine companiesobtained provisional orders and only one

local authority ; last year 42 local authorities and only eight com

panies, and only one of the companies' orders were for a new

andertaking. These figures are at last convincing of the soundness

of the business of electricity supply.

In 1890 the total number of8 -candle-power lamps supplied from
central stations was under 200,000 in London, and in the provinces

nil. In 1897 London had no less than 1,831,000, and the provinces

2,130,000. In London companies supply nearly 1,700,000 and the
local authorities less than 150,000, whereas in the provinces com

panies only supply 600,000 andthe local authorities 1,600,000.

These figures speak for themselves. It is notto be expested that

local authorities will exploit a new industry ; this mustbe done by
companies interested in that particular industry. When it is

demonstrated that the business is sound and contains no element of

risk, then is the time that local authorities step in, and this is what

has happpenrd. London is no doubt suffering, especially in the

City, through what may be called their throwing away of a chance in

allowiog companies to secure the orders,but we think, for the reason

given above, it was absolutely necessary for companies to exploit the

new industry, and where could this be done better than in London ?

Moreover, a great many orders secured by companies were orders

obtained simply by manufacturers of electrical machinery, whose

members were also members of the various companies. This served

a double purpose, namely, provided a market for their electrical

wares and demonstrated the utility and sound commercial nature of

the industry . Manufacturers have benefited by the change in the

enormous amount of business done, and perhaps the only individual

who bas suffered by the action of the local authorities is the company

promoter, and who cares for him ?

Mr. Hawtayne gives a long list of reasons for municipalisation,

many of which were advanced by the Town Clerk of Douglas, Isle of

Man , in a report compiled by him some time ago . They are 80

strong and clearly stated that weventure to reproduce them here:

" 1. It is generally admitted that a municipal authority can borrow

the necessary,capital for the initial outlayundermore favourable
circumstances than can be done by any private company.

" 2. By municipalisation the capital applied tothe purpose would

not be increased by promotion expenses, or by the result of early

failures, as is the case with so manycompanies.

" 3. Electric light can be sapplied by a corporation at a price so

as to be profitable ; less than that wbich would be charged by a

company, because the latter must charge a price sufficient, after pay .

ment of all working expenses, to provide a good dividend for its
shareholders.

“ 4. By municipalisation the corporation would simply require to

make a sufficient profit to paythe interest on the amount of borrowed

capital.

* 5. Where the installationis carried out by the corporation, it is

not necessary to increase working expenses bypayments to directors

for administration, and consequently municipalities can manage

more economically than companies.

“ 6. If the business which would accrue should be so profitable as to

be greater than the interest required for money borrowed, this ad

ditional profit might not only be applied with advantage to the re

duction of the rates, but also towards the very large expense which

would be incurred in lighting the public streets and thoroughfares.

“ 7. In the eveat ofthe corporation deciding to allow a company

to undertake the installation , the first step of thecompany - assuming

thatthe conditions imposed by the Imperial Parliament would apply

locally - would be to select a compulsory area, limited in extent, but

which would certainly comprise the choicest portion of the town,from

An electric lighting point of view . Ratepayers within the limits of

this compulsory area would be able by the use of the electric light

to make their places of business more attractive, to the detriment

probably of the ratepayers outside, who could not demand a supply

for two years, and could then only obtain it ander onerous con

ditions of guarantee, &c.

" 8. Where installations are in the hands of companies, theprogress

and growth of the undertaking is necessarily blow . Shareholders

naturally believe in quick returns, and insist upon immediate and

good dividends as the precursor to any contemplated enlargement of

thecapital account. Fromthe beginning business is cramped and

reallyobstructed for want of capital, with the inevitable consequence

that the unfortunate ratepayers in the outside area are left outin the

cold .

" 9. A corporation can afford totake broader views than a company,

and in the event of the business being sound as a commercialcon

cern justifying extensions,the object of the corporation would be to

develop it on an extended basis as expeditiously as possible. The

municipality could afford to provide capital extensions without the

necessity ofwaiting for a 5 per cent. or 6 per cent, dividend uponthe

work in the compulsory area, the principal aim , with due regard to

permanent profitable results, being for a corporate body toextend

the benefits of electricity supply throughout the whole of the

borough.

" 10. The corporation would be in itself a good customer in the

direction of public lighting. The drawback to the electricity supply

industry is that arising from the fact that the demand ceases almost

entirely at bedtime, and economical working is greatly increased if

the load can be continued far into the night.

“ 11. Municipal authorities — Esau -like- in numerous instances,

have sold their birthright by sacrificing the monopoly in gas and

water, and the same blunder, it is contended with reason, would be

perpetrated by sanctioning the creationof a similar monopoly in the

hands ofa companyproviding an installation of electric light.

! " 12. Experience demonstrates that ratepayers as a body will sup

port an undertaking in which, as ratepayers, they are personally in

terested as predominant partnersmorereadily and more extensively

than aconcern which they naturally look apon as a private monopoly
worked for private gain only.

" 13. Themost important reason , however, which is urged is that

by retaining the manufacture and supply of electrical enorgy inits

own hands, the corporation retains for itself the entire control of the

whole of the industry, while it at the same time applies to the use

of the ratepayersa system of sanitation as beneficialto the public as

the systemof watersupply or that of drainage.

• "14. Because with increased demand the cost of production will

become infinitely less while the price charged to the consumer can

remain the same it desirable.

" 15. That with reduced charges the demand is bound to increase.

Atpresent electricity has been supplied for little else than lighting,

but great advances are being madein electric cooking and heating,

and, of course, in motive power work, and I might sately saythat

within a few years' time every tramway in the kingdom will be

drivenby electricity. Now the most serious bar to a reduction in

the price of supply lies in the fact that with an ordinary lighting

load the plant is only working at its maximum load, that is its

highest efficiency for about two hours per diem , during the remainder

oftheday the standing charges are going on and the sales arein
finitesimal. Think what a difference there will be when electric

cooking and heating are in favour and tramways are working for 15
hours a day.

The traction load will in most of the large towns be larger than

the lighting load , and many tramway companies have already

arranged with local authorities or supply companies to take their

supply of electricity from the lighting station, in some cases the

price to be charged not to exceed 11d. per unit.

“ 16. That the municipalisation can do their public lighting at cost

price. Some local authorities say that theywill light the streets at

cost price, neglecting all depreciation and management expenses

because they saywe are making a profit out of our private castomers.

The works arethere to sapply them whether we supplythe public

lamps or not, so we willonly charge the ratepayers for public lighting

the extra cost involved by keeping the plant running a little longer

and for theextra fuel, & c., consumed andthe upkeep of the lamps."

Mr. Hawtayne's paper should be read by every member of the

councils in the different towns and cities where the question of

electric lighting is being considered. Unfortunately sufficient

thought isnot always given by those gentlemen when considering

this momentous question, perhaps on accountof the lack of such

useful informationas the paper under consideration affords, and

which is presented in a light and, in language tree from tech

nicalities, easily understood .

The question of electric traction for tramways is engaging the

minds of local authorities who have established their stations, and

tbis fact, combinedwith the lighting question , should awaken double

interest in the minds of those who have thedeciding for and against

allowing companies to step in and secure orders which have theeffect

of keepingupthe price anddepriving the poor man of his light, for,

undoubtedly, the electric light is the poor man's light, and we con

fidently think electric traction the poor man's brougham .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c

Agency Notice. — We understand that Messrs. Gadgeon

and Co., of 85, Finsbury Pavement, E C., are the newly -appointed

agents for Messrs. Flather & Son , electrical engineers, of Leeds.

Announcement.--Mr. G. Stegmand, of Clapham Junc

tion , has taken larger premises at 45, St. John's Hill, Clapham

Junction , where he intende opening electric light showrooms.

Catalogues. — Mr. James White, of Cambridge Street,

Glasgow , has brought out a new price list of Lord Kelvin's electrical

instruments, also other apparatus for central station and laboratory
use. The list is bouod in brown cardboard covers, is well printed,

anda good enamelled paper is used, showing off the excellent illus.

trations to best advantage. Among the many instruments of
which detailed descriptions aregiven, weobserve the Kelvin standard

direct- reading electric balances, standard watt balances, special stan

dard ditto, Kelvin's standard electrostatic voltmeters of various types,

dial central station voltmeters, recording ditto for direct currento,

astatic recording ditto for alternating currents, Kelvio's ampere

gauges ,engine room wattmeter, testing set, Kelvin's electricity supply

meter, Kelvin's continuous rheostats for current regulation, galvano

metere, resistance coils, and Wheatstone's bridges, electrometers, & c.
In the engineering and general apparatus section is Amsler's plane.

meter for determining the mean pressure in an indicator diagram ,

Thompson's indicator ,tachometers and speed indicators, and pyro

meters. The conditions and fees for Board of Trade instrumenttests

are given at the end of the catalogue.

Messrs. Fuller & Co., of 28 , Bush Lane, Cannon Street, E.C., have

issued newcatalogues dealing respectively with telephones and
fittings. The telephone list gives numerous illustrations, weights,

prices,andcode words of various telephonic apparatus and accessories.

Portable telephones, wall and desk apparatus,extension bells, inter

communication boarde, exchange switchboards, lightning arresters,

safety fuses for protecting telephones from hightension currents,

also diagrams of connections for systems of various dimensions are

given in this list. The electric light fittings catalogue shows &

variety of plainand ornamental brackets, somevery neat designs in

electroliers, staudards, pendants, shop lighting fittinge, sbips' fittings,

arc lamp- posts, and various acce -sories.
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Electrical Wares Exported.

WABX ENDING APRIL 19TH , 1897 WEEK ENDING APRIL 19TH , 1898.

£

Adelaide
68 0 Albany 80 0

Teleg. mat. 36 0 Alexandria. Teleph . mat. 34 0

Baltimore. Teleg. mat. 19 0 Amsterdam 120 0

Beira 37 0 Teleg. wire 300

Bombay .... 12 0 Auckland 29 0

Teleg. mat. 16 0 Bangkok 122 0

Buenos Ayres 175 0 Barcelona 41 0

Teleg. mat. 97 0 Batoun . Teleg. mat.... 1800

Calcutta ...
324 0 Beira. Teleg. mat. 1,155 0

Cape Town 288 0 Bombay. Teleg . mat.... 50 0

East London 601 0 Boulogne 139 0

Gibraltar 15 0 Buenos Ayres 220 0

Hamburg 328 0 Teleg . mat. 350 0

Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 25 0 Calcutta ... 337 0

Monte Video 114 0 Cape Town 2,160 0

Otago 216 0 Colombo 308 0

Passages... 2800 | Copenhagen.
55 0

Port Elizabeth ... 292 0 Delagoa Bay 500 0

Rosario 628 0 Durban 423 0

St. Lacia. Teleg, mat. 100 0 East London 255 0

Sanda Ram 36 0 Genoa 70 0

Singapore 12 0 Geraldton 80 0

Trinidad. Teleg. mat. 19 0 Hamburg 110 0

Hong Kong
28 0

Madras 331 0

Melbourne
169 0

New York
150 0

Ostend 30 0

Port Elizabeth ... 1,723 0

Rockhampton 9

Rotterdam . Teleg.

cable ... 16 0

Santander 28 0

Shanghai 1,090 0

Singapore
160 0

Teleg. mat. 25 0

St. Petersburg 250 0

Stockholm 255 0

Sydney ... 160 0

Tientsin ... 11 0

Townsville 67 0

Valparaiso 167 0

Wellington
326 0

Teleg. mat. 2,847 0

Yokohama 437 0

...

...

... ...

...

...

...

... ...

...

...

Total ... £ 3,731 0 Total £ 16,607 0

turbine which would be capable ofworking with an efficiency inany

way comparable to the efficiency of steam in engines of the recipro

cating type. Thepetitioner, after many experiments and long and

exkaustive research, was enabled to prodace a practical steam turbine,

and to lay down the conditions essential to the successful workingof

such a turbine. In order to do this the petitioner had to practically

and theoretically work out the proper relations between the velocity

of the moving parts and the velocity of the issuing steam acting

upon them , and by a system of alternate rows of fixed and

moving bladeshe was the first to devise a working machine and

to proportion the parts of the machine so as to produce . & prac

tical working turbine. The high speed at which, in order to

obtain the best results, it was necessary to run the moving parts

rendered it essential that bearings of a novel description should b3

invented, the bearings being provided with a certain amount of

elasticity, so that the movingparts would rotate around their centre

of gravity, or principal axis, instead of around their geometrical

centre or axis, so as to prevent vibration and shaking. The peti

tioner had also been able to eliminate one of the great difficulties

attaching to steam turbines known as the thrust. In introduciog the

invention, the greatest opposition was encountered from engineers,

engine builders, and others, and so little was known of the practical

value of steam tarbines at that time, that it was generally believed, in

the engineering world , thatno steam turbine could be constructed

whoseefficiency would approach the efficiency of the ordinary reci.

procatingengine. Many turbines constructed upon the principle of

the invention were, however, now in use for thepurposeof driving

electric lighting and other machinery, and the pablic appeared now
to have recognised the merits of the invention . Evidence was given

as to the great merit of the invention . Machines made in accord

ance with the invention were now being largely adopted , and were

being boughtall over thecountry. Oneof the machines had been

fitted to a vessel 100 feet long, whichattained a speed of 347 knots,
a speed which it was believed would be increased it the machines

were fitted tolarger vessels . — Lord Kelvin was called as a witness

in support of the petition, and said there was no practical steam

turbine before the petitioner's. The petitioner's invention gave, for

the first time, a practical steam tarbine. There was a great future

for steam turbines. The petitioner's invention bad given very good

results, and for many purposes it was going to supersede the recipro

catingengine,and its application to ships was a very great step

indeed. - Lord Watson said their Lordships would bumblyrecom

mend her Majesty to grant an extension of the patent for aterm of

five years, and they would state their reasons forcoming to that con

clusion on a later day.

Langdale, Hallett & Co. v . Russell & Lennard .

Before his Honour Judge Lumley Smith, Q.C., in the Westminster

County Court on Wednesday , the plaintiffs, builders, of 122,

Brompton Road, 8.W., sued defendants, formerly in partnership as

electrical engineers at 135 , Victoria Street, Westminster, for £ 24

5s. 100. for work doneat 41, Bedford Square in connection with

making good the walls there after cutting them for defendantsto put

in electric fittings, they baving the contract for the installation ,

Judgment was given for the plaintiffs.

Liquidation Notice . - A meeting of the Electric Traffic

Syndicate is to be held at 6, Old Jewry, E.C., on May 23rd, at 2

o'clock, to receive an account of the winding- ap operations from Mr.

Maurice Jenks, the liquidator.

Melbourne Working Men's College.- Wehave received

a copy of the 1898 prospectus of this College, giving full particulars

regarding the different subjects in which instruction is given , and

photographs of some of the workshops and class rooms. Mr. W. N.

Kernot is the instructor in the electricity department, and Mr. L. 8.

Daniel is instructor in telegraphy.

Police Electric Lamps . - A sub - committee of the Cardiff

Watch Committeehas instructed the head constable to report on the

subject of electric lamps for the police.

The Shannon Electric Power Scheme. - So many

erroneousimpressions prevail with regard to this project, that Mr.

W. T. Faller, engineer to the syndicate, writes to a Dublin paper,

giving a brief description of the scheme. Originally the desire was

to utilise the variouslakes of the Shannon River as storage reservoirs

which should ensure a sufficiency of water for the power required
during the summer ; in short, it was desired to use these natural

reservoirs to equalise the variable flow of the stream to a certain

extent, ensuring a fixed summer quantity, greater than the normal,

between LoughDerg and Limerick. In this echeme of storage Lough

Allen was included ; a certain volume of water would have been

retained there to supplement the flow into Longh Derg when

the quantity required from that lake exceeded the supply enteringit

at the upper end. Thisprocedurewas said to spell rain to the fish

ing industry, and rather than force it Mr. Fuller advised the directors

to revert to the use of steam during periods of drought, and to leave

the summer flow untouched. Various objections have been raised to

tte company's proposals. Theintention to developa certain amount of

power, with its necessary abstraction of a smallshare of the river, is

considered to be generally objectionable . Side by side with that state
ment, however, "we are told ,” says Mr. Fuller, " that were we to take

fjar or five times theamount of water, and develop four or five times the

amount of power at once, we should deserve support; and, although

the original proposal was to develop 5,000 H.P. only all the year

round, and although the present intention is to develop 5,000 H.P.

all the year round, and in addition another 5,000 H.P. during wet

periods, it has been publicly stated that the capacity of the works

has been decreased. These things must speakfor themselves. I

shallcontent myself with pointingoutthat even 10,000 H.P. is a very

considerable factor in the industrial life of a community, and that

.00

-

-

Foreign Goods Transhipped .

£ 8.

1 Yokohama 240 0

Electric Lifts.- The City and South London Railway

Company has placed the order for the whole of the electric litts

requiredon their new Islington extension in the handsof the United

Ordnance and EngineeringCompany, Limited ,ofLondon and Erith,

with whom Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Limited, are now incor

porated. Each lift will beatted with their patent gear, and will be

capable of carrying about 70 passengers, and the average stroke will

be 72 feet. The current required for working will be supplied

from the generating station of the railway company. This firm has

recently adapted one of the hydraulic lifts on the Stockwell section

of this line so that it is now worked by electricity. The United

Ordnance and Engineering Company, amongst other work of this

class, has in progress five electric lifts for the new Brighton Tower,

three of them serving to the 80 feet level, and two to the top of the

stracture , which is over 500 feet high, the speed of the latter lifts

being 300 feet a minute, and each carrying 30 passengers . They are

alsosupplying to the Royal Agricultural Ball a large electric platform

lift to raise two tons.

Electric Organ Blowing. The new organ which is

being put down atLincoln Cathedral is being supplied with electric

blowing apparatus by Messrs. Bergtheil & Young.

Extension Granted of the Parsons Patent. - Before

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ( present- Lord Watson ,

Lord Macnaghten, Lord Davey, and Sir Richard Couch ) a petition

was heard on 19th inst. for the extension of the term of letters patent

dated April 23rd, 1884, granted to the Hon. Charles Algernon Parsons

for an invention of " Improvements in rotary motors actuated by

elastic iaid pressure and applicable also as pumps.” Mr. Moulton,

Q.C., and Mr. A. J. Walter were counsel for the petitioner; the

Attorney -General and Mr. Sutton for the Crown. It was stated , says

the Times report, that the invention related to machines known as

steam turbines. Prior to the date of the petitioner's letters patent

no steam turbine was, sofar as the petitioner was aware, in practical

use within the realm . Many persons had endeavoured to employ the

velocity of steam generated in a boiler for the purpose ofcausing

constant revolution in one direction of moving parts without the use

of the reciprocating apparatuscommonly in usein engines actuated

by steam , but, so far as was known to the petitioner, no practical

machinehad , at the date of bis patent, been devised which would

enable steam to be used in this way . At the time when the petitioner

first devoted his attention to the subject of steam turbines no one had

worked out the conditions essential to the manufacture of a practical
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the argument that no one should erect & water mill unless it takes

the whole power of the river concerned, is a novel one. The intake

and outlet of the power canalare separated by about a mile of river,

containing fisheries. Down that river flows a volume of water, vary

ing from one anda quarter millions of cubic feet per minuteto one

considerably smaller. The height of the flood water at Castle Connell

frequently prevents good sport. Of that flood, it is proposed to

divert a comparatively trifling amount and return it to the stream

lower down. When the water is there, part of it will flow night and

day, viâ the canal; when it isn't there, the generators will be steam

driven ,"

Ships' Clinometer . We illu - trate below Hicks's new

patent ships' clinometer, which has been designed to register the

exact roll ofa vessel at sea, or when listing to port or starboard. The

clinometer shown is made entirely of metal, and theacting part consists

of a circular tube containing mercury , witha contraction in the lower

part to avoid undue oscillation, and is fitted with electric connections

so as to record any particular roll of the ship in the captain's cabin or

other place. For instance, if the captain desired to bewarned should

his vessel roll as much as 45°, he would place the small metal pointer

marked ring at,” with arrow attached, opposite that point, as

shown in the illustration . This is done by slightly releasing the

milled screw head in the centre by giving it a few turns to the left
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Bromley.-- Mr. Ernest Newton is to design the central

station buildioga for the Bromley Electric Light Company, the site

chogen being approached from West Street. It is stated that £ 7,000

out of the £ 20,000 required bas been subscribed, and that a gentle

man has offered to subscribe the remainder provided he receives a

seat on the board of directors, but the offer has been declined .

Camberwell. — The Vestry has adopted the recommenda

tion of the General Purposes Committee mentiooed in our last issue,

and will not proceed with the proposed purchase of the undertaking

of the County of London and Brush Company.

Cheltenham.-A new " get " has been erected at the

generating station, and a preliminary ran was made the otber day

with the arc lighting load before putting it on the actual service of

the town. It stood the trial to the entire satisfaction of the engi

neers, and in the evening took up the greater part of the street

and private lighting without mishap of any kind. Tbe new set

consists of a Bålligs engine direct coupled to a Siemens alternator,

and has a capacity of about 250 kilowatts. It is the sixth set, so far,

laid down. Toree were in running when the workswere opened

Dearly three years ago, viz . ,two witha capacity of 33 kilowatts each ,

and one of 110 kilowatts. Since then twoother sets have been added,

each of 110 kilowatts, and the one now erected has a capacity exceed

ing these two combined. Another of a capacity equal to it is now

on order, and will be delivered in time to meet next winter's load .

The committes already has authority to order another set of 400

kilowatts capacity, when occasion requires. All the sets havethe

Siemens alternator, but wbile the first three are driven by Willans

engines, those since erected are engined by Belliss, under coatract

with Messrs. Siemens. Phe new set should have been in place before

Obristmas, but delivery has been delayed until now by the enginrers'

strike.

Colwyn Bay. At the last District Council meeting the

surveyor produced plans and specifications for the contract for light

ing the promenade with electricity. He had every reason to believe

that it tenders were advertised for at once the scheme might be com

pleted by August 18t . Mr. W. Davies was inclined to believe that

the town stood in as much need of electric lighting as the promenade.

It was agreed to advertise for tenders forthwith.

Mr. Clirebugh has approved of the Ivy Street site .

Dewsbury. Wehear that for the post of borough elec

trical engineer there were about 60 applicants.

Dublin . - The Town Clerk asked the Corporation for

instructions regarding the recommendations set forth in the report o!

the committeeof thewhole house relative to the proposednew elec

trical station at the Pigeon House Fort. The Corporation, after

considering the matter, passed a resolution referring to a committee

of the whole bouse to consider the entire question of the new station,

the question of site, and also submitting the question of the station

and scheme to the best electrical experts for advice ; to suggest

methods of raising the necessary money for erection and equipment

of a station to supply current for lighting the entire city ; to adver

tise for tenders for carrying out the work , and report thereon .

Dumfries. - The Provost's Committee of the Town

Council is considering the question of electric lightiog.

Ealing.-The Clerk has reported that now, at the end of

the first three years of the Council's working of the electric lighting

undertaking, 15,209 lamps had been applied for,and of these, 14,495

had actually been connected. The original estimate was for 5,000

lamps within the first three years.

Edinburgh . - The Lighting Commiteee bas again con

sidered its previous recommendation regarding the lighting of a

number of additional streets — which recommendation was not

approved by the Council — and has resolved to adhere to its proposal

with a slight modification ,

Hackney.- There is much dissatisfaction expressed

locally at the unreasonable way the Vestry has been playing with the

electric lighting question during the past few years, and ratepayers

are beginning to feel that the Vestry is unable to settle matters

satisfactorilyby itself. Therefore the ratepayers requisitioned

for a special meeting of the inhabitants, and this was held

on Monday, the chairman of the Vestry presiding. The meeting

passed, by 500 votes to 3, & resolution to the effect that the

Vestry should keep the provisional order in its own hands.

Mr. Henry Hulland, the chairman of the Electric Lighting Com.

mittee, argued that the Vestry could re- purchase the order at the end

of 12 years as a guiog concerd, and that if the proposed scheme was

carried out the company would collect the house refuse to be con

sumed at the generating station and save the parish £5,000 a year.

The prices to be charged by the company in Hackney would be con

siderably lower than in other London districts.

The Vestry met on Wednesday to receive the report of the Elec

tric Lighting Committee, whichrecommended the transferenceto a

company. In the heated speeches various charges of " treating " and

corruption were made, and the matter was adjourned until after the

next elections.

Holboro.-The Clerk of the Board of Works reports

that, for the purposes of electric lighting, it is proposed by the

BoardofTrade to divide the district,one companyto have the part
south of Holborn, and the other the north part. A resolution was
passed that the Board of Tradebeinformed that the Board of Works

is still of opinion thatboth companies, whowere now applying for
permission , should be allowed to come into the district.

(Continued on page 549.)
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and then turning the pointer gently by the aid of the brass pins until

the plate " ring at ” is opposite the 45°or other desired point, clamp

ing the disc again by turniog the milled head to the right. Should the

vessel ever roll sufficiently to cause the mercury to reach this point,

contact is instantly made, and a loud warniog bell would be rung.

The bell can be placed at any desired distance away Irom the clino

meter. This instrument has also an index to record the greatest roll.

To re -set the index, release the milled headed screw and turn the disc

round as described above, but it must be turned sufficiently to cause the

mercury to pass round the tube and drive the index back. If it is

desirednotto cause the bell to ring when the index is being set, con

tact is broken by removing one electric wire from theterminal,

replacing it after the index has been pushed round. The small

quantity of fluid shown on top of the mercury is creosote, which is

placed there for the purpose of always keepiog the mercury pure and
bright.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Aberdeen . — The Beach Bathing Station is to be lighted

by electricity at a cost of £ 170 .

Ayr.-On the proposal of Mr. A. J. Faller, the electrical

engineer, 23 additional arc lamps are to be used for street lighting.

Bedford . — The Electric Lighting Committee proposes

inviting tenders for a new sub -station, also anew engine room at the

electricity works, and for a 10 -ton overhead travelling crane ; and

further, for a 30 unit dynamo. Application is to be made to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow a further eum of

£ 5,400 for electric lighting purposes.

Belfast . - The Electric Committee have under considera

tion the public lighting of some of the principal thoroughfares, to be

carried out whenthe new station is working, and have instructed the

engineer to prepare a statement of the comparative cost of gas and

electric light. The report for the first quarters' working of this year

shows that the output is 55 per cent. greater than for thecorresponding

quarter of last year. The statementof accounts for the year ending

December 31st,1897, also shows the department to be in a prosperous

condition, the lamps connected being equivalent to 21,000 8 -C.P's.,

whilst the average price obtained per unit is 6 •035d ., with a total of

201,832 units sold.

1
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND INSURANCE .

PROBABLY one of the most important, if not the largest

private electrical installation in the country, is one that has

been recently completed at the offices of the Prudential

Assurance Company by Messrs. Drake & Gorham , with

Mr. J. Landon in charge of the works. Some idea of the

magnitude of the plant will be gained from the illustrations

and the following description .

The Prudential Assurance Company have, during the last

few years, been extending their premises to a great extent ;

whole streets are being pulled down to make room for these

extensions, which seem to be never ending. One is

almost sorry to see such famous localities as Furnival's Inn

rapidly disappearing, but the demands of life insurance seem

to be inexorable .

and Gorbam , who have now completed the plant, have

adopted slow speed dynamos, running direct between two

horizontal coupled engines.

Each set consists of one dynamo and two single cylinder

engines, weighing 60 tons, the weight on the main bearings

being 22 tons. The dynamos have eight poles, the magnets

being bolted to a steel ring 10 feet 5 } inches in diameter ;

the armature itself is 6 feet in diameter ; the commutator

has 360 segments, and is 3 feet in diameter, the revolutions

being 85 per minute. A special pit is arranged beneath the

commutator to enable the attendant to adjust the brushes.

The weight of the armature and crankshaft is 15 tons, and

there is a fly -wheel 12 feet in diameter, to ensure steadiness

in running. There are three sets of this description, each

of 184 kilowatts, and two smaller ones for light load .

The brush gear of the large dynamos is in some respects

similar to that of the electric lighting dynamos employed by

GENERAL VIEW OF DYNAMOS AT THE PRUDENTIAL COMPANY'S OFFICES .

The growth of the Prudential Assurance Company is pro

bably one of the most remarkable features in the history of

life insurance, and the alterations in the methods of lighting

afford a faint indication of the increase in the business of

this company.

It has been necessary to entirely re -model the electric light

installation which Messrs. Drake & Gorham originally

designed , the old plant having worked without intermission

for 10 years. The policy which has been found so successful

in central station work of turning out less efficient machinery

and replacing it with modern plant of higher efficiency has

been adopted in the present instance ; in fact, the whole of

the apparatus is new from beginning to end. Messrs. Drake

the Great Eastern Railway Company for lighting Liverpool

Street and adjoining stations. There are 24 brushes arranged

in eight groups of three brushes, the groups being

alternatively positive and negative. The positive and nega

tive groups are connected to copper rings carried in the main

bearing of the armature. A hand -wheel and gear enables

the position of the brushes to be readily altered as required ,

and gives a wide range of adjustment. Connection between

the dynamos and the switchboard is made by means of rubber

cables carried in earthenware pipes laid underground.

In accordance with the above proposal, engines to work up

to 350 B.H.P. were specially constructed by Messrs. Marshall,

Sons & Co. They are of the well -known coupled high pressure
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This par:

type, with 18 inches cylinderp x 36 inches stroke. The by means of 14 circuits , each of which is arrangedto carry

steam admission gear is of the Proell type, and the exhaust 300 amperes or practically 500 lights. Tappings from the

gear of the Corli-8 type. A central governor controls the auto- main conductors are made on each floor, and at this point a

matic gear foreachpair of engines. The smaller engines are sub -distribution board is arranged which is provided with

of the vertical type, a double pole switch

one having cylinder and double pole

of 16 incbes x 16 fuses.

inches stroke, the In spite of the

other 12 inches cy work of the Pruden .

linder x 14 inches tial Company being

stroke. The portions chiefly confined to

of the dynamo were the daytime, it is
obtained from Messrs. necessary to provide

Crompton & Co., and a supply for the com

erected by Messrs. plete 24 hours. The

Drake and Gorham light load demand

in situ . during working hours

ticular size and is met by the smaller

arrangement has machines, but the all

proved 60 satisfac night supply is fur

tory, that . similar nisbed bya large bat

steam dynamo plants tery of accumulators.

have since been con The accumulators

structed . The steam manufactured by the

is supplied by five D.P. Battery Com

Cornish multitubular pany are of the new

boilers , 24 feet long ONE OF THE LARGE MACHINES AT THE PRUDENTIAL COMPANY'S OFFICES. central station type,

and 7 feet 7 inches
and have several

in diameter, sapplied novel features, one

by Messrs. Marshall, Sons & Co.; they work at a pressure being that the active surfaces of the positive plates are

of 100 lbs. through a duplex 11-inch wrought-iron steam arranged facing one another on the inside of the plato,

main. The exhaust steam is utilised for heating purposes in thus exposing a very large surface to the negative. Al

the building. though these plates arecast in one piece, they may be
The original design of main conductors for the distribu- described as being built up of a number of narrow

tion of the current has proved to be so successful that it has plates facing one another, with ample space for acid and
been extended . This electrolytic action

consists of bare cop between the whole,

per strips suspended forming one plate.
from insulators on Now, in an ordinary

the walls of the build plate for every inch

ing outside the area.
in width therewould

There are many tons be 9 inches exposed,

of mains on thewalls. this being the height

In most cases they of the plate, but here

simply run from we have in the width

bottom to top, enter
of 1 inch three

ing the building at
strips, each 1 inch

each floor, so that deep, having, there

the appearance is fore, six times the

extremely neat . The surface exposed , or

main distributing 54 Equare inches.

board is fitted with This plate , patented

Messrs. Drake and
by Messrs. Drake and

Gorham's patent Gorham , has been

spring contact thoroughly tried by

switches and Kelvin the D.P. Battery

measuring instru Company for the past

ments. two

Practically the machines are now

board is divided into
being put down to

two, positive and deal with the large

negative. On the demand that has

positive board are already arisen .

three main switches In order to enable

for the three large the machines to be

dynamos,' with fuses wound for 100 volts

and ammeters con instead of 130 , and

nected to the main to permit of the

omnibus bar. In battery being charged

addition, are 14 from the omnibus

switches and fuses
bars, a booster has

which control the been erected which

circuits into which raises the charging

the system is dividei. The Light LOAD PLANT AT THE PRUDENTIAL COMPANY'S OFFICES .
current to the neces

The negative board sary charging volts.

contains the negative The switchboard

fuses of the 14 distributing circuits and the main negative specially set apart for the accumulators and the motor gene

fuses of the large machines. The ammeters, switches, and rators is furnished with double pole switches for charging

fases of the two small dynamos are also on this board , as the battery, i.e. , on the generator side of the booster, and on

well as the discharge switch of the battery. the motor "side, in addition is a 500 -ampere charge and
We have alreadymentioned that the distribution is effected discharge regulator. This board is, of course, only used

years, and
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for charging, the discharge circuit being broken by a switch

onthe negative board .

The plant, with one set in reserve, is capable of dealing

with 6,500 lights of 16 -C.P. (equivalent to 13,000 8-C.P.

lamps), a portion of which are fixed, and the remainder are

being pat in as the building proceeds.

а

1

reasons to recover the precious metals present, such as silver

One of the first processes worked on acommercial scale for

the electrolytic refining of lead by electrolysis was that

of Keith. In this process the crude or work lead is

melted at the lowest possible temperature in iron kettles,

from which it is tapped into moulds. The anodes thus pro

duced are fastened to metal rods by suitable

clamps, and enclosed in close -fitting bags of

coarse muslin. The electrolysing cells are made

of wood or iron ; the catho lesare thin metal

plates attached to_rods in a similar manner

to the cathodes. The electrolyte is composed

of lead sulphate dissolved in an aqueous solu

tion of acetate of sodium ; it is made by electro

lysing with lead anodes a mixture of i} lbs. of

acetate of sodium , 2 ounces of sulphuric acid ,

and 1 gallon of water, and is heated to 38° C.

The sulphuric acid attacks and the acetate dis

solves the lead, zinc, and iron of the anodes .

The zinc and iron, being electro -positive to

lead in the liquid, are less easily reduced to

metal and accumulate in the solution, and when

dissolved in considerable quantity are, to some

extent, deposited as oxide on the cathode, the

current density employed being about 1.86

amperes per square foot. The lead which is

deposited on the cathode is crystalline in form

and separates continually from the plates, a space

being left in the cells for its accumulation.

When the anodes have been dissolved, the bugs

suspended from their supporting rods are carried

to a reservoir and the residual solid matter from

the plates is washed and returned to the melting

kettles. The slimes suspended from the wash

water are allowed to settle, the water is drained

off, and the residue filtered . The slimes usually contain

antimony, arsenic, silver, copper , gold, and iron. A process

that has been recently tried on a commercial scale is that of

Tommasi. In this case, the electrolyte is the double

acetate of lead and potassium (or sodium ) the anodes are

crude argantiferous lead, and two of these are opposed to a

copper or aluminium alloy cathode, which is in the form of

a disc rotating at the rate of from one to two revolutions per

minute. These discs are about 10 feet in diameter and

three -quarters of an inch thick and are half immersed in the

THE BOILERS AT THE PRUDENTIAL COMPANY'S OFFICES.

Owing to the steam being used for a pneumatic arrange

ment for sending messages from one part of the buildingto

the other, for pumping , heating, and other purposes, ithas

been impossible to determine the actual figures as regards

workingcost, but the rough tests made have shown the result

to be very satisfactory in every way.

The whole of the above work has been supervised on

behalf of the Prudential Assurance Company by Mr. G.

Bailey, of the Surveyors' Department.

Looking back upon the time when the Werdermann or

Joel semi-incandescent lamp was first tried in

the Prudential Offices, the present installation

enables one to fully realise the progress which

has been made during recent years in electric

lighting, and Messrs . Drake & Gorham may

be congratulated upon having erected a plant

which for proportions and perfectioncannot

be gurpassed in private supply. To Mr.

Richardson, secretary to the company, high

praise is also due for his indefatigable effortsto

secure the best and most up-to -date arrange

ments for the colossal enterprise with wbich he

has so long been associated, and with which he

must feel eminently satisfied .

THE ELECTROLYTIC REFINING

OF LEAD.

ana

BY SHERARD COWPER-COLES,

M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.

LEAD, when recovered from its ores bysmelting,

is obtained as a crude metal, the so -called work

lead, which has to go through a refining process

in order to obtain soft or market lead . Work THE SWITCHBOARD AT THE PRUDENTIAL COMPANY'S OFFICES,

lead is obtained either by roasting reactions, by

reduction,byroasting and reduction, or by the precipitation liquid. At the upper part are scrapers which serve to detach

process . Refining is effected either by oxidation after fusion, the small spongy crystals of lead which form during

or by electrolysis. Lead is never obtained pure when electrolysis. The crystals when removed fall into channels

smelted from the ore. It is almost always alloyed with all which convey them to a sieve of wire gauze where they

the other metals contained in the ore itself. Apart from the are drained and washed , the wash water being concentrated

fact that the useful properties of the metal are affected by by evaporation to 20 Baume (sp . gr. 1.256) and used again

these other metals,it is, of course, advisable for economic in the electrolyte. The lead is then compressed and mixed
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with 2 or 3 per cent. of charcoal powder and fused . The

silver, with most of the arsenic and antimony, is separated

at the anode, and is collected in trays to be fused subsequently

with sodium nitrate and a little borax, by which the silver

is separated from the arsenic and antimony.* The cost is

estimated by the inventor at from 8 to 10 francs per ton

of lead when steam power is used . When lead acetate is

used as an electrolytē, the resistance is found to be lowered,

which is probably due to the prevention of lead peroxide

deposits upon the anodes,whichmust be at the expense of

the organic substance itself, wbich becomes slowly and surely

oxidised. The products of the oxidation of acetic acidare

carbonic acid gas and water, which are of no intrinsic value.

This being the case the acetic acid becomes an expensive

electrolyte as it has to be constantly renewed . The lead

peroxide formed at the anode is reduced by a portion of the

organic acid to oxide, which then dissolves in the acid and

becomes finally reduced to metallic lead at the cathode.

The impurities present in the crude metal and the oxides on

the face of the anodes are usually bad conductors of elec

tricity, and, if they do not become detached from the anodes,

they form an insulating coat over a large portion of the

anode surface. The natural consequence of this is, that the

current passes mainly through those parts of the plate that

remain freely exposed, and so the current density becomes

greatly increased at those portions, with the result that

the anode is rapidly riddled with holes. The addition

of fluid carbonic acid when mixed gradually with sulphuric

acid and digested for some time ata temperature of from

50 to 100° C. easily converts it into cresole sulpburic

acid, which is soluble in water, and is capable of forming

soluble salts with lead. These salts have been successfully

used for the deposition of lead .

Maxwell Lyte has suggested converting the lead into

chloride and electrolysing it in the molten condition.

Crude lead is fused and oxidised by a blast of air in a con

verter, the oxide is then stirred with hydrochloric acid in

earthenware vessels until it is converted into chloride. Any

silver compound associated with the lead, salt, or oxide

treated, is chlorodised and is extracted from the mass by the

application of strong hydrochloric acid or brine.

>

>

>

We send into the whole arrangement the current produced

by a third dynamo, c,the power of which need not be equal
to that of the two first.

We will suppose that we have to try two machines of

140,000 watte, at 140 volts ; it will be sufficient, for instance,

to have for the third machine a power of 28,000 watts, of

200 amperes, at 140 volts.

The rigid pair of machines to be tried begins to revolve;

the excitation of one of them is then Jessened, so as to break

the electrical equilibrium existing before. Precisely at this

moment, we must observe, one of the dynamos becomes &

generator and the other a motor. The current resulting from

this want of equilibrium is then made to give the normal

output, or, in the case under consideration , 1,000 amperes.

The two dynamos of 140,000 watts then work at their normal

rate of 1,000 amperes at 140 volts, and it is evident that the

losses are furnished by the third machine, and we have only

to measure the outputin amperes and in volts to getthe total

losses of the two dynamos. The total loss of one of the two

dynamos being tested is equal to half the watts furnished by
the third machine.

Working thus, we suppose that the efficiencies of the two

machines are equal — which is not quite correct, as one of the

machines is a generator and one a motor. This error, how

ever , can be disregarded , as practically it only amounts to

some thousandths,and, moreover, the hypothesis is used in
other methods.

There is also in this method, another source of error, which

we will mention, although it is of scarcely any practical

importance, especially in powerful machines.

In short, the watts furnished by the third machine repre

senting the total loss, include the losses by the Joule effect,

which should be expressed by 2 R - 12, and which are by

R (1 – 2 )2 + R (1 + 2 )2 = 2 R 12 + 2 R 12,

or an addition given by the term 2 B 12. But we must

observe that the resistance, R , is very weak in powerful

machines, and that, moreover, this augmentative error is of

an opposite nature to the one due to the above -mentioned

cause , so that for both these reasons it is practically of no

importance.

If we again take, as an example of the application of this

method the two machines of 140 kilowatte, quoted above,

we get, at the tension of 140 volts :

I = 1,000 amperes

160

which gives a loss of

160

= 80 amperes
2

for each machine, or an efficiency of

1,000 – 83
= .92.

1,000

As we see, this method is particularly applicable to the

practical testing of powerful units ; it has the advantage of

being quick, and it only requires a very limited apparatus,

the various appliances being found in all testing rooms of

machine constructors. We think, therefore, that this isa

very practical method, and , as such, we have thought it would

be worth while to make it known.

&

MEASUREMENT OF THE EFFICIENCY OF

CONTINUOUS CURRENT ELECTRIC

MACHINES OF ALL POWERS.T

i =

By P. DUPUY.

We know what difficulty is experienced in the workshops

where electrical machines are constructed, in determining

accurately the efficiency of these machines .

The brake methods are no longer employed , on account of

their want of accuracy, and the different sources of error

arising from their employment. Other well-known methods

requiremechanical appliances andrheostats, that are not often

available when the power of the dynamos to be tried attains

a certain importance. The method that we are about to

describe has not yet been proposed, we believe, and we think

that it may be of some interest to machine constructors.

This method necessitates the use of two similar machines.

The two dynamos, A and B, to be tried ( fig . 1 ) are coupled

mi

R RC

1
4
0

V

I = 1,000 amp.; i, 160 amp.; V, voltmeter ; $ , shunt; R , exciting rheostat ;

R C , rigid coupling ; v , voltmeter 110 v ; C , 3rd machine 200 amp. 140 volts.

in parallel by means of conductors of short length and con

siderable section, so that we need not take into account losses

of energy from this cause . The two dynamos have their

armatures coupled rigidly by any system, a Raffard coupling,

for instance, and the connections are arranged as shown in

fig. 1 .

Interesting Ceremony. — An interesting gathering took

place recentlyat St. James's Hall, Manchester, at which over

1,100 guests assembled to celebrate the silver wedding and

at the sametime the coming of age of theeldest son of Mr.

and Mrs. Isidore Frankenburg. Mr. J. Farness, on behalf

of the employés of the Greengate Rabber and Cable Works,

presentedahandsome epergne, suitably inscribed ,to Mr. and

Mrs. Frankenburg, and a dressing bag to Mr. Cherton

Frankenbuig. Among those present were Alderman Sir W.

H. Bailey, Alderman Hall , and the Town Clerk of Salford.

Alderman Sir W. H. Bailey added his congratulation in a

neat speech. We also may, perhaps, be permitted to join in

congratulations, as Mr. Frankenburg has recently entered

the electrical field as a manufacturer of insulated cables.

* The arsenic and antimony are oxidised to the maximum and

unite with the soda to form scoria .

| L'Eclairage Electrique.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

( Continued from page 544.)

Horsham . - Warnham Court , Mr. C. J. Lucas's country

seat at Horsham , is to be lit with electric light. There will be 300

lights in all, which will be supplied from the farm by a combined

system of gas and petroleum engines, the power being also utilised

for pumping and driving farm machinery of all kinds. A " D.P.”

battery of 106 cells of the latest type will be provided . The contract

has been entrusted to Messrs. Drake & Gorham .

King's Lyon . - Prof. Robinson's report on the elec

tric lighting question is before the Council, and it has been decided

to apply to the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of

£ 30,000.

Kinning Park . - A Kinning Park (Scotland ) Municipal

meeting referred back a recommendation to apply for an electric

lighting order, and the Committee will obtain further information.

Leyton . - The tenders received for the electric lighting

extension plant have been referred to the Electric Lighting Com

mittee. For the dynamos, tenders were submitted as follows:

Electric Construction Company, £ 854; T. Parker,Limited, £931 103.;

General Electric Company, £647 16s. 62 .; United Ordnance and
Engineering Company, £ 761 ; India -Rabber and Gutta -Percba Com.

pany, £ 738 ; Laurence Scott & Co., £771 ; Laing, Wbarton & Down ,

£ 732 ; Brush Electrical Engineering Company, £ 827 78. ; Johnson

and Phillips, £ 716 159.; Siemens Bros., Limited, £737 ; Paterson and

Cooper, £ 736 . Contract No. 2 ;-Crossley Bros., Limited, £ 1,900 ;

Wells Bros., £ 1,707 63. ; Bilbie , Hobson & Co., £ 1,803 2s. For

buildings : J. Haydon, £2,643 45. 9d .; F. J. Coxhead , £ 2,59 + 159.

Mr. Coxbead's tender was accepted. For switchboards : J. White,

£ 181 123.9d. ; Bertram Thomas, £ 175 159. 6d. ; Laurence Scott and

Co., £ 150 ; Laing, Wharton & Down, Limited, £ 157 10s. ; Veritys,

£153 43. 9d. ; Siemens Bros., £ 239 53. Pea-nut anthracite is to be

included in the next coal contract, and the grates of the present gas

producing plant will be altered to suit the new fuel . From July 1st

the charge for current for lighting purposes will be 5d. per unit for

the first 13 hours and 28. per unit after, Wright's demand indicators

being used.

London . - Mr. D. J. Ross, the City engineer, bas issued

a reporton the works and improvements which have been executed

in the City during the past year, He says that the number of arc

lamps in lighting at the end of the year was 494. The question of

lighting the side streets by electricity is still under consideration.

The number of defective electric lamps observed during the last 12

months was 1,620. These returns are madeto the Commission daily

by the police, and the Electric Light Company is fined for each

failure. Beneath the City streets now under the control of the Cor.

poration, there exist at the present time about 2,360 yards, or

one and a third miles of sabway. The lengths of gas, water, and

hydraulic mains, telegraph and pneumatic tubes, and electric lighting

conduits laid in these subways amount to a total of 7 miles. The

electric light and telegraph conduits contain about 424 miles of wires
and cables.

Lowestoft. — The provisional order has been approved and
granted by the Board ofTrade.

Ludlow . - The Pablic Lighting Committee reported that

10 schemes weresent in by engineers, and that of Mr. J. 8. Enright,

of Kensington, has been awarded the first prize of £ 20 by the

Council.

Mexico.-Further copies of the Mexican papers show that

Beveral more failures havearisen in connection with the electricity

supply plant. On one occasion recently a number of the public
streets were in darkness the whole night, and the Portales, Municipal

Palace, and other buildings were in darkness for a considerable time.

Newcastle.- At a meeting of the special committee of

the Corporation, held on Monday, it was decided to submit to the

Council a proposition in favour of approacbiog the electric lighting

and current companies, with a view to buying up their interest and

plant.

Paris. — The Municipality has decided upon having all

the principal roadways of the Bois de Boulogne lighted electrically.

Perth.-Mr. Gripper, managing director of Edmundson's

Electricity Corporation, Limited, has written to the Perth Electric

Lighting Committee stating that asthe provisional order would soon

be passed, he should be glad to meet theCommittee as to the transfer

of the electric lighting powers to bis company. The meetiog resolved

that the Committee were not yet ready to take any definite step in
this matter.

Port Adelaide (Australia ).- Early last month the

Mayoress laid the foundation stone of the electricity works which

are being pat down by the South Australian Electric Light and

Motive Power Company. The architect is Mr. W. W. Crawford,

who has gone out from England under engagement to the

company, The plant will consist of three boilers, a Green's

patent fuel economiser, and four Belliss compound enginee . Toese

will be coupled to three Johnson & Phillips patent shunt-wound

dynamos, each capable of giving an output of 70 amperes, 420 volts ,

at a speed of 350 revolutions per minute, and two dynamos of the

samemake, capable of an output of_70 amperes, 2 :0 volts, at a

speed of 420 revolutions per minute. There will, in addition, be the

usual batteries and switchboards. It is estimated that the whole of

the works in going order will cost £ 9,000. The contract provides for

23 arc lamps of 2,000-C.P. each, and 66 incandescent lamps of 50-C.P.

each . The arc lamps will be turned off at midnight, and incandes

cents kept alight till sunrise. The contract is for 10 years ; bat at

the expiration of five years the Corporation may acquire the lighting

plant at a valuation .

Portsmouth.-A contemporary says that the Town

Council will shortly consider a report for the lighting of the ordinary

street lamps with electricity at precisely the same cost as is now
incurred with gas.

Sheffield . - The Town Council held a special meeting the

other day, and passed a resolution approving of the Council pro

moting a local and personal Bill in the presentSession of Parliament

to confirm the agreement for the purchase of the undertaking of the

Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company, and to conter borrow

ing and other powers on the Corporation .

Shoreditch .--The report made by Messrs. Kincaid ,

Waller & Manville to the Electric Lighting Committee of the Shore

ditch Vestry was discussed at considerable length at the Vestry

meeting held on Tuesday evening. The consulting engineers recom

mended the Vestry to instruct them to prepare detailed plans and

specifications for the alteration of the destructor house and the

erection of new coal and accumulator house, and for the boilers and

requisite steam and feed pipe connections and necessary accessories ;

and also to furnish a further report on the terms as to which the

makers would be prepared to increase the siz ? of the battery. The

cost of the work was estimated by the consulting engineers at £ 13,200,

which included a provision of 10 per cent. for contingencies and

extray. Having been advised on the matter by the chief engineer

(Mr. Russell) , the Lighting Committee recommended the Vestry to

generally adopt the scheme proposed, and that it should be referred

to the Committee to advertise for tenders for the work. An amend

ment was moved and secorded that pending the makiog up of the

accounts, the report should be referred back to the Committee.

Replying to criticisms made upon the report and electric light station ,

Mr. Kershaw, chairman of the Lighting Committee, stated that during

the third quarter the whole scheme of electric lighting bad resulted

in a profit of £1,700 . With regard to the thermal storage plant, tbat

had not yet had a practical test, but if the terms of the specification

were nos fulfilled the contractors would not be paid . They were,

however, now treating at the rate of from 30,000 to 40,000 tons of

refuse perannum , and it was believed they would have the lowest

works' costs in London, and perbaps less than those of the Leeds

works, where coal only cost from 6s. to 78. per ton. It was proposed

to put down five dry back boilers to supply steam to the engines

ordered some time ago, and this would enable the present output of

407 kilowatts out of a possible 456 kilowatts to be considerably

increased. Only six members voted for the amendment, which was

lost, and the original motion was carried. The Vestry authorised the

Lighting Committee to order from the Electric Construction Company

a 30 -kilowatt transformer and four switchboard panels for the arc

light system . The Lighting Committee reported having received an

inquiry from the Electric Vehicles Syndicate , asking for a supply of

current at 14d . per unit during the day. The Vestry resolved to

inform the Syndicate that the offer made was not acceptable, but that

they would be prepared to consider a proposal on linessimilar to the

terms made with the London Electric Cab Company. Fifteen tenders

were received for the supply of arc lamps in connection with the

extension scheme. These were referred tothe Lighting Committee.

Southampton . - At the last meeting of the Town Council

the Electric Lighting Committee submitted a report, showing that

the number of units metered at the works during March was 19,186,

being an increase of 42 5 per cent. over the number for March, 1897 .

Having considered an application from acorporate committee with

respect to lighting the public parks, the Committee had resolved to

defer the consideration of the matter until the question of public

ligbting was somewhat further advanced. The electrical engineer

reported to the committee that he had been in communication with

several firms uponthe matter of electric lanterns for the police, but,
having regard to the cost, weight, and other circumstances connected

with the samples submitted for bis inspection , he could not recom

mend them to the committee. The committee's report was adopted.

Southport. - At a recent Council meeting, the Gas

Committee opposed a proposal made by the Electricity Committee

to add 42 arc lamps to the street lighting, and the motion was

eventually withdrawn.

Southsea.- A Committee is to consider the desirability

of lighting St. Jude's Church , Southsea, with electricity.

Stockport. - The Local Government Board has granted

the application of the Council for a loan ( £ 24,600) for electric light

ing purposes, and has approved of the land lately occupied by the

Millgate gas works as a suitable site for electricity works.

St. Pancras. - At last week's Vestry meeting, Mr.

Thornley submitted a special return , showing that a beginning bad

been made at the destructor in generating electricity from dust.

The committee hoped to bring up a more complete return on a

future day. They had already generated some hundreds of units.

Sunderland.—The Town Council has adopted a report

recently submitted by Mr. Snell , the borough electrical engineer, on

the subject of electric lighting extensions. Application will in con
sequence be made to the Local Government Board to sanction a

further loan of £26,000 to carry out the scheme, and subject to such

sanction leave bas been granted to borrow £ 10,000 for immediate

requirements. Mr. Snell is drawing up specifications, and inviting

tenders for two Lancashire or Galloway boilers, and all piping and

5

-
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accessories, one newWeir's pump, one new steam dynamo, complete

with piping, & c., and two motor transformers. Mr. Snell has been

also authorisedto take steps so that the changeto the 440 -voltsystem

may be effected in the spring of 1899, subject to the approval of the

Board of Trade. In the report referred to the figures were given

showing the increased demand which bad rendered extensions

necessary :

Year

ending.

No. 8 - C.P .

of con. lamps

sumers. fixed .

Max.
In In

Capacity

load of station ,
crease .

E.H.P.
crease .

E.H.P.

Capacity
E.H.P.

deducting

stand -by.

Dec. 31st, 1896

Dec. 81st, 1897

Dec. 31st, 1898 ( E )

113

170

11,289

19,177 | 7,888

23,750 4,573

294

499

630

205

181

345

480

715

210

345

480

To the present date thenumber of lamps connected has increased to
20,411, as against 19,177 in December last, or an increase of 1,234 in

two months, to which must be added some 800 more applied for .

The number of consumers has also increased from 170 to191. The

following table was also given :

Year.

Eleo

tric

H.P.

re

quired.

Total

units

esti

mated

to be

sola .

Esti

mated Work

total ingand
Sinking

fund

capital sleep and in

outlay ing

to end of
terest.

costs .

year.

Total

costs .

Re

venue.

Net

profit

for year .

1898-9

1899 1900

1900-1

690

800

1,000

418,550 £ 46,300 £ 3,580 £ 2,370 £ 5,950 £ 6,055 £ 105

529,470 £ 56,000 £ 3,860 £ 3,180 £ 7,040 £ 7,800 £ 760

660,960 £ 69,000 £ 4,860 £ 3,700 £ 8,060 | 69,480 £ 1,370

The estimate for all requirements to the end of1901is £ 12,728,

but for immediate requirements the outlay will be £ 7,800. The

report under the heading of " mains " says : - " The alternating plant

is gradually being loaded up, and I expect will beloaded up by the

year 1900. Instead then of adding to this plant, I propose to serve

thatdistrictby direct current, and to lay afeeder (inthe existing

conduits which convey the high tension cable) to, say, the corner of

Belvedere and Stockton Roads, looping up the nowisolated pieces of

distributingmains; a much more reliable, safer, and more economical

system willthus be provided ; a 24 hours'supply given with economy

toall consumers , residents, and others alike, and the whole supply

will be derived from one system instead of two. It must be dis

tinctly understoodthat I donot propose todo this yet ; but I shall

requireyour sanction to this scheme to enable me to pave the way

gradually for the change. I amconfident, after themost careful and

lengthy consideration of the matter, that this willbe the best system

forSunderland, both immediatelyand when considering the future.

The alternating plant could still be made use of for pioneering

another district,le.g ., Roker, until such time as that outside system

had grown to such extent as to warrant its transference to the general

system . It may be necessary, when effecting this change (unless

some arrangement is arrived at between the Corporationand con .

sumers), to change thelamps in most of the consumers'premises, and

to effect someminor alterations therein . The cost will not be large,

compared with the very great advantages otherwise obtained. I wish

to point out that the present mains will carry from three to four

times the amount of energy without increase of section by this

method, and therefore a very great saving will thus be effected.

Estimate : Extensions of feeders in present district, requiredat once,

£675 ; mains to the workhouse, £ 2,200 ; new feeder to residential

district, £ 1,665 ; three years' ordinary extensions of mains and ser

vices, meters, & c., £ 7,000; allowance for new lampsand alterations

to consumers' wiring in certain cases, £ 1,000 ; total, £ 12,540.”

Taunton. — The Taunton District Council long agomade

itself conspicuous for its debates on electric lighting, and that
reputation it bas maintained up to the present time. No fair

minded man would wish to prevent legitimate discussion on the

electric lighting question in any council chamber,but in some parts

of the country there is a tendencyamong councillors to take every

opportunity of finding fault with either the electricity worksor the

administrators thereof. There has been considerable heckling at

Taunton from time to time, and one member in particular bas been

very much in evidence in the debates. Where the desire to oppose

exists it is not unusual that actual facts should be ignored and gross

mis-statements made. And it may often happen that these mis

statements will do a considerable amount of barm unless they are

publicly contradicted. At Taunton it seems that the mis-statements

have been so gross and so often repeated that the Klectric Lighting

Committee has felt itself compelled to give a quietus to twocoure

cillors who have circulated them . That body bas, therefore, drawn

up and issued to the local public a lengthy explanation, showing on

the one side the mis-statements of Messrs. Standfast and Clement

Smith, and showing, on the other side, item for item, the actual facts.

The document is duly eigned by the 10 members of the Electric

Ligbtirg Committee. A comparision of the facts and themis-state

ments, allowing the necessary grain of salt on either side, is evidence

of the extent to which publicmen can go in trying to prove their

case . The matter is not of more than passing interest, though we

suppose the issuing of this statementmay lead to further protracted

diecassion both in thelocal press and in the council chamber, but

borough electrical engineers and sometimes electric lighting com

mittees in different parts of the land have to listen to most absurd

statements from ignorant councillors, and though in most cases the

statements are only worthy ofcontempt, there is yet such a thing as

going too far . Then is the time to meet the matter in the way

adopted by the Taunton Committee. It ought to have a healthy

effect upon the Council generally.

Councillor Standfast has issued a circular in reply, in which be
proves to his own satisfaction the inaccuracy of the Committee's

statements .

Wallasey,-- A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on 14th inst. into the Council'sapplication for a loan of £ 20,785 for

electric lighting extensions. The sum is made up of £ 17,725 for

electric lightingextensions proper, and £ 3,060 for purposes of street

and promenade arc lighting . The amount of £ 17,725 jis required to

extend the engine and generating power , andto supply 150 more

consumers . The sum of £ 3,060 is composed of £ 1,380 intended to be

spent on 46 arc lamps and standards for the streets, and £ 1,680 for

16 arc lamps for the promenade, together with the necessary cables

and attachments. The electric light was installed in the districtand

first used in the month of January, 1897. There were then 2,000 8

C.P. lamps in connection with the supply, but at present the number

is between 5,000 and 6,000. The number of consumers is about 100.

The profit for the 11 months ending March last was £ 840. Applica
tions for energy were being received so fast that the committee

were unable to comply with them owing to insufficient generating

power . Since the system was installed the price bad been reduced

from 7d . to 63. per Board of Trade unit, and a reduction had also

been made for prolonged consumption. Evidencein support of the

application was given by Mr. J. B. Crowther, lighting engineer.

West Ham . - The West Ham Board of Guardians has

been consideringthe question of improved lighting of theWorkhouse,

and it was thoughtadvisable to consult an engineer re laying down

electric lightingplant. TheLeyton District Council offered tosupply

current at 3d .per unit. The matter stands adjourned for a fort

night.

In the Corporation Bill power is sought to amendthe provisions

of the West Ham Electric Lighting Order, 1892, with reference to

power to supply and let electric fittings.

Weston -super -Mare. — The Municipal Electric Sapply

Company, having offered to take over the Council's electric lighting

order, the Council has written stating that, it it determines at any

tature time to dispose of its order, the company's terms shall be

considered .

Winchester.—The Winchester Electric Light and Power

Company bas written to the City Council on thesubject of street

lighting. The present lighting contract terminates in a few months,

and as a special arrangement was made for supply of current for all

manicipal purposes at 4d .per unit, the company has raised the ques

tion . The worksare nowabout ready tosupply current. We ander

stand that tenders are being invitedfor lighting the streets for three

or five years.

Wycombe. --The foundation stone of the electricity

works was laid by the chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee

last Saturday.

Yarmouth . - The new plant referred to last week com

prises a 150-kw. steam alternator, Mr. Ranken, in bis reportrecently,

stated that the number of lamps connected hasduring the last two years
been increasing at the rate of about 2,500 lamps per annum . Taking

this figure as likely to continue during thenext 18 months, he esti

mated thatthenumber of lampsconnected will, in September, 1899,
be about 14,700, increased to 15,300 it the Council carried out the

illumination of the Drive by festoons of coloured glow lamps.

Towards the end of the season65per cent. of the lamps are in use
at one time, so that before the 1899 season it will be necessaryto
provide enough machinery to supply 10,000 lamps alight simulta.

neously, with sufficient reserve plant. The new plant will enable

the works to supply 12,000 lamps at one time, leaving one
150 -kilowatt set in reserve. No addition to the boilers will be re

quired until it was necessary to increase the engineroom plant, which,

at the present rate of growth, would not be till 1901. It would be

advisable to order tbis plantnot laterthan June next, as most of the

manufacturers have so much work in hand, that they will require a

year to execute thecontract. The Council resolved to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to a further loan of £ 4,800,

and that Mr. Preece be consulting engineer for the new engine and

alternator. The items in the application would be as follows :

Steam engine,1,500 kw., alternator and steam pipes, £ 2,800; addi

tional high and low tension mains, £ 1,600 ; transformers and trang.

former stations, £ 400 ; total, £4,800. The quarterly electric light

statement showed that the receipts totalled £1,203 59 , leaving &
margin of £ 564 28.9d. over the cost of production, which is sufficient
to pay all capital cbarges, interest, and sundries. The accounts for

the nine months ending December 31st showed that the income bad

met expenditure, including repayment of capital, within£ 327. Dat

of capital repayments during the year of £852, the surplus revenue

from the light had paid £525.

ELECTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Ayr . — There was a brief discussion at last week's Council

meeting regarding electric traction , a proposal to put down overbead

trolley lines having been submitted byMr.Bickerdyke, of Montreal.
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Bradford . - The deputation which went to the Continent

early in March to inspect electric traction systems with reference to

the supply of electricity for electric lighting and electric traction
purposes from the same plant, hasissued its report. The deputation

consisted of the Mayor, Councillors Dixon and Shaw, and Mr.

Gibbings (borough electrical engineer), and paid visits to Brussels,

Hamburg,Berlin ,Dresden and Leipzig . Aftertaking into consideration

all that the deputation saw they express themselves satisfied that the

arrangements already made at theValley Road electricity works for
running the Bolton Road and Great Horton tramways, are as complete

As anything seen on the Continent, but the Continental generating

stations are very much larger and finer than anything in this country.

Instead of making undue baste in the matter of electric traction

or lighting the committee says that we are considerably behind the

development which has already taken place in each of the towns
visited . It appears to be practice to utilise either the accumulator

Bystem or the conduit system for crossing the more important

thoroughfares in the centre of the town with electric trams, “ thus

doing away not only with the unsightliness but possible danger of the

overhead wires," and although theinitial cost of the conduitsystem

is considerably higher than that of the overhead, it was found to be

far preferable in the centre of the cities visited .

Bristol. - Parsuant to the instruction of the Bristol City

Conncil, the Tramway Committee of that body have takensteps to

continue, or rather to re-open,negotiations with the Bristol Tramway
Company with regard to the extension of their system and the

adoption of electric traction . Oneofthe points upon which a dead.

lock bad occurred was as to the period at which the new lines should

be parchasable by the city. Thecommittee desired they should be
purchasable at the sametime as the old horse lines, in other words,

about 14 years bence. The company stuck out for the full 21 years

allowed by the Tramway Act. Ao intimation had been since given

that the companywere prepared to throw their variouslines together

and to give the city power to purchase the whole in 18 years . The

Bristol city engineer has calculated what the period would be on

simple mathematical lines and finds it works out to 16 years and

7months. Thereuponthe committee suggested the term should be

16 years 6 months, so that 18 monthsonly separated them from the
company upon this point of the negotiations. The company's repre

Bentatives asked for an interview with a depatation from the com

mittee, and on Monday the Sanitary Committee commissioned their

chairman (Alderman Cope Proctor) and vice-chairman (Mr. George

Pearson, who happens tobe chairman of the civic electrical depart

ment) to meet the company's nominees and talk over the whole
subject. The citizens, the great majority of whom are anxious

electric traction should not be delayed, are now hopetal that terms

will still be arrived at.

The Kingswood Council has been informed by the Light Railway

Commissioners that they propose issuing theorder applied for by the

Bristol Tramways Company to authorise the construction of a new

line from St. George toHanbam . The Council was asked to make

any suggestions thought necessary .

Cable Traction .- It is interesting to note that Messrs.

Dick, Kerr & Co., have justsecured a contract for the equipment of

cable tramways at Edinburgh for the sum of £ 89,000 .

Christchurch and Poole . - The Pokesdown District

Council bas resolved to grant the representatives of the British

Electric TractionCompany an interview in order to discuss their

new scheme of a light railway trom Christchurch to Poole.

City and South London . - An evening paper says that

the contract for the construction of the extension of the City and

South London Railway from Stockwell to Clapham Common has

been placed . This extension is to be completed in 15 months.

Cork .-- The electric tramwayand lighting plant and un

dertaking, which was commenced last November,is said to be

approaching completion. It is expected that the lighting will be

in operation by the end of May , and the tramways before July 1st.

Orders are being booked for lighting current. There is a local tree

wiring company. The chief engineer of the undertaking is Mr.
Horace F.Parshall, and Mr. Wrigbt, of Brighton , is stated to be in

charge of the lighting arrangements atCork. Mr. Richard D. Walsh,

O.E., of Dublin , is the engineer for the tramway construction , and

Mr. Merz and Mr. Beverley Griffin are the resident engineers for the

electric works and tramway construction respectively .

Coventry. - The work of extending the electric tramway

system is being rapidly carried out in Coventry. The extension is

nearly six miles in length, andwill open up communication with the

outlying districts. The existing line, which has been successfully

working for several years, connects Coventry with Bedworth, a

distance of about seven miles.

Dublin . --Before the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council, sitting at Dublin Castle last Saturday, application was made

by theDublin United Tramways Company for anorder in Council to

authorise the construction and extension of several tramways in the

County of Dublin, in theTownships of Rathmines and Rathgar,

Pembroke, Drumcondra, Clonliffe, and Glasnevin, and Clontarf, in

the City of Dublin. The matterwas adjourned for fouror five weeks.

The Dublin Corporation had the previous day passed a resolution

approving of the schemeconditionally.

Liverpool. - The Corporation Tramways Committee on

Friday last inspected specimens of an American -made, and of a
German -made, electric car for the new experimental electric line to

the Dingle, and they bave decided to order anumber of cars of each
make.

Leeds. — The Tramways Committee is to purchase 10
additional trailer cars .

New Conduit System . - A model car and tramway on

the Munson electric conduit system has been fitted upat the Glasgow

Corporation Tramways works, in St. James Street, by the Munson

Electric Conduit Company, of Ohicago. Therewas a press inspection
on 15th inst. Mr. Wm. Arnot, late electrical engineer to the

Corporation, explained the working of the system . The system is

described in the Glasgow papers asfollows: "Within the conduit,

placed at intervals regulated by the length of the car, are small

gun-metal rollers. These rollers are fixed on the end of a planger,

to the other end of which there is attached a tongue, which is in

metallic connection with the roller. Opposite the tongue are two

contacts connected with the main wire, which is equivalent to the

trolley wire on an overhead system . This main wire is laid in solid

insulating material, such as hard bitamen. Opposite the roller is a

second one connected similarly, and having the main return wire on

theother side. The action that takes place while a car is running is

that, when the plough which protrudes underneath the car comes

between thetwo rollers it forces them inwards, the tongue on the

end of the plunger in both cases going in betweenthe two contacts

which are connected with the main cables, and completing the

circuit, the motor is actuated in the usual way. Whenever the car

leaves these two rollers they are forced out, and then become qaite

dead — that is to say, no electricity is inthem . The plough of the

car, before leaving one pair of rollers, makes contact with the pairin

front. The great point claimed for the system is, that the entire
system is an insulated one on both sides, that the retum current is

not taken back by the rails, hence there can be ao trouble with the

electrolysis, and that no bonding of the rails is required .”

Paisley . - At a meeting of the Town Council on the 12th
inst., it was stated in the minutes of Council that at a recent com .

mittee meeting Mr. Emile Garcke, manager of the British Electric

Traction Company, Limited , was introduced and heard with re

ference to the proposed construction of electric tramways in the

burgh and as totheprobablerequirements of the companyfor supply

of motive power from the Corporation works. Aftera lengthened

statement, he asked that the Council should agreeto the principle

on which the proposals of the company are based, subject to the

terms of the provisional order to beobtained bythe company,and
the system they propose to adopt,being satisfactory. Mr.Garcke

having retired, the clerk read letters from the simples Electric
Tramway ConduitSyndicate, Limited, and from Mr. R. Bickerdyke,

vice-president of theBanque d'Hochelaga, Montreal, calling attention

to the merits respectively of the " Simplex " and " American Electric
Trolley ”systemsofelectric traction . These he was directed to hand

to Mr. Teague, and it was agreed to defer consideration of these and

of Mr. Garcke's proposals until Mr. Teague has reported in terms of
instructions.

The Electric Power Schemes. — The Clerk to the Derby

shire CountyCouncilhas informedthe Blackwell District Council that

theGeneral Electrical Power Distributing Companyhas decided to pat

certain clauses into its Bill that would meet a good deal of the

opposition now directed against it by various public authorities.

The introduction of these clauses would practically wipe out the

Blackwell opposition.

As there has been somuch opposition raised to the scheme of the

General Power Distributing Company, the Derbyshire Times dis

cusses the advantages of thescheme atsome length.

Roumania. - The Helios Company of Ehrenfeld , Cologne,

is reported to have secured a contract for the construction of an

electric tramway in town of Braila , Roomania .

Sheffield . — The question of site for the electric tramway
power station is occupying attention at thepresent moment. Various

sites have been suggested, and various opinions are held as to their

suitability. The Tramways Committee recommended , and the

Councilapproved, of the Kelham Island site, and Mr. H. F. Parshall,

of the British Thomson -Houston Company, expressed the opinion

that this was in all ways suited for the purpose. Dr. Hopkinson

in his report discussedthe respective advantages of half-a -dozen
sites, and weabstract a few of his remarks : - " Kelham Island is in

reality less advantageous in position than would appear at first sight,

because it will not be convenient to lead out conductors in the most

direct way for the supply of the district to the north -west and west.

Tbe conductors for this direction must be brought back to Alma

Street, and part of them as far back probablyas the Borough Bridge.

The station further is actually at a greater distance fromthe centre

of the district than any one of the remaining four. Water for con

densation is, of course, readily obtained , but the whole of the coal

required would have to be brought in by cart . Johnson

Street is favourably situated in regard to the work to be done. Com

paring it with Kelham Island, it is a little more central; it is equally

advantageous with regard to condensation, and it may be better

placed for bringing in coal it the overhead gantry can be carried out.

Assuming that the foundations were all good , andnot re

quiring piling, I should on the whole prefer JohnsonStreet. But the

advantage of one over the other is not so great that it would be

worth while going into any very large expenditure in purchasing

one site rather than another. A perfectly successfulresult should
be obtained with any one. It has further been suggested to me that

the tramway generating plant might be placed on a part of the land

occupied by the present electric lighting station . The station is

wellsituated in relation to the work tobe done, and I understand

there is water for condensation . There is also sufficient room in the

-
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existing buildings for enough machinery for present requirements.

I see no objection to the plant immediately required being placed

there, and to leaving the question of where a larger plant shall be

fixed to be settled later . "

Sunderland , —The Council has decided to send a deputa

tion consisting of theMayor, Tramways chairman and vice -cbairman ,

borough engineer, and the borough electrical engineer (Mr. J. F. C.

Snell ) to the Continent, to obtain information respecting electric
traction .

West Derbyshire Light Railway.-At a meetiog of

the Derbyshire County Council last week it was reported that the

promoters desired to increase the width of the gauge from 4 feet to

4 feet 84 inches . The Council decided to raise no objections, on cer

tain conditions, among them being :-That po steam power shall be

used on the line ; that the length of the trains eball be restricted

to two carriages, in addition to the carriage carrying the motor

power.

Whitley.- A poll was taken on Saturday of the parochial

electors and ratepayers of the urban district of Whitley and Monk.
Eeaton , to ascertain the feeling with regard to the proposed intro

duction of electric tramways. The result of the ballot was: For the

tramways, 260 ; against, 220 ; majority for, 40 .

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

1

1

.

Pacific cable. A more general question, and one in which all sections

of the public are directly interested, is that which is concerned with

the reasons for the interruptions, their increasing frequency, and the

possibility of an improvement in the present state of affairs. That

there bas been more trouble with the cable service of late than was

the case formerly Mr. Cook admitted. As a well-known merchant

said to a Herald representative yesterday, meseages are delayed,and

it is impossible for the person who receives them to be certain how

long the delay has continued. He is unable to say whether the

message was put in half an hour, an hour, or 10 hours ago. To the

commercial world & doubt of this kind is often attended with

serious consequences. The uncertainty is , in fact, the worst feature

of the case .

" Speaking generally , it maybe said that the interrupticns which

have occurred during the past few months have occurred on the over

land service. There are practically two overland lines connecting

Sydney with Europe. The bulk of the work falls upon the line

between Purt Darwin and Adelaide. This is the principal medium

for transmission of Eoglish and Continental intelligence. There is

another line wbich crosses the south of the continent and connects

Broome in the west with Port Adelaide in the south . This line

serves as a sort of second string for the line running north and south,

but it is in an almost chronic state of disrepair . As far as the lines

between Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney are concerned , there is

eeldom any difficulty. Occasionally, as happened two or three weeks
ago, heavy rains and swollen rivers may delay communication for a

dayor two. But the question practically narrows itself down to the

condition of the line between Adelaide and Port Darwin and that

between Adelaide and Broome. It is these two wbich transmit

foreign intelligence to the more central colonies, and it is with their

efficiency, or otherwise, that the public are chiefly concerned.

“Probably only those immediately interested are & ware how

Lumerous of late have been the interruptions to the overland tele

graph service. Occasionally something is heard of a deep-sea cable

going wrong, but, taking the period from the present time back to

the beginning of the year, it may be said that the difficulty bas been

entirely with the overland route. In the press, the heading " Tele

graph Interruption' has appeared with monotonous frequency: On
Tbursday last it was announced that the Port Darwin line is

unworkable, and cables are being transmitted via Broome.' On the

Tuesday previous, March 8th, the announcement appeared that the

Port Darwin line was interrupted between Katherine and Port

Darwin . On March 7th the familiar heading was again in evidence,

and this time it was the Broome line that was out of order. On

March 2nd there was an interruptionon the Port Darwin lioe. On

February 26th the Herald explainedthat there was no English news

of the previons day, as the Port Darwin circuit was affected. An

announcement of February 11th stated that the Port Darwin line

was interrupted north of Woodnadatta. On February 9th came the

news of another interruption to the same line; and going back to

February 2nd there is still another, this timethenewsbeing accom

panied by the additional intelligence that the line between Perth

and Roebuck was working badly . On January 31st over 200 poles

were down on the line between Overland Corner and Renmark . On

January 24th an expedition had to be sent from Port Darwin to

enable communication to be restored. On January 13th European

messages were delayed through an interruption to some part of the

overland line . In all 13 interruptions — some of them triding, some

were serious — have occurred on the overland line during thebegin.

ning of the year. The numbers are taken from announcements made

in the columns of the Sydney Morning Herald . No official record

has been kept locally, and it possible that no mention has been

made of interruptions of the more trifling kind. But enough bas

been said, however,to show that the representations of Thursday's

deputation were well founded.

" As has already been announced, the South Australian Govern.

ment has undertaken the continuation of a duplicate line between
Port Darwin and Adelaide. The line will, however, for the most

part be worked upon the same telegraph poles as those which support
the present one, and for this reason the scheme is not received with

much favour by commercial men in Sydney. Mr. H. C. Mitchell,

secretary to the Chamber of Commerce, saidyesterday that he was
confident that nothing but the construction of the Pacific cable would

satisfy local requirements. The convenience would be very great,
and the saving would ,he thought, be enormous. The Eastern

Extension Company, while offering to lay a line from Natal to Port

Darwin , made no offer toreduce the cable rates. The proposed

Pacific cable would conveymessages at arate cheaper by 18. 9d.a

word than that at present in force. 'In five years' time,' said Mr.

Mitchell,' there will be four million words passing annually between

here and Europe. A saving of 18. 98. awordmeans a savingon that
of £ 360,000 a year . If the work is to be done, it should be doneby

the Government . The overland line may be interrupted, and the
proposal of the Eastern Extension Company does not seem satisfac

tory. The Pacificcable would pass through British territory, and
would be the cheapest in the end."

Interruption to Cape Cables. During the present

morth two of the cables which form part of the main line from

England to the Cape along the West Coast of Africa have been in.

terrupted . The cable which connects Sierra Leone with Accra was

interrupted on the 9th and wasrestored lastTuesday ( 19th). Another

cable, which runs from Mosgamedesto Cape Townwas interrupted

on the 14th and isnot yetrepaired . Thus,since the 9th of this

month we bave been depending for communication with the Capeon

the cables alongthe EastCoast from Aden; of which only the Mo

zambique-Zanzibarsection is duplicated . The frequency ofthein.
terruptions to the Cape cablesemphasises the necessity for laying the
proposed alternative line vid St. Helena and Ascension. In addition

to the above we learn that anothercable on theWest Coast, 1.6. , that

from Mossamedes to Bengueld , broke down on Wednesday.

Australian Overland Lines. It appears, says the

Financial News, that the South Australian Government has decided

upon the desirability cf duplicating the overland telegraph by

the erection of a second wire to Port Darwin. The subject bas

claimed attention as a result of the recent interruptions in the

existing wire, and the complaints they have entailed. The double

wire, when the intended addition is completed, will have a working

capacity nearly four times greater than the existing single one, and

this will greatly facilitate the transmission of messages and prevent

a block on the line. The cable company has two cables to Port

Darwin , and , as South Australia has only one wire, the cable has at

present an advantage over the land line. There are over 2,000 miles

to be traversed , and it is expected that the work willbe completed

about the end of the year. The total cost is estimated at something

over £ 50,000. The AgentGeneral in London has been advised of

the materials required for the work, and is now only awaiting the

receipt of a cablegram to put the order in hand.

The Cuban Crisis .-It is stated that the Minister of the

Colonies for Spain has approved ofa contract_for the laying of a

telegraph cable between Cadiz and Havana viâ Teneriffe and Viequee,

an island near Puerto Rico.

Delays in Australian Telegrams. - We reprint an

extract from the Sydney Morning Herald of the 12th olt., which

shows that the Australian public is perfectly alive to the incon

venience caused by the very frequent interruptions to the Australian

landlines. We believe tbat the South Australian Government propose .

to remedy this very unsatisfactory state of affairs by putting another

wire on the same poles as the present line from Adelaide to Port

Darwin is carried upon . It is estimated that this proceeding will

cost something over £50,000, but it seems abeurd to expect that by

putting additional weight on these poles they will standany better

than they do at present. It has been stated in the House of Commons

that the Colonies are making no movement in lavour of a cable across

the Pacific, but it is difficult to understand how the public can do

more than protest in the press, and how the Premiers of the Colonies

can express themselves more strongly than they have done at the

recent Federation Conference, where it was agreed , with regard to

the Pacific cable,“ That it Great Britain and Canada would contribute

each one-third of the cost , the four eastern Colonies, Queensland ,

New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania, would favourably con

siderthe proposal to provide theremaining one-third of the contriba

tion." As regards the official notification of the delays in Australian

telegrams, a correspondent in the Sydney Daily Telegraph writes con

cerning the telegraphic department of South Australia, which, he says,

" Eends to the Sydney office the most misleading information regarding

the state of cable business . To go no further back than yesterday, the

official notice read as follows :- ' London, 8.28 p.m. , March 2ad.

Received Adelaide 7.7 a.m., March 3rd, equal to 8.7 8.m. Sydney.'

Whilst the actual experience of business people was: — ' London, 6.50

p.m., March 2nd . Received Sydney Telegraph Office 5.40 p.m., 3rd

idem (after business hours) ' or a difference of no less than 11 hours

11 minutes between official representation and actual facts, whilst for

business purposes the difference was equal to 24 hours."

The extract abore referred to from Sydney Morning Herald runs as

follows(we would merely premise that “Broome ” is identical with
Roebuck Bay) :

“CABLE COMMUNICATION .

" A Series of Interruptions. The Record since January.

" The imperfections_of the present means of communication

between Australia and Europe bave been the cause of increasing dis

satisfaction among commercial classes. Local feeling on the subject

was expressed on Thursday by the deputation (from the Sydney

Chamber of Commerce) that waited on the Postmaster-General; and

although it cannot be said that that deputation exhausted the poesi.

bilities of the subject, it brought the question into prominence, and

gave the movement towards reform an impetus that it much needed.

The main object of the deputation was to advocate the claims of the

-
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The Privacy of Telegrams. - In reference to the order

recently issued to the staffs at the various Post Offices on this very

important subject, a correspondent of the Standard asks, Wbat

is the use of this order, when the contents of telegrams are

telephoned from sub -offices to the Central Telegraph Offices

in such a way that anybody in the sub - office can hear the

whole contents of the telegram , together with the names of the

addressee and sender ? The other day he had occasion to send a

telegram , and some question arising respecting it, he wascatechised

across the public office (then full of people ) by the clerk in commu

nication with the telegraph room . What made the circumstance the

more annoying was that the messagewas perfectly in order. But at

the busiest hour of the day the receipt of telegrams at a " first -class "

provincial office was left to the care of one girl.

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade. - Qaite an active

trade was done in the exports of telegraph wire andapparatus con

nected therewith during the past month, the total value ofthe ship

ments amounting to £ 135,583, as compared with only £ 75,276 in

February last, and against £139,642 in March, 1897. The total

valae of the exports for the first three monthsof the year maybe

considered satisfactory as it amounts to £248,788 ascompared with

£245,472 in the sameperiod of last year, and only £ 188,302 in the

first quarter of 1896.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

DABL18.
Down . Repaired .

Brost- St. Pierre ( Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cayenne -Pinheiro March 24th, 1898 ...

Amason Company's cable

Parinting- Itaca tiara May 5th , 1896

Obidos- Parintins Dec. 7th, 1896

Cable beyond Garupa ... April4th , 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Sierra Leone-Accra April 9th , 1898 April 19tb , 1898

Bolawa - Bissao 12th , 1898

Cape Town -Mossamedes 14th, 1898

Maranham -Para 17th, 1898

LANDLIN38.

Trans-Continental line be- } March 12th, 1896

Cartagena-Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Majunga-Tananarive April 16, 1898 April 7ch , 1898

Saigon- Bangkok » 12th, 1898 , 13th, 1898

» 14th , 1898 14th , 1898

» 14th , 1898 15th , 1898

» 15th , 1898 „ 16tb , 1898

16th , 1898 » 19tb , 1898

19 20th, 1898

The Telephone Service . — The St. Pancras Vestry, as

the road authority for the parisb , has refused to give sanction to the

National Telephone Company to place their mains, pipes or wires

underneath the streets of St. Pancras until the interests of the public

in regard to the telephone service are duly secured by statute .

Edinburgh . - April 23rd. The Midlothian and Peebles

Lunacy Board is inviting tenders for the installation of electric light

in the Asylum at Rosslynlee, near Edinburgh, including ( 1) generating

plant, accumulators, switchboard , & c.; (2) wiring, fittings, & c. Par

ticulars may be obtained on application to Prof. Bailey,Heriot-Watt

College, Chambers Street, Edinburgh.

Hyde. - May 5th . A Corporation Committee invites

tenders for the supply and fixing of gas engine, dynamo, wires,

fittings, &c. , for electric lighting at the new technical school and free

library. Eagineers, Messrs. Lacey, Clirebugh & Sillar, 78, King
Street, Manchester. See our “ Official Notices ” this week for

particulars.

London .-- Muy 17th. The Bethnal Green Board of

Guardians invites tenders for the supply of plant, and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary, PalestinePlace. Plans, & c., to be

obtained from the arcbitects, Giles, Gough & Trollope, 28, Craven

Street, Charing Cross, W.C. See our “ Official Notices " this week

for particulars.

Roumania.- April30ib. Tenders are being invited

until the 30th inst. by the Roumanian Post and Telegraph authorities

in Bucharest, for the supply of 50 tons of galvanised iron wire,

10 tons of galvanised steel wire, and 5 tons of tinned copper wire.

Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, La

Direction Générale des Postes et Telegraphes, Bucharest, Roumania.

Sunderland.- April 29th . The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply of a high -speed225-kw. steam dynamo, and

two LancashireorGalloway boilers . Borough electrical engineer,

Mr. J. F. C. Snell. See our “ Official Notices ” April 15th for

particulars.

Switzerland.- April 30th. Plans and estimates are

being invited , says the Contract Recorder, by the Government

authorities of Fribourg , Switzerland, until April 30th next, for a

projected electricity generating station to be established at Hauterine.

Water-power is to be utilised ,and the station will have a capacity of

about 6,000 H.P. A premium of £120 will be awarded to the three

schemes submitted which are considered to be the best. Plans and

estimates are to be sent to the Department des Travaux Publics,

Fribourg, Switzerland, from whence fall particulars of the competition
may be obtained.

The War Office.- April 27th . The Secretary of State

forWar is prepared to receive offers, competitive designs and specifi

cations for the supply of portable electric search light apparatus.

Particulars from the Director of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” February 4th .

Victoria . - June 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, cngines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps,poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices " March 11th.

Waterloo (Lancs.). - April 26th. Tenders are invited

for wiring and fitting the Town Hall forelectric lighting. Particulars

from Mr. F. S. Yates, surveyor to the District Council.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

OLOSED .

Bootle.-The Town Council has accepted the tender of

the Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate for supplying and fixing

two storage batteries at the electricity supplyworks for the sum of

£ 1,079, and for the maintenance of same at £ 64 per annum .

Dadley and Stourbridge .-- An inclusive contract for the

electrical equipment of the Dudley and Stourbridge tramways has

been placed with the British Thomson -Houston Company, Limited ,

and work will be commenced immediately.

Portsmouth.—A contract has been given to Mezsrs.

Yates & Thom for the supply of boilers, feed pumps, mechanical

stokers, coal conveyor, &c. , ata cost of £ 7,900.

Walsall. - The Council has accepted the tender of

Callender’s Cable and Construction Company, Limited , for supplying

and laying new feeders and relaying old ones for £1,815 odd.

OPEN .

Aberdeen - The Courcil invites tenders for the supply and
laying of about 10 miles of 67 single core feeder cable, 5 miles of

-2 three -core network cable, and 39 miles of arc lamp series cable.

The cable is to be armoured and laid in wooden casiog. Under

another contract the Harbour Commissioners invite tenders for the

supply and erection of 62 arc lamps and three leading lights,each

consisting of four arc lamps. All lamps to be Brockie -Pell or

Crompton -Pochin. Both thecontracts will have to be completed by

August 31st, and particulars in both cases can be obtained from the
Corporation Electricity Works, Cotton Street. See our “ Official

Notices " this week .

Belgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of - 26years, thatis, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the Secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be

obtained .

Bootle. — April 25th. The Corporation wants tenders for

the supply and erection of arc and incandescent lamps, lamp posts

and accessories. Engineer, Mr. T. L. Miller, Liverpool. See our

“ Official Notices " April 15th .

Dudley and Stourbridge.- The Dudley, Stourbridge ,

and District (Staffs .) Electric Traction Company is inviting tenders

for the erection and completion of a power station (with chimney

stack ), car shed , walling, & c., on a site near Dudley Road, Hart's Hili,

Brierley Hill. Drawings, specification , &c., from Mr. Thomas

Robinson, architect and surveyor, Victoria Chambers, Stourbridge, on

deposit of £118.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

-

1898 .

Friday, April 22nd, 5 p.m. - Physical Society. " On a Method of

viewing Newton's Rings,” by the Rev. T. C. Porter.

Monday, April 25th, at 8 p.m.- Sjciety of Arts. Second Cantor

lecture on " Sources of Commercial India -rubber ," by

Dr. D. Morris, C.M.G.

Tuesday, April 26th, at 8 p.m. - Th : Institation of Civil Engineers.

Annual general meeting to receive report and to elect

council and auditors.

Wednesday, April 27th, at 7.30 p.m. - Institution of Electrical Engi
neers. Students' meeting . Paper on “The Commercial

Development of the Electric Lighting of small Towns, "

by O. Milton and H. Bell.
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NOTE8 . Tramways and the Light Railways Act, 1896. - In

reply to an application addressed to the Board of Trade, we

have received the following important communication:

“With reference to your letter of 13th inst. on the subject

of the above-named Act, I am directed by the Board of Trade

to state that they have been advised by their solicitor that

there is no reason why an application under the Light Rail

waysAct, 1896, fora light railway entirely within the limits

of a borough should not be entertained, provided the order

is properly framed.”

-

Prevention of Vibration .-- A propos of the recentlymuch

advocated felt mat for deadening noise on solidly laid tram

ways, Cassier's Magazine names a case where a noisy engine

wascompletely checked of jar and trembleby bedding itin a

shallow pan of hair felt placed between the stone bed and

the engine frame, the pan sides preventing the lateral exten

sion of the felt. Noise due to rigid connections may be

deadened considerably in this way, vibration or sound waves

being probably unable to propagate themselves between

diverse materials. Resonance is the best term to employ in

respect of many cases where noisy machinery is found. The

same applies to the resonance of a rigid rail or tramway

which it is hoped to check by the feltmat, which is made

from one-third of an inch in thickness and upwards. Such

deadnessof sound ought, however, not to be thick, or they

will yield under passing pressure, and place vehicles in the

positionofalwaysrunning aphill, which it is the object of

the rigid girder rail to prevent. Mr. Deacon, of Liverpool,

professes that an elasticsupported rail is productiveof great

saving, but he does not advance figures to show the difference

in traction where a rail is rigidly supported, or has a yielding

elastic support.

Appointment Open . - The Government of Lagoe, West

Africa, want an engineer of Government vessels ( £ 350 per

andum ). Applicants must be marine engineers with a

knowledge of electric lighting plant. Preference will be

given to marine engineers who are now in electricity

works. See our “ Official Notices " this week for conditions

of engagement, & c.

3

=

Cls

Some New Galvanic Cells. - Carbon electrodes immersed

respectively in concentrated chlorine water and sodium thio

sulphate solution, form essential features of a new cell

described by H. Pauling in the Zeitschriftfur Elektrochemie,

No. 5, page 332. The liquids areseparated by a porous pot

soaked inbrine. During action the sulphur separates ont

from the thiosulphatesolution. Pauling has tested this cell,

and found that the electromotive force fell on short circuit,

from 0.64 volt to 0.47 volt, and then remained constant for

five hours, the current passingbeing 0 :7 ampere. In another

cell, which is also describedby H. Pauling, the electrolyte

is a concentrated solution of ferric chloride, and the elec

trodes are of iron and carbon respectively. The author

considers that the following reactions take place in this

oell :

)(1) 3 Fe Cl, = 3 Fe Cl, + 3 Cl .

(2) Fe + Cl = Fe Cig.

The chlorinegas reconverts the ferrous chloride into ferric

chloride. The principal advantages of this cell are its

cheapness andfreedom from odour, whilst the electromotive

force is only 0.9 volt. Depolarisation is, of course, the chief

difficulty, but by means of a simple mode of construction a

constant flow of ferric chloride solution is maintained

throughout the cell, and this is claimed to be sufficient to

ensure complete depolarisation. In the same number of the

Zeitschrift, page 883, there is a paper by F. W. Kuster on

the last-mentioned cell. Kusterconsiders that the process
.

which takes place in the cell is better represented by the

equation

2 Fe' + Fe = 3 Fe",

the dashes indicating the number of positive charges of elec

tricity . Since the iron is always contaminated with finely

divided carbon or iron carbide, local galvanic action must

occur of the same kind as the main reaction taking place in

the cell. That this is the case was proved by an experi

ment in wbich the iron plate lost 1.66 grammes in weight,

whereas the loes corresponding to the quantityof electricity

produced should have been 0.31 gramme. That the iron

dissolves as ferrous chloride and not as ferric salt wasshown

by immersing the iron plate in a solution of sodium chlorido

and the carbon plate in a solution of ferric chloride. After

allowing the current to pass for some time, the solution in

the vicinity of the iron plate was found to contain ferrous

salt alone without a trace of ferric iron .

The Electrical Work at Newington Baths.-- Messrs.

Sharp & Piper, in equipping the recently opened Newington

Baths with electrical plant, have completed a most interest

ing installation. The plant consists of a Thwaites -Crichton

double 6 inches and 10inches x 6inches compound engine

developing at 80 lbs. pressure 35 B.H.P. at 470 revolutions.

This is coupled to an Easton, Anderson and Goolden dynamo

(Fyon's patent), of foar-pole shunt-wound type. This

machine has an outpat of 80amperesat 225 volts,and is fitted

with shunt regulating resistance. There are 125 11 -plate

Rtype Chloride Electrical Storage Company's cells having a

totalcapacity of 276 ampere -houre, when discharging in six

hours. Thebattery is used mostly for the light loads. The

lighting is done byarc and incandescent lamps,there being 16

32- hours 10 amperes Brockie - Pell lamps placed as follows :

Four in series in first class swimming bath, four in series in

second class swimming bath, two on pavement on ornamental

standards in series with two in ladies'swimming bath , and two

in manure yard in series with twoon brackets on outside of

building. Street standards, fitted with two 32 -O.P . each,

to turn on after 12 at night. The incandescent lighting is

done by 320 incandescent Ediswan lamps, 16 and 8 O.P.,

having a terminal voltage of 220. The wires and mains

through basement and wash -houses, & c ., are enclosed in iron

armoured insulated conduits, fitted with drawing -in boxes,

& c., and we must say, from our observation , that the

character of the work done at the Newington Baths

is certainly an argument in favour of interior conduite.

The wiresand mains in the dwelling portions are enclosed

in casing thoroughly varnished inside and out with

shellac varnish. As we have already indicated , the fittings

throughout are specially designed for 220 -volt work.

The electrical work in the stables is interesting, because it

comprises both lighting and electrical driving. There are

82 16 -C.P. 220 -volt lamps, arranged on special fittings, andthe

whole of the provender machinery is driven by electric

motors . The whole of this part of the contract,including

the shafting, motor, chaff cutter, corn mills, friction hoist

and elevators, was supplied and fixed by Sharp & Piper, and

designed by Mr. J. B. Camberland, chief of the engineering

staff of the above firm . It comprises a 12-13 H.P. Sharp

and Piper motor, 50 amperes, 220 volte, 780 revolutions, sbunt

wound, and fitted with patent startingresistance, driving a

2 diameter shafting, which runs at200 revolutions. To

this is geared the chaff cutter, fitted with fast and loose

pulleys and bell-striking gear, capable of cutting and

sifting 25 cwt. of chaff per hour, the power required

being seven to eight B.H.P. Then there is the oat

mill, fitted with fast and loose palleys, capable of crushing

25 bushels oats per hour, the power required in this case

being four B.H.P. In addition is a bean mill, fitted with

fast and loose palleys, and capable of splitting 25 bushels

of beans, peas, or maize per hour, the power required being

14 B.H.P. There is friction hoist for raising light loads,

which can be made to raise, lower,or break by means of one

pall on cord running off the shaft. It is perhaps hardly

necessary to say that the character of the installation

is very complete, and reflects much credit upon the

contractors .

8

Lectures, & c. - A demonstration of the application of

electricity to cooking and heatingpurposes was givenon

Monday last week before the Edinburgh South Side
Merchants' Association by Mr. Hugh Fleming.

On 11th inst., before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts

at Edinburgh, Mr. William Shaw , Pleasance , read a paper, in

which he gave a detailed description of an electric system of
mechanical ventilation which he had invented .
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Hameyer, Nottingham Road, Mansfield, ironmonger ; 0. Manners,

Eden bank, Mansfield, printer ;F. A. Robinson, The Park, Mansfield,

ironfounder ; R. F. Vallance, The Ridge, Mansfield, architect; J. J.

Ward , The Park, Mansfield , manufacturer. The number of directors

is not to be less than three nor more than seven ; the first are W.J.

Chadburn , G.A. Fish, F. Hameyer, F. A , Rɔbinson, R. F. Vallance,

and J. J. Ward ; qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration as fized by the

company. Registered by Jordan & Sons, Limited, 120, Ohancery

Lane, W.C. Registered office, Leeming Street, Mansfield .

Mexico Electric Tramways, Limited (56,932).- Regis

tered April 13th , with capital £ 500,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an

agreement with Wernher,Beit & Co., and to construct or purchase,

equip, maintain and work any tramways, railways, telephone or tele

graph lines, electric lighting and other works, & c. The subscribers

(with one share each ) are :--W . Martin , Avondale Road, Manor Road ,

Richmond, gentleman ; R. W. Brown, 79, High Street, Beckenham ,

journalist; A. J. Swan, 124 , Peckham Rye, B.E , gentleman ; E. T.

Rouse, 1, Avenge Gardens, Mill Hill Park, W., accountant; G. F.

Barnett, 12, Weston Park , Crouch End, N., clerk ; O. Field, 27,

St. Margaret's Road , Brockley, S.E , clerk ; A. W. Rogers, 8 , Denning

Road, Hampstead, N.W., clerk. The number of directors is not to

be less than three por more than nine ; the subscribers are to appoint

the first . Qualification, £ 500 ; remuneration, £ 500 per annum divi.

Bible. Registered by Asharst & Co., 17, Throgmorton Avenue, E.O.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

OOMPANIES.

Internal Resistance of Galvanic Cells . - Last year,

Ernst Haago, in the Zeitschrift für Physikalische Chemie,

No. 23, pages 97—122, described a method for the determi

dation of the internal resistance of cells, which is funda

mentally similar to the Wheatstone bridge method for the

comparison of the capacities of condensers, the known ratio

of the capacities giving the ratio of the resistances. The

availability of the method for various classes of cells is first

proved by comparison of the results obtained with those

obtained by other methods. The experiments afterwards

show that the internal resistance of cells during electrolysis

is quite independent of the current strength or current

density. Theslight variations which were found to occur
are traceable to alterations in the concentration of the solu

tions. In the case of accumulators during discharge, the

resistance at first slowly increases, the rate of increase being

more rapid towards the end, whilst during the charging of

the cell the reverse changes occur, theresistance at first

diminishing rapidly, and afterwards more slowly. The cause

of this variation is partly the change inconcentration of the

sulphuric acid , and partly alteration of the surface of the

lead plates. Haagn has continued his researches, and has
morerecently turned his attention to the determination of

the resistance of galvanic cells with small polarisation capa

city. If the resistances in the arms ofa Wheatstone bridge

are R1, R2, Rz, and B , ( B, and By referring to the halves of

the bridge wire), and the arms 1 and 2 contain in addition

capacities, C and Og, balance is obtained when R1, / R2 =

Rz| Roy and Rg/ R= C C simultaneously. The present
method is based on this. The cell, of which the resistance

( R, say) is to bemeasured, has a capacity, C. The measure

ments are made by the telephone method, and in order to get

a good minimum , the arm of the bridge containing the com

parison resistance, R2, mustalso contain a condenser of capa

city, C2, fulfilling the requirements of the above equation.
A suitable condenser maybe made by immersing two alumi

nium plates in sulphuric acid of maximum conductivity ; a

current is then passed between them with an E.M.F. of about

10 volts for a minute, when the alaminiam plates become

polarised, so that a smaller E.M.F. than 10 volts causes no

current to pags in the same direction, and this condition is

retained for a considerable period. The capacity of the con

denser is varied by varyingthe depth to which the plates are

immersed in the acid . In order to prevent direct current

from the cell passing througb_the telephone circuit, an air

condenser is included in it. The measurement is made by

first adjustingthe bridge contact to an approximate minimum

of sound in the telephone ; a nearer approximation is ob

tained by adjusting the depth of immersion of the aluminium

plates, and then the final adjustment of the bridge contact is

made. The method is applicable, whether current is flowing

through the cell or not.

Manchester Electric Lighting . — The Manchester

Electricity Committee's estimates for the year ending March

318t, 1899, set down the estimated expenditure on revenue

account at £53,829 ; estimated income, £ 66,000 ; balance,

£12,171 ; out of which it is expected that £ 12,000 will be

devoted to the relief of the rates. The capital expenditure

is pat down at £ 143,900. Last year the sarplus was

£ 14,080.

Personal.- As we go to press we hear that Mr. George

White, managing director of the Bristol Tramways and

Carriage Company, was yesterday ( Thursday) elected presi
dent of the Bristol Stock Exchange.

Earl Russell Studying for the Bar. It is stated in

the daily papers that Earl Russell has entered his name for
the Bar.

a

Eastern Telegraph Company, Limited (6,888).- This

company's return ,madeup to February3rd, was filed on March 9th.

The capitalis £ 4,700,000 in £10 shares, of which 469,989 have been

taken up. The full amount bas been called and paid .

Pontypool Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited (36,109).— This company's return was filed on March 25th,

when 1,143 shares were taken up out of acapital of £ 10,000 in £ 5

shares. £ 5 per share has been called on 069, and £ 4 per share on

474, and £5,241 has been paid .

Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Limited
(30,296 ).— This company's annual return was filed on March 28th,

when the capital of£ 200,000 in £ 5 shareswas tally taken up. £ 5

per share has been called, and £ 199,926 10s. has been paid , leaving

73 10s. in arrears .

Peru Telephone Company, Limited (56,290). This

company's return, made up toJanuary 14th , was filed on March 8th .

7 shares have been taken up out of a capital of £ 100,000 in £ 5 shares,
but no calls have been made.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Limited

( 27,061).— This company'sannualreturnwas filed on March 10th,

whenthe whole capital of £ 399,500 in £5 shares was taken up and

paid for in full.

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company Limited

( 4,710 ) .— This company's return was filed on March 9th,when the

whole capital of £ 220,000 in £10 shares was taken up and paid for
in full.

Anglo -American Telegraph Company, Limited
(2,891).- This company's return was filed on March23rd, when the

whole capital of £ 7,000,000 stock was fully paid up.

Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply Corpo

ration, Limited (29,122).— This company's return was filed on

March 24th, when 49,999 shares were taken up out of a capital of

£ 250,000 in £5 shares. £5 per share has been called , and £ 249,996

paid. £1 has been paid ona forfeited share .

St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Company,

Limited ( 26,015 ).- This company's return was filed on March 15th.

The capital is £ 300,000 in 100 toanders' shares of £ l each, and 39,980

ordinary and 20,000 preference shares of £5 each. 100 founders',

31,980 ordinary and 20,000 preference have been taken up, the full

amount called , and £ 260,000 paid .

National Telephone Company, Limited (15,066).
This company's return was filed on April 6th . The capital is

£ 4,000,000 in150,000 first preference shares of £10, 150,000second

preference shares of £ 10, 250,000 thirdpreference shares of £ 5 , and

490,000 ordinary shares of £ 5 each. All these shares, except 5,403
ordinary have been taken up , and28,284third preference and44,413

ordinary are consideredas paid. The fall amount has been called on

the others, and £ 3,609,500 has been paid.

Scarborough Electric Supply Company, Limited

( 37,569).-- This company's return wasfiledonMarch 10th. 4,000

shares have been taken up out of a capital of £ 50,000 in £10 shares,
and £9 per share has been called . £ 35,967 has been paid, and £ 33

is in arrears .

G. R. Blot & Co., Limited (54,459).- This company's

statutory return was filed on February 24th . 30,693 shares have

been taken up out of a capital of £ 75,000 in £1 shares, of which

14,400 are considered as paid. The fall amount has been called, and

£ 16,293 received on the rest .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

Mansfield Motor Car Company, Limited ( 56,901 ).

Registered April 9th , with capital £5,000 in £10 shares, to carry on

the business of automotor and cycle manufacturers, pneumatictyre

manufacturers, electrical,gas, andmechanical engineers.cycle manufac

turers, ship and boat builders, machinists, fitters , & c . The subscribers

(with 10 shares each ) are :-W.J. Chadburn, Grove House, Mansfield ,

brower; G. A. (Fish, Nottingham Road, Mansfield, ironfounder ; F.
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CITY NOTE8.

The Oriental Telephone and Electric Company,

Limited .

THE report of the directors for the year ended December 31st, 1897,

to be presented at the fourth ordinarygeneral meeting of the com

pany,tobe held at the Cannon Street Hotel,London , on Wednesday,

April 27th , 1898, at one o'clock p.m. , states that the revenue account

shows a balance to credit of £ 10,909 189. , transferred to profit and

loss, and including £629 149. 3d. brought forward from 1896 , and

after deduction of £2,858 8s. , representing the interim dividend of

4d. per share paid on October 30th last , there remains £8,681 48. 3d.

to be dealt with. The directors recommend the appropriati'n of this

sum as follows : - £ 5,716 16s. in payment of a fipal dividend of 8d.

per sbare, free of income-tax, making 5 per cent.for the year ; £1,000

to extinguish the balar ce at debit of Colombo Exchange " suspense

account" ; £ 1,000 to reserve lund ; and to carry forward £ 964 89. 30 .

The revenues of the Indian companies continue satisfactory. The

Bombay Company has paid a dividend of 6 per cent. , as against 5 per

cent. for 1896, and has reserved from profits of the year a furthersum

of Rs. 30,000,which has been deemed desirable, in consequence of the

continuance of the plague in that city and the unsatisfactory outlook

in connection therewith. The Telephone Company of Egypt bas

declared , 88 hitherto,a dividend of 6 per cent. on its preferredshares,

and the business still continues to develop. The China and Japan

Telephone Company has paid its debenture interest, and makes fai

progress both at Shanghai and Hong Kong. The electric lighting

branch of the Company's business, carried on at several of its stations,

has paid its way for the past year, and the current year opened with

a fair amount of business in band . In accordance with the articles of

28sociation, Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Frost retire at this meeting. Mr.

Lloyd offers himself for re -election ; Mr. Frost does not do so. The

auditors, Messrs. Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths & Co., also retire, and offer

themselves for re -election ,

poration to the following effect:-(1) That the perpetual

rights of the company to the tramways under the existing conces

sion, unless parchased by the Corporation at 140 per cent. on the

capital invested, be surrendered, and that, in lieu thereof, (2) the

Corporation should have the right, on giving six months' previous

notice in writing to purchase the tramways at the end of42 years

from January 1st, 1901, or at the end of any 10 years thereatter,
on paying the company in cash 25 years' purchase of

the average profits of the undertaking during the last three

years of the term ; (3) that the company would take at its own

charge the necessary steps for applying electric traction to the

tramways without asking the Corporation for any other concession

or alteration of the existing concession, and would provide all the

means necessary for that purpose, and pay Rs.30,000 annually by

way of track rent throughout the term of the concession . This

reply of the directors had been referred by the Corporation

to & committee, wbich , 80 far as the board knew , had not

yet met. It the Corporation continued to let the matter drag on, the

directors proposed to represent to the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal

the actual state of affairs, and ask him to bring some pressure to bear

on the municipal authorities, because it was impossible for the board

to keep their offer open indefinitely . In the meantime their traffic

had so farimproved ihat they would be able to go on working the line

satisfactorily with horses.

Submarine Cables Trust.

The report of the trustees for the year to 15th inst., to be submitted

to the annual meeting of the certificate holders to be held in London

on27th inst., states that the revenue for that period, including the

balance of £ 159 brought from the previous accounts, amounted to

£23,156 During the past year the followiog coupons have been

met:-Due April 15th , 1897, paid 103. balanceJuly 15th, 1897 ; due

October 15th, 1897, paid £3 in full on due date ; due April 15th,1898,

paid£ 3 in full on due date. The expenses of the trust amouoted to

£1,150, and the payments on account of the coupons to £ 21,976,
together £ 23,136 , leaving a balance of £20 to be carried forward .

The trustees , in accordance with reasons given in last year's report,

have sold the balance of their holding ( £69,200) in Anglo-American
Telegraph Company, Limited , deferred stock , and by à unanimous

resolution of the trustees passed at a meeting called with express

notice of the object, at which all the trustees were present in person,

decided to invest the proceeds of such cale in the purchase ci other

Becurities of the character mentioned in the deed of trust. The

certificate holders will be asked, in accordance with the provisions of

the deed of trust, to confirm the resolution of the trustees and sanction

such investments.

The Great Northern Telegraph Company of

Copenhagen.

The working accounts for the year 1897 states that the net receipts

during 1897, including the balance brought forward from 1896,

amount to £332,474 11s. 2d . , exclusive of interest on the investment

of the reserve and renewal fund, which has been credited direct to

this lund. Deductiog £39,361 29. 3d. for interest and authorisation

of debentures, and £ 75,000 for interim dividends (already paid) ,

there remains a balance of £218,113 83. 111. , wbich the board pro

poses to distribute as follows :-Extra dividend (making the total

dividend for the year 10 per cent.) , £ 75,000 ; reserve and renewal

fund , £77,777 159. 60.; pension fund of the staff, £2,777 158. 7d .;

directors' remuneration , £ 1,500 ; balance to be carried forward ,

£61,057 178. 10d.

Apostoloff Automatic Telephone Parent Syodicate.

-Mr. J. W. Cohen, of 13 and 14, Abchurch Lane, E.C., the liquidator

of this syndicate, bas declared a first dividend at the rate of 10s. in

the £ upon the amounts of the respective debts of the creditors of

the company whose debts have been admitted and proved. The

liquidator states that there will be more than officient to pay

creditors 208. in the £, which payment he hopes to complete

shortly.

Rand Central Electric Works, Limited . This com
pady announces that warrantsfor the dividend at the rate of 6 per

cent. per annum for the period ended December 31st last have been

posted to the shareholders registered in the books of the company as
on March 31st.

Stock Exchange Notices . — The Committee has been

requested to allow Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited
Further issue of 8,000 ordinary shares, Nos . 32,501 to 40,500, to be
quoted in the Official List.

Todo- European Telegraph Company.

The ordinary general meeting of this company was held on Wednes

day at Winchester House, Mr. J. Herbert Tritton presiding.

The CHAIRMAN , in moving the adoption of tbe report , expressed

regret at the death of Mr. Earle. He said Mr. T. W. Acdrews bad

been elected to the board in Captain Earle's place . The business

compared veryfavourably with thatof last year. The revenue båd

increased by £ 7,000. They had made last year certain concessions,

and as a result they had not sustained any loss. It was pro

bable there would be an increase in expenditure during the

coming year - for instance, they were going to put down another
wire between Warsaw and Odessa, permission having been granted

by the Russian Government. They were also making some alterations

in Persia. They had adopted the automatic Wheatstone apparatus

with satisfactory results. The line bad been working for 30 years ,

and there had been great improvements, but more were possible,

especially in the wild country of the Caucasus. Mr. T. W. Andrews
had been all over the line, and was satisfied with its condition.

Replying to a question as to what would happen in the event of a war

between England and Russia, the chairman said that he could not say

what might happen to them , but it was agreed that their line was
neutralised .

The report was adopted .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

Calcutta Tramways Company, Limited.

At the ordinary general meeting held on Tuesday at the offices, 11,

Abchurch Lane, Mr. E. C. MORGAN, in moving the adoption of the

report, said that the negotiations proceeding with the Calcutta Cor

poration last year for the use of mechanical traction had not , he was

sorry to say, been brought to a satisfactory cor closion . In December

last a proposal was received from the Corporation , but it was of euch

a nature as to render its acceptance impossible. A reply bad been

forwarded by the directors in which they stated that if the Corpora

tion were prepared to 'agree that el ctric traction by the overhead

trolley system should be applied to the Calcutta tramways,

and any extension of the present system , and to give every

necessary and reasonable facility for its introduction and use,
the board would be prepared to recommend the shareholders

to sanction
an agreement by the company with the Cor

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited.-- The receipts for the

week ending April 15th, 1898, were £ 3,273 4s. 4d .; corresponding period ,
1897 , £2,219 75. 7d. ; increase , £ 1,053 16s. 9d .

The City and South London Railway Company. — The receipts for the week end.

ing April 17th , 1898 , were £945 ; week ending April 18th , 1897, £ 846 ;

increase , £ 100 ; total receipts for half -year, 1898, 216,771 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £ 16,681; increase, £ 87.

The Caba Submarine Telegraph Company. - The receipts for the month of

December were . £ 4,595, as compared with £3,818 in the corresponding
month of last year.

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways.-- The receipts for the week

ending April 16th , 1898, £ 180 78.; total receipts to April 16th , 1898 ,

£ 1,695 4s . 2d.

The Dublin United Tramways Company. - The receipts for week ending Friday,

April 15th , 1898, were £ 3,838 98.20.; corresponding week last year ,

£ 2,640 98. 9d.; increase, 1697 198, 5d. ; passengers carried, 588,181; corre

sponding week last year , 156,784 ; aggregate, to date, £ 10,629 4s . 7d. ;

aggregate to date last year, £ 37,726 4s. 7d.; increase to date, £ 2,903 ;

mileage open , 31 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . - The receipts for the week ending

April 17th , 1898 , amounted to £ 1,736 ; corresponding week last year,

£1,478 ; increase, £ 258. 1898, includes Easter Monday. 1897, includes

Good Friday and Easter Sunday.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . - The receipts for

the week ending April 15th , 1898 , after deducting 17 per cent. of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-BrazilianTelegraph Com .

pany Limited , were £ 2,630.
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANIEI.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COJIPANIES.

Brook BABİDOBE dOL

Closing
Dividends for

ClosingPronom duringor
BAMB , Quotapion,

Bharo. tho lan ihree years .
Quotation, week ended

luado

1
April 13th . April 20th April20th ,

1898.

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Lowest

100 100 104137,4007 African Direot Telok .,Ltd.,4 % Deb. 100 -104

35,800 Amason Telegraph,Limited, shares...
10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

Stock £ 2 98 £ 2 138. 3 % 61 64 59
929,980? Anglo -Ameriona Teleg., Ltd.

- 62xd 61

9,098,0202 Do. do . 6 % Pral. Stock £ 4 188. £ 5 68. 6 % 1111 112) 109 ) 110xd 111 1091

3,038,0207 Do. do . Data. Stock 123— 131 12 12) 123 123

130,000 Brasilia Bubmarino Talog ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 103 - 17 16 161 16

75,0002 Do. do . 5 % .Dobu., Sad Borios, 1906 ... 100 5 % 112 -116 112 116

44,000 Oil Talop ., Ltd., Nou. I to 44,000 54 4 % 3 31 3

10,000,000 $ OommercialOable Oo. $1007 8 % 185 -190 175 – 195

918,2977 Do. Do. Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red , Stock 1C4 -106 104 -106 1061 105

224,850 Consolidated Telop.Oonat, and Main., Ltd. 10 /- | 11% 2 %

二
f ਲ

16,000 Orbu Talog ., Ltd.
108 % 8 % 7 % 61 76 61- 79

6,000 Do. 10 % Pret. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 141 151 141 - 151 153

54 %
12,931 Direct Spanish Teleg., Ltd.

4 % 5 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Prof. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 4% Dobs. Nou. I to 6,000 50 41 % 44 % 41 % -3-106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Niroot Quited States Oablo, Ltd. 20 21 % 24% 104 - 112 100xd 117: 10%
100 99 -10,

120,000 | Direct West India Cable 41 % Reg. Deb
99 -102

400,000 eccon Teleg ., Ltd., Nou.I to 480,000 64% 61 % 178 187 171 70 371

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Prat. 10 6 6% 184 194 8 19 xd 181 1

89,9001 Do. 6 % Debs , ropay , August, 1899 203 5 % 5 % 1.0 113 100 - 3

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb. Stock Rod. Stock| 4 % 4% 128 -131 127 130

250,000 Baston Extension, Australasia and Oriza Teleg., Ltd. 16 | 7
181- 19+ 181 -- 181 19 187

Do.
5 % 99 - 103 103

rog. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,826

100,5002 Do. Bearer, 1,080—3,976 and 4,327—8,400 100 6 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 - 3

320,0002 Do. 4 % Dob. Stock Stock 4 % 128-131 127 - 130

5% 99 - 103 99 -103

1900 rodeon , ann. drgs., Reg. No. 1 to 2,849

46,500 ) Do. do. do. to tower , 2,844 to 5,600.00 5 % 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

300,0002 Do. 4 % Mort. Dobı. Nou.I to 8,000, rod . 1909 105 4 % 4 % 102 - 105 102 -105 102

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg. Mt.Dom . (Mauritiu Bub.) 1 to 8,100 964% 4% 107 -110 % 107 -110 %

180,227 Globo Telegraph and Trust, Ltd.
1041 % 41% 111 - 124 111 - 12 113

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Pral ..... 106 % 6 % 17 - 18 174 - 177 173 171

160,000 Great Northern Telog. Oompaay of Oopankagan 10 10 % 10% 10 % 29 - 304 29 % - 304

160,0002 do . do A % Nabi, 100 5 % 5% 5 % 100 -103 100 - 103

100 95 -100 95 -100

Debs., within Nos 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 indo- European Teleg ., Ltd. 25 10 % 10% 52 55 52 · 55

100,0001 London Platino-Brasilian Telog., Ltd. 6 % Dobu. 108 6 % 6 % 1C6 - 109 106 -109

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,000. 84% % 4 % 24 2 23

484,597 National Teleph., Ltd.,1 to 484,597 6 64 % 54 % 6 z 51 6 31 6 517 5,

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Pral. 10 % 6 % 6 % 16 18 16

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . End Pret. 10 6 % 6 % 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 8 % Non -cum . 8rd Pral., 1 to 280,000 5 6 % 5 % 5 % 51 6 51 6 51

1,329,4714 Do. } % Dab. Stock Red . Stock 81 % 31 % 33 % 100 -105 100 -105 1621

171,504 Oriental Toloph. & Bleo., Ltd.,Non.1 to 171,604, hully paid 1 5 % 5 % 5 % g 每 ਝੱਲ

100,0002 Pacifoand Turopona Tel., Ltd., 4 % Guar Debs, 1 to 1,600 13 4 % 4 % 105 108 105 108

11,899 | Router's Ltd. 85 % 5 % 8 9 8 9

3,981 Submarino Oablon Trust Oert. 140 145 236 141xd 139

58,000 Ouited Biyor Plato Taloph ., Ltd.
6 4 % 5 % 4 41

146,7332 Do. do, 6 %Dobu. Stock 5 % 105 - 108 105 - 08

15,609 Wort Atriona Talog., Ltd , 1,601 to 23,109 104 % nil 3 - 4 31 41

213,4001 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobu. 100 6 % 6 % 99 102 99-102

64,269 Wortena nd Bradlias Talegi Iitd .
16 3 % 2 % 12 · 121 118 - 122 123 12

9,129 Do. do. do. 6 % Pral. Ord . 731 6 6 % 73 87 7 8

39,129 Do. do . do Dal. Ord 1 % nil 42 44

389,521 Do. do, do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 106-109 106 -109

88,921 Wort Ladin nad Panama Talog ., eitd . 10 1% 1 % 4

84,363 Do. do. do . 6 % Oum . Int Pral. 106% 6 % 7 8 7}

4,669 Do. do . do . 8% Oum . Spd Pral. 106 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Dabı. No. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 6 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

1,169,000 $ Worten Daion of O. B. Telog ., 7 % 1st Mort. Bondo $ 1000 7 % 7 % 105 -110 105 - 110

160,10011 Do
do 6 % Btor. Bondo, 100'6 % 6 % 100 -105 100 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES ,
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30,000 Oharing Orope and Strand Electy.Supply
5 5 % 6 % 7 % 13} - 141 131 - 145

20,000 Do. do . do . 41 % Oum . Pref. 5 6 67 6 62

26,000 * Ohelsea Electricity Bupply, Ltd.,Ord., Nog. 1 to 10,277 ... 5 5 % 6 % 101 102 10 11

60,000 Do. do. do. 41 % Deb. Stock Red. ... Stock 41 % 41 % 44% 115 117 115 -117

50,000 City of London Eleo.Lightg. Oo., Ltd., Ord .40,001—90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 26 - 27 - 27 262
Do. do. Prov. Oerts. Nos. 90,001 to

19 19 – 20
100,000 £6.

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 40,080 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 173-187 174 - 181

400,000 Do. 6 %Deb. Stock, Borip. (iss. at $ 115) all paid
5 % 5 % 5 % 129-134 129 -134

30,000 Jounty of Lond. & Brush Prov. E.Ltg.Ltd.,Ord .1-30,000 10 nil nii nil 144— 151 145 - 15 144

20,000 Do. do. do. 6 % Pref., 40,001–60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 151– 16 151- 16 16

17,400 Edmundsons Elec . Corp.,Ltd., ord. shares 1–17,400 3 34 38 31- 38

10,000 House -to-House Elec. Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5 4 % 104 - 111 10 11 103

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum. Pref. 57% 7 % 7 % 111, 12 11 12

62,400 "Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 62,500 104 % 5 % 191 - 204 18 19 193

220,0007 Do. 41 % first mortgage dabenture stock 41 % 41% 41 % 117 -121 117 121 117

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 | 2. % 4 % 6 % 20 21 191- 204 203

31,980 *8t.James'udPallMall Eleo. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord. 5 71% 101 % 141 % 174 - 18% 17 - 181 183

20,000 Do. do. 7 %Pref., 20,881 to 40,989 5 7 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. 4 %Deb, stock Red . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2 paid ... 5 24- 24 23 23

79,900 Westminster Eleoma Bapply vorp., Ora ., 161 co 80,000 57 % 9 % 12 % 161 171 163– 173 17

• Sabjoot to Founder's Sharos, t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Szobange.

1 Onlen othorwiso stated all sbaros are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deferred share warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividondo mwted I are for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and the Brst partof the next,
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANIES -Continued

*
*
* W

N
E

...

£ 5 pd .
- 681...

-

...

99,261 { Bdion & Bwan United Bleo. Cogt., Ltd., “ A ” shto , }

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, LANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COIIPANIES.

Stook
Olosing Olosing

Basinots done

Present Or Dividendo for

KAMB . Quotation
during wock

Quotation,
C.

sbo last tbroo years.Share . ended

April 13th. April 20th .
1 April 20th , 1998

1895 . 896 . 1897. Tigheat Gowest

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 16 - 165 151 - 164 164

90,000 Brush Blool. Baging. Oo., Ord ., 1 to 90,000... 21 % nil nil 17 2 13 18 ng

90,000 Do. do , Non -oum .6%Prel., 1 to 90,000 23% nil 4. % 24- 21 21 21 21

125,0002 Do. do. 41 % Perp . Deb. Stock.... Stock 11 114 119 114

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb. Stock Red. ... Stock L02 - 105 102 -105 1031 102

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 10 101– 100 104 - 103 103 104

129,179
Do. do. do. £ 6 paid 10 61 68 64 68 65

59,254 Do. do. Pref. half -shares £1 pd . 11- 2 11 2

67,680 Do. do, Def. do. 45- 43

630,0001 Oity and South LondonRailway Stock 18% 18% ) 13 % 68 70 68 70 697
28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Ouma. Pret. Bharos, 1 to 28,180 5 niz 2 21 2 21

55 % 54 % 24 23 21
1 99,261

28

17,189 do. do . " A ” Shares 01–017,189 5 5 % 51 % 4 5 5

194,023 Do. do . do. 4% Deb . stock Red . 100 103 -105 103 -105

110,000 Blectrio Construction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 5 % 6 % 25 23 25 23 21

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 .. 27 % 7 % 33 sg 3) 9g 33

111,100
Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1stMort.Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong., Ltd.,1 to 70,009
3

67,275 Elmoro's Wire Mtg.,Ltd., 1 to 69,885,issuedat 1 pm . 9

9,6001 Groonwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prol., 1 to 9,600 19 101% 7 %
9 - 11 9 – 11

12,500 Henley': (W.T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord .
18 8 % 10 % 12 % | 22 - 23 21 - 221 223 214

8,000 Do. do. do . 7 % Pret. 107% 7 % 18% 191 18} - 19

50,000 Do. do . do . 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 41% 41% 41 % 110 - 115 110 -115

50,000 India -Rubbor, Gutta Peroha and Telog . Works, Ltd. 19 10 % 10 % 10 % 21 22 21 22 21% 211

800,000 Do. do . do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100
102 -106 102 -106

87,600 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord .
10 27 % 21% 31 % 1013 101 % 1011 1018

10,000 Do. do . Prel., £ 10 paid 10 5 % 5 % 5 % 151 - 161 154 - 161

87,860 | Telegraph Oonsta. and Maintoo ., Ltd. 12 15 % 15 % 15 % 35 38 38 36

150,000 Do. 6 % Bonds, rod . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 102 105

340,0002 Waterloo and Olty Railway, Ord . Stock 100 1135 -138 135 - 138 137 1368

+ Quotations on Livorpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividends marked | are for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and the Orst part of the next.
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLI QUOTED .

• Birmingham Blectric Supply Company, Ordinary £ 5 ( tully paid ) 10 %. London Electric Supply Corporation, £ 5 Ordinary , 31-4.

House -to -Hoabe Oompany, 41 % Dobentures of £ 100 , 106-108. * T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 155.

Kensington and KnightsbridgeElectricLightingOompany Limited Yorkshire Bouse-to-Bouto ElectricityCompany, 60 Ordinary Share

Ordinary Shares 65 hilly paid )161-17 ; 1st Preference fully paid , 8–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .
Oumulative 6 % , 86 (hlly paid ), 8–83. Debentures, 105-107.

Dividend, 1897, on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

• From Birmingham Bhar List.
Bank rato oi discount 4 por cont. (April 7th , 1898).

9

SOME RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCU

MULATORS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO

TRACTION ON COMMON ROADS.*

BY J. T. NIBLETT.

(Concluded from page 522.)

PROBABLY no individual type of secondary cell will be found to

answer for the very varied and ever- increasing purposes to which this

class of apparatus is now being applied , and it follows that some form

of specialisation must occur.

For central electric light stations, or for such work as levelling ap

the loads on electric tramways,wbere moderately constantwork is

required , a battery whose weight is large, or whose bulk is great,

may be safely used . For self-contained electric light installations,

weight and space occupied by the battery is of some moment ; and

wbere intermittent charging only is resorted to , absence of local

action is desirable . The battery, under these circumstances, may

have to stand idle for considerable periods, and it would not do for

it to lose its charge wbile thus waiting. For traction purposes,

where charging each day, or even several times per day, may be

practised , local action is not such an objection , and the losssustained

thereby may be neglected. For some forms of vehicles, such as

broughams, dog -carts, tricyles, and the like, which may be only

occasionally required, and may bave considerable waits between the

periods of use_waits wbich may extend over days and even weeks—

the absence of local action is essential. A fifth class of apparatus in

which storage batteries are now playing & most important part is

that of self -contained portable electriclamps, 80 largely used for

medical and other purposes. In this case absence of local action ,

lightness, and compactness, together with great mechanical strength,

is absolutely essential. In many cases such lamps are required to

hold their current for many months, and this can only be obtained

where there is little or no local action. Again , as the plates used

in these small batteries are of small dimensions, the form of con .

struction may be such as is not permissible in any other class of

apparatus.

Abstract of paper read before the Self-Propelled Traffic Associa

tion , Liverpool Centre, on March 29th.

“ Local action," it may be explained , is the term givenby elec

tricians tothat frittering away of energy wbich frequently occurs

while a cell is at rest. This wasting is experienced in nearly all

forms of primary cells, and in manytypes of secondary cells. In

the case of secondary cells it is due to the establishment of voltaic

couples between the metalsupport and molecules of lead salt when

in the presence of sulphuric acid and water. This troublesome com .

plaint leads tothe destruction of the peroxide and the formation of

sulphate oflead , and it not only reduces the capacity of the cell, but

it Irequently leads to its ruin. In the Planté ceil, with its large

metal surface and thin layer of active material, local action is far more

prevalent thanin the Faure, with its comparatively smooth and

small metal surface and thick masses of lead oxide.

To accurately test astorage cell is no easy matter, and unless great

care is exercised very fictitious results maybe obtained. A laboratory

test as a preliminary may be verywell, but for practical results such

tests should not be relied upon. Testing under actualworking con.

ditions, and for an extended period, is the only reliable means of

ascertaining the capabilities of cells intended for traction work.

To obtain a capacity test by discharging through a constant

resistance, noting the fall of current and potential, is quite easy of

manipulation, and is much used when comparative tests only are

required. A more reliable method, however, is to discharge at a

constant current, stopping when a prescribed fall of potential occurs,

For traction work, where a uniform output for agiven number of

hours is required, it is very much the best plan to take the capacity

of the cell in terms of watt-hours. Under these circumstances the

discharging rate in watts must bekept constant. Testing for local

action , noting the effect of high rates of charge and discharge, are

more seriousmatters, and require careful manipulation.

The internal resistance of a cell depends upon the total active

surface area of the opposing plates, the nature of the electrolyte and

its condition and temperature, and the distance between the plates.

There are many methods for determiningthe internal resistance

of batteries. If the cells be as nearly as possible of the same dimen

sions , capacity, and state of charge, then two cellsmay be placed in

opposition ( poles of like polarity joined together) and their joint
resistance may be measured by the ordinary Wheatstone bridge

method. Ifthe cells be exactly similar, then one-half the resistance

indicated will represent the resistance of each cell.

A farmorereliable and accurate meansofascertaining the internal
resistanceof cellsis the differential method, asexpressed by the
following formula :
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D D'

R

D

where p is the resistance required, D and D' are the values of

deflections obtained on a high-resistance sensitive galvanometer,

and B expresses the value of a small but known resistance, used
as & shunt.

When making tests by this method, a high-resistance potential

galvanometer should be used, and one whose scale readings are either

of uniform value, or whose tangents are strictly proportional to the

angle of the deflections. To determine r we bave to obtain a deflection,

D, when the cell is on open circuit, and then obtain another reading,

D' , when the cell is shunted by R, then by the formula given the internal

resistance may be ascertained. The shunt resistance, B, should be

small in comparison with the galvanometer coils. Good resultsmay

be obtained it the resistance of the galvanometer is, say, 5,000 ohms,
and the shant not more than 1 to 5 ohms.

The total current, or energy capacity, of a storage cell is the maxi.

mum amount of current or electrical energy which it is capable of

storing, without reference to any loss that may occur by it being

allowed to remain idle, nor does it take into account the rate or

manner of its discharge.

The working current, or energy capacity, is that amount of cur

rent, or electrical energy, which can be obtained from the cell at

any specified rate of discharge. When estimatiog this, the dis

charge is always stopped as soon as the cell ceases to do useful work.

The working capacity of storage cells may vary between very wide

limits .

The absolute corrent, or energyefficiency, of an accumulator cell is

the ratio between that amount of current or energy put into it and

that obtainedbya total discharge, without reference either to its rate

of charge or discharge, or to thetime allowed to elapse between these
operations.

Theworking current, or energy efficiency, of a storage cell is the

ratio between the value of the current or energy expended in the

charging operation, and that obtained when the cell is discharged at

any specified rate .

In a lead storage cell, if the surface and quantity of active material

be accurately proportioned, and if the discharge be commenced im.

mediatelyafterthe termination of the charge, thena current efficiency

of as much as 98 per cent. may be obtained , provided the rate of dis

charge is low and well regulated. In practice it is found that low
rates of discharge are not economical,and as the current efficiency

always decreases as the discharge rate increases, it is found that the
normal current efficiency seldom exceeds 90 per cent., and averages

about 85 per cent.

As the normaldischarging electromotive force of a lead secondary

cell never exceeds 2 volts, and as an electromotive force of from 2:4

to 2.5 volts is required at its poles to overcome both its opposing

electromotive force and its internal resistance, there is clearly an

initial loss of 20 per cent. between the energy required tocharge it,
and that given out during its discharge. The normal discharging

potential seldom exceeds 2 volts,and as this preseure is continually

being reduced as the rate of discbarge increases, it follows that an

energy efficiency of 80 per cent. can never be realised. As a matter

of fact, a maximum of 75, and a mean of 60 per cent., is the usual

energy efficiency of lead - sulphuric -acid storage cells .

What the ordinary commercial man will be most interested in are

tests which give him reliable information at to the cost of the up -keep

and life of the battery ; also data as to the initial cost, and as to the

mode of it doing its work. Such information cannot be obtained in

a laboratory, andhas to be obtained byactual trials.

We have alreadyshown that no one type of cell is capableofdoing

all the very variedkinds of work accumulators are now called upon

to do. Before building up a battery, it is, therefore, wise to ascer.

tain definitely the class of work it is intended to do, and construct

accordingly.

Perbaps a short description of one or two of the present applica

tions of secondary batteries for propelling motor cars will bestserve

to show the usual method of practically dealing with them .

In this country , the vehicles put upon the London roads by the

London Electrical Cab Company may be looked upon as a pioneer

enterprise, and its development will be watched with the closest

interest by all those concerned .

· The battery used is a specialFaure-King type, andis supplied and

maintained under contract by the E.P.S. Company. The plates used

are thin , and to prevent the active material being "washed" out,

the surfaces are covered with a layer of silicated asbestos held in

position by thin sheets of perforated vulcanite. The whole of the

cells are mounted in a tray, wbich is blong underneath the cab by

four suspending links. These links are supported by springs under

compression, and, as an extra safeguard against vibration , the

ordinary carriage springsagain support the battery tray. The total

woight of the battery is 14 cwt. The total weight of the complete
vebicle, including driver and its full complement of passengers, is

approximately 2 cwt.

The battery consists of 40 cells,and,as previously stated ,it weighs

complete about 14 cwt. The capacity of each cell is 170 ampere

hours at a normal discharging rate of 30 amperes. The electrical

pressure at the battery terminals is 80 volts. Thus the battery has

a storage capacity of 13,600 watt-hours at a discharging rate of 2,400

watts, or about 3j electrical H.P. When fully charged the battery is

- said to beable to run the cab a distance of 50miles over theordinary

London streets. The mean current drawn from the battery when on

- a level road is 30amperes, on rougher road from 40 to 45amperes is

required, while climbing steep gradients the cells are called upon to

give as much as 120 amperes . The motor, although constructed to

give a normal outpat of3 H.P., is capable of a maximum of 4 H.P.

without unduly heating, so that a margin of 25 per cent. is obtained

for eventualities.

In New York some electric hangom cabs have recently been put

on the roads. The cabs are made by the Electric Carriage and Waggon

Company. In some respects theyresemble our Londonhangoms,but

the vehicles are fitted with four wheels instead of two. The back

wheels are used for steering and the front for driving. The chief

feature of this cab is that two motors are used , one for each of the

driving wheels. By employing two motors, various variations of

speed can, of course, be obtained by running them in parallel or

series; and by having each wheel under separate control, quicker

torning power of the vehicle can probably by obtained. This is

doubtless the object the designers of the New York hadsoms had ia

view, although it is very problematic it any very real advantage is

gained by such an arrangement, unless it be used in heavy vehicles
such as coal lorries.

The New York cabs are said to weigh 3,000 lbs . Each motor

develops 11 A.P. with 75 volts, and at a speed of 800 revolutions per

minute. This represents a speed of 8 miles per hour for the vehicle.

The battery used consists of 44 cells placed in trays containing 11

cells in each . The four sections are placed in a receptacle in the

rear of the vehicle. No loose terminals are used, contact between

the sections and other parts being established by means of plates
and contact springs. Each cell contains three plates of the

chloride form , and they have a useful capacity of 100 ampere-hours

when discharged at 21amperes — the normal rate. The whole battery

weighs 900 lbs. Speeds varying from 4 to 15 miles per hour can , it

is said, be obtained with varying battery discharges offrom 124 to40

amperes.

L'Electrique Scciété anonymeof Brussels have recently introduced

an electrically propelled dog -cart. In this vehicle , and according to

the usual practice , the battery cells are placed underneath the seats.

48 cells of the Planté type, having a capacity ofabout 75 amperes,

are used. The total weight of the battery is 850 lbs. The motor is

wound with the coils of the fields and armature in series, and it

weighs about 260 lbs. Aspeed of 1,750 revolutions per minute is

attained with abattery discharge of 21 amperes. The motor is con

nected to the driving wheele by reducing gear and chain bands, while

differential movements of the driving wheels are obtained by the use

of an intermediate clutch.

The dog.cart has four wheele,and is made to seat four passengers,

including the driver. The carriage, including batteries, motor, and

geariog, weighs, complete, about 2,500 lbs. The maximum speed is

10 miles per hour,and at this rate it is stated a distance of from 40 to

50 miles can be travelled with one charge of the battery .

As a means of regulating speed in a self-contained motor car,

actuated by batteries, two methods are at present in vogue. The

first ia by splitting up the battery into sections by a suitable commu
tating arrangement, therebyputting the sections either in series or

parallel, as required. The objection that may be raised to this plan

is that the cells may be unequally discharged. A more practical

method, and one adopted on the London cabs as explained, is using

the battery as a complete upit, and obtaioing the various speeds by

commutating the coils in the fields andarmatures of the motor. It
is possible that some method may be adopted, by which the motor

may be runat constant speed, while the speed variations in the car

are obtained by suitable gearing. According to present practice the

motor, when starting thevehicle, is runningslowly, and therefore in
its most inefficient condition , It the constant speed idea were

utilised, the motor might be of smaller power, and it could also be

runat a higher and more uniform efficiency.

For the Paris electric cabs Messrs. De puydt & Poncin , of Birken

head, are supplying some special motors, which appear to compare
favourably with those used in our London cabs. It is stated that

these motors, which weigh only about 170 lbs., will develop 8:6 H.P.

for 20 minutes, or 4:5 H.P. for continuous ranning, without any

andue heating or sparking. The normal speed isgiven as 1,700 revo
i

lations per minute ,and a commercial efficiency of 81 per cent. is said

to be obtained .

As regards the prevailing method of connecting the motors to

the driving wheels by the system of gearing, probably with our

present knowledge it is the best that can be done. Some way of

dispensing withgear and running direct will probably be devised.
It this could ba done, not onlywould it lead to great economy in

working, but it would greatly add to the comfort of the passengers.
When riding, for instance, in one of the London electric cabs, in

addition to the bum of the motor, wbich is not at all unpleasant, one's

ears are assailed by the clanking and rattling of the gearing and

chain . ' It direct running or some more silent method of gearing

could be devised, it would be a desirable improvement. Improve

ments in the wheel tyres will doubtless be made, and such improve

ments would tend to reduce road friction, and therebysave power or

give increased speed . They would also reduce the depreciation in

theworking parts and give the battery a better chance.

Methodsof electric locomotion on common roads present enormous

possibilities. Electrically -propelled omnibuses, broughams, dog -carts,

and light parcel delivery vans may now be seen running along our

thorougbfares. There is no reason why the same plan should not be

adopted for driving vehicles for the cartage of goods generally. In
the latter case appearance need not be studied to such an extent as in

the passenger- carrying conveyances ; therefore, in this case the elec

trical engineer wouldhave a freer hand, and better results might be

anticipated.

Methods of recharging will bave to be seriously considered.

There seems no reason why, in all our large towns, charging centres

should not be established . The ordinarycab is stationary a great

part of the day, and there seems no valid reason why the charging

operation should not be rendered so simple tbat a cabmanof ordinary

intelligence could easily perform it. With an “ in -and -out ” elec

tricity meter placed on the vehicle in a convenient position on the

battery circuit, the driver could see at a glance how much energy

had been put in and taken out of his battery ; therefore, would know

å
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stations, which have been in operation for overa year. After pro

viding 4 per cent. for interest on capital and 10 per cent. for

redemption (20 per cent. for the batteries), the lamp hour with a

12 candle-power lamp works out at 3:52 pfennige(-42d.) This com

pares with 4:59 pfennige ('54d .) in the case ofgas lighting, showing a

difference of nearly one piennig in favour of electrical illumination.

ELECTRICITY IN CHEMICAL WORKS.

1

1

when a recharge is required ; also, when charging, by reference to the

meter, he could see when his battery is satisfied. Such a measuring

instrument, with the small range required, neednot be an expensive

addition. A supply system , worked on the penny-in - the-slot principle,

could easily be arranged. The battery , of course, would not be

removed, butwould be connectedup tothe source by suitable ilexible

mains. Under these conditions the driver could buy his supply of

electricity much in the same way as a carman can now buyfodder
for his horses .

The form of battery required for driving aself-contained motor
car over common roads may need to be of adifferent nature to that

required in cars running on a permanent way, where the tractive

force remains more nearly constant, and where there is less jolting

and vibration . Possibly some formof mechanically solid cell with a

Faure type negative and a Planté type positive element will fulfil

the requirements.

As tothe probabilities of the self -containedelectricmotor car com

paring favourably with horse haulage, this will entirely depend upon

its economic aspect. However great the convenience of electric

haulage, however great its reliability, ease of manipulation, sanitary

aspect, and general convenience, the question as to whether it is best

or not has still to be satisfactorily answered. In its present experi

mental stage trustworthy figures of the daily or weekly cost of up -keep

cannot beexpected. It is only by taking the average expenses in

curred during months or yearsthat anything like an accurate estimate

can be arrived at. The initial cost and cost of maintenance of the

batteries employed will, we believe, be the controlling factor. What

ever turn the idea of electrically propelled motor cars may take, it

must necessarily always involve the use of some apparatus for storing

and givingouteletrical energy.

The modern secondary battery leaves very much to be desired, but

still there are several very good batteries for this purpose obtain .

able, and these may serye to tide the electric traction man over the

period intervening before the advent of the ideal cell which we all

wish to see

ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF MAIL COACHES.

1

SOME interesting particulars have been published concerning the

electric lighting of German mail coaches. The Elektrotechnische

Zeitschrift , which discusses the subject in a recent editorial,

states that the 15 -volt lamps employed for this purpose

are of 12 candle-power and are replaced by others after

being in servicefor 200 hours, potwithstanding the fact that the

filaments are still intact. The glass bulbs are tolerably larger in

order to delay the blackening ofthe bulbs as much as possible . As

the lamps are arranged in suitable positions before the Post Office

officials, a greater illumination of the working places is obtained than

with intensive gas burners suspended from the roof behind the

sorters.

In the case of the 12-metre mail coaches a battery of 32 cells of

the Boese type is used, whilst the coaches 10 metres long are

equipped with 16 cells arranged in four boxes. The weight of the

16 cell battery , which has a capacity of 120 ampere-hours, is 184

kilogrammes; but in a newer type with the number of plates

reduced from 9 to 7 per cell, the weight has been diminished to 172

kilogrammes.

At the present time the re-charging of the batteries is effected at

18 depôts, and three further charging stations are now being erected .

Where the railway administration possessesa charging station of its

own, the batteries are connected in series of 16 cells, or from boxes to

omnibus bars between which there exists & pressure of 45 volts. If

the current is obtained from municipal supply works, the pressure as

& general rule ranges from 100 to 110 volts, and in some cases, asat

Breslau, it amounts to 220 volts. In these instances a lot of useful

energy would be dissipated in resistances unless a larger number of

cells were simultaneously charged in series. The batteries delivered

at a charging station are, however, not all in the same condition , and

for that matter it would be impracticable to select and group them

according to their electrical condition. As a result the inconvenience

arises that highly exhausted batteries do not receive a sufficient

re- charge, whilst those slightly exhausted receive too much ; hence

the life of the plates is injuriously affected.

In order to overcome this difficulty, Post- Inspector Argrath has

suggested a method whereby each battery, where the pressure be
tween the bus bars at a charging station is too high for the purpose,

only receives a charge of current at a pressure of about 45 volts, or

at that pressure required by the condition of the battery. This object

is attained with a current at a pressure of 100 volts by the employ

ment of a middle bus bar between which and the outer bars the

batteries are connected in a manner similar to the Edison three-wire

system . If the number of batteries on both sides of the middle bar

is the same and the batteries are all in the same condition, only about

5 volts bas tobe absorbed in each charging conductor by the rheostats,

which must be used in any case for each battery. Should , however,

these conditions not be fulfilled , the pressure on one side of the

middle bar will be higher than that on the other unless a special

means of artificial compensation is provided. This is now at
tained by the use of a main rheostat which can be arranged on

one or the other side of the system . This rheostat is placed parallel

to the batteries on the side of higher pressure, and so arrangedthat

the requisite compensation is effected. When the current available

has apressure of 200 volts, it is provided that the above arrangement
shall be doubled .

It has been possible to ascertain some figures concerning the cost

of lighting 627 mail coaches in this manner trom ninecharging

ALTHOUGH power in chemical works does not occupy so important a

position asit does in other industries, for instance in the textile

industry, where the whole of the transformation is effected by

mechanical means, it, nevertheless, plays an important part in

numerous subsidiary operations, such as grinding, pulverising, pump

ing , compressing air or other gases, actuating cranes, hauling, & c.

And so great is the competition in all chemical manufactures,that it

becomes a matter of prime importance to determine what shall be

used as a source of energy, whether steam , gas, electricity,or water.

At a recent meeting ofthe Manchester Section of the Society of

Chemical Industry, Dr. Bowman examined this question to some

extent, but we do not think that he has dealt with the subject 80

exhaustively as it deserves. He has much to say regarding the use

of steam , and gives some very interesting figures respecting the

efficiencyof this agent. The efficiency of the gasengineis also con

sidered briefly, and data are given , but electricity is dismissed as

impracticable, and those who read thepaper are not likely to be con

vinced because the statement is merely supported by Dr. Bowman's

opinion. If the paper were to be a useful contribution to an

important subject, comparisons between gas, steam , water, and elec

tricity should be properly drawn, datashould be given for each

source of power, which should be entirely comparable. This Dr.

Bowman has failed to do entirely, and the matter is in the same position

as it was before he touched it.

Of course, it is advisable to avoid mechanical operations as much

as possible in chemical works, and when they are necessary the

machineryshould be simple. Chemical works abound in dust , dirt,

gases, and liquids which injure the machinery, and we agree with Dr.

Bowman that it is advisable to use the very simplest forms of engine

which can stand the wear and tear to which theyhave to be subjected.

Then again, chemical works usually cover a large area of ground, and

operationsare rarely simultaneous, and the general practice is to rely

upon small independent engines — a very bad plan indeed, for even

under the best conditions the steam engine is a wasteful machine.

In large chemical works power has to be distributed over miles of

pipes exposed to the condensing action of the air, which of itself

accounts for a very large percentage of inefficiency. Indeed, Dr.

Bowman himself admits à doubt whether, in many of the small

engines, more than 5 per cent. of the power originally in the fuel is
actually used. In addition to all this, steam is not a good vehicle for

obtaining power, because it can never be a perfect gas unless abso

lutely dry,and themoment it begins to expand - which it must do if

worked economically - it ceases to be a dry gas.

Although these considerations seem to point directly to electrical

distribution as the most economical method of working a chemical

factory, Dr. Bowman contends that it is almost impossible, for dast

and gaseshave a marked effect on conducting wires and electric

motors. He says that lead -covered wires, even with a coating out

side, are eaten through in a short time, and except where motors

can be enclosed in special rooms orboxes, and conducting wires kept

out of reach of corrosion, electric distribution of power is not suit

able for chemical works. It seems to us that this form of distribut

ing energy should not be so jauntily dismissed . It is quite true that

there are many difficulties in the way ; a manufacturer does not like

to risk havinghis installation worn out by corrosion shortly after be

has laid it down. But have we probed all the possibilities ? We

wonder in how many instances electric distribution has been tried

with such disastrous consequences as Dr. Bowman seems to imply

would necessarily follow . Surelyit is possible to place the genera

ing plant in some part of the works, which, as Dr. Bowman says, are

always large, where it can be safe from corrosive gases ; or the con

struction of a special building, with double doors and windows,

ought notto be impossible. Ifeither of these two courses can be

successfully observed, then the problem of protecting the wires

ought not to be insurmountable, whilst the motors themselves could

surely be enclosed in special rooms or boxes. We do not think that

Dr. Bowman has made out a bad case against electric distributionin

chemicalworks, for he has simply dismissed it with a meagre state

ment of difficulties and a strong statement of his own opinion .

On the other hand, he concludes his paper with a remark that

electricdistributioncanbestbeapplied inchemical works to light
ing. He says that at least twice the quantity of light can be obtained

by the arc lamp than by burning gas or even Wells's light, and,

finally, he says that tocompetewith steam as the motive power,

electricity must be supplied at not more than 4d. per Board of Trade

unit, or half this cost to compete with gas. These latter, however, are

statements which areentirelyunsupported bycomparativedata,and

weare invitedtoaccept Dr.Bowman'sopinion.Thoughtful people
will require a good deal more than that, and we hope that the atten :

tion of electrical engineers will be arousedby these statements, and

that some comparative data may be obtained from an actually work.

ing installation.

As regards electro -chemical processes, the conditions are somewhat

different from those obtaining in chemicalworksgenerally; bat we

shall await with interest Dr. Bowman's promised paper on the sub

ject. We hope that it will be more copiously illustrated with facts

than his present paper.
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ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OF SLIMES.

I

21

If we were asked what among the applications of electricity is the

one which seems the most remarkable, there would be a majority in

favour of wireless telegraphy, which, however,has not yet come into

general practice, and is only just omerging from the experimental

stage.

The admirers of Xrays, and those of the utilisation of the Niagara

Falls energy, would be namerous ; but for an electro-chemist, and

especially an electro -metallurgist, the solution of the problem of the

economic extraction of gold from slimes, that clayey mass through

which no solution can percolate, looks as if it were most decidedly

the greatest achievement accomplished in the electrical world .

Mr. Charles Butters in his valedictory address to theChemicaland

Metallurgical Society of South Africa ,of which he is the president,

described the treatmentof the slimes, in which, up to the present,

large treasures were bpried and considered as lost for ever.

Ten years ago, the great question was to extract the gold from the

heaps of tailings whichwere lying as barren sands. To-day, it is the

turn of the slimes, with this difference, that gold can berecovered

from tailing solutions by means of zinc, although not so well as by

the electric current, wbile the precipitation of gold from an extremely

weak cyanide solution is quite an easy operation by electrolysis, but

cannot be effected by zinc shavings.

This question is of so much importance to the mining industry that

it marks an epoch in the metallurgical world that is well wortby of

consideration .

It was only the production of such gold -bearing material as tailinge,

and the enormous quantities in which they were produced that

brought the necessityof the treatment of tailings before the public

in a very marked degree ; and in the same manner the enormous pro

duction of slimes, their storage and value, demanded an economic
method of treatment,

It was found that if they were allowed to be deposited in damsfor

i comparatively short time, even for a few days, decomposition of the

pyrites took place, and the question of their treatment directly as

received from the mill thus became a subject for study. These

researches have successfully resulted in the working out of a practical

method which consists essentially in the coagulation of the slimes in

battery water, by means of lime, their concentration by spitzkasten,

and final settlement in continuous overflow vats or pits. The coagu

lation of the particles in clayey soils in agricultural operations by the

addition of lime has long been known and practised , and the use of

lime for the flocculationand precipitation of the elimes suspended

in battery pulp is but another adaptation of the same principle.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SLIMES PROBLEM.

" In slimes, says Mr. Batters,wefound a substance which could not

be backed, or through wbich the solution would not percolate, but

which we were obliged to wash per decantation. With decantation,

the washing of the material takes place by dilation, one wash does

not displace another wasb, but simply mixes with it ; and since the

amount of solutionor wash wbich this clayey mixture retains is from

40 to 50 per cent., the amountof dilation necessary to extract a satis.

factory percentage of the gold necessitates the use as washes of trom

6 to 8 tons of liquid per ton of slimes treated. Consequently,in
sand treatment, where i dwta, are extracted from 1 ton of sand, with

2 tons of solution, the average value of the solution is 2 dwts.; while

in slimes treatment, it 4 dwto. are extracted from 1 ton of elimes,

the average value of the solution would be 12 grains. In the case of

the sand , the value of the first solution leached off might easily be

6 dwts ., while with slimes, the first solution would probably not be

over 1 dwt. The result is, that in the latter case you have a very

large volume of much diluted solution to deal with , and at the same

time the slimes retain a moisture nearly their own weight of solu

tion . In order, therefore, that slimes may be economically treated,

it isnecessary to use a very dilate solution of cyanide, so that too

much cyanide may not be lost with the residues when discharged ,

andthat too much may not be decomposed during treatment. How

to obtain gold from this solution presents an entirely new problem

to the metallurgist. Dilute solations containing from 0:01 to 0 :001

per cent. of cyanide, and from6 to 24 grains of gold per ton , had not

hitherto beensuccessfully handled .”

THE PRECIPITATION OF THE GOLD .

In the foregoing operations the ordinary methods of metallurgy

have been reversed. In every oth metallargical operation, succes

sive concentration is the means by which we finally obtain the metal

for which we are working ; but in this case we pursue the opposite

course. The final operation of winning the gold takes place from a

grade ot materialworth less per ton than was the material with which

we started . We have simply changed the physical conditioos of the

gold from the state of a solid into that of a liquid , and it is with this

diluted liquid that we have now to deal. Precipitations of metals

from solutions present many curious and interesting problems, and

one of these is, that with the same re -agents, it is very much more

difficult to produce perfect precipitation from a very dilate solution
than from a concentrated solution .

Ia electrolytio precipitation we have a different setoflaws govern .

ing the electro-deposition of metals from those which operate in

chemical precipitation. In the course of our experiments on the

precipitation of dilute cyanide liqgors, we have tried manymethods

of precipitating solutions containiog 6 to 12 grains of gold per ton ,

but failed completely with such dilute liquor; whereas the same

methods acted perfectly on 5 dwts. or 10 dwts solution. With a

solution of gold down to 6 dwts. per ton , which is about one part in

100,000, it would be natural to think it it was one part in 100,000, or

one part in a million , or one part in 10 millions, there would not be

A very great difference in the resistance of such very minute propor

tions of dissolved gold to precipitation, whether by electromotive

force or by chemical reaction ; but the difference between the action

of a liquid containing 6 dwts. per ton and one carrying 6 grains per

ton is most marked, both in chemical precipitation and in electro

lytio deposition. In general, we have found that we could effect the

precipitation of the gold in these dilate solutions best, and most

economically ,by meansof electrolysis.

The principal points in electrolytic precipitation that it is
desirable to stady are the amount of current per equare foot of anode

and cathode, and the timethe current is exerted, taken in conjunction

with the valga of the solution . One of the first points requisite in

the electrolytic deposition of gold is that the liquor shall contain no

solid matter ; that is to say, that it will be absolutely clear.

The liquor from accumulated slimes contains a considerable amount

of iron and lime salts in solution, and the settlement of the one

clayey particles is retarded. This may, possibly , also be due to the

organicmatter which it contains.

Other substances in the liquid which affect the surface of the

cathode are those salts which are io solution upon entering the box,

and are there deposited on the large surface exposed, or are elec

trolysed. Lime, which has been used for settlement, and also to

neutralise acidity, is in the form of carbonate of lime, sulphate of

lime, or bydrate of lime. This precipitates partly as carbonate and

partly as sulphate upon the anodes and cathodes, more especially on

the former, andis precipitated by means of the electrolytic current.

Then there are the productsof the decomposition itself, which (in the

case of iron salts resulting from the decomposition of the pyrites in

the ore) are separated in the form of Prussian blue and hydrate of

iron. Theso, agaia, are the products of the decomposition of the
Apode plates.

The clearness of the solution depends largely on the solution of

the anodes. Theiron plate anode in use to-day in the Siem’ds and
Halske boxes, with properly proportioned current, is a very perfect

anode, easyto be obtained in any quantity, and as easily manipulated

and secured in the boxes. With a corrent density as low as 0.03 or

0:04 ampere per square foot, very little decomposition of the iron

anode takes place. An anode faths of an inch in thickness and with

& current density of 0.035 ampere per square foot, should last for

five years, and possibly much longer. There seems to be a limit of

current density up to which an iron anode will show very little

corrosion ; but beyond that point, oxidation seems to take place more

rapidly thanthe proportionate rise of current density would indicate .
Where the division and tension of the current has been very care

fully studied and regulated, very little decomposition of the anode
need take place.

With the peroxide of lead anode, which was discovered by Mr.

Emile Andreoli in the earlypart of 1895, practically no corrosion of

the anode takes place, and although, up to now ,this anode has only

been used in a small way, one is confident that its introduction into

this country on a large scale would prove satisfactory. With per

fectly filtered conditions, and with peroxide of lead anode working

with fresh slimes, and by watching carefully the amount of lime

added to the slimes, there should be very little trouble in maintain .

iog a perfectly clear anode surlace for the plating of the gold .

Thesubject of the production of suitable anodes for precipitation

of gold from cyanide solutions is probably not exhausted , but the

field has been very thoroughly explored by able electricians and

chemists, and beyond the two anodes mentioned , we do not know of

any thatwill fulfil the required conditions. The anode bas attracted

a good deal of study, but the subj :ct of the cathode is not less

interestiog and important. Many substances have been tried , which

have performed their functions more or less completely. Lead bas

been used in thick plates, in thin sheets, in ribbons or strips,and in

the form of shavings, while zinc has been used in the form of amal

gamated plates and as shavings ; amalgamated copper plates have

similarly been tried , togetherwith iron plates and various other

forms of iron ; and the samewith mercury. Zinc, copperand iron , in

various forms have been utilised by Mr. Andreoli for this purpose.

Mercury is in use in the United States in the Pelatan - Clericiprocess;

on these fields, at present, lead strips and lead shavings are in use,

and zinc sbavingsare used by Mr. Bettel at the Comet. Each of

these various cathodes have their peculiar advantages. Lead strips

are used everywhere in the plants using the Siemens process except

at the Central works, where part of the boxes are charged with lead

shavings.

THE SOLUTION OF THE GOLD.

"The dissolving of the gold in fresh slimes is a comparatively

simple matter in comparison with the dissolving of the gold in accu .

mulated slimes. Io fresh slimes, there are asually very few

reducing or oxygen-consuming compounds, while in accumulated

slimes there can be various substances which will absorb oxygen ; and

it we wish the cyanide gold -dissolving solution to act, oxygen must

be present. In old slimes, decomposing organic matter,arising from

different sources, as well as the various products of the decompo

sition of pyrites, are always present; all these substances have, in

common, the property of absorbingoxygen ina moreor less degree.

Therefore, during the operation ofdissolving the gold in old slimes,

oxygen must be constantly supplied.

The principal of oxidation of the reducing substances in slimes by

means of aeration, was put into prac'icaluseby Mr. W. A. Caldecott,

who has given the reasons that render this operation specially neces

Bary in the treatment of accumulated or acid slimes. This operation

was first carried out at the Robinson slimes plant by the introduce

tion of atmospheric air through a perforatedpipe in the bottom of

the vat containing the charge of pulp undergoing agitation. After

preliminary oxidation of the pulp hadtaken place, in order to lessen

cyanide consumption, cyanide was added, and aeration continued.

It was found that the gold dissolved as readily by this method as in

the case of fresh slimes. "
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We may lookupon the slimes treatmentas it has been developed

in this country by the membersof thissociety as a new metallurgical

process, which will be adoptedall over the world, and we think that its

main features will be practically retained. Theuse oflime for settle

ment, the use of spitzkasten for collecting, tanks for " natural settle

ment,”dissolvingthe gold bymeansof agitationor centrifugal pumps,

thedecantation of the liquid, and the precipitation by electrolytic

method , are, probably, permanent features, which in detail may be

modified to some extent, but which will remain with us.

The following is the mode of using the dotted line showing the

procedure : From the left vertical scale of head in feet, viz.,at 156,

draw a horizontal to touch the inclined line from the 40 cubic feet

division on the top scale. From this point of intersection , a, drop a

vertical to the inclined line from the 75 per cent. division of the

efficiency scale. From this second point, b,draw a horizontal to the

conversion line. From this final intersection, c , a vertical line to the

lower scale shows the horse -power, 532 .

The conversion line is drawn at such an angle from the vertical as

makes the tangent = + (0-1134 ) 75 % where v and h are the numerical

values of the vertical scale of head and the horizontal scale of

SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOATS.
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APAPER dealing withthe subject of torpedo boats and their influence

on torpedo boat architecture, by Captain W. H. Jaques, was pre

Bentedat the recent conference of the Institution of Naval Architects.

The author, after referring to the four preliminary submarine boats

built in the United States under the direction of Mr. John P.

Holland, proceeded to describe the Plungerand theHolland, which

are now receiving considerable attention in that country.

The boat constructed by the Holland Companyfor the United

States Navy Department was named the Plunger by the Department,

and was launched August 7th of last year at the constructor's yard in

Baltimore. She is the fifth onedesigned by Mr.Holland , and is

84 feet long, of circular section, 11 feet 6 inches diameter, surface

displacement 149 tons, submerged displacement 165 tons,with a

reserve buoyancy of about a quarter of a ton . The guaranteed speed
is 15 knots on the surface and 14 knots with her steam machinery

while awash ,with 1 foot of the turret above the water. Her totally
submerged electrically running speed must be 8 knots tor six hours.
There is a turret amidship with 4 inches of protection and &

superstructure for a fair water. Two down-baul screws have been

added, although they are not considered by Mr. Holland a requisite

of the system . There are two openings in the nose -piece through

which service-torpedoes are to be discharged. In addition to hand.

gear for horizontal steering and diving, there are automatic devices

for maintaining submergence at predetermined depths. A camera

lucida has also been fitted. The hull has been constructed to admit

a submergence of 75 feet. Some of the water-tight compartments

serve as water tanks ; others contain oil fuel; others are employed

for compensating discharged weights. A special device compensates

for theoil consumed. There are four ruddere, two for steering

horizontally and two vertically, controlled by automatic devices.

For running on the surfaceor awash, steam generated by petroleum

is employed, while electricity fromstorage batteries is used under

water. There is one water-tabe boiler of the Mosher type of 3,000

square feet heating surface, fitted witha system of oil fael capable of

consuming 2,000 lbs. of oil per hour. There are two main , vertical,

triple -expansion steam engines of 600 H.P. each, and one auxiliary

of the same type of 300HP. The electric machinery is composed of

one main motor of 70 H.P. for propelling the boat when submerged,

operating either the side or centre shaft, or used as a dynamo for

recharging batteries. There are additional electric motors for

operating down -haul screwsand performing other services as required .

Air for tank and ventilation service is supplied from commercial

reservoirs. There are special fittings for closing smoke pipe and air

ducts quicklybefore submerging, and the tank operations are very

simply controlled by Kingston and compressed air reducing valves.

The Plunger has three propellers ( in addition to the down -ball

screws), any one, or all ofwhich can be operated by either steam or
electrical machinery.

The author then referred to the Holland, & smaller and similar

type ofboat, and proceeded to suggest the possibilities of such craft

totake the place of second -class torpedoboats on battleships, and of

semi-submerged boats ofalmost any dimensions, having armour

enough above water to afford ample protection, at the same time

protecting all the rest by water. In conclusion, he pointed out that

the great need of the hour for barbour and coast detence is a small

torpedo boat that can be submerged , having within it a storage

battery of sufficient power to give it a submerged range of a few

hours, with 9 or 10 knots surface speed, and from 6 to 8 knots
submerged.

2 10

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140

Horse Power.

quantity, the s being introduced to make the scale of horse-power

half the scale of the upper line of quantity, and the decimal 7-1134

being the coefficient in the formula H.P. 01134 H Q E for horse

power on the basis of the weight 62.4 lbs. per cabic foot. For
amounts of head and volume beyond the range of the scale, the

figures may be used as though of tenfold value, or to any con

venient other multiple, the final reading being similarly múltiplied.

CARBON BRUSH -HOLDERS.

BY ERNEST KILBURNSCOTT.

WATER POWER DIAGRAM.

THE accompanying diagram , for which we are indebted to the

Electrical Engineer of New York, is due to Mr. O. H. Landreth . It

IQDE
is a graphical representation of the formula, H.P. , where

500

1 is the effective head in feet, Q is the quantity of water in cubic feet

per second, D is the weight of a cubic foot of water = 62.4 lbs. , and

E is the percentage of efficiency of the wheel.

There are twosets of radiating lines from the left lower corner of

the diagram . Those which pass to the top line are lines of supply ;

those to the right hand vertical line are efficiency lines, except the

dotted line near the 90, which is a conversion line for horse-power.

To use the diagram there is assumed as an example a head of 15 6 feet,

at which a supply of 40 cubic feet per second is used in a wheel of

75 per cent. efficiency.

PART I.

ALTHOUGH Prof. Forbes first suggested using a block of

fine grained carbon on dynamo commutators so long ago as

1885, practically nothingwas done to develop the idea until

about 1892. Since then, however, the carbon brush has

rapidly pushed its way into favour until it threatens to oust

the metal brush out of the field altogether.

As the published information on the subject is somewhat

meagre, the writer proposes, in the following article, to give

a few of the rules which govern the application of carbon

brushes, and also to describe some of theleadingtypes.

One point on which there is a lack of definiteinformation

is : -How many amperes per square inch of area of contact

on the commutator should be allowed for carbon brushes ?

So far as the writer's experience goes, 40 amperes per square

inch is a good average, but some makers employ as low as
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to the carbon to within , say, 7 inch of the commutator ; bat

where there is considerable overhang, as in the heavy Siemens

typo, conductivity becomes important. In fact, one objection
tothe use of carbon brusheson large dynamos, especially if

they must pass a strict guarantee clause for efficiency, is

that there may be an extra loss of 1 or 2 per cent. due to

TRIGGER

= 12

25 amperes per square inch of area of contact, whilst others

allow as much as 60 amperes per equare inch . A good deal

depends on thesize of the machine,the density being usually

lower in a small macbine because it may be convenient to

use standard sizes of carbons. On the large genere tors for

the Waterlco and City Railway, for example, giving 450

amperes at 550 volts, a quite sparkless collection is obtained

by five carbon brushes, each with an area of contact on the

commutator of 2 inches long by 1 wide.. This gives

450

5 x 2 x 1
45 amperes per square inch of contact.

The ordinary25 horse -power tramcar motor geared at 4 :8

to i to 33 inches tramway wheel, usually takes 15 amperes,

but it may be suddenly called upon for five times that amount.

The brush has an area of 2} inches by } inch. In the more

recent motors there are two carbons, each 14 inches by inch ,

or a total of 1} equare inches, and we see, therefore, that

15

the current density is usually somewhere about
1.25

amperes per square incb , but it may rise on an emergency to

60 amperes per square inch. No doubt there is sparking at

thebigh loads, but the results taken over a long period are
undoubtedly much better than if metal brushes were to be

employed for the purpose, even if they could be got to work

well with the armatures running both ways.

It is interesting to compare the above with what is allowed

for ordinary gauze brushes :-On a large 180 - kilowatt

dynamo giving 1,500 amperes at 350 revolutions per minute

and with a commutator 12 inches in diameter, the current,

was collected by 12 brushes each 2 inches by inch on

face. They were arranged in three sets of four in each set

and a space of about sinch was left between adjacent

brushes.

1,500

The contact density works out at
3 X 4 X 2 X 16

= 200

amperes per equare inch . Again , a multipolar macbine with

series armature has five brushes, each 2 inches by inch ,

1,150

(1 inch face) to collect 1,150 amperes, 5 x 2 x 1 = 115

amperes per square inch.

With reference to the actual conductivity of the carbon

itself, this will vary with the quality. The Carré brushes,

made from lampblack, naturally give the highest con

ductivity, but they are expensive, and a commoner quality

made from petroleum coke, tar, and plumbago, in about the

proportions of 70, 20, and 10 parcs,is nowmost generally

used . The plambago acts as a kind of lubricant.

Good conducting carbon specially supplied for the purpose

will easily carry 60 to 70amperes per square inch of cross

section withoutgetting andulyhot, bat, of course, thecurrent

density may be higherin small section carbons than in those

of large section, on account of the proportion of the cooling

surface to the area being so much greater in the first case.

The curve given in fig. 1 shows how the temperature varies

FIG. 2.- Plan.

GREENWOOD & BATLEY'S CABBON BRUSH - HOLDER.

3

3

the brushes themselves. For example, the dynamos for the

Leeds tramways were spccified to havecarbonbrushes. The

guarantee test for efficiency was made with metal brushes,

with the result that Messrs. Greenwood & Batley, Limited ,

earned a good bonus, whereas if the carbon brushes had been

used they would have only just scraped through. Fig. 2

shows the type of brush -holder (made of aluminium ) in use

on these machines, and it may be mentioned that the col

lection is as nearly perfect as possible, there isn't a sign of a

spark however the load may vary .

One of the earliest recognitions of the factthat theuse of

carbon helped tostop sparking was made by Messrs. Cromp

ton & Co., Limited, on some large machines which they

supplied for aluminium reduction . The current taken off

thecommutator was considerable, and in order to reduce the

800

600

1
.
.
.
.
.

400

200

25 99 75 100 125 3

FIG.1. - CURVE SHOWING THE HEATING OF CABBON BRUSH PRESSED

ON TO A COPPER PLATE .

Fig . 3. - METAL BRUSH WITH CARBON TIP .

with the carrent for a carbon block 1 inch equare. In actual

running it should be mentioned that the carbons are kept

cool by the draught of air, and owing to the loose carbon

dust the contact resistance is improved .

This matter of conductivity does not enter into the ques
tion so much with those brush -holders giving a metal support

sparking as much as possible the ordinary metal brushes

were fitted with carbon tips. Since then this method has

been adopted on many other machines, especially where there

were great variations in the load as well as large currents to

deal with . A simple method of carrying the carbon block

is shown in fig . 3. Arc lamp carbon may be used for the
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purpose, or the little dovetail blocks clamped to the end of a

flatspring.

&

静

Before going on to describe the various types of brush

holders it would perhaps be as well to enquire into the

reasons why the mere pubstitution of a block of carbon in

stead of a metal brush improves the commutation. In order

to do this properly, it will be necesary to consider for &

moment the various causes of sparking. For, although

armature reaction is the fundamental cause, there are other

reasons, such as the impedance of the coil under short

circuit, the time interval, and the thickness of the brush ,

which effect the question to a greater or less degree.

In the single core continuous current transformer the

armature coils connected up to onecommutator are paralleled

by another set connected to the other commutator, and thus

the magnetic effect of one is neutralised by that of the other.

In other words, there is very little armature reaction and

practically no lead to the brushes. Yet those who have

worked these machines know that sparking is not necessarily

eliminated . *

There is Messrs. Mavor and Coulson's combination of an

auxiliary pole and the Sayer's reversing coils, also Messrs.

P. R. Jackson's development of the latter. The partial

reduction of the cross magnetising effect by an exaggerated

chord winding as described in Mr. Mordey's paper on

“Dybamos," and the thorough lamination of the poles ( at

right angles to the lamination of the armature core), 88

suggested by the writer, see Proceedings of Institution of

Eectrical Engineers, Vol. xxvi., page 598. Partial lamina

tion of the field poles and shaping the poles away at the

horns wbich tend to be strengthened by the cross magnetism ,

is, perhaps, the simplest method of reducing the lead.

All these arrangements are good as far as they go, but

there are other causes of sparking wbich require to be

attacked from the entirely external standpoint of the brushes
themselves.

Any device which makes good commutation possible with

a considerable lead on lightloads, means that the machine

can be successfully operated with little or no change of lead

under varying loads.

Now, experiment has shown that this may be effected by

placing an extra resistance in the circuit of the short

circuited coil. With a metal brush this can be effected by

making it in several sections with a high resistance coil of

small area (platinoid wire) between each . The heat waste

and sparking caused by the difference of potential between

adjacent segments respectively in contact between the

advance and hinder sections of the brush is thus prevented.

( To be continued .)
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Dynamos have been designed (Prof. Ryan) on the lines of a con

tinuous current transformer with the second or neutralising coils

wound in slots in the pole faces. As these slots were filled with

copper they added considerably to the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit, and it was therefore proposed to make the conductors ofblabs

of wrought-iron insulated from , but bolted to, the poles. The writer

went into this with Mr. Mordey in 1893, but came to the conclusion

that the cost of machining, insulating, and connecting upat the ends

was too stiff a price to pay for the somewhat doubtful advantage of

elimin iting the lead of the brushes.
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The aspects of national industrial supremacy in the iron

trade have been ably dealt with of late in the Engineering

Magazine by Mr. Jeans, who now again writes under the

above title, and argues the question of cheap and dear

labour. Mr. Jeans has left over this article until he could ,

in come measure, estimate the result of the strike, and he is

optimistic on the prospect. He endorses our already ex

pressed opinion , that if the result of the strike be to put a

stop to the bad and dishonest conditions which have been

prevailing, there is much brighter prospect for British

industry. Great Britain , says Mr. Jeans, has suffered more

loss of prestige to her industrial character from the bad side

of trades anionism than from any other cause. Mr. Jeans

has otherwise a bigh estimate of British labour - its skill,

doggedness and capacity to produce good work , and no

Englishman need be afraid of comparison with Continental

products.

A factor in industrial supremacy is a large home demand.

This it is has built up trade for the United States. Home

demand brings works into existence, and these expand, and

finally are able to produce for outside. The absence of

home trade has kept upprogressive countries in a backward

condition as regards metallurgy. For example, take Ruseia,

with a population in 1880 of 100 millione, and a pig - iron

manufacture of only 465,000 tons, of finished iron 292,000,

and of steel 307,000, whereas undeveloped America pro

duced four million tons of pig and three million of finished,

or partly finished , products. America was progressive, and

has now obtained the first place in iron production, though

still second in production per head of population, and very

low down in production per area . Mr. Jeans is of opinion,

and he claims that bie opinion is based on experience, that no

country possesses such recources as to give it a supremacy in so

widely diffased an industry as iron and steel making for a very

long time. The ore and coal depositsof New South Wales are so

great as to afford the expectation of production as cheaply as

in any other country . Then there are the resources of British

India, of China , Siberia, Japan. In India especially the

coal and iron resources are great and are widely spread.

In Spain there are good prospects, and the newer Spanish

ironworks are well equipped, and there are the conditions

in embryo that would enable pig to be made as low as 289.

per ton - practically the cheapest price in Europe. Russia

is now progressing, and the demand in Siberia may

become great now that railway facilities are provided. The

total iron production of the world , which was not five

million tons in 1850, grew to 12 million tons in 1870, and

then in 1880 to 18 , and now to 32 millions. It will be

46 millions in 1916, and 60 millions in the lifetime of most
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take to be the Carnegie Company, and this has made hand

some profits on account of efficiency of administration and

singleness of purpose rarely equalled in manufacturing

annals.

at Sea.

a

young engineers now living, if the present rate of growth be

continued .

Where can anyone at present see the source of the extra

50 million tons of ore to provide for the demand in 36 years

hence ? Great Britain certainly cannot hope to do more

than put out her present annual 15 millions of tons.

Germany is in no better case . France has stack for many

years at 3} millions, despite the large deposits of the

Meurthe -et -Moselle district. That country, apparently,

must be first which can put out the biggest weight of ore .

But it is not materials alone which tell. Much depends on

the character of the people. A skilled and industrious

population is necessary, such as found in Great Britain or

the United States, and rarely in semi-civilised countries like

Russia, or in fallen -back nations like Spain. The unques

tioned efficiency of the British workman - when he chooses

-may in the future be found allied with the willingness of

the American, and show itself in the running of plant for all

it is worth. If so , the change will greatly modify the pre

sent conditions. In the best American works it may be

assumed there is now little or no reserve of force. In

Great Britain we have a reserve of 30 to 60 per cent. — the

italics are ours .

If Mr. Jeans be right, and he only voices our own ideas,

the geographical and climatic advantages of Great Britain

must tell powerfully in the future as in the past. Already a

few of our leading works, Barrow, Dowlais, Bolckow ,

Vaughan & Co. , now compare favourably with any in

America as to costs, and the old country bas plenty of

“ kick ” still left, and one of the surprises of the future

may be a resurrection of British supremacy on a scale quite

undreamed of. John Ball is so very pessimistic - he does

not magnify his powers or achievements, and when it is

considered that Great Britain has everything but ores, and

they can be so readily and cheaply imported, it is unlikely

that she will suffer eclipse.

Lately, conditions have not been fair. Germany and

America bave kept up home prices by pools and syndicates,

and dumped surplus production into neatral markets at

prices only possible under the pooling conditions at home.

In fact, the German and American public have been really

presenting iron to foreigners in the way France and Germany

present sugar.

The near futare, probably everywhere, will bring the legis

lative cost of production a little higher. Already this is

18. 3d . to 18, 6d . per ton in England, and it is considerable

in Germany. It is likely to increase in America as greater

care of life increases. The United States also are not likely

to be so free of war burdene, or Europe maybe will drop

some of her crushing load by federation . With a quarrel

some America the Continent of Europe might find it necessary

to federate for its existence, and America has already evinced

strong desires to go outside her own territory and drop the

Munroe doctrine of non -meddlesomeness.

The present Spanish imbroglio seems likely to result in

heavy war expenditure in America, demanding taxes which

will even up costs of production and place American

industry under charges more approaching to those borne by

others. Such would seem to be the outcome of the note

struck by Mr. Jeans in his article, for already he states few

of the leading American works have been of late making

large profits. One notable exception remains, which we

At the time of the much lauded trials of

The Belleville Boiler H.M.S. Powerful we ventured to doubt the

propriety of such an expensive and serious

experiment. Hints as to the fearsome coal consumption of

this fine ship do not tend to re - assure us. A paper just pre

sented to the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders of

Scotland by a Russian engineer detailing his experience on

board the ss. Kherson adds further testimony to the

inadequacy of the circulation in Bölleville boilers. In the

Kherson there are 24 boilers placed back to back athwart

ships — this position, to our mind, being specially suited to

pat a check on proper circulation. In each boiler are eight

elements of 20 4 - inch tubes each , the lowest tubes

3-inch , the two next is, and the top two rows thick.

When first tried the port side boilers did not work 80

well as those on the starboard, the bottom box joints to

feed collectors leaking. When the trial was over it was

found the ship listed 10 ° to the starboard. At a second

mooring trial the list was 5º and reversed, and the same

faults were repeated, but also on the opposite side, and the

faults were less pronounced, owing, perhaps, to less list and

a shorter run. The faults developed consisted of the bending

down of the tubes from 1 inch to 1 } inches. Throughout

the voyage faults always occurred on the side opposite to that

towards which the ship listed, and a point of pecaliar interest

was that previously bent tubes tended to become straight, and

come even bent upwards, as, indeed , is the normal tendency

of the lower tubes of Belleville boilers. Mr. Gretchia

attributes, we think rightly, the trouble to the list causing

the odd rows of tubes to become horizontal if the list is

21°, and to incline the wrong way when the list exceeds this

amount. Mr. Gretchin's experience points to the need of very

skilful firing of fires 3 to 4 inches thick , and he details the

system of routine working, continuous repairs at sea and in

port, and , altogether, his paper is lively reading for anyone

who knows even a little of life at sea , and can picture the

succession of bent tubes, leak ", split welds, the rattling of non

return valves as the ship rolled as if to prove the need of

these in the mud boxes. Nothing that has yet come to light

concerning the Belleville boiler has tended to re - assure us as

to its suitability for steam raising in defence of the empire.

Permanent Indicator Rigs.- The Street Railway

Review describes a convenient permanent indicator rigging

which gives a thoroughly perfect movement. It consists of.

a shaft parallelwith thepiston rod, and supportedin bear

inga bolted to the underside of the upper guide. The shaft

is sufficiently to one side to clear the crosshead, yet close to

the guide frame, to allow free access to the gland, &c. To

the shaft is fixeda brass strip, so carved as to form a portiona

of a high pitched helix. This is engaged by a fork belted

to the crosshead. The fork carries rollers. A movement

of the crosshead of 60 inches gives the shaft, by engage

ment of the fork and helix, arotation of something less

than 60°. Motion is carried by means of cranks and con

necting rod from the shaft to a second shaft, carried in

brackets on the side of the cylinder. Small cord wheels on

this second shaft carry the cords to the paper barrel. We

think we have somewhere seen a similar arrangementcarried

out by means of a slightly twisted square bar, such as is

used in the valve gear of a fire engine. Any device to be

successful at highspeeds needs to provide for the shortest

possible cords, and shouldb ; of great rigidity compared

with its weight, or at least its moment.
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" FREE " AND " EASY " PAYMENT SYSTEMS

OF HOUSE WIRING .

BY V. ZINGLER, A.I.E.E.

we

.

(Concluded from page 533.)

Now there is no doubt that Mr. Rider has only put for

ward this ingenious scheme with the idea of enabling the

Corporation to increase their electricity supply, and so to

benefit the public not only by the general distribution at

cheaper rates of a healthy illuminant, but also bysaving

their pockets from the heavy initialoutlay otherwise in

volved by the adoption of the electric light. It is question
able, however, whether the scheme will commend itself in

its financial aspects to students of scientific economy.

It is a carious medley of municipal socialism and re

actionary individualism . Much as all desire to

see the general application of electricity either by private

or by municipalenterprise, it is doubtful whether such

a scheme as this should not be considered as dan

gerous alike from the nature of the thing and the

abuses it may bring forth . For what does it amount

to ? It is a scheme by which a municipality - a public

body - takes upon itself the compound function of money

lending and the support of one-man businesses. And

what can it lead to ? Nothing but bribery and corruption.

What is to prevent councillors from baving interests in the

wiring firms thus supported , or from being themselves in

receipt of “ relief " on account of such work done for them ,

with the accompanying possibilities of fraud, commission,

&c., which it is better not to enter into ?

Consider the litigation which the Corporations will get

into over clause (a ) ? Suppose that the satisfaction of the

consumer does not correspond with that of the borough elec

trical engineer, and that the consumer refuses to pay any

thing further. Also, to whom will the installation belong

during the period from completion to payment on the part

of the Corporation ? Who is to adjudicate upon extras,

such a favourite item in a wiring contractor's bill ? No doubt

these are only minor points, and could be duly allowed for in

any agreement; but the broad principle of the thing remains

the same. Wehave not got so far in our social conditions

that the community should be called upon to paythe debts

of one of its items, or to suffer loss through the defaulting

of a member.

It may be argued that there is no difference between this

scheme and the Corporation wiring the man's house them

selves, as in any casethey spend the ratepayers' money. But

there is a difference between paying a man'sdebts inmoney

and in kind ; if the consumer absconds or declares himself

bankrupt, the money is as good as lost, as it does not follow

that another consumer will always take the same house at

once, or, having done so, will use the electric light ; and he

could not be compelled to do so, as the agreement would

only be between the original tenant and the Corporation ;

whereas, if the Corporation wired the house themselves, they

could come to terms with the landlord, so that their ultimate

payment, with interest, would be assured.

These remarks are merely looking at the question from

thestandpoint of the community, and, apart from the fact

that altruism does not flourish sufficiently among us that we

should have a rabid desire to advance each other money

ad lib. ( for where electric light trades have this advantage

others will also require it) , it is questionable whether such

powers could be exercised by a corporation without the per

mission of Parliament, or whether Parliament would give

thatpermission.

Mr. Rider summarises the advantages of his scheme from

the standpoints of Corporation, consumer and contractor, as
follows :

To the Corporation the advantages would be

( a) The accession of a large number of consumers who

would otherwise not be able to afford to adopt the electric
light.

( 6) The excellent control the Corporation would be able

to exercise over the wiring of the premises, and the conse

quent raising of the standard of work.

To the consumer the advantages would be

(© ) The adoption of electricity as an illuminant without

any heavy initial outlay.

(d) No extra price for current, as in the free wiring

scheme.

( @) The cessation of all payments for wiring after a certain

time, when the work would become the property of the con

sumer.

( f ) The guarantee of first -class work, under the direct

control of the Corporation.

To the contractor the advantages would be

( g ) A large increase of work in wiring premises.

(h ) The certainty of payment on the satisfactory com

pletion of the work.

Let us just consider these :

(a) is no doubt the best advantage that the scheme

has to offer. It may, however, beasked, are there many

consumers who, if they could not afford to pay £ 100 down,

would readily assent to a quarterly tax of over £12 for 21

months for the sole object of afterwards owning certain

fixtures in a house which does not belong to them ?

(6) If the control were to be greater than that adopted

now, the Corporation would have to engage a larger staff.

Besides, the controller would always be subject to being

squared, or to getting on too friendly relations with cor

tractors, as oftenhappens now.

(©) The same remarks apply to this as to (a) .

( d ) This will be dealt with afterwards.

(@) Dealt with under (a) .

( ) Dealt with under (6).

( 9) Excellent for the wiring companies, subject to the

scheme becoming popular with the public.

( h ) Also good for the contractor, if no legal difficulties

such as have been suggested before intervene.

We may now consider the scheme of the Free Wiring

Company in conjunction with that of Mr. Rider's, in the

relative positions of their advantages to the consumer, i.e.,

to his pocket; for, after all, this is what the average man

considers, and rightly enough , before all . And this comes

in special relation to ( d).

The consumers catered for under either of these schemes

are those whose incomes are from £500 downwards, and who

could not afford to pay £100 (or a proportional amount as

their income decreases ) in cash down for electric light. To

these people and they form the great majority of possible

consumers-- the question of the general application of the

electric light and the consequent reduction in the charge

per unit or in the parish rates, is as nothing compared with

the sudden expenditure of one -fifth of their income. No

doubt they would be glad to have the rates reduced, but not

by the offer of such a sacrifice. What such a man has to

consider then, under these alternative schemes, is this :

Assume, for convenience, that he has 100 lights to be wired

for at £ 1 each, consuming 18 units each per annum. Under

Mr. Rider's scheme he will pay £100 + 5 per cent. = £105,

in eight quarterly instalments of £ 13 28. 6. eacb, spread

over 21 months. As Mr. Rider points out, this is equivalent

to getting credit for the full amount of £105 for 10 months,
or at the rate of about 5 % per cent. per annum . He will

thus not only lose bis interest on the £ 100 he spends, but he

has to pay an additional 5 per cent. for the loan. His con

sumption per quarter will be, at 6d . per unit,

18 x 100

X 6 = £11 58.

4

Of course he may not burn anything like this, but the figures

may be taken for purposes of comparison.

Now, if he takes up the schemeof the Free Wiring Com

pany, he will have to add one-sixth to this latter sum ,

assuming that the charge is ld. extra per unit consumed .

This will make his quarterly bill for current £ 13 28. 6d. ,

or, cariously enough , just equal to what he would be paying

off quarterly under Mr. Rider's scheme for nearly two years,

to obtain certain fixtures as his own property which areof no

more value to him than the water- pipes in his house.

The sum he pays under the Free Wiring Company's

scheme per quarter is £ 1 178. 6d . , or at the rate of 7 } per

cent. per annum.

To sum up, under the one scheme he will be paying

£24 78. 6d. per quarter for two years, and £11 58. per

quarter afterwards, and own certain fixtures in, probably,

another man's house, which would not realise anything ; to

-
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this would be added legal proceedings if he got into arrears.

On the other hand , he would pay £ 13 28. 6d. per quarter as

long as he liked , with no disabilities attached except the

catting off of the light if he failed to pay.

It is for Corporations anxious to take up a scheme of this

sort to consider human nature first, and to ask themselves

which scheme they would prefer if they were in the position

of this man .

As the writer is not aware whether Mr. Rider's scheme

has been adopted at Plymouth or elsewhere, no figures as to
its operation can be given ; but there is no doubt that the

scheme of the Free Wiring Company is being taken up by

many supply companies and corporations. It must be evi

dentthat it is of great assistance to the supply companies

and corporations for increasing their load ; infact, this is so

to such an extent that some of them bavedecided to charge

the consumer nothing for the hire of the wiresand fittings—

presumably instead of reducing the cost of the unit as the

Toad increases. If the thousands of small houses in the

suburbs which are without the electric light are considered,

the possibilities of any scheme of this sort are immense; and

that it is not only the small consamers who sometimes take

advantage of it is shown by the fact that in one district

worked on this scheme and started contemporaneously with

the supply authority, considerably over one half of the con

bumers have been " free wired," and these used over 80 per

cent. of the total current supplied.

Under this system the consumer has the option after five

years of purchasing the installation on payment of the

original cost plus 20 per cent., and less 11per cent. per

annum from the date of installation for depreciation. It is

not probable, however, that many consumers would avail

themselves of this. Certainly, 20 per cent. seems a large

profit,and i} per cent. a small depreciation after five years,

and after paying 7} per cent. interest.

But the system has this advantage — that the landlord does

not in any way become responsible for thedefaulting of any

tenant, as the wires and fittings remain the property of the

company,who can remove them if payment is not forth

coming . They are, however, bound to make good any damage

causedby this removal.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that when the gas

companies saw their lighting business threatened by the

introduction of the electric light, they applied themselves to

encouraging gas cooking andheating by letting out stoves,

&c. , on hire for a very moderate sum . That there is a

demand for these is shown by the fact that the gas companies'

profits have not decreased, despite the great progress made

by the electric light. As borough engineers andothers are

always grumbling at the great valley in their load curve,

because most of their machines have to stand idleduring the

daytime, it is curious that no effort is made, either by the

supply authorities, or some company, to let out on hire elec

trical cooking and heating apparatus, not to speak of motors.

Owing to their cleanliness and economy in heat, there would

no doubt be a ready demand for them , and the item of

wiring would be extremely small.

refer, perhaps more intelligently than ourselves, to the

original. The second part of the paper deals with the pro

perties of insulating substances used in engineering practice,

and appears tous of so muchpractical interest that we print

it in extenso. That many of Mr. Fessenden's views admit of

much controversy does not detractfrom their interest.

The author begins by drawing a careful distinction

between the two qualities necessary to an insulator, viz ., non

conductivity and dielectric strength ; to both which qualities,

he complaine, the term resistance has been indiscriminately

applied . He points out that water is, so far as the latter

quality is concerned, at least as good an insulator as India

rubber,and, in another section of the paper, that only its
enormous solvent power prevents its being a good non
conductor.

The paper then considers the mechanism of conduction in

four sections : conduction by convection, conduction in

solide, fluids, and gases.

Liquid insulators, even very perfect non -conductors, will

conduct by convection, and this may cause scrious leakage

in high potential distribution. Convection is not recognised

as occurring in solide,but is well marked in gases, vapours,
and fluids. The mechanism of convection is the repulsion

from a charged body of other bodies which have bzen in

contact with it, which move away carrying with them part

of its charge. Now, small bodies charged from another,

comparatively large and smooth, are notrepelled from but

attracted to it ; and though it is stated that the relation

between the size of the particle, the voltage, and the radius

of the charged conductor, when the particle after touching
the conductor is neither attracted nor repelled , can be

obtained by the method of images, no numerical results are

given, for which omission the author apologises. Leakage

between conductors in a liquid insulator,so far as it is due

to convection, is caused by amotion of a portionof the oil

As a whole, and not of its individual particles. Leakage by

convection in a liquid insulator can be prevented in three

ways :

1. By using oil of great viscosity, in which case, how

ever, we lose the chief advantage of oil insulation, i.e., its

ability to re - insulate quickly after a discharge."

“ 2. By putting pure dry cellulose in some form or other

between the charged surfaces loosely, so that the oil can

filterthrough it easily and any air escape readily , but suffi
ciently close to prevent any rapid flow . Pare cellulose has
the great advantage that when well boiled in the oil it bag

approximately the same specific conductive capacity as the
oil. No varnish or shellac should be used in the oil for

reasons given later . "

“ 3. By dissolving a solid, non -dissociating substance in

the oil in such excess that it crystallises out at ordinary

temperatures and forms with the oil a soft gelatinous mass,

not fluid, but yetcapable of allowing the oil to ooze throngh

its substance. This has many of the disadvantages of 1 ,

but it has one advantage, in that the substance chosen may

ba one, like paraffin,having a large specific heat of liquefac

tion, and consequently an overload will not raise the tem

perature of the oil above a fixed point till the paraffin is all
melted .”

No rapid movement of the liquid can occur in any of

these arrangements, and the convection currents must be

very small. It is further pointed out that the well known

discharging effect of points is due not only to the great

densityof the charge at places of large curvature, but largely

to the fact that verysmall particles are repelled from points,

and can move rapidly away, carrying their charges, while

they would not be repelled at all from rounded knobs or

surfaces of small curvature.

In relation to the conductivity of solids, the author refers

to a relation between the properties of a metal which he

discovered and announced in 1892.

The conductivity of a pure metal is proportional to

elasticity

• valency : or in other words, the product of
density

the conductivity of a pure metal and its valency is propor

tional to the speed at which it conducts sound. In evidence

of this law figures are given of 10 other metals referred to

silver, but they closely satisfy the formula in only three cases,

viz ., gold, aluminium , and cadmium ; the values in those

cases being as follows :

&

THE MECHANISM OF ELECTRICAL

CONDUCTION.*

WE print in another column of the present issue (page 596) the

latter part of an interesting and suggestive paper recentlyread

byMr. Reginald A. Fessenden before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. The paper consists of two parts ; the

first, highly speculative, discusses the mode by which elec

tricity is conveyed through solids, liquide, and gases, and

supports the general view that all conduction is essentially

convective, if the circumstances of the constitution of

materials, solid or fluid, wbich determine whether they are

conductors or insulators, are considered . We confess we do

not follow throughout the reasoning of this part of the paper,

but some account of its argument may induce our readers to

• " Insulation and Conduction.” A paper read by Mr. Reginald

A. Fessenden before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

New York , March 23rd, 1898 .
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Metal. Atom . Vol. Atom . Wt. Valency. R. calculated . R. observed.

Silver

Gold

Aluminium

Cadmium

102

10-2

10-5

108

197

27

112.2

1

1

3

4

100

135

152

456

100

137

159

45713

8

In other cases there are discrepancies from 13 to 88 per

cent. The worst case is that of iron, in which the calculated

resistivity is 480, and the observed 646. Iron is taken to

be octovalent, and if tetravalent the figure would be only

240, but Mr. Fessenden observes that "the magnetio metals,

as iron and platinum , are very difficult to obtain pure. Their

true resistance is, therefore, at present doubtful." The values

attributed to the valencies of the metals seem somewhat

arbitrary, and upon this poirt the author, referring to &

diagram , in which, by the way , cadmium is assigned a

valency 2, writes : " Bat there is no very definite rule.

Among the anivalent elements some unite with bivalent

atoms, as does copper, and in general all that can be said

is, that & certain valency holds generally and not in

general. Consequent'y when we find that by taking a group

of metals having very closely the same value of Young's

modalus, as, for instance, gold, silver, and alaminium , their

conductivities are, within the limits of errors of observation,

proportional to the velocity of sound – valency : and that

in any of the group of metals having the same valency, the

conductivity is directly proportionalto the velocity of sound,

within experimental errors,we are to a certain extent justified

in making a choice of valencies when this is needed .'

If thislaw be established it points clearly to convection as

the mode of conduction in solids. To quote again : - " This

formula throws a certain light on the nature of conductivity

in solids, and why come solids are insulators. For the

formula elasticity

is the same as that for velocity of sound
density

in a body. Now , in the convective discharge, the electricity

was handed on with the same velocity as that with which the

particles moved . In flaids, as we shall see, the electricity is

handed on with the velocity with which the ions move. In

both cases the electricity travels along on the particles of

matter.” A long quotation from Prof. Lodge follows indi

cating that this idea was well founded in his mind 10 years

ago, and it is suggested that had be known of a formala

subsequently discovered by Mr. Fessenden, and published in

the Electrical World (New York ), August 22nd, 1891, his

views would have beenmuch strengthened.

“ The formula refered to is :

78 x 1012

Young's modulas

(atom . vol.)

“ Hence it is possible to predetermine the velocity of sound

in wires by the formula :

883 x 104

Velocity in cms. per sec . =
atom . vol. X Vdensity,

" and the electric resistivity is given roughly by :

Resistivity = 45 x 10- x atom . vol. x V density x valency.

“ This formula possesses a general interest, inasmuch as it

would seem that while the strain in the dielectric is propa

gated with the velocity of light, 6.6., VKM, theactual elec

tricity in the wire were handedon with the velocity of sound,

and is proportional to N **
р

Mr. Fessenden thus arrives at the general conclusion that

metals probably conduct by handing on charges to one

anotheras theymeet or collide in the course of their natural

vibrations, and that the rate at which charges can be passed

through their substance, i.e.,their conductivity, is proportional

to the number of collisions in a given time, and invereely to

the valency. The action of a high valency in reducing the

conductivity of the metal is not very clear, but we under

stand that Mr. Fessenden looks on a high valency as in

volving small freedom of motion among the molecules, and

80 fewer collisions. An ingenious mechanical arrangement

of balls carried on stretched strings is described , which

would behave apalogously to the author's conception of a
conductor ,

We fiad it difficult to follow the writer in his discussion of

the molecular qualities necessary to produce solid dielectrics.

He points out from a table of the elements constructed on

Mendeleeff's principle that, as we proceed from the highly

conducting metals used in commerce towards those of lower

rows and higher valencies the substances get more crystalline,

bighly polymerised, and capable of existing in allotropio

forms, and adds a number of general considerations on the

effect of highly complex structure on the transmission of

vibration . Heconcludes that for folid insulators we require

“ substances which are strongly linked together, of great

density, and of small modulus of elasticity ." In considering

the conductivity of liquids the results arrived at by &

number of well-known physicists are britily stated, the

condition that determines wbether a given solution is an

electrolyte or an insulator being the attraction of the mole

cales of the solvent for the ions of the solute. If this

attraction is sufficiently great to overcome the cohesion of

the molecule of the solut », and break it up into ions, the

liquid is an electrolyte, but if not it remains an insulator.

To quote Mr. Fesgenden :

"The conductivity of a solution is thus dependent upon
the following :

“ 1. How powerful the attraction of the molecules of the
golvent is for the ions of the solute, for on this depends how

much of the solute is disassociated, i.e., how many ions are

set freeto carry the current.

“ 2. How fast the ions move.

“ 3. What the valency of the ions is.

“ In designing insulations the first is the important point,

for from itwe see that two good insulators mixed do not

necessarily make a good insulator. A solid may dissolve in

one substance and be an insulator in solution, but in another

solventmay conduct quite well.

“This is what makes the chief difference between fluid

insulatore, for practically all the fluids which are not simple

elemente, like mercury, have very high ohmic resistance, and

all have practically about the same dielectric strength . The

ohmic resistance of pure water is, according to Kohlrausch

and Heydweiller, about 1 megohm per cubic centimetre,

consequently on account of its non -inflammability and great

specific heat, its great heat of vaporisation and low boiling

point, it would be a very valuable insalator for some types of

apparatus were it not for the fact that it dissolves almost

everything in slight proportions and splite them up into ione.

Varnished paper will dissolve in some high resistance oils,

forming a conducting solution . ”

In treating conductivity in gases, Mr. Fessenden adds

little to what he has already said. Looking on all conduction

as essentially convective, calling it electrolytic when the

charges are conveyed by disassociated ione, he has no doubt

that conduction by gas is usually electrolytic, but thinks it

may take place by convection , using the word in the usual

sense, in the arc and in the Vacuum tube.

regards the electrolytic discharge, this can only take place

when the gas is disassociated by heat or by astrong slope

of potential. ”

Our copy of this paper is an advance proof kindly sent to
us from America.

66 AS

A GREAT SCHEME OF ELECTRIC

TRAMWAYS .

The most ambitious scheme of electric tramways ever pro

malgated in this country is one that will provide a quick

service of electric cars between Uxbridge Road Station and

Uxbridge on the one hand, and Hammersmith Broadway and

Hampton Court on the other hand . The proposed routes

are clearly shown in the annexed map, from which it will be

seen that thescheme embracesthe equipment of existing horse

lines with electrical plant and extensions into new districts.

The present tramways are owned by the London United

Tramways Company,of which Mr. Clifton Robinson is the

engineer and managing director. It is perhaps hardly

necessary to say that Mr. Robinson has been , and is, A880

ciated with most of the electric tramways that have been
D
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laid down in this country, so he may be said tobe well fitted

to fight the cause of electric tramways in West London. For

there has beena battle royal waged round electric tramways

in the two parishes of Ealing and Chiswick ; indeed, so high

did local feeling run that the elections of the Chiswick and

Ealing District Councils, which took place some two or three

weeksago, were fought on the question of permitting or pre

venting theadmissionof electric Traction intothedistricts. The

result of the elections was a signal victory for those candidates

who soughtthe suffrages of the electors on the grounds that it

wasdesirable to permit the tramways company to introduce

electrical working on to that part of the system which

passed through the district. The result of this appeal to the

ratepayers isdistinctively interesting,because it reveals in the

clearest possible manner the attitude of the public on the

subject of electric tramways, despite the insidious attacks

and unfair arguments of its opponents.

The existing lines of the London United Tramways Com

pany are nearly nine miles in length, and the system com

districts which appear to offer greater prospects forthesac

cessful working ofelectric tramways than the neighbourhood

west of Hammersmith. Thethoroughfares are wide and the

population is exceedingly dense ( in numbers). A well

equipped tramway system would prove a real blessing to the

inhabitants and would , moreover, open ap the country beyond

Ealing and Hanwell which would be advantageous to property

owners and residents alike. We have never seen a better

equipped horse line than the system of the London United

Tramwaye, the horses are excellent specimens and the track

is kept in a highly perfect state ; it needs only electricity to

make it an ideal system .

It is not only ,however, the inhabitants along the pro

posed route thatwill benefit from the efforts of the London

United Tramways to introduce electrical working, for

they are successful in inducing Parliament to grant them

powers, they will have broken down the barriers that have

hitherto prevented the introduction of electric tramways

into London .
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prises lines from Hammersmith Broadway to Kew Bridge,

Uxbridge Road Station to Acton , Goldhawk Road connect

ing Uxbridge Road with Hammersmith and Kew Green to

Richmond. The Bill, which is now before Parliament seeks

to extend the Acton line to Hanwell, and the Kew Bridge

line to Hounslow, connection being made between Hanwell

and Brentford .

Mr. Clifton Robinson is not, however, satisfied with this

very considerable extension, because he is seeking on behalf

of the company powers under the Light Railways Act to

carry the system to Uxbridge on the one side and Hampton
Court on the other, as shown in the map. Although the

scheme is meeting with much favour frominhabitants, local

authorities are inclined to resist the invasion of electric

tramways, and no doubt a big fight will ensue. Some days

ago we had the privilege of inspecting the present tramways

systems and passing over considerable portions of the pro

posed route, and we must confess that we have visited no

For the fifth time the members of the staff of the National

Telephone Company have met and dined together. The

event took place at the Trocadero Restaurant last Friday

evening, and when we say that it was as successful as former
gatherings weare according it greatpraise.

This annual meeting of thestaffof the Telephone Com

pany is an imposing, and at the same time, an interesting

ceremony, because it may be regarded as the only occasion

in the year that permits a representative gathering of the

engineers and managers responsible for thetelephone system

ofthe country . It also furnishes an excellent opportunity

for letting a little daylight into the arguments levelled

against the existence of the Telephone Company.

A noticeable negative feature of the dinner was the absence
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of Post Office officials, so we may take it that the ardent and

disagreeable reformer , who last year made their presence at

the annual dinner the subject of a Parliamentary heckle, has

achieved his purpose. The directorate of the company was

strongly represented, though the absence of the president,

Mr. J. Staats Forbes, was regrettable. Lord Harris and Sir

James Ferguson were there, while Prof. Hughes, Mr. Henry

Edmunds and Mr. Gustav Byng were among the principal

guests.

It was a dinner of few toasts, and was, perhaps, no worse

for that. Mr. Gaine, the general manager ,in proposing the

National Telephone Company, spoke of its healthy condition .

Daring the past year they had opened 90 new exchanges,

and had increased their subscribersby 12,000, after allowing

for those who ceased to be subscribers. They had been very

active during the past year in laying lines underground . The

great municipalities had recognised the commercial ad

vantages of this means of communication, and had recognised

that it was advisable in the public interest to make arrange

ments with the Telephone Company. The consequence had

been that they were enabled to make great strides in all

the large English towns in placing wires underground,

and bringing the plant into efficient condition. He

denied that the service was an inefficient one. Where

facilities had been afforded the National Telephone

service would compare favourably with that in any part

of the world . Mr. Gaine, in speaking of the telegraph

and telephone services,pointed out that by means of the

latter, 430 millions of effective messages were sent last year,

while the telegraph system sent 73 millione. Then the

speaker passed on to consider the telephone systems of other

countries, though he did not attach very much importance

to the figures. Germany, with a population of 52 millions,

had 107,000 subscribers ; while England, with a population

of between 38 and 39 millions, had 106,000 subscribere,

that is, there was one subscriber in every 300 ; in Germany,

1 in 400 ; in France, where there were 30,000 subscribere,

1 in 1,200 ; in Austria, 1 in 1,500 ; in Belgium, 1 in 680 ;

and in Holland, 1 in 1,000. He was not going to trench on

political affairs, but it had been proved by experience that

competition in their business was an impossibility, the

system should be under one control and that an Imperial

one ; it always had been a monopoly and always wouldbe.

Lord Harris in responding on behalf of the company

compared face to face conversations with the telephone. If

theysaw a friend across the street engaged with someone else,

or if theycalled at his office when he was engaged , they had

to wait till he was disengaged. The same thing applied

to the telephone service. If a subscriber used the tele

phone to a very great extent, the real remedy was to have
more instruments All they asked for was fair justice ;

they sought a fair inquiry, and they did not fear the

result if the judges would hear not merely those who con

demned them , but those impartial critics who were judges

of the difficulties of telephony.

The toast of the guests was responded to by Sir James

Ferguson, and shortly afterwards the gathering dispersed.

motion of the water jet, which becomes converted into heat

by friction with the water in the boiler. In the steam

tarbine a loss common to all heat engines of cylinder type is

entirely avoided . We refer to the loss due to the phenomena

of cylinder condensation and re-evaporation. These arise

from the varying temperature of the working flaid , be this

steam or the products of exploded gas, and the endeavour of

the cylinder to approximate its temperature to that of the

fluid in contact with it. The cylinder metal is in a continual

state of change of temperature, and this is a condition

which is universally conceded to be extremely inimical to the

possibility of economical working. In the steam turbine,

however, the working fluid flows in a steady stream through

the various passages. True it falls steadily in pressure as it

passes from disc to disc, and its temperature continuously

falls also as it progresses towards the exhaust outlet. But

at any one portion of the turbine passages the steam which

passes that portion always presents itself at one steady

temperature, and as this steam passes forward to other

portions of the turbine passages, i inch , 2 inches, 7 inches

or 2 feet distant, it will still encounter surfaces at each

portion of its route which are at its own temperature. There

is no interchange of heat between the turbine and the fluid

passing through it unless it be the small amount required to

make up any slight radiation losses. The steam will lose

some heat by conversion into work , and to such

extent will become moist, but the moisture will not

be re -evaporated by the metal of the turbine; it will

simply be carried along with the steam , and to

some extent will retard the flow of this steam , and generally

it will, we should say , act prejudicially , but only in a

mechanical sense , and even this slight condensation will be

prevented by a little initial superheat sufficient to provide

heat which disappears, or a portion of it. Indeed, the

free expansion of the steam itself which probably occurs

without performance of work will be effective to some degree

in making good the beat which is changed into work . The

enormous velocity of steam and the difficulty in applying

such velocities to direct driven mechanism have beenagainst

the success of the direct use of steam . These difficulties

have been very well overcome in the Parsons turbine,

and such as they are, they are counterbalanced by the entire

abolition of that bête noir ofthe reciprocating engine, loss by

cylinder condensation - a loss which, though by some

considered to be over -estimated and to be partially debited

to leakages, is nevertheless a very serious item . The turbine,

like thedynamo, can laugh at balancing troubles. If only

made well and halanced , as pulleys are balanced, it ought to

run without vibration at the highest speeds. With five

years for further effort in front of them , we hope to see

greater improvements still effected in the economy of the

steam turbine by its makers.

THE PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE EFFLUENT

BY ELECTROZONE .

THE EXTENSION OF THE PARSONS

TURBINE PATENT.

The steam tarbine is so very new an application of the

direct action of steam , that we think everyone will concur

in the extension of the patent for a further term of five

years. Now that the turbine has established itself as an

economical steam engine and has, in the “ Tarbinia ,” given the

world a taste of its qualities, we think the patentees will be

able to look after themselves fairly well during the period of

extension. Undoubtedly engineers have required a good

deal of bringing roundto the side of the turbine, and we

believe they were at one time equally sceptical in regard to

that other direct user of steam — the injector. Like the

steam turbine the injector has a peculiarly economical side.

Excepting so far as it has to lift its water supply we can

not see how the injector spends any heat excepting only

what it loses by radiation, for all the steam it usesis returned

to the boiler whence it came either as heat or in the form of

We have been favoured with a pamphlet, “ The Sterilisation

of Sewage Effluents and Purification of. Water Supplies by

the Electrozone Process," containing reports made by Prof.

Henry Robinson, Prof. A. A. Kanthack, and Dr. Samuel
Rideal. The introduction of this pamphlet begins as

follows : - “ Under the patentsowned by the British Electro

zone Corporation, by the application of a current of elec

tricity tosea water, or to an artificial salt solution, a steriliser,

deodorant and purifier, called Electrozone, is obtained ."
Electrozone is then no longer what. a . well -known Q.C.

said in 1896 before the Board of Trade, something in which

“ there is neither electricity nor ozone .'

We are not told what these patents are, nor what sort of

electrolytic plantwas erected near the outfall at Maidenhead

in December, 1897. What strikes us prima facie is that the

conclusions of these reports are much more favourable to

this electrolytic disinfectant than the previous reports made

during thelast few years by specialistsand scientists on the

same disinfectant.

We must be pardoned if we declare that we do not merely

see in this the question of the deodorising and sterilising
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watt. This would make 226.64 grammes per kilowatt ; and

in round figures 272 kilowatts would give only 41 kilos

646 grammes, about half of what the Hermite experts,

Raoul Pictet and others found .

We are the more inclined to insist on this, as Dr. Samuel

Rideal bimself, one of the scientists who report on this

Electrozone process, does not seem to find that the electro

lytic work is either admirable or perfect, since he says : “ I
estimate that the amount of available cbloride in the form

of Electrozone could be obtained from & much smaller

quantity of salt , whilst the power and labour would not

materially differ . "

: Weare asking in 1898 almost the fame questions wbich

Dr. Rideal asked in February, 1894, in a letter to Industries
and Iron , in which he said :

“ When we come to consider the bebaviour of chlorine as

a bactericide, the case is entirely different, as, without doubt,

in order that it may bu an effectual gern destroyer, spffi sient

of this element must be present over and above that required

for the oxidation of the products of decomposition. It is

very doubtful if the oxidising value of the Hermite liquor is

sufficient to perform both these functions, and the adverse

report on the sterilisation of the sewage at Havre points to

the soundness of this conclusion .”

“ When information is forthcoming as to the actual

quantity of salt electrolysed in the water, and the amount

recommended for treating a given quantity of sewage, it will

be easy to see whether the inventors of this process have

made due allowance for the oxidation of the organic com

pounds which are associated with the bacteria whose destruo

tion is aimed at . "

Hisconclusion, then, was that it was desirable to obtain

the following data :

“ 1. The quantity of sea water electrolysed , and the effi

ciency of the electrolysis, 1.6., what percentage of the salt in

the water is dissociated .

“ 2. The quantity of sewage treated, and the amount of

chlorine required to oxidise it.

" 3. The surface of metal exposed to the action of the

electrolysed sea water, its rate of flow over it, and the loss

of freechlorine in the passage of the water from the elec

trolyser to the sewage."

1

powerof an hypochlorite of sodium produced by electrolysis.

The discussion of the bacteriological reports of Messrs.

Robinson, Kanthack and Rideal on the germicidal properties

of chlorine is not in our province ; the main point which

interests us is the production of the chlorine, and, to a certain

extent, we should be justified in complaining of the reticence of

the experts on the electrolytical question.

“ Asregardstheefficiency of production of chlorine ( expressed

in grains of chlorine per Board of Trade unit), says Prof. H.

Robinson, I have carefully analysed the figures contained in the

daily reports from Maidenhead, andhave made special trials

with aviewtoascertain the best conditions of workingsuchas I

could obtain from plant of a more permanent type than that

Dow in use . Upwards of 3,000 grains of chlorine can be pro

duced per Board of Trade apit in regular working with the

existing plant, but I have obtained efficiencies, even with

this plant, for short periods as high as 4,939 , 4,813, 8,784,

8,588, 8,430, 3,420, 3,230, & c ., and I am confident that

much higher efficiencies than have hitherto bzen obtained

in continuous working can be obtained in permanent works

where the detailed arrangements of the plant and of the

working are properly considered .

“ In my estimates of the costs of the electrozone system ,

given hereafter, I have adopted only 3,500 as the efficiency

to be relied upon in properly equipped plants for permanent

work ."

We do not in the least deny the disinfecting properties of

electrozone ; the whole affair is a question of £ 8.d .,butonce
more we must protest against the misleading name of Elec

trozone ; it is simply ridiculous. “ Electrozone " made by

chemical means is Eau de Labarraque, hypochlorite of

sodium or potassium ; made by electricity, it is the Hermite
electrolytic bypochlorite,

We must defer giving our opinion until we know some

thing more about the electrolytic installation, the voltage, the

amperage, the nature of the electrodes, the density of the

electrolyte, & c . How much chlorine is produced with

different densities of electrolytes ? What is the yield of

chlorine per kilowatt when the electrolyts used is sea water,

and when the density of the liquid is 5, 10 or 15° B ? This

is rather important, as when tons of chloride of sodium

solution are run into the sewage effluent, there is an enormous

quantity of salt lost, owing tothe considerable proportion of

undecomposed salt.

We are decidedly partisans of the electrolytic production

of chlorine for the purification of sewage. Whether it will

be by the Webster, the Hargreaves, the " Electrozone," or

any other process, is rather immaterial to us. In this respect

we are likeIago, who does not care “ whether he kills Cassio

or Cassio him ,or each do kill the other.”

Provided we have plenty of chlorine at a low price, we are

satisfied . Will it be the chlorine of the Electrozone that will

solve this problem ? This remaios to be proved . And it

is not out of place to ask what has been done by the American

Electrozone Company during the last three years ? Has it

sterilised the effluents of Philadelphia, Bo ton, Chicago ?

We remembar having read some very promising American

reports on the purification of sewage by Electrozone. Is it

possible that this work of sanitation has been discontinued,

and if so, why ?

We should like to see that the disinfecting liquid formed

by the electric current is a great and indisputable success .

Bat although Messrs. Robinson, Kanthack, and Rideal

may be very good electro-chemists, and know how to get

thehighest yield of chlorine from an electrolysed chloride of

sodiamsolution, we are very desirous to bs enabled to inves

tigate the electrolytic method adopt : d by the British Elec

trozone Corporation and its superiority over other electrolytic

processes .

We ought to have, for instance, one or two reports

prepared by electro -chemists of high standing who would
tell us howmuch chlorine is produced in a continuous pro

cess for a givea expenditure of electrical energy in sea water

or cther cheap chloride solution. In plain words, we want

to know the cost o : chlorine per kilo .

There has been a good deal of controversy on the quantity

of chlorine produced per amp :re-hour, since the publication

of the report, by some known experts, who stated that 1:45

grammes of chlorine was produced by 1 ampere-hour and

5 volts, equivalent to 80 kilos of chlorine per 272,300 watts.

Prof. Robinson says that he can get 3,500 grains per kilo

.

THE WAYS OF MUNICIPALITIES.

The electrical industry of this country is affectedfar more

than it should be by the moods and fancies of Town and

District Councillors, Vestrymen, and others. The scientific

knowledge of these local dignitaries is seldom so accurate or

extensive as it needs to be to make fair and reason able

criticism possible. The sum total of the knowledge of

which they are possessed is, in nine cases out of ten , informa

tion read in some quasi-scientific publication specially

intended for their edification, or in a daily or weekly news

paper. Of course there are exceptions, for in certain

boroughs—few and far between — there are chairmen and

members of electric lighting committees whose methods of

dealing with electrical matters might be assimilated by the

many councillors who have more delight in a heated squabble

or a paltry quibble than a legitimate and reasonable dis

cussion.

This is one of the evils attending the manicipalisation of

electrical undertakings, and as one occasionally sees how

disastrons are the effects of the municipal magnate's ignor

ance upon the settlement of a question of this character

often delaying the carrying out of electrical works for several

years, or tying the hands of those managing existing plapts

in an unreasonable manner, and hampering them in the

fulfilment of their duties — then it is that one is convinced

that the evil is of no mean proportions, but represents a state

of things requiring to be grappled with .

To convince councillors that they don't know of what they

talk is no easy matter, to instract them were a better manner

of dealing with them . If matters are to be satisfactorily

settled , the municipal man must keep silence on points with

wbich he is incapable of dealing. Otherwise there will be
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repetitions of the blind leading the blind with the usual

result.

To merely state half the truth may sometimes do more

harm than a downright falsehood , and the question of half

traths is making itself felt in certain parts of the country at

the present moment where electrical schemes are being con

sidered . Some councillors having made up their minds to

oppose a scheme make a practice of bringing forward facts

and figures showing that similar undertakings have been

failares in other towns, but they fail to mention or to take

into account in any way the more numerous instances of

800cessful and profitable operation which would far out

balance the quoted failures —if they are genuine failures.

The municipal mind is not beyond reproach. There is

even now such a thing as anfairness and corruption in

English municipal life. But that it should have touched

electrical work is a matter to b: deeply deplored. That con

tractors or promoters should lend themselves to practices

making municipal corraption possible comes to as as a

surprise, and calls for a complete exposure.

Our contemporary London hasbeen waging a righteous

war in the camp of the Hackney Vestry, and has also been

making certain investigations which do not redound to the

credit of Falham . In regard to Hackney, it will be remem

bered that for several years past there has been trouble re the

electric lighting question, and the chairman of the Electric

Lighting Committee Eeems now to have a burning desire

that the Vestry should hand its provisional order to a private

company upon certain conditions, and insert in the agreement

a clause of early purchase if desirable. He considers that loss is

certain, and we remember being present at a meeting of the

Vestrya few months ago when this gentleman brought forward

some figures of municipal plants which he said bad resulted

in a loss. His statements showed that he had icquired into

the electric lighting question less than an electric lighting

committee chairman should do, for he quoted as losses plants

which are earning a profit. The Vestry consequently invited

offers from companies willing to purchase the powers, and

one of the offers sent in has been seen by London , and is

quoted from at length. Cariously enough, the electrical

engineer of the very successfulmunicipal electrical works at

Brighton - who, as most of our readers have heard, is now

connected also with the British Thomson- Houston Company

-champions the cause of the company, if London'sstate

ments be correct, by trying to digecade the Hackney Vestry

from doing exactly whathe has been enabled todo with so great

success at Brighton. It appears that Mr. Wright says that
it would be an almost inevitable loss due to mistakes of

policy and system during the first risky years of cuch a

business. We quote : “ The serious nature of this risk may

be judged from the fact that all the following municipalities

who put down their own plant made last year in their elec

tricity departments very considerable lossee, wbich in nearly

all cases had to be made good by the ratepayere ," this state

ment being followed by names of 26 towne. Our contem

porary's reply to this is worth quoting here :

instance, have cited Tunbridge Wells, which in the first year of its

enterprise had a return of 11per cont. on its capital and a surplus

profitof £887,andother places where the first and second years have

turned out profitable, and where the profits on the third year wiped

out all the small deficits. Mr. Wright could have gone further, and

shownhow the municipal works inBrighton which he manages make

a profit of £ 6,000 a year; how Bradford brings a return of nearly

12 per cent. on the capital invested ; that Manchester made a profit
of £ 17,000 last year, Edinbargh a profit of £ 3,400, and so on . Nor

is it right to make comparisons with other places where the pro

duction of electricity is not mixed up with the disposal of dust, as

is contemplated in Hackney. This entirely introduces a new

conditionof things, with possibilities of enormous economies, as

Shoreditch is already demonstratiog.

Our contemporary challenges Mr. Wright to deny that the

rtturn per cent. of gross profit on capital invested is not on

the average higher in the case of municipal electricity works

than for private undertakings.

There have been all sorts of charges flying about

Hackney in respect ofthis electric lighting affair since the

offers were invited . The committee are charged with being

“ treated " in a variety of waye, but by whom is a question

not yet cleared up. It has even been said that a cheque for

£400 was paid to onevestryman and smaller cheques to others.

Bat by whom ? That is the question. If by any of the parties

anxious to secure the provisional order then there is room

for an immediate inquiry to bë instituted. For the present,

without actual evidence, we cannot bring ourselves to the

belief that such a state of corruptionand bribery exists

in connection with electrical affaire. We do not like to

think it possible, bad as the appearances are.

To turn to another matter in connection with the musi

cipal man and electrical works. There have been in progress

for some months past, two schemes having for theirobject

the distribution of electric power over large areas at cheap

rates . The scheme of the Midland Electric Corpora

tion for Power Distribution takes in the towns of

Wolverhampton, Coseley, Wednesbury, West Bromwich,

Dudley, Oldbury, and a number of other places in that

neightourhood ; but this company has been hindered by

several of the municipal authorities. The West Bromwich

Council had a discussion regarding it, and in regard to the

financial side of the question one of the councillors brought

forward some figures as the result of the working of nine

companies, from wbich it is shown that the revenue of

these companies was £ 527,938, and the cost of working

£ 262,390 , leaving a profit of £ 265,508, and that after

setting aside £78,999 for depreciation they had distributed

in dividends £ 179,507. These facts, taken in this way,

are misleading as applied to the case of a town like West

Bronwich, especially as bearing on the proposal that the

Town Council should generatea supply of electrio carrent

themselves. To make the profits appear too great is a

weakness of many who are enthusiastic for municipalisa

tion, in the same way as to magnify losses is a means

adopted by those championing the cause of private enter

prise. Mr. Allbright , one of the promoters of the

scheme, writing to the local press on the subject, points out

that an analysis, not of nine companies, working under

most favourable conditions, but of the accounts of all the

Corporationmanaged supply works in the Kingdom should
be made.

He suggests that it is not fair to pick out say nine of the

best and largest electric lighting andertakings working in

localities where the consumption is very great, and where

the price which can be obtained for electricity is still very

considerable, and then on these figures to assume that such a

town as West Bromwich can produce results of approximately

the same description, or that such figares can even be taken
as a basis on which to form a reliable opinion .

Figures can be made to prove anything, either for the

purpose of municipalities or companies, and the municipal

mind is powerfullyinflaenced by them . Bat whoever produces

them should first be assured of their accuracy, and nocooking

should be resortedto for the sake of proving a case where an

industry of this kind is affected .

As showing the unreasonableness of the Wednesbury

Corporation in respect of this Midland power scheme, we

may mention that after the promoters had been for many

months negotiating, the Council at the last moment decided

by a majority of eight votes to five to apply for an elec

tric lighting provisional order in opposition to the com

pany . The Council is acting within its legal rights, but

The list of places has been ingeniously selected. They either

refer to works newly started or to places which have committed

mistakes which a town now starting would avoid. Islington , for

instance, bad only a loss last year of £318, which is morethan wiped

ont by the prokt of the first quarter of this year . Mr. Wright

ingeniously omits Hampstead, which in the second year of its

enterprise had a surplus profit of £1,832. The loss in St. Paccras
was incidental to the expansion of the undertaking. The profit in

the previous year was £ 1,200, and on the whole of St. Pancras this

enterprise has been profitable. The loss in Aberdeen was trifling,

and in the previous year therewas a profit of £ 435. Scotch towns
do not seek to make a profiton such undertakings. The loss in
Leicester was only £ 265, in Bolton it was £ 101, in Hanley £ 188, and

in other towns the amounts were not " very considerable.” But we
decline to consider the deficits in the light of losses at all, as out of

the gross profits the municipalities pay not only interest on the
capital invested but set aside annual sums for depreciation of sinking

fund. Judged by the same standard as companies would be, we find

that the return per cent. on capital invested was as follows:

St. Pancras
5 25 Dewsbury 721

Islington 3 60 Dublin 4.95

Brighton
6.83 Hanley 3.26

Bedford 3-74 Leicester 4 66
Bolton

6:51 & c .

Cardiff
3-64

Only inthree places which Mr. Wrightmentions was therean actual

loss. Mr. Wright could have very easily selected a list which would

have been convincing to the people of Hackney. He could , for

...

&c.
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whether the Wednesbury Council can do as well for itself

as the company could byputting downits immense scheme

which would, of course , result in very low costs of generation

and distribution — is questionable. However, municipalities

bave,in some parts of the country, treated companies in a

merciless manner, for after securing powers theyhave often

refrained from carrying them into effect, as the recent Times

correspondence, reproduced in our issue of April 15th ,

goes to prove. Wemay,perhaps, just mention in connection

with this power schemea parallel case where gas interests
were involved. There was formerly in the South Stafford

sbire district, a large gas company covering much the same

area as the Midland Electric Corporationnow proposes todo,

and this gas company also supplied Birmingbam . When

Birmingham determined to go in for its own gas,some of

the smaller authorities thought they would do likewise, and

they set up their own plants in order to make a profit.

Two of these authorities, at any rate, are now charging

their ratepayers 4d . per 1,000 feet more, or about 12 per

cent., above what they could have been charged by a large com

pany. As these authorities, we believe, make some profit, it is

seen that by their action they are not only keeping their

ratepayers out of the advantage they might enjoy, but they are

actually spoiling the use of gas in favour of the local rates,

besides this the local authorities have incurred debts in each

caseof probably over £50,000. In the face of these facts,

Wednesbury , a town of 24,000 inhabitants, has decided to

oppose the Midland Electric Corporation and go in for its

own installation, although the whole of the town is prac

tically taken up with works, and there is very little outlook

froman ordinary lighting point of view .

cost of battery traction (and that is its chief drawback ) is

being considerably lessened.

Then in calculating out the relative coste, no allowance is

made for the fact that a battery charging plant costs less
on capital outlay and in maintenance, and works at much

higherefficiencies than a trolley traction power plant.
In the trolley system the power factor is very low , with

the battery method it canbe made over 90 per cent., while

in the case of the trolley it is under 40 per cent.

The dynamos and engines in a trolley plant require to be
large enough for the maximum current wbile running most

of the time under half load, and the whole question has notby
any means been decided by the report of the Blackpool Cor

poration deputation. The cost of current at a battery

charging station properly laid out would be less than the cost

of current from a trolley station, and still less than that

from an electric light plant.

At present,of course, the accumulator electric tramways

are in their development stage, while the trolley is in its

fully matured state, so that corporations are not inclined to

undertake much in the nature of experiments ; but all the

same accumulators go on improving, and we hope in the

near future to find this system an active competitor with

the successful trolley system .

1

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

ACCUMULATOR ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS .
mond's paper :

A DEPUTATION of the Blackpool Corporation, together with

their electrical and tramwayengineer, have issued an inte

resting report upon what they saw and heard on a tour

through those Continental cities wbich have added electric

tramways to their other means of locomotion .

Whether these trips in search of useful knowledge really

have any influence in the decision of the questions regarding

the systems to be adopted is very doubtfal; at any rate, in

onecase, an important -Yorkshire city corporation hurriedly

settled the contracts for an American system of overhead

trolley traction, and then sent out a deputation on a Conti

nental tour, with their electrical engineer. Adopting a system

first , and then making the grand tour, saves all bother in

making reports and comparisons.

In the case of Blackpool, however, a really instructive

report has been issued, with an earnest endeavour to arrive

atfacts regarding the results of actual practice on the Con

tinent with the four systems of electric traction on tramways.

They examined the overhead trolley, the conduit, the

combined trolley and accumulator, and the accumulator

systems.

Blackpool was a pioneer town in electric traction,and there

the failings of the conduit system were laid bare. The depu

tation started out to ascertain the results of practice in accu

mulator traction, and it is from that point of view the report

is interesting. Although it is not to be accepted as a correct

comparison, nor its conclusions as authoritative, yet the

information it gives is valuable so far as it goes .

They find that many disadvantages which were dis

covered in early accumulator systems have been entirely

overcome, that the system is quite practicable, and has some

advantages peculiar to itself ; and the only reason why they

cannot adopt it is one of expense. An accumulator system ,

to be worked successfully, costs much more in capital

outlay and in maintenance than a trolley system , but not

quite so much as the Blackpool deputation estimates.

The members do not take account of recent improvements

in accumulators whereby an output of energy of 13 watt

hours per pound of battery has been reached ; that is, nearly

double the output of cells used for traction on the Continent.

It may be said that these results require confirmation in

practice before being considered, but still they show that the

On Thursday evening last week the Institution of Electrical

Eogineers met to resume the discussion on Mr. Robert Ham

“ The Cost of Generation and Distribution

of Electrical Energy ."

Mr. Preece being unable to be present, sent a written com

munication thanking the author for his excellent paper .

Prof. Kennedyopened the resumed discussion by expressing

his intention of, as time was short, not wasting any time in

flattery. His succeeding remarks showed ,however, that he

fully appreciated the value of the paper . He endorsed Mr.

Crompton's opinions, and thought that to those who are

dealing with the question of costs everyday, figures tell a

great deal, and are readily capable of interpretation. An

immense number of pointsmight be dealt with , and things

said , but he preferred to confine himself to one or two

matters of some importance.

He did not regard with favour the method of arriving at

ideal costs * by taking the best figures from different stations,

as we do not know how or why the various items are co

related . It is impossible to get the very best results for

them all in any one works. Again, the table (No. XII.)

showing load factor and units used in distribution, tells more

distinctly than any other how complex the problem is ; dif

ferent systems astoundingly far apart, give more or less the

same result. He hoped the uncomfortable person who

thought he had discovered the best way of distributing elec

trical energy by a particular system , was dead and baried,

as anyone who thought there was one, and only one, way of

running a station, might learn something from a perusal of

the figures in the table cited .

It would be foolish to deny that load factor is a very im

portant matter, but he would not put it so high as Mr.

Hammond does. Of course , if one could manage to get a

nice comfortable rectangle it would be a boon, but thefact

should be faced that apparently we shall always get a peak.

Even if one could aim at a load diagram giving a rectangle,

the rectangle in summer would enclose a much smaller area

than in winter. Take the two Newcastle Companies, for
example,with widely different load factors ; it is a remarkable

thingthat the costs are practically the same, and the coal

is even higher for the company with the larger load

factor . Many other features as striking as that might be

cited .

Comparing the Charing Cross and Westminster Com .

See page 305,No. 134, Vol . xxvii. of the Journal of the Institu

tion of Electrical Engineers, or page 59 of the paper in proof.
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panies, the costs are practically of the same order, and there

is nothing to indicate that the difference in load factors

affecis theresults at all proportional to what one would sup

pose. One might draw a curve from left to right horizontally

or diagonally on Diagram III., showing units per 8 -C.P.

lamp per annum , and works' cost, and base almost any argu

ment upon it, the conclusion being that the whole problem

is so complicated in electricity supply that individual

differences do not affect the result sufficiently to leave their

mark. If the author had done nothing else, this deduction

from his paper would have been valuable.

The engineer factor is a very big factor indeed, but can't

be put on a carve. Prof. Kennedy does not suggest that

the form on Table XVII. ( p. 342 of the Journal) is any

better thanany other, but itis conveniently sub -divided to

show the whereabouts of the remainder , after units sold to

consumers ,whichshould be known to the engineer in charge.

When he had added ap the losses and thequantity sold , a

balance with the amount said to be generated should be

obtained . He did know that in some cases the balance was

struck within 1} to 2 per cent. of the whole, and believed

it was very much worth everyone's while to know it.

Many items fall pro rata as theunits increase, but stations

are not working quite comfortably when ap to •4d . per unit

has to be paid to the parish authorities.

Mr. Raworth first referred to the paper as a magnificent

result of Mr. Hammond's labour on behalf of all those who

had to do with electricity supply, and remarked briefly apon
its bearing on the schemes for general supply of electric

power over large areas. The personal element tells at once
in a station . Thus, at Huddersfield, the item of oil, waste,

& c ., had been reduced to an infinitesimal 0 ·02d ., and the
most curious thing in the world is that this station

is equipped with open type engines, which certainly do

throw the oil about. Compare this remarkably low figure

with stations at the end of the list, and it is found that

several are using up to 0.40d ., or 20 times the cost of oil,

& c., at Huddersfield, while many stations spend actually less

on coal than these latter do foroil, &c.

Coming to staff and management, it is apparent that

London companies are much more liberal than munici

palities. Some companies, such as the City of London, will

never be able to show any record figures, as owing to the day

load being variable, due to clouds passing over , a large staff,
and

manyboilers under steam are the rule. The moment a

man becomes financially interested in an electricity supply

company he cannot be happy while the sun shines, and posi

tively, gloats over a fog . Prof. Kennedy, Mr. Raworth

thought, was right, as works cost is not much improved

by load factor. The effect is marked only when the increase

of load factor is large enough. Thus the total cost ofpro

duction in a certain works where a steady demand existed

for 24 hours daily was 0.28d. per anit.

Mr. Shoolbred explained at length the use and effect on

cost of batteries in low pressure stations, and thought they had

a specially importantbearing on financial resulte ,in addition

to simplifying regulation and acting as a reserve. He

fancied that an electricity supply system ought not to differ

from other supplies ( gasandwater ), and cited the saying of

gas engineers, that until storage is used electricity supply

cannotbe on a par with gas supply . Particulars of the load

carves and cost of production at Birkenhead and Bradford

were given, and it was shown that with small loads batteries

are of great atility, but diminish in value as the load

rises.

Mr. Patchell agreed that " salaries " ought logically to go

into generation costs. He believed the statement of Mr.
Arthur Wright that at Brighton the “ charge is 11d. per

unitfor all consumption beyond the average of one hour per

day " was a most unhappy statement. So many people
stopping short at the word “ consumption ." Mr. Patchell

is byno means the only onewho has found a wide-spread
belief in this direction. He characterised ideal costs as

crazy patchwork .” One station with 380 kw. installed and

maximum load of 190 kw. is referred to in the table, and

such should have practically no repairs. The Charing Cross

Company found their theatre load lead to sudden calls upon

the plant owing to rehearsals, and necessitated considerable

stand -by_machinery, thus affecting steam usedand boiler

losses. He wished he could get a huge, big, thumping

battery, and rely on it. Thespeaker thendrewattentionto

the care that must be taken if accurate results of units

generated are desired , and thought stress should only be put

on units sold. He noted that the sudden rise in “ rents,

rates, & c .," item synchronised with the new assessment in

London .

Mr. Addenbrooke pointed out that the “ load -factor " did

not takeinto account how the anits were generated before

or after the time of maximum load : the restof the load will

vary with the breadth of maximum load in two load curves

havingthesame maximum and factor. He elaborated this

point by showing how the costs are affected by varying

qualities, and mentioned that an article from his penhad

appeared in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW some 18 months or

two years ago bearing on the matters ander discussion.

Itwas noteworthythat at this point the statement was

made, that although Mr. Wright had in a bold way called

attention to the incidenceofworks' cost, the matter was

perhaps being pushed a little too far, and people were

penalised who wanted to use the current for ashort time.

We have had indications thata feeling is gradually growing

that the present Brighton scale is not perhaps quite fair to

the short-hour consumer when the supply is under the

control of the municipality, although perfectly logical from

the works engineer's point of view .

Mr. A. J. Lawson showed that the interest, & c., on capital

on London stations as an average represented (taking50s.

per lamp for the capital expenditure) 3d. per unit, andthat,

therefore, a unit could not be sold for much less than 4d.

He next indicated that the heavy salaries and management

charges in London tend to prevent very low prices in the

metropolis, and deplored the multiplication of generating

stations by every little local authority. He found that the

day load caused by the trams at Dover reduced the works'

cost 1d. per unit. Regularity of supply is not peculiar to

continuous or alternating supply, while the loss is only

slightly different. In the case of two stations he had to do

with :

RICHMOND . WANDSWORTH AND ST. LUKE's .

Direct current loss was 10 per Magnetising logs on the alter

cent. only. nating system did not exceed 15

Economy in small stations of per cent., owing to care taken in

batteries very great, as one shift switching off idle transformers .

of men suffices.

Mr. Sayer proceeded to explain how losses could be

separated and classified in direct current and alternating

current stations. The load factor he thought was controlled

by the tariff . At Bournemouth

1895 . 1897.

8d . per unit. 7d. with rebate . 7d . with rebate .

7.1 per cent. load factor 11.2 per cent. 12 65 per cent.

Expensive coal might be cheaper than low price coal. The

calorific value is not much guide, as the hydrogen calories

are practically useless in a boiler furninde. Mr. Sayer's

remarks are worthy of attention when the authorised report

of the discussion reaches our readers.

Mr. Gadsby gave an equation representing the price he

thought a corporation ought to charge for supply, say, to
trams or similar load :

y = .002 x + 100

where y = £ monthly paid for current

and x = units taken monthly.

Mr. Cowan believed that the mean radius of supply from

mean centre of supply influences the cost of supply, and

briefly discussed the incidence of dietance to which units

are distributed upon works' cost.

After Mr. J. W. Swan had contributed to the discussion,

Mr. Hammond replied. His principal points were: the Board

of Trade should amend its form so as to give us all the

facts and actual figures ; no difference should be made

between companies and corporations ; the form should

embrace schedule of losses and statement of unite, which

should be made an integral part of the accounts. No works

has reached finality in capital expenditure. Mr. Hammond

rather set himself to press home the objects of his paper

than to meet critical remarks, as time did not permit a full

reply.

The meeting then adjourned the formal and proceeded to
the informal discussion .

1896 .
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ELECTRICAL ENERGY (GENERATING

STATIONS AND SUPPLY ),

.

VISCOUNT CROSS presided on Thursday last week over the first sitting

of the joint committee of the Houseof Lords and Commonsappointed

to inquire into the above subject. At the commencement of the pro

ceedings a large number ofapplications were made by gentlemen

representing companies,local bodies,& c., asking to be allowed to be

heard before the Committee by couneel.

The CHAIRMAN said the Committee would consider that question

later on in the day.

Sir COURTENAYBOYLE, in reply to the chairman, said he was the
permanent secretary of the Board of Trade. The number of orders

which had been granted since the year 1888 for electric lighting was

316, and at the present time therewere 274 still in force. The total

number of electric lighting licenses in the same period was 25.

How many of them exist at the present time? - Only three.

Witness saidthat they took the period since 1888, because the act of

that year extended the tenure to 42 years, during which the local

authorities could purchase the undertakings.

Although the particolar Actrefers to electric lighting only , there is no

limitation in the Act ? -No, but the procedure under Electric Light

ing Acts has always been for the provision of energy for electric light

ing purposes, but that energy could be usedfor lighting, telephoning,

for propelling vehicles, or for cooking, or other purposes.

As regards powers of compulsory purchase of land ? -The Byard

of Trade haveno power under the Electric Lighting Act to authorise

by order the acquisition of land for such purposes otherwise than by

agreement. As a consequence of that, no lands are schedaled in the
orders. The fact is, the undertakers get their land by private

agreement.

I presume you have acted upon the general principle that electrical

works, prima facie, ought to be conducted without causing &

nuisance ? -The Board of Trade have always Lad that in view, but,

of course, it is very difficult to avoit vibration, smells, &c.

As to compulsory powers of purchase, whatare thesort of con

siderations that arise ?—The first consideration is, is it desirable that

there should be large generating stations, and that is a point upon

wbich I have very little doubt the Committee will have a great deal

of expert evidence. From one point of view there are great advan

tages in a few large generating stations supplyiog energy in large

quantities under specially guarded circumstances and conditions,

but if that is done the generatiag stations must, in the nature of

things, b3 cutside the area of supply of the various undertakers.

Consequently there would arise the necessity for more frequently

breaking apthe streets. At present you have ihegenerating stations

of the undertakers in the area of supply, and they break up the streets.

In London, as a general rule, there are two undertakers in every

parish who supply electricity . Il, in addition, you have a generating

station outside the area ofsupply, you willgetanother party breaking

up the streets. On the other hand,the difficulty of acquiring sites is

unquestionable. Undertakers findit very difficult to acquire sitesfor

generating stations. Generating stations must be an inconvenience,

but they need not necessarily be a nuisance.

Undertakers are prohibited from supplying energy or erecting

works beyond the area of their sapply 2 - Ifthey do so there is power

to revoke the order.

Bat there is nothing to prevent their erecting generating stations

outside their area , provided they can get leave 2 - The local anthorities

in some instances have given andertakers power to break up streets

outside their own areas. Toe law officers have adviszd the Board of

Trade that such a proceeding is ultra vires.

If you have generating stations outside the area of supply , there is

a difficulty when the question of purchase by the local authorities

comes to be considered. That is a very great difficulty, and un

doubtedly there must be some inconvenience caused,

Waat is the period of purchase generally ? -Forty -two years, as a

rule. It is variable, however, by provisionalorder.

On the questionas to what pressure should be allowed , theWITNESS
said that no doubt the Committee would have witnesses before them

who would say that it was just as easy to convey electrical energy at

A very high pressure as at a low pressure, bat perhaps they might

hear from others that electric energy was like a wild beast in a cage,

always trying to get out. For ordinary purposes, 3,000 vults might

be considered highpressure, but the Board of Trade had given power

in certain cases to a higher pressure than that.

About the telephone and telegraph systems; are you afraid they

might be injurivusly affected by high pressure mains ? -Well, there
is no doubt that high pressure currents, if there is anything like

leakage, are a considerable danger to the telephone and telegraph

systems, and there is considerable danger caused by leakagefrom
high pressure mains. Sir Courtenay Büyle then referred to the Bill

of theGeneral Power Distributiog Company, and of an application

which had bjen made for a provisional order for the supply of electric

energy in a large area in the Midlands from a generating station

situated at Wolverhampton, and said there were many important

questions which would have to be considered before those powers

were granted.

None of the companies have a monopoly ?-Oh no. They have no

monopoly, and it is contended by the promoters of this Bill that if

they get the powers they seek , they will beable to supply electrical
energy for the use of mines, factories and lighting purposes at a very

low price. The Witness, continuing, said he was unable at that
moment to give the Committee accurate information as regarded the

generating systems of America and Germany ; but he would take

care to givethe Committee information on that point ata later stage.

It would be very difficult to apply the principleof purchase by local

authorities to such a case as the General Power Company ; in fact

he did not see how it could possibly be done.

By Lord KNUTSFOBD : He would not give local authorities power

tocompulsorily purchase works outside their own area .

Replying to Mr.KIMBER, WITNESS said that it generating stations

werea long distance from the area of supply, the voltage power

allowed must be higher than if the station was in the area.

And in consequence of that, the interference with other electrical

industries, such as telephones, telegraphs, electric tramways, & c.

would tend to be very serious ?-Myown opinion is that it would

tendto iacreasethe risk of interferonce ; but there are many elec

trical experts who donot think so .

Lord BALCABRES : What was the reason which led the Board of

Trade to allow two competing companiesin every district in London ?

-WITNESS replied thatthat was really the result of acompromise,

arrivedat after a very long and elaborate inquiry in 1889, which was

held with a view of determining whether competition in London

should be allowed , or whether companies should be granteda

monopoly. It was held as a compromise that it was desirable to

granttwo companies power over the samearea .

And that gives a certainamount of competition 2 - Yes.

Is there any parishin which there are more than two companies ?

-Yes; there is a parish not far from here in which there are three,

but there is no parish ia which there are four.

Lord MOBLEY, Chairman of Committees of the House of Lords,

was next examined as to the procedure relating to the grantingof

provisional orders. He said that, except as regarded tramways, the

Electric Lighting Acts made no distinction between light and power.

All companies applyiogfor a provisional order must be limited com
panies incorporated under Act of Parliament. He said that Parlis

ment was very jealous in respect to giving compulsory powers of

purchase for any purpose, and the cases in which suchpowershad
buen given weregenerally under the Pablic Health Act, where it

wasclearly shown that the powers would be for the advantage of the

public.

Would you be against granting compulsory powers simply to a

limited company ?-1 don't like togo quite so far as that, but it is

worth while the Committee considering whether the role should be

broken. It is an important role, andI don't think it ought to be

broken without the very clearest necessity being shown for it.

If compulsory powers are to be given , there are two waystodo it;

either to come to Parliament, or to givethe Board of Trade authority

inthematter. Which process would you agree to ? -I have rather &

difficulty in answering that question . On the one band I am ex.

tremely anxiousnot to break down the existing system , which has

worked extremely well up to the present time by provisional order;
and on the other hand I am reluctant that Parliament should give up

its powers. It has been suggested that it might be possible, where

companies require compulsory power, that they might come to

Parliament first, and then go to the Board of Trade ; but I think

that would be too expensive and cumbrous.

Lord KNUTSFORD :On the whole you are in favour of compulsory

powersbeing granted only to companies that are incorporated ?–

Generally that is my opinion .

Of course companies cannot be incorporated under a provisional

order, and therefore parties applyiog for a provisional order must be

incorporated to meet your views ? -Yes. Continuing, the Witness

saidthat that delegation of compulsory power to the Board of Trade

would throw a lot of extra work upon the department, and would

introduce a new element of contention when provisional orders were

asked for.

By the CHAIRMAN : It seems to me a very common sense point of

view that it is desirable to get these largegenerating stations out of

the large centres of population, the same way as gasworks are ; but

there are difficulties in the way.

By Mr. KIMBBB : He was not prepared to say that he would recom .

mend the insertion of a " nuisance " clause it compulsory powers

were granted, but he thought the Committee might very well.com

sider how far these generating stations could be worked without

creating a nuisance.

Lord BALCARRES: With regard to the difficulty of purchase at the

end of 42 years — is it at all likely that a local authority would wish

buy mains without plant, or plant without mains?-I should

imagine not.

Need we takethat into consideration whencoming to a decisiona

to whether outside generating stations should be allowed or not?

Well, I believe thus far all the generating stations are within the

area of supply .

Mr. KIMBER : Excepting Deptford .

Lord BALCABRES : But in the event of this General Power Distri.

buting Company and this provisional order for the Midlands being

passed, there would be two fresh cases in which a great central

station will supply energy from points at from 12to 26 miles distant ?

-That is so .

In considering this scheme, do you consider it necessarythat we

should contemplate that at the end of 25 or30years the local

authorities would wish to buy bits of plant ? -Ofcourse it would be

absurd for the local authorities to buybits of plant.

By Lord KNUTSFORD : It was quite possible theymight wish to buy

pipes in their own district, and have powers over them .

Mr. CHANDOS LBIGB, Q.C., thespeaker's counsel, was then briefly

examined, and said that,generallyspeaking, heendorsed what the

two previous witnesses had said .

TheCommittee then consulted in private for some time, and on the

re -admissionof the public the CHAIRMAN saidtheCommittee had been

considering the course of procedure in the matter. Hewanted to call

attention very specially to the exact order of reference,which was a

follows:-To consider and report: (1) Whether, notwithstanding the

provisions of Section 12 (1) of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, powers

should be given in anycasesfor acquiring landcompulsorily for
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generating stations ; and if so, under what conditions as respects
liability for nuisance, notices to surrounding owners, and otherwise.

(2) Whether compulsory powers of acquiring land for generating

stations ,itproperto begiven in any case, should be given where the

proposed site is not within the area of supply. (3) Whether, in case

of a generating station, however acquired,not being situate within

the area of supply, power should be given for the breaking up of the
streets betweenthe generating station and the boundary of the area

of supply. (4) Whether powers should be given in any case for the

supplyof electrical energyover an area including districts of numerons

local authorities, involving plant of exceptional dimensions and high

voltage ; and, if such powers may properly be given , whether any,

and what, conditions should be imposed- (a) With respect to system

and plant, and to the construction and location of generating stations,

in viewof the powers ofpurchase conferred upon local authorities

by Sections 2 and 3 of the Electric Lighting Act, 1888 ; ( ) with

respect to the relations of the promoters to other undertakers and to

local authorities within parts of the area. (5) Under what conditions

( it any) qught powers to be conferred upon promoters seeking to

supply electrical energy to other undertakers and not directly to
eonsumers. The Committee bad determined not to travel out of that

record by one single inch, andthey would have nothing to do with

- particular Bills whichwere before Parliament at the present moment,

as they were only there to discuss questions of general principle.

They had also decided that all applicants who desired tobe heard

should send in their applications in writing, stating the particular

points upon which they wished to be heard, and the names of the
witnesses they wished to bring. As regarded counsel, the Committee

would only hear one counsel upon oneparticular head, and the parties

interested must agree amongthemselves as to the witnesses they

wished to produceand as to the counsel.

Atter another adjournment, representations were made to the

Committee by counsel and Parliamentary agents on behalf of the

parties interested in the inquiry as to the matters desired to be raised

from the points of view of various electric lighting companies and
local authorities. ,

The Committee adjourned until Monday.

Lord CROSS presided on Monday over the second sitting of the

Joint Committee.

Mr. FRANK KING ,engineer-in -chief to the Chelsea Electric Supply

Company, was examined on the first head of the reference, andsaid

that in 1895 his company acquired the reversion of a certain lease .

A portion of the ground was covered by houses and shops, and in the

area was a row of houses known as Steer's Buildings, and a stone

yard belonging to the Vestry. The total area of the sitewas 65,700

square feet. There were certain unexpired leases on the land. The

London County Council authorised them to build on the site, and

there was partly built a generating station thereon. The station bad

been constructed so as tobe economical to themselves and innocuous

to other people. One of the principal features to consider in making

a generating station was the minimum plant required. They could

put on 1 square foot of land generating plant which would light 71

lamps at an ordinary equivalent of 8 candle -power. The houses on

the site were of a very small class and in very bad order. They had

a chimney 100 feet in height and one 150 feet high. The result was

that the air was very much clearer than it used to be. The Alpha

Place station was approved by the London County Council two years

ago, and theycommenced the erection of works immediately . They

found great difficulty in getting the site cleared, and they had to pay

extraordinary prices to get them out in anything like time, and

the result was that they had been delayed very considerably wbile

they wereunder statutory obligations tosupply the demandsof the

district. In one case theyhadto pay £ 600 for a little tried -fish shop

which was not worth £100. It took six months for them to safely

erect a chimney shaft,and it took them at least 18 months tocom

plete a generating station . The result was that if they were delayed

six months they found they could not meet the demand. They

desired to extendthe station, and they had to acquire a cottageworth

about £ 150, but the vendor wanted them to buy other property at a

cost of £ 39,000. It was obvious that if they were to meet the grow

ingdemands of electric light, their plant must be commencedat the

earliest possible moment. They had machinery ordered now , but no

place to put it in. Theycouldget on if they could get a portion of

the Vestry yard, but the Vestry would not listen to anynegotiations

whatever. It they got the whole of the site, its capacity would be

about 150,000 lamps. They believed that the area under their pro

visional order would absorb 750,000 lamps, and their present accom

modation, adding the stations together, was for about 400,000 lamps.

Itwas only possible for nuisance to arise from vibration or smoke

and steam . For the purpose of obviating the first, they had twice

substituted machinery, and they had now an engine which was abso

lotely free from vibration . They had eight engines at work at

present, representing over 2,000 horse-power, and on examination in

the adjoining bouse , they had failed to find any vibration . With

respect to smoke, they burned the best smokeless Welsh coal that

money could buy. They were watched very assiduously by the

Vestry, and neverreceived any complaint at all. Theyfailed to find

any condensed moisture in the neighbourhood. Theydid not intend

tobuild any shafts less than 150 feet in height.

In answer to Mr. COWARD, representing various Corporations,
WITNESS said be had no objection to Corporations having similar

compulsory powers to the companies.

Mr. COWARD : You are seeking here compulsory powers. Do you

see any objection to local authorities having notice of your seeking

compulsory functions, and to them being heard if theythink fit in

the interest of the ratepayers? –I can understand that in thecase of

anew company ; but in the case of an old company, I think it would
hamper them .

By Lord KNUTSFORD: The engine he referred to as being free

from vibration was Willans. It was largely used by other companies.

The man who wanted to sell them his property complained of the

vibration ,

By Mr. KIMBER : There would be no objection to having the con

struction of the chimneys supervised so as to avoidsmoke nuisance

whatever the coal used was.

Mr. KIMBER : Are you prepared to say as an expert that adjoining

properties would notbe affected by thevibration or smoke ?-I am

not prepared to say that,

The CHAIRMAN : Have you considered whether the action of your

company would in any way interfere with the telegraph or telephone ?

-Itwould not.

Mr. J. I. COURTENAY, chairman of the Chelsea Electric Supply

Company, was next called, and, in reply to Mr. Coward, said he saw

no reason why local authorities should not have the right to be heard

before the companiesgot compulsory powers.

The CHAIRMAN said that was a matter of policy for the Committee

to consider.

Mr. SYDNEY MORSE , solicitor for the Chelsea Electric Supply

Company, chairman of the Electrical Trade Section of the London

Chamber of Commerce, and member of the Council of the Institute

of Electrical Engineers, gave evidence regarding the standing orders

of the Houses of Parliament before the change in 1893 and after. In

& number of electrical railways Bills a clause was inserted with respect

to generating stations. There would be great difficulty in incor

porating electric light companies, because incorporated companies

could only borrow to a certain extent, whereas the majority of the

electric light undertakings had, under Stock Exchange rules, borrowed

considerably in excess ofthe standing orders.

Angwering Lord BALCARRES, WITNESS said progress had been made to

prevent naisance arising from generating stations, but, of course, an

engineer might not consider a thing a nuisance which a householder
would .

Mr. ALBERT Gas, engineertothe Islington Vestry,said his Vestry

had experienced some slight difficulty in regard to their generating

station for the want of compulsory powers. They selected a site

for thestation which was bounded on two sides by a railway,but on

one side there were several small houses they endeavoured to buy,

but found a certain life interest in two of the houseswhich prevented

them being sold .

This concluded the evidence on the first head of the reference,

except that Sir Frederick Bramwell may be called. The Committee

thenproceeded to deal with the next two heads of the reference,

dealing with generating stations outside the area of supply for the

powerof breaking up the streets .

Mr. EUSTACE BALFOUR said he was chairman of the St. James's

and Pall Mall Electric Lighting Company, which started in 1888.

He was also thechairman of the Central Electric Supply Company,

which had & scheme before Parliament that session. It was pro

posed to acquire a site and supply electric current both to the St.

James's and Pall Mall Company and the Westminster Company. The

St. James's Company had had to pay very heavily forsites, and he

did not know where it was possible to acquire a new site in the area.

They had two stations, and there was no railway or canal conve

nience forbringing coal . Their coal consumption roughly came to

about 200 tons a week. To get a generating station outside the area

they would have to get compulsory powers to lay mains or else get

the consentof the local authorities. It would, however, only mean

the laying down once of a trunk main. The Central Company pro

posed to acquire a station in the parish of Marylebone which would

furnish current to St. James's and Westminster. The demand for

electric current was largely in excessof anticipation.

By Mr. COWARD : The power sought to be acquired would enable

the undertakers to break up the streets without the consent of the

local authority , but considering the small amount of interference

required, he did not think there should be anyobjection. He was

not aware that in Manchester all the mains under the streets were

acquired by the Corporation for the purpose of obtaining proper con

trol over the streets. He was prepared to agree to a reasonable clause

in conjunction with the local authorities. He wouldhave no objec

tion to paying a moderate rent for the use of the streets.

By Mr. STEVENS : He did not know how far the principle of the

General Company supplying other undertakers had gone, but if the

St. James's Companyhad a breakdown, they would go at once to the

London Company for a supply of current. The Central Company diil

not intend to supply the public.

Examined by Earl SPENCER : The rapid growth of the use of

electricity bad forced them into having a central company to supply

electricity to other companies.

By Mr. KIMBER: In saying there would be one trunk line, he took

it that they would keep others out ; but still, if there was a rival the

breaking up of the streets would not be what it is now.

Replying to Lord KNUTAFORD, WITNESS said the Central Company

kad arranged to supply two companies, but they did not ask for å

monopoly.

ByLord Cross : He agreed that England was behind other coun

tries in electrical progress, and the compulsory purchase by the local

authorities in 42 years had crushed many earlier attempte. He had

not worked the figures out to see if it would pay to form a great

central supply station to supply electricity for 50 miles round, but if

it would hethought it would be a good thing.

Prof. KENNEDY, F.RS , engineer- in -chief to the Westminster

Electric Lighting Company andjoint engineer of the Central Supply

Company, which had a Bill in Parliament to obtain compulsory

powers, said that in two years' time the St. James's and Pall Mall

Company and the Westminster Company would be at the end of
their tether in supplying current. His company worked very

smoothly with the localauthorities.

Replying to Mr. KIMBER, WITNESS said they hoped in the future

to be able to supply current even cheaper. What they wanted to

&
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was power to beable to continue to fulfil theic statutory obligations.

The average price the Westminster Company chargedto the con

samer was 54d. per unit. The cost of production was about 3d. per

unit. He thought the only company thatproduced more cheaply

was the Pall Mall Company. The Central Supply Company was

promoted by the Westminster Company and the St. James'sCompany

toobtain energy cheaper it possible.

By Sir LEONARD LYELL : The mains they proposed laying down

wouldnot require to comeup for 30 years.

By Mr. ASHTON : The longer the distance away the generating

station was the bigher voltagewould be required , but there had been

no accident in London yet. The highest voltage in London was

10,000, and they only proposed tohave 2,000.

Mr. Dobson ,engineer to the St. James's and Pall Mall Electric

Light Company, said they had had considerable difficulty in getting
sites for stations the area. They could put in enough plant in

their present stations to carry themthrough two more winters ; they

would require 27 miles of mains to connect their station with the

proposed stationof the Central Supply Company, and those mains
could be carried through by streets.

Mr.MORSE recalled, produced a copy of the Bill of the Brompton

and Piccadilly RailwayAct, showing a generating station to be out

side the district served. The station oftheStrand Companywasin

Lambeth, and originally at Bournemouth, the site wasoutside the

Area of supply . It was a common thing for companies to cover

Beveral areas. He thought it would be impossible to turn electric

lighting companies into incorporated bodies, for all electric lighting

companies were limited liability companies .

ing overtime,whileI and my family were scraping along asbest

we could on about three days per week . Oa reminding thefirm

of their promise tome, I was very coolly informed that I had

not been, and could not be sent to the job, as I was too

expensive, as these fellows were working for 6 d . par hour,

while I wanted 81., and asked for no expenses, whereas I had

always had from the firm 148. per week without any demur.

You will see, therefore, that on a 50 hours' week, as we

worked, these fellows each cost £1 0s . 3d. per week less than

I did . But were they wiremen ? To my own personal

knowledge four of them had never done aninch of wiring

in their lives, having been for a short time previously labouring

for wiremen, one of them having been an outside telephone

labourer. Now what can you expect under these circam
stances but jerry wiring of the worst possible kind ? When

the better class of contractors combine with consulting

engineers and insurance companies to induce the Board of

Trade to oust the jerry wiremen and the jerry contractor

from the business by establishing & scheme of compulsory

registration for wiremen and persons in charge of jobs or

electrical departments, each having to pass a practical ex.

amination before being registered andreceiving his certifi

cate, then wemay killjerry wiring, butall theexposures in

the worldwill not do it, as they will still revert to their old

tricks in dark places, such as false roofs, &c.

Wireman ,

CORRESPONDENCE .

Back E.M.F.

Will you please advise me whether the method I adopt for

determination of the back electromotive force ( B.E.M.F.)

of an electrolytic bath is correct.

At a slow speed I get at the brushes 84 volts ( E) and

143 amperes (c) . At an increased speed I get 116 volte

(E + ) and 249 amperes ( c + c ).

Difference in reading 32 volts (Ⓡ) and 106 amperes (C).

The B.E.M.F. (E – 6) ( = 40.9 volte.

If this is correct, is the actual electromotive force

generated in the dynamo at full speed 116 + 40-9 = 15669

and the electrical horse -power
156.9 + 249

?

746

E. D.

с

e

79)

Re-winding Field Coils of Dynamo.

I have a two-pole dynamo coupled to Willans GG

engine, wound to give 115 volts and 275 amperes . With
my load this is attained at a speed of 350. I wisb to

re-wind the field coils to get 135 volts and 275 amperes

at 400 revolutions. Present coils are wound with No. 8

B.W.G. wire, covered to 5 B.W.G. They heat badly at

115 volts. There are 82 coils of wire outside, measuring

around outside 6 feet 7 inches, and the depth of the wind

ings is 213 inches. The inside of the coil frame is 1 foot

10 inches by 10 inches. What diameter of wire, covered

and uncovered, should I use for the new winding, and what

will be the approximate length on each pole ?

Subscriber .

[ There is, evidently, not enough wire on the field -magnet,

andprobably no room for more. To get135 volts the speed

would require to be raised to 415, and No. 10 B.W.G. wire

used on shunt laying on as much as space will allow. More

specific instructions had better be obtained from the makers

of the dynamo. - EDS. ELEC. Rev.]

C

S

Jerry Wiring.

As a wireman of about 17 years' experience, during which

time I have been engaged on bell, telephone,and telegraph

wiring, arc and incandescent lighting (both alternating

and continuous), transmission of power, accumulator and

tramway work, and also in connection with electro -chemistry,

I think I may speak with some authority on this matter, and

I can assure Mr. Jeckell that the jerry wiring fiend still

flourishes in other places besides South Shields, in spite of

regulations and testing sets. I have known personally of

tests made which never reached beyond the first group of

branch cat-outs, these being placed close to the ceiling and

the fuses left out, and the testing inspector contenting

himself with the assurance of the man in charge that all

fuses were in . Turning in another direction, I once worked

for a firm in this townfor nearly four years, and carried out

many fairly large installations for them . A slack time came

and every man in the shop, except myself, was discharged

for want of work . I was promised by the senior partner, in

the presence of the only other partner, that if I would

stand by them they would find me as much work as they

possibly could during the black time, and send me out in

charge of the first decent job they got. This was about

Obristmas. About April I discovered accidently that they

had on at a popular watering place, a job of 300 incandescents

and eight arcs, and that they had about 10 men on it, all work

Steam Relief Valves.

Several serious accidents have recently taken place owing

to water in engine cylinders. The small steam space in
many water -tube boilers has, in some instances, contributed

to this.

In the description of electric works in your columns, I

have not found reference to precautions against such acci

dents. It appears to be admitted that ordinary relief valves

cannot get rid of any serious rush of water. What arethe

best means to adopt ? Is a large steam separator sufficient

to hold, on an emergency, the water due to bad priming, or

due to a burst or failure of another engine ? If so, what

are the proportions ?
Colonial.

[ Our descriptions may not perhaps make special reference

to the means for overcoming the effects of priming, because

these appliances are by no means general. At the same

time, we have referred to such meansin other articles one

recently in which we discussed the recent breakdown at

Yarmouth. It is hardly possible to say how big a separator

should be, but we incline to the use ofa separator of the pot

or U type between the boiler and engines, and we are also

of opinion that engine steam pipes should branch from the

top of a steam main, not from its side or bottom . We

certainly would not trust to cylinder relief valves for relief

of priming due to overfilling of boiler. With the steam pipes

arranged as above, the steam main ought to be well drained

at itslower end, and such abominationsas ring mains ought

not to be allowed with their multiplicity of valves and con,

nections, which introduce far morecomplication and risk of

Accident than is likely to occur with awell-designed steam

main . - Eds. ELEC. Rev.]

&
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Shoreditch Destructor .

I have been very much interested in reading the report of

a deputation from Tunbridge Wells to Shoreditch. " Please

read enclosed copy ; can you give any explanation of the

very extraordinary fact that the great fan of the whole

affair, “ thermal storage,” finds no place in the said report,

also that the financial statement is now “ expected " to be

iesaed in Jane next - if I remember right it was to have

been at the end of March and further,that no particulars

of cost, &c., for comparison could be obtained, & c .

Power.

[ From the cutting enclosed the report appears to be that

of a deputation from Maidstone. — EDs. ELEC. Rev.]

any aogle in anyplane. In order to achieve this, as shown by the

illustration, the framework supporting the carbon holders consists
of a slotted arch of metal cast in two halves mounted upon a fire

resisting and insulating base and efficiently insulated from each other

at the top wbere they are bolted together. The carbon holders have

a swivel action fitted withthumbscrews so that they may be clamped
in any position , the swivel action is attached to an insulated bolt

which passes through the slots in the framework and allows of ad .

justment to any height. Each carbon holder having an action

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c

B.

...

)

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING APRIL 26TH , 1897. WEEK ENDING APRIL 26TH , 1898.

£ $ £

Adelaide 21 0 Adelaide 122 0

Alexandria 200 0 Alexandria 25 0

telephone 64 0 Teleg. mat. 205 0

Amsterdam 332 0 Amsterdam 110 0

Antwerp 394 0 Bangkok 13 0

Auckland 28 0 Barcelona . Teleg. mat. 41 0

Bombay .. 20 0 Beira. Teleg . mat. 47 0

Buenos Ayres 413 0 Teleph. mat. 372 0

Teleg. mat. 110 0 Bombay. Teleg. mat.... 416 0

Teleg. wire 338 0 Bordeaux. 74 0

Calcutta ... 273 0 Boulogne 67 0

Cape Town 311 0 Brisbane. Teleg. mat. ' 1,251 0

Ohristiana. Teleg. mat. 73 0 Buenos Ayres 280 0

Colombo 53 0 Calcutta ... 344 0

Copenhagen 75 0 Cape Town 292 0

Durban ... 1,138 0 Christiana 40 0

Teleg. mat. 2,971 0 Colombo 83 0

East London 352 0 Copenhagen 75 0

Flashing 213 0 Delagoa Bay 490 0

Ghent 14 0 Demerara 8 0

Gibraltar 18 0 Teleg. mat. 104 0

Grenada. Teleg. mat.... 15 0 Durban 934 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 610 0 Teleg. mat. 1,780 0

Kurrachee 166 0 East London 215 0

Madeira ... 882 0 Flugbing 490

Melbourne. Teleg.mat. 2800 Fremantle 105 0)

Port Elizabeth ... 1,205 0 Hamburg 135 0

Nolloth 14 0 Lisbon 15 0

Rangoon . Teleg. mat.... 75 0 lalaga 353 0

Reval. Teleg.mat. 15 0 Melbourne 332 0

Rio Janeiro. Teleg. mat. 510 0 North Sea . Teleg.cable 5,996 0

Rockbampton 17 0 Oamara 858 0

Rotterdam 250 0 Piræus 110 0

St. Petersburg 1,040 0 Port Elizabeth ... 107 0

Shanghai. Teleg. mat. 24 0 Porto Alegre . Teleg.mat. 300

Singapore 110 0 Rio Janeiro ,

Stockholm 158 0 Saigon 800

Teleg .mat.... 214 0 Santander 6) 0

Sydoey 1,132 0 Shanghai 37 0

Wellington 361 0 Stcckholm . Teleg. mat. 165 0

Teleg. mat.... 66 0 Sydney .. 966 0

Yokohama 240 0 Townsville 400 0

Trieste. Teleg. mat. 400 0

Vera Oruz 67 0

Wellington 291 0

Teleg. mat. 337 0

...

... ...

...

...

... ...

-

...

...

90 » 4.704 0

...

entirely independent and thoroughly insulated from each other and

the framework , it is easily seen that they may be arranged as in the

illustration for crucible, welding, or brazing workata suitable angle,

or both placed horizontally, or one horizontal and the other vertical,

&c. , for furnace work, and to suit requirements. The apparatus at

present is made in two sizes, one for 10 to15 amperes at 50 to 100

volte, the other 60 to 80 amperes at 60 to 100 volts .

Chain Gear Catalogue.- We are in receipt of an

advanced copy of the chaia gear catalogue of Mr. Hans Renold, of

Manchester,who has made chain gears aspecialty, andby hispeculiar

system of chain has overcome the objections which formerly

obtained on account ofwear, which varied the pitch of the chain.

In Mr. Renold's chain the variation of pitch due to wear of the pins

corrects itrelt by the assumption by the chain of a larger radius of

revolution , and the design of the links is such that they enter and

leave a wheel without rubbing friction. Mr.Renold claims to be

able to run these chainsup to a velocity of 1,600 feet per minute, at

which speeds the chain isno more noisy than a leather belt. Like

many other mechanical appliances, the chain has fallen into perbaps

undeserved disuse on account of its bad construction . Mr.Renoid

aims to make a chain perfect, and expects thereby to make it satis.

factory, and from all we hear is doing well, and producing good and

reliable chains equal to claim .

Change of Address. — Messrs. Allingham_ & Fennell,

electrical engineers, bave removed from 27, Bower Road , Victoria

Park, to Harrow Green, Leytonstone, N.E.

Church Lighting. – Messrs. Calvert & Company, of

Manchester, have recently carried out a number of church lighting

installations, near Manchester. The latest, the Emmanuel Church,

Sonthport, was completed for the opening service on April 10th.

The installation consists of some 250 16 -O.P.lamps, in fittings of 18,

12, and 10 lights inside the church, and 100 -C.P . lamps on orda

mental posts outside, the lights being arranged so that either one

third ortwo-thirds may be switched on at once from the main board

in the lobby. Thisfirm have also carried out the electric lighting of

St. Luke's Church, Southport.

Electric Light Cables and Wires. - Mr. Isidor Franken

burg, of the Greengate Rubber and Cable Works,Salford, Manchester,

has sent us a listand samples of electric light cables and wires

manufactured by him . The conductors of all the cables and wires

which are given in the list consist of the best copper wirehaving a

guaranteed conductivity of 100 per cent. of pure copper (Matthiessen's

standard). In the various tables thereare given dimensions, weights,

resistances, and capacity of the conductors, and prices appear of

taped wires and small strands, tapedand braided ditto, taped and

braided valcanised electric light cables, wires and cables for aerial

work , also cables and wires insulated with pure rubber. We have

examined the various samples sent, and they all appear to be well

made mechanically,

Electro -Zincing . - We understand that electro -zincing

has been adopted byMr.Peter Brotherhood for his air compressor

tubes, and a plant isnow being erected at his works on the Cowper

Coles regenerative system .

The Hook of Holland . After many complaints, says

the Times Rotterdam correspondent, about the insuficiency of the

lights at the entrance by the Hook of Holland, the Minister of

Marine has decided to ask for a credit in next Budget for two elec

tric lights of the highest power to take the place ofthe present two

red oil lights.

...

... ...

...

Total ... £ 14,791 0 Total £22,919 0

£ $

Foreign Goods Transhipped .

£ 8.

Calcutta ... 65 0 i New York 177 0

An Improved Electric Furnace, Welding, or Brazing

Machine. The investigationsand experiments by M. Moissan, Prof.

Roberts-Austen and others, as to the behaviour of metals, alloys, ores,

and othermaterials when subjected to the intense heat of theelectric

arc, together with the practical use of electric furnaces for the

redaction of ores, notably those of aluminium and others of a re

tractory nature,have resulted inthe desire of other investigators to

enter the same field and rendered the subject of some importance in

technical education. The want of efficient apparatus ata low cost

for the purpose of experiment and illustration has hitherto resulted

in the operator manufacturing his own outof materials at his com

mand. To meet the demands for suchapparatus,the following - origin .

ally designed some years ago byMr.W. Clark Fisherfor private use

-has been placed uponthe market byMr. R. W.Paul, of Hatton Garden.

In the design it was sought to provide an instrument alike suitable

for furnace, crucible, open hearth, welding, brazing, and hard solder

ing, & c., for which purpose it was desirable that the carbons should

be capable of universalmovement admitting of their being placed at

-
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Dry Cap Lamp.-- The dry cap lamp shown in the

illustration isspeciallyrecommended by the Edison & Swan Uoited

Company for use in damp places or outside lighting. The lamps are

specially suited for mines, pierlighting, or damp cellars, where it has

been found that the plaster of Paris softens after the lamps have

been inuse for a little time. The cap is attached by means of a

brass discand is fastened to the glass bulb by specially prepared

cement, which is thoroughly damp-proof, and the leading - in wires

that of the remedy to which the plaintiffs were entitled. That the

defendants were wrong in what they haddone, was, to His Lordship's

miod , beyond doubt. The Act of Parliament approving the order

under which the defendants worked, clearly defined their rights and

powers, aod it was equally clear to his mind that the plaintiff Vestry

bad vested in them — whatever the words might mean — the area in

which the defendant's wires had been laid . It was also clear that

the defendants had no right, without the consent of the plaintiffs, to

lay their wires in that area. The defendant company was clearly

wrong in what it did , and he felt bound to say that their conduct

was es wrong as the principle under which they had acted , because

it appeared that sometime before the particular act complained of

the company had acted in a precisely similar manner, and laid down

wires in another part of the same road, and when their attention

was drawn to it they took up the wires and apologised. After

wards they applied for leave to place their wires in the same area,

but that being refused, they took the law into their own hands,

in the manner which had been put before the Court. Under the

circumstances the question was what was the remedy to which

plaintiffs were entitled , and as to that he thought the case was

governed by that of Goodson v. Richardson, which was a decided

authority in plaintiffs' favour. The conclusion to wbich he (Sir F. H.

Jeune) had come, was that the defendant company should be called

upon to remove the wires in question , and that there ought to be

judgment for the plaintiffs for a mandatory injunction, and a

declaration as prayed for with costs. His Lordship, however, on the

application of Mr. Cripps, suspended the operation of the injunction

for three months, with liberty to apply inthe meantime for leave to

appeal.

EDISYAN

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

-

are perfectly free, so that the lamp has an air insulation in the

interior of the cap . It is important to note that although there is

an air insulation, by using the thin layer of cement between the

brass and the glass,it acts as a non -conductor and consequently there

is very much less heat conducted than there would be if the brass

and glass were not intercepted.

Meeting of Creditors.-- At the offices of the Man

chester Official Receiver, on 19th iost., a meeting was held of the

creditors of James Fletcher and John Arthur Hirst, trading as

Fletcher, Hirst & Co., electrical and mechanical engineers, at the

Bankfield Works, Curzon Street, Burnley. The statement of the

debtors' affairs showed liabilities expected to rank for dividend

£ 2,184, and assets £424. It was stated that debts to the amount of

£1,131 bad been proved. The debtors made an offer of 68. in the

pound , to be paid — 38.within seven days of the creditors' acceptance

of the offer, and 38. after the lapse of six months. The creditors

present were willing to close with the offer, but it was pointed out

by the chairman that it was neither within their power nor that of

the Court to do so . The lowest composition that could be accepted

and approved was 78. 6d. The meeting was therefore adjourned for

a montb, to give the debtors an opportunity of making a further offer

to the amount required by the statute.

Price Lists. - Messrs. Laing, Wharton & Down, Limited,
have issued some advance lists of new alternating and continuous

current apparatus which they are introducing . Thelists particularise
“ Whardown ” transformers, G type, illuminated dial measuring

instruments, transformers for voltmeters and wattmeters, economy

coils, single -pbase motors, also " Whardown " continuous current

motors and dynamos and combined fans and motors. We understand

that the firm attaches great value to the entirely new style of switch

board instruments which are illustrated , and although they are only

listed for alternatingcurrent work, they may shortly introduce a line

of continuous current ones. Special attention is directed to the 500

volt motors and motor fans in view of the demand likely to arise for

motor current at this voltage in connection with the supply of current
for electric traction .

Messrs. Wilhelm & Co., London agents for Mr. K. Wienert, of

Berlin, sends us a list of the “Sonja” long hour arc lamp with

enclosed arc burning from 100 to 200 hours for continuous and

alternating current.

The Vestry of St. Mary, Battersea, v . The County of

London and Brush Provincial Electric Lighting Company,

Limited . - On Thursday, April 21st, Sir Francis H.Jeune, sitting as

an additional judge of the Chancery Division of the High Court of

Justice, resumed the hearing of the above-named action,which was

brought in order to bave thequestion decided whether the defendant

company, who hold a provisional order enabling them to supply the

electric light within the district of Wandsworth, were entitled there

underto lay their pipes in TrinityRoad ,Battersea, part of which was,

admittedly, in the parish of St. Mary, Battersea, and within the area

of supply of the Battersea Electric Lighting Order. For the defeace

itwascontended that this was nota case for a mandatory injunction,

even if the defendants were in fault. Mr. R. Bray, Q.C., and Mr.

Chapman appeared on bebalf of the Vestry, and Mr. Cripps, Q.C.,for

the defendant company. The case was opened before His Lordship

on March 9th ,and a note on the subject appeared in the ELECTRICAL
REVIEW at the time.

On Thursday last week, when the case came up again , HisLordship

pronounced judgment, and said he should have been very glad if the

case could have been settled betweenparties, but that had been found

impossible. Public bodies as well as individuals were entitled to have

theirrights adjudicated upon, even although they afterwards might

seefit to arriveat an arrangement. Dealing with this ca : e purely as a

matter of law , the only question he (the judge) had to consider was

Aberdeen . - The Gas and Electric Lightiog Committee

bad under consideration last week the suggestions by Prof. Kennedy,

with reference to the extension of the electric lighting to the west

end of the city. It was decided to carry outthe proposal by which

the extensioncould be effected at a cost of £ 5,700 . The Committee

also resolved to extend the Union Street electric main at a cost of

£168. The offer of Mr. Henry Brechin to supply steam coal for the

electric station at 83. 6d. per ton hu8 been accepted.

Ashton.-A circular re electric lighting, drawn up by

Mr. Clirehugh on behalf of the Council, is being distributed in the

borough.

Bangor. - The City Council has resolved upon gas exten
bions, and at the same time has decided to establish electric lighting

works for supplying current for Garth Road and High Street ata

cost of about £ 10,000. Ratepayers have given a guarantee of £ 500

a year for the electric lighting.

Barking. - On 21st inst, & Local Government Board

inquiry was held into the Urban Council's application for a £ 15,000

electric lighting loan. The Barking Gas Company and a bodyof rate

payers appeared in opposition. Mr. W. 0. C.Hawtayne, the con

sulting engineer, explained the scheme in detail. He estimated the

working expenses as 2 d . per unit, and the annual gross revenue at

£ 2,600 . After paying for working expenses and allowing for renewals

and repayment of capital and interest, and assuming that in addition

to the public lamps the Council supplied private consumers with an

equivalent of 3,000 8 -candle-power lights, there would be a profit of

£309 available for the reduction of rates or other purposes.

Bradford . - The Bolton Road and Morley Street tram

routes are to be lighted by means of arc lamps at a cost of £500 &

year. The charge for lighting current is to be reduced from 5d. to

4d. per unit, with a sliding scale for the motive power.

Belfast. — The engineer recently present d a report on

the comparative cost of electric and gas lighting for streets, with

particular reference to some of the main thoroughfares, which,

briefly summarised, conveyed the information that the present

method of lighting the principal streets is, it considered sufficient,

the cheaper,taking into account the fact that it is done at a loss ; but

if electric current were employed for the purpose, 3•75 times the light

could be given for 2.2 times the cost, without loss to the department,

while the ordinary street lamp could be replaced by incandescent

electric light at the price at present paid. The report,in an amplified

form, will again come beforethe committee.

Chislehurst. - The Board of Trade have approved of the
Chislehurst Electric Lighting Order.

Croydon .-- Mr. G. W. Willcocks held an inquiry at

Croydon, on behalf of the Local Government Board on Tuesday,

respecting the application of the Town Council to borrow money for

the purpose of additional plant in connection with the electricity

works, for additions to the electric lighting station buildings, and for

£ 1,000, the sum payable bythe Corporation to the British Thomson

Houston Company,Limited, upon the Corporation determining the

period of working at the end of the first year, as referred to in

Clause 18 of the agreement dated March 12th, 1896, and made be

tween the British Thomson -Houston Company , Limited, and the

Corporation. The total amount required by the Corporation is

£ 6,772; but the inspector said an item of £ 2,772, required for the

additional plant atthe electric lighting station, did not really come

within thescope of that inquiry . Alderman Miller said they asked

for sanction for theseitems in consequence of theincreased demand

for supply. They already had double the number of customers, and

9
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were still increasing at the rate of about 150 lamps per week, and

they were compelled to hold over applications until additional plant

was pat. Unless they got thisby September, they would be unable

to supply the demand during the winter.

Dartford.— The District Council has appointed a Special
Committee to deal with the electric lighting question.

Edinburgh. After referring the matter back to the

Lighting Committee, the Council has now adopted the recommenda

tion to light certain streets by means of arc lamps. The salary of

the resident electrical engineer has been raised from £ 500 to £ 600 .

Fermoy.-- The Town Commissioners have resolved that

the agreement with Mr. Haynes Reed with reference to the electric

lighting scheme for the township shall be signed without further

delay, so that the lighting may be introduced before next autumn.

Fulham . - A special meetiog of the Vestry, held on

Wednesday lastweek, decidedto carry out the provisional order and

proceed with the erection of an electric lighting station , a dust
destructor and disinfector. The cost of the scheme is estimated at

£ 56,000.

Glasgow . - The Corporation has agreed to supply current

to the Clyde Trustees for the lighting of theQueen's Dock and Prince's

Dock at 2d. per unit, the trustees to provide all the necessary lamps

and carbons for same, and to undertake the trimming of the lamps.

Negotiations are to be opened with the Glasgow Harbour Tannel

Company, Limited, for obtaining a wayleave forlaying and maintain
ing one or more electric cables therein.

Greenock . - The application of the North British Elec

tricity Supply Company to theBoard of Trade for a provisional order

to supply electric lighting to Greenock, Port Glasgow , and Gourock

has been meanwhile declined by the Board . Representatives from

the three towns andof the company interviewed the Board of Trade

on Friday last, and Sir Courtenay Boyle said that in the event of the

Greenock Corporation not taking advantage of their provisional order

for the supply of electric light to the town and district within a

year, the application of the company would be favourably con
sidered .

Hackney . - Deputations appeared before the Vestry on

Wednesday, both in favour and against the disposal of the electric

- lighting order to a company. No conclusion was come to, however,

for the matter was referred to the joint committee. It appeared

from the proceedings that Mr. Medhurst bas served a writon the

Vestry. A special committee has been appointed to deal with the
matter.

Hampstead.- The Lighting Committee received a repost

from the chief electrical engineer explaining the advantage of adopt

ing the use of demand iodicators onthe premises of all consumers of

electric carrent, and recommended that demand indicators be fixed

on all consumers' premises, present and future, in order that the

charge for current supplied may be uniform throughout. Mr. Cottam

stated that the indicators would cost about £2 each. The total out

Jay would be nearly £1,600. The recommendation was defeated by

18 votes against 15.

High Wycombe . - The Electric Lighting Committee,

after having an interview with Mr. Bastian(on behalf of Messrs .

Hodges & Todd, the electrical engineers appointed bythe Corpora

tion ), and also with Mr. Wigbam (engineer on behall of Edmondson's

Electricity Corporation, who are constructing the works for the

WycombeBorough Electric Light and Power Company), havemade

· various recommendations to the Council regarding the general details

of the undertaking, and these have been adopted. The positions

for the arc lamps for street lighting are to be settled later.

Huddersfield . - The Electric Lighting Committee re

ports that the number of consumers this month is 650, an increase

of 18compared with March. The lamps connected during April are

44,047, anincrease of 752, compared with the previous month .

Kimberley.-- According to the last advices, & private
Bill is to be introduced during the next Session of Parliament to

empower the Borough Council of Kimberley to supply electricity for

thepurposeof lighting, heating, or furnishing power to public build .

ings and other places, and to borrow a sum of £25,000 for this

purpose.

Leyton . - On 20th inst. a Local Government Board

inquiry was held into the District Council's application for sanction

to borrow £ 15,000 for electric lighting purposes. Mr. Bishop, the

electrical engineer, explained matters. There are at present 6,780

lamps (public and private ), 29 being arcs, and 500 or 600 lamps

waiting for connection.

Longton. — The Corporation of Longton, who have re

solved totake up the questionof municipal electricity supply, have

retained Mr. Robert Hammond as their consulting electricalengineer

to lay & scheme before them .

Loughborough. - The General Purposes, Committee has

resolved, upon theGas and Electric Lighting Sub - committee's recom

u mendation, to apply for an electric light provisional order, and to

spend £ 50 for professional assistance for the purpose of the proposed

application. The matter will come before the Council.

Lowestoft.-- The General Parposes Committee of the

Town Council considered last week the alterations made by the

Board of Trade in the electric light provisional order.

Lyndhurst . - Before committing themselves to the elec

tric light, the Parish Council want to kaow terms. A letter from an

electric lighting company has been before the Conncil.

Maidstone. - The Maidstone Town Council have resolved

by eleven votes to six to defer the matter of the electric light until

the result of the first year's operation of the Shoreditch electric light

and dust destructor scheme has been ascertained .

Manchester,-We briefly mentioned in a “ Note ” last

week the estimated surplus of the Corporation electricity ander

taking for theensuing year. We now give the exact figures as stated

by Alderman Higginbottom at last week's meeting of the Electricity

Committee. The estimated expenditure on revenue account is

£53,829. The leading items are : coals, £ 7,700 ; oil, waste, water, & c .,

and current used on works, £4,300; repairs and maintenance, re

newals of plant (transfer), £ 9,000 ; interest on mortgage debt, &c. ,

£9,700 ; and sinking lund , £ 10,328 . The estimated income, by sale

of current and meter rentals (includiog £ 1,500 receivable from the

city fund for public lighting ) is £ 66,000, leaving a profit balance of

£ 12,171, outof which it is anticipated that £ 12,000will be devoted

to the reliet of the rates. Last year the estimated income wag

£ 55,000, and the actual income £ 57,800, which yielded a sarplas of

£ 14,080. The estimateof expenditure on capital account for the year

ending March 31st, 1899, is as follows: land (sub -stations), £ 6,900 ;

buildings ( sub -stations ), £ 5,000 ; buildings and foundations (Dickin

son Street ) , £5,000 ; machinery , £59,000 ; mains, £ 60,000 ; meters,

£ 3,000; cable stores and workshops, £ 5,000 ; total, £ 143,900. The

estimate of expenditure on street lighting for the same period is :

current for public lighting, £ 1,500 ; lamps and connections, £ 5,500 ;

making the amountrequired to be raised in the current year's rate

£ 7,000.

At an adjourned meeting of the City Council on 20th inst., with

the consent of the Council, Mr. Alderman Higginbottom was per

mitted to introduce, out of the ordinary course , the recommendation

of the Electricity Committee to make application to the Local

Government Board for their sanction to the borrowing of the further

sum of £ 150,000 for the purposes of the electricity andertaking of

the Corporation. In movingthe adoption of a resolution approving

the Committ : e's recommendation, "Mr. Higginbottom said the

money was required for electricity purposes in the city, Moss Side,

Levenshulme,and Withington , under orders which had been sanc

tionedbyParliament. In Manchester it wasneeded to provide(1)
six new feeders to supply the old network. These would be neces

sary to convey the current from the new generators to the distri

butiag mains. (2) Distributing mains in Chester Road and City

Road . These mains it had already been determined by the Com .

mittee to lay forthwith . In addition to these, it would be desirable

to connect up with Moss Side along Denmark Road and Moss Lane,

and also along Preston Street. Borrowing powers would also be

required for the erection of cable stores and å testing room on the

land at the Polygon, and for purchasing sites for transformer sub

stations in various parts of the city. The high pressure feeders

wouldbenecessaryfor supplying some of these sub -stations, and also

the sub -stations in Moss Side and Levenshulme. Provision was also

made for carrying out the street lighting which it had been decided

to provide for winter. There had likewise been included a som for

new services and meters in the city area . In regard to Moss Side,

the money was required for the distributing mains in the compulsory

streets and for the high pressure mains. At Levenshulme the

money was required for å site for & translormer sub -station ,

for distributing mains in the compulsory streets, and for high

pressure feeders. At Withington the money was required for sites

for transformer sub-stations, for distributing maids in the compul

Bory streets, and for high pressure feeders. The following was a

summary of the estimated cost :-Manchester,£ 73,300 ; Moss Side,

£ 15,600 ;Levensbulme, £ 8,970 ; Withington , £ 48,920 ; total, £ 146,790.

This would leave a sum of £3,210 for sundries and contingencies.”

Sir John Harwood suggested that the sum asked for should be

£ 200,000 , and moved an amendmentaccordingly. This was seconded

by Mr. W. Pollitt, and the Council agreed to it.

Metropolitan Asylams Board . - At the meeting on

Saturday the Works Covmitteesubmitted a report in regard to the

proposed electric lighting of the Northern Hospital. The Com

mittee stated that Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse, the consulting

engineers, had informed them that in view of the great rush in the

engineering trade, and in order that the engines anddynamon, as well

as the boilers required for the electric lighting, might be delivered

before next winter, it would be desirable to issue the specification

for these works in advance of the specification of the wiring and

other electrical work . The consulting engineers suggest 3d further

that, from the nature of the work, it was desirable to obtuin tenders

from a limitednumber of approved firms, rather than by advertise

ment. The Works Committee therefore recommended , and it was

decided to apply to the Local Government Board for assent to obtain

tenders for the engines, dynamos, and boilers for the electric

lighting of the Northern Hospital in the manner suggested by the

engineers.

Messrs. Handcock & Dykes, of Westminster, S.W., bave been

appointed consulting electrical engineers in connection with the elec

tric lighting of the Tooting Bec Asylum .

The Brook Hospital Committee reported having consulted Prof.

Kennedy, who designed the installation at that hospital, in regard to

the maintenance of the storage battery. The Committee suggested

that an agreement should be entered into for the maintenanceof the

battery for three years, but by the consent of the Board the recom

mendation was withdrawn for the time being.

Newmarket.- The Council does not approve of the site

suggested by the electric light company.

:
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Wolverhampton.- Pablic notice is being given, signed

by Mr. Harman Lewis, the borough electrical engineer, to the effect

that on or about 28th inst. ( yesterday), the supply of electric

energy is tobe commenced at astandard pressure of 220 volts, from

Albany Road, onthe north side of Darlington Street, on bothsides

of Chapel Ash, Tettenball Roadto the Clevelands, Compton Road to

ChapelTerrace, and Merridale Road to Oaks Oresoent.

LLEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

-

C

&

Norwich. - A local paper says that the construction of

the tramway track is now being proceeded with .

Peterborough.- Official intimation has been received

by the Town Clerk that the Local Government Board has, upon .

tarther consideration, agreed to sanction the Peterborough Corpora.

tion borrowing a loan of £15,000 for electric lighting.

Plymonth . - The foundation stone of the Corporation

electricity works was laid by the Mayor (Alderman J. T. Bond)on

31st inst . Mr. A. R. Debnam , chairman of the Electric Lighting

Committee, explained the extent to which it was at first intended to

provide current for lighting and traction purposes .

Portamonth .-Last Saturday a visit was raid to Ports

mouthho Mr. Gilbert, the president of the Boston Electric Light Com

PADY (U.8.A ), andMr.Hosman, the engineer and secretary to thecom .

pany. They are stated to be making a tour of Europe to discover

the best system of electric street lighting, in order that it may be

introduced into Boston, which already boasts the largest plant in the

world, the street arc lamps there pombering no less than 2,800. Mr.

Gilbert is reported to have declared that though he had been all over

the Continent, be had never been so good a system of arc lighting as

there is at Portsmouth .

Ripley.-A petition is being signed in Ripley in favour

of electric ligbting.

Shapklip . - The Shanklin Trade Union had a discussion

on electricity v. gas a few days ago.

Sheffield . - A public meeting of the owners and rate

payers of the city was held on Tuesday to consider the Council's

proposal to promote a Bill for the purchase of the electric light

undertaking and raising money for the purpose. The proposal was

notapproved bya majority ofthose present,and a poll is to be taken

in May, the result to be declared on May 25tb . A Sheffield paper

implies that the meeting was attended by a number of electrical

traders wbo were afraid tbat the Corporation might take away their

wiring andfitting business, and they seem to have been responsible
for the voting

Southampton . - At the last meeting of the Harbour

Board, the Works Committee reported that the electrical engineer

(Mr. J.G. W. Aldridge) had submitted plans of the necessary electric

mains for the new cranes atthe Quay, estimated to cost about £ 350 .

Hestated that the cable conld be purchased of the makers and Jaid

by the Board's staff. The Board accepted the Committee's recom

mendation to adopt the plan of the electrical engineer.

St. Pancras . - The profit on the last year's working of

the electricity undertaking has sufficed not only to wipe out a deficit

of £ 800 on the previous year's accounts, but to provide a balance in
band of £ 5,717.

Swansea . - At a special meeting of the Corporation on

Friday a report of the snb.committee was received showingthat theybad

failed to arrange with the British Electric Traction Company to anpply

the latter with electricity for the trame at 1 d. per unit op to 400,000

units, and 11d. per unit for any subsequent amount per annum . The

company explained that it was undesirable that the tramway power

should be secondary to the lighting, and continuity of supply was

imperative. The company also could not pay any more than the

actual cost of production, and therefore would provide their own

works. Thesub -committee advised the immediate proceeding with

the Corporation's own scheme, in combination with a dust destructor,

as it was most necessary to have the station in their own bands. Mr.

Manville, the electrical engineer engaged, attended, and after a long

discussion it was decided, with onlytwo dissentients, to proceed with

the scheme, and to borrow £ 60,000 for the purpose.

Taunton . — The Council last week adopted & recom

mendation of the Electric Lighting Committee that the sum of

£ 11,500, instead of £ 10,000, as pmviously agreed upon , should be
applied for in order to provide for renewal of plant. Messrs.

Kincaid, Waller & Manville, electrical engineers, of Westminster,

presented a long report,which was explained by Mr. Manville, who
attended the meeting. He said the electric light installation in
Taunton was one of the first in the Kingdom for public lighting par.

poees, and they necessarilyhad to start with plantwhich was usual

in those days, and in fact the only plant that could be obtained, and

in theextensions made by the Bill since they took the worksover
from the old company they had proceeded on the lines originally laid

down. Those lines did not involve the greatest amount of efficiency

in the running of the station, and hisfirm were anzious that the

whole system should be brought up from the present somewhat

Antique desiga to the most modern lines, so that the station might be

as efficient as any existing. If his recommendations were carried out

a gross saving of £ 539 a year would be effected on the basis of the

present output, and there would be anet saving of £373 a year after

providing for payment of capital and interest on the money required

for the proposed alterations. The report was adopted .

Tipton . — The District Council on Taesdayheard repre

sentatives of theMidland Electric Corporation, and, after discussion ,

resolved to withdraw the opposition to the scheme.

West Ham . - Last Friday a Local Government Board

inquiry was held with respect to an application by the Town Council

for sanction to borrow £ 2,841 for the purpose of lighting the public

buildings in the borough by electricity.

Bristol - The chairman and vice-chairman of the Bristol

Sinitary Committee ( Alderman Oope Proctor and Mr. G. Pearson)

having talked over questions of electric traction still in dispute

with the representatives of the Bristol Tramways Company,reported

to their committee the result of their negotiations and made certain

recommendations as to the course to betaken. A draft report to the

Council was drawn up and this was dealt with and revised st another

meeting of the Committee held on Monday It will be presented

to a meeting of the City Council on Friday. It shows that there

have been concessions on both sides, but there are still terms

remaining unsettled . One point upon whichthe company has agreed

is that ofthe capital required for works not less than £ 200,000is to

be raised in such a way that the rate of interest thereon shall not

exceed 4 per cent. They are also willing that the fares shall be

reduced so as to average dd. per mile for ordinary passengers,

and fd. per mile for workpeople's cars, the times for running which

are to be extended . The controversy over the period at the end of

whichthe Corporationshall be permitted to purchase resulted in 17

years from May, 1898, being agreed upon . The dratt report set forth

that the company should not be required to pay a wayleave for the

permission to use electric traction , but this the Committee at their

second meeting altered , and the report advises the Council that no

arrangement wouldbe satisfactory which does not require the com .

pany to pay a moderate wayleave, that there should be a further

reduction of lares, and that the Corporation shall have the right to

veto the overhead system in certainlimited areas of the city.

Bournemouth . - The British Electric Traction Com .

pany and the Bournemouth, Poole and District Light Railway Com .

pany having informed the Council that they propose amended

schemes, the Council has resolved that it is still undesirable that

tramways should be laid down in the borough, and that steps are to

be taken to prevent powers being granted.

Buenos Ayres,—The chairman of the City of Buenos

AyresTramways Company, Limited, addressing the shareholders last

week in London said that thequestion of the adoption ofelectric trao

tioninstead of horse -power had beenfully considered by the board and

by the local committee and general manager. They had received a

report from the local committee regarding the possible advantages

and disadvantages of the adoption of electric traction. That report

was banded toaneminent firm of experts, who arrived at the same

conclusion as the local committee - namely, that the substitution of

electricity for horse-power was not desirable either in the interestof

the public or ofthe company. After serious consideration of the

whole question, the board had come to the decision that although

the electric motor system might possibly be adopted with advantage

to suburban traffic, it was absolutely unguitable to the narrow streets

in which their lines were laid.

City and South London Railway . - Lord Morley's

Committee of the House of Lords has passed the City and South

London Railway Bill, which confers extension powers. The com :
pany is also to raise £ 133,000 additional share and loan capital. The

powers originally sought for the purpose of selling a portion of the

undertaking to the City and Brixton Company have been strack out

of the Bill .

Dundee- Barnhil).- A private meeting of the Broughty

Ferry Police Commission was held last week at which representatives

of a Leeds firm submitted plans of a proposed electric railway be

tween Dundee and Barnbill. The system proposed is of theover:

head trolley type, and the proposed route will be from High Street,

Dundee, thencealong Seagate, Blackscroft, and Ferry Road, crossing

the railway at the Oil Mills,and onwards to Broughty Ferry, along

Queen Street, Monifieth Road, to Barnhill. The Broughty Com .

mission is stated to have agreed to support the scheme. Official

notice of the scheme, published in a Dandee paper, is signed by the

solicitors and Parliamentary agents, and also byMessrs.Greenwood

and Batley, Limited , Albion Works, Leeds,promoters; Mr. Robert

Ord Ritchie, M.I.E.E., Albion Works, L'eds, electrical engineer;

and Messrs George Hopkins & Sons, 30, Parliament Street, West

minster, S.W. , civil engineers.

Ealing. The old District Council pledged itself to

strenuously oppose the scheme of the London United Tramwayo

Company, but now that there is a newcouncil in office, eight of its

members being in favour of electric traction, there seems tobesome

prospect of the matter receiving careful reconsideration. Notice of

motionhas been given for the question to bs discussed at the best

Council meeting .

Hastings - On 20th ingt. the Town Council beld &

special meeting to discuss the tramways question , and a resolation

was passed by 24 votes to 14 applying to theLight Railways com,
missioners for an order authorising the Counciltoconstruct and

work light railways in various parts ofthe borough.
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Hangary.- According to recently published statistics, the

total length ofstreet railways in Hungary at the end of 1897 was
115 miles, of which 64 miles were worked by electricity. In the past

year the introduction of electric traction on the street railways of

Buda-Pesth was completed , and, besides two new railways worked

by electricity were opened , namely , the “ Miskolezer electric street
nilway ," and the " Maria Theresiopoler electric railway ." The

traffic on some of the Buda- Pesth electric railways show a consider.

ablefalling off in 1897 when compared with 1896 ; a result which is
ascribed to the Millenial Exhibition in the latter year.

Malaga. It is proposed to convert the horse tramways

in the town of Malaga, Spain, into electric lines.

Moscow .- The April Board of Trade Journal has come

interesting notes regarding the proposed electric tramway schemes
lor Moscow. It seems, according to H.M.Consul at that town, that
the municipal authorities ofthat city purpose converting the present

horse tramways ofMoscowinto electric tramways. The two tram
way companies of Moscow have placed themselves in communication

with two financial syndicates in Berlin and Dresden, and certain pro

positions have beenmade to the Mayor of the town - Prince Galitzin
-who bas referred the whole business to a special commission to

dnw up a report and furnish H.M. Consul witha statement of what
is actually required. This document will not be ready for some

months, but should the Mayor eventually receive tenders from
British firms, he promises thatthe same will have careful attention
from the Commission and exactly the same change of being accepted

as the tenders from other countries.

Richmond. - On Friday night a meeting of the Richmond

Town Councilwas held, when objection was made to the scheme of

the London United Tramways Company for an electric tramway to

traverse Richmond - by a " back road” route - and Kingston to

Hampton Court.

Rochester.- Last Friday an inquiry by the Light

Railways Oommissioners with reference to the application by a private

company to establish a system of electric trans connecting New

Brompton, Chatham , Rochester, Strood, and district, opened at

Chatham . The two Town Councils and the Urban District Council

of Gillingham are in favour of the project.

St. Heleng. - Major Cardew , R.E., has been holding a

Board of Trade inquiry into the application by the St. Helens

Corporation for sanction to use electrical power on local tramways

on the overhead system, and to the borrowing of £ 25,000 for

purposes connected with the adaption of the line, &c. , to electrical
traction .

Switzerland . - The three-phase electric railway which is

being built near Zermatt on the Gorner Grat was recently testedfor

the first time, in presence of the Swieg inspector of railways. The

section just finished has a length of 1,600 m. and a gradient of 12 in

100. The experiments were very successful; the up and down

journeys on the gradient were performed without difficulty ; the full

speed of the locomotives being maintained by the motors. The

descenton the steepest part of the gradient was carried out with

ease, with a fully load train. The new rack railway has a length of

9.8 km ., and amaximum gradient of 20 in a 100. The power is taken

from the Findelenbach,which drives four turbines of 250 H.P. each,

coupled directly with three -phase dynamos of 5,000 volts and 40

periods per second. The voltage in the trolley wire is 650.

Every locomotive carries two three-phase motors of 90 H.P. each,

which are geared to the driving wheels by toothed gearing. The

three -phasemotors act as generators , and require as much power to

drive them as they give out ; it in the descent they are driven 2 to

3 per cent. above the speed of synchronism , the locomotive gives

back power to the leads. When all the locomotives on the line are

descending, the excess powergiven back is absorbed in a water resist

ance in the power station. The electric part of the installation has

been carried out by Brown, Boveri & Co.,and is on the system which

this firm has usedon the Lugano line. They have also applied the

Bame system to the JungfranRailway, and are at present applying it

to the line from Stanstaad to Engelsburg, which will beopened this

year. Theline fromBurgdort to Thun ,inthe canton of Berne, will

also be built on the three-phase system by this same firm .

The Delays in Australian Telegrams. - In our various

potices concerning the delays and interroptions to Australian trunk

landlines, we findwe omitted to mention that on Feburary 23rd last,

“ West Australian section : Owing to the presence of a hurricane

between Israelite Bay and Eucla , that section of coastal line worked

only simplex very badly ; inland line also affected by heavy weather

between Balladonia and Eucla, which provented quadruplex working

on thiswire, fair duplex circuit available ; our inward business gut.

tered delay. South Australian section : Both lines worked duplex

well till 10 p.m., when reduced to simplex ; the new line worked

badly, and the old wire fairlywell till clear. Outward clear by

West Australia 11.35 p.m. Oatward clear by South Australia

2.30 a.m.” From this it is clear that as regards the inefficiency of

the South Australian, as compared with the West Australian land.

lines , there is little or nothing to choose; both appearing to be
equally infirm ; and yet it has been suggested that such lines as those

Bhould form aportion of the cablesystem which it was proposed to

extend from London to Australia viâthe Cape of Good Hope.

A Pacific Cable.--An American exchange says that late

advices from Honolulo announce that the Hawaiian Legislature is

consideringa Biul authorising the construction by the Pacific Cable

Company of a cable between the United States and the islands. The

Hawaiiaa Bill gives the company exclusive cable rights for 20 years.

The cable mustbe laid within 18 months after the passage of the

Act by the American Congress, and extended to Japan within three

years. It must be capable of transmitting 15 words & minute, and

the toll rate between Honolulu and San Francisco is not to exceed

35 cents a word , and to Japan it is not to exceed 90 cents a word.

Queensland and the Pacific Cable. - In & speech

made last week at Brisbane by the Hon. T. J. Byrnes, the new

Premier of Queensland, as to the past and future polioy of the

Government of that Colony, amongst other statements the speaker

said : “ He was thoroughly favourable to the Pacific cable, and the

Government were prepared to take a strong lead in the matter.” This

is quite in accordancewith the conclusions arrived at by the majority

of the Premiers of the various Colonies at the recent conference held

in Melbourne, where “ It was resolved that it Great Britain and

Canada each contributed one - third of the cost of the Pacific cable,

New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and Tasmania would be in

lavour of contributing the remaining third. Mr. C. 0. Kingston

( South Australia ) and Sir John Forrest (Western Australia) dissented

from the resolution,expressing preference for the cable route via the

Cape of Good Hope." The dissentient vote of the two latter is, of

coarse, easily understood , as it is in the interest of the colonies which

they represent to retain as long as possible control of European

traffic , which at present passes over the landlines of South Australia

and Western Australia ; but it seems that, in view of the great tre

quency of interruptions to both lines, these gentlemen would have

advanced the interests of Australia as a whole by voting with the

majority.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLI.. Down, Repuirodo

Brest - St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th , 1899

West Indiet

St. Orois - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cayenne-Pinheiro March 24th, 1898

Amason Company's cable

Parintins- Itaoatian May Bth, 1896

Obidos - Parinting Dec. 7th, 1896

Cable beyond Gurupa ... April 4th, 1898

Oyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Bolama -Bissao April 12th, 1898

Cape Town -Mossamedes 14th , 1898

Maranbam -Para 17th , 1898

Benguela -Mosoamedes 20th, 1898

LANDLONB ,.

Trans-Oontinental lino bor} March 19th, 1896

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Saigon - Bangkok April 20th, 1898 April 20th, 1898

21st , 1898 » 23rd, 1898

24th, 1898 25th, 1898

The name of the company should be Bermudas, not Bermuda.

West African Telegraphs. - A Reuter despatcb, dated

Lagos, April 25th, says that telegraphic communication has been

established between Lagos and theBritish postof Jebba, situated on

the Niger a little north of the ninth parallel. The whole of the

work through the Ilorin State hasbeen successfully carried out on

the Lagos side by Captain Turner, R.E., and Mr. Stone, of the Lagos

Public Works Department.

...

...

... ...

... ...

... ...

11

...

9
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TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

9

8

CONTRAOTS OPEN AND CLOSED

Cape Town to Blantyre Telegraphs. - Mr. Cecil Rhodes

received the following letter on 21st inst. from the Postmaster

General at Cape Town : - " Throughtelegraphic communication from

Cape Town to Blantyre (British Central Africa Protectorate ) was

established yesterday (Wednesday). Congratulations." The distance

between the two points exceeds 2,000 miles.

Communication with the Cape. - We learn from the

Cape Argus of the23rd ult., that during the period when the West
Coast roate was interrupted last month, at the same time that the

Delagoa Bay-Natal cable was interrupted onthe East Coast, messages

trom the Cape to London had to pass via the Transvaal. It can

hardly be pleasant reading for many of the merchants, and others
connected with the Cape, to know that they have to thank the South

African Republic foraffording them at that time the only means of

transmitting their telegrams,

OPIN.

Aberdeen - The Council invites tenders for the supply and

laying of about 10 miles of 67 single core teeder cable, 5 miles of

2 three -core network cable, and 38 miles of arc lamp series cable.

The cable is to be armoured and laid in wooden casing. Under

Another contract the Harbour Commissioners invite teoders for the

supply and erection of 62 arc lamps and three leadiog lights, each
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Newcastle. — The Lubatic Asylum Visiting Committee of

the Newcastle Corporation has considered the tenders for the instal

lation of the electric plant for the lighting of the new extension at

the asylum , and that of Messrs. Corlett& Company ( £ 2,388) has been

Accepted.

Watford . - We understand that Mr. Henry J. Rogers,

Watford, has received instructions tosupply all the arc lamp columns

and arc lamps for the Watford electric lighting scheme.

-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

consisting of four arc lamps. All lamps to be Brockie- Pell or

Crompton -Pochin . Both thecontracts will have to be completed by
August 31st, and particulars in both cases can be obtained from the

Corporation Electricity Works, Cotton Street. See our “ Official

Notices " April 22ad .

Belgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of 26 years, thatis, to
September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be
obtained .

Edinburgh . - May 6th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the wiriog of theSt. Leonard'spolice station. Particulars from

the resident electrical engineer, 5 , Dewar Place, and see our “ Official

Notices " this week.

France . - May 5th . The French Post and Telegraph

Authoritiesin Paris are inviting tendersuntil May 5th for the supply

of about 139 kilometres of electric cables (gutta -percha insulated ).
Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, Le Sous

Secretariat d'Etat des Postes et des Telegraphes, Rue de Grenelle,
Paris.

Great Eastern Railway. — May 12th . The directors

invite tenders for the supply of stores and materials. For particulars

see our “ Official Notices ” this week. Formsofapplication from the

secretary's office, Liverpool Street Terminus, E.C.

Hyde.-May 5th . A Corporation Committee invites

tenders for the supply and fixing of gas engine, dynamo, wires,

fittings, & c., for electric lighting at the new technical school and free

library . Engineers, Messrs. Lacey, Clirehugh & Sillar, 78, King

Street, Manchester . See our “ Official Notices ” April 22nd for

particulars.

London. - May 17th. The Bethnal Green Board of

Guardians invites tenders for the supply of plant, and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary , PalestinePlace. Plans, & c ., to be

obtained from the architects, Giles, Gough & Trollope, 28, Craven

Street, Charing Cross, W.C. See our “ Official Notices ” April 22nd

for particulars.

Roumania.- April 30th. Tenders are being invited

until the 30th inst. by the Roumanian Post and Telegraph Authorities

in Bucharest, for the supply of 50 tons of galvanised iron wire,

10 tons of galvanised steel wire, and 5 tons of tinned copper wire.

Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to , La

Direction Générale des Postes et Telegraphes, Bucharest, Roumania.

Sunderland. - April 29th . The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply of a high -speed 225 -kw . steam dynamo, and

two Lancashire or Galloway boilers . Borough electrical engineer,

Mr. J. F. C. Snell. See our “ Official Notices ” April 15th for

particulars

Victoria . - Jane 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices ” March 11th .

West Ham.-May 10th. The Council wants tenders for

certain electroliers, standards, & c., required for its public buildings.

Mr. J.J. Steinitz, borough electrical engineer. See our " Official

Notices ” this week for particulars.

1898 ,

Saturday, April 30th.- Association of Municipal and County Engi

neers at Wimbledon, 11.15 a.m. Paper by Mr. A. H.

Preece, electrical engineer to the Wimbledon Council,

on " The Works to be carried out for the supply of

Electrical Energy to the District " ; at 4.15 p.m. the

members will inspect the conduit and lobulation

Company's worksatSummers Town, and a paper will

be read by Mr. F. 8. Bathurst on " Electric Wiring

Practice."

Monday, May 2nd , at 8 o'clock . – Society of Arts. The first of a

series of four Cantor lectures on “ Electric Traction , "

by Prof. Carus Wilson .

Thursday, May 5th , at 8 p.m.- Chemical Society. Papers to be

read : - " The Reactions of the Carbohydrates with

Hydrogen Peroxide," by C. F. Cross, E. J. Bevan and

Claud Smith ; " The Properties and Relationships of

Di-hydroxytartaric Acid , ” Part II . , by H. J. H. Fenton,

M.A .; " The Affinity Constants of Certain Hydroxy .

Acids, " by S. Skinner, M.A.; " Molecular Weights in

Solution of Permanganates, Perchlorates and Perio

dates, " by J. Murray Crofts, B.A., B.Sc.

Extra meeting of the Institation of Electrical Engineers,

to be held at the Society of Arts, to hear a

paper by Mr. Leonard Andrews, A.I.E E., on “The

Prevention of Interruptions to Electricity Supply ."

This arrangement was subject to the discussion on

Messrs. Parshall, Cardew and Trotter's papers finishing

last night.

Friday, May 6th, at 8 p.m. - The Institution of Junior Engineers

at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Paper to beread

and discussed : - " Evaporative Condensers and Inde

pendent Air-pumps for same,” by Mr. Harry Fraser

(member ).

Monday, May 9th, at 8 o'clock.- Northern Society of Electrical

Engineers at Manchester. Paper by Mr. W. C. C.

Hawtayne.

Friday, May 13th , at 5 p.m. - Physical Society . Paper on" Galvano

meters," Part II. By Prof. W. E. Ayrton and Mr. T.
Mather.

-

1 )

NOTES.

OLOSED .

Bournemouth . - The following is a list of the tenders

sent in for supplying and fixingcables, conductors, lamps,columns,
fittings, &c. , for the lighting of the Bournemouth Pierand Lower

Pleasure Grounds by electricity. F.W. Lacey, M.Inst.O.E , borough
engineer and surveyor, can perhaps inform us how the enormous
differences originate :

.

'Arc lamps

Pier
Pleasure

for piec
grounds

installation . and

installation .

square.

Total .

£ s. d .

2,900 0 0

1,353 6 0

£ S. d .

1,780 0 0

1,386 12 0

£ 8. d . s. d.

524 0 0 5,204 0 0

66 00 2,805 18 0

Iostitution of Civil Engineers. At the annual general

meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, held on April

26th, Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., president in the chair,

the result of the ballot for the election of officers was

declared as follows :-President, Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B.;

vice- presidents, Sir Douglas Fox, Mr. James Mansergb, Sir

William Anderson, K.C.B., and Sir William White, K.C.B.;

other members of council :-Mr. James Barton (Dandalk ),

Mr. Horace Bell, Sir Alexander Binnie, Mr. Thomas Forster

Brown ( Cardiff), Mr. Henry Deane (Sydaey), Mr. W. R.

Galbraith, Mr. George Graham (Glasgow ), Mr. J. C.

Hawkshaw, Mr. Charles Hawksley , Mr. G. H. Hill (Man

chester ), Dr. Hopkinson, Mr. J. O. Inglis, Mr. Alexander

Izat (India ), Dr. Alex. B. W. Kennedy, Mr.John Kennedy

(Montreal), Sir James Kitson, Bart., M.P. (Leeds), Mr. A. G.

Lykter (Liverpool) , Mr. William Matthews, Sir Guilford

Molesworth, K.C.L.E., Sir Andrew Noble, K.C.B. (Newcastle

00 - Tyne), Mr. Alexander Siemens, Mr. Thomas Stewart

( Cape Town), Mr. F. W. Webb (Crewe), and Sir Leader

Williams (Manchester ).

816 17 6 702 00 221 2 6 1,740 0 0

Crompton & Co., Limited

Johnson & Phillips

Brush Electrical Engineer
ing Company

Laing, Wharton & Down,
Limited

Leonard G. Tate

British Ipsulated Wire Com

pany , Limited

Bournemouthand District

Electric Supply Company

Cash, Robinson & Co.

7-6 0 0

825 00

694

507

0 0

0 0

227 00 1,707 0 0

270 0 0 1,602 00

725 4 7 582 02 326 10 0 1,583 149

576 17 8

588 3 0

485 2 8

472 0 0

852 19 8

192 14 0

1,415 0 0

1,252 17 0

The following were informal:-Scott , Anderson & Beit, R. Whipp & Co., Bow,

McLachlan & Co., Mendham & Co. , Lovell -Simons & Co. , Fippard & Cooper,

E. G. Bryant.

Leyton . - We understand that the Council has accepted
the tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co. for the supply of dynamos

at £ 737, that of Messrs. Wells Bros. for gas engines (£1,708) and

that of Messrs . Laurence Scott & Co, for switchboards at £ 150. The

buildings contract is in the hands of Mr. Coxhead. We gave par
ticulars of the tenders last week.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, – Before this

Institution last night paperswere read on“ Earth Returns
for Electric Tramways," by H. F. Parshall, member ;and

“ Notes on Electric Tramways," by Major P. Cardew , R.E.,

and A. P. Trotter, members .
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Municipal Authorities and Electric Lighting . - On

Monday a conference of municipal authorities ofEngland and

Scotland, convened by the Municipal Electrical Association,

was held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, to ascertain their

views as to wbat course should be taken before the Joint

Committee of the two Houses of Parliament, which is now

considering the question of electrical energy, generating

stations, and supply within extensive areas, and has agreed
to certain clauses . Manchester, Wolverhampton, and

Glasgow had already agreed to take common action, and

the representatives of the other municipalities on Monday

agreed to support the course that they had decided to take

before the Select Committee, and that their interests

should be represented by Mr. Worsley-Taylor, Q.C., Mr.

Pritchard, Q.C. , and Mr. Lewis Coward . After debate, the

conference unanimously decided that, notwithstanding the

provisions of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, powers should

be given to municipalities for acquiring land compulsorily

for generating stations, and that us to liability for puisance

and notices to owners, they should be under the same statu

tory puwers as railway companies as to their liability for

compensation or damages for neglect ; that compulsory

powers should be given for acquiring land for generating
purposes not within the area of supply ; that power should

be given for breaking up streets between the generating

station and the boundary of the area of supply ; that powers

should be given for the supply of electrical energy over an

area including districts of numerous local authorities, with

the consent of such authorities ; and that powers ought to be

conferred upon promoters seeking to supply electrical energy

" to other undertakings, and not directly to consumers,

with the consent of the local authorities.

à

Cables in War Time.-- In the House of Commons on

Tuesday Mr. Nussey ( Pontefract) asked the First Lord of

the Treasury whether he could inform the House if either

belligerent had the right, and if so to what extent, to inter

fere with cables between the territory of the opposing power

and any other part of the world. Mr. Balfour in reply said :

“A convention, to wbich Great Britain, Spain, and the

United States were parties, was concluded at Parison March

14th , 1884, providing for the protection of submarine cables.

But by Article XV . thereof in time of war a belligerent

signatory to the convention is free to act with respect to

submarine cables as if the convention did not exist. I am

not prepared, therefore, to say that a belligerent, on the

ground of military exigency, would , under no circumstances,

be justified in interfering with cables between the territory

of the opposing power and any other part of the world . ”

The Times concludes a leader on the war by some remarks

on the fate of the cables. The article says :

Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode write to usto-day quoting a decision

that they are commercial property, not liable to seizure, or at least to

destruction, even it they carry war messages among others. But Mr.

Balfour last night, in reply to a question, quoted a convention to

which England, Spain, and the United States were parties, providing

for the protectionof submarine cables, yet reserving to a belligerent

the right to treat them as if the convention did notexist. It seems,

therefore, to be an open question what is the precise position of

submarine cables under existing usages, though there can be none 48

to the position that oughtto be assigned to them in conformity with

the spirit of the Declaration of Paris. As the Power which can cut

them can generally tap them and stop all messages injurious to its

interests, there seems the less reason for exempting this form of

neutral property from the protection of the neutral flag.

A telegram published early in the week in the New York

Heraldfromits special correspondent at Key West says:

“ The United States lighthouse tender Mangrove has picked

up the cable between Havana and Key West. All the

despatches passing over the cable to or from the Cuban

capital are being read. The Government now has its own

operators in Key West and a cable office . All despatches

are subjected to censorship."

The Postmaster-General on Tuesday notified that tele

grams for all places in Cuba by the North American cables,

via Key West, must be handed in at telegraph offices under

the control of the British Post Office, written in plain

larguage, and will be accepted only at the sender's risk .

7
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The Physical Society. — Before this Society on Friday

last, Dr. S. P. Thompson exhibited a model apparatus made

by the Helios Company, to illustrate the three- phase method

of transmitting power. It consists of a small generator,

driven by hand , and a small motor. The generator is sepa

rately excited by a small secondary battery ; it has three

independent coils. The six ends of the coils are connected

to six commutator ringe. The motor has three corresponding

pairs of opposite coils ; these can be grouped in various ways
for connection to the brushes of the generator. The six

coils are on a binged frame, so that, if necessary , they can

be laid down flat for other rotation experiments. Two arma

tures are provided , either of which may be used . The first

is an ironwheel, with peripheral copper bars arranged like a

squirrel-cage ; the other is a simple iron disc, without added

conductors .

Röntgen on the Röntgen Rays. - Such a host of inves

tigators have devot : d themselves to the development of Prof.

Röntgen's great discovery, that it would be no matter for

surprise if there was nothing left for the discoverer to find

ont about his own discovery. Some novel properties of the

X raye, however, have been described by Prof. Röntgen in a

third communication on this subject to the Berlin Academy.

Among these the following appear to be especially interesting.

If a fluorescent screen is covered with a plate completely

opaque to the X rays, a slight fluorescence can nevertheless

bu seen when the tube is in action. Röntgen has shown that

this is due to rays proceeding from the air of the room ,

which emits X rays wherever it is itself exposed to their

action . This fact points to the necessity of placing photo

graphic plates in a sheath of lead when used for long ex

posares, to prevent them being fogged by diffused rays from

the back or sides. Of the rays which are given off by the

platinum plate of a focus tube, those are most effective for

producing pictures which leave the platinum at a great an

angle as possible, within a limit of 80 °. The specific trans

parency of bodies is greater the thicker the body. The

ratio of the thicknesses of two equally transparent plates of

different material is dependent on the thickness and the

material of the medium through which the rays have to pass

before they reach the plat 28. For instance, the ratio of the

thickness of platinumand aluminium plates of equal trans

parency will be reduced to one-half if the rays are passed

through a thick glass plate before they strike the metal

plates. Röntgen, like Swinton and others, has shown that

the contrast between bodies of different transparencies de

pends on the E M.F. used to excite the tubes . A spark gap

in the secondary circuit acts in the same way as an inter

calated Tesla transformer; both produce more intense and

less easily absorbed rays. By the use of a Tesla transformer

and wireelectrodes in a narrow tube, X rays can be produced

with a vacuum of 3.1 mm., the usual vacuum being, of

course, about 0.0002 mm. Hard tubes, as Röntgen calls

those tubes which require a very high E M.F., can be

so'tened , as is well known, by heating, or by re -admission of

air, or, as is not so well known, by heating limetree charcoal

placed in a side tube, or by sending through the tube a very

powerful discharge. The composition of the rays given off

by the platinum anti-cathode depends essentiallyonthe time

change of the discharge current. The quality of the rays

is not affected by the change of the primary current, but

their intensity is proportionalto the strength of the primary

current.-- Elektro- Zeit., 19 , p. 192 .

Electric Wiring at Buenos Ayres.The editor of the

Review of the River Plate recently inspected several electric

lighting installations carried out for some private houses in

Buenos Ayres by Messrs. Rufino Varela (hijo ) & Co., and

found that in nearly every instance the entire installations

were being made without a single joint in the wires. This,

Bays the writer, is certainly a move in the right direction, as

joints, as a rule, are the initial cause of all trouble in these

installations. In many cases they are either not soldered,

or else the work is scamped ; then they are badly insulated ;

very often the wire is burnt by careless workmen, and breaks

whenever any strain is placed upon it. This jointless work

has, in our contemporary's opinion, a great advantage over

all others, as it does away with the primary cause of out

breaks of fires, keeps up the insulation resistance, and the

special fittings used for branches are strong and neat, and

the work easily lends itself to inspection and revision in

case of faults.
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Auxiliary Wastes . — The Chicago Electric Traction

Company are now alive to the saving in substituting

electric motors for steam in driving auxiliary plant.

Their large engines developed 217 H.P. on a water con

sumption of 3,903, or at the rate of 18 lbs. per I.H.P.-hour.

The small engines used steam as follows :

Economiser engine 38.4 lbs. per hour.

Stoker engine 36 :4

Air and feed pumpe 685.0

The total is 759.8 lbs. per hour, or nearly 20 per cent. of

the consumption of the main engines. While true that the

exhaust went to beat the feed, the Street Railway Review says

this was the function of the economiser, and it is scarcely

an economy after allto employ a wasteful engine as a feed

heater, when unavoidably wasted furnace products are avail
able for the purpose.

99

...

Gas Producer Feeding. The importanceofeven feed
ing of gas producers is insisted upon by Mr. Bildt in a

paper to the American Inetitute of Mining Engineers. The

familiar hopper and cone introduces large masses of fuel sad

denly into the producer, generating large volumes of gasat

one time, while at anotherthe gas becomes small in quantity

and there will be excess of air with formation of carbonic

acid , or when the gas is used in furnaces, oxidation of the

metal from excess of oxygen. The cone is, moreover, an

uneven distributor, depositing more fuel on one side than on

another, and variable gas results. An ideal feeding device

should be continuous in action , feeding just so much coal as

will yield the gas required in a given time, and it should

evenly distribute the coal over the surface of the already

deposited fuel so as to give an even resistance to the rising

column of air in order to prevent uneven action. The

author has patented a device consisting of a spiralrevolving

in the upper part ofthe producer, andreceiving coal through

& shoot and slide. The description of the revolving spiral

and its action is not very clear. Analyses are given of two

gaser, one from a producer asing littlewater, the other from

& steam -blown producer, which shows a large percentage

of hydrogen and a very muchsmaller percentage of nitrogen .

One is cited as from Domnarfoet, the other from the Wash

barn and Moen Manufacturing Company. They are as

follows :

Washburn ,

CO 4-90

O nil

CO 26:80

C, B 0:40

H 18.10

CHA 3:50

N 6760 46:30

oil Fuel .-Oil fuel has been used for several weeks past

at the Chicago Elevated Power Station, one of the

2,000-H.P. units having been run eix hours daily on oil

fuel. Storage tanks and pumps, with duplicate pipes, are

completed .

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Domnarfoet

2:00

0 10

27.90

0.10

2-60

...

10000 100 00

Exhibition of Acetylene Apparatus . - The Executive

Council of the Imperial Institute has on foot a scheme for

holding an exhibition of acetylene gas generators and illumi

nation by acetylene gas. The generators admissible are

divided into three groups, viz. , (1 ) those in which the gas is

generated by water being allowed to drip, or flow in asmall

stream , on to the top of the carbide; (2) those in which

water rises round the carbide ; (3) those in which the

carbide falls into the water ; these being again sub -divided

into automatic and non -automatic. Forms are being sent

out for applications for space ; but the Council will not

undertake to hold the exhibition unless, by May 2nd, there

is a sufficient number of applicants to cover the actual outlay

which will be involved .

Percentage combustible 30.60 48 80

In the steam - blown furnace some of the CO has been made

from oxygen produced by decomposing the steam jet. This,

of course , saves using so much air, and reduces the nitrogen,

thus producing a much richer and morecombustible gas, as

well as utilising the heat of conversion of carbon into

monoxide to dissociate the steam . If the result is a cooler

gas an economy will have been effected , but there is evi

dently a greater production of CO, with the steam jet,

which , however, may not be due to this.
.

Street Lighting at Buenos Ayres. The streets of the

city of Buenos Ayres are at last to be lighted by electricity,

as the municipality has accepted , saysa River Plate ex

change, the tenderpresented by the Compania General de

Electricidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Ayres. Tocommence

with, 300 8 -ampere lamps are to be installed in various

districts. The prices are :-120 lamps, burning all night,

at $27 each, $3,240 ; 180 lamps, burning up to 1 a.m., at

$20.25 min $3,645. Total, $6,885 per month. The

saving under this arrangement as compared with the gas

bill isexpected to be considerable.

Presentation . - On Saturday last the staff of the King's

Road Central Station, St. Pancras, presented a testimonial

to Mr. H. R. Burnett (who is leaving the service to take

up the position of borough electrical engineer at Barrow -in

Furness), consisting of a silver stop watch with suitable

inscription . The presentation was made by Mr. Sydney W.

Baynes (chief electrical engineer).

Electric Motor Printing Presses. The Electrical Age

says that the largest printingpress ever built is being driven
by a Crocker -Wheeler motor. This press was constructed by

R. Hoe & Co., and is an octaple, stereotype perfecting press

and folder. It prints, folds, counts and delivers 96,000

eight-page newspapers in an hour. A 75 horse-power motor
bailt by the Crocker -Wheeler ElectricCompany,of Ampere,

N.J., and New York, has been installed under the floor for

direct connection to the gigantic press above it.

Lecture . - A lecture on “ Wireless Telegraphy," with

experimental illustrations, will be given on Wednesday,

May 4th, at 8 p.m., also on Thursday, May 5th, at 8 p.m.

at the Skinners' School for Girls, Stamford Hill, by Mr. J.

E. Taylor. The proceeds are to be devoted to the Hackney

Technical Institute movement.

>

Steam Engine Trials. At the South Western_Poly

technic, Chelsea, S.W., a special class in “ Steam Engine

Trials,” intended for draughtsmen and advanced engineer

ing studente, will be conducted by Prof. Pullen, Wh.Sc.,

A.M.I.C.E., and Mr. H. A. Clark, Wb.Sc., A.I.E.E., on

Tuesday evenings, from 7.30 to 10 p.m., commencing

May 17th and terminating June 28th , 1898. Inquiries

to the head of the engineering department.

The Spiral Globe, Limited .-We understand that

within a few days the public will be asked to subscribe to

the capital of a company with the above title. The spiral

globe is a new form of lamp reflector, consisting of a closely

wound spiral of small glass rod around the bulb of the

incandescent lamp. As a means of increasing the effective

illuminating power of the lamp, it has been favourably

reported uponby Mr. Hugh E. Harrison, Mr. W. H. Preece,

and Mr. F. J. Down, thelatter of whom ventures to esti

mate the company's probable sales at 2 million lamps per

annum , and its profits at not less than £ 26,000 .
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Obituary . - We hear with regret of the death of Mr.

George Greenwood, of the well-known firm of Greenwood

and Batley, of Leeds, which occurred at his London resi

dence on 16th inst. Mr. Greenwood was 57 years of age.

Ten years ago ,when the business was turned into a limited

company, the deceased gentleman came to London and acted

here as managing director. Mr. Greenwood was a member

of various institutions, including the Institution of Civil

Engineers.

Court, Liverpool, solicitor; W. M. M. Forwood , 15, Union Court,

Liverpool, solicitor; C. O. Grindrod, 11, Knowsley Road, Rock Ferry ,

Cheshire, gentleman ; A. E. Haptie, 5. Darham Road, Sealorth ,

Liverpool, cashier ; A. Ruckley, 8, York_Road,Seacombe, Oneshire,

clerk ; J. G. Setterfield , 16, Thorndale Road, Waterloo, clerk. The

number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven ;

the subscribers are to appoint the first ; qualification, £200 ; re

muneration as fixed by the company. Registered by F. J. Leslie and

Company, 15, Union Court, Liverpool.

Early Electrical Appliances. Weunderstand that by

requestof the secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Mr. Killingworth Hedges, of Emery Hill Street, Ashley

Gardens, Westminster, is gathering together, for the purpose

of an exhibit at the May Conversazione, a representative

collection of early electric lighting appliances used from

about 1876_to 1886, excluding large objects, such as

dynamos. This is, we understand, in honour of the new

president, Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B., &c., and if successful,

we believe the exhibit may take a permanent form . Mr.

Hedgts will be glad tu jeceive exbibile, and to hear from

all who are ableand willing to render any assistance in
this matter.

Sphere Lighting Company, Limited (57,040).- Re

gistered April 22nd, with capital £ 12,000 in £l shares, to adopt an

agreement with F. Gallswortby, to acquire any inventions, patents

and rights, for the lighting of billiard tables and rooms by electricity

or otherwise, and to carry on the business of billiard table and ro

quisite manufacturers, electricians, electrical, mechanical, and

metallurgical engineers , & c. The subscribers (with one share each )

are :-F. Gallsworthy, 17, Wellington Street, Leeds, leather factor;

J. Gordon, 1, Bond Street, Leeds, chartered accountant; J. M. Bar.

wick, 24 , Basinghall Street, Leeds, solicitor ; A. O.Peake, 24,

Basinghall Street,Leeds, solicitor ; E. O.Simpson, 47, Albion Street,

Leeds, solicitor ; T. H. Cooper, Great Northern Hotel, Leeds,

manager ; G. H. Hebblethwaite, Westroyd, Mirfield, belt manufac

turer. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor

more than seven ; the first are O. E. Bulling, F.Gallsworthy, J.

Gordon, G. H. Hebblethwaite, A. C. Peake and E. O. Simpson ;

qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by the company. Re

gistered office, 47 , Albion Street, Leeds.

-

Davy Davies Hoisting Gear . - The Davy Electrica

Construction Company write " to thank Mr. Ernest Kilburn

Scott for his good opinion of the Davy Davies patent hoist
ing gear " in our last issue. “ The gear, as illustrated ,”

they say, “is merely one of our methods of carrying out the

invertion,and we seenodifficultyinapplying the gear to
all kinds of street and private arc lighting .'

CITY NOTES .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Huddersfield PROBABLY the best way of showing the sound

Corporation and steady progress that is being made at the

Electricity Huddersfield Municipal Electricity Works is to

Works Accounts reproduce the comparative statement which is

included in the abstract of accounts for the year

ending December 31st, 1897. From a fairly heavy deficiency of

£2,547, which was encountered at the end of the first year's work

(1893), the management has been able to show a very substantial

profit, after providing for interest and contribution to sinking tund,

The following table gives the cost per unit :

1897 . 1896 .

Total capital expended £69,415 £88,117

Number of units sold 438,818 304,163

Number of lamps connected 41,702 28,983

Revenue from sale of current £ 8,533

Net revende $4,964

Average price obtained per unit 4.66d .

...

... ...

Lancashire Electrical Engineering Company, Limited

(66,992).- Registered April 19th , with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares,

to acquire the business carried on by J. McDermott, J. E. Taylor,

and W.Barratt at Volt Works, Old Street, Ashton -under-Lyne, as
“ The Lancashire Electrical Engineering Company " to adopt a

certain agreement, and to carry on the business of electrical engi.

neers, electricians,millwrights, & c. The subscribers (with one share

each ) are :-J.McDermott,Old Street, Ashton -under-Lyne, electrical

engineer; J. E. Taylor, 40, Bentwick Street, Ashton -under-Lyne,

electrical engineer ; W. Barratt, 175,Old Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,

electrical engineer ; J. J.O'Connor, 28, Rycroft Street, Ashton-under

Lyne, electrician ; J. Barratt, Trafalgar Street, Ashton -under-Lyne,
engineer ; W. Barratt, 132, Hyde Road, Gorton ; O. Wilson, 27,

Egerton Street, Higher Openshaw, pattern maker.' The number of
directors is not to be less than two nor more than three ; the sub

scribers are to appoint the first; qualification , 60 shares. Registered

office, Volt Works, Old Street, Ashton -under-Lyne.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.

...

.
.
.

1806 .

!

Cost of production.
$ Per unit,

Coal .. 901 •49d .

Oil, waste , water, and engine room 104 • 060 .
stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 985
•54d .

station

Repairs andmaintenanceofbuild. } 794 {" 14524 .
Works' cost

} •43d.
ings, ngines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

Rent, rates and taxes 311 •17d.

Management expenses, directors' re .

muneration, salaries of managing

ngineer, etary, clerks, & c., 1,001 •55d .

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant
at }account

Renewal fund account

!Electric Horse Promotion Syndicate, Limited

(56,996 ).- Registered April 19tb, with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares, to

adopt an agreement with J. Lambert and to promote or assist in

promoting a company for the acquisition of certain undescribed

patents and inventions. The subscribers (with one shareeach ) are : E.

Kaiser, 131, Earl's Court Road, Kensington, clerk ; A. J. Bisg,53,Eliza

bathStreet, Walworth, clerk; W. C.Ponsford, 6, Upper Tollington

Road, N., clerk ; H. Harman, 11, Charing Cross, S.W., clerk ; L.

Kelsey, 101, Victoria Road, Kilburn, theatrical manager; H. Lack

Szyrma, Barkingside, Ilford, solicitor; A. Trow , 46 , De Beauvoir

Road, N., accountant. Registered without articles of association by

Chapronière & Co., 11, Charing Cross, S.W.

-

Total £ 4,096 2.24d .

Average price

obtained

Revenue.
per unit ,£ 8. d .

8,533 00

458 0 0

4.66d .
By sale of current

Meter rents , & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees

Other items

:
:
:
:

I
l

69 0 0

Lancashire Light Railways Company, Limited .

(67,018).- Registered April 21st, with capital £50,000 in £1 shares,

to construct, purchase, lease, contract for or otherwise acquire, equip,

maintain , and work light railways and tramways in Lancashire or

elsewhere, and to carry on the business of electricians, engineers,

suppliers of electricity, and electrical apparatus manufacturers.

The subscribers (with one share each) are :–J .B. Atherton , Man .

battan, Gateacre, Lancashire, manufacturer ; F.J. Leslie, 15, Union

Total £ 9,060 0 0 466d .

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal

accounts ), 2-24d.; works' cost, 1.62d.
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COMPARATIVE ANNUAL STATEMENT FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE UNDERTÁ KING .

Balance .

Year ended .

No. of

consumers .

No. of 8 - C.P .

lamps

connected .

B. T. units

sold .
Income. Expenditure.

Deficiency paid

from borough

fund .

Surplus. Rate in £.

S. S. S. S. d . d.

116D.c. 31st. , 1893 ..

1894 ..

1895

1896 .

1897 .

11

112

214

280

385

598

9,613

15,342

20,889

28,983

41,72

43,224

156.169

227,753

304,163

438,848

£ d .

1,067 3 11

3,560 8 7

5,351 5 0

6,864 2 5

9,060 12 1

£ d .

3,614 11 8

5,625 13 4

6,724 90

6,429 13 4

7,876 12 1

d.

2,547 0 0

2,065 0 0

1,373 0 0

434 91

1,184 0 0

13 .

03

Transferred to de.

preciation and con.

tingencies account

£1,618 9 1

3

the assurance, given to the company befɔre the issue ofthe prospectus,

will be carried out. The auditors, Messrs. J. H, Duncan & Co.,

appointed by the bɔard in the first instance, offer themselves for re
election .

The Oriental Telephone and Electric Company.

The fourth ordinary general meeting of this company was held

at Cannon Street Hotel on Wednesday, Mr. William Addison pre

siding,

The CHAIRMAN said that the net profits exceeded those of the

previous year by £ 1,000. The expenditure had increased by the

removal of the exchange to a mole centralposition, and providing a

new switchboard. They might expect similar expenses toarise. The

rate of exchange had been more favourable to them than it had been

for the past seven years. Business all round had been making steady

progress, and the electric lighting bad turned the corner. They were

hopeful that the business already secured would show a fair profit.

They would remember that the board had built up a reserve tand

of £ 12,000, which was still intact, but owing to reconstruction could
not be touched . They now suggested that a new reserve land

should be made to meet contingencies, repairs, and extending

buildings and plans.

The report was then adopted .

Sir Auckland Colvin was re-elected a director in the place of Mr.

Frost, a retired director, who did not seek re -election .

Submarine Cables Trust.

The twenty -seventh ordinary annual meeting of the certificate

holders of this trust was held on Wednesday at Winchester House,

Old Broad Street, the Marquis of Tweeddale presiding.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report of the

trustees, said , that the revenue for the past year amounted to

£22,997, being an increase of £105 over the previous year. Ooly

£3,300 of the dividend to be received from the Eastern Extension

Company for the quarter ending December 31st had been brought

into thepresent revenue account, instead of the full quarter's divi

dend, as in former accounts. The total dividend and bonus for that

quarter would amount to £4,315 78., as in former years, so that, bad

they taken credit for the whole sum, the increased revenue would

have been £1,120 instead of £ 103 . At one time the December

quarter's dividend was generally received before the closing of their

books on April 15th in each year, but latterly it had not been received

until the end of April or the beginning of May, in consequence of the

half-yearly meeting of the Extension Company beiog held somewhat

later than itused to be. It was hoped, however, that next year they

might be able to pay the two coupons in full upon the due date with .

out bringing in such a large portion of that interest, and the trustees

looked forward to the time when the interest could be left out of the

revenue account altogether until it was actually earned . The total

expenses for the year had amounted to £1,159 , which was an increase

of£96 over the previous year. That was principally due to the extra

cost of printing new notes for each of the existing 3,381 certificates.

Notwithstanding that unavoidable expense, it would be observed

that the total expenses were considerably less than was provided for

by the trust deed. Coming to two principal features in the past

“ year, the first was their return to the payment in full of each hall.

yearly coupon , and the second the completion of the sale of the

Anglo -American Company's deferred stock, and the re -investment of

the proceeds in dividend -paying securities. The reduction in the

rate of the annual dividendwhich took place in 1885 prevented them

from meeting certain coupons on their due dates. Between 1888 and

1891 they were one coupon behind, but since the latter date they had

been able gradually to recover the lost ground , and for the last seven

years theyhad paid an average of £6 85. 7d. percent., and therefore they

had at last reverted again to the payment in full of the two last

coupons on their respective due dates, which was a matter on which

all connected with the trust were entitled to be congratulated . The

proceeds of the sale of the Anglo -American deferred stock bad

amounted to £ 69,200, and the money had been invested in other

securities of the character approved by the trust deed, and as the

securities covered a wide area be thought they gave greater security

to the trast. As showing the satisfactory position of the trust be

might say that their investments showedan average appreciation of

over 75 per cent.

Mr. J. DENISON PANDAR seconded the motion , and the report was

adopted .

The retiring auditors having been re-elected , the proceedings

terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding.

Stock Exchange Notices.- The Stock Exchange Com

mitteebave ( 1) appointed special settling days as under : - Thursday,

May 5th . - Babcock & Wilcox, Limited -- Turther issue of 8,000

ordinary shares of £10 each, fully paid , Nog. 14,001 to 22,000 ; South

London Electric Sapply Corporation, Limited - further issue of 9,159

shares of £5 each , £ 2 paid ,Nos. 55,842 to 65,000 . And (2) ordered

the undermentioned securities to be quoted in the Official List :

Babcock & Wilcox, Limited — 4,666 vendors' ordinary shares, Nos. 1 to

4,666, 3,333vendors' 6 per cent.cumulative preference sharee, Nos. 1

to 3,333, anda further issue of 8,000 ordinary shares,Nos, 14,001 to

22,000 ; Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited - further issue

of 8,000 ordinary shares, Nos. 32,501 to 40,500 ; House -to- House

Electric Light Supply Company, Limited - further issue of 5,661

ordinary shares, Nos. 10,101 to 15,761 ; South London Electric Supply

Corporation, Limited - further issue of 12,500 ordinary shares of £ 5

each, £2 paid , Nos. 43,342 to 55,841, and a further issue of 9,159 shares

of £5 each, £2 paid , Nos. 55,842 to 65,000.

Eastern Extension Telegraph Company. - Subject to

confirmation by the shareholders, the directors have declared a

dividend for the quarter ended December 31st last of 28. 6d. per share,

together witha bonus of 48. per sbare, or2 per cent., making a total
distribution of 7per cent, for the year 1897. The dividend and bonus

will be paid on May 12th.

West India and Panama Telegraph Company,

Limited . - The directors recommend a dividend for the six months

ended December 31st of 6d . per share on the ordinary shares .

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited . - Mr. George Herring has been elected a directorof this

company in place of the late Lord Suffolk .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

The Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation , Limited,

Tak first report of directors, to be presented at the annual general

meeting of the shareholders of the company at the City Terminus

Hotel, Cannon Street, in the City of London, to -day, at 2

o'clock p.m., states that immediately upon the formation of
the corporation, instructions were given to the managing agents

ia Calcutta to negotiate for the purchase of a site upon which

to erect the generating station. After some little time a suitable site

was acquired ; but owing to the fact that the land was covered with

native buildings, and tothe necessity for the vendors in some cases

taking ejectment proceedings toget rid of the occupiers, the corpo

ration has only just recently obtained possession of the site . The
question of the use of overhead wires insome of the streets of Cal

cutta has involved very protracted negotiations with the Government
of Bengal, the Telegraph Department, and the Municipality of

Calcutta. These negotiations have recently been concluded, so far as

to permit of the contractors making arrangements for shipping the

neceasary cables. Now that the site for the generating station has

been obtained, the contractors have entered into sub -contracts for the

erection ofthe buildings and chimney ; the whole of the cables and
copper for the maios have been ordered , and a good portion of the

generating plant is well advanced towards completion , so that ship

ment canbe made immediately the buildings are ready to receive the

plant. The question of the renewal of the company's concession at

the expiration of the period for wbich it was originally granted, viz.,

21 years, for a further like period , has been the subject of negotiation

with the Government, and the directors have no reason to doubt that

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited . - The receipts for the

week endingApril 22nd,1898 , were £ 2,609 138. 8d.; corresponding period

(Easter week ), 1897, £ 2,963 9s. 100 .; decrease, £ 353 16s. 20 .

The City and South London Railway Company . - The receipts for theweek end.
ing April 21th , 1898, were £ 998 ; week ending April 25th , 1897, 2928 ;

increase, £ 70 ;' total receipts for half-year,1898, 117,769; corresponding

period , 1897, £17,612 ; increase, £ 157.

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways. The receipts for the week

ending April 23rd , 1898, £ 125 18s.; total receipts to April 23rd, 1898,

£ 1,821 2s , 2d .

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company.-The receipts for

week ending Friday, April 22nd, 1898, were £576 13s.; corresponding
week last year, £ 853 Os. 7d .; decrease, £ 306 75. 7d. ; passengers carried,
92,160; corresponding week last year, ' 117,731 ; aggregate to date, £ 6,892
1s. 5d.; aggregate to date last year, £ 7,117- 55. 30.; decrease to date ,

£ 225 3s. 108 .; inileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company.–The receipts for the week ending

April 24th , 1898 , amounted to £ 1,452; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,770 ; decrease, £318. 1897, includes Easter Monday.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . - The receipts for

the week ending April 22nd, 1898, after deducting 17 per cent ofthe
gross receipts payable tothe LondonPlatino -BrazilianTelegraph Com .

pany Limited, were £ 2,964,
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SHARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANDI.OT

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COLPANIES.

Proust
HIYO .

Brook

Or Dividond , for

Sharo. tho lan throo yoan ,

Closing

Quotation,

April 20th

Closing

Quotation,

April 27th .

Badnou dode

daring

wook ondod

April27th ,

1898 .

Highest. Lowest

... ...

... ...

do . ... ... - 96

62

...

... ...

Dold. ...

60

1092

121

16

59

1081

117

158

-

..

7 %

-

S ;... .00

... .. ...

1045 1031...

.00 ...

.00 ... .00 .00

15}...

...

do . ...

... 10%

100

171

181

10

99

164

13

125

185 177

5 % ( Aus. Gov. 100
...

...

35,100 { Basters and post reden Taloy , Ltd ,5 % kort.Dob

1895 . 1896 . 1897,

137,4001 Atrionn Direct Taloc .,Ltd.,4 % Deb. 100 4 % 100 -1C4 100 104

35,000 | Amason Telegraph , Limited , sharou... 10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 96 93

923,9003 Anglo-American Talo ., Ltd.
Stock £ 2 96.82 13s. 3 % 59 62xd 59

9,038,0201 Do. do . 6 % Prof. Stock £ 4 185.£5 6s. 6 % 109 110 xd 109 110

3,038,0207 Do. to . Stock 12 121 121 - 13

190,000 Brasilian Sabmarino Talog , Itd . 10 | 7 % 7 % 16 161 154 16+

75,0001 Do. do . 6 % , Debs , 2nd perior, 1988 1006 %
112 · 116 112 116

44,000 Oil Talop ., Ltd., Hou. I to 44,000
64 % 4 % 3 S} 3

10,000,0008 CommercialOablo Oo.... $ 100 | 7 % 8 % 175 -186 155 -165

918,2972 Do. Do Sterling 600 year4 % Deb. Stock Rod, stock 104 - 106. 104 --106

224,850 Donsolidated Talop. Oomst. and Main ., Ltd.
10 /- | 13 % 2 %

16,000 Ouba Tolog., Ltd. 10 8 % 8 % 7 % 61

6,000 Do. 10% Prel. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 141 14 15

12,931 DirectSpanish Talog., Ltd.
6 4 % 4 % 4 % 5 6

6,000 Do. do , 10 % Oum . Prof. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do, 4 % Dobu. Nou. 1 to 6,000 60 41 % 41 % 45 % 103 -106 % 133 -106 %

60,710 Direct Tonited Stata , Onbla, Ltd, 20 | 21% 21% 104 - 10xd 10 103

120,000 | Direct West India Cable 41% Reg. Deb 100 99 -102 93 -101

th , 6019 1'2184 ., Li a .,sice . Fn tuwun 10 | 61 % 61 % 174 , 7isd 164 175

70,000 Do. 6 % Oan , Prof. 6 6 % 8 14 xd 18 19

89,900 Do 6 % Debs., repay ,August,1899 100 5 % 5 % 100 -113 ICO 103

1,302,615 Do. 4 % Mort. Dob. Stook Rod. Broch| 4 % 4 % 127 130 125 - 129

250,000 Masters Butension, Australasia and Ohina Teleg ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % 181 184 174 - 18+

Do.
25,2001 ?

6 %
100 6 % 5 % 99 103 99 103

rog. 1 to1,049, 0,976 to 4,380 5 %

100,5001 Do. do. Bonres, 1,0663,973 and 4,327—6,400 100 6 % 5 % 100 -103 100 - 103

320,0001 Do. 6 % Dob. Stock Stook | 4 % 4% 4 % 127 - 130 127 - 130

1001 6 5 % 99 –108 100 103

1900 rodcom . . . . 1
46,500 Do. do . do . to borrar , 2,844 to 6,800 1000 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

300,0001 Do, 4 % Mort. Dobi. Nou. I to 1,000, rod. 1909 10 | 4 % 4 % 102 –106 102 -105

200,0001 Do. 4% Reg. Wt.Dobu. (Mauritiu Bub .)1 to 8,000 264% 4 % 107 -110 % 107 -110 %

180,227 Qlobe Telograph and Trust, Ltd. 10 41 % 41 % 114 - 12 114 - 118

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pral. 10 6 % 6 % 177 - 178 164 - 173

160,000 Great Northona Teleg. Oompany ofCopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 29j - 305 29 · 30

160,0001 Do. do . do . 8 % Dobr. | 109 | 6 % 5% 5 % 100 li 3 100 -103

100 93 -100 95 -100

Debe., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo-Buropene Telog., Ltd.
25 10 % 10 % 52 - 56 52 – 65

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg.,Ltd6 % Dobe.... 1036 % 6 % 106 - 109 106 -109

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,000 ... 64 % 4 % 4 % 2 21 %

484,597 National Taloph . Itd ., 1 to 484,597 . 6 64 % 64 % 6 3 } 5 54

15,000 6 % Oum . 1st Prot.
106 % 6 % 6 % 16 18 15

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pred. 106 % 6 % 6 % 15 - 17 15 17

250,000
Do. 6% Non -oum . 3rd Prol.,1 to 250,000 5

6 % 5 % 5! 6 5 55

1,829,4714 Do. * } % Dob. Stock Rod . Stock 81 % 91 % 39% 100 -105 LCO -105

171,504 Oriental Taloph . & Bloc., Ltd., Nov. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 16 % 5 % 6 % 每

100,0001 Paaifoand Huropeus. Tal., Ltd.,4 % Quar. Debs, 1 to 1,000 1024 % 4 %
105 - 108 105 - 108

11,839 Routar'ı Ltd. 86 % 5 %
9 8 9

8,381 Submarino Oable Trust Oar . 136 1412d 136 - 141

58,000 Dnited Riyu Plato Taloph ., Ltd. 54 5 % 45

146,7332 Do. do . 6 % Dobu... Stock 6 % 106 - 08 103 - 108

15,609 WortAldo Taleg ., Litch , 7,601 to 29,109 10 | 4 % nil 34 - 41 31 -

218,4007 Do. do . do.6 % Dobu. 100 6 6% 99 -102 99-102

64,269 Wortera and Bradlian Talugu Total 15 9 % 111 - 127 ily - 1211

89,129 ; Do. do. do . 8 % Pref. Ord . 6 % 71 - 8 7 - 8

93,129 Do. do. do. Dol . Ord .... nil

389,521 Do. do . do. 4 % Deb. Stock Rod . Stock 106 -109 106 -109

88,321 West India and Panama Talog ., Ltd. 10 1 %

34369 Do. do. do . 6 % Oun . 18 Pred . 106 % 6 % 7 7 78

4,669 Do. do . do . 8% Oum . End Pred . 106 % 6 % 7 5 7

80,0001 Do. 6 % Dobu. No. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 106 -108 105 -108

1,169,000 $ Wostora Onion of 0. 8. Talog., 1 % IK Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 100 -110 105 -110

160,1003) Do. da . 6 % Sta . Bondo. 100 6 % 6 % 100 -106 |100 -106

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COTPANIES .
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97,000 { Halifax and Bermada Cable Co.Ltd., 4 % 1st Mort
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-

... ... 57

Do.

52

16 )17

6 % 59 51

1 ...

-

10 . ... ... .00 ...

-

O. 0.
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O

.00 .00

1004

113

71

11)

10.

108
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77 7

...

do .

...

...
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- -

... ... ...

6 %

...

255

171

...

...

.

... ...

-

1513...

30,000 Oharing Oron and Strand Bleoty .Supply 56 % 8 % 13 – 14

20,000 Do. do . do. do . 4 % Oam . Pret. 5 6 64 6 64 6

5 1 6 %
26,000 "Oheluca.Wlectricity Supply, Itd., ordea, Nos 1 to 10,377 ...

6 % 10 11 94 - 103 10

Do, do . do. 41% .Stock Stock| 41 % 41 % 44 % 115 - 117 115 -117

50,000 Oity of London Eloc.Lightg.Oo., Ltd.,Ord. 40,001- 90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 26 27 251 - 261 265
Do. do . Prov. Oerts. Nos . 90,001 to

10,000 {
10 19 · 20 171-18 18

100,000 £ 5 .

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Pral ., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 171 - 181 17-181

400,000 Do. 6 %Deb. Stock, Borip.( im . at 6116 ) allpaid 5 % 5 % 6 % 129 -194 129 -134

30,000 Oonaty of Lond. & Brush Prov. B.Ltg. Ltd., Ord. 1-30,000 ni nit nil 141- 15 14 15 143

10,000 Do. do. do . Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 pd . 81 9

20,000 Do. do , do. 6 % Pret ., 40,001—60,000 8 % 6 % 6 % 163— 16 16 16 153

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ld., ord.shares 1–17,400 £4 pd . 37 30

10,000 House -to-House Elec . Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 4 % 10 11 10

10,000 do. 7 % Oum . Pret. 57 % 7 % 7 % 11 12 11 12

62,400"Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 62,500 104 % 6 % 6 % 18 19 171- 181 187
220,0001 Do. 41 % Erst mortgage dabentura stock 41 % 44 % 41 % 117 121 117 -121 117

6,462 Notting HillElectric Lightg. Oo., Ltd. 3. % 4 % 6 % 191 - 204 19 20 197

31,980 * 8t. Janori & PallMall Mloo. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord . 6 74 % 101 % 144 % 171- 183 174- 181 18

20,000 Do. do . 9 % Prad.,20,081 to 40,080 67 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Dob . stoot Rod . Stock 4 % 107 -110 (107 -110

13,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord., £ 2 paid 5 21- 21 28 28

79,900 ) Wortminster Blootno Supply Oorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 517 % 9 % 12 % ) 161- 174 167- 173 161

* Subject to Founder's Sharon. + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Hichango.

1 Unlou odbarwisestatedall sharesare tally paid .
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SEARE LIST OF ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANDS - Oontinued.

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, JANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL, COMPANIES.

10
...

10,000 {

2

10.00 ...

...

15...

£ 5 pd.

... ..

99,261 { Hdison & Bwan United Floo.Lgt.,Ltd.,“ A”she pa 1}

Stook Basinon dono
Closing

Dividonda for
Closing

or

Prosont BAMB

during wool

Quotation, Quotation
ibo last tbroo yaart.Bharo .Lasuo .

onded
April 20th . April 27th .

1 April 27th , 1898 .

1896 . 1896 . 1897. Bighest . Lowest

30,000 British Electric Traction 151— 161 151— 164

Do. do . 6 % Cum.Pref. 30,001–40,000
10 71- 84

(issued at £2 108. prem . all paid )

90,000 Brush Blecl. Bnging. Oo.,Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
8 | 21% nil nil 15 - 13 11- 14

Do.90,000
do . Non -oum . 6% Prel ., 1 to 90,000 % 3 % nil 4 % 21- 21 23 23

Do. do .
110

125,0002
41 % Perp . Deb. Stock.... Stock 110-114 -114 114

Do.50,000
do . 44 % 2ndDeb. Stock Red . Stock 102 -105 102 -105

10107- 10819,894 Oentral London Railway, Ord. Shares 101 101 103

Do. do.129,179 do . £6 paid 10 61 63 61 61

59,254 Do. do. Pret, hall -shares £1 pd. 15

67,680 Do. do. Det. do . 48

68Stock|18. % 14 % 13% 67 687630,0001 Oity and South London Railway
68

b nil 2 24 2 2128,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref.' Bharos, 1 to 28,180

65 % 61 % 27- 28 27- 28 21 2g
1 to 99,261

Do. do. do .17,189
5

" A ” Sharos 01–017,189
4

33 %
55

Do. do.194,023
do. 4 % Deb . stock Red . 100 103 -105 103 -105

36 % 6 % 25- 27
110,000 Flootrio Oonstruction, Iitd ., 1 to 110,000

25- 27 23 29

16,343 Do. do . 7 % Oum . Prel., 1 tn 16,343 37 % 7 % 3j 31- 39 3}

Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108

111,100
106 -108 107

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depoeg., Ltd., 1 to 70,809 3

67,275 Elmore's Wiro Mtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,885, issued at 1 pm . 8

10 101% 7 % 97 %
9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prat., 1 to 3,600

11 9 11

12,500 Honloy'ı (W. T.) Telegraph Workı, Ltd.,Ord . 108% 10 % 12 % 219, 22 , 211- 221

8,000 Do. do . do . 7 %Prot. 107 % 7 % 7 % | 181– 194 181– 191

60,000 Do. do. do , 4 Mort.Deb. Stock Stock| 41 % 44% 41 % 110 -115 110 -116

10 10 % - 2210 % 10 % 21 21
60,000 India-Bubber, Gutta Parcha und Tolog. Works,Ltd.

- 22 213 21

800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % let Mort. Debu. 100 102 -106 102 -106 1041

87,800 Liverpool Overhead Railway , Ord . 10 | 21 % 21 % 37 % 1011 - 101 1011- 1018

10,000 If do . Prof., $ 10 paid
10 % 5 % 5 % 164 , 161 154 161

12 15 % 15 % 15 % 35 38 35 - 38
87,860 | Telegraph Consta. and Maintoo ., Ltd. 36

160,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Bondo, rod . 1899 100 6 % 6 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

100 1135 - 138 133 -136 136
540,0001 Waterloo and Oity Railway, Ord . Stock

134

+ Quotations on Livorpool Brook Szobango. 1 Unlos otherwise statod ad sbaros are tally paid .

Dividends marked | Aro for a year oonsisting of the lattor part of ono your and tho Orn part of the next,
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED

• Birmingham Electrie Bupply Company, Ordinary £ 6 ( fully paid ) 108. London Blectrio Supply Corporation , 66 Ordinary , 34–4.

House - to -House Oompany, 41 % Dobertures of $ 100, 108–110. .T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 15 ) .

Lansington and Knightsbridge Electrio Lighting Oompaay, Limited Yorkshiro House-to- Douro Blootricity Oom pary, 66 Ordinary Sharan

Ordinary Bharos 66 ( fully paid ) 16-17; lot Proforados fully paid , 8–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Oumulative 6 % , bb (hully paid ), 8-8. Debentures, 107–110.

Dividend, 1897, on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share Lin . Bank rate of dinoount 4 por cont. (April 7th, 1898),

MARGINS FOR ECONOMY.

Wa referredsome time ago to the very large margins for economy

which existed everywhere in this country, andwhich ,ittaken in hand,

would goa long way to the routing of foreign competition, which bas

become formidable from not having these wasteful margins. We

might instance an example which came recently under our notice,

and which serves to illustrate our meaning. In passing through a

boiler shop we noteda locomotive type boiler in course of being
stayed. Two men were at work upon it . They were tapping the

holes for the stad stays, using the customary long tap which passes

throughboth plates, and which in our young days was laboriously

turned through by hand labour,

When flexible shafts were introduced they formed a very valuable

and rapid aaxiliary, and put the taps through the plates in very

much less time than was possible by hand. On the boiler which

came under our notice there were two men at work . One of these

men was armed with a flexible shaft, but the other man was putting

his tap through at about treble the speed effected by the flexible

shaft. He was using a little compressed air three-cylinder engine

contained in a small cylindrical box, and coupled up by a flexible

India -rubber tabe to an air compresser. Atthe rate be was doing

thework he would save, as compared with his fellow workman, about,

shall we say , only 108. a week . It would be more . This would soon

pay for a new apparatus to replace the old flexible shalt, which, in its

turn, had replaced the band work . But it occurred to us that if the

pbaft were changed for a small motor, the new tool would put to

shame the rapid air tool weso muchadmired, and very soon the air

toolalso would be displaced by an electrical tapper.

We would not quarrel with the use of compressed air in the work .

shop. For some purposes it is better than electricity. For example,

we think air is better than electricity for operating small direct litt

cranes, such as are employed to liftwork from the floor to a lathe.

These small cranes are direct acting and easily controlled ; they

might as well be water-worked, except that water has the freezing

objection to contend with, and there is more or less risk of leakage.

They may not be very efficient, but they are cheaper than a small

electric crane would be. But for portable drills, reamers,tappers,

& c., electricity is certainly more easily applied, and more efficient

than compressed air. For this class of work, involving the reaming

or tapping of hundreds of holes, the element of speed is important

and in electricity we find an agent which is peculiarly suited to small

high -speed tools.

Great as is the economy to be derived from electric driving in large

workshops, it is as nothing compared with the saving to be secured

by its use in smallshops. We mean such little shops as are run with

asmall vertical boiler and a little wastefal steam engine. In a recent

investigation by the writer of the conditions of one of these small

workshops, it transpired that the only regular work to be done every

day wasthe driving of a fan asing about a third of a horse -power

during not more thanhalf the day. To drive this fan required the

engineand boiler,and if the boiler fire did not keep alight all night,

it would happen that work could not start in the morning for an

hour after starting time. This delay alone must often have cost from

£2 to £ 4 per week . Then the boiler required either the constant

attention of one man , or the partial attention of a striker, which

meant delay. Fuel cost about 21. The total expense for power was

thus quite £ 4 to £ 6 one week with another, or more than sufficient

in a year to have applied an electric motor to each machine, and

paidfor current forafew years also .

But conservatism and ignorance stood in the way of the new

motive power,and, so far, has prevented its adoption . Few realise

how very partial isthe runningof machine tools. Often they do not

work , even when busy , ball the time. There is stoppage for tool

grinding, resetting, calipering work, changing work ,& c. Yet all

this waste time the shaftingis going round,and fuel is consumed .

Few peopleare aware of the extent of small industries in large towns,

and erpeciallyin London , nor of the enormous waste of power in

volved in turning round the shafting.

One such shoplately seen byus was driven byagasengine placed quite

100 feet from the work. To dowork of onlya quarter horse-power pretty

wellloadedapa6 -horse gas engine.In fact, loaded or unloaded,the
engine seemed to record about the same number of explosions. The

gas engine might have driven a dynamo, and all the shaftingmight

have been abolished. It is all very well to say that it shatting is

keptin order it will absorb much lesspower than is usually thecase.

Bat in practice it is the small shop which is worst off for shatting,

becausethere is not the staff to look after it, and in every respect the

small shop is at a very great disadvantage, both in respect of thefuel

consumption forthe energy output of the engine and in respect of the

mechanical efficiency of the organs of transmission. The dead load

bears 80 large a ratio to the live load, and moreover, the dead load is

run 10 hours a day , where the live load is run from two to six hours

only. Gas engines pay in small shops as compared with steam , but
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gas engines do not enable us todispense with shalts and belts, and

they also must run all day. It is very much in the time not worked

that such large economies are possible with electricity.

Even where steam is employed the attempts to economise it are

very hall-hearted. We have seen live steam used for heating where

exhaust steam would bave done as well. We have seen a drying

stove heated by the steam pipes to the engine, which were left bare

on purpose to help the stove. The owners would not listen to any

explanation that the resulting wet steam was very prejudicial to the

economy of the engine, and there was no water separator. This sort

of economy - for the owners believed that in thus using the engine

steam pipes they were saving a set of pipes, and also so much non

conducting covering is really very common. Moreover, these same

pipes had nine bends where two only were necessary. Had this

pipe been made direct and covered the lengths of pipe saved would

have been sufficient to have made up the stove heat, for the steam

pipes were not wholly on the stove. Some of them were out in the

open air and bare inplaces to the rain.

And people talk of hard times. All the examples cited have come

under the writer's direct attention ; they are but samples of thou

Bands more or less parallel instances of waste, and weare bound to

say that in many similar cases pressure to remedy has come from

below - from the man at a few shillings a week, andhas been blocked

by the man above, whose refusal was asually that he did not see why

such or such an action would save fuel. Electrical driving, even

when it comes from outside generated power, appeals to such men

when they happen to get it because they are keen to reduce a metered

charge. Thesesame men willgo on paying for coal in excess because

they have not the knowledge to teach them how to estimate where

the losses come in . We have known them pay for expertadvice,

and refuse to follow it because they could not understand “ why it

with their chemical and physical condition . It will be observed

that several of the materials used are special alloys, for the

mostpart of nickel and manganese, which, in addition to having &

very high resistance, have a verysmall temperature coefficient, which

is important, as resistances are often worked to a temperature of 200 °

O., causing a very considerable variation of resistance .

an interesting example of this is in the nseof iron wire when
it is approachinga red heat, in which case it will be found that the

resistance rises so rapidly, that a very large increase of E.M.F. will

onlycause a very smallincrease in the carrent, because as the E.M.F.

is raised,causing a small increase of current,this raises the tempera

ture, so that the resistance rises almost as fast as the E.M.F.

The writer someyears ago used this property for arc lamp resist

ances , when even if the lamp was cat oat, the permanent rise in

current was quite small.

The metals, solids, and liquids shown in the table are those which

are most frequently used for making resistances, and with regard to

these , theusual form of the metalsand alloys is in the shape of wire

or strip, the former generally wound into coils.

Carbon may be used either in rods, in which case the ends should

be electro -coppered, and the connections clamped and solderedtothe

copper, or the carbon may be used in the form of flat plates piled on
oneanother.

The material, “ Relagite ," shown in the list, is a new material, now

being put on the market by the Electric Insulation Syndicate , of

Cardiff, and having an incombustible base, such as asbestos, in which

is deposited conducting carbon, and the specific resistance of which

can be made as required within the limits given, and this material

also may be used either in strips, the current passing from end to

end , orin plates or layers, through which the current passes .

Liquids are used generally whorehigh resistances are required ,and

are onthe whole an unsatisfactory form of resistance, as the solutions

creep and cause loss of insulation on the circuits to which they are

attached , whilst the liquids also leak or evaporate, so that theyhave

to be made good, and the composition and resistance is constantly

varying.

CARRYING CAPACITY OF RESISTANCE MATERIALS.

It is important to determine what is the carrying capacity of the

wires, strips or plates, of whicha resistance is composed ; this being

defined inrelation to some particular allowable rise of temperature.

The rise of temperature to be allowed is probably the point on

which the greatest difference of opinion seems to exist among manu
facturers.

It is somewhat curious that the fire insurance offices who define

to a nicety the insulation of the circuit and other quantities, are

exceedingly vagueon what is probably one of the chieffire risksthat

are run, most of the offices satisfying themselves by merely stating

that the resistance should be constructed of, and mounted upon

incombustible material, and that no combustible material should be

within a foot of the resistance.

5

was so

COMMERCIAL FORMS

RESISTANCES FOR

POWER PURPOSES.

OF ELECTRICAL

LIGHTING AND

By LL. B. ATKINSON .

&

Diagram of carrying capacity of metal wires.

60

Thx functions of a resistance being primarily to regulate or deter

mine the amount of thecurrent,which it does by its resistance,

its second lunctionis to dissipatethe heat produced by the electric

power expendedon the resistance. This becomes a matter of cooling

surface, and leads to a wide range of possibledesigns.

Speaking generally, then, in considering electrical resistances, the

points to beconsidered are the (1) material of which the electrical

resisting circuit is composed,(2) thenature of the support for such

circuits, and (3) the material for insulating the circuitfrom the sup

port, and, in addition, the nature of the switching mechanism for

varying the amount of resistance in circuit.

(1) MATERIAL OF WHICH THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE CIRCUIT

IS COMPOSED .

Since all conductors offer resistance to the passage of the elec

tric current, any conductor may be used as a resistance . The fol

lowing table shows the resistance of 1 centimetre in length of

various metals and alloys, carbon, and liquids, the cross-sectional

area of the specimen being 1 square centimetre and the tempera
ture 0° C.
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TABLE OF SPECIFIC RESISTANCES.

TABLE I. 10

Resistance per cubic

centimetre.

Percentage variation

per degree Centigrade.
SWE

0 01 02 03 04 12
13 14 15 16 17 1305 06 07 08 09 1

Diameter in inches.

•377

388

.453

03

A , Iron wire coils on -inch bar, 230 °C .; B, Rheostene 150° C .; C, Rheostene

100 ° C. ; D, Iron 50 ° C.; E , Silver 50 ° C .; F , Rheostene 50 ° C .; G , Tinned

iron maximum safe current,

19

91

90

1.504 microhms

1.598

9 :716

20 93

51.0

52.0

600

100.0

4,200-40,000

3.2 to 3,200 ohms

11.5 ohms

13 practically nil

... 7 ) 9

Silver

Copper

Iron

" German silver "

Platinoid

“ Manganin "

“ Eureka

" Rheostene "

Carbon

" Relagite

Solation of soda (10

percent.solation )

Solution of zinc sul.

phate (density

1.405)

H , SO (density

1:10)

...

11

15

-2

..

283 ...

Since most organic matters and fabrics char at a temperature of

200° C., the writer thinks that that limit at all events should never be

passed , and probably the rule defining that the maximum tempera

ture of thehottestpart at the maximum working load should not
exceed 150 ° C. would be a gate rale.

The principal methods of dissipating heat from resistance are by

radiation, air currents, and in certain cases by circulating liquids,

such as oil or water.

The amount of heat radiated at the temperatures discussed is not

large, and the use of liquids for cooling is not common, so that practic

ally speaking cooling by air or currents isthe usual method.

It is obvious, therefore, that the designs should be such as to

allow a free circulation of air through those parts where the heat is

being produced.

WIRE RESISTANCES.

For this reason where wires are used, it is advantageous that the

diameter of the wire should be small, soas to give a maximum surface

fora given cross-sectional area, and to carrythe requisite current a

sufficient number of wires should be placed in parallel.

Again, where wires are wound intocoils, these coils should be open ,

1:37 -17

This table is only to be used as a guide, since, except with pure

silver and copper, as all the other materials are of somewhat undefined

composition ,and the resistance of alloys and carbon varies greatly

* Abstract of paper read before Northern Society of Electrical

Engineers.
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porcelain insulating parts, to which were attached the resisting
wires.

These resistances may be, and usually are , provided with a switch

having a number of contacts, which enables, more or less, the resisting

wire to be included in the circuit.

A class of support previously mentioned is the use of enamel on a

base of iron . Inthis case the iron is first enamelled,to give it an insa

lating coating ; the wires,whichare very fine, are thenplaced on the

enamel, and covered with thick coating of enamel, which is then

lased, so that the wires are firmly imbedded in it.

Theresistances known as the Carpenter resistances, and the resist

ances in most heating and cookingapparatus, arearranged in this

manner. In this case the enamel carries the heat from the wireto

the iron supports, which then distributes it, and forms the cooling
surface.

In the case of the “ Relogite ” resistance material, this is carried in

iron frames, generally on pillars or bolts passing through it, theinsu

lation being enamel, and in certain cases mica or asbestos sheets are

used where flat surfaces are to be insulated .

In a form of liquid resistance which the writer bas used, the car.

rent enters at thebottom of ono tube and leaves at the bottom of

the next tube, a wire fork or bridge being raised or lowered in the

tubes.

A carious phenomenon occurs with such an arrangement, the

complete explanation of which the writer is unable to give, viz .:

Thatusing lead plates at the bottom of the tabes and acopperor

iron bridging piece, the resistance and beating effect is not equally

divided between the tubes, but is largely concentrated in one of

them .

( To be continued .)

TRIAL OF THE SULLIVAN UNIVERSAL

GALVANOMETER ON A TORPEDO BOAT.

and there should bea space between successive turns of the coils of 2

or 3 diameters to allow an effectual passage of air.

In the case of long coils placed vertically , the upper parts of the

coil become far the hottest, as the air heated by thelower coils is the

only cooling medium .

It is almost impossible to give any general role as to the carrying

capacity of wires in coils .

The Diagram shows the relation between the diameter of the wire

and the carrying capacity of wires stretched out straight in the air,

and for certain temperatures.

If the wires arein coils drawn out so that the space between the

wires is about 2 diameters, the current the wires will carry for the

same temperature will be about one-third of that given by the

diagram .

One of the most effective forms in which wire can be used is in the

form of wire gauze, and the best classof gauze is that in which the
longitudinal wires carry the current, the wires all being in parallel

connection, whilst the cross threads carry away the heat, and in this

case the load to be carried by a given wire is double that given in the

table .

A great difficulty occurring with wire resistances, particularly

where alloys, such as German silver, are used , is that the wires

become brittle or rotten, and break , causing short circuits, and danger
of fire.

In the case of resistances enclosed in boxes so that only the out

side surface will dissipate the heat, thecarryingcapacity of the wires

is much less than that givenin the table, and the ultimate carrying

capacity of the resistance will depend on the surface of the casing

exposed to the air, and for a temperature of150 ° C.,the total external

surface should be about 10 " per watt to be dissipated.

The surface for this purpose may be increased, if of metal, by

casting ribs or fins upon the casing, so as to increase the surface.

Some resistances are only required for a short time at intervals,

Buch, for instance, as resistances for starting motors, and here the

element most to beconsidered is not the surface on wbich depends

the power of steadily dissipating heat, but the total specific heat of

the parts on which depends the rise of temperature with the given

load iq the time for which it is to be used , and in this case materials

having a bigh specific resistancewith large bulk may be used to ad

vantage, or it fine wires are used , they may ba imbedded in materials

such as enamelor sand or asbestos, which will absorb , by conduction ,

the heat from the wire itself .

CARBON RESISTANCES.

A common form of carbon resistance consists in the use of ordi

nary lighting pencils, with the ends coppered and connected up by
clamps.

These resistances for testing purposes can be run at a very high

temperature, but they dissipate heat badly, they arevery liable to
bebroken, and are not often used for resistances which may have

to be transported.

Carbon resistances made up of plates placed in a frame are often

used, and they have the advantage that the resistance may be varied

by screwing them up moreor less tight by a clamping screw .

In this case a very large part of the resistance is due to the resist

ance of the surface of the contact between the layers, and due, also,

to the fact that the current travels in the plane of each layer from

the points of contact at the surface, of one set of plates to those of

the next set; these, in most instances, not coming opposite to one

another on the plates.

In other words, except when the plates are screwed up quite tight,

the current is travelling by a zig-zag course through the pile of

plates, and it is principally this which enables the resistance to be
varied .

The material previously mentioned , viz., "Relugite,” is used in

the same way, and with the same results, but it has a great advan

tage over the carbon resistances, in that the material being flexible

and elastic, a much wider range of the screw is obtained, so that the

resistance can be varied more gradually, whilst the tendency with

solid carbon resistances for the plates to actually break contact and

Bo set up an arc is got over.

The chief difficulty with carbon resistances is that they present a

very small cooling surface.

This difficulty has been obviated in the case of " Relagite ” resist

ances by interposing metal plates between the plates of material,

which metal plates are larger than the plates of the material, and

thus serve toconduct the heat from between the plates, and to pre

sent a large surface for the air to pass through to cool them .

LIQUID RESISTANCES.

The commonest form of liquid resistance is a wooden tub filled

with water in which is sulphuric acid, common salt, washing soda, or

other metallic salt, to render it more or less conductive, and in which

areimmersed plates leading in the current.

Such resistances cannot, of course, rise above the temperature of

boiling water, and they absorb a large amount of heat due to the

large latent heat of steam .

Such an arrangement is, of course, a very rough one, and only used
for temporary purposes.

For permanent installatións iron or earthenware jars or pots are

used, containing solutions, and having electros of various forms which

can be moved in relation to one another.

(2) MATERIALS FOR SUPPORTING RESISTING WIRES OB

MATERIALS.

In the early days of the use of electric power, resistance wires or

coils were usually strungin wooden trames, and the writer believes

he was the firstto introduce into the market standard patterns of

resistances, in which the supports were wholly composed of incom

bustible material, that is to say - iron framee carrying slate or

THE Sallivan Universal Galvanometerhas recently been tried in the

English Channelon an Admiralty torpedo boat steaming at various rates

of speed. The object of thetrials was to determine the effect on the

working of the instrument of the excessive vibration experienced on

those vessels. Throughout the observations the galvanometer was

mounted in a cabin aft almost immediately over the propeller, with

the instrument facing towards the bow , and in the first instance was

screwed to the cabin table in the usual way without a cushion of

India -rubber or other vibration absorbing material interposed between

instrument and table. Thus the vibration of the boat was com

municateddirect from table to galvanometer. Thedistance between

mirror and scale was 42 inches. The following is a record of the

behaviour of the galvanometer under these conditions :

The boat was found to be most vibratory at 300 to 350 revolutions

of the engines per minute (about two-thirds full speed ). The obser

vations noted below were all made at that speed .

Soseverewas the vibration then experienced that a glass of water

placed in a receptacle on the table was in a few minutes more than

half emptied. Nevertheless, the instrument behaved very well.

1

O

H

Side of tray removed showing

the hair felt pad .

Showing galvanometer in tray and

rubber stays at four corners.

Only an occasional movement of 30 to 50 scale divisions was notice.

able. In every case this disturbance was ofthe nature of a sharp

throw , the spot of light immediately returning to zero withoat oscil.
latingor passing that point. At all other times there was no percep

tible unsteadinese .

The galvanometer was then mounted as follows, and a further

series of observationsmade :-A thin wooden traywas screwed dowa

to the table, andinside were laidtwo thicknesses of hair telt,each of

them 8 inch thick, together makinga pad or bed about 1.5inch thick

when not compressed and 1 inch thick when the galvanometerwas on

it. Theinternaldimensionsof the tray were 12 inchesby19 inches

by 3 inches deep, thicknessofsides1 inch ,and bottom |inch. The

flat portion of the woodenbase of the galvanometerstoodjust below

the top edge of the tray. Ateachcorner of thegalvanometer base

(and in itsscrew holes) and at each corner of the tray wasa screw,

an India-rubber bandconnectingeachpair of screws, so that at each

corner there was an elastic stay sufficiently strong to keep the galvano
meter in positionwhenthe boat rolled and pitched heavily,and yet

the India- rubber bands didnot transmit vibration from the tray to

the instrument.

With this arrangementand the propeller doingits worst the galva

nometer disturbance was reduced to an occasionalthrowoffive
divisions only, increasing atodd intervals to about20 divisions.
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Apparently this occasional and slight increase of ansteadiness co

incided with sudden changes of the helm which combined with

the ceaseless vibration from the propeller produced a severe jarring

effect. At other times the spot again was absolutely steady, and in

all cases the coil immediately resumed the zero position without
Oscillation .

Hitherto the galvanometer had been on open circuit. It was now

short- circuited . The result was to still further reduce the maximum

and occasional throws which had been noticeable upon changes of

the help from 20 to 10 divisions.

Some measurements then were made over the fall range of the

scale with perfect ease , the coil when deflected being as steadyas

when in the zero or resting position either on open or closed circuit.

During one part of the trials a short and choppy sea was

encountered causing the boat to be very " lively ” with sudden

irregular movements, but, notwithstanding this effect and the

excessive vibration of the propeller, the galvanometer, as before,

preserved itsequilibriqm : It should be mentioned that the delicately

suspended coilwas in perfectbalance.

An ordinary and less sensitive iron -clad marine galvanometer set

up alongside the Sullivan, and in the same way, vibrated to such an

extent that the spot of light continually left the scale on either side

and was often invisible, observations of any kind with it being cut of

the question.

Inview of the great galvanometer disturbance which mechanical

vibra!iod, apart from rolling and pitching, so frequently sets up on

board ship ,preventing any reliable observations being made, these

trials may be considered interesting as showing the steadiness of the

new galvanometer under the severest test towhich any such instru

mentcould possibly be subjected, and Mr. Sullivan is to be heartily

congratulated on having achieved such perfect control over one of

themost delicate of electrical measuring apparatus.

The Ballivan Universal Galvanometer, mounted on a cradle board

to imitate the rolling and pitchingof a vessel,may be seen in

operation at the offices of Mr. H. W.Sullivan, 19, Great Winchester

Street, E.O., the inventor and sole maker.

was ,isnotseizable under the enemy's flag, why should not the same
protection be afforded to cables ?"

" Well, it may be argued that a cable is an effective engine of

destruction, ordering troops and fleets to move, and so forth, as

any other appliance used in war, which Spain has declared
contraband .”

"How do the two belligerents stand in regard to cables ? ”

" Should the United States cut cables in the West Indies, Spain

may retort by grappling up cables, say,threemiles off the Irish

coasts — i e., outside our territorial limit." The Western Union Com.

pany have two cables across the Atlantic, and the Commercial have

three, from Waterville in Ireland, to Canso in Nova Scotia. I should

say that Spain could break these lines without breach of international

agreement. It would be equivalent to a gun fired upon American

property."

" But sopposing Spain should not only grapple the American.
owned cables — those of the Western Union and Commercial - but also

cut the lines belonging to the Eoglish or French companies, what
would happen ? "

" I should think that such wilfal damage to neatral property would

be resented by the proprietary companies, backed up by theBritish
Government."

“ How can Spaia communicate with Havada and Puerto Rico? ”

" She can do so by using lines that ran through British territory

throughout ; for, as far as I know, there is no intimation of tele

graphic interruption with Puerto Rico. The route for a Spanish

message would , therefore, be by one of the Eaglish companies to

Halifax, Nova Scotia , and thence to Bermuda. The British bave

now a cable from the Bermudas to Jamžica, calling at Turk's Island,

and between Jamaica and Puerto Rico there are, as I have said, two

cables. So that Spain could have communication with both of her

colonial possessions in the West Indies without touching American
territory ."

“ But she would be entirely dependent upon the good offices of

Eogland. Eas sheno alternative route ? "

"She can cable direct from Cadis to Teneriffe ; but from Teneriffe

to St. Louis ( Senegal) the cable is French, and from St. Louis to

Pernambuco, crossing the Equator diagonally, the cable is British.

England is placed in rather a singular position. To reachthe Wind

ward Islands we must enter Spanish territory at Puerto Rico. I can

conceive it would be a wise measure to divert one of the cables from

Jamaica, at present landing at Ponce, in Puerto Rico, to the Danish

island of Santa Cruz direct, and thence to Trinidad and Demerara ;

and that plan, Ishould say, would be adopted. It would still leave

Paerto Rico with one cable, landing atSin Juan, from Jamaica . The

French can, on the otherhand, reach their coaling station at Marti

nique withouttouching Spanish territory. They have lines whichgo

from Brest to Cape Cod,dear to Boston,and they haverecently laid

a cable from New York to Hayti, which lies midway between Paerto

Rico and Cuba, and thence to Martinique and to Cayenne. The

French have also a cable from Santiago de Cuba to Hayti.”

" Is it not possible to reach Jamaica and Cuba by way of South

America ? ”

“ Yes , by a roundabout route, traversing the Continent. Our

Admiralty would probably direct the movement of ships in the

Pacificby sending messages through lines owned by Roglishmen and

worked by Englishmen, årst to Lisbon, and thence to Pernambuco,

in Brazil, the cable being the property of the Brazilian Submarine

a British company - thence to Monte Video (Western and Brazilian

Company, also British ), then to Buenos Ayres (nominally Argentine,

but actually British ), thence to Mendoza,and 80 on to Valparaiso

( Chili), and along the West Coast of South America to Ohorillas, in

Pero, hugging the land, whilst a competitive American Company

takesa seaward curve to the sameplace. From Oborillas there are

two lines - one to St. Helena, and the other toPayta, and one of

them going on to Buenaventura, and then to Panama, across the

isthmus ofwhich, at Colon , a cable, which is Britisb, connects with

Jamaica, and thus completes the circuit. But you will notice that

the Spaniards would be reluctant to use this route, as the links from

Chorillas to St. Helena and Payta are owned by Americans. Simi
Jarly, though themap showsa possible communication via the North

East Coast of South America trom Pernambaco to Cayenne, the

section between Para and Cayenne is invariably broken , 80 no tele

graphic communication with the West Indies by that route is

possible.”

SUBMARINE CABLES IN TIME OF WAR.

TRADE AND TELEGRAPAS.

AMERICA, it is stated, bas claimed the rightto cut cables connecting

Cuba with the islands of Jamaica and Bermuda, and Spain has

objected on the ground that the Telegraphic Conventionprotects

these lines. Already the electric communications between Key West

and Havana have been seized by the Americans. The whole ques

tion of transmission of cablegrams through neutral territoryand

along wires owned by neutral shareholders bristles with delicate

questions and interestiog points. In the course ofinquiry into the

subject, which not onlyconcerns the belligerent Powers, but inti

mately affects our own trading and commercial relations with the

Western hemisphere, a representative interviewed a gentleman whose

position and experience entitle him to exprese en authoritative

opinion upon themanner in which hostilities may interfere with the

working of the submarine channels of communication between the

Old World and the New .

" The Americans," he said, “ I have no doubt, were within their

rights in taking control of the cables betweenKeyWest and Havana.

They belong to an American company, and the Government of any

country granting a license to land cables invariably reserves to itself

the rightto enter into possession and to work them , accounting to

the shareholders for the receipts meanwhil3. The proprietary com

pany of the Key Westcables isthe International Ocean Telegraphic,

wbich is leased to the Western Union, the great company of America.

But when you speak of the Americans cutting the cables which con

nect Cuba with the British island of Jamaica a different question is

naised, as the line from Batabano to Cienfuegos, and the double line

thenceto Santiago de Cuba, on the southerncoast of the island, are

both British property, for they are owned bythe Caba Sabmarine

Company,which has its offices in London . It is an English concern.

From Santiago de Oubato Holland Bay, in Jamaica, another British

company - the West India and Panama - owns the cables."

" Is there any provision in the Convention to protect this

property ?"

" Cables are not neutral in timeof war. The Submarine Telegraph

Act of 1886 scheduled an international Convention, which authorised

and made it legal. This Convention between the civilised States of

the world was for the protection of submarine cables against wilfal

damage, & c., but therewas this expressprovision in it : It is under

stood that the stipulations of the present Convention do not in any

way restrict the action of belligerents. I imagine, therefore, that

thereis nothing to prevent anybelligerent cutting cables, but it be

wiltally does so, in the case of a cable belonging toa neutral country,

that country, or the company owning theline, would haveaclaim

against the offending Power for the destruction of property. But
still, the countries of the world couldnot complain diplomaticallyof

sach damage, as they would be justified in doing suppositg that a

belligerent fired upontheGenevaCrogs .Let ustake it thatwewere
at war with Russia. Russia would be at liberty to cut any of our

cables withont raising an international outcry, but if Russia, at war

withus, were to cut the cables of an American company, myimpres

sion is that the aggrieved party would have a claim against the

RussianGovernmentfor damages. But it is a legal question.”

" If the UnitedStates andSpain both recognise the principle,

as theynow do,that the neutral flag covers enemy's goods, except con.

traband of war, and that neutral merchandise, except contraband of

• Daily Telegruph .

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN

POWER PLANTS .

THB recent attention drawn to the wastefulness of the auxiliary,

engines of certain ships of the American Navy, and also of our own
ships, notably the Diadem , bas its counterpartin similar attention to

thewastefulitems of stationary plant. The subject is discussedby

Mr. Bennettin Cassier's Magazine, the author's conclusions pointing

to the use of electric motors in place of small engines and direct

acting pumps. The main enginesare always fairly eficientand, less

the small loss of transmission, this same eficiency ought to be

obtained in auxiliary plant also, whereas auxiliary plant is almost

invariably very wastefál. As a railway or a light plant must always

have one unit at work, or there will be a storage battery to draw

upon, there need be no fear of the auxiliaries being too dependent

or liable to interruption. Where the main engines are of con .

densingtype the steam of auxiliary engines has been verymuchused

for feed -water heating, and it is this apparent utilisation of the

exhaust which has strengthened the hold of the simple small steam

driven apparatus by a false assumption of economy. As a matter of

fact, it Ade feed heaters were applied to use the waste gas tempera

ture there would be no field for using the exhaust of wasteful small
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steam auxiliaries, and their place would be seen to be better filled by

electrical motors. We need not follow our author into his recom

mendations of the flae feed heater or economiser , for though com .

paratively new to America it is old in England, at least in the north

where fuel is cheap, though much less common in the south , where

its economy would be so very much more marked .

The economiser is as necessary a step in steam production as is the

second cylinder of the compound engine in steam using. It repre
sents the principle of stage heating or counter currents, and in large

plants may well b3 divided into two or more divisions in series so as

to leave to the boiler proper little else to do than to give the latent

heat necessary to turn hot water into steam . By tbis means alone

can the waste gases be reduced to a temperature sufficiently low to

fully justify a mechanical draught. If the waste gases are sent away

very hotthey may just as well assist to produce draught by a chimney,

and it is notof much use adopting a power driven fan unless at the

same timethe waste gases are correspondingly reduced which can

only be done by stage heating of the water, which is finally boiled off.

Moreover, where electricity is available there is no great need of a

wasteful steam engine to drive the draught fan. Economisers are some

what of a checkupon agood draught, and are desirably associated with

a fan which will revolve for less heat expenditure than a chimney

will perform the duty, but as said above, if the chimney is to be

abolished there must be a properly low temperature of the escaping

gases.

THE SOCIÉTÉ INTERNATIONALE DES

ELECTRICIENS.

SITTING OF APRIL 6TH, 1898.

1

1

The annual general meeting took place on April 6th , with Dr.

D'Arsonval in the chair. The general secretary was absent through

illness, his place being filled by M. J. Laffargue,secretary . After the

report had been read, the names of some candidates for admission

were presented, and also some booka. The voting list was then

closedand tellers were appointed.

M. ABMENGADD readthe report of the Committee of Accounts,

which was received with approval.

MJ. LAFFARGUE then read a paper on “ The Distribution of

Electrical Energy in Germany."

He mentioned thatlastJanuary he had the pleasure of accompany

ing on some professional business in Germany, M. Charles Bos,

municipal councillor of Paris, and reporter on various electrical

questions. He had occasion to visit a large number of distributions

of electrical energy, and he wished to bring before the notice of the

society some of his observations, confining himself, however, to
technical matters.

Installations in Germany are on a large scale and very numerous,

both for distribution properly so - called and for traction.

Sometimes these installations are combined, and a single central

station effects both distributions. We have already given the

statistics of the central stations of Germany. To , these must be

added since September 1st, 1897 , 56 towns provided with

957 kilometres of electrical tramways, absorbing a power of

21,465 kilowatts ; part of this power is furnished by the central

stations used for both distribution and traction , of which we

have spokenabove.

The distribution stations are large, spacious, well managed, and

very clean. In most cases they are situated near railway stations or

near rivers, and sidings are always arranged to bring thecoalup to

the station. The boiler rooms, are high and well ventilated ; the

boilers have a clear space between them and are easily accessible.

Theenginerooms are large and are capable of being enlarged still

further. One can walk about freely amongst the engines, and

approach all the parts. The distribution boards can be seen well

from all parts of the room and the regulation is easy . For street

canalisation only armoured lead.covered cables are used in Germany,

made either by Siemens & Halske, or by Felten & Guilleaume.

Under the pavements they are generally laid directly in the earth ;

under the roads they are sometimes protected in iron tubes, or in

iron cases made specially. The wires intended for traction are nearly

always overhead, at least as far as distribution wires are concerned .

At various places, in order to prevent the falling of the telephone

wires, iron wires are stretched across wbich add still more to the

ansightlyappearance of the overhead wires at cross-roads.

The indoor installations of the consumers are very bad in Germany.

Notwithstanding the very strict regulations that we read of in

various journals, we meet withfew good installations. We see wires

laid right against the walls, and merely held in place by hooks. ' In

stallations on porcelain insulators are numerous. The fitting up is

often defective, metal covers scarcely fixed at all being used. In .
stallations used both for gas and electricity are very numerous, and

the wires are laid over the gas applianceswithoutanyprecautions
being taken. Several engineers told us that this state of affairs was

now going to be looked into and altered .

We then examined some of the installations in the principal

distribution stations.

At Frankfort we found a municipal central station under State.

management for the last two years. It was installed and is still

worked by the Brown and Boveri Company of Baden. The engine

room contains four compound tandem horizontal steam engines of

750 H.P. at 70 revolutions & minute, each driving directly four

alternators of 500 kilowatts at 3,000 volts; a fifth engine of 1,500

H.P. is in course of erection ,

The distribution board is in the centre of the room placed at a

certain height; in the basement are the appliances for condensation.

The mains are formed of Felten & Guilleaume concentric cables ;

the transformers are placedat certaincentres of distribution. At

the end of the season of 1897, the installation included 40,825 incan .

descence lamps,624 arc lamps, and 133 motors of 1,063 H.P. The

public lighting included 100 arc lamps of 10 amperes and 800 incan.

descence lamps. Amongst the various installations of motive power,
we particularly admired that of the Frankfort Gazette where three

motors of 30 H.P. drive printing presses, and where there are a

series of smaller ones for passenger and luggage lifts.

The cost of supplying the electrical energy is '15 franc the

kilowatt-hour for lighting and 15 franc for motive power. At

Frankfort, experiments arenow being made in traction byaccumu.

lators, and are being carried on bythe Pollak Accumulator Company.
This company has extensive works where the manufacture is being

developed considerably. Besides Messrs. Pollak's special comma.

tators,which serve for the formation and the charging of the accu

mulators made at the works, there are rotary transformers and
motors driving dynamos. Cables connected to a post placed not far

from the works enable the charging to be effected with a constant

difference of potential of the accumulators placed in cars under the

seats . The car passes under movable contacts and the charging at

once commencesautomatically. In four minutes the chargingis con

cluded .

We also visited while at Frankfort the works of the old firm of

Lahmeyer, and of Hartmann & Braun ; we found everywhere exten
sive works with electric transmissions and driving gear, and also

fresh buildings in course of construction for extending the installa
tions.

At Cologne there has been a municipal electrical station since

1891 , established under thebest possible conditions, luxuriously even.

The distribution is effected by alternating currents at 2,000 volts,

with transformation at the consumers' houses to 72 or 110 volts.

The engine room , which is elegantly fitted up, contains four Sulzer

compound engines of 650 H.P. at 85 revolutions per minute, working

directly four Helios alternators of 450 kilowatts, and exciters of 110

volts and 300 amperes.Thealternators are coupled in parallel with

auxiliary resistances. The distribution board is placed in the middle

of the roomagainst the wall at a certain height. The arrival and

departure wires are placed for each machine on a special board. OA

the fore -part is a switchboard, which , by the aid of levers, enables the

chains tobemanipulated that work the interrupters , and the circuit

breakers ofthe high tension circuit and of theexciting circuit. The

circuit-breaking interrupters, the starting point of the high tension

feeders, and also the charging resistances ,are, in fact, placed in a
special closed room , situated below and behind the distribution

board .

The mains are in the form ofconcentric armoured lead -covered

cables, placed in woodun cases. The central station has undertaken

the lighting of the streets in certain quarters, and the feeding of some

motors; sub-stations for transformation into continuous currents for

traction are going to be supplied.

At Hamburg, the new station in the Carolinens-Strasse supplies

three sub -stations of accumulators placed within the town, and

furnishes the tramways with the necessary electrical energy. This

station has a large boiler room containing 16 boilers, each with

250 square metres of surface,and an engine room of 17 metres by 50,

in whichare installed six triple expansion verticalsteam engines of

1,200 H.P. at 100 revolutions per minute. Two of these engines each

work two Schuckertdynamos of 500 kilowatts at 300 volts, three each

work three similar dynamos at 600 volts, and the sixth engine drives
a dynamo of 1,000 kilowatts at 600 volts. The distribution board is

very well arranged ; on the wooden part are placed all the arrival

wiros of the engines, and on the sides are the departure wires of the
circuits .

There is also at Berlin the Post -strasse station, situated within the

town, and containing five compound vertical steam engines of500 H.P.

at 120 revolutions& minute. These engines work five Schuckert

dynamos of 400 kilowatts at 250 volts, which effect a special dis
tribution .

The first electric station was established at Berlin in 1885. The

distribution is effected by three wires at 220 volts. There are now

four large stations and one sub-station , all connected with one
another and feeding the same system of distribution. The station of

the Markgrafenstrasse containssix compound vertical steam engines

of 300 H.P. at 82 revolutions per minute, working dynamos with
internal poles and also three rotary transformers of 400 kilowatts.

The primary of these transformersisfed by the triphasedcurrents
coming from the station of Schiffbauerdamm . The secondary
circuit is formed by a dynamo of 250 volts. The etation of

Mauerstrasse contains two steam engines of 300 H.P. at 82 revolu.

tions per minute, four engines of 1,000 H.P., and two engines of

1,500 $.P. Amongst the dynamos are two of 238 kilowatts, four of

364 kilowatts , and four newdynamos of 650 kilowatts. In the

station of the Spandauerstrasse are three steam enginesof 1,000 H.P.

and four of 1,500 H.P., and also six dynamos of 364 kilowatts

and eight of 650 kilowatts. The station of Schiffbauerdamm

contains three engines of 1,000 H.P., two of 1,500 H.P. working

respectively six dynamos of 364 kilowatts and two triphased
alternators.

The sub -station of Königin Augusta Strasse is fitted with two

batteries of 138accumulators of acapacity of 12,000 ampere-hours .

There is now incourse of installationat Oberspree a large station
of 50,000 H.P. which is to effect the distribution ofelectrical energy

in the suburbs of Berlin . Up to the present the electrical tramways

in Berlinhave been worked partly by overheadwires and parily by
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underground cables, the energy being supplied by the station of

Mauerstrasse, trom Behrenstrasse to Treptow , and from Treptow to

Dönhoffsplatz. Experiments in traction have also been made with

accumulators on the line from Berlin to Charlottenburg. At Berlin

we also visited the works of the Allgemeine Elektricitäta Gesells

chaft ,and at Charlottenburg , the workshops of the firm of Siemens

and Halske. The central station of Leipzig is situated outside the

town ; it comprises a system of distributionby continuous currents

which supplies consumers living pear, and atransmission by triphased

currents to a sub-station situated within the town . A rotary trans

former works & continuous currentdynamo of 350 kilowatts at

250 volts, and also three survolteurs for Tador accumulatore. The whole

of this installation was provided by the Siemens & Halske Company.

At Leipzig there are two different traction companies working

different systems, one running 80 cars and the other 185.

The town of Munich has up tothe present only undertaken public

lighting and experiments in traction. The distribution is effected at

660 volts and feeds about 850 arc lamps. The station of Muffat

werk contains at present a turbine of200 H.P., working by trans

mission two Schuckert machines of 66 kilowatts ' at 330 volts, and

three similar machines of 26 kilowatts ; this same transmission is

also driven by a steam engine of 300 HP. Two otherengines of

350 H.P. have also just been installed, and one of 700 E P.,and one

of 1,000 H.P. is now in course of installation . M. F. Uppenborn,

engineer-in -chief to the municipality,explained to us the projects

that will shortly be put into execution , and which include three

central stations using triphased corrents with sub-stations using

continuous currents, the whole comprising a power of 21,000 H.P.

At Nuremberg, there isamunicipal central station which possesses

tour alternators of 480 H.P. at 2,700 volts, and one of 1,000 H.P.

In the town a special system of traction by trolley is used. But

what is most worthy of notice is the large establishment of the

Elektricitäts Aktien -Gesellschaft, where at every step we meet with

electric transmissions, machinery, experimenting rooms, foundries,

and erecting rooms. The company is erecting by the side of the

first establishment a second, which will perhaps be still further

developed.

At Strasburg, the central station supplies electrical energy for

distribution, properly so -called , and for traction. The steam engines,

five in number, are compound vertical engines supplied by the

Société Alsacienne, two of 200 H.P. driving at the same time a

triphased current alternator of 80 kilowatts, a continuous current

dynamo of 125kilowatts at 300 volts, and threeengines of 300H.P.

each driving a triphased current alternator of280 kilowatts. It will

beinteresting to give a few particulars as to the cost price and the

selling price. Generally speaking, the cost of coal is trom 12 to 18

trancs the ton , and we reckon about 3 kilogrammes per kilowatt-hour

produced.

At Frankfort the cost price of the kilowatt-hour is .305 tr., includ.

ing interest and sinking fund. At Cologne and at Düsseldorf the

cost prices are respectively '192 and 126 tr., including interest and

sinking fund. Theselling prices varyfrom 08 to :1 fr. the hectowatt

hour for lighting, and from *025to035 tr. for motive power ,with

roductions amounting to 40and50 per cent. We will conclude by

saying that in March, 1897 , Germany possessed 1,025,785 incan

descence lamps of 50 watts, 25,024 arclamps of 10 amperes, and a
power of 21,800H.P. for engines installed. At Berlin , at the end of

the season 1896-97, there were 196,076 incandescence lamps, 9,173

arclamps, 357 apparatus of various kinds, and 2,056 motors of
7,475 H.P. It must be remembered that in 1888-89 there were

17 motom of 60 H.P., in 1892-93 about 232 motors of 785 H.P., and

in 1895-96 about 347 motors of 4,813 H.P.

M. R. Picou asked M. Laffargue if the prices named include both

the expenses of the sinking fund and the expenses of administration ;

he also said that it is notpossible to establish any comparison as to

cost price with distributions possessing only aconcession of short

duration in order to ensure the sinking tand.

M. LAFTARGUB replied that these particulars are given ; it is quite

evident that no comparison is possible between concessions whose

respective durations are 40'and 18 years.

The PBBSIDENT then read out the results of the elections. The

candidates elected were as follows :

President ( 1899–1900 ) , M. Violle ; vice -presidente, Messrs. Clérac

and Monnier ; secretaries, Messrs. Abraham and Grosselin ; treasurer,

1. L. Violet ; Members of the Committee: Messrs. Blondel, Blondin,

Bouchard, Obammat, Desroziers , Ebel, Gaiffe, Gauthier-Villars,

Ch.Ed. Guillaume, Ol. Krebs, P.Laporte, A. Larnande, Margaine,

Poincarré, Radigaet, De Romilly, G. Lautter, J. Voisedat; Members

of the Committee of Accounts : Messrs. Armengaud, jan ., A. Berthon
and G. Masson .

Dr. D'ARSONVAL thenthanked the Society forthe honour that had

been conferred upon him by electing him president,and he invited
M.R. V. Picou to succeed him .

M. Picou asked permission to postpone until the next sitting the

customary speech, and the meeting then broke up.

Now , however, that America is in a state of actual warfare with

Spain, and requires, we suppose, all her forces to be ready within a

very short space of time, there is a somewhat similar movement on

foot in that country. Over seven years ago the attention of the

U.S. was forcibly drawn to the advisability of forming such a corps,

and it advantage bad been then taken of the warning, the States

would probably by, this time have possessed a well-equipped

body ready for all emergencies. There is no doubt that the

Hispano-United States conflict will teach many lessons in

wartare to both countries, though what the result of the affair

may be it is unwise toattempt to conjecture. Bat in the matter of

electrical engineer volunteers, the states may perhaps regret that

steps were not taken earlier instead of waiting forus to set the

example . However , at past the eleventh hour, Captain Eagene

Griffia, U.B.A. retired, the first vice- president of the General Elec

tric Company, has organised an auxiliary corps of electricians and

clectricalmachinists,which will serve in the armyor Davy, or both.

The engineer corps of the army has been short of electrical experts,

whose servioes have been in great demand in the preparation and

planning of submarine mines and torpedoes. Captain Griffo recog

Dised this deficiency of skilled workers, and, with the permission of

the Secretary of War, formed bis plans, and has carried them out to

success. He bas, according to ourNewYork namesake, obtainedthe

Dames and the day and night addresses of a large number of skilled

workmen in the employ of the General Electric, Westinghonse, and

other electrical concerns in New York and tbe NewEngland States.

This information was sent direct to General John M. Wilson, U.S A. ,

chief of the engineer corps, who now has it on file. Anumber of

these volunteersbave already been at work in New York Harbour,

Boston, and Philadelphia. Later news says that in less than a week

Captain Griffin enrolled over 1,000 men .

Our contemporary, in a recent editorial, remarked that ultimate

success in both land and sea practice depends very largely upon the

electric current in one form or another. The preparations being

made by electrical engineers and manufacturers arebriefly meationed .

In the first place the government has purchased thousands of miles

of submarine and underground cable and other kinds of wire. These

conductors are to be used for connecting and operating submarine

mines and torpedoes, for establishing means of communication

between the coast defence fortifications, and for feeders to supply

current to the searchlights located at advantageous points along the

coast. Nearly all the large wire manufacturing companies wereat

the beginning of April working their plants day andnight, andthe

orders of many of their regular customers had to be side-tracked on

the patriotic understanding that the government's needs at such a

time must take precedence . One wire company was ordered to

manufacture all the cable of a certain type it could turn out by a
specified date some months in the future .

There was great activity in the manufacture of searchlights,

large orders being received. In this connection, it is interesting to

note that central stationslocated near the Long Island coast, such as

the Edison Company in Brooklyn , have arranged to supply all the

current requiredto operate searchlights on the fortifications in their

vicinity. Electricians familiar with setting and connecting sub

marine mines were in great demand. The army engineer officer in

charge of the fortifications in the vicinity of NewOrleans has made

a request for as many experts as can be spared. The General Elec

tric Company furoished a party of 20 experts to be placed at the

service of the government for torpedoworkand connecting up search

lights . The Western Union and the Postal Telegraph companies baye

formed twocorps of expert telegraphers composed of 50 men each,

equipped with pocket kits of tools.

The telephone companies along the coast have also made arrange

ments to assist thegovernment in every possible way ,

The later technical journals to band by this week's mail are , of

course, well stocked with news regarding electrical work in connection

with the war.

Mr. Frank J. Sprague, of the Sprague Electric Company, is

organising an emergency corps of electricians and electrical engineers

to work in conjunctionwiththe State Naval Reserve.

The Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company is shipping

large quantitiesof generators, motors, dynamos and wires to the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, for use in the installation of electric powerand

lighting plants on board the merchantmen, old monitors and coasting

steamers being equipped by the government.

President McKinley has issued anexecutive order establishing the
ratings of chief electrician, electrician first class and electrician

second class, to be taken from civil life for service inthe Navy. They

will be required to pass a physical and professional examination at

the New York NavyYard.

Prof. Elisha Gray has been describing in the Times - Herald , of

Chicago, a veryingenious arrangement by which the telautograph

couldbe adapted in coast and barbour defences for locatingtheexact
position of an enemy's vessel. By means of suitable electrical

connections the devicecould serve as a range fiader.

The government is, of course, giving special attention to tele

graphic communication along the coast, and to and in the West

Indies. The Western Electrician says that it has arranged for the

establishment in one day's time of its own telegraphic system for

secret service along the entire Atlantic coast. The whole coast will

be divided into districts. The government intends to build houses

on the beach, where naval reserve officers will be stationed with

telescopes tokeep watch and report toheadquarters in the cityall

sbips sighted at sea . The system will have connection with the

Western Union telegraph wires and the long -distance telephone.

Three operators will be stationed in the main office in Savannah,

which will be in full charge of the office and the signal corps. The

Savannah office will be in direct communication with the Navy

Department at Washington.

In New York, Boston , and other harbours, the work of connecting

ELECTRICITY IN WARFARE .

Tas establishment of the Electrical Engineers Volunteers Corps in

this country has led to steps being made in the samedirection by the

UnitedStates .Ayearorso ago when there seemed some likelihood
of our being brought face to face with the army or navy of some

other nation , the idea of the English electrical corps was born .

Since then there hasbeen much organisation work to be done, but

though this is in an advanced state we should question whether the

corpo would be ready for the field within a few weeks if required .
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the coast detences for electrical communication is proceeding with

energy. As a result of representations made by Capt. James Allen ,

signal officer stationed at Governor's Island, to General A. W.Greely ,

chief signal officer, of the absolate necessity of the expenditure of

more than $ 25,000 in the telephonic and telegraphic connections

between the fortifications in New York harbour, New York will get

$ 25,000 more to complete this work according to the originalplans.

Boston will get about $ 10,000, Philadelpbia about $5,000, and Wach.

ington, Baltimore,Newport,and Portland, Me., willalso get increased

appropriations. The total increasefor the Department ofthe East

is $ 96,000. This increased appropriation willmake it possible to do

anespecially importantwork ." All coast fortifications are provided

with range inders for the parpoke of determining the distance from

the fortification of an enemy's vessel. These , it they are to be used

effectively, must be supplemented by telegraphic apparatus, to enable

the man in the tower to telegraphto the gun pits the range of the

approaching vessel. The majority of therange finders in the forti.

Acations are now 80 equipped. Every one will be cquipped within

30 days.

One serious problem is the possible interruption of cable service in

the West Indies. An arrangement was recently made by which the

Uoited States and France will co -operate through their ministersat

Denmark in the establishment of apublic cable station on the Danish
jeland of St. Thomas. The cable is owned by a French company,

but its use has become of vital importance to the United States

Government, owing to the possible base of naval operations in the
Leeward Islands Secretary Long was particularly desirous of

having this cable arrangement effected. As a result of conferences

a dispatch was sent to the Uaited States minister at Copenhagen

asking bim to sécure the consent of the Danish Government, and at

the sametime the French authorities arranged to have their minister

at Copenhagen exert similar inflaences. Withthe Leeward Islands,

of wbich St.Thomas is a centre, as the probable centre of any naval

operationswhich may result from the present crisis, it is recognised

As of vital importance to secure cable facilities not controlled by

Spain. At present the cable line touching at Puerto Rico, and sub

jest to Spanish control, is the only means of communicating with

these islands. The French cable laods at St. Thomas, but the station

is merely for testing purposes, and messages are not received or

delivered. It is now proposed to have this station turned into a

regular bureau, in which case the government could be brought into

close cable communication with any naval rendezvous thore .

It is stated that the Western Union and the Postal Telegraph

Companies have begun to organise corps of skilled electricians,

wbose services are to be offered to the government. The Postal

Telegraph Company has already organised three companies of 60

men each in New York and an equal number in Boston for this

service. The particular work expected ofthe men is the laying of

submarine cables and connecting them with submarine mines and

torpedoes. Every man in each company has been provided with a

kit of tools, which, under orders,he carries with him day and night.

The mon bave been informedofthe service expected of them , and

they have been informed that they will draw their salaries from

thecompany as well astheir pay from the government.

Lynde Bradley, of Milwaukee, has devised plans for the use of the

X ray on board of war vessels and on the field. Mr. Bradley says

that while it would be a simple matter to bring the X ray into useon

awarship, considerabledifficulty would byattached to the introdaction

of the apparatus on the field . A small outfit would have to be

mounted on wheels for field use. The apparatus would, however, be

much lighter and more portable than may be imagined, and his field

apparatuscould be finished in a week. The great help that the X ray

would be to surgeons lies in the quick method of locating a ballet or

splinter in a man's body, a fracture of a budeor other serious injury.

It is saidthat thegovernment has practically closed a contractwith

the General Electric Company for eight 400,000 (projected) candle

power searchlights with dynamos, to be set up in thefortifications in

New York harbour. Thisorder will be supplemented in a short time

by onefor several more to be placed elsewhere.

The largest searchlight that had a place on the top of the manu

factures baildiog at theWorld's Fairhas been brought from Sandy

Hook to Fort Monroe, Va . It will illuminate Hampton Rɔads from

shore line to shore line.

surface, and if the tongue be applied to a piece of rubber
which has been in use for some time the taste of the acid is

very strong . I have seen the top of a Wheatstone bridge,

supposed to be capableof measuring accurately to one part

in 5,000, in which the total length exposed to leakage,

divided by the average distance between which leakage

could take place and the average voltage was only .008, with

the top so soid that the tongue could hardly be allowed to

touch it.

As a rule it is very hard to remedy this'; rabbing the sur

face does no good as the acid extends into some distance.

Rubbing with cigar ashes is advocated by somo, bat I

should fancy it would be almost impossible to remove the

last traces of alkali. The method used by the writer is to

steep the rabber in warm 10 per cent. caustic soda, then in

warm distilled water, frequently renewed, then drying in the

dark quickly and rubbing with pare paraffin, treated as

described under paraffin, then polished while warm . This

does good for a time, until the paraffintakes up dust.

For rods, a good way is to treat as abore and cost half ad

inch thick with paraffio ; then run over the rod with a

wooden die and cut a thread in the paraffin . Ran over the

thread about once a month, and good results will be

obtained .

With bridges , however, it is impossible to remove the top,

and the only thing which can be done is to keep them

covered up from light.

Rubber has also one other disadvantage, in that it does

not show dirt, and where rubber comes in contact with

copper it is apt to rot.

Glass is very bad because the alkali in it has a great

affioity for moisture. The alkali is slightly soluble, and

hence it is the custom with analytical chemists to boil all

beakers used in exact work for several days before using, 80

as to get the soluble alkali and silica out of them . When

possible this should be done with the glass of electrical

apparatus. Another very serious trouble is that the angle

of contact between water and glass is zero, so that when &

drop of water is placed in the mid lle of a pane of clean

glasg it immediately spreads all over it in a thin film . This

method is used by chemists to determine when a glass is

clean. Nothing mach can be done with glass but to keep it

dry. Salpharic acid is generally qsed, but it sometimes, if

allowed to get dust in it, givesoff vapoars which condense

on the sidesof the apparatus. This, bowever, does not often.

happen .

Evidently we need some substance of high ohmic resist

ance, and one which water will not wet. Boys, who has

earned the thanks of electricians for his happy discovery of

an almost perfectly elastic fibre, has given us also, as hehim

self has pointed out, such an insalator in quartz. Dip a

thread of glass in water and lay it between the knob of a

charged electrometer and the ground, and the leaves close

almost at once , the whole fibre being covered with a film of

water. Treat a quartz fibre similarly and the water slides

off it, or remains in little drops, each separate from its

fellow, and the insulator is apparently as good as the air

itself.

Quartz should, therefore, be used as much as possible in

electrical instrument work . It can be melted in a powerful

gas flame furnace , and though it can never be melted down

free from small bubbles, these make no difference except in

appearance. It is, however, po:sible to obtain glass which

contains no alkali, and resembles quartz in that is not wet
by water. Such a substance is Faraday's borate of lead
glaes, as he himself points ont. This is, however, too brittle

for mostwork, but by an admixture with silica & glass could

no doubtbemadewhich wouldbe perfectlysatisfactory. If

some glass manufacturers would take ap this question and
furnish ug such a material for electrical instruments, the

greater part of the present annoyance met with in making

delicate experiments would vanish. It would not leak, would

show dirt, could be readily cleaned , and would be free from

one of the great disadvantages of rabber, se , a large co

efficient of expansion, which is always making trouble by

bending terminals of resistance coile, thas changing their

valueand sometimes opening the circuit.

It is also probable that a fine gradeof porcelain would be

a great benefit to the electrical profession, if coated with a

good non -alkaline glaze.

For insulating the coils of resistances it is doubtful if we

HIGH RESISTANCE INSULATION ..

BY REGINALD A. FESSENDEN .

IN laboratory apparatus in many cases, for instance, with

electrometers and resistance boxes, we need as high ohmio

resistance as it is possible to get. Here, however, we are

met by the fact that the twosubstances most commonly
used , ... , hard rubber and glass, are among the poorest

insulators known for this class of work .

Rubber is very objectionable from the fact that whilst it

presents a nice bright appearance when new , it contains

sulphur and is very easily oxidised , especially when exposed

to light. A film of sulpburic acid is thus formed on the

• Extract from a paper read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. From an incomplete advance proof.
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air, to support 50 per cent. more than this pressure. Intro

duce two plates of glass of i = 8, each cm , in thickness .

Since the voltage divides itself up inversely to the capaci

tance, we will now have 8,889 volts between c and D. This

being at the rate of 17,778 volts per cm., and as it only

supports 15,000, we will get a spark between c and Dat

every reversal of the voltage, which will quickly beat the

glass and make it conduct. The full potential of 10,000

will then be between c and D ,and a regular arc will form .

Thus we see that the introduction of a good insulator will,

in all cases where an intermittent or alternating voltage is

used, have the paradoxical effect of weakening the insulation,

unless the whole space is filled up with the material. This

weakening is not generally apparent at once, as the spark ,

takes some time to eat its way back, and this explains why

many induction coils only last for a few years of operation.

Another cause is that treated of by Poisson, Clausius and

Maxwell. * This is, that layers of dielectrics of different

G
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have any good golid material. For paraffin cannot be used,

as its expansion and contraction are so great that large

pressures are put upon the wire and the resultant strains

change the resistance. It might be easy enough to prevent

the strain on thefirst solidification in away similar to that

devised by Rowland for cementing flat mirrors without

backling them , i.e., by mixing a little glycerine with the

beeswax ; the glycerine not dissolving in the beeswax makes
it act like a viscous flaid , i.e. , deform under the action of

infinitesimal forces in time. The glycerine, however, finally

works its way out like zinc in a resistance alloy ( as first

pointed out by Mr. Weston ), and if a similar method were

used with the coils, it would still be subjected to strains on

change of temperatare. Another objection which has been

made in England is that paraffin absorbs moisture. It is

possible that this is due to the dissimilar methods of pro

ducing American and English paraffin, as I have never had

to complain of this, except, of course, when cold paraffin was

placed in saturated moist air. The insulation resistance of

paraffin seems, however, to be markedly increased by the

treatment mentioned below . The great objection to paraffin

is its tendency to collect du :t. Shellac has been recommended ,

and since thecoils are in the dark, the material will oxidise

but slowly, and if care be taken to use pare alcohol for a

solvent, and not denaturised spirit (which sometimes contains

conducting impurities ), has a very high resistance when dry.

Some forms ofJapan lac seem to remain flexible permanently,

as,for instance, the sample a ( composition unknown), which

is 10 years old .

Oilis sometimes used for resistance coils, and this is with

ont doubt the best method , since the great point in the use

of resistance coils is to know their temperature. The writer's

experience with manganin and constantin, as practical labo

ratory standards, has been unfortunate, and he has bence

decided to use only standards of pure lead ran into glass

tubes, and kept in water. The reason is that, other things

being equal, the most sensitive Wheatstone bridge is that

which takes the greatest current without appreciable heating,

and in the ordinary form of resistance coil, a very small

current will heat the interior up to such a temperature, as to

alter the value. Moreover, if the coil is of a material not

affected by euch changes of temperature, it(with our present

alloys) will have a larger temperature coefficient, and as the

temperature of the interior of the coil is not known, this

introduces another uncertainty. With the oil mounting,,

however, this is all done away witb , and pare oil has a very
high resistance for low voltagee.

For condensers and induction coils it is not only necessary

to have materials of great ohmic resistance and of great

dielectric strength ; they must also be perfectly pure, and

free from admixture. For the first two properties there is

nothing so good as paraffin, when properly nsed, all compo
sitions such as beeswax ( cerotic acid ), &c., being quite in

ferior in both respects. Paraffin, and what is practically the

samething,pure ozokerite, will stand, according to the tests

of Mr. Chesney, which I had the pleasureof witnessing, at

the rate of 500,000 volts per inch . This I have confirmed

up to 600,000 volts alternating. Most substances,such,for

instance, as glass, are at once cut out from consideration,

from the fact that they have too much electrical absorption ,
and heat when subjected to a fluctuating voltage.

We must have an electrically homogenous dielectric, i.e.,

one of the same specific inductive capacity all through. This

capacities and resistances show electrical absorption, and

this theory has been proven experimentally by Muraoka,

who showed that by taking two fluids, neither of which

showed absorption, a layer of one on top ofthe other did do

80. Maxwell treated the general case. It has, however,

buen treated in a more specialised way in La Lumiere

Elec., in 1891. In this paper are brought out the following

points :

1. A dielectric, as in fig. 6, containing conducting par

ticles of water, for instance, may be considered as an
arrangement of condensers and resistances in series and

shunt with each other. Two cases, shown in figs. 7 and 8,
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is for two reasons. First, because if we have a dielectric, A,

between two charged conductors, the introduction of a

dielectric of greater specific inductive capacity, even if of

infinite dielectric strength and obmic resistance, will cause A

to break down. To take a numerical case - suppose we have

twoplates, 1 cm. apart, and attached to the terminals of a

10,000 volt A.C. dynamo ( fig. 5) . Suppose the dielectric,

are worked out, and fig. 9 gives the curve of charge in the

cases of fig . 7 ; E is the voltage on the condenser part, and
E' that onthe condenser and resistance.

2. A condenser can show large residual charge, though its

true ohmic resistance is infinite.

3. With dielectrics showing absorption, there will be found

some discharge time at whichthe amount of discharge will

be constant at all temperatures.

• "Elec. and Mag.,” Vol. I , Chapter X.
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4. Why in some tests insulation seems to be lower with

higher voltages .

5. Why the presence of conducting particles increases

apparent capacity.

6. That to get true ohmic resistance of most dielectrics,

voltage must be kept on for a long time, even for days.

7. Why Siemens's method of taking the rate of loss of

charge by electrometer does not give correct results.

8.That specific inductive capacity of such dielectrics can

only be determined by rapidly alternating currente. This

possibly explains an effect noticed by the writer many years

ago, i.e., that an A.C. static wattmeter immersed in water

did not give anything like the torque it should have if the

true value of k for water were 80.

9. The importance of getting out the last traces of water

in gatta -percha and paper when used for cables.

( To be continued .)

rod T T ', movable at o, on an axis perpendicular to the plane

of the figure. The part o r is of coft iron and the part o T

of ebonite or some other insulating material. On the part

or is wound a little bobbin, v, traversed by a continuous

current. From it we get at T a determinate magnetic pole.

When the alternating current traverses E E ' , an oscillatory

movement is imparted to the rod T, the period of which is

equal to that ofthe alternating current. On the part, o T ',

of the oscillating rod are fixed two platinum plates, D D' ,

connected by two flexible wires with the terminale, co ' .

Daring the movement the two plates, D D', come

Euccessively in contact with the terminals, a B, a' b' ; these

are connected two by two with the arrival terminals, B B ', of

the inductive current ; the arrangement of the apparatas

shows therefore that if, for instance, the + pole of the

current is at B, and the - pole at B' , the current which

circulates between c and c ' , in consequence of the successive

closings of thecurrent due to the movement of the rod, will

go alternately from c to c ', and from c' to c ; the nature of

the current between these two terminals will be reversed

between two successive breaks. We see, therefore, that the

induced electromotive forces of opposite nature ( fig, 3) will,

-

A NEW INTERRUPTER FOR INDUCTION

COILS *

By V. CREMIEU .

In consequence of the working of the interrupters used in

Ruhmkorff coils, the induced electromotive forces, of

opposite nature, are not equal in absolute value; they may

be represented by the curve ( fig. 1) in whiche r shows the

electromotive force induced on the breakage of the primary
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at each movement, be the sum of two quantities that are

always the same, and of the same sign. They will therefore

be equal in absolute value.

The apparatus works very well. For an intense inductive

current, the contacts, a a' and B B ' , and the part o T ' of the

rod should be immersed in some suitable liquid.

The only drawback which can , however, easily be provided

against, isa somewhat considerable loss of energy ; in order

to obtain sparks of the same length, it is necessary to send

into this interrupter a current of double the electromotive

force required with a Foucault interrapter. The apparatus

is, moreover, reversible, i.e. , if we connect the terminals co'

with the two poles of the alternating current, a derivation

FIG . 1 .

circuit and ef that which is induced on the closing of the

circuit. This difference, which is considerable, is productive

of much inconvenience in the use of induction coils.

mi
0

A
FIG . 4 .

B B '

A A

of which excites the magnet, E E ' , we get between the
terminals, BB', a reversed alternating current. If the

current arriving at c c ' is represented by the curve shown

in fig. 4, that received between B B ' wiủ be represented by

the curve shown in fig. 5 .

But we must avoid producing the successive breaks at the

Е в Е

FIG . 2 .

Fig . 5.By sending into the electro -magnet an alternating current,

we can, for low voltages, overcome this inconvenience ; but

this method cannot be used when we wish to obtain sparks

several centimetres long.

I have solved the question by means of the little apparatus

I am about to describe.

Anelectro -magnet EE' is excited by an alternating cur

rent ( fig. 2) . Between its two poles oscillates the end of a

Note presented to the Académie des Sciences, February 17th,

1898, and reproduced from L’Electricien .

momentwhen the periodic electromotive force has its maxi

mum value, or even a large fraction of this value.

A very simple arrangement enables us to produce the

breaks at the moment when this electromotive force is nil;

the screws of the contact terminals, a a', B B', are hollowed

out in the direction of their axis, with a cylindrical cavity

( fig. 6 ). At the bottom of this cavity is a very flexible

spiral spring and a cylindrical piece of platinum, T P,
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in the form of a plunger, the rod of which, T , would slip into

a brass screw cap, c, screwing on to the end of the screw .

The rod TT' being at rest ( fig 2) , the four screws are re

gulated so that they touch , without pressing, the contacts

т

FIG . 6.

through stays can be used , which for large fire -boxes

and high working pressures are thought to be better

than girder stays, because they leave the top of the

fire-box comparatively clear for cleaning purposes.

There is also said to be a saving in weight. The

scantlings on plates and stays are to suit the Board of Trade

requirements for a working pressure of 150 lbs. per square

inch . The extreme length of the boiler is 22 feet 6 inches,

its width 6 feet, and the height, exclusive of ashpan and

fittings, 7 feet 9 inches . The longitudinal seams are fitted

with double butt strips, and all rivet holes are drilled in

position. The main diameter of the barrel is 5 feet 6 inches .

The barrel plates ara i inch thick. Front plate, throat

pate, and fire-box casing & inch . Tube plates 4 inch, and

the fire-box plates to inch . The inside dimensions of

fire -box are : Length, 6 feet 016 inch ; width at top, 5 feet ;

width at bottom , 5 feet 3 inches ; total depth, 5 feet 2

inches ; depth to ficc - bars, 4 feet 67 inches. There are 98

steel tubes in the boiler, each of 3 inches external diameter,

10 S.W.G. thick, and 12 feet 1 } inch long between the tube

plates. This includes six stay tubes, with nuts on each

side of the tube plat s. The total heating surface is 1,080

square feet, and the grate area 32.2 square feet. The

guaranteed evaporative performance is 5,860 lbs. of water per

hour. The manufacturers subjected the boiler to a hydraulic

test pressure of 280 lbs. per square inch, and a steam

pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch without any sign of

leakage or any weakness.

DD', the end t being equidistant from the two poles of the

magnet E E '.

As soon as the rod Tt' oscillates, the contacts D D ' are

drawn right and left, alternately repelling the plung :rs a ß

on leaving a' B', and then repellinga' B'on leaving a B.

If we observe, moreover, that the rod Tt' passes through

its position of non -acceleration just at the moment when the

electromotive force of the alternating current which excites

E E' is also nil, and that the breaks are made at this very

moment, we see that there will be no break spark at a a, ß' ß '.

In practice, very feeble sparks are produced. The loss of

energy does not exceed a quarter of the original energy .

AMERICAN TRACTION PLANT.

BOILERS FOR CAPE TOWN ELECTRICITY

WORKS

MESSRS. CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH, of Lincoln, have

sapplied two large locomotive type boilers for the electricity

works at Cape Town. These are of the type shown in the

The Street Railway Review is grieved because an esteemed

English contemporary expressei the opinion that there was a

good field for British made electric traction plant inAmerica.

To send electric plant to America would savour of sending

coals to Newcastle, says the Street Railway Review in its

wrath, and it proceedsto give advice to Englishmen as to

F
A

Jolanta

photograph and known as the “ Belpaire.” The boiler is con

structed of mild steel throughout, and the fire -box plates are

of a special quality in order to withstand high temperatures.

The Belpaire type ofboiler is claimed to offer great advan

tages in respect of the staying of the fire -box crown, as

learning from American experience. We are not ourselves

disposed to questioa the fact that American experience is

very great in traction supplies manufacture. At the same

time, we doubt altogether the conclusions drawn from the

sale of American plant in England. In the first place,
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while Americans are busily engaged in cutting each others

throats, or rather prices, we observe that they all, with one

accord, keep an eye on the topmost brick of the high

tariff wall they have built around the domestic cockpit.

Americans can beat the world : they declare this to be

their conviction . At the same time, all the world can

see they have not got the courage of their convictions,

and whether they could do so or not, they dare not

face the world except from behind the high wall.
Wisely or unwisely, business on this side is conducted with

some idea of profit, and either because of this or because we

are too slow in adopting cheapening devices and machinery,

we cannot afford to sell the equipment of a car, including two

25 H.P. motors and all accessories, for £ 140, which is, we

believe, the price at which American plant is sold to

England. We are not informed as to whether American

manufacturers can make a profit on these rates, nor are we

told whether these low prices are available for American

purchasers. Wherever we have investigated the relative

prices of American goods at home and in England we have

invariably found that the prices for identical goods werevery

much less in England, and the conviction has forced itself on

us that England hasthe chance of buying a good deal of stuff

at less than it can be bought behind the tariff wall. All

Queen Victoria Street speaks to this conclusion . Protective

tariffs always produce these resalts. Another instance is that

English sugar users pay lees for sugar than its makers in

France or Germany. Itmay be that the overflow of American

manufactures is alone sold here at such low figures. What

ever the cause, it is certain that American goods are not

able to competein the open market, whereby we mean not the

neutral market alone, but the home market also. Americans

themselves do not yet believe in their ability to compete on

fair terme, or they would knock a brick or twooff their 50 per

cent. wall of tariffs — or is it 75 per cent. ? a few per cent.

makes no difference, however — and come out into the open .

Wbile we English are certainly likely topurchase a good deal

of bounty -fed sugar and tariff-cheapened machinery for some

time, we cannotagree with the Street Railway Review , that

American factories can give us as good and enduring appa

ratus as we are likely to evolve athome. It is not as our

contemporary supposes, a question of conditione, nor is it

that English engineers decry American experience .

With an equal amount of experience, we venture to say

that English Traction plant will surpass that of American

make. At present we have not the experience, and

Americans take very good care that we shall not gain that

experience by manufacturing for them. Our contemporary

Would retort that they know better than buy from such

inexperienced people. We anticipate the retort, and would

reply that they dare not give us the chance of selling, nor

dare they offer their own pablic the chance of buying.

8,638. " Improvements in electric furnaces for the manufacture of

carbide of calcium or other electro-chemical or electro-metallurgical

products of the like kind .” P. DETERMES. Dated April 13th .

8,645. " Improvements in telephone directories. " J.D. BROWNING.

Dated April 13th. (Complete.)

8,710. " Improvements in and relating to electrical incandescence

lamps .” J. R.QUAIN . Dated April 14th .

8,713 . " Improvements in and connected with generators for

electrical igniters in gas or like engines. " B. MCINNERNEY. Dated

April 14th . ( Complete.)

8,718 . " Improvements in telephonic apparatua." M. FREUDENBERG

Dated April 14th .

8,735. “ Improvements in telegraphic transmission over long

submarine cables by Wheatstone's automatic apparatus.” 8. Roos

and P. BIBAGHI. Dated April 14th.

8,823. " Improvements in or connected with drum apparatus for

electric generators and motors. ” V. A. F'YNN. Dated April 15th.

8,829. " Animproved apparatus for counting telephonic conver

sations." F. GRAF. Dated April 15th .

8,832 . " Improvements in electricity meters .” C. E. O'KEENAN.

Dated April 15th .

8,848. “ Improvements in the method of and means for the elec

trical propulsionof railway, tramway and other similar vehicles."

W. G. Hays. (J.J. Heilmann, France .) Dated April 16th . ( Complete.)

8,856 . "An improved methodofintercepting dust arising from

the commutator of dynamos.” J. McLAREN. Dated April 16th.

8,864. " Improvements in electric devices for theatrical purposes."

M. SANSON . Dated April 16th. ( Complete.)

8,901. " Improvements in or relating to electrostatic machines."

L. S. A. COHENDET & Co., and P. ARCHAT. Dated April 16th . (Date

applied for under Patents, &c , Act, 1883, Sec. 103, March 5th being

date of application in France ).

8,913. “ A method of and means for transmitting electric currente

through musical instruments to players or performers." H. B.
KNOBLAUCH . Dated April 16th .

8,920. " Improvements in trolley poles and standards for electric

traction .” SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., LTD , and F. AYTON . Dated

April 16th.

8,927. " Improvements in electrical apparatus for gas lighting and

other purposes." J. F. BENNETT and W. APPLEYARD. Dated

April 16th.

ABSTRAOTS OP PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS,

Copies of any of those Specifications may be obtained of Menors, W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822 , High Bolborn, W.O., price, post free, Id.

( in stamps ).)
1897 .

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEW PATENTS. - 1898.

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patont Agents, 822, High Holborn, London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .]

5,136. “ Improved electric tan bark bath and apparatus therefor."
J. J. STANGER. Dated October 9th , 1897 . This relates to an

improved tan bath for use against rheumatism , gout, & c. There is a

bath filled with tapnin solution, to which the electric current is

supplied, sothat the main conductor is in connection with the

electrodes. These electrodes are carbon and do not contaminate the

tannia solution. They are inserted in slotted wood frames placed in

bath, and are easily removable. Upon a plate there are placed a

rheostat, & reversing switch, a current meter, and a bell in such a

manner thatthese apparatuses which control the current at will are

easily accessible from the bath . 3 claims.

4,183 . " Improvements in electric incandescent lamps ." 0. S.

DOLLEY, R. HAWKINS, T. M. LIGBTFOOT, H. P. GOODWIN. Dated

October 16th, 1897. This consists of an electric lamp, which has an

incandescent filament compressed between two non -conducting plates

of mica one or both of them being transparent. The air has been

exbausted from between these plates, which are set in a hermetically

sealed boundary frame. The carbon conductor is furnished with
platinum wire connections. 3 claims.

9,173. " An electro -therapeutical lamp.” R. I. MAYER. Dated

October 16th , 1897. This consists of ahandle, on end of which

there is filled anincandescence lamp within a suitably arranged

refltctor, through the core of the handle pass the conductors. 1 claim .

19,035. “ Improvements in electrolytic apparatas." H. SBFTON

Jones. (A communication from E. Balbach .) Dated October 16th ,

1897. This consists of a cathode case composed of a trough having

its bottom divided in two portions, one of which is horizontal,

The other portion Bloping down and connectiog the horizontal

portion throughout its length. It is provided with a cathode plate

and an anode suspended therein , arranged to cover the horizontal

portion of the bottom only. The anode case is composed ofan

exterior frame which has a grated bottom , and an inner trame fitting

into the exterior case , with a filter cloth bottom . Instead of one

anode case there may be a series, arranged transversely side by side.
5 claims.

20,041 " Improvements in metal for telegraph and other poles."

G. W.GLAZIER. Dated October 16th , 1897. Thisconsists of a pole

to the end of whichis securedsegmental metal basesections by

means of bolts; the lower ends of these sections are made outwardly

flaring, and are provided with a series of perforations through which

the earthis rammedafterthese sectionshavebeenplaced inacavity
in the ground. On the outside of these sections are strengthening

ribs which, besides serving to increase the strength,also in a measure

conceal and protect the heads and nats ofthe fastening bolts.

2 claims

60

8,489. “ Improvements relating to the electro- deposition of metal.”

H. W. WRIGHT. Dated April 12th.

8,495 . " Improvements in electric switches and fases." J.

MCFARLANE and HOLLAND HOUSE ELECTRICAL MANOFACTORING

COMPANY, LIMITED Dated April 12 sh .

8,528. “Process and apparatus for concentrating magnetic iron

ores and brickiog the same for market. ” B. J. B. MILLS. ( T. A.

Edison, United States ) Dated April 12tb . ( Complete . )

8,539 . Improvements in and relating to electric heaters. ” E F.
PORTER . Dated April 12th. (Complete.)

8,550 . " Improvements in automatic magnetic circuit breakere."
W. M. SCOTT. Dated April 12th. ( Complete.)

8,584. " An automatic switch for electric cooking utensils ." F.J.

Down and J. Eck. Dated April 13th.

8,602. " Barriers for the outside entrance of tramway, electric

tramway and railway carriages." C.LINDNER. Dated April 13th.

8,603. “ Waterproof contact apparatus for electric railways with

underground conductor," G. IHLE. Dated April 13th. (Complete.)

&
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We notice in the columns of an American contemporary

an admirable little homily addregeed by Mr. W. D. Weaver

to those terribly optimistic people who, apsatisfied with all

that modern electrical science has done for them , are ever

anticipating new discoveries of transcendental magnitude,

and accept with all the credulity of profound ignorance those

scientific fairy tales with which the non -technical press is ever

ready to supply them . This attitude arises in part, as Mr.

Weaver points out, from the air of mystery with wbich in

the popular mind all things electrical are specially en

shrouded . The achieved results of electrical science have

struck the popular imagination, and ignorant of the bounds

set by the nature of electrical energy, it runs riot in the

region of the impossible. To-day the public hears with

respectful admiration that one of the Grand Lamas of

the electrical cult is ready, nay, it is whispered,

anxious, to annihilate whole battalions on bloc with

the aid of an electrified squirt; to -morrow , that the

electric fluid has at last been tracked down and bottled, and

can be supplied in various colours, and at the most reasonable

prices, for the cure of diseases of diverse kinds. The public

finds no difficulty about the reception of these stupendous

yarns, and like the young gentleman in fiction, asks for

more ! Of the unknown and the mysterious, it argues, all

things may reasonably be expected.

As a matter of fact, however, the theory of electricity is

as firmly established now as are the theories of light and

heat, and far more so than that of gravitation, the most

familiar of all the forces of nature, and at the same time

the most incomprehensible. The time is yet to come when

anything even approaching a satisfactory explanation can be

given of the fact that a stone released from the hand falls to

the ground. We are not, however, always anticipating

revolutionary discoveries in thermo-dynamics, optics, or

mechanics ; we have a distinct and practical idea of the

limits of probable development in those sciences, of the

boundary between the possible and the impossible.

Moreover, there are limits which we can discern even in

the absence of a perfect knowledge of the ultimate nature

of electricity. We make our dynamos and transformers

now with an efficiency of about 95 per cent., leaving small

room for improvement when theory goes still deeper into the

nature of the medium we work with. The uncertainty we

may feel on such subjects as the dissociation of electrolytes

and the migration of ions is not incompatible with a practical

working knowledge of electro - chemical equivalents, the

corresponding thermo-chemical equations, and armed with

this knowledge we are able to turn a deaf ear to the wiles of

the primary battery promoter in the certainty, much to be

regretted, that apart from the solution of the great problem

of the direct conversion of the energy of carbon into electrical

* American Electrician , reprinted from the Annual Journal of the

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
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In this mine there is in sight or indicated some 400 million

tons, or sufficient at present production for 50 years. As all

the above mines must continue at present rates if the present

rate of iron manufacture is to be maintained, there will need

to be a vast further body of ore if America is to keep the

lead for an indefinite period. There appears good reason to

endorse Mr. Jeans's prediction that the centre of iron pro

duction may yet shift to other countries, as , for example,

Australia . But for many years to come the continent of

North America is likely to increase its output of iron. It is

still considerably behind the production of the equal area of

the Earopean Continent; indeed, has only just exceeded the

production of England, a small section of Europe, about half

the size of a moderate American State. The advantages of

the Lake Superior ores generally are their great accessibility,

being often surface mined and well placed for cheap working;

they are very rich in iron and low in phosphorous, and 80

are eminently Bessemer ores, and the ore beds are of great

extent. Some samples assay over 67 per cent. iron, and out

of nine grades of ore in the Vermilion ranges none went less

than 60 per cent. Phosphorous is very rarely over 0· 1 per

cent. On the Mesabi range a steam shovel can load 500

tons per hour at 7d. per ton on the cars, and at times it is

claimed cars have been loaded for 5d. per ton . Evidently

there will be po scarcity of iron in the lifetima of anyone

living to -day.

energy, no revolutionary change in the cost of production of

the latter can be expected. The solution of this problem

means an extension of the life of our coalfields of many

centuries, revolutionary changes in scores of established

industries, the disappearance of such evil-smelling anach

ronisms and architectural monstrosities as gas works, and

incidentally, the enriching of its discoverer beyond the

dreams of avarice ; but it may well be that our coalfields

will be exhausted, and, perhaps, our spendthrift race with

them , before the realisation of that great idea .

Mr. Weaver discusses two other attractive problems to

which it has been thought that electricity might furnish &

solution - the production of light without heat, and the

transmission of energy across space without the use of a

conducting wire. Much was hoped from Tesla's work on

the former subject, but little practical result has been

achieved . There is no prospect of the direct production of

currents having a frequency of even 4 x 1014 periods per

second , the radiation from which would be just visible to

the eye as dull red light. The smallest wave length reached

even in the oscillatory discharge of microscopic condensers

is measured in centimetres instead of in their hundred

thousandth part, and it is only by molecular impact, as in

a vacaum tube, that vibrations of a sufficiently rapid order,

unaccompanied by heat, have been obtained .

The problem of the transmission of energy across space

has recently been brought vividly before the mind in con

nection with the Marconi system of telegraphy. There is

something singularly fascinating in the idea of the Morse

key ticking away its message in the room at Bournemouth,*

and the printing instrument over at the Needles recording

the words just as certainly as though a cable linked the

instruments together. But it is a far cry from this achieve

ment to the transmission of energy for power purposes

across space . Even the small amount of energy required

for the printing instrument is not transmitted, only the

infinitesimal quantity required to operate the coherer, which

serves as an almost incredibly sensitive relay. The energy

from the transmitter is scattered in all directions through

space, and the waves can only be gathered into a

parallel beam with difficulty and with considerable loss.

As yet, moreover, we have no means of generating this

particular form of wave energy in sufficient amount to serve

any practical purpose, quite apart from the difficulty of

transmitting it when obtained. It seems likely, therefore,

that we shall have to put up with copper mains, and the

C R losses contingent thereon, for some time to come, in

spite of the advantages that wave motion in the ether seems

to offer as a practically wasteless mode of transmission .

Feed.

MR. MACFARLANE GRAY has again
Economy of Hot

drawn attention to what Mr. Kirkaldy

first discovered , that it pays to heat feed

water with live steam drawn from the same boiler into which

the feed is being pat. Mr. Gray only attempts to explain it

by increased mobility of water. Our contemporary, the

Electrician, attempts a more scientific explanation, that the

economy due to this live steam feed heating is due to the

better thermo-dynamic efficiency of heat transmission from

fire to hot water than from fire to cold water . The larger

temperature drop in the case of cold water is useless. Heat

ought to be transferred as near the maximum temperature as

possible. If this feed -heating question oan be explained

thermo-dynamically, what a chance the men have missed

who, like Mr. Gray, are thermo-dynamicians and yet have

failed to fit the practice to theory. Are we again to see a

thermo-dynamic theory fitted to a proved practical fact, for

there seems now no reason to doubt the facts. It is an

unfortunate shortcoming of most scientific men that they

are not possessed of the ability to foresee facts from their

theoretic knowledge, though they are very ready to assert

themselves in picking the flesh off the skeleton and

exposing the hard dry bones beneath. Practical men would

be glad of a few X rays of scientific research to show the

bones in the living creature without the process of stripping

off the flesh . It has been held that the only duty of the

furnace ought to be to supply the latent heat to the

water in a boiler. To a very large extent this has been

followed in north country practice where heat of lowdegree,

otherwise going to waste, is employed to heat the feed in the

economiser or flue feed heater, and this may account to some

extent for the good evaporative results obtained there from

plein boilers.

The Scientific American states that from
The American Iron

Trade Prospects . four of the Lake Superior iron mines, viz .,

the Marquette opened in 1856, Menominee

opened in 1880, Gogebic opened in 1884, and the Mesabi

opened in 1892, there have been produced over 98 million

tons of ore. The last mine alone produced in five years over

8 millions of tons, one half of which ore is of over 60 per

cent. iron, and contains only 0.06 per cent. of phosphorous.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. Last night at

the ordinary (extra ) general meeting, held at the Society of

Arts, a paper was read on “ The Prevention of Interrup

tions to Electricity Supply," by Mr. Leonard Andrews,

Associate.
• ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Vol. xlii., p. 538 .
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CARBON BRUSH -HOLDERS.

BY ERNEST KILBURN SCOTT.

carrent which is flowing ; the result of this being that too

big an amperage is crowded into the surface of the brush,

causing it to fuse and stick. It is this fusing of the metal

(shown when it is very pronounced by yellowish sparks) that

scores the commutator, the small bluish sparks which spit

off from the outer edge of the brush being comparatively

harmless. Carbon brushes being infusible prevent this

trouble.

PART I.

( Concluded from page 564.)

The other more widely known but, perhaps, little under

stood method , is by theuse of a solid carbonblock, or , better

still, by a multi-section carbon brush . Fig. 4 showssuch a PART II.

As the designs of brush - holders are very numerous, it will

be necessary to confine the purely descriptive part of this

article to a few typical types. Most brush -holders intended

for metal brushes have the one great fault of not allowing

the brush to be automatically set up by a parallel feed. On

many holders, for example, it will be noticed that as

Fibro

TYPE METAL

LAMINATED

SPRING
A

H
E

Gvolden Carbon Brush Holder.

Section AB

FIG . 4,

Spring burrela

Adjusting Screw

FIG . 5.

the brushes are worn down, the wearing end gradually

drops away from its proper position , antil (if left without

adjustment for a long enough period) it becomes almost

Equare acroes, and causes sparking by reducing the lead .

Designers of carbon brush -holders appear to have borne

this in mind, with the result that in most types the brush

remains in the same position relatively to the commutator .

brush and holder designed by the writer, from which it

will be seen that the brush is made up of the scrap ends

of ordinary arc lamp carbons bunched together, as shown in

the section A B. Type metal is cast round them at one end,

and in order to get the metal to hold properly they are

spaced about sth inchapart, thus giving the multi-section

brush. When the carbons are worn away the type metal

can be melted off and used over again. In connection with

this holder it should be noted that the tangential pressure

keeping the brusb firmly against the holder casting, can

only be fully utilised when the armature is revolving in the

direction of the arrow .

The immediate effect of increasing the resistance in the cir

cait of the short - circuited coils may be explained as follows :

When working at full load the coil undershort circuit must

be in a field of considerable strength, in order that the

current may be properly reversed . It follows, therefore,

that if the load is allowed to falloff without the lead being

proportionately reduced, the field will naturally tend to

cause an excessive flow of current through the short

circuited coils. This is where the above-mentioned extra

resistance comes in , as a check against the rush of current

and consequent arcing and waste of heat.

Another point in connection with the design of brushes

and commutator is, that the interval of short circuit, or, in

otherwords, the width ofa brush, has a marked effect upon

sparking. On a given dynamo, with single -wound arma

tures, for example,commutation can be more easily effected

in a strong field if the brushes cover several segments in

etead of only one. One may therefore argue that a high

induction density in the armature is not only a good feature

because it reduces the weight of copper and iron per kilowatt

outpat, but that it also allows of athick brush being used ,

or, in other words, it shortens up the commutator. Where

currents running into thousands of amperes have to be dealt

with, the advantage of this is obvious, for even with double

or quadruple wound armatures the cost of the commutator is

a heavy item in large outpat machines.

When a commutator appears to work well at first, but

afterwards becomes badly scored, it will generally be found

that it is caused by the proportions being such that the con
tact surface between the metal brush and the receding seg

ment of the commutator decreases more rapidly than the

2.

I
I

MITTIT

FIG . 6 .

It has also, no doubt, been partly due to the fact that carbon

wears perfectly with a square end ; in fact, reversing motors

must of necessity have the carbon in the radial position.
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Fig . 5 shows a type of brush -holder which was designed

for the earlier Goolden motors for use in colliery work, haul

ing, coal cutting, &c. It was one of the first to take advan

tage of the tangential action of the commutator to prevent

chattering, a point of considerable importance not only on

account of the noise and sparking at the commutator, but

also because it is liable to set up sparking between the carbon

and its holder.

The barrel with its concentrically coiled spring, shown in

sectional elevation in the figure, makes a very neat arrange

ment, but in the event of the spring breaking or loosingits

temper, it is a trifle awkward to replace. The carbon blocks

were 24 inches long x 14 inches x 3 inch thick, and were

covered with a layer of electro -deposited copper,

adjustment, this removal being affected through a malleable

iron cover on the top casting of the motor .

The Walker Manufacturing Company, of America, makes

the type of holder shown in fig .8, which allows the carbon

block to adjust itself to a bearing, whilst at the same time

advantage is taken of the rotation of the commutator to

keep thecarbon firmly pressed against the metal part of the

holder. The currentdoes not therefore have to pass through

bearing surfaces or springs, and the type is on this account

very suitable for large currents. The facility with which

theold carbons can be removed and a new set put in , is a

very noticeable feature, and it will also be noticed that

chattering is entirely prevented .

0000 weet
LIC

Fig . 7. — BBUSH -HOLDER OF THE STEEL MOTOR COMPANY,

JOHNSTOWN, U.S.A.

FIG . 9.

Fig. 6 shows a side and end view of the brush -holder of a

Thomson-Houston tramcar motor as made by the General

Electric Company of America. The finger or hammer

lever is shown in the raised position with the spiral

spring just below the centre of the pivot. Theend of the

finger is also shown dotted resting on the top of the carbon

Spiral or coiled springs are always more or less a nuisance,

andattempts have therefore been made from time to time to

use flat laminated springs for the purpose . Fig. 9 shows

& brush -holder with a spring of this type similar

to those used on the motor-generators at the Electric
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FIG . 10. FIG . 8.

block as it would be in actual work. When new , the carbon is

31 inches long and has abearing surface on the commutator

of 2 inches by } inch. The elot in the brush -holder casting

is deep enough to allowthecarbon wearing down to 1 } inches

long, the pressure due to the spring being about the same
during the whole of the travel.

Fig. 7 is taken from a photograph of a pair of carbon

brush-holders made by the Steel MotorCompany, of Johns

town, U.S.A. The carbons are removed, and the right-hand

holder is shown with the hammer lever caught back ready

for a carbon to be put into position. The brush - holder yoke

is fastened to the top half of the motor frame,and it can be
removed along withthe brush -bolders without disturbing the

Cab Company's charging station , Lambeth . The desiga is

somewhat crude, but judging by the appearance of the

commutator it seems to answer its purpose very well.

Fig. 10 shows a well designed brush -holder made by

Siemens Bros. & Co., of Charlton, and fitted by them to the

large dynamos for the new Waterloo and City Railway. The

carbonblock is 7 inches long, 2 inches wide, and 1 inch thick,

and in orderto make it bed more easily it is held in

place by an ordinary copper gauze brush as shown in the figure.

The action of the holder is as follows Casting B moves

round the fixed spindle, c, whilst the casting, A, may be

firmly clamped to c in any required position bythescrew, »,

The main part of the current is conveyed from the brush
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THE UTILISATION OF BLAST FURNACE

GASES FOR ELECTRICAL POWER TRANS

MISSION

casting, B, to thespindle, through the flexiblecopper strips, L ,
and the carbon block, E, can be lifted and he off the commu

tator by meansofthe spring catcb, K, which is fitted withan
insulated end. The brush is drawn back into position

when this catch is released by means of the spring, F,

which also allows the pressure of the carbon on the commutator

to be regulated .

Fig. Il shows a carbon brush -holder suitable for a small

machine. As will be seen it is very simple in constraction,

and, of course, it could only be usedfor small currents.

By W. H. BOOTE .

8

( Concluded from page 532.)

FROM & careful consideration of results obtained , it would

appear that the amount of power that may regularly and

continuously be obtained from a blast furnace is 10 horse

power per ton of coal per week. Thus a furnace burning

1,000 tons per week would yield 10,000 horse -power con

tinuously under correct conditions of work , including the

driving of the blast by gas power and sandry other economies

into which it is not necessary more fully toenter. The fore

going figures will probably be sufficientto show that there is

de calculable saving of enormous extent to be made. My

tests of the actual plant more than confirm the figures, and

it is beyond cavil that the system is a success, commercially

as well as mechanically. Several other plants of utilisation

are either at work or projected , including one at the

Fcodingham Ironworke, one at Barrow , and an entirely new

plant, including a new furnace in France ; but of more than

special interest is one to be put up atthe Wigan Iron Com

pany's works in Lancashire, the special interest attaching to

this being that a length of it miles of canal has been

selected on which to make a trial of electrical traction as

FIG . 11.

The following tabulated particulars of brush gear, &c .,

may be found useful to designers and others:-Assuming the

amperes per square inch of contact for carbon brushes at

about a quarter of that allowed for metal gauze brushes, and

taking the usual standard sizes of machines and for brushes,

the following particulars will hold good.

TABLE L.

Blast furnace gas.

A gas

produ.er.

Wishaw . Frodingham .

Amperes. Metal gauze brushes. Carbon brushes.

...

20

Number.

1

2

3

3

45

75

Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide

Hydrogen
Marsh gas

Nitrogea

5 75

24.75

2:33

0 75

69.42

RO

27 3

1 5

66

196

6:4

1.3

66 1115 65-2

165

225

ვიი

450

600

Number.

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

6

Size.

7 x 2 x

7 x 2 x

7 x 2 x

7 x 2 x

7 x 2 x

7 x 2 x

7 X 2 X

7 x 2 x 1

7 x 2 x

Size,

34 x 2 x

3. X 2 X 3

3 x 2 x

3) X 2 X

5 x 2 x

5 x 2 x

5 x 2

7 X 2 x 1

7 x 2 x 1

1000 1000 100.0

5

6

Heat units per cubic foot 978 967 98.0

79:44Calculated cubic feet per I.A.P.
The sizes of brush flexibles may be taken as given in the

following table, which is based on a current density of

about 2,000 amperes per square inch ,

80-34 79-27

Percentage combustible 27 83 28.8 27 : 3

Diameter of copper

in inches.

Area in square

inches.

Maximum safe current

in amperes .

*009

021

037

058

.083

•112

•150

.224

.3

.45

.6

-75

20

45

75

115

165

225

300

450

600

900

1,200

1,500

Two

Two 1

Three

Fuur

Five :

The wicths of commutators vary a good deal, bat they are

all based more or less of the standard 7 inches x 2 inchis

x | ioch brush, as follows:

applied to canal barges. In this installation a gas engineof

about 30 H.P. will be employed, generating electricity for
three separate purposes . One of these is the lighting of

the ironworks as is being done at Wishaw ; the second

is the parification of the blast furnace gas itself by

electrification, the gas passing through & bighly

charged field , and depositing its load of dust which

aggregates and coalesces and drops by gravity outof the gas

stream . The third use of the current is, as stated, for canal

barge traction by means of small motors running apon a

lattice-framed rail carried on posts along the towing path .

There is, perhape, nothing in the mere transmission of elec

tricity along a short length of canal, but the matter has

nevertheless considerableinterest as being the first use of

electric current generated by furnace gases for power par

poses outside the premises on which the waste gas is mana

factured . Electrical transmission of power is common, and

the problem of the wasteful blast furnace only waits the

application of this solution to be at once recognised as a

source of power ofalmost unlimited extent.

If about 10 million tons of fuel are used annually in

Eaglish and Scotch blast furnaces, then about 2 million

horse -power is running to waste. Unlike huge water powers,

or even small ones, the utilisation of blast furnace gas does

not involve a great capital expenditure on works of prepara

tion such as dams, tunnels , pipe lines, aqueducts, & c., as

required where a water power is sought to be developed.

Seeing that this 2 million horse -power is located at about a

score of centres all over the land, there is an average of

D

-

Number of brushes side by side.

Width of commu

tator in inches.

Diameter of

rocker spindle.

... ...

AO
D

งง
ะ

:
:

711

Two 1" or one 2 "

Thne 1}" or two 2"

Four 11" or three 2"

Four 2"

Five 2"

Six 2 "

Seven 2 "

Eight 2"

25

57

74

97

12

147

161

1"

1 "

11"

11"187

S
t
o
t
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about a hundred thousand horse-power to distribute from

each . Electrical transmission alone is possible in this

matter. It would be sheer waste of timeto consider any

other system of transmission than that afforded by electricity.

The only costis that ofgas engines and cheap light holders,

scrubbers, and pipes. To what use can all this current be

applied ?

The whole of the cotton mills in the country would not, if

properly driven , absorb a fourth of the supply. The most

obvious use, apart from factories, is that of transportation

and light. Between them none of the gas produced in the

country need go to waste . Electrical traction may be looked

on as the next coming industry, the application to which of

the new power involves no rejection of old plant, no change

in existing conditions, and nosubversion of established ideas.

The obvious powerfor mostnew tramwaysis electricity, and

it is bound also to be applied to most old lines, if these are

to live in competition with new ones.

The application of electricity to main line service may well

wait until the tramway system of the country has been

modernised and extended . No engineer who had the means.

at his command need hesitate to undertake the supply of

ample power to the London underground railway from the

demand exceeds the rate of supply, the addition of a bolder
will tide over the peak of the demand “ curve . Farther

growth in demand can be met by further storage. The ques

tion ofstorage will not be of immediate urgency. Somuch

power is going to waste that it will be a long time before

unbelief is overcome sufficiently to absorb all the power

available . In no industry, however, has the production of

a large and apparently useless waste beenallowed to proceed

indefinitely. In the production of the ordinary illaminating

gas, the bye -products, once 80 difficult to dispose of, have

become almost the primary profite, and gas has become, in aa

sense, thebye-product. In the Scotch blast furnaces using

raw coal the tar and ammonia recovery has added a very

welcome margin to the profits of pig -iron production ; and
so in many other industries. Yet in none is thereso huge a

waste as that represented by the gases, still practically thrown
of the blast furnace , and only capable of employment

to their full capacity by the combined agency of the internal

combustion engine and the dynamo, with its attendant long

distance transmission .

The recent articles of Mr. J. S.Jeans dealing with the

subject of supremacy in iron manufacture have a very close

and special relation to this question of waste utilisation,

TABLE II.

Actual weights of elements per 100 cubic feet of gas .

Gas.
Per cent.

Volumes .

Weight

per

cubic foot.

Weight per 100
cubicfeet

of mixed gas.

Ratio of

constituents .

C. 0. H , N.

3 : 4 0.8316 1.1088

...

Carbonic oxide

Hydrogen

Marsh gas

Nitrogen

Carbonic acid

CO

H

CH,

N

CO2

24.75

2:33

0.75

66 42

5 75

0 ·0784

0-0056

0.0448

0 0784

0.1234

1 9404

0 ·0130

0.0336

5 : 2073

07095

3 : 1

0 ·0130

0 00840 ·0262 ...

5 2073...

3 : 8 0 :1935 0 :5160 ...

Cubic feet 100.00 0 ·079038 7.9038 Total 1 0503 1.6248 0-0214 5 • 2073

7 9038

à

on furnacesof Northamptonshire. Some of the furnaces
are at rest. With a very moderate payment for the gas now

sent to waste, the profitable joint production of iron and gas

would keep these furnaces alight. To Wellingboro' is only 63

miles from London, and the Wellingboro' furnaces are pro

bably the nearest to London. A transmission of 60 miles is

nothing to be afraid of. Greater distances are now finished

or in hand in America on water-power transmissions. Hence

it is perfectly possible and practicable to transmit power to

London from Wellingboro' for railroad parposes, adding

at one stroke to the prosperity of the decaying iron

industry, and rendering the solphurous underground
tolerable. The question of electric traction seems

to turn so much on the constant expense of fuel that

where this can be bad for a fraction of its normal cost

there would be great inducement to undertake the building

of the transmission line.

It must not be overlouked that the production of blast

furnace gas is continuous ; furnaces do not stop, but work on

for years under blast. The volume of gas produced is enor

mous, and from one furnace may be a million feet

It is thus essential that, in order to avoid blowing gas to

waste, there must either be an immense storage system or the

use of the gas must be as uniform and continuous as it is

possible tomake it. For power purposes of manufacturing

establishments there is a fairly constant load over 12 hours

of the day, and there is the night load for lighting purposes,

but there is rarely much of a load for any purpose beyond

street lighting between 12 p.m. and 6 a.m. Assumingthat6

a given furnace is capable of yielding a continuous 6,000

H.P., the possession of sufficient storage capacity to absorb

the production of the six night hours would increase the

power capacity during the 18 hours to 8,000 H.P., and

similarly very much more than 8,000 H.P. would be possible

at the hours of maximum demand, such as from 9a.m. to

noon , or the evening overlap of large power and light demand

which occurs between 4 and 6 p.m. in winter, where a system

of storage is adopted . The storage resolves itself into a

question of demand. As soon as the maximum rate of

By its means the production of iron in a small country of

short distances is placed in a better competitive position than

is the case with the furnaces of a large country more sparsely

populatedand less able to absorb the power production of a
furnace within a reasonable radius. This consideration is of

great importanceto the British iron trade, and , indeed, to the

country at large, which is placed in the same advantageons

position that is now occupied by countries of large water

powers - Switzerland, Scandinavia, or America. Given also

increased powers of electrical transmission, and the injas

tice to Ireland which she has suffered in the denudation

of her carboniferous strate may be considerably amelio

rated in the not far distant futare. These are , however,

mere speculations ; the solid fact remains that & new

power source, of at present unlimited extent, is ready

to our hands, and comparatively small expense is needed

to utilise it for every purpose of light, power, and even of

warmth .

It has been argued that the waste gas might be utilised

for similar power purposes by burning them under steam

boilers, as now donefor the purpose of raising steam for the

blowing engines. This argument overlooks the fact that the

heating power of all these producer gases and their congeners

is verypoor. One pound of carbonproduces about 7 lbs. of

gases, and the minimum air supply is another 6.Ibs., so that

at the very least a pound of carbon results in the production

of 13 lbs. of products of combustion . The carbon has only

a calorific value of, say, 10,000 units, one-thirteenth of which,

or 770 units, is apportioned to each pound of the products

which have a specific heat of aboat 0.28, so that the maximum

possible temperature attainable beyond the initial is only

3,350°, and this is liable , indeed certain, to be very much

reduced by the excess of air always present. The flame of

carbonic oxide is not a suitable flame for boiler heating

purposes, being too transparent, and therefore devoid of

radiating capacity. On the other hand these poorgases are

very suitable for gas power purposes, and lend themselves

readily to the peculiarities of the gas engine, especially in

respect of that still unavoidable water-jacket. Rich gases

per hour.
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must be dilated , and the poor gas is already diluteand only

requires that a slight variation be made in the ordinary pro

portions of the air and gas inlets and ia the piston base for

purposes of greater compression. There is no difficulty in
igniting these poor gases, in the cylinder of a gas engine,

under compression. Gases almost too dilute to burn in the

open will readily ignite when compressed .

THE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATING CURRENTS

ON THE HUMAN BODY.

BY DR. W. S. HEDLEY .

THERE have lately been recorded (Electrotechnische Zeit

schrift) a series of experiments undertaken by Prof. Weber,

of Zurich, to determine the effects upon the living body of

alternating carrents at different voltages. Two metallic con

ductors atopposite potentials were held, one in each hand .

With thehands damp, an effective electromotive force of 30

volts, and 50 alternations & second , the whole arm seemed

paralysed ; extended, it could not be flexed ; flexed , it could
not be extended. At the same time, the pain was so severe,

that it could not be borne for more than five or six seconds.

It was not without effort that the hands could be detached

from the electrodes. When the voltage was raised to 50,

fixation occurred ; that is to say, the bands could not by any

voluntary effort be released from the electrodes, and the pain

was not supportable for more than two or three seconds.
With the voltage raised to 80 , even with the bands dry , all

theabove phenomena were accentuated .

Other experiments followed to observe the effectof a cur

rent passing to earth through the body; thus, standing on a

damp macadamised road, but with dry shoes, a person

touching with his hand a conductor at a potential of 1,000

volts experienced a marked burningsensation, and when the

conductor was grasped with the whole band a violent tremor

oxurred, with complete fixation .

In the same journal M. Emile Kolben gives a case of an

accidental contact of several minutes' duration, where the

body was placed in thepath of a current passing from hand

to hand at 200 volts. In our present ignoranceof the exact.
conditions which make electric currents dangerous, experi

ments of this kind are of great interest and value, and it

is desirable that all such cases be assiduously recorded . Bat

it is altogether premature to conclude, because the voltage

of electric lighting currents may but little exceed that used

in some of these experiments ,that therefore such lighting

corrents are free from danger, or that a person with dry

shoes, standing to earth on moist ground , need never be

afraid of an alternating current whose potential does not

exceed 1,000 volts . Ina recent number of the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW , reference is made to four fatal cases of accidental

contact with live wires, in three of which the potential could

not have exceeded 115 volts . Data must for a long time be

accumulated , and a great deal more learnt about the human

body as an electrical conductor before the line can be drawn

beyond which electrical currents begin to be dangerous to life.

tail cranks and fly-wheel weighte,the weight being in the

same angle as the crank and the tail opposite, a method very

efficient for long stroke engines up to 900 feet piston speed .

But these methods do not really balance the piston and other

parts which move in right lines ; they introduce a vertical

disturbing force in horizontal enginee, or a lateral force in

vertical engines, which have to be dealt with by the absorb

ing power of more or less heavy foundatione.

The conviction of most engineers that a steam engine

with two cranks must have these cranks at right angler,has

prevented a good deal of excellent work being done. With

a three- cylinder engine very good balancing can be effected

by keeping the middle crank opposite the two outer cranks

and of equalweight to the sum of the two.

Mr. Whitcher considers one of the most important effects

of balance to be the effect on bearing surfaces,and he shows

how alternating stresses on bearings which produce knock

may be converted into rotary Etresses free from knock. A

revolving counterweight does this at the cost of introducing

a general vertical want of balance. He describes briefly

various methode, and regrets that the three-cylinder engine

with cylinders at 120° on one crank is to inconvenient a

machine, being perfectly balanced by a single weight oppo

site the crank. He criticises the six -cylinder Willans idea,

considering the four-cylinder idea of Messrs. Schlick, Yarrow

and Tweedy to be superior and simpler where the cranks are

placed nearly 90 ° apart, but so far different from 90 ° as to

correct the irregularity dae to angularity of rods. Herecom

mends his hearers to attack the problem from this point.

For two -crank enginee, nothing, of course, can be better

than a crank angle of 180°, with cylinders as near as possible

to each other to suppress twisting moments. With three

cylinders there is a fair balance possible. For cylinders are

better. For single engines there is the bob -weight system ,

and the author questions if it be not better always to treat

every cylinder alone, and give up the attempt to balance

moments by means of multi-cylinder schemes.

One of the author's methods is to lengthen the connecting

rod beyond the crank -pin, and put a bob end to it, so as to

balance the transversecomponent introduced by the rotary

crank tail. The same effect is shown by a system of linkage

which will obviate stresses otherwise brought on the cross -head
slides by the previous system .

Mr. Whitcher makesa severe dig at locomotive engineers

who of all men , with unbalanced vertical components in a

heavy machine, set to run over rails supported at intervals

only , and over costly bridges easily damaged by vibration

and its cumulative effects, ought to seriously consider

balance. He suggests how locomotives ought to be balanced .

The present writerwould balance locomotives by giving them

threeor four cylinders with the cranks of the outer cylinders

180 ° from the inside crank or cranke, and with equal mass

moments. But locomotive engineers apparently dare not

depart from their antiquated ideas of cranks at 90° so as to

beable to start from any position .

Theywill not acceptthe little turning engine, so easy to

be applied, nor will they try the above system with the

cranks slightly off the 180° position, whichwould generally

secure a start, and yet would so greatly reduce the present

vertical component so destructive of rail joints, bridge floors,
and girders.

Mr. Whitcher's paper is deserving of study and attention,

because balancing, though really a simple matter, is by no

means always so simple in practice as in theory. Its diffi

culties arise with frequent reciprocation of parts, and dis

appear altogether in electric motor work and steam turbines.

8

BALANCING OF ENGINES.

ELECTRICAL ALLOYS.

BY ROLLO APPLEYARD .

The recent paper by Mr. Whitcher, read before the Man
chester Association of Engineers, deals withengine balancing

on the lines, lately come into fashion, of the bob -weight, a

method so obviously correct in theory as to need no demon

stration, and, indeed, & method which has been often

attempted approximately. As the author points out, the

balancing of an engine is an endeavour to hold fast its

centre of gravity. Slow moving engines having small

energy of motion in any part are sufficiently balanced if

they will remain at rest in any position in which they are

placed . Such are the old beam engines which can be

balanced by a weight in a fly -wheel. In such engines we can

neglect the twisting moments about a vertical axis, due to

revolution of balanced parts, and their balances in different

planes. More quickly moving engines can be balanced by

( Concluded from page 537.)

II . - NEW ALLOYA.

It was thought that some further diminution in tempera

ture coefficients could be obtained, for it was found that

with some specimens of patent nickel examined at the
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Reichsanstalt this constant had fallen to 0.00017. It

appeared that this diminution resulted from increase of

nickel in the constitution of the alloy. A number of experi

ments were therefore made with copper and nickel, or

similar metals, in order to investigate the effect of the

quantity of nickel upon the temperature coefficients. Alloys
of copper and manganese, such as were being made by Dillen

burg at the Isabell foundry for parts of machinery, were

examined . The Reichsanstalt wereencouraged to pursue this

investigation by the success of the patent alloys of Weston, of

Newark (American patents Nos . 881,804 and 881,805 ),

which were describedas having negative temperature coeffi

cients. Twelve nickel-copper alloys ,with different quantities

coefficients, giving the significant figures after four decimal

places. The ordinates drawn to meet the curves represent
the observed values . Fig. 3 sets forth the same data for

manganese alloys. Fig. 4shows the variation of resistance

withtemperature forvarious alloys of manganese and copper.

These alloys can only be examined up to 30 per cent of

manganese, as alloys beyond that limit cannot be worked .

Both with copper-manganese and copper-nickel alloys, the

specific resistance increases in proportion to the added man

ganese or nickel ; up to this 30 per cent. value, the resistance

of copper-manganese increases about 2-5 times as rapidly as

copper -nickel. With the latter alloy, the resistance then

diminishes up to 46 per cent. of nickel, and then remains

Temperature coefficient a , specific resistance p and thermo- electric force (against copper) $
the constitution of the alloy of nickel and copper.lol
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of nickel, were therefore specially manufactured for them by

Basse and Selve, in Altena, Westphalia. The specific resist

ances and temperature coefficients were determined from

wires of 0.5 mm, diameter and abɔut 2 m. long, soldered to

copper contact pieces, and, ulter their diameter and length

had been measured, wound double upon a strip of mica, as

represented in fig . 1. Afterwards there wires were kept in a

thermostat at 120° C. in a dry heat for 24 hours. The wire

was then put into an oil batb, and its resistance was measured

at different temperatures. The results corresponding to both

groups of alloys are given in curves in figs. 2 and 3.

Abscissæ in fig. 2 represent different alloys of nickel, the

ordinates marked p represent the specific resistance in micro

ohms per cc.; those marked a represent the temperature

fairly constant up to 62 per cent.; after that, it falls steadily

until the metal is all nickel.

With manganese-copper, the temperature coefficient

diminishes at first very rapidly , then gradually slower, until

at 7 per cent. of manganese it becomes nil. B.yond that

point, increasing the quantity of manganese produces an

alloy which at 0C c . has a small positive temperature

coefficient; this vanishes at from 40° C. to 50° C., and

beyond that temperature assumes increasing negative values.

Io fig. 4 the ordinates of the seven curves show these varioas

results, each represents the change in resistance experienced

by a wireof 1 ohm when its temperature is varied from 0° C.
to 100° C

With nickel -copper the diminution of temperature
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coefficients as the nickel is added, is slower than the change

noticed when manganese is added to manganese-copper ; it

is slower in the same proportion as the increase of specific

resistance is less. Close to the zero -line there is a bend to

the carve of alteration of temperature coefficients, the second

part of the curve is not horizontal, but has a slight upward

inclination, and then falls somewhat rapidly towards the

zero line at 46 per cent. of nickel. This alloy gives the

least temperature coefficient. At this same 46 per cent.

value the specific resistance also attains its maximum .

The alloy represented by F ( fig. 2) has approximately the

chemical formula Ni Ca. In these alloys itmay be supposed

that the combination of one molecule of nickel with one of

copper is mixed with different quantities of copper and

nickel, and that these possess high specific resistances and

negative temperature coefficients. The practicalresult of this

investigation is to show that it is possible to obtaintwo

kinds of alloys with vanishing temperature coefficients. With

manganese -copper only7 per cent. of manganese is requiredto7

produce an alloy of infinitesimal temperatare coefficient. In

practice, 12 parts by weight of manganese, 2 of nickel, and

Temperature coefficient a, specific resistance p the constitution of the

alloy of manganese and copper.
>

fy

501

45

401

85 copper is nil.

30

tance of a 1 -ohm coil of manganin at various temperatures ;

the observation - points on thecurve are numbered for purposes

of reference.

From the curve given in fig. 3 it appears that there are

only two alloys of nickel andcopper for which the tempera

ture coefficient vanishes. The relative merits of these two

alloys remain to be studied. Messrs. Basse & Selve, of

Altena, who have made all the sample alloys for the Reich

sanstalt throughout this investigation, make an alloy with

40 per cent. of nickel, corresponding to the first coincidence

of the curve with the abscissæ axis, and they have given this

alloy the trade name of “ constantan ."

Important as is the production of an alloy possessed of a

vanishing temperature coefficient, such an alloy cannot be

adopted for standard coils until the permanence of the

specific resistance has been firmly established. Experiment

seems to have proved that manganin and constantan are, in

this regard, as suitable as patent nickel. In considering

other properties, the thermo-electric power against copper

comes first under notice. The table given below fig. 3 shows

that manganese -copper has only small negative values for

this power; this can be got rid of altogether by adding &

trace of nickel to the alloy. On the other hand, nickel

copper , and especially constantan, have high thermo-electric

power against copper ; these are given in micro- volts in

fig . 2, for differentproportions of nickel.

The recorded values were determined by soldering the

ends of the specimen wires to copper wires that were con

nected to a galvanometer. All thewires were contained in

an oil bath kept at constant temperature by a heating spiral

and a stirring wheel. The thermo - electric power disturbed&

the resistancemeasuremente, especially whenlow resistances

and strong currents were employed. It is true that these

defectscan generally be eliminated by care in the construc

tion of the apparatus, but for resistance measurements of

great precision, it is almost essential to have a material such

as manganin , for which the thermo-electric power against

Manganin is rather easily oxidised ; this , no doubt, is due

to the affinity between the manganese and the oxygen of the

air . At 100 ° C. the wire soon tarnishes, and during anneal

ing, the surface manganese is perceptibly oxidised out of the

alloy, leaving a surface of copper beneath the oxide. As

might be expected , the electrical qualities suffer in conse

quence. The surface of copper can be removed by " dipping "

in nitric acid , after which the good qualities of the manganin

are restored .

Surrounding the manganin with powdered charcoal daring

heating does not sufficiently preserve it against oxidation.

Moreover, dipping in acid is impracticable with the finer

wires. At first this question ofrapid oxidation at annealing

temperatures presented a greatdifficulty to manufacturers of

manganin wire, but the wire drawers have now learnt how

to draw manganin cold, evento very fine gangee, so that the
trouble is very much lessened. By varnishing the finished

coils with shellac, it is found thatthe wire is rendered proof

against oxidation, at any rate upto 150° C.

Constantan, on the other hand, resists oxidation . It can

be heated with impunityup to 300° C. On account of its

strength and flexibility it can be drawn into fine wires or

rolled into strips. Formany electrical purposes — for instance,

where considerable heatingis to be expected — the qualities of

constantan are of great value ; but for standards ofresistance

manganin takes preference, chiefly because of its small thermo

electric power against copper. In jointing manganin wires

to the copper connectingpieces for standard resistances, tin

man's solder was previously used , applied with a soldering

iron . But this method is found to be detrimental; it pro

daces in the course of time very perceptible changes inthe

resistance. The soft solder causes fissures, and generally

alters the structure and properties of the manganin. The

present method employed isto solder the wires with silver

solder to copper lugs that are screwed under the contact

pieces, so thatthey can be removed if necessary . All coils,

after varnishing several times with shellac, are dried for

some hours at 140° C. In winding, the insulated wire is not

touched by the hand, but is passedthrough a clean dry cloth.

The bobbins are made of as large diameter as possible, and

other precautions are taken to avoid bending of the wire. It

is often found better to use several thinner wires in parallel

than a single thick one.
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86 of copper are adopted . Nickel has the effect of raising

the thermo-electric force against copper, besides delaying the

bend of the curve of resistance variation with temperature by

about 20° C. ( see fig. 4). This alloy has received thename

of manganin. It is specially madeat the Isabell Foundry for

standard resistance coils. Fig. 5 shows the change in resis
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에

: CENTRAL STATION PLANT ON BOARD

SHIP.

test which is practically an accumulation null method. T is

a double trough of ebonit ). The usual precautions are taken

as regards good insulation, and to prevent leakage between

the two trough compartments.

The core with the joint, and an equal length of similar

and perfect core, are laid in their respective compartments

and are immersed in salt water. The joint will previously

have been hardened in ice or freezing mixture.

P, and P, are copper plates for effecting connection between

the water in the respective trough divisions, and the instru

ments .

C and C, are two mica condensers of equal capacity, each,

say, one microarad.

K , K, is a Price mixing key ( shown as a Lambert for ease

of illnstration ).

K3is an ordinary make-and -break key.
Gis a sensitive mirror galvanometer.

B is a battery of high voltage.

For the test, K, is depressed during a certain fixed time,

say, for one minute. The current leaks through core and

joint respectively into ci and c, in which charges of opposite

polarity accumulate.

K, is then raised, allowing the accumulated opposite

charges in c, and c , to mix and tend to neutralise. K , and

Ky are at once depressed, thus discharging through G any

The range

In connection with the, of late, frequent reference to the

extravagances of auxiliary plant, we note the remarks of

Mr. W. S. Aldrich in a recent paper read to the American
Society of Naval Engineers. On board ship the distances

are so small that line losses are negligible. They are not,

however, negligible in the case of steam . Compressed air is

përhaps the best means of storing energy on board ship.

Hydraulic acuumulators as well as secondary batteries are

dismissed as quite unsuitable. Electricity alone seems alto

gether suitable to economically transmit power from a central

point where engines of economical type can be installed near

to the source of steam . The power plant shouldconsist of
& number of similar self- contained units.

of power will be lesswill be less on any one unit than on
the several steam engines used to drive scattered

auxiliaries. On board ship there can also be arranged

very steady loads, and the plant may run day and night

at nearly uniform load , the light by night being set off

during the day by additional motor loads, while certain

pumping machinery can be operated at any time to com

pensate for unavoidable load variations. The one in charge

of such a plant could , in fact, so work it as to secure a load

curve the envy of a shore station manager. Quoting from

Transactions American Institution Electrical Engineers,

Vol. xiv ., it is shown from Mr. Foster's paper that plants

above 200 H.P. show a remarkable uniformity in the fixed

charges of interest, depreciation, taxes, and insurance.

Operating expenses gradually decrease in plants from 200 to

1,000 H.P., above which they remain very uniform and

irrespective of load variations. Large stations supplying

many smaller industries are scarcely affected by the

instantaneous load changes. On board ship the mains can

be safely and securely ran through watertight bulkheads, and

generally the system is, like the cables, most flexible.

Only distribution losses on branch circuits need to
be considered in detail. Main line losses are too

small for consideration. Direct current in all cases

is to be used . Distant motors can be controlled with known

certainty from the central point. The author states that

there is not a single auxiliary which cannot be electrically

operated with certainty, Efficiency, and economy, and he

enumerates all fans, pamps , blowers, hoists, shifting and

steering gear, turret gear, and gan mounts as daily reaching

towards the system of electrical operation, also the air com

pressors for refrigeration purposes.

K2
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HII
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P P2
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JOINT TEST : AN ACCUMULATION NULL

METHOD.

residue of unneutralised charge. The consequent deflec

tion throw will be to the one side or the other of scale zero,

according as joint or standard core has the higher insulation.

If the two are equal the deflection will be nil .

The side of scale zero indicating that the joint has the

higher resistance can be decided once and for all with any

given arrangement of instruments, by simple experiment

with two lengths of core or leading wire of knowninequality

of insulation ; or, again, by testing for loss on the trough

with an artificial leak on one side of the same.

For the joint test proper, when a considerable length of

cable may be in circuit with the joint, C , and C, ought each

to be short-circuited until K , has been depressed. C and Co

are then simultaneously unplugged, this operation determin

ing the moment from which the time of charge is to be
noted .

By the use of slides or of two high resistances, one being

adjustable, this test may be modified so as to afford a perfect

null method.

BY E. RAYMOND -BARKER .

In all joint tists bither to employed two operations are

necessary. Whether in Clark's accumulation , the discharge,

or the electrometer methods, the main feature of the test lies

in the comparison of two deflections.

These deflections are proportional to the amount of current

which, in a given time, has leaked into or out of a condenser

or into an electrometer, through the respective dielectrics of

joint and standard core.

In practice, indeed, frequently three operations are gone

through, viz . , testing loss on (1) trough ; (2) trough and

joint ; (3) trough and standard core.

It is quite possible, especially in work at sea , for

atmospheric conditions accompanying the two main opera

tions of a joint test to be not perfectly constant. Brine

laden squalls, intermittent with sunshine, will cause varia

tion of leakage, which ecouring of ebonite would seem , at

times, powerlees to wholly get rid of.

For these reasons a text in which both joint and standard

core are tested simultaneously, would appear to have points

in its favour. It was underthe influence of this idea that

-some two years ago - the writer devised the subjoined test.

The accompanying diagram shows the connectionsof this

THE INSTITUTION OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

Two interesting papurs occupied the Institution at its extra

meeting on Thursday, April 28th. Mr. H. F. Parshall pre

sented a detailed review of his practical experience of the

return circuit in electric traction in his paper, " Earth

Returns for Electric Tramways," while the question of return

feeders was dealt with by Major Cardew and Mr. A. P.

Trotter in a joint paper entitled , “ Notes on Electric Tram

ways."
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After the papers had been read, Mr. Gadeby opened the

discussion by referring to Mr. Parshall's statement that,

where lead -sheathed cables run parallel to earth returns of

tramways, the results have been entirely unsatisfactory, since,

in the absence of bonding, the lead sheathing is rapidly

eaten away. The serious difficulties which arise with such

cables makes them unsatisfactory indeed ; holes as large as a

shilling are sometimes eaten out by the return corrents ; in

tropical climates, where the soil is dry for the greater part

of the year, it is found that when rain does fall, and these
places are exposed to wet, the cable breaks down. Mr.

Gadsby thinks that track welding will be adopted for all

tramway work in the next few years ; where cast -welded

bonding is adopted, good results might be obtained by per

mitting the metal to overflow or run out at the other side,

80 as to raise the temperature of the rails sufficiently, but it

is a mistake to try and get the weld on so as to have an

extremely small amount of clearance. Where rails are laid

on white oak sleepers on broken stone , as is the practice in

the United States, the conditions are different from what is

customary in the country, where a concrete foundation is

pat in, and there is not much likelihood of trouble with the

latter system .

Mr. Gadsby has designed a rail with aseparate tread, with

the idea of renewing that part of the rail which is subject to

wear, and of making the tread of the most durablegrade of

steel. By steppingand breaking the joints the rail can be

made to bond thetread and the tread the rail. With refer

ence to the apparatus and method used in measuring the

resistance or joints and rails in position, Mr. Parshall has

not stated if or how the resistance of the shunt or parallel

path provided by the earth between the test points has been

allowed for .

Coming to Major Cardew's paper, Mr. Gadsby considered

that it would be impossible to apply the “ different voltage"

arrangement to a complicated tramway system , but there

seem to besome cases in 'actual practice where the use of

feeders of different resistances might be of use.

A certain tramway, not 100 miles from London, exhibits

certain interesting features. The tests taken as set forth by

Board of Trade Regulations give for the drop in the rails &

figure not more than 1 volt, but the leakage to the earth

plateshows 10 per cent. of the total current, the explanation

of this being that the generating station is over 300

yards from the line, and an insulated feeder runs from the

station or power house to the line terminus. Onthis feeder

there is a drop of from 5 to 6 volte, with the result that the

whole of the rail system is some 4 or 5 volts above the
earth .

Another speaker referring to thecast-welded joint, thought

that it should be bonded electrically, otherwise it does not

prove at all a successful system ; while Mr. Heaviside

described an experiment hehad made showing that rails

must be insulated completely if it is desired to prevent currents

flowing through the earth.

Mr.A. J. Lawson thought that Mr. Gadsby did not recog

nise the effects of pipes in the subsoil, and the circumstances

he had mentioned might be not altogether, but only partially

due to the cable inthe return , as water and other pipes

being connected across and buried in different soils leading

up to the generating station would modify the direction of

current flow .

A mixed contribution, partly Prof. Ayrton and partly

Prof. Perry, followed . Prof. Perryhad sent his remarks in

writing to Prof. Ayrton for submission in the discussion,

and as the speakerand the writer did not always hold the

same opinions, the result was somewhat amusing. Prof.

Perry thought the most important explanation in the paper

by Mr. Parshall was his experience that well-made bonds do

not increase in resistance. The exposed surface of the rails

is very large, some 50,000 square feet per mile, and the

consequences of this should be carefully considered by elec

trical engineers. Again , in the interests of the companies,

Prof. Perry would say that the return should be insulated ;

whether there should not be a rule, for example, that all

electrical conductors should be insulated, even though it is

known that the Board of Trade rules will partially protect

pipes, & c., buried in the ground . New York and Boston have

already insisted upon this point - the extra expense need not

prove excessive. Prof. Perry ventured to disagree with Prof.

Ayrton as to the degrees of importance of educational

or teaching institutions being guarded against disturbance

from earth currents. Magnetic observatories, however,

suffered severely . The value of all records of the Washing

ton Observatory is now destroyed , although two miles away

from the source of disturbance, while those of Toronto are

Oseless. At three- quarters of a mile the variations may

amount to a half or more of the diarpal variations it is

desired to record . While a laboratory may be protected, it
is impossible to defend an observatory, and if Kew were

interfered with, no money compensation would be commen

surate with the damage ipflisted . There seems to be no

other way in which to obtain a knowledge of the cause

of the earth's magnetism than the study of magnetic records.

Then there is the amount of harm that may bedone by

uninsulated returns to pipes and lines in their neighbour

hood. When sewage was cast into rivers the general rights

of the community suffered, and steps were taken to prevent

future interference. As Prof. Ayrton has before stated, he

repeated again, that the use of earth returns was an evidence

of conservative feelings of the haman being. As earth

returns areused for telegraphy, it seems naturalto come trat

we should bring back the current of tramway lines in the

same way, There is a talk about zero pressure on the return

lines (and of apparatus for effecting this). Who wants

them to be at zero ? Why should one interfere with the

pressures at all ? It is an old -fashioned idea that one must

do everything by the same meane. In ancient days a bole

in the roof of a hut let in light and allowed smoke to escape,

in later times separate provision was made.
Prof. Ayrton has mentioned on previous occasions that all

the railway companies wbich bad Bills in Parliament for the

construction of underground railways near South Kensington

bad undertaken and did insert clanses to the effect than an

entirely insulated system would be employed ; all had given

undertakings that whether a two or three wire wereused

every bit of the system should be insulated to the satisfaction

of the City and Guilds of London Institute and the Science

and Arts Department, and had agreed to their right to see

that the undertaking was duly carried out. It was to the

interest of the companies, who could then construct their

lines with best consideration from a purely engineering point

of view . Not only would other people not be disturbed, but

anenormous benefit would be derived by the companies.

Prof. 8. P. Thompson agreedthat a standard laboratory

should not be interfered with . It was true that Toronto can

no longer make magnetic records, but a stadent's teaching

institution is on quite a different focting, and he saw no
reason for protecting a laboratory of this kind ; rather let

the students find out what occurred . He did not apparently

lavour the plastic bond, and urged the absolute inadvisability

of having anything to do with quicksilver. Referring to the

thermo -electric effect which interferes with resistance measure

ments such as Mr. Parshall had taken, he pointed out that

the Peltier effects suffered reversal when the testing current

was reversed . As Mr. Parshall did not find the tests un

altered by change in direction of current, this was evidence

of something else that was not mentioned, as one did not

have symmetry. Again with respect to “ gathering " the re

sistance of a conductor is a minimum when the current flows

equally tbrough the cross-section , ard it is obvious that the

usefulsection diminishes close to a bond, but the professor

was utterly astonished to find the “ gathering ” resistance

was represented by 39 inches of good steel rail and hardly

thought that " gathering " could be responsible for all that.

He thanked Major Cardew for his clear account of how to

keep down the drop by return feeders and boosters .

Prof. Thompson was aware that there had been much

grumbling at the Electric Lighting Act of 1882, but it is

now regarded as a blessing in disguise, as it has saved us

from a great deal of abominably bad work : the Board of

Trade Traction Rules are a blessing, and not this time

in disguise - one need not have quarrelled with them on

question of economy had they been more severe than they

Mr. Wordingham had come to the conclusion that there

was no alternative in some cases to insulating the return. A

great objection to slot and conduit systems was the length of

time the highways had to be closed for laying - three weeks.

to a month . Insulated overhead returns bad resulted in

failure .

Mr. Parshall replied by urging the survival of the fittest.

are .
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:

The four rails of a tramway system represented 6 square

inches of copper conductor. The “ hole-in -the- roof” argu

ment saited him perfectly ; on his basis the hole -in -the -roof

became the roof itself ! He explained how some of the tests

in his paper had been taken, bis remarks may be of interest

to those who read the paper and reply together in the
Journal.

Major Cardew briefly replied : He thought that the dis

turbance at an observatory would depend very largely upon

the angle subtended by the tramway at the observatory.

Themeeting then adjourned, after a notice by the Presi

dent thatthe next paper would be on " The Prevention of

Interruptions to Electricity Sapply ," by Mr. Leonard
Andrews.

66

be solved by utilising gas works for the production of

electrical light and power as well as illuminating and power

gas.

All this bioges upon one question : Is it possible or prac

ticable to atilise the present waste gases or beat at gas works

for the generation of electricity ?

Also,whether the gas companies, which for many years

have supplied us with light, heat, and power, are to be
superseded ?

Now , as many municipalities are owners of the gas

undertakings,and have applications for electric light, would
it not be worth their while to consider these questions ?

Gas engineers have been studying how to improve their

light, and electrical engineers how to cheapen theirs, and

both bave overlooked the fact that it is possible to produce

gas and electricity at the same time from the same coal.

What the public want is cheap and good light, heat,

power , and quick transit,and the profits thereof togo to the

reduction of the rates, and it may be found practicable by

combining the production of gas and electricity at one and

the same time at gas works.

Sam . Thos. White.

Bristol.

CORRESPONDENCE .

Carbon Brush -holders.

With reſer.nce to the historical note in the firstparagraph
of Mr. Scott's article on “Carbon Brush - holders ” in your

issue of the 22nd ult , I may say that although carbon, as

Mr.Scott says, does not appear to have been very much used

on dynamo commutators until 1892, I remember it being

experimented with in the early part of 1889 , and largely

adopted later by the West End Street Railway Company,

of Boston (U.SA.) , on their street railway motors of Bentley

Koight, Sprague & Thomson -Houston constructions.

The use of this material was a decided success, and

relieved those in charge of the running of a lot of anxiety

owi to the small amount of attention necessary ; sparking

being practically overcome and wear on the conmutator
hardlynoticeable.

The almo t universal adoption of carbon brushes at the

present time for street railway work provides ample proof of

their superiority on all points over metal brushes, and electric

traction engineers have certainly much to thank Prof.

Forbes for in euggesting the use of such a satisfactory

material,

It is a small detail certainly, but one that has assisted

towards making electric traction the success it is.

Gus . C. Lundberg.

April 30th , 1898.

Free Wiring .

In an article on this subject by Mr. V. Zingler, com

mencing in your issue of the 22nd alt. and concluding in

the current number, it is argued that it is fairer for the con

sumer, who has the wires and fittings put in for him free of

initial cost, to pay in proportion to the actual use he gets out

of them rather than for the length of time these goods are
in his house. In other words, that it is an all round better

arrangement for him to pay a little extra on the cost of the

units for the use of the wires and fittings rather than afixed

sum per quarter per lamp put in . I cordially agree with the

writer, and feel convinced that the plan which isfortunately
being most generally adopted is the onewhich will work out

best in practice, and I hear from the Midlands that a very

marked improvement has now been brought forward, which
I suppose was not seen when free wiring was first intro

daced . I refer to the charge for free wiring being made fd.

per unit after the first hour's use at id. on the maximum
demand basis. This exactly meets the point which Mr.

Zingler brings forward, whenhe says that itmay be arged

that just asit is found profitable to give the customer &

rebate on the cost of electricity after a certain consumption

per diem , so it would most likely also be advantageous to all

parties concerned to give him asimilar rebate on the excess
sum per unit for wiring and fittings, the point at which this

rebate should come into operation being determined by the

sum representing fair interest on capital sunk required from

him. Just as when you take a cabfor short trip it costs

you 1s., but for a 3-mile run the fare is 18. 6d., 80 with the
improvement in the free wiring tariff to which I have alluded

the customer is not discouraged, by the additionalcharge for

the free wiring, from running his lamps freely and for many
hours each day.

Geo . J. Somerville .

1

“ Generation of Electricity at Gas Works."

According to the Daily Mail, January 26:b , 1898, there

are in the United Kingdom 433 private gas companies, 208

municipalised gas undertakings, the majority ofwhich are at

the present time making a considerable profit from gas and

the by- products or wastes.

Daring the year 1897 an application for provisional pro

tection for “ Generation of Electricity at Gas Works by

Utilising the Waste Gases and Heat," was passed by the

Patent Office, and the applicant is of opinion that it is

possible to generate 30 to 50 units of electricity 88

well as 9 /10,000 feet of coal gas from a ton of coal as well

as the usual by -products, coke, &c.

If such is possible, what will be the ultimate cost of elec
tricity ?

The capital expenditure of these gas undertakings is stated

to be about £66,500,000, and the expenditare on electrical

central stations is increasing so fast that the figures can

hardly be correctly stated ; but it is certain that a large

amount expended on land and buildings , if it were possible

or practicable to make gas and electricity at the same works,

would be saved, besides which there would be considerable

saving in the departments of distribution and collecting .

Another feature is the question of Dowson or power gas,

made from cheaper coal, having less illuminating but greater

motive power ; and the combination of some of the systems

would obviate the necessity of storing the electricity, which

forms the most costly partof an electrical undertaking when

“ works' cost " is calculated .

The great increase of electrical tracticn, and the com

parativelow cost and advantage of electrical motor power

and its distribution, and the question of “ day load may

Visual Telegraphy,

We have read with mingled feelings of amusement and

surprise the numerous and sensational press announcements

regarding the alleged invention of Herr Szczepanik.

From interviews with him recorded in Black and White

and the Illustrated London News, we observe that he claims

to have originated the idea of employing vibrating mirrors

in an apparatus for transmitting views or images of distant

objectsby electricity.

We may say, however, that as long ago as 1890 we con

ceived the same idea, and in letters ofthat date addressed to,

and now in the possession of, Dr. Charlton Bastian, F.R.S.

we fully described the method whereby this visual telegraphy
could be accomplished provided certain mechanical difficulties

in the construction of the necessary apparatus were success

fully overcome.

Our experience is that the difficulty lies in mechanical

construction only, and when Herr Szczepanik has solved this

problem he will,indeed, have invented something new .
>
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In the absence of proof to the contrary we must certainly

claim to be the originators of the ideaof using vibrating

mirrors, which , however, is not of much value antil some

means have been invented for causing them to vibrate at a

greater speed than has ever yet been attained mechanically,

as in order to reproduce a picture on a screen six inches

fquare with a single electric circuit, the mirror would have

to make at least 90,000 (Dinety thousand) distinct and in

termittent movements in each half second of time, and even

at this speed the picture would appear very blarred .

In addition the 90,000 movements of the mirror at the

receiving end should be absolutely synchronous with the
90,000 movements at the transmittingend.

Weforesee the possibility of reducing the above speed to

as little as 300 (three hundred) distinct movements per half

second, but then the difficulties of synchronising throughout

the longer period of each movement become immensely
increased .

It appears evident, therefore, that something more than

vibrating mirrors must be thought out before " pictures of

battlefields, &c . , can be reproduced at a distance with all

the clearness of the cinematograph " (vide Black and White . )

W

V

is to connect the field coils of the generator (when it possesses

more than one) in parallel, and to insert a resistance, cutting

this out, and so strengthening its field simultaneously with

the weakening of thatof the motor ; but this unfortunately

Btill further reduces the speed.

M. Dupuy speaks of keeping the external resistance as low

as possible, but with machines of large output and low

volcage, it is almost impossible to avoid a sensible waste on

the leads, switch , and ammeter, which can easily amount to

1 or 2 per cent.

A very approximately correct allowance may be made as

follows :-Measure the watte, w , wasted externally, then if

v be the voltage of machines , represents that part of i for

which this loss is responsible, add half this amount to the

generator current and subtract half from the motor current,

w

It

2 V

Efficiency ✓
It i

2 V

Exemple :

Generator current i = 500 amperes, i = 100 amperes.

Motor current = 1 + i = 600 amperes, w = 1,600 watts .

w

v = 80 volts, = 10

2 V

Efficiency ✓ 500 + 10 • 93, instead of work .

600 10

ing out to .913 where these losses not taken into account.

The test is as applicable to compound machines as to

simple sbunt, but care must be taken that the series turns

on the motor as well as those on the generator, are connected

cumulatively, otherwise the arrangement lacks stability.

H. B. Poynder.

W ,

Chas . 0. Bastian and A. J. Parsons,

Testing the Efficiency of Direct Current Machines.

On page 548 of your issue of April 22nd appears a reprint

from G'Eclairage Electrique, by Mons. P. Dupuy, on a method

of testing the efficiency of two similar direct current

machines . Am I not correct in stating that M. Dapay is in

error in his method of calculating the efficiency ? This same

test is described briefly by Prof.S. P. Thompson onpp. 759

and 760 of the fifth edition of “ Dynamo Electric Machinery,"

Mr. Kapp being given as its originator.

The formula there given to obtain the efficiency of either

i

not 2 a3 M. Dapay has

2

machine is :- Niti
I

I

THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF CABLES.

it ; where I is the current in the machine running as motor,

and i that supplied by the third machine.

M. Dupuy seems to have overlooked the fact that the

currents in the two machines are not equal, except when

mentioning the Jonle effect, where, unless I misunderstand

R

v
А B

A , Motor ; B, Generator.

him , he makes the currents to be 1 + i and I - i, whereas

they should be I + i and 1, that in the motor being in excess

of that in the generator by the amount supplied by the third

machine.

The efficiency obtained is, I take it, that of either machine

at an outputsituated somewhere between the arithmetic mean

and the root mean square of 1+ i and 1, being nearer the

latter the larger the load. With the figures instanced by

M. Dapay the efficiency should be v 1.000 = 929,
1,160

instead of
1,000 - 80

= .92, and the difference between
1,000

the two methods becomes more marked with a lower

efficiency, for instance, with I = 1,000 amperes, as before,

let i = 300_amperee, then the efficiency would be 877,

whereas M. Dupay would make it •85 .

I have been using this test for some time past in the

works with which I am connected, both for obtaining the

efficiency and as a handy means of applying a load , and can

most fally endorse M. Dapay's statement as to its conveni

I have found, however, two objections to it, ( 1 ) the

speed drops below normal ; (2 ) the weakening of the field

of the motor is conducive to sparking, especially on tooth

cored armatures. An easy way of lessening the latter effect

The present regrettable state of affairs between Spain and

the United States, which is a matter of the gravest interest

to the whole civilised world, not only on account of the

immediate conditions brought day by day before our notice,

conditions to which ro one can be indifferent, but also on

account of the consequences which must inevitably follow

when the struggle is concluded, and the time comes for re
adjusting the balance. This situation brings home to

usin a practical way a lesson which we should not ignore,

although it is not bought by our own actual experience.

Thereare doubtless many points of importance in the war

now going on to which the attention of the strategist, naval

or military, may be directed with advantage ; and there are

new problems in politics being evolved which will sooner or

laterhave to be dealt with, but we wish to confine our view

to what may seem comparatively a detail of the present

complications; yet one which is of the greatest moment,

and on which at any time the fortune of war may

turn. We have on several occasions laid before our readers

our views as to the conditions to wbich submarine cables

are subject in time of war, and have given instances of

the invaluable part which these are sometimes called upon

to play in such circumstances.

It may, perhaps, be within the recollection of some,

that on the occasion of the meeting of the “Convention

for the Protection of Submarine Telegraph Cables, " which

took place in Paris as far back as in April, 1884, a favour

able opportunity for establishing the neutrality of cables in

war time was upfortunately lost.
The result of this con

vention, at which all the great powers of the world were

represented, was a common agreement which, however

useful to restrain and penalise wilful damage to cable

property intime of peace, did worse than nothing for their

protection in time of war.

By formulating and agreeing to Clause XV. of this con

vention a liberty of action was proffered to belligerente, of

which some of them, at least, would have hesitated to avail

themselves had not this clause been generally assented to .

This portion of the convention reads as follows :
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We cannot, however, lend much support to this theory, as

this means of communication would be subject to the same

danger which threatens all the existing cables to Africa,

India, China, and Australasia , it would be liable to be

destroyed at the mouth of the Channel in the vicinity of

Cherbourg and Brest, where, for more than 150 miles, all

these cables lie in water of a depth varying from 40 or 50

to 100 fathoms, a depth at which the cables could be cat

with the greatest of ease . We have frequently pointed out

the advantages which would be derived by laying a cable

from Canada to Australia through the Pacific; a route far

removed and naturally secured from the dangers to which

the existing cables are subject in many portions of their

length . Sir Charles Dilke, who is looked on as an authority

in these matters, has said that British cables which followed

our trade routes could be patrolled . This sounds convincing,

but in time of war it is likely that the Navy will bave enough

on its hands without telling off a large number of vessels

to sail at long intervals along the lives marked down on

charts as cable routes. Apart from the lack of foresight

evident in this there is an obviously false economy, as thecost

of establishing independent and widely separated systems of

cables would only be a fraction of that entailed by building
a large number of additional cruisers to carry out a patrol

daty ; which , at the best, would be of little or no use as far

as the protection of cables is concerned .

1

8
ELECTRIC TRACTION AT BRISTOL.

DECISION OF THE CITY COUNCIL.

“ Article XV. - It is understood that the stipulations of

the present convention do not in any way restrict the

freedom of action of the belligerents.

It has been said that in case of war cables would be cut

when and where necessary , without regard to proprietorship

and to after consequences, but whatever moral restraint may

have existed before this convention was concluded , or

whatever fear of arousing prejudice, if not of provoking

actual armed intervention, may previously have existed, has

been quite done away with by the carte blanche given in the

convention. Let us examine the position as it actually

stands at present. It is of the utmost importance to each

of the combatants that they should have speedy and

accurate news of events as they occur, relating to

the position and movements of war vessels, the transport

and landing of troops, and reports as to the success

or failure of the various operations of war . Here

Spain is heavily handicapped, as the cable routes by which

information may reach the United States are none of them

under Spanish control, whereas the cables which united

Florida with Caba, the property of an American Company,

are under the control of the United States authorities at Key

West. From this point communication with the fleet off

Havana, some 90 miles away , can be easily and quickly

effected ; thus giving the United States a great advantage.

The other cable route to the South of Cuba, via Bermuda

and Jamaica is , we believe, still open , and the line from New

York through Hayti to Santiago de Cuba, which belongsto

a French company is still working ; although it is doubtful

if the Spaniards are likely to make use of a cable wbich

lands at New York .

However, we gather from a recent report of proceedings

in the Cortes that Spain has taken “ the necessary steps to

maintain communication . " As far as Manilla is concerned

there is a single cable from Hong Kong, which until last

month was landed at Cape Bolinao and connected with the

town of Manilla by a landline some 130 miles long. In con

sequence, however,of this landline having been cut by the

ingui gents, the cable wasremoved from Cape Bolinao and

carried direct into Manilla. This cable was interrupted a

few days ago, and it is rumoured that the end has been taken

on board an American vessel at Manilla for the purpose of

establishing direct commuoication between Admiral Dewey's

fleet and the United States; for the truth of this romour

wedo not pretend to vouch.

We have on previous occasions given instances of thepart

played by telegraph cables during various wars, and have

shown with what facility these can be destroyed in shallow

water. In April of 1882 we publishad a detailed accountof

the various occasions on which damage was done to the

cables on the west coast of South America during the Peru

and Chili war, and the effect thus produced in the course of
that war.

We in England have not yet had much practical experience

on this subject, it is true that during the bombardment of

Al- xandria the lines across Egypt, which form the principal

link in our means of communication with India , China,

and Australasia, were cut by Arabi's troops, but this was

Jittle noticed at the time, as telegrams could still be sent to

the East across the landlines through Persia, or via those

which run through Russia and Siberia . Circumstances have

changed since that time ; we learn that at present the
Russians are displaying great activity in Northern Persia , and

it is not improbable thatin timeof need we may find both the

Persian and Siberian lines closed against ns . Since the time

of the bombardment of Alexandria a ring of cables has been

pat round Africa, which joins the submarine telegraph roate to

the East at Aded, thus avoiding dangers in Egypt ; but

these cables are notorious for the frequency with which they

break down,* and could not be relied on. Some advantage

might be gained by laying a series of cables to Cape Colony,

via Ascension and St. Helena, and this coursehas been

recommeaded as one having great strategical advantages.

1

1

THE Bristol City Council, since our last issue, has, at two special

meetings, devoted in all no less than six bours to the discussionof its

relations with the Bristol Tramway Company with regard to the

directors' scheme for extending their system , and working the whole

of their lines by electricity. At last matters appear to bave so shaped

themselves that both the company's Extensions and Electric Power

Bills may proceed practicallyas unopposed measures, excepton one

point- that with regard to the fares chargeable. It may be thatthe

Sanitary Committeeand the company willcome to an understanding

on this subject in the next few days, but in the light of past

experience this is not very likely, and the Parliamentary Com.

mittee before whom the Bills come will have, therefore,

to decide between the two bodies as to what the fares shall

be upon the numerous lines affected. Mr. George Pearson, the

chairman of the Bristol Civic Electrical Committee, who was

throughout these long debates the spokesman for the sanitary

authority, maintained , and other speakers supported his view , that

when carefully examined, the Tramway Company's concessions to the

city, as a quid pro quo for the sanction to use Bristol streets, would

be found moreapparent than real. The reduction of the fares for

general passengers to the rate of three farthings & mile made very

little difference in the present arrangements,and on many important

sections nodifference at all. The companyhad the prospect, it was

argued, of making animmense saving in their working expenses by

the use of electric traction throughouttheir system , and Mr. Pearson

contended that the present price of the shares in the company

showed what large profits wereexpected from the use of electricity.

With the hopes of these enhanced profits, investors were willing to

pay such a price for sbares, that the return to them was only

£ 2 133. 3d. per cent. per annum . As these profits were to be earned

by the use ofthe public roads, it was urged that theSanitary Committee

were perfectly right in their view that there should be a wayleavepaid

by the company to the city, and a substantialreduction of faies. On the

pro -tramway company's side Alderman Inskip was, as before, the chief

spokesman, and his main point was that under 11 heads terms

had been provisionallyarranged between the company and the chair

manof the Sanitary Committee, and that these ought to be taken as

the bases of settlement rather than to risk by further demands

electrical travelling facilities the citizens needed badly. The Council

carried his amendment by 32 votes to 30 in the teeth of the recom .

mendations of the Sanitary Committee, and this amendment worded

as follows became the substantive resolution : - " That the Bristol

Tramways Extension Bill 1898 be allowed to proceed , and theoppo

sition of the Corporation to the Bristol Tramways Électric Power,

& c., Bill, 1898, be withdrawn upon condition that the Bristol Tram

ways and Carriage Company insert in the Bill proper provisions for

giving effect tothe stipulations Nos. 1 to 11 in the report of the

Sanitary Committee, and suchother provisions as may be considered

necessary for the protectionof the public interest, and that the addi

tional stipulations suggested by the last paragraph of the report be

not adopted by the Council.”
This last paragraph thus thrown aside was : - " Your Committee

are of opinion that no arrangement would be satisfactory which does
not reserve to the Corporation the right to veto the useof the over

head wire system in certainareas , and provide forthe payment by
the company of a moderate wayleave for the use of the streets and

a greater reduction of fares ." . The conditions,1 to 11,referred to in

the resolution , were as follows:

*

• There are at present interrupted no less than four of the cable

sections forming portion of the route to the Cape, viân the West

Coast of Africa; these are the cables connecting Mossamedes and
and Cape Town since April 14th , Benguela -Mossamedes since April

20th, Kotanu-St. Thomé since April 27th, and San Thomé-Loanda
since May 4th . Thus, with one exception , all the cables from the

Gold Coast to Cape Town are now interrupted. The cable from

Sierra Leone to Accra wbich broke down on April 9th has since been

repaired. None of the cables above-mentioned are duplicated.
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1. The companyare to be allowed to generate electric current and

to use the overhead system upon all theexisting tramways, and upon

the extensions, on condition that if any other system of electric

traction , which may appear to the Council to be an improvement on
the overhead system , is adopted and worked at a profitof 5 per cent.

or upwards on the capital employed , in five or more towns in the

United Kingdom , of a population exceediog 100,000 (any district in
the County of London under the control of a Vestry, being regarded

for thepurposes of this condition as a town), the company will

adopt that system on notice from the Council, provided that the

mileage of the tramways on which the improved system is adopted is

approximatelythe same as the mileage of thecompany's electric

tramways ; and provided the Board of Trade decide that, baving

regardto the length of the company's unexpired period, it is equitable

that the company should make the change. Any question as to the

approximation of mileage to be settled, in case of difference, by the

Board of Trade.

2. The postsand overhead wires areto be subject to the approval

of the Corporation, without appeal, as in the Actof 1894.

3. The power of the Corporation over the execution and main

tenance of works in the streets is to be the same as in the Act of

1894 .

4. The company are not to supply electric current to other comº

panies or persons within thecity.

5. The Corporation are to bave the right to use the company's posts

for supporting public electric lamps.

6. The company are not to be entitled to require the Corporation to

supply them with electricity.

7. ót the first additional capital required by thecompany for the

construction of the works authorised by the Bills not less than

£ 200,000, whether issued by means of shares, debentures, or deben

ture stock, is to be raised in such a way that the rate of interest
thereon shall not exceed 4 per cent.

8. Where owners may be required to sell parts only of scheduled

properties, the onus of proof that the part can be severed from the

remainder without material detriment thereto, shall be on the com .

pany .

9. The fares are to be reduced to rates of about three farthings per

mile for ordinary passengers, and one -third of a penny per mile for

persons (men and women) of the labouring class. The hours for

running labouring class tramcars are to be extended so as to include

the bours at which women are employed at factories go to work.

10. The time at which the Corporation may first exercise their

power of purchase is to be 17 years from May 1st, 1893, and the sub

sequent pericds of seven years, at which the power of purchase

recurs, is to be reckonedasfrom the expiration of the said17years.

Thepurchaseis to include the whole of thecompany'sundertaking

within the city at the time of purchase, whether consisting of tram

ways or light railways, except the Hanbam Light Railway .

11. Theconstruction of the extensions is to be obligatory on the

company.

Añ attempt was then made byseveral influential members of the

Council to add to these 11 conditions to wbich the company bad

already agreed , a demand for a wayleave, and it was moved as a

further amendmentthat the company pay to the city 50 per cent. of

their net profits after providing for a sinking tund and paying a

dividend of 7} per cent.on their ordinary shares. (The company pay

at present partly working by horse-power and partly by electrical

power 6 per cent.). This was warmly debated, bat was defeated by

34 votes to 30. Then there was a suggestion that children should be

charged baltprice as on railways, andthis resulted in an insertion in

Alderman Inskip's proposal before the words " And subject to such

other provisions ” of the following clause : " And subject to the scale

of fares to be charged being agreed upon between the company

and the Sanitary Committee, or failing such agreement to be

settled by the Committee of Parliament to whom the Bill

shall be referred . " This was accepted by Alderman Inskip ,

and by the Council generally. As the Bills reach the committee

stage next week , there was no time for the Sanitary Committee to

report the negotiations on fares to the Council, and it was understood

the effect would be a contest on the point in the Committee Room of

the House of Commons. The company, in a statement, announce

that theaverage distance apassenger is entitled totravel under their

proposed faresis 1 mile, 2farlongs, 5 chains, 76 links for 1d., or •75d.

per mile. By workmen's car the average distance would be 3

miles, 3 chains, 89 links for 1d., or •32d . per mile. Workmen's cars

are, however, run at fixed times only, and are not numerous.

put the clauses one by one to the meeting, and would ask them to

consider the same separately.

Clause 1.- " Wbether, notwithstanding the provisions of Section

12 (1) of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, powers should be given in

any case for acquiring land compulsorily for generating stations ; and,

it so, onder what conditions as respects liability for nuisacce, notices

tosurrounding owners, and otherwise.

Resolved, that powers for acquiring land compulsorily were

desirable, and that such powers should not be coupled with special

conditions as respects liability for nuisance excepting as provided for

in the Railway Acts.

Clause 2.- Whether compulsory powers of acquiring land for

generating stationg, if proper to begiven in any case, should be given

where theproposed site is not within the area of supply.

Resolved, that compulsory powers of acquiring land forgenerating

stations should not be given without the consent of all the local

authorities affected .

Olause 3. - Whether, in case of a generating station, however

acquired ,not being situate within the area of supply, power should

be givenfor the breaking up ofstreets between the generating station

and the boundary of the area of sopply.

Resolved , that compulsory powers for opening up streets between

the generating station and the boundaryofthe areaof supply should

not be given without the consent of all the local authorities affected .

Clac83 4. - Whether powers should be given in any case for the

supply of electrical energy over an area including districts of

numerous local authorities, involving plant of exceptional dimensions

and high voltage ; and, it such powers may properly b3 given ,

whether any and what conditionsshould be imposed .

( a) With respect to system and plant, and to the construction and

location of gecerating stations, in view of the powers of purchase

conferred upon local authorities by Sections 2 avd 3 of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1888.

( 6) With respect to the relations of the promoters to other under

takers, and to local authorities within parts of the area .

Resolved, that no powers should be given for the supply of elec

trical energy over an area including districts of numerous local

authorities without ihe consent of the local authorities affected, and

that no special conditions are required, as the Board of Trade have

all powers necessary.

Clause 5. - Under what conditions (it any) ought powers to be

conferred uponpromotersseeking to supply electrical energy to other

undertakers and pot directly to consumers.

Resolved , that powers should be conferred upon promoters to

supply electrical energy to other undertakers by agreement.

It was further resolved that a witness be appointed to appear

before the joint committee to represent the viewsof this Association

as éxpressed at this meeting, auch witness to be selected by the
council.

Mr. Gibbings, the president of the Agecciation was appointed by

the council to represent the views expressed at the meeting .

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

- On Taesday the Industrial Schools Committee reported that the

costof substitating the electric light for gas at the Feltham School

would , according to the advice of the electrical engineer who bad

been consulted on the subject, necessitate an expenditure of £ 6,000.

The committee did not, therefore, feel justified in recommendiog

such a large outlay, and their suggestion that £ 800 should be ex

pended on reconstructing the gas workeat that school was adopted.

The Bridges Committee mentioned for the information of the

Council that they had accepted an offer ( f Messrs. Laing, Wharton

and Down, amounting to £234 149. 3d ., for wiring the brackets and

removing the old lamps in connection with the alteration of the

position of the lamps in the open approaches to the Blackwall

tunnel. The same committee reportedthe receipt of tenders, a list

of which is given in another column, for the lamp columns, &c. ,

required for the electric lighting of Waterloo Bridge.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Building Act Com

mittee, approved plans submitted on behalf of the Charing Cross and
Strand Company for an extension of the generating station in Com

mercial Road , for the erection of agenerating station in Penrose
Street, Walworth, for the Vestry of Newington ,and for an extension

of the Bankside station of the City of London Electric Lighting

Company

The Highways Committee reported having received a reply from

the Postmaster -General on the subject ofthe application of the

Council, under the Telegraph Act, 1892, fora license to empower the

Council to provide a municipal telephone service for London . The

reply stated that it would not be competentfor the Council, without

obtainiog the eanction of Parliament, to construct the necessary works

and carry on telephong business at the cost of any funds over which

the Council bas any control. The Postmaster -General further stated

thathe must awaitthe report of the SelectCommittee to be appointed

by the Government to consider the questionof empowering munici

palities to undertake telephone exchange business.
The Highways Committee announced for the information of the

Council that the Board of Trade had decided to grant the application

of the Vestry ofMarylebone for an electric lighting provisionalorder,
and that theorders applied for by the County of LondonElectric

Lighting Company and the Marylebone Electric Supply Company

for powers in the same parish of Blarylebonehadbeen refused.

It will be remembered that towards the end of March, as mentioned

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION .

A MEETINGof the Association was held at the Westminster Palace

Hotel, London, on Monday,April 25th, at 9.30 a.m., to consider and

report apon the clauses having the attention of a joint committee of

the two Houses of Parliament. The President, in opening the

meeting, expressed regret that the notice sent oat had been so short,

but the clauses for consideration were so important that it was

absolutely necessary the matter shouldhave immediate attention. He

then called upon Alderman Higginbottom , of Manchester, who had

devoted avery considerable amount of time to the subjects to be

considered, and whowould beable to give them , he was sure, a very

clear explanation of the effect of the clauses. Alderman Rigginbottom

then carefully explained the clausesto the Association, andexplained
the course which had been taken by Manchester, Glasgow , Nottingham ,

Sheffield , and several other Corporations who were represented by

counsel before the joint committee. The President then said he would
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to the dynamo, which thereupon worked the engine, or in the words

of his Honour, "the tail wagged the dog." They also contended

that Suckling, upon leaving the engine room , should have lifted the

brushes of the dynamo,wbich would have rendered the action

impossible. For the defence it wag contended that Turner must

have handled the switch himself, but bis Honourhold thig to be most

unlikely , and found a verdict for the plaintiffs.

in the ELEOTRIOALREVIEW at the time, that the Council deoided to

ask the Board of Trade to insert, in each of the electric lighting

provisional orders whioh might be granted in this or any future

session, a clause for the protection of tramways alreadypurchased or

likely to be acquired at any future period. In this conneotion

the Highways Committee reported that the Brard of Trade bad

expressed the opinion thatfoll protection was afforded to theCouncil

bythe provisions of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, and the orders

made thereunder, by which the Counci), as owner of the tramways,

would have power,subject to certain conditions, to alter the position

ot eleotrio lines or works which would interfere with the lawful

exercise of any powers vested in the Council, the Board pointed out

that Section 15 of the Act provides that where the position of any

electric lines or works is altered, compensation shall be made or

secured to the owners. In these circumstances the Board regretted

that it was udahle to insert in provisional orders the clausa suggested

by the Coup il.

LEGAL.

WEBLYN V. SHOOLBRED & Co.

The case of Weblyn v. Shoolbred & Co.,was down for hearing in the

Queen's Benob Division on Monday, May 2nd, before Mr. Justice

Hawkins andaspecial jory. Mr. Fletcher Moulton, Q C., Mr. Roger
Wallace, and Mr. Gaskill were counsel for plaintiff, and Mr. Lawson

Walton, Q.O., M.P., and Mr. Ernest Pollock for the defendants. The

action was brought to recover damages for the destruction or partial

destruction of avaluable picture,entitled “The Royal Harem ," which

was on exhibition in the Strand during the latter part of the Jubilee
Year,

Mr. FLETOHER MOULTON said the damage, which was by fire,

was alleged to be due to the negligence of thedefendanta, in con:

sequence of their having put in an installation of electric light in a
detective way .

His LORDSHIP (alluding to a vast array of models and electric

ligbting apparatus inthe Court) asked if the case was a patent case.

Was all that electrical apparatas to be used before him and the jury ?

It an he thought it was bardly a fit case to go before a jury.

Mr. LAWSON WALTON said the defendants were anxioas tbat the

case should be tried before bis Lordship and a jary.

His LORDSHIP : I don't know how you purpose to do it ; for you

may have experiments to make.

MB. FLETCHER MOULTON said there was no doubt it was a technical

case , but he thought there would be no difficulty in making rither his

Lordship or the jary fully acquainted with the facts of the case on

which they would have to form conclusions as to wbat was done in

connection with the electrical installation .

Mr. FLETCBER MOULTON said that if bis Lordsbip expressed an

opinion that it was not a suitable case to be tried before bim and a

jary, they would communicate with their respective clients. Both

sides were very anxious to have the case tried .

His LORDBBIP : I do not think it is a case that could be reasonably

tried by a jury or by anybody wbo has not had some opportunity of

making someexperiments bimself.

Mr. LAWSON WALTON Baid there were two issues on wbicb a

verdict was desired. The first was whether the installation was

carefully and correctly done, and the second was whetber the fire

was caused by the detective installation or had some other origin .

He thought that that would involve the calling of considerable

electrioal evidence.

His LORDSHIP suggested that it would be better for experts to

make the experimentselsewhere and then give evidence. If there

was any likelihood of fire being caused by the experiments he should

prefer that they should not beperformed in his presence .

After consultation it was agreed that Mr. Fletcher Moulton should

take an order referring the matter to an official referee or arbitrator

within a fortuight. The parties, with their models and apparatus,

and electrical experts, of whom a large number had been subfwaaed ,
then left the Court.

KIBBLE v. HARRISON PATENT KNITTING MACHINE COMPANY.

THIS case which came before Mr. Justice Bruce and a common Jury

at the Manchester Assizes last week, was a claim for breach of contract .

Plaintiff was a comedian living in Manchester, and be complaired

that some electrical work undertaken by defendants for him was

executed so badly that he wasdeprived of a pantomime engagement

at the Shakespeare Theatre, Liverpool. The result of this was that
he was out of an engagement during a winter season , and incurred

heavy expenses in the reconstruction of the work done by defendants.

The defence was that the company was not responsible for the way

the fittings were made, and that defendants made them perfectly

right for the required work . Plaintiff gave defendants an order for

the illuminating and wiring of certain dresses, and also for the five

batteries required to work them. An engagement was procured with

the above theatre subject to the trials ofthe show being satisfactory.

Defendants then informed plaintiff they would not be able to supply

a portable battery, but thata stationaryone would serve the purpose

and the wires would be invi.ible . When the trials were made the

so- called invisible wire, which counsel said was like a piece of clothes

line, was used. The trial was a complete failure. The ladies had

their wings on all right, and the plaintiff bad bis battery in the flies

with the invisible wire to work it. The first thiog they noticed when

the thing commenced in the limelight was thatthe invisible wire stood

out evenmore conspicuously than in the daylight. The next thing

they noticed wasthat lamps on the demon's dress would not light,

and plaintiff got his band burnt. As regards the ladies' dresses some

of the lights went out. Although they were angels their lamp were

fixed with bitumen , which melted , and the lamps then fell off. As

the result of the trial, the manager of the theatre at Liverpool told

the plaintiff that" the thing was off," and the engagement was then

cancelled. Mr. Harrison, manager of the delendants' electrical

department, afterwards a pologised to the plaintiff, and said his

experiment had been tried and bad failed.

Mr. JAMES HILL, a Manchester electrician, spoke of examining four

pairs of wings aod the demon dress in D :cember last . The lamps in

the wings werefastened with some stuff like bitumen , and upon these

being lighted the heat generatedwould have a tendency to scfien the

bitumen and cause the lamps to fall off. He explained how the

defects arose, and said the light was caused to flicker through an

intermittent contact. He did not consider the fittings of the demon

dress a workmanlike job. He considered it was possible to make a

proper installation, and to construct a portable battery for the demon

dress without a prior experiment.

Mr. SOTTON, on bebali of the defendants, submitted that the fault

did not arise from tbe work they did. 8 , far as the wings were con

cerned , the defect was cn before it ever came into their hands.

As to the demon dress, the defendants simply undertook to supply

the things that it required when it was brought to them, but they did

pot undertake to overbaul it, and be responsible for it.

Mr. H. W. L. HARRISON swore that the plaintiff and he had been

in partnership in Peter Street, Manchester, as electricians for stage

purposes. Plaintiff worked on the electrical part of the demon

dress, and subsequently, when they dissolved partnership, be brought

it to him and asked bim to put the lamps on it. Plaintiff frequently

came to him and went into the workshop and examined the dress

while the work upon it was in progress, and expressed his satisfaction

with it when it was completed . All the lamps were lighted in Man

chester before it left the defendants' hands, but at the trial at

Liverpool they would not light. Any displacement of the wires

would prevent the lighting.

After further hearing the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff

for £50, and judgment was entered accordingly with costs on the

County Court scale .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c

CROSSLEY BBog. v. JOHNSON.

At the Greenwich County Courton Friday, beforehis Honour Judge

Addison, Q.O., Messrs. Crossley Bros. BuedMr. W. Claude Joboson, of

the Dignaries, Westcombe Park Road, Blackheath , for £21 178. The

sum of £ 5 was paidinto Court bythe defendant, who urged that the

balance was expenditure caused by the act of the plaintiffs' own

servant. Fromtheevidence itappeared that on May 13th, 1897, the

plaintiffs sent a workman namedFrankTurner to effect certain repairs

to the gas engine which worked the dynamo of defendant's private

electric light installation . He arrived a few minutes before the

dinner hour of the defendant's workman, Suckling. The engine was

working at the time, but when Suckling left for dinner he stopped it,

and Turner commenced to do his work. Whilst he was removing

some bolts from the gas engine it began to work, and Turner

noticed sparks on the switch on the wall which turned the

electricity from the dynamo either direct to the lights

or to an accumulator as might be desired. Turner ran for Suckling,

who came and tried to turn the switch , but in consequence of its

being partly fused be could not do so, and the enginewas finally

stopped by Turner who threw off the lelt, causing the pistonto fall

out and the damage, for the repair of which the claim was made, was

thus sustained. The plaintiffs' contention was that the switch was

faulty, and when put by Suckling, on going to his dinner, at the

neutral position, fell to one which allowed the current , in the usual

courge under such circumstances, to flow back from the accumulator

Auction Sale . - Messrs. Percy Huddleston & Co. are to

sell by auction the contents of the Copper Depositing Works, West

Ferry Road, Millwall, E. This is in connection with the General
ElectricPower and Traction Company ( in liquidation) v. Lewis Sze
our “ Official Notices” this week for particulars.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. - An application was made
on Wednesday to Mr. Registrar Brougham at the London Bankruptcy

Court for an order of discharge on bebalf of John Dewhurst,

electrician . &c , 52 , North End Rad, West Kensington. The

bankrupt failed last Februarywith provable debts £ 590, and assets

that will realise in all about £ 200. He attributed his failure to the

excessive amount paid to a late partner, to a loss of £ 130 through

emb: zzlement by a traveller, and to depreciation in the value of the

stock -in -trade as estimated for a forced realisation . The Official

Receiver reported the following offences, viz. , insufficiency of assets

to pay 108. in the £ to the unsecured creditors, imperfect books,

and misconduct in not having at once disclosed to the Official

Receiver and Trustee the whole of his (bankrupt’s) realisable assets.

After hearing Mr. White in support of the application, the learned

Registrar imposed a suspensionof three years.
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Electrical Wares Exported.

WBEK ENDING MAY 3RD, 1897. WEEK ENDING MAY 3RD, 1898.

£ 8. £

Albany ... 112 0 Amsterdam 25 0

Amsterdam 85 0 Auckland 43 0

Antwerp 69 0 Barcelona 298 0

Auckland 47 0 Bordeaux 18 0

Bombay ... 5090 Boulogne 1690

Buenos Ayres 157 0 Calcutta ... 42 0

Calcutta ... 236 0 Cape Town 1,673 0

Teleg. mat.... 19 0 Durban 466 0

Cape Town 1,272 0 Teleg. mat. 672 0

Teleg. mat. 2,263 0 East London 310

Colombo 21 0 Flusbing 19 0

Durban
5:00 Fremantle 200

East London 59 0 Lisbon ... 402 0

Flashing 31 0 Mauritius 73 0

Fremantle 637 0 Melbourne 33 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 5 ) 0 Monte Video 50 0

Melbourne 22 0 Pedang 24 0

Teleg. mat. 23 0 Port Elizabeth ... 410 0

Nagasaki 91 0 Stockholm . Teleg. mat. 435 0

Ostend 340 Sydney 119 0

Passages 1,935 0 Yokobama . 1,393 0

Perth 488 0 Teleg mat. 3,000 0

Port Elizabeth ... 225 0

Teleg. mat. 389 0

St. Petersburg .Teleg. mat 543 0

Singapore 67

Teleph. mat. 7 0

Sydney 83 0

Teneriffe. Teleg. mat.

Townsville 25 0

Wellington 370 0

Y kohama 222 0

...

...

558

Total Tutal£ 11,872 0...

£6,631 0

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

£ 8.1

Brussels. Eirc, motors 150 0 Barbadoes. Telepb . mat.

Barc: lona

£ $

43 0

11 0

Total £150 0 Total £54 0

mingham , as the Birmingham Electrical Accessories Company, have

dissolved partnership by mutualconsent. Debts will be attended to

by Mr. John Hall, and the business carried on under the same name

as heretofore.

Foreign Trade. — We have sometimes thought it

would be interesting to know to what extent our foreigo

trade is affected by the official reports of our consuls abroad.

The great value of periodical reports of the outlook, accompanied

by business hints from official quarters, needs no emphasis

in our columns, for we believe many manufacturing and mer

chant firms who trade with foreign parts, but who, for divers reasons,

have not establishments in thosecountries, have found them of much

assistance. Daring the past few years they aave become an essential

to the foreign trader, whetherfrom choiceor necessity, and with the

increasing commercial rivalry between ourselves andother countries

they promise to become even more important.

But we have no monopoly in a matter like this, and competitive

countries have also their consular tradereports, andwe have no doubt

that in these any particularly good points noticeable in our business

methods are emphasised for the benefit ofour competitors, in the same

way as we ourselves are kept informed of the efforts of German

and other traders with a view to following their example so far as

may be practicable.

Electrical manufacturers in this country undoubtedly have plenty

to do at the present moment, but a good supplyofhome orders

should not lessen the desire for export business. Everything that

can be legitimately done to extend our foreiga el :ctrical trade should

be takenadvantage of.

As a rule we suppose the first thing to be done in the cultivation

of a trade with any new district is to watch the opportunity

and make a market where none existed before, and having done

that, to see that the requirements of that market are catered

for in the most thorough manner possible. Were this done, the

likelihood of being outdone by foreiga rivals would, we venture to

believe, be smaller than at present, although the Eaglishman prides

himself upon the fact that his markets are open to all comers, be

they friends or foes. That we are not mindful enough ofthe markets

where we should have supremacy is clear,from the remarks of several

of our consuls, and weare occasionally thought to give far greater
attention to the article ordered than to the man whohas ordered it.

From one standpoint this is a satisfactory charge, and its outcome

is a better quality of goods supplied. The complaint is pot that

the quality ought not to receive so much attention, but that the cus

tomer and theprobable customer should be more considered . For

instance, it bas been attributed to the Englishman that he declines to

depart from certaia lines and standards of manufacture which he

has himself laid down. His manner says, " Take it or leave it ; my

goods are suitable for home consumption , and they should be good
enough for you . " But are they ? Does it follow that because a

thing is suitable for use in England, it can be just as easily applied

in the service of the Heathen Chinee ? He may be behind the times,

but that is not the point, it is a matter of business ; and when a man

asks fora thing it is the manufacturer's work to supply that specific
article it it is at all possible.

What is the result ? The German or American trader comes along,

and when questioned whether he can supply such andsuch a thing

which his British competitor fails to do,sees a splendidopportunity

for ousing his rival , and by book or by crous he will take and

execute the order. The customer does not fail to take a note of all

this, and though in the long run he may prefer to deal with the

Ecglishman for other reasons, he for the time being trades with our

rivals, and a blow is struck at our supremacy, Mr. Cusack Smitb ,

the British Consul at Samia, in bis report on the trade of the islands

during last year, despises the system of circularising which is so

largely adopted by ourmanufacturers, and belands the personal repre .

sentation which we have over and over again recommended in these

columns. He considersa day's work done by a " civil, ingratiating,
well -informed traveller " more than equal to five years'persistent

circularising, and quotes a carious instance of German methods in

those parts : A German commercial traveller recently visited Samoa

with excellent samples at marvellously cheap prices, and obtained

£ 2,000 worth of orders, mainly from British traders, but most or many

of his goods were originally made in Manchester. These were ordered

by German firms, and marked in Germany with German trade marks,

and were sold by the German traveller with the remark : “The

English manufacturers won't send out the goods, so we do it, and

make the profit .” Mr. Cusack Smith says that this only emphasises

the folly of " not sending out British travellers,” and he declares that

British trade will suffer far more severely during the next tive years

from German competition than it has done already, unless British

manufacturers attack the colonial and foreign markets in the ener

getic, well-organised , up-to -date, and conciliatory manner adopted by
the Germans.

A financial contemporary the other day remarked, in connection

with this matter, that it isnot easy to understand whyBritish maņu .

facturers should be so slow to act upon the advice, in the main sound

and practical, conveyed through the medium of our consular reports.

German houses go in for a very high standard of education for

young menwho lay themselves out for commercial pursuits, and our

consal at Stettin recently drew attention to the great service rendered

in tnis direction by the Stettin Commercial Association, which was

opened about 27 years ago . One of the objects of this association

is to send young men out abroad to the British colonies, America, and

elsewhere, to improve their knowledge of business, and to work in

the interests of Stettin trade, a free grant of about £ 75 being made

to each man for the purpose. At least 50 of these grants have been

made, and the German consul of each country visited was informed

of the arrival of the student. Here is a form of organised competi.

tion which might do untold harm to the business of this and other

:

Birmingham Exhibition .—The Electrical and Trades

Exhibition at Bingley Hall closed last Saturday night.

Books Received.— “ Steam - Boiler Constraction : a prac

tical handbook for engineers, boiler -makers, and steam -users. ” By
Walter S. Hatton . Toird edition, carefully revised and enlarged,

by the addition of 175 pages and 194 new illustrations. Price 18s.

Crosby Lockwood and Sop, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.

“ Submarine Telegraphs : their history, corstruction, and work

ing ' By Chas. Bright, F.R.S.E. Published by Messrs. Crosby
Lo kvood & Son, London . Price £3 3s.

Browo , Boveri & Co. - On April 1st Messrs. Conrad
Baumann and Sidney W. Brown were made partners in this well

known concern .

Catalogue. - The International Trading Company, of 35,

Queen Victoria Street, E.O. , who are sole agents in Great Britain and

the Colonies for Herr G. Webr, Sohn, Berlin, have issued a well illus.

trated catalogue of telephones, microphones, telegraph instruments,

electric bells, batteries , and a variety of electrical accessories. The

numerous articles are arranged in table form and numbered for easy

reference, and the letterpress pages are followed by about 30 pages

which are devoted exclusivelytoillustrations.

Commutator Bars. Our readers will remember that

about six or seven months ago a correspondence took place in our

columns in which it was demonstrated that there was rrom for

improvement in lists of stock sizes of commotator bars. We have

now received a new list published by Messrs. Thomas Bolton & Suns,

for whom it has been prepared by Mr. Theodore Stevens, E.M.,

A.I.E.E., which ought to proveof considerable utility to designers and

makers of dynamos. The list contains over 70 pages of tables

which are divided off into three sections : Table I. enabling the

dimensions of the bar of any commutator to be easily calculated ;

Table II. giving a list of sizes arranged according to the number of

sections in the commutator ; and Table III. giving a list of Bolton's

stock sizes arranged according to their dimensions. Messrs. Bolton

will send a copy ofthis useful little book toany electrical engineer

who applies at the cffices at 90, Cannon Street, London.

Concert. - The Dover Electricity Supply Company held

& staff smoking concert on Wednesday last week .

Country House Lighting.—The electric light bas

recently been installed in Mr. Wood's house at Gwernyfed Park ,

South Wales. About 180 lights have been fixed, the plant consisting

of an oil engine and dynamo with a battery of D.P. accumulators,

provision being made for water power or a second oil engine as an

auxiliary. The work has been carried out by Messrs. Drake and

Gorham .

Dissolution of Partnership . - Messrs. C. Geary and J.

Hall, trading as electrical engineersat Swadlincote, under the style

or firm of Hall, Geary & Co., and at 164, Corporation Street, Bir

-

-
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Personal. - Mr. John Shaw, electrical engineer, of Man

chester and Ashton -on -Mersey, hasjust beenelected chairman of the

Ashton Urban District Council, and he will thus be entitled to sit on

the Bench as a Justice of the Peace for the County of Chester. Mr.

Shaw has been a member of theCouncil since its formation, and in

that capacity was enabled to render excellent service when the mains

for the electric light now supplied by the Altrincham Electric

Supply, Limited, were laid down for the supply of the township.

Mr. Shaw was also elected a member of the Sale and Ashton

Technical Instruction and other Committees.

Smoke Nuisance.-At Greenwich Police Court on

Thursday, the Crystal Palace District Electric Supply Company,

Limited, and Mr. B. G. Blanchard, their secretary, were summoned

in respect to a nuisance arising from black smoke issuing from a

chimney at their works. The offence was admitted by Mr. Dumas

who asked for the summons to stand over so that the company might

provide otherapparatusand getsmokeless coal . Mr. E. Wright,

clcck to the Lewisham Boardof Works, said the Board would agree

to this course , and the magistrate adjourned the case for a fortnight.

The “ Vril ” Contact Breaker,—The “ Vril ” Contact

Breaker for induction coils is the invention of Mr.James King, A I.E.E.,

and the sole right of manufacture has been acquired by Mssrs.

W. Watson & Sons, of High Holborn . The apparatusis claimed to

afford many advantages to workers with Rahmkorff coils. It can be

supplied to almostevery make of existing induction coil. It isclaimed,

among other things, that the construction is such, that it gives a

prolonged periodof contact, affording the necessary time for the

thorough magnetic saturation of the core, combined with a very

sudden break. The results obtained with the ordinary vibrating

break are said to be yielded by the “ Vril ” with 50 per cent. less battery

power, andwith 25 per cent. less battery power than is requisite to

run the ordinary vibrating break , 15 per cent. more spark length is

-100

countries. It should be well digested by Englishmen. What can

be the value of mere circularising in the face of such facts as these ?

American houses by no means ignore British consular reports, and

for that reason we can hardly afford to completely ignore theirs.

The American Resident and Consul-General at Bangkok recently

addressed someimportant remarks on thetrade opportunities of Siam ,

a part of the world, by the way, which receives someattention at the

hands of American electrical contractors. He draws attention to the

splendid field offered for development, and advises special efforts to

be made to increase the trade of the United States with this rich and

prosperous kingdom of South -Eastern Asia. A critical period is

approaching, and the results thereof will determine the control of

Siamese foreign trade.

The report says that exporters of Europe have fully awakened to

the importance and possibilities of Siam's markets, andadds:

“After a residence of four years in Siam , I think that here is one of

the best opportunities for the United States to build up a trade that is

afforded anywhere in the world, considering, of course,thepopulation

and area. But all efforts to induce American exporters to enter these

markets have been unsuccessful. Letters have come in unlimited

numbers, to all of which careful attention has been given ; catalogues

have arrived and been distributed where they would do the most

good ; questions asked bave been answered in detail; and many

reports, general and specific,have been sent to Washington and duly

published for the benefit of the exporters and manufacturers of the

United States ; but still there is a most discouraginglack of interest.

This interest should be evidenced by sending to Bangkok experienced

and capable representativesto care fully investigatethe field, secure

trial orders, and establish reliable agencies. In this connection, three

facts are worthy of note: First, not more than six qualified repre

sentativesof American houses have visited Siam during the past three

and a half years ; secund, almost without exception those thathave

come have been surprised at the extent and opportunities of the

market,and have gone away with satisfactory orders, or, at least,

with sufficient to pay expenses ;third, in the same period no less than

100 capable representatives of European firms havevisited Bangkok ,

ard,in 90 per cent. of the cases, have done very well .

Catalogues are valuable in their way - invaluable, in fact — but too

much reliance is placed on them . They do not discuss the matter

with the buyer; they do not answer all his inquiries ; they do not

obviate his objections to trying a new firm , a new class of goods,

or togiving up his relations with some European house which has

supplied him for years. It firms which are rich enough to publish

theelaborate catalogues, which they issue annually, would devote

even a small portion of that expense to sending energetic, educated,

and tactful representatives to the far East, they would obtain far
more substantial returns. "

Some important facts are mentioned in the Consular Journal,

It is to be hoped, says our contemporary, that our electrical

engineers and our public works contractors are fully alive to

the field for enterprise which China is now affording. It is, of

course, too much to expect that China will now awaken completely

from the comatose condition in which she has lain for centuries, but

that she is exhibiting greater signs of vitality, owingto the action

of the Powers, than she has ever done before is not to be denied.

Her rulers are, it seems, learning to appreciate the truth of the

fcriptural injunction that it is no use kicking against the pricks, and

European enterprise has pricked her coast-line sorely of late. The

municipal authorities of towns like Shanghai, Pekin, Tientsin , & c.,

are therefore taking steps to establish electrical tramways, and

tenderswillpresently be invited forundertaking these works. The
Shanghai authorities, says a Consular correspondent writing to us,

have already adoptedthe following resolution : " That the Council be,
and is hereby, authorised to consider the expediency of establishing

a system of electric tramways in the settlement.” Oar contem

porary's correspondent urges electrical and other engineering firms

to send out representatives or appoint agencies.

Langdon - Davies Motor.-The business of the Davies

Motor Company, of 16, Red Lion Street, Clerkenwell, has been
transferred to the Langdon -Davies Electric Motor Company, Limited.

This company has taken premises at 101, Southwark Street, S.E.,

where there is every facility to enable them to cope with a fast

increasing business. The entrance floor of the building affords room

for spacious showroom and offices, and in the other parts of the
building there is ample space for the manufacturing department.

The workshops are equipped with machine tools and special labour

saving appliances of themost up -to-date character.

London School Board. The Industrial Schools Com

mittee has been authorised to obtain tenders for the supply of an

auxiliary engine, dynamo, and switchboards, and connecting up

circuits for direct lighting on the Shaftesbury training ship. The

engineer's estimate is£ 950.

The Microphonograph . - From Mr.G. A. Nussbaum , of

29, Ludgate Hill, who represents La Sɔciété Industrielle des Télé
phones in this country, we have received a pamphlet describing the
new microphonograph which that company has recently brought out.

The pamphlet contains an illustrated and general description of the

Dassaudmicrophonograph ( Berthon-Dassaud -Jaubert system ) and its
applications in the treatment of deal mutes. Some of the illus

trations show deaf mutes who are in the seventh heaven of delight

upon discovering that by the aid of the microphonograph they are

enabled to hear musical and other sounds.

Mill Lighting. - Messrs. W. H. Baughan & Co. , of

Charlbury, have secured the order for a complete installation com

prising dynamo, shafting, accumulators,& c., of the new millsof

Messrs. Early &Sons, blanket manufacturers, of Witney.

WATSON & SONS

yielded by the coil if the " Vril ” Contat Breaker be employed. The

heating of the platinum contacts is greatly diminished, and does not

become very appreciable with a long run of 30 minutes or more;

liability to adhere is obviated, and the wearof platinum very much

reduced. Workers with Rontgen's X rays will especially appreciate

this feature. The speed of themake andbreak is controlled by means

of an adjusting screw . The “ Vril ” affords facilities for varying the

speed of the vibration exactly. It produces the same effect as a

mercury interrupter, without any of its trouble and annoyance. The

figure shows the breaker mounted on a separate case unattached to

the coil.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Aberdeen . — The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee

reported to the Town Council on Tuesday, recommending that the

electricity mains should be extended to the West End, andthat the

low tension direct system , with drop of 110 volts at full load, should

be adopted, at an estimated expense of £ 5,750, as recommendedby

Prof. Kennedy, The Committee suggest that it be remitted to the

engineers to prepare specifications and invite tenders for the work.

The Committeedid not see their way to recommend the Council to

take any action in regard to dust destructors at present .

Barrow . — Mr. R. H. Burnett, the borough electrical

engineer (late of St. Pancras ), commenced his duties on Monday last .

Basingstoke. — The Electric Lighting Committee, after

considering terms proposed by Messrs. Warburg, Dymond& Co.,

for putting down an electricity installation, bas recommended the

Town Council to apply for electric lighting powers themselves for

carrying out the works. This course was approved by the Council.
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Bedford ,—The Bedford Town Council have decided to

increase, by £ 1,400, the amount of the £ 4,000 loan they are about to

apply for, the addition being made expressly in order that the elec

tric lightmay be installed onthe Market Hill.

Bermondsey . - At Monday's Vestry meeting the report

was considered of the sub- committee, which appeared before the

Board of Trade on April 27th, when the opposition of the London

Electric Supply Corporation, and the County of London and Brush

Provincial Electric Lighting Company, to the Vestry's application

for an electric lighting provisional order, was heard by Sir Courtenay

Boyle. The Committee reported that after the opposition had been

heard,Sir C. Boyleasked whether the Vestry intendedto carry out

the order it granted, and on being assured by the chairman of the

Electric Lighting Committee that such was the case, Sir C. Boyle

said that the Vestry could have no objection to the deletion of the

clanse which empowered the Vestry, with the consent of the Board

of Trade, to transfer its powers ; and this was accordingly agreed
apon . Sir O. Boyle advised the Vestry to again consider the inancial

aspect of the question , and stated that it within 14 days the Vestry

decided to go on with the order, he wonld recommend that the same

be granted . The sub -committee recommended that Sir C. Boyle

should be informed that the Vestry, after again considering the

financial question at his suggestion, respectfully asked that a pro
visional order should be granted to the Vestry. This recommenda

tion was unanimously adopted.

Bromley . - Tne Bromley ( Kent) Electric Light and

Power Company, Limited , who have just acquired the powers
formerly vested in the local authority, have, within the past week,

made apractical start. A contract has been entered into for the

erection of a central lighting station , and at the present time work

men are busily engaged in preparing the foundations. Many of the

shareholdersare tradespeople andprivate residents, who have given

notice of their desire to be supplied with the light. The contract

for the installation has been secured by Messrs. Edmundsons, of West

minster, and oce of the first places to be lit is the new Bell Hotel,

now approaching completion . The Bromley Company have also
entered into a contract with the newly -formed Chislehurst Electric

Lighting Syndicate to supply them with current. The secretary of

the Bromley Company isMr MartinJ. Dickins, of the Market Square,

Bromley, and, notwithstanding the difficulties experienced in
acquiring possession of the order, the future of the company is gene

rally regarded as most hopeful.

Canterbury . - Good progress is now being made with

the work connected with the establishment of the electric light here.

The whole of the contracts have been settled ; the construction of

the generating station is well in band, and the laying of mains is to

be commenced in afew days. At the meeting of the Town Council

this week the Lighting Committee submitted a schedule of the prs.

posed positions and number of incandescent lamps to be used in

pablic lighting. There are to be 144 on posts and 29 on brackets,

the latter of a design costing £3 18. 10d. a piece. The Committee

recommended that the main thoroughfare from St. George'sGate to

Westgate be illuminated by means of arc lamps, 12 in all , at an

additional cost of about € 140. Six separation stations are also to be

provided for lighting and extinguishing the arc lamps, at an outlay

additional to the estimate of about £707 10s. The contract for wiring

the new Reaney Institute for the electric light has been secured by

Mr.E. J. Philpot. It is hoped to have the light in use by next
winter.

Chorley (Lancs.) – The Corporation have obtained a

provisionalelectric lighting order from the Board of Trade.

Colchester . - The electric light station is to be opened

about the month of July.

Colombo. — The contract for the lighting of the public
streets and roads of the Fort of Colombo bas been given to Messre .
Boustead Bros.

Dewsbury. The 69 applications for the position of elec

trician to the Dewsbury Corporation has been reduced from six to

three by the Electricity Committee. The final selection will shortly

be made. The salary is £ 250 a year.

Dublin . - The Dablin papers say that on Wednesday

evening last week there was a failure in the electricity supply, a

number of hotels being seriously inconvenienced . The DailyNation

Bays that “ the failure was occasioned by the breakdown of three

different engines.” That paper also says that several of the hotels
are about to take legal proceedings against the Corporation.

Dandee. - The Gas Committee has recommended that

the estimate of a Dundee firm be accepted for erecting a new econc

miser house at the electricity works at £600 .

Darham.-A local correspondentcorrespondent says that from
Wednesday's Town Council proceedings it would appear that incan

descent gas will be adoptedfor street lighting. The matter of elec

tric lighting v. incandescent gas is in the handsof a committee.

Eastbourne. - On Monday the Eastbourne Town Council

decided to consult Mr. Wright, the engineer to the Brighton Cor

poration, anent the public electric lighting works being combined

with the destructor. “ Mr. Wright will be consulted either alone or

in conjunction withanother expert, who had been approached by the
Committee.

Edinburgh . — The Electric Light Committee's provisional

estimates for the year ending May 15th, 1899, shows:-- Estimated

expenditure for 1898-99, £ 49,250, and the revenue £ 51,250, leaving

a surplus of £2,000 to be transferred to the credit of the rates, after

providing £ 6,000 for reserve fund. Last year the estimate was

£ 33,390, and the revenue £35,455, leaving £ 2,065 to be credited to

the rates, and after providing for £ 4,000 to be contributed to the

reserve fund .

Glasgow . — The Electricity Works Sub -committee recom

mends the Corporation to adopt proposals which have been brought

forward by Mr. Chamen, the borough electrical engineer. The state

ment, which comes before the Electricity Committee shortly, says

that the Waterloo Street station, with its capacity of 3,300 horse

power, was completely overloaded during thefog last winter, and as

the increase in the number of lamps fixed had been, on an average of

five years, about 30 per cent., this meant, with the erection of over

100 lamps on the Springburn electric tramway route, a necessity for

at least 100 horse -power additional. Waterloo Street station being

taxed to its utmost capacity , a new site bad been purchased at Port

Dundas, wherework had already been begun, and arrangements bad

been made for the purchase of another site for a generation station

on the south side of the river, near Eglinton Street station . At Port

Dundas there would be no difficulty in installing some 30,000 horse

power, and at the southern station another 15,000. The question of

distribution had also to be considered . Waterloo Street station was

at present distributing current at a pressure of 100 and 200 volts ,

but the Board of Trade regulations now permitted current to be

supplied at 250 and 500 volte, wbich enabled the current to be

carried much farther, and saved very largely in the amount of

copper required in the distributing mains and feeders, the saving

being about 50 percent. The new plant already ordered for

Port Dundas was designed to supply current at the increased

pressure, and the plant for the southern station could be similarly

designed. Therewould be no difficulty in supplying feeding points

about two miles distant from each of the new generating stations, and
in further supplying an area of about halt a mile radius from such

distant feeding points. This area practically included the whole

municipality, so that there would be no necessity for resorting to

high tension current. The use of the increased voltage rendered it

impossible to work the new stations in connection with the same

mains which atpresent distributed theenergy from Waterloo Street,

and so it would be desirable in time to relieve that station of its

entire load. The capital expenditure detailed in the report is

£ 551,000, made up as follows : Capital expenditure at present,

£ 150,000 ; capital expenditure proposed in report, £ 396,000 ; cost of

removal of Waterloo Street plant, £ 5,000. The surest way to arrive

at a low rate of charge for the supply of electric light, concludes Mr.

Chamen, is to make the concern as large as possible, so tbat the sooner

the capital expenditure contemplated in the report is reached the

better. He therefore recommends (1) That in addition to the £ 95,000

to which the Corporation already stand committed , a further expendi

tare of £ 61,000 be authorised for the Port Dandas station and mains ,

and (2) that an expenditure of £ 108,000 be authorised for the South

Side station and maing. The expenditure would be spread over a

period of about two years.

Glossop . - A special meeting of the Town Council dis

cussed the electric lighting question last week. A sub -committee of

investigation was appointed, with power to engage a consulting

engineer. The meeting was adjourned to June 5th, when the

question of applying for the provisional order will be dealt with .

-

-

Heaton Norris . - The District Council has resolved to

apply for a provisional order.

Hereford . — The Electric Light Committee has een

empowered to take the necessary steps for providing the electric

light for the town. Expert advice will be obtained,and inquiries

made re site, and on the subject generally.

High Wycombe. - Last Saturday the foundation stone

of the electric lighting station buildings was laid by Councillor Wood

( chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee of Wycombe Corpora

tion ). The company which has been formed to carry out the work

is entitled the High Wycombe Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited, Mr. Alfred Slatter being the managing director. A site for

the electric light station was found in a meadow adjoining Lily's

Walk . The buildings have been designed by Messrs . Moxham and

Son, of Wycombe, and include a boilerhouse,engine house, accumu

lator house, and various offices. The contract for theic erection bas

been entrusted to Mr. Henry Flint, whose tender amounted to £2,383 .

The contract for the electrical plant has been placed in the hands of

Edmundsons Electricity Corporation , Limited, under the supervision

of Mr. J. C. Wigbam , and of the resident engineer, Mr. Fippard . It

is hoped that supply will be ready by July 1st.

Hornsey. The provisional order has been granted by the

Board of Trade with slight alterations.

Hall.-The Electric Light Committee, on 28th ult . ,

decided to recommend the Council to extend the electric light

installation of the city into East Hull, at an estimated cost of

£25,000. When the extension is made, the circuit of the city will

have been completed .

-

Ilford . — Mr. Hawtayoe is to survey certain lands in the

district with a view to selecting a site for electricity works.
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Islington.- As we have seen several mis -statements

regarding the success of the Islington electric lighting undertakiog,

the following notes will be interesting as being the facts of the case.

The Vestry bas spent £144,226 capital up to December 31st last , and

is now spending a good deal more. The net loss last year was £318.

The gross profit was £4,432 , and these figures are good for a business

in its second year. The total cost per unit is 3 57d ., and to this has

to be added interest, &c , amounting roughly to 6 per cent. on the

capital invested . As a matter of fact, long before the supply com

menced theprice of current was fixed, and for public lighting it is 5d.

per unit. This covers all charges for current, interest on capital of

lamps, & c., repairs to lamps, & c., trimming, erection, management,
& c. The 13d. per unit over works' costs does not quite pay all these

charges, so that the supply is quite reasonable at 5d. per unit ,and
Mr. Holland, the chairman of the Hackney Electric Lighting Com

mittee, is quite wrongin assuming that the books are balanced by a

" cooking ” process. Every arc lamp at Islington costs£30-£40

total including all costs, as explained above. The Works Committee
pay bd. per unit, and that is all; the Electric Lighting Committee find

all plant, labour, lamps, &c, and do all the work, light the streets,
&c., and get the sum mentioned as return for all and every expense
incurred in so doing.

For the quarter ending March 31st, the receipts for the supply of

electric light in Islington amounted to over £6,000 . The estimated

cost of production was £ 2,700, leaving a gross profit of £3,300.

After deducting repayment for loans, there is a net profit of

£ 1,750.

Keighley .-The Corporation is about to approach the

electric light question in earnest. A visit was paid to Southport

last week,and a provisional order is being applied for.

Lancaster.- The Town Council resolved on April 27th,

u pon the recommendation of the Electricity Sub-Committee, that the

tender of Messrs. Willans & Robinson, Limited, for the supply and

erection of a close -type high-speed engine for the electricity works

(£1,347) be accepted. The Committee were authorised to accept

ienders for a dynamo . Applications for the supply of electricity to

Ripley Hospital, the Royal Grammar School, and Bowerbam Board

School , were granted, subject to guarantees being made that the
iocome from each building would be equal to15 per cent. on theout

lay. With the exceptionof a few churches, all the principal buildings

in Lancaster are now lighted by electricity.

Liverpool.-- The Lighting Committee last week agreed

upon extensions of mains in various streets at a cost of £800.

Ludworth . — The Parish Council has appointed a sub -com

mittee to inquire fully into the subject of electric lighting.

Mexborough. The ratepayers will oppose the scheme of

the General Power Distributing Company, as in a year or two the

district may put down its own plant.

Mitchelstown. - Major Cardew held a Board of Trade

inquiry last week regarding the application of the Guardians for a

provisional order to light the town with electricity. Mr. Ricbard

O'Driscoll, engineer to the scheme for the Board of Guardians, gave

evidence as to the manner in which it was proposed to light the town.

The stream from which they proposed to derive the motive power

bad a horse -power of 17) on an average. The stream varied verylittle,

though itwas occasionally flooded in winter. The average fall in the

level would be 3 or 4 feetat the very outside. Major Cardew , quoting

from an estimate made by Mr. Harris, ofBray, said he noticed theamount

estimated for cost was £825. He afterwards visited the stream , and

pointed out that considerable expenditure would be necessary in the

making of enu bankments, and expressed an opinion that a cheaper

scheme of public lighting than that now proposed could adopted

with advantage to all parties.

Morley (Yorks), -- At Tuesday's meeting of the Corpora

tion Mr. Robert Hammond submitted his report on the progress of the

electricity works, which has now been in successful operation for

Bome time. The motor alternator has been returned to Wolver

hampton for alteration to the bearings. Mr. Hammond was hoping

to bein a position to report that the final tests of the plant had been

completed this week, but the contractors bave asked to be allowed a

few more days' delay. The apparatus for measuring the water is

ready, and there is now nothing to prevent the tests taking

place at an early date. In accordance with instructions, Mr.

Hammond submitted & statement made up to March 31st,

showing the commitments capital account sanctioned

by the Local Government Board, £ 22,500 ; commitment to date,

£20,764 ; balance of the original scheme still available for

mains, extensions, connecting up customers, &c , £1,735 103. 2d.

Io November last year, in accordance with the request of the com

mittee, he presented a report on the electric lighting of all the streets

through which the mains are laid , and then pointed out that imme

diate decision on the matter was not necessary, as cable ducts were

to a large extent available for accommodating the neceseary mains

without re-opening the streets. The committee ultimately resolved

to order cable for connecting the present arc lamps direct to the sub

stations, instead of the general distributing mains,but to defer con

sideration of the remainder of the scheme until the works were

completed and in operation. Mr. Hammond again brings forward a

scheme for the generallighting of the streets where mains are laid.

In bis previous report he deprecated a mixed scheme of arc and in

candescent lightiog, and set forth thecost of either type of lighting

by itself, for each section under consideration . An extension of the

arc lighting might be desirable in South Queen Street and Chapel

Hill , but the remaining sections could be best dealt with by means of

incandescent lamps enclosed in glass lens reliactors, as at Brighton ,

Ayr and elsewhera. Mr. Hammond recommended that a trial lamp

or two on this system should be fixed in some favourable spot for

actual experiment. Mr. Himmond then concludes bis report by

giving his schemefor lightinz, wbich will cost , with special mains,

£650 , and without special mains, £575.

Portsmouth . - I. is proposed to purchase certain pro

perty in St. Mary's St eet, Portsmouth, adjoining the electric light

station, the space being required for extra macbinery.

Preston . — The National Electric Supply Company has

reduced its charges for lighting current. The company has adopted

220- volt distribution . After July 1st the price will be reduced from

70. to 4d. per unit after one hour's use, less 15 per cent. cash .

Current for heating and motive power purposes will be 3 d. per anit

net.

Provisional Orders. - The Electric Lighting

visional Orders No. 1) Bill relating to Airdrie, Brechin, Hamilton,

and Rothesay was read a second time in the House of Commons last

week.

Ryde . - The Board of Trade have decided in favour of

the Corporation re the Electric Light and Power Company, and cºn•

sequently the latter will not proceed with their application for

powers to supply electricity to the island borough.

Sheffield . - Judging from the correspondence and com .

ments in the local press, and also the discussion in the Council

Chamber, it appears to be true that the public meeting at which the

proposed purchase of the electricity undertaking was disapproved,

was really packed ” by ironmongers and other tradespeople who

might be justly termed interested parties. It seems, therefore, that

the poll wbich is to be held isquite unnecessary, yet it must now be

held at a cost of about £ 1,000 . Mr. T. Scott Anderson (of the local

electrical firm Scott Anderson & Beit) writes to the local prces to

say that his firm bad nothing to do with the opposition . He says,

however, that he, as president of the Contractors' Association , wrote

to the Town Clerk askirg for particulars as to the Corporation's pre

posals regarding the clausewhich gave it the right to manufacture

and trade, but to the question whether the Corporation would not

compete with ordinary contractors no answer was forthcoming. He

questions whether six of the votes at the public meeting could be said

to beelectrical. He considers the Corporation itselfis only to blame,

as it has known of the opposition for some time past.

Shoreditch . — At the fortoightly Vestry reeting on

Tuesday, Mr. H. Winkler again raised the question as to when the elec.

tric lighting accounts, which had been promised, would be placed before

theVestry. In his opinion it was desirable that the accounts ehould

be forwarded generally tothe members of the Vestry without going

specially before the Lighting Committee. In answer, the accountant

stated that the accounts were in the possession of the printers, and

that he hoped to have corrected copies ready for presentation to the

Lighting Committee on the following day, 80 as to be brought op

at the next Vestry meeting. On behalf of the Electric Lighting

Committee, Mr. H. E. Kershaw said they had no feeling in the

matter. If the Vestry desired to have the accounts before going before

the Committee it could have them ; but as it was purely a Committee

matter, he thought the figures should go beforethe Committee in the

first instance. The discussion on the subject then terminated. The

Lighting Committee announced that they had considered a report

from the chief engineer to the effect that he bad received three

proposals from three insurance companies as to insuring the engines.

It was resolved to insure the six engines with the National Boiler

Insurance Companyfor £ 200 on each engine, at a total premium of

£49 138. The same Committee had had under consideration a report

from the chief engineer (Mr. Russell) as to whether it was right to

charge the capitalcost of the arc lampsand posts to the electric lighting

capital account, or whether same should be paid for out of the

general rate, as in the case of gas lamps, as some of the work in con .

nection with painting same had been charged to the general rates.

The Committee recommended and the Vestry decided that the cost

of the arc lamps, columns, &c . , should be paid for out of the general

rate .

Shoreham . - The Looal Government Board is prepared

to sanction the £6,000 loan for electric lighting it the District Council

obtains the necessary powers, submits plans,and complies with the

usual conditions as to information . The Council, on receipt of this

intimation on Tuesday, decided to leave the matter in abeyance for

the present.

Singapore.-A draft scheme has been submitted to the

municipality by Messrs. Moine & Co. for electric tramways and the

electric lighting of Singapore. The proposal, says Indian Engineer

ing, will be taken into consideration in due course , and it yested

interests do not intervene, the Settlement will make a necessary

advance in its development.

Southampton.-Last week the Council adopted a report

of Mr. Manville's, submittedbytheElectric Lighting Committee, in

which he recommended publiclighting by 62 2,000- C.P.arc lamps for

various streets. The standards will also be provided with brackets for

two 32-C P. incandescents for lighting when thearcsareextinguished

at midnight. Thirty -two of these lamps will be used in the streets in

which boih electric lighting and tramways will becombined, and some

of the standardswillbearranged for both purposesandsome for light

ing only . Tenders are to be invited for the supply of the steel

and iron columnsrecommended . It is expected that the streets will

be electrically lighted by September,

on
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Southport. - The report of the Gas Committee shows

that electricity is rapidly superseding gas in that town as an indoor

illuminant. The profits on gas for the year have only amounted to

£7,000, or £ 4,000 less tban was estimated.

Stafford . — The annual report of the Corporation Elec

tricity Department shows that the consumption of electricity for the

12 months ended March 31st amounted to 52,231 Board of Trade

units, as compared with 39,606 units last year, being an increase of

12,625, or nearly 32 per cent. The manager has submitted a short

report upon the advisability of doubling the present pressure of the

electric supply, and he was authorised to confer with Dr. Hopkinson,

and report fully upon the question at the next committee meeting.

St. Helen's . - The Electricity Committee recommends the

erection of arc lamps in a number of streets .

St. Pancras. — A very satisfactory statement was placed

beforethe Vestry at the meetingheld on Wednesdaylast weekby the

Electricity and Pablic Lighting Committee, in regard to the working

results of the electric light works during the year ended December

31st, 1897. The Committee reported that the total revenue for the

year amounted to £33,347 198. 11d ., which is an increase over the year

1896 of £6,258 38. 6d . , equivalent to more than 22 per cent. The net

profit amounted to £ 6,517 19:. 9d . , wbicb , after writing off the deficit

of £800 123. 7d. brought forward from 1896, left a net profit for the

year 1897 of £5,717 75. 2d. The Committee recommended the Vestry

to forward copies of the accounts to the Board of Trade and the Local

Government Board , and that from the profits a sum of £ 4,000 should

be transferred to a reserve fund , and that the balance of £1,717

should be carried forward to the accounts for 1898. In moving the

adoption of the report, Mr. H. J. Mer zies (chairman of the Committee)

complimented tbe Vestiy on the very satisfactory results, as exem

plified by the accounts, wbich showed that the early anticipations in

regard to the electricity andertaking were, in the main , being fulfilled .

If the enterprise had been cf a private nature, the past year's results

would have yielded a dividend of 6 per cent, and allowed of £3,000

being carried to the next account. The works had sold & larger

quantity of current, which had been generated at a lower cost thanin

previous years. In three years the revenue from private lighting

had been doubled, and the undertaking was still growing. The speaker

thought it right that the labours of the staff should be recognised. If

the stokers had not quite fully earned the bonus promised to them

he hoped the Committee would take their case into consideration and

makesome recommendation. The Vestry should also recognise the

work of Mr. Sidney Baynes (the chief electrical engineer ), and that

of Mr. A. E. Pycraft (chiet clerk of the electricity and public lighting

department). The Committee, the speaker concluded, could at last

see clear water, and he hoped that the confidence placed in them

would not be unappreciated .

Tipton .-The District Council has decided not to witt

draw its objections to the scheme of the Midland Electric Corpora
tion for Power Distribution . The Council could not agree to the rates

proposed to be charged them by the company.

We]s.—The provisional order of the Wells (Somerset)

Town C(uncilexpires in July next, and the Courcil at their meeting on

Monday decided to apply for an extension of time . The Gas Con ·

pany have fitted incandescent lights throughout the town , but during

a gale lately they suffered severely,

West Ham.—The Council has issued a notice to the

effect that it will commence to supply electric current in various

thoroughfares on September 29th .

West Hartlepool. – The Town Council on Tuesday ic

structed the borough surveyor to forth with invite tenders for taking

out the quantities for the electric lighting station, and ask for the
shortest time in which they can be ready ; and that upon acceptance

of a tender by the committee, heat once advertise for tenders for the

plant. The Local GovernmentBoard has sanctioned the application

to borrow the money, and the Board of Trade has approved of the

syetem . The Mayor remarked that negotiations were proceeding

with the tramway company in regard to the light railway to Seaton

Carew , and also in regard to the town supplying electricity to drive

the trams. He thought the matter would be settled and an agreement

signed before long.

Wormit.-A public meeting last week considered the

question of introducing electric lighting into the village. A scheme

was brought forward by a Mr. Cowley wbich would cost, for buildir go,

plant, & c., £ 3,000, and an annual expenditure of £335. It is interesting

to note that a recent canvass of the district showed one ratepayer to

be in favour of gas, 12 oil, and 77 electric light. The meeting adjourned

for a week , and acommittee is to be appointed .

Birkenhead . - The Special Committee appointed to

inquire into the question of tramways in the borough issued a report
for presentation to the Council on Wednesday. The Committee

report that they have been unable to come to any arrangements with

the Birkenhead Companyas to the surrender of their lease, which

expires at the end of 1900,and they had not thought it necessary to

negotiate with the Wirral Company, whose lease expires in 1916.

Applications had been received since the closing of the negotiations

with Mr. Ross from several bodiesdesirous of running electric trams
in the town, but all had been declined on account of the Council's

decision in regard to Mr. Ross's proposal. The Committee have
unanimously decided that a more extended system of lines should be

laid down for electrical trams on the overhead system , and they con

sider that the Council should settle upon the routesas soon as possible,

and they have drawn up a scheme to submit to the Council, so that
work might be decided upon and begun as soon as necessary .

arriving at their recommendations as to routes the Committee bave

carefully taken into account the following general points :-(1) Suit

ability of the road, i e . , as to probable traffic, interception of branch

or side roads, gradients, widths, &c. (2) Possibility of profitable and
useful future extension. (3) Generalrequirements of a district. The

routes proposed arethe Borough Road line,the Dock line, the Higher

Tranmere lice , the Shrewsbury Road and Oxton line, the Park Road

North line, and the Central Claughton line. The surveyor (Mr.

Charles Brownridge) estimates that the expense of relaying existing

lines , where utilised , and laying down new lines will be about

£ 101,500, and the wires, poles, cars, and installation will be about
£77,500.

Bradford . — Some quick work in cable laying was per

formed between 11 p.m. last Saturday and 6 p.m. onSunday, in

laying the feeders for the Great Horton section of the Corporation

electric tranways. The cables were laid by the staff of the elec

tricity department of the Corporation. Four large mains were put
down with a sectional area of 1.6 square inch of copper, together

with atelephone cable for the tram service, and a " pilot wire" for

recordingthe pressure at different parts of the route. The greater

portion of the work was finished for traffic on Sunday evening, a

length of 330 yards being completed , equal to 1,980 yards of cable.

Bristol.-- On Friday last week the Bristol Tramways

(Electrical Power, & c.) Bill, and the Bristol Tramways ( Extension )

Bill were read a second time.

-

Bromley .-The Mason's Hill, Bromley, residents strongly

oppose the scheme for a light electric railwayto be made in four

sections, running from Herne Hill to Farnborough, through Dulwich,

Sydenbam , Penge, Beckenham, Shortlands, andBromley. The pro

moters of the railway are the London Southern Tramways Company,

Limited .

Ceylon.-Work in connection with the overhead trolley

tramways is being pushed forward. Last month the rails were being

laid , the power station erected , and part of the plant was ready to

put in position. The span -wire system is to be employed.

Chatham and Rochester, & c . - The Light Ruilway

Commissioners finished their inquiry last Saturday in reference to

applications that kave been made to carry out an electric tramway

system for the towns of Rochester, Chatham , Strood, and Gillingham.

Unfortunately, the opposition has proved too strong, ard it does not

appear thatfor the present anything further willbe done in this

respect, and thus a great boon hasbeen lost to the whole neighbour

hood . For some time past considerable dissatisfaction has been

expressed by many at the present omnibus system , which is very
inadequate, and it was thought, very properly, that a tramwaysystem

throughout the whole district (which comprises a large area of many

miles , as all the towns mentioned adjoin one another, and has &

population of more than 100,000) would be very beneficial. There

was a great deal of evidence given for the trams. Foremost among

the opposing parties was Mr. Thomas Aveling (managing director to

Messrs. Aveling & Porter, engineers and steam road -roller and trac

tion engine manufacturers). Their works are situated on the

Medway's banks, at Strood. The firm employs nearly 1,000 men,

and traction engines were constantly going in and outof the works

daily . He maintained that the trams were perfectly impracticable

in the streets, and would stop their business. Their firm turned out

360 engines in a year. They did a lot of work for the Dockyard and

the Royal Engineer Barracks at Chatham, and he considered their

engine traffic could not be worked with the trams. Of course the

proprietors of the local omnibuses put in a strong opposition. For

The purposes of the scheme it had been put forwardthat the tram

company, if formed, would be prepared to assist the authorities to

purchase certain properties in order to widen and improve the streets

at necessary places. Numbers of people very greatly regret that the

proposition has failed, as the districtis being continually extended ,

and the trams would have been a great convenience to all classes.

Cheltenham . - At the Town Council meeting on Monday

it was resolved to inform Mr. Bickerdike, of Montreal, Canada, who

has applied for a franchise to immediately construct and operate a

line orsystem of lines for electric cars, forming a complete service

for the town , that if he likes to make a proposition the Courcil will
consider it .

Colombo . - Work in connection with the construction of

tramlines in Colombo is being pushed forward rapidly under the

direction of the resident and consalting engineers, Messrs. Beveridge

and Etlinger, sen . The poles for the trolley lines are erected.

ELECTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Algeria . - The first line of electric tramway in Algiers

was put in operation on 19th ult. The line, which is 10 kilometres
long, extends from Bad -el-Oued to Mustapha.
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Dover. — The contractor for the electric tramways per
manent way bas asked the Dover Town Council to remit the fine of

£254 imposed on account of his contract not being completed to
time.

Flamborough and Bridlington . — Thepromoters of the

proposed light railway to Flam borough from Bridlington intend
applying to the LightRailway Commissioners for an amendmentof

the order granted in 1897, to enable the company to increase the

capital authorised to be raised, and to extend the time for the com

pletion of the construction of the railway and works.

Holland. - Negotiations are in progress with reference to

the conversion of the horse tramways in the town of The Hague into
an electric line.

Kidderminster-Stourport. — The electric tramline which

will start from therailway station in CombertonRoad, and passes

into the Stourport Road, following the line of bighway, and ter

minatiog at the Stourport Bridge, will probably be opened by

Whitsuntide. The boilers and enginesbave been put down, and

one of the dynamos hasbeen fixed. The cars, nine in number,

are all at the depot. Each car is constructed to carry 40 pas

sengers, and fitted for electric lighting. Some of the Cars are

specially adapted for summer traffic, having open sides. Matters are

Bo forward that in the course of a few days it is intended to bave a

trial trip along the line. A Dadley paper gives somenotes on the

present position of tramway affairslocally. TheLight Railway Com

missioners have madeanorderempowering (if it be confirmedbythe

Board ( f Trade) the British Electric Traction Company to make two

lines — one from the existing tramcar line at Holly Hall to Kingswin

ford and thence by Wordeley to the bottom of Brettell Lane ; another

from Queen's Croes by way it Old Hill to the Five Ways at Cradley

Heath . On both these lines the order provides for electric traction

on the overhead system . The order has to be confirmed by the Board

of Trade. Dudley Town Council has intimated its intention of

opposing the order, so far asit deals with the portion of the routes

within Dudley borough. Of course, the British Electric Traction

Company will be representedby counsel at the Board of Trade inquiry,

and backed by the other local authorities concerned outside Dudley,

namely, Brierley Hill, Stourbridge, Rowley, and Amblecote Urban

Councils and Kingswinsford Rural District Council. The inquiry

will probably be held in a few weeks' time.

Leeds. - An interesting epitome of the working expenses

and receipts for one week in connection with the Lieds overhead

electric tramway system has just been published . The totalreceipts

amounted to £ 656 169. 4d. , the mileage covered being 14,777 miles,

the receipts per mile thus working out at 10:66d . The working ex:

penses, depreciation, interest and sinking fund charges usurped 8.60d .,

thus leaving a surplus of 2:06d. per mile, or a profit of £ 6,595 per

addum . The capital outlay up to date amounts to £ 138,374. Mr. E.

Basil Lupton, a local solicitor, points out in a letter to the Leeds Press
that the eystem has so far cost double the original estimate, and that

the system is working at a logs. The figures at first sight show a

profit ; but he claims that an insufficient amount is taken off for
depreciation, which should be 15 per cent., and not 73 per cent.

The Highways Committee has resolved to recommend that the

Headingley, Chapeltown, Dewsbury Road and Hunslet sections be

equipped with the overhead electric system .

limerick . - The firm of Zeitz, of Hamburg, are stated

to have written to the Corporation in quaint English offering to

establieh an electrictram system all overthe city " without any cost,

on getting a lease of the streets.” This is cool ! We guess many an

English promoter would like to get tramway concessions on these

terms.

Liverpool. - The Tramways Construction Committee
decided on Monday by seven potes to three ,to order for use on the

experimental electric tramway between St. George's Church and the

Dingle 14 German electric cars - seven of the Altopa type and seven

of the Ring-Bahn type — with trailers to each . The cars, with their

trailers, will accommodate 50 persons each . The Committee resolved

to leave Sir Arthur Forwood to order 14 other cars from America,

provided the specification of the electrical work was altered so as to

fulfil the requirements of Dr. Hopkinson, consulting electrical

engireer to the Corporation. About four months must elapse before
the cars are ready for use . Tbe Committee are desirous of seeing

both the German and American cars at work, with the object of

adoptinga car of their own pattern which they hope to have made in

Liverpool.

The City Council on Wednesday refused to agree to the recom

mendation ofthe Generating Stations Committee (ot which Sir Arthur

Forwood is the chairman ) to accept tenders for the supply ofelectrical

generating engines of a certain type, whereapon Sir Arthur intimated

that he had striven during the last two years to provide the city with

a worthy tramway system , but his Committee had not received the

support and sympathy of the Council. He, therefore, not only would

resiga from the Committee, but that would be the last occasion upon

wbichhe would be present in that chamber. This is not the first

time Sir Arthur Forwood has resigned from the Tramway Com

mittee !

Newark and Worksop . - An important scheme is on

foot to construct an electric railway between Newark and Worksop,

wbich will run through a part of the far -famed Dukeries, so popular

asa holiday resort. The line in many places will be laid along the

side of the bighway, and in others across land to be acquired for the

purpcec. The total length of the railway will be 22 miles 7 furlongs,

and the gauge 4 feet 81 inches.

Newcastle.-At a meeting of the Special Tramways

Committee on Monday a discussion took place as to thetwo experts

to be called in to advise on the cable and electric system , respec

tively. The resolution passed by the Council stipulated that these

should not be financially connected with any tramway company or

system of trams. Mr. Laws, city engioeer, presented a report sog.

gesting the following gentlemen asexperts : -Cables, Mr. Callomb,

Edinburgh ; electric , Dr. Hopkinson, Mr. James Swinburne, and Mr.

Manville. After a lengthy debate the matter was adjourned for a

fortnight to enable members of the Committee to make further

inquiries.

Nottingham . - The proposals of the Corporation to

equip the tramways on the electric trolley system were referred to

in our April 8th and 15th issues. On Monday last the following

resolution was passed ananimously,and the Bill will accordingly be

presented to Parliament : - " That the report of theTramwaysCom.

mittee now presented to the Council be received and adopted as and

for the second reading. That the Town Clerk be and he is hereby

authorised , under the direction of the Tramways Committee, totake

the necessary steps to obtain all such Parliamentary powersand the

consent of the Board of Trade, and any other authorities as may be

necessary to enable the Council to carry out the works mentioned in

the said report, and that the costs to be incurredin so doing be paid

by the Finance Committee in such manner as they may deem most

expedient.”

Paisley. - Detailed notice of the application which is

being made by the British Electric Traction Company, Limited, for

the construction and working of electric light railways within the

counties of Rentrew and Lanark, is published in the Glasgow Herald

of 23rd ult.

Portsmouth . - Notice has been given of the intention

of the Hampshire Light Railways (Electric) Company, Limited, to
apply to the Light Railway Commissioners for an order authorising

them to construct and work light railways between Portsmouth,
Cosham , Parbrook , Waterlooville, and Horndean. One line from

Cosbam to Horndean is about 5 miles, 7 furlongs, 3 chains in length ,

and the other, from Waterloopille along the road leadingto Bargreen ,

about 5 chains in length. The gauge proposed is 4 feet 84 inchis, and

the motive power electricity. Powers are to besought by the company
to generate, use, convey, distribute, and sell electricity either for

power, lighting, heating, or any other purpose. Mr. A. W. White,

J.P., manager of the Portsmouth Street Tramways, has taken an

active part in promoting the scheme which is regarded with marked

favoar by the residents along the line of route, and especially at

Waterlooville, a popular resort of Portsmouth people during the

summer .

Ripon. — The City Council on 28thult. , had the question

of tramways before it. The committee, which has been going into

the question of the provision of better railway and tramway facili

ties, has been considering several schemes for cheaper traasport

between the city and the railway station, and proposed to visit

Blackpool and Lytham to inspect the gas and electric trams; but in

this the committee was overruled, the idea being considered pre

mature.

Shanghai. - The Shanghai Municipal Council is con

sidering the expediency of the establishment of a system of electric

tramways in the streets of the Settlement, and “ in its discretion to

formulate scheme for ratification by the ratepayers by which the

system be carried into effect. ”

South Staffordshire . - For some years past the local

authorities in South Staffordshire have been agitating for an improved
method of traction on the lines belonging to the South Staffordshire

Tramways Company which traverse all the principal towns lyiog

between Birmingham and Wolverhampton . At length the Board of

Trade intervened, and in consequence of representations by the

various District and Borough Councils, the tramway company have
been pressed to substitute an improved method of traction for the

steam engines at present in use . Aoimportant conference, convened

by the Board of Trade, was held on Tuesday at the Town Hall, West

Bromwich, to consider the question . All the local authorities in

the district through which the company's lines pass were represented .

Col. Marindin , of the Board of Trade, presided. Mr. Scbuster,

chairman of the tramway company, explained that they were pro
moting a Bill in Parliament, the cost of which would be borne by

the British Electric Traction Company, the object being the intro
duction of an improved system of traction along the whole of the

South Staffordshire routes. Mr. H. Ward, on behalf of tbe

Handsworth authorities, opposed the overhead electric system ,and
suggested that a cable system should be substituted for steam engines,
because passengers from the various Staffordshire towns would be

able to travel to Birmingham withoutchanging cars . Mr. G H. Dann

(Mayor of Dudley) explained that in four years the lease of tbe

tramways within their borough would expire, and then it was the

intention of the Dudley Town Council to municipalise the tramwaye.

Councillor S. Pitt, Mayor of West Bromwich, said, whilst bis Cor.

poration did not object to a further extension of the time for the use of

steam by the company, yet they wished the Board of Trade to in

press upon the company the necessity of improving the method of

Traction as speedilyas possible. He thought probably the suggestion

made by the Mayor of Dudley would be accepted by the other autho

rities, and it thought desirable they would take over the tram .

ways, and then theycould introduce what system of traction they

liked. They thought, if they consented to a lease of the existing

lines to the British Electric Traction Company for21 years, it would
prove disadvantageous to the interests of thelocal authorities. Mr.

Sellon, of the British Electric Traction Company, explained that it
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was proposed to lay down the overhead electric system . Some of

tbe shareholders objected to this, and preferred the conduit system .

Ultimately the conference was adjourned for a month, and in the

meantime Mr. Sellon undertook to supply the various authorities

with full particularsof the Bill which it is proposed to promote ia

Parliament. The Wednesbury Town Council favourthe introduction

of the overhead electric system , which has proved satisfactory in

other parts of the Black Country.

St. Helen's . - On 27th ult. , & Corporation Committee

received the Board of Trade's sanction to the £ 25,000 loan for

equipping the tramlines and putting down plant. The inquiry into

the matter was held only eight days previously by Major Cardew.

Theloan is to be repaidin 20years. The Boardwas rightly thanked

for its prompt and courteous attention to the matter.

Stockport. — The Stockport Corporation, who expect to

be able to publicly supply electric light and power in the autumn,

have approached the stockportand Hazel Grove Tramways Company

with the object of purchasing the concern and running electric tram

ways. At present the company shows no disposition to sell on the

terms proposed .

The Surrey and Middlesex Light Railways .-- The pro

posal of the London United Tramways Company to apply to the

Light Railway Commissioners in June for powers to construct a light

railway, withelectric traction as themotive power,through Richmond,

Ham ,and Kingston, to Hampton Court, is threatened with severe

opposition. The route proposed will lie through theresidential
portion of Kew Gardens, Richmond ,over Richmond Hill, through

Petersbam , past the historical Ham House and the Dysart estates, to

Kingston -on -Thames, thence over Kingston Bridge to Hampton

Court Palace. In Queen's Road, Richmond, wherethe best class of

houses in the borough are situated , the residents in the proportion of

about 100 to two, have declared strongly against the proposal, the

Parliamentary Committee and the AmenitiesCommittee ofthe Rich

mond Town Council have recommended unqualified opposition, and

the house agents in the town and the localityunanimously agreethat

the line if it came would ruin the place as a residential suburb. Upon

the other hand, the Mayor of Richmond, a gentleman of close know

ledge of the wants of the borough, and a good judge of its

luture, cannot definitely make up his mind uponthe details of the

proposal, and such local leaders as Sir Roland Wilson and Admiral

Alington have expressed opinions infavour. A petition in Richmond
assenting to the scheme has received 1,500 signatures, Avon -on

Kingston has received 2,000, and at Ham , Petersham , andHampton

numerous signatories testity their approval. In Ham and Petersham
the public feeliog is all in favour, the need ofbetter means of com

munication beingrecognised . The Hampton Wick District Council

have met privately, and their decision is kept a close secret ; but

several members have stated their approval of the scheme. At

Kingston, the TownCouncil have referred the question, with the

discussion,totheir General Purposes Oommittee, but there is in the

bɔrough a feeling of satisfaction at the proposal. Mr. E.J. Halsey,

chairman of theSurrey County Council, in the course of an inter

view , stated that he considered a tramway a great convenience, and

he should support it, provided it was not unduly dangerous or incon

venient . Tae Ratepayers'Association, onthe other hand, have met,
and expressed the view that the Corporation and the borough should

maintain tramways if theywere wanted. The second proposal of

the company to carry their line to Uxbridge is meeting with approval
along the suggested route.

Volk's Electric Railway.-- At yesterday's ( Thursday's)

meeting of the Brighton Town Council , the borough engineer and

surveyor's report to the Works' Committee on Volk's electric tram

way was considered. It seems that it will be necessary to reconstruct

part of the lineon piles to the south of the new widened Madeira

Road, the cost of this to Mr. Volk being estimated at £ 1,600. The

Committee considered this a favourable opportunity for reconsider

ing the existing arrangement between Mr. Volk and the Corporation ,
and recommended thegreat to Mr. Volk, at a yearly rental of £ 120,

of a lease of the arch he occupies for his machinery, dynamo, & c.,

and a license for his line for a period of 21 years,subjectto conditions

for the proper maintenance ofthe line and such repairs as may be

needed ; the line, rolling stock , and plant, to become the property of

the Corporation at the end of the 21 years.

Wednesbury. — The_Town Council on Monday had a

discussion re tramways. The Mayor said there was no doubt the

tramways in that district were a great boon , and he considered it to

be the duty of the authorities to do all they possibly could to prevent

the stopping of the tramcars, and to give their best encouragement

for improvements to be carried out. The electric traction adopted

between Wednesbury, Walsall, Bloxwich, and Darlastonwas very

Batistactory, and he hoped the Handsworth and West Bromwich

authorities would support the scheme, and adopt the same system in

their respective districts. The overhead electric traction had been

proved to be satisfactory, and preferable to the cable system . - Alder

min Wilson Lloyd concurred .-The Mayor said whilst they were all

desirous of the use of steam on the tramways being abandoned, they

were most anxious that tramway traffic should not be stopped.

Indian Telegraphs.- Mr. C. H. Reynolde, C.I.E. ,

Director-General of Telegraphs in India, recently left Calcutta on a

tour of inspection in East Bengal and Assam , whence he proceeds,

according to Indian Engineering ,to Simla , after iaspectiog someof

the newly -constructed lines in the Punjab. A more thorough in

spection of these lines is to be made by Mr. A. B. Larkins, Director

of Construction . A committee is to determine the value of old tele

graph stores dismantled from the field lines on the frontier,

Pacific Cable. — The opening up of China, through recent

International developments, has led to the mooting of another pro

posal for a Pacific cable. It is saggested that a cablemay becarried

from Vancouver Island to some port in the Sandwich Islands or to

Fiji, bifurcating thence to New Zealand and Hong-Kong. There is

no doubt, says the Standard, that strong efforts will, in the present

circumstances, be made in influential commercial quarters to

improve both the steamship and cable communications with China.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs:

OABL18. Down, Repuired .

Brest-Bt. Pierre ( Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th, 1898

West Indies

St. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cayenne- Pinheiro March 24th, 1898

Amason Company's cable

Parintins- Itaca tiara May 6th, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable beyond Gurupa . April 4th, 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Bolama- Bissao April 12th, 1898

Cape Town -Mossamedes 14th , 1898

Maranham -Para 17th, 1898

Benguela -Mossamedes 20th, 1898

Kotonon - San Thomé 27th , 1898

Hong Kong-Manilla... May 3rd, 1898

San Thomé-Loanda ... 4th , 1898

LANDLOOS.

Trans -Oontinental line be

yond Masol bor}} Marob 12th, 1896 ...
Cartagena- Barranquilla uy 4th , 1896

Saigon - Bangkok April 29th, 1898 April 30th , 1898

Telegraphic Communication between Liverpool and
the Continont. - Some correspondence has been passing between

the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce and the General Post Office

regarding telegraphic communication between Liverpool and the

Continent. The following letter has been addressed by Mr. J. C.
Lamb to the Obamber :

" With reference to your letters of the 26th ult. and the 25tb inst. ,

and previous correspondence on the subject of telegraphic com

munication between Liverpool and the Continent, I beg leave to

inform you that the proposal to use a new cable wire forthe traffic

between Liverpool and Hamburg was duly carried out, and this

department has since been in communication with the German

Administration in regard to the adoption of duplex - Hughes working

between England and Germany. It has not been found practicable

under existing circumstances to introduce duplex -Hughes working

between Liverpool and Hamburg, but the experiments in this method

of working on other circuits between England and Germany have

proved so far saccessful as to afford ground forentertainingthe hope

that a similar result may ultimately be attained underthe more

difficult conditions applicable to the Liverpool-Hamburg circuit. I

mayadd that the GermanAdministration have intimatedthatthey share

thedesire of this departmentto expedite the transmission of telegrams

between Liverpool and Hamburg , and have expressed their readiness

to substitute a copper for an ironwire onthe inland section of the

circuit in Germany if it is found that the working of the circuit

would be improved thereby, and experiments will be made as to the
effect of such an alteration as soon as certain new wires which are

now under construction in Germany have been completed. With

regard to the question of the transmission of telegrams from Liver.

pool to Bremen via Hamburg, instead of,as at present, viâ London,
I have to state that the Liverpool-Hamburg circuit is at present

fully occupied, and would be unable to carry additional traffic with

ont delay. In any case the proposed alteration would not lead to

any reduction in the number of transmissions, telegrams sent vil

London beingonly subject to two transmissions, viz ., from Liverpool

to London and from London to Bremen, while, it sentfrom Liverpool

to Hamburg, they would have to be re-transmitted from the latter

city to Bremen. Similar considerations apply to the suggested use

of the route viâ Havre in preference to that vià London fortelegrams

from Liverpool to Paris. It is feared that the suggestion that the

former route should be tried experimentally for a certain time is not

one to which it would be practicable to give effect. The question of

the transmission of telegrams between Liverpool and France is, how

ever, under consideration, and this department is in communication
with the French Administration in thematter. I have to add that if

certain experiments which will shortly be carried out yield satis

factory results, it is proposed to extend to provincial towns in Eng.

land and France the telephonic service, which has bitherto been

restricted to the two capitals, and in that case Liverpool would

obtain the advantage of telephonic communication via London with
Paris, and, where possible, with other French towns. "

Telegraphists' Grievances.- A conference of MP-.

and representatives of thePostal Telegraph Clerks' Association took

place last week at the House of Commons. The matter will be

broughtup upon the discussion of the Postal Service estimates, and

there willbe supporters on both sides of the House.

-

1

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Durbau Telephones. — The County Council is ofopinion

that there should be telephone competition, but does not bind itselt
to support the New Mutual Syndicate.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED. Liverpool.-The Generating Stations Committee accepted

the tender of Messrs. Willans & Robinson, Limited, for the supply

of two compound engines and dynamos, at the price of £ 6,530 each,

and one triple expansion engineand dynamo, at the price of £5,939.

London . - The London County Council received the

following tenders for the supply of nine parapet lamp columns and

lanterns, and four standard columns and lanterns for the electric

lighting of Waterloo Bridge :-McDowall, Steven & Co., £ 189 129.;

W.MacFarlane & Co., £ 192 153.; Young & Co , £ 250 . The tender of

McDowall, Steven & Co. is recommended for acceptance.

Newington. — The contract for the erection of the electric

light works in Penrose Street at £12,928 has been given out by the

Vestry.

Wallasey. - Eleven tenders were submitted for the erection

and completion of extension of engine and boiler house at the

Council's electric supply station in Sea View Road, Liscard, and

that of Messrs. Hughes & Stirling (£3,077) was accepted .

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 .

-

66

OPEN.

Belgtum . - May 25th . The date for the receipt of tenders

for theelectric lighting plant at the railway station at Ghent (Gand

Sud) for the Belgian State Railway Authorities has been fixed for

May 25th.

Relgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of 26 years, that is, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the Secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be

obtained .

Blackburn.- May 17th . The Committee of St. George's

Presbyterian Church invites tenders for theelectric lighting ofthe
Cburch . See our “ Official Notices " this we k for detaile ,

Dublin .-May 23rd. The Corporation warts tenders for

the supply of bigh tension feeders and low tension distributors laid

and jointed complete on a solid system , not including road work, but

including the connectingop of existing consumers to the new mains.

Also for transformers (20 to 50 kw ., about 700 kw. in all) with

instruments and apparatus in sub- stations erected and fitted complete.

Particulars at the office of the city engineer; or from Prof. Kennedy,

17, Victoria Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices" this week for

particulars.

Edil burgb . - May 6th. The Corporation war ts terders

for the wiring of the St. Leonard's police station. Particolars from

the resider t electrical engineer, 5, Dewar Place, and see our Official

Notices " last week.

Frarce.- May 21st . Tenders are b-ing invited by the

French Post ard Telegraph Authorities in Paris for the supply, in
10 lots, of 111 kilometres of paper-insulated electric cables. Par

ticulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, Le Sous

Secretariat , d'Etat des Postes et des Telegraphes, 103, Rue de

Grerelle, Paris.

Great Eastern Railway . - May 12th . The directors

invite tenders for the supply of stores and materials. For particulars

see our " Official Notices ” last week. Forms ofapplication from the

secretary's office, Liverpool Street Terminas, E.C.

London .-May 17th. The Bethnal Green Board of

Guardians invites tenders for the supply of plant, and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary, PalestinePlace. Plans, & c., to be

obtained from the architects, Giles, Gough & Trollope, 28, Craven

Street, Cbaring Cro88, W.C. See our “ Official Notices” April 22nd

for particulars.

Victoria .-June 24th. The Courcil of the c'ty of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, crgires, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ; also running the plant
frr three years. See our " Official Notices " March 11tb .

West Ham . - May 10th . The Council wants tenders for

Certa in electroliers, standards, & c., required for its public buildings.
Mr. J. J. Steinitz, borough electrical engineer. See our “ Official

Notices " last week for particularg.

Friday, May 6th, at 8 p.m.-The Institution of Junior Eogineers

at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Paper to be read

and discussed :- " Evaporative Condensers and Inde

pendent Air-pumps for Same,” by Mr. Harry Fraser

(member).

Monday, May 9ib , at 8 p.m. - Society of Arts. “ Electris Traction . "

Cantor Lectures by Prof. Caras Wilson. Lºctore Il.:

Acceleration - Conditions under which a train is started

Methodof drawing acceleration carves — Vaitorm and

accepted acceleration - Example — The City and South

London Railway - Control- Comparison of different

methode-How to ensure a smooth start — The series

parallel controller - Example - The Buffalo and Niagara

Falls Electric Railway - Effect of the slipping ofthe

driving wheels.

The Northern Society of Electrical Engineers .-- Palatine

Hotel, Hurt's Bank, Manchester. Paper on Electric

Elevators ,” by Mr. W. C. C. Hawtayne .

Tuesday, May10th, 7 p m . - The Institution of Junior Engineere.

Visit to Messrs. Brin's cxygen works, Horseferry Road,

Westminster, to inspectin operation Dr. W. Hampion's

Bef-intensive refrigerator of gases.

At 8 p.m. - General meeting of the Röntgen Society, at

11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square , W. Prof.

Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S., in the chair. Papers

will be read on " Notes on the Description of a New

Induction Coil in ELECTRICAL REVIEW, February 4th ,

1898 ” (with demonstration), by Mr. A.Apps, M.IEE ;

and " Some Notes on Contact Breakers," by Dr. J.

Macintyre. Discussion to follow.

Thursday, May 12th . - Institution of Electrical Engineers. Meeting

at the Society of Arts (subject to the discussion on Mr.

Andrews's paper being concluded last night). Papers

on" AMagnetic Balance for Workshop Test of Permea

bility ,” by Prof. J. A. Ewing, F.RS. , member ; and

" The Registration of Small Currents used for Elec

tric Lighting and other Purposes ," by A. H. Gibbings,

member.

Friday, May 13th , at 5 p.m. - Physical Society. Paper on "Galvano

meters," Part II . By Prof. W. E. Ayrton and Mr. T.

Mather.

-

-

NOTES.

OLOSED.

Blackpool. — The Corporation has placed the order for

120 rectified current double carbon lamps, with special switches, & c.,

with the Gilbert Arc Lamp Company, Limited, of Cbingford. This

order bas been given out after careful tests .

Coventry. The following tenders were submitted for

wiring the new police buildings for the electric ligbt, in accordance

with specification prepared by Mr. Ram :-Ellis & Ward, £230 ;

Drake & Gorbam , £ 316 103.; Veritys, Limited, £197 108 ; Dobson

and Curtis Bros., Limited, £187 178.; Coventry Gas Fitting, & c., Co ,
Limited , £170 ; W. Tasker & Sons, Limited , £161 13s. Messrs.

Tasker's tender was accepted by the City Council on the Watch

Committee's recommendation .

Derby. - Messrs. Read, Holliday & Co.have secured the

contract for wiring the Fore Street Yard buildings at £197.

Hampstead. The tenders accepted by the Hampstead

Vestry for electric lighting extensions plant aregiven by a daily

contemporary as follows :-Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited , two 350

kilowatt steam alternators, Willans-Siemens sets, £ 7,100 ; 8. Z. de

Ferranti, Limited, two “ Ferranti " switchboard panels, £ 111 ; John

Brown & Co., two induced draught boilers, £4,850 ; John Fraser and

Son, feed water heater, steam and exbaust pipes, &c. , £ 911; also two

duplex compound steam feed pomps, £ 895 ; Siemens Bros. & Co.,

Limited, a 50 kilowatt exciter in place of existing 23 -kilowatt alter

nator, £910 ; less allowance for existing alternator, to be removed by

and belong to the contractors, £300 £610.

Hall. - Messrs. A. Bannister & Co. have secured a contract

from the Electric Lighting Committee for the supply of Hickleton

COA ) at 128. 2d. per ton . Messrs. King & Co. have received the order

to wire the Sculcoates Lane station,

Water-Tube Boilers. - A series of interesting trials

with the New Haythorn water -tube boiler was concluded on

the Clyde last week . With a three months' certificate from

the Board of Trade the Caledonian Steam Packet Company

fitted the boilers on board their paddle steamer, Meg

Merrillies. The engines were compounded by fixing å

cylinder of 24 inches in place of one of 42 inches. The

pressure of the two tubulous boilers is 200 lbs., reduced

by reducing valves to 130 lbs. at the engines. Al

though, says the Times, there is always a possibility of

defects developing in boilers of the type, the success of the

trials so far is marked , & speed of 14 knots being obtained

with balf the consumption of coal necessary formerly to get

a knot less.
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Royal Institution . The annual meeting of the members

of the Royal Institution of Great Britain was held on

Monday afternoon. Sixty -six new members were elected,

and 63 lectures and 19 evening discourses were delivered in

1897. The following gentlemen were unanimously elected as
offivers for the ensuing year :

President - The Duke of Northumberland , K.G.; Treasurer - Bir

James Crichton - Browne ; Secretary - Sir Frederick Bramwell, Bart.;

Managers - Sir William Orookes, Sir Edward Frapkland, The Right

Hon. George Joachim Göschen, Donald William Obarles Hood, Esq.,

Divid Edward Hughes, Esq., Alfred B. Kempy, Esq., Hugh Leonard,

Esq. , Sir William Huggins, Thomas John Maclagan, Esq., Ludwig

Mond, Esq ,AlexanderSiemens, Esq., The Hon . Sir James Stirling,

Bir Henry Thomnaon , Sir Richard Everard Webster, Sir Willaim

Henry Wnite. Visitors - Sir Alexander R.chardson Bennie, Bir

James Blyth, Bart.. Charles Vernon Boys, Esq , Edward Dint, Esq.,

James Edmunds, E ., Maures Horner, Esq., Edward Kraftmeier,

Esq., Sir Francis Laking, T. Lamhert Mears, E4q ., Lachlan Meckin

tosh Rate, Esq., John Callander R14 , Esq . , William James Russell ,

Esq . , Sir James Vaughan, James Winsburst, Esq. , Alfred Fernandez

Yarrow , Esq.

1

Jubilee of the American Association for the Ad .

vancement of Science.-Writing in the Scientific American,

Horace C. Hovey says !

Fifty years ago the American Association for the Advancement of

Science was organised for the purpose of promotiog interoourse

between scientific men throughoutthe Continent, encouraging syste

matic scientific research, and inoreasing the facilities for more

thorough investigation, and enlarging the usefulness of scientific
labours. These ends have been sought by periodical and migratory

meetings,by publications, by wide correspondence, and perhape, most

bappily of all means, by encouraging genial andfamiliar intercourse

between scientists. The completionof the first hall century of this
noble work will be celebratedin an appropriate manner in the city of

Boston, August 22ad-27th, 1898, and the prelimioary announce

ments for the jubilee are already made. The meeting will be held in

response to the inyitation of the Governor of Massachusetts, the

Mayor of Boston, and the numerous ecientific and educational insti.

tutions that cluster about that centre of intellectual life and activity.

This cordial invitation was accepted at the Detroit meeting of the

Association . The Boston Local Committee, now organised, includes

a most distinguished list of names, among which we note those of

bis Excellency Governor Wolcott, as the honorary president ; 25 pre
sidents of universities, colleges, and other institutions, together with

others of distinction as honorary vice- presidents ; 129 members at

large; Dr. Thomas Dwight, Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, and Prof. E. C.

Pickering as honorary secretaries, and Col. H. L. Higginson as hono

rary treasurer. The latter gentleman is also the chairman of a strong

committee on financ . The chairman of the R.ception Committee

is Dr. J. R. Chadwick, that of the Committee on Tavitations is Dr.

Henry P. Bowditob, that of the Committee on Excursions is Gen.

F. H. Appleton , and that of the Executive Committee is Prof. W. T.

Sedgewick. The local secretary, to whom all correspondence should

he addressed, is Prof. 8. W. Tyler, of the Massachusetts Iostitute of

Tecnology, Boston, Mass. The Boston scientific Jubilee promises

to be one of the most important and interesting assembliesof the

kind ever convened. Many foreign scientists ofeminence will take

part in the exercises, and make addresses. Foreign educational

and scientific bodies will send delegates, thus giving the occasion
an international character. A number of " affiliated societies, "

really the offspring of the A.A.A.S., will meet during the

Association Weeks, including those for the study of geology,

chemistry, botany, forestry, entomology, mathematics, engineer

ing, & ?. All general and sectional meetings will be held in

the halls and rooms of the Institute of Technology and of the Boston

Society of Natural History. One day will be spent as the guests of

Harvard Uoiversity, one day in the historic city of Salem , and

excursions are planned for the White Mountaina, Cape Cod, and

other regions of interest. Members who have allowed their mem

bership to lapre are requested to renew their connection with the
Association . A thousand new members are called for, and every

scientific man in America is appealed to in order to make this

Fiftieth Anniversary of a great Association a marked event in the
intellectual history of our contineat. Anniversary cards will be

sent, previous to the meeting, to all entitled to them, and a list of

members in good standingwill be printed for the opening day,
Each of the nine sections will prepare a programme in advance, and

notice of papers offered should be sent at an early date to the

proper secretary . A special invitation is given to all surviving

louoders of the Association, that is, of those wbo sbared in the

meeting of 1848. The names and addresses of such should be sent

at once to Prof. F. W. Putnam , Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass., so that they may enjoy the fragutin to which they are

entitled.

The Jandas Lamp.- The New York Electrical Engineer

81ys that a very successful alternating enclosed arc lamp of

the non -focusing type for circuits of from 7,000 to 16,000

alternations per minute, and voltages from 100 to 120, is

hein manufactured by the Jandus Electric Company, of

Cleveland , Ohio. A resistance (or economy) coil is placed

in the canopy of the lamp, easy of access and conveniently

adjusted for the voltage of the arc. The efficiency is higb,

showing a loss of bat 20 watts as the lamp is ordinarily

adjast -d, 1.6 ., 6 amperes on a 100 to 110 -volt line. The lamp6

ordinarily consomes from 400 to 450 watts across the ter

minals, thus showing an average efficiency of 95 per cent.

The carbons furnished with lamp consist ofan equal number

of f iach core and it inch core, each 8 inches long. By

using the stub of the upper carbon for a lower in the suc

ceeding run , but one fresh carbon per trim is necessary.

One inch core and one solid carbon give good results. The

life of one pair of carbo is is about 80 hours.

The Welsbach New Gas Barner. - The Welsbach new

gas burner has been introduced to the public with the usual
blare of trumpets and the inevitable luncheon. At the

refection which followed the demonstration at Niagara Hall

on Monday, Sir J. Blundell Maple, M.P. , gave the company

& magnificent advertisement by announcing that his firm had

abandoned electric lighting, and had substituted the Wels

bach incandescent gas light, because it was cheaper, and

produced greater warmth. We should have thought that

even the shopkeeping aspect of the question woull have

had some regard for the truism that cheapness in first cost is

not always compatible with economy. That the Welsbuch

gas light produces, at the expense of the atmosphere, greater

warmth than an electric lamp no one will deny, and the

Welsbach Company is welcometo the benefit of this argu

ment. We are ourselves not above giving a gratuitous

advertisement to the WelsbachCompany, and it takes this

form : When one is compelled , for one's sing or otherwise, to

burn gas, then the Welsbach barner is probably the best in

existence. Still, whatever improvements are made in this

form of lamp, the great fact still remains that they burn the

sane old gas.

Cables in War Time. - There appear to be some people

who have taken seriously a pussing remark recently made by

Prof. S.P. Thompson, hence the following letter in the
Pall Mall Gazette :

SIB, In these stirring times of war, it has become more patent

than everhow important it is for this country to be in uninterrupted

telegraphic communication with its numerous colonies and depen

dencies. The mere possibility of the cables between Cuba and the

outer world being cut naturally suggests what is in store for this

country should it unfortunately be at war with a European power.

Iam surprised that a proposal made by Prof. Silvanus Thompson, in

bis recent lecture on “ Telegraphy Across Space " at the Society of

Arts, has not created the attention it deseryes, coming, as it does,

from so high an authority. The proposal was that it £ 10,000 were

put at his disposal for the purpose,he would be able to erect the

necessary apparatus for telegrapbing without wires intervening

betweenthiscountry and anypart of the globe. To be able to tele

graph from London to Cape Town or to Calcutta, or toanywbere you

like, without the possibility of the wires being cut, for the simple

reason that under Prof. Thompson's plan there would be none to cut,

is certainly " & consommation devoutly to be wisbed.” I suggest

tbat Prof. Thompson's plan be further examined, and if he can sab

stantiate his claim - as from his great reputation there should be

little doubt — the necessary funds should be put at his disposal by

Government, in order to enable him to complete bis experimeu's and

to bring to perfection bis plan of telegraphiog across spacu.

ANGLO-GERMAN.

The Trolley in America . From the Electrical World

we learn that by a recent final decision given by the United

Sats Circuit Court of Appeals in an action of the Thomson

Houston Electric Company v. the Union Ruilway Com.

pidy, henceforth anyone can make or use the overhead

trolley in America without paying royalties. The case referred

10 involved two claims of the Van Depoele Patent

No. 450,443, over which there has been almost continuous

litigation for several years. Although, according to our

contemporary, the decision is merely on a motion for pre

liminary injunction to prevent the Union Railway Company

from using the overhead trolley while the main case is

awaiting decision, this opinion, being based on a point of

law, applies to the main case , and renders the ase of the

trolley free from any fundamental patent claims, although

there are, of course, plenty of details of construction still

covered.

Hedging. - We understand that Mr. Killing worth

Hedges, C.E. , has been elected a director of the Semzée

Greyson Intensified Gas Light Syndicate, Limited ,
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The War and the Malaga Electricity Works. — The

chairman of the Malaga Electricity Company, Mr. R. C.

Wyatt. of Moorgate Street, E.C., has been in communication

with the Foreign Secretary, stating that this and another

English company in Spain are in argent need of coal, and if

& fupply cannot be obtained at once they must stop work , in

which case the action of the idle Spanish workmen might be

disastrous. The Foreign Secretary in his reply regrets that

he cannot advise the companies in regard to their request for

permission to charter two steamers from England to carry

coul for the parp93 : of these works.

The Telelectroscope . - Although we are not much im

pressed with the invention of the gentleman whose name

wants ironing out, Herr Jan Szczepanik, we believe it is,

there seems to be sufficient evidence that his suggested

arrangement of oscillating mirrors has been anticipated by

Messrs. Bastian & Parsons, who carried out experiments

seven years ago . We have seen the correspondence and

drawings referred to by these gentlemen in their letter, and,

withoutgoinginto the matter very closely, there seems to

be à priori publication of Herr Szczepanik'sid9 of employ

ing vibrating mirrors.

Holophane Globes.- The Committee on Science and the

Artsof the Franklin Institute is reported to have recom

mended the award of the John Scott Legacy Medal and

premium to Messrs. Blondel and Psarondakifor their inven

tion of holophane globes.

Mishap at Southampton Electricity Works.-On

Thursday evening last week an accident occurred in the

engine room at the Corporation Electricity Works at South

ampton. The top of a G.G.S. Willaus engine blew off, the

cause being either water or something such as a broken ring or

Falcon Works Engineering Society . - The annual

dinner of the Falcon Works Engineering Society was held

at Loughborough on Friday last. Mr. J. S. Raworthpre

sided, and therewere some 56 other guestspresent, including

a large proportion of old members of the Society .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

Electric Laundry Company, Limited (57,077).

Registered April 22nd ,with capital £ 10,000 in £ 1 shares,tocarry on

at Hampstead and elsewhere in the counties of London, Middlesex,

Hertford , Surrey , Kent and Esses, the business of a laundry, as the

same has been carried on by A. W.Armstrong, and toadopt a certain

agreement. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-F. M.

Marden, 3, Welbourne Road, Tottenham , clerk ; F. Dawson, 41,

Bookham Street, Hoxton , clerk ; T. Dansdon , 63, Shrubland Road,

Walthamstow , clerk ; W.T.Edmunds, 118, Beckenham Road, Becken

ham , clerk ; W.J. Hanbury, Iseldene, Beddington Corner, Mitcbam,

clerk ; H. Elliott, 32, Chichester Road, Leytonstone, clerk ; B.

Templeman, 10, Haxlitt Road, Kensington, clerk . Table " A " mainly

applies. Registered office, 16, Rosemont Road, Hampstead.

Electric Railway and Tramway Carriage Works,

Limited (57,082).- Registered April 25th, with capital £ 150,000 in

£5 shares, to acquire“ TheNorthof England Railway Carriage and

Iron Works,”West Strand Road, Preston, and to adopt a certain

agreement and to carry on the business of tramway car builders,

tramway, railway, omnibus and van proprietors, carriers, electricians,

electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers of electricity,

machinists, & c. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-J. Kerr,

94, George Street, Edinburgh, contractor; G. Flett, 110, Cannon

Street, E.C., contractor; B. Sykes, 33 , Winckley Square, Preston,

civil engineer ; T. S. Turnbull, The Woodlands, St. Anne's-on -Sea,

solicitor ; A. H. Mayne,13, Spring Gardens, Manchester, solicitor; F.

Cox, Ruthven House, Marple, Cheshire, accountant; F. Crimes, 5,

Merimer Street, Greenheys, Manchester, clerk . The number of

directors is not to be less than four por more than geven . The first

are G.Flett, G. F. Fry, J. Kerr, R. H. Prestwick , and G. Richard

Bon. Qualification , £ 500 ; remuneration, £ 600 per annum and a share

in the profits divisible. Registered office, 13, Spring Gardens, Man .

chester.

British Continental Electricity Company, Limited

(57,088 ).- Registered April 26th , with capital £ 20,000 in £10 shares

( 1,000 58 per cent. cumulative preference), to carry on the business of

electricians, mechanical, hydraulic, and general engineers, suppliers

of electricity, electrical apparatus manufacturers, & c. The sub

scribers (with one share each) are :-W . A. Brodie , Villa Olivetti,

Bordighera , electrical engineer; W. R.Cooper, 87, Upper Tulse Hill,

S.W., electrical engineer ; R. Alio :h , 10 , Albanalage,Basle, electrical

engineer; C. J. Brodie, Fern Hill, Wootton, Isle of Wight, surgeon ;
F.C. Brodie , Sandown, Isle of Wight, physician ; Mrs. 8. C. Brodie,

Sandown, Isle of Wight ; S. Ward, 35 , Gracechurch Street, E.C.,

solicitor. The number of directors is not to be less than two nor

more than five ; the subscribers areto appoint the first ; qualification

£ 1,000 ; remuneration not exceeding 20 guineas each per annam .

Registered by Ward & Co., 85, Gracechurch Street, E.O.

Davey Paxman & Co., Limited (57,093 ).— Registered

April 26th, with capital £ 250,000 in £ 10 shares, to adopt an agree

ment with J. N. and W. Paxman, for the acquisition of the business

carried on as “ Davey Paxman & Co.," at Colchester and elsewhere,

and to carry on the business of mechanical electrical mining, water

supply and general engineers , agricultural implement and tool
makers, boiler makers, rolling stock and waggon builders, & c. The

subscribers (with one share each ) are :-J. N. Paxman , Colchester,

engineer ; W. Paxman, Colchester, engineer; A. P. Butcher, Col

chester,manager ; H. G. Plane, Colchester, manager; W. H. King,

Colchester, secretary ; J. J. Phillips, Colchester, foreman ; T.W.Hall,

Colchester, draughtsman. The number of directors is not to be less

than two nor morethan five ; the first are J. N. Paxman (chairman),

W. Paxman, and W. Marriage; qualification, £ 250 ; remuneration as

the company may decide. Registered by Robiuson and Standard ,

19, Eastcheap, E.C.

8

pin getting into one of the steam ports. The damage is

practically confined to the engine itself. Thesupply was

maintained by the engines which were running in the new

engine room . Very fortunately no one was injured. The

photographic illustration will give some idea of the damage.

Appointments Vacant.The Redditch District Council

wants an engineer for the electricity works. See our “ Official
Notices " this week for particulars.

The Poplar Board of Works wants a resident electrical

engineerto devise and carry out anelectric lighting scheme.

See our “ Official Notices ” to -day for particulars.

The Institution of Civil Engineers. — The Council

have made the following awards for papers read and dis

cassed before the Institution during ihe past session :-A

Telford medal and premium to Mr. A. H. Preece, and a

Telford premium to Mr. L. B. Atkinson. The presentation

of these awards will take place at the inaugural meeting of

next session ,
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management. expenses, there remains a balance of £ 867 196. 98. 48

compared to £301 38. 1d. for 1896. This sum is sufficient to pay the

interest for the year on the capital expended on the undertaking,

leaving a balance of £43 12s. 1d . towards the repayment of principal.

In other words, if the undertaking were the property of a company,

sufficient profit on the works had been made during 1897 to pay

interest at the rate of 31 per cent., and to leave a sum of £43 128. 1d.

in hand to be carried to the reserve fund .

We note that very considerable extensions are in hand, and if the

present rate of progress is maintained , there is little reason why the

close of the present year should not see the works approaching the

profit -earning stage. The cost of production has been largely

diminished, as will be observed from the subjoined figures.

The following table gives the cost per unit : - ,

1897. 1896 .

Total capital expended ...

Number of units sold 155,681

£ 36,700

194,268

9,200

£ 3,765

6,825Number of lamps connected

Revenue trom sale of current £ 2,892

Macartney, McElroy & Co., Limited (57,101 ).- Regis

tered April 26th, with capital £ 12,000 in £ 10 shares, tocarry on the

business of electrical engineers and contractors, consulting electrical

engineers,and undertakers for the construction , supply and sale of

electric plant, and to adopt an agreement with J. F. Macartney,

J. A. McElroy, and B. W.Champion. The subscribers are : -J. F.

Macartney, 41, Edgware Road, W., contractor, 90 shares ; J. A.

McElroy, 26 ,Cortland Street, New York ,U.S.A.,mechanical engineer,

90 shares ; B. W. Champion, Queen's College, Cambridge, gentleman,

100 shares ; H. J.Dawson, 15,Emmanuel Road, Cambridge, gentle

man, one share ; L. Cobbett,M.B., 2, Round Church Street , Cam

bridge, one share ; W. R. Scott, 100, Great Western Road, Glasgow ,

engineer, one share; J. Speak, Kirton Grange, near Boston, England,

gentleman, one share. The number of directors is not to be less

than three nor more tban seven ; the first are the first three sub

scribers ; qualification, £ 500. Registered by C. F. Martelli, 10, Staple
Inn, E.O.

Electricity, Limited (57,121). Registered April 27th,

with capital £ 51,000 in £1 shares ( 1,000 founders”), to adopt an agree

ment with O. O'D. Barrow and C. H. Smith, and to carry on the

business of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers

of electricity,and electrical apparatus manufacturers. The subscrib :rg

are :-P. W. Davis, 611, Fore Street, E.C., mercbant, 250 sbares ; G.

W. Grabham , M.D., Mathyns, Witham , Essex, 250 shares ; C. G.

Smith, 59, Hatton Garden , E.O. , manager, one share ; A. I. Grabham ,

59, Farrington Road, 8.E., engineer, oneshare ; T.J.Stockall, 6 ,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C., merchant, 250 shares ;J. J. Stockall, 50,

Ferme Park Road,N., merchant, 250 shares ; H. Verden, 14, Great

Winchester Street, E.C. , solicitor, one sbare. The numberofdirectors

is not to be less than three nor more than seven . The first are the

first five subscribers. Qualification, £ 250 ; remuneration , £200 each

per annum ( £ 300 for the chairman ) and a percentage of the profits.

Registered office, 6a, Austin Friars, E.C.

Frank Suter & Co., Limited (57,193 ).- Registered

May 2nd ,with capital £ 20,000 in £1 shares (4 000 5 per cent. cumu

lative preference), to adopt an agreement with F. W. Buter, H.E. H.

Wyman, and T. White, and to carry on the business of electricians,

electrical engineers, workers and dealers in electricity, motiv power

and ligh, founders, tool makers, boiler makerg,millwrights, & c. The

subscribers (with one share each)are :-F. W. Sater, 66, Berners

Street, W., electrical engineer ; H. E. H. Wyman, 66, Berners Street,

W., electrical engineer; T. White, 66, Berners Street, W., electrical

engineer ; F. H. Jerson, 44, Downshire Hill, Hampstead , secretary ;

A.M. Bramall, 23, Leadenhall Street, E.C. , solicitor ; P. Holmer,

Brookfield Cottage, Chigwell, Member Stock Exchange; G. 8.

Saunders, 23, Leadenball Street, E.C., solicitor. The number of

directors is not to be less than three nor more than five ; the first are

thefirst three subscribers ;qualification £ 500 . Registered by Bramall

and Co., 23, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Net revenue £ 868

.
.
.... £ 301

Average price obtained per unit 4.850. 4.64d.

Per unit.

1.62d .

• 190 .

1896 .

1 790 .

22d .

Cost of production, £

Coal . 1,314

Oil , waste, water, and engine room } 155

stores

Salaries and wages at generating } 6.5
station

Repairs and maintenanceofbuilds 364
ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

• 77d. 93d .

Works' cost

3 03d.
•45d. .600.

100 •12d. -12d.

454 •560 . -58d.

Rent, rates and taxes

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}

Renewal fund account ..

9

..

Total £ 3,012 3.71d. 4.24d .

8. d .£

3,765 00

101 00

Average price

obtained

per unit.

4.85d .

Revenue.

By sale of current

Meter rents , & c .

Supply of steam

Transfer fees

Sundry sales
60 0 0

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRIOAL

COMPANIES.
Total £3,929 00 4.85d .

* Includes xtensions now in hand.

Total cost per unit (exclusive of deprcciation and renewal

accounts ), 3-71d.; works' cost, 3.031.

Notting Hill Electric Lighting Company, Limited

(25,921).- This company's return was filed on April 5th, when the

whole capital of £ 100,000 in £ 10 shares (6,462 ordinary,560 founders',

and 2,998 ordinary preference) was taken up. Toe full amount has

been called , and £ 100,000 has been paid .

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting

Company, Limited (26,193).—This company's return was filed on

March 24th. The capital is £ 350,000 in £5 shares (50,000 ordinary,

10,000 first preference and 10,000 second preference); 16,000 ordinary,

all the Arst preference, and 5,500 second preference have been taken

up, and 5,000 ordinary are considered as paid ; £ 5 per share has been

called on the others, and £ 127,500 has been paid.

Rugby School Electric Lighting Company, Limited

(39,309). - This company's annual retum was filed on April 18th,

when 90 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 5,500 in £50

sbares, and paid for in full.

Hove Electric Lighting Company, Limited (36,942) .

-This company's return was filed on March 29th, when the whole

capital of £40,000 in £5 shares was taken up ; £5 per sbare has been

called and £ 39,970 has been paid , leaving £ 30 in arrears.

Elmore's German and Austro-Hungarian Metal

Company.

The report of the directors of Elmore's German and Austro
HungarianMetal Company, Limited , for the year 1897, to be sub

mitted to the general meering to be held in London on May 11th,

states that the reduction of capital authorised by the meeting of July
21st last has been duly carried out, and that after writing off the

amount brought forward, and the charges for the year , the amount

standing to the cost of patents has been reduced to £84,252. The
preference shares issued bave been increased by the issue of£ 10,000

i i July last. It will be remembered that this issue was made atthe

r quest of the meeting called for the reduction of capital. The loan

to the “ Metall ” Company has been increased to £ 39,045, and mort

gages to the extent of £40,000 upon theproperty at Schladern have

been lodged with the trustees for the debenture holders. The option

given to a syndicatein Hungary for the purchase of a license expired ,
and the directors did not see their way to renew it. They are now

negotiating with one of the most important irms in Hangary, upon
terms similar to those asked for last year, and, they believe, with a
fair prospect of success. The debenture stock of the company, which

nowstands at £ 44,983, falls due for redemptionon July 1st next.
It is proposed to take power to issue £ 75,000 ot debenture stock at

6 per cent., and to issue £ 60,000 during the present year, out of

which the 8 per cent. stock will be repaid , and the balance expended
in the purchase of copper, & c ., at Schladern. With regard to the

“ Metall ” Company's accounts, the directors, while regarding a profit

of £ 3,203 as satisfactory, cannot but admit thatthe amount does not

come up totheir expectations. The value of the sales was 50 per

cent. more than those of 1896, while the trading profit was £ 333
less . The decrease in the profit was due to the Government

ordering a very much larger quantity than the directors were

informed they would of tubes at the base, or lowest price.

The directors demurred to this, and as a new regulation came

CITY NOTED .

We have not previously had an opportunity

Kingston -on- of referring to the very marked progress that

Thames was made by the Municipal Electricity Works at

Accounts. Kingston during the year 1897.

Mr. J. E. Edgcome, the borough electrical

engineer, in his report to the Corporation points out that after the

payment of all the works' costs for generation of electricity, main

tenance and repair of machinery and mains, taxes, insurance, and all
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into force, which gave the company power to cancel the con .

tract, it was arranged that it should be cancelled. This was

done, and, at the request of the Admiralty, the company tendered

again, but at greatly enhanced prices. The directors areglad to report

that the tender has been accepted, and that the company has been

allotted nearly the whole of the new contract, only small tubes up to

19 inches in diameter going elsewhere. Notwithstandiog the increase

in the sales duriog the past year, thecompany were unable to accept

even a moiety of the orders offered , and ther fore gave orders for

new plant, sufficient to double the output of the year 1897. A portion

of tbis new plant is already atwork. The sales for tae quarter ended

March 31st show an increase of 77 per cent . over those for the same

period last year. The directors have also purcbased additional land

Available for further extensions, upon a portion of which they have

erected workmen's dwellings. The directors are pleased to report

tha; the process now works smoothly, and that the new plant being

erected contains improvements wbich reduce materially the cost of

repairs and maintenance. With regard to the profit shown , the

directors would beg to remind the shareholders that the sum of

23,749 has been deducted from revenue by way of depreciation during

the past three years. In view of the cash requirements of the “ Metall ”

Company for the new plant and copper at Schlader, the directors

regret they cannot recommend the payment of a dividend out of the

profit, and have carried forward the amount to the credit of the

accounts for this year,

The balance of £57,444 133. 10d. has been transferred to the general

reserve fund. The report states : - " The policy of strengtheniog the

service by making jadicious renewals from time to time in the

weakestsections of the cables has been continued during the halt.

year under review , and the cost of the renewals carried out during

tbat period has been charged against the general reserve fund. The

contract made with the Spanish Goveroment for extending the com .

pany's system from Manila to theislands of Panay, Negros and Cebu

was successfully completed, and the new cables opened for traff : in

November last. Since the close of the half-year å further contract

has been entered into with the Spanish Government for improving

telegraphic communication with the Pailippines by extending the

Hong Kong cable, which was originally landed at Cape Bilingo

( Luz in) , direct to Manila. The contract was completed last month,

and the station at Bolinao removed to Manila . In accordance with

the provisions of the trust deed dated May 10th , 1879, 451 of the

company's 5 per cent. Australian Government subsidy debentures,

amounting to £ 45,100, were drawn by lot on the 4th iast , for pay.

ment at par on July 1st . ”

The West Coast of America Telegraph Company,

Limited.

The report of the directors for the year ended December 31st,

1897, to be presented at the first ordinary general meeting on

May 10th, 1898, states that the gross income for theyear1897, as

shown in the annexed revenue account,was £ 25,773. The con

tioned depressed state of the nitrate industry, and of trade gene

rally on the West Coast of South America, has had an adverse effect

upon the traffio receipts ; but the income of the company was

Bufficient to provide for the working expenses (£19,476 Os. 20.) and

the interest on the 4 per cent. debentures, leaving a balance of £ 296

19. 101. to be carried forward. The company's cables, landlines, and

the repairing steamer have been maintained ia a state of efficiency.

The directors regret to report the decease of their esteemed colleague,

Lord Sackville A. Cecil, on January 29th last, to replace whom , Sir

Albert J. Leppoc Cappel, K.C.I.E., has been elected by the board.1

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation , Limited .

The first annual general meeting was held on Friday last, at Cannon

Street Hotel, Colonel A. J. Filgate presiding .

Io moving the adoption of the report,the CHAIRMAN regretted that

greater progress had not been made with the works of the company ,
but they had bad many matters to deal with which had occasioned

delay. The question ct wbat mains shouldbe laid underground and

what wires fixed overhead had involved protracted negotiationswith

the Government of Bengal, the Telegraph Department, and the

municipality of Calcutta, but in February last the Government

engineer approved ascheme which enabled the directors to give the

necessary orders to the coatractors to carry out the works. Accord .

ing to atelegramreceived a day or two ago, the Government autho

sities and the Calcutta municipality had agreed that, on the

expiration of the period of 21 years for which the company's con

cession had been granted , it should be renewed for a further like

period unless the undertaking was purchased by the municipality.

On the whole, he thought the affairs of the company were now in a

satisfactory state, and that the whole of the mains at present contem

plated would be ready by thetime the generating station was in a

position to supply current. From what he knew of Calcutta, be

believed they were likely to have avery successful undertaking .

Mr. E. BOULNOIS, M P. , second d the motion, which was adopted.

The Spiral Globe, Limited .

As foreshadowed in our last issue,the prospectusof this company

is now before the public, the capital offered being 75,000 shares of £1

each, out of a total capital of £ 150,000 .

The reador, Mr. S. B. Apostoloff, of 5 , Feochurch Street, London,

bas fixed tbe price at which he is willing to sell the whole of

the patents and patent rights to the company, at £ 10,000 cash, £ 25,000

in fully paid shares, and £ 30,000 in cash or shares at the option of

the directors. The company has in addition to pay a larther sum of

£25,000 in cash to the vendor on the sale or commercial working of

the various foreign patents if as and when sold , a certain sum being
allocated to each patent.

Thespiral glob is a simple and pretty addition to an ordinary

incandescentlamp, and apparently acts as a collector and diffaser of

the light rays . It has, however, the disadvantages of acting as a dust

collector, and of being fragile. Mr. F.J. Down estimates the sales

at the rate of 2,000,000 per annum , and the profits on these

sales at £26,000 per annum , increasing with a natural increase

of sales to £35,000 per annum in subsequent years. We cannot

follow this enthusiastin bis appreciation of the invention, as shown

by his report, but we thinkthe spiral globe a pretty addition to the

lamps ordinarily sold , and were the vendor content with pence,

instead of the pounds named , there might be some future for the

company .

City of Birmingham Tramways Company, Limited.

MR JAMES Ross presided at the annual meeting of the company,
held at Birmingham last Friday, and pointed out that the financial

results had been eatisfactory, in spite of the fact that their endeavours

to improve the system had been frustrated by the Committee of

Public Works and the Council. The chairman then detailed the

circumstances, and quoted from letters to show that the Council bad

accepted the terms of the company to construct an overhead wire

bystem with not more than 10 miles of conduit . Subsequently the

Council withdrewtheir consent to permit an overbead system to be
erected. The chairman, in conclusion, mentioned that the board had

appointed as managing director Mr. G. C. Cuningham, who had had

considerable tramway experience in Canada. Under the extended

powers arranged between the Council and the company some time
ago a new system was to be installed, and the public were looking

for splendid concessions, but all this had been put on one side by a

sudden and unexpected change of front on the part of the Public
Works Committee.

The reportwas then adopted,and a dividend at the rate of 5 per

cent. declared on the ordinary shares.

London Platino - Brazilian Telegraph Company,

Limited.-A meeting of this company was held at the officesof the

company at LondonWall yesterday, bat we were informed that the

proceedings were private.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .
The Eastern Extension, Australasia , and China

Telegraph Company, Limited ,

The gross receipts for the half -year ended December 31st, 1897,

including Government subsidies, amounted to £275,142 78. 2d. ,

against £325,405 128. 63. for the corresponding period of 1896. This

decrease is due to the reductions of tariff brought into force during

the past year acd the falling off of Australasian traffis. The work

irg and other expenses, including £30,356 88. 6d. for cost of repairs

to cables and expenses of ships , absorb £102,844 13s . 101. , againtt

£ 106,270 9s. 70. for the corresponding period of 1896, leaving a

balance of £ 172,297 133. 4d. From this is dedacted £4,559 2s for

income-tax, £32,606 133. 9d . for interest on debentures, debenture

stock , and contributiontosinking fund,& c., leaving asthenet profit

for the ball - year £ 135,131 175. 7d. , whicb, with £ 34,812 16s. 3d .

brought forward from the previous half - year, shows an available

balance of £ 169,944 13s . 10d. One quarterly interim dividend of 11

per cent, has been paid for the half-year, and it is now proposed to

distribute another of like amount on the 12th prox . , making, with

the interim dividends paid for the first ball- year, a total dividend of

5 per cent. It is » lso proposed to paya bonus of 48. per sbare, or

2 per cent . , n aking a total distribution of 7 per cent. for the year 1897.

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited. — The receipts for the

week ending April 29th , 1898 , were £ 2,694 4s. 70.; corresponding period

1897, £ 2,292 Os. 3d .; decrease , £ 402 is. 4d .

The City and South London Railway Company. Thereceipts for the week end.

ing May 1st, 1898, were £988 ; week ending May 2nd, 1897 , £934 ;

increase , £51 ; total receipts for hali-year, 1898, £18,757 ; corresponding

period, 1897, £ 18,546 ; increase , £211 .

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways. The receipts for the week

ending April 30th , 1898, £ 130 8s . 100 ,; total receipts to April 30th , 180,

£ 1,951 11s.

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company.-The receipts for

week ending Friday, April 29th, 1898, were £476 15s. Sd ; corresponding
week last year, £537 188. 7d .: decrease , £61 2s. lld . ; passengers carried,

77,851 : corresponding week last year, 81,812 ; aggregate to date, 17.30

178. 1d ; aggregate to date last year, £ 7,655 3s. 100 .; decrease to date,

£ 286 6s. 9d .; mileage open, 8 miles.

The LiverpoolOverhead Railway Company.-The receipts for the week ending

May ist, 1898, amounted to £ 1,451 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,276 ; increase , £ 175.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . — The receipts for

the week ending May 2nd, 1898, after deducting 17 per cent of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 3,362.
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Bobidos dor e
Brook

Closing Closing doring
Present Dividondı forOr

HANR . Quotation,
iorde .

Quotation. week ended
Sharo . the lan three years,

April 27th . May 4th.
t

May 4th,

1898 ,

1895 . 1896 . 1897 . Highest. Lowest

137,4001 Arncus Direct Talog ., Lid ., 1 % D - a . 100 4 % 100 104 100 )14

35,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited , shares ...
10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do 5% Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 96

Stock £ 2 98. £ 2 138. 3 % 59 62923,9802 Anglo -Ameriona Teleg ., Ltd.
EO 63 60

3,038,0202 Do. 6 % Prot. Stock £ 4 188. £5 68. 6 % 109 110 1101 111) 111) 1691

3,098,0202 Do. do . Deid , Stock 121 13 14 . 141 124

130,000 Bradlin Babmarino Telog ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 155 161 154 164 1516 152

75,0007 Do. do . 6 % , Debs., 2nd serios, 1906 100 6 % 1112 116 112 - 136

44,000 Ohili Tolop ., Ltd., Hou. I to 44,000 54 % 4 % 3 31 3 31

10,000,000$ OommercialOuble Oo. ...
$ 100 7 % 8 % 155 -15 160 -170

918,2971 Do. Do. Sterling 800 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 104 - 106 103 -106 1045 104

224,850 Oonsolidated Talop .Oonnt. and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- | 14 % 2 %

16,000 Ouba Tolog., Ltd. 108% 8 % 7 %

6,000 Do. 10 % Prat. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 14 15 14 15

12,991 Diroot Spanish Telog .,Ltd. 64% 4 % 4 % 4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Oum . Pref. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % | 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 44% Deba. Nou. 1 to 6,000 60 41 % 41 % 41% 103 –106 % 103 - 106 %

60,710 Diroct Quited Staten Onble, Ltd. 20 | 21 % 21% 10 104 101 11 101 10

120,000 Direct West India Cable 44 % Reg . Deb 100 98 -101 98 -101

400,000 bauiora lolog ,da, dov. A to 45a,w2
1064% 61 % 161 171 17 71 178 163

70,000 Do. 6 % O2m Pref. 10 6 6 % 18 19 8 19 183 1-4

89,900 ' Do 6 % Deben, repay,August, 1899 100 5 % 5 % LO 1.3 100 113

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb, Stock Red , Stock 4 % 4% 125 129 127 --130 xd 123

250,000 Bastern Hxtension, Australasia and China Telog ., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 176 181 18 181

Do. 6 % (Au . Gov. Sub .), Deb.,1900, red. ann. drgs.
100 5 % 5 %

6 %
99 103 100 -104

rog. 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,820

100,5002 Do. do . Benrer, 1,980—3,976 and 4,827-6,400 100 5 % 5 100 103 101 -184

320,0002 Do. % Deb , Stock Stock| 4 % 4 4 % 127 - 130 127 - 130

100 5 % 100 - 103 100 -104

1980 . drgs., Reg. Nos. 1 2,848
46,500 Do. do . do . to borror , 2,844 to 8,500 100 5 % 5 % 100 103 101 --14

300,0002 Do. 4 % Mort. Debu.Nou.Ito 3,000, rod .1909 100 4 % 4 % 102 - 105 102 - 106

200,0002 Do. 4 % Reg.Mt. Debu. (Mauritiu Bub.) 1 to 8,000 284% 4% a7 - 110 % 105 - 08 xd| 1081

180,227 Qlobe Telograph and Trus , Ltd. 19 41% 41 % 111 114 117 - 11fxd 114

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pret. 10 6 % 6 164 - 177 164 - 17 xd 17 163

150,000 Grant Morthern Talag. Oosapany of Oopenhagen 20 10 % 10 % 10 % 29 30 281 - 294 298

160,0002 Do. do . do. 5 % Doko, 109 5 % 5% 5 % 100 -103 100 13 101

100 95 -100 97 — 102

Debs., within Nos 1 to 1,200, Red.

17,000 indo -Buropean Teleg., Lta. 35 10 % 10% 62 55 50 63 52

100,0002 London Platino-Brazilian Telog., Ltd. 6 % Dobs. 1086% 106 -109 106 - 109

64%
28,000 Montevideo Telephone 8 % Prel.,Nos. 1 to 28,000 ... 4 % % 2 21 2 21

484,597 votional Talepk.,Ltd.,1 to 484,597 .. 5 54 % 61 %
5 51 31- 58 511 53

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prof.
196 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pret.
166 % 6 % 64 15 17 15 17

250,000
Do. 5 % Non -cam . &rd Prel.,1 to 260,000 35% 5 % 5+

5 51 54 54 546 538

1,329,4714
Do 34 % Dob. Stock Rod . Stock 81 % 33 % 31 x 110 105 ICO Ir5 102 1024

171,504 Oriental Teleph. & Blec., titd ., Nou.1 to 171,694, hully paid 1 %
5 % 5 % 每

100,0002 Pacifio and,Iuropean Tel., Ltd., 4 % Quar. Dobs, 1 to 1,000 138 4 %
105 108 105 108

11,839 Router's Ltd. 85% 5 %
8 9 8 9

8,381 Babmarine Oablon Trust Oer . 1136 141 136 141

58,000 United Riyu Plate Taloph ., Ltd.
64% 5 % 4 44

146,7392 Do. do . 6 % Debi. Stock 6 % 105 108 105 08 106

15,609 Wort African Teleg ., Lt1 , 7,501 to 23,169 104% nil 3} - 41 31 41

219,4007 Do. do . do.6 % Dobs. 100 5 % 99 102 99 102

64,269 Warten ud Brasilina Tolog , al. .... 16 1 % 11) 12 111 12
1118

93,129 Do. do . do . 6 % Prat. Ord . 6 % 73 8 7 8 76

89,129 Do. do. do. Dot. Ord .... nil 44 44 44 416

389,521 Do. do . do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red.... Stock 106 -109 105 -108

88,321 Wort India and PanamaTelog., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % 4 % 1

34,669 Do. do . do . % Oum . Int Pred. 106 % 6 % 6 % 7 73 7 . 7

4,669 Do. do do . 8 % Oum . And Pral . 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 8 % Dobs. Ho. 1 to 1,800 100 6 % 5 % 6 % 105 - 108 105 -108 106 , 1061

1,169,000$ Wartorn Onion of U. 8. Tolog ., 1 % Ixt Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 106 110 105 - 110

160,10031 Do. do . 6 % Ster, Bondy. 100'6 % 6 % 1100 -105 100 -106

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COIPANIES .
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30,000 Charing Cross and Strand Klecty .Supply 55 % 6 % 7 % 13 – 14 13 14 138 191

20,000 Do. do. do . do . 41% Oum . Pret. 5 6 69 6 64

26,000 " Obolosa Electricity Supply, Ltd.,'Ord ., Nos. 1 to 10,277 . 5 1 5 % 5 % 6 % 91- 103 91 - 10% 103 918

60,000 Do, do . do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock! 41 % 4% 41 % 115 -117 115-117

60,000 Oity of London Elec .Lightg .Oo., Ltd.,Ord. 40,001-90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 251 - 263 26 27 267 261

Do. do.

10,000 {
Prov. Certe. Nos. 90,001 to

} 10
17 - 181 18 19 183 18

100,000 £ 6 .

40,000 Do. do . 6 % Oum . Prof., 1 to 40,000 106 % 6 % 6 % 17 % - 18% 174 – 184 18 178

400,000 Do. 5 % Deb. Stock , Scrip. ( iss. at £ 116 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 6 % 129
-194 129 -194

30,000 Oornty of Lond .& Brush Proy. 2. Ltg.Ltd., Ord . 1-30,000 10 nil nit nil 14 15 14 15 143 14+

10,000 Do. do. do. Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 pd. 10 81 9 81- 9

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Prel., 40,001–60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 16 15 16

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ld ., ord.shares 1-17,400 £ 4 pd. 6
4 4 41

10,000 House-to- House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5
4 % 10 11 10 11

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pref. 5 | 7 % 7 % 7 % 11 12 11

62,400 "Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 62,500 104 % 5 % 6 % 173– 181 181- 191 1818 181

220,0001 Do. 41 % Irst mortgage debenturo stock 41 % 41 % 41% 117 -121 117 - 121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 % :% 4 % 6 % 19 20 19 20 1986

31,980 St. Jumor's & Pall Mall Bloo. Light Co., Ltd., Ord . 6 | 77 % 101% 144% 171- 181 17)– 181 187

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Prel., 20,881 to 40,080 57 % 7 % 7 % 10 11 10 11

50,000 Do. do. 4 % Deb . stoc : Rod . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 28 21- 24 217

79,900 Wortminster Bleotrio Bupply Dorp .,Ord., 101 to 80,000 6 17 % 9 % 12 % 167 17} 17 18 173 17

• Subjeot to Founder's Shares, t Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange.

1 Unlon otherwise stated all shares are fully paid , | Dividends paid in deterred share warrants, profits being sed as capital,

Dividends marked i are for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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30,000 British Electric Traction
10 161-164 151-16 )

Do. do. 6 % Cum .Pref. 30,001—40,000 10 71- 84
10,000

71- 84

( issped at £2 10s. prem . all paid )
8 | 21% nil

90,000 Brush Bleol. Baging. Oo ., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
nil 14- 18 13- 17 10

90,000
Do. do . Non -oum . 6 % Pret., 1 to 90,000 8 | 3 % nil 4 % 21 25 21- 23 23

Do. do .125,0002
41 % Perp . Deb. Stock . ... Stock 110 -114 110 -114

Do. do. 41 % andDob. Stock Red .
50,000

Stock 102 - 105 102 -105 103

10 10
19,894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares

103 10 101 107 10,4

Do.129,179
do. do. 16 paid

10 661 68 61

Do. do.
59,254 Pref. half-shares £l pd . 11 2 iz lp

Do.67,680 do . Det. do, £ 5 pd. 43 48 41

Stock 14 % 12 % 13% 67 69 67 70
690,000 ? Oity and South London Railway

70 69

6 nil 2

28,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Shares, 4 to 28,180
221 21

99,261 [ Edison & Bwan United Floo. Legt ., Ltd., " A " abro, £ 8 pd. 1 }65%
51 % 21 - 24 21- 23 29

1 to 99,261

Do. do.17,189
do. " A” Shares 01–017,199 55 % 51 % 4 5 5

194,023
do . do. 4 % Deb . stock Red . 100 103 - 105 103 -105

110,000 Blootrio Construction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000 35 % 6 % 25- 21 25 23 23 2H

Do. do. 7 % Oam . Pref., 1 to 16,343 . 316,343
7 % 7 % 3 } 9 3 ) 99 3}

111,100
Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort.Deb. Stock Stock

106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Blmore's Patent Cop. Depong., Ltd., 1 to 70,009
3

67,275 Elmoro's WireMtg ., Ltd., 1 to 69,886,innodat 1 pm , 8
10 101% 7 % 7 % 9 119,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Cum . Pref., 1 to 9,600

9 11

12,500 Benley ' (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord . 108% 10 % 12 % 213 229 213 22 224

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Prot. 10 | 7 % 7 % 7 % 181 191 184 194 191

30,000 Do. do. do. 4 Mort .Deb. Stock Stock| 44 % 41 % 44 % 110 - 116 110 -116

10 10 % 10 % 10 % 21 22
60,000 Ladis -Rubbor, Gutta Peroha and Telog .Works,Ltd.

21 22 21€ 211

Do.800,000
do . do , 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100

102 -106 102 106 102

87,BCC Liverpool Overhead Railway ,Oid.
10 | 21 % 27 % 37 % 1015 1018 10g- 108

18.000 If bo. do . Prel.,610 paid 10 6 % 5 % 5 % | 154 162 164- 16+

12 15 % 15 % 15 % | 35 38 35 38
87,860 |Telegraph Constn . and Maintco., Ltd.

37 354

160,001 Do. do . do. 6% Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 112 -105

Railway, Ord . Stock 100540,0001 Waterloo and
133 -136 133 -126 133

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Bzobango. 1 Unless othorwiso stared all sbaros aro tally paid.

Dividende marked | are for your consisting of Ibo latior part of ono year and the Arnt part of the next.
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

• Birmingham Klectria Bupply Company, Ordinary £ 6 ( fully paid ) 108. London Bloctrio Supply Corporation, £ b Ordinary , 31-4.

House -to- House Oompury, 41 % Debentures of £ 100, 108–110.
.T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (fully paid ), 15 ).

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electrio Lighting Company, Limited Yorkshire Bouse-to- Bouko HlootricityOompuay, £ b Ordinary Share

Ordinary Share 65 ( fully paid ) 16–17 ; Lot Pretorance fully paid , 8–84. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Oumulative 6 % , bb (hully paid ), 8-83. Debentures, 107–110.

Dividend, 1897, on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rato oi dlocount 4 por cont. (April 7th , 1828).

THE STEAM TURBINE ENGINE AND ITS

APPLICATIONS..

BY JNO. D. BAILIE.

DURING the 13 or 14 years which have elapsed since the introduction

of the compound steam tarbine, manymodifications and changes

have been made both in the engine itself and in its auxiliary parts.

A résumé of the various forms through which this engine has passed

would occapy more time than is at disposal; it may , however, be said

that the twomost prominent types — judging from the standpointof

practical and commercial success — have been the “ Twin Parallel

Flow " and the “ Radial Flow ” turbines, and as many of both of

these are still at work incentral electricity supply stations and else

where, it maybe well to begin the paper by a brief description of

their leading features.

In the twin parallel flow turbine the motor spindle is fitted with

two sets of rings of carved blades, one complete set in each half of

the machine, and on the inner peripheryof the cylinderare cor

responding rings of blades of opposite curvature between which those

on the spindlerotate. The blades on the inside of the cylinder are

guides, their function being to direct the steam on to those on the

spindle. Steam is admitted at the centre of the turbine case, all

round the shaft, and flows simultaneously right andleft through

each series of rings of blades to the ends of the cylinder, thence to

the common exhaust -- the rotation being caused by the impact of the

steam on the spindle blades. Theflow of steam being equal in each

direction, end pressure and excessive wear on the bearing collars are

avoided .

The bearings are of somewhat unusual construction. Surrounding

the bearing sleeve, or bush , are two sets of steel washers, which are

in turn encircled by a steel liner — the latter being a free fit in the

bearing seat. Each washer is about hath inch thick . They are of

two diameters, and are arranged alternately small and large, the

omaller being a close fit on the bush and about had inch clear of the

liner, and the larger a close fit in the liner and about zbad inch clear

Abstract of a paper read before the Yorkshire College Engineer
ing Society, February 14th, 1898 .

of the bush. They are held tightly together by a strong spiral

spring , and any lateral movement due toimperfect balance makes

them slide mutually against one another, thus permitting the shaft

to find its own centre of gyration, relieving the pressure on the bear

ings, anddamping vibration.

The lubricationof the bearings is automatic and continuousby
means of a fan and a screw fixedon the turbine shaft. The suction

of the fan acting on the tree surface of the oil in the stand-pipe

draws it upto the screw , which in turn forces it through the adjacent

bearing,and also through a feed -pipe to the other bearings,from

whence it flows back through a return pipe to a reservior, to be again

raised by the fan, andthe process repeated.

The speed is controlled by a rather nice arrangement. A leather

diaphragm is mechanically connected to the throttle valve by means

of a rod and crank, and so operates it , that as the diaphragm distende

the throttle valve opens to steam , and vice versd . An airway leads

from the diaphragm to theinlet of the fan , so that when the turbine

is working, the suction of the fan tends to close the diaphragu

against the tension of a spring. The action is as follows:-When the

speed becomes too high, the suction of the fan increases, partially

closes the diaphragm ,and so reduces the admission of steam ; con

versely, when the speed falls below the normal, the suction of the

tan decreases, the diaphragm extends, and opens the throttle valve

to admit more steam . This combination in itselt exerts very fair

control, but is scarcely sensitive enough for electrical work ; it is

therefore supplemented by an electrical regalator. On the magnet

yoke is a vertical spindle, on which are delicately pivoted a small

ironbarorneedle,andatuningfork shaped arrangement with flat

heels. An air-pipe leads thence to the leathern diaphragm . When

the machine isexcited, the magnet yoke attracts the needle, and a

spiral spring makes it tendto resistthe attraction . The spring is so

adjusted , that the greater the magnetic pull,the more is the month

of the air-pipe closed by the hind heel of the tuning fork. When,

therefore ,thespeed of the machine,and consequently the magnetic

pull, get below the normal, the heel falls back andopens up the

mouth of the air-pipe, the inrush of air tends to neutralise the suction

of the fan , and allows the diaphragm to extend, thus opening the

throttle valve to admit more steam . On the other hand, when the

speed and magnetic attraction get above the normal, the heel closes

the air-pipe inlet, allows the fan to contract the diaphragm , and so

reducesthe admission of steam .

Theradial flow turbinediffers from the foregoing in that, instead
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cating engines, for the steam may beexpanded down to 1 lb. absolute,

or even lower,without any material increase of frictional resistance,

and a very high ratio of expansion is therefore practicable ; indeed, it

is usual to blade a condensing turbine for theterminal pressure of

1} lb, absolute per square inch . It is evident, therefore , that where

condensing is feasible it should be resorted to, and the condenser

adopted should be one giving a high vacuum . Frequently the engine

is fitted with its own condenser ; the shell containing the tubes turm

ing part of the bed - plate, and the air and circulating pumps being

driven from the wormon the turbine shaft by a rocking beam .

The turbine is best adapted for speedsof not less than 2,000 repo

lutions per minute, and they are usually designed to run at from

3,000 to 6,000 revolutions; whenthe speed of the machine to be
driven is considerably below 2,000 , gearing or belts may be inter

posed. At first sight, gearing would seem to be unsuitable for these

speeds, both as regards durability, efficiency, and quietness of run .
ning, but very fair results have been obtained with double helical

spur gear made of steel. This type of gear is also used when it is

desired to adjust relatively higher speeds, and ratios of as high as

8 to 1 have been successfully negotiated. In a 16-kilowatt turbo

dynamo built some time ago , the turbine ran at 25,000 revolutions,

andthe dynamo at 4,000 revolutions, a ratio of 64 to 1. A 150 -kilo

watt turbo -alternator at the Newcastle and District Company's station

has a ratio of 2 to 1, the turbine running at 9,400 revolutions and the

alternator at 4,700 revolutions. Hitherto, reducing gear has not

been employed when the machines have been built for power work,

but at the present time a launch_is being engined with a turbine

gearing on to two propeller shafts. The use of reducinggear enables

the turbines to berun at a very high speed, and so greatly decreases

the weight per horse -power, but at present the writer much prefers

direct driving, especially when the load is liable to sudden variation .

of the steam flowing in a direction parallel to the axis, it flows

radially outwards. Inthis type there areseveral discs fixed on the

shaft, and revolvingwith it, from the front faces of which the blades

or vanes project in the form of a series of concentric rings. In one

complete turbine motor there would be, perhaps, six of these discs

of equal diameters , also a disc of considerably greater diameter fitted

on both its faces with rings of blades of larger dimensions than those

on the other discs; this large one may be termed the low pressure

disc. Between the movingdiscs are stationary discs, attached to the

case, on which the rings of guide vanes are so arranged as to

alternate with the rings of moving blades. Steam enters at one end

of the cylinder, insidethe smallest ring of blades on the first diec,

passes through the successive rings to the circumference, thence

between the back of the rotating disc, and of the_next stationary

disc, to the inmost of the next series of rings. This is repeated

until the centre of the low pressure disc is reached , when the steam

flowsthrough the bladesonboth sides of the disc simultaneously,
and thence to the exhaust.

The steam turbine as now made is somewhat similar to the one

first described, in that it is of the parallel oraxial flow type.

The tarbine shaft is encircled concentrically by a series of " drums”

of several diameters, round the outer circumference of which the

sets of rings of moving or rotator blades are fitted . The interior of

the turbine case is correspondingly stepped , and is fitted with rings

of guide blades of similar but opposite obliquity to those on the

spindle. The rings of guide bladesalternate with the rings of rotator

blades, so that when themachine is at rest the spacesbetween the

blades form a seriesof zig-zag passages or channels. The diameters
of the drums, the dimensions of the blades, and the steam passages,

are graduated to suit the increase in thevolame of the steam as it

expands towards the low pressure end. Each ring of guide blades,

together with its corresponding ring of rotator blades, may be

regarded as a turbine completein itself, the steam turbine engine
therefore consists of a considerable number of small turbines, at each

of which expansion of the steam takes place. Steam is admitted

through a double-beat valve,and entering the cylinder all round the

spindle, passes through the first ring of guide blades on to the first

ring of rotator blades, then throughthe second ring of guide blades

to the second ring of rotator blades — and so on, losing pressure at

each step, until ithaspassed the last ring of rotator blades, when it

exhausts into the condenser or atmosphere, as the case may be.

No effective work is done by the barrels; they are merely revolving

bafile pistons, or " dummies," to balance the end thrust due to the

pressure of the steam on the turbine blades. They are stepped simi

larly to the bladed barrels, with which those of corresponding

diameters are connected bychannels in the casting in order toequalise

the pressure . The adjustable thrust bearing takes up any slight end

long pressure which may not be neutralised by the dummies. This

thrust bearing differsfrom the usual pattern only in thatthe grooved

bush is split longitudinally into halves, with separate adjustment for

taking up wear. The thrust bearing isadjusted by a screw at the end

keepof the engine. The end play can be triedwhen the engine is

running slow by slackening the nats bolding down the keep, and

inserting a lever between thekeep and the cylinder; it shouldnot be

more than, Bay, Idoth inch. If the bottom half of the thrust is wom ,

a thin liner maybe put in atthe back .

The bearings are of the tubular type,and consist of a phosphor

bronze, or gun-metal bush in which the shaft rotates; round this bush

are slipped three concentricsteel tubes, each fitting loosely over the
one inside it, the outermost being a free fit in the bearing seat. The

bush has grooves cat on its inner periphery, and the tubes are

perforated to allow the tree passage ofthe oil. When the machine is
workingthe clearance between each tubeandits neighbouris charged

with a film of oil, with a result that, while the shaft retains a small

amount of freedom , the viscosity of the oil acts as a damperto prevent

oscillation. The circulation of the oil is continuous and automatic by

means of a pamp driven by an eccentric and worm gear from the

turbine shaft, the supply of oil is therefore proportionate to the speed.
In some machines theoil is continuously fed into the bearings under

a head of some 6 or 8 inches, from cisterns immediately above them ;

it then drains into a receiving chamber, from which it is again

pumped to the various cisterns. In other machines the keeps are
sealed, and the oil is forced through the bearings under a pressure of

from 5 to10lbs. per square inch. The cisterns are all connected by

pipes, so that the one pumpmaintains the circulation.
When the turbines are to be used in tropical climates, or in excep

tionally hot places, oil coolers are frequently fitted. These may be

built into the bed -plates, and consist merelyof a cast-iron shellcon

taining aspiral copper tube, through which the oil is passed on its

way to the reservoir, the cooling being effected by a water circu
lation ,

Theengineis coupled to the fan, dynamo,pump, or other machine

to be driven , by meansof a square bored sliding sleeve, fitting loosely

over the squared ends of the respective shafte . The exterior of this

sleeve carries the worm which drives the worm -wheel,which in turn,

by means of an eccentric and connecting rod, transmits the motion

to the oil- pamp plunger.

This worm gear also plays an important part in the governing

arrangements ;but as the method adopted for controlling the turbine

depends upon the nature of its work , it will be dealt with later on .

Whenvery large powers are required, it is sometimesfound advan

tageous to use more than one cylinder, and to pass the steam through
them in the usual sequence.

Turbines are designed for working either condensing or high pres

sure, and they lend themselves readily to either condition. At some

places they are requiredto work part of the time on the condenser,

and part on the atmosphere ; when this is so , they are bladed for

condensing, but fitted with a bye-pass and valve , with which the
excess blades maybe cut out when working on the atmosphere. The

relative saving effected by condensing is more than with recipro

TEB STRAM TUBBO - DYNAMO.

When the turbine engine was first introduced , electrical engineers

recognised its marked suitability for driving dynamob,and for several

years this was the only use to which it was put. The first turbo

dynamobuilt was a small one, giving only 41 kilowatts, and running

at 18,000 revolutions per minute; nowadays, for central electricity

supply stations, plants having capacities of from 350 to 1,000 kilo

watts are not uncommon. One of the large London companies alone

has no fewer than 13 of theseturbine plants,each giving 350 kilo

watts,four each giving 500 kilowatts, and others equally large are

being built forthemat the present time. They are also used in the

supply stations of Newcastle, Cambridge, Woking, Portsmouth,

Scarborough, Madeira, Woolwich, Blackpool,& c., so that their fitness

for this class of work would seem to be proved.

Turbo-dynamos are also being largely and increasingly used for

power work at collieries, for driving iron works and other places

where heavy and sudden changes of load are met with , as wellas for

electric traction , and they do their work well. Indeed, this is a

direction in which, in the opinionof the writer - and in the opinions

of the users also they score heavily over reciprocating engines. He

would emphasise this by adding that, so faras he is aware, in no

single instance where users have installed turbines for power work

have they, when extending, reverted to reciprocating plant. The
principle of the engine eminently fits it for dealing with extremely

variable loads without detriment, and the governor, which being a
special feature will be described at length later on , exercises such

perfect control that practically no attention is required.

The steam turbine dynamo ordinarily comprises amultiple expan

sion steam turbine coupled direct on the same bed-plate to a high

speed dynamo, by means of a square bored sleeve. The dynamo

bearings are similar to those of the engine, and are connected with

them by pipes, so that the one oil pump provides the circulation

for all

The electrical governor which controls the speed of the machine is
very quick and reliable in its action .

A centrifugal “ safety ” governor is usually fitted to large machines,

to come into action only in the event of accident. It derives its

motion fromthe worm on the turbine shaft through the worm wheel

and the bevel gear, and actuates a valve in the relay by meansof a

rod and clutch. It is set so as just not to blow off when the machine

is at full speed.

The bandlever above the relay is merely for the purpose of lifting

themain valve at starting, or for admitting steamto warm through.

A similar lever embraces the collar ofthe centrifugal governor spindle.

Either of these levers might be used in an emergency for shutting off

steam from the engine ; the long lever will answer the same parpose,

for if moved either to its topor bottom position , the main valve
closes.

Turbo-alternators run perfectly in parallel, either with each other

orwith any of the leading slow speed machines.

These turbo -electric generatorswould seem to compare very favour

ably with other typesas regards economy in steam consumption,

especially when working condensing. A 100 -kilowatt turbo -dynamo

supplied to one of the Lancashire corporations gavea consumptionof

20-1 lbs. of steam per electrical horse -power at fall load, and 22 :3 lbs.

at halt load. Thesteam pressure at the machine was '02 lbs., and the

and the vacuum was 26 inches. A 50 -kilowatt plant, suppliedto the

same corporation, used 20-9 lbs. per electrical horse -power at full load ,

the steam pressure being 90 lbs. and the vacuum 281 inches.

A 200-kilowatt plant supplied to a large ironworks near Chester

gave, with a boiler pressure of 100 lbs. persquare inchand a vacuum

of 25 inches,a consumptionof19:51 lbs. per electrical borse-power at

full load , and 20.9 lbs.at half load, a rise from full load to hall load

of only 7} per cent.

A 150 -kilowatt turbo-alternator supplied to a central electricity

supply company gave the following results :—The steam pressure at

themachine was70 lbs. per square inch, and the vacuum was 263 to
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269 inches ; the steam consumption at full load was 17:28 lbs. per

electrical horse- power, at half load 20 lbs., and at one- fourth load
22.01 lbs.

In all the above, the consumptions are to be taken as perelectrical

horse-power -hour.

Themachines quoted are not necessarily the most efficient that

bave been built ; the writer has chosen them because he has been

connected with them to some extent, three out of the four having

passed through his hands; he thinks, therefore, that they may be

taken as fair examples of the efficiency of condensing type steam

turbine plants of medium size.

The writer concludes by saying that the advantages claimed for the

turbine are : - Simplicity, compactness, lightness, portability, absence

of vibration, low cost of foundations, ease and cheapness of repairs,

locg lifeof bearings, automatic lubrication , steady governing, absence

of cylinder lubrication,economy in nil, indifferenceto priming, low all

round steam consumption, absenos ofcylinder condensation ,general

satisłactory working , and saving in attendance.

for starting both continuous current and multiphase motors, particu.

larly for smallpowers, cost almost asmuch as the motoritself. This

hasbeen largely due to want of standard designs specially suited for

the purpose.

In general the resistance is not required for more than , say , one

minute, but should be capable of carrying the full load of the motor

for that time. Some forms recently introduced will only carry the

load for 20 seconds; this is not sate .

For the purpose of regulating the speed of motors the resistances

must be made larger , and must be capable of carrying a load depende

ing on the range of regulation , but it thisis a wide one practically

the frill load of the motor must be provided for. The simplest way

of regulating the speed of a shunt motor is shown in the right-hand

diagram , where a resistance is placed in circuit with the armature of

MC MC
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( Concluded from page 592.)
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RESISTANCES FOR REGULATING DYNAMO AND MOTOR SAUNTS .

Almost any of the forms are suitable for this purpose. As to

capacity, the maximum amount of power to be dissipated is reached

when the resistance is equal to the resistance of the shant, and when

thecurrent comes down to ball its original value.

Resistances working by compression, and therefore giving a per

fectly steady graduation betweenmaximum and minimum , have the

advantage of allowing the E.M.F. to be regulated very exactly, an

advantage where dynamos are being run in parallel.

MC Main circuit,

Starting resistance with shunt Starting resistance without shunt

regulation, regulation.

ARC LAMP RESISTANCES.

These form an important class, as very large numbers of them ale

used .

The usual form consists of a porcelain cylinder, having a spiral

upon it, in which is wound a German silver wire . The resistance

is regulated by a movable clamp, placing more or less of the wires

in circuit.

Three forms of arc lamp resistances were designed by the

writer some years ago, in each of which the base is an iron cylinder

covered with asbestos, on which the resistance is wound. All these

forms of resistance have the disadvantage that as the wire is heated

andcooled it is subject to very considerable strains, and the wires

are frequently fractured ,

In that form of arc lamp resistance in which “ Relugite ” is

utilised as the resisting material, and the resistance is adjusted, as

required, by tightening or slackening the end on the top.

An important advantage possessed by this latter form of resistance

is that as the coefficient of temperature variation is negative, the

resistance is higher when first the current is switched on than it is

when the arc has been burning a short time, and the resistance

becomes warm , thus assisting inkeeping the current to its normal

value, whilst the arc becomes of a proper length .

the motor, the full line pressure always being on theshunt coil. The

left- hand diagram , a modified arrangement, in which part of the

speed regulation is effected by varying the strength of the current in

the magnet coils. In this case the method of working is to have, in

the firstinstance, the full line pressure on the magnet coils and resist

ance in the armature circuit. The resistance is gradually taken out

of the armature circuit, and resistance is then insertedin the magnet

circuit , thus weakening the field and allowing the speed to rise.

If this form of regulation is to be adopted, themagnet windings

should be specially arranged for the apparatus to have a low resist

ance, so that the motor isconsiderably over excited at starting.

In order to avoid the possibility of a motor being switched into

circuit rapidly, it is preferable to fit such resistances with a screw

motion, but it this is done arrangements must be made by a separate

switch or otherwise, so that the circuit can be broken instantaneously

in the case of accident or emergency.

An importantpoint in connection with regulating resistances, par.

ticularly where the variation in resistance from point to point is con

siderable, isthe questionof theswitch contacts,as considerable sparking
occurs on the contacts, which , from this cause , become dirty or

roughened, and causes considerable trouble.

In a form of switch pillar for starting and regulating speed of

motors designed by Messrs. Royce, independent quick -break contacts

are fitted ateach resistance point,and the final break iseffectedbya

carbon contact. In a form designed by Pochin,the switch arm itself

carries a small wiper which takes the spark, and it may be renewed

as required.

In the case of pressure resistances these precautions are un .

necessary, and even in the case of resistances with multiple con

tacts and filled with “ Relugite ” material, owing to the fact that such

resistances are inductionless, the spark on the contacts is practically

eliminated .

RESISTANCES FOR LOWEBING LAMPS.

These are mostly usedfor stage effects, and it made with switches,

should have a large number of contacts to make the graduation im

perceptible, or liquid resistances or resistances worked by pressure
variation should be used .

Owing to the peculiar nature of the fire risks in the theatre, special

care should be taken that the rise of temperature should besmall.

In the case of resistances designed by the writer for the Drury

Lane Theatre, the specification was that the resistances should not

rise more than 80 ° F. above that of the atmosphere.

G

RESISTANCES FOR METER AND INSTRUMENT TESTING

For this purpose resistances with sliding wire, or liquid resist

ances, have been generally used, enablingthe current to be kept
at an exact value. The " Relugite " pressure resistances is now

being adopted for this purpose. It has the additional advantage with
alternatecurrents, that the resistance being inductionless no errors
are introduced .

CONOLUSION .

In conclusion , the writer desires to point outthe advanceswhich

have taken place in the last few years in the design and manufacture

of resistances, owing largely tothe increased demand, and therefore

to the specialisation which this hasallowed, and hopes that the notes

contained in the foregoing paper will proveof interest to the members

of the Northern Society of Electrical Engineers, who have doubtless

had considerable experience not only of the merits, but of the dis

advantages, to which this class of apparatus is liable.

From a manufacturer's point of view , it is greatly to be desired

that engineers designing plants will endeavour to avail themselves

of manufacturers' existing patterns and standards rather than to

specify for particular arrangements, as it is only in this way that the

cost of accessories of the electric light and power plants can be

brought to a point which will have the effect of greatly stimulating

the use of electrical appliances in many cases where at present the

admitted advantages do no* outweigh the expenditure necessary.

MOTOR STARTING RESISTANCES.

It has frequently been a subject of complaint that the resistances

Abstract of paper read before Northern Society of Electrical
Engineers.
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A TABLE OF TELEGRAPH ROUTES TO SPAIN AND TO THE WEST INDIES

SHOWING THE VARIOUS SUBMARINE CABLE COMMUNICATIONS, BOMB OF WHICH MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE PRESENT WAR.

Sections. Countries. Proprietors.

Spain ...Porthcurno, England, to Vigo ..

Carcavillos

Falmouth, Bilbao

Marseille , France, to Rørcelona...

Emden, Germany , to Vigo

Spain

Portugal

Spain1

:
:
:
:
:

Eastern Telegraph Company.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Company.

Deutsche sia Telegraphen Gesellschaft.

:
:
:
:
:

... ... ...

.. ... ...

...

Eoglish

Various.

Halifax aod Bermudas Cable Company....

West Indies (Caba,& c.) Atlantic cables

Halilex-Bermuda ...

Bermuda - Tark ' . Island

Turk'm I-laod.Jamaica

Jamsica -Santiago de Cuba

...

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

»

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

01

... Spanish Webt India and Pausmá telegraph” c ..?

35

:
:
:

Various.

Western Union Telegraph Company.

:
:
:
:

05

11 Cie. Francaise des Câbles Télégraphiques... ...

:
.
.

:

:
:
: 11

...

01
... ...

፧
፧
፧

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company.

West India and Panamá Company.

1

:
:
:

...
...

... ...

... ... ...

Spanish Government.

Spanish National Submarine Telg. Co.

South American Cable Co.

Western and Brazilian Telegraph Co.

Brazilian Government.

...

...

1

11

... ... ... ...
... ...

... ...

Compagoie Française des Câbles

Télégraphiques .

Atlantic cables

Landlines to Punta Raska ( Florida ) U.S. America

Punta Rasna - Island of Key West

* Island of Key West-Cojimar (Habana) Spanish"

French Atlantic cables U.S. America

New York -Hayti Republic of Hayti

Hayti.Guantanamo (Caba) Spanish

South Coast of Cuba + Batabar ó -Cienfuegos

and Jamaica . Cienfuegos-Santiago de Cuba

Santiago de CubaJamaica English

West Indies (Cuba, Cadiz-Canary Islands Spanish

& c.), via Brazil. Canary Islands-Sénégal French

Réoégal-Fernando Noron ba -Pernambucu Brazil

Pernambuco -Ceará Marakbaw - Pa á

Or by landlines Pernambuco to Pará

Pará-Cayenne French Guiana

Cayenne- Paramaribo Dutch Guiana

Paramaribo-Martinique French

Martinique -St. Thomas I Danish

St. Thomas - Puerto Plata Ripublic of Santo Domingo

Poerto Plata- Cape Haytien-Móle -St.Nicolas ... R -public of Hayti
Môle St. Nicolas -Guantanamo ( near Santiago

de Cuba ) Cuba (Spanish )

Porthcorno (Eogland ) to Lisbon Portugal

Lishon -Madeira . St. Vincent

St. Vincent-Pernambuco, and from Pernambuco

oawards as per preceding route Brazil

West Indies (Cuba, To the River Plate via the South American

&c. ), via the River Cahle Company, or the Brazilian Submarine

Plate. T - legraph Company,and the Westero and

Brazilian Telegraph Company.

River Plate- Valparaiso Chile

Valparaiso -Lima- Padar á Perú

Panamá -Colon (Aspiawall) Republic of Colombia

Colon -Jamaica Eoglish

Jamaica -Santiago de Cuba Spanish

West Indies (Cuba, Atlantic cables

&c.) via the States, U.S. landlines to Galveston U.S.

Mexico, and Cen- Galveston -Tampico -Vera Croz - Coatzacoalcos . Mexico

tral America. Coatzacoalcos (Gull of Mexico) to Salina Cruz

( Pacific) landlines

Salina Cruz- San Juan del Sur Repuolic of Niraragua

San Juan del Sur-Panamá Republic of Colombia

Panamá Jamaica-Cuba ...

...

31 »

*
*
* Eastern Telegraph Company.

Biazlian Submarine Telegraph Co.

...

... ...

:
:
:
:

:
:

:
:

:

Landlines .

Central and South American Telg. Co.

West Coast of America Telg. Co.

Landlines.

West India and Padar á Telegraph Co.

:
:

...

1

... ...
...

:
:
:

Various.

Western Uoion Telegraph Company.

Mexican Telegraph Company.

Central and South American Telg. Co.
...

...

91

:
:
:
:

0

West Iadia and Papama Telegraph Co.
...

...

* The cables between Key West and Habana are reported to have been cut by U.8, vessels,

+ Both Batabanó and Cienfuegosare connected by landlines with Habana.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

EARTH RETURNS FOR ELECTRIO TRAMWAYS. By H. F. PALSHALL ,

member. Paper read April 28th, 1898.

Considering the small difference of potential at which electrolytic

action may take place, a matterof primary importance in electrio

tramway systems in which the rails are used as return conductore, is

in reference to the rate of fall of potential, and the difference of

potential between the rails and the general mass of earth , the magni

tade of whichmay vary according to such local conditions as the

locality of gas and water pipes,theconductivityof theearthbetween

the rails and such pipes, and the conductivity of the pipes them
Belves.

Tae exposed surface for leakage of the track is very great ; thus

in the ordinary four-track tramway system there is some 50,000 feet

per route mile. With so great a surface, and with, as is generally

the case, considerable conductivity of the concrete and earth, a large

fractionof the currentmaybe divertedfrom the rails,even in short

lines, andwith a maximum drop as small as that specified by the
Board of Trade.

Thus, in tests recently carried out in a line some8 miles long, it

was found, by cutting the track at the middle of the line and insert

ing an amperemeter, that some 60 per cent. of the current was

returning through the earth itself. Tests made as to the conductivity

of the earth return showed as a whole that it was about one and a

hall that of the rails, bonds, and fish -plates, which would indicate

that on an average about 33 per cent. ofthecurrent was leaving the

rails. In other words, the voltage drop in the earth return was but

twc-thirds of what it would have been had the current been wholly

in the rails.

la laying the rails, therefore, it seems desirable to adopt such

methods of construction as will, to a considerable extent, insulate

the rails from the adjacent mass of earth. The conductivity of the

earth is considerable, and with differences of potential up to the

limit establisbed by the Board of Trade is so great that, in the cases

I bave examined, stray currents are not diverted from the mass of

earth by gas and water pipes. I have made tests by cutting the

rails and measuring the currents at different points, and, so far as

could be determined, the neighbouring gas and water pipes were not

traversed by the current. In one special case two lines of the tram

way formed two sides of an acute angle triangle, and a very large

water main formed tbe third side, and even though some 50 per cent.

of the curreut did not come back through the rails, the tests showed
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beyond doubt that there was no current whatsoever coming across

the third side of the triangle through the water pipe. Of course,

with the small difference of potential common in practice in this

country , the C.E.M.F. of polarisation which accompanies currents

Aowing between conductorswhen electrolysis takes place is an impor

tant element in determining the law of current-flow .

Thetests carried out bythe writer have in every case shown that

the joint conductivity of therail and theearth is considerably greater

than that of the rails themselves. For this reason there exists the

necessity of determining the conductivity of the rails, fish - plates,

and bonds, before the track is laid in the earth, so that after a road

way is completed the measured drop may be taken as an indication

of what percentage of current is straying from the rails ; further, so

that tests made from time to time inay indicate the general condition
of the bonding .

In general it is desirable that the earth return be isolated to the

greatestdegree practicable from any other metallic conductors liable

to be affected by electrolysis. In some cases, however, where the

drop in the earth return has been comparativelygreat,attempts have
been made to prevent electrolysis by bonding the rails to the

adjacent gas and water pipes. The results bave been more or less

satisfactory. It is obvious that, if the rails and adjacent gas and

water pipes can be kept at the same potential, electrolytic action

can be effectively prevented. Considering, however, thevery con

siderable conductivity of the earth, it wouldseem doubtful whether

such bonding would prove effectivewith anyconsiderable drop in the

rails, since in this case stray currents would flowfrom one part of the

bystem to another, and at such a difference of potential as would

cause electrolysis.

In the case of lead -sheathed cables running parallel to earth

returns of tramways, the results have been entirely satisfactory and

are conclusive, since, in the absence of bonding, the lead sheathing

was rapidly eaten away. This instance, however, is not to be relied

upon as an indication that it would be safe to carry out the same

process in dealing with gas and water pipes. The lead sheathing is

homogeneous, of comparatively high resistance, and with small

surface exposed to theearth, whereas the reverse holds truewith gas

and water pipes as ordinarily laid down. I haveno doubt that there

are cases in which effective bonding of the railsadjacent to conductors

might giveentirely satisfactory results, but I could hesitate to make

any general recommendation to this effect, since in very many cases

a result directly opposite might be obtained.

There is such a difference in soils — first, as to corrosive properties ;

Becond, as to electrical conductivity — that a general rule which would

prevent electrolysis in every case would be unnecessarily severe, and

in many cases probibitive. It is obviousthat, where currents stray

generally into the earth so as to enter metallic conductors, the differ

ence of potential should not be allowed to exceed that at which elec

trolysis begins, + the drop in the earth itself.

In a given system of distribution the controllable features in the

earth return are practically limited to the method of jointingthe

cross sectionofthe rails,and the chemical composition of the rails.

The chemical composition of the rails cannot be altered greatly,

since rails low in carbon , but of high electrical conductivity , are

found to wear away so rapidly that high carbon rails are a practical

necessity.

The cross section of the rail in practice is largely determined from

mechanical considerations, and in the best practice rails of from 80

to100 lbs. per running yard are used.

The methodof making the rail joints is practically, then, the only

factor controlling the resistance of the rail return that is susceptible

to wide variation in practice.

The electric welding of the rail joints has been tried in the United

States, but thus far the results have not been such as to encourage

the manufacturers to advance the use of the system , or the tramway

companies to adopt it.

The joints in electrical tramway work are equally objectionable

from either a mechanical or electrical point of view , so that a system

of perfectly welded rails would meet with general favour. In prac

tice the effect of temperature in causing expansion and contraction

has been noticeable in long lengths ofwelded rails, but the effects

thereof have not been of such a serious nature as might be expected

from the range of temperature.

From the reports Ihave at band it appears that there were un

expected results of the welding process that made themselves
evident in the course of time.

First, the electrical conductivity of the welded section was legs

than that of a solid rail.

Second, the portions of each rail near the weld were so softened

as to wear away unevenly,

Another unexpected result was that, owing to the sudden increase

anddecrease in temperature , the rail took avery high temper at the

weld , so thatits powerto withstand shock was decreased.

To the writer's mind it is not improbable that these mechanical

difficulties could be overcome. Welding apparatus of sufficient

capacity, however, is costly, and it is frequently difficult to arrange

for the amount ofpower required ; so far, therefore, the process has

not been employedin this country.

Another method of somewhat the same nature as the process

of welding is that known as the “ cast weld ,” or the “ Falk joint.”

This joint is made by pouring molten metal into a metal mould

clamped round the rail joint. The surfaces of the cast metal that

come in contact with the mould and with the rail joint are chilled,

and are thus prevented from forming a perfect weld. I believe it
has been asserted that a weld is effected . It seems, however,

extremely doubtful, since without the use of a flux a weld is almost

impossible between cold wrought steel and molten iron. The rail

expands after the metal is poured around it, and remains expanded
until after the cast - iron has set, and finally resumes its former size .

This affords a slight clearance for expansion and contraction, and

accounts for the mechanical success of the joint, which, it carefully

applied, makes when new aperfect mechanical track; although, in

the writer's mind, the difference of resilience between the part

surrounding the casting and the remaining part of the track may

eventually cause aneven wearing away of the rail.

The clearance above spoken of undoubtedly admits a certain

amountof moisture, so that by the formation of oxide the resistance

of the joint increases in the course of time. From the results of

tests which I have at hand , it also appears that the electrical

resistance of this joint, even when new , varies considerably ; so that,

considering the low voltage restrictions in thiscountry, it should be

used in connection with an efficient form of bond. Owing to the

rigidity of the joint, however, copper bonds will undoubtedly be

found more durable in conjunction with it than with a fish - plate

form of joint.

BONDS .

The bonds generally used up to this time are of the pressure

contact type, and in making any general statements this is naturally
Assumed as the basis.

In the discussion of a paper read some time ago beforethis Insti

tution , the writer pointed out that, according to experience with

pressure contacts in central station work , 100 amperes per square

inch bad been found the limit in best central station practice ; and

that, considering the trying conditionsto whichbondsaresubjected

in the earth, ong-balt ofthis valuewouldmorelikely be satisfactory,

In actual practice I have found it advisable to work to a still

lower limit, and in most of the systems which I havedesigned the

current-densityat surface of contacts does not exceed 25 amperes per

square inch. Experience shows this limit a safe one, and that the

contact resistance is negligible as compared with the resistance of the
rails.

Considering the complicated phenomena accompanying a junction

of copper and iron,in respect tothe difference of potential caused by

the contact of dissimilar metals, and the effectdue to a current

passingbetween dissimilar metals, it seems in the normal case that

all E.M.Fs. would balance each other, since in the case of the

current keeping aniformly through the rails the E.M.Fs. at the

positive ends ofa bond are balanced, and in the case of one endofa

bond losing its contact the additionalresistance would be greatly in
excess of the unbalanced contact E.M.F.

The design of copper bond should be largely in reference to the

permanency of the contact surface. If there is any working between

the surfaces, sooner or later there will be a film of oxide, so that the

value of the contact is destroyed. The working of the surfaces may

be caused by heating from excessive corrent density, or by lack of

flexibility in the bond. Numerous types have been forthcoming.

Many of the bonds brought forward daring the last two or three
years have been designed with a recognition of the importance of

greatly increasing the area of the contact surface, as compared with

thecross-sectionof the body of the bond itself.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all the different

typesof bonds that have been brought forward from time to time.

Samples of many of the different types are exhibited. The copper

bonds that the writer has tested , since they have beenmore generally

used in this country , are either of the " Chicago," " Crown," or

“ Columbia " type, samples of which arebefore you.

Flexible bonds are found desirable for use where the mechanical

conditions are such that short bonds can be used , in which case the

added resistance of the bonds to the track can be made as low as

5 percent., or less. Bonds of this type have been frequently used in

the United States, and with good results when the ends are made of

drop forged copper. When, however, the ends have been made of

cast copper, and cast on to the conductors, the results are not

generally satisfactory. The resistance of cast copper is so much
greater than that of drawncopper that it is not best suited for ose

in bonds. Further, the unionbetween cast copper and drawn copper

wires is imperfect, so that the electrical resistance is much higher

than between twopieces of pure copper fused together.

The remainingtype of bondthat Iproposeto discuss isthat known

as the " plastic " bond, which was invented by Mr. Edison several

years ago. From the results obtained from a line bonded over five

years ago, it appearsthat thisplastic alloy, which consists of mercury

and other ingredients, as to the nature of which I am uninformed , is

much more permanent than might be expected from its mechanical

nature. Thebond is placed between the fish - plateand the rail, in a

corkreceptacle, which is compressed to about hall its thickness when

the fish -plate is drawn up tightly.

The amountof copper required materially to increase the con

ductivity of well-bonded rails is so great that in ordinarypractice

auxiliary track feeders are not commercially practicable, unless they

be connected incircuit with a source of E.M.F. to compensate for the

drop in the feeder,so that thismay exceed that in the track retum .

I believe Major Cardew was thefirst to suggestemploying E.M.F's.

in feeders to compensate for the drop therein. Inthearrangement,

however, of the earth return as originally devised by him , it was

necessaryto use generators of different E.M.Fs. in the generating

station . I have used in my work a generator that is separately ex.

cited through a coil in series with the trolley feeder, so that the

voltage generated by the armature is directly proportional to the

current-output, provided the field magnet is not saturated . The

armature is in series with an insulated feeder connected with the

rail at whatever point it is necessary to take off current. The results
in practice are most satisfactory, It has been found that the

machine works perfectly automatically, and limits the voltage drop

in the earth return to any desired amount by an adjustment of a

rheostat in parallel with the field -magnet coil. Fig .1 gives a dia

grammatic representation of the system .

In a system that I have recently designed to carrysome 250 cars,

I propose to employ several earth generators feeding in from several
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points in the system . Pairs of test wires are run back to the station

trom various points, one of the test wires being connected to the

track return , and the other to adjacent earth plates. The earth

generators in the station will be adjusted from time to time, accord

ing to the difference of potential between the earth plates and the

earth retur . As far as possible the adjustments will be made so

that the two are kept generally over thesystem at the same voltage.

...

...

Two old 65 -lb . rails, much worn , tested in place :

Resistance Resistance of 1 mile

compared with 1 sq . in . sectional

copper 20 ° C. area at 20 ° C.

Test No. 1
11.7 0 508

2 12 :3
0 :534

Average 120 052

High valueswould be expected owing to the wearing of the rail,

which is not allowed for in the calculations.

Two new 90 -lb . rails, tested in place :

Resistance Resistance of 1 mile

compared with 1 sq . in, sectional
copper 20 ° C.

area at 20 ° C.

Test No. 1 106 0 460

2 10-4 0 :451

Average 10 :5
0°455

A 661-1b, rail not laid : --

10.0 0434

Potential - 0.

...

OS
:1703

...

.
.
.
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BONDS.

The current flows across the joints partly through the fish - plates,

and partly through tbe bonds. The resistance of the fish -plates is a

variable quantity, but all tests on rails in use bave shownthat they

contribute considerably to the conductivity of the joint.

For the bonds themselves the followingtests have been made :

(1) Conductivity tests on bond copper.

(2) Resistance due to contacts.

( 3) Resistance due to current “ gathering " from other sections of

rail to enter the bond terminal.

( To be continued .)

Potential . - 25

Poceniidl.o

Scation us Bars

Generators

FIG . 1. - RETURN BOOSTER SYSTEM .

ELECTRICAL ENERGY (GENERATING

STATIONS AND SUPPLY ).

80

...

... ..
...

Whatever difference of potential there is between the two, will be

such that the earth return is, in general, positive to the neighbouring

water or other pipes, since in this case whatever electrolysis takes

place will be in the track return itself.

STEEL RAILS.

The percentages ofcarbon, manganese, & c ., in steel rails have varied
considerably at different times; and there are, even now, wide varia

tions in the practice of different companies, and indifferent countries.

It may be said that English rails some years back would commonly

contain the following :

Carbon
025 to 0-35

Manganese 0.8 1 :0

Silicon
0.05

Phosphorus 0-06

Sulphur
0:06

Of late years the percentage of carbon has increased . One large

railway company specifies :

Carbon 0:4 to 0.5

Manganese... 0.95 0 85

Silicon
0-10 0 06

Phosphorus 0 10 0:08

Sulphur 0 08

In American practice the carbon ruos still higher, as will be seen
from the followiog :

Carbon
0-45 to 0.55

Manganese 0 8 10

Silicon
0·10 015

Phosphorus 0.06

Bulphur
0:06

In France yet higher percentages of carbon have been tried,

running up to nearly 1 per cent.

The results are shown in the following table - trials of some sample

sections of steel rail of varying compositions which were fumished

for testing purposes :

»

77

...

...
...

( Continued from page 578.)

LORD CBOSS (chairman ) presided over the sitting of the JointCom .

mittee on Thursday, when evidence was givenby Mr. James Spin

burne, consulting eagineer, and Vice -president of the lasti.

tution of Electrical Eogineers, upon the fourth head of

the reference to the Committee, viz ., “ Waether powers should

be given in any case for the supply of electrical energy over

area including districts of numerous local authorities

involving plant of exceptional dimensions and high voltage ; and, it

such powers may properly be given , whether any and whatconditions

should be imposed- (a) with respect to systemand plant, and to the

construction and location of generating stations in view of the powers

of purchase conferred upon local authorities by Sections 2 and 3 of

the Electric Lighting . Act of 1888 ; (b) wit's respect to the relations

of the promoters to other undertakers, and to local authorities within

parts of the area."

WITNESS, examined by Mr. PEMBER, Q.C., said that it was now

being realised by capitalists that electrical energy could be safely

and cheaply conveyed a long distance by wires, andthere wasnothing

to preventthe general development of the distribution of power

from the pit's mouth,the only thing remaining to check such indag

trial development being legal difficulties. They could carry extra

high electric pressure by comparatively small wires to various places
where there was a demand. Overhead wireswere used abroad , but

in this country only underground wires would be employed. Sach

systems could supply power at a long distance and over an enormous

area. In order tosupply such an area there would be local trang.

former stations or sub-stations, which would be comparatively small

affairs, and there would be no smoke, steam , or vibration. Elec

trical progress was disgracefully bebindband in Eogland, one reason

being that it was not realised as it should be, that distribution

was as good in the case of coal as in that of water power ; the

novelty , from the engineering point of view , was prastically nothing.

He had considered how far an extended distribution was necessary

for the purpose of cheapness. He would not say it was &

necessity ,but it would be an advantage. Besides lighting, there was

the question of energy for motors and tramways and light railways.

It frequentlyhappened, it there was a centralsupply, manysmall villages

and towns couldbe lighted , because the capital cost would only be for

distribution . Toat would be especially advantageous in the Black

Country. There was an extreme case to be considered in the fact

that looms could be worked by motors. There was no doubt also in

the future, that mills and engines, and so on, wouli bs driven by

motors. He had lately inspected one of the largest electric factories

in Berlin , and found between 6,000 and 8,000 people employed

making about 30 dynamos and motors a day. The majority of these

motors were for the purpose of driving machinery. For cotton

spinniog, where uniform speed was an essential, a motor would be

preferable to an engine. For all such things as these the central

supply would be the cheapest way of bringing the current. With

regard to the protection of the cunsumer, he thought competition

might be allowed it the district was served badly either in the way of

price or distribution. Local aathorities had the chance of competiog

on exceptional terms with other people. He saw no need for a

monopoly being given to any company. All sorts of people scattered

about could get power, such as farmers, to drive threshing

machinery, andeven in an extreme case, it might pay to light up the

harvest field all night. A thing managed on a large scale could be

worked cheaper than on a small scale. In the case of a town supply ,

il the local authority worked a station properly therewasno reason

for the scheme of supplying power in bulk to come in ; but if the

Carbon .
Man

ganese ,
Silicon.

Phos.

phorus.
Sulphur.

Resistance Resistance

compared of 1 mile 1

with sq. in. sec

copper
tional area

20 ° C. at 20 ° C.

0-378

0 446

0-636

0-568

0 588

0-610

0 550

0-868

0.592

0-608

0.632

0 650

0181

0 188

0 201

0 204

0214

0-220

0-040

0 046

0 051

0.053

0 056

0062

0041

0.044

0059

0 061

0 ·065

0071

10-8

11.1

113

114

11 5

129

0·468

0 482

0 490

0 495

0-499

0 560

...

u

Eight 76 -lb . track rails, tested in place after 21 years' use, gave

the following results :

Resistance Resistance of 1 mile

compared with 1 sq . in. sectional

copper 20 ° C. area at 20 ° C.

Test No. 1
11.3 0 :490

2 10-3
0 :447

3 10-1
0 :438

107 0 454

9.65 0 419

10 07
0.437

10 25 0445

10:50 0 :455

Average 10:4 0:45

00

20

O
O
O
O

...

n
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station was not worked properly it would be to the advantage of the

ratepayers to have a supplyin bulk. The only thing which it would

be to the advantage of the local authority to purchase would be the

low pressure distribution ; but even then the conditions were not the

same as in the oase of an ordinary electric light company . He

thought it the local authority had the power to purchase in 42

years they would get a muoh better bargain than in an ordinary case.

Mr. PEMBER : You think puch a distribution would be a great

publio and commercial benefit ?-Yes, and it must be considered from

A public and commercial point of view, and not from a parochial point

of view .

And you see no reason why there should not be compulsory pur

chase of land for a generati: g station as much as in the case of a

railway station ? - I think tbere is more reason io this case.

Prooeeding, WITNESS said there should be power to break up the

roads. It only involved the takiog up the roads once to lay down
the mains.

Mr. COWARD : The position of the local authorities is this. Should

such a scheme as you suggest be authorised without the consent of

the local authorities within the area of supply. Is that your view ?

I do not see why you should get the consent of, perhaps, 150 local
authorities.

Further examined, WITNESS said that he saw no reason why there

should be the consent of the local authority in the area where the

generating station was erected, because places could be chosen where

there could be no nuisance. Someyears ago heworked out a scheme

of transmitting power from the Midlands to London, and it would

pay perfectly. He did not think they could make general principles
of purchase fit in with regard to London as could be laid down with

respect to the country, because the conditions were so different. He

HAW no reason why itshould not be laid down that the local autho.

rities should fix the route which mains should take, subject to an

appeal to the Board of Trade, and also that the local authorities

might carry outthe work at the expense of the undertakers.

By Lord BPANOER : The chief disturbance to telephones and tele

graphs came from electric traction, and no difference could ensue

from the snpply coming from a distance. He would give the local

anthority everykind ofnotice and right to appear before compulsory

purobase was adopted .

Questioned by Mr. KIMBER : The cost of coal might be considered

the governing power in the supply of electricity. He thought special

conditions would have to beimposed with respect to the danger of

high voltages, but such conditions could be easily met. It would be

fair that notice should be given to the neighbouring owners of the

intention to build a generating station. In many of the modern

generating stationsthere was novibration at all.

Replying to LordKNUTSFORD, WITNESS said that some protection

should be given to the consumer in regard to price, possibly by a

reference to the Board of Trade.

By Lord BALCABRES : High pressure and extra high pressure mains

were carried overbead abroad. It was a danger, but he thought too

wych was made of it. It was certainly not the case to say that the

carrying of such mains overheadwas the cause of considerable loss

of life. He would not recommend the carrying of overhead mains in

towns.

By Lord MONKSWELL : It would pay to supply London from the

Midlands, because of the saving in the cost and handling of coal. He

thought the ordinary law of nuisance should apply to electric lighting
companies in towns.

Questioned by the CHAIRMAN, WITNESS said if they got the power
to erect these large generatiog stations, they were sate from purchase.

Mr. HENRY GRAHAM HARRIS, partner of Sir Fredk. Bramwell, said

his firm had erected several electric stations. They had been con

sulted with regard to the supply of electricity at high voltage from

long distances ,and the supply to a large area from a central station

would be economical, and would lessen the price to the consumer.

There were several grounds of economy. The management expenses

would be less, and the cost of the installation of the works per unit

would be less. Larger units of machinery were cheaper, propor.

tionately. The cost of collection would also be less. The current

could be used for various purposes besides that of lighting. He

agreed generally with the evidence of the preceding witness.

Questioned by Mr. COWARD, WITNESS said he agreed with the

evidence of the previous witness that the local authority should have

the right to direct the route of mains in their streets.

By Mr. KIMBER : He thought the slidiog scale of the gas com

panies was a good thing, but the question was that there should be

no purchase it the scale was adopted with electric lighting com .

papies.

By the CHAIRMAN : Before the Electric Lighting Act of 1888 ex

tended the time to 42 years, it was not worth while for capitalists to

put tbeir money into soch undertakings, because the period was not

Bufficient and the risk too great. Itwas extremely doubtful now, in

some cases, whether 42 years was sufficient, but ina large number of
CAREs it was sufficient.

Me. JOHN FRANCIS ALBRIGHT, chairman of the Midland Electric

CorporationScheme, said hisview upon giving a power to a company

to supply whole- ale was, that it was important to a company like he

represented to bave the power to supply to corporations for ligbting

purpos: 8. Al the prt seut time the company was in a dilemma,

btcause , wbereas they contracted with the corporations to supply

them only, set, under the law , they were called upon to supply all

demands. Hedid not say that such corporations as Manchester and

Liverpool could not supply as cheaply as a large company, but a

Bmalllocal authority could not do so.

By Mr. KIMBER : He would not object to the sliding scale. He

could not say at whatprice the Londoncompanies could supply light,
berause th condilionswere so different.

By Sir ALFRED LYELL : In Londoa there would never be the same

demand as in the Black Country.

Mr. PEMBEB said that would conclude the case for the companies.

An argument took place with Mr. STEVEN ( representing the pre

sent companies) as to calling witnesses, and it was decided that be

should not.

Mr. CRIPPS (Parliamentary Agent) asked that the Metropolitan

Electric Lighting Company should beheard . That company wasthe

largʻst in Lindon, and as Mr. Pember was representing acombina

tion of competing companies their interests were not identical.

The CHAIRMAN said the Committee would bear counsel for the

ompany on any new point.

The Corporation witnesses were then called.

Mr. HIGGINBOTTOM, Alderman of the city of Manchester and chair .

man of the Corporation's Electricity Committee, was first called.

He said that the Corporation had power to supply energy to the

whole of the city, and they were also the undertakers of surround.

ing communities. The demand had become very great. Manchester

had always maintained that the Corporation should have sole

and absolute control of the streets. Gas, electric lighting,
und bydraulic power were all supplied municipally . The

duplication of electric mains would be extremely unde
birahle. The electric supply in Manchester had been a very

profitable undertaking from the first . Local authorities ought

to have power to acquire land compulsorily, and companies should be
in the same position. Electrical undertakings should be exemptfrom

proceedings for nuisance, where proper care was exercised . As far

as possible, all stations should be confined within the area of supply,
and inlaying mains between an outside generating station andthe
area of distribution, the local anthority should have the right of

determining the route of the mains, and of itself doing the work of

laying down if it so wished . The consent of the local authority

Bhould be necessary to any undertaking for the supply of electrical

energy, and the rightof purchase given under the general Act should

remain . The case of London, he thought, was quite different from

that of the other great provincial towns.

Lord Cross presided on Monday over a further sitting of the
Joint Committee.

Sir SAMUEL JOHNSON, Town Olerk of the city of Nottingham ,

which bad & population of 230,000, said the Corporation already

POBotssedthe gas works, and they supplied gas to an area of 100

square miles outside the city boundary . They also ownedthe water

and the tramways. They started an electrical undertaking four

years ago , so as to maintain their authority over the streets. It was

not thought that the electric station would pay at first, but it had

been a great success. They madea profit both from the gas and

water. Last year they made £ 33,000 odd profit from the gas, most of

whichwas due to the city. They attached great importance to the

control of their streets. Theyagreed that Corporations should have

compulsory power to purchase land for generating stations. In other

words, they seked to be pat on the same footing as other under

takings where power was given to acquireland compulsorily for the

public benefit. He was authorised to speak for Lincoln , Rotherbam ,

Chesterfield , Doncaster, and some 12 other cities, and the strong

feeling of all those places was that they should keep the control of

the streets, and that they should notbe given up to dividend-seeking

companies. There was no objection to the Board of Trade dispensing

with the congent of the local authority, if it were shown that there

were no good grounds for refusal to allow the streets to be opened.

By Mr. PEMBER: They supplied their largest consumers with elec

tricity at 21d. per unit. Ordinary consumers were charged 6d. for

the first hour. They bad aboutfour miles of subways,through which

all pipes were carried. The reason he referred to dividend -paying

companies was that their chiel object was to pay a dividend,andnot

the public convenience. Accordiog to the practice of the Board of

Trade, his Corporation had the monopoly of the supply of electric

light. In the case of a central supply company wishing to carry a

main through their streets, and notto supply the city, they did not

object to their consent being subject to the Board of Trade. They

committed no nuisance whatever in respect of their generating

station . He thought that notices of an intention to acquire land for

an electric generating station should be served on occapiers within s

radius of 50 yards.

Examined by Mr. BALFOUB BROWN, WITNESS said applications

had been madefor their consent to electric companies coming into

the city, but having invested the ratepayers' money in an electric

light undertaking, they did not see why a companyshould come in.

Il tbe Corporation were not doing their duty they should not be

exempt from competition.

By Lord SPENCER: When he said the Corporation should have a

veto regarding the breaking up of the streeta, he meant that that

should be subject to the Board of Trade or Parliament. TheCor.

poration had not at present contemplated supplying electric light

outside their area. They could generate all the power they required

in their own area , but in the case of an authority being unable to

generate within its own area , there should be power to carry a main

through other areas, subject to conditions.

Questioned by Mr. KIMBER : Their powers with regard to electric

light were conferred by a provisional order. It seemed a fair pro

position that they sbould have compulsory powers forthe acquisition

of land for generating stations. At present they did not supply

power ; not because they could not do 90 es cheaply as steam , but

simply because there was no demand for it before. Now they

intended applying electrical power to the tramways, and the matter

was now before the Corporation. They would be able to supply

electrical power cheaper than the light, because there would be a day
load.

Lord BaLCARRES : If a great demand arises for energy in your city,

Are you convinced that the municipality will be able to meet that

demand ? -Certainly ; to the uppermost.

Your municipality desires a monopoly ? -Yes, the same as for gas.
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By Mr. ASHTON : The municipality did not appear to have protec

tion in the outside area they supplied with waterin respect of inter

ference by electricity. Hehadheard that 10,000 to 20,000 volts was

contemplated being passed through mains, and in that case, in a

county like theirs, liable to be broken up by mining operations, the

water pipes might be damaged, and tbe supply to the town stopped.

By Lord MONKSWELL : The objection that manu - acturers would

not take power from the Corporation because of business secrets

leaking out he did not think would hold good , because at present

they supplied gas power to manufacturers.

By Mr. KIMBER: His Corporation was opposing the Bill of the

General Power Distributing Company .

Further examined by Mr. PEMBER, WITNESSsaid that after paying

off all preliminary charges, and providing for all costs, and all

charges such as rates and taxes, interest onmoney and sinking fund ,

they madea profit in the first year of £500, and in the next year&

profit of£ 2,200. Thenthey reduced the price of the light to the

extentof £ 2,000, but still made a profit of £ 3,600. They were seeking

to double their stution now , and if they did that, and the demand for

light still continued, they would be able to reduce the cost. They

bad 35,000 8 -candle-power lamps, and supplied 4,800,000 units.

Mr. GEO. FRANKLIN, Lord Mayor of Sheffield, said that the Cor

poration had agreed to purchase the undertaking of the Sheffield

Electric Light and Power Company,and they were promoting a Bill

in Parliament to affirm the agreement for the purchase . They were

opposing the Bill of the General Power Distributing Company. The

generating station in Sheffield was situated almost in the centre of the

town, and had been running about 12 years with absolutely no com

plaint as to nuisance . They got a plentiful and cheap supply of coal,

and so far as Sheffield was concerned, there would be no advantage in

having a huge generating stationat the pit's mouth. He agreed as to

com polsory powers being givenfor the acquisition of sites, and they

deprecated any interference with the streets. He agreed generally

with the evidence of the previous witness.

By Mr.RICKARDS : Hethought that municipal corporations could

undoubtedly carry out industrial undertakings as economically as

private companies. Sheffield wasindebted to private enterprise for
the startingof an electric undertaking.

Questioned by Mr. KIMBER, WITNESS said that the present Shef.

field Company did not supply power, but the Corporation intended

to do so , and weremakingarrangements to work the tramways by

electricity. He did not think electricity would be more economical

to manufacturersin Sheffield of armour plate and things of that sort.

The maximum charge of the Sheffield Company was 4d . per unit,

and last year they supplied three -quarters of a million units. With

the increase of outputand the equalisation of the load, the Corpora

tion hoped to decrease the price considerably. They hoped to bring
down the cost in two years to 1d. per unit.

By Lord KNUTSFORD: So far as the mere breaking up of the streets

wasconcerned, they would not object it the work was left in the

hands of the Corporation.

Examined by Lord BALCARRES : Two years ago the Corporation

would have objected to competition , because when the company
went to Parliament an agreement was arrived at with the Cor.

poration.

By Mr. ASHTON : A newspaper notice should be sufficient for

neighbouring occapiers of intention to take land for a generating
station .

Dr. JOHN HOPKINSON, F.R.S., and past-president of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers,said he agreed that both companies and local

authorities should have compulsory powers to acquire land for

generating stations. With respect to breaking up the streets, the

local authority should have thepower of withholding their consent,

subject to the action of the Board of Trade. The reason that the

charge for power could be less than light was that those using power

used it for a longer period.

By Mr. KIMBER : He came before the Committee at the instance of

the Corporations. He was frequently consulted by electric light

companies, and was connected with the Metropolitan Electric Light

Company.

Questioned by Sir LEONARD LYELL, WITNESS said there was

andoubted risktogas and water pipes bythe workingof electrical

tramways, but the Board of Tradehad laid down conditions wbich

would prevent that, and a careful engineer would take even greater

precaution.

By Mr. ASHTON : There were dangers in a town from overhead

electric wires, but much greater freedom might be permitted in the

country with regard to overhead wires.

Lord BALOARRES : Do you think these great general distributing

stations have in them the elements of success ?-When their power is

very cheap I think they have. In the case of coal I do not think it

makes much difference, as coal can be easily carried .

The CHAIRMAN : Supposing you were an autocrat, and had to supply

a large industrial area with the cheapest power, would you advocate

one central station in one particular place , or a number of them ?—A

great many. Ofcourse, you must take the particulars oftowns into

consideration. In the case of London there would be a difficulty of

getting a site.

If you had to make a fresh start with London, what would you do ?

-IfI had to make a start with all the experience we have had , I

should put the stations outside.

Would you put op one station for the whole of London ?-No ;
probably two or three.

On the ground of economy, how many stations would you have ? -I
do not think there would bemuch economy in having only one station,

except as regards rent.

But suppose you get the land cheap for the supply of London, how

many stations would you have ?-Five or six .

Sir ALEXANDEB BINNIE, chief engineer to the London Cuunty

Council, said that atthepresenttimetherewere in London 26 bodies

authorised to supply electricalenergy , 14 of which were companies,

and 12 local authorities. Of the local authorities with electric light

ing orders, five were supplying the areas shown. In consequence of

the crowded conditionofthe streets, the matter was becoming serious,

and would have to be dealt with in a more thorough manner than it

had been .

Mr. J. W. BENN, chairman of the Highways Committee of the

London County Council, described the powers which that body had

overthe companies in regard to opening the streets. The companies

had to ask the consent of the County Council.

By Mr. BALFOUR BROWNE : He quite understood that the Board of

Trade was the final authority as to opening the streets. The County

Council had no power to purchase any portion of the electrical plant
in London .

Questioned by Earl SPENCER: It was quite peculiar to London

that the London County Council, while having certain powers over

the Electric Light Company, had no power of purchase. He thought

they certainly should have power of purchase. In the event of

such power being given, they would ask for the powerto erect stations

outside their own area, and they had a precedent for that in the case

of the sewage system .

By Mr. KIMBER: With respect to the proposals to supply energy

in bulk, it seemed to him that the power of purchase was valueless

to the local authorities.

By Lord CROSS : The County Council would reduce the price of

the light before relieving the rates if they owned theelectric lighting

companies. Municipal ownership was, however, their chief object.
The CHAIRMAN : I thoughtso .

Earl RUSSELL, late chairman of the Highways Committee of the

London County Council, said that if a central supply system was to

come in, the power of purchase would have to be in the hands of the

central authority.

By Lord BALOARRES : There was no suggestion that the local

authorities should be deprived of the right they had now to buy up

electric light stations after a certainnumber of years .

Mr. W.H. PREECE, chief electrician of the Post Office, said that

generating stationswere required for other purposesthan those which

had been brought before the Committee. They had been told of the

supply of energy for lighting and power purposes which were growing

at a considerable rate ; but besides that there was the working of

tramways, the supply of current for charging batteries for cabs and

vans in London, and also generally for traction purposes. Then again,

there was a very important field about to be opened , which was the

workingof existing railways byelectricity . The Metropolitan Dis

trict Railway had obtained a Bill, which had passed through one

House, to enable them to work their railwayby electricity. In the

future, also, electrical energy would be used largely for chemical

manufacture and the production of heat. These were things which

showed that the construction of these central stations required legis .

lation conditions. Their attention was first called to the nuisance

likely to arise by the interference with telephones. Now the Tele

phone Company had learned wisdom , and the practice was invariably

to make the telephone circuit & metallic circuit. With telegraphs it

was quite a different matter, for with the enormous system it was

impossible to duplicate the wires. Disturbances had been caused at

Greenwich Observatory by the City and SouthLondon Railway, and

at Liverpool by the Overhead Railway. All those disturbances

could, however,be remedied . There wasone difficulty which up to

the present had not been entirely removed , and that was in the work .

ing of tramways by the trolley wire system . From them loose cur

rents ran about which affected water pipes and gas pipes. There was

no doubt, however, that withstringent clauses appointing proper con

trol these disturbances would ultimately be removed also.

Dothe power houses cause nuisance ?-They might, but they are

remedial. There is, of course , the cartage of the coals and the

removal of the ashes, which cannot be avoided.

But vibration with these new engines canbe avoided altogether ?
-Yes.

Sothat,practically, there is no nuisance ?-The only nuisance is

possible vibration from neglect.

The operation of opening streets might become a nuisance ?—Yes,

I wouldkeep that under the local authority.

If you had to start afresh with London, how many stations would

you have ?-I think London could be served for all purposes if we

had four large central stations. Two or three on the banks of the

Thames, ortwo or three on the main railways. That would remedy

almost all the difficulties I have enumerated .

Continuing, WITNESS said that the Manchester Corporation had its

own station ,and they were going to build another large station on

the outskirts of theirarea . Glasgow was a very similar case. Glasgow

was one of those places where electrical enterprise bad advanced at

a very rapid rate indeed. He had visited the great generating station

at Niagara before it was opened , and was acquainted with its pro

gress . There they utilised the water -power with the intention of

distributing it to places at a great distance ; but as a matter of fact,

a large town had grown up close to the station. In Buffalo city, 20

or 30 miles distant, they found they could generate the energy as

cheaply with coal. He did not think the Niagara station could

supply further than 30 miles at as cheap & rate. Hethought there

should be power to compulsorily purchase land for generating

stations,

The CHAIRMAN : Do you look forward to a great increase in the use

of electricity in the next few years ?-Yes, and I think the progress

made in this country has been too much discredited. Theprogress

made in England isvery great indeed . Progress with regard to elec

tric tramways has beenblow, and that is due to the clauses in the

Tramways Act. With regard to electric lighting, I am not sure that
we are not in advance of America.

Proceeding, WITNE88 referred to the network of pipes of all sorts

under manyof the streets of London , and he thought the time would
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come when thePost Office wonld have to put itself officially in com

munication with the London County Council and the local authorities

to see if theycould come to some terms by which subways could

be constructed for the mains.

Sir COURTENAY Boyle, recalled, put in a letter received from Mr.

Alexander Siemens with regard to the question of insulation in

Germany.

Questioned byMr.KIMBER as to the possibility of having a sliding
scale for electric lighting companies as in the case of gas companies,

WITNESSsaid the difficulty was to fix the initial price ;but the Board

of Trade hoped soon to introduce the sliding scale.

( To be continued .)

HIGH RESISTANCE INSULATION . “

BY REGINALD A. FESSENDEN .

&

(Concluded from page 598.)

As mentioned, this author considered a simple case of

Maxwell's general theory, and proved the above results by

making actual measurements on condensers and resistances

connected up so as to correspond to a simple case of a

dielectric of high resistance with conducting particles in it.

This paper should be read by all electricians, especially those

concerned with cable work . I would like to speak of this

subject more in detail, but for lack of time will only add

that most of the conclusions in that paper have been con

firmed by me, and that some which had been arrived at

independently were seen to be in perfect agreement.

Itis this absorption and the consequent losses which make

glass useless as an insulator against high A.C. voltages. In

some experiments made by Messrs. Stanley & Chesney

which were shown me, the glass plates of the condenser,

when on an A.C. voltage ( though thick enough to have

stood 10 times the D.Ö. voltage), after a few moments

got hot, sparks could be seen passing inside the glass, and

the platesfinally broke down. Glass is not homogeneous,as

it is made up of a number of substances, some much better

conductors than others, and of different capacities, and

all stirred together but not dissolved. This is shown by the

care which has to be used in getting glass homogenous

enoughfor optical purposes, it even having, as has been told

me byMr. Brashear, to be kept perfectly horizontal when

annealing, as the heavierparts tend so much to rink down to

the bottom , even when the glassis only plastic,that the only

way to do is to keep the levels of different density parallel to

the surface of the disc so that their effect on the light will

be as equal as possible for all rays . Otherwise one side of the

lengwould be of heavy glass and the other light, whileat present

it is to arranged that one face is dense and the other light.

Mica is muchless objectionable, especially if its cracksare

filled up and it iswell dried. Paraffin when properly treated

makes very good condensers. The old method of piling

together pieces of paraffin paper and tinfoil and then

pressing them , left mach air andmoisture inside. This pro
duced large electrical absorption and gave large capacity.

Messrs. Hutin & Le Blanc were the first to discover that

good condensers could be made by heating such condensers

till the moisture and air were expelled . Their resultst

showed that the specific inductive capacity of this more

homogenous dielectric could be reduced from 8 to 2 :5. I

have myself found it come down as low as two. They

then found that the same results could be obtained by

heating the paper before making up the condenser. Since

then, this method of forming condensers by heating them to

expel moisture, air and acid has been used quite generally,

with some modifications and improvements resulting in a

shortening of the process.

It may be said as a general rule that the capacity of all

substances showing absorption may be reduced by this treat

ment, if the heating be keptuplong enough. Agreat many

oils, for instance, are given highcapacities, but I have found

that in many cases this can be greatly reduced by this

method , and that the slight remaining excess of K. over that

called for by Maxwell's theory can be almost entirely

removed by removing the free fatty acids, mucins , &c . Oils

tested by me were olive, castor, linseed, and cottonseed. All

these have very high insulation resistance and low specific

capacity when so treated and parified, but they soon lose

this again when exposed to air. It is evident, therefore,

that the anomalous results obtained by Hopkinson and

others were due, in some cases at least, to impure material,

and such results must be considered as forming a strong

proof of the correctness of Maxwell's theory .*

But when the substances are not themselves solid , but

viscous, they must have a mechanical backing. For this

pure cellulose is generally used . Pure cellulose contains

some loosely combined moistare. Consequently it can exist

in two states. Dried below 100 ° C. it decreases its specific

inductive capacity very much, and has very high resistance

and is flexible. Kept above 100° C. for any length of time

it loses some of its combined water, has a much higher

ohmic resistance, and its specific inductive capacity sinks to

1.9 or 2. It, however, becomes very brittle, and even

though the temperature be only a few degrees above 100° C.,

it finally cannot be bent without breaking. ( This brittle

ness must be carefully distinguished from the so-called

rottenness which cotton fabrics get when dipped in linseed

oil and dried. The fact that cotton tears easily in such a

condition is due to the same cause as makes a wire moequito

netting tear when painted , i.e., the fibres are stuck fast by

the varnish and cannot help one another. This can be

proven by removing the dried oil, when the fibre will be

found to have nearly its original strength .) In this condi

tion it is best suited for making condensers. The paraffin

itself is greatly improved, as was pointed out by Hatin and

Le Blanc, by heating to about 140° C. Three hours heating

I have found satisfactory. The dried paper, immediately on

removal from the oven, is plunged into thehot paraffin, so

as to protect it from absorbing moisture. The condenser is

then made up and boiled so as to remove the air, for several

hours. This boiling method was described in a recent patentas

a novelty, but it was used by Mr. Chesney at Pittsfield in 1891 .

A condenser so made, if perfectly pare cellulose is used

( perfectly pure paper is used in practice), and with pure

paraffin , will stand 250 volts per thousandth of an inch

when the dielectric is less than01 inch, and at a bigher

rate for greater thicknesses, when the effect of small defects

in one sheet of paper is not so serious.

Practically the same remarks apply to the makingof induc

tion coils. Here, however, we meetwith the great difficulty

that the paraffin in cooling is sure to shrink , and will leave

hollows inside. The way to get overthis is to construct the

coil so that when cooling the shrinkage will take place

outside, jast as if one were making a casting of some metal

having great contraction . The coefficient of adhesion also

should be less between the walls of the mould and paraffin

than between the wire and paraffin ; also the outsideshould

never be let harden first, as then, of course , a hollow space is

left inside. Another precaution is to expel all gaees by

heating the paraffin for some time above the temperature at

which the coils are to be boiled . The coils should be boiled

above 100° C. for some hours to drive off the loosely combined

water. This destroys the mechanical strength of the cellu

lose, but as the whole coil forms a solid mass this is of no

great consequence .

Silk should never beused where high insulation is required,

as pare cullulose, dry and boiled in paraffin, is so much

superiorto it that there is nocomparison. With pare cellu

lose, coils with only 1,700 feet of wire per inch of spark

stand perfectly, i.e., the spark may be five times longer than

the coil. In ordinary use, coils having a spark length 3 times

that of the coil have been run for long periods with nobreak

As regards oil insulation for ordinary induction coils, the

writer has not had sufficient practical experience . I believe,

however,that very good results are obtained. With regard

to the Thomson high frequency coil, there is no question

of the efficacy of oil there, especially with regard to ease of

repair. As is well known, however, the oil and coil should

always be heated above 110 ° C. for some time if the best

results are to be obtained . A very curious increase of insa

downs.

Extract from a paper read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. From an incomplete advance proof.

† La Lumiere Elcc.; July 25th , 1891 .

A rule connecting this effect with the sign of the Kerr's electro

static optical effect has been given by the writer.- Elec. World,

January2nd, 1897.

† Popularly known as the Tesla coil, on account of his having

brought it into prominence through his use of it in his lectures

though it was invented and first described by Elihu Thomson .
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lating power for high frequencies in oil has been noted by

Eliha Thomson, who has suggested that it might be due to

inertia of the molecules of oil. To test this, one of the

writer's students, Mr. Bennet, constructed a two-phase high

frequency electrostatic field . Though insulators placed in

this rotated even when placed within a toth inch glass flask,

the effect was found to be due to air currents, and when

these were eliminated no movement was obtained, so that

the cause of this effect is still unknown, and it is doubtful

if true dielectric hysteresis has ever been observed .

So far as Mr. Chattock's experiments and the experience of

the writer go, there is not a great deal of difference between

the dielectricstrength of different substances. It is probably

related to the tensile strength. As mentionedpreviously, the

writer* pointed out that there was strong evidence to show

that the tensile strength of a substance was due to the mutual

attraction of charges on the atoms, and that the observed

values agreed well with the calculated and followed the same

law . Some time later, Chattock, in a very interesting and

able paper, showed that, as the results of his experiments, the

dielectric broke down when the slope of potential was great

enough to pull apart atoms baving charges of the same

dimensions as the ionic charges. This was shown for gases,

fluids, and solids, and forms a very interesting — and, I

believe, independent - corroboration of the writer's electro

static theory of cohesion . Consequently, the nearer the

atoms are together, and the greater their rigidity, the greater

also their dielectric strength .

Chattock's experiments give for solids and fluids :

Substance.

Glass

Water

Oil

Volts per cm. for

breaking down.

919.000

' 1.050.000

930.000

:
:

:
:
:

which agrees well with the theo.y.

Fromthe above it will be seen that, if the materials are

pare, and ohmic resistance is of not much importance , &

compound having its molecules held together tightly will

have a good dielectric strength for D.C. voltages.

This
paperis already so long that I cannot touch in detail

on the question of cables. There are also other papers in

existence written by men better equipped for the task. I

had intended saying something about what Siemens has

called the " absurd craze for high insulation resistance," but

the fact is row generally recognised, exceptby inexperienced

engineers, that the best cables are those of medium ohmic

resistance. I will only mention two methods which have

occurred to me as feasible for certain purposes. One is based

on the fact that the dielectric strength of air, 88 shown by

the experiments of J.J. Thomson and Peace, increases very

rapidly with the pressure, at 90 lbs. per square inch being

equal to that of a good quality of rubber. A similar plan,

though not requiring any very large pressure, is due to Mr.

Westingbouse ,who thought of employing it four or five

years ago in Philadelphia. The second occurred to the

writer on reading Elihu Thomson's article on the use of

liquid air as an insulator. It is this : Since ice at only 12

below freezing has a specific resistance of over 1,000 meg

homs, 1.c., as good as some brands of insulation , why not

make theconductors hollow, lay them in a trench filled with

water, pass cold brine through the piper, use the brine for

cooling houses, making ice, &c , and let the frozen water act

as the insulator. A rough calculation shows that this is

commercially feasible, even neglecting all sources of profit

from the furnishing of the brine (1.6., if itwere used only

for cooling the pipes). After making all allowance for

friction of fluid, cost of power, & c., thebalance comes at the

right end, if the line is always fully loaded .

The question is sometimesraised, whether we can ever hope

to havea non - inflammable substance which shall be elastic

like India -rubber. The probable cause of the elasticity of

rubber is known, and it would seem as if there was no

reason why such a substance should not be prepared . All we

have to do is to coagulate one substance in the midst of

another. In fact, we have at present in tetrametaphosphate

of sodium such a substance, elastic as rubber, transparent

and tough, and when pure, a good insulator. It wouldbe an

admirable material if it were not for the fact that the elasti

city is due to water, and when this dries out it becomes brittle.

As regards an organic artificial rabber, I have very little

doubt but that it will be made as soon as it is understood by

chemists that its properties are due to structural and not
chemical causes .

Arinature windings. Thepresent methods of using mica
leave little to be desired . The writer might mention , how

ever , one novel method be ased in a case where very heavy

corrents were to be carried . Asbestos and silicate of soda,

as is well known, form a good coating, but is, however, poor

mechanically. The armature bars were wrapped with

28bestos string and then coated with the silicate. This

made when dry an extremely firm covering which could

onlybe removed witha hammer. Though at first a bank of

100 lampscould be lit up through the insulation, after a

little running it dried out to quite a high figare and the

machine did good service, at one time runningseveral hours

as I am informed on good authority, under such an overload

that the carbon brushes were red hot.

In cases where cloth is to be treated, we have a very dif

ferent question. There are twoways of using cloth, first, as

a backing merely, by coating it on the surface with some

substance which is supported by it, as plaster on lathing.

Many substances work well in this situation, but the fact

that little tubes of cellulose are very apt to stick up through

the coating, as was pointed out to me by Mr. F. R.Upton

many years ago, and that if moisture gets in at the edge it

spreads all over, renders it not the best kind of insulation,

Rubber is sometimes applied in this way to cotton tape, but

though of very high resistance and insulation at first, it

rapidly deteriorates. In general it should be said , that where

a permanent result is desired, rabber should never be used

unless kept in the dark , and out of contact with air. If these

precautions be neglected, the life is very short. The other

method is to saturate the whole cloth with some substance

which will penetrate every crevice ; but when this impreg

nating substance has solidified, it must continue to fill these

crevices and capilliary tubes. For this reason no substance

which is dissolved in anything else can be ased . If, for

instance, we try & varnish dissolved in alcohol, it will be

found that thestrength of the solution in the capillary tubes

is much smaller than outside, for the samereason that sea

water filtered through sand becomes fresh.* Consequently

on drying these capillary spaces are not filled up and let

water in . Therefore, unless we adopt the first method and

plaster the insulator on thickly and deep enough so that it

does not matter whether the support insulates or not, we

must use melted solids or drying oils. Unfortunately but

few solids which melt are slastic, since this elasticity is

obtained by a structure which is destroyed by melting,

and those solids which melt into thin liquids and remain

flexible when solid do not preserve this property except

within narrow limits of temperature, as can be easily tested

by holding under a cold water tap and striking the specimen

sharply. Softparaffin can be used in some cases if the cellu

lose be well dried andthoroughly saturated . The asphalts

cannot as a rule be used, as they never get sufficiently fluid on

melting. There is, however, one notable exception : uintaite

or, as it is commercially called, gilsonite. This substance I

found many years ago had the peculiar property that,

when melted, like paraffin or_oil, it will pass into the

the pores of cellulose or cloth . Having a very high melting

point, nearly 300 ° if I remember, and mixing perfectly with

paraffio in all proportions, it gives mixtures which are

admirably adapted for induction coil work as these com

pounds can be made to have high melting points and to

penetrate a coil thoroughly. I also, some years later, in

1891, used this material in combination with linseed oil for

transformers, the process at first proposed being boiling in

vacuum , but it was found that even without this saturation

was complete. I understand that this method is still used ,

though modified in form , by the company for which I first de

vised it. Of the drying oils, with the exception of some foreign

oils as Chinese wood oil, and anAfrican oil whose name I can

not recollect or ascertain, linseed and the drying nut oils are the

best. Linseed oil has the remarkable property of expanding

on drying . This enables it to fill up all pores. Its

durability is evinced by the good condition of old oil

paintings. The varnishes crack and go , but the oil

J. J. Thomson , “ App. on Dyn. to Phys. and Chem.," p. 190.

• Elec, World , Aug. 8th and 22nd, 1891.

† Phil, Mag ., Dec., 1892.

| Molecular Physics, Franklin Inst., September 18th , 1896.
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remains. Its insulation is not injured up to very high

temperatures at which shellac, rubber, & c ., would be worth

less . This material was used a great deal by the Edison com
pany in its early days, but it often broke down . The trouble

was traced to the lead drier, and after many experiments

Mr. Marshall, who had charge of this work ,finally settled

upon theuse of pure raw oil. This gave excellent results,

and was long ased, but took some time to dry, and the writer

finally, after many tests, found that borate of manganese

driergot rid of the trouble, while, as is well known, it gives

a veryquick drying varnish . This was used by the United

States Company in Newark on their machines, with the

result that in 1890, after use for a year, the former reported

only two armatures so treated asreturned for repair ( they

were injured by lightning ), and no fields. This material was

also used by the Stanley Company for transformers. Another

advantage of this borated oil is, that it always retains a slight

stickiness, and so gives a good joint when wrapping around

wires, & c. Many substances so used are not sticky, and let

moisture in through the joints. Where a smooth surface is

required,it is readily obtained by dusting ona little talc, a

method first suggested, I believe, by Mr. Edison . It can

also be given a coat of Japan on the outside. Varnish gums

should neverbe used with linseed oil, as they are brittle , and

the dried oil is only just flexible enough . Consequently,

when the oil has dried the resultant varnish is always very

brittle. A temporary elasticity is given at first by the fact

that when the solvent has dried off the oil is still fluid and

undried,and as the varnish gum keeps the air from getting

at it rapidly, it sometimes remain flexible for a year. Such

mixtures also crack when cold .

Sample c is a specimen of borated oil saturated cloth ,

which is now between eight and nine years old. It will be

noted that it is still fresh and flexible, and a recent dielectric

strength text showed op very bigb, 7,000 volts if I recollect.

The pure raw oil is boiled at about 200° with } per cent. of

borate of manganese for several hours till it begins to be
thick .

Non -inflammable materials can be made, as I have pointed

out elsewhere, by taking out the hydrogen atoms of hydro

carbons and substituting chlorine. Even paraffin can be

tbus treated if kept warm , and first turns to a fluid and
then to a solid . At one time it seemed as if this process

might be valuable, but the use of enclosed condaits has done

away with the greatest source ofdanger from fire.

I will conclude by describing a couple of devices

which I have found useful in preventing insulation from

being spoiled. Soldering acid, as commonly used is a solution
&

of chloride of zinc. If this falls on cellulose it turns it to a

paste. It never evaporates and always takes up moisture

from the air, and will gradually eat its way through quite a

thickness of insulation . Whether it is acid or neutral makes

no difference so far as its action on the insulation is concerned ,

though the neatral solution does not corrode the wire. Resin

has the disadvantage that it is not a fluid, and is clumsy to

handle. I have found that by shaking up powdered resin

in very strong ammonia, an ammonia soap is produced which

works well in most cases. The ammonia dissolvesthecopper

oxide and evaporates afterwards, leaving the powdered resin
which is an insulator,

Apparatas can be protected fromoverheating by putting

in the apparatus a small glass tube filled with carnauba wax.

This melts near the danger point, but remains quite hard up

till then, so that by imbedding a spring and contact in the

wex, when theapparatus gets too warm thewax gives, and the

spring expandingcauses ashort circuit, which blows the fuse .

The largeness of the subject must be my excuse for the

fragmentary nature of this paper. After I had begun it I

found I bad made a mistake ; what I should have undertaken

was to write a book . I trust, however, that some of the

points I have developed may prove of interest.

9,002. " Improvements in , or connected with , apparatus for the

manufacture of potassium chlorate or sodium chlorate by electro

lysis.” J. BROCK and THE UNITED ALKALI COMPANY, LIMITED .

Dated April 18th.

9,047. “ Hanger for trolley wires of electric railways.” W. A.

MOCALLUM. Dated April 19th . (Complete.)

9,070. Improvements in contact shpes for electric railways."

W. M. Brown." Dated April 19th. (Complete.)

9,071. Improvements in , and relating to, telegraph and like
cables. " J. A. L. DEABLOVE . Dated April 19th.

9,077. Improvements in enclosed arc lamps ." G. THOMAS
Davies. Dated April 19th .

9,091. “ An improved connector for electric wires and cableg ."

T. E. TAYLOR, jun ., and J. COLLINGS. Dated April 19th .

9,105. “ Improvements in apparatus to be used in connection with
the electro -deposition of metals." . F. GREENFIELD . Dated April

20th .

9,122. " Improvements in, and connected with, line selectors for

telephones .” 8. OPPENHEIMER. Dated April 20th.

9,154. “ Improvements in electric lamps." T. S. HILL and Peto

AND RADFORD, LIMITED. Dated April 20th. (Complete .)

9,178. “ Improvements in electro -motors.” J. T. ROBSON, O. H.

MARSDEN, and H. W. HEADLAND. Dated April 20th .

9,197. Improvements in , and relating to, telegraphic transmit

ting apparatur." F. G. CBEED Dated April 21st.

9,213. " Improvements in electrical heating and cooking." W. B.

SPIKINS and A.H. Mayes. Dated April 21st.

9,218. " Improvements in secondary batteries." G. E. B. PRIT

CAETT, T. W. PBITCHETT, and A. G. Gold. Dated April 21st.

9,237. “ Improvements in holders for high tension incandescent

electric lamps." G. E. HEYL -Dia. Dated April 21st.

9,292. " Improvements in electrical igniters to be used with gas

or oilengines, or for similar parposes.” W. BAINES, Jun. Dated
April 22nd.

9,299. “ Improvements in or relating to overhead trolley wires for
electric traction overbend electric cables or other wires ." R.

HACKING . Dated April 22nd.

9,317. “ Improvements in electric igniting devices for cycle

lamps." G. M. BAUER and F. KRIEGER. Dated April 22ad.

9,330. “ Improvements in controllers for electric motors." R.

BELFIELD. (The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com .

pany, United States.) Dated April 22nd.

9,339. “ Improvements in electrical switching apparatus. " H.

EDMUNDS. Dated April 22nd.

9,340. “ Improvements in electric safety fuses or cut-onts."

V BITYS, LTD .,and L. J. STEELE. Dated April 22nd.

9,380. “ Improvements in and relating to alarm clocks and elec

trical alarms." " H. G. CAMPBELL . Dated April 23rd .

9,394. " A process for electric heating and furnace for realising

same." A. ROUFAUT. Dated April 23rd .

9,425. “ Improvements in or relating to electrical cut-outs."

J. W. MANLEY . Dated April 23rd .

9,436. " Improved means for electrically heating second - class

electric conductors serving as incandescence bodies for imparting to

them the requisite conducting power .” M.DERI. Dated April 23rd .

( Complete.)
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ABSTRACTS OP PUBLISHED SPROIFICATIONS,

&

Copies of any of these specifications may be obtained of Mesurs. W. P.

THOMPSON & Oo., 822, High Bolborn , W.O., price, post free, 9d .

( in stamps).

1897 .

19,230. _ “ Improvements in a system for the electrical protection of

safes. ” I. FREED. Dated August 19th, 1897. This relates to a protec

tion system comprising of a closed electric circuit ; the safe forming

a component part of the circuit. On the interruption of the circuit

there is a means for sounding an alarm bell. There is an electro

magnet and its armature forming an integral part of the circuit, but

arranged outside the safe. Thereis also a structure provided with a
recess ; with lugs fixed in the walls of the recess. There are a series

of spring pawls fixed to the safe and adapted to engage in the logo
andlock the sate in the recess . 9 claims.

19,518. " Improvements in electric arc lamps." T. SPENCER. Dated

August 24th, 1897. This relates to an arc lamp adapted tobe

operated by an alternating current ; and consists of a combination

of opposed solid carbon electrodes with an enclosure for their

proximal ends. There is a choking coil in electric circuit with the

electrodes, and an automatically movable core for the choking coil.

The core is connected with one of the electrodes so that a reciprocatory

movement of the core may be imparted to the electrode. 1 claim .

18,934. " Improvements in automatic electric alarms. " P. V. VANDE

VELDE. Dated August 16th, 1897. This relates to an alarm depice

for use in ordinary window sashes provided with counter balance

weights. Below the usual grooved pulley are placed two spring arms

fixed to the casement one above theother. They are insulated from

one another and connected with a battery. The top one is longer

than the other and comes in contact with the weight when thesash

is down. As soon as the sash is raised the weight is lowered and the

end of the spring arms are so arranged as to spring together ; which

completes the circuit and operates the alarm . * 2 claims.

NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

Compiled spressly for this journal_by W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patoni Agonts, 822, High Holborn, London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

8,988. “ Improvements in electrodes for accumulators . ” C. ALKER

and P. MENNESSIEB. Dated April 18th .
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It seems to have been the general opinion of counsel and of

all others engaged in the Parliamentary Committee, whose

proceedings we have reported at considerable length, that

the matter was carried through at a great rate, and that the

issues were much confused . It is pretty clear that there

has not been time to sift the whole matter, and that what

ever the report of the Committee, it will scarcely be final. If

the Committee are prompt in their report, and there is time to

draft a Bill embodying their recommendations and get it

through the House this session, enough may be done to relieve

the almost absolute block which there is at present ; but it is

perfectly evident that there are a number of other questions

which are rapidly ripening for solution, and it is greatly to

be desired that the electrical industry, as a whole, should begin

to consider this carefully and organise themselves with a view

to getting their case more strongly and authoritatively placed

before Parliament than hasbeen possible on thepresent occasion,

mainly because of the short notice and rapidity with which

the matter has been carried through . We think it is very

desirable to urge the importance of the recommenda

tions of the Committee being given effect to by Parliament

this session, as another year's block, whatever is done in

the end , would leave us another 12 months behind our

foreign rivals.

We are hopeful from what was gathered of the general

tone of the members of the Committee and the evidence,

that, at any rate, some of the discouragement to which

private enterprises are subjected at present may be removed .

We doubt if very much will be done directly to this end in

the Committee's report, in fact, we do not know whether

from the nature of the reference to them they can do much ,

bat the evidence was strong in favour of the old political

economic dictum that officials favour officials, and that

although the Board of Trade were supposed to have a dis

cretion to give private enterprises at any rate a fair chance,

yet that in practice their powers had so been used as to put

a complete stopper on it. Sir Courtenay Boyle practically

acknowledged this himself, and we think most people will

agree that it is so, and to a greater extent than appears on

the surface, since a certain number of companies did get

through in the earlier stages, and when private individuals

felt less hopeless than they do now of carrying out any

enterprise. We believe it will be found to be a fact that

notwithstanding the enormous increase of electrical enter

prises in other countries, the rate of increase in this country

is not progressing. In fact, we are not sure if apart from

the manufactures carried out to supply Corporations and

what may be called purely private work it is not diminishing,

although both in Germany and America it is progressing by

leaps and bounds.

In connection with this we might refer to the reports from

Berlin in the Financial News, and the large space which is

D
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used at various times, viz.: (1 ) Nominal candle-power, the

value of which, according to the definition adopted by the

National Electric Light Association, is 2,000 fora 450 -watt

lamp. (2) Horizontal candle-power wbich has been given

by different experimenters at figures varying from 227 to

456. (3) Maximum candle - power which has been given at

figures varying from 1,080 to 2,000. (4) Mean spherical

candle-power which has been given at figures varying from

425 to 653. (5) Mean hemi-spherical candle-power below

the horizontal plane passing through the arc , which Mr.

Marks gives as 600. Bat if it is decided that results shall

be given in one particular value of the five named above,

say , for example, in mean spherical candle-power, and if fall

information is given concerning the globes or reflectors used

and whether the test is made in a dark room or at the place

where the lamp is in service, there still remain variations due

to quality and size of carbons, shape of the carbon points,

and personal errors of observation . Mr. Marks says that it

has been found that the substitution for one carbon of another

of different quality has made as much as 80 per cent . difference

in the mean spherical candle-power, and that with carbons of

the same quality there may be a difference of 30 per cent. in

che candle- power according to whether the carbon is vr- inch

or 8 -inch diameter. With regard to pereonal error , a test is

quoted where with 10 observers a variation of about 13 per

cent. was found between the highest and lowest results

obtained ; and we are finally reminded that there are three

important standard candles which may be referred to , viz ,

English, German, and French, and that there is a difference

of about 15 per cent. between the values of the first and last

Damed. After reading the article in question, it is strongly

borne in on us that the only safe answer to such a general

question as that of our contemporary's correspondent is, that

the candle -power can best be represented by Z , as tests can be

quoted to show that it has any value between about 200 and

2,000 according to the conditions of test ; and that in com

paring the efficiency of arc and incandescent lamps for

lighting purposes, it is necessary to reckon on 1 to 1 watts

per candle for an arc lamp inst.ad of on the lower figures

wbich are often used .

H

given very frequently to particulars of electrical enterprises,

whereas in the same paper the reports on English enterprises

are at most three or four lines, and these deal almost entirely

with London companies.

Again, we would point out the unfairness of the matter

to those engaged in the electrical industry. Of course, now

private enterprise is pretty well snuffed out for ordinary

undertakings; but, at the same time, it is true that the

teaching of the local authorities, the bringing forward of

facts and new ideas, and their education, has almost entirely

been done by private individuals, often at great expense both

of money and time. Although such men deserve well of the

nation, and it is on the labours of such men in other

departments that the greatness of England bas been built ;

in the case of the electrical industry, owing to the state of

the law , and the action of municipalities, they have not only

received no reward or encouragement, but have been pushed

aside often with contempt, and left to bear heavy loss and

discouragement.

If our rivals in America and Germany were pursuing the

same course as ourselves the matter would not be 80 serious,

because we and our trade rivals would be in the same boat,

and one would have no advantage over another ; but that is

not so, and we think it is acknowledged on all hands that

both our great commercial rivals have got a considerable

start of us in this matter, and the encouragement there is

for them to proceed with further developments will un

doubtedly enable them to keep ahead of us, and probably

to increase their lead , unless strong measures are taken to

put the members of electrical industries in this country in

at least as favourable a position for the development of

enterprises as are our industrial rivals.

We hail with satisfaction the activity which has charac

terised local bodies for some years ; at the same time we

cannot help thinking that often , not being very well

instructed , there is far too great a tendency amongst them

to conclude that what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander in all cases, and that because such towns as Man

chester, Edinburgh, and some other municipalities of large

area , and where commercial intelligence of a high order can

be secured on the Town Council, have done ostensibly well ,

that consequently it follows that comparatively small towns

of a different character, and where the majority of the

members cannot usually have the same business experience,

can produce similar results.

å

SIR G. STOKES, about two years ago,
Rayleigh on Stokes.

suggested a theory of the Röntgen rays,

according to which the Röntgen rays were regarded as aperiodic

electro -magnetic waves caused by the impact against the anti

cathode of the charged particles in the cathode stream . This

theory has recently been developed by J. J. Thomson ( Phil.

Mag ., Vol. 45, p . 172, 1898), and has come much into favour

with other authorities. In Nature, April 28th, however, Lord

Rayleigh raises a protest against the acceptance of this theory.

He says it has certainly much to recommend it, but he cannot

see that it carries with it some of the consequences which

have been deduced as to the distinction between Röntgen

rays and ordinary luminous and non -luminous radiation . The

conclusions of its supporters that the Röntgen rays are not

waves of very short length, but impulses, " surprise Lord

Rayleigh. From the fact of their being highly condensed

impulses, he would conclude, on the contrary, that they are

waves of short wave length. He asks wbat becomes of

Fourier's theorem and its assertion that any disturbance may

be analysed into regular waves ? The view that the vibrations

of ordinary light are regular, and thus distinguished from

disturbances made up of impulses, he says, is an exploded

idea, in the theory of light. A curve representative of white

light, if it were drawn on paper, would show no sequence of

similar waves. Rayleigh favours the view that Röntgen rays

differ from ordinary light only in the shortness of their

waves .

In a recent issue of the Electrical Review

of New York, Mr. Marks, of enclosed arc

lamp fame, replied to the question of a

correspondent who asked, “What is the candle-power of an

arc lamp using 45 volts and 10 amperes ? " by detailing the

reasons which make it impossible to answer this query with

any degree of accuracy. Although it has been common

knowledge for many years that any statement of the candle

power of an arc lamp was certain to be misleading if

unaccompanied by full details of the conditions under which

the test was made, yet it is probable that the extent of the

possible error is not so generally known, and the figures

given by Mr. Marks will therefore be of interest. It is said

that there are five different candle-power values which are

The Candle Power of

Arc Lamps.
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THE ST. PANCRAS DESTRUCTOR WORKS.

&

terminals of the lamp into connection with the plates of a
condenser.

4. This condenser is discharged through a ballistic galvano

meter. These various operations are executed by a slide which

moves in adirection parallel toitself between two grooves ; the

intervalsof time are measured bya tuning fork whichinscribes

its vibrations on smoked paper ; it is evident thatatthese high

temperatures the coolingis veryrapid, and that it is necessary

to be able to measure accurately fractions of a second . Å
.

1

WE illustrate below a side view of the Hornsby water-tube

boiler which has been fitted up at the St. Pancras Vestry

destructor works, and is fired by the waste gases from the

destructor,

The rating of the boiler, if fired by coal, is 118 H.P.

(1 H.P. = 30 lbs. of water evaporated per hour) working

pressure 120 lbs. per square inch, number

of tubes 59 (seven deep, three rows of nine

wide and four rows of eight wide), 18

feet long and 4 inches diameter. The

steam drum is 39 inches diameter x 23

feet 10 inches long, and is provided with

& patent separator to ensure dry steam ;

it is fixed over the uptake tube from the

front header. The headers are provided

with a hand-hole opposite each tube, and

each hand -hole is provided with a mild

steel internal safety cover. The mount

ings consist of one dead weight safety

valve, high steam and low water, with

whistle alarm ; one 2 -inch deadweight

safety valve ; one steam stop valve ; one

steam gange dial 10 inches diameter;

one check feed valve 14 inch diameter ;

one blow - off valve 2 inches diameter.

The boiler is made througbont of mild

steel, no cast -iron or cast -steel being used

in its construction .

We are informed that the boiler has

done excellent work and given every satis

faction .

#IS 2
ENGINEERS GRANTHAM ENGLAND :

THE TEMPERATURE OF IN

CANDESCENCE LAMPS .

THE ST. PANCRAS BOILER.

I HAVE already describedt a parcly elec

trical method of measuring the tempe

rature of incandescence lamps, and more

generally, of any radiating body what
ever . This method consists in studying :

(1) the variation in the resistance of the

lamp as a function of the difference of

potential at the terminals ; (2) the varia

tion, as a function of the time, in the

resistance of a lamp which is cooling.

From this we can easily deduce the

carve of the watts radiated as a function

of the time, and consequently, the total

number of joules or small calories given off by the lamp.

The filament is then weighed , and from M. Violle's

formula :

Q = .355 t + 00006 12

we deduce the temperature t ( assuming that the filament is

made of pare carbon ).

This method was applied, ander my directions, by Messrs.

Gindre and Fréanff-Ozeune, then papils at the Ecole

Supériure d'Electricité t ; the first measurements were

taken with the aid of an amperemeter and a voltmeter

and presented no difficulty ; the subsequent ones were more

difficult ; they were carried out in the following manner :

A special interrupter enables the followingoperations to

be performed :

1. At the time zero, the current of the lamp is broken.

2. Immediately after, the lamp is introduced into an

auxiliary circuit including an accumulator and a resistance
box.

3. At the time t, an instantaneous contact brings the two

simple calculation then enables us to find the resistance of

the lamp at any given moment.

The experiments were carried out on four lamps, A , B , C , D ,

of 65 volts and 10 candles. I will call t the temperature, R.

the resistance of the lamp to the ordinary temperature, Re its

resistance to tº, p the weight of the filament expressed in

milligrammes, E the tension at the terminals. These are the

results obtained ::

RE

Lamps. E P Ro
t

RO

M
U
A

A

B

с

65

65

65

65

63

5 35

52

48

175

170

170

170

-53

-54

:52

•53

1,720 °

1,610 °

1,630 °

1,620 °

We see that the results relating to the lamps B, C, D are

very similar ; the lamp A , for some reason or other, gives a

somewhat higher temperature.

However this may bz, the above results are of some

importance when we consider the differences in the figures

of the various writers that have treated this subject. 6. F.

Note presented to the Académie des Sciences, March 7th, 1898 .

† See L 'Electricien , Vol. xii., p. 323.

| The experiments were madeat the Central Electrical Laboratory.
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common return wire, we can dispense with that wire altogether.

This condition is satisfied when the currents inthe three

remaining wires are 120° apart in phase and equal in

intensity .

:

བ་དང་བར་ཁ་པར་བར་འབད་
:57 90 120

Weber, in fact, mentions these temperatures as hardly ex

ceeding 1,300°, whereas M. le Chatelier gives 1,800° .
It will be seen that our results more nearly approximate to

the latter estimate, especially as we have reason to think

that our lamps were less over-run than those of M. le

Chatelier ; these are the variations of resistance given by
him ;

t
RE

R,

15° 1:00

700 ° -75

1,000° -66

1,400 °

1,800 ° -49

2,100 ° 44

At the temperature of normal working, the ratio was
Rt

49 for M. le Chatelier's lamps, whereas this same ratio

attained to ·53 in our experiments ; now, at this value •53

corresponds exactly to the temperature 1,600° in M. le
Chatelier's table.

The principal cause of error in the above experiments

lies in the light weight of the filament ; it would be easy to

remedy this byworking with low voltage lamps. We can,

in fact, easily show that, with an equal lighting power the

weight of the filament of a lamp varies in inverse proportion

to the two-third power of the difference of potential at the
terminals.

From the above experiments we can deduce curves of the

variation of the total radiation as a function of the tempera

ture, but this question is too important to be entered upon

here.

150 180° 210 249° 270 300 330° 360 °

Ro

Fig . 4.-SINE CURVES OF THREE - PHASE CIRCUIT.

Fig. 4 represents three equal sine curves 120 ° apart, and

sbows that the algebraic sum of the ordinates at any instant

is zero. We have, then, the arrangement shown in fig. 8,

and if the loads in the three branches are equal, three line

wires only are needed. The easiest way to keep the machines

120° apart in phase is to combine the three machines in one,

that is, to put three windings on one armature. Sach

machines are called three-phase alternators. A simple ore

can be made of a Thomson-Houston arc dydamo by bringing

the terminal wires to collector rings instead of to the three

commutator segments. The fields have to be separately
excited .

Fig. 5 is a diagram of such a winding.

THREE-PHASE MACHINERY.

N S

THE Western Electrician for April 9th, 1898, contairs an

interesting article on three-phase machinery by W. M.

Venable, in which some of the principles underlying three

phase working are expressly stated in a very simple manner

for thebenefit of those who are not able to make a thorough

study of the subject and yet who require a good general

knowledge of it.

If three alternating -current generators, supplying tbree

separate circuits as in fig. 1 , are connected together at one

terminal oply, the operation of the machine will not be

affected. Such a connection merely brings the three

terminals to a common potential, and does not affect the

diffärence of potential between the two terminals of any one

FIG . 5. — THREE PHASE WINDING FOR TWO-POLE MACHINE.

The number of poles can , of course , be increased, jast as

in an ordinary alternator, increasing the frequency of alter

nations.

There are two ways of connecting the armature coils of 8

tbree -phase alternator. One of these, known as the star

connection, is shown in fig. 6 ; the other, known as the mesh

winding, is represented in fig. 7 .

Fias. 6 AND 7.

Figs. 1 , 2, 3.

machine. There will, therefore, be but little effect on the

operation of the machines if a common wire is run for all ,

as in fig. 2 .

If now we can arrange the circuits and construct the

dynamos so that there will never be any current in the

• Journal de Physique , 2nd series, Vol. i. , p. 203 .

One of the great advantages of three-phase working over

single -phase systems lies in the fact that the energytrans

mittedcan readilybeusedeither for lighting purposesor for

motive power. Three-phase induction motors are, as is well

known, self-starting under a very considerable load, and are

as simple, reliable,and as easily controlled as the continuous

current motor. The induction motor issuperior to the con

tinuous current motor, in that its secondary winding isshort

circuited, and it is entirely devoid of commutator, collector

rings, or any rubbing contact.
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Those readers who have not the time to study the subject

deeply, will be able to form some idea from theabove of the

nature of the generation and distribution of electricalenergy

by means of tri- phase currents. There is novelty and great

simplicity in the method of showing how it is necessary to

use only three wires in three -phase distribution systems.

THE RANGE-FINDER FOR DETERMINING

THE DISTANCE OF A HOSTILE SHIP

OR FORT..

the bank, and the angles which this line makes with amark

on the opposite bank are measured by the transit. Then,

knowingthe length of the base line and the two angles, the

distance across the river can bedetermined by trigonometry.

Applying this to the range- finder, a base line is carefully

measured between two points near opposite ends of the

ship, and over each point a range-finder, answering to the

engineer's transit, is permanently set up. If the telescopes

ofthe two finders are simultaneously converged upon the

same point on a distant object ( ship, fortress, or city), the

observers will be in possession of the trigonometricaldata

necessary to compute the distance, namely, the base and the

two base angles.

In the din, barry, and slaughter of a sea fight, however,

it would be difficult to make the necessary calculations, as

the distance between the ships, and, therefore, the observed

angles , keeps changing, and in order to make the determina

tion of the distanceautomatic, Lieut. Fiske placed his

telescopes in the circuit of a Wheatstone bridge and caused

their change of position to record the distanceof the object

on the graduated scale of a delicate galvanometer. All

that was now necessary was for the observers at the two

range-finders to keep the cross -hairs of the telescope upon

The accuracy of modern rified guns is one of the wonders

of engineering. Two experimentalshots fired a few years

ago at the same elevation from the same gun fell within

30 yards of each other, after traversing a distance of 12

miles. If a modern rifle is laid upon the target, with proper

elevation and allowance for windage, it is safeto say the shot

will find the mark.

The correct elevation of the gun can only be determined

1

the same point of the ship, and the electric currenttranslated

( as it were) the angles into distances and recorded them by

if the distance of the target is known, and the exact deter

mination of the distance of a moving object is a problem

that has worried the gunner ever since the day when round

shot was first thrown from the sides of the wooden fighting

ship.

In the early daye, the determination of the range was a

matter of guesswork . The gunner assumed a distance,

elevated his gun accordingly and watched the course of the

shot. If it fell short, he increased the elevation , and if it

passed over, he decreased it.

This was all very well in a day when the guns were too

feeble to do much execution, except at close range, and a few

dozen shots thrown away made little impression upon a ship's
magazines. With the advent of modern ordnance, however,

with its 60 -ton guns and costly charges, the necessity of

accurate fire became imperative, and ordnance experts set

about devising some scientific method of finding the range

atsea. The earliest and best known device of thekind was

the invention of Lieut. Fiske, of the United States Navy,

which has been installed on many of our ships and is widely

in use in the various navies of the world.

The Fiske range-finder is based upon the well -known-

principles of land surveying with the transit and engineer's

chain. If a surveying party came to a broad river whose

width has to be determined , a base line is measured along

PARCE FINDD

the movement of a needle over an arc graduated into

hundreds and thousands of yards.

The above illustration will make the operation of this

moet ingenious instrument clear to the reader. It repre

sents the Indiana about to open fire upon a hostile
Scientific American .
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CARBONISATION OF FILAMENTS BY

ELECTRICITY .

ship. The converging lines are drawn from two range

finders, which are placed in elevated_positions above

either end of the superstructure deck. These finders are

permanent fixtures, and the distance between them is accu

rately known. The smaller cuts show a range -finder and a

diagram of the telescopes and the electrical connections.

The range -finder consists of a powerful telescope, which is

BY LEGO S. POWELL .

Holololo
оооо

81

d

8

mounted ona standard and is capable of horizontal rotation

above a graduated disc . Upon the disc, and extending an

equal distance on each side of the zero point on the gradua

tion, is a metallic contact arc. Fixed to the telescope

standards is a contact strip, which rotates with the telescope
and slides over the contact arcs. In the diagram A and B

representthe centres of the discs on two range-finders, and

c and the arms thatcarry the telescopes andcontact strips,

which are shown sliding in contact with their arcs. The

electric current from the battery, h , passes through the centres

or pivots, A and B, andthen into the arcs. From the right

hand arc it circulates in the wires, b and d , from the left

hand arc in the wires, a and c, and traverses the galvano

meter.

When the two telescopes are parallel, the equilibrium of

the Wheatstone bridge is complete, and consequently the

needle of the galvanometer shows no deflection. This equi

librium occurs, moreover, whatever be the position of the

telescopes on the dial, provided that they are perfectly

parallel. But if the telescope, c, for example, be turned

until it is in the position , c' , the parallelism being destroyed ,

and, along with it, the equilibrium of the two parts of the

bridge, the needle of the galvanometer will be deflected.

This deflection will increase in proportion to the length of

the arc traversed by the telescope.

But since the arc, c c ' , is proportional to the angle at A ,

which is equal to the angle at t, it follows that the deflection

of the galvanometer will be proportional to the angle at T, or

to the distance, A T. Hence, by graduating it in hundreds

and thousands of yarde, the distance of the ship or fort, T,

may be read directly from the galvanometer. Oneof these

galvanometers is placed in the conning tower and one at

each ofthe principal gun stations.

It will be seen from the illustration that the operator, on

applying his eye to the telescope, bas opposite to bis month

atelephone transmitter, a receiver being clamped to his ear.

By this means the two operators are kept in constant com

munication and the errors are avoided that would be caused

by the reading of a deflection produced before one or other

of the telescopes is well directed toward the point to be
observed .

[More complete descriptions of the Fiske range finder can

be seen in back issues of the Review .]

The idea of carbonising filaments by electricity, in lieu of

the common furnace method, must bave occurred to many.

It was widelyreported some 10 or 12 years ago that the re

markable " adamant” filaments, introduced by Woodhouse

and Rawson, had been subjected to intense heatby electricity,

but no details of the process employed were ever poised

about, or reached the ears of the writer ; and it is believed

that at the present time the carbonisation of filaments by

means of electricity has not been practically adopted . As

the subject is not without interest or economic possibilities,

it has occurred to thewriter to be worth while patting on

record an electric method he devised for this purpose about

five years ago,and a few particulars of certain rough and

superficial experiments which were made at the time at a

Continental lamp factory to test its practicability. It is

hoped that some incandescent lamp experts, who care to test
the plan further, and who are able to bring together the

means and conditions needed for the investigation , will suc

ceed in bringing this process, or one allied to it, to a SUCCEES
ful issne .

The features of the method in question and the principles

involved, are very simple and obvions. The carbon blocks

on which the cellulosethreads are wound are conductors of

electricity, and the plumbago powder in which they are

packed is likewise a conductor. If a pile of blocks be there

fore made with a layer of plumbago powder between each,
and the whole be surrounded with suitable non -beat and

electricity -conducting materials, whilst a current of electricity

is made to pass, it is evident that the blocks will become

heated, and grow hotter and hotter, until in time the fils

ments will be carbonised or “ baked .”

To bake filaments successfully by this method, it is nato

rally necessary to attend to severalconditions. It is obvionsly

of prime importance that the heterogeneousconductor be en

cased in insulating material of thebest quality, and arranged

in the most suitable manner. It is equally necessary to

exclude the air, so as to prevent the burning of the filaments.

Other considerations of more or less importance are : facility

in packing and unpacking the containing vessel, the con

struction of the terminal conductors, the manner of applying

the current, the duration of the operation, and the final

cooling of the blocks.

As already intimated, the experiments that were made

were in the natare of mere trials rather than a serions and

persistent attempt to thoroughly ascertain the economic

practicability of the method. Iwo experiments only were

made ; and as the notes taken of the dimensions, times,

amperes, & c ., were far from complete, and also by reason of

the superficial nature of the trials, it is not proposed to

describe them in detai). Soffice it to say that inthe first

experiment two parallel brick tronghs were constructed on a

brick platform covered with a layer of slag wool. Thetronghe,

wbichwere about a metre long, were packed with wound

blocke, plumbago powder being sprinkled between each space.

The current entered one trough by means of a stout terminal

plate of carbon, flowed to the end, then across to the other

trough by a long slab of carbon , and so on to the other ter

minal. The apper surface of the troughs was covered by

slabs of earthenware, and the whole wassurrounded with a

thick coat of slag wool.

The current which was available for the operation had a

pressure of 110 volts, and this factor was largely responsible

for the arrangement of the furnace in manner described . The

resistance cold was a little over 2 ohms, and the current at

the start was 50 amperes. In an hour or so the current

had risen to 150 amperes, when it was lowered to 50 amperes

again by introducing an external resistance. At the reduced

pressure the resistance of the circuit continued to decrease,

and the current once more rose to 150 amperes.

On examining the filaments atthe end of the operation

they were found to be brittle and useless, a circumstance

which was probably due to burning by access of air during

cooling, to basten which a considerablequantity of slag wool
had been removed .

>

Personal. - We understand that Mr. Fred . J. Satchwell

has resigned his position as manager to Messrs. Mackey and

Mackey, eleciric lamp makers, Bermondsey, baving been

appointed superintendent in Mr. Hiram S. Maxim's electrical

laboratory.
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a

In the second experiment the length of the row of blocks

was increased to about 3 metres in order more nearly to

suit the current pressure ; and instead of forming a simple

the course ran thus +
2- . Tomore effectually

displace the air, a layer of plumbago powder, sprinkled with

paraffin, was spread along the bottom of the troughs before

charging them with the blocks. In this experiment the

plumbago powder was more tightly compressed than in the

previous one, the resistance cold being 3:8 ohms. For the

purpose of raising the temperature more slowly at the com

mencement, an external resistance was included in the

circuit, and the current adjusted to about 18 or 19 amperes.

Instead of the resistance falling from the start, as in the

previous experiment, it had a tendency to rise during about

five hours. This increase, wbich amounted at the maximum

point to about 25 per cent.,may possibly have been due to the

presence of the paraffin . By graduallycutting out the resist

ance, the current was caused to rise slowly to 25 amperes. In

10 hours from the start the current wasonly 30 amperes, in

12 hours it was 35 amperer, in 14 hours 55amperes, and in

17 hours it had reached 65 amperes . The circait was here

interrupted for the night, but was again closed next day, after

a lapseof 6 hours, the current starting at 27 amperes. In

six hours' time it once more attained 65 amperes . It is

believed that the current was stoppedsoon afterthis, but the

notes taken are not specific on the point .

The majority of the filaments obtained from this second

operation were satisfactory in every respect, their flexibility

and “ colour " being good, wbilst their resistance cold

remained practically steady both before and after raising to
incandescence in an inert gas.

The problem of baking filaments by electricity was

allowed to drop, not because it was anticipated that the process

could not be made to give satisfactory results, bat principally

because it was not considered to be worth while to arrange

for a current of lower pressure and larger quantity to suit

other and more convenient forms of apparatas, and also

because it was supposed, by some, that the electric method

would not prove to be more economical, or possess any

striking advantageover the ordinary furnace plan. Without,

however, ascertaining a good deal more thoroughly what

degree of perfectioncan be attained, the data wherewith

toform a sound judgment as to cost, &c. , are not forth

coming.

To describe in detail the best manner of proceeding in

order to construct suitable and efficient apparatus is not in

the writer's power . Many materials and arrangements, how
ever, naturally suggest themselves, and some of the more

prominent of these may, perhaps, be mentioned .

It is patent that,in order to reduce the cost of the pre

dominating item of expense, viz. , current, to a minimum , it

is imperative that the amount of matter surrounding the

blocks, consistent, of course, with good heat insulation,

should be reduced to utmost limit. In the experiments

referred to, this condition was most imperfectly studied. A

considerable mass of brickwork became beated to bright

redness, at the expense of current, by contact with the

blocks, and the extensive external brick surface was moreover

very inadequately protected by the slag wool from the cooling

influence of the surrounding air. The vessel in which the

blocks are packed should, by preference, be either cylindrical or

rectangular in form — the latter to suit the shape of the

blocks — and of large enough dimensions, both in height and

diameter, to be convenient for packing and unpacking the
blocks. The vessel should stand in an upright position, and

it should be made as thin in the wall as possible of a

material which is practically impervious to air. Probably

as good a materialto use for the purpose as any would be

the fire clay employed for making salamander crucibles.

The vessel shouldbe closed both at the top and bottom by a

stont carbon plate or disc, the bottom one being cemented

into position 80 as to admit no air at the junction with the

vessel. The platform on which the vessel rests might, per

haps, best be made of the porous fire clay of which Fletcher's

furnaces are made.

The question of how best to prevent the escape of heat at
high temperatures is doubtless one in which a good deal of

improvement might be made on attainments already arrived

at, and it wouldform an interesting subject for investiga

tion . Without possessing any special experience on the sub

ject, the writer would propose that the vessel should be

surrounded by two, three , or more (as may be found

desirable) movable cylindrical covers of increasing dimen

sions, and made of the same material as the platform . Each

cover, which must perforce have a small hole at the top

through which the conductor, conveying the current, muit

pars, should be madeas thin as practicable. The lower rims

of the covers might fit into concentric grooves made in the

platform , each groove being filled with powdered charcoal or

lampblack. A series of air spaces would thus surround the

vessel at regular intervals, and these would be likely to effect

good heat insulation, whilst the actual mass of solidmaterial

employed would be reduced to a comparatively small cubical

bulk. The arrangement would further possess the advantage

of easily and expeditiously effecting the cooling of the blocks

at the close of an operation by the simple removal of the
covers or shades.

It may well be that better heat insulation and more con

venientlyarranged apparatus might be constructed on other

lines. Many insulating materials packed round the vessel,

such as asbestos, slag wool, lampblack, metallic oxides, & c.,

might perhaps be arranged to give excellent results. In the

selection of such substances, it would be well to bear in

mind thedifferent specific heats which the various substances

possess , although other properties and considerations may very

likely far outweigh this one in importance.

All the world knows of the remarkable success wbich has

attended Prof. Dewar in his experiments on liquid air and its

preservation by means of exceptionally perfect heat insulation ,

effected by surrounding it with an intervening vacuum .

The applicationof this principle to the form of electric

furnace under discussion would doubtless be productive of

highly successful results . The manner of constructing

apparatus involving this principle is, however, not so very

apparent, althoughit is a problem which would be well worth

attempting.

Another principle, which might be made to give satisfac

tory results, would be that of heating the outside of the

vessel by means of gas or otherwise, and so lessen the escape

of heatgenerated by electricity. A looee onteide fire-clay

mantle might be arranged round the vessel, inside wbich

gas was made to burn , or heated gases to circulate. The

external surface of the case would not need such careful

protection from the outside air, and the cooling down at

the end of the operation could be easily effected . The total

energy expendedby this means of conservation of tempera

ture would naturally be greater, but not necessarily more

costly by reason of the difference in cost of heat produced by

gas and that produced by electricity.

As regardsthe current needed for the generation of heat,

it would doubtless be necessary to have the power of con

siderable variation of electromotive force. The amount of

energy consumed would depend almost entirely upon the

perfection of the surrounding heat insulation . With this

very perfect, and with sufficient time, the temperature requisite

forthe proper carbonisation of filaments should be reached

with a comparatively small current. The manner in which

the current is applied and the duration of the operation to

give the best results, are points which can only be deter

mined by actual experience with any particular form of

apparatus.

It may, perhaps, be idle to let the imagination run too

freely on the advantages that are likely to result from the

carbonisation of filaments by electrical means over methods

of heating by fuel, before they have been actually demon

strated. Some advantages, however , are highly prohable,

and a few of them may be enumerated.

1. The wear and tear of the apparatus is likely to be

appreciably less for the following reasons :-(a) There would

be more regular heating and cooling of the apparatus ;

(6) there would be less lifting and moving about of the

apparatus both in the heated and cold condition ; © there

would be an absence of Auxing material to destroy the appa

ratus.

2. The precision with which the current could be regu

lated ought to ensure greater uniformity in the quality and

resistances of the several batches of filaments turned out in

the regular course of manufacture . The defect inherent in

the use of crucibles heated from an external source , due to

the impossibility of heating equally all parts of the contents

wbilst raising the temperaturewould be wholly absent.
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3. The labour needed to work the process would be of a

much more agreeable and less arduous description .

In addition to these probable advantages, it is quite pos

sible that the electric method might possess others of an

important nature. The temperature of the furnace might

beeasily raised to a very high degree, and this condition

might be conducive to producing filaments of a very dense

and durable description. Further, by reason of the compact

and isolated manner in which the apparatus might be

arranged, it would be possible to perform the carbonisation

under unusual physical and chemical conditions, such as in

vacuo or under pressure in air or bydro -carbons, or other

gases, by enclosing it in a suitable chamber. Sach alterei

conditions might result in producing new and desirable
results.

On the question of initial cost of apparatus and of the

electric energy consumed , it will be prudent to venture no

remark other than that both are likely to be in favour of

electricity as compared with heating by fuel .

The electric furnace in various forms is now being

employed in a number of industrial manufactures, both in

the smelting of metals and in the preparation of substances

such as carbide of calcium , graphite for electrodes, carborun

dum , &c., and there seems no reason why it should not be

aleo successfully applied to the carbonisation of filaments.

.

ELECTRICAL ENERGY (GENERATING

STATIONS AND SUPPLY).

( Concluded from page 638.)

At the sitting of the Joint Committee under Lord Cross on Thursday

last week, Major CARDEW , electrical adviser to the Board ofTrade, said

the Board of Trade regulations did not provide for the safety of the

employésat generating stations, nor did they undertake any inspec

tion . When, however, accidents had been reported to the Board ,he

hari been instructed to inquire into the circumstances. As regarded

general danger from high pressure, he did not think any danger could

be apprebended by the public it laid in proper maids underground. In

the case of overhead wires he was distinctly of opinion that danger

increased with the increase of electrical presrure. In regard to inter

ference with telegraphs andtelephones, he considered that that could

be avoided absolutely. Under the provisional ordersof the Board of

Trade, strong protective clauses were inserted . In the case of elec

trical powers for traction, where an uninsulated return was employed,

some interference might be unavoidable . The clause settled by the

Joint Committee should not be inserted in any Bill providing for

general electrical power, since it permitted the use of uninsulated

returns. The usual provisional order clause should be inserted. The

Board of Trade sanctioned the use of the overhead system of electric

traction in cases where no local objection was made. The danger to

the public was not great. In 1889 the Board sanctioned a pressure

of 10,000 volts for London , and that pressure had been in use since,

without any injury to the public. He was quite satisfied that under

groundmains could be made perfectly safe.

The CHAIRMAN : You do not say the same of overhead wires ? -

Not at all. I am afraid that in the case of overhead wires there are

possibilities of danger which can hardly be avoided altogether.
There have been accidents to employés ?—Yes.

Can you suggest any regulations for their protection ? - . I think

regulations could be made, and I have myself prepared some draft

regulations ; but it was rather a legal question as to how they could

be protected, not being members of the public.

Mr. KIMBER : Is the unsalety of overhead wires preventable ?-I

do not think you can say that it is entirely. We can make regula

tions, but in the event of these regulations not beingentirely com

plied with at all times there might be accidents. Such things as

gales and falling trees might affect the overhead wire which would

not affect the underground wire.

What is the highest pressure which under any circumstances the

Board of Trade will permit ? –10,000 volts bas been used.

Would they under any circumstances permit more ?-Ionly speak

as their adviser, and I think in some cases we should permit more in

the case of underground wires. I do not think myself there can be

laid down an exact limit beyond wbich it could be said the danger

would become soappreciable that the thing should not be permitted.

Has any steps been taken by the Board of Trade to get statistical

information with regard to the use of electrical energy in America ?
-We have not asked for information as to the working of these very

high pressures.

Don't you think it would be advisable to do so ; they are far in

advance of this country in regard to the applicationof electrical

energy ?-In traction they are ;I do not think they are in advance

of usas regards the electric light.

Do you apprehend that there will be an increased demand for the

use of power ?-I tbipk there will ; I think it is coming.

Youare aware that chemical works are being erected now in which

as much as 4,000 horse -power is required ?–Yes; that is a special

industry which is keptvery much to itself. The chemical industry

opens a wide field for electrical energy.

Lord BALCARRES : May I take it that your regulations have been

sufficient to make it almost impossible for people who wish to carry

energy to do it with overhead wires ?-I should not have thoughtso.

Is it common in this country for energy to be carried overhead ?

No ; it is done in certain cases.

It would be cheaper to carry it overhead ?-I do not think itwould

for any purpose of general supply. If you have to take off service

wires to many different consumers work, with overhead wires would

become impracticable.

But the same thing applies with underground wires ? -There is a

convenience for laying down a heavy massof copper in underground

mains which would be almost impossible overhead. The practice of

the Board of Trade has been generally to discourage the use of over

head wires.

And you bavebeen very successful in that direction ?-It has not
been much adopted.

By Mr. ASHTON : He would not be prepared to advise any relaxa

tionof the existing BoardofTrade regulations for overbead wires.
The CHAIRMAN Baid that Mr. Kimber bad asked for an answer to a

question with regard to the price at which the Central Company of

London bad 'agreed to supply energy in bulk to the Westminster and

St. James's Companies.

Mr. BALFOURBROWNB : No price is fixed, but the basis on which

it will be fixed is that in consideration of the two companies supply.

ing the capital for and jointly promotiog theCentral Company, each

sball be entitled to take as muchenergy as the other on termsto be

agreed or otherwise settled, and that any excess taken by either

company over what is taken by the other ehall be paid for on the

basis ofthe average cost price of the whole energy generated durid

the year, plus a reasonable profit.

Mr. KIMBER : The effect would be that it the sliding scale prin.

ciple of gas companies was applied to electric light companies, thore

companies would be able to make two profits?—No, I think not. It

there is a difference as to what profit is to be allowed the Central

Company, that is to be fixed by arbitration.

Mr. PEMBER, Q.C., then addressed the Committee, and said he

appeared for companies whose interest it was to supply electricity for

power and light inside their own districts. The main points behad

to consider was, first, compulsory purchase, thenpower of breaking

up the streets, power to supply within their district whether the

local authority likedit or not, and even it might be in competition

with the local authority . There were minor questions such as the

eliding scale, notice to persons affected, and so on. As to the ques

tion of purchase, there had been evidence given of the great difficulty

at present of obtaining land , and in the case of the Chelsea Com .

pany, the company were asked to buy adjoining property at

à cost of over £ 30,000. That was but one instance of hundreds,

wbich showed the necessity of having compulsory powers of purchase.

He asked what real distinction there was between giving compulsory

powers torailways than to electric lighting companies ? but, of course,

it went without saying that the laods should be specified . All that

was necessaryto be done in that regard was provided by the standing

orders of Parliament now. It was perfectly clear that unless the

compulsory power was given an individual could absolutely prevent

the public enjoyiog in a particular locality the comfort and con

venience of either electric light or electric power. Evidence had

been given of the probibitive prices put upon the only available sites,

and there was also the auieance clause, which interfered greatly with

the supply. There was no doubt that it was shown from experience

in theuse of electricity that the nuisance clause was a mischievous

one, and ought no longer to be left in the hands of any man . He

would assimilate the practice of Parliament with regard to electric

light with that of ordinary railway schemes. Each caseshould be

considered on its merits, and Parliament should reserve all power to

itself and not handit over to any other body. With respect to notices

being served on residents in the neighbourhood of land to be acquired

for agenerating station , that was a most expensive operation, and he

contended that notice should only be given to the ownerof the land,

and that the local companies should receive noticeand have a locus

standi to object. It energy was to be generally available , it must be

cheaply supplied, and if it wasto be cheaply supplied it must be

supplied inlarge quantities, and that meant bysingle undertakers in

very large areas, and that again meant over the districts of several

local authorities. There they were met by the jealousy of the local

authorities,which applied to the sale to individuals within the dis

tricts. And next as to the breaking up of the streets. He asked the

Committee to refuse to say tbat only the local authority should have

an order in a district ; but, of course, it would be for Parliament

to pronounce hereafter as to any Bill. Anabsolute veto by the local

authority should be removed, and he would give them a locus standi

in place of veto . With respect to parchase, he saw the greatest diffi

culty in accommodating the power of purchase to local authorities

for schemes for the supply of electrical energy over large areas. He

would say, “Don't make an attempt to accommodate the present

powers of purchase to undertakings in these large areas." In con

clusion, he would suggest compulsory power of purchase, and the

sweeping away of local veto with regard to the laying down of pipes

and the general supply of energy for light and power. At the same

time be would provide for a liberal locus standi, so that every case

might be thoroughly well decided on its merits before Parliament,

and every fact brought forward and every interest represented.

Mr. BALFOUR BROWNE, representing new companies desiriog com ;

pulsory power for purchase of sites in order to supply in bulk, said

he objected altogether to giviog the local authority anabsolute veto,

either as to a site, or with regard to the breaking ap of streets. He

saw grave danger to the public in giving the authorities that power,

and the resultof their present powers with regard to tramways did
not seem to be satisfactory. The consent of the local authority should

be subject to an appeal to the Board of Trade ; but the Board of

Trade should not regard the opinion of the local authority as the
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main consideration . At present it was true that the Board of Trade

could dispense with the consent of the local authorities, but they

never didso. The Board had such a respect for the local authorities,

that in 60 cases he knew they had refused consent to companies.

They had not the slightest objection to the local authorities under

takingthe work ; but what the local authorities were seeking to have

recognised was a right in streets which they bad not got by law . As

tothe conditions to be laid down on an electric light undertaking,

such as herepresented, be considered the powers of the localauthori.

ties were large enough at present. He asked what would be the

condition of the gas and water supply had it not been for private

enterprise. Local authorities would not touch such thingsunless

there wasa profit to be made outof it. At the present time electric

light was not supplied in manydistricts, becauseit was known that

As soon as a profit was shown, thelocal authority would step in and

say it was time to purchase it. He asked the Committee to leave out

thepurchase question altogether in companies such as he represented .

Mr. STEVENS said he represented the existing London companies

other than the promoting companies. Following on an inquiry by

Major Mandarin , the principle which hadbeen acted upon was to

confine a company to a definite area, and allow a limited competition.

Speaking broadly,the endeavour of the Board of Trade hadbeen to

Becure in every district two companies and no more. It was a

remarkable fact that there had been an entire absence of evidence

before the Committee that the present system had given cause for

complaint. The further development of electrical energy could only

be effected by the mode in which Parliament dealt with those who

bad already invested their money . He agreed that there should be

compulsory power of purchase, and that an existing company should

havepower to go outside its area for a site for a generating station .

But it was also asked that new companies should be allowed to come

into a district and supply anywhere free entirely fromthe conditions

imposed upon the existing companies. That was a distinct revola

tion in the principles which had heretofore been applied. It it

was agreed that those new companies should be exempt from pur

chase , it wouldbe the commencement of a new system diametrically

opposite to all Parliament bad already done.

Lord CROSS : Do you contend that under the existing system the

development has been all we could wish, and that we arebound to

this system ?-No ; all I ask is that whatever is done shall not be

unfair toexistingcompanies.

Mr. WORSLEY TAYLOR addressed the Compittee on behalf of a

number of Corporations, who, be said, were largely interested in the

matter, for local authorities had invested 31 millions of money in

electrical enterprises. On the question of compulsory purchase the

Corporations were entirely in agreement with the companies, for it

was as necessary to the Corporations as the companies. On the ques

tion of nuisance they were also in agreement. On the question of

the control of the streets, that was the matter with which the Cor

porations were most vitally interested . Primâ facie, it should be

admitted that there should bea perfect control over the breaking up

of thestreets by the Corporation, but it should be subject to appeal

to the Board ofTrade. Then assuming their consent was dispensed

with, they should have power over theroute and the way the work

was tobe carried out, and they should have power to undertake the

work themselves.

Mr. COWARD, representing the London County Council, contended
that the Council differed from all other authorities inasmuch as they

were the controlling authority over the electric lighting companies,

whereas the vestries were the local authorities. Under these circum

stances they contended that the Council was the authority in whom

the ultimate powerof parchase should be vested .

This concluded the evidence and addresses, and the Committee

adjourned till Monday for the consideration of their report.

The further sittings will be private.

" The Conference proposed : ' That power should be given to local
authorities to alter or remove overhead wires in their districts in the

event of the company refusing to doso .' We are of opinionthat the

London Overhead Wires Act, 1891, already, gives to the local

authorities all the powers sought for by the resolution .”

LONDON UNITED TRAYWAYS.

The Highways Committee reported that, by the London United

Tramways Bill, it was proposed to repeal Sections 17 to 28 of the

LondonUnited Tramways Order, 1895, relative to the use of mecha

nical power, and to authorise the use of lelectric traction on the

whole of the company's system within and without the County of

London. The Council, whilst it bad not offered objection to the

conduit system , bad consistently refused consent to the introduction

of the overhead system , and had therefore petitioned against the

London United Tramways Bill. In this connection the Highways

Committee stated that they proposed that evidence in sapport ofthe

Council's petition should be given by Mr. Baker (vice-chairmanof

the committee), by the chief engineer, by the chief officer of the fire

brigade, and by an expert, whose evidence should be specially

directed to the practicability of using the conduit system in London

in conjunction with an overbead system , it established, on the

company's lines outside_the county. The Committee accordingly

recommended that the Parliamentary Committee should take the

necessary measures for supporting thepetition against the Billin the

manner suggested. This recommendation was also opposed, and

having passed the time limit was accordingly adjourned .

THE TELEPHONE QUESTION.

Pending the report of the Government Select Committee on Tele

phony, the Highways Committee expressed the opinion that it

wouldnot be well for the Council to proceed further with reference

to theproposed agreement with the National Telephone Company in

regardto the conditions ander which permission had been given in

certain cases for the placiog of telephone cables underground.

The Committee thought, however, that as under the conditional

consents the company had executed certain works, the company

should be required to enter into an agreement embodying certain

conditions in regard to the works already carried out. The Com

mittee, therefore, recommended that the telephone company should

be requested to enter into an agreement undertaking (1)toalter any

telephone line it and when required by the Council,and (2) that it

andwhenever the Council desire to adopt electric tractionon any

tramway belonging to or leased by or under the control of the Council,

which passes alongany street or part of a street in which any line of

the company is laid , the Councilmay require the company to alter

anysuch line, or portion of each line, orto remove thesame to such

position as the Council may require, and thereupon the company

shall, without any claim for compensation againstthe Council or its

lesbees, proceed to make such alteration in the position of such line

as no earth return but a complete metalliccircuit is provided and

used, the Council or its lessees shall not be liable tothe company for

any interference with , or prejudicial effects produced upon , the cables

orwires or the working of the same, or upon the operations of the

company, by reason ofsuch use of electricity upon such tramway.

TRANSFORMER BOXES.

The County of London Electric Lighting Company having given

notice of intention to construct 15 transformer boxes in Camberwell,

the Highways Committee reported that theworks mentionedin the

notice were a repetition of those works whichwere expressly die

approved by theCouncilon January25th. At that time the appeal

of the same company to the Board of Trade against a previous deci

sion of the Council, disapproving the construction of certain other

transformer boxes proposed to be constructed bythe company, was

pending. The Board has since then, however, allowed the appeal,

and authorised the company to construct the transformer boxes

referred to, subject to the usual conditions. This decision was

reported to the Council on March 29th last. The Committee were of

opinion that, in view of the Board's decision , the Council could no

longer withhold sanction to the construction of the transformer

boxes referred to in the present notice ; andshould the Council adopt

the alternative course ofmaking no orderwithreference to thenotice,

the company could proceed with the workswithout any restrictions.

TheCommittee therefore recommended , and the Council resolved, to

conditionally approve the construction of the transformer boxes in

question ,

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL :

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

Ar the weekly nieeting on Tuesday the following electrical matters
were considered :

TRANSFER OF LIGHTING POWERS.

Mr. B. F.C. Costelloe ( chairman of the Local Government Com

mittee) obtained the sanction of the Coancil to the postponement of

the report of the Committee in regard to the recent conterence with

representatives of the London vestries and district boards to consider

What powers now vested in the Council should be transferred to those

local authorities. That portion of the report of interest to our readers
is as follows:

" The Conference proposed : That the powers ofthe Council under

Electric Lighting Provisional Order Confirmation Acts, as regards the

appointmentof inspectors, provision of testing stations, and exercise
of
powers with reference to price and energy of the supply of elec

tricity ina district ,should betransferredto the local authorities.'

We are of opinion that it is most essential that these powers should

be exercised by oneanthority, havingregardto the additionalcost
that would ot necessity follow a transferof the powers to the local

authorities, in connection with testing stations and plant, and also
havingregard to the necessity ofa general supervisionand uniformity

oftreatmentin these matters which involve more than local interests.

We recommend that the powers oftheCouncilander Electric Lighting
Provisional OrderConfirmation Acts, as regards the appointment of

inspectors,provision of testing stations,and exercise ofpowers with

reference to priceandenergy of the supplyof electricity in a district,
be not transferred to thelocal authorities."

MR. LEONARD ANDREWS, the engineer and manager of the

Hastings Electricity Works, had an opportunity of describ

ing the latest form of his alternating current non -return or

discriminating switch and its uses at a meeting of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers on Thursday of last

week. The paper, entitled " The Prevention of Interrap

tions to Electricity Sapply," was read in the hall of the

Society of Arts .

Our readers will remember the description we gave nearly

two years ago of the switch gear in the Hastings station,

when the earlier pattern of the Andrews switch was illus
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On the fuse melting by leakage current, a lever is letgo, wbich

falls and short-circuits and earths the wiring blowing the

house fuses. There was, however, no chance of this system

being adopted, as it would cost a few shillings, and in these

days of cut prices contractors were not inclined to takeup

anything that would increase the price of work . Even with:

out such safeguards, any system of wiring is a better risk

for insurance companies than gas.

Mr. Bathurst reiterated certain arguments in favour of

the adoption of electric-proof pipes or insulated conduits,

which are probably not new to the majority of our readers,

althoughably pat by the speaker.

Mr. Weekes drew attention to the want of novelty in the

principle of non -return or discriminating devices, and

showed that such had been in use with continuous corrents

for some years, while Mr. E. K. Scott was understood to

animadvert upon the design of certain of Mr. Raworth's

switches and the troubles out of which the City Company

have passed .

Prof. S. P. Thompson, who occupied the chair, pointed

out that there is a long step between discriminating devices

for continuous and alternating currents, that the wattmeter

may be used as Mr. Andrews practically does — to dis

criminate with alternating currents. While the apparatus

confers a benefit on alternate current workers, a machine

should not come to pieces if shorted ,” or put in out of

phase, and closed his remarks thus : “ A fuse is a very

excellent thing to do without.”

Mr. Andrews replied by saying that his switch was just

the thing for synchronising in a hurry; that one never

knew what fases would do ; a circuit cannot be opened

too quickly, and that often a short occurs which is not a

case of two pieces of copper coming together. His

extended remarks, delivered with enthusiasm of his subject,

formed a further exposition of the interesting subject, and

the meeting closed with a general feeling of gratitude to

Mr. Andrews for a good discussion.

trated and described. Mr. Andrews has also given a full

account of the device ina paper read before the Northern

Society of Electrical Engineers last year. The present

pattern of the arrangement differs from that before published

in its mechanical detail:, the principle remaining much the

same.

Mr. Raworth opened the discussion, and reminded his

audience that he was a bit of an inventor in the field of dis

criminating switch gear himself. He could not allow him .

self, however, to say anything to detract from the credit doe

to Mr. Andrews by taking honour to himself who had done

so little. Mr. Andrews had, he thought, bit the right nail
on the head by using such discriminating fuses on inter

connecting links on the distribution system . It was well

known that when a generator went wrong it causçd the fuses

on the good machines to burn down first , and an example of

this had occurred in the City of London station , where, on

one occasion, every fuse in the station had gone, and the

lights were all extinguished.

Some years ago Mr. Rrworth designed a discriminating

fuse arrangement, wbich was described in our columns. It

was based on the principle of two paths for the current ; a

little transformer sucked current through one of these, which

formed a bye -pass to a thermal fuse-wire , when the energy

was passing out ; but when a reversal of flow took place, the

transformer caused the current to be diverted through the

fuse, wbich melted and opened the circuit. Much time and

money was spent on this device, and at last it was got right;

but the time element interfered with its utility, as the time

taken by the fuse to melt was often sufficient for the machine

to burn out.

Mr. Andrews had done well to go in for the mechanical

arrangement, and had shown very great ingenuity in carry

ing itthrough a great variety of alterations in detail design,

until at last it had reached the form exhibited . Its great

merit is that it can't be joggled into working, but must be

tickled . While some engineers will say, “ Oh ! we have no

interruptions to our supply," an apparatus of this kind may

be termed an apparatus for relieving the mind of the elec

trical engineer from anxiety. Even with machines of large

self -induction there is another point to consider ; one cannot

always guarantee or be sure that a fault will come on in the

end coils, and if an intermediate coil proves faulty, the self

induction of a few will not cut the current down materially.

The switch had been tried under very trying conditions, and

large currents could be broken underwater without appreci

able spark . Mr. Raworth thought he had designed more

switches than any other living man, but he was not going

into competition with Mr. Andrews on this switch , which

he congratulated him upon as not merely a switch or fuse,

but a device which had been worked out into a system .

Mr. Chattock thanked the author for his paper, as he had

madeone or two attempts at a similar switch himself, and

hoped this summer to perfect. All station engineers
would confirm wbat Mr. Andrews had paid as to the unre

liability of fuses. This switch meets the necessity of the

case . With regard to fig. 7 of the paper , a short-circuit

on the connecting main between thetwo sub-stations would

be likely to blow both feeder fuses. Mr. Andrews afterwards

explained that he would in practice place thermal fuses at
each end of this connector.

Mr. Lawson did not go so far as Mr. Andrews would go,

as he thought it undesirable to have any sensitive mechanism ,

and ou switching on the switch might give trouble. With
reference to double feedera to sub -stations, he thought this

very reliable, but rather expensive. He also was of opinion

that some of the saving in the Hastings coal bill might

reasonably be attributed to an improved load factor. In his

reply, Mr. Andrews pointed out that while the coal per unit
might go down from this cause , it could bardly be expected

that the total coal bill would be diminished.

Mr. Raphael believed that while Mr. Andrews suggested

that consumers' fuses should blow only at 300 per cent. over

load , the fire insurance offices would insist upon a lower

figure. He considered that leakages to earth and " shorts ”

should be dealt with in different ways, and to guard against

the considerable danger that might arise fromthe flow of a

leakage current of only a few amperis, he had devised an

arrangement which would cut off the wiring from the supply

where an iron pipe conduit system was installed . This con

sists, briefly, of a fuse in the earth wire to the metal conduit.

CORRESPONDENCE .

Ether and “ Surface ” of Malt : r.

A great many phenomena are endeavoured to be explained

by motions of or in the ether. But considerations in

regard to a decrease or increase of surface in chargesof con

figuration of or in matter, appear not to be sufficiently

appreciated in reference to motion, energy, &c. Bat it may

be taken that wherever energy, so - called , in any form , is

given out from any system of matter, that system must

diminish in surface and vice versa . It does not matter

whether the mass under consideration be the sun, a watch

spring,ions, or what not, a simple or complex molecule, or

the visible universe.

In some mysterious way the organs of our bodies appear

to absorb and give out energy by such a change of surface.

In fact, it is not by any means difficult to explain much of

the phenomena of life and death by it. Mot certainly

thermal and electrical phenomena in chemical change can be

explained on this basis. If the particles of any two or

more bodies have together greater surface before combastion,

association, combination, &c. , than afterwards, then there

will be a rise of ether pressure or potential or moving power

upon the resultant matter surface .

The total change in surface, and the rate of increase or

decrease of such change in surface, will explain and render

clearer a great many thoughts about matter and motion .

However, if we accept the idea of matter in all forms being

charged (on its surface) with another something which we

call the ether, then we should have no difficulty in imagining

how, by a change in surface, there will be an in -rush or out
rush of this ether, which we may express by or + sign

respectively. Surface seems to be the key to it all. Tyndall

asked ( 1862): “ May not the condensed ether which surrounds

the atoms be the vehicle of electric currents ? ” But if atoms

dissociate [ we must also suppose the ether itself capable

of association and dissociation - Maxwell had the idea in bis

mind of a molecule of electricity ] as to increase the surface,
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there will be a fall in the densityof the ether, and if they

associate( or aggregate) as to produce a decrease of surface,
there will be a rise in the density of the ether, which may

have explosive or gentle expansive force.
J. C. R.

London, May 10th .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

Nottingham , have issued an illustrated catalogue of shatting,

bearings, couplings, and other fittings, together with a cipher code

for ordering by telegram. In tabulated form there are given sizes of

shafting required for a given horse -power,and the number of revo

lutions; also graduated price lists, covering many pages, of bright

turned steel and iron shafting. A great number of power trans

mission accessories, couplings, wall boxes, plummer blocks, brackets,

hangers, pulleys of various kinds, & c., are included in this list.

Messrs. Heath, Snoxell & Co., Limited, of Birmingham , have issued

a handy pocket list , which is a photographic reproduction, con

siderably reduced, of their larger catalogue, giving particulars of

electric motors for all purposes, and dynamos for electric lighting

stations, transmission of power, and electro -deposition of metals .

There is a specificationof standard continuous-currentdynamos,
also illustrations and tabulated details and prices. Prices and

general particulars of motors, and ammeters and voltmeters are

given .

Messrs. Cbas. Jennings & Co., of 90, Cannon Street, E.C., bave

issued an illustrated list of isotropic iron magnet forgings and

armaturestampings, steel magnet castings,and trausformer stampings.

The results are given of some tests made by Prof. Ewingon steel

magnet castings wbich were manufactured for Messrs . Jepnings.

This firm is also sole representatives for the United Kingdom of the

extensive copper works known as the Usines Mouchel, Boisthorel,

France, and, therefore, high conductivity copper is included in the
list.

.
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Electrical Wares Exported.

WEEK ENDING MAY 10TB, 1897. ' WEEK ENDING MAY 10T8, 1898 .

£ & £

Albany ... 297 0 Algeciras 35 0

Amsterdam 225 0 Amsterdam 235 0

Autwerp. Elec. fases 361 0 Antigua. Teleg. mat .... 11 0

Bangkok 772 0 Antwerp 32 0

Teleg . mat. 913 0 Auckland 690 0

Beira 64 0 Bermuda. Teleph. mat. 10 0

Bilbao 14 0 Boca 16 0

Bombay ... 438 0 Bombay 65 0

Teleg. wat.... 46 0 Boulogne 27 0

Brisbane. Teleph. mat. 721 0 Buenos Ayres. Telep. mat. 200

Brussels . 1,230 0 Calcutta ... 26 0

Calcutta ... 194 0 Cape Town 2890

Cape Town 10 0 Colombo 236 0

Colombo 322 0 Delagoa Bay 44 0

Copenhagen. Teleg. wire 17 0'Dunkirk 15 0

Durban ... 986 0 Durban ... 437 0

Teleg. mat. 1790 East London 725 0

East London 980 Fremantle 671 0

Galveston 8 0 Halifax 500 0

Teleg. cable 2,8000 Lisbon 80 0

Genoa 300 0 Madras 88 0

Hamburg. Teleg. mat. 1,229 0 : Malaga 90 0

Hong Kong 25 0 Melbourne 30 0

Madras '... 96 0 Port Elizabeth ... 87 0

Marseilles 163 0 Rotterdam 3: 0

Mauritius. Teleg. mat. 120 0 St. Petersburg 85 0

Melboume 61 0 Shanghai 190 0

Nagasaki. Teleg. cable 25,000 0 Singapore 10 0

Passages 1,710 0 : Spezzia ... 822 0

Port Elizabeth ...
130 0 Stockholm . Teleg. mat . 118 0

Shanghai 823 0 Sydney ... 818 0

Teleg. mat.... 800 Wellington 327 0

Singapore 51 0 Yokohama 100 0

Teleg. mat. 332 0

Sydney 314 0

Trieste . Teleg. mat. 330 0

Trinidad 13 0

Vigo. Teleg. mat. 268 0

Wellington 25 0

Teleg. mat. 2,471 0

Yokohama 160 0

The Crystal Electric Lamp Company, Limited , v.

Pearson.- This was a claim made by the plaintiff company at the

Lord Mayor's Court last week to recover from the defendant, Mr. A.

Pearson , a sum of £20 4s, for electric lamps supplied. The defendant

said that ahalf-brother of his (Mr. Bundy) and a Mr. Roe started the

business of the Decorative Glass Company. He had ordered the

goods of the plaintiffs for that company, and had afterwards given

the authorisation, on the condition that he should either receive the

balance of the electric lamps or be given an authority to collect the

accounts due to the plaintiffs for the lamps. The plaintiffs would do

peither, and therefore he declined to pay for the lamps supplied.

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs.

...

...

...

... ...

...

...

:
:
:

Electrical Exhibits in Manchester. - Messrs. F. H.

Royce & Co., electrical engineers, Manchester, have bapplied the

dynamo and lamps for the fairy fountaia at the Brewers' and Allied

Trades Exhibition now being held at St. James's Hall, Manchester.

They bave also, at Stand No. 74, an exbibit of the transmission of

power by electricity. The National Gas Engine Company exhibit

å small electrical installation consisting of one ;-H.P . brake National

special high speed electric light engine, with various fittings, and

driving dynamo. They have also specimens of electric lightlamps
and fittings. An electric piano is shown by Messrs. Guldman,

Market Street, Manchester.

Electricity in Cork . - The Cold Storage Company,

Limited , have decided on getting rid of their gas engines, and in a

very short time electric motors will replace them . The order for

the motors was given to a local firm .

Embezzlement .-L. A. Longley, accountant, was charged

at the Guildhall Police Court, last Saturday, with embezzling

£4 118. received bybim on behalf of his employers, the Electric

Light Insurance and Maintenance Company , Limited . Prisoner

blamed his betting habits. He was remanded .

...

...

...

... ...
1

1

...

Total £43,386 0 Total £6,964 0

£ 8 .

Foreigo Goods Transhipped.

£ 8.

Calcutta. Teleg. mat .... 75 0 Alexandria . Telepb. mat. 73 0

Port Elizabeth ...
38 0 Barcelona. Electric tram

plant 10,600 0

Malaga 276 0

Stockholm . Teleph . mat. 22 0

66

Total £113 0 Total £10,971 0

Forthcoming Book . -Messrs. Emmott & Co., Limited,

bave in preparation an entirely newwork by Mr. C. N. Pickworth,

Wh. Sc., entitled "The Indicator Handbook : a Practical Manual

for Engineers."

The " Ideal " Eogine. - Messre. Daniel Adamson and

Co. , of Dakinfield, near Manchester, have brought out an exceedingly
neat list in the American style, of their “ Ideal” high art engine.

This steam engine , which is described and well illustrated , is auto

matic and self-oiling, and is said to be specially adaptable for direct

connection, because of its range of speeds, quiet running, absolute

regulation, perfect balance, compactness,andautomatic labrication.

The advantages claimed for the “ Ideal " engine are briefly stated,

and there are some general remarks on the importance of good

lubrication. The " Ideal ” tandem compound engine is described ,

and there are some comments on the economy in compounding, also
on the governor and the “ Ideal" throttle valve. Tables of dimensions

and powers of the engines are given. The list has been very well

put together. Mr. Frank Jordan, of 15, George Street, Mansion

House, E.C., is London agent for Messrs. Adamson.

6
-Books Received." Science and Engineering, 1837 .

1897.” By Chas. Bright, F.R.S.E. Pamphlet, 24 pp ., published by

Messrs. Archibald Constable & Co , 2, Whitehall Gardens.

" Industrial Electricity . ” By A. G. Elliott. ( Tranelated and

adapted from the French of Henry de Graffigny. Published by Whit

taker & Co., London . Price 2s. 6d .

" Alternating Currentsof Electricity, and the Theory of Trans
formers. " By Alfred Still, A.M.I.C.E. Published by Whittaker and

Co. , London. Price 5s.

Catalogues and Lists . - Messrs. Wimshurst, Hollick and

Co.,of Commercial Road, E , who have offices at 17 , Victoria Street,

S.W., send us a 16 -page pampblet in which the general utility of

electric cranes and lifting gear is demonstrated. The letterpress

shows that cranes driven by electric power and fitted with Hollick's

patent gears and motore, are cheaper in first cost, id repairs, and in

working, than cranes worked either by steam or hydraulic power.

Some comments are made upon the general efficiency of cranes, and

illustrated descriptionsare given of Gollick’s patent balanced friction

gear electric overhead travelling crane, electric goods lift and

warehouse crane winch, also of electric cranes in use at the West

India Docks,and at thewharves and works of firms in different parts

The Nottingham Engineering Company, Limited, of Radford,

Langdon - Davies Motor . — The increased facilities for

manufacturing now available at the new works of the Langdon

Davies Moor Company, referred to in our last issue, have already

enabled them to effect a reduction in prices, particulars of which are
given elsewhere.

Private Telephone Systems. - Mr. R. S. Blackburn is

putting in an extension of the Long Eaton Co-operative Society's

telephone system , connecting various additional branches with the

head shop. He is erecting a system of fire and ambulance

telephone call stations for several out-districts and 14 firemen's

houses for the Urban Council of Long Eaton, and is also

laying down a complete telephone system for the Blackley

Co-operative Society.

of the country.
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Reavell v. Brotherhood . - This was an action brought

before Mr. Justice Grantham and aspecial jury by Mr. William

Reavell against Mr. Peter Brotherhood to recover damages for

wrongful dismissal and for breach of contract. Mr. John F. P.

Rawlinson, QO , and Mr. Whatley ( instructed by Mr. Percy J.

Nichols ) appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Backnill, Q.C. , and Mr.

Alfred Lyttleton (instructed by Messrs. Cope & Co.) for the de
fendant. Mr. Rawlinson stated that the action had been settled on

the terms ofthe defendantpaying to the plaintiff the sum of £ 1,000
damages and costs (in addition to the sum of £519 49. already paid

into Court), the defendant also fully withdrawing all chargesof every
kind pleaded as a justification for the dismissal of the plaintiff. Mr.

Bucknill for the defendant assented .

The Shannon Power Scheme. — The proposals of the

Shannon Electrical Power Syndicate were again before the Shannon

Fishery Conservators last week. Mr. Fuller, the engineer, submitted

a tracing showing the proposedcanal. Various questions were drawn

up for the syndicate to answer in regard to the general details of the

undertaking

The Smoke Nuisance.There has been a correspondence

on this subject in the Westminster Gazette. One writer says that ever

since the South Wales coal strike commencedthebig chimneys of the

electric lighting works in East Street, Manchester Square, and

Davies Street, Grosvenor Square, have been vomiting forth - both by

day and by night - volumesof the blackest and foulest smoke.

South African Electrical Notes. The May issue of

the British and South African Export Gazette contains the following

items of electrical interest :

A trial indent of 12 sets of railway carriage electric lighting

apparatus has been placed with Messrs. J. Stone & Co., Deptford,

8.È., by the Cape Government Railways, to be followed by the

necessary orders for a general introduction of these fittings should

the experiment prove successful.

The Kimberley electric lighting scheme baving been approved ,
orders may shortly be expected to be placed for the needful material.

Tenders for arc lamps and insulatedcable were called for last

month by the Johannesburg TownCouncil.

The electrical motor driving the central mill at the Transvaal

Gold Mining Estates Mine baving completely broken down, the

order for a new motor in substitution for it will be immediately

placed.

Apower plant bas just been installed at the York Gold Mine, com

prising two belt-driven 50 -H.P.three-phase inductor type generators,

running at 750 revolutions per minute and supplying power to two

24 - H.P . motors coupled tobelt -driven pumps; also & 3 -H.P. motor

connected to a centrifugal pump; and several small motors for

various kinds of machinery, including one of 9 - H.P ., coupled direct

to a continuous current dynamo of 15 volts 300 amperes output, for

cyanide work.

An electrical plant recently sent out to the Vogelstruis Gold Mine

by the General Electric Company, Manchester, consisted of two

150 -k.w . three -phabe generators, belt-driven at a speed of 300 re

volutions per minute , a frequency of 30 cycles and a pressure of

950 volts ; three triplex single-actingpumps,with plangers 6 ] inches

by 8 inches, coupled direct to 35 - H.P . motors, running at 360 re

volutions.

The generators of the General Electric Power Company, Johan

nesburg, were made by Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co., Baden ,

Switzerland, and their fig -wheels by Messrs. Yates and Thom , Black

bum , the shafts ofthe ily -wheels beingsupplied by anAmerican firm .

An electric lighting plant, manufactured by Messrs. Thomas

Parker, Limited ,Wolverhampton, has been installed at the British

South Africa Mills, Bulawayo.

Spain . - The Consular Journal gays that although the

demand for cables and other electric appliances is increasing in

Spain, English manufacturers are not benefiting at all by it. An

opening for a large supply of water, electric light, and gas , materials

will be afforded by theproposed formation of a company to provide

the town of Oviedo with water, electric lightand gas, for a term of

99 years. The capital has been already subscribed .

8. Z. de Ferranti, Limited . - Messrs. S. Z. de Ferranti,

Limited, late of Charterhouse Square, London, bave now transferred

the manufacture of meters to their newworksat Hollinwood , Lanca

shire. The London works are closed, but a depôt has been opened

at 29, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,for dealing with their meter

business in London and the South of England. Allcommunications

for that district should be addressed to St. John's Square. The re

maining business will be dealt with from Hollinwood .

The " Underground ," — We have received a small leaflet

by Mr. Ernest Callard discussing the question of the ventilation of

the Metropolitan Underground , which has been receiving so much
attention lately.

Bath . - The newgenerating plant is ready to be putinposi

tion as soon as the building contract is completed. Seventy- five of
the new arc lamps have been fixed .

Belfast. - When the report of the Electric Committee

came before the Corporation last week, it was stated that the engineer

hadreported that the Acme Gas Engine Company had refunded

£ 1,593 6s. 6d.in respect of the three engines which were to be re

turned . The TownClerk said the Acmeengines were not found to

come up to theundertaking given bythe company, and it had been

agreedto take them backand repay the money. There was a passage

inthe report relating to the subject of electric traction, but Coun.

cillor Andrews was absent. Thematter is under consideration. The

engineer reports that for the past quarter's working, there was an

increase in the receipts of about 50 per cent., and anincrease of the

output of about 55 per cent., as compared with the corresponding

period of last year.

Bloemfontein . - Definite conclusion is about being come

to, says a London contemporary, with regard to the long -mooted

electric installation for the Orange Free State capital. Accordingto

last advices, it has now been decided to submit the plans and the

Beveral tenders to an engineerinEurope forreport. The tenders sent

in varied in amount from £ 12,000 to £30,000 .

Bournemouth .At the Town Council on Wednesday

last week it was recommended by committee that the Council should

generate the electricity necessary for lighting the pier, pleasure
gardens, and winter gardens, and invite tenders. The town clerk

stated that in 1895 the Local Government Board gaye sanction for

theborrowing of about £ 4,500 for the purpose, any amount decided

on to be repaid within seven years. The Board had now written

asking if anything had been done by the Corporation , and itnot, and

the Council did not propose to act on it, that the sanctionshould be

given op . The scheme the Committee recommended was totake up

Banction to the amount of £ 1,600 for the materialand wiring, and

£ 900 for generating electricity, and the surveyor had prepared a

scheme to utilise the present pamping stations and light the pier,

winter gardens, and pleasure gardens ;but the sum would have to be

repaid in three years, that being the limit of the original period of

sanction. The scheme was agreed to after a discussion on arc v.

incandescent lights. The tender of Messrs. Cash, Robinson & Co. was

Accepted.

Bridlington.- The Council bas resolved to light the

parade on Sunday nights with gas instead of electricity ,

Cardiff . — Complaints have been made to the Lighting

Committee of alleged erratic measurement of the carrent, consumers

considering that they are charged for more than they use. The
Lighting Committee is referring the matter to a Local Government

Board inspector, and is writing to other towns to know whether

similar complaints are made there.

Cheltenham . — The minutes of the Lighting Committee

which were adoptedby the Council last week, state that the electrical

engineer reported that the new steam alternator, No. 6 , had been

started, and hadrun very satisfactorily for about 10 days on the town

mains ; the buildings were nearly complete, and he hoped toget the

battery of accumulators into place shortly. He recommended thata

small part of the extension to the arc lighting mains included in his

estimate of extensions in February should be carried out, at acost of

about £ 120. In consequence of two faults on high pressure cables on

Saturday evening, the 16th ult ., the town supply was interrupted for

periods of eight and 18minutes respectively, at about 7.20 p.m. and

10.50 p.m. The earlier fault was due to breakdown of a rubber insu

lated cable forming a service in Lansdown Terrace, and the second

fault occurred on one of the two main feeders and at the junction o

the St. George's and Gloucester Roads. At this place the cable had

been several times disturbed by openings made by the gas company:

andthe Highways and Waterworks Departments,and he thought it

likely it had suffered some rough usage; the fault , however, was very

much burnt up, and at that time he could give no definite opinion as

to the cause of the trouble. Both faults had been repaired. The

estimate of expenditure on street lighting for the current year was

£ 3,750 for gas and £ 2,550 for electric lighting - total £ 6,300.

Chiswick . – The District Council last week passed the

following resolution: - " That a statement of the dealings of the late

DistrictCouncil with the Boume and Grant Electricity Supply Com ,

pany, Limited, anda copy of the correspondence between the said

parties, together with a copy of the agreement originally entered

into, be supplied by the clerk to each member of the present Council

and also to the public press, and that all necessary stepsbe at once

taken to re-acquire the electric lighting power of the parish .”

Conisborough.--The Parish Council will oppose the

General Power Distributing Company's scheme.

Country House Lighting.-- According to an Aberdeen

paper, Mr. George Farquharson, of Whitehouse, hasjust atilised the

water-power which has been hitherto running to waste on Donside

for electric lighting purposes. A pipe conveys the water down the

hillsideto a turbinewhichdrives thedynamo. Every part ofthe
mansion house is lighted electrically, and the long winding avende

is also illuminated by lamps hung trom the trees. During theday

the current willbe usedfordriving the threshing mill, corn-braising

machine, turnip and chaff cutters , & c. The turbine house is about

100 yards from the mansion house. The electrical work was carried

out by Messrs.Middleton & Co.Thedynamowas supplied by the

ElectricConstruction Company, and the tarbine by Mesars. w .

Günther & Oo.

-

.

-

ELEOTRIO LIGHTING NOTES.

Alloa.- The Alloa Public Baths and Gymnasium , which

Mr.John Thomson Paton has jast handed over to the town of Alloa,

is fitted up with electric light ihroughout. The work was carried out

byMessrs. Mavor & Coulson, Limited, whose patent concentric water

tight system has been installed.
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Coventry.The quarterly statement of the Corporation
Electric Light Department shows a considerable advance upon the

corresponding quarter last year. The amount of current sapplied

was 30,090 units, as compared with 21,516 during the same quarter

lastyear. The rentals amounted to £ 891 48. 5d., as compared with

£ 547 6s, 5d ., while the number of consumers increased from 76

to 112.

Clay Cross. — The District Council is considering the

scheme of the General Power Distributing Company. There is a

gooddeal of feelingin favour of the proposal, bat the matter is to be

investigated by the Highway and Lighting Committee.

Devonport. - An offer to provide the town with one of

Willoughby's relase destructors, capable of dealing with from 70 to
100 tons of refuse per day, has been referred to the Sanitary Com .

mittee, with the assistance of the Electric Lighting and Tramways

Committee. It the destructor is approved, it could be purchased at

the end of three months for £ 2,000.

Dundee . - The Town Council last week unanimously

passed the recommendation advancing the salary of the borough

electrical engineer, Mr. Tittensor, by £ 50 per annum . There was a

general discussion in the Council, on the suggestion of the engineer

that lamps should beplaced incertain streets, and it was moved that

the engineer should draw up a big scheme, embracing the central and

principal streets of the town. Itwas stated byothers that they had

already had a big acheme fromthe engineer, which was delayed until

thetramway question was settled. The proposals for lamps to be put

ap in certain streets were referred backto the Gas Committee.

The electricity rental during the past year came to £ 6,279 odd, an

increase of £ 736 odd compared with theprevious year.

Eton . - The District Council bas appointed a Committee

to obtain information re electric lighting from other towns.

Falham.- We understand that at last week's Vestry

meeting the ElectricLighting Committee recommendedthe appoint

ment of Mr. F. H. Medhurst as consulting electrical engineer .

Germany. — The United States Consul at St. Gall, in a

report tohis Government, states,according to the Board of Trade

Journal, that in the following cities in the German Empire the

municipal anthorities own and manage the electric works that supply

light and power : Bremen, Barmen , Cassel, Darmstadt, Düsseldort,

Elberfeld, Hanover, Cologne, Königsburg, Lübeck, and Pforzheim .
All of these cities, with the exception of Hanover, also own the gas

works. The following cities have constructed theelectric works for

the purposes of light and power, but have leased the management of

the same to private operators: Aix -la -Chapelle, Chemnitz, Frankfort,

Strasburg, and Stuttgart, allof which , with the exception of Chemnitz,

are cities where the gas works are under the management of private

corporations. In the following cities, private companies have estab
lished electric works with the agreement that, under certain condi.

tions, the municipal authorities shall have the privilege of securing

absolutecontrol andownership by purchase : Altona, Dessau, Gera,

Hagen , Heilbronn, Leipsic, Mülhausen, Stettin , and Zwickau. oi

these cities, thegas works are under private control in Dessau, Hagen,

Mülhausen, and Zwickau .

Glasgow .- The Electricity Committee last week gene

rally approved of the report, mentioned inourlast issue, recommend.

ing a large electric lighting scheme, involving halt a million

expenditure, for the municipalarea .

Glossop. — The Town Council is engaging a Manchester
engineer toreport on an electric light scheme.

Godalming . - On Tuesday last week a Local Govern

ment Board inquiry was held with reference to the Council's

application for a £ 1,500 electric lighting loan . Evidence as to the

scheme was given by Mr. Cousins, electrical engineer, representing

the firm of Kincaid, Waller & Manville, and the Mayorand other

residente spoke in favour of electric lighting, and stated that the gas

was at present bad, and much too dear. The town clerk explained
that a station site had been parchased for £400 near the pumping

station . The number of lamps within the compulsory area is32.

Govan . - The Police Commissioners have adopted the

recommendation of the Electric Lighting Sub - committee that

steps be taken to put theelectric lightingpowers into force, and the

matter has been referred back to the Committee to consider and

advise as to system , site, and other details. It was considered that

an electric supply undertaking was a municipal necessity.

Hampstead . - On_Thursday night last week, for the first

time, the lower part ofHeath Street, with High Street and Haver

stock Hill, were lighted with electricarc lamps. There will now be

& straight continuous line of arc lamps from the fire station to

OxfordStreet.

Hastings . - The electric light machinery for the Corpora

tion worksat Waterworks Road isin workingorder, andthe requisite

one month's notice has been givento tothe Hastings Electric Light

Company of the desire of the Council to determine the existing

agreement with the companyfor the lighting of the electric lamps
on the front line. The Public Lighting Committee has reported

to the Council that the Board of Trade had issued the provisional

order aathorising the supply of electricity by the Council. Section

3 of the order, providingthatthe order shall not come into force or

have effect ,notwithstanding the confirmation thereof by Parliament,
until such date as the Board of Trade fix a date for the commence

meat of the order when they are satisfied that the Council has com.

pleted the purchase of the undertaking of the Hastings and st.

Leonards-on - Sea Electric Light Company, Limited, in accordance

with the agreements entered into by the Council with the company,

and that as from the commencement of the order the orderspre

viously granted to the company and to the Corporation shall be

revoked . The necessary application has been made to the Local

Government Board for the sanction to the borrowing of the money

required for the purchase of the company's undertaking.

Hall. There is a proposal to construct a subway, and

the gas engineer has sunk& trial bore with a satisfactory result. It

is suggestedthat the Waterworks and Electric Lighting Committees

should lay their mains in the subway and take part in the cost

( £ 4,000 ). The Council is to consider the matter.

Ilfracombe. A Bill to confirm the Ilfracombe Pro

visional Order granted by the Board of Trade came before the

Examiners of the House of Commons last week .

India. The erection of the electric light at the Golden

Temple, Amritsar, has been completed . There are altogether 16

lightsput up round the sacredtank, and one large globe onthe tower

ofBaba Atal. The Sikhs would not allow the interior of the temple

to be lightedby electricity , on the ground that it would be contrary

to the doctrine expounded by the Guru. The temple authorities

have, however, secured two large chandeliers for the inside of the

temple,and are waiting to see a change in the views of their co

religionists, especially the Kukas, in the hopes of havingthem fitted
inside the temple later on . The cost of the whole is about

Rs.60,000

Ipswich . - The tenders for the installation of the electric

light at the new Workhouse were to have been opened at the meeting

of the Board of Guardians on Friday, but the clerk said that he had

only received three, and he had heard something mentioned as to

there having been a misunderstanding. No tender had come in from

either of the local firms. It was decided to defer the consideration of

the tenders for a week .

Isle of Wight.- At the last meeting of the Shanklin

District Council the members deputed to discuss with the Sandown

DistrictCouncil the question of the lighting of the two districts by

electricity , reported having met representatives of Sundown. It was

then explained that Messrs. Edmundson were prepared to form a

company for the supply of electric light within the districts. The

company explained its terms re charging, time of purchase by the

Corporation , & c. The estimated outlaywas stated to be £ 25,000,

including ananticipated 10 miles of mains. A draft agreement had

been forwarded, but the matterwas not discussed, the clerk being

instructed to confer with the solicitor to the Board and a representa

tive of the company.

Islington. The report of the Electric Lighting Com

mittee shows that during the quarter ending March 31st the Vestry

hasmadea profit, after payingall its liabilities on capital account, of

£1,763. The sale of the light isincreasing by leaps andbounds. In

the corresponding quarter of 1897 the number of units sold, including

public lighting, was 132,044, which produced arevenue of£ 3,213,

bat in the last quarter the supply had goneup 99 per cent., the total

units sold being 263,502, or an increase of 131,458. The revenge was

£5,917, or anincrease of £ 2,704. The working expenses in the March

quarter of 1897 were £ 2,035, or nearly equal to 31d . per unit, During

last quarter the expenses of productionwere £ 2,668, ornearly equi

valent to 24d . per unit. Thus the working expense only increased 31

per cent., while the revenue increased by 84 percent. The net profit

in March, 1897, was only £ 147, and £ 1,205 gross. Now the gross

profit is £ 3,326 and £ 1,753 net.

Leith . - On Wednesday last week Bailie Manclark, the
convener of the Electric Lighting Committee took out the first

shoveltull of earth at the foot of Leith Walk, and the laying of

mains was proceeded with immediately.

Leyton .-- A Local Government Board inquiry is to be

held on 20th inst. re the Council's electric lighting extensions loan.

The electrical engineer has reported as follows:-Units generated in

March, 23,451 ; units sold , 14,506 ; maximum current, 390 ; lamps

installed, 828 ; total lamps installed to March, 6,788-6 ; total applica

tions to date (April 5th ), 126 ; total customers connected to date

(April 8th ), 116 ; less customers disconnected , 4 ; net total, 112 ;

largest number of lights on at any one moment, 3,900, being about

58 :3 per cent. of the total connected . The tender of the General

Electric Company for dynamos, for the sum of £ 64716s. 6d . bas been

accepted, instead of that of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., who could

not undertaketo deliver the dynamos until the expiration of eight

instead of three months, as provided by the specification .

Lincoln . - In a few weeks the Corporation will com

mence to lay electric mains for the supply of electricity, and we

understand that an arrangement has been made with theNational

Telephone Company to lay their underground cables at the same

time, the company bearingthe cost of the trenches, & c.

London.--The clerk to the St. Giles Board of Works

reportedat the last meeting that he had, withthe surveyor, attended

the inquiry held bythe Board of Tradeinto the supplyof electricity
to thedistrict, andthey had been successful in all they had contended

for. Mr. Doli: That is, in two years we are to have a competitive
supply .

Long Eaton.- The Co -operative Society has asked the

District Council for permission to take electric cables along the

streets from the old gasworks to their property in Main Street.

The subject stands deferred.

1
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Lowestoft. - The Corporation is considering the advis

ability of providing electric light, and a provisional order has been

obtained. One clause would bave empowered the authority to supply

electrical fittingsand fixtures, but to this the Board of Trade objected .

At a meeting on Monday, May 10th , the Council decided to press the
Board for the retention of this clause, or a modification. It is

intended to work the electric light in conjunction with the Horsfall
destructor,

Ludlow . — The Town Coun zil last week formally resolved,

ontherecommendation of the Lighting Committee, to give the £ 20prize

offered for the award of best electric lighting schemeto Mr. Enwright,

ofKensington. The Committee were much disappointed to find that the

mill power was not sufficient to drive an electric light plant. Of the

10 schemes received only two exclusively dealt with the water-power,

and these in such a way as to interfere with the Waterworks power.

They could not entertain a scheme which would interfere with the

water supply. Mr. Enwright's scheme proposed to use gas for

driving power. The idea was to erect a Dowson's patent gas

apparatus to provide its own gas, and to lay down two engines of

54horse-power, which would be sufficient to provide light for six or

seven hours a day for thewhole borough. It was proposed toerect

the plant in the Cattle Market, with a main feeder to the Butter

Cross, from whence the mains would be distributed . The total

expenditure for this scheme was £5,000 , the estimated annual cost

to the Corporation was £ 650, and the estimated annual revenue

£ 1,300, yielding a profit of £500 or £600 a year. Mr. Enwright also

stated he would find a contractor to carry out the work at the figures

damed .

Luton. — Over three years ago the Council obtained an

electric lighting provisional order, and has since obtainedan exten
sion of it for one year. An electrical engineer recently submitted a

report on a scheme, and a deputation inspected systems in various

places. A few days ago the party went to Brighton, and were shown
round by Mr. Arthur Wright .

Malvern . - Messrs. C. Santler & Co. are lighting up the

Arts and Industries Exhibition at Malvern from May 3rd to 10th at

the Assembly Rooms. There are three arc lights of 1,000 H.P. each,
and a number of incandescent lights on exhibition stalls of 8 and

16 C.P. each . There is no public electric lighting in Malvern .

Manchester . - At the monthly meeting of the Manchester

Corporation on Wednesday last week, Alderman Higginbottom , in

moving the adoption of the minutes of the committee, explained the

circumstances under which he and the deputy chairman had been

appointed to give evidence before the Special Joint Committee of the

House of Lords regarding the supply of electrical energy by Corpo

rations and others, and this was a matter which affected that Cor

poration and other authorities. The Joint Committee was appointed

because of a difficulty that bad arisen between Lord Morley, chair

man of the Lord's Committee, and Sir Courtenay Boyle. The

important principle was involved as to whether companies were to be

allowed to competewith Corporations and other authorities within

their own areas. If this were so , the Manchester Corporation would

be placed in a serious position. The Manchester Tramways Company

had a Bill before Parliament, and if the principle he had spoken of

were granted, the company might have power notonly to work the

tram lines electrically , but alsoto compete with the Corporation in

the supply of the electric light to consumers. He could not conceive

that the Joint Committee would report in opposition to the interests

of Corporations. If they did , theCorporation would have to take

steps to be heard before Parliament in another matter. He could

assure the Council that be, and those co-operatingwith him, had done

their best to defeat a very wrong thing indeed. The estimate of the

electricity department in Manchesterfor the current yearamount, on

expenditureaccount, to £7,000, the current for public lighting ab

sorbing £ 1,500, and lamps and connections £ 5,500.

Monmouth.-The local papers are full of a report of last

week's Council meeting, which lasted for three hours,thegreaterpart

of the time being passed in a discussion regarding remote points in

the drainage and electric lighting scheme. The matterreally seems to

refer more to the drainage worksthan to the electric lighting affairs,

there being some disagreement between the consultingengineer and

one of the contractors ; but wherein the electric lightingscheme is

affected is the resignation of the chairman and another member of

the Electric Lighting Committee, theformer having been actively

connected with the combined scheme all along.

Montrose. - The Asylum House Committee bas had

under consideration the renewal of the electric lighting plant of the

main building of the institution. The report of Mr. Young, engineer,

Glasgow , had been considered, and, on bis suggestion , it was agreed

that the type of engine should be the Belliss. After consultation

with Mr. Young, it was agreed to accept the offer of Messrs. W.

Dickson & Co., Glasgow , to carry out the installation , their offer being

in every respect thelowest.

Morecambe . - In connection with the installation of

electric light at Morecambe, tenders are invited for supplying a

wrought- iron water tank, 5,005 gallons capacity, by Mr. C.F.

Parkinson, the engineer. It was expected that the work would be

completed for Whitsuntide, but it has been delayed, and will not be
finiebed before the latter part of the season . When the front

Promenade is first lighted is is intended to hold a féle , which will

take the form of a “ Battle of Flowers. " The District Council some

time ago took over the works of the private company.

Newcastle.-At last week's City Council meeting Mr. W.

Smith presented the reportof the special committee appointedto

consider the desirability of the Corporation undertaking the provision

of electricity, recommending thatthe committee beauthorised to

negotiate as to terms upon which the electric light companies will

transfer their undertakings to the Corporation.

Ossett. - The Town Council has resolved to visit and

inspect the electric lighting plant and refused estructor in Shoreditch,

with a view to ascertaining the practicability of combining the two

objects in Ossett.

Perth . — The Board of Trade bave issued a provisional

order to the Police Commissioners in connection with the electric

lighting of the city.

The Police Commission bas received a letter from the Mutual

Electric Supply Company, Brighton, stating that if the Commis.

siopers were disposed to delegate the powers under their provisional

order for electric lighting,they were prepared to offer terms for con
sideration. The Commissioners havereplied that they are not yet in

a position to entertain a proposal, but that it would be considered at

the proper time.

At the monthly meeting of the Police Commission on Monday, dis

cussion took place regarding an account of £15 153. tendered by Mr.

Thomas Barton, Blackburn, for & report on the electric lighting

scheme. The Lord Provost Dewar said Mr. Barton offered tocome

and give them the benefit of his advice, but it was on the under:

standing that they were not to be committed to him either for advice

or in the appointment of an electrical engineer. The country, his

continued, wag swarming with gentlemen of this kind,who

werewilling to go here, there, and everywhere, to advise those in

terested in electric installations. They were in the position of

gentlemen whohadsomething to sell, and they meant to take the

opportunity of selling it. The Corporation paid Mr. Barton's

expenses, and it was on the distinct understanding that there wool i

be no other claim that Mr. Barton was allowed to give advice at all.

One or two other gentlemen bad been employed on the same terms,

and it would be a dangerous precedent to admit this claim , even to

the extent of five guineas, as was proposed . He objected to paying

every gentleman who volunteered his services to the Commission.

It was agreed to deny liability.

Peterborough. The local company which was hoping
to undertake the electric lighting of Peterborough in the event of the

Local Government Board persisting in its refasal of the application

of the Town Council for raising aloan, is, of course, disappointed

at the Board's laststepin granting powers to the municipality. The

Peterborough ElectricLighting and Power Company seems to think

that the Board will neither revoke its order nor grantthe application,

yet it is considered that the Board would not allow two orders to be

worked , as the area is not large enough to justify that step.

Plymouth . - At the meeting of the Town Council on

Monday there was an animated debate previous to agreeing to the

large increase in the rates, i.e , 11d . ia the £. Naturally the electric
lighting and traction scheme came in for some criticiem . Mr.

Bellamy, one of Plymouth's foremost men, and who is connected with

the gas company, agreed that the town was badly lighted, and that

something should be done. But with gas at 18. 90. the 1,000 — the

cheapest in England-that was, heconsidered, not a town to go in
for aluxury like electric light. He believed there would be a loss on

the electriclight and work generally of £ 1,500 a year.

Poplar . — The following took place at a recent meeting

of the District Board of Works, and is reported in a Whitechapel

paper :-The County of London BrushProvincial and Electric Light

Company wrote asking for the name of the member who accused the

company of " touting " for the company, and saying that unless it

were given proceedings in another quarter would be taken. Mr.

Marks: Who was the letter addressed to ? The clerk replied that

the first letter was addressed to himself, and it appeared to be &

personal application to him, because the letter said , “ I shall be glad

to hear from you.” Mr. Marks : Then the letter is a private one,

and we have nothing to do with it. The clerk explained that he had

placed the letters before a special committee, who would have nothing

to do with the matter. Mr. J. R. Smith: I shall move that the

communications be laid on the table. Mr. Pardy seconded the

motion , which was unanimously agreed to.

Rathmines . - Mr. Robert Hammond is to furnish a

supplemental report on his proposed scheme for lighting the town

electrically. The secretary of the Electric Light Commitee bas

reported having taken legal advice as to the extent of the obligation

thrown on the Tramway Company by the 15thsection of the Electric

Power Act, 1897, to light the road , and Mr. Fitzgerald is of opinion

that that section required the company, where pillars are erected in

the centre of the road, to light the whole width of the road to the

satisfaction of the local authority.

Sheffield. There is a proposal before the City Council

to appoint a Special Committee to take into consideration the

desirability or otherwise of proceeding further with the separate

electric power station, seeing now that the Corporation are owners of

the present electric station, where there is sufficient room to put all

that is required for the tramways for a considerable time to come,

and, in the meantime, to make full investigation into how far the

waste heat of all the destructors and water-power might be used in

the future for generating electricity, and report.

The Parliamentary Committee has expressed its approval ofthe

steps taken by thetown clerk in conjunctionwith the representatives

of other towns in the district to oppose the Bill of the General Power

1
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day during which the maximum demand is to be used from 2 hours

to 11 hours. The Committee recommended “ That as and from July

1st, 1898, the price for energy for lighting purposes be fixed at 6d.

per unit, on amaximum demand of an average of 1 } hours per day,

and 3d. per unit for all energy consumed in excess.” The Council

adopted the resolation .

Worcester. - Mr. Ruthven Murray, the borough electrical

engineer, has, in accordance with the instructions of the Council, issued

his report upon the working of the generating station for the past

year, dealing with the various matters in theabstract of accounts

issued by the committee some months ago. He calculates, says a

local paper, the additional cost for coal , by reason of extra cartage to

the works, at £127 on the 1,702 tons consumed in the 12 months,and

he points out that tbis represents 6 per cent. on £2,100. He esti

mates the revenue derived from water-power at £ 1,880. Dealing

with the question of the charge to be made to consumers, he says :

“ The lowness of the average price cbtained is not proof that we are

supplying under cost , as has been urged , since , whether a profit or

lose is made depends entirely onthe length of time the supply is used

or the number of units consumed permaximumlamp demanded. The

units sold at 6d. cost 88. and upwards, whilst those sold at 21d . cost

under id. I am strongly in favour of an alteration in price, but such

alteration must be to charge the short hour user somewhere nearer

the cost of the supply, so that the loss incurred on such shall not be

borne by the profitable consumer, as is now the case.” He proceeds,

also, to explain how so great a loss as 25 per cent. of the current

generated is occasioned, viz ., by the performance of work in the

system , either by magnetising iron in transformers or meters so as to

increase the sensitiveness in registering a very small proportion of

their full load current, or in overcoming the resistance to the trans

mission of energy in the mains or other conductors. The lost power

generated by water represents 55 26 and by steam 44:74 . Of the total

power generated during 1897, water-power represented 46:60 against
steam 53:40.

.

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Distributing Company, and also with reference to the Joint Committee

of Inquiry which has just been considering electrical matters in
London .

Shoreditch . - On 5th inst. the Electric Lighting Com

mittee issued its first report, showing the results of the first pine

months' working. There is stated to be a profit of £2,063 Os. 4d .

St. Pancras . - At the meeting on Wednesday the Vestry

resolved to reduce the charge for current for public street lighting

from 5d . to 4d. per uoit, the alteration to come into force on July 1st .

It was also decided, commencing on the same date, to reduce the

charge to private consumers to 6d. per unit for the first 14 hours'

daily consumption, and to 3d. per unit for all current used after

wards. The Vestry sanctioned an expenditure of £790 for additional

condensing plant for the King's Road station. The Elieson Lamina

Accumulator Company, 4, Greenland Place, N.W. , has consented to

lend the Vestry a mrtor dust van on trial , provided that the local

authority would supply the current for charging purposes Iree of

expense. The Dust Committee has accepted the offer.

Swinton , -Last week a meeting of ratepayers and owners

resolved to oppose the General Power Distributing Company's

scheme.

Teignmouth . - The Gas Committee of the District

Council recommends that information be obtained showing the

probable cost of a provisional order for lighting the town by

electricity.

West Hartlepool.— Tenders are shortly to be invited for

the erection of the lighting station. The Sub-committee has sub

mitted its report to the Corporation on dust destructors. After

visiting Bradford, Oldham, Shoreditch, Layton and St. Luke's

(London), it is recommended that a six- celldestructor be obtained

for West Hartlepool at a cost of about £5,000 or £6,000 .

Westgate -on -Sea . - A Board of Trade inquiry will be

held byMajor Cardew to-day (Friday) in the matter ofthe Isle of

Thanet District Council's application for a provisional order.

Wick . — The Harbour Trust had recently under discus

sion a proposal to light the harbour with electricity, the motive

power to be derived from an overflow stream which falls into the

onter basin. Owing to shortness of funds the proposal is to be held

in abeyance in the meantime.

Wigan.- Circulars were recently issued to ratepayers re

electric lighting ; 69 were in favour of an installation beiog laid

down, and61 undertook to use the current. 85 were not in favour

of an installation, and did not undertake to use the current. 29 were

in favour of an installation, but would not underteke to use the cur.

rent, and 69 gave a provisional undertaking. The Gas and Electric

Lightiog Committee recommended the Town Council to appoint a

sub -committee to make inquiries into the subject of electricity

generally, and for that purpose to visit six towns where public

electric lighting has been established. This resolution

the subject of a discussion at the monthly meeting of the

Council on Wednesday last week. Mr. Laycock said he desired

to take exception to the resolution which was passed at the meeting

of the Gas and Electric Lighting Committee the previous day. He

failed to see the advisability ofappointing another Sub-committee.

They all remembered that in March of 1894 a Sub -committee, con

sisting of 14 members, was appointed. They had practically a roviog

commission given to them to make inquiries all over the country, and

he was inclined to think they even went out of the country to get

information upon that matter. At the end they issued a report, and

they advertised and succeeded in getting tenders for the laying down

ofplant,but although they had got much information, and spent, he

believed he was right in Baying hundreds of pounds of ratepayers'

money in getting that information, yet they did not recommend

whether the high or low tension should be adopted in Wigan . Even

in asking for tenders they left it for the electrical engineers to say

whether they would recommend high or low tension . He thought

thatwas purely an engineering and a technicalmatter,and he thought

the better course to adopt would be to get the opinion of an expert

before they appointed another committee. An expert would recom

mend a proper system , and give them places where it had been

adopted, and the Committee would be able to recommend the

Council to adopt a particular course. To give the Committee power

to roam about as the other Committee did would be a waste of

money . Mr.Ashton said that the minute was put on the book to get

the feeling of the Council as to whether they were in favour of the

electric light or not. Personally, he thought it ought to go forward

in Wigan . After further discussion the minute waswithdrawn.

Wimbledon . - At last week's District Council meeting

Mr. A. H. Preece submitted his report and plans on the question of

the combination of the refuse destructor in the boiler house of the

electric light works. The total estimated expense was £ 4,650. Mr.

Preece was extremely anxious that the interest and sinking fund of

the destructor should be kept distinct from the electric lighting

accounts. The electric lighting undertaking should also be paid at

least 18. per ton if it was to undertake the working of the destructor.

The Council resolved to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to a loan of £ 5,000. A number of tenders were recently

obtained by the surveyor from certain firms for the electric wiring of

the depót buildings in Queen's Road, but the Council bas resolved to

return these tenders, and advertise generally for estimates. The cost
is about £150 .

Wolverhampton . - At Monday's meeting of the Town

Council the Lighting Committee presented a report, inwhich they

proposed to make a reduction in the average number of hours per

was

Belfast. - It will be remembered that the Tramway

Company has informed the Corporation that it cannot establish

electric traction upon its lines unless its lease is extended. Last

week there was a proposal before the Corporation to make the Law

and Electric Committees into a Special Committee with a view to

icquiring into the whole question , but after a lengthy discussion the

matter fell through , the meeting being counted out before a vote
was taken .

Birkenhead . The report of the Special Tramways Com

mittee , which we gave briefly last week, was adopted by the Town

Council on 4th inst ., without binding itself to the detail of the

routes suggested. In the discussion upon the report there was some

opposition, and it was urged that having regard to the contemplated

outlay, namely £ 200,000, the matter should be dealt with by a fall

meeting of the Council, whereas only about half the members were

present at the meeting. However, the report was adopted by a large

majority.

Birmingbam .-- The old tramway controversy is agitating

the minds of the City Councillors, who, it will be remembered,

blocked the way for enterprise by declining toallow the Tramway

Company to use the overhead trolley system. Mr. Ross's statement,

which appeared in our “ City Notes ” last week, to the effect that the

company at one stage of the negotiations received permission to use
the trolley system, is denied by members of the Council, and the

Town Clerk is communicating with Mr. Ross on the subject.

Dublin .-The Clontarf and Hill of Howth Tramroad

Bill was before a Select Committee of the House of Lords last week .

The tramway will run along the foreshore of Dublin Bay and
terminate at Howth . It will form a connection with the tramways

of the Dublin United Tramways Company, which are worked by

electric power . The overhead electric trolley system is proposed.

Mr. Fraser, M.I.C.E., engineer to the scheme, gave evidence.

The Dublin Southern District Tramways Bill in relation to the

speed allowed on their lines was before a Select Committee of the
House of Commons last week.

The Drumcondra Commissioners have decided that the Dublin

United Tramways Company be cbarged wayleave for being allowed

permission to run electric trams through ihe township, first pay

ment to commence at the end of 10 years from the obtaining the

order from the Privy Council, and the amount to be paid to be then

arranged by arbitration between the Town Commissioners and the

company, the line of rails to be placed on the centre of the road,
and the extension to be completedwithin five years.

The Kingstown Commissioners are endeavouring to induce the

Dublin United Tramways Company to undo some of the damage

to the township , which the Southern Districts Company, with

the full assent of the same Commissioners, inflicted . The com

pany, according to Freeman's Journal, is proving amenable, and

in its own interests. For if the double lined tramway has added

enormously to the difficulties of business men in the main

thoroughfare of Kingstown, the delays of the cars in getting through

have detracted very seriously from the attractions of the tramway
service .

.
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Dudley .-- At last week's Council meeting the mayor,

moving the adoption of the report of the Railway, Tramway, and
Electric Lighting Committee, remarked that in the matter of the

proposed tramway to Cradley Heath they wishod to work har

moniously with the Rowley Régis District Council. It the Rɔwley
authority would not construct a line in their district and would give

Dudley the power the latter would do it. The Rowley people, how

ever, had decided todo it themselves. A report is being drawn op

of the deputation's visit to the Worcester Electricity Works.

Dudley -Stourbridge.-- Last week an active start was

madewith the alteration of the permanent way to permit of the

introduction of electric traction. The rolling stock is being made as

quickly as possible, so as to effect an early completion of the under
taking

Dundee. - The Coporation Tramway Bill under which

power is sought to work the lines in Dundee and district, was before

# Select Committee of the House of Lords last week.

Ealing.-Various electric tramway matters were under

consideration at last week's District Council meeting. There was a

letter from the simplex Electric Traction (Conduit) Company,

setting out the advantages of the company's system of electric

traction for tramways, and inviting the Council to see itin operation

at Prescott, and also a communication from another firm anxious

to acquaint the Council with the merits of its electric traction

apparatus. The scheme of the London United TramwaysCompany

was discussed, and the voting was 7 in favour of the following re

solution and 8 against : - " That this Council withdraw its opposition

to the London United Tramways Bill, subject to terms and con :

ditions beingarranged, and that Mr. CliftonRobinson be requested

to meet the Council in committee with the view to the adjustment

of such terms and conditions." The motion was accordingly lost .
One member and the chairman did not vote .

Electric Power Schemes.- The Notts and Midland

Traders' Association has passed a resolation expressing the opinion

that it is desirable to encourage the introduction of electricalpower

into the towns and villages of Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, and

district, as it would prove of the utmost practical utility in aiding
griculture, village trades, and general manufactory purposes. This

was in connection with the General Power Distributing Company's

scheme.

Glasgow . — The Tramway Committee recommended, and

it has been approved, that it be remitted to the sub- committee on the

Springburn route to make arrangements to have poles, & c .,put up

on the High Street line, at present being constructed, and which had

unusually steep gradients, so that it mightbe worked with electric

power in connection with the Springburn line.

Grimsby . - The tramway track is out of repair in some

places, and the company is delaying remedying the detects in view

of theprobable adoption of electric traction very shortly. The High

ways Committee, however, has requested that the lines be pat into

repair at once .

Hastings. The scheme of the Hastings, Bexhill, and

District Light Railways(Electric) Company is to be again considered

by the Town Council . The Council's own scheme was not passed

by the necessary two-thirds majority, hence the re-opening of the

negotiations with the company, , Mr. Murphy will attend a special

meeting of the Council to confer re the company's proposals.

Italy . - It is reported that Messrs. Siemens & Halske, of

Berlin, bave submitted to the municipal authorities of Alessandra

and Valenza a proposal to construct an electric railway between the

two towns, a distance of about 40 kilometres. It is proposed to

atilise thewater-power of the river Po in the generation of the

necessary electrical energy .

Johnstone. — The British Electric Traction Company

have lodged an application with the Town Council soliciting their
approval of their scheme for constructing a tramway in the burgh

connecting with Paisley. The application raised a livelydiscussion
at the monthly Council meeting . The Council wants further in

formation of the scheme.

Kidderminster -Stourport.-- Successful trial runs were

made over this electric line on Tuesday and Thursday last week .

Tuesday's trial was merely to test the accuracy of the gauge, but on

Thursday electric power was used . The official inspection is fixed for

Monday next, May 16th.

Leeds.-- The question of providing electric cars on the

Wortley route was considered at a meeting of the Leeds Highway

Sub-committee on 9th inst . A deputation presented a petition

signed by about 400 ratepayers, entering an emphatic protestagainst

the decision to extendthe electric system of traction to the four

routes mentioned, to the exclusion of Armley and Wortley. The

objection which the committee bave to deal with on the Wortley

route is that the cars would have to be turned in Boar Lane, a pro

ceeding which would cause considerable inconvenience to the traffic

in oneof the most crowded thoroughfares of the city . Some means

of overcoming this difficulty, it was said, must be found before the

electric system can be extended to Armley and Wortley. The

committee, however, agreed that it was desirable that the system

should be extended to the Wortley route at an early date, and will

probably deal with the question as soon as the workupon which they

are entering iscompleted. Dr. Hopkinson was againappointed con

sulting electrician in connection with the extensions, and was

instructed to prepare plans and specifications for the four routes

decided upon, and to submit them to the committee when ready.

Liverpool. - It seems that Sir Arthur B. Forwood has

actually severed his connection , not only with the TramwaysCom .

mittee but with the City Council. The circumstances which led to

this were briefly stated in our last issue.

London to Oxford . — The Financial News says : - " The

Light Railways Act possesses possibilities to which commercial men

are waking up. Weare told of a dream of England one vast net

work of tramways. It will probably remain a dream ; for the world

has not leisure to travel slowly nowadays. But there is talk of a

scheme more practicable — the establishment of a roadtramway from

Londonto Oxford. It is not hoped to secure much throughtraffic,

but to link the towns and villages together in one whole, and thus to

develop local traffic. We presume that electric traction will be

aimed at, and that the overhead wire is deemed the best system .

That gives a rather appalling idea of what rural England may become

in time."

Manchester. - The recent conference which took place

last week between the Manchester Corporation and representatives of

the local authorities interested in the tramway servicefailed to bring

about a satisfactory arrangement in view of the expiration ofthe

Carriage Company's lease, the Tramways Committee of the City

Council have, according to the Manchester Guardian, reconsidered

the subject, and now submit the following scheme, sabject to Parlia

mentary sanction :-1. The several authorities outside the city shall,

at their own cost, acquire and place the lines in their respective dis

tricts in & condition suitable for electric traction . 2. The several

localauthorities shall, either by themselves or by arrangement with

the Electricity Committee of the Corporation or other local authority,

provide electric energy and necessary equipment for the working of

the tramways in their districts on the same system and at the same

voltage as proposed tobe adopted in Manchester. 3. Each authority

shallfix the fare in its owndistrict, and the same shall beplaced

to the credit of such authority. 4. Each authority shall be debited

with the following and suchother charges, not incladed under these

headings, as may be incurred in the working and management of the

tramways in the districts of such authority, all such charges to be

ascertained on the car mileage principle :-(a) Traffic expenses ;(6)

management expenses ; (c) repairs and maintenance of car sheds,

workshops,& c ; ( d ) repairs , maintenance, and renewals of rolling

stock ; (@) interest on capital expended on rolling stock ,car sheds,

workshops, &c.; ( sinking fand in respect of same; (g) deprecia

tion in respect of same; (h) electric energy in cases where the Elec

tricity Committee of Manchester Corporation supply the same; (0) a

charge of 5 percent. on the total working expenses incurred by the

Corporationunder the above-mentioned items, exclusive of electric

energy. 5. The net receipts in each district afterdeductions as above

indicated to be handed over to the local authority.. 6. The repair and

maintenance of the permanent way in each districtshall be under

taken by the local authority at their own cost. 7. This arrangement

to be subject to revision at the end of three years' working. These

terms are receiving consideration from the local authorities.

A conference took place in Manchester on Taesday between the

Manchester Corporation and representatives of local authorities

interested re thesuggestions made by the Manchester Tramways Com

mittee. After discussing the matter in all its bearings, the various

representatives failed to arrive at an agreement, and it therefore

remains in abeyance. The Manchester Corporation, have, however,
intimated theirintention not to renew the lease with the Manchester

Carriage and Tramways Company unless horse traction is abolished.

Middlesbrough -Stockton . - Work is stated to be so far

advanced on the electric tramways taat a trial trip is to be made in

a day or two, and the lines may be opened by Whitsun week. The

cables are laid and there are at the depôt 8 or 9 cars each to carry

60 passengers. The engines are being put in position in the power

house. The car shed is almost completed and the battery room is

progressing. A model truck in wood has been tried over a part of
thetrack .

Norwich. — The promoters of the Norwich Electric
Tramway Bill came before the Examiners of the House of Commons

the other day for proof of compliance with the standing ordersin

regard to certain additions which it is proposed to make to the Bill
as originally introduced. The necessary notices had not been given

in time, so the Examiner decided that the Standing Orders had not

been complied with . The matter is accordingly referred to the

Standing Orders Committee .

Queenborough . The promoters of the Sheppey Light

Railway which is to be constructed at a cost of £ 62,000,in order to

bring Sheerness into touch with Minster, have received notification

that the Light Railway Commissioners will recommend the Board of

Tradetoissue anorder empowering the constractionof the proposed

line from Queenborough toLeysdown.

Rochester and Chatham . - Although the inhabitants

of Rochester andChatham arenaturally disappointed with the deci.

sion of the Light Railway Commissioners as to the proposal to

introduce a system throughout the district ofelectric trama, still it

is consoling to know that, after all, a very useful part of the scheme
will yet most likely be carried out, as the whole scheme has not yet

been set on one side by the Commissioners.

(Continued on page 661.)
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THE MAKING OF LITHANODE ACCUMU. “ Where lightness is a desideratam , as in the case of a

LATORS.
traction cell,the pellets in the positive plates are made

larger, while the negative plate is constructed of lead gauze,

having its outer edge strengthened by a rim of lead . The

It will probably form an interesting addition to the series gauze is filled in with theprepared litharge which entangles

of articles on the manufacture of accumulators if we give itself in the thin lead wire, and thus produces a plate of great

some account of the process of making Lithanode cells. The lightness, and one little liable to fallto pieces.

company which is now associated with this type of battery “ Lithanode may be obtained in varying degrees of

is the Lithanode porosity. For high
Electric Storage

discharges it is made

Company, Limited, of a highly porous

which was formed nature, the porosity

some two years ago being produced by

to acquire and work incorporating in the

the rights and material crystals of

patents appertaining some salt, which is

to the manufacture practically inert, and

of lithanode accu which is dissolved

mulators. It is out during the form

hardly necessary to ing operation.

say that the original “ The rate of dis

application of litba charge obtainable

node for secondary from lithanode bat

battery purposes was teries varies between

due to Mr. Desmond very wide limits, and

FitzGerald , and his is regulated by the

patents, as well as character of the litba

those of Mr. J. T. node, whether made

Niblett, now hard, medium , or

vested in the Litha soft. The ordinary

node Electric Storage working rate of dis

Company. The fol charge is rath of an

lowing description of
ampere per square

the construction of inch of lithanode

this cell is taken plate, but owing to

from Mr. Niblett's recent improvements
MAKING LITHANODE PASTE .

recent paper : very much higher

“ Lithanode is not rates of discharge

compressed peroxide of lead, as is sometimes supposed ; can be obtained . The electrical capacity of lithanode, when

for, however strongly this lead peroxide may be com- discharged at the above rate, is almost exactly 1 ampere-bour

pressed,the resulting mass will disintegrate when immersed per ounce, so that in a lithanode element weighing 1 lb. a

in a liquid electrolyte. It is produced from litharge current capacity of 16 ampere -hours is obtained. In prac

made into a pasty tice, however, this

mass with a solution high capacity is never

of sulphate of am reached .”

monis , which causes It is generally

the material to set,' thought thatthe chief

80 that it will no direction in which

longer disintegrate lithanode has been

when placed in a applied is in small

fluid . The " form and portable forms

ing,' according to the of batteries ; while,

original idea, was of course, a great

performed in a bath measure of success

of sulphate of mag has been achieved by

Desia . In ordinary the company in the

practice the elements manufacture of the

are made up of a smaller class of cell,

number of small slabs this is by no means

of lithanode, whose
the limitof the com

outer edges_are pany's operations,

V - shaped. These because lithanode

slabs or pellets are cells have been made

arranged in a casting for purposes demand

mould of any suit. ing heavy outputs.

able dimensions, and An instance of the

are placed at such a company's work in

distance apart and the way of large bat

from the edges of CASTING FRAMES.
teries is one of 240

the casting frame as
cells, which was sup

to allow of sufficient plied some time ago

space for the requisite quantity of metal to run in and impart for Vera Cruz, this being probably the first storage battery

adequate mechanical strength to the completed element. ever erected in Mexico. This battery is employed in the

After the pellets have been arranged in this manner, an alloy town lighting of Vera Cruz, and reliance is placedon it both

of lead and antimony is run into the interstices, and thus a forlighting and powerpurposes.

complete plate is formed . We have already alluded to the success achieved in

“ Before being cast up the positive pellets are converted exploiting lithanode cells for small work. X ray operation

into peroxiue of lead in a forming bath ; those for the nega- for surgical and hospital work has called for a reliable and

tive plate are simply dried and cast up direct, the lithanode compact secondary battery, and the Lithanode Company

in the latter case being reducedto a condition of spongy lead seems to have created a great reputation in this direction,

by the ordinary electrolytic method . and both in this country and on the Continent great use has

F
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we

been made of the lithanode cell for this class of work . placed in a forming bath to be converted into peroxide of

Anong medical men the productions of this company are ſead, lithanode, of course, forming the basis of both positive

held ingreat repute, and their accumulators are being used not and negative plates, but the pellets for the negative plates

only in cautery work are driedand cast op

but also for driving direct. In the cast

small motors such as ing operation, of

are used in dentistry which an illustration

and surgical work. is given , the operator

We have quite re arranges the pellets
cently had an oppor

on the lower half of

tunity of witnessing a mould , and after

some of the opera closing it pours

tions necessary in molten metal round,

making lithanode the pellets, as

batteries at the works have before observed ,

of the company, being placed at a

situate at Mann elight distance apart

Street, Bermondsey, in order to permit the

where a large factory metal setting round.

has been completely The process of
remodelled for the

forming employed

manufacture of accu needs no special re

mulators. mark, it being the

The basement of usual electrical one.

the building is given In order, however,

up to the pasting of that the forming

plater, the casting of action be continuous

the grids or frames, without running

the forming of the plant at night, a bat
plates ; and here is tory of accumulators

also the drying is employed which

rooms. One of the continues the for

series of illustrations mation process after

which are here re the machinery has

produced, shows the been shut down.
FITTERS' Shop.

operation of making The ground floor is

up Jitharge into a devoted mainly to

paste. The operator takes the dry powdered litharge and lead burning and fitting the plates together.

reduces it to the required pasty condition, by means of sulphate One of the illustrations shows the process of burning a

of ammonia ; the next operation is to shape the material into set of plates together. The next floor is set apart as a fitters'

shop , and hereare made all the fittings necessary for the

portable lamps. Then there are the carpenters' shop, the

theatrical department of which we shall have more to say

subsequently, and what is termed the sealing-in shop.

When the batteries are assembled, they are taken to the

sealing -in shop, and there sealed in and filled up ready for

charging purposes.

Electrical power is obtained on the premises from a

Crompton dynamo, which is driven by a horizontal steam

engine, and in addition there is the storage battery, to which

allusion has been made.

The following information concerning one of the lithanode

cells has been used before, but it may be interesting to repro

duce it here :

DATA OF COMPLETI 30 AMPERE - HOUR LITHANODE BATTERIES,

INCLUDING WOOD CASES.

Outside dimensions of battery.

No. of

cells.

Open

E.M.F. of

battery .

Approximate

gross weight

of battery .

Length . Width . Height.

1

2

3

Inches,

375

512

7.27

950

11 60

13 75

15-78

18 00

20.12

22 24

24:36

2660

Inches.

700

7 00

7.37

7.37

7:37

737

7:37

737

737

7 37

7:37

737

6

7 .

Inches,

6:37

6:37

7 00

700

7.00

7:00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

Volts .

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Lbs.

81

16

221

29

36

43

36 563

634

708

9

10

11

12

18

20

22

24

778

84

LEAD) BURNING .

DETAILED PARTICOLARS OF CELL.

slabs or pellets as required, which are then taken to the drying

rooms, where they remain till sufficiently dry and hard for

treatment. Following the course of the pellets a little

further, we find that those destined for the positive plates are

6:25 inches long.

Vulcanite containing ) 2:12 wide.

cell 5.25 high .

weight, 10 ozs.
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91

.

90

(Two plates in each cell, 5:9 inches long.

39 wide.
Positive element

0.25 inch thick .

weight, 1 lb. 1 } ozg.

Three plates in each cell, 5 9 inches long.

3:9 wide.
Negative elements

0:13 inch thick.

weight, 11} ozg.

Weight of connectors, 3 oz ).

Weight of cover, vent plug, sealing, and separators, 2 oz ).

Quantity of electrolyte, 15 5 fluid ozs.

Gross weight of complete cell, 5 lbs. 7 oz ).

Normal charging rate, 3 amperes.

Normal discbarging rate, 3 to 4 amperes.

Maximum safe discharging rate, 9 to 12 amperes.

Approximate internal resistance, 0·015 ohm .

In adapting electric lighting to the many and varied re

quirements of theatrical work , the Litbanode Company have

had unique experience, not only in supplying accumulators,

but indevising special theatrical effects . We have before

alluded in these columns to the different theatrical produc

tions with which this company and its predecessors were

raises the capacity of the station to 575 kw. , disposed as

follows. : one 200-kw. , three 100-kw., one 50 -kw ., and one

25-kw. A 200-H.P . boiler of the Babcock -Wilcox type has

also been erected , making a total of four boilers, all of the

same capacity.

The station , which has been already described in the

REVIEW , has been running a little over 16 months, and

started from the first with a paying load.

The streets of five towns, including the capital Valetta,

are lighted with incandescent lamps of 32 C.P. About

65 arcs of the B.V. type are used for lighting the Grand

Harbour and some of the principal thoroughfares in Valetta.

These lamps have their own transformers, lowering the

voltage from 2,000 to 35. _The lighting on this system has

givenevery satisfaction. The above represents about150 kw.

of load for street lighting, which is practically maintained

the whole night through.

Beyond this, nearly the whole of the War Department

buildings and barracks of these towns are connected on to

the mains, being equivalent to about 2,500 8.C.P. lamps.

ম

THE EXTENSION AT MALTA .

associated . To instance the wide field covered in this direc

tion, we might mention that during the last Pantomime

season the Lithanode Company, in addition to provincial

work , were associated with no less than seven in London,

among them being those at Drury Lane, Brittania, Hoxton,
and Standard Theatres. Of the effects created at Drury

Lane and the Brittania , we can give personal testimony,

and it is no exaggeration to say that the electrical portion

of each entertainment was probably the most striking and

attractive feature.

These lamps are alight practically the whole evening, till

10.15 p.m., when they come off simultaneously. Therehave

been numerous applications for private consumption, and,
now that the new plant is ready, they will be considered, all

wiring being carried out by theMalteseGovernment.

A further extension, to a town called Sliema, will be carried

out this year, about four miles away. The streets here will

b lighted with incandescent lamps, with a few arcs along the

sea front. Several of the forts and barracks at this place
will no doubt be installed with the electric light. The price

charged for current for lighting is 6d. per unit .

EXTENSION OF THE MALTA LIGHTING

SYSTEM.
BASTIAN'S ELECTROLYTIC METER .

WITH a view to extending the electric light in Malta, a

200 kw. plant consisting of a Mordey alternator and

Universal single -crank engine has recently been installed by

the Brush Electrical Engineering Company. The illustration

shows the plant in position. The installing of this unit

MR.C.O. BASTIAN is probably, in the minds of many, mostly

associated with the penny -in -the-slot meter ; but he has lately

completed arrangements with the Penny-in -the-Slot Electric

Supply Syndicate, Limited, for the manufacture of an electro
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lytic meter, which has some very distinguishing features.

The whole subject of electrolytic meters will doubtless be

discussed after Mr. Gibbings's paper, which deals in a great

measure with Mr. Bastian's meter.

The question of meters that will register small currents

with accuracy is an important one to electric lighting

systems, but the matter of initial cost of a meter is equally

important. It is obvious, however, that there is little pros

pect of either the motor or clock type of meter beingpro

duced at a much lower cost than at present obtains, and it

would seem that one must look in other directions to find

a cheap means of registering small currents.

Not long ago we should imagine that the suggestion

of using an electrolytic meter to surmount these difficulties

would have been regarded only in the light of a last resource,

in which the Bastian meter constitutes a departure from other

electrolytic instruments may be obtained from the following
details :

The main feature of the instrument is the registration of

an electric current by means of electrolysis. The passage of

an electric current through a dilute solution of sulphuric

acid decomposes the liquid, and the difference in level is a

measure of the currentthat has passed through .

The apparatus consists of a glass tube, at the bottom of

which platinum foil electrodes are placed . The lower

end of the tube is sealed, the top being open for the pur

poses of refilling with water and permitting the escape of

the gases. In order to prevent ordinary atmospheric evapora

tion , a thin film of oil is poured on the top of the liquid.

The liquid is composed chiefly of water, rendered non

BOT UNTO

SEAT

230 VOLTS

0

25

15

50

75

100

TB
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115

190

125

17

15

HO

13

150

ICO

165

175
SH

185

194

195

0210

COMPLETE METER . METER WITH SCALE REMOVED.

but the Bastian meter is claimed to be sucha distinct

advance on all previous electrolytic meters, that there is

probably little reason to doubt that it will meet many of

the requirements of both central station engineer and
consumer ,

Mr. Bastian has designed something new in electrolytic

meters, which is not only said to be an accurate instrumentfor

measuring small currente, but one which will probably cost

half that of the ordinary meters on the market. The most

notable electrolytic meter that has been used on supply

circuits is that of Edison, the principle of which was that

the current passing through a solution deposited metal at a
certain definite rate, but the trouble that arose in weigh

ing the plates and figuring out the current used , soon

rendered it unsuitable for extensive systems. The direction

freezing to within 24° F. below the freezing point of

ordinary water by the addition of sulphuric acid, uponwhich,

however, the electric current has no appreciable effect.

It will be seen from the illustrations that the terminals of

the electrolytic apparatus are in permanent connection to two

other main terminals, which are mounted on a porcelain or

ebonite block atthe base ofthe meter. The whole apparatus

is placed in a cast- iron case, which is fitted with a hinged

door and a terminal door, which are provided with sealing

arrangements.

The reading scale, which is marked directly in B.T. units,

is placed in front of the tube, and is made of zinc or alu

minium . It is so arranged that it can be adjusted to the

extent of three-eighths of an inch upor down through the

agency of an adjusting nut and thread at the lower end . This
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adjustment is provided in order to give an accurate zero when

the tube is refilled with the electrolyte ; it also precludes

the necessity of extreme care when refilling.

The action of the meter decomposes the water, con

sequently, water only need be used when refilling the meter,

for which parpose a very convenient form of funnel is pro

vided by the makers. The necessity for refilling even the

smalleet meters does not arise until 200 B.T. units have been

consumed .

It is interesting to examine the method followed in

calibrating the instrument. As such a small amount of

water is decomposed during the passage of 1 B.T. unit, it

follows that a slight miscalculation as regards the bore of

the glass tabe might lead to a serious error, were the bore of

abe (as measured by calipers) taken as the sole basis

for calibration. The actual method adopted admits of no

sach chance of error creeping in, and, moreover, requires no

special calculation for individual tubes.

The makers of the instruments have calculated the quantity

of water in cubic centimetres that is decomposed by the

passage of 25B.T. units at the usual pressures from 100 volts

apwards, and knowing this, they proceed to calibrate the

tabe as follows:—The first operation is to fix thetabe and

blank scale into the meter case, and then fill the tube with
water up to the bottom of the scale, which is arranged to be

well over the top of the electrodes. This water level is

marked on the scale, and then a quantity of water is poured

in which will be decomposed by 25 B.T.units at the voltage

of the circuit on which the meter is to be used . This

second level is marked on the scale, and a second quantity of

water representing another 25 units is poured in, and so on

until the scale is marked right up to the top. Each of these

divisions is then sub-divided into 25 equal parts, so that

each division on the scale may represent a B.T. unit.

In this way, any error that might occur through a slight

irregularity in the bore of the tube is prevented , and,more

over, it entirely does away with the necessity of using

electric current during calibration.

The above methodhas been tested, and, we are informed ,

has proved absolutely accurate in practice.

Sheffield . - Mr. A. Llewellyn Fell, the Corporation elec

trical engineer, and Mr. L. S. Marsh, Corporation water engineer,

have, according tothe Sheffield Independent, presented to the Tram .

ways Committee of theCity Council reports as tothe possibility of

obtaining water-power from the reservoirs of the Corporation for the

purpose of generating electricity for tramway purposes. Mr.

LlewellynFell says : " I have carefully gone into the question as to

whether the ' compensation water ' in Sheffield could be used for

electric tramway purposes. As you will see from the report Mr.

Marsh has drawn up, the compensation water,' which was generally

supposed to be wasted, is really being profitably used . The separate

sources of supply are so smallandso far apart, that they wonld be

useless unlessthey were centralised ; the cost of doing this wouldbe

out of all proportion to the value of the power gained . Apparently,

it the water was collected from all the available sources, only 483

H.P. could be obtained, for which no less than £ 116,000 would have

to be paid (this sum would not include the cost of the power house

site , power house buildings, turbines, dynamos, switchboards, & c .);

the interest on this sum would be a fixed bum , whether the tramways

were not running or were using the full available horse -power. A

great point with regard to generating electricity cheaplyfor tramway

purposes is to obtaina plant whichwill work economically whenthe

load is very small; the average load on a tramway plant is about 60

to 60 per cent. of the maximum load during the 5,720 hours per

annumthe tramways might berun, so that during, say, 18 hours per

day at least, 40 per cent. of the water would be wasted , and

during six hours per day the whole of the water would be

wasted. If the power was generated by steam , coal would only

have tobe provided for 60 percent. of 483 H.P. - 289E.P. The coal

required to produce this power would amount to 1,471 tons, at , say,

83. per ton- £ 588 12., the waterevaporated would be 3,160,306

gallons, at, say , 21. per 1,000 - £ 27 116., total, £616 33. This sum

does not include the cost of power house site, baildings, engines,

boilers, condensers, &c. These would cost about £ 5,000 more for

this plant than that required for water-power. The cost of labour

would be ratherlessit water-power was used , as no stokers would be

required. As the Nether Edge andTinsley routes will require a

maximum power of about 500 H.P., the available water power

would hardly be sufficient to run this line alone." Mr. Marsh's first

report is a detailed and technical calculaticn of the amount of water

power available, namely, 483 horse- power, and the costof centralising

it, £116,609 ; which figures form the basis of Mr. Llewellyn Fell's

report. Mr. Marshgave it as his opinion, as water engineer, that the

water supply_to the town couldnot be utilised as a generating

power. The Traction Sub -committee discussed the report at fall

length on March 22nd, and adjourned without coming to any definite

decision . They gave instructions, however, that further reports

should be submitted, showing the water-power available immediately

below the embankment of the Redmires and Rivelin reservoirs,

instead of centralisation . Mr. Marsh, in his second report, says that

as these reservoirs vary from top water to draw -off line at different

seasons of the year, he fails to see how it can be expedient or

economical to use such a variable motivepower. However, calcula

tionson the suggested basis showthat 109 H.P. would be available.

Mr. Fell agreedwith Mr. Marshthat the power obtainable from the

Redmires, Rivelin, and Rivelin compensation system sources

of supply would not be worth transmitting, as it is so small.
Thereupon the Traction Sub-committee instructed the town clerk to

write to two experts, and ask what their fee would be for visiting

the reservoirs, and reporting as to the water- power available, and he

was also instructedto writeto a firm of hydraulicengineers and ask
whether a greaterhorse-power could be obtained by turbines than

that estimated by Mr. Marshand Mr. Fell. The Sub -committee again

met on May 3rd , 1898, and having received replies from the two

experts, decided to recommend that Mr. Frederick Nell, 97, Queen

Victoria Street, London, be requestedto come down to Sheffield and

report upon the question of utilisingthe water-power of thecity for

generating electricity, at a fee of £ 2 28.per day and oat-of- pocket
expenses. A letter was read from the firm of hydraulic engineers,

that the Committee could notdepend on any greater power than that

indicated in the reports; and that, in their opinion, the power would

be much more cheaply obtained by the use of steam engines. The

general report of the Traction Sab -committee to the Tramways Com
mittee was as follows : -— " They recommend that the city surveyor be

authorised to proceed with the concrete foundations for the power

station building at Kelham Island, at an estimated cost of£500,

using, as far as possible, the old materials on the ground, and that he

be authorised to prepare estimates for the superstructure according

to the plans produced, and to advertise for tenders, and it is recom

mended that the Committee be authorised to affis the corporate

common seal to the contract for the building as 800n

tender is accepted. The city Surveyor has presented

a preliminary plan, showing how the present depôt at Tinsley

could be utilised as a large car shed . This plan showed that by

lowering the rails under the present shed , and slightly altering the
buildings and extending the shed ,30 cars could be accommodated ;

that by removing the stables and foreman's house on the south -west

of the present shed, and erecting another similar roof, 30 more cars

could be accommodated, making60 in all, still retainingspace for the

repair shops and the long range of stables on the north side of the

site ; that by removing the last-named stables space could be pro;
vided for 20 more cars (making 80), or larger shops, stores, and

a foreman's house could be erected ; also, that by acquiring about

1,100 yards of vacant land between the south boundary of the present
depôt and Weedon Street, and removing the repair shop to the north

side of the depôt,the number of cars provided for might be increased

to 100. Thesub -committee recommend that the chairman and the

city surveyor be authorised to open negotiations for the purchase of

additional land. Letters from the British Thomson- Houston Com

pany show that the sub -contractors they propose to employ under the

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

&

(Continued from page 656.)

Salford . - The Salford Highways Committee deem it

essential that a clause be inserted in the new lease of the tramways

to the Manchester Carriage Company enabling the Corporation to

re-lay the tramways for electrical traction during the renewed term

of three years on equitable terms. The Electric Light Special Sub

committee appointed to visit certain places to inquire into systems

for the supply of current for lighting and electrical traction have

also made their report. They have visited London , Leeds, Brighton ,

and Dover, andinspected the workings of various electrical stations,

and had the advantage of observing the practical working of the

plants witha view to the adoption of the best system for the pro

posed working of the tramcars by the Corporation. The Sab-com-.

mittee make the following recommendations: - " (1) That the

generating plant should be erected at one station withtheemploy .

ment of accumulator sub-stations, the latter being & satisfactory

method of utilising the plant during the hours when it would be
otherwise idle. ( 2) That, in view of the prospective great

demand for current, the engines and dynamos at the new

station should be of large dimensions to secure economy in

capital and working expenses, as the current generated at one
station would be sufficient for both purposes. ( 3) That what

is known as the feeder system of supply should be adopted in

connection with the proposed tramlines ,so as to separate thesame in

small sections to receive such supply. (4) That in the matter of re

arranging the proposed tramlines for the borough it would be

desirable that the rails should not be less than 120 lbs. in weight per

yard , and the width of the tread not less than 2 inches, and that the

distance between the trolley posts tobe erected shouldnot be more

thaa 40 yards . (5 ) That themethodof jointing the tramlines adopted

at Dover should be employed in Salford , so as to avoid the jolting in

passing over the jointed portions of the lipes." The sub -committee

have not enteredinto the question ofthe cost which will be incurred
in so extensive an undertaking, which will, of course, be done when

the plans are more matured. The details of the ground plan of the

new generating station proposed to be erected in Strawberry Road
was explained to the officials of the stations visited , and they expressed

approval of the system proposed to be adopted.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.
contract are as follows:-Messra. Milnes, for car bodies and cars ;

Messrs. Brown, for boilers ; Messrs. Allis, for engines ; Messrs.

Spencer, for poles and brackets; Messrs. Wheeler, for condenser,

heater, and filters ; Messrs. Pearn, for pumps; Messrs . Ludwig,

Loewe & Co , for electrical apparatus; the General Electrical Com

pany, of Schenectady, for sundries; Davy Bros., Sheffield, water tank ;

Šeebohm & Dieckstal, Sheffield, car wheels ; Pe : kham Truck Com
pany, truck frames.

The Tramway Committee recommended the City Council to

authorise the city surveyor - on the advice of the British Thomson

Houston Company's representative - to obtain 10,000 yards of iron

tubing lined withcement, required in connection with the tramway

extension to Walkley, ut an estimated cost of £725 ; also, that the

tender of Messrs. Askham Bros, & Wilson , Limited , for the neces.

sary points and crossings ia connection with the extension to Walkley

from High Street,amounting to £ 946 133, be accepted; lurther, that

an order begiven to Messrs .George F. Milnes & Co. for 13 double

deck car bodies at £200 each, exclusive of track and electrical equip

ment; and that price and desigos be obtained from thesamefirm for

12 single-deck cars, all of which are required for the Walkley exten

sions; also , that a sub - committee be appointed to settle the principle

as to street improvements and tramways construction.

.

South Staffordshire . — The British Electric Traction

Company have had their plans passed by the Brierley Hill District

Council for the erection of a generating station , car shed, &c. , to

equip the electric tramway from Hart's Hill to Stourbridge, which is

to take the place of the existing steam tramway.

The Surrey and Middlesex Light Railways Bill.

The opposition to the proposals of the London United Tramways

Company to, construct a light railway, with electric traction, from

Kew over Richmond Hill, thence to Ham, Kingston, and Hampton

Court, bas, this week , so far as Richmond is concerned, taken a more

tangible form. On Friday evening, a well attended meeting of the

Tradesmen's Association, atwhich most of the leading firmswere repre

sented, passed , by 47 votes to 1 , a resolution opposing the scheme.
Dr. J. E. Shuttleworth, & local resident, whose views are

worthy of attention , has condemnedthe proposalon the grounds that

there is ample communication with Kingston and Hampton Court by

road, rail, and river, and the Light Railways Act was never intended

to apply in such a case ; that the landscapes of the hill will be

destroyed, the residential value of the hill and its approaches affected,

and that the working of the railway will be a source of danger. The

Richmond Town Council,on Monday evening, on the recommendation

of the Amenities and the Parliamentary Committer, decided by an

almost unanimous vote to oppose ; the Surrey County Council on

Tuesday also decided in a like manner ; and the RichmondVestry

bas paseed resolutions in opposition . Meetings of residents in some
of the roads affected have also condemned the scheme. A party in

favour of the proposal bas come forward with thesuggestion to cut a

Dew road through some of the old and congested portions of Rich

mond , in order to bring the line from the terminus of the present

tramway alongunder the bill and so on to Kingston, but tbis idea is
also condemned .

The Blantyre and Umtali Telegraph . — The Marquis
of Salisbury bas congratulated the British South Africa Company

and the Trans-continental Telegraph Company upon the successfal

telegraphic connection of the British Central Africa Protectorate

and ofthe company's territory north of the Zambesi with the rest

of the world .

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade.-The fluctuating

character of the export" trade of this country in telegraph wire and

apparatus connected therewith is well shown by the returns just

issued for the month of April last, which show a total of only

£64,883, as compared with £135,583 in the preceding month , and

£ 75,688 in April last year. The exports during the four months

ending with April, are behind those of last year, having amounted

to only£ 313,671 as compared with £ 321,160 in the first fourmonths

of 1897. Trade was, however, better than in 1896, during the first

four months of which year, the exports only amounted in value to

£211,368 .

Indian Telegraph Appointments. – Three appoint

ments in the Indian TelegraphDepartment are to b3 offered to

students who join the Cooper's Hill College in 1898.

Interruptions to Australian Landlines. — The Empire

takes strong views on this subject, as will be gathered from the

following quc tation , whicb, however, does exaggerate the general

feeling in this case: - " Speaking upon the incessant interruption of

the telegraph service between Port Darwin and Adelaide, Dr. Cock

burn , whohas control of the telegraph lines in South Australia,

stated that he was fully impressed with the necessity of makingan

improvement in the service, and as soon as he returns to Adelaide

he proposes to make arrangements for running a second line between

Adelaide and Port Darwin. The wire will be carried on the game

posts asthe existing one , butwhere the telegraph crosses a water

course thelines willbe separated - one being carried up or downthe

stream asthe case might be, about a mile or two awayfrom the other,

to lessen the risk of both lines being taken away by the floods. The

line thus diverted will be carried across the watercourse on strong

stoutposts to prevent their being easily washed away . This ' re
form of the cable scandal is farcical. It reminds one of the phil

anthropic youth who offered a blind mana pair of spectacles ! Afew

miles of wire along a stream will not relieve merchants from the ex

orbitant tariffs, orprevent the delays which are constantly occurriog.

But it will enable the South Australian authorities and the Eastern

Company to protect their private interests. That is all they care
about."

Parliament and the Telephone . — In the House of

Commons last Friday, early in the sitting, Mr. Swift MacNeill made

reference to a noticeof motion down on the paper on the part of the

Government, which notice was to the following effect : - " That a

Select Committee be appointed to inquire and report whether the

telephone service is or is calculated to become of such general benefit

as to justify its being undertaken by municipal and other local

authorities, regard being had to local finance ; and, if so , whether

suchlocal authorities should have power to undertake such service in

the districts of other local authorities outside the area of their own

jurisdiction, but comprised wholly or partially in the same telephone

area, and what powers, duties, and obligations ought to be conferred

or imposed upon buch local authorities :—That the Minutes of

Evidence taken before theSelect Committee on the telephone service

in the session of 1895, and the report of the Commissioner and the

evidence taken before himin the inquiry recentlyheld at Glasgow be

referred to the committee for consideration in so far as they relate to

the subject of the present inquiry :—That the committee do consist

of 17 members, and that Mr. Bartley, Mr.Griffith -Boscawen, Sir

Harry Bullard, Mr. Cawley, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Culville, Sir James

Fergusson, Mr. Firbank, Mr. Fry, Mr. Hanbury , Sir Reginald

Hanson, SirHenry Howorth, Sir James Joicey, Mr.John Redmond,

Mr. James Stuart, Mr. Tullyand Sir JamesWoodhouse be members

of the committee." - Mr. MacNeill wished to know whether the

Government intended to persist in the nomination of Sir James

Fergusson, seeing that hewas a director of the National Telephone

Company, and as such an interested party. Sir James Fergusson,

interposing, explained that he had onlyallowed his name to be put

down in consequence of a request made to him on behalf of the

Government, but on further consideration he had decided not to

accept the nomination. The matter then dropped. We now learn

thatMr. Donald Nicol will take Sir James's seat on the Committee,

which was duly appointed on Monday last.

The Surveys of the Pacific Ocean - English and·

American . - In 1887 at the Imperial Colonial Conference held in

London, it was unanimously resolved that a survey for a cable to

connect Canadawith Australia should be carried out by Her Majesty's

Government. This survey is only about two-thirds completed at

present. On March 2nd, 1891, an Act was passed by the American

Legislature “ To enable the President to cause careful soundings to

be made between San Francisco, Cal , and Honolulu , in the King.

dom of the Hawaiian Islands, for the purpose of determining the

practicability of the laying of a telegraphic cable between these

points." This survey was thoroughly carried out and completed in

May, 1892 ; the distance surveyed being about half of that ac

complished for the English Governmentduring the last 10 years.

We extract the following from an Australian paper, dated March 25th

last :-— " Surveying cruise of H.M.S. Penguin .- H.M.S. Penguin yester

day returned to port after a cruise of not quite a year, during which

a great deal of hard work has been done. The Penguin is well -known

Sydney .-- In the course of the presidential address at the

meeting of the Electrical Association of New South Wales on

March 25th, Mr. Callender, in referring to electric tramways, said

that the chief development affecting engineers during the year had

been the extension of the system of electric tramwaysin Sydney, and

when the large power house now under course of construction at

Ultimowas completed, it would be seen that, although Sydney bed

waited longand bastened slowly in this matter, the works now being

erected would be such as to challenge comparison with the tramways

of any city in the world, and it wasa matter for congratulation that
the whole of the electrical details of the work are in the hands of

members of the association.

Tunbridge Wells. — The Town Courcil has been

approached by the Electric Extension Company with a view of

establiebing an electric tramway in Tunbridge Wells, and the

application has been delegated to a committee to report upon the
matter.

Walton -on-Vaze. — Messrs. Lowden Bros., of Dundee,

baye been engaged to supply the apparatus for working the electric

cars on the pier, and also for lighting the structure . For thepresent

the dynamos will be placed onthe wharf near the Pier Hotel. -

Waterford.The Corporation of the City of Waterford

have just completed terms with a Dublin syndicate for the purpose of

runding an electric tramway through the city. The length of track

will be about two and a half miles, starting from the Waterford,

Dungarvan and Lismore railway terminus, and on the one hand going

as far as the Waterford and Tranmure railway station, with a branch

to thetop of Newtown, one of the best suburbs in the city. The

capital of the proposed company will be about £ 22,000, and the pro

moter, who is a Dublin gentleman, is very sanguine of success in his

undertaking. The Corporation have agreed to give the space in the

streets at a nominal rent of £1 per year for the first 10 years, after

which period a percentage on the profits will be paid to the munici

pality. It is probable thatthe work of constructing the line will
commence within the next three months.
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on the station as belonging to that class of ships devoted to taking

soundings, charting work, and the investigation or discovery of

supporedor actual dangers to navigation. Since she left herein

April of last year the Penguin bas covered many thousands of miles

of ocean . Her special duty was to test the route for a cable to

connect Australia with England vid America,and she carried out the

work as far as Honolula. The testimony of her officers yesterday

was that from a practicable point of view the Pacific route for a

cable offers no obstacles whatever. From Sydney she went to Fiji,

running a line of soundings all the way; from Fiji to Fanning

Island , one of the islands under the British flag. That island was

thoronghly surveyed, and found to be suitable for a cable station.

To Honolulu from this island the ground was found good for cable

work. After refitting at the Sandwich Islands capital, the trip

across from Sydney baving occupied 14 weeks, a start was made for

Palmyra . This island the Americans claimed, it having been dig.

covered by the captain of the barqne Palmyra in 1802, but was

ceded to England in 1889. The island was entirely unsuited for a

cable station however, bøving neither a landing place norvege‘ation

upon it — desolate in fact — 80 nothing furtherwas done there. The

Penguin then returned to Fiji , and made a six weeks' survey of re

ported dangers to the north and north -west of that group, fixing

positions, & c . "

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs:

OABLIS. Dowa. Repulrod .

Brest -St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th, 1899

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cayenne - Pinheiro March 24th , 1898

Amason Company's cable

Parintins- Itacatian May 6th, 1896

Obidos -Parintins Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable beyond Gurupa ... April 4th , 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolama - Bissao April 12th, 1898

Cape Town -Mossamedes 14th , 1898 May 5th, 1898

Maranham - Para 17th, 1898

Benguela -Mossamedes 20th , 1898 May 5th , 1898

Kotonou -San Thomé 27th , 1898

Hong Kong-Manilla ... May 3rd , 1898

San Thomé-Loanda ... 4th, 1898

Monte Video - Rio Grande 9th, 1898

Havre -Waterville » 10th , 1898

LANDLINB ..

Trans-Continental line be

yond Marol

Cartagena-Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Majanga -Tananarive May 5th , 1898 May 9th , 1898

Vladivostock -Khabarowka ... 7th , 1898 7th , 1898

Saigon- Bangkok „ 10th, 1898 1 , 11th , 1898

France . - May 21st. Tenders are being invited by the

French Post and Telegraph Authorities in Paris for the supply, in

10 lots, of 111 kilometres of paper -insulated electric cables. Par

ticulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, Le Sous

Secretariat, d'Etat des Postes et des Telegraphes, 103, Rue de

Grenelle, Paris,

London ,-May 17th . The Bethnal Green Board of

Guardians invites tenders for the supply of plant, and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary, PalestinePlace. Plans, & c ., to be

obtained from the arcbitects, Giles, Gough & Trollope, 28, Craven

Street, Cbaring Cross, W.C. See our “ Oficial Notices " April 22nd

for particulars.

Russia . - May 27th. Tenders are being iavit :d by the

Municipal Authorities of Odessa for the concession for the con

struction and working of three lines of electric tramways in the town,

the total length being about 39 verste. Particulars may be obtained

from La Mairie d'Odessa , Russia, to whom tenders are to be sent.

Southampton . - May 18th . The Corporation invites

tenders for the purchase of a Robey slow -speed horizontal steam

engine. Particulars fromthe electrical engineer, Mr. J. H. Lee. See
our “ Official Notices" this week .

Sunderland. - May 27th . The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply of steam and other piping, and water softener

for the electricity works. Borough electrical engineer, Mr. J. F. C.

Snell. See our " Official Notices " for particulars.

Victoria . - June 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles; also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Official Notices " March 11th .
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OLOSED .

Belfast. — The Corporation has given Messrs. Victor

Coates & Co., Limited, an order for an additional Lancasbire boiler

for the new electricity station for next winter's load at £ 666 odd.

Germany.-Messrs. Felix, Singer & Co , of Berlin , have,

it is reported, secured a contract for 20 4 -wheel motor cars for the

light electric railways at present in course of construction in the
Mansfeld mining district. The cars, which are for a one-metre gauge,

are to be of 40 H.P. each, the motors being on the Walker system .

Glasgow . - The following tenders have been accepted for

the erection of a depót at Springburn in connection with the

tramways:-Messrs. John Porter & Sons, £ 2,500 for the brick and

mason work ; Messrs. William Shaw & Son , £529 Os. 6d. for the

joiner work ; Messrs. W. & D. Mailer, £145 138. 6d . for the slater

work ; Messrs. P. & W. MacLellan, £336 103. 7d. for the iron work ;

Mr. Matthew Sproul,£170 9s. 8d. for the plumber and gasfitting

work ; and Mr. Peter M'Kerracher, £38 159. ld. for the painter work,

Leith . - The Town Council has accepted the tender of

the British Insulated WireCompany for the supply, trenching, and

laying of the cables throughout the compulsory area with re-instate

ment of the roads and pathways, andalsothe supply and erection of

the arc lamp-posts amounting to £ 7,917, in connection with the

burgh ligbtiog scheme. an endeavour was made in the Council last

week toget rescinded the resolution recently passed by the Council

instructing the Electric Light Committee to exercise the atmost

economy. It was considered that such a motion hampered the work

of the Electric Lighting Committee, and the recisionseems to have

been carried by six votes to five.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898.

OPEN .

Belgium . - May 25th . The date for the receipt of tenders

fortheelectriclighting plant at the railway station atGhent (Gand

Sad) for the Belgian State Railway Authorities has been fixed for
May 25th .

Belgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of 26 years, thatis, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the Secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be
obtained .

Blackburn . - May 17th. The Committee of St. George's

Presbyterian Church invites tenders for the electric lighting of the

Church. See our “ Official Notices " last week for details.

Bury St. Edmunds.-June 13tb . The Corporation

invites tenders for the supply and erection of Lancashire boilers,

three 60 -kw . steam dynamos, transformer and booster, accumulators,

street mains, and various other machinery and apparatus for the

electricity undertaking. Consulting engineer, Mr.F. H. Medhurst,

13, Victoria Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices” this week.

Coventry . - Jane 7th. The Electric Lighting Committee

invites tenders for electric mains, switchboards, arc lamps,posts and

apparatus in connection therewith . For particulars of the several
sections see our " Official Notices ” this week. Mr. Gilbert S. Ram,

city electrical engineer.

Dublin . - May 23rd . The Corporation wants tenders for

the supply of hightension feedersand lowtension distributors laid

and jointed complete on a solid system , not includingroadwork, but

including the connecting up ofexisting consumers to the new mains.
Also for transformers (20 to 50 kw ., about 700 kw. in all) with

instruments and apparatus in sub -stations erected and fitted complete.

Particulars at theoffice of the city engineer; or from Prof. Kennedy,

17, Victoria Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices ” last week for

particulars.

Friday, May 13th , at 5 p.m.- Physical Society . Paper on " Galyano

metere,” Part II. By Prof. W.E. Ayrton and Mr. T.

Mather,

Monday, May 16th , at 8 p.m. - Society of Arts . “ Electric Traction ,"

by Prof. Carus Wilson. Cantor Lecture III. - Energy

diagrams — Sub -divisions of energy expenditure

Case when fioal speed is fixed - Possible ways
of reducing the expenditure Effect of series

winding is to reduce the beat logs — Highest

economy limited by the weight of the motor - How to

find the best values of gear ratio and driving -wheel

diameter - Example — The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

-Effect of reduction in train resistance - Use of roller

bearings.

Wednesday, May 18th, at 8 p.m. - Society of Arts. “ The Evolution

of the Cycle," by J. K. Starley. C. V. Boys, F.R.S , will

preside.

Thursday, May 19th , at 8 p.m.- Chemical Society,Burlington House.

Papers to be read : - " The Action of Formaldehyde on

Amines of the Naphthalene Series,” by G. T. Morgan,

B.Sc.; “ On the Oonstitution of Oleic Acid and its

Derivatives," Part I. , by F. G. Edmed , B.Sc.

9 )

1
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May 19th , at 12 noon . - Federated Institution of Mining Engineers'

meeting to be opened at Barlington House, Piccadilly,
London . Among papers to be read are :- " Roller

Bearings," by Mr. W. B. Marshall ; “ Gas Power," by

J. E. Dowson. Visit to the Central London Railway at

4 p.m.

Friday, May20th, at 10.80 a.m.- Second dayof the Federated

Institation of Mining Engineers.Paper byMr. W.T.
Goolden , on " Coal Cutting byMachinery." Mr. W.

Dixon's paper on the “ Latest Developments and the

Practical Application of Alternating Multiphase

Machinery for Electric Power Transmission " will be

open for discussion.

Saturday, May 21st, at 11 a.m.- Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Btudents’ visit to the works of the Electric Welding

Company. Applications to join the party should be
made at once to the Students ' Hon . Sec.

NOTES .

Electrical Matters at Croydon , -The Corporation of

Croydon, who have entered into the subject of electricityas

applied to municipal purposes with much spirit, and who

recently voted nearly £ 30,000 for the extension of their

already considerable electric lighting plant, are likely to

entertain, at no distant date, a suggestion to provide electric

motive power for the Corporation fire engines. The suggestion

emanates from Councillor T. W. Dobson, the chairman of

the General Purposes Committee, which has control of the

fire brigade, and it is known tohave the support of, among

others, Alderman SirF. T. Eldridge, who isan influential

member of the Electricity and Lighting Committee. Sir F.

T. Eldridge, by the way,is chairman of a special committee

appointedby the Corporation to consider the future of the

Croydon tramways, the lease of which falls in in August,

1899. The present directors of the Croydon Tramways

Company_are preparing, in conjunction with Messrs.

Kincaid, Waller & Manville, the electrical engineers, a scheme
of electric traction for the trams, and are now carrying on

private negotiations with the committee referred to .

The Manila Battle and the Telegraph Cable - The

American naval officers at Manila seem to have known what

they were about in cutting the Manila -Hong Kong cable,
thus interrupting telegraphic communication between Manila

and the rest of the world . From wbat we have heard

privately, they grappled and lifted the cable some miles off

the town, in comparatively deep water, and buoyed both

ends. They wished to stop the Spaniards from communi

cating from the Philippine Islands ; but, as stated in the

Daily Chronicle, they had no instruments of their own

wherewith to establish communication themselves through

the cable, and hence the great suspense and inconvenience

which were felt in the United States pending the des

patch of the Hugh McCulloch from_Manila to Hong

Kong some days later with news. We hear privately

that Commodore Dewey sent ashore and endeavoured

to borrow apparatas, and also to secure the services of

& skilled operator ; but both were refused to him by

order of the Spaniards. Some interesting and important

international questions are involved in the cutting of a sub

marine cable belonging to a neutral country in war time by

a belligerent. In any case,the importance, from apractical

point of view , of equipping every war vessel with the simple

apparatus necessaryfor establishing communication through

a cable, when need be, is more than evident. Withthe old

marine galvanometer no readable signals could be obtained,

but the Sullivan galvanometer, now used in our Navy,is

adapted for bothtesting and signalling purposes, and with

bata little practice, daval men should become expert in ex

changing messages through cables, whenever the occasion

may arise. Webelieve our war ships now have the means

for grappling cables in shallow or moderate depths of water,

as wellas suitable electrical apparatus.

Wednesday's Daily Chronicle says that the “ Eastern Ex

tension Telegraph Company looks to the United States to

compensate it for cutting the cable at Manila . But Admiral

Dewey did not cut it till the Spanish anthorities refused to

allow the transmission of American despatches. Therefore

the real interruption of the earning capacity of the cable was

due to Spanish action, and Lord Tweeddalé bad better apply

for compensation to Madrid ."

&

Electricity in Warfare . - Our American exchanges

continue, quite natarally, to devote & good deal of

attention to the part being played by electrical men

in the war with Spain. That American electrical men

have come forward with will is clear from the

ease with which leading electrical companies and their

officials have been able to get together various companies of

skilled electricians for the purpose of home defence as well as

for service in the navy. One contemporary discusses the

effect of the war upon the electrical trade. Itseems that the

veryurgent and heavy demands of the Government have led

to the cancelling or putting aside of much of the usual

business. It might be thoughtthat these orders would make

anexcess of back work lateron, and so keep electrical works

fully occupied for a long time to come. Our contemporary

thinks otherwise, and suggests that after the Government

orders have been executed the electrical business will be in a

bad way, as the unsettled state of affairs does not act as an

incentive to new electrical enterprise.

The Parliamentary Committee.- A further meeting of

the Joint Committee on the question ofElectrical Supply and

Electrical Generating Stations was held on Monday, at which

the heads of their report were discussed . A section of the

Committee are, according to the Standard, in favour of

abolishing the present system , by which thepower of pur

chase comes in at the end of 42 years, and of modifying it B0

that purchase may take place at a shorter period — perhaps

25 years — on the basis of the net profits of that time. This

would lessen the burden on the companies by rendering it

unnecessary that they should devote so large a part of their

income to a sinking fand . Another point raised was the

advisability of a sliding scale in regard to the profits of

electric companies, like that providedfor by the Gas Acts.

It is probable that a recommendation in its favour will be

adopted . A question has also arisen as to whether, within a

fixed radius, a locus standi should not be given to adjoining

owners to oppose the establishment of generating stations,

and also as to whether compensation ought to be paid to

adjoining owners in consideration of such nuisances as those

which may arise from vibration, & c .Testing Gold Quartz by the Röntgen Rays.-- An

ingenious application of the Röntgen raya has recently been

made, viz ., to ascertain the presence of gold particles in

quartz. The particles of gold in a paying gold quartz are

often so finely divided as to be invisible to the naked eye.

Since gold is much more opaque to the Röntgen rays than

quartz, it is natural to suppose that some indication of the

presence of gold in quartz would be given on the screen or

the photographic plate when the quartz is traversed by the

Röntgen rays. A physician in Los Angelos, California, is

reported on accidentally photographing a lump of gold

quartz to have found on the shadow of the outline of the

quartz a number of very dark points . These points were

due to the presence of particles of gold in the quartz. It

is possible, therefore, todetect the presence of gold in quartz

bythe Röntgenrays, and it may sometimes be convenient in

the laboratory, but it is not to be expected that the gold

prospector will add a battery, an induction coil, and vacuum

tubes to his kit.

Glasgow Technical College. - The following candidates

have been passedfor the diploma in electrical engineering,

viz . :-John S. Nicholson (Aberdeen ), Geo. H. Van Corbach

(Shanghai), Wm. N. Brand (Glasgow ), J.Bruce Kingsmill

( Ireland), Fred . Ussing ( Copenhagen ). Mr. Nicholson has

been nominated for the Sir John Pender Gold Medal, and

Mr. David Robertson, jun. ( Uddingston ), the previous Jobs

Pender medallist, for the Pender Scholarship.

The Royal Society . - Among the papers read before this

society yesterday afternoon was one by Prof. Gotch, F.R.S., and

Mr. G. J. Barch on " The Electrical Response of Nerve to a

Single Stimulus Investigated withthe Capillary Electrometer.

Preliminary Communication," and one by Mr.S. R. Rogeton

“ Effects of Prolonged Heating on the Magnetic Properties

of Iron.”
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The Telephone Question.There has been published in

pursuance of the order of the House of Commons, copy of

the agreements entered into on March 25th and 26th, 1896,

between the Postmaster -General and the National Telephone

Company for the transfer of the trunk lines . The features

of greatest interest at the moment will probably be the

exchange or “ terminal" charges provided for under clause 8,

where a telephonic messageis transmitted over the trunk

wires between an exchange of the National Company and an

exchange of the Post Office or some licensee other than the

National Company; and clause 18 , which says that the

agreement shall not prejudice or affect the right of the

Postmaster-General to establish telephonic communication

bimself or license others to do so . The abstracts show that

the transfer of lines amounted to nearly 30,000 miles of

wire, and when to theseare added the lines built by the Post

Office themselves, it will be seen how importanta branch

of the Telegraph Department the trunk telephone lines have
become.

Train Lighting . - In a communication to the Railway

World, Mr. W. Langdon saysthat few will deny that, to the

experiments in the electric lighting of trains carried out by

the Midland Railway Company, the industry is much in

debted . Those experiments dealt with the subject in such a

comprehensivemanner, as proved theapplicability of electric

lighting to the various demands of railway service, and

althongh the circumstances which at that time attended the

efforts were such that it was felt advisable to abandon the

experiment for the time, the success attending those trials was

quite as efficient from a lighting point of view, as that arising

from the Stone system . The reason for their withdrawal

was not so much one of cost as one of convenience. Mr.

Langdon adds : “ The rolling stock of a railway is no more

exempt from wear and tear than other mechanical appliances,

and from time to time vehicles must necessarily come in for

repairs. Out of this arises one of two things,either the in

terposition of unfitted stock, and consequent severance of

electrical connection, or the remarshallingof the train at any

point at which such anfitted stock hasto be interposed ."

He asks what advantage is possessed by Stone's system over

that of the Midland or other systems ? It is based upon the

same lines with the exception that whereas in other systems

the varying speed is compensated by electrical adjustment, in

Messrs . Stone's system it is met by the slip of the belt. There

is no doubt that a self -contained system has attractive features

from a traffic point of view — it disposes of the remarshalling

question, and it is extremely convenient fortrial purposes ;

bat conceive a large system , such as the Midland, with all

its passenger stock - some 3,800 coaches and vans — fitted

with dynamos all arranged below the bed -frame of each

vehicle , and set against this the number of electric gene

rators, arranged above board, whichwould be required if the

light were operated on the Midland system - 1.6., from one

vehicle in each train and say which onght to prove the

most convenient and economical to maintain, 380 generators

above board or 3,800 below board ." The many trials which

are being made by railway companies of Stone's system show
how anxious theyare to adopt electricity for carriage light

ing if its cost is reasonable, That electricity is the

illuminant for the purpose Mr.Langdonhas not the least
doubt, but whether it is to be done by fitting each vehicle

independently rather than in groups , he considers is open

to question.

The Spiral Globe, Limited . Since the brief notice in

our issue of May 6th of “ The Spiral Globe, Limited ,” we

have given careful consideration to the olaims advanced in

the prospectus of the improvement in the illuminating power

of ian ordinary incandescent lamp by winding a glass rol

spirally roundit. The first point we considered was the

report of the Electrical StandardisingTesting and Training

Institution , signed by Mr. Hugh E. Harrison. The net

result of the experiments on which the report is based

appears to be that if a set of appular glass piecesof circular

section are disposed about an irregular source of light, the

effect of reflection and refraction at the surfaces of the glass

will be to intensify the radiation in both directions along

the axis of the annuli, and in consequence, though this is

not mentioned here, to reduce the (quatorial radiation.

Figures are given of four dispositions of suchan arrangement

about an ordinary incandescent lamp, involving seven

experiments. From general considerations of the paths of

the rays of light this result seems reasonable, though the

disposition of the glasssurfaces and the sources of light are

too complicated to admit readily of a geometrical investiga

tion . Now of the seven experiments, five, giving three

comparisons, deal with the spiral globe in the form in which

it is proposed to apply it, and allthree show considerable in

crease of intensity along the axis of the lamp, noreferencebeing

made to the necessary consequent equatorial dimination of

intensity atright angles to the axis. The other comparison

deals with the spiral arranged so as to produce an increased

equatorial intensity in one direction only — an arrangement

which does not appear to be contemplated in practice, and

has no bearing on the matter in question. It is not clear

why this is introduced, but it might give an impression to

an inexpert reader that the spiral globe increases the equa

torial intensity as well as the axial. Consider the general

action of lenticular arrangements. They are never intro

duced to increase the all-round, or average radiation, and

must in every case reduce it by the opacity of the glasses and

the dirt collected on their surfaces. Their sole purpose is to

direct rays of light radiated in a useless direction along a

useful one, at the expense of some loss. Now, though this

prospectus claimsan improved distribution, viz.,an increased

vertical and a reduced horizontal one, it gives no reason for

claiming this to be an improvement, nor can anyone say, for

an ordinary incandescent lamp, thatany particolar direction

of radiation will be necessarily more useful to its future par

chaser than another. So far as one can say anything, it is that

it is not generally convenient to increase the upward radia

tion at the expense of the horizontal or oblique. To us
the modification made does not commend itself. The

prospectus further claims that the spiral globe

than doubles the effective light emitted ," "and insures &

corresponding economy in the consumption of electrical

current.” The spiral globe does nothing of the kind. Its

effects appear to be three. It will increase the illumination

above and below the lamp, where it may or may not be

wanted, and diminish it horizontally, witb , on the whole , &

loss. It will no doubt be a pleasanter and less intense light

for rooms, but this advantage is got in many other ways.

Its surface, inevitably more or less dirty, will reduce the

general efficiency, and when the lamp is placed in an on

favourable position, so that dust accumulates, will do so

very largely. It would be very difficult to clean. As far as

we see every one of the seven advantages claimed for the

globe in the prospectus is ridiculons, looked at from an

investor's point of view . If this docament is to be con

strued in the way most convenient to the promoters that its

ambiguonsly qualified claims admit, we can only say it is
not a very ingenious specimen of its class. If it is to be

construed by the meaning itwould convey to an intelligent

inexpert reader, it is, to say the least, misleading.

more
-

Wireless Telegraphy . - A demonstration of the Marconi

gyetem took place on Thursday last week at the offices of the

Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company, Limited, 28,

Mark Lane, E.C. Amongst those present were the Pre

sident of the Board of Trade, the Right Hon . Charles

Ritchie, M.P.; Sir Courtenay Boyle, Lord John Hay,

Admiral of the Fleet; Lord Kelvin, Sir William des Voeux,

Lord Charles Beresford, Lord Stanley, Mr. C. Farquhar, Mr.

E. Beaumont, Q.O., Admiral Compton Domyile, Mr. R. G.

Hayes, Commander Evan Thomas, Mr. Charles Wilson,

M.P., Colonel FitzGeorge, A.D.C., and Captain the Hon.

0. Colville. Mr. Marconi was at the transmitting end,and

Lord Charles Beresford read the messages printed on Morse

tape in another room in the building, all of which were

easily decipherable.

Electric Traction Lectures. - Prof. Schwartz and Dr.

D. K. Morris will commence their series of six lectures on

“ Electric Traction ” at the South - Western Polytechnic,

Chelsea, on Tuesday next, at 7.30 p.m. The lectures will

deal respectively with :-1. Power stations ; 2. Overhead

conductors; 3. Conduit and surface contact systems, The

permanent way ; 4. Motors and rolling stock ; 5. Accumu

lator cars ; 6. Working expenses — Maintenance and depre

ciation .
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Calcutta University . — The Senate of this University is

considering the subject of degrees in science. The com

mittee appointed to report on the subject considers, says an

Indian journal, the institution of such degrees desirable for

the encouragement of original research by the graduates of
the University.

Technical Education in Ireland.The Dublin Cor

poration last week passed a lengthy resolution requesting

the Government to appoint immediately a committee of

eminent educational and scientific authorities, together with

representatives of the manufacturing, industrial, and com

mercial interests in Ireland, to inquire into the question of

the need of Ireland in regard to primary, secondary, and

higher technical education. The Government is to be asked

for a £ 100,000 grant for the purposes of the Royal College

of Science for Ireland. The Lord Mayor of Dublin in a

speech upon the subject said : “As regards higher technical

education it was certainly little less than a scandal and dis

grace to the Government that not a single chair of

mechanical or electrical engineering, to say nothing of archi

tecture, existed in the whole of Ireland."

Dust Destructors in India . The Vizagapatam Muni

cipal Council bas resolved to construct a Roberts's patent

incinerator. An Indian exchange saysthat this will minimise

the difficulty now felt by the Council in the proper disposal

of rubbish, the present sites in town having ben condemned
by that officer.

King's College Old Boys. - We hear that Mr. W. H.

Preece is to preside at the King's College School Old Boys'

annual dinner at the Criterion Restaurant on Friday next,

May 20th.
Appointments.-- The Glasgow Electricity Committee has

passed a recommendation to the Council to appoint Mr.

John Christie, of Londonderry, as station engineer, and Mr.

J. C. A. Ward , of St. Pancras mains department, as super

intendent of mains. The appointments are , of course, sub

ject to confirmation by Council on the 19th inst ., but the

committee was unanimous in both cases. NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Lecture. - Before the Ipswich Scientific Society on4th

inst . Mr. S. A. Norcutt lectared on “ Phenomena of Elec

trical Discharge.”
1

а

Self-Charging Motor Car.-Mr. L. Epstein has recently

patented a newelectric motor car, in which he claims to

have overcomethe difficulties presented by batteries becoming

exhausted at a distance from a charging station. It isadmitted

that it is one of the great drawbacksof electric motor cars

that the batteries require periodical re-charging, this necessi

tating the existence of charging stations, and considerable

rough usage of the accumulators in taking them out for

charging and putting back in position again . These draw

backs are saidto be avoided by theEpstein motor car, which

is self-charging, inasmuch as it is equipped with the necessary

apparatus for antomatically charging the cells whenever and

wherever required , with very little difficulty. The car is

equipped with Epstein cells of a special type, and an oil

engine, and the motor can be reversed for use as a dynamo

for the purpose of charging the cells. The extra equipment

is stated to be responsible for an additional weight of only 3

percent.,compared with the ordinary electric motor car . The

weight of a self-charging car, complete with all equipment

and four passengers, comes out at something under 30 cwt.

The accumulators weigh7 cwt. , and are considered sufficient

for a 60-mile rup on ordinary roads. . We understand that

Mr. Epstein now has one of the cars in course of construction.

Chilian Electric Tramway and Light Company,

Limited (57,203).- Registered May 3rd, with capital £ 1,050,000 in

£1 shares (550,000 preference ), to adopt an agreement with the

Allgemeine Electricitats Gesellschaft, of Berlin, to acquire, equip,

maintain and work by horse , electrical, steam , or other power, any

tramways or railways in Chili orelsewhere in America, and to carry

on the business of electricians, electrical engineers, suppliersof elec

tricity, &c. The sabscribers (with one share each) are :-E.F. Rouse,

1, Avenue Gardens, Mill Hill Park, W., gentleman ; W. G. Turnbull,

95, Wcod Lane, Shepherd's Bush, W., clerk ; G. F. Barnett, 12 ,

Weston Park, Croach End,N., clerk ; J. Jewell, 13, Richmond Cres

cent, Barnsbury, clerk ; O. Field ,27,St. Margaret's Road , Brockley,

S.E., clerk ; H. A. Milner, 84 ,Effingham Road, Hornsey, N., clerk;

W. MacGillivray, 368 , Green Lanes , N., book-keeper. The number

of directors is not to be less than six nor more than 12 , the subscri.

bers are to appoint the first ; qualification, £ 500 ; remuneration as

the company may decide. Registered by Ingle, Holmes & Son, 20,

Threadneedle Street, E.C.

Silverton Ironworks, Limited (57,218).- Registered

May 4th , with capital £50,000 in £ 1 shares (10,000 preference), to

adopt an agreement with. F.O'O. Prince for the acquisition of an

invention for improvements in furnace bars, and to carry onthe

business of mechanical engineers, machinists, wood workers, builders,

timber merchants, electrical engineers, chemical manufacturers, &c.

The subscribers (with one share each) are :-T. Willson, 2 , Christ

church Road, Hampstead; architect ; H. Howe, 6 , Epirus Road,

Walham Green , S.W., gentleman ; A. R.Stanes, The Limes, Sarbiton,

merchant; L. F. Clow , 8 ,Old Jewry, E.C. , land agent ; F. O'C . Prince,

37, Cursitor Street, E.C., engineer ; E. J. V. Davies , 1, Harringay

Villas, N., engineer ; A.E: Bloxham ,17, Boveney Road, Honor Oak

Park , S.E. , agent. The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first;

qualification, 400 ordinary or 200 preference shares ; remuneration,

£ 100 each perannum (£ 150for the chairman ), and a percentage of

the profits . Registered by, N. L. Pocock , 16 , Finsbury Circus, E.C.Pacific Cable.- A daily paper says that the British ship

Penguin , which had to take soundings and to investigate the

bottom of the Pacific , with the view to the laying ofa cable,

arrived at Sydney on March 25th. According to the

Frankfurter Zeitung, ber officers declared that the soundings
showed no obstacles. OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

COMPANIES .

Appointment Vacant. - The Stockport Gas and Elec

tric Light Committeewant a clerk of works at £3 per week.

See our " Official Notices " this week for particulars.

The Electrical Press .-- The number of journals partly

or wholly devoted to electrical subjects amount in the total
to 66 ... Of these 18 are published in France, 14 in the

United States, 12 in Germany, 6 in England, 8'in Switzer

land, 2 each in Austria, Belgium , Holland, Italy and Spain,

1 eachin Canada, Japan, and Russia.

Cambridge Electric Supply Company, Limited

( 36,457 ).-- This company's annual return was filed on March 2nd ;

9,413 shares have been taken up out of a capital of £ 100,000 in £10

shares ; £8 per sbare has been called on 4,970, and £1 per share on

the othere, and £44,203 has been paid .

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company,
Limited (1,147 C).—This company's annual retorn was filed on

March 23rd, when tbe whole capital of £ 448,200 in £12 shares was

taken up and paid for in full .

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company, Limited

( 13,795 ).— This company's return was filed on March 18th. The

capital is £180,000 in £ 10 shares (3,000 preference ), 12,500ordinary

and 3,000 preference have been taken up, and £ 165,000 has been

paid .

British Insulated 'Wire Company, Limited (52,285).
-This company's annual return was bled on April 15th. The

capital is £ 400,000 in £5 sbares (40,000 preference). 20,000 prefer

ence and 40,000 ordinary shares have been taken up, and 5,530 pre

ference and 29,935 ordinary are considered as paid. £2 158. per

sbare has been called on the others, and £ 67,47158. has been paid,

leaving £ 55,203 15s. in arrears.

The Pender Memorial .-— One of the two marble busts

of the late Sir John Pender, G.C.M.G., executed by Mr. E.

Onslow Ford, has now been received by the authorities of

University College, London . The bast has been placed in

the library. The likeness is stated to be a pleasing and

striking one. The second bust is at present on view at the

New Gallery, and will afterwards be sent to Manchester for

exhibition .
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OITY NOTES.

The West India and Panama Telegraph Company,

Limited .

The directors' report for the hall-year ended December 31st, 1897, to

be submitted to the shareholders on May 18th reads as follows : -The

directors submit the accounts for the eix months ended December 31st,

1897. The amount to credit of revenue is £ 32,228 118. 8d . against

£ 34,053 133. 6d. for the corresponding ball-year of 1896 , and the

expenses have been £ 19,772 158. against £ 21,398 158. 4d., leaving a
balance of £12,455 169. 8d ., which , with £ 1,243 6s 8d. brought

from last account, and £ 1,000 transferred from reserve account,

makes a total of £14,699 3s. 4d. , with which it is proposed to deal as

follows :

£

First preference shares

Dividend, six months to December 31st, 68. per share 10,368 18 0 .

Second preference shares

Dividend, six months to December 31st, 69. per share 1,400 14 0
Ordinary shares

6d. per share (free of income-tax) 2,208 0 6

Balance to current half-year's account 721 10 10

8. d.

telegraph traffic with the central and southern parts of Russia. The

continued commercial and industrial development of China and

Japan, and, during the last months of the year,thepolitical events in

the Far East had tended to increase the traffic. The friendly

relations established with the Chinese Administration in 1896 , by the

convention concerning the traffic exchanged between Europe and

Obina, which was mentioned in the last report, had been further con

solidated by a similar convention concerning the limitrophic traffic

between the Russian and Chinese Empires. In Japan they had bad

protracted negotiations with the Telegraph Administration, compli

cated by the introduction of the gold standard into that country.

These negotiations eventually led to a tariff arrangement, which

bad also contributed to develop the traffic. Speaking of

the projected Iceland cable, the Chairman said as the cable

would render important service to Great B : itain , France, and

others, which every year send a number of fishing vessels to the coast

of Iceland with crews numberiag thousands ofmen , the company had

provisionally approached Great Britain , France, and Rassia in the

hope of obtaining in return for the free transmission of their

meteorological telegrams a ixed yearly remuneration which might

contribute to wards making up the deficiency in the receipts.

The financial result of theyear has been very satisfactory, The

decrease in the receipts was only appareat, and was due merely to a

change in the method of making up the accounts and balance-sheet.

The interest on investments belonging to the reserve and renewal

fund had been added direct to this fund, instead of being , as before,

first entered in the working account. The latter method , which was

less correct, was followed for so long a time, only with the object of

enabling the employment of a larger amount for the amortisation of

the debentures, but as the whole debtof the company would probably

be extinguished in the course of another 12 months, the more correct

method has been introduced this year. This alteration has not

affected the extra dividend, which has been fixed as last year at 10s.,

making a total dividend of 10 per cent., or 208., whilst the reserve

and renewal fand has been increased by an amount slightly smaller

than ordinarily.

The accounts were then adopted , and the retiring directors and

auditors were re - elected.

£ 14,699 3 4

The traffic receipts for the six months show a decrease of £2,187

193. 8d. , as compared with the corresponding period, attributable to

the causes mentioned in the last report, and to thedepressed condi.

tion of West Indian trade. The expenses of repairingcables during

the ball-year are £1,386 159. 30. less than those for the cor

responding period . During the half-year the company's two

repairing steamers, Grappler and Duchess of Marlborough, have been

surveyed and repaired in accordance with Lloyd's requirements.

The new cable between Bermuda and Jamaica, alluded to at the last

general meeting, was opened for traffic on January 31st. The con.

tract between Her Majesty's Government andthe new company pro

vides for a subsidy of £ 8,000 per annum , and for a maximum tariff

of 3s. per word between London and Jamaica, as against 53. 10d. per

word charged by the route as prescribed by the Legislative Acts of

the Colonies, viâ Havana. The directors,however, decided to make

corresponding reductions of rates to and from the West Indies on

January 1st. With the view of aiding the plans of the Government

in furtherance of West Indian trade, reductions of inter -colonial

rates were also made on April 1st. Since the last general meeting

the directors, with the object of maintaining and strengthening the

duplicate system ,have made arrangements to connect Grenada, St.

Lucia and St. Croix, by a new line of cable in substitution for the

old Chord line, which has proved to be beyond repair, and to dupli.

cate the Trinidad -Grenada section . A contract has also been entered

into for the manufacture and delivery in the West Indies of 160

kaots of cable for stock . Ow to the financial crisis through which

the Leeward Islands are now passing, Antigua and St. Kitts have

reduced their subsidies from £800 to £ 600 each for the current year.

Notice has also been received from the Government of Jamaica that

the subsidy of £ 2,000 per annum , hithertopaid to this company, has
ceased from March 31st. In accordance with the articles of associa

tion, Henry Holmes, Esq .,retires at this meeting, and offers himself

for re-election. The auditore, Messrs. Deloitte , Daver, Griffiths and

Co., also retire, and offer themselves for re-election.

The Great Northern Telegraph Company of

Copenhagen.

Thegeneral meeting of this company was held at Copenhagen on

April 30th , 1898, Mr.F. Zahle presiding.

The chairman and managing director, Commodore E. SUENSON ,

D.R.N , in rendering an account of the working of the company

during the year 1897, stated that the state of the cables in Europe

had not been satisfactory during 1897, especially towards the end of

the year. No fewer than 11 ofthe cables had been interrupted, the

total number of interruptions being 32. These had nearly all been

due to injury caused by the fishing vessels, especially by the steam

trawlers,which are spreading more and more,notonly over the North

Sea, but also in the Skager Rack and Kattegat. On the other hand ,

the cables in the Far East had been comparately free from injary,

thanks to the extensive strengtheniogs and renewals which had been

carried out during the last years, particularly on the Hong Kong

Amoy.Shanghai line. There bad been only seven interruptions,

affecting five cables. Unfortunately the Wladiwostock route had, as

usual, been the weak link in the system. An altogether exceptional

inundation of the Amur River had to a great extent destroyed the

work of reconstruction carried on by the Russian Administration,

and the work had to be done afresh. This reconstruction would, he

hoped , put an end to the repeated interruptions of this route, while,

as the construction of the railway in Siberia advances,the maintenance

of the line would be facilitated. Their telegraph system in Europe

would be improved in course of the present year, thanks to ameasure

contemplated by the Swedish Administration, viz . , the building of

bronz) wires across Sweden. This would be of great advantage to

the considerable traffic crossing that country between Gothenbu'g

and Grislebamn. Similarly the Danish Administration had improved

the lines across Denmark by the introduction of oil insulators ; while

the Russian Administration had built a new direct line between

Moscow and Libau in order to accelerate the transmission of the

The Eastern Extension, Australasian and China

Telegraph Company.

The forty-pinth balf-yearly meeting of the above company was held

on Wednesday last at Winchester House, Old Broad Street, the

Marquis of Tweeddale presiding.

TheCHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption ofthe report,said : Gentle

men, the gross revenue for the half-year under review has amounted

to £ 275,142, or a decrease of £ 50,263. Of this, £ 20,000 was caused

bythe falling off of the Australian traffic, which we have always

pointed out to you is more or less of a temporary character,

the remainder being due to reductions of tariff. When these

reductions were made, it was estimated that there would

be a loss of over £ 55,000, and it is most gratifying, I think, to

find that the falling off in revenue from this cause has not been

nearly so great as was anticipated. The working and other expenses

have amounted to £ 102,844, showing a decrease of £ 3,426, which is

due to the cost of maintenance of cables and expenses in connection

with negotiations having been lessin the past hall -year than in the

corresponding balf-year of 1896. The usual interim dividends have

been distributed during the past year, making, with a final dividend

proposed to be paid to -morrow , a total payment of 5 percent. for

1896 ;a bonus of 48. per sbare, or 2 per cent. will also be paid,making

a total distribution for the year of 7 per cent. The revenuebalance,

amounting to £57,444 133. 10d., has been carried to the general

reserve fund,which nowstands at £ 803,667, after having beendebited

with £ 79,619 fur the cost of the cable renewals, &c. , carried out during

the half-year under review . These renewals have been made in the

Malacca Straits and China seas , and during the current year it

is proposed to carry out several other much -needed renewals
in various sections of the company's system . A farther

drawing by lot of the company's Australasian Government subsidy

debentures (451 in number) took place on the 4th ult. for

payment at par on July 1st next, when the debenture debt, which

originally amounted to £ 640,000, will be reduced to £80,600. When

I last bad the pleasure of addressing you , I referred to the subsidy

arrangement entered into with the Spanish Government for extend .

ing the company's system from Manila to the islands of Panay,

Negroe, and Cebu. During the hall -year under review, this contract

was completed to the Batistaction of the Spanish Government, and

the cables opened for traffic. Unfortunately, however, through a

further outbreak of the rebellion in the Pbilippines, one of the new

stations iu Cebu ( Taburan ) bas bad to be abandoned, and is reported

to have since been entirely destroyed, and until the rising is quelled,

or sufficient troops can be spared to garrison the place, the working

of the station cannot be resumed. Our Bolicao station, where the

Hong Kong cable was originally landed , was also ia the greatest

danger a few months ago, owing to large numbers of the rebels

having assembled in the neighbourhood, and demanded the surrender

of the Spanish soldiers (11 in number) who had been sent
to Bolinao to protect it. The Government landlines between

Bolinao and Manila had been cut by the rebels, so that it

was quite impossible for the station to communicate with the

authorities at Manila by telegraph. Fur four days the station was

entirely surrounded by the insurgents, who constantly threatened to

attack it, and but for the timely arrival of a Spanish gunboat the

station must have surrendered , with the result that the soldiers

would doubt! egs have shared the sad fate of the other small garrisons
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in the district, who, after receiving promises of safety, were cruelly

murdered. During this trying time the company's staff at Bolinao

displayed the greatest courage and loyalty, and we understand that

the Governor-General bas recommended the Spanish Government to

recognise their valuable services by conferring upon the super

intendent and other principal members of the staff suitable decora

tions. The insecurity of the landline between Bolinao and Manila

had long been recognised by the Government and mercantile com

munityof Manila,and manyproposals bad been made from time to

time for improving it, butwithoutany practical result. The troubles,

however, to which I have just referredwere the means of bringing the

negotiations between the companyand the Spanish Government to a

head, and a contract was entered into on March 30th for cutting the

Hong Kong cable off Bolinao and extending it direct to Manila in

return for certain concessionary privileges. The work was carried

out within a fortnight of the contract being signed , and the Bolinao

station and staff removed to Manila. They bad not, however, been

working from Manila many weeks before hostilities broke out between

the United States and Spain , and on Monday, the 2nd inst., at 8

p.m., the cable was suddenlyinterrupted close to Manila , we believe

by the order of the admiral of the American fleet. Should this prove

to be the case, we shall naturally look, and with the utmost con

fidence, to the Government of the United States to compensate us for

the damage caused to our property. Communication by cable between

Manila and Hong -Kong will not be restored, I am afraid, antil we are

in a position to repair the cable, anduntil peace has been restored

between the two belligerents, which, I am sure, we all hope will soon

be the case . You will have seenfrom the newspapers that the proposal

which the Eastern, Eastern Extension, and South African Companies

submitted to Her Majesty's Government for establishing an all

British cable between this country and Australia via the Cape of

Good Hope, bas of late received a good deal of attention both in the

colonies and on this side, but upto the present time the depart

mental committee has not made its report, and consequently no

definite result has been arrived at. You will remember that at the

last meeting a suggestion was made to the board that the services of

thestaff shouldbespecially recognised in connection with the cele
bration of the Queen's Jubilee. This suggestion, after receiving the

board's careful consideration, was adopted, by the granting ofbonuses

to the whole of the company's employés, and the expenditure in

curred will appear in the accounts for the current hall- year.

Mr. F. A. BEVAN seconded the motion , and the report was adopted.

The retiring directors and the auditors having been re -elected, the

proceedings terminatedwith a vote of thanks to the chairman and

directors and to the staff.

£ 84,252. At the same time the period during which the preference
shares had nine-tenths of the profits had been extended bytwo years

in consideration of the additional sum of £ 10,000 put in the

business. With regard to the Metall Companythe result of the year's

trade was disappointing as they fullyexpected the profit wouldhave

been sufficient to have paida dividend . The explanation of the

cause of their failure was a simple one. They got the Government

contract and were told the requirements would be 100 tons per

annum . They quoted a low price in view of the benefit they would

derive by getting the contract. The result was that they received

orders for more than three times the amount they expected at the

lowest price. As soon as they got the Government order they

were inundated on all sides with orders, but in consequence

of the Government work they could not accept them . The contract

with the navy was cancelled by them , and they had secured nearly

the whole of the newone, only very small tubes going elsewhere, at

pricesvery much higher than those of the old contract. The fact

oftheir obtaining the new contract proved the esteem in which their

tubes were held by the Government. They were informed by the

Hamburg -South American Steamship Company that they had

specified in their contract that only tubes of their make should be

used . The most important fact of all was that they were now in a

position to give orders for a very considerable extension of their

plant, and they were now completing the erection of new plant
which would enable them to about double the sales of last year.

They had erected a very large draw bench shed , and filled it with

draw benches, and they had built a very large double annealing

furnace, which with the draw benches was sufficient to deal with the

output. They were also deriving considerable benefit from the new

arrangements with regard to the purchase of copper, and were

nowin the happy position of getting all copper free at Schlader

at from 30s. to £2 & ton less than the value of Chili bar,

and at the same time they paid nothing forthe gold and silver it

contained . They obtained 391•4 ounces of gold , which was sold for

£1,692 38. 6d ., and 11,364.22 ounces of silver, which sold for £1,481

48. 2d. Thatwas a very important point, as that bye-product in

creased with increased output. On December 31st theyhad locked

copper and book debts no less than £ 24,512 68. That som was

considerably greater now , and it was impossiblefor them to carry

out the extension without copper to fill the tanks. The debentare

stock fell due forrepayment on July 1st, andthey proposed to make

an issue of £ 60,000 to replace that. With the increase of business,

they felt they were justified in reducing the interest from 8 per cent.

to6 per cent.

Mr. HEAL seconded the adoption of the report, and it was agreed

to .

Mr.RAWSON stated that the shareholders would be glad tohear that

the French Elmore Company would probably pay a dividend of

between 10 and 20 per cent.

op in

American Bell Telephone Company,

THB American Bell Telepbone Company's report for the year1897,

gives the estimated number of exchange connections in the United

Btates as 998 millions ; tbe increase in the number of subscribers

reported by the licensee companies was unprecedented in the history

of the business, the gain in the last two years having equalled the

aggregate gain ofthe previous six years. The number of exchange

stations is 384,230, which equals, within a lew thousand, the aggre

gate number of exchange stations in all of Continental Europe. The

German Empire is reported to have 122,362 exchange stations ( 1896 ),

and Great Britain comes next with 85,316 . Conversation is now bad by

subscribers in the United States over distances of 1,800 miles.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company

Limited . The directors bave decided, after placing £ 5,000 to the

reserve fund, to recommend the payment of 6s. 90.per share, making,

with the interimdividend paid inNovember last, atotal distribution

of 33 per cent. for the year 1897. This will give 6s. 9d. to the

ordinary , 6s. to the preferred ordinary, and 90. to the deferred ordinary
shareholders.

Stock Exchange Settlements. - Application has been
made to the StockExchange Committee to allow the following

securities to be quoted in the Official List :- Oxford Electric Com .

pady, Limited — 10,000 shares of £5 each fully paid, and £ 35,000
4 per cent. debenture stock .

Forthcoming Prospectus. - The various daily and

evening papers announce that the Great Northernand City Electric

Railway prospectus will shortly be before the public.

New General Traction Company. The meeting of

this company, convened to be held yesterday, was not held, but was

postponed until the 17th inst .

West Coast of America Telegraph Company.

MR. J. DENISON PENDAB presided at ameeting of this company held

at the offices of the company, Winchester House, on Tuesday last.

The CHAIRMAN referred to the death of Lord Sackville Cecil, one

of the directors, whoseseat at the board had been filled by Sir Albert

J. Leppoc Cappel. The groes receipts for the year amounted to

£ 25,773, being an increaseof £ 2,268 of the previous year under the

oldcompany, The expenditurehad been £ 19,476, or a reductionof
£2,812, which was attributable to their having only one section of

the cables interrupted during the year. The repairing steamer

Retriever was only away from port ive days during the 12

months, thus effecting a great saving in working expenses and

maintenance of cable. Taking into consideration the depressed

state of trade, the result of the first year's working of the

new company could not be consideredunsatisfactory. At the same

time, theexpenses had been abnormally small. The scheme of re

construction took over the business, goodwill, property and assets,

with liabilities of the old company,from December 31st, 1896. Of

the share capital, 30,000 shares of £2 108. each had been allotted to

shareholders of the old company,and 15,000 of a similar amount bad

been allotted to the Brazilian Submarine Company. 8 per cent.

debentures had been exchanged for 4 per cent., and £ 20,000in 4 per

cent, incomte bonds had been issued . The chairman referred to

correspondence which had appeared in the financial press , and de

scribed the remarks of the writers as absolately inaccurate .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

The Bristol Tramwaysand Carriage Company, Limited.The receipts for the

week ending May6th , 1898, were 12,478 25. 4d .; corresponding period
1897, £ 2,271 9s. 5d . ; increase, £ 206 12s. 11d .

The City and South London Railway Company. — The receiptsfor the week end .
ing May 8th, 1898, were £ 964; week ending May 9th , 1897, 1957;

increase,£ 7; total receipts for half-year, 1898, £ 19,721 ; 'corresponding
period, 1897, £ 19,503 ; increase, £ 218.

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways.—The receipts for the weet

ending May 7th , 1898, £ 180 11s. 8d.; total receipts to May 7th, 1888
£ 2,08228. 8d.

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company -Thereceipts for

week ending Friday, May6th, 1898 ,were £ 461 Os. .; corresponding

week last year,£ 511 7s. 20 .; decrease , £ 50 78.; passengers carried

76,828; corresponding week last year, 78,961 ; aggregate to date, £ 7

175. 3d.; aggregate to date last year,£8,166 Ils. ;decrease to date ,
£ 336 13s. 9d .; mileage open , 8 miles.

The LiverpoolOverhead Railway Company. - The receipts for the week ending

May 8th , 1898, amounted to £ 1,504 ; corresponding week last year,
£ 1,316 ; increase, £ 188.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for

the week ending May 6th , 1898, after deducting 17 per cent of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph com
pany, Limited, were £ 8,178 .

Elmore's German and Austro -Hungarian Metal

Company, Limited .

MR. JOHN MACFARLAN (chairman ) presided over the seventh annual

meeting of the above company, held on Wednesday at Winchester

House , and in moving the adoption of the report said the reduction

of capital had been carried out and the amount standing as cost of

patents was reduced from £ 139,940 to the more reasonable figure of
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35,100:{ Eastern and Beethredbelona Telog, Ltd ,5% Mart.Deb
...

1895. 1896 . 1897.

137,4001 Atrionn Direot Telog ., Ltd., 4 % Deb. 100 4 % 100 -104 100 104

25,000 Amason Telegraph, Limited , shares ... 10 7-8 7 - 8

125,000 Do. do . 5 % Debs. Red . 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

929,9001 Anglo- American Telog,.,Ltd. Stock £29s. 62 138. 3 % 60 · 63 63 66

3,038,0202 Do. do. 6 % Prat. Stock £ 4 188. £5 6s. 6 % 1101 111) 113 114

3,098,0207 Do. do. Dodd . Stock 14 141 164 -- 16 %

180,000 Brasilia Babmarino Telog, Iitd .
10 7 % 7 % 9 % 152 15 161

75,0002 Do. do . 6 % , Debs.,2nd perio , 1906 100 5 % 112 -- 176 112 116

44,000 Owili Tolop., Ltd., Nou. 1 to 44,600
54% 4 % 3 87 3- 31

10,000,000 $ OommercialOublo Oo. $ 100 7 % 8 % 160 -170 160 170

918,2977 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 103 -105 104 -106

224,850 Consolidated Talop . Oomst. and Main ., Ltd. 10 /- 11 % 2 %
H

16,000 Ouba Telag ., Ltd. 18 8 % 8 % 7 % 6 75

8,000 Do. 10 % Prot. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 14 15 141 153

12,931 Diroot Spanish Telog.,Ltd.
64% 4 % 4 % 4 5 5

6,000 Do. do , 10 % Oum . Prof. 6 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 4% Debu. Nou, 1 to 6,800 60 41 % 41 % 41% 103 -106 % 103 106 %

60,710 Direct Onited States Onblo, Ltd.
20 21 % 21 % 101 - 11 101 11

120,000 Direct West IndiaCable 43% Reg .Deb
100 98 -101 99 –102

400,000 Kartera Tolog ., Ltd., Nov.1to 400,000 1069% 61 % 17 — 171 17 17 )

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Prof. 18 6 6% 18 19 18 - 19

89,9002 Do. 8 % Debs, repay. August,1899 1065 % 5 % 100 --103 100 - 103

1,302,6152 Do. 4 % Mort . Dob . Stock Red . Stock 4 % 4 % 127 - 130 xd 123 - 127

250,000 Basten Hstension , Australasia and Ohina Teleg .,Ltd. 10 | 7 7 % 7 % 18 - 181 18 183

Do. 6 % (Au . Gov. Bub. ), Deb., 1980, rod.ann.drgs.
100 6 % 5%

6 %
100 -104 100 -104

rog . 1 to 1,049, 3,976 to 4,836 5 %

100,5001 Do. do. Bearer, 1,066—8,975 and 4,897—6,490 100 5 % 5%
101 - 104 101 - 104

320,0002 Do. 4 % Deb . Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 4 % 127 - 130 127 - 130

100 5 % 5 % 100 - 104 100 - 104

1960 redeem . . .Nos. 1 to 3,848
46,500 Do. do . do. to konrer , 2,844 to 6,600 100 5 % 5% 101 -14 101 - 104

300,0001 Do.
4 % Mort. Dobi. Nou,1to 3,000,rod.1909 100 4 % * % 102 -106 102 -105

200,0002 Do, 4% Reg.Mt.Debu. (Mauritiu Bub.)1 to 8,000 854% 4% 105 -08 xd 105 - !08 %

180,227 Qlobe Telegraph andTrust, Ltd. 16 41 % 44 % 117 - 11fxd 117 - 118
180,042 Do. do . ' 6 % Prot .... 16 6 % 6 % 164 - 17 xd 161 - 171

150,000 Great Northon Telog. Oompany of Oopenhagen 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 28 % - 291 281 - 291

160,0001 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobe. | 1085 % 5% 5 % 100 - 103 100 - 103

97,000
Halitax and Bermuda Cable Co., Ltd., 45 % 1st Mort.

100 97 102 97 -102

Debø., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo-Huropean Teleg .,Ltd.
25 10 % 10% 50 - 53 10 63

100,0001 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg ., Ltd. 6 % Dobo. 10 € 6 % 106 - 109 107 -110

28,000 Montevidoo Telephone 6 % Prel., Nog. 1 to 28,000 ... 8 $ % 4 % 4 % 2 29 2 23

484,697 National Taloph ., Ltd.,1 to 484,597 51% 51 % 6 3 } 50 57

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 1st Prol. 186% 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum , ad Prei. 19 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15

250,000
Do. 6 % Non -cum .8rd Pral., 1 to 250,000 5 5 % 5 % 5 % 5} 54 53 5g

1,929,4714 Do. Bj % Deb . Stock Rod . Btook $1% 31 % 31% 100 -105 99 - 104

171,504 Oriental Taloph. & Floo., Ltd., Non. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 1 6% 5 % 6 % * xd

100,0002 Pacitound Furopean Tol., Ltd., 4 % Quwr. Debs, 1 to 1,000 106 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 -108

11,899 Boutor's Ltd. 8 5 % % 8 9 8 9

3,381 | Submarino Oable Trust Oert . 136 141 136 141

58,000 United Riga Plato Toloph., Ltd. 54% 5 % 4 41

146,7332 Do. do . 0 % Dobu. Btock 5 106 :08 103 108

15,609 Wont Adriaan Talog ., Ltd., 7,601 to 28,189 104% nil 31 41 31

219,4001 Do. do . do. 6 % Dobu. 1005 99 · 102 99 102

64,269 Werten und Brailin Tolos , Dtd . 168 2. % 111 12 12 - 12

89,129 Do. do. do, 6 % Prol. Ord . 79 5 6 % 76 8 8

83,129 Do. do . Dail. Ord .... nil 47 43 41

389,521 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 105 -108 105 -108

88,321 Wort India and Panama Talog ., Ltd. 10 1% 1 % # %

34,669 Do. do. do . 8 % Oum . Int Prel. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 77 74 77

4,669 Do. do. do , 6% Oum . End Prel. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do . 6 % Dobu. No.1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 105 - 108 105 -108

1,163,000$ Wurton Onion of 0. 8. Tolog , 1 % 16 Mort. Bonds $ 1000 7 7 % 105 - 110 103 -100

160,1003) Do. do. 6 % Btex. Bondo. 100 6 6 % 100 -105 1100 -105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .
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-

...

118

173

2818

11g

163

281

.
.
.

...

521...

6 %

50

108109

... .00

5%.. 54 5g

17-

50

101)

0
0

...

.. ...

6% 100

12

436

1051...

10 . .
...

78 756

-

.

20,000 " Okaloob.leotricity Supply. Itd.,o be too 10:07 :

10,000 {
...100,000 £5? /} 10

181

81

158

30,000 Oharing Orous and Strand Bleoty. Bupply 56 % 6 % 7 % 13 14 13 14

20,000 Do. do . do . do . 41 % Oam . Pref. 5 6 61 6 69 · 63

56 % 5 % 6 % 91- 10% 91 - 101 101
Do do. do 4 % . Stock Red . Stock 41 % 41 % 41% 115 -117 115 --117

50,000 Oity of London Wleo.Lightg. Oo ., Ltd.,Ord .48,801– 90,000 10 5 % 7 % 10 % 26 27 26 27 261 263

Do. do. Prov. Oerts. Nos. 90,001 to
18 19 18 19 185 18

.

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prel., 1 to 40,000 6 % 6 % 6 % 17) - 181 171-187 1718
400,000

Do, 6 % Deb . Stock , Borip. ( ins, at $115) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 % 129-134 129 - 134

30,000 Ocunty of Lond . & Brisk Prov. 2. Ltg .Ltd., Ord . 1–30,000 nit nil nil 14 15 131- 141 14 % 13 %
10,000 Do. do. do. Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 £4 pd . 81 9 9

20,000 Do. do . do . 6 % Pret., 40,001-60,000 6 % 6 % 6 % | 15 16 15 16 152

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ld , ord .sbares 1-17,400 £4 pd. 41

10,000 Honse -to - House Elec. Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 4 % ) 10 11 91- 101 108
10,000 Do. 7 % Cum. Pref. 57 % 7 % 7 % 11 12 11 12 114

62,400. "Metropolitan Electric Supply, Ltd., 101 to 62,500
10 4 % 5 % 69 181 - 191 18 19 193 187

220,0001 Do. 41 % krstmortgage dabanture stock 45 % 44 % 41 117 121 117 -121

6,452 Notting Hill Blectric Lightg . 06.,Ltd. %% 4 % 6 % 19 - 20 197 201 201

31,980 * 8.. Jaros's & Pall Mall Elec. LightCo., Ltd.,Ord . 5 71% 101 % 141 | 171 183 17)- 187 18) 171

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Pral., 20,881 to 40,088 5 1 7 % 7 % 7 % ! 10 11 10 11

60,000 Do, do . 4 % Deb. stock Red . 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid . 21- 23 27- 28

79,900 Wortminster Bleotrio Supply Vorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 517 % 9 % 12 % | 17 16 17 161 161

* Subject to Founder's Shares. t Quotations on Liverpool Stook Drobange.

1 Unlon otberwise stated all sbares are fully paid . | Dividends paid in dolerred share warrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividendo martod 1 are for a your consisting of the latter part of one yoar and the Arst partof the next.
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1135
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10
2016
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99,261 { Hdison & Bwan United Floo. Cgt., Ltd., " A " intheroom 1}
Do. do.

.
.
.

...

1895 . 1896 . 1897 . Bigbro Lowe

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 159-164 151- 161 161

Do. do . 6 % Cum. Pref. 30,001–40,000
10 71- 81 7

10,000
8

£ 4 pd. ( issued at £2 108. prem . all paid )

90,000 Brush Blool. Baging. Do., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 ...
% 21% nil nil 1g 17 11- 11 14 18

90,000 Do. do . Non -oum . 6 % Pret., 1 to 90,000 23 % nil 4 % 27 27 21 21

Do. do .125,0002
41 % Perp . Dob. Stock .... Stock 119 -114 110 -114 113

Do.50,000 do . 41 % andDeb. Stock Rod . Stock 102 -105 101 -104

10 10
19,894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares 104 101 101

Do.
do .129,179 do. £ 6 paid 10 6 63 6 65 61

59,254 Do. do. Pref. ball -shares £1 pd. 14 11 11- 13

67,680 Do. do. Det. do. £ 5 pd. 41- 4 44 41

690,0002 Oity and South London Railway Stock 14 % 12 % 13% 67 70 67 70 70 69 )

628,180 Orompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref. Bharos, 1 to 28,180 nil 2 21 2 21 2

85% 54 % 21- 22 24 23 212 21

1 to 99,261

17,189 do . " A" Shares 01–017,189 5 5 % 54 %
4 5 5

194,023 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb , stock Red . 100 103 -105 103-105

110,000 Blectrio Oonstruction , Litd ., 1 to 110,000
96 % 6 % 28- 23 25 23 24

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Orum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 .. 7 % 7 % sy 90 Sj- 90

111,100 Do. do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort.Deb . Stock Stock ... 106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depong .,Ltd.,1 to 70,009
9

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mig., Ltd., 1 to 69,886,immedat 1 pm . 3

9,6007 Greenwood & Batley, Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pret., 1 to 9,600 10 101 % 7 %
7 % 9 11 9 11

12,500 Hanley'ı (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord . 108% 10 % 12 % 211–221 211- 22 214

8,000 Do. do. do . 7 % Prot. 107 % 7 % 7 % 181 - 193 181- 191

60,000 Do. do . do. 4 Mort. Deb. Stock Stock| 41 % 44% 41 % 110-115 110 - 115

60,000 India-Rubbor, Gutta Perohs und Telog . Works, Ltd. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 21
- 22 21 - 22 219 21,1

800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debe. 100 |102 -106 102 -106

87,500 Liverpool Overhoad Railway, Ord .
10 21 % 27 % 37 % 103- 108 103 - 103

10,000 t bo. do . Prof.,$ 10 paid 108 % 5% 164 - 167 154-161

87,860 | Tolograph Oonsta . and Maintoo ., Ltd. 12 15 % 15 % 15 % 35 38 36 38 37 357

150,non Do. do . dn . 8% Bondo, rod. 1899 100 6 % 5 % 192 — 105 102 -105

640,0002) Waterloo and Oity Railway, Ord . Stock 100 1133 - 126 133 -136 136 134

+ Quotations on Livorpool Brook Exchango. Unless otherwise statod ad sbaros aro tully paid .

Dividonda marked | are for a your consisting of the latter part of ono your and the Orst part of the post.
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

• Birmingham Blectric SupplyCompany, Ordinary £B (hally paid ) 108. London Bloctric Supply Corporation , 65 Ordinary , 31–34.

House -to - Honio Company, 4 % Debantures of £ 100 , 107–109.
.T. Parker, Ltd., £10 (tally paid ), 157.

Konsington and KnightsbridgeFlootrio Lighting Company, Limitod Yorkshiro House-to - onko BlootricityCompany, Bb Ordinary Bharat

Ordinary Shares & B (Iully paid) 154-16 ); int Preference fully paid, 8-81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

Oumulative 6 % , 66 ( fully paid ), 8–84. Debentures, 107–110.

Dividend, 1897, on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share List . Bank rate of discount 4 por cont. (April 7th , 1898).

REVIEWS .

Alternate Currents in Practice. By FRANCIS J. MOFFETT,

B.A. London : Whittaker & Co., 1898.

This work is a translation of a treatiee of MM. Loppé and

Bouquet, and has been undertaken by the translator with the

idea of supplying English readers with a practical treatise

covering the whole range of alternating currents of elec
tricity.

It is rather a difficult matter to cover the whole range of

& subject like alternating currents in a book containing only

372 pages, and we cannot expect to find in so small a space

anything like complete treatment.

The book is divided into seven chapters, dealing with

(I.) Alternators ; ( II .) Motors ; (III .) Transformers and

Condensers ; (IV.) Transformation of Carrent ; (V.) Distri

bution mains ; (VI.) Current Distribution , and (VII.) Indus

trial Measurement of Alternating Currents.

The first three chapters, which comprise 247 pages, or

about two-thirds of the whole book , are a mixture of

description and theory such as is already within the reach

of English readers, so that the useful addition to our

literature is limited to the remaining one-third , wbich deals

with the transformation and distribution of alternating

currents. This portion should materially help electrical

engineers, and form a useful reference for reasons and data

concerning the various distributing systems, and it is really

this part which is most suggestive of the practical engineer.

It contains a good account of the methods employed in

transforming from one alternating current system to another,

and deals generally with the problems of transmission and

distribution of electrical energy. The descriptive portions

of these chapters is decidedly good, and the theoretical

treatment is of a simple nature . The descriptive parts of

the first three chapters are all that can be desired, the

language being clear and the illustrations good, but the

theoretical parts are often long and tiresome.

It seems to be a mistake to attempt to make a treatise on

such a subject cover both practice and theory. There is

plenty of room for two distinct treatiser, one entirely practical

in which difficult theoretical results may be stated but not

proved, and the other devoted to establishing results whether

they are known to have application to practice or not. If

we were so supplied we should often be saved the tedium of

hunting for practical data in book after book in the hope of

findingwhat we want, perhaps hidden in a mass of at the

time- uninteresting figures and symbols.

The work before us is avowedly a translation, and it is,

perhaps, a little out of place to review it as an entirely new

production. As a translation, the book can only meet with
a favourable criticism . The language is throaghout precise

and clear, and the diagrams and illustrations well defined

and clearly explained. It would have been better if the pub
lishers could have seen their way to produce the work at a

lower cost . The price, 158., does not compare well with

other equally goodpublications of theirs.

An Eight Hours' Day. By W. J. SHAXBY . London : The

Liberty Review Publishing Company, Limited.

This little book deals with the eight hours' question, and is

generally inimical to it, and prophesies ruin if it is adopted.

Our own opinion on the matter is that eight bours honestly

and heartily worked, are sufficient for å day's work, and
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we see no advantage in meeting foreign competition by long

hours of labonr. Foreign competition will not gain the day

on the question of hours. It rests with the workers of the

country to maintain our trade by something very different

from what trades unionism has fostered of late years. We

fear both the van and the rear of English trade is badly

officered . Improvement must come at both ends.

The intermediates who often find the braine, and have

not the authority,are usually the best men . Weagree with

the author in condemping legislative interference, but we are

by no means entirely with bim on the hours question. Ady

length of day is useless where the spirit to utilise it is not

there. We never looked on the recent strike as turning

upon the hours question . It rather turned onother con

siderations, which were concealed behind the so -called popular

eight hours. As a fact, there is yet no real pablic feeling for an

eight hours' day, and to force it forward is an error by
whomsoever done.

contact resistance. Experiments showed that atat least 100 amperes

per square inch the drop in the contact surface was inappreciable

compared with that in the bond and in the rail. The same was

found true with bonds — Bamples of which are exhibited — that bave

been in use for over two years, when the current-density has been

limited as stated . Experiments on this point have been carried out

to a considerable extent, since it has been frequently stated that the

contact resistance is a very appreciable factor, and that it can be

greatly lessened by amalgamating the surfaces. This will notbe the

case except wben there is carelessness in putting the bonds in place.

3. Gathering. – The current may be supposed to flow uniformly

through the rail at all parts, a foot or go from the ends or from bonds.

At a bond, however, it hasto gather,and it is scarcely to be expected

that, say, 16 inches of rail terminating at abond should show the

same resistance as 16 inches in the middle of the rail.

Tests on a bar of steel 3 inches x | inch showed " gathering " at

the two bond terminals added resistance equivalentto a total of
about 1 inch of the bar .

Tests on an 83-lb. rail showed " gathering " resistance equivalent

to 3:4 inches of rail at each contact,or a total of 6'8 inches per joint.

JOINTS .

The conductance of the joints depends, as stated , on both bonds
andfish -plates.

The first have been discussed already.

The second have a very appreciable effect, even with rails that
have been in use for sometime.

The following table shows the results of a number of tests made

partly in the laboratory and partly on track in use :THE INSTITUTION OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

Additional resistance due to joint.

Laboratory

tests .

EARTH RETURNS FOR ELECTRIO TRAMWAYS. By H. F. PARSHALL,

member. Paper read April 28th , 1898.

Ohms.

Inches

of

rail.

Resistance of

176 joints per

mile, or with

80 - ft . rails.

( Concluded from page 635.) 0.0000095 to

0 000081 }
10 to 87

r00017 to

00143{000

83-1b , rail ; six tests ; no

bonds, fish -plates un

cleaned, and not fully

tight.

Average

Single 0000 ; 30 - in . bond

only (calculated)

0 000039 34 0.0068

0 000101 109 0 ·0178

1. Por Conductivity the Chicago bonds inthedifferent tests have

shown practically 100 per cent. of the conductivity of pure copper.

A flexible Crown bond showed only 83 per cent. conductivity . The

Columbia bonds in the cases tried showed about 90 per cent. con

ductivity.

2. Resistance due to Contacts. - Measured from the potential

difference between two points very close together, oneon the bond

terminal, the other on the steel. Experiment showed the following
resalts :

-

0.0000024 3 0.00041

83-1b . rail, with one 30 -in .

Crown
0000 bond,

plateswell tightened ...

Same with fish - plate re

moved ...

This bond bad too great

contact resistance . See

Contact Test No. 5.

0000106... 114 00187

per bond

per mile

...

TESTS ON RAILS IN O89 .

76-lb . rail ;one 30 - in . 0000

Chicago bond and fish

plates.

Four tests made without

disturbing track average

0.0000307 to

0.0000622 }
32 to 65

{ o

Resist'nce

Resistance
of 176

Bond . Test.
joints, or

Remarks.

( 2 terminals ).
with 30 -ft .

rails.

Ooms. Ohms.

Chicago Bonds 1 0:00000197 0000347 Bond and hole very

l -in . terminals in clean .

- in . web . 1:37 sq .

in , contact area .

2 0.00000215 0 000379

3 00000025 0.000140 Bond not cleaned ;

hole freshly

reamed, but oily .

4 0.0000080 000141 Bonding not super

vised .

Crown Bonds 5 0 ·0000080

f -in . terminals in 0.0000028

Ir -in . web . 1.2 sq.

in , contact area .

0.0054 to

0.001

0 000043 45 0 0076
06

91

0.0000275 to

0.0000843

0 000046

o }
76 -lb . rail as above (track ?

21 years old ) ; four tests }

Average

Single 30-in .0000 Chicago

bond only ( calculated )

28 to 80 {
0 1048 to

0.0148

0.008148

01

0 :000103 114 0 0181

Total 00000108 0 :00190

0 : 000069 57 0-0121

Crown Flexible Bo

H - in . terminals in

B -in . web . 1.2 sq.

in . contact area .

6 0 ·0000422

0 0000518

Old 65 -lb . rail ; one 30 -in .

0000 Chicago bond,

fish -plates not tight ...

Above with fish -plates

removed

Above with fish -plates

replaced and well

tightened

0000090 74

Bonding not super

vised ;bondsafter

wards found to

have been put in

rusty hole.

0.0158

0.0000173 39... 0.0083

Total 0 ·0000940 00165

Columbia Bond

In 3 -in . bole in

in . web. 1:37 sq.

in . contact area .

10 0 0000072 000127 Hole clean ; bond

untouched .
00000081

0.0000040

10

5

New 90 - lb .; two 32 -in .

000 Chicago bonds and

plastic to one fish - plate

Average

Fish - plate added to con

ductivity .

00143

0.0071

00105
... 0.0000060 7 호

08 12 0.0000095 0 ·00167

13 0.0000077 000136 Hole" 4 days' old ;

bond antonched .

1 ) 9 11

Tests 4, 5, and 6 show that want of care in bonding may lead to

serions increase in contact resistance .

From the testo made it may be said generally that bonds properly

applied — that is, clean bonds in bright reamed holes, put in witha

proper fit with a drift driven square - have practically negligible

The above values show that the contacts had not deteriorated in

any way in the two and a half years of use . Some of the rails were

very old , but the fish -plates, which were not fully tight, showed
bright patches of metal at places of contact with rail. On replacing

plate and re -bonding, the joint was equivalent to 39 inches of rail .
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A second rail tested without fish -plate showed also no deterioration

of the bonding.

for the whole joint. The volts so found must be multiplied by the

number of jointsper mile, andadded to the polts required to drive
the current through a mile of jointless rail.
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APPARATUS EMPLOYED IN TESTING .

All resistances were found by measuring the potential difference

between two points onthe railswhen a constant current of 30—150

amperes was passed through the latter. A standard resistance of

0 07C0398 was placed in the same circuit, and the fall of the potential

across this compared with that across the two points on the rail.

The places at which current was led in and out of the rail were

always at some distance from the points between which the potential

difference was taken . Where measurements were made upon the

actual track, current was supplied from an accumulator placed upon

a car brought up to thespot. Current was led from this to a point

in the middle of the rail to be tested , and was led outsome 5 or 6

feet on the other side of a rail joint. The fall of potentiel was then

measured between two points inside those by wbich the current

was led into the rail, and also between two points on the same

rail outside the places at which current was led into it. The

standard resistance was included in the circuit, and comparisons

taken with this at each stage. From these two measurements

the resistance of the rail could be calculated as long as no cross

bonds occurred upon the part of the track actually under test. To

measure the resistanceofthe joints , a joint was included between

the two points ofwhichthepotential difference was taken , and this

compared with the potential difference between two points at a

similar distance apart on the continuous rail. It was found extremely

important in some cases to reverse the current both in the rail and

the potentiometer, since with the small potential difference measured

thermo-electric effects were very liable to disturb the results.

In certain experiments a current was passed into the rails at one

end of the track , and taken out at the other. The current in the

rails at intermediate points could be measured by takingthe difference

of potential between two points on the same metals which had been

tested for resistance as above. This bad , of course, to be done for

all four lines of the double track . The volts used to drive current

through the whole length of track were measured by making use of

the test wires. The potentiometer was employedfor this purpose

also, and the results may be taken as correct, within the limits of

correctness of calibration of the instrument itsell, which was

supplied by Elliott Brothers.

Volts required by various elements of joint in 80 - lb . rail bonded with 11-inch

plastic bond to one fish - plate only.

FIG . 2.

Sorce 664-lb. rail laid on another line recently bonded showed

joint resistances equivalent to 94 inches to 28 inches in four different

cases .

PLASTIC BONDS.

1}.inch hole in the cork receptacle between fish - plate and rail filled

with plastic material.

Description .

Increased re- inches

sistance due of

to joint. rail .

Increased

resistance of

176 joints,

or per mile

with

30 - feet rails.

• 1

Obms.

00000213 21 0 00375... ... ... ...

83 -lb . rail bonded to one plate only ;

both plates separated by paper

from rail

Do., bat bonded to both fish - plates;

plates not very tight

Do.; plates a little tighter

Do.;platesvery tight; brownpaper

still between plates and rails

Do.; brown paper removed; plates

tightened very hard up ..

| 0.0000126

0.0000123

14

14

0 00222

0 00217

NOTES ON ELECTRIC TBAMWASS. By Major P. CARDEW , R.E., and

A. P. TROTTER, Members. Read April 28th , 1898.

The accompanying note on return feeders forelectric tramways has

beenforwarded tome by Mr. A. P. Trotter, and as it contains a neat,

graphical method for determining the fall of potential in the retum

with uniform distribution of current, and the proper points of appli

cation of return feedere, I think it may prove interesting in connec

tion with Mr. Parsball's paper.

As Mr. Trotter alludes to previous saggestions of my own on this

subject, I also forward a pote which was prepared by me in May,

1894, and sent to the South Staffordshire Tramways Company, advo

cating the automatic regulation of this fall of potential.

P. CARDEW .

0.0000117 13 0:00206

0.0000083 9 000146

From the above, it seems safe to take the resistance through fish

plates as equivalent to someextra 50 inches of rail, and to take this.

tesistance as in parallel with the copper or plastic bonds used in

addition . Curves can then be constructed for any particular system

of bondingsimilar to thoseof fig. 3, which gives P.D. for the various

elements of a joint of 80 -lb . rail bonded with a single 0000 B. & S.

copper bond 30 inches long with 7 /8 -inch terminals.

000
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NOTE ON RETURN FEEDERS FOR ELECTRIC TRAMWASS. By A. P.

TROTTER, Member.

While great ingenuity has been expended in designing bonds for

electric tramway Tails,and while these bonds, assisted insome cases

by bare copperconductors laid between or near the rails, form a con

siderable item in the cost of building a line, little attention has been

paid to the use of return feeders. Tbe use of return conductors,

provided with a small dynamo, was suggested by Major P. Cardew

several years ago, and it has been independently proposed by Mr. G.

Kapp. The system has been in use for some time in Geneva,and

has recently been applied with success to the extension of the Bristol

tramways.

The best mode of arranging such return conductors does not appear

tohave been described, and the present communiction is intended to

afford an opportunityfor discussing it.

Assume a tramway line with passing places, five miles long, and 10

cars running. The most even distribution will, of course, be when

they are equidistant, and a less even distribution is not likely to

occurthanwhen all the cars are in pairs at passing places. Let each
car take 20 amperes, and let the resistance of the bonded rails be

z ohm per mile. When the cars are evenly distributed, balt a mile

apart, therail resistance between each pair is to obm , and with 20

amperes the drop on half a mile of rails is } volt.

The series is as follows:

Cars 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 works.

0 11 3 5 74 10) 14 18 224 273

The first car is supposed to be at the extreme end of the line. The

case is an extreme, but not animaginary one. Thelarge total fall of

27} volts over five miles should , of course, be reduced in the first

instance by more ample bonding, Lut the example serves the better

to illustrate the problem .

When the cars are all passing in pairs, at a mile apart, the drop
due to 40 amperes over one mile is 2 volts. The diagram showsthe

distributionforthese two cases ;the line, aB, showing the fall of

volts for10 cars evenly spaced half a mile apart, andthe curve, B,

the full for cars in pairs à mile apart. Mathematically, the point, A,

is the origin of the curve,to which the line,a B, is an approxima

O

40 olo BO 100 Ampares

trein betres ) Boods) 1

301

1

Volts ...

Volts required by various elements of joint in 80 -lb . rail bonded with a single

30 -inch 0000 copper bond , with l-inch terminal in joinch web.

FIG . 3 .

The contactand gathering resistances are added to the bondcopper

resistance, and the resistance of the iron between the bond holes

deducted . This gives Curye No. 5. The resistance so found is taken

as in parallel with the fish -plates' resistance and curve (7) calculated

1
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tion ; but as it is not intended to treat the problem mathematically,

the point, a, is, for convenience, placed at the top right-hand corner.

The volte in the two cases differ 60 little, compared with the

fluctuations of energy on an electric tramway, that this question of

distribution of the cars will not be referred to agaio , but the line,

A B , will be considered as typical.

The return feeder method by which this fall of volts may be re

daced, consists in connecting a feeder to some point on the rails, and
tapping off some of the return current. The conductivity of the

teederis not relied upon for this, but a dynamo, acting as a negative

This is the casewhether the whole current is transmitted through.

out the length of the conductor, or is fed in (as in the case of a

tramway line ) at differentpoints along the length, provided thatthe

direction of the carrent throughout the length of the conductor is

the same, wbich must be thecase when this conductor forms the

only path for the currentback to the generatingmachine.

But it additional conductors are used to take current from the

main conductor, which receives the current distributed along its

length back to the generator, the greatest difference of potential in

FIG . 1.
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" booster," may be said to suck the current back. By this means the

point at which the feeder taps the rails may be brought down to

zero-potential, or might be made negative to the generating dynamo.

The problem tobeconsidered is- (a) To reduce the volts below a

fixed maximam ; (b) to use as little copper as possible ; and (c) to use

as little energy aspossible.

Disregarding the two latter conditions, a simple plan wouldbe to run

& feeder the whole length of the line, andto reduce the volts to zero at

the far end of the line, D. The distribution is then symmetrical ; halt

of the current goes to the generating dynamo, and half to the return

feeder. To draw the curye of distribution, cut out a piece of card to

the shape of the curve of volts A B, and, fitting the vertical axis

to the ordinate 5, place it so that it passes through the point d. Turn

the card over, and complete the carvethrough a in the same way.

The maximum volts, at the point E, are 7).

Bat there is no occasion to reduce the voltsat the end of the line to

zaro , and there is evidently a maximum expenditure of copper and of

energy in the feeder. The middle point of the line isevidently

not the best point to tap, for the volts wouldbe distributed as shown

by the line B F G, which may be easily drawn by means of the

template. Here the maximum is, as before, 71 , and the volts near

the works are unnecessarily low, viz., 2 volts at 14 miles out. Itis

clear from the line BFG , that the feeder would draw off three - fourths

of the total current. It would be still worse to tap the rails at the

point at whichthe volts rise to one -half the maximum , viz . , at about
i]miles from the works.

Starting now in a different manner, let it be given that the maxi

mum volts are not, ander ordinary circumstances, to exceed 5,

allowing a margin of two below the Boardof Trade limit. Draw the

line Bu by means of the template, and fitting the template so that

its axis is vertical, that the top touches thelineof 5volts at the

point , and that it passes through the point B. Turn it over and

draw the line 8 K. But as it is not necessary,from the" undertakers ' "

point of view ,to reduce the volts to zero at the point k , set the tem

plate again, allowing 5 volts at the end of therails at the point m,

and, drawing the line backwards, it is found to intersect the line : K

at L. The volts at this point are 2, and this is the best that can be

done with a single return feeder. This feeder will be 3} miles long,

and will draw off 065 of the current.

this main conductor may no longer exist between the ends of the

conductor, and the amount of this difference may be greatly reduced.

The extent of the reduction will depend upon the position of the

junctions effected and the resistancein the auxiliary conductors.

If we assume, for example, n auxiliary conductors, all of equal

resistance , connected to the main conductor at equal distances

throughout its length, and one from the extreme end of the main

conductor of twice the resistance of the others, a resistance equal to

this last being interposed between the generator and the nearend of

the main conductor, then with a uniform distribution of current all

the points of junctionwill be at the same potential, and the extreme

difference of potential between any points of the main conductor

1

will be reduced to of what it would be without these

4 ( n + 1)

auxiliary conductors or feeders.

Thus with one feeder to the distant end alone the fall of potential
in the main conductor can be reduced to one- fourth , and with a

Seeder to the centre as well, to th, of that due to the same distri .

búted current without feeders ; and it will be seen that under such

conditions the variation of potential in the main conductor can be

reduced to any required limit .

But, unless these feeders are of very large cross section and con

ductivity compared with that of the main conductor, there will still

be a considerable fall of potential in them , and in consequence &

considerable difference of potential between the main conductor and

the terminal of the generator to which it is connected by means of

the feeders.

In place of adjusting the resistances of all feeders to equality,

varying E.M.Fs. may be introduced into eachfeeder, proportionate

to its resistance, and thus the potential of all feeding points may

bekept the same as that of the terminal of the generator,it desired.

In considering the application of the feeding arrangements de

scribed above tothe special case of minimising the leakage to earth
from the rails ofa tramway used as a return circuit, itmust be borne

in mind that, although the load under normal conditions may be

fairly uniformly distributed,yet the exigencies of traffic mayrequire

far more current to be supplied to one section of the line than its

proper share, other sections at the same time being lightly loaded .

The position and slope of the various gradients on the line also

considerably affect the distribution of current in the rails. The

number of cars at work, and , therefore, the total load, also generally

varies during each day's running, and from day to day.

vo
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NOTE.-v indicates potential with regard to earth ; e ' and e" , auxiliary E.M.F:
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NOTE ON ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS. By Major P. CARDEW , R.E. ,

Member.

It is, I believe, generally admitted that where the rails are used

for the collection and partial transmission of the return current, the

best means of preventing injurious action on pipes is to minimise the

difference produced by the current between the potential of the un .

insulated return at different points, and between any partof such

retum and the earth . On account of the resistance offered by all

conductors to the current, the transmission of a current by means of

a conductor causes a fall of potential throughout the length of the

conductor, the difference of potential being greatest between the

ends of the conductor.

The disposition shown in fig. 4 can be adapted to meet the special

requirements; but unless the auxiliary E.M.Fs. are continually

adjusted to the variations of load , both as regards amount and dis

tribution, the arrangement must be defective at times.

In order to provide auxiliary E.M.Fs. for the efficient working of

the feeders to thereturn, antomatically adjusted to the requirements,

I would suggest the followiog arrangement:

Let thetramway be divided intoseveral sections according to its

length and the amount of traffic gradients, & c .

Let there be two insulated feeders for each such section - one for

the line, and one for the return ; the latter being connected to an

uninsulated conductor as provided in Regulation 4 .

Let the current in these feeders pass through a " motor generator "

at the generating station, the “ field magaets " of which are excited
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by the current to line alone, while the armatureis wound with two

circuito - oneforeach current, soas to oppose each other - thecircuit

through which the current to live passes being made slightlythe

morepowerful. The motor generator will then revolve asurged by

the line current, and will generate an auxiliary E.M.F. for thereturn
current.

The generatorfor each feeding circuit should be of rather higher

E.M.Fs. than that supplying the near end of the line and retarn ;

but, as the extra voltswill be taken by the motor generator in the

station, there will be no need to exceed the limit allowed by the
Board of Trade on the line outside.

-C2

Mg → C1

Ci-ce

Ca - cu

E

G ' = generator ; G " = auxiliary generator ; MG = motor generator ;

Mg = magnetising coils of motor generator,

FIG. 5.

The expense involved may probably prevent the adoption of any

such systemin its entirety atpresent, but it possesses the advantage

that it can be adapted to existing tramways, and a pair of feeders

run to any part where the difference of potential from earth of the
rails is found to be excessive.

Such an arrangement with one pair of feeders is sketched in fig. 5.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PROVISIONAL

ORDERS.

ROLES MADE BY THE BOARD OF TRADE WITH RESPECT

TO APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSES AND PROVISIONAL ORDERS, &o.

son is required by the Acts to give notice tothe local authority of

the district, "in such manner as the Board of Trade may direct or

approve,” sach notice must be givenin writing, and mustbeserved,

either by leaving the same at the offices of the said local authority,

on or before the appointed day or by forwarding the same by post

in a registered letter so that the same would in ordinary course of

post bedelivered on or before the appointed day.

APPLICATION AND DEPOSITS .

Rule VIII. - Every application for a license or provisional order

must be made by memorial signed or sealed by, or on behalf of, the

theapplicants, headed with a short title descriptive of the proposed

undertaking (corresponding withthatatthe head of the advertise

ment hereinafter mentioned, see Rule XIII.) , addressed to the Board

of Trade. With the memorial must be deposited six copies of the
draft license or order, as applied for, with the schedule of schedules

( it any) referred to therein .

Rule IX . - The depositedcopies of the draft license or order must

be in print. They must be printed on one side only and each
schedule annexed must begin a new page.

The names and addresses of the Parliamentary agents orsolicitor

for the license or order must be printed on the outside of the
draft.

There must be a notice at the end of the draft stating that objec

tionsare to be made by letter addressed totheBoard of Trade,marked

on the outside of the cover enclosing it “ Electric Lighting Acts,"

and that such letter is to be sent to the Board of Trade in the case of

a provisional order on or before January 15th next ensuing, and in the

case of a license within two months from the date of the newspaper

containing thefirstadvertisement ofthe application, and that a copy

of such objections is to be forwarded to the Parliamentary agents or
solicitors for the license or order.

The draft must contain amongst other things :

1. The address and description of the applicants.

2. A description of the proposed area of Bapply .

3. A statement of the purposes for which a supply is to be given,

viz., anyor all of the publicorprivate purposes specified in Section 3

of the Electric Lighting Act,1882.

4. Provisions concerning the breakiog up of streets, railways, and

tramways,where powers are sought to be obtained by the license or
order for those purposes.

5. Conditions of supply.

6. Provisions for securing the safety of the consumer and of the

public from injury by shock, fire, or otherwise.

7. Provisions for enforcing the performance by the undertaken of

their dutiesin relation to thesupply of electricityand for the revoca

tion of the license or orderwhere the undertakers fail to perform such

duties.

The applicants must also deposit a sufficientnumber of printed

copies ofthe draft license or order at offices in Londun and within

the proposed area of supply to be specified in the advertisement

hereinafter mentioned, see Rule XIII.,such copies to be there for

pishedto all persons applying for them , at a price of not more than
18. each .

Rule X -The applicants must also deposit at the Board of Trade

a published mapofthe district on a scale of not less than 6 inches

to a mile, or if there is no published map , then the best map pro

carable, showing the boundaries of the proposed area of supply, and

the streets in which it is proposed that electric lines should be laid

down within a specified time.

They must also deposit a copy of the said map for public inspeo
tion

InEogland or Ireland, in the office of the clerk of the peace

for every county, riding, or division, and of the local autho

rity of every district.

Io Scotland, in the office of the principal sheriff clerk, for

every county, district, or division, and of the local authority

of every district

in which the proposedarea of supply or any part thereof is situate.

such deposits must be made in the case of a license when the
memorial is lodged , and in the case of a provisional orderon or before
November 30th .

Rale XI. — There must also be deposited with the memorial:

1. A list of the local authorities in whose districts the area of

supply is situate .

2. Å list of the local authorities, companies, or persons (it any)

authorised to supply electricity under statutory powers within the

area of supply.

3. A list of the streets not repairable bya localauthority and of

the railways and tramways ( if any) wbich the applicants propose to

take powers to break up.

4. À list of the canals and navigable rivers ( it any) within the pro

posed area of supply.

5. A statement of the capital proposed to be expendedand em

ployed in connection withthe undertaking, and themode in which
such capital is to be provided,or in the case of an application by .

local authority astatement ofthe same proposed to be expended.

6. If the applicants are a company incorporated under the provi

sions of the Companies' Acts, a copyof the memorandum and articles
of association .

7. A fee of£ 50 by cheque payable to an " assistant secretary of the

Board of Trade” to cover ordinary expenses. It in consequence of

inquiries or other additional expense is incurred, the amount will

becharged to the applicants and must be paid by them in addition to

the ordinary fee.

APPLICATIONS UNDER SECTION 13 OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING ACT, 1882.

Role XII . — Where the undertakers under anylicense, order, or

Special Act desire the written consent of the Board of Trade under

-

1

1

1

.

&

CONSENT OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

Rule 1.-Noapplication for a license or for the renewal of a license

will be entertained unless proof of the consent to such application of

every local authority having jurisdiction within the proposed area of

supply isgiven to the Board of Trade.

Role II. — No application for a provisional order (other than an

application from the local authority of the district) will be enter .

tained by the Board of Trade unless proof of the consent of every

local authority having jurisdiction within theproposed area of supply

to the grant of the order, or a request from the applicants asking the

Board of Trade to dispense with the consent of sach local authorities

as bave not consented and giving the reasons for such request, is

deposited with the Board of Trade within the time limited for

proving compliance with the provisions of the Electric Lighting Acts

and these rules.

Rule III. - At the time of proving the consent of the local

authority to an application for a licenseor renewal of a license or to

the grant of aprovisional order, the applicants must deposit with the

Board of Trade copies of any agreement entered into with the local
authority relating to such consent.

Rule IV .- Where the consent of any local authority is required to

any application for a license or the renewal of a license or to the

grantof a provisional order, such consent must be given by & reso
lution passed at a meetingofthe local authority held after previous

notice of the same and of the purpose thereof has been given in

the manner in which notices of meetings of soch local authority

are usually given ; and the fact that such a resolution was duly

passed mustbe proved by a certificate signed by the secretaryor

clerk to such local authority reciting copiesof the notice and of the

resolution, and declaring that the noticewas duly given and the reso

lation duly passed.

NOTICES.

Rale V. - Any local authority, company, or person intending to

apply for a licenseorprovisional order must at the timeof lodging
their memorial with the Board of Trade in the case of a license , and

on or before November 1st in the case of a provisional order, give

notice in writing of their intended application to every local

authority, company, or person authorised tosupply electricity under
statutory powers within the district to which the proposed applica

tion refers.

Rale VI. - Except in the case of an application by the local

authorityfor the district a provisional order will not be granted by

the Board ofTrade except to the body or person by whom the notice

required by Section 4, Sub -section 1, of the Electric Lighting Act ,

1882, was given .

Rule VII . - In any case where a local authority, company , or per

1

1
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NOTE . — Whenapplications for provisional orders authorising the

supply of electricity within the district of any local authority are

received by the Board of Trade from such local authority, and

also from any other authority, company, or person, the Board of

Trade will give a preference to the application of the local

authority of the district in every case where, in the opinion of the

Board of Trade, no special circumstances exist which render such a

preference inexpedient.

In cases of applications for a license, renewal of license, or pro

visional order, to which objection is made by any person looally

interested , the Board of Trade will, it they consider it expedient,

hold a local inquiry , of which due notice willbe given .

THE GAS ENGINE IN AMERICAN

PRACTICE

Section 13 of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, to enable them to

break up any street not repairable by a local authority or anyrailway

or tramwaywhich they are not empowered to break up under such

license, order, or Special Act, application for such consent must be

made by memorial, and the memorial must specially request such

consentand must describe accurately the street, railway, or tramway

which they propose to acquire power to break op.

PROCEDURE .

Role XIII. - Applicants for a license or provisional order must

proceedas follows, subject in thecase of a license to the application

baving been previously entertained by the Board of Trade, vide
Rale I.:

They must publish notice by advertisement of their application, or

in thecase or a provisional order, of their intended application, and

every such advertisement mustcontain the following particulars :

1.The objects of the application.

2. The address and description of the applicants.

3. Adescription of the proposed areaof supply.

4. The names of the streets in which it isproposed that electric
lines should be laid down within a specified time.

5. A list of the streets not repairable by a local authority and of

the railways and tramways (if any) which the applicants propose to

take powers by the license or order to break up.

6. The address of an office in London, and another office within

the proposed area of supply, at wbich printed copies of the draft

license or order when applied for, and of the license or order when

made, can be obtained at a price of not more 18. each.

The advertisement must be headed with a short title, descriptive

of the undertaking ( corresponding with that at the head of the memo
rial), and it must state that every local or other publicauthority,

company, or person desirous of bringing before theBoard of Trade

any objection respectiog the application must do so by letter
addressed to the Board of Trade, mark - d on the outside of the cover

enclosing it “ Electric Ligbting Acto,” in the case of a provisional

order on or before January 15th nextensuing, and in the case of a
license within two months from the date ofthe newspaper contain

ing the first advertisement ,and that a copy of such objection must

also be forwarded to the Parliamentary agents or solicitors for the
license or order,

The advertisement must be inserted once at least in each of two

successive weeks in one and the same newspaper, published and

circulating in theproposed area of supply, or in such other news

paper as the Board ofTrade may direct ; and once at least in the

London, Edinburgh, or Dublin Gazette, accordingly as the proposed

area of supply is situate in England, Scotland, or Ireland.

Role XIV. - II any local or otherpublic authority, company , or

person desires to bring before the Board of Trade any objection

respecting an application for a license or a provisional order they

must do so by letter addressed to theBoard of Trade, marked on the

outside of the cover enclosing it “ Electric Lighting Acts,” in the

case of a provisional order on or before January 15th next ensuing,

and in the case of a license within two months from the date of the

newspaper containing the first advertisement of the application. A

copy of the objection must also be served upon the Parliamentary

agents or solicitors for the license or order. Il any local or other

public authority, company, or person desires to have any clauses or

other amendments inserted in the license or order, they must deliver

the same to the Board of Trade, and also to the Parliamentary agents

or solicitors for the license or order, on or before the time limited

forbringing objections .

Ralo XV. - When a license or provisional order has been granted

by the Board of Trade and delivered to the applicants, they must

torthwith deposit printed copies forpublic inspection in the offices

specified in Rule X , and must supply copies to all persons applying

for the same, at a price of not more than 18. each, and must further

publish the same as the Board of Trade may direct.

Rule XVI. — Where in a license or provisional order granted by the

Board of a deposited map is referred to, the promoters must within

one month fromthe grant of the license or order deposit at the Board

ofTradea publishedmap on a scale of not less than 6 inches to a

mile, or if there is no published map then the best map procurable

showingtbearea of supply coloured to correspond withthe descrip

tion in the license or order. The map must be mounted on linen and

must be certified as correct as regards their respective districts by the

clerk or surveyor to every local anthority having jurisdiction within

the area of supply

SPECIAL PROVISIONS AS TO PROVISIONAL ORDERS.

Rule XVII. - In the case ot provisional orders the following addi

tional regulations must be observed :

1. The advertisements must be inserted in October or November.

2. A copy of the advertisement must be deposited on or before

November 30th at the Board of Trade and at the offices specified in

Role X.

3. The memorial must be lodged on or before Decembr 21st.

4. The Parliamentary agents or solicitors for the order must be

prepared to prove compliance with the provisions of the Acts and

these rules by January 15th, and all such proots must be completed

on or before February 22nd . Six days' notice will be given of the

day and bour at which such agents or solicitors are to attend for the

purpose of the Board of Trade, and printed forms of proof will

accompany the notice. These forms must befilled up and brought

with the requisite documents to the Board of Trade at the time fixed

for receiving proof.

HENBY G. CALORAFT,

Secretary .

The Bard of Trade,

August, 1890.

MR. GEORGE RICHMOND, who writes in the Engineering Magazine,

is, perbape, as well versedin gas engine practice as anyone in America.

Upto the expiry of the Otto patent the progress of gas engines was

blow in America, partly because gas was dear, and largely because gas

engines were costly.

The lapse of the patent flooded the country with cheap engines,

low in strength and overrated iacapacity, from which a reaction has

now set in , and substantial, well-drawn engines appear reasonably

certain to be soon sold in large numbers . And it is in producing

electricity that Mr. Richmond foresees a brilliant futare, especially

with its congener, the oil engine, for the electric lighting of country

houses and villages, for the average conception of America as a

country of huge and hideous cities is by no means the whole truth .

We have in mind as we write a little community - balt village, half a

mere locality - which is by no means far removed in character from

that peacefal quiet which characterises some of the off -track villages
of our own Sussex.

While our author refers to the Diesel motor as a brilliant success

as comparedwith the Brayton engine, which it resembles in its opera

tion except for its intended isothermal combustion , he states its cycle

to be theoretically ioferior to that of Brayton, though rendered a
success by the fact of compressing to ignition temperature. Evidently

Mr. Richmond is not to be caught with chaff, and has a very poor

opinion of the " ripening and cooling spark ” twaddle on which the

Kane Pennington motor was sold to British investors. He seems

honestlyashamed of this motor being of American origin, and there
fora publishes cuts of really sound American engines.

On the other hand the Gardie engine, taken over to America about

the same time from Europe, was really sound , but was wrecked by

stock jobbing. It was Americanised as the Bates triple thermic

motor , and in its operation both gas and air were separately com

pressed and heated therebyto about 390 ° F., and being then passed

through regenerators to 750° F., the gas and air being still separate.

Toey are then discbarged to themotor cylinder in thin jets or layers

alternated — we are not told if this stratification was really secured .

On ignition by contact with an igniter (? a tube ), the temperature

rises to 2,730 ° F., the products of combustion expand, and the spent

gases, still hot, pass ont via the regenerators. However, good orbad,

a$ 5,000,000 company was too much for this motor, and forth with

close on its heels , comes the Diesel motor, with an advance syndicate

of a modest million dollars only. This motor he looks on as a

triumphof mechanical work, with its 35 atmospheres compression

and its 75 per cent. efficiency.

In the Otto engine, pressures of compression up to 38, 666 and

87.5 lbs. above the atmosphere gave 17, 21 and 25 per cent. efficiency,

and 95 lbs. was recorded by Mr. Clark to have given 30 per cent.

efficiency. The Diesel has shown 34 per cent. at 450 lbs. compression,

a resalt disappointing, and only satisfactory as a mechanical per

formance ; the net efficiency, after paying for the various complica
tions, being poor for such a high pressure.

In the case of the Otto engine with 95 lbs. compression above

quoted , the initial pressure was 310 lbs., 80 that, as regards mecha

nical difficulties, the Diesel may be assumed the more difficult with

its 450lbs. The Diesel engine only modifies Beau de Roche's cycle

in the ignition period ; it does not closely follow the Carnot cycle, at

which it aims.

Our author considers that the belief in the advantage of the iso

thermal combustion arises from a misconception of the doctrine of

Carnot, or rather a misapplication of it,and he does not think the

isothermal expansion of the Diesel cycle is even its most valuable

feature ,while the difficulty in securing it will be very great.

The German type of gas engine was the first to be taken up in

America, but the British type now seems to be gaining ground . In

the gas engine, if anywhere, our national characteristic of solidity

and weight ought to tell tavourably. While various ingenious

arrangements for direct connection have been tried, Mr. Richmond
considers the link belt, run black with a fly -wheel on the dynamo,

as there ought always to be, will hold its own until a more simple

system of direct connection is found.

The enormous amount of money spent in getting up new gas

engines is attributed tothe fact that the new designer starts out with

a great contempt for all previous work . About £ 2,000 is spent in

teaching the new man elementary ideas, a second £ 2,000 in trying

revolutionary modifications, and the third in getting the engine to

run as economically as others in the market. Our own personal

observation tells us that many light-built engines run exceedingly

1
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well - when new - but we can recall no old - established gas engine

that is not very heavy to- day about the cylinder. Mr. Richmond

appears Burprised at scientific Germany being not exempt from the

above cycle of £ 2,000 ideas. He instances the first Diesel engine as

being built without the water jacket,as 'compounding being now in

course of being experimented apon at great expense , while to these

ancient and exploded fallacies isbeing added the isothermal combus

tion " elaborated with a quasi-scientific and solemn minuteness

intended to be admired rather than understood.” But perhaps Mr.

Richmond does not know his Shakespeare. If he does, when he gets &

fall -blown Diesel, minus jacket and with the many atmospheres of

compression, he may think it “ like a German clock still a preparing;

ever outof frame; andnever going aright, being a watch. But beiog

watch'd that it may still go right.”

9,779. " Relating to improvements in testing and projecting appa

ratas used in conjunction with telephone, telegraph, or otherelectrical

circuite . " D. SINCLAIB and W. AITKEN. Dated April 28th . (Com .

plete.)

9,789. “ Improvements in, and connected with, electroliers and

incandescence electric lamp pendants.” E. HIBST and J. H.

COLLINGS. Dated April 28th.

9,802. An improved system and means for driving newspaper

printing, or like machines, at variable speeds by electric motors."

W. A. CLATWORTHY, W. H. HOLMES, A. HOLMES, J. H. HOLMES,

L. W. HOLMES, Ard E. HOLMES. Dated April 28th .

NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

9,811. Improvements in, and relating to, dynamometrical appa.

ratas." H. BOUBON . Dated April 28th . (Complete.)

9,844. “ Improvements in adjustable shado supports for electric

and the like fittings." W. H. STURGE. Dated April 29th .

9,877. " Improvements in electric switches. " J. G. Dixon. Dated

April 29th .

9,881. “ Improvements in means and devices for electrically

lighting coin -freed apparatus for displaying pictures." A. W. WITT

and M.W.STIKRMAN . Dated April 29th. (Complete.)

9,912. " A new and improved chimney for incandescent gas, elec

tric ; and oil lights." M. ALTMAN . Dated April 30th .

9,921 . “An electric brake. ” F. WISE. Dated April 30th .

9,960. " Improvements in or relating to electric meters." A. J.

Boult. (E. L. G. Cauro, Italy .) Dated April 30th . (Complete .)

9,983. " Improvements in or relating to telephonicapparatos.”
R. GONTHER, E. von KBONMYSTA, jun. Dated April 30th .

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPION & Co.,

Electrical Patont Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

P. H. BRANT. Dated
9,466 . "The compact electric switch . "

April 25th.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884, EXPIRING IN

MAY, 1898.

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co. that about 96

applications for electrical patents were filed in the month of May,

1884. Out of these only three have been allowed to run their fall

length of term , viz., 14 years, and being of considerable interest we

give short abstracts of them below :

9,475. " Improvements in and connected with arc lamps. " F. R.

BOARDMAN . Dated April 25th .

9,482. " Improvements in apparatus for freeing, lighting, and

extinguishing gas burners at a distance by means of electricity .”

P. L.GUYENOT. Dated April 25th.

9,493. " Improvements in or relating to starting boxes ' or ccm

bined rheostats and automatic cut -outs for electric motors." A. J.

BOULT. (F. E. Herdman, United States.) Dated April 25th .

9,504. " Improvements in operating mechanism for the switches

of electric railways.” J. W.MACKENZIE . (O. W. Squires, United

States .) Dated April 25th.

9,511. " Improvements in rheostats for the graduated control of

electrical resistance, particularly applicable to the production of

theatrical luminous effects." C. E. CLEMANCON. Dated April 25th .

9,534. " Improvements in incandescent electrical devices." W. L.

WISE . (C. Hubert, United States .) Dated April 26th .

9,548. Improvements in electric arc lamps respecting arc

striking arrangement.” P. SPIES. Dated Aprü 26th . ( Complete .)

9,581. “ Improvements in coin - freed or prepayment apparatus for

supplying electricity .” A. G. IONIDES. Dated April 26th.

9,607. " Improved electric arc lamp." J. T. T8OBIERET. Dated
April 26th.

9,637. “Improvements in process for the production of chemical

compounds by elctrolysis." " J. W. RICHARDS and C. W. ROEPPER.

Dated April 26th. (Complete.)

9,638 . “ Process for manufacturing metallic sulpbides electro

lytically.”. J. W. RICHARDS and C. W. ROEPPEB. Dated April 26th .

( Complete.)

9,677. " Improvements in swing joints or ceiling connections for

carrying suspended electric light ittinge.” VEBITYS, LTD ., and P. G.

EBBUTT. Dated April 27th .

9,692. " Improvements in resistance apparatus for regulating

electromotors. ” SIEMENS BROS. & Co., LTD . ( Siemens & Halske,

Aktien -Gesellschaft, Germany.) Dated April 27th. (Complete )

9,712 . Improvements relating to telephones and to circuit

arrangements and relays therefor." O.J. LODGE. Dated April 27th.

9,714. " Improvements in potable electric batteries and electric

lamps ." G. F. EMERY. Dated April 27th .

7,668. “ Electric meter." J. S. RAWOBTA . Dated May 13th,

1884. Relates to current meters. In one form of the instrument,

for use as an electro- dynamometer, a pivoted iron spindle provided

with two iron arms projecting from its ends inopposite directions, is

gurrounded bya low resistance coil, portions of which are parallel to

the arms. When a current passes through the coil the spindle

becomes magnetised together with its prolongations, which are then

deflected by the portions of the coil which are parallel to them in

opposition to a volate spring, one end of which is connected by an

arm to an index and the other end to a spindle. The deflecting

force ismeasured bythe angle through which the spindle must be

turnedin order to bring back the index to its original position . In a

modification for use as voltmeter, the low resistance coil and its

prolongations are replaced by coils of high resistance. 1 claim .

7,773. “ Improvements in electric signalapparatus for firealarms,

telephone calls, and for like uses.” H. A. SAUNDERSand A. C. BROWN,

Dated May 16th , 1884. Relates to that kind of electric signalling

apparatus in which the pendulom of a transmitting instrument setsin

motion the iscchronous pendulum of a receiving instrument in the

same circuit, and consistsof improvements in the transmitting and

receiving instruments. The transmitter consists of a conductingrod

suspended by a flat spring and carrying a flat spring, to which is

attached a pendulum with an adjustable bob. The conducting rod

swings between adjustable contact stops and breaks the circuit once

in each vibration of the pendulum . . Another form of transmitter

has anordinary adjustable pendulum , to which is attached a spring

contact arm , bearing on contact pieces so arranged that the circuit is

made and broken several times in each swing . The receiver has a

pendulum suspended by a spring or pivot, and with the lower part

of the pendulum connected with the upperby a flat spring. An
electro -magnet excited by currents from the transmitter acts on the

upper part, and sets the pendulum in motion . The motion of the

upper part of the pendulum is limited by the electro-magnet and

tbe stop. Methods of using these instruments for fire alarms,

te'ezraph, telephone, messenger and police calls, and railway trains,

are described in the specification. 5 claims.

8,448 . “An electric switch.” E. F. H. H. LAUCKERT. Dated

May 30th , 1884. Relates to electric switches and consists in adapting

carbonrodsso thatthe sparks whichmay occur on making and
breaking contact may pass between the carbon rods instead of the

metallic surfaces. The carbons are fixedto the other parts by

springs, and are so arranged as to be the first to make and the last to

break. 1 claim.

66

9,723 . “ Improvements in electric current switch gear." L.

ANDREWS. Dated April 27tb .

9,739. " Improved meang and apparatus for electrolytically decom.

posing salts of the alkaline and eartby metals or other substances

containing them for the manufacture of caustic_bleaching powder

chlorine, or other products contaiced in them . " F. H. Bowman and

F. E. BOWMAN. Dated April 28th.

9,778. " Improvements in plates for electric accumulators.” M.

BERNSTEIN . Dased April 28th . ( Complete.)
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It seems to be accepted as an experimentally proved fact

that the heating of feed water by live steam is productive

of great economy. Several reasons are assigned for this.

One is that the thermo-dynamic availability of the furnace

heat transmitted to the water at a point nearer to the

furnace temperature raises the efficiency of sach heat. We

look doubtfully on this explanation. Another reason is

that the general circulation in the boiler is improved. If

all the water in a boiler is at the full temperature of the

steam space, as it would be if the feed were put in at that

temperatare, the application of further heat 'at any point

would instantaneously cause steam to rise from that spot, and

the water would nowhere be dull and sluggish, but would

sweep freely over the plates and keep them cool. It is also

offered as an explanation that when the boiler plates are

hot there is less refraction of the heat passing through from

the fire to the water side, and that it is possible we are all in

error in thinking that heat transmission is the more rapid

according as it traverses a medium interposed between bodies

having the greatest difference of temperature. Light, we

know , travels best in a homogeneous body. Is it not possible

that heat also will travel better through a plate which has

least difference of temperature in its own substance. In a

paper by M. Normand, read at the 36th meeting of the

Institute of Naval Architects, the anthor attributed an

economy of 20 per cent. to his system of feed heating. He

took the steam from the low - pressure cylinder of compound

engines by a special valve, and his explanation of the

economy was as follows :

( @) An economy which results from the saving of 80

many thermal anits due to asing steam which has already

done work in the cylinders. This saying may amount to

10 or even 14 per cent. ( 6) The circulation in the boiler

is improved, and the plates kept better swept by the rapid

passage of the water. He claims a trebled heat transmission

from the same temperature difference. This latter economy

would be that found where steam direct from the boiler is

used to bring up the feed to a maximum , and it may be at

the bottom of the better appreciation of the Lancashire

boiler in the North, where economisers are used, than in the

Soath, where they are comparatively rare, for it is very

common practice to feed at maximum steam temperature

from an economiser, leaving latent heat only to be supplied

from the furnace.

In the absence of more data it is not possible to determine

how the whole economy of feed heating is brought about.

What is wanted are tests of a boiler with and without live

steam heated feed water in order to determine two facts.

First, when using the steam are the waste gases reduced

in temperature ? This would show that the efficiency of

heat transmission had been improved , and would prove that
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a

either the plates were more efficient, or had been more

copiously watered by the more rapidly circulating water.

Secondly, does the use of steam cause any difference in

the chemical composition of the waste furnace gases ? It is

possible that their temperature might be higher even with

increased economy, for the higher temperature might be due

to better combustion . If, therefore, with the colder feed an

undue proportion of combustibles appeared in the waste

gases, it might well be argued that this was due to contact

with chilled plates. It has been shown experimentally that

in contact with cold plates there is a stratum of unconsumed

gas which cannot ignite, because of being cooled below

ignition point. This implies waste. Mr. Thos. Fletcher,

the manufacturer of gas apparatus, has shown that better

results can be obtained with boiling vessels over gas flames

when the bottom of the pot is stadded with short projec

tions, not so much that these afford a greater area, as that

they get a little hotter than the water- cooled bottom , and do

not extinguish flame. The combustible gases are thus

enabled to complete their combustion . Until it is known by

experimental determination how the use of live steam for

feed heating affects the above conditions, the reasons for the

economy which results must remain speculative.

The method of M. Normand of abstracting steam at mid

stroke from the low preseure cylinder, or in triple and quad

ruple expansion engines from the low pressure casing, Eeems

well calculated to produce economy. Such removal will only

slightly affect the mean preksure in the final cylinder, for it

will doubtless reduce the back pressure, and if suitably

arranged to abstract any collected water, may prevent

some re-evaporation during the exbaust stroke, and serve to

reduce the range of cylinder temperature, or the amount of

its internal surface cooled by such re -evaporative effects .

With every pound of steam so abstracted will be taken 966

heat units that would otherwise go to the condenser. In the

compound engine, its abstraction at mid -stroke will be of

very little moment on the score of power, while the less

favourable point of abstraction in triple engines will matter

little, because of the smaller relative value of the final

cylinder.

In large boilers which are apt to contain a good deal of

dead water in their lower parts — a fault that the water -tube

and under-fired shell boilers do not possess — an injector or

water propeller might be arranged to draw water from the

bottom of the boiler and deliver it at the water surface, so

as to draw down hot water to the boiler bottom .

with this object that internally fired boilers were fitted with

cross pipes in the tubes. These, however, defeat their object,

and some positive means for circulation should be adopted

in these boilere.

of Prof. Dewar as an example of the strained relations

which now so frequently exist amongst scientific men.

Prof. Dewar has been striving for years to liquefy hydrogen,

and only a week or so ago he brought his labours to a com

pletely successful issue. This wonder of modern chemistry

is barely announced when a rival chemist, on the strength

of a private letter from Cracow , combats Prof. Dewar's

claims to priority and awards to Prof. Olszewski the dis

tinction of being the first to liquefy hydrogen. This letter,

said to have been written in 1895, Prof. Ramsay was

challenged to produce, but apparently it was not forthcoming.

This is all the more to be regretted, as it is apparently quite

at variance with one of the latest publications of Olszewski,

wherein he confesses his failure to accomplish what Prof.

Dewar has succeeded in performing. Whatever doubt may

exist as to the rival claims of the two great chemists should

be set at rest by a letter in the Pall Mall Gazette of last

Tuesday under the nom de plume of “One Who Knows," and

the report on page 6 of Wednesday's Times of a paper read

before theParis Academy of Sciences on the 16th inst. This

is not the first time we have felt it incombent upon as to draw

attention to the disparagement of Prof. Dewar's brilliant

achievements which has been assiduously carried on in

certain quarters for a considerable period, and it is

now to be hoped that a better feeling may prevail

in the divided ranks of the chemists, for it cannot

be said that the controversy has been carried on in a

manner which reflects much credit on one side at least.

The peace on earth and goodwill towards men kind of spirit

which seemed to prevail in Faraday's time appears to have

lain dormant ever since, if it has not been wholly swept

away in these days of high pressure and self -interest.

/

It was

Lightning Arresters for High Tension Circuits.

The Engineer (New York ) of April 1st prints a long illos

trated article fromMr. Alexander J. Warts on experiments with

lightning arresters for high tension circuits. I'hese arresters

areintended to provide, atintervals along the distribution

mains, spark gaps between the conductors of the system of

low resistance in comparison with the rest of the circuit, and

means for breaking the arc formed on the passage of a pilot

spark from a lightning flash. They are, of course, quite

different from telegraphic lightning arresters. The experi

ments were directed to testing the resistance of the gaps to

sparking, and the rapidity withwhich the arc was broken

after formation by a pilot spark . The discharge from a

Leyden battery, excited by an electrical machine, was em

ployed to produce the pilotspark. The resistance to sparking

was measured by adjusting another gap in parallel with the

arrester until the spark passed indifferently between them ,

and the spark was produced by shortening another gap in

series with the two. The rapidity with wbich the arc was

broken was indicated by the flicker on a bank of incan

descent lamps arranged in parallel with the arrester. The

occasion of the experiments and the article was to defend

the author's (Wurts's) pattern of lightningarrester from the

competition of another brought out under the name of

Wirt's, and a third design was tested at the same time. The

interest to us lies not inthe commercial reputations of these

arresters, but in the clear way in which the non -arcing

quality of zinc alloys is broughtout in the experiments, so

that no arc can be maintained under an alternating pressure

between such substances. The dimensions of thetwo parts

between which, by & pilot spark, the discharge is started,

seem to matter little, so long as they are made ofa non -arcing

alloy, and it appears that in no case where these materials

are used does the discharge last beyond the time when, in

the cycle of alternation, the current falls to zero.

generally understood that alternating currents are more

readily interrupted than direct currents, and the experiments,

we gather , do not bear on the latter, arcs from which are

generally dealt with by a magnetic blow out.

Amenities.
a

THERE once was time, within the

Professional

memory of living man, when the announce

ment of any great scientific discovery was

hailed with satisfaction throughout the civilised world, and

the congratulations due to the man who had added to our

knowledge was freely and cordially given by his co -workers

in the domain of science, without any of the heart-burnings

and petty jealousies which are so prevalent in these degene

rate days. We have only to instance the recent achievement

It is
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT WIMBLEDON .

a

cables will be laid direct in the ground ; and the same plan

will be followed under gravel pathways even whenthe

demand for private lighting is so doubtful,then only public

mains will be laid in the first instance .

As it will be necessary to lay mains in practically every

#treet for the public lighting, the cost of mains, transformers,

and public lamp connections forms an unusually large pro

portion of the total expenditure ; this item being estimated to

cost over £ 18,000 out of a total, including buildings and

contingencies, of £32,000 ; whilst the estimated costof the

stationplant is only £ 8,500, or less than half that of the

distributing plant. The cost of this latter an loubtedly

forms a very heavy charge, but it is stated that provision has

to be made for about 40 miles of street, requiring 15 miles

of high pressureand 50 miles of low pressure mains, besides

some 20 miles ofpipes. With regard to output and cost of

production, Mr. Preece estimates that there will be an annual

output of 800,000 units, of which about 80 per cent. will be

required for the street lamps; and that owing to the regu

larity of the output due to the relative importance of the

street lighting, the total cost of production will not exceed

2d . per unit, making £ 2,500, or a total expenditure, includ

ing interest and sinking fund, of £4,200 per annum .

Owing to the profit to be derived from private lighting at

63. per unit, it is estimat'd that the actoul cost to the local

authority of the 900 32 -candle-power lamps will be only

£2,450 per annum as against the present cost of £2,000 for

the 800 oillamps, or an increase of less than 25 per cent.

for nearly doable the amount of light ; and that probably by

the end of the second year the revenue from private lighting

will have increased sufficiently to make the charge for the

street lamps no more than it is at present.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY CONVERSAZIONE .

It is now about 14 years since a series of experiments in

street lighting by electricitywas carried out at Wimbledon

under the supervision of Mr. W. H. Preece ; but, notwith

standing this early start, and the fact that a license was

obtained as long ago as 1890, and a scheme prepared by Mr.

Preece and Mr. Kapp, Wimbledon cannot yet be numbered

amongst the towns which enjoy the benefit of an electric

light supply. The local authoritiesdo not, bowever, intend

that this state of affairs should continue, and they have now

obtained a provisional order, and have entered into contracts

for the carrying out of a scheme prepared by Mr. A. H.

Preece, and hope that, in the course of next year, they will

be ready to supply current for public and private lighting.

As the undertaking will be started under conditions which

differ considerably from those wbich generally obtain, owing

to the fact that 80 per cent. of the estimatedoutput will be

utilised for public lighting, we propose to give a few par

ticulars of the scheme, for which we are indebted to the

paper which was recently read by Mr. A. H. Preece before

the Association of Municipal and County Engineers.

The streets of Wimbledon have for some years been

lighted by oil lamps of about 20 candle-power each, of which

there are at present about 800 in use. It is now proposed

to use incandescent lamps of 32 candle-power, eachoillamp

being replaced by one, or, in some of the more important

thoroughlares, by two or more incandescentlamps; and for
this street lighting about 900 lamps will be required. In

addition to the public lighting, the scheme provides plant

for the equivalent of 6,000 8 -C.P . lamps for private lighting,

and it is estimated that there will probably be 5,000 lamps

connected in the course of the first 12 months' working.

Owing to the large area to be covered , a high pressure alter

nating current system has been adopted, current being gede

rated at 2,200 volte, and transmitted to transformers placed

io underground chambers, whence it will be distributed by a

three-wire system of mains with 400 volts across the onter
conductors.

The generating plant will consistof three Crompton 120

kilowatt alternators and exciters direct coupled to Willans

engines, for wbich a combined efficiency of 80 per cent. and

& steam consumption of 28. lbs. per kilowatt-hour have been

guaranteed. Steam will be supplied by three Babcock and

Wilcock boilers, each capable of evaporatiog 5,000 lbs. of

water per hour; and to these is to be added adost destructor

plant, from which it is hoped to obtained sufficient steam to

supply the requirements during the daytime, and perhaps

after midnight, not only of theelectricity works, but also of

the adjacent pumping station. The high pressure mains will

be concentric lead -covered cables, drawn into earthenware

piper, the outer of the concentric being earthed at the station .

Therewill be three high pressure feeders terminating at dis

tributing centrer, which will also be interconnected by heavy

mains, so as to allow of any feeder being thrown out of ser

vice without interruptingthe supply. From these centres

will branch out other and smaller high pressure mains or

Bab -feeders, which will transmit the current to the trans

former stations, provision being made for separate sub -feeders

and transformers for the public lighting, so that the street

lamps can be switched on or off from thedistributing centres

without interfering with the private lighting. Although

this arrangement will entail an extra expenditure on mains

and transformers, great benefit should be derived from the

concentration of all switching gear at the three distributing

points, and from the greater efficiencyof distribution, due to

the fact that the transformers for public lighting will not be

in circuit except when they are working at their normal full

load output.

Provision will also be made for separate low pressure dis

tributiog mains for public and private lighting, the public

lamps being arranged in circuits of from five to ten lamps

each. Two different systems of laying these maids will be

employed, according to the nature of the probable demand for

private lighting, and tothe class of pavement under which

the mains are to be laid . When the demand for private

lighting is uncertain , and the pavement is of such kind as to

make it expensive to open up and make good, pipes will be

laid down into which cables can be drawn as required ; but

when the demand for private lighting is certaio, armoured

a

The usual exhibition of scientific novelties took place at

Burlington House on Wednesday, 11th inst ., when the first

of theRoyal Society's two annual conversaziones came off.

Among the scientific questions in the air at the present

time, wireless telegraphy takes a first place. This was repre

sented by a working inetallation of Lodge's system exhibited

by Dr. Alex. Muichead and Prof. Lodge. Telegraphic mek

sages werebeing sent by tbis apparatus over the longest clear

range obtainable in the Royal Society's rooms, for the electric

waver, though they can penetrate through a moderate thick

ness of more solid substancer, prefer, like the waves of light,

to pass through air. Lodge's apparatus, of which a short

description has already been given in the ELECTRICAL

Review, Vol. 42, p . 103 , consists of two fan -shaped sheets of

copper connected at their apices by a coil consisting of a few

turns of thick wire. The electric impulses are imparted to

this system by sparks passing across air-gaps of about

å inch near the centres of the copper sheets . The sparks

are obtained from an induction coil, the current of which is

controlled by the punched ribbon of an automatic trans

mitting telegraph instrument. The receiver is exactly

similar to the transmitter, but in this latter & coherer and

syphon recorder are connected (in the same circuit) in shunt

with the coil connecting the sheets of copper . The coherer

used was of the verysimple form first devised by Prof.

Lodge, in which the end of a flat steel spring is pressed

against an adjustable steel point - a kind of microphone

sensitive to electric instead of sound waves. The telephone

may be used as a receiver instead of the siphon recorder, in

which case no tapper is required for thecoherer, and a much

bigher speed of telegrapby is possible. The greatest distance

over which Prof. Lodge has telegraphed with his apparatus

is about 1 mile , and at that distance no falling off in its

action was observable.

For wireless telegraphy at very long distances, however,

Lodge prefers his system of “magnetic space telegraphy.”
The apparatus for this system was shown in the sectretario

room downstairs. The system deperds on the mutual mag

netic induction of two coils placed at distant pointg on the

earth's surface. The discharge of a condenser or Leyden

round a large wire coil sets up an alternating magnetic field,
which excites induced currents in another distant condenser

circuit tuned to the same frequency, causing the second
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ordinates of the record are consequently rectangular, and the

scale is one of equal parts in the majority of cases. The

following are some of the special cases to which the appa

ratas has been applied :-Electrical records; resistance,

voltage, current, and power ; temperature records by thermo

couple, or by platinum thermometer ; records of sunshine

and humidity ; cycle records; steam temperature cycles in

the cylinder of a working steam engine ; formsof alternating

current and potential waves .

Mr. C. Orme Bastian exhibited an electric current meter

acting by electrolysis, the ampere-hours being measured by

the decrease of a column of the electrolyte (dilate H , so .).

Mr. Wimshurct exhibited a Röntgen tube-holder, designed

to prevent leakage in the leads, and showed experimente, in

wbich the direction of the electrical discharge was indicated

by small fans.

AN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE .

Many and varied attempts have been made to evolve a

system of reliably effecting inter-communication between the

circuits of a number of telephone subscribers concentrated at

one central point or exchange without the aid of an

operator at that place. The problem presents difficulties

which have not bitherto been successfully overcome, bat a

system recently developed, and now being exhibited by the

Leyden either to overflow into a coherer, or to disturb a

Ratherford detector or a telephone, so as to give a signal.

The detector shown was a special series of smallfree coilsand

grabalar microphones, each coil in a permanent magnetic

field, and so connected to the microphone of the next, that a

very feeble alternating current in the first of the series is

able to make a telephone in the last emit a loud sound, or

through a Lengdon -Davies relay, to ring an electric bell and

work a Morse sounder. A tone-telephone was also shown,

which acted as a highly syntonised call. This highly sen

sitive receiver for magnetic oscillations had an extraordinary

peculiarity, which Dr. Lodge described as “ talking to itself."

When two of its coils were placed relatively to each other,

so that their mutual induction was large, the one starts

antomatically to act on the other, and the telephone begins

to sound.

Mr. Mackenzie Davidson exhibited his apparatus for

finding the true position of foreign bodies in objects photo

graphed by the Röntgen rays. This has already been

described in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW. He also exbibited

a Wheatstone reflecting stereoscope for looking at Röntgen

photographs.

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton had a very interesting

exbibit illastrating his recert discoveries in the discharge in

vacuum tubes. Radiometer mill wheels were employed to

detect the direction and velocity of thegaseous streams, and

the experiments indicatedthat in very highly-exhausted tnbes

of the focus type, in addition to the well known negative

stream from the cathode, discovered by Crookes, there

existed also a positively electrified stream from the anode,

which travelled in the opposite direction to the cathode
stream and exterior to the latter. A pinhole Röntgen ray

camera was also exhibited by Mr. Swinton, with which he

had taken photographs of the active area on the anti-cathode,

which corresponded with the results he had already obtained

on cathode discs. Lastly, though not least interesting, were

Mr. Swinton's cathode ray lamps. Two concave cathode

discs focus on a cube of refractory material, and give out

sufficient light to illuminato a small room . The efficiency

of this method of producing light is considered to be quite

equal if not greater thanthat of the arc light.

Mr. Killingworth Hedges exhibited specimens of copper

depositedby a process invented by Mr. J. C. Graham . "Mr.

Grabam by mechanical means causes a circulation of the

electrolyte over the surface of the cathode. By this device

he claims that he can use 10 times the density of current

bitherto employed, and yet obtain a more homogeneous

deposit.

Prof. Ewing exhibited his new magnetic balance for
permeability tests of iron. This apparatus has been

designed to afford an easy means of judging of the magnetic

quality of iron or steel with special reference to its suit

ability for use in dynamo magnets. The specimen

to be tested is in the form of a turned rod , which

lies across the poles of an electro-magnet excited by a

constant current. One side of the rod touches both poles,

and the force required to pull it away from one pole is

measured, the contact with the other pole serving as a bioge.

The force is measured by means of a weight which slides

along a graduated scale- beam , and the beam is graduated to

give, by direct reading, the value of the magnetic induction,

B, which would be produced in the tested samples by a con

stant magnetising force, H. The constant magnetising force

selected for the purpose of the test is 20C.G.S. units,that

being a sufficiently strong force to exhibit the quality of

different specimens in respect of permeability under strong

magnetisation ,

Prof. Callendar exbibited electrical recording apparatus.

This apparatus is capable of recording almost any kindof

electrical quantity directly, and can bemade to record other

quantities indirectly, as, for instance, temperature by means

of the variation of electrical resistance. It has been in use

for more than a year at McGill College, Montreal. A brief

mention of the apparatus, with illustrations of some of the

results obtained , was communicated to the Royal Society of

Canada at their last year's meeting in June, 1897, and has

been published in their Transactions. The principle upon
which the apparatus works is extremely simple. A pen or

plapimeter is attached to the contact point on a " slide -wire,”

and is kept automatically at the balance poiot by means of a
delicate relay, controlling a pair of clock motors. The co

C
o
m
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HG. 1.

Direct Telephone Exchange Syndicate, Limited, in Hall

No. 30, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, London,

possesses many features of novelty, and includes a variety of

ingenious devices employed to effect the changes necessary to

secure independent connection with each subscriber of the

exchange. Metallic circuits are employed, and at each sub

scriber's office a complete set of telephone apparatas is

installed. The telephone is provided with an auxiliary key,

board or commutator, by the use of which the sequence of

the currents necessary to actuate the automatic switching
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apparatus at the exchange is determined . The subscriber's
instrument is illustrated by fig . 1 .

The keyboard, shown on the upper part of the apparatus,

is disc-shaped, and revolves around its centre, whence it is

connected by means of an axle to the commutator internal to

the instrument. The commutator is constructed on the well

known principle usually employed in municipal and other

messenger and police call systems, where the operating of the
call key winds op a clockwork system , which, during the act

of running down, rotates a star or toothed wheel, which

determinesthe number of current impulses generated for each

movement of the keyboard. As a preliminary to ringing a

correspondent in the usual way, the subscriber originating

the call must effect the connection at the exchange between

his circuit and that of his correspondent by operating the

keyboard of his apparatus. This is effected by inserting the

tip of the finger into a hole in the keyboard ( seen in the

figare) corresponding to the number required, and palling the

keyboard roand to the stop, where, on being released , it

returns to zero automatically. This operation is repeated for
each figure contained in a concrete number representing the

subscriber wanted , who is subsequently rung by the magneto

generator in the usual way .

At the exchange each subscriber's circuit terminates on an

electro-magneticswitch, illustrated by figs. 2 and 3, which

is continued to the segments of the distributors of

the other switches, as described above, by means of the

stud K', with which a projecting pin , k, onthe upper end of

D makes contact when the apparatus isatrest in thenormal

position. Theother wire of the circuit is terminated upon

an insulated flexible steel spring normally disconnected.

When therefore, the rod D is rotated , the pin k is moved

away laterally from the stud K', and the segments on the

other switches to which this stud is multipled are thus

isolated from the subscriber's circuit for the time being.

The electro-magnetic switch connected with the circuit of

the subscriber who is called is not, however, actuated, and
provision has therefore to be made to prevent other sub

Ecribers obtaining access to his circuit whilst it is in posseg

sion of the correspondent who first called . This is effected

by the auxiliary electro -magnet a, brought into use through

the medium of a local circuit, and whose armature lever

when depressed disconnects the circuit of the contact arms

L on the switch of the third subscriber, by which means

privacy is secured to the two subscribers who are already in

communication . The bottom group of segments on each

switch is reserved for connecting up these “ non - interfering "
local circuits.

A subscriber requiring to communicate with another

whose circuit is already engaged, ascertains that he has

failed tosecure connection by his bell remaining silent when

he operates his magneto -generator to call his correspondent.

A separate segment is setapart in each subscriber's antomatic
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FIG . 2. FIG . 3. FIG . 4 .
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are a front and side elevation respectively, and where D is a

rod movable vertically and circularly . The rod D carries

a series of flexible contact arms L which effect connection

with the metallic segments of the semi- circular distributors,

M ' ; B is an electro -magnet, the lever c of which raises the

rod D to the proper height for bringing the contact arms L

into line with the row of segments with which connection is

required on the distributors M'. These segments correspond

with the multiple jacks of subscribers' circuits connected to

ordinary manual boards. F is the motor magnet by

whose armature lever the rod D and consequentlythe con

tact arms L, are rotated into connection with their proper

segments upon the distributors, each segment of which is

connected by a cross connecting wire, shown at m, with the

corresponding segment of each switch throughout the

exchange.

One wire of the metallic circuit may be considered

as terminating upon the rod D, whence connection

switch, to which he may connect his circuit by calling & pre

arranged number, and speak to the office of the manager of

the system if he has reason to suspect that his apparatus is

ont of order and desires to verifyit.

The ba'tery P ,which energises the electro -magnets of the

switches is located at the exchange, one battery being common

to the entire exchange.

To safeguard the apparatus from damage by stray currents

from adjacent power circuits with which the telephone wire

may get into contact, a "time fuse ” is inserted in the wire

of each subscriber's circuit connected to the motor magnet.

This fuse is shown by fig. 5, where w is a solenoid of wire

enclosing an ebonite core, and s s' are flexible springs. The

Leating effect upon the wire w, of a continuous current,

exceeding the current of half an ampere, with which the

apparatus is actuated , causes the ebonite core c to expand

and raise the spring s, when s' being thus released , flies for

ward and breaks the circuit of the subscriber, simultaneously
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closing the circuit of a local alarm bell in the exchange,

which gives warning of the fault. A similar result follows

if the subscriber's wire finds accidental earth outside the

exchange, when the motor battery P would be discharging

continuously. A ready means is provided of locating an

open time fuse upon the switchboard .

The act of hanging up the receiver at the subscriber's

office after a conversation hasterminated, causes a momentary

S

FA

s'

method of effecting combinations of pumbers enables 1,000

subscribers to be reached ; and by an extension of the prin

ciple it is claimed that 10,000 may be accommodated in one

exchange.

In the apparatus described the electro -magnets actuating

the switches are included in the circuit when con

versation is going on , and are consequently given a low

ohmic resistance , but in the latest development of the

apparatus the " bridging " method of connection is intro

duced. The system bas been in operation about four years,
and is employed at some 20 exchanges in various states in

America, some of wbich exchanges are built to a capacity of

1,000 subscribers. It is also in process of installation in a

like number of cases at other places,at some of wbich a

capacity upto 5,000 is being provided for.

A view of an exchange equipped to a capacity of 200 sub

scribers now in operation at Trinidad, Colorado, is sbown by

fig. 6. Each electromagnetic switch occupies a lineal space

of 12 inches x 4 inches, and projects 6 inches from the sap

porting base.

It will be gathered from the description that the antomatic

switch depends primarily upon its mechanical qualities for

performing its functions. An exchange equipped with the

apparatusmust therefore be under thecharge of a competent

mechanician possessing electrical knowledge,and the accuracy

with which the apparatus operates will depend upon the

degree of skill with which its necessarily complex mechanism

is maintained.

Apart from the central office system , there is a large an

developed telephonic field within the residential suburban

areas of our cities and towns, to the opening up of wbich the

attention of inventors of automatic exchange apparatus bas

been directed, and where the provision of a reliable and con

B

D

Fig. 5.

current to be sent through the intermediary of the switch

arm of the telephone, and this current automatically restores

the electro -magnetic switch at the exchange to its normal

position.

The switch described is capable of providing for exchanges

having a capacity up to 400 subscribers, above which number

FIG . 6 .

the combinations of numbers are obtained by allotting two

switches to each subscriber's circuit , the first of which selects

the groups of hundreds, wbilst the second picks out the tens

andunits in each particular hundred . The principle upon

which this sub-division is effected may be understood from

fig . 4, where the switches diagramatically represented at 16,

17, 18 , and 19 correspond with the first of a pair allotted to

select the hundreds, whence the connections continue to the

second switch of the pair where the sub -division to the tens

and units of the different groups of hundreds is effected .

The points of sub -division to the tens and units of the

different hundreds are indicated at 12 , 13, 14 , and 15. This

tinuous automatic local service with tradesmen and othere,

giving optional access to the main system would appear to

obtain an opening for employment.

The time occupied in operating the automatio exchange is

virtually constant for any given combination of figures, and

the subscribers are thus relieved by such a system from

anxiety regarding preferential treatment by the operators,

about which so much has lately been heard, but it is an

open question whether, even in its improved state as now

exbibited , the automatic switch will prove an efficient sub

stitute for the manual operator, rotwithstanding the in

genuity which has been exercised in working out its details.
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LITTLE'S CONTINUOUS INTEGRATING

STEAM INDICATOR .

9

THERE has been, we believe, up to the present time no

instrument in existence capable of attachment to steam

engines, which will automatically produce a record of the

power developed during any desired length of run , and

which will act in sympathy with any changes either of speed

or steam pressure in the cylinder which the load on the

crank shaft may demand . With the consent of the pro

prietors of our contemporary, Engineering, we reproduce an

engraving of a new type of steam indicator, a full description

of the theory and practice of which appeared in the issue of

that journal of December 10th last, and this being so we do

not propose to give more than a general outline of the aim

and construction of this ingenious and handy instrument.

It will be seen from the woodcut that the general appear

ance of this indicator is similar to that of an ipdicator

constructed to take diagrams as regards the steam cylinder

and the dram , but that the pencil arm and parallel motion

will be noted from the woodcut that the wheel stands

normally at a certain deflection from the vertical, viz ., about

35°, the object of which is to secure an accurate action

between thecontact surfaces and whichis quite effectual, as

will be seen from the subjoined trials of the instrument at

the works of Messrs. Willads & Robinson, Rugby, on an

engine of their usual type running at 350 revolutions per

minate. It stoald be explained that although this permanent

amount of deflection increases the amoant of the record on

the dial on the forward stroke by an amount proportional to

the permanent initial inclination, the same amount of record

due to thesame cause is deducted by the return stroke, the

difference being the actual amount of rotation of the wheel,

which, owing to the mathematical conditions governing the

instrument, is precisely proportional to the amount of steam

pressure on the piston of the indicator during one revolution

of the engine. There is, of course, no slip between the contact

surfaces other than that due to the amount of inclination

from the horizontal. The action of this indicator is,

therefore, briefly that of a planimeter recording the areas of

diagrams at every revolution of the engine, which a card
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are replaced by a device similar to the integrating mechanism

of a planimeter, the wheel of which can be placed at will in

contact with the drum in order to produce the desired rotary

effect upon the wheel resalting from the combined action of

steam pressure and piston speed, the requisite inclinations of

the wheel being imparted to it by a simple sine motion of

pin and slot as shown at d.

Since, therefore, the varying pressure of steam in the

cylinder is made to produce the sameamount of inclination

of the wheel, as would be produced by tracing the actual

diagram with the tracing point of a planimeter, it only

remains to rotate the wheel by reciprocating the drum in

contact with it, in orderto produce the same result as if the

drum (i.e., indicator card ), were held fixed and the diagram

traced round with the point of the planimeter in the ordinary

way. The amount of reciprocation of the drum ( i.c., length

of diagram ), is accurately measured to the second place of

decimals by means of a simple device, m, actuated by the

drumitself and which is quite easy of manipulation. It

indicator would produce having the same piston area, the

same piston spring, anda ratioof pencil movement to that

of piston of six to one, the amount of reciprocation of drum

being, of course, arranged to be the game for each .

For the calculation of H.P. by means of this instrument,

the average area record per minute reduced to unit length

by dividing by the amount of drum stroke if more or less

than one inch was employed, is multiplied by a single figure

composed of engine constants, & c., the result being the

average H.P. per minute developed during the time the

instrument was running . And for M.E.P. the unit area

record per minute is divided by the revolutions per minute,

which, in this case only, require to be known.

In cases , therefore, wherea study of the steam distribution

in the cylinder is not the object in view, but the actual

efficiency of the engine, a knowledge of the latter can be

much more accurately ascertained with the continuous indi

cator than by takingdiagrams, and much labour in measur

ing them upis obviated ,as also the necessity for counting
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revolutions. Moreover, where rapid changes of load are the

rule, an accurate indication of H.P. is an impossibility with

the ordinary indicator.

In electric light and traction installations it would seem

that this form of power -meter should obtain for itself a

wide sphere of application, as indications may be taken with

it during a whole day or night, or at regular fixed intervals

of working ; no attention to it being required, unless it may

be desired to take readings during the run, which is readily

done even at high speeds, as shown in the table below :

CONTINUOUS INDICATOR

45 minutes' run :—Total reading, 195 :6 ; stroke of dram , 2-95 inches ;

100 spring; reading per minute, 4.3466 ; revolutions, 52-1.

4.3466 x 100 x 10

295" x 52:1
= 28.27.

Little M.E.P., 28:27.

ELEOTRIC TRAOTION PROJECTS FOR TO .

1900 PARIS EXHIBITION .HIGH SPEED .

Test of Little's continuous indicator, made at the works of Messru.

Willads and Robinson , Ltd., Rugby, December 22nd, 1897, on a

steady load , indications being taken simultaneously by a Orosby
indicator. The two instruments were attached to the low -pressure

cylinder of a large engine, running at 350 revolutions. The load

wasan electric one, and was kept constant by maintaining constant

watts by means of an amperemeter and voltmeter in circait.

CROSBY INDICATOR.

Diagram . Planimeter. Area . Length Scale M.E.P. Revs ,

59

O'clock ,

4-12

4-0

3-47

Start.

0

.91

1.83

Stop

91

1.83

2.77

91

.92

94

2

3

a
d
a21

2 :1

21

350

21 67

21.91

2238

50

50

3 65.96

21.986

Orosby M.E.P., 21.986.1

CONTINUOUS INDICATOR .

Time. Cumulative Reading per Reading

Minutes. reading. five minu'es. per minute.

Stroke of

drum .

Inches.

Scale. M.
1

5

10

16

20

25

30

35

505

102-2

154.5

208 5

260 2

3132

366 0

60-5

5107

52 :3

540

51 7

530

52 8

10:1

10 34

10 46

108

10 34

10 6

10:56

1:09

1 09

109

109

109

1.09

1 09

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

21.18

21.68

21.93

21 65

21 68

22:23

22 14

7 153 :49

Ar the last Paris Eshibition it will be remembered that the

little Decauville light railway in the Exhibition grounds,

proved not only a great convenience to visitors, but what is

of quite as much consequence, it was entirely a succ : 83 from
a financial standpoint.

No less than 6,000,000 passengers were carried on this

little pleasure line, whilst the receipts amounted to a sum of

£ 70,000. This success might naturally have been expected
when we consider that the line was inexpensively built for a

summer's traffic ander very favourable circumstances - the

expenses stopping as soon as the receipts grew less, and the

line not continuing for the winter, when sparse traffic (or

none at all) prevents profits being earned .

Thepeople of Paris are evidently mach inclined to favour

light linesof this kind, as anyonewill believe on seeing the

little horse cars running through the top of the Bois de

Boulogne into the Jardin d'Acclimatation , and we are rather

surprised that no serious efforts have yet been made to run

these cars by electricity.

However , there is no hesitation being shown with regard

to electric traction schemes for the approaching exhibition,

and if one is to judge from the successful Decauville line

already referred to, there ought to be a most profitable

season in 1900, were it only because the extent of ground to

be covered is so much greater.

The schemes at present brought forward are five in

number (according to informationwhich we abstract from
L'Energie Electrique).

The first is propounded by the French Thomson -Honston

Company, whose design embodies a single track of metre

gauge, with 22 motorcars and 33 trail cars. One class only

is provided for, somewhat in contrast with the usual first

and second classes to be found in Continental tramcars, & c .

-and the fare is uniform , 21d. This company asks for

& subvention of £ 60,000, in return for which the Exhibition

authorities are to receive all net profits on carrying ap to

15,000,000 passengers, and two-thirds of subsequent profits

for any further traffio . A cash guarantee of £ 4,000 is

offered by the company that its system shall be worked
successfully.

The second proposal emanatesfrom a syndicate of which

the chief member is the Decauville Company. This also is

based on a metre gauge line, single track , taking current

from a third rail. Ten motor cars and 40 trail cars would

be provided, with auniform fare and class as in the last case.

The company asks for 55 per cent. of the gross receipts after
£ 72,000 hasbeen taken .

The third scheme is put forward byMons. Leon Franca,

acting in conjunction with the Fives-Lille Company. This

proposal embraces a double track of normal gauge, with

three -car trains having each a seating capacity of from 180

to 200 passengers. Twenty motor cars and 40 trail cars

would be provided - all one class and one fare, 8d . - bat

special reserved seats at 5d. might be arranged for. Mons.

Francq estimates thecapital outlay upon his plans, if carried

out, atabout £ 140,000,and any receipts overand above sach

a bum would fall to the exhibition authorities. No payment,

however, would be made except on the carrying of more than

15,000,000 passengers. From this number to 20,000,000

the concessionaire would payonecentime on each ticket, and

similarly two centimes should the numbers range between

20,000,000 and 25,000,000 ; three centimes from 25,000,000

to 30,000,000 ; and five centimes or one half-penny per

ticket for all over that number. Evidently Mons. Franc

is ambitions and thinks that increased capacity for traffic

will ensure the traffic coming into existence .

The fourth system is due to one of the Paris electric

21.927

Little M.E.P., 21.927.

For WILLANS & ROBINSON, LTD.

( Sigacd ) P. A. Low .

LOW SPEED .

Test of Little's continuous indicator, made at Messrs. Vican , Song

and Marim's Works, Erith , February 25th, 1898, on a large simple

condensing engine, driving the machinery in their shops. Indications

taken from one end of one cylinder simultaneously with a Crosby

indicator.

CBOBBY INDICATOR .

No. Diagrams. Areas. Length . Soale. M.E.P.

50

50

50

60

o
v
o
a

C
O
N

O'clock .

8-65

4-0

4-8

4.10

4-15

4-20

4-25

4.30

4-35

4-40

5

6

7

8

9

10

50

1074

1.87

1.87

1.70

1 68

1.56

161

1.81

1.52

162

3:02

3.00

302

3:02

3:02

3:01

3:02

3:02

3:02

3 04

Average,

28 121550

50

50

50

50

10 16 98 10 | 30-19

1.698 3 :019

Crosby M.E.P., 28.1215.
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lighting companies, which proposes a single track of metre

gange built " generally on the Decauville principle , and

employing 10 motor cars with 40 trailers. Two classes

would be provided with corresponding fares of 5d. and 2d.

This concessionaire offers 20 per cent. of the gross receipts,

and 25 per cent. of the net receipts after allowing for

depreciation and 5 per cent. upon the expenses of erection

and exploitation.

Thelast proposal - brought forward by Mons. de Mocomble

-is supported by Mons. Henri Maréchal ( the well-krown

Paris engineer) and the Compagnie Générale de Traction.

Itcomprises practically two separate schemes, one an electric

railway and the other a two-speed moving sidewalk some

what after the fashion of those already suggested, or actually

built, for Exhibition purposes, as at Chicago, & c. The rail
way is designed on the metre gauge, is single track , and pro

vided with eight trains in service (three in reserve). Each

train would have a seating capacity for 250 passengers, and

would be operated by motors having an output of 140 H.P.

A central rail wouldserve as current distributor.

The "moving sidewalk ” would run the opposite way

round to the railway (it should , of course , be understood

that all these proposals are for circularlines embracing prac

tically the entire area of the Exhibition), and is built

throughout on a viaduct after the fashion of the American

elevated railways. It comprises a fixed platform approxi

mately 3 feet wide, and two separate moving platforms, of

which the first is about 2 feet 8 inches wide, running on a

track of 18 -inch gauge and maintaining a speed of about

3 miles per hour, whilst the second one has & width of

about 5 feet 6 inches, with a track gange of 3 feet, and runs

at a speed of from 5 to 6 miles an hour.

Our contemporary gives a very complete and interesting

description of the working details of this moving sidewalk,

and if the plans are adopted we shall hope to deal fally with

the matter . At present it is sufficient to note that the

power required to operate the combined arrangement is

estimated to be about 472 H.P., and that nearly 40,000

passengers per hour can be dealt with.

Those who are acquainted with the Wimshurst machine

will perceive that the only difference between it and the

Holtz machine is in a few insignificant matters of detail.

In the Wimshurst machine a number of radial strips of

tinfoil are pasted on the surface of the discs. This makes

the machine self-exciting. But Holtz pointed out in 1881

(Uppenbörn's " Jour. of Prac. Elect."' p. 199), that his“

machine could be made sell-exciting by pasting tinfoil sectors

on the face of the discs. He, however, considered that as

the self-excitement could be obtained only at the price of

loss of output, the tinfoil sectors were not to be recom

mended . Since Mr. Wimsburst's machine came before the

public, more than one inventor has flattered himself that he

has improved it by removing the tinfoil sectors. · These

ingenious inventors, unknowingly, no doubt, merely reverted

to the original form of the machine as brought out by Holtz
in 1869 ,

The second point of difference between the Wimshurst

and the Holtz machine is in the collecting combs. In the

Wimshurst machine the collecting combs are doable, that is

to say, there is one opposite the face of each disc. Now,

Holtz states that he has tried the double collecting comb,

and has found that it is not so good as the single comb.

Holtz may be wrong in both these mattersof detail, but

nobody could consider that it affects the principle of the

inventionone way or theother.

Mr. Wimshurst may have other claims to be elected a

fellow of our leading scientific society, but it cannot be said

that he has been elected because he is the first " inventor of

the famous electrical influence machine . " The scientific

man often gets nothing for his discoveries except the honour

of being the first discoverer, sothere is all the more reason

why the scientific public should see that honour is given

where honour is dae.

A NEW INTEGRATING MACHINE,

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR IS DUE.

We read in a daily paper that Mr. James Wimshurst,

inventor of the famous electrical influence machine, is one

of the 15 men of science nominated by the Council of the

Royal Society for election this year.

« The famous electrical influence machine " with which

Mr. Wimshurst's name is associated was first described in

Engineering, January 5th, 1883. On February 2nd in the

same year a letter appeared in Engineering from Prof. Holtz,

stating that the machine invented by Mr. Wimshurst had

been invented by him ( Holtz) in 1869. In one of the places

cited by Holtz (Pog. Ann., 136, p . 172), an influence machine

is described, with an illustration, of which we subjoin a

copy.

>

In another column will be found a description of Mr. W. G.

Little's integrating steam engine indicator. This beautiful

instrument is the latest addition to an interesting class of

apparatus which has received much attention from mathe

maticians and mechanics in recent years. We suppose there

are no problemsof such entrancing interest as the construc

tion of integrating machines to both the geometrician and

themechanic, while they exceedalmost all other geometrical
problems in immediate application to practical problems of

surveying and engineering. The term integrator, in its
widest sense, includes all the clocks which integrate time,

the automatic coal weighing machines which integrate mass,

the gas and water meters which integrate volume, the elec

trical motor meters which integrate the product of force and

time, the chemical meters wbich integrate mass or volume

according as they act by the weight of metal deposited or the

volume of gas generated, as well as this indicator of Mr.

Little's,which integratesthe product of force and distance,

1.6., work. Integrators were in use when Alfred put candles
in lanterns, and when Galileo and Huyghens applied the

pendulam to clocks. Calculating machines,suchasBabbage's

and the Brunsviga, curve tracers, and tide predictors are not

integrators, though they perform mathematical operations
of an allied kind. The integrating machines which have

occupied so much of the attention of mathematicians during

the last 30 years,and perform such curiously complexopera

tions, are all machinesfor calculating the properties of plane

or developable curvee, closed orperiodic. The initial impulse

was given to these designs by the invention of Prof. Ameler's

well-known planimeter, largely used now for measuring areas

on maps and engineer's drawinge, and more commonly still
on indicator cards. The use of a similar instrument for

obtaining the volumes and moments of inertia of solid

figures swept out by the rotation of closed curves about an

axis is less generally known, but it suggests as possible an
almost indefinite extension of the principle to other problems;

the principle, 6.b., of counting the revolutions of a wheel

rolled over asurface, the speed at which the wheel revolves

depending on its movement over the surface, and the angle

between its plane, and the direction of its motion. All the

integrating machines that we know of, prodaced since that

D

It will be seen from this figure that the machine consists

of two glass discs driven by pulleys and belting in opposite

directions. A neutralising rol with points for drawing off

the electricity from the surfaceof the plate is set at &suit

able angle opposite each disc. Collecting combs are placed

in a horizontal diameter opposite the front disc.
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time, depend either on this principle of Amsler's, or on

moving the wheel along a revolving cone . The latter plan

is legs elegant, geometrically speaking, and less elastic in its

applications, but it has been useful in some cases. We may

recall its employment in Siemens's steel wire slack percentage

indicator, and within the last few months has been described

& singularly complicated and inelegant application of it to

arecording and integrating electrical instrument by Richard

Fréres, in which the cone has its extreme form of a disc .

Bat of integrating machines working on the same principle of

Amsler's in some form a great variety bave been proposed . In

South Kensington Museum there are several modelsof rolling

wheel and cylinder integrators designed by Mr. Vernon

Bovg. A very ingenions planimeter using a Peaucellier cell

is due to Prof. Hele Shaw . The ergometer, or integrating

transmission dynamometer of the Rev. F. Jarvis -Smith

is probably the most perfect instrument of its kind yet

designed, and Prof. Henrici's harmonic analyser made by

Conradi,of Zurich , is a real triumph of mechanical design

and construction. The list could be increased almost in

definitely. All these instruments, depending on the perfect

rolling together of two bodies, suffer more or less from slip,

and the error is apt to increase with the speed of the opera

tion , and with the angle between the directions of motion

of the two bodies at the contact point. Prof. Unwin's first

letter to Mr. Little mentions bis apprehension that the error

due to this cause in the readings of the indicator might

prove serious, but it seems clear that good workmanship and

design have reduced the error to a very small amount, and

it isprobable that the indications of Mr. Little's instrument

are at least as trustworthy as the figures obtained from &

series of carde. The design would not have appeared to us

to promise great accuracy ; we should have looked rather

to an instrument on the lines of the ergometer ; but Mr.

Little's figures are unexceptionable, and he has, without

doubt, produced an extremely valuable instrument. It is

unnecessary to point out the convenience of using such an

indicator in prolonged steam trials, though it is probable

that cards would be taken at intervals in addition as a

check . We have no doubt that the instrument will be found

in all laboratories and engine -testing rooms, and that its

use will suggest to engineers other useful applications of

integrating apparatus.

to, has been, Iam confident, widely appreciated. I write to

call your attention to analogies which ought to suffice to fix

the meaning of knot to give it the meaning of “ one

nautical mile per hour.” One analogy is the ampere, which

expresses a rate of flow of electricity ; another, is the watt,

which expresses a rate of production or consumption of

energy . Add to these the knot, expressing & rate of speed,

the miner's inob , expressing a rate of flow of water, and a

few others, horse-power, & c., and we have a group of practical

units, whose analogy is interesting and instructive in, at

least, one case, the ampere. Thenjust as a current of 10

am peres indicates a flow of 10 coulombs per second, so does

a speed of 10 knots indicate a speed of 10 nautical miles per
&

hour. But the ampere is not a coulomb, and the knot shculd

never be treated as a nautical mile. A slight struggle

against this misuse of the knot may be traced in our

dictionaries , it is to be boped that the misuse may vanish .

Bat when we remember how many years were required to

educate professional electricians out of the expression " one

bundred volt current," or " thousand volt current," we must

not be too hopeful.

T, O'Conor Sloane.

New York, May 7th .

LIGAL ,

1

CORRESPONDENCE .

Electrolytic Refining of Lead .

I have just read the article on the electrolytic refining of

lead that Mr. Sherard Cowper-Coles has published in the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW for April 22nd last.

As this article contains some criticisms relating to my

process of electrolytic desilverisation of lead , I ask you to

permit me to say a few words in answer thereto.

Firstly, in the numerous experiments that I have had

occasion to make on different kinds of lead, I have never

observed any deposit of peroxide of lead (Pb 02), nor any

other oxide on the anodes .

Secondly, the composition of the bath does not vary, for

the acetic acid is notat all decomposed ; and, in fact, during

the passage of the current through the baths I have never
detected the smallest escape of gas.

Here, then,are the well-established factsthat everyone can

test, and wbich are, however, in contradiction to theobserva

tions (which are, by the bye, very polite) that Mr. Sherard

Cowper -Coles has addressed to me on the subject of my

process of electrolytic desilverisation of argentiferous lead .

D. Tommasi,

COOPER v. THE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION COMPANY AND ANOTHER.

Rights of a Patentee under an Assignment.

BEFORE the Court of Appeal, composed of Lords Justices A. L.

Smith , Chitty, and Vaughan Williams, on Saturday, May 14th, the

case of Cooper v. Electrical Installation Company, Limited, and

another, came on for hearing. This was an appeal by the plaintiff

from an order by Mr. Justice Darling in Chambers, in the Queen's

Bench Division. Mr. E. W. Sinclair Cox was counsel for the

appellant, and Mr. George Wallace for the respondents.

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox said the defendants in the action consisted

of two companies, the Electrical Installation Company, Limited, and

the O'Brien-Lennard Electrical Installation Company, Limited, and

the order appealed from was anorder striking out plaintiff's state

ment of claim in so far as it affected the O'Brien Company, on the

ground that as against the O'Brien Company it disclosed no reason .

able cause of action . The plaintiff, Mr. Henry Hayes Cooper, was

the inventor of an electricalsafety wall plug ,and the patent was

originally in the names of Cooper and the Electrical Installation

Company. By agreement of July 19th , 1894, plaintiff assigned to the

Electrical Installation Company his moiety of the patent.

Mr. WALLACE:They were joint patenteesin thefirst instance.

Mr. SINCLAIB Cox said that Cooper and the Electrical Installation

Company entered into covenants under the agreement, for themselves

and their respective representatives and assigns, by which the com .

pany was to pay to assignor Ccoper royalties ball- yearly in respect to

each article manufactured under the patent by them or their licensees,

to pay all stamp duties andfees for keeping up thepatent, and to do

all in their power to promote the manufacture and sale of articles

manufactured under The patent, and the use of the invention in every

possible way, and notto manufacture or apply any other invention

which might supersede or tend to supersede the patent assigned.

The deed also set out that the Electrical Installation Company and

their assigns, should keep proper books in respect to manufacture and

sale under the patent, plaintiff to have access to them . Byhis state.

ment of claim the plaintiff said that the defendant O'Brien Electrical

Company, Limited, became successorsand assigns of the Electrical

Installation Company, Limited ; he said the defendants were guilty

of breaches of covenant by omitting to pay certain royalties and

stamp duties, and to keep proper books and accounts, and he claimed

to beentitled to proceedagainst the O'Brien Electrical Company on

the ground that they werethe successors and assigns of the Electrical
Installation Company.

Lord Justice SMITH pointed out that there was no contract for the

O'Brien Company to pay stampduty.

Lord Justice CHITTY : Though I covenant that mysell, and assigas

will do something, myassignsare not bound by my covenant - unless

it is something connected with land .

Mr. SINCLAIB Cox said first there was this agreement with the

Electrical Installation Company, then there was a license granted

by the Electrical Installation Company to Messrs. Hodgson & Todd,

then there was an assignment of the interest of the Electrical Installa.

tion Company to the O'Brien Electrical Company, who were not only

their assignsbut also their successors.

Lord Justice CHITTY : What do you mean by successors, as distinct

from assigns ?

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox : In this way. They took over the whole of the

undertakingof the Electrical Installation Company.

Lord Justice CHITTY : That is to say, they were assigos.

Lord Justice Smith :All you can do is to produce a contract bythe
Electrical Installation Company that the other people will do certain

things. That is not a contract with the other people.

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox : I produce a contract between the plaintiff and

the defendant ElectricalInstallation Company " and their respective

assigns."

Knots.

Some interesting correspondence on the subject of the

knot has recently appeared in your journal . The term

" knots per hour ” haslong been an abomination to many

of us when used in the sense of " miles per hour. ” The

excellently put protest against the use of “ knot ” for

“ nautical mile," which opened the correspondence alluded
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Lord Justice SMITH observed that while this judgment held Mr.

Justice Darling's order to be right and dismissed the appeal, if Mr.

JusticeDarling thought fit to grant plaintiff indulgence to amend he
might do so.

Mr. WALLACE said no question of amendment was raised in

Chambers.

Mr. BINCLAIB Cox : I understand your Lordabip to say I shall
bave leave to amend ?

Lord Justice SMITH : Yes ; apply within seven days.

COLMAN V. KEMPE .

On Saturday in the Queen's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Day,

ritting without a jury , the case was heard of Colman v . Kempe.

This was an action brought by Mr.Alexander Colman against Mr.

Harry Robert Kempe, to recover £98 48. 2d ., commission earned as

advertisement agent in connection with the " Engineers' Year Book,"

of which publication the defendant was proprietor. The question

turned upon the construction of a contract in writiog made between

the plaintiff and defendant in January, 1894,by which the plaintiff

bad been appointed sole advertisement agent of the defendant, the

plaintiff contending that having been appointed sole agent he was
entitled to receive commission on all advertisements sent to the

“ Engineers' Year Book," and the defendant contending that he was

not entitled to receive commission on advertisements obtained by his

employer without the plaintiff's intervention . It appeared in the
course of the evidencethat the plaintiff had issued a number of

circulars for the purpose of obtaining advertisements, anditwas
upon the advertisements obtained through the medium of these

circulars, amongst others, that he based his claim .

His LORDSHIP gave judgment for the defendant. He said that the

plaintiff, having been appointed sole agent, would have been entitled

to resist the appointment of anotber agent, but that although sole

agent he was not entitled to commission upon orders for advertise

mente received by the defendant without the intervention of the

plaintiff Judgment accordingly.

Mr. Cagney and Mr. Ritter were coungel for the plaintiff, while

Mr. Bray,QC.,and Mr. Hume Williams represented the defendant.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

Lord Justice SMITH : How can thaš be ?

Mr. SINCLAIB Cox pointed out that this was not a document by

plaintiff or his assigns to pay a certain sum of money. It was an

agreement by which plaintiff banded over his whole interest in a

patent, so as to prevent himself from in any way being concerned

with the manufacture of anything under the patent, and he not only

did that in respect to the Electrical Installation Company, but in

respect to their assigns.

Lord Justice SMITE : Where is the contract between the O'Brien

Company and you ?

Mr. SINCLAIB Cox argued that the O'Brien Company became the

anccessors of the whole undertaking of the Electrical Installation

Company, wbich had disappeared into them , and he submitted that

he was entitled to go against them .

Lord Justice CHITTY: I was looking to see it there were any nega

tica covenants, but there are none.

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox onbmitted that there were both affirmative and

Degative covenants. It he might cite a case

Lord Justice SMITH Was curious to ree a case in which, under these

circumstances, the assignee was bound by the assignor's contract.

Mr. SINCLAIB Cox cited the case of Werderman v. Société Générale,

but that case and the one before the Court their Lordships declared
to be as different as two poles.

Lord Justice SMITH : Have you any allegation in this statement of

claim that the O'Brien Company took what they did take with notice

of the contract ?

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox : I say there is no direct statement of notice
Lord Justice SMITH : Then no direct notice is no notice at all.

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox argued that all he had to do was to show reason

Able cause of action , and he alleged in the statement of claim facts

from which it could reasonably be inferred that the O'Brien Com

pady had notica of these conditions. They were successors of the

original company.

Lord Justice CHITTY : A phrase which I cannot for the life of me

understand .

Lord Justice VAUGHAN WILLIAMB: Do you mean by successors

that they were posterity ?

Mr. SINCLAIRCox said they described themselves as successors of

the Electrical Installation Company, and that, he submitted , showed

that they had notice of the conditions under which the Electrical

Installation Company did their business, the whole of the liabilities

of which they took over.

Lord Justice SMITH : How can you come to a court of common law

for breach of a contract between A and B which does not exist, and

askB to pay you damages ?

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox : Because B holds the patent.

Lord Justice CHITTY : If you are suing on the equitable ground of

notice you oughtto bave stated it. Your explanation of them as

successors, which I can hardly accept- it is very ingenious — you say

involves notice ?

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox said it they were successors, they surceeded to

all the rights and liabilities of the company which they effaced , and

amongst those liabilities was that in respect to the assignment of

this patent. This case was not limited to damages for breach of
contract.

Lord Justice SMITH : The main part is for damages.

Mr. SINCLAIR Cox said the plaintiff asked for royalties due, for an

Account, and for a declaration that he was entitled to access to the

books. It the O'Brien Company was struck out of the case , it would

defeat the whole power of the plaintiff to protect himself, because

the Electrical Installation Company was gone, and his rights in

respect to the patent, which was now in possession of the O'Brien

Company, bad disappeared.

Lord Justice SMITH delivered judgment, observing that theappeal

mustbe dismissed. With any question of equity he had nothing to

do ; hetookthis statement of claim , and reading it according to its

plain English, this was an action claiming damages againstthe two

defendant companies for breach of contract. The O'Brien Company

said to plaintiff, “ Produce your contract that I have made with

you.” No such contract could be produced, because the O'Brien

Company never did makea contract with the plaintiff, and the point

taken was, that inasmuch as plaintiff was sning for damages he

failed, because therewas no contract between the O'Brien Company

aod himselt. Plaintiff's contract was , that the Electrical Installation

Company and its assigns would do certain things; and when a person

entered into a contract of this nature “ for himself and bis assigns,"

his contract was that he or his Agsigns would do what he had con

tracted to do, and it his assigns didnot do what he had contracted

that they should do, then the cause of action was against the person

contracting for himselt or bis assigns ; it did not give cause of action

against the assigns. It bad been argued that plaintiff had title in

equity oncounsel's interpretation of" successors,”as implying that the

O'Brien Company had notice, and it plaintiff by amendment or

alteration could make out another cause of action against the O'Brien

Company, well and good ; bat at present he had not done so. In his

judgment, the order thatthe O'BrienCompanyshould be struck out

of the claim should stand, plaintiff having leave to amend, this

appealbeing dismissed with costs.

Lord Jastice CHITTY Was of the same opinion. Neither in law nor

equity could a mancovenant for his assigas so as to bring them by

his covenant into his contract; there must be an independent con

tract between them . It might be that plaintiff might make out a

case in equity by provingthat the O'Brien Companyhad notice, but

there was no allegation of notice in this claim ; and it he intended

to setup equity against the O'Brien Company, it ought to have been
done ina mannerwhich was not done in thiscase .

Lord Justice VAUGHAN WILLIAMS concurred, holding it to be a

fatal defect in this claim that there was no allegation that the

O'Brien Company took the assignment with notice ofthe antecedent

agreement.
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Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING MAY 17T8 , 1897. / WEBK ENDING MAY 1718 , 1898.

£

Alexandria 70 0 Berbice 11 0

Teleph. mat. 23 0 Beira. Teleg. mat. 373 0

Amsterdam 30 0 Bilbao. Teleg. mat. ... 400 0

Bilbao 25 0 Bombay 78 0

Teleg. mat. 21 0 Boulogne
110 0

Buenos Ayres 30 0 Brisbane 40 0

Teleg. wire 407 0 Buenos Ayres 380 0

Calcutta ... 133 0 Teleg. mat. 65 0

Cape Town 583 0 Calcutta... 74 0

Cologne .. 480 0 Cape Town
846 0

Colombo 18 0 Copenhagen
15 0

Copenbagen. Teleg. wire 12 0 Demerara 42 0

Delagoa Bay 86 0 Durban 428 0

Durban .. 246 0 Flushing 36 0

East London 121 0 Fremantle
390

Gothenburg 886 0 Lisbon 2,310 0

Hamburg 54 0 Madras 90

Malta 96 0 Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 170 0

Marseilles 73 0 New York . Teleg. mat. 532 0

Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 85 0 North Atlantic . Teleg.

Montreal 25 0 cable ... 11,520 0

Rio Janeiro. Teleg. mat. 133 0 Novorossisk 23 0

Rosario 212 0 Penang. Teleg. mat. 356 0

Sandakan. Teleg. mat. 19 0 Port Elizabeth ... 250 0

Sarawak . Teleg . mat. 15 0 Shanghai
393 0

St. Petersburg . Teleg. Singapore 466 0

cable ... 214 0 St. Petersburg 200 0

Singapore. Teleg. mat. 69 0 Sydney 44 0

Stockholm 58 0 Teneriffe 19 0

Sydney 719 0 Townsville 14 0

Vera Cruz 21 0 Wellington 122 0

Yokohama
43 0

Teleg. mat. 990

... ...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Total £ 4,461 0 Total £19,516 0... ...

8.

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

£ £ 8 .

Syracuse 27 0 | Syracuse
105 0

Auction Sale. — Messrs. Percy Huddleston & Co. are to

sell by auction seven tramway cars and a quantity of electrical plant,

including dynamos, motors, arc, and incandescent lamps, carbons,

switches , numerous fittings, cables, & c . See our " Official Notices

for particulars.

>
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B. I. Cables for Glasgow . — The illustration shows the

full size section of the triple cable recently supplied for Glasgow by

the British Insulated Wire Company. This cable bas & sectional

area on each of the inner conductors of 1 equare inch , the neutral or

outer conductor baving an area of 3 square inch. The net weight of

pumps, condensers, combined engines and dynamos, being described

and illustrated, anddetailed accounts are alsogiven of various colliery

electric plants whichbave been installed by the firm during the past
few years. These brief notes will soffice to give an idea of the vast

amount of interesting matter which the book contains, and its ser

vice to electrical engineersand the others for whom it has been pro

pared is a foregone conclusion .

Messrs. Miller & Woods, of Gray's Inn Road, have issued a circular

on electric signalling through space, describing their transmitter,

receiver, and Tesla transformer for this purpose.

Church Lighting . The contract for the electric

lighting of the Trinity Church House, Great Portland Street,W., was

placedin the hands of Mr. Leo Sunderland, of the Brush Electrical

Engineering Company. The building contains a large public ball,

with extensive gymnasium , classrooms, reading rooms, and residences

for the clergy, and is wired for about 280 lampa. Mr.Sunderland has

lately completed the lighting of St. Paul's Church, Clerkenwell ; St.

Paul's Church, Camden Square ; the Church of the Smithfield

Martyrs ; St. Stephen's Church Room , East Patney.

The Edison and Swan United Electric Light Com

pany have brought out a screw leaflet (No. 101) in which they show

various screws, terminals, & c ., manufactured at their Ponder's End

works, where there has been put down special automatic stamping,

piercing, and screwing plant. The list illustrates andgives prices per

groes of binding screws and clamps and cable connections.

Electricity in Cork .The contract for fitting the Cork

Cold Storage Company'spremiseswith electric motors, mentionedby

us last week, bas been given to the Cork branch of Messrs. Handley

and Shanks, of Dublin. This factory , we understand, will be the first

requiring over 100 effective horse-power to be driven entirely electrico
ally in Ireland.

Fritsche's Motors .-- Messrs. Wilhelm & Co., 11 and 12,

Westmoreland Buildings, Aldersgate Street, E.O., have been ap

pointed agents forthesale of Fritsche's electric motors for continuong

current. They have issued a list of various types, starting at so

B.H.P., giving all necessary particulars and prices.

The Heilmann Company. - The Heilmann Company is

about to be reconstituted and additional capital introduced .

Liquidation Notices . - A general meeting of the Thet

ford Electric Light andPower Company is to be held at theoffices

at Thetford on June 17th , at 12.30, to hear an account of the winding

up from Mr. Lovewell Blake, liquidator .

Ameeting of theManchester Edison-Swan Company is to be beld

at the offices ofMessrs. Needham , Parkinson, Black & Needham ,

solicitors, 10, York Street, Manchester, on June 16th , at 12 o'clock, to

hear an account of the winding up from the joint liquidators, Messrs.
Gover & Sharples.

Creditors of the British Electrozone Corporation must send par.

ticulars of debts and claims to Mr. A. E. Edwards, liquidator,8,

Trafalgar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, Charing Cross, W.C ,

by June 25th .

Machinery Users ' Association . We have received the

report of this Association forthe year ending March 31st, 1898 , wbich

was presented to the annual general meeting held at Westminster

Palace Hotel on Wednesday . The report shows the work done

during the year in the way of negotiation, legislation, and litigation

for the furtherance of theobjectsof the Association.

Mavor & Coulson. - Tbis firm have brought out a

somewhat elaborate book of 60 pages, in which they describe at

length, with the aid of some good illustrations, the various depart.

ments at theirnew works at Glasgow , which we have already illas

trated in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW . The arrangement of the matter

and blocks is neatly done, and a thick glazed paper is a great advan

tage to the production.

Three- Phase Plant. - The Bristol Waggon and Carriage

Works Company, Limited , of Bristol, have placed in the bands of

Messrs. Thos. Richardson & Sons, of Hartlepool, a contract for

putting down a three-phase plant for electric lighting and machine

driving at their works. The aggregate power of themotors will be

230 horse-power, and for lighting the works there will be used 20

arcs and about 759 glow lamps. The poweris at present generated

by five Lancashireboilers, with an equal number of engines. By the

adoption of electricity the economyin steam will, it is claimed, be

such as to enable thewhole of the power, including the lighting,to

be supplied by one Lancashire boiler, while the total savingeffected,

afterallowing for all charges, will be considerably over £ 1,000 per

annum . Notwithstanding this saving in steam power, it is anti

cipated that the present machinery , with the improved driving

arrangements, will produce from 10 to 20 per cent. more work . The

generators and motors will be supplied by Messrs. Richardson , of

Hartlepool. The boiler willbe fitted with a Bennis automatic stoker

and Green's economiser, while a Bennis automaticdamper regulator

will be provided in the main fine. The engine will have horizontal

compound side -by -side cylinders, and in order to provide spare power

for extension it will be capable of developing a maximum of 400

indicated horse -power. This contract has been placed in the hands

of Messrs. Geipel & Lange, London , who are Messrs. Richardson's

agents.

Wireless Telegraphy. The first installation of Mar

coni's wireless telegraph system in Ireland for business parposes WA

made at Clara, King's County, last week, at Messrs. Goodbody's

factories, the transmitter being placed at their floor factory and the

receiverat their jute works,&mile away. It is reported to have

worked most successfully .

-

-

the cable, exclusive of drums, is 45 tons per mile, and it is believed

that this is the largest cable that has yet been built. The whole of it

was tested at a pressure of 2,500 volts for 15 minutes before leaving
the factory , and we understand that a sample of the cable was, in

Mr.Chamen's presence,bent six times in opposite directions round

a 3 feet barrel, and the insulation afterwards withstood successfully

a pressure of 30,000 volts alternating for 10 minutes.

Books Received.— “ Elementary Chemistry: Practical
and Theoretical.” ( First year.) By T. A. Cheetham , F.0.8. Pub

lished by Blackie & Son, 50, Old Bailey. Science Hand -books Serieg.
18. 60 .

" The Electric Wiring and Fittings Details Book .” By W. Perren

Maycock, MI.E.E. Published by Whittaker & Co., London .

2s.6d. net .

" Electro -Dynamics. The Direct Carrent Motor.” By C. A. Cards

Wilson . Longmans, Green & Co., Paterncster Row . 75. 6d .

Catalogues and Lists . - Mesgrg. Dobsons & Curtis

Bros., Limited, of Dublin, have issued a second edition of their illos

trated catalogue of electric lighting supplies. The list includes a

variety of electric lighting switches, wall plugs, cut-outs, and other

fittings of that character, also lamps, brackets,pendants, & c. The

firm has recently opened an electrical fittings showroomin Stephen's

Green , Dublin, where a large varied stock of electric lighting fittings

and supplies is kept. The firm makes a speciality of switch and

distributing board work.

A splendid volume of several hundred pages has been issued by
Messrs. Ernest Scott & Mountain , Limited, in which are bound

together sections 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 10 of their catalogue. The elec

trical trade is well acquainted with the class of work made at the
Close Works, Newcastle-on -Tyne, wbich is mainly in heavy elec

tricalengineering plant and machinery . The compilers haveaimed

at making the book a useful work of reference for civil, consulting,

and electrical engineers, shipbuilding firms, and buyers of machinery

generally, and we think they have achieved their object. Section 1

is a useful collection of general information on several important

points. It gives a comparison of the relative costs of gas and elec

tricity, and some instructions by Mr. Mountain for fixing and work .

ing dynamo-electric machines; the notes for dynamo attendants as to

current required for various sized lamps, loss in cables, & c., are sure

to be of use. Section 2 is mainly devoted to the “ Tyne" dynamo

machines and combined engines and dynamos. Sections 3 and 4 are

the more interesting, dealing withthe electric transmissionof power,

and steam, gas, oil , and other motive power plants. In the former

section are some general remarks regarding the application of electric

motors to variousindustrialpurposes, general instructions are given

for ordering dynamos for these classes of work , and rules given for

finding the power required to drive a dynamo, the powerobtained
from motors, the lobs in volts in a cable, and the loss in watts in a

cable. Electric pomping machinery, winding and haulage plant,

cranes, hoists, portable drilling machines, coal cutting, ventilating
and other machinery and apparatus driven by means of electric

power are among the many items of interest in this excellent cata

logue. There are numerous illustrations, and among these we par.

ticularly notice a full page group of eight 60 -H.P . electric motors of

special verticaltype, which have been constructed by Messrs . Scott

and Mountain for Messrs. Smith's Dock Company, Limited , of North

Shields. Estimates appear for electric welding plants of several

vizos. Section 4 describes steam engines and boilers, gas engines,

vil engines, turbines, &c. Section 5 is devoted to arc lamps and

»ccessories, projectors, accumulators,wires,and cables. Engineering

specialities andmachinery in general come in for treatment in Sec

tion 10, various types of steam engines, electrical and steam fans,

-

.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.
Bradford. It has been resolved to light the Bolton

Road tramway routefrom Foster Square to Peel Park Gates, and the
Horton routefrom the bottom of Morley Street to Laisteridge Lane,

by electricity - a total of 40 arc lamps being placed upon the poles

to be erected for carrying the electric cable for working the tram

ways, the total eetimatedactual cost of this lighting being £500 per
& Onum .

-

-

Alderley Edge .-- An early start is to be made with the

construction of the electricity works at Belmont, and it is expected

that current will be available before the end of the year. The plant

to be pat down will supply 5,000 8.C.P. lamps, and the three-wire

continuous carrent system ,with feeders, is to be adopted. Themains

will first be laid aloogLondon Road and Macclesfield Road to Under

wood Road, meeting others laid in Woodbrook Road,and continuing

to Rookwood, Trafford Road, Hey's Lane, Wilmslow Road, and

Brook Lane.

Amblecote. - The District Council having been requested

to join the Kingswinford Council in getting a provisionalorder for
the electric lighting of the district, has resolved not to withdraw its

opposition to the application of the Kingswipford Rural District

Council for lighting powers so far as Amblecote is concerned .

Bangor. — The City Council has resolved upon the ex
tension of the electric lighting scheme to Upper Bangor, and to

amend the application already made to the Local Government

Board for sanction to borrow an additional £ 3,500 for this purpose.

Barnsley. — The Council adopted the electric lighting

scheme proposed by Mr. Miller, on Tuesday last week. Mr. Miller's

report recommended the three-wire direct current system , with 230

volts at consumers' terminals. This system , he mentions, would also

be suitable for electric traction , it adopted. The plant proposed

would supply current to 6,000 8 -C.P. lamps, and will comprise three

Ladcasbire boilers 7 feet 6 inches by 28 feet, working at a pressure ct

160 lbs. per square inch, and one economiser baving 192 pipes; three

sets of 125 I.E.P. steam engines, each coupled to a shunt-wound

dydamo of 75 kw . capacity . There will be two batteries of accumu .

Jators, each consisting of 125cells, and having a capacity of 500

ampere-hours; and there will be two transformers to raise the

pressure for charging from the station 'bus bars. Two balancing

transformers willregulate the pressure on the two sides of the three

wire system . The site for station is situated at the Town's Yard.

The total cost is estimated at £ 23,322. The capacity of the plant

could be doubled by an outlay of another £ 2,000 on plant and £ 500

on buildings. For publiclighting it is proposed to employ 10 -ampere

arc lamps for lighting the main streets , and incandescents for the

smaller streets. There would be 35 arc lamps, complete with cables,

& c., to cost £ 45 each , and 30 incandescents at £4 per lamp, the total

cost being £ 1,696. The maintenance and interest andrepayment

total out at £ 2,820 per annum . The revenue is estimated at £ 3,000.

7d. per unit will be charged for the first hour, and 31. after.

Belfast. - The Electric Committee recommends the

adoption of the Wright charging system , 7d . to be charged for the

first hour and a half, and 2d.afterwards ; power will be 4d. and 11d.

per unit on the same conditions. The matter comes before the

Council in June.

Birmingham . - It is statedthat the General Parposes
Committee and the Birmingham Electric Supply Company have

arranged terms for the purchase of the company's plant and business

by the Corporation. The conditions have yet to be submitted to the

Council and to the company's shareholders. The matter bas been

in the bands of a Committee for the past 12 months. The Birming

ham Mail says that the terms of purchase are on the basis of £ 10 108.

per £5 share, which is about their actual Stock Exchange quotation ,

and but little, it at all, in excess of the market value of a gilt-edged

and improving 5 per cent. security. On these terms, ifthey are

accepted, there can be no question that the Corporation would secure

a bargain for the ratepayers, seeingthat the company's dividend is

an advancing one, and thatthe needful money can be raised for con

siderably less than 3 per cent. For 1891, the first year of the com

pany's existence, the net profit earned was only £ 361. For 1892 a

dividend of34 per cent. waspaid. For each of the three following

years the distribation was at the rate of 4 per cent. For 1896 it

was raised to 4 per cent., and last year's dividend was at the rate of

5 per cent., witha balance of £ 1,042 carried forward. The capital

expended on works to the end of last year was £ 215,050, in addi

tion to £ 4,027 spent in obtaining Parliamentary provisional

orders, and the total assets were valued at £244,504 . At the annual

meeting, in March last, the directors were authorised to raise the

capital of the company to £ 300,000, by the creation of 20,000 addi

tional ordinary shares of £ 5 each, but it was understood that nothing
would be done in the matter until the issue of the negotiations with

the Corporation was known.

Inregard to the above statement, the Lord Mayor Monday's

meeting of the General Purposes Committee made it clear

that no provisional agreement had been entered into with the

company. It is understood that Mr. Harris (of Bramwell & Har: is)

has not yet officially submitted the results of his investigations as to

the position of the company. It is expected , however, that the
matter will beripe by the middle of next week, and may come

before the City Council at the June meetiog.

Bournemouth . - The Town Council have under con

sideration theappointment of an electrical inspector, but are defer
ring it until their installation for lighting the pier and gardens is

laid. Messrs. Cash & Co.,who tendered for this work, having notified

that their tenderwould be increased, and the Electric Light Com

pany decli ing to do the work as the Council proposed to generate

their own supply, the Town Council on Wednesday (May 18th)
decided to advertise for fresh tenders.

Bridlington . - On Saturday night last there was a trial

of the new electric light installation on the New Spa, ard the whole

leng : h of the promenade will in future be lighted by electricity.

Bromley .-- Mr. W. A. Dickinson has written to the

District Council on bebalt of the ratepayers and inhabitants of

Bromley, strenuously protest against the proposed erection of

electricity works, with chimney shaft 120 feet high, in the centre
of the town .

Camberwell . - The General Parposes Committee reported

at last week's Vestry meeting that the Board of Trade had condition

ally approved the alternating current system of the County of London

Electric Lighting Company, and to the use of an earth connection on

the system of mains on the extra high pressure system .

Cardiff. — The Corporation is giving public notice that

next month it will apply to the Board of Trade for permission to

alterthe standard pressure at which energy is supplied. No change

will be madeinthe supply to premises which haveused current since

March 4th, 1896 , without the consent of the consumer.

Clonakilty . — The Town Council is of opinion that

there should be some improvement in the lighting of the town - oil

lamps are now ueed — and electric lighting is tavoured . The Council

basbeen in communication with Messrs. Handley & Shanks, electrical

engineers ,of Cork, who put forward a scheme estimated to cost

£ 2,750. The Council has appointed a committee to inquire into the

subject.

Cork . — The governors of the Cork District Lunatic

Asylum held a special meeting the other day to consider the question

of lighting the Asylum by electricity . Reports on the subject bad

already been received from two experts, and a detailed scheme sub

mitted by the Cork Electric Tramway and Lighting Company. The

company went very closely into the present gas lighting system and

compared it with the electric lighting proposals put forward by them ,

showing the advantages of the latter. Atter a very lengthy discus

sion the governors resolved that it would be unwise to enter on this

matter at present. The total cost per annum to replace the present

lighting, including all renewals, was put at £561 cdd. To run three

30 -inch fars, each with a 2-H P. motor, the total yearly cost is

estimated at £132.

Cromer. - At the last Council meeting the clerk sub

mitted précis of Mr. Gibbon's letter of March 24th, with the draft

agreements and scheme as to electric lighting. Alter discussion, the

surveyor was directed to report as to the cost of necessary works for

establishing an electric light installation in the town .

Derby . - The Derby School Board contemplate intro

ducing the electric light in some of the public schools of the borough ,
and atthe meeting of that body on Monday afternoon a discussion

took place as to the advisability of adopting the lew illuminant in

place of gas, and tenders were received for wiring the Traffic Street

Schools, these ranging from £474 downwards. It was pointed out
that the matter was proposed as an experiment, and on the ground

that there was no immediate burry, as the summer was coming on ,

it was resolved that the question be postponed . The chairman
expressed the opinion that the experiment should be tried upon

new Orchard Street Schools.

Douglas. - Prof. Fleming, who has been consulted by the

Corporation, recently visited the island, obtaining information on
which to base bis electric lighting report.

Durham . - Although the City Council at its lagt meeting

apparently shelved the question of introducing electric light into the

city on account of the satisfactory reports given in respect of several

trial incandescert gas burners, those interested in the matter are

keeping the agitation alive. Alderman Jepson, M.D , one of the

leading spirits of the Council, bas ascertained from Messrs. Edmund

Bons, of London , that street lighting in the city, which now costs

£3 per lamp per annum , can be done cheaper by electricity, and that

the firm are willing to introduce into anyagreement that might bo

drawn up between them and the Council, a purchase clause. Alder

man Jepson is taking steps to arrange a public meeting for the

purpose of hearing an address from an electrical expert, and he hopes,

by making plain the advantages of electric light, both as regards

efficiency and cost, to bring about its introduction into the city at no
distant date .

Folkestone. - The Lighting Committee estimate that an
additional £ 1,600 will be required this year to pay for the extra cost

of lighting the streets by electric light.

Germany.-A new central station has just been com

pleted and put in operation at Wiesbaden . The plant, which has a

capacity of 11,000 incandescent lampe, has been established by

Messrs . W. A. Labmeyer & Co., Frankfort -on -the -Main .

Glasgow . The collection of electricity rents to date

amounts to £30,386, an increase of £5,661 over the corresponding

period of last year.
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Glasgow . - A Sub-committee of the Corporation Elec

tricity Committee has been appointed to confer with the Partick

authorities regarding the proposal that the city should exercise the

burgb's powers under its provisional order, and supply the burghal

area with electric light. Negotiations are still proceeding with

reference to the Clyde Trust's request for a rate, anda large engineer

ing companyhave asked for a rate for about 600 horee-power to drive

& portion of their machinery.

Hammersmith . - The Vestry's installation has been

Bupplying current for private lighting for just over nine months,

and for public lightingabout six months, and the chief engineer now

reports that up to the present time an average price of only 4 } d. per

unit has been receivedfromprivate consumers,beingthe lowest obtained

by any London municipal authority whose accounts bave been pub

lished . The charge to the lightiog rate is only £22 10s. per lamp per

annum , as against about £ 40 perlamp per annum obtained by other

authorities.

Hanley. - The Town Council is reducing the charge for

electric motive powerto 27d. per unit for four hours per day, and

1d. per hour afterwards. The engineer is to approach the authorities

of Stoke and Burslem with a view to ascertaining if they are willing

to take electric current from Hanley in lieu of erecting separate

stations for themselves,

Hove.-- The Hove Electric Lighting Company having

announced their intention of laying certain new mains, a member of

the Council at its last meeting endeavoured to raise the question of
the purchase of the electricity works by the town. Would not be

better, he asked, to purchase now , than wait till these msins bad

been laid down, and the cost had consequently increased ? He was

ruled out of order as the matter was not on the agenda, but there is

little doubt that Hove will, before long, purchase the electricity

works for the town .

Hall.-At a meeting of the Electric Lighting Committee

on 13th inst ., the chairman (Mr. Skinner) in presenting the annual

accounts said that they commenced the year with the carrying outof

a large extension of the electric system to the west and the north

ward, estimated to cost £ 40,690, for which they had borrowing

powers. These works were well in hand, the buildings were

neariog, completion, and the equipment was proceeding with due

despatch, and in a very short timethey hoped to be able to put to

use this latest addition to the enterprise and energy of the Corpora

tion . During the year they had had, with scarcely an exception, a

continuance of the support 80 largely given to them before, supple

mented by 134 new users, and 65 old customers who had increased

their lighting, while many of the new customers required a very

large supply. No accident or serious breakdown had occurred during

the year. The total working costs were slightly in advance of last

year, but this was more than accounted for by the increase in salaries

and wages, bya heavy rateable charge, and by the necessity cast upon

them of providing a supplementary plant to keep pace with the

demands for current. The temporary works, erected in North

Street for this purpose , bad cost a sum of about £ 900 , all

of which had been charged to revenue account as repairs

and maintenance. At the close of the financial year they

reduced the charge for motive power, The total expenditure

on capital account now amounted to £61,738, of which £ 14,153

had been spent duringthe year under consideration. The total re

ceived for the 12 months was £ 10,463, and the expenditure £ 5,450,

leaving a balance of £ 6,003, out of which , after paying £ 1,496

interest on loans, and £ 1,457 contribution to sinking fund, the com .

mittee were left with a pet profit of£2,040 for the year, to be carried

to reserye . The increased demandbeing made for the current, even

at this season, and the pledge made to the residents of East Hall,

made it necessary that they should take in hand very shortly a further

extension , and this was accentuated by the difficulty in obtaining

electrical machinery quickly. The electrical engineer submitted an

Analysis of the works' costs during the 12 months ended March 318t,

together with a comparison for the three previous years, as under :

The engineer's report alsofully dealt with the details, and concluded

by stating thatthe sum of £10,000 applied for would not be suffi.

cient to cover the cost of the extensions now recommended , and that

£ 26,000 would be needed. The report was received and adopted,

and a resolution carried to apply to the Local Government Board

for borrowing powers to the extent suggested.

Hyde. - The Council has appointed Messrs. Lacey, Clire

hugh& Sillar as consulting electrical engineers.

Ipswich . - Last Friday the Byard of Guardians had a

long discussion regarding the schemeforelectrically lighting the new

workhouse. Tenders were bedt in by Messrs. Laing, Wharton and

Down , who quoted £ 3583; Edmundson's Electricity Corporation,

£ 3,208 ; and Orompton & Co., who quoted £ 3,035 , less £ 220, it boilers

made by Messrs. Taylor & Sons are supplied. The Committee had

recommended that Messrs. Crompton's tender with Taylor's boilers

be accepted. After discussion the matter wasreferred back, several

speakers considering the outlay too heavy for them .

Keswick . - The London Gazetle contains notice of the

intention of the Urban District Council to transfer their 1896 elec

tric lighting order to the Keswick Electric Lighting Company,

Limited, for a pericd of 42 years. The company pays £520 for the

order.

King's Norton . - The Dietrict Council's provisional

order was passed by the Chairman of Committees in the Commons
last week .

Lambeth . — The Vestry has approved of the plans of the

generating station buildings to be erected by the South London

Electric Supply Corporation .

Marylebone. — The Marylebone Vestry have agreed to

let the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company lay a cast-iron con

doit from their station in South Street, Manchester Square, to their

station in Rathbone Place, according to a route prepared by the

Vestry's surveyor, which isa diversion of that proposed by the com

pany's engineer.

Matlock Batb . — The District Council decided last week

to oppose the General Power Distributing Company's Bill.

Morecambe.- At the monthly meeting of the Morecambe

District Council on May 9th, the manner in which the contract for

the installation of electric light has been carried out was again

referredto . Mr. Parkinson read a report of his recent visit toCol

chester to test the first two sets of engines. He submitted the

enginestoa four hours' run and found one setsatisfactory , so far as

speed efficiency went. The other one he found required 440 revola

tions per minute instead of 400 in order to obtain the fall output.

There were a number of details which he refused to page, and gave

orders for them to be remedied. He was of the opinion thatthe

sets were smaller than those which had been ordered . He would

recommend the Council to take the lesser dynamosfrom Mr. Parker

with an abatement on each set, say, of £ 200. Mr. Parkinson eaid he

would not like to promise definitely for Whitweek, but if they got

the two eets of engines last week they would be able to light50

lamps for that time. In committee it was afterwards resolved that

Mr.Parkinson, electrical engineer, test the steam dynamos up to the

specified speed, and that he report the result to Messrs. Parker,

Limited, and the Electric Light Oommittee. The tender of Messn .

J. Ash &Son, of Birmingbam , for the construction of a tank at the

electric light works was accepted. It was resolved that Mr. Par

kinson write toMr. Parker urging him to come over at once to meet

the Council to discuss the question of the flae, as the matter wus

assuming a very serious aspect.

Newport.- At a recent meeting of the Electricity Com
mittee, the consulting engineer, Mr. Robert Hammond, submitted a

lengthy report upon thequestion of extending the lowtension mains

and the construction of sub-stations in Commercial Road . At tbe

present time this district is served as follows :-(a ) From Hill Strett

to Cardiff Road by the low tension network of small capacity, fed

by three isolatedunderground transformers,this being the usual
pioneer system . (6) From Cardiff Road to Constable's Lane direct

from thehigh tension mains, the bigh tension being converted into

low tension on the premises of the consumer. Mr. Hammond says

that the policy that is generally adopted in connection with the

system in use at Newport, is wherever the load shows signs of

density, to replace isolated transformers with larger size transformers

fixed in sub -stations and feeding on to a low tension network stretching

about a quarter of a mile in each direction . Under this system the

amount of electricity lost in conversion from high tension to low

tension is minimised,as the larger the transformers the more efficient

they are. As the demand is likely to be considerable in this part of

this district, it is absolutely necessary that the distribution system

should be put upon such å basis as to cope with a large number

of lights, and the sooner this is done the more economically and

efficiently that district will be served. The distance being one mile

it would be impossible, without an immense expenditure in copper,

to deal with it by lowtension from one sub -station, and it is there

lore necessary to feed from two sub -stations. Sites bave been found

for these in Cardiff Road and Albion Street. Mains capable of deal

ing with a load manytimes that nowobtaining have been included ,and

it is also proposedatthe same time to lay two newfeeders from thegene

rating station so the new sub -stations . Mr. Hammond recommended

that the order for the cables be given to Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co.

The recently sanctioned mains extensions include high tension service

mains in Alexandra Road, which would be connected up to, and fed

by, the existing high tension feeders above mentioned. These will

continue to do good service in the more distant district. Mr. Ham .

Works' Rents , Management Total

costs. rates , &c . expenses. per unit .

d . d. d . d.

1894-5 163,857 2:09 021 0 56 2 86

1895-6 246,277 1.95 0:14 0.61 2 70

1896-7 340,439 1.62 0 15 0:54 2:31

1897-8 467,352 1.63 0:38 0:67 2 57

The committee regarded the reports as very satisfactory. Theelec

trical engineer submitted a report, in which he recommended a

further extension of the generating plant for the purposes of ex .

tending the electric light to East Hull. The engineer reported that

on March 31st last the lamps actually connected to the mains were

equivalent to 43,534 8-C.P.; applications to be connected with present

mains,17,666 lamps; and on the east side of the river Hull applica

tions for 2,520 - in all 53,720 lamps, against which the present

capacity of supply is 36,666 lamps. Application to the Local Govern

ment Board bad been made for sanction to borrow £ 10,000 for the

extension to East Hull, but the sanction had been temporarily with.

held till full details of the scheme should be submitted . The engineer

urged that the time had now arrived to pursue the matter, and to

consider the question of laying down additional mains, and he re

commeaded a scheme modified from that of 1896. With regard to

the sub - station , instead of placing it on the Holderness Road, as he

formerly proposed to do, herecommended that it be placed as near

as possible to the North Bridge on the west side of the river, so that

the cables crossing the river should carry low tension current only ,

the cables to be laid side by side with the tramway feeder cables .

Units

sold .
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one .

-

mond has considered the possibility of drawing the new feeders into

the 3 - inch pipes already carrying one high tensionfeederand one a

main each ; but fears such a course would lead to the almost

certain destruction of the present maing, and has therefore allowed

for the new mains to be laid quite independently, and on the solid

system . Estimated cost of proposed extensionofsub -stationsystem
and low tension distribution in Commercial Road :-Cardiff Road

sub-station : -Distributors with trenching, £ 1,300 ; brick boxes, £50 ;

altering services, £ 50 ; feeder (with trenching beyond L.T. main ),

£280 ; sub-station equipped, £ 800 ; extra feeder panel at sub- station ,

£ 40 £ 2,520 , Albion Street sub-station : - Distributors with trench

ing, £ 965 ; brick boxes, £25 ; altering services, £ 100 ; feeder (without

anytrenching ), £ 360 ; station equipped, £675 ; extra feeder panel at
station , £ 40 £2,165 ; plans, engineering fees, contingencies, & c .,

£315 £ 5,000. It was resolved that the report be received and

adopted, and that the work wbich, with contingencies, is estimated

to cost £ 5,000, be carried out as extras to the contracts of Messrs.

Glover & Co. and the Electric Construction Company. In due course

the committee's report came before the monthly Council meeting this

week, and it was adopted. Although the electric light was only

installed in 1895, it bas already been found necessary to spend

£ 30,000 in extensions, and the £ 5,000 authorised above will be an

addition to the £30,000.

Paddington . - The Board of Guardians has referred it to

the visiting committee to consider and report as to the advisability

of providing the necessary electric lighting plant, &c. , for the electric

lighting of the workbouse and infirmary.

Pemberton . - The District Council has appointed an

Electric Lighting Committee to irquire into the subject .

Peterborough . — The Town Council last Friday had a

discussion re the appointment of an engineer in connection with the

electric light undertaking. Therewas a proposal that Mr. J. C. Gill,

CE , who seems to hold the positions of water-works engineer and

superintendent of the fire brigade, be paidan extra £50 per annum

to look after the electric lighting undertaking until a profit is earned.

This, however, was not passed , a counter-proposition to the effect

tbat £ 100 per annum be the salary, being carried by 10 votes to five.

The Council some time ago retained Dr. Fleming as consultant, and

he is to continue in that capacity.

Pietermaritzburg . - Castomers are applying for current

in earnest now ; already thereare over 1,100 lamps connected to the

old plant, and over 1,700 lamps ready for connection to the new plant,

which is expected to be started in June. Messrs . Mowat & Still are

very busy, baviog over 800 lamps of 8 C.P. already erected. They

are also erecting 100 temporary lights and complete steam plant for

the forthcoming Agricultural Show in May Week, and they have

erected two very bandsome arc lampcolumns outside the Legislative

Assembly , one on either side of HerMajesty's Statue, withthe requi.

site underground piping and mains, and connected the Legislative

Assembly with the Corporation transformer sub-station by means of

a lengthy concentric armoured cable of large size. Other contractors

are equally basy, and prospects for the industry look bright. The

borough electrical engineer has adopted a very good and fair set of

wiring rules, which ensures good work being done, andthe best of

materials being used , a strong contrast to other towns in South Africa,

especially Johannesburg.

Poplar. — The Electric Light Committee's action in

advertising for a resident electrical engineer to devise and supervise

an electric lighting scheme, was approved by the Board of Works

last week .

Portsmouth . - The Electric Lighting Committee proposes

to borrow £ 5,000 for laying mains in additional thoroughfares. A

committee is considering the desirability of electrically lighting St.
Jude's Church , Southsea.

Mr. H. G. Barr has been appointed clerk of works for the extension

of the electricity station. A building adjoining the station has been

purchased for £325.

Provisional Orders. - The Bill to confirm provisional

orders made by the Board of Trade relating to the burghs of

Hamilton, Airdrie, Brechin, and Rothesay passed the Committee on

Unoppoeed Bills on Wednesday last week.

Oa Monday th : Bill to confirm the Bermondsey and Marylebone

Provisional Orders was read a first time in the Commons.

A Bill bas been introduced to confirm provisional orders made by

the Board of Trade under the Electric Lighting Acts relating to

Chelmsford, Melton Mowbray, Norwich (Extension ), Preston (Exten.

sions), and Warrington.

Radcliffe.- Mr. F. F. Bennett, consulting engineer, of

Manchester, has been instructed to advise the Radcliffe Urban Dis

trict Council on electric lighting, and to attend the Local Govern

ment inquiry.

Railway Train Lighting .- The question of train light

ing recently occupied the attention of the South Indian Railway

Company, and the matter was referred to the company's consulting

engineer in London , Sir George Bruce, who advises the equipment

of mail trains running between Madras and Tuticorin as a tentative

measure, the equipment of the whole serpice to be decided by the

result of the experiment.

Reigate. - Last week the Town Council held a special

meetiog to consider the minutes of the Electric Lighting Committee.

Prof. 8. P. Thompson was, on March 28th, engaged to advise the

Council on the electric lighting question, and on April 25th the report

was submitted , in which the Professor referred to the report prepared

by Mr. Medhurst in November, 1895, and after considering the

requirements of Reigate and Redhill at considerable length , he

expresses the opinion that Mr. Medhurst's scheme was a well-advised

On May Ath it was resolved toinstruct Mr. Medhurst to prepare

plansand specifications for the installation on the lines of his previous

report, with certain modifications recommended by Prof. Thompson,

and to ask him to state his terms. It was further decided to ask

Prof. Thompson whether the sites of the Reigate and Redhill gas

works, which the Council is thinking of purchasing, would be of any

use as sites for electricity works. At last week's Council meeting Mr.

Medhurst's terms were considered and accepted .

Ryde. - In officially announcing that the Board of Trade

bave refused an application to form anelectric light andpowercom.
pany in this town, the Mayor, at a meeting of the Council last

week, said that on consideration of what had transpired at the

public inquiry itwashis intention to call a public meeting to consider
The matter, and decide what steps should be taken.

Salford . - On Wednesday the Salford County Borough

Council considered a resolution of the Electric Light Committee,

adopting the plans of Mr. John Holt, for the erection of a new

generating station on land in Strawberry Road, at an estimated cost

of £28,161.

Shoreditch . - At the Vestry meeting on Tuesday it was

resolved , at the suggestion of the London County Council, to amend

the application for a loan of £ 15,700 for electric lighting purposes to

£ 16,537, so as to bring the expenditure uptoMarch 25th,1898. Mr.

A. J. Hazell submitted the report of the Valuation List Committee

with regard to the rating of the electricity works and the refuse

destructor. The committeehad considered a report from Mr. Mans

field Robinson (theVestry Clerk) on the subject, and had resolvedto

calculate the rateable value at a 3 per cent. basis on the cost of the

land and buildings, in accordance with the decision of the House of

Lords in the ca e of the London County Council v. Erith. The

Vestry approved this, and resolved to apportion half of the rateable

value to ihe electric light undertaking, and half to the refuse de

structor. Mr. H. E. Kershaw , who submitted the report and accounts

of the Electric Lighting Committee, stated that the Vestry was to

be heartily congratulated on the maguificent success during the past

nine months in the sale of electricity. With regard to the wiring

department there had been a loss of £158 ; but that branch had

Answered its purpose of counteracting some of the unsatisfactory

practices pursued by some contractors. The results obtained were

phenomenal in the history of any electric light undertaking for a

period of nine months, since the gross profits amounted to £ 4,264,

which sum, in the case of a company, would be equivalent to a divi

dend of 6.9 per cent. After providing for redemption of capital and

payment of interest, there remaineda net profit of £ 2,072, which

leit a surplus of £ 700, after paying off the contribution from the

rate. In conclusion , Mr. Kershaw mentioned that the committee had

resolved to wait for 12 months before entering into the question of the

cost of refuse destruction , since it would be unfair to consider the cost

on anything lư88than a year's basis. Mr. Winkler complained of the

accounts of the dust destructor not being included in those presented

to the meeting, the speaker contending that the two sections of the

undertaking should not be separated from each other. Nothing bad

been provided in the accounts for depreciation and for other items,

and in his opinion the working of the refuse destructor was being

carried on at a logs. Where would the surplus be at the end of the

year? It would be cheaper to use coal forsteam -raising purposes

and to shut down the refuse destructor. He therefore moved , and it

Was seconded, that the accounts should be referred back in order that

Mr. Adams (the accountant) might prepare a balance-sheet of the

income and expenditure of the refuse destructor and electric lighting

works jointly. The chairman (Mr. Wakeling) pointed out the impos

sibility, from a legal standpoint, of a joint report being prepared ,and

at hissuggestion the amendmentwas altered in favour of a balance

sheet for the refuse destructor only being got out. Other speakers

having followed, Mr. Kershaw replied to the criticisms at some

length. On the amendment being put to the meeting, no votes were

recorded , and eventually the reportand accounts were passed.

Southampton . - The Council has resolved, upon the

recommendation of the electrical engineer, that when the total

number of units consumed by one consumer in any one year for light

ing exceeds 30,000, the maximum charge be 5d.per unit instead of

6d. The electrical engineer recently reported that the number of

units metered at the works during April was17,468, an increase of

6,780, or 63per cent. over the output for April, 1897 ; and that on

April 21st the supply to the electric cranes had to be shut off for a

few minutes owing to a slight accident to one of the temporary

engines. During Mr. Manville's absence abroadMr. Aldridge will

look after the laying of the mains. Alderman Bone said at last

week's Councilmeeting that the making good of the damage done by

the recent accident at the works wouldbe much less than was at first

thought. With regard to the proposed alterations in charges, the

Committee thought it was their duty to encourage large consumers,

and they boped that they would get one or two very large customers

in consequence of the reduction.

Stafford . — The annual report of the Gas and Electricity

Committee shows that during the financialyear ended March 31st there

was an increased amount of business in both spheres of its operations.

In the electricity department the increase in the sale of current was

very marked. There werenow the equivalent of 6,200 8-0.P . lamps
connected, as against 5,003 last year, and the current sold was 55,542

B.T.U., an increase of no less than 27 per cent., but the low tariff of

charges fixed last May seriously affected the revenue. The sale of

current amounted to £1,202 138. 6d ., as against £1,162 18. 10d . last

year, being an increase of £ 40 118. 8d. , or only 34 per cent. The

-
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total receipts were £ 1,292 12s. 9d . The total expenses amounted to

£765 10s. 3d., leaving a gross profit of £ 527 29. 60. Adding to this

£897 16s. 3d. , brought forward, the total sum standing to the credit

of the electric department was £ 1,424 183. 9d. Out of that

sum the Committee has paid £ 555 19s. 5d. for interest, £ 436

93. 61. in repayment of loan, and carried forward £432 93. 10d.

The total amount borrowed was £ 20,000, and the sum repaid is

£1.271 133. , the debt on capital account nowbeing £18,728 78. The

electric mains are now practically at the limit of their capacity,and

it the demand for the electric light continues to increase, it will be

absolutely necessary to incar considerable furtherexpense on capital

accountin order to increase their capacity by doubling the pressure.

The boilers, engines, and dynamos are ample for a considerably

greater demand, and the whole installation is in the highest state of

efficiency. The chairman of the committee, Alderman W.A. Peach ,

is about to retire. The Corporation at the same meeting voted Mr.

J. F. Bell, the manager of the works, a bonus of £ 250 , in considera

tion of the extra work he has undertaken in connection with the

electricity department, and also on account of great increase in gas

output.

Taunton.-- Mr. E B. Thornbill, the bɔrough elec

trician, reports that the Free Wiring Company is making very satis

factory progress, as during the past quarter it has installed the

equivalent of over 500 8 -candle-power lamps. There had been

connected with the mains during the quarter the equivalent of 1,541

8 -candle-power lamps.

The total dew connections during the month of April have been

equivalent to 512 8-C.P. lamps.

Train Lighting . - The London and South Western

Railway Company are fitting up some of their new triple composite
coaches with electric light.

Wakefield . - Mr. Wigbam , chairman of the Electric

Lighting Committee, last week reported that Messrs. Fowler & Co.

had delivered the two engines for the electricity works. One was

working to the entire satisfaction of the Committee, and the other

was being fixed . Some connections were yet to make, but that was

only a matter of two or three days' work .

West Ham . - Tenders were received for electric light

fittings for public buildings in the as follows : -- Salmony & Co.,

21 per cent. below ; General Electric Company, 5 percent. below ;

NationalFree Wiring Company, 45 per cent. below ; Electrical and

General Engineering Company, scheduleprice ; Beaver & Co.,11 per

cent, below ; William McGeoch, schedule price; Benham & Froud,

6 per cent. above schedule ; Rogers& Co.,74 per cent.below schedule ;

Verity, 5 per cent. below schedule. The tenders were referred to

the Highways Committee.

The Guardians have decided to light the workhouse by electricity,

Westgate . - On Friday last a Board of Trade inquiry

was held by Major Cardew in the matter of the application by the

Isle of Thanet Rural District Council for a provisional electric light

ing order within Westgate -on -Sea. The scheme was opposed on

behalf of a number of objecting ratepayers. There was a numerous

gathering of ratepayers present. Mr. Bartley Denniss, who opened

the case for the promoters, urged that the price of gas, namely,

48. 91. per 1,000, which was the maximum charge allowed by the

Westgate and Birchington Gas Company's Act, was hard onthe con

sumers. It was agreed that the more modern method of lighting , as

suggested by Mr. Hawtayne, would be not only an advertisementfor

theplace, but a profitable source of income, which would go towards

the yearly diminution of the rates, the consultingengineer's figures on

this point showing anannualprofit of from £ 120 to £ 130 a year.
It was stated that although the town was small, the rateable value

was exceedingly high. The snccess of the schemewas practically

ensured. The estimated cost was under £ 10,000. The majority of

the objectors are interested in the gas company. Mr. Hawtayne's
figures were criticised in cross -examination by Mr. Morton Smith,

and Mr. F. E.Gripper, consultiog electrical engineer and expert, was

called to speak as to Mr. Hawtayne's estimate,and put it at £ 15,000
instead of £ 10,000. He also pointed out that the house installations

would cost on an average £1 per light. He also condemned Mr.

Hawtayne's estimate of theworking expenses as being too low . Mr.

Monkhouse (Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse) supported this view , and

other evidence having been given in opposition to the scheme, the

inquiry was adjourned without any definite date being fixed .

Weston -Super -Mare. — The Board of Trade did not

intend to proceed further with the local syndicate's application for
& provisional order.

Whitechapel. - Notwithstanding repeated promises, the

report of the Electric Light Committee is not yet forthcoming, and
at the last week's District Board there were signs of growing

impatience on account of the prolonged delay in dealing with the
matter.

Willesden.-The Board of Trade has sanctioned the

Council's provisional order,

Windsor. — The Windsor and Eton Electric Lighting

Company have extended their mains down Park Street. The com

pany has adopted the blot meter system .

Woodstock.- The Lighting Committee is negotiating

with an electrical engineer as to an electric light installation for the
borough.

Ulverston . - The Board of Trade has advised the Dis

trict Council that as the Windermere andDistrict Electric Lighting

Company bad not carried out thcir order of 1895, they are considering

its revocation, but would like to bear the opinion of the Council.

TheCouncilthought that unless the stipulations in the order were

carried out, it should be allowed to lapse .

Yarmouth . - Mr. W. H. Preece bas reported to the

Council upon the recent explosion at the electricity works. He was

of opinion tbat the cause of the accident was an undue level of water

in one of the old single drum boilers, and themain questionwas the

remedy for preventing a similar accidentin future. The addition of

four bigb -level indicators would be of advantage as a safeguard

againstTuture mistakes in gauging the water level. He did not

recommend the addition of separators on the ground ofthe extremely

heavy expenditure that wouldbe involved- £ 250 - and any omission

on the part of the engine driver to observethe level of water in the

indicators would at once lead to a probable accident, and therefore

introduce further danger. Mr. Preece, however, suggested an

improved system of drainage, which he could conveniently include

in the new extensions. Mr. Preece's report closed with the following

paragraph : " It iswell to bearin mind that whatever precautions are

taken in arranging safety devices, such precautions are rendered ase

less if carelessness is shown by the workmen. It is impossible to

design work which is entirely independent of this contingency."

The Electric Light Committee received replies from the Yar

mouth and Gorleston Tramways Company in regard to points

raised by the town clerk on theirapplication to the Corporation in

regard to thesupply of electric light and power in Gorleston and

Southtown. The company intimated that they would ask for an

extension of 29 years beyond the time mentioned in the order, giving

the scheme a totallife of35years. The companycould not pay more

than the permit if they took electric power from the Corporationfor

the tramways. The company would undertake the supply of public

and street lighting, erectinga generating station , & c. The average

charge made would be 6jd . per unit. If theCorporation provided

the cables and handled the supply to private consumers, the

average charge would be 4 d .per unit as metered at the company's

switchboard . The company offered to supply the current, tomain

tain andclean street arc lamps on the tops of the trolley posts,at a

charge of £22 to £28 per annum . If the Corporationsupplied the

standards the cost would be £2 per annum less . Incandescent lamps

would be supplied , fitted into the existing gas lanterns where arc

lamps were not needed, at £4 per annum , where the mains were

already laid . The Corporation would be asked totake over the elec

trical plant when exercisingpower to purchase the tramway equip

ment, under the Tramways Act, at a premium of 10 per cent. upon

the cost of plant. Thecompany was not prepared to offer any con

cession, monetary or otherwise,to the Corporation forsurrendering

its rights. On a consideration of these replies the Eléctric Light

Committee recommended the Council to adhere to its agreement of

May 8th, 1897, when an understanding was given to supply the Tram

ways Company with electric energy according to a graduated scale,

commencing at 3d. per unit, when the amount of energy does not
exceed 250,000 nditsper annum . Mr. A. Peaton said that Gorleston

had equal right with Yarmouth to the enjoyment of the electric light,

but it there were obstacles in theway of the Corporation carryingthe

light across the water, the offer of aprivate companyto do so should

not be refused. He moved that a special committee be appointed to

consider this matter. - Mr. Ruddock seconded . – Atthe suggestion of

the Mayor, Mr. Peaton substituted for his amendment areference

back to the Electric Lighting Committee. This amendment was

then adopted.

1

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Barnsley .-- Several communications respecting tramway

proposals have been before the Streets, Buildings, and Improvements

Committee, as follows :-(1) A letter dated the 30th ult. from the

British InsulatedWire Company,Limited,asking for the consent of

the Town Council to aproposed application by a company to be

formed by the British Insulated Wire Company for a provisional
order to enable them to construct and work tramways in the borough,

and also offering certain terms in consideration of such consent ;

(2) a letter dated the 30th ult. from Messrs. Newman and Bond,

explaining the proposals of the syndicateonwhose behalf application

has been madeby them for the consent of the Council to an applica

tion foraprovisionalorder ; and ( 3) a letter dated the 3rd inst. from

the clerk to the Worsbro' Urban District Council, suggesting that a

conference take place between representatives of this Council and of

the Worsbro ' Urban District Council with respect to the provision of

tramways in Barlsley and Worsbro.' These matters were to be con

sideredby the committeeat a special meeting arranged for yesterday,

and eachof the interested parties was invited to send a representa
tive.

Bristol.-- At the closing privatemeeting of the Sanitary

Committee on the question of electric traction and tram extensionin

Bristol, all opposition onthepart of the Corporation to theprogress

of the Tramway Company's Bills in Parliament was finally withdrawn.

The opposition of private frontagers has also almost entirely

disappeared. The final concessions of the company in the matter of

fares are contained in a lengthy letter from the directors' solicitors to

the town clerk .

( Continued on page 698.)
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THE KIDDERMINSTER AND STOURPORT

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY..

real arbiters on social innovations. With a growing disposi

tion on the part of municipalities, however, to control and

operate electrical tramlines, we are in a fair way to bring

the public in much nearer relationship with the benefits of

mechanical traction. At the same time, without decrying

in the least the laudable efforts of town authorities, there

THERE is not much doubt that we are in a fair way to

remove the reproach that has been so often cast at this

country in the matter of electric tramways. The most pre
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VIEW OF GENERATING PLANT .

judiced patriot cannot deny that as a nation we have been

slow to avail ourselves of the many great advantages offered

by electric tramways. It is true that vested interests have

can be little doubt that much of the future of electric trac

tion lies in the hands of private concerns, or perhaps we

had better say that much of the immediate progress that

will be made in this direction we shall owe to the

capitalist.

It is obvious that a municipality is bound to be more

cautious in adopting schemes that call for the outlay of con

3'6 ".

I
SLEEPER 6' 6 " x 8x5 "

CREOSOTED

3 " BOTTOM BALLAST

ILM EL ㅁTINE GRAVEL

CONCRETE 6 TOI P.C.

DETAILS OF PERMANENT WAY.

SECTION OF RAIL , HALF SIZE .

siderable sums of public money , consequently, municipal trac

tion plant is of slow growth. It is quite true that the

Corporations of Glasgow , Leeds, Sheffield , Dover, and Ply

mouth have recognised the merits of the system , but to

show how much we must still rely on private enterprise,

it is only necessary to say that one company alone - the

British Electric Traction - probably one of the most powerful

electric traction organisations in Europe, is contemplating

been in a large degree responsible for the lack of progress,

but after all very little has been done to bring the merits of

electrically operated tramways before the public, who are the
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schemee which will involve an outlay of £ 3,000,000 . The terminating in Bridge Street, Stourport, on the banks of the

first completed system erected by this company is the one River Severn .

we are about to review .

The district of Kidderminster is an excellent place to
THE GENERATING PLANT.

demonstrate the merits of an electric tramway system . A The power house possesses features of more than usual

portion of the route is a hilly one , and there is an interest, arising fromthe use that is made of home-made

unusual proportion of interesting scenery alongside the plant.

tramway. Hence one is able to show with what ease are The building comprises power house and car depôt which

gradients mounted are arranged together

and how little the upon an admirable

posts and the over site situated between

head wires alter the the River Stour and

aspect of a road . It the Worcestershire

will be seen from two Canal, which is a

of our illustrations little over a mile

that this is not an from the Kidder.

exaggerated state minster terminus, and

ment; these views, 3} miles from Stour.

moreover, serve
port. There is shed

another purpose ding room for 10

they show that the cars .

telegraph poles of the The steam plant

Post Office are im consists of two Bab

measurably worse cock & Wilcox boilers,

than the posts that each of 1,218 square

support the trolley feet heating surface,

wire. Yet who
and capable of

ever heard the Postal evaporating 3,500

Telegraph authorities gallons of water per

accused of defloration hour. A Green's

of scenery ? We economiser of 120

have, however, pipes is provided, the

reached a stage in scrapers of which

the development of are driven by an elec

electric tramways
Mayotte

tric motor .

when æsthetic con The engines are of

siderations may be
SWITCH BOARD.

the “ Universal”

neglected . single crankcrank com

The Kidderminster and Stourport line is not an extensive pound type , and have cylindersof 20 inches and 30 inches x

one, but it is of special interest and importance at the present 12 inches stroke, the working steam pressurebeing 135 lbs.

moment, because, since the American invasion , it may be con- Though enclosed the engines can be entirely exposed in

sidered the first line erected by British manufacturers. The two or three minutes for adjustment, by the removal of the

steamplant, generators, cars, motors, poste, overhead wire and steel casing. The two ends of the connecting rod are

material all have been made in thiscountry, and the Brush simultaneously adjusted by merely tightening the nut on the
Electrical Engineer strut between the

ing Company, the crosshead and crank

principal contractors,
pins, the operation

are to be congratu taking quite a small

lated, not only upon
fraction of time.

the successful com Oneof the principal
pletion of the line, features claimed for

but also because they the Universal engine

have had the good is that fluctuation of

sense to copy some of load does not pro

the best features of duce water hammer

American practice. ing, the engine being

Prior to the intro automatically self

duction of the present draining. Steam is

electric system , there admitted only to the

were no tramways under side of the

in Kidderminster, H.P. piston, the H.P.

the chief means of cylinder being

vehicular communi drained throughout

cation between differ the whole of the

ent parts of the town downstroke by the

and the outlying valve, whilst the

districts being a drainage of the L.P.

somewhat desaltory cylinder is effected

service of omnibuses. by the piston exposing

Parliamentary
swiss

a number of holes

powers for the line around the cylinder
CAR ON LINE .

were obtained by the when at the bottom

British Electric Traction (Pioneer) Company, Limited, of its stroke. This quality is a most important one,

under whose control the system has been carried out. Com- particularly in traction work, where the variations of load

mencing at Somerleyton Avenue, about half a mile in an are severe and priming necessarily more frequent than

easterly direction from the Great Western Railway station at with steady loads.

Kidderminster, the line passes through the chief streets of There are two direct-coupled six -pole generators provided

the sleepy old town ; past the carpet manufactories that line with Mordey’s new chord winding and notched armature;

the outskirts of the town, along the Stoorport Road, where they work ata pressure of 550 volts, and have a normal out

the country opens towards the valley of the Stour, thence put of 100 kw ., though they are capable of working to

it traverses the crossing of the Great Western Railway, 135 kw. without a rise of temperature exceeding 80° F..
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The most noteworthy feature about the machine is that the pived with 3 inches x 5 inches Clee Hill granite setts.

armature is of anusually large diameter in proportion to the Along the Stourport Road to the level crossing of the Great

width of field. This allows ample room for armature wind. Western Railway the line, with the exception of one short

ing, notwithstanding the high voltage, and renders the whole length , is laid along the northerly side of the road , the rails

of the windings andconnections extremely accessible. being laidon sleepers, the space between the rails and on

Owing to the adoption of the Mordeychord winding, the each side being made up with macadam . The return is

field coils are extremely small, as will be seen from the entirely by the rails which are bonded with Chicago bonds.

illustration, and no doubt the economy of copper in this This line is probably the first instance in this country of

respectisverymarked . a tramway passing

Each dynamo has over the level cross

a single bearing ing of a railway, and

of ample proportions, it is hardly necessary

provided with spheri to say that a satis

cal seating, and is factory means of

automatically lubri doing this has

cated by a small necessitated much

rotary pump care. It was im

There are two perative that the

Wheeler surface con tramlines should be

densers of the broken where they

Admiralty type, one intersected the rail

being provided for way, and to keep up

each steam set. The the continuity of the
exhaust pipes are return circuit of the

arrangedso thateither tramway entailed

engine can exhaust
carrying heavy copper

to either one of the connections from one

condensers, or if the side of the crossing

condensers fail, means to the other.

are provided for auto It generally follows

matically exhausting that the introduction

direct to the atmo of an electric tram

sphere. An ample way system into a

supply of water for THE LINE ALONG STOURBRIDGE Roan). district brings certain

the condensers is PostAL TELEGRAPHS V. ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS .
road improvements

obtained from the in its train , nor has

canal, that for the boilers being obtained from the the Kidderminster line proved any exception to the
town maing. rule, for the system has entailed very considerable road

The steam piping, which is arranged in duplicate,is of alterations along the route. The line runs mostly at

mildsteel, the valves being manufactured by Messrs. Winn one side of the road, and as a clear carriage-way had

andCo., of Birmingham . to be left for the ordinary traffic, it necessitated widening

The arrangement of the switchboard does not differ the roadway in many places, but, what was more serious,

materially from that it involved the

usually adopted in widening of three

American practice ; bridges. One of

it is split up into them being a double

panels, which are bridge spanning both

known as the main the River Stour and

station , generator, the Worcestershire

feeder,and Board of Canal, presented con

Trade panels. The siderable difficulty,
main station panel for the sides of the

is fitted with an am original bridge did

meter, which shows not run straight, but

the total output of
in & double “ S ”

the plant ; and re bend, and to make

cording volt and watt matters worse, the

meters are placedon arch spanning the

the same board . The canal skewed .

generator panels are This bridge has been

each fitted with an widened on both

automatic circuit sides and made

breaker of the General straight throughout

Electric type, an its entire length of

ammeter, shunt regu about 180 feet . The

lating switch, and arch spanning the

plagboard for station river was widened on

voltmeters. VIEW OF LINE. both sides by building

The feeder panels brick arches along

are also provided side, the new work

with an automatic circuit breaker and lightning arrester. being tied in to the old by means of tie -bolts carried right

The inevitable Board of Trade panel contains all the through from side to side. The skew arch could notbe

instruments necessary to comply with the Board of Trade widened in the same manner, owing to the peculiar shape

regulations. of the old bridge, and necessitated steel girder construction,

the longest span being 38 feet 6 inches.
THE TRACK CONSTRUCTION.

The line issingle track throughout. The gangeis 3 feet
THE OVERHEAD WORK.

6 inches, and constructed throughout with girder rails Owing to various obstacles, it has been necessary in no

weighing 75 lbs. to the yard. In the borough of Kidder- less than three instances to place the poles on opposite sides

minster the track is laid upon a bed of concrete 6 iaches in of the road ; that is, the poles and wires for some consider

thickness, and for 18 inches on either side of the track it is able distance are on one side of the road only, and then for

!

was
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some distance on the other side of the road, when they again wire. The feeder switches are shown at k in the detail

cross, so that the system provides excellent examples of the drawing, and are capable of carrying 400 amperes, while

adaptability of the Dickinson side trolley with regard to the the section switches are shown at P, and are designed to

wire, for it must be remembered that the track cannot follow carry 50 amperes . Any section can thus be easily dis

the variations that have been rendered necessary in the posi- connected for testing, & c. The main cables are somewhat

tion of the overhead wire. heavy on account of the considerable distance traversed .

The overhead wire is suspended from tapered steel poles, It has to be remembered that the power house is practically

6 inches and 7 inches diameter, which are fixed at an at one end of the system , which is, of course, dictated by

average distance convenience and

apart of 50 yards. economy. The east

They stand 22 feet going feeder is a

above the ground , 19/14 stranded cable;

and are bedded , in and extends to within

concrete to a depth half a mile of the

of 6 inches below Kidderminster end.

the surface of the The west- going feeder

road . Two trolley consists of a 37/11

wires are provided, cable as far as the

one for up line, and third feeder bos,

the other for down from which point,

line working, the and on as far as the

necessity for over next two boxes, it is

head switches at reduced to 37 12, and

the passing places TRAILER .
from thence to the

being thus avoided . last feeder box it is

The height from the rail to the trolley wires is21 feet. The reduced again to 19/14, finishing up within half a mile of

lengths of the bracket arms from which the trolley wire is sus- the terminus. A 7/22 cable is connected to the rails at the

pended yary considerably, the longest being 8 feet 6 inches, and extreme ends, and brought back to the switchboard for

the shortest 2 feet 6 inches, the greater number being of testing the drop in the return circuit...

the latter length. The trolley wire is suspended by riveted The feeder cables, which are of the Diatrine type made by

gun -metalears,which are in turn suspended from bell insu- Messrs. Glover & Co., are lead sheathed and armoured; they

lators fixed to the bracket arms by wrought-iron clips. are buried in the ground at a depth of 18 inches.

It will be noticed from the illustrations

that the cars differ from the usual

English practice, in that they are not

provided with outside seats, and they are

furnished at each 'end with vestibules.

There are 10 in all , six of the closed

type with motors 27 feet 6 inches in

length over all and 6 feet 4 inches in

breadth . These have a carrying

capacity of 24 passengers ; in addition

there are three open trailer cars with

& carrying capacity of 40 passengers.
The trucks are of the Brill cantilever

type, with a wheel base of 6 feet 5 inches,

the wheels being 2 feet 6 inches diameter.

三
The bottom framing of the cars is con

structed of teak, the body of teak and

English ash , and the panels of Honduras

mahogany. Each motor car is equipped

with two 15 -B.H.P . four - pole motors of

the ironclad type, with spring suspension

and geared to the axles with spar gear

ing baving a ratio of 4 to 1 . The

armatures are of the drum type, slot

wound with counterpart renewable coils.

The armatures are cross connected, so

as to have only two points of commuta

tion , carbon brushes being employed.

The controllere, one ofwhich is fixed

at each end of the car, are of the series

parallel type , one controller handle

being supplied with each pair of con

trollers, which are so arranged that it

is impossible to detach it, excepting

when the controller is in the " off "

G and J , Clamp cable sockets ; k , Main switch carrying 400 amperes ; o , Oil insulators ; P, Section
position. Each car is lighted with

switch ; s , Clamp for cables. 10 16.C.P. incandescent lamps arranged
HALF -MILE JUNCTION PILLAR . in two circuits of five lamps in series.

The interior of the car is lighted by

There are two main feeder cables from the power house, three clasters of lampe, one containing foar, andtwo con

one going east towards Kidderminster, and the other west taining two lamps, and a head light, wbich also lights the

towards Stourport. As is customary on English lines, at vestibule, arranged at each end over the platform .

every balf mile the trolley wire is divided by section in- The most interesting feature about the car is the trolley

sulators, at which points the feeder boxes are located. pole, which is of the well-known Dickinson type. It will

These feeder boxes are about 4 feet 8 inches higb , and are be remembered that this device was first used on the South

placed usually near the post supporting the sectional in- Staffordshire tramway, and the principle bas been since

sulators ; they contain two main knife switches feeding on pretty widely adopted on English lines. The chief difference

to an omnibus bar, from which bar there are four cut-out that exists between the Kidderminster and the South Staf

fuses, which can feed both ways on to the double trolley fordshire trolleys is, that the horizontal springs used at the

P P
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base of the latter have been replaced by inclined springs.

The detail drawings show the arrangements very clearly.

the pole forms part of the electrical circuit. Each car is

provided with a lightning arrester.

As we have already mentioned , the contractors for the

complete electrical installation were the Brush Electrical

Engineering Company ; the contractor for the permanent,

way and buildings was Mr. George Law , Kidderminster
Messrs. James Russell & Sons, Limited, Crown Tabe Worke,

Wednesbury ,supplying the poles.

Messrs. Alfred Dickinson & Co., 120, Colmore Row ,

Birmingham , were the consulting engineers for the whole

Sw
ar
.d
e

CAR MOTOR AND GEARING .

ADRES CACACAL

29
END ELEVATION OF Two CARS ON LINE.

DETAILS OF TROLLEY POLE.

undertaking, Mr. G. B. Parlett, A.M.I.C.E., being resident

engineer and their representative throughout the work. On

behalf of the BrushCompany, the work has been carried

out by Mr. Geo. Sillar, under the general direction of

Mr. R. Dawbarn, superintendent engineer, assisted by
Mr. S. Mahood , as resident engineer. We are much

indebted to these gentlemen , as well as to the Brush Eleo .

trical Company fortheir assistance in compiling this article

The trolleypole is a light steel tube 15 feet long , taper

ing from 2 inches to inch outside diameter, and fitted
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DIAGRAM OF KIDDERMINSTER AND STOURBRIDGE TRAMWAY .

with swivel head, so as to allow the wheel to turn and adapt National Telephone Company. - It is stated that Mr.

itself to any position of thetrolley wire. The base ofthe Faithfull Begg is named as the successor to Sir James Fer

trolley pole is supported on four insulators,as the whole of guson on theboard of this company.
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ELEOTRIO TRAOTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES .

.

(Concluded from page 692.)

Bradford . — The Tramways Committee has now given

up all hope of the possibility of the Bolton Road being ready for

Whitsuntide.

Chesterfield . — The question of the adoption of electrical

tramway traction is at the present time occupying the attention of

the Corporation . There exists a tramline in the borough about a

mile in length, but the extension of the system is under considera

tion, and asthe billy nature of the district renders horse traction

both expensive and ipadvisable the “ city fathers ” are considering

the bestsubstitute. The matter was ventilated at a meeting of the

Council last week , when the matter of mechanical traction was

mentioned . The following resolution was passed : - " That this

Corporation recognise the advisability of applying mecbanical

traction on the present tramways, and that it be an instruction to the

Tramways' Committee to haveestimates prepared for the work and

present to the Council at thenext monthly meeting, bearing in mind

any subsequent additions, and the necessity of providing workmen's

tickets at nominal rates." A special meeting of the Council is to be

called to consider the matter in allits bearidge. Ccuncillor Markbam ,

in moving the resolution, referred to wbat is beirg done in electric

traction in other parts of the country. He said that the Corporation

had now the Brampton Tramway in their own hands, and it would

be an easy matter to demonstrate on that piece of line whether

electrical traction would be for the good of the town or not. He

himsell believed it would add very much to the prosperity of the

town and add materially to the value of the land adjacent to the tram

ways it such a system were adopted. Alderman Wood, in seconding,

said that they wanted to consider whether a small scheme to begin

with, orenlarging the present tramway, would be a wise thing for the

Corporation to entertain. To go into the question of supplying

electricity for a tramline only a mile long would be going to

enormous cost with very little benefit, and it would be much easier

for the committee to report on a tramway double or treble that

length.

City and Brixton Railway . - The City and Brixton

Railway Bill, which bas already been fanctioned by the House of

Commode, bas been referredto the Unopposed Bill Committee of the

House of Lords, owing to the withdrawal of the threatened opposi

tion . By this Bill, wbich will now in due course receive the Royal

aseent, a new company will be incorporated with a sbare and loan

capital ct £ 1,600,000 for the purpose of constructing an electric rail

way from Brixton Hill to a junction with the City and South London

Railway ata point under the High Street, Borough. The period

Bought for the construction of the line is five years from the passing

of the Act.

The Electric Power Schemes. - The Nottingham. -

Chamber ofCommerce on Monday resolved to support the Bill of

the General Power Distributirg Company now before Parliament.

Halifax . - The Tramways Committee made a trial trip
on one of the electric cars on Tuesday. It is expected that the cais

will commence running on June 9th .

Leeds. — The Highways Committee, on 11th inst. , con

firmed the recommendations of the management committee to extend

the electric tramway system along Dewsbury Road and on the

Headingley andChapeltown routes .Thecity engineer (Mr. Hewson )

reported that the city accountant's estimate respecting the cost of

the electric tramwayson the Kirkstall-Roundhay section had proved

accurate, notwithstanding certain statements which had been made

to the contrary , Mr. Derry's estimate per car mile was as follows :--

For repairs, 5 d.; renewals, 11d.; interest and sinking fund, 2 d .;

total, 9d . The actual expenditure had been 816d . per car mile.

Llandudno.-Mr. Preece has been consulted by the

Electric Lighting Committee upon what systemof traction they should

ipsist upon with the Light Railway Syndicate. In bis report

Mr. Preece strongly advises the overhead system .

The Metropolitan District Railway and Electric

Traction. - The shareholders of the Metropolitan District Railway

Company had before them onTuesday the Bills wbich are being pro
moted by their company. One of these is applying for further

powers to the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District Railway for

ibeventilation of the railway, and in relation to the working of their

undertakings by electrical power. Mr. Staats Forbes, in explaining

matters, said that the Bill would give them power when the con

venient time came, and the method was sufficiently developed,to

apply certain funds of the company for the purpose of working by

electricity the railways of the Ioner Circle. TheMetropolitan Com

pany is applying for similar power, and the District Company could

not dissociate itself from that company in respect to electrical com

munication. They were bound to work in barmony. One of the

clauses in the Bill empowered the Metropolitan and District Com

panies to enter into agreements as to working of traffic by and supply

of electrical power. Of course , the adoption of electricity was a

matter they could not go into with absolute indifference as to the

question of cost. A good deal, however, was now known about this

form of traction . It had its advantages and its disadvantages ; but

the proprietors decided as far back as February last year that it was

a matter they ought to be prepared to face at the right moment.

Their idea was that £ 500,000would be extremely well spent in

adapting their railway to electrical traction orer that particular part

of it which he bad mentioned , which was crowded with traffic, and

80 much of which was incapable of anything but very imperfect

ventilation. They were instructed by very eminent authorities that

the financial burden caston the two companies would be extremely

moderate in comparison with the great advantagesto be secured not

only by getting rid of many of the offensive qualities of the air in

the tunnels, but also in the saving in the cost of traction, which
they were advised would be considerable. The matter was one

demanding some care ,and they, naturally, wished tobein the hands

of perfectly responsible engineers of eminence . In Bir J. Wolle

Barry, a manof considerable experience ,who had advised the com

pany almost from its inception, and Mr. Preece, the electrician of the

Post Office, and one of the most distinguished members of hispro

fession, they had thought well to vest the preliminary inquiries.

Those gentlemen were now concerned in the matter, and the director

would not proceed until they were assured by the report and recom .

mendations of those gentlemen that it was safe to do so . They were

gradually gaining exper nce in the matter of electrical traction.

The greatest enterpriseof the kindyet approaching to anything like

development was the Central London Railway. They knew a little

about the question from what had been done on the City and South

London line and the Liverpool Overhead Railway ,but the Central

London Railway, wbich would be running by the end of this year or

the beginning of next year, would doubtlees open their eyes to a

good many things. The experience of that company would be very

useful to the District and Metropolitan Companies. The Chairman

then moved the approval of the Bill in so far as it affected the com .

pany.

Newcastle. - The lease of the Newcastle Tramways to a

private company is rapidly running out, but the new committee of

the Corporation is nowmoving in the direction of a complete scheme,

and onMonday agreed to appoint as specialists, to prepare a full

report, Dr. Hopkinson, to advise as to theelectric system ; and Mr.

Colamb, C.E , of Edinburgh, to do the same in respect to cable
tramway B.

Nottingham . - It is stated that a special meeting of the
whole Council in committee was beld on Monday for the purpose of

considering in detail the report of the Tramways Committee, wbich

was presented to the Council on April 4th last,and was discussed a

second time on May 2nd. After an exbaustive debatethe report,

slightly altered , was adopted. There were two dissentients ; one

objectedto the positionof the proposed tram centre in the Great

Market Place, and the cther was opposed tothe overhead electric

system ; he preferred the cable system . The Council in -tructed the

Tramways Ömmittee to include in the Bill to be presented to

Parliament several sites for the power stations in connection with the

tramway system , in addition to the site originally agreed upon. At

the same meeting the Council cobeidered the Bill now being pre

sented in Parliament by the General Power Distributing Company.

The meeting authorised the Electrical Energy Committee to reduce

the charges for the supply of electrical energy in the city, and also

to extend the electrical undertaking all overNottingham , both for

lighting purposes and for power.

Penarih.-- The Penarth Light Railway inquiry will

probably take place at Cardiff on June 2nd. The opponents i clude

the Cardiff Corporation and the Taff and Barıy Railways.

Richmond.-" A Resident of Richmond " writes to the

T'imes railing at the prmoters of the proposed light railway over

Richmond Éill, and iinging the invective at theoverhead trolley

system in the same old -fashioned way adopted in bygone days in the

country. HeBrys it is unfortunate that the promoters have not to

apply to Parliament for powers. " All that is necessary for the

London United Tramways Company, Limited ( the promoters of the

scheme), being to obtainan order from the triumvirate composing the

Light Railway Commission, and the approvalof the Board of Trade."

He adds, “ It need bardly be pointed out how a lofty line of gibbet

like supports for the wire which conveys theelectricity will interfere

with the natural beauty of the neighbourhood, and itis sad tothink

ofthe sylvan glades of Petersham Common - perbaps unequalled in

wild picturesqueness within bo short a distance of London - being

desecrated by the vulgar if useful tramcar and its iron way."

Southport . - The Town Council has an electric tramway

scheme in view ,for it hasresolved to widen the esplanadefromthe
promenade to the Birkdale boundary, and form a shrubbery as a
preliminary to a future electric tramway round the Marine Drive.

Sunderland . - At the Town Council meeting last week

Mr. Crown moved the rescinding of a minute recommended by the

Tramways Committee, and passed atthe last meeting by the Council,

appointing a deputation of six members and the electrical engineer

to visit a number of towns for the purpose of gaining information

with respect to electricaltraction as appliedto tramways, for the

benefit of the Corporation who are considering a scheme for the

application of electric traction to, and for the aquisition of the
tramways of the borough. Mr. Crown said he had learned that the

deputation bad drawn up a programme to visit the Continent as well

as towns in England. Theywere going to start at Newcastle, and

go from thereto Hamburg ,Irom Hamburg to Berlin, from Berlin to

Brussels, and Brussels to Paris, and from Paris to London and the

English large towns. He thought there was no need for seven

gentlemen to go any such distance and spend any such amountof the

ratepayers' money, and he hoped that the majority of the Council

would come to that conclusion. Of course, the gentlemen could gº

to St. Petersburg and New York, and Philadelpbia if they liked, but

what he did object to was to them going at the ratepayers'expense.
There were ample opportunities at Hamburg to see all that was

desired , and thiswas a cheap place to go to . There were also West

C
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Hartlepool, Leeds, and Sheffield , towns all well supplied with

electric traction , and_he therefore moved that the minute be

rescinded. Alderman Fairless seconded , and said he did not object to

the deputation, but he thought the number was excessive. After dig

cussion,Mr. Crown replied ,and said the arguments for the deputation

were fallacious. There was no amendment, and the motion was then

pat, and carried by 26 votes to 2 ).

Swansea . - The British Electric Traction Company,
who have taken over the Swansea Tramway system have appointed

Mr. Daniel Sagrae, late manager of the Swansea system , to be their

district superio tendent for South Wales, and have appointed him to a

seat on the board . It is anticipated that the workof re -laying the

lines will commence in a week or so .

of the Amazon. These vessels are thus placed beyond the reach of

orders or information from the United States, except such as reach

the telegraph points , við steamer, across the severed loop of the

cable. That Spain shall get no further telegraphic information is

being assured by a stricter censorship, especially over the French

line from New York, which has been indaced to give a written

acceptance of the rules imposed upon it, under the penalty, if found

in default, of an instant cutting of the company's cable at Coney

Island .

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

... ...

...

...

...

... ...

...

09

} March 12th, 1896 ... ...

...

-

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLIS . Down . Repaired .

Brest-St .Pierre (Anglo , 1869 ) April 8th, 1899

West Indies

Bt. Orois - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Cayenne -Pinheiro March 24th , 1898 May 14th , 1898

St. LuciaSt. Vincent May 16th , 1898 May 18th , 1898

Amason Oompany's cable

Parintins- Itacatiar May 5th , 1896

Obidos -Parintins Dec. 7th , 1896

Cable beyond Gurupa ... April 4th, 1898

Cyprus -Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolawa- Bigrao April 12th, 1898

Maranham -Para 17tb , 1898

Kotonou - San Thomé 27th , 1898

Hong Kong.Manila ... May 3rd , 1898

San Thomé-Loanda ... 4h, 1898 May 14th , 1898

Monte Video -Rio Grande ... 5th , 1893

Havre -Waterville ... » 10 :1, 1898 May 17th, 1898

LANDLINDI.

Trans -Oontinenta
l line be

yond Marol

Cartagena-Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Saigon - Bangkok May 13th, 1898 Muy 17th , 1898

The Telephone Service. - According to the Daily

Chronicle, it is proposed to hold aconference of representatives of

local authorities on the subject of the telephone system , in view of

the appointment of a Select Committee of the House of Commons
to inquire whether the telephone service should be undertaken by

municipal and other local bodies. The Highways Committee have

invited the local authorities of London to appoint representatives to

attend at the County Hall on Thursday , May 26th, to confer with

them as to the needs of London as regards the telephone service, and

as to what suggestions should be offered to the Select Committee

with reference thereto.

Mr. Hanbury has been appointed chairman of the Parliamentary

Telephone Committee, which is to meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays

to take evidence, the first witnesses being officials from St. Martin's

le-Grand. A strong effort will be made to expedite matters, so that

the committee may be in a position to report to the House before the

end of the present session .

The “ Tutanekal," - An Auckland, N.Z , paper says that

Mr. W. C. Smythe, of the Telegraph Department in Wellington, is to

accompany the Tutanekai during hercable-laying operations, as

electrician . Mr. O. May, of Dunedin, left for Wakapuaka at the end

of March for the work of laying the new cable across Cook Strait,

andsubsequently to pick up, repair, and relay the present one. Tois

work was estimated to occupy several months.

The War and the Cables.- The Standard special

correspondent at Key West says that on Saturday lest the

cutter Windom landed there the six men who were wounded

while engaged in the risky operation of cutting the cable off

Cienfuegos on Wednesday. Four boatloads of men were sent

from the ships to Colorado Point, at the entrance to the harbour,

furnished with grapplers for the purpose of bauling up and

severing the cable. Asthey approached the shore a detachment of

Spanish infantry openedfire from rifle-pits, assisted from time to

time by a machine-gun. The warships at once shelled the pits , and

drove most of the Spaniards, it is believed , into the lighthouse.

Altogether 175 shots were fired from the men -ot-war. The boats'

crews suffered rather beavily. The operation of cutting the cable

was carried out successfully, and Havana is consequently cut off

from Cienfuegos, and Cienfuegos from Santiago,while the junction
with the British cable from Jamaica to Halifax, which was previously

possible, is now destroyed. Marshal Blanco is also isolated from

Madrid and the Western portion of Cuba.

A Washington despatch says that the United States Government

proposesto sever all the southern cables from Cuba and to leave only

the one from Key West to Havada, which it controls. The reason

that the Cienfuegos cables were not cat before is that several

Americans and other foreigners were still in that town ; but now

they have all safely reached Port au Prince.

It is stated that the British cable between St. Lucia and St.

Vincent hasbeen cut by the Spaniards in furtherance of their designs

against the Oregon , the Marietta , and the Buffalo, now off the mouth

OPEN.

Belgium . - May 25th. The date for the receipt of tenders

fortheelectriclighting plantatthe railway station atGhent (Gand

Sud) for the Belgian State Railway Authorities has been fixed for

May 25th .

Belgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders antil May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

ligbting and power purposes during a period of 26 years, that is, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be

obtained .

Bary St. Edmunds.- June 13th . The Corporation

invites tenders for the supply and erection of Lancashire bɔilers,

three 60-kw. steam dynamos, transformer and booster, accumulators,

street mains, and various other macbinery and apparatus for the

electricity undertaking. Consulting engineer, Mr. F. H. Medhurst,

13, Victoria Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices ” May 13th.

Coventry .-Jone 7th . The Electric Lighting Committee

invites terders for electric mains, switchboards, arc lamps, posts and

apparatus in connection therewitb . For particulars of the several

sections see our “ Official Notices ” May 13th. Mr. Gilbert S. Rum,

city electrical engineer.

Dublin . - May 23rd. The Corporation wants tenders for

the supply of high tension feeders and low tension distributors laid

and jointed complete on a solid system , not including road work , but

including the connecting up of existing consumers to the new mains.

Also for transformers (20 to 50 kw., about 700 kw. in all) with

instruments and apparatas in sub-stations erected and fitted complete.

Particulars at the office of the city engineer ; or from Prof. Kennedy,

17, Victoria Struet, S.W. See our “ Official Notices ” May 6th for

particulars.

Glasgow . - May 21st. The Corporation is inviting

te nders for the excavator and concrete works of the new generating

stntion to be erected at Port Dundas. Architect, Mr.A. Myles,

143, West Regent Street, Glasgow .

llammersmith.-June 8th . The Vestry is inviting

tenders for the supply and erection of a Ledward evaporative

condenser and tanks, air pump, circulating pumps, and pipe work.
Consulting engineer, Mr. A. H. Preece. See our “ Official Notices "

for particulars.

London . - June 21st. The London County Council is

inviting tenders for engines, dynamos, accumulators, switchboards,

feeders, distributors, andservicemains and all accessories, to be fixed

complete in buildings at the Crossness Oatfall Works, near Erith,

Kent. The L.C.C. also requires tenders for providing and fixing

cables, wires, conductors, casing, pendants, brackets, and other fittings,

columns, lanterns, lamps, switches, and switchboards, distributing

boards, fuses, cut- outs, & c., necessary for the lighting by electricity

of the Crossness pamping station and works, near Erith, Kent.

Particulars of both contracts from the Engineer's Department,

County Hall, Spring Gardens, 8.W. See also our “ Official Notices "

this week .

Russia.-May 27th. Tenders are being invit :d by the

Muoicipal Authorities of Odessa for the concession for the con

struction and working of three linesof electric tramways in the town,

the total length being about 39 versts. Particulars may be obtained

from La Mairie d'Odessa, Russia , to whom tenders are to be sent.

Suuthampton . - May 23rd . The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the necessary trenching and laying ofconduits for electric

mains in various thoroughfares. Particulars from the Town Clerk ,

Municipal Offices.

Spain . - May 28th . Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Plencia (province of Vizcaya ) for the

concession for the electric lighting of the public streets of thetown.

Tenders to be sent to El Secretario del Ayuntamiento de Plencia

(Vizcaya) from whom particulars can be obtained .

Sunderland , — May 27th. The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply of steam and other piping, and water softener

for the electricity works. Borough electrical engineer, Mr. J. F. C.

Snell . See our “ Official Notices " May 13th for particulars.

Victoria . - Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne ( Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps,poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices " March 11th .

-

-

»
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The Brockie

TheVestry also considered the following tenders for the supply of
arc lampsand fittings :

£

Messrs. Oliver & Co... 1,988 8

Arc Lamp Company :: 2,046 0

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips 2,053 18

Messrs. Crompton & Co. 2,110 0

Messrs. Lucy at Co. 2,838 0

Messrs. Bergtheil & Young
2 892 0

Blahnik A'c Lamp Company :: ( exclusive of carriers) 1570 0

The tender of the Brockie-Pell Arc Lamp Companywas accepted.

The Vestry received the folliwing tenders for sapplying and fixing

an electrically driven fan in the engine room :
6. d.

Messrs. Pickup& Co.

The Blackman Ventilating Company :: :: 80 10 0

The tender of the Blackman Company was accepted.

Walsall. — The Electric Lighting Committee has accepted

the tender of Messrs. Thomas Parker, Limited , to supply and erect

anadditional transformerfor£ 558 .

Waterloo . — The Council has given the contract lo Messrs.

Waring & Gillow , Limited, of Liverpool, for an electric light
installation at the Town Hall.

69

1

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
1

t

!

1

G

..

OLOSRD .

Aberdeen.--The Gas and Electric Light Committee last

week considered the tenders sent in for laying the necessary cables

for the extension to the harbour and the West End . The offers

Bent in were as follows:- The Western Electric Company, £ 14,318 ;

W.T. Glover & Co., £ 13,113 ; Callender's Cable Company, £ 12.64 % ;

British Insulated Wire Company, £ 12,405 ; aad Messrs. SiemensBros.,

£12,138. The Messrs. Siemens' offer,being the lowest,was accepted .

Powers are to be applied for to borrow an additional £ 20,000.

Bethpal Green .- 00 Tuesday, at the meeting of the
Bethnal Green Guardians, the following tenders were received for the

instellation of the electric system in their newinfirmary, which will

be the most complete in the metropolis :-Messrs. Speedy& Co.,

£ 6,659 ; Cox Walkers, £ 9,920 ; W. B. Scott & Co., £ 8,671 8s. 5d.;

G. E. Cockburn , £ 8,741; Sharp & Piper,£ 6,460 ;Thames Ironworks

Company, £ 9,321 ; Paterson & Cooper, £6,992 ; Nicholson & Tyler,

£7,921 6s. 70.; H. F. Joel & Co., £ 7,920 149.; Private Wire and

Telephone Installation Company, £ 8,919; Calvert & Co., £ 4,965 ;

National Electric Free Wiring Company, £ 7,631 ; Richmond Engi.

neering Works, £ 5,840 10s. ; H. C. Keen & Co., £ 7,775 ; Cash,

Robinson & Co., £ 8,100 : Crompton & Co., £8,223 ; Laing, Wharton

and Down, £ 7,272 ; Hampton & Sons,£ 6,837 ; 8. J.Rogers & Co.,

£ 7,125 ; Troup, Curtis & Co., £ 7,192 ; Brush Electrical Engineering

Company, £6,938 10s. The tender of Messrs. Calvert & Co., the

lowness of which was freely commented upon , wasunanimously

accepted . Messrs. Giles & Gough, of Charing Cross, are the architects.

Bootle. - Last week on the recommendation of the Watch

Committee, the following tender of the British Insulated Wire

Company, Limited, Prescot, was accepted in accordance with the

specification prepared by Mr. T. L. Miller, electrical engineer for the

borough :-65 10ampere arc lamps with lamp-posts, incandescent

lamp brackets, lampg, and other accessories, at £ 26 6s. 3d. per lamp;

and seven 10 -ampere arc lamps, with suspending wires and other

accessories, at £19 188. 9d. per lamp.

Colwyn Bay .-- The District Council last week accepted

the tender of Mr. Bertram Thomas for £ 1,469 for electric lighting on

the parade. The following is a list of the tenders sent in , reproduced

from the Contract Journal:

Gas Steam

plant. plant.

Eckersley & Co., Manchester £ 1,971 $ 2,101

B. Thomas, Manchester (*accepted) 1,469* 1 689

British Insulated Wire Company, Prescot 1,507 1,589

Calvert & Co., Manchester 1,806 1,416

Smith & Co., Southport 1,398 1,418

Siemens Bros. & Co., Westminster 1,723 1,838

Sharp & Piper, Westminster 1,684 1,784

H. J. Mills & Co., Salford 1,684 1,807

Lea, Son & Co., Shrewsbury 1,870 2,008

Laing, Wharton & Down, London 1,661 1,764

Brook, Hirst & Co., Chester .. 1,510 1,627

Crompton & Co., Limited,London 1,635 1,707

Donnison, Barber & Co.,Manchester 1,630 1,611

J. Maxwell & Sons, Dundee 1,490 1,584

J. Lomax, Kendall & Co., Manchester 1,769 1,864

G. Hill &Co., Manchester 1,522 1,654

Rhodes, Webster & Co., Bradford 1,481 1,591

Wall-all Electric Company, Wallsall 1,545 1,648

Belshaw & Co., Chester 1,904 2,094

W. Lucy & Co., Oxford 1,472 1,699

Donnison,Berlyn& Co. , Liverpool 1,474 1,599

Lightfoot Bros., Manchester 1,425 1,541

J.Haynes&Co., Limited , Liverpool :: .. 1,577 1,751

France. — The French Post and Telegraph Authorities

have just divided a contract for 139 kilometres of electric cables

between the three following firms:-Messrs. De la Malrie &Co., of

Gravelles-St. Maurice (Seine) ; the India-Rubber and Gatta -Percha

Company, of Persan Beaumont; and M. A. Grammont, of Port de

Cheray.

London . - The London County Council Asylums Com

mittee reported on Tuesday having acceptedat £ 16,665the tender ni

Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Limited, of' Westminster, for

the electric lighting of the Heath Asylum , Bexley.

London . - The Private Wire and Telephone Installation

Company have received orders from the MetropolitanAsylums Board

to supply and fit an installation of telephones, fire alarms, and

electric bells at the Grove Hospital, Tooting ; and telephones at the

North Eastern Fever Hospital, Tottenham . The same company has

also instructions to fit theNew County Hospital at Wakefieldwith

telephones, electricclocks, and electric bells, for the West Riding
County Council of Yorkshire.

Shoreditch . - At the meeting on Tuesday evening the

Vestry considered the following tenders for the sopply of cables for
the arc light extension :-Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co.; Messrs.

Siemens Bros.; Henley's Telegraph Works, Limited ; The British

Insulated Wire Company, Limited ; Callender's Cable Company,

Limited ;The Western Electric Company, Limited ; and Messrs.

Witting Bros., Limited. The tender of Messrs. Glover & Co., for

supplying cable under a five years' guarantee, was accepted at the

following rates :

Including laying Delivery

and jointing only.

d.

High tension twin cable 1 6 per yard

10 " :: 10 i

-

1898 .

Friday , May 20th, at 10.30 a.m .-- Second day of the Federated

Institution of Mining Eogineers atBarlington House,

Piccadilly. Paper by Mr. W. T. Goolden, on Coal

Cutting by Machinery." Mr. W. Dixon's paper on

the " Latest Developments and the Practical appli

cation of alternating Multiphase Machinery for Elec

tric Power Transmission ” will be open for discussion.

Saturday, May 21st, at 11 a.m. - Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Students' visit to the works of the Electric Welding

Company. Applications to join the party should be

made atonce to the Students 'Hon . Sec.

Monday, May 23rd ,at 8 p.m .-- Society of Arts. Fourth and final

Cantor lecture on " Electric Traction , ” by Prof. Carus

Wilson :-Case when the final speed is not given

Design for covering a given distance in the shortest

time for a given current – Time curves — Effect of using

driving - wheels of different diameter Design for

covering a given distance in a given time, with the

least possible expenditureof energy - Iofluence of the

weight of the motor on the economy - Advantage of
gearing - Example - The Chicago Metropolitan Elevated

Railroad.

Wednesday, May25th, at 7.30 p.m. - Iostitation of Civil Engineers,

Stadents' Annual Dioner, Sir Douglas Fox in the chair,

Restaurant Frascati.

Thursday, May 26th, at 9 p.m. - Conversazione at the Institution of

Civil Engineers.

At 8 p.m. - The Institution of Electrical Engineers at the

Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.O. " The

Design of Electric Railway Motorsfor Rapid Accelera

tion ," by Prof. Charles A. Carus -Wilson , member.

Friday, May 27th , at 6 p.m.- Physical Society, Burlington Honse.

Agenda, " A simple Interference Method ofReducing

Prismatic Spectra," by Mr. E. Edser' and Mr. Batler.

" Some further Experiments on the Circulation of the

Residual Gaseous Matter in Crookes Tubes, ” by Mr.

Campbell Swinton .

At 9 p.m.- Conversazione at the Institution of Civil En

gineers.

..

.

NOTES .

Presentation .The employés of the Edison and Swan

U.E.L. Company, Limited, and Altrincham Electric Supply,

Limited, were entertained on Thursday evening at supper by

Mr. Cowan, their late manager, and Mr. Still, who has been

associated with him for many years, on the occasion of their

leaving the firm . The gathering was a great success, and

the men, having drunk prosperity to the Edison -Swan Com

pany, presented Mr. Cowan with a handsome silver bowl,

andMr. Still with a massive cigarette box, both suitably

ipscribed . The presentation was made by Mr. Fawcas,

director of the company, on behalf of the men , who all very

heartily wished Messrs . Cowan & Still every success in their

new venture as manufacturers of electrical specialities.
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followed . As to notices in gazettes and newspapers no

amendment of theexisting law is suggested. Sabject to

these observations the Committee are of opinion that com

pulsory powers for the acquisition of land for a generating

station may be properly given where the proposedsite is not

within the area of supply. The local authorities along the

trunk lines, it is suggested, should have the same notices and

the same locus standi as if that dietrict were within the area

of supply. In the case of powers being given for theerection

of a generating station outside the area of supply the Com

mittee think that powersmay properly be givenfor laying

the mains in streets leading from the generating station to

the boundaries of the area of supply . It is also thought

that the local authorities should not have a veto against the

erection of overhead wires excepting in the case of the

London County Council, the City Corporation, and the

larger municipalities throughout the country.

90 11

11

peer,

01 1

Appointments.-- Mr. E. Garcke, managing director of

the British Electric Traction Company, Limited, informs

us that the following staff appointments have been con

firmed by the board of directors :

Mr. George Stevens has been appointed Secretary

( latetownclerk of Hyde).

Mr. O. H. Dade ... Assistant secretary.

Mr, G. Walmsley ( late Accountant.

secretary of the com

pany)

Me. Stephen Sellon , Parliamentary engi-.

Assoc.M.Iost.C.E. Deer.

Mr. C. 8. Gadsby, Contract engineer.

Wb.Sc., M.I.E.E.

Mr W. Howard Smith Permanent way engi.

(late engineer on the

construction ofLynton

and Barnstaple Rail.

way, and formerly city

engineer, Carlisle)

Mr. H. M. Sayers ( late Power engineer.

engineer to Madrid,

Oporto, and Bourne

month Electric Light

Stations)

Mr. T. B. Goodyer ( late General traffic super

traffic manager of Bir intendent.

mingham Tramways)

Mr. J. A. Lycett (late Superintendent for

clerk to theKingswin Birmingham dis

ford Raral District trict .

Council ) . Address :

Wollaston, Stour

bridge

Mr.J. Vincent Kitchener, Superintendent for

(formerly secretary of Manchester district,

the company ) Ad including the Pot

dress : 19 , York Place, terios.

Oxford Road, Man .

chester

Mr. D. F. Sugrue (late Superintendent for
manager of the Swan South Wales Dis.

Bea Tramways Com . trict.

pany ). Address : Tram .

waye Depôt,St. Helens,

Swansea

Mr. Frank B. Les Superintendent for

Glasgow district,

and ( pro. tem . ) for

Newcastle district.

Mr. W. Gumbley , Superintendent for

Assoc.M.Inst.O.E. Midlands and

Eastern Counties

district.

Except where otherwise stated, the headquarters of the staff

are Donington House, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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A Cable Tramway Condemned . - Colonel Yorke has

recently reported to the Board of Trade on the subject of

the Cliff Railway at Constitution Hill, and a copy of the

report was before the Swansea Council last week . " In his

report Colonel Yorke described the line, and said that from

tests made in his presence he did not consider that the

slipper brakes, which would have to be relied upon in case

of the cable breaking, could be relied upon to pull up a

heavily-loaded car, especially when the rails were wet or

greasy. On the other hand, the grip brake, though power

fal enough, was not sufficiently rapid in its application, and

the speed might increase to å dangerous extent before this

brake came into play. There were other features in the

tramway to which objection might be taken. The fact that

it had been laid as a single linenecessitated the use of auto

matic switches at the crossing place. These switches must

necessarily be uncontrolled, and any ignorant or mischievous

person or child could push the switches over into the wrong

position and cause an accident. Objection is taken to the Y

shaped openings running down the hill, and the report con

tinges :- “ On looking at the order of 1896, I find that the

line is to be laid on an interlacing line, andthat the consent
of the Board of Trade and of the Corporation is required if

any alteration in this method of construction were desired .

Had the line been laid as an interlacing line no switches

would have been required, and no opening in the conduit

such as I have described would haveexisted . I am unable

to find that the Board of Trade have ever been asked to

approve of the construction of the tramway as a single line.

For this reason and because of the objectionable features in

separable from the use of a single line, and also on account

of the insufficient control over the cars (1 ) by the engine,

(2) by the braker, which form sources of danger not only

to passengers by the tramp, but to the public using the

thoroughfare, I do not consider the line in its present state

suitable for public traffic, and I am unable to recommend

the Board oftrade to grant a certificate to the company."

11
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The Parliamentary Electrical Committee . - Sab

stantial progress was made on Monday, according to the

Yorkshire Daily Post, by the Joint Committee of the House

of Lords and the House of Commons which has been con

sidering the question of electric light generating stations.

Considerably more than half the chairman's draftwas passed

ander review, and the main principles uponwhichelectric light

companies are to be allowed to work settled . The Committee,

in theportion of the reportdealt with, hold that the proved

public advantages of electrical energy warrant the granting

to undertakers of compulsory powersfor acquiring sites for

generating stations, and lands or easements for mains and

pipes and other works. Provision, in their opinion, shonld

bemade for thegranting of these powers in the provisional

orders of the Board of Trade, subject to confirmation by

Parliament. Procedure by private bills should be reserved,

as at present, for exceptional cases . The powers indicated,

it is suggested, may be given either to local authoritiesorto

incorporated companies, whether the incorporation be by

special Act or under the Companies Acts. With respect to

liability for naisance the Committee are of opinion that

where the site for a generating station is acquiredundercom

palsory powers, and is specified in the provisional order or

special Act, the undertakers should not be subjected to any

further liability thanthat which is imposed by the common

law in the case of persons exercising statutory powers

and daties. On the other hand, where the site fora genera

ting station is acquired by agreement the Committee think

the undertakers opght to be subject to the liability imposed

by the common law . With respect to notices, they think

that the existing practiceas to notices to the localauthorities,

and also to owners, lessees, and occupiers of land, should be

Personal. - Mr. Roland S. Portheim , of Megers. D.

Bruce, Peebles & Co., engineers, Leith, has just concluded a
six weeks' tour in the Statee, where he has inspected many

of the electrical manufactories and electrical power installa

tions, more especially those dealing with transmission of

power in mills and factories.

We understand ibat on Thursday last Mr. Henry Wilde,

F.R.S., whose name is so well known as that of one of the

pioneers in electrical work, was elected an honorary member

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

.

Appointment.— We understand that Mr. A. Bentley,

A.I.E.E., who went out to South Africa three years ago, has

been appointed electric wiring engineer” to the Johannes

barg City Council, at £400 per annum . Mr. Bentley was,
formerly with Mr. Shoolbred.

Range Finder. - We understand that the Fiske range

finder, of which we reproduced a description last week from

the Scientific American, is made by the Western Electric

Company, of Chicago and London .
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Measuring the Resistance of Incandescent Lamps.

-To those who like unnecessarily complicated ways of elec

trical testing the method of measuring the resistance of

incandescent lamps when lit, described in the Revue

d'Electricité of March 26th, may be interesting. The

authors, MM. Abt and Hoffmann, content neither with

taking the ratio of the reading of a voltmeter across the ter

minals to that of an amperemeter in series with the lamp,

por with a plain bridge test, arranged the test shown in the

figure. Four lamps, a , a , a , a , are arranged in a quadrilateral

Corea . - The United States Consul-General at Seoul,

Corea, reports as follows, according to Trade and Industry:

“ A company has been formed in the city of Seoul for light

ing the streets and residences with electricity, and for

operating electric street railroads through the principal

thoroughfares. Only the latter will be begun at once. The

company, known as the Seoul Electric Company, is composed

entirelyof Coreans, with the governor of the city as presi

dent. They have an exclusive franchise from the Depart

ment of Public Works."

ga Presentation . - Mr. Cassells, late superintendent of mains

under the Glasgow Corporation, who has now entered the

contracting business, was presented with a handsome testing

set by theofficials of the electricity department at a smokiog

concert held a few days ago .

&
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Technical Education. The Coatbridge Town Council

has agreed to give £ 100 towards the teaching of metallargy,

electricity, & c., in the Technical S:hool , from the local taxa

tion grant, provided a similar sum is given by the County

Council.

tuB Correspondence . — Pressure upon our space compels as

to hold over until next week a letter from Messrs. Zeitz

regarding the " Limerick E'ectric Tramway Proposal,” and

one from Mr. E. K. Scott on "Testing Magnet Steel in

Balk ."

1

with the battery, b, for keeping them alight connected across

the diagonal. If the lamps are of equal or proportional

resistances, the potentials at A'A will be the same. If not,

additional resistances are arranged to make the two equal.

Then the resistance between A A is measured by connecting

R , R , Rg to form another quadrilateral with À A and the

testing battery, B, and galvanometer, g, connected to com

plete & Wheatstone's bridge. Then the measured resistance

of A A gives the mean of the four lamps, Q, Q. Q, Q. The

whole formos a pretty example of conjugate conductors in a

complicated network, and suggests examination problems,
but seems poor practice.

AppointmentsVacant . - Tae Corporation of Londonderry

invites applications for the post of electrical engineer at £ 160

per annum. See our “ Official Notices ” this week for par
ticulars.

The St. Pancras Vestry Electricity. Committee wants an

inspector of works. See our Official Notices ” this week.

The Glasgow Scheme. - We understand that the Cor

poration on Wednesday approved the minutes of the

Electricity Committee, which embodied Mr. Chamen's large

extension schemewhich we gave briefly a few weeks ago.

The Telephone Committee. Weare compelled, owing

to pressure upon our space, to hold over until next week our

report of Tuesday's and yesterday's proceedings before the

Parliamentary Telephone Committee.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

The Wright Wave Motor. - An interesting description

of the Wright wave motor appears in the New York Electrical

Engineer . This motor is one of the latest of a long list, wbich

Bo far hasbeen one of considerable failure , Tests were made in

January, 1897, and were encouraging enough to warrant a

new wharf and pier extending 350 feet ont to sea , and

carrying three floats with machinery on the wharf. The

floats rise and fáll with the waves, and operate vertical

bydraulic compressors, wbich force water into a large air

pressure tank, whence it issues as jets upon Pelton motors

driving dynamos. The water is simply used over and over

again . The tank acts as an equaliser from wave to wave.

The present small plant has been running an electric gene

rator continuously since September last, and when enlarged,

a transmission line will be built to Redondo, four miles

distant, and not far from Los Angeles. A table is given of

the results of a public test, extending from December 1st to

11th . The number of waves per minute varied between

3 and 8 on the different daye, according to the weather,

averaging about 51. The piston travel varied from 12} to

18 feet per minute, both the extremes being, on stormy daye,

averaging 15} . The average daily tank pressure varit d

between 150 and 195 lbs., and each float" discharged an

average of 3.9 cubic feet per minute, and 2 : 1 H.P. at the

Pelton wheel. These figures represent a fall of_about 24

gallons of water througha height of 370 feet. The result

was pine electric lights kept going. The apparatus is self

regulating to a very large extent, any excessive air pressure

tending to counteract the float movement. There is thus

steady and conticuous working within the limits of the

plant.

British Illuminating Company, Limited (37,260).
Registered May 7th , with capital £ 50,000 in £1shares, toadopt an
agreement with Smith's Acetylene Gas Lamp and Generator Syndicate,

Limited, to manufacture, sell, and deal in calcium carbide acetylene

gas generators, and to generate, sell, and deal in acetylene gas,

coal gas, and electricity . The subscribers (with one share each)

are :-G. Sandeman, Colinton, Midlothian, gas engineer ; F. B.
Taylor,25 ,Mulgrave Terrace, Gateshead, accountant; P. Gilbam , 27,

Edward's Road , Whitley, Northumberland ; J. A. Rowell, 10, Chester

Crescent, Newcastle, agent; J. F. Kelly, 61 , Doncaster Road, New .

castle, clerk ; G : Robson, 64, Rothbury Terrace, Heaton , Newcastle,

engineer; T. E. C. Green , 1, Poppelwell Terrace, Preston, North

Shields, agent. The number of directors is not to be less than five

nor more than nine. The first are H. Coates, N. Wyld, F. H. Smith,

and D. J. Adler; qualification , £ 100 ; remuneration as fixed by the

company . Registered by Jordan & Sons, Limited , 120, Chancery

Lane, E.C.

J. Tylor & Sons, Limited (57,279).- Registered May

10th , with capital £ 200,000 in £10 shares (10,000 £ 5 per cent.

cumulative preference), to acquire the business of a companyof the

same name ( registered in 1890), to adopt an agreement with the said

company and its liquidator, and to carry on the business of

mechanical and consulting engineers, sanitary, hydraulic, and elec

trical engineers and contractors, brass founders, galvanisers, platers,

tool makers, boiler makers, millwrights, & c . The subscribers (with

one ebare each ) are :-W . H. Tylor, ž, Newgate Street, E.C., engineer ;

J. G. M. Rumley , 43, Palace Court, W., C.E .; W. B. H. Drayson, 2,

Newgate Street, E.C. , engineer ; P. Bright, 2, Newgate Street, E.C.,

engineer; J. S. Maples, 2 , Newgate Street, E.C.,engineer; R. Tylor,

2, Newgate Street, E.C., engineer; W. 8. Salter, 2, Newgate

Street, E.C. , engineer, The number of directors is not to be less

New Fellows of the Royal Society . - Among the can

didates selected by the Council of the Royal Society we

observe the name of the Hon. C. A. Parsons, for his inven

tion of the compound steam turbine, which he has adapted

saccessfully to dynamo driving and other uses, and for bis

recent application of it to marine propulsion . Mr. James

Wimshunt is also selected for his electrical influence

machines and improvements therein, to which we refer at

length on another page.

9
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Chelsea Electricity Company, Limited (20,468).
This company's return was fled on April 28th . The capital is

£ 200,500 in 34,000 ordinary and6,000 preference sbares of £5, and

500 founders' shares of £ l each , all of which have been taken up .

6,666 ordinary and 500 founders' sbares are considered as paid , and

the full amount has been called , and £ 166,670 paid on the rest.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Company Limited

(6,732 O).- Tbis company'e annual return was filed on April 27th.

The capital is £ 95,000 in £5 shares (6,000 preference). 12,931 ordi.

Dary and 6,000 preference have been taken up, £5 per share has been

called, and £ 94,655 received.

Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited (36,551).— This company's return was filed on April12th,

when 14,000 sbares were takenup out of a capital of £ 280,000 in £ 7

shares ; 4,000 have been issued witb per share considered as paid,

£7 per share bas been called on 10,000 and £2 per share on 4,000,

resulting in the receipt of £ 78,000.

Guildford Electricity Sapply Company, Limited,
( 36,725 ).— This company's return was filed on April 21st. The

capital is £20,000, in 3,900 ordinary shares of £ 5 each and 500

founders' shares of £1 each. 1,542 ordinary and all the founders'

shares have been taken up, the full amount has been called, and

£8,210 bas been paid.

Windsor Electrical Installation Company, Limited

(46,186 ).- Tbis company's return was filed on April6th ,when 20,000

shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 25,000 in £ 1 shares. 450

are considered as paid, and £ 19,550 bas been paid on the others.

£1 78. 6d. has been received in respect of 11 forfeited shares.

Gorseinon Electric Light Company, Limited (39,944) .

-This company's annual return was filed on April 15th , when the

whole capital of £ 1,000 in£1 shares was takenup. 178. per share

has been called, and £ 843 15s. has been paid , leaving £6 5s. in

1

arrears ,

than three por more than five ; the first are the first four subscribers.

Qualification, £ 1,000 ; remuneration , £ 100 each per annum .

Registered by H. & G.Keith, 43, ChanceryLane,W.C.

Automatic Light Controlling Company, Limited

( 37,287 ).- Registered May 10th, with capital £ 10,000 in £1 shares, to

Adopt a certain agreement, and to manufacture, sell, and deal in

apparatus and contrivances connected with electric light or gas, and

for controlling and regulating the same. The subscribers are :-J.

Gunning, Bournemouth, engineer, 100 shares ;J. T. Gascoiae, Bourne.

mouth, gentleman, 60 shares; G.H. Rolle, Bournemoutb, property

Agent, 60 shares ; O. J. Haydon , Bournemouth, solicitor, 20 shares ;

Mrs. A. P. Gunning, Bournemouth, 20 shares; E. P. Wills, JP.,

Hazelwood, Stoke Bishop,Bristol, 100 shares ; E. S. Wills, Frankfort

Lodge, Clevedon, Somerset, 40 shares. The number of directors is

not to be less than three por more than seven . . The first are : J.

Gunding, J. T. Gascoine, G. H. Rolls, C. J. Haydon , and E. P. Wills.

Qualification, £ 200 ; remuneration as fixed by the company . Regis

tered office, Richmond Chambers, Bɔurnemouth .

British Electric Transformer Manufacturing Com

pany , Limited (57,293).- Registered May 1Cth, with capital of

£ 50,000 in£ 1 sbares, to adopt an agreement with A. F. Berry for

the acquisition of certain British and Foreign patents for electric

transformers, and to carry on the business of electrical engineers,

electricians, electric transformer manufacturers, iron and brags

founders, tool makers, mechanical engineers, boiler makers, &c. The
subscribers (with one share each ) are :-R. 8. Bain, 254 , Cockspor

Street, 8.W., chartered accountant; R. J. Wallis Jones,6, Hampstead

Mansions, N.W., engineer; T. Petersen, 119, Worple Road, Wimble

don, electrical engineer ; A. M. Billington, 7, Porchester Gardens, W.,

electrical engineer ; A. F. Berry, 8, Heathcote Street, W.C., electrical

engineer; W. A. B. Clarke, 10, Norfolk Street, Strand, solicitor ;

A. J. Allum , 25, PrincesRoad, Notting Hill, W. , clerk. The number

of directors is not to be less than three por more than five ; tbe sub

scribers are to appoint the first. Qualificatior, 500 shares; remunera

tion , £ 600 per annum and a percentage of the profits divisible.

Registered by W. O. Vizard, 10, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.O.

“ Volenites , " Limited (57,337) . — Registered May

13th , with capital £ 80,000 in £1 shares, to acquire the secret process

and patent rights for the manufacture of “ Volenites ," to adopt an

agreement with H. Bennett,and to manufacture, sell, and deal in

oil, guano, volenite, vulcanite, railway sleepers , road and street

paving, mats, railway carriage and cther wheels, pulley wbeels,
brake blocks, carriage panels, electrical switchboards, fuge bases,

electric bell bases, insulating material, electric motors, &c. The

subscribers (with one share each ) are : - Lurgan, 21 , Lowndes

Square, S.W., peer ; F. B. Jameson, " The Albany," Piccadilly,
gentleman ; J. R. Parkington, 6, Deyonshire Place,W., major ; W. H ,

Wilson, 36, College Green, Dublin , stockbroker ;T.B. C.Hardman,

74, Molesworth Street, Dublin, solicitor; J. K. Rigby, 154, Palmer

ston Buildings, Old Broad Street , E.C., chartered accountant; H.

Fenwick , 95, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W., secretary ; the number of

directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven ; the first

are, Baron Largan, F.B. Jameson , J. R. Parkington, and G. V.
Simg. Qualification, £ 250 ; remuneration , £ 200 each per annum ,

and £ 250 for the chairman . Registered by H. P. Becher,26, Bedford

Row , W.C.

Drake and Gorbam Electric Power and Traction

(Pioneer) Syndicate , Limited (57,352).— Registered May 14th,

with capital £ 20,000 in£ 10 sbares, to carry on the business of elec

tricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers of electricity

and manufacturers of electrical apparatus. The subscribers (with

one sbare each ) are :-B. M. Drake, 66, Victoria Street, 8.W., elec

trical engineer; O. Poston, Highfield Stevenage, Herte, gentleman ;

C. J. Linas, J.P., Warnham Court, Horsham ; G. T. Balfour, 2,

Cushion Court, Old Broad Street, E.C., stockbroker ; G. J. Poston,

10, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C., member Stock Exchange; J. F.

Albright, 66, Victoria Street, S.W., civil engineer; A. F. Ashwell, 79,

Queen Street, E.C. , solicitor. The number of directors is not to be

less than five nor more than 15 ; the first are the first 15 persons who

subscribe for 50 shares each ; qualification, £ 500 ; remuneration as

fixed by the company. Registered by Ashwell & Co., 79, Queen
Street, E.C.

Oxford Electric Company, Limited (34,685).- This

company's annual return was filed on April 9th , when 10,000 sharss

weretaken up out of a capital of £ 100,000 in £5 shares, and paid for
in full .

Ogmore Valley Electric Light and Power Company,

Limited (34,191).- This company's annual return was filed on April

9ib , when 710 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 10,000 in

£ 5 shares. £5 per sbare has been called , and £3,350 received , leaving

£ 197 unpaid .
9

9

OITY NOTES.
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The New General Traction Company, Limited .

The meeting of this company, whichwas postponed from the 12th

inst., was held at Cannon Street Hotel on Tuesday, Captain Francis

Pavy presiding. The following report was taken as read :

" At the commencement of the year the two Bills in Parliament

referred to in last year's report, viz , the Norwich Electric Tramways

Act and the Coventry Electric Tramwaye Act, received the Royal
Asgent. In connection therewith contracts have been entered into

with responsible and competent contractors to construct both the

Norwich and Coventry lines, and the work is being proceeded with

as rapidly as possible. To enable the company to carry through

these undertakings, the additional preference capital of £ 100,000,

sanctioned at the last annual meeting, was created and issued at a

small premium , thus permittiog the directors to make contracts in

exchange for sbares and debentures inthe Norwich and Coventry

Companies, as provided in the Acts. The section of the Coventry

Company already open for traffic has shown results exceeding the

board's expectations, and the Douglas Southern Cimpany in the

Isle of Man, in which this company is interested, has also given

Batisfactory results. The gross profits of the year, including

£ 1,681 188. 11d. reserved last year on account of Bills before

Parliament and since recovered, amount to £ 12,874 28. 11d. , to which

must be added the sum of £2,982 19s. 1d. brought forward from last

year, making a total amount of £16,857 28. to the credit of profit and

lces The sum of £2,230 149, 4d. , representing the individed

profit of the old company, and brought forward from March, 1896 ,

the board recommend shall be placed to & regarve account.

The board has further decided to charge against the revenge of the

yearone-half of thecost of the issue of the new capital,amounting

to £2,122 128. 91. Tois leaves a balance of £13,734 93. 3d ., from

which have to be deducted £3,435 103. 6d . and £52 153. 9d. on

account of general expenses, salaries, directors' fees , rent, travelling

expenses, and legal and other charges, leaving £10,246 38, as the

am unt of revenue to be dealt with. A dividend at the rate of 6 per

cent. on the preference capital,calculated from the datesof payment,
amounts to about £6,500 , and the directors recommend that this be

paid , and the balance carried forward to next year. Electric tram

way business in Great Britain is still far behind that of most other

countries in Europe and America, but steady progress is goingon in

the use of this power,and from the numerous projects submitted ,and

those now under consideration, the board have every reason tolook

forward to future profitable business ."

OPTIOIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

COMPANIES.

SouthLondon Eleetric Supply Corporation, Limited

(60,392).— This company's return was filed on April 7th, when the

whole capital of £ 325,000 in £5 shares was takenup. £2 per share

has been called, and £ 131,334 received , including bums paid in
advance of calls .

Dover Electricity Supply Company, Limited (39,779).

-This company's retum was filed on April 14th, when 4,860 shares

weretakenup out of a capital of £50,000 in £5 shares, and paid for
in fall.

Norwich Electricity Company, Limited (30,694).

This company's return was filed on March 30th ,when 4,565 shares

were taken up out of a capital of £20,000 in £ 10 shares, and paid for

in full.
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The CHAIRMAN said that in the report they had tried to set out the

facts, and it was no doubt a very satisfactory one. There were one

or two things in the history of the company wbich he should like to

mention. Some four years ago bis friend Mr. Hopkins conceived the

idea that there was room for a company to take up electric traction

businesr, and with a few friends they started a company, wbich

carried out schemes at Coventry and Douglas. So many matters,

however, were submitted, that Mr. Hopkins communicated with hima

( the Chairman) with a view to enlarging the company's' sphere.

There appearedto be gocd business in it, and he (the Chairman) was

glad to join with Mr. Hopkins in promoting bis efforts. They began

in a small way , and went on quietly,for they knew it good business

could be secured they could put their hands on the capital to

carry it out. They succeeded in getting Acts of Parliament for

Norwich and for extensions at Coventry . They had been able to

issue £ 100,000 in preference sbares, and this was small for

the operations they contemplated, but no doubt they would be

asking the public for money later on. They regarded it necessary

to move with caution, and to secure good business, and they were

anxious to work in harmony with the corporations with which they
were thrown in contact. It was not the amount of business but

the good business which paid them . After referring to the backward

state of electric tramways in this country, the chairman said he had

no fear for the future. Their gross profits for last year had been

£ 12.874 ; the undivided profit of the old company, amounting to

£ 2,230, bad been placed to reserve, and ball the cost of issuing the
new capital ( £ 2,122) had been charged against current revenue. A

dividend of 6 per cent. on thepreference capital had been paid, and

the balance would be carried forward .

The report was adopted .

African Trans - Continental Telegraph Company,

Limited.

MR. CECIL J. RHODES presided at a meeting of this company held

yesterday at theofficesof the company, 15, št. Swithin's Lane, E.C.

Iaspeaking of the progress made by thecompany, the CHAIRMAN

said they had gonefrom Umtali to Tete, and from Fort Johnson to

Bandawe, and in about 15 months they expected to have carriedthe

telegraph line to the south of Lake Tanganyika . They had had

great difficulties with the line, and had abandoned the route from

Šalisbury to Tete, and carried thesystem from Umtali to Tete . The

undertaking had been more expensive than was anticipated, and they

had made arrangements with the directors of the Chartered Company

to subscribe money to complete the line. They could not expectto

make any profit till they got through to Cairo , for he did not think
the local returns would pay. General Kitchener would reach

Khartoumin October, and then it would bepossible to carry their

lines to Cairo. From Tanganyika to Uganda was only 600

miles, and from there to Cairo was 1,400 miles, and it was

contemplated this could be completed in five years . The

system would then enable them to Bend practically the

whole of the African messages to London. Ifthe cable company's

charges were too excessive, they could lay an alternative cable. He

thought the Governmentwould undertake the expense of joining

Khartoum by telegraph , which would not cost more than £ 120,000.

After some further remarks the chairman proposedthe adoption of

the report, which was seconded by Earl Grey, and carried unani.

mously.

An extraordinary meeting was then held , when a resolution to

increase the capital of the company to £ 300,000 was adopted. 1

1

Hobart Electric Tramway Company,

The report of the directors of the Hobart Electric Tramway Com .

pany, Limited, for the year 1897, which was submitted to the annual

general meeting held at the registeredoffices on Friday last, states that

the gross takings amounted to £ 12,380, and the working expenses to

£ 8,853, and after deduction of debenture interest, administration, and

other expenses in Hobart and London, the company has made a net

profit of £ 301 for the year. The directora continue to receive

Assurances that the service provided by the line is much appreciated.

The number of passengers carried by thetramway since the opening

of the line in September, 1893, to September 30th last_is 5,349,450,

and the total number of car miles raa is 1,336,157. The directors

continue to receive from Mr. Parker, the company's general manager

in Hobart, very complete weekly and monthly reports as to the

working of thecompany'sbusiness, and are glad to be assured by

him that the plant androlling stock remain in an efficient condition.

West India and Papama Telegraph Company.

The ordinary general meeting of the West India and Panama Tele

graph Company, Limited, washeld at Winchester House on Wednes.

day, Mr. Wm . Andrews presiding.

The CHAIRMAN baid that the receipts for the half-year had been

£32,228, as compared with £ 34,053, showing a decrease of £ 2,000 .

Last year the French cable was interrupted , and that brought extra

business ; but, on the other hand, the disastrous state of trade in the

West Indies, which had recently b: en intensified , had been an adverse

influence . The expenditure had been £ 19,772, against £21,398 in the

corresponding half-year, showing a decrease of £ 1,626 . The reduction

Was nit due to decrease of expenses, but to a smaller quantity of

cable being used on the line. Owing to the falling off of receipts

it had been necessary to transfer from the reserve fund £ 1,000

to enable them to make up the difference for the divi.

dend.
He apprehended there was no danger in that, seeing

the increased value of their investments. With respect

to the current period, he was sorry to tell the shareholders that,

owing to the financial crisis in Antigua and St. Kitts,the subsidy

had been reduced from £ 800 to £600. Then the subsidy of £ 2,000

per annum paid by the island of Jamaica had been discontinued from

March 31st last, and be believed that the amount wouldin future go

to the Bermuda and Jamaica Company. The shareholders had pre

viously been informed , at the last meeting, of the necessity of a

partial renewal of the linebetween Trinidad and one of the northern

islands, so as to maintain the duplication of the system . They bad

succeeded inBaring a certain mileage by the newcable. TheCuba

Company bad objected to them receiving messages at Jamaica for

Eastern stations, and had threatened to take proceedings against

them. The directors were advised they had agood case . As to the

reductions in their rates, Mr. Chamberlain had made an announce

ment that the Government would give some support to the

West Indies, and the directors, with that statement in

view , thought they might also , in a small way , help the

West Indies by making a reduction in the price of tele

grams, and giving more facilities. He could not statethe exact effect

of thereductionson the revenue,but the falling off had notbeen much

more than they anticipated, andlatterly their revenuehad increased ,

but this was consequent, probably, upon the number of messages sent

over their line owing to the lamentable war between Spain and

America . In anticipation of interruptions which might take place in

their cables, they bad taken steps to prevent interference, but in a

time of war, as the shareholders knew , private, and sometimes public,

interests were bound to go to the wall. They were keeping a ship on

the spot in order to keep the system going.

Inreply to a shareholder asking il there was still communication

with Cuba, the CHAIRMAN said he did not want to define too clearly

where the line might be interrupted, but they were still going on .

The report was adopted .

The City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited . Return of gross revenue from supply of electricity only

during quarter ended March 31st, 1898 :-Gross revenue from public

lighting, quarter ended March 31st, 1898, £ 3,162 : corresponding

quarterlast year (under old rate of charges), £3,182. Gross revenue

from private lighting, & c ., less allowances to customers under re

duced price and sliding scale, quarter ended March 31st, 252,132 ;

corresponding quarter last year (under old rate of charges), £ 49,843;

total, quarter ended March 31st, £ 55,294; total, corresponding quarter

last year (under old rate of charges), £ 63,025 ; increase, £ 2,269.

Equivalent of 8-C.P. lamps connectedon March 31st,1898 , 310,660 ;

increase during quarter, 14,648. Equivalent of 8.C.P. lamps con

nected on March 31st, 1897, 260,936 : increase during corre

sponding quarter last year, 13,161.

New Motive Power Company - A meeting of this

company was held on Thursday at the Holborn ViaductHotel, bat

the press were not admitted. The directors' report stated that Mr.

Guattari, the inventor, has settled in Belgium , and has failed to keep

his promises to return to this counlry.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

Mix & Genest, Limited .

On Monday, May 16th, the annual general meeting of the share

holders of Messrs. Mix & Genest, Limited, of Berlin , was held at

their board room at 67, Bulow Strasse, when the directors submitted

their report, recommencing a 10 per cent. dividend for the year 1897.

The gross profit earned amounts to £ 25,000 , which, after deducting

expenses, and writing off £ 3,200 on tools and machinery, leaves a net

profit of £13,570. The chairman informed the shareholders that

business bas been very brisk during the past year, necessitating &

further extension of their newly -built factory, which up to now

accommodated 1,000 bands, and which, with the additional premises,

will allow of the employment of 1,500 hands. The directors state

that the number andamount of Government and trade orders gene

rally in hand are again in excess of last year's figures, and a further

development can be prognosticated.

The Bristol Tramwaysand Carriage Company, Limited. The receipts for the

week ending May 13th, 1898, were 12,648 68. 78. corresponding period

1897, £ 2,288 18.; increase, £ 360 5s. 7d.

The City and South London Railway Company . - The receipts for the week end.

ing May 15th , 1898, were £ 958 ; week ending May 16th, 1897, £ 1,000;

decrease, £ 42 ; total receipts for half-year, 1898, 420,679 ; corresponding

period, 1897, £ 20,503 ; increase, £176.

The Dublin Southern District (Electric ) Tramways Company. - The receipts for

week ending Friday, May13th, 1898, were £528 Os. 6d . ; corresponding

week last year, £ 531 6s. 110.; decrease , £9 6s . 5d . ; passengers carried,

84,256; corresponding week last year, 95,616 ; aggregate to date, £ 8,357

17s. 9d.; aggregate to date last year, £ 8,697 17s. ild.; decrease to date,

£ 340 Os . 2d.; mileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. - The receipts for the week ending

May 15th , 1898,amounted to £ 1,446 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,352 ; increase, £94.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . The receipts for

theweek ending May 13th, 1898 , after deducting 17 per cent of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 1,985,
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SHARI LIST OT ELIOTRIOAL OOMPANDEI.

TELEARAPH AND TELEPHONE COIPANIES.

or

Baginege dore

during

week ended

May18th ,

1898,

Highest. Lowest

...

- -

...

1124...

... Stock

114

108

16

14 )

7 %... 1516

81...

...183

105

157

-

... ...

104 108

1738 163
- -

4 % ... 1251 125

1713 171

25,2001 { 6 % (Aus.Gov.Sub.),Deb, 1990,red,como direito 3100 6 %
5 %

...

35,100 Eastern and Southeatrican Teleg., Ltd.,5 % Mort. Dobi } 100 ... ...

...

Brook

Dividends for
OlosingPresona Closing

NAME, Quotation,
Share the last three years,

issue ,
Quotation ,

1
May 11th May 18th

1898 . 1896 . 1897.

137,4002 African Direct Teleg., Ltd., 4 % Del . 100 4 % 100 104 100-104

10
26,600 Amason Telegraph, Limited, shares...

7 - 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red. 100 93 - 96 93 - 96

923,9607 Anglo-American Teleg ., Ltd. ... ... Btock £ 2 99. £ 2 138. 3 % 63 66 63 - 6

8,038,0201 Do. do. 6 % Pret ... Stock £ 4 188. £ 5 68. 6 % 113 114 112 113)

3,038,0202 Do. do. Defd.... 154 164 144 - 151

180,000 Brusilian Babmarine Teleg., Ltd. 107% 7 % 153 161 151 153

75,0002 Do. do. 6 % , Debs.,and series, 1966 100 5 % 112 116 112 1.6

44,000 Owili Tolpp ., Ltd., Nos. 1 to 44,098 ...
54 % 4 % 3 31 3

10,000,000$ OommercialOable Co. ...
$ 1007 % 8 % 8 % 160 -- 170 175 - 185

918,2971 Do. Do. Sterling 500 year 4% Deb. Stock Red . Stock 104 - 106 104-116

224,850 Consolidated Telep . Const. and Main ., Ltd.
10 /- | 13% 2 %

16,000 Ouba Teleg., Ltd. 108% 8 % 7 % 73 7 8

6,000 Do. 10 % Pret. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 145 154 14. 155

54 % 4 % 4 % 5
12,991 Direet Spanish Teleg., Ltd.

4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Oum . Prof. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0002 Do. do. 41 % Debs. Nos. 1 to 6,600 50 44 % 49 % 41% 103-106% 103 -106 %

60,710 Direct United States Oable, Ltd. 20 | 21 % 21% 101 - 11 103

120,000 Direct West India Cable 41 % Reg. Deb
100 99 -102 99 -1.2

400,000 Karten Teleg., Ltd., Nos.1 to 448,040
10 61 % 61 % 17 173 164.74

70,000 Do. 6 % Oum . Pret. 10 | 6 6% 18 - 19 8 19

89,9002 Do. 5 % Debs., repay ,August,1899 100 5 % 5 % 1CO - 103 100 -113

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb. Btock Red . Stock | 4 % 123 - 127 123 - 127

250,000 hastern Extension, Australasis and ChinaTeleg., Ltd. 10 7 % 7 % | 18 187 17 - 18

Do.
5 %

5 %
100 - 104 100 -104

reg to 4,826

100,5002 Do. do. Benrer, 1,860—3,975 and 4,927—6,490 100 6 % 5 % 101 - 104 101 - 104

820,0002 Do. 4 % Deb . Btock Stock 4 % 4% 4 % 127 -130 127 - 130

180 6 % 5 % 100 - 104 100 -104
1908 redeem . ., .Nog. 1 2,848

46,5007 Do. do . do. to bearer , 2,844 to 5,890 100 5 % 5 % 101 -104 ( 101 -104

300,0002 4 % Mort. Debu. Nou.Ito 3,698, red.1989 100 4 % 4 % 102 -105 101 -104

200,0002 4% Reg. Mt.Debi. (Mauritius Bub.)1 60 8,888 254% 4% 105 -108 % 105 -108

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust, Ltd. 1041% 41 % 11% - 118 111 - 113

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Prol. 166 % 6 % 6 % 164 - 177 161 - 17

150,000 Great Northern Teleg. Oompany ofCopenhagen ... 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 283 - 291 28 - 29

160,0001 Do. do . do. 6 % Debu. 1095 5% 5 % 100 -103 100 - 103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable Co., Ltd., 45 % 1st Mort.

100 97 -102 97 -102
Debr., within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo-European Teleg ., Ltd. 25 10 % 10 % 10 % 0 - 53 50 – 53

100,0002 London Platino-Brasilian Teleg., Ltd. 6 % Deba.... 1096 % 6 % 6 % 107 - 110 107 - 110

28,000 Montevideo Telephone 6 % Prel. Nos. 1 to 28,008...
64 % 4 % 4 % 2 21 2 21

484,597 National Teleph .,Ltd., 1 to 484,597 ... 6 59 % 54 % 6 % 58 - 53 39 53

15,000 Do, 6 % Oum . 1st Pref.... 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 17 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Oum . 2nd Pret. 16 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 · 17 15 17

250,000
Do. 6%Non -oum . 8rd Pref., 1 to 250,000

55 % 5 % 5g 58 58

1,929,4711 Do. 1 % Deb . Btock Red . Btock 81 % 81 % 31 % 99 –104 99-104

171,504 Oriental Teleph .& Eleo., Itd .,Nos. 1 to 171,604, fully paid 15 % 5 % 5 %

100,0001 Pacifeand duropean Tel., Ltd.,4%Guar.Debi,1to 1,680 103 4 % 4 % 4 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

11,839 Reuter's Ltd.... 85 % 5 % 8 9 8 9

8,981 | Bubmarin . Onblou Trut Oert. 136 -141 136 - 141

58,000 United River Plate Teleph ., Ltd. 6 5 % 4 4

146,7397 Do. do. 8 % Debu. ... Stock 5 % 103 - 108 105 - 108

15,609 Wort Adrienn Teleg ., Ltd., 7,501 to 99,109 nil 34 33 - 45

218,4002 Do. do. do. 6 % Dobs. 100 5 % 99 - 102 99-102

64,269 Worten and Brasiliar Teleg., Ltd. ... 16 2 % 12} 114 - 127

89,129 Do. do . do. 6 % Prof. Ord. 5 % 5 % 71 - 8 73 - 8
89,129 Do. do. do. Dot. Ord.... nil 3% 45

989,521 do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red ... Stock 105 - 108 105 -108

88,321 West India and Panam . Teleg., Ltd. 10 % 1 % 星名 5

34,569 Do. do. do . 6 % Oum . Int Pret. 106 % 6 % 71 78 71 78

4,669 Do. do . 6 % Oum . End Pref . 106 % 6 % 6 % 5 - 7 5 7 .

80,0002 Do. do. 5 % Debu. No. 1 to 1,880 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 105 - 108 105 - 108

1,163,000 $ Worten Union of U. B. Teleg ., 7 % lot Mort. Bonde $ 1000 7 % 7 % 7 % 103 -100 103 - 108

160,1001 Do. do. 6 % Bter. Bords.. 100'6 % 6 % 100 -105 1100 - 105

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .
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1615 -
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... ...

80,000 Oharing Orous and Strand Blooty, Bupply 80 % 8 % 7 % 13 – 14 13 - 14 131

20,000 Do. do. do . do . 41 % Oum . Prel. 8 6 64 6 67

65 %
26,000 Chaleco,Bleotricity Supply, Ltd., ord, Nou i to 10,977 ...

5 % 6 % 91 - 103 9 10 103

60,000 Do, do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. stock 47 % 41 % 41% 116-117 116 -117

80,000 Olty of London Hloo.Lightg. Oo ., Ltd., Ord.40,001- 90,000 10
7 % 10 % | 26 - 27 231 - 241 26

Do. do. Prov. Oorts. Nos. 90,001 to

10,000 {
18 19 16 17 17+

40,000 Do. do. 6 % Oum . Prof., 1 to *0,006 10 6 % 6 % 6 % | 17} – 181 16} - 17

400,000 Do. 8 %Dob. Stock, Sorip. (ins. at 6116) all paid 5 6 % 6 9 129 - 134 129 -134

30,000 Oounty of Lond. & Brush Prov. E. Ltg.Ltd., Ord. 1–30,000 10 nil nil 13 – 14) i 2 13 137

10,000 Do. do . do. Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 pd. 10 81- 9 6 - 7 83

20,000 Do. do . do, 8 % Pret., 40,001—60.000 10 6 % 6 X 15 16 155

17,400 Edmundsons Elec . Corp., Ld ,ord .shares 1-17,400 £ 4pd. 8 4 41 35 43

10,000 Honde -to- House Eleo. Light Supply, Ord., 101 to 10,100 5
4 % 9 ! 101 9 10 9}

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Oum . Pret. 57 % 7 % 7 9 11 12 11 12

62,400Yetropolitan Fleotrio Supply, Ltd., 101 to 62,500 104 % 6 % 6 % | 18 17 181

220,0001 Do. 41% Irst mortgage debenture stock 44 % 44 % 41% 117 -121 117 121

6,462 Notting Bil Electric Lightg . Oo., Ltd. 10 % : % 4 % 6 % 191 - 204 19 20

31,980 *St.Jamor'ı & PallMall Bloo. Light Co., Ltd., Ord . 5 71% 104 % 14 % 17). 184 16)- 173 173

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Prel ., 20,681 to 40,089 57% 7 % 7 % | 10 11 10 11

60,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. stock Rod . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £ 2 paid 5 21- 24 11- 27 21

79,900 Wostminster Bleotrio Bupply Dorp., Ord ., 101 to 80,000 517 % 0 % ] 12 % | 16 17 15 - 16 161

* Subject to Founder's Sharos, t Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange.

1 Dalous otherwise noted all sbaros are tally paid , | Dividends paid in deferred share warrants, proits being used as capital.

Dividends marked ſ aro for a your consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL , COMPANIES.
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-

...
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... .. ...

-
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-
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1895 . 1896. 1897. Highest. Lowest.

30,000 British Electric Traction
10 151-164 151 -- 16

Do. do. 6 % Cam.Pref. 30,001—40,000 7 - 8 7 8

£ 4 pd. (issued at £2 10s. prem . all paid )

90,000 Brush Elecl. Enging. No., Ord ., 1 to 90,088 ...
8 21 %

nil nil 19- 18 13 -- 2 11 13

90,000
Do. do . Non -cum. 8 % Prel.,1 to 99,800 23% 4 % 21- 25 27 21 23

125,0002
Do. do. 41 % Perp. Deb, Stock. ... Stock 110 -114 119 - 114 113

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2ndDeb. Stock Red .
101 -104Stock 101 - 104 103

10 10 102 10

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord . Shares
104 103 103

129,179 Do. do . do . £ 6 paid 610 6 63 61 61

59,254 Do. do. Pref. half -shares £1 pd.
11-14 17 11

67,680 Do. do . Det. £5 pd.
44 47

67
Stock 17 % 18 % 13%

70 67 70 70
630,0002 Oity and South London Railway

69

6 nil 2
28,180 Crompton & Co., Ltd., 7 % Oum . Prel. Shares, 1 to 28,180

21 2 23 23 2

55 % 51 % 21- 24 27- 28 21

1 to 99,261

Do. do. " A” Shares 01-017,189 5
17,189

5 % 451 %
5 4 5

Do. do.194,023
103 -105

4 % Deb. stock Red..... 100
103 -105

110,000 Electric Construction, Ltd., 1 to 110,000
25% 6 % 25 23 28 23 23 23

Do.
16,343

7 % Oam . Pret., 1 to 16,343 : 2 7 % 7 %
33 9g 35 និ ទ្ធ

Do.111,100
do. 4% Perpetual 1st Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108 106 --108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Oop. Depoeg., Ltd., 1 to 70,809 ...
2

67,275 Elmore's Wire Mig ., Ltd., 1 to 89,885, issued at 1 pm . 2

10 101% 97 % 17 %9,6001 Greenwood & Batley , Ltd., 7 % Oum . Pref., 1 to 9,667
11 9 - 11

12,500 Henley's (W. T.) Telegraph Works, Ltd., Ord .
108% 10 % 12 % 211 227 211- 221 211

8,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Pref. 10 | 7 % 7 % 7 % 18 % 183- 195

50,000 Do. do. do. 4Mort. Deb. Btock Stock 41 % 41 % 41 % 110 - 115 110 --115

10 10 % 10 % 10 % | 21
50,000 India -Bubber, Gutta Peroha and Teleg. Works, Ltd.

22 21 22 2113 214

800,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100
102 - 106 102 -106 1049

87,500 t Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord. ...
10 27 % 27% 31 % | 105 100 10g-- 108

10,000 lt Do. do . Pref., £10 paid
10 5 % 5 % 5 % 154– 164 151 - 161

12 15 % 15 % 15 % / 35 - 38
87,850 | Telegraph Oomotn . and Maintce., Ltd.

95 38 361 351

Do.
150,000

do. do . 6% Bonds, red . 1899 | 100 | 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105
103

100 133 -136 133 -126
540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Ord. Stock

134

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stook Exchange.
1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are tally pald.

Dividends marked , are for a year consisting of the latter part or one year and the Orat part of the next.

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED .

• Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Ordinary £ 5 (tally paid ) 10$ . London Electric Supply Corporation, 65 Ordinary, 34–31.

Honge - to - Honge Company, 47% Debentures of £ 100 , 107-109. * T. Parker, Ltd., £10 ( fully paid ), 154 .

Ken rington sad Knightsbridge Electric Lightiag Compaay, Limited Yorkshire House-to-House Electricity Company, bb Ordinary Shares

Ordiaary Shares 65 (fully paid) 151-164; Ist Preference fully paid, 8–81. Dividend for 1896–6 % .

Memulative 8 %, £5 (fully paid ), 8–84. Debentures, 107–110 .

Dividend, 1897, on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 4 per cent. (April 7th , 1898).
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

岛

THE PREVENTION OF INTERRUPTIONS TO ELECTRICITY SUPPLY. By

LEONARD ANDREWS, Associate. Read May 5th , 1898.

It is probable that some central station engineers will remark , on

reading the title of this paper, that it is several years bebind the

times ; that interruptionsto the supply from a properly equipped

modern station never now occur ; that at their own particular

stations the supply has never once been interrupted since it was

started , &c .

Itspeaks volumes for the progress of electrical engineering during

thepast few years that there are several existing central stations

thatcan showan absolutely clean sheet in this respect since their

commencement, and everyone will agree that their engineers hold a

very enviableposition. It is very duubtful, however, ifany of them

can say that they have not a consumerconnected to their mains who

has during the past 12 months ever had his supply disconnected ; and,

if that is so, surely there isstill sufficient room for improvement to make

the matter worth discussiog. After all, it is these local interruptions

that are so irritating to consumers. Oar experiencehas been thatwe

get far more abuse from a consumer whose lights fail when his

neighbour's lights are burning satisfactorily than we do if they are

both suffering together.

Some of the engineers who have achieved such an excellent record

attribute their immunity from failures to the fact that they use fuses

made of copper of the same sectional area as the mains. There can

be no doubt that a large majority of the interruptions that do occur

are caused by fuses blowing when they have no business to do so.

Yet it does seem rather risky to use no safety devices at all. We

have already heard of more than one case where an arc of a few

thousand horse -power has been started under the pavement, and

would not be quieted until the supply had been switched off from

the works. On the other hand, whenone remembers upon what a

number of fases the continuity of an average consumer's supply is

dependent, it is really wonderful that he is not more oftenleft in

darkness. It is no exaggeration to say that there are often from

15 to 20 fases between the generators and the lamps they supply.

Is it, then , to be wondered at that we are so often told that electricity

supply is not to be relied upon ? It would be different if we could

always depend upon fuses blowing at approximately the current they

are set for. But we cannot. It is no uncommon case to take two

similar fuses that have been in use for some months and find that

one requires
about 100 per cent. more current to blow it than does

the other .The fusesused on alternate current circuits appear tobe

particularly erratic in this respect.

The ELECTRICAL REVIEW drew attention to this fuse trouble in one

of its leading articles a few months ago. Still more recently, Mr.

W. B. Sayers, in an article in Lightning on the subject, says :

" In a city less than 100 miles from where I live there is an

electricity works which, so far as I am aware, has not failed to

maintain its supply for a single minute during the last 4 or 5 years;

and yet the popular belief that the electric light is not reliable’is

maintained to this day, and withgoodreason . . . . . Now the only

proper cause, in my opinion,for à main fuse ' blowing ' is a short

circuit on the mains, and yet I have no hesitation in saying that less

than 1 per cent. of the cases of main fuses 'blowing' are due to this

cause."

The conclusion that we have come to at Hastings is that the only

reliable conductor of electricityappears to be a copper cable;
and , consequently, it seems advisable to reduce all luses, switches,

safety devices, and mechanical connections of any description to s

minimum.

If any fuses that it is customary to use canbe omitted, everyone

willadmitthat they area source of danger, and ,consequently, better

omitted. Take, for instance, the fuses between alternate-current

generators and the bus bars : what are they used for ? They cannot

be necessary to protect themachines from being overloaded, because

all modernmakers claimthattheir machines may be short-circuited

with impunity. Presumably they are intended to preventa generator

that fails, short-circuitingother machines working in parallel with it;

but everyone knows that if two or three machines of an equal output,

andequally fused,are working together,itwould be the tases of the

healthy generator that would blow, and not those of the faulty one,

because the former have to carry sufficient current to blow the latter,

in addition to all the useful work on the mains at the time.

Now what should we thinkofan omnibus driver who cut the

traces of one of his horsesbecause itattempted to do more than its

share of the work,orwho, whenone of them fell down dead, made

the remaining horse drag thedead onealong in addition to the

extra work thrown upon it by the decease of its comrade ? This
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sobada abaurd, batit practically repregents the manner in whioh we

alternate.current station engineers have been educated to treat our

machines; for are we not taught carefully to equip them with safety

devices to cut them out of circuit just at the time when all their

energies are required to burn out a short-circuit on the mains ?

whereas any device to prevent a failing machine from short-circuiting

others is considered quite an unnecessary piece of apparatas.

In continuous-current stations zero cut-outs, or discriminating

cat -outs, aregenerally used in preference to excess -current cut-outs
- the word " discriminating " being used to designate a cut -out that

operates only when the current is flowing through it in a reverse
direction to its normal. ..

Magnetic cat-outs of any description have not hitherto been looked

upon with much favour inthis country . The majority of those now

inuse require too careful and delicate treatment to be popular.

Only people who have attempted to design a simple and trustworthy

discriminating cut- out can realise the number of difficulties that have

will be promptly cut out of circuit. This is simply a specimen of

themany troubles which it is impossible to forsee and guard against

inthe manufacturer's workshop.

Between three and four years ago we realised that a reliable

discriminating cat-out was badly wanted, and since that time con

siderably over 100 different combinations of compound windingsand

releasing mechanisms have been experimented with. Manyofthese

have only reached the experimental stage, but a fairproportion have

had several months' actual ugg under working conditions before some

unforeseen difficulty made it necessary to scrap them for some new

and improved arrangement. The result has been that we have at

last been able to secure a cut-out that appears to be perfect.

It appears at first sight impossible to design a satisfactory dis

criminating cut-out for use in connection with alternate current

machines in whichthe current is reversing in direction some thousand

times a minute. So long as one considers these reversals in relation

to a constant polarity, it is, of course, impossible ; but as soon as the

direction of the current through a particular machine is considered

relatively to the direction of the current in all other parts of the

system , the problem becomes a comparatively simple one. Fig. 1 .

illustrates diagrammatically what we have found to be the most

satisfactory method of applying this principle. The operatiog device

in this arrangement is practically a shunt-wound motor, the thick
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Fig . 1 .

FIG . 3.

to be overcome in doing so . It is easy enough to make an apparatus

that will operate under certain specific conditions in theworkshops,

but it is avery different matter to construct a cat-out that canbe

relied upon to open the circuit of a failing generator with a very

amall returp, carrent, and that can be guaranteed never accidentally
to operate at any time when it is not required to do so . Io the first

place, the sectional area of the winding mustbe large enough to

carry the maximumcurrent of the generator without undue heating;
at the same time the apparatus must be small and compact, con

sequently the turns mustbe few ; and, finally, it must operate with
a returncurrent of only a small percentage ofthe maximum current,

therefore the ampere-turns or magaetising force must be small.

winding of which is connected in series with one of the leads from

the alternator it is intended to control, andthe sbunt winding is con

nected across any transformer excited off the bus bars. Now it is

obvious that the direction of thecurrent ia the sbuat winding, 8 8 ,

will pulsate synchronouslywiththe current in the bus bars, and will

be quite independent of the direction of the current in the series

winding, 8 E, whereas the direction of the current in the latter rela

tively to the currentin the bus bars will depend upon whether the

machine to which it is connected is generatiog current or is being

driven as a motor. It both machines are generatiog current,

then the direction of the current throughout the whole system

at a given moment will be represented by the arrow - heads shown

fall. But if, say, alternator Di tails,it will tead to short -circuit the

rest of the system , and the current will rush back into it in the

direction shown by the dotted arrow -heads, whereas the direction
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FIG . 4.

FIG . 2.

&This generally involves the use of delicate releasing mechanism or

relaye, whichrequire careful treatment, or they will operate at the
wrongtime, and not whena failure occurs. These are only workshop

difficulties. The more serious are those which contront ug when the

apparatus is in use under actual working conditions.

Take, for instance, the case of zero magnetic cat-outs Everyone

knows that these can be made to operate only when the current talls

below a predetermined amount ; and yet it is also well known that

ita short -circuit occur ona system of mains suppliedby a number

of generators equipped with zero cnt- outs, several of the generators

of the current in the other circuits will remain the same. In the

former case the relative direction of the shunt winding to the series

winding in the cut-out device will be such as to tend to make the

armatore rotate in a clock -wise direction, and 80 to lock the switch

securely ; but when , as in the latter case, the direction of the series

current relatively to the sbunt current is reversed, the armature will

rotate in a contra -clockwise direction, and so open the circuit.

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of a mechanical application of this

principle to a low -tension cat-out suitable for use with continuous
current generators, transformers, and low -tension maing. Tbe

weight, w , is held in a nearly vertical position by the catch, c.
Attached to the catch is a lever, L, the free end of which engages in

a pin projecting from a metal diso on the end of the armature, 8 8 .
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The series winding, 8 m, consists of a few turns of thick copper tape

wound directly round the armature. One end of this is sweated

and riveted directlyon to a brass plate screwed and sweated to one

of the contacts, and the other end is sweated on to a thimble, T

( fig. 3), which forms one of the series terminals. The other series

terminal is screwed and sweated directly on to the second contact.

The whole of the series connections and contacts are supported on

three corrugated porcelain ingulators sulphured into the base. Fig .

3 shows these series connections removed from the rest of the cut -out.

This series winding encloses a practically closed double magnetic

circuit, consisting of the armature core, a portion of the base, and

the cast-iron covers. For alternate-current working these parts are,
of course, laminated.

An important feature of this cut-out is the releasing catch. This

is shownin detail in fig . 4. The pin, P, is fixed in such a position

on the armature disc that an extension of the arc described by the

laver, L, will cut the pin , P, and the centre of the armature diso.

The result of this arrangement is that no amount of vibration or

pressure applied to the weight, w, will tend to make the disc rotate

in either direction . And, consequently, when the armature is

rotated by a return current, it releases the weight without having

first to lift it, as it would have to do with any other form of catch.

We find this an absolutely reliable and extremely sensitive form of
release .

When the weight, w, is released it falls through an angle of about

60 °, then with a sharp blow it strikes the arm carrying the contact

connecting piece, thus overcoming any stickiog of the contacts

due to a good fit or to corrosion .

A specimen 600 -ampere cut-out of this description is shown on the

table . You will see that it is so reliable that, even when there is no

forward corrent on to lock it in position, it may be koocked about

with a mallet to show that no amount of vibration will release it,

whereas it is so sensitive that the pressure of a feather upon the

armature will do so .

The same general arrangement without any winding on the

Armature makes a very sensitive and reliable excess-current cut-out.

( To be continued .)

each time it is raised , so as to bring the side of the rod, into contact
with the pole.

The rod requires no preparation beyond turning it to the proper

diameter. Its cylindrically turned side touches the convex pole-face

in a perfectly definite manner, and the rod may be taken out and pat

back without altering the character of the contact. The lever is

arrangedin such a way that the rod always touches thesame point of

the pole-face.

The value of the magnetising force to be brought to bear on the

rods under test was fixed at about 20 C.G.8. unitsfor the following

reason :

At forces much weaker than this, the B-1 curves of different

specimens often cross ; in other words, the order of merit often

changes when the force is varied. Bat the author's experience in

testiog dynamo Ateel leads him to the conclusion that with forces of

20 units andover, there is no serious change in the order of merit of

variousspecimens. It a piece isgood when : = 20, it remains good

under stronger forces ; it it is only tair when I = 20,it remainsonly

fair, and a specimen that has relatively low permeability under this

force does not take a materially better place when the force is in.

creased. On the other hand, any considerably stronger forcewould

be less convenient for testing, especially because the difference

between gocd and bad specimens would become less well marked,

and the sensitiveness of thetest would consequently be reduced. The

author has selected 20 as a force which, on the one hand, is sufficiently

low to make the distinction wide between bad and good specimens,

and on the other hand, is sufficiently bigh to make the order of merit

substantially the sameasis maintainedunder strongerforces.

From the measured induction at ! 20 the probable induction at

higher forces can be inferred with some confidence. By examination

of the results of tests of a very largenumber of samples ofdynamo

steel,including the published testsof Mr. Parshall,• as well as bis

own tests, the anthor has prepared the following table, to show the

probable approximate valuesof B at forces of 25, 30, 40 and 60C.G.S.

units, wbenthe value of B at a force of 20 is known. The values of

B found for = 20 range, in dynamo steel, from 16,000 in the very

bestspecimens, down to12,000in specimens of decidedly low per

meability. About 15,000 is representative of good dynamo steel cast

ings, and anything below 14,000 may be pronounced poor.

TABLE I. - PROBABLE VALUES OF MAGNETIC INDUCTION , B FOB

VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF MAGNETISING FOBCE, H.

Magnetising

force, .
Magnetic induction , B.

20

25

30

40

50

12,000

12.700

13,300

14.200

14,900

13,000

13,700

14,200

15,000

15,600

14,000

14,600

16,100

15,700

16,300

15,000

10,500

15.900

16.400

16,900

16,000

16,350

16,600

17,000

17,400

A MAGNETIC BALANOB FOR WORKSHOP TESTS OF PERMEABILITY ,

By Prof. J. A. EWING , F.R 8., Member. Paper read May 12th,

1898 .

The author believes that the want is felt of a workshop instru

mont formaking tests, in an easy and rapid fashion , of the magnetic

permeability of cast and forged metal for dynamo magnets.

His own permeability bridge, introduced two years ago, and now

somewhat extensively used , allowsthe B-8 curve for a given bar to

be determined with very much less trouble than is needed to carry

out ballistic tests. For the accurate comparison of one bar with

another, throughout a wide range of magnetisiag forces, the per

meability bridge is entirely suitable, and it furdishęs as simple a

means of performing that operation as can well be had. The author

does it systematically in his own testing, and is thoroughly satisfied

with it as a means determining the B -8 curve. But the complete

B -E curve is really more thanthe dynamo builder or the steel

founder generally wants to know . For his purpose it would often

suffice to find the induction produced by some one (fairly higb ) value

of the magnetisiog force. That information is a sufficientindex of

the character of the specimen to allow judgment to be passed on its

suitability forusein the field magnets of a dynamo.
These considerations have led the author to develop another testing

instrument, which , while it tells less about the specimen than can be

learnt by means of the permeability bridge, gives the most useful

information in a still more easy way. To use it requires no know

ledge of electrical testing, and the results need no working out. The

value of the magnetic induction, in the usual units,corresponding to

a single stated magnetising force, is directly read off on a divided

scale,

The instrument is a magnetic balance of the traction type, making

use of the principle already appliedin magnetic testing in apparatus

designed by Prof. 8. P. Thompson , Mr. Gisbert Kapp, and Prof. H.

Da Bois. In most apparatus of thiskindthe specimenhas taken the

form of a turned bar with a faced end on wbich the pull due to

magnetisation was exerted. In the author's balancethis facing of the

endis not required, the magnetic poll being exerted between the side

of the turned bar and a magnet pole which it touches, and from

which it is pulled away. The specimen is a turned rod 4 inch in

diameter, and 4 inches long. It lies across the two poles of a

U -shaped electro-magnet, which is excited by a constant current of
Buch strength as to produce a magnetising force in the rod of about

20 C.G.B. units. In one of the poles there is a V notch forthe bar to

rest in , and the other pole has a slightly convex surface, being curved

to form a portion of a cylinder with its axis perpendicular to the

direction of the length of the rod. The side of the rod touches this

pole at one point only, and the tractive force at this point of contact

is the forcewhich is measured . A lever or weigh-beam is applied to

pull the rod away from this pole, while the other end of the rod

remains in the V notch in the other pola, forming what may be called

a magnetic binge. The tractive force is measured by means of a
weight wbich slides along the graduated weight-beam .
When the red is put in place, the current is reversed once or twice,

to wipe out any residual effects of previous magnetisation. The

weight is then moved along the beam until the beam just drops

Tbe range of the new magneticbalance extends (for 8 = 20) trom

12,000 up to something over 16,000. It will test at the top of its
range the very best samples that are found, and at the bottom of the

range it will test steel of poorer quality than would be accepted for

use in dynamo magnets.

The scale is a linear one, in which equal divisions correspond to

equal differences in B , for a constant value of 8. It is graduated to

give by direct reading the values of B for = = 20. This uniform

graduation is arrived at in consequence of the fact that with different

specimens the magnetising force is not quite constant, although the

current in the electro -magnet is constant. A specimen of high per

meability increases the induction in the magnetic circuit, andconse

quently causes a larger share of the magneto -motive force to be used

in that portion of the circuit which lies outside of the specimen

itself. Hence the induction in the specimen is less high than its

greater permeability would imply ; in other words, the better speci.

men is exposed to a somewhat less magnetising force than the worse

specimen is exposedto. The tractive force increases more rapidly

than in simple proportion to the actual induction ; but matters are so

Arranged that the lessening of theinduction which comes about in

the way just stated compensates for this, and the observed differ

ences of tractive force, as measured throughout the range of the

scale, stand in simple proportion to the differences in the values of B

which the various specimens would exhibit if the force, B, were

constant. In other words, a scale of equal parts on the weigh-beam

corresponds to equal differences of B under a constant magnetising

force, andthe weigb-beam is accordingly lettered to read B directly

in equal divisions. The readings give B for 1 = 20 , although, in con.

sequence of the action just explained, the actual magnetising force is

barely20 for rods of very good quality , and somewhat exceeds 20 for

rods of lesser permeability. Thescale is adjusted by the makerby

selecting valuesof the sliding weight and ot a fixedweight on the

weigb -beam which will bring thereadings into agreement with the
known values of B in certain standard rods.

A single standard rod is supplied with each instrument, and the

observer adjasts his current until the tractive force on that rod is

such that the sliding weight stands at the place on the beam cor

responding to the kaowa value of B which a force of 20 C.G.S. units

produces in that standard . The standard rod consequently serves

instead of an ampere - gange, and no other current measurer is

required. A rheostat is provided ia the instrument for regulating

the current, and a single small storage cell forms the necessary

battery. The observer puts in the standard rod, and turns the

rheostat until he finds that the weigh- beam just drops each time it is• Described in the author's paper on “The Magnetic Testing of

Iron and Steel," Min . Proc. Inst. C.E., May, 1896. See also the Elec

trician, May 8th, 1896. • Min . Proc. Inst. C.E., May, 1896. ·
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lifted , while the sliding weight indicates the known value of B. He

then puts in the rodwhich is to be tested, and finds the position

whichthe sliding weight has to take for it, no change being made in

the current. The constancy of the current is checked at the end of

the tests byagain putting in the standard rod .

Thecomplete instrument is shown in thefigure ( fig . 1). The weigh

beam lifts the rodby means of a V - shaped stirrupclose to the pole

piece, from which it is to be pulled away. When the rod is palled

away the beam comes immediately against a stop which limits the

motion. Ahinged piece is provided onder the farend of the weigh

beam , to hold it opwhile a rod is being taken out or put in . The

weigh -beam can readily be lifted out of the way when it is desired

to cleanthepole-faces, and care has tobe taken to keep them , as
well as the side of the rod where it touches them , free of dust and

rust.

Ia the following table a comparison is made, for a number of

rods of different qualities,of the values of B known to be produced

by a magnetising force of 20 units with the values as measured by

this magnetic balance. The known values of B were determined

by means of the permeability bridge, by comparing each rod with

& standard whose B - 8 curve had been found in the first instance

by ballistic tests. The range covered by these examples is as

wide as is likely to be met with in the practical testing of dynamo

steel.

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad ( Tramway Exten

sions .) — To authorise the Black pooland Fleetwood Tramways Com

pany to construct tramways at Blackpool, to be worked by animal,

electrical, or any mechanical power not being steam power; to em

power the Company tosupplyelectrical energy in balk, and to raise

additional capital ; and for other purposes.

New Capital — by Sbares, £ 75,000 ; by Loan, £ 25,000.

New Lines — The part of the Bill relating to extensions has been

dropped .

Blackpool Improvement. - Inter alia , to authorise the Black

pool Corporation to make additional tramways, to be worked by
electrical, animal, or any other mechanical power ; and to empower

the Corporation to work the tramways.

New Capital -byLoan , £ 12,500.

New Line - 58 chs., double ; 2 chs., single — Total track , 1 m.

38 chs.

Bristol Tramways ( Electrical Power, & c . ) - To authorise

the use of electrical or mechanical power on the tramways of the

Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited , and the compul.

sory purchase of land ; and for other purposes .

Bristol Tramways ( Extensions ) .– To authorise the Bristol

Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited ,to construct additional

tramways, and to widen certain streets and roads; and for other

purposes.

New Line - 6 m. 55 chs., double ; 32 chs., single — Total track,

13 m. 30 cbs.

Burnley Corporation Tramways.- Inter alia, to authorise

the Burnley Corporation to work their tramways, if and when they
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TABLE II . - CALIBRATION OF THE BALANCE .

Induction , B , at 1 = 20 , Induction , B,

determined from read from

independent measurements. balance.

13,300 13,280

13,400 13,400

14,340 14,360

14,350 14,290

14,600 14,470

14,900 14,960

15,100 15,060

15,080 16,150

15,570 15,650

15,800 15,720

16,000 16,000

These tests relate to different specimens, all tested with one con

stant current in the magnet of the balance. The agreement between

the scale readings and the known values of B is satisfactory. Fig. 2

exhibits the same tests graphically, the readings of the balance being

plottedagainst theknown values ofB for1 = 20. They show that

within this range of B the values of the induction (underconstant :)

are fairly represented by thereadings on theuniformly divided scale

of the balance . Such irregularities as occur lie equally, so far as can

be judged, on both sides of the straight line. The readings of the

balancemay beaccepted as giving values of B for1 = 20 at least as

accurately as these are required in the uses which the balance is
meant to serve.

.
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acquire the tramways authorised by the Burnley and District Tram .

ways Order, 1879, to use electrical or any mechanical power thereon,

to generate electricity , and to enter into agreements with regards to
the tramways in the Borough of Nelson , the Districts of Padibam

and Brierfield , and the Township of Reedley Hallows.

Bury Corporation . - Inter alia, to authorise the Bury Corpora

tion to work their tramways, il andwhen they acquire the tramways

in the Borough ; and to construct electric works.

Cardiff Corporation . - Inter alia, to authorise the Cardiff

Corporation to construct tramways; to use electrical and other

mechanical power to work their tramways ; and to enter into working

agreementwith certain tramwaycompanies.

New Capital — by Loan , £ 261,510 .

New Lines - 6 m. 48 chs., double; 1 m . 69 cbs., single - Total

track, 14 m. 5 chs.

Clontarf andHill of Howth Tramroad , —To incorporate

the Clontart and Bill of Howth Tramroad Company ; to authorise

the construction of tramroads, to be worked by electrical or any

mechanical power, except steam power ; to confer power to acquire

land ; and for other purposes.

New Capital- by Shares, £ 50,000 ; by Loan , £ 25,000.

New Line - 1 m . 16 chs., double; 4 m. 38 chs., single - Total
track , 6 m . 70 chs.

Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle Market ) Dept.

ford.— Inter alia , to empower the Corporation of the City of

London to construct a tramway between the Foreign Cattle Market

at Deptford , and the Deptford Wharf Branch of the London,
Brighton, and South Coast Railway ;to be workedby animal power,

or, subject to the approval of the Board of Trade,by electrical or

other mechanical power, not being steam power.

New Capital - included withother works. New Line - 22 chs.,

single.

Devonport, ' Plymouth , and Stoke Tramways . - To incor

porate theDevonport, Plymouth, and Stoke Tramways Company ; to

authorise the construction of tramways, to be worked by animal or

mechanical power ; and for other purposes .

New Capital — by Shares, £ 150,000; by Loan, £ 37,500.

New Line -- 5 m. 61 che., double ; 31 cbs., single - Total track ,

11 m. 73 chy.

Dublin Southern District Tramways . - To amend the pro

visions of the Dablin Southern Tramways Act, 1893, relating to the

speed at which engines, carriages, and trucks may be driven or pro

pelled on the Dublin SouthernDistrict Tramways Company,

Dundee Corporation Tramways , —To confirm an agreement

between the Dundee Corporation and the Dandee and District Tram

way Company, Limited,toempower the Corporation to work their

tramways; to use electrical or any mechanical power ; and for other
purposes.

=

TRAMWAY BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.*

-

Aberdeen Corporation Tramways . - To authorise the Aber

deen Corporation to acquire, and the Aberdeen District Tramways
Companyto sell their undertaking ; to empower the Corporation to
work or lease the tramways; and for other purposes.

New Capital— by Loan, £ 150,000.

Blackburn Corporation Tramways . - Inter alia, to authorise

the Blackburn Corporation toacquire,andthe Blackburn Corporation

Tramways Company to sell their undertaking; to empower the Cor.
poration to make additional Tramways, to use electrical or any

mechanical power, and to work their tramway undertaking.

New Capital — by Loan, £ 187,000.
New Lines — 1 m . 5 che, double ; 3 m. 37 chs., single - Total

tack, 5 m. 7 cho.

• Railway World .
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Plymouth Corporation.-Inter alia, to authorise the Plymouth

Corporation to construct an additional tramway ; to ase electrical or

any mechanical power ; to construct electric works ; and to work

their tramways; and to apply certain provisions of the Order of

1893.

New Capital - by Lɔan, £ 4,000.

New Lines - 35 chs , double .

Portsmouth Corporation . – To empower the Portsmouth Cor

poration to purchase the tramways undertaking authorised by the

Landport and Southsea Act, 1863,to construct new tramways, to use

electrical or any mechanicalpower, to work their tramways, to acquire

land, to generate electricity, and to borrow money ; and for other

purposes.

New Capital- by Loan, £ 38,800.

Now Lines — 1 m. 7 chs., double ; 1 m. 1 ch ., single - Total track,

13 m. 15 cbs.

St. Helens Corporation .-- Inter alia , to authorise the St.

Helens Corporation to construct tramways in and nearthe borough,

to use electrical or any mechanical power, to constructelectric works,
and to work their tramways; to enable the Corporation to purchase

or take on lease tramways within or outside the borough; add to

empower the Board of Trade in certain cases to make provisional

orders for the construction of tramways outside the borough.

New Capital — by Loan, £ 50,000 .

New Lines - 72chs., double ; 8 m. 41 chs., single — Total tract,

10 m. 25 chs.

West Ham Corporation . - Inter alia, to empower the West

Ham Corporation to work tramways whichthey may acquire within

the borough, to use electrical or any mechanical power thereon, and

to construct electric works.

Wigan Corporation . - Inter alia , to authorise the Wigan Cor

poration to construct additional tramways, to use the electrical or

any mechanical power thereon, to purchase tramways authorised by
the Order of 1895, to construct electric works, and to work their

tramways; and to empower the Abram, Ince-in -Makerfield, and
Standish-with -Langtree District Councils to purchase the tramwayı

within their respective districts.

New Capital - by Loan, £ 38,000.

New Lines— 40chs., double ; 5 m. 41 chs., single - Total track,

6 m. 1 ch .

!

BLAST FURNACE GAS FOR MOTIVE POWER

PURPOSES .

East Ham Improvement . - Inter alia, to empower the East

Ham Urban District Council to purchase any tramway in their dis
trict, upon the terms and conditions set forth in Section 43 of the

Tramways Act,1870, as if the period of years therein stated elapsed

on the day of the passing of this Act, and to authorise the Council

to use mechanical power, and towork tramways.

New Capital - by Loan , £ 8,000.

Folkestone Electric Tramways . - To incorporate the Folke

stone Electric Tramways Company ; to authorise the Company to

construct tramways in Folkestone, Sandgate, and Hythe, to be

worked by animal, electrical,or any mechanical power, and toacquire

land ; to provide for the supply of electrical energy by or to the

Company ; to confer power to enter into working agreements ; and
for other purposes.

New Capital - by Shares, £ 200,000 ; by Loan, £ 60,000.

New Lines — 3 m . 41 chs., double ; 9 m. 8 chs., single - Total

track, 16 m. 10 che.

Great Orme Tramway and Tramroad .-- To incorporate the

Great Orme Tramways Company; to empower the Company to con

struct a tramway and a tramroad, to be worked by animal, electrical,

or any mechanical power, and to acquire land ; to conter power to

enter into agreements as to supply of electrical or other power by or

to the Company; and for other purposes .

New Capital- by Shares, £ 25,000 ; by Loan, £ 6,250 .

New Line -- Total track , 77 chs.

Halifax Corporation . - Inter alia , to authorise the Halitax Cor

poration to construct new tramways, and to apply certain provisions
of the Act of 1897.

New Capital - by Loan , £ 77,270.

New Line - 1 m . 66 chs., double ; 10 m. 20 chs., single - Total

track , 13 m. 62 che.

Hastings and St. Leonard's Tramways Company . – To

incorporate the Hastings and St. Leonard's Tramways Company ; to

authorise the Company to construct tramways, to be worked by

animal or other mechanical power ; and for other purposes.

New Line - 2 m. 21 chs., double ; 5 m . 1 ch ., single - Total track ,

9 m . 43 chs .

New Capital — by Shares, £ 125,000 ; by Loan , £ 31,250.

Ilford Improvement. - Inter alia, to empower the Ilford Urban

District Council to work tramways for the time being belonging to

them , and to use mechanical power thereon .

Ipswich Dock Commission . — Inter alia , to authorise the

Ipswich Dock Commissioners to make tramways, to be worked by

locomotive engines, and to enter into agreements with the Great

Eastern Railway with respect to working.

New Capital - Includedwith other works.

New Line - 36 chs ., double ; 37 chs., single - Total track ,

1 m. 29 ch.

Keighley Corporation . - Inter alia , to empower the Keighley

Corporation to maintain a certain existing Tramway ; to worktheir

tramways; to use electrical or any mechanical power thereon ; and to

construct works for generating electricity.

New Capital - Included with other works.

Leyton Urban District Council. - Inter alia, to empower the

Leyton Urban District Council to work tramways for the time being

owned bythem within their district, and to use electrical or other

mechanical power thereon .

London County Council (Northern Tramways ) , - TO

authorise the London County Council to construct tramways in the

County of London ; and for other purposes.

New Capital - by Loan, £ 32,000 .

New Lines — 2 m. 3 chs., double; 6 chs., single - Total track,

4 m. 12 chs.

London County Council (Westminster Bridge and

Embankment Tramways ) , - To authorise the London County

Council to construct tramways over Westminster Bridge and along
Victoria Embankment, in the administrative County of London ; and

for other purposes.

New Capital - by Loan, £ 24,000.

New Line - 1 m. 49 che , double — Total track, 3 m . 19 chs.

London United Tramways . - To authorise the London United

Tramways, Limited, to construct additional tramways; to acquire

land ; and to use electrical or any mechanical power ; to confer power

as to the supply of electrical energy by or to the Company ; and for

other purposes.

New Lines — 15 m. 4 chs., double ; 68 chs., single - Total track ,
30 m. 76 chs.

Manchester Carriage and Tramways Company . - To

authorise the Manchester Carriage and Tramways Company to use

electrical or any mechanical power on their tramways;to enter into

agreement as to the supplyofelectrical power by or to the Company ;

and to raise additional capital; andfor other purposes .

New Capital — by Shares, £ 100,000 ; by Loan , £ 25,000 .

Norwich Electric Tramways ,–To authorise the Norwich

Electric Tramways Company to construct additional tramways and

to make street widenings; to apply certain provisions of the Act of

1897 ; to provide for the purchase of the tramways within and

without the City Borough,by the Norwich Corporation , and for the

raising of additional capital; and for other purposes.

New Capital - by Shares, £ 24,000 ; by Loan, £ 6,000 .

New Lines — 14 chs., double ; 68 che., single - Total track ,

1 m . 18 chs.

Oldham Corporation . - Inter alia , to empower the Oldham

Corporation to work their tramways ; to use electrical or any

mechanical power thereon, and to construct electric works.

4

A PAPBB on this subject, by M. A. Greiner,was read rccently before

the Iron and Steel Institute. As this subject has been discussed in

previous issues of the Review , it maybe interesting if we give an
abstract of the paper. The author first referred tothe experiments

inade with an 8 H.P. gas engine at Seraing, and to those at Wisbaw,

described by Mr. Galbraith in December last. Proceeding, the author

said :- A short description of the great 200 horee-power engineat

Seraing may be of interest. Gas from the blast - furnace gasmains

is led through three pairs of coke scrubbers, 1:5 metres in diameter

and 6 metres bigh ( 5 feet x 193 feet) . The coke is wasbed with

water delivered by Koerting spray-producers. The gas passes sac,

cessively throughthe two scrubbers of each of the three pains,and

then straight to the engine. It may be sent at will through a gas

holder which is used for testing, or as a reservoir in case of even.

tualities. The gas-holder is 12 metres (393 feet) in diameter, and

hasa litt of 3 metres (10 feet). It holds 300 cabic metres ( 10,600

cubic feet ). Gas is drawn through it by a fan driven by an electro

motor. The gas engine isof the four-cycle type, with a single bori

zontal cylinder 800 millimetres (311 inches ) in diameter, and a

stroke of1 metre (39:37 inches ). It runs 100 revolations per
minate . The connecting rod 'works on to a counterbalanced

crank shaft. The Ay-wheel is 4 metres (13 feet) in diameter,

and weighs 15 tons. Compression in the cylinder is carried op

to 8 kilogrammes per square centimetre (about 114 lbs. per square

inch ).Ignitionisproducedelectrically, and is adjustable ;the

governoris outside, and the whole buildof the engine is simple and
strong.

It wasproposed toutilise this engine for running a belt -driven

dynamo for power and lighting purposes, but this will be done with

the second engine, andthe irst will be used for driving an air

compressor directly off the main shaft . The air compressed to

five atmospheres will be led by pipes to different machines and

pumps, which are now driven by steam at the same pressure. A

simple cock will enable steam or compressed air to be used at

pleasure.

A number of objections have been offered to the use of gasengines

driven by blast-turnace gas. The chief of these is the trouble that

may arise from the dust carried by the gas. At Seraing the gas

from the farnaces is no cleaner than in other places, bat rather the

contrary.

As regards the impalpable dust carried forward by the gas into the
gas engine, no details of its amount are available. According to Mr.

Lurmann, of the Gutehoffnungshutte, there remains about two

grammes of dust in the washed gas after all possible means ofpari
fication . At the Georg-Marienhütte.Osnabruck ,an average of291

grammes of dust was found in a cukir metre of washedgas. Round

Řgures of 2 grammes and a 200 horse -powerengine using 4 cubic

metres of gas per horse- power-hour would give 40 kilogrammes,or
88 lbs. of dust daily. Happily, nearly all this will pass out with the
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exhaust, as is shown by the 8 horse-power engice, which ran for four

months without necessitating a clean up of the cylioder. All the

dast was thrown out in the form of a translucent wbite smoke. It

would be difficult to find gas -fired boilers which had run four months

without cleaning. Besides, it is no more requisite to use thoroughly

clean gas in a gas engine than it is to use distilled water in a boiler.

The second objection attributes a destructive action to the dust ,

due to the acid matters, especially sulphuric acid , that it contains.

Analysis, indeed, shows sulphuric and phosphoric acids, besides

chlorine ; but the alkalies and lime also present probably neutralise

their effect. It is not necessary to use an inordinate quantity of

water for washing purposes, and no corrosive action has been observed

in two years. The only part that requires cleaning after a few

months is the ignition appliance ; but even that showsno sign of cor

rosion, and it can readily be replaced ia a few hours. A comparison

with the time taken for cleaning and repairing a boiler and its setting

leaves no doubt on which side the advantage lies.

A third objection to the use ofblast- furnace gas depends on the

irregularity of its composition . This objection is not so serious as it

appears. In the first place, the gas engine readily accommodates

itsell to the variable condition of the gas, and experience has shown

that when the gas ignites with difficulty under the bɔilers, it is not

too bad to affect the regular operation of the engines. Even it the

turbace is not running well, and the gas becomes non - inflammable,

the same inconveniences occur with both boilers and engines. Coal

has to be burnt on the boiler-grates, and it would have to be used in

gas producers for the engines.

In conclusion, a summaryof the advantages accruing from the use

of gas may be given. Gas is, above all other means, the most suit

able for transmission of power. In a factory where motive power is

required at scattered points, there are many advantages in a central

producer plantfrom which gas is led to gas enginesat the requisite

places. Blast- furnaces are gas producers ready to hand, andwhen

there are two or three together, there is not much danger of very

great variations in the quality of the gas. Gas can be supplied with

ease under a low pressure, and without appreciable loss by leakage

or condensation, to considerable distances. The mains and pipes are

simple, light, and economical. Boilers, and the dangers accessory to

their use, may be abolished. Gas shares with electricity the advan

tage of directly giving light, heat, and power, and this alone is

sufficient to ensure its use by manufacturers, and its general applica

tion in metallurgical works.

surface condenser, the cost of construction per square foot of surface

was an important consideration . As indicating the effect of improve

ments in construction, it was stated that some of the latest desigåed

apparatus cost aboutone-ball per square foot of surface as compared

with earlier ones, without the efficiency of the condenser being im

paired. By experiment it had been found that artificial fan draught

improved the efficiency of the apparatus by about 50 per cent., and a

fan draught was recommended when the load varied to any con

siderable extent, as then the fan need only be run during the heaviest

load.

With a properly designed condenser,the proportions of air pump

used for a surface condensing apparatuswould be found equally

satisfactory with an evaporative plant. The idea that it was requi

site to have a much larger air pump for the latter probably arosefrom
some of the earlier condensers having been put up with not sofficient

surface to fully deal with the volumeof exhaust steam entering them .
It the condenser were not large enough , putting in a bigger air-pump

would not prove a remedy. Models and designs of the various air

pumps constructed by the Worthington Company, Blake & Knowles

Company, Broxett & Lindley Company, and others, were exbibited,

all of them being of the balanced beam system , which arrangement

largely helped to overcome the natural inequality of the turning
moment of an independent air-pump.

With reference to the increasing popularity of air-pumps baviog

one set of valves only, and that set being above the piston, the author

pointed out that while such an arrangement might work satisfactorily

with marine type surface condensers, it was not certain that they

would be equally favourable with evaporative condensers ; but as his

firm were now building two sets on this principle for a 1,500 HP.
plant, he hoped later on to be able to give some more ole intor

mation on this single-valve pump question.

A discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which Mr. A. H.

Stanley, Mr. T. C.Morewood , Mr. A. E Darry, Mr. J. H. Pearson,

Mr. R.Marshall, Mr. 8. Boulding, and Mr. W. J. Tennant took part.

The author having replied, anda vote of thanks having been accorded

him, the proceedings then concluded .

THE PARSONS TURBINE PATENT,

THE INSTITUTION OF JUNIOR ENGI

NEERS .

A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of this Institution was held at the

Westminster Palace Hotel on Friday, May 6th, when a paper on

" Evaporative Condensers, and Independent Air Pumps for same,”

was read by Mr.Harry Fraser, of Millwall, Member. The chairman,

Mr. H. BloomfieldVorley, presided.

In introducing the subject, the author aliuded to the increasing

field whichwasopening up for the use of the evaporative form of

condenser through the establishment of electric central stations for

power and illumination purposes. These stations generally being

placedin crowded districts, so as to be convenient for distributing the

current, difficulties in obtaining an adequate water supply usually

aroge where surface condensers were employed. The evaporative

condenser, if properly designed, would do its work with a water

gapply equalto three- fourths of the weight of steam which it con

densed, and descriptions of such condensers producing vacuums up to

26 inches were given.

In desigoing the apparatus, it was necessary to bear in mind the

boiling points of water at various pressures less than that of the

atmosphere, as , should the water trickling over the outside of the

tabes become too hot when nearing the bottom , the condensed water

inside would be re -evaporated, and the vacuum destroyed. An

arrangement of compound condenser, in which the coldest water was

first brought in contact with the coldest part of the condenser and

the hottest water against the hottest part, thereby obtaining the

greatest possible exchange of temperature between the inside and

ontside surfaces, was described, and tabulated figures given showing

its advantages.

It was of great importance to have all the joints well made, and

easily accessible; a very small air leak would seriously affect the

working of the apparatus, and the average on the outside of

the tubes left by the evaporating water amounting to 25 ounces per

square foot per annum , provision for cleaning was most essential.

Specimens of the author's devices for cleaning the outside of the

tubes, and distributing the steam through the inside of the condenser

were exhibited . No fixed condition as to design could be determined,

as the spaces available for the erection of the condensers varied

through such wide limits . It had been found that horizontal tubes

were more advantageous than vertical , but that the space occupied

by a condenser with horizontal tubes was larger than that necessary

for the erection of a vertical tube condenser. The distance between

the condenser and steam engine was of no consequence, provided that

due area was allowed in the exhaust pipe and in the air pumpsuction

pipes.

Most of the inventions in connection with evaporative condensers

simply dealt with various arrangements for the distribution of the

cooling water over the outer surface of the tubes, it being difficult
to direct water to flow with an even film over a hot tube. Illustrated

descriptions of some of these arrangements were given.

It being necessary that the evaporative condenser should have a

much larger surface to do a given amount of work than an ordinary

In our issue of April 22nd we gave briefly the decision of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council to extend the Parsons

turbine patent for a period of five years.

On Saturday Lord MAONAGHTEN gave their Lordships ' reasons.

He stated, says the Times, the invention which was the subject of

the patent was one of conspicuous merit. It had solved a problem

which for 100 years and morebad exercised and baffled the ingenuity

of inventory. Many persons had endeavoured to employ the velocity

of steam for the purpose of causing rotary motion without the inter

vention of any reciprocating apparatus. But no one before Mr.

Parsons ever succeeded in producing a steam turbine of practical

utility. Mr. Parsons had bis attention directed to the subject while

he was a student at Cambridge, and he devoted much time and

thought to it then. But it was only after prolonged research and

many experiments that he was able to determine the conditions of

success . Mr. Parsong stated in his specification that motors accord

ing to his invention were applicable to a variety of purposes.

Practically, however, up tothe present time they bad been applied

only to the two purposes of electric lighting and marine propulsion,

For the purpose of electric lighting the invention seemed to be

specially adapted . In dispensing with reciprocating action Mr.

Parsons got rid of vibration. It thus became possible to establish

electrical stations in populous places and to use themost powerful
engines there without fear of being stopped by an injunction on the

ground of nuisance. As regardsmarine propulsion, only one vessel

so far had been equipped with Mr. Parsons'sinvention. The success

of that experiment had , however (as their Lordsbips were informed ),

induced the Admiralty to order two vessels of a similar type, oneof

which was guaranteed to attain the speed of 35 knots. Lord Kelvin,

when examined as a witness, expressed his opinion that there was a

great future for steam turbines, and that, for some purposes, Mr.
Parsons's invention was likely to supersedethe reciprocating type of

engines. So far the case was clear. The difficultybegan when the

question of remuneration came to be considered. It would not be

easy under any circumstances to appraise the value of such an

invention or to aseess even approximately the amount of remu.

neration which it deserved . The task was not rendered lighter

by the circumstance that it was impussible to measure with

anything like accuracy "the profits made by the patentee

such ." It the invention had been less meritorious,

their Lordships would have been disposed to consider that

circumstance fatal to the application, as it certainly would have

been if the difficulty had beenattributable to any fault on the part of

the patentee. But their Lordships were satisfied that the patentee's

accounts had been fairly kept and fairly presented, andthat Mr.

Parsons had given their Lordships all the assistance in his power.

The general accounts of receipts and expenditure in respect of the

English patent, exclusive of its application to marine propulsion,

brought a result showing that the total expenditure had exceeded the

gross profits by £1,107 138. 10d. , after allowing interest on capital at

7 per cent. per annum , but without charging anything for the

patentee's services. In regard to foreign patents correspondingtothe
English patent, the patentee's accounts brought out a loss of £202

43. 11d. The Belgian, German , Italian, and Swedish patents were

allowed to lapse in the interval between July , 1890, and December,

1893, when Mr. Parsons's patent rights were in the hands of his late

partners, from whom toey were repurchased in December, 1893, in

consideration of £ 1,500. In September, 1895, Mr. Parsons sold to the

as
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Westinghouse Machine Company, of Pittsburg, the United States and

Canadian patents, together with other valuable patent rights belong.

ing to him , but reserved the right to use all thepatents comprised in

the sale for the purpose of marine propulsion. The consideration was

a lump sum of £ 5,000 and certain royalties in respect of which £850

had been received . The total amount received from the sale, after

deducting expenses, was £ 5,263 188. 8d. , of wbich one- fifth wasattri.

buted in the accounts to the patent No. 6,735 , 1884. Even if the

whole proceeds of the sale were attributed to the original patent, it

appearedtotheir Lordships that thegain on the foreign patents would

not counterbalance the loss on the English patent it any reasonable

allowance was to be made to the patentee for his services. The result

so far, in a pecuniary pointof view ,was disappointing. Their Lordsbips

were, however, satisfied that Mr. Parsons had done his best to push his

invention. Its slow progress in public favour was in accordance with

all experience. New methods were not welcomed by workmen or

manufacturers, or even by mechanical engineers. The greater the

novelty, the greater the apathy and hostility to be overcome. The

circumstances relatingtothe application of the patent to the par

poses of marinepropulsion, andthe results in the shape of profits

attributable to that application, required a more detailedstatement.

In 1893, Mr. Parscns made numerous experiments in order to test

the applicability of steam turbines for marine propulsion. In January ,

1894, he granted to the Marine Steam Turbine Company, Limited, an

exclusivelicense to use for marine propulsion only the patent in

question, with a large number of others belongiogto him ." Ia con

sideration of that license he received £9,000 in fally paid -up shares

in the company, which had an issued capital of £ 24,000 out of a

nominal capital of £ 25,000 , so that Mr. Parsons became interested in

three-eighths of the issued capital of the company. In order to

demonstrate the effect of steam turbines as applied to marine pro

pulsion , the company built and equippedthe Turbinia, at a cost of

about £ 16,000. Mr. Parsonsexecuted all the work for the company

atnet cost, and without making any charge for his own services.

When the success of the Turbinia was established, a new company,

called Parsons's Marine Steam Turbine Company, Limited, witha

nominal capital of £ 500,000, divided into 5,000 shares of thenominal

value of £ico each, was formed forthe purpose of purchasing from

the old company the license wbich they held from Mr. Parsons,

together with the Turbinia , and all the tools and effects of the

company. The purchase price was£ 30,000 in cash, and £ 80,000 in

shares, together with certain royalties and certain rights to further

shares in the event of farther issues of capital. After repay .

ment of the outlsy on the Turbinia , the som received in cash

by Mr. Parsons in respect of his shares in the old company

did not seem to have been more than sufficient to pay him a

fair remuneration for his services in connection with the Turbinia ,

The result appeared to be that the remuneration which Mr. Parsong

had received for bis invention consisted of so much of his interest in

the new company and so much of bis remaining interest in the old

company as might be properly attributable to the patent No.6,735,

1884. As regarded Mr. Parsons's interest in the old company, he was

entitled to certain royalties which no doubt might proveextremely

valuable, but from which no profit had hithertobeen derived . His

shares in the new company, 300 in all, reduced in number by a few

shares given by him to his employés, were admittedly of considerable

value. Shares in the company were not onthe market, and had never

been sold . Their Lordships, however, thought they ought to be

taken at their par value. The question then arose how much of Mr.

Parsons's interest in the old company and in the new company was

properly attributable to the patent No. 6,735 , 1884. That was a very

difficult question . But, having regard to all the circumstances, and

having considered the evidence ofthe gentleman who assessed the

valueof the patents comprised in thesale to the new company for

the purpose of apportioning the price between them, their Lordships

hadcome to the conclusion that the amount should be taken at not

more than one- ball and not less than one- fourth. Having arrived at

that conclusion , considering the position of the new company, bearing

in mind that it could not commence operations at the earliest before

August next, and that the value of the shares in the new company

must depend to a large extent on the prolongation of the original

patent, and weighing all the other circumstances of the case, their

Lordships wereofopinion that Mr. Parsons had not been adequately

remunerated, and they wouldconsequently make their reportto that

effect. Toey had already intimated that the patent should be pro

longed for five years.

10,121. " Improvements in, and connected with, arc lamps. " J.F.

WAKELIN . Dated May 3rd.

10,225. An improved method of casting accumulatorplates and

apparatus therefor.” J. HESSE and J. KERNAUL . Dated May 4th.

(Complete.)

10,236. “ Improvements in electric arc lamps .” W.J. L. SANDY,

D. C. Bate, andT. GRE & . Dated May 4th.

10,245 ._ " An improved automatic electric cat-in and cat-out. "

A. E. R. BOTTONE . Dated May 5th.

10,248. “ Improvements in electrical time checking and register.

ing apparatus.” C. MILES. Dated May 5th .

10,269. Improvements in alternating current induction motors. "

THE BBITSH TROMBON -HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED. (C. P. Stein .

metz United States.) Dated May 5th. ( Complete .)

10,270. “ Improvements in alternating current induction motors."

THE BRITISH TROMBON -HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED. (O. P. Stein

metz , United States.) Dated May 5th. (Complete.)

10,291. Rheostats forelectric circuits . " C. WIBT. Dated May 5th .

10,308. "Improvements in appliances for automatically replacing

fases in electric installations for lighting or transmissionof power.”

S HARRISON . Dated May 5th .

10,314. “ Improvements in, or relating to, electric motors.” H. H.

L.KE. (R Arno ard A. Caramagna, Italy ) Dated May 5th .

10,333. “ Improvements relating to electric signalling and similar

apparatus.” L. 8. CBANDALL . Dated May 5th. (Complete.)

10,346. " Improved apparatus forautomatically cutting off current

of electric overbead or other like wires. " R. BOSTOCK and F. A.

CHEETHAM . Dated May 6th.

10,352. “ An improved magnetic motor engine.” E. J. KNIGHT.

Dated May 6th.

10,428. " Improvements in electro-therapeutic exercising appa.
ratus." A. MARTIN . Dated May 6th .

10,437. “ Improvements relating to cut-outs and switches for

electric motors and other electrical apparatus." G. A. MOMEB.

(H. H. Cuiler, United States ) Dated May 6th . ( Complete.)

10,440. “ An improved detachable ceiling rose for use with arc

lamps and other electrical apparatus." A.L.Davis . Dated May 7th.

10,450. “ Improvements in the construction of dynamo-electric

machines and motors." M. W. W. MACKIB. Dated May 7th .

10,457: " Improvements in galvanic batteries .” E. HABERMANN.

Dated May 7th .

10,475. Improvement in electrical accumulators. " W. PECK .

Dated May 7th .

10,477. “ Improvements in quick -break gwitches or cut-outs for

electric lines." " G. JAEGER, C. JAEGER, and H. BENDER. Dated

May 7th. ( Complete .)

10,453. " Improvements in and relating to electrical switches. "

F. W. ABBOTT and R. W. BILL . Dated May 7th .

10,496. “ A new or improved maximum electric current self

recording instrument.” F. M. STAUNTON. Dated May 7th .

10,511. " Improvements in and apparatus for prodacing mechanical

energy from alternating electric carrents." .. HEYLAND. Dated

May 7th .

10,523. “ Improvements in apparatus for regulating electric arc

lamps.” I. H. HEGNAB. Dated May 7th. ( Complete.)

ABSTRAOTS OP POBLISHED SPECIFIOITIONI,

(

NEW PATENTS. - 1898 .

Copies of any of thesespecifications may be obtained of Mooms. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Holborn, W.O., price, post from, id.

( in stamps).
1897 .

19,035 . “ Improvements in electrolytic apparatus." 8. 8. JONES.

(E. Balbach .) Dated August 17th, 1897. This consists of a

cathode case composed ofa trough having its bottom divided

in two portions, one of which is horizontal. The other portion

Bloping down and connecting the horizontal portion through

out its length . It is providedwith a cathode plate and ananode

suspended therein , arranged to cover the horizontal portion of

thebottom only. The anode case is composed of anexterior trame

which has a grated bottom , and an inner frame fitting into the

exterior case , with a filter cloth bottom . Instead of one anode case

there may be a series, arranged transversely side by side. 6 claims.

20,041. " Improvements in metal for telegraph and other poles."

G. W. GLAZIER . Dated August 31st, 1897. This consists of a pole,

to the end of which is secured segmental metal base sections, by
means of bolts . The lower ends of these sections are made out

wardly flaring, and are provided with a series of perforations through

whichthe earth is rammed after these sections have been placed ina
cavity in the ground . On the outside of these sections are

strengthening ribs which , besides serving to increase the strength,
also in a measure conceal and protect the heads and nuts of the

lastening bolts. 2 claims.

1898 .

3,796. " Improved means for displacing, dispersing,or extinguish.

ing arcs formed in breaking electric circuits.” S. H.SHORT. Dated

February 15th , 1898. Relatively stationary co-operating contacts

are mounted on the controller of a cylinder and conducting coils

comprising spiral convolutions, are arranged in the circuit to be

broken adjacent to each pair of contacts. There is a shant circuit for

these coils and contactscontrolling the shunt circuit, so that when

the controller is in “ running ” position the coils are cut out of the

working circuit and are replaced in circuit in advance of the opening

of the circuit. 10 claims.

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPROM & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

10,022. " Improvements in the manufacture of carbons and fila

ments for electric lamps." G. DAUBENSPECK . Dated May 2nd.

10,034. “ A new or improved primary electrical battery ." A,

FRAZER and G. A. SMITH . Dated May 2nd.

10,065 . "An electric double-pole fuse plug and combination grid

connection .” A. WALTERS. Dated May 3rd . ( Complete.)
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The title of this article names the subject set for discussion

at a recent meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers at New York , and in opening this meeting the

president said that, although the general desirability of

standardising electrical apparatus had often been spoken of,

and seemed to be generally believed in , yet people were

by no means agreed as to the feasibility or policy of the

Institute taking steps in that direction ; and he, therefore,

suggested to the meeting, as proper subjects for discussion ,

the general question of the advisability of fixing standards,

what standards should be fixed , and how far they should go.

Mr. E. W. Rice, jun. , then opened the discussion, and after

referring to the great advantages which accrued from estab

lishing certain standard types and sizes of apparatus, said

that, in his opinion, standardising in this direction was a

matter which the Institute should not deal with . There

were, however, certain features of the subject under dis

cussion which, it seemed to bim , could and should properly

be considered by the Institute ; and he then suggested seven

subjects, as follows:

1. Definition of Efficiency . - Mr. Rice stated that electrical

efficiency was still sometimes confused with commercial

efficiency, and that a more exact definition of the term

" commercial efficiency " was wanted, as in the United States

the mechanical losses, friction, and windage of the dynamo

were debited to the prime mover in the case of direct- coupled

machinery, and to the dynamo in the case of belt-driven

machinery

2. Heating Limits, and Methods ofDetermining the Same.

Mr. Rice did not advocate the adoption of any definite

number of degrees rise of temperature as a standard, but

pointed out the necessity of better defining the methods to

be employed for measuring this rise of temperature.

3. Regulation .-- As an illustration of the necessity of a

more accurate definition of what was meant when it was

stated that a machine should regulate witbin a certain per

centage, it was mentioned that many different definitions of

the term regulation, as applied to alternating current

machinery, were in actual use by different engineers ;

amongst them being the percentage drop in terminal pres

sure from no load to full load, with constant open circuit

excitation ; the percentage rise of terminal pressure from full

load to no load with constant full load excitation ; and the

percentage increase or decrease of excitation required to

maintain a constant terminal pressure from no load to full

load , or vice versů .

4. Sparking . - Mr. Rice thought they must all admit that

this was a difficult matter to standardise ; but he suggested
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that the meeting might consider whether they could not

define the limits between which freedom from sparking should

be demanded for commutating machinery.

5. Insulation and Methods of Testing.-- As it was fre

quently epocified that the insulation of a generator or motor

should witbetand certain breakdown tests by being subjected

to a pressure considerably higher than its working pressure ;

Mr. Rice suggested that, although it was perhaps too early,

in view of the rapid development of the industry, to deter

mine definitely the limits and conditions of such tests ; yet

the subject might be discussed with profit, and perhaps some

useful recommendations be made.

6. Rating.-- As an illustration, Mr. Rice mentioned that

it was customary in the United States to rate alternatiog

current machinery on the basis of volt-am peres output,

wbereas in other countries the rating was often based upon

the volt-amperes output multiplied by an assumed cosine of

the angle of lag, and be suggested that some standard

method should be adopted.

7. Frequency of Alternating Current Machinery . — Mr.

Rice said that alternators were being built in the United

States for frequencies of 25 , 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 66, 125 and

133, and he suggested that three or four frequencies might

be selected which would practically meet all requirements

under the different conditions of generation, transmission

and service, and that great advantages would accrue if it

were possible to agree on such a limited number of standard

frequencies.

In concluding his remarks, Mr. Rice laid much stress on

the advisability of referring the question to a small com

mittee of members, which would be instructed to confer with

manufacturers, consulting engineers, and prominent users of

electrical apparatus, and to report its recommendations

to the Institute. The discussion which followed , and

adjourned without any definite resolution being adopted ,

showed considerable divergence of opinion both as to what

should be standardised, and as to the best way of dealing

with the questions suggested for consideration ; indeed , a

great part of the time was spent in discussing the momentous

question of whether manufacturers should or should rot be

admitted as members of the committee to which it was pro

posed to refer this question of standardising. The reason

for objecting to manufacturers as members of the committee

was apparently the fear that they would each have an axe of

their own to grind, and that they would devote too much of

their energies to this same grinding operation . It appears

to us that consulting engineers, professors, and other doc

manufacturing engineers will also have their special axes ,

and it does not seem fair to assume that one class is more

likely than the other to try and use the committee for its

own purposes, especially when it is borne in mind that the

committee should be composed of the best men of each class.

As the questions to be examined by the committee were the

stricter definition of terms used in specifications and con

tracte, and the standardising of methods of testing, of rating

of machines, and of frequencies of alternating current plant,

all of them questions of great importance to the manufac

turer ; we certainly agree with Dr. Kennelly when he said in

the course of the discussion that, “ having a committee to

recommend how manufacturers should make apparatus,

without having any manufacturers on that committee, was

something like playing Hamlet with Hamlet left out."

Although there were several speakers who thought that

something might be done in the way of standardising types

of apparatus, the general consensus of opinion was decidedly

that any attempt by the committee at standardising appa

ratus would be a wrong policy. With this we entirely agree,

as we consider that, with very few exceptions, the buyer's

engineer should confine himself to defining what the

apparatus has to do and how its capabilities of fulfilling the

specified conditions will be verified , and that the construc

tion of the machine should be left to the manufacturer. If

this were done more in England, manufacturers would in

their own interests standardise to a greater extent than they

do now , and the buyer would undoubtedly benefit thereby, as

machines would be made at less cost and more quickly than

at present. Of course there always will be certain cases

where the conditions of working will demand that a machine

be designed specially to fulfil these requirements; but one

finds too frequently that specifications for machines for

ordinary lighting work are issued which demand that

various details of the apparatus shall be constructed in a

way which does not allow of the use of standard patterns.

That this is so is to a great extent the fault of the manu

facturers themselves, because they are so keen on getting the

order that they do not make a sufficient difference in price

between their standard apparatus and the one which

embodies the alterations asked for ; and we think that in

this respect we might take a lesson from American manu

facturers, who stick much more closely to their stock sizes,

make these in large numbers, and, therefore, at reduced

cost, and charge very considerable extras for any departure

from their standard design.

With regard to the subjects enumerated by Mr. Rice, we

think there is need also in this country for a better defini

tion of terms and of methods of verifying whether electrical

machinery fulfils the conditions laid down in the specifica

tions. In the matter of efficiency, for example, although

most specifications fix a commercial efficiency which has to

be guaranteed , or require that the contractor shall fix it in

his tender, very few state how it is to be measured ; and

anyone who has had practical experience of efficiency testing

of belt -driven machines, knows that very varying results

may be obtained by employing different methods of testing,

such as the Swinburne method of measuring the stray power,

and adding thereto the calculated or losses ; or the Hop

kinson method of coupling two similar machines mechani

cally and electrically, and measuring the extra energy

supplied to enable one machine to act as a motor and drive

the other as a dynamo ; or, again, the older way of trying

to arrive at the efficiency of the dynamo by indicating the

engine. Again, with regard to rise of temperature of the

armature and magnet coils, we have the thermometer method,

and the method of determining the rise of temperature by

the increase of the conductor resistance, and these two

methods give very different results. Each method has its

advantages, and it do 28 not matter much which is used , 80

long as the temperature limit is fixed in accordance with the

method to be employed , and this method is clearly defined

as is done, for example, in the Admiralty specification for

dynamos. We know , however, of cases where the method

of testing has not been specified, and the manufacturer has

considered that his machine has fulfilled the conditions,

whilst the receiving engineer has held that it was not to

1
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specification, because one wanted to test with a thermometer

and the other by conductor resistance .

The rating of the output of a direct -current dynamo, and

the limits within which it should regulate, are also points

deserving of attention, as we believe there are great varia

tions in these respects between machines listed at the same

output by different makers; and the buyer who wants a

200-light dynamo and gets quotations for its supply, often

has nothing to tell him , whether the machine he buys will

do its full load with a rise of temperature of, say, 60 ° F.,

and an increase of speed of 5 per cent. after a six hours'

run, or with a rise of 80° or 90° F. , and an increase of speed

of perhaps 10 to 15 par cent.

Another point where greater uniformity would be an

advantage is in the specification of insulation. In some cases

it is specified that the insulation shall stand a breakdown

test with a pressure which may be several times the working

pressure, and in others a minimum resistance is fixed. In

neither case does there appear to be any uniformity in the

requirements — that is to say, that different engineers specify

different ratios of testing pressure to working preseure ; and

whereas one specification will require an insulation resietance

of half a megohm or less, acother will ask for 5 megohms

for machines working at the same voltage. If half a

megohm is sufficient and it may well happen that a machine

having an insulation resistance less than that will stand a

high pressure test better, and will be a more durable machine

than one giving an insulation resistance of 5 megohms), it

surely is unnecessarily increasing the price of the machine to

insist that a manufacturer shall change his standard methods

of insulation, so as to be able to get five megohms after care

folly drying and cleaning all surfaces over which leakage may

take place, and so putting the machine into a condition

altogether different from that in which it ordinarily

works,

The last point mentioned by Mr. Rice is the frequency of

alternating current plant, and although we do not think that

the frequencies used in this country pary so widely as

appears to be the case in the United States, yet, as the

differences which do exist are often found to be very

inconvenient by makers of apparatus to be used on alter

nating current circuits, we think, as we have often said ,

that the fixing of certain standard frequencies would be

advantageous, as it would enable such apparatus to be

sopplied more quickly and at lower costs.

There are, no doubt, other questions which will occur to

our readers, sucb, for instance, as whether there is any

serious advantage gained by the use of lamp voltages,

which differ very little from one another, af, for example,

100, 110, and 115 volte, or the corresponding 200 , 220 and

230 volts ; but we do not propose to go further into the

matter, as our object is not to discuss these various questions

in detail , but rather to draw attention to what is taking

place in America, and to invite our readers to consider

wbether it would not be to the advantage of the electrical

industry if some similar steps were taken in England in the

direction of fixing certain standard definitions and methods

of testing ; and even in some special cases of standardising

apparatus, not by interfering in any way with the details of

construction, but by agreeing to a more uniform specifica

tion with regard to voltage, frequency, and other kindred

matters.

ELENKONSKY, in an article on “ Tele

Telegraphy by

Electric Oscillations, graphy by Means of Electric Oscillations, "

which appears in the last issue of our

Russian contemporary, Elektrotechnik, describes the progress

realised since Hertz by Rigbi, Sarasin , De la Rive, Boltz

mann, and Zunder. He points out the influence of metallic

powders on the electric waves, and tells us how, in 1890,

Branly discovered bis radio -conductor, and Lodge, after him,

constructed his coherer, wbich is a kind of microphone.

Branly demonstrated in 1890 that his radio -conductor can

be ased for revealing the electric waves, produced at &

distance. Narkievitch Iodko had succeeded before Popoff

in transmitting signals by means of a modified Lodge

apparatus, at a distance of more than 2 kilometres.

According to his articles in different papere, and to his letter

to Ducretet, Popoff stated in the Proceedings of the Russian

Society of Physics and Chemistry (December, 1895) that his

apparatus can be utilised for transmitting signals by means

of rapid electric oscillations when a sufficiently strong

discharger of these oscillations is available . Wben Marconi

made public his discovery, Popoff, in the journal Kotlin,

declared that he had already succeeded in transmitting signals

on land at a distance of one nautical mile and on sea at three

miles. Therefore, the conclusion is :-- 1st, that Marconi

utilised for his apparatus the principles discovered by other

experimenters ; 2nd, that before Marconi, many experimenters

had demonstrated the possible adaptation of the electric

vibrations to the transmission of signals. No one will

Assert that Branly, Lodge, and Popoff would not have been

able to find the practical solution of the problem if they had

t sken the subject in band, and if they bad belieted in the

practical future of telegraphy by means of electric vibra

tions. Marconi's merit is that he believed in the future of

wireless telegraphy, and that in view of this practical object,

he developed and simplified apparatus which, until then,

had only been employed for theoretical work ,

Economy Test of a Central Station . Before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Prof. Golds

borough, of Pardue University, read a pep r on the economy

test of the West Pratt Street station of the Edison Flectric

Illuminating Company, of Baltimore,Ind. The paper is
abstracted in the Electrical World. " While the station is

not by any means a model up -to -date one, it is perhaps

representative of the average lighting station of gradual

growth and moderate size. The engine equipment, for

example, consists of one 600-H.P. horizontalcross-compound

Ball & Wood engine, one high speed Russell simple engine

of 170 horse-power, one of 125 horse - power, one 300-H.P .

tandem -compound Ideal engine,one 300-H.P. cross-compound

Ball & Wood engine, two 145 -H.P. Buckeye engines, and

one 300-H.P. Ide engine. The generators are series aro and

1,000-volt alternating machines of as wide a range of makes

and sizes, all being belted machines. The tests were most

complete, and some of their results are of interest, in that

theyshow the low economy to be expected of such a hetero

geneous equipment. The boiler tests showed that the equi

valent water evaporated per poundof combustible from and

at 212° Fabr., varied from 6.83 lbs. to 12 lbs., averaging

between 8 and 9 lbs. The all-day efficiency of the plant or

ratio of the electrical horse -powerat the switchboard to the

indicated horse -power at theengines was found to be about

68 per cent., which is commented upon as ' excellent, in

showing that the station is operated farmore efficiently than

could be expected , when the numerous drawbacks which

have to be contended with are remembered .' The electrical

output per pound of coal is given for one test as 150.5 watt

hours, and for another test as 157.3. This figure is compared

with the data given in the report of the committee of the

National Electric Light Association in 1896, in which the

average efficiency of 81 stations, asing coal as fuel, was given

as 108 watt -hours per pound of coal. ”

D
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

At the meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers

held on the 12th inst. at the Society of Arts, Prof. Ewing

gave a summary of his paperon " A Magnetic Balance for

Workshop Tests of Permeability," and exhibited the appa

ratus in use. After the discussion on this paper closed, Mr.

A. H. Gibbings, borough electrical engineer of Bradford,

described the supply meter, based on the decomposition of

an aqueous acidified electrolyte, which formed the subject of

his paper on “ The Rögistration of Small Carrents Used for

Electric Lighting or other Parposes."

Prof. Ayrton opened the discussion on Prof. Ewing's

paper, andcongratulated the writer on the many ingenious

instruments he had devised for electrical measurements. The

speaker was surprised to find that the magnetic balance had

80 open a scale for so small a range with the same magne

tising force. In the paper it was stated that “ the range of

the balance extends ( for 1 = 20) from 12,000 up to some

thing.over 16,000. He would have thought the instrument

would have been less sensitive, and therefore less valuable,

and would like to know the actual force of detachment em

ployed for a given position, also how the actual force (H) is

divided up. Lastly, it would be interesting to be informed

how far there is risk of error being introduced from the

presence of dirt, &c. , at the point of contact between the

specimen and the magnet pole ; as there are curved surfaces

the reluctance may be small. The interesting question is

the kind of error - how far & slight trace of oil or dirt would

interfere with the accuracy of the instrument, which seemed

to be, from the experiments shown, very great.

Prof. Perry remarked that he understood Prof. Ewing

was satisfied , and thatwewere told an accuracy of 1 per
cent. could be obtained . The speaker should hardly have

expected such accuracy. Throagbout the discussion the

feeling was prevalent that what Prof. Ewing considered could

be obtained from the balance would b : got ; the invention of

such an able and illustrious worker in magnetics being

certain to prove accurate and highly useful. Tbis was the

tone in which Prof. S. P. Thompson spoke when joining in

the congratulations to the author : " If Prof. Ewing is

satisfied , no one else ought to be dissatisfied ." Longago

Prof. Thompson had devised the permeameter, and he felt

gratified that Prof. Ewing was now converted to traction

methods, the instrument before the meeting being a much

better and more refined apparatus than others working on

similar principles. He would return another compliment

paid him when placing bis instrument before the public

namely, criticise the balance. The criticism originally was

that he ought to have cat the bar in the permeameter in the

middle ; he had placed the contact right outside. To make

the contact on the top of a projecting pole-piece, however,

certainly surpassed Prof. Thompson ! Again,in the permea

meter a faced joint was required, but the reluctance of the

lead joint was so small it made no perceptible difference, and

Prof. Ewing had again gone one better. Whether by such

a very small contact — that between the side of a turned bar

7 inch in diameter and a pole having a slightly convex sur

face, the side of the rod touching the pole at one point only

- there would not be some error due to gathering of the

magnetic flux was a question.

Prof. Ewing has taken the valae of the force H as 20.

Prof. Thompsonsupposed it was good to have a fixed value ;

the instrument does not pretend to give points along the
magnetic curve, but one frequently wants values in other

fields than one, and in large multipolar machines B is often

lower than 13,000 and the fields are lower than 20, while in

the teeth of core discs B runs up to 20,000, far beyond the

limits of this instrument at the upper end . The last and

only other point Prof.Thompson wade was that he wished

he could induce Prof. Ewingto use Clarendon type. This

brought Prof. Perry to his feet with an emphatic protest

against the u-e of Clarendon type, and the expression of a

pious hope that Prof. Ewing would do nothing of the sort.

Mr. Mordey was glad to see how Prof. Ewing was adding

practical instructions to valuable theoretical work , and

desired to direct attention to iron testing in bulk . He

thought the instrument shown that evening was one of the

simplest and best, but what one wants is to take a big cast

ing and make a teet of its magnetic quality before it goes

in the tools ; cutting a piece out of it may affect the

character of the sample; he asked Prof. Ewing to increase

our indebtedness to him by enabling us to test iron in balk.

Cast -iron varies enormously in its magnetic qualities,

Identical machines may vary 70 per cent. in exciting cur

rent, and such differences are very serious indeed when a

strict specification has to be complied with . He wanted to

koow whether it was neces:ary to be particular as to the

time the current was on, or the time taken to detect the

best piece in the balance.

He would saywe should get out an instrament that would

enable one to order iron and steel of cercain definite mag

netic qualities and pay for what is got, and not for what

makers like to give one. When he started making trans

formers Swedish iron was very goo!, but afterwards iron all

over the world got very much worse with some very uocom

fortable results ; orders were accepted which etipulated for a

certain lo -e, but iron got poorer in quality, the losses went

up,and makers were penalised heavily through no fault of

their own. He had advised that material should be ordered

of a certain magnetic quality, but makers did not like the

specification at first; in six months, however, the result was

thatthe quality crept up, and came within 5 per cent. of the

specification, owing to a penalty and bonus clause giving in

shillings per cwt. an allowance for the losses ( in watts per

pound) due to magnetic quilities . He thought if one could

specify iron for magnets in any way like that a very great

service would be rendered .

Mr. Swinburne pointed out that the mistake with some

forms of traction instruments for magnetic testing was that

the pull would be too high if any unevenness existed at

the contut. Obviously, the contact ismore highly saturated

than anywhere else, and there is thus the chance of a pretty

big error. Prof. Ayrton ir terpolated the remark that this

was the whole interest of the apparatus before the meeting,

within its range this crowdingtogether compensated for the

variation in the distribution of the magnetising force in the

circuit . That is not what one would have expected à priori,

Mr. Evershed thought that the natural criticism of the balance

had been very well put by Mr. Mordey.

In his reply Prof. Ewing said that Prof. Ayrton had com

mented uponthe comparatively large range of scale, thelarge

preponderance of force was due to the beam of the balance

itself, and the weight served to make small differences. The

magneto -motive force is no doubt mainly used to overcome

the reluctance of the specimen at the point of contact, and

there is great crowding , therefore the instrument might not

serve very well to make tests with low values of magneto

motive force. As things are , one has a force which is high in

the specimen itself. What one has is a force of 20 on most of

the specimen and a force very much higher than 20 at the

contact; but if the bar has good permeability for one of

these points it will be relatively good at others. Prof. Ewing

deprecated the determination of Bin absolute methods

except by ballistic determination. All he did was to use a

traction method to compare twobars, one of which had been

carefully tested ballistically. It was true that points on

the B curve were not obtained ; if such were wanted, his

permeability bridge was distinctly the instrument to be

employed. There was no difficulty in wiping the contact

clean . He closed with some remarks on the increase in

magnetic losses of sheet iron due to continued use in a

variable magnetic field .

Mr. Gibbings then gave a description of the electrolytic

meter devisedby Mr. Bastian, which was the subject of an

article in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW of the 13th inst.

Mr. Eversbed was at a loss to know how far he could praise

this meter, being interested in a meter of his own . He had

expressed a desire to see a meter that could be made for 40 €.

or 50s. ( see remarks by Mr. Evershed, Municipal Electrical

Association Proceedings, 1897, p. 64, and reprint in Mr.

Gibbings's paper). The principal question was how long

this meter was going to last. One and all electrolytic meters

had failed from causes difficult to trace, generally,however,

the end was a general disintegration of the electrodes.

Another criticismwas as regards evaporation of the water.

Although oil had been used on the surface of acid in accumu

lators, he had found that this did not get rid of spray. The

large drop in volts was not so serious as one would expect,
being only per cent. from no load to full load . The

1
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into 100 parts) gives the potential at each of the sub

divisions (figs. 1 and 2) , yet it appeared at first sight equally

evident that, while suitable for potentials, the conditions

would be entirely changed if employed as a universal shunt ;

i.e. , for a continuous current flowing through the system ;

and that not only would the resistance permanently shunting
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nearly all the energy is spent in heating condactors. He

had found that in well known types only south of the total

power went to drive the gear, the rest was wasted in heating,

so that in the motor -meter one has an absurdly inefficient

means of integration. Theo materials necessarily cost a lot,

a thermometer could be sold for 18. 6d., but as one biust

have a considerable amount of copper to get losses down to

a reasonable amount a meter must be costly. Gas meters

were relatively efficient and fairly accurate, whereas the

Hookham meter absorbs 5 and the Thomson 12 watts.

Sɔme interesting but rather irrelevant figures as to gas

meters were then given, which it is unnecessary to re

produce.

Mr. Swinburne had been accused of having tried to make

every kind of meter, but none would work ; he had got a

meter that worked , however, although someone else had

patented it before him. One's first inclination in discussing

a matter of this kind is to say, “ Oh ! that was done years

ago. " He replied : “ Don't believe it .” Every crude idea

is not an invention ; any fool can make an invention ; it

takes a clever man to work out the details, and a genius to

sell it !

Mr. Arthur Wright thanked Mr. Gibbings for bringing

before them a meter which will help to sell their product.

The efficiency of a meter never seems to occur to his friends

in central stations ; the question is, will it register ? and

does it cost very muchtokeep in order ? He had heard that

the question of the volt-drop was immaterial; it seemed to

him that the objection was that 1 per cent. of the station

output was wasted in making gas.

Mr. Hirst had had a good dealof experience with central

station engineers, and found they looked at the cost of main

tenance closely. He thought the use of oil on the top of

the water would mean cleaning frequently, and that the re

filling meant the loss of previous readings. Every meter
maker felt the want of a small meter for small consumers.

The Board of Trade had insisted upon unnecessary accuracy

in electricity, as compared with gas meters. Then as to the

lost or wasted power ; this had been mentioned as 10 to 12

or 15 watts . He knew of a meter - whose name need not

be given - which onlyrequired 1 watt. The audience fully

realised the force of Mr. Hirst's argument, and whence it

was directed . Mr. J. W. Swan thought the meter well
deserved a trial.

Mr. Gibbings, in his reply, stated that six months' experi

ence of the meter had been obtained . He attributed the

avoidance of error to the small surface exposed to evapora

tion, and considered the great merit of the apparatus to be

the certainty of registration with small C.P. lamps on " high

voltage ” circuits.

3

the galvarometer vary somewhat - when, for instance, the

the vernier contact s is at d to when it is at d or some other

intermediate point- but that the X power of the shoot

would not be strictly proportional to the scale reading.

To ascertain what the difference actually was, the writer

calculated the current c passing through the galvanometerfor

various positions of the vernier contact when shunting dif

ferent parts of the main resistance by the following formula

obtained from the laws of dynamic electric circuits:

r. ( x + y + r2) + x r2
C, or

( x + y + ry) (r :+9) + r. (x+ y +r) + r . ( x + y )

ri ( y + r ) + x (ri+r)
C,

( + 13 + 9 ) ( x + y ) + ro ( + 13 + y + x + y )

where r, + re + r; = 1,100 = total resistance of the slides

proper ; rg = two coils of 100W each -- 200W ; x + y = 100=

vernier coils of 2W each ; g = 1,200“ ; = current from

battery; c = current through galvanometer.

It was no little surprise to find that the calculated X powers

are in every case identical to the values obtained with the

ordinary simple univeral shunt as shown by the following

examples :

(1) Slide reading = 10,000, i.e. , r = 9,900, z = 0,1 :

200, and y 0.
X power

y tra
200 1,980,000

nitri 10,100 10,105 x 2,020,000

2 =

ratio ,

200 11

x +y

ri + 13+g

ritra + g + x + y

200

11,100

11,300

4,000,000

11,100 ( x + y ) = 2,220,000

11,300 r , = 2,260,000

UNIVERSAL SHUNT.
1 .

By J. RYMER -JONES.

4,480,000

4.000,000 1

4,480,000 1.12

(2 ) Slide reading = 100, 1.1 ., r = 0 , r , =

9,900, x = 200, and y = 0 .

y +12
200 200 ri 0

ritra
200 200 x 40,000

x + y
200

ri + 73 + g 11,100 11,100 ( x + y ) 2,220,000

ritro +g + x +y 11,300 11,300 r2 2,200,000

66

100

In the ELECTRICAL REVIEW of April 10th , 1896 , p. 467, is

a description and illustration of a convenient adjustable “ani.

versal" shunt, with a X power of any value from 1 to 10,000 ;

and which when not required for a shant can be employed

for all tests, based on the “ Fall of potential" principle, for

which the Kelvin -Varley slides are applicable.

Although this form of shunt leaves nothing tobe desired

in point of convenience, and has been employed during the

last two years for testing cable in the factory with very satis

factory results, yet owing to the cost being an important

consideration, the writer has lately turned his attention again

to the subject, with a view to including the slide properand

the so -called vernier slide in one box,and at the same time

considerably reducing the price of construction . The

present object, however, in again referring to the above sub

ject, is not so much to draw attention to simplification

effected , as to point out and correct an error when speaking

of the K - V slides as not being applicable for a universal

shunt.

Although shunting two of the main coils r , of the K - V

slides with 100 vernier coils x + y—the sum of which latter

gives an equal resistance - produces a fall of potential in

these two parallel circuits equal to that in one of the main

coils, so that a sliding contact on the vernier branch (divided

4,480,000

40,000
1

4,480,000 112

( 8 ) Slide reading 1,1.9 ., r = 0,43 = 9,900,

x = 2, and y 198.

y +12
398 398 r1 0

ri + 12 200 200 X 400

x +y 200

ri + 13 + 9 11,100 11,101 ( x + y ) 2,220,000

ritra + g + x + y = 11,300 11,300 r2 2,260,000

C

4,480,000

400 1

4,480,000 11,200
10,000

Investigating the subject more closely, the following con

sideration clearly provesthat the two arrangements of ehunt

are equally correct.

Referring to the examples worked out with the above

formula for a K-V form of sbunt, it will be seen that the

efficiency of a meter was low ; consider a motor -meter,
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denominator is a constant value for all positions of the slide

contact ; so that the current through the galvanometer is

always proportional to rı ( x + y + r ) + X rs ; in which

30 + y = rs, viz., a constant value of 200, or 2 riro + ra,

X

i.e., 2 r, (rit
2 2

For the ordinary simple universal shunt ( fig. 3) where each

coil has a resistance equal to two of the K - V coils ( ",) when

a

( + m),) , or 400 (01 + ) .

The vernier slab is moved round by a central handle, h (the

vernier contact meanwhile remaining on its zero stad) until

the two radial spring contacts, a and b, reach a position

which gives an approximately suitable shunt value, which
can be more exactly adjusted, if necessary , by the vernier

slide contact. This is moved round by the same handle,
because the detent which before clamped it to the spindle

rising from the centre of the ebonite slab is now withdrawn,

so as to allow the vernier contact spring to be moved round

freely without altering the positionof a and b . Thus if

3,526 be the full shunt reading, 35 will be read off the brass

segments outside and 26 on the vernier scale. The amount

of friction with which the vernier slab moves round can be

regulated by screws from outside the case .
폴

r

S

с

FIG . 3 .

DEAD-BEAT SENSITIVE INDICATING

GALVANOMETER.

X y

shunted with an equivalent resistance in the vernier coils

( x + y )—that is only half their combined resistance without

this parallel circuit — the two portions on either side of the

y

contact & may be represented by respectively and 2

In this arrangement rit + + ra = 10,000 “ ; and"
2 2

y

* + t = 100 vernier coils of 1“ each ..2 2

For such a simple shunted galvanometer circuit, the

fractional value c ofthe current passing through the galvano

meter for any position of the slide contact is proportional to

the shunt resistance, viz. :

THE want of a dead - beat sensitive indicating galvanometer

has for some time been felt. There are so many purposes to

which it could be put both in experimental and practical

work, that the introduction of a cheap reliable instrument

of this nature has become a necessity, therefore Messrs.

Crompton, whohave for some years past manufactured for

use in their laboratory at Kensington Court, and to order,

an instrument of the D'Arsonval or moving coil type, have

GU

Totoong+

2

X

+ rs +

3

y

ritr,tgt
2 2

[in which the denominator has a constant value].

Hence the current c through the galvanometer is also pro

portional to ri + as when the K-V slides are employed.
2

As the resistance of the ordinary K - V slides (100,000“)

is, however, undesirably bigh for a universal shunt, it is

preferable to reduce the resistance of all coils to th of

their usual value ; viz. , to a total of 10,000“, as for the

examples worked out above.

Fig. 4 shows a modified form of K-V slides in which 101

coils of 100W each are arranged around the circumference

of the central vernier slide having 100 coils of 26 each.

The former are fixed and the latter can be moved bolily

round on the circular ebonite slab to which they are attached,

now decided to place it upon the market at a reasonable

price. The instrument is as illustrated herewith, and can be

supplied to any reasonable degree of sensibility, that usual

with an instrument of 200 to 300 ohms resistance being a

deflection of 1.75 millimetres with Tooth of a volt applied

to its terminals.

Thesame type of instrument can be supplied divided off

as a milli-voltmeter or ammeter, so that bymeans of suitable

shunts the instrument becomes direct reading in the matter

of amperes or volts, or it can be calibrated direct as a low

reading volt or amperemeter, its absolute dead - beatness

enabling very fast work to be done. It is inthislatter

respect admirably suited as a "cell volt tester," in which

case the zero is placed in the centre of the scale so that

readings may be taken either side, co obviating the necessity

of a reversing key.
Main Circuit.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTORS.

Li
ta
r

FIG . 4,
>

80 that two radial spring arms, a and b, connected

respectively to the 0 and100 terminals of the vernier coils,

press in their circular movement against platinum contact

wires affixed to the top surface of the 101segmental pieces

to which the main resistance bobbins, as shown at w , are

connected, and shunt two of them with an equal resistance

( 2006 ) in the same manner as the K - V slides provide for.

It seems that the subject of Prof. Carus-Wilson's paper, on

“The Design of Electric Railway Motors for 'Rapid

Acceleration," has not been treated very rigorously from the

experienced electrical tramway engineer's point of view.

In the first place the torque can be more conveniently
expressed by the magnetic flux per pole, times the number of

current turns opposite pole ; this multiplied by the number

of poles gives the total torque of the armature.

In the designing of motors for rapid acceleration it has

been found necessary to get out a set of diagrams showing

exactly the total effort required to produce agood accelera
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tion , and have then designed a motor with proper torque to

give this acceleration .

It does not appear that the question of the fly-wheel

effect on the armature and driving wheels has been con

sidered in determining the total starting effort. For rapid

acceleration it is of the utmost importance that the moment

of inertia of the armature and driving wheels be limited to

the smallest pyesible amount. For this reason best traction

practice has been directed towards diminishing the diameter

of the armature . The first single reduction motors were

built with an armature of 18 inches diameter, whereas at the

present time motors of the same capacity have an armature

of 10 inches in diameter, so that the effort to start the

armature itself and the rotation has been tremendously
diminished .

Another point we should have liked to see discussed in the

paper is the difference between saturated and non -saturated

motors for rapid acceleration. The saturated motor acts

very much like a shunt motor, consequently the torque varies

approximately with the current ; whereas, with a non

saturated motor the torque varies approximately with the

square of the current. Obviously then, for very rapid

acceleration the degree of magnetisation has to be care

fully considered .

Most traction motors built to this time have been very

highly saturated , bat this was brought about primarily from

consideration of weight. Wben, however, such bigh accelera

tions as 2 or 3 feet per second have to be considered , it is

found that the non -saturated motor, on account of its

greater efficiency, gives greater acceleration for the same

weight.

The paper will probably be of some interest to many

members of the Institution, but those particularly interested

in electric traction will , no doubt, expect a more rigorous

treatment of the subject.

price was£1,083 per ton. Last year 2,500 tons were pro

duced, and the price was £148 per ton.

Mr. Wallace claims that the aluminium produced at

Foyers is practically pure, though a large quantity is pro

duced of a somewhat lower grade, namely, containing 98.5

99.0 per cent. of alaminium . The various chemical and

physical properties of the metal were of course described,

and amongst these we may notice that Lord Kelvin's latest

results forthe electrical resistance of aluminium ( 99 69 per

cent. pure) show 6.997 + 10- Board of Trade ohms per

gramme-length (i.e. , for a length ofwire weighing 1 gramme)

at 0° C.; or 2 58 microhms per cubic centimetre. Taking

Dewar's value for pur copper (1.563 + 10–6 Board of Trade

ohms at 0° C.) , the relative resistance of the aluminium

becomes 165.3 per cent. ; that is to say, its conductivity,

volume for volume, is 60-5 per cent., and, weight for weight,
double that of copper.

Mr. Wallace entered very carefully into the subject of the

materials used in the industry, and defended the company

against the charge of their having been unwise in their

selection , not only of materials, but of the sites of some of

their various works. He divided the various uses of alumi

niun into three general classes, pointing out that it may be

employed alone, as an ingredient in alloys, and as a metal

lurgical re-agent in the purification of other metals.

At Foyers carbide of calcium is now made, and there is

plenty of spare horse-power which may be utilised in the

production of cyanides, chlorate of potash, sodium , caustic

sods, carborundum , & c., not to mention phosphorus, the

manufacture of wbich has left this country to go to Niagara.

These and other processes require fortheir chemical success

the use of cheap electrical energy. The cost of the power to

produce this energy is the all important factor, and the experi

ence of the British Aluminium Company gained from the

development of the water-power in Foyers, proves that this

power costs but a fraction of that produced from coal or any

other known source. This statement did not pass without chal

lenge in thediscussion which followed , when onespeaker pointed

out that it had recently been claimed at a meeting of the

Icstitution of Civil Engineers, that at the present price of coal

ia this country, it was possible, near the pits, to produce

power cheaper than by water. Mr. Wallace replied very

carefully tothose who took part in the discussion, and stated

that, with regard to the cost of producing electrical energy

from coal and steam - power versus water, he could only say

that, roughly speaking, the cost per horse- power at Foyers

was about 30s. per annum , exclusive of interest on capital,

whilst Prof. Kennedy had put the lowest price for producing

it in Scotland, coal costing 3s. 6d . per ton, at £9 per horse

power per annum.

Mr. Wallace's paper certainly forms an extremely interest

ing resumé of work done in a new direction , which marks

an epoch in the history of electrical enterprise in this

country.

ALUMINIUM AND OTHER ELECTRO

CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AT FOYERS.

*

SOCIÉTÉ INTERNATIONALE DES

ELECTRICIENS.

A SPECIAL meeting was convened a few weeks ago by the
London section of the Society of Chemical Industry for the

purpose of receiving a paper by R. W. Wallace, Esq , Q.C.,

on the work that has been done by the British Aluminium

Company at Foyers. Much of the information given in this

paper is old news to most of our readers,* but is all well

and carefully put, Mr. Wallace by no means erring on the

side of exaggeration; and a study of the paper cannot fail to
be instructive as well as suggestive.

From our special point of view , perhaps the most impor

tant result of the operations at Foyers is that contained in

Mr. Wallace's statement that the British Aluminium Com

pany is able to produce electrical energy, including all costs

andintereston capital, at less than one-third the cost that the

same could be produced by coal and steam . To demonstrate

this is an achievement of great significance, for not only will it

enable many manufactures to be carried on under remunera

tive conditions, but it will attract capitalists to the exploiting

of natural sources of power now running to waste, and

resalt without doubt in their utilisation . The successes

which have been achieved at Foyers will give a great impetus

to electrical engineering generally.

Remembering that his audience was chiefly composed of

chemists, Mr. Wallace touched rather_lightly upon the

engineering aspects of the industry at Foyers, and mainly
concerned himself with an account of the electro -chemical

industries which are carried on there. He discussed the

history of aluminium at some length, comparing the various

methods which have been from time to time proposed and

worked. The process used at Foyers was carefully explained.

Our readers are familiar with this, so we need not follow his

description of it ; we may note, however, his statement that

the practical yield is 1 lb. of aluminium metal per 12 E.H.P.
hours.

The aluminium industry is one of the most remarkable of

modern times as regards rapid development. Just 12 years

ago the total output of the whole world was about 5 tons.

Even as late as 1890 only 40 tons were produced, and the

See ELECTRICAL REVIEW for May 14th, 1897.

MONTHLY SITTING.

The monthly sitting of the Société des Electriciens was held on

May 4th, M.R. V. Picou then entering upon his duties as president.

After the reading of the report , M. Picou made his speech. He

promised to work for the good of the society, and spoke in praise of

his predecessor, Dr. d'Arsonval.

M. LAPORTE then gave the results of some experiments which he

had performed at the Central Electrical Laboratory on photometric

standards. He studied first the Violle standard , and then the Carcel

standard , and found that a decimal candle is equivalent to ·104

Carcel. He received some lamps standardised atthe Electro -tech

nical Institute of Berlin , and standardised them again himself. The

results were as follows:

Electro -technical Institute . Central Laboratory .

I. II . I. II.

Difference of poten

tial in volts 108 5 1115 1085 111

Amperes
338 .489 338 487

Luminous intensity 10 helaer 87 candles 14.2

He then made various experiments on the Hefner and Carcel lamps
and on the paraffin candle ; he then compared the same incandescence

16
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lamp with a special standard, A , with a Carcel, with a Hefner, and

with a paraffin candle, and found:

•191 A

.341 Carcel

•72 Hefner

3:13 paraffin candle.

M. P. GIRAULT then read a paper on “ Commutation in Continuous

Current Dynamos." He brought forward with regard to this question

a series of somewhat intricate calculations which we cannot particu

larise here.

THE TELEPHONE INQUIRY

1

The Select Committeeof the House ofCommonsappointed toioquire

intoand reportapon the question of the acquisition of the telephone

service bymunicipal authorities, sat for the first time on Tuesday of

last week for the purpose of taking evidence,Mr. HANBURY, secretary

to the Treasury, presiding. The inquiries of the Committee are to

be directed more particularly to the question as to whether the tele

phone service is, or is calculated to become, of such general benefit as to

justify its being undertaken by municipal and other local authorities,

regard being bad to local finance ; and if so , whether they should

have power to undertake such service in the districts of other local

authorities outside the area of their own jurisdiction , but comprised

wholly or partially in the same telephone area, and what powers,

duties, andobligations ought to be conterred or imposed apon such
local authorities.

Sir ROBERT HUNTER, solicitor to the Post Office, was the first

witness, his evidence continuing throughout the whole of the sitting.

Examined by theCHAIRMAN, be gave a history of the dealingsof the

Post Office with the various telephone companies. He said that in

1880 the Postmaster was advised that spoken communications

by telephone were to be regarded as telegrams within the meaning of

the Act, and an action was commenced— “ The Attorney -General v .

The Edison Telephone Company." In that suit it was decided that

every organised system of communication by means of electricity,

and any communication by means of wires, according to a precon

certed system of signals, was within the Act of 1869, and that tele

phones camewithin the monopoly enjoyed by the Post Office, and

that every telephonic communication was a telegram . Immediately

afterthat decision, licenses were granted to various companies by
the Postmaster-General. The system at first was to grant a

separate license for every district, but those licenses

only granted to a comparatively few . companies. There was a
limitation as to the distance through which telegrams should be sent.

That system lasted until 1884. The licenses reserved the right of the

Postmaster to compete within these districts, and no kind of mono

poly bad ever been granted by them . The companies had

no special wayleaves, and had to take their chance with

regard to them . Licenses were also granted for trunk wires.

In1884 representations were made as to the hardsbip, of these
restricted licenses, and it was then decided that all licenses

should in fature be general in their character, and should enable any

body to whom they were granted to transmit telephonic communica

tions anywhere within the United Kingdom . The consideration had

always been that 10 per cent. of the gross receipts shouldbe paid to

the Post Office. In 1892 the Government announced another change

of policy. After 1884 the telephone companies became gradually

amalgamated, and at the beginning of 1892 practically all the tele

phone business of the country, both exchange and trunk wire, were in

the hands of the National Telephone Company. It was not the only

company in existence, but theothers were comparatively very small.
No limitation was imposed by Government such as that on gas and

water companies. The telephone companies could make anycharge

they liked , and they could supply whom they liked, as opposed to the

legislation with regard to the gas and water companies, which

allowed only such charges to be made as were settled by Act of

Parliament, and required that if a company raised its dividend

it should lower its charges. There were no such limitations with

respect to the telephone companies. On the other hand, the

gas and water companies had specific powers for opening

streets independently of the consent of the local authorities,

which was not the case with the telephone companies. Il the owner

of a house refused to have a pole placed upon his propertyhe thought

the telephone company could refuse to serve him. In 1892 an

arrangement was come to with the National Telephone Company

and the New Company. The general principle of that arrangement

was that the Post Office should take into its hands all the trunk wires

aod leavein the hands of the companies all the exchanges within areas.

Tout policy was recogoised by Parliament by the Telegram Act of

1892. The areas were composed origioally of urban districts, and in

addition there were tractsof country in connection with the urban

districts where the telephone company had been carrying on busi

ness, and these were embodied in the deed. The next step was that

the National Telephone Company sold to the Pcstmaster-General all

the trunk wires outside certain areas, £459,900 being paid . By this

arrangement the trunk messages practically came into the bands of

the Government, the National Telephone Company having still the

right to send messages within the exchange districts. They also had

the right to telephone messagesto the Post Office which were written

down and sent as telegrams. If there was any recogaised delay on

the part of the telephone company in sending a message which

came off the Post Office wires it would be a breach of their agree

ment with the Pubt Office, and the Post Office would have the right

to remonstratewith the telephone company and to state what the

remedy was. Tbat would bea matter for grave consideration. He

should think the National Telephone Company would say that there

never was any undue delay. There was no proviso as to delivering a

message within a specified time. Il the telephone companyput any

difficulty in the way of the free use of their wires in connection with

the Post Office thatwould be a breach of the agreement of 1892, and

he had no doubt the Post Office would fiod a remedy.

The CHAIRMAN : It might occur all the same that the company

would prefer to give precedence to a message sent by one of their

own subscribers.

WITNESS said that would be a breach of their agreement. He

thought it would be very difficult to frame a provision which would

prevent a company in competition with the National Telephone

Company from amalgamating with it or of being acquired by it.

The New Company went into liquidation , and he thought he was

rightin saying that the secretary of the National Telephone Company

was the liquidator. Originally it had been contemplated that the

New Company should have precisely the same agreement withthe

Post Office as the National Telephone Company, but as the New
Company was in articulis mortis, and were expected to surrender

their agreement, they were informed that the Post Office would not

interfere with their business in certain towns, as it would graduallydie

out. When Mr. Raikes was Postmaster he had a very strong feeling

against the companies combining, and was very anxious to keep op
competition amongst the various companies, but be found he could

not prevent the amalgamation. There was a very strong feeling on

the part of Mr. Raikes that these amalgamations ought not to be

permitted . In 1892 the principle was laid down that tresh licenses

should not be granted substantially without the support of the

municipal bodies. Up till then licenses had been granted freely

without difficulty. In Mr. Raikes's time opinion was takenas to

whether the Post Office could prevent the amalgamations, and they

were advised that they could not do so. With regard to competition,

the Postmaster-General was perfectly at liberty to establish com
petition in any exchange area, and he was perfectly free to grant

licenses to any other body in any area .

The CHAIRMAN : We have got the fact that the company has no

limit to its rights, and there is no provision as to any preferential

rights.

WITNESS said that was so . The National Telephone Company's

rights terminated on December 31st, 1910. On that date their rights

terminated and they had no business to dispose of.

Assuming that the year 1911 is reached and the Government had

not boughtup the company, wbat is the position of the National

Telephone Company in the face of the Post Office ?-In the first

place the licenseabsolutely lapses.

Is the Postmaster under obligation to buy any portion of the

plant ? -None whatever, and on the other band there isno powerof
buying it compulsorily ; the two parties are absolutely like ordinary

persons, two parties to a bargain .

In 1911 the license will bave ceased . The National Telephone Com

pany could no longer send messages and therefore could not use its

plant. - Qaite so .

The only person who could buythe plant to put it to anyprobable

use would be the Government, and they are not ander obligation to

buy any portion of it ?-Not the least.

WITNESS continuing , said the Postmaster-General bad power to

purchase the business of the National Telephone Companyin 1904,

provided he gave notice of that purchase, and in the case ofdifference

as to the price the matter was to be determined by arbitration.

In the agreement of 1896 there was a special provision that

it should terminate at the same time as the original license,

and upon the purchase any additional powers derived under the

agreement of 1896 shall not be property to be purchased by
the Postmaster-General. The Postmaster-General derived his

wayleaves power from various Acts . He had power to place bis

telegraphs either over or under roads with the consent of the local

authorities. If the local authorities refused such consent, there was

an appeal to the police magistrates, or the justices, and a further

appeal to the High Court. This provision applied all over the

country, England, Scotland and Ireland. The Postmaster-General

always objected stronglytopaying anyrent for poles. Of course,in
the case of private property , the PostOffice wasin the hands of the

owner, and if he would not let them place the poles on his property,

theycould not do it. They could put up telegraphs on a public road

in the country without the consent of the local authority, but in

otherplacesthe consent ofthe local authoritywas necessary . Speak

ing generally, the Post Office could not makeany attachment of wires

or erect posts on private property without the consent of the owner.

In the country they could not take a wire over private property

without the consent of the owner, but in towns, when thePost

Office had obtained the consent of the road authority for carrying

wires alongthe street, then they could carry the wires over the pro

perty of private owners. The Best Office had an exclusive wayleave

over most of the important lines ofrailway, and also over the canals.

Over some lines of railway the Post Office bad a wayleave, butit

wasnotexclusive . Thetelephone companies had no right over the

railways, or over private property, except that, assuming they bad

attachments onopposite sidesof theroad , they auld carry their

wires over without the consent of the local authority, provided they

did not interfere with the use of the road. If they had the consent

of the localauthority , they could not then use the roads. It was

thelawthatnoobstruction could be madein the road, even with the

consent of the local authority, except under Act of Parliament.

Ithadbeen decided that theerectionof poles upon the greeneward

at the side of the road ,evenwith the consentof the local authority,

was not permissible except under Act of Parliament. Up to 1892

there ought not to have been any wires laid under the ground by the

company. Strictly speaking, there ought not to have been any over

were

1
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tograntcompetinglicenses atanytime. There had never buen any
substantial competition with the National Telephone Company.

By Mr. BARTLEY : A corporation with a license from the Post

master-General, and with anthority to exercise his rights of way .

leave, could take ap its own streets for the purpose of laying

telephone wires ; but without the license the corporation could not

80 act. The telephonecompanies were in possession of lines all over

the kingdom , and the Post Office bad to acquire them, and it they

had made certain conditions the telephone companies would have

Baid , “ Well, we will go on as we are.”

By the CHAIRMAN :In the case of a company determining to work

thetelephones it would have to get from the Postmaster-General the

authority for wayleave powers, then it it were carrying on business

within its own area of course there would be no veto on the part of the

local authority , because thelocal authority possessingthe veto would

be the same. Then as to taking up the streets, in the majority of

cases the road authority would be the same body. Therefore, there

would be free control of the streets. In the case of a municipality

carrying on business outside its own district, in some other borougb,

for instar ce, it would be inthe same position as the National Tele

phone Company.It would haveto get permission to go into the
borough, and if it was granted it would bave to go to the road

authority to get its consent to take up the roads, and it that were .
refused it would have to go to the trib pale. In its own area it

would toa certain extent adjudicate on its own case. He did not

see any legal difficulty in the way of judging their case as sug
gested .

The Committee adjourned until Thursday.

head wires either, though he believed there were . Before 1892 they

had practically no wayleaves at all, except over privateproperty with

the consent of the owner. In 1892 they got certain rights of way .

leaves. It was part of the arranged that the Postmaster -General

should be empowered to grant his license to exercise the same powers

he bad . There was no special consideration of this ; it was part of

the arrangement as to the trunk wiresand exchange areas. In 1892

the Act was passed authorising the Postmaster-General to give the

companies wayleaver, but they bad do authority to exercise wayleave

power until 1896. The Actreferred not merely to theNational

Telephone Company but to all licensees. The National Telephone

Companyon morethan one occasion endeavoured to obtain wayleaves

from Parliament before 1892, and these Bills were opposed by the

Postmaster-General onthe ground that it was potdesirable licensees

of his should have an independent statutory provision. The powers

the National Telephone Company appliedfor were really stronger

tban any the Postmaster-General had. The National Telephone

Company could not exercise any wayleave powers except under the

special license of the Postmaster-General.

What are the powers which the Postmaster -General is authorised

to give to the National Telephone Company, or any other company ?

-Just the same powers as regarded roads,buildings, and towns,and

80 OD , as he himselt possessed, but these powers were qualified by

proviso8. The fact was, that the powers the Postmaster-General gave

could only be exercieed in an urban sanitary district or such area

adjoiningas was prescribed in the license. The second proviso wasthat

the licensee should not exercise any power without the consent of the

County Council, or other authority, and should be subject to such

terms as they might exact. Another condition of the Act was that

the Postmaster General should not give any wayleave powers over the

railways or canals. The Postmaster-General was under contract to

give the National Telephone Company all he could give under the

Act. IoLondon thecompany would have first to getthe consent of

the London County Council and then of the road authority . Any

anthority could say that asa condition of giving their content the
charge to subscribers should be reduced to , say, £5.

Take the case of Glasgow . Supposing the company wanted to lay

underground wires between its exchange and the house of a sub

scriber, what is the position of the company ? -They would first

apply to the Postmaster-General for the authority to exercise way .

leave powers. Having obtained that they woald apply to the

Glasgow Corporation for leave to exercise the powers obtained from
the Postmaster- General.

With regard to the National Telephone Company is it the practice

to do that ? -It is. The Glasgow Corporation could make any con

dition they pleaeed. This would beby virtue of their right to refuse

the originalconsent, and therewould be no appeal. They would not

refuse the Postmaster-General in the same way, because he would

not apply tothem generally, but only for the rightof a particular

street, and then it they refused he would appeal. If the Corpora

tion or County Councilrefused a general consent, no company had

any right whateverto lay wires between the exchange and a sub

scriber's house. The London County Council might give this

general permission, but as regarded laying the wires between the

exchange and the subscriber's house the company would have to

get the farther authority of the Vestry or District Board subject to

appeal. As to the wires between two exchanges of the company,

both in the Treasury minuteof 1892 or the agreement of 1896, there

was a specialprovision. The Treasuryminutesaid that the Post Office

wouldprovide underground wires so that the local authorities might

not have to complain of their streets beingdisturbed . In pursuance

of thatannouncement of policy in the deed of 1896, the Postmaster

General covenanted so far as practicable to connect by underground

wires any wires of the company in the same exchange .

The Post Office would not have the power to take up the streets

and lay a wire for the company between the exchange and the sub

scriber's house, how does it get the power to lay a wire between

exchange andexchange ?-I don't know that there is that power.

They contended that the Postmaster-General was the judge whether

he wanted a wire, it wasnot for the local authoritytodeal witb .

Do you contend that the Postmaster-General wouldbave the power

to take up the streets betweenthe exchange anda subscriber's house

without the permission of the local authority ?-No! He would have

to go to the local authority in any case, subject to appeal the Post

Office would claim the right to lay their wire from the excbadge to a

subscriber's house, and that would be discussed on appeal. The

Post Office bad never contemplated such a thing, and therefore the

question bad not arisen. The Post Office had laid wires for the com

pany between exchange and exchange, and between exchange and

Post Office . The Post Office could exercise on behall of its licensees

all the rights and privileges itcould exercise for itself, subject only

to the right ofappeal against the local authority.

By Sir J. WOODHOUSE : If the Postmaster-General undertook to

lay wires for the company and the local authority declinedto give its

general consent, then the Postmaster could appeal against the refusal.

The Post Office in their covenant bad undertaken to lay wires between

the exchanges for thecompanies.

So that you are enabling the company to get behind the consent of

the local anthority ?-Wewere bound to do so under our covenant.

By Sir HENBY HOWORTH : There was nothing in the agreements

between the telephone companies and thePost Ofice to prevent the

former from charging differential rates . The Post Office do not enter

intotheir charges exceptto see that they paid over the 10 per cent.

of the receipts. The National TelephoneCompany claimed to have

the right to exclude a private individual from the supply. There

was nothing in their arrangements with the Postmaster-General

to prevent it. There was nothing to prevent the Postmaster from

granting a license to another company to work withinthesame area .

By Mr. TULLY : The Post Office hod always made it clear to the

National Telephone Company that the PostOffice was perfectly free

The Committee of the Houre of Commons sat for the second time

on Thursday, 19th inst., Mr. Hanbury, the chairman, presiding.

The CHAIRMAN, at the opening of theproceedings, said the Com

mittee had been considering an application from the NaticnalTele

phone Company and from the Direct Telephone Company to be heard

by counsel, but the Committe were unanimous in the opinion that

they could not accede to the application .

Sir HENRY HUNTER, solicitor to the General Post Office, again

attended, with the object of supplementing the evidence given by

him at the former sitting. He said that on that occasion Prof. Stuart

bad raised a question as to whether London came within Section 5

of the Telephone Act of 1892, and bad suggested tbat the words there

used were not wide enough to cover London. He(SirHenry Hunter)

read the section in question, and said that in his opinion London

came within themeaning of the words " urban fanitary authority ."

With regard to the suggestion that the Treasury Minute of 1892 con

templated competitionbetween varioustelephone companies, and that

all the enactmentsin the Telegraphs Act, 1896, wereauthorised and

passed in contemplation of competition , he said that the draft agree

ments between the Post Office and the NationalTelephone Company

and the New Telephone Company were laid before Parliament. It

appeared from the debate that followed , and from the minutes of the

Select Committee, that the National Telephone Company had

absorbed the New Telephone Company. The Committee reported in

July, 1895, and the agreement with the National Telephone Company

alone was entered into on March 25th, 1896. Da August 19th, 1896,

the Act was passed which authorised the raising of an additional

£ 300,000 to carly out the policy of handing over the trunk wires to

the Governmentand leaving the exchanges to the companies. The

point was that he thought itwas perfectly well known tbat there was

only one company, and thatthe business would bepractically divided

between that company and the Post Office, and that Parliament

granted additional money with that knowledge.

Sir Hy. HOWORTH : Was it not granted for the purchase of plant

actually in existence at the time ?The preamble to the Act of 1892

stated that it was expedient to raise money with a view of carrying

into effect thescheme of the Post Office for reqairingthe telephones,

and particularly with a view of raising money fur the trunk lines.

TheAct of 1896 said the Treasury might issue a sum not exceeding

£ 300,000 for the Postmaster-General's use for the purposes of the

Telegraph Acts, and be submitted that that was an express confirma

tion of the policy outlined in 1892of buying up the trunk wires in

1896 , and that it was known that there was only one company.

By Mr. GRIFFITH -BOSCAWEN : The £ 300,000 was solely for the

purchase of the trapk wires.

By the CHAIRMAN : Bis evidence went to show that Parliament was

duly seised of knowledgethat the two companies bad become one at

the time. It was moved in the House of Commons that the agree

ment should not be confirmed , and the mover based his case upon the

fact that the National Telephone Company had absorbed the New

Telephone Company, and that there was practically only one com

pany, and the Government was carrying out a bad policywhen there

was only one company. The arrangement was solely in reference to

trunk lines. Parliament was aware at the time that there was no

competition , apartfrom the PostOffice ,with the one company, and

it might have challenged the policy of the Government when this

money was granted.

By Mr. TULLY: The agreement was not executed antil 1896. He

did not think there was any understanding onthe part of the Govern

ment and the Post Office that the execution of the agreement should

be suspended.

By the CHAIRMAN : With regard to the trunk wires, he_had said

on the last occasion that he thought that if the National Telephone

Company gave preference to the messages of its subscribers, that

would be a breach of the agreement. He bad since referred more

closely to the agreement of 1896, and had found that there was a dis

tinct covenant on the part of the company that they would do every
thing to enable messages to be carried over trunk wires, not only

between their own subscribers but between subscribers to other

exchanges also .

:
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onedocumenton behalf of the New Telephone Company, and Mr.

Forbes the other document on behalf of the National Telephone

Company on August 11th, 1892. The heads of the agreement so
signed were embodied in the agreement of March 25th , 1896. The
fipal agreement was with one company.

DidthePost Office encourage theamalgamation of these two come

panies ? - It was not aquestionof the Post Office. It wasa question

of the Government, who gave direct instructions to the Postmaster

General. The Postmaster -General was in constant communication

with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and acting for the Government,

he facilitated theamalgamation of these companies. Practically, the

amalgamation had taken place when the heads of the agreement were

signed.

In 1889 Mr. Raikes was Pustmaster -General, and offered strong

opposition to the amalgamation. Was the sameopposition offered by

the Postmaster-General to the amalgamation in 1892 ?-No, certainly

not. Not on was there no opposition to amalgamation, but itwas

rather encouraged ; but that was not the Post Office, but the Post

master-General acting on behalf of the Governnent. The agreement

undoubtedly facilitated the amalgamation of the National Telephone

Companywith the New TelephoneCompany,and was signed with the

fall knowledge of the Chancellor of the Exchequer and, he believed,

other members of the Government. The formal signatures were

attached on August 11th , 1892, in Sir Jas. Fergusson'sroom in the

House of Commons. He would not say that the Ministry bad

authorised an agreement which was contrary to the Treasury Minute

issued in March , 1892. He was in constant attendance at the House

of Commons with the Postmaster-General, and was present at dis

cussions, and he knew that the Postmaster-General acquainted the

Chancellor of the Exchequer of what was going on .

The examination of the witness had notconcluded when the Com

mittee rose .

CORRESPONDENCE .

By Mr. BARTLEY :To postpone the sending of other messages in
favour of those of their own subscribers would be a breach of the

agreement, as that was over the trunk wires.

By the CHAIRMAN : In 1884, when the form of the new license was

being debated , it was considered whether the Government should

insert in thatlicense a clause preventing the Telephone Company

from giving favour or preference to one over another.
It was

eventually decided not to insert such a clause. The reason was

obvious. At the time of the draft public opinion was in the direc
tion of giving the telephone companies a free hand. Up to thattime

the PostOffice had imposed a great number of restrictions, and it was

proposed to remove all these restrictions, and give the telephone
companies a free hand.

By Mr. COHEN : His opinion was that if the Telephone Company

gave preferential treatmentto their own subscribers they would not

be carrying out their contract. Theywould be deliberately delaying

a message, and would not be doing all the necessary acts and things

to carryout the agreement.

Prof. STUART : Would a breach of that clause by the company

entitle you to revoke the license 2-I think not, but we could bring an
action against them.

Do you think it completely safeguards the public in that respect ?
- I think so .

Do you mean to say you think the Telephone Company would

objectto words being put in to preventthem by any possibilitygiving

preference to their own subscribers ?-I really cannot say. Allthese

questions were minutely considered at the time. He would not say that

these particular words were considered, but the whole of the arrange

ments between the Post Office and the company were most elaborately

debated. He thought the clause he had referred to was sufficient to

safeguard the interests of the public.

By the CHAIRMAN : Preference in time would constitute a branch

of the agreement, but he could not say that a preference in rates and

charges would do so.

I do not see where the difference comes in . They must not do

anything that delays one message for another.

Sarely the principle of preference applies to rates and charges as
well ? - Thatwas not dealt with.

I want to get it clearly that the preference in time of one person

over anotherwould constitute a breach of the agreement, but the

preference in charges would not.-— I do not think itwould .

By Mr. FBY : The breaches which would entitle the Post Office

to determine a license would be the non -payment of the royalty and

the sending of messages out as telegrams, writing them down as

telegrams.

By Prof. STUART: No doubt these were points to secure the specific

interest of the Post Office, not points to protect the public. There

was no intention in the agreement to fix the rates the company should

charge. He would not say the question of preference was considered

from this point of view when theagreementwas drawn, butit was con

sidered. Hedid notthink that the company would have submitted to

any restriction on the way in which they were carrying on their
business as between themselves and their subscribers. The view in

1884 was that the telephone could be best dealt with by throwing it
open to free action .

How is it the Post Office can give its licensee the power of charging

preferential rates wbich, by law , it does not possess itself ? -The Post
Office did not give its licensees the right of making preferential

rates. All that the Post Office did byits license of 1884 was to

remove the restrictions which would otherwise make every telegram

which was transmitted illegal. But for that, all these telephonic

messages would be illegal. It was thought in 1824 that the best

thing to do was to leavethe companies open to make any terms they

liked. There was nothing to prevent the company giving a pre

ferential rate to a man doinga large businessover one doinga small
business. Whey they got their exchange license it was thought

better to give them a free hand . From 1892 to 1896 it was a matter

for negotiation. The Government could not make the companies

acceptany termstheythought fit.

Bị Mr. BARTLEY : He would rather not give any opinion as to
whether it was fair that the same restrictionsshould be imposed upon

the companiesas were imposed upon the Post Office. As to whether
it was right that they should have privileges which were not pos
sessed by the Post Office, it seemed to him a question of policy.

By the CHAIRMAN : The question of policy was fully considered in

1884. He would prefer that Mr. Lamb should answer the question

as to whether it was considered in 1892.

Mr. F. T. LAMB, second secretary of the Post Office, examined by

the CHAIRMAN, saidhis special department was the telegraph and

telephone service. He was in charge of the telegraph department,

which position he had occupied since April, 1889, and for many years

before he had had a great deal to do with it. Hehad been concerned

in the administration of the telegraphs since 1870. He gave evidence

before the Committee of 1892 , and also before that of 1895. The

principal recommendation of the Committee of 1892 was that the
license of the Telephone Company should not be extended beyond

1911. It left the Government the responsibility of entering into

arra agements with the telephone companies, and made that recom

mendation that the licenseshould not extend beyond 1911. He had

a hand in drawing up the Treasury Minute, in the sense that he pre

pared tbe information for the Post Office, which was embodied in

that minute nearly word for word . That information was prepared

in view, at any rate, of limited competition . All along the Post

Office and the Treasury bad in view competition, and freedom of

competition was reserved carefully from the earliest date, and it was

again reserved in that minute . In 1892 agreements were drawn up.

They were not signed, but they were initialled by the Postmaster
General and the representatives of the two companies. That was in

August, 1892. ThePostmaster-General, Sir JamesFergusson , initialled

them on behalf of the Government. The Duke of Marlborough initialled

6

Limerick Electric Tramway Scheme.

As a subscriber to your esteemed periodical, which I

regularly receive through your Berlio agency, I take the

libarty to put the following before you.

In your number (No. 1,067 , May 6th , 1898, page 622) I
find this notice :

“ Limerick . — The firm of Zietz, of Hamburg, are stated

to have written to the Corporation in quaint English, offering

to establish an electric tram system all over the city, without

any cost, on getting a lease of the streets .' This is cool !

We guess many an English promcter would like to get tram

way concessions on these terms."

There is no doubt that my firm is alluded to, and as I

cannot allow to be ridiculed in anybody's eyes. I beg to hand

copy of two letters, which are the only ones I addressed to

theCorporation of Limerick, and from which you will learn

that there is nothing like any “ cool offers,” but only a com

mercial offer of myservices .

As to the Liverpool order you refer to just under the

Limerick notice, I beg to state that same was given to me,

respectively to my friends the Wagenbuuanstalt und

Waggonfabrik für Elektrische Bahnen (vormabs W.O. F.

Busch) of our place.

As it cannot be in the interest of your REVIEW to give

any wrong information, or to allow anybody to ridicule any

of your subscribers or toharm their interests or position, I

should thank you to make use of my to -day's information

in such way asyou may think fit.

Ed. Zi , tz.

(COPY) .

To the Town Clerk

of the City of

Limerick ( Ireland ).

Sir, I take the liberty to inform you that I have provided the

Liverpool Tramways Corporation with some samples of Cars for

electric traffic, completely fitted out.

The respective Committee will visit this city at the beginning of

March to‘lcok over our electric car traffic, which is the best and

largest on the Continent, as we are running about 700 cars with
overhead system .

Supposing that ere long your Corporation also intend to transform

your horse tramcars into electrical cars, I beg to offer you my ser

vices for anything you may require to this purpose. Any details will
be given with pleasure on application.

Hoping to be favoured with your reply.

I am , Sir,

Yours respectfully,

( Signed ) ED. ZIETZ.
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(COPY) .

Hamburg, April 22nd, 1898.

To the Town Clerk

of the City of

Limerick ( Ireland ).

Sir, – Referriog to my respects of February 19th , I beg to inform

you that since then the Liverpool Committee have inspected our
electric tramcars traffic, and that at the meeting held at Liverpool

& resolution bas been taken to order from me for their trial line 14

motor cars and 14 trailer cars fully equipped. This order gives you a

full proof that I am in the position to provide you with the

necessary, and I am looking forward to your good news.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed ) Ed. ZIETZ.

[Our brief comments were made on the information - now

shown to be very meagre - receivid from a local source .

The correspondence printed contains no mention of terms

proposed by Messrs. Zietz, therefore the reference to cost

and lease seems to be a mere fabrication of the Irish mind.

We offer our apologies to our correspondent.— Eps . ElEc.

Rev.]

details, for specific purposes, or for convenience in its mode

of operation .

Experiment has determined that the machine made by

Wimshurst possesses the following simultaneous character.

istics : ( 1 ) İt is self -exciting . (2 ) Its polarity is subject

to do capricious reversals. (3) It does its work well in all

weathers. (4) Its discharges can be regulated as toquantity,

potential, and rate of interruption. (5 ) It is, for some

purposes, the bust possible exciter for Röntgen -ray tubog

(see Proc. Röntgen Soc.) and allied phenomena. It is apon

these simultaneous characteristics that the right and honour
of invention is ascribed to him.

The skeleton figure, accompanying your article, no doubt

represents the best that could be attained before 1883.

But, un'ortunately for your argument, that machine would

not possess the simultaneous characteristics ( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) (4)

and (5) . We can afford to give Prof. Holtz much credit for

his work, but the merit of having invent d the “ Wimshurst "

machine should no less be given to our own esteemed

countryman, James Wimshurst.

Rollo Appleyard,

May 23rd, 1898.

-

Alternating Are Lamp.

I have been experimenting with an alternating arc lamp,

and find my greatest trouble is that the current has a

tendency to run up the side of the carbon . Could you

or any of your readers inform me any means of keeping

this down, and the cause ? Is it thequality of the carbon, or
the E.M.F. in the too ( ?) high which is 72 volts at 7 amperes,

13 mm. cored carbons are used ? This lamp burns fairly

steady till it flares, when the light changes from a white to &

violet colour for the instant. The lamp burns at 100 volts

on its terminals, no impedance coil is necessary, and I am

therefore anxious to get it to barn steady. I shall be much

obliged if I can obtain any information .

W. Addley,

[Our correspondent has apparently left out the word

arc. " — Eps. ELEC. Rev.]

&

THE “ HART” SECONDARY BATTERY,

Testing of Magnet Steel in Bulk.

With reference to the point raised by Mr. Mordey in the
discussion on Prof. Ewing's paper on the importance of

knowing the magnetic qualities of soft magnet steel in bulk .

It would appear that the variations in magnetic quality has

much improved of late owing to the steel makers having

come tothe conclusion that it pays them to make special

blows of steel instead of using any mixture they may have
in hand : t the time.

The South Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Company, for

example, who turn out very large quantities of soft magnet

steel appear to have found out exactlywhat is wanted,and

by taking a little trouble with the mixture and with the

chemical analyses,the quality is practically constant for each

" magnet steel blow," which theynowmakeat frequent intervals.

At the same time it would undoubtedly be a great advantage

for electrical firms to be able to make their own tests of the

magnetic quality of castings and ingots in bulk , and in the

absence ofany such method, the writer thinks that perhaps

the following suggestion may be interesting :

Anelectro -magnet similar to those which are now taking

the place of crane hooks, but with tapered and rounded

poles, is suspended over an ordinary weigh table. When the

ingot or casting comes forward to be " weighed in " by the

the stores department, two places are fettled up at, say, a foot

apart, for the electro -magnet poleg to rest against. After the

casting has been weighed in the usual way, the magnet is

brought against it and a known current is switched on . The

weights are then run off the scale beam in the weigh office

until the casting drops away from the electro-magnet.

It seems to the writer that this is roughly analogous to

the traction method of testing as used in Prof. Ewing's

instrument, and that the difference between the actual weight

and the weight at which contact is broken is a measure of

the magnetic quality of the steel lying adjacent to the pole
pieces of the electro -magnet.

E. Kilburn Scott.

The South Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Company, Limited , turn out

over 50 tons of soft magnet steel per week in ingots, &c. , weighing

up to 7 tops each . Thefollowing is the average chemical analysis :

Carbon 075 %

Manganese

Sulphur

Phosphorus

Silicon

...

380

075

060

trace .

WE announced a few weeks since that Mr. E. J. Clark had

left the Electrical Power Storage Company to take the

management of the business of the “ Hart” Secondary

Battery Syndicate, Limited. At that time the Syndicate

had just taken possession of premises at Crispin's Wharf,

Stratford, London, which , though admirably adapted for

its purpose, required a considerable amount of fitting up.

That the Syndicate is now in a position to execute orders

indicates the possession of energy which deserves success .

At present arrangements have been made to manu

facture three types of battery, namely, for traction,

lighting, and centralstation purposes. The traction

cell consists of 11 plates, weighing 38 lbs., with a

capacity of 150 ampere - hours at & discharge of 50

amperes, equal to º4 H.P. for one hour. The lighting

type has a capacity of 40 ampere- hours per positive at a

discharge rate of 15.6 amperes ; at half rate & capacity of
55 ampere-hours. The central station cell is constructed to

meet the demand of consulting and central station engineers

for a battery that will stand a very heavy discharge for a

short period. The plate is calculated to sustain a discharge

at 100 amperes for one hour, as a maximum , and at the same

time leavea safe working margin.

With all kinds of cells a novelty is supplied in the shape

of a non -corrosive connection decreasing the resistance and

saving much trouble in cleaning.

The principal improvement claimed in connection with the

construction of the plates is that by some process not ex

plained , the active material is hardened and does not suffer

disint gration under heavy strains.

Theplates for the traction cells are also provided with an

additional protection to the active material, little lugs being

arranged so as to fold over and hold the contents of the

plates in rigid position.

By decreasing the weight of the grids and increasing the

proportion of active material as compared with the inactive,

...

Honour to whom Honour is Due. "

An article in your issue of last week, entitled “ Honour

to whom Honour is due, " seems scarcely fair to James

Wimshurst. Since 1775, when Volta invented the electro

phorus, induction machines bave, by common consent,

been named after those who have introduced improvements

in the mechanical and electrical details of the development

of the cardinal idea . Thus, Toepler and Carré, Kelvin and

Varley, are all credited with having invented induction

machines ; and induction machines have been named after

them . In all these cases the right and honour of invention

goes to the man who fashions a machine qualified, by its

11
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it is claimed that for a given weight of cells at least 40 per

cent. is gained in capacity.

With respect to the Syndicate it is composed of some of

the leading public men in West Ham and the neighbourhocd,

and is putting down plant for an output of 6,000 or

7,000 plates per week. The works are very favourably

sitaated just off the main Stratford Road , with a capal by

which heavy material can be brought to the gates. Every

department is well lighted , and all the operations can be

carried on under healthy and wholesome conditions.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

B.

:
:

...

97

... ... ...

01

...

...

...

Electrical Wares Exported.

WEEK ENDING MAY 24T8 , 1897. | WEEK ENDING MAY 24T8 , 1898.

£

Alexandria. Teleph. mat. 75 0 Amsterdam 83 0

Amsterdam 1500 Antwerp 138 0

Bombay ... 7 0 Elec. fuses 283 0

Brisbane. Tele, cable ... 1,217 0 Beira 256 0

Teleph. ( joint Bombay 45 0

boxes) 420 0 Boulogne 39 0

Buenos Ayres 25 0 Calcutta ... 379 0

Calcutta ...
190 | Cape Town 623 0

Cape Town 580 0 Copenhagen 12 0

Christiana 17 0 Delagoa Bay 57 0

Copenhagen 21 0 Durban ... 51 0

Durban 7290 East London 149 0

East London
46 0 Flushing 15 0

Hamburg 150 0 Fremantle 215 0

Madeira 526 0 Gibraltar 75 0

Melbourne 2290 Gothenburg 47 0

Piræus. Teleg. mat. 400 Halifax 820 0

Port Elizabeth ... 80 0 Hamburg 195 0

Shanghai 26 0 | Hong Kong 58 0

Teleph. mat. 47 0 Madras 208 0

Singapore 180 0 Melbourne 32 0

Teleph. mat. 31 O Natal
. 1,360

Sydney 70 ở North Atlantic." Teleg.
Wellington 888 0 cable ... 10,800 0

Teleg. mat. 248 0 | Port Elizabeth ... 1,403 0

Rotterdam 42 0

Total £ 5,749 0 | St. Petersburg . Elec .

launch 420 0

Singapore 170 0

Stockholm 232 0

Sydney ... 610 0

Trieste 240 0

Wellington 490

Yokohama 160 0

...

...

...

... ...

...

director with Mr. Drake, and the syndicate is already in negotiation

for acquiring several important schemes for electric traction, power

transmission, & c . To avoid misunderstanding, weare asked to state

that, while the name of the syndicate is the Drake & Gorlam Electric

Power and Traction (Pioneer) Syndicate, the business and organise

tion are quite separate from Messrs. Drake & Gorham's own business,

and the syndicate will deal direct with any persons, firms, or local

authorities who may wish to negotiate for the promotion or financing

of electric traction or power schemes. Offices have been taken at

66,Victoria Street, Westminster, to which all inquiries should be

addressed .

Devon County Agricultural Show .-At the above

show , which was openedlast week at Newton Abbott, Messrs .Lord

and Shand, electrical engineers, of Plymouth, shewed a number of elec

tric motors driving a varietyof agricultural and domestic machines,

such as cream separator, chaff cutter,coke crusher, and horse clipper.

The necessary current was obtained from a Taonton dynamo, driven

by a Hornsby-Ackroyd oil engine exhibited by Messrs. Beare& Sons,

agents at Newton Abbott. The current was supplied to two 14- H.P.

Taunton motors, manufactured by the Newton Electrical Works,

Limited, and 10 Lundell motors of various sizes by Messrs. Veritys,

Limited.

Electric Clock Switches. We understand that Messrs.

James & Browne bave just despatcheda dozen of their patent auto

matic electrio clock switches for use in the arc lamp standards at

Exeter. A description of these switches ,which are for automatically

putting current on and off at any desired time, appeared in our issue
of February 18th last.

Electric Power in Shipyards. - An installation of

electricaltransmission of power has recently been carried out by

Messrs. W. 8. Allen , Son & Co., of Bedford ,at the well-known ship

building yard of Messrs. Harland & Wolff, Limited, of Belfast,

comprising a direct current 500 -volt belt-driven generator, and five

motors, varying in size from 12 B.H.P., all of Messrs. Allen's manu

facture. The generator is compound wound, and the motors shant

wound, wbilst the cables run for a distance of 100 yards on steel

tubular poles. Mesers. Allen have nowsecured an additional order

from the same firm . This new installation will be one of the largest

of its kind in the United Kingdom when completed, and will consist

of a 550 1.H.P. compound three-crank forced lubrication engine,

running at 300 revolutions per minute ,direct coupled to a three

phase 350 kilowatt generator . There will also beseven three -phase

motors, four of 100 -H.P., one of 75 -H.P ., one of 50 -H.P ., and one of

20-H.P., distributed throughout the shipyard for driving the various

departments.

The Electrophone. - The Princess of Wales and Princess

Victoria opon twoevenings last week listened to theleading London

theatres through the electrophone which is installed in the private

boudoir of the Princess of Wales at Marlborough House .

Hammond v. The Electricity Supply Company for

Spain, Limited. — This was a motion on the part of Mr. Robert

Hammond, the plaintiff, heard before Mr. Justice North in the

Chancery Division, on Tuesday, to restrain registration of a tran :fer

of shares in the defendant company, of which he claimed to be bene

ficial owner. The defendants, other than the company,were Don

Pedro Pastor y Landero, the transferor, and Mr.R. C. Wyatt, the

transferee. Owing to the fact that the Spanish Government would

not permit service of a concurrent writ on Don Pedro Pastor y

Landero, who is in Spain, it appeared the plaintiff had not been able

bring him before the Court, and the motion therefore stood over.

Mr. Kirby was for the plaintiff; Mr. Martelli for the defendant,

Wyatt ; and Mr. K. H. Leach for the company.

London County Council and the Smoke Nuisance.
At the weekly metting on Tuesday, the Pablic Control Committee

brought op a report in reference to the smoky atmosphere of the
metropolisduring the past few weeks. In this connection the com

mittee mentioned that they had addressed to 23 Vestries and District

Boards a letter stating that many com 1.ints lave been made during

the past few weeks of the “ veryserious nuisance caused by the emis

sion of black smoke in large volume from chimney shafts in various

parts of London. The nuisance has probably been most serious in

the central districts, and has largely proceeded from electric light

generating stations and hotels. The cause is almost invariably attri

buted to the difficulty now experienced in obtaining smokeless coal,
and to the consequent necessity of using bituminous coal in the lur

naces of steam engines. If this difficulty had proved to be of a very

temporary nature,it might not bave been desirable during its con

tinuance to strictly enforce the law asto smoke consumption, but it

has already lasted upwards of six weeks, and there appears to be Do

indication of its speedy cessation . Meanwhile the most serious in

convenience continues to be caused, apparently without any attempt

being made to mitigate the evil , notwithstanding that by proper

precautions and careful stoking, much of the Quisance might be pre

vented. In some districts legal proceedings have alreadybeen insti.

tuted, and the Council believes it to be necessary in the public

interest that steps should now be taken for strictly enforciog the law
in every serious case which may occur." Sir Harry Poland moved

that tbe report should be referred back, in order that the

committee might bring up a recommendation with a view to

stopping the nuisance. Mr. Lawson, who seconded, suggested

that the Council should initiatelegislation next year in order to deal

with the question . Mr. H. Ward attributed the large volumes of

dense smoke to the fact of the steam at the electric light stations not

being condensed. The result was that the steam was discharged into

the stacks, and assisted in driving the carbon particles into the atmo
sphere. On a show of hands, the report was referred back to the

...

...

...

..

... ...

Total £ 19,266 0

1

Foreign Goods Trapsbipped.

£ 8 .

Durban 19 0

Alleged Fraud. --At the Manchester City Police Court

this week Thomas Scott was charged with obtaining sums of money

from Manchester tradesmen by false pretences, among them being

Mr. Geo . Margetts, manager for the district of Drake & Gorham .

Prisoner was remanded.

Cable Making in Germany.-A company has just been

formed in Berlin, with a capital of £ 300,000 , to be known as the
See -Kabel Gesellschaft, to manufacture electric cables, and to acquire

and carry on the works and business of Herr Franz Clouth at

Nippes.

Cowper.Coles Parabolic Reflector .-- A sole license has

been granted to MM. Sautter, Harle & Cie, of Paris, for manufacturing

parabolic reflectors by this process for searchlights in France, Russia,
and Spain .

Dissolutions of Partnerships. - Messrs. F. Reid, F. S.

Reid & W. H. Ferens, carrying on business as electrical engineers and

agents, at Newcastle-on -Type, under the style of F. Reid, Ferensand

Co., havedissolved partnership by_mutual consent. Debts will be

attended to by Messrs. F.Reid & W. H. Fereng, who will carry on

the business under the old style.

Messrs. B. Wild , J. H. Clarke, and W. Rothwell, carrying on busi.

ness as general electrical engineers at 6, Virginia Street, Southport,

as Wild , Rothwell & Co., bave dissolved partnership by mutual

consent. Debts will be attended to by Messrs. Wild and Clarke.

Drake & Gorham Electric Power and Traction

( Pioneer) Syndicate, Limited .—In order to deal with the motive

power transmission schemes and light railways and tramways which
are brought to Messrs. Drake & Gorbam in the course of their busi.

ness, they have formed a powerful syndicate to deal with the pre
liminaries, and arrangements are being made for a companywith a

capital of about £ 250,000. Mr. J. F. Albright, late managingdirector

of Crompton & Co., has joined the syndicate as joint managing
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Private Installations . - Messrs. Archer, New & Co. ,

of Liverpool, have carried out a number of installations connected

with the Liverpool, Birkenhead,and port Corporation mains,

underthe supervision of Mr. F. W. Rayner, late Liverpool manager

of Messrs. New& Mayne. They have also put down a complete in

stallation for the cotton warehouse of the Liverpool Warehousing

Company, Limited , a 30 -ampere Parker dynamo being run from a

hoisting engine . The buildings are wired on the wrought-iron con

duit system . A 30 -ampere dynamo and Crossley oil engine has also

been installed at Aigbarth for Mr. Hollbrook Gaskell. They have

fitted up Leasowe Castle Hotel and Hydro, Cheshire, for 500 lights,

and six enclosed arc lamps in the grounds. An Edison andSwan

dynamo, 200 amperes, and engineroom switchboards, 60 E.P.8.

K 21 accumulators, British Insulated Wire Company's underground

Committee by 23 votes to 21. The Council approved on the recom

mendation of the Building Act Committee the plans submitted for

the extension of the Carnaby Street station of the St. James's and

Pall Mall Electric Lighting Company. Formal consent was given

to the laying of new mains by the Metropolitan, tho House- to-House,

and the County of London Electric Lighting Companies.

C. & C. Electric Hoist. - The hoist shown in the illus

trationwas supplied to Messrs. Belshaw & Co., of Victoria Street, by

the O.& O. Electric Company, of New York, through their repre

sentative for the United Kingdom , Mr. O. R. Heap, 47, Victoria
Street, London , S.W. The motor,which is stated topossess several

novel features, is of the " O. & C.” direct current (compound wound

and over compounded) ironclad totally enclosed four-pole slow -speed

type. It develops 40 H.P. on the brake, with 450 volts

at the terminals ,running at a speed of about 750 revo

lutions per minute. The hoist is of the double drum

type. Either drum may be worked independently in

either direction, there being a separate friction clutch,

brake, and reversing gear for each. Thus raising or

lowering_may be accomplished as required by either

drum . The duty of themachineis to raise 1 ton plus

theweight of 500 feet of steel wire rope up an incline

of 60° at a speed of 300 feet per minute. The motor

will run at practically a constant speed, the power and

speed of hoisting being varied, as well as the direction

of travel of drums by the brakes, clutches ,and gear.

Thus the working is said to be simple and reliable.

There are no complicated controlling and reversing

resistances, and the hoist can be managed with safety

by an unskilled operator. For starting the motor the

" C. & C.” standard starting box is used . It comprises,

besides a double-pole switch and safetyfuse, a graduated

shunt resistance with 10 steps, and an automatic

" overload " and " no load " release. Through this

apparatus, if the current to the motor is interrupted,

the starting handle will return quickly and automatic

ally to the “ off” position , and the motor can only be

restarted in a proper manner through the " step-by

step ” resistances, thus preventiog any danger of

injury to the motorby starting again with load on

and motor at rest. The same action occurs with an

overload ,and thus a finely graduated fuse is unneces

Bary . The whole machine is compact, and massive

in build, and is mounted on one solid bed plate. The

weight of the whole is about 8,000 lbs. Owing to

its entirely enclosed form , the motor is damp- and dust- proof.

It is provided with sell-feeding carbon brushes, requiring no

change of lead under any variation of load, and needing the

minimum of attention . The bearings are oiled by “ ring lubrica

tion," the oil reservoirs carrying an ample sapply of oil, and are

fitted with visible oil gauges and drain cocks all accessible from out

side. By the removal of close-fitting hand - hole covers at both ends

the armature is readily accessible . These hoists are made in standard

sizes, from 5 to 50 brake horse-power, and are made on the “ inter

cbangeable " plan throughout.

"

Lists.- The Simplex Steel Conduit Company, Limited ,

of Coventry Street, Birmingham , have issued lists of their

" ideal ” system of wiring for electric light, power, bells, and tele

phones. The lists detail the various advantages claimed for the

system , and give particolars of some installations carried out. The

company has equippedworks capable of a large output of steel

conduit, together with all accessories in the way of T's, bends, and

inspection pieces.

New Electrical Works. - It is stated that the old cotton

mill on the Buxton Road, Bakewell, and land adjacent, have been

purchased by Messrs. Drake & Gorham , electricalengineers . The

necessary alterations are to be made to adaptthe buildings to Messrs.

Drake &Gorban's business. As a cotton mill the place gave employ

ment to about 100 bands. There is ample water-power obtainable

from the River Wye. The site is (or was up to the time of the

purchase ) the property of the Duke of Devonshire.

paper insulationmains,and a Robeyhorizontal engine and Lancashire

boiler, make up the installation. The Priace of Wales Hotel, South

port, has been fitted with 390 lights to be supplied from the Corpora.

tion mains; also 130 electric bell communications. Messrs. New's

business is to be absorbed shortly by Messrs. New & Byrd , Limited.

Submarine Miners and the Electric Light. - The

Western Mail says that a party consisting of two officers and 10 men

of the Severn Division Royal Engineers ( Volunteer Sabmarine

Miners ), whose headquarters are at Cardiff, are at present ander

going a month'scourse of instruction at Plymouth in electric lighting.

The course consists of a series of lectures on the theory of magnetism

and electricity, and the construction of the various kinds of dynamos

and lamps used in the service for electric lighting. The practical

work consists of instruction in the running of steamand oil engines,

the working of dynamos, and the manipulation of " fixed beam ” and

" search " lights. The practical work takes place by day and night

in connection with the forte, & c , at the entrance to Plymouth

Sound .

Veritys, Limited, v. Sharp . - On Friday, in the Queen's

Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Day, sitting forthe trial of non

jury causes, the case of Veritys, Limited, v. Sbarp came on for

hearing. Thiswas an action brought by Messrs. Veritys, Limited,who

are electric lighting engineers, ofKing Street, against the defendant,

who is an electric lighting engineer , to recover £ 90 83. 8d. in respect

of electric light fittings soldand delivered to the defendant for an

installation at56, Ladgate Hill. Mr. W. W. Thompson was counsel

for the plaintiff, but the defendant did not appear ,nor was he pro

fessionally represented . — Mr. Lionel George Conter, traveller for the

plaintiff company, deposed to receivingtheorder from the defendant,

in response to which the goods were delivered to him at Ludgate
Hill. Mr. Sharp acknowledged the receipt of the goods. The

plaintiffs had frequently applied for payment of the account, but it

had not been paid . - His Lordship gave judgment for the amount

claimed , with costs.

Wattmeters for Storage Batteries. The increasing

application of storage batteries to electric light and railway

station use, as well as to street cars, motor carriages, electric

launches, & c ., where a portable source of power is requisite, has led

the General Electric Company, of Schenectady, to develop a special

type of meter, which willshow at a glance the amount of energy

available in the battery. The Thomson recording storage battery

meter, as described inthe Street RailwayJournal, resemblesin general

appearance the standard Thomson recording wattmeter, and is, in

fact, a development from it, themechanism being almost exactly

similar. The accuracy and durability characteristic of the standard

type have both been maintained, while additional precaution is pro

vided against injury from shock or vibration. The meter is provided

with a single indicating needle moving over a horizontal semi-circular

dial. The essentialrequirement for a storage battery meter is that the

armatare shall rotate in either direction and give equally accurate

-

Patent Litigation. - The Comptroller gave his decision

on 17th inst. in the matter of the Electrolytic Plating Apparatus

Company's (Walsall) opposition to the grant of letters patent upon

G. H. Nagh's (W. Canning & Co., Limited, Birmingham ) patent

applicationNo. 14,708 of 1897, for"An improved apparatus for the

electro - plating of small articles.” Messrs. W.P. Thompson & Co., of

Birmingham , appeared for the opponents at the hearing, and Mr.

A. J. Walter (instructed by Redfern & Co. , London ) appeared for the

applicant. The grant of letters patent was opposed on the grounds

that the applicant (Nash ) had obtained the invention from the

Electrolytic Plating Apparatus Company, Limited, and that the

invention had beenpatented in this country on an application of

prior date , viz , by British patent No. 5,274, of 1896, vested in the

Electrolytic Company. The Comptroller by his decision ordered

Nash toinsert a disclaiming clause inhis complete specification, and

also to strike out a certain portion of the existing letterpress thereof;

subject to this being done he would seal him a patent.

Personal. - Mr. John Hunter, late electrician to the

Allan Line Shipping Company, Liverpool, has been appointed

manager of the Liverpool Electric Lighting and Fittings Corpora
tion , Limited.
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readings in both . In this meter this requisite is obtained . The

reading of the meter represents not the amount of energy put

into the battery, but the amount available, and when the needle

points to zero on the dial, it shows that the battery is completely dis

charged. For motor carriage, street car, and electric launch service a

meter of this character is a most necessary adjunct. Without it the

operator is absolutely ignorant of the power upon which he can

depend, and would rup serious risk of finding himself at a standstill

far from home with no means of getting either forward or backward

-

-

without recourse to some mechanical method . These meters are

manufactured with any desired percentage difference between charg

ing and discharging rates, and in all ofthe standard sizes in which

two-wire Thomson recording wattmeters are built. Since, however,

this percentage varies in almost every case, the General Electric Com

pany manufactures them only to order. One size, that reading to

50 amperes, however, may be considered as standard, and will be

more promptly furnished than any other.

Wireless Telegraphy.Some experiments were made

from the Terrace of the House of Commons on the morning of the

20th inst. The apparatus was fixed in a privatesmoke room just

off the Terrace and in the treasurer's office of St. Thomas's Hospital,

on the other side of the Thames.

Chester . - The Council last week authorised the Lighting

Committee to have an electric main for street and private lighting,

and for supplying motive power to compress air for the ejectors at

the Infectious Diseases Hospital, Sealand , laid at an estimated cost

of £ 1,100 , of which £ 460 is to be charged to cost of the Infectious

Diseases Hospital; to carry the new main to be laid along Brook

Street, past the station, and connect it with the main in City Road,

at the estimated cost of £55; to bave a small addition made to the

switchboard at the electrio light station, at the estimated cost of

£36, and to accept the tender ofMessrs. Johnson & Phillips to supply

11 arc lamps for the Lower Bridge Street and Castle Esplanade
extensions, for £136 118.

Chiswick.-The District Council had a discussion lagt

week regarding the “ alleged scandal" in respect to the electric

lighting order, and ultimately a Committee was appointed to inter.

piew Messrs. Bourne & Granton the matter.

Conway . - At a meeting of the Conway and Colwyn Bay

Water Board last Friday, a member expressed the opinion that the

Board bad valuable water rights which could be utilised for electric

lighting purposes, and he moved that a committee visit the place and

inquire into the matter. It was also proposed that a professional

man be engaged to advise the Board. The Mayor was of opinion

that the Board should carry a schemethrough, or acompanywould

soon be formed for the purpose. Mr.T. T. Marks, C.E. , was appointed
to advise the committee.

Coventry.The statement of the Electric Light Con

mittee showsthe progress of the undertaking as follows: -Electricity

supplied during quarter ending December 31st, 1897, 34,895 units;
1898, 25,685 units. Rentals for quarter, 1897, £ 830 83. 94 .; 1990,

£618 58. 6d. Number of consumers on December 31st, 1897, 100 ;

1896, 72. Mileage of mains on December 31st, 1897 - high tension ,

2 miles 687 yards; low tension, 2 miles 1,331 yards; 1893, high

tension ,2miles 77 yards; low tension, 2 miles 332yards. Electricity

supplied duringquarter ending March 31st, 1898, 35,095 units ; 1897,

21,516 units. Rentals for quarter, 1898, £ 891 48. 5d.; 1897, £ 547

63. 5d . Number of consumers on March 31st, 1898, 112 ; 1897 , 76 .

Mileage of mains on March 31st, 1898 — high tension, 2 miles 1,592

yards ; low tension, 3 miles 791 yards; 1897, high tension , 2 miles

337 yards ; low tension, 2 miles 432 yards.

Darfield . - The Council will oppose the scheme of the

Electric Lighting Syndicate so far as it may concern the Darfield
district .

Dewsbury . - The Corporation are extending their system

of street electric lighting , and already, eight additional lamps

have been erected. The improvement which has thus been effected

bag met with general approbation, and already many desires have

been expressed in favour of a farther extension. Householders and

shopkeepersareasking for the extension of the mains to the outlying

portions of the borough .

Doncaster. — The District Council will oppose the General

Power Distributing Company's scheme for electric lighting in the
district .

Dunoon . - The Police Commission has resolved, on the

recommendation of the Pier and Parks Committee, to use the balance

of current from the Castle dynamo for lighting the pier electrically.

The offer of Messrs. Dixon to erect wires and lamps at £15 odd has
been accepted.

East Stonehouse. — The Bill confirming the East Stone

house provisional order was certified for second reading last week.

Greenock . - At & recent Police Board meeting the

minutes containeda report of the conference with the Board of Trade

on the subject of supplying electricity in the burgh. The Provost

said it was absolutely necessary, if they should retain their pro

visional order, that steps be taken towards the installation of

electricity within a year. They were clearly led to understand that

the opposing company would in a year bence be in a much more

favourable position if the Council showed they were not in earnest

in the resolution passed to proceed with the installation. They felt

very much indebted to the authorities of Port Glasgow and Goorock

for the assistance which they gave them , and they made it clear to

the Board of Trade that they would prefer to have the electricity

supplied by Greenock rather than by a private company. Mr. John

Cameron said the Board of Trade were surprised that in a large com

mercial town like Greenock electricity had not already been estab

lished , and when the argument was presred upon them that the

Corporation were the owners of the gas works, and that they must

take great care of them , they were met by the retort that the

universal experience of the Board of Trade was that wherever elec

tricity was introduced it did not prejudicially affect the Gas Trust,

bat, on the contrary, both lights seemed to develop and pay corpora

tions. There was no reason why they should bave fresh taxation

placed on the ratepayers, but it Greenock was to take its place along

with other large towns, the time had arrived for the installation being

formed . Thematter was remitted to the Sub -Committee on Elec

tricity to report their viewson the best method of carrying out the

details of the proposed installation .

Hertford. The Corporation is inviting offers for a lease

of its electric lighting order from persons competent to carry out

same. See our “ Official Notices " this week for particulars.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Barmouth . - Mr. T. Blackburn, C.E., and Mr. David

Davies have each prepared a dust destructor and electric lighting

scheme for the town. The District Council has appointed the

Lighting Committee to consider both proposals and report.

Belfast. - Last week the electrical engineer was instructed

to communicate with the contractors for new engines, requesting

them to have the engines forwarded at once, the tests already made

being of a satisfactory nature.

Blackpool. - Mr. Quin, the Blackpool borough electrical

engineer , has just issued his report for the year ending March 31st
last. The total revenue was £12,827, which included public and

private lighting. The expenditure on working account was £7,152,

and £ 3,856 was set aside for interest and sinking fund, being at the

rate of 58 per cent. for these items. This leaves the sum of £ 1,819

as the net actual profit on the year's working. As the profit last
year was only £ 828, there is a substantial increase. The units sold

bave gone up from 429,669 to 707,965, but the “ generation costs ”

have gone down from 2-61d . per unit to 187d., a highly creditable
result. The " general costs,” too , have gone down from 64d. per

unit to '39d. The " total costs of working per unit have gone down

from 3 :41d. to 2 :42d. Mr. Quin deserves every credit for these

reductions in costs of working. The total revenue has gone down

from 5 -bd . to 5 13d . per unit.

Cardiff . — The Electric Lighting Committee last week

instructed the engineer to report on the question of the electric

lighting of Newport Road.

Chelmsford. The Board of Trade have confirmed the

provisional order promoted by the Chelmsford Electric Lighting

Company for the extension of their mains intothe districts surround

ing the borough, and have specified Springfield as a compulsory area ,
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High Wycombe . - The Town Council had before it last

week a report by the Electric Light Committee on general matters

regarding the undertaking of the Electric Light Company. The

Committee is to draw up & plan of proposed positions of public

lamps.

Huddersfield . — The Hill Top Co-operative Society,

Paddock, Huddersfield , have resolved to obtain estimates for the

lighting of the premises by electricity. The Board of Trade has

given formal permission to the Huddersfield Corporation to alter

the standard pressure upon the low tension electric lighting mains in
the central portion of the town from 100 to 200 volts .

Ilfracombe. — The Ilfracombe Electric Lighting Bill has

passed through Committee of the House of Commons.

Kingswinford . — The Board of Trade has issued a pro
visionalorder to the District Council. The Bill has yet to be con

firmed by Parliament.

Leeds. — The Local Government Board has intimated that

the provisional order enabling the Corporation to issue stock , irre

deemable or otherwise, for the purchase of the undertaking of the
Yorkshire House- to -House Electricity Company had been made, and

would shortly be submitted to Parliament for confirmation.

Lymington . - Messrs. Elmundson's Electricity Corpora

tion have placed a proposal before the Town Council regardiog electric

lighting. They propose applying for a provisional order, and, with

the consent of the Council,are ready to start work at once. The

public lighting would be done at 41. per unit, and private lighting at

7. A special committee has been going into the matter, and was to

report to the Council this week .

Lynn.- The whole Council in committee recommended this

week that the offer of Prof. Robinson to prepare drawings, specifi,

cations, & c., and supervise the electric lighting installation , should

be accepted . They also recommended tbat another site besides that

near the walks should be selected for the central station works. The

proposals were adopted .

Maidstone .--The Electric Lighting Committee has fur

ther considered the question of a combined dust destructor and

electric lighting station , and is anxious for more information before

reporting definitely to the Council. A small Sub -committee has been

therefore appointed to visit Norwich and Leyton with a view of
inspecting the works at those places.

Margam.—The Electric Lighting Bill has been certified
for second reading.

Melbourne.-The Lighting Committee of the City

Council recommendsthe purchase of the undertakings of the electric

lighting companies. TheElectric Light and Power Act provides that

each company shall receive 10 per cent. beyond the total value of its

undertaking. The assets of the two companies are roughly estimated

at £ 150,000 .

Metropolitan Asylams Board . - At the fortnightly

meeting on Saturday, a letter was read from the Local Government

Board asking for information as to the grounds which have led the

managers to decide to substitute electric light for gas at the Northern

Huspital at anestimated cost of £ 10,350. The Board also asked for

a description showing the extent of the scheme. It was resolyed to

refer the letter to the Works Committee for consideration .

Newport . - The Electricity Committee on Tuesday morn

ing decided to recommend the Corporation to sanction the purchase

ofemergency plant, in order to meet the demand for light which will

have tobe faced in the autumn. The present plantis already over

loaded, and as the demand shows a steady increase, the works will be

inadequate to supply lightfor next season evenfor the present area .

The Chairman ( Alderman Moses) and the consulting engineer (Mr. R.

Hammond ) bave made inquiriesand inspected plant, and the Com.

mittee have adopted their suggestion that to meet the emergency

second -hand Brush plant, which can be obtained for £ 1,150, after

being put in thorough repair, shall be purchased. As the new plant

cannot be delivered in time to meet the necessity, it is necessary to

obtain some additional plant, and in the opinion of the Committee
this is the best that can be done.

North Berwick . - Prof. Kennedy recently wrote to the

Town Council regretting that he would beunable, owing to pressure

of business, to give time for a report on electric lighting at present,

and recommending the firm of Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse,

Westminster. After discussion it was agreed to ask Messrs. Burstall

and Monkhouse to report,

Nottingham.-A reduction is to be made in the charges

for electricalenergy from June 30th. The Corporation will in future

charge for lighting purposes for any quantity not exceeding the

equivalent of 100 hours per quarter 4d. per unit, and 20. afterwards.

For power purposes it will be 2d . per unit for four hours' average

daily use , and id, beyond.

Ossett.— The new mill premises of Mr. R. E. Phillips,

mungo manufacturer and rag merchant, at Gedham , have been lighted

electrically. The plant comprises a Robey 30 -A.P. nominal horizontal

engine, and amultipolar dynamo, capable of supplying current for

about 200 16-C.P. lamps, and a 12- H.P. electric motor . At present

just over 100 lamps areinstalled . The lightsare arranged in groups
of eight, and all circuits controlled by single -pole switches. The

premises have been fitted up with telephones on the “ Ennunciator "

plug-board system . The work has been carried out by Mr. Walter

Robb, of Ossett.

Paris and Berlin.-Some recently published statistics

show that in Berlin there are some 300,000 16 -C.P. incandescent lamps

installed , besides several thousand arclamps. The length of mains

is about 186 miles, and the power developed is about 28,000 H.P.

There are also some 1,600 motors, taking 6,450 H.P. The price for

lighting is 7 :5d. per kilowatt -hour, for power 2d. per kilowatt-hour.

Paris demands some 25,000 H.P. for about 418,000 lamps of_10

candles, and 7,448 arc lamps, with about 240 miles of mains. The

motors number 513, requiring 1,940 H.P., and the price is 11d . per

kilowatt -hour.

Peterborough . — The Peterborough Electric Light and

Power Company is prepared, it the Council does not commence to

put its electric lighting order into effect by Jane, to make application

for the order to be revoked. As, however, Mr. Gill, the engineer, has

prepared plans for the proposed electricity works in Queen Street,

The site having been already purchased bythe Corporation , the com

pany's application will probably be unnecessary.

Petersfield. For some time past the Petersfield Urban

District Council (Hants) have had under discussion the advieability

of applying for å provisional electric lighting order. At the last

Councilmeeting on the 19th inst . it was decided to communicate with

different firms of electrical engineers to ascertain the terms for

advice and report as to the practicability of an electric lighting

system for the town.

The District Council has referred aproposal that it should apply

for an electric lighting provisional order to the Lighting Committee.

Plymouth . — The work of laying the electric cables is

going on in the principal thoroughfares.

Portsmouth .-- It is stated that a scheme has now been

prepared for introducing incandescent electric lighting into rather

more than 100 streets in which gas is now the sole illuminant. The

idea 18 to utilise the present gas standards, to the top of which two

incandescent lamps would be affixed . It is estimated that the cables

could be laid, the lamps converted and the lights supplied on precisely

the sameterms as is now charged for gas. It is further understood

that the balance -sheet of the Electric Light Committee, which will

shortly be issued, is likely to be more satisfactory than expected.

Oxiog to the engineeriog strike last year, the new works were delayed

for seven months, and the Committee were put to great expense in

biring machinery to keep the station in full operation . The surplus

over all liabilities will not reach £1,000 .

Salford . - At last week's Council meeting, Mr. A.
Haworth, chairman of the Electric Light Committee, moved the

adoption of plans for the erection of a new generating station on

land in Strawberry Road, at an estimated cost of £28,161. He said

they were considering plans for the application of electric traction to

the tramways, and as they had alreadygone as far as they dared in

supplying the current to consumers, they had to decide between ex .

tending the old station and erecting a new one. He believed that,

unless perhaps for the first year, the proposed new station would not

entail any charge on the rates, for as soon as they commenced work .

ing, interest and sinking tundwould be provided out of the revenue.

Tae electricity workswere making gratitying progress, and the logs

during the past year had been reduced by £ 900 . The motion was

scconded by Mr. Boys and adopted.

Sheffield . — The residents have this week been voting

on the electric lighting question. The papers were collected on

Monday. The voting was as follows : - For Corporation purchase,

28,130 votes ; agaiast ditto, 1,965 votes ; majority, 26,165 io lavour.

In accordance with the resolution of the City Council, an

expert inspection of the water reservoirs was commenced on

23rd inst . by Mr. Frederick Nell, of London, with a view

to advising the Council upon the question of utilising the water-power

available for generating electricity.

Southampton . — The Court of Arbitration appointed to

decide what compensation shall be paid by the Corporation to the

Southampton Tramways Company for their undertaking , held its
first sitting on 14th inst. to fix the course of procedure. Sir Henry

Oakley sat as umpire, Messrs. G. Hopkins, C.E , andJ. Kincaid,

C.E. , as arbitrators, and Mr. W. Phipson Beale, Q.O., as legal

assessor .

-

1

Stockport.-The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee

received 54 applications for the post of clerk of works for the elec

tricity undertaking. They are being considered , and will be dealt

with this week .

Stonehouse. The District Council has disapproved of

plans submitted by a company for the erection of an electric lighting
station at the corner of Phoenix Street.

St. Pancras.- Mr. H. J. Munzies, chairman of the.

Electricity and Public Lighting Committee during the past year,

was elected chairman of the Vestry at the first meeting after the

election on Wednesday evening. It was decided, on the recommenda.

tion of the Electricity Committee, to sanction the expenditare of

£ 414 for the installation of a coal conveyer at the King's Road

station , in order to deal with the increasing output. The resignation

of Mr. J. C. A.Ward, inspector ofworks, who hasobtained an appoint

ment under the Corporation of Glasgow, was accepted , and it was

resolved to give him a testimonial under the seal of the Vestry.
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Tynemouth . — The Tynemouth Aquarium is being fitted

up by its new proprietor with a complete electric light and power

installation, inclăding engines, dynamos, motors,and boilers . The

work has been placed in the hands of Messrs. W. Dalzell & Co.,

electrical engineers, of Newcastle. The Aquarium willbe lighted by

14 arc lamps, each of 2,000 C.P., besides numerous smaller lamps.

Winchester . - The directors of the Winchester Electric

Light Company announcethat a supply of current is now available.

They are prepared to fit up any premises on the free wiring

principle. Nocharge is to be made for any current used prior to

July 18t.

A committeerecommends the Council to accept the tender of the

Gas Company forlighting the streets of the city for a further period

of three years. This company's offer amounts to £1,240 per annum ,

wbile that of the Electric Lighting Company is £1,313 .

Own .

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

8

:

Gillingham . - At the meeting of the Gillingham Urban

District Council on the 19th ult , the clerk read a letter from Messrs.

Ashurst, Morris, Crisp & Co., to the effect that the promoters of the

electric trams were prepared to proceed with the remainder of their

scheme for running trams throughout the Gilliagham district, and

with reference to the proposed improvements in the High Street,
they were prepared to contribute £ 2,000 towards the cost. The

question of providing weekly tickets for workmen at a cost of 9d. for

24 journeyswas also discussed ,and the promoters propose to provide

two special tramson each route for the workmen at stated hours

during the day. The Civic Union sent a copy of a resolution passed

at their last meeting, calling upon the Council to oppose the scheme,

and take the necessary steps for laying down electric trams of their

Several members of the Council were in favour of the pro

moters carrying out their scheme in its entirety for the whole of

Gillingbam . There was a great deal of discussion on the subject,

and the whole matter was eventually referred to a sub-committee.

The adjourned public inquiry into the scheme will take place on

June 4th,and thereis very little doubt that although strong oppo

sition will prevent the electric trams being adoptedthroughout the

whole of the combined districts of Rochester, Chatham , and the

neighbourhood,still the trams will appear at Gilliogham , and most

likely through Old Brompton, and from a part of Chatham to Laton .

Glasgow . — The laying of plant for the introduction of
electriccarsupon the Springburn route proceeds fairly satisfactorily

but, adds a local paper, not quite so quickly as some anticipated

The Tramways Committee is stated to have hopes of opening the

route from Mitchell Street under the trolley system by theFair

holidays. The lines, which have been relaid , are now pretty nearly

completed. The poles, which were commencedto beerected at the

Springbura end, are gradually planted citywards. The engines and

dynamos are now complete at the works, and some of them are being

delivered. The carriages are being constructed at the Corporation's

own workshops, and are well forward. One of the large sheds at

Springbucn is being altered and made suitable for the power house.

Good progress is being made with the lowering of the road under

the railway arch at St. Rollox .

Hastings. — Mr. Murphy appeared before the Town

Council on 19th inst. andexplained his proposed light electricrailway

scheme for Hastings. He would put down a line of 3 feet 6 inches

gauge ,with 18 cars, and his company would agree to a 25 years' lease.

The Corporation could use the overhead wire standards for the

purpose of electric lighting. Mr. Murphy's interview lasted some

considerable time, and numerous questions were put and answered.

In a subsequent discussion the Council went into various points in

connection with the matter, and ultimately passed a resolution

supporting the Hastings, Bexbill, and district light railways ( electric)

scheme,whichis Mr. Murphy's proposal. A committee is to go into

the matter of terms with thepromoters and report on June 3rd .

Huddersfield . — The County Borough Council has in

structed the Tramways Manager and Borough Electrical Engineer to

prepare and submita report as to the application of electric traction

on one or more of the sections of the present steam tramway system ,

having regard to capital expenditure and the present rolling stock.

Hul).—The ceremony of laying the first rail of the

electric tramways is expected to take place on June 9th. The city

engineer has reported on the subjectof the overhead construction.

A question had arisen, he said , whetherthe poles for carrying the

trolley wires on the Holderness Road route should be placed on the
north or the south side of the road . It was being arranged to place

the poles on the right-hand side going out of the town on the Hessle

Road, Anlaby Road, Spring Bank, and Beverley Road routes, and

also on the right-hand side coming from Nelson Street on the Old
Town route If it were not for the fact that through cars might be

run from either the Elessle or Anlaby Road on to the Holderness

Road (if Savile Street is carried straight through to St.John Street)

the right-hand side going out of the town would no doubt

be selected for the Holderness Road route ; but in view of the

possibility of through cars being run , be (the engineer) thought

it desirable to adopt the left-hand, or north side, for the route. The

only disadvantagewhich could arise by fixing the poles on the north

side of the route appeared to be that unless the lines were arranged

80 that the cars would run straight through, by connecting St. John

Street to Savile Street, or otherwise, acarcould not, in case of

emergency , be transferred to or from the Holderness Road route

without turning it round ; but if a double janction were provided

at some suitable point on the system , the cars could be turned round

if the necessity for doing so arose. It was resolved to adopt the

engineer's suggestion with respect to the poles in Witham .

The Tramway Deputation Sub-Committee has been authorised to

advertise for tenders for electric cars to run with those already

ordered .

Italy.-It is reported that the Rete Adriatica Railway

Authorities are considering the question of introducing electric

traction on the railways between Lecco and Sondrio(79 kilometres)

and between Colico and Chiavenna (26 kilometres). The water power

of the River Adda would be utilised in generating the necessary

electrical energy.

Kidderminster - Stourport. - This electric tramway

scheme which was described in our last issue, was passed by the

Boardof Tradeinspectoron Wednesday,18thinst.SirF.Marindin
and Major Cardew were the officials who inspected the line. In the

matter of speed it was considered that 8 miles an hoor would not be

too great a pace in the streets, except Foundry Street, Stourport, and

Blackpool. - The report has been issued of the electric

tramway for the year endingMarch 31st, 1898. The estimated receipts

for the year were £ 14,575 ; they actually were £ 15,496 -an increase

of £921 . The estimated expenditure was £ 9,776, and the actual

£ 10,206, increase £ 360. This increase includes £119 as the tram

wayshare of the expenses of the Continental deputation. The gross

profit is £ 5,290. Deduct from this £ 2,984_as interest and sinking

tund, and there is a net profit of £ 2,306. Dedact again 1 per cent.

for depreciation on a capital of £ 58,900, which is £ 589, and we get

£1,717 as the available balance of profit for the year, a sum equalto

110. in the £ on the rates. 2,279,209 passengerswere carriedan
enormous increase on the previous year. The growthofthe tramway

receipts is as follows :-1895-6, £ 9,869; 1896-7 , £13,223 ; 1897-8,

£ 15,496. In the last report, for 1896-7, although the receipts had

grown by £ 3,500, the profitsfell off by £360. This year they have

jumped up from £ 230to £ 1,717. The car miles run for the year

ending March 31st of the present year were 220,818. The receipts

per car wile were 16 9d., and the expenses 11•1d., giving a profit of
5:8d. per car mile. The trams cost for electrical energy, coal,

water, & c., £ 2,172 ; wages, £ 3,120 ; channel repairs, whichwere kept
down in view of the overhead system being adopted, £ 658 ; repairs

to motors and gearing, £2,145, and to cars and wheele, £ 675 .

Brighton. - At last week's Council meeting the

Works Committee's report was adopted, in which it was recom .

mended that 2,100 feet of the electric railway lying between the
Camelford Street groyne and the east end enclosures should be

carried on piles on the seaward side of the ney breastwork . The

estimated cost to Mr. Volk is £ 1,500 additional. This was agreed to,

and it was also resolved that the Corporation should grant Mr. Volk

a lease for the period of 21 years of the arch now in his occupation,

and a licensefor the same period for the railway, at a rent for the

whole of £ 120 per angum . The license to besubject to conditions

providing for its determination in the event of its being judicially

decided that the railway is a nuisance, annoyance, injury, or danger

to the public. Mr. Volk was to maintain the railway,which, at the

expiration of the 21 years' lease and license would become the

property of the Corporation. A table showed the compensation to

be paid to Mr. Volk in the event of the Corporation at any time

taking possession of the railway at six months' notice . The scale

ranged from £3,000 in the first year, to £ 200 in the21st year. The

terms also prescribed that themaximum fare should be 2d. for the

single journey, and 3d. for the double journey.

Bristol. - A requisition on behalf of the Corporation of
Bristol for leave to withdrawtheir opposition to the BristolTram

ways (Electrical Power, & c ., Bill) hasbeen deposited in tbe Private

Bil Office of the House of Commons.

Cardiff and Penarth.- A deputation from the Penarth

Chamber of Trade will support the Cardiff and Penarth light railway

scheme at the Board of Trade inquiry on June 18t .

Clacton -on -Sea . - The Coast Development Company has

beenformed with a capital of £ 500,000 for various purposes, one of

which is to enlarge the pier at Clacton -on-Sea, and to construct an

electric tramway . The company proposes to also put down an elec .
tric line at Walton - on -the -Naze .

Dundee -Broughty Ferry . — Mr. R. O. Ritchie, of

Messrs. Greenwood& Batley, electrical engineers of Leeds, who are

the promoters of the electric light railway scheme to connect

Dundee_and Broughty Ferry, paid a further visit to Dundee last

week . The Dundee Courier interviewed him and he made some

general comments regarding the scheme.

Dublin . - Rapid progress is being made with the electric

tramway lines in the city, and it is expected that in about four weeks

the connection betweenO'Connell Street and Haddington Road will

be completed. The trip can then be made direct from Nelson's
Pillar to Dalkey without changing the car.

East London (South Africa ).- The East London Town

Council have prepared specifications for tramlines and electric light,

and, we understand from a contemporary, that tenders are being

called for in England and in the colony.

&

-
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at certain Darrow parts in Kidderminster, where 5 miles must be the

maximum . On the open road between Kidderminster and Stourport

& rate of 12 miles would be allowed . The inspectors were met by

District Councillors, Mr. A. Dickinson, and representatives of the

contractors. Sir Francis gave permission to commence running at

once. He made suggestions with reference to the stopping places,

but the permanent way and power plant were perfectly satisfactory.

Liverpool . - Notwithstanding that the Council at its last

meeting declined to pass the recommendation of the Tramways

Committee to accept the tender of Messrs. Willans & Robinson, to

supply two compound engines and dynamos at the price of £6,530

each , and a triple expansion engine and dynamo at the price of

£6,939, we learn from ihe Liverpool Daily Post that the committee at

& special meeting on the 13th again passed the recommendation,

which will, therefore, again come before the Council in its original

form . An amendmentwas movedby Mr. Rutherford, and seconded

by Mr. Beaver, " That in view of the fact that no engine of the type

recommended has hitherto been used for power, this committee con

sult Dr. Hopkinson thereon prior to issuing the order . ” This was

rejected by a large majority.

Llandudno . - At last week's Council meeting various
small main extensions were authorised . The question of the

application ofthe Llandudno and Colwyn Light Railway Syndicate,

and the letters of the Simplex Company and Messrs. Kingsland and

Edwards was discussed in a report by Mr. A. H. Preece. Mr.

Preece said that it was to be regretted that the establishment of

tramways in Llandudno could not be undertaken by the Council.

However, as it had been necessary to arrange matters with the Light

Railway Syndicate, the Council were only safeguarding their own

interests by insisting upon the supply of energy remaining in their

own bands. The question of the powers of the Council to supply

the syndicate with energy in these outlying districts was a legal

matter which he was unable to enter into . At the same time he saw

no reason why it could not be suitably arranged temporarily with the

chiel parties concerned if a permanent arrangement were not

possible. As regards the terms in the agreement for the supplyof

electrical energy, the following heads were suggested :-(i) The

syndicate should guarantee the use of a minimum quantity of energy

per annum . (2) The Council should agree to deliver the requisite

electric current at constant pressure to a switch board in the

generating works, and all work , consisting of feeders, &c. , beyond

this board should be erected by the syndicate. (3) The syndicate

to fix the maximum quantity required at any moment, and any

increase to be subject to not less than nine months' notice. (4) The

Council should agree to penalties in case of failure to supply energy,

and fix fall in pressure below a fixed point, subject to causes

beyond the Council's control. ( 5 ) The price to be mutually

agreed upon subject to modification at the end of the

second season, and every three years after. (6) The energy supplied

to bemeasured byapproved meters, andany difference to be settled

by arbitration. . ( 7) Payments to be made every month. The ques.

tion of the prices to be charged was the only point which may

present difficulties in settlement. He suggested that the Council

should considera scheme by which the paymentshould depend upon

the interest, sinking fund, and depreciation of the cost of the extra

plant required, and upon theactual working cost of the power gene

rated. He anticipated that the extra capital expenditure in the

generating works would not exceed £ 5,000. In reference to the

overhead and underground system , Mr. Preece reported to the effect

that there are four principal systems, víz , the overhead trolley

system , the underground slot system , the closed conduit system , and

the accumulator system . The overhead system was undoubtedly the

cheapestsystemto instal and to maintain . The rest wereall expensive

bothin first cost and in maintenance. The only possible objection

to the overhead system was the aesthetic one. There was not the

least doubt that a properly designed overhead system , with handsome

poles erected in the centre of the main road upon which the public

lamps could be placed, might be made sufficiently attractive to over

come the objection raised to the system . The Council adopted the

recommendations.

Lord Jersey and Colonel Boughey held a light railway inquiry

at Colwyn Bay on Friday last. The scheme was supported by

Llandudno and Colwyn Bay District Council and the Conway

Corporation, while Lord Mostyn and other private parties opposed.

After two hours' evidence the promoters approachedLord Mostyn,

and be withdrew his opposition upon terms. The Commissioners

will recommend the scheme.

London.- Arrangements are being pushed forward with a
view to providing the northern suburbs of London with increased

facilities for getting cheaply and quickly into the central district.

The scheme, says the City Press, is being prepared by the Metro

politan Tramways and Omnibus Company, and, if the authorities

allow the programme to be carried out in its entirety, something like

30 miles of rails will be laid , at a cost of about £ 500,000. The new

scheme is styled the “ London , Barnet, Edgware, and Enfield Light

Railways," and by means of electricity, on the overhead system , it

intends to provide cheap and quick transit for passengers and parcels.

A great part of the district affected is at present only servedby the

Great Eastern and Great Northern Railways, and the proposal bas

been warmly received in the localities that will be benefited. Owing

to the fact that the London County Council are committed to a policy

of developing the tramway system in their own borders, the new

railways will have to commence at various points outside the county

boundary. These will not be isolated points, but in most cases will

practically be junctions with the main routes of the North Metro

politan Tramways Company. For instance, the latter runs cars to

Wood Green , and from this point the new company will continue

along the high road to Enfeld , viâ New Southgate, Palmer's Green,

Winchmore Hill, and Bush Hill. From Enfield a branch to the

right will connect with Ponder's End, to which the North Metro
politan Company already convey passengers. From the base at

Wood Green, also , a connection with Tottenham will be made, join

ing on to the existing tramway to Ponder'sEnd. A third line from

WoodGreen willrun vid Friern Barnet and Whetstone to Chipping
Barnet. From Whetstone it will be possible to get south -east

through East Finchleyand North End to Highgate ;and south -west

to Hampstead, Child's Hill, and Cricklewood ; Finchley and Church

End being served en route. Cricklewood is to be the centre of a con

nection between the Marble Arch and Edgware, the first part of the

journey being in omnibuses run by the new company as feeders to

the western branch of their system .

London United Tramways Bill . - The adjourned

report of the Highways Committee of the London County Council

in reference to the London United Tramways Bill,wasagain brought

forward at last week's Council meeting. It will be remembered

that the committee suggested that the Council should support its

petition against the Bill by evidence before the Select Committee.

Earl Russell bad given notice of an amendment that the Council

should offer no opposition to the use of overhead traction in the

Uxbridge Road , but this was not proceeded with owing to the with

drawal of the recommendation by the chairmanof the committee.

Mr. J. W. Benn ( chairman of the committee) asked permission of the

Council to withdraw the paragraph, the committee being of opinion

that they would be touching upon thescope of the SelectCommittee.

The latter,heremarked, were proceeding on the lines of testing that

clause of the Bill , the object of which was to deprive the Council of

its power of veto in regard to mechanical traction. The question

would, however, come up again , and hence he desired to withdraw

the recommendation . The Council then consented to the withdrawal

of the paragraph.

Norwich.—The Norwich Electric Tramways Bill came last

weekbefore the Standing Orders Committee of the House ofCommons,

on the petition of the promoters to be allowed to insert an additional

provision giving them power to widen streets for the purpose of the
tramways. The committee allowed the additional provision to

proceed.

When the electric tramway Bill came before the Parliamentary

Committee on 23rd inst. , there was a strong opposition against

running the trams along Sarrey Street, and, in consequence, this

portion of the scheme was struck out.

Redditch . - The District Council has given assent to &

proposal made by Messrs. Coleman & Whiteley, solicitors, on behalt

of a syndicate to lay downa light electric railway from the railway

station , Redditch, through the populous districts of Headless Cross

and Orabbs Cross to Astwood Bapk, a distance of three miles .

Richmond.- The Duke of Cambridge, Lord Charles

Beresford, the Earl of Dysart, Lord Perth , andothers are opposed

to the Kew and HamptonCourt electric tramway scheme.

Richmond and Hampton Court. - At a meeting of

the Kingston -on - Thames Town Council on Tuesday last week, it was

agreed to dissent from the proposals to construct a light railway for
passengers through the borongh boundaries in connection with the

scheme to connect the West End with the district by trams worked

on the trolley system . The General Purposes Committee having

framed a resolution to this effect, Councillor Lynes said there was

undoubted need for better communication , seeing that Kingston was

fast approaching the dimensions of a county borougb, but he thought

that a system oftramways under their own control would notonlybe

& source of revenue,but would utilise the dayload from the Corpora

tion's electric lighting station. Alderman J. B. Walker, J.P., said

that it the present light railway scheme were carried through, the

Corporation would not have the option to parchase the undertaking,

as under the Tramways Acts. He thoughtthe Corporationought not

to lose control of their roads under any circumstances, and that the

proposed alteration of_the level of the road beneath the railway

bridge in Richmond Road would make that place even

dangerous than it was already. Councillor Horsfield pointed out

thatKingston had made a great mistake 30 years ago in retusiog to

allow theL. & 8. W. R. Company to bring their main line into the

town. He thought that the matter should be fully discussed at a

special meeting,and said that he had seen on the Continent that

wherever sach railways had been made, the country round about

them was in a very flourishing state. The Mayor (Councillor W.

Hart), in patting the committee's recommendation, said that in the

cases cited by Councillor Horsfield, the lines were worked either by

the State or the municipal authorities. The resolution was carried

more

nem , con

Rowley Regis.- The District Council had a brief dis

cussion last week regarding the scheme of electric light railways

brought forward by a company, and it was resolved to support the

scheme. It was stated that the Dudley Corporation was promoting

atramway scheme whichit would like to run through Rowley Regis.

The District Council of the latter place, however, thinks the matter

would be more satisfactory if in the hands of a company.

Spen Valley.- It is extremely probable that withinthe

course of a veryshort time some important developments will be

made in the Spen Valley of Yorkshire in regard to the use of

electricity as a motive power. Ao agitation has been proceeding

sometime for placing the towns of this populous district more in

touch with each other by means of trams. The matter is not only

being discussed by people living in the towns, but by gentlemen

connected with tramways in other towns. A director of a Midland

electric tramways company visited the district, and after inspecting

&
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the various routes suggested promised to report to his company. He

also stated that he would come over again and bring the company's

engineer_with him. The managing director and engineer of the

British Electric Traction Company has also visited the district

several times recently. The latter company are also prepared to

lay down the line it there is a prospect of a reasonable return for

the outlay, and providing that there is no opposition from local

authorities. Thescbeme is an extensive one and would be about

11 miles ialength. It is proposed that the line should proceed by

way of Halifax Road, Berkdale Road , Starncliffe Road, White Lee

Rad, and then through Heckmondwike to Liversedge, and forward

to Cleckheaton. The line should then proceed to Gomersal and effect

a junction with the existing tramway irom Dewsbury on which, how

ever, steam power is used. The existing tramwayfrom Gomersal, it is

thought, could be purchased, and , in fact, some of the gentlemen con

nected with the tramway company have been approached and were

not disinclined to sell out. By this circular route the trams would

pass through a district with a population of over 100,000. It is

stated that the corporations and district councils far from opposing

the running of trams through these districts would do all theycould

to encourage.

St. Petersburg - The Helios Company has offered to

introduce electric traction on the St. Petersburg tramway on the

following conditions:-The three existing lines to be converted into

two lines of 45 and 7 3 kilometres in length. The cars to be worked

with accumulators, and also to be lighted , heated , and braked by

electricity. The fares for each line to be five and three kopeks. A
three minute service to be run during the day, and a five minute

service in the evening up to 12 o'clock . If the city should wish to

workthe line itself, the Helios Company asks to construct the line

and the cars and also to supply the electric energy. After taking

over the installation, the city will be asked , over and above the

payment for the energy, to pay to the company 7 per cent. per

andum on the installation capital for 40 years. But in case the city

should not take over the undertaking, the Helios Company offers to

work the undertaking for 40 years and pay the city on the net income

annually : first, 7 per cent on the installation capital; second,

1 per cent. of the capital for maintenance and the reserve fund .

After subtracting the said 8 per cent., 30 per cent. of the re

mainder of the net income falls to the Helios Company, while the

remaining 70 per cent. goes to the city ,a minimum sum of 200,000

roubles yearly being guaranteed. Should the proposal be accepted

withoutdelay, electric traction could be introducedabout September

18t. Further proposals are being made to take over the much more
extensive networkof the secondhorse tramway company.

Teeside. — We understand that the Middlesbrough,

Thornaby, and Stockton electric tramway, which has been putdown

by the Imperial Tramway Company isnow completed, a trial trip

over the whole course from Norton to North Ormesby and Linthorpe

being made by local pressmen and the officials of the company on

Monday Jatt. The run was not a formal opening, but merely &

trial to see that the gauge was true, the points properly adjusted , and
everything satisfactory .

Worksop to Newark . - It is stated that the Railway

Corporation of Great Britain (the promoters of the above scheme)

have decided to defer their application to the Light Railway Com

missioners for powers to construct this proposed electric line until
next November.

confidence in Mr. Kruger's administration seems to be reviving, the

fact that all telegrams for Cape Colony haveoccasionally to pass over

the Transvaal landlines need not arouse such anxiety as would bave

been natural during the recent misunderstanding at Johannesburg.

Pacific Cable.—The Critic says that the events of the

Spanish -American war, more especially the cable-catting tactics of

the opposing forces, have impressed upon Canadians the value of an

open cable communication in time of war, and renewed interest has

been aroused in favour of the Pacific Cable scheme. The general

opinion is that Canada should take the initiative in the movement,

especially as she contributes so little to the defence of the Empire.

It is, therefore, being advocated by prominent Canadians and

Imperialists, among others DoctorParkin, that a joint resolution

from both Houses of the Canadian Parliament be addressed to the

Home authorities, asking that a Royal Commission should be at once

appointed, with full powers to arrange for the construction and

operationof a cable from Canada to Australia. It is also proposed

that the Commission should assign the fair proportion of costto be

borne by the different parts of the Empire, the initial cost to be

guaranteed by Canada. As Sir Sandford Fleming has proven, to his

own satisfaction at least, the enterprise would pay from the start, and

it would at least be an exbibition of our national pluck and

patriotism .

Shallow Water Cables.-00 many occasions we have

pointed out the rieks which attend telegraph cables lying in shallow

water, even when no organised attempt is made to destroy them . This

opinion is quite warranted by experience, but in time of peace the

attention of the public is not drawn to such occurrences, as their

interests are not sensibly affected . The extent of the damage to

which we refer maybe gauged from the followingextract from the

abridged reportof the Great Northern Telegraph Company : - " The

state of the cables in Europe has not been satisfactory during 1897,

especially towards the end of the year. No fewer than 11 of the

cables have been interrupted, the total number of interruptions being

32. These have nearly all been due to injury caused by the fishing

vessels, especially by the steam trawlers, which are spreading more

and more, not only over the North Sea, but also in the

Skager Rick and Kattegat. Even the strongest cables cannot

withstand the rough treatment to wbich they are exposed,

and we are , therefore, now considering the advisability of

making an alteration in the type of cable so as better to

protect them against the attacks of the trawlers.” This experience

goes to prove the ease with wbich shallow water cable can be

interrupted, as along the track of these cables in the North Sea, the

depth of water is generally less than50 lathome. It is clearly

against the interest of the trawlers to fall foul of a strong telegraph

cable, as by so doing they run the risk of losing their trawl nets and

lines, otherwise the interruptions referred to would be much more

frequent . Te lesson to be gathered from this is of especial interest

to us now when the vital importance of unimpaired telegraph lines

is so clearly illustrated in the case of the war between America and

Spain . With this lesson before us we would again strongly insist on

the danger to which the cables connecting England with Gibraltar,

Malta, West Africa, the Cape, Zanzibar, Mauritius, Egypt, India, the

Straits Settlements, China, Australia, and New Zaland are exposed.

It we except Continental landlines, and also an impracticable route

viâ America, the West Indies , the South American Republics and

Brazil, we are utterly and entirely dependent for communication

with the colonies above -named, on a single group of three cables,

wbich, starting from Cornwall, run southwards tolandingplaces in

Spain and Portugal, all lying for adistance of about 150 miles from

England in water which is not 100 fathoms in depth. These cables

lie within easy reach of the French naval headquarters at Brest,and

however efficiently the mouthof the Channel might be patrolled by

English war vessels, the risk of interruption, and the disastrous

consequences which such interruptions would entail, are much too

serious to be any longer regarded with levity.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLJI.
Down. Reputred.

Brest-Bt.Pierre ( Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th , 1898

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. S0th, 1896

Amason. Oompany's cable
Parinting- Itacatiana May 6th, 1896

Obidos -Parinting Dec. 7th, 1896

Cable beyond Guru pa Nov. 4th , 1898

Cyprus -Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolama- Bissao April 12th, 1898

Maranham -Para 17th , 1898

Kotonou-San Thomó 27th , 1898 May 25th, 1898

Hong Kong- Manila ... May 3rd, 1898

Monte Video -Rio Grande ... 5th , 1898 May 18th , 1898

Aden-Zanzibar 24th , 1898 May 25th, 1898

LANDLIMBE.

Trans -Oontinental line bo

yond Marol
March 12th , 1896 ...

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Saigon- Bangkok May 20th , 1898 May 21st, 1898

Veneza- la landlines . May 20th, 1898 May 23rd, 1898

Majunya - Tananarive ... May 23rd, 1898

Teneriffe- Cuba Cable.- A despatch dated April 4th,

from H.M. Cbargé d'Affaires at Madrid to our Foreign Office, says

that the Minister of Colonies is authorised to announce a public

auction for the concession for the construction and establishment of

a submarinetelegraph cable between Cadiz, Santa Cruz of Tenenffe,

the Island of Vieques (near Puerto Rico) and Havana .

TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

... ...

...

77

...

The Gotland Cable . - The cable steamer, H. C. Orsted ,

which left Henley's Telegraph Works at North Woolwich on the 21st

inst., with the Gotland cable on board , arrived at Copenhagen on the

24th inst. and proceeded at once to Abr, from which point she will

start laying the cable. This is the second Gotland cable made and

laid by Messrs. Henley — the first, laid many years ago , being still in

good condition .

Interruptions of Cables to the Cape . - Since March

4th , the date of the repair to the cable between Aden and Zanzibar,

on tbe East Coast of Africa, the interruptions of the cables to the

Cape have beed almost entirely confined to those on the West Coast.

The record is as follows:

Down. Repaired .

St. Thomé-Loanda March 17th March 19th.

Sierra Leone-Accra April 9th April 19th.

Cape Town -Mossamedes 14th May 5th.

Benguela -Moosamedes 20th May 5th.

Kotonou -San Thone 27th Still interrupted.
St. Thomé.Loanda May 4th May 14th.

Thos from March 17th up to the present time, with the exception of

20 days, the West Coast route to the Cape bas been totally inter

rupted ; two of the main cables being downtogether during a portion

of this time, and three of the main cables being simultaneously

unavailable during another portion of the period mentioned. It is

fortunate that during this period the only cable interrupted on the

East Coast was tbat which runs from Delagoa Bay to Port Natal,

which was useless on two occasions, during which , however, commu

dication with the Cape was not entirely cut off, as telegrams for Cape

Colooy could still pass over the Transvaal landlines. As public

07 ...

03

99

9 )

... ...
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED . and the west end of the city. The committee recommended the

borrowing of the further sum of£ 15,000 in connection with the

electric lighting undertaking. The Council approved of these matters.

Chester - TheCouncil bas accepted the tender of Messrs.

Johnson & Phillips for the supply of 11 arc lamps at £ 136 odd.

-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898 ,

Friday, May 27th, at 5 p.m.- Physical Society, Burlington House.

Agenda," A simple Interference Method of Reducing

Prismatic Spectra ," by Mr. E. Edser and Mr. Butler.

" Some further Experiments on the Circulation of the

Residual Gaseous Matter in Crookes Tubes," by Mr.

Campbell Swinton ,

At 9 p.m. - Conversazione at the Institution of Civil En

gineers.

Thursday, June 2ad , at 8 p.m. - Chemical Suciety , Burlington House.

Papers to be read : - " The Action of Ether on Organic

Acids and on Carbo-bydrates in presenre of Hydrogen

Bromide," by H. J. H. Fenton, M.A., and Mildred

Gostli.g, B.Sc.

Wedacsday, Thursday, Friday, andSaturday, Jane 81h , 9th, 10th ,

and 11th . - Municipal Electrical Association Conference.

See our “ Notes " this week .

Thursday, June 16th , at 9 pm.-Institution of Electrical Engineers'

Conversazione at the National History Museum, South

Kensington .

NOTES.

à

OPEN

Belfast . - Jane 6th . The Harbour Commissioners are

inviting tenders for the supply of three belt-driven, continuous

current, series wound dynamos , to give 15 amperes, 2,850 volts, at

800 revolutions per minute, for 18 hours' continuous running

without undue heating. Harbour engineer, Mr. G. F. L. Giles, from

whom particulars maybe obtained . See our “ Official Notices " for

particulars.

Belgiam - Jane 10th. The Provincial Government

Authorities in Brussels are inviting tenders for an installation of

electric lighting in the Bibliotheque Royale, in the Place du Mueée,

Brussels. Tenders to be sent to Le Gouvernement Provincial, Rue

des Augustins, 17, Brussels, from whence particulars may be obtained

on payment of 48. 6d.

Belgium . - May 31st. The Municipal Authorities of

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, are inviting tenders until May 31st for

the exclusive concession for the supply of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes during a period of 26 years, that is, to

September 1st, 1924. Tenders to be sent to the secretariat de la

Commune d'Ixelles, Brussels, from whence particulars may be

obtained .

Bournemouth.-June 20th. The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply, &c. , of cables, arc lamps, incandescent lamps,

wiring, switchboards, fittings, &c,; also steam dynamo, &c. Par

ticulars from the borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey, also see our

o Official Notices " this week.

Bary St. Edmunds. - Jane 13th . The Corporation

invites tenders for the supply and erection of Lancashire boilers,

three 60 -kw . steam dynamos, transformer and booster, accumulators,

street mains, and various other macbinery and apparatus for the

electricity undertaking. Consulting engineer, Mr. F. H.Medhurst,

13, Victoria Street, S.W. See our " Official Notices " May 13th.

Coventry .-June 7th . The Electric Lighting Committee

invites terders for electric mains, switchboards, arc lamps, posts and

apparatus in connection therewitb. For particulars of the several

sections sen oar " Official Notices” May 13th. Mr. Gilbert S. Ram,

city electrical engineer.

Hammersmith . - June 8th . The Vestry is inviting

tenders for the supply and erection of a Ledward evaporative

condenser and tanks, air pump, circulating pumps, and pipe work .

Congulting engineer, Mr. A. H. Preece. See our “ Official Notices

May 27thfor particulars.

London . - Jane 21st. The London County Council is

inviting tenders for engines, dynamos, accumulators, switchboards,

feeders, distributors, and service mains and all accessories, to be fixed

complete in buildings at the Crossness Oatfall Works, near Erith ,

Kent. The L.C.C. also requires tenders for providing and fixing

cables, wires, conductors, casing, pendants, brackets, and other fittings,

columns, lanterns, lamps, switches, and switchboards, distributing

boards, fuses, cut-outs, &c. , necessary for the lighting by electricity

of the Crossness pumping station and works, near Erith, Kent.

Particulars of both contracts from the Engineer's Department,

County Hall, Spring Gardens, 8.W. See also our “ Official Notices

May 27th .

Spain . - May 28th. Tenders are being invited by the

Municipal Authorities of Plencia (province of Vizcaya ) for the
concession for the electriclighting of the public streets of the town.

Tenders to be sent to El Secretario del Ayuntamiento de Plencia

(Vizcaya) from whom particulars can be obtained.

St. Mary, Newington.-June 6th . The Vestry Electric

Light Committee is inviting tenders for the supply and erection

of engines, generators, and public lighting plant for the electric

lightiog scheme. Engineers, Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville.

Sunderland, - May 27th . The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply of steam and other piping, and water softener

for the electricity works. Borough electrical engineer, Mr. J. F. C.

Snell. See our “ Official Notices ” May 13th for particulars.

Tauoton.-- June 6th . The Corporation invites tenders

for the supply and erection of engines and alternators in exchange

for existing alternators and transformers, also alterations to switch

board, supply of rectifiers, & c . Messrs. Kincaid , Waller and

Manville, engineers.

Victoria . - June 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ; also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Official Notices ” March 11th .

Watford . — June 8th. The District Council is inviting

tenders for the erection of an electric light station adjoining the new

Bewerage workg. Particulars from the architects, Messrs. Gordon,

Lowther & Ganton, Finsbury House, Bloomfield Street, E.C.

Electricity Direct from Water -power.-- Herr Josef

Popper describes in the Electro-techniker, May 15th, 1898,

an ingenious method of obtaining electric cu rrents directly

from water- jets without the intervention of a bydraulic

oor. He does not appear as yet to have reduced his inven

tion to practical form , but it is just possible that there is

something of practical value in it. It is a well -known prin

ciple that if a conductor moves so as to cat magnetic lines of

force, that an E M.F. is produced at right angles to the lines

of force and to the direction of motion . If, now , a water-jet

passes through a strong magnetic field — saybetween the poles
of a strong electro -magnet - and the terminals of a circuit

are brought in contactwith the opposite sides of the jet, a

current will flow through the circuit. Any number of jets

may be used and connected up in series to obtain a useful

electromotive force. The water of streams and waterfalls

being by no means pare, will probably not have so high a

resistance as to render the idea impracticable on that account

—at least, so says the inventor. Popper thinks that steam

and gas jets may be used in the same way, when currents of

high tension and small quantity are required. This scheme,

if practicable, would have the great advantage of reducing

the cost and simplifying the construction of water-power

installations. Popper states that he has been working at the
idea since 1895 .

" Scientific American " Naval Supplement.-- The

pub'ishers of the Scientific American have very opportunely

issued a “ Special Navy Supplement," in which they include

a brief history of the United States navy betweenthe years

1883–1898 with the authorisations up to date. Ady
information respecting the fleet of either parties to the pre

sent war is of great interest , and the illustrations and general

descriptive notes of the U.S. battleships, cruisers, monitors,

gunboats, torpedo boats, & c ., may be perused with profit.

There are valuable tables of statistics, a coloured map of

Caba, and an explanation of the method of classifying the

various types of war vessels. Messrs. Munn & Co. , of 361,

Broadway, New York, are the publishers.

Smoke Nuisance. - 0 Wednesday last week, at Bow

Street, the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company were fined

£5 53. on one summons, and 6s. on each of 19 others, for

having on 20 days between April 19th and May 11thallowed

the chimneys at their Sardinia Street stationto emit black

smoke in such quantities as to cause a public nuisance. An

order for the abatement of the nuisance was made by consent.

The secretary of the company explained that, owing to the

coal strike in South Wales, they were unable to get their

usual smokeless coal,

OLOSED .

Aberdeen . - The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee

recently authorised the electrical engineer toaccept the offer of

Siemens Bros. & Co. , Limited , being the lowest, and amounting to

£ 12,138, for the extension of the electric main cable to the harbour
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Electric Railways in Europe. - Some interesting

statistics showing development of electric railways in

Europe within the last three years are published in the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, March 31st, p. 209. The

statistics are arranged in two tables ; one showing the

extension in different countries, and the other the various

systems in use . These tables are as follows:

The Nature of an Oath . - It is said that a well-known

counsel , a familiar figure in electrical lawsuite, was examin

ing a youth the other day,and asked him if he knew the

nature of an oath . “ Don't I jast ! ” replied the boy with

evident glee. “ Was'nt I your caddie for three days when

you wos playin' golf a few weeks ago; and then you arst me,

Do I know the nature of an oath !

EXTENSION.

Total length of track in kilometres.

January 1st.

Total output of the power stations in

kilowatts.

Total number of motor cars.

1898 1897 1896 1898 1897 1896 1 1898 1897 1896

:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Germany

France

Great Britain

Switzerland

Italy

Austria -Hungary

Belgium ...

Spain

Russia

Sweden and Norway

Servia

Bosnia

Roumania

Holland

Portugal

1,138 2

396 8

157 2

146 2

132 :7

106.5

69 0

61 0

307

24 0

100

56

5.5

3.2

2 8

642.69

279 36

127.42

78 75

115 67

83-89

34 90

47.00

14 75

7.50

10:00

5 60

5.50

320

2.80

4064

132 0

1073

470

397

71.0

25 0

290

10:0

7.5

10 0

5.6

50

32

28

25,868

15,158

6,843

3,828

6,570

3,401

2,415

930

1,270

875

200

75

140

320

110

18,963

8,736

5,156

2,622

5,970

2,389

1,220

600

870

225

200

75

140

320

110

7,194

4,490

4,683

1,559

1,890

1,949

1,120

600

540

225

200

75

140

320

110

2,493

664

252

237

311

243

107

50

65

43

11

6

15

14

3

1,631

432

200

129

289

194

73

40

48

15

11

857

225

168

86

84

157

48

26

32

15

11

6

15

14

3

.

S
H
6
B
4
3

15

14

:
:

Tuta ) ... 2,2594

.
.
. 1,459 :03 902 0 68,106 47,596

.
.
. 25,095 4,514 17473,110

SYSTEMS.

Lines with overhead

conductors.

January 1st.

Lines

with underground

conductors,

Lines

with middle

rail .

Lines worked wholly

by accumulators.

Lines on the mixed

system (overhead wire

and accumulators ).

Total

1898 1897 1886 1898 1897 1896 1898 1897 1896 1898 1897 1896 1898 1897 1896 1898 1897 1896

1 6 65

:

.
.
.2

1

1

1

2

56

36

15

23

2

1

1

51

7

1

81 7

51

26

20

17

1 1

36

16

11

12

7

9

:

i

44

24

23

11

13

8

1 1 10

%
%
B
u
n
6
4
3
3
1
1
1

45

19

11

17

9

7

4

3

2

1

1

1

Germany

France

Great Britain

Switserland

Italy

Austria - Hungary

Belgium

Spain

Russia

Sweden and Norway

Servia

Bosnia

Roumania

Holland

Portugal

35

11

8

12

7

6

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

.
.
.

H
A
C
O

V
O
S
E

·F
P
F
e
e
b

m&
&

*
*

-wr
o
o
5
8

1 1

. .
.
.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1

:

...

1 1 1

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

1

Total 172 122 91 8 ! 8 3 9 13 12 8 3

.
.
.

.
.
. 204 150 111

The First ! The Best ! The Last !-Hoult's original

electro-chemical chimney and flae cleaner is a late discovery

and invention for cleaning soot and scales out of stove pipes

and ranges by a practical and scientific method . It more

than does the work of a sweep, it requires but a few

moments' time, it does its duty thoroughly, and all for sic

pence. By burning an electro - chemical flue cleaner in a

stoveor furnace, it generates a gas charged with electricity

that decom poses the soot, destroys all combustible matter,

and causes it to pass out with the draugbt, leaving the pipe

both free and clean. Here is a rare chance for an investiga

tion by Lord Kelvin or Prof. J. J. Thomson into the

electrification of electro -chemical stove pipe gases. “ Mr.

Hoult is indeed a very ingenious Yorkshireman ," says the

Stationery World . Just the sort of man , we would add, to

keep the world, slowly as it moves, from absolute

stagnation.

The First Electric Automobile.-- It is a fine thing for

a modest man to have champions, and Mons. Raffard, the

French engineer (whom we might fairly term " well

known " ) finds his cause as inventor and designer ardently

advocated by a friend in a journal called Le Chauffeur,a

copy of which has just reached us. The article would

appear to be written in defence of Mons. Raffard's title to

the first practical designs for electric automotor vehicles

actually carried out into operation on the road, and it recalls

the original Faure accumulator patent of 1880 as a starting

point. Some few months after this ( in April, 1881, to be

exact) Mons. Raffard made arrangements with the Paris

Omnibus Company to take one of their vehicles for conver

sion to electric working, and at the same time completedan

electric tricycle provided with 12 small Faure cells, the

electric equipment weighing altogether about 160 lbs. The

omnibus was completed, and ran on the streets in May

and June, 1881, but was not shown at the Electrical

Exhibition owing to an accident, which caused heavy

repairs with a lawsuit to follow . This omnibus was

one of the ordinary type, no alterations to the main

structure or design being allowed, and was operated

by means of a belt driving on to a differential palley,

which allowed for change of speed in either of the driving

Appointment.— The Dewsbury Corporation bas ap

pointed Mr. O. M. Jonas, lately with Messrs. Ferranti,

Limited , and the Newcastle Electric Supply Company, as

borough electrical engineer at a salary of £ 250 per annum .

There were 76 applications for the post.
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wheels. The differentialpulley was mounted on a counter

shaft connected to the driving wheels by chain gear, with

pinions and tonthed discs on the driving wheels. The advo

cate of Mons, R - ffard's claim to be the first in the field with

an electric automobile, considers that this vehicle (which ran

either on the tram rails or the ordinary road sarface at will)

took precedence not only of the small electric railway at the

Electric Exhibition of that year, but should also be regarded

as the first practical result achieved for real working, although

the Berlin Exhibition of 1880 had a small electric line in opera

tion. Probably Mons. Raffard may claim with justice the first

electric motor car for street work ; certainly he did more

than many others to advance the automobile, for in 1883 he

had a tramcar running in Paris both on the rails and the
road for 30 miles at a time. This vehicle weighed complete,

in working order and fully loaded, about 11 tons. Not con

tented with claiming precedence for Mons. Raffard in regard

to self -contained electric omnibuses, and even tramcars , the

contributor to Le Chauffeur also tries toshow that he must

be considered the originator of heavy electric locomotives.

Certainly he patented in France, towards the end of 1883 ,

the details of an electric locomotive which compares very

favourably with those now so well known in connection with

the Baltimore Belt Line railroad. Not the least ingenious

or interesting feature of the Raffardlocomotive may be con
sidered the method of elastic coupling together of driving

wheels, with the driving discs mounted on the multipolar

motor armature shaft. It is perhaps hardly correct to call
the latter a “ shaft, " as it is hollow , like a sleeve, and sur

rounds the main driving axle. Whether orWhether or no Mons.

Raffard was actually the first to design a workable electric

omnibus, and also an electric locomotive for heavy working,

the fact remains that he can claim credit for some very in

genious details that perhaps even yet have not come into the
extensive use which their value and good points deserve.

Some Recent Tests of Materials, & c.-- Technology

Quarterly publishes from time to time tests made in engi

neering laboratories, which are of some interest. In a recent

number are given results of tests on bolted joints, some 14

in number, with a view to finding the efficiency. All the

best specimens were made from plateofa tensile strength of

68,000 lbs., and bolts of machine steel of 96,300 lbs. tensile

strength, the bolt holes being drilled and rimmed to take the

tarned bolts an easy driving fit. Two joints, which showed

an efficiency of 65•2 per cent., were made with plates 14.64
inches wide and .45 inch thick. There were three bolts

pitched 44 inches centres ; they were if inches diameter.

The net plate section was 4.90 square inches after rimming,

and the tension on this section was 59,600 lbs. per square

inch . The shear on the bolts was 89,700 lbs. per square

inch . The compression on the plate was 173,100 per.

Equare inch, and failure was by tearing of the plate through

the bolt holes. The bolts were damaged only . In the next

teste, with plates 11:55 inches wide of a net area of 3:96 ,

with two 13 inches bolts pitched 54 inches. The plate ten

sion was 49,000 lbs., the bolt shear 32,700 lbs., the plate

compression 156,700, and the joint efficiency only 55 per

cent., the joint failing by shearing of the bolts ; yet the
maximum shear was less than that which failed to shear the

bolts of the last test. A repetition test showed almost the

same figures. After the test the bolt holes were about half

an inch longer than their width . In a one- bolt joint, with

plates abɔut 5 } inches wide and 13 bolts, wbich sheared

at a unit stress of 32,600 lbs., the joint efficiency was 59 per

cent. and the plate tension 53,200 lbs. Generally these and

previous tests seem to show that the strongest joints were

those which failed through the plate ; that when joints failed

at the bolts by shearing, the unit shear was less than the

stress, which did not shear the bolts when the plates failed ;

also, that when the plates failed, the strength of both plates

and bolts was better developed than when the bolts failed.

The lesson seems to be that generally there should be an

excess on the side of the bolts. Generally, with bɔlts from

inch to 13 inches at pitches of 2 inches to 5 inches the

joint efficiency only varied between limits of 57 and 65 per

cent., the best results being with 11-inch bolts. All the

plates were •43 inches to .45inches thick, but the maximum

plate tension per unit net area was greatest with the more

numerous small bolts. Tests of wrought- iron pipe columns

about į inch thick and from 2 inches to 6 inches inside

diameter showed , for the 2 inches to 4 inches columns, when

from 6 feet to 10 feet in length , a crushing strength between

21,000 lbs. and 27,000 lbs. per square inch of cross-section,

while for the columns 4 inches to 6 inches diameter the

strength varied from 27,000 lbs. to 82,500 lbs. for lengths of

8 feet to 15 feet. The first lot of smaller columns merely bad

ordinary screwed - on cast- iron flanges ; the second lot of

larger siz : had the ends turned off equare, and supported on

cast-iron caps. Well made pipe columns may thus be rated

at a crashing stress of, say, 25,000 lbs. per square inch , a

useful figure to know , as wrought-iron columns of short

length are often very convenient and useful, and easily

made, from readily procurable materials.

The Efficiency of Transformers . - In a recent number

of the Elektrotechnische Rundschau , Herr Schlatter, in an

article on transformer distribation (which is condensed in

the Practical Engineer ), draws attention to the fact that ,

notwithstanding the very high efficiency of transformers at

fall load, they nevertheless show but a very low all -day effi

ciency when permanently concected across the mains, and

states, as the result of experience of central stations, that the

total energy delivered by a transformer during 24 hours is

approximately equal to the energy it would deliver in one

twelfth of the time if worked at full load, and on this

assumption he gives the all -day efficiencies, together with

other data, of transformers of various capacities, which we

append in the form of a table below :

1
...

...

Output of transformer in kilowatts 1 2 :5 5 10

Useful energy in kilowatt -hours 2 5 10 20

Iron losses in kilowatt -hours ... 1.56 2.28 372 5:52

Copper losses in kilowatt-hours 0.04 009 017 0:31

Meter losses in kilowatt-hours 0 288 0.288 0:576 0 864

Total energy absorbed , kilowatt-hours 3.888 7.658 14 :466 26 :694

All -day efficiency 0 515 0-625 0 692 075

...

...

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. --The

above society holds its conference from Tuesday next, May

31st, to June 3rd , at Niagara Falls. The opening address

will be delivered by Hon. Arthur Hastings, Mayor of Niagara

Falls, and the workand methods of the Cataract Construction

Company will be afterwards described by Messrs. Coleman

Sellers and W. A. Brackenbridge. On the Wednesday the

power works will be visited. There will be a number of

papers read on mechanical engineering and allied subjects.

To check the value of the assumption, equal numbers of the

four types of transformers given in the table were connected

across themains from a large central station, when the mean

all-day efficiency worked out at 0:652 , or practicallya mean

of the efficiencies of the four types. With the object of

increasing the all -day efficiency, the house transformer

system has been abandoned in favour of the transformer sub

station system , with which the number of transformers may

be greatly reduced, with a corresponding increase in their

size and efficiency. The distinct economy of such a change
has been shown by the results obtain in a town in Masea

chusetts, where 57 small transformers were replaced by 18

of a larger size. In this instance the total core loss of the

small transformers, supplying about 1,500 lights, was 5,870

watts, whereas the 18 larger ones substituted supply 1,624

lights with a total core loss of only 1,348 watts. In order

to reduce the losses as much as possible, it is necessary to

keep only so many transformers in circuit aswillenable

them to work at full load, or nearly full load .

The Bastian Meter. — It has been suggested in some

quarters that when reading the paperon electrolytic meters

before the Institution , Mr.Gibbings did not give due credit

to Mr. Bustiap, the inventor of the meter. We happen to

know that it was the express wish of the inventor that bis

name should not be mentioned, and it was in carrying

out this request that omission of Mr. Bastian's name was
made.
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Electrically 0;erated Dredgers.-- We described some

time ago an electrically worked dredge which was being used

in Spain, and was driven from a shore plant. In the minutes

of Proceedings of the Institution ofCivil Engineers a year or

two back will be found a description of a dredge, electric

ally operated , and in use on a New Zealand river for gold

recovery from the river bed, the rivers of Southern New

Zealand being full of gold , which is only recoverable by

dredging. In Colorado , where there are large deposits of

auriferous gravels, dry dredgers and excavators have been

brought into useby the Bennett Amalgamator Manufactur

ing Company. The dredger is wbat in Eogland would be

called anexcavator. It is of the ordinary steam narvy type,

with scoop bucket as used on canaland railway work . It is

carried on a car body 40 feet long by 12 feet wide, built up

of 20-inch rolled girders, and supported on two four-wheel

diamond trucks. The amalgamator is carried at one end of

the frame, and serves to balance wholly or in part the

dredger boom . This boom is like the jib of a crane, and

with its appurtenances will swivel round a central pillar,

the swivelling power being a 5 H.P. General Electric Com

pany's motor through bevel and spur gears. A 25 H.P.

motor, with double reduction spur gear, actaates the

dredging ecoop and derrick motion. There is a third motor

of 5 H.P. to move the dipper handle up or down in the

main jib. Three motors perform every movement pecessary.

The amalgamator is driven by its own motor of 25 H.P.,

wbich aleo travels the whole machine on its rails and also

drives the tailings elevator. Water to the amount of 1,600

gallops per minute is furnished by a fifth motor, and a 15

HP. motor receives this water and discharges it , after it has

done its work , to beyond the crest of the tailir gs pile. A

150 kw. dynamo supplies all the current, and may be placed

anywhere convenient for either fuel or water power. The

voltage is 500. The capacity of the dredge is great - 200

yardsper hour. The dipper swings twice a minute ,and cuts

a 60-feet circle to & depth of 8 feet below the rail level.

Electro-magnetic brakes are provided to the three dredger

motors, which have rheostat reversing controllers all mounted

in the cab within reach of one man . The brakes are not

strap brakes, but magnetic clutches arranged to draw a large

discagainst a stationary face with a releasing spring to push

the disc back when the brakes are off. The pumps and amal

gamator run constantly, and so only require rheostat starters.

One man on the machine, with two men for track laying and

in the pit are sufficient to handle the whole machine satis

factorily , apart, of course, from the attendance at the boiler

house if steam power is the original source of power. The

companybuild also river dredgers for gold recovery, self

contained, as necessary .

The War and the Cables. It is stated in official circles at

Madrid that the Spanish Government has decided , if the cable

from Cuba is cut by Americans, to send some auxiliary vessels

to cut all the cables landing in the United States territory.

The Times Washington correspondent says that it is

proposed to close without delaythe three remaining cable

exits from Santiago de Cuba to Jamaica and Hayti, whence

there is a choice of six routes to Spain . Little danger, it is

thought, will attend the cutting of these cables, and no doubt

is entertained as to the right of the United States to cut

them , although most of them belong to British companies.

General Greely, the chief signal officer, advanced the prin

ciple that theright existed to destroy cables in waters within

Spain's jurisdiction. This principle has been accepted, and

the Government are acting upon it.

The Times New York correspondent says that the censor

ship on cable despatches which now exists is of a somewhat

crude form . Each company seems to be acting as its own

censor , and the feeling is that the Governmentitself should

assume responsibility instead of the company's clerks.

The following communication on the general question of

submarine cables in war time appeared in Tuesday's Times

from the pen of Prof. T. E. Holland, of Oxford :

I venture to think that the question which has been raised as to

the legitimacy of cable cutting is not so insoluble as most of the

allusions to it might lead one to suppose . It istrue thatno light is

thrown upon it by the Convention of 1884, which relates exclusively

to time of peace, andwas indeed signed by Lord Lyons, on behalf of

Great Britain, only with an express reservation to that effect. Nor

are we helped by the case to wbich attention was called in your

columns some time since by Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode. Their

allusion was doubtless to the " International ” (L.R.,3 A and E. , 321),

which is irrelevant to the present inquiry. The question is a new

one ; but though covered by no precedent, I cannot doubtthat it is

coveredby certain well -established principles of international law,

which , it is bardly necessasy to remark , is no cat-and-dried system ,

but a body of rules founded upon, and moving with , the pablic

opinion of nations.

That branch of interrational law which deals with the relations

of neutrals and belligerents is, of ccurse, a compromise between what

Grotius calls the belli rigor and the commerciorum libertas. The

terms of the compromise, originally suggested partly by equity panly

by national interest, bave been varied and re -defined , from time to

time, with reference to the same considerations. It is perhaps

reasonable that, in settling these terms, preponderant weight should

have been given to the requirt ments of belligerents, engaged possibly

in a life and death struggle. “ Jus commerciorum æquum est,” says

Gentili; "at hoc « quius, tuendæ salutis. " There is accordingly no

doubt that in land warfaze a belligerent may not only interrupt com

munications by road , railway, post, or telegiaph without giving any

ground of complaint to neutrals who may be therebyinconveniencea,

but may also lay bands on such neutral property - shipping, railway

carriages, or telegrapbic plant — as may be essential to the conduct of

bis operations, making dee of and even destroying it, subject only to

a duty to compensate the owners. This be does in pursuance ofthe

well-known droit d'angarie, an extreme application of which

occurred in 1871, when certain British colliers were sunk in the

Seine by the Prussians in order to prevent the passage of French

gunboats up the river. Count Bismarck undertook that the owners

of the ships should be indemnified, and Lord Granville did not press

for anything further. Such action, it it took place outside of belli.

gerent territory, would not be tolerated for a moment.

The application of these principles to the case of submarine cables

would appear to be, to a certain point at any rate, perfectly clear.

Telegraphic communication with the outside world may well be as

important to a State engaged in warfare as similar means of commo.

nication between one point and another within its own territory:

Just as an invader would, without scruple, interrupt messages, and

even destroy telegraphic plant, on land, so may be thus act within the

enemy's territorial waters, or, perbaps,even so far from shore as be

couldreasonably place a blockading squadron. It may be objected

that a telligerent has no right to prevent the access of neutral ships

to unblockaded portions of the enemy's coast on the ground that by

carrying diplomatic agents or despatches they are keepingup the

communications of his enemy with neutral Governments. But this

indulgence rests on the presumption that such official communications

are " innocent," a presumption obviously inapplicable to telegraphic

messages indiscriminately received in thecourse of business. It

would seem , therefore, to beas reasonable as it is in accordance with

analogy that a belligerent should be allowed , within the territorial

waters of his enemy, to cut a cable , even though it may be neatral

property, of which the terminus ad quem is enemy territory, subject

only to a liability to indemnity the neutral owners.

The cutting, elsewhere thanin the enemy's waters, of a cable con .

necting enemy with neutral territory, receives no countenance from

interrational law . Still less permissible would be the cutting of a

cable connecting two neatral ports, although messages may pass
through it wbich , by previous and subsequent stages oftransmission,

may be useful to the enemy.

A brief note appeared in yesterday's Times, from Messrs.

Eyre & Spottiswoode, in reply to the above.

A Daily Chronicle despatcb, dated New York, Tuesday,

says that " shortly after midnight wuch excitement was

Cleaning the Globes of Enclosed Arc Lamps.-In

an article in the Electrical World , Mr. J. H. Hallberg

remarks that the trimming and cleaning of the inner globes

on enclosed arc lamps is of the utmost importance, as the

efficiency and candle-power depend, to a large extent, on the

transparency of the inner globes. It will be found that

mostof them are covered inside with a grey -white dust, or

film , which comes off if the globe is washed in clean water ;

but some, even after they are washed in water, show a brown
black stain around the top of the globe which apparently will

not come off, zo matter how much it is washd; in fact, it

appears as though it were a natural colour in the glass itself.
This is due to several causes. The most common is the im

purity of the carbons, which contain too much metallic

material ; another is too great a length of the lower carbon,

which brings the arc too near the neck of the inner globe ;

or the cause may be too much current flowing across the arc,

especially during the few minutes after trimming the lamp

with new carbons, this causing an excessive flame, that gets

in contact with the globe, and in that way stains it. The

only way to clean a globe in this condition is by dipping the
burned part in hydrofluoric acid. This acid is very dangerous

to handle, and much care should be exercised when it is

used . Asthis acid will eat through almost every material

except lead and wax, it must be kept in a jar of either of

those materials. Mr. Hallberg prefere lead , as the acid gets

warm when it acts on the glass , and he has seen cases where

the wax melled and lie the acid run out .
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caused here by the discovery that the Western Union Tele

graph and Telephone wires to Sandy Hook were interrupted.

There wires connect the barbour fortifications and city. It

is supposed that the interruption was affected by Spanish

agents. The Postal Telegraph Company's wire is still

working."

According to the Financial News, the New York Sun bas

received news from St. Thomas showing that the recent

bombardments of Santiago de Cuba and Guantanamo arose

from some cable -cutting exploits by the United States

cruiser St. Louis and the gunboat Wampatuck. The St.

Louis, while picking up a cable off Santiago, came within

range of the Morro Fort there, and instantly b came a target

for its guns. The cable was severed , and the vessels left for

Guantanamo, where similar incidents took place. They

silenced the shore batteries and cut the cable.

»

Municipal Electrical Association Meeting. - The

programme of the third annual convention of this associa

tion is to be held at the Royal United Service Insti

tution, Whitehall, S.W. , on Jane 8th , 9th , 10th , and 11th.

The president of the year is Mr. A. H. Gibbings ; the vice

presidents being Messrs. Faraday Proctor, and Wilmshurst.

The presidential address will be delivered on Wednesday
morning, and the papers down for discussion are as

follow :

" The Management of Electrical Undertakings,” by Councillor

Hesford, Southport Electricity Committee .

" Switchboard Apparatus," by J. R. Blaikie, Chief Assistant

Electrical Engineer, Bristol.

“ Steam - using Plant,” by J. A. Jeckell, Borough Electrical

Engineer, South Shields.

Visits will be paid to the Waterloo and City Railway, and

to the Işlington Electricity Works ; and in the evening the

Association Dianer will take place at the Holborn Restaurant.

On Thursday papers will be discussed as follow :

" Uniformity of Plant,”by C. H.Wordingham , Manchester.

" Appropriation of Profits and R :payment of Loans,” by Bailie

W.Maclay, convener of the Glasgow Electricity Committee .

" Single v. Multiple Generating Stations, " by J. F. C. Snell, San .

derlandBorough Electrical Engineer.

Visits will be paid to the works of Messrs. Willans & Robin

son, Limited, at Rugby, Croydon electricity works, and the

General Electric Company's lamp works. On the Friday

papers are to be discussed as follow :

“ Electric Traction ,” by R. C. Quia , Blackpool borough electrical

engineer, and J. E. Stewart, Derby borough electrical engineer.

* Accumulators in Connection with Lighting and Traction ," by

J. H. Rider, Plymouth borough electrical engineer.

" Stand -by Sapply ,” by R.C. Quin , Blackpool.

Visits will be paid to Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co.'s works at

Woolwicb, and the Shoreditch electricity works. The business

meeting will be held on Saturday, June 11th , and in the

afternoon visits will be paid to the Portsmouth and Dover

electricity works.

Copper . - The Engineer asks, “ Is there to be a copper

famine ? ” In the reply to this question , says our contem .

porary , the boilermaking and general engineering trades are

vitally interested. And certainly the way in which the

copper market has been jumping lately makes such a query

not at all unreasonable. During last year this metal has

been higher than tbe year before by an average of £2 per

ton , and this advancehas recently been greatly accentuated

by the war . The production and consumption of copper

wasona greater scale in 1897 than in any previous year in

the history of the trade, no less than 396,723 tons having

been produced, against 373,368 tons in 1896. Yet notwith

standing this great increase of 23,000 tons, the present

visible supply in this latter part of May is at least 5,000

tons less than it was 12 months ago. The general increase

in the consumption of copper for electrical engineering
services and for marine engineering purposes is chiefly

responsible for this diminution. European consumers

are depending to a greater extent than ever before

upon American supplies. The trans- Atlantic production

has been , and still continues to be, on a very large

scale. The price of copper to-day is altogether out

of proportion to the quantity available for use, it being £2

per ton cheaper than at the same datein 1891, although the

visible supply — or quantity in stock — is less than halfwhat

it was in 1891. In fact, the present stock is only sufficient

for five weeks' consumption , and if the war between the

United States and Spain is prolonged - for they, of course,

are the two chief producing countries — there is no knowing

to what extent the sapply may be diminished ; so that a

copper famine is quite within the bounds of possibility, and

those who have much to do with this useful metal in any

capacity will act wisely if they regulate their operations in

accordance with that possibility. Ady real scarcity would,

however, be only temporary, for new sources of supply are

not infrequent — the latest copper discovery being just an

nounced from Russia, where extensive copper ore beds have

been found at Potar, only 10 miles from a point on the
Samarkand -Andideban railway.

Obituary . - The death is announced of Mr. R. Stuart

Hampson, of Mayfield , Withington, at the early age of 37

years. At the time of his death Mr. Hampson was the

electrical engineer of the Great Central Railway Company,

and also of the Manchester and Sputh Junction Railway.

He joined the service of the Great Central about 11 years

agoas telegraph engineer and superintendent, and sincethen

he has carried out many important engineering works. Pre

viously, as an assist int of the late Mr. E. C. Warburton, tele

graphsuperintendent of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company, Mr. Hampson erected the electric light installa

tion - one of the first in the country - at the grain silo at

Fleetwood, in the early eighties . Mr. Hampson was a

member of the Institution of Electrical Eagineers, and was

president of the Association of R silway Telegraph Engi

neers and Superintendents of Great Britain for the years

1896-7-8. He was a frequent contributor to scientific

and electrical journale, and his professional advice was fre

quently sought.

Personal. We are glad to be able to inform the many

friends of Mr. H. Hirst, of the General Electric Company, of

London, that he is now recovering from the serious

operation which was quite successiully performed on
Tuesday last .

Queensland Electrical Association . - On the initiative

of Mr. John Hesketh, the Government electrical engineer,

an electrical association is being formed for Queensland,
The association would have for its objects the promotion of

the general advancement of electrical and telegraphic scii ne

and its applications, the facilitating of the excbange of

informationand ideas on these subjects amongst its members

and the general public, and would hold meetings, publish paper,

&c. The British Australasian says that at a recept meeting

at Brisbane a committee was formed for the purpose of

drafting rules for the approval of a subsequentmeeting. The

committee consists of Messrs. J. S. Badger, E. G. Barton,

c. H. Caspersonn, J. H. Darant, and J. Hesketh, Mr. J.

Power, Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane, is secre

tary to the committee .

-

8

Death by Electricity . - Oar New York namesake, having

reprinted from our columns Dr. Hedley's recent article on

" Death by Electricity,” Dr. J. Mount Bleyer writes to that

journal criticising the article, saying :

I carefully looked over the article, and must say that I failed to

learn therefrom anything original, either from investigations or sug

gestions on the part of the author. The whole matter contains

nothing but a rebash of what others have done. I therefore cannot

find a single peg or plea - to bang it upon - for bis having written

this article except for reviewing some of the already known works of

others. As father and one of the first experimenters on electrocution,

a few words in answer to this review will be acceptable to your

readers, & c ., & c .

As a matter of fact, Dr. Hedley's article was what it

was intendedto be — a judicial summary of all that is worth

knowing on the subject of death by electricity. It was not

writtento proclaim his own praises, nor to claim anythingfor

himself - not even the title of " Father of Electrocution ," or

foster -father of the high-sounding phrase " dynamic apoplexy ”

( a term used by Dr. Bleyer in his letter ), which , in the present

connection, means about as much as Mesopotamia.

The New German Cable.-We understand two officials

of the German Government have arrived in London to

discuss the question of the proposed new German cable from

the Azores across the Atlantic.
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Fatal Shock Accident at Chelmsford . — On Saturday,

21st inst., Edward Fell, the outdoor foreman of the Chelms

ford Electric Lighting Company, went to a small transformer

pit to switch off the transformer with a view to removing

some secondary leads. He switched off the transformer, and

afterwards, whilst removing some high pressure leads with

bis ongloved left hand, touched anotherbigh pressure lead

with his right hand, and was immediately killed . The

inquest was opened on Monday, 23rd inst., bat was

adjourned untilyesterday (Thursday). Major Cardew held

an official inquiry into the matter on Tuesday.

Erratum .In the evidence given before the Select Tele

phone Committee, on page 722 of this issue, Mr. F. 7 .

Lamb should, of course, read as Mr. J. C. Lamb, C.B.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED ,

Röntgen Rays in Warſare . — Before the Royal United

Service Institution on Friday last, Surgeon -Major Beevor,

M.B., Army Medical Staff, lectured on the “Workingof the

Röntgen Ray in Warfare." The lecturer said, according to

the Times report, that his object was to give his experience

in the working of the X ray in military surgery, and through

the kindness of many officialfriendshe would beable to give the

audience the results of its employment on the recent frontier

expedition in India, and then to lay before them some

modifications in the construction of the appliances for

generating the X ray which had suggested themselves to him

after working among the wounded on the field of battle and

its adjacent hospitals. He then exbibited , by meang of the

magic lantern, photographs of cases from the Frontier War,

wbich showed with the utmost clearness the importanceof

the age of the X ray in the treatment of wounded men. The

positions of bullets in various parts of the body were made

perfectly evident in cases where it was quite impossibleto

localise the ballets by ordinary surgical methods. Tbe

lectarer said that it was not ooly possible, but quite easy to

have an X ray apparatus working at the front . The cases

exhibited contained indisputable proof that even in savage

warfare, where the Geneva Convention was unknown, the X

ray could be brought onder control, and an immensity of

naman suffering obviated ; it was notnecessary that every field

hospital or bearer company should be supplied with an appa

ratus, as it could be readily transported from one part to

another of the field of operations. He felt sure they would

see what an advantage it was to be able to localise

ballete, and other foreign bodies, without the painful process

of searching with probes, and that a threefold advantage was

gained inthe treatment of patients by this means — first, the

absence of any pain or physical injury, from which arose the

second advantage, that in cases where there had been much

loss of blood or injury to bone, they were enabled to ascer

tain the exact condition of affairs, without the risk of in

creasing thedepression of the patient by operation, and they

thus gave him the bestchance of reaction, upon which

depended his recovery . He maintained that it was now the

duty of every civilised nation to supply its wounded in war

with an X ray apparatne, among other surgicalaide, not only

at base hospitals, but close at band, wherever they might be

fighting and exposing themselves to injury in the per

formance of their hazardous duty. The rest of the lecture

was devoted to the consideration of technical questions in

connection with the appliances required for generating the

Re

X ray.

Electric Light Wires as Telephonic Circuits.- In a

letter to Nature, Mr. F. J. Jervis-Smith, of Oxford,

describes a method of using electric lighting wires as tele

phonic circuits. He was requested some time ago to try to

localise a fault in an electric light main, by means of a cer

tain form of inductor used in conjunction with a telephone

but not connected to the main. While using it, it occurred

to him that probably the main might be used instead of a

telephone wire. His first experiments were not productive

of good results, as a small fraction of the company'scurrent

passed continuously through the telephone. In October,

1897, he placed microfarad condensers in his telephone

circuit at each end ; these stopped the current, but in no way

reduced the telephonic effects. If the note given out by

virtue of the rotation of the armature of the dynamo is great,

it can be very greatly reduced by placing an inductively

wound resistance in the circuit. The resistance, he writes,

does not appearto modify the telephonic effects in any

marked degree. This probably arises from the fact that the

E.M.F. due to the secondary coil of the telephone transmitter

is bigh. The experiment was successfully made over two

miles of a main which was carrying the full load used in

lighting the town .

Cowans, Limited (57,378 ). — Registered May 16th,

with capital £ 30,000 in £ 5 shares ( 2,000 71 per cent. cumulative

preference ), to carry on the business of electricians, suppliers of

electricity, mechanical and general engineers, contractors, machinists,

& c . The subscribers (with one share each ) are: - T. S. Cowan,

4, Marlborough Rad , Ealing, solicitor; C. C. Smith , Bengeo ,Hert

ford, gentleman ; A. É . Hale, 18, Austin Friars, E.C., clerk ; H. J.

Wells, 5 , Victoria Grove , Stoke Newington , clerk ; E. W. Cowan,

Hart Hill, Bowden, Cheshire, civil engineer; E. J. Ojwan, 26, Kenil

worth Road , Ealing, gentleman ; A. J. Wells, 5, Victoria Grove,

Stoke Newington, clerk. The number of directors is not to be less

than three normorethan seven ; the subscribersare to appoint the

first; qualification, £260 ; remuneration, £ 50 each per annum .

gistered by E. W. Cowan, Hart Hill, Bowden , Cheshire.

Leyland and Birmingham Rubber Company, Ltd.

(57,410 ). — Registered May 18th, with capital £ 300,000 in £ l sbares,

toadopt agreements (1) with the LeylandRubber Company, Ltd.;(2)

W. Stanley Morrison & Company, Limited ; and (3) with " The

Birmingbam India-Rubber Company," and to carry on the business

of manufacturers and dealers in India-rubber,gutta -percha, flax -hose,

flax and cotton belting, & c., electricians, telegraph and electrical

engineers and contractors, cable and telegraph instrament manufac

turers, pneumatic and othertyre manufacturers, cyclemanufacturers

and dealers, motor car bui ders, engineers, machiniste, & c. The

subscribers (with one share each) are:-J. E. Baxter, Highfield,

Leyland, Lancashire, manufacturer: J. W. Brown, BeechMount,

Bolton, cotton waste dealer; 8.Whitehead, Sunoyside, Leyland,

manager ; J. W. Kenyon, The Hollies, Bury, gentlemen ; J. A.

Fallowe, 14 , New Brown Street, Manchester, salesman ; E. T. Everett.

3, Stevenson Square, Manchester, merchant; R. T. Byre, 124, New

Street, Birmingham , manufacturer. The number of directors is not

to be less tban three nor more than seven ; the first are : J. E.

Baxter, A. S. Morrison , R. T. Byrne, J. W. Brown, and S. Whitehead ;

qualification, £ 2,500 ; remuneration, £52 108. each per annum .

Registered by Jordan & Sons, Limited , 120, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Registered office, Golden Hill Works, Leyland, Lancashire.

The Caledonian Wire Rope Company, Limited

(3,875 ).- Registered at Edinburgh, May 17th , with capital £ 20,000

in £10 shares, to carry on in the United Kingdom or abroad the

business of manufactarers of wire ropes, electric cables, telegraph

wires and lightning conductors and wire fencing of every description.

The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-J. Wilson, Airdrie

House, Airdrie, M.P.; R. Moore, 156, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow,

C.C.; R. Wilson, 75, Bothwell Street, Glasgow , coal master; J.

Dixon, 127, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow , coal master ; J. Mitchell,

Airdrie, banker; W. Hugh, Thornhill, Blantyre, wire rope maker; J.

Hugb, Thornbill, Blantyre, wirerope maker. The first directorsare

J. Wilson, R. Wilson, J. Mitchell,W. Hagh and J. Hogb. Qualifica.

tion , £ 100. Registered by Oswald & Son , Edinburgh.

Werner Cadmiam Electric Accumulator Syndicate,

Limited (57,417).- Registered May 19th, with capital £ 6,000 in £1

sbares, (2,260 preference), to adopt an agreement with Alexis Werner,

and to carry on the business of an electric accumulator and electric

supply company, also electricians, mechanical engineers, and elec

trical apparatus manufacturers. The subscribers (with one sbare
each ) are :-8. Simmons, 5, Sydenham Park, 8.E., engineer ; R. S.

Keary, 1 ,Lea Hall Road, Leyton , E., clerk ; T. L.W. Gioger, 39,

Roseman Road,S.W., traveller ; L. Sternberg, 22, Little Alie Street,

Aldgate, E. , clerk ; G. Goodman, 21, St. Helen's Place , E.C., solicitor;

M. Goodman, 21, St. Helen's Place, E.C., clerk ; W. G. Richardson,

88 , Dempery Street, Stepney, clerk . Registered without articles of

association. Registered office, Devonshire Chambers, Bishopsgate

Street Without, EO.

Electric Theatre, Limited (57,446 ).– R •gistered May

20th , with capital £5,000 in £1 sbares, to erect, produce, construct,

organise, exploit and show an electric theatre of music hall, and to

carry on the business of electricians, mechanical engineers, suppliers

of electricity, &c. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :

J. H. Harrison, 31 , Bow Street, W.C., costumier; A. J. Thomas,

30, Regent Street, S.W., gentleman ; 8. Jousiffe, Grosvenor House,

.

The Royal Society . - The following were among the

pa pers down for reading yesterday aft :rnoon :-Prof.

Roberts -Austen, F.R.S. , “ On Surfusion in Metals and

Alloys." Dr. J. Larmor, F.R.S., “Note on the Complete

Scheme of Electro -dynamic Equations of a Moving Material

Medium , and on Electrostriction .” E. Wilsor, “Aluminium,

as an Electrode in Cells for Direct and Alternate Currents."

Dr. Capstick , “ On the Kathode Fall in Gases ."
9
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1896 .

£ 60,718...

.
.
.

...

Kensington Park , wine merchant ; J. L. Camp, 1, Spridgdale Road,

Stoke Newington, artist ; A. R. Kelly, 5 , Camden Square, N.W.,

surveyor ; E. Tremearne, 34 , Gresham Street, EC., accountant;

M. W. Taylor, 34 and 36, Gresham Street, É.C., solicitor. The

number of directors is not to be less tban three nor more than seven ;

the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualification, £ 250 ; re

muneration as fixed by "he company. Registered by Stanley & Co.,

45, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

333,644...

The following table gives the cost per unit:
1897.

Total capital expended £67,293

Number of units sold 429,270

Number of lamps connected

Revenuefrom sale of current 5,948

Net revenue
£ 2,195

Average price obtained per unit 3 • 14d .

...

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRIOAL

OOMPANIES . 1896 .£

1,328

144

Per unit ,

• 74d .

08d .

Cost of Production .

Coal

Oil , waste, water, and engine room }
stores

Salaries and wages at generating
station

Repairs and maintenance of build .

}ings, engines, boilers, dynamos, & c .

1,176 .660.

744 (Works' cos

1.90d .
08t} •420 .

87 05d .

485 .27d.

1

Barcelona Tramways Company, Limited ( 6,544) -

This company's return was åled on March 24th, when 23,000 shares

were taken up and paid for in full out of a capital of £ 300,000 in

£10 shares.

Anglo- Portuguese Telephone Company, Limited

(24,545).— This company's return was filed on April 15th, when 50,000

shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 75,000 in £1 shares, all of

which are considered as fully paid .

Edmondson Electricity Meter Syndicate, Limited

(41,756 ).-- This company's annual return was filed on April 26th,

when 175 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 2,000 in £1

shares ; 168 are considered as paid, and £7 has been received.

Eastbourne Electric Light Company, Limited

( 16,422).— This company's annual return was filed on May3rd,when

1,949 sbares were taken up out of a capital of £ 60,000 in £10 shares,

and paid for in full.

Edison -Gower Bell Telephone Company, Limited

( 16,010 ).- This company's return was filed on April 15th, when

385,009 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 500,000 in £1

shares. 370,000 have been considered as paid , £ 15,005 has been

received, and £4 is in arrears.

Rent, rates and taxes

Management expenses , directors' re .

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,

stationery and printing, general

establishment charges, auditors,
law charges and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant}

Renewal fund account ..

Total £ 3,964 2.22d.

Revenue.

£ 8. d .

5,948 0 0

192 0 0

Average price

obtained

per unit.

3 :14d .By sale of current

Meter rente , & c . ..

Supply of steam ..

Transfer fees

Other items

-

-

151 0 0

Total £ 6,291 00 3.14d.

CITY NOTES.

Total cost per unit (exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 2 :22d. ; works' cost, 1.90d .

* Including charges for public lamps.THE result of the year's working is that the

The gross profit amounts to £2,195, the net defici.

Worcester ency , after setting aside amounts for sinking

Accounts . tand , beiog £1,474. The works' costs are slightly

higher than those of last year, and the reasons

given by Mr. Ruthven Murray in his very excellent report to the

municipality are as follow :

" The greater consumption of fuel during last year is mainly
responsible for the higher works' cost, and itat first sight appears

paradoxical that while so many more units were generated by water

power, the coal accountshould have increased . The following is the

explanation :-By reason of an increased privateday load andpublic

lighting load , extending daily over many hours, it was possible to use

more water-power when the supply was plentiful, but it necessitated

more steaming on low loads when the limits of the water-power were

exceeded , or when no water could be obtained. Duringthe fall of

year, when the flow of water was exceptionally small, the percentage

of steaming hours and steam generated units became very high.

Owing to the engineers' strike and the stoppage of work ,wewere

unable to get any of the extension plant which was ordered last year.

The day load engine, which was more than ever required, has only

just been delivered. Consequent upon the increase of the mean load,

and the small flow of water, the steaming hours increased from the

previous year's 33 per cent. to 45 per cent. of the total, and the cost

of coal, per sold steam unit generated, from 1 06d. to 1 32d. With

the new small engine at work, I look forward with confidence to a

reduction in this figure for the present year.

The lighting accounts of the Shoreditch

The Vestry for the pine months ending March 25th ,

Shoreditch while presenting some interestiog features, are

Electric nevertheless incomplete, because they do not

Lighting include any statement setting forth the financial

Accounts. results of the dust destructor. Though dust

destruction and electric lighting go hand in hand

in the parish of Shoreditch, we understand that it is impossible to do

otherwise than present separate accounts. Before an extended

criticism were offered it would be nec983ary to have complete figures

relating to both departments of the undertaking, and we shall there

fore wait until the publication of the dust destructor accounts.

The form of the accounts is by no means a model of perspicuity,

and it is to be regretted that the Board of Trade form is not adhered

to. The net result of the undertaking is, that after providing for

redemption of capital and payment of interest, there is a profit of

£2,072. Of this sum £1,255 goes to pay off previous calls on the

rates, which leaves a round sum of £ 700 to be carried forward . No

provision has been made for depreciation. The least satisfactory

feature in the report is the statement relating to electricity gene

rated, and we reproduce the table as it stands :

STATEMENT OF ELECTRICITY GENERATED, SOLD, &c.

Quantity sold .

Quantity

generated in
B.T. units .

Quantity used on works .

Total

quantity

accounted

for.

Quantity

not

accounted

for,

Number of

public

lamps.

Total

maximum

supply

demanded .Public

lamps.

By

contract.

Private

consumers

by meter.

Total sold .

491,107 80,791 203,504 284,295 411,020 50,087 57 arco , 408

kw .

156,725

including that quantity used

by lift and fan motors, also

logs in distribution .

114 incan

descents

(32 C P.)
1

"As the works have been taken to the water, fuel has also to follow ,

and at a moderate estimate the extra cost for increased railway dues

and cartage on the 1,702 tons of coal used was £ 127,which should, of

course, bededucted from the revenue derived from the water-power.

It may also be noted that the above gum represents 6 per cent. on

£ 2,100 . "

Il we add to the amount of electricity used in works and lost in die.

tribution, the quantity unaccounted for, we arrive at 206,812 unite ,

which is not far off half the total quantity generated, and is in excess

of the total current sold to private consumers.

An analysis of the cost of productive shows the following :
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1898 .

Total capital expended

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

1897 .

£87,802

284,295Number of units sold

Number of lamps connected

Revenue from sale of current £ 6,118

Net revenue £ 3,730

The West African Telegraph Company, Limited .

The report and accounts of the directorsfor the year ended December

31st, 1897, presented to the thirteenth ordinary general meeting, held at

Winchester House, 50 , Old Broad Street, London, E.C. , yesterday, states

that the company's revenue for that period amountea to £64,722 15s.2d .,

against which £21,212 93. 2d . is charged for ordinary expenses, and

£ 18,780 49. 4d. for expenditure relating to repairs of oubles, &o. After

providing £ 860 28. 3d. for income-tax,and £ 225 18.3d for re - valuation

of currency assets, there remains a balance of £23,644 183.21 , to which

is added £ 459 108. brought from the preceding year, making a total

available balance of £24,104 89. 2d. From this balance there has

been deducted £10,098 93. for interest on debentures, and £ 13,633

68. 8d. for sinking fund, leaving a balance of £ 372 128. 6d., which it

is proposed to carry forward to nextyear. The director who retires

by rotation is Robert Kaye_Gray, Esq., who, being eligible, offers

himself for re -election . The auditors, Messrs. Deloitte, Dever,

Griffiths & Co., also retire, and offer themselves for re- election .

5.14d .00

1896 .

Average price obtained per unit

Cost of Production ,

Coal

Oil , waste, water, and engine room
}

Salaries and wages at generating }

Repairs and maintenance of build .

ings,engines, boilers, dynamos,&c:}

279

226

Per unit .

23d .

•19d.

•65d.

stores

774

276 Works 'cost) • 23d .{ 1 : 30d .

19 .02d.

—

412 •35d.

Rent , rates and taxes

Management expenses, directors' re

muneration, salaries of managing

engineer, secretary, clerks, & c.,
stationery and printing , general

establishment charges, auditors,

law charges, and insurance

Depreciation of buildings and plant }

Renewal fund account :

Total £1.9 : 6 1 •67d .

Average price
obtained

Revenue.

The Marquis of Tweeddale presided at the ordinary meeting of the

company.

The CHAIRMAN said the gross revenue for 1897 was £ 64,723, a

decrease of £ 6,266 compared with 1896 ; this was accounted for by

the falling off in the Cape joint-purse traffic, which amounted to
£1,693 , the increased loss in exchange of £ 2,699, which could not

possibly have been foreseen, and to increase under the head of rent of

cable, £1,074. The last increase was explained by the interruption

of cable between Bathurst and St. Vincent, which occurred simul.

taneously with interruption to communication by the East Coast,

compelling them to divert traffic on to lines not belonging to the

company, and for which they had to pay rent. The total working

expenses for the year amounted to £ 21,212, or an increase of £ 3,314.

Repairs of cables was £ 18,780, or a decrease of £ 1,915. Although
this was a decrease, the figures were still exceptionally high.
The French Government stillcontinued to withhold subsidies, the

action of the Government being due to difference of opinion , bused

on certain clauses of their concession. They were anxious to main

tain good relations with theFrench Government, and they subnitted

& proposal for the settlement of the differences, conceived in a very
liberal spirit, and they bad reason to think it was acceptable.

It had not yet received the confirmation of the Chamber, which was

probably accounted for by the election nearly concluded. They

hoped before long to come to an arrangement satisfactory to all
parties.

The reportand accounts were then adopted. Mr. Robert K. Gray,

the retiring director, and the auditors, were then re - elected .

8. d. per unit.£

6,118 00 5 : 14d .By sale of current

Meter rents, &c.

Bupply of steam

Transfer fees

Other items
3,643 00

Total £9,761 00 5.14d .

Total cost per unit ( exclusive of depreciation and renewal ac

counts ), 1.67d .; works' cost, 1.30d .

British Aluminium Company, Limited . — This com

pany has, duriog the past week, been inviting applications for an

issue of £ 100,000 5 percent. debentures, of which £ 18,000 has already

been applied for and allotted to shareholders. Thelistclosed on

Wednesday, 25th irst. The money is required to provide for a larger

oatpat at the different factories, the necessary additional works being
now in course of construction ,

Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company, Limited .

-The directors have declared an interim dividend of 38. per share,

or at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum , free of income-tax, for the

quarter ended March 31st, 1898 , and payable on June 24th. The

traosfer books of this company wiil be closed from June 17th to the

23rd, both days inclusive.

Detroit Telephone Company.-- The directors have

declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent., being at the rate of 8 per

cent. per annum , payable on and after 16th inst., to all holders on the

register on April 30th.

The Electric Railway and Tramway Carriage

Works, Limited.

Theprospectus of this company has been before the public this week;

thelist ofsubscriptions closingon Wednesday. The nominal capital

is £ 150,000 in £5shares, and the present is an issue of 22,000 shares)

of wbich the vendors, who are the promoters of the company, have

agreed to take 3,000 in part payment of the purchase money. The

company has been formed tomanufactare all classes of cars and rail

way carriages, but especially tramway cars_for horse, electric, and

cable roade, and vehicles for light railways. The production of elec

tric motor trucks and steel undertrames for Indian and Colonial

railways, will also be a feature of the undertaking. The company

bas also been formed to acquire valuable property and works in West

StrandRoad, Preston, Lancashire, havinganarea of nearly 12 acres,

about 94 acres, of wbich will be used by the company for the above

purposes.

The present is considered the right moment to bring out the com

pady,in view of the extensive movement all over the country in the

adoption of mechanical traction .

The vendors will furnish and equip the works with machinery

of the most modern character, and lay down plantfor driving the

principal machinery by electric motors. They will also construct an

overhead electric tramway system through the works and grounds, so

that all cars manufactured can be properly tested before leaving the

works.

It does not appear that the company is to acquire any business

reputation or connection, or to take over any orders, but it is expected

that the works, when completed , will be capable of an output of 600

cars per annum at least, aithough , as we presume the works cannot

get into full working order for some little time, profits may have to

be waited for. The company will sell cars and other rolling stock on

the bire -purchase system as required.

Mr. Wm. Wilson bas reported upon the value of the works and

property, and when completed they will , in bis estimation, work out at

£ 59,465. Mr. Stephen Sollon has reported upon the contract for

the equipment of the works, and both his and Mr. Wilson's state

mentsare iacluded in the prospectus.

Thevendors are to receive £ 80,000, payable as to £65,000 in cash

and £ 15,000 in fully paid shares, leaving £30,000 available for work

ing capital. The directors are : George Ricbardson , Exq , chairman

North Metropolitan Tramways Company, cbairman ; George F. Fry,

Esq , J.P., director Brighane Electric Tramways Company, Limi ed ;

Richard H. Prestwich, Esq .,deputy-chairman Blackpool and Fleet

wood Tramroad Company ; John Kerr, Esq. , director Edinburgh and

District Tramways Company, Limited ; George Flett, Esq ., director

Newcastle and Godforth Tramways Company, Limited. The secre

tary (pro.tem .) is Mr. Frederick Crimes, 13 , Spring Gardens,

Manchester.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited . - The receipts for the

week ending May 20th, 1898 , were £ 2,696 138. 96.; corresponding period

1897 , £ 2,483 198. ld .; increase, £212 14s. 8d.

The Cityand South London RailwayCompany . — The receipts for the week end.

ing May 22nd, 1898, were £ 987 ; week ending May 23rd , 1897 , £ 9.58 ;

increase, £ 29 ; total' receipts for half-year, 1898, £ 21,666 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £ 21,461 ; increase , £ 205 .

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways . - The receipts for the week

ending May 14th, 1898, £ 135 5s. 11d. ; total receipts to May 14th, 1888 ,

£2,217 88. 78 . Week ending May 21st , 1898, £ 127 16s. 5d. ; total receipts to

May, 1898, £ 2,209 195, 1d .

The Dublin Southern District ( Electric) Tramways Company .-The receipts for

week ending Friday, May 20th , 1898, were £ 563 3s. 4d.; corresponding

week last year, £669 17s. 100.: decrease , £106 149. 6d . ; passengers carried,

89,163 ; corresponding week last year , 95,616 ; aggregate to date , 18,921

1s. ld ; aggregate to date last year, £ 9,367 158. 9 .; decrease to date,

£ 416 14s. 8d.; mileage open , 8 miles.

TheLiverpool Overhead Railway Company. The receipts for the week ending

May 22nd, 1898 , amounted to £ 1,416 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,386 ; increase, £ 30.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited.--The receipts for

the week ending May 20th , 1898, after" deducting 17 per cent of the

gross receipts payableto the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,259.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.-TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Present

Issue .
NAME

Stock

or

Share.

Dividends for

the last three years.

Closing

Quotation,

May 18th ,

Closing

Quotation,

May 25th .

Business done

during

week ended

May 25th ,

1898 .

Highest. Lowest.

64

1141

154

155

63

113

1412

154

4 %

1054 1047
1

16 18

71

10 % 10%

1776 1617

70,000

i
i
i

!
18 178

:
:

178 1751

25,2001 {

35,1007 { Eastern and Siguthrafrican Telegraph, 5 % Mort.Deb. }

:
:

:

100

1895 . 1:96 . 1897.

137,4001 African Direct Telegraph, 4 % Deb .
100 4 % 100 ---104 100 --104

25,000 Amazon Telegraph , shares
10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do . 5 % Debs. Red.. 100 93 96 93 96

923,9601 Anglo- American Telegraph Stock 62 98 £2 13 ' 3 63 66 64 67

3,038,0202 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Stock €4 18s £5 65 6 % 1121-1131 114 -115

3,038,0201 Do. do . Deferred ... Stock 141- 157 154 155

130,000 Brazilian Submarine Telegraph 10'7 % 7 % | 7 % | 151– 151 151 152

75,0001 Do. do . 5 % Debs. 2nd series, 1906 100 5 % 112-116 112 -116

44,000 Chili Telephone, Nos . 1 to 44,000
5 4 % 3 31 3 3.1

10,000,000$ Commercial Cable $ 100 7 % 8 % 175 -185 170 -185

918,2977 Do. do . Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb . Stock Red. Stock 104-106 104 - 106

224,850 Consolidated Telephone Construction and Manufacturing 10 /- 11% 6
to

16,000 Cuba Telegraph ... 10 8 % 7 % 61 71

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref.
10 10 % 10 141 15! 141 15:

12,931 Direct Spanish Telegraph 5 4 5 4

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Cum . Pref. 5 10 10 % 10 % 10 11 | 10 11

30,0001 Do. do . 41 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 6,000 50 4% 4 % 41 % 103 -106 % 103 –106%

60,7101 Direct United States Cable 20 21% 21 %
101- 107 104 107

120,000 . Direct West India Cable , 44 % Reg. Deb .
100 99 -102 99 -102

400,000 Eastern Telegraph, Nos . 1 to 100,000
10 61 % 64 168 171 163- 171

Do. 6 % Cum . Pref. 10 6 18 19 174 181

89,900
Do.

5 % Debs., repayable August, 1899 . 100 5 %
100 -103 100 -103

1,302,6151
Do. 4 % Mort. Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 % 123 --127 123 -127

250,000 Eastern Extension, Australasia, and China Telegraph 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 171- 18 171 - 18

Do. 5 % ( Aus. Gov. Sub.) Deb ., 1900 , red. ann .
100 5 % ; 5 % 5 % 100 –104 100-104

drgs ., reg . 1-1,019 , 3,976-4,326

100,5001 Do. do . Bearer, 1,050—3,975 , 4,3274-6,400 100 5 % 5 % 101 - 104 101 -104

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb . Stock
Stock 4 % 4 % 4 % 127 -130 126 --129

5 % 5 % 100-104

1900 red . . Nos . 2,313

100 -104

46,5007 Do. do . do . to bearer, 2,344 to 5,500 100 5 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

300,0007 Do. 4 % Mort . Debs ., Nos . 1 to 3,000, red. 1909 100 101 -104 101 -104

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg. Mt. Debs . (Mauritius Sub . ) 1 -8,000 ! 25
105 -108 105 -108 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust ! 10 111- 111 111- 12

180,042 Do. do . 6 % Pref. 10 16 . 17 164 177

150,000 ! Great Northern Telegraph, of Copenhagen ... 10 10 10 % 10 28 29 28.1 29 .

160,0001 Do. do . do . 5 % Debs. 5 % 100 -103 100

Halifax and Bermuda Cable, 44 % 1st . Mort . Debs.,
100 97 -102 97 -102

within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo-European Telegraph
25 10 % 10 % 10 50 53 50 53

100,0001 London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph, 6 % Debs. 100 6 107 -110 107 -110

28,000 Montevideo Telephone, 6 % Pref., Nos. I to 28,000
5 4 % 2! 21

484,597 National Telephone, 1 to 484,597 5 51% 58 55 57

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 15 17 14 16

15,000
Do. 6 % Cum . 2nd Pref. 10 15 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 5 % Non -cum . 3rd Pref ., 1 to 250,000 5 53— 53 53 53

1,329,4711 D ) . 3.1 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 31 99-104 99-104

171,504 Oriental Telephone and Elec., Nos. 1 to 171,504 , fully paid 1 8

100,0001 Pacific and European Tel., 4 % Guar. Debs., 1 to 1,000 ... 100 1 4
105 -108 105 -108

11,839 Reuter's 8 5 % 9

3,381 Submarine Cables Trust
Cert. 136 -141 136 -141

58,000 United River Plate Telephone 5 4
5 %

4 43
41

146,7331 Do. do . 5 % Debs . Stock 5 105 -108 104 -107

15,609 / West African Telegraph, 7,501 to 23,109 10 nil nil 31— 41 31- 41

213,4001 Do. do . 5 % Debs. 100 5 % % 99 –102 99-102

64,269 Western and Brazilian Telegraph
15 3 2 % 31 114 124 113- 12

33,129 Do. do. do . 5 % Pref. Ord . 71 5 5 % 71- 8 71- 8

33,129 Do. do. do. Def . Ord. 71 1 % nil 4
41 41

389,521 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 105 -108 104 -107

88,321 West India and Panama Telegraph 10 ; % %

34,563 Do. do . do . 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 6 77 77 71 72

4,669 Do. do . do. 6 % Cum . 2nd Pref. 10 7

80,0001 Do. do . do. 5 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 1,800 100 5 105 -108 105 -108

1,163,000 $ Western Union of U.S. Telegraph, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $10007
103 --108 103 -108

160,1002 Do. do. do. 6 % Ster. Bonds 1006 % 100 -105 100 -- 105
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES .

-

123 128
-

9 89

25

163

23

16

1 16.1

6 72

30,000 ' Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply
5 5 % 6 % 7 % 13 14

20,000 Do. do. do . do . 4. % Cum . Pref. 5 6 64

26,000 * Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ord . , Nos . 1 to 10,277 ...
5 % 5 % 6 % 9 10

60,000 Do. do . do . 41 % Deb . Stock Red .... Stock 41 % 41 % 115 -117

50,000 City of London Electric Lighting, Ord . 40,001--90,000 10 % 23.1.- 24

10,000 Do. Prov . Certs . Nos. 90,001 to 100,000 £5 10 16 17

40,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref . , 1 to 40,000
10 6 % 171

400,000 Do. 5 % Deb. Stock, Scrip . (iss . at £115) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 129
-134

30,000 County of Lond . & Brush Prov. Elec. Ltg. , Ord . 1-30,000 10 nil nil nil 12 13

10,000 Do. do . do . Nos. 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 paid . 10 7

20,000 Do. do . do . 6 % Pref . , 40,001–60,000 10 6 % % 6 % 15 16

. 17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ord . Shares 1-17,400 £4 paid 5
3 . 4 !

10,000 House - to -House Electric Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5 4 % 10

10,000 Do. do . 7 % Cum . Pref. ... 5
7 11 - 12

62,400 *Metropolitan Electric Supply, 101 to 62,500 10 6 % 17 18

220,0002 Do. 45 % First Mortgage Debenture Stock 4.% 41 % 41 % 117 -121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lighting 10 4 % 19 20

31,980 *St . James's and Pall Mall Electric Light, Ord . 5 77 101% 111

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Pref., 20,081 to 40,080 7 % 7 % 7 10 11

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 % 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord. , £2 paid 13- 24

79,900 , Westminster Electric Supply , Ord ., 101 to 80,000

12 13

6 6 .

85 92

115 -117

24.- 251

16 ! 171

16 ! 171

129 134

13 14

6 .

15 16

31 4 .

9 10

11

16 . 17 !

117 -121

184 19!

16 17

10 11

107 -110

131

7

15

4.

121

616

143

12

171 16:

s
e

16 . 17 ! 167 163

236

5 7 % 9 % 12 % 15 16

2 21

151- 16.

2}

16 1578

Subject to Founder's Shares, + Quotations on Liverpool StockExchange.

Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deferred sharewarrants, profits being usedas capital,

Dividends marked s are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES - Continued .

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.

Present

Issue .

Stock

or

Share
NAME.

Dividends for

the last three years.

Closing

Quotation

May 18th .

Closing

Quotation

May 25th .

Business done

during week

ended

May 25th , 1898 .

Highest Lowest .

... ...

.

151 - 16

7 8
-

n
o
e
s
őő

77 7

13

2204 %

: :

Do.

103 1014

103 104

61 616

...

2

24 24

110-114

101 - 104

10 10.

6 6.

13

41 43

67 70

2 21

214 21

4 5

103 -105

25 27

31- 33

106-108

... 16

.
.
.

99,261 {

.
.
.

-

1895. 1896 . 1897 .

30,000 British Electric Traction
10 151 - 16

Do. do.

10,000 10 7 8

£4 pd. ( issued at £2 10s. prem , all pd . )

90,000 Brush Elecl. Enging ., Ord ., 1 to 90,000
3 21 % nil nil 11- 2

90,000 Do. do. Non-cum . 6 % Pref., 1 to 90,000 2 3 % nil 23 21

125,0001 do. 44 % Perp . Deb. Stock Stock 110 -114

50,000 Do. do. 41 % 2nd Deb. Stock Red . Stock 101 -104

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord. Shares
10 10 104

129,179 Do. do. do. £6 paid 10 6 6 !

59,254 Do. do. Pref. half -shares £1 paid 17

67,680 Do. do. Def. do. £5 paid 41

630,0001 City and South London Railway Stock 18 % 18 % 13 % 67 70

28,180 Crompton & Co. , 7 % Cum . Pref. Shares, 1 to 28,180
5 nil 2 21

Edison & Swan United Elec . Lgt., “ A ” shares , £ 3 pd. 5 5 % 51 % 21- 21
1 to 99,261

17,139 Do. do. “ A ” Shares, 01—017,139 5 % 51 % 4

194,023
Do. do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red. 100 103 -105

110,000 Electric Construction , 1 to 110,000 5 % 6 % 25— 27

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Cum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 7 % 7 38 33

111,100 Do. do. 4% Perp. Ist Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106-108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Copper Depositing, 1 to 70,000
2

67,275 Elmore's Wire Manufacturing, 1 to69,385, issued at 1 pm . 2

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, 7 % Cum. Pref., 1 to 9,600 10 | 104 % 7 % 7 % 11

12,500 Henley's (W. T. ) Telegraph Works, Ord.
10 8 % 12 % 10 % 211 221

3,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Pref. 10 7 % 7 7 % 181 191

50,000 Do. do . do. 41 Mort. Deb. Stock ... Stock 41 % 41 41 % 110 -115

50,000 | India -Rubber, Gutta -Percha and Telegraph Works 10 10 % 10 10 % 21 22

300,000 Do. do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 102 -106

37,500 + Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord. 10 21 % 23 31 % 10g 103

10,000 t Do. do. Pref., £10 paid 5 % 5 5 % 157 164

37,350 Telegraph Construction and Maintenance
12 15 % 15 % 15 % 35 38

150,000 Do. do. do. 5 % Bonds , red . 1899 100 5 %
5 % 5 %102 -105

540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway , Ord . Stock
100 133 -136

do.

:
:

m
a
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n
a 103

25

37

-

J
I
C
O

.
.
.

185

11

211- 224

194

110 -115

21 22

102 — 106

105 101

154- 161

34

102 -105

133 -136

211

106

...

10

37 36 351

.
.
. 134 1133

1+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange.
Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividends marked ſ are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.

!

.

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

* Birmingham Electric Supply, Ordinary £5 (fully paid) 104. LondonElectric Supply Corporation , £ 5 Ordinary, 3131.

House-to -House , 44 % Debentures of € 100, 107–110. *T . Parker, £ 10 (fully paid) , 151.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting, Ordinary Shares Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity, £ 5 Ordinary Shares fully

£5 (fully paid ) 15—16 ; 1st Preference Cumulative 6% , £5 paid, 8–84. Dividend for 1896—6 % .

(fully paid) , 8–81. Debentures , 107–110. Dividend , 1897,

on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share List .
Bank rate of discount 4 per cent. (April 7th , 1898).

PHYSICAL SOCIETY .

9

91

ORDINABY MEETING , May 13th , 1898.

MR. SHELFORD BIDWELL, President, in the Chair.

A PAPER by Prof. W. E. AYBTON and Mr. J. MATHER, on GALVANO

METERS, was read by Prof. AYRTON.

It is a sequel to Proc. Physical Soc., Vol. a. , p. 393,and to Phil. Mag.,

Vol. xxx., p. 58. The authors suggest thatin future the compara

tive sensitivenessof galvanometers should be expressed in termsof

the number of millimetre scale-divisions per micro-ampere, when the

observed image or " spot ” is one metre from the mirror. Unit

angular deflection is , therefore, one two- thousandth of a radian .

Further, for the periodic time, i.e. , the time between two transits

of the " spot " across some fixed point on the scale, in the same
direction, the standard should be 10 seconds. It is also proposed to

reduce the factor of sensitiveness, as regards resistance, to the com

mon basis of one obm . The assumption is that, for a given galvado

met the deflection per micro -ampere is proportional to the two

fifth power of the resistance of the windings. Tables accompanying

the paper give complete data for a large number of galvanometers

constructed during the past ten years, and it is possibleto trace

the improvementsin sensitiveness throughout that time. The most

sensitive galvanometers are the oscillographs, theybave very short

periods; the moving parts are small ; the controlling fields very

strong. They are designed to indicate the character of rapidly

varying currents. An oscillograph, as improved by Mr. Duddell,

was exhibited ; its pericd is o 0001 per second, and its factor of

sensitiveness, according to the authors' classification, is greater than

any yet obtained . A distinction is drawn as to the use of the

term “ dead-beat.” Maxwell applies it to galvanometers in wbich

the motion is " aperiodic,” i.e., to those in wbich the suspended

system , before coming to rest, passes only once through the position

of equilibrium . Thismeaningis retained ; it is notto be confused

with " quick.moving " or " short-period.” A pendulum illustrating

these distinctions was exbibited . As regards insulation of çalvano

meters and shont-bc xes, the authors now apply the " guard-wire”

principle of Mr. W. A. Price. The instrument to be insulated is en

closed in a metal case, provided with a terminal to which one end of

the windings is connected . The second end of the windings passes cut

through an ebopite bush piece. This arrangement is said to nullity

leakage and to prevent electrostatic disturbance of the suspended

system . In the second section of the paper the authors calculate

the limiting sensitiveness of galvanometers of the " Thomson ” type.

The investigation is based upon Prof. Schuster's B.A. 1894 paper, it

takes into account theperiod of the suspended system , and the

specific magnetisation of the needle . Lastly, the authors discuss the

relative merits of long and short periods, i.e., the best " control," for

galvanometers intended to indicate zero points in potentiometer

operations. They conclude that if the control can be readily

altered , and if the sensitiveness can be adjusted for the test, then,

for rapidity of working, the " control" should be so adjusted that

the sensitiveness is approximately two or three times greater than is

absolutely needed for the desired accuracy.

Prof. TBRELFALL thought the author's method of comparing

galvanometers very misleading. The results obtained in their com

parison of the oscillograph (3,310,000 ), and the suspended -coil

galvanometer (27) might be regarded as the reductio ad absurdum of

the proposed system . The absurdity arose from the dissimilarity

of the two instrumente. Moreover,the proposed system ignored

the fact that sensitiveness may be obtainedby optical as well as

by electro-magnetic means. Optical sensitiveness, owing to its

greater stability was tobe preferred to electro-magnetic sensitiveness.

Tbe fundamental problem in the construction of galvanometers is an

opticalcne, it is necessary to decide the mass and dimensions of the

suspended parts 80 as to ensure (1) optical accuracy , and ( 2)

electro -magnetic sensitiveness. Thus, to some extent the weight

of the mirror determines the thickness of the suspension. As

an instance of what might be done by optical methode, Prof.

Threltall referred to work done by himselt and Mr. Brearley

( Phil. Mag ., 1896 ), in which it was possible to measure to

1:48 X 10 - 13 amperer, and, with special refinements, to 3 x 10-14

amperes. He had found that the best diameter for glass mirrors

was1.1cms., with a weight just under 05 grammes. These were

used with a scaleat 276cms., read by a microecope to 0.04 mm. The

course of the light was : lamp, large lens, small scale, mirror, eye

piece. The period was 25 secs., and the resistance € 0,000 obms.

Even better results could be obtained by using mirrors of quartz or

of bloodstone. Quartz is incomparably to be preferred to glass.

Such figures indicated what could be done by optical sensitiveness,
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inner 'bus bar ; whereas, T, being set over to the right, circuit 1 is

connected on to the A, branch . The machines Nos. 2 and 3 are

connected in parallel by their two-way switches directly on to the

inner 'bus bar, A. Andthe machine No. 1 is kept turning as a spare ,

with its two-way switchover to the right, thereby connecting it on to

the spare 'bus bar, B. The change-over switch, c, is constructed to

Au

Az

the sensitiveness that the authors ignored. It was pointed out by

Prof. Threlfall that the controlling field for galvanometers of the

" Thomson ” type should be straight and uniform . This was best
secured by using two magnets, one above and one below the needles.

Prof. PERRY said the authors bad not asserted that a galvanometer

with higher figure of merit, according to their classification , was

superior to another of lower figure. It must be agreed that the

igure they obtain is a very valuable datum for thecomparison of

instruments designed for similar purposes ; for instance, in classi

fying those used by Prof Threlfall,Mr. Daddell was to be con

gratulatedon the extreme sensitiveness and small period of his

oscillograph.

Prof. AYRTON, referring to Prof. Threlfall's reductio ad absurdum ,

admitted that the criticism would carry some conviction it the two

instraments were of different kinds ; if, for instance, one possessed a

Buspended needle and the other a suspended coil. But the argument

failed, because both instruments were of the suspended coil type. In

one of them Mr. Duddell had developed the advantages to begained

by reducing the air- gap. To form an opinion of electro -magnetic

improvements in galvanometers, it was necessary to reduce the

results of all instruments to some system of classification. There

was no objection, after that, to adding a good mirror and reading by

a good microscope.

The PRESIDENT proposed votes of thanks to the authors, and the

meeting adjourneduntil May 27th .
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

OUTER BUS BAR

GENERATORS CIRCUITS.

Fio, 6.

THE PREVENTION OF INTERRUPTIONS TO ELEOTRICITY SUPPLY. By

LEONARD ANDREWS, Associate. Read May 5th, 1898.

(Concluded from page 708.)

Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation of a similar cut-out modified for use

in connection with high -tension currents. In this arrangement the

contacts are screwedand gweated into metal pots, and immersed in

water. This serves effectually to quench any tendency to arcing
be released by a solenoid excited off any convenient source, E.

Inserted in series with it are two switches, 8 and 11. Lz, or Lz. Both

the 8 and one of the L switches must be closed together to excite the

A2

Az

TS

FIG . 5 .

13 :

has !

S

when large high-tension currents are interrupted. All the high

tension parts in this cut-out are entirely coveredwith porcelain or

other insulating material. The releasing mechanism is practically

thesame as in the low -tension cut- out.

Fig. 6 is a diagram of the Hastings switch gear. We have

found this arrangement entirelysatisfactory in every respect. It has

not only enabled us to cope with severalbreakdowns to machinery

without interruptions to the supply, butit has also effecteda saving

in coal, &c. , during the past 18 months of over £400. This has been

Baved by the arrangement referred to enabling us to work safely

without runninga spare plant.

All the machines are arranged to feed into a common pair of

inner and outer 'bus bars. The inner 'bas bar, however, is divided

at a by a change-over switch, o, into two separate branches. One of

these, 41,is permanently connected to a, but the other brasch, Az,

may be connected either to the main 'bus bar or to a spare 'bus bar,

B. Normally, it is connected to the former. Each machine and

circuit is equipped with a two-way switch, T, by means of which any

machine or any circuit may be connectedeither to the inner 'bug bar

or to its auxiliary branch . In the diagram only three circuits and

three machines areshown. The maximum outputof the machines

is60 amperes, and thetotal load of the threecircuits is assumedto

be120 amperes - namely,60onNo. 1,40on No.2 ,and20 on No. 3.

Bysettingthecircuittwo-wayswitches, T, and Ts,over to theleft,

circuits 2 and 3 are connected directly on to the ai branch of the

들

DETAILS OF ONE SECTION OF FIG . 6.

solenoid . When s only is closed it completes a circuit through an

electric bell, which can be heard anywhere in the station . Toe

driver has inséractions that whenever that bell riogs he must

immediately run the spare plant up to speed. Now it either of the

running plants break down,the switchboard attendant merely has to

close switch s, and then as soon as the volts on the spare machine

have risen to normal, or before it necessary,he releases the cut-out

switch of the faulty machine. The weight of this on falling closes
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switch L, and so completes the circuit through the solenoid of the

releasing change -over switch o . This disconnects the 'bus bar Ag with

its load of 60 amperes from the inner 'bus bar a, and transfers it to

the spare 'bus bar B at precisely the same moment as the generator

supplying 60 amperes is disconnected from the inner 'bus bar. Thus

the lights on the circuits Nos. 2 and 3 are not affected as they would

be ifthe change-over were not done simultaneously with switching

out the faulty machine ; and the lights on No. 1 circuit only give a

momentary flicker, which, as a rule, is not even noticed by the

consumers.

Of course the use of a spare 'bus bar is not original, but we believe

that the simultaneous method of change-over is .

In the discussion on a paper read before the Northern Society of

Engineers on switch gear last year, it appeared to be the general

opinion of engineers present that allhigh -tension connectionsshould

be absolutely enclosed. But it was objected that it did not appear

possible to do so without baving exposed connections at the back of

the board, and boards with backs to them increased rather than

decreased the risk of accidents. A suggestion was also made in this

same paper that a full sized diagram of connections painted on the

walls above the switch gear would often prove useful, but other

engineers thought that the switch gear should be its own diagram .

We venture to think that in the switch gear shown in fig. 6 wehave

succeeded in complying with both of these specifications. The leads

from the machines are carried in porcelain or other insulating pipes

directly up to their respective cut-outs, from these to the two-way

switches via their ammeters, and so on to the 'bus bars. All the

high tension connections, both in the cut-out switches and the two

wayswitches, are entirely enclosed ; and, as these switches and the

conductors are bolted and clippedto the surface of a brick wall, all

the connections are diagrammatically shownat a glance.

Some form of excess current cut -out should certainly be used on

the feeders. We prefer magnetic cut-outs to fuses, as we find them

more reliable. They can also be used as switches if necessary , which

is a distinct advantage. At any rate, whatever form of cut- outs is

used , their operation should onno account be permitted to interrupt

the supply to any consumers.

It is curious that engineers have not paid more attention to the

duplication of electrical mains. It isthe custom to spend thousands

of pounds on duplicatingboilers, engines, dynamos, and other plant

which is directly under the engineer's control; but no steps are

taken efficiently to duplicate that part of the system over which he

has no direct control, and which is always at the mercy of

such external forces as gas explosions, burst water mains, fires,

pick -holes, & c.

It is true many engineers arrange their mains on some ring system ,

so that any portion of it may bemade dead for repairs, extensions,

because a, and by would have to carry sufficient currentto blow 62,

in addition to the useful current taken by thesub -stations. The

result will naturally be that a, or bi will invariably blow before ba,

thus cutting off the lights supplied by both feeders. Now, il fabes

b1 and b, are replaced by discriminating cut-outs, no amount of

current flowing in its normal direction will cause them to operate,

but a comparatively small return current will immediately release

them . Asthe only conditions that can possibly cause the current to

flow back from the sub -stations to the generating station is a fault

on the feeder between these points, this form of cut-out can be relied

upon to operate only when it is required to do so .

It is, ofcourse, very essential that the cut-outs used for this pur

pose should be made not to operate it either the series or shunt

current is interrupted separatelyor simultaneously ,as it would cause

a great deal of trouble if the supplyfrom the works was ever inter

rupted for a few seconds and all the cut-outs on the mains were

thereby caused to operate .

Cut-outs that areopenedwith a spring or springs should also be

avoided , as it is impossible to make them sensitive and reliable,

owing to the fact that the catch has to be released against the

maximum tension of the springs ; and, further, these springs must

be very stiff, as in addition to overcomingthe friction ofthe contacts

when they are clean , a large margin mustbe allowed to overcome the

increased friction that will certainly be caused by corrosion of the

contacts after they bave been in, say, a few months. A falling

weight seems much better suited for the purpose than a spring, for

the pressure on the releasing catch is comparatively small, and the

sharp blow upon the contact arm is just what is required to overcome

withcertainty any tendency to sticking due to corrosion.

Cat -outs should have no screws about them liable to work loose

and so release the catchand open the circuit.

For burying under the pavements they should be as compact as

possible, as the space is thenvery limited.

They should also be unaffected by rust, dust, damp, or corrosion,

and precaution should be taken to prevent any possibility of their

being caused to operateby external vibration . They should be made

to cut out with aj small a current as possible, to prevent excessive

arcing when the circuit is interrupted .

The cut-out illustrated in fig. 5 has been designed to comply with

these and other requirements.

Another very frequent cause of local interruptions is the failure

of primary fuses of transformers. It certainly appears to be

advisable to use some form of excess -current cut -out between the

primary winding of transformers and the mains supplying them .

But the object of this cut-out should be, not to prevent the trang.

formers from being overloaded , but to protect the mains from being

short-circuited byafaultytransformer. Where two or three trans

formers are coupled together no good can come of cutting one of

them outof circuit because it is overloaded, for it one is cut out the

extra load is thrown upon the others, thus invariably blowing their

fases as well and cutting off the supply to thewholedistrict.

We consider that a transformer fuse should not blow unless the

excess current exceeds the normal current by about 300 per cent.

Fuses between the secondaries of transformers and secondary 'bus

bars are invariably worse than useless. Take, for instance, the case

of three transformers of equal size feeding a common 'bus bar. Il

one of these fails, the current will rush back into it from the other

two; bat, as these have to supply the usefal current to themains, in

addition to that required to blow the faulty transformer's fuse, they

will blow their own fases before that of the faulty transformer.

Obviously these fuses should be replaced by discriminating cat-outs
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&c.; and some go even further, and fix fuses at intervals round the

ring, so proportioned that a fault will only cut out a certain section

of the lights. But that is not sufficient. We ought not to be

satisfied until we are able to guarantee an absolutely constantsupply

to everyone. The problem of how to do this has been troubling us
at Hastings for years. But we now feel satisfied that we have

solved it. Our method of doing so is shown in sg. 7.

Each sub -station or feeding point is supplied from the works, w,

by two feeders , either by running to each two distinct mains,

each sufficiently heavy to carry without excessive fall of pressure

half the load of the sub -station, as shown at a, or by connecting

together two sub -stations, each supplied by separate feeders, as at

B ; or, in the case of low tension distribution, by running radial

feeders from the generating station, and connectingthe several feed

ing pointson these to corresponding feeding points on an adjacent

feeder by the distributing mains, as shown at o. It a fault occurs

on either of these feeders, the current will be supplied to it both

directly from the generating station and also viâ the adjacent feeder

and connecting maing. To prevent this fault from short-circuiting the

whole of the system , fuses have previously been inserted in the

feeders at az , az , b1 , and b2 . A little consideration will show, how

ever, that this arrangementcan never be satisfactory, for it is obvious

that either one of these feeders may at any time bave to carryas

heavy a current as the others ; consequently, they must all be equally

fused . Now, if a short -circuit occurs at, say, E , fuse (2 will blow.

The current will then be supplied via an, bi , and bz . Now fuse bg

should , of course, blow, and so cut out the faulty main, leaving both

sub-stations to be supplied via feeder 1. But this will not happen,

Fig. 8 is a diagram showingthe equipment of a sub -station we now

havein hand. The two high-tension feeders from the generating

station, M1 , M2, terminate in two return - current cut-outs, B, and Rz.

Beyond the cut- outs they are connected together by the fuse F. Fases

Fi and F., & c., are inserted in series with the primaries of each trang

former. " Return -current cut-oute, rl, ra, gos, & c., are inserted in series

with the secondaries of each transformer. The primary connections

of the sub - station are divided into two distinct halves; the inner

' bus bar of each ball is equipped with an earthing fuse, 1 F. Ang
man found working on the primary connections of either side with .

out the earth fuse inserted will be instantly dismissed. Either half
sub- station can , of course, be made deadby opening the return

current cut- out of the feeder to which it is directly connected, fuse F,

andthe secondary return -current cut-outs of that side.

There are no high - tension connections exposed in this sub-station.

The primary cut-outs are of the type illustrated in fig. 5. The fuses

are also of an enclosed type, and are screwed to two cast - iron frames
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one frame for each halt of the station. A section of these trames

is shown at &, fig. 9. The'bus bar, B, to which the transformer fuses

are connected, is supported on insulators inside this frame. These

frames are hungon hinges, x, so that they can be lifted to enable the

connections tothe fuses to be periodically examined . High tension

&

FIG . 9.

cables arerun down to the transformers inporcelain tuber,P, clipped

to the walls. The high tension apparatus for one hall of the station

is on thenorth wall, and that for the other is on the east wall. The

low tension return current cut-outs, wbich also serve as secondary

switches, are on the south wall, and the distributing 'bus bars and

instruments are on the west wall. This sub-station is a building

12 feet long by 8 feet wide by 7 feet 6 inches high. It is built above

ground in a back garden in the centre of the district it supplies.

We pay £10 per annum for the rent of the ground it stands upon.

Several of our existing sub -stations are placed under the pave

ment. These bave been such a source of trouble to us that we are

now abandoning them entirely.

Arrangements are made to cut off all the transformers except one

small one during the hours of light load, not only for the purpose of

saping the current wasted in exciting toem , but also to allow them

to cool down between each heavy sbift. We expect by so doing to

greatly increase the life of our trarsfojmers.

Whether it is advisable to equip the low tension distributors with

cat-outs cr not, is a question upon which we should be glad to hear

the opinion of other engineers. We are inclined to think that, it a

200 -volt short-circuit occurred on a cable not exceeding 1 square inch

sectional area, it would in most cases burn itselt ont before it

damaged other parts of the cable. If we could be sure of this, we

should endeavour to loop all of our distributors and insert in seriea

witheach main a magnetic cut -out adjusted to operatewben the current

exceeded five times the normal. Il the main burnt asunder belore

the cut -outs operated, the supply would not then be interrupted to

any consumers.

Presumably everyone will admit that excess - current cut-outs are

necessary on electric light services where they enter consumers'

premises, but we think the majority of central station engineers will

agree with Mr. Sayers when he says that they should not operate

until the normal current has been exceeded by at least 300 per cent.

Is it not possiblethat the number of branch cut-outs at present used

to comply with the fire insurance regulations might be reduced ? It

appears to us to be rather a questionwhether or Do so many of these
cut- outs do tend to reduce the risk of fires. Consumers who are

repeatedly troubledby these branch tuses melting are apt to discover

that a fuse replaced by a stout piece of copper wire gives them far

less trouble. Now, it the connection to oneof these short-circuited

lases should work loose, it gets hot, the heat is transmitted to the

cable, and a smell of burning is the result. Of course, if no branch

faseswere used, it would be advisable entirely to enclose the house

wiring in some form of fireproof conduit in tead of in wood caring ;

butwe are inclined to think this would be a preferable arrangement

both for the prevention of interruptions to the supply, and for the
reduction of fire risks.

copper is a tough material. Itcan be worked toit the requirements

ofa steamer, and it can be made thio, and will follow the springing

of a vessel without risk of fracture. Bat copper pipe has one un .

sound part - its brazed joint. Thesebrazed joints bave, since steam

pressures became so high, commenced to give way , andthe disaster

on the Elbe, among many others, served to call more particular atten .

tion to the subject. At Deptford, at the electrical station,Mr.8. Z. de

Ferranti adopted a novel method ofpipe construction . He clustered

& set of small pipes, aiming to reduce the bursting stress, and to

reduce, perhaps, also the outburst of steam in case of anyrapture. To

give the cross-sectional area of steam , ray, equal to that of a 12 -inch pipe,

will, however, require 16 pipes of 3 inches diameter. Each of these

3 -inch pipes must be one-fourth as thick as the 12 -inch pipe they

replace . The mean circumference of 16 3 -inch pipes is fully four

times that of the12-inch pipe, and as the fourth of the thickness of a

12 -inch pipe will scarcely be sufficient for brazing pørposes,it is

probablethat there will be a good deal more copper in a Ferranti

pipe than in a single pipe of equal capacity , and the thought

suggests itselt why not use more material in a large pipe, and so

increase its factorof safety, just as makers of shell boilershave made

good work , where makers of water-tube boilers have sheltered them .

Belves behind small diameters. But it we are to accept recent fiad .

ings, the fault of copper pipes is in the brazing of them, and no

amount of thickaegs and original excellence can be proof against a

brazing which changes its nature, and becomes as brittle as a flower.

pot . Various remedies are proposed, such as frequent boops to

confine a rupture within short limits, wire wrapping to take the

bursting stress, and that ever dangerous bydraulic test to be applied

occasionally, under the false assumption that a bydraulic test to-day

willmake a pipe safefor a year or two, wbereas, in fact, a common

result of such test isto put the pipe into a condition to burst when

the next pressure ofsteam comce upon it. The chief engineer of

Lloyd's Register of Shipping has reported upon the steam -pipe of

the Bs. Pradano,which exploded in June, 1897, and portions of which

have been tested and examined by Prof. Arnold, of Sheffield.

The chiet engineer and Mr. Walliker, of Cardiff, came to the con .

clusion that the failure was due to brezing, originally sound, but

deteriorated by some cause. The pipe which burst had been made

straight, and bent cold , proving the original excellence of the brazing.

The Court which sat under the Boiler Explosions Acts of 1882, 1890,

came to the conclusion that the brazing had been originally unsound,

and they further considered it ought to have been hydraulically

tested. They also recommend lap -welded iron or seamless steel as

superior to either brazed or seamless copper. The hydraulic test is

recommended to be made on pipes above 34 inches diameter every

four years — a rather useless expedient.

There was very little brazing material to be ob'ained from the

burst pipe, but Mr. Walliker found another sbip, the pipes of which

showed a similar appearance, and had a considerable amount of the

solder at the joints . This was submitted to Prof. Arnold, who made

microscopic and other inspection, and showed that the brazing had

lost a good deal of its constituent zinc, which had been dissolved out

by fatty acids of oil or tallow introduced for lubrication either inten .

tionally or as an adulterant. The zinc having disappeared left the

copper as a more or less cellular mass with the pores containing the

above acids. The percentage of copper was raised considerably,

proving the disappearance ofthe zinc, and there seems no room to
doubt this latterhad been removed .

Il this be so , it points to the absolute necessity of entirely discard

ingbrazed pipe or of ignoring the bursting resistaace, and trusting

entirely to the wire serving on the outside to withstand all barsting

stress. Now that copper pipes are made el ctrolytically without

Beam , there ought to be no difficulty in avoiding this very serious

difficulty of brezing.

It is not that brazing is weak when made. A brazed pipe when

new will test well, and give a sense of security inbrazing; but now

that brazing isproved 80 likely to lail under theinfluence of fatty

acids generated by high temperatures it ought to be abolished. We

have heard it said that electrolytically deposited copper is not par.

ticularly strong. We have no figures before us as we write, but

should be glad to publisb any reliable figures sent to us. In our

opinion, the crux of the matter is not so much in the original

tenacity of the material of a pipe as in the contiouance of such

original tenacity as itmay possess. Thetenacity being known may

be suitably arranged for in the proper thickness of pipe, and it no

deterioration takes place, the pipe will be as strong in 20 years as it

iswhen new . The writer hasused a good deal of electrically depo.

sited pipe, but not under pressure, and has found it good, sound, and

tough material. There appears ample reason to expect that it will

remain gocd. Turnings cut from it were tough, like wire, andhad no

appearance whatever of any discontinuity of substance as might be

feared from the mode of manufacture in their lamina .

Prof. Arnold's analysis of a sample of deteriorated brazing showed

as follows:

Metallic copper 76-8

Zinc oxide 22 5

Fatty acid in terms of oleic a id 104

100 7

FAILURE OF COPPER PIPES.

IT 18 one of the commonest experiences of engineers that materials

and processes which for years give satisfaction , suddenly begin to be

associated with disaster. One such instance is the broz.d copper

steam pipe so common in marine practice. For years eatisfactory,

the brazed pipe has begun to cause disaster.

Undoubtedly the useof copper pipe has come about because good

Yet new brasing solder by the makers of the pipe is supposed to

be mixed of ball zinc and hall copper. A melted up sample showed
only 64 per cent. of copper.

Heated to 400 O., pounded in a mortar, and lugedwith bojax 80 as

follow through all the operations of pipe brazingand solder prepara .

tion ,there was still only 62 per cent. of copper. Yet the deteriorated

bra zing showed 76 8 of copper,and such zinc as there was was in the

form of oxide, whence we find thetrue percentage of copper must bave

been much greater - something like 81 per cent. - proving the dis
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appearance of zinc since brazing . The tailure of copper pipes is

probably hastened by improper design and fixing, insufficient atten

tion being given to expansion . A brazed pipe does not in any case

appeal to an engineer'ssense of the fitness ofthings in these days of

high pressures, good materials, and facilities for securing solid -drawn

or otherwise seamless tubes.

NORTHERN SOCIETY OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

same .

ELECTRIC ELEVATORS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR STARTING

AND STOPPING . Abstract of paper read by W.C. C. HAWTAYNE,

May 16th.

The first electrically -driven elevator to beput to any practicaluse

was, of course, the belt-driven machine. This consists of a winding

dram on which the lifting cable coils or uncoils, and which is rotated

in either direction by straight and crossed belts. These belts run on

loose polleys when the car is at rest, and are shifted over to an inter

mediate tight pulley, when motion is required, bymeans of sbifting

or shipping gear operated by a rope passing through the car and con

trolled by the car attendant. A numberof these machines can be

seen in ourworkshopsand factories, the countershaft from which they

are driven in some cases taking power from the works countershaft,

and in some cases from a countershaft driven direct by electric

motors or other available power.

When you consider that it is only about15 years since the electric

motor was really brought out, and tbat within a few months it was

actuallybeing used for this class of work , you will acknowledge that

practical engineers saw at once how eminently suitable the electric

motor was for this class of work and that they lost no time in getting

it to work .

A number of these machines are still being erected, and though, of

course, they differ materially in design from those first constructed,

and are greatly superior both as regards safety and efficiency to the

pioneer machine, yet the principle underlying them is practically the

It was, of course, apparent that one of the first things to do was to

producea suitable starting and stopping arrangementfor the motor,

for all the first macbipes bad motors that ran continuously.
It was necessary to insert a resistance in the armature circuit of the

motor to guard against a sudden rush of current at starting, and in

order to control the cutting in and out of this resistance and to

operate the main switch, an independent hand rope was provided,

operated from the car or from the various landings.

In some cases the armature resistance was cat out by the direct

pull of the rope, in others by gravity, the band rope releasing by

means of a cam, an arm which in falling cutout the different sections,

thetoo rapid travel of the arm being impeded by a dash pot.

By the time we had got thus far, it was of course seen that there

wasa great future for the electricelevator as a passenger conveyer,

but before it could be put to this use a decided advance bad to be

made - what would do for factory use would not do for passenger

service .

To begin with, the loss of a few seconds in starting and stopping

would be fatal to the usefulness of an elevator in a business Office,

the jerky motion of starting and stopping by means of a shifting belt

would not be tolerated , and the safety devices were crude in the

extreme.

An elevator motor must be able to work instantly with a fully

loaded car, otherwise no one will be bothered with it. In the early

days of motors there were objections made to starting them under

load ; when they were so started it was considered necessary to

transmittheir powerby means of a beltin ordertogive elasticity to
the system , and one thing that had to be done by the elevator engi.

neer was to obtain a motor with a sufficiently good starting torque,

and gear the armatare direct to the winding dram , providing fixed

brushes, and causing it to rotate in either directionwithout sparking.
With such a machine a single -band rope was all that was necessary

todo the work originally performed by two independent ropes, and

this, of course, was an advantage not to be lostsight of, as itat once

relieved the car attendant of alot of responsibility and considerably
reduced the risk of a mishap .

I will now pass on to describe the modernpassenger elevator as it

has come under my own observation, and I think itmay prove inte

resting it I describe at length the Otis machine, this being the one I

am naturally best acquainted with .

Here Mr. Hawtayne described the Otis elevator, full particulars of

which can be seen by rferring to the ELECTRICAL REVIEW for

February 24th, 1896.

The latest system of electric control used by the Otis Company is

one in which a small pilot motor is also used, but I regret Iam not

yet at liberty to describe it fully. It consists of push buttons in
connection with a small pilot motor, actuating a series of contacts.

There are two forms of this arrangement, in one of which two

buttons are used, one for the up motion, the other for the down motion

and the car stops automatically at any required floor. In the second

arrangement only a single push is used . No relays are required with
either form .

In addition to the push buttons there are also stops in the car

corresponding to the various floors. In the one button arrangement,

the stop corresponding to the floor required is pressed , and then the

main push is pressed ,when the carcommences to move towards the

floor desired, no matter whether it be above or below the car at that

moment. A single push button is also placed on each landing, which ,

when pressed , will call the car to that floor, automatically stopping

it when it reaches the landing. Whenever the car is in use the

pushes on the various landingsare thrown out of action , so that it is

impossible to interfere with anyone who may at the time be using
the elevator.

Aatomatic door contacts and locks are also used with this arrange

ment, which is one that is especially suitable to private houses,

accidents being practically impossible and the general arrangement

being so simple that a child can use it with impunity .

I have only had an opportunity of seeing one of the machines

made by Messrs. Waygood & Co., but I believe they now make some

of similar type to the Otis. In the one in question the motor and

gear are at the top of the shaft. A two-rope grip sheave is used

instead of a winding dram . The car is counter-balanced, and the car

ropes pass over thegrip sheave direct to the counter-balance weights

an arrangement I do not care so much about as thedrum wind.

The grip sheave is geared through a worm shaft coupled direct to the

armature of the motor, and the coupling between worm shaft and

armature shaft isalso used as the brake pulley.

The motor is of the ordinary two-polekind.

The starting and stopping is affected by a handrope workiog over

a bheavekeyed to a shaft connected with the switch box. Midway

on this shaft is a cam , which raises by means of a bar the brake band

on the coupling referred to above.

In the switch box is a main switch and a reversing drum operated

by the shipper shaft. At the end of this shaft is a small cam holding

up a rack and pinion device. When the hand rope is pulled,

depressing the cam , the rack falls by gravity, and asthe pinion is

turned a pair of brushes work round a " resistance commutator "

cutting out the coils. I am not aware that there is any means of

re -iogertiog the resistance in case of an accident to the lift attendant,

or shouldthe hand rope break. Switches are providedat the top and

bottom of the lift shaft to cut off current it the lift shouldoverrun,

bat unless the brake is also applied the momentam of the car or

balance weights might well cause an accident, and if the car should

stick , and the band rope should break, the motor might receive far

more current thanwould be good for it.

Perhaps in the discussion a fuller description of the machine may

be given, but from what I remember of some correspondence that

appeared in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW a year or so ago, the above

description ispracticallycorrect, and I think the arrangement might

be considerably improved upon.

The United Ordnance and Engineering Company , better known as

Messrs. Easton, Anderson and Goolden,have recently taken a large

number of orders for electric elevators. The principal feature in

their machine is the windingmechanism , by which thedisadvantages

ofamany grooved drumaredone awaywith.

The gear may, as in the case of all drum machines, be placed

either atthetop or bottom of the lift shaft or even remote from it.

It consists of amotorof either multipolar or two-pole type driving a

sheave, usually provided with eight grooves, through the medium of

a worm gear. A slightly smaller sheave, having four grooves, is

placed either above, below , or to the side of the winding sheave

according to circumstances and has its axle slightly skewed with
respect to that of the main sheave.

Usually foar wire ropes are employed, and theyare led from the

cage, either direct or over guide pulleys, first round four grooves of

the winding sheave, then round thefour grooves of the smaller or

cross-over sheave and finally round theremaining four grooves of the

winding sheave and away ( over guide pulleys if required ) to the
balanceweight.

The advantages claimed for this arrangement are :

(1) Saving in the space occupied by the gearing, the length of

travel of the car not affecting the size of the winding sheaves.

(2) Any oumber of ropes may be used to suspend the cage and the
balance weight, without greatly affecting the size of the apparatus.

(3) The ropes always lead off in the same position and do not re
quire space for lateral travel as when a dram is used .

( 4 ) Thecar and counter-balance weights being all in one, less rope

is required than with the ordinary drum.

A magnetic brake is used connected as usual in parallel with the
shunt circuit of the motor.

The control of the armature resistance in the machine used to be,

and I believe still is, effected by a centrifugal governor, driven off

the armature shaft and cutting resistance in and out as the speed of

the armature decreases or increases.

I have tried this arrangement on small service elevators, but always
found it troublesome.

Anemergency switch is generally fitted arranged to break the main

circuit, and so cause thecar to stop it by any chance its motion

should not be arrested at the end of its travel by the usual stop on

the band rope.

As the company have the contract for the elevators at the New

Brighton Tower,which is in the immediate neighbourhood, I hope we

may bear something more of their machine in the discussion . I

should like, for instance, to know what would happen to the winding

ropes and counter-balance weights it the handrope were to break

and the carbe brought to a standstillthrough any hitchoccurring.
So much has been written of late about the screw and nut machine

ofMr. F. J. Sprague that, although it is a distinct type in itself, I
will leave it out of consideration in this paper.

The New Central London Railway some time ago entered into a

contract with the Sprague Electric Company for twoexperimental

elevators to be placed in the shaft of their Notting Hill Station,and

these have done so well that I believe the firmhave now obtained
the contract for all the other elevators on the line.

These cars are to carry from 12,000 to 17,000 lbs. at fall load at a

speed of from 150 feet to 180 feet per minute.

. See our “ Correspondence” columns for February 28th , March 6th ,

13th , 20th, 27th, and April 3rd, 1896. - Eds. ELEC.Ray.
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The general arrangement is on the lines of the Sprague ordinary

drum -type machine,and is somewhat similar to that of the Otis

Company already described. The motor is iron -clad and shunt

wound, having its armature coupled direct to a double worm sbalt ;

the two driven gear wheels do not intermesh, but are bolted to two

other gears wbich do intermesh and tura the winding drum .

The startingand stopping is effected by a pilot motor worked from

a circular switch in the car ; the brake is magnetio, and the car

attendant can vary the speed of the car by the operation of the

switch. The handle of the switch works against a spring action , 80

that it the attendant lets go or is pushed away from bis post, the

handle flies back, and the circuit being thus broken , the car comes to

rest at once .

The duty of the pilot motor is to complete the armature circuit,

and, by means of a revolving arm passing over faced contact pieces,
to cut out the armature resistance .

The car attendant, by moving his switch to contact No. 1, lifts the

brake and gives the machinefull field ; on the second contact he

starts the pilot motor, which cuts out the armatore resistance till be

considers the car has attained the right speed ; he then comes back

to contact 1, or else moves on to other contacts connected with a

resistance in the field circuit of the driving motor. When the handle

of the carswitch is returned to thenormal point the revolving arm

in connection with the armatare resistance isreturned to its normal

position.

The machineis provided with a slack cabledevice, and a switch in

connection with this device opens the brake magnet circuit and

appliesthe brake directly anything goeswrong with theropes.

I bad hoped to give a description of the Central London Railway

machines, together with some figures showing their efficiency at

various loads, but I understand this is to appear shortly from the

pen of Mr. Sprague himself. It will, however, give you food for

thought when I say that at full load the actual efficiency of the

Notting Hill machines from motor terminals to lifting ropes is as high

as70 per cent., and at one-third load 60 per cent.

I append results of tests made on two typical Oiis machines, one

of which was erected nearly four years ago in an office at Glasgow ,

the other about 18 months ago in a private Louse in London :

Son INSURANCE COMPANY, GLASGOW .

Rise of Car, 74 feet 9 inches. Speed , 170 feet. Volts, 220.

Car designed to carry 1,000 lbs.

pensive they were to buy and to maintain, but most of them have

since been converted, and now that they have mastered the principles

of the machinery, and have seen the immense advantages to be

obtained by the use of electric power, they have started into the field

themselves. Some of the machinesproduced are very good, some
are marvels of how not to do it. I was called to one a few weeks

ago in London - it wasa case where the lowest tender was accepted ,

-which absolutely had not a good point about it, and on which I

refused to travel. 'A specification had been prepared by the manu

facturers duly setting forth that the machine wasequal to any of the

more expensive machines, and would be provided with switches and

all the latest improvements, including resistance inthe armature

circuit to be cut out as the machine acquired speed. The consulting

engineer was satisfied and the contract made. The resistance in the

armature circuit turned out to be a hand arrangement, and the motor

now has to run continuously, being thrown on by a wonderful friction

gear ; it is only brought into use on the “ up ” motion, and the car

drops by gravity on the " down ” motion, acquiring speed at such a

pace that the shock ofstopping nearly throwsthe passengers off their

legs, and brings in the safety device nearly every time. You can

hear the noise of the gear wheels (not worm gearing) out in the
street, and the whole construction of the machine is bad . A great

deal of experience and thought is required to design a first-class

elevator, and I hope many of you will take the subject ap. At

present, there is no alternate_current motor that I know ofthat can

be used in this connection . This is an enormous drawback, for many

of our largest towns are supplied, as you know , on the alternating
system , and I have personal knowledge that many orders could be

obtained for electric elevators in these places if the machinery was

forthcoming. Perhaps during the discussion someone may be able
to show us how to do it.

I had hoped to give you more data with regard to loads and

efficiencies, but manufacturers are still averse to letting others know

too much, and so I have only been able to give you generalities.

Data that I have been promised has not yet come to hand ; when it

does I may find a means of communicating it to you, if the subject

is of sufficient interest.

1

Cost at Cost at

THE TELEPHONE SERVICE . - CONFERENCE

AT SPRING GARDENS.
Load .

Time

in seconds,
Weight. Amps. id. per Total. 5d , per

B.T.U. B.T.U.

1 Man 149 lbs. 15up 24 sece.

down 26 26

* 0022

04 16

04682 • 2341

2 Men 289 lbs. up 25 09
4

19down 28

*C061

*032401

*0385 1925

3 , 457 lbs. Op 28
7

15down 28

0118

0258

0376 1880

597 lbs. up 26

down 28

10

10

0157

0169

*0326 • 1630

5 757 lbs. up 26 16

7

0231

0115

Ar the County Hall, Spring Gardens, on Monday, Mr. McKinnon

Wood (chairman of the London County Council) presided

over a Conference between the London County Council and

Municipal Corporations, representatives being present from

Belfast , Brighton, Salford, Bedford , Liverpool, Hudderefield ,

Leeds, Halifax , the City of London,Blackbaro, Gateshead, Leicester,

Newcastle -on - Tyne, Norwich , Oldham , Plymou !h, Portsmouth,

Sheffield, Cardiff, Tanbridge Wells, and Bradford.

The CHAIRMAN, in opening the Conference, said that the matter of

the Telephone Company, was one upon which great disadvantages

would arise from isolated action. Toey had had to call that Con .

ference upon short notice, because the Select Committee which had

been appointed had begun to take evidence. The evidence given was

of a very interesting character, showing that the position of the

National Telephone Company throughout the countrywas ad exceed .

ingly strong one ,and one which beloved them , as representatives of

the towns of the country , to consider with a good deal of care. A

practicalmonopoly had been conferred upon the Telephone Company,

he thought he might say, without the saleguards which were usually

attached to such a monopoly. They had to consider how far the

telephone service was likely toproveof general benefit, and how far

therewasa possibility of its further extension, if it could be per

fected and reduced in cost. He thought it was obvious that muoi

cipal authorities would not go in for atelephone system it license

down 27

0.346 • 1730

6 911 lbs. up 26
19

5:down 27

*0302

0082

0384 •1920

7 , 1,051 lbs. up 26 25

2down 27

0412

0031
1

0444 2220

8 1,225 lbs up 29 29

1down 26

05

*0015

0515 2676

TESTS OF OTIS ELECTRIC LIFT AT 12, HILL STREBT, W., NOVEMBER 27T8 , 1896 .

No. of Test. 1 2 3 4 5 12 7 8 9 14 15 18

...

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...

Direction Up Down Up Down Up D )wn Up Down ! Up Down Up Down

Load ... Ibs. 648 648 506 506 336 336 171 171 0 0 336 336

Travel teet 36 5 36 5 36 5 36 5 36 5 36'5 36-8 36 5 365 36 5 24 75 24 75

Time per trip seconds | 230 220 25 0 210 22 0 230 22 :0 22 :4 22 0 | 240 164 160

Maximum current 130amps.
11 :0 120 120 110 120 100 110 ! 12-0 120 120 12 0

Average 11.5 30 8.5 40 6.5 65 4.25 75 2 :5
95 65 55

Daration of current seconds 23 : 2 27 2 23.2 25.2 24 0 24.0 24 2 234 258 176

Energy per trip watt -hours 198 5-6 15 6 7 08 112 9:27 7.8 12 68 5:37 16:35 83 6.83

Cost per single trip at 4d . per unit
0 ·079 0-0225 006241 00283 0044" 0137 00312 00509 0 ·0214 0 0655 0133.00273

double trip 0·1015 0 ·0907 008.8 00321 - 0.0869
00.05

Average corrent from meter reading amps. 12:2 4 25 10-2 54 7.9 69 5.75 9.20 40 112 8:3 7.4

feet per minute 78 0Average speed
99.5 87-5 " 1040 995 95-0 995 980 99 5 91.0 90.0 92.7

00 90

| 28 6
164

-
1

In conclusion, gentlemen, I would draw your attention to the

tremendous strides that are being made in the elevator basiness. I

have seen it boldly stated, and I bave no doubt it is true, that in

the States more people are carried vertically in elevators than hori.

zontally by street cars. When the electric elevator was introdaced

here makers of hydraulic lifts went about trying to prove how ex

was only granted to them to 1911. The L.C.O. had passed no resola

tion for submission to the meeting.
Mr. J. W. BENN (L C.C.) moved : " That in the opinion of this con

Terence thetelephone service is calcalated to become of great general

benefit, and is so much in the nature of a monopoly , that itought

not to be left permanently in the hands of private undertakers ." He
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time the private lighting income (for 1897) bas exceeded the total

expenditure by nearly £ 3,000. The following figures indicate the

selling and cost price per unit each year from 1892 :

Year.
Average price

realised.

Average

cost of

production,

Total cost.

d.

6

:
:
:

c
o
m1892

1693

1894

1893

169 1

1897

56

53

54

52

ܝ
ܘ
ܗ

ܗ

܀ܩܗ ܟ
ܬ

d .

46

35

32

35

38

2:9

...

d.

688

5 3

5

51

58

4 2

.
.
.

It will be seen from this that last year, whilst by far the most

prosperous of the series, reali ed the lowest average inprice, which

is, with one exception, the lowest also of any of the Metropolitan

supply companies. The alteration in the method of charging , re

commended to the Vestry in January , and now further modified,

togetber with the reduction in the charge for public lightiog, will

probably make the St. Pancras rate the cheapest in London .

Another satisfactory feature is the great diminution in cost. It is

interesting to note that in the revised original estimates, on which

the Vestry commenced operations, the price per unit was fixed at

2.45 pence works' cost, and 75 pence for interest and repayment

charges. The former figure might have been realised but for the

heavy repairs,and probably willbe reached immediately ; the latter

seems altogether too low . Either more was expected ofa limited

area tbao it has been found to yield, or money was sunk in unpro

ductive maing: in anv case the capital expenditure has involved a

heavier burden than 1. per unit. It is possible, however, that when

the full benefits of the chief engineer's invention of the 220 volts

system are obtained , the original figure may not be far exceeded .

ANALYSIS OF COSTS IN PENCE PER UNIT.

Coal.

Oil ,

waste, Wages.'
& c .

said that it would be a great advantage to the State it it decided to

take the telephone system over , to have a municipal system working

beside a private company,

The Town CLERK OF SALFORD seconded the resolution , which was

carried .

Mr. THORNTON (L.CC.) compared the cost of the telephone system

in Stockholm and Douglas with that of London, and said it was

reserved to the greatest city in the world to be charged eight times

as much for their service as the people of Stockholm . He moved :

" That the evidence afforded by foreiga townsand cities shows that

similar places in this country - especially London - donot utilise the

telephone for business and private purposes to nearly the same extent

as abroad, and thatsuch non -user arises mainly from excessive charges

and inefficient service. "

The Town CLERK OF LIVERPOOL, in seconding the motion, saidthat

the inefficiency of the service was ina great measure due to the short

sighted policy ofthe Government, whomight have acquired thewbole

system for £ 100,000 years ago, whereas now it would cost millions.

He suggested the addition of the following words: “ And the failure

of thePost Office Department to provide an adequate number of

trunk lines to connect the local exchanged."

The addition was accepted , and the resolution, as amended,

agreed to.

The LORD MAYOR OF BELFAST next moved : “ That in the event

of the Post Office being unable to take over the whole telephone ser

vice of the country, it is practicable and advisable that municipal

authorities should be empowered to provide such service in their

respective localities, on the understanding that every facility will be

afforded for close co -operation between the local authorities and the

Post Office."

The Town CLBBK OF LEBDS seconded.

The Town CLEBK OF HUDDERSFIELD moved the following amend .

ment : " That in the opinion of the Conference, it is expedient that

municipal and other local authorities should undertake the telephone

service within the area composed of their own districts or a combina
tion of such districts."

Mr. BOYLE ( Bedford) seconded the amendment, and said that he

had worked out the cost, and found that in Bedford, with 500 sub

scribers, they could work an exchange for £2 53. a year, and after five

years make a profit of something like £ 5,000.

Mr. MORTON (Oity ) observed that the Post Office officials seemed

completely capturedby the private company.

The Town CLERK OF LIVERPOOL saidit was no good talking about

having a £3 municipal service if they could not get communication

with other places. It was a national question, and they wanted the

great commercial houses of the country to be in a position to bave a

good service. It was playing with the question to say that a few

isolated corporations would starta system of theirown.
The amendment was lost and the resolution carried .

Mr. DICKINSON (L.C.C.) moved : " Tbat as the National Telephone

Company obtained its powers and raised its money upon the basis of

being subject to actual effective competition , it is just and expedient

thatatepsshould be taken to protect the public againstthe practical

monopoly that the company bas obtainedfor itsell, and against the

inordinate charges that are only leviable by the company by reason

of such monopoly .”

Mr. GREEN (Norwich ) secondedthe motion, and itwas carried.

Mr. BAKE8 (L C.C.) proposed : “ That, as one of the causes of the

excessive charges is the fact that the company's capital, upon which

dividend is paid, has been swelled by the expenditäre of large sums

of money not represented by any works, it is inequitable that the

public should beforced into the position of either having to submit

to suchcharges permanently, or having to buy out the company on

the basis of such charges. "

This was carried without discussion .

Mr. BENN (L.C.C.) moved : “ That seeing that the license of the

National Telephone Company will expire in 1911 , it is expedient
(a ) that Parliament should decide that no extension of the license

should be granted to the company ; (b) that in order that the public

may be provided with a telephone service by 1911, the various muni.

cipal authorities be granted licenses to establish and work local tele

phone services prior to thatdate, and that such licenses shall only be

terminable on the payment by the State of the outlay of the under
takings. "

Recommendation (a ) was agreed to without dissert, but considerable

discussion took place on the second recommendation, which was

eventually amended so as to provide that any license granted to a

municipal authorityshould give leave to speakover the trunk lines.

On the motion of Mr. BENN, the following resolution was agreed

to without discussion :-"That the power of the breaking up of the

streets which is claimed onbehall of the National Telephone Com

pany - acting through the Postmaster-General — is a grave interfer

ence with the rights of municipal authorities."

It was resolved that the views of the Conference be placed before

the Select Committee.

Maintenance

ant repairs,

including

carbon ,

Rates.

Management,

insurance,

law , & c .

Total.

d.d .

1.30

.72

d .

1892 ' 163

1893 1 26

1894

1695 .96

1896 99

1997 84

93

d.

.24

17

.15

10

: 17

09

-71

67

•72

63

d.

31

92

.80

1.18

107

92

10

.10

12

09

d.

1 08

43

45

*49

-73

33

d.

4:00

3 50

3 21

3 49

3.80

2-89

The report points out that the coal consumption shows much

improvement, but theexpenses for maintenance and repairs continue

abnormally heavy. Thefact is, Mr. Menzies states, that the system

isbeing reconstructed out of revenue, but it is to b3 hoped the most

ofthe early faultsare now removed .

Thebasiness, which hasmore particularly engaged the attention of

the Electricity and Public Lighting Committee, bas been that of

extending the Stanhope Street station. This important step was

forced upon the committee by the increasing demand for current,

which has so grown that at Christmas much anxiety was felt by

Mr. Baynes lest the requirements should be more than the plant

could supply. Consumers have come on very fast, especially during

the past three years; and as the committee have to anticipate their

wants by at least 18 months, their action was not taken a moment too

Bood , for both stations are already almost fully loaded. The plans of

the engineer were of a very comprehensive character, both doubling

the capacity of Stanhope Street station and adding greatly to its

efficiency ; and although some opinion was expressed thata third

station should be built elsewhere, the advantages of enlarging the

existing one on a site quite readyfor use weighed down everyother

consideration. The new work will probably cost £ 45,000, bat no one

whohas studied thebusinesscan doubtthatit will prove amost

remunerative outlay. Thebulk of the contracts are now placed, and

it is much to be hoped such progress may be made that some of the
new machinery will be in position for next winter's work .

In addition to the increase of generative power, the decision to

carry the mains to Highgate almost completes the arterial system of

distribution , all the boundaries of the parish having thus been

reached . The extension to Queen's Crescent, Malden Road, and

Prince of Wales Road takes upallthe remaining important thorough

fares as yet uosupplied with current.

The work ofpublic lightinggoes on slowly, bat, owing tothe
precautions imposed last year on the engineer, its early stages are of

a difficult and complicatednature. The Gray's Inn Road extension

has come into operation, and the Kentish Town Road section is

neariog completion. When the Highgate and Malden Road arcs are

installed there willbe 222 lamps in operation, and it will be the daty

to coneiderby what further action the Vestry can entirely supply
itselt with the means of street illumination.

Natarally with an increasing revenue and the prospect of a

lavourable balance, claims have been made for reduction in price.

After much consideration the committee adopted the maximum

demandindicatorasthe first step towardsfairly effecting this object.
There is no doubt that Dr. Hopkinson's method, favoured by the

engineer, is theoretically the rightone, that every lampin use should

pay a fixed som towards the standing expenses of thestation after

which current could be supplied at a slightadvance over the cost of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN ST. PANCRAS

DURING 1897-1898 .

An epitome of the work of the Electricity and Public Lighting Com.

mittee of St. Pancras Vestiy during the year 1897-98 has been pre

pared and presented to the Vestry by Mr. H. J. Medzies , chairman

of the committee. The report is accompanied by a diagram showing

both the expenditure and income since 1892, and that for the first
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coal , labour, and wear and tear of machinery required in its pro

duction. But this has many practicaldifficulties, and to adapt it to

a business built up on different lines was a hopeless endeavour.

Next in scientific value is the so -called Brighton system , the success

of which is shown by its general use for municipal charges. This

achieves the same result as is soughtby Dr. Hopkinson, and when

its application becomes general in St. Pancras on the basis now

accepted, it will not only give considerable relief to consumers, but

stimulate as well a large extra demand. The vestry is rapidly

approachiog in its tariff a point when electricity becomes as cheap as

gas, and there seems no reason, why in the near future customers

whose use of it can average four hours a day during the winter balt

of the yearwill be actually paying less .

By direction of the Vestry the committee bave had to consider the

question of lighting Somers Town, but pressure of business has

prevented the engineer preparing his report in sufficient time for

decision . This, however, must come up for judgment shortly, either

as a special case or as partof alarge and general scheme for covering

the parish with electrical illumination .

Amatter that must not escape notice is the decision of the Home

Secretary that the generating stationsfall under the operation of the

new Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act coming into operation

on July 1st of this year. It will be necessary to make some pro

visionto meet the obligations of this Act, and early action is

desirable.

Theclosing month of the committee's term of office has seen the

partial realisation of a hope which originally connected the King's

Road station with the dust destructor, thatthe latter could supply

the engines with steam . It cannot be said as yet what is thepractical

value of this supply, and the investigation Mr. Baynes has been

authorised to make must determine to what extent it can be turned

to use .

than the 30th of the preceding September. Failure to comply with

thisrule shall render him liable for half the amount of the succeeding

year's capitation grant.

Notr . - Age limit 17 to 47 years.

Intending members should write to the adjutant, Captain Brady,

R.E., 13, Victoria Street, S.W., who will supply all information.

Theyshould give their full name, address, occupation, and electrical

qualifications .It they wish to join as engine drivers, they should
state their qualifications for thatwork.

Every application must be accompanied by a reference to a member

ofthe corps or to some other person well known to the commanding
officer.

Before enrolment, each candidate must be passed as fit by a medical
cfficer.

Every member shall be enrolled for three years at least. A member

leavingbefore completing three trainings shall be liable to a penalty
of £2 108.

NOTE . — The headquarters are open on week days from 10 to 4,

Saturdays from 10 to 12. On Mondays and Thursdays at 8 p.m. in

addition .

J. HOPKINSON, F.R.S., Major,

Commanding the Electrical Engineers,

R.E. (Volunteers).

REVIEWS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (R.E.) VOLUN

TEERS.

It will be seen from the annexed rules that the War Office have made

an important change in the regulations for efficiency of the Electrical

EngineersVolunteers. Bythe regulations originally proposed,
recruits were required , in addition to military drills and eight days'

training in camp, to attend 78 technical drills. By the modified

regulations the 78 technical drills are reduced to 12. Whilst this

will make the work of recruits living in London much easier, it will

also make it quite practicable for men residing at a distance from

London to jointhe corps, they will obtain their purely military train

ing with anyvolunteer corps in their ownneighbourhood, and will

complete their technical training by attending in camp two addi

tional days, making,with theeight days' training required fromall,
a total of 10 days. No doubt these altered conditions will conduce

very materially to the greater success of the corps. The rules are now
as follows:

The headquarters of the corps are at 13, Victoria Street, West
minster.

The uniform will be the same as that worn by other Royal

Engineer Volunteers, with such modifications as the War Office

approve. Uniform will be supplied freeto members.

The corps will be armed with the Lee-Metford rifle.

The training is divided into two kinds - military and technical.

The militarywork consists of infantry drills, musketry, &c.
The technical work includes every application of electricity to war,

with the exception of telegraphy, and such other work as will be

useful to an electrician or engine -driverin carrying out his duties,

such as signalling ; fitting, loading, priming, and connecting up
submarine mines ; a certain amount of boat work, and kaotting,

splicing, &c,

This work will be carried out partly in London, but mainly at

defended ports.

In order to become efficient, each member must attend a con

tinuous training at adefended port for at least eight days each year.

In addition , 12 hours' technicalwork must be doneeach year. For

this purpose, each working day - after the first eight - of the con

tinuous training counts as six hours ; each half-day four hours. Or,

these drills may bedone in periods of 1 , 1 , 2, 24, 3, and 34 hours.
The capitation allowance is £4.

For each of the eight days of the continuous training, an allowance

of 59. per member incampis paid to the corps. Theallowance will
be primarily devoted to the maintenance in camp.

Drills — both military and technical - are being carried out in

London and Woolwich at present.

Members from other districts will only be permitted to join on

undertaking to make private arrangements to learn their infantry
drill..

Intending membersare requested to study the conditions of effi

ciency.

Below will be found an extract from the rules of the corps :

5. Every enrolled member who is non -efficient in any year shall

pay to the funds of the corps, on or before November 10th in that

year,a sum equal to the Government capitation allowance which he
tailed to earn .

The commanding officer shall have power
to remit payment, wholly or in part, in special cases.

8. No person shall be admitted as member or honorary member

unless proposed by one or more members of the corps, and approved

bythecommanding officer.

24. Any memberwishing to leave the corps may do so on November

2nd, providing he shall have given notice of his intention not later

A Treatise on Magnetism and Electricity . By ANDREW

GRAY, LL.D., F.R.S. London : Macmillan & Co.,

Limited .

Messrs. Macmillan have sent to us the first volume of this

work by Prof. A. Gray. It is pleasant to recognise the

learning and scholarship of the author in such a handsome

material form. The matter of the book, so far as this

volume goes, is arranged in the logical order suggested by

modern conceptions of magnetism , and though possessing no

originality in matter or treatment, is the most philosophical

connected statement of these conceptions we have seen.

The production of this work is creditable to the author, and

to the distinguished school of physicists that trained him .

The book is beautifully printed and got up, and will no doubt

find a place on the shelves of all mathematical physicists.

We could wish the author had the courageof his convictions

in the matter of the Heavisidal units. The magnetic pole

is now to ereryone the source of magnetic flux, only secon

darily the centre of magnetic force, and we do not believe

the adoption of the corresponding definition would cause any

confusion through our use in practice of the ampera and the

ohm . Probably 19 out of 20 electricians are more or less

agreed about this, and not 1 in 20 will act on the consensus.

Prof. Gray's preface shows that he is, as every teacher must

be, alive to the philosophical value of a change. The defect

of the book, if it is a defect, is its very close following of Lord

Kelvin in subject and mode of demonstration, but it seems

that the time cannot be distant when a satisfactory hypothesis

for the conditions of the ether will be devised, and all elec

trical phenomena will be deducible from the laws of these

conditions. Then the books can be re -written on an exact

basis, and the work of the great physicists built into a per

fect structure. May we be theretosee !

The Standard Electrical Dictionary. By T. O'CONOR

SLOANE, A.M., E.M., Ph.D. London : Crosby Lockwood

and Son.

This dictionary of electrical terms is not only a useful

work for present reference, but promises to be of great inte

rest in the future. Electricity is the mother of a great

family of new ideas, new terms,and new inventions. Many

oftheseare already obsolete, and others continually become

80, and a book which condenses into a small space short

statements and illustrations of all the terms in use at any

given dat is of great value: and this small volume contains

all sorts of electrical terms, some scientific, some slang, that

one ever meets. It is not very serious lexicography, nor are

the definitions too precise, andexcept in a few cases of con

spicuous difficulty, e.g., induction, and resistance , the treat

ment is very terse ; but for the object of the book this is

undoubtedly a inerit. To a non-expert electrician the book

would be useful and interesting ; for a professional man the

matter is hardly exact enough to be very valuable.
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Practical Telephony. By JAMES BELL, A.I.E.E. , and s.

Wilson . London : Électricity, 11 , Ludgate Hill , E.C.

This is a republication in book form (with additions) of

a series of articles which appeared in the pages of our con

temporary Electricity . It describes - much after the manner

of earlier works - various types of telephonic instruments.

It is perhaps chiefly valuable for its description of the

apparatus now used by the Post Office, and alsofor domestic

apparatus. Exchange working generally is somewhat
beyondits scop . The authors believe that “ there is room

for a simple telephone manual at a moderate price," and

two shillings and sixpence will doubtlees be considered as

coming within the lines of moderation .

A Popular Guide to Commercial and Domestic Telephony .

By M. BYNG, M.I.E.E., and F. G. BELL . London : The

General Electric Co. , and Whittaker & Co. , 2 , White

Hart Street, Paternoster Square.

This work mainly deals with apparatus furnished by the

firm whose name is given as joint publishers. Its object is

"to assist the fitter to obtain some knowledge of the tele

phone, both theoretically and practically," and, being written

from the standpoint of the non -expert, it covers much

elementary ground. Some of its statements may be open to

question , as for example, the origin suggested for the dig.

covery of the microphone on page 16 , but the main object

of the work is descriptive of apparatus which is, on the

whole, well done. It may perhaps be doubted if the non

expert, for whom the work is intended , will make much of

the instructions for discovering faults on page 142. The

work is well printed and furnished with good blocks and

clear diagrams.

60

First Stage Magnetism and Electricity. By R. H. JUDE,

M.A., D.Sc. University Correspondence College Press.

London : W. B. Clive, 13, Booksellers' Row , Strand, W.C.

The book is intended primarily to cover the syllabus of the

elementary stage of the Science and Art Department. The

author admits that there are already a number of books in

existence written for the same subject, but he argues that

none of them present the subjectof electrical potential clearly

to the student. Whether the failure to make this particular

point clear is a sufficient justification for the issue of a new

book dealing with the whole general subjects of electricity

and magnetism , may be doubted. We cannot, however,

find fault with Mr. Jude's production nor his attempt to

compete with others who may have written books equally

good and ofequal utility withhis own. With the exception

of the particular point certainly an important one) with

reference to electric potential there is but little originality

in the work ; it is, however, perfectly sound and can, there

fore, be safely and profitably used for the purpose intended.

10,606. “ An electric signal bell for cycles ." 8. Kraus. Dated

May9th. ( Complete.)

10,608. “Impro ments in electrically illuminated buoys." H. H.

LAKE. (P. O. F. Hoffman , Germany .) Dated May 9th.

10,611. " Improvements in electric primers for firing guns." C.A.

MoEvoy. Dated May 9th.

10,615. " Improvements in automatic apparatus for receiving

the charges for telephone conversations and telegrams.” L. M.

ERICSSON and S. RITTER. Dated May 9th . (Completed)

10,616. " Improvements in enclosed arc lamps." G. T. DAVIES.

Dated May 9th.

10,617. “ A controlling switch for large numbers of tlectric

circuits.” H. K. SMITH and J. Eok. Dated May 9th.

10,618. “ An improved indicating and recording apparatus for use

in connection with electric meters." G. C. PILLINGER. Dated May

10th .

10,647. “ Improvements in electric incandescent lamps. " W.J.

PAELP8. Dated May 10th. ( Complete.)

10,650. “ Improvements in and relating to electricarc lamps. "

F. A. GILBERT and E. O. LUNDIN . Dated May 10th. (Complete. )

10,652. " Improvements in electric condensers . " C. S. BRADLEY.

Dated May 10th. (Complete.)

10,690 . " Improvements in starting devices for single- phase

alternating electric current motors." THE BRITISH THOMSON

HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED. (J. P. Stone and 8. E. Doone, United

States.) Dated May 10th. (Complete.)

10,705. " Improvements in electric motors and metersadapted for
use with alternating currents.” H. P. Davis and F. CONRAD.

Dated May 10th. (Date applied for under Patents, & c., Act ,1883,

Sec. 103, October 22nd, 1897, being date of application in United
States.)

10,805. " Improvements in primary batteries . " F. H. PEBBY.

Dated May 11th .

10,808. Improvements in Morse telegraph apparatus.” SIEMENS

BROS. & Co., LIMITED. (A. Tribelhorn , Argentine Republic.) Dated
May 11th. ( Complete .)

10,816. " An electrical two-way pear or pressel switch . ” J. W

HINTZL. Dated May 11th .

10,818. ' Improvements in electricity meters ." G. HOOKHAM .

Dated May 11th .

10,821. " Improvements in the manufacture of electro - plate."
S. COWPER COLES. Dated May 12th .

10,848.“ Improvements in dynamo-electric machines and motors .'

8. G. BBOWN. Dated May 12th.

10,869. " Improvements in electrical clocks. ” A. GRIFFITHS .

Dated May 12th .

10,883 . “ Apparatus for transmitting motion to a distance by

means of electrical energy .' SIEMENS BROS. & Co. , LIMITED.

( Siemens & Halske, Acktien -Gesellschaft, Germany.) Dated May

i2th . (Complete.)

10,900. " Improvements in electric arc lamps ." W. L. WISE .

(J. Å. Hubbell, United States.) Dated May 12th. ( Complete.)

10,901 . Improved system of vacuum tube lighting and apparatus

for use therein .” W. L. W182. ( The Moore Electrical Company,

United States.) Dated May 12th . (Complete .)

10,922. “ An improved switch for electric motors. ” A. E. TANNER

and F. A. C. LEIGH. Dated May 13th.

10,941.. " Improvements in conduits for electric railway and tram

way traction .” E. O. HOEGERSTAEDT. Dated May 13th .

10,942. “ Improvements in electro -magnetically operated switches

for strong electric currents . ” E. C. HOEGERSTAEDT. Dated May
13th.

10,960. " Improvements in electrical storage batteries or accumu

lators." J. B. SCAMMELL. Dated May 13th .

10,979. " Improvements in and in the production of glass globes,
chimneys, lenses, and such like, for electrical, gas, and oil illumina

tion.” H. CRUDGINGTON, W. OBUDGINGTON, and W. R. RIDINGS,

Dated May 18th.

11,044. " Process and apparatus for covering_metallic wires with

asbestos for insulating and other purposes." E. ALBASINI . Dated

May 14th. (Dateapplied for underPatents, & c., Act, 1883, Sec.103,

December 3rd, 1897, being date of application in Italy.) (Complete.)

11,051. " Improvements in apparatus for use in the electro -de

position of zinc or other metals . " THE COWPER -COLES GALVANISING

SYNDICATE, LIMITED, and 8. O. COWPER - COLES . Dated May 14th .

11,068 . " Improvements in the production of zincand sulphate of

copper by electrolysis." H. H. LAKE. ( A. Lotti, Italy.) Dated

May 14th .

11,075 . " Improvements in apparatus for vacaum tube lighting."
W. L. WISE . (The Moore Electrical Company, United States).

Dated May 14th . (Complete .)

11,076. “ Improvements in and relating to telephone installations."

E. BAIvy. Dated May 14th .

a

NEW PATENTS . - 1898.

Compiled expressly for this journal dy . W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agonts, 822, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

10,535. "Improved method of winding armatures ofdynamo.

electric generators or motors." W. R. V. MARSHALL and PATERSON,

OOOPEB& Co. Dated May 9th .

10,557. " Improvements in and relating to electric furnaces. ” T.

JACKSON. Dated May 9th . ( Complete .)

10,585 . " Improvements in electric resistances.” W.P.THOMPSON.

( The Chemisch Elektrische Fabrik " Prometheus ” Gesellscbaft mit

beschrankter Haftung, Germany.) Dated May 9th. ( Complete .)

10,599. " Improvements in electrical devices for igniting liquid
burners. " THE REFORM PETROLEUM BELEUCHTUNG , GESELLSCHAFT

M. B. HAFTUNG and E. WEINHAGEN. Dated May 9th. ( Complete .)

(
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The question of what is the best definition of the term load

factor has recently been brought into prominence as the

result of the divergence of opinion shown to exist amongst

speakers in the discussion on Mr. Hammond's paper “ On

the Cost of Generation and Distribution of Electrical

Energy ;" and, in consequence of this want of accord

amongst electrical engineers, Mr. Hammond, in a letter

which appeared recently in the columns of a contemporary,

has explained his own views more fully than he was able to

do when replying to the discussion on his paper, and has

invited discussion with a view of settling once for all the

definition of the term " load factor.” In this letter Mr. Ham

mond claims that a complete agreement was come to as to the

definition of this term in the discussion on Mr. Crompton's

paper , which was read in 1891 at the Institution of Civil

Eogineers, and in which the term load factor was first

employed ; and although we must confess that the discussion

itself did not evidence a complete agreement, yet the final

definition given by the author of the paper in his reply to

the discussion is the one which has been almost universally

adopted ; and , when any one has spoken of the load factor, it

has been understood to mean the ratio of the actual units

generated during the year to the product of the maximum

output in kilowatts at any time during the year into the

total number of hours in the year.

Although the above definition is, we believe, the generally

accepted one, yet the term is often used , sometimes with and

sometimes without qualification, to express other ratios than

the one named above ; the reason being that there are a

number of factors all of the nature of load factors which

inflaence the total cost of a unit of electricity, and that

sometimes one and sometimes another of these factors is the

most important in its effect axcording to the particular point

which is beiog examined . Take, for instance , the load

factor to which Mr. Hammond takes objection , and which is

based on plant capacity, we can find three different defini

tions, each of which has its special utility. If the denomi

nator of the ratio is the maximum plant capacity multiplied

by the number of hours, we have a factor which has a

decided effect on the financial results ; since, if the plant is

of greater capacity than is necesary, capital is lying idle,

and interest has to be paid on plant which has no earning

power. Again, if the maximum capacity of the plant in use

at the time of greatest demand appears in the denominator,

the factor so obtained has a great effect on the coal con

sumption and evaporative efficiency of the boilers, and also

on the labour bill ; and this factor is extremely useful in

comparing the results of one week with another, or one

month with another. The third factor is one in which the

denominator expresses the sum of the products of maximum

output of each engine and dynamo into the number of hours

c
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it has been in service, and this factor, which gives the ratio

of the actual average output of each steam plant during

running hours to its maximum ontput, is the one which

affects the steam consumption per unit ..

Another factor which affects the financial results may be

termed the lamp-hour load factor, and is obtained by making

the denominator equal to the product of the output required

for the total lamps connected into the number of houre, and

this is useful as a basis of comparison of the earning power

of the distributing plant. Although all these factors have

their utility, we do not think that any of them have a claim

to be called “ the load factor,” as compared with the one

based on maximum outpat, unless it be the factor based on

the maximum capacity of the plant in use at the time of

greatest demand. This latter factor, we consider, gives a

truer basis of comparison for works' cost than any other, if

the load factor for the year is calculated by taking the

average of the daily or weekly load factors. For example,

the load factor each day will be the ratio of the number of

upits generated to the capacity in kilowatts of the plant in

use at the time of greatest demand multiplied by 24, or for

each week the similar ratio with a multiplier of 168 instead

of 24 ; and the load factorfor the year will be the average of

the 365 daily or the 52 weekly load factors .

This averaging of daily or weekly load factors, whether

they are based on maximum units generated or maximum

plant capacity in use at the time of greatest demand, gives

a factor for the year which is much more useful than one

based on the absolute maximum at any time during the year ;

and of the two ways of calculating the daily or weekly load

factor, we consider that the one which depends on plant

capacity is the more useful. This averaging is advantageous,

not only for the reason given by Mr. Hammond that it takes

into account the fact that the lamp connections are con

tipually increasing in number, but because it takes into

account the variations of the daily load curve at the different

seasons of the year ; and these variations are equally im

portant, whether the number of lamps connected has doubled

in the 12 months, or has remained stationary. For example,

if we take two districts, in one of wbich the demand is very

largely for the lighting of residential and other buildings

wbich require to be fully lighted for a certain time every

evening throughout the year, whilst in the other the

demand is chiefly for the lighting of shops which close early

enough not to require any artificial light during the summer

months ; we may get equal load factors if we calculate on the

absolate maximum demand or capacity of plant in service ;

and yet the shop district, which would give the higher load

factor calculated by averaging the daily or weekly factors,

would be the cheaper district to supply as far as generating

costs are concerned , because in the summer months a smaller

number of boilers would have to be lighted and fewer engines

run than for the residential district.

In conclusion, we would remind our readers that, whatever

definition is adopted for “the load factor," it will at best be

a sort of compromise, as no one factor can be found which

will form an accurate basis of comparison between two supply

undertakings; and , that if it be desired to compare the condi

tions of working of two undertakings, all the other factors

that we have mentioned, and possibly others that have not

been referred to , must be taken into account, whether they

be called load factors or by any other name.

The Inconveniences of Acetylene. We have fre

quently argued that whatever results are obtained on a small

scale in laboratory working with such a thing as an illami

nant should not be given to the world as absolute, or as

illastrative of that which will attain in practice, andwe are

interested to notice that our position is fully confirmed in

the case of acetylene by the numerous experiments which

have been made since this gas came into prominerce. In

Hungary, at the town of Veszprim , Josef Vértess has been
studying the use of acetylene on a large scale at the central

station there, and we should like to suggest that it is desirable,
for those who are endeavouring to bring this gas into general

use, to consider carefully the experiences recorded by Vértess

in a paper which maybe found in the Chemiker Zeitung,

Vol. 21, page 174. The paper does not betray any bias,

and, indeed, does not go nearly so far as might have

been expected, considering the opportunities which exist

at Veszprim for an exhaustive examination of the whole

subject. However, Vértees has succeeded in recognising

a number of inconveniences at present attaching to

the use of acetylene in practice , and these may be

summed up in the following abstract of his paper:

“ The carbide generally contains uncombined carbon, which

is carried in the form of fine dust into the pipes, and with

the water of condensation forms obstructions in them. In

theory, 1,000 grammes of carbide should yield 360 litres of

acetylene ; the Continental works guarantee only 300, and

practice shows that 280—290 is the general yield. Besides

free carbon , the carbide contains metallic compounds of

sulphur, phosphorous, and nitrogen , and consequently the

acetylene evolved contains H.S, phosphuretted hydrogen

and ammonia , the impurities reaching 3-4 per cent . Acety

lene ought to be purified in the same way as coal gas, and

Optil that is realised it cannot make much progress as an

illuminating agent. The burning of unpurified acetylene in

closed rooms is dangerous to health, the most dangerous

impurity being phospharetted bydrogen. There is no doubt

that some of the so -called spontaneous explosions have been

caused by the ignition of tbis gas at the temperatore existing

in the generator. The worst inconvenience of acetylene is

the smoking of the flame. The best burners are those

with 10–12 small flames, as each flame has a separate atmc

sphere; even with these, smoking sets in after 200

300 hours' burning. The cause is thethe decomposi

tion of the acetylene by the heat of the burner ;
the carbon deposits in the narrow opening of the

burner and the flame begins to smoke. Sometimes

an oily liquid is formed in the burner, probably a hydro

carbon formed by polymerisation of the acetylene.” In con
clusion, Vértess says that very great deal more work must

be done before the defects specified in lighting by acetylene

can be overcome, and he contents himself by the opinion

that it is absurd to attempt to produce acetylene for general

lighting purposes until the problem of properly purifying it
has been overcome.

6

The Magnetic Properties of Nickel Steel. - Numerous

researches have been made on this subject and a good deal

of knowledge accumulated, but there is still muchto do in

checking the results and a great deal more to be done in

obtaining further information. Recently E. Damont has

contributed a paper to the Paris Academyof Sciences on this

subject (vide Comptes Rendus, Vol. 126, pages 741–744.)

Dumont has determined the magnetic permeability for fields

lying between 14 and 50 C.G.S.units, and for temperatures

between – 78º and 250 ° C. , of reversible nickel steels, con°

taining from 27 to44 per cent. of nickel. The variations

of permeability with temperature in the maximum field are

continuous, and the curves representing them are roughly

parallel to each other, so that at equal distances of tem

perature ) from the point of total loss of magnetism , all the

alloys have the same permeability. At a temperature of 20 ,

all the alloys show similar changes of permeability, with

variations in the magnetising field, rising slowly as the field

is strengthened from 14 to 25 units, then rapidly increasing

to a maximum in a field of 35units, and slowly diminishing

as the strength of the field is further increased. Under the

same circumstances of temperature and strength of field , the

permeability increases with the content of nickel.
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VIBRATING CABLE RELAY.

BY K. GULSTAD .

6

energy required to move the armature is supplied by the

relay current itself, the work left for the cable current being

to stop the motion when wanted . This work can be made

very small indeed , and means in reality that the relay

becomes exceedingly sensitive. One thing is, however,

needed, namely, that the vibrations of the tongue can be

“ tuned ,” and this being a matter of importance, I propose to

treat of it more particularly.

Experiment will show that the plain arrangement of an

interrupter will not do when a polarised relay is to be
alteredinto a double current interrupter of required qualities,

as the relay might not vibrate at all, or at too high a rate,

and too irregularly to be of any ase — see fig. 4, where the

relay is shown, t being the tongue, e the electro-magnets.

This occurs because the attraction cannot be converted

into a repulsion of sufficient strength to make the armature

or torque vibrate between the contacts, unless the current be

Fig o

f

to Undulator

What to be done in order to produce a suitable cable

" relay ” is a question which no doubt bas troubled the minds

of many telegraph people. It is certainly not less interesting

at the present time, when the demand for increasing the
working speed of submarine cables to their utmost capacity

has necessitated the introduction of automatic transmitters

on the busiest lines.

With the exception of some ingenious proposals by Mr.

Ch. Cattries and others - vide the REVIEW, July, 1892-in

reference to the reversal system , I am, however, not aware

that anything worth mentioning has been published about

cable relays since the appearance of the Brown & Allan relay,

an instrument which isprobably still looked upon as the only

veritable cable relay, and which deserves this name, from its

being able to act under the influence of varying current

strengths, independent of the direction of the current.

It is at the same time hardly necessary to point out that

the Brown & Allan relay does not possess all the qualities

required for working at high speed, and as an essential point,

I may mention that it is unable to give reliable contacts

unless its sensibility be sacrificed .

A cable relay, like the Brown and Allan instrument

adapted for Morse code signalling, and more especially for

automatic working, may, however, bemade in quite another

way, as described hereafter, which I trust will not prove

uninteresting to some of the readers of the Review . The

cable relay I refer to is not inprinciple of any particular con

struction . Any polarised double current relay may,generally

speaking, be ased and made into a cable relay,not by way of

altered construction, but simply through a special arrangement.

The failure of the polarised relay, when employed as a

cable relay in the usual manner, is partly due to want of

sensitiveness, bat principally to its beiog unableto respond

to variation of currents in one direction only. It is under

stood that the want of sensitiveness à priori is caused by

the magnetic attraction between the armature and the

nearest pole -piece, a circumstance that gives to the relay its

most sensitive state when the pole-pieces are removed to

some distance from the armature, although theaction of the

current through the relay is considerably diminished thereby.

Now this attraction can be done away with , or rather con

verted into a repulsion independent ofthe relative position

of the pole -pieces. Of course, a relay freed from the attrac

tion would be very sensitive, and it would also respond better

to variation of the current than before. In figs. 1 , 2, 3, a

made so strong, that the rate of vibrations at the same time

becomes disproportionately high. If the current be reduced

by increasing the resistance, p, in order to get vibrations of
a lower rate, the armature may be moved, but only very

little indeed, until the contact is broken and the interrupting

current ceases to flow ; the attraction will then again pre

dominate, viz. , the vibrations take place very close to one of

the contacts, but not from the one to the other.

In order to overcome this difficulty, I retard the propaga

tion of the interrupting current by applying an inductive

capacity, c. Fig. 5, for instance, at point o,in connection

with the resistance, r, a little time will pass before the

potential at o is raised sufficiently to enable the current to

overcome the attraction, but when this is accomplished and

the contact broken, the armature will not fall back, but con

tinue its motion from one contact to the other with appreci

able energy, due to the fact that the condenser, c, is now

partly discharged throughthe windings and r.

By utilising this principle it is possible to make a relay

vibrate at a slow rate, but some alterations of, and additions

Fig ? Fig ?
2 Fig 5

Fig 3
3 Fig 4

to record app. to record
app.

met my m Wate

sie
1

cable signal through a relay is represented. Let a be the

zero line, and let further the dotted lines m and n , fig. 1 ,

signify the current requisite to overcome the said attraction.

As indicated by Morse signals on the sketch , the relay would

record the received signal in different ways, according to

whether the attraction is neutralised or not, as in fig . 2 and

fig. 1 respectively, the effect of distortion in the former case

being at least somewhat less .

Fig. 3 shows a still better result, and refers to a case of

repulsion, or to that particular point which I am going to

deal withhere. This repulsion of the armatare is achieved

by arranging the relay as an interrupter in some particular

manner, which will make the armature vibrate at à certain

rate between the contacts , if the interrupting current be

made sufficiently strong. In fig . 3 this rate is supposed to

be equal to that of dots sent into the cable; if m , and n, here

represent the current required to stop the vibrations, the

relay will accordingly record 3 dots between b c and i dot

between de — i.e ., the Morse signal as shown.

By thus employing a vibrating relay the effect of distor

tionis reduced - å most valuable achievement — and all the

to, the arrangement will nevertheless be found advantageous

or necessary toenable the rate to be varied at pleasure .

An appropriate arrangement is sketched out in fig. 6 .

c, d, f are condensers; n , p resistances;m a large and r a

rather small resistance. The relay is differentially wound in

the usual manner.

The resistance, p, is put between the tongue and come

other point of the circuit than before, say, atthe middle of

the convolutions. By charging the conductor, c, the tongue

is at first pressed against one of the contacts, wbence it is

removed shortly after. Good contacts are thus fully ensured .

One particular object of the condenser, d , will be evident

from the following :-Suffice it here to say that the reversals

for high speeds are produced by the difference in charges of

c andd, that d increases the rate of vibrations, at thesame

time somewhat mitigating the rattle of the apparatus, and

that d must be shunted by a resistance n, for otherwise the

tongue will not vibrate, or, at least, not steadily. The con

denser, , is inserted to avoid or make up for other causes of

trouble, viz., the sparking between the contact points, minute

mechanical vibrations, &c. , in virtue of the condenser main
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taining the electrical potential of the tongue for a little

while,when it moves from one of the contacts.

With suitable condensers the relay, arranged as described,

can be made to vibrate practically at any pitch - by varying

the resistancer, & c.— with beautiful regularity, as will be

observed from the relay records, fig. 7, on the slip of an

" undulator, " & recording instrument described in the

Review, January 29th, 1892 , page 130.

One apparently fatal objection urged against the view that

the cathode raysconsist of charged particles, is that they are

not deflected by an electrostatic force. If these rays consist

of electrified particles, one woull expect prima facie that they

would be more susceptible to an electrostatic force than to a

magnetic force. The reverse, however, is the case. They

can be readily deflected by a comparatively weak magnet;

but Hertz found that no deflection was produced when

Ting ?
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Such vibrations give an interesting illustration of the

retardingeffect accompanyiog the charge ofcondensers com

bined with resistancesand effect, which for large condensers,

c, and cables can be extended to such a degree that the

armatare only is reversed once every half second or more.

Under certain conditions irregular vibrations can also be

had - see record fig. 8-for instance, when the direct action

of the resistance, n , is about to be overpowered by the action

of the condenser, d , or vice versa .

In some instances the different action of the condenser

and resistance can be produced instantly, without any period

of transition - see record fig. 9 - causing the rate of vibra

tions to be changed suddenly.

A curious thing can be observed in connection herewith,

namely, that the tongue is able to vibrate at two different

rates under the same conditions, although the vibrations are

stable for one rate only.

This shows that the vibrations or the condenser oscilla

tions keep their pitch at any moment with a persistence

that can only be overcome by a certain force. In fig. 9 the

different rate of vibrations is not produced by altering the

connections, but by slightly tapping the base of the

apparatus.

In the regulations to be described later on, one must, of

course , not make any connections, which tend to cause such

irregular vibrations.

The application of the vibrating relay for working can be

effected as shown in fig. 10, L being line or cable , whence

Fig 10

line e

to Undulatot

pcable line L e

Fig &

the rays passed between two plates connected to a

battery.

Prof. J. J. Thomson makes an ingenious attempt to ex

plain away this anomaly in the charged particle theory. He

says : * We must remember, however, that the cathode rays,

when they pass through a gas , make it a conductor, so that

the gas acting like a conductor, screens off the electric force

from the charged particle, and when the plates are immersed

in the gas, and a definite potential difference established

between the plates, the conductivity of the gas close to the

cathode rays is probablyenormously greater than the average

conductivity of the gas between the plates, and the potential

gradient on the cathode rays is probably very small

compared with the average potential gradient" He also

describes an experiment in which & deflection can be

produced when the electrostatic field is caused to act on the

dark space next the cathode, and this he explains by the

hypothesis that the gas inthe dark space is either pot a con

ductor at all, or, if a conductor, a poor one, compared with
the

gas in the main body of the tube.

An interesting experiment is described by J.J. Thomson ,

which illustrates this curious resistancy of the dark space to

the passage of the cathode rays. Two spherical bulbs were

connected together by a glass tube ; one of these bulbs was

small, the other large ; they each contained a cathode, and

the pressure of the gas wassuch thatthe dark space round

the cathode in the small bulb completely filled the bulb,

while that round the one in the larger bulb did not extend

to the walls of the bulb . The two bulbs were wound with

a wire which connected the outsides of two Leyden jars; the

insides of these jars were connected with the terminals of a

Wimshurst machine. When sparks passed between these

terminale, currents passed through the wires and induced

currents in the bulbs, which caused a ring discharge to pass

through them . Things were so arranged that the ringwas

faint in the larger bulb and bright in the smaller one. On

making, however, the wires in these balbs cathodes, the dis

charge in the small bulb, which wasfilled by the dark space ,

was completely stopped, while that in the larger one became

brighter. Prof. Ebert has also shown that a cathode stream

is deflected out of its straight path by creating a dark space

The charged particle theory gives no satisfactory explana

tion of this curious property of the dark space ; and though

some ingenious experiments, similar to that of Perrin, bare

been devised by J. J. Thomson to show that the cathode

rays discharge negative electricity on anticathode condactore,

yet, wbile so many important phenomena remain inexpli

cable by this theory, it appears advisable, for the present, to

suspend our judgment.

Jauman also obtained a deflection of the cathode rays by

placing a conductor close to the side of the tube just in

front of the cathode. But this has been shown by Schmidt

and Wiedemann † to be due to a displacement of the start

ing point of the cathode rays owing to the change produced

in the electric field by the presence of the charged conductor,

and not to a deflecting influence exerted on the cathode rays

by the electrostatic field . The deflection obtained by J. J.

Thomsonmay be explicable in the same way, since thecondi.

tions of his experiment were very similar to those of Janman.

Though it is still doubtful whether the stationary electric
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the current passes through one set of windings to the cable

condenser, l, while the vibrating current acts through another

separate set of windings. Condensers and resistances are
marked as above.

Sappose, now, that a positive marking current in the

direction of the arrow moves the armature and tongue to the

right, and recalling to mind that the cable carrent has to

stop the vibrations and keep the tongue against the right

hand contact, the poles of the relay battery must be con

nected as shown, se. , in such a way that the translated

marking current through line L , is of opposite sign to the

corresponding cable current.

( To be continued .)

CATHODE RAYS IN AN OSCILLATING

ELECTRIC FIELD ,

The theory of the cathode rays most in favour among physi

cists in this country is that which assumes that the rays

consist of a stream of particles charged with electricity.

This theory has not been generally accepted in Germany,

though recently it has made a few converts.

Roral Institution Lecture, April 30th, 1897, p. 10.

† E. Wiedemann & G. C. Schmidt, Wied . Ann., 60, p. 510, 1897.
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field produces any deflection of the cathode stream , it has

been recently shown by Schmidt " that unmistakable deflec

tions are produced by an oscillating electric field. The con

ditions of the experiments made by Schmidt exclude the

possibility of the deflections being due to a displacement of

the starting place of the cathode rays.

L

FIG . 1 .

Schmidt's experiments were made with a special vacuum

tube designed by Braun. In this tabe, illustrated in fig. 1 ,

K is thecathode disc, and A is the anode. At D is an

aluminium diaphragm with a central aporture about 2 mm.

in diameter ; s is a disc of mica coatedwith phosphorescent

material, on which the phosphorescent spot can be seen

throughthe glass when looking at the end of the tube.

If an insulated metal plate is brought near the tube in the

neighbourhood of L, the phosphoresent spot widens out a
little. This phenomenon is intensified if the plate or , in its

place, a brass ball is connected to the cathode pole of the
induction coil. Under these circumstances & comet -like tail

is thrown out from the side of the spot opposite to the

inducing body. The appearance of some of these comet tails

is shown in fig. 2 .

The twometal plates, P, Pg, fig. 3, having each & surface

of 3.7 X 6.8 cm ., were formed into a small condenser by

fixing them at one end to a block of valcanite, 89, 2.5 cm .

thick . These plates projected far enough over the valoanite

to embrace the tube, B. When the machine was started , the

spot on the phosphorescent screen was drawn out into a thick

vertical band of about 3 cm . in length . Thisexperiment,

therefore, proves that in the oscillating electric field cathode

rays are distinctly deflected, and always in the direction of

the lines of force, the latter assertion being easily demon

strated by turning round the condenser. The deflection in

this case cannot be explained on the theory of the displace

ment of the starting point of the cathode rays, since that

was 80 cm . distant from the condenser plates, and it was

found that these plates lost their deflecting powerif they

were moved away from the tube even a few centimetres.

The deflection is greater the greater the surface of the plates,

and it also increases if the condenser is moved towards the

end of the tabe, as if the amplitude depended on the
leverage at which the condenser acted . The deflection also

increases with the potential difference between the plates.

Ebert suggests three different theories to explain this

deflection effect of the oscillating electric field , and then

proceeds to examine these theories by cracial experiments to

determine which gives the correct explanation. He considers

it possible that the deflection may bedue to :

1. — The magnetic effect of the displacement carrents in

the dielectric .

II. — The electrostatic charges on the walls of the vacuum
tube.

III. - The deflection effects of secondary cathode pheno

mena .

FIG . 2.

I .-- THE INFLUENCE OF THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENTS.

The displacement currents of Maxwell's theory oscillatə

backwardsand forwards along the electrostatic tubes of force,

and would consequently give riseto circular magnetic lines

of force surrounding each tube. These magnetic circles are

equivalent, according to Stokes's theorem , to a shell of

rectangular magneticlines of force lying in the planes joining

the edges as the condenger plates. The magnetic effect of

these lines would tend to deflect the cathode rays in exactly

the same direction as is shown by Schmidt and Ebert's

experiments. But it remains to be seen whether in other

respects this magnetic force is sufficient to account for the

phenomena observed.

Ebert makes use of several arguments to show that, not

withstanding this partial agreement between the predicted

and the observed resulte, the deflections are not due to the

influence of the displacement carrents. One of the strongest

is the answer to the following question : Is the movement of

the cathode rays in phase with the charging of the condenser,

or with the displacement current ? If G is the electrostatic

potential gradient, the displacement current is determined by

do /dt, and therefore differs in phase from the charging of the

condenser by a quarter period. If the deflection is due to the

B

Since the publication of Schmidt's experiments, this

subject has been taken op and thoroughly investigated by

Prof. Ebert, of Kiel.t Instead of the induction coil, Ebert

used a small alternating dynamo driven at the highest

possible speed by an electro -motor. This machine generated

an alternating current with a frequency of 60,000 per

minute. The E.M.F.of this current was raised by a Siemens

spark inductor with the condenser removed to 1,500 volts.

The terminals of the secondary of this coil were connected to

& pair of condenser plates placed at opposite sides of the
Braun tube close behind the diaphragm . The cathode rays

in the tabe were produced by an influence machine. Ebert's

arrangement, therefore, differs from Schmidt's in several

features. ( i) With Ebert's apparatus the oscillating electric

field is persistent and regular, while in the Schmidt arrange

ment it is irregular and quickly damped , owing to the

oscillations being derived from the ordinary induction coil.

(2) The source of the oscillating field is independent of the

source of the cathode rays in Ebert's arrangement, while in

Schmidt's they are both derived from the same source, viz. ,

the secondary of an induction coil.

Ebert satisfied himself, by experiment, that the time

changes of the electric field between the condenser plates

were almost perfectly sinusoidal, and followed one another

without a break. With this apparatus were obtained not

only comet -tail extensions of the nucleus spot on the phos

phorescent screen , but well defined deflected rays could be

seen, which, in the rotating mirror, were drawn out into oscil

lation curves of the greatest regularity.

2
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Primary. Secondary.

FIG . 3 .

K. E. F. Schmidt, Abhandl der Naturforsch-Gesellschaft zu Halle,

21 , p. 163 and 173, 1897.

† Wied . Ann. , Vol. 60, p. 552.

I Wied . Ann. 64, p. 240, 1898,

magnetic effect of the displacement current, it should have a

phase displacement of about 90° relatively to the curve of

tension. In order to determine this point, the primary

current of the transformer was made ase of forcomparison.

By causing the two forcee, whose phases are to be compared

to act on the cathode beam at right angles, the shape of the

D
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The oscillating electric field will evidently have the effect

of periodically changing this surface distribution, with the

result of producing oscillations of the cathode stream , in the

same way inwhicha single disturbance produces a temporary

deflection . Some idea of the mechanism by which this

deflection is produced may be obtained from what follows.

III .-THE INFLUENCE OF THE CATHODE PHENOMENA

CALLED INTO EXISTENCE BY THE OSCILLATING

ELECTRIC FIELD.

resulting curve will give the required information, in accord

ance with the well known rules for combining simple

harmonic motions. In the primary circuit of the trans

former was interpolated a small solenoid , m, fig. 3. This

solenoid or bobbin was mounted on guides, Ri, at right

apgles to the axis of the Braun tube, B. The condenser,

consisting of the two metal plates, P, P, and an intervening
vulcaniteblock, Sg, was mounted on guides, Rg, at right angles

to the axis of the tube and also to the guides, Rz. The

bobbin, m , produces a magnetic deflectionofthecathode

rays at right angles to the magnetic lines of force, and the

condenser, P , P2, produces a deflection in the direction of the

electrostatic lines of force . These two deflecting forces,

therefore, produce deflections at right angles to each other,

and the bobbin and the condenser can be adjusted at such

distances from the tube that the deflections are equal.

As the result of numerous experiments, Ebert found that

the figures produced by the combination of these two perpen

dicular oscillations were invariably approximately circular

ellipses. This showed that the phases of the oscillations

differed by as nearly as possible a quarter period. Now we

know that the phase difference between the primary and

secondary of the transformer must in this case be quarter

period, and it follows, therefore, that the oscillations of the

cathode rays are in phase with the charging of the condenser

and not with the magnetic field produced by the displace

ment corrente .

Ebert has also shown, by calculation , that the deflection

whichwould be produced by the magnetic field producedby

the displacement currents would be only you'rou of that

actually observed.

It may be taken, therefore, as proved, that the oscillations

of the cathode rays between the plates of a rapidly charged

and discharged condenser are not due to the magnetic effect

of the displacement currents.

11.-THE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES ON THE WALLS

OF THE VACUUM TUBE.

It is well known that a vacuum tube in which cathode

rays arebeing produced showsstrong electric charges on its

walls. In the Braun tube, which is somewhat different in

shape from the ordinary Crookes tube, thedietribution of

the surface charges canbe easily ascertained by a proof ball

and an electroscope. The proof ball ( of brass) is fixed on

the end of a glass rod ; different parts of the surface of the

active tube are touched by the ball, and the charge on the

ball is then tested by the electroscope. By exploring the

surface of the Braun tube in this way, Ebert found avery

strong negative charge on the cathode end of the tube, which

covered the whole surface of the tube to about half way

between K and A ( fig . 1). The charge was so strong that

sparks could be drawn from the surface of the tube, and the

surface charge lasted for a considerable time after the dis

charge in the tube had stopped . The negative charge was

gradually neutralised towards A , and before a was reached

was replaced by a positive surface chargewhich, however,

was not quite so strong. This positive charge continued

in varying amount up to the diaphragm , D, reaching a

minimum shortly before was reached . In the cylindrical

part of the tube behind the diaphragm , D, there was found

a very strong positive charge, which increased steadily

towards the end, s, and reached such an intensity on the

surface of the pear-shaped end, that small sparks couldbe

drawn off after the discharge in the tabe had ceased . The

positive charge outside the tube implies a corresponding

negative charge on the inner surface of the tube. In the

active Braun tube, therefore, all parts of the inner surface of

the section D s, even where the cathode rays do not strike,

are coated with a layer of positive electricity, which binds

a corresponding negative charge outside.

By these surfacecharges the course of the cathode rays is

essentially influenced . It is well known that the cathode

stream always moves along the axis of the tube, even with

considerable variations in the shape of the cathode; but if

the surface distribution on the tube is disturbed by putting

one part to earth , or by drawing off sparks, the beam of

cathode rays jumps at first suddenly to one side, and then

returns slowly to its original position. The return of the

rays to the axis of the tube is evidently due to the restora

tion of the surface charges by the action of the tube.

Ebert and Wiedemann have shown that when alternating

electric tensions are applied toelectrodes on the outer surface

of a sufficiently evacuated tube, cathode rays, with all their

attributes of dark space, & c., are produced opposite the elec
trodes inside the tube. It was found sometimes, however,

that these phenomena could not be obtained, though all the

essential conditions of theexperiment appeared to have been

fulfilled. Then it was discovered that the cathode pheno

mena could always be started again by sending a direct dis

charge through the tube from internal electrodes. From

this it would appear that the cathode discharges produced by

alternating potentials applied to external electrodes are only

possible when there areconsiderable surface charges on the

walls of the vacuum tube.

From what has been said above, it will be seen that these

conditions exist in the Braun tube, as used in Schmidt's and

Ebert's experiments. When the tube was examined in a

dark room , sparks could be seen passing between the con

denser plates and the sides of the tube, but no corresponding

cathode discharges were observed inside the tube till after the

main cathode discharge bad taken place.

Ebert and Wiedemann have shownt that the dark space

from one cathode offers a great resistance to the passage of

rays from another cathode. Theydescribed one experiment,

in which, by means of a movable cathode, the rays were

bronght gradually closer to the dark space of another

cathode. Asthey were brought closer they failed completely

to penetrate through, but became deflected and bent round

the outline of the dark space.

These experimental results can now be applied to explain

theoscillation of the cathode rays in the oscillating electric
field . The electric oscillations proceeding from the con

denser plates, will project a dark space into the interior of

the tube, first from one side and then from the other. These

alternately projected dark spaces bring about the observed

oscillationsin the main cathode beam . According to the

experiments of Kaufmann and Anchkinass, the deflection

ceteris paribus is proportional to the potential gradient of

the deflecting cathode. There must, therefore, with a

regular periodic electric force, be an oscillation of the cathode

rays obeying the sine law . And this is exactly what has

been observed .

These interesting experiments of Ebert's appear to show

that the deflection of the cathode rays in the oscillating

field are not primarily due to the potential gradient of the

electrostatic field but to a cathode discharge which is created

by this gradient. Why the dark space should have this

curious resistance to the passage of cathode rays remains

unexplained, though it appears to be a well-established

experimental fact . Ebert , indeed , with true scientific

cantion, does not consider that his experiments exclude the

possibility of direct electrostatic influence, but only that

such influence if it exists is too weak to be shown by the

Braun's tube. These experiments, however, appear to

bə fatal to the view that the whole of the elec

tric current is carried by the particles of the gas

in the form of electric charges. They point rather

to the view that the current inside a Crookes tube differs

only in degree fromwhat takes place when a current passes
through a gas outside the tube.

Ebert points out that his apparatas, illustrated in fig . 3,

forms a very convenient and sensitive arrangement for

measuring the difference of phase between the primary and

secondarycorrents in transformers, and recommends its use

to electrical engineers.

à

• Wied . Ann . 50, p . 42 , 1893.

† Sitzungsber. Physikal Societät Erlangen , 24, p . 114, 1891.

# Wied . Ann ., 62 , p. 588, 1897.
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THE SECRET OF THE KEELY MOTOR.
of the four corners by heavy iron rods and braced from the

side walls, forms the foundation of a machine which can be

prevented from running by the pressure of a finger, or

stopped when at full speed by grasping it with one hand. A

flat brass ring, about 4 feet in diameter, is supported ontwo

wooden slabs resting upon the iron bed - plate, which are held

to it by brass straps. On the outside of this ring, at equal

distances apart, are fastened clusters of short tubes, each

about a half inch in diameter and 3 inches long , called

resonators . These tubes are partially filled with amalgam ,

or stopped up with diaphragms at varying distances from

the ends. There are nine of these clusters on the circum

ference of the ring, and on the outside of each is a hollow

binding post, to which wires can be attached . On the inside

of thering , immediately opposite the resonators, a

sitised disc ” is attached . On the inside of this disc is

another binding post similar to the one outside the ring,

which is also hollow, and making an open passage between

the inside and the outside binding posts. There is thus &

6 Ben

PROBABLY in no other civilised country in the world are the

people more characterised by a mixture of shrewdnessand

credulity than most folks are in the United States. This

perhaps accounts for the reason why he whom we have called

quack, charlatan, and swindler, viz., the man Keely, has

managed to keep alive the public interest for 25 years. We

have dealt with the man and his pretensions on many occa

sions, and have not hesitated to state our opinion in the

plaineet of terms; we judged him by his works and his

record, and there is no reason to alter our opinion. An

opportunity of seeing the celebrated motor, and of testing

its alleged performances was never presented to us, otherwise

we doubt not we should have succeeded, as we have done in

other instances, in showing that Keely was at best only

a clever old jaggler . He exhibited his greatest clever

ness, however, in keeping his motor in bis own workshop.

We are not aware that during all the years that he was

levying toll upon the parses of his enthusiastic admirers, he

ever presentedone of them with even a little model as a

token of his affection and regard. He would invite them

on to the platform , so to speak, and assure them there wasno

deception ; bat, of course, he could not be expected to give

his bag of tricks away.

Keely is getting old now , and possibly, like the late Tich

borne claimant, he is driven to earning a precarious dollar by

getting himself interviewed, but has not now the cuteness

necessary to recognise a skilled scientist in the garb ofthe

newspaper man . At any rate, Keely has been interviewed

by Mr.E.A. Scott, of the Philadelphia Engineers Club , and

this “ chiel taking notes " has also been taking observations,

from which he concludes that the great magician's famous

apergy seems to be only an ingenious combination of

compressed air and electricity.

The results of the interview did not go to adorn the

columns of a dime newspaper, though probably Keely

thought that his interviewer was simply searching for copy

( for the war had not broken out then ), but were made the

subject of a paper of considerable length, read before a

meetingof the Engineers Club at Philadelphia.

Mr. Scott said the Keely motor has been a matter of

greater or lees publicinterest for 25 years, and get there is

now as little knowledge of what it is as when it was first

announced. Probably no other enterprise making as little

progress was ever kept alive solong. Keely hascarefully

guarded his 'secret ; even the Courts could not extract it

from him . In fact, the secret constituted the entire pro

perty, of which Mr. Keely was the treasurer, and eventhe

company formed to exploit his supposed invention was never

able to wrest it from him. Any effort on the part of

the stockholders to do so has been met with the objection

that Keely controlled the situation, and the value of their

property depended on their keepingon good terms with him .

Many investigators, scientific and otherwise, have seen

his experiments ; United States Government officials and

experts have witnessed them ; capitalists, with millions at

their disposal, have sought to control bis inventions ; yet

there hasalways been an unreadiness on the part of the in

ventor to do anything practical. He is now over 70 years

of age, and the possibility of bis secret dying with him has

aroused those who have supplied him with funds to the

desirability of having him communicate his knowledge to
someone who could continue his work .

Probably the idea of raising more money in this way

originatedwith the man himself who, with one foot in the

grave, still hopes to continue his success as an exploiter of

public credulity.

The Keely motor or engine is the last of the long

series of Keely's inventions, of which the previous apparatas

are only experimental studies. It is supposed to embody the

principles which Keely bas laboured so many years to

establish. He says it is operated directly by " apergy," a

force hitherto unknown ; that apergy consists, like light,in

extremely rapid vibrations of ether, or matter of infinite

divisibility which pervades the universe, the problem being

to devise apparatus which will respond to these vibrations.

This apparatus he calls the vibrodyne, which is thus described :

A heavy cast-iron bed - plate, supported 18 inches above the

floor by an iron slab at each end , bolted to the floor at each

TAE VIBBODYNE OB KERLY MOTOB.

set of nine binding posts and discs pointing inwards, which

are connected together by the mysterious platinum wire

which figures in nearly all the experiments. The outside

resonators and inside discs are about 2 inches apart.

Concentric with and inside of this ring is the revolving

wheel. Its axis is supported at each end upon large iron

pillars enlarged at the bearing ofthe axle. A largehub in
the middle of the axle hasradiating from it eight spokee,

one less than thenamper of opposingdiscs on the inside of

the flat ring. These spokes do not terminate in a rim , bat

on the endof each is a disc similar in size and character to

those which project inward from the ring. There is also

upon the axle near the hub a heavy iron ring about 14 inches

in diameter,which revolves with it, presumably as a balance

wheel to makea steady motion.

Keely set the wheel revolving in the following manner :

Taking a10-inchsympatheticnegativetransmitter ( alarge brass

ball), he placed iton a table havinga glass top,on one side

of the room , and connected it withthe vibrodyne by a

platinum wire, attaching one wire to the binding post of
the transmitter and theother to the binding poet projecting

from a resonator on the top of the vibrodyne. · Then

snapping some of thewires on the scale of thetransmitter,

and turning the handle backwards and forwarde, the wheel
commenced to revolve, slowly at first, and with gradually

increasing speed, until the revolutions were about 180 per

minute. Keely suggested that he could stop the wheel in

several ways, two of which he illustrated. He pulled the

wire out of the binding post ofthe transmitter, and it stopped .

Again starting it, he stopped it by pulling out a plug in a

hole in the binding post of the machine, the hole being a

continuation of that hole into which the wire was thruston

the other side.

66
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This left the transmitter attached to the machine, and

gave Mr. Scott an opportunity toconfirmhis belief, formed
from previous observations, that the so - called platinum was

A small platinum tube. On the occasion of this experiment

he took his seat next to the revolving wheel, not following

Keely's suggestion to take another position . When Keely

pulled outthe plug from one arm of the binding post (which
is in the form of a “ T ," and is bollow ), leaving the wire

sticking in the other arm , the other end of the wire still

being connected with the sympathetic negative transmitter,

be moved his face close to the hole left by the plug being

removed, and distinctly felt a blast of air from the “wire.'

To make certain that the air current did not come from the

revolving spokes, he kept his face in the same position until

the wheel bad stopped, and still felt the full force of theblast
of air from the tube. Here was a confirmation of his belief

that the wire was a tube carrying compressed air, the reservoir

of which was the 10 -inch globs of the “ sympathetic nega

tive transmitter." It was evident, however, that a sufficient,

amount of power to run the wheel for any length of time, or

to run it at all, could not b : stored in a globe of that size.

His conclusion was that the air pressure performed the office

either of an automatic switch closer or an automatic pole

changer on an electric circuit. “ The construction of the

machine," says Mr. Scott, " points directly to electricity

acting through magnetism ." The unnecessarily heavy parts

of the machine afford every opportunity for theconcealment

of the small wires necessary for the power developed, or the

bolts which run down through the floor to hold the iron

foundation could serve as conductors. It was an easy matter

to bring a current to electro -magnets concealed in the nine

interiordiscs, and no great amount of ingenuity would be

required to construct a switcb, operated upon both by the

compressed air and magnetism , which would cut the magnet

into or ont of circuit at the proper time to attract the arma

ture on the end of each revolving spoke. Had there been

pine spokes as well as nine opposing discs , the wheel would

have got on a dead centre, and could not have always been

started ; but with only eight spokes there were always some

in a position to receive a magnetic pull before the magnets

were cut out of circuit by the opposing discs being exactly oppo

site each other. The evidence of design here is sufficiently

strong to warrant the conclusion that the wheel is operated

by electro-magnets. " Apergy " would not have required this

arrangement.

Mr. Scott declared that some of the most important of the

experiments had since been duplicated by very simple means,

which may have been the very means used by Keely. One

of these was the well-known levitation experiment, by which,

apparently, heavy weights are made to float in water. It

was explained that the weights in the jar might be so con

structed as to just sink in the normal condition of the jar,

and to rise when a slight increase of air pressure was pat

upon the surface through a fine tube carrying compressed air,

after the principle of the “ Cartesian diver.” Tois tube,

called a platinum wire by Keely, was said to form an essential

part of moet of his apparatus.

Mr. Scott's conclusions from his pergonal investigations

are in substance precisely the same as those to which we
have always arrived , viz., that the man Keely cannot sub

stantiate bis claim to have discovered any hitherto unknown

Datural force, but that he is a juggler of superior ability,

8

furnishing latent heat to water at 800° to convert it into

steam at 300°. We see no way out of this conclusion.

No heat has entered the water, for had it done so

the water would be hotter, and, being so, the steam would

rise in pressure. Our conclusion being inevitable, it must

follow that whether the boiler contains 5 tons of water or 15

there can be nodifference in the rapidity with wbich it will

answer to a pushed fire. With engines working with 300°

steam the addition suddenly of other similar anits makes &

demand for more steam at 300°, not for steam at 310 ° or 315º.

If steam at a higher temperature were called for, there would

be more rapid replyto a pushed fire by that boiler whose steam

space was least or wbose water content was least. This plain

fact is quite overlooked by those to claim rapid reply to

calls on behalf of boilers of small water capacity. In one

respect only does a large capacity tell against a boiler, and

that is where the circulation is poor, part of the water lies

dead and cold in the boiler bottom , and a sudden livening

ap sets this water in circulation and checks the steam pro

duction instapter. Bat this is a fault which onght to be other .

wise remedied, as, for example, by a pump to transfer the

surface water to the boiler bottom continuously, a system

absorbing very little power, as the pump would work in a

closedcircuit and have no tight pistons, or it might be a
centrifugal one.

Apart from faulty circulation, the cry for little water

content in a boiler required to give sudden demands is

erroneous and essentially unscientific, and based on entirely

false assumptions. Thesame additional heat will form the

same amount of steam , no matter what the water or steam

capacity, so long as the feed water is supplied at the same

temperature in each case.

Where suddencalls for steam are made, there is wanted a

fire that will quickly respond to an increased demand as

signified by a wider damper opening or an increased fan

speed. No solid fuel fire can immediately rise to the call

made suddenly, and a sudden demand for steam must almost

invariably be first met by a reduction of pressure which

allows the water in the boiler to give up some of its heat by

lowering its temperature. Here, then, we see the advantage

of large water capacity, and an ability to give off consider

able heat withouttoogreat a fall of pressure. Bat what is

really needed is a sudden accession of fire. With a boiler at

800°, a sudden addition to the fire would give an almost

instantaneous addition to the steam supply.

The problem thus narrows itself down to a means of se

caring the necessary increase of the fire. This must not be

done at too serious an expense of costly fuel, nor canit be

done at all with solid fuel, exceptin the shape of air-carried dust.

A careful consideration of all the conditions involved , points

strongly to liquid fuel as the auxiliary . Liquid fuil can be

blown into an ordinary coal barning furnace without any

change being made in the furnace conditions. Take Holden's

system as an example . In this system a locomotive has two

holes in the fire-box, through which the oil fuel is blown by

compressed air in a fine spray upon the fuel on the grate.

Only a light fire of coal and chalk is carried ; but if desired,

a heavy fire could be carried , and merely supplemented on

gradients by a temporary admission of oil. We have tra

velled on one of Mr. Holden's oil burning locomotives with

a heavy train behind, and were astonished at the eage with

which the fuel supply could be regulated to suit the demand

for steam , and at the way in which, at a stopping station, the

oil was shot off completely, and at once re-started at exactly

the previously existing rate of flow , when we moved out

again.

For general power purposes, the one question is that of

expense. To the central electric station engineer the demand

for steam is foreseen from hour to hour the year through.

The load curve, combined with a weather observation , is

sufficient for estimating the proper time to get fires ready to

springinto activity in time forthe big demand. But in the

English climate, and particularly in the peculiar situation of

London, sudden unforeseen obscurations of the sun are apt

to occur, with little or no warning. Under these circum

stances a single movement of a lever would fill the furnaces

with brilliant flame and increase steam production to a

maximum. In the Holden system , oil is injected by means

of a peculiar nozzle, consisting of a central mixed jet of air

and oil impelled by steam , andsurrounded by a ring pierced

with small holes, through which steam issues, and induces a

8

OIL FUEL FOR STEAM RAISING .

8

A GREAT deal has been said and written in favour of

water -tube boilers in particular, and boilers of small water

capacity in general, with special regard to rapid steam raising,

not so much on the score of rapid steam production from

cold water, butwhen a boiler is at work, on rapid increased

production. Many who argue on the point do so entirely

without thought. Assuming that the boiler is worked at a

temperature of 300°, if the fire becomes more fierce there is
more steam made, and if the safety valve is of proper

size, the temperature of the boiler does not rise above 300 °.

If no rise in temperature takes place, the amount of heat in
the water does not become greater. Therefore, all the

additional heat of the fiercer fires has been applied in
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good air supply to burn the pulverised oil as it is diffused
over the fire -box and the fuelon the bars.

Approximately, 1 lb. of liquid fuel will do the work of

2 lbs. of coal, and this figure can be used in conjunction

with the relative prices of coal and " oil " in determining

the cost of oil fael. The cost of oil will often be pro

hibitive ; it would soon become prohibitive if everyone took

op its use , but, for sudden demande, its coet is well worth

incurring for a few minutes to get over the peak of a load

curve with otherwise insufficient boilers, or togetmattersin

order whena fog or a thunderstorm sends up the demand for

current. Current demand falls off nearly as rapidly as it

rises ; with solid fuel the drop in demand may find furnaces

full of fuel and in full swing ; with oil fuel the régime of the

furnace can be restored instantly, and further expense at

once stayed .

We are confident that station engineers who undertake to

try liquid fuel, say, in one boiler, will appreciate its conve

nience and the aid it will afford them . Liquid fuel is easy

to apply, the apparatus required is small, and it need not

interfere with the ordinary arrangements of a boiler. Indeed,

in the Holden system , either liqaid or solid fuel can be used

at will. The operation of changing from one to the other

may be said to consist simply in the picking up or throwing

down of the coal shovel, and the opening or closing of a valve.

The elasticity is perfect.

BATTERIES V. GENERATORS.

IN & young industry like electricity supply, a large amount

of energy has to be expended in educating the public to the

adoption and use of electricity for domestic and other

purposes. This accomplished, attention is turned to the

best meansof supplying the wantwhich has been created .

The question of pounds, shillings and pence, enters

largely into the calculations, infact, it is the controlling

factor, on it hinges everything. Before expending capital a

reasonable prospect must be visible of receiving an adequate

yearly profit, or great difficulty would be experienced in

raising the necessary money to erect electricity supply
stations.

The electrical engineer has devised various means and

systems of supplying electricity for various purposes, and

naturally these are all based on the economical generation

and distribution of electricity, and rightly so .

Engines,boilers, generators, transformers, mains, lamps,

& c ., are all chosen with the above considerations well in

view , and the result has been an ever-increasing and

important industry has sprung up, affecting the whole com

manity, the importance of which cannot be over-estimated.

- The general demand for electricity keeps on increasing in

every city and town where & supply has been established,and

the little station of a year or two ago, put down as a “ feeler ”

asit were, has grownto be an important concern which bids

fairto riva !, if not eliminate, the local gas industry.

This at present, to the sceptical, may seem impossible and

absurd , but where do we find a customer who has once ex

perienced and appreciated the comfort, cleanliness, and

safety of the electric light, expressing a wish to go back to

gas with its dirt, danger offire, explosion, andasphyxia ?

The rush light was superseded by the candle, the candle by

the oillamp, the oil lamp by gas, and now a greater power

in the landthan even gas has appeared.

Just as each of the new means of illumination was

more expensive at its introduction, until the demand

and supply regulated the price and brought it to its

proper level, and its increased advantages andbetter illami

nation slowly but surely gained for it the preference, so

each of the older means of illumination will gradually

die a natural death, but not without a struggle. Many
were the blows aimed at the new comer , but it has

come to stay. It is only a matter of time, and we

believe a very short time, until the prejudices of to -day,

many of them interested prejadices, will have disappeared,

for the simple reason that no opposite interests will exist, or

ifthey do theirfeeble attemptsat depreciation will be treated
with scorn by the majority of those who at present side with

them , for by that time they will be using the new illuminant

and will have learned to appreciate and rely on it .

It is the question of reliance ” which we wish to

emphasise. Various means are adopted to ensure a constant

and uninterrupted supply. Spare plant in the shape of

engines, boilers, generators, transformers, accumulators,

& c., are all in use to -day for this purpose, but who can
truthfully say we have any reserve ?

In cases of emergency, valuable time is lost in " getting

away" with the spare plant; and if continuity is preserved

at least pressure is often sacrificed . No matter how well it

looks on paper to have a certain proportion of spare plant

to take up the work in case of accident, we know

that time must elapse before a stand -by boiler can be

got up to proper working pressure, or an engine run

up to full speed and put on to the work, and we

also know that the expedition and precision with which

these are done depends largely on the intelligence, experi

ence, and coolness of the men on duty . The motives of

ecocomy which govern all electricity works throughout the

country render a number of spare mon an impossibility. In

times of peace the men on duty have, especially during the

the period of greatest demand, their hands full, but when

things begin to go wrong and attention is diverted from the

running plant to getting under way the spare plant, many a

threatened calamity has become only too real by the

insufficiency of men at these critical moments.

The valnerable spot, which is well known to electricity's

enemies, is no doubt & danger of sudden extinction.

Although they are becoming fewer and fewer, and when they

do occur theirduration is briefer, yet their seriousness does not

diminish but rather increases, for the danger is not removed .

The important question which will shortly have to be faced

is : Shall we continue to depend for a stand-by on spare

units of plant, or shall we tackle the storage batteryquestion

in a proper spirit and have a reserve of electricity which will

make usquite as independent of temporary disarrangements

of machinery as gas suppliers ? Wesay gas works store gas

because they cannot make it as it is wanted, and we generate
electricity because we can make it as it is wanted , and because it

is more economical so to make it, and because we cannot store

it in sufficient quantities to be of much ase as a reserve.

What evidence have we to support this latter assertion ?

Electricity is undoubtedly generated cheapest when the

machinery is working at fullload, but this comes for such a

short time each day that a great many makers of late years

have been designing their plant to give best results at or

aboat three-quarters load, because they are called upon to

work under these conditions many more hours in a given

time. The hours of heavy load each day are very short

indeed, the peak seldom lasting more than 20 minutes

to half-an -hour, yet we have to keep plant to supply current

and maintain the proper voltage over thesystemat this time,

and in addition have in reserve a reasonable amount of spare

machinery.

If the output of a year was averaged over the 24 hours of

the day for the 365 days, it would be found that the current

could have been generated by an astonishingly small unit of

plant; probably one of the station exciter engines and ex

citers would have been ample. It would certainly seem that

if ever complete reliance can be placed on electrical supply,

storage batteries mustenter more largelyinto thecomposition

of supply stations than at present. The installations of

accumulators to be met with in varions stations presumably

kept as a reserve in case of need, but principally to supply

the current in the hours of minumum demand, are a delusion.

They are only toys compared with what they should be. If

occasion arises when anunusual demand has to be put upon

them they fail utterly .

Consider for a moment astation equipped mainly of huge

storage batteries composed of plates nearer the size of

billiard table tops than the cover of a pocket note book and

we get something like a battery. As mentioned above, if

the year's demand was spread out evenly over the 8,740 hours

in a year of 365 days we begin to realise what a small sam

would have to be spent in generating machinery. The small

plant would be worked day and night in charging the huge

accumulators, and as they would beworking atornearlyfall

load the current would be generated as cheaply as possible,

and this would tend to lessen the loss in efficiency in the

batteries as we at present know them ,
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When we remember that the commercial efficiency of a

battery is somewhere between 50 and 60 per cent., although

the makers place it as high as 75 per cent., it is not so very

far behind the commercialefficiency of a modern plant work

ing under ordinary conditions. Coal is the largest item in

out-of-pocket expense in the production, and it often happens

that this item in a summer month is three times as much as

in a winter month per B.T.U. generated ; when this is borne

in mind, the apparently wide gulf between the two systems

narrows perceptibly.

A large amount of running plant requires an extensive

and efficient staff , generally multiplied by three to cover the

24 hours of the day. By the storage system the wages bill

would be cat down at least one-half, if not more. Wages

form the largest of establishment charges, and with one-half

abolished we witness a still further reduction in the great

galf fixed . Maintenarce and depreciation affects both

systems. No doubt the heavy charges of present batteries is

largely due to having from time to time to work them under
unnatural conditions. Sudden heavy overloadings do not

tend to improve them , and if often repeated do great harm .

If batteries amply large are in use, then overloading

should never, or very rarely, occar, and this alone would

tend to lengthen the life.

Battery suppliers will gladly enter into a maintenance

contract for a number of years from 7 per cent. upwards

on the original cost, making good all deteriorationdue to

fair wear and tear.

We usually put aside 5 per cent. on the cost price of our

machinery for depreciation, but this sum does not cover

maintenance, which will not come far short of another

21 per cent. Where, then, is the difference if the two

systems cost the same money to instal ? If the battery

system costs more, should we not gladlypaymore to ensure

absolute immunity from interruptions in the supply from

the generating station .

Interruptions from causes exterior to the generating

station must be dealt with in precisely the same manner,

and do not enter into the question.

Accumulators are engaging the attention of engineers at

present, due, no doubt, to the prospect of motor-car traffic

developing, and the efficiency and mechanical strength will

increase, while the depreciation and maintenance figures
will diminish .

with by the throttle. Had Corliss been compelled to

run his engines at light loads demanding cut-off at an

eighth or a tentb, he would have seen the error of variable

cat-off, for the full effects of cylinder action and waste

spaces would bave been more apparent, and the low mean

pressure compared with the friction diagram would have

made the fuel cost per effective horse-power very serious.

The terminal pressure would have been only 5 or 6 lbs.

below atmosphere, the piston being dragged against the

atmosphere. Sometimes this occurred,and disappoint

ment followed the use of too large engines. In old style

transmissions with so very much shafting and belts to move,

there was always a Leavy dead load on an engine, and the

ratio of light load to full load was not so far from unity as

with a dynamo engine which may vary from full load to a

mere engine friction load, and these light loads could not be

operatedeconomically with expansion gear, the limit of ex

pansion being soon reached ,varying, however, with thetype

of engine- being shorter with short stroke engides. High

speed engines of short stroke were found to be more

economical than similar engines at slow speeds of revolution.

Engines with small clearances were similarly found to have

superior economy. Long stroke engines had an economical

expansion of four, someshort stroke engines of only two.

Thus the economic early limit of expansion was respectively

five and three in the two types, the reasons beingthose of
clearance space and condensation in the cylinder. Clearance

is ordinarily 3 to 4 per cent. in long stroke engines, but has

been reduced to 1 per cent, in special cases. In short stroke
1

engines it is 15 or16per cent.- hence the advantage of long

stroke engines, for filling up clearance of compression by no

means give back the loss.

Mr. Stanwood says nothing of the importance of careful
design on cylinder condensation effects. There are a dozen

ways in which a nominal equality of inside exposed surface

may be trehled or quadrupled by careless design. On this

point a report by Mr. M.Longridge may be studied with

interest.

Increase of steam pressure has intensified all the losses

due to clearance, and no doubt this has done so much to

counterbalance the gains due to high pressure per se. High

pressure means more weight of steam to fill up clearance

space, and it means wider range of temperature and more

condensation. Bat high pressure enablesa higher minimum

pressure to be carried and reduces the expansion below at

mospheric pressure. Gain from high pressure could only be

secured by the compoandsystem , but this had its limits

exactly as bad the single cylinder, and, unless with full loads,

the non-condensing compound automatic engine was afailure

and economy was foundto be possible only for nearly con

stant loads . It has always been recognised by practical

engineers to be a mistake to drag round a huge L.P.

piston on a semi-loaded engine. În compound engines,

non-condensing, the loss due to excessive expansion below

the atmosphere is even greater than in simple engines.

With increase of pressure the difficulty increases, becanse

the minimum mean effective pressure obtainable without

expansion below the atmosphere increases with the pres

sure, and at about the same rate as the maximum mean
effective pressure. Hence the ratio of the minimum to

maximam mean effective pressureis not reduced for light and

heavy loads as in the simple engine. Where both cylinders

are controlled by the governor this drag develops in the H.P.

cylinder whenever its terminal pressure falls below the high

receiverpressure induced by early L.P. cut-off. Control of

both cylinders involves large clearancespaces to avoid stresses

due to high compression . Experience seems to point to the

desirableness of not controlling the L.P, cut-off by the

governor but of fixing it at about the stroke, and

regulating in the H.P. cylinder oply. Mr. Stanwood, how

ever, would control both cylinders and reduce clearance losses

by suitable compression and by avoiding early cut-off.

Obviously the compound engine must have only a moderate

expansion in each cylinder, otherwise cylinder condensation

and clearance losses are brought about, and the non

condensing compound engine is only economical at uniform

load and when properly proportioned to such load .

Taking into consideration all the difficulties and data , our

author advocates fixed cut-off to determine full - load and

throttling governing, and proposes to more fully discuss the

subject in a second paper.

THE ECONOMICAL USE OF STEAM IN

NON -CONDENSING ENGINES.

For many years the technical papers were full of the

beauties of automatic and variable expansion gear, and the

advantages of the steam engine indicator. Weseem likely

now tobe equally supplied with papers rubbing out the

arguments so long advanced. The Engineering Magazine

contains one from the pen of Mr. Jag. B. Stanwood ,

advocatingthe throttle governor for non -condensing com

pound engines. He quotes Mr. C. T. Porter as saying that

nothing to unsuitable as the automatic variable gear could

have been devised if it had not been already in use.

The range of economical working of an engine is much

wider thanexpansion faddists would once allow . Men who

swore by the indicator now find it better to pay more

attention to the relation of indicated to effective horse-power,

and are learning to pay attention to the internal friction of

large engines which sosoon puts a limit upon the desirable

expansionratio, especially when taken in combination with

various other losses, sach as initial condensation and interest

on first cost. Mr. Stanwood realises that Corliss — and he

might have added pre -Corliss English inventors - effected a

big economy not because of variable cut- off but because they

abolished ridiculously late cut- off, and made a valve gear

capable of cutting off at about a quarter stroke. The

variability was with Corliss mere accident. It

could have been well dispensed with 80 long as

fair cut- off was secured, any load variation being dealt

a

a
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THE HEFNER LAMP. The cap , B , supports at its centre the tube a, and the

mechanism for raising and lowering the wick . This wick

mechanism consists oftwo axes, on which are mounted two

toothed rollers, w and wè, projecting through the sides of

the tube. Fixed on the axes of the rollers are two toothed

wheels, e and e ?, which can be turned in opposite directions

by a pair of endless screwe, ſ fl, mounted on the same

axis, 6. This axis, b, terminates in a milled head, g, with

the help of which the wick mechanism can be set in motion.
The tube, a, projects above the apper plate of the cap, B,

about 4 mm .,and on this projecting end a screw thread is
&

In order to express measurements of light so that the results

are strictly comparable with each other, all light intensities

must be expressed as a multiple of a fixed unit. For

technical parposes the only units available are flames, rince

these alone are cheap, always reproducible, and bandy to use.

Asthe result of the investigations of the German Reichs

anstalt, the Hefner lamp_alone fulfils all technical require

ments. The light of the Hefner lamp is designated a Hefner

candle or simply a candle (u K ). The definition of a Hefner

candle and Hefner lamp is as follows:

The unitof light is the light intensity of a flame burning

freely in still,pare atmospheric air ; the flame being produced

from a massive wick saturated with amylacetate which

completely fills a circular wick tabe of German silver, 8 mm.

internal diameter, and 8.3 mm . external diameter, and

25 mm. long ; the height of the flame being 40 mm. from

the edge of the wick tube, and no measurements being made

till at least 10 minutes after the lamp has been lighted.

The Hefner candle was accepted as the international unit

of light by the Electrical Congress at Geneva in 1896. In

Germany this unit has been adopted by the societies repre

senting the electrical and gas industries . li
Gauge . Hefner lamp with

Hefner flame measurer ,

FIG . 2.

Krüss flame

measurer ,

formed on which the tubular cover, D, can be screwed.

Close to the tube, a, there are two openings in the top plate

of the cap, to admit air to take the place of the liquid
consumed .

The wick tube, c, is made of German silver without a

soldered joint ; its length is 35 mm ., its internal diameterD
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Change of light intensity of the Hefner lamp with the height
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FIG . 3.

a

B

8 mm. , and the thickness of its walls 0.15 mm. It is

pashed down into the tube, d, till it comes against a
shoulder .

The flame measuring apparatas for determining the length

(40 mm .) of the flame, is mounted in a ring, h, which in
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The light intensity of the Hefner lamp varies to a certain

extent with the condition of the surrounding air. The

influence of the height of the barometer andhumidity is

shown by the diagrams, figs. 3 and 4. In the neighbourhood

of the normal barometric pressure,the variation of the light

is of po practical importance. The variation of the light

intensity with change of humidity is also of little practical

importance. On the other hand the intensity of the light

is very much influenced by the amount of oxygen in the air

in which the flame is burning.

One of the first conditions, therefore, for accurate

photometry by means of the Hefner lamp is that the space

in which the lamp is used shall be sufficiently large and

sufficiently well ventilated.

The following is a description of the Hefner lamp as

manufactured by Siemens & Halske, which is shown in

section in fig . 1.

The reservoir, A, for the reception of amylacetate is made

of brass or bronzeand is tioned inside.

Relative moisture in hundredths.

Change of light intensity of the Hefner lamp with relative moisture

at different temperatures.

FIG . 4.

turn is mounted on the top plate of the cap B, sothat it can

be lifted off or turned roundand fixed in any position.

The apparatus of von Hefner -Alteneck or of Krüss ( fig. 2)
may be used for measuring the flame. The Hefner flame

measurer ( figs. 1 and 2) consists of two pieces oftube, one

pushed inside the other, and fixed so that their horizontal
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axis passes through the vertical axis of the wick tube. The

inner tube is cut in two longitudinally, and supports

horizontally a polished steel plate of 0.2 mm thick, with a

rectangular opening. The under side of the steel plate is

40 mm . abovethe upper end of the wick tabe.

The Krüss flame measurer ( fig. 2) consists of atube about

80 mm. in length, of which the axis is also horizontal and

passes throughthe axis of the wick tube. A small lens of

about 15 mm . focal length is fixed in the end of the tube

next the flame,and at the opposite end is mounted a disc of

ground glass with its ground surface next the lens. At the

centre of the disc is a black horizontal mark not more than

0.2 mm. thick. The image of this mark over the centre of

the wick tube is 40 mm. above the top of the tube.

The gange ( fig. 2) serves to fix the position of the upper

end of the wick tube, as well as that of the flame measurer.

If the gauge is pushed over the wick tube so as to rest upon

the cover of thecapB, then by looking through a slit in the

tube, a line of light less than 0.1 mm . will beseen above the

end of the wick tube when the latter is at the normal height;

the slit at the top of the gauge should lie inthe sameplane
as the steel plate of the Hefner measurer. With the Krü38

arrangement, the image of the slit on the top of the gange

should coincide with the mark on the ground glass.

All the metal parts of the lamp, except thewick tube and

the steel plate, are etched to a dali black colour.

THE BRITISH ELECTRIC TRACTION

COMPANY .

On Thursday evening, the 26th ult., the staff dinner of the

British Electric_Traction Company, Limited, was held at

the Trocadero Restaurant, Mr. Emile Garcke, managing

director, being in the chair. Amongst the company, which,

numbered about 45 , we noticed Mr. Godfray, Sir Edward

Gourley, M.P., Mr. George Herring, Sir Ch. Rivers Wilson ,

O.B. , Major Cardew, R.E., Sir Charles Freemantle, K.C.B.,

Mr. Atherley Jones, Q.C., M.P., Mr. Sidney Morse, Mr.

Alfred Dickinson, Mr. George Flett, Mr. H. Hatchett, Mr.

R. Simpson, Mr. W. AldersonSmith,Mr. Percy Sellon, Mr.

J. S. Raworth, Mr. W. B. Jeffries, Mr. A. R. Monks, Mr.

W. H. Scott, Mr. J. W. Alison, Mr. B. Gibson, and Mr.

H. F. Woodward.

The dinner was a thoroughly enjoyable one, worthy of the

occasion and a credit to the caterers, and it was pleasant to

observe the mutual confidence which exists between Mr.

Garcke and bis able staff, & confidence which we may be

permitted to hope will continue for many years to come to

the advantage of not only employers and employed, bat to

the benefit of the travelling public. The principal toast was

that of “ The British Electric Traction Company," proposed

by the chairman, in which he said :

In proposing this toast, I would prefer, of course, to be able to

afford you entertainment, instead of speaking of the affairs of the

company, which are already too fully engrossing the attention of most

of you, but thecircumstances of our gathering are somewbat . excep

tional. Several members of the staff have only lately either joined

the company, or entered upon their present duties , and there are

several gentlemen present who are connected with our associated

companies. It hasbeen suggested to methat they would like some

fuller information than wehave yet had the opportunity of giving

them as to the policy and business of the company.

The extensive character of the business willbe seen from the large

number of undertakings which we have already under our control, to

say nothing of those which are in course of being established or pro

moted, and its complex nature will be at once appreciated when I

explain that we not only arrange for the acquisition or leasing of

existicg tramways undertakings, but also undertake the initial pro

motion of new schemes, with a viewto working byelectric traction.

This ,I need not say , is a work requiring a great deal of judgment

and discrimination . It involves difficult and weary negotiations with

the local authorities , and applications to the Board ofTrade, to Par

liament, and to the Light Railway Commissioners for the necessary

powers. When these have been obtained the work of construction

has to be undertaken, and when the line is ready to be opened for

traffic, a totally different kind of talent and experience is required

for carryingonthe business. A large number of men have to be engaged ,

and traffic arrangements have to be carried out which require a very

close study of local conditions.

It will be seen , therefore, that the operations carried on by this

company require, in their various stages, abilities and experience

wbich it is impossible to combine in any one individual. Moreover,

our various undertakings are scattered over the entire length and

breadth of theUnited Kingdom , and are not continuous, like rail.

ways, but are divided , at any rate at present, into relatively small
sections.

Having regard tothe multifarious duties to be performed , the

board have come to the conclusion that the highest efficiency and the

greatest economy in the conduct of so extensive an enterprise can

only be attained by a carefully arranged bystem of devolution, com

binedwith a scheme providing for watchful supervision of details.

This the board believe they have secured by a specialisation of duties,

andby the appointment of district superintendente, very much on

the lines adopted by thelarge railway companies.

For instance,theboard have appointeda permanentway engineer,

wao will attend to nothing but the permanent way of the various

undertakings of the company wherever they may be located . The

tramways, which in one form or another we control, cover between

80 and 90 miles, and the tramways for which we have already ob

tained powers, and which have to be constructed within periods

specified in the orders, cover another 60 odd miles, and this does not

include any of the new lines we intend to promote.

Then we have a traffic superintendent whose daty will be to estab

lish, as far as possible, uniform traffic arrangements. We estimate

thatwhen our present tramwayundertakings are electricallyequipped

we shall have at least 500 or 600 cars running, and shall directly or

indirectly employ upwards of 2,000 men.

Then we haveapower engineer whose duty is to superintend the

construction and the maintenance of the electrical machinery . We

estimate that when the tramways to which we are already committed

are in full working order, we shall either bave to generate or pur

chase opwards of ( 10,000,000) 10 million Board of Trade units of

electricity per annum .

We have created a department for carrying on the responsible work

of promoting and obtaining powers from Parliament, the Board of

Trade, and the Light Railway Commissioners. Theundertakings in

regard to which we have made definite agreements for the adoption

of electric traction are governed by no less than 60 Acts of Parlia

ment or provisional orders, andthe negotiations we have to carry on

with the localauthoritiesand other bodies involve a thorough kaow

ledge of the provisions of all these Acts and orders. In addition to

these we have at the present time some 15 or16 light railway orders

in progress, and havemade agreements for the promotion of about

20 further Acts of Parliament, provisional orders or light railway

orders. That is asfar as we can see to-day, but we are not standing

still, and are negotiating fresh basiness fromday to day.

There are several other departments, but those I have mentioned

are sufficient to show the priaciples which bave guided the board in
the distribution of the duties. So much for the technical staff. Non

I will say a word or two as to the geographical divisions. We have
groupedour various undertakiogs into districts with a superintendent

for each district, wbo will be officially associated as a director, or in

some other suitable capacity, with the undertakings in his district,

and he will be in direct communication through the secretary with

the heads of the technical departments . In this way each ander

taking or company will obtain the benefit of the best expert advice

andof a wide experience at onlya small proportionate cost.

The geographical divisions we have decided upon have been deter .

mined mainly by the large centres of populationin which our present

business is chiefly concentrated.

By -the -bye, it will be of interest to state that our Kidderminster

line wasopened for traffic to-day, and thislittle line constitutes an

exemplification of British electric traction inthe truest sense of the

word , for all the plant and rolling stock has been manufactured in

this country by our friends the Brush Company. This is, I believe,

the first electric tramway in this countryof which this can be said.

From whatI have said you will see that weare engaged in develop

ing an exteosive and important business, and itwill besatisfactory to

our financial friends to know that in Dearly all theundertakings we

are engaged upon , the expectations of earning dividends upon the

capital to be invested are not based merely upon the faith thatwe

have in the future of electric traction . In nearly all cases we have

based our calculations upon the results obtained bythe companies

whose lines we are converting ; and we all know that if a company

working an inadequate service, by steam or by horses, is making a

profit, we are certain to show better results when we put upon the

fines a more frequent service at a lower cost of working. I may add

that the capital we have employed in building op this business is
already productive of profits, and, contrary to the Ricardian law of

diminishing returns, every addition to our capital is calculated

to produce an increasing margin of profit over the fixed interest we

Sir Rivers Wilson, at the annual general meeting of the shareholders,

referred to the subject of municipalisation of the tramways — aquestion

which, I think, is surrounded by a good deal of misapprehension on

the part of local authorities, who do not seem to realise the great

difference between the municipalisation of horsetramways,which are

generally confined within the limits of municipal areas, and electrical

tramways or light railways, which, to attain their highest develop

ment and fullest utility, should be constructed with a view to con

necting outlying towns and villages with the cities.

Sir RiversWilson struck the key.note of the matterwhen he said

that municipal boundaries do notcoincide always with the centres of

population, and if the municipalities construct tramways, theyhave

to confine themselves to their own boundaries, so thatthe outlying

villages andtowns are not reached,and it is because electric traction

is particularly suitable for the working of tramways extending over

long distances that electric traction is not a suitable industry for

municipalisation.

No one would dream for a moment of municipalising our large

railway systems, and thearguments against the municipalisation of

railways,telegraph and similar enterprises, which pass from the area

of one municipality to another, apply will equal force against the

have to pay
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British Electric Traction Company, but by the feeling that, besides

doing thework which lies before us, we have also the duty and the

responsibilityof promoting the general advance of electric traction .

The work we have to do will offer scope enough for our energiesand

our ambition , it is a useful work, and I may say a noble work, which

it is ourintention to do, not onlywith profit to ourshareholders,which,

of course, is our first duty, but also with satisfactionto the public and

with pleasure and advantage, combinedwith creditand honour, to

ourselves. I propose to you success to the British Electric Traction

Company, and health to Sir Ch. Rivers Wilson, our chairman .

Sir Cb. Rivers Wilson responded to the toast, in the main

seconding Mr Garcke's contentions. Mr. Raworth, “ in

lighter mood," proposed the toast of " The Electrical

Industry," to which Mr. George Herring and Mr. Percy Sellon

responded . “ The Visitors," proposed in a ponderously

humorous vein by Mr. Stephen Sellon, and replied to by

Major Cardew and Mr. Madgen , completed the toast list.

It must have been most reassuring to Mr. Garcke and bis

friends, for the success of their future operations, if, indeed ,

it did not come as a complete surprise, to hear Mr.Madgen

disclaim that he represented Lightning on that occasion,

and eloquently repndiate the policy of that journal, endanger

ing its raison d'être, in fact, by agreeing wholly with

Mr. Garcke's views, and boldly asserting that local autho

rities and the parish pump were all a huge mistake. To

secure such a valuable allyis a feat of which Mr. Garcke

may well feel proud, and probably this was one of the

schemes to which he briefly alluded as having to deal with,

but to which he did not, for many reasons, deem it necessary

to specifically refer in the course of his very suggestive and

interesting post- prandial oration .

THE INSTITUTION OF ELEOTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

municipalisation of electric tramways. The present tendency of

Corporations to undertake the working of tramways will havethe

serious effect of retardingandrestrictingthe natural growthof an
industry, which, if not thus hampered,will, I am sure, extend as it

has done in other countries in every direction ,and contribute very

largely to the convenience and welfare of hundreds of thousands of

people who have to travel from one town to another, and to inter

vening places. If the policyof municipalisation ofelectric tramways

advances, most of the smaller outlying places will be deprived of
tramway facilities.

Not only the theoretical arguments, but the physical facts of the

casedemonstrate that the working of electrical tramways by muni.

cipalities will prove a social calamity. I am in sympathy on poli

tical and social grounds with the expansion of the sphere and scope

If musicipal life, and I am not at all averse to the municipalisation

of undertakings which are confined within the limits of the municipal

area, andwhich do not raise such large social questions as is the case

with electrical tramways.

I have often spoken and written in favour of the municipalisation

of electric light undertakings, but it isa question whether even this

policy has not been carried too far. There are many small munici

palities in the country which are not large enough to enable electric

lighting business to be carried on with the greatest possible economy,

and it is found now that electricity can be supplied more cheaply it

generated on a large scale at a central point and distributed to these

small authorities in bulk, but the fact of a local authority having

established its electric lightstation is not the same thing asif it had

been done by a company . In the case of a company making a mis

take the unfortunate shareholders are inevitably brought face to face

with a liquidation, and the competition of new comers leads to the

survival of the fittest, but when a local authority is carrying on &

relatively unprofitable business, this beneficial and effective competi

tion is impossible because the local authorities have the power to

prevent the larger and better supplier c :ming into competition with

them .

Inthis way we see that the municipalisation of some undertakings

stands in the way of industrial progress, and the advantages obtained

from the working by municipalities, whatever those advantages may

be, cannot be such as to compensate for these evils.

Now , let me refer to one or two of the physical obstacles which I

venture to say municipalitiescannot and will not overcome.

The difficulty of the variation of gauges in towns adjacent to each

other has already been pointed out, butit is not generally recognised

how widespread this anomaly is.

Which of these local authorities will make the gauge throughout

the district uniform for the benefit of the others ?

In our South Staffordshire scheme we proposed to alter the Wolver

hampton gauge so as to bring it into conformity with the other

tramwaysof the district.

I askanyone will the Corporations — can the Corporations — do what

the companies can and will do in the matter ?

But the difficulty of municipalising electrical tramways are not

confined to Corporations with small areas.

If the principal of municipalisation is sound, Manchester surely

should demonstrate it. But what do we find there. Very nearly

halt the lines worked by the Manchester Carriage Company are out

side the municipal boundary.

Among the suggestions made by the Manchester Corporation to

the other authorities is one that each authority sball fix the fares

in its own district. Now , this suggestion alone destroys the whole

advantage to be derived from the control by one centralauthority .

Another suggestion ie, that the several local authorities shall

provide the necessaryenergyand electrical equipmentfor the working

of the tramways within their districts . It is impossible to see what

advantage so chaotic an arrangement of working such a large system
would have over the uniform arrangements which a company working

the whole of the lines would be able to organise.

I must not weary you by discussing all the other aspects of this

question , but it willbecome our duty to facethe problem before long,

and weshall have tobe prepared to expose allthe other fallacies upon
which local authorities are proceeding in this matter. It local

authorities are not put right, we shall beresponsible, because we have

studied the question, and know the real facts. For my own part, I

shall be prepared to contest the arguments advanced by those who

favour municipalisation. I shall be prepared to show that the oft
quoted cases ofmunicipal working do not support this doctrine. Then

weare told that in thecase of municipal tramways the profits go back

to the ratepayers. Yes , but not to the same ratepayers who have

produced the profits.' I have been told by the mayor ofa town in
the North that about one-third of the total rates are paid by the rail

way company whose lines pass through the town. What comfort is it

to the labourer in that town to know that by patronising corporation

tramways hewill produce profits, one-third of which willgo to reduce
the rates paid by the railway company ?

Then we are told that corporations can borrow money more cheaply

than companies; but this resolves itselt merely into a question of

tenure. If you give a company a tenure of 62 or 90 years, the slight

financial advantage in favour of municipal loans disappears. More

over, the grant of a longer tenure would have the enormous advantage

to the community of enabling sparsely populated districts to be

developed. The present system of granting concessions for only one

lite period necessitating, as it does, a heavy sinking fund, precludes

the possibility of either corporation or companies doing what has

been done on80 large & scale in the States - putting down electric

tramways in anticipation of, and to encourage the growth of cities and

industries.

Bat I have said enough toshow that the subject deserves further

discussion, and I only wish, in conclusion, to again emphasise that

I have been prompted in what I have said on this subject of

municipalisation, not so much by the immediate interests of the

>

At the meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

held at the rooms of the Society of Arts, on May 26th last,

Mr. J. W. Swan, president, in the chair, Prof. Charles A.

Carus -Wilson read a paper on “ The Design of Electric

Railway Motors for Rapid Acceleration . " The writer gave

an explanation of the contents and scope of his paper instead

of reading it in full, the diagrams being projected on a

screen and fully described . As will be seen from our

columns, in which a reprint of the paper itself is given, the

writer deals with the important question of the incidence of

design as regards the motors employed in what in this

country we prefer to call tramway systems, i.e., those lines in

which frequent stops are made, the intermediate runs being

of comparative shortness. It is pointed out that in such

cases efficiency may be of less importance than rapid speed

ing-up, while the loss of energy in the rheostatic controller,

or even in the motor coils with a S. P. controller, may be so

large relatively to the utilised energy, that any means of
modifying thedesign to enable such loss to be reduced must

be of value. To assist his argument, Prof. Carus-Wilson

has introduced such terms as “ induction factor ” and “ force

factor."

The discussion was of a character which does not lend

itself to useful summary ; indeed , as several speakers

remarked, the paperis one which requires careful and quiet

study to do it jastice, and we would apply the same state

ment to the discussion upon it. The speaker who opened

the discussion drew attention to the idea of the controller

introduced by Prof. H. S. Short, which is claimed to con

tinue the acceleration more closely until the final speed has

been reached . In bis reply the writer may be saidto have
effectively combated the notion that Prof. Short has

achievedany important advance in controlling by the aid of

his apparatus. Down grades at the starting point were also

referred to as straightening up the acceleration curve to a

straight line .

Mr. Mordey had just returned from a short visit to the

United States, and summarised his investigation of the

present practice by saying that motors are now being made

as largeas can be worked with, the field being as strong as

can be got, the tendency being to develop more and more

powerful motors. The main principles seem to be much as

they were years ago, the difference being in strength of field
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above. The meeting then adjourned, the general impression

apparently being that those members whofound time bang
ontheir hands in the coming holiday season could effectively

dispose of it by studying thepaper read that evening.

THE EFFECT OF LIGHTNING UPON

OVERHEAD POWER CIRCUITS AND THE

CHEAPEST METHOD OF DISTRIBUTING

POWER

BY ARTHUR H. GIBSON , AJ.E.E.

that they may

# ”

.

size and weight. Study and ingenuity is being largely

exercised in improving controllers, although many are even

now imperfect , notwithstanding all the experience on the

other side. Mr. Mordey joined with several other speakers

in expressing pleasure that this subject should have been

brought up just now for consideration .

Prof. R. H. Smith thought that quick time service was

the importance matter on electric railways. It seemed to

him that the calculations in the paper were carried out on

the basis of a constant train resistance. Resistance could be

divided into internal and external, the former being approxi

mately constant ; but this remark does not apply to the latter.

The paper seemedto regard the matter from one point of

view, the possibility of covering a certain distance in a
certain time. Prof. Carus-Wilson afterwards acknowledged

that if the stoppages were infrequent, the ideas embodied in

this paper becameof less and less importance as the steady

runsoccupied more and more space, and the length traversed

at constant speed increased relatively to that in which accele

ration was allowed. Prof. Smith pointed out another view ,

how to get work done as quickly as possible with minimum

stresses in the machinery, and certain cases could best bemet
by dividing the whole distance traversed into two sections,

in one of which uniform acceleration, and in the other
uniform retardation, reigns.

Prof. Ayrton followed Mr. Mordey in his appreciation of

the service done by the writer in preparing thispaper, based

on experiencein acountry where data from actualexamples

on a large scale was available. He appreciated the import

ance of reckoning the size, &c., of motors, as is donein the
United States by the draw -bar pull, which he thought was

the proper way to make motors .". Nevertheless, he regarded

some pointsin the paper as blemishes : he did not, in the

first place, fall in with the unnecessary use of new words.

We have names which have caught on with the British

public - power factor, form factor — because of the word

factor." There was the expression in the paper “ induc

tion factor," which represented the induced E.M.F. at one

revolution per second : he did not particularly know the use

of the term “ force factor. ” Prof. Carus -Wilson gave his

reason for using theformer term as being useful when the

motor was at rest; there was & certain " induction factor

to be considered, although there were no induced volts what

ever - it was therefore perfectly definite and necessary.

Prof. Ayrton thought that air resistance had been entirely

ignoredinthe paper, although different velocities were con

sidered. In the case of a railway train air resistance cannot

be ignored, and will certainly not be constant. Again, the

argument would be modified , if the object was not to cover a

distance in a certain time ending at full speed, but from a

state of rest to rest. It was interesting that, although series

motors were universally used , and had been always recom

mended so as to start freely, that the writer had shown that

they were not merely better from a speed point of view , but

alsofrom an economy point of view .

Mr. E. K. Scott referred to the connection of motors.

On some lines they were always in series, on others always in

parallel. The use of down grades at the starting points

might modify the practice of series parallel control. He also

mentioned that the curves would be affected by the use of

roller bearings, and asked the writer for some information as

to the modification of the curves in this case .

Another speaker took Prof. Carus- Wilson to task for his

terms and notation, and wanted to know whether his

formulæ were empirical or rational. He considered that all

formulæ of this kind should have attached to them sufficient

explanation. Then the paper seemed to be dotted all over

with assumptions. It was desirable that it should be stated

to what extent these were purely arbitrary, and he rather

thought some of these mustbe wrong. One word he would

say on the question of acceleration. Some people seem to

think that the design of the motors was the first thing done

on a railway scheme, whereas the engineer found that the

number of people to be carried per hour — the load per mile

in a given time — had been settled before the problem was

put into hishands, and he hadthen to design histrains to run

on & schedule already prepared.

The President felt that the paper could be atilised as a

record of valuable experience, aswe are now beginning the

construction of electric railways. Prof. Carus-Wilson then

replied. The more important of his remarks have been noted

The growing importance of an effectual protection against

lightning, and the admitted inefficiency of most arresters,

induces the writer to record these observations, with the bope

be found useful to some of your readers.

It was a long while ago that the spark discharges from
influence machines suggested the zig -zag appearance of the

lightning flash to be the natural side view of a spiral dis

charge, inasmuch as sparks from the machine had a zig -zag

appearance, whilet, when viewed endwise, appeared as rings .
It is noticed that in altitudes of 5,000 feet above sea level

the lightning discharges rarely present this appearance so

familiar at lowerlevels, bat take the form of a more or less

wavy line, often bifurcating in its downward coarse. This

is possibly merely an elongated spiral dae to the rarefied air.

In power and lightingcircuite, drum armatures, especially

smooth cores, are very liable, indeed,to damage by lightning ;

ring -wound armatures are less 80, whilst hole, or slot-wound

alternating current gear and transformers are rarely damaged,

though some alternators with coils laid upon flat iron sur

facesare frequently in trouble.

The following concerns a power transmission plant in

stalled in South Africa by Messrs. Siemens & Halske, of

Berlin .

The district is particularly infested by lightning, and the

arresters used were invented by that firm .

The whole plant has run through the rainy season without

anyserious damage attributable to this source.

The generators were approximating to " hole-wound ,"

pressurebeing 3,000 volts between lines.

An arrester was fixed upon each of the three - phase lines,

generally on entering a building. The arrester itself re

semblesa much enlarged I. H. arrester, but has no magnetic

arrangements whatever. It consists of copper wire bent to

shape, and supported in situ upon porcelain insulators, the
distance across the two outermost points at the top being

about 2 feet ; each earth sector was carried to a separate

earth plate.

It is interesting here toremark that the ohmic R, between

two earth plates , each 5 feet by 8 feet, buried near to one

another, was found to be 20 ohms. The soil at times is

remarkably dry.

The arresters worked well, but were unfortunately

arranged rather too close together; the distance between

arrester and arrester was only 13 inches, resulting in a strong

tendency to are from pole to pole, with consequent barning

andcracking of the porcelain insulators.
The action of the arrester evidently depends upon the

arc to E , being carried rapidly upwards bythe naturalaction

of the heated air . The rising arc, rapidly increasing in

length ( owing to the shape of the conductors), eventually
breaks,

When a set of arresters work, the effect upon the gene

rators is much like that of a partial short circuit, and the

generators emit a peculiar note as the speed falls for a

second, daring which time the arc has broken, and the

machine being well governed runs up to normal speed and all
goes on as before.

In more severe cases the circuit fuses will go, and possibly

some instruments may suffer as well.

The nature of the discharges to E vary mach ; sometimes

one or two bright sparks like those from a Leyden jar will

snap across to E On one pole, only without any arc.

When the spark gaps are adjusted as close as inch, the

discharge is explosive in character, and the circuit fuses go

more often than they would otherwise.

å
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nator coils for single-phase, and then spending golden days

at the infernal task of making motors to suit, so long shall we

be at the tailend of progress . Thetime andmoneymight be

better spent in fightingout the patent right, seeing that we

are legally supposed to be fenced in and the neighbours

raking inthe harvest outside.

Electric lighting will soon form only a fractional part of

electrical work. Tramways will make enormous headway,

and when the possibilities of electrical traction become

generally known, the_busy railways must, and will, be

operated electrically. To -day the cost of copper and trans

forming stations for & 500 -volt collection would make the

would -be promoter's hair stand on end, but necessity will

provide a better system ; and here lies the crux of the rail

way problem - one rather too large for consideration at

present.

The railway can become a duct of power and light, and

the owner of the cotton mill by the wayside will cast out the

boiler and engine and put in some motore, “ because it is

cheaper."

These prophetic remarks some may disagree with, but

calmly work out the possibilities of a power station at the

pit's mouth, with modern automatic coal-bandling gear, and

half-a -dozen marine engines of about 5,000 H.P. each and a

30,000 -volt transmission, it will then be clear that such

is possible, and must be cheaper than conveying coal to

the various points. In other words, it is cheaper to send

the power along the wire.

When this is recognised , the sooner the problem is tackled

the better, or UncleSam and others will be demonstrating,

just as in the case of the tramway. In fact, Uncle Sam is at

it already.

8

MECHANICAL DRAUGHT.

The discharge which takes place when no current is on

the line does not appear to bematerially different from the

usual, except that it may be of less duration.

Ordinarily the lightning seems to start the arcs to E, which

are vigorously maintainedby the 3,000 -volt current.

As the plant runs continuously, testing any line meant a

stoppage of machinery somewhere, thus it came to pass that

tests were not often made.

It was soon found, however, that when an E was formed

on a H.T. line it was made known, first, by the telephone

system becoming paralysed, and, secondly, the arresters on

that particular circuit worked more frequently than they

should do .

It is interesting to record that for about a fortnight, a

few hours after sundown, on each day a particular arrester

in the largest power station worked when there was no

lightning to be seen . This one was fixed too close to the

roof, and in spite of asbestos linings, & volume of vaporised

copper and reddish flame accumulated round the topof the

arrester, not being able to escape by rising, the flames or

arcs seemed to absorb the whole power from both power

stations robbing all the circuits for about a second, the

flame spread in an alarming way, giving out considerable

heat. This diurnal discharge was assumed to be due to

accumulated static charge of lines.

The telephone circuits, which ran underneath the H.T.,

suffered to a mach greater extent than the power circuits

discharges which hardly effect the latter damage the tele

phones considerably.

As a resalt of observations, it may be said that electrical

lines cannot be strack anything like so often as arresters

work, or as often as damage is done.

Those who have had the privilege of seeing a flash actually

strike within 1,000 yards, will have a distinct recollection

of the circumstancer, and, by the way, the writer and

others who have done so , noticed a snapping sound appa

rently quite close, and a fraction of asecond before the

crash.

When such discharges do take place, every dweller

within 1,000 yards radius may be pardoned for imagining,

momentarily, that his own house is the particular spot.

Sach a discharge will cause arresters to work and blow
fases in a circuitnearly half a mile away.

The following hypothesis explains these phenomena. If

a lightning discharge strike the earth in the vicinity of a

highly insulated line, or any insulated area , the earth

potential inthe locality is suddenly changed sufficiently to

cause a smaller discharge to pass into the line to equalise

potentials. The lightning flash only restores potentials to
normal. The sun is the real offender, and it is not necessary

E here to recount the process of evaporation, electrification,

condensation, and consequent accumulation of static charge

whichgoes on preparatory to the flash .

If this supposition is correct, then discharges in most cases

pags from earth to line, instead of vice versa; but the effect

upon the apparatus is the same.

Here arises the question. Why should earthed lines suffer ?

such as tramways ,telegraphs and telephoneg. Prof. Oliver

Lodge has shown what the impedance of a tarn or two of

wire means in the case of such discharges as these, and thus

the trolley wire or telegraph line becomes a condeneer of

considerable capacity, whose outer coating is the world in

general and the air the dielectric, the only path being the

motor coils or relay magnet, which have euch a high impe
dance that the current makes a short cut, so to speak, through
the insulations.

Arresters of many forms have been tried , but the one that

can effectually protect a smooth core drum armature does not

appear to exist. Taking a general view of the question

to-day, the wisest course toadopt in distributing power,

where lightning is troublesome, is to stow the drumarmature

away and adopt the inevitable at once, i.e., polyphase

machinery, with sunk windings or hole wound. Apart

from the lightning question, in any power distributing

system in England there is a strong tendency to hang on to

continuous current and perfect the commutator (only, a
reformed reprobate at best), while our neighbours across the

pond have thrown it out altogether , and have their shops
filled with orders in consequence. No worthy reason can

be advanced for this blowness.

so long as our engineerspersist in connecting up the alter

THOUGH, perhape, open to the charge of special pleading, the

publication by the Sturtevant Companyof anything upon

the subject of mechanical draught will command attention

as representing the experience of makers of fans who have

had a considerable experience in schemes of draught. Chimney

draught, or 80 -callednatural draaght, is, primafacie, at fault,

or it would not be found so often supplemented . For many

yearsassisted draught wassimply chimney draught helped on

by other means, but now the chimney has come to be looked

on in the light of an expensive superfluity. Artificial

draught is made variously by steam inducedair currente, by

blowing engines and air compressore, and by fans, exhausters,

andpositive rotary blowers. The Startevant Company object

to all except the centrifugal fan, which to -day is the accepted

sabstitate for the chimney, and it may be applied in two
ways, either to give a plenum by blowing air into

a closed boiler room ora closed hearth pit, or by exhaust

ing from the outlet end of the furnace, and merely a low

chimney is required to deliver the gases at some height

above floor line. Such was the system first,we believe, em

ployed in England at the factory of Sir Henry Edwards,

near Sowerby Bridge, in Yorkshire . Fans were placed at

the back of each boiler , which delivered air to achimney

only as high as the mill. The arrangement was said to have

been due to a personal quarrel andlitigation over a chimney,

Henry finally deciding he would have no chimney. With

the closed ashpit system there is a tendency to blow flame out

of the door, and obviously some chimneyaction is necessary

to prevent this. Hence the use of double fronts in marine

practice which serve to keep back the flame, and, of course,

the air blast ought to be automatically stopped when the

door is opened for stoking By this system the air may be

heated by means of the wasted gases, an arrangement not

practicable with the closed stokehold system .

Dania showed an economy of 13 per cent. per day and

a shorter voyage by 5 per cent. when fitted with fans as
below :

The 88 .

܀

Conditions. Days run. Knots speed. Coal per day.

Natural draught

Forced draaght

:
:

17.00

16 21

7 50

7.68

9.76

7.75
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The closed stokehold system is usually impracticable on

land, and chiefly useful for naval purposes when ordinary

steaming can be performed on natural draught, and the

forced draught is used for emergencies to maintain high

power, during an engagement for example. In the induced

system , which is themost easily applied because it involves no

change of arrangement, the fan can simply be placed in the

flue to the chimney. Its leakages are always inward. Mr.

Bleohynden is quoted to the effect that with ordinary good

arrangements afan draught enables the steaming power of a

boiler to be increased safely by 30 to 40 per cent, for con

tinuous work , and by 100 per cent, for short runs, and this

may be secured with a smaller fuel consumption per H.P.,

probably because the better draught permits of thicker fires

and reduces the excess of air. Inferior fuel may also be

Amployed, and we have known considerable economies to be

thus secured . Equally important is the elimination of all

weather conditions which sometimes put a stop to work.

Fans may be large or small, as necessary to location, speed

being inversely as size, and they may be of cast-iron or sheet
steel.

It is recommendedthat as far as possible the fan driving

power should be independent of other sources of power.

The fan should have its own independent engine direct con

nected where possible, as usually it is with large fang.

Induced draught by fadsseems tobe almost a necessity with

garbage destructors. Thug at the Shoreditch destructors

12 cells, each of 25 feet square feet of grate area , beating

six water-tube boilers, are blown on the closed ashpit system

by three motor -drivenfans of a capacity of 8,000 cubic feet

per minute. They deliver by underground duct to the

ashpits at a pressure of 3 inches of water, and they draw

their air fromthe sewers , and to fome extent from the space

above the cells, where otherwise the men engaged dumping

the rubbish would find the heat unbearable.

Witha chimney, a certain temperature of the waste gases

is an absolute necessity. With a fan there is no heat

required , and where a fan is employed it is only reasonable

that the waste gases should be cooled much lower than they

ought to be with a chimney draught. The problem for engi

neers who employ fan draught is to secure this reduced waste

temperature. With a better draught and properly arranged

thicker fires on perhaps shorter grates, the excess of air

admitted to a furnace will be redaced, and the furnace

temperature will be higher, so that even the same final

temperature will represent a legs proportion of the initial

heat, or, in other words, the final temperatures with and

without fan may be alike, yet with the fan the weight of

escaping gas may be only two-thirds or three -fourths of

what it was without the fan. This itself means a large

saving but with lessened temperature as well the economy

will be even greater. Waste temperature may be reduced by

using the gases to heat an air trunk to carry air to a closed

ashpit where such a system is possible, and there are many

factories where steam is used for heating drying stoves that

could as well be worked from the heat of the waste gases

either passed directlythrough pipes, or perhaps better used

to heat air to be blown into the drying room by an

independent fan.

which is, of course by far the easier problem . The first

case is often complicated by the necessity of avoiding any

stoppage of machinery during the change, and this demands

a gooddeal of ingenuity andscheming . The great question

todecide is how much power doeseach section require,

what will be the minimum , maximum , and average loads,

and what allowance is needed for future extension . Often

mere aggumptions must be made, and on this point we think

much might be done with transmission dynamometer,

instruments for which there ought to be a considerable de

mand. Assuming that the various powers have been decided

opon, the author states what is the practice in modern power,

plants with regard to the size of generator to be employed.

Units are to be as large as possible, with one in reserve,

especially if the day be of 24 hours, and it will pspally be

practical to have a small unit of 50 or 100 kw. for periods of

small load and for overtime.

Besides the usual switchboard outfit there should be a

recording ammeter or wattmeter in series with the bus bars,

and a recording voltmeter. Distributing switches should be

of ample capacity to provide for futures. An ammeter on

each circuit is desirable, as it will save many future tests.

There should be provision for ground test through the volt

meter. Cables from the generator to the board of not over

800,000 circular mils cross -section are easy and convenient

for use. They can be doubled, trebled, or quadrupled, if

needful, in parallel, and are cheaper to put up, and one less

copper than larger cables. They should be lead covered

between the board and generator.

The most expensive, and by far the best system of

feeders to distribution circuits, are the lead covered cable in

iron pipe, or in iron armoured conduit. The objection is the

difficulty of tapping a circuit, but the cables are safe from

injury, and from sagging and loops.

The terminals should be sealed or soldered into the

fixtures. With lead -covered cables, a large sleeve is wipod

onto the end of the cable and filled with a compound that

willnot run out if theend is pointed downwards.

For sub -division there is needed a switch and a plug

fuse for each motor circuit on each floor at the junction with

the main riser or feeder. The switches may be dispensed

with - they are costly — but the fuses should remain. Fig. 1

FLOOR

PLUG FUSC

R16CRS

FLOOR

ELECTRICAL SHOP TRANSMISSION .

In a recent paper by Mr. Dimick , read before the Chicago

Electrical Association, attention was chiefly confined to a

description of a plain two- wire 220 -volt system with motors

belted to line shafting in the various departments. Other

systems used to someextent in American practice are the

220 -volt three -wire and the 500-volt direct and alternating

systems.

The author refers to the use of separate motors to each

machine requiring power, but while this may be the most

economical as regards power, unless the motors are needed of

at least 5 H.P., the first cost is prohibitive in most cases.

For 5 H.P. motors, however, it may be employed, seeing

that motors can be purchased at per horse -power.

The two cases which usually come under an engineer's

attention are the changing of the belt or rope driving of an

existing shop, and theequipment of an entirely new shop,

HG. 1.

shows the arrangement of boards on the floors, while fig. 2

shows a branch block to be used on the ends of sub- feeders

from the boards where more than one motor was required .
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It ought to have a plug switch or fuse, and a fireproof

cover .

The motor-starting apparatus ought to be alike all over

the system . The switchboards should be of slate and

uniform in size, and should carry a switch, a fuse, a starting

boxor rheostat, pilot lamps andammeter, wbich is worth its

cost, even if notabsolutely necessary, for it shows when the

motor is overloaded . The chief item is the rheostat.

There are two good rules. “ Pat in a motor big enough

to do the work without over strain ;” “ use a good auto

matic starting rheostat ; " on these two depend the success of

mills, and there only with the addition of shafting, so

many spindles going to a horse-power. Engineers'.

machinery, grindstones, grinding mills, cement grinders,

and all manner of machinery in general trades are run very

much on guess work. This is not as it should be.

No oneseems to really know how much power it requires

to ran even a railway carriage, or, if known, those whoknow
stick to the information:

CORRESPONDENCE .

-

이

+
Ono

BRANCHES

와

+

IMAINS

FIG . 2.

Re Nash's Patent.

In your issue of May 27th you give a notice of the decision

of the Comptroller re the Electrolytic Company's opposition

to the grant of Nash's patent. As the terms in which the

notice was made would convey the idea that the opponents

had succeeded against us, we send you a copy of the Comp

troller's decision, and copy of Nash's specification will be

sent by our agents, Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co. , from these

you will see that the decision is entirely in favour of Nash's

patent. The word ordered to be struck out,and the disclaim

ing clause, do not interfere in any way with the construction
of the apparatue.

So far from being a copy of any other patent, it has

distinct advantages on any other apparatus for this purpose.

The deposit is very ductile - a result which has not hitherto

been obtainable. A substantial deposit is made in one-third

the time in that taken by the opponents ; it is much more

convenient to use, the container being lifted from the vat

without the use of ropes and pulleys, and, by using a duplicate

container, the apparatus can be kept continually at work.

By the use of specially made insulating material in the con

struction of the container we avoid the deposit of metal

upon the apparatus, this being a decided advantage over the

opponents.

To sum up the advantages of this apparatus we would
claim : -a better deposit, convenience in use, and economy in

time and material.

Kindly give this notice of correction in your next issue.

W. Canning & Co.

local paper.

a motor transmission ; say there are 100 or 150 motors in

operation, and as many starting boxes, all the rheostats

must return to the starting point of the circuit breakers

open at the generator.

An aatomatic rheostat means, properly, one that will open

the armature circuit as soon as current ceases to flow , and

make it impossible to start again until all the resistanceis in

the circuit . Lately, overloads have been included also . A

good rheostat oaght to be thoroughly fireproof ; the resistance

steps should be proportioned to avoid injurious sparking at

the switching segments or allow too great a difference of

current to flow before the armature is up to speed ; the

segments should be large and massive ; the contact arm easy

to work, and the contact piece itself ought to be the point

of wear and tear, easily removable and cheap. The seg

ments and moving contacts must be kept clean and free
from burned spots.

The automatic part is usually a magnet to hold the

contact lever in position when the resistance is all out, and

when the circuit opens from any cause the lever is thrown

back to starting position by aspring, or by gravity.

Another magnet, or the same one, performs the same

operation for an overload . These magnets are in series

with the field, in series with the armature, or across the

feeder terminals. The common troubles are the failure

to act when it should, or it acts when it should not, and

the barning of the segments or contact.
Minor troubles

are the burning out of the resistance coils or magnet

spools, spring breakages , screws loose, contacts overheated,
&c. There is a field for the rheostat that will perform

its duty as above, and be free of half the troubles named.

Motors for steady work should have a 10 per cent.

margin. Motors for a heavy load of a few hours, and a

light load for the balance of time may be 15 per cent.

over size. Motors rapidly changing from no load to full

load, or reversed often and quickly,must be 20 to 25 per cent.

larger ; large liberal allowances will soon pay for themselves

in repairs, especially incommutators and thewaiting for new
onesto be put in . Then there is always room for more

machines inevery large factory, and they ought to be pro
vided for in a margin.

When completed, tests should be made to show where

improvement is possible. Every machine can be tested as

regards the power it consumes,and on this point we think

engineers generally might tabulate any useful data by giving

the power absorption of all machines they can indicate.

Such information isvery much needed. There is very little

real knowledge of power absorption ontside the textile

Lumford Mills, Bakewell.

Doubtless your paragraph with reference to our firm

having purchased the above mill was inspired from some

The facts are as follows : - We obtained an

option of purchase of the mills, which we afterwards trans

ferred to the D.P. Battery Company,who are now the owners

of the mill. As there is 150 H.P. laid on from two large

water -wheels, besides 150 H.P. from a Marshall ” CON

densing engine,we have little doubt that the company will

shortly be producing accumulators at a price which has

hitherco been considered impossible for first -class work .

Drake & Gorham .

ELECTRIC ELEVATOR INSTALLATION.

AMERICANS shout so much over their performances which, when

different from European practice by reason of climatic and other

environment, they claim as evidence of superiority, that it is a

marvel they have so little to say in respect of their systems of

elevators, for in this branch of engineering they are really and with

out contradiction far ahead of Europe. Should an American ever

enter the mouse ladder as it is found at, say, the Mansion House

Chambers, he would become hopelessly insane before be reached the

fourth floor. In America tall buildings and rapid elevators have

acted and re -acted upon each otber, until the one has grown out of all

reason and the other has become a very perfect piece of machinery,

Stairways in an American office building are there, but are hardly

used. Some idea of the business in elevators may be gathered from

the Engineering Magazine, wherein Mr. P. R. Moses states there are

more than 6,000 inthe city of New York alone, and these make over

500,000 trips per day, and carry more passengers than the tramways

or the elevated railroads combined . Our author considers that

the new electric underground railways of London will con

centrate business in London in the same way as it has done
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in New York , and lead to 12 -ibor buildings in spite of the building

law . While we do not think the author can have appreciated the
different conditions of London and New York, and the fact ithat the

concentration of New York business is not likely to be paralleled in

London, we do entirely agree that there is room for an entire change

in the London system . In London, office buildings are much too

small, and their arrangement is of the worst. The building we have

referred to is an example of thorough badness ; it is also an example

of one large enough if properly arranged to afford at lease three rapid

elevators . London office buildings are badly worked , in fact, there

is no working at all about them. An ideal office building is warmed

and lighted,fitted wi! h a centrally -controlled clock, and supplied

with at least one elevator for each_76 rooms, under charge of an
attendant who is there when wanted . Compare this with Leaden

hall House, with its slow servica and minutes of waiting, and it is

easyto see why upper floors in London bring such small rents, wbile

in New York they bring in practically as much as the lower

floors. The fature elevator will be electrically operated. Elevators

are machines demanding severe mechanical conditions to be fulfilled .

They attain a speed of 600 fuet a minute in about five quarter

seconds without a jark, and they decelerate equally quickly. They

must be safe. They have the enormous advantage that they always

have a clear road, and can be fully open for inspection. Passenger

elevators of high speed vary from300 to700 feet per minute. Below

150 feet is considered low speed. Freight elevators do not exceed

300 feet. Three types of electric elevators have been perfected. One

is the device of ascrew and multiple sheaves, the screw taking the

place of the ram of the hydraulic Otis lift, and the cage banging

upon the single fall end of the rope, which is wound round the mul
tiple sheaves.

The second type embodies the double worm gear drum , and the

third type is that of the singleworm gear drum , the second variety

having the advantage over the third in the well -known balance

effectsof the double worms. Each of the worm gear types bas the

motor on the worm -shaft, the worm operatiog a largeworm -wheel on

the cage rope drum . Motion is arrested byremoval of power, and

by brake on the motör-shaft, or by closing the motor circuitthrough a

resistance, and causing work tobe done by the car through the motor.

The screw type, wbich was contrived to imitate theOtis type,

raises the cage by power,'and lowers it by gravity. Ball-bearing

nuts areusedonthescrow ,andthe multiple sheaves multiply thepat
travel about 10 times. In a 200 -foot building the nat mast, therefore,

travel 20 feet on the screw . . The conditions to be filled are very

various, and depend on the landofwork and the space available. A
small available space may be utilised by high speed machinesand

skilled attendants. Apartment houses, with women and children,

obviously require different treatment from a busy office building . In

small buildings the power to be used becomes a question , il available

from some public station .

Again , the heating system ofa buildingaffectsthe type of engineto

be employed. Safetyis the primary requisite. Hence there must be

safeguards againstdropping,should ropes fail ;against excessive speed ;
against allsorts of conditions of overload, and for automatic arrest ci

motion at the limits of travel. All parts of vital importance, as the

sheaves, ropes, lines, &c., must be of far excessive strength, which
costs little .

One system of control allows of speed being varied by the atten .

dant in the car ; the second does not, except for starting or stopping.

The first method is secured in two ways : by a pilot motor operating

to vary the resistance on the main circuit, as in the Spraguesystem ,

with an inverse variation in the motor field strength ; the second,

by the Leonard or variable voltage control, whereeach motor has a

separate generator, and the car speed varies in accordance with the

electric pressure in the generator, this being determined by a resist

ance in series with the small field current, and is adjusted from the

The Leonard system is employed only on worm gear machines,

and could not be operated on thescrew machines. The system of

varying voltage is an ideal ape for start and stop, eitherfrom the

economy or comfortstandpoint. On the other hand, from the point

of total economy, the rheostat control is advisable, because of the

continuousoperation, and the first cost of a separate generator for

each machine. The proportion of time during which the car is

moving rarely exceeds five-eighths, and generally falls below one -half

the total nominal hours of work. Eachgenerator must besufficient

for starting loads, and therefore runs at a low efficiency. Data of 17

elevators picked at random from 100 tests showspeedsof 60 to 450

feet per minute; maximum capacity 1,500to 3,000 lbs. live loads from

a minimum of 150 to a maximum of 1,600 with an average

of 593. In a tall office building the average load was under

a seventh of the maximum , and even where elevators were worked

to their fallest capacity the average load did not exceed a fifth of the

maximum .

Applied to worm -gear machines,the system of variable voltage

is shown to be less economical and simple than the rheostat control,

bat is superior in smooth starting and operation . In low speed

buildings, where variable speed is not essential, a solenoid control

answers well ; it may be operated by electricty from the car, or the

shipper rope and wheel may be used to close switches, and operate
a brake.

Houseelevators have automatic control, and include push buttons

oneach floor, to bring the car to the landing ; automatic locks to

hold the doors till the car is there ; door switches to prevent move

ment while the door is open, and a means to prevent the car being

called by more than one person at a time. Spring and trigger

actions are to be avoided, and positive action substituted. An

important branch of control is the car stopping which has to

operate under such various conditions of load and speed, and where

loads are heavy, the car ought to perform work, anda device for this

is necessary to easy operation. For high-apeed machines the car

must likewise do somework on the brake band , as well as electrically

by short circuiting.

The use of brakes with worm gear depends upon the variety of

worm . Low pitched threads, of course , will not start under car

pressure, but coarse pitches will reverse , and & brake must bold the
car or it will run the worm . With fine pitches the brake becomes

simply an emergency stop. The flat pitch worm is less economical,
but has the added element of safety. The question of counter

weight is important, and theory shows that a minimum of inertis
must be sought. The car should in practice have a fourth to a ball

more downward force than the balance weight. On drum machines

there may be two weights, one on the car of two-thirds its weigbt

unloaded, the other on the drum equal to the unbalanced weight of

car and to the average load. In high buildings a variable counter

weight attached to the balance and to the car to balance the rope

variation may be used in the form of a chain hung to both car and
balance.

In high speed service & car must never be over-balanced, the

excess counterweight system is at fault and should be abolished, for

in case of accident, the ropes are sure to break when the car is at the

top and drop the car, it satety appliances fail. Counterweights may

be arranged to move at hall or a third the car speed. This reduces

inertia, and reduces the cost of the weight guides andropes. Aasetul

speed is that which in any building will make the round trip without a

etop in halt a minute. This is a good rough approximation ,and may be

modified to suit exigencies. Special elevators for upper floors only

are a doubtful success. Call pushes at the various floors and car

position indicators help the service speed . In high buildings the

large inertia, due tohigh speed, must be met by strong cables , fixed
limits of travel, and underbalanced cars , with slow moving counter

weights, conditionsonly filled by hydraulic or screw electric machines,
and notat all suitable for gear drum machines, which cannot accomo

datetriple ropes on the drum .

With the screw and ball put there are multiple sheaveson the nut,

the rope from the last sheave going to the bottom of the counter

weight and to the topsheave of the weight, other ropes pass to an

anchorage at the building top, and to the overhead ebes yes of the

ear. An interval of one second, with the screw making 250 turns

per minute, would carry the car 8 feet 4 inches, with a 20 to 1 molti.

plication . Any higber speed must be by increasing the speed of

Worm gear drum elevators are all right below 350 feet

velocity per car. They are accorded little cars in residences, apart

ment houses, or sidewalk hoists, and must be self-oiling, bare sell

cleaning switches, enclosed motors and parts, and arc arresters. All

types of elevator require strength , sparkless commutation, ventilated

armatures, carefully secured lugsand winding, no sharp corners, fields

variable and balanced, and they ought not to be highly speeded.

Hoistways should be skylighted , fireproof, and withscreen below

overhead machinery. There must bea space above and below as a

safeguard against slip or stretch of ropes.

With worm -gear elevators in numbers, descending cars help to
raise those rising, and econowy results .

Elevators are more cheaply worked by electricity than by any
other means.

The power per car-load in office buildings varies
from 2 kw. hours, with overbalanced worm gear, to 4 kw . hours with

unbalanced screw . Central station costs, of 10 centsper H.P. hour for

small, to 10 cents per kw . hour for large consumers, are $3 to $10 for

residences, $ 10to$20 for apartment houses, $ 15 to $ 40 for loft and

small office buildings, and $40 to $ 60 for tall office buildings, per

month. To thequestion of safety, the answer is that no personhas

been killed outside their own fault. No electric elevator has fallen,

and they run in most unsuitable places for machinery.

Surely, in London, where there is suchan outcry for theday load,

somethingmight be done to get electrical elevators to work , even in
such buildings as do exist. But we wonder continually that our

architects have absolutely no ideas as to the conveniences and used

of buildings. Their one idea is to present something that will look

well fromthe street - we don't say they even do this ; but they cer

tainly are destitute of all internal ideas, and in this respect they

ought to study America . One need not goup 12 floors or even eigbt.

A properly designed six -floor building wouldprovide double the con

venience of an existing London officebuilding. Why has London
not absorbed the desk room idea. In New York a man hires simply

deok room in a large building as big as a bank . He has room forhis
desk , a safe, and has the use of allconveniencies and a good address

for money that would only rent a poor room out of sight in a dirty

corridor op a back flight of London stairs. We have much to acquire

from Americans in this respect, and the elevator is what is wanted

to secure thisend. Once geta large number of elevators in London,

and the rebuilding or internal remodelling would be bound to follow .

Bcrew .

car.

THE CHELMSFORD SHOCK FATALITY .

Ar the inquest held at Chelmsford on 23rd ult. into the death of

Edward Fell, of the Chelmsford Electric Lighting Company evidence

was given to the effect that deceased hadbeen in theemploy of the

company since they first undertook public lighting eight ornine years
ago .

ERNEST GARBABD, an articled electrician at the arc works, said

that on the morningof the 21st alt. about a quarter past ten , he was

with the deceased in Conduit Street. He was going to switch offs

transformer, and witness assisted him to removea lid from a surface

box . They took the lid off, and deceased got down into the pit.

The CORONER : When the lid was on, the current would be

running ?-WITNESS : Yes, unless it was switched off at the works.
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Is it possible to switch off the current in the pit ? —No; only the

secondaries.

Did you receive any instruction that morning at the works as to

where you were to work ?-No.

Did deceased tell you that the current was running, as he bad not

switched it off ?-No ; we knew it was charged.

Where would he switch it off ? -In the engine room , on the switch
board .

When you go to these boxes, whose duty is it to switch off the car

rent ?—The switchboard man, but it he is not present the man who

isgoing on the circuit would switchit off , place a ticket on the board

with the words " on circuit ” upon it, and then sign bis name in a
book.

What happened when he got into thepit? -He switched off the
transformer. This means that he cut off the current between the

transformer and the private houses, but that the current between the

transformer and the works was still running.

Was there anything to show that there was current running

between the transformer and the works ?-No; but the transformer

was homming,and heknew it was on .

Had he said anything about turning it off before leaving the

works ?-It was notnecessary, as we were only going to take off the

secondary wires; and, forthat purpose, the switching off of the trans

former has the same effect as it the current is switched off at the

works. I do not think that he thought anything about the switching

off until he got to the pit.

'Nashe in the act of switching off the transformer when this hap

pened ? -He had already switched off, and, as far as I could see,

WAR coming out of the pit whenhis right hand accidentally touched

the wire. He did notcatch hold of the wire, but simply touched it.

And he was accidentally killed ?-Yes.

The wire was charged to the extent of 2,000 volts 2 - Yes.

Is it usual for men to work in these pits when the current is run

ning through them ?-It aman goes to work in a pit, he knows which

circuit he is going on, and he switches the currentoff at the works

before going into the pit.

Did you hear deceased give anyone instructions to have the current

switched off that morning ? -No.

Has he worked in the pit before with the current running?-Yes.

Is it a rule to work inthem when the current is on ?-It is a rule

that the men shouldnot go into a pit when the current is on . They

have no right to touch the " leads "at all.

The man had no right to work in this pit with the current on ?
Certainly not.

Replyiog to farther questions, WITNESS saidthe men whoworked

in the pits were suppliedwith rubber glovesand boote, and also with

a written notice stating “ No one is allowed to touch wires carrying

high -pressure currents,except in cases of emergency , and then only

when wearing rubber gloves." Deceased was not wearing gloves on

Saturday.

Do you know why ? -Because he had no intention of going on the
high tension circuit.

How large are these pits ?-Some are very large, butthis one is very

small. It was never intended to be a transformer pit, but be put a

transformer into it .

A JUROB: Are the wires protected in any way ?-WITNESS : They

are insulated .

How was it that when he put his thumb upon it this insulation

did not act ?-Simply becausethe current inside was at such high pres

sure, and I think the cable was damaged by the wet. Hehad no

gloves on . There you are !

Do you think that if he had bad gloves on this would have

happened ?-Ido notthink so .

A JUBOR : If he had touched his leg against the wire do you think

the effect would have been the same ?-WITNESS : I think so.

A JUROR : Are these wires supposed to be safe if you touch them ?

-WITNESS : Ob, yes ; the contractor guarantees them to be, but we
won't take the risk .

Was it damp whenhe touched it ? -Yes,it was wet, and the groand

wasdamp. This had a great effect upon it.

Mr. DUFFIELD(representing Messrs. Crompton ): Is it necessary

for a man to get into a pit at all ?-Winnes : Not in this case ;

butI think this is the only one of its kind.

Mr. GRAY (representing the widow of the deceased ) : If a man

is not going to touch the high pressure wires he will not wear gloves ?

-WINESS : No.

Arethere any printed regulations dealing with these secondary
wires ?-No; they are not necessary.

Thenhedid nothing ontof the usual thatmorning, apart from the
accident of touching the wire ? —Nothing out of theordinary:

Was this transformer a temporary arrangement ?-No; bat the

bigpitnear the Oak is being constructed to abolish all thesewretched

little pits.

The present little pit with a transformer is not considered satis

factory?-No, I do not think so .

The COBONEB: In your opinion it is not satisfactory ? —I am not a

judge; but it a manis to be killed as easily as that, I should say it

is not satisfactory.

In reply to further questions by Mr. Gray, WITNESS stated that on

Saturday morning deceased received instructions from Mr. Entwistle

to remove the boarding which had been erected over the pit at the

Royal Oak corner .

Mr. DUFFIELD : The removal of that hoarding had nothing to do

with this accident ?-WITNESS: Yes, it had , because in order to re

movetwolamps on the hoarding the transformerhad to be switched off.

A JUBOB : Did Fell know that the wet was so great that it would

make the wiresdangerous ?-Oh, yes.

Yet he went into the pit ? -Yes.

Do you consider it was his own neglect that brought him to his

death7 - Yes.

A JUBOB : Has Fell ever been suspended for a week for not wear .

ing gloves ? -WITNESS : Not to my knowledge.

Not after his last accident ? —Not to my knowledge.

In reply to another juror, WITNESS added : It the pit had been

larger Icould have got down and knocked him off the wire, but it

would have been of no use. I ran over for James Brown, and we

lifted him out.

Mr. GRAY: What reason bave you for saying that his death was

caused by his own neglect ? -That is a very hard question to answer.

You have told us that he did nothing out of the usual way, and

that the touchingwas an accident. Where was the neglect ? -Going

into a pit in which there were high tension wires without gloves.

Butyou told me that it is notusual towear gloves when a man is

only going to touch secondary wires ? —That is 80.

Then itis not true to say that there was any neglect ?-No.

These wires being guaranteed insulated, you would not expect a
shock ? -No.

A JUROR : I have seen the man down this pit several times. It is

80 small that I do not think he could take a knife out of his pocket

without touching the side with his elbow .

The CORONBB at this point announced thathe should not conclude

the inquest that day , and that, after hearing the doctor's evidence, he

should adjoum in order to give the Board of Trade an opportunity of

being present.

Dr. BODKIN stated that when called to the deceased he was quite

dead. Witness examined him and found an injury to his right hand.

The thumb, together with a portion ofthe joint, had beenwhat he

might describe as blown away - burned off. There was a tracingup

the arm where the electricity had apparently gone, the skin being

taken off just as one would peel an onion , Death was due to shock,

andhad been, he believed, instantaneous.

The CORONER : Did the shock go to his brain ?-WITNESS : No ; I

think it went through his body to the earth, and so interfered with

the heart's action .

The inquiry was adjourned till Thursday, 26th ult.

When the inquiry was resumed the CORONER said : Since our last

meeting, I havecommunicated with the Home Office with regard to

this matter, and their inspector was down here just now , but he

considers that it is not amatter that comes within hisdepartment.

Iunderstand that MajorCardew has been down and made investiga

tions for the Board of Trade. Therefore ,it he considers it a case

which he ought to advise the Board of Trade to afterwards takeup,
he may do 80 ; but we shall have no one here from the Board this

afternoon .

WILLIAM ENTWISTLE, engineer to the Chelmsford Electric Lighting

Company,said that he superintended the running at the lighting

station. On the Friday evening he gave deceased instructions to

remove the boarding around the work which had been going on near

the Royal Oak Inn. Witness knew that there was a wire on the

hoarding which it would be necessary to remove, because he ordered

it to be put on . Deceased placed it there himself a fortnight before.

TheCOBONER: Was it necessary to switch off the transformer in

order to remove the wire fromthehoarding ?-WITNESS : It was not

necessary ; and Fell switched it off for his own convenience.

Then it wasnotabsolutelynecessary to switch it off ? -Not neces

sary at all. Could the wirebe removed with perfect safety without

being switched off ?-Yes, withperfectsafety.

Was there any necessity at all for the deceased to get into this

pit on this particular occasion ? —There was no occasion for him to

get into the pit to switch off the transformer. I do not know

whether he had any other reason for getting into it.

Could he have carried out his work quite as well without doing

802- Yes.

Can youtell us the size of thispit ? Is it anordinary -sized pit ?

Itis one ofour smaller pits, and the approximate dimensions are
2 feet 6 inches x 2 feet.

A JUBOB : Inside the pit is only 21 inches x 26 inches.

TheCORONER : Have you ever had occasion to speak to the deceased

for doing any work without wearing gloves ?—WITNESS: I have never
had occasion to do so.

Have you ever warned him ?I have admonished him . I do not

mean that I have ever caught him handling wires without gloves, but

I have warned him against touching them .

Are these wires supposed to be sate ?-If the wires are in a

thorougbly sound condition, they should be quite safe when charged,

even if touched without rubber gloves.

Is dampness likely to make them dangerous ?-When the rubber

insulation is sound it should not make them less sate .

Are you ot opinion that this small pit was safe to work in ? -It was

not sale for any man to work in. I should forbid any man on the job,

barring Fell,to get into the pit.

Owing to the smallness of it ? Yes .

I presume you mean by thatthat Fell was the most experienced man

you had ?-Yes. As foremanit was bis place to forbid anyone to get

into this pit without his permission.

You are of opinion that he was aware of the danger he was running

in going into it ?-I am certain he was.

Can you form any opinion as to whatpossessed the deceased to get

into the pit ? - The only reason I can think of was to have a look

round the pit and inspect it, to see whether it was wet. It was

usual for him to inspect the pits after wet days to see if there was

any water in them . To do this it was not absolutely necessary that

he should get into the pit, but he could inspect them better by getting
into it.

Replying to Mr. Gray, WITNESS stated that it was not usual to

switch offthe carrent merely for inspections, but such inspections

would not include the handling of wires.

Mr.GRAY: Then the getting into this pit was the correct thing to

do ? -WITNESS : As an intelligent workman he should have thought it

.

-
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Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING May 31st, 1897. WEEK ENDING MAY 31st, 1898.

£ £ S.

Albany 47 0 Antwerp 36 0

Alexandria. Teleph. mat. 118 0 Brisbane, Elec. fuses... 50 0

Amsterdam 60 0 Buenos Ayres 24 0

Bangkok 24 0 Calcutta ... 70 0

Berbia 35 0 Cape Town 193 0

Bombay 441 0 Christiana 33 0

Boston 24 0 Colombo 311 0

Bundaberg 8 0 Darban ... 211 0

Buenos Ayres 522 0 East London 400 0

Teleg. mat. 223 0 Fremantle. Elec. fuses 50 0

Calcutta ... 250 0 Geraldton 99 0

Cape Town 3,528 0 | Gothenburg 59 0

Colombo... 418 0 Hamburg 20 0

Copenhagen 110 0 Havre 15 0

Demarara 200 | Madras 15 0

Durban 593 0 Melbourne 65 0

East London 537 0 | Port Elizabeth 227 0

Flushing 11 0 | Rangoon 44 0

Fremantle 16 0 | Rouen 230 0

Gothenburg 190 St. Petersburg 42 0

Hiogo 26 0 Shanghai 266 0

Hong Kong 12 0 Singapore 1,292 0

La Plata
38 0 Sydney 85 0

Malaga 230 i Trinidad 21 0

Malta. Teleg. mat. 38 0 Wellington 117 0

Melbourne 207 0 Yokohama 30 0

Teleg. mat. 387 0

Passages ... 260 0

Penang. Teleg. mat. 65 0

Port Elizabeth .. 2,564 0

Rosario 200 0

Teleg. mat. 62 0

Rotterdam 12 0

Teleg. mat. 31 0

Rouen 40 0

St. Petersburg ... 300 0

Singapore 28 0

Stockholm . Teleg. mat. 1,1030

Sydney 341 0

Teneriffe. Teleg. mat. 290 0

Trieste . Teleg. mat. 220 0

Trinidad 60 0

Yokohama 56 0

...

...

...

...

... ...

9

...

...

...

was not the correct thing to do, and if I had been there I should

have warned him against it.

Have you not been in this pit dozens of times ? -Yes.

When the current was on ? -Sometimes.

Therefore you would not think it a foolhardy thing to do 2 — No,

but an unwise thing.

Yet you have done it dozens of times ?-Yes.

There is plenty of room to get into the pit without touching the

wiras 2 - Yes, it they are properly adjusted. Fell bad put in some

new cables about a week previous, and left them in such a manner as

to be almost dangerous.

Replying to Mr. DUFFIELD , WITNESS stated that he had known

Fell for some time, but he did not think he was a careless man ; he

was a very fearless man. He had been a sailor,and was in the habit

of doing things on the poles which witness would not attempt.

WITNESS, continuing , stated that deceased had an accident about

four years ago, and after that he was more careful for a time. It

was improper for deceased to touch the high tension wires without

gloves, and witness did not think that he did so deliberately on the

morning of the accident. It might have been done under some

suddenimpulse.

Mr. DUFFIELD : Was the getting into that pit dangerous ?

WITNESS : I consider it was, inthe condition it was in thatmorning.

Was Fell in a position to know that ? –He did know it : I am
sure of that.

A JUBOB : Would the damp make the electricity pass through the

coveringof the wires ?-WITNESS: Damp will not affect the covering
it the rubber insulation is sound.

Do you think he touched a bare wire ? -He touched a piece of

wire which was imperfectly insulated . The insulation of it had

been weakened by water.

A JOROR : Had the deceased made some temporary joints ?

WITNESS: Yes, and they were defective.

And it was by touching one of these joints which he had himself

made that he met with his death 2 - Yes.

The CORONER : Do you think that the joints were unsatisfactory ?

-WITNESS : Yes.

JAMES BROWN, a labourer, in the employ of the company, said : !

had been working in the new pit near the Oak Ion with the deceased

and a man named "Sonny." The deceased went across to the new

pit. Shortly afterwards Garrard ran to me, and said , “Where is

Bonny ? Teddy has got a shock.” I went across at once, and saw

the deceased lying at the bottom of the pit with his thumb touching

one of the leads. Sparks several inches long were running off his

thumb. I knocked his hand off the wire, andpulled hold of his coat

and lifted him out as soon as I could .

Mr. BENNELL : Had Fell had a shock the day before ?-WIT.

NESS: I have heard that he had one the day before, on the Baddow
Road .

The witness GARRARD was re- called . He said that when the de

ceased received the shock he had hold of some leads in one hand, and

in some way the other hand came into contact with the high tension

lead. Whether this was done accidentally he could not bay. He

could not understand how Brown could have knocked deceased's

hand off the wire, and thought that what Brown saw was the instal

lation on fire.

Mr. A. H.Port, the chief engineer of the company, said deceased

was an excellent workman, but was very careless in his work, and

witness had had to caution bim lots of times. He had not, however,

çaught him doing anything absolutely dangerous for some years. On

one occasion he saw him handling wires with gloves that were so wet

that sparks were crackling down the back of his hand, and on another

occasion bis hattouched a wire, and sparks crackledall down his

back. Deceased merelysaid that he felt queer, and witoess told him

to get away from the wire. The pit in which deceased was killed

was one of the first two erected in the town, and was passed by

Major Cardew before it was used .

Replying to Mr. Gray, WITNESS stated that he was surprised to

hear that Fell had been in the pit, even to inspect it, when the

current was on . He did not know that Mr. Entwistle had also

been in it; to get into it when it was wet was a very foolhardy

thing to do.

The jury, having consulted in private, returned a verdict of acci.
dental death.

Mr. DUFFIELD said thecompany were exceedingly sorry that this

accident had happened. The deceased bad beenan excellent servant,

and the company had trusted him , perhaps, more than they had trusted

any other man in their employ.

The COBONER said that, from what he had heard, Fell must have

been an excellent servant, although he might have been a little too
venturesome.

...

...

...

...

...

...

Total £13,357 0
Total £4,010 0...

Foreign Goods Transhipped.

£ d .

Bangkok . 1,550 0 Shanghai. Teleph. mat.

Leghorn. Electric Trinidad. Teleph , mat.

meters 43 0

6 0

56 0

...

Total £1,593 0 Total £62 0

Change of Address . - Mr. R. F. Yorke bas removed

from 51, West Regent Street to 48, West George Street, Glasgow ,

Electric Pumping Plant. - The Better Bed Coal

Company, ownersof the Fell Greave Colliery, Huddersfield , have for

some time experienced delays and difficulties in working the coal

owing to the flooding of the mine. To overcome these difficulties

the company have ordered an electric motor and pump to be fixed

in the workings. The dynamo is compound wound, capable of give

ing 230 volts and 18 amperes at 1,050 revolutions per minute. It is

driven by the hauling engine at bank, and is connected to motor and

pump by a pair of 7/18 vulcanised cables at a distance of 400 yards,

the motor being geared down from 1,050 revolutions to 60 revolutions

by belt and pinion wheels. The motor is of the enclosed type, the

lubricators being of the ring pattern . Dynamo and motor bave been

made by Messrs .Rosling & Appleby, of Bradford. The pump is of

the double action type, and bas been made by Messrs. G. Kendal and

Co., Huddersfield. It is capable of delivering over 1,200 gallons per

hour. The work has been carried out under the superintendenceof

Mr. J. Makin, electrical engineer. The plant has been working for

three weeks, and has given entire satisfaction, having overcome

serious drawbacks.

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.
Electric Cranes. It is stated that it is proposed to

erect powerful steam or electric cranes at Calais and Dover for the

transfer of mails and baggage.

The Care of Steam Boilers. - Messrs. R. Hargreaves

and Sons, 4, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn, are sole agents for

Waddicar's improved patent for preventing formation of scale in

steam boilers, and removing dirty waters and sediment. It may be
fitted to any part of the boiler considered most convenient. It is con

nected to the outside of the boiler by a pipe, which allows dirty water

to be drawn from the bottom of theboiler at any time when working.

Theapparatus is constructed to allow of a rotary motion, which prevents

the sediment adhering to the bottom of boiler, so that by the regular

use of this apparatus the formation of scale is entirely prevented,

thereby maintaining the evaporative power and efficiency of the

boiler . The apparatus has to be opened three times a day, and one

inch of water drawn off each time.

Fined . — The Tudor Accumulator Company, Limited, were

fined £3 at Dakinfield Police Court, for a breach of the special rules

of the Factory Acts by not providing a bath for the use of their

workpeople engaged in dangerous occupations. It was stated by the

Government inspector thatover a dozen cases of lead - poisoning had

occurred amongthe workpeople.

Harrison , Coles & Co. - Notice has been given that the

electric lighting business lately carried on by Harrison , Coles & Co.,

at Richmond, 8.W., will in future be carried on by the Thames Valley

Electrical Engineering Company.

3
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The Metropolitan Electric Supply Company was, on 26th ult.,

again summoned at the Marylebone Police Court, at the instance

of the Paddiogton Vestry, for causing a smoke nuisance from their

Amberley Road station. After discussion the summons was adjourned
sine die

At Clerkenwell on Tuesday Messrs. Walter Scott and Co. were

summoned for using, at the Chancery Lane Station of the Central

London Railway, afurnace and steam engine which were not_80

cinstructed as to consume the smoke arising theretrom . The

Holborn District Board of Works prosecuted. The magistrate, alter

hearing evidence and arguments, dismissed the summons, holding

that the furnaces were, as far as possible, constracted so as to

consume their own smoke.

Testing Magnetic Steel in Bulk . - Mr. Robert

Jenkins, of 88, Bishopsgate Street, E.C., writes as follows: - " I see

in this week's REVIEW a communication headed Testing of Magnetic

Steel in Bulk,' wherein a reference is made to the output of the

' South Staffordshire Steel and Iogot Company, Limited .' This name

is incorrect. The firm whose analysis and whose output are given is

that of Messrs. Alfred Hickman , Limited, of the Staffordshire Steel

and Ingot Iron Works, Bilston, for whom I act as agent in electrical
business."

Veritys, Limited , v. Sharp. With reference to the

above in our last week's issue, Mr. Sidney Sharp, of 34, Victoria

Street, Westminster, desires us to state that he does not carry on

contracting work,andthat the defendant in this case is not in any

way connected with him , or known by him. We have much pleasure

in giving publicity to this disclaimer .

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

Liquidation Notices . — Last Friday's London Gazette
contains notice to the effect that at a meeting of the Fowler-Waring

Cables Company, Limited ,held on May 25th at110, Fenchurch Street,

E.C., it was resolved to wind up voluntarily. Mr. Geo. Fleming, of

9, Billiter Street, E.C. , and Mr. J. A. Blackwood, of 110, Fenchurch

Street, E.O., were appointed liquidators. It will, of course, be

remembered that this concern wasrecently taken over by the Western

Electric Company.

A meeting of the Wigston Electrical and Engineering Company,

Limited, isto be held at 24 , Friar Street, Leicester, on Friday ,July

1st, at 3 o'clock , to hear an account of the winding up from the

liquidator,

A meeting of the Gas andOil Engine and Dynamo Companywill

be beldat 1, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.O., on Tuesday, June28th,

at 4 o'clock, to hear an account of the winding up from Mr. Edward
Lintott, the liquidator.

At meetings of the Cowper-Coles Zinc Extraction Syndicate, held

at the offices, Mellanear, Hayle, Cornwall, onMay 5th and 21st, reso

lutions were passed to the effect that it is desirable to reconstruct

the company , and for that purpose that the company wind up volan

tary, Mr.T. 8. Lowry , of Camborne, being appointed liquidator.

Lists .- Messrs. Washington & Co. , of Sowerby Bridge,

Yorks, send us an illustrated price list of continuous current elec
tric m tors .

Messrs. Strasser & Rohde, Glasbütte in Saxony, have issued a list,

showing various micrometers of conveni: nt sizes.

Lloyd & Lloyd v . D. & W. Henderson . On 24th alt.

Sheriff Strachan delivered bis judgment in this case at Glasgow .

The action it will be remembered was taken at the instance of Messrs.

Lloyd & Lloyd, of Coombswood, Birmingham , the holders in the

United Kingdom of theletters patentof the Benardos system of

electric welding,against David and William Henderson & Company,

shipbuilders and engineers, Glasgow , to recover the yearly royalties

for 1895 , 1896, and 1897. The speriff assoilzies the defenders from

the conclusions of the action , and in the note to the interlocutor his

Lordsbip remarks that the indepture and agreement bear that full

license and authority was granted to defenders to use the inventions,

and in consideration of the license defenders bound themselves to

payon January 1st, 1893, £ 200 , and on each succeeding January 1st,

£200. They paid pursuers in 1893 £ 200 and in 1894. On December

18th , 1894, they intimated that they were not to use the patented

processes any longer. Pursuers insisted on payment whether the

processes were used or not, and in this action they sue for the

royalties due in 1895, 1896, and 1897. It was maintained by de

leaders that no valid or effectual license was entered into between

the parties. On January 17th , 1893, the license was signed by Mr.

Andrew PitcairnHenderson, a partner of the defenders'firm , with the

consent and authority of the other partners, but not in presence of

witoesses. In consequence of the plea stated by the pursuers the

Sheriff says he directed a case to be prepared and submitted to

English counsel for his opinion on the question whether the inden

tare and minute of agreement was a valid and effectual license

according to the law of England. Mr. Danckwerts, an English

barrister, has given an opinion thereon to the effect that the deed

was not valid or effectual according to the law of England. The

pursuers objected to the opinion, but bis Lordship considered the

objection not well founded. It the validity of the deed was to be

determined by the law of Scotland the Sheriff had no doubt it must

be held invalid. Not one of the solemnities required by that law in

regard to the execution of deeds bad been complied with. If the

deed was held invalid and ineffectual the action fell.

The Royal Engineers and Electricity . - General Sir

Richard Harrison, K.O.B., O.M.G., the newly appointed Inspector

General of Fortifications, paid his first official visit to Brompton

Barracks, Chatham , this week, and among his various duties he in

Spected the Electrical School at St. Mary's Barracks. This school is

Dow very important, as the Royal Engineers are so very deeply

connected with this branch of science, and both officers and men

daily undergo instruction in all branches of electricity here.

Royal Institution Soirée. - On Friday last, at the

Royal Institution soirée, the Edison and Swan UnitedElectric Light

Company showed the latest 1893 improvements in Ediswan appa

ratus. These included a patent dry cap lamp for use in damp places,

or for outside lighting. The cap is attached by means of a brass

disc,and is fastened to the glass bulb by specially prepared cement,

which is thoroughly damp proof. Also a patent casing cut-out. Each

casing cut-out is provided with four brass thimbles,adapted to the

connecting cables, andthese are held in position by the form of the

porcelain case, without screws, and are easily removable. Provision

is made for holding reserve fuses. Tbere was also a patent direct

contact high voltage lamp and holder ; the holder is wired without

being taken to pieces; the wires pass direct to the spring contact

pieces which enter cavities in the lamp socket ; there is claimed to be

po possibility of short circuiting, and the work of wiring is greatly

facilitated. Also the patent anti -shock switch for high voltage,an

improved “ Tumler ” pattern , with patent enamel liner, and the

patent anti-shock holder for high voltage, an improved " 8 " holder,

with patent enamel liner.

Smoke Nuisance.At the Greenwich Police Court on

Thursday last week, thesummons broughtagainstthe Crystal Palace

District ElectricSupply Company,Limited,and Mr. B. G. Blanchard,

their secretary , of Springfield Works, Wells Road,Sydenham , bythe
Lewisham DistrictBoard of Works for an abatement of a smoke

nuisance was adjourned sine die on payment of five guineas costs by

thedefendants,it being stated by Mr.E. Wright, clerk to the Board,

that the nuisance had been abated.

.

Aberdeen . - Mr. Blackman has resigned the position of

electrical engineer to the Council, be having secured an appointment

as electricalengineer to the Poplar Board of Works. A successor is

to be advertised for at £225 per annum .

Asylam Lighting . – The Richmond District Asylum

electric lightingscheme is not to be proceeded with until it is known

when the Dublin Corporation new electricity works will be likely

to be ready.

Bangor . — The Lighting Committee has reported that

as the area of the fields adjoining the gas works was too restricted

for the erection of electric light works, gasometer, and officescom

bined, and would not allow of any extension in the future, if found

necessary, it is highly advisable that the land adjoining the gas works

should be devoted to gas business only , and that the electric lighting

works be erected on land at the corner of Dean Street. They advised

the purchase of a site there, and Lord Penrhyn had expressed his

willingness to sell the tand to them. The Council had a discussion

on the point, and finally the minutes were adopted.

Bath . - The Electric Light Committee has purchased for

£ 90 the dynamo and30 lamps which they had had on hire from the

old company. Mr. Hammond remarked that if they had taken them

over in the first place, they would have bad to pay £ 1,950 . The con .

tractors for the new engines arearranging for their erection to be

commencedon June 6th ,and the first set of new plant, it is antici

pated , will be ready by July,

BethnalGreen . - The Vestry has been advised on the elec

tric lighting question by Prof. Robinson,who foresees a largemeasureof

success for an installation. The County of Londonand Brush Provincial

Electric Light Company's letter re ascheme wasacknowledged by the

Vestry without discussion . Prof. Robinson advises the Vestry to

carry out an installation for 6,000 lamps of 16 C.P. This would

entail a capital expenditure of £ 33,000, exclusive of land. Of this

bum , £ 4,100 would be spent upon buildings, £ 10,500 on mains,

£ 2,409 on house connections, and £ 11,500 for machinery. Prof.

Robinson has no doubt whatever that the undertaking will at once

prove remunerative, andhe puts down the profit at the end of the first

year at £ 200, at the end of the second year at £ 350, and at the end

of the third year at £1,010. The charge for private consumers is put

down at 6d . for the first year, and 5d. afterwards. The report says

that theprofits might with advantage be applied towards improving

the public lighting. Two schemes are submitted . It is estimated

that to provide arc lamps for 9,000 yards of main street would cost

£16 per lamp, as compared with £3 89. for the present gas lamps. A

large number of standards would be displaced , and the increased

cost, therefore, wouldbe £ 1,090 per annum for increasing the total

candle-power from 2,000 to 6,500 before midnight, and to 3,200 after

midnight. If, on the other hand, two incandescent burners were sub

stituted for the present gas burners the increased cost would be

£278, and the illumination would be increased from a total of 2,750

candle-power to 7,040. The extra cost could ultimately be met out

of the profit on the general supply, and extra lamps of higher power

placed in important streets. The change would be advantageous,

not only in the lighting, but because it would transfer revenuefrom

the gas company tothe electricity department. The professor thinks

that refuse destruction wou :d lead to a saying of nearly £1,000 a year

on the present arrangement.

Birmingham.-At a meeting of the General Purposes

Committee on 25th ult. , the report of the sub-committee appointed

to consider theprojected purchase of the electric lighting under.
taking was fully discussed . It was resolved to recommend the

Council to accept the terms provisionally indicated on behalf of the
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company in whom theelectric lighting is at present vested. These

terms fix the price of the £ 5 shares at £ 10 10s., their value in the

open market. Apart from the price, there are various matters of

detail outstanding.

Blackpool. - A Local Government Board inquiry was

heldat Blackpoolon Tuesday regarding an application onthepartof

the Corporation for power to borrow a further sum of £ 40,000 for

electric lighting extensions. Mr. Quinn, the electrical engineer, said

that the £ 40,000 would only meet immediate demands, and if the

demand for the current continued, another £ 40,000 would be asked
tor,

Bolton . - At themonthly meeting of the TownCouncil

on Wednesday, Councillor Panton, as chairman of the Electricity

Committee,called attention to a report of the engineer (Mr. Arthur

Ellis), in which that official recommended a change from the alter

nating system to the continuous current for the central portions of

the town. Thesubject, he said , was ofconsiderable importance, and

he was prepared tohave the matter referred back,so that members

ofthe Council might be placed in possession of thereport and the

estimates. He added that one of the advantages in changing would

be that the loss in generating would only be10 or 12 per cent. as

against 25 to 30 per cent. under the alternating system . Another

advantage was, that they would be able toextend andsupply power

for all purposes. The matter was referred back , so that the chair

man's suggestion might be carried out. In his report the engineer

says that the question of extensionsfor the coming year has had his

careful consideration, and he is firmly of opinion that it is not

advisable to extend on the present system , but to adopt the con

tinuouscurrent forthe central portionsof the town. By this means

they will get rid of a great source of trouble and danger, as well as

a great loss in the transformers,by being able to run direct from the

works to the consumers' premises, with nothing in between to go

wrong. In regard to the proposal to use electricity fortramway

traction,Mr. Ellis lays emphasis on the fact that, by changing to the

continuous current, the lighting plant could be soutilised for this

purpose, the plant beingmadeinterchangeable. Thiswould mean

that theCorporation would not have the same amount of spare plant

idle. The Electricity Committee have approved of the recommenda
tions.

Bray . - A number of electric lights are to be placed along

the sea wall marine promenade for the ensuing season .

Brighouse. — Mr. J. W. Garside, Brighouse, has been

appointed electrical engineer to the Town Council.

Bulawayo . - On April 21st the new lamps on the sub

urban stands were lighted for the first time. The current is now

kept on all night. The electric light company is now putting meters

in the houses of all consumers, and when these are all installed the

charge will be 28. per Board of Trade unit, a reduction of 25 per cent.

There are now some 800 private lights being used in the town, and

65 street lights. Only one dynamo is being used, the other being

kept in reserve for emergencies. The engines are by Macintosh and

Seymour. About six tons of red wood, supplied by the Timber

Supply Company, are burnt nightly, which fuel is delivered along ,

side the building on Willoughby's special siding. It has been proved

that “ mapani ” wood is no good asfuel.

Canterbury. — The Corporation has received a consider

able number of orders for the installation of the electric light. The

laying of themainsis being rapidly carried out, and it is expected

that the public lighting will be completed by November.

Cardiff. - The Lighting and Electrical Committee decided

on 26th ult. to reducethe pricesforcurrent from6d. per unit for the

first two hours,and 31d. per unit afterwards, to 6d. for the first hour,

and 3d. per unit afterwards. Increased consumption is expected to

well make up for the consequent reduction in revenue.

China.-The London and China Telegraph says that

Yang, a Taotai, has been commissioned to manage the electric light

department for the Chinese Bund. He has obtained $ 10,000 from

the Shanghai Taotai's Treasury for the purchase of machinery, and
also the assistance of a military official in the management of affairs.

Conway . - On Thursday last week the Mayor of Conway

andseveral members of the Cowlyd Water Board,with Mr. Marks,

of Llandudno, as professional adviser, visited the board's property of

the Turbine, near Cowlyd Lake, to report as to utilising the water

power for the purpose of generating electricity. The Mayor stated

that the result of the inspection quite warranted the action of the

board, and that the property is likely to lead to important develop
mente.

Croydon. — The Local Government Board has sanctioned

loans for the electric lighting extension .

Darwen . - On 25th alt. & Local Government Board

inquiry was held re the proposal to borrow £ 30,000 for electric

lighting

Derby . - The borough electrical engineer having written

to the Guardians asking themtoconsider theadvantages tobesecured

by using electric lighting at the Workhouse, the matter has been re
ferred to the House Committee.

Dundee. - The Gas and Finance Committees have reported

that in the electric department there has been a surplus of £ 1,328

43. 3d. The charge for current up to 20 units is to be reduced from

78. 6d . to 68. 8d ., and the sapplyabove 20 units will be charged at

the rate of 4d., being id . under last year's price. Ourrent for power

purposes will be supplied at 2d . perunit.

Gloucester.At the last meeting of the City Council the

electric light questionagain came ap for discussion. The installation

has sometime ago been decided upon , and plans for the works,

togetherwith dust destructor, weredrawn up by Mr. Hammond and

approved. The site was the chief difficulty, and this was the matter
which occupied the Council's attention last week .

Hampstead . - Last week Mr. A. P. Johnson , the clerk,

reported tothe Vestry thatthe profits on the electric lighting ander

taking for the pastyear had exceeded all expectations. The revenue

for the year amounted to £8,081 Os. 9d. They hadpaid £ 2,980 8s. 3d.

interest on capital, and they had also repaid£ 1,187 128. 10d. instal

ments of capital, leaving the net profit £ 3,905 35. 4d. Sir Henry

Harben, the chairman, pointed out that, it the Vestry were a trading

corporation , and had not to repay the capital by instalments,the

profits for the year to rank as dividends would exceed£ 5,000. The

total amount of capital expended up to thepresentis£ 100,167,

TheVestry bas resolved that,“ in view of thefact that the electric

arc lighting of Haverstock Hill, Rosslyn Hill, High Street, and the

southern portionof Heath Street is now satisfactorily completed, the

Lighting Committee be instructed to bring up a report asearly as

possible upon the question of lighting Heath Street, north of its

junction with High Street, by means of electricity, such question

having been deferred by the Committee from December 13th Last. "

Hotel Lighting. - The order for the complete plant

andwiringof the St. Anne's Hotel, St. Anne's-on -Sea, has beengiven

to the National Electric Free Wiring Company,Limited, whohave

also securedthe orders for the wiringof Jones'sHotel, Suffolk Street,

8.W., and the residence of Mr. Ernest Franklin , 60, Porchester

Terrace, W.

Hull.There has been considerable delay in the com

pletion of the Sculcoates Lane electricity station, but it is pro

bably to be finished early in July. The chairman and deputy.

chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee and the electrical

engineerare to attend the Municipal Electrical AssociationConven

tion next week. The mains are to be extended in certain thorough

lares . With regard to the subway proposed to be erected by the

Gas Committeeunder Queen's Dock Basin, the electrical engineer

advises that owing to the distance from the line of main feeders, it

would not be advantageous to the Electric Light Committee to join

in the affair .

Kilmallock . — This small Irish town, having a population

of aboat 1,000, is lighted electrically. Mr. J. J. O'gallivan, JP.,

whosome yearsagohad an installation pat downfor lighting his
mineral water factory, has now lighted the business houses and

streets. Thereare nine public lamps. The plant was supplied by

the Edison & Swan United Company, and consists of an 18-8.P.

horizontal engine and a dynamo giving 60 amperes at 200 volts.

Lancaster . - The budget on the electric light department

of the Lancaster Corporation ,as presented at the monthly meeting

on Wednesday, May 25th, was considered to be very satisfactory:

The committee reported a profit of £ 598 78 20. on the year, and

Mr. Johnson, theengineer, submitted the comparative statement

for the years ending March 25th , 1897, and March 25th, 1898, as

follows :

CURRENT SOLD, & c.

March , 1897. March, 1808.

Current supplied to public lamps 20,580 26,752

private consumers 88,545 120,423

used at works 2,923 3,344

109,050 160,519

Generation of

electricity.

March ,

1897 .

Cost

per

unit.

1897.

March ,

1898 .

Cost

per

unit.

1898.

£ 8. d. Pence.

472 15 3 104

£ 8. d . Pence.

581 07 92

Ooal, oil, waste, water and

sundries...

Wages at generating sta

tion

Distributing

Public lamps

Rents, rates, royalties

Management, salaries, and

sundries...

332 10 5

25 1 5

67 16 1

121 1 10

• 73

05

14

26

371 19

22 12 1

69 2 11

96 19 11

59

03

-11

-15
...

.
.
. 174 5 4 38 194 17 1 31

1,193 10 4 2.60 1,835 14 49:11

49

decrease.

S.

IKCOYE.

March , 1897.

d .

Sale of current, less discounts 1,710 10 8

Rent of meters 119 6 9

Public lighting 384 13 7

Miscellaneous
12 10 0

March , 1998

& d .

2,382 9 10

1 93

504 19 6

13 00

£ 2,927 10 £ 2,901 18 7
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Mr. Clough ( the borough accountant) reported that the electricity
department has made considerable progress, the balance transferred

tothedistrict fund being £ 510 in excess of the previous year. The

financial results, so far, bave been:

£ 8. d . £ 8. d .

Loss 1894-5 373 11 7

1895-6 ... 539 8 11

913 0 6

Profit 1896-7 87 19 8

1897-8 598 7 2

686 6 10

...

...

:
:

... ...

amounting to £ 16,265 36., and anexpenditure of £ 9,469 138. 9d.

Thisleaves a gross balance of £ 6,795 98. 3d. on the year's working.

of this sum the Committee carry£ 6,750 to net revenue account,

leaving a balance of £ 46 9 .. 3d. to be carried forward . Oat of the

£ 6,750theCommitteehave paid£ 3,180 198. 4d. for interest of bor

rowed capital, and £ 2,793 138. 73. towards redemption of loáng. No

bum is written off to provide a reserve fund to maintain and renew

the machinery .

Provisional Orders. The electric lighting provisional

orders relatingto Batley and Ossett were confirmed in the House of

Commons on Monday last week .

Saltburn . - Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse are preparing

a report on electric lighting for the District Council. There are two

schemes — onepromoted by the Cleveland and South Durham Assets

Company, and the other by the Urban Council.

Shoreditch .-- Mr. C. N. Russell, the chief electrical

engineer, has issued a list of streets in which the Vestry's

supply mains are laid , or will be laid within the next few
weeks. The list is as follows, the mains in some cases being

laid on one side, and in others on both sides of the street :-- Bateman's

Row , Brunswick Place, Cropley Street, City Road, Oommercial

Street, Curtain Road, Charlotte Street, Charles Square, Church Street

( to boundary ),Calvert Avenue, Coronet Street, East Road, Eagle

Whart Road, Great Eastern Street, Garden Walk, Hackney Road,

Hoxton Street,Hoxton Square, High Street ( to boundary ), Holywell

Lane, Hantington Street, Kingsland Road, Leonard Street (5ą. to

boundary ), Motley Street , New North Road ( trom East Road to

EagleWhart Road ), New North Road (PitfieldStreet to East Road),

New InnYard, NileStreet, Old Street (trom Oity Road to Pitfield

Street), Old Street (Pitfield Street to HighStreet), Paul Street and

Wilson Street, Pitfield Street, Rivington Street, Rufus Street, San

Street, Shepherdess Walk, TabernacleStreet ( to boundary), Wenlock

Street, Worship Street, Ware Street.

Tunbridge Wells. It is stated that the surplas for the

year ending March 31st on the electric light undertakingat Tunbridge

Wells is close apon £ 2,400.

Twickenham . - The District Council have had laid before

themproposals by Edmundson'sElectricity Corporation, of Broad Sanc

tuary Chambers, Westminster, to light the town by electricity . The

Corporation offer to forma local company, tree of all expenseto
theCouncil, to light the districts of Twickenham and Teddington

by electricity. They would consent to the inclusion in the order to

be obtainedfrom the Board of Trade of a clause that light to be used

for the streets or publicbuildings should be supplied at 3d. per unit,
for private dwellings 7d. per unit, and that theCouncil should have

the option of taking over the undertaking at the end of 14 years. The

communication was referred to a special committee , but members

expressed the view that the Councilshould be carefulhow they tied

themselves down, for there might be atime coming when theycould

destroy dust and manufacture electric light at the same time,

Wandsworth . - The Board of Works has given consent

to the application of the County of London and Brush Provincial

Company to lay mains in Lower Richmond Road, Patney.

Westgate . - On 21st ult. Major Cardew , R.E., resumed

thepublic inquiry opened on the 13th ult. in the matter of theappli
cation by the IsleofThanet Rural District Council for a provisional

order. Agood deal of evidence was given, and the Major said he would

report indue course.

Whitechapel. - We learn that the District Board, on

24th alt., decided to lay down its own electric light installation for
the district.

Wimbledon.- It is expected that the electricity works
will be completed about March nextyear, and the District Council is

inviting intendingconsumers tolodge their applications for current.
Mains will be laid in every street.

Net loss 226 13 8

It was estimated that there would bave been a profit on the year

amounting to £ 260 10. 6d ., and it is pleasing to have to report that

this departmenthas donebetter than anticipated. The comparative

figuresare as follows, shillings and pence omitted :

1895-6 . 1896-7 . 1897-8 .

Income : £ £ £

Sale of current, less discount 1,337 1,795 2,494

Rent of meters ... 87 119 1

Public lighting . 366 384 504

Sale and repairs of lamps, & c . 352 248 273

Expenditure :-

Manufacture of electricity 919 805 952

Dist. and management ... 611 447 480

Rents, royalties, and taxes
52 97 84

Debt redemption , interest on loans,

& c., or contribution to stock divi.

dends account 992 992 992

Capital es perditure upon the electricity works amounts to £ 24,211
48. Ad. The increase daring the yearwas £ 1,313 169. 2d ., bat the

premiums obtained on the Corporation 3 per cent.redeemable stock,

less compensation to mortgagees, brought forward from last year,

reduces this amount by £ 319 178. 98. Amount set aside for redemp

tion of stock during the year was £ 831 93. 3d ., and theliability on

March 25th amounted to £ 24,680 28. 4d ., the same as the previous

year. Mr. Hall moved the confirmation of the minutes of the

Electricity Committee, drawing attention to the large increase of

electricity during the year, which the Committee were prepared to

meet by putting downfresh plant. The comparative statement was

well worth considering, because it showed atonce the large increase

in the consumption ofelectricity. The cost of production was very

favourable indeed in comparison with other low tension stations in

the country . He believed they stood the highest in England under

the lowtension system in regard to thelow price at which they pro

daced electricity. He hoped they would beable to keepthat posi
tion . Mr. Heald seconded, and the minutes were confirmed .

Leigh. — The District Council has decided to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow various sums,

including £ 10,800 for proposed electricity works.

Liverpool. — The Lighting Committee has resolved upon

extension of mains in several thoroughfares at a cost of nearly £ 700.

London .-- At last week's Court of Common Council

Mr. Brooke Hitching asked the chairman of the Streets Oommittee it

the law officershad reported on the reference asto whether the Cor

poration was able to erectand maintaina municipal electric lighting
station , having regard to the agreement which had beon entered into

by the Corporation withthe City of London Electric Lighting Com

pany ; and further,whether thelaw officers were unanimous in their

opinion that the erection of such a station would be a breach of the

agreement in question. No reply to thequestion was forthcoming.

The Board of Trade has issued provisional electric lighting orders

to the Bermondsey and Marylebone Ventties for the whole area of

their respective districts.

Mauritius. — Mr. F. J. Warden -Stevens has been

appointed to prepare a scheme for the electric lighting of Port Louis,

Mauritius.

Morecambe.- Ata special meeting of the District Council

on May 23rd , Mr. Krauss (the contractor for the installation of elec

tric lampsand pillars on the Promenade),wrote asking to be allowed

to put upthe arc lampsand pillars on theBare Promenade. The Coun

cilrefused, informing Mr. Krauss that the time bad already passed

when, under his contract, he should have handed over the Promenado

to the District Council, completed. The delay was causing them con

siderable inconvenience, for which they held himresponsible. Notice

was given to Mr. Krauss that the Council would themselves proceed
to lay the cables and pat ap the arc lamps and pillars after 14 days

from that date.

Pembroke. - A Local Government Board inquiry is to

be held to -morrow , June4th , regarding the Township's Commis

sioners' proposal to raise £ 33,000 for electric lighting.

Poplar. — The Board of Guardians has adopted a report
of its Electric Lighting Comunittee with reference to the hot and

cold water and steam supply at the workhouse, and embodying

schemes for lighting the workhouse and the offices at North Street by

electricity. Mr. Warden -Stevens' original scheme was adopted , and
he has been instructed to prepare the necessaryplans and specifi
cations. Application is to be made to theLocal Government

Board for a £ 9,000 loan for the purpose.

Portsmouth . - The balance -sheet and revenue accounts

of the Electric Lighting Committee for the year ending March 31st

last, which was issued on Thursday last week, shows total receipts

-

-

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Birmingham .-- The report of the Public Works Com

mittee recommends the City Council to adopt overhead electric

traction upon the Sparkhill and Small Heath routes. There has been

a serious divergence of opinion in the committee with regard to this

proposal, which was only adopted by the bare majority of one, five

being in favour of permission being granted and four against. It
should be understood that the committee still retain their favourable

opinion towards the conduit system , but the atter inability to come

to terms led to sucha deadlock that they felt compelled to adopt

some other means of settling the difficulty, which , in its quiescent

state , was causing the public no small amount of inconvenience.

On the routes mentioned there was a strong growing feeling of

antipathy towards the steam trams, and in view of this the larger

halfof the committee supported the proposal the Council will be

asked to adopt. It must be clearly understood, says the Birmingham

Post,that this is merely a four years' trial of the overhead system ,

which has beenadoptedin several placeswhere the tramways have

been municipalised. II, at the end of that period, the overhead

method does not meet with the approval of the Corporation, we

understand the company have undertaken to remove it at their own
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expense, but, in the meanwhile, members of the Public Works Com.

mittee feel strongly that the experiment in question will be prefer

able to the continuance of the present system . In addition tothis

recommendation the report includes an offer of Messrs. Dick, Kerr

and Co., Ltd. The whole matter will be discussed on Tuesday next,

June 7th. Messrs. Dick, Kerr's offer is for the provision of a tram

service upon roads in the city along which there is at present no

such accommodation. They undertake to adopt either the under

ground electric conduit or the cable system oftraction as may be

found suitable to the various routes ; they stipulate that the term

of concession must be for 21years, and agree that it the Corporation

purchase the business of the Birmingham Electric Lighting Company,

as is proposed, they will become customers for their electric power.

In lieu of rent a profit -sharing arrangement is suggested, contingent

opon paying 5 per cent. interest upon the capitalof any company

that may be formed, and the laying aside of asufficient annualsum

to provide for a sinking fund for the whole ofthe capital. Finally,

at the expiration of the term of concession the whole of the lines

within the city would revert to the Corporation without payment.

It is understood thatthe chairman of the Tramways Company does

not now adhere to his recent statement that the Corporation had

given verbal permission to instal tbe overhead trolley system in

certain parts.

Brierley Hill . — Last week the first sod was turned at

Round Oak in excavating the foundations for the power station of

the British Electric Traction Company.

Dublin . - Early last Friday morning a successful trial

trip was made on newly completed section of the electric tram

line between Haddiogton Road and Nelson's Pillar. Mr. Astrom ,

the electrical engineer of the Dublin United Tramways Company,

accompanied byother officials of the company, ran one of themotor

cars from Haddington Road into O'Connell Street vid Merrion

Square, Westland Row , Great Brunswick Street, and D'Olier Street,

This section was to be open for traffic this week. In this line centre

poles are placed throughout the entire distance, but otherwise the

installation is exactly the same as that on the Clontart section . The

Board of Trade inspection was expected to take place this week.

The electrical equipment of the various other lines is proceeding

rapidly.. Poles are now being erectea along the north quays, where

the cables are alsu being laid. The laying of the underground

conduits is being pushed forward rapidly all over the city. The

great central power station at Riogsend is progressing quickly.

Already the foundation excavations have been made, and the work

of erection commenced. The line connecting Rathmines with the

sea is now almost constructed. Pending the electrical equipment of

this line, which will be shortly taken in hand, it will be worked ,

says the Dublin Nation , by horse haulage.

Dudley. - The contract for the new electrical power

station at Brierley Hill has been secured by Messrs. J. A. Whittaker

and Co., Dudley. The contract amounts to £7,000. The work has

to be completed in about four months.

Glasgow and Paisley.-- A sub -committee of the Upper
District Committee recently had a conference with the Glasgow Tram

way Committee re the proposed construction of electric tramways in

Paisley and district. The members of sub-committee, baving con
sidered the proposals by Glasgow , resolved to report that, in their

opinion, it woulā be preferable to enter into an arrangement with the

Glasgow Corporation in connection with the construction of tramways

on the Paisley Road, rather than with the British Electric Traction
or other private company, who, moreover, it is understood, propose

to lay, in the first instance at least, only a single line of rails on

the road, to wbich the sub -committee entertain the strongest objection .

The sub -committee also resolved to request a conference with repre

sentatives of the_burgh of Paisley regarding the proposal ofthe

British Electric Traction Company to construct & tramway on the

Leith Road, between the barghs of Paisley and Johnstone, to be held

either at Glasgow on Wednesday, 25th cart., or atPaisley on Thurg

day, 26th curt ., as may be most convenient for the Paisley representa
tives.

Gorton .-- The Electric Lighting Committee has been

considering the Manchester Corporation's proposal regarding the
working of the tramways. The proposals were that the authorities

in the out- townships should acquire the lines in their respective

districts, and provide electric energy and the necessary equipment

for the working of the tramways on thesame system and at the same

voltage as proposed to be adopted in Manchester, at their own cost.

Such an arrangement, if agreed upon , was subject to a revision at the
end of three years' working. The Committee, whose proceedings

were confirmed by the Council, decided not to accept the proposals.
The chairman of the General Purposes Committee and the clerk

subsequently met representatives of the Denton District Counciland
the British Electric Traction Company. Arrangements have been

made for a conference to be helā at an early date between the

members of the Gorton Council and the representatives of the

district upon the Lancashire County Council.

Helston to Lizard . - The Board of Trade has issued the

modified and now confirmed order made by the Light Railway Com

missioners authorising the construction of a light railway, com

mencing by a junction with the Helston line of the Great Western

Railway at its termination, and terminating at the Lizard, a distance

of over 11 miles. Clauses are inserted to enable the company to

work the line by steam , mechanical, or electric power.

Kew Bridge. — The Middlesex County Council at its
meeting on Thursday last week , resolved to oppose the proposals of

the London United Tramways Company to carry electric trams over

Kew Bridge. They,however, acknowledged the receipt from the

joint Kew Bridge Building Committee of the following recommenda

tion : - " That it be a recommendation to the County Councils of

Middlesex and Surrey, that a double line of trumway be allowed

over the proposed new bridge, subject to the tramwaycompany pay.

ing the whole cost of the widening of the proposed bridge and its

approaches, in accordance with the suggestion of Sir John Wolfe

Barry, and subject to otherconditionsbeingsatisfactoryas regards
the method of working, maintenance, and in other respects.”

Kirkcaldy. - Prof. Kennedy has been collecting further

information locally for completing his report on the proposed electric
light and tractionscheme.

Leeds . - On Tuesday night a guard wire broke when a

car was running along North Street toward Briggate.

Llanfair and Beaumaris.-- The Light Railway Com

missioners have come to the decision, respecting the above line,

that they would not be justified in submitting to the Board of Trade

an order authorising the construction of the line. The decision has

caused the greatestdisappointment in the Menai Bridge and Beau

maris and Llandeglan districts, through which it was intended to

run the line.

Middlesborough. — The Streets Committee on 27th alto
discussed the laying of the track for the new electric tramway

service, the ground of complaint being that the scored brick paving

was considerably above the level of the rails. At a previous meeting

a resolution was passed allowing three months in which to give the

bricks opportunity to settle, apon an undertaking that it at the end

of that time they were not level with the rails the company would

make them so. Last week it was resolved that the former resolution

be rescinded, and that the Corporation consistently oppose the

granting of the license till the pavement is made on a level with the

rails.

Rochester, Chatham and Gillingham . - The Light

Railway Commissioners will continue at Chatham ,on Monday,June

6th, their adjourned public inquiry into the application which has

been made by the Rochester, Chatham , Gillingham and District

Electric Railways Company, Limited .

Southall. — The District Council last week considered the

proposals of the company in regard to its application for an order to

construct & light electric railway in the Council's district. On

Friday last theCouncil interviewed Mr. GeorgeWhite, chairman of

the LondonUnited Tramways, Ltd., and Mr. J. Clifton Robinson ,

managing director, and subsequently decided nem . con. to sanction

and approve the scheme on the following conditions : That the

patternand positions of the trolley wire standards be approved by

the Council ; that the company wood -pave its track through the

High Street (about a quarter of a mile) ; that the fares be no more

than 6d. from Shepherd's Bush to Uxbridge, 4d. from Shepherd's

Bash to Southall, and 2d. from Syathall to Uxbridge, workmen's

fares to be not more than half the ordinary tares ; and that the

Council have the use of the trolley wire standards for lighting or

other purposes.

Southend . - The Corporation of Southend -on -Sea have

just let a contract to Messrs.Alexander Penney & Co., of London,for

the provision of a siding and passing place in connection with the

electric tramway on thepier. This has been necessitated owing to

the almost phenomenal growth of the traffic on the tram . The whole

length of this tramway isone mile. It has a gange of 3 feet 6 inches,

and the weight of the rails is 45 lbs. per yard. These are secured to

wooden longitudinal deck beams by steelclips and sth inch coach

screws. The joints of the rails consist of ordinary tish -plates and

bolts with copper strip bonds. The line is straight withequalforked

siding at the pier head. The power station is arranged under the

pier entrance . It is provided with a 12H.P. horisontal engine and

locomotive type boiler by Messrs. Davey Paxman & Co., of

Colchester. There is a Crompton dynamo of 200 volts giving

out 100 amperes. The current is carried direct from the dynamo

along a centre rail, the car rails taking the return current.

Thetraffic is worked by means of three trains, each consisting of a

like number ofopen or summer cars. The motor car is fitted with a

Crompton 10 H.P. motor geared by means of a phosphor bronsespar

gearing on the hind axle . In the busy season a 15 -minute service is

worked, and, of course, with the extra facilities provided by the new

siding and passing place the service will be accelerated. This work ,

it is expected, will be completed in two or three weeks'time. Mesars.

Penney are also building an improved tram of three cars. The speed
is limited to 8 miles per hour, and the line appears to admirably

answer its purpose. The traffic is well managed by Capt. Kelly,

whilst the machinery is under the control of Mr. Frank Norton ;

Mr. F. H. Gill is in charge of the new works, and Mr. E. Martin is

resident engineer.

The Spen Valley .-- The proposal to construct an electrio

tramway in the Spen Valley of Yorkshire has speedily taken sbape,

and before long some definite steps will in all probability be

taken . As a result of the visits paid to the district by a repre

sentative of the British Electric Traction Company a letter bas

been received by the various authorities concerned , in which the

company, says thatit proposes to take the necessary preliminary step

with a view to obtaining the necessary powers for constructing an

electric tramway connecting Ravensthorpe, Dewsbury, Staincliffe,

Heckmondwicke, Liversedge, and Cleckheaton. “ We propose to

proceed under the Light Railways Act, 1896 , as,” adds the company,

under this Act by the localinquiry held by the commissioners better

facilities are afforded to the local authorities for the discussion of the

whole question than is the case under the Tramway Act. Under this Act
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the application can be made in November next and the intervening

time will give us ampla opportunity to discuss the whole details of

the scheme with you." The letter has not been discussed by the

authorities yet, but it has been relegated to the various committees.

The line will be some 12 or 13 miles in length.

Sunderland . - The Council has adopted a report of the

Tramways Committee, recommending that a deputation beappointed
to visit Hamburg, Brussels and Leeds, and to report to the Council

apon the systemsof electrical or mechanical traction in vogue there.

Surrey and Middlesex Light Railways. — The oppre'tion

whichfrom the first was displayed inRichmond towards the London

United Tramway Company's proposed lightrailway over Richmond
Hill to Kingston has not in any way diminished . Other local

authorities have followed the lead of the Richmond Town Council

in giving notice of intended opposition . The Ham District Council

at their last meeting discussed the proposal, and came to the cor .

closion that the railway would be of po benefit to Ham, and it wonld

be an obstruction to traffic, that it would be dangerous owing to the

stoop gradient running down through Petersham Wood from

Richmond Hill, and that the narrownells of the roade at places would

increase the danger. The result of the debate waa the parking
onanimously of a resolution to oppose. At tbe Kingston Town

Council the pointa orged against the proposal were that light rail.

ways were intended for agricul'ural districts, not for towns like

Richmond and Kingston, that no provision was made for the purchase

of the undertaking by the Corporation, that a monopoly should not

be tolerated in the borough , that it would injure the residential

district,that there would be danger on the roads, that the district

was well served in means of communication, and that it tramways

were wanted the Corporation should provide them . It was also

argued that the Town Council should oppose with a view of getting

roads widened , and particularly securing the reconstruction of

of Kingston Bridge over which the line would pars into Middlesex.

A recommendation to oppose wasunanimously agreed to. At the

meeting of the Middlesex County Council also it was agreed without

discussion to oppose the order, inasmuch as it related to the County
of Middlesex,

all in British territory. He moved a motion in favour of that con

sommation as speedily as possible, and communications be made with

Canada and England, that it they will contributa one -third each

Australia would give the other third . Mr. Duffy seconded . The

motion was put and passed.

The New Gotland Cable.- Messrs. W. T. Henley's

Telegraph Works Company completed the laving of this cable, con

necting Gotland with Sandon , Hutvudakor, Ornon , and Dalaro on

the 1st inst. The cable steamer H. C. Oersted returned to Oopen .

hagen the same evening.

The Pacific Cable . - The Times Ottawa correspondent

says that on the 26th ult. a disco4sion took place in the Canadian

Honge of Commons on the Pacific Cable question . Members on both

sides of the House urged the Government to endeavour to push

forward the project. Sir R. Cartwright, for the Goveroment, said

that the people of Canada were far less directly interested in the

projectthan the Australasian colonies; and,as the Imperial authori.

ties had contributed heavily to Imperial projects by constructing the

Canadian Pacific Railway of Canada, he thought they should not be

asked to contribute beyond a reasonable share. The negotiations

had not resulted in action, yet the Government has not abandoned

the hope of a successful issue.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs:

QABLIG.
Down . Repuired,

Brest- 8t. Pierre ( Anglo, 1869 ) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

8t. Orois - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Amazon Company's cablo

Parinting- Itacatian May Kth, 1896

Ohidna -Parintins Dec. 7th, 1896

Cable bevond Gurupa . April 4th , 1898

Ovprog-Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Bolama- Bisago April 12th, 1898

Maranham -Para 17th, 1898

Hong Kong -Manila ... May 3rd, 1898

Zinzibar -Mombassa 18th, 1898 May 31st, 1898

LANDLIII .

...

...

.00

...

... ...

:
:
:

...

...

91 ...

.

Swansea. — The British Electric Traction Company,

into whose possession the Swansea Tramways recently passed, com.

menced on Tuesday to relay the system and to equip it for electrical

traction ,

Trans-Continental line bor} March 12th, 1896 .. ...

May 25th, 1898...

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Majunga-Tananarive May 23rd , 1898

SIBERIAN LANDLINES.

Djalinda -Blagowestchensk .. , May 27th , 1898 May 28th, 1898

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.
The Telephone Agitation . - The conference between the

London County Council and representatives of Metropolitan local
authorities has been postponed till June 10th. The Select

Parliamentary Committee will meet again on Tuesdav next, 7th inst .,

and continue the examination of Mr. J. O. Lamb, C.B.

Telephones in Switzerland. There are some interest

ing remarks on the success of the telephone system under State

madagement in the latest Swiss Consular report. The number of

members on the Berne Exchange is 2,025 , the subscription being

originally fixed at £4 168. for the first year, £4 for the second, and

£3 49. for the third and subsequent years, the subscriber being

entitled to 800 messages per annum. The rates, says a financial

contemporary, have since been reduced to £4, £2 164. and £1 129.

respectively, with an additional charge of 5 centimes (fd .) for every
message. The number of central stations is 225, and the total

number of stations, counting the dwellings or offices where instru

ments for the use of subscribers are placed, amounted to 23,671.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

The Alternative Cable to the Cape . - In the Legislative

Assembly at Cape Town last Friday,Sir J. Gordon Sprigg intimated,

that, subject to the approval of Parliament, the Government agreed

to construct the land wires for the wall British cable from England

to Australia," and that subject to a reduction of cable rates the

Government tayoured a further subsidy to the Eastern Telegraph

Company. Mr. Merriman pointed out that Mr. Hofmeyr wasin

tavour of the proposition that the cable should be owned by the

Cape and the Imperial Governments, thus abolishing the company's

monopoly. The matter will come up for discussion at an early date.

In the meantime we learn tbat the cable steamer John Pender is

about to sail from the Cape for England, with instructions to take

soundings along the proposed cable route on her voyage home. The

length of the proposedcable will be about the same as that projected

across the Pacific, and, judging from the few soundings already

taken on the southern portion of the proposed line, the depths

should be about the same as those found in the Pacific along the in

tended cable route. It is to be hoped that the survey by the 88 .

John Pender will not occupy so long as the cable route survey still

being carried on by the Admiralty across the Pacific, which has been

going on for about ten years. There is somo talk of extending the

Cape cable on to Australia ; but this idea does not meet with much

encouragement from the Australian Premiers. At the Hobart Con .

ference it was pointed out that there was no willingness shownby the

telegraph companies to reduce rates to the public, in spite of the fact

that last year alone, wbich wasa year of reduced traffic, the money

collected was £ 50,000in excess of theguaranteedamount, yetthe

company was only prepared with a concession amounting to about

£ 4,000, which was wholly inadequate. In view of the large subsidies

the company had received during the past 20 years it would have been

reasonable to have offered to take public messages at 49. , which would

have reduced the company's takings to about the guaranteed amount.

The company was disinclined to do anything except on the under

standingthatthe colonies entered into thenew project of an alterna

tive route viâ the Cape. Unless it could be shown that the Cape

ronte afforded Australia advantages beyond strategic and sentimental

ones from an Empire point of view , the conference could not recom

mend the respective colonies to accept the arrangement. That was

the view taken atthe meeting of premiers. They would not subsidise

the Cape cable . The better alternative route would be viâ Canada.

He moved— “ That in the absence of a satisfactory proposal from

the E.E. Company and of any proposals at all except on the basis

of an alternative cable viâ Africa, this co ference is npable to make

any fresh arrangement with that company.” Mr. Duffy seconded the

motion. He said no company must be allowed to fetter Australia
with a monopoly. The motion was put and paesed . Mr. Dickson

advocated the Pacific cable route as tending to reduce charges and be

OPEN .

Belfast . - June 6th. The Harbour Commissioners are

inviting tenders for the supply of three belt-driven , continuous

current, series wound dynamos, to give 15 amperes, 2,850 volte, at

800 revolutions per minute, for 18 hours' continuous runding

without undue heating. Harbour engineer, Mr. G. F. L. Giles, from

whom particulars maybe obtained . See our " Official Notices ” May

27th .

Belgiam —June 10th . The Provincial Government

Authorities in Brussels are inviting tenders for aninstallation of

electric lighting in the Bibliotheque Royale, in the Place du Musée,

Brussels. Tenders to be sent to Le Gouvernement Provincial, Rue

des Augustins, 17, Brussels, from whence particulars may be obtained

on payment of 48. 6d .

Bournemouth . - June 20th . The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply, &c. , of cables, arc lamps, incandescent lamps,

wiring, switchboards, fittings, &c.; also steam dynamo, & c. Par.

ticulars from the borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey, also see our

“ Official Notices " May 27th ,
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS .

1898.

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Jane 8th,9th, 10th,

and 11th . - Municipal ElectricalAssociation Conference.

See our “ Notes " last week.

Friday, June 10th , at 8.30 p.m. — The Institution of Junior Engineers
at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Bpecial meeting to

welcome Sir T. Salter Pyne, C.B.I., honorary member

of the Institution,

At 6 p.m.- Physical Society. Agenda :-1. Exhibition of a

Model illustrating Dr. Max Meyer's new theory of

Audition, by Prof. 8. P. Thompson, F.R 8.; 2. " Attenu :

tion of Electric Waves along a line of negligible

Leakage,” by E. H. Barton, D.Šo; 3. “ Diffusion Con

vection ," by A.Griffiths, B.Sc.

Thursday, June 16th, at 9 p.m.- Institution ofElectrical Engiacers'

Conversazione at the National History Museum , South

Kensington .

NOTES .

Bury St. Edmunds.-June 13th . The Corporation

invitestenders for the supply and erection of Lancashirë boilers,

three 60 -kw . steam dynamos, transformer and booster, accumulators,

street mains, and various other machinery and apparatus for the

electricity undertaking. Consulting engineer, Mr. F. H.Medhurst,

13, Victoria Street, 8.W. See our “ Official Notices " May 13th .

Coventry . - June 7th. The Electric Lighting Committee

invites tënders for electric mains, switchboards, arc lamps,posts and

apparatus in connection therewith . Forparticulars of the several

sections see our " Official Notices ” May 13th . Mr. Gilbert 8. Ram ,

city electrical engineer.

East London (Cape Colony ).- Jane 28th. The Town

Council is inviting tenders for erection of buildings and the supply

of electric lighting machinery, electrictramcars, plant, rails, & c., and

for their maintenance for sixmonths from completion . Particulars

from Messrs. Dyer &Dyer, 17, Aldermanbury,London, E.O., on pay

ment of £5, repayable on the receipt of a bond fide tender.

Edinburgh . — June 14th . The Corporation wants

tenders for the electric wiring of the police chambers (400 lampe).

Particulars from the electrical engineer, Dewar Place, also see our

" Official Notices. "

Hammersmith . - June 8th . The Vestry is inviting

tenders for the supply and erection of a Ledward evaporative

condenser and tanks, air pump, circulating pumps, and pipe work .
Consulting engineer, Mr. A. H. Preece. See our “ Official Notices "

May 27thfor particulars.

London . - Jane 21st. The London County Council is

inviting tenders for engines, dynamos, accumulators, switch boards,

feeders, distributors, and service mainsand all accessories, to be fixed

complete in buildings at the Crossness Outtall Works, near Erith,

Kent. The L.O.O. also requires tenders for providing and fixing

cables, wires, conductors, casing, pendants, brackets, and other fittings,

columns, lanterns, lamps, switches, and switchboards, distributing

boards, fuses, cat-onts, & c ., necessary for the lighting by electricity

of the CroBeness pamping station and works, near Erith, Kent.

Particulars of both contracts from the Engineer's Department,

County Hall, Spring Gardens, 8.W. See also our " Official Notices ”

May 27th ,

Sheffield . - Jane 13th . The Tramway Committee is

inviting tenders for the erection of an electric power station for its

tramway scheme. Particulars from the City Surveyor.

Southampton . - June 20th. The Corporation invites

tenders for the supplyanderection of lamp columns, arcand
incandescent lamps,automatic switches and fittings. Consulting

engineers, Messrs . Kincaid, Waller & Manville. See our “ Official

Notices " this week .

St. Mary, Newington. - Jane 6th. The Vestry Electric

Light Committee is inviting tenders for the supply and erection.

of engines, generators, and public lighting plant for the electric

lighting scheme. Engineers, Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville.

St. Pancras. - Jane 14th . The Vestry wants tenders for

condensing plant, steam pipes, & c., for the Regent's Park electricity

station. Particulars fromthe chief clerk, Electricity Department,
57, Pratt Street. See our " Official Noticon. "

>

Mr. C. E. Dolbear's Submarine Telegraph Tests.

The manifest necessity of establishing communication

between vessels at sea and the shore in time of war has

induced numerous inventors to try methods for accomplish

ing this end . Of the electrical methods tried, says theNew

York Electrical Engineer, perhaps one of the oldest, bat least

developed, is that of simple conduction, that is, taking

advantage of the fact that a current flowing between two

points not metallically connected spreads out in waves , and

covers a wide area, depending upon thecondacting material,

the strength of the current, and distance between the

terminals . To determine the relation between these quan

tities add the possibility of practically employing this means
of communication between American vessels now stationed

in southern waters, near the Florida and Cuban coasts ,Mr.

0. E. Dolbear, a son of Prof. A.E. Dolbear,of Tufts College,

made arrangements with the New York World to carry on

extensive experiments in the Kill von Kull, a channel of salt

water between the New Jersey and Staten Island shores.

1,500 feet of No. 14 copper wire stretched along a rocky

ledge betweenthe railway station of Sailor's Song Harbour

and an old mill. The two ends of this wire were connected

to copper plates immersed in the water, and a telegraph key

and a number of Mesco dry batteries were placedin the

circuit. After these preliminary arrangements,a party con

sisting of Messrs. T. A. Edison, jan . ,C. E. Dolbear, W.J.

Clarke, CharlesCuttrige, Chas. W.Price, Max Loewenthal,

0. S. Burr, W. H. Holzer, and World representatives, Messrs.

Young and Miller, embarked on the tag Leonard Richards

on Thursday, May 5th, to conduct the experiments across

the Kill von Kall, a distance of a quarter of & mile. A wire,

whose ends were connected to plates of copper inserted in the

water over the bow and stern of the tag, was cat in the

middle, and a telephone receiver placed in circuit. A pro

visional code was adopted , and signals transmitted fromthe

shore were plainly heard by those on the tag . The experi

ments may be considered higbly successful, and may lead to

gratifying and beneficial results.

-

Taunton . June 6th . The Corporation invites tenders

for the supply and erection of engines and alternators in exchange

for existing alternators and transformers, also alterations toswitch

board , supply of rectifiers, & c. Messrs. Kincaid , Waller and

Manville, engineers.

Tynemouth . - June 20th . The Corporation wants

tenders for the supply of steam dynamos, balancerand boosters, & c .

Consulting engineers, Meesrs. Lacey, Olirebugh & Sillar. See our

" Official Notices ” this week for particulars.

Victoria . – Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, aro lamps ,poles;also running the plant
for three years. See our “ Official Notices " March 11th .

Watford . — June 8th. The District Council is inviting

tenders for the erection of an electric light station adjoining the new

sewerage works. Particulars from the arcbitects, Messrs . Gordon ,

Lowther & Ganton, Finsbury House, Bloomfield Street, E.O.

Obituary .-- The death occurred on Tuesday afternoon of

Sir Robert Rawlinson , the distinguished sanitary engineer.

Sir Robert, who was 89 years of age, was Sanitary Engineer

Commissioner of the British Armyin the Crimea , and Chief

Engineer Inspector of the Local Government Board .

The Standard also records the death of Dr. John Barrett

Melson at the age of 87. He was educated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, and was appointed Professor of Natural

Philosophy and Hygiene at Birmingham Medical School.

When lectaring at a Philosophical Institution upon physics

and electro -dynamics, the late Archbishop ofCanterbaryand

thepresent Bishop of Darham were among his papils. We

understand that, at the request of Sir Isambard Brunel, he

calculated the lateral oscillation of engine axles, and Prof.

Faraday relegated to him the question of the economical

value of electricity as a motive power.

OLOSED .

Belfast. — The Corporation has accepted the tender of
Mr. W. E.Drennan for wiring the new police office and cells for
electric lighting.

Southampton. - The City Council has accepted the

tender of Mr F. Osman for trenching and laying conduitsfor electric

light mains, at £ 1,029 odd . The other tonder received was from

Messrs. Reid Bros., £ 1,280.
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The War and the Cables . - Mr. E. W. Pareoné writes

to the Times, from the Constitutional Club, in regard to

Mr. Holland's letter on this subject, which was reprinted in

our last issue. He says :

&

-Without doubt many interested in submarine cable property

have read with interest Mr.T.E. Holland's letter published in your

issue of the 24th inst., in which, after referring to the international

convention for the protection of submarine telegraph cables signed at

Paris in March , 1884, he says:

"The question is a new one, but, though covered by no precedent,

I cannot doubt that it is covered by certain well-established

principles of international law . ”

This remarkwould lead most people to suppose that up to the
present there did not existcases of submarine cables beinginterfered

with bybelligerents. This, however, is not the case. During the

Franco-Prussian war - 1870-71-- cables connecting placeson the
French coast were systematically cutin extra -territorial waters, and

later, in the war between Chili and Peru, the cables of an English

company connecting those two countries were cut in territorial

waters, and, I believe , also in extra -territorial waters. The Chilian

Government was called upon to indemnity the company for actual

and indirect loss occasioned by this action, and hadthe claim been

submitted as a whole to the international commission which sat to

adjudicateclaims resulting from the war, their judgment might have

formed a lasting precedent forparallel cases. The Chilian Govern .

ment, however,at once admitted its liability to reimburse the

company for all expenses connected with the repair of the said

cables, and this sum was accepted by the company in full com

pensation forall prejudice sustained by it. This very frank action by

the Chilian Government so far as it goes should be kept in mind as

forming a precedent for the liability of States which may in time of

war find itexpedient in their own interests to cut submarine cables or

interfere with telegraphic communication by their means.

Despatches from Washington state that the cable which

the scout steamer St. Louiscut is one of the English-owned

lines between Jamaica and Puerto Rico. It is stated at

Madrid that the Americans have cut the cable between

Guantanamo and Hayti, which belongs to aFrench company.

According to the Times Berlin correspondent, the Berliner
Neueste Nachrichten devotes a leading article to the ques

tion propounded in the Spanish journal Imparcial as to

whether America has the right or not to cat submarine

cables in time of war . The article says:

There can be no doubt that Spain could inflict a very serious blow

on America by the simple process of cutting the cables connecting

her with Europe. Her commerce would be materially impaired.

Her Stock xchange would undergo a panic. She could not hold

out three weeks were she cut off trom all connection with Europe.

We are astonished that Spain has not made use of this simple but

effective means of wartare. Spain should remember the maxim

à la guerre, comme à la guerre. The German law for the protection

of cables has been in force sinceMay 1st, 1888. In time of peacethe
cables are protected ; but, on the other hand, Powers in actual state of

warhave afree hand to do as they please . It is another question

whether compensation should be offered to those neutral Powers

whose cables have been cat or in any way damaged.

AHint to English Consuls . - We reproduce the follow

ing letter from the Scientific American. If our consuls in

foreign parts would take a leaf out of the U.8 . Consul's book

and send home similar reports, English electrical manufac

turers would be benefited, that is, assuming that proper

regard were paid thereto :

AN ELECTRIC RAILROAD FOR FREIBURG .

To the Editor of the Scientific American.

The city of Freiburg, a town of 55,000 inhabitants, with most

beantiful surroundings, many large villages near by, and romantic

valleys into the heart of the Black Forest, is contemplating the build

ing of an electric railroad system and a central power station for

electric light and locomotive power.

Competition for these new enterprises is open to the world,and as

UnitedStates consal I consider it my duty to call the attention of

American manufacturers to the same , and feel that your valuable

publications are the best medium for that parpose ; hence send this

note to you .

Freiburg is a busy little city, very conservative andblow , but sure

in whatever it undertakes, and whatever is constructed here is built,

not for a day or lifetime, but foran age.
“ Rapid " transit they have here, but it is the old -fashioned

omnibus. Electric light is seen nowhere, but in several factories

with private motors and dynamos. Hence the need of these new

enterprises and the call for bids for the same, such bids to be in the

hands of the Committee on Underground Structures ( Tief-bauamt)

before July 1st, 1898.

I mail you under separate cover the circular letter, plan of the

city, plans and profilesof the projected enterprises, & c., such as the

above-mentioned committeesends to parties interested, and shall be

glad to procure any further information for you or other Americans

who may take an interest in this matter.

E. THEOPHILUS LIEFELD ,

United States Consul.

Freiburg, Baden , Germany, April 29th , 1898 .

-Electric Car Accident. It is stated that on Whit

Monday one of the electric cars at the Alexandra Palace was

running down an incline loaded with passengers, when the

brake refused to act. The car randown the track at great

speed and collided with another, doing considerable injury.

Two men who jamped from the car, also a boy, were injured.

Forthcoming Lectures. - A course of lectures on

“ Dynamo and Transformer Construction ” will be given at

the Electrical Standardising, Testing, and Training Instita

tion , Charing Cross Road, by Mr. James Swinburne,

M.I.E E., commencing Tuesday,June 7th.

-

Appointment Vacant.— The Aberdeen Town Council

is inviting applications for the post of electrical engineer at

£ 225 per annum . Applications have to be lodged with the

Town Clerk by Jane 17th. See our “ Official Notices.”Personal. - Mr. Wm . H. Marshall, who has been for two

years on the technical staff of Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox,

Limited, has been appointed dranghtsman to the West

minster Electric Supply Corporation . Mr. Marshall was for

fiveyearsassistant to Mr. Campbell Swinton.

The Electricity Committee of the Blackpool Town

Council have recommended that the salary of the electrical

engineer ( Mr. Quin ) be advanced from £300 a year to

£ 400 .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED

A HithertoUnknown Cable . Wehave oftenhadoccasion

to draw attention to newspaper and magazine science, and the

latest example of the talented author " type may be found

on page 762 of Pearson's Weekly . In a new serial story,

“ Contraband of War,” a tale of the Hispano -American

struggle, aparty of men land to cat a cable. In five minutes

someone whispered “ Here it is.” He pointed to a thick rope

made of many layers of notted wire, alternating with gutta

percha, which ran down a hillside, then along the sands,

then dived to its dark bed within the deep . We have

inquired of every manufacturer as to the probabledate of

the making and laying of this remarkable type ofcable, but

theyall disclaim any knowledge of it. Perhaps Mr. Charles

Bright can enlighten us ?

New & Byrd , Limited (57,453 ).- Registered May 23rd,
with capital £ 5,000 in £1 shares ( 3,000 6 per cent.cumulative pre

terence ), to acquire the business carried on by A , New and R. New

at 24, St. Thomas Street, Liverpool, as " Archer New & Co.," and to

carry on the businessof electrical and general engineers, electricians,

andmanufacturers of and dealers in electricity, motive power, and

electrical apparatus. The subscribers (with one shareeach ) are :

R. New , The Grove, Oxton, Cheshire, gentleman ; A. New , Neston,

Cheshire, merchant; P. H. Byrd , 36, The Woodlands, Birkenhead,

electrical engineer ; H. Gaskell, jan., Clayton Lodge, Aigbarth ; R.

Edwards, 10, Ball's Road, Birkenhead, grocer; W. Buckaman, 14,

Trinity Road, Bootle , miller; A. W. Willmar, 24, Village Road,

Birkenhead, cotton broker. The number of directors is not to be less

than twonor more than five; the first are R. New and P. H.Byrd ;

qualification , 50 shares . Registered by F. Wright, Palace Chambers,

Westminster,

Paterson , Bell & Co., Limited (3,879).- Registered

inEdinburgh, May 20th , withcapital £ 5,000 in £1 shares, to estab

lish and carry on in the United Kingdom or elsewhere the business of
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mechanical, steam and electrical engineers, contractors,andagents.

The subscribers (with one share each) are :-R. Paterson, 28 ,Renfield

Street, Glasgow , chartered accountant; J. Spence, 28, Renfield Street,

Glasgow , accountant; S. Bell, 65, Bath Street, Glasgow, engineer; J.

Service, 58, Renfield Street, Glasgow , solicitor; J. B. Service, 58,

Renfield Street, Glasgow, stockbroker; H. Frew , Barngreen Kilsgth,

Glasgow , cashier; G.Wilson , Springfield, Helensburgh , clerk. The

first directors are: R. Paterson,M. Paterson, S. Bell, and T. Carlile,

23, West Nile Street, Glasgow . Qualification, 100 shares. Registered

by Oswald & Son, Edinburgh.

The directors with great regret report the death of their esteemed

colleague, Lord Sackville A. Cecil. The vacancy has been filled by

the appointment of Sir John Wolle Berry, K.O.B. Negotiations for

closer workingwith the Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company,

Limited, have been in progress, and an agreementwill shortly be
submitted to the shareholders,

Dargue Acetylene Gas and Electrical Company,

Limited (57,489).-Registered May 24th, with capital £ 5,000 in £l

shares (3,000 £5 per cent. cumulative preference), to adopt a certain

agreement and to carry on the business of patentees and manu.

facturers of acetylene gas apparatus, electricians, mechanical engi

neers, and suppliers of acetyleneand other gasandelectricity. The

subscribers (with one sbare each) are :-W. H. Dargue, 72, Grey

Street, Newcastle, electrical engineer ; F. K. Hurman, 2, St. Nicholas

Buildings , Newcastle, director; O. Percy, Alnwick, solicitor; T. O.

Martin , 42, Grainger Street, Newcastle, cbartered accountant ; W.

Percy, Belvedere, Alnwick , silk mercer ; A.Blake, Alnwick , solicitor;

W. Armstrong, 55a, Malvern Street, Newcastle, clerk. Table

“ A ” mainly applies. Registered by Turner & Co. , 61 , Carey

Street, W.O.

.

Hydro - Incandescent Gas Light Company, Limited

(67,493) -Registered May24th, with capital £ 200,000 in £1 shares,

to adopt an agreement with M. J. Wells & 8. B.Beckles to acquire

certain patent rights for Great Britain, Canada, South Africa , India

and Australasia, for gas compressing and pressure regulating appa

ratus, and to carry on the business of suppliers of g 18 and electricity,

gas apparatus manufacturers, electricians, electricaland gas engineers,

& c. The subscribers (withone share each ) are :-P. O. Bsachcroft,

1and 2 , Great Winchester Street, E.C., director; M. 8. Myers , 18,

Finch Lane, E.C , stockbroker; S. Samuel, Stock Exchange, E.O.,

gentleman ; 8. H. Banister, 51, Wrotham Road, Camden Town, clerk ;

H. Howitt, 11, Victoria Street, S.W., clerk ; F. J. Moore, 29 , The

Avenue, Ealing Dean, clerk ; H. Janes, Campsbourne School,

Hornsey, writer. The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first.

Qualification , £250; remuneration, £200 each per annum . Regis

tered by Faithfull & Owen, 11 , Victoria Street, S.W.

South Staffordshire Tramways Company.

MR. SOMEBS L. SCHUSTER (chairman) presided over the eighth

ordinary general annual meeting of the above company heldyester.

day ( Thursday) at the Cannon Street Hotel, and in moving the

adoption of the report, said it was the first time he had been

able to recommend a dividend of any sort, and he trusted
they would now go from bad to better. The dividend to be

proposed was 24 per cent. on the preference shares . The work .

ing expenses amounted_to £ 18,247 128. 78. as against £17,934

in the previous year. The general expenses were £ 1,917 against

£ 3,521, the decrease being due to the abseace of litigation.

Repairs had cost £ 8,000, as against £6,895. He could hold out no

hope of the expenses under that head decreasing, brca 119e the per

manent way must be kept up. The total receipts were £32,916 49.5d.,

as against £31,830, but he could hold out little hope of this

being much further increased . He thought, with their

present method of traction , they had pretty well reached

their maximum . The improvement which would take place

if they had a much quicker and more regular, and he might say

a better method of traction, would undoubtedly tend to increase the

receipts very largely. It they had a 10 minutes' service as against a

ball-hourly service, it would make a great deal of difference ; but

that was a question for the future . There was a difference of opinion

on the board . Mr. Dawson held the opinion that the one thing

which would help the South Staffordshire Tramways was thesystem

of anto -traction . That had been tried for two years under the

supervision of Mr.Dawson, and the report of the manager showed

that it was a ghastly failure. At a recent conference held at Bir

mingham , all represented , with one exception, were in favour of

electric traction, whether overhead or underground.

Mr. BLUNDSTONB seconded the motion .

Mr. ROFF asked it anything badbeen done with reference to hand

ing over the company to the British Electric Traction Company,
Limited .

The CHAIRMAN : The whole thing has been completed.

Mr. RoFF said he protested against the way in which the vote waş
taken at the last meeting .

The CHAIRMAN said had it not been forthe agreement the company

would have been wound up. It was neck or nothing, and they had

got neck and something.

Mr. FOLLER said the money might have been raised somewhere

else, and it was Mr. Dawson who was the true friend of the

company.

The CHAIRMAN said he went to five of the largest financial houses

toget the money required , and not one wouldtouchit .

The report was adopted .

OPTIOIAL RETURNS OF ELIOTRIOAL

OOMPANIES.

City of London Electric Lighting Company, Limited

(34,406 ).— This company's retam was filed on May 16th, when

60,000 ordinary and 20,000 preference sbares were taken up out of a

capital of £ 1,200,000 in £10 shares. £10 per share has been called

on 50,000 ordinary and 40,000 preference, and £2 per share on 10,000

ordinary, resulting in the receipt of £ 920,000.

Corlett Electrical Engineering Company, Limited

(36,200 ).— This company's annual return was filed on May 16th ,when

620 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 6,200 in £ 10 shares;

100 have been issued as paid, and £ 5,200 has been received on the

others.

City of Mexico Electric Power Syndicate, Limited

(55,438).— This company's statutory return was filed on May 12th,

when 40 shares were taken ap out of a capital of £5,000 in £ 50

sbares ; £25 per share has been called , and £ 880 paid , leaving £ 120
in arrears .

Great Horseless Carriage Company (in liquidation ).

-The liquidator of the above company is prepared toreceive offers

for certain sbares in the Motor Manufacturing Company, Limited ,

and shares and debentures in the British Motor Company, Limited ,

not taken up by the shareholders of the Great Horseless Carriage

Company.

Shannon Electric Power Syndicate.- Weunderstand

that Mr. J. F'G . Bannatyne, D. L., has resigned his seat on the direc

torate of the Shannon Electric Power Syndicate.

The Spiral Globe, Limited . - Letters of allotment for

shares in this company were posted last week.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

OITY NOTES.

The Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company,

Limited.

The report of the directors for the hall-year ended December 31st,

1897, to be submitted to the forty -ninth ordinary general meeting,

June 8th, 1898, states that the revenue for this period amounted to

£ 100 300 48. 38. , and the working expenses to £26,166 8s. 3d. After

providing £3,200 for debenture interest and sioking fund , and £1,353

29. 8d. for income-tax, there remains a balance of £69,580 13s. 4d . ; to

this is added the sum of £7,221 58. 50. brought forward from Jone

30th last, making a total of £76,801 183. 9d . In commemoration of

Her Majesty's Jubilee, and of the 25th anniversary of the foundation

of the company, a bogus has been granted to the staff, amounting to

£4,139 148. 7d. First and second interim dividends , amounting to

£39,000 , have been paid , and £ 25,000 transferred to the reserve fund ,

leaving the sum of £8,662 48. 2d. to be carried to the next account,

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited. The receipts for the

week ending May 27th , 1898 , were £ 2,653 5s. 4d .; corresponding period,
1897, £2,473 2s.6d .; increase , £ 180 28. 10d .

The City and South London Railway Company. - The receipts for the weekend.

ing May 29th , 1898, were £ 1,012; week ending May 30th , 1897, £ 929 ;

increase, £ 83 ; total receipts for half year, 1898, £ 22,678 ; corresponding

period, 1897, £ 22,390 ; increase, £ 288 .

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways. The receipts for the week

ending May 28th, 1898 , were £ 147 1s. 20 .; total receipts to May 28th , 1898 ,

£ 2,357 Os. 3.

The Dublin Southern District ( Electric) Tramways Company . — The receipts for

week ending Friday , May 27th , 1898, were £577 2s. ld.; corresponding

week last year , £681 15s. 10d.; decrease , £104 138. 90. ; passengers carried,

89,005 ; corresponding week last year , 98,010 ; aggregate to date, £ 9,498

Bs. 2d ; aggregate to date last year, £ 10,049 Ils . 7d.; decrease to date ,

£551 8s. 5d.; mileage open, 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . - The receipts for the week ending

May 29th, 1898 , amounted to £ 1,412 ; corresponding week last year,

£1,310 ; increase, £ 102.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . - The receipts for

the week ending May 27th , 1898, after deducting 17 per cent. of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino- Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany Limited, were £ 9,077,
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES. - TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES.
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137,4001 African Direct Telegraph, 4 % Deb. 100 100 --104 100-104

25,000 | Amazon Telegraph , shares 10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red... 100 93 · 96 93 · 96

923,9601 Anglo- American Telegraph Stock £2 9s £ 2 13s 3 % 64 67 64 67

3,038,0201 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Stock £4 18s £5 6 6 % 114 --115 115 -116 1153 114

3,038,0201 Do. Deferred ... Stock 151 153 153— 161 153 151

130,000 Brazilian Submarine Telegraph 10 7 7 % 7 % 151 – 15 151 - 16 153 151

75,0001
Do. do . 5 % Debs. 2nd series, 1906 100 5 112 --116 112 --116

44,000 Chili Telephone, Nos . 1 to 44,000 5 4 % 3 31 23 – 31 23 23

10,000,000 $ Commercial Cable $100 7 % 8 % 170 --185 180 -190

918,2971 Do. do . Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb . Stock Red . Stock
104 -106 104 -106

224,850 Consolidated Telephone Construction and Manufacturing 10 /- | 11% IA

16,000 Cuba Telegraph 10 8 7 64 71 61 74

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 % 10 10 141 151 141 -- 151

12,931 Direct Spanish Telegraph 5.4 % 4 4 4 5

6,000 Do. do. 10 % Cum . Pref. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0001 Do. do . 41 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 6,000 50 44 % 41 % 41 % 103 --- 106 % 103 -106 %

60,7101 Direct United States Cable 20 21% 21 % 101 107 101 - 11 1018

120,000 Direct West India Cable , 44 % Reg. Deb . 100 99-102 100_ - 103

400,000 Eastern Telegraph , Nos , 1 to 400,000 10 61% 6.4 167- 177 17 171 177 17

70,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref . 10 6 174 - 185 18 19

89,900 Do. 5 % Debs . , repayable August , 1899 100 5 100 -103 101 -104

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb. Stock Red . Stock 4 123-127 124 --128 1241

230,000 Eastern Extension, Australasia , and China Telegraph 10 | 7 7 % 174 18 174- 18 171

Do. 5 % (Aus . Gov. Sub. ) Deb ., 1900, red. ann.
100 5 % 5 %

drgs ., reg. 1–1,049, 3,976—4,326

5 % 100 --104 100 104

100,5001 Do. do . Bearer, 1,050—3,975, 4,327–6,400 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb. Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 4 126 --129 126 —129

Eastern and South African Telegraph , 5 % Mort . Deb .,
100 5 % 5 % 100-104

1900 red . ann . drgs., Reg. Nos . 1 to 2,343
100 -104

46,0002 Do. do . do. to bearer; 2,344 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

300,0001
Do. 4 % Mort. Debs ., Nos. 1 to 3,000, red . 1909 100 4 % 4 % 101 -104 101 --104

200,0001 Do. 4% Reg. Mt. Debs. ( Mauritius Sub . ) 148,000 25 4 % 105 -108 % 105 -108

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust 10 45 111 12 111 118 113 113

180,012 Do. do. 6 % Pref. 10 % 164 174 16 17 177 1618

150,000 Great Northern Telegraph, of Copenhagen ... 10 10 % 281 294 294 29

160,0001 Do. do. do . 5 % Debs . 100 % 100-103 100 -103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable, 41 % 1st . Mort. Debs . ,

100 97 -102 98 -103
within Nos. 1 to 1,200 , Red .

17,000 Indo-European Telegraph 25 10 % 10 % 10 % 50 53 50 53

100,0001 LondonPlatino-Brazilian Telegraph , 6 % Debs . 100 6 % 107 -110 108 -111 1091

28,000 Montevideo Telephone, 6 % Pref., Nos. 1 to 28,000 54 22 23 21-23

484,597 National Telephone , 1 to 484,597 5 54 54 54 511 51

15,000
Do. 6 % Cum. Ist Pref . 10 14 16 14 16

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum. 2nd Pref . 10 15 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 5 % Non -cum . 3rd Pref ., 1 to 250,000 5
53 59- 55 51%

1,329,4711 Do. 31 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 31% 31 99 --104 101-106 103 )

171,504 Oriental Telephone and Elec., Nos. 1 to 171,504, fully paid

100,0001 Pacific and European Tel . , 4 % Guar. Debs. , 1 to 1,000 ... 100 4 % 105 -108 105 --108

11,839 Reuter's 85 8 9 8 9 xd

3,381 Submarine Cables Trust Cert. 136-141 136 -141

58,000 United River Plate Telephone 5 4 % 5 % 4 4 . 4 !

146,7331
Do. do . 5 % Debs. Stock 5 104 -107 104 -107

15,609 West African Telegraph , 7,501 to 23,109 10 , 4 nil nil 34- 41 34- 45

213,4001 Do. do. 5 % Debs . 100 5 % 5 % 99 -102 99 -102

64,269 Western and Brazilian Telegraph 15 3 2 % 31% 111- 12 12 · 121

33,129 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Ord. 71 5 71- 8 77- 8

33,129 Do. do. do . Def. Ord . 71 nil 1% 4 41 4 41 478

389,521 Do. do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 104 -107 104 -107

88,321 West India and Panama Telegraph 1 % ਲ
34,563 Do. do . do.

6 % Cum. 1st Pref. 10 6 6 71 77 73

4,669 Do. do . 6 % Cum . 2nd Pref . 10 ! 6 6
7 5 7

80,0001 Do. do. do . 5 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 5 105 -108 106 -109

1,163,000$ Western Union of U.S. Telegraph, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $ 1000 7 % 7 % 7 % 103 --108 103 -108

160,1001 Do. do. do.
6 % Ster, Bonds 100 6 % 6 % 6 % 100 -105 100 -105
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES.

123

:
:
:

1 1 9

25] 243

16

30,000 ' Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply 5 1 5 % 6 % 7 % 12 13

20,000 Do. do . do. do. 41 % Cum . Pref. 5 6 6.)

26,000 *Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ord ., Nos. Į to 10,277... 5 / 5 5 % 8.- 91

60,000 Do. do . do . 41 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 41 % 115 --117

50,000 City of London Electric Lighting, Ord. 40,001-90,000 10 | 5 7 % 241 251

10,000 Do. Prov . Certs . Nos. 90,001 to 100,000 £5 10 164 171

40,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref.,1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 16 . 178

400,000 Do. 5 % Deb . Stock, Scrip . ( iss. at £ 115 ) all paid 5 5 % 5 % 129 134

30,000 County of Lond . & Brush Prov. Elec. Ltg ., Ord. 1-30,000 10 nil nil nil 13 14

10,000 Do. do . do. Nos . 30,001 to 40,000 £4 paid . 10 64 74
20,000 Do. do . do . 6 % Pref. , 40,001–60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 16

17,400 Edmundsons Elec . Corp. , Ord. Shares 1-17,400 £ 4 paid 5 34 41

10,000 House -to -House Electric Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5
9 10

Do. do. 7 % Cum. Pref. 5 7 7 % 11 12

62,400 * Metropolitan Electric Supply, 101 to 62,500
10 4 5 % 16. 17!

220,0001 Do. 41 % First Mortgage Debenture Stock 117 121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lighting
102

181-- 19:

31,980 * St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light, Ord . 101% 16 17

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Pref., 20,081 to 40,080 5 7 7 % 7 10 11

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock % 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply, Ord ., £2 paid
5 2 21

79,900 Westminster Electric Supply , Ord., 101 to 80,000

8:5e
r
r
o
r

6
5

:

12 13

6 64

81 91

115--117

211 - 25

1644 175

16 . 17!

129 -134

13 14

6 . 71

15 16

31 4.1

9 10

11 12

16 17

117 -121

18 :1– 191

16 17

10 11

107 --110

2!

16 17

10,000

163 164

5 163 169E

276

163

:
:
:

5 7 % 9 % 12 % 151 - 165

* Subject to Founder's Shares. t Quotations on Liverpool StockExchange.

* Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . || Dividends paid in deferred share warrants, profits being usedas capital,

Dividends marked g are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES — Continued.

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.
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Closing

Quotation
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June 1st, 1898 .

10
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153

Ex .Es
...

2

:
:

:

151— 16

7 - 8

11 2

27 2 }

110-114

101 -104

10 101

6 64

11- 13

104103

6 %

-

691 69
16

.
.
.

9

1895 . 1896 . 1897 .

30,000 British Electric Traction 151- 16

Do. do. 6 % Cum. Pref. 30,00140,000
10,000

10 7 8

90,000 Brush Eleol. Enging., Ord ., 1 to 90,000
3 21 % nil nil 12- 2

90,000 Do. do. Non-cum. 6 % Pref., 1 to 90,000 2 3 % nil 4 % 24 23

125,0001 Do. do. 41 % Perp. Deb. Stock Stock 110 -114

50,000 Do. do. 44 % 2ndDeb. Stock Red . Stock 101 -104

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord . Shares 10 10 104

129,179 Do. do. do. £ 6 paid 10 6 61

59,254 Do. do. Pref. half -shares £l paid 11 1

67,680 Do. do. Def. do. £ 5 paid 47

630,0001 City and South London Railway Stock 12 % 18 % 13 % 67 70

28,180 Crompton & Co. , 7 % Cum . Pref. Shares , 1 to 28,180 5 nil 2 21

99,261
Edison & Swan United Elec. Lgt., “ A ” shares , £3 pd. 1

5
1 to 99,261 )

5 % 54% 21- 24

17,139 Do. do. do. “ A ” Shares, 01-017,139 5 5 % 51% 4 5

194,023 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red . 100 103 -105

110,000 Electric Construction, 1 to 110,000 2 5 % 6 % 25 — 23

16,343 Do. do. 7 % Cum . Pref., 1 to 16,343 2 7 % 7 % 38 33

111,100 do. 4% Perp. 1st Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Copper Depositing , 1 to 70,000
2 로

67,275 Elmore's Wire Manufacturing, 1 to 69,385, issued at 1 pm. 2

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, 7 % Cum. Pref., 1 to 9,600 10 101 % 7 % 7 % 9 11

12,500 Henley's (W. T. ) Telegraph Works , Ord. 10 8 % 12 10 211 - 22

3,000 Do. do. do. 7 % Pref. 10 7 7 181— 191

50,000 Do. do . do. 4. Mort.Deb.Stock ... Stock 41 % 41 % 41 110 -115

50,000 India -Rubber, Gutta -Percha and Telegraph Works 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 21 22

300,000 Do. do. do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 102 -106

37,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord.
10 23 %

31% 10ğ— 103
10,000 † Do. do. Pref. , £10 paid 10 5 %

154 161

37,350 Telegraph Construction and Maintenance 12 15 % 15 15 % 34 37

150,000 Do. do. do. 5 % Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 — 105

540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Ord . Stock 100 133 -136

so

68 71

2 24

21- 23

5

103 -105

254 25

33- 33

106 — 108

.
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23 25
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7 %

221

183

1143

213 211

9 11

211-22

184 193

110 -115

21 22

102 -106

105 - 103

154 — 164

34 37

102 -105

132 –135

364

134 1331

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividends marked fare for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

* Birmingham Electric Supply, Ordinary £ 5 (fully paid) 101. London Electric Supply Corporation, £ 5 Ordinary, 31–4.

House -to - House, 41 % Debentures of £ 100 , 107-110. *T . Parker, £10 (fully paid ), 151 .

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting , Ordinary Shares Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity, £ 5 Ordinary Shares fully

£ 5 (fully paid ) 15—16 ; 1st Preference Cumulative 6% , £5 paid, 8–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

( fully paid ), 8-84. Debentures, 107–110 . Dividend, 1897 ,

on Ordinary Shares 10% .

From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 4 per cent. ( April 7th , 1898).

AUSTRALIAN NEWS.

( FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

ELECTRICAL work in New South Wales appears at present to be

confined to Government works, the trams being monopolised by the

Railway Commissioners, and the only electriclighting contracts

settled lately being for the lighting of various Government offices.

The GeorgeStreet electric tramway isbeginning to show signs of pro

gress,as work has been commenced on the permanent way atthe Harris

Street end of the line, and walls are springing up on the spot selected

for the power house andcar house, wbich , by the irony of fate , are

on the site of the old omnibus stables. In connection with this line

further contracts have been awarded to Messrs. Phippard Bros.for

erectingthe chimney stack for the power house, at a cost of£ 2,365,

andto Messrs. Stewart & Co. for the erection of car house at £ 12,490 .

In the case of the former, two sets of tenders were called. On the

first specification the prices varied from £ 5,285 to £ 6,864, nine

tenders being received , on theamendedspecification ten tenders were

sent in varying from £ 2,365 to £ 3,750. The car house will be 273

feet by 130 feet, built on hardwood piles, with planking, wailing, & c.,

with concrete foundation . There will be a suite of offices comprising

employers', dining, lavatory, and store rooms; the side walls are

brick,with iron principals rooted with nine spans of saw -tooth form .

The roof principals, of which there are over 100 of 30 feet span, are

rolled iron, supported on rolled iron columns. Front facing roadway

is supported on cast-iron columns closed in with revolving shutters ;

back end wall consists of timber. On floor of car house is an examin

ing pit, 114 feet by 60feet and 4 feet deep, cars carried over same by

strong iron back railbearers, 10 x 8 ; also a repairing pit con

structed of concrete, 173 feet by 14 feet. The chimney shaft is to be

of circular form , 235feet above ground line, with concrete footing

andbrick base. Mr. C.Keeling's tender of £ 775 for the trolley wire
for this line has also been accepted.

The Roee Bay tramway is also progressing favourably , the gene

rators have been housedat last, the underground feeders laid, and a

considerable portion of the permanentwaylaid and bonded , and the

railsof the cable traid , ofwhich this line will be an extension, are

also bonded with Edison -Brown plastic bonds. Feeders have also

been laid, together with those for the tramway, for an electric pump

ing station for the Double Baysewerage ,and it is probable that the

newgeneratorswill first be utilised for this purpose, as the pumping

plantbids fair to be completed well before the tramway.

The Public Works Department have recently gone in very exten

sively for electric lighting, amongst those completed being the

Hawkesbury Agricultural College, Kenmore Asylum for the Insane,

Berrima and DarlinghurstGaols, and the Government priatiog office.

For the lighting of the Goulburn Gaol 14 tenders were received,

ranging from £ 2,387 to £ 2,669, Messrs. F. Lasseter & Co.'s tender of

£ 2,450 being accepted for Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies engine and

Siemens dynamo. For the Bathurst Gaol nine tenders, varying from

£ 1,986 to£2,616 were received . Specifications are in band for the

electric lighting of other public buildings.

In the matterof the electric lighting of the city of Goulburn , though

tenders were only received from two firms, the Council have accepted

the tender of Mr. R. Thompson at £ 7,665, to include a Lancashire

boiler, Worthington pump, and three 35-8.P. engines, the system

to be three -wire atº 440 -volts, and mains to be placed under

ground in the principalthoroughfares. The tender also provides for

running the plant for two years at £ 600 per annum , charging 4 d.per

unit for private consumption.

AtTamworth the MunicipalCouncil,after a lengthy discussion,

unanimously adopted the report of the Lighting Committee recom .
mending a comprehensive scheme for the utilisation of the surplas

water-power at the service reservoirfor generating electricity for
both the public and private lighting of the town . It is proposedto

erect a duplicate set of Pelton wheels anddynamos capable of supply :
ing from 1,200 to 1,400 16.C.P. lamps ; using overhead mains, the cost

is estimated at about £ 4,300. Steps will now be taken to secure the

passage through Parliament of a Bill empowering the Council to con

tract with the people for a supply of electric light, alsofor power to
make charges andcollect the same. (Needless to say, that, notwith

standing repeatedministerial promises, the N.S.W. General Electric

Lighting Act is still hung up indefinitely ). The Council confidently

anticipate being able to reduce the Tamworth lighting rate from 5d.

to 3d. ifthisscheme is carried out, and give private consumers cur

rent at a rate equal to about half the present cost of gas.
At Broken Hill reports on the lightingofthetownhave been sub

mitted by gasand electrical experts. The prime cost of electric

lighting isestimated at £ 12,500, with an annual maintenance charge
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in 1887, and an 1884 turbo -generator. The Edison & Swan Com

pany's exhibit comprisedsome of the earliest Ediswan lamps and

holders, including the original Swan lamp lent by Mr. Swan. Mr.

Crompton showed a Crompton -Pochin projector arc lamp, a 1,000

ampere automatic zero cut-out, a 500 -ampere heavy pattern switch,

and electric thermometers at work . Mr. James White had a number

of Kelvin instruments; Mr. Cowper-Coles bad parabolic reflectors ;

Dick, Kerr & Co., sectionsof railsand sleepers ; Mr. L. B. Atkinson,

early types of Swan &Lane-Fox lamps. Mr. Alexander Siemens

exhibitedan electric drill, a deck driller, a Hughes telegraph trans

mitter, a Cardew transmitter, a submarine detector and exploders.

Mr. Killingworth Hedges, in addition to his collection of apparatus,

showed specimens of copper rapidly deposited by electrical currents of

highdensities. Mr. W.E. Gray (Silvertown)hadsome cables and elec

tric light apparatus on view , and Messrs. Barnard & Carver showed arc

lampe applicable to photo -micrography and other projectionappa

ratus. Mesors. A. Wright & Co. exhibited a60 -inch Letheby -Bungen

standard photometer made by them for the Hinckley Urban Council.

Mr. Preece lent a Gaulard and Gibbs transformer. Mr. Lundberg

showed a number of bis specialities. Edmandson's Electricity

Corporation showed some original types of electrical fittings. Mr.

Hedges lent a Gramme dynamo made by Mr. W.Blaoch Brain about

1878 ,the original Lane-Fox meter, and systemof cut-outs, fuses, and

switches invented by Lord Kelvin about 1881. Mr. A. G. Lyster

showed some early Serrin lamps.

From the above notes may be gained ageneral idea of the very

varied and interesting character of the exhibitionwhich formed an

important feature in the conversazione arrangements.

of £ 2,657 10s., while the gasworks, & c., is estimated to cost £ 8,750

to put down and annual cost of working £ 1,936 10s. Under these

circumstances, and as there is already an electric supply company in

Broken Hill, it is hardly probable that the Municipal Council will

putdown anelectric light plant.

The New South Wales Department of Industry recently asked the

Crown solicitor to give his opinion as whether , legally considered,

electricity can be defined as " goods." The Department wished to

know ifa place engaged in the generation of electricity was afactory

within the meaning of the Factories and Shops Act of 1896. The

Crown solicitor hasgiven the opinion that, for the purposes of this

Act, the generation of electricity is the manufacture of goods.

In Victoria, the recently passed Electric Lighting Act bas gene
rally stirred ap the Melbourne electric supply companies, The

A. Ú . Alcock Electric Lightingand Power Company appeared before

the Postmaster-General recently to prosecute their application for

an extension of the area within wbich they may operate . They were

opposed by the municipalities of Melbourne and Hawthorne, the

other corporations interested consenting to the application. It

was represented that the A. U. Alcock and Australian Electric

Lighting . Companies were to be amalgamated , and that the

joint business was to beconducted with the aid of a large amount

of British capital. The money would be forthcoming as soon

as the order sought was obtained, and the united company would

be in a position to cater for every possible electricwant inMelbourne.

A compromise between theCity Council and the companies was

soggested, but proved fruitless. Since then the Melbourne City

Council havemade a further move. The Lighting Committee have

recommended that the Corporation should exercise its statutory

power in buying out the electric lighting companies, and undertake

the whole task of supplying the metropoliswith electric light. This

Announcementwas made by the Mayor of Melbourne tothe Post

master-General in connection with a further application from the

companies. Some months ago the Corporation began to supply

private customers with light at a lower rate than that charged by the

companies , and it is therefore claimed that the interests of the

citizens will be much better served when the business of electric

lighting is wholly in the hands of the Corporation. A special

meeting of the Council will be called to consider the committee's

report . If it be adopted and of that the Mayor thinks there

is no doubt the necessary steps will be at once takento deter

mine the sum to be paid to the companies. The Electric Light and

Power Act provides that each company shall receive the value of its

works, materials,land, and buildings,with 10 per cent. added . The

book valges of the assets of the two companies amount to nearly
£ 150,000.

In marked contrast to this , the Sydney Municipal Council are not

making the slightest attempt to avail themselves of the powers

granted to them by Act of Parliamentso long ago. In the meantime,

a number of small central supply stations are starting up, and supply

mains are to be seen stretching in all directions over the house -tops;

and by the time the Sydney Council do make up their minds, these

will have to be dealt with as the Melbourne Corporation are now

doing .

InBrisbane the Municipal Council have given notice of their

intention to apply for an order-in - council under the new Act, to

supplyelectricitywithin the city. Within twoyears from the date of

the order, it is intended to construct electric lines and works in 29

streets . The Brisbane Railway Commissioners are endeavouring to

arrange with the tramway company for the lighting of the long rail

way tannels with electricity. The company'smanager has placed the

matter before the directorate to complete arrangements. The tram

way company hassome 24miles of track now working.

Sydney, April 14th, 1898.

SOME NOTES ON AN ELECTROLYTIC

METHOD FOR THE RECOVERY OF GOLD

FROM CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.*

BI SHERARD COWPER -COLES, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS'

CONVERSAZIONE .

One of the chief difficulties appertaining tothe economicalrecovery

of gold tromweak cyanide solutions by electrolysis has been the
electrodes. If several sheets are cut superimposed, the strips cling

together, and have to becarefully spread out one by one, so that the

surface maybe exposedto the solution. A clean up is made every

seven or eight weeks, when the wood frames carrying the lead strips

are withdrawn, the lead strips removed, and new substituted, the

anriferous lead being ultimately melted down and conveyed to a
central works to be capelled . This method is both crude andexpen

sive, the labour of fitting the strips into the frames is considerable,

andthe consumption of lead is a considerable item , having been com
puted by Mr. Von Gernet, at the Worcester at 1:10 of a penny

per ton of ore treated , and Mr. Williams, at the Crown Reef Gold

Mining Company, at1675.

The cathode should fulfil the following conditions :

1. The gold must be adherentduring theprocess of deposition.

2. The gold mustbe capable of being readily stripped after remova

from the electrolysing cell.

3. The cathodeshould be electro- positive to the gold in solution , so

that it is coated with gold on immersion.

These conditions are fulfilled, I find, by substitating analuminium

cathode for a lead one, advantage being takenof the fact that a loose

film of oxide is very rapidly formed on aluminium , the difficulty in

solderingand electro- plating aluminium for this reason being well
known. The substitution of aluminium for lead foil, or strip, enables

the gold to be obtained as puregold, and daily returnsto be made of

the amount of goldrecovered ; it also has the additional advantage of

reducing the cost of labour and economising theamount of cyanide of

potassiam used ,asthe solution is not contaminated by any base metal

such as zinc. The deposition of gold from a cyanide bath on to an

aluminium plate proceeds in a uniform manner, but in such a way

that the gold is deposited as a metallic sheet which is easily detach

able from thealuminium cathode. This peculiar property of alu

minium is made use of inthe invention so that the gold deposit can

be removedby stripping or peeling or rubbing almost as soon as it is

formed, and it asproposed,the aluminium cathode consists of a sheet

ofthemetal fixed toa revolving dram or cylinder, by varying the

rate of rotation the film of gold can be brushed or removed from off

the cathode continuously, so that the process is an automaticone,

resulting in the immediateand continuous recovery of the gold without

any subsequent capellation of the lead as in the older electrolytic

process.

The process has therefore in it the elementsof economic working,

coupled with the quick recovery of the valuable gold. In the

Siemens-Halske process,the lead cathodes remain some weeks in the

bath, andthe gold, which only then amounts to about one-tenth the

weight of thecathode, is only recoverable therefrom after a second

further operation of smelting and capellation. In the Siemens-Halske

processlead was chosen as the cathode, as it has the property ofallowing

the gold to adhere to it. In the aluminium process alaminium is

used as the cathode, as it permits of the easy removal of the gold

film . In the former process the gold has to be won from the lead by

a secondary operation ; in the latter the gold is directly obtained in

the form of a pure foil, without any further expense or trouble.

Gold, by this process, has been successfully extracted from cyanide

solutions containing only •01 per cent. of cyanide of potassium , and

• Read before the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, April 20th ,

1898 .

ON Thursday and Friday evenings of last week the Institution of Civil

Engineers' conversazione was held at Great George Street. The

Civil's conversazionealways possesses considerable interest for elec

trical men , but the 1898 gathering may be safely said to eclipse all

others in this respect, the president for the year being Mr.W. H.

Preece , C.B., F.R.8., whose position as engineer-in -chief to the

General Post Office ,and whosepopularity among electrical men will,

we hope, make the session, to a large extent, an electrical one.

We take this opportunity of again congratulating Mr. Preece upon

being appointed first electrical president of this time-honoured
Institution .

On Thursday night the president, Miss Preece, and the Council,

received the guests. As already intimated in our columns, there was

brought together by Mr. Killingworth Hedges, in honour of Mr.

Preece's election, an exhibition of electrical apparatus of historical

interest.

The programme was a very elaborate one, and we quote a few of

the items. The string band of the Royal Engineers played in the

Hall during the evening; there were exhibitions of views by the

biograph ; an exhibition by Captain Abney of Dr. Joly's process of

photography in natural colours; a demonstration by Mr. Campbell
Bwinton on some phenomena of the electric discharge in vacao; a

demonstration of wireless telegraphy by Mr. J. Gavey ; and various

engineering models and scientificapparatus were on exhibition. Mr.

Wallis- Jones, of the Electric WeldingCompany, showed the latest type

of automatic electric welder, and samples of recent advances in electric

welding ; Hon . C. A. Parsons had on view a unipolar dynamo made
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Third stage : -

Time 6.55 Amps., 2.20 Volte, 2.30

Taken out 8.45 2 10 2-30

Gold deposited, 2055 grammes 22:46 per cent.

69-13 per cent, of gold was thus recovered in 3 hours 33 minutes,

andthegreater part was also deposited in the first half hour, viz .,

32 02 percent.

These experiments demonstrate that the process affords a quick

method for depositing gold from its cyanide solutions, and also show

that it is easy to remove the film of metallic gold from thealaminiam

cathode by mechanical means.

In another experiment somegold tailings were carefully assayed,

and found to yield a button of gold ,equivalent to 1 :4 grammes gold

per 1,000 kilos., or approximately 1 dwt. per ton .

The quantity oftailings used for testing the efficiency of the pro

cess was 90 lbs. This quantity was placed in a suitable vat, and

treated by the well-known methods for extracting thegoldby means

of a cyanide solution . The tailings were first leached with a weak

causticsodasolation , containing 4 ouncescausticper ton ofwater,
and after its removal, a cyanide solution containing 0:5 per cent.

KON was added. This solution was allowed to leach the tailing

for several hours, and was then drawn off into an electrolytic vat.

The tailings were then leacheddry for some hours in order to ensure

the complete solution of the gold,and the double cyanide so formed

was leached out with a weak cyaoide solution containing 0:18 per

cent. KON. After this solution bad been drawn off into the elec

trolytic tank the last traces of the gold solution was washed into the

vat with water. The time occupied for the whole operation was 50

hours, so that it represented the same time as is used in actual prac

tice on a commercial scale. The total amount of liquors obtained in

this way and submitted to electrolysisamounted to about 60 litres, ar

about 11 gallons, or about hall the weight of the tailings treated.

From the above assay the theoreticalquantity of gold which should

be extracted from the above weight of tailings is 0 056 gramme,

or sth of a dwt. On submitting the solution to electrolysis, a

current of 0:29—0:31ampere was employed, at a pressure of between

6 and 7 volts. As the area of the aluminium cathode was approxi.

mately 1 square foot, the carrent densitycorresponds to the amperes.

The electrolysis was allowed to proceedfor seven hours, and at the

end of that me the gold was seen covering the whole of the cathode

as a very bright golden deposit of extreme thinness. Notwithstanding

the thinness of the film , it was found possible to detach it

mechanically,

... ...
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THE DIESEL OIL ENGINE.

21 dwts. of gold to the ton of solution. The best results are obtained

when the solution is raised to a temperature of about 100° F.; it is

also found advantageous to use a greater current density with the

necessary increased voltage when the aluminium plates bave been

freshly placed in the solution , so as to ensure their being covered

with a film of gold as quickly as possible, otherwise there is a ten

dency for aluminium bydrate to be formed. In about 10 hours an

extraction of 95 per cent. can be obtained by the use of the aluminium

cathodes, the amount of gold in solation before electrolysis being

2 dwts . to the ton of solution , and the strength of cyanide :01 per

cent, and the rate of flow about 15 gallons per 100 hours for every

cubic foot of electrolysing cell or three quare feet of cathode sur

face. Gold has been deposited on aluminium cathodes from solutions

containing only .0075 per cent. of cyanide of potassium ; the current

density per square foot being .03, and E.M.F. at the poles of the

generator 6 volts.

The following are the results obtained from gold cyanide solutions

of varying strengths, with aluminium cathodes and iron anodes.

FIRST EXPERIMENT.

A cyanide solution containing 3 2 grammes = 2 dwts. gold per

gallon and 22:71 grammes per gallon of potassium cyanide or 0:6 per

cent. solution was electrolysed . The aluminium cathode had an area

of half a square foot, andtwo similar sized iron plates formed the

anodes, placed 14 inches from each side; the am perage being 1.50 and

the voltage 1 40at the terminals of the electrolysiog cell. The gold

began at once to deposit on the aluminium cathode as a bright
cohe nt coating, and the deposition was allowed to continue for

15 minutes , when the amperage was found to be 2:0 and the voltage

3:40. The layer of gold could be completely and easily detached by

rubbing gently with a piece of india -rabber tubing fixed on a glass
rcd.

A fresh cathode was then inserted .

Time of immersion 1.05 Amps., 3.10 Volte, 4:40

Taken ont 1.20 3.20 460

The gold was removed from this cathode, and a fresh one inserted ,

without changing the conditions.

Taken out 1.50 Amps., 2 60 .. Volts, 4 70

As gold still continued to be deposited the experiment was con

tinded .

Time of immersion 2.20 Amps. , 2.80 Volts, 4 70

Taken out 2.55 2.60 4 80

Time of immersion 3.0 2:30 4 60

Taken out 4.0 2 20 4.90

Time of immersion 4.15 2.60 4.90

Taken out 5.15 200 4.90

The whole quantity of gold recovered in these six experiments

was well washed to remove traces of potassium cyanide, and then

weighed-

Gold added 3.200 grammes 100

Gold found 2 :7108 84 70

It will thus be seen that 84:70 per cent. of the total gold was re

covered from the solution in 3 hours 35 minutes, using an average

amperage of 2.51 per plate, or a current density of 6:02amperes, and

an average voltage of 4:63.

SECOND EXPERIMENT.

In this experiment a weaker solution of potassium cyapide con

twining 11:35grammes per gallon 0.25 per cent. solution was

epiployed. The percentage of gold was nearly doubled, viz , 91

grains 5 = 94 grammes = 3 80 dwts. per gallon.

The experimentwas divided into two portions, the yield of gold at

each stage being determined .

First stage :

Time of immersion, 11.15 Amps., 3.00 Volts, 4.75

Taken out ... 1.05 2.00 5:10

Second stage :

Time of immersion, 1.20 Amps., 2.10 Volts, 4 90
Taken out ... 3.40 2:00 4 80

The experiment had to be discontinued at this stage owing to a

short-circuit taking place within the cell.

The gold recovered

First stage, in 1 hour 50 min ., 3.005 grammes 50 69 per cent.

Second stage, in 1 hour 20 min , 0 :875 grammes 14.73 per cent.

A total quantity of gold amounting to 6532 per cent. was, there

fore, recovered in 4 hours and 10 minutes, although it will be noted

that the greater part of the gold was deposited in the first two
hours.

THIRD EXPERIMENT.

A solution containing 6 dwts. of gold per gallon and 32:71

grammes of potassium cyanide, being a0.8 per cent. solution , was
employed.

The gold was deposited in three stages and weigbed separately, as
follows :

First stage

Time

per cent.

...

»

...
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As coneiderable attention has of late been directed to the Diesel

motor, it may be of interest to compare its operation with other

internal combustion engines from which the Diesel motor differs in

one rather important principle.

In the standard, or Otto type of engine, worked either by gas or

by oil, there are four strokes of the piston in the full power cycle,

two out-strokes and two in -strokes in the followingsequence : No. 1,

an out -stroke drawing in a charge of gas and air. No. 2, an in -stroke

compressing this charge, which is igaited by erternal means just at

the point of maximum compression . No. 3 is the out-stroke during

which the igoited gases do work on the piston , and No. 4 is the in

stroke of exbaust when the products of combustion are expelled. Il

a good diagram be examinedfrom an ordinary gas engine, it will be

observedthat the compression line is joined to the expansion line by

a vertical line of explosion. This shows that the gas mixture, com :

pressed in the clearance space of the cylinder is burned instan

taneously, or to use the physicists' terms, the combustion takes place

at constant volume. The volume of the clearance space controls the

pressure of compression. Apart from the heating of the charge by

compressionandfrom the cylinder walls, the pressure will simply

vary with the ratio of the total cylinder volume to the clearance

space. Thus ifthe clearance is 20 percent. of the total volume, the

compression will run up to five atmospheres. Obviously, as explosion

takes placeat constantvolume, it must be accompanied by an increase
of temperature.

By compressing a gas its temperature is raised , the work of com .

pressionbecoming converted into heat. Conversely it a gas be com .

pressed it will ignite more readily than when not compressed. By

very high compression it would be found that the charge in a gas

engine would explode spontaneously , and ignition might be thus

secured without external means. In the oil engineof the Hornsby.

Akroyd type igaition would always bepremature if it werenot that

the vaporiser were shut off from the cylinder by the long bottle neck

through which the air necessary to explosion has to travel to mis

with the oil vapour in the hot vapouriser. In the Diesel motor these

are two differences from the foregoing mode of working. In the

first place the compression is very great, rising to over 500 lbs. per

square inch . At this high compression the combined effect of con•

pression and of the cylinder heat is to raise the temperature of the
compressed charge to a very high puint, so high, indeed, that it a

combustible were present it would ignite. The compressed charge

consists of air only, and at the point of maximum compression, fuel

is introduced by means of a small pump, and as the piston moves

on its outward working stroke the combustion of the injected fuel

maintains the temperature so that the expansion line is much faller

than the compression line, the difference being work. By regulatiog

the fuel admission the combustion does not cause, as in the ordinary

engine, a sudden and large increase of temperature, but merely

as above stated keeps up such temperature as was attained by

5.30 Amps., 6:25 Volts , 4:30

Taken out 6.00 5.20 4:10

Gold deposited, 2 :930 grammes 32:02 per cent.

Second stage :

Time
6.12 Amps., 4.80 Volts, 4:10

Taken out 6.45 4.20 4:30

Gold deposited , 1.340 grammes = 14:68 per cent.

11
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drove the mill and heated 13 driers and used 2,868 lbs. of steam per

hour with a back pressure of 23 lbs. When exbausting treely , and

asing live steam for drying, the consumption, all told, was only 2,745
lbs. In each case there were 14 other driers heated, in both cases

by live steam The question seems to resolve itself into one of the

increased steam consumption of the engine with 23 lbs. back pressure .

To approximate to this, he prepares a diagram showing the percentage
of extra steam in an engine 14 inches x 36 inches x 85 revolutions

per minute, producing 100 A P., and he shows that it will not pay to

incur 6 lbs. of back pressure for the sake of usingthe exbaust unless
the amount of exhaust used exceeds 20 per cent. of the steam used by

the engine under normal conditions. Il only 3 lbs. back pressure is

needed, then 10 per cent. of the normal steam must be aced. These

conditions assume that the remainder of the exbaget is blown away at

the increased pressure. It appears that the 13 driers did not

require so much steam 29 the engine used normally . Yet a

back pressure of 23 lbs. implied that the engine must double

its consumption, and obviously the consumption would be greater

tban it there were a Irte exhaust and live steam in the driers, and

that it the other 14 driers had been available for exhaust heating

therewould bave been economy. The lesson to learnis not that the

use of exhaust is not an economy, but that it should b : freed from

conditions of back pressure , unless the whole of it is needed . Clearly

it is pocr practice to close up the exhaust of a big engine in order to

Iorce steam through lorg pipes to boil one glue kettle .

ON THE PRODUCTION OF A “ DARK CROSS ”

IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC

RADIATION .

compression , the endeavour being to secure isothermal expansion .

There is , in fact, no sudden explosion in the Diesel engine. The

fuel ignites as it enters a vesselof highly compressed air and burns

just as an ordinary gas jet burns whenit enters the atmosphere from

A common burnerwith a light to give its initial ignition . The large

ratio of air present, its high pressure bringing every particle of fuel

intoclose contact with plenty of air , produces a perfect combustion.

Obviously with such high pressures the expansionratio can be great,

and it is said that the clearance space is not over 7 per cent. Hence

in the larger sizes compound working is resorted to . The compound

Diesel motor ismade so far with two high pressure cylinders and one

low pressure cylinder, the latter havinga working stroke erery revo

lution and taking its charge from the bigb pres ure cylinders alter

nately, these being arranged to alternate theirworking strokes for

this purpose. One end of the low pressure cylinder isused as the

first stage air compressor, Air is partially compressed into a

rerervoir, whence it fows to each of the small cylinders, and is in

them comepregned to about 500 lbs. The Diesel motor differs from

the ordinary gas engine in not having an explosivemixture to com

press. It works simply by the heat effect of a dame burning in
compressed air .

8j far the fuel used in this new motor seems to be oil, bot pow.

dered coal has been suggested asa practical fuel, though itseems to

us that the dust therefrom would be prejudicial in vertical engines

except where the shaft is above the cylinders, so that dust cannot

reach the pistons so readily, an arrangement much against the

possibility of introducing the coal by gravity. Originally, too,

the water jacket was not to have been employed , but bas been
found necessary .

It is claimed that a fuel efficiency is secured of 28 per cent. as

Against 18 per cent. for ordinary gas engines. Even half of this

saving would mean a very big saving. The doubts that will advance

themselves will be in reference to the fatisfactory working of an

internal combustion engine with such very bigh pressures. Given

this item , andthere is no reason why the Diesel motor should not

facceed and be economical. Bat except that it compresses air

only and injectsits fuel when ignition is required there is not so

very much really new about it. It has long been known that

increased compression meant an increased economy in the gas engine.

Increased compression could not, however, be arranged, or there

would be premature explosion,and bigh cumpression is thus only

possible with the new method of supplying fuel. The Diesel motor

is in fact a device for securing high compression, as pointed out by

theory, should be secured. The fact that the compressed charge is

all air, causes the combustion of the fuel jet to be very perfect, and

thereis no smoke or smell from this motor.

Generally speaking, the theory seems to be all right. Can the

practice be made so ? This is , of course, a question for constructive
mechanics. The pressure to be employed is one wbich must tell

seriously upon pistons, though against this is to be set the absence of

explosive action. The maximum pressure is brought gradually on

the parts during the compressivestroke, and the pressure line of

the diagram is merely kept above the line of compression by the

heat action of the burning jet. Originally the inventor talked of a

compression running into hundreds of atmospheres and there was to
be no water -jacketting.

The engine experimented with in Germany about 1894 bad a com

prespion of 90 atmospheres. As now being made, we believe about

35 atmospheres is the maximum compression ; there is a water

jacket,and the efficiency ,instead of the hoped for 60 to 70percent.,

is lessthan 30 per cent .The inventor bas set himself a difficult task.

We should like to see him succeed in a very praiseworthy attempt

to secure motor working nearer to thermo-dynamically correct lines.

As he himselt said, if the very high pressureshe proposed could be

employed, motors would become mere models compared with our

existing steam engines. In Herr Diesel's book , "The Rational Heat

Motor," published about four years ago , very high expectations were

held as tothepossibility of highpressures and the abolition of the
water jacket and efficiencies of 70 per cent. were anticipated. Could

the water jacket be abolished in theordinary gas engine, it is a ques

tion whetherover 60 per cent. efficiency could not beobtained at

ordinarypressures. The practical questionnow is, isit likely to pay

to use even the low pressure of 500 lbs. for the sake of getting 28 per
cent. efficiency, and is the Diesel motor offering promise of anything

more than this after its few years' trial and experience ?

BY JAGADIS CAUNDER BOSE, M.A. , D.Sc., Professor of

Physical Science, Presidency College, Calcutta.

1

A CIRCULAB piece of chilled glass wheninterposed between crossed

Dicolo producesa dark cross. A similar effect is produced by

crystals like salicine where there is a radial disposition of the

principal planes.

I have been able to detect a similar pbenomenon in the field of

electric radiation by the interposition of an artificial structure
between the crossed polariser and analyser.

I have in a previous communication described the polarisation

produced by the leaves of a bock. Forthe following experiment, a

long strip of paper was rolled into a disc. A roll of Morse tape

serves the purpose very well. The diameter of the discis 14 cm. and

its thickness 2 cm. It will be observed that here we have a single

axis passing through the centre, and that all planes passing through
the centre are principal planes.

The effect produced bythe interposition of thestructure may be

studied bykeeping the disc fixed and exploring the different parts

of the field by means of the detector; or the detector may be kept

fixed (opposite the analyser) and the disc may be moved about Bo

that the different parts of the field may successively be brought to

act on the detector. This latter plan was adopted as being simpler

in practice.

The arrangement of the apparatus is the same as in fig. 1 of my

$
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.
.
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.
.
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A B C D, are the vertical and horizontal diameters.

Fig . 1.—THE PAPER Diso.

THE ECONOMICAL USE OF EXHAUST

STEAM ,

WRITING in the Electrical Wirld , Mr. Perkins considers the question

of being exhaust steam . He instances a water-power where the

driven factory UBES Bo much steam for drying porposes tbat the fire

men cannot tell when the relay engines — used when the water is luw

- are running or standing, because all the engineexhaust is available

for beating purposes.Heveryproperlyquestionstheeconomy of
the water- power in this instance. " Another instance is cited where a

college is electrically lighted , and is heated also from the exhaust

steam , and, owing to certain minor improvements introduced when

the lightwas installed, thefuelbill is lessthan it was before there

was any light. The light really costs nothing, for the heat was pre

viously required.

It would appear,however, that in paper mills the reverse may be

the case,and Dr. Louis Bell has protested against the wee of exhaust

steam for drying purposes, while a case is given by a Mr. Schillit

where an engine 13 inches x 21 inches x 175 revolucions per minute

paper " On the Rotation of Plano of Polarisation of Electric Waves

by & Twisted Structure.” The polariser is vertical and the analyser

horizontal. The paper disc is interposed between the screens with

its plane atright anglesto the direction of the ray.

The receiver is fixed on the prolongation of the line (wbich I

sball call the asis ), j vining the centres of the polariser and the

analy - er.

On the supposition that the interposition of the disc produces a

dark cross, the armsof thecross (with theparticular arrangement of

the polariser and the analyser) will lie in the projections of the

vertical and the horizontal diameters of the disc, and will move in

space with the movements of the disc. When the centre of the disc

is on the axis, the intersection of the cross will be superposed on the

receiver, and there should then be no action . If the disc be moved

op and down, the centre remaining in the vertical line passing

through the axis, the vertical arm of the cross will slide over the

* Communicated to the Royal Society by Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.

Received February 14th , read March 10th , 1898.
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receiver. It the disc be moved laterally, with its centre in the men exhibited the cross with great distinctness. I also obtained

horizontal line passing through the axis, the horizontal arm of the fairly satisfactory results with stalactite. The cuncretion of calcium

cross will slide over the receiver. In this, as in the last case, there carbonate formed inside a pipe by deposits from temporarily hard

should be no action on the receiver. Butif the disc be displaced so water flowing through it, would also be found to exhibit this

that the centre does not lie in either the horizontal or the vertical phenomenon.

line passing through the axis (the axis now cutting the disc at points

such as a, b, c, or d ), the arms of the cross will not fall on the receiver,

and there should be a response in the receiver,

The experiments were now arranged as follows :—The disc was at

first placed with its centre on the axis, the plane of the disc being NEW INDUCTION COIL.

perpendicular to the axis. There was now noaction on the receiver ;

but as soon as thedisc was tilted, however slightly, an action was

immediately produced on the receiver.
Abstract of a paper read before the Röntgen Society by ALFRED APPs,

The disc wasnon mounted on a stand, between the two screeng. M.I.E.E , and Member of the Röntgen Society, on May 10th , 1898,

By meansof sliding arrangements the disc could be raised or lowered, entitled “ Notes on the Description of a ' Nero ' Induction Coil,

or moved laterally . • Electrical Review ,' February 4th, 1898, page 165."
In the next experiment the centre of the disc was first adjusted on

the axis,and the disc moved vertically up and down. No effect was
produced when this was being done. Taxauthor considers many of the pointsadvanced tobe erroneous,
The centre of the axis was again adjusted on the axis, and the and he insists that the members of the Röntgen Society require the

disc moved laterally on the horizontal slide. In this case , too, there most accurate information with a view to the improvement oftheir

was no action . Xray appliances. Dealing with the statement that the Rabmk off

By adjusting the vertical sliding rod the centre of the disc was coil is the only one in use ,he adduces facts showing that it was,for

next placed vertically above or below the axis. The disc was then all practical purposes, supersedei some 28 years ago. Ladd greatly

moved laterally either to the right or to the left. In this way the improved it, and the author devised a new form both as to coil and

field could be displaced, and the quadrants, a, b, c or d (see fig. 1 ), accessories which became, with further details, the subjects ofa series

placed opposite to the receiver. In all these cases, even with small of patents. These instruments are now known as Apps coils. OA

displacements, very strong action was produced on the receiver . the subject of efficiency, it is pointed out that the Robmkorff coil, an

From experiments carried out in the manner described above, the excellent instrument 30yearsago, weighing about20 lbs., and giving

outline of a dark cross projected in space was distinctly made out. 14 inches spark of about the same dimensions as the Apps coil of the

A disc of wood, with concentric rings, would probably show the present day, giving 8 inches spark. This coil has about 64 miles of

effect equally well. I shall, in a future paper,send an account of the wire as secondary as against the 84 miles which , by calculation,

appears to be coiled on the central bobbin of the “ new ” coil de

scribed in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW . The weight therestated, 6c0

grammes, appearing to be a misprint. It is contended that expe

rienceis the best answer as to decay or barning of insulation in the

secondary coil, and particulars are given of many coils of the

Apps manufacture under the patents referred to, where no

decay could be found after nearly 30 years' use , nor diminution

of spark length . Cases of extreme damp, immersion in ses

water, & c., acid fumes, and direct sunlight impinging on the

ebonite exterior are excluded. High power and portability, as

in the8 to 10-inch Apps coils areurged as important for X ray work.

Thedimensions of secondary bobbins are discussed, andby means of
L

a diagram it was shown that the sectional area of the secondary

bobbin of a nominal 4-inch Apps coil working to 7 inches, was prac.

tically the same as that of the “ new ” coil. In answer to the

assertion that all coils are defectively insulated , experience is

again advanced. The author, however, admits the extreme desira

bility of high insulation ,butpointsout that other qualities have tobe

sought, such as portability, strength, freedom from chemical action

leading to explosion and ignition . As an example of high efficiency,

D, the paper disc ; v, L, are the vertical and horizontal slides. where a spark of 4 inches was reached (aslong as the bobbin),

FIG . 2. — THE HOLDER FOR THE DISC . the coil made by Apps for the late Mr. W. Spottiswoode,

F.R.8 ., is mentioned (see Phil. Mag., Jan., 1877, p . 30) . ' Fluid inst.

latorsare discussed at some length ; and replying to the proposals in

action of crystals cut perpendicular to the axis placed in convergent the ELECTRICALREVIEW ,theauthor declines to grant that, all things

or divergent beams of electric radiation .

Someof the investigations on the rotation of the plane of polarisa
taken into account, any advantage can be gained by the use of fluid

tionwill, perhaps, be facilitated by an observation of the rotation of
insulators for the secondary of an induction coil. In supporting this

the cross. By a modification of this method I am at present trying
view , he refersto the verylimited use of oil for the insulationof

to deteet the rotation produced in a magnetic field .
transformers wherethe voltage is exceedingly low in comparison with

that employed in the induction coil. To show the danger of an acco

ADDENDUM , MARCH 16TH, 1898 .
mulation of carbon formed from the oil, he instancesthe case of a

condenser, 20,000 volts only, where there was found to be an

The production of a dark cross can also be demonstrated by inter- accumulation of carbon in the glass cell. In this case resin oil was

posing between the crossed polariser and analyser concentric rings used. It is further pointed outthat authorities differ widely usto

of tintoil mounted on a thin sheet of mica. But greater interestis the insulating power of oils — that the nature of the electrical dis

attached to the exhibition of the phenomenon bydouble refractiog charges afftct the percentage or efficiency of oil insulators to an

substances, where the axes of elasticity are disposed in radial direc- extreme degree, and, further,that the precise nature of the electrical

tions. From the peculiar stresses present, I surmised that woody excitation in the secondaryof a coil is not satisfactorily known, and

stemswith concentric rings would exhibit the phenomenon above , that, therefore, the value of oil insulation is uncertain . As there is

described. Through the kindness of Dr. Prain , Iobtained from the • carbon formed in all oil insulators -- certainly when the electrical

Government Botanical Gardens, Sibpore, stems of Pinus longifolia , stress is great. It is produced in the interstices of the secondary

Swietenia mahogani, Araucaria Cunninghamii, Mangifera indica, winding, thereby destroying all insulation and cannot fall away by

Casuarina equisetifolia, Cupressus torulosa and Dalbergiasissoo. The gravitation . In 1870 the author, in conjunction with Mr. H. c.

ring systems present in some ofthese were veryregular. I was, how . Baines, of Pembroke College, Oxford, tested the use of oil in indoo

ever,at first disappointed in failing to obtain theresults anticipated. tion coils, and discarded itfor similar reasons.

But this failure , I subsequently found, was due to the general The danger of accumulations of gas in oil iogulated coils is dis

opacity of the wood, which was freshly cut, and which, though cussed at considerable length. Thevisible bubbles rising to the sur

apparently dry, contained large quantities of sap in the interior. face while the coil is working and the possibility of enlarged bubbles

I then carefully dried some of the specimens, when the stresses being formed in the interiorparts and then fired by aminute spark,

present became quiteapparent by numerous cracks starting in radial lead the authorto conclude that considerable danger of an explosion
directions. The results obtained with these dried specimens were is incurred . He has seen such explosions, and refers to Tesla's

quite satisfactory description of a coil triedwhen unfinished in a darkened room pre

I now tried to devise some experiments strictly analogous to the senting the appearance of a “ mass of fire." The anthor some 20

optical experiments with chilled glass. For this purpose I cast a years ago was endeavouring to ascertain how small a spark would

cylinder of paraffin wax in a metallic mould surrounded bya freezing explode gas. He employed a common medical magneto machine,

mixture. Owing to the great contraction produced by solidification , with a small condenser attached to the rotating contact breaker.

a bollow depression was formed in the centre, and this produeed a Sparks scarcely visible of about th inch long thus produced were

distortion of symmetry. It would, therefore, be better to build up a found sufficient to fire a mixture of coal gas and air

cylinder by successive dippings, the deposited molten layer con- Mach has been written as to the proper shape of the secondary

tracting on the solid core. I obtained , however, extremely ood coil, andas a contribution to the history of this matter, and to show

results with a cylinderof cast ebonite, in which the stresses present that the bobbin recommended in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW is not the

are exactly similar tothose in a circular piece of unar n aled glass. best, reference is made to the experiments of Mr. Ladd about the

The next series of experiments were undertaken with mineral year 1860. Hethoroughly tested theuseof various forms, and found

specimens. I here_acknowledge with thanks the kind help I no advantage from a large central bobbin. It is contended that the

received from Mr. Hayden, B. ) , and Mr. Blyth, of the Geological lines of force, within which the secondary wire must be placed, are

Department, in obtaining suitable specimens for my experiments. found in such positions and relative intensities (Kapp lines persquare

One very interesting specimen obtained from Egyptwasformed centimetre)thatone is lod, bothby theoryandexperience, to wind

by ringed concretion of Aint rounda central nodule. This speci- the wire nearly to thewhole length of theprimary coil, and in depth
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equal to about one-eighth of the length. The wire recommended,

0-16 cm., is considered too small for a coil designed for 20 cm. , or

about 8- inch spark.

The author Thinks that no good can be gained by andue economy

as to secondary wire,and he refers to the use of iron wire now largely

employed in very cheap coils which soon rusts asunder, and he

humorously says that there are also other devices for constructing

coils so as tomake them last for a short time. With special reference

toX ray work, it is pointed out that apless the secondary coil be of

considerable length, the sparkswill not be so frequent as to give good

results. It is an outpouring of energy that is required , and not a

simple disruptive discharge. The great coil made for Mr. Spottis

woode gave a continuous outflow at each discharge for at least hall a

secondwhen the terminals were separatedfrom1 to 2inches, and it

is precisely this effect, though necessarily less in degree, that is

wanted for the best X ray work . As an instance of ong ark

lengths from a small quantity of wire a 3 -inch Apps coil is referred

to, which, as a maximum , gave 64 inches. In conclusion, it is stated

that induction coils can now be constructed according to specified

conditions — itis simply a matter of ordinary electrical engineering

practice found to follow very closely the data the author has accn

mulated during an experience of 39 years . Finally, he expresses his

thanks to the authors of the paper inthe ELECTRICAL REVIEW .

regard to the care of belts there should be no dust allowed to cake on

& belt, and a belt face should be clammy and should be kept from

undue dryness by areliable dressing. We can understand this, but

what is a reliable dressing ? A pulley ought not to become bright,

this implies slip. A non -slipping belt makes a palley face dark
coloured.

A belt only slips it out of condition or overloaded . Slip implies

friction and lossof power and destroys a belt. If overloaded a belt

can be compounded . Mr.Tullis is great on compounding. A com

pound belt is simply one belt running freely on the top of another.

An 8 -inch belt run on a 12 - inch belt is equivalent to a20-inch belt,

the 8 -inch belt will do as much work as it on a pulley of its own.

When running at over 4,000 teet per minute belts ought tobe thin,

pliable, and tough, as orange tan or raw hide softened. Il com

pounded they may be run up to 9,000 feet velocity, but we do not

see how the anthor makes out that compounding “ deadens and

counteracts centrifugal force, " and for a 9,000 feet velocity to be

economical weconsider a beltmust havea more than usual working

tenacity per unit weight as 7,000 is usually considered quite an out

side velocity taking centritagal stresses into account.

The flesh side should run next the pulley ; it is the stronger, but

it overloaded the grain or hair side should be next the pulley , as it

will better stand the overheating due to slip. Belt thickness must

not eaceed a given ratio to the pulley diameter. A 4-inch pulley

must notcarry a belt above f -inch thick . Up to 8 inches a belt may

be B - inch thick, thin 4 -inch up to 12 inches, and 4 -inch bure up to

18 inches diameter. Above 18 inches heavy leather can be used . We

publish Mr. Tullis's table of belt powers and speeds in fall.

POLLEY AND BELT-POWEB TABLE,

showing what horse -power 1 inch in width ofsingla or double leather

belt will transmit when ruoning on palleys from 1 loot diameter to

10 feet diameter:

SINGLE LEATHER BELTING .

1 in. width of single belt on pulley 6 in. dia, at 6,400 ft. belt speed per min. 1 H.P.

3,200

2,400

95 9 99 191

1

1

99 11 91 1 09

90 .

09

99 99

1
09 99

12

18

24

80

36

42

48

60

72

84

96

108

120

1,600

1,340

1,066

950

800

680

533

457

400

9.35

250

99

1 19

90 99 1

1

1

1

90 9 99

91 19

NOTE ON MR. APPS'S PAPER ON " A New INDUCTION COIL . "

Mr. Apps's long experience in the manufacture of induction coils

with a deservedly high reputation entitles his opinions to the greatest
respect. In some respects, however, we think his criticism of the

coil invented by MM . Rochefort-Lacay and Wydts ( ELECTRICAL

REVIEW , 42, p. 165 ) is anfair. He objects to the statement at the

commencement of thatarticle that the Rabmkorft coil is the only

one in general use, but Mr. Apps must know that the term Rohmkorff

coil is in general use forthe modern induction coil, and does not

mean the coil exactly as it was constructed more than 40 years ago

by Robmkorff. The first Ruhmkorff coil imported into this country

by Groves in 1852bad 10,000 turns in the secondary coil, and gave

only a k - inch spark in air . But since that time many important

improvements have been made in its construction , by which Mr.

Apps, as well as other makers, have been enabled to leave far behind

the original inventor of the induction coil; for instance, Sinsteden

applied the condenser in 1855, Ritchie invented winding the

secondary in compartments in 1857, and many improvements were

made in the contact breaker by other inventors. Liquid insulators

even , were tried with success by Jean in 1858. Mr. Apps makes

excellent coils, and no doubt bas discovered many important improve

ments in details in the course of hispractice. Wequite agree with him

that the central coil shown in the illustration of MM. Rochefort-Lucay

and Wydts's coil is not the best disposition of the secondary wire. But

as we understand it that is not an essential part of their invention ,

Mr. Apps's remarks on liquid insulators appear also to be beside the

question. The French inventors' improvement consisted inthe use

of viscous or pastyinsulators, which in many respects have different

properties from liquid insulators- for instance , they can stand a

longer static strain without allowing the electricity to leak

away by convection . The excellent results obtained with the

viscous insulators, even though they might not have appeared

quiteso good if an Appscoil hadbeenused for comparison , indicate

that it maybe worth while to make further experimente in this direc

tion. Mr.Apps alludes to a series of patents in wbich bis improve
ments in induction coils have been embodied ; we can find only two,

one in1867, and one in 1896. The first patent relates principallyto

bis well-known and excellent contact breaker, and thesecond prin .

cipally to matters of detail in the insulation of the primary and

secondary coils. In these patents there appear to be no epoch

makingsteps in the evolution of the inductioncoil, orat least nothing

to justity Mr. Apps in drawing suchahard and fast line between the

Apps coil and the Rahmkorff coil. We readily acknowledge that Mr.

Apps makes excellent coils, but all the same, we do not think he has yet

reached the neplus ultra . The present low efficiency of the induction

coil as a transformerof electric energy leaves plenty of room for

improvement.- EDS. ELEC. REV.

10 09 9 . 04

19 99 99 99 99

99 19 9

99 9 9 ) 9

DOUBLE LEATHER BELTING .

1 in . width of belt on pulley 18 in . dia, at 1,833 - ft. belt speed per min, 1 H.P
1 24 1,000

30 875

1 36 730

42 625

48 500

60

1 72 835

1 84 286

96 250

1 108 222

1 120 200

9 . .

99
400

9 94

99 95 9

19 90 19

19

90 91

BELT DRIVING .

I.

EVERY species of powertransmitting device has its advocates. These

advocates often push the virtues of their pet ideas in and out of

season and irrespective of surroundings. We can hardly say this of

Mr. Tullis who, in his paper on " BeltDriving,”read before the West

of Scotland Technical College Scientific Society, certainly said all
he could for belts, but didnot seriously overstate matters. Не

certainly gave some very useful points to his hearers. For really

high class belting the centre of a belt ought to be the centre of the

hide, the spine of the oz lying evenly between the two halves of the

strip. Such belts should be cemented and stretched, and properly

made, will run perfectly true and straight. A safe tension is 50 lbs.

per inch of breadth of a single leather, and 80 lbs. for double

leather. On this item of cementing, the present writer was recently

asked to supply a length of the best4-inch belt to be obtained. He

sent the " all cemented joints " of a leading maker, and the engineer

rejected the belt as notthe best. It is thas clear that belt users are

inneed of instruction . It is often most difficult when supplying the

very best goods in the market to obtain credence for the fact . In

The above figures contemplate darability. A belt will du 30 per

cent. morethan the table without slip, it kept a little tighter and in

good condition . Even twice the power can be transmitted at high

tension , but a belt ought to do its duty when slack. Its " slack ”

side ought to be distinc :ly slack. Mr. Tallis would save palley cost

by using compound belts. Two20 -inch belts will do more than one

40 -inchbelt on a wide pulley. Superposed belts check surgingand

air cushioning. The top belt really is working on a leather pulley ,

and the under belt is being held against its pulley firmly.

Mr. Tullis advances instances of the benefit from compounding

insufficiently strong belts. la our owa practice we wel romomber

where certain 4.inch belts were continually giving trouble. We

changed them for 5 -inch belts and the trouble ceased . All Mr.

Tullis's examples are to the effect that by means of placing one belt

over another ,the work done may be increased in fally the ratio of

leather used,and such compound belts are altogether satisfactory,

and may even be used as shifting belts with strap forks,& c.

In quarter twist drives the ordinary flat belt, especially in a short

drive,has one odge ofthe belt badly strained. This faultis got ovar

by making special belts with one side longer than the other . 80

made they work perfectly, and may also be compounded. They

ought to be of thin leather.

For really heavy work link belting is advised . It ought to havea

flexible centre as it will then fit the crowning of the polleys and do

30 per cent. more than it iat ; but here agaia Mr. Tallis is wrong in

saying that on such a belt centrifugal force has no effect. Sach belts

should not be tightened until they slip, unless the slack side sags

down to touch the tightside.

The breaking strain of a link belt 4 -inch thick is given as 1,400

lbs. per inch of breadth for oak tanned and 1,800 lbs. for orange

tanned .

On tapered cones a link belt made to fit the cones will work

without trying to climb against the shifter. Some such belts are

made for steep pitched codes, which have a cross section varying

from f to 21 in a width of 6 inches. Sich belts are, of course ran

hall-twisted. If an open drive must be used then a full twist must

be put on to both sides of the belt so as to get the correct arrange

meat of the taper of the belt upon the cones.

A little belt slip may sometimes be desirable, as, for example, when

driving a dynamo from a gas engine when a little slip prevents
surging and waves in the belt.

( To be continued .). This sentence does not occur in the original.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

The tractive effort per motor required for the grade is 3,490 lbs.,

and for friction, allowing 9 lbs . per ton, 1,755 lbs., making altogether

5,245 lbs. If we allow 95 per cent.mechanical efficiency , we find

from equation 2 that the current required to overcome friction must
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Top DESIGN OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTORS FOR RAPID ACCELERA

TION . By Prof. CHARLES A. CARUS -WILSON , Member. Read

May 26th, 1898.

The torque on the shaft of a motor may be expressed by the

equation,

t = 1:41PA ON 10-8 inch - pounds (1)

wbere n is the number of C.G.8 . lines per pole, a is the number of

gortace conductors, o is the total current passiog into the motor, in

Amperes, and p is a numerical constant depending upon the way in

which the armature is wound. This equation may be written,

t = 1:41 OM ( 2)

where is given by

1 = p ÄN 10-8 ( 3 )

We sball call u the induction factor of the motor. Since the

tension, e, iodaced at n revolutions per second is given by

e = ANN 10-8 volts

the inductionfactor may be found by dividing the inducedtension

in volts by the speed in revolutions per second, and the induced

tension is given by the product of the induction factor and the

speed.

The constant, p, may be defined as the ratio of the number of

surface conductors in series between the main terminals to the

number of surface conductors lying between two adjacent neatral

poiats, and is unity for a bipolar machine, whether drum -wound or

ring -wound.

When a motor is running at n revolutions per second , and taking a

current of o amperes, we have the following expression fur the

speed :

( 5 )
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where 2 is the terminal tension in volts, and B is the resistance of

the motor in ohms measured between the same points as the tension.

Hence, in the case of a railway mctor, the speed in feet per second is

given by
d

8 = 0 262 (E – OB) ( 6 )
MV

where v is the ratio ofthe speed of the motor to that of the main

axle — afterwards called the velocity ratio - and d is the diameter of

the driving wheel in inches.

be equal to 780 amperes, leaving 1,020 amperes available for

acceleration. Under these circumstances the train willstart up from

rest with an ecceleration of 0:53 1.p.s. per second . The induction

carve of these motors is given in fig. 2, anā the current-corre observed

in starting is given in fig . 3 .

Il a palley of d centimetres diameter is placed on the shaft of a

motor of induction factor m, carrying a current of c amperes, the

tangential force at th : rim of the pulley is given by

1

Mo 107 dynes
та

Il d 107 centimetres,this may be written,

T = no dynes (9)

The forca of a motor may thus be defined as a force of n o dynes at

the rim of a pulley 107 centimetres in circumference. We shall

call u c the force factor of the motor. Thus, in the preceding

T = ( 8
do100

70de
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It an experiment be made in which the speed, the tension of the
line, and the current are observed , we can find from equation 5 the

value of the induction factor for different carrents, and thus obtain

what we shall call the induction curve . Such a curve is given in

fig. 1, for the “ G.E. 800 ” railway motor made by the General Elec
tric Company

From the induction curve we can deduce the curve of total torque

for different currents. This carve will lie above that obtained by

measuring the torque at the rim of the brake -wheel, the difference for

any current representing the torque expendedin overcoming friction

of gearing, hysteresis, & c. The ratio of the two ordinates for any

current gives the mechanical efficiency for that current.

It thecurrent passing through the motorat any instant is greater

than that required to overcome the frictional and other resistance to

motion, the motor will accelerate, and the acceleration in feet per

second will be given by

ca
a = 405 x 10– (7 )

d

where Ca is the current in amperes available for acceleration, and wis

the whole weightthat has to be accelerated, in tons of 2,240 lbs.
Aѕ яа

illustration , we may take the motors used onthe Baltimore
and Ouio Railroad.' The conditions areas follows:-Atrain weighiog

780 tons has to start from rest onagrade of 0.8 per cent. The train

is drawn by a locomotive equippedwithfourmotors permanently
connected in series. The driving wheels ,which aregearless,havea

The maximum current from the line is

limited to1,800 amperes, and the mean value of a while themotors
are startiog Day be taken as 156.

DIAGRAM SHOWING CURRENT

USED IN STARTING A TRAIN

ON A GRADE OF 0. O PER CERT

ON TME

BALTIMORE & OMIO RAIL ROAD.

Weight of crain . 700 tons.
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diameterof 62 inches.

example , each of the four motors must have a force factor of

279kilodynes inorder to startop withan accelerationof 0 537p...
per second.

The ratiog of a motor in horse-power gives us no indication of its

ability toaccelerate, though this may be themostimportantfanction

it is called upon to perform . Thus, in the last example, the
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horse -power of the motors at the moment of starting is nothing.

In the problem that wenowpropose to discuss we shall find it con
venientto be able to define the action of a motor in terms of a force

unit instead of a power unit, and for this purpose we shall make use

of the force factor. We may pote in passing thatthepower in kilo

watts at any moment is given by multiplying the force factor in

kilodynes bythe number of revolutions per second.

When a given distance has to be covered , we may divide thewhole

period of motion into two parts — that of acceleration and that of

uniform speed. For the present we shall assume that, if there are
two or more motors in the locomotive, they are connected in parallel,

andthat they speed up with uniform acceleration until full speed is
reached .

From equations 6 and 7 it appears that, it everything else remains

unchanged, the acceleration increases directly, and the final speed

inversely , as For example, if we keep m and v the same, we
d

canincrease the acceleration by putting on a smaller wheel, but we

shall thereby reduce the fioal speed. The accelerating period will

then be small, and most of the distance will be covered atfull speed .

{ }MV
C , R )?

MV

.

MV

MV

MVTIME CURVES
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ki

D, or bg = } bh
ky?

The given distance then is covered in the shortest time, when the
equipment is such that the distance travelled during the process

of acceleration is equal to that travelled at full speed, the time of

accelerating being two-thirds of the whole time.

Substituting for ky and k, their values as given by equations 7 and

6, we get

d
au

0 59 ( 14 )
W (E

It appears,then , that, when a train of weight w tons has to be

started from rest and moved through a distance of d feet, the tension

of the line being e volts, the accelerating current ca amperes, and the

internal drop when running at full speed Cf R volts, the time occupied

is least when the ratio
d

is that given by equation 14 ; and that,

it this value of
d

is adopted, hall the distance will be covered in

the process of accelerating .

d

Since the equation 14 gives the value of for covering any dis

tance in the least time for a given accelerating current, it follows

that, whenthe time as well as the distance is given, the accelerating

current will be least when balf the distance is covered during

acceleration .

d

For, it any other ratio of is adopted than that which covera

hall the distance during acceleration , the time willbe prolonged, and

consequently a greater accelerating current required .

We have, then, two conditions to fulfil. First, halt the distance

must be covered at full speed in one-third the time. If we are at

liberty, aswe generally are, to adjust the value of the resistance so

that the dropat full speed is independent of m, v, and d, we then
have

te
0.1747 (15)

d

where e is the induced tension at full speed , or the tension of the

line minus the heat drop.

It thus appears that the ratio which governs the design of

the whole equipment, is given by the consideration that half the

distance must be covered at full speed in one -third of thetime.

The accelerating current can now be found from equation 7. We

know that half the distance has to be covered in two-thirds of the

time : this gives us the acceleration. We know also the value of

and of w : hence we deduce,
d

d

Ca 55 5 (16)

or we may write at once ,

ca 318 ( 17 )
e t '

If we know the retarding forces at full speed we can find the car

rent, since is fixed, and hence we can obtain the resistance of
d

the motor.

For example, suppose that we have to design an equipment by

which a tramcar weighing 10 tons can be startedfrom rest and moved

through 500 feet in 30 seconds. We may suppose, further, that two

motors are to be used , connected in parallel throughout; that the

tension of the line is 500 volts, and thedrop at full speed 9 volts.

From equation 15 we obtain the value of - and find it to be

d

5:15. We mayassume for the present that v is limited to 4•78, and

that d is 33 inches ; hence M = 35-5 . The maximum speed is 25 feet

per second, or 17 miles per hour. It the frictional and other forces

retarding the motion are equal to a torque of 3,580 inch -pounds on

each axle, the current at Tull speed will be 15 amperes, and the

resistance of each motor 0-6 ohm .

( To be continued .)
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On the other hand, it we increase the diameter of the driving

wheel, we shall get a small acceleration but a bigh final speed ; most

of thedistance will then be covered during the process of accelerating,

and full speed may not be reached before the given distance bag

been traversed. Similarly, if we vary the velocity ratio, keeping

mand d the same, we shall get the reverse of these results . Or, it

we keep v and d fixed and vary m, we shall get the same results as it

wevaried the velocity ralio.

In fig. 4 the horizontal axis represents seconds, and the vertical

axis speed in feet per second. Let ussuppose that the conditions

are such that with a driving wheel 40 inches in diameter an accelera

tion of 1.5 1.p.8. per second is obtained, and that the final speed is

30 feet per second. A distance of 200 yards will then be covered in

30 seconds, 20 seconds being occupied in accelerating, during which

time 100 yards is covered, the remaining 100 yards being covered in

10 seconds at full speed.

It now we replace the 40 -inch wheel by one whose diameter is

30 inches, we increase the acceleration to 2 f.p.s. per second, but

reduce the final speed to 22 6 1.p.s., so that it takes 33 seconds to

travel 200 yards. ' Il we put on a 50-inch wheel, the acceleration is

decreased to 1.2 1.p.s. per second, and full speed is only just reached

when the 200 yards has been covered , the time being nearly 33

seconds.

It a line, such as a f in the figure, is drawn to a pointat which the

given distance is covered , the points thus foundby using wheels of

different diameters will lie on & curve. We shall call this the time

curve. In the figure, dotted lines such ash a representthe accelerat

ing period , and dotted lines such asaf the period during which the

motors are running at full speed. The area h a f g, then, represents

the whole distance covered in the time h g.

Time curves have been drawn for distances of 200, 300, 400, and

500 yards. An increase in the value of mor of v gives the same
result as a decrease in the value of d.

It is evident that there is a certain value of for which the time
d

occupied in covering any given distance is a minimum . This value

we shall now proceed tofind.

We know from equation 7 that the acceleration varies inversely as

d

We may express this fact as follows : - .

1

ki (10)
hb B

d

where ki is a constant, and B

From equation 6 we have

kgß (11)

where kg is a constant.

It d is the whole distance in feet that has to be covered, we bave

k ,?
BS + K2 B xbg (12)

ki

hence , by substitution, we get

t +1 B2 ( 13 )
k , В ki

where t is the time occupied. To find what value of B makes the

time a minimum , differentiate and equate to nothing, and we have

MV

MV

a b
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MAY 27TH MEETING .

MR.CAMPBELL SWINTON read a paper on “Some Further Experiments

on the Circulation of the Residual Gaseous Matter in Crookes Tubes."

In the discussion that followed the formerpaper on this subject,

at the Physical Society on March 25th, 1898, Mr. Appleyard had

suggested that, intracing the cause ofthe rotation of the exploring

mill, it would lead to simpler results iſ the vanes were made ofsome

light conducting substance, for it was probable that mica introduced

complications by retaining the charges . Prof. Boys then pointed

out that the mica might be gilded . Such a tube has now been

madeby Mr. Wulff. With the gilded mica vanes so placed asto be

outsidethe cathode stream the mill bebaves in a manner similar to

D k2
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THE " FULMEN " ACCUMULATOR .the non -conducting insulated mill. It shows a greatertendency to

assume a position of stability, due to electrostatic induction , this

renders it somewhat troublesome in starting, but, when once under

way , the mill rotates always when excited. Occasionally, when

starting, a few reverse revolutions are observed , these are probably

due to electrostatic influence and momentum, and also possibly to

eddy currents in the residual gaseous matter. But it is found,

in all cases, that rotation in the direction that indicates a stream

of residual gaseous matter from anode to cathode, follows the

reversal immediately after one or two Oscillations. An electro

meter connected to the mill, through the pivot and needle.

point, shows the vanes to be always electrified positively. The

results are confirmed by a second tube with oblique vanes. The

author concludes that at very high exhaustions there exists a mole

cular or atomic stream from anode to cathode, which carries a posi

tive charge and travels at high velocity outside the opposite cathode
stream .

Mr.J. QUICK asked what was the minimum degree of exhaustion

required to produce these results.

Prof. Boys said that the experiments gave some amountof proba

bility to the truth of Mr. Campbell Swinton's hypothesis , but it did

not altogether prove the mechanical theory of rotation tobe correct.

He wasglad that the chance suggestion at the last discussion had

ledto such interesting experiments being continued.

Prof. THRELFALL mentioned that Boettger had deviseda method

for gilding mica, by a chemical process, that was much to be pre

ferred to ordinarygilding,

Mr. CAMPBELL SWINTON said it was necessary to exhaust the tubes

as completely as possible, to a point where it was only just possible

for any discharge at all to pass through them . If the rotation was

due to electrification, there must still be some mechanical process

whereby the charges get to the vanes — a stream of residual gas

satisfied that condition .

TheVICE -PRESIDENT proposed votes of thanks and the meeting
adjourned until June 10th .

...

Wu know that accumulatora iatended for electro -mobiles should

above all possess a high specific power (watts per kilogramme of total

weight) and a high specific energy (watt-hours per kilogramme ol

total weight) in order to reduce as far as possible the dead weight

carried , and so to increase the length of the journey that the battery

enables usto make without recharging. These figures are now

pretty well established for certain types of accumulators, and we

find under the signature of one of the best authorities on automobil

locomotion, M. Ed. Hospitalier, a very competent article on the

“ Falmen ” arcumulator, wbich already wellknown to our readers.

Tois article describes the progress realised in apparatus for the

storage of electrical energy during the past 15 years.

The type that we have examined, says M.Ed. Hospitalier, is dis

tinguished by the symbɔl B13 and comprises 13 plates : 6 positive and

7 negative. The plates , which are rectangular, are 18 centimetres

high, 94 wide and4 millimetres thick. They form a block consisting

of 24 rectangular cells, in which is lodged the active material. Thin

sheets of celluloid prevent the plates from coming in contact with

one another.

The moist plates cat level with the fastening gave us the following

respective weights of the grid and of the active material ( in

grammes ).

Positive plate. Negative plate.

Grid 135 135

Active material 340 255

Total weight ... 475 390

The surface of each plate is 1.75 square decimetres of the total sur

face for the 12 faces of the six position plates.

The celluloidtroughand the partitions separating the platesweigh

600 gram nes. The total weight of the completeelement with the

liquid is 7.5 kilogrammes.

M. Brault, administrator and delegate of the Falmen Accumulator

Company, considers the normal régime of discharge equivalent to a

current of 21 amperes corresponding to a contindous discharge of

5 hours, or a density of current of 1 ampere per square decimetre of

surface of the positive plates, but the accumulator can, at the expense

of its capacity , supplyasmuch as 50 amperes of continuous discharge

and 100 amperes in interrupted discharge, for a special strain, for
instance.

With the normal discharge in 5 hours the mean available difference

of potential of the element is 1.9 volts, and the capacity 105 ampere

hours. Each element of 7.5 kg. supplies at the normal régime 40

available watts and contains an available energy equal to 200 watt

The specific constants of the element are, therefore, as follows, as

compared with the total weight :

Specific output, in amperes, per kg. 3

Available specific power, in watts,per kg. 53

Specificcapacity, in ampere-hours,per kg.

Available specific energy, in watt-hours, perkg.

Specific weight in kilogrammes per kilowatt 190

Specific weight in kilogrammes per kilowatt -hour 37.5

TRANSATLANTIC CABLES.

hours.

MESSRS. SIEMENS BROS. have kindly permitted us to publish the

following tabular statement of calculated and actual speeds compiled

by them of Atlantic cables. It will be noticed that in the 1894

cables, which are of different lengths,and varying weights of copper

and insulation, the advantage would be with the manufacture of

Messrs. Siemens, length andweight of core being equal ( see cols. 9

and 10).

Asthe earlier figures may require further notes to explain that the

speeds givenwere by mirrororrecorder, or by simplex and duplex,

we havepreferredto draw attention only to the two results directly
comparable, viz., the 1894 cables :

146

26

...

1 2 11

Date

when

laid .

3 5 6 7 8 9 10

Type of Calculated Calculated Calculated

core of KR. speeds speeds Speeds Calculated speed

Length in deep sea taking taking actually speed if lengths

nautical cable. 1874 cable 1874 cable obtained if lengths 1,850 naut.

miles. at 20-2 at 27-6

Lbs. per Ohm * Microfarads words per words per working.
in regular 1,850 naut. miles and

miles. core

naut, mile minute. minute. 650/400 .

Designation of cable. Manufactured by

10 .

Cop. G.P.

400/400

400/400

400/360

350/300

199

386

32:2

282

70-2

59.8

1873 Anglo -American

1874 Anglo-American

1875 Direct United States

1879 Pouyer-Qaertier

1866/80 Anglo -American

1881 Jay Gould ...

1882 Jay Gould

1884 Mackay- Bennett (8 )

1884 Mackay-Bennett (N.)

1894 Mackay-Bennett (3rd)

1894 Anglo -American

1.876

1,837

2,423

2,242

1,852

2,518

2,563

2,353

2,346

2,161

1,850

...

3.919

3 :512

7.558

6 600

4.632

7 834

8 030

6740

6 630

4.671

2 420

350/300

350/300

350/300

350/300

500/320

650/400

18-11

20.20

9:38

10-74

15 31

9 05

8 84

10:52

10 71

15:18

29:31

24 75

27 :6 (f ) 20 :2 (a)

12 82 22 :6 (6)

1467 22 (c)

20 91

12 37 21: 5 ( d )

12:08 215 (d)

14:37 26

1463 26

20-74 40 (9)

40-04 47.4 )

39.8

412

42.0

41.8

54.6

47.4

694

71.2

723

71.2

772

474

Tel. Const. & Mtnc. Co.

Tel. Const. & Mtac. Co.

Siemens Bros.

Siemens Bros.

Tel. Const. & Mtnc. Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co.

Siemens Bros. & Co.

Siemens Bros, & Co.

Tel. Const. & Mac. Co.

( a) Report of engineers, Messrs. Clark, Forde & Co., to the manager of the Anglo - American Telegraph Company, dated June 25th, 1877.
(b) Report of engineers, Messrs. Clark, Forde& Co., to the manager of the Direct United States Cable Company, dated June 25th , 1877 .

( c ) Report of theengineer-in -chief , Mr. von Chauvin , to the Pouyer - Quertier Cable Company,dated June15th,1880.

(d ) Report of Dr. Muirhead to Mr. vonChauvin , representative in London of vii. Press messages, usual rate, 25
(i.) Special trial ofcode words, 18 words per minute mean

the Western Union Telegraph Company, dated July 1õth , 1883. (iii . ) Asmany as 185 letters per minute häve been observed to pass at times
without requiring repetition .

(e) Electrician, dated October 12th, 1894 .

1 ) Speedspecified as basis for column7 is taken from a letterfrom the manager ofthe Anglo - American Telegraph Company,dated September 20th , 1894.
g) From a letterfrom Mr. G. G. Ward, vice-president and general manager of the CommercialCable Company, dated May Toth, 1895 .

} 21.5

It will be noticed in column 8 that the actual working speed

obtained with the cables made and laid by Siemens Bros. & Co., is

very much greater than that calculated upon, even allowing for all

theprogress in manipulation and manufacture. Columns 9 and 10

prove this even more clearly, the figures given there having been

calculated (from actual speeds) according to well-established formula

-column9 showing what the speedwould be itall the cables were
only 1,850 nautical miles long, and column 10 it the length and

weight of core of all the cables were the same as those of the 1894

Anglo Cable.

At the régime of 5 watts per kg., the Fulmen accumulator contains,

therefore, more than 25 watt-hours per kg. These two figures are

sufficient to calculate the weight of accumulators necessaryto work

an automobile of a given total weight,at a given speed on & given

track , the efficiency of the motor and the transmission being knowo,

and also the road to be traversed between two successive charges.

It the régime of continuous specific discharge be doubled and brought

to 10 watts per kilogramme, the specific energy falls to20

watt-hours per kilogramme. If we do not require more than

100 kilogrammes of accumulators to produce 1 kilowatt, we
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should require 60 kilogrammes instead of 40 ) to store up 1 kilo

watt-hour.

It, on thecontrary, we reduce by half the specific régime of con :

tinuous discharge, the available specific energy increases and attains

to30 watt-hours per kilogramme .
In calculating the weight of a battery, therefore, we must not lose

sight of the fact that we lose in energy what we gain in power,

and vice verså , and that accumulators wear much better when they

are subjected to more moderate régimes of discharge. In their

special application to electro -mobiles, the discharge is not continuous,

bat, on the contrary, extremely variable,and interrupted by intervals

of rest favourable to the diffusion of the liquid , which diffusion is

also facilitated by the agitation of the elements during the journey

The figures given for the normal régime may therefore be accepted.

as representing the energy actually available, notwithstanding the

variations in the output.

As regards the duration of the elements we can give no figures as

there is too great a difference between the conditions under which

they work in the laboratory and on the road. Weshall gain more

information on this important point as electro -mobiles become more

extensively used .

We had intended to publish the conditions of working of other

types of accumu'ators applied to automobiles, but we found that

they were nearly all considerably interior to those we have just

described relating to the “ Fulmen ” accumulator. As each maker

or inventor claims in favour of his apparatus special advantages as

to solidity, duration , cheapness, facility of arrangement, &o . , which

more or less compensate for inferiority in output and capacity, we

didnot think it expedient to challenge claimsand contradictions.

The figures which we have given, and which are deduced from our

own experience, represent the maximum of what can be obtained

from the present accumulators while we are waiting for better, in

defiance of the proverb that says "Let well alone."

The accumulator question is attracting universal attention just now ,

and we would readily believe that the present maximum is merely

provisional. But such as it is, it enablesus to realise practical electro

mobiles capable of making daily journeys of 50 to 60 kilometres

without being recharged.

The competition for electric cabs to be held by the Automobile

Club in June,will be areliable experimental confirmation of our

deductions. - L'Energie Electrique.

REVIEWS .

Treatise on Chemistry. Tol. II. - The Metals. By Prof.

Roscoe and SCHORLEMMER. London : McMillan & Co. ,

Limited. 1897.

This is the third edition of one of the most important

volumes in the great work first issued by the authors in the

early part of 1878. During the 19 years which have elapsed

since the publication of the first edition of this vo'ume,

much important work on the chemistry of the metals and

their compounds has been done . So much, indeed, that

the time was ripe for a new edition in which the metallic

elements and their compounds should be re-arranged and

· all new matter of importance added . Prof. Roscoe and his

assistant have had a large mass of material from which

to make their selection, and on the whole, those who are

familiar with the first two editions will conclude that they

have generally exercised their judgment well, and have

not failed to realise the significance of the new discoveries.

The new edition is more bulky, but fortunately, it has

been possible to condense much of the old matter and even

to reject some, so that the volume before us is not too

porderous. This is a great advantage, for, in the early

editions, the metals used to be dealt with in two volumes .

To review this work from the point of view of the metal

lurgist is scarcely within our province, but we have no doubt

wbatever that those who are interested in the chemistry of

metals will give a whole-hearted verdict in favour of this

new edition, which we are sure they will find to be a verit

able mine of unusually accurate information .

A treatise on the metals, their chemical and pbysical pro

pertier, would not be complete without alluding in the

proper places to the achievements of those who have sought

to increase our knowledge of electricity within the past 20

years, and this has been done to some extent. We humbly

suggest, however, that the work would have been far more

valuable if the editors had drawn more copiously upon these

achievements and had made more of them . We even venture

to say that the work would have been more valuable if an

electrical engineer thoroughly conversant with the researches

of the past 20 years bad been associated with them in their

labours , for the purposesto which the metals are now placed

in the electrical industries are so numerous and important

that they cannot be overlooked . It is only in this direction

that we can detect any serious weakness, otherwise the work

is, humanly speaking, complete.

In a treatise on the metals, ext- nding to nearly 12,000

pages, one might surely expect more than a page on the

subject of conductivity ; this is all that is devoted to it, and

the subject is only considered with conductivity for heat

under the heading of “ Physical Properties in relation to the

Periodic System .” Actually in describing the physical

properties of silver, we are only informed that it is the best

conductor of electricity ; and under the physical properties

of copper, the only statement is that next to silver it is

the best conductor of electricity, and that pure copper

is very largely employed for electric light mains and

subterranean constructions, and that small quantities of im.

purities lower the conductivity to a large extent. We should

have thought that metals possessing this property to such

a high degree would have been written about somewhat

differently, and that wherever the physical properties of
metals were stated, the values of their electrical conductivities

would have been given . But we have searched for them in

vain . Generally speaking there is a great dearth of physical

constants.

Another instance of anbalanced treatment in dealing with

electrical matters is to be found on page 319, where the

electrolytic preparation of copper is described in 18 lines, yet

the electrotyping process, which is surely a matter of less

importance, receives morethan two pages.

In dealing with the velocity of reaction we miss any re

ference to recent German researches on the velocity of ions.

Spectrum analysis and the methods of producing emission

spectra are very fully dealt with as might be expected from

one who has done so much himself in this direction ;

indeed , this part of the work is very complete.
There is avery gocd section on the constitution of salts

and bases in dilute solution, but, strange to say, no reference

to Arrhenius, Nernst, and the other great investigators in

this field of research . It seems impossible to have omitted

a full explanation of the electrolytic dissociation bypothesis,

but such is the case . Indeed, the editors of this editiondo

not seem to have realised the important progress which has

been made in electrolysis, not only as regards theoretical

matters, but in practice ; and so we look in vain for any

reference to recent achievements in the direction of produc

ing chlorates,hypochlorites, &c., in this way.

We should have thought that the work would not have

gone to press too soon to have included some reference to

Karl Elb's recent research on electro -chemistry. We miss

him in common with many others of greater and less
rank.

The authors had a great opportunity when writing up

aluminiam , but they do not call our attention to the

phenomenal progress which has been made in the industrial

application of this metal during the past 7 or8 years, and

the electrolytic production of aluminium is dismissed in

aboat half a page. Some of the data too are wrong. We

might have been favoured with the authority for the state

ment that the electrical energy required for the prodaction

of 1 lb. of aluminium accounts to 3,730 watt-hours. In

describing the Héroult process in use at Foyers, the
statement is made that the alumina is melted without the

addition of a flux, and is then simply electrolysed. Bat the

fact is, that alumina itself is practically infusible, though it

dissolves readily in several salts whichmelt at a reasonably
low temperatare. In practice cryolite is found to be the

most suitable with the Héroult cells, and this is used by the

British Aluminium Company. The bath is filled with.

molten cryolite which is constantly fed with alumina as the

aluminium is deposited. If the cryolite is not a flax, it is

certainly & solvent for alumina and most, if not all,

will imply this if they speak of cryolite as a flux. Loose

statements of this kind oaght not to bave crept into such a

work .

Turning to platinum we find ae, indeed , we do with nickel

and others of the metals which are more interesting to our

industry, that data which we may reasonably expect to be

present are conspicuous by their absence. The position of

platinum in the electrical industries onght certainly to have

been defined .

The last chapters in the book deal with the newly dis

covered elements of helium and argon , and practically con
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stitate abstracts of the more important papers which have

appeared, and with which our readers are familiar . We

were expecting too much, perhaps, when we looked for some

pronouncement on the fact that the existence of these two

elements is not in any way indicated in the periodicarrange

ment of the elements, yet it is probable that their discovery

will lead to modifications of that hypothesis.

Asa treatise on chemistry, the work will probably satisfy

chemists and also metallurgists of the older school,but the

up -to -date metallurgist and especially electrical engineers

who are interested in electrolysis will find it somewhat

disappointing.

The book is executed in Messrs. McMillan's well known

style, it is well print- d, well illustrated, and suitably bound,

and though as a treatise not perfect from our point of view,

will , we are quite sure , be welcome wherever the chemistry

of the metals is studied .
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Alternating Currents of Electricity. By ALFRED STILL.

London : Whittaker & Co. 1898.

This book, says the author, is written less from a scientist's

point of view, and more from an engineering standpoint,

than is usually the case ; and not only for engineering

students, but also for those engineers who are but slightly

acquainted with alternating current problems.

There are, doubtless, many electrical engineers who, while

possessing an extensive practical acquaintance of alternating

current machinery, are ignorant of, or ,at anyrate, have bat

hazy notions of the principles underlying the design and

working of such apparatas. To write a book meeting the

requirements of this class of reader demands an anthor

whose knowledge of the subject is good in both theory and

practice, and who at the same timepossesses the aptitude of

expressing bis ideas simply and clearly.

As far as we can judge, Mr. Still appears to satisfy all

these requirements. His production is undoubtedly one

which will appeal to a large class of readers. His preface is

a little misleading where he states that the introduction of

mathematics has been entirely avoided , since there are

instances of the use of differential coefficients to denote

rates of change ; but such insertions are so carefully ex

plained that no exception can be taken to them .

In the explanation of the various phenomena due to self

induction , capacity, &c. , liberal use is made of graphical

methods.

In general, the explanationsgiven are scientifically sound

and clearly stated. " Oo page 119, however, the explanation

of the constancy of the cycle of magnetisation in a trans

former core for varying secondary loads is rather loose. We

presume Ohm's law has an extended meaning given to it here.

Moreover,would Obm's law necessarily be violated in the

primary, if, on increasing the secondary load, the maximum

value of the induction varied ? This is, however, but one

unsatisfactory passage in an otherwise uniformly excellent

production. The book is well written, aptly illustrated,

clearly printed, and free from typographical slips. We can

heartily recommend Mr. Still's book to the class of readers

for which he has ostensibly written it.

11,157. " Improvements in alternating current motors . " W.

LANGDON -Davies. Dated May 16th .

11,175. Improvements in switches for electric circuits . ” C. B.

Callow and J. EOK . Dated May 17th.

11,185. " Improvements in starting devices for monophase

electric motors." E. B. WEDMOBE . Dated May 17th.

11,255. “ An improved means or apparatus for reducing or ex

tinguishing the electric arc formed on breaking electriccircuits .'

R. H. FOWLER, O. J. HALL, and R. ACOCK . Dated May 17th .

11,278. " Improvements in step -by-step printing telegraphs.'

W. 8. STELJES. Dated May 17th.

11,282. Improvements in electric check clocks or alarm signal

apparatus. " H.REICH . Dated May 17th.

11,290 . " Improvements in electric arc lamps." . P.R. JACKSON

AND CO. , LIMITED, and L. O. H. MENSING. Dated May 17th .

11,292. " A new and improved electrical gas lighter. " J. De Meza.

Dated May 17th.

11,293. " A new and improved theatrical ticket or check . ” A.

MARSH . Dated May 17th.

11,302. “ Improvements in or connected with electrical switches. "

A. BBIER. Dated May 18th.

11,307. “ Improvements and modifications in the construction of

amperemeters , voltmeters, wall meters, or the like . " A. SPARK .

Dated May 18th.

11,320. Improvements in electrical igoition apparatus for gas

burners.” R. J'URQUHART.( The Actien -Gesellschaft für Fabrika

tion von Broncewaaren und Zinkguss, vorm. J. C. Spion & Sohn, and

8. J. von Romocki, Germany.) Dated May 18th.

11,326. " Improvements in adjustable reels, leads, and other

similar purposes.” W. H. STURGE . Dated May 18th .

11,340 . " Improvements ia or connected with electric batteries . "

E. A. JAHNCKE. Dated May 18th.

11,353. “ Improvements in or connected with commutators for

dynamo-electric machines and electric motors . " C. J. FERGUSON and

G. T. FERBELL. Dated May 18th.

11,360._ “ Improvements in globe holders for enclosed electric arc

lamps.” K. WEINERT. Dated May 18th .

11,396. “Method of produciog foot- plates for electrotypes,
stereotypes and the like and foot-plates thus produced .” V. H.

HOLM . Dated May 19th .

11,416. " Improved method of and apparatus for signalling or
advertising by electricity . ” A. GINISTY and V. Metz. Dated

May 19th.

11,426. " Improvements in electrically propelled vehicles." The

HON R. T. D. BROUGHAM and W. C. BERSEY. " Dated May 19th.

11,429. Improvements in electrically propelled road vehicles."

0. PATIN . Dated May 19th .

11,433. " Improvements in prepayment electricity meters ." F. F.

YRATMAN. Dated May 19th.

11,438 ._ “ Improvements in electrical tarnaces. ” SIEMENS BBOS

AND Co., Ltd. (Siemens and Halske Actien -Gesellschaft, Germany.)

Dated May 19th. (Complete.)

11,440 . ' Improvements in dynamos." G. UNTERBERG . Dated

May19th. (Complete.)

11,455 . " An improvement in automatic electric circuit breakers

and restorers ." G.E.FLETCHER. Dated May 20th.

11,498. " An improvement in holders for electric glow lamps."

H. C. GOVER and C. F. PROCTOR . Dated May 20th.

11,499. “Improvements in resistance switches." H. C. GOVER

and C. F. PROCTOR and A. H. BATE. Dated May 20th .

11,506 . " Improvements in connected with telephones."

J. E. O. KUMBERG. Dated May 20th .

11,518. " Improvements in electrical lighting devices for kerosene

and other burners.” 8. M. MEYER. Dated May 20th. (Complete .)

11,519. “ Improvements in electric brakes." H. P. Davis. Dated

May 20th . (Date applied for under Patents, &c. , act, 1883, Section

103, October 22nd, 1897, being date of application in United States )

11 523. "Improvements in and connected with electrical switches. "

E. J. WADE and the ELECTRIC MOTIVE POWER COMPANY. Dated

May 20h .

40

or

NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

Compiled expressly for this journal by W. P. TROMPSON & Co.,

Electrical Patont Agents, 322, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

ELECTRICAL PATENTS OF 1884, EXPIRING IN

JUNE, 1898.1

11,153. " Improvements in electric arc lamps.” SIEMENS BROS.

and Co , LIMITED. (Siemens & Haleke, Aktien -Gesellschaft, Ger

many.) Dated 16th May. (Complete .)

11,154. "Improvements in self-regulating driving pulleys applic

able to the driving of a dynamo from a railway carriage axle and for

other purposes." E. J. PRESTON. Dated May 16th.

11,155. " Improvements in secondary batteries or accumulators. ”

F. KING . Dated May 16th.

We are informed by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co. that about

80 applications for electrical patents were filed in the month ofJane,

1884. Out of these applications some were never completed, and of

those that were, not one has been maintained to run itsfull length of

teru , viz , 14 years, but became void after a period of a few years.>
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Ar the Electrical Exhibition, which was recently opened in

New York, a large number of machines by different makers

are on view , and our contemporary, the Electrical World , has

taken this opportunity of comparing the several designs, and

has drawn therefrom certain conclusions as to the direction

in which modern practice is moving. These conclusions are

published in a recent editorial, and as the subject will

probably be of interest to many of our readers, we propose

to briefly enumerate some of the leading features mentioned .

First, we learn that multipolar machines steadily grow in

favour as compared with two -pole machines, and that slow

speed machines are now made multipolar for as small an

output as one-half horse- power. Steel is not so much used as

formerly, a common construction now being to use cast -iron

yokes with cores or pole tips of wrought-iron plates from one

eighth to one-quarter inch thick. The yokes are generally

circular in form , and wide enough to entirely cover the

magnet bobbins ; these latter being often farther protected

from possible mechanical injury by arranging an inward

flange at each side of the yoke, so that the bobbins

lie in a sort of trough. With regard to the magnet

winding, it is stated that edgewise tape winding is

beginning to be used for the series coils. Smooth core

armatures, we are told, have practically disappeared from

...

...
...

...
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of Prof. Bakpagel, and should Mr. Schweder read this, we

hope he will send as a drawing and full description for our

columns.

done by increasing the diameter of the commutator wbilst

keeping the length unaltered. Although the exbibition does

not include any examples of the very big output machines

now made for traction and power transmission, it is, says

our contemporary, of very great technical interest, and besides

many examples of moderate -sized machinery of various

designs, it contains a very good collection of dynamo and

motor accessories, arc Jamps, switchboards, and other

apparatus.

Resistance

in Crookes Tubes.

In the American X Ray Journal, April,
Overcoming High

1898 , Dr. Graves makes some very inte

resting remarks on methods of restoring

X ray tubes which have become “dead” by increase of

resistance in use . He considers that by proper treatment

any "dead" tube may be made to work again, without re

exhaustion , or without the use of restorativer, such as vapour

emitters in side pockets. Dr. Graves's treatment consists in

a rational combination of certain artifices already known

and applied separately. The principal artifices employed by

Dr. Graves to resuscitate “ dead ” tubes are reversal, spark

gaps, and tinfoil on the cathode end of the tube. He finds

that in tubes of an ordinary resistance, the direct resistance

is about three times the reversed resistance. When, there

fore, the current refuses to paks in the proper direction, the

chances are that it will be able to pass when it is sent in the

reverse direction through the tube. If it is found impos

sible to send the current through the tube even in the reverse

direction (when the leads are connected directly to the tube),

then success will usually be attained by introducing aspark - gap

between the tube and the negative terminal of the generator.

Dr. Graves has repeatedly observed that a spark - gap at the

negative pole reduces the resistance of a tube, while a spark

gap at the positive pole increases it. The reversed current

is sent through thetube till the phenomena observed are the

same as when an ordinary tube is reversed. Dr. Graves

maintains that tubes that have been resuscitated in this way

are far more efficient than new tubeswhich have not yet

become “ dead ” by continued use . Dr. Graves's paper is

well worth the study of those engaged in practical X ray

work .

The Magnet and the Spectrum . - Mr. F. Charler, of

Bristol, writes the following very interesting letter to the

Engineer as followe : - “ At a time when so much attention

is being paid to X rays and new developments of the theory

of light, it will not be inappropriate to directattention to a

passage in the British Cyclopædia, published by Orr and

Smith, Amen Corner, in 1835. The passage in the article

on • Spectrum ' runs as follows: — One of the most extra

ordinary effects which has resulted from the action of

coloured rays is the communication of magnetic powers to

metallic bars. Dr. Morichini, of Rome, was the first person

who discovered the properties which he considered were con

fined to the violet rays. At that season of the year when

the light of the sun is most powerful, he admitted it into his

chambers, and having formed a coloured spectrum by means

of a prism , he collected the violet rays in the focus of &

convex lens, and by moving the lens parallel to a steel needle,

he made the focusof theriolet rays pass from the middle of

one extremity of the needle to the other, and always in the

same direction, without touching the other half. By con

tinging this operation for nearly an hour, the needle was

found to becompletely magnetised. . The same result

was obtained by Dr. Carpiat Rome, and Mr. Cosimo Redolfi

at Florence . When the violet light was passed through

the thick smoke of burning sugar, the needle showed only &

very slight degree of magnetism . Farther on it is explicitly'

stated that in 1817, when Dr. Playfair was in Rome, he saw

the same experiment carried out with perfect success. Per

haps some of your readers can tell me whether these state

ments are trueor not."
1

Some Notes on

Boiler Trials.

The Ameer and the Dynamo.-In the whole annals of

the engineer in the East, probably no man has achieved in

80 short a time as honourable a record of difficulties overcome

and conspicuoussuccessattainedfrom the smallest beginnings

as Sir Thomas Salter Pyne, C.S.I., M. Inst.M.E., and C.E.

The extent of confidence reposed in his ability by H.H. the

Ameer of Afghanistan has been more than justified by the

varied and far-reaching industrial developmentswhich, onder

the enlightened patronage of the Afgbanruler, Sır Salter has

created inthe midst of an unsympathetic and fanatical popa

lation. The story of Sir Salter Pyne's rapid success is a

testimony to his solid worth of character and indomitable

energy in a position from which a predecessor, after a short

inspection of Kabul amenities, hastily retired dismayed. To

enter a country in which the worst traditions of the East

prevail, bis only guarantee the somewhat filmy protection of

å rulersuddenly becomeinterested in mechanice, as a child

might be in watching wheels go round, to retain that interest

and form it in the direction of serious work, to erect and

equip workshops, foundries, wills, and to establish a dozen

or more useful industries, and , above all, to make 3,500

skilled mechanics out of the typical Oriental material before

him - all this is surely an achievement which can only be

described as grand. The solid factof this industrial activity

set goingin a land amongst a people whoseenergies knew no

otheroutlet than that of warring against theirneighbours,

is sufficient to place Sir Thomas Salter Pyne in the front

rank of the pioneers of civilisation. Great things often

originate in small beginnings, and this great enlightenment

of the Afghan people may be traced toadynamowhich one
day the Ameer, when on a visit to India , lingered to watch

at Rawal Pindi. It is from this incident that the great

interest in applied mechanics which the Ameer now possesses

may be dated, and which has given the subject of our note

the opportunity of which he has so well availed himself.

The Ameer retained the services of the engineer in charge of

the plant, who happened to be a Frenchman, but that gentle

man, after a brief experience of Kabul, took an earlyoppor

tunity of returning to his beloved boulevards. He was

succeeded by Mr. Pyne, and from that date Sir Salter's

career has been one of uninterrupted succees, not only in his

own professional lines of activity as a civil and mechanical

engineer, but also in the more exacting domain of confidential

agent to the Afghan ruler.

In making boiler tests, it is rightly

observed by Mr. Schweder in his paper

to the South African Association of Engi

neers, that complete trials are lengthy. He advises means

whereby the action of a plant can be followed con

tinuously. For this he would analyse flue gases fre

quently, so as to approximate the ideal of 15 per cent.

of carbonic acid in the gases. Average analyses only

showed 10-8 per cent., and once only bad he found 15 per

cent. The Arndt econometer is recommended as giving,

with a fair degree of accuracy, the ratio of C0, in furnace

gases, and it will justify its title if the fireman can be induced

to fire to its indications, either by pride or by a bonus on

results. We drew attention to this instrument when it first

came out, and advised its employment as a means of paying

firemen by the piece, so to speak — that is, by the proportion

of Co, they manufacture. Furnace temperatures are com

puted by means of a piece of copper held in a piece of gas

pipe a few inches above the fire. The copper is quenched in

water, and the temperature computed from the final tempera

ture and specific heat. Mr. Schweder has had made a new

instrument for measuring the velocity of the furnace

gases for the purpose of showing the amount of air that is

being used for a certain amount of coal. It is not clearly

described, bat appears to record by means of a nearly hori

zontal water-gauge tube such that a little difference of head

gives a long range of reading. The instrument is the design

а

a
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APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY ON A

MODERN WARSHIP .

:

THERE is little doubt that the Americans are far ahead of

as in their applications of electricity on board ship, and if

only Admiral Sampson can force the Spanish fleet, now said

to be “ bottled ” up in Santiago de Cuba, to a pitched battle,

it is possible that the lessons which electrical engineers

will learn from the fight will be as important in their way as

those which will be gathered by students of naval strategy,

and of armour v. gun.

Even the most sanguine of electrical engineers do not look

forward to the use of electricity in propelling warships : at

any rate, they do not expectthat this method will be adopted

in the near future ; but they are without doubt right in

claiming that electricity is by far the best source of power

for driving the auxiliary machinery of the modern man-of

war . The American naval authorities, more than those of

any other country, have realised the importance of this, and

should a really serious action take place between the hostile

fleets, we shall eagerly watch for official reports on the

bebaviour of electrical systems in actual warfare.

The presence of steam and exhaust pipes anywhere out

side of the main engine and boiler compartments is unde

sirable, especially in the crews' living quarters, where the

heat that they prodace in confined spaces densely inhabited

is particularly bad. In addition , the presence of complicated

steam appliances in various parts of the ship adds to the

work of keeping the vessel clean. These, however, are

minor disadvantages. A greaterone is the obvious danger

in action from steam pipes placed above the protectivedeck.

This is met by placing below the protective deck all

auxiliaries whose use would certainly be necessary in battle,

andby shutting off steam from all the rest below the pro

tective deck when the ship is cleared for action ; but the

capstan and the winches must be on deck, and their use may

become imperatively necessary in action. The cutting of

the steam pipe, above the protective deck , to any of the

machinery, would render some of the ammunition -passing

rooms entirely antenable until steam could be shut off from

below , to saynothing of the probable loss of life and disas

trous moral effect.

By far the most serious objection to these auxiliaries, how

ever, is their lack of economy. Everybody knows they are

wasteful, but just how wasteful it is difficult to say , because

of the rarity of tests under service conditions. About a

year ago, however, engineer W. W. White made a series of

very careful experiments on the auxiliaries of the Minnea

polis (U.S. Navy ). In these experiments the condensed

exhaust was measured and indicator cards were taken from

13 different auxiliaries, beside the dynamo engines, in

clading main and auxiliary air and circulating pumps, pumps

for feed , fire, bilge, flashing, and water service, one forced

draft blower, and the ice machine. The mean result from

these 13 was 99.522 lbs. of feed -water per I.H.P. per hour.

The greatest economy was shown by the middle circulating

pump engine, a simple, vertical, two- cylinder, inverted , direct

acting engine, with slide valves, actuating two centrifugal

pumps. At the time of test the pump was working underits

full load . The consumption was 55:06 lbs. of feed -water

per I.H.P. per hour. The least economy was shown by a
horizontal duplex pump, 12 inches X 8 X 10. At the

time of test it was making an average of 12 :7 double strokes

per minute on a very light load . Its consumption was

318.68 lbs. of feed -water per I.H.P. per hour.

These results are certainly startling. We have, of course,

always known that the anxiliaries were very extravagant

in the age of steam , but who supposed that there were

engines to -day using from 100 to 300 lbs. of steam per

I.H.P. ? In an official summary of teets to determine the
consumption of steam of the main and auxiliary engines,

we find there are 34 auxiliaries having in all 52 steam

cylinders. Thirty -one of these engines were indicated,

giving an aggregate of 471 H.P. developed, using collectively

56,049 lbs. of water per hour, or an average of 119 lbs. per

I.H.P. Were these auxiliaries as economical as the main

engines, 9,891 lbs. of steam would have developed the same

power. 46,158 lbs. of steam or water being used more than
is necessary if the best conditions of economy prevailed . In

other words, the data show that at 8 lbs. of water evaporated

per 1 lb. of coal, 5,769 lbs. of coal can be saved per hour.

It muet, of course, be borne in mind that it is impractic

able to realise this gain because of the complications which

would follow the introduction on board ship of high -ex

pansion engines for these numerous purposes, but the question

is, shall these numerous engines for so many purposes be

replaced by fewer engines of higher character and have a few

central-power plants capable of meeting similar wants with

greater economy ; or shall we design more economic engines

for each individual condition, even at the cost of a sligbtly

increased number of parts ; or shall we have one more

economical central steam -plant developing power to be dis

tributed by electricity to the varied requirements in different

parts of the vessel ?

Wastefulness is inseparable from any system requiring the

development of power in pomerous independentengines of

small power situated at a distance from the boilers. Under

such circumstances the losses by radiation and condensation

must necessarily be greatly increased . Then, too, the use of

numerous small engines causes a great increase of the friction

load . Worst of al), each of such small engines must be

large enough to do its maximum work ; hence, under service

conditione ,it must often work at low power with great waste

of steam .

These troubles can be avoided by the use of one power

plant for all the auxiliaries. Such a plant for a large man

of-war could be divided into a sufficient number of units, 80

that the generators in use could always be working at nearly

their full load ; and at the same time the units would be so

powerful that compound engines could be used with conse

quent economy. In addition there would be the gain from

the eubstitution of a fewlarge engines for many small ones.

The plant, of course, would be placed near the main boilers ,

avoiding much steam pipe drop and condensation , would be

below the water - line and well protected, and would keep its

heat, dirt, and noise in the machinery space.

In the Engineering Magazine, Mr. George H. Shepard

discusses the applications of electricity on modern warships,

and indicates the direction in which it may be most usefully

employed. He is a great advocate for central power plant.

In order to run this to the best advantage by keeping its

load as nearly uniform as possible, the distribution to the

auxiliaries should be by electricity ; the dynamos for electric;

lighting being continued to run by steam . By this means,

when the night's lighting load goes off, the day's motor load

could be put upon thesame generators, instead of running

two sets of generators, each at light load and heavy load

altercately - a necessity under any system of distribution.

There would, of course, be variations in the load ; but elec

tric light and power stations equipped with several units,

operated by condensing engines, canrun under wide varia

tions of the total load, without greatly changing their steam

consumption per I.H.P.

Electricity is very adapted to the conditions existing

on board ship. The wires can be carried through water

tight bulkheads with less damage to the latter than that

caused by the pipes necessary for any other system of dis
tribution . For the short distances existing on board ship

the transmission losses are negligible. In starting machinery

electricity can be applied with a quickness, certainty, and

safety attainable withno other power, except possibly com

pressed air, whilst distant motors can be controlled from the

central station .

It must be admitted that most naval officers regard elec

tric machinery on board with distrust, so that at present it

is chiefly used only for illamination, search lights, com

munication, and to some extent for signalling. Perhaps the

dislike for electric machinery arises from the fact that

electric call-bells and telephones on board ship frequently
get out of order, whilst a fault in the electric mains is hard

to locate, but such disadvantages as have been experienced

are probably due in most cases to the restrictions and

interferences which electrical engineersbave to contend with

when putting in installations on board a man -of-war, for it

cannot be said that electric machinery deserves a bad

reputation , although the conditions on board ship are very

trying to electrical appliances.

Naval architects should try and meet electrical engineers

more leniently, for the advantages to be gained by giving

electrical appliances a fair field are enormous.
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Mr. Shepard carefully examines the advantages and dis

advantages of replacing steam auxiliaries by electric

auxiliaries, and puts his finger upon the chief difficultiesin

using complete installations of this kind. He concludes

thatalthough electric auxiliaries offer many advantages, their

great cost and the amount of space they would occupy

render a complete installation of them of doubtful benefit,

while their great weight makes it absolutely out of the

question under present conditions. It is to be expected,

therefore, that the present mixed system of power dis

tribution will continue aboard ship, possibly as long as the

steam engine remains the prime mover, but that electric

appliances will never occupy a much more important place

there so long as present ideas obtain . However, there is

every reason to hope that, with continued progress, both

amongst makers and users of electric machinery, it will

gradually become more and more adopted aboard ship for

those purposes for which it is peculiarly fitted. The necessary

power will probably be furnished bya gradual expansion of

the present electric light plant to meet the new demands.

What the limit will be depends upon the future improve

ment in electrical appliances, especially in the matter of

weight, and upon an increased disposition among naval

constructors to design their plans in such a way that whilst

the efficiency of a man -of-war as a fighting machine shall

not be impaired bat enhanced, more scope shall be allowed

and more opportunity given to the electrical engineer for

thepractical solution of those difficult problems connected

with the distribution of power to auxiliary engines.

at point o, while the transmitter at the sending station, A ,

sends a series of dots into the cable, p being chosen so that

the rate of relay impulses is the same as the rate of dots.

Considering the instant, when the armature has been

moved against, say, the right-hand contact, a negative

current is sent through p into the cable end at therelay

station , B, thereby decreasing the potential throughout the

line. In fig. 12 this decrease at different periods of time is

roughly illustrated by the potential carver, aj, Ag, Az, the

ordinates at any point representing the potential, which, at

the tongue, is x y. This fall will evidently continue till the

potential at point o has dropped to, say, o 8-1.6., so far, that

the negative current through the relay windings is sufficiently

strong to move the armature and press the tongue against

the left-hand contact, whence a positive current is then sent

into the cable, & c. The time elapsing from making till

breaking contact thus depends upon the potential at o due

to the relay battery, and it is further evident that the time

also will be influenced by the sending current, that tends to

increase or decrease the potential, as the case may be.

In fig. 12 the potential curves for a positive sending

current are indicated as bi, bx, bg. If a positive sending

current increases the potential at o a little just before it has

fallen to o 8, the time for the reversal of the tongue will be

prolonged . If the sending current, on the other hand, is

negative, the time will be shortened . In general, the inter

ference of the sending currents will therefore, after a little

while, bring the vibrations of the relay tongue into anison ,

and practically into synchronism with the reversals of the

transmitter, and in such a way that, while the transmitter

sendsa positive corrent into the cable, the relay will send &

negative current into the cable at the other end, as well as

into the line L1, fig. 11 , or vice versa.

How soon this synchronism is established depends, of

course, upon the strength of the line current; suffice it to

say that a relatively weak current will soon be able to control

the motion of the relay armature, even if the resistance, P,

is not exactly corresponding to the rate of dots. In case the

action of the dots is quite negligible, sufficient synchronism

would, however, be established as soon as the action of the

dashes commences ; all that is wanted is that the influence

of these signals of longer duration are strong enough .

From this it will beseen that only positive and negative

dashes at certain intervals are necessary for signalling, it

being of minor importance whether the dots penetrate ornot,

as the relay itself will fill up the intervals between the dashes

and spaces with the number of dots needed. Obviously the

very circumstance that this Morse code signalling can be

practised by means of dashes and spaces, involves the

possibility of increasing the working specd of cables or long

landlines, where vibrating relays are employed .

When I have mentioned the arrangement, fig. 11 , as pro

bably being preferable to that shown, fig . 10, it is not only

for the sake of convenience, but also because a partial dimi

nution of the effect of the charge appears to be attainable.

Referring again to fig. 12, it hasbeen pointed out that

whenever positive dots are sent into the line from a , a pega

tive current is simultaneously forced into the cable at B, or

vice versa, and the same refers to the sending of dashes. As

VIBRATING CABLE RELAY .

BY K. GULSTAD .

(Concluded from page 752.)

It is not always necessary to employ special windings for

the vibrating current ; some advantage might possibly be

gained by an arrangement, as in fig. 11, or in principle as

sketched out in diagram , fig. 12 , where the tongue, for the
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sake of clearness, is placed apart from the electro-magnets,

andwherethe resistance, p, for the same reason , is joined up

as in fig . 5.
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To limit the subject, I shall try to explain the working of

the relay arranged in this manner only.

Let us suppose that the vibrating apparatus is put into

action by switching the resistance, p, fig.12, on to the cable

thecurrent direction through the cable is the same, a portion

of it nearest B will be charged oppositely to the lengthof

cable nearest A, the two charges being separated at a point

of zero potential. Whenever reversals take place, a portion
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of these opposite charges will tend to neutralise each other,

thereby diminishing the time for the succeeding re-charge

from both cable ends. On account of the sensitiveness of

the relay - even with pole- pieces quite up to the armature

a feeble charge only can be sent into the cable from B, in

case p is placed asis fig . 5, and it is partly to try the effect

of increasing the chargedue to the relay current that I have

applied p as described ( fig . 6 , &c.) .

It has been mentioned that the effect of distortion will be

diminished by making the relay vibrate in a proper manner

(vide fig. 3) . Going further into the matter it will be found

that the diminution can be effected to a greater extent than

might appear possible at the outset. The qaestion of dots

being of minor importance for high speed work, the forma

tionof the dashes is the only one to be considered as regards

the speed of signalling. To make up for the distortion of

the dashes, the tongue must leave the contact on which it

rests as soon as the time for the dash is elapsed. The

decrease of the negative potential dae to the relay current

at o, fig. 12, must , for instance, correspond to the increase of

thepotential due to the sending current, or vice versa, in

such a manner that the differences between the resultant

potential at 0, and the equally varying potential at u , will

cause the tongue to be reversed, whenever the relative

strength of the cable carrent diminishes. Up to this

moment the tongue will be kept against the contact by the

attraction of the armature, which action will continue as long

as the flow of electricity from B can be neutralised by the

flux of opposite signed electricity from A.

In order to ensure a satisfactory working of the vibrating

relay, it is therefore not sufficient that it vibrates at a certain

rate ; this can be attained in different ways, but it must

vibrate so that the relay current through the windings also

increases in a special manner. This can be accomplishedby

proper variation of the condenser capacity, or of the resist

ance r, of course,at the same time altering p for maintaining

the rate of vibration . For the sake of extending this varia

tion , & condenser, g, fig . 11 , may sometimes be added with

very good result.

The manner in which the variation of the condenser

capacity affects the working of the relay is illustrated by the

record of signals upon undulator slips marked figs. 13,

14, 15.

As to the regulation, the same holds good as for duplex

working, it is chiefly a matter of experience, patience, and

perseverance, although certain roles can be given. When,

however, the right “balance” is found for the maximum

speed, it is likely to be steady from day to day, and only to

need small corrections. When the speed is lowered a new

delicate adjustment of the condensers is not required, as it is

generally sufficient to alter the resistances, p, and sometimes r.

Referring to fig. 3, it may be said that the regulation is

intended to prevent the top of the dash or the spacefrom

extending much above or below lines m, and n, respectively.

This is possible even with a series of dashes sent,from the

fact that the vibrating relay also sends an equal series of

negative dashus into the cable, thereby producing correspond

ing phenomena of charge.

The above regulation is dealt with as if it was undertaken

from the receiving end only. It is , however, clear that the

same thing can be done to some degree from the sending

end, all the effects of variation of current - by altering the

battery power, by compensation, by employment of sending

condensera, & c.-being at once noticeable on a suitable

recording instrument, such as the undulator. The manipu

lations at the sending end must at the same time only be

looked upon as a means of facilitating the adjustment at the

relay station.

By the use of the vibrating relay, the distortion of signals

on undisturbed lines may be compensated for and eliminated

to a considerable extent in conformity with the balancing."

applied in duplex working. The arrangement, fig. 11, is

the same in several respects as the one employed in the

differential duplex. " Bridge ” connections may also be

employed with good results — see fig. 16 , where h, i are

resistances.

The modus operandi for “ balancing ” is comparatively
simple in principle. Let the transmitterstation send a series

of signals, including a certain number of dots previously
agreed upon. The relay station , which switches on the

vibrating current as soonas the signalling commences, regu

lates at first the resistance, p, fig . 11, till the right number

of dots is obtained , and subsequently the condenser capacities

and resistance, r , for correcting the dashes, then re-adjusting

P, and so on.

The slip, fig. 17, records the effects of the transmitter
Ú
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The records in fig . 13 are very readable, yet it will be

seen that the dashes are upproportionally large, and would

possibly run together when the speed is increased. In order

to increase the influence of the relay current, I may then

reduce the capacity of d and likewise the resistance p, fig.

11 , the result being as in fig. 14, that the signals become

more distributed . Reducing the capacity muchmore would,

however, not do — see fig. 15 —as the relay current would

then rise or fall too quickly ( preponderate) and break the

dashes, making the signals unreadable. In all three cases it

will be seen from the 12 dots that the rate of vibration is the

proper one .

current when signalling begins. The vibrating current is

put into actionat a , theinterference of transmitter currents

commences at 6, and the proper signalling at c .

The details of construction and the adjustment of the

relay may influence the results obtainable considerably.

The conditions of the line, Li, may likewise affect the same,

and I consider it , therefore, preferable sometimes not to

connect L, directly to the vibrating relay,but to the tongue

of ancther ordinary relay, worked by the former,

Regularity of the transmitter motion and constancy of

the sending battery are also essential points to be observed,

when the system isto be fully utilised .
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called variable zero . Au increase of battery power will also

to some degree be found advantageous for such instru

ments, when the condensers are diminished at the same

time.

With regard to battery power, it is certainly a capital

thing to be cautious, but when speaking of faultless cables,

as made nowadays, with a thick insulating coating,
occasionally tested with several thousands of volts, a much

higher E.M.F. than is generally in use on cables, may

doubtless be employed without risk .

Copenhagen, May, 1898.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

It seems evident that the application of the vibrating relay

is not limited to cables, butmay be employed onlong landlines

also. The regulation for dashes and dots requiresnot be so

very exact in the latter case , neither is this necessary on short

cables nor when working long cables at low speed. The

arrangement, fig. 10, would perhaps be convenient on land

linee . * As to duplex working in connection with the vibrating

relay, I don't see any objection for employing the same

arrangement ( fig. 10).

So much for the theory of the vibrating relay. By means

of this a very considerable increase of speed on cables or on

long circuits, undisturbed by induction , & c., may be looked

for , when cowpared with ordinary relay work . I shall, how

ever, not here suggest to what extent this is possible, the

matter being new, and no doubt open to improvements in

different respects. I have myself obtained a speed of 80 to

90 words per minute on an artificial line composedof resist

ances and artificial cables representing something like

700,000 K.R. The system has also been tried practically

upon the Great Northern Telegraph Company's cables and

landlines from Newcastle-on - Tyne to Gothenburg, 1.c., a

circuit of about 580,000 K.R., with the result that apwards

of 100 to 110 words per minute can be sent from Newcastle

and translated at Gothenburg to Nystad in Finland , when

ever the landlines are free from external disturbances ; if such

is not the case, the speed as a matter of course is consider

ably lower.

It should be mentioned that a modification of the vibrat

ing relay arrangement as described above has been in use on

this very cable for many years, and with a very satisfactory

result. This modified arrangement - shown in fig. 18 — is

due to Mr. Falck, the Great Northern Telegraph Company's

Superintendent at Gothenburg, who introduced it in order

to facilitate the reversal of the relay armature, and who has

since improved upon it in several ways. Thespeed attain

able is 65 words per minute. It will be understood from

fig. 18 that the direction of the marking current is the same

here for the sending as for the relay current, and the diminu

tion of the distortion is consequently caused by the proper

variation of potential at the points o and q, both being of

the same sigo.

The company promoter is inclined to the belief that he is

at liberty to ask an engineer to carry out tests on lines to b3

laid down by the promoter. It is possible to carry out a

80 -called test on promoter's lines and obtain results which ,

while representative of facts obtained under the given con

ditions, are by no means fair facts to place before a lay

investing public.

Recently it appears that the British Hydraulic Jointing

Company called in Sir Frederick Bramwell to report upon

the invention to be worked or exploited by thecompany.

Sir Frederick's report was lengthy and apparently not so

favourable to the promoters as to make themaffordspace for

it in the prospectus. The condition laid down by the author

of it was that it must be published in extenso_ornot at all,

and the prospectus simply stated that Sir Frederick had

reported on the invention and his report could be seen at the

office of the company. Of course , not one in a hundred

investors would go to see it : they would conclude it to be

favourable . But Sir Frederick wrote to the Times asking

the public to read his report before investing. Many experts

really do little else than follow out the instructions of

promoters, and they prepare reports of no real value but

very seriously misleading , while at the same time they write

Fig 1
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To illustrate in some way what the influence of the dis

tortion means , I may refer to the undulator records, figs.

19, 20, 21. Fig. 19 shows signals translated through the

mentioned artificial line at a speed of 90 words per minute by

means of the vibrating relay . Fig. 20 gives the signals.
sent through the line direct to the undulator at a speed

of 80 words, and fig. 21 the same thing at a speed of

50 words per minute, the conditions being the same in

all three cases as far as practicable. When the relay was

worked in the ordinary fashion a signalling speed of only

21 words could be attained ( impulses to b3 used ).

In conclusion , I beg to remark that when I have

limited the speed on the artificial line to 80 or 90 words

per minute, it should be understood that this is effected

by rather a moderate E.M.F. By increase of the battery

power a somewhat higher speed would no doubt be obtain
ableaccording to previous trials.

The limit of speed appears, indeed , principally determined

by the attenuation of the sending current, and not so much

by the distortion of the sigoals, which can be neutralised, to

a great extent, in the way shown . The attenuation can

of course be counteracted by augmentation of the E.M.F. till

the same has reached the limit which is considered safe for

the cable .

The vibrating arrangement may, according to its mode of

action, ba looked upon as a contrivance for trans&

forming the distortion into an attenuation of the current,

i.e. , the very same thing which partly is done by condensers

in circuit with receiving instruments working with the so

nothing which is not true. A bicyclist might run along a

rut ina road and would be able truthfully to report he had

had a smooth journey .

This would read well in a report, but it would not make

the whole road surface good. Where an engineers' report

is to be employed as a means of floating a company, we think

he ought to report on everything he may find concerning

the idea or project. Indeed, it is the consulting engineers'

right to assume that no matter by whom he is called in, his

client's object is to obtain the whole truth . As often as not,

however, promoters merely want favourable reports, and are

very apt to think they are badly treated when an engineer

refuses to carry out a teston misleading lines. We do not

think that an engineer called in to report on an invention

purely as a pieceof mechanism is bound to say that in his

opinion it is a non - patentable invention ; he naturally leaves

such questions to the patent expert, and has a right to

assume bis employers to be honest enough not to ask the

public for money until they have satisfied themselves that

the patent is good. It appears from Lord Crawford's letter

in reply to Sir Frederick that the report dealt with the

question of validity of patents on which Sir Frederick had

not been called on to advise, but on which he apparently

felt bound to say something. We think in such a case if an

engineer doubts the validity of a patent he might simply say,

"as regards the patent Iwould advise youto obtain theopinion

of some expert .. We have known would -be promoters very

strenuous in asking consultants to give them facts when

they hoped or expected such facts to be favourable, and to be

exceedingly annoyed when the facts were unfavourable.

Whatever extent may be covered by an engineer's report, there

can be no question that on the points he do28 deal with he

• Il arrangement fig . 11 is used , condenser c and resistance m may

be dispensed with .
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should refuse to admit any course of actionwhich makes for

resultsthat cannot be obtained commercially. Ahard and

fast rule to cover every case it is not possible to lay down.

Every case must be its own law, and an engineer must

necessarily be gaided by what he finds in each case. He will

find out for himself whether the intention of his employers

be really honest or otherwise, and act accordingly.

be better appreciated by referring to the detailed parts. Fig.

1 shows the meter and prepayment attachment entirely

enclosed, which is the form in which the mechanism will be

usually sold . Fig. 2 is front view of the meter, the only

features to be notic d here being the coin receiver or

shoot showa at o, and the pointers N, N , the exact function

of which will be referred to subsequently. Fig . 3 gives a

detailed view of the prepayment mechanism seen from the

PREPAYMENT METERS.

H

The popularity of a prepayment system in connection with

artificial illumination is undoubted . It has strengthened the

unsecure tenure of the gas companies by creating a handsome

revenue from a section of the public which is commonly

reputed to be beyond the civilising influences of quarterly

accounts. Light is a necessity even to the submerged tentb,

and the essential principles of prepayment were quickly

grasped by it.

It was discovered that a pennyworth of gas went further

than oil , and was immeasurably more convenient. The fact

that it was infinitely safer than the devastating oil lamp may

-P

Fig . 2.

back of the meter. We will now follow the action

of the apparatus. Upon the insertion of the coin at B, which

makes a mechanical connection, the handle, , is turned.

One result of this is to operate on the pivoted end of the

switch, t, which is depressed into the mercury cups,m, thus
completing the circuit through the meter. The switch is

heldin the mercury cups, against the tension of a spring, by

H

Fig. 1 .

not have counted for macb , but no doubt the prepaymentgas

meter has operated very effectually in this direction. The

prepaymentsystem , however, has extended beyond the poorer

classes of the community, and is not uncommon in the flats

and domiciles of the well -to -do. With the success achieved

bythe gas companies so prominentlydisplayed, it was not sor

prisingthat attempts should be made to apply the principle

to electric lighting, and Mr. 0. 0. Bastian, whose electro

lytic meter has been discussed a good deal of late, has been

working on the subject for some two or three years. The

prepayment electric meter devised by Mr. Bastian has gone

through quite an evolutionary process before arriving at its

present form , the chief modifications tending towards a

simplification of the instrument.

This prepayment arrangement does not imply a special

form of meter, for the device can be attached to any of the

well-known types of meter. The illustrations by which we

shall strive to explain the working of the instrument show

the prepayment mechanism applied to a Thomson watt

meter. The operation of the instrument, by means of

& coin , is an interesting and ingenious one . Until a

coin is inserted , thehandle which projects fromthe cover is

free to move ; & coin , when pressed through the slot, falls

into a groove, and forms a rigid connection between the
handle and the interior mechanism , and a turn of the handle

switches on the current. The arrangement of the meter will

FIG . 3 .

1

means of a clutcb, D. The turning of the handle does more

than merely put the switch on . In fact, the operation that

we are about to describeis probably the most important in
the complete action of the mechanism . Above the dials of

the meter ( fig. 2) will be observed two pointers, and the

relation of these to one another is very important. The handle

H , being in connection with a rod, G, its movement will cause a
1
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METROPOLITAN RAILWAYS .partial revolution of the pulleys, Ly and La. These pulleys

are connected together by means of a miniature raw hide

belt; pulley Ly is mountedon an axle,which carries one of

the pointers already alluded to. It will be seen , therefore,

thatwhen the handle is turned , one of the needles,through

the medium of the pulleys, is moved away from the other

pointer, the exact distance of its movement being pre

determined. The second pointer is geared to the train wheels

of the meter, and when the switch has been put on by the

agency of a coin , the meter commences to run, and the

second pointer travels slowly after the first one. The

exact distance. it has to traverse before it overtakes the first

pointer is ameasure of the current consumed ; in fact, the

first pointer is caught up by the second pointer in a time in

versely proportionate to the amount of current flowing

through themeter. The distance that the first is separated

from the second is determined by the gear wheels , which

are proportioned according to the price per unit and the

value of the coin with which the mechanism is intended to

te operated .

The more coins that aredropped in, up to a certain limit, the

further the first poic ter will be separated from the second, and

they will be a proportionately longer time in coming together.

One side of the first pointer is insulated so that it can come

in contact with one side of the second pointer with impunity,

The other side, however, carries a platinum contact, and

when the second overtakes it and comes in actual contact,

a current of electricity at once flows round the electro

magnet, E, whose armature is immediately raised , and pulls

the clutch, D, away from the switch, F , which immediately

flies into the off position.

From observations we have made the action of the meter

seems to be certain , and the instrument ought to meet with

considerable success .

THE problem of fitting the Metropolitan Railway with elec

trical traccion offers considerable difficulty in the opinion of

the Engineer. Many of these difficulties come in with the

numerous junctions of other railways, as the Great Western,

Midland, Great Northern, which, running upon the Metro

politan, make it an open question whether - at least at first

there should not be both steam and electrical working.

This in itself does not seem very terrible. With only

half the traing worked by steam , there would be consider

able improvement in the atmosphere. The directors of

the line are, of course, greatlý pleased with the anti

septic nature of their tunnel atmosphere. We prefer it

ourselves to the unchanged foulness of the anventilated

baried electrical railway . While the electrical lines are

bound to keep their tunnels little worse than the outside

atmosphere, we would tell the Metropolitan directors that

they are not bound to maintain their shallow tuodels in

better condition than the atmosphere. The philanthropic

provision of an antiseptic atmosphere is doubtless kindly

meant, bat the public are willing to forego the boon. Our

contemporary calls on the Metropolitan Company to provide

lifts at the stations, facilities for some amount of personal

luggage, clean stations, and generally such comforts as

would remove the line from the stage of barbarism from

which it never seems able to emerge. We think if the

Metropolitan Company really get itself to the task of elec

trical working that the difficulties anticipated would disap

pear as they came to be grappled with. That it would

involve an enormous capital expenditure to put in electrical

equipment is undoubted, but we have previously shown that

a comparatively small addition to traffic would find an

income to pay interest on such outlay, and there can be no

doubt that ifproperly managed the dirty underground might
become a clean and 'paying undertaking. As our contem

porary implies, the linehas been so brutally managed in the

way of dirt and rougbing it, that the “ system has

never had a fair chance yet," and while electricity would

by valuable, it is doubtful wisdom to introduce it

except in company with other much needed improvements.

American experience in electric traction is sufficient to show

us that the mere factor of working expenses is not ofmuch

moment. Grant that the train mile cost is increased, this

can matter little, so long as the receipts more than propor

tionately grow . It is to this end that electric traction will

tend.

THE YARMOUTH BREAKDOWN.

MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRICAL UNDER:

TAKINGS.

The report of Mr. Preece upon the recent breakdown at

Yarmouth is a little curious for two reasons. He does not

advise the use of separators for the prevention or, rather,

dealing with priming water. One reason is the heavy

expenditure, £250, that would be involved . Granting that

the expense would be so much , is the sum an extravagant

one as an insurance against such a breakdown as occurred ?

which must have involved an expense directly and indirectly

very much greater than £250. Then, again, if separators

arewhat they profess to be, can it be held that a station is

complete withoutthem and, their omission having proved so

provocative of disaster, ought not such omission to be re

medied at once. Farther, the wasteful effect of wet steam

is such that if separators do their duty the economy in fuel

which they bring about must be such as to very amply repay

the expenditure upon them . Every pound ofwater separated

from the steam represents the destruction in the cylinder

of steamprobably equal or nearly equal in amount to the

water. Separators are not merely to be regarded as such
for safety but also for economy.

Bat Mr. Preece did not stop at one reason . As a rule

separators are provided with a water-gange and are blown

ont periodically bythe attendant when a given amount of

water has been collected, and any neglect to do this may

lead to the very disaster intended to be averted . This is

correct, but it ought not to be. Separators ought to be

drained automatically. The ordinary stram trap which, of

necessity, discharges water at a temperature above the

atmospheric boiling point, is looked upon as a nuisance,

for it practically discharges steam . What is wanted is a

good steam trap of large opening discharging into a closed

pipe which may be carried to the suction sideof the feed

pump whereby all water is returned to the boilers. Where

the arrangements are suitable steam separators may be

drained direct to the boilers, but not below water-level, and

they should have discharge pipes as large and direct as

possible.

In a station recently inspected by us there were separators

not merely to each engine,but also on the main steam pipe,

which we regret to say was a ring main, an appliance far

more likely to cause trouble and breakdown than to prevent

it or safeguard against its occurrence,

The paper on the above snbject by Councillor Hesford,

read before the Municipal Electrical Association , is not

remarkable for its originality. He begins by stating that

electrical undertakings can be efficiently administered and

profitably managed by local authorities, but he omits to say

that such undertakings can be, and sometimes are , ineffi

ciently administered and badly and unprofitably managedby

local authorities, particularly when the gas interests of the
authorities are interfered with, when individual members of

Committees have their own irons to warm , or when political

parties fight their battles without regard to anything but the

final supremacy of their particular party. After referring

to the well-known apathy of local authorities respecting

electric lighting, the author proceeds to edumerate the diffi

culties to be met by those Corporations who decide to take

up the electric lighting business.

We are glad to learn from Councillor Hesford that " Every

Committee know what they want," and according to bim ,

" It is a station and system of distribution that shall be

second to none. It must be planned for utility and con

venience , and meet the unknown wants of futurity. Its

machinery should be designed to adapt itself with precision

and success to all the varying requirements; work at a cost

that shall top the record and be obtained from the lowest

tenderer. These are the ideals , and the question is how to

get them . ” Exactly ; and the writer does not go very far
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towards trying to perform the obviously impossible task of

explaininghow it may be done, but contents himself with

dwelling upon the idiosyncrasies of the consulting engineer,

and the troubles of the Committee, who find that everything

is wrong in their station after it has been running for a time.

Baddesign, buildings too narrow or too short, day plant too

small, are amongst the discoveries made, and a scrap heap

becomes necessary. Start a reserve fund, says Councillor

Hesford , in order to provide for these contingencies. Very

good advice, but not original, as we fancy the Local Govern

ment Board will sooner or later point out to those Corpora

tions who omit such an obvious precaution .

The author is of opinion that the primary and foremost

duty” of a Committee is to break the record of low costs,

and plainly states that the comparative cost-tables published

by a contemporary show up the failings ofundertakings.

Here we must disagree with the worthy Councillor, for

however valuable such comparative tables may b ?, a low

works' cost does not of necessity mean good design or manage

ment, nor does a high cost mean bad management or design,

and before any fair comparison can be made, a deal of further

information would be required.

A station in wbich the staff are paid fair and proper

salaries and wages cannot compete in the question of costs
with another station worked largely by premium pupils.

To endeavour to work a station economically is laudable and

an obvious duty, but the attempts of some committees to

cat down salaries and wages and to generally starve their

works is little short of a scandal , to which we fear the

electrical engineer is sometimes a party. The writer com

plains of the cost of distribution, and looks forward to the

time when its reduction will bring the light within reach

of the poor man, but we are afraid the poor man will

have to wait a long time if cheap light necessitates much

cheaper distribution. He considers that street lighting by

electricity must wait until the cost is materially reduced,

“ as corporate gas committees are tongb , thick-skinned

gentlemen.” We are afraid we are uncomplimentary enough

to consider them thick -headed also ; surely one way of re

ducing the cost would be to go in for it on a big scale.

But do they desire it at any price ?

A few remarks on charging, in which he suggests that

the lowest price per unit should be aimed at consistent with

covering all charges, and a general lamentation that the

breakdown of steam plant prophesied does not occur, while

faults on mains not foreshadowed are frequent, brings the

paper to a close. Councillor Hesford's advice is—Start a

reserve fund , break the record for low costs - anyhow - but

break the record, and reduce the cost of distribution.

Apparently good management does not include the giving

of an efficient supply, as this is not mentioned .

arc lighting is gradually extending, and we have separate

plant, rectifiers, parallel alternating arcs, and series alter

nating arcs. Each of these will require an appropriate

board, and sometimes more than one of these methods is

at work in an alternating station . Auxiliary batteries,

feeders, boosters, synchronising gear, dead -load, traction

supply, and exciting arrangements, may all have to be

provided for, and it would be rash to urge uniformity

throughout the business. Nevertheless the fact is that the

details are still lamentably weak, and engineers too frequently

design or call for & tender for å " switchboard ,” when what

should be asked for is a combination to their own ideas of

switches, fuses, instruments, & c. It is upon these lines that

American manufacturers have been working for years with

success, although their designs do not fulfil English require

ments generally, owing to the wide divergence in generation

anddistribution practice in this country and on the otherside
of the Atlantic.

Taking the details, everyone will allow that the plag

switch bas done, and continues to do, good work for currents

up to 80 or 100 amperes, so long as double-pole breaking is

required. We are rapidly passing to something beyond thir,

and the difficulty then arises : What switch is thoroughly

satisfactory for currents of 150 to 300 amperes at 2,000 volts

alternating ? This question is not answered in the paper,

nor does it seem easy to give a reply. Large numbers of

the Ferranti lever pattern arecominginto use ; bat this is a
" switchboard ,” and will not harmonise with any other

arrangement. The choice therefore remains with one or two

makers, whose apparatus has not yet been in age long enough

to make it prudent to speak too definitely upon its merits.
Then comes the disputed point - are fuses desirable in the

alternator circaits ? ' We think not, and the reasons are ably

and clearly expressed in Mr. Andrews's recent Institution

Electrical Engineers’ paper. A good non -return device does

everything that is wanted , but it must be of a universal

pattern, and generally adaptable. Circuits must have switches

and fuses, but thereshouldbeno great difficulty in selecting

them, because the currents are not generally large, and the

switches need not be operated at full load . It is too often for

gotten, and is not mentioned in the paper, that alternator

switches and fuses may have to break many times the normal

current at considerably overthe generatedpressure. Thus,if

one machine is taken off the bus bars when just motoring the
pressure across the break of the switch or fuse may be some

thing approaching the sum of the bus bar and machine

pressures ,due to the change in speed of the machine throw

ing the phases into opposite sign. For similar reasoning, we

think Mr. Blaikie's table of breaking distances of little use,

and likely to lead to trouble if adopted, for a switch or fuse

of n ampere carrying capacity (or rated value) may have to

break a current of many times n amperes, should the circuit

it controls develop a short circuit, or the machine in whose

connection it is break down and the current come back from

the bus bars. In fine, & switch or fuse must be capable of

dealing with the abnormal conditions due to a fault so far as

breaking goes, although it may only be called upon to carry

its rated current without heating. Again, with continuous

currents the inductance effect may beconsiderable, and this

is usually allowed for, but too often it is ignored that

capacity on an alternating system may be quite as vicious in

its tendency to carry over, to say nothing of the unavoidable

risk of opening the circuit at the instant when the peak of

the pressure curve is reached .

Oil-pot and protected fuses — such as the Ferranti, Cowan

Still , and Bates patterns — have proved themselves to be

thoroughly reliable in careful hands, and are on the whole

better designed than most switches. It is a very curious

fact that the automatic cut -outs used on continuous current

boards should have given so much trouble ; one would have

thought their design such a simple matter that no fault

would be found with them . Yet they have an unhappy

knack of flying “ off ” when a rush of current takes

place — a thing that ought only to hold them on more

securely, We venture to hazard the suggestion that

lamination of the cores and pole-pieces will cure this evil

propensity.

With the latter part of the paper there is little need to

deal. Everyone will agree with the strictures passed upon

ammeters which don't read current, and voltmeters whose

behaviour is erratic to the last degree. The instrument

SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS.
a

MR. J. R. BLAIKIE's M.E.A. paper under this heading, is of

the type to excite discussion, and switch -gear has not yet

reached the stage when engineers feel that there is little

more to be donethan maintain what is in use . Low tension

supply may be fairly secure on this point, as only in irdi

vidual stations is the switchboard unsatisfactory, but one

cannot believe that the largely varying types, forms and

sizes, are necessary or desirable. For complication ,it is

admitted that three-wire boards easily beat those employed

in alternating distribution, and this is to be expected . The

use of batteries, motor -boosters, and such like auxiliary

apparatus, complicate the switch -gear without making it

unmanageable.

Mr. Blaikie, however, principally deals with alternating

boards, as might be anticipated. It is with this class that
the greatest divergency of detail and arrangement is to be

found. Frequently thecombination is unnecessarily intricate,

but we would not care to go as far as the author in attribut

ing it to ignorance or vanity. After all , what is wanted is a

reliable and well-designed set of details, switches, fuses, and

regulators, and the board as a combination of these should
be the result of the responsible engineer's requirements, and

adapted to suit the local conditions. This seems to be

rather overlooked in the paper, for, take a modern station ,
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maker, anfettered as regards price, and not limited by

" minimum loss of power ” clauses, can do fairly well in the

matter of instruments, and no one, whose laboratory training

has included a course of research work or absolute measure

ments, need be in a difficulty regarding pressure or current,

for the bebaviour of instruments reflects the treatment to

which they are subjected. In like manner, regulating, and

other subsidiary switches, if thoroughly mechanical, give no

trouble, but inthese days of expensive labour, good fitting ,

and finish is not ensured by accepting the lowest tender .

One or two points still await ample discussion ; foremost

amongst these is the best means of providing inter

changeability of circuits and machines, commonly known as

“ hospital barring " or " jack- carding." Within this subject

falls " boosting,” or individual regulation of high tension

feeders. No longer can it ba said that the sweet simplicity

of the alternating system from pressure-raising devices on
feeders is its strong recommendation ; either feeder boosters

or separate busses at different pressures have to be installed,
but no one seems quite settled in bis own mind what should

be done, or to be able to agree with his neighbour what

manufacturers should be called upon to turn out for the

purpose.

In closing this review of a useful paper, we would like to

strongly urge the claims of all switchboards to be treated in

the same manner as other parts of the plant. Frequent

inspection, cleaning, trivial adjustments, and small repairs

are as necessaryas anywhere else, and there is no reserve of

2 per cent. on the board. Either each detail works, or it

does not ; yet how often is the board neglected, while boilers,

engines, and generators are kept up to the very pink of

perfection.

SINGLE V. MULTIPLE GENERATING

STATIONS.

Theanswer to such a question depends so much on local

conditions, such as the relative positions of the old station,

of the possible sites for a new one, and of what we maycall

the centre of gravity of the demand, that we do not see how

it can be settled otherwise than by examining each separate

case on its merits. In this connection we would draw atten.

tion to the assumption made by Mr. Snell throughout bis

paper , that the one large station will be extra -maral, and

the several smaller ones intra -mural. We do not think that

this assumption is justifiable, as, in our opinion , the advan

tages of the multiple station system may often be greatest

when these stations are extra-mural, or near the boundary of

the town ; as in such a case it will frequently be possible to

get all, or almost all , the advantages which can be claimed

for a single large extra -mural station, and yet be able to

supply current on a direct system withont undue expendi

ture on mains ; because, if the stations are placed on opposite

sides of the town, it is possible to halve the length of the

feeders, which only have to come from one side to the centre,

instead of having to traverse the town from one side to the

other.

The same conditions hold good when we consider the

question from the point of view of economy in generation

and distribution, as if the station or stations are in the central

parts of the town, or, to use Mr. Snell's words, are erected

on the mains theyare to supply, so thatthe distribution losses

are small, there will almost certainly be compensating dis

advantages in the extra cost of carting coal and ashes, in

getting condensing water, and in the increased chances of

trouble from the naisance question . On the other hand, if

the station or stations are out of the town or near its

boundaries, it will often be possibleto find two sites wbich

will permit of moderate distribution losses, whilst at the

sametime offering facilities for dealing with coal and ashes

and for condensing. Of course, there will be cases when one

large station will give the best results; bat on this point it

is, as we have already said, difficult to generalise, and our
remarks are made rather to draw attention to the fact that

even when several stations are used to serve a town, it may

b ) better to erect them practically outside the boundaries,

rather than on the mains theyare tosupply.

We cannot quite understand Mr. Snell'sremarks about the

load factor, and do not see how be can expect a better one

with several stations than with one . If the term load factor

is used in the ordinary sense of the ratio of the actual

average output per hourto the maximum output of any hour

during the year, it will not be changed whether there be one

or more stations; and if the factor referred to be a plant

factor, we should expect the advantage, if there be any,to be

on the side of the single station.

With regard to thenuisance question, a station situated

centrally is always at a disadvantage, and we do not agree

with the author of the paper that vibration and smoke

nuisance can so easily bedealt with in a satisfactory manner.

It is wonderful how keenly sensitive to vibrations the neigh

boars of a central station become, if they think there is the

slightest chance of getting anything out of a supply com
papy ; and with regard to the smoke nuisance, we have for

some time past hadconvincing evidence in London that Mr.

Snell is somewhat optimistic when he says : “ One may con

fidently say that in these days there are few of us who would

care to admit that our stations would be complained of from

this point, and with careful stoking and management, the

smoke nuisance is more visionary than real.”

The question of how best to extend, so as to be able to

supply current in greater quantities, and over a larger arta,

is one wbich gives plenty of scope for discussion , and we

hope that some of the municipal engineers who have lately
carried out such extensions, or have reported on the best way

of doing so , will communicate to the meeting their reasons

for adcpting the methods they have recommended ; as, not

withstanding the local differences which must exist between

one district and another, all such information must be of

great use to their fellow engineers who may have to consider
this question.

The paper on the above subject , prepared by Mr. Snell for

the metting of the Municipal Electrical Association, and

reprinted in this issue, is intended, as we learn from the

author, merely to serve as a basis for thrashing oat the

arguments for and against supplying any district with

current from one or from several generating stations. The

question upon which discussion is invited is one of con

siderable importance, in view of the steady growth of the

supply business, and it is one wbich the engineers of

several of the larger towns have already been called on to

decide, and which will , in the near future, have to be

examined in conpection with the extensions which are in

progress in many districts.

The author is in favour of multiple stations, and deals

with his subject under the various headings of capital cost,

economic generation and distribution, load factor, and

possible creation of nuisance.

With regard to what Mr. Snell calls the critical limit of

horse-power installed, the opinion of Dr. Kennedy is quoted ,

that, when one has reached an aggregate powerof between

3,000 and 5,000 horie -power, it is as cheap to build a second

station as to go on increasing the capacity of the existing

one. This statement was made by Dr. Kennedy at a time

when the largest generating units in use were, we believe,

generally of 300 to 400 horse -power, and it would be interest

ing to know to what extent this limit would be increased

now that much larger units are being used, as , for instance,

at Manchester, Deptford, and Bankside, where units of as

inuch as 2,500 H.P. have been adopted. The exact fixing of

this limit is, however, not a matter of prime importance, as

we believe that in many towns the question of single or

multiple stations will have to be answered before even the

lower limit of 3,000 H.P. is reached , as a large number of

stations are in existence where it would be difficult to erect

anything like this capacity of plant, and where, owing to the

surroundings of the site, it would not be possible to sufficiently

extend the station buildings without going to very great

expense in the purchase of neighbouringproperty.

The question then arises as to whether it is preferable to

commence operations on a new sits on a much larger scale,

and eventually do away with the original small generating

station , or whether this first station should be maintained,

and a second one erected and worked in conjur.ction with it.

Presentation . - Mr. F. T. Paynter, shift engineer at the

Windsorelectrical installation works, has been presented

with a marble timepiece and a pair of ormolu ornaments by

the directors and staff on the occasion of his marriage.

9
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REVIEWS .
neers and wiring contractors. There are two pages of

directions for use, so that the user may understand that he

is about.

THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSO .

CIATION .

A l'ext-Book of Applied Mechanics. Vol . II . By ANDREW

JAMIESON. London : Griffin & Co. 1897 .

This is one of a growing family of books whose origin is

based on the idea religiously held by every engineering pro

fessor, that he must protect the morals of his own flock by

specially preparing a text-book for their use. Anyone who

has had the misfo:tone to pay school bills knows how the
pedagogues at one school play into the hands of those of

other schools, by discovering virtues in new grammars .

Carious, is it not, that a dead language like Latin is so

much alive that new grammars can be poured forth about it,

whereas there is no grammar at all of Anglo-Saxon slang ,

so very much alive ? Some such thoughts as these attack one
on the appearance of a new book ofmechanics. We have

paid for so many improved grammars and English histories,

that we feel sorry for those who have got to buy all the

mechanical text-books. Bat having said this, we don't pro

pose to say much more against Prof. Jamieson's book . "We

can forgive a good deal to a man who, being a professor,

resolutely refuses to use the word pouadal'in his pages. We

have searched diligently, and lo ! we have not found it.

We would also desire to compliment the author on the

choice and method of the examples he has employed , notably

where he shows how the tension in a rope is so much greater

than the weight it is lifting when acceleration is in progress.

We incline to think that rope tensions are often treated

entirely from a static standpoint, with perhaps liberal

margins,a very undesirable thing todo in face of the rapid

accelerations in deep pit work and high buildings' elevators.

The first part of the book concludes with a description of

many varieties of engine governors and other examples of

centrifugal force and machine balancing. Part IV. doa's

first with the graphic statics of framed structures, and is

abɔat as clear an exposition of this art as we have seen .

Part V. deals with the stresses in shafts and beams and their

deflections, and Part VI. with hydraulics and hydraulic

machinery and refrigerating machines, which seem to be a

little out of place and more suitable for special treatisee.

Altogether, however, this is a very common -sense sort of
book . It is intended for stadents advanced beyond the

elementary stage who may or ought to be supposed to know

that, strictly speaking, the term cold is intended to convey

the idea of more or less deprivation of heat. Cold is simply

a relative form of heat, and were we a professor with an

abnormally developed sense of the supreme importance of

definition we shouli lo lge a complaint against our author

for some of his language. Oa page 360, speaking of re

frigeratiog machinery, he has the temerity to speak of brine

as acting as a transmitter of cold . Of course , everyone will

perfectly understand what is meant, and we think no one

will even be led astray, but there be many will have his

blood for speaking of cold as an entity. Our complaint of

the accountof refrigeration is that it is a mere description,

there are no figures or dimensions to enable a student to

make a calculation of what can be done with a machine,

nothing as to the physical properties of the materials em

ployed in refrigeration and what can be accomplished with

them . We do not see why this mere descriptive section has

bzen added to the book .

The third annual Convention was opened on Wednesday

morning at the Royal United Service Institution . The pro

gramme, which we published in our iseue of May 27th ,

showed that the public proceedings were to lastthree days.

of the importance of the papers to be presented there car

scarcely bea diversity of opinion. The range of subjects i !

probably not so wide, and they are probably more specialised in

their treatment than was the case at the last Convention in

London. They mainly deal with the essential features of

municipal electricity supply from the engineering point of

view , and were naturally expected to evoke considerable dis

cussion.

A large number of municipal engineers and a moderate

sprinkling of other members of the electricalengineering pro

fession were present when Mr. A. H. Gibbinge,the President,

rose to deliver his Presidential Address. It is scarcely necessary

here to dwell in detail upon the points raised by the Presi
dent. He referred with some amount of pride to the

educational and the stimulating effect that their former con

ventions had created, and be considered that the rapid pro

gress that had been made by municipalities in electrical

undertakings daring the past two years was due, in a great

measure, to the work of the Municipal Electrical Association.

He dwelt at some length upon the constitution of electricity

committees, and saggesteda divided responsibility, by form

ing electricity sub-committees. The future developments of

electricity supply were noted, and the address concluded by

some suggestive remarks on the subject of standardisation

of plant. He pointed out that while many were agreed that

some form of standardising was necessary, there was a

diversity of opinion as to what the respective standards

should be. The co -operation with other and kin ired

societies for the purpose of dealing with some of the special

subjects he had raised was insistedupon with some force.

The next business of the metting was to hear a paper read

by Mr. Councillor Hesford , chairman of theElectricity Com

mittee of the Southport Committee, on “The Management

of Electrical Undertakings.” The paper is published in full

in another part of this issue, and it is not proposed to do

more than give the principal points raised in the discussion.

Mr. Faraday Proctor ( Bristol) raised some interesting points,

the chief of which were, that it was always advisable to

engage an engineer, who was to run a station, from the

the commencement of building operations. In the case of a

small station, he thought it best to employ a consulting

engineer, because it would not be possible to pay an

adequate salary to a resident engineer who was capable of

laying down plant;at the sametime he urged that a resident

engineershould be there all the time. The question of dividing

the engineering and secretarial work was next brought for

ward . Mr. Proctor's view seems to be that the mere account

work should be done by a separate department, bat that the

secretarial work should be done by the engineer. Mr. Coun

cillor Skinner, of Hall , referred to the practice relating to

accounts in that town, and said they all passed through the

hands of the treasurer. Mr. Bromley Holmes (Liverpool)

thought the engineer's duties should cease when the units

were certified in the consumers' books. Mr. Jackson (New

castle) asked if it would not be possible to get municipalities

to make their accounts more in accord with the Bjard of

Trade form, so that it would be possible to compare the

accounts with those of companies. He referred to the practice

in some Continental stations of employing a mechanical

engineer, an electrical engineer, and an outside engineer.

Generally speaking, the outside man in this country was not

paid well enough . Mr. Wordingham (Manchester) thought

that the paper dealt with the policy rather than the manage

ment of stations. His views on the employment of a con
sulting engineer were almost similar to thos ) of Mr.

Proctor. In his opinion it was unnecessary to duplicate

Electric Wiring and Fittings Details Book. By W. PERREN
MAYCOCK . London : Whittaker & Co.

This book is intended for firms connected with the elec

tric wiring business, its object being to afford an expeditious,

convenient, and methodical means for noting down par

ticulars concerning both the wiring and fittings of any

electrical installation, on any wiring system . It consists of.

little more than a mass of sheets setout with columns, for

the purpose of taking proper note of the required positions

of lights and other fittings, the description of fittings to be

put up, and general remarks regarding same. We observe

the sheets are perforated for tearing out ; this is perbap3

as well, for the book israther bulky. The idea of the author

is a good one, and the book may be of service to some engi
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generatingplant ; it would be difficult to duplicate distribut

ing network , but feeders could more easily be duplicated. He

considered that the accountant's portion of anundertaking

should be entirely separate from the engineering part. The

engineer should have a voice in the financial management,

but actual account work should be entirely separate. Mr.

Boot ( Tunbridge Wells) raised an interestingpoint about

the reserve fund , and Mr. Robert Hammond having ad

dressed the meeting, mainly on the reserve fund question,

Mr. Hesford briefly replied .

The meeting then proceeded to discuss Mr. Blaikie's paper

on “ Switchboard Apparatus," the paper being taken as read .

Mr. Wording hain thought there ought to be no inflammable

material in connection with a switchboard, and did not admit

the difficulty of making it decent looking under such cir

cumstances . It was impossible to lay down any definite

length of break in a switch according to current, because a

good deal depended on the design of the switch , and the

speed of the break. Fuses were necessary in high pressure

stations, but in low pressure works they did more barm
than good. He thought there was room for some con

venient and cheap means of signalling between the
switchboard and the engines . Mr. Andrews (Hastings)

after referriog to automatic cut -outs, and pointing out

that electrical engineers did not like them, because they

were unreliable, said that a ſuse on an alternator was

useless, and a great source of danger. Mr. Robert Hammond

expressed his surprise that wooden switchboards abounded in

Germany. He pointed out that it was important not to put

an ioflammable board on a flammable floor, and he advocated

a space of at least 4 feet between the back of the board and

the wall . Mr. Rider (Plymouth ) spoke of the danger of the

field switch being on the dynamo instead of on the board.

With regard to the space at the back of the switchboard, be

thought tbe best arrangement was to have no back at all.

Mr. Quin ( Blackpool) and Mr. Evershed made some remarks,

and the meeting passed on to rapidly discuss Mr. Jeckell's

paper.

distance was covered in each case in the same time, and

I think we shall find there is not much difference between

the energy required in the twocases.

The example I cited from Mr. Short, as well as that which

had occurred in my own work, and mydedactions therefrom ,

were based on an equal initial acceleration in the two curves

compared . In the latter case both curves were for the same

final speed and , in departing from this, Mr. Short has,

I venture to think, rather given his case away so far as

energy consumption is concerned.

My remarks were intended to show-not that Mr. Short's

apparatus for effecting itwas perfect — but that the principle

of carrying the acceleration at its full value right up to the

point when the maximum speed of the train is reached , is a

good one, and this, I venture to think, has yet to be dis

proved.

Prof. Carus-Wilson's own conclusions and his curves in

fig. 4 are, in fact, based on this assumption, thovgh he does

not explain how be proposes to obtain it with a series motor.

Hopiog I have made this clear, and that you will be able

to find space to insert this letter.

A. M. Taylor.

CORRESPONDENCE .

>

Prof. Carus -Wilson's Paper.

As it would appear, judging from today's issue of a

contemporary, that I did notmakemy meaning plain — even

to the author of the paper — at the discussion on Prof. Carus

Wilson's paper on the 26th ult., Ibeg leave to supplement it

by a few remarks, which will , I hope, explain more clearly

my reasons for disagreeing from Prof. Caius-Wilson's figure

No. 5.

I maysay at the outset that I quite understood that Prof.

Carus-Wilson's remarks related only to the shunt motor, but

in view of the diagrams in fig. 4 and the conclusions deduced

on page 8, the inference may have been drawn by some that

the error was equally negligible with the series motor ; and

the curves in fig. 5, wbich show the series motor covering

the distance in less time than the shunt motor, may

strengthen this wrong impression .

It only needs pointing out for it to be seen that fig. 5 is

not a practical case ; for, if we have a locomotive to draw

our train , we cut down its weight to nothing more than that

necessary for the requirits power ; while, if we have motors

on the bogies, we cut down their number to the minimum

consistent with the necessary power and space available, i.e. ,

if we at all value our peace of mind . In either case the

limiting value of the initial acceleration is determined solely

by adhesion ; and in comparing the shunt and series motors

l'rof. Carus-Wilson has departed from this assumption.

Imagine the initial slope of the series curve ( tig. 5) made

the same as that of the shunt curve, so that the series curve

1alls away from the straight line, o a, on reaching a speed of

about 10 feet per second, and it will be evident that the

current for the series motor would be required much longer

at its maximum value, and much longer at its final value,

than shown ; also that the time required to cover the

500 feet would then be much greater for the series than for

the shunt motor.

Imagine, further, that the level part of the shunt curve

( representing constant acceleration ) was lowered, so that the

Electricity ( ?) direct from Water Power.

If Herr Josef Popper has had the notion referred to in

your note on page 731 of your issue of May 27th, on his

mind since 1895 ; it must have been a heavy burden to it.

A pormally vigorous one would bave tossed it off long ago.

Why, in all that time, hasn't be put the idea to a practical

test ? Or, stranger still , why, at least, hasn't he put it

through the mathematical grinding mill—the mill that

grinds bright ideas so exceeding small - and, as others have

before bim , seen it puff away in thin air ? That woulda't

require three long years of patient meditation ; in fact, it is

a more simple process than putting pen to paper to describe

the grand idea .

The same brilliant inspiration visited the writer some

years previous to 1895 in much the same way no doubt as

it has lighted round on many others before and since . But

sad to relate, it did not behave so congenially to him as it

has to Herr Popper. In fact, after the first joyful welcome

of what appeared so charming a guest ; want of confidence

in his credentials, or his claims to be all he seemed , grew

up with such alarming rapidity, that a few short hours

terminated the intercourse.

He is fortunate, at last, to bave found such a staunch

friend as Herr Popper, for really, his character, so fair

seeming at first acquaintance, has such an uncomfortable

habit of falling to pieces upon closer investigation, that his

friendships, if many, are all too brief. Clearly Herr Popper

must be one of those delightful but erratic souls, who,

hospitable to a fault, would scora to harbour a suspicion of

anagreeable guest.

The crux of the difficulty in realising the promise of this

idea, lies in the implacable fact that 100 million magnetic

lines of force must be cut through per second by a conductor

to generate at its ends a potential difference of 1 volt.

We come against the same old boundary fence that limits

our aspirations in so many other ways. For the greatest

practical value of the magnetic induction attainable falls

short of 20,000 lines per eq. cms. Therefore, to generate

1 volt per centimetre length of conductor, the velocity of

the conductor across the magnetic field of such strength

must be 5,000 cms.per second, equivalent to about 170 feet

per second. To obtain this velocity, in a jet of water for

instance, would require a head of over 400 feet.

The transverse resistance of a jet of water 1 centimetre

through depends mostly upon the area of the contacts . It

is very considerable at the best ; and there is only 1 volt

pressure available both for this and the external circuit.

Carrent is likely to be a wanting quantity under these cir

cumstances. Suppose we increase the velocity, and leap

with vaunting ambition to, say, 1,000 feet per second, need

ing a water head of 15,000 feet, or pressure of over 3 tons
par equire inch , and therefore quite outside the bounds of

It gives us a meagre 6 volts for a centimetre jet,

whicb, by the way, would be passing an enormous quantity

of water, and could scarcely be constructed to stand the wear
and tear.

There is no question of multiplying the jets and placing

practice.
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them in series, for the internal resistance increases them in

the same proportion as the volts. Further, there are prac

tical difficulties in the way of insulating the jets which are

insurmountable. It would be a sufficiently onerous business

to insulate one jet ; in which there would in any case be con

siderable leakage up and down the stream , and thence across

it outside the influence of the magnetic field . To insulate

many jets, many piper, many reservoirs, many mountain

lakes and river sources — well, no thanks ! the idea is a little

too appalling !

All the above applies with even greater force to the pro

posal to use gases. At most 20 volts might be obtained

across a jet 1 centimetra througb, and a resistance inex

prensible in megohms ! May our quondam guest have a long

ani contented residence in Germany !

James Whitch r.

Nottingham, June 3rd .

safety of the workmen , some common -sense means would

beadopted to prevent the possibility of fatal accidents.

What are the actual facts ? Instead of placing trans

formers in a special building, with plenty of room and

ample daylight — which are an absolute necessity - they are

generally fixed under the pavement in limited space , and

to get to them the workmen bave to grope their way down

iron ladders or iron projections to a dark chamber.

I consider erecting small dark sub -transformer stations

under the public pavements leads to accidents, and should be

discontinued .

If not, as time goes on, more shocking fatalities will

occur, with the usual verdict of accidental death to follow .

I know, from practical experiments made over 14 years

ago, during wet weather, and while wearing wet boots , how

quickly you can get shocks, but I naturally took care that

the experiments I made were with continuous corrents of

about 400 volta pressure.

A transforming sub -station should not be built without

having easy access to it , plenty of day ight , a good dry wood

floor, and over it valcanised rubber sheets of substantial

thickness.

I recollect a few years ago explosions in electric light

conduits were rather frequent in London, and I noticed

about that time you had a short article in the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW referring to them, and asked if anyone, from their

experience, could suggest & cure. On that invitation I

related my early experiences, and suggested (haviog Jaid the

firet underground mains for electric light under the London

streets ) that in the absence of good ventilation in the

conduits of the companies affected, if they would remove the

lids of the service connections every mornirg, the explosions

would cease.

The bint I saw was very quickly acted on , and the explo

siops — well, you never hear of them now.

I hope my suggestions re transformer sub -stations will also

be acted upon. If so, I am quite certain it will , in the

futu : e, be one of the means of assisting to stop the cause of

recent fatal electric shocks, where high tension alternating

currents are used.

A. L. Fyfe.

Honour to whoin Honour is Due.

I have read with interest your article “ Honour to whom

Honour is Dae,” at p . 685 of youresteemed journal. I may

be allowed to add in connection with this subject that Prof.

Holtz has proved up to the bilt at p . 686 (A.D. 1883) of

my “ Centralblatt für Elektrotechnik " that he invented at a

mach earlier date the machine now ascribed to Mr. James

Wimshurst. If the Council of the Royal Society propose to

distinguish Mr. Wimshurst on account of his machine, the

ignorance of the history of science displayed by that eminent

body is to be deplored .

Uppenborn.

May 31st, 1898.

[Mr. Rollo Appleyard in his letter in the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW . May 27th , considers that we have been scarcely

fair to James Wimsburst in our article dealing with the

question of priority of invention of the Wimshurst influence

machine. The above letter shows that we are at least in

agreement with so high anauthority on the history of elec

tricity as Uppenborn. We may also quote from Prof.

Schaffers, of Louvain, in his recently -published work . “ Essai

sur la theorie des Machines Electriqueg a Influence," where

he says, “ Da fait, en 1876 , Holtz avait clairement decrit le

dispositif particulier aux machines Wimshurot secteurs

radioux et conducteurs à balais.” Spraking of the machine

illostrated in our figure, p. 685 , Holtz said in 1876 (Nach

richten von der kön Ges. der Wissenschaft Göttingen) that

the befo e -mentioned machine may b : made self-exciting by

coveriog the plates with small radial strips of tinfoil and

replaciog the combs with b ushes or springs. Mr. Rollo

Appleyard in his letter carefully avoids pointing out in what

respect the Wimshurst machine differs from the machine

invented long before by Holtz . The evidence we have

cited appears to show that there is no difference in any

essential electrical detail. No one thoroughly acquainted

with the subject wil venture to say that machines of Varley,
Tæpler, or Kelvin come into the same category . It is useless

for Mr. Appleyard to say the machine of Holtz did not po 38e88

the five "simultaneous characteristics ” of the Wimshurst

machine. The machines, being identical, must both possess five

or any greater number of simultaneous characteristics. "

Mr. Wimshurst deserves the credit of having introduced to

physicists in this country a very valuable electrical machine,

which otherwise would probably have long lain buried in

obscure German publications. It is his misfortune that,

without his knowledge, he had been anticipated, but such

misfortunes are not usually considered a jastification for

iepriving the first inventor of the credit which is his due.

EDS. ELEC . REV ]

_ “ In con

The Parliamentary Committee on Electricity Supply.

In the revised report of the Joint Coromittee on Electrical

Energy (Generating Stations and Supply) just issued there

appears two clauses whichwere not in the proof which was

handed out just before Whitsuntide, but which are of such

great importance that I venture to ask you to call attention

co the fact in your next issue.
The clauses to which I refer are as follows :

nection with this question of purchase under section 2 of the

Act of 1888, evidence has been given to the effect that with

8 view to secure in London one and the same time for

execution of the powers, the Board of Trade have in some

cases imposed upon undertakers a less term than 42 years

within which they are liable to be purchased ."

“ The Committee suggest that if the full period of 42

years is not granted , and if a substantially shorter period is

imposed by the Board of Trade, the terms of purchase should

in each case be reconsidered ."

Syd. Morse,

9

The Chelmsford Fatality.

Another victim to the use of high tension alternating

currents !

Everyone connected with the electric light industry must

be sincerely sorry at the sad calamity.

As a rule, sooner or later, fatal accidents occur at most

statio as where such a dangerous system to employés is

The Electrical Engineers Volanteers,

A friend of mine on hearing that the uniform of the

Electrical Engineers Volunteers was to be the same as that

of the volunteer battalions of the Royal Engineers, at once

gave up all idea of joining the corps , although he was very

keen on being a memberwhen he first heard that such

regimert was to be enrolled . He is now making arrange

ments to join the Yeomanry Cavalry, as, to use his own
words, he will then be able to walk through the public

streets in uniform without being insulted and his friends

will not be ashamed to speak to him .”
Whether his views are right or no, there is no doubt that

the great majority of the British public always associate the

red coat with that useful but much maligoed body of men,

viz. , the Militia, and I have known manyyoung fellows join

the Artillery, although the work is harder than that of a

F

in use .

Recognising the dangers connected with it , you would

naturally expect that in planning and arranging for the
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rifle corps, for the simple reason that the latter have such a

prominent uniform .

Toinking that probably my friend's case is not a solitary

one, I would beg to suggest to the proper authorities that an

alteration mightbe made to the uniform , and as no doubt it

is now too late to do away with the red tunic, might not the

facings be such as to be entirely different from any other

regiment.

There is no doubt that the Electrical Engineers will be

one of the crack corps of our volunteer army ; the men no

doubt mean to be, and the profession expects them to be, and

such being the case the War Office might give them a

uniform that would proclaim to all and sundry the regiment

to which they are proud to belong.

Raw Recrnit .

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c .

8 .

...

...

...

...

1

...

9)

Durban ......

Electrical Wares Exported .

WEEK ENDING JUNE 7T8 , 1897. WBHK ENDING JUNE 7TH, 1898.

€ £ Pa

Adelaide 110 Aden. Teleg . mat. 600 0

Amsterdam
75 0 Alexandria. Teleph. mat. 305 0

Antwerp. Elec. fuses 43 0 Amsterdam 200 0

Baltimore. Teleph . mat. 22 0 Auckland 126 0

Buenos Ayres
83 0 Bangkok 405 0

Calcutta 690 0 Bombay ... 584 0

Colombo 20 0 Teleg. mat. 61 0

Durban 341 0 Buenos Ayres 264 0

Kobe 381 0 Calcutta ... 233 0

Madras
26 0 Cape Town 70 0

Melbourne
44 0 Copenhagen 52 0

Perth 116 0 Teleg. cable 5,600 0
Rotterdam 31 0 . 2,6090

St. Petersburg 28 0 East London 98 0

St. Pierre, N.F. Flushing 60 0

Teleg. cable
19,050 0

Genoa 637 0

Shanghai 143 0 Gibraltar 60 0

Sydney ... 55 0 Gothenburg 44 0

Yokohama
381 0 Hamburg 42 0

Launceston 10 0

Lisbon 793 0

Lyttleton 245 0

Mauritius 35 0

Melbourne 98 0

Monte Video 157 0

Ostend 36 0

Perth 152 0

Stockholm . Teleg. wire 1,343 0

Sydney

Wellington 732 0

Yokohama 23 0

...

... ...

:
:
:

...

... ...

...

company. The matter would, of course, require furtherlooking into.

Perhaps there might not be any great advantage in following it up,

because he understood that there had been no further capital brought

into the company except a sum of £1,000 , part of which was applied

in payment of the expenses of the formation of the company. One
thing was pretty clear that by the agreement the debtors transferred

all their assets to the company, and left themselves with ont: tanding

liabilities to the amount of something like £2,000 , and nomeans of

meeting these debts. That was the position they were left in under
the agreement, and, of course , the debtors soon began tɔ realise the

difficulty of their position . After struggling on for some time they

execated a deed of arrangement, but one of the creditors who did not

consent to the arrangement presented a petition, and the receiving

order was made. As far as the separate estates of the debtors were

concerned the only asset in each case was household furniture. It

was clear that the debtors were largely insolvent in October last.

They said they were not aware of this, but subsequent investigation

proved such to be the fact. Mr. Wing said with regard to the

£ 1,000 cash, the debtors were owing the Birmingham District and

Counties Bank about £ 2,500 when the company was formed , and

they also owed money to moneylenders. Itwas arranged that the

£ 1,000 should beadvanced by the bank for the purpose of providing

means for the bills of the moneylenders to be met -- for the purpose

of warding them off a bit. When the bank stopped payment the

the company was wound up, and the debtors made bankrupt. The

company was only in existence about four months, from October to

February The question of the appointment of a trustee was

considered, and the estate will be dealt with by the Official

Receiver. Mr. Wing explained that he was acting for some of

the creditors of the company, and the whole matterwould be most

thoroughly investigated .

Business Sold.The business of Kerby Bowen, Limited,

electrical launch builders at St. Helen's and Cowes, Isle of Wight,

was disposed of by auction on Wednesday last week, by Messis.

Perkins & Sons, byorderof the High Court of Justice (Chancery
Division ), and realised £ 700 .

Campbell v. Benjamin Jacobs. This action , heard last

week at the Glasgow Appeal Court, was for recovery ofthe contract

price for fitting up an installation of electric light. The contract

controlled the price so far as workmanship was concerned, but the

price of the material was not included, although an estimate was

appended to the offer. The defender challenged certain items as

excessive. The Sheriff Substitute (Strachan ) allowed a proof, and

on appeal the Sheriff adhered.

Clayton Air Compressors .-- During the months of

February, March, and April, the Clayton Air Compressor Works, of

New York, sold 19 air compressors for operating pneumatic stone

tools, chipping and calkingtools, air hoists, & c.; nine air compressors

for movingand elevating acid and chemical solutions; fourair lift

pumping plants were installed and placed in operation ; three air
compressors were furnished torubber works for removing hose from

mandrele, testing hose and inflating tyres; one compressor was

supplied for the pneumatic transmission of messages ; two for oil
burning plants ; three for racking off beer in breweries ; one for

spraying brick in the process of manufacture; and six for unusual
applications of compressed air power. In addition to a number of

air compressors furnished for domestic use, four were exported to

Europe for operating pneumaticshopsplants. The above notes show

the wide range of applications of the Clayton compressor.

Dermatine. - A pamphlet giving a short account of the

discovery and manufactureof India -rubber and gotta- percha, and a

description of the " special characteristics and qualities of dermatine

as superior to either," has been issued by the Dermatine Company,

Limited , of 95, Neate Street, S.E. Prices and particulars are given

of the patent dermatine machine belting, circulatiog valves, sheet

and insertion, mats, and dermatine is recommended as an insulator in
electrical work .

Dissolution of Partnership . - Messrs. F. M. Prockter,

A. Turner, and H. F. Clough , carrying on business as electrical and

generalengineers, at 104,Virginia Street, Southport, under the style

of Prockter & Co., have dissolved partnership bymutual consent.

Electric Power for South African Mines . - A South

African correspondent of the Financial News says that it has

been suggested that certain mines which find themselves short of water

should avail themselves of the electric powersupplied from Brakpan.

Thas they would be enabled to close down their steam plant and to

do with very little water. The May Consolidated Gold Mining

Company is already in negotiation with the Rand Central Electrical

Supply Company, and it is likely that arrangements will be shortly

made by which the May's mill shall be driven by electric power.

Electric Tramways. — The Brush Electrical Engineering

Company has issued two pamphlets reprinting in first class manner

descriptions which have appeared in some of the technical papers of

the Kidderminster and Stourport electric tramways and the Dover

municipal electric tramways. It is well knownthat both of these

are lines for the equipment of which the Brush Company has been

mainly or largely responsible.

Exhibitions . - Messrs. W. H. Willcox & Co., are exhibit

ing a general collection of engineers' tools and engineers' stores,

also lubricating oils , at the various agricultural shows which are

being held at Portsmouth, Birmingham , and King'sLynn, during this

month ; and at Lincoln, Leeds, and Tunbridge Wells during July,

...

85 0

Total £ 21,540 0 Total £15,7590

.

Foreign Goods Transhipped .

Lisbon

New York

€ 8 .

. 2,000 0

83 0

Total £2,083 0

Bankruptcy Proceeding8. - On 3rd inst . , at the offices

of Mr. J. C. Clegg, Official Receiver, a meeting was held of the

creditors of John Henry Dewhurst and George Longden, who traded

as John Dewhurst & Son, electrical engineers, 68, 70 , and 72, Atter

cliffe Road, Sheffield . Mr. J. E. Wing represented the debtors.

The Official Receiver stated that the receiving order was made on

May 12th on a creditor's petition. The statement of aff showed

£1,938 29. 10d. owing to unsecured creditors, and £ 205 103. 11d.

liabilities on accommodation bills, making the total liabilities

£ 2,143 139. 9d. The only assets were some doubtful and bad debts

which were estimated at£100. Some timeprior to October last the

debtors carried on business in Attercliffe Road as partners, though

originally neither of them took any capital into the concern . In

October the business was converted into a limited company, an

agreement being made between the parties that the company were

to take to the business and to pay £5,000- £ 4,000 in shares, and

£ 1,000 in cash on October 4th , *1902. The company were to be

entitled to possession as from October 1st, and in accordance with

the agreement the concern was transferred to them a few days later.

The shares had not been issued to the vendors, and he believed there

had been some subsidiary agreement in relation to the £ 1,000 under

which certain payments had been made, or were alleged to have

been made on behalf of the vendors to enable them to meet some of

their outstanding liabilities . He did not thoroughly understand

this matter yet, and could not get a proper explanation from the

debtors. The agreement provided that the liabilities of the vendors

should be paid by the company, but certain of the liabilities in

respect of money -lending transactions were not taken over by the
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Fined . - On Monday at the Wolverhampton (County)

Petty Sessions, E. J. Pennington was fined £2 10g. and costs for

driving a motor car at a furious rate . Three grooms who gave

evidence, respectively stated that the car was proceeding at 20, 25,
and 30 miles an hour. The bench commented upon the public

danger. On the previous Friday the game defendantwas, in another

Court, fined £3 and costs for each of various breaches of the Light

Locomotives Act ( total £18 153. 8d . ) committed on April 23rd.

Forthcoming Book . — Messrs. Seeley & Co. will shortly

publish a brief popularaccount of " Wireless Telegraphy ,” by Mr.

Richard Kerr. The methods devised by Mr. Preece, Signor Marconi,

Dr. Oliver Lodge, and others who have worked in this direction will

be explained in popular style.

The Hoppes Steam Separators . — The drying of steam

by discharging it of water bas lately been attracting a gooddeal of
attention . The annexed illustration represents a simple form of

separator made by the Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Spring

field, Ohio, which affords a very considerable volume for the collection

of water, and will, therefore, provide for a considerable flush of water,

and at the same time it provides a cross section about ten times the

steam pipe area . Suitable water channels are providedto catch the

drip andflow of water down the sides of the vessel and prevent its

re -entraipment. A glass gauge shows the amount of accumulatinn,
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promoted by that company in Parliament for the conversion of the

existing 6 per cent. preference shares into 3 } per cert, preference
stock, and for other purpo3.9. The final dividend on the 6 per

cent. preference shares for the quarter ended June 30th will be

paid on or about July let next. The dividend on the new 3. per

cent. preference stock will accrue as fron July 1st next, and will

be paid quarterly on the same dates as those on which the dividend
on the 6 per cent. preference shares heg hitherto been paid. The
existing transfer books are to be cled on Jane 15th, and the

transfer books for the new stock will be opened as from July 1st next.

Partnership . — Mr. J. T. Niblett having resigned his

position as general managor to the Lithanode Electric Storage

Company, announces that he has entered into partnership with Mr.

Malcolm Sutberland , and in future the firm willtrade under the name

of Niblot & Sutherlan ), electric l engineers, 61 , Chardos Street ,
Strand , W.O.

Personal.- Weunderstand that Mr. H. H. Hall , A.I.E.E.

has voluntarily resigned his position ag engineer tothe Electric

Lightiag and Fittings Corporation, Limited (late John Haynes Light

ing Company, Limited) , in order to join the Wal-all Electrical

Company, Limited, which firm he now represents at 6, Central

Chambers, 174 , Bouti Castle Street, Liverpool.

Smoke Nuisance.- On Wednesday last week the London

Electric Supply Corporation, Limited , of Stowage Wharf, Deptford,

were summoned at Greenwich, at the instance of the Greenwich

Distric Board, for having allowed black smoke to issue from a

chimney on two successive days, in such a quantity as to be a

nuisance. Mr. J. Sp -ncer, clerk to the Board , prosecuted, and a re

presentative of the Company having pleaded guilty, the magistrate

imposed a fine of £10 and 23. costs in each case,

South African Electrical News. - The British and

South African Erport Gazette has the following items of electrical

interest in its June issue :-A shipment of electrical material and

machinery, valued at £3,000, has been consigned to Port Elizabeth

by a New York firm . The el.ctrical installation supplied to the

Angelo and Driefontein mines is a three-phase plant, including

engines of 450 HP , and was manufactured by Messrs. Brown,

Boveri & Co., Switzerland. The Town Council cf Kingwilliams

town is considering a scheme for the electric lighting of the borough.

The Queenstown (Cape Colony) Municipality hay also an electric

light scheme under consideration. The Darban Town Council tas

recently ordered two additional miles of cable and a condenser. A

telephone installation has been ordered for Bulawayo. The Natal

Government estimates for the year ending June, 1899, make pro

vision for additional telephone plant to the extent of £ 4,900.

Electrical lifts for the new pramises ol Messrs. Thorne, Stuttaford

and Co. , Johannesburg , are on crder with Messra. R. Waygood and

Co., Limited. An electric elevator, manufactured by Messrs. Easton,

Anderson & Goolden, has been supplied to the Luipaardsvlei gold

mine. The present air compressor pumping plant, which wasmanu

factured by Messrs. J. Cameron for theLanglaagte Deep gold mine,

is shortly to be replaced by an electrical pumping installation manu

factured by Messis. Riedler & Co.

Starters for Gas Engines.-In Mr. W. H. Booth's recent

article in our columns on " Starters for Gas Engines ” he advocated

the use of a small star ig epgine for the purpose. Mr. Joseph

-
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and a trap provides for final discharge. It is important that steam

traps to separators should be of good size in order to allow the rapid

discharge of sudden flushes . The Hoppes separator is symmetrical,

and no mistake can be made in fixing it, as steam can enter either

side indifferently. Its construction , while sufficient, is simple, and

it should give a minimum of obstruction to the flow of steam , an

item apt to be overlooked in the construction of separators, on what

may be termed the steam worrying system . A somewhat similar

apparatus is provided for fixing in vertical lengths of pipe.

Lists . Wehave received from Messrs. Parvillee Frères,

29, Rue Gauthey, Paris, an illustrated list of their manufactures of

electrical porcelain. The list deals more particularly with insulators

for telegraphic, telephonic, andoverhead tractionwork.

Messrs. C. E. Billin & Co , of Marquette Buildings, Chicago, send

us a pamphlet (March, 1898) on their machinery and supplies for

mines and mills. The firm are engineers, purchasing and forwarding

agents, and the list contains special lines of a large number of American

manufacturers.

McDonald v. Clement. At the Glasgow Court of

Sessions last week the settlement was intimated of an action by

Robert M. M'Donald , electrician , Davos House, Strathtay, against

Hugh Sprott Clement, manager of the British Patents Company,

121, West Regent Street, Glasgow . The pursuer sought reduction of

a letter written by him to the defender in July, 1893, in which

he assigned to the defender one twenty -fourth part of his

interestin an invention relating to primary electric batteries. The

pursurer said that the letter was written in consideration of the

defender having found a purchaser for the patent, but that the

defender failed to carry through the sale. The defender raised two

actions against the pursuer, in which he sued for payment of the

value of his interest. All the actions have now been settled extra

judicially,

Newport Electric Light Association . This association

has opened premises at 55, Commercial Rɔad,Newport, as electricians

and mechanical engineers. Mr. J. L. Davies, who has had a varied

experience in electrical work,is the manager. He was fortwo years

in the employ of the BrushElectric Light Company, and three years

at the Edison Central Depôt, New York, U.S.A., and has had three

years local experience in wiring and other work.

Parliamentary Biils. In the House of Commons on

Monday, the following Bill received from the Lords was read a

second time : - Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad ( Tramway

Extensions). The Great Northern and City Railway Bill was also

read a second time. It is stated that the Royal assent has now been

given to the Eastern Telegraph Company's Act, 1898, which has been

M

-

--B

Edmondson , of Bradlorů , claims to have cffected ihis in another way ,

namely, by means of the Edmondeon & Dawson patent start r. Tois

is claimed to give an initial impulse, automatically proportioned to

the requirements of the engine at the time. The advantages claimed
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for this starterarise from three features, vix. :-(1) The initialimpulse

being delivered on a piston already set in motion (by the compression

the charge by the pomp) is cumulative in its effect. In other

words, the primary inertia of the piston having already been over

come, the influence of the initial explosion upon it is much greater

than it otherwise would be ; (2) The initial charge being compressed

by the pump, the initial explosion is proportionately more powerful

than in anystarter working at atmosphericpressure. Owiog to these

two features, the initial impulse carries the running well over the

first cycle, and the piston is moving steadily when it receives the

second impulse. ( 3) At the slow speed of starting by any sell -starter

the proportions of gas and air inthe charge drawn into the cylinder

is frequently not ignitable bythe tube ; hence the extreme difficulty

of starting an engine bya single initial impulse. In the Edmondson

Dawson starter this difficulty is said to be entirely removed . It
injects a flame into the midst of the charge and will therefore ignite

a mixture so badly proportioned that the tube would fail to fire .

Hence by this starter ignition is certain, and successive impulses are

given to the piston - the engine runs in spite of the temporary failure

of the tube to fire the charge-end thus the speed is gradually lut

Burely got up to point at which the tube takesupthe firing and the

gʻarter may be put out of gear. The ac'ion is as follows :-Tbe engine

being set on the " explosion strcke " with the gas cock turned on, and

with the crank a little bebind the top centre, the starting cam , B ,

havingthe square stud , e , resting on its nose ; the exhaust valve of the

engine being set open ; & cbarge of explosive mixture (gas and air) is
pumped into the cylinder by the pumpy. When the cylinder is filled

with explosive mixture the exhaust valve is closed . The pumping being

continued, the charge is slightly compressed till it propels the piston

slowly and moves the cam , B, forward ( clockwise) till it drops the

roller, P , into the gap of the cam ard releases the lever,m, the spring,
B, rotating the plug if the ignition valve, towards the right, ignites

the charge in the cylinder and propels theengine. If the pumping be

still continued so as to keep the connectionsbetween the pumpand the

cylinder full of explosive mixture, the revolution of the cam , B , by

opening and closing the ignition valve and exploding the charge at

the proper times, will give successive impulses to the piston,

increasing its speed until the ordinary igniting apparatus takes upthe

firing and the engine is effectually started. The starter is then

thrown out of gear by pushing the bandle,t, of the lever, m,to the left,

when the catch, o, falls down and holds the lever, so that the roller, P,

stands free of the cam , B, and the action of the starter ceases. The

pumping into the cylinder of a full charge of explosive mixture is

onlynecessary when the cylinder is filled with a spent charge or with

gas. When filled with air (as is always the case if the engine when

stopping has made a few revolutions after the gas wasturned off)

it is sufficient to pump a few strokes of gas only, and follow on with

explosive mixture. Inthis case the exhaust valve must be left closed.

Water -Power. - Messrs. P. C. Middleton & Co. , Aberdeen,

who recently completed_the large water-power installation at

Braemar for Mr. A. H. Farquharson, of Invercauld, bave been en

trusted with the electric lighting of Invercauld House. Water-power

will be used, and 300 lights will be installed .

Werner Cadmium Accumulator Syndicate, Limited.

-We are informed that a meeting of the directors of the Werner

Cadmium Accumulator Syndicate, Limited, was held at 41 , Devon

Bhire Chambers , Bishopsgate Street Without, on Saturday, Mr.

Alexis Werner, D.Sc., in the chair, when a satisfactory report was

made asto the progress of the company. It was stated that impor

tant tests have been made and several orders have been booked for

train lighting and traction . The chaira an reported that progress

Was being made with the arrangement for floating a company in

Paris, where the use of accumulators for traction is very extensive,

and a letter from Belgium was read , with a proposal for the purchase

of the patent rights for that country.

8

Belgium . - Five firms sent in tenders for the supply and

erection of the plant for the electric lighting of the railway station at

Ghent for the Belgian State Railway authorities, the lowest being

that of Messrs. Dierman & Co., of Liege.

Bermondsey .-At Monday's Vestry meeting, Mr. Cox,

chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee, brought up a report of
the proceedings of a meeting of the Committee held that afternoon .

He stated that the Vestry would be aware that the Board of Trade

bad granted a provisional order, and that the Bill to confirm the

order had already been read a first time in the House of Commods.

The speaker read a letter from Sir Courtenay Boyle, stating that it
was not without hesitation that the Board decidedto grant the order

in view of the objections put forward by the LondonElectric Supply

Corporation and the County of London and Brush Electric Lighting

Company. The Board of Trade, the letter proceeded, had grant d

the provisional order with a view to giving Parliament an oppor.
tonity of expressing its opinion on the subject, and the Bcard inti.

mated that should the crder be opposed in Parliament, it would bs

necessary for the Vestry to take steps to support the Bill. Mr. Cox

went on to say that theelectric light companies had only laid msins

in the parish for the purpose of supplying other districis,

and that they were liable to penalties for not fulfilling

their obligations. With regard to the confirmatory Bill,

which was down for second reading this week, Mr. Cripps had given

notice of motion that the Bill should be read “that day six months. "

Should the Bill pass its second reading, it would be referred to s

committee, and it would thenbe necessary to secure the services of

counsel in the event of opposition at that stage. The Electric Light

ing Committee accordiogly recommended, and the Vestrydecided to

give them permission to engage counsel to promote the interests of

the Bill. With reference to the forthcoming, telephone conference
convened by the County Council, the General Purposes Committee

reported having received a letter from the LondonCounty Council,

stating that since sending out invitations for the conference, the

report of the Joint Select Committee of buth Houses of Parliament

on the supply of electrical energy in bulk had been issued . The

report raised some important questions affecting London, especialiy

as regards the erection and subsequent purchase by local authorities

of generating stations for the supply of electrical energy. The letter

further stated that it had been decided to bring these matters forward

for discussion at the conference to be held on June 14th, alter the

matters relative to the telephone service had been disposed of.

Bethnal Green .-- The Board of Guardians Finance

Committee has had under consideration & demand from the con .

tractor, whose tenderfor the laying of an electric lighting plant at

the new infirmary bad been accepted, for an additional sum of money

in order to carry out the work, so that the amount of that tender now

reached £5,39 1. The committee offered Messrs. Calvert & Co. the

sum of £5,000 to do the worð, but they refused . It was decided to

again advertise for tendera.

In anticipation of the Vestry carrying out the electric lighting of

the parish , an electricity committee has been appointed to have all

matters in regard thereto under its control. The committee is as

follows:-Messrs. Hales, Mundy, Brooks, Kippins, E. Jones, W. H.

Clark , Goodwin , White, H. Jones, Pitt, and styles.

Bexhill. - The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the proposal of the Council to borrow £ 20,000 for electric

lighting purposes.

Birmingham . - In regard to the qu stion of municipal

purchase ofthe electricity undertaking, it is announced that at ibe

City Council meeting on 14th inst. the report of the General Par

poses Committee will be presented. The report is stated to show

the great increase in the business andprofits ofthe company since

1895 , and recommends that the undertaking should be purchased il

it can be cbtained upon fair and reasonable terms. The Committee

admit the necessity of taking market price as the basis for fixing the

purchase money, and they offered , subject to certain conditions, to

give the company £ 10 10s. per share (or £ 420,000 ), taking over the

undertaking as agoing concern, with all its assets and liabilities, as

trom January 1st last. The directors have expressed their willing .

ness to recommend the acceptance of this offerto their shaveholders.

The Committee have received a report from engineers whom they

instructed to examinethe company's works and mains, showing that
the whole of the buildinge, plant, and machinery have been well

designed , and so arranged as to be capable of easy, and therefore

economical, extension as the business increases, and that they are in

good condition , and in every respect suitable for the work they have

to do. It will be necessary for the Corporation to obtain Parlia

mentary sanction for the purchase and theborrowing ofthe necessary

capital. The total sumrequired to be borrowedwill have to be

repaid within such pericd as may be fixed by the Act . Upon a 48

years' period the annual charge to the Corporation for interest and

Binking fund will be £ 16,275 , on a 2 per cent. basis, or £17,000 on a

24 per cent. basis , azai... which the Corporation will have an under

taking ibich fur 1897 produced a gross profit of nearly £ 13,000,

which it is sale to assume from the growth of supply in the last few

years , will in a short time be not only sufficient to meet loan charges

but to give an increasing margin on revenue account. Tae Cum

mittee therefore recommend the Council to purchase the undertaking

on the terms now reported , and to authorise the Committee to take

all necessary steps for promoting a Bill in Parliament during the

next ensuing session for giving effect thereto .

Bognor . - The Urban Council have decided to appoint

a committee to consider a public and private electric lighting
scheme,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES.

1

-

Aberdeen . - At a recent Council meeting, Mr. Blackman's

resignation from the post of electrical engineer was discussed. It

wasgenerally regretted that a greater effort bad not been made to

retain good engineers at higher salariee. Mr. Blackman is coming to

London, and Aberdeen is to engage another engineer at the same

Balary as it paid bim, £ 225. The Council passed a resolution thanking
Mr. Blackman for his services.

Ambleside. - The electric lighting question has been

before the District Council at a special meeting this week .

Barking.–The Council has received the sanction of the

Local Government Board to borrow £15,000 for electric lighting.

Barnes.-The Board of Trade bes issued a provisional

order to the Urban District Council empowering them to supply elec

tricity tbror ghout the whole of the area wirbiu taeir jurisdiction, but

excluding Hammersmith Bridge .

Bedford . - The Town Council, having applied for a

loan ( f £ 5.460 for electric light extensions, Mr. H. E. Law will hold

a Local Government Board inquiry on June 15th .

Belfast. — The Council has resolved to make a charge of

7d . per unit for the current supplied for lighting purposes for the first

hourand a hall, and 2d. perunit afterwards ; 4d. per unit for current

supplied for motor and heating purposes for the first hour and a ball,

and 13d . per unit afterwards; and 5d. per unit for church lighting.
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Brighton.- The Council last week adopted the report
of the Lighting Committee , showing for what purposes it is proposed

toborrow a further sum of £ 56,300for the development ofthe elec

tric light undertaking. In view of the congestion in tbe engineering

and manufacturing trades, the Committee had been advised to apply

for borrowing powers for at least two years' requirements, 80 48 to

avoid , as muchas possible, a recurrence of the serious state of over

load the works were in at the commencement of last winter, owing to

growth of the business having been exceptionally rapid. The esti

mate for the two years' requirements is as follows :

Four steam dynamos £21 980

Additional 10 -ton traveller 300

Two new feeders ... 6,300

Additionaldistributing mains 12,600

House services and meters 15,120

...

...

£56,300

The total expenditure and liabililice up to the end of 1897 stands at

£ 229,375. Application will be made to the Local Government Board

for power to borrow the money.

Backley.-The Lighting Sub -committee have under con

sideration an electric lighting scheme, and will shortly lay a report
bef ure the Council.

Bury.--At the Town Council meeting on Thursday week,

the salary of the el-ctrical engineer (Mr. Watson) was advanced from

£ 200 to £ 250 per annum . The chairman of the Electric Lighting

Committee (Mr. Pickup) explained why they had ricommended the

increase, and submitted a number of statistics showing that, althovgh

ia its electric lighting scheme Bury was very similar to Oldham ,

Bolton, Dewsbury, Burnley, and Lancaster,they did not pay as much

in salaries as those bɔroughs. He said that Bury paid £76 per annum

more than the five townsnamed for sinking fund and interest, and

the loes was only £46 more . Their income at Bury was £ 1,318_on

the year, as against an average of £1,73 ) in the other places. The

average salary paid to the electrical engineer in the five boroughs was

£ 275 per annum , and in Bury only £ 200 bad been given . Mr. Pickup

als2 submitted figures to show that Bury produced electricity cheaper

than the average of the five towns named, and on all these points

being considered, the advance of £50 to their engineer was, in his

opinion, well deserved. The vote for the increase was unanimous

Cardiff. — Mr. Applebee, the electrical engineer, has re

ported to the Lighting Committee on the lighting of a portion of

Newport Road by electricity. It would require, he says, 15 arc lamps
of the same power as those in use for the centre of the town. The

standards should be fitted with brackets fur glow lamps to be lighted

after midnight. Capital outlay £ 470. If this system were adopted,

the lamps would be lighted directly from the current in the service

mains by men employed for the purpose. Tois would greatly reduce

the capital cost, because rectifiers, which now have to be supplied in

the centre of the town, would be avoided . The committee adopted

the report.

Colchester. - Representatives of the Electric Light

Works Committee bave had interviews with Mr. Massey and Messrs.

Siemens, respecting the supply of fittings and wiring of consumers'

premises, and reportedthe views of Mr. Massey and Messrs. Siemens

on the subject. The Committee has resolved that further considera

tion be adjourned.

Colwyn Biy .-- A Local Government Board inquiry was

heldon 2nd inst . in regard to the District Council's application for

sanction to borrow £ 2,000 for the electric lighting of the promenade.

Mr. Clirebugh gave evidence as to the details of the scheme, stating

that the plant would not be in duplicate for reasons stated in the

scheme. There will be 24 arc lamps placed on 21-feet columns along

the promenade. The scheme wasopposed by Councillor Wm . Davies,

whowas in favour of an installation which had been proposed for sup

plying the whole town rather than confining it to the promenade.

Crewe.-On 1st inst. the Town Council considered com

munications from Dr. John Hopkinson regarding his tees for report

ing upon electric lighting and supervising the carrying out of a

scheme.Inone of his letters Dr. Hopkinsonsaid that it his partner,

Mr. C. Hopkinson, took charge of the refuse destructor matter, his fee

would be 50 guineas. The Council accepted Dr. Hopkinson'sterms of

100 guineas for a report on an electric lighting scheme for the borough,

including one visit to Crewe, and a detailed estimate of capital

outlay.

Devonport. - After visiting the town, Prof. Kennedy

advises that the site adjoining the Corporation property at Pottery

Quay is suitable for the electricity station .

Dover. — The Dover Electricity Supply Company intends

on July 1st to reduce the charges for current.

East Grinstead . - Several would -be promoters of electric

lighting schemes have been informed by the General Purposes

Committee that any discussion discussing thematter are at present

premature. It will be remembered thatthe Council is considering

the question.

Glasgow . - Mr. W. A. Chamen, the borough electrical

engine:r, has reported on the lighting of St. Andrew's Halls. He

says that arc lighting for a hall of this kind will never be made

pleasing to the public. After going into the matter, he finds that

two rows of seven electroliers, containing 17 16.O.P. lamps each , will

be sufficient to light the main body of the ball, whilst the orchestra

can be lighted by two more similar electroliers, supplemented by

some bracksts at the back. The present incandescant lighting of the

back gallery will need to be increased by the addition of eight more

16 -candle-power lamps fixed in the ceiling. The amount of electric

energy consumed by the incandescent lighting now recommended

will be doublewhat is at present used for arc lighting. For the

Berkeleyand Kent Halls similar electroliers, withabout 10 lights

each, will be required. The cost of msking the alterations would not

be great , as thearc lamp3 would probably be transferred for use in

other buildings belonging to the Corporation which are about to be

lighted, or made use of in some other way. New electroliers would

have to be purchased, together with a few brackets. The whole cost,

includiog slight alterations to the wiring, and substitution of short

pendant fittings under the galleries in the large hall, in place of the

sbip's fittings at present in use, would not exceed £ 300 . The com

mit ee recommends that Mr. Chamen be authorised to proceed with

the work, but meanwhile only in the large hall.

Guildford.The Council has accepted the offer of Mr.

J. M. V. Money Kent, on behalf of the Guildford Electricity Sapply
Company, to pay the sun of £ 30 in satisfaction of the claim made

by the Council for damage to the paving .

Hackney. — The new Vestry had a long discussion on 1st

inst. on the electric lighting question. Some members are clearly

pledged to do their level best to prevent the scheme being carried

out The Electric Lightiog Committee ismade up as follows:

T. Barnett, W. L. Beurle, E. Errington , W. Hanmer, F. W. Hart, G.

Hagemer, W. H. Netting, G. A. Ozan, J. W. Sandwell, J. Sheeban,

A. Walmsley, and L. Whitemore. Toere is now every reason for

believing that the Vestry will soon get to work upon an installation.

Hastings. — The Local Government Board have asked the

Hastings Town Council to obtain the report of a competent engineer

upɔn the question of the Council's application to borrow £ 58,000 for

the purchase of the Electric Light Company's andertaking.

Islington.-Oar readers have heard Mr. Lambert's name

mentioned over and over again in connection with the electric light

ing undertaking ; in fac ", the success of the works might safely be

called the success of Mr. Lambert. We therefore notice with regret

that the progressive maj yrity on the Vestry proposes to oust him from

the chairmanship of the Electric Lighting Committee. The difficulty

is to see any good reason for this mova. The local press is express

ing iteelt in strong terms on the matter.

Lancaster.—TheCorporation Gus Department is feeling

the opposition of electricity . Last year the amount sold to private

consumers was £249 3s. 1d. less than the previous year, or £ 1,799

6s. 70. less than the year ending March , 1895, which was the high

water mark in the sale of gas. The increase in the amouat for elec

tricity last year was £693 128. 2d. In the last three years the

increase has amounted to £ 1,146 161. 41. Tae Lighting Committee's

altered expenditure has affected the Gas Department, for whereasin

1894-5 the outlay on gas lighting was £1,934, and on electricity£133,

these items cost in 1897-8 , gas£ 1,726, and electricity £505. In the

other Corporation departments there are increases in the consump

tion of both gas and electricity.

Leeds.- The Leeds Corporation and House-to - House

Electricity Provisional Powers have been granted to the Leeds Cor.

poration for the purchase ofthe electricalsystem and plant of the

Yorkshire House- to -House Electricity Company,

Lewes. - The Town Council has resolved that the ques

tion of opening up negotiations with a company wita a view to

taking up the provisional order for electric lightingbe referred to the
Financeand General Parposes Committee, with authorityto nego

tiate terms for an agreement to be entered into, and to be hereafter

submitted to the Council.

Lombardy. - As the use of electricity, both for lighting
purposes and as a motive power, in Lombardy is constantly extend

ing , says the Financial Times, there is consequently an ever

increasing demand for all kinds of electrical appliances connected

with its development. At present Switzerland and Germany would

appear to have the lion's share of the business in supplying the

machinery, and our Consul points out that British engineering firms

do not seem to be making any effort to secure a share of it. In 1899

the centenary of Volta's discovery of the electric pile is to be cele

brated in Como, his native town , by an International exhibition of

electrical appliances, and in due time our Consul promises to send

full particulars of the conditions on which firms areto be invited to

exhibit. In the meantime British manufacturers of electrical

machinery might find it to their interest to give the matter their

attention .

Londonderry. - The Corporation last week held a special

meeting to consider the offer of the NewGeneral Traction Company,

Limited, to take over the entire electrical plant ofthe city, to light

the streets as at present, andto supply private light and power to all
applicants. Dr.Todd, solicitor, sai i that the company were prepared

to take over the plant at a valuation. They bound themselves to

give light to the public lamps at £15 10s. per lamp, to give private

lig! at 4d. per unit, andpower at 24d. per unit. The company

owned 11 miles of tramways in Coventry, 20 miles in Norwich, and

four milesin the Isle of Man . It had an invested capital of half a

million. Councillor Thompson asked what guarantee there wasthat

thecompany would carry out what they offered. Dr. Todd said the

best guarantee was, that they would spend about £ 100,000 in laying

down plant. They had in view the working of the Strand tramway

by electricity. He estimated that there would be a saving of £ 1,360

on the public lighting. Ia that, of course, he included £ 1,000 for

.
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depreciation at the rate of 5 per cent . Alderman O'Doherty said the

danger was, that wien they came to make up the valuation they

might be told that their plant was antiquated ,and not wor: h much.
The better way would be for the company to rentioa a lump sum of

the basis of the negoti tions. Eventually the Corporation appointed

a small committee to confer with Dr. Todd ad report.

Ludlow . - The Town Council will fold a special me ting

on July 7h to courider whether an electric lighticg ord r shall be

applied for.

Northampton .-- The Town Council, which is desirous of
erecting refuse destructors in the town at once, has temporarily post

poned all questions of details until the rule is known of the nego

tiations with the North upton El ctric Ligot d Power Company

for the purchase of the crap ny ly the towa, and with the North

amrton TramwaysComp ng for the purchase of their atstem by the

municipality. In the preni of hot purchases being made, the town
will combine refuse destruction with the generation of electricity ,

which, amongst other things, will be employed for tramcar traction .

Oldham .--At a meeting of the Electric Lighting Com

mittee on Wedzeeday, Mr. Newington , electrical engineer, presented

a return of the electricity works. The works wie einumero.d in

1894 , and the totalcu - i for four'h year ( 1897.8) has bcen £ 2,345, agaiust

1896-7 of £2,533 . The Lumber of units sold during te yearwas 322,203,

against 227,932 in the previous year . The average pric : obtained

was from private com sumers 4 28d , ani from publio 3d. , against 5 7d.
and 4d. last year . The gross profit made before sitting aside instal
ments for interest and sinking funds, was £ 3,492 against £ 2,946 .

The total c st per unit wx8 1746d ., the deceace being 09:21d . The

producing of supply at buch a low price is considered very aatis
factory. Mr. Newi. gton said that the output was nearly as piuch

as the plant could meet, although.extensions bai been made
recently.

Penbreke . - Last Saturday a Local Government Board

inquiry was held with reference to the Town Commissioners'applica

tion for a £ 33,000 loan for electric lighting. Mr. Robert Hammond

gave evidence regarding the scheme. He stated that the tenders

received , including boiler house, engine housi, ewitcubcard , acenmula

torg , all the underground work and the meters , amounted of £ 19,354 ,

against the engineer's estimate ci £ 19,850 . The cost of the coadersig

plant was estimatd at £ 1,500. They proposed to use a triple con

centric cable, which would be thoroughly insulated , is a covered,

and steel armoured , and not at nigh tension . They were løying down

two dynamos of very first -class make, which could do 5,000 lights ,

which would b3 capable of supriyi.g 12,000 lights on consumers'

premises. The distribution was to be on the three -wire system , the

total length of the cables being 14,10 ) ) rus. TDe Cosü of the build

iegs is put at £6,000 , with the excipittov districtor works.

Penarth .-- Tre Board of Trade has issuíd a provisional

order to the Penarth Electric Lighting Company , Limited.

Peterborough . - The Town Council had a discussion last

week regarding the 8 -lary to be paid to the newly-appointed elec

trical engineer, Mr. Gill. The Lighting Commiitee had resolved to

pay £ 100 a year , but last wcek the Council rerereed this decision by

nine yotes to eight, and made the salary £50.

Reading - A deputation recently waited upon the Board
of Trade upon the maier of th : aiu nded description of the systems

of bu ; piy to be adopted by the Riding Electric Supply Company,

The Board wrote to the company, atiting that they are not satisfied

that the reascus urged on belali of the Corporation are such as

would justify them in withholding the consent to the proposed

change of system, and they }.00099 to approve the amended

description. Tre Reading Electiu Ligat Company recepily wrote

to the Council asking then tu a o't it ctricity for street lighting,

but the Lighting Committee las 1coumenied the Council that the

company be informed that if the Ccurcil determine to light the

public strects by electricity, they will probably provideworks for the

supply of energy for that and othur pnrposes. The Reading Elec
tric Supply Company intend to alt r the standard pressure of their

supply at consumers' terminal : frim 100 to 200 vilos.

Rhodesia . - Wo unders and that the electric light is being

installed at the B.S.A. Police Camp, Government House, which is

four miss from Buiuwayo.

Shoreditch .-- At the first Vestry meeting after the
eleciion , held on Tuesday zigi. , Mr. S. G. Portir wag unanimously

selected 44 chairman for tenuiug year. The Ligiting Committee

recommerded and the Vesiry Cecilied to insure the economiser at the

electricity works with Me 31s . Greca & Song, Limited , of Mauctester,

Orthe sum of £500, at an annual premium of £3 105 , the rate to

include periodicalinspecti n iibetconomiser. TeesameCommittee

andcunod that it had been gieo hot Nir . R :19 ell, the chief elec

trical engineer, shculd siyine tiu arran entuts for supplying

steam to tue baths and wası bulibeb .

Tipton . - The Midlaui Electric Corporation has inti
mated to the District Council :hvit will accept a maximum of 3d.

iusteal of 311 , per unit. These rerns the Council coas.dered satis

factory.

Walthamstow .-- A Local Government Board inquiry

was held recently into an apolication by the District Council for

sanction to burrow £5 200 for abutiwu CIUS ( f lam is a site for an

electric ig tingsta iun asdastule yard . Air. Eorilt, the electrical

engineer, puk bir bgly i : fivour of te site, and said the eaying

on the cartage of coals would alone pay the interest on the money.

The whole district could be lighted from this station at the lowest

possible cost.

Watford . - A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on 3let ult. in regard to the Council's proposal to borrow £21,000 for

electric lighting. Mr. Hawtayne, consulting electrical engineer,

explained the scheme. He calculated an immediate demand for

8,000 lights . 130,004 Board of Trade units would be required for

lighting the streets, and the present lamp standards could be utilised.

He had some idea of putting arc lamps in the High Street and part

of Queen's Road. For private lighting there would be 4,000 lights

of 8 C.P .; public lighting, 363 of 16 O.P .; and 100 of 32 C.P., mašing

5,126 lamps of 8 C.P. He had considered several sites, and had come

to the conclusion that the best was the one adjoining the sewage

works. The estimated cost of the building was £ 3,000, and it would

bz handy for coal delivery. There was no opposition.

Wednesbury . - At Monday's Council meeting the General
Purposes Committee recommended the Council towithdraw its

opposition to the application of the Midland Electric Corporation

upon the terms thatthe Corporation supply electricity to the Council

for lighting and power purposes within an area agreed upon the same

termsand conditions (if any) as may hereafter be agreed upon with

the local authorities of West Bromwich, Oldbury, and Smethwick ;

that the Corporation will not oppose the application of the Town

Council for an electric lightingorder at any future date. On Mon

day, when the matter was discussed, Alderman Williams said be

believed the wbole thing was intended to put a stop to the action of

the Midland Electric Corporation . They ought rather to be glad

that people were prepared to bring electricity to them for the benefit
of the town. Alderman Lloyd also argued that encouragement

should be given to schemes for the development of new industries in

the borough. The above proposals were adopted .

Whitechapel. - It is stated that the District Board of

Words is asking the Brighton Corporation electrical engineer (Mr.

Wright) to advise upon the electric lighting of the district.

Wigan.-At the Council meeting on 1st inst . , Mr. Alder

man Holmes, in moving the confirmation of the minutes of the Gas

and Electric Lighting Committee, said that the question of electric

lighting, which was brought forvard at the lastmeeting and deferred,

was again deferred by the Committee until after an expression of

opinion had been given by the Council. The Committee felt that that

was one of those matters that must be connected with a loss to the

town for some years to come, if adopted . They therefore wished to

have the full sanction of the Council behind them before proceeding
any further. Mr. Worthington said , with regard to the electric

lighting , although that matter had gone back to the Gas Committee,

it had come back again to them in the same form. Since then he had

& cquainted bimself more with the subject, and he would be prepared

now to endorse the resolution that was previously sent back ,with

regard to the appointment of a sub -committee. He found that so far

backas 1890 there was an electric lighting order which had received

the Royal assent in favour of Wigan , and wbich only applied for two

years , or during such a period as the Local Government Board might

consent to extend it , and he believed that it was open to a company or

eyndicate to apply to the Local Government Board for thetransference

of the power of the order to them in orderthat they mightsupply elec

tric light to the town. It seemed tbat they were in a rather difficult

position . They had a gas works with a capital of £ 350,000 on theone

hand, and they were loth to interfere in any way that would reduce the

assistance that the rate got from that very important undertaking.

On the other hand , it might be that some company might be disposed

to supply the town with electric light. And let them suppose that

after a loss for a little time that company eventually turned to s

profit , then they would have the same competition from an outside

company that they weresupposed to have from themselves if they

adopted electric light. It the outside company went on making a

profit, and if the Corporation wanted to turn the electric light to

themselves, they would be in the same dilemma aswhen they bought

the gasworks, and wouldhave to purchase them at far more than the

original cost. Electric lighting had made important strides since the

the last committee met, and he believed in the appointment of a

Buail committee of the Council, apart from the Gas Committee .

After diecussion, the Council appointed a sub -committee to make

inquiries , and with the powers to employ experts to advise them , so

that they would be able to recommend to the Council something

definite upon which they could act, and which would prevent the

electric lighting going into other bands.

Winchester . - Last week the City Council had before it

tenders from the Winchester Electric Lighting Company and the

Water and Gas Company for lighting the streets. TheGas Com

pany's tender was accepted.

York . — The Local Government Board has sanctioned the

borrowing of £ 20,000 for electric lighting purposes. At Monday's

Council meeting it was stated that Prof. Kennedy reported that

Messrs. Crompton & Co. now found that they could not recommend

the lowest priced engines accepted by the Corporation. The Elec

tric Light Committee, therefore, had decided to instruct Messrs.

Crompton to obtain the better class engines mentioned in the tender,

and the cost of the plant would therefore be increased from £ 8,176

to £8,654 . It was stated that the Committee would now push the

mattor forward as fast as they could, and they hoped that some time

within the next 12 months they might be able to see the electric light

established in the city.

#
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ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Barnsley.-- The Streets, Buildings, and Improvement

Committee of the Town Council have been considering the question

of tramways for the town, and have now expressed the opinion that

it is desirable such tramways should be established and worked by a

company and not by the Corporation. Their recommendation that

the Council invite companies to submit schemes of tramways for the

town, and give consent to an application for the necessary Parlia

mentary powers to construct tramways in the borough, was before the
Council on Tuesday. The Lighting Committee recommend that

instructions be given to Mr.Miller to prepare plans and details of

the proposed electric lighting scheme ( see ELECTRICAL REVIEW ,

May 20th ) , and that application to borrow £23,322 to pay for such

works be made.

Belfast, -The Tramway Company has written to a

Corporation Committee saying that the directors have again been

going into the matter of electric traction, andas there was a rapidly

growing feeling among the public, they are willing to make another

effort to come to terms with the Corporation for its introduction in

Belfast. The Corporation has accordingly appointed a small com
mittee to meet the directors to go into the matter,

Birmingham . — The Lord Mayor has sent to the

BirminghamDaily Post copies of the letters which have recently

passed between the City of Birmingham Tramways Company and tte

Corporation in regard tothe proposed introduction of the overhead

wire on a section of the lines.

The City Council had a lengthy discussion on thetramway question

on Tuesday, the end of whichwas that it was decided by 28 votes to

27 (six neutrals) not to re -open negotiations with the Tramway

Company, as the company has failed to carry out their arrange .

ment with the Public Works Committee, and Mr. Ross, the chair

man of the company, has made statements, which were incorrect,

re authority to use the overhead trolley.

Brighton.- In the House of Commons on Monday,

Mr. Ritchie informed Mr. Bowles that the electric railway

from the Aquarium to Preston Place Groyne, Brighton, was

constructed on land belonging to the Corporation, without

Act of Parliament. As it was above high -water mark, the

sanction of the Board of Trade was not necessary, and he had no

jurisdiction over the railway. With regard to the Brighton and

Rottingdean Sea Shore Electric Tramroad, the provisions of the

private Act were not binding on the company, unless otherwise

agreed between the company and the Corporation, who were the

owners of the foreshore on which the line was constructed . The

consent of the Board of Trade was given to the construction of the

works below high -water mark, including the poles for the overhead

wires. He was not aware that the public and boatmen were exposed

to any danger, but as to the possibility of depriving them of their

right to use the foreshore, he would make inquiries, though he did

not think the Board of Trade had any power in the matter .

Dover. - Oarlocal correspondent informs us that so suc

cessful have been the Dover Municipal electric trolley trams during

the six months they have been running, that the Corporation were,

as a consequence, able to reduca the town rates by 2d. in the £. There

are four miles of tramways, and the fare 1d. any distance. More new

cars are on order, and as soon as these arrive, & five minutes regular
service is to be established.

The electric trams did well on Whit Monday. £5€ 189. being

taken . This is over £1 more than on Easter Monday, and it is stated

to be £39 188. more than is necessary to cover the day's capital and

workiog expenses.

Dudley and Stourbridge . - On 3rd inst ., Sir Francis

Marindin, inspector to the Board of Trade, made an inspection of the

Dudley and Stourbridge tram line, in consequence of the formal

application of the owners for a seven years' steam power license, the
existing license terminating in the nearfuture. Mr. S. Sellon

(engineer to the British Electric Traction Company) was one of the

party. During the inspection of the whole of the line it was stated

that the application was merely a formal one, but that it was

necessary ; also that electric cars would be running in the soming
autumn.

Dandee -Barnhill. - The Dandee Town Council has re

mitted this light electric railway scheme to the Works Committee,

who will appoint a sub -committee to report apon the proposal.

Gateshead . — So that the Council may have a good idea

what the electric trolley tramway system really is, the whole body

is go to Leeds to inspect the system there.

Glasgow.-A proposal is before the Corporation to raise

the salary of the tramway manager from £1,250 to £ 1,500. This is

in view of the change from horse to electric haulage. There is also

a proposition that in view of the surplus in the tramway receipts, and

of the introduction of electrical traction on the Springburn route, it

be an instruction to the Tramway Committee to reduce the fares on

that route as an experiment.

The Tramways Committee proposes various tramway extensions

amounting altogether to 11:13 miles. The sub-committee have had

under consideration communications from the British Electric Trac

tionCompany, who had given noticeof plans, sections, &c . , embody

ing full particulars of the proposed light railway extensions to the

Paisley and Johnstone tramway system , and suggestiog that a meet

ing mightbe arranged. Sir James Marwick wrote that the Corpora

tion would oppose the proposals of the company to construct a light

railway on aroad on which the Corporation had been authorised by

Parliament to construct an extension of their tramway system . They

would also oppose the company obtaining powers which would
prevent such extension. The sub-committee had also a mecting

with a sub -committee of the District Committee of the First or

Upper Districtof Renfrewsbire with reference to the application of

the British Electric Traction Company. The Corporation Sub

Committee stated that they were prepared to recommend the Corpora

tion to resist the application so far as relating to roads in or leading

into the city, and to apply for powers to extend the Corpora
tion tramways along Paisley Road from Halfway House to

Paisley. They also stated that the Corporation, in the event of

powers being obtained to construct a double line of tramways, would

pave and maintain the roadway within the tramway rails and for

18 inches on the outside thereof, as in the case of othertramwaye.

The County Sub -Committee of the Upper District stated that they

were favourable to an arrangement being come to with the Corpora

tion, provided the Corporation would undertake to lay the

tramways in question within a limited period, and that they would

report the result of the meeting to their committee. On the

report by thegeneral manager, the sub -committee have agreed to accept

the offer of the WestinghouseCompany to equip the High Street line

for electric traction on practically the same terms as their contract

for the Springburn line. It was alsɔ agreed that the convener should

act as representing this committee on the sub -committee in charge of

the lighting on the Springburn route.

Bristol.The following figures show thepopularity ofthe

electric tramway service on Whit Monday :-Last year on Whit

Monday 104 cars were run and 127,387 passengers carried. This

year 121 cars were run and 130,851 passengers carried , being an

increase of 3,464 ipassengers. Of the above number this year no

fewerthan 50,817 were carried on the Staple Hill and Kingswood
electric lines.

Halifax . - The official opening of the municipal electric

tramway was to take place yesterday( Thursday ).

Chatham and Gillingham . - During last week both the

Chatham Corporation and the Gillingham Urban District Council

had under discussion a scheme for the introduction of an electric

tramway in certain parts of the district. A special feature is the

provision of workmen's cars. The Light Railways Commissioners,

at their recent inquiry, cut out what is known as the High Street

route, considering that the street was too narrow to admit of the

proper working oftrams, but there is very little doubt now that the

Trams will be introduced in this district, and will run from the

Dockyard to Gillingham and Luton. The great question now under
discussion is the conditions to be carried out by the company as to

providing workmen's carriages. The promoters of the scheme have

put forward their views asto providiog workmen's cars, and the

company will agreeto contribute£ 6,000 towards the cost of widening

thestreet, and £ 1,500 towards the erection of a new bridge across

Railway Street. Some of the Council are in favour of the Corporation

having the trams in their own hands, while others wish the company

to take the matter up at once, considering they would be a benefit to

the towns and the trade generally.

The Light Railways Commissioners concluded their inquiry on

on Monday at the Sun Hotel, Chatham , for determining the

expediency of granting the application made to them by the

Rochester, Chatham , Gillingbam and District Electric Railways

Company, Limited , for an order to authorise the construction of

an electric railway through the district. The Commissioncrs

have decided to recommendthat the order be made, and tramlines

will be laid to and from the dockyard gates to the Brook and Military

Road, andfrom thence along the Brook to Luton, and also fromthe

apper and lower dockyard gates to Old Brompton and New

Brompton, and also Gillingham . This will be a great boon to the

district.

Harrogate and Knaresborough. - The promoters of

the Harrogate and Kaaresborough Light Railway have prepared the

necessary plans, &c . , and these are being deposited with the various

public bodies interested in or affected by the scheme. The promoters

have been encouraged by support from all the local authorities, with

the exception of Harrogate. According to the plans the length of

the direct line from Station Parade, Harrogate, to the terminus at

Knaresborough is 3 miles 4 furlongs and 6 chains. Provision is also

made for a loop line and sidings, so that altogether rails will be laid

for distances of 4 miles 5 furlongs and 5 chaing. The estimated cost

is £76,000 . What may be termed the main line starts near the

Jubilee Monument in Harrogate,thence proceeds by Station Bridge

and North Park Road to the Knaresborough Road, wbich it follows

through Starbeck , and on to Knaresborough,terminating in Fisher

Street. The loop line intended to serve High Harrogate leaves

Station Parade in an opposite direction, but ultimately forms a
junction with the main line in the Knaresborough Road. Electricity

will be the motive power. It is proposed to have the generating

station at Starbeck, to which access will be obtained by means of a

short siding. The promotors also intend applying for powers to lay

down a main to the generating station in order to utilise water at

present running to waste.
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Hull . — The arrangements for the commencement of the

construction of the electric tramways and the repaving of the main

streets with wood are about complete . A start at taking up the old
rails has been made on the Hessle Road, and it was arrangedthat the

first rail of the new sytem should be laid yesterday afternoon by the

chairman of the Works Committee at the south end of Porter Street.

Leeds . - The City Council at a recent meeting decided to

extend the electric tramways to the Headingley , Chapeltowa,

Hunslet and Dewsbury Road sections, and Dr. Hopkinson, under

whose charge the Kirkstall and Roundhay sections were laid, was
engaged to carry out the work . The Tramways Committee had

a consultation with Dr. Hopkiason on Monday, and an electrical

Bub-committee was appointed to confer with that gentleman with

regard to the enlargement of the generating station, the necessary
engines, and other details. Estimates will shortly be obtained , and

the work will then be proceeded with without delay. A model of an

apparatus was exhibited to members of the committee, the object of

which is to prevent accident to life or limb in the event of au over

head wire breaking, by automatically shutting off the current. The

apparatus, for which a provisional patent was obtained last month

by Mr. Ralph Bostock, licensed victualler, and Mr. Frank Arthur

Cheetham , silk spinner, Brighouse, is attached to the poles, and it is

claimed for it that as soon 48 & wire breaks, the current between the

poles is shut off. Mr. Hannam (the chairman) and other members of

the committee thought lavourably of the invention, but suggested to

the patenteesthat it should be tested with trolley wires of the same

thickness as those in use in Leeds, a suggestion which they decided

to adopt.

In consequence of the breaking of a guard wire last week, it is

stated that thicker guard wires are to be used throughout the entire

route .

Limerick ,-The Electric Tramway Company, Limited,

have notified their intention of applying for permission through the

city and county grand juries for permistion to lay down a series of

tramways through the city and suburbs, the gauge varying from

3 feet 6 inches to 5 feet 3 inches. Though the scheme has been out

lined, the plans have not yet been furnished .

Liverpool. – At last week's City Council meeting, Mr.

C. Petrie submitted the recommendation of the Generating Stations

Committee— " That the tender of Messrs. Willans and Robinson ,

Limited, Rugby, for the supply of two compound engines and

dynamos at theprice of £6,530 eacb, and one triple-expansion engine

aud dynamo at the price of £6,939, subject to a deduction of 21 per

cent. upon the respective amounts, be accepted .” The engines, Mr.

Petrie Baid, were for the generating stationin Pampfields, for lighting

and traction. The question was purely technical, and the Councu

would be well advised in taking the opinion of its officials, who

recommended the proposed engines. sume little misapprehen :ion

existed to the effect toat there was a difference of opinion between

the reports of Dr. Hopkinson and Mr. Holmes, their electrical

engineer. He had mentioned this to Dr. Hopkinson, who had written

stating : - " I am of opinion , and always have been of opinion , that

the engines proposed by Mr. Holmes for the new large central station

willgive thoroughly satisfactory results both for traction and

lighting.” The committee's recommendation was referred back to

the committee last month . The committee bad since further con

sidered it, and they felt, having the report of Mr. Holmes before

them , that they could not alter their recommendation. It was only

because the Council did not quite understand the matter that the
recommendation was referred back. Many misleadiog statements were

made last Council meeting. One was that the engines made 800
revolutions, whereas they made only 230. The committee bad

inquired fully into the question, and if they were not perfectly con

fident that this machinery would give the greatest possible satis .

faction, they would have recommended its purchase .

Alderman F. Smith seconded the recommendation. - Mr. Ruther

ford moved us an amendment: " That before ordering the high speed

engines mentioned in the recommendation, the special committee be
requested to obtain the unbiaseed opinion of Sir Benjamin Biker,

Bir Frederick Bramwell, Mr. Kincaia (of London ), Mr. Pearson (of

New York), or some other acknowledged authority of eminence and

experience in electric traction upon the two questions (a ) the ucit of
power ; (b ) the type of engines it would be best for Liverpool to

adopt in the projected 10 ,cou horse-power power station at Pump
fields.” He did not assert that the engines recommended were not

the right kind to order, but he thought the Corporation should take

the best authority on the subject before committing the city to a

large expenditure. The recommendation was the sameas that sub
mitted at the last Council meeting, when it was sent back to the

committee on its merits. Now, however, personal matters had been
introduced into the consideration of the subject, and some members

who voted against the recommendation last month bad that day told

him that they would now vote against him whatever he might say.

Mr. Petrie had referred to Dr. Hopkinson's letter, and suggested

that that letter got rid of the difficulty ot the difference of opinion
between Mr. Holmes and Dr. Hopkinsov, bat that opinion was not

official. He had no personal bublility towards the committee, and
he trusted that it bis amendment should happen to be carried Mr.

Petrie would not resign. Oa the other band, ne might assure them

that were be (the speaker) beaten be would not resigu. Mr. Ruther

ford proceeded at great length to give a history of the business from

June 11th last year, when Mr. Holmes was asked to report on the

electrical power for the trial route to the Dingle, He pointed out

tbat Mr. Holmes considered that economy and etficiency would result

from combining the generation of electricity for ughting and tram .

way traction . Mr. F. S. Pearson , who had had twice the experience

of anybody else in electric tramcars, thought differently, and said so.

That'was why, when Mr. Pearson wasproposed as consulting edgi

neer, the electric light section of the Council, having determined to

gat control of the electricity for the trams, rose as one man against

Mr. Pearson's appointment,and swore they would have none of him .

Mr. Holmes now recommended for the new electric generating sta

tion at Pampfields high speed machinery whose type was experi.

mental, made by makers to whom the constructionof the engines

was an experiment, and modified besides by novelties in desiga which

Mr. Holmes had introduced . He contended that Dr. Hopkinson had

not endorsed , but excused , these recommendations, and in the course

of an extended argument urged that slow speed engines were the

best for developing large power like 2,500 or 3,000 electric horse

power, which ought to be the nnit. They were entitled to know

not whether these recommended engines would give satisfactory

results, but whether they were the best type, and wbat was the

best unit of power to adopt, b :cause they were making a start

with a huge undertaking which would not only provide ligbt

for the streets and traction for the tramways, but be eventually

the source from which all the small industries of Liverpool would

draw their power. Mr. Rutherford proceeded to urge that the

proposed engines were unsuitable for traction purposes, because they

were high speed, and, therefore, more difficult in governing any

variability of load, and more liable to lead toaccident on account of

the high rate of speed. He cited various authorities showing that

the slow speed engines were more suitable for traction purposes. At

all events ,he submitted there was a reasonable doubt as to which

form of engine was the better, and expert evidence should be

obtained upon it. The experience of the whole world was that slow

speed engines should be used ; but at least the Council before

deciding upon any definite policy should take the opinion of the

leading engineer in Eagland - someone above petty considerations,

and whose knowledge would guide them to a proper and jast

conclusion . - Mr. M. Hyslop Maxwell seconded the resolution.

Alderman Fred . Smith detended the action of the committee.

Mr. Rutherford asked them to take the opinicn of someexpert. Had

they not appointed Dr. Hopkinson as an expert ? Referring to the

uncfficial letter sent by Dr. Hopkinson ,the speaker contended that

that gentleman would not go back upon the opinion thereinexpressed

even in an unofficial letter. The alderman was proceediog to criticise

Mr. Ratherfora's speech, when the Council adjourned .

When the Council met again on the 3rd inst. the matter was con

tinued in spite of Mr. Rutherford's proposal to withdraw his amend.

ment. Mr. Petrie, as chairman of the committee, objected to that

course because Mr. Rutherford bad made certain statements which

must be answered , and they had a complete answer to every cne of

tbem . Alderman F. Smith ,who continued the debate, said that what

be understood the Council desired to do was to undertake a very

great and beneficent scheme of electric traction for Liverpool. la

the preparation of that scheme the committee thought it desirable to

provide two stations of 10,000 horse-power each. Mr. Rutherford

had pictured the terrible effect that would happen to Liverpool in

case all the tramcars were stopped at one moment. It Mr. Ruther

ford had been a little more candid with the Council he would have

told them that he had asked this very question of the engineer,

aud that the engineer had explained to him that it would mean that

Liverpool tramswould run in four sections, so that no such disaster

as that pictured by Mr. Rutherford could possibly take place. With

regard to the type of engines that should be used undoubtedly there

was no settledand absolute opinion even amongst the foremost elec

trical engineers. Alderman Smith then devoted himself to arguments

justifying the committee's confidence in their electrical engineer,

The only modification made by Mr. Holmes to adjast the engines to

what he deemed to be the requirements of Liverpool was a change of

fly -wheel. They wanted to put an engine down that would not

wreck their station. The high-speed engine had a fily-wheel of not
more than 16 tons, and had it within its dynamo. Whereas a

slow speed had a fly -wheel, which was exposed, of about 60 tons.

Accident was less likely with a high speed engine than a low speed

engine. Electricity was a comparatively new science, and there was

continual change and progress. Therefore, was it not reasonable

that their able officials should be allowed to be in the van of progress,

rather than following slavishly in the rear of other people ? Tae

committee followed Mr. Rutherford on another watter, and he led

them into alittle bit of disaster. The committee had to beledby

somebody (Mr. Grant: Forwood), but were they going to be led

by Mr. Racherford, with the secondhand opinions of competitors for

some of this Corporation work against the opinions of their

capable officials. Mr. Ratherford was in this matter in a minority

of one on the committee. With an expenditure of £ 20,00 the

Council should trust the comoittee, if they were worthy to be

trusted . As an individual member, he (Alderman Smith) bad

given the subject his best consideration, and had honestly come

to the opinion that the advice of Mr. Holmes ought to be

followed. Mr. Holmes was an electrical engineer of standing,

worthy of being fullowed . He would follow Mr. Holmes until

it was shown by competent authorities that he was wrong.

The discussion wascarried on at considerable length, and Mr. Petrie,

the acting chairman of the Generating Committee, replied. He said

that the committee neveradmitted that therewas any difference

between the report of Mr. Holmes andthat of Dr. Hopkinson as to
the type of engine to be purchased. Mr. Ratherford had discussed

the question at the Council three or four times, and the points be

raised had been answered intelligently and courteously by Mr.
Holmes. Mr. Rutherford made statements which he had been told

at the committee were wrong, and he had seen letters which

intimated that he was wrong, yet he reasserted them at the Council

He had made the question a personal matter. He had said , " I will

show you up in the Council. I will show your committee up in the

Council and I will state a lot of things you won't like to hear." There

was nothing any member of the committee had done that he was

!

not
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ashamed of. Il Mr. Rutherford knew of anything be shculd bave

statea it to theCouncil. He Lad two hours of theCouncil's time on

Wedoesday, wbich was practically wasted, and had only " shown

himself op.” Toe engines referred to at Bristol and Dablin were

made for lighting purposes, but were tried for traction and found

unsuitable, because they were never i atended for traction . It bad

been stated that theseengines were not used fortraction in this country

at all. That was quite incorrect, and Mr. Rutherford knew it was in

correct. They had worked, aud with very satistactory results at one of

the stationsofthe South London Railway Company. They had worked

for twoand a quarter years, and the repairs to them had practically

been nil. As to the variability of load the firm was willing to give

any reasonable guarantee that the engines would stand any strain of

that kind. The South London Railway Company were so satisfied

with the engines that they had ordered 16 (2) sets of plant, each of

1,000 borse-power, for the railway. The municipalities of Leedsand

Bradford had tried them and were ordering additional ones for trac

tion purposes . The Liverpool Corporation bad tried the engines for

electric lighting, and had found them very satisfactory, as shown by

the lact that they were the second cheapest producers of electricity

in the cities of the United Kingdom. The cost of the engines would

be about £ 20,000. On May 4th the Council referred the committee's

recommendation back ; but, alter careful consideration, the committee

had come before them again with the same recommendation. The

committee bad been guided by their officials, and it was to the

interests of the officials that they should recommend wbat was bºst

for the city. Toe division was then tak : n , the voting for Mr.

Rutherford's amerd nent being 12, and agaiast 49.

Manchester.-A sub - committee of the Swinton and

Pundlebury District Council bave arranged with the solicitors to the

Manchester Carriage Company that the tram lines which are to be

laid in Pendlebury shall be laid so that the cars may, it thought

proper at some future time be run by mechanical power without

necessitating re -construction when it is decided to adopt electricity.

Newcastle.-02 3rd inst. letters were before the special

committee from Dr. Hopkinson and Mr. Colamb, stating their

charges for advising re electric and cable traction . The committee

bas agreed to engage buth gentlemen, and the city engineer is to

supply them with plans showicg the proposed routes. Both gentle

men are to draw their estimates from a given basis of mileage, weight

of rails, strength of foundations, engines, and machinery of every

description, and the quantity of rolling stock, both systems to be

worked on a basis equal toa 24 minutes' service. It was agreed to

report meanwhils to the Council upon the routes which the com

mittee considers should be included in the new scheme.

Norwich , —Tre recent action of the House of Commons

Committee in cutting the Surrey Street route out of the electric

tramway scheme has placed a serious obstacle in the way of the

St. Stephen's Street and Newmarket Road line, and while it is not

yet abandoned, no tresh steps have yet been taken to arrange for an

alternative route. The Magdalen Rad route also presents difficulties

at present, owing to the operations in pr gress for sewerage, and this

portion of the city cannotfor some time be undertaken , although the

line is likely to prove one of the most remunerative on the system .

The contractors are therefore confinedto turee main routes, Thorpe

Road, Dereham Road, and Aylsham Roads. All arrangements are

now complete for the car sheds near the Prince of Danmark at

Sprowston , and the building of these premises has begun.

Penarth -Cardiff. - On 1st inst. a public inquiry was held

at Penarth bythe Light R silway Commissioners (Earl of Jersey,
Mr. G. A. R. FitzGerald, Volonel Boughey, and Viscount Enlyn,

acting secretary), withregard to the proposed light electric railway
fromPenarth to Cardiff. Various local authorities, the Taff Vale

Railway Company, and the G og Light and Coke Company, were re

presented . Mr. Hans Hamilton appeared for the promoters. In

opening the case be said the company was formed at the end of last

year by some influential gentlemen in Cardiff and Penarth, and in

conjunction with gentlemen who had beenand who were connected

very largely with electrical traction and electrical undertakingsin

London. So strong was the feeling in both towns of the necessity

for theundertaking that, if necessary, all the capital could be found
in Cardiff and Penarth alone. The nominal capital was £25,000, but

power had been given to increase this if required . Penarth had an

estimated population of between 17,000 and 18,000, and the popula
tion of Cardiff was 180,000. The distance from the Town Hall in
Cardiff to the Post Office at Penarth was about four miles, and the

traffic between the two towns consisted of gentlemen who resided at

Peoarth, and who went into Cardiff for business, whilst near the
spot at where the proposed railway would commence, viz . , Grange

town, there was a large and increasing working class population. Il

the light railway was granted, trams would be run every 10 minutes .

The road between thetwo towns was privately owned by Lord Bate

and Lord Windsor, and a portion of it was within the borough and a

portion in the Penarth Urban District. It had been felt for some
time that a great expansion of Penarth would follow if adequate

communication was granted between the two towns, and in 1897

* syndicate was formed, called the Penarth Tramways Syndicate,

of some of the leading inhabitants of Penarth and some of the

principal business men of Cardiff, with the object of construct

ing electrical tramways in Cardiff and along the road proposed

for the new light railway. The application was proposed to be

made under the Tramways Act, but, as the Cardiff Corporation

threatened to oppose, the project was dropped. The reason for

the opposition at the time was, in the first place, the fact that

the Cardiff Corporation desired to extend their borough boundary

80 as to inclade Penarth, and if the borcugh was extended they

wished to construct the tramway themselves and to exercise

their power of purchasing the existing tramways. As a result

of the Local Government Board inquiry, however, the extension

wasnot allowed, and thatwas why the present application was being
made. The proposed light railway would commence where the

houres ceased at Grangetown, and would end at the Post Office

at Pedarth ,the total length being a little short of 3 miles. The

Plymouth Road ex'ension is dropped entirely. Lord Bute and Lord

Windsor strongly advocated the construction of the light railway,

and they would be willing, if the proj ·ct was granted, to give land

for the widening of the road wherever it wasnecessary. Conosel

proceeded to deal at length with the objections of the Cardiff

Corporation and the Taff Vale Railway Company.

Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson , electrical engineer at Cardiff, and residing at

Penarth, said the gange of the newline would be the standard gluge

of 4 feet 8} inches. The lines would be laid level with the surface

of the road, and the road between the rails and for 18 inches on each

side would bypaved with granite setts or wood blocks at the option

of the local authority. The railways proposed were four in number,

No. 5 having been abandoned by arrangement with the District

Council of Penarth. The four lines of rails would have a total length

of 2 miles 6 furlongs and 6:60 chains, and would commence at

Grangetown by a junction with the existing tramways. With regard

to the inclines, Railways No. 1 and 2, from the commencement

to the River Ely, would be on a practically level road, Railway

No. 3, from the River Ely to Cogan Hill, would be on an

incline of 1 in 19 , and railway No. 4 , which commenced on Cogan

Hill, would have a maximum gradient of 1 in 13, for quite a short

distance. It was proposed, however, to reduce this incline to 1 in 21.
The width of the ad was, for the most part, ample. The cost of

widening the road had been included in the estimate. The mode of

working the railway wag by electricity with overhead wires, and the

promoters were either prepared to erect their own generating

stations or to enter iotoa contrant with the Cardiff Corporation . A

provisional agreement had been entered into by which the local

authority could purchase the railway at any time after 10 years at a

value excluding the goodwill, or, at any time after 35 years, they

might purchase without a good will. He took it that the Cardiff

Corporation would bave the power of purcha -ing the portion in

their district. It would be a single line, with loops for pa -sing. He

had known electric tramways to be erected on roads wbich had a

greater incline than the Penarth Rad. The speed would depend

upon the localauthorities, but he anticipated a speed of 9 or 9 miles

an hour, includiog stopp :g28.

Mr. Vivian Douglas Cooper, engineer, said that he estimated the

total cost of the construction of the line would be, approximately,

£ 19,043.

Mr. B. Francis Williams then proceeded with the opposition on

behalf of the Cardiff Corporation. H : called Mr. William Harpur,

the borough engineer, who gave evidence against the scheme.

After hearing farther evidence and holding a consultation among

themselves, theCommissioners notified that they could not approve

of the proposed arrangement between the promoters and the land

owners, as it would hawpor the municipality it they required to

purchase. No. 1 railway had therefore to be left out, and after the

opposition of the Taff Vale Railway had been heard, the Com.

missioners intimated that itwas unwisetogrant such a small bit of

line as that proposed from Penarth to Ely Bridge, and the promoters

withdrew theirapplication .

Readiog . - The Town Council on 2nd inst. adopted the

following report of the Finance and Gineral Parposes Connittee :

"That the committee do recommend to the Council that an applica.

tion be made to the Board of Trade for a provisional order in the

next session of Parliament authorising the local authority to extend

the existing tramways after they shall have been acquired by the

local authority as follows, namely, from the terminas near the

Cemetery to the South -Eastern Railway bridge in London Road and

to St. Peter's Road, Earley Rise, and from the terminus near the

barracks to the Pond House, and also authorising the local authority

to work the tramways themselves and to use electricity and other

mechanical power for working the same.” — Io the discussion Mr.

Martin , chairman of the committee, said the reason why they did

not propose any additional extension was because they had not

decidedon an important question, as to what their future traction

should b?, whether it should be electricity or a continuation of horse

traction, or by compressed air or some other new traction which

might crop upduring the next twoyears. They would thus gaintwo

years more experience, wbich he thought placed them at a decided

advantage, instead of rushing into a scheme at the present moment

and deciding off-band what traction they would take up. In con

sidering the question of traction, another element was the question

of gauge, and if they decided on electric traction they would no

doubt have to alter the gauge throughout the whol: of the town,

whether it be from east to west or north to south. They thought it

much better to proceed by steps. — Mr. Wellman believed that the

minds of most people were made up in favour of an electrical over

head scheme, and that they were convinced that it was no good wait.

iog and sending a deputation all over the world to find out the best

scheme. The example of those business men who had risked their

own money in starting companies for laying down electric tramways

ought to be good enough for them ; anyhow , it was good enough for

the large number of people of Reading. He believed, therefore, that

their minds weremade up to have a good and efficientseryice all over

the town, and not only in the west and east, but to Caversham , Red

lands, Whitley, Bath Road, and anywhere where there was a con

siderable population, it would be advisable and to their interest
to extend the tramways. He felt sure that nothing short of a

complete and efficient system would satisfy the town . They

were at present a long way behind other towns, and if they

simply stack to the lines laid down by this meagre resolution

-
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Telephone Communication between Brussels and

Manchester . It is stated that some experiments were made on 6th

inst. with the telephone betweenManchester and Brussels, the operators

at the two cities being put in direct communication with each other.

Both land and sea wires had to be utilised, the wires running from

Brussels through Courtrai and Lille to Calais, where they were con

nected with the London - Paris telephone cable under the Straits of
Dover.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

of the committee they would greatly disappoint the town.

Mr. Bonny said he was in possession of figures which went to prove

that an outlay of £ 100,000 would be ample to provide a system of

electric trams from the Pond House to Earley Rise, and from Whitley

to Caversham . He had no doubt it would be a very profitable

venture . Under the present miserable and wretched system the

company paid a dividend of 7 per cent., and there was not the

slightest doubt that they could pay more than that on an outlay of

£ 100,000. He was informed by experts that that sumwould payall

expenses of new equipment, new lines, and the whole cost of the

installation of electrical plant. The report was adopted with only
two dissentients.

Redditch . — The Redditch District Electric Traction

Company, Limited, has just been registered , with £ 2,000 capital, to

promote and obtain the necessary anthority to make and maintain

light electric railways and tramways in the counties of Worcester

and Warwick or elsewhere.

Sheffield . — The Tramways Committee recommend that

the British Thomson - HoustonCompany berequested to fit one truck

of the 25 cars now on order with roller bearings of the Roller Bearings

Company, and another with those of the Mossberg Company, andthat

the British Thomson -Houston Company be requested to construct the

new tracks to allow of such bearings being put in, if the tests
provesatisfactory. It is also recommended that the tender of the

British Thomson-Houston Company, Limited, for the electric equip

ments and the Peckbam trucks for the 13 cars on order from Messrs.

Miloes & Co., at £433 61. 8d. per car be accepted , also that the tender

of the British Thomson-Houston Company, Limited, for 12 single

deck cars, including electrical equipment and trucks, at the sum of

£617 16s. 8d . per car, be accepted .

Stourbridge. - A Dadley paper says that the British
Electric Traction Company are pushing on well with the work con

nected with the conversion of the tramway from Stourbridge to

Hart's Hill into an electric line, but nothing is yet being done as

regards a start with the Kinver line.

Tipton .-- At last week's Council meeting, when the report

of the deputation to a West Bromwich conference on the tramway

question was read, Councillor Doughty said that no other local

authority was in the same position asthemselves. Wednesbury had

everything to gain by the trams, as had West Bromwich, and

Dudley had already expressed the opinion that they would take the

trams into their own hands. Darlaston only possessed a mile or

more of trams. He thought they would sanction almost any scheme

that might be put forward in order to retain Tipton. Trams were an

absolute necessity, but in his opinion the overhead system was not

satisfactory, and he thought if they could indace anycompany to lay

down a cable or conduit system it would be an advantage to the

public. He thought they could reasonably ask any new company

formed to put down the conduit system of electricity. He seconded

the adoption of the report, and this was agreed to .

York.-At Monday's City Council meeting, Alderman
Agar, in moving the confirmation of the minutes of the Streets and

BuildingsCommittee, referred to the refusal of the committee to

allow the York Tramways Company the use of electrical power for the

haulage of their cars. He said this action had been taken exception

to , but he was satisfied that if those who took exception to it knew

thatthecompany would use that power by overhead wires suspended

on standards, they woull at once see that that would cause a great

block in their narrow streete, and that the committee had done right.

OPEN.

Barnet. — June 24th . The Lighting Committee want

tenders from firms willing to ondertake such installation for lighting

the district by electricity. Particulars at the Council offices, and

see this week's “ Official Notices."

Bethnal Green . — June 28th. The Board of Guardians

invite tenders for supplying the necessary plant and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary,Palestine Place . For particulars
see our " Official Notices " this week .

Bournemouth . - June 20th. The Corporation is inviting

tenders for the supply, & c., of cables, arc lampe, incandescent lamps,

wiring, switchboards, fittings, &c.; also steam dynamo, & c. Par

ticulars from the borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey, also see our

" Official Notices ” May 27th .

Bulgaria. — June 27th. Some little time ago the mooi.-

cipal authorities of Sophia, Bulgaria, invited tenders for the con

cession for the electric lighting of the public streets of the city,and for

the construction and working of an electric tramway . The authori.

ties are again iaviting tenders, until the 27th inst., tor this concession,

particulars of which may be obtained from above .

Bury St. Edmunds.-June 13th . The Corporation

invites tenders for the supply and erection of Lancashire boilers,

three 60 -kw. steam dynamos, transformer and booster, accumulators,

street mains, and various other machinery and apparatus for the

electricity andertaking. Consulting engineer, Mr. F. H.Medhurst,

13 , Victoria Street, S.W. See onr " Official Notices ” May 13th.

East London (Cape Colony).—June 28th. The Town
Council is inviting tenders for erection of buildings and the supply

of electric lightiög machinery, electric tramcars, plant, rails, & c., and

for their maintenance for sixmonths from completion . Particulars

from Messrs. Dyer &Dyer, 17, Aldermanbury ,London, E.C., on page

ment of £5, repayable on the receipt of a bona fide tender.

Edinburgh . — June 14th. The Corporation wants

tenders for the electric wiring of the police chambers ( 400 lamps).

Particulars from the electrical engineer, Dewar Place, also see our

“ Official Notices " June 3rd.

Edinburgh . - June 14th . The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of cast -iron pipes, pavement boxes, and collars for

joining earthenware casing. Particulars from the resident electrical

engineer.

Llandudno. - Jane 16th . The District Council wants

tenders for the supply of meters of various sizes for 12 months. See

our “ Official Notices " this week for details of sizes.

London . - June 21st. The London County Council is

inviting tenders for engines , dynamos, accumulators, switchboards,

feeders, distributors, and servicemains and all accessories, to be fixed

complete in buildings at the Crossness Outfall Works, near Erith,

Kent. The L.C.C. also requires tenders for providing and fixing

cables, wires, conductors, casing, pendants, brackets, and other fittings,

columns, lanterns, lamps, switches, and switchboards, distributing

boards, fuses, cut- outs, & c., necessary for the lighting by electricity

of the Crossness pumping station and works, near Erith, Kent.

Particulars of both contracts from the Engineer's Department,

County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. See also our “ Official Notices

May 27th.

Sheffield . — June 13th. The Tramway Committee is

inviting tenders for the erection of an electric power station for its

tramway scheme. Particulars from the City Surveyor.

Southampton . - June 20th . The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply and erection of lamp columns, arc and

incandescent lamps, automatic switches and fittings. Consulting

engineers, Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville. See our “ Oficial

Notices " Jane 3rd .

St. Pancras. - Jane 14th . The Vestry wants tenders for

condensing plant, steam pipes , &c., for the Regent's Park electricity

station. Particulars from the chief clerk, Electricity Department,

57, Pratt Street. See our “ Official Notices ” June 3rd.

Tynemouth . - June 20th . The Corporation wants

tenders for the supply of steam dynamce, balancer and boosters, & c.

Consulting engineers, Messrs. Lacey, Clirehugh & Sillar. See our

“ Official Notices ” June 3rd , for particulars.

Victoria . - June 24th. The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria, Australia) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles; also running the plazi
for three years. See our " Official Notices " March 11th .

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Hereford Telephones. — Increased facilities for tele

phonic communication have now been afforded by the National

Telephone Company and the Post Office. The town isnow connected
with the trunk service .

Soudan Telegraphs. - A Reuter despatch dated Suakim ,

June 5th, says thatthe telegraph lines from there to Kassala and

Berber are being splendidly laid . Bimbashi Manifold has left for

the front, vià Cairo, after completing his work at this end. Of the

line to Kassala 130 miles have beenlaid , and of that to Berber 30.

Both lines are expected to be completed in three monthø.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABLR8. Down, Repaired .

Brost- 8t. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April 6th, 1899

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Amazon Company's cable

Cable beyond Gurupa . June 8th , 1898

Cyprus -Latakia Feb. 10th, 1898

Bolama - Bissao April 12th , 1898

Maranham -Para 17th, 1898

Hong Kong-Manila ... May 3rd, 1898

Loanda-San Thomé June 3rd, 1898

LANDLINES.

Trang-Oontinental line be

yond Pasol
Marcb 12tb , 1896 ...

Cartagena Barranquilla July 4th , 1896

Saigon- Bangkok June 1st , 1898 June 2nd, 1898.

...

.
.

...

...

...

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

...
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York . - June 24th. The Corporation is inviting tenders
for the erection of an electric light station . Particulars from the

City engineer, Guildhall.

OLOSED .

Aberdeen . - For electric wiring and fitting work at the

new building at the bathing station the Council has given the contract

to Mr. R. Botting at £ 117 .

Balmoral Castle . — The Electric Construction Company,

Bushbury, near Wolverhampton, are to supply the dynamos necessary

for the installation of the electric light at BalmoralCastle.

Dundee.-The Electric Committee has accepted the

following tendersfor supply of steam coal for the electricity works:

Robert Taylor, 1,500tons of Wallsend diamond nuts (Aitken) at 9s.

per ton ; W. Taylor & Co., 1,500 tons of No. 1 Hamilton small coal

(Eddlewood ell), at 89. 20. per ton -- all delivered at the electric light
ing station .

Belfast . - After consideriog the tenders submitted for the

wiring of the new police office and cells, the Corporation has given

the contract to Mr. W. H. Drennan .

Harrogate . — The Town Council bas accepted the tender
of Mr. Steinthal for ornamental electric lamps for lighting the Spa

and Gardens at £189.

West Ham . — Messrs. Veritys' tender for the electric

fittings for West Ham Corporation has been accepted. There were
11 competitors. Messrs. Veritys' quotation, which was not the

lowest, was for the supply of the fittings at 5 per cent. below the
schedule price.

Machinery Interviews. Machinery, of South

Africa, is one of those papers which goes the length of pub
lishing so- called interviews with machinery builders. A

recent number contains one such with Mr. Norbury, of

Galloway's, Limited, the Manchester boiler makers, which is

in the worst possible style of interview , being little else than

a clumsy vehicle for carrying certain statistics as to Messrs.

Galloway's works, which would have been far better described

in a regular descriptive article and of more interest, besides

giving less prominence to a list of exhibition awards as

tedious as theinterminable list of things which constitutes

the poetry of Walt Whitman. We do not think that the views

propounded as to steam jacketting willmeet the approval of

many engineers . If anyone has found the steam jacket to

be as described simply a means of robbing Peter to pay Paul,

we should advise a reform in the construction of the jacket

and a perusal of Fletcher's little book on the steam jacket.

Weare glad to find nevertheless that Mr. Norbury has been

to Johannesburg, and think that other leading English firms

would do well tosend out representatives capable of speaking

with authority, in order to look up business, not merely in
the Transvaalbut in other countries. It is not necessary

they should all be interviewed .

.

.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

1898 .

Friday and Saturday, June 10th and 11th . - Municipal Electrical
Association Conference continued.

Friday, June 10tn , at 8.30 p.m.-The Institution of Jupior Engineers

at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Special meeting to

welcome Sir T. Salter Pyne, C.S.I. , honorary member

of the Institution .

At 5 p.m. - Physical Society. Agenda : -- 1. Exhibition of a

Model illustrating Dr. Max Meyer's new theory of

Audition , by Prof. S. P.Thompson,F.R S.; 2. “ Attenua

tion of Electric Waves along a line of negligible

Leakage,” by E. H.Barton, D.Sc ; 3. “ Diffusion Con

vection ,” by A.Griffiths, B.Sc.

Thursday, June 16tb , at 9 p.m.-Institution of Electrical Engineers'

Conversazione at the National History Museum , South

Kensington.

At 8 p.m.- Chemical Society, Burlington House. Papers to

be read :-— " Preparation of a Standard Acid Solution by

Direct Absorption of Hydrogen Chloride," by G. T.

Moody, D.Sc.; " Researches on the Terpenes. III. -

Halogen Derivatives of Fenchene and their Reactions, "

by J. A. Gardner, M A. , and G. B. Cockburn , B.A.;

“ Researches on the Terpenes. IV . - On the Oxidation

of Fenchene," by J. A. Gardner, M.A., and J. B. Cock

burn , B.A. Ballot for the election of Fellows.

The War and the Cables . - The Tones correspondence

on the catting of the cables in war time— which we have

already reproduced in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW - is con

tinued by Mr. Charles Bright, as follows :

With the authority of experience, Mr. Parsoné appears to have

been the first to remind the public that more than one cable owned

by a company of neutral nationality has been interrupted in the

course of warfare. Without desiring to take up your space by a dis

quisition on the morality, or otherwise, of cutting neutral cables, or

on the question of indemnity claimable, perhaps I might remark that,

in my opinion, a useful purpose has beenserved, it only in exemplily

ing what we may actually expect in the event of our country being

at war with another Europan Power. Surely a consideration of the

prospects points, Sir, to the necessity - aye, urgent necessity - of a

system of cables connecting the entire British Empire by direct and

independent means — i.e ., without touching on foreiga soil. In the

event of a permanent and reliable understanding being arrived

at with our American cousins , the United States would not

require to be regarded as foreign territory ; and if, for certain

purposes, a further alliance , including Japan, were agreed to,

two Pacific cable schemes might be uoited in one. Recipro

cally , a telegraphic clause would be one of the most important

items in any convention constituting an Anglo-American alliance and

Customs union, whether Japan be also allied with us for strategic

and trade purposes or not. Such a convention would tend to ensure

the naval supremacy of the Eoglish -speaking world in the Pacific,

and would render us independent of the good offices of our European

neighbours. It is known that the Americans are taking active steps

in the direction of a cable from San Francieco to Japan. It the

understanding here referred to were brought about, a comparatively

short branch from the above to Australia would also embody every

element of the all - British line lately considered by the ColonialOffice .

My remarks are, of course, rather from the national point of view

than from that of a shareholder in existing cable systems. Moreover,

they do not apply to the project for an all-British line to the Cape

and Australia viú Gibraltar and various important Daval stations - an

admirable project in itself, so far as it goes. I am glad to think, Sir,

that you recognise the entire subject as one of vital importance just

now,and I trust that,considering the strained condition of European

politica , the matter will be thoroughly gone into.

Mr. T. E. Holland replies to the above letter, also that of

Mr. Parsoné, in the following terms :

Will you allow me to refer in a few words to the interesting letters
upon the subject of submarine cables which have been addressed to

you by Mr. Parsonéand Mr. Charles Bright ? Ia asserting that "the

question as to the legitimacy of cable-cutting is covered by no
precedent ” I had no intention of denying that belligerent interfer

ence with cables had ever occurred . International precedents are

made by diplomatic action (or deliberate inaction) with reference to

facts, not by those facts themselves. To the best of my belief no case

of cable-cutting has ever been madematter of diplomatic representa
tion , and I understand Mr. Parsoné to admit that no claim in respect

of damage to cables was presented to the mixed Commission

appointed under the Convention of 1883 between Great Britain and

Chili.

In the course of his able address upon " Belligeri nts and Neutrals , "

reported in your issue of thismorning, I observe that Mr. Macdonell

suggests that the Institut de Droit International might usefally study

the question of cables in time of war. It may, therefore, be well to

state that this service has already been rendered. The Institut, at its

Paris meeting in 1878 , appointed a committee, of which M. Renault

was chairman, to consider the whole subject of the protection of

cables , both in peace and in war ; and at its Brussels meeting, in 1879,

carefully discussed the exhaustive report of its committee, and voted

certain " conclusions," notably the following :

" Le câble télégraphique sous-marin qui unit deux territoires neutres
est inviolable.

“ Il est à désirer, quand les communications télégraphiques doivent

NOTES

&

The Municipals' Dinner . - The dinner of the Munici

pal Electrical Association was held on Wednesday evening

at the Holborn Restaurant.

>
Errata . — On page 751 of last week's issue, line 17 right

hand column, for torque ” read “ tongue ; " and on page

755, line 11, for “with resistances and effect,” read an

effect.

On page 752 of last week's ELECTRICAL REVIEW an error

arises in Mr. Apps's Röntgen Society paper on " A New“

Induction Coil." In line 35, for 4 inches read 44. inches .

Lighthouse Illumination. An important alteration is

to be carried out in connection with the revolving light at

Cape Gris Nez. A new lighthouse is to be erected ,much

higher than the present one, so that the light will be seen at
a distance of 48miles. It is to be an electric light, having

& white flash every second, and the candle - power will be no

less than 3 millions. It is computed that the light will pierce

the fog for a distance of 16 miles.
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cesser par suite de l'état de guerre, quel'on se borne aux mesures

etrictement nécessaires pour empêcher l'usage du câble, et qu'il soit

mis fio à ces mesures, on que l'onen répare les consequences, aussitôt

que le permettra la cessation des hostili' és.”

It was in no small measure due to the initialive of the Institut

that diplomatic conferences were held at Paria, which in 1882 pro

duced å drait convention for the protection of cables, not restricted

in its operation to timeof peacy ; and in 1884 the actual convention ,

which is 80 restricted .

It may not be generally known tbat in 1864 , before the difficulties

of the subject were thoroughly appreciated , a convention was signed,

though it never became operative, by which Brazil, Hayti, Italy and

Portugal, undertook to recogaise the “ neutrality ”in timeof war of

a cable to be laid by one Balestrini. So, in 1889 , the United States

were d sirous of concluding a general convention which should

assimilate the destruction of cables in the high seas to piracy, and

should continue to be in force in time of war . The Brussels con

ference of 1874 avoided any mention of "câbles sous -marins.".

The moral of all that has been written upon this subject is

obvionsly that drawn by Mr. Charles Bright, viz ., “the urgent neces

sity of a system of cables connecting the British Empire by direct

and independent means, i e , without touching on foreign soil.”

A New York telegram says that despatches from Santiago

announce that the steamer Adrian, conroyed by the gun

boat Dolphin , succeeded in cutting two of the three cables

connecting Caba with Jamaica and Hayti on Friday last.

The cable cutting has b ?en done with the tacit approval of

England and France, and no comp'ications are likely to

o 'sue.

Mr. Juhn Brooke Goodman . - Mr. John Brooke

Goodman, a young electrician in the employ of the Electric

Traction Company, at the works of the Central London

Ruilway, now in course of construction between the City and

Shepherd'e Bash , lost bis life by a distreesing accident on

Juve 1st. He was assistant superintendent of the electric

lighting arrangements in the tunnels, &c., and on the day

in question hewas at the Oxford Circus station, where there

is & emall installation of two 200-volt, 100 -ampere, 800

revolution dynamos, belted to high-speed vertical engines.

The belt of the left-hand set had come off and had been

replaced , the engine being again startod at about quarter

speed. Although the precise causeof the accident will never

be known, it seems quite certain that when going round to

look at the belt while the engineer was altering the tension

screwe, Mr. Goodman slipped or stumbled , larched on to the

pulley of the dynamo and was then thrown with terrible

force against the wooden wall of the shed, rebounding on to the

seconddynamo with which his head came into buch violent

contact that bis skull was fractured, death resulting within

a minute or two. Mr. John Brooke Goodman was the third

son of Mr. Edward John Goodman, assistant editor of the

Daily Telegraph. He was born on December 20th, 1874 ,

and was thas only 23 years of age. He had only been about

six weeks in the employ of the Electric Traction Company

at the time of the accident. His early death bas cat short

a very promising career . Indust ious, energetic, and well

informed in the technical and practical phases of electrical

engineering, he would undoubtedly have risen to a high posi

tion in his profession .

Motor Starters -lue Electrical World recently said

regarding motor starters :

What ig ordinarily known as an automatic motor starter might

better be termed a motor stopper, the name really signifying a device

by which, when the current is shut off, the fall resistance of the

starting rheostat is inserted in the circuit. Az ideal automatic

motor controlling mechanism would consist of a device so arranged

that when the main switch is closed on the motor the resistance arm

would move gradually from resistance all in to resistance all out, at

which position it would remain until the current was turned off or

the motor was overloaded, in either of which cases it should again

insert full resistance, and in case of overload preferably open the

armature circuit. No such device is at present on the market .

Mr. F. E. Herdmad , of Milwaukee, Wis. , has written to our

contemporary on the matter, as follows :

I built an automatic starter, similar to the one you deecribe as an

ideal starter, over a year ago,and the same has been regularly manu

factured and on the market since that time. This starter is operated

by simply closing a double-pole knife-switch to the main circuit, this

action deflectiog a strong spring which operates the rheostat con.

tacts, cutting out the resistance at a speed determined by a pneumatic

dash -pot. When the circuit is open, the resistance is automatically
tbrown into the circuit. The starter is supplied with an under

voltage and an overload release, the action of either opening the

double-pole knife-switch. The main switch cannot be closed unlegg

the resistance is all in circuit with the motor, and when the knife

switch is closed the resistance will not be cut out of circuit unless

the current flows through the motor, and the koife-switch would

not stay closed when the hand is taken from it unless such a current

existed .

Our contemporary adds that the starter described by Mr.

Herdman fulfils the requirements mentioned as some of those

of an ideal motor controlling mechanism .

The Heating Capacity of Woud.–An American

exchange says that a writer in the Staats Zeitung corrects &

very common supposition in regard to the heating capacity

of wood, the most notable fact in the case being that such a

practical andeasily demonstrable error should so long have

prevailed, nimely ,that the heating capacity of hard wood is

greater than that of soft wood . The fact, as ascertained by

repeated determinations, is that the grcatest heating power

is possessed by one of the softest varieties of such material,

viz ., the linden. Taking its heating capacity by the unit,

the second best heater is also a soft wood - fir, with 0.99

heating power ; next follow the elm and pine, with 0.98 ;

willow , chestnut, larch , with 0.97 ; maple and spruce fir,

with 0.96 ; black poplar, with 0.95 ; alder and white birch,

with 0.94 only ; then comes the hard oak, with 0.92 ; the

locust and the white beech, with 0.91 ; and the red beech,

with 0.90. These examples leave no doubt of the general

fact that hard wood heats the least .

Another New Element.-Prof. Ramsay, who several

years ago, in conjunction with Lord Rayleigb, discovered

argon , has succeeded in eliminating fromthe atmosphere a
new gag. This elementary substance, which has been named

crypton, or “ concealed,” is obtained by the evaporation of,

large quantities of liquid air. The residue is a hitherto

unknown gas, transparent, heavier than argon , and , like that

element, inactive. Crypton is present in the atmosphere in

the proportion of 1 to 20,000 parts. The chief lines of the

spectrum are green and yellow , the yellow being nearly

coincident with the heliumyellow lineD 3.

The Paris correspondent of the Standard says that at

Monday's sitting of the Academy of Sciences, M. Berthelot

read a communication relating to the new constituent of

atmospheric air, the discovery of which is due to the investi

gations andexperiments of Prof. Ramsay and Mr. Morris W.

Travers. These gentlemen lately received from Dr. Hamp

son 750 cubic centimetres of liquid air, which they reduced

by evaporation to 10 cubic centimetres, and collected in a

tube the gas furnished by the residue. This gas was

deprived of its oxygen by the help of metallic coppar, of its

nitrogen by the action of the electric spark, and of oxygen

afterthat by a mixture of magnesium and purelime. This
operation effected, there remained 26 cubiccentimetres of a

gas which presented , besides the weakly -defined spectrum of

argon, an additional spectrum till then unknown. It was

characterised by two exceedingly brilliant lines, one being

almost identical with D 3. The other, green, maybe com

pared in intensity with the green line of helium . Its wave

leny th was 5,566 : 3. Another slightlyweaker gave 5,557 3. The

density of the gas was approximately 22.5, that of oxygen being

16. According to the velocity of sound, the ratio of specific

calories is 1.666, the same as that of argon and helium . It

therefore follows that the new gas is monatomic, and consti

tut's an element. These facts go to prove that the atmo

sphere contains a hitherto unknown gasheavier than argon,

with a characteristic spectrum , less volatile than nitrogen,

oxygen , and argon. Messrs. Ramsay and Travers give

crypton as the name for this new gas. The position in the

periodical table it is not possible to determine in an absolute

manner. They, however ,hazard the conjecture that the pare

gas has a density of 40, and an atomic weight of 80, and

that it may be classed with helium . Those gentlemen ara

continuing their investigations, and preparing a larger quan

tity of the gas to that end. M. Berthelot, who received a

small supply of the new gas in a Flackyer tube, has verified

the existence of the new liges by means of his spectrosope.

Röntgen Society. At the metting of this society held

at 11 , Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, W., on Tueday,

7th inst., paperswere read by Mr. Î'. C. Porter on “ Work

on the X Ray ," and Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton ,on “ A

Pin - hole Röntgen Ray Camera and Its Applications."
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Royal Institution. At last Monday's meeting the

special thanks of the members were returned for the follow

ing donations to the fund for the promotion of experimental

research at low temperatures :-Messrs. G. J. Romanes, £5 ;

Sir Frederick Bramwell, £ 100 ; Prof. Dewar, £100 ; Dr.

Ludwig Mond, £ 200 ; Charles Hawksley, Esq . , £ 100 ; Sir

David Salomone, Byt. £ ! 1 ; Dr. Rodolph Messel, £ 100.

The Royal Society .Among the papers down for read .

ing yesterday was one by Prof. W. Rimsay, F.R.S., and
Morris H. Travers, “ On a New Constituent of Atroospheric

Air," and one by Mr. J. E. Petavel, On the Heat Dissi

pated by a Platinum Surface it Hich Temperatures."

Presentation . - On Tuesday last, the staff of Messrs.

Crompton & Co., Limited , entertained Mr. Chamen , Cor

poration electrical engineer at Glasgow , at dinner at the

White Hart Hotel , Chelmsford, and presented him with a
gold watch and chain and an illaminated address. Mr.

Chamen was, previous to his appointment at Glasgow ,

engineer-in -chief of Messrs. Comptnz'scontract deputment.

The Parliamentary Electrical Energy Committee.

-It is understood, says the Times, that the Joint Com

mittee of Lords and Commons upon Electrical Energy

(Generating Stations and Supply) have arrived at the con

clusion that the proved publicadvantages of electrical energy

in the generation of light and powerwarrant the granting

to undertakers of compulsory powers for acquiring sites for

generating stations and lands or easements for pipes and

mains therefrom . The Committee recommend that provision

be made for the granting of these powers in the provisional

orders of the Board of Trade, subject to confirmation by

Parliament, it being pointed out that such provision would
facilitate acontinuance of the existing practice according to

which more or less uniform conditions under which onder

takers are to work are provisionally settled by the Boardof

Trade. Procedure by private Bill should , the Committee hold ,

be reserved , as at present, for exceptional cases . As to the

bodies which should be entrusted with these powera, the

committee suggert either local authorities or i.corporated

companies (whether the incorporation be by special Act of

Parliament or provisional order, or under the Companies

Acts). With respect to lisbility for nuisance, the committee

are of opinion that where the site for a generating station is

acquired under compulsory powers, and is specified in the

provisional order or special Act, the undertakers should rot

be subjected to any further liability than that which, accord

ing to Lord Blackburn (“ Geddis v. Bano Reservoir," 3 App.

Cas., 455) , is imposed by the common law in the case of
persons exercising statutory powers and duties. On the other

hand, where the site for a generating station is acquired by

agreement, they think the undertakers ought to be subject to

the liability imposed by the common law . The committee

explain that the several Bills now pending in Parliament , in

which effect is proposed to be given to new developmentsofthe

electrical industry have been brought to their notice, but

they have not considered them in detail nor taken any

evidence upon them . They have treated them only inciden

tally as showing the lines upon which the industry is likely

to expand. They have laid down the general principles

which they suggest should guide Parliament and the Board

of Trade, butwhether those principles should, in whole or

in part, be applied, and whether any, and what, special

conditions should be imposed, must of course be decided in

each individual case according to its merits.
The con

mittee express the view that compulsory powers may properly

be given even where the proposed site is not within the

area of supply ; and in this connection they also agree that

the layingof mains should be permitted from the generating
station to the boundaries of the area of supply.

Shock Fatality. - On May 19th , a young man in the

employ of the United States Electric Lighting Com

pany, at Washington , met his death under circumstances

somewhat similar to those attending the victim of the

Chelmsford accident. He was attending to the wires at a

manhole when he received the full force of the current,

and all efforts to restore him to consciousness were of no

avail . The deceased was one of the best workmen the

company had and was a thoroughly experienced hand .

The affair was purely an accident, for deceased had given

instructions for the current to be switched on to the cables

from the station, but it was on sooner than he anticipated ,

he not having finished makin ? the connection.

Technical Education . — The Kingston-on-Thames Tech

nical Education Committee (under the Surrey Conaty

Council) has decided to hold a class for electric lighting

during next winter, the pupils to receive object lessons at the

Corporation's electric lighting works, established two years

ago.

" submarine Telegraphs." - The Queen has been

pleased to accept a copy of the recent work Sabmarine

Telegraphs," by Mr. Charles Bright, F.R.S.E., and of the

brochure entitled “ Science and Engineering during the

Victo : ian Era," by the samo anthor.

-

on

>

Personal.- We are glad to be able to announce that Mr.

H. Hirst is rapidly recovering from the effects of the opera

tion recently performed on him , and that he hopes soon lo

get upfr
omhis sick couch .

On Tuesday the Londonderry Corporation appointed Mr.

Robert Valentine Macrory (lats of Messrs. Siemens Bros. and

Co.) to the position of Electrical Engineer for the City.

There were 51 candidates.

Bi-Metallic Wire on the Pennsylvania Railway

Telegraph System . - An American exchange says that Mr.

A. M. Schoyer, superintendent of telegraph, Pennsylvania

lines west of Pittsbarg, about a year ago placed bi-metallic

wire in service on several of the branch lines of this great

railway system in and around Pittsburg, and because of the

very satisfactory service which that wire rendered, he has

recently introduced bi-metallic wire on the main line of the

road between Pittsburg and Columbus, the size of the wire

being No.9 B. & S. gauge. Oar contemporary adds that

the splendid position of the Pennsylvania system to-day

shows conclusively that the atmost care is exercised in con

ducting all branches of its business, and because of the

excellent service which that system renders to the public, it

necessarily follows that any material which is used by it

receives the stamp of approval of a company which is second

to none. In view of this use it can be said that bi-metallic

wire is now a standard type of wire for overhead con

atraction .

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED ,

War Fatalities . - From the New York Electrical Engi

neer we learn with regret that two of the Edison Company's

electricians were working down the Bay laying torpedoes off

Sandy Hock from a small boat , when they were run down

by a French ship and drowned . Theseare the first war

victims in the vicinity of New York. Oar contemporary

remarks that the ead incident is but a further proof of the

active part that electricity is playing in the present war, and

that pensions should be awardedtothe families of the two

men ,

Limerick Electric Tramway Company, Limited

(2,238 ).- Registered in Dublin May 2nd,with capital £ 2,000 in £1

shares, to equip and to maintain and work by electricity, steam , borse,

or other mechanical power, all tramways belonging to the company, or

in which the company may be interested, and tocarry on the business

of tramway, railway, omnibus.and van proprietors, & c . The sub

scribers are :-W . H. Wilson, 37 College Green, Dublin , stockbroker,

one share ; N. McGarvie, 19 , Killeen Road, Rathmines, Dublin , stock

broker's clerk , one share ; J. A Wilson, 37, College Green, Dublin ,

stockbroker, one share ; W. Butler, 47, Goldsmith Street, Dublin,

accountant, one share ; J. Chambre, Commercial Buildings, Dublin ,

merchant, one sbare ; H. F. Fuller, 8, Wellington Road, Dublin ,

M.Inst.C.E., five shares; G. W. Fitzgerald , 65 , Haddingon Road ,

Dublin , civil engineer, one share. Thenumber of directors is not to

be less than two nor more than seven. The subscribers are to

appoint the first. Qualification, £ 50 ; remuderation as fixed by the

company. Registered by T. W. Hardman & Sons, 14, Molesworth

Street, Dablin. Registered office, 22, Mason Street , Dublin .
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4 T. F. Braime & Co., Ltd. (57,524). Registered May

26th, with capital £ 20,000 in £1 shares , to acquire the business

carried on by T. F. Braime at the Northern Works, St. Helen's

Street, Hunslet, Leeds, and to carry on the business of mechanical,

electrical, and general engineers , stampers, pressers, piercers, brass

founders and finishers, tinners, coppersmiths, & c . The subscribers

(with one sbare each) are :-T. F. Braime, 148, ChapeltownRoad,

Leeds , engineer ; Mrs. L. Braime, 148, Chapeltown Road, Loeds;

J. H. Braime, Elm Cottages, Rothwell , near Leeds, engineer ; Mrs. M.

Braime, Elm Cottages, Rothwell, near Leeds ; Mi:8 M. E. Braime,

Elm Cottages, Rothwell, near Leeds ; G. Crowther. The Ridge,

Bingley, chartered accountant; A. W. Waide,Methley,Leeds, farmer.

The number of directors is not to be less than two mor more than

five; the first are T. F. Braime, J. H. Braime, and A. W. Waide.

Qualification, £200 . Remuneration as fixed by the company.

Registered by Waterlow Bros. & Layton, L d. , Birchin Lane, E.O.

Redditch District Electric Traction Company,

Limited (37,527).- Registered May 26th , with capital £ 2,000 in

£10 sbares, to promote and obtain the necessary authority to make

and maintain light railways and tramways in the counties of

Worcester and Warwick , or elsewhere, to make and maintainany

such light railways and tramways , and to supply electric light, heat

and motive power. The subscribers (with one sbare each) are :

E. Horton , The Grange, Prescot, near Walsall, manufacturer ; J. J.

Gittings, Glenthorn, Birchfield , Birmingham , manufacturer ; W. J.

Kershaw , 34, Waterloo Street, Birmingbam , chartered accountant ;

H. P. Butt , 73,Thornhill Road, Handsworth, clerk; R. P. Dodd, 48,

Kingecote Road, Edgbaston , Birmingham , civil engineer ; R. Green ,

Silvermere, Clarence Road, King's Heath, civil engineer; C. H.

Hales, 138, Oldfield Road, Balsall Heatb, clerk. Table " A " mainly

applies . Registered office, 37 , Waterloo Sireet, Birmingham .

struction, on both " A " and " B " sbares, as authorised by Parliament,

on amount paid up from time to time. The contractors, Messrs. 8 .

Pearson & Son, Limited , guarantee the payment of a minimum

interest of 4 per cent. pe' annum on the “ A ” ehares, and of 3 per

cent. per annum on the " B " shares during the period they work the

railway, not exceding three years after openiog of the line.

Thedirectors are Sir Charles Scotter, chairman, Sir Allen Sarle,

the Eurl of Lauderdale, Colonel R. Williams, M.P. , Sir Francis

Knollye, K.C.M.G. , K.C.B. Sir Douglas Fox and Mr. Francis Fux

are engineers. Secretary, Mr. H. Barrow Doo, 18, Eldon Street,

Finsbury, EC.

The Great Northern and City Railway (about three miles in length ),

in direct connection with the Great Northern Railway, will afford &

short through communication between Finsbury Park station, where

the various suburban lines of the Great Northern Railway Company

converge, and Moorgate Street, in the City of London . This railway,

with three intermediate stations at Drayton Park , Essex Road, aod

Old Street, will provide a frequent aud convenient railway service for

the densely populated district through which the railway will pass,

and will thusfulfil the double purpose of serving a large local traffic,

and of furnishing the Great Northern Railway system with a City

terminus for its rapidly growing suburban traffic. The motive power

will be electricity ; but this railway will differ from other electric

railways, in that both tunnels will be 16 feet in diameter , and will

take the Great Northern Railway Company's heaviest saburban trains,

consisting of 11 vehicles, with a seating capacity of 500 passengers.

The journay will occupy 12 minutes.
The directors estimate the minimum annual revenue as follows:

Local traffic :

At the low estimate of 10,500,000 passengers, which is

less than 4,000,000 passengers per mile, at an average

of only 2d . per passenger £ 87,500

Local season -ticket holders, 10 per cent. of local receipts 8,750

Through traffic :

Aggumed for first three years' working at only 25 per

cent. above the Great Northern Company's guaranteed

minimum 25,000

Sundry receipts:

Interest payable by Great Northern Railway Company,

parcels, rents, advertisements, &c. 5,000

...

.

...

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES .

£ 126,250

Less working expenses, s3y, 40 percent., on local

traffic, and25 per cent. on the Great Northern through

traffic 44,720... ...

Net revenue ... £ 81,500

Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited

( 25,395 ).- Tbis company's annual return was filed on April 27th,

when 62,400 ordinary and 100 founders’ shares were taken op out

of a capital of £1,000,000 in £ 10 sbares . 2,032 are considered as

paid , and £10 per sbare has been called and paid on the remaining

60,468 shares.

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Com

pany, Limited (55,189).- Thiscompany's statutory return was filed

on May 20th . The capital is £ 150,000 in £10 shares (7,500 prefer

ence) . 6,000 of each class have been taken up, £10 per sbare has

been called , £ 119,680 has been paid, and £320 is in arreara.

Oldham , Ashton, and Hyde Electric Tramway,

Limited (55,318).—This company's statutory return was filed on

April 27th. Thewhole capital of £80,000 in £10 sbares (4,000 pre

ference), bas been taken up,and £4 per sbare has been called.

£ 31,230 has been paid, £ 770 is in arrears, and £120 has been re

ceived in advanceof calls.

County of London and Brush Provincial Electric

Lighting Company, Limited (34,320 ).- This company's annual

jeturn was filed on May 20th. The capital is £ 800,000 in £10 shares

(40,000 preference) . 40,000 ordinary and 20,000 preference have been

taken up. £ 10 per share bas been called on 30,000 ordinary and

20,000 preference , and £2 per share has been called on 10,000 ordi

nary. £ 519,880 ( including £40 in advance of calls) has been paid ,
und £160 is in arr. ara .

Willans & Robinson, Limited (40,660).-This com

pany's annual return was filed on April 22nd. The capital of

£ 300,000 in £5 shares (30,000 preference) has been taken up, and

14,463 preferenceand 14,462 ordinary are considered as paid ; £5 per

share has been called on 12,537 preference and 12,538 ordinary, and

£ 1 per share has been ca led on 3,000 preference and 2,997 ordinary ;

£131,372 has been paid , and £3 is in arrears.

Electric Street Car Manufacturing Syndicate,

Limited (55,080 ).- This company's statutory return was filed on

April 22nd. The capital is £ 25,000 in £1 shares, of wbich 7,130

have been taken up. 103 , per share has been called , and £3,552

10s. Las been paid, leaving £ 12 10s in arrears.

The prospectus says that recent improvements in electric work

ing prove that 40 per cent. is a liberal allowance for working

expenses.

To pay interest at 4 per cent. on debenture stock of £ 520,000, and

on preferred ordinary shares of £ 780,000, a net revenue will be

required of £52,000.

The local traffic is calculated on a daily service of only 125 trains

each way, upon which the carrying capacity will be equal to nearly
four times the number of passengers assumed .

It is mentioned that the Metropolitan Railway ruds daily through

King's Cross 265 trains each way, the Metropolitan District 278

trains each way through Victoria, and the South London Electric

Railway 220 trains each way for its purely local traffic.

The company has entered into a contract for the amount of the

share and debenture capital of the companywith Messrs. 8. Pearson

and Son, Limited, of Westminster, the well-known contractors, for

the construction and equipment of the railway and works, in accord .

ance with the Company's Acts, including land, buildinge, rolling

stock, electrical installation , motors, &c., with all Parliamentary,

legal, engineering, administration , andother liabilities and expenses

whatsoever during construction , including the payment of interest.

The contractors assume all risks of compensation and damage by

tunnelling or otherwise, and the company will enter upon & com

pleted line, fully equipped with rolling stock, and in working order.

Messrs. Pearsonhave entered into an agreement towork the railway

for a period of three years after completion, the directors reserving

to themselves the right to take over the working at any time at one

month's notice.

The list opened on Tuesday and closed on Thursday.

OITY NOTES.

London Electric Supply Corporation .

An extraordinary general meeting of this corporation was held on

Tuesday at the City Terminus Hotel for the purpose of considering
and , if thought fit, passing the following resolution : “ That the

capital of the compaay be reduced from £ 1,250,000, divided into

200,000 ordinary sbares of£5 each and 50,000 preference shares of £ 5

each , to £850,000, divided into 200,000 ordinary shares of £ 3 each ,

and 50,000 preference shares of £5 each, and that such reduction be

effected by cancelling capital which bas been lost, or is unrepresented

by available assets to the extent of £2 per share on each of the 111,000

ordinary shares which have been issued and are now outstanding, and

by reducing the nominal amount of all the said ordinary shares from

£5 to £3 each ."

Lord WANTAGE, who was voted to the chair, said there had been a

small but increasing profit every year since the date of the receiver's

appuiniment. The working for the year 1897 showed a profit of

£16,586 , being more than double that of 1896. Their lamp connec

Great Northern and City Railway Company.

T # 18 week the prospectus of this company has been before the

public, inviting applications for £780,000 in 4 per cent. preferred

ordinary “ A ” £10 shares at par, and £780,000 5 per cent . deferred

ordinary “ B ” £ 10 shares at par. Interest at 3 per cent . per annum

will be paid half- yearly on May 1st and November 1st, during con
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tions showed a corresponding increase, for whereas in 1896 the

numbers were 106,474, in 1897 they had increased to 123,730, or

17,256 increase for the year - a rate of progress equal to nearly 20

per cent. This favourable condition had been reflected in the

value of the company's shares. It was 12 months since he last

addressed the shareholders, and on that occasion they asked him to

carry on the business for another year. He thought the shareholders

would agree with him that the time had now anived when the

receiver should retire, and that the company should resume the pog

session after a break of four yeary. It was owing to the careful,

economical, and skiltal management of the receiver that the company

had been saved , and was now in a prosperous condition. It was

proposed that the whole board of directors should retire, leaving it

in the hands of the shareholders to appoint a new board. Though it

was not proposed to make any large changes in the constitution of

the company, so far as the number of directors wasconcerned, he

thought it wasdesirable that they should rot fill up all the vacancies

on the board at once, in case it might be found convenient to bring

in other personswho would assist in the development of the business.

He considered they should only elect_four directors. The chairman

then read a long report made by Mr. Bain, the receiver, on the affairs

of the company. He corcluded by moving the adoption of the reso

lution , which was reconded by Mr. Pyke, and unanimously agreed to.

A further resolution was afterwards passed altering the articles of
association in order to conform with the requirements of the Stock

Exchange with a view to obtaining a quotation for the company's

stocks.

The following were then elected to act as the board of directors :

Lord Wantage, the Earl of Crawford, and Mr. R. S. Bain.

converted into ordinary shares , and in consideration of so doing, will

have an option of subscribing for 225 ordinary shares at par for each

founders' share held by them .

Though your directors are prepared to advise the adoption of this

scheme, and the passing of the said resolution, they recognise that

the shareholders may wish for some explanation why the board are

now prepared to recommend a settlement more in favour of the

founders' shareholders than that originally offered by the board ,

and which was referred to be the chairman at the annual general

meeting

The board appreciate that the compensation contemplated bythe

proposed agreement appears a large one, but they believe it will be

warranted by theadvantages which will accrue to the whole body of

shareholders by the surrender of the special rights attaching to the

tounders' shares.

At the annual meeting the sbarehclders expressed their unanimous

approval of the policyof the board in purchasing a freehold site at

Willesden, and the erection thereon of a large generating station.

These works involve an early issue of capital, but as to the terms of

such an issue the interests of the holders of the founders' shares

and of the ordinary sharehcllers in the company are directly

divergent.

Another, and perhaps a more cogent reason , exists in the necessity

of creating a strong reserve fond, in doing which the directors are

hamperedboth by express probibitions introduced into the articles

in the interests of the founders’ sharo8, and also by the consideration

that it those reserve funds wereformed out of profits, which would
otherwise be divisible amongst the holders of ordinary shares, they

might, when formed , be claimed as to one -half by the holders of the

founders' shares.

It seemed impossible, in the face of these difficulties, to avoid a

litigation, which would certainly have caused the company much

embarrassment, by delaying theissue of the new capital.

It was,moreover, apparent that a similar opportunity of extin

guishing the rights of the founders'shares would , in all probability,

never occur again , and the directors felt bound by the repeated

pledges given to the ordinary shareholders, to spare no effort in

getting rid of the founders ' sbares, and placing all the chareholders

of the company on an equal footing .

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company,

Limited .

The report of the directors to be presented at the thirty- fifth ordinary

general meeting of the company, held on Thursday, June 9th , at
Winchester House, states that the total earnings amount to £72,332

93. 10d ., as against £ 71,315 120. 2d. , showing an increase of £1.016

178. 88. compared with the half-year to December 31st , 1896. The

working expenses amount to £ 37,774 18. 11d, as against £ 38,160

193. 4d ., a decrease of £386 178. 5d. Including the amount brought

forward from Jave 30th , 1897 (£3,867 159. 20.), and the dividend

received upon the shares held in the " Platino " Company,the balance

to the credit of the revenue account is£ 49,520 3s. 1d ., from which

has been deducted £ 8,060 88. 4d. for interest on debentures and

debenture stock , £2,159 128. 4d . has been invested on account of the

debenture stock redemption fund , and £5,000 placed to reserve fund,

leaving a balance of £ 34,300 28. 5d . The directors now recommend

thepayment of 68. 9d. per share, free of income-tax, for thehalf-year

on the ordinary shares, making, with the dividend paid in November

last, £ 3 59. per cent. for the year, leaving a balance of £1,428 59. 11d .

to be carried forward . In the case of shares which have been divided

into " preferred " and " deferred ,” the 68. 9d. per share now recom

mended will be payable, viz : 6s. to the " preferred " shareholders

(making up the full dividend of £5 per cent.on these sbares to Decem

ber 31st, 1897), and 90. per share to the deferred shareholders. The

lods on exchange during the half-year has been diminished owing to

the additional collection on international traffic which came into force

on July 1st, but the rate of exchange bas still fallen . The receiptsof

the current half -year show & considerable improvement upon those for

the corresponding period of 1897. Negotiations for closer working

between this company and the Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Com .

pany,Limited, bare been in progress, and an agreement will ehortly

be submitted to you. The pinth annual drawing of the “ A ” and

“ B ” debentures took place at the company's offices on January 17th

last, in the presence of Mr. H. de Meray, notary public, when deben .

tares amounting to £ 18,000 were drawn ; of these £ 8,000 " A " and

£ 9,300 " B " had already been exchanged for debenture stock and the

balance, viz , £700“ B” debentures have sincebeen paid off at par. The

dividend warrants will be posted on June 9th , 1898. The retiring

directors are Mr. N. S. Andrews and Lord Richard H. Browne, who

offer themselves for re-election. The directory report, with much

regret, the death of theirlate colleague, Major Wood .

The auditors, Messrs. Turquand, Youngs, Bishop and Clarke, retire,

and are eligible for re -election .

The extraordinary general meeting called to consider the above

question was held at Winchester House on Tuesday last, Sir Eyre
MasseyShaw in the chair.

The CHAIRMAN said the circular fully explained the reasons for

the meeting. When he met them last there appeared to be no pog

sibility of coming to terms with the holders of the founders' shares.

The founders were determined to contest the right of the company

to issue new capital. The chairman went on to remark that com .

promise was the only possible basis of seti lement, and by consolidat

ing all their interests they would beable to build up a reserve. The

business of the company was never in a sounder position than at the

present time, potwithstanding considerable reductions in the price
which had taken place at the beginning of the present year, from

77d. to 6d. per unit. The increase in the revenue for the quarter

showed a most satisfactory increase over that of 1897. The returns

that morning showed 63,000 lampe connected for the 12 months

against 43,000 for the preceding period. There were 394,000 lamps

connected, and applications for 13,000. In spite of competition,

therefore, from local authorities, they had every reason to believe in

the progress ofthe company .

After the solicitor had explained the exact position of the founders'

shares, and sundry questions had been raised and answered, the fol

lowing resolutions were put to the meeting and carried :

“ That it is expedient that the special rights and privileges of the

100 founders' stares in this company, whether with regard to divi.

derd, capital, reserve fund or otherwise, should cease andbe abolished

upon the terms that each registered holder of a founders ' share or

founders' shares in the company should, upon having such share

or shares converted into one ordinary sbare or shares, have the option

of subscribing for 225 ordinary shares in the company at par in

respect of each founders' share so held by him , and that the draft

agreement for the purpose submitted to this meeting be and the

same isherebyapproved ."

“And the directors of this company be, and they are hereby

anthorised to adopt thesaid agreement, and to affix the seal of this

company thereto, with full power to assent to any modifications in

the agreement which they think expedient in the interests of this
company, either before or after the adoption thereof."

Avoteof thanks to the chairma i then concluded the proceedings.

The general meeting of this company was held at Winchester

House yesterday, Mr. W. 8. Andrews presiding. The negotiations

for cloeer working between this companyand the Brazilian Submarine

Company are notyet completed. They are progressing satisfactorily

and pretty aetively, and, it is believed , will result successfully, the

results being welcome to the Governments and the public and the

companies. Of course, nowadays , it was necessary to do things which

were agreeable all round. He asked them not to put any questions

to him regarding the subject. The report was adopted We shall

print a longer report of the meeting next week .

The Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited .

The following circular has been issued :

Sir or Madam , - You will receive herewith a notice of an extra

ordinary general meeting, which has been summoned to consider a

scheme with reference to the alteration of the founders' shares, and

the practical consolidation thereof with the ordinary shares of the

company, and also, if thought fit, of passing a resolution approping

an agreement, a draft of which will be submitted to the meeting,

whereby the founders’ shareholders will have their founders' shares

Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company, Limited .

The forty -ninth ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of the

above company washeld on Wednesdayat Winchester House, Old

Broad Street, Mr.J. Denigon Pender presiding.

The CHAIRMAN , in proposingthe adoption of the report, said the

firstthing that devolved upon him was to refer with regret to the

death of a colleague. Since they last met they had lost Lord Sackville

Cecil. His training as a young man enabled him to acquire a

knowledge of electrical business which was of considerable value to

the company, and his death was therefore a great loss to them .

When one unfortunately fell out, it was, of course, the duty of the

directors to find a successor, and he was glad to say that in the

present instance they had beenable to secure the services of Sir Jobn

Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., as a member of the board. Although Sir John

Barry might not be known to them personally, those who had

watched the greatengineering featsthat had beencarried out of late

years must know his name perfectly well. He thought, therefore ,
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that companyand beneficial to the general public, and therefore

certainlybeneficial to the two countries by which those cables were

connected .

Mr. F.J. HAMLEY said he noticed that £25,000 had been agaia

added to the reserve fund , and he would like to know when the

directory would consider that fund sufficiently large.

The CHAIRMAN said that, as a large shareholder, he would very

much like to have an increased dividend, but the directorg Dot only

wanted to give a regnlar dividend every three month-, but also to

make the sbares of the company one of the best securities going, and

they could not do that without insuring their capital. That was the

reason #boy were going on increasing the reserve fund .

Mr. F. Ycolo seconded the motion for the adoption of the report,

and it was carried .

A vote of thanks to the chairman and directors and the staff con

cluded the proceedings.

Harrow Electric Light and Power Company, Limited .

TAE report of this company presented to the general meeting on

May 24h care, tbat during 1897, 1,540 8.C.P. lamps were added to

the mains, making a total of 5,440 limpa with 87 cortomers. It bat

been necessary to practically donble the size of the station and

provide more plant. The station is now equal to a Annply of 9,000

lamps, and further plant can easily be put in . In 1897 50,109 units

were consumed . The balance to credit of revenue was £813. This

has been devoted to interest on debentures, mortgages, and loads,

writing off preliminary expe184f , & :. N :w capital ( £ 20,600 ) bas
been issued .

theywere to be congratulated upon having obtained the consent of

BirJohn Barry to act as a direcfor. He would now draw their atten .

tion to a few points in the report. With regard to the accounts, the

income for the ball -year ending December 30th , 1897 , amounted to

£100,300 ; for the previous bali-year it was £ 79,133,which showed an in

crease for the last half-yearof£ 21,000. Of that increase £ 20,000 was due

to increased message receipts and small eums of £62 and £250 respect

tively for interest and transfer fees, and dividerds from other tele

graph companies. The increase in the message receipts was satis

factory , and arose first from their having carried a larger amount

of traffic than in the previous ball-year - the increase being

97.000 words of ordinary commercial traffic and 18,000

words of prere megrages, wbich , 88 they knew , was carried

at a considerably reduced rate . A considerable portion of that

increased traffic was, he oped , taken from competitive lines

on account of the satisfactory working of their system .

The second factor that bad led to their increased receipts was the

reduced loss on exchange upon the traffic receipts collected in Brazil,

resulting from the provisions agreed upon at the International

Copference in 1896, at which their company was represented . Those

provisions which were now being carried out by the Brazilian

telegraph department and by the telegrapb companies, carje into

operation on July 1st last , and consequently its beneficial effect was

apparent for the first time in the accounts which were now under

review. Unforto nately , the fall in the gold value of the milreis h« d

continur d. Between July and December, 1897, it was fairly steady

at an advance of about 73, but in the current hall-year it had fallen to

a little lees than 6d. It hadof late, however, shown a rising ter dency,

which he hoped would continue to the advantage of the Brezilian

Government and of themselves. If they compared the receipts of the

past ball-year with the corresponding period of 1896, they found an

increase of £11,327-a much smaller pom than the £ 21,000 wbich be

had just mentioned as the excers over the previous balt-year. Turn

ing to the expenditure side of the account, they found that the total

expenditure for the ball-year waa £ 26,000 odd, and that for the pre

vious six months was £ 20.500 . That showed an increase of £5,661 ,

which was fully accounted for by the fact that whilet in the June ball

n 1897 there was no expenditure upon repairs to cables , in the

December halt nearly £6,000 was spent under that head. He had

before called their attention to the item of cable repairs,

and asked them , in examining the accounts, not to take too

much notice of any diminution under that head, because the expe

rience was, that sooner or later heavy repairs had to be carried out.

Il they saved them in one year they came in another, and therefore,

although they were to be congratulated on getting through a balf.

year without any heavy expenditure, if they took the average, that

expense came out at a pretty considerable amount. So far , however,

they bad been exceptionally fortunate in that respect. There were

increases and decreasesc experbe under a number of headsofwhich he

would not tronble them with the particulars, but the net results were an

increase of £36 in London and £234 at stations,together making £ 270,

wbich he thought they would look upon as very satisfactory. Even

against that small ircrease there was a decrease of £235 under certain

heads, so that there was an actual decrease on the total. After pay .

ment of £ 3,200 for the debenture interest and sinking fund, and pro

viding for the payments of income-tax, there wasa credit balance na

the ball-year's business of £69,5€0, to which had to be added £7,221 ,

the balance brought forward from June 30th , making together

£76,801. The usual interim dividend for the Szptember and Decem

ber quarters, amounting together to £ 39,000 , had been paid; £ 25,000

bad been transferred toreserve, and £8,662 had been carried forward .

Before arriving at that fipal figure there was deducted a sp cial

item of expenditure, quite apart from the ordinary expenses

of the ball-year. Last year, as they were all aware , the

Diamond Jubilee of the Queen was celebrated, and to mark

euch an unique event many companies gave a bonus to their

staff. The directors of the associated telegraph companies con .

sidered the matter, and decided to give a bonus to their staffs, and

that was carried out on a principle jointly agreed upon all round,

In their case the bonus also marked the twenty - fifthanniversary of

the existence of the company, and be felt sure that every shareholder

had reason to be satisfied with his investment, at whatever period of

the company's existence he became interested in it. That con

sideration for their staff had been fully appreciated by those who

Berved them at home and those who were abroad. He hoped

they had still got with them many original shareholders, ashe was

pleased to say they had officers, who entered the service when the

company was formed, and when submarine telegraphy was in a very

different position to that wbich it held to-day as a public investment.

They had bad the defect in the No. 1 Lisbon cable mentioned to them

at past meetings. That defect still existed , but as the cable 88

carrying the traffic in a satisfactory manner the directors bad left well

alone, and had not undertaken the removal of the fault, wbicb , how

ever, was in deep water, and which , when it did break down , would be

a rather costly , and long business to put right again . He thougbt be

bad touched upon all the salient points, but it was rather hard to find

anything new to say , seeing that thy met hall-year after hall-year,

and received their dividends and bonus regularly every three

months. Not only were they receiving a really substantial return upon

their investment, but funds were being put to reserve to in- are th. ir

capital, and therefore there was very little more to be wished for.

There was one paragraph in the report to which , perhaps , they would

expect him to refer. The directors said : - “ Negotiations for closer

working with the Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company,

Limited, bave been in progress, and an agreement will shortly be
submitted to you .” He begged that the shareholders would not ask

bim to answer any questions on that subject , because the negotia

tions were not quite concluded at the present time, and when they

were concluded they would all be called together to consider what

be believed would be an agreement beneficial to the shareholders of

The Electric and General Investment Company,

Limited . - Sahject to the completion of the audit, the directors

have decided to recommend to the shareholders the payment of a

further dividend upon the capital paid up on the ordinary sharer at

the rate of 30 per cent. per andam for the six months ended May 31st

last, together with a bonus of 10 per cent., making, with the interim

dividend of 10 per cent. already paid, a total dividend of 35 per cent.

for the vear, and also to recommend a dividend of £ 50 on each

foundere' sbare for the year. Tbe trustees for the founders' shareg

reserve fand propose to distribute to the holders of such shares a sum

of £20 per sbare out of the proceeds of investments sold and dividends

received in respect of the founders' reserve fand, making, with the

before-mentioned dividend, a total distribution of £ 70 on each

frunders' share. The dividends, &c. , to be payable on June 28th,
1898.

Callender's Cable and Construction Company.- The

accounts for 1897 show a credit balance of £24,746. It is proposed

to pay a dividend for the year of 101. nar share, with a bonus of

24. 6d ., being 121 per cent. The sum of £ 3 000 is appropriated for

depreciation of machinery and plant, and £ 5,196 is carried forward .

The transfer books and register of members of the above company

are closed from 8th inst. uatil 16th inst. irclusive.

Stock Exchange Notices. The Stock Exchange Com.

mittee have ordered to be quoted in the Official Ligt :-Erstern Tele

graph Company, Limited - Further iAsya of £129,653 4 per cent.

mortgage debèptura stock. The Stock Excbange Committee has

appointed a spocial settling day as ander : -Taesday, June 28th :

Cape Electric Tramwaya, Limited - 114.843 additional vendors' £1

shares, filly paid , Nos. 285,158 to 400,100.

Royal Electric Company of Montreal. - Messrs.

Coates, Son & Co. , have been advised that the directors of this com

pany bave declared a dividend on the share capital for the quarter

ended May 31st of 2 per cent., being at the rate of 8 per cent. per

annum , and that the same will be payable on and after July 2nd .

Commercial Cable Company.-- The directors have

declared a quarterly dividend of 14 per cent. on the capital stock,
payable on July 1st .

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company,Limited. — The receipts for the
week ending June 3rd , 1898 , were £3,717 38 .; corresponding period ,

1897, £2,461 14s. 7d.; increase, £ 1,255 8s. 5d.

The City and South London Railway Company.--The receipts for the weekend.

ing June 5th , 1898 , were £ 919 ; week ending June 6th , 1897 , 1945 ;

increase . £4 ; total receipts for half- year, 1898 , £ 23,627 ; corresponding

period, 1897, £ 23,335 ; increase, £ 29 2 .

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramwayg. - The receipts for the week

ending June 1th , 1898 , were £ 181 103. 108.; total receipts to June 4th , 1898,

£2,541 11s. ld.

The Dublin Southern District ( Electric) Tramways Company. - The receipts for

week ending Fridav. June 3rd , 1898, were £817 Is. xd.; corresponding

week last year , £578 6s.: increase, £238 15s. 8d . ; passengers carried,
113,193; corresponding week last year, 87.882 ; aggregate to date, £ 10,315

4s. 10.1 ; Aggregate to date last year, £10,627 178. 7d .; decrease to date ,

£312 12s . 9d .; mileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. — The receipts for the week ending

June 5th , 1898, amounted to £ 1.869 : corresponding week last year ,

£ 1.324 ; increase, £515. 1898 includes Whit Monday, 1897 includes Whit

Sunday,

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited. The receipts for

the week ending June 3rd . 1898, after " deducting 17 per cent. of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino -Brazilisn Telegraph Com .
pany, Limited, were £ 3,066.
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THE TELEPHONE INQUIRY.

&

(Continued from page 722.)

THE Select Committee of the House of Commons appointed to con

sider the desirability of giving greater facilities to municipalities in

connection with telephonic development sat again on Tuesday last,
under the chairmanship of Mr. Hanbury .

Mr. J. C.LAMB, O.B., second secretary at the Post Office, said that at

the last sitting of the Committee theyreferred to the signing of the

heads of agreement between the Post Office and the National Tele

phone Company in August, 1892. The full agreement was not signed

till March, 1896. Two years were occupied in endeavouring to give

effect to the policy of Her Majesty's late Government, and that

involved laborious negotiations, which more than once threatened to

break down . They had to find a solution of many difficulties. One

was the question of the price to be paid for the trunk wires. The

price was to be the sum shown by the company's books. Generally,

the heads of the agreement said the price to be paid was to be the

cost price, as shown by the company's books plus 10 per cent.,

but when they came to investigate the matter they found the

cost price was not shown in the company's books, and therefore they

had to come to an arrangement withthem as to themethod in which

the value of the wires was to be ascertained . It was mutually

agreed that two engineer experts should be appointed, one by the
company, and oneby the Post Office, to ascertain the estimated cost

price. Another difficulty arose in connection with the areas, and it

was only after long negotiation that any understanding could be

arrived at ; the company wished to work the trunk wiresthemselves,

because they saw it would necessitate extra points of switching.

When the Government would not agree to that, the company

suggested that one end of the trunk wire should be worked from the

company's exchange and the other end from a post office. That was

also rejected, and then a plan had to be devised to reduce the

difficulty of additional points of switching, and that took a very con

tiderable time. Another question arose with regard to the number

of wires to be erected between the exchanges of the company and

the Post Office. They also had to come to an agreement with

respect to poles. A great difficulty was that the companywas

not willing to enter into the question. They felt it was a thing

they were urgea by Government to enter into. Taey felt that in

parting with the trunk wires they were parting with that part of their

system which afforded very great protection against competition.

The CHAIRMAN : Did the full agreement of 1896 differ in any

respect from the heads of the agreement ?-It did not differ in prin .

ciple.

WITNESS proceeded to deal with the question of the charges lor

the use of the truck wires, which were those now in existence. At

preseat they had no express messengers at the post offices to carry

telephonic messages except in some parts of London .

The CHAIRMAN : The effect of the present arrangement is to play

into the bands of the National Telephone Company ? -- No; it is not

the law of the Medes and Persians. The present arrangement is

simply arrived at as the result of a real consideration of what the

public demands are .

Is it not a fact that under the present arrangement a telephonic

message can only be sentto a subscriber of the National Telephone

Company in Glasgow ?-No.

To whom can it be sent ?-It can be sent in the same way as it is

frequently sent to Paris. That is, the correspondent at the other end
attends the call office and receives the message .

But how does he know when to attend ?-There are arrangements

made for the regular attendance every morning of people who have

business to do.

Are there the same arrangements in Glasgow ?-I do not know ;

but it would be possible.

Mr. COHEN pointed out that that would not cover the point put

turward by the chairman. How would a person not expecting a

message know a message was being sent ?

WITNESS said it was a usual thing for a telegram to be sent asking

the person to attend at the call office.

The CHAIRMAN : Not a very business -like arrangement.

WITNESS said it was the custom. He considered there was no

demand for the express messengerstocarry telephonic messages . It

there was a demand he would like to know where it was.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you see any difficulty in extending the system

oftelephonic communication by express messengers apart from the

effect it would have on the telegraphic revenue?-I do not think

there are any cther difficulties.

Contiouing, WITNESS said the trunk system had gone on extending

since 1896. Thirty extensions had been carried out or were beiog

carried out under guarantee by the company. The miles of wires

purchased for the company were 29,000. The miles of wires con

structed were 24,526. The mileage in course of construction at the

present time was4,647 miles. The mileageguaranteed was compara

tively small. With regard to the areas of the company, the prin

ciples adopted in making them were as follows :-(1) Industrial areas

of wide extent should be recognised in cases wherethere are any

considerable towns forming centres of business. (2) That neighbour

ing towns intimately connected with one another in business rela

tions should be included in the same areas ; and ( 3) That small towns

and villages in any one of which it would be hopeless to establish a

local exchange system unless there was some cheap means of com

munication with each other, should be grouped together in one area.

All urban districts were areas in themselves. Pretty well the whole

of the country was divided into areas in wbich the National Telephone

Company had the power to establish an exchange without further

license. Thecompany was under no obligation to start an exchange, but

the Post Office could grant a license to any other body to start an

exchange. Since the agreement was signed in 1896 in only one case

had the monopoly of the telephone company been broken down, viz.,

in Guernsey. Thecharges there were low , but he did not know that

they were lower than the company was prepared to supply the

service at. Changes had been made in the areas from time totime,

the tendency having been to rather increase the area . The largest

area was the London area . Before the company was confined to

areas, they had to a large extent arranged themselves in areas, and

the London area was inexistence. The area was not nearly so big

as in some places abroad. There was no limit on the discretion of

the Post Office as to laying trunk wires . The only effect a large area

had was to reduce the use of short trunk wires. In a number of

those areas they had Post Office exchanges competing with the

NationalTelephone Company's exchanges. The principal exchange

was at Newcastle -on -Tyne, where they had 626 subscribers. The

number of subscribers to the National Telephone system in

Newcastle-on-Tyne was much larger. The charges of the Post

Office were : For business houses, £8 within halt a mile of the

exchange,£9 within three -quarters of a mile, and £10 within

amile . He believed the charge of the company was a uniform one

of £ 10 . Previous, however, to October of last year the Post Office

charged £10 for half a mile, £12 for three -quarters of a mile, and £14

for amile. The Post Office charges were based on what was supposed

to bring in a profit to the tax payer. They were not allowed to

canvass, and were not allowed to give preference to firms. The com

pany gav preference, but he did not consider it was the business of

the Post Office to complain. He could not say to what extent the

preterences had been given by the company. The reduction in the

price at Newcastle was bringing theman increase in the number

of subscribers. They had offeredto put their subscribers at Newcastle

in communication with the subscribers of the company, but the com

pany were not willing that that should be done. The Post Office had

no legal power to insist upon such & connection.

Questioned by Mr. STUART, WITNESS said it would not be possible

for the Post Office to lay a trunk line of a few yards in Newcastle and

80 joia their system to the National Telephone system. A trunk line

was defined as a line used to connect one area with another.

The CHAIRMAN : Dɔyou knowany towns where there is competi

tion in which the price charged is lower than where there is no

competition ?-I donot thinkthat is so.

You do not think competition has had any effect upon their prices ?

- I cannot tell what effect it has, but as a matter of fact the

company's charges are higher in Newcastle than in other towns,

probably because they are smaller towns.

Mr. COHEN : Is it not a fact that their prices are based on your

charges ?-Ithink that is so.

The CHAIRMAN : You have been in unequal competition owing to

higher rates ?-Yes.

Without disclosing secrets could you tell the committee whether

you have made any loss ?-No.

And we may say you have made a fair profit ?—Yes.

Although therearetwo competing systems? -Yes.

Are the charges of thecompany higher in Cardiff and Swansea ? -
For certain distances I think they are ,

Questioned by Mr. BARTLEY, WITNESS said the company considered

it their duty to fall in with the policy of the Government when the

heads of agreement were drawn up, and he did notwish the impres

sion to go forth that they purposely put difficulties in the way.

As regardssending Post Office messengers in London and not in

other parts of the country, who authorised that arrangement ?—The

idea was to give a local service, and it was set forth in a Treasury

minute. The whole service was contemplated as a local service,

andthe question of doing itbetween one town and another was not
in the minds of those who did it.

How does it differ from sending from one town to another ?

The impression I suppose was that the telegraph was sufficient to
meet that.

Mr. CAWLEY: Is it in the interest of the public that the National

Telephone Company should not have the competition of the Post

Office ? -I find it very difficult to answer that question. My opinion

is that it is very undesirable for a private company to have a

monopoly. On the other hand, I am firmly convinced that the estab

lishmentin one town of competing systems of telephones would not

be in the interests of the public. My opinion is that the whole thing
should be in the hands of the Post Office.

Sir J. WOODHOUSE : You agree there is no obligation imposed by

the Pust Office , either in the original license or by any agreement

with the Telephone Company that they should supply the company

with the facilities for wbich they are licensed ? -Yes.

Therefore in two respects; first, no obligation to supply, and

secondly, no restriction as to the charges tobe made, is does not

differ from any other monopoly granted ? —The whole arrangement
differs.

But don't you agree that it has been very much to the disadvantage

of the public ?-Ithink it has been .

Did I understand you to say with regard to the agreement of 1892,

that Sir James Ferguson tookone line of action, and the Government

another ?-No.

Doyou mean that the Department would have taken one action

and Sir James Ferguson another ?—No. What I mean is that Sir

James Ferguson was requested by the Government to carry out a

certain line ofpolicy, and he did so.

What was the difference ? — The policy of the Department was to

purchase the whole of the National Telephone Company's under

taking

And thepolicy of the Government was to take only the trunk

system ?-Yes.

And the tendency of the policy of the Government was to dis

courage competition ?-Tbat was the tendency.

Further examined by Sir J. WOODHOUSE, WITNESS said there was

:
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were reported out during the entire year, the record is a very good

That the service must bave beenexcellentis strongly evidenced

by the fact that the entice amount deducted during 1897 from the

bills of the electric light contractors was only $21 33 .

In bis very able comments on the figures presented , Mr. Henry

Hopkins, Saperintendent of Street Lighting of New Haven, states

that the service rendered by the electric lighting.contractors has

been of a high grade. Mr. Hopkins also has something to say on
municipal ownership of electric lighting plants, and as we believe

his motives will not be questioned by anyone who has followed bis

career , his opinion is worth recording. Mr. Hopkins says : - " From

what data and facts I have been able to obtainon both sides of the

sabject, I would say , that until the time comes when more informs.

tion and accurate facts can be obtained , it would not be good basioess

policy to enter into anysuch project. The recent showiog op of the
Philadelphia Municipal GasWorks amply sustains my beliel, and

ardent supporters of municipal ownership must have received a

severe shock. And it is only one of many cases that cvald be quoted ."

Coming from a city official,this is a most encouragingsign that there

are still many clearheaded men in municipal employin Americ...

no effective competition between the New Company andthe National,

for the New Company had no exchange. The competition in Mad

chester was a very feeble competition. Thetendency of the policy

of the Post Office since 1892 had been towards making the National

TelephoneCompany a monopoly, but at the same time all the rights

of the Postmaster-General had been fully preserved. The heads of

the 1892 agreement were brought before the House of Commons in

1894 when it waslaid on the table . The Treasury Minute lay in the

House in May,1892, and the Bill to raise themoney for the purchase

came before the House on May 26th , 1892. The agreement was

signed August 11th, 1892, and the Postmaster-General went out of

office on August 19th . The agreement was signed the day the vote of

censure on the Government came in .

By Mr. COLVILLE : Some of their subscribers in Newcastle had

been obliged to become subscribers also to the National Telephone

Company.

By Mr. BOSCAWEN : General application had been made by local

authorities and other companies for licenses to start telephonic services

in diff:rent towns, and they were readyto comply with the termsof

the Treasury minute. The Postmaster-Generalhad been in consulta.

tion with the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the subject, and
they had not seen their way to granting those licenses. He

thought they had considered each case and had arrived at the

conclusion that they were not justified in granting the request.

They had received applications from the Corporations of Glasgow

and Tunbridge Wells and Manchester, and in Glasgow it was ad
mitted tbat the service was defective .

Mr. BOSCAWEN : Yet in no cage has a license been granted ?
No.

Consequently, the condition in the minute is practically a dead

letter ? -The right is there still.

Is the right of any use if it is not carried into effect 2-I think
it is .

Is it the intention of the Pust Office in the case of future applica

tions to refuse as the previous ones have been ?-I think that is a

question that the chairman could answerbetter.

Have you any different line of policy in the Post Office ? -I must

decline to answer that, unless the chairman instructs me.

Have not the Telephone Company taken thecream of the country ?

-They began in that way , but they are extending their servics.

Proceeding, WITNESS said he would not allow municipalbodies to

establish telephonic systems in places where there was no service,

but would leave it to the Post Office. The Post Office had aot estab

lished many services of late years, because there was no demand for

them . From their own point of view , the company had pursued the

wise policy of getting the leading men of different places to work

with them . Hedid not know the means employed, but it was the

outcome of a bad system . From a commercial point of view , it was

not an unreasonable system for the company toadopt. His remedy

wouldbe to take overthe whole system , and put it in the hands of the
Post Office .

By Sir H. HOWORTH : When the legal proceedings against the

Telephone Company were going on thePost Office submitted pro.

posals to the Treasury for establishing telephones, and in a letter

dated December 16th, 1880,theTreasury consented onthe understand

ing that it would enable the Department to negotiate satisfactorily

with the telephone companies. Hebelieved that great inconvenience

to the publicwould arise if they had competitive systems in different

places . It would probably take eight or nine yearsfor the Pust Office

to establish a really proper competitive system over the country. In

Sweden the State had boughtup all the local districts, with the
exception of one. la France there was no private company, and in

Italy there never had bien a private system . The only place where

there was a municipal service was Holland, and in that country the

trunk lines were in the bands of the Government. Some facilities

bad been
the Government to the Telephone Company outside

the agreement.

Electric Power for Mines Drainage. — A second

scheme for unwatering the Tipton miaes was enunciated batore the

South Staffordshire Mines Drainage Commissionerson Wednesday

last week . It was explained that the first scheme bad gone as far

as it would at present. The drainage of the level had not quite

had the anticipated effect. They expected it would letch out at

least 3,000,000 gallons, whereas it bad only brought a third of that

amount. The question they had to decide therefore was what was to

be done in regard to the unwatering of the mines, seeing that they

couldnot expectby anyreasonable amount of levelling to attain the
end they desired in fact, the cost of driving levels into every

proprietor's colliery would be larger than could be met by the

funds the Commissioners had at their command. It was, however,

absolutely necessary that they should deal with the water in some

way or other. The original Tipton district engiaeering scheme was

to have two large pumping engines at different stations, and an

extensive hydraulic system whereby they could pump from various

points in the district which were not reached by the main engines.

Since the scheme was propounded, the Midland Electric Corporation

for Power Distribution, Limited, had tried to es'ablish themselves

in the district, and if they succeeded, as they believed they would ,

the Commission, insteadof having to finda large capital for an

hydraulic system , besides the heavy cyst of maintenance, wouli

get & supply of electrical power at 80 much per unit, whilst

the capital outlay would be considerably less. It appeared most

desirable,if the Electric Power Company came into thedistrict, that

they should take advantage of their scheme, in order to drain the

surface at points where at present water got into the mines because

they were lower than the brooks, and at which no amount of levelling

would be thoroughly effective. Their general manager (Mr. E.

Howl) and surface works engineer (Mr. E. B. Martea) had gon :

carefully intothe question, and found that there were atthe present

time about 50 points in the district below any drainage, where

reservoirs could be made and pamps started driven by electrical

power. By having these stations and electrically-driven pumps to

deal with excessive rainfalls quickly, it was blieved that the quantity

of water now getting into the mines would be reduced bị about

one -third , which would be a great saving. They werenow pumping,

roughly, about 9,000,000 gallons every 24 hours, and ifthe suggested

scheme could be carried out this quantity would be reduced to about

6,000,000 gallons, which their present engines could copewith. Then

it was proposed to deal with that water which found its way into

the mines, butwould not flow to the main engines, by a system of

semi-portable engines taken , by arrangement with proprietors, to
collieries where they were most required. Probably eight or ten

Buch pumping stations would drain the whole district, and enable

mines to be worked that were now under water. The Commission

had obtained authority to spend £ 100,000 on the Tiptın district

engineering scheme, bat up to the present they had not spent much

of this amount. It was calculated that the capital sum reqaired to

provide the 50 pumpiog stations would be about £ 20,000, in addition

to which there would b3 the price to be paid to the companyfor the

supply of the electrical energy and the cost of looking after the

various stations. The sooner , the chairman added, the Electric

Company came forward and helped the Commission out of their

difficalty the better. The company had offered the Commission

terms which were satisfactory, and he sincerely trusted that they

would be able to carry out their proposals.

NEW HAVEN STREET LIGHTING .

The average reports of city lighting committeesare not absorbingly

interesting documents, but once in a while we (New York Electrical

Engineer) comeacrossone that gives us some real information. An

cxample of such is the 1897 report of the Committee on Lamps of

the city of New Haven, Conn., just issued. As the lightiog of this

city is in most iotelligent bandsacloser iaspection ofthis report will

prove of value to lighting committees and central stations as well.

New Haven is lighted by three systems, gas, naphtha, and electric ;

there being 442 arc lights, 105 Welsbach, 633 plain gas and

512 naphtha lamps. All lighting is done by contract withprivate

companies. The city is now paying $ 98.55 per arc light of 1,200 C.P.,

the electric lights being lighted at dusk and extinguished at dawn

every night in the year, thus coveriog 4,000 hours of burning.

Regarding the question of complaints due to outages, &c. , we notice

that from these various causes gas gave rise to 1,168 complaints,

naphtha 709, electric lights 401. Quite a marked percentage of these

complaints were due to the effect a high windlast November, in

which, however, the electric light showed up remarkably well. While

none of these were out or broken, the Welsbachs showed one

out, plain gas showed eight out and one broken , while naphtha

showed 77 out, for that one night. During the whole year

278 lamps were reported out at various times, of which 50

occurred ia a s'ogle night during February, 1897 , when one of

the circuits was broken by a falling tree during an extraordinarily

high wind . Considering that the total number of electric

lamps is 442 burning every night, and that only 278 lamps

Electric Launches. We understand that the British

Electric Traction Company have undertaken the control of the

Immisch Electric Launch Company , and that launchescannow be

booked at Dynington House, Norfolk Street, Strand. Toe Immisch

Launch Company, who were the pioneers of the electric launch

business, now possess a fl set of over 20 launches, which are

ackaowledged to be the finest on the river Thames. An interesting

descriptive and illustrated pamphlet, giving full particulars as to

rates, and much useful information to frequenters of the river, can be

had on application. The headquarters of the company are still at
Platt's Eyot, Hampton.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES. - TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES.
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:
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do .

102

1895 . 1696 . 1897.

137,4001 African Direct Telegraph, 4 % Deb. 100 4 % 100 -104 100 -104

25,000 Amazon Telegraph, shares 10 7 8 7

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs . Red . 100 93 - 96 93 96

923,9601 Anglo -American Telegraph Stock £2 9s £ 2 138 3 %
64 67 64 67

3,038,0201 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Stock £4 18s £ 5 6 6 % 115 —116 115 -116

3,038,0201 Do. do. Deferred ... Stock 154 - 164 151 - 164

130,000 Brazilian Submarine Telegraph 10 ? % 7 % 7 % 151- 16 151 - 16

75,0001 Do. do . 5 % Debs. 2nd series, 1906 100 112 -116 112-116

44,000 Chili Telephone, Nos . 1 to 44,000
5 i

2- 31 21 31

10,000,000$ Commercial Cable $100 8 % 180--190 180 -190

918,2971 Do. do. Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 104 –106 105 -107

224,850 Consolidated Telephone Construction and Manufacturing 10/- 11% 2 % ਲ 16

16,000 Cuba Telegraph ... 8 % 8 % 7 % 64 64 71

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref . 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 141- 154 143 151

12,931 | Direct Spanish Telegraph 5 4 % 4 % 4 5 4 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Cum . Pref. 5 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 11 10 11

30,0001 Do. do . 41 % Debs . , Nos . 1 to 6,000 50 44 % 41 % 44 % 103-106 % 103 -106 %

60,7101 Direct United States Cable 20 21% 21 % 104 , 11 101 - 11

120,000 Direct West India Cable , 44 % Reg. Deb . 100 100-103 100-103

400,000 Eastern Telegraph , Nos. 1 to 400,000 10 | 61 % 61% 17 171 17 173

70,000
Do.

6 % Cum . Pref.
10 6 18 19 18 19

89,900 Do. 5 % Debs., repayable August, 1899 100 5 101 -104 101-104

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort. Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 4 % 124 -128 124 -128

250,000 | Eastern Extension , Australasia , and China Telegraph 10 | 7 7 % 7 % 173— 18 171 - 18

Do. 5 % (Aus . Gov. Sub. ) Deb . , 1900 , red . ann .
100 5 % 5 % 5 % 100 -104 100 -104

drgs . , reg . 1–1,049, 3,976—4,326
100,5001 do. Bearer, 1,050-3,975, 4,327–6,400 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 101 –104 101 -104

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb. Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 4 % 126 —129 126 129

Eastern and South African Telegraph , 5% Mort. Deb .,
100 5 % 5 % 100 -104 100 -104

1900 red . ann. drgs., Reg. Nos . 1 to 2,343
46,5001 Do. do. to bearer , 2,344 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

300,0001 Do. 4 % Mort. Debs . , Nos . 1 to 3,000, red . 1909 100 4 % 4 % 101 -104 101 104

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg. Mt.Debs. (Mauritius Sub. ) 1-8,000 25 4 % 4 % 105 --108 105 -108 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust 10 41 % 111- 118 111- 12

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pref. 10 6 6 % 6 164- 17 164 171

150,000 Great Northern Telegraph, of Copenhagen ... 10 10 10 % 10 % 281— 294 29 30

160,0001 Do. do. do. do. 5 % Debs. 100 5 5 % % 100 -103 100 -103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable, 41 % 1st . Mort.Debs. , 100 98 -103 98 -103

within Nos. 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo -European Telegraph 25 10 % 10 % 10 % 50 - 53 53

100,0001 London Platino-BrazilianTelegraph, 6 % Debs.6 100 6 6 % 108 -111 108 -111

28,000 Montevideo Telephone, 6 % Pref., Nos . 1 to 28,000 5 21- 23 21- 23

484,597 National Telephone, 1 to 484,597 5 54— 52 51 58

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum. 1st Pref. 10 14 16 14 16

15,000 Do.
6 % Cum. 2nd Pref.

10 15 - 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 5 % Non -cum . 3rd Pref . , 1 to 250,000 5 59- 58 53- 58

1,329,4711 Do. 31 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 31% 101--106 101-106

171,504 Oriental Telephone and Elec., Nos. 1 to 171,504,fully paid 1 5 % 5

100,0002 Pacific and European Tel. , 4 % Guar . Debs. , 1 to 1,000 ... | 100 4 % 4 % % 105 -108 105 -108

1:1,839 Reuter's ... 8 5 % 5 % % 9 xd 8 9

3,381 | Submarine Cables Trust Cert. 136 -141 136 -141

58,000 United River Plate Telephone 5 4 5 % 4 41
41

146,7331 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Stock 5 % 104 -107 104 -107

15,609 West African Telegraph, 7,501 to 23,109 10 4 % nil nil 31- 41 31- 41

213,4001 Do. do. 5 % Debs . 100 5 % 5. % 99-102 99 -102

64,269 Western and Brazilian Telegraph 15 3 % 2 % 31 12 · 121 12 124

33,129 Do. do. do. 5 % Pref. Ord. ... 71 5 % 5 % 71- 8 71- 8

33,129 Do. do. do. Def, Ord . 71 nil 4 41 44- 41

389,521 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 104 -107 104 -107

88,321 West India and Panama Telegraph 10 3 %
1 % 로

34,563 Do. do. do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 6
6 % 73

4,669 Do. do. do . 6 % Cum .2ndPref. 10 6 % 6 % 5 7 5

80,0001 Do. do. do. 5 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 106 -109 106 -- 109

1,163,000$ Western Union of U.S. Telegraph, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $1000 7 % 7 % 7 % 103 -108 105 -109

160,1001 Do. do . 6 % Ster. Bonds 100 6 % % 6 % 100 -105 100 -105
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nil 137

67

133

30,000 Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply 5 % 6 % 7 % 12 13

20,000 Do. do. do. do. 41 % Cum . Pref. 6 64

26,000 * Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ord . , Nos. 1 to 10,277 ... 5 % 5 % 6 % 81 93

60,000 Do.
do. do . 41 % Deb . Stock Red .... Stock 41 41 % 41% 115-117

50,000 City of London Electric Lighting, Ord. 40,001-90,000 % 10 % 241- 251

10,000 Do. Prov. Certs . Nos . 90,001 to 100,000 £5 16 , -- 173

40,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref.,1 to 40,000 6 % 6 % 6 % 16 , - 171

490,000 Do. 5 % Deb . Stock , Scrip. (iss . at £ 115) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 % 129 --134

30,000 County of Lond. & Brush Prov . Elec . Ltg. , Ord . 1430,000 nil nil 13 · 14

10,000 Do. do . do. Nos . 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 paid . 64- 7 글

20,000 Do , do . do . 6 % Pref . , 40,001–60,000 6 % 6 % 6 % 15 16

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp., Ord . Shares 1--17,400 £4 paid 31 41

10,000 House -to -House Electric Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100
9 10

Do. do . 7 % Cum. Pref . 7 11 12

62,400 * Metropolitan Electric Supply , 101 to 62,500 4 % % % 16 · 17

220,0001 Do. 41 % First Mortgage Debenture Stock 41 % 41 % 41 % 117 --- 121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lighting 2 % 4 % 6 %! 181 - 194

31,980 * St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light, Ord . 71% 101 % 141 % 16 17

20,000 Do. do . 7 % Pref., 20,081 to 40,080 7 % 7 % 7 % 10 11

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 4 % 107 -110

43,341 | South London Electricity Supply , Ord., £2 paid 5 2 21

79,900 | Westminster Electric Supply, Ord., 101 to 80,000

| 6 %
151
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7
6
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2
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12 13

6 61

8.- 91

115 -117

241- 251

16 , - 171

161 171

129 - 134

13 14

6.- 71

15 16

3.1 41

9 10

104 111

15 16

117 -121

18 19

16 17

94 10 !

107 -110

2 21

154 165

10,000 103

163

:சு:
:1576

19

162 161

276

16}

23

1555 i 7 % 9 % 12 % 16 17

* Subject to Founder's Shares. + Quotations on Liverpool StockExchange.

| Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . 1 Dividends paid in deferred sharewarrants, profits being used as capital.

Dividends marked & are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES – Continued .

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.

1

Present

Issue.

Stock

or

Share
NAME.

Dividends for

the last three years.

Clo - ing

Quotation
June 1st.

Closing

Quotation

Juue 8th .

Business done

i during week
ended

1

June 8th , 1998.

...

}

.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:

11

-

16

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

O/

1895.1 1896 . 1897. Highest Lowest ,

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 151 - 16 151 - 16 151

Do. do . 6 % Cum. Pref . 30,001—40,000
10,000

10 7 8 7 8 79 73

£ 4 pd. ( issued at £2 10s . prem . all pd . )

90,000 Brush Elecl . Enging., Ord. , 1 to 90,000 3 21 % nil nil 2 13 23 13

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Pref., 1 to 90,000 2 3 % nil 4 % 27- 24 214 21 2 21

125,0001 Do. do . 41 % Perp. Deb. Stock Stock 110-114 110 –114

50,000 Do. do . 2nd Deb . Stock Red . Stock 101 -104 101 -104

19,894 Central London Railway , Ord. Shares
10 10 105 10 10. 101 107

129,179 Do. do . do . £ 6 paid 10 6 6. 6 63 64

59,254 Do. do. Pref . balf -shares £l paid 11 13 17 1,8

67,680 Do. do . Def. do. £5 paid 44 43 45

630,0001 City and South London Railway Stock 116 % 12 % 13 % 68 71 68 71 70 % 694

82,850
{ Crompton & Co., 5 % lst Mort. Reg. Debs., 1 to 743 of

88 93 91

£ 100 , and 901 to 1,070 of £ 50 Red .

Edison & Swan United Elec. Lt., “ A ” shares, £ 3 pd .
99,261 5 5 % 51% 21- 23 21- 23 21

1 to 99,261

17,139 Do. do . do . “ A ” Sharos, 01–017,139 5 5 % 51% 4 5 4 5 416

194,023
Do. do . do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red . 100 103 — 105 103 -105

110,000 Electric Construction , 1 to 110,000 2 % 6 % 25— 23 29- 23 25

16,343 Do. do . 7 % Cum . Pref. , 1 to 16,343 2 7 33- 33 33- 33

111,100 Do. do . 4% Perp . 1st Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 - 108 106 —108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Copper Depositing , 1 to 70,000
2

67,275 Elmore's Wire Manufacturing, 1 to 69,385, issued at 1 pm . 2

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley , 7 % Cum . Pref . , 1 to 9,600 10 101 % 7 %
9 11 9 11

12,500 Henley's ( W. T. ) Telegraph Works , Ord .
10 8 12 10 % 214

221 21 :1 22 227

3,000 Do. do . do . 7 % Pref . 10 7 7 7 % 18.1 192 18. 199

50,000 Do. do. do . 41 Mort. Deb. Stock ... Stock 41 % 41 4,1 % 110 -115 110 -115

50,000 India -Rubber, Gutta-Percba and Telegraph Works 10 10 % 21 21 22

300,000 Do. do . do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debs . 100 102 -106 102 -106

37,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway, Ord . 10 27 % 27 % 31 % 105- 10 % 1016

10,000 | Do. do. Pref., £10 paid 10 5 5 % 15 % 161 151 - 161

37,350 | Telegraph Construction and Maintenance 12 15 % 15 15 % 34 37 34 37

150,000 Do. do. do . 5 % Bonds , red. 1899 100 -105 102 -105 103

540,0001 | Waterloo and City Railway, Ord . Stock 100 132 -135 130 -133

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid .

Dividends marked & are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

* Birmingham Electric Supply, Ordinary £5 (fully paid ) 103. London Electric Supply Corporation, £5 Ordinary, 31-4.

House -to - House, 41 % Debentures of £ 100, 107–110 . * T . Parker, £ 10 (fully paid ) , 151 .

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting, Ordinary Shares Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity , £ 5 Ordinary Shares fully

£ 5 ( fully paid ) 15-16 ; 1st Preference Cumulative 6 % , £5 paid , 8–82 . Dividend for 1896—6 % .

( fully paid ), 8-84. Debentures, 107–110 . Dividend, 1897 ,

on Ordinary Shares 10% .

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 3 per cent. (June 2nd, 1898).
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THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIA

TION, 1898.

SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS. *

By J. R. BLAIKIE, Chief Assistant Electrical Engineer, Bristol.

The controlandmeasurement of electric energy is one of the most

fascinatingdetails of this branchofengineering.

The switchboard, with its glittering array of polished metal and

graduated dials, has alwaysan attraction for the lay mind, while its

intricacy or beautiful simplicity is asource of wonder or poetic ap
preciation to those betteracquainted with such devices.

Almost every station has some noticeable peculiarity with regard

to its switch gear, and there are few stations that have not lived to

see radical changes brought about in this portion of the original

scheme. The result at the presenttime is that it is almost impossible to

classify the types now in use. This striking nonconformity, although

intensely interesting, is not particularly happy, since it appears to

show either ignorance or vanity on the part of the designers.

One must admit that the spirit of commercial industry is to

suppress varieties in favour of a standard. It would be ridiculous to

suppose that the mere straining after novelties has been the whole

cause of the present multifarious assortment. Switchboards have

been conscientiously designed and constructed to suit individual cases,

simply because there was no general standard that might be adopted.

After certain results and experiments, modifications and improve

ments have been gradually introduced. But this form of private

research work is too frequently misguided and uneconomical. The

experimenter cannot, as a rule, afford to test a portion of his work

to destruction . So long as it answers his immediate purpose he is

satisfied .

A certain elegance of variety andsome treasures of ingenuity must
be sacrificed to further the march of scientific progress. One must be

content to labour in a vast organisation and strive towards a higher

ideal than a more or less original switchboard. It is hard for a

young enthusiast to surrender an opportunity for displaying a

capacity for design in a field of such unlimited possibilities. It is tar

easier for him to imagine that there are peculiar necessities and require

ments in the case under consideratiou ; but seeing that tbere are life

Read June 8th.

risks, and that the very heart of the undertaking lies in the switch

board, surely it should be the outcome of the strongestpossible com

bination of experience, and beyond the reach of individual fancy,

Before dealing with the disposition of the component parts of the

switch gear , it mightbe well to inquire into the duties and charac.

teristics of the details.

The necessity for ever breaking_ & circuit while carrying much

energy is not universally granted. For example, Prof. Forbes,in bis
paper on “ The Electrical Transmission of Power from Niagara

Falls," November 9th, 1893, says : “ I hold that it is a piece of cul
pable ignorance, ruinous to the machinery, if anyone should ever, on
a large power circuit with alternating current, suddenly break the

circuit while current is passing. The practice is quite unnecessary,

and has given rise to a large proportion of the breakdowns of alter

Dating current machinery." Nevertheless, there are switches at

Niagara ( see Cassier's Magazine, page 291, Niagara number) capable

cf breaking 5,000 horse -power, without damage to themselves, & c.

Prof. Fleming agrees with Prof. Forbes, but he asks what happens it

the circuit opens itsell, and what is to be done about fases. Unforte

nately Prof. Forbes omits these points in his reply .

In practice, of course, one never opens a circuit conveying mucb

energy, unless some unforeseen circumstance throws the whole or a

portion of the machinery out of the usual control. Could not such

emergencies be met by inserting a moderate amount of resistance or

impedance in the circuit, increasing either by degrees, if necessary ?

The same might apply to cut-outs when they are under the observa

tion of an attendant. Inthe author's opinion main switches should

work through steps in this manner, making it impossible to make or

break with large currents.

Assuming, as is customary, however, that a sudden break is neces.

sary, or that the switch is in such form that a sudden break could be

made by a mistake, or accident, on the part of the attendant, while

transmitting a large amount of energy, the essential characteristics of

the design appear to be as follows :

1. That there shall be no danger to the operator, either by electric

shock or from particles of molten metal Aying free,this latter to apply

to adjacent apparatus as well.

2. That there shall be no maintained arc .

3 That the contacts shall not beburnt or injured, in such a

manner, as to preveut the efficient working of the switch on closing

again .
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4. That the contacts and current carrying portions of the switch

shall always be in such a condition that no heating will occur while

carrying the maximum current for an indefinite period.

With reference to the first condition there are several well kdown

satisfactory examples. The plug form having a large insulating

handle and shield, the breaks being in earthenware pots, gives a

pretty certain immunity from danger. A sufficiently long handle or

mecbanism actuated bycords can be considered safe.

Another method is to mount & plate glass screen between the

operator and the breaking contacts, but this does not protect the

other apparatus.

To secure a certainty of break many contrivanes have been

devised . The simplest means is a sufficiently long air -gap in the
circuit .

For the sake of eliciting the opinions of the gentlemen assembled ,

some breaks ( total length ) for various conditions are suggested,

asouming that the breaks are made with considerable and uniform

rapidity.

.

Amperes

100 to 300

volts alternat ng

or contiuuous.

000 to 1,000

volts

continuous.

2,000

volts

alternating.

Inches,

5

25

30

73

100

150

200

300

400

500

1

1 %

11

2

3

Inches.

4

6

8

10

12

12

13

14

15

16

Inches .

4

6

10

12

13

14

15

165

6

7

18

20

(When these breaks arein the tubes, and so protected from air

currents, it might be well to add, say, 50 per cent. to the length

ofthe gap, and the same it the breaks are in a vertical direction .)

The air - gap may be in one line, but in order to save space and

ensure a rapid break, it is more frequent to have several breaks made

simultaneously in a circuit. It is not safe , however, to draw out two

or more arce,close together in air, without a substantial fireproof in

sulator between , as a slight current of air will blow them together,

and thus defeatthe action of the switch .

The plug switch becomes rather too cumbrous in large sizes since

the sockets must be very deep or the plugs must be spaced out con

siderably.

One very happy solution is the use of an electro -magnet in the

main circuit to blow out the arc when it is formed . Another effec

tive, though perhaps rather complicated means, is the application of

X shutter, or clapper, which flies through the path of the arc and
blows it out with the air currents set up. Some other designs cause

the circuit to be broken under water or an insulating oil, but to the

author this appears to be a last extremity, as there are obvious

objections to the use of a liquid .

To satisfy the 3rd condition “ that the contacts shall not be burnt,

& c.,” is a comparatively simple matter. The rate of breaking is a

primary consideration, though itmay not apply so forcibly in the

case of the alternating currents. The use of springs, or the multi

plicity of simultaneous breaks, suggests itseli at once. A libera)

weight of metal, or the proximity of a good heat conducting fireproof

insulator, reduces the temperature of the arcing points somewhat.

As an extra precaution, the blades are usually made of wedge shape,

and plugs are tapered, so that they may clear themselves more or

less on returning, by shearing off the small globules of metal left on

the contact faces. It is therefore desirable that the mechanism should

be able to withstand such strains, and so proportional that sufficient

force can be applied. Another way of overcoming this difficulty is

to provide auxiliary contacts which break just after the main con

tacts, and so carry the arc . These contacts may be merely butting

Burlaces, which are not much the worse for being burnt, or provided

with easily renewable faces, or some material having a bigh melting

or volatilising point ; such as carbon.

The degree, in which the various switches on the market meet this

requirement, is readily seen .

The current -carrying capacity of the contacts is of the greatest

importance, since a defective contact deteriorates at a sort ofcompound
interest law . Taper plags and spring jaws almost iavariablysbare

this responsibility . When one reflects that trouble from thissource

may loosen the whole contact from the board by destroying an ebonite

bush, melt the solder from a sweating thimble, and allow a cable to

tall, or even render the handle of the switch useless or unsafe, there

is enough material for serious thought. In addition to this, there is

not a very far remote chance of fire. Possibly there may have been

few accidents up to the present time from this cause, owing to the

newness of theapparatus,or from the fact thatmany switcbes are

not working up to their full capacity . Certainly in point of design

this is one of the weakest features. In some instances, the spring in

cast brass and copper, without any means of adjustment for wear, is

all thatcan be relied upon. In the case of four plugs rigidly fixed to
a bandle there are instances where they are supposed to go tight

home into four fired conical sockets . There are a few relics of the

dark ages, when current was allowed to pass through the hinge or

pivot of a switch. Of course there are contacts of the laminated

type, built up of hard drawn or hammered copper, which are

admirably suited to their purpose. As a general conclusion, under

this heading, it appears that it is advantageous to have few, prefer

ably only one breaking contact in a circuit, which can easily be

Arranged by means of flexible connections . This arrangement gives

the operator an opportunity of feeling the condition of the spring

contact while forcing the switch home.

It has occurred to the author with reference to this subject, that

there might be a useful application of a well-known invention of a

paint which changes colour on heating.

The merits and risks of automatic apparatus open a very wide

question. Where spring: are employed , they should only be strained

through a small part ot their range , and carefully secured from all

possible chances of getting beated, either by current passing through

them , or by conduction or radiation from other sources. There should

also be some provision for retainicg the spring, or parts of it, should

it happen to break. A single speck of rust on asteel spring will come.

times cause it to break ; but the reliability of such springs as are

used in watches and rifle locks may be urged in favour of their use

wben thoughtfully applied. Weights released by triggers and catches

are tre quently used wiih success, but the inertia may sometimes be a

drawback. Special attention should be paid to binges, &c , in such

apparatus, since a elight defect may alter the adjustment, or loul the

wbole mechanism . In gwitch work it is quite common to have bragt

working on brass , both of the same composition ; this is sure to cut

and bind in time. When it comes to talking of an automatic appli.

ance that does not work, adjectives fail. Ano:ber point sometimes

neglected is the provision of suitable buffers , or arrangements for

takiog up the mechanical shock or jar. Unfortunately nearly all

iosulating materials are mechanically weak, so they should never be

Aubjected to rough usage. In most cases these switches are set

by hand , and can therefore have strong reliable contacte. Where

they have to be operated at a distance by means of a small current,

the contacts are & serious trouble. An accumulation of small

impulses can be used, or the much-abused mercury cups have to do

duty . There are details in mercury cups, however, which make all

the difference. The cups should be of iron pickel-plated, the copper

torks should also be nickel- plated, and be shaped to cause as little

splashing as possible .

For large currents and high voltages a multiplicity of breaks should

be employed, so that a comparatively low speed will be sufficient.
The author has had under big notice & switch for 15 amperes, 100

volts, in daily use for about three years . Three others, one for 15

amperes, 200 volte, the other two from 8 to 15 amperee, 100 volte,

for 18 months. All these switches have given complete satisfac

tion, and up to the present time have required absolutely no
attention .

Switches requiring a shunt coil permanently in circuit are

generally looked at a -kance, not for the sake of the coal here repre

sented (though one does sometimes hear about the fuel consumed by

a voltmeter) bat mainly because the shoot coil has been known to

break down.

It it were recogaised that a coil will not stand unlimited cooking

at, say , 150° F. , that it is subjected to high pressure strains, due to

induction at times, and that in the case of alternating currents, the

wires must be specially supported and secured to resist the tendency

to vibrate, then perbaps a coil could be made worthy of the

Occusion. What may be good enough for a single arc lamp is not

good enough to bear the reputation of a cental station.

S ) much for main switches. Plug connections have some points in

common , though the problem is very much simpler. A ta per plug

between two blocksof metal, although almost universal for laboratory

instruments, is rarely, it ever, used on a switchboard. A spring clip

made to sandwich two projecting tongues is sometimes used, but the

most usual form is a screw plug to connect bars on the back and front

of a slate panel. Another form connects a back and front board by

pushing a parallel plug through spriug contacts. Ample weight of

metal will, in most cases, make a sound connection , since there is

nothing to impair the original fit.

For very heavy currents, perhaps, in the case of screw plugs, it

may be well to have a spanner appliance instead of the ordinary

fluted bandle. The fire risks should also be considered, in the event

of a plug being taken out by accident wbile carrying a current.

Facilities for replacing a portion of the bars damagedin this way

would be advantageous.

Fuses, although so simple in conception , are often one of the

most troublesome details . Fur low tension circuits certainly the

problem sems elementary , yet there are cases where links of

copper as large as the mains have been substituted for fusible metal.

There is a difference of opinion as to the most suitable metal for a

fase. Tin , lead , and copper are generally employed . Then comes the

question as to whether a thin strip, a single wire, a number of single

wires stretched parallel to each other, or a number of small wires

twisted together,makes the most reliable fuse.

The purity of the metal is also of great consequence. In designing

a tuse , the objects in view are :

1. Safety to attendants and adjacent instruments from molten metal

or splintered insulating material.

2. A positive break in the circuit when the fu se does melt.

3. An accurate knowledge of the capacity under the condition of its

mounting

4. Durability.

5. A safe, simple, and rapid means of replacing.

6. Mechanical strength, rendering it independent of skilled or

specially careful handling.

7. Protection from other sources of heat from imperfect contacts,
&c.

8. Compact ness.

Taking a few common examples, they are mostly defective in one or

two points .

The tin strip reduced in section at the centre is generally suit

able for low tension work, but it is almost invariably unprotected,

and frequently in such a position that it will blow right in an

attendant's face if he should happen to close a switch on a short

circuit . "
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This type is the most durable, and the most accurately gauged , but

it a large range of size is required it is a nuisance to have tokeep so

many spares, especially as they areusually of a particular pattern . A

rapid replacement is managed ty throwing overa link or inserting a

plog to connect another luse already mounted. Otherwise it is satis

factory .

For high tension work, there are quite a lot of examples that will

not break the circuit in the case of a sudden " short circuit .” Copper

wire is generally most successful, since there is a lessquantity of

vaporised metal left in the path of the arc. In very small sizes, bow

ever, it is difficult to manipulate. Running in its normal condition,

at a bigh temperature it deteriorates rapidly. Again ,with a variety

of fittiogs and mountings, the value forany particular gauge alters

considerably. Where the balance is held in favour of copper, there

should always be an easy means of inspection at any time. Either a

transpirent shield should be used or a duplicate system employed,

which will allow a fuse to be removed and examined without inter

ropting the supply. One well-knownfuse consists of alength of wire

soldered at either end to plugs having ebonite handles. The

mechanical weakness of this arrangement may lead to seriour acci.

dent. The operator gets one plug in ,then , perhaps , breaks the wire,

and the live end sags down and toucheshis hand. Besidesthis, there

is the inconvenience of having to solder the wire to the plugs.

Another bas a wire fitted into a gange glass, sealed at the endo, and

ball full of a liquid . These have been known to explode with great

violence. Let us hope that they have long since joined the ranks of

our old type."

A lead wire encased in an India -rubber tube, or a copper wire in an

Asbestos sheath, have been used with success as far as the break goes ;

a wire in a glass or earthenware tube, with the ends open, is reliable

it of sufficient length. One of the most recent designs bas many bovel

features. The bolder is in the form of a drawer made of earthenware,

baving a partition down the middle lengthwise. The fuse is a short

lengthof wire, strained over the partition by means of two springe,

the current being convi yed through Hexible conductors from two

wedged contact pieces projecting from the backend of the drawer,

When in use the drawer is filled with a special oil and pushed home,

so that the wedges enter spring jawr. When the fuse wire melts, the

springs carry the ends down under the oil, and so extiogaish the arc.

The makers claim that with this fuse 500 amperes at 2,000 volts can

be broken without any hitch.

The percentageof error in adjustment must be rather large, since it

would take some time to warm up a large mass of earthenware and oil ,

and again , the unknown tension of the spring introduces another

sourceof error. The fases are arranged indaplicate for inspection

and rapid replacement and are extremely compact.

ANMETERS .

Ammeters for the switchboard should be altogether different from

laboratory instruments. Tbe scale should be more accurately read .

able at the lowest part, if there is any difference. On a rising load,

one cannot run too close to the capacity of a machine, while it is of

the bigbest importance that one should know when the load has

fallen sufficiently when switching out a machine. Again, when used

on circuits, for perhaps 20 hours out of the 24, they are only indicat

ing on the lower partof the scale. In practice they are often sub

jected to powerful external influences, since it is generally convenient
to fix them close to the main omnibus bars. They should, there

fore, be specially protected from such distarbances. The moving

parts should be strong enough to stand excessive currents passing

momentarily, and for many cases the movement should be damped.

An ideal instiument, it not quite dead -beat, might bavea damping

arrangement adjustable, so that the necessary amount could be

applied under peculiar circumstances. An arrangement of terminals

such that a standard instrument could be connected in series by means

of flexible leads to enable the instrument to be checked whilein posi.

tion would be very convenient. Where a glass cover is used, it

should befar enough away from the pointer to minimise errors due

to static charges onthe surface.

The Edgewise pattern is becomingpopular pow for two reasons ;

it is morecompact as a switch board fitting,and when fixed in rows,

and the index of each standing at a different value, you get acarve

formed. The shape of this corye becomes more or less familiar to

the attendant, so ihat he more readily notices a change which may

point to an irregularity in the outside system . Ammeters for the

ixciting circuits of the machines areusually only required for alter

nators. To make intelligent use of these, they should be easily

readable through the range of the rheostat. They need not be read .

able below theinimumcurrent required for excitation. They should

be very accurate, well shielded from external influences, dead -beat,

and strong enough to stand rushes of current when the field is

switched on or off.

It is impossible to pass over the subject of ammeters without

drawing attention to the Weston instruments. To those pot familiar

with these, a summary of their advantages may be of interest.

Unfortunately they are only suitable for continuous currents. The

scale is perfectly unif.rm throughout the range. The action is re

markably drad -beat. The accuracy is very high, it is iodependent of

external influences, and the calibration is notimpaired by compara

tively rough usage. The current measured does not pass through

the instrument, so that it may be used on any part of the board , the

connections being two small wires. It is really a voltmeter, measur

ing a minute difference of potential across a ehunt wbich is placed

in the main circuit. Any number of shunts can be connected by

means of small plugs to one instrument. A pretty device sometimes
used with these ammeters is a luminous scale. The scale is trang.

lucent, the gradation lines and figures being opaque. A small lamp

fixed behind shows upthe reading boldly, so that it may be seen at å

distance. The recording ammeter is rarely used , and it is, perhaps,

an unnecessary refinement.

Integrating meters, ampere-hour, or wattmeters are bardly switch

board apparatus at present. They certainly would be usefal adjoncts,

and will probably become general. Theusual form ofcase may be an

objection. If the makers would turn out something all over lacquered

brass and a reasonable shape, there might be a development in this

direction . The same remarks on ammeters with reference to cali

brating with a standard instrument might be applied here. The

roller form of register instead of dials, in a large size, which could be

made of aluminium , would be an attractive feature.

VOLTMETERS.

It is most essential that voltmeters should be accurate instruments.

They must be sensitive to very small changes, and for some classes of

work dead -beat. They should be free from temperature errons, and

capable of continuouslyindicating the normal pressure for verylong

periods. They should always be protected by Tuses easily accessible.

Romarks onammeters withreference to stalic charges on glass covers

areapplicable in some cases.

There are three distinct classes of voltmeters in every day age,

electro-magnetic, electrostatic, and those depending on the expansion

of a metal due to heat. The electro-magnetic are not available for
alternating currents generally speaking, and except for the purpose

of recording instruments, where some power has to be expended in
overcomingthe friction ofthe pen on the paper, they do not possess

many advantages. The Weston instrument, however, from its dead .

beat action and extreme accuracy, is again a favourite. As a volt

meter it can be fitted with a luminous scale , and it is usually pro

vided with a movable index in the shape of a disc, which eclipses

a circular aperture in the pointer. This form of index is very easily

seen from a distance. Electrostatic voltmeters are useless for record .

ing, and some forms are liable to stick , owing to the very small forces

which actuate the pointer. They can, bowever, be used for alter

nating and continuous corrents, and they consume a minimum of

energy. They are most commonly employcd for high tension work.

Some engineers objectto a dangerous potential across an instrument,

especially as ithasto be observed closely, and frequently tapped to

ensure a correct reading. A small sparking gap bas to be introduced

to protect the instrument, and with concentric mains a momentary

riseof potential is commonand causes thefuses to blow .

The familiar " Cardew " is a most useful instrument, being appli

cable for continuous and alternating currents, and is very dead -beat

in action. Itgets out of adjustment rather tooeasily, however, and
is an awkward shape to accommodate on a switchboard. The bori

zontal pattern is much steadier than the vertical owing to the steadier

rate ofcooling . The consumption of energy israther heavy. In spite

of its many defects it is very popular,probably its wide open scale

and sensitiveness compsre very lavourably with rivalinstruments.
Recording voltmeters are developing, and may now render faithful

accounts of electrical pressure. But from some points of view they

arestill imperfect instruments, since they may sometimes igaore the

willingnessof the spirit, whilst testifyingto the weakness of the flesh .

Wherethese instruments are used , the temptation to tamper with them

should be removed, and the interpretation of the charts humane.

RHEOSTATS, MULTIPLE SWITCHES, AND FIELD SWITCHES.

Rheostats are often suggestive of the skeleton in the cap

board . They are unsightly , and the connections are frequently

clumsy, even though they may be sound. The choice of

resistance material is a matter of great interest. Some alloys

possessing excellent qualifications under laboratory tests have

been found to have become rotten and brittle after a few yean

ure, or they may suffer mechanical injury during construction,

either from bending, & c ., or heat applied for soldering. Radiating

surfaceshould constitute one of the principal features of the design ,

ventilation being not an unmixed blessing, as the more air you get

through the rheostat, the more dirt and dust is deposited. Compact

ness is desirable where it can be obtained without sacrificing otherad

vantages. The displacement due to the expansion of the metal while

hot must be provided for, and in forms other than the spiral, this is

rather anawkward matter. Spirals of wireare unsatisfactory, since

they are liable to shake together and interlock il accidentally dis

placed. They accumulate a lot of dirt, are inconvenient to clean,

and also in yolve comparatively confused connections to the multiple

switch. Where a rheostat is only in the field circait of an exciter

and consequently small, it may be wound on a block of slate having

& sliding connection along one edge. The slate absorbs a good deal

of the heat, which can then radiate from the larger surface . It is

objectionable to have the contact on the actual wire, as the wear and

any slight sparking might in time cause the wireto break . A great

advantage, however, can be claimed from the fact that such an

arrangement may be fitted on the board always in sight and kept

thoroughly clean. An improvement on this form andsuitable for

larger work is effectedby having special contact pieces fitted, and in

the use of several smallwires in parallel, whereby a large radiating

surface is gained. Tubular resistances would be better still, intro

ducing at the same time additional mechanical advantages.

With reference to multiple switches, besides ample current carry .

ing capacity, there must be exceptional provision for wear, as this
may be very heavy. Circular switches, or linear motion derived

from a screw , are most usual, but as there is a chance of the operator

forgetting for themoment which way to turn the handle, it is pre
ferable, in the author's opinion , to have a lever working through a

quadrant in a verticle plane at right angles to the board , the connec

tions being so arranged, that the rising of the handle raises the

voltage of the machine.

It is sometimes necessary to make fine adjustments, and occasionally

large alterations rapidly, so that a good regulating switch should have

two handles, one having a number of intermediate steps between any
twosteps of the other .

Field switches should always be so arranged that they short -circuit
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can

the windings at the instant of cutting off the current. The author

is acqainted with two designs, one by Messrs. Siemens, the other

by the Electric Construcion Company, which are well suited for

this duty.

SYNCHRONISING APPARATUS.

In alternating current stations this apparatus is of first importance,

and shouldbe the object of the designer's special care and foresight.

The possibility of a mistake on thepart of the operator shouldbe

thoroughly investigated. Therisk of breakdown in any part of the

apparatushaving been reduced to a minimum, provision should be

made for replacing any defective detail within a minute or two, with

no possitle chance of reversing a connection , or there should be a

simple method of throwing a spare set into circuit. There have been

three or more methods suggested for synchronising. First, two

lamps, or one lamp and a voltmeter, in series, off the secondariesof

two transformersin series, the primaries being one on each of the

pair of leads required to be synchronised. Second, a similar arrange

ment, having a telephone or buzzer to indicate the flow of current

through the secondaries. Third, gold - leat electroscope which can be

used direct on 2,000 -volt mains. The first method is almost always

employed , and it has the advantage of being easily seen by the driver,

enabling him to adjust the speed of his engine. This information

can also be obtained by lighting the station with alternating current

arc lamps. When the armature is at the correct speed , the coil

holdı rs appear to be stationary, or revolve very slowly forward and

backwards as the speed is too high or too low. It might be almost

worth while to switch on alamp in broad daylight, when synchronis

ing, for this purpose. Where alternate current arc lighting is

adopted a gold -leaf synchroniser could be used. It is more secure

from breakdown for having no transformer. It is very dead -beat, but

at present it has not been developed as a switchboard instrument,and

requires modification to preserve the extremely high insulation

necessary. Wbile on the subject of synchronising, it is instructive to

notice that in English stations an artificial load on the incoming

machine is considered unnecessary , although usually employed on the

Continent.

In one Eoglish station it has been found advantageous to parallel

machines through an impedance coil , and then short circuit the coil

in two steps. As an extra precaution the paralleling ofall machines,

up to 400kw. capacity, is done through a 20-ampere fase, and this

fase is not blownmore than once a month. (It may be mentioned

that the armatures are of the coreless type.)

Having discussed the details, thegeneral arrangement and construc

tion of the board may be criticised . Slate or marble are usual as a

base, but all holes should be bushed with ebonite, and ebonite plates

fixed under all instruments for high tension work. There is a skeleton

form , however, made of a lattice work of wood or angle iron, on which

the various instruments are mounted. This form is highly efficirnt

from many points of view , but in appearance it is untidy, and it

occupies a good deal of room . A recent development consists of a

number of cells, made by vertical slate partitions fitted into slate

shelves, whichare built into the wall. In this arrangement there is,

of course, no back, the connections being visible from the front, and

carried up througha verticalseries of cells.

The commonest form of board is constructed of slate slabs, or

panels, having the instruments on the front and all connections at

the back . It is the back of such boards that should be most closely

watched . It is often necessary to change an instrument, or connect

a new machine or feeder, and with bigh tension current at all

points such work is frequently attended with great personal risk.
Accumulations of dirt and dust have also to be removed

periodically ,

Such boards, it designed in a standard panel form to permit exten

sions, should also havea standard system of back connections suit

ably protected, and in no case should miscellaneous cable and wire
connections be allowed .

On double-pole boards the opposite poles should be far apart,

either horizontally or vertically . For the arrangement of omoibus

bars and varietiesof combinations some reasonable limit should be
fixed .

Breakdown terrors are usually more prominent in the minds of

high tension engineers. They may stimulate more careful design, but

there is also a tendency to run to seed io a progression of combina

tions. It may be reasonable to have a means of dividingthe main

omnibus bars, and perhaps have a spare set, sometimes called " hcs

pital bars," for thepurpose of connecting any particular circuit or any
particalar machine .

With reference to the relative sition of the apparatus there is a

decided preference for the complete set belongingto one generator,

or one feeder being ina vertical line, well marked . It is also advisable

to have the lines as close as possible, in order that the effect of any

adjustment can be watched inthe other lines. This principle is so

important that where some parts of the apparatus are necessarily

large, it might be worth while adding auxiliary gearing to permitof

concentration . It is, of course, essential that the handles of all the

controlling gear should bewithin easy reacb , and that the indications

of all instraments should be accurately readable from a convenient

position .

A necessity or temptation to lean or stretch over any portion of the
board should never exist.

It seems almost absurd to mentionsuch an obvious precept, yetit

is common enough to find a clock which has to be woundperiodically
mounted on the top of a switchboard . There are boards protected

on the front, but this rather encouragescarelessness, and is often at
the expense of safety at the back. By all means guard against every

conceivable accident, but under the roof of a central station aboard
should be assured from wilful misuse or grossly ignorant handling.

A main switch, fuses, or other safety device, and ammeter, are

among the first requisites of a panel; then , perhaps, there may be

plug connections, synchronisingconnections, field switch, and rheostat

gwitch. Voltmeters are usually common to the whole board , and

here a suggestion may be borrowed from an American practice -- in

that of mounting a voltmeter on a swinging bracket from the end of

the board . It can then be moved to show to the best advantage at

that part of the board wherean adjustment is being effected .

Field switches may be advantageously mounted on the machine;

by this arrangement there is a saving of conductors, and the man

who lets down the brushes may be more confident that the machine

is not excited at the time. For continuous current machines the

rheostat, and multiple regulating switch, might also be mounted on

the machine, oronthe wall close by, thereby saying long condactors.

Since the electrical pressure regulation is shared between adjast
ments of exitation and speed, both may be fittingly performed by

one man, preferably the driver or dynamo attendant,whose attention

be directly called to the brushes at every alteration .

Further, it can be urged that fire risks are minimised by distributing

the rheostats, and sitaating them away from the wood platform or

other such work in connection with the switchboard . In the case of

alternating current machinery, the rheostat switches at least must be

on the board, or close at hand .

But there are some alleviations to compensate for the fire risks

involved. Alternating curreat usually means high tension, and the

heat generated is of use in keeping the board at a slightly higher

temperature than the surrounding atmosphere. There are occasions,

when there is a fog, orperhaps in the event of a mishap with steam

connections, that this higher temperature may save condensation and
consequent troubles.

One of the most pressing considerations in connection with the

switchboard, as a whole, is the efficient protection from dust and

accumulations of dirt, especially at the bank. Not only should

elaborate precautions betaken, but an easy and sale means of inspec

tion and cleaning should be a prominent feature of the design.

Froman esthetic point of view , a little license can be granted it

all details are well designed. Wood mouldings and panelliog add

greatly to the general appearance. Someengineers severely cat

down anything that is inflammable; this, like everything else, c .

be carried to excess. When one considers the proximity of such

material to an open fire, in an ordinary dwelling house, andthe small

risk one attaches to it, a little ornamentation on a switchbard

appears to be reasonable. There is no necessity, however, to make a

switchboard a subject for rococo decoration, and , as mentioned b.fore,

there are fitter places for a clock than in a surmounting scroll.

With a view to standardisation, another suggestion hails from

America. One of the largest firms manufactures unit panels always

on a standard size of slate. They make 14 different capacities on a

panel 48 inches x 16 inches x 14 inches thick , and a blank panel

28 inches x 16 inches x 17 inches to go underneath. They are

bolted on to steel frames and adapted for unlimited extension. The

space required for a switchboard is not of such great importance it

correctlyestimated when desigaing the buildings. Too often, how

ever, it has to go somewhere between two windows, in a cramped

position, with little or no roomfor extensions.

The best position is probably on a gallery extending down the

length of the engine room , except in belt or rope drivenstations, in

which case it should be parallel with the drives to be safe, in the

event of an accident with the gearing. An elevated position such

that the operator can see and sigoal a driver at the stopvalve of any
eagine is about the ideal.

Though perhaps a little foreign to the subject, a system of engine

room signals might be conveniently touched upozbere . It is too

small a matter to be treated on under its own heading ; but, at the

same time, it is important in the administration of duties from the

switchboard. In large concerns a well organised system is indispen

sable , and in small stations, therefore, unorthodox sigas should be

considered as bad form . The practice of shouting and cat-calling

about an engine room , though it may betoken hearty goodwill land

enthusiasmamong young assistants and pupils, is, to say the least of

it, andigaitied ; such cries should be reserved for personal accidents.

A regalation whistle or bell, whichever can be more clearly distio

guished from the usual bum , should serve to call the attention of
drivers. The number of a machine can be indicated by displaying a

tablet having both sides painted the same. If the boardcan beseen

from every stop valve, alterations of speed can be signalled by

moving an extended hand and arm “ up ” or “down, " the driver

signalling the normal speed by moving his hand rapidly back and

forwards in a horizzatal plane. When the view is blcokd , different

toned bells , or a number of strokes may be employed, but it is remark .

able to find how easilysuch signals can bu forgotten , or confused,

after being in daily use for months. Another method is to illuminate

a small window , having a word painted on it, by means of a small

lamp: Almost any method will answer the purpose provided that it
is universal.

Turning once more to the question of standardisation, manu

facturers have now had the opportunity of gleaning from innu

merable specifications , and of silently witnessing some failures.

Perhaps a psychological treatise on the switchbard attendant,is still

required.

Thereare, without doubt, some curious instances of irregularities

due to absence of mind or fatigue. Itis not at all uncommon to see

a man feel the bearings and fill the oil caps of a standing machine ;

but when it comes to the switchboard attendant signalling “ naise

speed ” on a particular engine, the driver adjusting the governorct a

standing engine, and the attendant signalling back " all right,” the

subj-ct becomesdistinctly interesting . Then there is the man with

the laboratory training, who taps every instrument, including the

clockand the almanack ,before taking á reading._Fuses and plugs

have been pulled out while carrying currents. There was a story

once of theexciting correat being switched off an alternator wbile

running in parallel. Possibly designers have already, or

น

9

can
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die away.

easily obtain sufficient information of this description for their

guidance.

Once launched on this fascinating theme ideas and suggestions

spring like mushrooms. In the interests of science letus suppress

the prolificacy of imaginations, born of watching and wakefulness, in

the midnight hours.

Leave such work to professional designers whoregard inspirations

in the positive degree, and to men who live for " estimating ,” before

whose searching gaze the colours and glories of originality pass and

The author has endeavoured to point the necessity of good stan .

dard work for switchboards, and to discourage the individual of

desigoing propensities among " Resident Engineers." He is aware

that much bas been done already towards establishing a standard ,

but has recently received replies to inquiries from several large manu.

facturing firms, “ we have no standard, as we ind all specifications
differ . "

It should be reserved for the resident or consulting engineer to judge,

a representative body of engineers to frame rules and regulations, and

for designers and manufactcrers to perfect details and study

economical production.

In conclusion, the author desires to express his thanks to the

gentlemen and firmg who have rendered him liberal assistance in the

preparation of this paper.

8

SINGLE v. MULTIPLE GENERATING STATIONS.

By John F. C. SNELL, Borough Electrical Engineer, Sunderland.

This question is one by which doubtless many of us will be met,

especially those engineers in charge of direct currentcentral stations,

though the question will doubtless also affect to a less degree those

supplying alternating current. There is no doubt that too little care

has beentaken in many cases to gauge the extent of the demand

which will be made upon supply stations, and one finds small sites

adopted in many cases, or small stations pat down without seemingly

Any regard for future extensions or future unitormity of design.

While,on the one hand, it is imperative for the well being of these

undertakings to keep down the capital cost per kw. installed, on

the other hand, it is foolish and ill advised to pay no heed to tbe

tuture , and to design the station initially, so that extensions may not

be made systematically, and the result be a credit to the designer in

the future, and, at the same time, economical to the municipality

which he represents.

One cannot overlook the insignificance of many of our stations at

the present day compared with , as the author thinks, the dimensions

they must attain in the not remote future, and the question which

each engineer will have to consider, will be, shall the whole town

plant be centralised upon one site (which in most cases would have

to be extra -mural) or shall there be several supply stations at

different points ? The author commenced these notes before the

question was raised, at the late Parliamentary Committee and before

it had begun its deliberations, and it is interesting to note, that while

engineers generally admit the safety of extra high pressure supply,

many of the most eminent admit that multiple stations have great

advantages. The whole question is determined by the following

points :

1. The critical limit of H.P. installed from the point of economy.

2. Economical generation.

3. Eficiency of distribution .

4. Load factor.

Critical Limit of H.P. - This has been satisfactorilydetermined by

Dr. Alexander Kennedy in the discussion on Mr. Ellington's paper

on hydraulic power supply, read before the Institution of Civil

Engineers in 1894. The Professor there states that he has found
this critical limit to lie somewhere between three and five thousand

H.P. installed (Mr. Ellington's limit being much lower) and once

this limit is reached , it is just as economical to build anotherstation,

as to go on increasing the capacity of the first. This point being

conceded, the questions of site, nuisance, and economicalgeneration

will be considered below . The author's opinion is , that given sites

obtained with economy and carefully chosen, that this principle of

multiple stations is the right one, inasmuch as cther factors, such as

additionalsafety and reduced capital outlay on mains, and increased

efficiency in distribution are thereby obtainable.

Economical Generation . It is impossible, of course,to lay down

any standard on which a town supply can be based . But no doubt
the ideal to be aimed at is a direct current system , with its simplicity,

availability for power purposes, possibility of storage (which we may

hope will get greatly improve)and its undoubted reliability ; con

densing plant with its added efficiency, reduced charge for water and

boiler cleaning ; and a convenient position for economically obtaining

coal. It is impossible, except in rare cases , to obtain these advan.

tages as it were naturally, i.e, to find a site , at once alongside of

water, and a railway siding. By far the greater pumber of towng

will bave to adopt auxiliary means for cooling circulating water, if

they must needs obtain the advantages of condensation , and it would

therefore seem that in many cases it is unnecessary to build stations

outside a town , the only factor against this being the increased cost

of the sites in more central positions, but which may well be

outbalanced by the cost of mains to various sub -centres, when one

generating station is adopted . In the City of London no doubt, the

case is a specially peculiarone, but in the other large cities and towns
there are plenty of available sites which would be easy to obtain ,

where the station may be practically erected on the mains it eupplies.

The question of a slight charge on the coal for cartage, or even the

much more pronounced one ofcondensation, may be much outweighed

by the inefficiency of the distribution . That a site situated by a

river, for example, where surlace condensation may be obtained, is

one of the greatest blessings that a station can have will be

* Read June 9th .

admitted, but not so it a system has to be adopted which entails an

inordinate price for trunk mains and repeated transformation.

Distribution . - It may be taken as an axiom , that simplicity of

distribution is desirable, and even necessary , and we sball find that

out more and more as time goes on , also that the lower the pressure

adopted, consistent with economy, the safer and more reliable the

supply. One does not want to rake up the old discussion of the pros

and cons of alternating and direct currents, but let these remarks

apply to all stations of both classes ; therefore, from these points of

view alone, multiple stations with simple radiating feeders appear

to provide the simplest system obtainable. It cannot be overlooked

that the amount of conductors radiating from one huge extra -mural

station, would sometime bạcome enormous, and expensive culverts

wonld bave to be constructed .

Capital Costs - Multiple stations are not any dearer to construct

than single generating stations, for it one analyses the costs of one

of the London companies, or municipal towns having multiple

statiods, and bears in mind the relative miles of streets covered by

their distributing mains, one will find very little difference in the

cost of the two svstems at this earlier stage, and one may venture to

say that the difference as the load increases will be in favour of

those stations which are fixed directly on the centre of gravity , as it

were, of the system which they supply.

Load Factor. — There does not seem to be much in this point. If

Anything there is a chance of a better load factor at several stations

than with one large and distant one. Take a system which is supply

ing light and power, and supplying tramways, there can be no doubt

that the system will have a better efficiency of distribution when

several stations are erected ; will be better able to deal with the

requirements of the tramways and leakage ; and better able to solve

the problem of the decreasing spacein the streets available for msins.

The load factors of Glasgow and Liverpool, with multiple stations,

or at Westminster, are as good as towns of equal importance where

the whole supply is from one station, and the proportion of maximum

load to plant installed much the same. So there is not much in that

argument against multiple stations.

Nuisance.-- Objections which may be raised to intra -mural stations
are : -

1. Cartage of coals and ashes.

2. The absence of natural means of condensation of steam .

3. Smoke nuisance.

4 Vibration .

(1) The extra 8 or 9 per cent. payable on coal for cartage (as may

happen in the case of multiplestations), may be much more ont

weighed by the decrease in efficiency of distribution when the

station is outside the town, added to which must be the interest on

the capital cost, which the extra mains entail.

(2) Condensation . This has been touched on before, and , as bag

been said, probably the majority of stations in future will have to

provide artificial means for dealing with the circulating water it

condensation of steam is to be adopted. Those stations which have

some natural source, such as a river or the sea , will no doubt have

the advantage, and he would be unwise who would omit to sieze

these opportunities, if they are at all possible. The saving which

may be obtained from the reduced consumption of steam , and con

sequently of coal, the absence of any charge for feed -water, and the

less cost of cleaning the boilers are the advantages. Doubtless,

therefore, there are cases where the economics of this problem can

be better met by centralising the plant (probably in the future this

may mean three-phase plant), where this great engineering advantage

of condensation can be obtained , and the supply re-distributed from

multiple sub -stations.

Vibration .- This point which has been raised as a deterrent to the

adoption of stations inside certain towns is one which, with care in

dealing with the foundations and formation on which the station is

erected, and by the adoption of three -crank engines, can be neg

lected . Atmospheric exhaust vibration is a matter which can be

easily gotover by exhaust silencers, or, of course, by adoptiog con

densing plant.

Smoke Nuisance. This point is mentioned because often brought

forward as an argument for extra -mural stations. One may con

fidently say that in these days there are few of us who would care to

admit that our stations would be complained of from this point, and

with careful stoking and management the smoke nuisance is more

visionary than real.

To briefly summarise,the actual problem we are contconted with ,

is that a station already exists, and we have to extend with both

financial and engineering success, and ourrespective committees will

not care about large alterations being ultimately made by the sub

stitution of existing plant by other systems. The most natural

method therefore seems to be this, to prospect new areas by high

tension direct current machinery, where possible, with sub-stations

feediog into low tepsion networks, the latter so designed that ulti

matelythey may become part of the general network into which the

Becond or more stations will ultimately feed, these taking the place

ofthe temporary sub -stations.

This paper contains nothing new, and is intended merely to be a

basis on wbich the argumentsforand against the principle enunciated

may be thrashed out, and I must apologise to the members of the

Association for what may well be considered a plagiarism .

MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRICAL UNDERTAKINGS BY

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

By Courcillor HESFORD, Ex -Chairman of the Electricity Committee

of the Southport Corporation.

IT calls fur no great demand upon cur credulity to -day to assume

that electrical undertakings can be efficiently administered and

profitably managed by localauthorities.

• Read June 8th .
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A reserve fund I deem a necessity.

In a word my policy would be one of charging the lowestprice the

system will bear, rather than the one that generally obtains in the

gag world of charging the maximum that the public will quietly

consent to pay. In conclusion, as an earnest member of committee,

let me add that it will be the opening of a grand day for the popa

larity of electric lighting, when the greater portion ofthe capital,

energy and resource nowexpended by electricianson various schemes

for improving steam engines and boilers, shall be spent on the

cheapening and perfecting of the means of distributing energy for

lighting purposes. An average of from £8 to £10 per connection is

a very heavy capital charge to carry.

The interest and sinking fand on this amount is equal to one-third

the annual cost of light in cottage houses .

Noras a member of a corporation can I ignore the fact that the

calamities that we were almost passionately pressed to anticipate

and guard against bythe expenditure of capital on daplicates have

not generally shown themselves in practice.

Accepting the press asmy authority, the major portion of lailares

in lighting have occurred in consequence of weakness or detects in
the distributing plant.

Our boilers, steam pipes, and engines have not failed so often as

the underground portions of our systems. It is on this portion of

theplant that members of committees entertain a fear, that is

fruitful of halting and indecision .

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

THE DESIGN OF ELBOTRIO RAILWAY MOTORS FOR RAPID ACCELERA

TION . By Prof. CHABLES A. CABUS-WILSON , Member. Read

May 26th , 1898 .

( Continued from page 785.)

From equation 16 we find the accelerating current to be 30

amperes ; so that the total current at starting is 45 amperes, assuming

that the induction factor remains constant throughout. These results

are shown in fig . 5. Horizontal ordinates represent time in seconds,

and vertical ordinates speed in feet per second, and also amperes.

Inch pounds of torque

280 2100 3290 3000

25 $

We have evidence of this sufficient to convince the most sceptical,

even Government departments. Yet, with such evidence plainly

before us, the anomaly remains that of the total number of pro

visional orders annually obtained , many drift into and dwell for

years in the regions of the doldrums. Here pessimistic majorities

love to dwell until leavened by the optimista when the good ship

soon finds its way into the trade winds. Having arrived in such

active sphere, committees generally exhibit a desire to understand

something of the work they are called upon to do. Nay, their zeal is

generally worthy of emulation by every manufacturing committee of

corporations. Some are even as jealous as the boy who took the

bellows to pieces to see from whence the wind arobe. It is a new

thing, is a common remark , and who does not like to see and hear of

something new .

Havingtakentheir decision to establish a station , alas, difficulties

face them at all points. Shall an engineer be at once engaged to

design and subsequently work the station , or is it better to call in

the advice of some consulting engineer to advise and plan. To

approach the makers of machinery at this point, as private individuals

do in building factories and works, is rank corporate heresy. On

such a mementous question members seek advice from those of their

friends who have already gone through the mill. But here diversity

of opinions is the bewildering fruit of their efforts. Every com

mittee know what they want. It is a station and system of distribu

tion that shall be second to none. It must be planned for utility

and convenience , and meet the unknown wants of futurity. Its

machinery should be designed to adapt itself with precision and

success to all the varying requirements,work at a cost that shall top

the record , and be obtained from the lowest tenderer. These are the

ideals, and the question is how to get them .

Friends tell us privately that consulting engineers are divided
into schools, and that somehow or other their district will be found

to be well suited to the particular system that the engineer called in

generally advises. The advantages of such system are explained

and made manifest, whilst the disadvantages of others are clearly
portrayed.

Having read or remembered somethiog of thebattle of the gauges

fought by railway engineers in the first half of this century, and its

termination by the evidence of convenience, members of committees

subside into despair of being able to givea clear reasoned decision

on anysystem . In this condition the influence of persuasive oratory

generally prevails and soon seals theircapture.

An engineer is engaged and a suitable system declared.

Should the committee continue inthe jelly -fish condition produced

by abundantand earnest advice of opposite polarity, they will be
spared the distractions of listening to the argumentsof Lancashire

versus water-tube boilers, or high speed versus slow speed engines,

one advantage of being in a plastic condition of mind. The station

being now completed , committees for a time at least are rid of their

perplexities and difficulties. This is for a short time only. Errors
in design and equipment soon make themselves apparrent. Our

buildings are too narrow or too short is a frequentcry. But that

much belanded day plant is the dilemma of most committees.

Having been at workayear or two it leaks out gradually that the

small odit specially advised for economical day load work istoo small,

and of insufficient power in some cases to energise the transformers
alone.

We are advised to sell them , but to whom ? It the Asiatics could

be indaced to takethem as readily as they take modernrifles, what

& relief to corporations and benefit to the buyers it would be. The

advice is frequentlygiven to sell this or scrap that, often advisable

and perfectly sound from a business point of view, must or ought to

bring to everycommittee theconcomitant duty of making a reserve

tund,out of which the unpaid sinking fund oosuch plantcan be met.

But the primaryand foremost duty of committees having stations

under their control,ought to be the production of electrical energy

at the lowest possible cost. None need be at loss for a standard

whereby to measure such costs. With the excellent and up -to-date

tables in Lightning the failings of every station becomes apparent.

Certainly few , if any, can excel in everyitem of costs in the group

into which they as measured by output fall. All can , however, try to

stand well by comparison where skill and forethoughtin design and

equipment, as well as management make themselves felt.

The policy of willingness to lay cables to supply proposing or

likely castomers has hitherto been attended with general success.

of the day when it will become the poor man's light, we all

anxiously await the dawn. Whenever the cost of distribution can

be cheapened considerably that day will have arrived. Everyone

connected with electricitycommittees remarks on this at presentvery
costly process.

Street Lighting . - Electricians all advise ,and wisely no doubt, the

lighting of our streets with electricity. What a smug satisfied look

wonld pass over the face of every corporate electrical engineer it he
could obtain it.

Thenice 3,000 -hour load factor would delight him. How is this

desirable change to be brought about. The prize is worth every

effort. But all here know that corporate gas committees are tough

thick -skinned gentlemen . The one lever that wouldbe rapid and

successful in gently lifting them from their commanding position is

theone of less cost. Bring that about by whatever means you like,

andthe object of our desire is attained .

Charging.— No paper on management would be complete without

reference to the prices charged. In this matter corporations stand

well in comparison with private companies. By a large and con

stantly increasing number the Wright system of charging is finding

favour. Personally, Iam strongly in favour of retainingthe maximum

price, intact, setting the time limit of such price to suit the circum

stances of each locality. For all energyconsumed beyond the time

of maximum price, I would drop it to the lowest possible charge

consistent with covering all cbarges.
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The acceleration is 1.25 1.p.s. per second, and can bekeptconstant

until the starting rheostat is all out. The speed at which this takes

place can be found from equation 6 , by inserting the known value of

and putting E = 500, B 06, o =: 45. We find that the

d

speed is 24.2 f.p.s., or 97 per cent. of the final speed. The error

involved in assuming that the acceleration is constant up to fall

speed does not amount to 1 foot of distance. From the figure we

see that half the distance is covered in 20 seconds during the process

of accelerating, and the remaining 250 feet is covered at full speed

in 10 seconds. The whole area of the curve p a b c represents 500
feet.

The maximum current, 45 amperes, is constant upto the point a,

when the starting rheostatis all out. This is shown by the current

At the point e on this curve, corresponding to the point a on

the acceleration curve, the current will rapidly diminish ; the form

ofthe curve has been calculated and plotted in the figure.

We must now consider the influence of series winding on the

curves of current and acceleration , In fig. 6 , let values of the

current be measured horizontally, and values of the induction factor

bemeasured vertically. Take a h equalto 15 amperes, and set up

h b equal to 35.5 on the vertical scale. Then b is a point on the in

duction curve of the motor. For, whatever are the values of x for

large currents, the value of x for 15 amperes must be 35.5 in order

that the motors may run at the required rate at full speed.

Take a g equal to themaximum current, 45 amperes. Produceg

a b to cut a vertical line through g in c. The greatest possible in .

curve .
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rise up steeply, and the gain in time may be considerable. I, on the

other hand, the torque curve is very much bent, the acceleration

carve will bend over rapidly,and the series-wound motor will take a

longer time to cover the given distance than one with constant

induction factor.

The form of the torque curve depends on that of the induction
curve. Hence, the straighter we can make the induction curve

the shorter will be the time required to cover the given distance.

duction factor the motors can have at 45 amperes is given by gc,

equal to 106 on the ecale . For the induction curve of a series

wound motor cannot be convex to the axis of current, thoughit way

be a straight line passing throughoutthe origin it no part of the iron
in the magnetic circuit is magnetised over the bend of the magneti

Bation curve. We have shown in this case that the induction curva

must pass through the point b ; hence the greatest possible value of

» for these motors is found bymaking the induction curvea straight

line passing through b, giving us a maximum inductionfactor of 106 .
Our calculations hitherto have shown us that the motors must

have an induction factor of 35 : 5 at 15 amperes, and that the maxi

mam currentat starting must be 45 amperes. Wehave not, however,
determined the value of the inductionfactor at 45 amperes. All we

know is that if is constant, and equal to 35-5 for all currents, we

shall cover the given distance in the given time.

It is clear that there are an infinite number of possible induction

curves, all passing through the point b, having different values of u

for 45 amperes, all less than 106. Any one of these curves would
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A ratio of maximum to minimum induction factor of two to one is

very commonly obtained,and in sucha case the series-wound motor

may show a gain of 5to 10 per cent. in the time occupied . Wehave,

then, a reason why the induction carve should be as straight as

possible.

The energy expended in covering the given distance is shown in

each case by thearea of the current -curve. A glance at the diagram

is sufficientto show how great a saving is effected by the use of the

series winding.

The two current-curves have been reproduced in figs. 7 and 8. II

we multiply the vertical current ordinates by the tension of the line,

we may take these to represent watts instead of amperes. At the

point f the whole of the energy is being expended in heat. The

heatloss at anypoint maybecalculatedbyfinding the speed and the
resistance in the circuit,and then multiplying this bythe square of

the corresponding current. It the heat watts is divided by the

tension of the line, we obtain the part of the total current that

represents the long due to heat.

When the current representing the heat loss has been deducted

from the total current at any instant, the remainder represents the

expenditure of energy in producing acceleration and overcoming

train resistance. Theproportion of these two can be obtained from

the curve of total torque, since that tells ushow much is being used

for accelerating, and how much for overcoming train resistance at any

The curves o a and od in figs. 7 and 8 have been constructed in

this way, thus dividing the whole area into three portions, represent

ing respectively the energy used in heating, in accelerating, and in

overcoming train resistance.

In comparing the two diagrams we see that the areas giving the

energy used in overcoming friction must be the same; for the distance

speed.

so

с

40

ENERGY DIAGRAM

INDUCTION FACTOR
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Head

comply with the specification as to time and distance, but weshall

see that none of them would be so good from the point of view of
economy as the line a b c.

When the maximum current to be carried by a motor is fixed , the

weightincreases nearly in proportion to the induction factor for that

current. Weshall assume that for any current the weight is given

by k times the induction factor for the current, where k is some

constant. Hence, of all induction curves that might be chosen , that

given by a b c will involve the greatest weight.

Letus suppose that the practical considerations of space and cost

limit the weight of the motors in this case , so that the maximum

value of m for 45 amperes is 71 - twice that for 15 amperes. The

induction curve must thenpass through the points a bf; let the

curve a bf in the figure be the curve chosen.

From the induction curve we can construct a curve giving the

total torque available for all purposes. In the figure this is drawn

at d p, horizontal ordinates giving torque in inch -pounds on each

motor axle, and vertical ordinates speed in feet per second. By

deducting from the horizontal ordinates of this curve the torque

required to overcome the retarding forces we obtain a curve of

torque available for acceleration. This curve is reproduced at I k in

fig . 6 ; it cuts the speed axis at 25 feet per second.

We can now construct the acceleration curve for the series -wound

motors. The maximum total torque is 4,500 inch -pounds ; deducting

750 inch -pounds for the retarding forces, assumed to remain cons'ant

at all speeds, we get an initial acceleration of 3.12 1.p.8. per second

-morethan twice that obtained when u was constant. The speed

of the car when the rheostat is all out is 12'1 f.p.8.; this speed is

reached inabout 4 seconds, and is shown by the pointg. From p to

g the accelerationis constant. The form of the acceleration curve

beyond this point has been found by graphic construction , and con

tinued up to the point at which the area, as obtained with a plani

meter, isequal to a distance of 500 feet ; this is at 27.5 secondsfrom

the moment of starting.

The current curve has also been drawn . The maximum current is

passing for 4 seconds, after which time the current decreases ; the

valueat any time being obtained from the acceleration curve

by using equation 6. An examination of the curves in fig. 5 shows

that the effect of increasing the induction factor by series winding

has been to decrease slightly the time required to cover the given

distance, the saving of time in this case being 2.5 seconds.

It we compare the acceleration curves for the constant and variable

induction factors, we shall see that the series -wound motor gains in

distance up to the point at which the curves cross one another, and

afterthis point loses in distance. It the distance gained is equal to

that lost, there will be no difference in the time required to cover a

given distance. This may often happen. The form of the accelera

tion curve depends upon that of the curve of accelerating torque.

If this is nearly straight between k and 1 , the acceleration carve will
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is equal, and so is the frictional resistance to motion . In this case

the epergy thus expended is, by calculation , 109 thousand foot

pounds.

Since the final speeds in the twocases are respectively 25 and 23-2
feet per second, the kinetic energy for the motors withconstant and

variable induction factor will bear to one another the ratio of the

squares of these numbers. The values are, by calculation , 109 and

88.7 thousand foot-pounds. There is thus a small gain in favour of

the series-wound motors, owingto the factthat the final speed is less

than with the motors with constant induction factor.

It is, however, when we come to consider the Arens representing
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ELECTRICITY AND THE WAR.the heat loss thatwe see wherein lies the great advantage of the

series winding. The energy expended in heating with the motors

baving constant is more than five times that expended with the

series-wound motors, the actual values being 32.2 and 169 thousand

toot -pounds respectively.

Examinationof the diagram shows that the area giving the beat

lors is very nearly one -ball of the area of the carrent-curve up to

the point at which the starting rheostat is all out. Now, the effect

of the series winding is to reduce the time during which the starting

rheostat is in the circuit. And this reduction is brought about in

two-ways. First, the speed atthe point when the rheostat is all out

is reduced in direct proportion as x is increased. Second, the

increase in the initial acceleration sets back this point still further.

Thus, in fig. 5 , the point a gives the moment wben the rheostat is all

out with constant m. Thespeed is 24 :2 1.p.s. Il mat the start is

doubled, owing to the use ofseries winding, the speed is reduced to

12.1 1.p.s., and the point g then still further set back, so that the
time is reduced from 20 seconds to 4 seconds.

Since the speed when the starting rhecstat is all out varies nearly

inversely as m, andthe initial acceleration varies nearly directly as

m , the area giving the heat loss varies nearly inversely as the square

of the induction factor at the moment of starting.

By increasing the induction factor indefinitely we could reduce

the heat lose to that due to the resistance of the motor only ; in

other words, we could do without the starting rheostat altogether.

The reason why we are unable to do this is because the maximum

possible value of x is determined by the form of the induction curve.

Thus, we have seenin fig. 6 that in this case the greatest possible

value of m is 106. If the weight involved in using this value of u

were not an objection, we could reduce the beat loss to 13,000 foot

pounds. Such a value for u would, however, be inadmissible, on

account of the cost of construction and the space taken up, and we

have to be content with a loss two or three times this amount.

A reference to fig. 5 shows that the points, such as aand g, wbere

the rheostat is all out lie on a curve passiog through the origin .

This carve is nearly a parabola, whose horizontal ordinate varies

inversely as mº. It is thus evident that, the more the beat loss is

reduced , the greater will be the increase in m required to effect any

further reduction ; so that there is a point at which it is not worth

while increasing the weight of the motor, the saving effected put

being large enough to compensate for the disadvantages of the
heavier motor.

The following table shows the expenditure of energy in Icot.

pounds in the two cases :
Constant

induction factor. induction factor.

For acceleration 109 x 108 887 X 10 %

For train resistance 109 x 108 1090 x 103

For o % loss 169 X 108 32-2 X 108

The interest in the war is well maintained in the columns of our

American electrical exchanges. Webave already stated the opinions

of two journals regarding the probable effect of the war upon the

electrical business in the States. It was considered that the war

would place the electrical trade in a bad way eventually. The New

York Electrical Review seems to take an entirely different view . It

Bays that theonly apparent effect of the war on the electrical industry

in the United States has been to set the majority ( f the manufacturing

plants running day and night. The wire and cable companies are

over burdened with orders, chiefly from the Government. Makersof

dynamos, motors, searchlights, ship -lighting sets, and small supplies

are also unusually busy . Manyof these companies are working short

handedin their administrative forces, owing to the fact that a con

siderable number of their people have volunteered their services to

the Governmentinvariouscapacities. The war will result in profit

tothe electrical industry, and the electrical fraternity has been and

will be of invaluable assistance to the Government.

It is interesting to note thatamong the officers attached to Dewey's
squadron was Lieut. Bradley Fiske, who is well kaown to the electrical

fraternity as theinventor of the Fiske range- fioder, and for his elec

trical work in other directions. Lieut. Fiske was on the Petrel, and

it was his sbip to which the task was assigned of destroying the

remnants of the Spanish fleet after the battle was over.

It is to be hoped that the volunteer electrical corps,which isbeing

rapidly organised by Capt. Eugene Griffin, Dr. Louis Duncan, Lient.

F. J. Sprague, Lieut. o . T. Crosby, and others, will not be placed on

the samefooting as other volunteer corps recruiting for other pur

poses. The electrical volunteers’ immediate superiors will bemen

in his own line of work , whose ability he recognises. Our New York

namesake remarks, “ The volunteer electrical corps does not and

need not know military tactics — it must and does know how to handle

a pair of pliers. "

In connection with the war news it is interesting to printthe fol.

lowing telegram sent by President McKinley to the Electrical

Exhibition,on its opening in Madison Square Garden, New York ,

early last month :

“ It gives me pleasure to open the Electrical Exhibition in Greater

New York , and to participate in this demonstration of the latest

method of transmitting, recording, and publishing by means of elec

tricity. I congratulate you upon the achievements of American

genius. I am glad to know that the resources of the wonderfal elec

trical arts havealready beenso far advanced in the United States,

that American electrical goods are welcome the world over. "

In regard to the action of Admiral Dewey in cutting the telegraph

cable atManila, the NewYork Electrical Engineer says : “He cut the

cable, but what a grand thing it would have been it be had had with

him some good cable men who could have taken hold of the cut end

and kept one of his ships in touch with the outer world .” The battle

of Manila offers an illustration of the wisdom of having experts in

telegraphy and electrical engineering attached to every armyor fleet.

“ If the electrical end of Commodore Dewey's establishment had

been cared for as scrupulously as its strictly fighting end, he could

have made his victory even more complete in its moral effect by

showing the Spaniards the hopelessness of a war against so ingenious

a people as ours. There is one brilliant electrical engineer with the

Dewey fleet, Lieut. B. A. Fiske, but he is helpless while the cable lies

at the bottom ia deep water, for of all the ticklish things to hold and

raise a heavy cable is about the worst."

On the legality of Admiral Dewey's act, the Western Electrician

Bay8 :—“ It is generally held that all nations reserve to themselves

the right to cut submarine cables inwartime as a military necessity

or belligerent right, but itis possible that a civil claim for damages
to the service may be admitted.”

At the request of Lieut. Maxfield , U.S.A., the Government

censor, all theforeign employés in the offices of the United States

and Hayti Cable Company in New York have been “ laid off " from

the company's service, their places being filled by Dative -born

American citizens.

Variable

387 X 108 229 9 X 108

The expression “ train resistance ” means here all forces opposing

the motion, including thosedue to the friction of the gearing and
the torque lost in themotor itself.

Referring once more to fig. 6, we bave seen that the induction

curve of the motors must pass through the point 6, and that it the

maximum value of m is limited to 71 the induction curve must be

bent so as to pass through the point f .

Il now the velocity ratio employed can be increased, in the ratio

of 71 to 106, or - what wouldcome to the same thing - it the diameter

of the driving wheel can be decreased in the same ratio, the induc

tion lactor at 15 amperes must be reduced to 23.8, so that the final

speed may remain analtered Let h k equal 23-8 on the x scale. It

follows that a straight line through a and k will cat the vertical line

through g at f, wbere g f is equal to 71 on the a scale.

We have thus madeour induction curve pass through the point of

maximum m for 45 amperes, and a k h is the best induction curve

from the point of view of economy. We have done this by simply

increasing the velocity ratio and altering the inclination of the in

duction curve to the axis of the current. This inclination will

depend upon the permeance of the air-gap it the iron circuit is

unaltered . Hence,by rightly proportioningthe gap and the velocity

ratio, we can obtain results approaching very nearly to the greatest

possible economy.

Since h k in fig. 6 is equal to 0-1747 etd, and a h is equal to HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLES AT LIVERPOOL .
DV

TD

et

(1
8
)

V

course .

2:03 - being the retarding force in pounds at the car axle

the tangent of the angle k a h is given by

e? ( 2 d

tan k a h 0 086

TD

Hence we can write,

e td

PASO
685 x 104 x (19)

TD ? V

wherep is the numerical constant defined on page 1, a is the number

of surface conductors, s is the number of turns per pole in the series

winding, each carrying the whole current, and g is the permeance of

each polar gap in centimetres.

It will generally happen in practice that the weight limit requires

a velocity ratio that is unattainable even with thelargest values of

d. We have here a difficulty that influences greatly the design of

railway motors when spur gearing is employed, namely, the limited

clearance between the gear wheel and the ground. We have to get

the largest value of v with the smallest value of d. It is obvious

that the greatest possible ratio of v to d is determined simply by the

clearance.

( To be continued .)

Not much attention has been accorded to the trials of motor vehicles

made recently at Liverpool by the local Self- Propelled Traffic Asso

ciation, the object beingto arrive at a type of beavy motor waggon

suitable for trade requirements in and around Liverpool. Though

entries were numerous, only six British vehicles were entered , and

all the Continental vehicles were excluded by the 3 tons limit of the

Light Locomotive Acts of 1896. Only four vehicles finally competed,

yet they attracted a good deal of local interest, and numerous light

motor vehicles were employed in carrying judges and others over the

All the competing vehicles weresteam -driven ; there were no oil or

electrical vehicles, though oil was represented well amongthe light

attendant carriages, all of which were sent by the Daimler Company

of Coventry.

Two exbibits camefrom theSteamCarriage and Waggon Company

of Chiswick . No. 3, of Class II , which comes under the figures of

minimum load 5 tons, minimum averagespeed 4 miles an hour,

minimum platform area 110 square feet. It was carried on 6 wheels,

and is described by the Times correspondent as resemblinga traction

engine with attached waggon. It and ite smaller companion, No. 4,

bad water -tube boilers and an air condenser. Vehicle No. 1 was sent

by the Liquid Fuel Company, of East Cowes. It was entered under

.
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Class I., minimum load 2 tons; minimum speed 6 miles per hour;

platform area , 60 feet. It ran 35 miles in 5 hours inclusive of all stops,

a very creditable performance.

The Lancashire Steam Motor Company, of Leyland, were the

owners of the fourthvehicle, which carried4 tons, and was built for

6 miles per hour, and was carried on 4 wheels with a steel frame, and

the boiler is below the platform . Its steel tyred wheels gavea deal
of trouble, so that on the third day it did not turn out. Gradients of

ap to 1 in 20 were found on the various trial roates selected, and a

report is promised at an early date. Presentappearances point to

the heavy motor car traffic being monopolised by steam -driven

vehicles, whereas for light cars oil motors seem best, though for city

work on smooth pavements electricity holds the place, as evidenced

by the London electrical cabs, wbich still seem to be running satis

factorily and regularly, beingdaily in evidence all over the city and

west end.

Had it not been for the ham pering restrictions regarding road

locomotives, the motor vehicle industry would to -day have been in

a flourisbing condition, and it would not have passed through the

undesirablephase of company promoting, which has so much retarded

honest development.

11,989. “ Improvements in, and relating to , telegraphic transmit

tingand recording or receiving apparatus." J. O. MEWBURN . (B.

Hoffmann , France.) Dated May 26th .

12,011. " Improvements in electric gas-igniters.” F. DEIMEL

J. LEHMANN, and A. SYLTEN. Dated May 26th .

12,013. “ Improvements in printing telegraphs."" L. Kamy .

Dated May 26th .

12,016. " Improvements in systems of electrical control." H. H.

LEIGH . (F. J. Sprague, United States.) Dated May 26th .

12,019. “ Manufacture of active material for accumulator bat

teries." H. TOBLER and J. H. GRAEBER. Dated May 26th. (Com

plete.)

12,049. Improvements in electrical resistance coils ." S. W.

CUTTRIBS. Dated May 26th .

12,092. Improvements in electric bells for cycles." A. R.

GOULD. Dated May 26th .

12,106. “ A new or improved electrical appliance for curative or

remedial purposes.” H. KRAUSS. Dated May 26th .

12,172. “ Improvements in electric arc lam po.” K. PANIAN and

M. BERNHARD. Dated May 28th.

12,175. " A new or improved composition for the manufacture of

carbon pencils for arc lamps , incandescent filaments, and the like . "

C. SCANABEL. Dated May 28th .

12,190. “An improved chemical composition intended for the

manufacture of mantles or blocks for use in electric arc lamps."

P. MERSCH . Dated May 28th .

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEW PATENTS. - 1898.

ABSTRACTS OF PUBLISHED SPEOIFICATIONS,

Cumpiled expressly for this journal by W. P. TROMPBOD & Co.,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

11,570. “ Improvements in or connected with electrolytic cells . "

G. BELL and G. W.BELL. Dated May 23rd .

11,579. “ Improvements in electric signalling on railways.” J. W.

WADKIN and D. J.JARVIS . Dated May 23rd.

11,604. " Improvements in or connected with the electro

metallurgic production of iron steel and their alloys with chromium

tungsten , nickel, manganese and the like. " E. STASSANO. Dated

May 23rd . (Complete.)

11,609. "An improvement in electrical fuses and cat-outs chiefly

applicable to the bridge fase.” A. W. SOWRY and H. E. MUNSLOW .

Dated May 23rd .

11,610. " An automatic electrical temperature indicator.” A. H.

Wood and D. M. HAYLINGS. Dated May23rd .

11,627 . “ Improvements in electric cables . " W.8.SMITH. Dated

May23rd.

11,640. “ Improvements in accumulators or secondary batteries,

and apparatus for their manufacture .” F. HEIMEL. Dated May

23rd .

11,678. “ Improved apparatus for use in the electro -deposition of

metals ." W. DUNN and W.J.TWINING . Dated May 23rd .

11,723. " Improvements in and relating to the making and

breaking of electric circuits ." J. A. STEVEN and C. HAMILTON.

Dated May 24th .

11,730. " Smethurst concentric ceiling rose.” A. A. SMETHUBST.

Dated May 24th.

11,731. “ Improvements in the globes of electric incandescent and

similar lamps." ENGLISH INDUSTRIALS, LTD ., and G. E. HEYL -Dua .

Dated May24th.

11,732. “ Improved means for measuring current or voltage in

electric lamps." ENGLISH INDUSTRIALS, LTD ., and G. E. HRYL - DIA .

DatedMay24th.

11,757. “An improvement in jointing or junction boxes for con

necting, distributing, and the protection of electric wires. " T.
McEwan. Dated May 24th .

11,773. " Improvements in connection with permanent magnets.”

O. THOMPSON. Dated May 24th .

11,783. “ Improvements in and relating to conductors for electric

railways." H. H. LAKE . (W. A. P. Willard, jun. , United States ).

Dated May 24th. ( Complete.)

11,858. " Improvements in the manufacture of elements or plates

for secondary batteries or electric accumulators ." F. KING . Dated
May 25th.

11,860. " An improved means for making and breaking electric

circuits." A. W. SAUERBREY. Dated May 25th . (Complete.)

11,880. “ Improvements in , or relating to, coils for heating by elec

tricity .” A. CLEAVER. Dated May 25tb.

11,906 . Improvements in, or relating to , fuseboards." A.

VANDAM and T. 8. MARSH . Dated May 25th . ( Complete.)

11,917. “ Improvements in means forsilvering or plating the glass

bulbs of incandescent electric lampe, or the like . ” F. FANTA, Dated

May 25th .

11,922. " Improvements in electric lamps ." A. A. C. SWINTON .
Dated May 25th .

11,924. “ Improvements in electric lamps . " W. Peto. Dated

May25th.

11,926 . Improved circuit connections for continuous current
skunt machines." A. SENGEL. Dated May 25th .

11,936. “ Improvements in electric arc lamps ." R. GAYNOR.
Dated May 25th .

Copies of any of those Specifications may be obtained of Meons. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, Bigh Holborn , W.O., price, post free, 9d .,

( in stampe).

1897.

17,924. “An improvement in seld magnets for electric generators

and motors." C. TUSON . Dated July30th, 1897. This inven

tion relatesto the construction and winding of a field magnet, so

that the coils employed can be easily woundready to be put in place.

A bollow cylinder of steel is made with deeprecesses in itsends,

leaving an internal shell cut away at each side to leave opposite

pole pieces. Two insulating wires are wound, each forming a com

plete ring. Each of these rings have their sides introduced at both

ends intothe recesses and are passed through the cylinder. They

cross each other on each side of the cylinder and when electrical

currents are passed through the rings the cylinder is rendered

magnetic, andthe inner face on one side beingof ope polarity, and

the opposite face being of the opposite polarity . 1 claim .

18,276.“ Improvements in electric lamps for miners' use. " H. H.

LAKE. (Communicated by O. Siedentopf.) Dated August 5th ,

1897. This relates to a novel arrangement of terminal openings,and

of protecting the dome; covering the lamp bulb. The protecting

dome is of glass and is hinged upon the casing of the lamp in soch

a manner that it swings downwards when opened, so that the lamp

can be readily replaced. It also covers the terminal openings for

charging the secondary battery in the lamp ; as they are arranged

upon the front of the lamp so that when the dome is closed the

contact pieces are prevented from becoming dirty. 2 claims.

1,996. “ Improvements in electric rollers for therapeutical and

massage purposes.” J. W. GIBBS. Dated January 25th , 1897.

Date applied for September 22nd, 1896. This invention is

an electric roller consistingof a central body provided with axial

bearings for the handle. There are a series of contiguous gene

rating face-plates, as copper and zinc, around the centre of the

body . The face of the roller is smooth and a circuit is established

by the moisture of the body upon application . 2 claims.

13,268. " Improvements in electric mountain railways." E.

ANDRE. Dated May 28th , 1897. This relates to a device for

increasing the tension of the dynamo during the down journey

without dangerously increasing the speed of the car. Toere

is an arrangement enabling themotor to act as a dynamo, irrespective

of the kind of current used ,and to impart current to the line wires

by increasing the number of revolutions. There is also an additional

dynamo adapted, to be connected up with the motor in series, in

order to increase the tension of the latter by means of its own

tension and to act at the same time as a brake . 2 claims.

17,824. “ Improvements in electric alarms for cars." A. NATHAN.

Dated July 29th, 1897. This invention consists of a vertical

shaft, at the upper end of which is pivotally connected a spring

supported lever,provided with an arm directed downwards, mounted

ontheshaft, below the lever is a vertically movable disc supported

by springs. To this disc there is fastened a tubular insulating sleeve,

which is free to move up and down the shaft with the disc . At the

bottom of the sleeve is fastened a plate. Below this is another plate

mounted on the shaft by an insulating sleeve rigidly fixed . There

is an electric bell in circuit with these plates , and when the lever is

pressed down the plates touch, which closes the circuit and operates
the alarm . 3 claims.

5,131 . “Improvements relating to electrical resistances . " E. W.

BOWLES. Dated March 25th , 1897. This relates to liquid resistances to

preventwaste of electro motive forcewhen resistance is not required.

The resistance is short-circuited by adapting to theappliancewhich

carries the movable pole plates, contact pieces, which ,whenthe pole

plates are together, come into electrical connection with the fixed

contact pieces in the circuit, and bridge over the space between such
contact pieces. 1 claim .
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THERE was decided in Mr. Jastice Bigham's Court last week

a case of much interest to steam users, and as it is reported

in another part of this issue we purpose devoting a little of

our space to commenting upon this action in particular and

to technical law cases in general. Naturally one would

gladly welcome any new process which would reduce the

coal bill , provided all other things are equal , and when an

inventor comes forward claiming to evaporate some 75 per

cent . more water per pound of coal than is effected in every

day practice, and produce a horse-power-bour with less than

half the coal we are at present compelled to consume, the

prospect is an alluring one to company promoters.

The myeterious Guittari concoction which since 1896 has

been threatening to revolutionise present steam practice

is described in Specification No. 5,393 of the above

mentioned year, and briefly the process is as follows :

“ The invention has for its object to lessen the consumption

of fuel in the generation of motive power by the employment

in the boiler of water impregnated with a compound of car

bonic acid gas, whereby the generation of pressure is ren

dered possible with an expenditure of heat energy very much

below that by which it would be possible to generate steam in

the ordinary way. The use of carbonic acid gas alone for this

purpose would not, however, be practicable, as the gas would be

quickly driven off from the water on the application of heat,

with the result that the gas would become lost and the water

be left in its natural condition. The invention consists

essentially in the addition to the water of a compound result

ing from the combination of carbonic acid gas and a re

agent, whereby the separate evolution of the carbonic acid

gas is prevented, and the condensation of the combined gases

and vapocrs after doing work is rendered possible without loss.

This re-agent is ethene chloride, commonly knownby the name

of Dutch liquid ." The impregnated water is then supplied

to the boiler, the steam generated is used in an engine, passed

through a surface condenser, and the ejected liquid used over

and over again.

We regret that we are not at liberty to publish the

plaintiffs' report in extenso , but we may state that

the plant on which the tests, referred to in the

lawsuit, were carried out consisted of a 10 H.P. nom . Col.

chester horizontal compound engine with surface condenser.

High pressure cylinder 6 inches diameter, low pressure

cylinder 10 inches diameter x 14 inches stroke ; fly -wheel

5 feet diameter and 8 inches wide, with water space under

rim ; speed, 155 revolutions per minute.

Two locomotive multitubular boilers, each with 38 tubes

6 feet 4 inches long x 24 inches diameter ; heating surface,

164 square feet, each boiler with grate area of 5} square feet.

The fire -boxes of both these boilers had, however, been

bricked up so that the grate area was approximately 2 feet x

1 foot 6 inches = 3 equare feet in each . One was charged

with plain water, the other with Guittari's patent mixture.

o
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During the progress of the trial before Mr. Justice

Bigham , the report of the syndicate's consulting engineer

was handed to one of the witnesses, the data of which con

tained two items of the utmost significance. One was that

16.3 lbs. of Guittari mixture had been evaporated per pound

of coal; the other that 1.4 lbs. of coal produced &

brake H.P.-hour, The tests of the plaintiffs, however,

with Guittari stoking, gave 9.7 lbs. of water and 3 lbs.

of coal ! How are these descrepancies to be explained away ;

especially when we are assured that tests made by another

well-known engineer, previons to those of the plaintiffs,

and who was called on their behalf, gave substantially

the same results as theirs ! It is a well -known fact

that if every heat unit in the coal could have been given

to the water, 16.3 lbs . could not possibly have been turned

into steam , and when we consider that not more than 70

per cent. of the heat was utilisable for that purpose, the

figure obtained by the plaintiffs seems to be a reasonable one.

Moreover, when questioned by his Lordship, this gentleman

stated that he could not say whether the process was worth

anything or not.

Gaittari himself, a skilled stoker of the Italian Navy, it is

said, could doubtless have thrown some light on the

matter, but at the critical moment he was non est, and so

the secret of the marvellous properties of his invention was

left untold .

His Lordship, in his masterly summing -up, gave a brief

extract from a report made by the plaintiffs in 1896 for a

Mr. Belcher, but had he read a little further he would

have noticed the plaintiffs concluded that although in the

plant submitted to them at that time ( a very small vertical

boiler, which Guittari stoked, and an engine which developed

between one and two H.P.) the patent liquid seemed

superior to plain water, yet the results fell far below that

of good steam practice with plant of moderate capacity.

Still , the learned judge dismissed this point, and rightly

so, as having no real bearing on the case at issue.

One factor which had a very important bearing on the

result, was the correspondence between the parties previous

to the experiments, the plaintiffs insisting on having a free

hand and entirely repudiating the suggested methods of

operation pat forward by the defendants.

The tests were carried out with about equal brake loads

upon the engine, and with equal grate surfaces for each

experiment, but even without the plain water test the

Guittari result of 3 lbs. of coal per H.P.-hour, with an

evaporation of about 9 lbs. of water or mixture,

was sufficient to prove the mixture to have no

advantages, and on this the learned judge spoke very strongly

and to the point. Even had an advantage been shown for

the mixture, of what value can a process be which must be

stoked by the inventor ? There is but one Guittari, but

there be many boilers.

One of the points in dispate was with reference to the

use of an assisted draught, and in addressing the jury, the

defendants' counsel laid very great stress upon this point.

Counsel did not apparently secure a full grasp of

the purport of the assisted draught, which no doubt

would be that it enabled a more rapid combustion to

be secured . Instead , he grasped the idea that more air

could thereby be put through the furnace, and went on to

say that the more air that could be put through the furnace

the better would be the results obtained ; that air was equiva

lent to so much fuel, and saved the employ of so much coal,

and therefore by multiplying the indraaght of air the boiler

power was so much multiplied . It was equivalent, said the

learned gentleman, to a grate and half, but by what occult

method of calculation he arrived at this result we

know not. There was not the slightest allusion to the

air giving power to burn 80 much more coal. The

argument was perfectly clear and distinct that it was

as a fuel the air or oxygen must be considered . We confees we

were astonished . We had not thought it possible that so

elementary a fact could have been so misunderstood, or that

such an entire absence of technical knowledge existed

anywhere among a body of men at the English Bar, includ

ing, as it does, so many men of really scientific attainments.

Such an argument by a ready speaker put in a plansible

manner before some juries composed of men of the same

anfamilarity with the most elementary science of everyday

life might work the grarest injustice if the case really

turned on the point.

Fortunately in the case at issue the result did not depend

on this, and the learned judge did not think it necessary

to allade to it except in a very brief way, but evidently

he was fully cognisant of the fallacy, and could have

corrected the error had it been necessary 80 to do.

It is often an extremely difficult matter to put facts

manner that a jury will comprehend, and it

becomes the more so when cross-examining counsel pat

questions that cannot be answered, which have not in them

the scientific basis on wbich to build a reply.

Questions are sometimes quite irrelevant, and often absurd .

We think non -technical counsel ought to avoid such cas98 as

involve technical details, and we are a little doubtfal as to

whether jurymen ought not to be selected to some extent

by their qualifications in technical cases .

in a

An Interesting Experiment.-- Mr Henry N. Warren ,

writing in the Chemical News, Vol. lxxvi., p. 200, claims

" the productionof electrical energyby the direct actionof

the atmosphere.” The experiment by means of which he

demonstrates this may be described as follows :-Plates are

prepared of a special porous compressed graphite, and about

one -quarter of each plate is rendered active by immersion in

platinic oxalate, drying and igniting in an atmosphere of

hydrogen. In contact with a solution of ferrous sulphate,

the platinum surface induces oxidation of the iron by the

oxygen of the atmosphere . Several of these plates are

attached to a circular lead beam , which surrounds a porous

diaphragm containing as negative element a rod of amalga

mated zinc, the carbons being so arranged as to allow the

platinised portion to project above the solution, which con

sists of strongly acidified ferric sulphate. On completion of

the circuit,a powerful current is at once generated ,and con

tiques until the complete reduction of the ferric salt bas

taken place, which naturally terminates the action . On

now withdrawing the zinc, the platinum surface condensing

the atmosphericoxygen steadily re -oxidises the ferrons salt,

and thus renews the action when required.
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THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL

ASSOCIATION .

9 )

PROBABLY the most important point raised by Mr. Gibbings

in his Presidential Address was that relating to the stan

dardising of plant, and the remarks made were singularly

opportune, because they paved the way for Mr. Wording

ham's paper on the “ Uniformity of Plant. " As the Presi

dent pertinently remarked : “ In the first place each manu

facturer has his own particular typa and sizes of plant and

apparatus ; each consulting engineer has his own ideas of

speeds, periodicities, and systems of supply, and each borough

electrical engineer has probably more ' fads' than all the rest

put together.” This is a frank ayowal of the difficulties
that have hitherto retarded the adoption of a system of

standardisation, and certainly bespeaks a desire to remove

some of the obstacles that have formerly stood in the way.

No doubt much difference of opinion exists on many of the

topics raised by Mr. Gibbings, and the following paragraph

taken from the address sets forth one of the mostdebatable

subjects in municipal supply :

*My own opinion is, as regards the supply of electricity,

that at present there is only one wise course for us to pursue.

We arebound to act in the interests of our clients rather

than to subserve the interest of the public generally. Only

in that way shall we enlarge the constituency of our cus

tomers and thus be moving in the direction of a cheaper

supply. In a certain city, which owns the gasworks, it has

long been the practice to supply all the gas for the public

lighting of thestreets withoutmaking any charge whatever

upon the rates. The whole cost has, in fact, been treated as

if it were part and parcel of the costs of production for

private consumption, thereby, of course, raising the price

per 1,000 cubic feet charged to private consumers. Street

lighting is undoubtedly a public neceseity and a general

boon, but the gas consumer alone inthis instance is mulcted

in the expense. I do not know that any great injustice

arises, however, for the gas consumers are almost co -extensive

with the ratepayers. Bat I should certainly deprecate any

attempt at present to supply electricity for street lighting

purposes on the same basis. It would practically mean

burdening a comparatively few , that is, the consumers of

electricity for the advantage of all. The entire cost of the

public lighting, including the capital cost of erecting lamp

pillars, represents no inconsiderable sum of money, and the
barden would simply be intolerable. In addition to this it

would not be, as I have already stated, a sound commercial

policy ."

The foregoing is by no means the only important point

raised in the address, and, however opinions may be divided

on Mr. Gibbings's method of dealing with the difficulties,

there can be only one opinion as to the practical and able

manner inwhich the whole field of municipal electric supply

is surveyed .

Our record of last week's proceedings practically ended on

Wednesday night, which were terminated by the annual
dinner, held at the Holborn Restaurant. On Thursday

morning the members assembled to discuss a paper on

" Uniformity of Plant," by Mr. C. H. Wordingham ;

Appropriation of Profits and Repayment of Loans," by

Bailie Wm. Maclay, and “ Single v .Multiple Generating

Stations,” by Mr. J. F. C. Snell. Following the admirable

practice of former meetings, the papers were generally either

taken as read or the principal features of the paper were

referred to. The first paper of the day, Mr. Wordingham's,

is referred to at some length in another part of this issue,

but it may be interesting to record someof the principal

points of the discussion . At the outset the President made

an interesting announcement to the effect that a joint

committee of the Municipal Electrical Association and the

Institution of Electrical Engineers had been formed to con

sider the subject of standardising plant. Mr. Dawbarn, of

the Brush Company, was first invited to contribute to the

debate, andexpressed his gratification as a manufacturer tbat
the subject had been raised. They were prevented at the

present time from making for stock, and they could not

make provision for the future. It would have a great effect

on cost if they could make a large number of machines at

the sametime. Hethought it would be of immense service

to manufacturers if they knew that in this matter they had

the moral support of the Association . Passing on to another

phase of the subject, Mr. Dawbarn said that many stations

in this country had been started with small units, but the

later practice of using large ones was sound, though at the

start they suffered from the disadvantage of being run at
an inefficient load . Mr. Chamen (Glasgow ) thought that

there was a general consensus of opinion as to standards,

the question was, how to do it. With regard to the

voltage of lamps, he was employing 250-volt lamps

in Glasgow. Although this voltage might not be con

venient for interior arc lamps, they had to remember

that the inclosed arc lamp was rapidly coming in, and he

thought it possible for three of theseto work on 250 -volt cir

cuits. By working at 500 volts (across the outers) it meant

practically 50 per cent. difference in what they could do with

copper. Capt. Sankey agreed that the standardising of plant

wasof the greatest importance, and the suggestion proceed

ing from the Ageociation was excellent. Hespoke in favour

ofa standing committee of the Association to which questions

of voltages could be referred . Mr. Robt. Hammond, as a

consulting engineer, welcomed the movement most heartily.

It was their duty topay the least amount for good plant, and

that can only be arrived at bystandardisation. He had been

much struck, when visiting the works of the Westinghouse

Company in America, to see rows and rows of engines in

stock. They had worked op their business bythefacility

with which they could supply engines from stock .

He looked forward to the days when those concerns

would ba most successful who stocked. The question of

pressure was the least part of the subject, but the size of

plant ought to be capable of settlement. He expressed his

dissent with the division of initial plant into sets ; they had

not in the past considered sufficiently the question of space.

With regard to the periodicity question, what were they

going to do with the works at present in existence. Mr.

Snell (Sunderland ) said , though engineers would like standard

practice, they could not get it. Mr. Boot ( Tunbridge Wells)

referred to the financial difficulties of altering present plant

to a standard. Mr. Cottam (Hampstead ) raised the question

whether they would not stifle progress by saying that they

would make everything uniform ; had they arrived at the

stage when that could be done ; local conditions very mate

rially affected the question. Mr. Gibbings said there was a

gooddeal of misconception as to the lines on which they pro
posed to go ; it was impossible to standardise the whole

system of plant; they could only attempt to standardise

periodicities, horse-powers, and so on. Mr. Wordingham.

in replying on the whole discussion said he was prepared to

admitthat they were influenced by individual circumstances.

He fully recognised that the question of lamps was a matter

for argument, and could only be settled by a thorough dis

cussion . That Association could not dealwith the matter,

for they constituted only a small section of engineers.

Replying to Mr. Hammond's point as to size of plant, he

thoughtthat the best way of spending money was by sub

dividing plant; the periodicity question would be settled

because most single-pbase alternating current machines would

be scrapped within the next 10 years . He did not suggest that

they should alter everything, nor did he put forward any

hard and fast rules ; it was only standardisation in the way

of sizes, and on general lines that they could proceed.

The " Appropriation of Profits " was the subject of the

next paper, and Bailie Maclay dwelt upon the principal

points, more, as he said, with the idea of drawing out

discussion. It may be mentioned that the paper which is

dealt with in another part of this issue does not agree with

putting profits from electricity works to the relief of rates,

but to be devoted to the lowering the price of electricity.

Mr. Councillor G. Pearson ( Bristol) was not slow in respond

ingto the worthy Bailie's challenge, and said at the outset

he did not agree with it. He held that those upon whose

credit money was raised should have a share in the business.

In Bristol theyhad 50,000 ratepayers, and 1,000 electricity

consumers, and not more than 1 ratepayerin 50 had the

advantage of electric lighting. If they used the credit of.

these 50,000 ratepayers for establishing electricity works,

they might reasonably ask those who paid for the luxury

to pay a little more, and so reduce the taxation . Before

going in for public lighting, however, he considered that

reductionsought to bemade to the consumer. Mr. Higgin.

bottom (Manchester) disagreed with the disposal of profits

16
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APPROPRIATION OF PROFITS AND

REPAYMENTS OF LOANS.

set forth in the paper. If ratepayers found money for an

undertaking, and a profit was made, they were entitled to

receive an amount of that profit ; if there was loss on the

undertaking it did not fall upon the consumer but upon the

ratepayer. The speaker alludedto the protection accorded to

the consumer by the Board of Trade.

Mr. Robert Hammond said one of the most difficult

things in accounts was the very great difference that existed

between the ultimate disposal of what come called profits

and others gross profite. If every chairman of committee

had the Act of Parliament in his head they would have

accurate account keeping. He did not know till then that

it was possibleto evade the Act by supplying public ligbting

for d . per unit. He found in the case of Glasgow that

they were only contributing 1 per cent, to the sinking fund,

whereas in Manchester and Sunderland they had to con

tribute sufficient to repay the loan in 25 years. Leeds,

however, which had applied for a provisional order to

acquire the Leeds Electric Lighting Company's works_bad

obtained permission to retain the loan for 40 years. They

ought to consider that it was the general ratepayer who

had to sanction the loan , and nothing pleased bim

more than to think that a small profit was going into

his pocket. Mr. Barnard ( Hull) pointed out that if they

applied for a loan for machines they were given 15 years to

repay, for mains 20 years, and if together 25 years. Mr.

Arthur Wright said he once had the opinion that when they

started the supply of electricity they were going to supply

electricity to ratepayers. Some corporations got only 25

years to repay the loan, and he thougbt that ought to be the

limit, because if they got 42 years they wanted a bigger

depreciation fund. Returns to the ratepayers could be made

intwo ways, by handing over large sums, or building up a

sound business, by lighting streets at cost, laying services

and mains all over the town. That was a far sounder way

of repaying the general body of ratepayers, than handing

over sams of money year by year. Lowering the price did

not necessarily increase the deficits, and might, in fact,

increase the profits. The chief points of Bailie Maclay's

reply were, that he was not there toshow a brightand shining

example. Things appeared to be different in Glasgow , for

there was not a singleoccasion when they bad a deficit; they

gave something to the ratepayers, in fact, all they had to

spare. They raised their money by issuing stock, and when

their term expired they borrowed a fresh loan . He agreed

with Mr. Wright on the subject of street lighting, they

never thought of giving current for street lightingat less
than cost.

The next paper was that of Mr. Snell's on “Single v .
Multiple Generating Stations," but on account of the latenegg

of the hour, it was not possible to do more than hear a few

opening remarks from Mr. Chamen.

Thearrangements for the afternoon included a visit to

the new works of Messrs. Willads & Robinson at Rugby,

and it may be said without exaggeration that it constituted

the most valuable object lesson in standardising that was

provided during the Convention. Two special saloon trains

were provided for the visitors who travelled to Rugby in

almost Royal style. Meesrs . Willans & Robinson's

works are no doubt among the finest workshops in the

country, and the excellence of the methods carried out

here merit more attention than we are able to give at the

moment.

The last day of the Convention was devoted to discussiog

Mr. Snell's paper, to which we have already referred, and a

series of papers on electric traction. Those of Mr. R. C. Quin

( Blackpool) and Mr. J. E. Stewart were taken first, and

evokeda fairly long discussion. Mr. Rider brought out one

or two good points ; he objected to depending upon the

tramcars for fly-wheel effect, on the ground that it was

impossible to find a town whereuniform motion of tramcars

could beobtained , the speed and the power of the car were

constantly varying. He did not approve of car mile, and

he considered ton mile as bad ; what they had to compare

was the passenger mile. He was in favour of an entirely

separate committee fora tramway, and the electricity com

mittee should supply electricity to a tramway committeeas
to a separate consumer. Alderman Higginbottom , Bailie

Maclay , and other speakers, followed, but perhaps their

remarks will be more appropriate when we publish the

papers.

The paper contributed by Mr. BailieWm. Maclay, the Con

vener of the Electricity Committee of the Glasgow Corpora

tion, deals with two subjecte, viz., “The Appropriation of

Profits and Repayments of Loans.”

With regardto the first, Mr. Maclay points out that the

policy of the Glasgow Corporation is not to make profits ;

and here he raises an issue which forces itself apon the

serious consideration ofall whoare responsiblefor the con

duct of municipal trading undertakings. Without doubt

the success of those undertakings is generally judged by the

amount that is annually handed over to the General Rate

Fand .

With this view the policy of the Glasgow Corporation is

in direct conflict. “ We recognise,” says Bailie Maclay,

" the fact that not one of these departments exists to make

profits as is the case witha private commercial concerc - bat

that rather it has been called into existence for the benefit

of the community as a whole , " and in opposition to the

principle adopted in Manchester, the Bailie further con

tends :

"That what has been taken from a .... consumer in

excess of the cost of production and distribution, should be

given back to him at once and directly through the depart

ment, in the form of a reduced charge in the immediate

future. This meets all the wants of the case, and inflicts a

hardship on no one. We hold ," he continues, " that

it is a sound policy to place as few restrictions on business

as possible, especially in these days of keen competition.

Wemaintain that if any of our commercial departments,

originated solely for the good of the people as a whole, is

compelled to keep the price of anything above the cost of

production and distribution ; then . . . . an artificial and

arbitrary restriction is placed on the business of that

committee.”

Those who oppose this principle urge that as no municipal

commercial undertaking can be conducted without some risk

to the ratepayers, it is only fair that the consumers should ,

in addition to the actual cost of generation and distribution,

provide, as a form of insurance, a margin of profit for the

benefit of the general ratepayer. It is he whose credit

enables the municipality first to borrow at a low rate of

interest, and secondly, to arrange for repayment of the capital

account over an extended period. It is he whose vetomay

operate in restricting extensions, and who must be conciliated

as the sleeping partner in the concern by the enjoyment of

profits, however moderate.

While fully recognisingthisprinciple , the Board of Trade,

in framing the provisional orders issued under the Electric

Lighting Acts, takes care that the consumer shall not be

mulcted in an unreasonable sum.

Section 52 of the model order provides for the payment

out of revenge of :

1. Working expenses, i.e., costs of generation and distri

bution .

2. Interest on borrowed monies.

3. Instalment of sinking fund .

4. All other expenses not properly chargeable to capital.

5. Reserve fund (which duly invested in Government

securities shall at no time exceed 10 per cent. of the aggre

gate capital expenditure).

The net surplus then remaining must be carried to the

credit of the local rate.

Here again, however, the consumer is protected, for it is

enacted that if the surplus in any year exceeds 5 per cent.

upon the capital expenditure, a reduction must be made in

the charge to consumers. On the other hand any deficiency

must bepayable out of the rates.

Somuch for the provisions enacted by the Board of Trade.

It will beseen that it is taken for granted that the price

paid by the consumers should certainly be sufficient to do

much more than Bailie Maclay, speaking on behalf of his

Glasgow colleagues, suggests. Carried toits logical conclu

sion,his contention would only call upon the consumer topay

the " sheer " cost of production and distribution, which

amounted in Glasgow last year to a trifle under 2d. per unit.

An examination of the accounts, however, shows that

though the principle enunciated by Glasgow may appear
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revolutionary, its method of application by the “cannie Scot ”

leaves the consumer worse off than he is, say, in Manchester,

whose ways the Bailie holds up to reprobation.

To make tbis clear we set out in the case of Glasgowthe

som received from the consumers in the year under review,

and we add the figures supplied by Bailie Maclay showing

how this som was disposed of. In doing fo we work out

the rating wbich the fums disposed of bear to the grois sum
received .

GLASGOW.

Revenu : £ 30,000 100 c0%

and electricity department, we are not able to say whether

the rate proposed for future years for the electricity under

taking is an equitable one, though we must repeat our

surprise at the lowness of the charge of £1,466 for redemp

tion of a capital of over £ 140,000.

We venture to suggest that local authorities operating

under the Electric Lighting Acts should adopt a uniform

rate in respect ofthe bums get aside annually for the sinking

and reserve fande, and as those who are compelled by the

Local Government Board to repay their loans in 25 years

have to provide annual instalments of about 8 per cent.

sinking fund, we suggest this minimum figure as the basis

for general adoption.

...

Costs of production and distribution

Depreciation

Intereston capital

Sinking fund

Carried forward

£ 12,000

10,705

4,300

1,466

1,527

40 ლი%

35 68

14 33 %

4 89%

5 :19 %

...

UNIFORMITY IN PLANT.
... ...

£29,998 99 99%

Average price charged to consumers, 5 :08d. per unit.

It will be seen that while only 4 89 per cent. of the snm

contributed by the consumer is set aside for sinking fund, a

ridiculously inadequate figure, at any rate as far as the

generatiog plant and mains is concerned , more than one

third of the revenue drawn from him is put aside for

depreciation, and finally , in flagrant defiance of the law,

£ 1,527 is carried forward instead of being handed over to

the General Rate Fund. Those who differ from the Bailie

in his proposition that the profits belong to the consumer

will smile at the summary way in which he has excluded him

from all participation therein . Bailie Maclay points to

Manchester as a typical example of how not to do it. Let

ns see bow the Manchester figures compare with those of

Glasgow.

MANCHESTER

Revenue £49,744 100.00 %

Costs of production and distribution £15 284 30 73%

Depreciation 3,344 672

Interest on capital 7,171 14:42

Sinking lund 7,133 14 34

Reserve fund 6.812 13 699

Handed to City Fand in aid of rates 10,000 20-10%

... ...

... ... ..

£49,744 100 00 %

>

Average price charged to consumers, 463d . per unit.

If the ratepayer -consumer compares the method adopted

by Manchester with that adopted by Glasgow , of disposing of

the revenue contributed by him, he will, we think, be dis

posed to pray for deliverance from his friends.

Possibly, however, it may be urged that Bailie Maclay, in

referring to Manchester, used an unhappy illustration , and,

apart from it, his main contention has still to be con

sidered, i.e., whether municipal works should exist primarily

for the ber efit of the consumers or the ratepayers.

Our own view is that the general ratepayer has a right to

demand from the consumer some quid pro quo for the

pledging of bis credit. In ordinary commercial transac

tions & banker, for instance, would not hesitate to demand a

substantial commission for guaranteeing a credit, and the

general ratepayer whose pledge of the communal property
enables the community to borrow at, say, 3 per cent., is furely

justified in demanding that those who arethereby benefited

shall contribute the same percentage on the investment as if

it were made by a company.

If such a principle were not acknowledged, there would

surely be a speedy end tomunicipal trading in this country.

Returning to Bailie Maclay, the Glasgow ratepayer has

certainly no cause to complain that the bordenput upon the

electric light consumer is too light a one ; indeed, some

Glasgow consumers are puzzled to know why, on an almost

identical output, his com peer at Edinburgh gets his elec

tricity fully £d. per unit cheaper, and wby be is not supplied

at a cheaperrate than that which Aberdeen can afford on a

comparatively insignificant outpat.

Turning to the second part of Bailie Maclay's paper on

“ The Repayment of Loans," we find much interesting

matter with regard to the rates fixed for the liquidation of

the loans in connection with the police, sewer construction ,

street improvement, water supply and markets ; but as
similar information is not afforded in the case of the gas

Of all the papers set down for reading and discussion at the

meetings of the Municipal Electrical Association , the one

which is, perhaps, of most general interest is Mr. Wording ,

ham's paper on “ The Necessityfor Uniformity in Plantand

Apparatus " ( see page 854), as it deals with asubject which

isof considerableimportance to the advising engineer and

his client, to the engineer who is responeible for the working

of the plant, and to the manufacturing engineerwho supplies

it. We have quite recently, in the editorial columns of our

issue of May 27th, dealt with some of the points brought

forward by Mr. Wordingham , and after a perneal of the

statistics given in his paper, we find that in such matters as

frequency of alternating currents and voltage of lamps there

is even a greater want of uniformity than we were aware of

at the time of writing the article referred to. For instance,

in Table A, giving the various pressures declared by 109

central stations, no less than 20 different pressures are found,

of which eight are between 100 and 115 volts, and six

between 200and 230 volts ; whilst from Table B we learn

that 19 different periodicities have apparently been found

necessary to satisfy the requirements of 58 alternating

current stations . Again , fromTable D we learn that in the

51 stations using continuous current there are 38 different

sizes of unit, ranging from 10 to 1,500 kilowatts, and that

30 of these are for 200 kilowatts or less ; and in the 58

stations using alternating currents there are 56 different

Biz8, ranging from 20 to 390 kilowatts. When one con

siders that machines of the same output in kilowatts may be

required at different pressures, speede, and frequencies, there

is good reasonto agree with the author of the paper when he

speaks of the chaotic state of central station practice as regards
Blandardisation .

Haviog quoted statistics to show the necessity of reform ,

the author proceeds to make various suggestions as to the

standardising of apparatus. Commencing with the declared

pressure , which is the most important point, since it

offects both generating and receiving apparatus, the
author suggeststhat 100 volts and multiples thereof should

be adopted as a etandard , as more stations are using these

pressures than any other, and as they lend themselves very

well to the various uses to which central station supply is
applied . There is no doubt that for many reasons this would

be a convenient standard , but the tendency oflater practice

has been rather towards 110 volts and its multiples, and we

fancy that many advocates of this latter pressure will be

found who will advance the arguments that it is as easy to
get incandescent lamps of 110 and 220 volts as those of 100

and 200 volts, that two arc lamps will burn better on a 110

volt circuit, and that it would be a mistake to sacrifice the

10 per cent. higher pressure and 10 per cent. lower current,

with the consequent saving in mains for equally good regula

tion of pressure at the consumers' terminals. With regard

to consuming devices, we fully agree with the author ofthe

paper as to the advantages that would be gainedby adopting

a limited number of standard candle-powers for incandescent
and are lamps, and of standard sizes of motors. The

greatest difficulty would be experienced with the motors, as

in this case the various requirements as to speed enter into
the question, and the manufacturer would derive but little

benefit from the fixing of standard outputs in brake horse

pɔwer, if these outputs are required at varying speeds. The

point which is of most interest to the manufacturer of

dynamos and motors is, we should imagine, that the output

per revolution should be taken as the basis of any standard
D
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ising of sizes, as this would enable him to keep to a small

number of sizes of machine frame, and it is inthis part of

the manufacture that the multiplicity of sizes leads to the

greatest increase in the cost of production.

The same difficulty occurs in the fixing of a series of sizes

of generating plant, since the question of speed comes in in

all cases wherethe engine and dynamo are direct coupled .

At the present time there are already signs of a tendency to

standardige so far as the output in kilowatts is concerned ; but

there are two distinct interests that have to be considered in

this matter, viz . , those of the engine maker and those of the

dynamo maker. Now it is well known that the speeds at

which engines of equal horse -power will be run by different

makers vary very appreciably, and the question ,therefore,

arises whether the engine makers are to be persuaded to

adopt a standard speed for a given horse- power, so that the
dynamo makers can standardise the sizes of their machines ;

or whether, as is the case at present, the dynamo maker is to

adapt his dyoamo to the speed of the engine to wbich it is

to be coupled , in which case he must be prepared to supply

a different machine to go with each type of engine although

theyall give the same output in kilowatts.

With regard to the sizes of unit to be adopted , we think

that in very many stations the mistake has been made of

commencing with units of insufficient size ; the reason being

that more attention has been paid to obtaining such a sub

division of the plant as would give the most economical

working during the initial stages of the undertaking than to

fixing a size of unit wbich would suit the probable require

ments after a few years' working. Mr. Wordingham seems

to suggest six as the minimum number of sets which should

be installed for a beginning, but we should prefer to start

with a smaller number in any station where the probable

ultimate capacity was much greater than the initial capacity;

As otherwise the first sets would in a few years' time be

found to be too small, and very probably would bave tobe

taken ont altogether and replaced by larger units. The

statement in the paper that it is preferableto have reserve

plant in the shape of machines which can be safely worked

at 25 or 33 per cent. beyond their most economical load is

one that we quite agree with, and is really only another way

of saying that machinery should be employed which gives

its most economical reeults at three-quarter load or there

abouts, a procedure we have advocated in these columns

before now.

The question of standardising distributing plant is next

dealt with in the paper, andthe suggestion made therein, that

a certain limited number of standard sizes of cables should

be agreed on , is one which should meet with the approval of

cable manufacturers ; as, notwithstanding the large number

of different types and sizes of cable described in their pub

lished lists, it is necessary , we understand, in very many cases

to make special cables to meet the specifications issued for

supply maids.

The whole question of standardising plant is, owing to the

many interests involved , a complicated one, and will require

a good deal of thrashing out ; bat we believe that much good

would result from a thorough examination of it by a repre

sentative committee composed of those who have to use the

plant and those who have to make it. We did not know ,

when we published the article already referred to and invited

the attention of our readers to the question of standardisa

tion , that we were so goon to learn that the matter was already

under consideration ; and we hope that the preliminary steps

wbich have already been taken will lead to the appointment

of a thorougbly representative committee, and that their

deliberations will result in the adoption of more uniform

requirementson the part of the users of electrical plant, as

weconsider that benefit will result therefrom to all parties,

as the cheaper production and quicker delivery which should

follow such a movement should still further develop the use

of electrical apparatus.

being constantly carried out. Some allasion has been already

made to some interesting experiments on this system which

were conducted some days ago between the House of

Commons and St. Thomas's Hospital. One station was in

the small smoking room just off the Terrace at the House

of Commons, and the other was fixed in the treasurer's house

at St. Thomas's Hospital, at the opposite side of the river
Thames.

At the House of Commons end the instruments were

placed in the small smoking room alladed to, and a wire was led

through the window and attached to a short pole, which was

tied to one of the lamp -postson the Terrace a few feet from

the window . At the hospital end the instruments were also

under cover in an upper room , and the wire in that case was

led from the windowdown to the top of a lamp-poet abort

6 feet from the wall of the hospital. We need hardly

repeat here the method of sending signale, but we may

mention that the time occupied in fixing both installatiods

was under an hour, and immediately after, the Speaker,

Sergeant-at -Arms, and other Right Hon. and Hon. gentl

men came into the smoking -room to see the first experi

ment.

Many messages were sent between the two institutions,

and it is necessary to record that the first news of the re

solution passed by the House of Commons in connection
with the public funeral of the Right Hon . W. E. Gladstone

wasconveyed wirelessly to St. Thomas'sHospitalin the terms

of the following message sent by Mr. O'Malley :-“The

House ofCommons to -day solemlyand unanimously resolved

that a public funeral be accorded the late William Ewart

Gladstone, and a monument be raised to his memory in

Westminster Abbey," which was suitably acknowledged
from the hospital end of the wireless system . The

various messages sent and received were all printed on
tap ?, and afforded every satisfaction to those who

witnessed the experiments at either end. Of a more

practical nature, however, was a series of experiments

which were carried out by the Wireless Telegraph_Com

pany on the 3rd inst. before Lord and Lady Kelvin

and Lord Tennyson at their Alam Bay station, Isle of

Wight. After inspecting the outside of the station, the

visitors went into the operating room , where they carefully

examined the instruments and witnessed the sending and

receiving of several messagee. Lord Kelvin sent messages

wirelessly to Dr. MacLean, his chief assistant in tre physical

laboratory of the University of Glasgow , to Sir George

Stokes at Cambridge, and to Lord Rayleigh and Mr. W. H.
Preece in London .

The message to Sir George Stokes was as follows :

Stokes, Lensfield Cottage, Cambridge. This is sent com

mercially paid at Alum Bay for transmission through ether,

18. to Bournemouth, and thence by postal telegraph , 15d. to

Cambridge . - Kelvin . "

Lord Tennyson's message was to bis nephew at Eton, and

was as follows : - “ Sending you message by Marconi's ether

telegraph, Alum Bay to Bournemouth, paid commercially

thence by wire ; very sorry not to hear you speak your

Thackeray to -morrow . — Tennyson.” Lord Kelvin insisted

on paying 18. per message royalty for the use of the Marconi

system on all the messages he sent, in this waywishing to

show his appreciation of the system , and to illastrate its

availabilityalready for commercial use.

With the achievement of these striking results one ought

not to wait long before a practical application is made of the
wireless telegraph.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND PUBLIC

COMPANIES .

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

WRITING to the Engineer,a correspondent finds fault with

our contemporary's commendation of Sir F. Bramwell's action

in the case of the Hydraulic Joint Company. He thinks

that an engineer oughtnot to step on one side to tell any

thing beyond the narrow rut in which promoters wish him

to carry out his tests. As we have already said , we do not

know that an engineer need particularly concern himself

with patent rights of a matter upon whose mechanical

merits he may be reporting. We do not like the tone

It is not surprising to find that the public interest in the

Marconi system of wireless telegraphy is rapidly increasing,

and demonstrations of a more or less public character are
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do we

&

of the letter ; nor think the writer hag

picked his illustrations at all well. He cites a case of an

engineer testing an American machine, and reporting

favourably upon it in ignorance that there was already a

better Eoglish machine in the market, and he asks us to

judge if the engineer was to blame. This is not a case in

point. The man reported favourably on a good American

machine. It was used in somespecial trade apparently,and

the engineer could not necessarily be expected to know there

were better English machines. But if he had known and

was honest he would have informed his employers of the

fact. Pofsibly they knew, bat it is equally possible they did

not know.

Let us quote a case ourselves. The owners ofa patent

wanted certain comparative tests . Having got them they

objected to pay the fees on the ground that the tests were

not conducted on the lines they desired. The particular

point of dispate was the employment of the patentee to

perform one particular and esential function , both on the

new process and on the old . It had already been declared that

the new process effected a saving of so much per cent. as

compared with theold process.

The testing engineers refused to lend themselves to this,

as the results obtained would have been simply equiva

lent to a record of two performances of one man, conducted

in one case to the best of his ability, in the other as

he deemed fit . The case went to the Courts, and the

verdict was for the engineers, who were practically com

mended for not allowing themselves to be tied bya pro

moter's chain .

Most engineers will be familiar with the facilities afforded

by promoters' plant for misleading mechanical tests. It is

to be regretted thattoo many engineers satisfy any qualms

they may feel by adding some remark inconspicuously in

their report which will not appeal tothe lay public.

The Engineer's correspondent thinks an engineer is an
over -scrupalous fool who does not allow himself to be a

medium for gulling the public. Why should he care for the

poblic, who will certainly not care for him when he comes

to beggary through his honesty ? This is all very well.

Because the public is a “ hass," the engineer is to be free

to be a rogue. This is not satisfactory. Bat out of the.

20 millions of the public, there are paradventure10 righteous

men . Is the engineer to assist to defraud the 10 righteons,

simply because he has a poor opinion of the 19 and odd
millions ?

The letter we criticise simply begs the whole question.

We have already stated that an engineer must be allowed to

judge each case by itself. Wewould add a further sugges

tion that, for the guidance of all testing engineers, the

various engineering societies should combine to retain the

services of some independent man or men to whom , in a

difficulty an engineer could go for advice if he has doubts as

to the propriety of the course he should take, in any case

where he feels a temptation to be, in the words of the

Engineer's correspondent, “ too honest.

the poles only. The use of but a small excess of section in

the part of the circuit which is distant from the poles effects

& notable economy in the ampere turns, because the permea

bility increases very rapidly below the saturationpoint.

Ease in adjustment of the pole-pieces is of some im

portance. The adjustment is made by an arrangement like

the back centre of a lathe, so thateither pole can be advanced

or withdrawn with precision, while the construction is euffi

ciently strong to prevent any flexare. The rectangle form

ing the magnetic circuit is suspended horizontally by two

strong bolts to an oak frame, leaving the space below the

poles available for the other apparatus. The field obtained

varies with the form of the pole-pieces. At the common

apex of two conical armatures it is infinite, but decreases as

the cones are more truncated . With cones truncated so

that the small base is 1 cm . in diameter, H.= 30,000 units .

But the true measure of the quality of the instrument is

the intensity of the magnetisation of the pole - pieces

necessary to produce a given field .

1 = 1,630 is the figure deduced from M.du Bois measure

mentsonhis more powerful apparatus. Knowing this, one
can calculate the field to be obtained with any cones ; for
instance, with a space1 mm . x 2 mm ., theapparatus would

give 44,000 units . With the aid of M.Weiss's electro -magnet,

M. G. Sagnac performed before the Society the experiment

by which M.A. Cotton showed the changeproduced in the
wave length of sodium light by a magnetic field . The edge

of a yellow sodium flameA, ob erved againsttheback -ground
of a similar flame B, is seen to be black if the flames are

suitably arranged . This is due to the fact that the sodium

flame is sarrounded by a zone some millimetres thick of

non -luminous or slightly laminous gas containing sodium

vapour, which absorbs the light of the linee, D , 12. M. Cotton

has remarked that this black border, first noticed by Crookes,

only appears if the lines, D, De, in theflame B are very narrow .

The border disappears completely if B is a brilliant flame

containing much sodium , and giving broad linee. It can

be shown in other ways, that the edge of the flame gives two

very narrow absorption lines, D , D2. They are so narrow that

the change of period produced in the flame, b , by a magnetic
field, destroys the absorption, and causes the black border

round the fame, A , to disappear, and to re -appear sharply

when the magnetic field is suppressed.

This experiment was described in the Comptes Rendus of

November29th, 1897 ; and with more detail in an article in

Eclairage Electrique (March 5th , 26th, 1898) , where are also

given experiments on the reversal of the sodium lines, and

on the application of reversed lines to the study of the

Zeeman effect.

In the experiment performed before the Society, the obser

vation was made parallel to the field. The veryintense field

employed makes the experiment easy , but is not really

necessary. A field of 1,000 units is sufficient if the flames

are suitable. The observation can be made at right angles

to the field , and the different bebaviour of the vibrations

when parallel and perpendicularto the field can be observed

with the aid of a nicol. Or the arrangement proposed by

M. Kønig (Weidemann's Annalen, December, 1897, suppl.)
may be employed for observations normal to the lines of

force.

66
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A POWERFUL ELECTRO -MAGNET.•

ROYAL SOCIETY CONVERSAZIONE.
M. Sagnac exhibited to the Society a new electro-magnet for

the production of very intense magnetic fields, constructed

from the designs of M. Pierre Weiss. Most electro-magnets

now in ase are of an old type which has not changed since

the time of Ruhmkorff, andnotwithstanding their admitted

excellence, are inferior to those designed from the now

recognised properties of the magnetic circuit.

M. du Bois showed this from theoretical considerations,

and verified his conclusions with a powerful annular electro

magnet weighing 270 kg. , and absorbing 6.5 horse-power.

With this he obtained the most intense field yet reached , a

field of 38,000 units. The new instrument shown to the

Society gives comparable results, though it is much less

cambrous and costly, weighing only 100 kg. and absorbing

2 horse- power.

The rectangular magnetic circuit is arranged to saturate

• Translation of a paper read before the Société Française de

Physique, May 20th , 1898.

THE second conversazione of the Royal Society held on June

8th was not distinguished by anything very remarkable in the

number or originality of the electrical exbibits. The new gas

Krypton — the latest find of Prof. Ramsay in the residues of the

atmosphere— was the greatscientific sensation of the evening.

Ouly one part of this gas occurs in 10,000 parts of air, and

it was necessary to evaporate about one litre of liquid air in

order to find it. The spectrum shows two brilliant lines,
one of which is almost coincident with a line in the helium

spectrum . The finding of so many new elements recently ,

in a field so well explored as the atmosphere, is calculated to

shake the foundations of our chemical faith .

. 8

† Ewing gives H 24,500, B = 43,350 as the highest induc'ion

he has obtained, the dimensions of his " isthmus” being 2:66 mm.

diameter, 3.5 mm . long .
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The SteljesPrintingTelegraph Recorder was exhibited

by Louis P. Casella . This instrument is operated by the

Wheatstone A B C magneto -transmitter, and does not

require batteries. The printing lever is raised and held up

bythe alternating current from the transmitter energising

en electro-magnet, and when the circuit is broken it is

released and allows the weights to do the printing. About

12 milliamperes are required for the instrumente, several of

which can be worked from one transmitter over a distance of

at least 40 miles. The messages sent are printed simul.

taneously at the gending and receiving stations, and require

no skilled operators. The device for placing all the instru

ments in circuit, in unison, is an interesting one . It prints

with rubber type on a tape.

The automatic telephone switch exhibited by the Direct

Telephone ExchangeSyndicateappeared to be a remarkably

efficient instrument for doing the work of the telephone girl.

Exchanges for 1,000 or more subscribers have been worked

successfully on this system . Secrecy of conversation and

continuous service day and night are some of the obvious

advantages of such systems, if they can be successfully

carried out.

Mr. Roxby exbibited some remarkably good specimens of

photographsin patural colours obtained bya process invented

and patented by Dr. Selle. As in Ives's, Vogel's, and similar

processes, three negatives, representing the three primary

colours, are first obtained . From these negatives in Selle's

proce38), positivesare printed on coloured collodion films

and superposed. Collotype printing surfaces, with suitably

coloured inke, may also beused when larger quantities are

required. These three colour processes are likely, in the

future, to play a very important part in the reproduction of
works of art.

Mr. Campbell Swinton has considerably improved his

cathode lamp since the last conversazione. He has now been

able to get a light of an intensity of 100 C.P., 1 watt giving

about 1 C.P. Mr. Swinton uses alternating currents of

about 10,000 volts to excite a tube with two cathode discs

which focus the cathode rays on a refractory material. The

refractory material becomes brilliantly luminescent. This is

a considerable advance upon Ebert's lamp, wbich never gave

much more than 1 C.P. , though it was asserted to be

enormously more efficient thananything claimed by Mr.
Swinton ,

Messrs. Watson & Sons exbibited the new induction coil,

designed by MM. Wydts and Rochefort, described in the

ELECTRICAL REVIEW , 42, p. 165, and criticised recently by

Mr. Apps in a paper read before the Röntgen Society ( ELEC.

REV., Vol.42, p. 782). The instrument exhibited was said to

yield an 8 -inch spark. The secondary wire weighed less

than 2 lbs., andoccupieda narrow central position round the

primary wire. The insulation was effected by means of a

thickened oil of secret composition .

Lord Blythswood and Mr. E. W. Marchant showed some

interesting experiments bearing on electrostatic phenomena

in vacuum tubes. In a specially shaped tube the flow and

return of the electrified particles of the residual gas was

shown to be affected by external bodies suitably placed out

side the tube. The diagrams illustrating the variation of

potential difference at different distances in tubes with

movable electrodes were especially interesting. A peak of

maximum E.M.F. has been found to exist at & moderate

distance between the electrodes, a rapid falling off taking

place, both when the distance is diminished, and when it is

increased .

Prof. Callendar's apparatus for electrically recording tem

peratureat a distance was shown at work. Diagrams were

shown of temperature curveswhich had been produced at a

distance of a mile from the place of observation .

the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, powers should be given in any cases

for acquiring land compulsorily for generating stations ; and, if so,

under whatconditions as respects liability for anisance, notices to

surrounding owners , and otherwise.

2. Whether compulsory powers of acquiring land for generating
stations, it proper to begiven in any case, should be given where

the proposed site is not within the area of supply.

3. Whether, in case of a generating station , however acquired , not

beingsituate within the areaof supply, powershould begiven for the

breaking ap of streets between the generating station and the
boundary of the area of sopply.

4. Whether powers should be given inanycase for the supply of

electrical energy over an area including districts of numerons local

authorities, involving plant of exceptional dimensions and high

voltage ; and, if such powers may properly be given, whether any and

what conditions should be imposed

(a ) With respect to system and plant, and to the construction and

location of generating stations, in view of the powers of purchase
conferred upon local authorities by Sections 2 and 3 of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1888.

(6) Withrespect to the relationsof the promoters to other under

takers and to local authorities within parts of the area.

5. Under wbat conditions (if any) oughtpowers to be conferred

upon promoters seeking to supply electricalenergy to other ander.

takers and not directly to consumers.

The House of Commons appointed Mr. Ashton , Lord Balcarree,

Mr. Kimber, Sir Leonard Lyell, and the House of Lords appointed the

Lord Privy Seal(ViscountCross), Earl Spencer, Viscount Kaatsford,
Lord Monkswell.

TheCommittee reported : - That the Committee have met and con

sidered the subjects referred to them , and beg leave to make the

following report :--

The Committee bave taken evidence from Sir Courtenay Boyle,

K.C.B., the Right Elonourable the Earl of Morley, the Honourable

Chandos Leigh, Q.O., Mr. Preece, C.B., engineer-in -chief and elec

tricianto thePost Office, and from Major Cardew , electrical adviser
to the Board of Trade.

Counsel appeared before the Committee on behalf of the fol.

lowing :

1. Central Electric Supply Company, Limited.

2. Chelsea Electricity Supply Company, Limited .

3. General Power Distributing Company.

4. Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution, Limited.

5. House - to -House Electric Light Sapply Company, Limited .

6. Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Company,

Limited .

7. London ElectricSupply Corporation , Limited .

8. County of London and Brush Provincial Electric Lighting

Company, Limited.

9. Westminster Electric Sapply Company, Limited .

10. Corporation of Doncaster .

11. Corporation of Glasgow .

12. Corporation of Huddersfield .

13. Oorporation of Ilkeston .

14. Corporation of Lincoln.

16. Corporation of Manchester,

16. Corporation of Nottingham .

17. Corporation of Rettord.

18. Corporation of Rotherbam .

19. Corporation of Sulford .

20. Corporation of Sheffield .

21. Corporation of Wolverhampton.

22. London County Council.

The Corporation of Edinburgh and the Metropolitan Electric

Supply Company were represented before the Committee by their

Parliamentary agents.

The several Bills now pending in Parliament in which effect is

proposed to be given to new developments of the electrical iodastry,

have been brought to the notice of the Committee, but they havenot

considered them in detail, nor taken any evidence upon them . They

have treated them only incidentally, as showing thelines upon which

the industry is likely to expand. They have laid down the general

principleswhich they suggest should guide Parliament and the

Boardof Trade, but whether those principles should in whole or in

part be applied, and whether any and what special conditions should

be imposed, must, of course, be decided in each individual case,
accordiog to its merits.

The Committee have heard all the witnesses tendered by the several

parties, and have agreed upon the following answers to the several

questions referred to them :

Question 1.- (a ) The proved public advantages of electrical energy

in the generationof lightand power warrant, in their opinion, the

granting to undertakers of compulsory powers for acquiring sites for

generating stations and lands or easements for pipes and mains

therefrom , and other works.

(6) Provision should be made for the granting of these powen

in the provisional orders of the Board of Trade, subject

to confirmation by Parliament. Such provision would facilitate

continuance of the existing practice, according to which

more or less aniformconditionsunder whichundertakers are to work

are provisionally settled by the Board of Trade. Procedure by private

bill should be reserved, asat present,for exceptional cases.
(c) Such powers may be given either to local authorities or to in

corporatedcompanies, whetherthe incorporation be by special Act or

provisional order or underthe Companies' Acts.

( d) With respect to liability for nuisance, they are of opinion that

where the site for a generating station isacquired under com polsory

powers,and is specified in the provisional order or special Act, the

undertakers should not be subjected to any further liability than that

which, according to Lord Blackburn (Geddis v. Bann Reservoir, 3

8

THE REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARY

ELECTRICAL ENERGY COMMITTEE.

The report from the Joint Select Committee of the House of Lords

and theHouse of Commons on Electrical Energy (Generating Stations

and Supply) has now been publiebed .

The Committee was appointed in March to consider and report ,

1. Whether, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12 (1) of
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App. Cas. 455 ),is imposed by the common lawin the case of persons

exercising statutory powers and duties. On the other hand, where

the site for a generatiog station is acquired by agreement, they think

the undertakers ought to be subject to the liability imposed by the

common law .

(e) With respect to notices, they think that the existing practice

as to notices to the local authorities and alsoto owners, lessees, and

occupiers of lands proposed to be taken should be followed.

With respect tonotices in gazettes and newspapers, they do not

suggest any amendmentof theexisting procedure.

The amendmeat of the Electric Lighting Acts, necessary to em

power the Board af Trade to grant compulsory powers, will, they

Assume, comprise provisions for notices andother matters of pro

cedure, for which precedents are foundin the Housing of the Working

Classes Act, 1890, and in the Light Railways Act, 1896.

Question 2. - 8 jectto the above observations, the Committee are

of opinion that compulsory powers for the acquisition of land for a

generating station , and lands or easements for pipes and mains and

other works to the area of supply, may also properly be given where

the proposed site is not within the area of supply. Thelocal autho

rities for the district or districts in wbich the site is, and the owners,

lessees and occupiers, should have the same notices and the same

locus standi as it that district were the area of supply: Provision

also should be made for serving notices to local authorities and

owners, &c. , of districts or landthrough whose districts or land

maios are to be run from the generating station to the area or areas
of supply.

Question 3.- In the case of powers being given for the erection of

& generating station outside the area of supply, they think that

powers may properly be given for laying the mains in streets leading

from the generating station to the boundaries of the area of supply.

In such case the local authority liable to maintain these streets should

have thesame option of themselves breaking up and reinstating the

streets at the undertakers' expense as is now given in the provisional

orders to local authorities within the area of supply, and should be

empowered accordingly.

The Committee areof opinion that while it may be advisable to
maintain tbe veto of local authorities as to the erection of overhead

wires, given by Section 14 of the Act of 1882, in respect of other

electric wires, it is not advisable that in the case of overhead wires

for traction purposes the local authority, other than the London

County Council and County Borough ., should have an absolute veto .

While due weight should be given by the Board of Trade to the

representations of local authorities, the Committee think that in the

case of wires for purposes of traction it would be sufficient to give a
locus standi to such local authorities.

Questions 4–5. - Where sufficient public advantage is shown,

powers may be given for the supply ofelectrical energy over an area

includingdistricts of numerous local authorities, and involving plant

of exceptional dimensions and high voltage. The Committee further

think that undertakings of this charactermay properly be authorised

on conditions differing in some respects fromthose imposed by and
under the existing Acts.

Among the undertakers referred to in the preceding paragraph will

be found undertakers supplying energy chiefly in bulk or wholesale

to other undertakers, whether local authorities or companies, whose

areas of supplyare wholly or partly within the area of such bulk or

wholesale supplying company, and who distribute the energy so
obtained to consumers.

As to giving compulsory powers of purchase of undertakings to

local authorities, the Committee, without questioning the policy of

Parliamentin having given such powers, observe :

First . — That wben the power of purchase wasgranted in 1882 and

1888, Do such schemes of supplying energy in balkwere contemplated

as are now before Parliament.

Secondly . - That when the power of purchase was thus granted, the

question then before Parliament was chiefly one of light; whereas

the evidence given before the Committee shows that although elec

tric light is at present the predominant featureof the enterprises now

beforethe public and Parliament, the application of electrical energy

in the form of power to an infinite variety of other purposes is likely

to be in the near future the predominant feature and function of

these undertakings.

Thirdly. - It does not appear to them that an undertaking supply .

ing energy in bulk athigh voltage and in comparatively few mains

is,as a rule, so desirablefor the local authority to acquire as a low

voltageundertaking withmany distributing mains.

The Committee think the provisions of the Electric LightingAct,

ling the localauthority to purchase an undertaking after a

term of years , inapplicable, as a general rule, to the case of an under

taker supplying energy in bulk at high voltage, but there may be

special cases where itis desirable that the local authorities should

have the right to purchase reserved to them . To meet such cases
theysaggest that the Board of Tradeshould have power to insert the

purchaseclausein the provisional order, it the local authorities con

cerned can , in the opinion of the Board , show good cause for such a

course .

It is to be observed that the exemption from liability to com

pulsorypurchase would not prevent local authorities, either aloneor

in combination with other local authorities, from applying for

* Lord Blackburn's opinion is in these words: “ It is now

thoroughly well established that no action will lie for doing that

which the Legislature bas authorised , if it be done without negli.

gence , although it does occasion damage to anyone ; but an action

does lie for doing that which the Legislature has authorised it it be

done negligently. And I think that it by a reasonableexercise of the

powers either given by statute to the promoters, or which they have

at common law , the damage could be prevented, it is, within this rule,

negligence not to make such reasonable use of their powers.”

powers to purchase, but each casewould have to be judged on its

merits, andsuch conditions imposedas might be thought fit.

In cases of the exemption from liability to purchase, it would be

specially expedient in theinterest of theconsumers that some kind

of sliding scale, as in the case of gas undertakings, should be

imposed.

In connection with this question of purchase under Section 2 of

the Act of 1888, evidence has been given to the effect that with a

view to secure in London one and the sametime for the execution of

the powers,the Board of Trade have in some cases imposed upon

undertakers a less term than 42 years within wbich they are liable to
be purcbased .

The Committee suggest that it the full period of 42 years is not

granted, and it a substantially sborter period is imposed by the

Board of Trade, the terms of parchase should in each case be
reconsidered .

The Committee consider that the provisions of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1888, which require the consent of the local authority

as a condition precedent to the grantingof a provisionalorder, should

be amended. In their opinion,the local authority shouldbe entitled

to be heard before the Board of Trade, but should not have, so to

speak, a provisional veto, only to be dispensed with in special cases

by the Board of Trade.

With respect to conditions, the Committee think it reasonable that

where a local authority, or company having power to supply light

within a certain area of supply, seeks to obtain compulsorily land

for a generating station outside that area, it should not be allowed,

except where Parliament or the Board of Trade decide otherwise,

to supply from that generating station any area outside the area of

supply of such authority or company.

With regard to the powers of purchaseconferred by Section 2 of

the Act of 1888,they are of opinion that local authorities should be

empowered to purchase undertakings partly outside their area of

supply on termsagreed upon by the Board of Trade.

PROVISIONAL ORDERS.

The ordinary clause which forbids any connection with the earth,

exceptwith the approval of the Board of Trade, and the concarrence

of the Postmaster -General, should be inserted in every case.

As to protection of telegraphs and telephones, the clauses now in

serted inprovisional ordersseem to be sufficient in all ordinary cases,

and regulations to protect the public can be made by the Board of
Trade under Section 6 of the Act of 1882.

Theclauses which protect gas and water-pipes bave worked satis

factorily, and should be continued ; but the Committee would direct

attention to the observations of Mr. Preece as regards the difficulty

arising from the working of tramways by trolley wires ; his sugges

tion as to a strong " control clause " should be carefully considered.

They are disposed to concur generally with Lord Morley and Sir C.

Böylein thinking that,as compulsory powers are given solely for the

benefit of the public, it would be desirable to make some provision

against these companies being subject to foreclosure on mortgage,

and against their rolling stock and plant being liable to distress .

The Committee have directed the minutes of evidence, together

with an appendix, to be laid before your Lordships.

1888,

Though not directlyconnected with the matterof the above report,

the following discussion which took place on Tuesday night inthe

House of Commons is of considerable interest. Our report is taken

from the Times of Wednesday,

On the order for the second reading of the Electric Lighting Prc .

visional Orders (No.12) Bill, which is to enable the local authorities

of Bermondsey and Marylebone to lay down mains for the supplyof

electric energy, although it can be done by private enterprise under

statutory powerswhich havebeenconferred ,

Mr.CRIPPS (Gloucester, Stroud) moved the rejection of the Bill,

remarking that the Bill raised some of the most important questions

which could possibly be raised in connection with our industrial

policy, and there wasa principle involved which, it sanctioned by the

House, applied not only to electric lighting companies, but to all

industrial companies whether for the constraction of tramways or

the supply of gas and water. He spoke in no sense onbehalf of the

companies involved. He had no connection with them , and no

interest in them whatever. The question was whether a private

company authorised by Parliament to carry on an industrial under

taking, and which had admittedly carried out all its obligations

to the public, should by means of rate -aided competition be

be liable to what was, in substance, expropriation without

compensation . This was an insidious and dangerous infringe

ment of the recognised principle of security — that every man should

be compensated before his property - particularly property guaran

teed under an Act of Parliament- couldbe attacked or depreciated.

There was no precedent forthe proposition before the House. Where

a private company did its dutywith statutory powers, and against

whichnoallegation of mismanagementwas made, it was only right

and fair that it should be bought out beforeanything in the nature of

rate-aided competition was allowed . The principle applied not

only to electricity, but to gas and waterundertakings. Ithas been

justified, and properly, fromtwo points of view , that it was the only

fair way of treating those who had invested under the guarantee and

faith of Parliament, and that, unless the local authority sought to

purchase , rate-aided competition was wasteful and wanton extrava

gance. No private enterprise could , in the long run, hold its own

with rate-aided competition, and where once Parliament had sanc

tioned private enterprise it did not allow it to be unfairly crushed .

There was no case here of a company not doing its duty and not

fulfilling its obligations. They had the assurance in this case of

the local authority that the company wasamply and properly fulfil

ling all its duties within its district. Theytherefore came back to
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the pure question of principle of whether it was fair, where a com

pany bad invested its capital on the security of Parliament that the

concession was for 42 years, that the ultimate purchasiog authority

should be allowed to come in , and, by means of rate-aided competi

tion, to depreciate the company's property or to crush out private
enterprise altogether. He moved that the Bill be read a second time

this day six months.

Mr. KIMBER(Wandsworth) seconded themotion for the rejection

of the Bill. Although in the Act of 1888 it was provided that the

fact of a private companyhaving received a provisional order should

not prevent the Board of Trade from givinganother order to a local

authority, it was implied that the Department should exercise the

power delegated to it upon principles of equity. The Board had the

duty, with the power, to see that the recipients of the provisional
order performed the duties required , but the Board of Trade mis

conceived its duty if it deliberately exercised its arbitrary confiscatory

power, saying to a local authority " take posseesion of the under

taking of this successlul company, it will enable you to reduce your

rates." The Board of Tradewasa quasi-judicial body and should
exercise its powers on principles of justics.

Mr. STUART (Shoreditch, Boxton ) said the speech of the hon . and
learned member who moved the amendment was an argament

against the Act of 1888 ; it was now quite outof date. This wasno new

raid of an unusual kind. In the Act of 1888 it was distinctly pro

vided that the grant of authority to any undertakers to supply

electricity within an area " sball not in any way hinder or restrict

the granting of a provisional order to the local authority .” There

was no more to be said about the matter except that these words
were introduced into the Act of Parliament as the result of a

prolonged negotiation and after a due consideration of all the

circumstances of the case .

Mr. LAFONE (Southwark, Bermondsey ) supported theprovisional

order, contending that where a company bad neglected to do its

duty, the local anthority should be enabled to step in and do the
work.

Sir A. FORWOOD (Lancashire, Ormskirk) observed that when the

Act was passed with the clause reserving power to the Board of Trade

to concur in the granting of licenses, that was regarded by the

municipalities as aprotection to them from the monopolies which

had been created by gas companies in previous years. Feeling they

had that protection, they did not oppose the obtaining of provisional

orders byprivate parties. Had it been supposed that by not opposing

the provisional orders they were going to hang round the necks of

the municipalities a monopoly such as that which had been hung

round by the gas companies for years, the corporation of which he

was a member would bave strenuously opposed the passing of any

provisional order which would have hadthat effect. The various

private lighting companies had accepted these orders under the con
ditions of the Act ofParliament which had been quoted. The share

holders knew perfectly well the risks and conditions under which
they entered into the businesses and invested their money , and it

would be a mistake at this stage to take away from the Board of

Trade or municipalities the powers reserved tothem under the Act.

The clause in the Act of 1888 was a reasonable protection to the

municipalities against monopolies, and an adequate protection against

undue pressure on the part ofmunicipalities. He thought these elec

tric lighting systems were likely to be taken up very largely by

municipalities . This country was sadly behindband in the matter of

electricity. It was a century ( sic) behindthe United States in this
respect. In America they had established enormous central power

stations, fromwhich notonly did they provide for the lighting of a

district, but they generated the power for electric tramways and for

omall industries. What could be more calculated to improve the

condition of the people than to enable a small manufacturer to take

into his workshop sufficient electrical power to enable him to produce

articles, in competition it might be, with larger undertakings 2 Elec

tric lighting would soon become like gas and water, & public neces

sity, and such it ought to be in the hands of the municipality,

Mr. BARTLEY (Islington, N.) said he was doubtful of the wisdom

of local authorities embarking on those undertakings ; but there was

no doubtthat the spirit of the age in London was for local authorities

to embark on them . There wasno doubt also that words were ex

pressly inserted in the Act of 1888 to prevent companies from

Becuring a monopoly of electric lighting in their various districts,
and therefore the companies entered on these enterprises with their

eyes open . Il London municipalities were to be debarred from

entering upon these undertakings, it would be very bad for the
Government side of the House.

Mr. Knox (Londonderry) thought the House should have some

guidance from the Board of Trade in the matter. There were two

cases dealt with in the provisional orders — Bermondsey, in which the

company had not performed its duty, and Marylebone, in which the

company had provided a good service . The object of the Act of 1888

was to givesecurity to any company which gave a good service, and

to protect the public against inefficiency and overcharge. But the
Board of Trade had given to the local authority in Marylebone com

petitive powers with the existing company in an area which was
being well served by the company. That appeared to him to be

going beyond the Act of 1888. It private capital were deterred by
such action of the Board of Trade from entering upon these under

takings it would not in the end be for the good of the community.

Mr. RITCHIE (Croydon) said he desired to tell the House the posi

tion of the Board of Trade in regard to this matter. Applications

for provisional orders were not received by the Board of Trade

from the local authorities of Bermondsey and Marylebone alone.

In one case the local authority and a private company,

and in the other case the local authority and two private

companies applied for provisional orders for a second supply of

electric lighting in their respective districts. The Board of Trade

had to consider, first, whether or not any additional provisional

order should be granted ; and it the provisional order were to be

granted , whether it was to be granted to a private company or to the

local authority. He had no hesitation in deciding tbat it would not

meet with the approval of Parliament if the Board of Trade were to

reject the application from the Vestry and to give the additional pro

visional order to another company. The hon. and learned member

for Stroud bad contended that as longas the existing company was

properlydiecharging itsduty no second order should be granted in

thelocality. The meaning of that was that a monopoly was to be

given in each area to the company which first obtained the order.

That was not ooly contraiy to the public interest, but absolutely

contrary to the direction of Parliament. The Act of 1888 clearly

showed the intention of Parliament to be that a second order might

be granted in any locality, either to the local authority or to

another company. Subsequently to the passing of that Act an

inquiry was held byMajor Marindin as to the conditions under wbich

provisional electric lighting orders might be granted in the metro

polis ; and he laid it down distinctlythat two companies wight be

granted an order in each area . Therefore it could hardly be

said that a company applying for an order after the Act of 1888 , and

after this inquiry of 1889, did not do so with its eyes open to the

possibility of competition. Hon. members had shown that the com

petition of a local authority might be keener than that of another

company, butthe Act of 1888baving expressly provided that a local

authority might apply forand begranted an order, it wasimpossible

for the Board of Trade to have adopted any other course in this case

than that which they had taken. The Board of Trade had not gone

into the merits of the case ; that was left to the Committee of the

House. It the Board of Trade had refused either of these orders

Parliamentwould have been precluded altogether fromconsidering

the applications. His viewof Section 1 of the Act of 1888 was that

it imposed on the Board of Trade the dutyof receiving applications,
and, unless there was some strong reason other than those which had

been advanced, to grant theorder in order thai it might come before

Parliament. If the House of Commonsrejected the Bill on its second

reading it would not be in accordance withthe traditions of the House

or with public policy.

Mr. BRYCE (Aberdeen ) said that the right hon. gentleman had

shown that the Board of Trade had nooption but to send these

proposals to the House. Further, the House was bound to send

them to a Committee, for otherwise the Act of 1888 would in effect

be repealed. It seemed to be taken for granted that the present

lighting arrangements in Marylebone were quite satisfactory . As a

matterof fact he, as a resident, knew that that was far from the case.

He hoped that the House would support the Board of Trade.

Mr. BRODBICK (Barrey, Guildford) wished to corroborate what had

been said by the right hon. gentleman of the electric light supplied

by the Marylebone Company. It hadbeen assumed throughout the

discussion that the supply wassatisfactory. He could assure the

House that those who had the light in their rooms had made many

complaints. When it was proposed to grant a monopoly for 32 years

thisshould be considered by the House.

The House then divided -

For the amendment 114

Against 198

Majority against -84

The second reading of the Billwas then formally agreed to .

Mr. CRIPPS movedthat the Bill be referredtoa hybrid committee.

Sir W. HARCOURT (Monmouthshire, W.) asked why it should be

dealt with differentlyfrom other Bills. They kaew thesort of infia

ences to which the House was exposed in regard to Bills affecting

private companies, and the sort of solicitation made on Bills of this

description. The hon . and learned member had given no reason wby

the Bill should be dealt with exceptionally. Butprobablyhe thought

that in a hybrid committee he would have a better opportunity than

he now had of defeating the measure.

Mr. CRIPPS said that,after the statement of the right hon . gentle

man, he would withdraw his motion .

The motion was, by leave, withdrawn .

... ...

&

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL ,

TELEPHONES AND GENERATING STATIONS.

MR. MOKINNON WOOD ( chairman of the London County Council)

presided on Tuesday afternoon at the County Hall, Spring

Gardens, over a conference of members of the Council, and the re

presentatives of Metropolitan local authorities. The conference was

called to consider the question of telephones and also the reportof

theJoint Committee on Generating Stations for Electricity inBulk .

The CHAIRMAN in opening the proceedings expressed the great

gratification he felt at the representative characterof the gathering,

and said he had never knowna more representative body of local

authoritiesassembled in that hall before. Asthey knew , a conference

ofprovincial authorities had already been held, for the Council con

sidered the matter was of national importance. At that gathering

he was struck with the unanimity which prevailed, and there seemed

to be a feeling, with no dissention whatever, that the telephone

service at present was grievously restricted, and that reduced cost and

improved efficiency would cause very great development. They also

protested very strongly indeed against the claimsmadeto break up

the streets and override the authority of the local authorities. With

regard to London theyhad a special grievance, for they had the dearest

system of all, and they felt that there was a very wide field for

extension in the Metropolis. Now only thoje engaged in extensive
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One of the results might be that a local authority on acquiring the

electric lighting service within its areamight find its supply cut off.

He thought the Council,as the central authority, should have the

power to purchase the bulk companies.

Mr. E. J.WAKELING (Shoreditch) moved : “That this conference

regards it as essential to the io terests of London as a whole that the

present purchase clause of the Electric Lighting Acts, which applies

to defined areas, should also be made to apply to such companies as

propose to supply electrical energy in bulk to the whole of London

without regard to area .”

The following motion was also carried on the motion of Mr. E.

HOWES ( St. Luke's) : " That while preserving intact the rights of the

local authorities with regard to electriclightingand energy, in the

opinion of this conference it is desirable thatthe London County

Council should be in a position to undertake, if it so determine, and

if so requested by the local authorities, the supply of electrical energy

in bulk for the convenience of any districts de- iring to be so supplied,

provided they do not become competitors with the local authorities.”

CORRESPONDENCE .

3

commercial transactions used it,and it would be a great advantage it

it could be used in smaller businesses ; therefore, they felt it most

desirable that those who represented all the districts in London,

should, it possible, unite in placing their views before the committee

which wasthoroughly investigating the subject. With regard to the

other question, that of generatingstations for the supply of elec

tricityin bulk , they had a direct interest in that, and he felt tbat in

the near future that interest would be greatly increased. Conse

quently it was considered expedient to discuss that question also at

the conference.

Mr. BEACHCROFT pointed out that it was important that the

evidence given before the Joint Committee should be before them to

enable them to come to a conclusion .

The CHAIRMAN : I believe the report of the committee has been
circulated .

Mr.OGILVIE (Lambeth ) in proposing the first resolution , said that

the National Telephone Company,having taken the wrong lineat

first, persisted in sticking to it . It seemed that the Post Office

had gone body and soul over to the company, but he thought

the telephone was not a thing out of which private companies

should make profits. The service was both costly and inefficient.

The company had paid large sums in buying up opposition, and the

users had to pay for it. He moved :— " That in the opinion of this

conference the present telephone service of the London area , as

supplied by the National Telephone Company, is both inefficient and

and inadequate ; that the charges, as compared to those made by the

same company in the provinces, are much too high, and that these

disadvantages to London are largely due to the abandonment by the

Post Office of that principle of competition which was expressly

adopted prior to 1892 for theprotection of telephone users .

This was carried without discussion.

Mr. JOHN_SMITA (St. George's - in - the - East) moved, and Mr.

MOBTIMEB (Rotherhithe) seconded , the following motion : - " That

this conference views with alarm the action of the Post Office in

asing, for the benefit of the National Telephone Company, its special

powers as to the breaking up of streets, as instanced in the recent
case of the Commissioners of sewers and the Post Office ; and urges

the Select Committee on Telephones, which is now sitting at the

House of Commons to preserve intact that control over the streets

which has bitherto been vested in the municipal authorities.

Mr. DEWEY (Islington ) while against any interference with the

streets, contended that the local authorities could not give the

company permission to break open the streets, inasmuch as the

Telephone Company had no statutory powers whatever for the

purpose of breaking up streets or laying their mains. At present

they were placed in the invidious position of being told that they

placed obstacles in the way of the company giving a proper service,

but the vestries had no power to give the permission. " He knew that

local authorities bad given consent, which he ventured to say they

had no right to give.

Mr. BEGG (Limehouse) said they had allowed the company tolay
theirmains under their streets for five years, but the public had

received no benefit and the company would not get an extension.

Their clerk said they had the right to give permission, and he was as

good alawyer as Mr. Dewey.

Mr. BENN (L C.C.) trusted that one result of the conference would

be to band the vestries together to fix a universal charge as rent for

their streets. It was a question whether the London County Council

could extract a rent, but the vestries, if they combined together,

might get a considerable sum .

Mr. BEACHCBOFT (L.C.C.) said the motion was of wide application ,

because the question of the Council's position in regard to the streets

of local authorities if the Postmaster-General granted them a license

would have to be considered .

After further discussion the motion was carried .

Mr. KIMBEB moved a resolution to the effect that considering the

great public importance of the telephone, it should be taken over by

the Post Office and worked as part of the postal service of the nation.

He contended that the only way to get an efficient service was to
have it worked under one management.

Mr. RIDLEY (Wandsworth) secondedthe motion . It was supported

by delegates from Greenwich, Lee, and Olerkenwell.

A discussion took place between Mr. BENN and Mr. KIMBEB asto

altering the terms of the resolution 90 as to exclude the words “ take

over the system , ” but Mr. KIMBER said he did not believe in confis

cation .

Eventually, Mr. BENN proposed the following amendment :

“ That in the opinion of this conference, the telephone system is of

such general public importance, and calculated to become of such

general benefit,that it should no longer remain exclusively in the

hands of a trading corporation , butshould be worked by theGovern

ment as part of the postal service of this country .”

This was carried .

A motion of Mr. LYON (Camberwell) respecting the means to be

taken to combine for a telephone service was discussed at some

length, and having been amended, was carried as follows: - "" That

in the event of the Government not undertaking the telephone

service, it is desirable that the local and central authorities of the

London telephone area should at once combine to secure an efficient

and cheap municipal telephone service."

Itwasagreed that the chairman should place the resolution before

the SelectCommittee now sitting.

Mr. BENN said that with regard to the generating stations, it was

proposed to erect large generating stations to supply electricity in

bulk, and the companies promotingsuch schemes wished to set aside

the provisions of the Electric Light Act of 1888, as regarded area and

supervisionof the purchase clauses. The general principles embodied

in theseBills werebeing considered by the House of Commons, and

unless there was somedefinite proposal brought forward by the
Council and local authorities they would probably be passed.

Purification of Sewage Emaent by Electrozone .

After reading the article in your issue of April 29th,

entitled “ The Parification of Sewage Efluent by Electro

zone,” it occurs to me that the results of an extended and

systematic investigation which I carried out some time since

in the same line may be of interest.

The purpose of the experimental work was to determine
how much “ available chlorine ” is produced per ampere

hour under various conditions of current density, solution

density, &c . , in solutions of sodium chloride, and magnesium

chloride, and also in mixtures of the trio.

I enclose & table which fairly summarises the results

obtained , and is self -explanatory. It is somewhat startling

to have the so -called " experts " you mention find the

exceedingly huge production of 1.45 gms. Cl . per litre when,

according to Faraday's law , the maximum amount possible

could be but 1.32 gms.

My experiments were carried out by electrolysing four

litres of solution, containing the amounts of salts indicated

in the table. This quantity should be sufficient to give a

good indication of what we may expect of the process on a

commercial scale, besides determining the conditions

under which the available chlorine " is produced most

economically.

In several instances the temperature was kept constant at

about 11° C., otherwise it was allowed to rise, due to the

C2 R loss in the electrolyte.

The much better results found under this condition of

low temperature pointed out very clearly the necessity of

keeping the electrolyte at a low temperature.

M. C, Beebe.

Madison, Wis.

[ There is no occasion for publishing Mr. Beebe's table.

He does not tell us what kind of electrodes he used , and his

laboratory experiences do not seem to be of any particular

interest.—EDS. ELEC . Rev.]

66

“ Honour to whom Honour is Due. "

Within the past week , Mr. James Wimshurst, " the

inventor of the famous electrical machine," has been elected

a Fellow of the Royal Society. Your article that sought to

detract from his claims to that honour, has consequently

failed in its main purpose. In your last issue you revert to

myformer criticism , and you cite various German and French

authorities to show how great are the claims of Hr. W. Holtz.

I have already admitted the greatness of those claims ;

indeed, anybody who reads Holtz's admirable papers in

Pog. Ann. and elsewhere , must always acknowledgehim the

father of the "influence" machine. But he was only the

father. He did not gather into one mechanism the sum of

bis ideae. This was reserved for Wimshurst. The

Wimshurst machine is self -exciting ; its polarity is subject

to no capricious reversals ; it does its work well in all

weathers ; its discharges can be regulated as to quantity,

potential, and rate of interruption ; and it is, for some pur

posee, the best possible exciter for Röentgen-ray tubes.

Holtz never made a machine that combined those merits.

It is a curious and significant fact that the most modern
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Holtz machines are provided with an auxiliary exciter

of the Wimshurst type. This is a very proper arrangement,

and indicates the exact relationship that should exist between

the honoured inventors themselves.

The letter of Hr. Uppenborn consists of two parts ; in the

first he cites his own book, in the second be gives us a

measure of his judgment. It is always a pity to deny a

Teuton the luxury ofa grievance. Has Hr. Uppenborn

forgotten the wise saying of Karl XII. : “ Wennmancher

Mann wüste, was mancher Mann wär, thät mancher Mann

manchem Mann manchmal mehr Ebr.”

Rollo Appleyard.

June 14th, 1898 .

“ Duncan's Manual of Tramways, Omnibuses, and Electric Rail.

ways," 1898._3s. 6d. London : T. J. Whiting & Sons, Limited , 74,

South Place, E.C.

" Electricity inTownandCountry Houses.” By PercyE. Scrutton.

Archibald Constable & Co. , 2 , Whitehall Gardens. 29. 6d.

Electric Cooking . - Messrs. Crompton & Co., Limited,

Arc Works, Chelmsford ,bave issued a new edition of their catalogue

of electrical heating and cooking apparatus. The list, which consists

of about 40 pages, describes the variousdomestic and other appa

ratus manufactured under the Crompton- Fox patents. It is claimed

that, in the method of attaching the utensil or apparatus, the wires

are firmly secured in place on an insulating ground work, and com

pletely protected from the action of the atmosphere, andalso from

mechanical damage, bya coating of a strong vitreousenamel of very

high insulating properties, and capable of thoroughly withstanding

the heat of the wire itself. The wires which generate the beatcan

be fixed in very close contact with the article to be heated , thus

giving a high efficiency, and the methods by which this is done aze

the result of over eight years' experience. The list gives prices and

particulars of a variety ofhot plates, saucepans, try pads, flat irons,

radiators, &c. The prices of certain articles are considerably redaced.

Messrs. Crompton also send us a copy of a pamphlet by Mrs. Seaton,

giving practical hints on the use of electrical cooking apparatus, and

instructions for using electric heating appliances.

Electric Lighting of Tin Plate Works . - Morfa

Tio Plate Works, Llanelly, are following inthe wake of other works

of the same kind in this centre of the Weleh industry by securing az

installation of electric light. The contract has beengiven to Messrs.

J. C. Howell, Limited , Llanelly. The work willbe commenced

shortly.

Ring Slotted Armatures.

I should be very much obliged if any person could inform

me that when designing a ring slotted armature if the section

is calculated as if the slots were solid , or how is it calculated ,

or what allowance is made for slots ?

Also supposing the slots were a quarter of an inch wide,

would the air space between armature and fields be one

eighth of an inch on each side of armature, or what propor

tion of width of slot would the air space on each side be ?

Subscriber .

Melbourne.

Electrical Plant for Australia . - The machinery for

the lighting of the City of Goulbourn , N.8.W., is being built by

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, of Old Charlton, the order havingbeen

handed to them by their sole representativein Australia (Mr. W. W.

Crawford, consulting engineer, Imperial Chambers, Sydney, and

Brookman's Buildings, Adelaide ), who is at present on a visit to

London . This firm have also in band the order for plant for lighting

Port Adelaide, South Australia .

Section of the drum slotted armature is found by taking

the diameter across from bottom of slots to bottomof slots.

The air space or clearance should be equal to half the

breadth of the teeth ; in calculating the reluctance of the

air space in a slotted armature, the breadth of the teeth

multiplied by their number embraced by the poles will give

the area of the air space.

Slots should be same width as breadth of teeth ; the airl

space is regulated by breadth of the teeth, not by width of

slot.

In a ring armature the section is taken from bottom of

slot to inside of ring.

The tendency of recent designs is to make the slots

narrow , numerous, and deep ; tooth and slot about equal, and

the magnetic density in the air space is run up to 10,000

units or double thatof a smooth core.

R, Kennedy.

The Jandus Arc Lamp. - Messrs. Drake & Gorbam

inform us that the gold medal was awarded to the “ Jandus ” arc

lamp at the recent Hull Exhibition . The firm also exhibited a selec

tionof their specialities inelectric light fittings, which was awarded

a silver medal. The same firm also show some good specimens of art

metal work at the Exhibition now being held at the Royal Aquarium .

Amongst other fittings can be seen French candelabra and sconces of

the best designs, and a special feature of the exhibit is an attractive

collection of old Dutch fittings and Japanese bronzes adapted for the

electric light.

Prof. Carus -Wilson's Paper.

Will you kindly correct a slip in my letter published last

Friday to the effect that, in the two curves which I selected

for comparing the results obtained with constant and with

variable acceleration, the same final speed held for both.

As a matter of fact the figures which I gave at the Institu

tion erred in the same direction as did those of Mr. Short ;

but the question at issue is not materially affected thereby,

so it is sufficient to just mention it.

There was an obvious slip, also, in the employment of the

word “ acceleration " instead of the word " speed ” (at the

foot of the page in your issue of Friday last ).

I should like to add that my remarks at the Institution,

and in myletter to you last week, were based on the assump

tion that Prof. Carus-Wilson's paper was intended to deal

more particularly with high-speed railway motors as we

understand the term in this country ; i.e. , with motors

hauling trains of carriages between fixed, starting and stopping

points, and at a high rate of speed ; such as the Central

London, the Waterloo and City, the Liverpool Overhead , and

the City and South London Railways.
My remarks as to adhesion were based on the values found

to hold in the case of the two latter.

A. M. Taylor.

Nernst Incandescent Lamps . - Messrs. Ganz & Co.,

of Buda- Pesth,bave purchased the Austrian, Hungarian, and Italian

rights in the Nernst process for the manufacture of incandescent

lamps. Webelieve we are correct in saying that the rights for this

country and the Colonies respectively have been purchased by two

well -known companies.

New Premises. - Mr. James Morris has opened new pre

mises in Railway Road, Leigh, Lancashire, as an electrician, optician,

and photographic dealer.

Messrs. Palmer & Watson , electric light and powerengineers, 100,

Charing Cross Road, have again to extend their business premises,

and they will shortly open a showroom for electrical fittings and

appliances on ground floor at the above address.

The Ventnor Electric Light and Power Company have opened

premises in High Street, Ventnor, for the supply of electric light

fittinge, &c.

Messrs. Dobsons & Cartis Bros., Limited, electrical engineers, of

Dublin , bave opened an office at 74, South Mall, Cork. Mr. L E.

Buckell is in charge of the branch .

Salmony v . Kitching. In the Hull County Court last

week Messrs. H. M. Salmony & Co. Boed Mr. C. H. Kitching,elec

trician, Beverley Road, Hull, for £ 18 16s. Id. for goods sold and

delivered. Mr. Stamp said that on September7th the defendantwas

endeavoaring to obtain the agency for Hall and district for the

plaintiffs' firm , and saw Mr. Rosenberg, a member of the firm , who

was in Hull, and then ordered verbally a quantity of electrical goods.

The order was subsequently taken down in writing atthe defendant's

dictation . Dr. Jackson (for the defendant) explained that 13s. 10d.

admitted had been paid into court,and' £ 7 148. 63. was paid into

the High Court, whence the case had been transmitted . Mr. Stamp,

continuing, said thatthe order was given on September 7th,andthe

real question in dispute was whether the defendant was entitled to

return certain lamps on the ground that they were ordered of the

Electrical Company's make, and not so supplied, but someone's else

At the time, however, nothingwas said as to any lamps whatever.

The plaintiffs did not manufacture lampe, and the defendant was

endeavouring to obtain the agency for the plaintiffs' firm .

The firm whose lamps it was afterwards alleged were sent,

were the direct competitors of the plaintiffs' firm , and neither

of the firms actually made lamps. They were supplied

from Berlin . On the 14th of the same month the defendant wrote

complainingthatthe lamps were veryunsatisfactory, and informing

the plaintiffs that he was going to send them back as he declined to

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c .

Books Received .— “ The Calorific Power of Faels." By

Herman Pcole , F.C.S. London : Chapman & Hall, Limited . $3 .

Acetylene Gas and Calcium Carbide.” By G. F. Thompson,

Lombard Chambers, Bixteth Street, Liverpool. 38. 61.
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Auction Sales . - On June 20th and 21st, Messrs. Robins,

Snell & Gore will sell by auction , at 219A, Oxtord Street, W., the

entire stock of an electrical contractor, including accumulators,

switches, arc lamps, motors, cycle lamps, & c. See our " Official
Notices " this week for further detaile .

Messrs.Percy Huddleston & Co., will sell by auction at 11, Long

Millgate, Manchester,onJune 30th, a quantity of electricalapparatus,

&c., for particulars of which see our * Official Notices ” this week.

The list includes dynamos, motor , 10,000 switches and fittings,

cables, and wires, & c .

Change of Address. The offices of the Brockie - Pell

Arc Lamp, Limited,have now been removed from 97, Queen Victoria

Street, E.O., to 21, 23 and 26, Tabernacle Street, E.O.

Lists . - Messrs. Crompton & Co. are circulating a price

list of enclosed long-burning arc lamps.

The Davy Electrical Construction Company, Limited, of Highbary,

send usa number of lists illustrating anddescribing their types A , B,
and C enclosed arc lamp.

Messrs. Beanland, Berkin & Co., of Leeds, have issued a list of

electricair propellers, table ventilators, and small motors.

The Langdon -Davies Electric Motor Company, Limited, have

issued a new list of their alternate current motors. A catalogue will

bebrought out in a few weeks.

Messrs. Foxcroft & Duncan, of 24, Queen's Road, Dalston, N.E.,

send us a set of lists of their various manufactures, including gravity

and dead - beat voltmeters and ammeters, permanent magnet ditto,

Cardew voltmeters, “ Pbænix ” and “ S.B." arc lamps, hatchet

switches, resistances and choking coils, & c. The firm make all the

measuring instruments as formerlymanufacturedby Messrs. Paterson

and Cooper, of Dalston, including the Ayrton and Perry commutator

and non-commutatorinstruments. The gravity instrument mentioned

above has been only lately introduced .

Smoke Nuisance. - The London Electric Supply Corpo

ration, who were recently fined for a smoke nuisance, have given

notice of appeal to the Greenwich Board ofWorks. Two more cases

of nuisanceshaving been reported , the Board have decided to proceed

against the parties concerned.

...

...

...

...

receive them . On September 25th plaintiffs sent 716 lamps at 78 ,
and 72 lampsat 18. ld.each in two boxes and a few other goods in &

barrel. On October 26th plaintiffs received backan empty barrel,

and gave defendant a credit note of 53., and on October 27th they

received two boxes of electrical goods , for which they also gave

credit. OnNovember 27th defendant forthe first time complained

that he had not received proper credit. The plaintiffs now claimed

that they had not received 621 lamps which it was alleged wore

returned, and for them they now claimed £18 2s. 3d. Dr. Jackson

contended that there had been no contract made, and that the goods

sent were of an interior quality andwere sent back,and at present

wore in thepossession of the plaintiffs' agent. His Honour gave a
verdiot for the amount claimed , with costo.

Electrical Wares Exported.

WEK ENDING JUNE 14TH , 1897, WEEK ENDIG JUNE 14TH , 1898.

£ £

Alexandria 20 0 Adelaide 137 0

Amsterdam 260 0 Amsterdam 130 0

Teleg. cable 390 Auckland 293 0

Antwerp 22 0 Balia 614 0

Arcbangel 19 0 Bombay... 52 0

Auckland 1690 Boulogne 122 0

Barcelona. Teleg. wire 53 0 Buenos Ayres 189 0

Bombay ... . 1,286 0 Calcutta ... 119 0

Boulogae 12 0 Cape Town 2,784 0

Brussels... 2,229 0 Copenhagen
11 0

Buenos Ayres 50 0 Durban ... 26 0

Calcutta 742 0 East London 123 0

Canterbury 84 0 Fremantle 2,794 0

Cape Town 217 0 Hong Kong 86 0

Oolombo 74 0 Monte Video 81 0

Constantinople ... 800 | Nagasaki 690 0

Copenbagen 8 0 Nelson 12 0

Delagoa Bay 255 0 Ostend 86 0

Darban 24% 0 Penang. Teleg. mat. 400 0

Fremantle 3,733 0 Port Chalmers 442 0

Gibraltar 1,33 ) 0 Elizabeth 350 0

Hamburg 180 0 Rio Janeiro 1,154 0

156 0 Rotterdam 248 0

Madras. Teleg. mat. 65 0 1 Saigon 16 0

Marseilles 125 0 Santos 337 0

Melbourne. Teleg. mat. 53 0 Singapore 54 0

Monte Video 25 0 Stockholm 161 0

Naw York 100 0 Sydney ... 725 0

Penang. Teleg. mat. 95 0 Tantave ... 33 0

Port Said 26 0 Valparaiso 48 0

Quebec 4800 Wellington 400

Rangoon 15 0

Rio Janeiro 43 0

Teleg. mat. 4,607 0

Shanghai. Telephone... 82 0

Singapore со о

Stockholm 120 0

Saes 21 0

Sydney 621 0 1

Wellington 30 0

..

...

..c

...

1
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Total £ 17,828 0 Total £ 12,455 0..
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Bankruptcy Proceedings. - At a sitting of the London

Bankruptoy Court held last Friday, Wm. Retallack was allowed

topass bis public examination upon accounts showing debts

£ 568 Bd. 10d ., and no available assets. In the course of his

evidence the bankrupt said he commenced business as

facturer of electrical appliances in1882, at Canonbury Square, N.,

in partnership with another as “ Player & Retallack . In all

he had had five partners, but during the latter part of the

trading he was the sole proprietor of the business, whichwas

abandoned because the trade had fallen away and could not be

continued at a profit. His insolvency was dae primarily to loss on

the trading. The examination was concluded .

Atthe Sheffield Bankruptcy Courtafewdaysago, before the Registrar

( Mr. Joseph Binney ), John Henry Dewhurst and John Longden,

lately carrying on the business of mechanicaland electrical engineers

and mill furnishers, Attercliffe Road , under the style of John

Dewbant & Son, came up for their public examination . Thestate

ment of affairs showed liabilities amounting to £ 2,143 136. 9d ., and

assets estimated to realise £ 100 . Debtons were represented by

Mr. J. E. Wing. The examinations were closed.

A meeting of the creditors of James Fletcher and John Arthur

Hirst, carrying on business under the title of Messrs. Fletcher, Hirst

andCo., electrical and mechanical engineers atBurnley, Chester, and

Derby ,was held at the offices of Mr. O. J. Dibb , official receiver, in

Quay Street, Manchester, on Tuesday last. The liabilities amounted

to £ 2,184, and the assets to £ 424, a deficiency of £ 1,760 . Debtors

were adjudicated bankrupt, and Mr. George Prostor, of 3, Grimshaw

Street, Burnley, chartered accountant, was appointed trustee of the

estate. Acommitteeof inspection was also appointed .

In the Manchester Bankruptcy Court last Monday, R. C. Douglas

formerly carrying on business as an engineering contractor at

Bradford, andsome timein partnership with others, underthe style

of " The Manchester Electric Company,” at Haworth's Buildings, .

Oross Street, Manchester, was examined by the Official Receiver. His
statement of affairs showed a surplus of assets over liabilities of

£ 1,036 , and he attributed his failure to inability to obtain payment

of amounts which he claimed from certain persons. The examinatica

was adjourned.

Barmouth . - On 7th inst. the District Council held a

special meeting to consider the question of lighting the town by

electricity. Aproposal was put forward by Mr. Ďd. Davies, of Beach

Road, whoofferedto destroy the refuse for 6s. a day, and putdown

an electricity works, the wires to be laid underground, the work to

be completed in 18 months, and a guarantee to be given to supply elec

tric light for five years on terms to be agreed upon . TheCouncil

agreed to supportMr. Davies's scheme, and he is to submit plans.

Barnsley .-- Mr. Miller, electrical engineer, has been
instructed by the Council to prepare plans, estimates, & c., for an

electric lighting scheme. Application is to be made to the Local

Government Board for & £ 23,322 loan . It was stated last week at

the Council meeting that there was such a large demand for

electrical materials that it might be 18 months before the scheme
would be completed.

Barrow , The Electric Lighting Committee has ap

pointed a sab -committee to superintendthe erection of buildings

and the carrying out of works in connection with the electric

lighting undertaking. The sub-committee will negotiate for sites

for the erection of sub-stations. The electrical engineer bas been

authorised to engage the necessary staff for breaking up the streets

to lay mains. Before the mainsare laid, theHighways and Lighting

Committee are to be asked whether they contemplate street lighting

byarc lamps. It is expected that current willbe available by the

end of October.

Belfast. - The engineer last week reported the progress of

the works at the new electricity station, and the successfultestingof
the first and second boilers. It was decided to advertise for a fully

qualified man to act as engineer- in -charge.

Bethnal Green . - In regard to our last week's paragraph

under this heading, Messrs. Oalrert & Co., electrical engineers,
4,

St. Mary's Street,Manchester, write calling attention to a slight
inaccuracy in the report. They say :- " The Board of Guardians

accepted a tender of ours apparently withoutreading it, and then
requested us to sign a contract containing a clause ' in accordance

with thespecification and plans prepared by the engineers but not
in accordance with the said tender .' We offered , we did not demand ,

as the original tender was the one accepted-In addition at which

we would bewilling to sign the draft contract with the inclusion of
a minor protectionary clause. This offer, as you know , was not

accepted. We have been asked to send in a fresh tender, the work
being re -advertised . "

Birmingham . - Atthe City Council meeting on Tuesday,

the Lord Mayor submitted the recommendation of the General Pur

poses Committee as to the purchase by the Council of the under

taking of the Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Limited, at the

priceof £ 420,000, and authorisingthe committee to take the neces

sary steps for the promotion of aBill in Parliament to authorise the

purchase. The recommendationof the committee was that they

should pay £ 10 105. por share for the £ 5 shares of the company, and

E
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takeover the undertaking as a going concern , with all its assets and

liabilities, as from January 1st, 1898. There was no opposition to

the scheme,and the recommendation of the committee was agreed

to. The voting was 63 for, 0 against, and 5 neutral.

Blackpool. – At a meeting of the Town Council on

Tuesday last week, Councillor Brodie, as cbairman of the Electric

Lighting Committee, presented a statement as to the working of the

department during the past financial year. This showed that the

working of the tramways had realised a gross profit of £5,290 , and

after paying £ 2,984 for interest on capital and sinking fand, there

was a net profit of £ 2,306 on the working, as against£ 230in the

preceding 12 months. The gross profits in the electric lighting

department were £ 5,675 , and with £ 3,856 placedto sinking fund and

interest on capital, there was lefta net profit of £ 18,190. Councillor

Brodie said some complaint bad been made on the ground

that the Committee were making a profit, and demands pat

forward for a reduction in price. Be referred the Council

to what occurred two years ago, when the whole of the

cables failed involving an unexpected expenditure of £ 13,700. Had

there not been & suspense account the ratepayers would have been

taxed very heavily to repay that amount ; and the Council were

determined that until this suspense account was put right again the

users of electricity should not have the benefit of any reduction. He

added that it was proposed tospend a sum of £ 40,000 in extensions.

Thestatement was adopted . At the same meeting the salary ofMr.

R. C. Qain , the electrical engineer, was advanced from £ 300 to

£400 per annum .

In response to a requisition signed by a large number of

ratepayers, the Mayor of Blackpool has convened a public

meeting for the purpose of considering the proposal on the

part of the Town Council to borrow a further sam of £ 40,000 for

extensions in connection with the electric lighting scheme. The

petitioners to the requisition assert tbat the ratepayers generally

desire faller information asto the expenditure by this department of

the Corporation since the inauguration of the works. The under.

taking was commenced five years ago with a capital of £ 26,000, but

in subsequent years other bums, amountiog to £54,000 were expended,

#othat it the present application for £40,000 is granted thecapital

will be raised to£ 120,000 . Upon this large expenditure, and also in

regard to the overhead system , many of the ratepayers apparently

hold strong opinions.

Bray. — The Township. Commissioners bave decided to

reduce the price of electric current from 6d. to 3 d. per unit alter one

and - a -half hours' lighting of maximum demand.

Bridgwater. — The Somerset Drainage Commissioners

will oppose the electric lighting Bill for Bridgwater when it is
heard .

Burslem . — Last year when the Council passed its reso

lution applying for a provisional electric lighting order, it was too

late for anything to be done. A second resolution has now been

passed, and the application will go forward .

Barton-on-Trent .-We understand that, in addition to

a large sum voted for gas extensione, £ 11,000 is to be spent upon

electric lighting extensions.

Buxton . - Prof. Kennedy's plans, & c., of an electricity

undertaking are before the Council, which has held a special meeting

to consider them .

Camberley .-- Mr. Lucas, of Bournemouth, is anxious

to carry out the electric lighting of this district at a cost of

£ 25,000 or £ 26,000, and last week he met the District Council and

explained in outline his proposals . During the last three years

Mr. Lucas is said to have expended £ 40,000 in the locality, andis to

build a number of additional houses shortly. The scheme would

extend from the schools to the Jolly Farmer, and would extend over

the whole of the Frimley district, but he would not proceed with it

it the Council wouldoppose his application for the order. The

Council will meet Mr. Lucas again in committee.

Canterbury. — The Council bas adopted the recommenda

tion of the Lighting Committee that the sum mentioned by the

contractors for connecting up to consumers' houses for 30s. perhouse

be accepted, and that the charges for current be as follows :-Private

lighting, 6d. per unit ; power and heat, & c ., 3d. per unit.

Chelsea . - The Chelsea Electricity Supply Company,

Limited, announce that they have reduced their price for power and

heating, supplied at 200 volts, to 3d . per unit.

Cheltenham . - At last week's Council meeting the

Lighting Committee reported that the electrical engineer bad sub

mitted estimates of thecosts of providing arc lamps for lighting the

Gloucester Road from the High Street to the Lansdown Castle , and

th : Tewkesbury Road from the Gloucester Road to the High Street

Railway Station. Thrce schemes were submitted , and he recom

mended the third, involving an expenditure of £ 3,855,viz. , Gloucester

Road, Tewkesbury Road,and Lansdown Road (trom Lansdown
Castle to Westal Green ), 15 arcs on arches in Lansdown Road, 37 on

side pillars in Gloucester Road and Tewkesbury Road, and one on a
centre pillar at the Lansdown Castle. The estimate assumed that

the arclighting cables along Lansdown Road are laid at the same time

as the private supply cables for this road. If these cables were not

laid as described the extra cost would be about £80. The acceptance

of this scheme would necessitate application for an additional loan of

£ 875 beyond that last applied for and not yet granted. The Lighting

Committee approved the report and advised the Council tu authorise

the electrical engineer to arrange to carry out scheme 3, and also

recommended that the private lighting mains in Lansdown Road be

laid at the same time as the main for street lighting, that the

Local Government Board be asked to sanction an increase of the loan

forwhich application to borrow is now pending by the sum of £ 875 ,
and that the electrical engineer be authorised to order switch gear
required for the arc lighting circuits in Manchester Street. After &

brief discussion the Council approved of the various recommen
dations.

Clacton -on - Sea . The Sea Wall Commissioners con .

sidered the question of lighting the front last week, and there was a

feeling in favour of electric lighting.

Coventry . - Mr. G. W. Willcocks held a Local Govern

ment Boardinquiry on Tuesday, with respect to the application of

the Corporation to borrow £ 30,000 for the extension of their electric
lighting system . The Town Clerk (Mr. L. Beard ) said the electric

light works were opened for public supply on January 1st, 1896 , upon

a comparatively small scale. An extension was soon necessary and
the plant bad been increased to 350 kilowatts, and themains to 3

miles. The capital outlay was £ 33,000. The Electric Light Com

mittee had adopted the recommendations of their consulting

engineer (Mr. R.Hammond ), foralarge extension of mains,additions

to plant, provision for street lighting, and a railway siding. The
estimated cost was £ 33,000. After detailed evidence by Mr.

Hammond, the inspector visited the works and the sub -stations.

Darlaston . - The Midland Electric Corporation for Power

Distribution, Limited , bas entered into a satisfactory agreement with
the Council.

Douglas. - Prof. Fleming's report on the scheme of the
Town Council for the lighting of Douglas bas been received, and will

shortly be issued . His estimate of the cost of the smaller scheme

submitted, namely ,the lighting of the Promenades, Victoria Street

to Finch Road, and Duke, Strand, and Castle Streets, is £ 30,000.

Calculations made on this estimate show that the costof electricity

compared with the present gas system would be £ 1,000 a year in

excess at first. Prof. Fleming has also reported on an extended

system .

Dover. - A lady has claimed compensation from the

Dover Electricity Supply Company for injuries sustained through

falling over an electriclight box inHigh Street. The company has
admitted its responsibility.

Ealing - At the meeting of the Ealing District Council

on the 2nd inst., the Electric Lighting Committee reported, saysthe

Middlesex County Times, that the question of the conduct of the switch

boardmen had occupied its attention, and it recommended that Mr.

Bush be discharged . Mr. Recano's resignation was received. The com

mittee, with the exception of one member, declined an interview . Mr.

Armriding said thatthat morning he had received an electrical
paper, and in an article in it there were some very grave accusations

against their chief engineer. As a member of the committee he had

never once received anyinformation of any complaint from these

men, except that Mr. Jordan handed him a letterfrom Mr. Knight,
and a letter from Mr. Bush. Had he known of these accusations he

would certainly have supported Mr. Brampton's proposal that Mr.
Recano should be heard ." After some discussion, Mr.Taylor moved

that a special_committee should meet at the earliest possible

moment. Mr. Brampton seconded, and said he should like it to be

composed of the whole Council, as it was no good referring it back

to the Electric Lighting Committee . The chairman : This particular

subject has not come before them . Mr. Thayers moved as an amend

mentthat the Electric Lighting Committee be the committeeto

take the subject into consideration. Mr. Armriding seconded . Mr.
Cowley saidhe was rather inclined to vote with Mr. Taylor, though

out of no disrespect to the Electric Lighting Committee. He thought

it more satisfactory, considering the circumstances, and to avoid

it being said afterwards that they wanted to carry out their own

raling. Mr. Norris said that he was afraid if the matter did not go

to the Electric Lighting Committee, it might perhaps look like a
little epub to them . The committee had perhaps been a little

partisan, but he had every confidence in its justice and he felt sure
it would give theother side a fair hearing. Mr. Jordan caid that

the evidence they had had before the Electric Lighting Committee

was very serious, and it would lead to more serious consequences in

the future. They had done their duty in taking the action they
had done. The whole Council had sufficient confidence in Mr.

Knight to make him the head man at the place, and it was the duty

of anemployer toplace every confidence in his manager until be
found him out. The amendment that the matter should go before

the Electric Lighting Committee was then put and carried by six
votes to three.

It is stated that the Electric Lighting Committee lastweek made

an exhaustive inquiry regarding the allegations. On Tuesday last

week the committee examined all the employés at the works, and

on 10th inst. sat again for the purpose of formulating its report to

the Council, which was to be presented this week .

Eastbourne. — The Town Council last week adopted

minutes of the joint sub- committee , in which they reported that

" they considered the reference from the Council as to authorising

them , if they thought proper, to engage Mr. Wright, of Brighton,

electrical engineer, in addition to or in substitution for Mr. H &wtayne.

It was resolvedthat Mr. Hawtayne be engaged to report on the pro

posal that the Corporation should provide the recessary plant, & c.,

for generating electric light for the existing public lamps and public

buildings, either separately or in conjunction with the refuse de

structor, for a fee of 30 guineas, without binding the Corporation to

engage him in the event of their deciding to undertake any of those
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works. Further, that the question of engaging Mr. Wright be post

poned for the present, pending the receipt by the committee of Mr.
Hawtayne's report."

Edmonton . - In connection with the proposed installation

of electric light in the workhouse, Mr. Sydney J. Ross has written

cffering to act as consulting electrical engineer for the scheme eub

mitted by him , which amounted to £ 2,500 . The letter was referred to

the Works Committee of the Guardians.

Erith . - The Erith District Council bave engaged the

services of an expert on the matter of electric lighting.

Flitwick . - Mr. Alfred Pearse , the well-known illustrator

to London magazines, bas entered into partnership with Mr. Snetzler,
engineer. They have purchased a factory in London. One of Mr.

Pearse's smaller schemes is to light up the little village of Flitwick,

where Mr. Pearse has a country residence, with electric light by means

of the river Flit . At the place where it is proposedto erect the

motor, the river is 15 feet wide, and is capable of supplying 20 H.P.

Folkestone. - Last week Colonel Coke, R.E. , held a Local

Government Board inquiry in respect of an application made by the

Town Council to borrow the sum of£ 1,200 for the purposes ofelectric

light-- namely, the purchase of standards. The town clerk explained the

pärposes for whichthemoney was required. Therewere, he said,to

be 40 standards along the Leas front. The Council had accepted a

tender at theprice of £15 148. per standard for those on the Leas,

and £14 for the streets, and in addition there would be an allowance

for fixing and painting- £ 2 each .

Frimley.-At the last District Council meeting, Mr.

Lucas attended and addressed the Council re electric lighting.

He asked the Council whether they would support him when he

applied for the provisional order, or whether they intended to carry

out & scheme of electric lighting themselves. The outlay on the

whole scheme would be something like £ 25,000 or £ 26,000. After

consideration it was decided that Mr. Lucas, with his engineer, should

meet the whole Council in committee and go through the scheme.

Garston .-At the last District Council meeting a letter

was read from the Local Government Board , enclosing a copy of a

letter sent to them!by Messrs. Peacock , Gregory & Bousfield, solicitors,

Liverpool,asking them not to sanction theapplication of the Garston

District Council for power to borrow £ 24,000 for the purpose of

erecting a refuse destructor and electric lighting station at Grassen

dale ; also petition signed by 542 owners objecting to the refase

destructor and electric light generating station being fixed there.

The central authority asked for the opinion of the Council on these

matters. After some discussion the Special Purposes Committee was

instracted to prepare a reply.

Germany. - Messrs. Siemens & Halske, Berlin , have just

Becured a contract for the establishment of a central electric lighting

station at Ablield -am -Leine at a cost of £65,000.

Glasgow . - The Watching and Lighting Committee

ad vises that inthe event of the Corporation decidingto erect trolley

poles for the High Street tramwaya, trom GlasgowCross to Parlia

mentary Road , such poles should be used for lighting purposes. 37

lights would be required, the annual cost of the electric current,

at the present rate, being £ 666. Gas lighting costs £191 at

present.

The Dean of Guild Court last week granted the Glasgow Corpora

tion permission to erect new generating and electric storage station

in Corn Street and Sawmillfield Street.

Godalming . - The authorities at Whitehall have refused

to sanction the raising of a loan for the purpose of electric lighting

at Godalming, in consequence of the strong opposition laid before

the inspector who inquired into the matter.

Hackney. - We learn that the Vestry has referred Mr.
F. H. Medhurst's action to a Special Committee, consisting of the

Chairman of the Vestry, and the Chairmen of the several Standing

Committees, the said Special Committee to bave power , in the name

of theVestry, to engage counsel, incur expenditure,and to take all

steps that may be deemed expedient to defend the interests of the

Vestry in respect of such action. The Vestry last week decided by

a good majority not to hand the provisional order over to a

company .

Hanley . - The North Staffordshire Traders' Association

is agitating for a reduction in the charges for corrent.

Hampstead . - The Vestry has decided to extend the

public lighting by arc lamps from a point near the HampsteadFire

Station along Heath Street to a point close to the summit of the

Heath .

The Vestry is tobe asked to consider the advisability of lighting

West End Lane, Mill Lane, Fortune Green Road , and FortuneGreen

by electricity .

Huddersfield . - At Wednesday's meeting of the County

Borough Council, the electrical engineer reported the number of

consumers of electric light for the month to be 685, an increase for

the month of 24. The lamps connected - 46,014 - showed an increase

of 1,257, and the units metered in May, 28,460, or an increase on the

corresponding period ofthe previous year of 9,779, equal to 52 per

cent. The tender of Mr. James Proctor, of Burnley, for the sum of£69

per boiler, delivered and fixed, for mechanical stokers for the four

new boilers at the electric supply station , was accepted. The tender

of Messrs. Read, Holliday & Sons has been accepted for the electric

fittings for the new police station at Huddersfield .

Ilkeston . - The Town Clerk has reported to the District

Council re the Dover electric trams, and in consequence the Council

will hold a special meeting onJuly 12th to passa statutory resolu

tion applying for a provisional order under the Tramways Act. At

the samemeeting aresolution will be brought forward applying for

& provisional electric lighting order. The scheme of the General

Power Distributing Company is to be opposed.

Ipswich .-- After again going into the question of electric
lighting for the workhouse, the Workhouse Committee advised that a

gas engine be supplied bythegas company for £400, and that Messrs.

Crompton & Co.'s tender for the other plant, & c ., for the installation

be accepted at £ 1,650. The Board of Guardians, however,rejected
the proposal on an amendment, and the matter has been referred

back to the committee to get estimates for gas lighting.

Islington . - The Progressives on the Vestry last week

onsted Mr. Lambert from the position ofChairman of the Electric

Lighting Committee, and appointed Mr. Gordon in his place. We

have already briefly referred to this matter.

King's Norton ,-The Board of Trade have issued copies

of the new provisional order which they have just issued to the
Council.

Leigh . - The District Council having obtained an Electric

Lighting Order, are proposing to borrow £ 10,500 to spend on

electric works. The estimate of the gas manager, Mr. J. Foster, is

that £10,000 will be required for the buildings and plants. The

proposed buildings include an engine and accumulator house, concrete

foundations for two engines and dynamos, which will cost £ 1,250 ;

£ 250 is allowed for the woodwork, and £ 180 for an eight -ton over

head travelling crane. Under the head of engines, dynamos, &c

£ 1,150 is allowed for one 80 kilowatt coupled engineand dynamo;

£1,300 for the other engine (40 -kilowatt dynamo), wbile the switch

board will cost £700 ; and the accumlators £1,550. The cost of the

main feeders and distributors, including 2,180 yards of triple con

centric lead covered distributingmain in Queen Street, Bradshawgate,

Church Street, King Street, Railway Boad, and Market Street, would

be £2,885 2s. 60 , £ 1,100 of this being absorbed under the bead of

" 100 house connections, including service cable meter, cut-out, &c. ,

and fixing at £11. Electric tramways have also been under dis

cussion.

Leith . - By six votes to five, the Council has agreed to

authorise the electrical enginrer(Mr. Bryson) to advise parties as to

the wiring of their premises, with a view to their takiog in the Cor

poration electric light supply ; but on condition that the fees received

by him be put into a fee fund in the Council's bands, out of which

the Councii might,at any time they think fit, allow Mr. Bryson any

extra remuneration .

Lewisham . - Last week the Blackheath and Greenwich

District Electric Light Company wrote to this Vestry thatthey were
concluding negotiations for the purchase of a site for their elec

tricity station at Blackwall point, which would be conveniently

situated for the erection of a dust destructor. The company offered
to enter intonegotiations with the board with a view to the erection

of such works for destroying the refuse of the district. A com

mittee will consider the point.

Leyton . — The District Council have resolved to apply for

an additional £ 5,000 for electric lighting, in consequence of increased

demand for current. It is proposed to at once erecta newbattery
station . The electrical engineer has obtained quotations for batteries

and accessories from various manufacturers, and an order has been

given out, as stated in our “ Contracts Closed " this week. Arc lamps

are to be placed, by way of experiment, in High Road, Leytonstone.

London . - The St. James's Vestry is requesting the

Electric Ligting Company which supplies the district, to reduce the
charges for current. The company is understood to have replied,

stating that it had done its best for the district, and suggesting

tbat the matter be referred to arbitration .

At last week's Court of Common Council , Mr. Brooke- Hitching's

resolution referring the question of the purchase of the under

taking of the City of London Electric Light Company to the

Streets Committee for consideration was adjourned . When the

Council passed the company's account for £ 209 odd for one

quarter's current for the City Lands Committee, Mr. Norton said

that the company's action in reducing the charge from 7d. to 6d. per

unit was due to the Court's action in protesting against the high

charges.

Luton-A committee of the Town Council has been con

sidering the electric lighting question ,and on 7th inst. its report was

submitted to the Council. The committee visited various electricity

works in the country and gathered particulars, and had also considered

& communication from the Municipal Electric Supply Company.

The company laid before the committee the terms upon which they

would take over the municipal provisional order,and after detailing

various conditions, concluded by saying that the " company is not

connected with makers of engines, boilers, dynamos, mains, &c. , and

is thus quite free from any trade bias in favour of particular

machinery." The company is also stated to have expressed a desire to

establish a tramway system to Dunstable and Houghton Regis, and

the town and suburbsgenerally . The committee advised the Council

to ask Mr. Albion T. Snell whether he would be prepared to meet the

committee to confer upon the question, and to carry out the installa

tion proposed for the town. After a long discussion , the proposal

was adopted by 14 votes to 1, and a further resolution was passed to

the effect thatthe committee has no further communication with any

company .

-
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Macroom . — The Commissioners can get no reply from

the contractor (Mr. Thierman, Manchester) for electric lighting of

the town. The Town Clerk is to write again requesting a reply, and
in the meantime to advertise for a new contractor.

Manchester. At last week's City Council meeting

Alderman Higginbottom (chairman of the Electricity Committee )

reminded the Council that the joint report on the subject of

electrical supply had just been issued, andthat it had goneagainst

municipal authorities. The principle laid down therein did away

with what they always considered they hadin Corporations, namely,

the monopoly and the right over their streets. It would enable any

private incorporated electriccompany to place a generatingstation

outsideany city or town, and givenotice to the authority inside that

the mains were to be laid. That authority would have to do the

work and would be paid fordoing it. Now this was a position they

in Manchester very strongly objected to . The principle affected

some four or five Bills at present before Parliament, in one of which

Manchester was interested. Lord Morley and Sir Courtenay Boyle

had laid down the principle that a tramway company could go to

Parliament for a provisional order to equip its lines and work them

with electricity ; and, having obtained that, it could go to the Board

of Trade and ask for a provisional order to supply consumers with

the electric light along the whole route, thus entering into competi

tion with the authority. The joint report lay upon the table in

Parliament, and it would have to lie there fora certain time . No

discussion whatever would take place upon it, which seemed to him

to be a very curious thing. It naturally followed, however, that it

the principles he had referred to were tobe placed in all provisional

orders and all other Bills relating to electrical energy in any form ,

there must be legislation. Thatbeing so, the measure would have

to be fought step by step in the interests of the Corporation. Upon

their supposed monopoly they had borrowed money and laid down

plant, and now that monopoly was threatened. It was a state of

things which they could not look forward to with any degree of

com posure, and he hoped the Council would entrust the committee

with the necessary authority to protect the interests of the

Corporation .

Monmouth.-At last week's Council meeting the report

of the Drainage and Electric Light Committee was discussed at great

leogth. The £20,000 borrowed for the carrying out of the combined

scheme of drainage and electric light appeared to have been already

practically expended while the work wasnot nearly completed. Mr.

Breakweli, chairman of the committee in charge of the scheme,

explained that their engineer, Mr. Lailey, had not yet rendered his

report. They were therefore unable to give the figures. They were

also at a deadlock for money, as the Local Government Board would

not sanction the additional loan of £ 10,000 until they got Mr. Lailey's

report explanatory of the extraordinary difference between his

original estimate and the actual cost of the work . It was resolved to

write to Mr. Lailey again on the subject.

Newcastle . The Committee which is considering the

question of purchase of the electric lighting undertakings met on

Monday, but nothing particular was decided, as it is proposed to

await the action of the Tramways Committee before drawing up a
recommendation,

A main box cover was blown off by an explosion on 7th inst. No

one was hurt.

Newport.-A report to the Electricity Committee shows

that the number oflights now connected and on order is equivalent

to 18,538of 8 C.P. It has been decidedto adopt the electric light for

the new Union Work house and offices, the estimated numberof lights

required being 550. The borough electrical engineer submittedhis

report upon the condition of the plant, which isall in satisfactory

working order. A comparison of the capacity of the plant, withthe

number of lights connected, shows it to be overloaded to a slight

extent at the ligbest load even at the present time. With reference

to the questionof obtaining an emergency plant to cope with the

demand during the coming winter, pending the delivery of the new

plant, the consulting engineer, who attended , reported that he had

made a number of inquiries and obtained several offers, which he

bad considered in conjunction with the chairman,The one they con .
sidered most suitable was that of the Sheffield Electric Light and

Power Company, Limited, a marine type Brush engine, driving a

100 kw. Mordey alternator by ropes. The engine was in excellent

order, but the alternator required re-winding, and the Brush Company

proposed to make practically a new machine of it for the sum of £ 371

77s.6d ., and to deliver in 16 weeks. Thecompanywould remove the plant

from Sheffield and erect it at Newport for £ 182. It is recommended

that the plant be placed at the far end of the extended engine bouse,

just beyond the foundation for the second 300 kw . set. The total

cost is estimated as follows:

d.

Plant, as it stands at Sheffield ... 400 0 0

New field magnets and armature coils 371 17 6

Dismantling, carriage, and re -erection 182 0 0

Foundations ... 60 0 0

Steam and exhaust pipes 20 0 0

Switch gear 0 0 0

Fees and contingencies 116 2 6

tension distribution system in Commercial Roaddecided upon at the

last meeting. A letter from the Board of Trade approving the

additional system for supply of electrical energy and describing their

requirements for the construction of transformers, was reported to

have been received . The mains are to be extended along Risca
Road .

Nottingham . — The Corporation is negotiating for the

purchase of property lying between the present works and Hanley

Street, for the purpose of extending the electric lighting station , upon

whose soppliesthere is a greatly increased demand.

Poplar. - The Board of Works have asked the Guardians

to suspend their ownelectric lighting of the workhouse pending the

supply of the parochial current.

Provisional Orders. There are at the moment quite a

number of Bills before Parliament to confirm provisional orders

made by the Board of Trade under the Electric Lighting Acts, and,

remarks & daily paper, amongst those of interest to London are

orders in regard to Bolborn and St. Giles, Bermondsey, and St.
Marylebone. As regards Holborn and 8 :. Giles, the undertakers

under this order are the County of London and Brush Electric Light

ing Company, Limited,and the area of supply is portions of the
districts of the Board of Works for the Holborn and St. Giles Die

tricts ; while under the other the undertakers are the Charing Crosi

and Strand Electricity Supply Corporation ,Limited, and the area of

supply is portions of the districts of the Board of Works for the
Holborn and St. Giles Districts. The Bermondsey and Marylebone

undertakers are the respective Vestries.

The Middlesbrough and Darlington Electric Lighting Bills were

on 10th inst . sent for second reading in the House of Lords.

Rotherhithe . - The Vestry agrees to take a supply of

current from the London Elec :ric Supply Corporation at the usual
terms, for lighting the Town Hall as soon as the mains are laid
there.

Sale . - At the last meeting of the District Council, it was

stated that the Manchester Corporation could make arrangements for

supplying the electric light to sale either by way of Stretford or

Chorlton - cum -Hardy, and that the price would not exceed 3d. per

unit .. One speaker was not satisfied with the report on the electric

lighting of the township as drafted by Mr. Shaw , and he moved that

Prof. Kennedy should be asked to prepare a report and submit a

scheme with and without street lighting. The motion bad no

seconder.

Salford . - The Electric Light Committee has instructed

the engineer to proceed with the laying of the cable along Bolton

Road. The engineer reported that it was advisable that the com

mittee and the Electric Light Committee of the Manchester Cor.

poration should meet together for the purpose of arrangiog standard

pressure for the working of the tram service, so that the cars might

run smoothly on the Sallord and Manchester lines. A communica

tion was directed to be made to the Manchester Electric Light Com

mittee, asking them to receive a deputationfrom this committee

upon the subject. A tender trom Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co. for the

supply of one mile of low tension single cable, lead covered, for the

bum of £115, was accepted .

Sheerness. The first installation of electric light in

Sheerness has just been completed, the proprietor of the Bell and

Lion Hotel having adopted this method of lighting throughout his

premises. He is also sapplying a neighbour with the light .

Sheffield . - The Sheffield Chamber of Commerce has

passed aresolution in regard tothe scheme of the General Power

Distributing Company tothe effect that it favours the establishment

of a competitive supply of electrical energy for Sheffield.

Shrewsbury . - At last Monday's meeting of theShrews.
bury Town Council, the question of purchasing the Shropsbire

Electric Light Works was carried another stage. The matter has

been under consideration for sometime. The proposal was vigorously

attacked atthe last annual meeting of theShrewsburyGas Company,

both on financial grounds and those of the effectiveness of the

illuminant, but the Council were not persuaded from the attempt to

bay the undertaking, and negotiations resulted in its being decided

on Monday to instruct the Town Clerk to make application to the

Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £ 35,005 " to com

plete the purchase of the Shropshire Electric Light and Power

Company, and also a sum of £ 800 for adjoining buildings.” It was

stated in the discussion that on the Council's getting theworks, they

will at once proceed to light the town with electricity.

Southport. — The electrical engineer (Mr. C. D. Taite)

has just issued his second annual report, showing that during the

year the net profit of £643 has been made, as against a loss of £471

in the previous year.

Stanford -le-Hope . - A parish meeting has been discuss

ing thelighting question. Gasand oil systems were considered , and

then Mr.Simpson said the firm he represented were prepared to

form a local company for the supply of electric light, with a capital

of £ 2,000, of which they were prepared to find one-ball it the other

were subscribed locally. The price per unit for street lighting would

be 4jd., and about 7d. per unit for private use. That capital world

be sufficient for 500 lamps of 16 O.P. They would require about

50 for street lighting, which would work out at about £2 128. per

lamp.
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£ 1,150 00

It was assumed that connection would be made to the new steam

range at its extreme end , and the switch gear for No. 7 alternator will be

available. The matter having been considered , the Council resolved

that the plant be purchased and erected. Application is to be at once

made as to a loanin respect of this plant and the extension of the low
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Wolverhampton. - The report of the Lighting Committee

was issued to the members of the Council last werk. The Committee

report thattheoperations of the year have again been successful. A

profit of£589 148.4d. has been made afterpayment of interest and

sinking fund. This has been applied to the deficiency on the working

of the previous years, reducing the came to £ 588 Os. 6d.

Worcester . - Last week the Council concurred in an

agreement transferring to the National Electric Free Wiring

Company, Limited, the rights and obligations of the Electric Free

Wiring Syndicate under their agreement with the Council. There

was a brief discussion re the Brush Company's bill for £ 365 for

additional work and goods supplied, but the bill was passed for

payment.

Worthing. – At a meeting of the Council in committee

held on May 12th, Alderman Linfield, as chairman of the Electric

Lighting Committee, submitted the report of Messrs. Burstall and

Monkhouse, electrical engioeers, upon the three schemes received by

the Committee for the proposed electric lighting of the borough from

Messers. Siemens & Co., Edmundson's Electricity Corporation,

Limited, and the Municipal Electric Supply Company. It was

resolved “That it is expedient to undertake the construction of

electric lighting works on the same or similar terms to those con

tained in the proposal of Messrs . Siemens and Co., keeping the same

in their own hands, and requiring the contractors to work the

undertaking at a stipulated rental for five or seven years,

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Stockton . — Mr. H. P. Bouloois, C.E. , held a Local

Government Board inquiry last week into the application of the

Corporation to borrowmoney for electric lighting. Borrowing powers

to theextent of £ 30,000 areasked for, and it is proposed to spend

£ 23,000 of this sum at present.

St. Pancras. - At the Vestry meeting on Wednesday last

week, the Electricity and Public Lighting Committee reported that

they had elected Dr. Walter Smith as chairman for the ensuing year.

There were 47 candidates for the position of inspector of works,

rendered vacant by the resignation of Mr. J. O. A. Ward , and Mr.

F. Alan Wilkinson, superintendent of mains at Bournemouth, bas

been appoiated.

Tunbridge Wells. - On Friday the Tunbridge Wells

ImprovementAssociation passed a resolution in favour of the con

sumer being given a share of the profit made on the Corporation

electric light undertaking, by reducing the charge, instead of devoting

all the profit to the reduction of the rates.

Twickenham and Teddington .-A proposal is on foot

to form a company with the object of supplying electricity to

Twickenham and Teddington . A communication made by the com

pany was under consideration by the Twickenham District Council

lastweek ,and it was decided to consult the members of the Tedding
ton Council.

Wells . - The Board of Trade has informed the Council

that it has no power to extend the time of the provisional order for

electric lighting

Westgate -on - Sea . - The Board of Trade have informed

the Isle of Thanet Rural District Council that, after consideration of

the report made to them by the inspector appointed to inquire into

the matter of the Westgate- on -Sea electric lighting provisional order,

they do not propose to proceed with the application.

West Hartlepool.-- The Council is to obtain estimates

for adust destructor, which may be used in connection with electric

lighting.

Weston -super-Mare.--The Weston and District Electric

Light and Power Syndicate bas intimated its intention to apply to
the Board of Trade to annul the Council's provisional order,and to

grant the company a similar order.

Woking . - The Woking Electric Supply Company has
agreed to the deductions madefrom their accountfor failures. The

company is endeavouring to meet the Council's wishes by cloge

attentionto the efficiency, and upkeep of the street lights. The

District Council last week bad å discussion with regard to the

dense volumes of smoke which have lately been issuing from the

Electric Light Company's works. Mr. Cox thought that indulgence

should be granted to the company in order to allow them time to

alter their tarnaces in such a way as would prevent this nuisance in

the future. The company is to be written to on the matter .

Wolverhampton.- Atthe monthly Council meeting on

Monday, the Lighting Committee submitted the electric lighting

accounts for the year ended March 31st. The accounts show that a

profit of £589 148. 4d. has been made, after payment of interest and

sinking fand. This has been applied to the deficiency on the work

ing of the previous year, reducing the sum to £588 Os. 6d . A few of

the figures from the accounts may be interesting. The capital account

shows that the amount of loans sanctioned is £47,799 (at 2 and 3

per cent., and for 25 and 30 years ), and that £ 32,660 was borrowed

up to March 31st. A sum of £345 has been repaid. The total capital

expenditure up to March 31st was £ 41,781 . The revenue account for

the year shows income amountingto £6,257 (including £4,687 by

sale at6d. per unit, and £302 at 3d. , £1,275 by sale ofcurrent for

public lamps, & c.). The expenditure reaches to £3,423 , including

£2,211 for generator, £247 for repairs to public lamps, £ 703 manage

The credit balance was £2,833. This is set

against the capital charges for the year, leaving a net profit of £589

148.4d ., as above stated. This latter gum is in turn set against the

debit balance of £1,177 at March 31st, 1897, reducing it to£588

08.6d. The statement of output showsthat 370,084 Board of Trade

units of current weregenerated during the year. Of these 291,233

were sold , and 3,931 were used at the works, leaving 74,925
units as waste or leakage. The maximum demand which the

works are under covenant to meet is equal to 14,151 32 -watt

lampe. The committee make the following recommendations:
(1) That from July 1st the price of energy for motor power and

heating purposes be fixedat 20. per unit on a maximum demand for

an average of two hours per day, and id. per unit forall energy con

samed in excess thereof.“ ( 2) That application be made to the Local
Government Board for a loan to cover capital expenditure inpar

chasing and hiring out motors to motor power consumers, both on

thesimplehire and the hire -purchase system , and in the wiring and
fitting up by consumers of the premises for electric lighting pur

poses. (3) That your Committeebeempowered to make such terms
as they shall deem advisable for the hire of motors and for the repay

ment of the capitalexpenditure incurred on behalf of consumers in

wiring and fitting up theirpremises. The above recommendations

were agreed toat the meeting of the Council. Alderman Mander

said that in 1897theysold 224,709 units, which was an increase of14

per cent. on the previous year. But this year they had sold 291,233

units, or an increase of22 per cent. The number of lampswas in

1896, 8,941;in1897, 11,307, an increase of 21 per cent ; and in 1898,

14,151,an increaseof 20 percent. Their gross profit this year was

£ 2,833 149. 9d.,or64 per cent.,the netprofitbeing 1 per cent. The

Council is to spend£200 upon fitting up the Free Library forelectric

Birmingham . - Sir James Smith's name having been

mentioned in connection with a letter which was stated to have

reached the Birmingham Tramways Company, in which permission

had been given to proceed with the overhead wire system , Sir James

Smithmade a personal explanation at Tuesday's meeting of the City

Council, Irom which it appeared that he had given no authority for

any such letter to besent. It seems that Sir James had a conversa

tion on the matter with a certain gentleman, who wrote to Mr. R988

of the Tramways Company, and quoted a remark made by him. Sir

James's explanation was considered perfectly satisfactory.

Brierley Hill. – The District Council had various matters

regarding the electric tramway scheme before it last week . It

approved of the creosote wood blocks proposed by the British Elec
tric Traction Company for paving, it acceded to the company's appli

cation for permission to lay underground electric cables, gave the

Burveyor instructions that not more than 100 yards of the road

should be brokenop at one time, resolved not to oppose the appli

cation of the Dudley and Stourbridge Electric Traction Company for

a renewal of the steam power license for a year ( this is merely a

formality that must be gone through, as already explained ), and has

resolved to support the company's application to the Board of Trade

for confirmation of the order granted to them by the Light Railway

Commissioners for making a light railway for the Cradley Heath

district. This application , itshould be mentioned, is opposed by the

Dudley Corporation. The Stourbridge District Council has also

decided to support the company's proposals,and will send representa

tives to the forthcoming inquiry withthat object. The Brierley Hill

Council will do likewise .

Bristol. - The Bristol Tramways (Electrical Power, &c.)

Bill and the Bristol Tramways (Extensions) Bill were on Tuesday

ordered for third reading in the House of Commons.

Cape Towa . - The Westminster Gazette remarks that the

electric car can be made to pay, and pay well; and this seems

evident from some figures relating to the Cape Electric Tramways,

Limited. For the past six months the revenue has amounted to

£ 66,934, and the expenditure to £ 29,902, leaving a profit of £ 37,032,

or at the rate of £ 74,064 a year, which is a handsome return on the

capital. The 6 per cent, interest on the £315,000 first debentures,

and the 5 per cent. interest on the £115,000 second debentures would

absorb £24,650, so that even after paying a 10 per cent. dividend on

the £ 400,000 ordinary shares a balance of nearly £ 10,000 would be

left for reserye fund and other purposes. of this company, Sir

Charles Euan -Smith, K.C.B., is chairman, and amongst the directors

are Vice -Admiral A. H. Markham , Mr. John Hays Hammond, Dr.

Rutherfoord Harris, and Mr. Alfred Parrish .

Clontarf and Hill ofHowth .-- A special meeting of the

proprietors of the Dublin Voited Tramways Company was held

lastweekatthe office, UpperO'Connell Street, Dublin, for the purpose

of considering and approving, orotherwise, of the Bill applied

for by the Clontart and Hill of Howth Tramroad Companyin the

present session of Parliament. A resolution was adopted approving

of the measure , subject to such conditions , alterations, and variations,

as Parliament may think fit to make in it. The Bill passed second

reading on Tuesday.

Dover . - At last week's meeting of the Finance Committee

in connection with the bill from the Dover Electricity Company for

£500 for the supply of current to the trams during the last quarter,

Alderman Peake said he saw that the Corporation had taken all the

power they guaranteed, within £56 worth . The Town Clerk replied

that that was so,and when the twonew cars arrive - probably this

month - the whole of the current will be taken.—Councillor Edwin

said he saw the amount charged in the company's bill was £56 19s.

ment expenses,&c.

5
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for unused current . Would they get credit for this sum it they used

over the guaranteed amount during the year ? —The Town Clerk : Yes,

an average is Etruck .

Dublin.—Major Cardew made a Board of Trade inspec

tion on 7th inst. of the new electric line betweenHaddington Road

and Nelson's Pillar. He was accompanied by Mr. Anderson, J.P.,

secretary and manager of the company ; Mr. Astrow , engineer in

charge of the new electric service ; and Mr. Towle, electrical

engineer. A journey was made from Haddington Road to the Pillar,

and the line and rolling stock were found to be in good order. Some

of the underground work still remains to be completed, so that the

new service will not be open for traffic for a few days yet.

The Corporation will not allow electric tramways to be run through

Phenix Park .

Glasgow . - The question of the electrolysis of the gas

and water mains, as the result of the working of the Springburn

tramway route by electric energy, having been recently raised, the

subject was remitted to a joint sub-committee of the Gas and

Water Committees for consideration. The sub -committee referred

the question to Mr. Chamen, the electrical engineer to the Corpora

tion,who has just presented an elaborate report, in which, says the

Glasgow Herald, be discusses the subject in all its bearings. Saving

considered this report and received further verbal explanations, the

joint sub-committee have resolved to report (1) that if the Tramway

Department observe and carry out the rules and regulations of the

Board of Trade with respectto the construction andmaintenance of

the electric tramways, there does not appear to beany dangerof the

gas and water mains along the route being injuriously affected by

electrolysis from the action of the return current along the tramway

rails or otherwise ; and (2) that the electrical engineer should report

to the engineers of the Gas and Water Departments respectively any

further facts or circumstances which may from time to timehereafter

come to his knowledge in regard to any of the matters dealt with in

his report.

Great Northern and City Railway .-- The secretary of

the new company informs a financial paper that the size of the elec

trical locomotive required to haul the Great Northern Railway Com .

pany's suburban trains, consisting of 11 coaches, and seating 500

passengers, from Finsbury Park to Moorgate Street station, will be

very moderate, compared with some of those in successful use in the

United States,where trains of five times the weight are satisfactorily

hauled by electric locomotives.

Hastings and Bexhill.-Last week an inquiry was held

at Hastings by the Light Railways Commissioners regarding the

gc heme ofthe Hastings, Bexbill, and District Light Railways Com

pany. The inquiry came to an abrupt termination, the chairman

stating that the Commissioners considered that as there was a feel

ing ofgreat opposition to tramways, although the majority of the

Council was in favour of the project, they did not think it desirable

to try and force upon the town aj scheme which was not generally

acceptable.

Huddersfield . The Council has resolved that the new

tramway rails at present being manufactured for the Corporation, be

ordered to be drilled so as to be applicable for electric traction .

Hull. – Laying the first rail of the electric tramwayswas

made the occasion of a public ceremony on the 9th inst. , the Mayor

and Corporation being present. Therewere speeches by localdigni.

taries, and in the evening Alderman Larard , chairman of the Works

Committee, entertained his colleagues on the committee with their

wives and a number of friends, to dinner at the Town Hall.

King's Norton.—The Clerk to the District Council has

been instructed to write to the Town Clerk of Birmingham , pointing

out that that body is opposed to overhead electric tramways, and

expressing the hope that the Corporation would not sanction experi

ments upon any of the tramways within the city which had their

terminus in the district of the Council.

Kirkcaldy. - On Monday night the Town Council bad
before them Prof. Kennedy's report as to the proposed introduction

of the electric lighting and trams. The report shows the proposed

route of the tramway to be 61 miles, with circular routes fromWest

Bridge by the Public Park, Victoria Road , to Pathhead, and thence

to Gallatown; also along Links Street, High Street, and Sands Road.

A branch line will be made to provide for station traffic by placing &

line up Whyte's Causeway aud Wemyssfield to join the upper routes.

The Provost intimatedthat a private companywhich hadthe matter

in band was desirous of allowing the Council to take up the scheme,

failing which they would take up the matter and float the scheme.

The cost, he considered, would be nothing less than £ 100,000. In

view of the limited time at the disposal of the promoters to enable

them to apply for a Bill , it was agreed to hold a special meeting to

consider the whole matter, and give a final decision in July.

The London United Tramways Bill. - Tois Bill came

before a Select Committee of the House of Commons on Thursday

last week. Mr. Little , Q C., who appeard for the promoters, explained

the objects of the measure . It contemplates, says the Times report,

the construction of a series of new tramways, one from Acton to

Hanwell, over two miles in length along the Uxbridge Road, another

from Hanwell to Brentford, one mile one furlong in length along the

Boston Road, and another from Kew Bridge to Hounslow, two miles

four furlongs in length. It is proposed to carry a line over Kew

Bridge when the contemplated new structure is completed. The new

lines will pass through the districts of Acton, Ealing, Hanwell,

Brentlord, and Heston and Isleworth . They are to be worked by

electricity, on the overhead trolley system . The learned counsel

pointed out that another object of the Bill was to enable the pro

moters to work their existinglines from the Uxbridge Road station

to the boundary of Acton and from the same place to Kew Bridge,

And from Hammersmith Broadway, by loop, to a place on the last

named line, by electricity. The districts through which the new lines

would run were well populated, and the service of omnibuses was

not efficient. Hefurther pointed out that the chief opponents of the
Bill were the Ealing local authorities and the London County

Council. The Middlesex County Council also petitioned against the

Bill. Inside Londonthe London County Council and the Hammer
smith Vestry seemed both to be in a condition of absolute darknees as

to the existence of overhead wires elsewhere, and they opposed the

Bill. The proposal originally made by the company to use mechani al

poweron their line to Richmond had been withdrawn for the present.

The Hammersmith Vestry, after being consulted by the company, bad

sent a deputation to Havre to see the working of the overhead

system there and had unanimously approved the adoption of the

system , but it had since altered its mind and decided to oppose the

Bill. The Ealing District Council had agreed by a majority of one

only to oppose the Bill.

Thefirstwitnesscalled on behalf of the promoters was Mr. Clifton

Robinson, managing director and engineer of the London United

Tramways Company. In examination by Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.C.,

he said that 83 millions of passengers were carried over the existing

lines last year. He had had considerable experience of othertram

ways, andthat experience taught him that theintroduction of electric

traction doubled the volume of traffic. He estimated that if such

traction were introduced and the proposed extensions were made to

Hounslow and Hanwell the companywould carry 25,000,000 of passen

gers every year. Hisexperience further showed that, with theadvent

of electricity, the best resultswould be obtained by the reduction of

fares by at least one -half. The fares charged on workmen's cars

would be ball the ordinary faros. As far as he knew there had never

been an accident owing to the use of overhead tramway wires.

In cross-examination by Mr. Pope, Q.C. ( on behalf of the London

County Council), witness said that the CountyCouncil hadat present

the right to approve or negative the use of electric traction within

the county of London. The company had sent three deputations to

the County Council, one of them being supported by the Hammer

smith Vestry. Having been unable to overcome the County Council's

ill -advised obstruction to a popular modeof traction, the company

had resolved to appeal to Parliament. It was the case that the

company proposedto substitute the Board ofTrade as thecontrolling

authority in connection with these matters for the London County

Council. The County Council had the right to purchase the com

pany's undertaking in 11years' time.

Sir J. Brunner asked whether any tramway in London was worked

by electric traction at present.

Mr. Pope replied that there were none.

Sir J. Brunner asked whether the County Council had opposed all

applications forpower to use electric traction .

Mr. Pope said they had not. They were not opposed to electric

traction, but, generally speaking, they were opposed to overhead
wires.

Replying to Colonel Welby, witness stated that the average life of

a horse employed on a tramway didnot exceed five years, no matter

how well it was selected or how well it was taken care of.

In answer to further questions witness strenuously denied that an

electric tramcar made as much noise as an ordinary motor- car, and

said that an electric tramcar glided along like a boat on ice. He ex .

pressed the opinion that electric traction had now reached such a

point that there could beno opposition to it that was not factious.

The committee resumed its investigation on Friday. Evidence in

support of the Bill was given by gentlemen who had had experience

of such tramways in Dublin , Dover, and Wednesbury, and the com
mittee adjourned .

The committee had the Bill before it again on Tuesday. The

question of the opposition was discussed between counsel and the
committee.

Wednesday's proceedings before the committee consisted of

evidence from residents in favour of the scheme, and technical

evidence byMr.Alex. Siemensand Dr. John Hopkinson in favour of

the overhead trolley. Dr. Hopkinson saidthat so far as there was

any force in the objection of the London County Council to the Bill,

he thought the objection might be met by proposing to the tramway

company that they should agree with theCounty Council that, in the

event of the latter body constructing a conduit electric tramway in

continuation of the company's tramway, they would themselves intro

duce the conduit system as far as the countyboundary . — Mr. L.

Coward (for the company ) saidhis clients would be prepared to enter

into such an agreement.-- Mr. J. Swinburne also gave evidence.

Manchester.- Ata meeting of the Electricity Committee

of the Manchester Corporation held on Tuesday, a deputation

attended from the Salford Corporation for the purpose of conferring

on the subject of the proposed electrical traction for tramcars. Man

chester has decided that when electricity forms the motive power on

the tramways the pressure shall be 400 volts, which will suffice

for both lighting and traction purposes. It is desirable that the

pressure sball be the same in Salford as in Manchester, and

the Salford Corporation will now doubtless make arrangements for

supplying a pressure similar to that which will be given in

Manchester,

Middlesbrough . - Last week several trips were made over
the entire length of the electric tramway from here to Stockton,

partly for the education of drivers and conductors. The opening

dayis not yet fixed . The Government inspection will have to be
held first.

-
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Merthyr Tydfil. — The Roads and Bridges Committee of

the Glamorgan County Council has decided to recommend the

Council to take steps to oppose the scheme being promoted in the

Merthyr Tydfil Light Railway Order for the construction of electric

railways, and to intimate to the Local District Council that in the

event of the scheme being carried out the Council would discontinue

its contributions to the maintenance of the roads in the district.

Theprincipal of these lines would run for part of its lengthalong a

road contributed to by the County Council, a great deal of which

was of insufficient width to admit of a railway or tramway with

safety to the public.

Morecambe. It is proposed to erect a novel tower for

the east end of the town. The tower will be illuminated by electric

lights and an electric car will run underneath the spiral roadway.

At the apex of thetowerwill bea search lightof great power showing

its light for 20 miles. There will be a special electric lighting plant

pat down for supplying the requirements of the tower.

Norwich . - The Norwich Electric Tramways Bill was

read a third time on Tuesday.

Rochester . A committee of the Corporation has received

a deputation consisting of Mr. Henry Jasper and Mr. Atherton

( promoters ), Messrs. Giepel and Walters( engineers), and Mr. A. R.

Norman (solicitor), re å scheme for the construction of a light

railway partly within the city. Plans, sections and other particulars

are in the Town Clerk's possession .

Ryde. — The Ryde Pier Company are stated in a daily

paper to be making preparations for the season by improving their

electric railway, and placing it on a stronger and better foundation .

Southborough . — The Southborough tradesmen are

opposed to the proposed electrical tramway from Tanbridge Wells to

Southborough on the ground that it will induce customers to shop at

Tunbridge Wells.

St. Helens. - At the last meeting of the Borough Council

the Mayor moved the confirmation of the minutes of the Electric

Lighting and Traction Committee, in which were eet out the arrange

ments come to in regard to equipping the tram lines and supplying

electrical current for the new electrical tramcars The St. H - lens

Tramway Company will continue to run the trams and provide

rolling stock, and the Corporation bave undertaken to supply elec .

tricity from the depôt in Boundary Road at the following rates :

2d . per unit on a guaranteed consumption of 200.000 units per annum ;

1d . per unit for 400,000 units ; 1 d . per unit for 600,000 units ; and

id. per unit if the tramways are extended in such a manner as to

require 800,000 units per annum . The fixed rent per annum at

present paia by the company will be increased to £ 2,700 when the

Prescot and Denton's Green sections are ready for work, and to

£ 3,000 per ar num when the whole of the present lines are worked by

electricity. Tais arrangement as to rent is to continue for seven

years. - After several questionshad been put by Councillor Burchall,

the minutes were approved . — The Mayor remarked that they hoped

to have the ork of converting thetramways from steam to electricity

done quicker than was at first anticipated .

...
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Cape during the last 15 months, from which it will be seen that, it

anything, the West Coast is less trustworthy than the East Coast route.

An examination of the dates will show that in August last the Cape

was quite cut off,and that on various other occasions the West Coast

route has been only just restored when the East Coast cables tail, and

vice versa :

CABLES. Down, Repaired .

East Coast ROUTE .

Durban -Lourenco Marques May 29th , 1897 June 6th , 1897

Aden - Zanzibar July 28th, 1897 Sept. 5th, 1897

Mozambique - Lourenco

Marques
Sept. 4th, 1897 22nd, 1897

Oct. 14th , 1897 Oct. 20th , 1897

Aden-Z inzibar Feb. 28th , 1898 March 4th , 1893

Durban -Lourenco Marques Mar. 19th, 1898 25th, 1.98

May 14th , 1898 May 20th , 1898

Aden -Zaozibar 24th , 1898 25th , 1898

Mozambique - Lourenco

Mai ques
(still interrupted )

WEST COAST ROUTE .

Benguela -Mossamedes April 14th , 1897 May 1st, 1897

Sierra Leone-Conakry 28th, 1897 24th , 1897

Accra -Kotonou July 15th , 1897 July 24th, 1897
Cape Town -Mongamedes ... 19th , 1897 28th , 1897

Aug 7th, 1897 Aug. 10th , 1897

Loanda-St. Thome" Nov. 8th, 1897 Nov. 29ch, 1897

Dec. 4th, 1897 Dec. 12th , 1897

13th , 1897 Jan. 10. h , 1898

Mar. 17th , 1898

Sierra Leone -Accra April 9th , 1898 April 19th, 1898

Benguela -Mosbamedes 20th , 1898 May 5th , 1898

Cape Town -Mongamedes .. » 14th , 1898 5th , 1898

Kotonou - St. Thomé 27th , 1898 25th , 1898

Loanda -St. Thomé May 4th, 1898 14th, 1898

June 3rd , 1898 ( still interrupted)

The Telephone Service. - In connection with the London

County Council Telephone Conference, a report of which appears in

another column , the City Press quotes the resolution passed : “That,

in the event of the Post Office not undertaking a telephone service,
it is desirable that the local and central authorities of London should

at once combine to secure an efficient and cheap service,” and adds

editorially, “ We agree that in one way or another the metropolis

must have an efficient service on reasonable terms." This seems to

be the general opinion of all who have anything to do with the

service.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

QABLA . Down . Repuirod,

Brest-Bt. Pierre (Anglo , 1869) April 6th , 1899

West Indies

Bt. Orois -Trinidad Nov. 30th , 1896

Mole-St. Nicholas

Caimanera
June 10th, 1898

Caimanera -Santiago

de Cuba
June 10th, 1898

Amasoa Oompany's cable

Cable beyond Gurupa ... June 8th, 1898

Cyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolama- Bisgao April 12th, 1898

Maranham -Para 17th , 1898

Hong Kong-Manila ... May 3rd, 1898

Loanda- San Thomé June 3rd, 1898

Mozambique -Lourenco

Marques
June 14th, 1898

31
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TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

LANDLINE :

Trang -Oontinental line be

yond Masol

Cartagena -Barranquilla

Volo -Larissa

Saigon-Bangkok

} March 12tb, 1896
July 4th, 1896

June 8th , 1898

June 11th , 1898

...

June 14th , 1893 .... ...

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

The “ Brazilian " and " Western and Brazilian ."

Money understands that the agreement between these two telegraph

companies will be issued in about a week, and that by its terms the

Western and Brazilian deferred shares will be found to be worth

about £6 each .

Chatham Telephones.-- The Corporation has given the

National Telephone Company consent, on certain conditions, to change

their service over to the twin wire system .

China Cables.- " Secohm , " writing to the Westminster

Gazette, says that it is important to know at what point the projected

cable to Wei-bai-Wei is to be connected to the existing cable systems.

" It atShanghai, as isprobable, do not let usforget that the cable office

there is a Russo -English one ; the Russian interest,according to your

Danish interviewee , having taken the place of the previous Danish

property."

The Telegraph Wire Export Trade. — The month of

May has proved tobe a very quiet one as regards the exports from

this country of telegraph wire and parts connected therewith, the

value for the month having only amounted to £41,944 as compared

with £64,883 in the precedingmonth , £61,226 in May last year, and

£112,215in May, 1896. Forthe five months ending with May the

exports have attained a value of £355,615 , as against£382,386 in the

corresponding period of last year, and £323,583 in the first five

months of 1896.

Telegraphic Isolation of the Cape . - From the daily

press we learn that the cable which runs between Mozambique and

DelagoaBay, on the East Coast of Africa, broke down on the evening

of the 13th, since which time there has been no means of cable

communication with the Cape and the Transvaal, as the cables along

the West Coast of Africa bave not been available since June 3rd , on

which date the cable between Loanda and St. Thomé was inter

rupted. The following is a list of interruptions to the cables to the

OPEN

Barnet. — June 24th . The Lighting Committee want

tenders from firms willing to undertake such installation for lighting

the district by electricity. Particulars at the Council offices, and

Bee “ Official Notices " June 10th.

Belfast. - June 22nd. The Corporation wants tenders
for the supply of turned and bored C. I. pipes and O. I. bell months

for electriccable conduits. Particulars from Mr. V. A H. McCowen,

Corporation electrical engineer ; also see our “ Official Notices " this

week.

Bethnal Green . — June 28th. Tbe Board of Guardians

invite tenders for supplying the necessary plant andinstalling the

electric light at the newinfirmary, Palestine Place. For particulars

see our " Official Notices " June ioth .

.
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Aberdeen . - A committee of the Harbour Board has

acceptedthe tender of Messrs. Lucy & Co., Oxford, to erect lamps
and standards for the electric lighting of the Quays.

Belgium . - Mr. G. Boty, of Brussels, submitted the

lowest tender (12,387 fr.) for the installationof electric lighting in

the Bibliothèque Royale, Place du Musée, Brussels. Three other
firms tendered .

Hammersmith. It is proposed to give Messrs. Ferranti

the contract for the extension of the rectifiers and switching ap

paratus, at £ 640 and £ 184 respectively.

Leyton . The contract for a secondary battery for the
District Council has been given to the " Eart ” Secondary Battery

Company, Limited, The battery consists of 170 cells of a capacity

of 1,100ampere hours at a normal discharge rate of 200 amperes and

a maximumdischarge rate of 600 amperes for 1 hour. The following
were the tenders received :

Headland Battery Company, Limited £ 1,402 0

“ Hart" Secondary Battery Syndicate,Limited (accepted) 1,480 0

General Electric Company, Limited 1,526 0

E. P. 8. Company 1,562 10

Tudor Accumulator Company, Limited 1,780 0

Chloride Electric StorageCompany, Limited 1,980 0

Epstein Accumulator Company .. 2,081 0

D.P. Battery Company, Limited .. 2,4000

Sunderland. The tender of Messrs. Abbott & Co. , of

Gatesbead, for steam piping, bas been accepted by the Council in

connection with the electric lighting extensions.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.

1898.

Friday, June 24th at 5 p.m.- Physical Sciety. Agenda :-1. Exhi.

bition of an Apparatus illastrating the action oftwo

coupled Electric Motors, by Prof. Carus -Wilson ;

2. Exbibition of Weedon's Expansion of Solids Ap

paratus, by Mr. J. Quick ; 3. “ On the Theory of the

Hall Effect in a Binary Electrolyte ." By F. G.

Donnan , M.A., Ph. D.

Bournemouth . - June 20th. The Corporation is inviting

tenders forthe sapply, & c., of cables, aro lampe, incandescent lamps,

wiring, switchboarde, fittings, & c.; also steam dynamo, & c. Par

ticulars from the borough engineer, Mr. F. W. Lacey, also see our

" Official Notices " May 27th.

Bulgaria . - June 27th . Some little time ago the muni

cipal authorities of Sophia , Bulgaria, invited tenders for the con .

cession for the electric lighting of the public streets of thecity, and for

the construction and working of an electric tramway. The authori.
tiesareagain inviting tenders, until the 27th inst ., for this concession,

particulars of which may be obtained from above.

Cardiff.-- June 28th . The Corporation wants tenders for

two water -tube boilers for the electricity works. Particulars from

the borough electrical engineer, Mr. Appelbee; also see our “ Official
Notices ."

East London (Cape Colony) .- June 28th. The Town

Council is inviting tenders for erection of buildings and the supply

of electric lighting machinery, electric tramcars, plant, rails, & c.,and

for their maintenance for six months from completion . Particulars

from Messrs. Dyer &Dyer, 17, Aldermanbury, London, E.C., on pay.

ment of £5, repayable on the receipt of a bona fide tender.

Edinburgh . - Jane 30th. The Corporation wants tenders
for the supply of copper strip for electric conductors. Particulars

from the resident electrical engineer, and see our Official Notices "

this week .

France.- June 30th. Tenders are being invited by the

municipal authorities of St. Laurentde la Salanque, a small town of

about 4,800 inhabitants in the Pyrenées Orientales, for the concession

for the electric lighting ofthe public streets . Fall particulars may
be obtained from , andtenders to be sent to, Le Maire, de St. Laurent

de la Salanque, Pyrenées Orientales, France.

Heckmondwike. - Jane 30th . The directors of the

Heckmondwike Industrial Co -operative Wholesale Society want

tenders for an electric light installation (about 800 lights) including

generating plantfor their premises. Consulting electrical engineer,

Mr. Walter Leake, 51, Victoria Buildings, Manchester. See our

" Official Notices ” this week.

Hull. - July 1st. The Corporation wants tenders for

wiring and the supply of fittings for the East Hall Baths. Parti

culars from the city engineer (Mr. A. E. White ). See our “ Official
Notices " this week .

Leeds . — June 16th . The Council requires tenders for

two engines and dynamos ofabout 1,000 H.P. each ; also for 80 elec

tric tramcars . Particulars from Dr. John Hopkinson; also see our
" Official Notices . "

London . - June 21st. The London County Council is—

inviting tenders for engines, dynamos, accumulators, switchboards,

teeders, distributors, and servicemaing and all accessories, to be fixed

complete in buildings at the Crossness Oatfall Works, near Erith,

Kent. The L.O.O. also requires tenders for providing and fixing

cables, wires, conductors, casing, pendants, brackets, and other fittings,

columns, lanterns, lamps, switches, and switchboards, distributing

boards, fuses, cut- outs, & c., necessary for the lighting by electricity

of the Crossness pomping station and works, near Erith, Kent.

Particulars of both contracts from the Engineer's Department,

CountyHall, Spring Gardens, 8.W. See also our “ Official Notices"

May 27th.

Newington . - July 1st. The Vestry of St. Mary invites

tenders for the construction, supply, and erection of boilers, pumps,

steam and water mains, water tank, surtace condenser, fuel economiser,

& c., for the electricity works in Penrose Street, Walworth. Con

sulting engineers, Messrs. Kincaid , Waller & Manville. See our

" Official Notices " this week .

Southampton . - June 20th. The Corporation invites

tenders for the supply and erection of lamp columns, arc and

incandescent lamps, automatic switches and fittings. Consulting

engineers, Messrs . Kincaid, Waller & Manville. See our “ Official

Notices ” June 3rd .

Tynemouth . — June 20th . The Corporation wants

tenden for the supply of steam dynamos, balancerand boosters, & c .

Consulting engineers, Messrs. Lacey, Olirebugh & Sillar. See our

" Official Notices " June 3rd , for particulars.

Victoria . — June 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne (Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps, poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our “ Official Notices " March 11th .

Wimbledon . - Jane 27th. The District Council wants

tenders for the installation ofthe electric light mains and fittings in the

new defôt buildings in Queen's Road , Wimbledon. Particulars from the

Council's engineer, Mr. C. H. Cooper. See our “ Official Notices ”

this week.

York . — June 24th. TheCorporation is inviting tenders
for the erection of an electric light station. Particulars from the

City engineer, Guildhall.

NOTES.

Socié: é Internationale des Electriciens. - The monthly

meeting of the Socié:é des Electriciens was held on June 1st

at 8.30 p.m., with M. R. V. Picou in the chair.

M. Ducretet performed a series of experiments on the Hertz

system of wireless telegrapby with M. Branly's radio

conducting tube, and various other accessories invented

by him . At the transmitting station we find, in the first

place, a battery feeding & small electro-motor which works

a mercury interrupter. This interrupter is introduced into

the circuit which supplies the energy to the inductive circuit

of a Rubmkorff coil. The current which is derived from a

special battery passes through the interrupter, a hand switch

which is also worked by mercury, and which enables the

circuit to be very quickly opened and closed , and the in.
ductive circuit of a Rubmkorff coil, which is capable of

producing & spark 4 of a metre in length . The two

extremities of the induced circuit meet an oscillator which

consists of two balls placed opposite to two separate roda,
which meet two spheres placed in an insulating liquid . It

is in thismedium that the spark is emitted. One of the
wires of the induced circuit is connected to earth , and the

other to a large vertical insulated rod. The electric waves

start from this rod and proceed to a receiving station where

are installed a Branly radio -conducting tabe with an anto

matic tapper and an automatic Morse register. All the

electric waves rent into the atmosphere areregistered auto

matically. M. X. Gosselin then showed in projection some

of the best known potentiometers at present employed in

various industries.

The Ameer and the Dynamo. - If any of our readers

should desire to obtain any further particularsof the career

of Sir Thos. Salter Pyne, to which we alluded on page 790

of last week's issue, we would refer them to the April issue

of the Indian and Eastern Engineer, from whence our in

formation was derived.
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Wireless Telegraphy. - The following copy of a letter

addressed to the President of the Académie des Sciences,

Paris, Jane 12th, 1898, has been handed to us for publica
tion :

The Alexandra Palace Electric Tramway .-- The

Electricitäts -Gesellschaft Wandruszka & Cie, of Berlin, who

are the general European agents for the Steel Motor and

Johnson Company, inJohnstown and Lorrain, U.S.A., some

months ago entered into an agreement by which they had to

erect and work an electric railway in the grounds of the

Alexandra Palace. As already mentioned in our columns the

line has been in operation since May 15th, and is giving
gatisfaction . The length of the line is 1.2 miles, on

which foar motor cars, of a seating capacity of 50 passengers

each, are running. The mean takings have proved up to

the present to be £ 12 59. par day, a good result. The track

is double andof ordinarygauge throughout, and the line is

equipped with overhead wires on centre poles. At the

generating station , the generating plant is in duplicate for

the purpose of reserve. The average gradient of the whole

line is 1 in 13. The motor cars are fitted with double

equipments of the Steel Motor, type 18. On the highest

gradient, wbich is 1 in 11 , the motors want a supply

of current equal to 37 amperes, with an E.M.F. of 510

volts. Although the seating capacity of the cars is stated

as 50, we are informed that they have been carrying 64

passengers.

Municipal Electrical Association.-At the business

meeting of this Association , held at the Royal United Service

Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Saturday last, it was re

solved to hold the next Convention in Bristol, and Mr. H.

Faraday Proctor was elected President. Mr. J. H.Ryder,

of Plymouth, and Mr. G. H. Cottam , of Hampstead, were

elected Vice -Presidents ; Mr. Wilmshurst, Halifax, and Mr.

J. F. C. Snell , Sunderland, being elected members of the

Council , to serve three years. Bailie Maclay, Glasgow , and

Dr. Panton, Bolton, were also elected members of the Council,

each to serve one year. Mr. G. H. Cottam was re -elected

hon. treasurer, and Mr. W. A.Godfrey hon . auditor. The

President stated that the Council had had such valuable help

from Councillor Pearson, of Bristol, that they found with

extreme regret the fact that, under the constitution , he was

not eligibleto serve upon the Council during the coming year,

and with the idea of retaining his valuable help, and his

great knowledge of legal matters, it was considered desirable

by the Council to ask the Association to appoint Mr. Pearson

as hon , solicitor, and he was elected unanimously. The

appointment of hon . secretary was left with the Council.

" Sir ,--The first station for the Hertz system of wireless

telegraphy is established at my works. The mast rises to &

height of 26 metres from the ground (the height of the

ground is about 55 metres). This mast overtops the neigh

bouring houses, and can be seen from a great distance . The

conducting wire, which is insulated and attached to the top

of this mast is 32 metres long. This collector of the electric

waves goesintomy laboratory, and is connected with one of

the electrodes of the Branly radio-conductor of the receiving

station , the other electrode is connected to earth .

" Yesterday, Saturday, from 2.30 to 3.40 p.m., during the

storm my automatic receiver registered 311 intermittent

atmos heric discharges as they made their presence felt on

the collecting mist. These discharges were registered before

the appearance of the lightning and the noise of the

thunder. — Believe me, Sir, your devoted and obedient servant,

E. DUCRETET.

This note cancels that dated the 7th, which is less com

plete,the collecting mast not having been erected at that

date."

The Langdon - Davies Motor . - The Davies Motor Com

pany informus that the manufacture of the Langdon - Davies

motor having grown too large to be carried on in their

present works, they have transferred the English manafactar

ing rightsto a new company under the name of the Langdon

Davies Electric Motor Company, Limited, which has taken

and equipped considerably larger works at 101 , Southwark

Street, S.E., to whom all communications on the

subject of motors should be addressed. The instru

ment business, with the exception of ammeters, volt

meters, and the other electric lighting instraments still

continues at the above address as for the eight years past,

and previously to that at Westminster. The companyhas

reverted to the old name of Nalder Bros. & Co., Limited,

and its business will be carried on , as it has continuously

been for the past10 years , under the two partnersin the

original firm of Nalder & Co., Messrs. Crawley and Soames,

as its managing directors, and with the same staff.

To prevent confusion, the business previously carried on at

16 , Red Lion Street, is now divided into the three following

totally distinct concerns, the latter two having taken over

the branches specified :-Nalder Bros. & Co., Limited, as

above. Nalder Bros. & Thompson , 34, Queen Street, Cheap

side, E.C., ammeters, voltmeters, switchboards, & c. The

Langdon -Davies Electric Motor Company, Limited, 101 ,

Southwark Street, S.E., alternate current motors.

Electrical Engineers wanted by the War Office.

We understand that the Under-Secretary ofState for War,

War Office, London, is to appoint an electrical engineer with

thorough mechanical and electrical training and experience

of electric lighting work, including the distribution of current.

He will be required to assist in the preparation of particulars

and supervision of the execution of electric lighting contracts

at Aldershot. An electrical and mechanical draughtsman

is also required for the preparation of plans and record

drawings in connection with the above . He must be

thoroughly competent, and must have had experience in the

office of a consulting electrical engineer or contractor for large

electric light installations. Applications, by letter only,

stating age, experience, and salary required, and furnishing

references, to Under-Secretary of State for War, War Office,
London .

British Association, Bristol, 1898. - The local hop ,

secretaries, Messrs. Arthur Lee and Bertram M. H. Rogers,

are sending out the report of the executive of the B.A.

Local Committee held on June 6th, giving details of the

arrangements wbich are being made for the September meet

ing at Bristol. Particulars as to presidents of the various

sections and other information appeared in our April 8th

issue.

Personal. - Mr. George C. Sillar, M.Inst.E.E., who for

nearly 17 years has been connected with the Brush Electrical

Engineering Company, Limited , in various capacities, has

been appointed general manager of the Otis Elevator Com

pany, Limited, Queen Victoria Street .

Mr. W. H. Allen, of the Queen's Engineering Works,

Bedford, is now a justice of the peace for Bedfordshire.

Röntgen Rays in War. - In the House of Commons on

Friday last week, in reply to General Russell, Mr. Brodrick

said : The Röntgen ray apparatus, which is a very recent

invention, is very difficult to adapt for field service, and was

not carried with the field army in the recent operations.

From the returns the medical authorities do not consider

there was a single case in which life could have been saved

by the use of the apparatus. Two sets are now in Egypt,

and one more will be sent out shortly. Two have been

adapted as far as possible for field service, and one is for use

in the base hospital. Sir J. Fergusson asked whether 400

men were not wounded by bullets ,and whether the apparatus

would not have been most useful in locating the ballets.

Mr. Brodrick. The senior medical officer has gonecarefully

into the cases and has been unable to trace anysingle case in

which the apparatus would have been specially useful or in

which an operation would have been carried out more

successfully by the use of the rays.

Forthcoming Prospectus. - The World understands that

the prospectus of the “ Cotsworth " Arc Lamp and Electric

LightingSyndicate, Limited, will be issued at no remote

date. “ The lamp is said to be the simplest ever offered to

the public, while the cost of production is estimated at a

very low figure."

Will . - The late Mr. Thos. Holliday, Edgerton, Hudders

field, of the firm of Read, Holliday & Co., Limited,

electrical engineers, &c., has left gross estate £108,618
16s. ld .

-
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Appointment Vacant. — The Croydon County Poly

technic is wanting a teacher of electrical engineering.

For particulars of qualifications, &c . , see our Official

Notices ” this week .

Marriages. - Mr. Guy C. Fricker, of Messrs. Fricker,

Miller & Co. was married on Wednesday last week, Jane
8th, to Miss Lena Bockett, third daughter of the late Mr.

Jobn Bockett, solicitor, Lincoln's Ion Fields. The " happy

pair " have gone for a three weeks' tour in Switzerland.

Mr. Thomas Harding Charton was married on 8th inst.

to Ethel Blanche, younger daughter of Marshall Nicholson,

Esq ., of Middleton Hall, Leeds, at St. Mary's Church,

Middleton. Mr. Harding Churton, of Leeds, needs no

introduction to the electrical fraternity.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .

“ Stand -by Charges.” — Mr. Robert C. Quio, the borough

electrical and tramway engineer at Blackpool, reada paper

before the Manicipal Electrical Association on “ Stand -by

Charges ," raising the question of the unfairness to elec

trical undertakers to be compelled to find capital for

plant usually lying idle to supply consumers whose pre

mises are equipped with their own generating plant. We

refrain from commenting on this paper, as the Council of

the Association decided at the last moment to withdraw it

from discussion, and to make it the subject of a report from
their body.

Blackpool and the Overhead Trolley. - We under

stand that, after careful consideration, the Board of Trade

has decided to sanction the overhead trolley system of elec

tric traction on the Corporation tramways on the condition

that the special regulations made by the department are

strictly complied with .

Paris Exhibition of 1900. - The Royal Commission, of

which the Prince of Wales is chairman , are now prepared

to circulate information respecting the Exhibition. The

classification and rules for exhibitors, together with forms

of application for space, can be obtained by applying to the

Secretary of the Royal Commission, Paris Exhibition 1900,

St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W.

Asbestos and Rubber Company, Limited (57,673 ).

Registered June 7th, with capital £ 10,000 in £1 shares, to acquire the

business carried on by Stadley, Morrison & Co. at Hull and Sheffield,

toadopt a certain agreement, and to carry on the business of India

rubber, gutta-percba, and asbestos manufacturers, sbip and engineers’

stores manufacturers,electricians, telegraph and electrical engineers

and contractors, cable and telegraphic instrument manufacturers .

The subscribers (with one share each) are :—T. B. Hooper, 15, Old

Jewry Chambers, E.O. , solicitor ; E. B. Morrison , 33, Greencroft

Gardens, N.W. , gentleman ; R. M. Albery, Bowery Farm House,

Wraysbury, Bucks, farmer ; B. 8. Ince, 1, Church Court, Old Jewry,

E.C., printer ; H. Pearce, 129, Cheapside, E.O., stationer; F. D.

Leslie , 74, Coleman Street, E.C. , accountant ; 0. M. Bolton, 431,

Liverpool Road, N. , clerk. The number of directors is not to be less

tban two nor more than five. The first are :-A . Morrison (chair.

man) , B. Gee, and J. Cuthbert. Qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration

as fixed by the company. Registered by Lomley & Lamley, 15, Old

Jewry Chambers, E.C.

Harry W. Cox, Limited (57,703).-Registered June

8th, with capital £ 2,000 in £1 shares, to acquire and carry out

business as an electrician, electrical and mecbanical engineer, con

tractor, model maker, and manufacturer of electrical and scientific

appliances, carried on by H. W. C. Cox at 10, 11 and 28, Carsitor

Street, Chancery Lane, W.C. The subscribers (with one share each )

are :-0. F. Leighton , Manorfield , St. Albans, gentleman ; A. Greek,

41, Oakley Road, Canonbury , N.,clerk ; B. Aylward, 35, Brcok Green,

W., gentleman ; F. R. Nutt, 17, Cornwall Cottages, Essex Road, N. ,

electrician ; H. W. C. Cox, 51, Cricket field Road, Hackney Downs ;

E. F. C. Savory, 2 , Clement's Inn, W.O., gentleman ; Mrs. M. Cox ,

51, Oricketfield Road, Hackney Downs. The number of directors is

not to be less than three or more than five; H. W. C. Cox,

B. Aylward, and C. F. Leighton. Qualification, £ 100 ; remune

ration as fixed by the company. Registered office, 10 and 11 ,

Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Biograph and Mutoscope Company for France,

Limited (57,708 ). Registered June 9th , with capital £ 100,000 in

£ 1 sbares, to acquire certain inventions for the reproduction of

objects in motion , and the French patent rights for the same, to

adopt an agreement with A. Grove, J. S. Montagu, and J. W. Orde,

and to carry onthe business of mutoscope, biograph, and mutograph

manufacturers, battery makers, tablet and diaphragm manufacturers,

electricians, electrical,mechanical, and chemical engineers, iron and

brass founders, & c. The subscribers (with one share each ) are : -

E. B. Koopman, 18, Great Winchester Street, E.C. , director ; T.N.A.

Grove, J.P., 11, Hans Road , 8.W .; J. 8. Montaga, M.P., 29, Cornbill,

E.C.; J. W. Orde, 29, Cornbill, E.C., gentleman ; E. Baker, 29, Corn.

bill, E.C , secretary; N. P. A. Brady, 81, Cannon Street, E.C., gentle

man ; A. R. Roberts, 13, Walbrook, E.C., solicitor. The number of

directors is not to be less than two por more than seven ; the sub

scribers are to appoint the first ; qualification, 100 shares ; remunera

tion, £ 1,200 per annum and a sbarein the profits, divisible . Registered

office, 29, Cornbill, E.C.

Presentation . - On 7th inst ., the superintendent engineer

of the Northern Electrical Engineering and Plating Company,

Limited (Mr. Thomas W. Ogilvy) , was, at Newcastle, pre

sentedwith a handsome cruet and a pair of bronze ornaments

subscribed for by the employés of the firm on the occasion of

bis marriage.

Barglary . - Messrs. E. P. Allam & Co., electrical

engineers, of 14, Hatton Garden, E.C., ask us to state that a

few days ago their premises were broken into and an

Evershed generator, No. 125, and a Nalder Bros. ohmmeter,
No. 6,418 , were stolen . They will be pleased to reward

anyone giving information which will lead to the recovery

of the instruments and the apprehension of the culprit.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELEOTRICAL

OOMPANIES.

“ Truth " on Trams. - After condemning the existing

tram service at Hall, Labby asks in Truth : " Why does not

the municipality start electric trams ? ” and proceeds to

eulogise the overhead trolley system . Weare quite at one

withhim in this matter, but he is not au fait in regard to

the progress ofmechanical traction, or he would know that the

Hull Council some time ago gave out contracts for electrical

equipment of the trams on the trolley system , and the first

rail was laid last week.

-

Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker.- The sixth

annual meeting of the Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker

was held at Frankfort -on -Main from the 2nd to the 5th

inst. Among the papers read was one by Dr. Th. Bruger

“ On a Direct Indicating Phase Meter," and one by Dr. M.

Levi on “ Progress withRöntgen Raye.”

British Electric Traction Company, Limited (49,855).

-This company's annual return was filed on May 7th, when 30,000

ordinary and 10,000 preferecce shares were taken up out of a capital

of £ 600,000 in £ 10 shares. £10 per share has been called on the

ordinary, and £6 108. per share (including £2 108. per share premium )

has been called on the preference. £ 354,817 has been paid , £ 10,183
is in arrears, and £57 bas been received in advance .

India -Rubber, Gutta -Percha, and Telegraph Works

Company, Limited (1,122 C ).- This company's annual return was

filed on May 27th, when 50,000 shares were taken up and paid for in

tull out of a capital of £ 812,000 in £10 shares.

Indo - European Telegraph Company Limited

( 3,953) .— This company's annual return was filedon May 10th , when

17,000 shareswere taken up and paid for in full out of a capital of
£ 450,000 in £25 shares .

London Platino- Brazilian Telegraph Company,
Limited (12,093).— Tois company's annual return was filed on

May 23rd , when 37,548 shares were taken up and paid for in full out

of a capital of £400,000 in £ 10 shares.

Elmore's German and Austro -Hungarian Metal

Company, Limited (32,457).--- This company's annual return was

filed on June 3rd . The capital is £ 162,981, divided into 50,000 pre

.

The Royal Society . — The following papers were down

for reading yesterday afternoon :-C. Coleridge Farr, “ On

some Expressions for the Radial and Axial Components of

the Magnetic Force in the Interior of Solenoids of Cir.

cular Cross Section ." A. A. C. Swinton , “ On the Source

of the Röntgen Rays in Focus Tabes.” Prof. W. Ramsay,

F.R.S., and M. W. Travera, “ On the Constituents of

Argon ."
)
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ference shares of £2 each, and 62,981 ordinary shares of £1 each .

All the ordinary and 22,275 preferencebave been taken up, and

25,000 ordinary are considered as paid. £1 per sbare bas been called
on the 37,981 ordinary, and £2 per share on the preference, and

£ 82,531 has been paid . 1,730 sbares have been forfeited , and 10,337

shares cancelled, and £22,131 128. 10d . bas been paid in respect
thereof.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Company, Limited

(40,691).- This company's annual return was filed on May 12th ,when

171,604 shares were taken up out of a capital of £ 200,000 in £1

shares. 171,497 shares are considered as paid, and £7 has been
received on the others.

Altrincham Electric Supply, Limited (40,795).- This

company's annual return was filed on May 27th, when 25,000 shares

were taken up and paid for in full out of a capital of £ 50,000 in

£1 shares.

Rand Central Electric Works, Limited (43,712).

This company's annual return was filed on May 20th, when the

capital of £ 300,000 in £1 shares was fully taken ap. 25,000 shares

are considered as paid, and £ 275,000 has been received on the others.

Electric Cycle Syndicate, Limited ( 36,227).- This

company's annual retum was filed on April 1st, when 2,827 shares

were taken up out of a capital of £ 3,000 in £1 shares. 1,000 shares

are considered as paid , and £ 1,742 10s. has been received on the

others, leaving £ 84 108. in arrears.

Electric Exploitation Company, Limited (40,256).
This company's annual return was filed on April 22nd, when 20,367

sbares were taken up out of a capital of £ 25,000 in £1 shares. 20,000

are considered as paid, and £ 360 has been paid on the others, leaving

£ 7 in arrears .

was at the rate of 4 per cent. That pointed to an improvement in

their affairs which must be gratitying to all of them , but gratifying

as way that comparison itdid notend there. They not only paid

more than doublethe dividend that they paid in the corresponding

period which was 3s. per share, but the net revenue earned during

the half year was more than double that earned in the six months

ending June, 1896 , and on this occasion they were able to

pay more than double the dividend and add £ 5,000 to the

reserve, instead of having to assist their smaller dividend as

they did in 1896, by taking £ 7,500 out of the reserve. All they

wanted now was a little revival in the trade of Brazil, and their

position would be decidedly more satisfactory. The exchange had

been 78d. only as against 8 d ., but, of course, under thenew mode of

collection, that was not so serious as it appeared. Still, under the
new method, before fixing the rate of exchange for the coming three

months, the Government took the average rates of exchange for the

preceding period , and, of course, if the average for the preceding three
months was bigher than they got for the next three,when the rate had

been fixed, they lost money . Strange to say, ever since thatarrangement
was made for the collection of the exchange, it had been goingdown,

80 that although the rate had been fixed at a certain point they bød

never actually got it, but something belowit. At present the exchange
was going up, and consequently their receipts were going up with it.

The augmentation of the revenues of their company, and of those of

thePlatino, were continuing. Already they had reached a point in

their revenue a good deal above the corresponding period, and there
fore he hoped - he might almost say he was confident — that they

would be able to tell the shareholders even a better story than the

present when the current hall-year's business came to be laid before

them. No doubt they would have remarked that the new president
elect of the United States of Brazil bad come over to this

country to arrange important matters in connection with Brazil.

There was no doubt that Brazil needed a period of rest and recupera

tion, and it was earnestly to be hoped that she might obtain it.

When the great natural riches of the country were considered they

had every reason to expect that,with a careful administration ofthe

revenues,a very gratifying and prosperous result might yet be pro
duced . He was sure they would all wish the president-elect every

success in his patriotic efforts, and God speed in his important mission

for the benefitof hismagnificent country. There wasone other ques .

tion in the report which he could not say much upon. Undoubtedly

the shareholders wouldhave noticed that paragraph in which they stated

that negotiations for closer working between their company and the

Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company had been in progress.

Those negotiaticns were not completed yet. They were progressing

satisfactorily and pretty actively,and they believed they would result

successfully, and that the results would be welcome alike to the

governments, the public, and the companies. Of course, nowadays

it was necessary to do things which were agreeable all round, and not

to shut one's eyes or direct them into a narrow focus. He would ,

therefore, ask them not to put any questions to him in reference to

that subject, but if there were anyother matters shareholders wished

information upon he would be very happy to afford it them .

Lord RICHARD H. BROWNE seconded the motion for the adoption

ofthe report and it was carried without discussion .

The retiring directors having been re- elected, Major COTTON, in

moving the re -election of the auditors, said he thought they must

congratulate the chairman and directors upon the improved state of

affairs they had put before them , and upon the very hopeful prospects

for the future. He hoped that the negotiations which were being

carried onfor closer working with the Brazilian Company might soon

bebrought to a satisfactorytermination for the benefit of the share

holdersespecially ,

Themotion having been carried,the proceedings terminated with a
vote of thanks to the chairman and directors.

OITY NOTES .

Western Brazilian Telegraph Company.

Thu thirty -fifth ordinary general meeting ofthe abovecompany was

beld on Thursday, June 9th, at Winchester House, Old Broad Street,

Mr. W. 8. Andrews presiding.

The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption of the report, said he was

glad to say they were able to meet the shareholders under rather

better auspices than had been the case for some little time back .

There was an increase in the revenue and a decrease in the expenses.

The revenue for the halt -year had amounted to £72,332 9s. 10d ., as

compared with £ 71,315 128. 2d . , showing an increase of £ 1,116

178. 8d.,and that would have been rather more had it not been

for special circumstances to which he would presently refer. With

regard to the expenses, they were £37,774 18. 11d ., as compared with

£ 38,160 193. 4d.,consequently there was a decrease of £ 386 178. 5d.

Dealing first with the expenses, there was a total increase of£ 1,211

under abstract A, but of that maintenance accounted for £ 750, and

stores and new apparatus for another £ 524, and there was an increase
of £ 400 under miscellaneous. The decreases in abstract a, were

travelling, £ 300 ; and stationery and printing, £ 83 ; the net result

being an increase of £1,211 . Abstract B, which dealt with their

sbipping, was always a source of considerable anxiety with them ,

and he was very pleased to say that under that head there

was & notable decrease, because in the periodunder review theydis

pensed with theservicesof the second ship thattheyhad been obliged

to employ previously — the Buccaneer -- and the saving amountedto

£ 3,477 158. 5d ., although their other ship,as a matter of fact, bad to

do all the same work, and did it very satisfactorily, of course, with

an increased consumption of coal and other expenses. That saving

of £ 3,477 he would have liked the shareholders to have bad the

immediate benefit of, but it had been partly absorbed by certain

special expenses incurred in Buenos Ayres on account of

the attack - which might have been rather a dangerous one

for them - made under the guise of tariff changes. They had

to defend themselves from that attack, and it was rather &

costly defence. Then , in addition to that, they had maintenance and

repair expenses, and new apparatus, which ran away with some

£ 2,500 of that reduction, which they would otherwise have got the

entireadvantage of. In abstract C, out of the total increase of £167,

£ 164 128. was owing to arbitration expenses, so that was practically

about the same. The result was that they were left with a decrease of

expenses amounting to £386 178. , and he was glad to say that decrease

did not end with the period under review , but it was going on and

increasing, so that there was no doubt by-and-bye they would
have a better tale to tell the shareholders with regard to the

expenditure, even than they bad that day. Dealing with the

net revenue, there was the balance from last half-year, £3,867

158. 2d.; there was the dividend on the shares in the Platino Com.

pady, £ 11,094 — against none in the corresponding period — and the

balanceon their own working, after payment of expenses, amounted

to £34,558 78. 11d . - together, £49,520 3s. 1d. They had to deduct

£ 8,060 83. 41. for interest on debentures and debenture stock ;

£2,159 12s. Ad. for sinking fund for the redemption of the new

debentures, and , with £ 5,000 added to the reserve fund, they got a

total of £ 15,2200s. 8d ., which left £ 34,300 28. 5d . available . They

proposed to declare a dividend of 6s . 9d . per share, and to carry

forward £ 1,428 6s. 11d. to the current period. That distribution

was equal to a dividend of37 per cent.per annum , and consequently

it wasthe best dividend that they had received since 1891, when it

British Thomson -Houston Company, Limited ,

The third ordinary general meeting was held on Friday last at the

offices of the company, Cannon Street.

Mr. E.A. LAZARUS, the chairman of the company , presided, and in

moving the adoption of the report, observed that their business had

gone on very quickly during the year, and they had had to extend

their offices and premises a good deal. With regard to the principal

traction contracts now in hand, they had the city tramways of

Dablin, Cork, which was also a lighting concern , the CentralLondon

Railway, Middlesbrough, Sheffield, Dudley -Stourbridge, and Oldham .

Ashton . Those were the principal inclusive contracts, but theyhad

a good deal of other business. Theydid not rely on patents fortheir

success, but on theway in which they did theirwork. The industry, how

ever, had been and was developingvery quickly ,and they had latterly

found that a good many competitors were infringing their patents.

They had spent about £ 100,000 on acquiring them , and they were

therefore seriously considering whether it might not be worth some

thing more to protect them.

Sir THOMAS THOMPSON seconded the motion , which was adopted ,

and dividends of 10 per cent. for the year on the “ A ” and “ B ”
shares were afterwards declared .

)

Elmore's German and Austro -Hungarian Metal

Company, Limited.

The directors have been this week inviting applications for an issue

of £ 60,000 6 per cent. debenture stock at par . The trustees are Lord

Farrer, of Abinger, and Mr. J. R. Hollond. Applications were received

for over £ 37,000 before theissueof the prospectus. The following

table shows the increase in the value of the sales for the past three
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years and the balances of the profit and loss account of the " Metall ”

Company for the same period :

1895 sales £17,082 12 3 LOBB £1,575 9 5

1896 sales 24,747 17 9 Profit 347 18 3

1897 sales 37,929 18 6 Profit 3,202 11 0

whila the sum of £ 5,748 118. 5d. was deducted from revenue by way

of depreciation during the same period. The value of the
sales for the present year to the 1st inst. shows an increase of

90percent. ascompared with that for the same period last year. In

1897 the " Metall ”Company was given a contractto supply the total

requirements of the German Navy for a periodof three years. This

contract was, byarrangement, cancelled in April last, and a new one

has been entered into, whereby the company is to supply all tubes
over 18 inch in diameter forthe next two years, but at greatly

enbanced prices. Notwithstanding the increased production , the

company wasin 1897, and is now , unable to accept even a moiety of

the orders offered by the large shipyards and private customers.

The output for 1897was 411 tons; the new plant, nownearly com

pleted, when fully at work , is estimated to produce 1,100 tons per
annum . The listclosed yesterday afternoon .

Callender's Cable and Construction Company .

The report of the directors for the year ended December 31st last,

states that the accounts show a balance at the credit of profit and

loss of £ 24,746, from which must be deducted interest on debentures,

£4,050, appropriation for depreciation of machinery, plant, &c. ,

£ 3,000, leaving an available balance of £ 17,696. The directors now

proposeto pay a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent. per annum

(clear of income tax ), being 108. per sbare, whereof 48. was paid on

October 31st, 1897, as an interim dividend, leaving 6s.per sbare to
be paid now , absorbing £ 10,000, and a bonus of 29. 60. per share,

absorbing £ 2,500, leaving £6,196 to be carried forward. The total
payment forinterest and bonus on account of 1897 will therefore be

at the rate of 12; per cent. per annum . The expenditure on build

inge, plant, and machinery has proved beneficialto the business, and

has enabled it to produce better and cheaper cables than at any time
in the past. The plant and premises have been maintained in a

thorough state of efficiency, and the cost not only of all repairs and

maintenance, but of alterations and improvements, has been debited

against theyear's profits. Some of theshares held by the company

have been disposed of, and othershave necessarilybeen acquired in

connection with the business. The present market value of the

shares held exceeds by several thousand pounds the value shown in

the balance sheet, but it is not proposed todeal with this excess at

present. The business transacted in 1897 was again much larger

than that in previous years, and the directors are glad to report that

it continues to increase, and that the outpat of the factory during the

last five months has exceeded their atmost expectations. Although

extensive additions to plant, machinery, and baildings were made in

1897, it became evident towards the close of that year that still

further additions were required to cope with the fast growing

business, and that these must be on a much larger scale thanhereto

fore. The landat Erith which the company ownshad been utilised

nearly to its full capacity, and was clearly insufficient for these ex

tensions, and, after lengthy negotiations, the directors have succeeded

in purchasing about 20 acres of treehold land adjoining the present

factory, which will assure ample space forextensions for many years
to come. The present capital is quite insufficient to enable the

company to carry on their rapidly increasing business to the best

advantage and to meet the cost of the necessary extensions of the

works. It is therefore proposed to increase the capital by the

creation of 20,000 preference shares of £ 5 each, and the requisite

notice of an extraordinary general meeting has been given for the

purpose. It is not contemplated to issuemore than 10,000 of these

shares at the present time, and these will be offered first to the

existing shareholders.

theirbusiness, but they hadnot increased the value of the shares

thatthey held ; they had left them simply at the value that they
stood in the last balance - sheet. The result was , that there

was an undisclosed profit on these shares, probably amount

ing to about £ 10,000, but they did not wish to deal with that

money until they had realised it. Coming to the profit and loss

account, thebalance to the credit of that account was £ 17,696 , as

against £ 13,507,which was an increaseof £ 4,000. They proposedto

pay 63. a share, being the balance of 109. per share dividend, which

was 10 per cent. on the capital. That would take £ 10,000. They

also proposed to pay a bonusof 29. 6d. per share, which would absorb

another£ 2,500, which would make a total distribation of 124 per

cent.,leaving £ 5,196to carry forward to next year's account . He

hoped the shareholders would consider those results satisfactory .

The business of the company had very largely increased, and

that led him to refer to the proposed increase of capital, to

which reference was made in the report. It was absolutely

necessary that their works should be extended. Atpresent they had

not sufficient room to carry onthe business theyhad in hand, or the

work which they would in all probability getin the future. They

had considered the question of extension for a long time, and at last

they had had anopportunityof purchasing 25 acresof land adjoining

their factory . It had no river frontage, but as they already had as

mach river frontage as they required, that was immaterial, and it

enabled them to buy the land very cheaply. It only cost them about

£ 130 an acre, which, for their purposes ,wasavery small som indeed .

There was a emall quantity ofland on the other side of their works

for whichthey were in negotiation, and for which they wereprepared

to give £ 500 an acre, but when the 25 acres adjoining their own

place was offered them , they thought it far better to buy it than

ā smaller 'site , where they would not be able to place so much

space between their buildings . That, of course, brought himto the

point of increased capital. Their present capital was quite ingufi.

cient, and therefore they had sent out notices for an extraordinary

meeting to increase the capital by £ 100,000, and there was a state .

ment made inthe report on that matter which he wished to quality.

It was stated that it was not contemplated to issue more than

£ 50,000 of that capital at the present time,but since the report was

issued the directors bad againgone carefully into the matter, and

had come to the conclusionthatthey must issue the whole, probably

extending the period of payment over a longer time than they would

otherwise havedone.

Lieut.- Colonel G. A. ELLIOT seconded the motion , and the report

wasadopted .

Mr. T. O. CALLENDER, the managing director , addressed a few

words to the shareholders as to the progress of thebusiness ,and said

hewas glad to say that, good as wastheir business in 1897, it was

nothing to what they were doing now . Their only difficulty was to

turn out the work , and not only did they want further working

capital, but also they needed more plant and machinery. It was very

likely that within the nexttwo or three yearsthe business they were

at present doing might be doubled, and it might interest the share

holders to know that 90 per cent.of the company's business was with

leading corporations throughout the country .

Sabsequentlyan extraordinary meeting was held, when resolutions

were passed authorising the directors, subject to the confirmationof

another extraordinary meeting, to create £ 100,000 additional capital

inpreference shares of £ 5 each.

Replying to a question, the CHAIRMAN said the new capital would ,

in thefirst instance, be offered to the existing shareholders to the

amount of their present holding.

Altrincham Electric SupplyCompany, Limited . The

balance -sheet shows a balance profitfor thepastyear of £ 725. The

company has several important contracts in hand .

City of London Electric Lighting Company. The

transfer books and register of holdersof £ 400,000 5 per cent. deben
ture stock will be closed from 21st to 30th inst.

Electric and General Investment Company.- The

transfer books will be closed from 13th to 28th inst , inclusive.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS.

The second annual general meeting of shareholders of theabove

company was held on Wednesday last at the offices, 90, CannonStreet,

Mr. Henry Drake presiding. The CHAIRMAN, in moving the adoption

of the report, said he hoped the shareholders would consider the

accounts satisfactory. The directors were very well satisfied with

the progress of the company. They had had a very prosperous year,

and the figures in the balance sheet carried out that view . Therewere

one or two items in the accounts to which he would call attention , as

he thought they prove interesting. In the first place they would

observe that they bad spent £ 11,355 on enlargement of works and

additional plant, which was in addition to the £ 2,985 written off the

profits, for repairs and maintenance. In 1896 they spent nearlythe

same amount- £ 11,238. Thenext item he would call their attention

to was that of cable drums, which stood at £ 2,803 as against £ 2,170

last year. That afforded a very fair indication of the increase of the

business, because they used thote drums for winding their cables on ,

and the amount stood at about one -third more than last year. The

next item was stock in hand, which was only £ 1,200 more than last

year. Then came expenditure on contracts in course of execu

tion and sundry debtors, and there they had an increase of

£ 26,000 — that was to say, those two items, together, came to

about £ 100,000 as against £ 74,000, which was a very satisfactory

thing. Casb at the bank and bills receivable stood at £ 9,136

as aguinst £ 15,229, wbich, he thought, showed that they were using

their means as closely as they could. Shares in other companies

stood at £ 6,603, as against £ 8,800. That arose in this way : they had

sold sbares that they held in 1896, and they had placed the money

that they had received from that to the credit of that account. They

had taken ap a few more shares, rendered necessary in the course of

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited . – The receipts for the

week ending June 10th, 1898, were£2,899 Os. 1d.; corresponding period,
1897, £ 3,365 1s. 5d .; decrease, £ 466 ls. 4d .

The Cityand South London Railway Company. The receipts for the week end.

ing June 12th, 1898 , were £ 931 ; week ending June 18th , 1897 , 2880 ;

increase, £51; total receipts for hall-year, 1898, £ 24,558 ; corresponding

period , 1897, £ 24,215 ; increase , £ 343 .

The Dover Corporation Electric Tramways. - The receipts for the week
ending June 11th, 1898, were £ 167 48. 8d.; total receipts to June 11th , 1898,
£ 2,69815s. 9d .

The Dublin Southern District (Electric) Tramways Company –The receipts for

week ending Friday, June 10th , 1898, were £648 6s. Bd.; corresponding

week last year, £ 920 8s .; decrease, £ 272 28. 9d . ; passengers carried,

97,778; corresponding week last year, 123,715 ; aggregate to date, £ 10,963

108. ld . ; aggregate to date last year, £ 11,548 58. 7d. ; decrease to date,

£ 584 158. 6d.; mileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company . - The receipts for the week ending

June 12th , 1898, amounted to £ 1,482 ; corresponding week last year,

£ 1,857 ; decrease, £ 375. 1897 includes Whit Monday.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company , Limited . The receipts for

the week ending June 10th , 1898 , after deducting 17 per centofthe

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,850.
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Stock
Business done

Present
Closing

Dividends for
Closing during

or

NAME.

Issue.
Share. the last three years.

Quotation, Quotation, week ended

June 8th . June 15th . June 15th ,

1898 .

1895 . 1:96 . 1897.
Highest . Lowest.

137,4004 African Direct Telegraph, 4 % Debs .
100 % 100 -104 100 -104

25,000 Amazon Telegraph , shares 10 7 8 7 8

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red.... 100 93 96 93 96

923,9601 Anglo -American Telegraph Stock £2 98 £2 13s 3 % : 64 67 64 67 641 641

3,038,0201 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Stock £4 185 £ 5 68 6 % 115 -116 116 -117 1161 1152
3,038,0201 Do. do . Deferred... Stock 151- 161 161 , 162 151

130,000 Brazilian Submarine Telegraph 10 7 % 7 % 7 % 151- 16 151 - 16 1511
75,0001 Do. do . 5 % Debs. 2nd series, 1906 100 5 % 112-116 112 -116

44,000 Chili Telephone, Nos . 1 to 44,000
5 4 % 4 % 23 - 31 24- 31

10,000,000 $ Commercial Cable $100 7 8 % 180-190 180 –190

918,2971 Do. do. Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 105 -107 105 --107 1061 1061

224,850 Consolidated Telephone Construction and Manufacturing 10/- 14% In
16,000 Cuba Telegraph 10 8 64 71 64

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 10 141
144 151 147 145

12,931 Direct Spanish Telegraph
5 4 4 5 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Cum . Pref . 5 10 10 10 10 11 10 11 103

30,0001 Do. do. 41 % Debs . , Nos . 1 to 6,000 50 41% 41 % 41 % 103 -106 % 103 -106 %

60,7101: Direct United States Cable 20 21% 21%
105 11 10.- 11 102

120,000 Direct West India Cable , 44 % Reg. Deb. 100 100-103 101 - 104

400,000 Eastern Telegraph, Nos . 1 to 400,000 10 | 61% | 64 17 – 173 174 173 17 % 17

70,000
Do. 6 % Cum . Pref. 10 16

18 19 18 ! 19 . 18g 183

89,900
Do. 5 % Debs., repayable August , 1899 ... 100 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

1,302,6151 Do. 4 % Mort . Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 124 -128 123 -127

250,000 Eastern Extension , Australasia, and China Telegraph 10 7 7 % 171 - 18 174- 18 1718 17:26

Do. 5 % (Aus . Gov. Sub . ) Deb . , 1900 , red. ann .
% 5 % 100 -104 100 -104

100,5001 Do. do. Bearer, 1,050-3,975 , 4,327-6,400 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb . Stock Stock 4 4 % 4 % 126 --129 126 -129

5 % 5 % 100 -104 100 -104

46,5001 Do. do. do. to bearer, 2,344 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 101 --104 101 --104

300,0001 Do. 4 % Mort. Debs ., Nos. 1 to 3,000 , red. 1909 100 4 101 - 104 101 104

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg. Mt. Debs . ( Mauritius Sub . ) 1-8,000 25 105 –108 % 105 –108 %

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust 10 | 45 41 % 12 117 117

180,012 Do. do . 6 % Pref . 10 163 177 167-171 173 163

150,000 Great Northern Telegraph , of Copenhagen ...
10 10 10 % 10 % 29 30 29 30

160,0001
Do. do. do . do . 5 % Debs. 100 5 % 5 % 100 -103 100 -103

97,000
Halifax and Bermuda Cable, 41 % 1st. Mort. Debs.,

100 98 -103 99 -104

within Nos . 1 to 1,200, Red .

17,000 Indo-European Telegraph
25 10 % 10 % 10 % 50 53 50 51 ! 504

100,0001 London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph , 6 % Debs .
6 100 6 108 -111 108 -111

28,000 Montevideo Telephone , 6 % Pref ., Nos . to 28,000 5 21 27 21-23

484,597 National Telephone, 1 to 484,597 5 54 514 58 55 53 53 51

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 14 16 15 17

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum . 2nd Pref. 10 6 % 15 17 15 17

250,000 Do. 5 % Non-cum. 3rd Pref., 1 to 250,000 5 5 53- 55 53- 50 53

1,329,4711 Do. 31 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 31 101-106 101-106 104 103

171,504 Oriental Telephone and Elec., Nos. 1 to 171,504, fully paid 1 5 5 %

100,0001 Pacific and European Tel . , 4 % Guar. Debs. , 1 to 1,000 ... 100 % 105 -108 105 -108

11,839 Renter's 8 ! 5 % % 8 9 8 9

3,381 Submarine Cables Trust Cert. 136 -141 136 -141

58,000) United River Plate Telephone
5 4 % 5 % 4 41 4 41

146,7331
Do. do . 5 % Debs. Stock 5 % 104 -107 104 - 107 1061 106

15,609 West African Telegraph , 7,501 to 23,109
10 4 % nil nil 31- 41 31- 41

213,4001
Do. do. 5 % Debs.... 100 5 5 % 5 % 99 -102 99 102 101

64,269 Western and Brazilian Telegraph 15 3 % 2 % 31% 12 121 114 , 123xd 12

33,129 Do. do. 5 % Pref. Ord . 74 6 % 5 % 5% 71- 8 71 7 *xd 73

33,129 Do. do. do. Def. Ord. 77 1 % nil 47- 48 41- 5xd 43 411

389,521 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. ... Stock 104 –107 104 -107

88,321 West India and Panama Telegraph
10 3 % 一 13

34,563 Do. do. do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 71- 73 71- 8 718 78

4,669 Do. do. do. 6 % Cum. 2nd Pref. 10 6 %
5 5 7

80,0001 Do. do. do . 5 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 1,800 100 5 % 106 -109 106 -109

1,163,000 $ Western Union of U.S. Telegraph, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $1000 7 % 7 7 % 105 -109 105 -110

160,1001 Do. do. do . 6 % Ster. Bonds 100 6 % 6 % 100 -105 100 -105

35,1001 { Eastern and South African Telegraph, 5 % Mort.Deb.;
. } 100
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES.
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30,000 ' Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply 5 5 % 6 % 7 % 12 13 12 13

20,000 Do. do . do . do . 41 % Cum . Pref. 5 6 6 , 6

26,000 * Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ord . , Nos. 1 to 10,277 ...
5 5 % 5 % 6 % 81 91 8

60,000 Do. do . do . 44 % Deb. Stock Red .... Stock 41 % 115 --117 115 --117

50,000 City of London Electric Lighting, Ord. 40,001--90,000 10
10 % 241 251 26 - 27

10,000 Do. Prov. Certs . Nos . 90,001 to 100,000 £5 10 17] 18 19

40,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref.,1 to 40,000 6 % % 164 17 164 - 171

400,000 Do. 5 % Deb . Stock , Scrip. (iss. at£115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 129 134 129 -134

30,000 County of Lond. & Brush Prov. Elec. Ltg . , Ord. 1-30,000 10 nil : nil nil 13 14 13 14

10,000 Do. do . do. Nos . 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 paid . 10 65 71 64

20,000 Do. do. do . 6 % Pref . , 40,001—60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % | 15 16 141- 153

17,400 ' Edmundsons Elec . Corp. , Ord. Shares 1-17,400 £ 4 paid 5
3.1 4 . 31- 41

10,000 House -to -House Electric Light Supply, Ord ., 101 to 10,100 5
10 81 92

10,000 Do. do . 7 % Cum . Pref. 5 7 % 7 %
104 - 11 10 . 113

62,400 *Metropolitan Electric Supply, 101 to 62,500
10 4 15 16 15 16

220,0001 Do. 44 % First Mortgage Debenture Stock 4.1 % 41% 41% 117 -121 117 -121

6,452 : Notting Hill Electric Lighting
10 2 % 4 6 % 18 19 | 171 — 18 !

31,980 *St . James's and Pall Mall Electric Light , Ord .
5 71% 103 141 % 16 17 16 17

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Pref., 20,081 to 40,080 57% 7 % 91- 101 9 10

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 | South London Electricity Supply , Ord ., £2 paid
2 21 2 21

79,900 Westminster Electric Supply , Ord., 101 to 80,000
5 7 % 9 % 12 % 15 % 164 15 16

i
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161
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158

118.1
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161

94

...

266

16 } 155

* Subject to Founder's Shares, + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange.

Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . | Dividends paid in deferred share warrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next,
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES - Continued .

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING, AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.

Present

Issue.

NAME.

Stock

or

Share.

Dividends for

the last three years,

Closing

Quotation
June 8th .

Closing

Quotation

June 15th.

Business done

during week

ended

June 15th, 1892.

10,000 { }

N
o

e

lo .

104

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.

82,850 { Cro

มี

23 27- ²1

1895 . 1896 . 1897 . Highest Losest.

30,000 British Electric Traction 10 151 - 16 152- 161 165 15.

Do.
1do . 6 % Cum. Pref. 30,001–40,000

10 7 8 71- 8 73

£4 pd. ( issued at £2 10s . prem . all pd . )

90,000 Brush Elecl . Enging., Ord ., 1 to 90,000 21 % nil nil 13- 25 11- 2 2

90,000 Do. do . Non -cum . 6 % Pref., 1 to 90,000 3 % nil 4 % 21- 2. 23- 23 2

125,0001 Do. do. 41 % Perp. Deb . Stock Stock 110-114 110 -114

50,000 Do. do . 45 % 2nd Deb. Stock Red . Stock 101 -104 101 -104

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord . Shares
10 10 103 93- 101 101

129,179
Do. do . do. £6 paid 10 6 64 51- 67

59,254 Do. do. Pref, half - shares £ 1 paid 13 11 13 11

67,680
Do. do. Def. do. £ 5 paid

630,0001 City and South London Railway Stock 18% 11 % 13 % 68 71 68 71 70

22,500 Do. do . Ord . shares, Nos. 1 to 22,500 £2 pd. 10 18 21 21

Crompton & Co., 5 % 1st Mort. Reg . Debs . , 1 to 743 of
93 88 93 917

£ 100, and 901 to 1,070 of £ 50 Red .

99,261 Edison & Swan Utd . El . Lgt. , “ A ” shares , £ 3 pd.1 to 99,261
5 51% 21

17,139 Do. do. do . “ A ” Shares, 01–017,139 4 5 5

194,023 Do. do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. 100
103 -105 103 --105

110,000 Electric Construction , 1 to 110,000 5 % 29- 27 21 21

16,343 Do. do. 7 %Cum. Pref., 1 to 16,343 % 7 3g 35 33

111,100 Do. do . 4% Perp. 1st Mort. Deb. Stock Stock 106 -108 106 -108

91,196 Elmore's Patent Copper Depositing, 1 to 70,000
2

67,275 Elmore's Wire Manufacturing, 1 to 69,385 , issued at 1 pm . 2 g

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, 7 % Cum . Pref. , 1 to 9,600
10 10.4 7 7 % 9 11 9 11

12,500 Henley's (W. T. ) Telegraph Works, Ord . 10 10 % 12 % 211 22 211

3,000 Do. do . do. 7 % Pref. 10 7 % 7 7 % 181 191 181 191

50,000 Do. do . do. 41 Mort. Deb. Stock ... Stock 4.1 % 41 % 41 % 110 -115 110 115

50,000 India -Rubber, Gutta -Percha and Telegraph Works 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 21 22 21 22 22

300,000 Do. do. do . 4 % 1st Mort. Debs . 100 102 -106 102 --106 1041

37,500 Liverpool Overhead Railway , Ord . 10 23% 23% 34% 1016 1046 1046 10,8

10,000 † Do. do . Pref. , £10 paid 10 5 % 154 161 15% 16%

37,350 Telegraph Construction and Maintenance
12 15 % 15 % 34 38 36

150,000 Do. do. do . 5 % Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

540,0001| Waterloo and City Railway , Ord . Stock
100 130 --133 124 -127

† Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. 1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid.

Dividends marked $ are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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5 %

LATEST PROCURABLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

Birmingham Electric Supply, Ordinary £5 ( fully paid ) 103. London Electric Supply Corporation , £5 Ordinary , 31-41.

Ilouse-to -House, 41 % Debentures of £ 100, 106—109. * T . Parker, £ 10 (fully paid) , 154 .

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting, Ordinary Shares Yorkshire House-to-House Electricity, £ 5 Ordinary Shares fully

£ 5 (fully paid ) 15-16 ; 1st Preference Cumulative 6 % , £5 paid , 81–81. Dividend for 1896-6 % .

(fully paid ), 8-84. Debentures, 107–110. Dividend, 1897,

on Ordinary Shares 10% .

* From Birmingham Share List. Bank rate of discount 3 per cent. ( June 2nd, 1898).

THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIA

TION , 1898.

ON THE NECESSITY FOR UNIFORMITY IN PLANT

AND APPARATUS..

By C. H. WORDINGHAM , Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.I.E.E. ,

City Electrical Engineer, Manchester.

The principles enunciated by Dr. John Hopkinson in his classical

paper, on the cost of electric supply ,t are now fully appreciated by

the majority of supply engineers, municipal and others, but it is

doubtful whether theyrecognise that theirown field of labour is but

one very small, indeed, insignificant, plot in the wide area to which

these principles apply .

Manufacturers of all engineering products bave to face the same

problem , viz. :-the production of articles, the cost of which is made

up of two items, one independent of the quantity sold , the other
practically proportional to that quantity,

In the case of manufacturers, the standing charges comprise the

establishment of the works, i e., the cost of land, buildings, engine

power, machinery and tools, drawing office staff, patterns, & c .; the

establishment of offices, and in many cases of showrooms, with staff

of clerks, travellers, & c.;the holding of a stock to supply thedemand
without delay ; while to these standing expenses must be added the

salaries of a number of engineers, managers, & c ., who must be ready

to design the articles manufactured , and who must be kept up to

date in the latest practice, often at great cost.

The running expenses are wages for labour, skilled and unskilled,

fuel, oil , & c., forrunning the works, repairs to machine and other

tools, raw material.

Probably no better example of high cost could be taken than the

manufacture of submarine cables. In this case both items are

greatly exaggerated. A large amount of very expensive machinery

occupying great space, and extensive buildings, bas to be provided

and kept in good order, to be used perhaps once in the year, and

when it is required it frequently happens that the work is of an

urgentnature,and manufacturing hasto be kept going day and night

for a few weeks, necessitating overtime and high rates of wages,

together with excessive wear and tear of plant, while the coat is still

furtheraugmented by the fact that the cable is probably of a special
size and design.

Now let usexamine into the means by which the cost of mann

facture may be reduced. Assuming that all that is possible has been

done to economise by the choice of a site where land is cheap,

bysuppression of superfluous cost in the erection of baildings, by

skilfuldesign to avoid unnecessary handling of goods, by the absence

of display in offices, & c., what remains to enable the manufacturer to

reduce bis costs ? One thing pre-eminently, restriction of the

number of types and sizes of the articles produced. To produce , say,

a dynamo machine or an engine, a number of calculations haveto be

made, thena series of drawings must be prepared, next the patterns,

and finally the tools. All this means large expense, and, it onlyone

article is made, the whole cost bas to be charged to that article,

and this standing cost may completely swamp by comparison the

cost for material and labour. Whereas, it a thousand such articles

were required, the fixed cost, being divided amongst them all, would

be only one thousandth part of wbat it was in the case of one. By

limiting the number of patterns, it becomes possible to devote more

timeand attention to perfecting the design and the tools necessary

for the manufacture , bence higher efficiency is gained in conjanction

with reduced costs, for, though the provision of the tools requires a

slight addition to the standing cost,it is quite inappreciable when

divided among the number of articles sold , and there is a corres.

ponding saving effected in labour.

The subject as a whole is a very wide one, but this paper must

necessarily be confined to the particular case of electric supply
stations, and the author hopes to be able to show that, even limited

to this emall area, the question is of great importance.

At present, every engineer in designing a station, seems to think

it incumbent upon himto have something different in his station to

that in every other. One fixes upon somepeculiar declared pressare,

involving special designs for every lamp, motor, radistor, or other

consuming device thatis to be attached to the circait. Another wants

alternating current of special periodicity, or transformers ofan

unusual capacity, or in a case of some unheard -of shape. Another

• Read June 9th .

† See Dr. John Hopkinson's paper on "The Cost of Electric

Supply ," read before the Junior Engineering Society, on November

4th, 1892.
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The size and pressure of the generators is the next point of inte

rest . Itdid not appear worth while to tabulate the pressures gene

rated in low pressure stations as the declared pressure is a sufficient

indication of the pressures used. As regards the high pressure

generators, however, the following table shows the pressures gene

rated :

TABLE C. - HIGH PRESSUBES GENERATED .

Pressure. Continuous. Alternating

No. of stations.

3

No. of stations.

3

wants extra large boilers, or dynamos of a capacity different to any

stock size. Another requires cables ofa size necessitating strands of

some odd gauge of wire . No doubt this is not wholly intentional,

but arises partly from want of thought, partly from ignorance, and

partly, it is to be feared, from a feeling that manufacturers are a kind

of inferior race, who cannot possibly know as much as the engineer,

and who must do as he tells them . Now, it is essential to success,

both mechanically and financially, that the engineer and mana

facturer should mutually strive to secure it ; the manufacturer must

endeavour to carry out the engineer's objects, and the engineer must

subordinate the details of his scheme to the convenience of the manu

facturer. No man can kaow everything thoroughly, and it must be

admitted that a manufacturer, who devotes his whole time and

energy to the production of a particular class of machinery or

apparatus, must know more about that particular class than the

engineer with whom it is bat one item out of the many comprising

his wbole scheme. Only those men,whose standing in the profession

is assured, dare to admit and recognise this, the second -rate men fear

that theirdoing so will be construed into a contession of ignorance or

incompetency.

As an evidence of the want of uniformity now existing, I have

made inquiries as to the practice as regards certain points, and

through the courtesy of the engineersrunning the stations, have

obtained the following information. The particulars relate to109

stations, in 46 of whichcontinuous current is employed , in 55 alter

dating, and in eight both alternating and continuous.

First as regards declared pressure, the following table gives the

number of stations and the various pressures declared :

TABLE A. - DECLARED PRESSURES.

ܘ
ܙ
ܝ
ܕ

ܪ
ܝ
ܕ
ܝ
ܕ

1

1 35

5

Volts.

1,000

1,000-1,050

1,400

1,800

1,800—2,000

2,000

2,000—2,100

2,000—2,200

2,000—2,500

2,050

2,100

2,110

2,200

2,400

2,500

3,000

:: ܝ
ܕ
ܗ: ܒ

ܘ
ܝ
ܕ
ܝ
ܙ
ܛ

ܝ
ܕ
ܝ
ܕ
ܝ
ܕ
ܟ
ܨ
ܝ
ܙ

|&

Total 7 59

Declared pressures.
Continuous

current.

Alternating

current.

Volte.

The size of generator is very important, and here again there is a

most extrordinary discrepancy in the sizes employed. These are

tabulated in Table D. Without entering into the number of

machines, which do not very greatly affect the question , the follow

ing sizes are in use :

TABLE D.- SIZE OF GENERATING UNIT.1

3

10

29

10 Continuous.

1
Alternating

.

.
. 2

2
11

70

.
.

17

50

50-100

84-103

90-100

100

100-200

100-105

102

102 -205

105

105--210

107-214

110

110-220

113

115-230

150

200

210

210-420

220

220-440

230

19

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

H
A
N
S
E
N

10 kw.

12

15

20

25

27

28

30

33

37

40

50

20 kw.

22

23

25

26

30

32

33

8|c
ô
cA
P
P

M
Ô
•H
P

2e−<:
:
8
H

:
:
:

C
o
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o 31 11

1
21

90

11 2 99

11

35
20

80 kw.

88

90

100

112

120

125

140

160

180

200

210

212

250

300

350

400

600

1,500

33

150 kw.

154

160

165

175

180

187

200

210

222

225

250

260

300

350

360

380

390

62 kw.

66

70

72

75

80

81

82

84

85

88

90

100

110

120

125

130

136

140

19 13 93
36

37

40

11

91 11

91 97 19

1 1 19

1 1
11 90 11

!

11 91

97 91

.
.

45

50

55

57

58

60

65

66

70

75

1 9)

Tutal 51 58
13

10

In addition to the above, a few stations give special pressures for

special reasons. One station varies its pressure according as the

transformer is made by one or other of two manufacturers. Another,

which normally supplies at 100 volts, supplies at 102 by special

arrangement with a " Lunatic Asylum .” (1) . A third supplies at 113

volts , but naively recommends 110 -volt lamps. Apparently this

station is not runon the same lines as those in which the declared

pressure is “ 1024 volts. "

Incidentally, it may be remarkedthat the permission given by the

Board of Trade to vary the declared pressure in different districts is

practically never taken advantage of, while as against this , one

station , in defiance of all Board ofTrade regulations ,boldly declares

A pressure of 420 volts.

The next point importance in which the practice differs is the

question of periodicity in alternating stations. The periodicities are
set forth in the following table:

TABLE B. - PERIODICITIES.

3 at 40 periods per second .

7 50

1 58

6 60

1 67-5

1 74

3 75

1 77-80

1 77

2

6 83

1 83.5

1 83-100

87

6705

2

2 93

17 100

1 125

Inquiries as towhether standard sizes of mains, meters, &c. , were

employed, showed that in many instances such is not the case, the

sizes being chosen haphazard according to requirements.

The above figures will serve to show the utterly chaotic state of

central stationpractice as regards standardisation in this country at

the present time, and very little consideration is necessary to show

thatthe difficulties to becoped with by manufacturers in consequence

must be enormous, and that, for the reasons stated at the beginning

of this paper, the price of plant and apparatus to users must be

very largely augmented, without there being any corresponding

additional profit to manufacturers. The additional cost is in fact

pure waste,and benefits nobody.

Nodoubt it is inevitable, in the early stages of any industry,

that there should be great diversity of practice, indeed , it is desirable

that things should not become stereotyped until the best has been

discovered, but we have surely now arrived at a time when we can

make up our minds on such subjects as those enumerated above,

and it is of vital importance that the matter should be settled soon ,

for each new station that is to be built perpetuates its own set of

quantities.

The most important point of all is the declared pressure , for this

affects every consuming device aswell as generatois, or transformers

it used . While it should be so fixed asto admit of as economical

distribution as possible, it should not involve a loss to the consumer

in wasteful resistance, or in enhanced price for lamps specially

fragile or difficult to manufacture.

The author ventures to think that, taken all round, 100 volts and

multiples thereof is the most convenient pressure, and the one most

likelyto meet with general acceptance. In the first place, it is that

most largely used at the present time, and it meets the conditions

named above, since two ordinary arc lamps, or one enclosed, can be

made to burn steadily at 100 volts, the waste in resistance being

reduced to a minimam , while for the first multiple, viz : -- 200 volts,

there is little difficulty in obtaioing single incandescent lamps.

Moreover, it gives a convenient pressure across the outer conductors,

a pressure suitable for tramway working, while allowing a good

margin for loss on low pressure feeders, without necessitating a

higher pressure at the generating station or transforming station,

than 500 volts, which is the limit of low pressure fixed by the Board

03 11

* »

91

11 »

91

21 17

80
11

1

) 91

1
1 ) 10

3 11

9 90

91 11 17

35

58
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of Trade. Incidentally, 100 polts is very convenient for mental

calculations, and for meters when ampere -bour instruments are

employed.

In passing, it may be remarked that a good dealof doubt appears

to exist as to the exact meaning of the Board of Trade definition of

low pressure, viz., whether 500 volts is thelimit at the station, or at
the networkend of the feeder, and an authoritative interpretation

of this would be very acceptable.

Other directions in which standardisation is necessary may be

mentioned bere, viz , the adoption of standard candle-powers for

incandescent lamps. It would appear that no more than four sizes

below 100 candle -power are really necessary . A little consideration

will show that, quite apart from the question of manufacture, the

limiting of thenumber of sizes would enormously reduce theamount

of stock that has to be held, and hence a large amount of capital

uselessly locked up would be setfree.

The number of sizes of arc lamps might verywell be reduced.

Three would suffice for all ordinary purposes. If this were done,

pot only would the cost of production be greatly lessened, but the

ease of replacement of damaged and worn out parte, and the

cheapeningof carbons, together with convenience in obtaining them ,

would be a great gain .

As regards motors, it is probably not worth while to make anything

smaller than 2 horse-power, whatever it is intendedto drive ,except

perhaps in the case of ventilating fans. The bulk of the demand

will probably be for motors under 25 horse -power, and three siz :8

between thisand 2 horse -power should suffice .

So long as a supply of alternating current continues to be given to

consumers, the question of periodicity will affect the stations con
certed nearly as greatly as does the question of declared pressure,

and it is therefore as important that some definiteunderstanding

Bbould be come to. The variation at present, as will be seen from

the table, is as great as or even greater than in the case of pressure.

The question of periodicity will always be an important one, as

there can be little doubt that two or three -phase current will be

generated in many stations in the future, though probably it will not

b : supplied to consumers.

Next in order of importance perhaps is the size of generating unit

in the station. It wasrecentlynecessary for the author to go into

this matter somewhat carefully, and he was astonished to find at

wbat an early period in the development of a central station it

becomes possible and safe to employ large units. There are prac

tically four factors governing the choiceof the unit of the plant.

Theyare

(1) The initial capacity of the station.

(2) The probableultimate capacity .

(3) The steps by which it is permissible to increase the capital

expenditure.

( 4) The percentage safe overload of the plant.

It may be mentioned here, that, in the author's opinion, it is

preferable to have reserve plant in the shape of machines with

considerable margin of possible overload " beyond maximum

economical load than in the form of spare machines, for the latter

are only of use in cases of actual breakdown, while, in the former

case , the reserve is always ready to be called into play at a

moment’s notice, and there is no delay due to baving to start up

another machine in case of sudden demand, whether from a running

machine having to be switched out or from an abrupt change in

weather. Further than this, the same amount of reserve can be

attained more economically,

The conditions to be fulfilled then , are, that if any one mecbine

break down, the remaining machine shall not be overloaded more

than a definite amount, say, 33 per cent., 25 per cent., or 20 per cent.

It the last-named figure be adopted, this means that the first instal

lation of plant must consist of six machines of equal capacity ; their
size will depend on the initial capacity of the station. When exten

sions have to be made, the increment of plant will depend upon the

increment of capital permissible. The condition that any one unit

may break down without overloading the plant 20 per cent. allows of

either one, two, or more machines being added . The amount of

increase of capital will be a minimum if only one machine be pat

down, but this course isopento theserious objection that itmeans a

number of machines all differing in size after the first six, hence

absence of interchangeability of plant, and an unsightly station. It

would appear most convenient to increase the plant by pairs of
machines , since this gives a symmetrical arrangement, allows of

reduction of spare parts, and renders the machines convenient

multiples of one another. Time does not admit of a particularcase

being worked out, but if this be done, it will be seen that a large

size is soon reached, and after a certain point the rule cannot be

carried out, as it leads to engines of impracticable size. It then

becomes necessary to add each time one or more machines of the

same size. It would be a matter of great interest to learn from

engine and dynamo builders what is the upper limit of size of

generator.

It will thus be seen that we begin with six machines with parts

interchangeable, and finish with a certain number of machines de

pending on the size of the station, also having the parts inter

changeable, and between we have a number of machines of varying

sizes . In very large stations put down on a sufficiently generous

scale, all the units may be of the same size, but the author maintains

that the initial number should not be less than that number wbich

allows of one breaking down without overloading the remainder more

than the specified amount, and it cannot be considered safe to pat

down one or two large machines to begin with , and to trust to good

workmanship and design to avoid mishap.

On the above principles it should not be a difficult matter to work

out a series of machines which will provide for stations of all ranks,

and yet be limited in number .

Next may be considered the question of mains, both as regards the

conductor and the insulation. It is greatly to be desired that only

& few sizes of conductor should be decided upon . The author has

endeavoured to show elsewhere that of necessity the size of main

required in a given street is largely a matter of guesswork, hence it

should not bea difficult matter to agree upon standard sizes thatmay

be such that they can be made up from ordinary 8.W.G. wires. If this

were done, a manufacturer could afford to stocka great deal of wire,

and one source of delay in delivery would be avoided .

Again , it surely should bepossible to settle upon standard tests for

dielectrics of different kinds for given pressures, and it this were

accomplished, manufacturers could stock cable actually ready for

delivery. The advantage of this will be fully appreciated by central

station engineers,for, instead of each one havingto store for his own

requirements, he would be able to order fromstock, and save the

expense of cable stores and their attendants, besides being able to

meet unlooked for extensions at short notice, while the aggregate

stock, and therefore the capital locked up, would be much less than

it there were a number of separate stores.

We next come to accessories such as service cables, transformers

( in the case of alternating supply ), main fuses, meters, maximum

recorders, meter boards, & c. Here again the cry must be standardise.

Find outthe best all round pattern of each, and keep to it. Have as

few sizes as possible. Arrange your parts so that they shall come in

it extensionstake place so that the work may not bave to be redone.

In his own practice, the author has endeavoured to carry out these

principles, and he has to a great extent succeeded , but it would be
tedious to enter into the details.

It is of little use for one, or even many , individuals to standardise

unless there be co -operation. It will probably be said, all admit that

uniformity of plant is desirable, and you arebat laboaring to prove

that which is evident. How do you propose that this desirable end

should be achieved ? The author replies thatthere is but one way,

and that is by settling upon certain standards that will be acceptable

to the majority of those concerned , and this can only be done by

thrashingoutthe subject by a committee thoroughly representative
of all classes interested .

This Association is representative of a section of one section only,

viz , the Municipal section of users of plant, and it is not theretore

competect to deal with the matter by itself. The Institution of

Electrical Engineers, the mother of all British Electrical Societies

and Associations, is the proper organisation to which the matter

should be referred, and it will doubtless be a matter of satisfaction

to the members of the Association to learn that our Council has

already approached the Institution with a view to this, and a com

mittee has been appointed by them to thoroughly go into the

question.

The recommendations of the committee cannot fail to carry great

weight, and , if the matter be properly taken up uniformity will soon

be secured, for it will be found that the firms not making standard

plant could not compete with those that did , and userswith fads

would find them too expensive to indulge .

It may be thought that such a system should be international, bat

it is to be feared that the difficulties of securing the desired end

would besuch as to make it impracticable, and it would result in the

matter being indefinitely postponed.

In conclusion, the author trusts that the various points he has

alluded to will be thoroughly discussed, and that some practical

suggestions for the guidance of the committee referred to may be

forthcoming

&

&

APPROPRIATION OF PROFITS AND REPAYMENT

OF LOANS.

By Bailie Wm. MAOLAY, Convener of Electricity Committee, Glasgow

Corporation.

In every department of municipal work - however technical it may

be - there always arises the question of finance. As the proverb has

it, “ Money makes themare to go,” and even an electricity committee

must study ways and means. It would be a comparatively easy

matter for a wealthy corporation to erect extensive baildings and

put downan installation of the finest machinery and plant- it may

be regardless of expense - but it is a different and a more difficult

thing to generate current at a price that will commend its use to

the majority of the community, either as an illuminant or a motor

power, or both. An old friend of mine was at one time manager of

the Home Farm , associated with one of the largest iron industries

in this country. Many a time I wondered why he left the employ.

ment of that firm . I had it all explained tomeone day by oneof

his contemporaries. Mr. Johnstone, he said , kept his farm in splendid

order. Everything was done in the very best style, but he could not

make it pay so he had to go. Fortunately for me, the sabject of my

paper does not compel me to deal with deficits - only with profita.

Asa rule profits can easily be disposed of. It isa fact, inthe experi

ence of most men that profits are more easily distributed than

Becured. Bat when a corporation does come to hold something like

a monopoly, it ought to make profits, or perhaps Ishould rather say,

ought to have a surplus every year. Those surpluses having been

secured,the question naturally arises what is to be done withthem .

In the city of Glasgow we have no difficulty with that. We believe

in letting " every herring hang by its own head ." In other words,

the Corporationallows each of our commercial departments to dis

pose of any surplus that may result from a successful year's

business. We recognise the fact that not one of these depart

• See hispaper on The Distribution of Electrical Energy," read

before the Northern Society of Electrical Engineers, on November

8ch , 1897.
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mente exists to make profits - A8 is the case with a private

commercial concer- but that rather it has been called into

existence for the benefit of the community as a whole. This

matter seems to be viewed rather differently in England, and

had thatnot been thecase, perhaps I should not have written this

paper. Let us take Manchester as a typical example. At the end

of their financial year they showed a surplus of £ 40,000 in the gas

department, which was transferred to citytund account, presumably

for the relief of taxation . Now it may be said that " it is as broad

as it is long," and what is taken out of the one pocket is simply put

intothe other,the community being no poorerbythe transfer. I am

inclined to dispate that. Take, by way of illustration, our gas

department, whose business is one of thelargest of its kind in the

three kingdoms. Annually we carbonise something like 600,000

tons of coal, and we supply gas to all consumers in the city of

Glasgow , the important borgbs of Govan, Partick, & c., and nearly

every district within a radius of seven or eight miles from the centre

of the city. Now let us suppose that every ratepayer uses our gas,

but they all do not use this illuminant alike, and in an exact pro

portion to their rental, which is the basis of municipal aqsessment.

Some of our people use gas only as an illuminant. Others, again,

turn it to account in stoves for heating purposes as well as for light

ing, whilst a third class use it not only for light and heat but also as

a motor power. Having no differential charge in Glasgow , the large

consumer would therefore pay away far more, probably, than he

received back in the form of reduced taxation, whilst a small con

sumermight get a rebate of taxation out of keeping with his gas con .

sumption , and that at the expense of the larger consumer. This is

neither fair nor equitable, and would not betolerated in our city .

We contend that what has been taken from a gas consumer in

excess of the cost of production and distribution should be given

back to him at once and directly throughthe department in theform

of a reduced charge in the immediate future . This meets all the

wants of the case, and ipflictsa hardship on no one.

But this is not my principal nor my strongest argument infavour

of the Glasgow system of appropriation of profits. We bold that it

is & sound policytoplace asfew restrictions on business as possible,

especially in these days of keen competition . We maintain that it

any of our commercial departments, originated solely for the good of

the people asa whole, is compelled to keep the price of anything

abovethe cost of production and distribution, then a restriction , an

artificial and arbitrary restriction is placed upon the businessofthat

committee. Is it fair or just to that particular committee ? Is it

fair or encouraging to the engineer or superintendent who is largely

responsible for the prosperity of the undertaking ? I say that it is

not, and that every committeeshould in this respect be unfettered.

It is true that it is very creditable to the gas department of Man .

chester that they should be able to supply gas at a moderate price,

and at the same time band over £ 40,000 annuallyto the city tand.

We, in Glasgow , think that it is at least as creditable to supply gas

to the communityat, perhaps, as low a price as obtains in the three

kingdoms, although we should not give a farthing to the city fund for

the relief of taxation. Further, our Electricity Committee have faith

in the proposition that by reducing the price of current they will

increase the demand, and an increased demand will enablethem to

reduce the price still further, until it reaches the irreducible mini.

mum . The two things are closely associated, and in fact, co -related.

You cannot well have the one without the other. That leads us to the

conclusion that every department and especially the electrical

department - ought to have a free hand in this respect, in order to

demonstrate to the public that it is doing its best to provide, and

provide successfully , for the wants of the people, and the best

evidence of this is to be found in a low charge for current rather than

in acontinnous large surplusto be appropriated by other departments

at the end of each year. Last year, on a turnover of £ 30,000, our

Electricity Committee had a profit of £ 18,000. When disposing of

this surplus, we first of allset aside £ 2,770 as an extra depreciation

on the Jobo Street and Miller Street stations, where the plant and

machinery were old and somewhat obsolete, having been acquired

from a private firm , when we received our provisionalorder. Next,

we debited £ 1,500 against renewals on meters, and £1,000 for pro

bable renewals of ordinary plant and machinery in the Waterloo

Street station . We further appropriated about £ 5,500 of our large

sarplus for ordinary depreciation onourbuildings, plant, and machi.

nery, mains and cables, making in all £ 10,705 10s. for depreciation

and renewals in our stations. The balance ot our surplus of £ 18,000,

amounting to £ 7,293, we disposed of as follows :-A sum of £ 4,300

was absorbed by interest on capital, £1,466 was placed to the oredit

of the sinking fund . This left a net balance of £1,527, which was

carried forward to the credit of next year's account. This, gentle

men , is how we dispose of a surplus in Glasgow . Every penny of it

was appropriated for the good of this department, and this departe

ment only, and we maintain that thecitizens benefited quite as much

as it thebulk of it had been devoted to the relief of our municipal

taxation.

I now come to speak of the other branch of my subject " the

repayment of loans. ” It would take up too much of your valuable

timewere I to examine and compare the indebtedness of Glasgow

with the obligations of other municipalities, or enlarge on their

various systems of repayment. It may suffice that I treat of the

indebtedness of our own municipality and of our sinking funds,

allowing each of you to make his own comparisonsand draw his own

conclusions. In order to make my figures exact and complete, I shall

deal with the year ending May 31st, 1897 , being the latest financial

year of the Corporation of Glasgow . At that date the liabilities of

our Corporation , including gas and water annuities, and the debt of

the common good department, amounted to £8,748,652, and our Assets

to £ 11,596,384, thus showing a clear balance in favour of the muni.

cipality to theextent of £ 2,847,732.

Bathaving stated the amount of our indebtedness, the question

naturally arises : How are these liabilities to be discharged ? Let me

Bay, before I proceed further, that all ourmoney for departmental

purposes is borrowed through the loans fand, at the head of which is

an excellent inancier. This is a useful institution, which unites and

keeps in touch all the departments of the Corporation. Shouldany

committee have more money than they can profitably use, they lend

it to the loansfand, whereapon the loans department either paysoff
debt or lends the amount tosome other department of the Corpora

tion . In this way, we never have to go outside to seek for investo

mente. Temporary loans on rovendo account must be repaid within

a reasonable time, and out of the revenge of the year inwhich they

were borrowed. Itany one of our departments promotes new under.

takings requiring further capital expenditure, then its borrowing

powers must be increased by Act of Parliament, and the money

secured from the investing pablic by an i8gne ol stock or otherwise.

Inthecase of a temporary loan, the lending committee is credited

with the current rate of interest, whilst theborrowing committee is

debited with the average rate payable on the loans.

Oar debts we liquidate in the customary way, by means of the sale

of property,and the sinking fund and the rates vary according to the

nature and character of each respective undertaking. At May 31st,

1897, our police department was still owing £ 1,549,254, but the

sinking funds being allcalculated on the maximumamountoriginally

borrowed, this sum will be quickly reduced , and finally disappear
altogether.

Under the heading of police department we include the following:

Public health and permanent paviour work , the sinking fand for

which is at the rate of 5 per cent. The rate for sewage purification

works is fixed at 14 per cent. For ganeral police purposes, sewer con .

struction , and streetimprovementspurposes it is21per cent , whilst

lor rebuilding of bridges and payment of county road debts the rate

stands at 2 per cent . In 48 or 49 yoars after to-day this large debt

will be extinguished altogether. Many of us in Glasgow will not

live to see this " consummation devoutly to be wished ," but whilst

the individual citizen dies, the corporation lives on and flourishes in

perennial youth .

Inour water supply department, the balance of loan debt unpaid

stood at £ 2,784,148 in 1897. At the departmental minimum rate of

sinking tund 14 per cent., this balance will be absolutely wiped out

in 66 years hence. It is true that we are contracting new and large

obligations, but we must leave somethingto be paid by posterity , as

theywill inherit from us, perhaps, the finest water supply in the

kingdom .

I shallnow say a word about the gas and electricity departments.

Oarelectricity committee wasa sub -committee of thegas committee

until the November before last. It was then created a separate and

independent committee unless in the matter of finance ,' We shall

therefore have to treat the indebtedness and the sinking funds of the

two as one joint obligation . In 1897, the joint indebtedness might

be taken to represent £ 1,127,495.

These I have enumerated are the heaviest liabilities of the Cor

poration, and I think I need not go farther into detail. The markets

department, with its sinking tund and - in its case - surplus profits,

should extinguish its present debt in 28 years, which is something

like 3 per cent. per annum overhead. The parks and galleries

departmentsand the municipalbuildings have a minimam rate of 1

per cent. with accumulations for their sinking funds. The parks

debt will be repaid in 49 years and the municipal buildings in 56

years. The city improvement's department has a loan debt of

£ 1,246,256. The debt is reduced by sales of property and surplus

income. The sinking fund does notcome intooperation till the last

property is sold , and our tramways pay off their obligation of

£ 516,556 bya sinking fand at the rateof 2 per cent., which it acou

mulated at 8 per cent. willpay offthe debt in 30 years.

I have thus given you the particulars of the manner in which we

repayour loans. The system seems to have commended itself to

our fellow -citizens, and our finance has been approved by capitalists

all over the kingdom . Were evidence of this wanting ,it must be

found in the very low rate of interest we pay on oar loans. Oa our

last issue of stock it is only 21 per cent., and on our temporary loans

the average rate is as low as £ 111s. 9d ., whilst our promissory notes

havebeen readily taken up by London financiers at oven 1 per cent.

and 1 per cent.

Gentlemen, ourmotto of old was " Let Glasgow flourish by the

preaching of the Word.” To -day Glasgow flourishes also by the low

rate of interest on capital expenditure.

!

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS .

TE : DESIGN OF ELROTRIO RAILWAY MOTORS FOR RAPID ACCELERA

TION . By Prof. CHABLES A. CABUS -WILSON , Member. Read

May 26th , 1898.

( Concluded from page 827 )

IF single -reduction gearing is used, the largest ratio of v to d is

limitedby the number of teeth in the pinion for a drivingwheel of

given diameter. For example,let us take a driving wheel 33 inches

in diameter. Il the clearance between the casing of the gear wheel

and the level of the rail is limited to 4gths of an inch, we cannot get

more than 67 teeth in the gear wheel. If the least number of teeth

in tbe pinion is 14, the velocity ratio is limited to 4.78 , and the ratio

of v to d is limited to 0 146. These dimensions and numbers are

taken from the standard street railway equipment made by the

General Electric Company,
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amperes. It the induction factor at the start is twice that at fall

speed, the current then required for friction is only 31 5 amperes,

so that the total current at starting_must be 257 amperes, and the

corresponding induction factor 72. This gives us a second point on

the induction curve, and is plotted at 6 in the figure. We shall

suppose that a is the best carve that can be obtained passing through

the given points.

The diagrams of current and acceleration with motors having a as

their induction curve are given in figs. 10 and 11 , and are drawn in

full lines. The time taken to cover 2,000 feet is 78 seconds, the

saving of two seconds being due to the series winding. Full speed

is 37:3 1.p.s.,but is not reached, the highest speed beiog 33.5 1.ps.,

or 23-6 miles an hour. The initial acceleration is 1.27 1.p.s. per
second.

The induction curve for the motors actually used is given at B in

fig. 9, and the curves of acceleration and currentfor these motors are

shown infigs .10 and 11 by dotted lines . The brakes were applied

at the end of 77 seconds, when 1,930 feet had been covered ; and the

Inch pounds ofaccelerating torque
3000 2000

Act
ul
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e
from

In our example, if the driving wheels were 33 inches indiameter,

the velocity ratio required to get the best results would be 7:15.

This would be impossible with single -reduction spur gearing . We

should therefore have to use a smaller value of w than the best.

If the series-parallel controller is used , the maximum current from

the line at the moment of starting is reduced by one-halt. Since the

current per motor is the same as with the parallel controller, the

acceleration will be unaltered . The motors can be held in series

until the speed is 507 1.p.s.; the result then is to reduce very nearly

by one-half the expenditure of energy due to heat. In estimating

the energy required to coverany distance, we may generally assume

that the effect of series-parallel control is to halve the heat lost.

As an illustration of the application of these principlesto the

heavier class of railway work we maytake the Metropolitan Elevated

Railroad of Chicago. Particulars of this railway have been given

by Mr.M. H.Gerry, and may be found in a paperpublished in the

Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers for 1897.

The rolling stockconsists of motor cars andpassenger cars. The

former measure 47 feet in length , and weigh 62,000 lbs. when fully

loaded. They are mounted on locomotive trucks, with driving

wbeels 33 inches in diameter, the velocity ratio being 3.18. One

track of each motor car is equipped with two motors.

The passenger cars are 47 feet in length, having trucks fitted with

30 -inch wheels, and weigh 46,000 lbs. when fully loaded . Trains of

two, three, and four cars are made upaccording to the demands of
the traffic at different hours. We shall consider a train of one

motor car and three passenger cars, weigbing in all 90 tons. We

shall take the case of two stations separated by a distance of 2,500

feet of level track, and consider first the effect of the period during
which the brakes are beingput on .

If the distance covered during the period of retardation bears to

the time occupied the same ratio as the whole distance to the whole

time, ie, it the mean speed during retardation is equal to the

schedule speed — the value of
10

will be independent of the time
d

duringwhich the brakes are on. For this quantity depends only on

the ratio of t to D , and by our supposition this is unaltered by the

length of the retardation period. The final speed will therefore be

unaltered, and hence the energy expended in accelerating will be

independent of the rapidity of stopping.
D?

Again, the accelerating current varies as hence it will decrease

as t increases ; i.e., the accelerating current will decrease with the

time occupied in braking. But the work done in heating will be

nearly the same, since caconstitutes by far the greater proportion of

the whole starting current.

The energy spent in overcoming friction, however, will increase

withthedistance during which the motors are working , but the

amount of increase will generally be a small proportion ofthe whole

energy thus spent. Il, then , the mean speed of retardation is equal

to the schedule epeed, wemaydetermine thetime occupied andthe

distance covered during the retardation period simply with reference

to the ability of the brakes to stop the train . In the case before us

we shall allow 20 seconds and 500 feet for retardation , leaving 2,000

feet to be covered in 80 seconds.
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remaining distance of 570feet, making upthe total of 2,500 leet, was

covered in 27 seconds, makingthe whole time104 seconds.
The irregularities in the current-carve are the result of the uneven

handling of the controller. The motors take 380 amperes each at

the moment of starting,and are allowed to speedup in series for 10

seconds, after the starting rheostat is all out. When thrown into

parallel the current per motor is 330 amperee, or 660 from the line.

More carefal manipulation of the controller would have effected a
better start.

We have already seen that the force of a motor may be conveniently

expressed as the product of the current and the corresponding indoc

tion factor. Since the ordinates in a diagram giving the induction

curve represent current and induction factor, a carve of equalforce

is ahyperbola. In fig. 9 the point b represents an induction factor

of 72 for a current of 257 amperes ; in otherwords, the force factor

required to start up with an acceleration of 1.27 1.p.s. per second is

18: 5 kilodynes. Ifwe draw a hyperbola through the point 6, it will
cut the induction curve B at a point giving the current that the

motors in actual use must take in order to get an acceleration of 1-27

f.p.s. per second. The current thus found is 390 amperes. An in.
spection of the acceleration curves in fig. 10 shows that the accelera

tion obtained in the test is rather greater than that obtained by
calculation, while the current is 380 amperes . The experimental

curve, however, is somewhat irregular, and the agreement is as
close as might be expected.
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The tension of the line is 500 volts. If the drop at full speed is

MV

imited to 5 volts, we find from equation 15 that
d

must be 3.46 .

It we adopt the existing values of v and d, we get m = 35 9.

From the results of tests made on this line, the retarding forces at

15 miles an hour, including gear friction, amount to 13 6 lbs. per ton

of load, or 614 lbs. horizontally per motor. Hence the current at

full speed will be 63 amperes, and each motor must have a resistance

of 0 ·0795 ohm . The train resistance, excluding gear losses, amounted

to 450 lbs. per motor.

We bave thus found one point on the induction curve, namely,

M = 35 9 for 63 amperes. In fig. 9 horizontal ordinates represent

current, and vertical ordinates values of m. Take a point, a, giving

= 35-9 for 63 amperes.

The accelerating current is found trom equation 16 to be 226

The effect of the form of the induction curve B on the current

curve is clearly shown in fig. 11. The maximum current from the

line is 28 per cent., and the maximum current per motor 48 per cent.

greater thanit need be, while the expenditureof energy inthe form

of beat is 4-6 times what it would beit curve a had been used.

The force factor required to drive the train atfullspeed is given

by the product of 63 and 359, namely, 2-26 kilodynes. If we draw

a byperbola through the point a in fig.9, it will cut curve B at a

point giving the current taken by the actual motors when running at

A
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fall speed, and it will also give us their maximum speed . This will

be nearly inversely proportional to the minimum induction factor,
and we see that it will be nearly 45 f.p.s., or 30 6 miles an hour.

It does not follow that the highest speeds actually attained

in the two cases will be in the ratio of the minimum induction

factors, because the maximum speed is not reached, but we see that

the expenditure of energy in acceleration will be greater with the

lower induction curve. The values for the kinetic energy in the two

cases are 380 x 10^ , and 350 × 104 foot-pounds. The following

table gives the expenditure of energy, expressed in foot-pounds, for

a distance of 1,930 feet:

Total energy:

For acceleration
380 * 10+ 350 x 104

For train resistance 174 x 10 174 x 104

For gear loss, at 85 per cent.
mechanical efficiency 98 x 10 92 x 10

For C2 R loss ... 311 * 10** 67 x 10 '

60 x 104 foot-pounds; giving a total of 466 x 104 foot-pounds, and

an economy of 39.4 watt-hours per ton -mile. The grade thus effects

a saving of about 33 per cent. of energy with the geared motor, but

only 28 per cent. with the gearless motor.

The results are summarised in the following table. The energy

expended is expressed in terms of a unit of 10,000 foot-pounds. The

distance is 1,930 feet throughout, and the weight of the train is

90 tons. In each case we suppose that the minimum value of mis

the best possible - i.e ., that the expenditure of energy in accelerating

is & minimum .
8 . 3

Track : Level. Level. Level . Level . Grade. Grade.

Maximum M 48 72 468 171 48 171

Velocity ratio 4.78 6:48 1 1 4.78 1

Kinetic energy 350 350 350 350 162 162

Train resistance 174 174 174 174 174 174

Torque logg 92 92 31 31 60 18

Cº R loss 67 17 17 162 47 162

Total energy 683 533 572 717 443 516

Watt -hoursper ton -mile 60 5 56 0 506 63.4 394 456

From tost. Calculated .

PHYSICAL SOCIETY .

963 x 104 683 x 10"

* 900 x 1,930.

| Obtained by deducting the previous amounts from the total expenditure, as

ound by integrating the current-curve.

The greatest induction factor in the motors actually used is 48. Il

we take this as the limiting value of m, we see that we must increase

thevelocity ratio in the proportion of 48 to 72 to get the best results.

In fig. 9, carve o has been obtained by taking each vertical ordinate

this proportion of the corresponding ordinate of curvea. II, then,

we make the motors with this induction curve, they will work with

the same economy as those with curve a, provided that the velocity

ratio is increased in the proportion of 48 to 72- i e., from 3:18

to 4 78 .

We arethus able to make a clearer comparison between the two

motors . The new curve crosses the actual induction carve, but gives

higher values of u for large currents and lower values for small

currents. The changes that would have to be made to give the best

results are : First, the velocity ratio should be increased from 3 18 to

4.78 ; second, the air -gap should be increased in width so that the

induction curve may pass through the point a' ; third, the section of

the iron in the magnetic circuitshould be increased sothat the curve

may pass through the point b' .

The economyof workingunder these conditionsmay be expressed

best in terms of the work done per ton -mile, the distance, of course,
including that during which the brakes are on . The energy expended

may be convenientlystated in watt-hours .

Thus, in the example we have been considering, the economy

attainable with induction curve o is 60-5 watt-hours per ton -mile.

We here assume that the velocity ratio is limited to 4:78. Witha

maximum induction factor of 48 the highest possible economy is

obtained uitb a velocity ratio of 9.75 ; the heat loss is then reduced

to 17 x 10* fuot-pounds, and the economy becomes 56 watt- hours

per to-mile. An equally good result could be attained with a

maximum w of 72 and a velocity ratio of 6:50. Theeconomy actually

obtained with curve B is 85 1 watt -hours per ton -mile.

We may here inquire what would be the economy it the specifica

tion had insisted on a gearless equipment. To get the bighest

economy - i e., 56 watt-hours per ton-mile — the product x v mustbe
468 for driving wheels 33 inches in diameter. Il v 1 , the

induction factor must be 468 — a value much beyond the practical

limit. To comply with the conditions as to time and distance, the

minimum induction factor would have to be 114 ; if we take the

maximum induction factor twice this value, we get the maximum a

equal to 228, and a heat loss of 72 x 104 foot-pounds.

Since we have now dispensed with gearing, we can reduce the item

in the table of energy expenditure due to gear loss. Assuming

96 per cent. mechanical efficiency, this becomes 31 x 104 foot

pounds; hence the economy is 55.5 watt-hours per ton -mile, the

current for maximum and minimum induction factors remaining the

It is, however, unusual to find the maximum induction factor twice

the minimum induction factor in motors of this size ; a ratio of 15

to 1 is more usual. Itwetake 171 as the maximum value of n , the

heat loss is increased from 72 x 104 to 162 x 10* foot-pounde, and

the economy of working is 63'4 watt-hours per ton -mile. Thus with

geared motors the expenditure of energy is about 5 per cent. less than

with gearless motors of four times the weight.

The expenditure of energy per ton -mile may be reduced it the

track, instead of being level throughout the whole distance, is

providedwith down gradesat the station exits.

The best results would be attained if the train could actually start

on the down grade. This, however, is impracticable ; but the train

should be brought to a standstill as near the top of the grade as

possible in order to get the full advantage of the grade.

Let us suppose that thecentre of gravity ofthe train moves

through150feet before comingto thetop of the grade, and that the

force of gravity acts on the whole train throughoutthe length of the

grade, which we shall take to be 300 feet witha fall of 9 feet.

The energy due to the train falling through a vertical distance of

9 feet is 181" x 10^ foot-pounds; butthis does not represent the gain

due tothegrade, for the finalspeed hasbeenincreasedfrom 33.8to

35.5 feetpersecond,giving an increased expenditure for kinetic

energy of 43 x 104 toot-pounds: the difference represents the

benefit due tothegrade, and is 138 x 104 foot-pounds . Withthis
arrangement there is a gain of about 6 secondsinthe time of

covering 1,930 feet. We might,then, have taken a largervalae of t

in ouroriginal calculations, relying on the gainin timedueto the
grade toreducethetime to that specified.

It, then ,we take82 instead of 76seconds for a distance of

1,930feet, the kinetic energy would be reduced to 162 x 104loct

pounds, theCRloss to 47 X 104 foot -pounds, and the gear loss to

ORDINABY MEETING , June 10th , 1898 .

Mr. SHELFORD BIDWELL, President, in the Chair.

Dr. S. P. THOMPSON described and exhibited a model illustrating

Max Meyer's theory of Audition .

Max Meyer abandons the audition theory of Helmholtz, and con

tends that analysis takes place in the ear otherwisethan by resonance

of the Corti organ. Imagine a jointed system , like a hand, to be

oscillated from one end, i.e., from the finger-tips. A small motion

affects only the top joints, but a large motion affects the whole

structure . Such a structure is the membrane of the inner ear. It

widens towards one end, and is effectively damped by the contained

liquid. Wave motions of different amplitudes run along it to

different distances before they are extinguished ; these distances are

recorded by nerves, and are thereby communicated to the Corti

organ. In the model, the compoundwave to be analysed is cut out

on the edge of a disc of zinc, so that,as the disc revolves, the motions

are communicated to a framework. If the frame is thus moved

through more than a certain distance, a displacement occurs which

sets a second frame in motion , and so on to a third and fourth. The

depth to which the motion penetrates is indicated by a series of

glow lamps connected electrically to the frames.

Prof. AYBTON said it bad for some time past occurred to him, when

considering the way in which an expert telegraph clerkreads siphon

recorder signals on a long cable, that it might be possible to analyse

waves without the supposition of a resonating apparatus. The clerk

interprets not so much the motions to one sideor other of the zero

line, as the rate of change of velocity , i.e., the acccleration of the

siphon . This had been recognised in the design of those relays for

long cables, where the lever makes contact when the received current

exceeds a certain value, and breaks contact when the current talls

below a certain minimum . Messrs. Siemens had adopted a relay in

which the lever was carried on the suspended coil of a D'Arsonval

galvanometer by a pivot with a small amount of friction. It contact

was made, the coil could, nevertheless, continue in a given direction.

II that direction altered, contact was immediately broken, and the

lever passed over to the opposite stop, thereby reversing the local

circuit. It was possible that, in the process of hearing, something

akin to this took place, the ear behaving as a mechanism responsive,

not by resonance to the complete waves, but by its sensitiveness to

changes of direction of the received impulses.

Dr. 8. P. THOMPSON thought that a mechanism similar to the relay

described by Prof. Ayrton was contained in the telautograph of
Elisha Gray ; it was a “ Prony ” mechanism . In the acoustical

problem the ear was probably sensitive to abrupt changes of shape

in the waves & 3 well as to reversals. In the case of mistuned octaves,

something is heard that suggests “ revolving " in the ear, indicating a

cyclic change. In this regard, it was necessary to take into account

the phase relations as well as the relative intensities of the com

ponent tones.

Mr. E. H. BARTON then read a paper on the “ ATTENUATION OF

ELECTRIC WAVES ALONG A LINE OF NEGLIGIBLE LEAKAGE . "

It forms a sequel to apapercommunicated to the Physical Society

and printed in their Proceedings of December, 1897, and January,

1898. Shortly after the publication of the earlier results, Mr.

Oliver Heaviside drewattention to Lord Rayleigh's high frequency

formula for the " effective resistance " of wires to alternating currents,

and suggestedthat theformula might be approximately applicable to

the case ; but be thought tbe experimental value of the attenuation

would be considerably higher than the one derived from calculations.

Mr.Barton here repeats the work, with special precautions as to the

mode of insulating the parallel copper wires through which the
wave-train proceeds. The value of theattenuation constant deduced

from these experiments is 0.000013. By applying Lord Rayleigh's

formula for the effective resistance of the circuit, and using this

value in Mr. Heaviside's expression for the attenuation, the calculated

constant is 0.0000062. To account for the discrepancy, the author points

out that the effective resistance formula was originally developed

for a wire placed at a considerable distance from other parts of the

circuit, and for currents following the harmonic law . Whereas, in

the experiments, the conditions are (1), wires 1.5 mm. diameter, only

same ,
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8 cm . apart ; and(2), the waves are propagated in the form of a

damped train , with the large end leading ; they are extinguished

after ten or a dozen vibrations.

Mr. OLIVER HEAVIBIDW (communicated ) pointed out that, as there

was buman interest in error, it might be worth mentioning that at

first it was supposed the previous experiments of Dr. Barton made

the index of the alternation factor to be six times that of the long

wave theory for simple periodic waves. And it was hard to account

for so large a discrepancy. The discovery of an error in the figures

reduced the result from six to two. The gmall depth of the surtace.

layer of effective conduction, and the distance apart of the wires,

seemed now to make it improbable that Dr. Barton's first reason, (1 ),

was adequate to account for the doubling of resistances. The second,

(2) , was, ofcourse, a substantial reason for increased resistance. A

third one, Mr. Heaviside suggested, was the external resistance at

the boundary ofthe waves. Acombination of the second and third

reasons, with a little of the first, might account for most of the extra

Attenuations observed , and, it more was wanted, one could " try the

KR law . "

Mr. APPLEYARDsaid itwas rather to be regretted that in all the

experiments the distancebetween the wires had been the same, i e .,

8 cms. By taking a few differentvalues, (1) might have been checked.

Lord Rayleigh's formula for the effective- resistance, involved the

square root of the magnetic permeability of the wires. The author

had , throughout, used copper,a paramagnetic metal, and had assumed

M = 1. It would be of advantage to try other metals .

Mr. BABTON, in reply, said he would make further experiments

with the two conductors at different distances apart, and he would

also try iron wires. With iron , the thickness of the surface- layer

of the effective conductor was about one-thirteenth that of copper,

Iron should therefore give a greater value of the attenuationthan
copper.

LEGAL ,

previous report made by the plaintiffs to another gentleman, a syndi.

cate wasformed, and £ 1,600 was subecribed by them for the purpose

of carrying intoeffect, andrendering the process a popular success.

Before they asked the public tosubscribe, they were very anxious to

be satisfied beyond all possibility of doubt ofits actual value. They

were entitled to bave the very best information , through the means

of exhaustive triale, wbich Sir Samuel Capping bad assured them

would occupy at least 10 days. Iostead of that, only two days were

occupied in the trials, which were unfair in every respect, and hence

the present action .

Mr. A. J. Bale, one of the directors in the defendant syndicate,

was then called , and be bore out the statement of Mr. Tindal Athin

son . The plaintiffs agreed, be said , to make the trials in such a

manner as to test the points included in a previous trial of

Guittari's patented process made by the syndicate's consulting

engineer, and they did not do so. Moreover, the stoker provided by

plaintiffs was not competent, and the firingwas inefficiently done.

In croeg -examination, WITNESS was asked whether there were any

letters, from the beginning to theend, in which defendants said that

thetests were not sufficiently prolonged.

His LORDSHIP : It is quite clear that there are none .

WITNESS said he made a protest against the way in which the

whole thing was done. He admitted that he saw nothing wrong in

the stoking by Guittari personally. He did not take the trouble

to see whether the proper weight of coal was supplied during the
tests .

What do you say about the blower being used . Sapposing the

atmospheric conditions on August 4th were worse thanon the2ad,

do you say they ought not to be allowed to use artificial draught in

order to equalise the conditions ?-It would be quite contrary to

anything that I required. They ought to have reduced the load

under which the engine was rundiog.

Where is Mr. Guittari now ?-He is on the Continent.

Was he asked to come and assist this syndicate ? -Yes.

And he declined to come ?-Yes.

His LORDSHIP : He is bebaving badly to you, then 2-1 daresay

be is .

Another Mr. BALE was called next, and having said that be bore

no relationship to the last witness, stated that hewas an engineer of

28years' experience. With regard to the tests, he admitted he was

notpresent,but from what had come to his knowledgehe would say

that if they were making tests with chemicals or with the water only,

and the arrangement was that they should be carried out under iden .

tically the same conditions, they should have been 80 carried out. He

hadbeen on trials with engines and boilers for the Royal Navy,and in po

case were they allowed to use forced draught when the test was with

natural draught. In the present case he should say that these were

not proper tests .

His LORDSHIP : Supposing you wanted to get the tests done as soon

as possible, would it be reasonable to use the blower and get the

draught similar to the naturaldraught ?-I might it I was requested

to do it, but I should not consider it fair.

Cross-examined by Mr. MOCALL, WITNESS said he did not know

that the consumptionof coal on the day when the blower was not

used, and on the day it was, was almost identicallythe same.

Mr. JOHN HOMüs, consulting engineer to the syndicate, said he was
present at the tests, and on one of the days the stoker got his fire in

such a bad condition that he ran away. Then Gaittari himself

stoked . Witness had known cases where boilers were seriously

injured by the use of the blower. The intense heat produced by a

larger volume of air being drawn into the fire was more like a blow .

pipe action than anything else.

His LORDSHIP : But the blower is a very common thing, is it not ?

-Yes, it used with discretion, but in thiscase it was not. To show

what an intense beat there was in the boiler I may say that for 12

feet the iron chimney must have beenvery nearlyred hot, for it was

all scaled, and the expansion through the heat of the chimney broke

one of the stays. At the end of the test in this case the plaintifts

left the boiler and I went and opened the fire-door and

saw the water streaming down, with very little fire in the box,

and nearly all clinker. I should say that the value of the boiler

after the test was depreciated quite £ 25 .

Cross-examined by Mr. MoOALL, WITNESS said he considered the

use of the blower bad very little effect onthe consumption of coal.

His LORDSHIP: Has the syndicate sold this process yet ? —No, I
believe not.

Have they had any other experiments made except that which was

made by plaintiffs ?-No.

So you cannot say at present whether the process is worth any .
thing or not ? -No.

Mr. MoCall, in replying upon the evidence, said that what the

syndicate desired wasagood report, and they could not getit. They

wanted one which would have enabled themto pass off to the public

theinvention which they had bought from Guittari. Finding they

could not obtain it, they immediately found fault, and objected to

what they had practically ordered , and bad honestly been given
them . They bad transferred the process from one syndicate to

another - whatfor, the learned counsel admitted that he would not

say — and Mr. Bale and his co -adventurers again started with the

matter. Plaintiffs could not conscientiously give a report to the

effect that Guittari's patent showed a great saving. Gaittari had

now gone away, preferring Belgium to this country, and would not

now assist thesyndicate. The process was one which they could not

sell, could not use, and could not get a report proving the alleged

value of it, and were therefore anxious to avoid paying plaintiffs

their fee . Had the report pointed out that the process was of

advantage, defendants would not have resisted payment, but on the

contrary, a big company might have been floated by this time, and the

members of the syndicate would have put into their pockets a con
siderable sum of money.

THE NEW MOTIV . POWER SYNDICATE .

Testing Guittari's Patent.

MA. JUSTIOR BIGRAM and a common jurybad before them on Thurs

day and Friday, the 9th and 10th inst.,in the Queen's Bench Division ,

an action brought by Sir Samuel Canning and Mr.Tom E. Gatehouse,

consulting engineers, against the New Motive Power Syndicate,

Limited,in which it was sought to recover 75 guineas, balance of

accountfor tests, and a report upon Guittari's patentmixture for

generatiog steam in boilers, and which ultimately resulted in a verdict

for plaintiffs for the full amount. Defendants counter-claimed for

damage alleged to have occurred to their boilers.

Thecounsel engaged in the case were :-For plaintiffs, Mr. McCall,

Q.O. , Mr. Macaskie, and Mr. Howard Spengley (instructed by Mr.

J. E. Lickfold ) ; for defendants, Mr. Tindal Atkinson, Q O., and Mr.

A.B. Shaw (instructed by Messrs. Robinson & Stannard ).

Mr. MoCall, in opening the case, stated that the plaintiffs were

requested by defendants, who were interested in a certain patent, to

-testand report upon it. They did 80, and now said that they were

entitled to the sum claimed, which was the balance due to them .

The main question to be decided was, whether or not plaintiffs bad

carried out the work they were employed to do. The substance of

the patent was that by a mixture of carbonic acid gas and Dutch

liquid with water in a boilt , Mr. Guittari claimed the motive power

would be increased, and steam would be generated more rapidly,

besideswhich therewould bean enormous saving of fael. Detend

ants, who were interested in the invention , were anxions to obtain a

report froma firm of leading engineers like the plaintiffs,with the

ultimate object of placing itbefore the public .Therefore on July 23rd

lastyear.Mr. Bile,one of the directors of the defendant syndicate,wrote

to Sir Samuel Canning on the subject of tests, and the fee for

that and the reportthereon was fixed at 150 guineas, ball of whichwas

paid at the timethe arrangement was entered into . The tests took

place on July 29th and August 2nd and 4th last year at the defen

dant's works, when an engine was supplied with steam from two
boilers all constructed by Messrs. Davey,Paxman& Co. On August 2nd,

one boiler was supplied with Guittari's patent, and on the4th the

other with purewater. The results were taken, and would be pat

before the Court. The substance of the tests was that Mr. Gatehouse

and the other seven or eight gentlemen present with him, who

constituted his staff, came to the conclasion that the results

obtained from Guittari's mixture were no better than those

obtained from plain water, and plaintiffs reported accordingly .

Mr. Bale objected to the way the tests bad been carried out, and then

retunedto accept the reportorto pay the money due.

Mr.T.E.Gatehouse,A.MICE ,M.I.M.E.,Editor of the ELECTRICAL

REVIEW , &c , Mr. W. H. Booth , Member American Soc. C.E.,

a former inspectorof the Manchester Steam Users Association, Sir

Samuel Canding, M.I.C.E., Mr. J. Cbristie, engineer to the Brixton

Electric Lighting Station, and a certificated chiet-engineer of the

Mercantile Marine, Mr. Webster, for some time chiet draughtsman

and assistant to Mr. Bryan Donkin , and Mr. W. H. Massey, engineer

to Her Majesty the Queen, who had also made tests, were then

examined at considerable length, and tabulated statements showing

the results of the tests were put into Oourt.

Mr. TINDAL ATKINSON, in addressing the jary for the defendants,

said Guittari's patent consisted of a secret mixture which made the

water extremely volatile, so that it gave off steam with a much less
consumption of fuel than would be required by plain water,

Plaintiffs were duly consulted as to proposed experiments, which

should have consisted ofa series of practical and exhaustive trials

before the practical utility of the process was arrived at. Upon a

-
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part of the machinery which theyfound there when they made the
test. Wbat was it there for, unless it was to be used as occasion

required ? Did the jury think that Sir Samuel Canning and Mr.

Gatehouse, and the people they employed used the blower unfairly ?

Wby should they ? They had no object, ia making an unfair or a

wrong report. Toey said that they used the blower in such a way

as to compensate for the difference in the atmosphere between the

first test day and the second. No doubt there were changes in

the character of the dranght ; it rose and tell , and had to be

regulated as the changes occurred. But the real question in

the case was this, was the work properly done ? There bad been

& volume of evidence on one side that, notwithstanding the use

of the blower the tests were properly carried out. A large number

of witnesses testified to_that, wbile , on the other band, the de

tendants had called Mr. Humes, who said that in his opinion the

test was not a fair and proper one. With regard to the report

which plaintiffs prepared, bis Lordshipsaid he could not assist the

jury very much as to that. He had it, but they had not seen it

themselves. It was a very long report and had been banded up to

him. Plaintiffs sent it to defendants in September, the month

following the teste, and defendants at once said to them : “ Take it

away , wewon't look atit, and we certainly won't pay you for it.”

Mr. McCall, plaintiffs' counsel, had suggested that the reason

defendants refused to bave it and pay for it was that they knew

very well it was not favourable; and it might be that Mr. McCall's

suggestion wasright, and that the realreason wasthat it was not the sort

of report the syndicate required. Il the jury were of opinion that

plaintiffs did their work ina properandskillful way they neednot be

afraid to give them a verdict entitling them to the balance of their

contract money. It , on the other hand, the jury came to the con

clusion that they were neglectful, and did not go about their work as

properly skilled men ought to have gone, by all means say so, and

let them be made to give back to defendants the hall of the fee

which they had already paid, together with the sum which was

claimed for damage done to the boilers, which was said to bave

occurred through the excessive use of the blower. That damage WAS

laid at £25, which, to his Lordehip's mind, seemed extraordinary.

However, if the jury agreed to that figure, let them by all means

allow it.

The jury considered for two or three minutes, when the foreman

said they found a verdict for the plaintiffs for £78 158. , and also on

the counterclaim .

Judgment was entered accordingly , with costs.

THE TELEPHONE INQUIRY

In summing up, bis LORDSHIP said the question the jury bad to

decide in this case was whether the plaintiffs, whowere sving for

certain money promised for certain services, did their work in a

proper and conscientious manner. It they did , they were entitled

to be paid the balance ; wbile if they did not they would not

be entitled to it, but, on the other hand, would be bound to

refund the 75 gvineas which had already been banded to them .

Ita skilled person was employed to do a job be must do it

with the skill which a person in bis particular business would

be expected to do it. If anyone employed a doctor to cure one

of a disease, the doctor muet bring, in the discharge of his duty,

the skill which was expected, not of an ordinary Jayman, but of

& doctor. Just in the same way wben a civil engineer bad to

conduct a test or an experiment, he must do it with such skill asa

civil engineer was supposed to bave, and pot with the skill only

of a rore ordipasy individual who could not dealwith it. Therefore,

the question here, and the only question, was, did the plaintiffs bring
to bear upon the tests of Angust 2nd and Ath the skill wbich the

defendants had a right to expect from them . Defendants com .

plained that such skill bad not been brought to bear. When

work was done and the pereon for whom it was done refused to

pay for it, alleging that it was not done in the way he was

entitled to expect, it was always as well to look at all the circum

stances to see whether there was any other motive likely to

influence him to make complaints. Some people, after having

ordered a thing to be made for them , did not like the thing - not

because it was badly made, but they did not like it, and found all

801ts of excuses. Now the jury had better consider what, in this

case, the plaintiffs wanted, and whether they liked it when they got

it. The defendants were the New Motive Power Syndicate, Limited,

and bad apparently bought the process of Mr. Guittari, whom they

had not seen in Court during the hearing of the case. It was de

scribed as a process by which, it one mixed withwater a mysterious

compound, and then put it in a boiler, much better results could be

obtained than with water only. A syndicate, wbich he would call

No. 1 syndicate, bought the process, and raised amongst themselves

£ 4,000, with the object of making certain tests tosee whether the

mixture was really worth what was claimed ( f it. Tbat £ 4,000

seemed to have been spent; how , his Lordship did not know .

Then it was thought wise to sell the process, and it was

proposed that somebody else would come in and find more

money ; consequently, syndicate No. 2 was formed , the object from

the very beginning being that the proper thing to do was to sell it

to the public - tbatwas to say, to form a public company. Before

they could hope to do that, however, they must get from a good firm

of engineers, who possessed a good name, a favourable report, which

wouldhave been subsequently printed in a prospectus, and probabiy

he (His Lordship ) and the jury might, in due course, have found

some of the prospectuses upon their breakfast tables one morning

inviting themto subscribe. Defendants wanted that favourable report

from a good firm , which he believed the plaintiffs to be, and for a

favourable report they were willing to pay a certain price. There

had been one report in the past, made toa member of syndicate No.1,

and the attention of the jury ought to be called to it, for it mightbe

of some importance. It was made in December, 1896 , by Sir

Samuel Canding and Mr. Gatehouse, who, after dealing with the

process, wrote the following : — “ At the same time we think from the

result of our trials that there is sufficient promise in the Guittari

method to warrant a further expenditure to allow of a thoroughly

practical and exhaustive series of experiments with an engine and

boiler of reasonable horse -power.” Bearing that in mind, counsel for

the defence had indicated that the tests which formed the subject of

this action were not sufficient. Well, the jury could put such value

upon that as they thought proper. Following the courseof events,

it appeared that after they received the first report from Sir Samuel

Canning, they approached him and his partoer again, and further

tests werearranged, which were supposed to be under as nearly the

same conditions as possible, otherwise the whole thing failed.

The first of the tests took place on August 2nd, and was

substantially under Guittari's control, for the stoker, a man named

Steele, who should bave attended to the firing, under the pretext

that he was frightened through having a number of Italians round

him , left his work, and Guittari raked out the fire, remade it, and

stoked till the end of the trial. It was important that that fact

should be borne in mind, and that once they got the result of the

Guittari experiment they could from scientific books ascertain fairly

well whether the process was satisfactory or not. It was suggested

by the plaintiffs that as soon as the result of the test with Guittari's

mixture, Guittari himself stoking , was seen by Mr. Humes and Mr.

Bale, who represented the defendants,they saw at once that they

were not likely to get a report which would be of any market

able value to them . The only report which would have

any commercial value to them was a favourable one. The

Guittari test having been made, it did not appear that

any objection was taken by defendants, except that it wasnot long
enough, the objection being based upon what Sir Samuel Canning

wrote in December, 1896 , to an entirely different party, as to

“ exhaustive tests ; ” and certainly that objection was not made

until plaintiffs asked for the balance of the fee agreed upon.

With reference to the second test, on August 4th, and the conditions

not being proper according to the defendanto, there was no doubt

contradictory evidence as to who did the stoking in the earlier

part of theday; but his Lordship thought that did not matter.

The real objection to that test was, that the blower was occa

sionally usedto keep op the draught through the furnace. Well,

a blower was a common appliance for the purpose of increasing

and regulating the draught. Apparently there were conditions of
the atmosphere where the draught was not 80 good at

one time as at another, and sometimes the blower was used .

Now, who put the blower there ? The plaintiffs did not. It was

(Continued from page 818.)

MR. HANBURY presided on Thursday last week over a further sitting

of the Telephone Committee.

Major-General WEBBER, Past President of the Institution of Elec

trical Engineers, said he had a considerable experience with regard to

telegraphy. In 1867 he was deputed to examinethe Prussiantelegraphs,

and made a report on that subject, and in 1870 he was instructed to

take charge ofa military contingent placed at the disposal of the

Post Office, partly to assist in the intruction and maintenance of

telegraphs, and partly to train soldiers for military purposes. In

1879 he left the Post Office, and havioghad experience of the earlier

telephones, was asked to become a director of the Bell & Edison

Telephone Company.

The CHAIRMAN : The information we want in the first place is as

to the possibility of cheapening the present telephone service. Will

you explain to us the defects andthe cause of the high price of the

present arrangement ?-Iwould like to combine my answer under

two heads. One is that a large amount of interest has to be paid on

the capital expended on the system existentin this country ,aswas

given ia evidence by Mr. Forbes before the Committee presided

over by Mr. Morley. That makes it clear that the rates cannot be

reduced to anything like what is found in other countries. That, Ithink,

is the prime reason wby we have not got cheap telephony in the

United Kingdom .

How far would thatapply tothewaythe Post Office works them ?

-That comes under the other head , and is the cost of the construc

tion of the plant. In 1870 the Post Office established a rate of

charges for private wires in connection with telegraphy. I have

always regarded these rates, which are more or less continued in con .

nection with private purposes, as being almost prohibitive, and has

made the telegraphandtelephone only accessible to the rich . Owing

to the cost of construction of telegraphic lines, and the same thing

applies to telephonic lines, and owing to the heavy charges which

have to be added,I am not prepared to say these rates are unfair,

unless the Post Office are prepared as they are in the case of the

Press to give special facilities.

Continuing, WITNESS said that intowns it cost more to lay wires

underground than overhead, and the underground wires were laid

more generally in England than abroad. Hedid not think that it

was a distinct advantage to have underground wires unless the wires

were very heavy. In all towns it was recognised as the right thing

to have a metallic system , and that increased theweight. Before

Mr. Morley's Committee he showed that wires laid inthe City of

London, estimated by Mr. Preece to cost £55, did not cost more than

£16 or £ 18. It was cheaper to lay wires in the country than in a
town .

As to the cost of working a system . Does the cost increase very

much when you have very large exchanges ? —That is a question

which, I think, only thosewho have had the management of large
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exchanges, such as the Paris exchange, and the large exchanges in

America can give an answer to. I amnot competent, asI havenever

had charge of a very large exchange. I do not think it is very great,
one way or the other.

Questioned by the CHAIRMAN as to how it would be possible to

cheapenthe telephone service and bring it into greater use, WITNESS

said that they had had 28 years of telegraphy in charge of a public

department inwhich everything was worked on business lines, and

attention paid to the minutest details. It appeared to him that the

National Telephone Company bad bad an example before them to

try and viewith the Post Office in accuracy and minute attention to

details and efficiency, but they had overlooked that which was

attended to in other countries, viz., the day-by-day wants of the

people. He was afraid, however, that he mustadmit that London

must be dealt with differently from other parts of the country.
What he meant by London was 300 square miles. Things had gone

too far in London really to make anychange. Ina paper which he read

before the Society of Arts in 1895, he showed the way to solve the

difficulty, which was to provide a system for those who wished to

communicate all over London at one rate, and provide a system for

those who wanted to communicate within a given area . Every day

that became more difficult in London , and three years ago he urged

that the Post Office should take it over. He would have the regional

system in London. At present he believed there were 11,000 sub

ecribers in London to theNational Telephone Company, and they all

had communication with each other. He considered that there were

two markets, so to speak, for the telephone. There were the people

who wanted the use of the telephone over the whole area, and those

who wanted it for their daily wants. He supposed why the company

had not supplied the latter demand was the difficulty of wayleaves

and the disinclination to bring down the charges. What he meant

by the daily wants of the people was the facilities which should be

given for a ladyto speak to her tradesmen or her doctor. He would

divide London into 11 areas, making the City and a certain district

round itone areaby itself,with a high subecription. The minimum

Bubscription should be applied to a system of speaking within a given

area .

Does the present service of the National Telephone Company lead

toan increased cost of plant ?—I think that London was never origin :

ally laid out except by myself, and that was in 1880, when I allowed
for 200,000 subscribers and the length of lines .

So the cheapness would not come in there . Where does the cheap

ness come in ?-The cheapness would be to the subscriber for facili

ties which the undertakers would provide by giving minimum

facilities at a minimum rate. It is not right that if I wish to speak

in Kensington I should pay the same rate as those who wish to speak

all over London.

You bring in a large number of additional subscribers ; what would

thatmean in the way of additionalplant ?-It would depend entirely

on the number of people who wished to come in on the smaller

system . That you could not find out until the scheme was before the

public.

Do you argue that the larger the number of subscribers the cost

per subscriber would be reduced ? -The actual cost of inter-com

munication would be much reduced .

As I understand, your complaint is that the National Telephone

Company serveatthe present moment a particular class ; that is, the

rich commercial class, and the rate of subscription is high ; but you

think a proper telephonic service ought to cater for other classes, to

come down to small tradesmen , for instance. I understand tbat it is

said on one hand that the cost of working the telephone service

actually increases very rapidly for every additional subscriber–

Yes, when every additional subscriber wants to speak over the whole

system .

That is to say, supposing you get a system as in London, where

every one of the 10,000 subscribers is put into communication with

each other, the more additional subscribers you get the greater is the

cost ? -There comes into the question whether you provide the

maximum facility only.

Let us get it quite distinct . I suppose one of your objections to

the present system in London is that every subscriber is pat in direct
communication with the rest of the subscribers, and that gives

facilitieswhich are not wanted, and facilities never made use of by

certain classes of the community . You think the service ought to be

made more local, so that peoplemight communicate withtheir trades

men . As I understand under the present system supposing any large

increase in the number of subscribers took place the cost of working

would be very much increased . Is that so ?-I do not think it would

be more than a very small amount.

Was not evidence given before the Committee in 1895 to that
effect ?-It was .

On behalf of the National Telephone Company?-Yes.

Iwouldlike your experience on that point.- My experience of the

working of large telephone exchanges is not sufficient to enable meto

give an answer.

What I want to get out of you is this. You are an advocate of a

cheap telephonic system . Will you give an explanation as to how

that is to be carried out ? -In London by baving regional telephony,

and by the Post Office taking it over . Theyhave wayleaves and

underground wires, and it seems to me to be eminently a case in

wbich, for the future of London , the Post Office should take it over.

Continuing, WITNESS said he did not think it the London County

Council worked a rival system they would gain much by competing

with the National Telephone Company on the present lines, but there

was the want he had mentioned which the company bad never met.

He did not see why Marylebone or Kensington should not bave their

own local telephone services. He advocated a cheaper telephone

service for a local area , and it anyone wanted to communicate at a die

tance, they would have to have a separate telephone and separate wires,

which should be of such a quality as to be passed by the Post Office.

Would it not be a disadvantage to have two services ? -Tbat dis

advantage, whatever it is worth , has forced itselt upon the practice
of the country.

Do you distinctly recommend to the Committee that there should

be two services ;' one set of subscribers to communicate only with the

subscribers in a local area , and the other able to send messages to

different parts of the kingdom ?-Most distinctly.

But you recommend that on the ground that in the first place, by

limiting it to a locality, you get it cheaper ? —Localities who want

to have services of their own might have a system constructed in a

cheap way. If they required tospeak outside their own area they

must have a metallic return and a first - class instrument, such as is

necessary to speak over the trunk wires.

Mr. BARTLEY : Would there not be an obvions objection to such a

local system where the areas are close together ? How would Isling

ton communicate with St. Pancras ?-I said that London must always

have & metallic return .

The CHAIRMAN : We will take it that it will not apply to London,

and we will take Glasgow . What is the best way to cheapen the

telephone system in Glasgow ?-The first thing would be toput up

an entirely new system , which would not cost as much as the present

How would you do that ? -- I have not got the capital cost of the

telephone in any of these towns.

We assume that there are no wires in Glasgow , and we start de novo

putting up wires in Glasgow . Assumingthat there were 10,000

subscribers, how would you start to work to construct a cheap

telephone service an efficient one - not only of uselocally, but to

enable every subscriber to communicate withLondon ?

WITNESS replied that he had not come prepared to answer &

question like that off -hand, but he would draw up an estimate and
hand it in .

The CHAIRMAN said he would like the witness to draw up an

estimate of a local service and aservice for trunk communication.

Mr. COBEN : Would the metallic return apply to Glasgow as well

as London ?-To adegree, but I do not know what the electrical dis
turbances are in Glasgow .

WITNESS was thenquestioned by the CHAIRMAN A9 to a telephone

service for country districte, and explained a scheme he bad drawn

up to apply to the County of Suffolk . He proposed that there should

be 29 exchanges, which would require the construction of 524 miles

of newlines along the roads not already occupied with lines by the

Post Office, and it would require wayleavesalso for wires of 252

milesontelegraphic poles belongingto the Post Office. Thetotal

mileage of wire required would be 3,970. This provisionwas almost

entirelyfor call offices, and there was an estimate that there would

be a certain proportion of private connections as well. The cost of

The system of29 exchanges provided, with 50 per cent. for spare con .

nections, would be £ 4,375 ; 351 call stations, at anaverage of £7 10s.,

£ 2,633 ; 524 miles of new line, at $ 20 a mile, £ 10,480 ; 3,970 miles

of wire on new and existing poles, at £ 5 a mile, to providedouble

conductors with metallic returns in the case of 950 miles , £ 23,820 ;

contingencies, £ 4,130 ; total, £ 45,435. The interest and sinking fund,

at 44 per cent., would be £ 933 ; renewal of poles, £733 ; renewal of

wires, £ 238 ; wayleaves, £574; wayleaves on existing poles, £ 675 ;

management, £ 300 ; salaries for maintenance , £1,880 ; rent and

sundries for 351 call offices, £3,159 ; rent, and sundries, and salaries for

29 exchanges, £ 2,958 ; contingencies, £ 593 ; total annual outgoing,

£ 11,973. He estimated a profit of £ 990 a year on private lines,

further, he would make a charge of £ 8 a year, and calculated to make

& profit of £3.

Examined as to how the person going to a call office was to com .

municate with the person he wished to speak to at the other end,

WITNESS said that a message would have to be sent to the person that
he was required at the call office. He knew that was done in

Canada. Se estimated to make it payin a village of 300 people, 2s.

would bave to be takenper day, 309daysin the year. He thought

the National TelephoneCompany and the Post Office should have a

greater number of call offices, but he could not say whether their

plant would be sufficient to carry a greater pumber of messages.

Sir HENBY HOWORTH : Do you thinkit the company wasto face

their regional system it would get a good returnonits capital ?-I

think it would be wise of them to expend the capital on it.

From your experience, how do you explain the enormous capital

of this company in comparison with the cost of its plant ?-I think

whena systemof this kind is administered for the whole of a large

area like the United Kingdom , owing to the lack of local interest

and superintendence, it necessarily becomes more costly.

Do you think it would be more economical for the Government to

start de novo with its own plant, or to take over the whole of the

company's plant at its capital value?-I amquite certain it it is

practical it would be better to construct it de novo, but it is diffi

cult to imagine such a thing as wiring England again .

Supposing it is done piece -meal by local authorities, would it be

economical for local bodies to start their own plant, or to buy the

existing plant ? -Undoubtedly they should startwitha new plant.

Further examined, WITNESS said that, owing to the monopoly of

the Telephone Company, there were at present few telephone engi

neers in thecountry who could carry out other systems. At present,

an associated company made the plant for the Telephone Company,

but it a demand wascreated it could be made cheaply in England.

If the municipalities were to be authorised to work telephones,there

would be no difficulty in their getting plant, but there were no other
firms in the country at presentwho manufactured it. He did not

contemplate that at the expiry of the license of the Telephone

Company, the company would cease to exist, for that would be

chaos. But it licenses were allowed to municipalities now , and

they competed with the company , it would mean the survival of the
attest.

By Mr. Nicol : He did not advocate the Post Office taking over the
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local exchanges, for he did not think they could work a capilliary

systemat a cheaper rate thana local organisation.

Mr. STUART: Why should the Post Office not take them over in the

country if theytakeover the system in London ?

WITNESS explained that London could be compared with no other

city in the world, and he thought that the Post Office, with its

experience of laying wires, would be able to cheapen the cost.

The Select Committee resumed its sitting on Tuesday last, Mr. R.

W. Hanbury presiding.

Mr. A. R.BENNETT,of Harleaden, in reply to the chairman, said

he was a member of the Institation of Electrical Engineers and a

general consulting engineerand electrician. Hewas telephone engi

neer to the Corporation of Glasgow , and electrical engineer to the

States of Guernsey, besides being å general consulting electrical

engineer in London. He had had very prolonged experience in con

nection with telephone installations. From 1881 to 1883 he was

engineer to the Commercial Telephone Exchange in Glasgow . After

wards he w28 chief engineer for Scotland and Ireland to the National

Telephone Company ; in the following year he was promoted to be

chief manager,as wellas engineer to thecompany in Scotland, which

position he held until 1890. From 1890 to 1892 he was general

manager and chief engineer to the Mutual Telephone Company, and

from 1892 to 1895 he occupied the same position in connection with

the New Telephone Company,

Can you give us your opinion as to the possibility of providing

telephone communication atlower rates, so as to bring thetelephone

service within the reach of other classesof the community than those

enjoying it at the present moment ?-I have devoted a great deal of

attention to that subject, and I can testity that a good exchange con

nection , using the best of instruments and materiale, could be con

structed at a cost varying from £12 to £24 per subscriber, according

to the size of the town or district to betelephoned.

This is not merely for a local service, but for a service wbich

would be in communication withthe rest of the kingdom through

trunk wires ? - Quite so. The difference between the cost of first

class apparatus and second class is not very considerable, and I always

make a point to put in the best, so that the price I have mentioned

would enable subscribers to communicate all over the kingdom by

means of Government trunk wires.

Is there any difference in the cost between a large town and a

small one ?-Yes, the capital outlay for a small or medium sized

town, where one switch room suffices, is from £ 12 to £14 per sub

scriber, but in larga towns where several switch rooms connected by

junction linesare required, the cost in the absence of special obstacles

should range from £ 16 to£ 24per line, excepting in London, where

I estimate the cost would be £ 36 per line.

Will you explain why the price varies so much in these various

towns, and particularly why it is so much larger in London ? -In

small townsthe bueiness communityisgenerally gatheredwithin a

small area, consequently babecribers' lines are short, perhaps not

exceeding on an averagea quarter of a mile, whereas in larger towns

the commercial people are sca ! tered to a very much larger extent, and

if they were connected with one central exchange the average length

of their lines would be considerably in excess of the average length

of smaller towns. In that case it is usual to construct several switch

rooms, wbich has the effect of reducing the average length of sub

scribers' line6, but which requires additional lines for junction lines

for connecting the various exchanges. That accounted for the

difference in cost between a large provincial town and a small

town. In London asphalte and wood pavements existed to a very

much larger degree than was the case in provincial towns, and the

cost of making good such pavements was very considerablyin excess

of the cost of making good either macadam or granite blocks. It

was necessary, therefore , to make special allowances for London.

Continuing , witness said he did not attribute the present cost

of the telephone service in London to the fact that too large a number

of subscribers were put into communicatiou with each other.

As he understood it at present, every subscriber was in connection

with all the others, and he did not think the telephone would be of

much use if the exchange was restricted to certain localities. There

were instances in wbich that had been done, but when they looked

abroad andfound the very large exchanges which existed for in

stance, in Berlin, wheretherewere 29,000 subscribers — it certainly

was not time, when we had only 10,000 subscribers in London, to
talk about limitations.

Does the cost increase very much as the number of subscribers to

exchanges increase ?-No. I know it is generally said to be so, but

I always considered that to be a fallacy, and I shall be able toput

figaresbefore you dealing with that very point. Mr. Provand, M.P.,

has recentlyobtained through the Foreign Office the particularsof a

good many foreign telephone exchanges, which I believe he will put
in to the Committee. Amongst those reports are a very valuable

Beries from the German Government. The German Goveroment say

that in Berlin they have 28,785 exchange instrumentsat work, and

that the capital cost per line had been £ 22. In Hamburg they

had 13,561 exchange instruments at work , and the average

capital cost has been £ 23. Ia Leipsig there are 5,289 instruments

atwork, and the capital cost has been £192s. In Franfort-on -Main

there are 5,063 instruments at work, and the capital cost has been

£ 22 188., and at Cologne, there are 4,701 instruments at work, and

the capital outlay there has averaged £19 12s. It is obvious that the

cost in Berlin is not sensibly greater than the cost in Cologne,

although the number of subscribers inBerlin is very nearly 17 times

the number in Cologne, and that accords withmy own experience.

The service in Berlin, where there are 28,000 subscribers, costs

£ 22, as against £ 36 which you estimate it ought to cost in London.

Why is it ?-01 course, Berlin, although & very large city, is

considerably smaller than London .

Bat why, in your opinion, does this difference of £ 14 arise between

the two cities ? -I should say that on the whole Berlin is a much

easier town to telephone. It is not so scattered as London,and it

does not cover nearly the same superficial area . Then , again , the

pavements there are not wood or asphalte to nearly the same extent

as they are in London,

WITNESS, continuing, said that in Switzerland, Luxemburg, Fin

land, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, there were very extensive

country systems.

Does it extend to the small villages of 300 or 400 population, for

instance ? -Yes, in some countries there is scarcelya village ofthat

sizewithout a telephone exchange - especially is that the case in
Switzərland and Denmark.

Do you know any country where the rates vary according to the

usemade of the telephone ? — Yes, in Switzerlandand inGuernsey,

where the telephone exchange is not yet opened ; the States bave

adopted a system of charging which will enable the subscribers to

pay in accordance with the use they make of the telephone. With
reference to the service in Jutland, there was no Post Office monopoly,

but the Danish Government was now in process of taking over 39

many trunk lines as it could. The Danish Government thoughtwith

our Government that the trunk lines ought to be in the hands of the

Government.

Il a message is sent in Jutland from a call office from a subscriber

to a person who is not a subscriber, how is the message delivered at

the other end ?-I cannot answer that question specifically, but in

Copenhagen the operators at the call office are allowed to write down

a few words on a Blip of paper - practically, they are allowed to write

down short telegrame, and they are delivered by the post office .

Is there an extra charge for that ?-Yes,of about 1d. for 10 words.

Continuing, WITNESS said hewas in favour of making the best use

possible of the telephone, and he would very much like to see the

telephones and the Government working more closely together. If

that were done it would have a very considerable effect in increasing

the usefulness of the telephone, but so far the Past Office seemed to

be possessedwith a desire to restrict the telephone service as much
as they could .

In London at present a man pays the same subscription , whether

he sends 1,000 messages a year or two . Do you think it is impossible

by any system to let people pay according to the user of their private

wire ? · The system of paying a lump sum is one which prevails to a

very large extent, but another system has prevailed in Switzerland

for a good many years past. In Switzerland, a subscriber pays

£4 for the first year, £2 16s. for the second year, and £1 12 $.

for the third, and subsequent years of his connection with the

telephone exchange, and in addition to these annual payments,

he is charged at the rate of 48. per 100 calls which he

makes ; the man who is called is not charged anything. Conse

quently a subscriber who has 365 calls per year pays the annual

subscription in the first instance, and thenhe pays acother halfpenny

per day for his calls, and as he is only a small user he only pays &

comparatively small sum to the Government, particularly if he has

been a subscriber for three years ; but a man who callsfive or six

times a day has to pay practically 30. a day, and so in Switzerland

they make the charge dependent practically upon the user. In

Guernsey they had adopted practically the same plan , but with a

smaller initial charge. In Guernsey the charg :was to be 303. per

annum down, and id. per call up to 1,000 calls per annum , and

everything over 1,000 calls at the rate of ive calls per 1d. Il a very

small useronly called once every two days bis total annual charge

would be £25s. 2d.; it be calls once a day bis total annual charge

would be £ 3 0s. 5d ., if he calls twice a day the total annual charge

would be £4 10s. 100., and similarly three, four, and five calls a

day would bring his charge up to £5 14 :. 11d., £6 1s. , and £6 78. 1d .

respectively.

By Sir JAMES WOODHOUBE : At present no maximum bad been
fixed for an unlimited

Replying to the chairman, the WITNESS said that in Switzerland

the number of subscribers was very large in proportionto the popu

lation. Norway had the largest number of subscribers to the

telephone in proportion topopulation, wherethere was 144 persons

to each telephone. In Sweden, the numbers worked oat at

147 ; in Luxemburg, 160 ; 172 for Switzerland ; 211 for Den .

mark ; 328 for Finland ; Imperial Germany (post office), 449;

Bavaria, 451 ; Wurtembarg, 459; then came the United Kingdom
with 636 , which was the sum of the National Telephone Company's

sabscribers andthe Post Office subscribers. France was very lowdown

-1,342, and is Austria the figures were 1,640 to every telephone.

With regard to Guernsey be expected the exchanga wouldbe opened

shortly, and about a fortnight ago there were 325 subscribers. He

could not tell ( xactly what the capital charge would be, but the

estimated cost was £13 148. per subscriber, and they had every reason

to believe that the charge would be kept within those limits. The

population of Guernsey was 35,000.

Šo at present you have not gota very large proportion of subscribers ?

-325 works out at something like 180, whereas in the neighbouring

island of Jersey, which is worked by the National Telephone Como

pany, the number of subscribers is only something like 80,and the

population is over 20,000 more than Guernsey. When the National

Telepbone Company opened in Jersey they began with a £10 rate,

with limitations as to distance, butthey did not get many subscribers

at that rate and they soon reduced it to £8. That wasin 1895, and

they had about 40 subscribers in the island. Then when Guernsey

showed that it wanted a telephone system and was pressing the Post

Office to grant it and the Guernsey tariff was published, the National

Companyreduced their rates in Jersey to £6 10s. per annum without

any limit of distance. The consequence of that reduction had been

that they had exactly doubled the number of their subscribers.

Witness then explained to the committee that the estimate he gave

before the Glasgow inquiry as to the cost of establishing a telephone

r .
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service in that country was based uponestimates he had received

from reliable firms. The cost of telephone material was un

doubtedly falling, and there was also a likelihood of a reduction

being effected in the working. There was a new automatic

switch room exchange which would dispenge with the services of

the lady operators. He had tested the invention himself, and he

thought that for exchanges up to 600 or 1,000 subscribers it was

likely to answer extremely wellindeed .

But you don't think it would answer for the larger exchanges ?

-The inventors claim that they could do it ap to 5,000or 10,000

subscribers, but they have not doneit yet. At the present time, how

ever, for exchanges up to 400 or 500 subscribers, it was actually in

usein several towns in theUnited States. Continuing, the witness
said that most of the materials used in telephony was imported from

abroad. The cables were made in this country .

Replying to Sir J. WOODHOUSB, WITNESS said that the reason why

the materials were not produced at home was that there was not

sofficient scope to allowof manufacturers competingwith firms abroad

who also sold waterials in their own countries. If the telephone

system in England were free it would have a most important effect

upon many electrical industries, and he believed that the telephone

industry would be equal to the bicycle industry in importance. His

estimate for Glasgow was five guineas per subscriber, which, he

reckoned, would enable the Corporation to get a return upon its

capital outlay ; but he thought that, with careful management,local

authorities throughout thecountry might even improveupon that

amount. A local authority bad no expensive board of directors to

pay, and it was free from many other chargeswhich a company would

have to pay. He was decidedly ofopinion that it was to the public

interest that there should becompetition in telephones, but he would

not goso far as to say that the best competitors would be the local

authorities. His idea was that local management was a very

essential feature in telephones, and whether that local management

came from a municipality or a local company, did not, in his opinion,

affect the matter much . What was wanted was a knowledge of local

requirements.

By Mr. FRY: It would be to the advantage of the public and of

the electrical industry it competing serviceswere established .

Mr. J. Stuart : He did not believe the National Telephone

Company could make a £5 rate pay. It could only be done in the

case of an entirely new company, or by a municipality. He thought

the London County Council, which bad special facilities for creating

a telephone service in London, would be able to give local services
for £ 5 or £5 os.

Mr.J.C. LAMB,C.B., second secretary to the Post Office, was recalled ,

and briefly examined as to the policy wbich the Department had

pursued in relation to the extension of exchange areasto theNational

Telephone Company. He said that the Post Office had acceded to the

requests oftheNational Company for newareas when they thought they

were needfal in the interests of the public. Mr. Forbes refused to

sign the agreement of 1892 until he obtained a verbal promise from

Mr. Ferguson that it would be carried out by the Post Office in a

reasonable spirit, and that verbal agreement was subsequently ratified

by Mr. Arnold Morley.

The Committee then adjourned .

12,326. Improvements in apparatus employed in wireless tele

graphy. " G. MARCONI. Dated June 1st.

12,347. " Improvements in electric railways or tramways.” J. J.

STEINBACH. Dated June 1st.

12,349. " Improvements in microphones. " SIEMENS BROTHERS

AND CO ., LIMITED. (Siemens and Halske, Gesellschaft, Germany.

Dated June 1st. ( Complete.)

12,350. “ Improvements in electric alarums.” SIEMENS BROTHERS

AND CO., LIMITED, and J. EBEL. Dated June 18t. ( Complete.)

12,351. " Improvements in portable telegraphic apparatus."

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., LIMITED. Dated June 1st. (Complete.)

12,354. " Improvements in microphones. " J. BERLINER. Dated
June 1st.

12,365. “ Improvements in portable electric lamps for use in

mines and other places." 8. F. WALKER. Dated June 2nd .

12,423. “ Improvements in electric switches . " A. Vandam and
T. H , MARSH . Dated June 2ad.

12,431. " Improvements in apparatus for theproduction of elec
tricity in railway carriages and other vehicles." E. J. PRESTON.

( The Gould Coupler Company, United States .) Dated June 2nd.

12,437 . " Improvements in or relating to electric arc lamps."
C. OLIVER. Dated June 2nd.

12,438. Apparatus for indicating leakages or escapes of current

from electric conductors .” M. KALLMANN. Dated June 2nd.

12,446 . " A new or improved hub for generating electricity for

use with velocipedes and other vehicles.” J. E. PRESTON and B.

WHARTON. Dated June 3rd .

12,461. " Improvements in, and in relation to fenders for electrical

and other tramcars, motor cars, and such like vehicles . " J. W. TOWLE.

- Dated June 3rd .

12,471 . " Improvements in electrically -propelled motor cars. "
L. COUDAT. Dated Jane 3rd .

12,562 . " Improvements in or relating to electric motors and the

transmission of power therefrom .” FAWCETT, PRESTON & Co., LTD ,
and C. A. MATTHEY. Dated June 4th.

12,580. Improvements in the manufacture of conduits for

electric cables or conductors, and in the method of securing the said

cables or conductors therein ." F. CHIESMAN and S. CHIESMAS.

Dated June 4th .

12,604. “ Lunaria electric cycle and carriage lamp. ” 8. G.

HAMILTON. Dated June 4th .

12,606 . " Improvements in electrical firing keye." C. A. McEvor.

Dated June 4th.

12,511. " Improvements in or relating to incandescent electric

lamps." O. RIEBENSAHM ; J. PLEICHATI, H. FRIEDEBERG, and E.

KRUGER. Dated June 3rd.

ABSTRACTS OP PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS,

NEW PATENTS AND ABSTRAOTS OF

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

NEW PATENTS . - 1898 .

Compiled bcpressly for this journal by W. P. THOMPBOX & Or . ,

Electrical Patent Agents, 822, High Holborn , London , W.O., to whom

all inquiries should be addressed .

&

66

Copies of any of these specifications may be obtained of Moses. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Bolborn , W.O., price, post fros, 9d .,

(in stampe).

1897 ,

996. “ Improvements in and relating to accumulator plates." W.
MAJERT. Dated January 13th , 1897. This relates toaccumulator

plates for high current density and capacity. This is producedby

increasing the surface, which is effectedbydividing upthe lead core

plate on bothsurfaces into thin strips which are formed bya suitable
tool into vertical ribs. The tool has & surface situated behind its

cutting edge which bends the strip that has been divided from the

plate into a rib . 3 claims.

8,280 . Improvements in and relating to electro -medical apparatus
and brushes for use therewith ." C. KLEIN . Dated March 31st,

1897. The object of this inventionis to enable a current of requisite

strength to be applied to the body. In this apparatus there is a

pivoted contact piece operated by a rod sliding in a guide and fastened

to a movable core in an induction coil. This core carries a pointer

which give indications upon a graduating strip. There is a screwed

rod located in position in its support, one end of which engages with

the commutator spring. In brushes there is a metallic support carrying

a flexible plate uponwhich metallic bristles are so arranged as to make

contact with the plate,when pressure is applied ; this plate having a

conducting wire attached and situated in a suitable part of the
brush. 3 claime.

17,691. “ Improvements in electrical conduits . ” H. L. DOULTON and

C. E. MORRIS. Dated July 28th , 1897. This relates to joioting

butt lengths of earthenwareconduits and making branch connections

with the conductors in them . Metal collars are used to secure

mechanical strength . Each collar is in two parts,which embrace the

adjoining lengths ofcondait, and are provided with lugs and clamped

togetherby bolts. A space is left between the two pieces of the

collar to allow for variation in the size of the conduit. This space is

covered on the outer side by flanges. In making branch connections

with the conductors within longitudinally divided lengths of conduit

are used. Slots are provided for the passage of the branch cables and

there is connecting piece wbich fits in the outer slot, the end of wbich

is provided witha socket Another method of making a branch

connection is to substitutean iron box fora length of condait. The

box is divided ,andthe twoportionssecured by bolts,ateach end is

an interior annular cavity. It is provided with openings for branch

cables. 6 claims.

&

12,200. " Improvements in fittings for gas and electric pendant

lamps and the like.” J. MORRIS, jun. Dated May 31st.

12,201. “ Improvements in quadruplex and multiplex telegraphy

and to apparatus for use in connection therewith .” 8. G. Brown.

Dated May 31st.

12,220. “Improvements in or connected with electrically driven

vehicles.” C. JEANTAUD and W. O. RECHNIEWSKI. Dated May 31st.

12,232. “Improvements in tele -motor apparatus for working,

steering, telegraphing, indicating, and other apparatus from a dis

tance.” A. B. Brown. Dated May 31st.

12,237. " An improved A B C transmitter for telegraphic

purposes.” W. MILNER and O. O. VYLE. Dated May 31st.

12,241. Multiplex and duplex printing telegraph .” A. SILBER

Dated May 31st. ( Complete.)

12,268. " Improvements in insulatirg means for electric furnaces.”

W. L. WISE . (The Aluminium -Industrie Actiengesellschaft, Ger

many.) Dated May 31st.

12,313. " Improvements in secondary batteries or electric accu
mulators." F. Kixg . Dated June 1st .

12,321 . “ Improvements in electric batteries ." E. EDWARDS.

(P. A. Emanuel , United Statee.) Dated June 1st . (Complete.)

12 322. “ Improvements in electric batteries . ” E. EDWARDS .

(P. A. Emanuel , United States ) Dated June 1st. ( Complete .)

12,323 . “ Improvements in electric batteries. ” E. EUWARDS.

(P. A. Emanuel, United States.) Dated June 1st. ( Complete .)

12,325. “ Improvements in apparatus employed in wireless tele

graphy. " G. MARCONI." Dated June 1st.

66
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The table of figures giving the speeds of transmission over

different Atlantic cables, published in our issue of June 3rd ,

has attracted a good deal of attention . The principal feature

of the table is a comparison of the speeds of the two 1894

cables laid by Messrs. Siemens Bros., and the Telegraph

Construction and Maintenance Company respectively. The

Mackay- Bennett cable laid by the former, with a K R of

4 :671 , has & speed of 40 words per minute, and the Anglo

American cable, with a KR of 2.42 , has a speed of 47 :4

words per minute. That is to say, the speed obtained on the

Siemens cable , making allowance for its higher K R, is 63

per cent. greater than on the Anglo -American cable. This

figure, fufficiently startling in itself, is still more so if closely

examined. The small undulations of thesyphon trace, working

at 45 words a minute, correspond to those of an alternating

current of about 17 ~ per second, and at 75 words a minute

to about 28 ~ per second . The amplitude of alternating

signals received at the rate of 17 per second over a cable

having a K R of 2.42 is 13.6 times as great as the amplitude

when received at the rate of 28 per second, the amplitude

of the sent signals, or, in other words, the alternating

E.M.F. employed, being the same in both cases. The ex

pressions from which this figure is calculated were given in

our Vol. 41 , p. 191 . Column 10 of the table we are referring

to gives a comparison of the efficiencies of the Mackay -Bennett

ard Anglo -American cables as 77.2 to 47.4 , wbich we have

taken as 75 to 45 in round figures ; which implies that a cable

manufactured by Messrs. Siemens Bros., of the same dimen

sions as the Anglo -American, would transmit alternations

with 13-6 times the amplitude of those transmitted by the

actual cable laid by the Telegraph Construction and Main

tenance Company. This comparison of the cables has no

n eaning, unless the terminal arrangements of the two are

similar or equivalent, and in which case we have to meet an

assertion that of two cables similar in all respects, and having

the same electrical constants, one transmits an alternating cur

rent 13.6 times as well as the other. If this can be estab

lished, the accepted theory of cable transmission has to go,

and with it column 10, which is calculated on the assump

tion of the K R law. But the explanation must be looked

for in the arrangements at the terminal stations, and it would

be interesting to know how, with the apparatus in ordinary use,

such a marked improvement is obtained . An improvement,

however, of much more than 60 per cert. in speed over the

syphon recorder is probably attainable in simplex working

by using a photographic recording slip and a mirror. The

principal impressions we draw from the table are the diffi

culty of comparing the working speed efficiencies of

cables, when so much difference exists between the

practice of two neighbouring stations as regards the

kinds of instruments used , and the methods of trans

mitting and receiving signals. We are not aware to
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what degree of exactness the accepted law of electrical pro

pagation has been verified, but it is hardly possible that there

can be any serious error in it.

Water Mains at

Glasgow .

MR. CHAMEN has made a report to the

Corrosion ofGas and Gas and Water Departments of the Glasgow

Corporation on prevention of electrolysis

of the gas and water mains along the

Springburn electric tramway route . Mr. Chamen found the

electrical resistance of the steel rails to be about ten times

that of copper, or in actual figures the resistance of 42 feet

of rail is .0003575 of an ohm . The sectional area of the

rail is 10 inches . The resistance of the copper bonds,

including the points of junction or coatact with the rails,

measured with two bonds in parallel, as they are actually

being laid, averages .000066 of an ohm . The length of the

line from Springburn to Mitchell Street is about 13,400 feet.

With 20 cars running on this route taking each an average

current of 25 amperes, Mr. Chamen estimates that the return

current in the section of the line nearest the power station will

be 400 amperes . The greatest fall of potential between one

terminus and the power station he estimates at 5.56 volts.

This is well within the Board of Trade limit of 7 volts, and

the tramway department do not, therefore, intend to put in

return feeders. Mr. Chamen thinks, that with good bonding

of the rails, there will be no fear whatever of electrolysis of

gas or water maing. We doubt whether, under all conditions,

this decision would be safe. Though the Board of Trade

limit of 7 volts may nowhere be exceeded, the steepness of

the potential gradient at some point along the line

may be such as to imply a much greater ' total P.D.

than 7 volts . For instance, in this case the return

current of 400 amperes in the home section of the

line implies a P.D. of more than 11 volts.

return current of 400 amperes, as much as 100 to

200 amperes may flow through gas and water pipes situated

in the neighbourhood of the line. A current of 100 amperes

flowing through even a small section of a pipe system should

not, we think, be regarded by the gas and water departments

of the Glasgow Corporation with equanimity. If the nature

of the soil is favourable very little harm may be done for

many years, but, on the other hand, if the conditions are

unfavourable the gas and water pipesmay be rapidly corroded

at joints, or at the place of exit of the current. The use
of the insulated return feeder, with supplementary E.M.F.,

which has already been so successfully applied, would obviate

all these risks, and considering only the data given in Mr.

Chamen’s report, we are somewhat surprised tofind that he

is of opinion that no return feeder is necessary.

a torque on the axis of the latter ; and this torque depends

partly on the excess of the speed of the field magnets over

that of the armature, and partly on the resistance inserted

in the dynamo circuit. When the carriage is at reet, or just

starting, so that the armature is at rest, the difference in

speed between the field magnets and the armature has its

greatest possible value, and the arrangement is then most

favourable for producing a large starting torque, while the

torque is under complete control at all speeds by means of a

rheostat in the dynamo circuit. The speed of the oil

engine is maintained nearly constant by means of a governor

regulating the admission of oil. So far as it is possible to

form an opinion of such an arrangement without practical

experience of it, the principle of action greatly commends

itself. The insertion of an electrical link between the prime

mover and the wheels of a motor car, giving flexibility and

simplicity of regulation at the expense of a certain loss of

efficiency is the idea of the Heilmann locomotive, but Mr.

Morrison's arrangement is by far the simpler and more

ingenious of the two,and appears to be well suited to its

object. No system of mechanical gears for different speeds

seems comparable to itin simplicity,while it allows an engine

running constantly at full speed to be thrown into and out

of gear with the carriage without shock or jerk of any

kind, and without any movement of mechanical parts beyond

those of the switch required to break or make the dynamo

circuit. No description is given of the connection of the

dynamo armature to the wheels of the carriage, but

evidently some reversing gear is required. The article in the

Western Electrician is illustrated, and shows the construc

tion of the dynamo clearly.

With a

READERS of the Westminster Budget
Cheating

may remember an article bearing thisthe Cabbages,

title which appeared a short time ago,

in which an experiment in plant growing under the

influence of electricity rays was popularly if not very

accurately described . There is no doubt that in America,

France, Rassia, and other countries, much more atten

tion has been given to the investigation of the effects

of electricity on plant calture than in our own country, and

though many inconsequent experiments have been carried

out and made much of, our knowledge of the subject is cer

tainly the richer for them. At the present moment an

important experiment is being carried out in Finland by

Prof. Lemstrom , of the University of Helsingfors, with a

view to determining the influence of atmospheric electricity

upon plant life. Prof. Bailey, of Cornell University, is, we

understand , advising with Prof. Lemstrom in this investiga

tion , which, we may say, has been suggested by the observa

tions that in northern regions vegetation isvery rapid,and

this rapidity may bu determined by atmospheric electricity

to which it is contended the aurora borealis is due. Although

in this country we have not paid much attention to the

subject, it has recently been proposed to utilise the Cabot

Tower, which is in course of erection on Brandon Hill,

Bristol. The land around consists of about 20 acree, is

uncultivated , and appears to be well situated for the purpose

of experiments. The proposition is to collect atmospheric

electricity,and to pass it into certain trial gardens in which

plants shall be grown. For this purpose instead of fitting

the lightning rod of the Tower witha single point, it is pro

posed to give it a crown of points. It is conceivable that by

this method the supplies ofelectricity, if we may use such an

expression, existing in the atmosphere, could be tapped and

conducted by means of wires into small plots of ground,

where they would end in earth plates. Di. E.M. Cook, of

the Clifton Laboratory, BerkeleySquare, has offered to give

his services in carrying out a proper scheme of experiments

and to make the necessary observations. The cost of these
experiments would be very slight, and it is certainly be

hoped that the good citizens of Bristol will be enterprising

enough to accept Dr. Cook's offer. Very little accurate

knowledge has been obtained concerning the action of elec

tricity upon vegetation, and it seems to us that here is an

opportunity for increasing it.

for Motor Cars,

The Western Electrician of Chicago, of

An Electrical Gear

May 14th, published an account of a pro

posal by William Morrison, “ the Chicago

inventor," for driving motor cars and similar purposes, which

is interesting and suggestive. The prime motor, a 4 H.P..

gasoline or oil engine, drives directly, and at a constant

speed, the field magnet system of a small 4-pole dynamo

built in a circular form , and enclosed in a cylindrical case of

gun -metal. The armature of the dynamo is connected to

the driving gear of the vehicle. Thus the field magnet

system and the brushes revolve at a constant speed , 600 revo

lutions per minute, while the armature revolves at a speed

proportional to that at which the carriage is travelling, and

in the same sense as the field magnets. Access is obtained

to the dynamo circuit by contact rings and brushes, so that

regulating resistances can be inserted . The only connection

between the engine and the wheels of the carriage is the

action between the field magnets and the armature, producing
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AN EXHIBIT OF THE MOORE VACUUM

TUBE LIGHTING .

We have more than once referred to the ingenious system

of vacuum tube lighting invented by Mr. D. McFarlan

Moore. Mr. Moore's energy and perseverance in overcom

ing the practical difficalties connected with this new depar

turein electric lighting bas evidently been rewarded by a

considerable amount of success, if we are to judgefrom the

anique exhibit at the New York Flectrical Exhibition, of

wbich we give an illustration .

Mr. Moore bas erected in the Exbibition a model chapel,

complete in every detail, in which he shows to perfection the

manner in which vacuum tube illamination can be carried

out in practice. The front doors are open, and above their

arches shine forth in vacuum tube letters the words : “ Moore

Vacuum Tube Chapel.” The vaulted roof is ribbed with

veritable arcbes of light consisting of long curved tubes of

glass about 2 inches in diameter, and glowing their entire

It will be remembered that one of the salient points in

Mr. Moore's system is the breaking of the current in a

vacuum . This he accomplishes by means of a beautifully

constructed rotator. Sairounding the rotator proper, which

is of glass, 3 inches in diameter, and a foot long, is a

Gramme ring, with its higbly polished brass mountings,

the whole constituting a beautifal piece of practical appa

ratus,

This apparatus jast described is all that is necessary where
multiphase currents are available ; but in the exbibit the

lower compartment of the cabinet contains a small rotary

transformer.

According to Mr. Moore, the system , at its present stage

of development, has an efficiency about equal toincandescent

lighting ; but the inventor looks for better results with the

improvement of the tubes.

Besides the rotary vacuum break, Mr. Moore has got into

commercial shape å vibratory vacuum break. This appa

ratus will be extensively used for advertising parposes . It

can be used either on direct current circuits or alternate

current circuits,

length with a pure white light. The tabe arches spring

from pilasters, each capped with a highly-polished specially

designed brass fixture ,which maybe seen in the figure. At

the apex of the chapel ceiling where the tube arches meet,

they are joined by a highly-polished decorated brass cylinder

bent at its centre. The fixtures supporting the longitudinal

tubes atthe apex of the ceiling are also seen in the figure.

The church is wired with the Moore three -wire system of

vacuum tube lighting; that is, all of the tabes - 10 arch and

3 ridge tubes are connected in parallel between three wires.

The common or positive wire extends along the ridge, while

each of the two negative wires extends horizontally along

the sideof the chapel back of the side fixtures, whichrest on

top of the pilastercaps. The three wires enter the top of a

polished cabinet 2 feet by 2 feet 4 incher, which contains all

the lighting apparatus, and is situated on one side of the

entrance passageway. There also enters this cabinet at the

top the three wiresconnecting with the street service of the

Edieon Electric DluminatingCompany.

There arealso many other applications for this system of

lighting . For example, the colour of the light, even to the

most delicate shades, can be changed simply by changing the

degree of vacuum of the tuber, making it theideal light for

special decorative lighting. Acother large field is in con

nection with photography - for photographers have long been

longing for a lightwhich couldbe regulated to a nicety, and

thereby give uniform results. At the Electrical Exhibition

in 1896, Mr. Moore took instantaneous portraits by his

light.

It has long been a matter of expectation as to when and

by whom vacuum tube lighting apparatus would first be

placed on the market, and the fact that Mr. Moore is now

taking orders is extremely interesting, since it is the beginning

of a new departure in electrical work, which is destined ,

without doubt, to have a wideapplication.
The above account of Mr. Moore's recent achievements in

vacuum tube lighting is abetracted from the Electrical

Engineer, N.Y.

D
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!A SHORT METHOD FOR DETERMINING

TRANSFORMER EFFICIENCY.

BY FREDERICK BEDELL,

The facility with which these computations can be made

may be seen from the following example:

EXAMPLE.

2-kw. transformer. Copper loss = 48 watts.

Core logg = 30 watts.

EFFICIENCY COMPUTATION TABLE .

C2 = 2 :4 = per cent. full load copper loss as per cent of rated

ha 15 per cent. core logs ontput.

=

}

Losses as per cent, of output.
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A'l -day efficiency

100

100 + lo + 48 hq

91.24.=

THAT the common method for calculating transformer effi

ciency is laborious, and liable to error on account of long

multiplications and divisions, has been pointed out by Mr.

8. E. Johannesen in the Electrical World, p. 588 , May 14th,

1898. He suggests & method which reduces somewhat the

labour and liability to error ; but his formula obtains the

efficiency from the ratio of two quantitieswhich differ from

each other by only a few per cent., and consequently for

accuracy each of these quantities must be very accurate and

the long division carefully performed. Evidently, if instead

of determining the percent. tffi i-ncy direct we do so by

determining the per cent. loss and subtracting from 100, the

same degree of accuracy in the work will give greater accu

racy in the result, and this may be done with less labour.

Let w represent the rated output in watts ; let - denote

the watts core loss and c the watts copper loss at full load.

Let h , denote the core loss as per cent. of rated output w ;

that is, hq = 100 H/w. Let cz denote the full load copper

loss as per cent. of rated output w ; that is, ca = 100 c/w .

( The subscrip 2 denotes that percents. are referred to

secondary output rather than to primary inpat.) Thus in a

2 -kw. transformer w = 2,000. If the core loss is H = 30

watts the per cent. core loss is hą = 1 5 . If the copper loss

is c = 48watts the per cent. copper loss is (2 = 2 :4,

Let g denote the fraction of full load , as į , t. &c.

Obviously the per cent. copper loss varies directly as g ,being

g co at any load. Thus atone-half load the per cent. copper

loss is } ca. (In watte, the copper loss at half load is one

quarter copper loss at full load .) The core loss in watts

being constant, the per cent. core loss is greater as the load is

less, being h2g at any load . According'y at any load g the
total loss (1) a8 per cent. of secondary output is

t = g ( + halg.

The total loss as per cent. of primary input is t - t, 100 .

This must be subtracted from 100 to give the efficiency.

Hence

12

Efficiency = 100 + t

100

To compute the efficiency accurately to four places, it is

only necessary to compute t to three places and 12 to two

places. This may be quickly and accurately done by means

of the following table :

EFFICIENCY COMPUTATION TABLE.

per cent. full load copper loss As per cent of

h2 }per cent. core loss rated output .

FURTHER BOARD OF TRADE REGULATIONS.

C2

Losses as per cent. of output.

Fraction of

load .

12

100

“ COMING events cast their shadows before," and in this con

nection No 5 of the Minutes of the Special Committee on

Electrical Energy is particularly interesting, as it contains

the examination of Major Cardew on question 957, respecting

danger to employés.

With modest hesitation , and only after considerable coar

ing, Major Cardew admitted that he had a set of draft

regulations for the protection of employés, but he said:

“ I am hardly prepared to hand these regulations in ; it is

some years since I drew them out, and they may not touch

every point which has turned up with the experience we

have to -day.”. Nevertheless, they were banded in and, as

will be seen in the “ definitions, " although they may have

been originally sketched out several years ago, they have

evidently been carefully kept and brought up to date. The

title is as follows :

“Regulations for the protection of employés in electrical

supply works and other places wherein electrical energy is

generated, regulated , transformed, or connected . "

Amongst the “ definitions " is to be found that of " high

pressure supply," and is the same as that given in the regu

Iationsfor thesafety of the public, viz . , anything exceeding

500 volts continuous, or 250 volts alternating.

Clause No. 1. - Provides that all metal work, not forming,

or intended to form part of a circuit, whether structural or

otherwise, whether in the gererating station or sub-station,

shall be efficiently connected to earth and to each other;

luckily, nails, screws, or small fittings fixed so as to be in

contact with dry wood or other non -conducting substance

only, are excepted ; tut as the roof trusees, ties, & c., are not

mentioned, we preeume they are included as well as the firing

irons and coal bunker doors !

No. 2 requires all high -pressure conductors to be com

pletely enclosed in a tube of highly insulating material

properly protected, or in earthedmetal casing — this to be

done as far as is consistent with theintended use of the

conductor. Concentric mains with earthed outer are

exempted .

No. 3. — Where it is not possible to en ! irely enclose sach

conductors, this clause provides that they shallbe properly

guarded, so as to prevent accidental contact, and shall also

be conspicuously marked as dangerous by being labelled or

painted red , and no such conductors shall be fixed within

3 feet of a doorway orother accessto the generating station

or sub-station. In the event of these rules being adopted

and being retrospective, this clause will necessitate increasing

the dimensions ofa largenumber of sub -stations, and so

abolishing what are nowlittle better than man traps,

Efficiency

Copper. Core.
Total , t .
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......1 02

It ca = ...

Efficiency 100 +
22

100

- t.

The all-day efficiency, if the transformer is æ hours on

full load each day and on no load the remainder of the time,
is

100

all- day efficiency =
100 + c2 + (24 = x) ha

If the transformer is five hours on full load and 19 hours

on no load , the all-day efficiency is

100
all- day efficiency =

100 + C + 48 h ,

• Electrical World , New York,
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and wekept in good condition ; this is obviously necessary ,

should hope aniversallyadopted.

No. 10 provides that printed instructions for dealing with

persons in case of electric shock shall be conspicuously

exhibited in the station , which, we believe, is now the general

rule.

No. 11 , and last, should be gonecessary , and we think

would somewhat complicate the arrangement of shifts, while

it would undoubtelly meet with strong opposition from those

in whose interest the regalation is drafted . We give it in
full .

“ No employé in any gənerating station or sub-station

shall be required to remain on any daty connected with the

regulation of high pressure supplyfor more than four hours

consecutively, or for more than eight hours in any day ; and

no employé shall be allowed to take over such daty until he

has been inspected by an engineer or other competent official

as to his fitness to undertake such duty.”

As the regulation stands, a switchman or electrician may

be required to work foar hours, say, from 8 p.m. to 12 mid

night, to go off duty until 4 a.m., and then to resume duty
until 8 a.m. Without doubt he would much rather work

eight hoors, and then go off for 16 hours, as is now usual,

and we do not think “ the engineer, or other competent

official, ” would care to become a sort of medical officer.

Toking the regulations as a whole, they are, with the ex

ceptions noted, very reasonable ; but they seem to be some

what familiar, andwe believe several of them were suggested

by the committee appointed by the Home Office, whosedraft

regulations, by the way, seem to have been forgotten. The

question is whether such regulations, dealing with the staff,

should not be left to the Home Office ; but in any case two

setsare not required.

The report of the Select Committee on Electrical Energy

ignores these rules altogether, and they must be looked for

in a special Bill, which will probably be promoted by the

Board of Trade, as the outcome of the inquiry.

9

No. 4 requires an insulated floor or platform around

switchboards, & c., and is a reasonable and proper precaution ;

but to so arrange the floor or platform that the attendant,

when standing upon it, cannot possibly make accidental

contact with earth, is a more difficult matter, and in some

cases practically impossible.

No. 6 deals withswitchboards, and states that they must

be formed of highly insulating and incombustible material,

Wepresume this refers to the bases of the switches or facing
of the board , and not to the frame upon which they are

erected , and is in this case a reasonable requirement. Con

nections must be made in front of the board , or, if taken

behind a passage, at least 4 feet wide must be left, and the

doors leading thereto must be kept locked, the key being in

the charge of the chief engineer or other responsible person.

The next paragraph is as follows : - " All leads and connections

between which any difference of electrical potential greater

than 5 ( five) volts may exist must be easily distinguishable

by position , colour, or other distinctive mark." We have

tried to imagine what this is all about, bat, in the absence

of apy explanation, we can only presume that it has gore

thingto do with fire risk , and refers to low tension stations .

The last paragraph of this clause requires that adequate

means shall be provided to enable an employé to ascertain

when all electrical pressure has been removed from all metal

hemay be required to examine, clean, or alter. Very good .

No. 6. Instruments.— This clause will , we venture to

gay, raise some opposition on the part of station engineers,
and is, to put it mildly, absurd !

“ All instruments used, or intended ( ! ) to be used, for

measuring or indicating electric energy, current, or pressure ,

within any generating station or sub-station , shall b3 of

suitable pattern and construction and accurate in their

readings within an error of 2} per cent. at any point of their

range, in terms of the electrical standards deposited at the

Board of Trade Standardising Laboratory ; and such

accuracy must be constantly maintained.” (The italics are

ours.) This is simply Governmental regulation gonemad !

and if enforced , would probably result in the scrapping of

99 per cent. of all the station switchboard instruments in
existence. What on earth can be the object of such a

regulation, and how can it possibly affect the safety of the

sts ff either one way or the other ! As we have said, the

thing is absard and could not be seriously entertained by

anybody with reasonable intelligence, and after thinking the

matcer carefully over. It must be always remembered that

these draft regulations are avowedly intended to protect the

lives of the staff, and although our condemnation of the

last regulation is strong, we think it quite justified uotil it

can be shown that an error of, say, 3 per cent. in the

reading of an ammeter, is going to jeopardise the lives and

safety of anybody ; even an error of 20 per cent. in a

voltmeter could not do so , the idea is sheer nonsense. Sarely

any serious error in indicating or recording instruments woald

be corrected by the station engineer without any regulations ;

but, in any case, we fail to see in what manner it concerns

the Board of Trade.

After the momentary mental aberration shown in the draft

ing of the last clause, it is with considerable satisfaction that

we note Regulation 7, which provides that all generatingand

sub-stations shall be adequately illuminated, especially

where attention is required to any high tension machinery,

apparatus, or instruments. Not more than 50 per cent. of

the total artificial illamination shall be supplied by the run

ning machinery in the station, or from the mains, in case of

Bub -stations. This is very good indet d, so far as it goes, but

the spirit of the clause, although obvious, could be evaded by

lighting the works from storage batteries or similar source,

quite independent of the running plant. Far better that the

regulation should provide that the illumination b : divided

into tvo parts, each being supplied from separate and

independent sources, so that in the event of the temporary

failure of one part the station would not be left in darkness.

As regards sub -stations, the provision of candles and matches

as riquired in the regulation would saffice in addition to

electric lighting from the mains.

No. 8 requires that when work other than switching, &c.,

is being executed in sub -stations, all high pressure mains and

plant shall be discharged of electrical pressure or efficiently

screened . Perfectly right.

No. 9 requires that rubber gloves shall be provided and

ELECTRIC TRACTION.

The paperpresented to theManicipal Electrical Association

by Mr. R. O. Quin can hardly be said to contribute anything

new to the common stock of knowledge on electric traction .

We were anaware that there was any considerable difference

of opinion as to whether the rails should be 43 lbs. per yard

or 92 lbs. per yard when electric tramcars are used. Con

sidering the greater weight of electric tramcars, the mainten

ance of the bɔnding and the joints, there can be no doubt

but that rails of at least90 lbs. per yard are best suited for

electric traction under ordinary municipal conditions.

In dealing with the subject of rails, we should have appre

ciated a discussion on the present rules of the Board of Trade

limiting the width of the groove. In other countries a wider

groove has been satisfactorily used, and better wear of the

car wheels realised.

The mechanical construction of the rail joint is a matter

that will stand a great deal of discussion , and traction

engineersthe world over seem undecided as to the best form

ofrail joint, this being the weakest part in electric perma

nent way construction .

The electric welding of the joints has not been entirely

satisfactory. The nearest approach to a satisfactory rail

joint is the Falk joint, and it does not seem improbable that

a cast joint of this type will, sooner or later, come into

general use in Eagland . The advantages of a perfect rail

joint are two-fold ;first, that the mechanical construction

becomes perfect, and secondly, the bond, no matter of what

type, will be found more durable, on account of the greater

rigidity of the joint.

The explanation of the type of rail joint used at Hamburg

is not clear. We judge, however, it would b: objected to by

many traction engineers, since from what we gather of the

description, the joint would be difficult to handle where rails

have to be cut into unequal lengths.

We are unable to understand Mr. Qain's reasoning as to

generators and fly -wheels. That thereis considerable inertia

in the car there can be no doubt, but this inertia is to be
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overcome by the prime mover. In the case of engines, the

available force to overcome the inertia is the force exerted

by the steam against the piston and the fly -wheel effect. If

the steam cylinders are given sufficient capacity for doing

the maximum that may occur by several cars starting at

once, then they must be excessively large compared with the
average load on the engine, which in traction work would

not ordinarily be much beyond one-third of the maximum

work to be done momentarily, Obviously, then , the only

way to economically get the force required for momentarily

overloading is by means of heavy fly -wheels. This agrees

with practical experience, since engines have frequently

fail.d to be satisfactory for electric traction until they bave

been equipped with heavier fly -wheels, and with heavy fly

wheels practice has fully demonstrated that the cylinders

may be smaller, and consequently an economic gain under

average working.

Wedo not understand wby uniform E.M.F. in the line is

not conducive to a uniform speed of the tramcars. Certainly

the speed of an electric motor exerting a given horizontal

effort varies directly with the E.M.F. at its terminals.

There can be no doubt that in a system baviog practically

constant voltage, the consumption ofenergy by the cars will
be less than one having a varying voltage.

Farther, constancy in voltage is important to secure good

lighting of the cars in the night time. It is a most dis

agreeable sensation to see the lights go down when the cars

et irt .

There has been much discussion as to the comparative

values for quick and slow speed engines for tractionparposes.

Undoubtediy, in smaller siz 8, the moderately quick speed

engine bas decided advantages as to cost overthe Curliss or

slowspeed engine, but in the case of large machinesthere

can be no doubt that the slow speed machinery will be found

more efficient and more economical to maintain. That quick

speed engines have been built beyond a proper size is suffi
ciently illustrated by a recent test on most approved high

speed enginee, and in which a 700 H.P. machine was found

to have a mechanical efficiency of less than 85 per cent.,

whereas a Corliss engine of the same output, and with 90 or

100 revolutions, would have had a mechanical efficiency of

92, p.ir cept. The best records of steamconsumption so far
pab :ished have been accomplished by slow spæed engines,

having very moderate pistonspeed.

In the discussion of motors there remains much to be

said as to rating . A leading American firm in electric

traction gave the capacity of a motor in terms of the

horizontal effort at a given number of miles per hour. The

motor was supposed to give a correspondiog output for

two houre, no part beating more than50 ° C. We think

such amethod of rating if standardised would be most con

venient. Owing, however, to the methods not coming

into general use, it has been abandoned by those who

ert bliehed it from commercial considerations . It seems

the great desideratum in connection with traction

motors is to get the widest possible range of load at high

efficiency. More recently, advances have been made in

this direction by lessening the fixed loss due to hysteresis

and eddy currents in the armature core, the amount of

iron has been diminisbed and the amount of saturation

correspondingly increased . It has been found that under

average load the core loss is much smaller than in the

case of a non -saturated armature, the effect upon sparking

by greatly increasing the magnetisation of the armature

corehas been favourable. Another practical advantage of

importance is the diminisbing of the weight of the armature,

and consequently increasingthe durability of the bearings,

and making the armature much more easily handled in the

case of repairs and renewals. Undoubtedly great improve

ments have been made in using machines with cut_steel

gears, enclosed from the dust, and running in oil . There

has been , however, a tendency on the part of some manu

facturers to cheapen the motor, by using too great a reduction

in the gears. Considering the gears by themselves, the re
duction should not be more than four and a half to one.

The matter of control seems to be pretty generally agreed

upon. In municipal working, where the cars have to be

started and stopped at frequent intervals, the series parallel

control possesses great advantages. It becomes unimportant,

however, when the stops are infrequent, and cars run over

long distances. It might be inferred from the paper that

the maximum traction effort was dependent upon the method

of control, that is, whether it was a series parallel, or an

ordinary rheostatic control. This, however, is not the case .

Themaximum effort thatmay be given by a motor is limited

to its safe current carrying capacity. If two motors were

started in parallel with the same starting effort, double the

current would be taken, but the currentthrough each motor

would be the same as though they were operated in series.

Undoubtedly the suggestion of a ton mile is in the right

direction, but there seems to be no finality in discussing the

unit of motive power. Some companies prefer double bogie

trucks, others prefer the use of extra long wheel bases,

regardless of the curvature , wbile others properly advise

limiting the wheel base according to the radii ofthecurves.

Practical engineers seem to have been slow in finding out

that an abnormal long wheel base is aneconomical in the

consumption of current on the curves , and in the wearing

of the rails and flanges of the wheels.

Weare at a loss to anderstand why a trolley should be

more liable to leave the line at section insulators than at any

other part. A properly constructed section ineulator sbould

present exactly thesame form of surface to the trolley wheel

as to any other part of the line.

There remains much to say on the subject of guard wires.

Preferably the guard wiresshould be placed alongside the tele

phone wires . Two guard wires properly placed with cross

wires every 10 or 15 feet wouldcatch any telephone wires

before they bad fellen any great distance. The placing of

the guard wires above the trolley wire is objectionable in
appearance , more or less ineffective, and has the disad

vantage of being at some distance from the telephone and

telegraph wires, so that when a wire falls opon the guard

wire it bas acquired sufficient energy , arder the best circum

stances, to make it a source of danger.

The role given for bonding by Mr. Quin seems rather a

radical one, in that it is specified that there should be 21

inches of contact area in the head of the bond, regardless of

the current which it has to carry . Having in view that the

web of an ordinary rail is not more than inch thick, this

rule would be equivalent to faying that ander all conditions

the head of a bond should be something over 1} inches in

diameter. We doubt whether many engineers would be

willing to put such a regulation into force. A more satis

factory way of dealing with the problem would be to specify

the maximum current density, since this determines the

drop in the contact, and the liability of deterioration.

It is stated that 20 per cent. should be allowed for loosen

ing of the joints. Such a recommendation does not seem to

be consistent, since if the bonds loosen at all there seems to

come between the joint and the rail a film of oxide, so that

the contactis completely destroyed. Considering, however,

that the body of the bondis of much less conductivity than

the rail, the drop in the rail should be calculated , and

allowance should be made for the drop in the bonds them

selves.

The discussion on conduits is somewbat limited . From

the municipal point of view, where there is no “ 21 years '

purchase " clause to be considered, it seems possible that

conduits may find favour in England in the future,

especially in those cities where gas and water pipes will

not be generally interfered with . The advantages of the

double insulated conduit system are, that the trouble of
dealing with the Board of Trade as to volts drop in the

earth retorn disappears, and there is gained the great
advantage of an entirely insulated return circuit.

Whilethere is a great difference in figures as to the cost

of maintenance and depreciation of accumulators, and the

extra cost of running an accumulator system over that of

the overhead trolley system , there can be little doubt that

such extra cost exists in most cases to a practically prohibi

tive extent. The difficulties to be overcome in accumulators

are first, to lessen the cost of maintenance ; second , to lessen

the first cost; and third, to lessen the weight, since the ex

cessive weight of an accumulator car is objectionable, either

the track or the rolling stock considered .

Various methods of charge and discharge have their

advocates, according to the type and weight of battery, but

the ultimate commercial result seems to be about the same

in all cases . While figures more or less satisfactory have

been coming from the Continent, we have to bear in

mind the most prominent case in England, one in which
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various companies in turn came forward, believing that they

could show the required result; each in turn failed to make

a commercial demonstration , and advanced the opinion that

they could obtain the desired result had the conditions been

different, and while we have no particular faith in accumu

lator traction at the present stage of development of the

electrical accumulator ,we would be interested to see under

what conditions of electric traction each accumulator com

pany would consider that it might make a commercial suc

cessof electrical traction with its owo type of battery. In

the case of overhead lines it frequently takes some two or

three years to so perfect a system of operating that the

works' cost may be reliably made out and reduced to a

minimum . Thefigures, then,as to accumulator traction on

the most favourable basis would be misleading unless extend

ing over a period of years, since the cost of maintenance of

an accumulator is far more uncertain than any feature

connected with the trolley or conduit system of electric

traction .

The conclusion reached by Mr. Qain seems to be the only

one warrantable, and the only one that will be reached for

some time to come.
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You were kind enough to send me a copy of the Western

Electrician and of Electricity , both of America, containing

reports of a committee of the Chicago Electrical Association

for February, 1898, wherein it was stated

“ The time has arrived when the diagrammatic illustration

of electrical apparatus should be reduced to an art. A

uniform code should be established containing a diagram for

each piece of apparatus, each diagram beingat once simple

and, so far as possible, suggestive of the particular pieceof

apparatus which it is designed to represent."

* A decided improvement has been made in this direction

during the last few years, yet at the present time the system

is far from perfect. Its development has suffered through

a lackof unity among the various makers of these diagrams.”

“The electrical divisions in the Patent Office have done

more toward thedevelopment of this art than any other one

agency. Often in a drawing accompanying an application

for a patent, when a circle was asedto representa battery,

and another circle exactly like it to represent a dynamo, and

still another, differing in no respect, representing the ground,

the drawing was necessarily confusing,and was followed with

difficulty, if at all. In such cases it has not been infrequent

for the Patent Office to suggest to the inventor or his

attorney that he submit a new drawing, using a certain

adopted form or diagram to represent his battery and another

to represent his dynamo, and so on . In this way, and with

the well-directed efforts of a number of patent attorneys,

a great improvement has been made. These diagrams are

to further assist in this direction .”

Then follows some 55 diagrams of electrical apparatus

with an explanation thereof. I have looked over these dia

grams, and have read the remarks as published in the

American papers, and herewith offer some suggestions for

improvement in the proposed figures. I do sofrom having
taken a special interest in this matter for a number of years,

and from the fact that Iread a paperin May, 1885, before

the British Society of Telegraph Engineers on “ Electrical

Definitions, Nomenclature, and Notation," and when we had

thebenefit of M. Hospitalier's discussion thereon.

Since then I havefrequently advocated an International

uniform system of definitions, symbols, and electrical dia

grams, and have from year to year published in " Muoro and

Jamieson's Pocket Book," a few of the simpler figures.
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Incandescen
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ב
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Telegraph Key

For M. Hospitalier's views, see "Communication faite à la

Société Internationale des Electriciens, le Novembre, 1884, " and for

mypaper see Journal of Society of Telegraph Engineers, p . 297, 1885,

Vol. xv,
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Consequently I have much pleasure in complimenting the

energy and ability shown by the Chicago Electrical Associa

tion in going one step further than any other similar
Association has hitherto done. I have, therefore, taken the

liberty of cutting out a few of their figures and pasting

alongside thereof what appears to me to be improvements
thereon.

In the first place, their figures for series, shunt, and com

pound wound dynamos or motors, have the objections of

representing the field coils by zig -zag lines wbich have

hitherto been universallyadopted to represent non -inductive

resistances, whereas the field coils of such dynamos are any.

thing but non -inductive. Farther, in the case of the series

and compound wound dynamos or motors, their diagrams

are unnecessarily complicated by drawingthe leads from

each brush withtwo right angles, whereas in the diagrams

usually adoptedby electricians, and shown in my figures to

the left, the leads come straight away from the brashes.

Their figure for a motor generator is greatly simplified,

and conveys the full meaning desired to be imparted by that
which I have shown on the left.

With regard to the storage cell , I think all that is necessary

to distinguish it from a primary battery are the letters S and

B respectively, placed underneath the usually accepted sign

of long thin and short thick parallel lines.

Granted that there are cases where it might be necessary

to distinguish between the hand generators at subscriber's

stations and the power generators at a central office, I don't

see the slightest necessity of complicating the figure of a

constantly driven magneto by ineerting lines to represent the

belt when a mere arrow onthe armature spindle would be

sufficient, as shown by my figure to the left of theirs.

With regard to ammeters, voltmetere, wattmeters, and

polarity indicators, or galvanometers, I think you will agree

with me that those shown on the left are much simpler,

peater, and sufficiently distinguished from each other by the
letters A, V , W and G.

In the representations of an inductive resistance and a

solenoid , it will be noticed that the iron core is omitted in

my suggestion as shown on the left. Surely, the fact of a

wire being coiled in a spiral form is sufficient to convey the

idea of the presence of a certain amount of self -induction ?

With respect to the next diagram , we do not inthis country

speak or write of a connection to the “ ground , " but to the

Earth, and what could be more in harmony with the well

known and long -accepted telegraph symbol as shown on the

left ?

There can be no objection to a number of crosses, as shown,

to represent arc lamps in series, but for the indication of a

single lamp I should recommend the diagram on the left.

My next three diagrame, as representing an incandescent

lamp, a fuse, and a telegraph key, are also more in confor

mity with practice thanthe corresponding ones indicated by

the Chicago Congress.

Finally, we have again to find fault with their use of the

well-known symbol for non -inductive resistances in the

representation of a transformer.

Other objections might have been found, but these are

sufficient to show a diversity between American, British ,

and Continental practice , and hence the need for coming to

an early state of uniformity.

others, go far as comparison is possible . Such a systemso

involves, of course, anadherence of the engine builders wbo

should turn out no engines unlees suitably provided with

testing facilities.

The present writer was recently testing & plant by a firet

class firm which was provided with means for taking the

temperature of the boilers. The means of doing this had

not been placed there by the makers but by the owners, and

consisted of iron tubes screwed into the manhole cover and

filled with mercury. The tubes did not, however, extend

into the boiler as they should have done for at least 6 inches,

in order to secure that the mercury should be practically as

hot as the steam in the boiler. Between the steam gauge

and the thermometer reading there was a very serious dis

crepancy which completely vitiated the readings, and they

were discontinued . The fault was pointed out to the owners
at the time. If tests are to be standardised and a

given system or method should thus come to be a
kind of official recognition, it will belove testing engineers

to he exceedingly careful in even such small matters.

In the case in point the rendering of false figures

might bave satisfied the owner, in thathe could not have
known their inaccuracy.

Of course these remarks apply more particularly to the

testing of special inventions generally. A man who agrees

to pay for a report which he has been hoping will be a good

report on wbich to sell a patent, is disappointed when he gets

an unfavourable report, and sometimes will snatch at the

veriest straws of an excuse in order to avoid payment, and

it is by no means always easy to bring clearly out in a Court

of Law that a test has beenfairly conducted, company pro

moters seeming to think that engineers are made for the

purpose of reporting within linesto be laid down by the

promoters, and which cannot give fair results. Having so

far protested against standard methods, we may fairly con

sider Mr. Barrus's proposals.

As regards efficiency tests, the requirements are the

weight of steam consumed anil the power developed , and

these two elements are fundamental,whatever thetypeof

engine, and whatever the class of work performed . Tabular

results may thus come under the above two heads, the one

dealing with each data as apply to the working of steam in

the cylinder, and the other with the data pertaining to the

special daty of the engine. Thus the first section would con

tain all data of feed measurement, the steam consumed in

jackets and reheaters, the quality of the steam , the weight

of stoam used by auxiliaries, and all data as to pressures,

temperatures, andspeed, with further figures to be obtained

from the indicatorcards. It would also presentthe efficiency

as per the standard method .

in the second section the figures and data would be
recorded under one of five classes, according as the engine

came under the head of factory driving, pumping, locomo

tives (@) in shop, (b) on the road, electricity generation,
marine engines.

Under the first section & simple expression of efficiency

could be employed, based on the amount of heat used per
gross or net horse -power per unit of time. Sach a section

would present the results of a coal test if such were made,

in the shape of weight of coal burned and all the results

deduced therefrom . Under the head of pumping the duty

could be expressed in foot- pounds of duty per million heat
units. Freed from the friction of long mains, the pumping

engine is a simple machine to measure, or even then the nise

of pressure gauges will enable resistance to be measured.

Indeed, it may be recorded continuously. Locomotives

would be reported as per the consumption of coal per

dynamometer pull, a standard coal being employed.

Electric engines would be reported on the basis of quan

tity and intensity of current generated, the electrical A.P.

generated, and the generator efficiency, and, on railway

work, the current delivered to the motors ; this, to us, how

ever, seeming to be somewhat external to the steam engines,

as also does the item , in marine engine teste, of tonnage

moved a given distance per power unit, a matter depending

rather upon the build and fineness of the ship than on any

quality of its engines.

As to obtaining the results, one of the most important is

the work performed by the steam . Mr. Barrus rightly lays

stress on the importance of the indicator, and in a system

of standardising, he would have the calibration of springs,

STANDARD METHODS OF ENGINE

TESTING

More than ourselves, Americans have aimed at standardis

ing everything , and they have fairly well agreed on

standard method of testing boilers and also pumping plants,

but, eo far, without including power engines, excepting loco

motives. Mr. Geo. H. Barrue, a well-known expert, pleads

for a standard method of engine testing in a paper to the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. It is desirable

that something of this sort should be arranged with a view

to bringing experimenters into line and expressing results on

a system whereby one test can at once be compared with
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the operation of the instrument, the method of diagram

measurement, all determined and placed on a uniform basis.

Much depends on the placing of an indicator ; there are no

accepted methods of calibrating springs, and so on , to which

we might add that of equal importance are brake strap

details, the comparison of the brake and the indicator being

essential to a determination of engine mechanism efficiency.

Mr. Barras desires to set the ball rolling, and suggests a

committee of investigation to place the subject ona firm
basis .

REVIEWS .

Radiography and the X Rays, in Practice and Theory,

with Constructional and Manipulatory Details. By S. R.

BOTTONE. Whittaker & Co., London . Price 3s.

Mr. Bottone's little volume will be of great use to amateurs

and others commencing the practice of work with the

Röntgen raya. Mr. Bottone himself has evidently done a

good deal of work in this field, and has designed and con

structed a good deal of the apparatus. Those who are not
in a position to purchase induction coils and influence

machines from the makers will here find instructions sufficient

to enable them to make very decent instruments for them

selves. Mr. Bottone is evidently an enthusiastic believer in

the influence machine, and especially in the Wimsharst

machine, as a source of current for exciting the Röntgen

tube. In this respect we think his enthusiasm carries him

too far. Unless influence machines of a very large size are

used, the time of the exposure necessary to produce a good

photograph is inconveniently long. For screen work the
influence machine is superior, on account of the greater

uniformity of its discharge. Moreover, Mr. Bottone would

lead us to believe that the Wimshurst machine is superior to

the Holtz for X ray work ; but if he makes comparative

exposures with a Wimshurst and Holtz of equally good con

struction, he will , we reckon, soon convince himself of his

error .

When Mr. Bottone drops into theory we do not find him

quite so reliable a guide as in the manipulatory department

of bis subject. He tells us (p. 17) that the. andulations

inside the Crookes tube have the property of attracting light

bodies — a statement which would be distinctly misleading

to the beginner, seeing that it is now well known that

these effects are due to electric charges which acca
mulate on the walls of the tube. He also repeats an

assertiod, wbich though made some time ago by a great

authority, bas since been completely disproved, viz., that the

electric conductivity of bodiessuch as ebonite and paraffin is

increased by the action of the Röntgen rays. À serious

blunder, which no doubt is due to an oversight, is made at

p. 165 , where it is asserted that by introducing self -induc

tion coils into a circuit we shorten electric waves and quicken

the oscillation : the very opposite is the case.

CORRESPONDENCE .

Automobiles sur Rails. By G. DUMONT. Paris : Gautier

Villars et Fils.

This is a little book on tramway motors or automatic

vehicles . It is a brief description of the various kinds of

mechanical tramway motors . The importance of tramway

traction is apparent when it is known that in Paris the

annual journeys per inhabitant were 50 in 1856 and had

mounted to 155 in 1891. One of the earliest motors was

that constructed in 1838 or 1840 by Andraud and Tessié.

It was furnished with a compressed air engine and carried

eight persons. This worked successfully at Chaillot, but

never came to a practical success.

In 1848 & steam motor carrying 60 passengers ran at

Bristol. In 1859 the first steam trams were run in the

United States. After that progress became more marked .

At the present time there are seven types of tramway motor,

viz , steam , compressed air, gas engines, carbonic acid,

ammonia motors, cables and electricity.

The different systems are described , and a distinction is

drawn between systems self - contained and systems in which

power is transmitted from a centre . In the Rowan

system of steam car the four-wheeled truck which carries

the engine and boiler' is placed under one end of a

car of which the other end is carried by a single pair of

wheels, the combination taking curves easily .

The motor truck cap readily be detached from the rest of

the vehicle and replaced by a similar truck , a convenience

for repairs, &c. Various other steam systems are described,

including that of Lamm et Francq, which has no furnace,
but works from a store of highly heated water. The

Mekarski and other air systems are briefly noted, also the

Lübrig system of gas power, of which we seem to hear so

very little from its installation at Blackpool.

Carbonic acid motors are worked by carbonic acid com

pressed to 75 atmospheres. It is worked in cylinders of

Ö 10 in . diameter x 0:15 stroke (say 4 inches x 6 inches)

with Corliss valves, and reheating by a gas flame is effected

near the point of admission. The consumption of gas is

given as 4. kilos. per H.P. day of 24 hours, or 190 grms.

per H.P. hour. Liquified gas costs 0.37 fr. per kilo. The

cost is 0:07 fr. per H.P. hour.

Ammonia motors, first proposed in 1821 by Gurney, are

worked by compressed anhydrous ammonia, which liquifies at

about — 34 ° C., or at 27° C., if under ten or a dozen atmos

pheres. The exhaust ammonia is taken up by water which

absorbs 1,700 times its volume of ammonia,and the com

bination develops heat which is employed to heat the com

pressed ammonia. In 1896 , there was put in service, on

22nd Street, New York, motors of 50 H.P. with 75 at

mospheres pressure. The consumption of ammonia was 13.6

lbs. with single, and 27.2 lbs. with double gear, the expense

being 0.03 fr. per car kilometre plus 0.044 fr. for fuel at

the compressingstation .

In the electric ection various conduits are illustrated in a

diagrammatic manner. We observe that the illustration of

the Holroyd Smith conduit is placed upside down. Generally

the illustrations are too small. A bibliography is appended.

Largely historical, the book is by no means a full technical

hand -book of tramway motors, but is useful in gathering

between two covers a good deal of information as to what

has been effected in the way of mechanical traction by other

means than electricity as well as by the latter agent.

Visual Telegraphy ; or , Seeing by Wire.

With reference to the correspondence on the above ques.

tion, which has been prominently brought forward by the

recent announcement of Herr Szczepanik's (of Vienna) in

vention, may I be allowed to say just a few words.

As to Herr Szczepanik's invention, I, like many others,

doubt if it could be brought into successful application, as

the speed at which the revolving mirrors would have to work

would be impracticable, at least, without serious breakdowns ;

and besides, the apparatus as a whole looks very cumbersome

in spite of its novelty. As to the practicability of “Visual

Telegraphy ; or , Seeing by Wire," I have strong hopes of its

possibility of solution ,but the difficulties in connection with

it are chiefly mechanical. Selenium cells and revolving

mirrorswill have to be saperseded by something more sensi

tive and constant in action. I have some ideas how I think

it could be accomplished with, and which I drew up some

time ago, and which I expect to be able to put into practical

effect ere this time 12 months, and which, as I anticipate, if

successful, would bring distant views into drawing rooms,

offices, and palaces of varieties, &c. The receiver will be

able to seethe transmitter ; the ladies in the parlour would

be able to hear and see theacts and plays in thetheatre,&c.,

without moving out of their doors ; and subscribers will be

able to ring themselves up in connection with any place of

amusement. Notable scenes such as the late Mr. Gladstone's

funeral or the Queen's Jubilee procession, will be able to be

rung up into the large halls in the provincial towns for re

production on large screens. As to what the fundamental

principles of my ideas are, it would not be wise on my part

to disclose themat present, as some wise individual may try

to forestal me, but I am quite confident of success in the
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near future . There is one fact in connection with this sub

ject, and that is, we know very little as yet of the actions

and ways of light waves when conducted electrically. Some

say that visualtelegraphy is impossible, and somesay it may

be possible, but time and experiment alone will tell.

Tbanking you for your kind insertion of this letter,

Geo . Smith.

June 20th .

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND REFUSE

DESTRUOTION IN BERMONDSEY .

purposes, wherethe water is not required to be raised above boiling

temperature, exhaust steam is practically as useful as live steam ,

leaving only live steam to be used for the actual boiling in the

washingtroughs. Credit is taken for one-third of the clinkerpro

duced at 28.per ton. This price,Mr. Samner estimates it will be

worth for otherparish purposes. There isa credit for 2,180 tons of

combustible trade refuse which we have taken at 29. 6d. per ton , but

which is included in Mr. Sumber's figures at only 19. Bd. per ton .

Here,again, we feel sare, from our experience at Bhoreditch ,that at

least 2s.6d. per ton can be obtained forthe burning of trade refose on

the average.

Then comes the estimate of coal saved in the electric generating

station, wbich is calculated on the basis of the destructor running

only 6 days per week , coal being used on Sanday. We bave no hesi

tation in stating definitely that the 11,000 tons of refuse you have to

barn will produce all the power required for the plant you are pro

posing toput down in the first instance in your station ,as the pro

portional amountof powerproduced at Shoreditchper tonof relase

is greater than this, notwithstanding that probably their refuse has a

smallercalorific value than that at Bermondsey.

Finally , you must bear in mind that during a great portion of the

day the live steam produced by the dust destructor will not be

utilised, as the electric generating station will then be producing but

a small output, unless a day load is found in the shapeof a supply of

current for motive power purposes.

The financial statement shows you that under these estimates a net

saving of £ 786 158. 4d. per annum will probably be made on the

combination of a dust destructor with the electricgenerating station

and baths, which is so considerable an amount as to cover all con

tingencies and still leave a certainty of a considerable annual saving

being made, whilst, on the other band, you will ba sare that the

price of disposing of the refuse will remain a constant quantity

year by year.

ANOTHER SANGUIN . REPORT.

Mr. Cox , chairman of the Electric Lighting Committee, formally

recommended that, in the event of the Bill being passed confirming

the Vestry's provisional order, the report of Messrs. Kincaid, Waller

and Manville should be adopted, and a refuse destructor erected with

the electric lightingstation. After some discussion the recommenda

tion was unanimously agreed to .

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

THB Bermondsey Vestıy on Monday evening considered a very

lengthy report from Messrs. Kincaid , Waller & Manville , on the

advisability of erecting a refuse destructor in conjunction with the

projected electric light station. As the subject is of considerable

interest atthe moment, we make no apology for giving the following
abstract of the report in question :

REPORT OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

Referring to our report of Jone 26th , 1897, in which we pointed

out that having consideration of the factthat at the time this report

was made the cost of disposing of your house refuse was only about

19. 2d .perton ,whilst the cost ofburning it in a destructorwould be

more than lx. 10d. per ton , and that under those circumstances we

did not imagine that you would care to have your system of disposal

of the ash-bin refuse changed , we bave, in accordance with your

instructions given us through Mr. Ryall, your vestry clerk, recon

sidered the matter, after having consulted thereon with Mr. Sumner,

the surveyortothe Vestry.

From the information that gentleman bas been good enough to

give us, it now appears that the cost of disposing of the ash -bin

refuse is as much as is. 8d. per ton , and in your case, as in the case

of all other London vestries, this cost of disposal of your ash -bin

refuse by carting away or barging away , is likely to increase rather
than to diminish .

It also appears that if a site in the vicinity of the Vestry Hall

could be secured for the erection of a combined dust destructor and

electric generating station, the heat producedby the combustion of
the asb -bio refuse might be economically utilised forheating the

baths' water, & c., and working the machinery ased in the baths and

washhouses, with a consequent additional saving that would be

effected by the utilisation of this heat for the production of electrical
power also.

We have reconsidered the matter on these new bases, and beg to

append estimates, which, we trust, will pat the financial position pro

duced before youclearly.

The estimates submitted show ( 1) that the capital cost of addi.

tional works incidental to a six -cell destructor, to deal with 11,711

tons of refuse per annum , would amount to £ 10,000 ; (2) that

the annual maintenance would be 28. 4d. per ton of refuse,

or a total of £ 1,359 ; and (3) thesaving andrevenue to £1,170 per

Åpnum, leaviog a deficiency of £ 189. Against this would be set the

present cost of £ 975 incurred in disposing of 11,711 tons of house

andtrade refuse at 18. 8d. per ton , leavingan estimated det saving

of £ 786 per annum :

After detailing the manner in which the above figures have been

arrived at, the report proceeds :

In the estimate ofannual maintenance, we bave taken the labour

and superintendence on the basis of the destructor only being ran six

days in the weekin place of seven , enabling you to work two shifts

a day only. We have taken the cost of the removal of the clinker at

18. 10d. per ton of clinker removed. (In this figure we do not quite

agree with Mr. Sumner, who has estimated thecost of this, including

both carting and tipping,at 28. 8d . per ton ). From our actual expe

rience at Shoreditch, howevor, where the cost of removingclinker

mustbe at least as great asin any other part of London, and where

only 18. 10d. perton is paid for this service, we have no hesitation in

expressing anopinion that you will be able to dispose of such of your

clipker as you requireto have removed for no greater charge than

this. The amount of clioker is arrived at on the assumption that

only 25per cent. of the refuse burnt will be produced as clinker. At

Shoreditch the percentage of clinker is about 30 per cent., but there

can be little doubt that the refuse at Bermondsey is richer in com

bustible material than at Shoreditch, and we have therefore taken

:5 per cent. as the residue. Of this25 per cent., it is estimated by
Mr. Samner tbat one- third can be utilised for the purposes of the

parish.

We, therefore, believe that this inclusive estimate of maintenance

tur the burning of refuse, amounting to about 28. 4d . per ton , is one

that can be worked to in practice.

The saving and revende per annum takes the credit for the steam

which maybe utilised for the baths heating purposes, and also

Bopplyingpower there, which at present consumes coal to the value

of £ 431 19s. per annum . We have allowed in this estimate ,asa

debit to this item , the interest and sinking fund on £ 1,000 , which

sum it might be wise to spend in providing apparatus to enable the

baths tobe heated by the utilisation of the exbaust steam from the

electric light engines, in place of using live steam from the boilers

for this purpose ; for you must bear in mind, that for all heating

At the weekly meeting on Tuesday, the Council approved aloan of

£ 2,950 to the Vestry of Islington for the purpose of acquiring the

tee simple andsubsidiaryinterest in six housesin order to enlarge the

electriclight station in Eden Grove.

FORTHCOMING BOILER CONTRACT.

It was resolved, on the recommendation of the Main Drainage

Committee, to invite tenders for the supply of four high -pressure

Lancashire boilers to work at 150 lbs . pressure for the Western

pumping station .

LIGHTING OF THEATRES.

The Theatres Committee reported that the requirements of the

Council in regard to electric lightingarrangementshave been carried

out at the following places : - Adelphi Theatre, Strand ; London

Music Hall, 95 to 99, Shoreditch High Street ; Royal Cambridge

Music Hall, 136 , Commercial Street, Whitechapel ; Salle Erard,

18, Great Marlborough Street ; and Standard Theatre, Shoreditch

High Strees.

NEW CENTRAL STATION .

The Building Act Committee announced that they had conditionally

approved the plans submitted with the application of Messrs.

Kincaid, Wallerand Manville on behalf of the South London Electric

Supply Corporation , for the construction of a generating station and

works on a site adjoining Bengeworth Road, Loughborough Junction ,

and authorised the erection of the generating station and works as

shown upon the plans.

ELECTRIO LIGHTING PROVISIONAL ORDERS.

The Highways Committee, reporting upon the provisional orders

considered during the 1898 session, said :-Of the 11 provisional

orders applied for this session, the Boardof Trade has granted only

tour,pamely, those applied for by the Vestries of Bermondsey and

St. Marylebone in respect of their respective parishes, and anorder

each to the Chariog Cross and Straad Electricity Supply Corpora .

tion and the County of London and Brush Provincial Electric Light

ingCompany inrespect of portions of the Holborn and St. Giles

districts. The Board has adopt d many of the amendments sage

gested on beball of the Council; but as we have reported to the

Council, has declined to insert the suggested clause for the protection

of the Council's tramways. The limit of price in the companies'

orders has been reduced to 7d. per unit, bat in that of the Vestries

the price is as in previous orders, 8d. ; in the companies' orders the

provisionas to contiauous current has been omitted, but ithas been

inserted in the Vestry orders, from which , moreover, the clause

enabling the undertaking to be transferred to a company has been

struck out. Two or three of the suggested amendments, which have

not been adopted by the Board, we consider of some importance ;

and we are endeavouring to induce the Board to insert them, but the

Council has obtained substantially the principal amendments for

which it asked .

loafurther report the Committee stated that the Board of Tade

has intimated thatwith regard to the power of purchase by local
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authorities, it has not beenthe practice ofthe Board to vary the

term of the years prescribed by Section 2 of the Electric Lighting

Act, 1888, except in special cases , at the request of the local autho

rities and with the concurrence of the promoters, and that, as in the

case of these orders, no request has been made by the local autho

rities concerned for a variation of the term , the Board is unable to

concar with the suggestion that the term should be seven years ; and

that the Board proposes to take the necessary steps to securethe

insertion in theNo. 2 Order of the other amendments suggested by

the Council.

ELECTRIC SUPPLY IN BULK .

Reporting on the recent conference with London local authorities

on the telephone service and generating stations for the supply of

electrical energy in varinas districts, the Highways Committee
referred as follows to the latter question :

"The object of the Central Electric Supply Company's Bill, de

porited this session, is to enable the company to supply electrical

energy in bulk to local authorities and companies authorised to

pupply in the areas defined in their respective orders under the

Electric Lighting Acts, and for this purpose to acquire lands com

pulsorily and toerectand maintain generating stations thereon .

Power is also sought to break up streets for the purpose of laying

what may be termed trunk mains from the generating stations to the

point at which the energy is to be distributed bythe receiving local

authority or company. Thus the streets under the jurisdiction of

one or more local authorities may bave to be disturbed in order to

afford the supply in bulk to a local authority or company at some

distance from the source of supply. This is shown clearly by clause

8 of the Bill which proposes that the company shall have power to

break up streets and to lay electric lines and place boxes and appa

ratus for all purposes of electrical supply , and do all other acte

wbich they (the company) may deem necessary for supplying

electrical energy to any company, body, or person, authorised to

generate or supply, or generating or supplying, soch energy for

any public or private purpose within the County of London, and

may supply soch energy accordingly .'”

“The Chelsea Electricity Sapply Company's Bill is to empowerthe

companyto take lands in the parish for the erection of generating
stations, foruse in connection with the supply of electrical energy in

the area under thecompany's order ; and the Metropolitan Electric

Sapply Company's Bill hastwo main objects, viz- (a) to authorise
the company to hold certain lande, recently acquired bythe company,

at Acton and Willesden for the erection of generating stations to

supply districts included in the area of supply under the orders
granted to the company ; and (b) to authorise the company to lay

down cables and other necessary apparatus from thegenerating

station to the company's stationat Amberley Road, in the parish of

Paddington . The Bill provides, however ( clause 9) , that the consent

of any localauthority, through whose district it may benecessary to

lay mains, shall be obtained before the mains are laid . The effect of

the clause, as drawn, would appear to be to repeal the provisions of

the company's orders which forbid supply beyond the areas defined
therein .

" The proposals in these several Bills form anew departure; the

policy bitherto pursued having been, in view of the ultimate parchase

by the local authority of each undertaking authorised by an order

granted to a company,to provide that thewhole ofthe undertaking,
including the generating station, should be within the area of

supply ."

The Committee then proceeded to refer to the appointment of the
Parliamentary Committee and to its conclusions, and mentioned that

they proposed to report to the Council again on the subject, in the

meantime giving the text of the resolutions passed at the Conference
of local authorities held last week .

The General Power Distributing Company's Bill.

ASelect Committee ofthe House of Lords,presidedoverby theEarl

of Northbrook, on Tuesday enteredupon the consideration of the

scheme of theGeneral Power DistribatingCompany Bill, the object

of which is to enable the company to supplyelectricity for lightiog,

traction , and other purposes to a district embracing an area of 2,000

square miles, including the towns of Sheffield , Rotherham , Lincoln ,

Gainsborough, Newark, Nottingham , Ilkeston, and Worksop: The

central generating station is to be at Worksop, in themidst of a

colliery district, and the promoters state that bythe use of coal slack

for generatingpurposes, which they will be able to procure at 29. per

ton,they will be able to produce electrical energy at an extremely

cheap rate. Io viow of the large average demandwhich they hope to

develop in the area of supply, they expect to be able to sell

Alectricity at id . or 11d . per unit, whereas the present charge in

Notts, wheretheelectric lighting undertaking is in the hands of the

Corporation, is 4d. , having been reduced from 6 1. to 4d. since the Bill

wasintroduced. The measure is opposed by alarge numberof local

authorities, including the Town Councils of Sheffi- ld and Nottingham ,

but it is supported by a numerous body of traders in the district.

Over 70 peti:ionsbave been presented in its lavour. The case was

opened, says the Times, by Mr. Pember, Q.C., for the promoters , and

among thewi'nesses called in support of the Bill were Mr. Bain

bridge, M P. , Mr. Lupton, C E. , and a representative of the Notting
hamChamber of Commerce .

The Committee on Wednesdayheard further evidence in support

of the proposal. The Duke of Newcastle said that if the scheme

were carried out he would employ electricity for the lighting of

Clumber and for other purposes. The Duke admitted that the Core

poration of Nottingham had lately put down mains to supply his

estate in the city ofNottingham withelectricity under an agreement,

but he would prefer to have two strings to his bow , so that his

tenants might bave the advantage of a cheap supply. Mr. Thomas

Bayley, M.P., also gave evidence in support of the scheme,which

would benefit the mining and agricultural interests in the Chester
field Division of Derbyshire.

Changes of Address.- The Wheeler Condenser and Engi.

neering Company have found it necessary to extend their office

accommodation, and have taken new premises at 171 , Queen Victoria

Street, E.C.

The Blake & Knowles Steam Pump Works, Limited, have found it

necessary to remove from 117, Queen Victoria Street, to larger pre

mises at 179, Queen Victoria Street.

Conduit Wiring . - The Simplex Steel Conduit Com

pany, Limited, of Birmingham , who, as stated in our issue for May

27th, have published lists describing their “ ideal" method of wiring

for lighting and other electrical work, have sent us some samples of

tubing, T junction bends, and elbows used in their system , which,

opon examination ,appear to be well made of light enamelled steel

tubing. It is claimed that the simplex conduit affords complete

mechanical protection, and preserves the insulating property of the

dielectric in a highly efficient state, enabling the circuits to be drawn

in and out of the conduits with ease and freedom , and without possi

bility of abrasion. Toe process of enamelling renders the tubes and

fittings very dnrable, impervious to rust and consequent depreciation,

and is claimed to give them a perfectly smooth exterior and interior

insulating coating . The accessories have been designed to meet the

requirements of concealed and surface work . It is claimed that a

wireman of average intelligence would find no difficulty in erection ,

as no screwed couplings areused, and consequently ,no special tools are

required. Mr. L. M. Waterhouse, A.I.E.E., is the company's engineer

and manager.

Dividend . - Messrs. Schuckert & Co. , of Nurembourg,

is declaring a dividend of 14 per cent. for the past financial year.

Electric Cabs. — We understand that a contract has been

given to the Gloucester Railway Carriage and Waggon Company,

Limited, by the London Electrical Cab Company, Limited, of Lam

beth, for the building of a number of their cabs .

Electric Lighting in Chili.- Die Electricitäte Gessell

schaft Santiago -Chili isthe title of a companywhich has just been

formed in Berlin, with a capital of £ 1,200,000. The Allgemeine
Electricitats Gesellschaft and Messrs. Ludwig Löwe & Co. are

interested in the new undertaking.

Electrical Progress in Milan .-- Our Consul, in his

annual report, remarks that although electric traction has not yet

been applied to all the tramway lines in Milan, the first year's work

ing under the new arrangement has resulted in a net profit for the

municipality of £ 38,000 , 28 compared with about £ 14,000 under the

old system ,and it seemsprobable that thecurrent year will give even

more satisfactory results . In the course of the next few months the

Edison Company, which works the electric tramways on account of

the municipality , will bring into Milana force of nearly 10,000 H.P. ,

obtained from the River Adda, at Paderno. Sis turbines, each of

2,160 H.P., with a seventh as a reserve in case of accidents, will be

employed fordeveloping the water-power, and conveying it to the

dynamos, which will be seven in number, and the electric current

will be carried from Paderno to Milan, a distance of 20 miles across

country, by means of overhead wires. These turbines are said to be

the most powerful hitherto in use in Europe, and are being con

structed by the local firm of Riva, Monneret & Co. It is estimated

that the loss of power in transit will not exceed 9 per cent. Of the

nearly 13,000 H.P. to be thus developed, 2,000 are already disposed

of in thetown of Modze. The remainder will be brought to Milan,

and any surplus that may remain after providing for the public and

private lighting of the city, and the working of the tramwaye, will

-

-

BUSINESS NOTICES, &c.

-

Announcement.-- Megers. A. & W. Hopkins state that

they have taken Mr. Montague H. Galswortby in as partner in

their fittinge manufactory carried on at 7, Hill's place, Oxford
Circus, W., andthat the business will in future be carried on under

the name of “ The London Electrical Fittings Co.," and under

the same management as atpresent. The accessories supply business
will be carried on as heretofore, under the name of A. &W. Hopkins,

at 30, Parliament Street, Westminster, 8.W.

Annual Outing . - The Aberdeen Electricity Works' staff

went for their annual outing to Benachie.

Arc_lighting. - Mr. G. Braulik , of Upper Thames

Btreet, E.C., informs us that Messrs. Korting & Mathiesen now wanu.

lucture a continuous current arc lamp which burns three in series on
110 volts with resistance.

The Ariel Arc Lamp Syndicate , Limited . In the

Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice on Wednesday, Jone

22ad , Mr. Justice Byrne made a compulsory order winding up this

company , on the petition of Mr. J. Jones and others.

Books Received.- " A Text- Book of Zcology," by H. G.

Wells and A. M. Davies. Pablished by W. B. Clive, University

Correspondence College Press, London . 68. 6d.

" Electrical Testing for Telegraph Engineers.” By J. Elton Young,
M.I.E.E. Electrician Printing aid Publishing Company, Limited,

London. 106. 64.
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be let for industrial purposes. In 1897 the Edison Company in.

creased its capital from £ 360,000 to £ 540,000. It has just declared

a dividend for last year of 6 per cent. The use of electricity, both

for lighting and motive power purposes, is constantly extending, and
there is consequently an ever- increasing demand for all kinds of elec

trical appliances. Some of these are now made in Italy, but by far

the greater part come from Switzerland and Germany, two countries

wbich appear tohave made this industry, which has undoubtedly a

splendid future before it, quite a speciality of their own, and they

must find it a very profitable ope . British engineering firms, it is

stated , do not seem to be making any effort to secure a share of this

business in Italy .

Exhibition . - At the Royal Agricultural show, which

rloses to-day at Birmingham , Messrs. John Fowler & Co. (Leeds),

Limited , have been exhibiting & variety of agricultural traction

enginee,road locomotives, and other lightrailway plant, &c.

Messrs. Ruston, Proctor & Co. , Limited, of Lincoln, are also exbi

biting at Birmingham a number of prize steam engines and machines,

including the Ruston oil engine.

Fire.- A fire of a very destructive character broke ont at

& quarter pastone o'clock on Thursday morning last week, causing the
destruction of 19 and 21, Heddon Street, Regent Street, W., tbe

premises of Messrs. Davies, Kent & Stewart, manufacturers of elec

tric light supplies, flexible wire, & c . From the first the fire spread

rapidly, and Commander Wells, R.N. , assisted by Supt. T. Smith,

ordereda large force to the scene, and set19 steamers to work. The

firemen bad to complainof short supply of water in the early minutes

of the fire. A buge telephone derrick on the top of the burning

building suddenly collapsed , and the mass of metal,weighing some

40 tons,crashed into the centre of the roadway, but, marvellously

enough, no firemenwere injured. As announced in another part of

this issue, Mesors. Davies, Kent & Stewart have secured premises at

17, Berners Street, W., where all communications should be

addressed.

Harvie & Co., Limited , v. Gavin.-In the Glasgow

Court of Session on 17th inst., this appeal was heard andjudgment

given . It was an action raised in the Sheriff Court at Glasgow by

Wm. Aloysius Gavin, proprietor of the Register of Leading Marine

Manufacturers, 57, Gracechurch Street, London, against Wm. Harvie

and Co., Limited , electric light engineers, and patent ship lamp

manufacturers, 222, Broom ielaw ,Glasgow . The pursuer sued for £ 65

as fees due, at the rate of 12s. 6d. per week for 104 weeks, for the

insertion of the defender's name in the Register. The defenders said

that their name was not inserted in the Register upon their order ;

that a representative of the parduers called apon them , and they

agreed to the insertion being made provided no other firm appeared

under the head of " Ship Lampp," and that the insertion of theword

" Scottisb ," it inserted in the order before the word " firm , " was

in ferted in breach of the agreement. The pursuers, in reply, said

1bat the addition to the condition was made by arrangement with

Mr. Harvie, and was read over by Mr. Harvie's manager before be

signed it. Sheriff Substitute Guthrie gave decree for £61 , to which

the sum sued for bad been restricted, and foundthe punuers entitled
to expenses. Their Lordships of the Second Division affirmed the

decision of the Sheriff Substitute, with additional expenges.

List . - The Phaeton Electrical Company, Limited , of

Watling Street, E.C , have issued Section No. 1 list, in which they

illustrate and give prices of ordinary incandescent lamps, 16 different

types of anual capsbeing shown. A variety of special lamps, such as

etched, silvered, coloured, tubular, battery, miniature, Phaeton sun

ray and surgical lamps, also improved Phaeton lamps without

plaster of Paris, are allincluded inthe list.

Manicipal Electrical Association . - On Friday, the 10th

inst ., & party of the membersof the above Association visited the

wojks of the locandescent Electric Lamp Company, Limited, and

were shown the whole of the operations in the manufacture of the

“ Roserteon " lamp.

The National Company for the Distribution of

Electricity by Secondary Generators . — On Wednesday last

week, before Mr. Justice Wright, sitting in the Companies' Winding

Up Court, Mr. Rowden mentioned this matter, which is a creditor's

petition for winding up the company. The case had been twice

before adjourned onthe ground that the matters in dispute between

the creditor and the company were the subject of litigation before

Mr. Justice Sterling. The Chancery action bad been set down for

Trial, and it was hoped would shortly be disposed of, and counsel now

applied that the petition should be again adjourned and not dealt

with until after the proceedings in the Chancery Division. Mr. Gore

Brown opposed the application, and asked that the petition should

be dismi-sed. His Lordship declined to grant any further adjourn .
ment, and dismissed the petition .

New Premises. - Mr. R. Needham is about to open

premises in Stanley Street, Southport, as an electrical and general

engineer.

Overhead Wires . - Mr. G. Stegman, an electrician, of

45, St. Sobn's Hill, has been summoned at the South -West London

Police Court at the instance of the Battersea Vestry for placing over

head wires across St. John's Hill, without providing sufficient sup

ports, and without giving notice to the Vestry. Mr. Young, solicitor

to the Vestry, stated that, according to the bye-laws, the wire should

be supported at every 100 yards. Eventually it was decided to

adjourn the case, it being stated that the defendant had agreed to

submit plans to the Vestry.

Reynolds & Branson , Limited . - Messrs. Reynolds and

Branson, of Leeds, manufacturers of electrical apparatus,haveformed

themselves into a private limited liability company under the above
style. The present partners take the whole of the shares, and retain

the direction of thebusiness as formerly.

Ship Lighting - A complete installation of the electric

light has been madeon the steamer Ula , the latest addition to the

fine fleet of the British India Steam Navigation Company's line. The

masthead and side lights are also electric , and in connection with

these, the builders of the ship , Meggys. William Denny & Bros., ot

Dumbarton, have fitted a new devicecalled the “ Voltometre, ” wbich

is for the purpose of seeing if the lights are burning properly. In

the cbart room is a case with three small openings init . Each open

ing is provided with differently coloured glasses , the centre being

frosted, whilst those to the right and left have green and red

glasses respectively, these corresponding to the masthead and star

board and port side lights in colour. When these lights are burning

the openings in the case in the chart room are illuminated by incan

descent electric lights. If by any means either or all of the lights

become extinguished this is at once perceptible in the cbart room ,the

voltometre corresponding with the lights on the past and sides of

the vessel. An alarm bell also ringe, and continues to ring until the

lights are set right again . Under ordinary conditions it is very

difficult to see whether thelights are burning properly , and thenew

invention, which has been, oris about to be patented,will probably be

a very valuable one. This is the first ship on which it has been used .

The inventors are Messrs. W. Denny & Bros.

The Swiss Electrical Trust. - The Financial News

Geneva correspondent says that the great Swiss Electrical Trust,

projected for some time past, bas now been called into lite with a

capital of £ 1,000,000, £ 600,000 of which has been taken over by tbe

Banque de Paris et des Pays Bas, and the remainder by the Union

Financière. It is probable that not only Switzerland, but France,
will be included in the field of its operations.

Webster V. the Cox Thermo-Electric Company,
Limited.-- In this case , which came before Mr. Justice Romer on

Saturday (June 18th ) on a motion for judgment in default of defence

in a debenture-holder's action, bis Lordship made the usual order in

a debenture - holder's action , and directed the usual inquiries. Counsel

stated that the company was incorporated in April, 1896, that the

debentures were a seriesof £ 500 charged onthe undertaking of the

company, that no interest had been paid, and that the charge became

enforcible on failure to pay interest for one month .

Workmen's Compensation. In connection with the

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897, which comes into torce on July

1st, and also inregard tothe Employers ' Liability Act of 1880,

Messrs. Wallach Bros., of 57, Gracechurch Street, E.C , send as lists

of various safety appliances and fittings which have been introduced

by them from time to time for the prevention of accidents in

factories, & c. The lists describe the " Evertrusty " patent geogę

glass protector, described in these columns sometime ago, improved

automatic belt- liſting apparatus, and the " Evertrusty " nose,throat,

and lung protector and respirator, the last mentioned being of parti

cular importancein all factories where workers are likely tocome in

contact with lead , noxious gases, & c . This article, we understand,

bas been tested for some time with satisfactory results.

ELEOTRIC LIGHTING NOTES .

Accrington . - The Corporation , who already possess elec

tric lighting powers for the borough , recently granted thetrustees

of the NewJerusalem Church permission to obtain electricity from

the local Co-operative Society until such timeas the Corporation are

in a position to supply it themselves. The installation , which was

put in byMr. Simpson, electrical engineer, of Hapton, was used for

the firsttime on Sunday last.

Alloa . - The Burgh Commissioners have resolved to do

nothing meantime regarding the proposal to light the streets by

electricity, Baillie Arrol intends moving that the Commissioners

apply for a provisional order to protect themselves.

Bedford . - Last week a Local Government Board inquiry

was held re the Council'sproposedloan for £5,400 for electric lighting

extensions. The Town Clerk explained the need for the extensions,

and the general details were described by the electrical engineer, Mr.

Hope-Johnstone. It seems that up to the present time £ 49,000 has

been borrowed for electric lighting purposes. Sanction had been

given to borrow £ 58,650, and , therefore, the Corporation had still

power to borrow a further sum of £6,950. The present loan was for

the extension of the engine room , with the necessary foundation,

transformers, extra testing instruments, mains for pablic lighting,

standards for lighting the market places,&c. This was necessary on
account of increaseddemand, and for the public lighting of the St.

Cuthbert's Glebe Estate . The totalnumber of lamps at present was

14,250 8.C.P., exclusive of public lighting, and this scheme included

65 additional lamps for theSt. Cuthbert's Estate .

Blackpool. - From a “ Blue Book " just issued by the

borough treasurer of Blackpool, it appears that the income from the

electric lighting undertaking during the last financial year was

£14,229, made up as follows:-Pablic lighting, £ 3,457 ; current for

tramway traction, £ 1,286 ; private lighting, £ 9,010; rental of meters,
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& c., £ 279 ; rents and sundry receipts, £ 197. During the same period

the expenditure was £ 8,080, namely : -Generating corrent, £5,521 ;

distribution, £468 ; public lighting, £928 ; rente, rates, and texes,

£ 255 ; salaries, management, expenses, & c., £ 908. The gross profit

was £6,149, which, less loan charges £ 4,734, lett a net profit of

£1,415, against an estimated profit of £ 1,300. The balance was

carried to tbe credit of the general district rate account. In 1896-7

there was a net profit of £ 828, and in the year before £281 , whilst

the two first years' workingwas at a loss. The unitsgenerated last

year were 903,558, against 575,904 in the preceding 12 months, this

being an increase of nearly 57 per cent. There are now about 50

miles of electric lighting mains, and the capital outlay last year

amounted to £16,085 .

Bournemouth . — The Town Clerk is to write to the

Board of Trade on the subject of the proposed appointment of an

electric inspector. The Council has decided to reconstruct the

electric call-bell system at the three fire stations, and £225 is to be

borrowed for the purpose.

Distillery Lighting . The Mortlach Distillery,Dufftown,
is to be lighted by electricity , water -power available in the neigh
bourhood being utilised. 150 lamps will be fitted up. Messrs. P. C.

Middleton & Co. , of Aberdeen , will carry out the works.

Cheltenham . - H.M . Inspectors of the Education De

partment haviog recommended that the class rooms and dormitories

occupied by the students of the Cheltenham Training Colleges be

lighted by electricity, the governing body of the Training Colleges

has decided on wiring up the college for masters situated in Swinton

Road, Cheltenham , during the summer holidays. The local borough

electrical engineer (Mr. H. Kilgour) has drawn up specifications, and

will supervise the work .

Chester. - The Council has authorised the Lighting

Committee to have arc mains and distributing mains laid for the

supply of public and private electric lightingin George Street, St.

Anne Street, and adjoining streets at an estimated cost, including

street lamps, &c. , of £ 1,260.

Crossgates . - A recent meeting of the Hill of Beath

inhabitants resolved in favour of publicelectric lighting.

Dublin.- A special meeting of the Corporation was held

last Friday to consider the report of the committee of the whole

house in reference to the tenders for the supply, laying down, and

maintenance of electric mains and apparatus, in connection with the

loan of £ 20,000. The report of the committee of the whole bouge

stated that the tenders received by the Electric Lighting Committee

in response to the advertisements issued were submitted to Prof.

Kennedy, whose views on them were set forth in an exhaustive report,

and carefully considered. Certain tenders were recommended for

acceptance - Damely, those which had been approved of by Prof.
Kennedy - and the committee of the whole house adopted the recom

mendation of the Lighting Committee, and decided to act on it

without delay . Theysubmitted the following recommendations for

the approval of the Council:-That the tender of the Callender Cable

and Construction Company, for the supply and laying down of con

centric cables, be accepted for the sum of £ 12,505 13s 2d . , the com

pany binding themselves to maintain the whole of the concentric

mains, together with the boxes and accessories as supplied and laid

by them for a period of 12 months free of cost to the Corporation .

That the offer of the same firm to maintain the cables for a further

period of 10 years, on consideration of an annual payment to them by
the Corporation at the rate of 103. per £ 100, ori per cent. on the

invoiced value of the work, be also accepted. That either of the

following tenders for transformers be accepted, viz. : -Tender of

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, amount £ 2,996, with the addition of

£ 100, approximately, for cartage and fitting up ; tender of the British
Thomson -Houston Company, amount £3,340 118. 3d. , subject to the

receipt in the meantime from that firm of a satisfactory telegram as

to the delivery of the transformers within a specified time. Alder

man Meade said the matter had been very carefully considered

by the Electric Lighting Committee, who were thoroughly

conversant with the urgent necessity there is for having the con

tract accepted, and the work placed in band at once .

absolutely necessary that new cables should be put in , and
that the contractors should be urged to go on with the work with all

speed, so that the contract would becompleted for the coming winter

lighting. A committee of the whole house had considered the

acceptance of tenders,and they determined that the citizens of Dublin

should get the best cables that could possibly be got, and that they

should cost the lowest possible price. They applied for tenders, and

the result of their deliberations, with the assistance of the borough

surveyorand Prof. Kennedy, was a recommendation that the tender

of the Caller der Cable and Construction Company, at the sum of

£ 12,505 134. 2d . , should be accepted . He believed that the cables of

this company were the best possible value that could be obtained for
the citizens of Dublin . Furthermore, he was informed that these

were the cables which the Board of Trade would require to be used

in Dablin, because the engineer of the Board of Trade in London
bad called on Prof. Kennedy, and told him that these concentric

cables of the Callender Company should be used , and he even went

so far as to say that this would be one of the conditions which the

Local Government Board here would put on the Corporation before

they allowed them any loans. He moved : - " That the tender of the

Callender Cable and Construction Company, for the supply and

laying down of concentric cables, be accepted for the sum of£ 12,505

13s. 2d ., the company binding themselves to maintain the whole of

the concentric mains, together with the boxes and accessories as sup

plied and laid by them for a periodof 12 !months free of cost to the

Corporation. That the offer of the same firm to maintain the cables

for a further period of 10 years, on consideration of an annual pay.

ment to them by the Corporation at the rate of 103. per £ 100, or

per cent. on the invoiced value of the work , be also accepted; and

that thelaw agent be instructed to prepare the necessary contract.”

The Callender Company, Alderman Meade continued, had under

taken to complete the work within 18 weeks, while none of the other

companies who tendered would engage to complete it witbin 26

weeks. The question of time in this matter would mean a great deal

to the Corporation and the citizens. — Alderman Sir Robert Sexton ,

in seconding the motion, referred to the paving of time as a most

important matter. Although there was a lower tender than that of

the Callender Company, the Faving of time would considerably make

up for the difference of cost.-- The resolution wag unanimously

adopted.- Alderman Meade them moved that the tender of Messrs.

Johnson & Phillips for transformers, amounting to £2.996, wi : h the

addition of £ 100 approximately for cartage and fitting up, be

accepted. The firm guaranteed delivery within a specified time.

The resolution was carried .

Dundee.- At last week's Town Council merting

Treasurer Ritchie submitted the annual report of the gas and elec

tricity departments. In regard to the electricity accounts, the

estimated revenue was £ 6,000 ; the actual, £5,269 133. 8d. ; leaving a

surplus of £269 139. 81. The estimated expenditure was £ 5.284

6. 7d ., the actual being £ 4,941 9s. 5d ., showing a gain of £342
173. 2d . Adding these two items, the balance of income over

expenditure is £ 612 101, 10d. Added to a surplus of £715 odd, this

made a balance of £1,328 to carry forward . The estimates of the

same department for next year, including the large balance of £1,328

43. 3d mentioned, less a charge of £381 6s. 78., the remaining balance

due to the gas department , amounts to £ 7,553 178. 89., and the

expenditure £7,039 6s. 7d., showing an estimated surplus of £ 514

119. 1d. In the year's expenditure provision bas been made for a

contribution of £ 1,000 towards the formation of a contingent fund.

The Committee advised the reduction of charges for current from

4fd. to 4d. per unit for lighting, and 24d. per unit for motor pur.

poses. The accounts were criticised by Mr. Brownlee, who thought

£ 1,000 was far too large to devote to a contingent fund, and they

were then adopted .

Ealing .-- In further reference to the alleged trouble

among the electricity works' staff, the Electric Lighting Committee

issued a report on its investigations into the affair last week . The

report, which recommended that Mr. Recano's resignation be

accepted, that Mr. Bush be asked to resign , and that Mr. Saunders
should be re -instated , was adopted.

Epsom . - The Urban Council are now issuinga tender

for lighting 207 public lights in their district. The advertisement is

a formality, as the gas company alone tender; but in the near future

the light is expected to be altered, as the Council have purcbased a

site for erecting public offices, electric lighting station, & c , and have ,

it is understood , consulted an electrical engineer on the matter.

Glasgow . - Last week at the Corporation meeting, Mr.

Maclay, in moving the approval of the minutes of the Electricity

Committee, stated that the Committee had now placed the contract

for the excavation and concrete work for the electric station at Port

Dandas, as well as the contract for the mason work at Pollokshaws.

They were resolved to push on the erection of these works without

delay.

Last week the Watching and Lighting Committee recommended

the Corporationto have 218gas lamp pillarg removed from streets

which are now lighted electrically.

Glossop . - Last week a special meeting of the Council

was held to consider an electric lighting scheme for the borough.

Captain Partington, J.P. , chairman of the sub - committee, broughtup

a report which stated that the scheme submitted comprised an

electric station and works on a site adjacent to the Glossop iron

toundry, from which centre electric light would be supplied to the

whole borough. Thecost of working, maintenance, rent of site, and

the redemption and interest of the capital would amountto atout

£ 1,975 per annum , and the income would be about £2,000 , which

would give a clear margin of £25 profit. The capital estimated to

be expended is about £ 15,000. Capt. Partington thoughtthey were

not justified in spending the money until they were sure they would

have enough consumers. It was resolved to adjourn the matter until

29th inst., and in the meantime, a canvass is being made of the

district .

Godalming.- The Local Government Board has refused

its sanction to the loan of £15,000 asked for by the Town Council for

electric lighting purposes. As there was much opposition to the

scheme, it is stated that the Board thought it was doubtful whether

it could prove remunerative, or even self- supporting, particularly in

view of the smallness of the compulsory area . The Council has yet

to consider the letter, butthe Mayor has expressed an opinion that a

poll of the residents will be taken.

Hastings . - After going fully into the matter of the

appointment of an electrical expert to report upon the Hastings

Electric Light Company's undertaking, the Public Lighting Com

mittee withdrew their proposal to appoint Mr. Grenville, and recom

mended that Prof. Hy. Robinson be appointed to makethe report.

This was agreed to by the Council by 19 votes to 1. The Council

has approved of the company's proposals to extend mains in a number

of roads.

It was

1
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Keith . - The Aultmore-Glenlivet Company, Keith, have

Justdecided to introduce the electric light at their inenew distillery

at Forgie. Paraffin is used for lighting purposes at present, and

besides being angatisfactory so far as the light is concerned, is also

highly dangerous when the inflammable nature of many parts of the

distillery are considered .

Kensington . - The Vertry last week had a discussion on

electrical matters, and appointed a Committee to consider the report

of the Select ParliamentaryOommittee. The Vestry has allowed

the House -to - House Electric Light Company to erect a trial arc lamp

in Kensington Road.

Killarney .--- The Killarney Union is unable to find out

what profit is being madeby the Killarney Electric Lighting Com .

pany . The matter was discussed last week, and a resolution was

passed drawing the attention of various Members of Parliament and

others to the question .

Leeds.-- The Bill to confirm the provisional orders

granted by the Local Government Board to the Oorporation of Leeds

for power to create sofficient stock to acquire the undertaking of the
Yorkshire House-to-House Electricity Company having been referred

to a Select Committee , objection bas been taken, on behalf of the

Corporation , to the right of the electricity company to be heard

before the Committee. The question will, therefore, have to be

decided by the Court of Referees.

Leitb.The work of laying mains is being rapidly pro

ceeded with. A sub -committeebas been planning the positions for

the public lamps. Brackets will be used in Kirkgate.

Liverpool. - The Corporation Bill was before the Parlia

mentary Committeelast week , andthe clauseasking for power toborrow

£ 200,000 for electric lighting purposes. The Town Clerk pointed out

that under the Electric Lighting Act and a provisional order, they

were under certain conditions obliged to give a supply toanybodyin

Liverpool who was entitled to receive it, and to give it up tothe

required quantity. They could not do that withoutspendingcapital,

and they could not spend capital without the sanction of the Local

Government Brard. - Replying toMr. Hutton, Mr. Fitzgeraldand

the witness said there were precedents for this clause.--The Town

Clerk, angwering Mr. Fitzgerald, said it would not be possible to

submit a detailed estimate for electric lighting purposes, because in

such matters as mains they never knew where they were from day to

day.-Mr. Fitzgerald said what was proposed was exactly whatwas

done in Bills relating to gas and water undertakings; they produced

a lump and not a detailed estimate . At the present time the Cor

poration hadonly£556,355 authorised borrowing powers, add, with

the estimated capital expenditure of the present year, the expendi

ture would be £ 660,355, and further capital powers were therefore

very necessary . — The Chairman intimated that the committee were

bv a majorityagainst giving the power sought by the clause.- Mr.

Fitzgerald asked the committee to give the Corporation sufficient

powers, at any rate , to carry them over the present year.-- After con

sultation with his colleagues, the Chairman announced that the

committee could not grant the powers which related to electric

lighting

Llandrindod Wells. The electric light company at

Llandrindod Wells want to put up a chimney stack at their works, but

the Llandrindod Urban Council are not quite agreeable, for fear an

impression may get abroad that there is a manufactory at Llan
drindod .

Local Bills in Parliament. - A petition on behalf of

the Great Western and London and North -Western Railway Com .

panies,praying to be heard by counselagainst the Shrewsbury Elec

tric Lighting Provisional Order, when the committee stage is

reached ,has been deposited in the Private Bill Office of the House

of Commons.

talk withMr. Ritchie on the subject of the electriclightingprovi.

sionalorder, andthat the Board of Trade say that the undertakers,

in their opinion, havethe power already ( empowering the Corporation

to supply electrical fittings and fixtures, & c.) under the1882Act.

But if they have not, theBoard of Trade advise Mr. Ritchie that the

Board of Tradehavenot the power to give it them by a provisional

order. They denythata meter is a fitting, or in anywayanalogous,

and he thought that the wisestthing isto accept the decisionand

act upon theadvice of the Board of Trade and exercise the power.

The Town Clerk reported that he had approved the draft order m

altered by the Board of Trade, and bad received the bill conirming

the order.

Mansion Lighting. - Moor Hall, Kidderminster, has been

itted throughout for electric lighting. A gas engine and dynamo

bave been put down in an outbuilding. A battery of accumulator

is placed in a cellar. There are over 220 lights fitted, some of the

fine old gas and other fittings being atilised . The work was done by

Messrs. Whittaker Bros.

Mexborough. — The District Council has appointed &
committee to go into the electricity supply question .

Morecamba. - There is much disappointment at the delay

which bas arisen in carrying out the contract for the installation of

electriclight. At last week's meeting of the District Council it wu

resolved to approve the Electric LightingCommittee's recommenda
tion “ that Messrs. Thomas Parker, Limited , be allowed to deliver the

steam dynamos and exciter, which Mr. Parkinson bas tested, and

which he has reported as not being in accordance with the contract,

subject, however, to the question of compensation standingover."

The Local Government Board has sanctioned the loan of £ 8,821 for

electric light purposes, being the sum of £ 10,000 applied for, less a

deductionof £ 1,144 10s., thesum awarded to the Council in respect

of detective cables, and £34 10s. for articles not forthcoming in con.

nection with the purchase of the portion of the plant of the Moro

cambe Electric Light and Power Company, Limited, for which the

Local GovernmentBoard sanctioned a loan of £ 3,900 on September

20th , 1897. Mr. Parkinson, the electrical engineer, has been autho

rised to engage the necessary additional staff, including assistant
electrical engineer, engineer and switchboard hand, engine driver,

battery man for three sub-stations, two trimmers, fireman, and
labourer . At the Council meetiog Councillor John Brown said they

bad got the first set of opgines at the works, and the resident engi.

neer expected being readylast Monday to switch on to the arc lights

on the Front.

New Brompton . - In the High Street of New Brompton

standards have beenerected for the purpose of supplyingthe streets

with electric light ; but up to the present the electric light bas not

permanently appeared. It is stated that the present lamps are not

quite suitable for street lighting , but that others will shortly take

their place, and then the full light will appear.

Newcastle . - Last week Mr. Colamb and Dr. Hopkinson

paid a visit to Newcastle to inspect the district, and to take notes for

the purpose of their reports on cable and electric traction. Dr. Bp
kioson is stated to have thought that the Corporation ground in City

Road would suffice for one power station to supply current for the

whole of the lines, and plantfor 5,000 H.P. could be installed there.

Newport (I.W .) - An application from Elmandson's
Electricity Corporation, asking the Council to sanction application

for a provisional order on condition that they supply current for

lighting thestreets and public buildings at 48. per unit, bas been

referred to the Finance Committee.

Newington .-- According to our contemporary, the Con

tract Journal, the following tenders were submitted for the supply

and erection of engines, dynamos, and public lighting plant at the

new electric lighting station in Penrose Street for the Vestry of St.

Mary, Newington :

Sharp & Piper £ 9,575

Siemens Bros. & Co., Limited ::

Brush Electric Company..

Johnson & Phillips.. 8,975

Crompton & Co.

Fowler& Co.,one section only :: 6,200

Thetender of Messrs.Johnson & Phillips is recommended for accept

9,375

9,030

8,812

Ance .

London.- At yesterday's meeting of the City Corporation,

Mr. Brooke Hitching was to move in favour of a reference to the

Streets Committee ( or to a special electric light committee of 12

members) " to consider and report asto the desirability of approach

ing the directors of the City of London Electric Lighting Company,

Limited, with a view to acquiring the whole or part of their under

taking by friendly purchase , and empowering the committeeto ascer

taid on what terms, it any, the directors would sell the undertaking."

The law officers of the Corporation bavereported that the Oorpora

tion has no powerto enter into competition with the company, and

hence the proposal tobuy out the monopoly.

At a recent meeting of the St. George's, Hanover Square,

Vestry, & resolution was passed that a special committee of

12 members be appointed to consider the best means of

lighting the parish by electricity, and to approach the Electric Light

Corporations. A speaker said that the ratepayers had lost a great

opportunity of making a good profit for themselves in allowing

private companies to get a footing in the parish . The committee

appointed includes Lord Hobbouse,Col. theHon. H.Legge, Mr R. C.

Antrobus, L.C.C. , and Messrs. Bradford & Macdonald .

Long Eaton.-A town's meeting has requested the

Council to oppose the Bill of the General Power Distributing Com.

pady, and stated that the town ought to have a municipal plant.

Lowestoft . - At the last Council meetirg the Electric
Lighting Committee reported that a letter dated April 26th was

received from H. S. Foster, Esq. , M.P., stating that he had a long

Northwich.-Applications for current are coming in so
well that the supplycompany is about to make farther extendime

One main,three- quarters at a mile long,is to be laid to sopply “ Toe

Brockburst,"Sir JosephVirdin'sresidence. The Gaardians decided

on Saturday last to light theworkhouse,and Mesers. Ames,Garrard

andCo. havebeen asked toprepare specification for thework,
Feeder mains are to be laid from the electricity works to the Ball

Ring, a distance of a mile. The supply company has now running

two 100 -B.H.P . Crossley engines,two 60-kilowatt dynamos, and one

19.kilowatt balancer, by Messrs. Laurence Scott & Co.,Limited,with a

200 ampere-hour battery by the Chloride Syndicate, Limited . Lamps

equivalent to 2,500of 8.C.P. have been applied for,and about 2,050
connected to the mains.

Petersfield . The District Council decided, at its—

meeting on 16th inst., by six votes to two( both of the latter being

votes of directors of the local gascompany, who urged the Council to
await theresult of the new incandescent gas barner), to instract Mr.
A.H. Preece,of Westminster,tofurnish a reportas to the practic
ability and cost of an electric lighting scheme.
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Plumstead . - The Vestry has informed the Woolwich

District Electric Light Company that it has decided to oppose any

application for a provisional order to extend their supplyto Plum
stead .

Poplar . — The Board of Guardians do not agree to hold
back their electric lighting scheme until the Poplar District Board of

Works' undertaking is put down. We referred to this matter last
week.

Portsmouth . - The principal business at last week's

Council meeting was the presentation by Alderman G. Ellis, chair

man of the Electric Lighting Committee, of the balance -sheet and

revenue accounts for the year ending March 31st last. The receipts

were as follows : - Private consumers, £ 10,833 163. 3d.; pablic light

ing, £ 4,645 19s. 2d .; sales by contract, £ 144 33. 1d .; meter rents, & c .,

£ 641 49. 6d .; total receipts, £ 16,265 38. On the otber side, the

expenditore has been :-Generation of electricity, £ 5,309 108. 5d .;
distribution ditto , £ 1,006 15s. 7d. ; repairs and renewals, £ 1,464

28. 6d. ; rents, rates, and taxes, £ 397 29.; management expenses,

£ 1,177 189.11d. ; law charges, £ 11 159. 4d. ; interest on overdraft,

£112 98.; total expenditure , £ 9,469 139. 93. This leaves a gross

profit of £ 6,795 93. 3d. on the year's working. Of thissum£ 6,750 is

carriedto get revenue, leaving a balance of £ 45 9s. 3d. to be carried

forward to next year's working. Out of the £6,750, the Committee

bave paid £ 3,180 198. 4d. for interest on borrowed capital, add

£ 2,793 13s. 70. towards redemption of loans, leaving the sam of £776

to the good. With regard to the capital account, the total amount

sanctioned to be borrowed is £ 142,000. Of this sum £ 119,651 has

already been borrowed , leaving a sum of £ 22,349 yet to be called up.

Oat of this grosssum of £ 119,651 already borrowed, there has been

expended £ 112,174 78. 10d., which has been disbursed as follows :

Land and building, £ 14,009 158. 6d.; machinery, mains, meters,

transformers, & c ., £ 95,620 183. bd.; engineers' commission, £ 2,196

58.; furniture expenses, & c., £347 88. 11d. ; total, £ 112,174 78. 10d.

Alderman Ellis, in moving the report, said that he was disappointed

with the revenue made. In the first part of the year they would

remember that permission was given to reduce the price of the car.

rent id. per unit, and the Committec felt that they would have a

largeinfluxof customers, which would more than compensate. The

customers did come, by dozens and by hundreds, but unfortunately

for them and for the nation , the strike and lock - out upset all

their plans, and prevented them toking any customers on up till

January 1st of this year. To show them that they would have pro

gressed, he would mention that from January 1st up to that morning

the increase of lights amounted to 5,872. Every one of these might

have been joined up last year had they had the plant. But there was

another point. When they reduced their price , they practically

brought their revenue down to 3 d. per unit sold , because they sold

the units for street lighting at a much smaller price than that paid

by the ordinary consumer. Portsmouth was almost the lowest in

the whole of the Uoited Kingdom , and he thought it must be very

satisfactory to the inhabitants to know that while they were making

a profit of £ 6,795 gross, they charged as low as or lower than any
other town in the United Kingdom . What had they done with the

profit ? There were the extraordinary charges dueto the lock -out,

£ 654 for replacing the arc mains in the town, which were not strong

enough, £112 interest on bank charges, £ 3,180 interest on the loan,

and £ 2,793 for the sinking fand. There was a net profit of £ 820

165. 4d. During the past few weeks they hadhad a good deal of

criticismuponthe balance -sheet, and they had been told by certain

people that they ought to have a large fund for maintenance.

He would agree with that view it they were dealing with

the gas company, water company, or an electric light com

pany. But they were not dealing with anything of the sort. He

would go further, andsay that it they were dealing with the great

city of Glasgow or the large city of Leeds,he would agree. But the

Caso of Portsmouth was different. Why did he make this difference ?

--Because Glasgow borrowed money in ordinary stock for 42 years.

Leeds took over a companyand paid £2 for every pound paid, and

the Local GovernmentBoard hadpermitted them to borrow the money

for 12 years. That was not the caee in Portsmouth. Theyhad
borrowed the money for engines for 15 years only. And it anyone

said that the engines wouldbe worn out in 16 years,and would have

tobereplacedby new ones , he did not know anythingabout it. It

was not necessary to provide a sinking tund ofany dimensions for
renewals. To ask them to pay in 15 years the sinking fand and

interest, and to hand to the Council on that date a sum equivalent to

the sum equal to rebuild thewhole thing again, would be monstrously

hard on this generation, and would be totally unnecessary . It was

the consensus of opinion throughout the country that there was no

necessity for a renewal fund sufficient to replace the machinery.

They were quite at liberty at the end of the 15 years to re -borrow

the money, and allow the generationof that date to pay their own

charges for their own benefits. He moved the adoption of the

balance -sheet. After discussion the report was adopted .

Rbyl.-Mr. H. W. Buddicomb, Penbedw Hall , Nan

nerch (N.W.) has written to the District Council stating that he

noticed that at most seaside and holiday resorts the authorities were

adopting the electric light for public lighting purposes, and he asked,

in the event of the Council not having powers oftheir own for sup

plying electric light, whether they wouldapprove of an applicationby

him forsuch powers, and agree to take electric light forilluminating
the sea front. He also asked their consentto an application for lay

ing down a system of electric tramways. The letter was referred to
the Road Committee for consideration and report.

Rassia . - A company has just been formed in St.

Petersburg, with a capitalof six million roubles, to be known as the

Russian Union Electrical Company. The new concern will acquire

and take over the central electric lighting station in the town of

Riga, and also propose to establish similar stations in other Russian

towns.

Salburu . - Last week the Urban Council had before it

the report of Mr. Burstall (Barstall & Monkhouse ), re electric

lighting . It is pointed out in the report that Saltbar is smaller in

area acd population than any town in which a public electric

lighting installation is already at work, and itwas therefore difficult

to estimate the number of lamps required. For aspecified area in

the first year there might be a demand for 1,800 8.C.P. lamps, and in

the second year 2,500 to 3,000. He advises, as suitable for a site,

land lying to the west of the Whitby branch railway. Low tension

continuous current system , with 250 volts at consumers' terminals, is

recommended . The dynamos would be driven by 50-H.P. steam

engine. The utilisation of water-power at Marske mill is out of the

question. Capital expenditare is estimated as follows:-Generating

plant at station, £3,200 ; buildings, £ 1,500 ; mains and fixings,

£ 2,500 ; public lighting, £500 ; meters and other apparatus, £ 250 ;

legal and professional charges, £ 1,000 ; total £ 7,000, plus cost of

land ; 7d . per unit would be charged for current and public lighting

at 3d. per unit .The total incomeispatat £834 per anaum ,work:

ing expenses, £ 573 ; gross proat, £ 261. Interest and sinking fund

would cost £ 460 for the first year, leaving a deficit of £ 19 ). The

matter is to be laid before the ratepayers ,who are to vote upon it.

A provisional order will be applied for in November.

Shoreditch . - The Lighting Committee reported at the

Vestry meeting on Tuesdayeveningthat Mr. 8.E. Kershaw had been

re-appointed chairman of the committee. The committee had bad

under consideration the correspondence between the chief electrical

engineer and the contractors,on the subject of the automatic gear to

the Willansengines, which had not proved to be satisfactory, and which

the contractors bad agreed to take back. At the suggestion of the

committee the Vestryapproved the return of the gearas sanctioned

by the consulting engineers. Mr. Kershaw , chairman of the com .

mittee, in moving the adoption of certain alterations in the charges

for electric current, stated that the reductions amounted to 25 per

cent. to the average customer. The chief electrical engineer (Mr.

Russell) hadsubmitted to the committee an estimate of the liabilities

and income for the next 12 months. That estimate was based upon

the reduced rates, and showed that they would have a substantial

surplus of income over expenditure to the extent of over £ 4,000.

Thus the committee, whowere practically unanimous on the reduc

tions, were justified in asking the Vestry to approve the projected

new charges. Among other changes, the committee proposed to

reduce the charge for current from od . to 5d . per unit forthe first

two hours, and to 2d. afterwards, wbilst consumers would have the

option of beingcharged a fixed rate of 4fd. per anit. It was also

intended to abolish meter rentals, to reauce the charge for public

lighting from 5d . to 31d. per unit, and the charge for current for

motive power parposes to 2d. per unit for all hours, all alterations

commencing on the 26th inst. Mr. Winkler moved that the pro

posals should stand over for two months ; but after some discassion ,

the Vestry adopted the various recommendations made to effect the

alterations in the scale of charges. On the motion of Mr. Kershaw ,

the Vestry Clerk was instructed to supply the members with copies

of the report of the Parliamentary Committee on the supplyof elec

trical energy, in order that the Vestry might consider what action

should be taken in the matter of opposing the clauses in that report.

Shrewsbury . - The Council has authorised the Town

Clerk tomake application to theLocal Government Board for sanc

tion tothe raising of a loan of £ 36,000 to complete the parchase of

the undertaking of the Shropshire Électric Light and Power Oom
pany, Limited

The Board of Trade have issued copies of the new provisional

order, which they have just forwarded to the Corporation of

Shrewsbury, authorising them to supply electricity throughout the

area of their borough.

South Africa . The electrical engineer of the Bulawayo

Electric Light Company (Mr. J. H. Meikle), has lately been on a

tour in the southern colonies, and bad inspected the electric lighting

plants in the various towns. Those at Johannesburg and Durban

struck him as being the most ap -to-date installations. They were

both high tension alternating,the same asat Bulawayo. The only

plant with accumulators was that at Cape Town, which was at least

five years old , and had given trouble from the day it started . He

considered that at Bulawayo they had a thoroughly efficient and up

to -date installation . It is interesting to note that the maximum

charge for house lighting is 28. 6d . per unitfor small consumers,

reducible to 2s, for large consumers, churches, Government buildings,

& c ., pay 1s. 7d. per unit.

Stockport.-- Mr. A. J. H. Carter, late clerk of works,

and chief assistant engineer for the Brighton Corporation, has been

appointedclerk of works for the electriclight installationin course of

erection at Stockport. There were 54 applicants for the appoint

ment.

St. Pancras. - The Electric Lighting Committee reported

at the Vestry meeting on Wednesday,that they had instructed the

chief electrical engineer to make experiments with a view to the

utilisation of the surplus steam from the refusedestructor for the

purpose of driving the electric light engines. Mr. Sydney W. Baynes,

the engineer, bad carried out a number of tests, but owing to the

irregularity in the supply of the steam , it was not possible to depend

upon it for the particular purpose in question. It had therefore

been decided to abandon theidea of utilising the steam for electric

lighting purposes. The report was passed without comment. It

was resolved that the Vestry should berepresented on the Municipal
Electrical Association .

هرع
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Swinton and Pendlebury . - The District Council will

not allow the Salford Corporation to supply electric current to

3winton Cottage, Swinton Park, but the Council will be itselt going

into the matter of electric lighting shortly.

Taunton . - The Electric Light Committee has reported

that the total connections made during May were equivalent to 623

8.C.P. lamps.

Teddington . - The District Council bas agreed to confer

with the Twickenbam Council before coming to anydecision regard

ing the proposal of Edmundsoa's Electricity Corporation to form a
company for lighting the two districts.

Towyn and Aberdover.-A Colwyn Bay resident recently

offered to prepare a scheme and estimates for electric lighting, and

the District Council referred the matter to & committee.

Walsall. - The Midland Electric Corporation for Power

Distribution has notified its intention to omit Walsall from its pro

posed area of supply.

A tender has been accepted for laying the foundations for the new

engine and dynamo at the generating station.

Winchester. The works of the Winchester Electric

Light and Power Company are now completed. They will be

formally opened on the 30th inst. , and invitations have been issued .

ELECTRIC TRACTION AND MOTIVE

POWER NOTES.

Barking. – The engineer has submitted to the District

Council plans, estimates, and report, upon bis scheme of light

railways from Barking to Beckton, and has attended before the
Lighting Committee to explain details. The committee had re

folved that such scheme be approved, and that theclerk supply a
copy of such estimate and report, as well as ofthe draft orderand
book of reference, to each member of the Council. It was resolved

that Mr. W. C. C. Hawtayne be appointed electrical engineer, to act

in conjunction with Mr. Barker, in connection with the light railways

scheme, upon termsto be subsequently arranged. The Light Rail

way Commissioners have notified that they will hold an inquiry on
the 23rd inst.

Blackpool and Fleetwood . — The Board of Trade inspec

tion of the new electric tramroad connecting Fleetwood and Black

pool was expected to take place this week . Open cars will beused

during the summer months, andalready several trial runs with these

bave been made, the distance between Uncle Tom'sCabio , Blackpool,

and the centre of Fleetwood being covered in 23 minutes.

Bristol . - Last week in the Commons the Bristol Tram

ways (Electrical Power, &c.) , and the Bristol Tramways (Extensions)

Bills were read a third time.

Cardiff . - The Electric Tramways Committee held a special

meeting last week to consider what steps should be taken with regard

to the proposed electric trams now that Parliament had grantedthe

powers asked for by the Corporation. Alter discussion itwas decided

ibat nothing further could be done in the matter of the proposed

trams until the question of overhead wires v . conduit system had

been settled. A deputation will shortly report on the question .

The City and South London Railway.- According to

the Times, in consequence of representations from Mr. Austin, the

President of the Board of Trade has promised to make inquiries

concerning the alleged overcrowding on the City and South London

Electric Railway. At the same time steps will be taken to ascertain

whether there is any foundation for the complaint that insufficient

means of ingress and exit are provided for passengers at the King

William Street and Stockwell stations on the said line.

Enfield . - Mr. B. Godfray, solicitor, and Mr. J. W. Ran

Bome, engineer, appeared before a committee of the District Council

last week, representiog the company which is promotiog the light

electric railway scheme (overhead trolley) for this and the surround

ing district. It is stated that theLight Railway Commissioners will

hold an inquiry on July 13th . It has been decided at pre - ent to

proceed with only the lines running from Wood Green io Enfield ,

from Wood Green to Tottenham , and from Enfield to a junction

with the lines of the North Metropolitan Tramways Company in

Hertford Road.

Gillingham.-At the fortnightly meeting of the Gilling

ham Urban District Council (16 :h inst.) the question of electric trams

was again discussed , and the clerk ( Mr. F. C. Bowlen ) reported the

favourable result of the a journed inquiry held by the Light Railways

Commissioners as to a scheme for light railways in the district.

Glasgow . — The general manager of the Tramways De

partment (Mr. John Young) , last week submitted to the Tramways

Committee a statement of the revenue and expenditare account for

the year ending May 31st, subject to final audit. Though these

figures have no direct connection with electric traction , they will be

interesting in view of the great attention which electrical men have

been and will be giving to the Corporation tramshere. The state

ment showed that the grous revenue amounted to £ 394,111 121. , and

the wooking expenses to £293,594 11s . 9d. , leaving a balance of

£ 100,517 03. 3d as compared with £ 84,596 3s. 1d. for the preceding

year. The fixed charges, such as rent of Govan lines, interest on

capital, staiutory sioking fund, and payment of £ 9,000 to the

Common Good, amounted to £ 38,465 Os. 9d., leaving a balance of

£62,051 193. 6d., to be deducted for depreciation and to beadded to

the revewal and general reserve funds. The total number of passen

gers carried during the year was 106,864,437 , as compared with

98,966,658 for the preceding year, 86,462,594 for the yaar ending

May 31st, 1896, and 57,104,647 for the first 11 months endiog

May 31st, 1895. The balance of revenue, after deducting working

expenses, was £ 84,596 3s. 1d. for year ending May 31st, 1897,

£83,267 78. 11d. for year ending May31st, 1896, and £ 35,699 3s. 3d.

for 11 months ending May 31st, 1895.

The Great Northern and City Railway. - We under

stand that the compasy has_succeeded in effecting arrangements

with all the opponents to the Bill of thepresent session. This Bill

will now pagsasan unopposed measure through its remaining stages
in the House of Commons.

Greenock.- The Greenock and Port-Glasgow Tramways

Company are contemplating the introduction of electric traction on

the tramway system . The present lease is almost expired, and it is

stated that, should it be renewed, application will be made for

Parliamentary powers.

Harrogate.-- The Town Council last week had a discussion

with reference to the proposed light tramways from Harrogate to

Kaaresborough, and it was resolved that the decision of the com

mittee averse to the scheme be endorsed, Harrogate not being adapted

for tramways.

Hendon . — The committee appointed by the District

Council to consider the project of the London, Edgware, Hendon and

Barnet Light Railwayhasreported that the promoters proposed to

construct a line along the Edgware Road to theOld Church, Edgware.

The gauge would be 4 feet 8 } inches wide - double in parts - and

presumably with poles in the centre of the road for carrying overhead

wires. It was proposed to acquire three acres of land adjoining

Edgware Churchyard for works. The promoters uoderstood to carry

passengers, cattle , stone , minerals, fish, & c., the rates to be subject to

revision triennially. committee came to the conclusion that

although better means of communication were required, they did not

consider the proposed scheme was the best for the purpose. The

District Council has adopted the report.

Johostone . — The British Electric Traction Company

have laid several communications before the Town Council relative

to connecting Johnstone with the proposed tramway to Glasgow ,

Provost Thomson said he would give the proposed tramways the

most uncompromising opposition. The Council has agreed to meet

with the representatives of the company with a view of receiving

information re the proposals.

Light Railways and Tramways. - In the House of

Commons last week, in reply to Mr. Hazell, Mr. Ritchie ssid : There

is nothing in the Light Railway Act to prevent the consideration of

light railway schemes in urban districts. The Light Railway Com

missioners and the Board of Trade have ample powers to imposeon

promoters as a condition precedent to entertaining an application

powersof purchase as large as those defined in the Tramways Act of

1870. TheLight Railway Commissioners have the scheme promoted

by the Metropolitan Tramways I and Omnibus Company,Limited,

under consideration, but, as they have an independent jurisdiction , I

am not in a position to say what steps they will take with regard to
it.

Limerick.- A committee of the whole house of the Cor

poration last week had the following items under consideration :

Electric trams, & c.-Letters from (1) H. Bickerdike, Montreal, pro

posing to introduce the " American electric trolley system " intothe
city, on terms to be arranged ; (2) Mr. J. E. Palmer, Bally brack,

Co. Dublin, applying for a leass for 150 years of the sole rightto
construct, equip, maintain, and work electric tramways in the city,

and proposing certain routes for which the lease is asked ; and ( 3)

M. Zeitz, Hamburg, offering to supply cars, completely fitted ont, for
the overhead system of electric traffic. To connection with above to

consider advertisemeut of the Limerick Electric Tramways Company,
Limited .

Liverpool. — The layiog of the rails for the experimental
electric line from Castle Street to the Dingle is cn the eve of com

pletion, and the cars will soon be given a trial.

London United Tramways Bill .-On Friday last this

Bill was again before the Select Committee of the House of

Commons. Evidence against the Bill was given on behalt of the

Middlesex County Council, and by Mr. J. W.Benn on behalf of toe

London County Council. Mr. Benn said that the L.O.C. most

heartily joined with the Hammersmith Vestry in opposing the

attempt to take away from a local authority the right of veto

conferred upon it by Parliament. Under theTramwaysAct of 1870

it was provided that local authorities should have power to purchase

the lines at the expiration of 21 years. In the case of the London

County Council that period had been modified in several instances, so

that the lines should becomepurchaseable about the same time. In

1890, 41 miles came uader the purchase clause. Since then the

London County Council bad become the owners of about 68 miles out

of the 114 miles wbich would become purchaseable under the Act.

The London County Council were very anxious that any form of

traction adopted should, as far as possible, accord with the system

wbich it was boped presently to determine upon as the best. It was

very desirable that the veto should be maintained especially in the

-
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caseof the London County Council, which would presently beground

landlord so to speak, of the complete tramway system of London.

In three cases the Council had given its consent to the use of elec.

tricityon London lines. In his opinion , it would be a very serious

thing to allow a tramway company to erect a generating stationand

supplyelectricity in bulk except under the same regulation which

applied to electric lighting companies.

On Monday , when the consideration of the Bill was resumed, Mr.

J. W. Benn, chairman of the Highways Committee of the London

County Council, said the scheme of the company was excellent, but

the promoters ought to sacrifice a little in orderto meet the wishes

of the countyof London . - Mr.Pope , in addressing the committee on

beball ofthe London County Council, said the object of the County

Council was not to impede the growthof electricaltramways, but to

preserve itsauthority over such undertakings within the county of

London . — Mr. Littler, replying on behalf of the promoters, said they

were quiteprepared to leave the question as towhether the overhead

or theconduit system should be applied to King Street west to the

decision of the Board of Trade, and , inconvenient as it would be to

have a part overbead and part culvert system , they were quite willing

to work the small portion of the proposed line within the county of

London by the latter method. In America, electric tramways onthe

overhead system bad increased from 1,200 miles to 14,000 miles,

whilst the mileage on the calvert system had decreased. Counsel

read reports onthe trolley system from Belfast, Glasgow , Sheffield,

Birkenhead, Liverpool, Manchester, and Dublin to show that the

consensus ofopinion was greatly in favour of theoverhead system as

opposed to the culvert system . Thecommittee decided, according to

the Times report, that the preambleof the Bill with regard to

tramways No. 6 and 7 (tbe Boston Road and the Kew Bridge to

Hounslow sections) was proved, but did not imposeupon the pro

motersany condition as to simultaneousconstruction. The committee

were of opinion thatthe preamble was not proved with regard to

tramway No. 8 (the Ealing section ), and were further of opinion that

a suficient case had not been made out for overriding the principle

laid down by Parliament requiring the consent of the local authority,

and therefore Clause 27 ( repealing the veto ) must come out of the

Bill. The committee were strongly of opinion that the congested

state of London made the speedy adoption of electric traction on

tramways necessary, and they earnestly trusted that arrangements

might be made between the London County Council and the pro

moters by which the benefits of one system or another of electrical

traction might be secured to the public at the earliest possible date.

With the view of enabling the promoters andthe London County

Council to discuss the matter so far as it related to the lines within

the county of London the consideration of clauses was deferred .

The Bill was before the Committee again on Tuesday, Mr. Earle,

for the Middlesex County Council, urged , says the Times, that that

body should be put onthe same footing in the matter of veto as the

London County Council, so that they could insist upon the same

Bystem of traction being used in Acton as was employed in the county

of London . Mr. Coward replied that the promoters had met the

London County Council, but had not been able to arrive at an agree

ment, and a further consultation had been arranged. The promoters

had suggested to the County Council that thetramways which bad

been acceded toby the committee should be worked by accumulators,

but the Council had not yet had sufficient time to consider the

proposal. The promoters did not know whether the County Council

would accept the saggestion or not. The chairman explained that

the committee in giving their decision had not intended that the

agreement to be arrivedat between the County Council and the

promoters should be embodied in a clause to be submitted to the

committee. Their desire was merely that the parties should agree.

Mr. Earle maintained that the Middlesex CountyCouncil bad a right

to be so heard, as they were the persons who, under the Act of 1888,

had to paythe expense of maintaining the roads. The committee

decided not to sanction a dual authority, and therefore rejected Mr.

Earle's application. The committee then proceeded with the con
siderationof clauses.

Our contemporary says that the committee on Wednesday presented

& special report to the House of Commons stating that, in their

opinion, asufficient casehad not been made out for overriding the

principle laid down by Parliament in the London United Tramways

Order, 1895 , which requires the consent of the London County

Council to the use of mechanical power apon tramways in the

County of London, and that they had, accordingly, rejected Clause

27 (repeating existing provisions as to motive power), so far as it

affects the County of London ; but they are strongly of opinion that

the congestedstate of London makes the speedy adoptionof electric

traction on tramways necessary, and they earnestly trust that

arrangements may be made by the London County Council with

the London United Tramways Company whereby thebenefits of one

system oranother of electric traction may be secured to the public

at the earliest possible date .

Manchester. — The Manchester Carriage and Tramways

Company's Bill is to be opposed before the House of Lord's com .
mittee by the Manchester Corporation, the Stalybridge Corporation,

the Eccles Corporation , Salford Corporation, Levenshulme Urban

District Council, Moss Side Urban District Council, Stretford Urban

District Council, Withington Urban District Council, Heaton Norris

Urbaa District Council, Stockport Corporation, Aston -under-Lyne

Corporation, Denton Urban District Council, Gorton Urban District
Council, Failsworth Urban District Council, Oldbam Corporation,

and the Swinton and Pendlebury Urban District Council. The

London and North -Western Railway Company and the Lancasbire

and Yorkshire Railway Company bave also petitioned against the

measure.

At a meeting of the special committee of the Corporation re tram

ways, held on 20th inst., a recommendation to be made to a special

meeting of the City Council convened for Wednesday last, was

approved. For some time past asub -committee bas been in negotia

tion with the various outside local authorities in regard to the taking

over of the tram lines in their areas by theCorporation, and the

result was the drawing up of an agreement. By this agreement the

Corporation will next session apply to Parliament for authority to

lease the tramways from the local authorities, and to work the lines

either with animal or mechanical power, includiog power, with the

consent (hereby granted) of the localauthority, to equip the tramway

for electric traction onthe overhead system , in the game manner as

tramways within the city of Manchester shall hereafter be equipped

by the Corporation on that system ." Thisapplication is to be sup

ported by the local authorities, who will give the Corporation &

21 years' lease at an annual rental, the Oorporation to pay all local

rates in respect of the tramways. If the terms of the lease are

not settled by mutual agreement,the Board of Trade, or a referee

appointed by that Board, will decide. These arrangements do not

apply to Withington andMoss Side, wherethe local authorities own

their own tramways. An endeavour is beiog made, however, to

conclude arrangements by which these lines also shall be leased to

the Corporation. The committee has confirmed the report of the

sub-committee, and approved of the terms of agreement.

At Wednesday's special Council meeting it was decided to confirm

the committee'sproceedings, the lines to bereconstructed so as to be
worked by electricity. An amendment after the words “ electric

traction ," to substitute the words “ on any system which may bere

after be decided by the Corporation ," was lost .

The Metropolitan Railway and Electric Traction.

TheMetropolitan Railway Bill came before the Lord's Committee on

Wednesday. The Bill under which powers are sought for the pur

chase of additional land for ventilation purposes was opposed by

various vestries. Mr. Littler in opening the promoters ' case,said

there was a prospect of elecric traction being adopted on the railway

in the nearfuture , and the promoters were now acting upon the

report of the Board of Trade, which recommended as a temporary
measure that a few more openings should be constructed as a satis

factory means of ventilation which might afterwards be useful in the

event of the adoption of electric traction . The time had not arrived

when it would be wise to substitute electric traction for the present

means of_locomotion, but arrangements were in process with the
District Railway for experiments to that end. Colonel Bell, the

chairman of theMetropolitan Company, said that arrangements bad

been concluded with the Metropolitan District Company for the
experiments with electricity. Sir Benjamin Baker stated that the

electrical experiments referred to would occapy at least 12 months.

Paisley .-- Mr. Teague, the Council's electrical engineer,

recently submitted a report prepared by him on the proposed con

struction of electric tramways by the British Electric Traction

Company, Limited. A sub-committee was appointed to consider and

report upon it. At a meeting of the sub -committee the report was

laid on the table, and it was unanimously agreed to recommend that,

in the event of the electric tramways being constructed, the overhead

system of traction be adopted , and that in the carrying out of the

work it should be donebythe Corporation under the direction of the

undertakers. Bailie Nicolson moved, at the Council meeting last

week , that the minute be remitted for farther consideration . The

motion was agreed to .

At a meeting of the sub-committee of the Renfrew County

Couccil last week, a conference was held with several members

of the Paisley Town Council and the Tramways Committee

anent the proposed electric tramways between Paisley and
Johnstone. The convener having stated the object of the con

ference , Councillor Goudie explained the position of the Paisley

Town Council regarding the proposals of the British Electric

Traction Company to construct electric tramways in that burgh,

and also on Beith Road between Paisley and Johnstone; and

Mr. Mann having similarly explained the position of the District

Committee, a generaldiscussion ensued and interchange of views.

Mr. Sellon, of the British Electric Traction Company, afforded

information as to the project of the company, and in reply to queries

bymembers of committee stated that in the meantimethey proposed

to layonly a single line of raile, with passing places ; and inreply to

a further question by the convener, hestated definitely that the com

panywould not undertake to lay a double line of rails, even on the

road between Glasgow and Paisley, until thecompany were satisfied

that their traffic could not be accommodated by a single line. The

committee, after consideration, agreed that the granting of the order

to the Traction Company should be strenuously opposed.

Sheffield . It will be remembered that the City Council

recently instructed Mr. F. Nell, of London, to report upon the advise

bility of utilising the compensation water of the city reservoirs to

produce electricity for traction purposes. Mr. Neli's report was
last week before the Tramways Committee. In it he diecusses the

amount of power available at the Damflask, Rivelin , and Redmires

reservoirs, and in the case of the first two gives the approximate

cost of utilisation, and in regard to the latter no power could be

obtained. The committee, after considering the report, passed the

following resolution : - " That this committee, having considered

the report of Mr. Nell, the expert, which confirms in all respects the

reports presented to this committee by the water engineer and the

electrical engineer, is of opinion that as at present advised it is

economically impracticable to utilise the compensation water at

the disposal of the Water Committee for generating electricity for

electric tramway traction .”

Stoke-on-Trent.-The Board of Trade has written to the

Town Council respecting the dispute existing between local authori

ties interested and the British Electric Traction Company as to the
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setts to be used for paving the tramways. The company applied

under Section 33 of the Tramways Act, 1870,for the appointment of

a referee to settle the matter in difference. The Council has replied

asking to be represented before such referee.

Sarrey Light Railway . - The London United Tramways

Company have withdrawn their application for a light railway from

Kew to Kingston and Hampton Court over Richmond Bridge. The
intimation was given the Town Clerk of Richmond by letter on

Wednesday lastweek. The action of the company is due to the

amount ofopposition they have met withthe Richmond Corporation,

Richmond Vestry , private owners, and large landowners, including
the Duke of Cambridge and Lord Charles Beresford, the Ham

District Council, the Kingston Corporation , Kingston Bridge

Commissioners, Hampton Wick District Council, and the County

Councils of Middleses and Surrey, the whole of the public authorities
covering the proposed route were opposed to the order being granted.
The withdrawalof the scheme follows but a few days the abandon

ment of the Bill in Parliament by the same company to carry &

tramway with overhead electric traction over Kew Bridge, cunnecting

Richmond with Brentford and joining the starting point of the light
railway .

Sunderland . - Last week the Corporation tramways depu

tation journeyed to the Continent to inspect tramways in various
cities,

Swansea . — The sub -committee on tramways bás con
sidered whether any concession should be made to the British

Traction Company in consideration of their widening certain streets,

and proposes that the Corporation should make the same cffer as in

the Act of 1887, and provide the £ 22,000 required for the purpose on

loan at 3 percent interest for 30 years . TheCouncil, afterdiscussion,

resolved to favourably consider the offer if the security was deemed

by a sub - committee sufficient.

Waterford . - The preliminary work in connection with

the new electric tramway in the city of Waterford has not yet com

menced . The promoter who has got running powers from the

Corporation is Mr. Palmer, Dablin .

West Derby. - Messrs. F. J. Leslie & Co. sabmitted

plans, & c ., 'to the Parish Council of a light railway which their

clients, the Lancashire Light Railway Company, Limited, were

applying for powers to construct between Liverpool and Prescot, the

intention being to unite by a light railway or tramway worked by

electricity the St. Helens tramway, which terminates at Prescot,with

the Liverpool tramways. The Council was asked to support the
suggestion as to the proposed tramway to connect St. Helens with

Liverpool over that part of the highroad commencing at the city

boundary and going in the direction of Prescot. The Council sees no
objection to the proposal, but has asked for fuller information .

Yarmouth. The Electric Lighting Committee bas had a

conference with a deputation from the Yarmouth and Gorleston

Tramway Company with regard to the working of the tramways by

electricity. The conference was adjourned.

the experience gained, the Vestry declined to consent to the same,

the company not making any proposals for the benefit of the rate

payers, and, in fact, declining to pay any material rent for the

privilege sought."

Il the above statements represent the actual facts of the case, it

would seem that the National Company is not going the right wayto

work to make friends.

The New Gotland Cable. - The c.e. H. C. Oersted

has returned to Henley's Telegraph Works, North Woolwich , after

laying the new Gotland cable for the Swedish Government. This

cable extends from Ahr, in North Gotland, to the Island of Sandö,

thence to Hufvudskar, thence to the Island of Orvö, and thence

finally to Dalarö. From the cable station on the southern side of

Ornö, an aerial line, some miles in length, is about to be built to the

northern side of the island to connect with Dalarö, and thence by the

existing system of aerial lines to Stockholm . One main object of

the new cables just laid is to connect the various lighthouses on the

islands in question with the Swedish mainland. It may be men

tioned, as an interesting fact, that telephonic communication was

successfully established between Ornö and Abr ( the cable ends at the

intermediate stations being joined together), through some 80 knots

107 lbs. Cu.

of cable . The core is per knot. During the cable

150 lbs. G.P.

laying operations, considerable care had necessarily to be used in

navigating the ship through the numerous rocky isletsand shallows

which stad the Baltic coast at this part; and some difficulty ,more
over, was experienced from fog, but the submersion of the cable was

effected without a bitch . The expedition was in charge of Mr.

Theopbilus Smith, Messrs. W. T. Henley's submarine engineer, while

Mr. J.F.Hallhad control of the electrical testing and speaking

arrangements.

Stockport Telephones . - The Corporation has declined

to grant to the National Telephone Company, Limited, permission to

lay pipes or conduits beneathcertain main streets of the borough for

the purpose of placing telephone wires underground. The ground of

refasalisthat thecompanydoes not possess statutory power , as in

the case of tramways and electric light undertakings.

Telegraphic Interruptions and Repairs :

OABL ..
Down, Bopulred.

Brest - St. Pierre (Anglo, 1869) April Oth , 1898

West Indies

Bt. Oroix - Trinidad Nov.80th, 1896

Mole -St. Nicholas

Caimanera

Caimanera -Santiago

de Cuba
June 10th, 1898

Amazon Company's cable

Cable beyond Gurupa ... June 8th , 1898

Oyprus-Latakia Feb. 10th , 1898

Bolama- Bissao April 12th, 1898 June 21st, 1898.

Maranham -Para 17th , 1898

Hong Kong -Manila May 3rd, 1898

Loanda -San Thomé June 3rd, 1898

Mozambique -Lourenco

Marques
Jane 20th, 1898 .

.00

...

} Jane 10th, 1898

.
.
.

...

1

..

...

} June 14th, 1898

LANDLIMBU.

TELEGRAPE AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Trans-Continental line ber} Marob 12th, 1896 ...

Cartagena -Barranquilla July 4th, 1896

Volo-Larissa June 8th , 1898 June 17th, 1898 .

Yarmouth Telephones. - Last week the Town Council

passed a resolution in favourof municipal control of the telephone

service which it was said might be trebled and the cost reduced .

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED .

The National Telephone Company and the St.
James's Vestry.- With reference to thecommunication recently

addressed bythe National Telephone Company to a large number of

their subscribers in the West End, whose telephone lines have been

disconnected as a result of the recent fire in Heddon Street, in which

an attempt was made to throw theresponsibility for this interruption

in the telephone service upon the St. James's Vestry, Mr. T. H.

Munsey, the vestry clerk, writes to the Standard, stating that the

facts are these : - " In Marcb , 1897, the company made application

to the Vestry for permission to lay pipes in Regent Street in accord

ance with plan submitted, to whichthe Vestry resolved to give their

sanction, oncondition that the company entered into the usual agree .

ment, embodying payment of a nominal rent and power to require

the removal of the pipes on six months' notice. Thedraft agreement

was submitted for the company's approval, but they refused to accept

it (although they had entered into a similar one with spect to

Piccadillyin the previous year ), and altered the draft so as toextend

it to a general permission to lay pipes in the future. Considerable

correspondence ensued, and when at length the draft agreement

was returned it was discovered that the plan which was originally

submitted and attached to the draft had been retained by the com

pany. After repeated applications, an entirely new plan was sent

in to be attached to the agreement, when it was foundthat this plan

differed very materially from that sanctioned by the Vestry, and on

getting back the original plan this algo, on examination , was proved

to havebeen considerably varied since passed by the Vestry. Under

these circumstances, the Vestry declined to proceed further in the

matter until the company had given a satisfactory explanation of the

alterations which bad been made in the plans. The explanation given

was not deemed to be satisfactory, and the Vestry accordingly, in

July last, having regard to this fact and to the delay of the company

in entering intothe agreement, and to the great inconvenience and

delay which would then have been caused in the repaving of Regent

Street, about to be commenced, by the laying of thecompany's pipes,

withdrew their consent to the laying of the pipes in the thoroughfare

in question. Amended applications,dealing with various parts if the

parish, were afterwards submitted for the Vestry's consent, but, after

OPEN

Barnet.-June 24th. The Lighting Committee want

tenders from firms willing to undertake such installation for lighting

the district by electricity. Particulars at the Council offices, and

see “ Official Notices " June 10th .

Belgium . - Augast 1st. The municipal authorities of

Slavelot are inviting tenders until August 1st for the concession for

the supply of electrical engines for lighting and power purposes ia

the town during a period of 30 years. Tenders to be sent to

L'Administration Communale de Stavelot ( Belgium ). Particulars

from the Secretariat de la Ville on payment of 4 francs.

Bethnal Green . - Jane 28th. The Board of Guardians

invite tenders for supplying the necessary plant and installing the

electric light at the new infirmary, Palestine Place. For particulars

see our " Official Notices " June ioth.

Bootle . - Jane 28th . The Corporation wants tenders for

the erection of an electric light station in Pine Grove. Particulars

from the borcugh engineer, Mr. J. A. Crowther,

( Continued on page 889.)
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THE HALIFAX MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC active service for more than three years, and it is a frequent

TRAMWAYS.
occurrence for one to make a quiet protest by dropping dead in

the street. Under such conditions a cable tramway would

at once suggest itself, but it is doubtful whether such a

The completion of the Halifax municipal electric tramways system would have been flexible enougb, especially when

is of special importance at the moment, because it constitutes taking into consideration thedevelopment that was likely to

what we may fairly term the first combined lighting and occur. A suggestion was made, we believe, to have a combined

tramway system in scheme of cable and

the country in which electric line, but piece

the plant is entirely
meal systems are

controlled by a muni always best avoided ,

cipality. It is scarcely moreover, in spite

necessary to say that of the advantages

it is the forerunner offered by a cable on

of many others, for severe gradients, we
constructive work are, after a close

on similar lines is examination of the

being carried out Halifax lines, doubt

at Glasgow , Hull, ful whether even a

Bradford , and Ply cable system would
mouth . The advan have given a more

tages of combined satisfactory perform
schemes are too well ance than we wit

known to be recapitu nessed last week.

lated here,andthough We will, however,

we cannot go so far again return to this

as to say they are phase of the sub

likely to show any ject ; in the mean

startling economy, it time, we would

is undeniable that observe that the

some benefit will
Parliamentary Bill

accrue to the arrange giving powers to

ment. the Halifax CorporaAN IMPOSING CEREMONY.
Prior to the intro tion to lay down ,

duction into Halifax
equip, and operate

of the present electric lines, no system oftramways existed electric tramways, was granted last year. When the scheme

in the town, and we are not surprised . “ Up the street " and of electric tramways was entered into by the corporation , it

“ down the street ” are phrases that have some real sig . was clearly accepted that it was to be in conjunction with

ECCE

o BERATOR

and

View OF TRAMWAY GENERATOR .

nificance in Halifax. The 'buses that traverse some the existing lighting system , and it was estimated that the

portionsofthe townrequire teams of five horses ; even then the capital cost on the alteration of the existing buildings and
tenure of life is so limited, that a horse is not expected to be in provision of additional plant would be about £ 8,000. It

F
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was also held that the cost of providing separate plant and is 130 revolutions per minute. The alternator is of the

buildings would in all probability amount to £ 40,000, and fixed iron cored armature type, the revolving field magnets

there would be a proportionate increase in the cost of consisting of one winding with the poles staggered .

workiog. similar set is in process of construction, the onlydifference

. When we described being in the di

the Halifax Muoici mensions of the

pal Electricity Works cylinders.

some three years The originaldesign

ago, the principal of the Halifax muni

features noted were cipal system paid

that the system was great regard to the

a high pressure alter future expansion of

natiog one, with sub electric lighting, and

station and house we need hardly point

transformers. The out that where engi

plant consisted of neers consider future

three Lancashire
developments, and

boiler , fitted with arrange their build

mechanical stokere,
ings accordingly, the

while the generating profit earning stage

machinery consisted is not reached 80

of three horizontal
early as in those

compoundcondensing
systems which merely

engines, driving regard the demand

alternators by ropes. ofthe moment. The

Two sets were of lighting system has

100 kw. each , the not shown a profit,

third of 50 kw., and though one would

though the aggregate CAR DESCENDING GIBBET STREET . have been made last

kw. capacity was not year if further

excessive, ić proved sufficient to meet the requirements of reductions in the price of electricity had not been made.

Halifax for some time. Since our description appeared there In considering the tramway side of the undertaking

has been some considerable extensions to the pla at, chief of in more detail, it will be convenient if we refer at this

GENERAL VIEW OF GENERATING STATION .

which is a fly -wheel alternator of 350 kw. This is driven by a

compound vertical condensing engine of 600 I.H.P., fitted

with Corliss valves . The dimensions of the cylinders

are 18 inches x 35 inches x 3 feet, and the speed

stage to the generating plant. It would be following

precedent to refer to the steam -raising plant first, but in this

case no additional boilers have been necessary,the spare boiler

which had been provided to meet the development of the

lighting having been utilised. As we have already remarked,

Mr. Wilmshurst, in laying down the original plant, took some• February 1st, 1895.
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heed for the morrow , and the addition of the tramway plant ing lights during thehours of light load . Another important
bas not necessitated the extension of the buildings by a single advantage of the battery from the lighting point of

yard, even the present considerable increase to the lighting view , is that it will be possible, in all probability, to shut
machinery being accommodated in the original building. the station down at night, which will be a novel experience

Upon entering the electricity works it is not easy, at first, in an alternating system . This arrangement gives some

to differentiate thetramway plantfrom that devotedto light- indication of the way in which the combinationof a tram

ing, because, as will be seen by referring to the general view , way and lighting system_materially helps the lighting

the tramway generator and its engine are placed about the side of the undertaking. The battery is made up of 270
centre of the room , cells of thewell-known

and is somewhat Chloride type. Each
over -shadowed by the

cell is madeup of 63

lighting plant that plates placed in lead

hasbeen added during boxes, and the whole

the past year. battery will discharge

A solidly built 150 amperes, for 9

generator, made by hours, 200 amperes

the Electric Con for 6 hours, and 300

struction Corpora amperes for 3 hours.

tion , driven by ropes A motor -driven

is the chief feature, booster, which adds

indeed, at themoment, 150 volts to the trac

the only one of the tion bus bars, is pro

tramway plant. The vided forcharging the

generator is of the
battery.

four -pole type, having The tramway

an output of 220
switchboard is placed

amperes at 500—550 in a separate room ,

volts. The engine much after the

which drivesdrives this manner of the light

plant was formerly
VIEW OF TRUCK . ing board . It will

employed in driving be seen from the

one of the lighting
illustration that as

alternators. It does not differ very materially from the regards arrangement it does not differ greatly from

other horizontal steam motors used in these works, the only other tramway boards. It is built up of a series of

alteration being the substitution of a heavier fly -wheel than black marble panels fixed on an iron frame. It is

was formerly used, the increase in weight being about 100 essentially fireproof, and being bailt some distance

per cent. In one corner of the building foundations are being from the wall, permits of easy access to the back.

made for a motor alternator, which will act as a kind There are six panels :-(1) Feeder,(2) generator, (3) motor

of intermediary alternator, ( 4) battery
between the lighting

and booster, (5 )
and the traction Board of Trade, ( 6 )

systems. voltmeters. An am

This plant will
meter is provided on

consist of a contin each board , and the

cons currentmachine, feeders and generator

which will be con panels are furnished

nected by ropes to with automatic

an alternating current cut -outs . The con

motor. Bydriving nections of the board

this set from the are clearly shown in

alternating current the diagram , but it
circuits, the contin may be observed that

uous current machine the instruments for

will be able to supply testing the fall of

energy to the tram potential in the rail

way circuits ; but Mr.
are placed in a sub

Wilmshurat is relying station in the town .

on this plant to b : An Aron meter on

more aseful than that.
the battery board

A battery of accumu indicates the charge

lators has been pro and discharge of the
vided , and it is pro battery .

posed to obtain a The circuit breaker

supply of electricity
is of the Cutter type,

from this to drive the and as we have not

continuous current SWITCHBOARD. previously described

machine as a motor, it in these columns,

and thus reverse the the following des

alternator for the purpose of supplying the lighting load at cription, taken from “ Modern Switchboards,” by Albert

the time of minimumdemand . This is the first instance in B. Herrick , may be interesting. The illustration shows the

this country where accumulators have been used indirectly construction of this circuit breaker in side view , and in part

to supply electricity for alternating current circuits. section. “ The main current circulates around the solenoidal

Primarily, of course, the battery of accumulators has been coil, B, and tends to draw into the solenoid the movable

laid down for the benefit of the tramway plant ; bat in planger, c. The initial position of this plunger in the sole

Mr. Wilmshurst's programme it is destined to fill a good noid is determined by the adjusting screw , M. When the

many parts. current is sufficient toovercome the weight of the planger,

Practically it will fulfil three functions ; firstly, it will act as it is drawn into the coil with constantly increasing velocity,

a fly -wheel to the whole system ; secondly, it will run the due to intensified magnetic action , as the polar distance or

whole of the tramway service during the peak of the light- air space is decreased . When nearing the upward limit of

ing load, and it will run the early morning cars ; and, thirdly, its travel, having acquired a high momentum , it im

by reversing the motor alternator, it will run the alternat- pinges upon the trigger, n, through the medium of the

LETED
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thrown

pash-pin, E. The immediate result of this is the release of of the line to the other without any current whatever ;
the switch - arm by the displacement of the retaining catch, F. the cars, as a matter of fact, travelling from end to end of

The upper projection, H , of the trigger, n, is thrust against the line on the brakes. The question of brakes in a place like

the striker plate, K, thereby utilising the energy of the current Halifax is naturally a serious one ; in addition to the ordi.

to start the movement of the switch arm . This movement is nary brake operated by hand, there is a slipper brake and an

intensified and sustained beyond the point of final rupture electric emergency brake provided on the cars. The slipper

between the switch contacts by the thrust of the spring, o, which brakes are made to rub on the surface and in the groove of

is released from com the rail, and the wear on the inner

pression by the initial
surfaces of these , which is of wood ,

action of the trigger. is so great that they require to be

Thus the contact renewed every day.

arm is The slipper brake is operated by the

away from the con driver through the agency of a hand

tact terminal and
wheel placed directly under the ordi

the circuit is nary hand brake. It is obvious that

opened ." Auxiliary
the difficulties of the road call for the

carbon contacts , are exercise of consider

provided, which pre
able skill in the

serve the metallic operation of the care ,

contacts from the and the Halifax Cor

deleterious effects of poration have en

an arc . gaged three or four

skilled motorneers,
THE OUTSIDE WORK.

who will drive the

The line at the first series of cars

present moment is and instruct new

not a loog one, and is drivers.

under four miles in length, but the Although the ex

gradients and curves probably make it penditure of energy

the most remarkable electric line in the to drive the car is

country. A consideration of the sec occasionally heavy,

tions of two portions of the line will it is quite likely
demonstrate the natural difficulties that that the consump

have had to be contended with in tion of current will

Halifax. We do not suppose there not exceed one

is a greater length of level track than
STREET VIEWS.

unit per car mile,

100 yards in the whole system , and owing to the

in addition to the excessive gradients there are many cars travelling considerable distances without consumption

sharp curves, one or two having a radius of only 30 feet. of electric energy.

The section of line which traverses Gibbet Street and High The gauge of the track is 3 feet 6 inches, the rails, which

Road Well is most remarkable ; it is 1 } miles in length, are of the girder section, weighing 98 lbs. per yard. The

and from one end to the other there is a rise of over 375 dimensions will be seen in the sectional drawing. The

feet, which practi Columbia rail bond

cally gives an average is used throughout,

gradient of 1 in and is No. 0000

20. We give an gauge 46 inch . There

illustration of the are two bonds to

car standing at a each rail, cross

point on the descent, bonds being dised

but it does not every 90 feet.

altogether demon The principal

strate the severity of features of this bond,

the gradient. Though which have been

the present lines already alluded to in

are steep enough, these columns,* con

we believe the exten sist of the ends or

sione, for which Par heads of the bond

liamentary sanction being placed in a

has been partially thimble, which is

obtained, include placed in a hole in the

gradients of 1 in 10, rail. The contact of

which is almost the rail and bond is

equivalent to moun made by a wedge ex

tain climbing We panding the thimble

believe that an off against the hole in

hand opinion , based the rail, as will be

on a perfunctory
seen from the sec

survey of the town, tional drawing. The

would have declared
VIEW OF CAR ON LINE .

holes in the rails were

against an electric drilled after the rails

tramway system were laid, thus en

and it is not surprising to find that cable tramway suring contacts being clean ; the bonds were afterwards

men considered electricity to be impossible. The coated with tar.

results have completely falsified these views, and it is Although the line is for the most part only single track,

apparent that there are few places which cannot be two trolley wires are used nearly throughout the system , thus

worked by electrically-propelled cars. It is not surprising avoiding frogs. They are of 0 gange, .324 inch diameter,

to learn that to propel a car up one of the gradients calls and are carried on side poles in themanner shown in the

for an expenditure of current of nearly 100 amperes, illustrations. The poles, which are of the steel tubular type,

practically equivalent to 65 H.P. used continuously from end made by Messrs. Spencer & Sons, are placed 40 yards apart

to end. This is to some extent counter- balanced by the cars

being able, on the return journey, to travel from one end September 24th, 1897.

.

3
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at the edge of the kerb, the arms supporting the trolleywire

varying from 5 to 15 feet in length. In the centre of the

town arc lamps of the alternating current type are suspended

from the arms;the transformers for these are placed in the

base of the steel posts, and the arrangement bas proved to

satisfactory, that an addition of 80 to the already existing

40 will be made before the winter . Owing to the large

glow lamps. Outside seats are provided, the trolley of the

Dickinson type being carried on a pillar some feet above the

roof of the car. There is seating accommodation for 20
inside and 24 outside, the weight of each car complete being

about 7 tons.

The car shed , which has been erected at the end of the

Gibbet Street section, will accommodate 18 cars. It is
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number of telephone and telegraph wires erected overhead, provided with inspection pits and equipped with a 6 - ton

quite an elaborate system of guard wires has been rendered travelling crane. Alongside are arranged repair shops, mess

pecessary, but with the eventual disappearance of the over- room , manager's office, &c.

heard telephone wires the necessity will soon cease. The It may be interesting to mention that the service of cars

guard wires are of galvanised iron, No.7 ), and are fixed commences at 5.30 a.m., there being half- hourly cars till

about 2 feet above the trolley wire; they are efficiently 8 8.m., wben a 10 -minutes' service is continued throughout

earthed at different points. Inaccordance with what is now the day. The two routes overlapping in the centre of the

common practice, the overhead wire is arranged in half -mile town constitute a five -minutes' service from there to the

sections, the boxes at these points containing four switch station. The speed in the town is limited to 7 miles an

fuses and two Garton hour, and there are

lightning arresters. fixed stopping places.

Two armoured The tramways are

feeders run from the controlled by a speci

works to & sub ally constitated

station in the centre Tramways Com

of town , and from mittee, which pur

here three cables chase current from

radiate toto Ward's the Lighting Com

Ead, King Cross, mittee at 2d . per anit.

and Gibbet Street. The Lighting Com

A telephone and mittee furnish the

pilot wire cable, con plant, the feeders,and

sisting of three 7/20 I love the necessary feeding

cables, is laid along
gwitches and so forth ,

side each feeder. but the rest of the

All these cables are equipment, including
vulcanised bitumen . the overhead wire,

The feeders have •15 is supplied by the

square inch sectional Com

area, and the return mittee.

feeder (section 38 The following is

square inch ) being
a list of the prin

drawn in Doulton cipal contracts and

casing, and spare contractors : - Car
DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD).

ways are left for shed , J.Charnock and

extensions. Sons, Halifax;rails,

At the sub-station, which is an extension of a trans- The Leeds Steel Works ; points, Askbam Brothers & Wilson,

former lighting station, where the feeders are brought, Sheffield ; poler, J. Spencer & Sons, Wednesbury ; bonding,

feeder switches are arranged by which the various
sections of the line can be controlled. At this

point are also fixed the Board of Trade measuring

instruments.

There are 10 motor cars at present, the trucks being of

the Peckham type, baving a wheelbase of 5 feet 6 inches.

The bodies arevery similar to those employed on the Leeds

lines, and are excellently designed and finished ; they have

been made by Messrs. Milnes & Son. overhead equipment, car -trucks, motors, trolleys, generators,

Eich car is fitted with two motors of the E C.C. enclosed &c., The Electric Construction Company, Wolverhampton ;

type, B.T.H. controllers of the K type, and are lighted by 10 car bodies, G. F. Milnes and Co., Birkenhead ; accumulators,
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The Chloride Electric Storage Syndicate, Clifton Junction ;

switchboard , Laing, Wbarton & Down.

The work has been superintended by the borough engineer,

In the Krieger cab 866 of the total 1,366 kilos

are upon the front wheels, and the cab carried

three passengers and 70 kilos of baggage. Its Ful

men accumulators required seven to eight hours to

charge. The front axle carries two motors geared to a

toothed wheel bolted to the front wheels, which both drive

and steer. The cab varied its expenditure of energy from

24 amperes at 92 volts at a speed of 18 kilom . per hour

t
a

Q

J KG

3
8

x

N

B

w R

A

SECTION OF RAIL AND Fish PLATE , AND DETAIL OF BOLT AND NUT .

N
e
t

Mr. E. R. S. Escott, the borough electrical engineer, Mr

T. P. Wilmshurst, the traffic manager, Mr. Fred Spencer,

while Mr. N. H. White has represented the Electric
Construction Company.

Weare especially indebted to Mr. T. P. Wilmshorst for
the aid that he has given us in compiling the foregoing

account of what is a most interesting system .

Halifax . - SECTION OF CUTTER AUTOMATIC Circuit BBEAKEE.

ELECTRICAL CABS IN PARIS .

along the Champs Elysées and Avenue de l'Alma.

then mounted the macadam of the ap grade Rae de

Magdebourg at 6 kilowatts per hour, discharging 56

amperes at 85 volts, or , say, 3 H.P., next passing over bad

and soft macadam_at 15, 20, and 26 amperes, and finally

down the Champs Elysées, registering 8 amperes, the motors

now partially recuperating the accumulators. The effect

of road surface was very marked. Level wood required 20

amperes, macadam 26, dry asphalte, at a lower speed, 15.

Up hill at low speed, on greasy granite, 36, and again on

asphalte 18, 16, and 22 amperes, according to speed.

3'8 *" OVER ALL
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THOUGH originally the spirit motor, useful enough for

country work,made afairlybrave show in Paris, the electric

cab seems, asin London, to be coming to the front, as it

certainly ought to do in a city of

asphalte paving. The cab trials of

the Automobile Club jast completed

included only one vehicle of the

petroleum order, all the rest being

electrical. In fact, the Paris cab

companies have made numerous

experiments, which have caused

them to throw over the petroleum

cab and adopt electricity.

The Krieger cab, as illustrated in

the Engineer, much resembles the

electrical cabs in London . The

Jeanteaud cab is after the fashion

of the well known fiacre, while

the cab of the Compagnie Générale

des Transports was placed on a

very long wheel base, and weighed

1,662 kilos by reason of possessing

rapid charging, accumulators, put

in under a mistaken idea as to

conditions to be met.

Preliminary tests were first made

on themaximum speedseachcabcould

attain , their brake power, reversal

facilities, and bill climbing capa

bility. These were madeon the

gradients of Suresnes and Mont

Valerian and along the Seine banke, and were carried

oat by M. Forestier, of Les Ponts et Chaussées.
Then followed three routes of 37 miles (60 kilometres)

each, of various description of road , good and bad . The

average speed attained was 13 to 15 kilometres.
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43" OF THREAD
*** Hardy

Detail of tie bar and bolt and nut.

HALIFAX . - SECTION OF RAIL .

The total energy over the 60 kilom . was 8 kilowatts, but

the time is not given . The cab of the Compagnie Générale,

which required at 6 kilom . per hour up the heavy grade of

the Rue Reynouard, 80 amperes x 85volts, or fully 9 H.P.

consumed 11.7 kilowatts .
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The Jeapteaud cab — two passengers — carried its accumu

lators, of Fulmen type, in front, and a simple motor geared

to therearaxle. It expended at the rate of 7} H.P. on the

Rae de Magdebourg, but on the whole course of 60 kilo

metres about 8.5 kilowatts in 41 hours, an average of about

2. H.P. for a very respectable speed. The Peugeot cab

-with a two-cylinder motor — is well spoken of by the

Engineer, and is faster than the electric cabs, and there is no

vibration when running, though this is bad when standing

our own experience also.

It consumed 13 litres of petroleum spirit in running

60 kilometres, or gay, fully 24 gallons, and it used at the

same time 14 gallons of cooling water.

This corresponds with, say, 0.6 of a lb. of fuel per

mile. Thus, such a vehicle would run from London to

St. Albans and back, with about 24 lbs. of fuel, or, say ,

3 gallons.

France. - June 30th . Tenders are being invited by the

municipal authorities of St. Laurentde la Salanque, a small town of
about 4,500 inhabitants in the Pyrenées Orientales,for the concession

for the electric lighting of the public streets. Fall particulars may

be obtained from , and tenders to be sent to, Le Maire, de St. Laurent

de la Salanque, Pyrenézs Orientales, France.

France . — July 7th . Tenders are being invited by the

French Post and Telegraph authorities in Paris for the supply of

760 metrical tons of galvanised iron wira, and 617,000 porcelaio

insulators. Particulars may be obtained from , and tenders to be sent

to, Le Sous-Secretariat d'État des Postes et des Telegraphes, Rue

de Grenelle, 103, Paris .

Hammersmith. - Jaly 4th . The Vestry wants tenders

for thesupply of eight 25 -kw. transformers. Particulars fromthe

Vestry Clerk (Mr. W. P.Cockburn ), Town Hall; also see our “ Ofi
cial Notices. "

Heckmondwike. - Jane 30th . The directors of the

Heckmondwike Industrial Co -operative Wholesale Society want

tenders for an electric light installation (about 600 lights) including

\
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HALIFAX .-SECTION OF ANOTHER ROUTE.

The trials all point to the conclusion to which previous
experience points, that for city work the electrical cab is

coming to the front, and for country roads, less suitable for

accumulators and less convenient as regards re -charging, the

spirit motor will find its chief field, leaving the heavy work

probably to steam . We would not at present advise the

trial of electricity beyond narrow limits.

9

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

generating plantfor their premises. Consulting electrical engineer,

Mr. Walter Leake, 51, Victoria Buildings, Manchester. See our

“ Official Notices ” June 17th .

Hull. — July 1st. The Corporation wants tenders for

wiring and the supply of fittings for the East Hull Baths. Parti

culars from the city engineer(Mr. A. E. White). See our “ Oficial

Notices ” June 17th .

Leeds. - Jane 29th . The Council requires tenders for

two engines and dynamos of about 1,000 H.P. each ; also for 50 elec

tric tramcars. Particulars from Dr. John Hopkinson ; also see our

“ Official Notices ” June 17th .

Melbourne.- August 16th . The City Council is in

vitingtendersfor the supply and delivery of arclamp carbons. See
our " Official Notices."

Newington. — July 1st. The Vestry of St. Mary invites

tenders for the construction, supply, and erection of boilers, pumps,

steam and water mains, watertank, surface condenser, fuel economiser,

& c., for the electricity works in Penrose Street, Walworth . Con

sulting engineers , Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Manville. See our

" Official Notices ” June 17th .

Shanghai. - August 10th. The Shanghai Municipal

Council invites tenders for thesapply of two 100 -kw. direct coupled

steam alternators, switchboard , and water-tube boiler. Particulars

and specifications to be obtained from Messrs. John Pook & Co. , 8 ,

Jeffreys Square , St. Mary Axe, E.C., to whom tenders have to be sent.

See our “ Official Notices " this week.

St. Pancras. - July 12th. The Vestry wants tenders for
—

condensing plant, steam pipes, & c., for the Regent's Park generating

station, 47, Stanhope Strcet, N.W. Particulars from the chief cierk ,

Electricity Department offices, 57, Pratt Street, N.W. See our

“ Official Notices " this week .

Tanbridge Wells.—June 27th. The Corporation wants

tenders for the electric wiring of the new baths in Monson Road,

Particulars and specifications at the Borough Surveyor's Office .

( Continued from page 882.)

Bulgaria . — June 27th. Some little time ago the muni

cipal authorities of Sophia, Bulgaria, invited tenders for the con

cession for the electric lighting of the public streets of the city,and for

the construction and working of an electric tramway. The authori.

ties are again inviting tenders, until the 27th inst., for this concession ,

particulars of which may be obtained from above.

Cardiff. — June 28th. The Corporation wants tenders for

two water-tube boilers for the electricity works. Particulars from

the borough electrical engineer, Mr. Appelbee ; also see our “ Official
Notices " June 17th .

East London (Cape Colony) .- June 28th. The Town

Council is inviting tenders for erection of buildings and the supply

of electric lighting machinery, electric tramcars, plant, rails, & c ., and

for their maintenance for sixmonths from completion . Particulars

from Messrs. Dyer & Dyer, 17, Aldermanbury, London, E.C., on pay .

ment of £ 5, repayable on the receipt of a bona fide tender.

Edinburgh . - Jane 30th. The Corporation wants tenders

for the supply of copper strip for electric conductors. Particulars

from the resident electrical engineer, and see our " Official Notices "

June 17th .

9
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Victoria . - Jane 24th . The Council of the city of

Hawthorne ( Colony of Victoria , Australia ) is inviting tenders for

the supply and erection of buildings, boilers, engines, dynamos,

transformers, mains, meters, arc lamps,poles ;also running the plant

for three years. See our " Official Notices ” March 11th .

Wimbledon . - Jane 27th. The District Council wants

tenders for the installation ofthe electric light mains and fittings in the

now derôtbuildings in Queen's Road, Wimbledon. Particulars from the

Council's engineer, Mr. C. H. Cooper. See our " Official Notices
June 17th .

York . - June 24tb. The Corporation is inviting tenders

for the erection of anelectric light station . Particulars from the

City engineer, Guildhall.

99

OLOBID .

Ayr . - The Police Commissioners have given the contract

for the new electric light posts to Messrs. Macfarlane, Glasgow .

Bristol. - The City Council has given an order to Megers.

D. Parsons for electric lamp posts ( £ 1,467) for street lighting ; and

to Messrs . Willans & Robinson for an additional engine at £2,255 .

London .- The London County Council on Tuesday re

ferred to committee for consideration , and report the following

tenders opened for the supply of engines and dynamos for the

electric lighting of the Crossness outfallworks :

J. Fowler & Co. , Leeds (for two dynamos and accessories only ) . . £ 860

W. R. Renshaw & Co., Stoke 4,497

Calvert & Co., Manchester .. 4,600

Scott, Anderson & Beit, Bheffield .. 4,750

Safety Concentric Wiring Company 4,990

Laing, Wharton a Down 5,455

Edmundson's Electricity Corporation 5,530

The following tenders for cables and wiring for the same installa

tion were similarly referred to committee :

Fowler, Lancaster & Co. £ 2,560

National Electric FreeWiring Company 2 630

J. H. Pickup & Co. 2,712

Scott, Anderson & Beit 2,770

Calvert & Co. 2,800

British Insulated Wire Company 2,899

Allingham & Fennell .. 2,943

H. T.Rogers 2,950

Safety Concentric Wiring Company 3,250

Laing, Wharton & Down 3,484

A. H.Wood 4,880

J. Jenkins & Sons 5,050

T. H. Taylor 5,800

G. Stegman 6,225

Sax, Slatter & Co 6,500

WalsallElectrical Company 6,912

Yarmouih . — The Cuunail has given Messrs. Gray and

Palmer: the contract for electric light wiring and ting at the

Isolation Hospital, at £73 odd.

Local Authorities and Electric Lighting .-- The Bill

to confirm the electric lighting provisional orders which

have been granted by the Board of Trade to the Vestries of

Bermondsey and Sc. Marylebone having been referred to a

Select Committee, objection has been taken, on behalf of the

vestries, says the Times, to the right of the companies to

appear before the Committee in opposition to the orders

being confirmed . The question of the locus standi of the

companies will therefore have to be decided by the Court of

Referees. The companies who have lodged petitions against

tbis Bill, and whose locus standi is now called in question,

are the London Electric Supply Corporation, the Metropolitan

ElectricSapply Company, the County of London andBrush

Provincial Electric Lighting Company, the Chelsea Electric

Supply Company, and the St. James's and Pall Mall Electric

LightCompany,

Thefollowing letter on this subject has appeared in some

of the London papers, from the pen of Mr.J. B. Braithwaite,

jun., whose interest in electrical companies is well known :

27 , Austin Friars, E.C., June 18th .

Sir ,-The importance to investors in electric lighting undertakings

if the questions raised by the Bill now before Parliament under

which the Vestries of Marylebone and Bermondsey are seeking to

obtain powers to compete with existing electricity supply companies

within their area, and the fact that my firm bas acted as brokers to

many important electric lighting issues, must be my apology for

addressing you uponthissubject .

Something like £ 5,500,000 nominal capital is now invested in

electricity supply companies in the metropolis, on the securityof

provisional orders granted by the Board of Trade and confirmed by

Parliament after the local authoritybad (a) declined to undertake

the supply themselvee, and( 6) given their consent to the application

for a provisional order by the company.

In most districts two companies are in competition, thus protecting

thepublic against any fear of a monopoly. In all cases the local

authority has the right to purchase the companies' undertaking at

the expiration of 42years from 1889, thus securing the reversion of

the business to the ratepayers within a reasonable time.

It should be borne in mind, that under the Electric Lighting Act

of 1888, the vestries and other local authorities bad an equal right

with any company to apply for and obtain the grant of provisional

orders for thesupply of electricity within their areas, and in practice

theBoard of Tradebas always insisted upon the consent of the local

authority being obtained to the application of any company for

provisional order.

The local authorities have thus had to face the question of under

taking the supply themeelves in preference to allowing acompany

to doso, and in many cases where they decided to do so, the Board

of Trade bave given them the provisional order, and retased all

applications made by companies. In many cases, however, after full

consideration, andobtainingthe best expert advice possible, the local
authority decided not to undertake the supply itsell, but to sapport

the application of a responsible company in preference.
Thus, with the consent of the local authorities in variousparts of

themetropolis ,electricity supply companies are now engagedinsup

plying the public,and now that the shareholders have risked their

capital and through their enterprise the industry has been proved to

bea profitable one, it would seem udreasonable that the local

authority should be allowed to turn round and reverse its former

decisionand undertake the supply of electricity itself in competition

with the company, whose undertaking it has the right to purchase at

the end of a period of years .

Should this practice beallowed, it would be obviously extremely

unjust to those who have invested their money in proving the possi.

bility of electricity being supplied at a profit, and would effectually

prevent any future companies being formed for any industrial enter

prise in which in the event of success they will have to face com

petition from local authorities using the ratepayers' money against

them .

No company can object to fair competition, but when a local

authority first encourages a companyto incar large expenditure, and

then, when the business proves to be profitable, brings in money

borrowed on the rates to deprive them of the fruits of their enter

prise , it is not competition, but

Il it is desired that power should be given to local authorities to
reverse the decision wbich many of them came to many years ago

not to undertake the supply of electricity themselves, it seems only

reasonable that, as a condition of the provisional order being now

granted to them , they should at least be required to come to some

equitable arrangement for the purchase of the company or companies

which may already be supplying electricity in their district, and
doubtless in Committee a clause embodying this or some other

method of effectually safeguarding the interests of the existing

supply companies will be introduced.

Apologising for the length of this letter,

I am yours faithfully,

J. B. BRAITHWAITE, JUD .

The Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, Limited has
issued a statement of its case against the provisional order

promoted by the Vestry of Marylebone seeking powers to

enter intocompetition with it. The memorandum concludes

thus : “ Having regard, therefore, to the whole circum

FORTHCOMING EVENT.

1898 .

Friday, June 24th at 5 p.m.- Physical Society. Agenda :-1. Exhi

bition of an Apparatus illastrating the action of two

coupled Electric Motors, by Prof. Carus-Wilson ;

2. Exhibition of Weedon's Expansion of Solids Ap.

paratus, by Mr. J. Quick ; 3. " On the Theory of the

Ball Effect in a Binary Electrolyte.” By F. G.

Donnan , M.A., Ph . D.

NOTES.

New Cable . — The cable ship, Faraday , left the works of

Mesers. Siemens Bros. & Co., Woolwich , on Wednesday

afternoon with some 670 miles of submarine cable on board

for the West Indies, to the order of the West India and

Panama Telegraph Company . The manufactureand testing

have been supervised by Sir Samuel Canning and Mr. T. E.

Gatehouse, and the cable is certainly one of the best ever

made, and reflects every credit apon the contractors. Mr.

Graham , of Megere. Siemens's staff, accompanies the expedi

tion as electrician- in - charge.

Personal.- We understand that Mr. Walter Rigge,

A.I.E.E., has resigned his position as outdoor manager to

the Liverpool branch of the Westminster Engineering Com

pany, Limited , of 27—31, Regency Street, Westminster, to

take up an appointment on the Peninsular and Oriental

Steamship Company.
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stances, it is very respectfully but firmly submitted that to

give a local authority, without sufficient cause , power to

compete with a company efficiently exercising powers granted

by Parliament with the consent of that local anthority,

would becontrary tothe intention and policy of Parliament,

not only in respect of electric lighting, but also of gas, water,
andtramway undertakings, and would , by the shock to

public confidence, gravely discourage investment in any

enterprise which depended for success ona fair and reason
able interpretation of the intentions of Parliament. It is
believed that Parliament has never given powers to any

corporation to compete with a company authorised by private
Act or provisional order to supply gas, water, or tramway

Fervice, and if there is any precedent in the case of electric

lighting, it has been created by the Board of Trade without

the attention of Parliament having been directed to the

question, in consequence of the confirming Bill not having
been opposed.

90

The Institution of Electrical Engineers' Conver

sazione. - There was a large and brilliant company at the

Nataral History Museum , Cromwell Road, on Thursday,

16th inst., for the Institution Conversazione. The guests

were received by the Presiden , Mrs. Swan and the

Council. An excellent programme of music was performed

by the string band of the Royal Eogineers under

the conductorship of Mr. J. Sommer, Everything

passed off very satisfactorily. Among those present were

the following : -

Mr. J. W. SWAN, F.R 8., President.

Prof. W. G Adams, F.R.S. Mr. Holman Hant

Mr. G. L. Addenbrooks Lord Kelvin , G C V.O., F.R.S.

Mr. H. Alabaster Prof. A B. W. Kennedy, F R S.

Mr J. F. Albright Lord Loch, G.O.B.

Mr. L. Andrews Bir Philip Magaus

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. Mr. W. G. McMillan (Secretary

Sir B. Baker, K.O.M.G., F R.8 . Sir Henry Mance, C.I.E.

Mr. Shelford Bidwell, F.R.8. Major- G ·neral J. Mann, R E.

Sir A. R. Binnie Master of the Saddlers' Company

Mr. M. Blombarh Master of the Salters' Company

Mr. 8. L. Brunton Mr. H. 8. Maxim

Prof. Capper Mr. H. W. Miller

Prot 0. A. Carus-Wilson Sir 8. Montagu

His Excellency the Chinese Mr. W. M. Mordey

Minister Mr. 8. Morse

Mr. Latimer Clark, F.R.S. Mr. Kenric B. Murray

Mr. Dagald Clerk Sir Hugh Owen , K.O.B.

Prof. F. Clowes, F.R.8. Majır Flood Page

Mr. 8. Cowper -Coles SirW. Prace, K.O.M.G.

Capt EW. Creak, R.N., F.R 8 . Dr. W. H. Perkin , FR.B.

Mr. R. E. Crompton Prof. J. Perry, F R.B.

Sir William Crookes, F.R.S. Mr. J. Denison Pender

Sir A. Durston, K.C.B. Mr. W. H. Preece, O.B., F.R.S.

Mr. H. Edmonds (President Inst. Civil Eagrs.)

Prof. Ezaroff Sir A. Ramsay

Mr. S. Evershed De. W.Ramsay, F.R.S.

Mr. C. E. Fagan Mr. J. S R.worth

Mr. W. P.J. Fawcus The Rev. A. Robertson

General Festing, C.B., F.R 8 . Bir E. M. Shaw , K.C.B.

Prof. G. F. Fi zGerald ,
F R 8. Mr. Dane Sinclair

Sir W H. Flower, K.C.B., F.R.S. Prof. R H. Smith

Prof. Gsorge Forbes, F.RS. Mr. James Swinburne

Prof G. ( srey Foster, F.R.S. Mr. Cameron Swan

Sir E. Frankland, K.C.B , F.R.S. Sir D. Tennant

Mr. E. Garcke · Prof. 8. P. Thompson , F.R S.

Dr. W. Garnett Dr. T. E. Thorpe

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S. The Rev. Dr. Waoe

Mr. W.T. Goolden Prof R. M. Walasley

M. Gyeorguiewsky Mr. F. H. Wabb

Prof. F. L. V. Harcourt, F.R.8 . Gsneral O. E. Webber, O.B.

General Sir R. Harrison , K.O.B. Henry Wilde, F.R.S.

(Iospector -General of Fortifi. (Hon rary Member)

cations ). Sir E. L. Williams

Admiral Lord Jobn Hay Mr. J. Wimsburst, F.R.S.

ProfO_Henrici, F.R.S. Mr Edward Woods

Dr. E Hopkinson Sir H. Trueman Wood

Prof. W. H. Hudson Mr. O. A. Wordingham

Prof. D. E. Hughes, F.R.8.

Obituary. - The death is announced of Mr. John Henry

Beckwith , M.I.M.E , who had been for the past 30 years

connected with Galloways, Limited , engineere, Manchester.

For the greater portion of this period be acted as works

manager, and for the past 10 years, as a director of the

company. He took great personal interest in the various

International Exhibitions with which Messrs. Gallowaye'

name has been closely identified, and designed many installa

tions of engines, & c., for rolling mills, hydraulic installations,

and other purposes.

We regret to hear of the death, which occurred on 14th

inst., of Mr. William Rickard, the founder and sole

proprietor of the Ashbourne Road Mille, Derby, where he had

for years past carried on business as a wire manufacturer and

coverer, andcable manufacturer. The business will continue

to be carried on under the same managementas heretofore.

We are sorry to learn of the death of Captain Davies,

managing director of the Exchange Telegraph Company,

which occurred on Tuesday last, at the age of 73. He had

been managing director of the company since its inception

in 1872, and, with Sir J. Anderson and Mr. Cyrus Field,

was one of its founders. Prior to his connection with the

Exchange Telegraph Company, Captain Davies had been in

the service of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company and

the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.

We read , with regret, in our American exchanges, of the

death of Dr. Chas. E. Emery, Ph.D., wbich took place at

Brooklyn on June 1st, heart failure being the cause.

Emery was well known in America as a consulting engineer,

and his name will be familiar to our readers in connection

with the controversy on steam engines for electric traction .

Thirty years ago Dr. Emery had charge of the construction

of U.Š. war and other vessels. In the eighties the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Londod ,awarded him the Telford Prize

for & paper read by him. He was a prominent member of

the American Society of Mechanical Eogineers , and was

president in 1896-7 of the New YorkElectrical Society, as

well as a member of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers. He was a non -resident professor of Cornell

University. He was also a member of the American Society

of Civil Engineers. An exchange says that " he was not

only an engineer in theory, butin actual practice, and had

several patents for important improvements in machinery."

He was connected with the NewYork Steam Company as

consulting engineer at the time of his death .

Glasgow Technical College Scientific Society . - On

11th inst. the members of tbis society visited the new works

of Messrs. Mavor & Coulson, Limited. At a meeting of

committee held later the report of Dr. H. Dyer (convenerof

the teaching staff of the college) on the papers sent in for

the society's annual competition, was read . The report

stated that the paper on “ Multiphase ElectricalMachinery,”

signed “ Electra, " was a production giving.evidence of con

siderable knowledge of the subject,and was recommended

for the award. The author was Mr. A. Stewart, to whom

the gold medal will accordingly be presented.

Marriage. - On 13th inst. Mr. Frank Christy, senior

partner of the firm of Christy Bros., electrical engineers, of

Chelmsford, was married at Leominster to Miss Clara Nellie

Geaussent,

Mr.

Water -Tube Boilers in Ships of War. - Perhaps before

these lines are in print an opportunity may have presented

itself for testing water-tube boilers in actual war service.

We are informed that the Spanish ships Pelayo and Chris

tobal Colon, the latter an armoured cruiser, have Niclauské

type boilers, and these have been spoken of as better than

the Belleville type. It is thus extremely probable that informa

tion of a practical kind may be forthcoming. We have a

very poor opinion of any steam boiler, water-tube or any

other kind , if expo ed to the shock of a shell exploding

within it. We may be wrong ,but we think any injury to

theboilers of a warvessel would expose such vessel toimme

diate defeat. Of course, the failure of one boiler, if it does

not actually explode, may only result in cutting it out of

service, but what of the food of hot water and more or less

escaping steam at a critical moment. Even at best a ship

would be merely a floating battery; it could not maræuvre,

and if it lost all its steam , it is questionable if it could work

its guns. There would be neither water -power, compreesed

air,nor electricity .

-

Presentation.- Mr. J. O. A. Ward, of St. Pancras, who

has been appointed superintendent of mains under the Glas

gow Corporation, was, previous to his departure, presente !

by the St. Pancras Vestry electricity staff with a handsome

gold chain with 1898 sovereign attached, apon which a

Buitable inscription was made.

1.
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Electric Provisional Order Bill, and the General Power Dis

tributing Company's Bill, all of which propose to supply

electrical power in bulk to the local authorities and private

consumers . The secretary was instructed to watch the p:o

gress of the Bills in Parliament, and should the exigencies

of the situation require concerted action , to call a further

meeting of the Corporations Association .

&

The Parliamentary Electrical Energy Committee.

In the Chorley Guardian for Saturday Jast, Lord Balcarrer,

M.P. for Chorley, who, it will be remembered, was a member

of the Select Parliamentary Committee on Electrical Energy

(generation and supply ), writes come notes regarding the

Committee's proceedings. He says :

I cannot claim that the direct results of our labours have been very

satistactory . The Committee was equally divided in opinion ,and on

a dozen critical occasions our votes were equal in number - four on

each side. The Committee was initiated by the Lords; we get in

their House, and deliberated according to their standing orders. It

is strange that in ro business-like an assembly as the Upper House,

there is no escape from the dilemma of a tie. The cbairman has no

casting vote, and when a division shows equal numbers, the question

is settled in the negative. So our report is a document which few

members of the Committee would accept as a solution of the problem ;

indeed , I question whether it satisfies a single member of the Com.

mittee ; I certainly would refuse to sign it as an expression of my

own opinions. However, our report is not mandatory, and the inquiry

has not been useless by any means. In the first place we bave col.

lected valuableevidence from expert witnesses ; we have shown how

prejudicial legislation has beento the development of electrical

industries, and how the consumer bas been obliged to pay unreason .

able prices for his light. In short, we demonstrate the urgent

necessity for a careful modification of the 1882 and 1888 Acts.

Moreover, this is the first time that Parliament has seriously

examined the important progress of recent science. The powers of

the Board of Trade are large, but they should be widened . The

powers of municipal bodies are also large - s0 large that private

enterprise is discouraged. Some corporations want to get the whole

business into their own hands; the London County Council wishes to

abrogate the rights of 40 localauthorities in the metropolis — some

of which have populations of 250,000, and even 350,000. Many

tecbnical questions arise, and it would not be of interest for me to

refer to them here . One of them, however, has a general bearing

upon the position of all local authorities . It is provided that, after

acertain period, local authorities may buy up the local companies,or

any part of their plant - mains, for instance - eituated within their

ownarea. This right was given when lighting was the prime func

tion of electricity. Lighting is a civic, communal obligation , and the

local authorities should have this privilege. When absent in the

case of private gas companies, the public is protected by the

sliding scale. But in a few years time lighting will be a

subsidiary matter - sometimes nothing more than abye-product.

Should local authorities retain the option to purchase undertakinga

which supply energy in bulk for motive purposes to factories, work

shops, or railways ? The distinction between electricity in bulk and

electricity for lighting should be defined ; the task is difficult, I

admit, because one concern can supply both. Bat discrimination is

not impossible, and unless it be achieved , there will be hopeless irre

mediable confusion when the time for statutory purchase arrives.

The Board of Trade should note that lighting is communal, and that

energy for motive power is commercial. In the case of the proposal

mentioned above, it will be impossible for all the local authorities

interested — 150 or more of them-to agree among themselves as to

the purchase of a huge undertakingwhich has mains under every

authority, transforming stations under others, and one vast gene

rating engine house in the district of a country authority. One

might as well aska group oflocal authorities to buy up a railway

company or the Manchester Ship Canal. Is it not a fit subject for

legislation ?

Electric Search Lights as Weather Signals. — The

Monthly Weather Review for February contains a note

(reproduced in New York Science) on the use of electric

search lights for the purpose of disseminating weather fore

casts. The search light of the U.S.S. Maine, which was at

the time nearly completed, was , in February, 1895, loaned by

the Navy Department to the Weather Bureau for temporary

use in Chicago, in experiments designed to test the efficiency

of such a means of distributing warnings of coming impor

tant weather changes. The light, which had a lens 30 inches

in diameter, ard whose candle- power was estimated at about

100,000, was erected on the roof of the Auditorium Building

in Chicago, at an elevation of 270 feet above the level of the

street. It was used but once, on February 28th , 1895 , in

giving a warning of a coming cold wave , the light being

slowly revolved at the rate of one revolution in five minutes.

The night was dark and cloudy, and the signal was seen at a

distance of 20 miles. A number of experimental trials were

also made, and it was concluded that search lights are not

useful for the purpose of disseminating forecasts except

under the most favourable circumstances. The compiler of

these “ Notes " recalls that a number of years ago a similar

attempt was made during one summer to flash weather fore

casts from the summit of MountWashington, in New Hamp

shire (6,279 feet). This was a private enterprise , in the

natureof an advertisement, but was fairly saccessful as far

as the distribution of the forecasts was concerned .

-

The Blackwall Disaster . - It is the unexpected that

happens, and surely in the whole category of accidents,

nothing more unforeseen than the terrible calamity with

which the launching of the warship Albion terminated bas

ever occurred. The sympathy of everybody in the United

Kingdom will be extended to the relatives of the unhappy
victims of this act of thoughtlessness — for it appears that no

blame can be attributed to anybody but to those who became

immersed — and also to Mr. Hills and the staff of the

Thames Ironworks in this their hour of trial. Especially will

electrical men feel for the young electrician, who, if report

is to be credited, was suddenly confronted with the dead

bodies of his aged mother and young , recently married ,

sister, who were brought into the dynamo room where he

was in charge, and which, for the time, was turned into a

mortaary.

The Telephone an Aid in Emergency. - Several

dramatic incidents were reported in connection with the

flood at Shawneetown, III. , a few weeks ago, bat, says the

Western Electrician, none possess more interest than the

heroic attempts that were made by the telephone company's

employés to give the alarm and summon relief. Cypress

Junction, which is five miles from the scene of the flood, was

the first place to hear the news. The bulletin came by long

distance telephone. It was of dramatic and horrible brevity:

“ The levee has broken ! The water is rushing in from the

bend a mile and a half up the river. Already 250 people

are drowned in the lower part of town, and--' At this

point the operator sending the message ceased speaking, the

wires went down, and all efforts to regain connection with

CypressJunction failed . A few particulars were received at
Evansville, Ind . , some time afterward. Two citizens of

Shawneetown who had escaped the flood rowed a skiff to a

small town near by, and telephoned the brief facts of the

catastrophe. Theyhad but few details to give. An appeal

for aid was received by the Mayor of Evansville later in the

evening. The message was transmitted by a telephone

lineman, who climbed a pole four miles above Shawneetown

and made a temporary connection to call for aid. Other

towns in Indiana were also notified and a few details were

thus gathered. The manager of the telephone exchange at

Shawneetown gave Mount Vernon its first definite news of

the big inundation at the little city down the Ohio River.

His message contained the following statement :-“ I am

four miles from Shawneetowo now. I escaped, and made

my way here with a portable telephone. I climbed up a

telephone post and made a connection, and that is how you

are getting the news. ” The telephone company's employés
proved themselves to be heroes of the occasion. Their

energetic and intelligent efforts ensured immediate relief for

the sufferers, and demonstrated again in no unmistakeable

manner the importance to every community of electrical

communication with the outside world . Had it not been

for the telephone, neighbouring cities could not have been

notified of the dire necessities of the people of Shawneetown,

and relief expeditions could not have been summoned as

speedily as they were in this case .

.

The " Arc Works " Sports. - The annual sports in con

nection with the Arc Works' club (Messrs. Crompton & Co.,

Limited) took place on Saturday at Chelmsford , in glorious
weather. There were 19 events .

Municipal Corporations Association . - On 14th inst.

a meeting of the Municipal Corporations Association was

held in London to consider, among other things , the Man

chester Carriage and Tramway Company's Bill,the Midland
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Smoke Nuisance . - The Metropolitan Electric Supply

Company, Limited, were eummoned at Bow Street on

Wednesday for not complying with a magisterial order call

ing upon them to abate a smoke nuisance. It will be

remembered that the company was fined for a number of

cases on May 18th, but the nuisance was not abated .

Counsel on behalf of the St. Giles Board of Works said that

there were about 30 other summonses since the last cases

were beard . It was shown that the company were using the

best coal now in the market, but to prevent smoke with this

coal they would be bound to reconstruct their furnaces,

which would take 10 or 12 months, and involve enormons

expense. After a lengthy hearing, Sir James Vaughan said

he was satisfied that the company had done all in their

power to mitigate the nuisance,and marked the summonses

* No conviction ." It was stated that the prosecution was

forced on the Vestry by the L.C.C.

A batch of similar summonses against the Charing Cross

and Strand Electric Sapply Corporation were withdrawn by

the St. Martin's Vestry.

A Danger in Using Gas Voltameters. - Users of gas
voltameters should bear in mind that gases prepared by

electrolysis are reputed to possess great activity. They

will know what is meant by the active condition of a gas.

In the Zeitschrift für Elektro-Chemie, Vol. 4 (14), page

342, F. Winteler discusses this subject, and points out a

danger which is certainly associated with the use of gas

voltameters. When the oxygen and hydrogen are collected

together in one tube, it may happen, when the tube is nearly

full of the explosive mixtare, that the electrodes project into

the gas. If the electrodes postess the power of occluding

gasestheymay cause an error by inducing the slow recom

bination of the gases , or the recombination may be so rapid

as to produce an explosion. In any case, this is due to the

occlusion of the gases by the electrodes, and not to any

special activity of the gas. Reference is also made to

another source of error in voltameters, viz , the solubility

of the oxygen in the electrolyte, and its diffusion to the

cathode, where it is again reduced.

Hiram S. Maxim Electric Lighting and Engineering

( Pioneer) Syndicate , Limited (57,800).- Registered June 16th ,

with capital £ 10,000 in £ 1 shares , to acquire a certain invention as

applied to electric lighting by 8. 8. Maxim , and to carry on the

business of electricians, mechanical engineers, suppliersof electricity,

and electrical apparatug manulaturers. The subscribers are :

J. de Meray, 1, Rutland Gate, S.W. , gentlemad , 4,000 shares ; F. A.

English , Addington Place, Surrey, landed proprietor, 4,000 shares ;

J.T. Thompson, 116, Nevill Road, Stoke Newington, gentleman, one

share ; M. Devenish, 7, Cavendish Place, W., gentleman , one share ;

F. Cook, 53, Greybound Road, Kensal Rise, N.W., clerk, one share ;

C. F. Gillard, 95 , Queen's Road, NE ., gentleman, one share ; A. J.

Rawlinson, First Avenue Hotel, Holborn , surveyor, one share.

The number of directors, and the names of the first, are to be

determined by the subscribers ; qualification , £ 100 ; remuneration as

fixed by_the company. Registered by Williams & Neville, Win

chesterHouse, E.O.

Doe Portable Electric Light and Power Syndicate,

Limited (57,803 ).- Registered June 16th, with capital £ 40,000 in

£1 shares, to adopt an agreement with G. O. Scott , and to acquire,

develop , and turn into account any patente relating to the production,

treatment, storage, application, distribution, and use ot electricity.

The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-P. Dawson, 5 , Nevern

Mansions, South Kensington, engineer ; J. E. Ward, Broad Street

House, E.C. , chartered accountant; H. Lomas, 47, Church Road,

Wimbledon, engineer:8. H. Broadley, 14, Warwick Street, Pall

Mall, late captain ; E R. James, Denstone, Oulverden Road, Balham ,

engineer ; W.J. B jley, 11, Henry Street, Kennington, accountant;

W.W.Borman, 39, Victoria Street, S.E , engineer. The number of

directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven ; the sub

scribers are to appoint the first. Qualification, 250 sbares; remune

ration asfixed by the company. Registered by C. Dickinson, 39,

Victoria Street, S.W.

Vice Versa Portable Electric Lamp Syndicate,

Limited (57,806 ).— Registered June 16th , with capital £ 40,000in

10,000 preferredand 30,000 deferred sharesof £1 each, to acquire

British patents Nos. 10,444 and 18,628, of 1897, for “ improvements

in portable electric batteries " and " improvements in portable electric

primary batteries," to adopt an agreement dated June 7th with O. H.

Cole, and to develop, turn into account, and dealin such patents.

The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-F. D. Kinnell, 35, Great

St. Helens, E.C., manufacturer ; T. F. E. Kinnell, Hotel Victoria,

8.W., gentleman ; F. J. Marriott, 35 ,Great St. Heleng, E.C., secre

tary ; J. G. Hillam , 30 , Moorgate Street, E.C., financial agent; J. J.

Beaven, 32, Old Jewry, E.C.,engineer ;W. R. Reece, 36, Copthall

Avenue, E.C., agent ; M.R. Field, 36, Copthall Avenue, E.C., agent.

The number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five.

The subscribers are to appoint the first. Qualification, £ 100 ; remunera

tion, 10 per cent. on the net profits divisible. Registered by J. A.

Bartrum , 9, Old Jewry Chambers, E.C.

1

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED .

OITY NOTES.

...

...

...

The following table shows the tall in the

The Drop in market quotations of Electric Lighting Com

Shares . panies' ordinary shares since March 9th .

March 9th, June 22nd ,

Charing Cross 131-141 11-12

Chelsea 111-12 71-87

City of London 28-29 25-26

County of London 143 -15% 12-13

House- to -House 11-12 8-9

Metropolitan 201-21) 14-15

Notting Hill 20-21 15-16

St. James 181-191 15-16

Westminster 171-18) 141-15

It is hardly necessary to say that this extraordinary fall is due to

the unreasonable scare following on the granting of an electric

lighting order to the Marylebone Vestry.

...

Alliance Electrical Company, Limited (57,770 ).

Registered June 14th , with capital £ 1,000 in £ 1 shares, to carry on

the business of electricians, electrical, gas, and mechanical engineers,

artificers in metal and wood, slate workers, suppliers of electricity,

and electrical apparatus manufacturers. The subscribers (with one

sbare each) are :-J. E. Coles, Llewellyn, West Chislehurst Park,

Eltham , engineer;C8. Northcote, Barefield, South Sydenbama

Park , electrical engineer; T. Jons, Enderby, King's Norton ,Worces

ter, electrical engineer ; W. R. N. Grimley, 3, Marlborough

Road, Ealing,W., engineer; W. Nicholson, 10 , Barnsbury Grove, N.,

accountant;8.L.Ashford, 104, Ritherdon Road, Upper Tooting,

designer ; J. W.H.Humpbreys, 177,Beston Riad, Hanwell, manager.

Thenumber of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than fiye.

The subscribers are to appoint the first. Registered office, 8, Heddon

Street, W.

Medical Electro - Thermic Generator Company,

Limited (57,773).- Registered June 14th , with capital £ 5,000 in

£1 shares, to acquire theinvention of A. E. Greville, for the appli

cation of heat electrically produced for medical purposes, and to

manufacture, sell, and deal in medical, electrical, and thermal

appliances. The subscribers (with one share each ) are :-J. 8. Jarvis,

2 , Staple Ind, W.O., solicitor ; H. E. Greville , 2 , Staple Inn,

W.O. , solicitor ; G. Hickson, Towcester, Northamptonshire,

clerk ; H. Stedman, Towcester, physician ;_H. R. P. Lomas,

Buxton Hydro ., Buxton, proprietor; J. E. Harburn, Thorncliffe,

Buxton , surgeon ; T. W. Precious, 1, Norland Gardens, Norland

Road, W., clerk . Registered without articles of association.

Registered office, 2 , Staple Inn , Holborn , W.C.

Stiens & Earle, Limited (57,784 ).- Registered June

15th, with capital £ 20,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement with

P. Stiens and E. J. V. Earle , and to carry onthe business of elec

triciade, electrical, mechanical, and consulting engineers. The sub
scribers (with one sbare each ) are : -H . Tyler, Old Hall, Thur.

maston, Leicester, boot mercbant; A. E. Bennett, Bella Vista ,

Streatham , 8.W. , electrical engineer; E. Earle, Porchester Lodge,

Streatham Common, clerk ; H. Le Marchant, Storeleigh, Clapbam

Common , merchant; H. R. Mann, 53, Claremont Road, Highgate,

clerk ; J. Weaver, 5,Applegarth Road, Brook Green , W., manager;

H. Pope, Cambrea, Palace Gates Road,Wood Green , secretary. The
number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than seven ,

The subscribers are to appoint the first. P. Stiens and E. J. V.

Earle are to join after allotment; qualification, £ 100 ; remuneration

as fixed by the company . Registered office, 139, Queen Victoria
Street, E.C.

Official Announcements re Companies.

The London Gazette for June 17th contains notice by the Registrar of

Joint Stock Companies to the effect that the following have been

struck off the register and are dissolved :

Birmingham House-to-House Electricity Company.

Caustic Soda and Chlorine Syndicate.

Electrical Accessories Company.

Electric Light and Power Share Trust.

Exeter Electric LightCompany.

Irish House -to -House Electricity Company.

Lancashire and Cheshire House - to- House Electricity Company,

Liverpool House-to -House Electricity Company.

Manchester House -to - House Electricity Company.

Midland House -to -House Electricity Company.

Nightingale Automatic Electrical Machine Company.

Northern House -to -House Electricity Company.

Pacific Telegraph Company.

Railway ElectricalFog Sigoal Syndicate.

Railway Electric Rsadiag Lamp Company.

South of England House-to -House ElectricityCompany.

Universal Arc Lamp Syndicate.

Western House-to - House Electricity Company.

Wrexham and District Electric Supply Company.

1
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for seven months out of the year ander review . The works are fully

employed at the present time, and the contracts on hand and in

negotiation give good reason to hope that thebusiness of the present

year will be remunerative. The plant, buildings, and machinery

have been maintained in efficient working order and condition,

£5,176 having been expended during the year under this head , and

charged to revenue. The directors regret the loss of their colleague,

Mr. George Greenwood, who hadacted as a managing director of the

company since its formation, and who died in April last.

Notice has been given that the following will be struck off in three

months unless canse is shown to the contrary :

Automatic Electric Siga Company.

Canterbury Electricity Sopply Company.
Electric and Automatic Eogineering Company.

Electric Guest Call Company.

Electric Light Regulating Syndicate.

ElectricTime Distributing and Clock Company.

Electro -Mechanical Photographic Syndicate.

Engineering Review , Limited .

Gloria Electrolytic Incandescent Light Company.

" Harp " Arc Lamp Syndicate.

Knooferl -Bonn Dental and Electrical Manufacturing Company.

Manchester Suburban Electric Supply, Limited .

Pioneer Syndicate of the Capital and Counties Electricity Supply

Company.

Silicon Electric Lamp Syndicate.

Town and Village Electric Light and Power Company.
West AustralianElectrical Trank, Power and Lighting Company.

Birmingham Electric Supply Company, Limited .

Toe sbarebolders of this company met at the Queen's Hotel, Birming.

bam , on Friday last, Mr.H. Buckley. (chairman) presiding, to con .

sider the proposed sale of the undertaking to the Corporation. The

proceedings were conducted in private . It was understood that the

followingresolation, moved from the chair, and seconded by Mr. G.

Albright, had been carried with practical unanimity :- " That the

provisional agreement produced and read at this meeting providing

for the sale of the company's undertaking and assets to theCorpora

tion of Birmingham , atthe pric :and upon theterms therein stated, be

approved, andihe directors of the company be requested to takeall

necessary steps to carry such agreement into effect. " A farther

motion was unanimously adopted, moved by Mr. G. H. Kenrick ,and

seconded by Colonel Wilkinson, granting the directors & som of £ 2,000

for their services.

The Electric and General Lovestment Company,

Limited .

The report of the directors to be submitted to the ninth ordinary
generalmeeting of the sharebolders to be held at Winchester House,

Ord Broad Street, London , E.O., on Tuesday, June 28th, 1898, at

3 p m. , states that the profit and loss account shows a gross profit on

the transactions of the year of £ 31,946 131. 8d ., and after deducting

all general charges, and the interim dividend already paid onthe

ordinary sbares, there remains a net balance of £ 25,719 18. 101 .

available for distribution. The directors recommend that this sum

be dealt witb as follows :

Ordinary Shares

To the payment of a further dividend at the

rate of 30 per cent. per annum for the six

months ended May 31st, 1898 £ 3,000 0 0

To the payment of a bonus of 10 per cent. for

theyear ended May 31st, 1898 2,000 0 0

These payments, with the interim divi.

dend of 10 per cent. previously paid, will

make a total distribation of 35 per cent. for

theyear upon the capital paid up on the

ordinary shares.

Founders' Shares

To the payment of a dividend of £ 30 per sbare

for the year ended May 31st, 1898 3,000 0 0

To the paymentof abonus of £ 20 per share for

the year ended May 31st, 1898 2,000 00

Ordinary Shares Reserve Fund

To the payment to the trustees of such fand of... 7,859 10 11

Founders' Sbares Reserve Fand

To the payment to the trustees of such fund of ... 7,859 10 11

...

Davey, Paxman & Co., Limited. The prospectus of

this company, inviting applications until yesterday afternoon for

£ 100,0004 per cent. first mortgage debenture stockat 102 per cent ,

has been before the public this werk. This well -known engineering

and boiler-making ärm of Colchester has now more orders on band

tban at any previousdate,and it has becomepecessary to erect new

sbops, and to provide additional plant and further working capital,

for which £ 30,000 of the present issue of debenture stock will be

appropriated. The assets, exclusive of goodwill and the value of

patents and licenses, are pat at £ 175,132. Messrs. Bramwell &

Harris, and Wheatley Kiik, Price & Goulty, have made a valuation,

and this accompaniesthe prospectus.

The Electrical Company, Limited . This company-

which is the English branch of the Allgemeine Electricitäts Gesell.

schaft, has had, we understand, a successful year's work. The net

profit for the year ending March 31st, 1898, after writing off for

depreciation, doubtful debta, and for thewhole of the furniture, cost

of accumulators, dynamo, wires, & c., wag £ 2,384. The reserve fund

has been increased by £750 ; £ 490 has been distributed to director ,

managers, and as bonuses to employés, and a dividend declared of
10 per cent.

Electric Horse Promotion Syndicate . - The Star of

17thiost. says that the directors of the Electric Horse Promotion

Syndicate, Limited ," have returned to subscribers for the shares the
amounts of their subscriptions. We also learn that the inventor of

the electric horse apparatus, Mr. A. H. R. Palman, through bis

solicitor, Mr. Sydney c. Peters, of 81 , Cannon Street, E.C., has

given notice for the rescission of the contract, dated February 7th ,

1898, for the sale of the patent rights of the said invention . ”

Eastern Extension , Australasia and China Tele

graph Company.-The directors of the Eastern Extension, Austra

lasia and China Telegraph Company, Limited, bave declared an

interim dividend for the quarter ended March 31st last of 28. 6d . per

sbare, free of income-tax , payable on July 15th. The coupon on the

company's 5 per cent. Australian Government subsidy debentares,

dae on Joly 1st next, will be paid on and after that date at Messrs.
Barclay & Co.'s bank.

The Shannon Electric Power Syndicate. Limited .-

Sir HenryGrattan -Bellew , Bart., of Mount Bellew , Conaty Galway,

has been elected to the directorate of this syndicate, in place of Mr.

J. Bannatyne, resigned .

£25,719 1 10

The above-mentioned paymerts will be subject to the deduction of

income-tax .

The trustees for the founders' shares reserve fand propose to dis

tribute to the holders of such sbares a sum of £ 20 per sbare out of

the proceeds of investments sold and dividends received in respect

of the tund, making a total distribution of £70 on each founders'

share. Thedirectors retiring this year are Mr. George Herring and

Mr. B. H. Van Tromp, who, being eligible, offer themselves for re

election. The auditor, Mr. G. T. Rait, also retires, but offers himself

for re-election . It is proposed to make the dividends payable on

June 28th , 1898.

TRAFFIC RECEIPTS .

Greenwood & Batley.

The report of the directors of Greenwood &Batley, Limited , for the

year endedMarch 31st last, to be submitted at the general meeting

to be held in London on 28th inst., states that, after providing for

the interest on the debentures and for the expenses of management,

writing off the sum of £ 2,500 for depreciation, and making a provi

sion of £ 600 for doubtful accounts and allowances, the accounts show

A net profit of£ 8,658, to wbich has to be added the balance brought

forward, £ 1,409, making a balancenow available of £ 10,067. The

directors recommendthat out of this sum & dividend of 7 per cent.

should be paid on the cumulativepreference sbares, which will

absorb £ 7,023, leaving a balance of £ 3,039 to becarried forward. An
Agreement has been entered into uoder which the company hassold

its Rassian business to the Russian Engineering Company, Limited,

for £ 19,000. façable ball in fally-paid ordinary sbares and ball in

fully -paid 6 per cent. camulative preference shares of that company.

The amount received has been written off capital expenditure.

Although under this agreement the goodwill of the Russian busineog
is transferred to the Russian Engineering Company, Limited, it is

stipulated that this company shall act as the sole agents of the

Russian company for the parcbase in England of all materials,

macbioery, or other articles, and are also to manufacture all

such special machinery or parts of machinery as that company

may require from England for the next 25 years, and a considerable

business has already resulted under these conditions. The directors
considered it necessary to join the federated engineering employers

in resisting the 48 hours' demand, and this action brought about a

strike which practically stopped the producing power of the works

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company, Limited . The receipts for the

week ending June 1'th, 1898, were £ 2,835 128. 4d .; corresponding period,
1897, £ 2,441 ős. 4d.; increase, £ 394 6s.

The Cityand South London Railway Company . - The receipts for theweek end.

ing June 19th, 1898, were £ 974; week ending June 20th, 1897 , £ 1,093 ;

decrease, £ 119 ; total receipts for hall-year, 1898, £ 25,532 ; corresponding

period, 1897 , £ 25,308 ; increase, £ 224 .

The Dover Corporation Electrio Tramways. - The receipts for the weet

ending June 18th, 1898 , were £152 6s. 90.; total receipts to June 18th 1898,

£ 2,85128. 6d .

The Dublin fouthern District (Electric ) Tramways Company -The receipts for

week ending Friday, June 10th, 1898 , were £ 748 2s. 5d .; corresponding

week last year, £ 814 0s . 9d .; decrease. £ 65 18s. 4d . ; passengers carried,

110,303 ; corresponding week last year, 121,265 ; aggregate to date, £11,711

12s. 6d ; aggregate to date last year, £ 12,362 68. 4d.; decrease to date,

£ 650 13s. 10d.; mileage open , 8 miles.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway Company. - The receipts for the week ending

June 19th, 1898, amounted to £ 1,440; corresponding week last year,
£ 1,389 ; increase, £51.

The Western and Brazilian Telegraph Company, Limited . The receipts for

the week ending June 17th , 1898, after deduoting 17 per cent of the

gross receipts payable to the London Platino-Brazilian Telegraph Com .

pany, Limited, were £ 2,982.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES . - TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES .
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Stock
Business done

Present
Closing Closing

Dividends for
during

or

NAME .
Share .Issue. the last three years.

Quotation, Quotation, week ended

June 15th June 22nd . June 22nd,
1

1898 .

1895 . 1.96 . 1897. Highest. Lowest .

137,4001 African Direct Telegraph, 4 % Debs. 100 4 % 100 -104 100 -104

25,000 Amazon Telegraph , shares 10 7 8 61 75

125,000 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Red... 100 93 96 93 96

923,9601 Anglo -American Telegraph Stock £2 98 £ 2 13s 3 % 64 67 64 67 651

3,038,0201 Do. do . 6 % Pref. Stock £ 4 18s £ 5 6 6 % 116 -117 116-117 1173 | 116

3,038,0202 Do. do. Deferred ... Stock 161 – 164 161 161 168 164

130,000 Brazilian Submarine Telegraph 10 7 7 % 7 % 153— 16 151— 16 15]

75,0001 Do. do . 5 % Debs. 2nd series, 1906 100.5 112 — 116 112-116

44,000 Chili Telephone, Nos. 1 to 44,000 5 4 21- 31 214 31

10,000,000 $ Commercial Cable $ 1007 % 8 % 180-190 180-190

918,2971 Do. do . Sterling 500 year 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 105 -107 105 -107 106

224,850 Consolidated Telephone Construction and Manufacturing 10/- 11 % 2 % 16

16,000 Cuba Telegraph ...
10 8 % 8 % 7 % 64 71 61- 7

6,000 Do. 10 % Pref. 10 10 % 10 % 10 % 141- 155 141- 154 15

12,931 Direct Spanish Telegraph 5 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 5 5

6,000 Do. do . 10 % Cum . Pref . 5 10 10 % 10 % 11 10 11

30,0001 Do.
41 % Debs . , Nos . 1 to 6,000 50 41 41 % 44 % 103 -106 % 103 - 106 %

60,7101 Direct United States Cable 20 21 24 % 101- 11 101 - 11 11 103

120,000 Direct West India Cable, 44 % Reg. Deb.
100 101 -104 101-104

400,000 | Eastern Telegraph , Nos. 1 to 400,000 10 61% 171 172 171- 173 176 173

70,000
Do. 6 % Cum. Pref. 10 6 184 – 191 181– 19

89,900 Do. 5 % Debs., repayable August , 1899 . 100 5 % 101 - 104 101 - 104

1,302,6152
Do. 4 % Mort. Deb . Stock Red . Stock 4 % 4 123 -127 123 -127 124

250,000 Eastern Extension, Australasia , and China Telegraph 10 | 7 % 7 7 % 171- 18 171— 18 17] 171

Do. 5 % (Aus . Gov. Sub . ) Deb ., 1900 , red . ann . 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 100 -104 100 -104

drgs ., reg . 1–1,049, 3,976—4,326

100,5002 Do. do. Bearer, 1,050—3,975, 4,327—6,400 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 101 –104 101 -104

320,0001 Do. 4 % Deb. Stock Stock 4 % 4 % 4 % 126 - 129 124 -128

Eastern and South African Telegraph, 5 % Mort . Deb. ,
100 5 % 5 % 100 -104 100 - 104

1900 red . ann . drgs., Reg. Nos. 1 to 2,343

46,5002 Do. do. do. to bearer, 2,344 to 5,500 100 5 % 5 % 101 -104 101 -104

300,0001 Do. 4 % Mort. Debs., Nos. 1 to 3,000, red . 1909 100 4 % 4 % 101 -104 101 -104

200,0001 Do. 4 % Reg. Mt. Debs. (Mauritius Sub . ) 1–8,000 25 105 -108 % 104 -107 % 104

180,227 Globe Telegraph and Trust 10 41 111- 12 111- 12 11 115

180,042 Do. do. 6 % Pref. 10 6 164 - 171 16 177 171 163

150,000 Great Northern Telegraph, of Copenhagen...
10 10 % 10 29 30 294— 301 293

160,0001 Do. do. do. do . 5% Debs. 100 5 % % 5 % 100 - 103 100 -103

100 99 –104 99-104

Nos. 1 to , .

17,000 Indo-European Telegraph 25 10 % 10 % 10 % 50 53 50 53

100,0001 London Platino -Brazilian Telegraph , 6 % Debs . 100 6 % % 6 108 -111 108 -111

28,000 Montevideo Telephone, 6 % Pref., Nos. 1 to 28,000 5 4 % 4 21- 23 21- 23

484,597 National Telephone, 1 to 484,597 5 51 55 53 51- 54 53 53

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 6 15 15

15,000 Do. 6 % Cum. 2nd Pref . 10 6 15 15 16 15

250,000 Do. 5 % Non -cum . 3rdPref., 1 to250,000 5 53- 59 53— 58 51 576

1,329,4711
Do. 34 % Deb . Stock Red . Stock 31% 101-106 101-106 1041

171,504 Oriental Telephone and Elec., Nos. 1 to 171,504,fully paid 1 5 18

100,0001 Pacific and European Tel . , 4 % Guar. Debs. , 1 to 1,000 100 4
105 -108 105 -108

11,839 Reuter's ... 8 5 8 9 8 9

3,381 Submarine Cables Trust Cert . 136 -141 136 -141

58,000 United River Plate Telephone 5 5 % 4 41

146,7331 Do. do. 5 % Debs. Stock 5 104 -107 104 -107

15,609 West African Telegraph , 7,501 to 23,109 10 nil nil 31- 41 31- 41

213,4001 Do. do. 5 % Debs.... 100 5 % 5 % 99 -102 99 –102

64,269 Western and Brazilian Telegraph 15 3 2 % 31 % 11 124xd 111- 12xd 112 114

33,129 Do. do. do. 5 % Pref. Ord . 73 5 5 % 5 % 71- 7xd 71- 7 xd

33,129 Do. do. do. Def. Ord . 71 1 nil 1% 41 5xd 41 5xd 45

389,521 Do. do. 4 % Deb. Stock Red. Stock 104 -107 104-107

88,321 West India and Panama Telegraph 10 3% 1 % 1%

34,563 Do. do. do. 6 % Cum . 1st Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 71- 8 71- 8
711

4,669 Do. do. do. 6 % Cum . 2nd Pref. 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 5 7 5 7

80,0002 Do. do. do . 5 % Debs., Nos. 1 to 1,800 1 100 5 5 5 % 106 —109 106-109

1,163,000$ Western Union of U.S. Telegraph, 7 % 1st Mort. Bonds $ 1000 7 7 % 105 -110 (105 -110

160,1001 Do. do. do. 6 % Ster. Bonds 100 6 6 % 100 -105 100-105

35,1001 { ...

...

4 %
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o
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMPANIES.

12 113

73% 81

1

-

1576

261 233

18

16 15

1301 128 )

12

68 6

144 14

1
.

139

64

-

30,000 ' Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply
5 % 6 % 7 % 12 13 11 12

20,000 Do. do . do . do. 41% Cüm . Pref. 6 61 6 61

26,000 * Chelsea Electricity Supply, Ord . , Nos. 1 to 10,277... 5 5. % 8 71- 84

60,000 Do. do. do . 41 % Deb. Stock Red.... Stock 41 % 41 % 41 % 115 –117 115 -117

50,000 City of London Electric Lighting, Ord. 40,001—90,000
5 7 % 10 % 26 27 25 26

10,000 Do. Prov . Certs. Nos . 90,001 to 100,000 £ 5 18 19 171-- 184

40,000 Do. 6 % Cum . Pref., 1 to 40,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 161 - 171 15 16

400,000 Do. 5 % Deb . Stock, Scrip. ( iss. at £ 115 ) all paid 5 % 5 % 5 % 129-134 127 132

30,000 County of Lond . & Brush Prov. Elec. Ltg ., Ord . 1–30,000
nil nil nil 13 14 1 12 13

10,000 Do. do. do. Nos . 30,001 to 40,000 £ 4 paid . 73 6 7

20,000 Do. do . do. 6 % Pref., 40,001–60,000 10 6 % 6 % 6 % 145 151 14 15

17,400 Edmundsons Elec. Corp. , Ord . Shares 1–17,400 £ 4 paid 31- 41 34 4 .

10,000 House -to -House Electric Light Supply , Ord ., 101 to 10,100
4 81 9.3 9

10,000 Do. do. 7 % Cum . Pref. 5 7 % 7 % 7 104 114 94- 104

62,400 * Metropolitan Electric Supply, 101 to 62,500
4 % 6 % 15 16 14 15

220,0001 Do. 44 % First Mortgage Debenture Stock 419 % 41 % 117 -121 117 - 121

6,452 Notting Hill Electric Lighting
171 - 181 15 - 16

31,980 * St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light , Ord. 5 71% 101% 144 % 16 - 17 15 16

20,000 Do. do. 7 % Pref., 20,081 to 40,080 7 % % 7 % 9 10 9 10

50,000 Do. do . 4 % Deb. Stock Red . Stock 4 % 107 -110 107 -110

43,341 South London Electricity Supply , Ord., £2 paid
2 21 | 2 21

79,900 Westminster Electric Supply, Ord., 101 to 80,000
57 % 9 % 12 % 15 16 145— 15

នៗ»៏oទ៩ីowononទ៩ី៩
៨
៩

won

88 7 、

154 13

1195

1516

81

107

23

1 15

...

.
.

- -

23

12
-

* Subject to Founder's Shares. + Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange.

1 Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid . || Dividends paid in deferredsharewarrants, profits being used as capital,

Dividends marked s are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next,
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES - Continued .

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY, MANUFACTURING , AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.
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Sbare
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the last three years.

Closing

Quotation

June 15th ,

Closing

Quotation
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June 22nd, 1838 .
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1

1895 . 1896 . 1897. Highest. Powert.

30,000 | British Electric Traction 10 157 - 161 16 16 ! 163 16

Do. do .

10,000
10 71- 8 104,-- 11

E7 pd. (issued at £2 10s . prem . all pd . )

90,000 Brush Eleol . Enging., Ord ., 1 to 90,000
21% mil nil 13 2 2

90,000 Do. Non - cum . 6 % Pref . , 1 to 90,000 3 % nil 4 % 24 23 23 23

125,0001 Do. do . 4.3 % Perp . Deb . Stock Stock 110 -11+ 110-114

50,000 Do. do . 44 % 2nd Deb , Stock Red. Stock 101 -104 -101

19,894 Central London Railway, Ord . Shares 10 9- 101 93- 104 101

129,179 Do. do . do . £6 paid 10 54- 63 5 61 52

59,254 do . Pref . balf -shares £1 paid 11 17 12

67,680 Do. do . Def. do. £5 paid 41 45

630,0001 City and South London Railway Stock 11 % 11 % 1į % 68 71 68 71 691

22,500 Do. do . Ord . shares, Nos. 1 to 22,500 62 pd. 10 21 13 21

Crompton & Co. , 5 % lst Mort. Reg. Debs ., 1 to 743 of
82,850

89 93 88

£ 100 , and 901 to 1,070 of £ 50 Red .

99,261 Edison & Swan Utd . El . Lyt ., “ A ” shares, £ 3 pl. I to 99,261 5 %
54% 21 21 21 23

17,139 Do. do . do . “ A ” Shares, 01-017,139 5 O
54%

194,023 do . do . 4 % Deb . Stock Red . 100 103--105 103 -105

110,000 Electric Construction , 1 to 110,000 5 % 21 27 2 ! 21 21

16,343 Do. do . 7 % Cum . Pref ., 1 to 16,343 7 % 7 34 33 31

111,100 Do. do . 4 % Perp. Ist Mort. Deb . Stock Stock 106 108 106

91,196 | Elmore's Patent Copper Depositing, 1 to 70,000 1

67,275 | Elmore's Wire Manufacturing, 1 to 69,385, issued at 1 pm . 2
3 g

9,6001 Greenwood & Batley, 7 % Cum . Pref ., 1 to 9,600 i 10 101% 7 % 7 % 11

12,500 Henley's (W. T. ) Telegraph Works, Ord . 10 10 % 12 211 22! 214

3,000 Do. do. do : 7 % Pref . 10 7 18. 19 ! 181 194

50,000 1 Do. do . do . 4. Mort. Deb . Stock ... Stock 419 41 % 110 --115 110 --115

50,000 India-Rubber, Gutta -Percha aud Telegraph Works
10 10 % 10 % 10 21 22 21

300,000 Do , do. do. 4 % 1st Mort. Debs. 100 102 -106 102

37,500 + Liverpool Overhead Railway , Ord .
10 31 % 10,4 10 , 103

10,000 iť Do. do . Prof., £ 10 paid 10 5 % 5 157 -- 161 137

37,350 | Telegraph Construction and Maiutenance
12 15 % 15 % 15 % 3.7 38 35 37

150,000 Do. do. do . 5 % Bonds, red . 1899 100 5 % 5 % 5 % 102 -105 102 -105

540,0001 Waterloo and City Railway, Orı). Stock
124 --- 127 116 -119 1204 113

+ Quotations on Liverpool Stock Exchange. Unless otherwise stated all shares are fully paid.

Dividends marked & are for a year consisting of the latter part of one year and the first part of the next.
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LATEST PROCUR IBLE QUOTATIONS OF SECURITIES NOT OFFICIALLY QUOTED.

* Birmingham Electric Supply, Ordinary £ 5 ( fully paid ) 101 . London Electric Supply Corporation, £5 Ordinary , 3 , 4 ,

House-to-House, 4.! % Debentures of € 100 , 105--108. * T . Parker, £ 10 ( fully paid ), 15 .

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting, Ordinary Shares Yorkshire House-to -House Electricity, £ 5 Ordinary Sbares fully

£ 5 (fully paid ) 12-14 ; 1st Preference Cumulative 6 % , £5 paid , 81-87 . Dividend for 1896-6 % .

(fully paid) , 71-84 . Debentures, 107–110. Dividend , 1897 ,

on Ordinary Shares 10 % .

* From Birmingham Share List . Bank rate of discount 3 per cent. (June 2nd, 1898).
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ELECTRIC TRACTION.

By Robt. C. QUIN, A.I.E E. , B.E. and T. Eogineer, Blackpool.

It goes without saying that the subject of electric traction is 80

important and extensive that it is impossible to deal with it compre

hensively in a paper of this description . The author proposes,

therefore, to set forth as briefly as possible the salient points of

the subject and to invite discussion upon them , rather than to detail

at length any particular system or systems of electric traction .

Road. - In the author's opinion, the road, or permanent way , is one

of the chief factors whichdetermine the success or failure of any

electric traction undertaking, inasmuch as its condition will have a

much greater effect apon the maintenance costs, and consequently,

the financial result , than wculd probably be the case with any other
system of traction .

Considerable difference of opinion seems to exist as to how this

track should be constructed - whether the rails should be 43 lbs. per

yard as upon the Giant's Causeway line, or 92 lbs. per yard as

upon the Blackpool line - whether the gauge would be 3 feet or
standard gauge.

The weight of the rail must, of course, be proportioned to the

weight of the cars running thereon ,and to the soil upon which the

rails are laid ; but it would appear to the author that the present

practice errs too much on the side of lightness.

It will be admitted on all hands that smooth runding is essential

to the longevity of the rolling stock ; and that this cannot be attained

without rigidity of construction, emoothness of running surface, and

accuracy of gauge.

In order to insure these desirable ends it is essential , in the first

place, that the track should be well laid on a good solid foundation,

accurately gauged, and substantially cross-tied . The usual cross-tie

for tramways purposes is 14 inches by 1 inch strap hammered round

at each end , and threaded and bolted through the web of the rails ;

but at Hamburg - at which place it bas been the author's privilege to

investigate the permanent way construction - things are done on a

decidedly better plan. Here the rails, which weigh 106 lbs. per

yara, are cross-tied by an I shaped girder, 4 inches deep, which passes

under the bottom flanges of both rails, and is secured at each end by

two substantial and adjustable chairs . These ties are placed about

6 feet apart.

The rails also are not butt jointed, but have a half and ball lap

joint, with a longitudinal cut through the web about 10 ioches in

length. The fish plates securing these are 2 feet 10 inches long

fastened by six 2 -inch bolts. Thefish plate on the tread side of the

rail passes under the bottom flange asfar as the web.

This class of rail joint is one which, in the author's opinion , very

nearly approaches the ideal. It has unbroken randing surface, is

rigidly constructed , and bas a large rail torail contact.

The cross-overroads at Hamburg are also of unique construition.

At these points the groove of the rail is gradually shallowed until at

the actual crossing point it is inch as against 14 inches at other

parts of the rail. The flange of the wheel projects 1 inch ; hence at

these points continuity of running surface is attained by riding on

the flange of the wheel.

Generator. - Shall it be bigh speed, slow speed , direct coupled , belt,

or rope driven : it with the latter sball the fly-wheel be placed
upon the engine or the dyoamo — are questions which havtbeen ably

dealt with in the techdical press by Mr. J. S. Rawath. On the

question of fly -wheels,the author begs to state his opinion that the

Ay-wheel should be left at the factory, as there is quite sufficient fis.

wheel effect in a tramcar. The author further ventures to suggest

that what is required is not so much uniform speed of the engine, or

uniform E.M.F. of the line, as uniform motionof the tramcars, and ,

in his experience, neither of the former are absolately essential to

the attainment of the latter.

Slow speed engines, direct coupled and belt driven alike, are doing

good service in traction work, both in this country and on the Con

tipent. But of these, so far as regards modern plant, he cannot

speak from personal experience. He has within his charge for light

ing purpöses, however,engines varying in speed from 80 to 5,000 rero

lutions per minute. The traction plant is of the latter order, ie . ,

direct coupled, Parsons steam turbines, electrically governed. These

turbines have been working since June, 1897, to the present time, and

seem well adapted for the purpose. Their efficiency is extremely

good ; the attention and cost ifup-keep at present extremely small,

while the automatic regulation is everythingthat could be desired.
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The extent to wbich this range of regulation is called upon de.

pends, of course, in a very large measure, upon the weightof the

cars, the number of starts per hour, the gradients, and , finally, the

starting gear,

MOTORS. - GRABING AND STARTING ABBANGEMENTS.

Motors. - The motors for traction purposes should certainly be of

theenclosed type, as far as possible watertigbt; and their capacity

such as to enable them, on an emergency , to develop , for short

periods, at least three times their normal power.

The truck, carrying the motor or motors,should be rigid in con

structioa - flexibility being given solely to the supports of the car

body, and of the motor.

The efficiency of a traction motor, though, of course, an important

point, is not of such great momentas with stationary motors. The

question of weight, as well as efficiency, has to be considered ; and

the question , after all, amounts solely to how much power it will

require to move the total weight of ca ", equipment and passengers,

a given distance at a given speed, on a given length of track.

The efficiency, again, should be greatest at certainly not more than

three - quarters of the maximum power of the motor, or preferably at

its usual working load,

The arrangements for oiling should be such, that while giving

efficient lubrication, oil should cot be able to obtain access to the

inner portion of the case. Certain makers of traction motors now

cover the bottom coil of the field magaet with sheet lead. This is a

good preventative of failure due to ihe acce89 of moisture, dirt, or

oil; but it would be better it these could be entirely excluded .

Io the author's experience the weakest point in a traction armature

is at the junction of the wiading and the commutator. Great flexi.

bility should be allowed at that point, and the armature coils and

laminations cannot be too rigidly fixed. The sudden starting with

heavy loads on heavy gradients is very apt to spring the windings,

and snap their connection with the commutator.

There seems at present to be no settled practice as to the number

of motors to be fixed upon a car. The author considers, however,

that two motors should always be installed, either of which should

be sufficiently powerful to take the car bome in case the other breaks

down. Further, tbat the starting arrangements should be so :h, that

the two m tors are plared in series with a resistance, and with one

an : ther at starting , and that under normal working conditions they

should be in parallel, series- pound motors, of course, being used.

The question of gear now appears to be reaching finality, bat it has

passed through many phases. In the early days chain gear was

generally adopted with doublul success. Worm gear followed , but

seeng now to be gradually giving way before spur gearing .

The tramcars in the author's charge are at present all driven by

worm gear. Tbe worms are steel , 44 pitch, baviog three parallel

threads. The worm wheels are gun metal. The whole is contained

in an oil case . The worm is fitted with end thrust ball bearings.

Worm gearing, it well fitted, is efficient, but the wear and tear are

great, 80 tbat it does not long remain in an efficient condition . The

wora gear is nowbeing replaced by single reduction gear.

Thenature of the controllinggear has animportant bearing upon

the economic working of a traction system . It has not ooly an imme

diate effect upon the revenue account, but affects alsothe life of the

motors and of the generators, not to speak of the comfort of the pas

sengers. Moreover, with good controlling starting gear, the maximum

current taken momentarily by the car is considerably reduced, and

with manycars working, and therefore many cars starting simul.

taneously, the amount of generating plant is most appreciably
affocied ,

Within the author's experience, cases have arisen under working

conditions of the maximum currentbeing eight times greater than

the normal; this, of course, being with crude starting gear. It this

maximum were not to exceed the normal by, say, 50 per cent.--and

it certainly need not the necessary amount of generating plant

would be very considerably reduced .

Asbearingupon the question of the effect of controlling gear upon

the life of motors, an incident which happened not very long ago

may, perhaps, point a moral. A certain car, fitted with a series

resistance and multiple contact switch as starting gear, stoodupon a

heavy gradient. The engineer in charge ventured to start the car ,

the immediate effect of which was to burn out a motor armature.

Od a second occasion, under similar circumstances, he again attempted

to start, but this time burnt out the armature of one of the gene

rators.But, not to be beaten, he repeated the operation under some

what different conditions. The car was now equipped with a series

parallel controller — the motors being the same. On this occasiun

he was successful, as on all subsequent occasions when this experiment

was tried .

Cars.-- Double-deck cars are almost invariably used in England tur

urban tramway purposes. The practice, however, on the Continent

is just the reveree. With the exception of Paris, single -deck cars

seem to be the role. The correct size of a car and the number of

passengers it should carry, are questions which cannot be settled

until the conditions of traffic are known . It the line is double

throughcat a large number of cars canbe conveniently worked. If it

is a single line, and loops, the workable number of cars becomes

limited, and their capacity therefore must be proportioned to the
requirements of the traffic .

il the amount of traffic varies within wide limits during certain

portions of the day, or atcertain seasons of the year, it would appear

to the author advisable to atach trailers to the motor cars at those

times, rather than to carry a heavy dead load of car weight the whole
time.

While on this point, the anthor would suggest that some better unit

of efficient working might be established than the cost per " car mile."

What is a car mile ? Is it a trailer car carrying 15 passengers and

weighing 3 to 4 tone'; a motor car carrying 30 passengers,and weighing

7 to 8 tons; or a motor car carrying 80 to 90 passengers and weighing

anything up to 23 tons ? He would suggest" ton mile ” as a better
unit.

System of Feed . - The preceding remarks apply with equal force to

all methods of electric fraction, but the most debatable feature in

the question is the means to be adopted of conveying the energy

from the generator to the motor.

The trend of technical, as also of public opinion in this country,

appears to be in favour of overhead. It is , the author believes,

admitted by all that it is the cheapest method ; bat some bave qualms

as to its sightliness and salety. These points it is obvious, with a

little skill and forethought, can be easilyprovided for .

Strong posts of ornamental construction are now obtainable, and

when used for the joint purpose of lighting the street and supportiog

the overhead cooductor cannot be objected to by the most critical.

The overhead line must always be in evidence, but it is remarkable

how accustumed one can become to it, so much so as not even to

notice its presence.

The best means of ensuriog safety is good work, first-class mate

rials, and sound construction . The gauga of the trolley line should

be not less than 000 S.W.G , although 0 (B. & S.) appears to be the
general thing on the Continent.

Two overhead conductors should be provided even for single line

and loops, being, the author considers, cheaper in the end thanspriog

frogs and other expedients.

Section blocks should not, under any circumstances, be placed in

curves, also they should be provided (when trolleys are used) with

guard checks to prevent the trolley wheel jumping the line when

passing.

The span wire system of support appears best suited to high rates

of speed, and is convenient in narrow streets where supports canbe

attached to the houses, but it necessitates a great number of strain

ing wires at curves which are not sightly.

The life of the overhead line is greatly affected by the class of con

tact making apparatus which is employed. Certainly, the life appears

longer with the rolling wheel than with the sliding bar. Whether

the advantage which the bar has at curves and junctions sufficiently

compens ites for this, the author cannot say.

With a trolley line well erected and fitted with guard cheeks at

cross-overs and junction frogs, there should be little risk of the trolley

wheel jumping the line, but nevertheless, such a contingency must be

provided for. In the first place, the trolley head, whea tree from the

line, should not be able to rise to any great extent from its working

po.ition. In the second place, should it happen that the trolley jumps

theline when the car is proceeding at highspeed, andthe head of the

trolley locks against oneof the supports (either bracket arm or span

wire ), something must give way. What will prove to be the weakest

link cannot, of course, be given for certainty, but shouldit bappen

to be the trolley standard, accidents are likely to occur . The author

suggests thatit would be best to provide the weakest linkin the shape

ofalooge trolley head, and that this trolley head should be anchored

by an insulatedcord to the trolley arm , say, 3 feetfrom the top end,

The only result then of the locking of the trolley head would be its

dropping free from the arm .

It is nocessary, where telephone or telegraph wires crossing the

overhead conductor, to provide some means for preventing these

wires, in the event of their falling, from making contact with the

overhead conductor. There are twowaysof doing this : the first is

to fix aninsulstor, such as a wood or other moulding, on the top of

the conductor at those points ; the second is to suspend abovethe

trolley line one or more guard wires. These latter seem to be pre

ferable, as ia practice the wood moulding works loose, and makes

considerable noise by vibration when the cars are passing. The

guard wires should be stranded and capable of withstanding as

great a stress as the trolley line itsell. They should , the author also

considers, be efficiently connected to earth. It this is so , a tele
phone wire coming in contact with the overhead line and the

guard wire causes a short circait and a cut-out at the generatiog

station .

With overhead systema rail returnis almost iavariably used ,and,

therefore, the question of bɔnding and of the earth circait should be

considered at this point.

For all practical parposes the conduction from rail to rail by fish

plates andbolto muat be neglected, and it becomes necessary to pro

vide electricalbonds across these rail joints of the same eqaivalent

area as the rail.

The rails the author is now using have an area equivalent to a

square iach of copper. The bondsconsequently should have this

section. Under these circumstances it is preferable to use two bonds,

as one of a square ioch section would be inconvenient.

The heads of the bonds should have & contact area of at least 21

Equare inches, and should be of such construction as not to reader

them liable to work slack. It is a good thing, in calculating the fall

of potential upon a given line, to allow 20 per cent . for increased

resistance due to the slackening of the bonds. Even with this bond

ing, unless the disposition of the gas and water mains has been care

fully considered , the Board of Trade limit of stray earth current is

likely to be exceeded .

Ita gas or water main crosses the track or approaches the vicinity

thereof,and from that point takes a shorter route to the neighbourhood

of thestation earth than do the tramway rails, or has along tbat line

of route a less resistance than the corresponding tramway return , it

will tak : a greater proportion of the current than is allowable ; then ,

parallel to that gas or water main , an insulated conductor should be

laid fromthe point of the tramway rails above mentioned to the nega
tive terminal of the dynamo.

Conduit. — The local conditions necessary for the successful working

of a conduit system are, the author considere, freedom from sand and

mud on the roads, good drainage, and a wide slot. The conductor

should not be visible from the surface of the street, and should be fra .

&
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quently supported on insulators. It is necessary to have a wide groove

in order to obtain an efficient form of collectoror plough, as not only

has it to contain the insulated conductors, but it must also be

mechanically strong. Thegroove of the conduit should in all cases

be parallel to the lines, and the conductor should not be continued

across thepoints or cross -overs, as in these cases it would necessarily

be exposed.

Generally, conduits contain two insulated conductors, and this, to

the author, seems preferable. It cannot be said that conduit systems

have, up the present, been successful enough to warrant their general

adoption. Recently, the author inspected four different conduit

systems, but only two of these were then working.

The initial cost of a conduit system varies from 30 to 200 per cent.

in excess of thecost of an overhead system , andthe up -keep, even

where the conditions are favourable, is about 10 per cent. greater

than with the overhead.

Accumulators. The accumulator system of traction certainly pog

Besses very great advantages, the principal of which is that the

service of cars is not dependent on the maintenance of one system

of feed ,each car being entirely independent; but we have carefully

to consider at whatcost this independence is obtained . The crux of

the whole question is the cost of carrying a useful load of passengers

a certain distance, and for this purpose it is as well to see howthe

question is affectedby the adoption of storage cells. There are three

heads under which additional expenditure is entailed ; first, the

interest upon the additional capital required for the installation of

the cells, and also their depreciation ; second, the cost ofpropelling

the additional dead load ; third,the inefficiency of the cells.

With cars running all day with one charge, the weight and cost of

cells are bothvery great as a comparison of the cars used in Dresden

for overhead lineonly, and of the cars at Charlottenburg for accu

mulators, will testify . Dresden cars, carrying 40 passengers, weigh

8 tons ; Charlottenburg cars, carrying 42 passengers, weigh 23 tons.

In both casesthe useful load of passengers is approximately 3 tons.

The cost of the accumulators used on the latter cars is about £ 750

per car.

The cost of traction accumulators varies from £ 75 to£125 per ton,

the formerfigure being for rapid charging and discharging short
distance cells .

The author was much interested in the statements made by Mr.

Epstein in his Institution paper (on the anthority, he believes, of the

Hanover Tramway Company) that the cost of the accumulator

system of working there was only .2d. per car mile greater than the

overhead system ,and he must confess, when making his' recent visit

toHanover, hedid so with the intention of ascertaining how that

2d . was arrived at. To a certain extent he was unsuccessful, the

cost of the up-keepof the cells not being obtainable ; but hebelieves

that the figures which he has obtained are sufficient to effectually

disprove that statement.

There is in Hanover one line of rather less than 10 miles worked

entirely by accumulators, the cars working that line being also

equipped for the overhead, so that they are interchangeable with cars
working on the combined system . They weigh 114 tons, and carıy

36 passengers. The time occupiedin running this journey, exclusive

of charging and stoppages, is 45 minutes. The calls are charged at

two stations en route, at one of which eight minutes charge is given

at constant potential, and at the other 25 minutes. The accumulators

areplaced under the seats,each car being fitted with 208 cells of

Tudor type, and there are three plates in each cell. The weight of

these cells is approximately 2 tons, and the installation cost of each

car £ 200. The energy taken per car mile on this track was 1.5 units.

Although the up-keep cost of the vells was not obtainable, the

average lite of the cells was given at about 18 months, and , more

over, additional cars have to beprovided on the accumulator line, as
several cars are always occupied charging.

There is also another line at Hanover worked on the overhead

system . Here the cars carry 32 passengers, and weigh 6 tons. The

energy taken per car mile of these latter cars was '68 units.

Oo the combined overhead and accumulator system , with cars similar
to those in use on the accumulator line, the energy taken per car mile

was 1.37 units.

Leaving the initial cost of the accumulators out of the question ,

there is the effect on the revenue account to be considered .

With rapid charginglow capacity cells (which are reallythe only

ones worthconsidering ),the weight of cells for a five miles' journey
with one charge is about 1 ton for every 34 tons of car and pas

sengers. Therefore, with a car and passenger load of 13 tons , we
must have 4 tons of accumulators. As every ton mile on a given

road requires the same expenditure of energy, it follows that the

energy given to the motorsto propel this car will have to be increased

approximately 30 per cent.

Opinions differ asto the efficiency of these cells, but generally the

users of them consider that the watt -hour efficiency is about 60 per

cent., and the author does not think the figure is far wrong. There

fore, the energy of charging these car-carried cells has to be increased

117 per cent., owing to their inefficiency and weight. Farther, the

wearand tear of the road and cars is increased by the additional

weight.

The life of the plates of the cells is variously given by the Deers as

from one to two years, by the representatives ofthe makers asfrom
two to three years; but the majority of the users do not find much
difference between the life of positive and negative plates. The cost

of the up -keep of cells is given by the various tramway companies

using them , at from ed . to 31d. per car mile, and the author thinks

a fair average may be taken at ijd. Assuming the cost of current

to be 75d . per unit, and 7 of a unit to be taken without celle,

figures the author does not think advocates of accumulators will

cavil at, the cost of energy with the overhead system would amount

to 325d ., and with accumulators to 1 :14d. , or an additional cost
of 62d .

This added to 14d . for the ap -keep of the cells per car mile, gives

us the additional cost of 2: 12d.,neglecting the extra wear and tear of

the cars and road .

Now consider the capitalcost. The overhead system per mile of

double track costs complete, including bondingof the rails, steel

posts (on span wireorbracket system ) about £ 1,600. Il these posts

are used for street lighting purposes, the cost of the posts should

be divided equally under thetwo heads, reducing the overhead cost

to £ 1,000 per mile of double track , with a21 minutes' service, and

cars travelling eightmiles per hour there will besix cars on the mile

section, and, with the weight of the accumulators given, each car

would cost £300 to equip , or £ 1,800 per mile of double track.

Again , it charging stations were adopted with, say , 15 minutes'

charge, six additional cars would be required at an additional cost

per mile of £ 560, making altogether a sum of £ 2,360 per mile .

With a slow service of cars the initial cost of the accumulators

would probably be less than the overhead , but the additional cost of

2 :12d. per car mile (with only 20,000 miles per car per annum )

capitalised is equivalent to the sum of £ 3,530 , bearing 5 per cent.

interest for each car running.

Combined Systems.- Various combinations of the three systems

before enumerated, have been adopted. More generally, it is a

combination of the overhead line and accumulator system ,but in all

cases of which the author has cognisance, the adoption of accumv

lator systems has been not a matter of choice but ofDeceesity .

When the necessity arises, the author would desire to point oat

most strongly that the dead load of the cars in proportion to its

useful load, should be as small as is compatible with stability of
structure. That arrangements should be made that the additional

dead load of the accumulators is carried only so far as is absolutely

necessary. It is therefore advisable to 80 arrange the battery that it

can be detached as a whole from the car at the junction trom the

overhead line.

A great deal has been said from time to time as to the effect of the

acid upon the care and trucks, and of the odour of sulphuric acid

whichpervades the cars when the cells are placed under the seats.

From what the author has seen of modernsystems constructed on

these lines, he can give his assurance that these complaints are not

well founded ; and ,if it were not for the inconvenience of detaching

tbe batteryas a whole from the car under these circumstances, he

would certainly recommend the cells being placed beneath the seats.

Where the conditions are such as would permit of the working of a

conduit system , and in the absence of permission to use the overhead,
the author considers the combination of overhead and conduit much

more preferable than the use of accumulators. The additional

weight carried is negligible and the working cost decidedly lower

than with accumulators .

There have been many attempts to devise improved methods of

electric traction , toobviate the disadvantages of the systems above

remunerated , but they, one and all, have drawbacks peculiarly their

own, which have hitherto prevented their general adoption. The

names of these systems are legion .

The conclusions arrived at by the author all tend to the opinion

that in the present state of electric traction engineering there is but

one goodand reliable and cheap system , and that is the overhead.

Where a combination is necessary and conditions are favourable ,

overhead and conduit combined comes next in order of merit

That as at present constructed accumulators are not, from a

commercial point of view , a satisfactory solution of the traction

problem .
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ELECTRIO TRACTION .

By J. E. STEWART, Borough Electrical Engineer, Derby.

THE paper I venture to lay before this Association will, I lear, be

disappointing to my engineering brethren , as it will more concernthe

chairman of committees, and gentlemen who have the responsibility

of leading the policy to be pursued by corporations, and of voting the

necessary funds for the purpose of carrying out such schemes ,and

what I have to say is with a view of promoting discussion , and to

obtain the advice of these gentlemen so that other or all towns may

Bee for themselves what is the best policy to be pursued with regard

tostreet railways or tramways that this Association can recommend.

I do not wish it to be understood that I necessarily recommend or

advise uponany of the points I lay before you, bat do so solely with

a view of gaining myself the knowledge of what you consider the best
course to follow .

There are several towns which are now considering the question as

to the advisability of buying up the existing horse tramlines, and are

wondering what is to be done with them if they become corporate

property,and some are trying to arriveat that stage when they are

prepared to vote for an electrical equipment, and then, farther on ,

what scheme of electrical fra tion shall be adopted ; after that,

whether a separate power house shall be laid down, or the current

taken from their existing plant in the electricity supply works.

Starting with the assumption that the electricity supply works is

now in the hands of the corporation, and that the tramways are also

the property of the corporation, and that it has been decided to equip

the came with electric motor cars .

The first consideration is, shall the carrent be supplied from the
existing works ?

This, I believe, should be answered in the affirmative, for the

sufficient reasons that the same buildings, boiler, power and plant,

will answer the purpose, and the necessary spare plant will not be

augmented, but,on the contrary, considerably reduced in proportion

to the output, as accumulators would be introduced to , as far as pos

sible, reduce the necessity of adding plant to take the load over the
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lines, when the maximum load for the ordinary supply occurs at the
same time as the traction load .

Secondly, the cost of keeping accounts will be very much reduced,

asthe work that isnecessary to keep the electricity works accounts

will not be added to as would be the case when a separate power

house is laid down.

1 he power used would be metered as for an ordinary congumer, and

charged for as such .

The interest and sinkingfund on the capital outlay on buildings

will not be increased, or only slightly so, which would not be the case

it a separate power house were decided upon.

The same staff of men would practically do, or, in any case, with

& small iacrease only necessary.

The same engineer would , in consequence, control the whole supply,

and would , of course, be handsomelyrecompensed for the added

responsibility. I recommend Glasgow Corporation as a pattern to all
our esteemed chairmen of committees. These bave raised the engi

neer's salary to begin with .

Having decided so far, that the one works should do all the work

necessary to supply electrical energy for whatever purpose it may be

required, it cannot too carefully be considered asto what arrange

ments should be made to save confusion and triction between

committees or the various departments into which the work of

corporations is divided .

The committee, I think, should be composed of a definite number

of gentlemen, which should be divided into two sub-committees.

One to be responsible for the supply of electricity , arranging of

prices and managing thesupply works. The second to be responsible

for the tramway's equipment and management, and each should

report its recommendation to the ordinary committee meetings. The

necessity for this, or some similar method of working, is as fol
lows :

Where tramways are laid down certain mains will bave to be laid ;

at the same time arrangements could and should be made, where they

have not already been made, for laying mains or ducts for the purpose

of supplying current to the ordinary consumers along the line of

route, and the apportionment of the work would be made by the

committee as to how the capital charges should be allotted, and

incidentally save the cost of opening the streets a second time.

All the posts, where any are used , should be arranged for the pur.

pose of the electric lighting of the streets, and the charges treated in
the same manner as before .

These considerations are reasons also why the engineer of the one

concern should also be the engineer of theother.

This arrangement of committees would save any troubles as to

difference of opinion as to the charges that are too likely to occar,

when one committee is or may be trying to force the hands of

another committee. At the same time, each sub- committee would be

powerful enough to have thecharges reconsidered at any time that

was considered necessary , and also they would have all the informa

tion at their hands to come to a fair conclusion in the matter,

Tbe charges of supplying service mains to the tramway premises

should be borne by the electric supply works, and the current meters

there and the feeders for the tramway system should be, of course, a

charge against the tramway concern .

It will be apparent by this arrangement that the tramways will be

in a far better position to payits way than if it bad to supply all the

necessary buildings, plantand staff to run a system of its own, and

the electricity works would be in a far better position to turn out

energy at a cheap rate it its machinery is working all day at a fall,

or considerably increased rate of output,and consequently this would

mean reduced charges for current allround.

The town will be the ricber in every way from this arrangement.

Where the electric supply works are the property of a company, it

is much to be desired that the whole supply should be controlled

from the sameworks, as , in the course of time, most of these works

will undoubtedly become the property of the corporation, but the

price per unit must be arranged,and the supply given to the cor

poration with sale guards, in this direction ; that the corporation
shall not be called upon to pay (should they desire to purchase

before the license expires) more for the machinery and plant used

than that wbich it originally cost, less the sinking tund paid on

game, and that the company's capital shall be valued less the profit

made upon the supply to the corporation ; that is, supposing the

corporation supply increased the dividend of the company by1 per

cent., this would naturally enhance the value of the shares in the

market, and the corporation without the safeguard would be
required to find this amount should they determine to purchase

belore the license expires. There are difficulties in this arrangement,

bat it would be idle to say that they cannot be overcome. The diffi

calties will chiefly be those of apportionment of the cost ct gene

rating the current for the tramway supply , and of the apportionment

of the profit made on this supply.

are causes that make for damage to the collectors and stoppage of
the cars .

Cushion tyre and solid tyred bicycles would be wrecked and

personal damage done to the riders, not to speak of the modern

narrow tyred carriage wheel.

ACCUMULATOR SYSTEM OF TRACTION .

The great advantages of this system are, that any car is sell -con :

tained — the speedcan be varied considerably - not necessarily

necessitating any distarbance of the existing road - although I fear

there are few roads in the country that it would be economised, or

opon which it would be safe to run accumulatorcars without relaying
the rails for these reasons :

The great weight of the cars, and also the necessity of much

stouter rails when vehicles are self-propelled — this is common to any

sort of electric traction of course — but more so with accumulator

cars, owing, as before said , to the great weight of the cars ; and also,

the average tramway groove is not deep enough for self- propelled
traffic.

The disadvantages are:

Greatweight- about 30 per cent. of the total weight being taken

up in the weight of the accumulators — which have to be carried

whether the cars iscarrying one passenger or is fully loaded .

The fact that it is practically impossible with our present experi.

ence to work satisfactorily on hilly roads, and the inability of

attaching trailing cars - owing to the rapid deterioration of the
Accumulators.

The necessity of having to take the cars off the road for the pur

pose of havinganother setof cells put on board the car.

Smell of acid which will certainly get into the car, and it is very

objectionable -- it having the tendency of causing sneezing and con

Bequent large absorption of whiskey to keep off the influenza which
people areinclinedto believe they have caught in consequence.

Rapid deterioration of the plates, and consequentbeary cost to

keep up. This item alone is the principal cause of the want of
success .

The course of construction is somewhat on a par with the overhead

system , varying with the number of cars run per hour.

System depending upon automatic devices for the purpose of

making contact at stated places as the car passes over, or on which

one has to rely for the purpose of making the disconnection , are, for

obvious reasons, out of thequestion - even if the only reason was the

great number of such automatic devices necessary , and thelikelihood

or possibility at anytime of one notactiog properly, thereby causing

a pressure of 600 volts to be exposed on the road for all and suadry

tocome in contact with .

TAE OVERHRAD SYSTEM .

This system is by far the most economical to work, and the up -keep

is also the lowest.

The greatest argument in its lavour being that, with this system ,

it can readily be charged to accommodate itselt to any great or small

improvement that may be made from time to time in the system of

electric traction in the future, with the least waste of installed plant.

Bat I anticipate that these improvements are only likely to bemad ,
in details.

The maximum degree of flexibility is obtained by this system also.

Trailing cars can be added and the average speed kept up. This

also applies to the conduit system .

And perhaps the strongest reason for adopting this system is that

every town which has sent deputations around to gather information

has reported in its favour, and that it is found cheaper to work, com

pletely under control, and that the overhead equipment is not con

sidered or found to be an eyesore in the towns where it has been

properly installed.

The argument that the overhead line is in the way of fire escapes

is got over by the fact that most modern escapes are made for trans

port in a horizontal position, and a pair of pliers and rubber gloves

is a simple way of overcoming the difficulty it the fire occurs onthe

route of the line, and it becomes necessary to stop the service before

the engine and staff can arrive to switch of at the stated section .

ADDITIONAL BEASONS WHY MECHANICAL TRACTION SHOULD BE

ADOPTED .

Three electric cars can carry as many passengers and travel the

same mileage as four horse cars, with a consequent saving of the

wages of one driver and conductor; or, putting it another way, with

the same number of cars costing the same for drivers' wages and

conductors' also, 30 per cent. more miles can be run with quite 30

percent. more customers,as, what hasbeenproved in every case with

both railways and streettraction is, that the faster and greater the
service the faster the receipts go up.

A FEW CONSIDERATIONS WHY LOOAL AUTHORITIES SHOULD HAVE

THE CONTROL OF THE TRAMWAY SYSTEM .

Firstly, all streets and work carried out ander or upon them should

be under the local authority. It is common knowledge and expe

rience that, whenever a street has been carefully laid and repaired,

there the gas company, & c., come along and begin cutting it aboat;

whereas, if the wholeof the matters concerning the streets and what

is below was under the corporation control, these matters couldin

80 or 60 times out of 100 be done just before, or whilst the repairs

were under way, thereby saying great expense, and criticism from the

ratepayers.

The whole of the inhabitants are directly interested in rapid

traosit therefore, it is to the town's advantage to own the
tramways.

Also,it is much better to raise revenue by indirect taxation than by

rates ; therefore, all towns should get as much control of such means

of obtaining revenue as possible. We all feel some companction in

CONDUIT SYSTEMS.

The opinions expressed almost universally is that they are, for

various reasons, undesirable, more especially where an ordinary

system ofhorse traction is now laid down, as the cost of the conversion

is so great, that it practically makes it impossible to make any ade

quate return upon the capital outlay ; perhaps with the exception of

where the traffic is so great, that there is practically a continuous

stream of cars passing, but it certainly would be out of the question

in outlying districts.

The enormous disturbance necessary to the streets is also a very

serious matter, and the dislocation of the traffic during the course of

the works, leaving outaltogether the question of the cost.

Drainage is also a difficult matter, the cleaning of the conduit a

constant source of expense .

Children's hoops and such like matter getting into the conduit
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the paying of rates, but none of us object to pay a price for an

article, or a service done for us, a part of which goes towards paying

rater or reducing the existing rates.

When to Purchase.- Given that a local authority has decided to

take over thestreet system , and to equip it with an electric system

of traction ; I believe it would pay anycorporation to obtain control

of the system at the earliest possible date after having once made

up their minds to do so , and this time I believe might,with advan .

tage, be about three years before the license lapses, for one very

strong reason ; it would prevent the tramway company from laying

Tails during that period which would not be serviceable for electric

cars. And it would also prevent the liability of the corporation

being placed in the position of having to find the cost that a company

could , if they so desired, make a corporation pay by relaying,during

the last year or two, the whole øy- tem of rails, and those rails not

suitable for the purpcse of power traction ; and thereby making the

purchase ae expensive as possible with a viewof choking them off.

If this course, viz , the purchase was made at the earliest date

possible , the corporation, of courre, would have to pay, as part of

the purchase, the dividends that might or would be paid during the

number of years that still remained before the license expired, aloo

the directors' fres, and should the manager, &c , or other officials be

dismissed in consequence, it would only be fair to compensa'e them

also ; but with all this, it would be much cheaper in the end to pur

chase upon these terms, than necessarily leavethe purchase until the

last minute.

The following figures are taken from three small works and three
large ones.

The small works generate theincreased number of units generated ,

at the average cost of 1.043d. per unit.

Adding a proportion of the charges for interest and sinking tund,

brings the cost up to 1.243d. per unit.

exclusively to securing the safety of the public and the protection of

telegraphs, consideration bas been given to the necessity for and the

terms of further legislation on this subject.

No new mains for electric supply have been laid in Cape Town,

and only a few extensions have been made in the suburbs of Cape

Town, owing to the fally loaded condition of the generating plant in
each case.

The remarks in my Report for 1896 upon the unsatisfactory condi

tion of the electric supply system in Cape Town, and the absence of

byste neatic testing, appear to bave been justified by the occurrence of

several fires abich bave been attributed to delective wiring. These

defects baving been on private property, cannot be dealt withby the

Government, but the matter having been referred to me, I bave

pointed out that the fire insurance companies bave in their own

bands'a remedy which is most fatisfactorily applied in Europe and

in America, namely, the enforcement of regulations for proper insula

tion and workmanship:

The Government Electrical Laboratory, which has been so well

and liberally accommodated for nearly two years at the South

African College, has been removed to a room in the General Post
Office.

The system of electrical measurements by potentiometer bag

proved to be suitable for the purpose of this Laboratory, and the

standard cells wbich are relied upon in this system have been com

pared together once a week , and bave been found to agree well

together .

A number of voltmeters and amperemeters have been sent to the

Laboratory by the Cape Government railways and from the Royal

Observatory for comparison with the Government standards, and a

voltmeter and an amperemeter belonging to the Towa Council of

Cape Town were tested at their work , thecurrent, 400 amperes,

being more than could be obtained at the Laboratory. Only one

1895 . 1896.
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Therefore it is shown that these works could afford to sell that

number of units at 1 74d. per unit, and make a bandsome profit of fd.

per unit on the transaction.

And the larger works show as to what the costs are likely to fall to,

with the growth of electricity supply works.

The total works' costs for the increased number of units generated

is shown to average •783d. per unit, and with the added Allowance

for interest and sinking fund on the capital outlay of .932d. per unit,

showing that these works could afford to supply electricity at 1.483d.

per unit, at a profit of jd. per unit as before. The interest on the
capital is calculated at 3 per cent., and the sinking fund at 3 per

cent. also ; therefore, above the jd. per unit profit shown, an

allowance of 6 per cent. is paid already on the capital outlay.

REPORT OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

GOVERNMENT ELECTRICIAN AND IN

SPECTOR FOR THE YEAR 1897.

supply meter bas been sent in for examination. A recording voltmeter

for the Tramway Company has been tested, and testing instruments

have been lent to the General Post Office and to the Cape Town and

Saburban Electric Light Company.

I have been furtherindebted for voluntary assistance in the Labora

tory to Mr.W. H. Lageman .

The electric tramway in the southern suburbs of Cape Town, trom

Rsebank to theLiesbeek Bridge, was inspected on June 3rd . The

Port Elizabeth Electric Tramway, from the corner of Walmer Street

and Uoion Street to the corner of Prince Alfred's Park, was inspected

on June 14th ; and on July 19th the hill sections of the Port Elizy

beth tramways were inspected, and careful tests were made of the

brakes onthe unusually steep gradients, under various conditions of

speed and wetness of the rails. These tests gave very satisfactory

resulte, andtheplant andequipment of the Port Elizabeth Tramways

is in general well designed and constructed. On August 17th the Cape

Town Saburban Tramway from the Liesbeek Bridge to the Crown

Hotel, Claremont, was inspected, and all these sections of tramwaye,

after certain alterations,were opened for public traffic.

Alter the Cape Town Suburban Tramway to Claremont had been

at work for a few weeks, tests showed that the electric pressure

causing leakage of electric current in the ground between the tnm

way worksand the end of the rails, largely exceeds the limit per

mitted by the regulations. Calculation showed that at this rate the

pressure between the Wynberg terminus of the line and the works
would be about 61 times the limit permitted by the regulations.

After being called upon tocomply with the regulations, the trade

way company somewbat reduced this pressure by replacing certain

defective work wbich had been destroyed by electrical corrosion

underground

The remainder of the line as far as the terminus at Wynberg was

inspected on December 28th, and a test of the pressure was made

between the works and Station Road , Wynberg . The pressure was

found to considerably exceed the limit permitted by the regulations,

aná theleakage, which has seriously disturbed, and in some cases bas

suspended,the telegrapbic service, is corroding the water-pipes under

ground. The line was conditio ' ally opened for public traffic in order

to afford the tramway company time for taking steps to remedy this

defect.

Several accidents, including an outbreak of fire, bave been caused

by thefall of the telephone wires across the trolley wire. The tram .

Treasury, Cape Town,

Cape of Good Hope,

March 14th , 1898.

REPORT OF TBE GOVERNMENT ELECTRICIAN AND INSPECTOR FJB

TAE YEAR 1 97.

The As is'ant Treasurer.

(1 ) Work done under the Appointment.

Sir, - Application has been madefor statutory powers for electrical

supply. Such powers are granted in England in the form of a

pruvisional order of the Board of Trade, such procedure being less

expensive than that of a private Bill , and securing uniformity in the

conditions of concession and liabilities. A model order, followiog the

form of provisional crder of the Board of Trade, bas been drafted , but,

as the matters dealt within it are for the most part beyond the limits

of the Electric Lighting and Power Act, 1895, which relates almost
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way company have not hitherto been called upon to proteot, in

accordance with the Regulations, wires which cross the road in

groups of less than six , but this exemption has now been with .
drawn.

Other tramway accidents, one having a fatal result, have occurred,

but not being of an electrical nature , they have not come officially

under my notioe.

(2) Work other than under the Appointment

On my visit to Port Elizabeth in June I inspected the telephone

lines with the view of re-arrangement with regard to the tramways,

and to the site of the new PostOffice.

Ia Jaly I inspected and reported to the Department of Public

Worko opon thegenerating plant for electric supply in the General

Post Office at Cape Town, and on the electric lifts in that building.

so far as related to their conformity with the specification .

Alterations in the electric lighting of the Aggembly Chamber and

of the Council Chamber of the Houses of Parliament, and schemes

for electric lighting of the Valkenberg Asylum and on Rbben Island,

have been referred to and reported on by me.

The Municipal Councils of Queen: town, Worcester, and Cradock

have applied to me for advice on general electric supply, and on the

otilisation of water-power for this purprse, and fenders for the

supply ut machinery have beea submited to me. I have reported

that since no specifications bad been prepared ih , tenders were not

Batisfactory ; they were not sufficiently explicit ; could not be com .

pared, and none should be accepted. I recommer.ded that a consult.

iog engineer should be employed to act for these Councils.

The Manicipal Council it wo:dstock asked my advice as to the

lighting of120 street lamps. I reported that the running of a special

electric lightirg plant for such apurpose would be more expensive

than gan lighting. I gave some information on a general electric

supply forthe district, and estimatedthe working expenses at about

748. por unit, exclusive of interest and depreciation.

Owing to numerous accidents by electric shocks from the tramway

in Cape Town,the question of providing means to enable the police

to give aid was discussed, and I drew up a set of instructions to the
police.

I tave been applied to for, and have given advice on, the equip

ment of a physical laboratory for the Huguenot College at Wel.
lington .

In the Government Electrical Laboratory I have made comparative

teets of the illuminating power of certain brands of parafin oil, and

I have, at the request of the Government Marine Biologist, con .

structed and experimented with an electrical thermometer for

observing the temperature of the sea at different depths.

(Signed ) A. P. TROTTER,

Government Electrician ar d Inspector.

run on that section, and the wires are harmless. As soon as the

attendant at the works sees the automatic switch fall open be will

try to closeit, incase the cause has been amomentary one. Il, how.
ever, the wire still lies touching the rails, he will be unable to keep

the switch closed. The same thing may happen if a wire falling a

the trolley wire touches a tramway pole,electric lighting pole, tele
graph pole,or other metal work connected with theground ; but thin

is not certain .

It is very undesirable to make a connection between a wire and the

tramway rails or any other metal work intentionally, because the

flash which will occur will be so brilliant that it willunnecessarily

alarm the bystanders, and may so dazzle the constablewho causes it

totouch that he may beunable to see anything for a minute of Bo.

It is a good thing to keep the wire onthe rail it it touches at all.

It may be held there with astick , but it is advisable not to hold it

there by standing on it, siace, it the rail is dirty,a slight shock, but

enough to cause the person standing to fall, might result.

Il the end of a wire hangs loose in the street, and is an obstruc

tion to traffic, a rope or piece of strong string may be put round it

with a "half hitch ," without touching the wire with the hands, and

it may then be drawn on one side. Great care must be taken in doing

80, thatit touches no other wire, pole, or metal work.

The electric pressure (5C0 to 570volts) used by the tramway is not

Boffi :ient to give a fatal shock to a human being. It is sufficient to

produce serious burns. The pressure used for electric lighting in

Cape Town is 220 volts between any wire and the earth. The bighest

pressure between any wires accessible to the public is 440 volts ; 220

volts would probably kill a horse. A pressure of 2,250 volts is used
in Rondebosc i and in the neighbouring districts, but the wires are

not accessible to the public. The pressure on the service wires is
about 100 volts.

It a wire falls on a person and winds round him , or becomes

entangled in the clothing, the wire should be pulled away with a

stick, or by wrappiog the hand in a dry coat, or by means of rubber

gloves, taking special care that the wire does not touch the skin either

of the victim or of the rescuer .

A severe electric shock may produce suddenstoppage of the respi

ratory and heart muscles. It the stoppage of the heart's action is

complete, it is doubtfal it anything can be done; but in some cases

the stoppage is not complete, and animation isonly suspended. The

condition is similar to that of apparent death by drowning, and the

well-knowo method of producing artificial respiration should be re

sorted to without delay.

SUMMARY.

It a wire falls barmlessly, leave it alone, and prevent anyone from

toucbing it.

Only the trolley wire, or the wire touching it, does mischief.

The electric current is, as it were, always trying to pass from the

trolley wire direct to the tramway rails, orthrough the earth to the

jails .

A shock can only be felt when the body forms part of a path by

which the current can pass from the trolley wire to therails.

The electric corrent cannot pass through dry wood , cloth or rope.

( Signed) A. P. TROTTER .

The Government Electrician and Inspector.

APPENDIX .

GOVEBNMENT NOTICE . — No. 873 , 1897.

Treasury, Cape Town,

September 19th, 1897.

The following instructions to the police with regard totheiraction

in the event of electrical accidents are published for general infor.
mation ,

By order,

H. M. H. ORPEN,

Assis'ant Treasurer.

THE TELEPHONE INQUIRY.

Treasury, Cape Town,

Cape of Good Hope,

September 13th, 1897.

ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS.

Instructions to the Police,

It a wire falls in a street in wbich the electric tramway runs, and

the end hangs loose, or lies on the ground, the best thing to do is to

leave it alone until one of the tramway company's staff comes. In

such a case the best thing that a constable can do is to prevent any .

body from touching the wire.

Il a wire, as it lies on the street, is an obstruction to the traffio, it

may be pulledon one side bymeans of a stick , & walking-stick with

a hooked bandle would do well, or it may bemoved by using rubber

gloves. It would be better to allow the traffic to be impeded than

that the constable should leave the wire in order to get the gloves

from the nearest station .

The thick wires wbich run above the middle of the street are called

trolley wires. They convey the current to the cars. Smaller wires,

called span wires, are stretched across the streets to support the

trolley wire. Other small wires are erected in some streets for the

purposeof preventing telephone wires from falling on the trolley

wirts. Ifa telephone wire falls and is kept by the guard wires from

touching the trolley wires, or if it touches a span wire, and does not

touch the trolley wire, noshock can be given by it. If the loose end

is an obetruction to traffic, and it it can be drawn away and tied up

without any risk of touching the trolley wirewhile doing so, this may

be done. Rubber gloves should be ueed. If there is any risk of

toucbing the trolley wire with the wire which is to be handled, it is

better to leare it alone, and to eee that nobody else touches it until a

tramway man comes.

Il a wire falls acrors a trolley wire, or the trolley wire itself touches

the tramway rails, there will be a violent flash . When this flash

occurs, an automatic switch at the tramway works will be opened,

and the electric supply will be cut off on the section on which the

accident bas happened. The trolley wire is divided into sections of

hall a mile in length. As long as the switch is open , no tramcar can

( Continued from page 884.)

The Select Committee on Telephones sat again on Thursday, Mr.

Haobury presidiog.
Sir JAMES FERGUSON said he was Postmaster-Guneral from

December, 1891, to Avgust, 1892, and he joined the board of the

National Telephone Company in 1896. Before he visited the Post

Office on his appointment, he had an interview with the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, when the Chancellor mentioned a matter of great

difficulty in the Post Office, viz. , the management of the telephones.

Mr. Goschen pointed out that the telegraph revenue bad been appa .

rently iojured by the operation of the telephones, and it was thought

necessary to do something to put tbe matter on a better footing.

The Post Office felt that the only proper course to pursue wasfor the

Post Office to purchase the telephones, but the Treasury decided not

to do that. He said he would endeavour to fall in withthe policyof

the Guvernment, and very soon after he went to the Post Office he

set the departm’nt to work to frame a scheme. He suggested that

they should ind out the Government's policy and the company's

policy, and see how far they could be reconciled . The result war,

that a scheme was submitted to the Treasury embodied in a Treasury

Minute . A Bill was introduced by bimself for the purpose of

taking more powers by the Post Office, and to some extent

the Telephone Company. That Bill was referred to a Select

Committee, and, incidentally, the wholescheme of the Government was

explaiced in detail. Tae Committee reported on themotion of M..

Shaw -Lefevre, in favour of the Bill , butrecommended that the terms

of the licenses should not be extended. With that reservation, the

Committee thcught the resp -osibility of theagreement with the com

pady should lay with the Government, but that the details should be

laid before Parliament. That was the report of June 16th , 1892.

The CHAIRMAN : The reservation being that these licenses should

pot extend beyond 1911 ? --- Yes ; the chairmen of the companies arged

that the licenses should be extended to enable the companies to recoup

their capitals.

Continuing, WITNESS said the reservation referred undcubtedly to the
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existing licenses.Moreover, therewas so strong an assumption that the

telephones would revert to the State in 1911 that the questionof new

licenses did not arise . The Bill passedboth Houses with bardly any

discussion. Still, the agreement with the company hung fire through

the indisposition of thecompany to accept it, and theirdesire to get

some better terms. As the Committee was aware, it was pot until

just before the Government quitted office that the agreement was
initialed by himself and by the chairman of the company. Those heads

of agreement_bad the full concurrence of the Ohancellor of the

Exchequer. They were studied with the greatest care by the

Chancellor who went over them line by line, and be personally con

ducted negotiations with the chairman of the TelephoneCompany.

He believed that the Chancellor bad four meetings with Mr. Forbes,

and be never knew a gentleman more closely cross-examined in his

life . Only a few daysago Mr. Goschen informed him that he was

responsible for every line in the agreement. He mentioned that

because it seemed to be thought that the signing of the agreement

before the Government left office was a hasty decision. That was

plainly disproved before in the House of Commons on March 22nd,

1892, he stated in the plainest terms, the whole parport of

the agreement. The two telephone companies who hadabsorbed all

the others, introduced privato Bills in order to obtain increased

power for carrying on their business, because they were so restricted

by the termsof their license that the systemwas greatly hampered.

Heopposedthe second reading of the first of those Bills,viz.,that

of the New Telephone Company, and pointed out all that had been
done.

The CHAIRMAN : All we want to know is how the heads of the

agreement with the company were signed onthe very eveningthat
the Government, was defeated. We have the facts that the heads of

the agreement were well known to the Chancellor of theExchequer

representing the Government,as well as to yourself, and hadhis full

concurrence. Now they were signed on the day on which the

Government was defeated . Were they bo signed with the knowledge

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer? —Certainly. I must point this

out that my honour is at stake in this matter. I submit to tbe Com.

mittee that it has been suggested here in many questions that this
agreement was bastily entered into on the eve of the Government

leaving office. I am concerned to point out to the Committee
that the full terms then initialed were stated to Parliament

repeatedly, not only on this occasion but before the Select Com .

mittee, and explained with greatest detail without reserve. That

is most important in view of thesuggestions which have been made.

I observe that at the last meeting of the Committee it was suggested

that I had entered into an understanding with the chairman of the

company before he signed the agreement, which was pot contained

in the Treasury Minute, and which I think it was stated was a secret
understanding

That was so stated ?-Then it is an utter misapprehension.

In thefirst placethe heads of agreement were signed with the con

sent of the Chancellor of the Exchequer and withhis knowledge ?

Certainly .

Was it a fact that the chairman of one of the companies objected

to sign thatagreement ? -- He was very reluctant to sign it, as he bad

been all along, and he only eventually signed it on my assuring him

that it was the intention of the Post Office to carry out the granting

of areas in a ronsonable manner .

Did he act for both companies ? -No ; I think the Duke of Marl.

borough came in atterwards. I am pretty sure of that.

Was your assurance given tobothcompanies, or only to Mr. Forbes,

the chairman of the National Company?-As far as my memory

serves me, I only remember giving it to úr. Forbes.

Therefore, whatever the effect of that assurance, it can only refer

to the agreement signed by the National Oompany ? -It was not any

new assurance. It wasonly a repetition of what had been stated

before the Telegraph Bill Committee.

The beads of agreement were signed subsequent to this report ?

Certainly.

If the agreement was to carry out all that had been arranged or

said beforethe Committee, why was this promise, instead of being a

verbal one , not put into the agreement ? —The answer is that it was

clearly understood that these areas are subject to further arrange
ment.

That is in the agreement. It was with these words that Mr Forbes

found so much objection ,thathe would not sign until he had got a

verbal promise ? -Yes. I said to Mr. Forbes: " Certainly , the Post

Office will carry it out in a reasonable manner, ” and my successors
have done so .

TheCHAIRMAN, to Mr. Lamb: That is what you said?

Mr. LAMB : That was my evidence before the Committee.

The OHAIRMAN, to Sir James Ferguson : Whowaspresentwhen the

agreementwas signed ?-I should think probably Sir Arthur Black

wood and Mr. Lamb.

Wasany recordmade of it ?-Icannot tell you .

I tell youfrankly why I askall these questions. It is simply this :

the PostOffice have very largely extended the areas which were con

ceded to thecompany underthe agreement, and I gathered from Mr.

Lamb that the Post Office rather took the view that in consequence

of your promise the Post Office were under some obligation at the

request of thecompany to enlarge these areas. The agreement does

not say so ?-Second -hand evidence is not worth much, but I used

trom time totime toask Mr. Arnold Morley bow the agreementgot

on, andhe said that thesettling of the areaswas a very difficult affair,

and took a long time. I had a relative on the directorate of the com

pany, and hetold me the same thing. I assure theCommittee that

the view I took, and the view I always understood was taken , was

that it was a great convenience to the public that the areas should be

extended .

Thatmay be so , but these areas have been extended by the Post

Office since these questions regarding the Telephone Company reached

an acute stage, and unless there was some strong reason binding the

Post Office to so extend the areas during this critical period, some

members of the Committee might think that the Post Officeshoold
bave held its hand. The agreement, as it stands, undoubtedly does

not require the Post Office to do anything of the sort, but Mr. Lamb

certainly seemed to think that your promise had rather forced the
bands of the Post Office ? - I never heard it suggested until Tuesday,

and I believe that what I said to Mr. Forbes was simply in con

formity to what was said before the Committee.

Didit go in anyway beyond whatwas knowninthe agreement to

the public ? - Notinmy opinion in the spirit of it, butcertainly it

did as to the letter of it. Mr. Forbes said he did not think it was

plain , and I said he might be quite sure ttat the Post Office would

come to reasonable terms about the areas.

Did anything you said to Mr. Forbes in anyway bind the Post

master-General, or quality his discretion, or really convert the word

" may " in this agreement into " sball ” ?-I can only repeat what I

understood all along, that we were going to make reasonable terms

about the extension of areas, and I assured him of that.

Further questioned by the CHAIRMAN , WITNESS said that no record

was made of the promise. The Post Office knew what had been

done,and if they pointed it out to his successors he considered they

would be bound by it. He felt sure that Mr. Morley's views were

exactly the same as his own in thematter. He sat beside him at the
committee which rat in 1895 , and they held exactly the same views,

that in the interests of the public the areas should be reasonably

dealt with. He thought any minister mightsay : " You may be sure
that the Treasury will be fair,” without any record being made of it.

As to whether thatmight be thought to assume that thePostmaster

General would not be fair, he could only say thatMr. Forbeswanted

something more, and that something appeared to be supplied by what

he promised.

The CHAIRMAN : May I put it briefly like this. The heads of

agreement say the Postmaster-General " may " do so. Did your

undertaking amount inany shape to the pledge that the Postmaster

General must do so and should do so ?-You mayput it in that way

that I thought the Postmaster -General should make such fair agree

ment.

“ Shall " or " should ? " - " Will ;" that is wbat I understood by it;

" will treat the company fairly in the matter of areas.".

Is that not assumed already in the agreement ?-I do not think it

went beyond the agreement.

I put this concrete case. As I read the heads of agreement, it

would certainly not bave been incumbent upon the Postmaster-General

to extend these areas during the present year of this rather acate crisis.

The Post Office bave extended them , and we gather from Mr. Lamb's

evidence that they have extended them because they were pledged,

not by the actual wordsof the agreement, butby these words,coupled

with your assurance ?-You may take it in that way. I lett it in

the hands of the Postmaster-General.

And therefore it would have been quite possible for the Postmaster.

General to refuse the extension of these areal ?-Certainly. It did

not bind bim to give an extension of every one.

Doyou consider that the diecretion of the Postmaster-General for

the time being was absolutely upfettered, that your words did not

bind himto grant these areas except under the beads of agreement

assigned ? — They expressed the sense in which I viewed that

agreement.

Mr. BARTLEY : Do we understand really and truly that there was

no verbal understanding outside this agreement in1892 ?-I think

not,unless you considerwhat I have said on this . That must be a
matter of opinion.

Do you consider the Post Office only morally and legally bound by

theterms of the agreement ?—No. Ithink they were bound to inter

pret the agreement liberally and reasonably.

Further examined ,WITNESS said he thought the Chancellor of

the Exchequer agreed that there shouldbe a liberal interpretation of

the agreement. Mr. Forbes was reluctant to enter into the agree

ment because he considered they were giving op a really valuable

part of their privilege, while at the sametime the so-called conces

sions offered bim were really necessary for the development of the

business. When he (WITNESS) said that he was sure the Post Office

would deal reasonably with the company in the matter of areas, he

signed the agreement. It was the kind of thing which often

happened .

Mr. BARTLEY: Must not the verbal arrangement have been very

substantial to induce him to sign ?-I cannot go beyond what I
have said .

You wish the Committee to anderstand that this promise which

changed Mr. Forbes's opinion as to signing the agreement,was so

insignificant that it really did not amount to anything at all ? -It

did not amountto anything fresh beyond what wasmentioned before

the Telegraph Bill Committee.

Although it changed Mr.Forbes's opinion ?-It caused him to

sign it at the last moment. It did not change bis opinion.

But we had it from Mr. Lamb that he absolutely refused to

siga ? -I do not think he flatly refused to sign .

Sir JAMES WOODHOUS® : Did you regard what you said as any

qualification oftheagreement signed ? -Certainly not. Itwould not

be binding on this Government if they chose to repudiate it.

By Mr. Nicol : The company held the trunk lines, and gave them

up, and theyhad to make some concession to thecompany . He con
sidered that the reasonable assurance he gave to the company was in

the interests of the public, as leading to the further development of
the system .

Questioned by Mr. COLVILLE : The agreement had led to an

immense developmentofthetelephonesystem . Noapplication was
madeduring his time by municipalities for telephone licenses . The

first application of the Glasgow Corporation was in 1893.

By Sir James HOWOATA : He wasnot so sure that the telephone

&

.
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had increased in other countries enormously as compared with Eag

land. His impression was that it had not. The Commissioner at the

Glasgow inquiry was of opinion that the rates charged in England

werenot excessive. He thought it the telephones were taken from

the hands ofthe companytheyshould be worked bythe Post Office.

He saw no objection in principle to the municipalities working the

telephones, but hesaw the greatest possible objection to having com.

peting systems in the same area .

Mr. BENNETT Was recalled, and answered a few more questions, and

the Committee adjourned.

The Select Committee on Telephones resumed its sitting on Tuesday
last, Mr. Hanbury presiding.

Mr. J. WILLIAM3 Bens, chairman of the Highways Committee

of the London County Council, in reply to the CHAIRMAN, said that,

generallyspeaking, no preference was shown to the County Council

As regarded charges by the National Telephone Company. For

exchange lines they paid thelistcbarges.

The CHAIRMAN : What is that ?

The WITNESS : That is £17 per annum for a five years' agreement.

He then gave particulars of the other charges which the company

levied upon the Council for their various lines.

Can you tell us how far telephone users in London have suffered

financially owiog to absence of competition ?-Yes ; but before I go

into that question I should like to refer to the offermade by the New

Telephone Company in 1892 to supply London with an up -to-date

service. The company was already in successful operation in Man.

chester, under the title of the Mutual Company, and whereas it

started in February 28th, 1891, with only 66 subscribers, after 13

months' working it had over 1,000 instruments in connection . With

regard to the disappearance of that company, he submitted that the

telephone users of London since that date had been mulcted to the

extent of the differencebetween the charge of 12 guineas, which the

NewCompany offered the service for, and the £ 17 which was paid to

the National Company. It an average of 10,000 subscribers be taken

from 1892 to 1898, the difference in price, to be reckoned only at £4

per annum , it would show a loss to the telephone users of London of

nearly £ 300,000. Some 3,000 firms entered into an arrangement to

to be supplied with a service by the New Company at the 12 guinea
nate .

By Mr. J. STUART: That was about May, 1892.

The WITNESS then referred to steps which the County Council had

taken to ascertain whether the telephone users of London were

satisfied with the existing service, and he said that in 1895, out of

2,500 subscribers communicated with , 1,305were generally dissatisfied .

They had just la'ely been sending round to ascertain what was the

present position of those persons who were then complaining, and so

lar they had succeeded in dealing with 561 cases. They found that
tbere were now gatisfied with the service 8 persons, 53 had changed

their address, 36 had discontinued through dissatisfaction, 245 were
still dissatisfied for various reasons . The general summary of the

complaints was as follows:-General inefficiency, 65 ; delay in

getting connection, 213 ; indistinctness, 189 ; ringing off before con

versation was finished, 196 ; failure to get connection on account of

being engaged, 217 .

Were they picked cases or taken haphazard ?-Oh no, they were

not picked cases by any means.

Can you tell mewhether the London County Council bave formed

an opinion as to any substantial benefits which would be derived by

their constituents from the working of the telephone service being

in their own hands ? -Speaking with a knowledge of the resolutions

adopted last week at a conference between the Council and the local

authorities of London,we say that if the Post Office will enter into
the matter on the basis of honest and thorough competition, that

there would be no necessity for the London County Council to take

up this work .

But failingthe Post Office doing as you desire ? -Failing the Post

Office, we could do very much better for London as regards price and

efficiency than the National Telephone Company. We have advan

tages in regard to wayleaves, fire stations, and probably, through the

co-operation of the local authorities, other public buildings, which

would not be available to the National Telephone Company, and

therefore, altogether, we could manage this thing more efficiently and

cheaper.

That is a general statement - can you give us information as to

where the particular advantages come in ? —Ithink it would bebetter

to refer youto the engineer for that portion of the evidence. From

figureswbich were supplied by the engineer, I think it will be found

that a telephone service can be provided for London at a charge of

£10 per subscriber during the first five years, reduced to £ 9 alter

wards, or possibly a smaller sum . Continuing, WITNEES said that on
that basis they estimated that no charge would fall upon the county

rate. It would be impossible for the Council to enterupon an under

taking that their license should terminate in 1911 , without some

provision that at all events their outlay ap to that date should be
forthcoming from the State. They would certainly ask for some

guarantee that it their license terminated in 1911 they should

receive back the structural value of their plant at all events. They

would not ask anything for good will.

You don't think that the London County Council would put itself

under the same terms with regard to purchas) of their plant as the

National Telephone Company ? - No, I don't think in the interests of

the ratepayers we could recommend such acourse.
What is the shortest period the London County Council would

think it fair to the ratepayers to undertake this work ? -We could

not undertake this work unless we had the whole of the life of the

plant laid down.

And you put that at 40 yea s ?—That is the average.

Do you expect to tap a different stratum of subscribers ?-Yes.

Ourbelief is that if the subscription in London were reducedto £ 10

or £ 9 it would induce a very large number of the class of small

shopkeepers to take advantage of the telepbone service .

When you speak of £ 10 you must recollect that there are two

kinds of subscription in London - that for firms and thatfor private

persons. Is your £10 for firms?-Certainly. We should be prepared

to undertake private persons at a proportionate reduction . Continu

ing, WITNESSsaid that the position of the Council was ratherdifferent

to that of provincial councils as regarded the control of the

streets for the purpose of taking them up for the laying of lines, & c.

It would be within the right of a restry to refuse to grant the

County Council power to take op its streets? -That is so at present,

but the LondonCounty Council would bave to come to Parliament

for powers, and it is quite possible that under such an Act, some

provision might be made to remove that difficulty.

Would the London County Council ask for special powers, which

are not given to its assumed competitor, the National Telephone

Company ?-I may say that ifthe London County Council were able

to control the streets, as the National Telephone Company is, in con

jonction wi:h the Post Office, I don't think we should bave any great

difficulty in the matter.

Supposing the PostOfficewere to enterinto the sameagreementwith

you — as they have entered into with the National Telephone com

pany - as regards laying wires, would yon require any fresh legisla
tion?-Well, we shonldbe able to proceed under thatarrangement.

By Mr.BARTLEY: The National Telephone Company had paid sub

stantial sums to the various competiog companies which they had

bought out. The purchase price of the wbole 13 companies nowrepre

septed by the National Telephone Company represented a capital of

about 3 millions. He had analysed the figures, and had come to the

conclusion tbat the constructional outlay of the company might be

put down at £ 1,800,000, wbich left paper capital to the extent of

£ 1,400,000, and a careful examination of the accounts of the com

pany showedthatthe dividend to meet that paper capital hadbeen

almost entirely raised fromLondon. Londoners were paying £ 76,000

a year in order to findthe dividend on that paper capital.
Do you think that if competition were introduced into London we

should get back the advantages which the National Telephone Com

pany was anxious to prevent, by buying up the other companies ?

Certainly .

By Sir James WoODHOUSE : You are of opinion that competition

would be a good thing ?-I say that under present circumstances it

is & necessity.

You say that the local authority would be the best competitor ?
Yes.

By Mr. STOART: Where companies bad been bought up in the

country for considerablaamounts, a reduction had been made in the

charges, and London had had to pay the dividends of the company

by its high rates.

The National Telephone Company is under no obligation to supply.

-it may. In thesefigures that you have given18 with reference to

theLondon County Council, haveyou proceeded on the assumption

that you should be under an obligation to supply as well as the right

to supply ? -Yes. We have regarded it as a great grievance in

London that the National Telephone Company is not under any

obligation to supply. We bave received numerous complaints from

persons wishing to have telephonic communication, but who the

National Telephone Companyrefuse to supply, and we have in our

figures taken it as an obligation to supply . The figures which

he had placed before the Committee, continued the witness, only re

ferred to theLondon County Council area, and hebelieved they could

bevery considerably improved upon if they included the National

Telephone Company's area, whichwas muchwider.

Replying to Mr. COHEN, WITNESS said that the figures he bad given

had not been approved by the London County Council in its corporate

capacity. He believed, however,that they would be endorsed by the

Councilwhen opportunity offered.

By Mr. COLVILLE : Hehad considered the question of the London

County Council competing with the National Telephone Company,

and he believed that if it had a license, it would beable to compete

successfally at reduced rates .

Sir HENRY HOWORTH : Your calculations were made upon the basis

ofnot making any profit ?-Yes ; our idea is that we should serve the

citizens.

Do you think that municipalities would be justified in embarking

on a large scale on undertakings of this kind which are made for the

needs of only asmall portion of thecommunity without a consider

able profit ?-I don't agree that the telephone service can be described

as meeting the needs of a small class, because it mustbe evidentthat

if the telephone is a necessary adjunct to commercial and business

firms, thenthe advantages which result in an increase of business

must extend to the carmen and the warehousemen . I say that the tele

phone service is necessary to business lite of the country, and that

it is in no sense & service which can be described as confined to the

wealthy or business classes. Continuing, the witness said that

unless the municipality was protected in the matter of telephone

monopoly, the same way as it was protected in the case of gas and

water undertakings, be considered itwas their duty to step iaand

provide such a service. He had not contemplated the municipalities

licensing the local authorities to undertake the work , as he thought

it would baunfortunate to multiply the licensing authorities.

Yousay that the present company has refusedto serve individuals

—what inducement would there be for the company to refuse to

supply, unless it was because they considered it would be too

expensive ?—The policy of the company, I believe, is that unless &

sufficient number of persons ina districtapply to be connected, they

will not supply a single individual.

But surely you don't propose tbat the Municipality should intro

duce telephonic communication at a certain loss ?-We say that in

giving London & telephone service, we are bound to take the
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unprofitable with the profitable. Just in the same way as the Post

Office serves districts wbich are distinctly unprofitable, we say that

we must do this with the telephone for the convenience of London.

Re-examined by the CHAIRMAN : You propose that the London

County Council should work the telephone service at such charges

as would just pay the cott, and not that a profit should be made for

the relief of the general rates ?—That is so.

Replying to further questions, the WITNESS said the London

CountyCouncil had not considered the question as to whether they

would prefer to limit the working of thetelephone service to their
own area, or whether they would go outside.

Sir ALEXANDER BINNIR (chief engineer of the London County

Council) was examined in reference to his estimate which he had

prepared for supplying Lordon with a telephone service. He ex.

plained that theestimate was based on thesupply of the Council's

area only, and not the London area of the National Telephone Com

pany. Supposing they were to extend the service, the estimate would

have to be slightly increased . The estimate was not based upon

actual tenders, but upon prices which bad been furnished to him by
various manufacturers.

What is your estimate of a service for London ? - £ 8 per sub

scriber, exclusive ( f the Post Office royalty.

But including the royalty ?—Then I arrive at the figures just given

by Mr. Benc- £ 10 to commerce with , and £9 afterwards.

How long do you calculate that a license ought to run ?—To render

it remunerative , I agree with Mr. Bean thata license should run for

40 years. Continuing, WITNESS said tbat supporing the County

Council were granted a license now which would expire in 1911 , be

reckoned they would have to make a charge of £15 or £16 ' per sub
scriber.

Mr. Bern Baid that there would be a lower cbarge for private

persons than the £ 10 or £9 mentioned in your estimatesfor business

firms ?-All mycalculations were based upon a rental of £10 and £9

respectively. Of course, wemight be able to make a reduction for

private persons within their own limited district, but that question

has not entered into my calculations at all.

The Committee ar journed.
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12,839. “ Improvements in electric glow lampfittings." SIEMENS
BBS, & Co. , LTD. ( Siemens & Halske, Aktien Gesellschaft,

Germar y. ) Dated June 8th.

12,840 . Improvements in electric glow lamps.” SJEMENS
BROTHERS & Co., LIMITED . ( Siemens & Halske, Aktien Gesell

Echaft, Germany .) Dated June 8th .

12,841 . " Improvements in contact rings for electric glow lamps. "

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co, LIMITBD. ( Siemens & Halsko, Aktien

Gesellschalt, Germany .) Dated June 8th.

12,855 . " An electrical indicating apparatus for automatically

denoting the position of ships' and other doors and for like purposes."
G. HILL. Dated June 8th .

12.860. " Improvements in telegrapby by means of electric light. "
K. ZICKLER. Dated June 8th.

12,566 . " Improvements in electrical circuit-controllers." H. H.

Lake. (N. Tesla, United States.) Dated June 8tb . (Complete .)

12,877 . " Improvements in electric arc lamps.” P. SPIES and 8 .

ROBERTS Dated June 9th.

12,890. Improvements in the method of and means employed

for connecting the guard wires of electric cables. " R. BOSTOCK and

F. A. CHEKI HAM . Dated June 9tb .

12,893 . Improvements in safety devices for electrical circuits . "

L. J. ETEKLE. Dated June 9th

12,897. “ Pliable support for electric incandescence lamps or other

light articles." J. DUGAILL. Dated June 9th.

12,925 . " An improved device for holding and supporting tele

phone ' receivers ' and for automatically operating the switch

lever." A. Back . Dated June 9th .

12,926. " Improvements in or relating to electric arc lamps." A.

J. Bcult. (M. Baumer, Germany .) Dated June 9th .

12,929 . “ Improvements in or connected with telephones." F. W.

GOLBY. (R C. Stempel, Germany.) Dated June 9th .

12,968. " A new or improved magnetic controlling device. ” H.
EDMONIS . Dated June 9th.

13,010. * Improvements in electric arc lamps. " THE BRITISH

THOMSON - HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED . ( R. Fleming, United

Statee.) Dated June 10tb . (Complete .)

13,011._ “ Improvements in clutches for electric arc lamps.". The

BRITISH THOMSON -Houston COMPANY, LIMITED. ( H. C. Spinney,

United States ) Dated Jane 10th. (Complete.)

13,012 . " Improvements in caps for enclosed electric arc lamps."

THE BRITISH THOMSON -HOUSTON COMPANY, LIMITED. (C. E. Har

than , United Statee.) Dated June 10tb . (Complete.)

13,020. " Improvements in construction of induction coils in

detachable sections." W. J. LE CCUI EUR. Dated June 10th.

13,621 . " A combined portable manual-power dydamo and acca

mulator." W. J. LE COOTEUR. Dated June 10th .

13,037 . Improvements in electric glow lamps." THE SPIRAL

GLOBE, LIMITED, and B. C. E. PARKER . Dated June 10tb .

13,080. “ Improved signal or alarm for tramcars, yachts, electric

launcber, and like purposes. " A. H. WORMAI D. Dated June 11th .

13,116. Improvements in conductors for incandescent electric

lamps." O. IMRAY. (Carl Auer von Welsbach, Au: tria. ) Dated

June 11th.

13,121 . " Improvements in electrical accumulators . ” H. W.COBB.

Dated June 11th .

13,187. “ A new or improved apparatus or tool holder for carry

ing carbons or electrodes for use in electric welding, brazing, and the
like purposes.” G. W. DE TUNZELMANN . Dated June 11th.

13,144 . “ Improvements in apparatus for electrically controlling

engines, electrc -motors, and other machinery." W. H. HARFIELD.

Dated June 11th.
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Compiled expressly for this journal ly W. P. TRONPION & Or. ,

Electrical Patont Agonts, 822, High Holborn , London , W.C., to whom
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12,617. Improvements in themeans or apparatus for controlling

and regulating electric motors.” C. A. CAIUS WILSON. Dated

June 6th .

12,631. “ Tell tale indicator for electric mast-head and side-lights

of sbips.” A. R. TURNER. Dated June 6th .

12,636 . Improvements in electric switches." J. G. Dixon.
Dated June 6th . ( Complete . )

12,667. "An improved device for itting reflectors, sbades, globes,

or the like, to electric incandescent and other lamps." C BARTEN
STEIN . Dated June 6th .

12,670. “ Improvements in the production or generation of elec
tri currents." J. POPPER. Dated June 6th.

12,673. “ An apparatus for trimming electrotype and otherblccks.”

J. I. Gibson. (W.C.Dalbey, United States ) Dated June 6th .

12,680. “ Improvements relating to electric alternating current

cable systems." F. CLOUTH . Dated June 6tb . ( Complete.)

12,699. " Improvements in or relating to electric transformers. "

J. J. BELLMAN and C. T. RITTENROUSE . Dated June 7th . ( Complete.)

12,731. Improvements relating to electric telegraphs.” A.

MOIRAEAD. Dated June 7th .

12,754. " Improvements in apparatus for the generation and
electrolytic application of electric currents.” F. EELMOBE .

( J. O. 8. Elmore, India. ) Dated June 7th .

12,763 " Improvements in and relating to apparatus for electro

therapeutic purposes,' W. P. THOMPSON. (A. Maggiorani, Italy .)
Dated June 7th . (Complete.)

12,765. “ Improvements in or relatiog to the electrolysis of liquids

and apparatus therefor . ” W. P. THOMPSON . (M. Hızard -Flamand,

France.) Dated June 7th .

12,774 " Improvements in electric railways.” G. F. REDFERN .

( B. J. Falk, United States ) Dated June 7th .

12,784 . " Improvements in electrical rheostats and resistances."

L. J. STEELE. Dated June 8ch.

12,810. ' Magnetic measuring instruments.” J. RUSSELL. Dated

June 8th .

12,815 . Improvements relating to electrical moters."

C. JACKSON. Dated June 8th .

12,825. " Improvements in obtainingmetals from their fused ores

oxides, and salts by electrical action .” J. B. DE ALZUGARAY. Dated

June 8th

12,829. A new or improved apparatus for electrically signalliog

in railways ” RMCSCHAMP. Dated June 8th . (Complete.)

Copies of any of these Specifications may be obtained of Messrs. W. P.

THOMPSON & Co., 822, High Holborn , W.O., price, pt st free, 9d.

( in stamps).

1897 .

19,118 . " Improvements in dynamo-electric driving apparatus

especially suitable forpropelling vehicles." P.L. GOLDSCHMIDT, Dated

August 18th , 1897. In tbis electric driving apparatus for motion

of the armature, and of the field magnet is respectively transmitted

directly totwo shafts , in such a manner that the number of revolu

tions is reduced, in consequence of the relatively independent motion

of the field magnet, and of the armature ; 80 that intermediate and

differential gearing can be dispensed witb , and the shafts rendered

independent of each cther. 2 claimg.

18,628. " Improvements in portable electric primary." O. H. COLA.

Dated August 11tb, 1897. This relates to those batteries where

the electrodes may be immersed or removed from the exciting fluid

by reversing the battery. The tubular carbon electrode is formed

with circumferential corrugations and fitted with an end projecting

platinum contact point . The cell is moulded entire, with one open

ing for placing and removing the zinc electrc de and the exciting
fiuid . The carbon is fixed within one end of the cell as the latter is

moulded ; the rubber entering is to the corragations of the carbon

and holding between an inner ledge and the cell end, and hermetic

ally closingaround the projectingplatinum point. The cell is thus

moulded with projecting bosses for the respective terminals. There

is also a means for connecting the terminals and circuit connections.

2 claims .
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